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Accident Insurance, See Insurance, Accident.
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Uow Can We Prevent? 619

Marseilles Street Railway Co., Report ot.. . 124

Milwaukee, In E26

Accounts: Employes' Engagement Blanks in

Milwaukee 52,5

Minneapolis *346

Repair, tor a Large Road 20

Steam Railroad Methods, Some Decisions in ill

Store Room and Wages *754

Adklns, James "666

Advertising, Street Car "641

Air Brakes, See Brakes, Air.

Aix-laCbapelle, Germany, Railway System of. 150

Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Railway, See Cleve-

land.

Albany : Albany Railway, Annual Report of . . . 146

Structural Steel Flywheel at *428

Allen, J. C *667

Alternating Current Electric Railway at

Lugano 307

Alton Railway & Illuminating Co., Financial

Report ot 502

Altoona, Pa., Pleasure Resorts In c414

America, Great Street Railway Properties In.. 602

American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

Meeting ot 386

American Street Railway Association '600

Meeting of Executive Committee of 2G

St. Louis Convention: Among tbe Exhibits. *717

Attendants at 687

Exhibits at 320

Plan of Hall at '334

Proceedings of 673

Programme of 550, *60l

Social Happenings at 685

American Street Railway Investments, Statis-

tics of 449. 502

Among the Manufacturers
265. 388, 444, 498, 555, 668, 743, 791

Amusement Company, An 385

Anderson, Ind., Power Station Practice In c 359

Armature Colls: Ingenious Method of Making
(Walker) 261

Manufacture of, at Schenectady *549

Asbury Park, Atlantic Coast Electric Railroad,

System of *505

Astoria, N. Y., Coal Pocket at *135

Repair Shops of Stelnway Railway Co c *236

Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway Co., An-

nual Report of 385

Atlanta Exposition, Johns' Exhibit at *66

Atlantic Coast Electric Railroad
,
System of ... . *505

Atlantic Highlands, Red Bank & Long Branch
Electric Railway, System of *508

Aurora, lU., Opening of the Aurora & Geneva
Railway 753

Australia, Ralls Wanted In 549

Band Saw (Egan) *316

Baltimore: City Passenger Ry. Co., Cost of

Generating Power 248

Grip Changes 466

Baltimore & Catonsville Construction Co.,

Work of 262

Belt Line Tunnel, Elec. Locomotives In. *161 *65l

City & Suburban Railway Co , Panel Equal-

izer •489

Bartlett, Wlnthrop *666

Baylor, A. K '388

Belfast, Ireland, Overhead Electric System
for 375

Belts, Use ot, in Electric Railway Power-sta-
tions "645

Bergen County Traction Co., System of '335

Blrmlnifham, Ala,, conduclorless Cars In c 529

Opening ot East Lake Line 420

Bicycle Carrying Attachment for Electric
Cars *495

Blddeford & Saco R. R. Co., Annual Report. ... 146

Black, Charles N -322

Boilers: Effect of Retarders in Fire Tubes of.. 374

Efficiency ot 385

Horizontal Water Tube (Cahall) »784

North Chicago Railway Co'ii *2j7

Bolt, Improved Insulating *378

Bond and Stock Quotations, see Stock and
Bond (Quotations.

Bond Issue by the Johnson Company 450

Booker, S. G "743

Boosters, Installation of. In Chester, Pa 43

Boston: North Shore Traction Co , Financial

Characteristics of 606

Railway System ot, as a Factor ot Urban
Growth *10

Subway, Method of Ventilating 190

Progress of 124

West End Street Railway Co., Car House
Construction *248

Changes In Main Power Station *179

Charlestown Power Station *177

Financial Characteristics of 606

Method of Testing Underground Feed-

ers *243

Repair Shops of

..

*95

Standard Long Car '254

Study of the Comparative Economy of

Horse and Electric Traction . . 305

Brackets: Improved Hinged •433

Flexible, In Overhead Construction (Creag-

head) 661

Brakes: Novel Lever in Oakland, Cal c*528

Power, I'pen Electric Cars 184

Brakes, Air: Abroad (Standard) 387

Nantasket Beach Railway, on •tiSO

National ^315

New (Chrlstensen) *648

New Compressor for (Standard) ^66

Problem ot Braking Street Railway Cars
with ^307

Record on New York central & Hudson
River Railroad 13

Standard Motor Compressor »645

Street Railway Service, in (Standard) ^131

Vacuum Pump for Elevated Railway Ser-

vice ,. •546

Works ot Hunt Alr-Brake Co *646

Brakes: Electric 184

Experiments In Chicago (Prouty-Noble) ... 354

Lombard 0)1 385

New Electric at Ogden 135

Brake Shoes- (Corning) ^740

Connections and. New (Kinzer) ^434

Brazier and Blow Torch 638. *786

Bridgeport Traction Co., Annual Report of 790

Brighton, Eng., Seashore Electric Railway at, *302

Brill Co., J. G., Exhibit of '739

Broken Joints: Resume of Discussion on 304

V. Opposite Joints 50

Brooklyn & New York Railway Supply Co.,

Works of '1%

Brooklyn Bridge: New Cars for •740

Contracts, New 385

Electric Equipment and Cars ot "661

Electric Locomotive for 132, 780

Electric Locomotive Truck for ^135

Reasons for Use of Electric Locomotives on. *164

Signaling System for Cars 131

Brooklyn: Brooklyn Elevated Railroad Co.,

Financial Characteristics of 6O3

Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co.,Cast Welded
Joints, Use of c412

Express Car "436

Express Service c 3.57

New Publication 429

Parlor Cars '130

Rewards to Motormen 496

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., Financial

Characteristics of 005

Consolidation In 212

Buffalo: Railway Company, Financial Charac-

teristics of 606

Notes 69

Traction Co., Abstract of Franchise 143

BufTalo-Nlagara Falls, High Voltage Trans-

mission Line *488, •772

Cable Railways: Changes In Third Avenue Sta-

tion 538

English Methods ot Construction '246

Isle ot Man, New 644

Large Contract in Edinburgh 386

Lesson in Gearing *121

Lubrication of Machinery 19

Reasons for Electrical Equipment of c 288

San Francisco, Doom of. In *119

Cables: Cars for Transporting (Broderick & Bas-

comj '193

Life In Melborne 300

Cables, Electric, Insulation ot Underground.. . . c 291

Calendars for the New Year 129

Calendars and Catalogues for 1896 65

California, Mountain Railway In 137

California Street Railway Association: Annual
Convention of 383

Organization of 71

Capitalization. Mileage and Cars of American
Street Railway Properties 502

Carbon Brushes for Motors 633

Carbollneum as a Tie Preservative 63

Car Builders, Amona- the 333

Car Company New (.Brooklyn & N. Y. Ry. Sup.

Co.) 71

Car Construction: Belts, Ralls aad Plates ^409

Corners *105

Dry Oak lor 104

Error in ^530

Four Post Cars c 529

Lessons from a Collision •356

Notes lOU, 171, 199

Panels and Roofs , *474

Posts 232
Practice in the United States *34

Roots and Sides, Veneer 738

Roots, Water Conductors on c 107

Seasoned Oak in 170

Some Lessons Taught by Old Cars *537

Steam Truss in c528
Car Equipment, Daily Inspection and Care of. . 621

See also Rolling Stock.

Car Factory, Work at a Large (Brill) 441

Car Houses; Construction in Boston •348

Doors, Roller for *656

Duties of. Force 19

Motor Wheel Lift *762

Novel Method of Emptying in Case of Fire. 104

Car Jacks (National) •68

Carruthers-Wain, W. J •si

Cars: Automatic Circuit Breakers for 665

Boston, Standard Long ^254

Braking, Problem of *307

Double Deck, for South Africa •261

Express., in Brooklyn '435

Illumm ated Signs for ^287

Mileage and Capitalization of American
Street Railway Properties 502
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New, for Mt. Clemens, MlcU '433

Old, A New Use for 762

Open, Step for *i53

Parlor, Brooklyn Helglits Railroad Co •130

Parlor, Chicago Cliy Railway *3S9

Parlor, Sprlngfleld, Mass "492

Platform, Clock tor -m
Problem of Braking *307

KeverslWe Seats for *638

Poller Bearings for 044

St. Louis, m *580

Skeleton of 18 ft. Closed *233

Step for Open *253

Transporting Cables, for (Broderlck &
Bascom) *193

Trucks, and (Brill) *ca8

Twenty Foot Center Aisle, Utlca c*4U
Universal Sanitary, for New York (Dry

Dock) *360

United States, In *G09

See also Rolling Stock.

Car Strap Handle, Sanitary *433

Car Works, Brooklyn & N. Y. Ry. Supply Co. . . *196

Clilcago, In (Wells & French^ *63

LaconlaCarCo '125

Laclede Car Co *G31

Union Car CO *038

Vi ason Manufacturing Co *255

Cassatt, A. J *o64

Catalogue, Kail (Dick, Kerr & Co.) 653

See also Trade Catalogues.

Cheapness of Municipal Transportation In

America 415

Chester, Pa., Installation of Boosters In Power
Station 43

Chicago: Calumet Electric Street Railway Co
,

Extensive Trolley Party 539

Chicago City Railway Co., Brake Experi-

ments on 2,'>4

Card from c47G

Cast Welded Joints, Use of C413

Financial Characteristics of C04

Gears In 21st Street Station "isi

Motor, New *441

Parlor and Mall Car '359

Repair Shops "402, *4C8

Electric Construction In *]33

Elevated Railroad Construction In 301

Englewood & Chicago Electric Railway,

System of '748

Lake Street Elevated Railroad, Electrical

Equipment of 345

Truck +135

Opening 443

Large Car Works in (Wells & French) '02

Metropolitan Elevated Railroad Co., Traffic

Report 124

Track Construction *259

North Chicago Street R. R. Co., Annual Re-

port 146

Boiler Room of *257

Financial Characteristics 605

Hawthorne Ave., Power Station '659

Projected Extensions In 281

Recent Extensions in 757

Storage Battery in 321, '748

Street Railway Mileage and Equipment In. 320

West Chicago Street R. R. Co., Annual Re-

port 146

Cast Welded Joints, Use of c 413

Financial Characteristics. 604

Repair Shops '324

Clcott, Frank X '743

Cincinnati, Large Truck Order from 51

Circuit Breakers: Automatic, for Cars 605

Large 479

Clambake, Annual

.

552

Clamp, " Hercules" Trolley Wire '603

Cleveland: Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Rail-

way, System of »80

Cleveland Electric Railway Co., Financial

Characteristics of 606

Cleveland & Elyrla Railway Co., System of. *88

Cleveland, PalnesvUle & Eastern Railroad

Co., System of '89

Lessons ot the Viaduct Disaster 20

Wheel Manufacture in (Dorner & Dutton). 60

Clip, New Mechanical «383

Clock for Car Platform *290

Cloth and Paper as iBsulatore 436

Club House for Motormen and Conductors '122

Coal Handllt g Machinery: at Long Island City. *663

North Chicago Railway Statlon.at *257

Coal Pocket at Astoria *135

Colorado Notes 787

Columbia Machine Works '656

Commercial Electric Supply Co 635

Commutator Segments, Drop Forged '309

Commutators of G. E. 800 Motors 495

Compressed Air Motors in New York.. . .387, 428, *436,

549, 654

Condensers, Self-Coollng (Worthlngton) 309

Conductorless Cars c288

Birmingham, Ala c529

Mansfield, O c4l4

Oakland, Cal c'538

Conductors' Pocket Record Book o'l68

Conduits, Feeder Underground, Practice in the

United States '31

Conduits Railway: Practice in the United
States 39

Metropolitan Street Railway Co., of New
York, View on Lenox Avenue *6G5

Metropolitan Railroad Co., Washington ... 98

Improvements in *399

Operating Expenses of 234

Third Avenue Ry. Co., New York '41, 384

Connecticut: Railroad Commissioners, Annual
Report 143

Street Railway Association, Annual Meet-
ing of 787

Consolidation Rumors, Denial of 4.50

Contracts: Important Electric Railway 551

Important, of the Walker Co , 321

Controllers: Need for More Running Points c289

New, (Walker) »370

Novel Method of Showing Diagram of *290

Running Notches of Series-Parallel, Com-
pared 541

Coupling for Shafts *664

Crimmlns, J. D '554

Crossings: Protective Device for Grade. '647

Use of Twin Rails on 387

Curtain Fixture, Adjustable '314

Curves '769

Correct Location of the Trolley Wire on. '367, '428

See also Transition Curves.

Danger Signals, Lamps as 775

Davidson, J. F »007

Dayton (O.) Traction Co., System of 429

Denver: Lamps as Danger Signals 775

Safety Switches in c '288

Derby, Conn. : Cars In a Freshet. 386

Club House for Motormen and Conductors . '122

Detroit: Detroit Railway Co., Heavily Over-

loaded Generators in 331

System of •!

Rapid Railway Co., System of '8

Dorner & Dutton Manufacturing Works '60

Drawbridge swung by Electric Motor 4«9

Drop Forged Commutator Segments *309

Dublin: Electric Tramway Rights in 203

Resolution of Dublin United Tramway s Co. 386

United Tramways Co., Annual Meeting of. 555

Duffy, C. N *ofl6

Dynamo and Engine Building, Improvements
in (McEwen) *67

Economy of Horse and Electric Traction In

Boston 205

Editorials:

Accidents: Claim Problem of 484

Fruitful Cause ot 365

St. Louis, In 599

American Cable Construction Methods 240

American Street Railway Association : 600

New Officers and Executive Committee 694

Papers at St, Louis Convention v")95

Proposed Consolidation With National

Electric Light Association 174

Retiring Officers and Executive Com-
mittee, 694

St. Louis Convention 364, 534, 094

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad; Electric Loco-

motives in the Belt Line Tunnel 175

Brooklyn Bridge, Proposed Cbanges on 296

Business Revival, The 707

Cable Construction, English and American
Compared 240

Cable Railways, Abandonment in America 341

Cars in St. Louis 598

Cast Welded Joints, Electrical Resistance

of 419

Cheapness of Municipal Transportation In

America 419

Chicago " Three Cent Fare Association".. 113

Cleveland, Freight and Express Service in 114

Common Use of Tracks In St. Louis 599

Compressed Air Motors , 535

Consolidation of Companies, Advantages of 482

Consolidated Traction Company of New
Jersey 482

Detroit; Failure ot Low Fares In 585

Lessons from Street Railway System of 25

Economy, Exaggerated Ideas of, From
Electric Operat ion 174

Electric Locomotives In the Baltimore Belt

Line Tunnel 175

Employes, Emulation Among 175

English Cable Construction Methods 240

Express, Baggage. Freight and Mall Serv-

ice 114,297,483

Fares: Low, Danger of 113, 535

In Detroit 25, 418

Fender Problem, The 419

Financial Statistics 418

Financial Supplement, Our 364

Fire Insurance, Standardizing Rules of

Electric Construction for 240

Franchises :
" Carefully Drawn " 365

Dangei-ous 112

Freight, Mail, Express and Baggage Service

114, 297, 483

General Electric Co., Annual Report of 297

Grade Crossings 114

Heaters 48a

Indiscriminate Information, Danger of Giv-

ing 418

Interurban Electric Railways 113

Low Fares, Danger of, in Detroit 25, 112, 535

Mall, Freight and Express Service. . . 114, 297, 483

Municipal Reform, Need of 483

New York, Rapid Transit Plans in 866

Overcapitalization, What is it? 175

Patent Ownership, The Equities of 341

PeeksklU, N. Y., "Carefully Drawn" Fran-
chise in 365

Piping in Power Stations 418

Pleasure Traffic 296

Power Stations: Tests 26

Better Methods of Testing, Wanted 766

Piping of 418

Prospects for the Coming Year 24

Rails, Chemical Composition ot 112

Reserve Fund, Importance of a 365

Return Circuit 241

Return Feeders, Use of Old Rails for 484

Silver Question: Its Relation to Street Rail-

way Companies 482

Its Relation to Street Railway Em-
ployes 539

Souvenir Issue, Our 534

Standard Accounting System, Desirability

of 365

Standardizing Rules lor Electric Construc-

tion 174

St. Louis: Convention 364, 534, 694

Street Railway Experience in 598

Storage Battery Traction 766

Street Railway Journal for 1890 24

Thi-ee Cent Fares 35, 112,635

T Rails in Paved Streets 174

Track Construction in St. Louis 599

Vestibules, The Use of 297

Wanted, Better Methods of testing Power
Stations 766

Wheels, The Purchase of 113

Electric Launches for Pleasure Resorts 375, 665

Electric Locomotives: Baltimore, Experience

, with, in *161, *651

Brooklyn Bridge 132, 135, '164, 780

New (Wesilnghouse) *192

New Haven, in 469

Practice in the United States 39

Electric Power, Long Distance Transmission

of 378

Electric Railways: Practice in the United

States '27

Urban Growth and 'lo

Electric Traction: Comparative Economy of,

in Boston 205

Steam Railway Conditions, under 779

Elevated Railroads: Lake Street, Chicago,

Opening of 443

Metropolitan & Northwestern, Chicago,.^

Track Construction on *259

Practice in the United States 38

Vacuum Pump for Air Brakes *5I6

Employes: How to Increase the General Effi-

ciency of 619

Selection and Management ot 715

Wages on British Railroad Systems 190

EnglneerlD^ Notes 124, 190
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Engines: Automatic Danger Stop for 310

Direct Connected Units (Kodak) *(i53

Dynamo Building and Improvements In

(McEwen) '07

Pltcliburg *195

New Vertical, for Steinway, N. Y *060

Records at Webster, Mass. (Mils) 259

St. Louis Corliss *(i35

Shafts, Hollow Forged Steel, for '057

England: Notes from 13,13(1

Hallway Systems, Wages ot^Employes on . . 11)0

English Methods of Cable Track construction. *2i6

Equipment Notes ?3, 13n, 202

See also, Among the Manufacturers.

Europe; Gas Motor Cars In, 785

Notes 788

Progress of Electric Traction In 31)3

EvansvlUe, Ind., Wheel Practice In c 537

Express Car In Brooklyn "436

Express, Mall, Freight and Baggage Service. .201, 178

Express Service in Brooklyn c 357

Falrmount Park, Philadelphia, Novel Electric

Railway In

..

778

Pare Regulations In Knoxvllle 200

Fares, Results of Reducing Omnibus, in Lon-

don 114

Feed Water Heaters: Improvements In (Coch-

rane) *25e

Purifier and Large. (Kensington) »310

Purifier, Filter and Oil Separator (Cook-

son) ",547

Feeders: Method of Calculating, see Power
Distribution for Electric Railways.

Panel Equalizer *489

Feeders, Return, Old Ralls as 621

Feeders, Underground *243, c29l

Fenders: New (Crawford) '318

New (Mayollnl) 193 *260

New (Shields) '548

Records 387

Figure 8 Wire, Trolley Appliances for (Ohio

Brass Co.) 547

Financial Markets, "Outside Securities" In.. . . 502

Financial Notes 75, 80, 148

Financial S upplement, Press Comments on eol

Fire Insurance, See Insurance. Fire.

Fireworks as a Park Attraction *317

Firm, New (Macartney, McElroy & Co.) 322

Flywheel, Steel, at Albany '428

Fountain, Electric, Syracuse Street Railway
Co n30

Four Post Car Construction c 529

France: Electric Central Station Statistics 190

Some Recent Electric Railways In "156

Freight Service, see Express Service.

Gas Motor Cars In Europe 7t5

Gearing, Lesson in. *121

Gears: Long Lived '741

Improvements In (Nuttall) 311

Gears and Pinions: Causes which lead to

Breakage of *227, *385

Life of 20

Steel (General Electric) *653

General Electric Co.: Annual Report of 329

convention, at the 640, *737

1000 Motor *493

Works of •437

Generators : Direct Connected (Eddy ) *68

Heavily Ove rloaded, In Detroit , 321

Some Recent Motors and (Walker), . . *44

Geneva, Switzerland Electric Railways of 263

Germany: Electric Railway Construction In 395

Extensive Electric Railway In 778

"Ghost Chin," The 530

Gliding Wheel '664

Glasgow, Scotland: Report o£ Corporation

Tramways 497

J-
Tramways of : 788

governor, Automatic (Brownell & Co.) '64

Grades; Ascending, in San Francisco «371

Limiting, for Adhesion— ; 780

Grand Rapids, Mlpii,, Olpaervatlons on Return
Circuit C476

Graphite Bushings ..... „ ,'

, 386

jlSlravlty Return System •SO

Great Britain, Light RaUwa.ys In 368

See also England.
Grlffln. Capt. Eugene, Interview with 295

Grlffln Wheel Co.. Works of »312

Hand Planer and^Jolnter, New *378

Hand Strap, Adjustable "655

Hanley, T. L "667

Ilanover, Germany, Street Railway System of "513

Hartford (ii West Hartford Railway Co., Book

of Views 67

Haytl, Electric Railway In 741

Headlights, Electric: (Wheeler) 382

New(Neal) "133

Heaters, Feedwater, see Feedwater Heaters.

Heaters Electric: Improved (Gold) 491

New (Ohio Brass) '782

Panel for (Gold) '655

To day, of *543

Henry, Frank R *60u

Highspeed Lines, Trolley Wire lor '378

High Speed on the Lorain-Cleveland Electric

Line c 414

High Voltage Transmission Line at Buffalo-

Niagara Falls •483, *773

Hobart, Garret A *444

Hoist, Electric Motor (Harrington) ^192

Hospitality, Appreciation of American 380

Houston, Tex., city street Railway, Annual
Report Of 75

Hungary, Railway Matters In c*76l

Incandescent Lamps, Mallgnanl System of Ob-

taining Vacuum 124

Insulation ot Underground Cables c 291

Insurance: Accident' 318, 665

Report of Guarantor's Co 71

Insurance, Fli-e, Standard Rules for^Construc-

tlon 2C0, C 263,787

International Street Railway Convention at

Stockholm 460

Interurban Railways: Baltimore and Wash-
ington Electric Line, Work on 262

Dayton and Mlamisburg, between 429

Ohio, In (Mahoning Valley) ^252

Some Recent *85

Trolley Wire for "378

Washington, Alexandria & Mount Vernon
Electric Railway, System ot "301

Iron and Steel Manufacture In Different Coun-

tries 124

Isle of Man: Mt. Snaefell Electric Railway '93

New Cable Railway In 644

Italy, Electric Railway at Varese *745

Jennings, R. B *666

Jersey City, N. J., CoasoUdated Traction Co.,

See Newark, N. J.

Joints, Rail, see Rail Joints.

Jobnson Co. : Bond Issue of. 450

Electric Welding System of 776

Kansas City, Metropolitan Street Railway Co.

,

Financial Characteristics of 607

Kerosene Instead of Salt for keeping Switches

Clear of Snow c357

Kingston, N. Y., Silver Lesson In 5,53

Knoxvllle, Fare Regulations in 290

Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Co 635

Labor Statistics of Michigan 502

Laclede Car Co., Works of *63l

Laconla Car Co., Works of '125

Lansing, Mich., Operation In, Suspended 637

Lathe, Double Spindle (J. J. McCabe) •ai

Lebanon, Pa,, Repair Shop Practice in c529

Legal;

Abutting Owner, vs. Trolley Road 480

Accident Insurance 109, 693

Elevated Railroad Land Damage Suits, Ef-

fect of Surface Railroads upon— 362

Exclusive Franchises 531

Fenders, Patents for. Sustained 763

Front Platforms, Elding on 238

Highway, Right s of Stxeet Railways In 480

Insurance against Liability of Common
Carriers of Passengers 109, 692

Jury Decisions, Remarkable 416

Negligence, The Law of, with Some Statis-

tics 293, 763

New York Elevated Railroad Land Damage
Suits, Effect of Surface Railroads upon. . 363

Six Cent Verdict for Death by Wrongful

Act 173

Street Railway Law. Fundamental Prin-

ciples of 22

LkGAl Decisions;

Assault on Passenger 363

Charters, Statutory Powers—Ordinances, 22, 111,

294, 363, 417, 481, 533, 692, 764

Compensation for Use of Tracks 173

Dedication 417

Eiectlon ot Passengers 23, 173, 633, 763

Equity—Specific Performance 533

Excessive Damages 23, 110, 173, 230, .5-33

Injunction 173, 417, 481

Legal Tender Pare 763

Liability for Negligence 110, 173,239,204, .363,

417, 481, 533,764

Mandamus m
Patents 763

Riding on Front Platform 23

Use of Road—Damages 417

Yallillty of Contract Exempting from Neg-
ligence Ill, 533

Letters and Hints from Practical Men 19, 107, 107,

234,288, 411, 476, 537

Lewlston (N. Y.) &Youngstown Electric Rail-

way, Opening of ,509

Light Railways In Great Britain .368

Lightning Arresters, Why they do not always
protect 200

Live Wire Cut-Out, Automatic "bss

Locomotives, Electric, see Electric Loco-
motives 409

London, England, Results of reducing Omnibus
Pares.ln ii4

Underground Systems 94

London, Ont., Ladles as Conductors in 663

Long Branch, Atlantic Coast Electric Railroad,

System of. -z(J5

Long Distance Riding and Transfer Systems in

American Cities 41,5

Long Distance Transmission of Electric Power. 373

Lorain, O., High Speed In. c414

Los Angeles, Interurban Roads near •93

Lawrence; Lowell & Haverhill Street Railway
Co., Annual Report 7,5

Lowell & Suburban Street Railway, Annual
Report 75

'

Lugano, Three Phase Electric Railway at 307

Machine Works (Bullard) '434

Magee, Louis J «44j

Maine, Annual Report of Railroad Commission-
ers 75

Mail Car, Chicago City Railway *359

Mall, Express, Baggage and Freight Service 291, 478

Mall Service, see also Express Service.

Manchester, N. H., Street Railway Co., System
of *223

Mansfield, O., Conductorless Cars In.... C414

Maps.
atlantic Coast Electric Railroad Co 506

Bergen County Traction Co 336

Boston 10

Cleveland, Interurban Railways about 86

Consolidated Traction Company of New
Jersey 460

Detroit Railway Co 2

Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connec-

ticut 540

Metropolitan Street Railway Co.. New
York 517

Orleans Railroad Company 21

6

Portland (Me.) Railroad Co 150

St. Louis 5S0

Staten Island Electric Railroad Co. , 273

Marseilles, France, Accident Report of i24

Marinette, Wis., Power Station Records in c 167

Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners, An-
nual Report of 213

Massachusetts Street Railway Association,

Convention of 551

Mayer, C. J , n39
Mcculloch, Richard •666

McCulloch, Robert 717

McLean, J. L ' *201

McLean, Thos. H 387

Mechanical Stokers, Experiments with Auto-
matic *o68

Melbourne, Life of Cables In 300

Mexico, Large Power Transmission Plant in.. 512

Mica Volume, A 738

Michigan Labor Statistics 502

Michigan Street Railway Association, Annual
Meeting of 46

Mlddletown, Conn., Power Station Records... c 167

Milan, New Electric Railway in 120

Mileage, Cars and Capitalization of American
Street Railway Properties 503
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THE SYSTEM OF THE DETROIT RAILWAY COMPANY.

During the last few years the city of Detroit has been
the scene of many interesting and exciting incidents from
a street railway standpoint. For several years the local

election has been waged largely upon the basis of an
effort to secure a reduction in the charges made on the
street railway lines of the city. The present mayor, who
has held office for several terms, has been one of the
prime movers in this direction. At the time of his elec-

tion to the mayor-
alty the street rail-

way system of the

city was almost en-

tirely in the hands
of one cpmpany, the
predecessor of the

present Detroit Citi-

zens' Street Railway
Company. The
length of life of the

franchises of this
company was then
under litigation, and
an effort was made
to secure from it

certain reductions
from nickel cash
fares in considera-

tion of franchise ex-

tensions. The com-
pany, however, pre-

ferred to carry its

case on the length of

life of its franchises

to the courts, with
the result that it has
been confirmed in

its ownership of

them for the original

time for which they
were granted.

Defeated in this

direction, an effort

was made by the

authorities of De-
troit to induce other
capitalists to con-

struct other lines in

the city. After con-
siderable negotiation an agreement was finally reached
between the representatives of the present Detroit Rail-

way Company and the city, granting the former impor-
tant franchise rights and other privileges over certain

streets upon condition of certain reduced rates of fare.

The franchises heretofore granted by the city had
exacted the laying of pavements and the care of the
same between tracks, and in some streets as far as two
feet nine inches beyond. In addition, a payment to the
city of a tax of from i to 3 per cent, of the gross receipts

was required of certain companies.
The rates of fare were not to exceed five cents, or six

tickets for twenty-five cents, though the latter was not
obligatory, and for one hour in the morning and one hour
in the evening, when the working class were traveling.

FIG. 1.—EXTERIOR OF POWER STATION—DETROIT RAILWAY.

eight tickets for twenty-five cents were required to be
sold.

FRANCHISES.

The Detroit Railway franchise has been so often mis-

stated, and is so generally misunderstood, that an ab-

stract of some of its principal features is necessary for an
understanding of the present status of the company.

The original ordi-

nance accepted by
the managers of the

new company was
dated December 4,

1894, and granted to

Greene Pack, Albert
Pack and Henry A.
Everett, their asso-

ciates.successors and
assigns, in organiz-
ing a corporation
named the Detroit
Railway Company,
right to build, main-
tain and operate an
overhead trolley

railway. The track
was to be laid -with
grooved girder rails

of not i e s*s than
seventy-seven and a
half pounds to the
yard, and was to be
constructed under
the supervision of
the Board of Public
Works.

All paving, re-

paving and repairing
of pavement upon
any streets occupied
by the tracks of the
company is done at

the expense of the
city. The company,
however, when it

disturbs existing
pavement for repair-

ing its tracks is

obliged to put the pavement back in good condition.
It has also to pave all tracks and spaces between double
tracks in streets which may be already paved at the time
of the first construction of the tracks.

The city undertakes to keep the pavement between
the rails cleaned in the same manner as the rest of the
street, but all snow and ice is removed from the tracks by
the railway company.

The poles within a two mile circle from the center of
the city must be of iron, and outside may be of wood.
Rates of fare are as follows; cash fare, five cents; tickets

good between 5:45 a.m. and 8 p.m., eight for twenty-five
cents; tickets good between 8 p.m. and 5:45 a.m., six for
twenty-five cents. Special tickets are sold to the Police
and Fire Departments in books of 100 at fifty cents a
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book. No free passes are required or allowed except to

employes of the company. A universll transfer is given
on all lines of the company.

Taxes are paid on real estate and personal property
owned as in the case of an individual, but the franchise

and earnings are not subject to taxation.

At the expiration of thiity years the city of Detroit

is to have the right to purchase the entire plant of the

FIG. 2.—SECTION OF TRACK WITHOUT TIES.

for the faithful performance of this ordinance by the
grantees of a certified check for $50,000 and a bond in the
sum of $100,000.

Construction was soon commenced after the ap-
proval by the mayor of this ordinance, and last summer
the railway was put in operation with rented power. On
December 4, 1895, the city authorities were so well sat-

isfied that the company had fulfilled the conditions of
the original ordinance that the deposit of $50,000 was
returned and the bonds for $100,000 were reduced to

$25,000.

THE company has now in

operation fifty miles of

track, measuring one mile
of double as two miles of

single. It is laid with

-5-0^ —5-0'^

—

-5-0—

FIG. 3.—SECTION OF DOUBLE TRACK WITH TIES.

Street Railway Joureal

company. The value of the plant is to be determined by
a Board of Arbitration consisting of nine members, three
of whom are to be members of the Common Council of the
city of Detroit and appointed by the mayor, three are to
be appointed by the railway company, and these six are
to select three others. If the six are unable to agree upon
any one or more of the remaining three members of the

eighty-five pound girder rail. The two methods in use
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The construction varies ac-
cording to the condition of the streets through which the
line runs.

Of late years all of the paving in Detroit has been
laid upon a concrete foundation. On the streets paved
with asphalt or brick—see Fig. 2—a system of trench

PETROIT MICH.
SHOWING

PETROIT RAILWAY

FIG. 4.—MAP OF DETROIT, SHOWING LINES OF THE DETROIT RAILWAY.

Board they are to be appointed by the Circuit Court for
the County of Wayne. In arriving at the price at which
the purchase is to be made, the ordinance states that the
Board of Arbitration " shall not take into consideration
the value of the franchises or grant, but shall allow for
the property of the grantees its fair value for street rail-
way purposes, taking into consideration its cost and nat-
ural depreciation." The ordinance required the deposit

work v/as adopted. The trench was cut fifteen inches
deep and one foot wide. A layer of concrete, composed
of one part Portland cemen.t, four parts Louisville cement,
eight parts sand and sixteen parts broken stone, was laid

in the bottom of the trench to the depth of six inches.

The rail is a seven inch eighty-five pound grooved
Cambria section and is placed in the trench. The two
inch space between the top of the concrete and the bot-
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torn of the rail, together with the space on each side, is

filled up to the bottom of the pavement with grouting,

composed of one part Portland cement, one of sand and
three of clean fine gravel. The rails are bound together

Station of the Detroit

FIG. 6.—ECONOMIZERS.

with tie rods placed ten feet apart, and on brick paved
Streets the interstices are fitted with Portland cement.

On unpaved streets and paved streets without the

concrete foundation the method shown in Fig. 3 was
adopted. The street was graded out the full width of

the ties to a depth of nineteen in-

ches below grade. Six inches of

concrete of the same proportion as
that in the trench was laid and al-

lowed to harden for five days. The
track was then laid and a cushion
of sand one inch thick tamped
under the ties. This not only les-

sens the jar of the cars but enables
the company to get a perfect surface
on the rail. The track was then
filled with concrete of the same
quality to within one-half inch of

the pavement. A layer of sand one-
half inch thick was then spread
over the whole and the pavement
laid and cemented with tar. The
ties are of white oak, five inches
thick, eight inches wide and seven
feet long, and are placed two and
one-half feet from center to center.

The rail is all eighty-five pound
seven inch groove except the special
work. This, with one or two ex-

. ceptions, is ninety pound seven inch,

side bearing, girder Cambria or
Wharton sections, with a bolted
guard, and was made by the Cleve-
land Frog & Crossing Company.

The cost of construction is

very much less in the first method
than when ties are used, as about
50 per cent, of the cost of removing
and replacing pavement is avoided.
Both so far seem to be standing
up equally well under the traffic.

The joints are made with ten bolt splice bars, using
one and one-quarter inch bolts and five and one-half inch
plates. Tie rods are not used when ties are employed.
The track is laid with broken joints.

RETURN CIRCUIT.

The Benedict & Burnham bond is used at each joint.

Double bonds are employed with wires and the rails are

connected by an overhead return at every twelfth

pole.

THE power station

is located at the
corner of Atwater

^^cyT&ri0\UiM^P^ and Riopelle
Streets, close to the

Citizens' Street Railway
Company and on the bank of the Detroit River.
It is of brick, and attracts attention from the river

and city on account of its handsome and lofty

stack.

The engine room contains at present four
direct connected units, of Walker generators and
Allis engines.

Two of the generators are of 400 k. w. and two
of 800 K. w. capacity, the latter being the largest
yet built by the Walker Manufacturing Company.
Elsewhere a detailed description and engravings
are given of these machines, so that a full account
of their construction is unnecessary here. It should
be said, however, that the generators run very
quietly and without spark and are doing their

work well. Upon a recent occasion, when one of
the 800 K. w. units was temporarily shut down on
account of a hot crosshead and before the other
had been put in place, the two smaller machines
supplied 3,000 amperes without difficulty. The
officers of the company speak in the warmest terms
of their performance, and have just ordered two
additional 800 k. w. machines.

The engines operating the 400 k. w. units are cross
compound, with cylinder dimensions 20 in. and 40 in. X
48 in. stroke, and with cut-off at one-half stroke de-
velop 750 H. p. The two larger units are of a similar
type with cylinder dimensions 24 in. and 48 in. X 48 in.

FIG. 7.—SECTION OF BOILER ROOM.

Stroke, and with cut-off at one-half stroke develop 1,200

H. p. Both run at about eighty-seven revolutions per
minute.

The switchboard is of the General Electric panel
type and is located in an alcove specially [built for the
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purpose at the side of the engine room. The engine
room is served by a twenty ton traveling crane manu-
factured by Alfred Box & Company, of Philadelphia.

The crane is supplied vi^ith ball bearings, making it very

easy for one man to operate it, although it weighs some
fifteen tons.

The interior of the engine room is well lighted and taste-

fully finished with a frieze of

Milwaukee brick around the
walls. There are long windows
and doors at each end, and
plenty of natural light is afford-

ed by a glass monitor roof.

When completed the floor will be
finished in hard maple.

of corbels at the crown, giving a handsome appearance,
and on tlie river side the letters uei roit railway appear
in light colored brick built into the stack. The stack is

200 ft. in height from the top of the foundation to the
top of the cap, and is twenty feet nine inches in diameter
at the base and fourteen feet eight inches at the crown.
The inside diameter is ten feet. The flue from the Vjoil-

KOILER ROOM.

The boiler room, which is

separated from the engine room
by a fire brick wall, contains at

present four batteries, of two
boilers each, of the Stirling type.

Each boiler generates 500 h. p. at

140 pounds pressure. Centennial
rating. The boilers are equipped with Murphy furnaces,

and according to the officials of the company are giv-

ing excellent results. The station is fitted with Green
economizers and Davidson single condensers and pumps.

The coal is received by railroad cars on a siding

close to the boiler room and is discharged into coal

FIG. 8.—WARREN STREET CAR HOUSE.

ers is oval, eleven feet nine and three-quarters inches in

longest diameter, and eight feet three-quarters inch

shortest diameter. The stack has a four-inch fire brick

lining to a height of fifty feet above foundation. In

general construction it is similar to that of the Toronto
Railway Company illustrated in our last issue.

FIG. 9.—INTERIOR OF BOILER ROOM.

storage bins which have a capacity of fifteen tons. From
these it will be delivered as required to the boilers

through automatic chutes, as shown in Fig. 7. At pres-
ent,.however, coal is dumped into conveyor cars and fed
to the furnaces by hand. The Hunt conveyor system is

used.

To secure the necessary foundations a cofferdam
was required, and the foundations extend down to a depth
of fifteen feet.

STACK.

Reference has already been made to the stack. This
is a very prominent feature of the station. It has a row

The company has two car
houses, one at the corner
of Concord and Kerche-
val Streets, and one on
Warren Street. The ex-
terior of the Warren
Street depot is shown in

Fig. 8. It is of brick with
cement floor, and is sup-
plied with pits and other
necessary appointments of
a car house. The repair
shops of the company are
also at this point. The
company has not as yet
found much occasion for
making repairs, and has
equipped its shops with
the following tools only:
a thirty-eight-inch lathe,

fourteen-inch lathe,

twenty - six - inch shaper,
upright drill, emery wheel,
grindstone, wood lathe,

band saw and hydraulic
wheel press. Since it has
been in operation, the com-
pany has not been obliged
to rewind any armatures
and but a few field coils.

In the electrical repair
shop is a baking oven, and to the careful use of this the
company attributes a large share of the immunity from
accidents which it has enjoyed.

The company is employing in its repair shops an in-

genious method of removing car wheels. The method
employed is so simple that it can be easily accomplished
by two men in a short space of time. Sections of eight
feet of the rails on each side of a pit are tied together by
rods, and are easily removable by two men. The car is

then run over the pit and jacked up on each side, so that
the wheels are released from the boxes. The sections of
rails are then removed and the wheels are let down
through the opening thus made into the pit by means of
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a hand hydraulic iack which runs on wheels in the base
of pit. When in the pit the axle is turned through an
angle of ninety degrees so that it is parallel with the rails,

and being mounted on the jack it can be carried to

the wheel press or to any other part of the shop re-

quired.

THE company owns seven-

ty-six cars, of which seven-

ty-four are required to

-i^ handle the traffic in the

busy parts of the day.

Twenty-five additional cars and equipments are ordered.

The company has also two construction cars, two

The use of the side aisle prevents the employment of

much concavity in the lower panel, giving a somewhat
square and box-like appearance to the cars. In service,

however, they are giving very satisfactory results, and
the management is very enthusiastic upon this style of
car.

Each car is equipped with two Meaker registers, one
for recording the cash fares and the other the tickets re-

ceived. They are painted different colors and one is

marked in large letters "
5 cents " for five cent fares and

the other " 3 cents " for three cent fares. Both are oper-
ated by the same rod, it being turned in one direction for
ringing one kind of fare, and in the other direction for

the other.

The equipment of each car also includes Con-
solidated electric heaters, De Witt sand boxes
and Crawford fenders.

The company is using the wheels of a number

FIG. 10.—VIEWS ON THE LINE OF THE DETROIT RAILWAY.

sprinklers, two Brill sweepers and two plows. The cars

are all mounted on Brill trucks, and are equipped with
Westinghouse No. 12 A motors. The sweepers are

equipped with Westinghouse No. 50 motors.
The car bodies were built by the St. Louis Car Com-

pany, and are of the well-known Kuhlman type, which is

used generally on the roads in which the syndicate con-
trolling the Detroit Railway is interested. The charac-
teristic of these cars, as will be seen from Figs. 15 and 16,

consists in the fact that they have cross seats, with side
aisle and three doors all of which are on the same
side of the car. This permits quick discharge'and ingress
of passengers. By removing the windows the cars can be
operated as open cars in summer, so that the same rolling
stock is available for summer and winter service. The
length over all is thirty-one feet, and that of the car body
twenty-two feet, giving four and a half foot platforms.
Upon the back of each seat is a push button, connected
with battery and bell on the rear platform, so that any
passenger can signal the conductor to stop. The central
door can be opened and closed by the conductor from the
back platform by means of a lever.

of makers, but its cars have been in service for only a

short time, so that no comparative results of the wear of

wheels could be secured.

ACCORDING to the terms of

the company's franchise, the

poles within the two mile limit

>v\->jiN.3 iwiN^ i are to be of iron ; outside of
""^*«^

III'
that wood can be used. As a

matter of fact, however, nearly
all of the company's poles are of iron, and with thfe ex-

ception of about a mile where center poles are installed,

the span wire construction is employed. The poles are

from the works of the Pennsylvania Tube Works.
The overhead line materials were supplied by both

the Ohio Brass Company and the H. W. Johns Manufac-
turing Company, the former furnishing the straight line

hangers, etc., and the latter strain insulators. The hang-
ers are the " type C," which is somewhat heavier
than the ordinary form. The overhead switches are of
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the Dupont straight underrunninp; type, with groove on
each side and adjustable approaches.

The overhead trolley and feeders were furnished by
the Benedict & Burnham Manufacturing Company and
the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Company. The
feeders are of 300,000, 500,000 and 700,000 circular mils

capacity. The longest transmission of electric power at

gone extensively into the subject of amusements, which
have been found to add materially to the receipts of the

line. In Figs. 11, 12 and 13 are presented views of a spec-

tacular performance which was presented at this park last

summer under the supervision of Pain, the well known
fireworks expert of New York, and Imre Kiralfy. The
piece was called Lalla Rookh, several hundred pcrform-

FIGS. 11, 12 AND 13,—GRAND STAND AND SCENES OF PLAY PRESENTED AT BOULEVARD PARK.

present is four and one-fourth miles, but when the exten-

sions contemplated for next summer are built, current

will be transmitted ten miles from the power station.

THE company owns a
tract of some five acres

on the corner of the

Boulevard and Four-
teenth Street, and has

ers participated,and a fine ballet was presented. The grand
stand seated 8,000 persons. This winter four and a half

acres are being transformed into a skating rink, to which
a small entrance fee will be charged.

mm-
THEofficers of the company

are: president, G. W.
Pack; vice-president and
general manager, H. A.
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Everett; secretary and treasurer, A. Pack; assistant sec-

retary and auditor, F. Starring; superintendent, L. E.

Beilstein; electrical engineer and purchasing agent, W.
E. J^avis; mechanical engineer, J. F. Randall; civil en-

gineer, A. P. Ruggles.

THE fact that the company

'lNi?^iHC3^li^t^£^^^3
pioneer in this coun-

try among those operat-

ing in large cities to

charge low fares makes the question of financial results

in operation one of great interest. These so far have

been very satisfactory to the owners of the line. A

The business done during the first ten days of De-
cember was as follows :

Cash 8 for 6 for Sp6cla.l

1
NO.

01

\
cars. Avge. Mtrge. CtS. car Pass. Cts.

recpis. 25 CtS. 25 CtS. Tickets per car mile. carried pass.

1 246.85 613.94 115.04 1.60 56 17.50 9,263 .105 27,250 .0356
2 196.50 1,116-63 105.33 2.08 60 23.67 10,007 .141 42,291 .0335
3 200.60 1.140.63 123.00 2 06 61 24.03 10,062 .145 43,564 .0386
4 213.50 1,153.22 l!d7.16 2.26 60 24 93 10,034 .149 44,338 .0337
5 223.10 1,153.65 137.21 3.52 62 24.45 10,122 .149 44,798 .0338
6 204.70 1,06^.5!) 136.33 2.50 59 23.83 9,852 .142 41,494 .0338
7 307.35 1,267.35 180.50 2 60 60 29.30 9,981 .176 51,174 .0343
8 290.20 726.06 125.60 1.70 56 20.06 9,263 .121 31,735 .0354
9 214.55 1.168.28 118 83 2.94 61 24.65 10,098 .148 44,663 .0336
10 220.85 1,142 84 137.08 2.76 61 24.64 10,001 .150 44,416 .0338

Sli eit R;iil« .iy Joui-nal

FIG. 14.—SECTION OF POWER STATION—DETROIT RAILWAY.

statement of the business done up to the present does not
really show the capabilities of the system from the fact

that the line up to October 28th was hiring a large part

of its power, and up to within recently the most paying
branches of the line had not been completed. The traffic

was considerably greater, too, than had been anticipated,

and although cars have been added as rapidly as pos-

sible, the earnings would have been undoubtedly greater
if the rolling stock had been adequate in numbers to the

The average rate of wages paid conductors and
motormen is 20.2 cents per hour. The other wages for

help are in about the same proportion.

The Rapid Railway Company.

A new suburban high speed line which has re-

cently been opened in the neighborhood of Detroit and

FIGS. 15 AND 16.—EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR OF CAR—DETROIT RAILWAY.

traffic. The following totals for the last three months, which possesses a number of novel and interesting feat-

however, show very interesting results: ures is that extending from Detroit and Mount Clemens,

RECEIPTS ^ large lakeside resort on Lake St. Clair. The line is

^
operated by the Rapid Railway Company and is largely

Passengers carried 6.31,457 646,021 906,024 owned by C. M. Swift and C. J. Reilly, prominent rail-

l^^^^^iengei:::::::::::::::.:::::::::::^''''!^ ^^'''l.i! way capitalists who Uve in Detroit. Entrance to the center
Cents per mile .' i2!6i 10.18 1K88 of Detroit is made over the lines of the Citizens' Street
Per cent, casli receipts 33.2 21.4 19.9 -i r ^.n, <.

Per cent, ticket receipts 76.8 78.6 80.1 Railway Company of that city.
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The line is fifteen and one-half miles in length and
is practically without grades or curves for its entire dis-

tance. These conditions permit the maintenance of a

high speed in operation and suggested to the railway

company the advisability of following steam railway
practice largely in the construction of its roadbed and
cars. The schedule time between termini is twenty

1^' ^1

FIG. 17.— POWER STATION AND CAR HOUSE—RAPID RAILWAY

miles per hour, and that maintained between stops con-
sequently often as high as thirty miles per hour. For
part of the distance after leaving Detroit, the tracks are

laid on the company's own right of way, but for the
greater part of the distance are on the highway connecting
the two cities.

The roadbed is ballasted with gravel, thoroughly

with span wire construction are used. The feed wires are
of 420,000 CM. capacity.

The power station and car house are situated mid-
way between the two termini and are shown in Fig. 17.

The buildings are of brick supported by steel columns and
trusses with iron roofs. Ample provision is made for any
increase likely to occur during the next twenty-five years.

The power station measures 80 ft. 6 ins.

X 50 ft. 6 ins. It contains two 330 h. p. high
speed automatic engines, each belted to a 200
K. w. Walker generator. The switchboard,
which is of considerable magnitude, is of slate.

The bpilers now in use are of the horizontal
tubular type. The stack, is of steel seventy-
two inches in diameter and reaches to a height
of ninety feet above the grate bars. The
foundation is 12 ft. 6 ins. X 21 ft. high and is

of brick piling, resting on concrete.

The motors cars are thirty-three feet long
and eight feet wide, are vestibuled at both
ends and are mounted on double trucks hav-
ing wheels thirty-three inches in diameter.
They are similar in appearance to steam rail-

road cars and have straight sides. The seats

are arranged at right angles to the length of
the car, leaving a center aisle eighteen inches
wide. The seats are fitted with springs and
spring backs and are upholstered in cane.

The trail cars used in summer are of the
dijuble truck eight bench type, each having a
seating capacity of fifty persons. The cars
and trucks were furnished by the Jackson &
Sharp Company. The motors are of the
Walker fifty type ; two are used on each car,

making an aggregate capacity on each of 100 h. p. They
are giving good satisfaction.

Light freight and express will form an important
department of this line's transportation business, and a
new combination car has recently been ordered. It is

thirty-eight feet in length and divided into two compart-
ments for passengers and baggage respectively. The

FIGS. 18 AND 19.—VIEWS ALONG THE LINE OF THE RAPID RAILWAY.

tamped and packed hard under and between the ties.

The rails, which are T in section, weigh seventy pounds
to the yard and rest on ties spaced two feet between
centers. The joints are six bolt, double angle, with
three-quarter inch bolts, and each is supported by a
longitudinal as well as cross tie. Near Mount Clemens,
where the railway crosses the Clinton River, the com-
pany has built a three-span steel truss bridge upon stone
abutments and iron and cement piers.

A very good idea of the kind of overhead line con-
struction used is given in the two engravings. Figs. 18

and 19. Bracket poles made extra heavy are used exclu-
sively with General Electric overhead appliances. In the
city of Mount Clemens ornamental wrought iron poles

passenger compartment will seat twenty-seven persons,
and the baggage compartment will carry the ordinary
baggage for this number of people. When this is in op-
eration the company will sell through tickets from its

termini to all important commercial centers.

The average number of car miles/un per car per day
is 250.

The financial results of operation are said to be so

far very satisfactory, although the line was not put in

operation until July 14, 1895, and so did not secure all

of the summer traffic between Detroit and Mount Clem-
ens. The fare charged for the trip of twenty miles from
Mount Clemens to the center of Detroit is twenty-five
cents.
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Urban Growth and the Electric Railway.

By Louis Bell, Ph.D.

The revolution that has driven the horse out of the
street railway business is now an accomplished fact.

Now and then one hears a rheumatic dame mourn over
the good old regime of horse cars as she scuttles across
the street fifty feet from the nearest car, or a fussy old
gentleman grumbling because driving is not so easy as it

was twenty-five years ago, but for the most part people

have accepted the change thankfully and thought little

more about it.

To-day the work of substitution is complete enough
to enable one to intelligently look over the results and
form some idea of their effect on the social economics of
a large city.

In studying the subject, Boston affords, perhaps, the
fairest example, since here the change is quite complete
and in large measure took place long enough ago to per-
mit of fairly accurate conclusions. On the other hand,
the situation, with a cramped business center and plenty
of railroad crossings, drawbridges and other obstacles, is

not unduly favorable, while the competition from sub-
urban steam trains is at least up to the average.

What, then, has been the effect of the introduction of

electric traction on the available area, values and living
conditions in and about Boston ? Have the tramway
companies given value received for their favors from the
municipality and their financial winnings ?

Tramways are essentially democratic and their for-
tunes are linked with those of plain everyday people.
They profit little from the gentleman who drives to his
office at ten o'clock behind a pair of over fed cobs, and
thanks Heaven that the Back Bay, at least, is free from
electrics.

To the great mass of humanity, however, it makes
no small difference to gain
a quarter of an hour morn-
ing and evening in going
to and from the city, to go
for one fare where for-

merly two were charged,
or to find a new home as

easy of access as the old
one at a few dollars less

per month.
Thus the increase of

the area available for res-

idence in a given time or
for a single fare is a matter
of great civic importance.
The facts with respect to

this increase are easily

found and are set forth in

the annexed map.
This shows Boston

and the surrounding re-

gion for an average radius
of somewhat over five

miles from the business
center. On it are plotted
four irregular curves,
marking out four oddly
shaped areas. The inner
one of these, bounded by
a heavy dashed line, shows
the limits of a fifteen

minute ride in the horse
cars in 1888, starting from
the middle of things as

business goes.

A time radius is taken,

since, at least within the
region of uniform fare,

time is the considera-

tion that limits the pos-

sible region within which
one can live and yet work
in the city. Half an hour
from house to work is as

much time as many a man
cares, or can afford to

spend. This means, with
allowance for a short
walk at each end of the

route, barely a quarter of

an hour in the cars. Few,
even of those who keep
relatively easy hours, are

satisfied to spend more
than forty-five minutes in

transit from home to business, and while the more pros-

perous, with whom railroad fare within a half hour's ride

is of little account, can gain the open country in that

time, by far the greater number are practically limited

to the region that lies within thirty minutes, as trolley

goes.

Recur now to our fifteen minute line. It includes

essentially old Boston (except a small part of the South
End), a morsel of South Boston just across the draw-

bridges, a narrow, dingy strip of Cambridgeport, the

southernmost corner of Charlestown and, across the

North Ferry at two cents extra fare, a liberal slice of

East Boston. It comprises an area of 3.1 square miles, of

which nearly one-third is taken up by business blocks,

the Common and Public Garden and the Back Bay dis-

Strtet Railway Journal
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trict, these being excluded from the effective residence

district so far as those who work long hours are con-

cerned. The greatest distance of any part of this area

from the center of the city is two miles, and the least dis-

tance barely over one mile.

The shape of the area tells an interesting story. Go-
ing south along Washington Street, the fifteen minute
line is reached just beyond the one mile circle, telling as

plainly as possible the story of tedious blockades in the

great shopping district, where many car lines were con-

centrated in three narrow streets. Westward, however,
the area expands almost to the two mile limit, in the re-

gion of wide avenues and the residence streets of the

Back Bay. Just across the Charles, the extreme limit is

reached, thanks to the long Cambridge Bridge, far

enough up stream to keep the draw from being trouble-

some. The northern Cambridge Bridge, however, is a

very different matter, for its inner terminus is reached
only through streets often obstructed by teaming and
the draw is often used, so that schedule time must needs
be slow. Thus the fifteen minute line dips in until it

almost touches the one mile circle at this point. Charles-

town is but little better off and for the same reason, but
across in East Boston where the streets are fairly clear,

a good wide area is taken in. The fifteen minutes here

includes the ferry, which is not liable to constant inter-

ruptions, as is a drawbridge.
Just beyond the area we have been discussing lies a

heavy solid line bounding a narrow strip of additional

territory, for the most part less than a quarter of a mile

in width. This line is the present fifteen minutes limit

of the electrics. It is closely parallel to the horse car

limit, and the small gain of the electrics is at first sight

somewhat extraordinary.
But in seven years the increase in the total number

of cars that must be forced into the center of the city has
been very great, and the bridges are as much of a nuisance
as ever. It was evident before that the main delays were in

getting fairly out of the city beyond the region of block-

ades. So long as the running time is limited by the possi-

bility of working through crowded streets the change in

motive power makes little difference in the time table, for

even the horse cars were compelled to creep. Only in East
Boston, where the cars start at the ferry, is a material gain
manifest. Here the electrics have doubled the previous
speed and the previous area. ^

' In spite of the small increase in speed by the intro-

duction of electrics, the gain in available residence area

accessible in fifteen minutes is not altogether insignifi-

cant. . The strip we are discussing amounts to 1.15 square
miles, and the total of the previous district has been in-

creased by 37 per cent., or by fully one-half of its prac-

tical amount.
The speed of the horse cars for the first fifteen min-

utes was at the rate of nearly five and three-quarters

miles per hour, while the present electrics do a shade
less than six miles per hour in the same time of run. At
only two points has the gain in speed been noticeable

—

in East Boston and in the run along the edge of the

South Bay toward Dorchester.
The subway now under construction will only help

matters to a moderate degree as regards these inner

areas, for while the result will be a great extension of

the fifteen minute line toward the southwest, the condi-

tions in the northern suburbs, South and East Boston
will be little changed. The narrow streets of old Boston
and the drawbridges are stumbling blocks in the way of

rapid transit.

Altogether, the net result of electric service, aside

from the greatly increased number of cars, has been to

add a little over a square mile of useful territory to the

district which can be reached in a quarter of an hour by
the street cars.

Far different are the results when we take up the

country beyond, all that which lies within half an hour's

run, or about forty-five minutes from home to business.

The outer dashed line shows this time limit for the

horse cars in 1888. It bounds an area of 14.6 square miles

exclusive of water and includes almost the whole of East
Boston, Chelsea and Charlestown, a liberal amount of

Somerville and Cambridge, part of Brookline and most
of Roxbury. Perhaps the most striking thing about this

area is its very great regularity of width beyond the fif-

teen minute line. It is quite obvious that the cars were
free to run at their best working speed when once they
had escaped from the impeding conditions encountered
in the city proper.

At only two points is the distance covered during the

second fifteen minutes subject to much apparent reduc-
tion—toward Brighton and in the central part of Somer-
ville. In both these cases the difference is only apparent,
since the Brighton cars go around through Central
Square, Cambridge, and a large part of the Somerville
cars go far out of their way through Charlestown. The
schedule time during the second quarter hour averaged
almost exactly at the rate of 6 2-3 miles per hour.

The half hour area had a mean radius of a trifle over
three miles in 1888. Beyond this the street car service

was comparatively infrequent and the suburban popula-
tion showed a tendency to mass itself along the lines of

steam railroad, leaving great intervening gaps quite un-
settled. So much for the regime of horse cars.

The outermost solid line on the map gives the pres-

ent half hour limit on the electric cars. There is here a
great change for the better, and the superior speed of

the electrics begins to tell effectively. The actual added
area is 8.3 square miles, all of it valuable territory,

an increase of fifty-seven per cent, over the space
previously available in the same time. A gain of this

magnitude is an important benefit from almost every
point of view. The betterment of social and hygienic
conditions alone is of great value to the public. During
the past seven years there has been, of course, a general
increase of population, but it has not kept pace with the
increase in area. In the period considered, the popula-
tion has increased about twenty-five per cent., while it

has from the electrics alone, fifty-seven per cent, more
space to live in.

The character and shape of the half hour limit for

electrics is of no little significance. It takes in consider-
able sections of Dorchester and Roxbury, a still larger
portion of Brookline, nearly half of Brighton, a narrow
strip of Cambridge and no small part of Somerville. It

stretches across the Mystic so as to give easy access to

Everett and then is ended somewhat abruptly, since
nearly all of Chelsea and all of East Boston was included
in the half hour limit even for horse cars and the districts

beyond are somewhat inaccessible even now, except by
the steam roads.

The average speed of the electrics for the second fif-

teen minutes of their run shows decided improvement.
It is very near to nine and a half miles per hour, rising to

a maximum of about twelve and a half miles on the line

to Chestnut Hill reservoir, which, by the way, was the
first extended bit of electric road in the system and has
never been anything but electric. The minimum gain in

speed is found in Cambridge where the schedule time
drops to less than seven miles per hour. This is due to no
unusual physical conditions, but to the shortsightedness
of the city fathers in that worthy old town, who have pre-

scribed by law a maximum speed of eight miles per hour
for all street cars. This law has been observed and Cam-
bridge is rewarded by the same time of transit to Boston
that it had seven years ago. Cambridge appears to en-
tertain peculiar views of rapid transit, anyhow. It flirted

for several seasons with the fickle storage battery, cher-
ished its horse cars long after they should have been rel-

egated to a museum of curiosities and even now may be
safely depended upon any time to limber its rheumatic
self for a kick at trolley extension. The result of all this

is sufficiently evident on the map and in other ways that
will be mentioned presently.

Across the Somerville line quite other conditions
prevail, and there has been a great gain of useful terri-

tory. The speed of the electrics is above the average
amount, and growth is unrestricted.

On the Winter Hill line particularly is the speed
well maintained, since it has the advantage of running
through a strip of park, which is always a material ad-
vantage. Nowhere is this better shown than in the quick
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time made on the Reservoir line, running as it does
through the Back Bay park system. Every bit of unob-
structed space thus gained is of direct value to the com-
munity.

The effect of the electric service on the growth of

Boston and its environs is not altogether easy to esti-

mate. The growth of a city is often curious and myste-
rious in its eccentricities, often bearing no perceptible re-

lation to physical causes that ought to influence it pro-

foundly. There are so many factors in the conditions of

growth that the effect of any one is usually slight. The
natural effect of improved conditions of transit is to pro-

duce a shifting of the population into what one might
call the lines of least resistance. This w^ould result in an
efflux toward the most available suburbs, so that these

would tend to grow at the expense of the city proper.

The absolute population of the latter is tolerably sure to

increase so that the effect really appears in altered ratios

of growth in city and suburbs. Thus Boston shows an
increase of 26.59 P^f cent, in the last decade, a less per-

centage of growth than any of the surrounding towns and
cities, except Chelsea, in which the transit conditions

have been almost unchanged in point of time. And this

in spite of the fact that Boston includes really suburban
regions like Roxbury, Dorchester and Brighton. While
the absolute increase in Boston has been 103,000, that

merely in the suburbs shown on the map has been more
than 80,000, although their aggregate population is little

over two-fifths that of the city proper. This perhaps was
to be expected, but it certainly is not without significance

to note that, barring Chelsea, Cambridge has by far the

smallest ratio of growth of the nearer suburbs. The in-

crease there in a decade has been but 36 per cent, against

74 for Somerville, 75 for Brookline, 218 for Everett, 81 for

Maiden and 60 even for Medford, far past the half hour
limit though it is. Great stretches of vacant lots and un-
occupied land in the western part of Cambridge bear
mute but effective witness to the foresight of those who
devised the eight mile law, while two-thirds of the growth
of Somerville has been'in the western half.

Brighton, accessible by electrics chiefly through Cam-
bridge, enjoys equally slow service, since the available

half hour is mostly consumed in crawling through the

latter. Incidentally, it has barely kept up to the average
of Boston in growth. Likewise Watertown, with indiffer-

ent steam service and until very recently reached through
Cambridge only by horse cars, has enjoyed a growth even
less rapid than that of Brighton.

Of course increase of population is more easily

traced in particular localities, if data are obtainable^, than
in averages over large areas. Marked local growth, due
directly to better street car facilities, can be distinctly

traced in parts of Dorchester, Jamaica Plain and Brook-
line. Exact figures are not easily obtainable, but the net
result is very striking to the eye. The same effects are

seen outside of the present half hour limit. Every point
on the map save the extreme northwest corner in Med-
ford and Arlington can be reached for a single five cent
fare, so that the whole region shown is more or less in-

fluenced.

As regards values, relative and absolute, exact data
are not easy to obtain and lack significance in many in-

stances when secured.
The life history of a street is very curious. It begins

as a row of surveyor's stakes, and passes slowly through
successive stages of residence until it reaches the zenith
of its career in solid blocks of broad mansions. Then the
insidious dentist arrives, and finally the evil day comes
when Jo/ie, Modiste, appears on a big brass door-plate.
That is the beginning of the end; the mansions turn to

boarding houses, the butcher, the baker and the candle-
stick maker open their respective places of business, and
in due time our street degenerates into a thing of old
clothes, bargain shops and "loan offices." Or, with better
fortune, business still marches through it, and it becomes
an alley of office buildings and tall warehouses.

Meanwhile the values undergo a like evolution. They
increase rapidly for awhile, then more and more slowdy,
and finally they may even decrease. Now the effect of
rapid transit is in general that of a stimulant driving the

street more rapidly through its successive stages. When
streets are young the effect is to hasten their growth;
when they are old it may be to speed their decadence.

Real estate dealers seem to be of one mind regarding
the effect of the electric lines in the neighborhood of
Boston. Their net result has been to greatly increase
values. Sometimes the fact appears in a general rise in

valuation, from which it is hard to segregate the influ-

ence of any one factor. Often, however, there is noticed
a great and immediate rise in values on the advent of

the trolley car. This is generally most marked in cases
where land just outside the range of convenient habita-
tion is brought within it by the extension or quickening
of street car service. The region just within the half-

hour line for the electrics, as shown on the map, abounds
in such instances, where the price per foot has risen 50 or
100 per cent, in a few months after an extension. All

this is a matter of common knowledge around Boston or
any other "electrified " city, and quite goes without say-

ing.

It is of more interest, therefore, to examine the re-

verse of this picture and inquire into the circumstances
under which it is possible for a change of motive power
to lower the relative or absolute value of property. Such
an occurrence, though rare, is not unknown. At first

sight it is not altogether obvious how increased accessi-

bility can depreciate property, either relatively or abso-

lutely, yet sometimes it may be so. Take for example a

suburban region at or near the limit of convenient access

by the horse cars. Under favorable circumstances it is

likely to develop into a fine residence region, since it is

most available to those whose hours of business are short

or to those who keep carriages and can thus depend on
somewhat unhandy steam service. The man who carries

the dinner-pail has to make his home nearer the city,

where his long day will not be further lengthened by a

protracted car ride. His home will, therefore, be found
in the flats and tenements that skirt the city more closely.

Now comes the electric car and pushes the half-hour

limit out a mile or two further. Gradually, but surely,

working out across the dismal fringe that forms the back-

yard of most cities, the man with the dinner-pail, who
appreciates a good situation as much as anybody, invades

the new territory, and just so surely the man with the

check book edges away toward regions less painfully

accessible. In theory, we are a democratic people; in

practice, as far from it as our means will permit.

The process just described has gone on to a limited

extent in certain parts of Brookline. It would probably
be hard to find a case of absolute depreciation in value,

but here and there one could come very near it, while,

relatively speaking, some localities have obviously suf-

fered considerably.
Incidentally such an outward migration of popula-

tion must have the effect of lessening the demand for

accommodations in the belt from which the migration

takes place, unless the growth of population keeps pace

with the increase of available Hying room, which it has

not done in the case of Boston, as has previously been
shown. Hence, until the inner area feels the effect of in-

creasing demand for business purposes, it is likely to be

at a disadvantage, temporary, it is true, but still existing.

There may be therefore, here and there, traces of a de-

cadent zone inside a zone of growth. In most cases it is

not conspicuous and it eventually works out its own sal-

vation.

There sometimes exist, however, fairly good resi-

dence areas which have managed to preserve something
of their social integrity in spite of the inroads of cheap

flats and tenements in their immediate neighborhood,

perhaps on parallel streets. To such districts, the com-
ing of rapid transit may be the last straw. The sur-

roundings deteriorate in response to the emigration out-

wards, and the last state of that street is worse than the

first. Monument Square, Charlestown, is a striking case

in point. Forty years ago there could scarcely have been

a residence section with brighter prospects. To-day,

save for the homes of a few old and conservative fami-

lies, it is a forlorn wreck of its former self, unhonored
and depreciated. It was quite too accessible, and the
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humble horse cars had compassed its downfall before

electrics were thought of. There are other localities,

less conspicuous, in which the same causes have accom-
plished similar results. Thence come, often enough,
wails over the disaster brought by the deadly trolley.

The trolley is not at fault; it has simply hastened a little

the progress of a perfectly natural urban evolution

against which no protests can avail.

With these facts in mind one could pick out, in any
city with which he might be familiar, the residences of

three-quarters of the protestants at the average anti-

trolley mass meeting. What happens is perfectly nat-

ural, however, and the increase in aggregate values is

enormous compared with the decrease in specific ones.

One more thing must not be forgotten in looking
over our map—the enormous total saving in time^—the

time available for human industry or recreation. The
West End system carried, in the year ending September
30th last, an average of 425,000 passengers per day. What
proportion of these are carried to and from the suburbs
is not exactly ascertainable, but as nearly as it can be es-

timated from the increased traffic of the early morning
and late afternoon it is safe to say that 100,000 daily are
carried into and out of the city proper. Assuming that

one-half of this number gain but twelve minutes a day
each from the increased speed of the electrics outside the

city, we have a total gain of no less than 10,000 more
hours per day—the equivalent of a full regiment working
ten hours a day every day in the year. Putting this in

terms of money at the very reasonable figure of a dollar

and a half per day per man, the total saving amounts
to $547,500 per annum, more than enough to pay the in-

terest on the entire funded debt of the West End com-
pany. Utilized for work or not, this time saved to the
people has a human value for some good not incommen-
surate with its money yalue. Every change that lifts the
burden of labor for even a few minutes per day is a gain
on the whole for civilization, and the reclaiming of waste
time is of social importance far greater than reclaiming
waste land in that it deals more directly with all people
in all places.

Notes from England.

{By our London Correspondent^

An extension of recently opened electric tramways
in Bristol is already in progress. The local tramjway
company have much encouragement to proceed, as, con-
trary to what is the state of matters in many towns,
the Town Council are very friendly to the company, and
make reasonable and equitable arrangements with them.

The new extension of the Brixton (London) cable
tramway is now complete and in working order. The
street construction is of the same type as that designed by
Mr. W. N. Colam for the older section of the line, and his

original plans of the power stetion provided for this exten-
sion. As, however, it had been contemplated that the new
portion when built should be single line, and as, through
a widening of the street, it has been found possible to

construct a double track, there was a good deal of diffi-

culty in radically altering as well as enlarging the pit

under the tracks in front of the power house without in-

terfering with the running of the cars on the old section.
The contractors, Messrs. Dick, Kerr & Co., and their en-
gineer, Mr. James More, Jr., were successful in carrying
out this work without any interference with the car
traffic. The tramway is now the longest cable road in

Britain, being three and a half miles in length, or seven
miles reckoned by single track. Two cables are em-
ployed. One of the ropes manufactured by Messrs. Cra-
dock & Co., Wakefield, was recently taken out after a
service of twenty-eight months, during which it was re-

sponsible for no less than nearly 1,800,000 car miles.
The steam tramways in Huddersfield, which are

owned and worked by the Town Council of the borough,
again show a loss on the result of operating during the
year ending September 30th last. Many English local
authorities, however, are slow to take a lesson, and still

desire both to own and work the lines within their areas
of jurisdiction.

There is a considerable renewal of activity in the
promotion of new tramway schemes ; when the time
expired on November 30th for lodging plans of undertak-
ings to be pushed in the next session of Parliament it

was found that fifteen Parliamentary bills are to be
presented. Some of these are promoted by town councils
and others by companies who have made or hope to make
satisfactory arrangements with these authorities. Power
is taken in many of the schemes to use either horse
traction or mechanical power, though two " tall

"

schemes, one for Sheffield and the other for Dublin—both
promoted by companies—propose the wholesale intro-

duction of electricity. There seem to be considerable
local obstacles to carrying out these schemes. Swansea
Town Council propose to buy up the lines in the borough,
introduce electricity and lease them to the company.
The cable scheme in Newcastle promises now to go for-

ward. The substitution of electricity for steam on the
North Staffordshire tramways is in prospect. In London
there is at present much talk of introducing electricity,

but so long as the county council maintain their present
attitude nothing can be done.

Transfers in Philadelphia.

The abolition of free transfers in Philadelphia, and
the establishment of an eight cent transfer rate, has
aroused great public indignation, and has, doubtless, tem-
porarily caused the loss of considerable traffic to the
surface lines, in favor of the steam railroad suburban
trains; in fact, so strong is the opposition that, in one or
two cases, ministers have from the pulpit recommended
people to walk and to practically boycott the surface
lines. The railroads' side of the case is that they have been
losing money heavily in the granting of free transfers,

particularly on the absurd plan of allowing an hour for
the use of a transfer ticket, and that they must find some
way of reimbursement for the $14,000,000 claimed to have
been expended by the street railways in paving the streets

from curb to curb, which was made a condition of their
obtaining the electric franchise.

Air Brake Records.

The New York Central & Hudson River Railroad
Company has been carefully studying the air brake ques-
tion, with a view to determining to what extent the use
of air brakes on its freight trains has been directly and
indirectly profitable. For the last two years all through
freight trains have been controlled by the air brake
entirely. A reduction in the number of brakemen has
been made, resulting in a direct saving in operating ex-

penses of somewhat more than $95,000 >per annum. The
only additional expense offsetting this saving is the cost
of repairs and maintenance of the air brake equipment,
which has been, for the freight cars only, about $26,000
per annum. The net saving in operating expenses has,

therefore, been about $69,000 per annum, which is stated to

be equal to over 6 per cent, interest on the cost of equipping
with air brakes all the freight cars in service. As the
company pays only 4 per cent, upon its bonds, and about

5 per cent on its stock, it is apparent that there is a de-
cided direct profit over and above interest charges, due
to the use of air brakes. In addition to this direct profit,

and far exceeding it in importance, is the reduction in the
accident account which has been 50 per cent, in number,
and 65 per cent, in cost, largely, no doubt, on account of

the air brakes, though partly because of the fine block
signal system recently introduced. As a result of this

experience, the air brake service will be largely extended
over all the company's allied lines.

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company expects to

have ready for use by January ist three parlor cars for

renting to theatre parties. The cars will be twenty-five
feet in length, mounted on double trucks, and will be very
handsomely furnished and decorated. The summer trol-

ley parties last season proved so very popular that the
company anticipates a large demand for these cars.
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Street Railway Repair Shops.

By C. F. Uebelacker.

Seventli Paper—Repair Shops of tlie Consolidated Trattion

Company of New Jersey.

As electric roads grow in size and the various lines

composing one system grow more reumerous, it becomes
necessary for the sake of economy in handling traffic to

separate the car sheds belonging to the various lines, lo-

cating each at the point most convenient for the territory

shop, and in place of them new or repaired parts are
returned.

The shop about to be described was laid out to fit

the above system. The main requirements were sufficient

pit capacity for both the monthly overhauling and emer-
gency repairs, a carpenter shop, electrical repair shop,
paint shop, a machine shop sufficient to handle the work
of the whole system, and track room enough to hold a
working reserve of rolling stock. In addition, space was
provided in the same building for the stock room, from
which all the supplies of the whole system are issued.

The plans of the building show quite plainly the
general lay out. The first floor contains the pit room,
carpenter shop, paint shop and blacksmith shop, also

two machine tools which were too heavy to be carried on
the second floor. On the west side of the building thir-

teen double doors open on to as many tracks, which are
connected with a siding from the main line by a transfer

table forty feet away from the building. This span of

forty feet gives room for a
car to stand outside the doors.

Inside the building the

three rear tracks extend the
entire width, 120 ft., making
the paint shop. The capa-
city here is figured at ten

cars, and is just enough to

FIG. 1.—VIEWS IN

CONSOLIDATED

served by the cars housed
there. With this subdivision
of the cars comes at once
the subdivision of repair

work and the question as to

how much of this work
should be centralized in a

general repair shop for the

whole system. There are

two general solutions of the
question, each with as many
minor variations as there are roads. Large city roads
with few sheds and a large number of cars in each
are to keep all the work possible at the separate
divisions, sending to a general shop only such work as

winding, belting, fitting wheels, painting, heavy carpen-
try, etc. Smaller roads, and those also whose cars are

more widely scattered or whose shed limits are smaller,

are apt to gravitate toward the other extreme and send
all repairs as nearly as may be to the main shop.

On any road whose rolling stock is at all divided cer-

tain work must be done at the car sheds ; the question of

how much would scarcely be in place here. In the case
of the Consolidated Traction Company sufficient force is

kept at each division to keep up all the daily inspection
and cleaning necessary, also to make such minor repairs

as require only the replacing of the smaller interchange-
able parts.

AH the heavy repairs are made at the main shop.
Armatures and wheels are changed there. In addition
each car must come to the repair shop once a month for

overhauling.
All the broken, burnt or worn out parts removed

from cars at the division sheds are sent to the repair

take care of the equipment, on the basis of revarnishing

once for every twelve months' service, with a liberal allow-

ance for the repainting required on smashed panels, etc.

Between track 11, the last in the paint shop, and
track 10, the first in the pit room, there is a space of six-

teen feet, giving room for a 36 in. X 42 in. X 10 ft. planer

and a sixty inch swing horizontal boring mill in the pit

room, also bench and floor space in the carpenter shop.

Track 10 is not pitted, being considered as part of the

carpenter shop and set aside for such cars as require ex-

tensive repairs to woodwork.
Beginning at the partition wall blocking off the paint

shop, another partition runs to the front of the building,

blocking off the pit room and blacksmith shop, seventy-

five feet wide, from the carpenter shop forty-five feet

wide. Tracks 9 and 10 run through an arch in this

wall and into the carpenter shop, making room for two
cars in that shop itself in addition to the space on track

10 in the pit room.
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In the carpenter shop toward the street from track

9 are ranged the wood working machines: a borer,

shaper, planer, band saw, circular saw, mortiser, and
router. Along the wall under the windows run the work
benches.

On the west side, the pit room occupies the space

from the paint shop to the front of the building, and in

this room between tracks 5 and 6 lies the blacksmith
shop. Here are five forges covered with hoods connected
into, an eighteen inch galvanized iron stack running up
through the roof. The draft for these forges is supplied

by a power fan. There are also in this shop a sixteen-

inch power feed drill, an emery wheel and a rotary pres-

sure blower from which air at twenty pounds pressure is

piped to all parts of the shop. In the paint shop it is used
for'cleaning out corners, dusting, etc.; in the pit room for

blowing out motors and sweeping cars, while on the

there are no clumsy horses or tripods to be carted in and
out.

The large hoist is considerably more complicated
and is used for mounting or dismounting mcjtors with-

out taking the truck from under the car body. It con-

sists of a table raised and lowered by two " Barret " jacks

similar to those used in the smaller hoist. As these jacks

furnish but two points of support, recourse was had to

two racks, each meshing into the pinion, the two pinions

being keyed to the same shaft. This prevents any ten-

dency toward tilting' the table if the load happens to be
out of center. Over this pit loops are provided in which
ordinary triplex tackles are swung for raising car bodies.

This is a temporary arrangement until regular car hoists

can be built. It works much quicker than jacks and
blocking, however.

Another simple device which comes in very handy
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second floor, in the machine shop and winding depart-
ment, its uses are too numerous to mention. It is an all

around labor saver and convenience.
Running on tracks in the pits are two classes of

hoists. Of these the smaller is used in handling motors,
and is for removing the armature from below.
These hoists have a head for the reception of an arma-
ture. The top of this head is provided with two rollers,

which carry the weight of the armature, permitting it to

revolve slightly as the teeth of the pinion engage or dis-

engage. The jack by which the raising or lowering is

accomplished is the regular " Barret 3," supplied with a
rack some ten inches longer than the standard. This
gives a hoist of twenty-six inches, which is ample to

carry an armature from under any car. To enable the
men to work the hoist from either end, the whole jack is

set upon a swivel. The foot is riveted to a three-quarter
inch iron plate, through which a hole is cut to clear the
long rack. Into this hole is screwed a piece of two inch
pipe, which passes through clearance holes in the upper
and lower plates of the frame and acts both as a pin for

the jack to swivel upon and a receptacle for the extra
length of rack when the hoist is down. The whole ar-

rangement is very simple and can be gotten up in any
blacksmith shop at small expense. It saves a great deal
of time in handling Westinghouse armatures, while the
interior of the car body is less liable to be disfigured, as

for transferring m-otors from one place to another con-
sists of two pairs of wheels connected to a rectangular
timber frame, on which is mounted a horse swinging a

3,000 lb. tackle. A motor is raised a few inches clear of
the floor by the tackle and readily transferred to any
portion of the pits.

Connecting pits 5 and 6, also 7 and 8, are a pair of

overhead travelers used for swinging motors in and out
of snow machines. Last year the work of handling the
motors in the cramped limits of a snow plow cab was
found slow and dangerous, so this year the bull was taken
by the horns and traps cut in the roofs of all the plows.
The motors are now taken from one pit, where they
have been stripped from the open cars, carried by the
traveler over to the plow on the next track, set down
there on a platform of suitable height while the sling is

passed through the trap in the roof, then picked up again
and set in place on the countershafts.

The ground and second floors are connected by two
elevators. A large one opens onto the ground floor op-
posite track I and on to a platform in front of the
building, reached by a side track. Its capacity is six

tons and its platform 8 X 12 ft. It is driven by an open
and crossed belt driven by an open and crossed belt from
a countershaft run by an old Thomson-Houston S. R.
G. motor with shunt wound fields. It is used mainly in

taking material up and down from the stock room. A
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smaller elevator—5,000 pounds capacity and 6 X 6 ft. plat-

form—stands opposite track 4 in the motor room and
is used as a communication between the delivery win-
dows in stock room and the ground floor, as well as to

take material to and from the machine shop and winding
rooms. This machine is run by a Thomson-Houston
S. R. G. motor belted direct to the worm shaft and con-
trolled by a rheostat operated by the starting rope.

On the second floor, one-half the space is occupied
by the store room and offices, while the other half con-
tains the machine shop, winding shop, tin shop, etc.

The winding shop occupies the front of the building,
and here also the repairing of controllers, canopy
switches, etc., is done. The only unique features here
are the dryer and the armature clamp shown in Fig.

3. The clamp is used to. hold armatures while
opening the front end of the commutators. Grounds are
frequently found here, and with the aid of the clamp can
be removed without disconnecting the armature. The
dryer is simply a galvanized iron box with double sides,

fitted at one end with a compartment containing a small
car stove. The smoke pipe from this is led once around
the inside of the dryer laefore going to the flue. A small
opening atthe end away from the stove gives circulation ; a

slow fire in the stove keeps the temperature at about 200Q
F., which has proved ample for drying. The armatures
and fields are put into this dryer uncovered and each
morning are tested for grounds with a voltmeter. When
they .show less than ten volts deflection with 500 volts

they are considered all right, removed and covered while
still hot.

In the machine shop are two lines of tools reaching
nearly the length of the building. The inside row be-
gins with the lathes—one thirty-eight inch, one twenty
inch and two eighteen inch. Next comes a seventeen
inch shaper, following which are a 3 universal milling
machine, a bolt cutter, a buffing lathe and finally a 150
ton wheel press.

FIG. 3.—ARMATURE CLAMP.

In the outer row next to the wall stand three drills

—

two power feed drills and one three spindle sensitive drill

—next an emery grinder, a power hack saw, a universal
cutter grinder, and finally a screw machine.

The tinsmiths occupy a bench at the rear end of the
shop, where they repair headlights, lamps, smoke jacks,

etc., beside keeping up the general work of the system.
Register and commutator repairs and general machine
work occupy the bench down the side of the building.

In laying out the shop with the necessity of using the
second floor in view, the bulky work was assigned to the
ground floor, while the longer jobs went to the second
floor. It seemed better, with ample elevator capacity, to
make the length of time that work remained in the shop
the deciding factor in its location rather than its weight.

In assigning the work, each department takes all of
the work in its line that comes to the shop. If there is a
thread to be cut or a brass to be scraped in the motor

shop it goes straight to the machine shop, while a new
or repaired piece takes its place on the car. If a con-
troller needs overhauling or a canopy switch needs a
handle, it goes directly to the winding room where a
duplicate is given out in its place. An old or worn out
part is in each case a requisition for a good though
not necessarily a new one. Each part as it comes from
a car is tagged with the number of the car, and this
serves as an order number against which the work

FIG. 4.—YARD OF REPAIR SHOPS-CONSOLIDATED
TRACTION CO.

is charged. Work other than repairs to cars must all

pass through the engineer's office before being started
in the shop, and each job is there recorded and a card is-

sued to the proper foreman, giving such directions as may
be necessary and assigning an order number against which
the work is to be charged.

Standard tools are the rule throughout the shop.
The nature of the work which must be done is so varied
that few, if any, special tools would pay for themselves.
A few simple jigs will fit standard tools for repeating
almost any operation accurately and quickly. Fig. 9
shows the block of a G. E. brush holder yoke. Prac-
tically all the work on this was done on the machines in

the carpenter shop. The jigs required were a few tem-
plates for locating the holes and recesses and some blocks
for holding the piece at the proper angle.

The line must be drawn carefully on the class of work
to be done in such a repair shop. On the one side, a large

saving can be made by handling suitable work in the
company's own shop. The machine and carpenter shops
should be equipped to take care of all the small jobbing
required on the system. The larger the road, the more
complete should be its shop facilities.

On the. other h-and, a large expense can be incurred
by attempting to go into a general supply manufactur-
ing business. The sphere of the shop is repairing, not
manufacturing. Making new articles at prices that com-
pare favorably with the market necessitates getting out
large quantities at a time—quantities much larger than
the ordinary road can afford to carry in stock. There is

one marked exception to this statement, namely, a

number of articles going to make up electrical equip-

ment which cannot be obtained in the general market.

The lack of competition puts the prices on many of these

so high that they can be economically manufactured
even when shop facilities are not very complete. A
simple piece like a controller cover can be gotten out for

about one-third of the purchase price, but it does not

follow that on a complicated mess of drilling and tapping,

like a controller back casting, any such percentage of

saving can be shown. On the contrary, unless two or

three dozen go through at a time, the balance is likely

to be on the wrong side of the books.
The motor shop is under the direct charge of the

foreman of car repairs. Here all the work on repairing

and overhauling motors and trucks is done, also all the

odds and ends of carpentry, painting, etc., which are con-

tinually needed and which can be carried on at the same
time with the motor work.

The unit here is not the single man, but the "crew"
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of three. Two of these men confine themselves to the

motors and trucks, while the third goes over controllers,

wiring, etc. A car comes in, either for its regular

monthly overhauling or for emergency work, and is

turned over to one of these grews. The parts which need
repairing are removed and turned over to the appropriate

departments, while other repaired pieces take their places

on the car. The car is then turned over to the inspector,

who gives it a run of about a mile, after which, if pro-

nounced all right, it goes back to the line from which it

came.
As far as possible each man is assigned his own ]>ar-

ticular branch of the work and kept at it. The changing
of gears even is done by men who are employed on that

all the time. Wheels are kept on hand fitted with new
and partly used gears, and the crews on removing a pair

go to the wheel platform and pick out one or the other

as they have to match a new or an old pinion.

The arrangement of the pit room with a large num-
ber of short pits is a decided advantage, as a car when
completed does not have to stand filling space uselessly

until two or three ahead of it are ready to move. This
arrangement, however, calls positively Tor a transfer

table. Special work would be too expensive and take up

lines on which repair work is to be done, but in general
it can be said that any central shop sh<juld be able to

take care of the heavy repairs for the whole system; that

it always pays to make special arrangement for the hand-
ling of heavy work and to substitute power for main
strength; that in tlie ec[uipment of a shop much cheap
home made apparatus can be gotten up which will answer
the purpose just as well as expensive hoists and cranes;

and, finally, that to make any system successful, each
man must be broken in- to, and kept at, some one branch
of the work.

The Breakage of Street Car Wheels.

By R. J. McCarty.

TRANSFER TABLE AT REPAIR SHOPS—CONSOLIDATED TRACTION CO.

too much room. A transfer table is unfortunately liable

to breakdowns, and when the break occurs it cuts off the

access to all pits until repaired. With rigid inspection,

however, and by making repairs as soon as any sign of

weakness is observed, the transfer table becomes a very
reliable piece of apparatus. The one at the shop under
discussion is a simple frame of channel iron 23 ft. long,

on which are laid T-rail. Eight wheels running on four
rails support the frame, while two additional wheels sup-
port a platform on which is placed a Thomson-Houston
S. R. G. motor. This motor has the regular ratio of

gearing doubled by the addition of an extra train. A
stub shaft in the axle bearing acts as an intermediate,
carrying on one end the standard axle gear and on the
other a pinion which drives the additional two to one train

to the transfer table axle. This reduction of nine to one
from armature to axle, together with the small 12 in.

wheels used on the transfer table, gives the single motor
plenty of power to handle the heaviest cars and at the
same time cuts the speed down to the proper figure

—

about 300 ft. per minute. To collect current an ordinary
trolley stand is mounted en a length of four inch iron pipe
with a flange coupling top and bottom. A block of wood
secured to the upper flange insulates the trolley stand.
The trolley wire, encased in hose, runs down inside the
pipe. The tension springs on the trolley base are slacked
until just able to keep the trolley to the wire. With this

precaution it is possible to run back and forth without
turning the trolley.

The shops described were laid out for a road cover-
ing a large territory and operating many small lines.

The local conditions must always determine the exact

Judging from the extensive correspondence recently
published in the Street Railway Journal, some street

railway managers have much trouble from broken wheels.
In many instances the manager, in attempting to locate

the difficulty, seems to have confined himself to the wheel
itself and to have removed the annoyance by increasing
the weight of the wheel, some going so far as to use a

350 lb. wheel, thirty inches in diameter, under a thirty

foot car.

Experience indicates that on a track proper-
ly constructed and maintained, a 200 lb. wheel,
thirty inches in diameter, if properly designed,
manufactured and installed, will stand up under
a four-wheeled motor car, twenty-six feet long,

with heavy traffic, until the tread of the wheel is

worn out, and that no appreciable trouble or
delay from breakage will result.

This indicates that the use of a 350 lb. wheel
under a thirty foot car is not necessary, except in

cases where, owing to danger to life and prop-
erty, it is absolutely necessary to provide against
the possibility of a broken wheel. Wheels should
of course be made amply strong to resist all

strains resulting from the heaviest traffic over a
track properly constructed and fairly well* main-
tained, but in most instances it is not wise to go
beyond this point. Assuming that the weight of

a wheel has been properly adjusted to its work,
its breakage may result from any one of the fol-

lowing causes:
Improper design.
Improper material and manufacture.

Too much pressure in placing on axle.

Too wide gauge of wheels.
Improper lining of trucks.

.Improper construction and maintenance of track.

There are at least one-half dozen manufacturers in this

country whose stamp is a sufficient guaranty that their

wheels are well designed and manufactured. If wheels
of proper weight are purchased from such manufacturers,
pressed on a three and three-quarters inch axle with a
pressure of from twenty to thirtj^ tons, properly gauged
and lined, there should result no breakage, unless it arise

from imperfections in the track.

It is almost impossible to avoid slight variations in

the gauge of the most substantial tracks. If the wheels
are gauged to fit the track gauge snugly they will become
cramped wherever the track may be narrow. This will

bring a powerful transverse strain upon the wheels and
axle. The stiffer the axle the more liable the wheel is to

be broken.
It is of course true that low joints tend to shorten

the life of a wheel, as well as that of all other parts of the
car, but it is not probable that the ordinary low joint

causes the fracture of many good wheels.
Railroad crossings if improperly constructed may

cause the breakage of many good wheels. This is par-
ticularly true if guard rails are used and the throat for

the flange is not sufficiently wide. This point is prob-
ably too well understood to need discussion.

It is probable that the breakage of wheels arises

principally from the improper construction and mainte-
nance of curves. In the case of a curve of radius 50 ft.,

angle 90 degs., the length of the outside rail is 82.23 ft.,
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and that of the inside rail is 74.85 ft., a difference of

7.38 ft. This, of course, means that the outside wheel
must travel 7.38 ft. further than the inside wheel, while
the car is traversing such a curve. This result must be
accomplished either by causing the outside wheel to

slide forward on the rail or by causing the inside wheel
to move forward with a speed less than that due to its rota-

tion. The guard rail contjibutes simultaneously to the
production of both the above results and seems to be the

most practicable device for the purpose, notwithstanding
its objectionable features.

Let ab (Fig. i) represent the line of contact of the

guard rail with the flange of the wheel, usually about
the same elevation as the tread of the rail. Let c d be
the line of contact of the flange of the wheel with the
guard rail, assumed to be one inch larger in diameter
than the tread of the wheel. With a thirty inch wheel,

the distance ef would be about four inches. Now, given
a four-wheeled car and its load weighing 20,000 lbs., the

weight on one wheel would be 5,000 lbs. Assuming the
co-efficient of friction between wheel and rail to be .15, a

force of 750 lbs. would be necessary to slide the outside
wheel. The moment of this force about the point of

contact of the inside wheel and rail would be (for a four
foot eight and a half inch gauge) 750 X 56}^ = 42,375
inch pounds. The pressure at the point f necessary to

slide the outside wheel would, therefore, be =
4

10,594 pounds—not counting the force necessary to con-

trol the inertia of the car and load.

It is manifest that the strains produced in a car

wheel by this force at / must be very severe, since they
are transverse. It is also evident that these strains are

greater in proportion to. the suddenness with which force

at / is brought into play.

Aside from tending to twist the truck into proper
position by causing the outside wheel to slide, the guard
rail at the point / obstructs the forward motion of the in-

side wheel and thus causes it to slip upon the rail by rea-

son of its rotation. This causes the outside of the truck

to swing around.
It is evident that the strain upon the wheel would be

diminished by raising the line a b (Fig. i) to some such
position as a' b\ the effect being to diminish the force at /.

There are, of course, limitations to this plan and the ex-

tent to which it can be carried is very small. Neverthe-
less it is good practice to carry it to the farthest limit.

FIG. 2.—PROPER AND IMPROPER PLACING OF GUARD RAIL.

It is evident that the forces which produce the differ-

ence in motion between the inside and outside wheels
should be brought to bear as gradually as possible and be
given the maximum time in wliich to do their work. This
makes it of great importance that the guard rails should
be set properl}^ particularly at the entrance of the curve
where the speed of the car is usually greatest.

Let Fig. 2 represent the inside rail at the entrance of

a curve in Avhich c d \s the guard rail, h k the track rail,

and f g the developed line of contact of the flange of the
wheel with the guard rail. With the guard rail set as

shown in a, it is evident that the wheel will get an un-
necessary shock as it strikes the guard rail at and that
this shock is more serious because, as has been stated, the

car is usually running at a greater speed at the entrance
than at any other point of the curve. By drawing the
guard rail close to the line e f, as is shown in b, it is evi-

dent that the shock may be greatly reduced. There are
several ways of doing this when the guard rails are bolted
to the track rails. In cases where the guard rails and track

rails are in one piece it must be done by widening the
gauge. This is as it should be, because the gauge of
every curve should be wider than that of tangents.

Except where necessary to prevent the rear wheels
from getting off on the inside of the curve, guard rails
should never be used on the outside rails.

It is safe to state that whenever there is undue wear
upon the track rails there is undue wear and strain upon
the wheels, and this is particularly true at curves and
crossings. As this undue wear proceeds, the strains upon
the wheels become greater and greater and must event-
ually necessitate an increase of strength in the wheels
unless the track is put in proper shape. Thus it may
happen that an incompetent roadmaster may cause an
unnecessarily heavy wheel to be used. In such a case

y
FIG. 1.—DIAGRAM OF COMTACT OF WHEEL AND GUARD RAIL.

the heavy wheel will continue the destruction of the
track and the track will retaliate by destroying the other
parts of the car.

It seems therefore that on any street railway where
a broken wheel would not be dangerous the proper wheel
is that which is amply strong to carry the heaviest traffic

over a well appointed track, but which may break when
the track is greatly neglected. Such a wheel is perfectly
safe on a good track and is a first class track inspector.
It may be said that it is not a good plan to depend upon
broken wheels to announce the bad condition of the track.
This is perfectly true; but it is also true that if the mana-
ger keeps his track in good order and condition the
lighter wheel will answer his purpose just as well if not
better than the heavier.

The weight of wheels for any street railway system
must of course depend to a great extent upon the speed
with which cars are to be run around curves, so that it is

important that this speed should be established in the first

instance and under no circumstances be exceeded by the
motorman.

It is of course impossible to lay down any general
rule for determining the proper weight of street car
wheels for every system. Such determination must be
made from the circumstances surrounding each particu-
lar case, and in view of the fact that wheels too heavy
are almost as objectionable as wheels too light it is evi-

dent that the problem of determining the proper weight
of wheel for any system is worthy of the most careful in-

vestigation and effort.

Settlement of Damage Claims.

The legal department of one of the large street rail-

way companies of the West, operating about 300 cars, has
been handled with such skill that during the last nine
years it presents the following remarkable statement of
results: .

The damages claimed in all the suits brought against
the company during the nine years amounted to a total

of $1,729,655. Of this claimed amount $1,064,596 was
settled out of court for the sum of $39,029. Of the re-

maining claims, $665,059, judgments were rendered for

$44,932, which judgment claims were subsequently
settled for $30,559. The total disbursements of the com-
pany, therefore, on account of damage suits were $69,588,
an .average of less than $8,000 per annum.

The value of good legal advice is well shown in this

statement.
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LETTERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

(T) i\ A Transfer Check.

J San Francisco, Cal., Nov. i, 1893.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

It is of great importance to street railway companies
to adopt a legal transfer, good only on connecting cars

or within the time indicated. A transfer of this kind,

which may be called a "Minute Check," is suggested
herewith as having met with the approval of eminent
lawyers in this section of the country. The diagram ex-

plains itself. Yours truly,

Plaf J. Hanssen.

"EXPIRED FRASCHISE RAILWAY COMPANY."

GOOD FOR A CONTINUOUS TRIP ONLY.

(This clieck ni^t transferable.)

It will not be honored unless received by holder from

conductor of connecting car and presented within ihe time

and upon the line for which issued — as indicated by

punch marks.

Secretary.

.
Lubricating Cable and Track Machinerj-.

The following report, made by the superintendent of

a large cable road to his general manager, is of interest:
" In answer to your letter requiring a report of the

methods adopted in lubricating cables and track ma-
chinery, I submit the following:

When a new cable is put in I immediately commence
to fill it, in doing which I use three parts pine tar to one
part raw linseed oil, this ratio being maintained until the

spaces between the strands and individual wires are

filled up. The quantity used each day is governed by the

quantity which the cable will carry without throwing
any off in passing over the cable and track machinery,
the object being to fill the cable as quickly as possible
without any waste of material, and at the same' time give
the filling time to harden sufficiently, so it will not stick

to the track machinery when passing over it. If there is

no oil used in the process of filling a cable the tar will

get hard and dry, and in wet weather the water will per-

meate the filling and cause it to shed a great deal more
readily. This, indeed, I consider to be one of the causes
of the wholesale shedding of the filling which we so often
have when the filling has been in the cable any consider-
able length of time. This w^as also what in my opinion
caused the compound which we once used to be a failure;

it was a fill and not a lubricant and had not sufficient oil

in it to keep it in a condition when it got old to resist the
water. The manner in which it shed and the condition
in which it left the cable after it shed, I think, will prove
my theory.

When the cable has been filled, I change the ratio of
tar and oil to two parts tar to one part oil, or to equal
parts of tar and oil, according to the condition of the out-
side of the filling. If the filling is dry and hard, I use oil

and tar in equal parts; if in good condition, two parts tar

to one part oil. Where the cable has been filled there
should only be enough tar used to replace the tar lost

from friction on the grips and from loss in passing over
track machinery and enough oil to keep the cable well
lubricated.

The quantity used when cable is filled is about six

gallons to every 23,000 feet of cable per day, this to be
divided into four or five parts and distributed evenly over
the surface of cable four or five times per day.

The tar and oil should be heated to the consistency
of a thick cream before being applied.

In lubricating curve pulleys I use No. 2 Royal grease
in the bottom boxes and fill them three times a year. In
filling them I have all the grease removed from the box,
saving all the grease that will do to use over again, and
clean all the dirt and gum out of the box as well as it is

possible to do so with the shaft still in the box, and then
fill it up with grease again. When for any reason it is

necessary to remove a pulley, I then have the box given
a thorough cleaning and refill with fresh grease. In
some few instances it is necessary to fill the bottom boxes
oftener than three times in a year; for instance, where,
in case of a heavy rain, the water will overflow the boxes,
in which case they are immediately cleaned out and
refilled.

The quality of lubrication and the length of time
grease will last in a bottom curve pulley box depends to

a great extent on how w"ell the box is kept covered to

prevent dirt from getting into it.

In lubricating the top boxes of curve pulleys I use
No. 3 grease in summer and No. 2 grease in winter, and
have them filled twice each year, in spring and fall.

I have no record of the quantity of grease it takes to

refill the curve pulley boxes.
In the spring of each year I rebabbitt all the carrier

pulley boxes and fill them with No. 3 grease, of which it

takes about 500 lbs. Late in the summer I have them
gone over again and refilled, at which time it takes about
175 lbs. In going over them this time we find a great
many boxes not requiring any more grease, also a great
many where the grease has bridged over, in which case
we push it down again and refill the box. Early in the
w'inter we go over them aa^ain and refill them with No. 2

grease, using about 150 to 175 lbs., and this leaves them
in good shape until time to commence rebabbitting again
in the spring.

Like bottom curve pulley boxes, the covers in carrier

pulley boxes should be kept in good condition. On this,

and on the manner in which the boxes are packed, depend
to a great extent the quality of the lubrication and the

length of time the grease will last."

Duties of a Car House Force.

The following is a statement showing the duties of

each man around a car house of a Western road operating
about thirty-five motor cars:

The assistant superintendent, at $50 per month, takes
in and gives out cash and registers; checks up the read-

ing of registers with conductors when cars come into

house; keeps trainmen's time; makes out daily car reports

and gives orders as to the general conduct of the work
during the absence of the division superintendent. His
hours are from 12 midnight to 12:30 p. m.

The motor inspector, at $55 per month, examines
motors and sees that they are not running hot or low;
examines brush holders and properly adjusts them to

commutators; cleans all commutators; repairs all con-
trollers, reports immediately any defects that he may
observe in any part of the car. This man spends nearly
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all his time on the road, going from car to car, and his

hours are from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m.

One man, at $1.75 per day, repairs and changes trolley

wheels, poles and stands; examines armature axles, gears,

bolts and boxes; assists in putting on all new gears and
in repairing car bodies and trucks. His hours are from
7 A. M. to 6 p. M.

One man at $50 per month repairs and adjusts
brakes, puts on new shoes, tightens up bolts on trucks,

repairs fenders, sand boxes, broken glass in doors and
windows, and assists in putting on all new gears and
repairing cars in general. His hours are from 7 a. m. to

6 p. M.

Two m.en, one at $50 per month and one at 1I40 per
month, change all armature and axle bearings, and all

armatures on account of any defects, and wipe and clean

motors. Their hours are 7 a. m. to 6 p. m.

One man at ^40 per month acts as night inspector,

switching cars, oiling and greasing motors, car axles,

boxes (motorman oils trolleys), does all necessary re-

pairing of cars on road after day men leave, and starts

cars out of car house in the morning. His hours are

7 p. M. to 6:30 A. M.

One man at $1.25 per day sweeps office and car barn,

cleans headlights and washes cars inside and out. His
hours are 7 a. m. to 7 p. m.

Two men, one at $55 per month and one at $40 per
month, do all line repairing. Their hours are 7 a. m. to

6 p. M., but they are subject to call at any time without
extra pay. It is stated that these two men would not be
necessary if the cars were properly equipped with trolley

stands, and if the overhead line work were properly con-

structed.

A Novel System of Keeping Repair Accounts.

The following table is intended to show the relative

frequency with which trouble occurs with the various

parts of electric railway rolling stock. It is taken from
the daily reports of the shed crews of divisions A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I of a large electric road, operating about 350
cars on regular schedules.

The conditions on the various divisions vary some-
what. C and D have some improved apparatus, while G
is entirely equipped with it. On the other hand, divi-

sity for greater care or inventive ingenuity in overcoming
increasing troubles with, for example, the controllers
is clearly shown by such a table as this, and the efficacy

of the methods employed can be gauged with consider-
able accuracy over a long period of time.

The Life of Gears and Bearings.

The following information was recently obtained
from an electric road still operating double reduction
motors. The figures in the first column show the num-
ber of bearings, gears, etc., of which the car mileage given
is an average:

Average Life

Car Miles.
Axle bearings, babbitt 62 13,190

brasses 22 37,335
" " " still in service, having

made so far 32 57,028
Armature bearings, babbitt 90 10,372

" " brasses 17 12,209
Intermediate bearings, babbitt 87 19,884
Axle gears, iron 75 17,658
Intermediate gears, iron 86 19,233

" pinions, steel 37 17,310
" " raw hide 3 6,339
" " bronze 2 11,225
" " corrugated steel 8 21,002

Armature pinions, steel 13 27,369
" " raw hide 22 16,353
" " bronze i 11,782

All the above records were made upon cars averag-
ing about 134 miles per day. ,

,
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The Lessons of the Cleveland Viaduct Disaster.

By Harold P. Brown.

A few days after the frightful viaduct disaster at Cleveland, the
writer was employed to make a thorough examination of the condi-
tions which made possible the fatal result, and to suggest methods
of securing absolute protection in the future. As many of the most
serious faults were noticed neither by the daily papers nor by the
coroner, the facts should receive careful attention from the technical

press before the terrible incident is forgotten. Had the designers of

the viaduct and the men in charge of the drawbridge deliberately
planned to cause this accident they could not have done more
thorough work, for " blunder " is the only word that properly de-

scribes every detail of the protection of open draw, the position

TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OF CAR MILES RUN FOR EACH SPECIFIC TROUBLE CAUSING
SENDING OF CARS TO SHOP.

Division.
Controllers Armature

and

Field.

Gears and

j
Pinions.

Trolleys.

Miscel.
Brakes. Journals.

Wheels.
Miscel.

Sand

Box.

Glass. Fenders.

Miscel. Totals.

A 8,189 11,394 58,239 14,879 20,159 4,063 11,912 74,879 524,158 262,079 524,158 30,832 8,516 126 2

B 5,635 17,396 44,457 26,674 17,369 1,569 11,114 26,674 200,056 80,023 13,000 71,440 67,820 66 9
C 14,885 8,372 267,934 53,587 33,492 7,443 33,492 267,934 267,934 267,934 267,934 9,238 20,610 173 9
D 11,360 27,260 136,347 45,050 40,904 7,052 9,739 409,042 409,042 409,042 136,347 40,904 11,986 180 I

E 6,655 18,303 146,425 29,285 11,263 3,853 24,404 24,404 73,212 29,285 146,425 36,606 12,202 116 2

F 7,456 16,494 36,288 32,018 17,010 21,772 272,156 544,317 181,436 544,317 41,870 27,015 7,456 18 2

G 6,514 23,342 70,028 40,016 14,605 4,668 35,014 83,371 70,028 280,115 46,689 18,672 14,743 130 8

H 51,362 18,940 205,449 123,269 68,483 25,681 616,348 88,051 41,089 616,348 154,087 123,269 29,340 37 6

I 6,632 9,671 17,409 12,056 11,230 2,668 31,652 21,761 139,272 99,480 6,695 4,299 6,508 6 8

Averages. 8,749 14,219 46,246 30,340 1,913 4,384 17,170 53,954 125,313 1,942,356 24,278 12,332 9,960 12- 08

sions A, G and I operate very much heavier cars than the

others. Division I also has heavy grades, and a consider-

able portion of its track is poor, while division A, operat-

ing the same class of equipment, has few grades and a

solid nine inch girder construction its whole length.

For the rest the figures speak for themselves. They
are averages of four months' work, and are obtained by
dividing the total car miles run on each division during
that time by the number of cases of trouble occurring,
causing the withdrawal of the cars from service.

The same system of keeping comparative accounts
is highly useful in showing the improvement (or other-

wise) from month to month throughout the year in

respect to the different classes of accidents. The neces-

and operation of the danger signals and the lighting of the viaduct.

The following points will, I think, fully justify the use of even a
more severe word than " blunder."

1. The gates used on the edge of the abutnients are absurdly
weak and are not sufficient to check a runaway horse. They should

be strong enough to withstand maximum concussion.

2. The fastening is inadequate; it is merely a square vertical

bolt on the gate, dropping a few inches into a hole in an iron plate

on floor of approach between the tracks. On the afternoon of

Monday, November i8th, I saw a policeman open this gate while the

bolt was down, by pulling the top of the gate. The gate racked at

the outer edge to an angle of nearly 20 degs. from the vertical and
dragged the bolt from the socket. The officer evidently thought this

easier than lifting the bolt. Had the meeting gates been hooked
together at top and bottom they might possibly have stopped the car.

3. The gates opened toward the bridge instead of away from it.

Had they swung in the opposite direction against a strong post be-
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tween the tracks, the accident would not have occurred. The only
apparent reason for this almost incredible piece of folly seemed to be
that in swinging inwards the long ends of the gates lapped a few
feet on the bridge. The designer of the gate may have deemed this

to be an important feature, since if the man at the approach failed to
close the gates before the bridge moved, one gate would be partly
closed and the other broken off by the motion of the bridge. This
proves that the gates were partially closed at the time of the disas-
ter, since otherwise the gates toward which the bridge turned would
have been wrecked or the opposite railing on the bridge lor'n off.

4. The gates were too close to the river. If the city neglected to

make the gates and their locks strong enough to fulfill their evident
purpose, it should at least have given the occupants of a runaway
vehicle a few seconds in which to escape after the failure of their bar-
rier. Had even this flimsy contrivance been one hundred ft. away
from the edge, many if not all of the passengers might have been
saved.

5. The bridge tender was on the wrong side of the gate. The
swinging of the gates in the wrong direction and the fact that the
bolt was on the outer side, forced him to either move backward as he
closed the gates and then reach through the lattice to move the bolt,
or to shut himself between gates and river, where he could be of no
possible service in case of emergency.

6. The gates were not painted white. It is well known that
white is the color most visible at night. Hence all crossing signs
and fences, gates and signal posts are painted white. The dark
color of the gates makes them invisible at night from the derailing
switch.

7. To make matters even worse, an arc lamp is placed on a
post near the gate, so that the gate itself is in the heavy shadow of
the lamp base. The lamp also serves to render the red signal lamps
less distinct. This was demonstrated by the light-house board some
years ago, when the arc lamps on the Hell Gate tower were ordered
discontinued; also when method of lighting the statue of Liberty
was determined.

8. The use of clear glass instead of opal globes on the viaduct
arc lamps is another serious error. It is true that an opal globe cuts
off about 40 per cent, of the light when measured by photometer,
but the effect upon the eye is very different. The electric arc when
seen without a globe or through clear glass, not only dazzles the
eyes, but also causes a contraction of the pupil, thereby reducing the
amount of light reaching the retina. This reduction of visibility far
more than offsets the reduction caused by the use of an opal globe.
On the other hand the opal globe diffuses the light, cancels the
shadows under the lamp from globe holder and side rods, and
softens the outlines of other distant shadows.

9. The confusion of vision is increased by suspending the lamp
so that it swings in the wind, casting heavy moving shadows on the
roadway. The lamps should be rigidly fixed on poles or mast arms.

10. While the viaduct is glaring with arc lamps, the bridge itself
is left in darkness. In rain or fog, it is impossible to distinguish
the bridge from the derailing switch. The bridge should be bril-
liantly lighted at center and ends with fixed lamps that show white
when closed and red when open. As a further precaution all arc
lamps on the viaduct within 500 ft. of the bridge should have re-
flectors or opaque screens on the land side, so as to keep the direct
light from the eyes of motormen on cars approaching the bridge.

11. The red lamps on the gates are placed so low that a waiting
vehicle or a man with an umbrella would hide them from sight.
They should be higher than any possible obstruction. As the
testimony at the inquest shows that a number of people were near
the gate at the time of the disaster, it is quite possible that the lamp
was obstructed in this way.

12. The red lamps are so close to the draw that they are easily
hidden by the smoke, or steam from passing boats. On the night of
November i8th they were at four different times within an hour so
hidden when boats were passing under the bridge, that I could not
see the red light while standing at the derailing switch. Once the
obscuring lasted for fifteen seconds and I walked within twenty ft.

of th» gate before I could distinguish the signals. The danger sig-
nals should, as in steam railway practice at drawbridges, be placed
so far away that a car at full speed could come to a stop on a slippery
track after passing the signal post, for a fog may be so dense that the
light cannot be seen until almost passed.

13. It is also ordinary practice to have the locking wedges of a
drawbridge so arranged that they cannot be moved to open the
bridge until after the distant signal has been set to danger.

14. The red lamps on gates showed just as much (or just as little)

when the gates were open as when they were shut, since they were
merely placed on top of the gate with no side screens whatever. A
red lamp on a drawbridge should mean danger whenever exposed.

15. The locking wedges of the bridge should be arranged so that
they could not be unlocked until after the gates were fully closed.

16. Shutting the motorman in a closed vestibule is another seri-
ous error. I am informed that this is required by city ordinance or
State law. In this closed box a man is unable to hear calls or warn-
ings and cannot see clearly during rain, fog or snow. In bad
weather arc lamps ahead of the car make the drops on the glass a
series of dazzling rays. The courts would deal severely with a rail-

way company which employed a man as locomotive engineer, know-
ing him to be absolutely deaf and of defective vision. And yet this
law deliberately deafens and at times half blinds a man, and then
assumes to hold his employer responsible because he fails to hear
cries of warning and to see signals of danger.

I should advise the removal of the glass in central front window
of vestibule and in side windows if any. For protection from weather
a vertical strip of glass can be put in the central front window to
cover the left half of the window, but the other half should be left open.

17. Pending permanent changes the gates across the approach
should be painted white; the arc lamps should be rigidly fixed on
poles or mast arms and provided with opal globes, instead of clear
glass. Each bridge should be lighted with brilliant lamps v/hich
show white from the ends and red from the sides.

For permanent protection the first requisite is a pair of strong
and substantial entrance gates for the roadway only, closing toward
the river and meeting at an angle of about 45 degs. with the center
line of viaduct. When closed, the meeting ends should bear against
a heavy steel I beam between the tracks. All of this structure
should be calculated to withstand the blow of a motor car and trailer

at full speed and should be located at about 150 ft. from the draw-
bridge. About fifteen ft. from the edge of the draw should be
placed a second pair of gates closing both sidewalks and roadway.
These gates can Ije made much lighter and should swing in a verti-

cal plane or toward the draw, meeting firmly on a center post and
locking securely. Heyond the entrance gates, and thirty ft. nearer
the river, should be a derailing switch, and two rail lengths from
this a post with signal arm and lamp and, if desired, an alarm bell.

A further function of this signal arm will be described later. To
make the operation of the signals, gates and bridge as near to abso-
lute safety as possible, the following apparatus is required:

1. An air compressor and reservoir located in engine room of
bridge. This compressor should be operated by steam, and prefer-
ably be of the type built by the Westinghouse or the New York Air
Brake Company. Iron service pipes lead to auxiliary reservoirs in

each bridge-tender's cabin on the viaducts, with flexible connections
of the air brake type.

2. Iron service pipes leading to pneumatic cylinders at the sig-
nal post, the derailing switch and the distant gales.

3. Electrically controlled valves at each cylinder operated from
the cabin, so interlocked that they can be operated only in one defi-

nite sequence. It is also so arranged that after a car has passed the
derailing switch, the bridge cannot be opened until that car has
passed over the bridge and passed the lighter gates.

4. An automatic device on each car which will stop within two
rail lengths any car that runs 'past the danger signal. This appara-
tus is simple, cheap and durable, and will stop the car in spite of
any action of the motorman, and from any position of controller or
reversing switch. The stop though rapid is cushioned and will take
effect within the distance for which it is adjusted, whether car is

empty or loaded. The conductor by closing the derailing switch
also holds the safety brake from operating as the car passes. It is

not possible for the motorman or conductor to prevent the operation
of this brake if car runs past this post without stopping; the former
may be drunk or asleep, but the car will nevertheless be stopped
and motor circuit opened, so that car cannot again be started with-
out resetting the apparatus. This can be done only by means of a
special lever which is kept in bridge-tender's cabin.

On the other hand, for an emergency stop to prevent a collision
or to keep from running down a person, the motorman with a single
movement can operate the brake by a lever entirely separate from
the automatic device. A single motion cuts off current and applies
the brake for an emergency stop. When applied in this way the
motorman can release the brake without complication.

The operation for the interlocking apparatus is as follows :

When a boat whistles for the bridge, the watchman at each cabin
closes an electric circuit which leads to the signal post and derailing
switch. This operates a magnet controlling the valve of each pneu-
matic cylinder, sets signal arm to danger and locks the derailing
switch. The same movement opens the gate fastening and permits
the attendant there to close the heavy gate on the roadway leading
toward the bridge. As long as there is a car on the track between
this heavy gate and the light gate on the far side, the watchman can-
not tinlock the bridge ivcdgcs. As soon as the last car left on the
bridge by the closing of outer gates on approaching tracks has gone
two rail lengths on the far side, both light gates can be closed, the
wedges withdrawn and the bridge then opened. The signals and
gates cannot be again moved until the bridge has shut and the wedges
been thrown. Then the light gate can be opened and this unlocks
the heavy gates; opening the heavy gates drops the signal arm to

safety and releases the derailing switch. With this arrangement it

is impossible for the bridge to be opened after a car has passed the
derailing switch until a car has crossed or has been sent hack beyond
the switch.

I am informed that several times this fall bridges have been
opened when approaching cars were under headway outside the
switch. In each case I am told that nothing but prompt reversing
saved the car. This is one of the reasons which leads me to regard
opening the trolley circuit near the bridge as a very dciugeyous pro-
ceeding which sJioiild not be permitted^ unless the grade to the bridge is

so light that a car under full speed will lose headway and stop be-
tween the circuit breaker and the bridge.

The interlocking pneumatic switches and signals, with elec-
trically controlled valves, are extensively used by many of the lead-
ing steam railroads of this country, and are manufactured by the
Union Switch & Signal Company, of Swissvale, Pa.

The changes necessary in their standard apparatus to adapt it to the
above requirements can easily be made. The automatic brake is my
own design and would obviate the danger arising from the use of
derailing switches at drawbridges and railway crossings.

The upsetting of a car by a derailing switch, in order to prevent
an accident, would be a very unfortunate occurrence for the railway
company if any lives were lost thereby. But with this brake the
only function of the derailing switch would be to force every car to
come to a halt at a safe distance from the bridge or crossing, or, in

case of failure to stop, to check the reduced headway of any car that
runs by the danger signal.
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Few subjects are more important to the operators of

street railways than the law which governs their birth,

existence and death—the law which relates to their

incorporation, their operations, liabilities, duties, privi-

leges, franchises, their consolidation and d,issolution.

The subject, therefore, is scarcely secondary to the
problems which relate to the mechanical and commer-
cial operation of the street railway, and, in fact, is so
interwoven with those subjects as to be a part of them.
Hence no apology is needed for devoting several pages
of the Street Railway Journal to this subject.

The breadth of the subject makes it preposterous to

assume that, in the small space that can be devoted to it

each month, any comprehensive view of the law, or of
any part of it, can be given. The decisions relating to

street railways are so overwhelming in their number and
in the variety of the questions involved, that a complete
digest of the cases decided during the month cannot be
attempted. The cases relating to the negligence of com-
panies alone occupy a very considerable portion of the
time of our courts—some courts devoting at least one-
half of the time they give to jury cases to trials of causes
of this nature.

It will be the endeavor of the editors -of this depart-
ment to select carefully those decisions which are typi-

cal or novel, or which, for some other reason, present a

state of facts or conclusions of law which appear to be
of unusual interest to the operators of street railroads,

and in commenting upon the events of the month in the
legal department, it will be their endeavor, not to theo-
rize or to write treatises upon well established principles,

but rather to call to the attention of the street railroad
world the decisions which seem to modify or develop
the ancient body of the law.

The law which regulates the common carriers of

the passengers of the nation is chiefly corporation law,
for in few states is it possible for an individual to ob-
tain a franchise, and in none is it common.

Among the subjects which it will be proper to discuss
are, the incorporation of street railroad companies,
franchises, the right to eminent domain and to the use of

streets and highways, the speed of cars, the right to

change motive power, liabilities to the owners of abutting
property, to passengers, the public, and employes, the
joint use by different companies of street tracks and
motive power, taxation, and the relationship of street

railway companies to other users of the streets and
highways and to other common carriers of passengers
and goods. A large portion of the law that affects the
street raihvay is patent law, but that part of the subject
can only be now and then referred to in these columns.

Perhaps no department of law is receiving such at-

tention and undergoing such rapid development during
this last decade of the century as street railway law,
by reason of the immense increase in the amount
of street raihvay traffic, and of the vast changes that are
taking place in the methods of operation. The horse
car is almost as much a relic of the past as the omnibus,
and in its place is a car propelled ultimately by steam,
although directly by cable or electricity. So long as a
street railway confines itself to the transfer of passengers
within the city and does not erect anything to materially
obstruct the light, air and access of abutting owners, the
law of the new vehicle does not materially differ from the
law of the horse car. But when its speed increases; when
it becomes more than intraurban, more than suburban,
and even interurban; when it runs its cars upon tracks
raised above the surface of the highway, or crosses pri-

vate property by virtue of the right of eminent domain;

•CommunlCtttlons relating lo this department may be ..ddressed to th editors,
No. 32 i^assau Street, New lork.

when it establishes stations along its route, accepts
freight and becomes the carrier of the U. S. mail; when
it runs trains of two and even more cars; and when it

crosses from one state into another, uniting cities whose
traffic comes within the definition of interstate com-
merce; the boundary, which heretofore has been clear

and definite between it and the steam railroad, begins to

vanish, and both by legislative enactment and by judicial

decision a body of law is created to follow the road as

it develops from a horse car to a common carrier, on a
larger scale, of both passengers and goods.

In such a development of commercial operation,
there is an immense stimulus to the development of new
principles of law, or rather the application of old princi-

ples to a new state of facts, and in forty odd jurisdic-

tions, the decision in one of which is not binding upon
any other, we expect and find a variety of opinion and a
seething mass of decisions not yet crystallized, but which
is fast shaping itself into forms which will endure.

The importance of the subject can scarcely be exag-
gerated. It affects to the largest possible degree the
commercial prosperity of the nation, and this, not merely
because millions of dollars are invested in street railways,

but because they form the veins and arteries of all our
great cities, and are fast assuming the function of trans-

porting the life blood of the nation from one city to an-

other, and their mismanagement or anything that retards
their development is a national calamity, while every-

thing which advances their proper and successful opera-
tion adds to the nation's wealth.

In conducting the department the editors will be
pleased to receive suggestions from readers and sub-
scribers, and where inquiries are such as can be properly
answered from these columns, they will receive attention.

Not only will decisions and legislation be digested and
discussed, but text books relating to the various phases
of the subject will be noticed and reviewed. H.

CHARTER—STATUTORY POWERS—ORDINANCES.

Georgia.—The General Law of Georgia (Code ^ i68ga. et. seq.)

for the incorporation of railroad companies is not applicable to street

railroad companies. The general assembly has power to grant a
special charter to a street railroad company and authorize it to ex-

tend its line to a point beyond the limits of the town or city in which
the same was to be located.—(Dieter v. Estill, 22 S. E. Rep. 622.)

New Hampshire.—General Laws, c. 269, >J 14, providing that

no person shall ride through any street in the compact part of any
town at a greater speed than five miles an hour, applies to a street

railway company. So held, though the company's charter provided
that the mayor and aldermen should have power to regulate the rate

of speed, in the absence of any such regulation by the mayor and
aldermen.—(Bly v. Nashua St. Ry. Co., 32 At. Rep. 764.)

Connecticut.—The legislature may authorize an electric street

railway company to cross a steam railroad at grade along a high-

way, without providing compepsation for the injury to the railroad

occasioned thereby.—(N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. v. Bridgeport Trac-
tion Co., 32 At. Rep. 953.)

Texas —A street railway may have a discretion as to its route

between certain fixed points, but having exercised that discretion, it

cannot change the location without legislative authority, though a
city ordinance permits it so to do.—(Denison & S. Ry. Co. v. Deni-
son L. & L Co., 32 S. W. Rep. 332.)

California.—A provision in a city ordinance which grants a

right of way on its streets to a street railway company regulating

the rate of fare to be charged outside the limits of the city, is void.—
(South Pasadena v. L. A. T. Ry. Co., 41 Pac. Rep. 1093.)

Pennsylvania.—Though the 'legislature enacted (Acts 1870, P.

L. 997) that a bridge owned by a county, but situated within city

limits, should be free of all tolls for all purposes, a street railway
company permitted by the city to construct its road on a street con-

nected by the bridge has no right to lay its tracks on the bridge after

the county has prohibited it from so doing, because the bridge was
not of sufficient strength.—(Larue v. Oil City St. Ry.Co., 32 At. Rep.

977-)

New York.—The requirement of Laws 1886, c. 65, that the privi-

lege of constructing a street railroad shall be sold by the city. at pub-
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lie auction is dispensed with by Laws 1890, c. 565 (Railroad Law),

which declares that every railroad corporation has the power to con-

struct its road in any hiia;hway, subject to the limitations and re-

quirements of that chapter, but which contains no re(|uirement that

such privilege shall be sold at auction.—(Adamson v. Nassau F:1cc-

tric R. Co., 34 N. Y. S. 1073.)

New Jersicy.—A street railroad company having", l)y Rrant, re-

ceived by Act March i6, 1893 (V. L. p.' 342), the rif;ht to construct

and operate its railway on a turnpike, is not exempt from the per-

formance of the conditions precedent to the construction of such

railways imposed by Act May 16, 1894.—(Stockton v. Atlantic High-

lands R. B. & L. B. Electric Ry. Co., 32 At. Rep. 680.)

New York.—Const. Art. 3, 18, providing that no street railroad

shall be constructed without first obtaining the consent of the owners
of one-half in value of the property abutting on the street, does not

require the consent of the property owners to the use by a street rail-

road company of the tracks of anotiier company, already constructed

and in operation in the street. Pratt, J., dissenting.—(Ingersoll v.

Nassau Electric Ry. Co., 34 N. Y. S. 1044.)

New York.—In a proceeding to acquire the right to construct a

railroad in a street, the only prerequisite to tiie appointment of com-
missioners to determine whether such road ought to be built is that

the consent of the property owners cannot be obtained (Laws 1890,

c. 565, S 94); and the question whether or not the municipal consent

alleged in the petition to have been obtained was for the construction

of the railroad, as described in the petition, is immaterial, as the con-

sent of the municipal authorities is, by Laws iSgo, c. 565, 5^ 90, a pre-

requisite only to the construction or operation of the road. In re

Crosstown St. Ry. Co., 22 N. Y. S. 818, 68 Hun. 236, distinguished.

—(In re Auburn City Ry. Co., 34 N. Y. S. 992.)

New Jersey.—a street railway company must obtain the con-

sent of the Township Committee to the location of its tracks under
the Act of May' 16, 1894, as %ell as the consent of the body having
control of streets or highways therein under the Traction Co. Act
1893.—(Bergen Traction Co. v. Township Committee of Ridgefield,

32 At. Rep. 754.)

EJECTION OF PASSENGERS.

(See also excessive damages below.)

New Jersey.—Where a street railway company established, by
practice, a right in its passengers to change, without a transfer ticket,

from one car to another, in completing their journey, it could not

change the practice without notice to the passengers, so that it was
liable for ejecting a passenger who changed from one car to another
without obtaining a transfer.— (Consolidated Traction Co. v. Taborn,
32 At. Rep. 685.)

Maine.—Where a passenger in a street car laden with passengers
of both sexes, on being requested by the conductor to stop using
oaths in his conversation, denied using same, and on being contra-

dicted called the conductor a "damned liar," he was rightfully re-

moved from the car for a breach of the peace, and could not recover
for his ejection.—(Robinson v. Rockland, T. & C. St. Ry. Co., 32 At.

Rep. 994, 87 Me. 3S7.)

New Jersey.—Where a passenger entitled to remain in a car was
ordered by the conductor to leave it, and obeyed on the car being-

stopped, it constituted an ejectment by the conductor, for which an
action will lie.—(Consolidated Traction Co. v. Taborn, 32 At. Rep.

685.)

California.—Civ. Code, § 488, requires every conductor to wear
on his cap a badge, and provides tfeit no conductor without such
badge is authorized to receive fare from a passenger. Held, that

where a passenger who refuses to pay fare recognizes the conductor
as such, and does not refuse to pay fare because of the absence of

such badge, and the conductor puts him off the train, the company is

not liable because such conductor wore no badge.—(Cox v. Los An-
geles Terminal Ry. Co., 41 Pac. Rep. 504.)

RIDING ON FRONT PLATFORM.
New York.—To ride upon the front platform of a street car is

not, in the absence of other and usual circumstances, /ivjt-, such neg-
ligence as will prevent recovery.—(Vail v. Brooklyn R. R.,147 N. Y.

337; Taft v. Brooklyn Heights R. R., 14 Misc. 410.)

EXCESSIVE DAMAGES.
New York.—A verdict for $10,000 to a husband for the loss of

services of his wife is not excessive, where the wife was a woman of

thirty-eight years of age, strong and healthy before the accident, and
in consequence of the injuries received had become a confirmed
invalid and would be so permanently.—(Cannon v. Brooklyn City
R. R., 14 Misc. 420.)

New York.—Where the plaintiff, who was earning $12 a week,
was confined to a hospital for a year by his injuries, and was ren-

dered incapable of doing any heavy work on account of the increased
size of his right leg and of varicose veins, a verdict for $15,000 was
held excessive.—(Chapman v. Atlantic Ave. R. R., 14 Misc. 404.)

Utah.—A verdict of $10,500 in favor of a girl three years old

for loss of a foot is not excessive. The Court say: " They attempt to

reason out the earning capacity of the plaintiff in her crippled con-
dition, after her majority, and thus demonstrate that the verdict is

excessive. The amount of injury sustained by an infant cannot be
reckoned or calculated by any rule of arithmetic any more than her
body can be made whole by dollars and cents. If the plaintiff was a
male the verdict would not be excessive and the loss of a limb to a
female is infinitely greater."—(Chipman v. U. P. R. R., 41 Pac. Rep.
562.)

U TAll.—A verdict for $3,300 in favor of a section man for the

loss of two fingers and permanent injury to two others of the left

hand, so that they are without strength, is not excessive.—(Cha[)-

man v. South Pac. Co., 41 Pac. Rep. 55.)

Texas.—A traveling salesman, lorty-three years of age, earning
$190 a month, was injured Ijy defendant's negligence, being seriously

cut in various parts of the body and having his eyesight so impaired
tjial it was gradually failing. A verdict of $5,000 was held not ex-

cessive.—(M. K. & T. Ry. v. Buff, 32 S. W. Rep. 551.)

TI'.xas.—A verdict of $9,119 against a R. R. Co. for the loss,

through its negligence, of a forearm by a brakeman thirty-five years
old receiving fifty-five dollars a month, is not excessive.—(M. K. &
T. R. R. v. Kirkiand, 32 S. W. Rep. 588.)

Texas.—For permanent and serious injuries to a healthy, vigor-

ous man greatly impairing his health and decreasing his earning
capacity, preventing him from doing any work for nine or ten months,
a verdict for $6,500 is not excessive.—(G. H. & S. A. Ry. v. Waldo,
32 S. W. Rep. 7S3.) •

Nevada.—For a compound comminuted fracture of the ankle
bones of one leg, where 100 pieces of bone had been removed and
bones were still working out twenty months after the accident, and
the plaintiff had been confined to her bed for six months, had
paid $2,345 for physicians and nurses and would be permanently
lame, a verdict for $15,000 was held not excessive.—(Engler v.

Western Union Tel. Co., 69 Fed. Rep. 1S5.)

Texas.—Where plaintiff has been changed by his injuries from
a healthy energetic man earning a competency for himself and fam-
ily to one impaired in mind or wrecked in body, unable to earn a
support, a verdict for $6,500 though large is not excessive.—(A. T. &
S. F. R. R. v. Click, 32 S. W. Rep. 226.)

Minnesota.—A verdict of $14,500 was not excessive for injur-
ies received by a young man in a railroad accident, which left him
permanently maimed.—(Howe v. Minneapolis, St. P. & S. S. M. Ry.
Co., 64 N. W. Rep. 102.)

Ohio.—A verdict of $7,500 for personal injuries causing great
suffering, and resulting in permanent disability of a man who had
previously been earning $300 a month, is not excessive.—(Lowry v.

Mt. Adams & Eden Park Incline Plane Ry. Co., 68 Fed. Rep. 827.)

New York.—A verdict for $10,000 for the loss of a foot by plain-
tiff, who was a laborer twenty-four years old and accustomed to
earn about $1.50 a day, is excessive where it does not appear that the
case differed from the ordinary case of the loss of a foot, or that there
could not be in plaintiff's case as complete a recovery as is expected
in such case.—(Peri v. New York Cent. & H. R. R. Co., 34 N. Y. S.

1009, 87 Hun. 499.)

Book Heviews.

A Treatise on the Law Rea'ing to Electricity, by Simon G.
Croswell. Little, Brown & Company, Boston, 1895.
This is a book on corporation law. A book with the above title

must necessarily devote a number of its pages to the subject of
street railway law, for it must treat of the application of electricity
to the business of the common carrier in and between our cities.

But a portion of its pages must also be devoted to the three other
kinds of corporations which are users of electric power—the tele-

graph company, the telephone company and the electric light com-
pany—the first two very closely related to each other—one the elder
brother of the ether, and the third being (if we may adopt the
opinion of the New York Court of Appeals) a manufacturing cor-
poration.

Where a book is made up, as this book is, of the decisions of the
various courts and a review of them, we shall expect to find the
larger portion of the work devoted to the oldest of the four com-
panies, and accordingly we find that out of the 860 sections of the
work over 600 sections are devoted to the law of the telegraph and
incidentally to the law of the telephone, while a portion of the re-
maining 200 or more sections are applicable to all four of the com-
panies.

As a text book upon the law of the telegraph and the telephone
we need say nothing here, except to commend it as being full and clear.
The portion devoted to electric street railway is not as full as might
be desired, but is extremely valuable in that, apparently, great care
has been taken in the selection of the cases which it quotes, to cite
only those cases which are peculiar, not only to the street railroad,
but are peculiar to the street railroad propelled by electricity. It is

also valuable in the synopsis which it makes of the statutes in differ-

ent states relating to the subject. We find what is only to be ex-
pected in the first edition of a work of this sort—considerable uneven-
ness or want of proportion in the care that has been bestowed upon
different subjects.

Perhaps no subject is of more importance in such a work than
the question of the rights of an electric railroad in the streets and
highways. Section 106 of the work, the heading- of which is some-
what misleading, which reviews the New York decisions, holding
that the street railroad is sometimes an additional servitude,
should cite the recent leading cases which are immensely valuable as
elucidating the law of the earlier cases which are cited, ,:.o-., Forbes vs
R. R., 121 N. Y., 20.

The index is voluminous and useful, although some haste is

shown in its general construction and in some of its titles, as, for
example, under the head of "Evidence of Gross Negligence," we
find the sub-heading, " Incorporation of Electric Company." I doubt
the utility of such index headings as "General Characteristics" and
" Youth." But these are minor flaws in a work of considerable excel-
lence and of great utility.
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THE question is often asked: Why have so few books

been written on street railway practice? Why is it

hard to get a comprehensive idea of street railroad prob-

lems ? The answer is that, for six or seven years past, street

railroad managers and experts have been making his-

tory, not recording it, and until recently there has been

so little established practice that the book of to-day has

become the book of yesterday almost from the moment
of leaving the press. In the columns of the technical

papers, and, we think, of the Street Railway Journal
in particular, can be found the continuing records of

daily practice from which books can, and will be written

on the important problems of street railroading, and it is

with a view of making these records as complete and val-

uable as possible that we have decided to present to our

readers during the coming year a collection of serials,

articles and special features which is unprecedented

in value, we believe, in technical journalism. Experts

in nearly every branch of street railroading have been

engaged to contribute to our columns the results of their

wide and well digested experience. We shall diligently

seek for special " Letters and Hints from Practical Men,"
reflecting their daily experience in operating methods

;

we shall record, as usual, every advance in constructive

practice
; we have established a department of " Legal

Notes and Comments," edited by able and experienced

lawyers ; and our regular deoartments of " Finance,"

"Street Railway News," and " New Inventions," will be

continued and made constantly more and more valuable

by special efforts for improvement in all directions.

UNTIL the little "war scare" which came in the

latter part of December, the prospects for improve-

ment in all lines of business affecting street railway con-

struction and operation were daily growing brighter, and

a business for 1896 at least 50 per cent, better than that

of 1895 was confidently anticipated by most of our lead-

ing manufacturers. Then came the setback in the finan-

cial markets due to the President's Venezuelan message,

and at this writing it is difficult to say whether the future

is to be long overcast with clouds of international compli-

cations, resulting in uneasiness §nd such a general with-

drawal of foreign capital from American investments, as

will lead to " tightness of money," or whether the present

upward turn in securities means a revival of confidence

in the wisdom and sound common sense with which the

American people will deal with these complications. An
actual war between Great Britain and America is almost

unthinkable and quite impossible. In investment matters,

nowever, we have to deal not with things as they are but

with what investors think they are, or are going to be,

and it is much to be feared that there will be a generally

uneasy condition of business for several months to come,

postponing that revival w^hich would otherwise be almost

inevitable after so long a period of comparative prostra-

tion.
* * * *

It appears probable, moreover, that comparatively

few entirely new street railway enterprises will develop,

in 1896, from "paper schemes" into actual operating

roads. The character of many enterprises which are

being more or less actively promoted in financial cir-

cles is such as to indicate, in the clearest possible man-

ner, the fact that all, or nearly all available locations in

large and small cities alike are now fully occupied.. Prob-

ably 60 per cent, of our cities have already too much
mileage for profitable operation, and attempts to occupy

additional streets, would, in almost all cases, lead to little

increase in the total volume of traffic, but rather to a

division of earnings and increase of total operating ex-

penses such that competition might easily mean
the breaking down of both competing systems. The
attention of promoters is now given largely to inter-

urban lines, and it is probable that in some cases fran-

chises are being secured, with the idea of compelling

their purchase by steam railroad companies to avoid

electric railway competition. Many of these projects

cannot hope to be self-supporting, as they contemplate

the construction of too many miles of road to serve too

few people.
* * * *

There are still nearly two thousand miles of horse

railways awaiting conversion to electricity, and there is

yet much to be done in replacing early and imper-

fect types of apparatus and material with the latest and
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best. The rail manufacturers will be busy in turning

out the deep girder rails which have been proved much
superior to the chair construction of former days; direct

connected engine generator units will replace the less

economical belted plants running in many cities; the

stronger and heavier cars which have been found neces-

sary through hard experience with the lighter, will be

largely purchased, and the more powerful, more efficient,

and more perfectly protected motors will replace those

which have done good service in their time, but which

are now incapable of satisfying street railway managers

under the demands for greater speeds and heavier loads

which they have helped so largely to create. Altogether

there is much yet to be done in street railway lines before

reaching that highest economy in operation which is dili-

gently sought for by all conscientious managers, and the

enterprising manufacturer has no reason to feel dis-

couraged at the general outlook.

PERHAPS the gravest problems which the manager

himself will have to meet during the coming year

are those connected with the difficulties of satisfying the

public and his stockholders at the same time. A demand
for a reduction in fares is beginning to be heard here and

there among our large cities. This is, in general, the

outcome of political necessities, an "attack upon monop-

olies" being the war cry of a certain class of demagogues

who try in this way, and often with success, to win popu-

lar sympathy and support. In the city of Detroit is

found to-day almost the only illustration in the United

States of a street railway system of any importance car-

rying passengers at rates materially less than five cents,

viz., at eight tickets for twenty-five cents from 5.30 a. m.

to 8 p. M., and six tickets for twenty-five cents during the

remainder of the twenty-four hours. How can they do this

and prosper? is the question asked by all street railway

managers who know the difficulties of making a fair profit

at a five-cent rate.

^ % ^ ^

In the first place, this system has been in operation

but three months and it is, of course, much too early to

know from experience at what percentage of the gross

receipts it can be permanently operated. A large pro-

portion of the travel has naturally left the older system

(which still charges a five-cent fare) wherever the lines

are in competition. The new system occupies streets in

the very heart of the city radiating in somewhat zigzag

routes from the business center to points not over three

miles in any direction. It is, therefore, in the best posi-

tion to capture the short distance riding and is not bur-

dened with the long and thinly settled suburban lines of

the older company. Again, its contract with the city

expressly relieves the company from any expense for

maintenance of pavements or for their first cost, except so

far as pavements are disturbed by their original construc-

tion or repairs of track. The city even bears the ex-

pense of laying a foundation of six inches of concrete

below the company's ties in streets which are unpaved
at the time when the ties are laid. (Compare such a

contract with that under which the Philadelphia com-

panies, for example, are operating. They are obliged, in

consideration of their electric franchises, to pave from

curb to curb all the streets through which their tracks

run, at an average cost of perhaps $50,000 per mile, and
to maintain this pavement in perpetuity). Again, the

new Detroit company is relieved of all taxation, except

the usual taxation on real estate and personal property.

Under all these favorable conditions it is not impossible

that, if present conditions continue^ the new company may
earn a reasonable return upon its actual net investment,

especially, as it has had the advantage of purchasing

the most modern plant and equipment of every kind at

the lowest prices which have ruled for years.

* * * *

Suppose, however, that present conditions do not

continue. Suppose that the older company, finding its

traffic gone, decides, as it must almost inevitably do, to

reduce its fares to those of its new competitor. What will

happen then ? What ca)i happen other than that the old

company—being in possession of the best streets, and
being able to give longer rides than the newer—will win

back its lost traffic so that the new company's cars will,

in turn, be empty. The immediate and inevitable result

will, therefore, be that both companies will operate at a

loss, the new company, because it has lost its traffic, and

the old company, because it cannot, burdened as it is,

carry its passengers at a three-cent fare with profit.

There will doubtless be some increase in the total num-
ber of street railway riders in the city, due to the reduc-

tion in fares, but in all probability this increase will fall

far short of an ^.moMwX.per car mile sufficient to leave a fair

margin over operating expenses. The inevitable outcome
of such a condition of affairs is financial disaster to both

systems similar to that which overtakes railroad corpora-

tions when competition leads to a war of rates. The im-

possibility of avoiding such an outcome may be more
clearly seen, perhaps, by noting the fact that this exten-

sive parallelling of the older system by the newer really

means overbuilding of the city's street railway mileage

since there can be no traffic necessity for operating par-

allel lines so close together. If, then, it is found difficult

for corporations which have inherited, through various

consolidations, a large amount of useless mileage, to re-

main solvent when fares are at a five-cent rate, how much
more difficult must it be when fares are but three-fifths

of that amount, and what must be the inevitable result

to the people at large of such a cut-throat competition but

some form of armed truce finally declared between the

competitors which shall mean a general deterioration of

service in an attempt to bring some sort of financial sol-

vency out of disaster ?

* ^ ^ ^

If such a melancholy state of affairs were confined

to a single city only, the two combatants might well be

left to fight the matter out to their own satisfaction. But

a serious, and indeed alarming condition threatens the

street railway industry to-day in more than one city.

The Detroit example is already being cited as worthy of

imitation—a cry for three-cent fares is being raised

—

and under guise of public benefactors, syndicates are

trying to push competing systems into a number of our

larger cities, some of which already have more mileage

now than can be profitably supported, and are seeking

franchises similar in terms to those of Detroit. Their

arguments are specious and plausible. They will un-

doubtedly succeed in more than one city, and this will

certainly be the case if the present companies pursue an

illiberal policy towards the public, or refuse improve-

ments of service and the reasonable demands of their

patrons, and if they do not, in addition, prepare them-

selves to educate the taxpayers and the people as to the

real meaning of the franchises asked for. The three-cent
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fare, without taxation of franchises, is a burden on the

taxpayer, since his contributions to the city treasury

must be larger, if they are not reinforced by contribu-

tions from the street railway corporations. An appeal to

the fairness and justice of the people should be made,

however difficult it may be to obtain justice for what

are popularly supposed to be "grinding monopolies." If

the deliberate purpose of a municipality were the wreck-

ing of all the street railwaj' interests within its borders

to the end of purchasing the lines at its own valuation,

this purpose could hardly be better accomplished than

by the granting of franchises to competing corporations,

in much the same way as has been done in Detroit. The
problem of meeting such tactics as are possibly to be

used in this field is serious indeed, but it is not improb-

able, fortunately, that it will in most cases be solved by

the refusal of bankers to place their money in such pre-

carious investments.

THE difficulties of making power station tests, or of

keeping power station records, so as to show the

exact relation between the coal pile and the current

supplied to the overhead line, are considerable. The

practical manager is often confronted with the fact that

there is a considerable loss somewhere between the two

points, based on the published records of other stations

operating similar roads. Or, perhaps, he does not know
whether any such difficulty exists, but is anxious to know
whether his station is operating under the most econom-

ical conditions. The common method of calculating the

electrical output by means of volt and ampere readings

every five or ten minutes, or less frequently, can hardly

be said to throw much light on the problem, as, owing to

the rapidly fluctuating loads, the output thus obtained

is apt to differ greatly from the true value. Just what

the error is is hard to say, but in many cases it might

easily vary from lo to 30 per cent., or more, from the

correct amount. When there is any suspicion of ineffi-

cient operation of station or line, the electrical output

of the station is, of course, the first factor to determine,

as its relation to the coal consumption will tell the

investigator whether the loss occurs in the station or

outside. As ampere and voltmeter readings can hardly

be depended upon, we must fall back upon the watt-

meter, and here it may be said that this instrument is

coming to be regarded by many engineers as an almost

indispensable adjunct of a power station, as it furnishes

a permanent and continuous record of the energy dis-

tributed to the feeders. The commercial wattmeters are

made sufficiently accurate for practical purposes, and a

careful record of their readings will often tell more than

can be obtained in any other way. The following table,

based on Dr. Emery's figures upon coal consumption of

different types of engines, will give an approximate idea

of the maximum amount of coal which should be con-

sumed per kilowatt generated, as shown by the watt-

meter. In this table the engine loss in the first case is

estimated at 15 per cent., and in each of the other three

cases at 10 per cent, of the indicated horse power. The
generator loss is figured at 5 per cent, in each case. An
addition of 30 per cent, is made for maximum economical

figures, owing to fluctuations of load, except in the case

of the triple expansion engine, where the allowance is 20

per cent. If the amount of coal consumed should be

much above these figures, it will show that there is some
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loss of economy, either in the generators, engines or

boilers :

Lbs. coal per

kilowatt output.

Simple high speed, non-condensing 6.3 to 8.2

Compound high speed, condensing 3.6 to 4.7

Compound low speed, condensing 3.25 to 4.25

Triple expansion, condensing 2.7 to 3.25

V -i*

The proper course to follow next would naturally be

indication of the engines to determme the amount of

power delivered to them. Owing to the rapidly fluctuat-

ing loads which prevail in railway work, however, it is

extiemely difficult to get any satisfactory results from

such a proceeding. The ideal indicator for an electric

railway engine would be one which would give an aver-

age card or other indication of average power for a cer-

tain length of time. Such an instrument would be a most
desirable one, and an inventor who will design it will re-

ceive the thanks of street railway, and other engineers.

But with no such means at hand we must do the next

best thing. This will be either to determine by observa-

tion, so far as may be possible, the source of trouble, or

to make a test under conditions which admit of a fairly

constant load. This can best be accomplished at night

when the current is not required for the operation of the

road, and by means of a water rheostat. The construc-

tion of the latter need not be very complicated, the chief

point to bear in mind being the necessity of plenty of

pole surface and a sufficiently rapid circulation and sup-

ply of water to prevent the sudden evaporation of the

water.

Executive Committee Meeting A. S. R. A. at St.

Louis.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Ameri-
can Street Railway Association was called by President
Littell to be held at St. Louis on December 9th.

The Committee laid out the work for the coming
convention in St. Louis, selecting the Southern Hotel as
the official headquarters of the convention, and selecting
the Olympic Theater, which is directly across the street

from the hotel, as a place for the meetings. The exhi-
bition hall has not yet been chosen but will be in the near
future. The Committee also ddecided upon the follow-
ing subjects for papers to be presented to the convention
by the gentlemen named, if their services can be secured.

A paper on track joints, roadbed construction, main-
tenance of track and bonding, by M. K. Bowen, of

Chicago.
A paper on the selection and management of em-

ployes, by W. F. Kelly, of Columbus, O.
A paper on modern overhead electric construci ion,

by J. R. Chapman, of Chicago.

A paper on the modern electric railway power house,
by Richard McCulloch, of St. Louis.

A paper on methods of increasing the revenue of

street railway companies, taking into account the collec-

tion of fares, the selection of suitable registers, the use
of transfers, and the adoption of tickets, together with
special attractions for travel, by C. D. Wyman, of Mil-

waukee.
A paper on motor trucks, by John N. Akarman, of

Worcester.
The local committee are straining every nerve to

make the convention the most pleasant and profitable

ever held. Those who intend to be present at the con-
vention are urged by the secretary to secure hotel accom-
modations at the earliest possible moment, as Mr. Lewis,
the manager of the Southern, will make reservations for

all who may apply.

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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In the bustle and confusion of a rapidly growing in-

dustry, when inventions, new discoveries and applications

follow close upon the heels of others only recently in

good repute—when busy brains and skilful hands are at

work upon the thousand and one problems which are

brought up with every new conquest made—when all is

strife and eagerness and emulation—men do not stop to

ask themselves, "What have we accomplished ?" or
" Whither are we drifting?" They say instead, " This one
step must be taken or our rivals win."

So it has been, and even yet is, in electric railroad-

ing. Few things are perfect, few can be called standard.

In spite of all that has been done in these last ten years,

in spite of the fact that within the last five years not less
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the United States that this article is written. It is a
mere truism to say that we are leading the world in this

particular branch of engineering. Our pre-eminence in

practical results is ungrudgingly conceded by those of
our foreign friends who do not fail, at the same time, to

rightly criticise many of the crudities which are found
in our work, and which they have determined quite as
properly to avoid. They are profiting by our experience,
just as many of our own street railway companies have
profited by the experience of the pioneers in the indus-
try, and if these pioneers, when taunted with the imper-
fections of their earlier work, retort, as they often can,
with a wise smile of satisfaction, that " pioneers some-
times make money enough by their pioneer work to pay

ei
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than 1,500,000 horse power on electrical machinery has
been manufactured for railway purposes, the field is

broadening with every day's new life, the horizon is ever
receding as we press forward, and few can assume to un-
derstand how far we shall have to go before we exhaust
the infinite applications in the science of transportation
where electricity is to find its mission.

And yet it is well in the midst of the turmoil and
agitation of a busy life to pause occasionally and take a
broad and calm survey of our field of effort from a high-
er point of view—to see if we can distinguish just where
our work is dovetailing on to the larger structure—to

get a measure of what has been done, and to determine,
so far as our wisdom will permit, in what direction our
next efforts should be turned for the greatest individual
and general profit. It is with the hope of taking some
such general survey of the field of electric railroading in

for improvements," it only goes to
show that there are two sides to
every question, and that farsight-
edness is often as profitable as con-
serj^atism.

In the following pages an at-
tempt will be made to sift out
from the mass of conflicting prac-
tice to be found actually in exis-
tence in the United States that
which is__ modern and approved
from that

.
which is past and obso-

lete. In other words, the question
of how street railways would be
built to-day, if the work could be
d one de novo, will be taken up in
detail, and in some cases proba-
bilities as to future improvements
not yet fully recognized as possi-
ble or desirable will be pointed out.

THE OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.

The overhead wire system is the only one which
has proven entirely adequate and satisfactory in the
varying conditions found in American cities. This
system alone has withstood the severest storms of the
North, and the dry and gritty sands and salt, moist breezes
of the Gulf States. This system alone possesses that al-
most infinite power of adaptation and flexibility which
has enabled it to handle the enormous traffic of our great
city thoroughfares as efficiently as that in the barren
wastes of "real estate" in the suburbs, or that of hio-h
speed rapid transit lines between cities and towns The
overhead wire system has its faults, and is quite as often
cursed with bad management as blessed with good but
against all difficulties and obstacles thrown in its way it
has triumphed and has won a place in popular regard'

IG. 7.-7 INCH, T SEC-
TION.
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FIG. 8.—DETROIT ROADBED, WITH METAL TIES.
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which makes it certain that
it will never be displaced
by any other system offer-

ing less conveniences or a

poorer service to the public

ROADBED CONSTRUCTION.

The old horse railway
track construction, with its

fiat, sidebearing rails spiked
down to longitudinal string-

ers, has gone by forever. In
its place have come forms
of construction which al-

most equal in solidity the
standard roadway construc-
tion of our best steam rail-

roads. It is not to be ex-
pected, however, that the
working life of any city

track and roadbed will be as
great in years as that of

steam railroads, since the
traffic conditions have
come to be far more severe
than those found on any
save, perhaps, the most
heavily traveled steam
roads. It is a serious matter
to run electric motor cars
over a deep, narrow rail

every thirty seconds and
to sandwich vehicles in be-
tween cars—far more seri-

ous than to run passenger
or freight trains over a
stout, thick rail every ten,

fifteen or twenty minutes.
Nevertheless, with the latest

and best forms of street

railway track construction,
we are confidently looking
for a life of at least eight or
ten years before complete
renewals will become nec-
essary through pounding
down of joints, rotting of

ties or wearing away of the
head of the rail.

The use of concrete as
a substructure for track
construction is not as gen-
eral in America as abroad,
although in the principal
cities of Canada and a few
in the United States it has
been used with excellent
results, giving much greater
solidity and permanency to

the track than where the
foundation is the natural
dirt, gravel or clay.

Wooden ties are rea-

sonably plentiful and cheap
in the United States, and
are generally used instead
of metal ties, which, how-

ever, have been recently adopted in Detroit, Terre
Haute and a few other cities, chiefly in the West. The
ties are usually placed close together, rarely exceeding
two foot, or two and a half foot centers. Creosote and
other preservative compounds are rarely used, it being
the general opinion that the life of the tie will be at
least as long as that of the rail, but not of double
length, so that in relaying roadbed it would not be advis-
able to put new rails on old ties, even if the latter
were in fairly good condition. Gravel or broken stone is

the usual ballasting material employed, the latter being
more generally used in interurban lines and the former
in the city streets, where the street foundations are well
packed together and reasonably solid.

Earth

a
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The manufacture of girder rails for street railway

purposes has become an enormous industry in the United

States within the past six or seven years. It is estimated

that the output of all our mills has, in the last ten years,

amounted to nearly or quite 1,000,000 gross tons, and the

present annual product is over 160,000 tons. Originally,

there were several patented processes of making these

rails, and the cost was placed considerably above the

price of ordinary steel T rails, but within the last five

years the price has dropped, until purchases can now be

made at substantially T rail prices.

RAIL SECTIONS.

Figs. I to 7 illustrate a few of the sections of rails

most largely rolled by our principal manufacturers.

Only two or three years ago, six and seven inch rails,

weighing sixty to seventy pounds to the yard, were con-

sidered heavy and were the accepted practice even in the

larger cities. These rails were generally mounted on

FIG 15.—STANDARD TWELVE BOLT CHANNEL JOINT.

chairs, in order to reach the ties placed just underneath
the paving blocks, the latter being generally cut from
seven to nine inches deep. To-day, however, chair con-

struction is entirely abandoned. Chairs were found too

weak to withstand the heavy traffic, particularly at the

joints, which were rapidly battered down in most cases,

so that they could be " felt" by the cars after a compara-
tively short period oi service. Substantially all the new
construction to-day is with the rails spiked directly to the

ties, the height of the rail depending upon the dimensions
of the paving blocks. The greater part of the purchases
are of eight and one-half to nine inch, deep girder rails,

weighing eighty-five to ninety-five pounds to the yard,

but in the smaller towns six, seven and eight inch rails

are often purchased, the weight varying from sixty to

eighty pounds per yard. Fig. 3. shows an 83^ inch,

ninety-three pound rail, recently designed for metro-

FIG 18.—MANGANESE STEEL FROG.

politan traffic of an unusually severe type, and which
is believed to be adapted for the heaviest character of

work found in American cities. Fig. 4 is a rail with
stiff and well designed channel joints. Fig. 5 is the

Buffalo " self-cleaning " grooved rail. But Figs. 2 and
3 are more generally popular. Fig. i shows a ten inch
rail, of which a little only has yet been rolled, and repre-

sents an extreme in the desire for great depth and
strength. Fig. 7 represents a seven inch T rail, of which
quite a little is being used, particularly in Western cities.

It goes without saying that T rail sections are preferred

by street railway managers in all cases where the neces-

sary permission can be obtained from municipalities, and
the latter are coming to recognize the fact that it is quite

possible to so pave to the T rail that there is no difficulty

with the vehicular traffic in turning out of the tracks, and
that the burden of this character of traffic should properly

be borne by the pavement and not by the rail.

JOINTS.

The joint, of course, plays a very important part in

the construction of a durable track. The best practice

now is to lay rails close together, allowing no space
whatever for expansion or contraction, upon the theory

that the rail is so thoroughly protected by the pavement
against changes of temperature that there is very little

FIG. lo.-CASE HARDENED STEEL PLATE IN FROG.

necessity for making such an allowance. Occasionally,
however, a small space is left between rails every 250 or

500 ft. Some managers even go so far as to put in shims
of rail sections in cases where rails have been laid in

summer and contracted so as to leave spaces between
successive rails in winter. A great deal of wear at the
joints has been obviated by thus butting the rails firmly
together, and it is believed that the life of the joints has
been substantially lengthened merely by this practice
alone.

Apart from this, however, the joints have been
strengthened by the more general adoption of longer
joint plates, and eight and twelve bolt joints, from twen-
ty-eight to thirty-six inches in length, are the best prac-
tice to-day. It is difficult to see how there can be any

FIG. 17.—INTEGRAL SPECIAL WORK.

serious trouble with such joints, for example, as those of

Fig. 15. Several special forms of joint have also been
devised for street railway as well as for steam railway
use. Very good results have been had with these, if

we can properly speak of the experience of two or three
years as " results."

Substantial progress has been made in electric weld-
ing of joints, and it is believed that this will eventually
become one of the best melhods of joining track together,
doing away as it does with the use of bolts and all their

attending difficulties, and insuring a better electrical
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connection of rail to rail than can probably be obtained by
other methods. A process called "cast welding " has
also been put in practice, and appears to have many ex-

cellent characteristics. If longer experience does not
bring out unexpected difficulties its use will probably be
largely extended. In Cleveland riveted joints have been
used with good results.

SPECIAL WORK.

The extensive and widely ramified street railway

systems of our principal cities make necessary exceed-

ingly complicated curves, switches, crossovers and turn-

outs, which are generically termed " special work " and
which have been the subject of most careful study and
research in engineering and metallurgical circles. Most
of the large sys-

tems have an en-

gineering depart-

ment in which are

kept carefully pre-

pared drawings
showing the details

of every piece of

special work on the

lines, each piece
being numbered.
Duplicates of these

drawings are kept
at the different roll-

ing mills, and the

parts may be or-

dered by telegraph
if necessary, with
the certainty of

getting the proper
castings or forg-

ings at short notice.

There has been a

great deal of diffi-

culty with special

work in securing a

reasonable life at

those places where
there is a veryheavy
and frequent traffic

—where, for exam-
ple, as is often the

case, cars pass over
a particular switch
or turnout every
fifteen or twenty
seconds during the
businessday. To ob-
viate this trouble
has been a serious

problem with track
engineers and metallurgists. One prominent rolling mill

has adopted a case hardened steel plate let in at the
switch points in the frog, and secured in place by zinc

cast around the plate. Another company uses mangan-
ese steels in building its frogs; and all the prominent
companies are strengthening their frogs in some such
ways at the switch points, where the blow of the leav-

ing and entering wheels is most severe and destructive.

It is yet too early to determine just which of these pro-

cesses is the best, or if any are entirely satisfactory.

They are certainly steps in the right direction from the
point of view of the rail maker, although there is some
question, perhaps, if this specially hardened iron will not
act as a destructive tool upon street car wheels, thereby
reducing their life materially and possibly causing acci-

dents even more serious than the mere shortening of the
track or wheel life.

RETURN CIRCUIT.

Closely connected with the track construction of

electric railways is the question of the use of the rails as

a return circuit. The general practice in America, and
one which is borne out by long experience, is that the re-

turn current should be confined as closely to the rails as

Streel Rallwaj/ Journal

HG. 19— DOUBLE BRACKET IRON POLE.

possible, little being allowed to find its way back to the
station through the earth, water pipes or other extrane-
ous channels. The joint plates themselves, particularly
where secured to the rail by bolts and nuts, cannot be
relied upon to transmit the current to the best advantage,
on account of the difficulty of obtaining and keeping
good contacts between the rails and the bolts. With
electric welding or cast welding, this difficulty is obvia-
ted, as has already been stated; but the usual plan, where
other forms of joints are adopted, is to supplement the
carrying power of the joint plates by bond wires of suf-

ficient section to take care of the current going through
the track. Many different forms of track bonds have been
devised for this purpose. Copper is almost universally
used, on account of its greater conductivity, although the
difficulties in avoiding electrolysis are somewhat greater
than where metals of the same kind, such as galvanized
iron, are used. The principal feature aimed at in the de-
sign of these bonds is to obtain a water tight joint be-
tween rail and bond, and hence the joint should be elec-

trically the best possible. These objects are fairly well
attained in a half-dozen types now on the market, and
extremely well attained in one or two. The use of

special waterproofing paint is desirable in order to pre-

vent moisture from reaching the joints between bonds
and rail, and a special paint of this kind is largely
adopted. Double bonding is usual, and the running of

track or return feeders on poles to various points where
heavy currents are carried in the track is coming to be
more generally regarded as a necessity than was once the
case, particularly because of occasional troubles found in

electrolytic action upon water and gas pipes where these
heavy currents tend to leave the track and take to the

pipes below. This problem of electrolysis has been most
carefully studied by competent and able engineers, whose
conclusions are, in general, that no differences of poten-
tial must be allowed between the track and water or gas
pipes, and if such differences are found, the pipes and
the track must be tied together, and if necessary a
special feeder run from the negative bus bar so as to

draw off the current through a better conductor than
either track or pipes. It is especially necessary to

guard the pipes in the area near the power station, where
the heaviest currents occur.

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.

For city streets, neat and simple tubular and lattice

work poles have been designed to support the span wires.

These poles are strong and durable—more so, undoubt-

FI6, 20—BRACKET FOR IRON POLE.

edly, than wooden poles, so that there is possibly even a

sufficient inducement in the matter of first cost and cost

of renewals to warrant their adoption as against wooden
poles, though the latter are still largely used in the
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suburbs and on interurban lines. On boulevards, in

parkways and on special "reservations " in the centers of

many of our finest streets a neat center pole construction

is frequently found which almost entirely does away with

the sentimental objections to the overhead construction

of the electric system. Bracket construction is used

where the track passes along the sides of the streets on

country roads, but the length of the brackets is rarely al-

lowed to exceed five or six feet, it being the belief of

American engineers that long brackets extending well

into the streets are much more unsightly than is the regu-

lar span wire construction. In a few instances where
buildings are near the sidewalks " rosettes " are fastened

firmly into the brick work and carry the span wires, the

use of poles being thus made unnecessary. Property
owners sometimes prefer this form of construction.

FIG. 21.—SECTION INSULATOR,

FIG 22—SECTION INSULATOR.

The span wires are generally of steel or iron cable of

great strength for their diameter, which ranges from one-

fourth to three-eighths inch. Trolley wires are almost
universally No. o B. & S. hard drawn copper wire 0.325

inch in diameter. Guard wires were originally used
quite largely to prevent trouble from falling telephone or

electric light wires, but they are a great eyesore and have
been found in so many instances to be useless for the pur-

poses intended that they are rarely put up at the present

time.

The largest solid wire which can be handled to ad-

vantage by construction gangs is No. 0000. This is

used in the smaller towns, a number of feeders being
frequently put up, of course, to provide for the proper
maintenance of pc>tential in all parts of the line. In

large cities, however, where overhead feed wires are

permitted, large and well insulated cables are used
instead of solid wire, the two sizes most frequently em-
ployed having a sectional copper area of 500,000 c. m.

and 1,000,000 c. M.

The inventive skill and ingenuity which is a well

known American characteristic has rarely brought about
better results than in the design and manufacture of the
overhead line appliances most generally used to-day.

The early appliances were comparatively crude, flimsy

and imperfect, and much of the opposition found to the
introduction of the overhead electric system in various
cities has been due to unfortunate experiences elsewhere
with falling wires caused by poor constructive methods.
To-day it is a rare thing to hear of any accidents in the
streets from any part of the overhead system. The trol-

leys show almost no sparking at points of support. They
take their switches accurately, and the conductors can
give almost their entire attention to the collection of fares
instead of to watching the trolley, as used to be fre-

quently necessary.
The general principles on which the best overhead

material is made and the entire structure is erected are
the following:

1.—All hangers, switches and other appliances con-
nected with the trolley wire are supported by the span
wires as near as possible at the line of the trolley wire.
Originally this support was several inches above.

2.—The bending or kinking of the trolley wire in

appliances is avoided, together with any method of sup-

port which tends to put sharp and sudden bends in the

wire in service.

3.—The strains from service are taken l)y the metal
parts of the appliances, not by the insulation.

4—Frogs, cross-overs, circuit breakers, etc., are so

constructed that the trolley runs over them smoothly,
without being obliged to dip and return to wire, as was
the case with some of the earlier appliances.

5.—The materials used are strong and serviceable,

the metal being usually of I)ronze, or, in the cheaper ap-
pliances, malleable iron, while insulation has been made
which combines excellent insulating qualities with great
resistance to breakage in any direction, or by sudden
blows such as sometimes come from the trolley.

6. --The wires are so put up as to have several insulat-

ing points between trolley wire and ground, the first

being usually the trolley wire
hanger itself, the second one or
more strain insulators in the span
wires, and the third the insulation
of the pole tops by a wooden plug
from the lower portions of the
poles.

7.—The curve construction is

much less objectionable than was
originally the case, owing to a bet-
ter understanding of the different
problems involved.

8.—Almost all street railway
systems of any size are sectional-
ized, so that trouble with the over-
head system on one section will

not interfere with the operation of
cars upon all the others. The
feeders leading to these sections

are provided with fuses or circuit breakers at the
staion,t so that a falling trolley wire will instantly
break the circuit, and the wires from that section will
become " dead " until the arrival of the emergency wagon.
Moreover, in case of fire it is possible for the firemen to
tear down the overhead structure and handle the wires
thereafter without fear of -shocks. This system of put-
ting up the wires has done away with some of the most
serious objections originally urged against the overhead
electric system.

FIG, 23—DOUBLE PULL-OFF. FIG. 24.—CAR HOUSE
INSULATOR.

A few of the devices which have been found of prac-
tical value for overhead work are illustrated herewith.

UNDERGROUND FEEDER WORK.
In several of the larger cities, the authorities have

required the burial of the railway feeders in common
with electric light, telephone, telegraph wires, etc. In
the principal business streets the railway feeders have
usually been placed in separate conduits, as the fluctua-
tions of current tend to interfere seriously with the tele-

graph and telephone service. Illustrations are given of
the conduit system used in Philadelphia. The wires are
drawn in through terra cotta ducts with three inch bore,
these ducts being laid in tiers. The broken joints and
manholes are located about every 400 ft. for straight
work, and at the terminus of every tangent. Each duct
contains one feeder wire.

POWER STATIONS.
Our street railway power stations are built in all

grades, from the wooden shanty of a "ramshackle" real
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FIG. 25.—TROLLEY WIRE HANGER. FIG 27.—TROLLEY W'RE CONNECTOR EAR.

FIG. 33.—TROLLEY WIRE EAR.

FIG. 35,-STRAIGHT UNDER-RUNNING SWITCH FIG. 36.-TROLLEY WIRE INSULATOR.
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estate line to the architecturally excellent office builclintr

and power station combined, which is frequently found in

the business centers of large cities. There have Ijeen, as a

matter of course, a good many mistakes made in design

and construction during the tentative period of electric

railroading, and many millions of dollars must be ex-

pended before these mistakes are remedied. It is true,

however, that many things, which in the light of our
present knowledge we may regard as engineering blunders,

were really forced upon their authors by the neces-

sities of dealing with the material at hand, instead of

that which was to be a development of a later period.

SECTION ON A B

Kailinuj Joiirnnl

FIG. 37.—CROSS SECTION OF MANHOLE, UNDERGROUND
FEEDER CONDUITS.

For example, in the enormous power station of the West
End road, of Boston, may be found a series of dynamos
and engines which seem small to us now, but which were
the largest of their kind when originally put in, and
some of which were, in fact, designed especially for this

station in an efTort to get larger units than had ever before
been built. All these machines are to be soon superseded
by the great direct connected units which are our present

standards. *

and small plants, and the unwisdom of buying cheap en-
gines, " local " boilers and experimental dynamos has
been so often demonstrated that good work is now the
rule rather than the exception.

BOILERS.

Among the various special types of boilers found in

railway service the water tube boilers are more generally
popular than others, although their use is by no means
universal and many excellent and economical plants, par-
ticularly in the smaller towns, are found equipped with
return tubular and other boilers. Every effort is being
made to burn fuel to the best advantage by the use of

special grates, mechanical stokers, fuel economizers, etc.,

and much attention is paid in the boiler rooms, also, to

the saving of labor by the use of coal conveyors and
other specialties called for by local conditions. In other
words, the boiler room is made as nearly mechanically
automatic, particularly in the large plants, as is possible,

manual labor being reduced to a minimum. Oil is occa-
sionally, but not often used, the supply of oil having
now been cut down to a point where there is usually
little if any advantage over coal.

Excellent forms of boiler rooms have been frequently
shown in the current issues of the Street Railway
Journal, one of the most modern and best being illus-

trated on page 5 of this issue.

A Rip Van Winkle of only five years' sleep would
rub his eyes in amazement, on waking to-day, to see the
difference between the engine rooms of 1895 and those of
1890. In the year last named, he would have seen high
speed engines, belts, jackshafts, countershafts and 100 or
200 H. p. generators. Now he finds, almost everywhere,
direct connected units. There are many belted plants,
it is true, which have not yet been changed over to the
more modern types. There are a few small roads which
might even now decide wisely to put in belted plants
where the total station output is small, where real estate
is cheap and where the difference in expense is a serious
item to the builders. There are a few large plants, also,

which are purchasing belted units instead of direct con-
nected, for uniformity's sake, their present plants being
of large and well designed engines belted to large dyna-
mos—both far too economical to be thrown away or
exchanged at a serious loss. But the great engine
builders and electric manufacturing companies have be-

come firmly convinced of the essential economy of direct
connected units, and are building machines in sizes of

from 100 K. w. to 1,500 K. w.—of from 135 h. p. to 2,000 h. p.

Perhaps the greater number of engines for this char-
acter of work are of the horizontal type, but there are
not a few triple expansion, vertical, " marine" engines
whose work is of the best, but whose cost is consider-
ably larger than that of the horizontal types.

TABLE SHOWING PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DIRECT CONNECTED ENGINE GENERATORS.

Speed.

R. I'. M.

ENGINtS.

Weight
per
H. P.

H. P.

per

Sq. Ft.

DYNAMOS.

Cylinder. WpIGHT.
Floor
> pace.

Sq. Ft.

Weight
oer

Sq. Ft.

Lbs.

No.
of

Pules.

Weight.
Floor
Space.

Sq. Ft.

Weight
per

Sq. Ft.

Weight
per

E. H.P.

E.
H. P.
per

Sq Ft.

Dia-
meters.

In.

Stroke.

In.

Engine.
(Total;

Lbs.

Flv
Wheel.

Lbs.

Total.

Lb=.

Arma-
ture.

Lbs.

120 14-26 36 90,000 25,00 J 485 186 353 .526 6 37,000 14,520 54 685 123 5-55

100 16-30 42 120,000 30,000 520 231 353 .654 6 60,400 20.720 78 774 151 5-13

100 18-34 42 135,000 40,000 546 247 297 .£33 8 71,440 30, 580 90 794 •34 5.92

80 20-38 42 150,000 50,000 600 250 329 .758 8 74.250 3^.480 96 773 139 5-55

75
80

20-38 48 180,000 60,000 640 281 317 .886 10 87.150 35,800 95 917 131 7.01

26-50 48 240 000 85,000 910 264 265 • 997 10 110,000 49,440 115 956 103 9-27

75 32-62 60 450,000 150,000 r,386 3^5 250 1,299 12 163,200 73, '00 144 . 1,133 82 13.90

Dynamo
Capacity.

Kw.

225

300
400
400
500
800

1500

Engine
Capacity.

H. P.

255
340
455

455
567

907
1800

Boiler
Press-
ure.

Lbs.

125

125

125

•25

125

125

140

With the enormous dynamos and engines now build-

ing for electric and steam railway service it is possible

to build small and compact powder stations which repre-

sent perhaps the highest practice yet reached in this coun-
try or abroad in the economical development of electri-

city for the distribution of power. It is more and more
generally coming to be understood that the power station

represents so small a proportion of both the investment
and operating costs of a street railway plant that no ex-

pense should be spared to make it the most perfect pos-

sible in all its appointments. This is true of both large

The accompanying table shows the practice of one of

our best engine manufacturers in the matter of weights,

speeds, diameter and weight of fly-wheel, etc.

Corliss valves are perhaps most generally used for

the large units, though gridiron valves and a number 01

special types are popular and successful, superior econ-

omy to that even of Corliss valves being claimed in some
instances. The difficulties originally met with in direct

connected work on account of sudden fluctuations of load

are now entirely overcome by proper proportioning of

fly-wheels.
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The generators are universally of the multipolar
type, four, six, eight, ten and twelve poles being used, as

the machines increase in size. The table of direct con-

nected unit work on page 34 shows the practice of one of

our largest electrical manufacturing companies in the

construction of its machines, this being also work to

which Americans can point with pride as representing the

highest attainments in electric railways found on either

side of the water.

It is hardly probable, perhaps, that larger units than
those now built will come into general use in surface rail-

way work pure and simple. For elevated and steam rail-
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FIG 38.—LFFICIENCY CURVES OF A SLOW SPEED (75 R. P. M.)

1,500 KW. GENERATOR.

ways, however, it is not impossible that our builders will

have to design 3,000, 4,000, 5,000 or even 10,000 h. p. units.

The latter size would certainly be needed if such a sys-

tem, for example, as the Pennsylvania lines from New

building. Thousands of cars have been shipped by one
or two of our principal manufacturers to Europe, Asia,

and South America, and have had no equal among the
cars of foreign build for combined strength, lightness,

beauty of outline and finish. It is worthy of note, per-

haps, that during the horse car regime the cars used in

America were, as a rule, longer than those common in

foreign countries. This was possibly due to the almost
universal double horsing of our cars and possibly to some-
what superior strength of the American breed of horses
for this character of work, but proper disposition of ma-
terial and lightness of the car in comparison with the
clumsy and heavy foreign cars have also had their in-

tended effect.

The street car, particularly with cable or electric

traction, is or should be built on principles quite different

from those of railroad cars, as the strains and accidents
to which they are liable in service are of an entirely dif-

ferent character. Electric cars mounted on single rigid

or semi-rigid trucks are forced rapidly around sharp
curves and are twisted and strained in every conceivable
direction by this work as well as by oscillation, poor
track and other disturbing influences which are not found
in railroad service. Collisions with vehicles have to be
resisted by the sides as well as by the platforms, and so it

has happened that the principles of coach building have
been generally followed. Concavo-convex sides are in

almost universal use, instead of the straight sided boxes
characteristic of railroad cars.

The maximum length of the old horse cars was six

teen feet, though a great many twelve and fourteen foot

cars were used. To-day, however, even sixteen foot cars

are too short and are rarely built for electric or cable
service, although a great many can yet be found, built

three or four years ago or more.
Both single and double truck cars are in general use

throughout the United States, single trucks, however,
largely preponderating in numbers. Double truck cars are

well adapted for high speed interurban service. There is,

of course, no oscillation of the car body, as is almost
inevitably the case with long single truck cars running
at high speeds; the cars take curves and switches with
greater ease; the carrying capacity is greater for the same
amount of car labor, and in interurban or suburban work

FIG. 39.—AN 18 FOOT CLOSED CAR, FOR CITY SERVICE.

York to Philadelphia should ever be operated by elec-

tricity, as by no means seems impossible in this rapidly
developing electric age.

ROLLING STOCK.

From time immemorial (in street railway history)

American street cars have been the world's standard for

excellence of workmanship [.and correct principles of

the stops are infrequent as compared with the number
required for service in the crowded city thoroughfares.
In cities, however, it is coming to be believed that double
truck cars are not on the whole as profitable as single truck
cars, though the former still have a few warm advocates.
The principal difficulty is a commercial one arising from
the loss of time required in frequent stops and in letting

passengers off, the distance through which the latter
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have to crowd their way making longer average stops

inevitable. It is partly for this reason that the difference

between electric and horse railway schedules in Boston
is so small as compared with the experience in other
cities, since a large proportion of the car equipment of the

Boston street railway system is of the long cars. More-
over, there is sometimes not a little difficulty in obtaining
sufficient traction upon the four driving wheels of eight

wheeled cars, and it is especially in city work that the

bridges are mounted on these roofs, so as to distribute
the strains of the trolley over several of the ribs of the
car.

The open cars in general use are built in what is

perhaps the most elegant and attractive form possible
for securing the largest amount of pleasure riding in

summer. With reversible cross seats the general airiness

and comfort of riding can hardly be surpassed. "Trolley
parties" have become a favorite form of amusement in

FIG. 40.—AN EIGHT SEAT OPEN CAR FOR CITY SERVICE.

greatest possible traction is absolutely necessary. Many
attempts have been made to overcome by special means
the traction difficulties, and some manufacturers have
been more or less successful in doing this by throw-
ing a large proportion of the total weight of the car

upon the two driving axles. Some success has also

been found with a six wheel truck, in which practically

the entire weight is carried upon two pairs of wheels,

between which is a third pair which acts to knit together
the whole structure and serves as a guide around curves.

For single truck cars eighteen and twenty foot

bodies (twenty-six and twenty-eight feet over bumpers)
are in general use, though it has come to be believed by
conservative manufacturers and managers that an eigh-

teen foot closed car is about as long a car as should be
used with a single truck of six and one-half or seven foot

many cities, while it is an even more common custom to
" take a ride around the town" in an electric car on
summer evenings, or to go out in the afternoons to the

picnic grounds which have been established in so many
places by street railway companies.

There is one great difference between American and
foreign practice in street car building, and that is in the
matter of roof seats. For some reason or other, double
decked cars have never been used to any great extent in

the United States, though a few cars have been built as

an experiment. It is not quite apparent why this should
be so. It is possible that high speeds of electric and cable
cars in America cause more of a feeling of insecurity to

roof passengers than is pleasant, but it is more probable,
perhaps, that the great additional strength and weight of

the cars required where so great roof strength has to be

FIG. 41.—AN EIGHT WHEEL CAR FOR INTERURBAN SERVICE.

wheel base. A car body extending ten feet on both sides

of its axles requires very strong support at the ends to

prevent " hogging" or depression of the frame, and it

is almost impossible to avoid oscillation of such a car,

especially when running at speeds exceeding seven or
eight miles an hour.

Car roofs are made with great strength to support
the weight of the trolley and the strains due to the work
which it has to perform. " Monitor" or raised roofs with
side ventilating windows are widely used, and trolley

provided are such that, together with the additional pas-
senger loads, the power consumption and motor strains

have become too great for practical economy.
Combination passenger and express cars have been

built quite largely for suburban or interurban traffic, to-

gether with a few electric freight cars. Electricity has
done not a little of this character of work in country dis-

tricts or where a great deal of light trucking or carriage
of parcels has to be provided for. There has been hardly
enough experience as yet to determine the profit in freight
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and express service, but more and more is being done
each year. Another kindred branch of service is that of
the carriage and delivery of mails between the post offices

and railroad stations in cities, and between the central
and sub post offices in suburban districts. Many of these

has carefully graduated his spring strengths, so as to
have the different springs come into service one after the
other as the loads increase or with attempted oscillation
of the car, and claims that by this means such oscillation

is nearly impossible and the passenger is relieved of all

FIG. 42.—A COMBINATION PASSENGER AND BAGGAGE CAR FOR RAILROAD SERVICE.

cars are so built as to provide for the sorting of mails in

transit as is done with the regular railroad postal service.

A number of excellent types of electric snow plows
—powerful and efficient in the heavy storms of the North
—have also been built for electric railway service.

The independent motor truck has been proved a ne-

cessity in electric work. The essential features of the
best of these trucks are the following: {d) a rigid side

frame flexibly supported on the axle boxes and serving
as a spring base for {b) a system of vertical springs sup-
porting (r) an upper frame, to which the car body is

jars and tremor due to imperfections in the track. An-
other builder places a half elliptic spring over the

journal box and obtains in that place ease and elas-

ticity. Others build their axle box frame in a single

piece, thus providing very great simplicity in the struct-

ure. Axle boxes have been brought to a high degree of

perfection and give practically no trouble in several of

the best trucks, and altogether it may be said that the

motor truck has been developed to a high degree of ex-

cellence where few repairs and little attention are re-

quired in operation.

FIG. 43.-A MAIL CAR FOR CITY SERVICE.

screwed or bolted, {d) truss bars or rods supporting the
ends of the car beyond the spring base, {c) cross girders
for motor support, (/) brakes and brake rigging.

There are, of course, a multitude of variations in the
construction of these essential features. Great attention
in particular has been given to the design of the system
of springs with a view to obtaining the greatest possible
flexibility and " easy riding" qualities. For this purpose
elliptical and semi-elliptical springs have been found in

some respects superior to coil springs, as the latter,

with heavily loaded cars, sometimes become practically
solid through extreme compression. One manufacturer

Americans have been slow in adopting improved forms
of braking apparatus, and hand brakes are still in more
general use than should be the case with the speeds now
so common in street railroading. Quickness of applica-

tion is often of immense importance in avoiding loss of

life or damage to property, and sooner or later the abso-

lute necessity of employing air, electric or other improved
braking apparatus will be brought home to every street

railway manager by sad experience. An air brake sys-

tem has been devised with special reference to the needs
of electric motor cars, and electric brakes are also coming
into use.
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The material and special processes used by our best

wheel manufacturers are such that American steam and
street railway wheels are, it is believed, equal to the best

in use in any country. Recent tests have shown that

certain American wheels have been far above the Austro-
Hungarian, German, French and American (Master Car
Builders,) requirements. Our best wheel mixtures are

now so made as to render the chilled portions of the wheel
hardly distinguishable from the toughest and finest tool

steel, and the wearing qualities w ith proper care in the use

of sand have been very greatly increased. It is not impos-

twenty-five horse power. The reserve power above this

figure is of course considerably greater.

The " controllers " are now universally of the series

multiple type, by means of which the current is first

passed through both motors of a car in series, and is fin-

ally, through a number of permutations, sent through the
motors in multiple so as to produce the greatest effective

power. Great difficulty was originally found in prevent-
ing heavy arcing within the controller when the various
changes of connection were made, but the latest types of
controllers to which the magnetic blotv-out principle has

FIG. 44.—A SPECIAL ELECTRIC OBSERVATION CAR, FOR INTERURBAN SERVICE.

sible to obtain wheels which will, for example, have a life

of 40,000, 50,000, 60,000 or even 75,000 car miles, a very re-

markable result considering the severity of street railway

service. On the other hand, there are a great many poor
wheels made and there is far too great carelessness on
the part of street railway managers in selecting and test-

ing their wheels to procure the best results, the impres-

sion seeming to be much too common that a " wheel is a

wheel."
The long experience of a number of sharply compet-

ing companies has brought about the evolution of types

of street railway motors which are giving excellent satis-

faction in all material respects. The street railway motor
has a difficult task to perform. It must propel varying
loads at varying speeds over all kinds of track and
grades in all kinds of weather, and through street condi-

tions which impose the most severe burdens upon its

mechanical construction, as it is beneath the car, where
mud, water, sand, paving stones and " m.aterial " of all

kinds are ready to put it at a

special disadvantage when occa-

sion offers.

The latest motors are built

nearly water and dust proof.
Their gearing is carefully encased
and sometimes run in oil; their

bearings are designed for constant

and hard service, and their elec-

trical properties are such that

with a maximum efficiency of 80

to 85 per cent, they still have, at

slightly lower efficiency, an enor-

mous reserve power in case of

need. The characteristic curves

of a leading type of street railway

motor are shown in the diagram
on page 39.

All street railway motors are

now built multipolar with drum
armatures. The coils are wound
on forms and slipped into position

with great ease. Magnet wire is

wound on spools which are slipped over the magnets and
easily fastened into place. The magnets themselves and
the frame work of the machines are, in the latest types,

of mild steel, so that weights have been reduced to a min-
imum. One of the best motors in the field weighs about

1,250 lbs., and is wound to exert a constant draw bar pull

of 800 lbs. when running ten miles an hour with a thirty-

three inch wheel, this effort being equivalent to about

been adapted are entirely satisfactory and are beautiful
pieces of mechanism.

A few words about the miscellaneous appliances and
devices which have been found useful on street railway
cars in America may not be out of place.

The fender problem is one of the most difficult with
which street railway companies have to contend. Any
form of fender which is placed upon the car body itself

necessarily rises and falls wnth the varying loads in the
car, or with its oscillation, if oscillation is permitted.
The proper place for the attachment of fenders appears,
therefore, to be the lower frame of the trucks, since this
is, except the axles themselves, the most rigid portion of
the entire car. The difficulties here, however, are almost
as great, though of a different character. The fender
problem is by no means solved. One of the simplest
forms, and one which has, in many cases, prevented seri-

ous injury is a mere platform extending out in front of
the car at a height above the pavement such that no

FIG. 45.—DIRECTORS' PARLOR CAR (ELECTRIC.)

amount of oscillation or loading down of the car will
cause the platform to touch the paving stones.

The question of heating cars in winter is important.
In most of the Northern cities, especially on interurban
roads, electric heating is coming into more general use
and by many is claimed to be satisfactory in spite of its

greater cost as compared with the direct expense of car
stoves. Its convenience and the ease with which the
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heat can be regulated by proper switches certainly com-
mend electric heating to those who are generating cur-
rent on a large scale and where coal is not too expensive.

The lighting of cars is almost entirely by electricity,

five, ten and sometimes fifteen sixteen-candle power
lamps being used in cars, making them very brilliant and
attractive by night.

Registers are now more generally used than bell

punches or other devices for checking fares, and great
ingenuity has been expended in the effort to prevent the

Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway Company, of

Chicago, is due the honor of being the first of the larger

systems to adopt electricity, although lines in Baltimore
and Hoboken, in which the elevated sections are merely
details of great surface systems, had previously equipped
these elevated, as well as the surface lines. The equip-
ment of the Chicago system is very complete and perfect.

The engine plant at present consists of two 2,000 h. p.

and two 1,000 h. p. direct connected ui.its, together with
twelve 300 H. p. boilers, which work at a pressure of 165

FIGS. 46 TO 57.-STANDARD INDEPENDENT MOTOR TRUCKS FOR 16, 18 AND 20 FT. CARS.

improper handling of registers and the retention of

money by conductors.
Street car advertising has become a separate indus-

try, a few firms having secured contracts for nearly all

the local companies throughout the country. The indis-

criminate placarding of cars, however, such as is found

in many English and European cities is never seen here,

as all the cards are placed in neat racks near the roofs

inside.

ELEVATED RAILWAY WORK.

New York, Chicago and Brooklyn have extensive

systems of elevated railroads, but outside of these three

cities few roads are operated above the ground. To the

lbs. The rolling stock consists of fifty-five motor cars and

one hundred trail cars, all built in peculiar fashion well

adapted to the purpose. The motor cars are equipped

with two motors, each capable of exerting a draw bar

pull of 2,000 lbs. when mounted on thirty-three inch

wheels and running at ten miles per hour—this being

equivalent to 55 h. p. or no h. p. per car. The motor

cars are designed with tractive force sufficient to pull six

double truck trail cars. The third rail system and con-

tact with sliding shoe are employed.

The success of this road has been such that the other

elevated lines in Chicago have determined to adopt elec-

tricity, and their equipment is being rapidly pushed. The

New York and Brooklyn roads, however, are still holding

back awaiting further developments and meaning to
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profit by the experience gained in Chicago, but in all

probability the equipment of the New York lines will be
soon commenced, as the competition with the cable and
electric surface lines below the elevated has reduced the
latter's receipts to a point where it is difficult to keep up
dividends on the capital stock.

STEAM RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.
Few great advances in the science of electric rail-

roading have been more important or have excited more
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interest among engineers than the building of the
mammoth ninety-five ton electric locomotives used on
the Baltimore & Ohio Belt Tunnel in Baltimore. These
locomotives have been so recently and so fully described
in the columns of the Journal that a mere outline only
will here be given of their characteristic features.

The locomotive has two four-wheel trucks. Four six-

pole gearless motors, pyramidal in shape, are flexibly

mounted on the four axles so that all wheels become
driving wheels, and the utmost possib
le traction is secured. Each motor is

rated at 360 h. p.

This locomotive has done some won-
derful work in the tests made upon it

since regular operation was commenced
in the spring of 1895, and drawbar pulls

of 60,000 lbs. have been several times
obtained without apparently reaching,
by any means, the limit of power 'pos-

sible to be exerted.

Current from the power station is

conveyed to the locomotives through
an overhead system, the trolley used
being diamond shaped and contracting
and expanding as necessity demands,
with considerable side motion also.

Sliding contact is used. The overhead
conductor itself consists of two three-

inch iron Zbars three-eighths of an inch
thick, riveted to a cover plate one-
quarter inch thick and eleven and one-
half inches wide. It is made in sections
thirty feet long and weighs about thirty

pounds per foot.

In addition to this great installation

of electrical machinery in Baltimore
there have been other interesting incur-
sions made by electricity in the field of steam rail-

roading, notably on the Mt. Holly Division of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, and on the Nantasket Beach Division
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. In
both these cases heavy motors have been placed upon the
car axles for the regular passenger car, so that the weight
of the passengers is available for traction. These two in-

stallations have been entirely successful, and it is in-

tended to similarly equip other lines in the immediate
future.

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT SYSTEM.

From the very beginning of electric traction in this
country inventors have been diligently seeking to devise
some method of doing away with the necessity for over-
head wires. Naturally, the plan of placing the wires in

an underground conduit has been the subject of number-
less inventions and "systems." The first attempts were
flat and miserable failures, electrically and mechanically,
the trouble being that the conduits were much too shal-
low and would easily fill up with water, snow, mud and
all sorts of street material, so as to short circuit the con-
ductors or cause excessive leakage of current. Moreover,
these early conduits were built without sufficient strength
to resist the slot closing action of frost or other strains
put upon the yokes in practice. The difficulties in con-
duit work are such that it may be confidently stated that
no shallow or cheap open slot electrical conduit will ever
be successful in Northern climates.

Within the past two or three years this fact has been
recognized and electric conduit work has more nearly
approached cable conduit work in size and strength of
conduit and yokes, so that much better results have been
attained. Complete systems of drainage have been pro-
vided, heavy yokes are now used and manholes are fre-
quent—in short, the electric conduits in operation to-day
in New York City are little different from cable conduits
in principles of construction, and little less expensive in
first cost.

None of this later conduit work has so far stood the
test of passing through a northern winter, although win-
ter experience has been obtained in Washington and with
some success. Nevertheless, the care taken in the con-
struction of these conduits and the perfection of every
detail in the matter of drainage and cleaning are such
that much confidence is felt by engineers in the results of
this winter's experience.

The New York and Washington conduit construction
has been recently described in the Journal in much de-
tail and no extended description is possible here. The
problem is one less of invention than of skilful engineer-
ing. Those who are most interested in electric railroad
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conduit construction readily admit that its first cost is

such that it will be impossible for any except the most
heavily patronized metropolitan roads to adopt it over
their systems, for it must be remembered that the expen-
sive feature of the cable system—the cable conduit itself
—if joined to the expensive feature of the electric system—the motors and power plant—make a combination sys-
tem far more expensive than either alone.
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But the open conduit system is not, perhaps, the

only solution to the problem of doing away with over-

head wires. Much inventive ability has been devoted to

the production of several closed conduit systems, differ-

ing more or less in detail, but much the same in

general principles. In these systems the "conduits" are

simply lubes carrying the feed wires and the "main con-

ductor," all carefully insulated and imbedded, if desired,

in solid insulating material. These tubes are connected
with "junction boxes " at intervals of about ten or twelve
feet, and in these junction boxes are placed electro-mag-
netic apparatus, whose office is to complete the electrical

connection between the main conductor in the tubes and
a series of contact plates slightly raised above the surface

of the ground, whenever the car passes over these contact
plates. A long shoe on the car makes connection with
the contact plates through the motors, and power is thus
obtained for the propulsion of the car.

Theoretically this system has many great advantages,
not the least of which are cheapness of construction, sim-

plicity, and, of course, the avoidance of overhead wires.

It remains to be seen whether, in practical experience, its

obvious faults will be found of no importance. One of

these faults is, of course, the difficulty of keeping the elec-

tro-magnetic apparatus in the junction boxes—some 500
sets per mile of track—in working order at all times.

This difficulty is partially met by the fact that the

sliding shoe of the car will touch two of the contact
plates, and the chances of both being inoperative are

small. Another possibility of trouble is found in the

fact that if leakage of current should at any time be set

up in any of the moving parts or between the contact
plates, or if the magnet armatures should stick on closed

circuit, there might be trouble, either from short circuit-

ing or from shocks to horses or people. Such trouble is

not likely to happen, perhaps, but a single case might
cause a public clamor against the system which would be
difficult to overcome.

THE STORAGE BATTERY SYSTEM.

Still another solution to the problem of avoiding
overhead wires has been diligently sought for by inventors,

engineers and chemists without number, and the storage
battery, in spite of many unsuccessful experiences in

street railway work, has still many firm and confident
friends. Experiments are now being carried on over
one of the prominent street railway lines of New York
City. The intrinsic advantages of storage battery propul-
sion are very great, and if only it may become possible to

reduce the weight of the batteries necessary for operat-

ing a car, and to provide some means of flexible support
such that the jolting and jarring of the car and the fre-

quent heavy demands for current due to starting and
stopping shall not cause a greater depreciation in the
storage batteries themselves than is the case in lighting

work, the problem may still be solved. So far, however,
it cannot be said that those most deeply interested in this

great extension in the field for. storage batteries are pre-

pared to recommend broadly their adoption by street

railway companies, certainly on lines having grades ex-

ceeding 3 or 4 per cent., or where traffic is exceptionally
heavy.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

Will the overhead electric railway system ever be
superseded by another and better system ? Many a street

rail-way manager is no doubt seriously asking himself
and others this question. Many a horse railway company
abroad is deterred from making the necessary investment
by the fear that there will be future developments in the
art which may make it necessary for him to eventually
throw av/ay much, if not all, of his present outlay. These
fears are not, by any means, groundless, and yet it is diffi-

cult to see in just what direction radical improvements
are likely to come.

The ideal system is, of course, a self-propelled car
carrying its own motive power, but compressed air, gas,

ammonia and steam have so far proved inadequate in

power, or in other respects not adapted for street railway
use, and almost nothing is, to-day, being done in this

direction. One great difficulty in any system of this

kind is that of providing sufficient motive power to always
return a car to its source of supply, and in the complicated
conditions of city street traffic a blockade is a serious
affair indeed. Nevertheless, new applications of nature's
forces, or new materials to work with, are constantly
being brought out, and while it is extremely improbable
that some entirely new form of motive power will be
found peculiarly adapted to street car propulsion, it can-
not be said to be impossible.

If we put aside, therefore, the present expectation of

finding a solution of the municipal transportation prob-
lem in self-propelled cars, we may next consider those
forms of motive power which are dependent on some
central distributing point. Here we have the cable sys-

tem, the electric system, compressed air, and possibly,
though not by any present inventions or researches, some
form of gas distributing system. The last two systems
may be put one side as involving far more expense in dis-

tribution and more difficulties in engineering than the
first two. The field for the cable is well understood, at

least in America, to be limited to streets of great density
of traffic, since it is only on such streets that the heavy
first cost of the plant and conduit can be borne. Several
foreign cities of moderate size are, at present, in the way
of making a great mistake in the adoption of a cable sys-

tem, and financial failure is confidently predicted by
those w^ho have had experience here.

The electric system, both overhead and underground,
possesses certain intrinsic advantages which seem to

make it in some respects the ideal system for street rail-

roading. The first of these is found in the remarkable
cheapness with which the motive power can be gener-
ated. In some of our large stations the entire cost of

motive power for even a long double truck car has been
brought down to fo.0125 per car mile, and under favor-

able conditions to even $0.01 per mile, this cost covering
coal, water, station labor, lubricants and repairs and de-
preciation of station plant.

The motors are, to-day, far more efficient and mech-
anically perfect than formerly, as will be seen by the
curves on page 39, and it is doubtful if any materially
greater efficiency can be obtained for a class of service

which calls for such widely fluctuating amounts of

power.
Altogether, therefore, the electric distribution for

street railroads, considered from economic grounds, is

not likely to be improved upon within its own lines of

development, and the question then becomes what par-

ticular method of distribution is to be final or best

adapted to the purpose—the overhead system, the under-
ground open or closed conduit system or some other sys-

tem yet to be devised.

This question can only be answered in a longer
experience with both kinds of conduit work than is at

present at our service. The overhead electric system
has been tested under all conceivable circumstances, and
has, in every case, proved itself adequate to the burdens
placed upon it. It handles the heavy traffic of our
principal city streets, it carries our people to their sub-
urban homes, it pushes its way out into the country
and increases land values, and in joining cities and towns
on lines twenty or thirty miles in length it has proved
so much more popular than parallel steam railroad lines

as to seriously alatm railroad magnates and to cause
their violent opposition to the spread of electric railroad-

ing. Electric cars are unquestionably popular. In certain

American cities, well built and formerly successful cable
lines have found their earnings so reduced by the com-
petition of electric lines paralleling them a block away,
that they have actually been forced to throw away the
enormous investment in conduit and station plants, and
adopt electricity as a motive power.

These well known facts cannot be explained away on
any theory other than that electricity is absolutely suc-

cessful in street railroading, and is favored by the great
mass of city dwellers when once they understand what
electric traction means.
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Electric Conduit Construction on.Amsterdam

^ Avenue, New York.

Ijhe underground electric railway construction of

the Third Avenue Railroad Company was illustratcfl and

the Love Electric Traction Company, and the work is

now practically completed. The section of line to be
equipped is an extension of the Third Avenue Cable
Railway on Amsterdam Avenue. Although the actual
distance upon which the electric underground system

FIGS. 1 TO 3.—VIEWS OF ELECTRIC CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION ON AMSTERDAM AVENUE, NEW YORK.

described in the August, 1895, issue of the Street Rail- will be used is comparativeh^ short, the fact that the sys-
WAY Journal. The work has been carried forward tern has been adopted here is important from the fact
rapidly during the past six months by the contractors, that it constitutes an integral part of the main Amster-
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dam Avenue line of the Third Avenue Railroad Com-
pany, and is at the lower part of what will be a most
important extension of that road, reaching the upper
end of Manhattan Island.

The plans of the railway company contemplate the

to extend the electric system to the Amsterdam Avenue
and 125th Street division, which is now operated from a
separate cable station.

The new electric railway work on Amsterdam Ave-
nue possesses an added interest from the fact that to facil-
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The pits are four and one-half feet long, the distance be-

tween the yokes, by four feet nine inches wide. They
are connected by a passageway two feet two inches wide.
The pits are floored with six inches of concrete and are
drained. The depth at the lowest point which is at the
drain pipe is five feet from the top of the slot rail.

Drainage of the conduit between these cut out pits is

cared for by special drainage pits, into which each con-

ductors from water or pieces of metal which might fall

into the conduit. The top of the slot rail is furnished
with corrugations to prevent it from becoming slippery.

A section of the conductor, full size, is given in Fig.

7. It is a copper bar, with .curved lower and straight

upper flange, and weighs two and a half pounds to the

yard. It is in lengths of fourteen and one-half feet. The
method of insulating, taking up the expansion and con-
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FIG. 10.—YOKE NO. 4 OF CROSSING,

FIG. 11.—YOKE NO. 5 OF CROSSING.

duit is drained separately. These pits in ordinary con-
struction would be about seventy feet apart, but, owing
to the particularly favorable conditions on Amsterdam
Avenue, are there ninety-six and one-half feet apart.

The yokes on straight track are of cast iron and are
spaced four and one-half feet apart. The conduit is of
concrete with lining plate about one-eighth inch thick.
A section and plan of the slot rail is shown in Fig. 6.

It is of the inverted U shape, the lip next the slot being
of greater length than the other lip to protect the con-

traction and supplying the current to the motors
was illustrated in our August issue, previously
referred to.

In curve construction wrought iron yokes are
exclusively employed. We present in Figs. 8, 9,

10 and II sections of the two yokes on each side of

a point switch, being respectively yokes No. 2, No.

3, No. 4 and No. 5 of the crossing shown in Fig.

I. The gusset post shown in Fig. 4 is located
between yokes 3 and 4, to which it is bolted by
means of its lower and end flanges. It carries a

tongue switch for the trolley slot.

When passing a switch the electric car cannot of

course take the current for the entire distance.

The conductors are brought to within a short
distance of the switch, leaving a few
feet over which the car must pass by
momentum. As there is no tension
on the conductors the insulators at

these terminal points do not, as in the
trolley system, differ from those at

any other point on the line, but the
conductors terminate in a sort of

pan or shoe to receive the trolley

wheels as they pass from one con-
ductor to the other across the break.

The steel work in the crossing
shown was supplied by the Pennsyl-
vania Steel Works, and all instal-

lation has been carried on under
the direct supervision of Major

McNulty, of the Love Electric Traction Company.

The Chester, Pa., Traction Company has installed a

booster at its power house, for the purpose of raising the
potential on a long line where there is occasionally a
very heavy traffic, but where the ordinary traffic would
not be sufficient to warrant the expenditure of a large
amount in feed wire. This is said to be the first prac-
tical use of the booster for electric railway work in this

country.

Strft-t Raih\ay Journal
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Some Recent Generators and Motors.

The Walker Manufacturing Company, of Clevelaud,

O., has recently entered the field as a builder of large sized

generators, and has put upon the market an 800 k. w.

machine of which some views are presented herewith.

Two of these generators have been installed in the power
station of the Detroit Railway Company, of Detroit,

Mich. They are similar in design to the generators of

the 400 K. w. size, built by the same company, so that a

general description of the 800 k. w. size will be typical

of the other standard Walker Company's generators.

The magnet yoke is thirteen feet nine inches in

diameter by twenty-eight and a half inches wide, and is

of cast-iron. This material is considered by the

makers to be superior to steel for this purpose, since, on
account of the greater section re-

quired (the section being more
than twice that of a steel yoke),

a very much greater rigidity is

obtained. The poles are twelve
in number and are of soft iron,

laminated and cast into the yoke.
They have pole shoes of cast steel,

which serve also to keep the mag-
net spools in position. The yoke
ring rests upon broad feet at each
side securely bolted to heavy
cast-iron girder plates. These
girders are extended to such dis-

tance that the yoke may be slid

along in a direction parallel to the

shaft sufficiently to be entirely

clear of the armature, thus allow-

ing complete accessibility to

either the magnet coils or arma-
ture. The girders are laid in con-
crete and cement upon massive
capstones, and are secured by
heavy bo,lts passing down through

FIG. 1.—METHOD OF
SULATING CONDUC
TORS IN WALKER

ARMATURE.

a—Conductor,
b—Fuller board strip be
tween conductors,

c—Linen tape. '

d—Composite strip be-
tween top and bottom the foundation.
conductors

e—Hardwood strip clos

ing top of slot,

f—Fuller board trough,
g—Trough of oiled paper
h—Trough of mica,
i—Trough of oiled linen,

j—Fuller board trough.

The armatures are of the iron

clad type, eight feet ten inches in

diameter by thirty-seven inches
in length,exclusive of commutator.
Together with the commutator
it occupies a length of forty-five

inches on the shaft. The plates

are punched in segments from
soft, well annealed iron, and are secured by dove-
tailed projections fitted into corresponding slots

milled in the rim of the spider. This detail is illus-

trated in the engravings on the insert The plates are

held longitudinally by heavy end rings, the fastening
bolts passing just inside of the laminated core. These
end rings also serve as supports for the portion of the

armature winding outside of the slots. An important
detail of construction is shown in the engraving of the
armature spider. It will be noticed that the rim of the
spider is not made solid, but that the arms end in a sort

of T-head. This is done to eliminate all danger of

shrinkage strains, and it will be obvious to any engineer
that this is a very simple and effective method of ac-

complishing the desired result. It is claimed to be superior
to the old method of splitting the hub and, furthermore,
gives a better chance for more thorough ventilation of the
armature core. The commutator spider is mounted upon
a projection of the armature hub and securely keyed
thereto. The laminated core is divided into a number of

sections separated by one-half inch air spaces, allowing
an ample circulation of air.

The armature winding consists of flat copper ribbon
formed into proper shape previous to assembling, and
being entirely without joint except at the commutator
leads. The coils are very thoroughly insulated in the
manner illustrated in Fig. i on this page, and are held
in place by phosphor-bronze bands.

The construction of the commutator is shown in

section on the insert. The bars are held in place by a
sectional clamp, so designed as to draw the bars firmly

down on to the flat cylindrical surface of the spider. The
leads are both riveted and soldered to the bars and are
made long and flexible. The diameter is eighty-four
inches and the active wearing face is eleven inches. The
current density in the carbon brushes at full load is a
little less than thirty-five amperes per square inch.

The shaft is of forged steel, twenty-two inches in di-

ameter in armature hub and nineteen and seven-eighths
inches in bearings.

The brush holders are novel in' design in that the
carbon is clamped solidly in the holder, giving the cur-
rent a low resistance path from brush to stud with no
sliding contacts. The brush has a parallel movement, so
that there is no rocking motion of the carbon when the
commutator is slightly out of true.

The general dimensions of the 400 k. w. machine are
as follows: Outside diameter of yoke, twelve feet two
inches; diameter of armature, ninety inches; diameter of
commutator, seventy inches; face of commutator, eight
and a half inches.

It has been the aim of the manufacturers to produce
a generator which should stand up to the exacting re-
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AND 800 K W.

quirements of railway service with ease. Particular at-

tention has been given to the details of mechanical de-

sign, and the illustrations given of some of these details

are intended to show how this has been effectively ac-

complished. These generators were designed for a con-
stant voltage in the station of 550, and to divide the load
as nearly as possible proportionally. The results have
been gratifying to the manufacturers in all respects. The
maximum variation of voltage at the switchboard is

actually less than 2 per cent, under all variations of load.

An inspection of the curves shown in Fig. 2 on this page
will show how perfectly the magnet characteristics of

the two machines are matched, insuring an almost abso-
lute proportional division of the load between the vari-

ous machines in operation.
The full load ampere rating of these generators is

730 amperes for the 400 k. w. and 1,460 amperes for the

800 K. w. With a continuous full load the temperature
increase of the 400 k. w. machine is 76 degs. in the mag-
net coils and 73 degs. in the armature. The increase of
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temperature in the 800 k. w. p^enerator is ajiproximatcly
the same under similar conditions.

A special study has been made of the question of
non-sparking operation, and it has been the aim to so
design these generators that without any brush shifting
the non-sparking limit will be between 50 and 75 per
cent, overload. The practical operation of the generator:;
has given results that are all that could be anticipated.
As an illustration, it was necessary recently when two
400 K. w. machines and one of the 800 k. w. were carrying
the load to shut down for a short time the 800, throwing
the whole load, which happened to be 3,000 amperes, on
to the two 400 K. w. generators. They carried this over-
load of 100 per cent, for the time required without the
least difficulty and with only a slight sign of sparking,
there being no shifting of the brushes. This illustration
is given merely as an example of what these generators
are able to stand up to in case of emergency. The com-
mutators have taken on a dark, glossy s'urface, and in the
case of the first generator installed the commutator has
been running for about sixty days at the present writing
without having been once dressed down with sand paper.
The others are behaving in the same manner.

^ MOTORS.

The early types of motors of the Walker Company
have been on the market for nearly two years. Some
larger motors have recently been designed, and the five

sizes now built are :

No. 3 motor when
running ten miles per hour
on thirty-three inch wheels
has a draw-bar pull of 800
lbs., or about 21.3 h. p.

This motor is applicable
to narrow gauge trucks,
and is manufactured ex-
tensively for foreign trade.

No. 4 motor has a

draw-bar pull of 930 lbs. or
about 25 H. p.

No. 5 motor has a
draw-bar pull of 1,120 lbs.

or about 30 h. p. These
two sizes are used for heavy
city service.

No. 10 motor has a

draw-bar pull of 1,860 lbs.

or about 50 h. p., and is

used almost exclusively for

interurban roads.

No. 20 motor has a
draw-bar pull of 4,600 lbs.

or about 125 h. p. This is

said to be the most power-
ful railway motor manu-
factured and is for elevat-

ed service and on heavy
railway cars and trains.

The above horizontal
effort or draw-bar pull is

for only one motor and is

estimated at a speed of ten
miles per hour with thirty-three inch wheels, but any
speed can be attained by means of the proper gear re-

lations. The No. 10 motor when fully loaded runs about
twenty miles per hour and under ordinary service on the
level runs forty miles per hour. The same is true of the
No. 20 motor, and an equipment of these machines will

pull five.elevated passenger cars at this speed.
The horse-power ratings for these motors, are estab-

lished by one hour's run at a fixed load, which is the only
practical method of determining the power of a motor.

At the factory the No. 5 motor, which is rated at
thirty horse power, is loaded with a Prony brake until
the speed and weight indicate that the motor is actually
delivering thirty mechanical horse power at the armature
pinion. It is then allowed to rumunder this load for one
hour at the end of which time the temperature of the ar-

mature, fields and commutator are taken and will be

found to be not more than 150° F. above the surround-
ing air. This is the limit of temperature to which the
insulation should be subjected. It would be well for
engineers in making specifications for equipments to re-

quire that the above temperature limit should not be
exceeded after a continuous run of one hour at the speci-
fied horse power rating of the motor. These specifica-

FiG. 3.—WALKER MOTOR.

tions are the result of long experience in rating motors,
and it has been found that motors filling these specifica-
tions will operate an ordinary city car with trailer with-
out undue heating during the hottest weather.

A street car motor is only required to take its max-

Oorfa of30l-P Railway Mo-Tor
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FIG 4.-CURVE SHEET FOR DIFFERENT SIZES OF MOTORS.

imum load at starting, and soon drops to less than half
load and for a portion of the time is receiving no cur-
rent at all. The efficiency of these motors must be
high at overloads, in order that the starting currents
shall not be excessive. It must be high at light loads, as
a motor is required to run most of the time at from one-
quarter to one-third of its rated capacity. On roads
w^ith many grades or where continuous heavy traffic is

found the efficiency must be uniformly high, in order
that the minimum amount of current will be consumed.
Under the great variations in the conditions of load the
motors under discussion rise rapidly in efficiency from
no load to about one-quarter load, reach a maximum at
about one-third load, and continue at almost a uniformly
high efficiency to an overload of twenty-five or thirty per
cent. This is accomplished by having an exceedingly
low resistance field and armature so that the c- r. losses
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are cut down to a minimum. The friction losses and
hysteresis are also brought down as low as possible in a

machine of this class.

The practical question, the most interesting to the

street railway builder, is the amount of current required
by these motors in the operation of cars on his particu-

lar road, as this will determine the number of kilowatts
required in his power station, the size and length of

feeders, trolley wire, etc. A curve sheet is therefore
given— (Fig. 4)—for a double thirty horse power equip-
ment loaded, weighing 14.2 tons. These curves show
the current consumption under all conditions of speeds
and grades, the tractive effort per ton being based on
Curve VI for various speeds, which have been found by
experiment to be about right for ordinary city tracks.

These motors are of the simplest possible construc-
tion. Special care has been taken in their mechanical
design. Not only are the parts few in number, but the
ease of access to the removable parts has been especially

studied. It is said to be a fact that since the first

design for this motor Avent into the shop no changes
have been made in it, therefore the parts of the first

motors manufactured are interchangeable with those
made to-day. This is of the utmost importance to

FIG 5.—DIAGRAM OF MtTHOD OF SUSPENSION.

the street railway operator. The material used in

their construction is of the best. The frame is soft steel,

the armature shaft the finest grade of hammered steel,

and the bearings the hardest babbitt. The armature core
is of the softest annealed iron and the commutator is

made from drop forged copper bars. The windings in

both armature and fields are the purest Lake Superior
copper, 98 per cent. pure.

The insulation throughout is of pure mica, and
fullerboard, covered with waterproof paint, is tested to

5,000 volts pressure before leaving the shops.

The motor is of the four-wound pole type, which in-

sures the least distortion of the field and the greatest

amount of radiating surface for the field magnet winding.
The fields are hinged together so that the lower half

swings down to expose the armature, which may remain in

the upper field or be allowed to come down with the

lower one at pleasure. When closed the motor is water
tight throughout. The armature bearings are inter-

changeable, as are also the axle bearings. All bolts are of

the same size and length. Two brushes only are used
and are accessible through an opening fitted with a malle-
able iron door.

The oil and grease used on the bearings are excluded
from the interior of the motor by an ingenious arrange-
ment of the bearings, which are entirely outside the
motor casing. This is the first arrangement which has
accomplished this important result. Motors in use for

over one year show no signs of oil inside the motor when
opened. The gears are made from hammered and cast

steel, and their housings of malleable iron. The gear
case is perfectly tight, holding the grease and deadening
the sound perfectly. The. method of supporting the
housing is especially effective, the lugs and bolts being

under a crushing and not a shearing strain. It is said

that not one of these supports has broken off or become
loose, which is a remarkable record.

Perhaps the most important and novel feature of

these motors is the suspension, which greatly reduces
track repairs and renders the wear on gears, pinions,

bearings and other parts of the motor exceedingly small.

In order to understand this suspension it will be neces-

sary to refer to Fig. 5. The connecting bar Y is journaled
at one end on the axle A of the car. At the other end it

is journaled on the armature shaft B, but is not in any
way fastened to the motor M. The barY, therefore, only
serves to keep the distance between the axle A and the

armature shaft B fixed, so that the teeth of the pinion P
and the gear G, mounted respectively on the armature
shaft and axle, are kept in proper mesh. The motor
frame M is, therefore, free to turn bodily around on its

armature bearings, while the armature stands still, if it

were not for the supporting spring and lug at T over
the axle and at S, which are mounted on the cross bar C
of the truck.

If pressure is applied to the top of the m.otor M it

will move downward and compress the lower spring at

both ends of the motor, and if pressure be applied to the

underside of the motor it will be lifted ftgainst the upper
spring at the supports T and S.

During this vertical motion of the motor the left

hand end of the arm Y will swing through quite an angle,

and the armature will be rotated through a portion of a

revolution. The motor is in this way entirely mounted
on steel spiral springs, both back and front, whereas the

ordinary motor is only spring mounted at the front end.

Imagine the motor running rapidly from right to

left, and the wheel tread coming in contact with an ob-

struction on the rail, like a joint. The wheel will be sud-

denly thrown up from the rail against the springs at T,

which will yield, without carrying the heavy mass of the

motor M with it, thereby lessening the blow on the rail

and v/heel ten fold. In this suspension may be found the

preventative for the rapid track deterioration which has
developed along with the use of heavy rigidly mounted
motors and which is a serious menace to the commercial
success of electric motors.

Another great advantage afforded by this suspension
is the absence of jerking and severe strains on the gears

when starting. If the pinion P starts it does not imme-
diately and suddenly put the gears G and wheel in

motion, but pulls the motor M down upon the springs T
and S until they are under sufficient tension to just start

the car with a smooth and easy motion. This also pre-

vents the teeth of the pinion hammering the teeth of the

gear. Motors fitted with this suspension have been run-

ning eighteen months, 200 miles per day, without yet

changing pinion or gear.

Not only are the gears and pinions saved by this

spring cushion, which prevents any sudden blow, but
the bearings and the shaft run longer without replacing.

The crystallization of the copper in the windings is also

prevented by removing the jar from the motor.
The Walker Company has recently brought out in

connection with these motors a non-arcing controller

which regulates the speed of the car to a nicety.

Annual Meeting of the Michigan Street Railway
Association.

The annual meeting of the Michigan Street Railway
Association was held at Grand Rapids on December 4.

There was a good attendance and a pleasant time was
enjoyed by all.

The election of officers resulted as follows : Presi-

dent, W. L. Jenks, of Port Huron
;
vice-president, W.

Worth Bean, of St. Joseph
;
secretary and treasurer, Ben.

S. Hanchett, of Grand Rapids. These officers together

with Charles M. Swift, of Detroit, and E. E. Downs, of

Bay City, constitute the board of directors. A paper

upon " franchises " was read by J. P. Lee, of Lansing.

The next meeting will be on December 2, 1896, at a

place to be selected by the Executive Committee.
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Street Railway Roadbed.

By Mason D. Pratt.

/.

—

JuT/'Iy Types of Gii'Jcr Rails.

An essentia] feature of a well equipped street rail-

way is a good track. This is a fact that has been brought
home with force to most managers of electric street rail-

ways particularly. And while there have been rapid and
long strides in the direction of better construction since
the advent of rapid transit and heavy cars, we can hardly
say that perfection has been attained in this, any more
than in other phases of our mundane existence.

In these papers it is my intention to review the ex-

perience of the past fifteen years—the era of most rapid

I
development—and to bring
together and illustrate the
various types of track ma-
terial and construction, in-

with a groove formed in its upper surface to receive the
flange of the wheel. From that time to the beginning of
the present era, a period of nearly fifty years, this type
of rail, though modified in every conceivable way, was
adhered to. The weight ranged from thirty pounds to

eighty pounds or more per yard.
In nearly every modification was the rail dependent

on some other continuous and longitudinal support for
vertical stiffness, in which respect it differed materially
from the modern rail. In America, a small lip or flange
was added to the under side to keep the rail from slip-

ping off the stringer. In England, a second flange was
added and the two increased in depth, thus adding ma-
terially to the vertical stiffness of the rail. This feature
probably reached its greatest development in the section
used by James Livcsey, in Buenos Ayres (Fig. i). His
rail had a total depth of two and three-eighths inches,
and he did away with the longitudinal stringer, sup-
pf)rting the rail on cast iron chairs placed at three feet

FIG.

-9.—
t 3-0--

-LIVESEY RAIL,

f— 9-

FIG. 11.— FIRST CAMBRIA RAIL.

dicating their good and bad features. I shall also in-

clude specifications covering the most approved con-

structions, and give some practical hints which may
prove useful to the street railway engineer and the man-
agers.

centers. There were other systems where the two side
flanges were replaced by a single flange under the cen-
ter of the section.

As nearly all the sections were used with wooden
stringers, the fastenings consisted mainly of spikes,

FIGS. 2 TO 5.—STRINGER RAILS,

The most important part of the track is the rail, and
I shall, therefore, first follow its development.

To America—the United States—belongs the honor
of introducing the street railway, or "tramway," as it was

FIGS. 6 TO 10.—DIAGRAMS SHOWING NAMES OF PARTS

(See table of terms.) ,

first called. The section of rail adopted on the first line

laid, that in Fourth Avenue, New York City, was of the
flat type, it being nothing more than a simple bar of iron,

FIGS. 12 TO 17,—EARLY JOHNSON RAILS.

staples, or lag screws passing through the rail. The
joint was nothing more than a plain flat bar of iron,

three or four inches wide and eight to ten inches long,
let into the stringer, and gave but a feeble support to

the loose rail ends. The flat, or tram, rail was lacking in

vertical strength even for the comparatively light traffic

of these early days. Engineers realized this, and tried to

find a remedy in the T or " Vignoles" rail. The difficulty

of paving to it and of maintaining the pavement proved
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too great an obstacle to its general use, except in sub-
urban lines. Even a modification of it, in which the
center of the base was placed to one side of the center
line of the web, thus allowing the paving stones to rest
against both head and bottom flange, though tried, does
not seem to have been an entire success.

Since street railway tracks were laid along the lines

JfailwadFail

J'?25, 89f, FatentedMiifio, fssg.

FIG. 18.—BEERS' PATENT.

United States Patent Office.

SIDNEY A. BEERS, OF BROOKLYN", NEW YORK,

IMPROVEMENT IN RAILROADS FOR STREETS.

Specification forniing pin t of Letters Patent No, 23,891 , tinted May 10, IS.>i).

To all whom it may concern:
Bf it known that I, Sidney A. Beers, of

the city of Brooklyn, in the county of Kings
and, State of New Y'"ork, have invented a new
and useful Improvement in the Construction
of Railroads; and I do hereby declare that
ihe following is a full and exact description
thereof, reference being had to the accompa-
nying drawing, making part of this specifi-

tion, and to the betters of reference marked
thereon.

The nature of my invention consists in the
construction of uprlglit self-sustaining rails

of cfist or otlier iron, with the head or track
expanded in width so as to form a car and
carriage track in combination of such width
and form as may be desirable to aocommo-
diite isuch purpose wJien laid in public streets
or highways.
The figure isatransverso view or section of

the rail of snfBcient depth and strength to

riupport the travel without the aid of a wooden
siiring-piece.

Letter a is tlie crown or car-track.

Letter h is Ihe cai-iiage-track oT anv dcsii-

able form wliich may be intended for or ap-
plied to the purpose of a track or tram for
the accommodation of ordinary vehicles.

Letter c is the body of the rail.

Letter (Z is a bracket planted upon the side

of the rail at intervals and extending from
the base to the tram to give additional sup-
porttothelatter, as wellas inerejised strength
to the rati as a whole.

Letter e is a base of any convenient width
to strengthen the rail and increase the bear-
ing.

What I claim as my invention, and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is

—

The construction of upright self-sustaining
rails of ,cfist or other iron, with car and eai-
riage track combined, as set forth in the ac-

companying specification and drawings to

be hild in public streets and higliways an<l

for no other purpose.

SIDNEY A. BEERS.
,

\Yituesses:

-TOHN C. S.MirH.

JOSKPII p. .AIaVNARD.

ment, that the street railways of Philadelphia adopted
the flat tram and the wide gauge for the accommodation
of vehicles. But liowever it may have been, the step was
in the wrong direction. It was an invitation to greater
concentration of traffic along the street railway, the diffi-

culty of turning out from the track almost compelling
vehicles to remain, and to set the pace of any car that
might be following, a matter of very serious moment
where rapid transit is concerned. No one city has been
brought to a greater realization of this fact, probably,

than the one that introduced it. The
acceptance of this condition has been,
strange to say, almost universal in this
country, and by far the greater number
of rail sections are found to have this
side flange or tram for the exclusive use
of vehicular traffic.

In this as in many other things has
our practice become directly the reverse

31^

mn MUb. ly TO 25.—ADDITIONAL EARLY JOHNSON RAILS.

§
'f<

of that in European countries, where the use of a grooved
rail is universal. Such a rail gives an unbroken surface
to the pavement, thus insuring a greater freedom of

movement to the general traffic, with less obstruction
to the cars.

It cannot be denied, however, that there is some
slight advantage to the street railway in a flanged rail

over the grooved, as often made.
It is more free from an accumu-
lation of dirt in summer and ice

in winter, which in the latter ob-
structs the free passage of the
wheel flange to such an extent as,

in some cases, to increase the force

required to move the car as much
as fifty per cent. In cities where
the streets are paved with Belgian
blocks, brick or asphalt, and are

of other vehicular traffic, it is but natural that this traffic

should seek to follow the path of least resistance, the
rails. But the consequent wear and tear on the adjacent
pavement was considerable, and the effect on the track
from this street traffic was probably even more injurious
than that from the legitimate wear of the cars.

It may have been with the idea of self protection, or
it may have been under pressure from the city govern-

FIGS. 26 TO 28.- LEWIS &L FOWLER BOX RAIL,

kept reasonably clean, there can be little objection to the

grooved rail. The greater freedom of movement for the

cars due to a less obstructed track, and the longer life of

the pavement with fewer repairs consequent on the dis-
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tribution of the street traffic over a larger area, more
than compensate for a possible increase in motive power.

Before proceeding further it might be well to give

the nomenclature of the various parts of a rail. There is

no little confusion in these terms as commonly used, and
I have endeavored to give those most approved by general

usage.

H—Head.
G—Groove.
T—Tram, or tread.

F—Flange, any projection from body of rail.

R—Base, or lower flange.

W—Web.
E—Fillet, or rounding of any corner.

L—Gauge line.

N—Neck.

FIGS, 29 AND 30.—EARLY WHARTON RAIL.

C—Lip or flange.

A—Flange angle.

—Guard angle.

—Splice bar, channel plate or fish plate. This latter term
properly belongs to the joint plate used with flat rails.

K—Track bolt, splice bar bolt.

Bearing—The surface of contact between splice bar and rail.

S—Shoulder.
O—Throat, applied to guard or full grooved rails.

Side-bearing and Center-bearing—Terms applied to rails to indi-

cate position of head, with reference to center line of rail. Fig. 6 is

center-bearing, all others are side-bearing.

The ordinary sections of T rail are not well adapted
for use on paved streets, but considering their greater

stiffness over the old flat rails and the superior advan-
tages their shape offers for making joints and fastening

to the tie, it is not strange that the early efforts made
for a better rail for street railways were in the direction

of a modified form of this rail. The first of these special

sections actually rolled was section No. 72 of the Cam-
bria Iron Company, of Johnstown, Pa. (Fig. 11), and was
made in 1877 for the Clay Street Hill line in San Fran-
cisco. It may also be a matter of interest to state that

it was made of steel—steel rails being at that time by no
means common. The design has some remarkably good
features, notably that the combined width of the head
and tram is the same as that of the base, and the sides

FIGS. 31 AND 32.—GIBBON DUPLEX RAIL.

are in the same vertical lines, thus offering a good rest

for paving stones. The flange angles, except that under
the head, were small (7 degs.), less than the common
practice of to-day. The bearing surface for fishplates is

ample. The head is broad and the point of contact be-
tween wheel and rail is brought nearly over the center of

the web. The upper flange is evidently intended only to

act in connection with the pavement to form a groove
for the passage of the wheel flange, no attempt being
made to provide a track for street vehicles—a most com-
mendable feature.

It is a notable fact there are but few great achieve-
ments of science or invention brought to public notice but
have been discovered or invented before, and the fact is

only brought to light when the later and more energetic

inventor makes them a success. Hence the old saying,

"There is no new thing under the sun." The successful

inventor is none the less worthy of his reward. The
idea of the "girder rail," so-called, was not new in 1877,

when the first rail was rolled, for we find on the Patent
Office records a patent granted to Sidney A. Beers, in

1859, on "An improvement in railroads for streets,"

which shows the girder rail almost exactly as we know it

to-day. That any such rail was ever made or used at

that time does not appear, but the inventor certainly an-

ticipated the idea of our girder raits.

It is to a later and very energetic inventor—A. J.

Moxham, of the Johnson Company—that we owe, in a large

measure, the successful development of the modern gir-

der rail. His first efforts in rolling such a rail were made
in 1881, at Birmingham, Ala., afterward at Louisville,

Ky., and later at Johnstown, Pa., where, in 1883, rails of

FIGS. 33 TO 38— LATER GIRDER RAILS.

this type were first rolled to any great extent. The
principal early sections of the Johnson Company are
shown in Figs. 12 to 17 and 19 to 25. It was thought,
and with good reason, that a very great advance had
been made in producing a rail which could be jointed

by means of splice bars, and which, being in the form
of a beam or girder, would have sufficient vertical

strength in itself.

There was a demand, of course, for a grooved rail,

and we see it supplied in Figs. 21 and 24. These have, in

place of the broad base, a "bulb," providing only scanty
purchase for the fishplates. These were called " bulb
sections," and were doubtless the result of efforts to de-
crease the difficulties encountered in rolling the flanged
sections. They were exceedingly unmechanical in de-
sign, though not so much so as the " Wharton " or " Jay-
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bird" rail (Figs. 29 and 30), which was devoid of either

flanges or bulb.

To get the strongest section there should be an ap-

proximate equality in the amount of metal in head and
base, which quality very few of these early sections pos-

sessed.

Although the necessity for stringers was thus done
away with, there was a deficiency in height, and recourse

was had to " chairs," which were made either by forging

from flat plates or of cast-iron, to make the construction

suitable for paving.

A noticeable feature of these early Johnson sections

is the shoulder under the head on the side-bearing rails.

Its use enabled both splice bars to be alike, thus effect-

ing a slight economy in manufacture. It increased the

thickness of the neck, and apparently added not a little

to the strength of the section and some additional wear.

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.

" Opposite " vs.

[Vol. XII. No. i.

Broken " Joints.

The discussion commenced in the last issue of the
Street Railway Journal, on the question as to whether
the rail joints of a street railway track should be laid op-
posite each other or broken, has aroused considerable in-

terest. Opinions from nine different contractors or man-
agers were published last month and others are given
below:

John A. Beki.er, constructinij engineer of the Denver Consoli-
dated Tramway Company, Denver, Col., writes:

The weakest point in a rail is at the joint. Opposite joints con-
centrate two weak places upon one tie. Broken joints distribute
them over twice the number of ties, broken joints will hold track in
more perfect adjustment than opposite joints.

Good track must not be allowed to have low joints, whether
broken or opposite, or bad results follow.

FIGS. -LATER GIRDER RAILS.

But possibly the main reason was the introduction of a

distinctive feature which would be of value in developing
patents. So energetic was this company in obtaining
patents and aggressive in maintaining them that they
practically had a monopoly of the girder rail business for

several years. The attractive profits, however, were too

great, and other manufacturers soon entered the field, the

principal one being the William Wharton, Jr., & Company,
of Philadelphia, who we find offering a series of rails

without bottom flanges or base, and later the Lewis and
Fowler Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., with their "box
girder" (Figs. 26, 27, 28). This latter was the old

double flanged rail of Livesy, brought to a greater re-

finement of design. Then came in Gibbon, with his

"duplex" rail (Figs. 31, 32). The head and tram of

this rail are in separate parts, and each is provided with
a vertical flange or web, which, like the Wharton rail,

was devoid of lower flanges. All of these sections, while
proving good substitutes for the old tram rails when used
on horse car lines, had to succumb to the onslaught of

the electric motor. Their weak points were lack of ver-

tical strength and poor joints—the fishing space being so

narrow that the two joint plates together were far from
having the same strength as the rails, and the meagre
bearing allowed them soon to wear loose. The multi-

plicity of parts also involved in the use of chairs was a

bad feature. The tendency was constantly toward
deeper, stiffer and heavier sections, as will be noted by
Figs. 33 to 46. The variety of design, it would seem, wa§
becoming sufficient to suit the most fastidious, and was
doubtless appalling to the novice in railroading. But the
end was—and is—not yet. There have actually been
rolled up to the present time no less than 150 distinctly

different sections of girder rails.

It has been my experience that broken joints will support them-
selves longer than opposite joints.

J. H. BiCKFORD, consulting and constructing engineer, of Salem,
Mass., says:

I have made it the practice to break the joints about one-third
the length of the rail, as I believe the cars will ride easier and sus-
tain less wear and tear than if the joints are laid directly opposite.
With the joints opposite, both are on the same tie or ties, as the case
may be. These ties are subjected to the successive shock or pound
due to one-half the weight of the car and its load. As a natural con-
sequence, they become depressed sooner than adjacent ones, the
result being low joints and a very uneven track.

With the joints broken, the tie or ties receive the pound due to

but one-fourth the weight of the car and its load, the opposite rail

being whole. As to the joints themselves, of course, the wear is the
same in either case.

I have noticed particularly that cars do not tilt as badly when
the joints are broken.

My reason for breaking the joints about one-third the length of

the rail is to facilitate cross bonding and, at the same time, prevent
more than one wheel being on a joint at the same instant.

I have heard the argument advanced that there will be less wear
and tear to the motors and cars where the joints are opposite, because
the wheels are in the same plane when they pass over the joints

simultaneously, no straining or twisting taking place in the truck,
after the joints become low. I think, however, this idea is purely
theoretical, as no track, no matter how well laid, has both rails in the
same plane after being down awhile, and even with two joints oppo-
site, one may be at a lower level than the other.

In my opinion, based on careful observation, there is less wear
and tear to both rolling stock and roadbed when the joints are
broken.

Fred. S. Wardwell, contractor, of Danbury, Conn., writes:

With the theoretical joint, roadbed and standard ties spaced upon
theoretical lines, I am unable to see wherein a track with brolien

joints would be superior or inferior to one with even joints. In dis-

cussing this question, it is necessary to consider the condition with
which unfortunately we have to deal, not theories. We have in prac-

tice to guard against defective foundations of dead sand, loam, clay
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without drainage, and gravel or broken stone acting as a surface

drain for abutting property and broken waterpipes, and, last but not

least, joints made from defective material by incoiiipetcnt men with

improper tools.

Tracks laid in the average city streets will settle in spots regard-

less of all " gold cure" preventives. It settles in one place from
one cause, in another from quite a different one. The ca'uses are

numerous and effects omnipresent. Are tracks laid with broken
joints easier to maintain, easier upon rolling stock and more pleas-

ant to patrons than tracks with even jointsj? The writer believes

they are.

Tracks with even joints in the average street are inclined to

settle evenly at the joints, /. one rail with the other, giving a cor-

rugated effect to the track and a pitching or oscillating motion to

passing cars, but do not have as great a tendency to widen the gauge
or to derail cars as tracks with broken joints. These points will be
conceded by those who have tracks so badly out of order that it is

not safe to run cars over six miles per hour over them. Even joints

show at their worst where grade changes. Take a point where a

change is from a 3 per cent, down to a 3 per cent. up. In cases of

this kind, the vertical curve is so short that even if the lowest point

comes in the center of the rail it usually changes to the joint, mak-
ing a marked angle at that point. If a seven ton car having a load

of fifty people be run down a 3 per cent, grade, at a rate of eight

miles per hour and strike a solid wall, what would be]_the result?

Now change/the problem to read to strike a 3 per cent, up grade. I

will leave the solution of this problem to the reader, with the assur-

ance that any investigation he may make of the evils of imperfect
vertical curve of street railway practice will result in his becoming
an advocate of broken joints.

It may not be out of place to suggest that good practice requires

the ties to be placed at least 30 per cent, nearer together on vertical

curves than on the balance of the track, excepting on switches and
horizontal curves. The custom of selecting the largest ties and
placing them as near together as possible, allowing room for tamp-
ing at the joints and leaving the center of the rails correspondingly
short of bearing surface, allows in all track greater vertical action

at the center of the rail than at the joint. The joint ties in this case

serve as a fulcrum. The continual action loosens the joints and the

paving blocks begin to work up above the rails. The braking
power of the car is also impaired by its oscillation.

With broken joints the average trackman, by placing extra large
ties at the joints, will reinforce the center of the opposite rail. Should
the joints become low, it will be found that the hammering will be
perceptibly less than with even joints. My explanation for this is

that the wheel at the low joint passes that point before all motion is

out of the spring. The blow would then not be from the full weight
of the car, that is, we get two separate blows, the first one from the
wheel together with its portions of the truck. The compression of

the spring makes the second blow, striking the rails some distance
from the joint. If the car was running at four miles per hour, this

would hold true in theory only.
The matter of electrical circulation or ground return should by

no means be ignored when considering the question. With broken
joints it is not probable that the bonding at any two opposite joints
would become broken at once, as they often do with even joints at

bridge and culvert approaches.

Important Patent Case Decided.

On December 7, Judge Townsend of the United
States Circuit Court, at New Haven, Conn., rendered a

decision in the suit of the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company vs. the Winchester Avenue Railway, declaring
one of the Van Depoele under-running trolley patents in

suit to be invalid and sustaining another. The pat-

ents are now the property of the General Electric Com-
pany, which was plaintiff in the suit. The defendant is

a licensee of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, which defended the case.

The decision is a voluminous one, covering twenty-
five closely typewritten pages. The patent sustained is

No. 495,443. The patent is a broad one, as may be illus-

trated by the sixth claim, which is as follows:

6. In an electric railway, the combination with a suitable track
and a supply conductor suspended above the track, of a car provided
with a swinging arm carrying a contact device in its outer extremity
and means for imparting upward pressure to the outer portion of the
arm and contact, to hold the latter in continuous working relation
with the under side of the supply conductor, substantially as de-
scribed.

The decision is claimed by the plaintiff to give it and
its licensees exclusive use of the under-running trolley.

An I^nglish Street Railway Expert in America.

W. J. Carruthers-Wain, pre^ddent of the Tramways
Institute of Great Britain, and president and general
manager of several tramway companies in England, has
been making a brief but extended tour in America, study-
ing the developments in street railway practice since his

last visit in America, some five years ago. Mr. Carruthers-
Wain arrived in this country just before the Montreal
Convention which he attended, and since then has been

in all the principal Ameri-
can cities east of the Missis-

sippi River, and north of

Mason and Dixon's line.

In an interview just

prior to his return home,
Mr. Carruthers-Wain re-

ferred to the enormous ad-
vance made in America in

street railway construction,
and in the magnitude of

operation. He stated that

the object of his trip was,
primarily, to form an opin-
ion on the advisability of

introducing electric mo-
tive power in some form
upon certain of the tram-
ways in which he is in-

W. J. CARRUTHERS-WAIN terested, and that he was
especially desirous of find-

ing some conduit system which could be u,sed on the
lines of the London, Deptford & Greenwich Tramway in

the city of London itself. For this reason, he has per-

sonally investigated every style of electric conduit at

present in practical operation in America, both closed and
open, and while he has not as yet formed a well considered
opinion as to their practicability, he has been very much
interested in what he has seen. The great expense of the

conduit systems will be a serious bar to their introduc-
tion in England, where conditions for tramway operation
are so unsatisfactor}^ and he cannot say what will be
done.

Mr. Carruthers-Wain stated that an attempt would
be made this winter to remedy, through Parliamentary
action, the unfortunate state of affairs with regard to

British tramway franchises, and he strongly hopes that

decisive action will be taken in the right direction. The
problems confronting British tramway companies are

grave indeed, and it is practically certain that no radical

improvements in equipment will be made under the pres-

ent laws. He thinks that the present tendency in Eng-
land towards municipal control of tramways is a fashion

which has about run its course, owing to the somewhat
unfortunate experiences of more than one municipality
in attempting to operate public works. He considers
that for a city to reduce fares, improve the service and
shorten the hours of labor is to lay additional burdens on
the taxpayers, not to derive a profit from operation.

Were it not for the uncertainty surrounding the

British tramways and electric lighting companies. Great
Britain would be well in the van of electrical progress.

To Stop at tlie Farther Corner in Philadelpliia.

A Large Order From Cincinnati.

The Cincinnati Street Railv/ay Company has recently
awarded the McGuire Manufacturing Company a large
order for 205 trucks.

The Union Traction Company, representing the con-

solidated railways of Philadelphia, has announced that,

"i. All cars operated by this company will come to a full stop
at the near side of every street occupied by another railway, to see

that the crossing is clear, and will again stop after crossing to let

off and take on passengers.
" 2. All cars running north and south will have the absolute

right of way."

The intent of this is that, for the purpose of taking
on and letting off passengers, the cars will hereafter

stop at the "-far" side of crossings instead of the "near"
side, as at present. To avoid collisions, however, the

cars will come to a full stop at the " near" side of inter-

secting streets occupied by railway companies.
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K RETROSRECX OR T^HR RMSX VRT^R.
RROSRECTS F^OR 1S96.

With a view to determine the results of the last year
in the street railway supply business, and, as well, the

prospects for the coming twelve months the Street
Railway Journal recently addressed a letter of inquiry

to the different prominent manufacturers which make a

specialty of street railway supplies. The accompanying
are the replies received.

CONSOLIDATED CAR-HEATING CO.

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 7, 1895.

Gentlemen:—We have no information to give relative to our
business, other than that it is greatly increased over a year ago.

Very truly yours,
Chas. a. Sheldon,

General Manager and Treasurer.

RAYMOND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
CoRRY, Pa., December 10, 1895.

Dear Sirs :—Our business the past year has been very satisfac-

tory. Our spring business has increased considerably, and our
trolley springs are giving universal satisfaction.

Yours truly,

Raymond Manufacturing Company.

CHARLES SCOTT SPRING CO.

Philadelphia, Pa,, December 10, 1895.

Dear Sirs;—Replying to your favor of the 6th inst., would say

that it is with pleasure we report increased business during the past

year, and expect, during the coming year, to do a larger business

than for some years past.

Yours very truly,

Wm. H. Hansell.

THE BARNEY & SMITH CAR COMPANY.

Dayton, O., December 17, 1895.

Dear Sirs:—The outlook for the coming year seems to us quite

encouraging. We believe that we will be quite busy in all of our
departments, particularly in the manufacture of cars for electric ser-

vice.

Yours truly,

A. M. KiTTRIDGE, Supt.

THE DORNER & DUTTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Cleveland, O., December 11, 1895.

Gentlemen:—Our business for 1895 is 25 per cent, greater than

1894, and we have run our shops a great deal over-time. The out-

look for our special line is still better for 1896.

Very truly yours,
The Dorner & Dutton Manufacturing Company,

Per H. A. Dorner.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Hartford, Conn., Dec. 9, 1895.

Gentlemen;—The year 1895 is the best year we have ever ex-

perienced in our business, and we are looking forward to a large in-

crease in 1896.
Yours respectfully,

H. E. Billings,
Mgr. Railway Dept.

J. H. BICKF(7RD.

Salem, Mass., December 13, 1895.

Gentlemen;—Replying to yours of the 6th inst., would say that

during the year which is just closing I have been extremely busy,
and it has compared favorably with any year during the last four.

The outlook for 1896 is very good, and I have several jobs in hand
which will be built in the early spring.

Yours very truly,

J. H. Bickford.

BURNHAM & DUGGAN RAILWAY APPLIANCE CO.

Boston, Mass., December 13, 1895.

Gentlemen:—Yours received, and we take pleasure in stating

that our business increased largely in 1895 as compared with 1894,
es])ecially in the sale of our own devices—adjustable brackets, in-

sulators, rail chairs for street and steam railroads, transfer tables,
etc., etc.

Yours truly,

Arthur Burnham, Treasurer.

THE Q AND C COMPANY.

Chicago, III., December g, 1895.

Gentlemen:—The business of the year just closing has been the
most satisfactory of any since we were in business. We have had a
much larger amount of sales, and although we have advanced the
price of labor and paid more for material, still the large additional
manufacture has allowed our placing the goods at no increase in

price.

Trusting this is the same with you, we are,

Yours very truly,

C. F. Quincy.

ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON.
Boston, Mass., December 10, 1895.

Gentlemen;—The past year has been a good one with us and an
improvement over previous years. We are gradually getting
straightened out in our factory, which we have now occupied about
two years, and are working to beiter advantage than ever before.

Thanks to the quality of our product and the reputation it has
gained we cannot but anticipate a good amount of business for the

coming year.
Yours very truly,

Albert & J. M. Anderson.

PRATT & WHITNEY COMPANY.
Hartford. Conn., December 17, 1895.

Gentlemen :—We are pleased to report that our business for 1895
has practically been double what it was in either 1893 or 1894, with
prospects for future business very bright. We have developed many
new machines and devices, among which is the automatic weighing
machine, which we look upon as a very important matter—one which
will eventually develop into a very large business. The field for this

is very wide, in fact almost unlimited.

Very truly yours,
Pratt & Whitney Company,

Geo. W. M. Reed, Treasurer.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER.
New York, Dec. 9, 1895.

Gentlemen;—You ask me for information regarding business
for past year in the street railway line. I have made a specialty in

this line of my solid sheet India mica segment. I am pleased to say
that the demand for them has been very good, showing a steady in-

crease. To meet this increased demand I have had to put in two new
presses this year, and from present appearances I look for a larger

demand the coming year, as the number of electric roads through
the country is steadily growing.

Yours truly,

A. O. Schoonmaker.

CRANE COMPANY.

Chicago, December 9, 1895.

Dear Sirs :—Our business during 1895 has been very satis-

factory. The demand from street railways and other large power
plants for the Crane high pressure valves and fittings has exceeded
our expectations, and on our regular line of steam goods for stand-

ard pressures we have been forced to the limit of our productive
capacity.

It is a little early to make predictions for 1896.

Wishing you the compliments of the season, we are
Yours very truly.

Crane Company.

TAYLOR ELECTRIC TRUCK CO.

Troy, N. Y., December 12, 1895.

Gentlemen;—As far as we can judge the outlook for business in

our line in '96 is very good. Every manufacturing concern has been
more or less affected by the dull times of the last two years, and
truck manufacturers have suffered among the rest.
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We have been trying to perfect our product in every possible

point and to please our customers. So far we feel that we have done

both, and anticipate, as we have said before, a large demand for our

material in the year to come. We are,

Yours very respectfully,
Taylor Electric Truck Co.

THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT COMPANY.

Cincinnati, O., December 10, 1895.

Gkntlemen;—The year 1S95 has been a year of great activity

with us. We have run our factory to its full capacity during the

entire year. Our output in our steel tubular- line pole department

has been very large, and shipments have been made to many differ-

ent sections of the country. Our business has increased to such an

extent that our present factory premises have become too small for

us, and we are now making arrangements for the erection of a large

manufacturing plant with all modern conveniences.
Respectfully,

The Electric R.mi.w.vy Eciuipment Co.mpanv,

Per Wm. a. McCallum, Gen. Man.

THE NEW PROCESS RAW-HIDE COMPANY.

Syr.\cuse, N. Y., December 10, 1895.

Gentlemen;—Our street railway business has steadily increased

during the past year, and the outlook for a heavier trade than ever

for 1896 is very flattering.

Street railway managers are becoming better acquainted with

the merits of our goods, and most of them are now as much in favor

of raw-hide pinions for the single reduction motors as they formerly

were for the double reduction. On the whole the situation is very

satisfactory. Very truly yours.

The New Process Raw-Hide Company.
A. C. VosBURGH, Sec. and Treas.

J. G. BRILL COMPANY.
Piiii.ADELrHiA, Dec. 9, 1S95.

Dear Sirs :—As far as a resume of the past year is concerned,

we desire tc state it has been from a business standpoint an emi-

nently satisfactory year. Our output has been increased from 1894

fully ten per cent, to twelve per cent., and the only possible objection

that could be made to the year's business is the matter of collections,

which have been somewhat slow. From the present orders whicli

we have received for delivery during the coming year, and which we
may say is considerably in advance of the time, we contemplate a

further increase of business for 1896. The outlook is very promis-

ing.
Yours truly,

J. G. Brill Company.

THE KISINGER ISON COMPANY.
Cincinnati, O., December 10, 1895.

Gentlemen:—Replying to your favor of 6th inst., I will say re-

garding our business compared with one year ago, it is no compari-

son at all. From December 26, 1894, to November i, 1895, we have
done more business than in the two previous years put together.

From November i, 1895, to December i, 1895, was the dullest month
in all our business experience. Have booked more orders the first

two days of December, 1895, than the whole month of November,
1S95. Up to the present date, December 10, we are full of orders for

this month, receiving fair prices for all goods. Collections generally

slow. Trade outlook for 1896 remarkably good.
Truly yours,

Kisinger Ison Compaky.

THE NEW HAVEN CAR REGISTER COMPANY.

New Haven, Conn., December 9, 1895.

Gentlemen:—Our business the past year greatly exceeded our
expectations and the demand for our registers is constantly growing
and the outlook for i8gC is very bright.

Our machines of all styles are attracting very wide attention,

and our double and triple machines are supplying a need which has
long been felt by such roads as have two or more classes of fares, or

fares and transfers. The registration of transfers separately from
the cash fares is rapidly becoming to be regarded as a necessity,

and this is accomplished by our double and triple machines in the

most perfect manner.
Very truly yours,
The New Haven Car Register Company.

John S. Bradley', Sec.

WASON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Springfield, Mass., December 12, 1895.

Gentlemen:—Since resuming the construction of street railway
cars late last fall, we have built and delivered cars of almost every
pattern for electric service, from the low bench open, the twenty foot

box or closed, the vestibuled passenger and the combination passen-
ger and baggage and passenger and mail car, to the platform and
box freight cars.

We practically did little or nothing other than to get ready for

the construction of street cars last fall. During the year just closing

we have been quite busy, and are now employing 350 workmen.
Yours very truly,

Wason M anufacturin(; Company.

THE WE.STINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.

Pittsburgh, Pa., December 12, 1895.

Gentlemen:—A comparison of our business in 1894 with the

year just closing shows a steady increase in volume which has
severely taxed the capacity of our present shops to meet. Before the

new year is far advanced we expect to be settled in our new shops,
with improved facilities in every department f<jr turning out a larger

product.
The demand for steam power the past year has responded to the

general revival in Inisiness, and particularly to the renewed activity

in the iron industries. A temporary reaction in the pig iron market
just at present has a mild effect to quiet l)usiness somewhat, but
nothing in the situation affords ground for the belief that it will re-

sult in any permanent or decided setback.

Yours truly.

The Westinghouse Machine Company.

THE SIMONDS MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

PiTTSiiURGH, Pa., December 9, 1895.

Gentlemen:—Answering your letter of the 6th inst., it gives us
pleasure to state that business with us has for the past six months
steadily increased; the month just ending, November, was the larg-

est in the history of our company.
Since the beginning of the current year we have added to our

many specialties the "Thomas" safety guard, and the celebrated
" Duncan" trolley, having secured the exclusive rights for manu-
facture. The fender is comparatively a new device, but the trolley

has given universal satisfaction wherever used. The outlook with
us for the coming year is far in advance of what it was last year at

the present time, and we predict an excellent business for 1896.

Yours very truly,

The Simonds Manufacturing Company.

THE HUNT AIR BRAKE COMPANY.
Pittsburgh, Pa., December 14, 1895.

Gentlemen :—We have to report business very good with us,

and we have on our books at the present time orders for the Mt.
Clemens Fast Line, Saginaw and Bay City Railroad Company, City
and Suburban Railroad Company, Baltimore, Md., second order from
the Akron, Bedford and Cleveland Railroad Company, Columbus,
Hocking Valley and Toledo Railroad Company, Binghamton Rail-

road Company, Binghamton, N. Y., besides several other good sized

orders which will in all probability be closed this month, amounting
to about 100 outfits. The prospects are unusually bright for the new
year which will soon be upon us, and we are preparing ourselves to

be in shape to handle a large business promptly.
Yours truly.

The Hunt Air Brake Company',
H. E. Hunt, General Manager.

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.

New York, December 17, 1895.

Dear Sirs:—Our business in the electric railway supplies dur-
ing the past year has greatly exceeded our anticipations. Compara-
tively few new forms ot trolley line and other insulators have been
introduced during the year, and in this respect the progress of the
year has been unique. There is also a probability that but few
changes will be made in the designs of insulators during next year,
the more important and practical forms having apparently become
standard articles of manufacture.

In order to meet certain demands we will put upon the market
at the beginning of 1896 cheaper forms of insulators, which will pos-
sess many of the advantages already found in our more expensive
materials.

The indications are that 1896 will see larger and better business
than either 1894 or 1895, and will be correspondingly prosperous.

Yours truly,

W. F. D. Crane, Electrical Depa'rt't.

THE CONSOLIDATED CAR FENDER COMPANY.
Providence, R. I., December 18, 1895.

Gentlemen:—We have had a very successful year's business in

the sale of our car fender.

It has been scarcely thirteen months since our fenders were
placed on the market, and during that time we have equipped more
than 1,200 electric cars with our fenders and guards, all of which are
now in actual use. Orders for large numbers of fenders are now
being executed, and our company has every reason to believe that its

business for the next year will be at least three times what it has
been the last year.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company carries a stock of from
500 to 1,000 full equipments, and is therefore ready at all times to
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execute orders promptly, which fact, during the past year, has se-

cured for us a large number of orders, which otherwise might not

have been given. Yours very truly,

The Consolidated Car Fender Company,
A. C. WooDWORTH, General Manager.

THE WEIR FROG COMPANY.

Cincinnati, O., December 23, 1895.

Gentlemen:—We are glad to say that the business for 1895 has

been nearly double that of 1894, both in our steam road line and
street railway work, and in the latter we look for an improvement in

next year's trade over this, on account of our being now able to ob-

tain any section of girder, grooved, and Shanghai T-rails.

You are doubtless aware that a couple of manufacturers of street

sections of rails, who are also in the track supply business, refused to

sell to outside Frog and Switch Works, and so to a considerable ex-

tent had a monopoly of special track work, but happily this era has

passed, and as we can now secure any section of " T " or girder rail,

we are in a position to quote on any requirements for special work.

The last quarter of the year we finished some large contracts

for electric railways in various sections of the country.

Yours very truly,

F. C. Weir, Pres.

UNION DRAWN STEEL COMPANY.

New York, December 11, 1895.

Gentlemen:—We have been very busy for over a year and our

business has steadily increased month by month ever since last

spring, necessitating the building of two new mills at Beaver Falls,

Pa., which, when in operation, about the first of February next,

will largely increase our capacity.

We are having marked success with our special open hearth

cold drawn axles, which we are prepared to furnish centered and key-

seated if necessary. These axles are of great tensile and torsional

strength and elastic limit, and are drawn straight, accurate to deci-

mal, exact and round, with polished surface. The superiority of our

open hearth axles over the Bessemer has been demonstrated by
drop tests such as are imposed by the leading steam railways of the

country.
We have every reason to expect a large business for the coming

year. Yours very truly,

Union Drawn Steel Company.
Tiio.MAS Towne, Eastern Sales Agent.

THE THIEL detective SERVICE CO.

New York, N. Y., December 11, 1895.

Dear Sirs:—The street railway clientage of Thiel's Detective

Service has largely increased during 1895. While a few managers
adhere to the old practice of utilizing amateurs or economize by em-
ploying peripatetic irresponsibles to report upon receipts, the vast

majority appreciate the value of trained service, responsibility, and
the absence of any motive to exaggerate or do injustice to employes.

They find quite a difference also in the reports of men able at best

to count the passengers and compare the count with the register,

and those qualified to note and report other points quite as impor-

tant.

Managers are learning also that it is better to keep in touch with

their employes, avoid just causes of complaint, and dispense with

the services of chronic grumblers and agitators, than it is to fight

strikers. On several occasions during the year we have been for-

tunate enough to ward off threatened labor troubles and save the

companies and their employes from the dangers and costliness of

strikes. T. E. Lonergan, Manager.

THE BETHLEHEM IRON COMPANY.
Chicago, III., December 12, 1895.

Gentlemen:—In reply to your esteemed favor of the 6th inst.,

we write to say that it gives us pleasure to announce that our busi-

ness, which in this territory is a new one, is improving from month
to month.

We have been located here a little over a year, during the first

part of which there was very little business of any kind to be ob-

tained. During the past six months we have come in on the crest of

the wave which was ushered in by the improvement of the iron and
steel industry, and we have had nothing to complain of ever since.

Our business has been particularly good among the manufacturers
of engines for street railways, and street railways themselves have
appreciated the merits of our fluid compressed shafts, and in some
instances of hollow forged shafts, and we are doing a good business

in these lines. We expect that the new year will open well in the

direction of street railway building, and we hope to be on hand when-
ever engines are to be placed to furnish ourforgings for them.

Very truly yours,
H. F. J. Porter.

THE STANDARD AIR-BRAKE COMPANY.
New York, December 7, 1895.

Dear Sirs:—We are glad to state that this year's business has

been very satisfactory in volume, and our books show a marked in-

crease over the previous year.

It is a pleasure to state that the demand for air-brakes is con-

stantly increasing. We are gratified to find that the missionary
work we have done in this field is being more and more appreciated.

We were the first in the world to build successful commercial
street railway air-brakes. Lately we have made such additions to

our staff and enlargements of our facilities as will enable us to man-
ufacture the Standard air-brake on a much larger scale than hitherto.

It is a pleasure to record our appreciation of the value of the

Journal to us. We have used it successfully as a "silent salesman,"
and perhaps the best indication of this is the fact that you have lately

been printing double page advertisements for us, and we have con-
tracted for preferred positions in your number to be published in

October of next year.

Yours truly,

The Standard Air-Brake Company.
E. J. Wessels, General Manager.

BROOKLYN RAILWAY SUPPLY COMPANY.

Stamford, Conn., December 12, 1895.

Gentlemen:—We are now building the most elaborate snow
sweepers we have ever constructed. Each broom extends entirely

across tne track. All motors are on deck out of the way of mud and
slush, the whole being covered with a substantial cab. The sweep-
ers are not only new in general design, but they are built from new
patterns throughout, based upon improvements suggested by experi-

ence. No expense has been spared, our only orders being to make
the best. They are intended for the new electric conduit system of

the Metropolitan Traction Company, New York, and are from de-

signs of the engineers of that system.
We have also built two calile sweepers for the new Lexington

Avenue cable road, which are models, in their way, of strength and
simplicity.

Our angle frame sweepers come next in interest—fitted to any
electric truck, simple and inexpensive.

We have at last secured a plow which will do effective work at-

tached to any ordinary passenger car, the idea appears to take,

the cost is only $50, and we are getting orders faster than we can
turn them out. Yours,

Brooklyn Railway Supply Company.

GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY.

Chicago, December 13, 1895.

Gentlemen:—Referring to your circular letter of December 6th,

in regard to street railway trade:

Our output of street car and electric motor wheels has exceeded
any previous year, with the prospects for 1896 being equally as good,
if not better.

During the year we have completed our Denver works, with a
capacity of 300 wheels per day, and commenced casting wheels there

on November 1st. The works are equipped with all modern appli-

ances, thus enabling us to turn out orders promptly.
Our Detroit plant has been running up to its full capacity the

entire year.

We have lately purchased the plant of the North-Western Wheel
& Foundry Company, at St. Paul. This plant will be thoroughly
overhauled and equipped with modern appliances, in order to take
care of our growing business in the Northwest. The plant will be
ready for operation in the early part of the year, and will have a
capacity of 300 wheels per day.

Yours very truly,

Chas. F. Kopf, Asst. Sec.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE COMPANY.

Pittsburgh, Pa., December 9, 1895.

Gentlemen:—With regard to our business of 1895, I beg to say
that it has been extremely satisfactory, the output being about the

same as for the year 1894. During the years 1893, 1894 and 1895, all

of which time covers a period of general financial depression, we
kept our factories running night and day in order to supply the
demand for insulated wire and cable.

" Base" figures are usually looked upon with more or less sus-

picion, but when they are based upon actual facts they become
extremely interesting and noteworthy. I give you some figures that

are matters of shipping records on our books. The colossal installa-

tion of underground feeder cables for a large traction company in

the city of Philadelphia, upon which we have been constantly engaged
for nearly three years past, and which we have just completed, is

now in operation. This installation consists of a total of 2,054,670
ft. of cable (lead covered, ranging from No. 0000 B. & S. gauge, to

6,000,000 c. m.); also over 600,000 ft. of duplex telephone cable. The
total weight of the cable is 9,050,000 lbs. or 4,600 net tons. We be-
lieve the outlook for 1896 to be quite favorable.

Very truly yours.
Standard Underground Cable Company.

J. W. Marsh, Vice-Pres. & Gen. Man.

FITZGERALD-VAN DORN COMPANY.
Chicago, December 22, 1895.

Gentleme.n :—We are glad to report that during 1895 we have
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enjoyed a marked increase in our business, and business for 1896

bids fair to greatly exceed that of 1895. Our automatic coupling for

elevated roads has more than fulfilled our most sanguine expectations.

We build seven diiferent patterns of couplers : No. i for the ordi-

nary surface road ;
No. 2 to be used where the l)reak over on steep

grades is very sharp, as on the Kansas City Cable Railway, of Kan-

sas City, Mo.'; No. 3, that of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated

trail car; No. 4, that of the Metropolitan Elevated motor car; No. 5

is especially built for great durability in wearing surface and has

probably more than five times as long a life as any other coupler

built for cable service. It is just the coupler for the better class of

electric surface cars being built at the present time. No. 6 is that

used by the Lake Street Elevated motor cars ; No. 7 is one fe-

cently gotten out for a class of cars slightly under the dimensions of

elevated cars. These couplers are now so thoroughly known through-

out the country that they recommend themselves. They are all ma-
chine fitted.

The company also manufactures the Van Dorn ball and swivel

joint attachment to fasten the coupling to the body of the car, which
is the most perfect device for this purpose yet brought out, and is

being adopted by the leading street railways of the country. The
Van Dorn coupler has been made the standard for over two hundred
of the leading street railways of this country.

Yours truly,

Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Company.

W. R. FLEMING cSr COMPANY.
New York, December 10, 1895.

Gentlemen :—We, as representatives of the Harrisburg Foundry
and Machine Works, builders of simple and compound Ide and Ideal

engines, report a most flourishing condition of trade which we have
had. The volume of business for 1895 is nearly 50 per cent, in ex-

cess of that of 1894.

While a goodly proportion of our installations are of the higher

class of isolated lighting plants, involving the latest arrangements of

direct connected engine dynamo combinations, yet a considerably

greater proportion than ever before of our work during the year has

been taken up with electric railway plants. Two (2) 1,000 h. p. en-

gines are just being started in the power station of the Philadelphia,

Castle Rock and West Chester Railroad Company, which represent

the latest and most improved type of our engines arranged for direct

connection to railway generators. These engines will soon be illus-

trated in full detail in the technical papers. They are strictly rail-

way engines from every point of view, and embody features of ad-

vantage which experience has shown to be fully warranted. It is

claimed that on account of the results of a series of very careful tests

lower station operative cost can be obtained from these improved ma-
chines than from any other type of steam engine power built.

Several contracts have been recently made for complete power
plants for railway service, the essence of which is a stated guarantee

of cost of station operation.

The outlook fori8g6 is unusually bright, and such as to warrant
the Harrisburg Foundry and Machine Works in recently purchasing
a large quantity of new and special tools for taking care of their

growing business. The Harrisburg plant has been operated for sev-

eral months past day and night in order to keep abreast of orders on

hand. Yours truly,

W. R. FlEMLNG & COilPANY.

THE NEW YORK ELECTRICAL WORKS.
New York, December 16, 1895.

Dear Sirs;—The trade for 1895 in overhead material has
been, in many respects, the most satisfactory in the history of our
business. By an increase in the number of roads dealing with us,

a much wider distribution of our- goods has been gained, and their

character more generally understood. We have steadfastly adhered
to our original policy of achieving the highest standard of excellence

in all the goods of our manufacture, and attribute much of our suc-

cess to the fact that we are able to show results in keeping with that

idea. While some slight improvements here and there have been
found advisable, it is a source of satisfaction with us to know that

for the greater part the articles comprising our line of specialties

have stood in no, need of modification. Our insulation switches,

crossings, mechanical clips and section insulators, having now re-

ceived the test of several years on many roads and proved their re-

liability and efficiency under severe and trying conditions, may be

said to have long since passed the experimental stage, and become
generally recognized as standard articles.

A steady improvement in demand for the heavier types of ma-
terial would seem lo indicate a tendency among consumers toward
better equipment and a growing belief in the economy of using the

most sulDstantial fittings. We are now running our work at utmost
capacity, with a large number of orders ahead, which will carry us
into the new year.

We regard the outlook for 1896 as very promising, and have
every confidence that the new season will bring a gratifying increase

of business.
Yours truly.

The New York Electrical Works.

BORDEN & SELLECK COMPANY.
Chicago, III., December 9, 1895.

Gentlemen :—Our business on Harrison conveyors, elevators,

etc., has been Active during 1895, as compared with 1894. We have
installed the following plants during the year:

Toronto .Street Railroad, Toronto, Out., a crusher and conveyors
from cars to storage house and to two batteries of boilers, capacity

100 tons per hour.
Northwest Electric Transit Company's power house at Chicago,

automatic wagon dump for coal, coal crusher, elevator, conveyors to

storage house and to battery of boilers, wheel ash conveyor for re-

moving ashes from boilers, steel storage tanks, etc.

North Shore Electric Company, Edgewater power house, Chicago,
three elevators, coal conveyors lo storage tanks and ash conveyor
to steel storage tank.

Armour-Institute, Chicago, elevators and conveyors to battery of

boilers and taking out ashes from boilers to steel ash storage tank.

Armour Packing Company, Kansas City, Mo., special wheel
conveyors.

Toledo Traction Company, Toledo, O., elevators and conveyors
for handling coal and ashes to and from battery of boilers, steel

wagon for handling coal and ashes. (Not yet completed.)
The outlook for conveyor business for 1896 was never better.

We are figuring on a large number of plants for street car lines, with
every prospect that our business will show a very large increase over
1895, as 1895 has shown over 1894. The machinery we have supplied
is giving the best of satisfaction, and we are glad of the opportunity
to show parties interested a large number of plants in actual work-
ing operation. Yours truly,

HORUEN & SELLECK COMPANY.
H. Borden, President.

HEINE SAFETY BOILER COMPANY.

St. Louis. Mo., December 20, 1895.

Gentlemen:—We have had a very satisfactory year's business

—

much better than we were entitled to expect, considering general
trade conditions. We take it that a business like ours, which de-
pends for existence on new enterprises and improvements in the
largest of old enterprises, is not a fair index of immediate conditions,
but rather reflects the sentiment of large power users concerning the
near future.

On this presumption we read in the character of our 1895 busi-

ness a very widespread belief that the past year has been a good
time to prepare for a general increase of business in i8g6.

Among this year's buyers of Heine Boilers are such people as
the Warren (R. I.) Manufacturing Company; Ansonia Brass &
Copper Company; Woonsocket Worsted Mills; Solvay Process Com-
pany; C. Pardee Works; Chicago Edison Company; Jones & Laughlin,
Ltd.; Illinois Steel Company; Swift & Company; N. K. Fairbank
Company; Anaconda Mining Company; Arizona Copper Company;
Atlantic Refining Company; Rockford Sugar Works, and many
others of equal caliber. The names are significant. It is fair to

assume that these people expect to do an increasing business or they
would not be enlarging their plants with high priced boilers.

From all accounts, we are prepared to see a very large amount
of new work started in the street railroad line in the coming year.

We have had the pleasure of adding to our list of customers this

past year the two New Orleans lines—Orleans Railroad Company
and St. Charles Street Railroad Company ; Toledo Traction Company;
Louisville Street Railway Company; Bergen County (N. J.) Traction
Company; Hartford Street Railway Company; Lynchburgh & River-
mont Street Railway Company; Luzerne, Dallas & Harvey's Lake
Railway Company; J. G. Brill Company; South African Street

Railway Company. Yours truly,

Heine Safety Boiler Co.mpany.

THE E. T. BURROWES CO.

Portland, Maine, December 11, 1895.

Dear Sirs:—We are pleased to state that the volume of our
business "for 1895 shows a large increase over that for 1894.

We are the pioneers in the manufacture of patent car curtains,

and when we entered the field, blinds were used, as a rule. Our
business, which was at first almost entirely confined to steam rail-

ways, is now almost equally divided with street railways.
Our regular pinch handle shade for closed street and steam cars

has its established trade. We hope and believe its sale will in-

crease, at least, in the same proportion for 1896 as it has in 1895.
Although we have used a great many of our regular pinch handle
shades for open street cars, we have never felt satisfied that they
were the best for that purpose.

Our new open car shade devised expressly for open street cars
is meeting with the most flattering reception. From orders already
received and inquiries from both car builders and railways, we feel

that we can expect a large sale for this shade.

In our curtain fittings department we have had a very much
larger trade this year than last; this we, of course, largely attribute

to the popularity of " Oakette," our waterproof curtain goods. Al-
though " Oakette " is most especially adapted for open car curtains,

it being so strong and durable, it is selling largely for inside shades.
We have been very much pleased to receive many large orders for
" Oakette " from car builders. Our customers are re-ordering with
" Oakette " specified, and this is the best proof if its merits that we
know.

On the whole, every indication at present points to a large in-

crease of our business in 1896, and we feel that we should be un-
grateful for the generous patronage of our customers if we did not
express our satisfaction with our business during 1S95. We believe
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that conscientious endeavor to satisfy and please our customers has

been largely instrumental in attaining our success.

Yours respectfully,

The E. T. Burrowes Co.

WASHBURN & MOEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Worcester, Mass., December ig, 1895.

Gentlemen :— A brief survey of our business in electrical wires

during the past year is very gratifying to us, for it discloses the fact

that notwithstanding the previous prolonged business depression,

which undoubtedly acted as a check on electric railway construction,

our output of wires for this purpose has been greater than our pro-

duction of any previous year.

A very large and important part of our business has been that of

our heavy stranded and cabled weatherproof feeders. The unusually

large proportion of orders for railway feeder cables, with a capacity

of from 500,000 c. M. to 1,000,000 c. m., seems to indicate that there is

a general move among electricians toward using cables of ample ca-

pacity on the ground of economical operation, notwithstanding the

increased cost of construction.

The past year has proved that electric railways can be success-

fully operated with underground feeders and it is only a matter of

time, when, in our large cities, all these overhead wires must be

abolished. The demand for our lead covered crown wires and cables

for underground and submarine use continues to increase, and this

is now one of the important departments of our work.

The phenomenal sales of our Chicago copper rail bonds show
another line of advance in practical street railroading. Electrical en-

gineers, who have heretofore seemingly given all their thought to a

perfect overhead construction, are now realizing that the failure to

provide a proper return for the current has been the one barrier to a

much more economical operation ol our railroads than has heretofore

been attained.

The results attending the use of the Chicago bond, on many of

our largest railway systems, have established the fact that in the

proper bonding of the rails the practical solution of this troublesome
problem has been found.

Present indications point to the construction of many new lines

the coming season, as well as the extension and re-equipment of

many existing lines. We already have large orders on hand for

spring delivery, and the year of 1896 promises to be one of great ad-

vance in all departments of electrical work.
Yours very truly,

Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Company.

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY.

Philadeli'HIA, December 18, 1895.

Gentlemen:—The list below will show the amount of tonnage

sold by us to the various street railways during the current year:

Pound. Tons.

Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Railway 68 232

Barbour-Stockwell Co 231

Bay Cities Consolidated Street Railway 60 76

Buffalo Railway 85 114

Central Railway & Electric Co 60 253

Chicago City Railway 89^^ 1,501

Cleveland Electric Railway 60 181

Detroit & Mackinac Railway 60 18

Detroit Railway 85 6,843

Dry Dock, East Broadway & Battery Railway 47 55

East Lorain Street Railway 68-73 269

Globe Street Railway 90&68 125

Harrington-Robinson Co 60 372

Simon Harrold 68 181

Lynn & Boston Railroad 90 142

McKeesport, D. & W. Railway \ 60-73 271

Metropolitan Street Railway 47-6o 114

L. E. Miller 73 45°
Mineral Ridge & Niles Electric Railway 48 38

Mt. Vernon Electric Railway 60 46
New Jersey Electric Railway 90 60

North Hudson County Railroad 90 161

Rockwell Consolidated Co 90 142

Springfield Street Railway 60 896

Staten Island Electric Railway 90 1,615

Steel Rail Supply Co 90 213

Sylvester & Co 50.6-60 261

Taylor, Major & B 60 45
Toledo Consolidated Street Railway 60 207

Toledo Electric Street Railway 60 519
John L. Vance 60 201

West Chicago Street Railway 90 7,151

William Wharton, Jr., & Co 47 to 107 2,316

White, Crosby & Co 73 3,670

Second Avenue Traction Co 61

Yours truly.

W. S. Ottinger, Chief Clerk.

HAROLD P. BROWN.

New York, December 11, 1895.

Gentlemen:—In reply to your favor of the 6th, I am glad to say

that we have noi encountered the dull times that the winter season

led us to expect. C^n the contrary, the plastic rail bond has made so
many friends, on account of its splendid records this year, that each
month has brought increase of business, so that we are now putting
in machinery which will multiply our capacity by ten. A large portion
of our winter work has been in supplying material for re-bonding
old roads which have found the best of copper bonding insufficient

even when in good condition.

For instance, the Cleveland Electric Railway Company has re-

cently been inspecting and tightening their copper bonds on the

Cedar Avenue line near their large power house. Here there are
two sets of bonds: One of No. 0000 around the chair to the web of

rail and another of four No. o wires in a casting riveted to the tram
near end of rail. In spite of the tightening, the loss at each joint

during heavy load ran from 0.08 to 0.35 volts per joint. A new
form of plastic rail bond was then applied by drilling a horizontal
hole through web of rail and sides of chairs against same on each
side of the joint.

The steel was amalgamated by the Edison process and the hole
partly filled with the plastic alloy, which thus made contact between
rails and chairs supporting same. Then a tapering soft iron plug
was driven in from each side and held in place by a stove bolt

through central holes in plugs. After completing this work the

drop was but 0.015 volt per joint at time of heaviest load.
Another very promising field for the use of the plastic bond ma-

terial has been developed by the Buffalo railway in connection with
their adoption of my method of preventing electrolysis of water and
gas pipes. Measurements made of the drop between the negative
brushes of one of their large dynamos and the rail bus bar, and be-
tween positive brushes and switchboard, showed a drop which was
larger than it should be with the amount of copper in circuit, with
1,200 amperes output. Every unsoldered contact in that circuit was
then amalgamated and covered with a layer of the plastic bond ma-
terial, and on remeasuring the drop with the same load it was found
that nearly three electrical horse power had been saved, in spite of the
fact that the conductors throughout had a section of one and a half

square inches.

Mr. Dunning, the master mechanic of the road, and Mr. Henning,
the chief engineer, have therefore decided to apply the plastic bond
material on all unsoldered copper contacts on dynamos, switches,
bus bars and instruments in the power house, on all unsoldered con-
nections on the motor cars and on all line switches and cut-outs. It

has heretofore been supposed that when two copper surfaces were
fitted perfectly together and bolted with great pressure, the trans-

mission loss at the contact surfaces was nominal, and the modern
power house switches were supposed to give perfect contact, but the

tests disclose unexpected sources of loss in these also.

We, therefore, have every reason to expect a large business for

the coming year, as we shall get our full share of the new construc-
tion work, since the leading men in this line now understand the

disadvantages of maintaining contact between steel and copper.
Truly yours,

Harold P. Brown.

THE FIBERITE COMPANY.

Mechanicville, N. Y., December 11, 1895.

Gentlemen:—Your favor of the 6th received, and in answer we
are pleased to state that the year just closing has been a most pros-

perous one for this company. We have sold more goods than ever
before, we have opened more new accounts, and, what is even more
agreeable to us, we have pleased our customers to an extent hardly
hoped for. This is undoubtedly due to the high grade of material
we manufacture. It has always been the aim of this company to

make only the best class of material possible. Starting in the first

place, and as a foundation, with the Medbery insulation, invented by
our president, and which is now conceded to be superior, in point of

strength and insulation, to any other material now used, the most
careful consideration has been given to all other points needed to

make a complete line of overhead electric railway material of the

highest character. Exhaustive and costly experiments were made
in order to determine the best combination of metals for the severe

and exacting service of street roads. That the result has been satis-

factory is evidenced by the very large number of leading roads now
using the Medbery material, and by the constant daily additions to

the number. Owners, managers, contractors and builders, looking

at it from different standpoints, all agree in one thing, and that is,

the advantage of having substantial and durable overhead equip-

ment, and in view of this fact, the sales of goods of the high char-

acter of the Medbery are bound to increase.

During the year we have been obliged to add largely to our
manufacturing and shipping facilities, and only by so doing have
we been able to meet satisfactorily the increasing demand for our
specialties. Our business was also increased to a large extent by
the introduction of the Medbery station switches. These switch-^s,

honestly made, accurately determined, handsomely finished and
absolutely reliable, met with an unprecedented sale from the start.

No better switch can be made, while our unequalled facilities enable
us to do justice to dealer and consumer alike. The enormous sale

for these switches encourages us in our decision to furnish only the

very highest class of material. Something over a year since we
made shipments of sample lots to foreign countries, and a number of

orders received this year, as a result of such trial orders, indicates

the high standing of the Medbery material.

We believe the coming year will show greater activity than any
former year in the history of electric railway traction. Regarding
our own prospects, they were never as good. Already contracts have
been secured for many miles of road to be equipped as early as pos-

sible in the spring.
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While competition and good business judgment leads us to meet
the changed condition of selling at the very lowest possible prices,

yet the fact of the Medbery material being specified in most cases
where superior equipment is insisted upon makes the outlook pecu-
liarly pleasant for us.

As the best goods made could not be sold unless known, we,
manufacturers of the best in our line, feel under obligations to the
Strekt Railway Journal, the best in its line, for introducing us,

through its advertising pages, to many of our now valued customers.
With the compliments of the season, be good enough to accept

our best wishes for continued success to the Journal.
Very truly yours,

H.J. Medbery, Pres.

STERN & SILVERMAN.
Philadelphia, December 9, 1895.

Gentlemen:— It affords us much pleasure to answer your letter

of the 6th inst. concerning the business done by us, including a com-
parison with last year's ljusiness and our judgment of the outlook
for 1896.

In our letter to you upon the same subject one year ago, we
called attention to the rapid improvements instituted by both pur-
chaser and engineer, upon the character and grade of work about to

be performed.
In this respect there has been no lagging, but further advance-

ments have been made and high grade of work is now the first con-
sideration, and we feel that all engineers and contractors are to be
congratulated upon this fact.

In that same letter we mentioned the rapid progress of the street
railway business and the many inquiries pertaining thereto, and
predicted that during 1895 an unusual amount of railway construc-
tion would be done, and this prediction has been verified, although
the legislation in many States in the early part of the year, and the
high prices and rapid advance of material in the latter part of the
year, had a tendency to check much of that construction, then already
projected.

Investors have turned to street railway properties, and such
roads as show a reasonable indebtedness on good properties have
had little or no difficulty in placing of their securities.

In the latter part of our previous letter we mentioned the fact
that in all new enterprises the taking of railway securities by con-
tractors in part payment for construction was at an end. This un-
fortunately has not been the case, and we may venture to say that of
the number of corporations projected for the purpose of building
and maintaining an electric railway during the year 1895, fully
seventy-five per cent, of them made tenders of their securities in
payment for the construction of their line to contractors and without
in any way investing a single dollar, and we are further safe in say-
ing that not more than ten per cent, of such railways were con-
structed. It, therefore, strikes us as being remarkable that this
branch of the electric railway industry has not been taken up by
large capitalists in the various cities of the East and West, making a
specialty of the handling of these securities; certainly the contractor
is in favor of it, for it enables him to give his undivided time and
attention to the construction of the line alone. Certainly the finan-
cial institution handling the securities can place them among the in-
vestors more quickly than any one else, and the railway company
can have as good if not a better property, at a less cost, thereby
decreasing the fixed charges, and we sincerely hope that in the
coming year a number of these financial institutions will have come
into existence for this purpose, and we can safely predict, having
done so, with a reasonable amount of capital and good management,
the greatest success will be attained by the:-Ti.

The American people are progressive. They are constantly
looking about and anxious to make new investments. They are
ready to listen and take up new projects. Electric railways have
been progressive and are attractive, as well as a convenience to the
public, and it would be foolish to predict anything other than a
great advancement in the construction of electric railway lines for
the coming year. The high price of material and peculiar condition
of our national government may have a tendency to hold in check
the onward progress until such time as absolute confidence has been
restored.

It is, therefore, not an easy matter to predict that the coming
year will prove all sunshine, and, upon the other hand, it is not
likely that the great amount of energy and push displayed hereto-
fore, will fall by the wayside. We believe push will win'.

In the mean time, wishing you a prosperous new year, we re-
main,

Yours very truly,

Ster.x & Silverman.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Nf.w York, December 24, 1895.

Gentlemen :—The business of the General Electric Company
during the year of 1895, despite the convalescing financial condition
of the country, has been one both gratifying and encouraging. Busi-
ness, which during the hard times had languished, has been not only
brisk but at times overwhelming, exceeding all previous years. But
the demand has been promptly met by our factories.

Our railway business has shown most excellent results. The
superiority of the General Electric Company's apparatus is now gen-
erally conceded. The generators which it manufactures have
proved to be superior, to those placed before the street railway
public by any other manufacturers. In particular the introduction

by us of the direct connected generator for railway service, has
met with more than ordinary success and has proved that the
step taken was not only expedient under existing conditions but
absolutely necessary. It is scarcely four years since the direct
connection of railway generators to the engine shaft was mooted
as advisable and the attention of railway managers drawn to

this economical method of electrical generation. .So little had been
done up to that time in the development of this type of unit for railway
service that the practice was criticised by many prominent engineers as
inherently defective and inadvisable. They argued that the fluctua-
tions inseparable from railroad operatifjn must necessarily introduce
injurious strains between the engine and the generator. Indeed,
had the opinions of these engineers prevailed, the belt driven gen-
erator would still remain supreme. A great deal of attention was
given at that time to methods for nullifying the internal strains, but
experience has shown that the expedients then considered necessary
are superfluous, the problem being one of simple inertia; a properly
proportioned fly wheel overcoming the difficulty and serving as a
perfect medium of transmission, absorbing the most violent fluctua-
tions possible, e. such as come with the opening of the main cir-

cuit breaker, dropping the load from maximum to nothing.
The self-evident advantages derived from direct connection, such

as increased efficiency, reduced floor space required per horse power,
and the general reduction in operating expenses, not to speak of
minor advantages, have established this as standard railway practice.
So much so is this the case that belted generators are now rarely
installed, except in cases of very small units or owing to some un-
usual surrounding conditions.

The first large units of this modern type generator installed for
railway service were the 2,000 and 1,000 H. v. generators which the
General Electric Company set up for the operation of the Intramural
Railway at the Chicago Exposition. That form, modified by the
experience of the past two years, is the standard of the General Elec-
tric Company at the present day. Some idea of the extensive use of
direct connected generato s in this country may be gathered from
the following figures, giving approximately the number of direct
connected railway generators installed by the General Electric Com-
pany:

K. W. K. W.
22 200 4,400
8 225 1,800
6 250 1,500
13 300 3>900
27 4cx> 10,800
22 500 11,000

29 800 23,200
2 1,300 2,600

12 1,500 18,000

77,200
This makes a total of 77,200, 77,200,000 watts, or about 103,000

H. P., of direct connected units installed throughout the United States
in the most important stations in the country. They have become,
in the eyes of street railway men, as we have said, the standards of
efficiency in railway practice, and in no case has dissatisfaction with
their working or their output been expressed since the first was
started.

The motors of this company are the G. E. 800, the G. E. 1,200
and the G. E. 2,000. The first was introduced less than two and a
half years ago, and to-day 20,000 of them are in use on the street

railways of this country and Europe. It has undergone little change
since its introduction. Slight improvements have been introduced,
dictated by two years of experience, but it is the same motor in al-

most every respect. It is gratifying to this company to know that,

whereas, its G. E. 800 motor and K controller have remained stand-
ard since their introduction, the motors and controllers of other com-
panies have undergone numerous and radical changes, averaging
about two each year, in the endeavor to bring their performances
up to that induced by the invariable qualities of the G. E. 800. It is

not surprising that the G. E. 800 motor has met with the success
which it has, when it is remembered that for the same power it is

lighter in weight than all other motors, a fact which insured to the
station manager less cost of track maintenance and less cost of hand-
ling. It is sparkless; it is of better workmanship; it has a larger wire
on the armature and has a larger coil surface. The wiring is sym-
metrical, avoiding the crossing of wires of large difference of poten-
tial; the insulation is thicker; there are more segments in the com-
mutator; each segment is of hard drawn copper and each has a sep-

arate slot. The armature is mounted on a sleeve, so that the shaft
can be removed without disturbing the winding. The field frame is

of steel, which allows of a large reduction in weight, and is sup-
ported above or below the axle line. The fields number two instead
of four and the coils are insulated with asbiestos. These peculiar
distinctive qualities of the G. E. 800 motor are those which have
tended to give it the very extraordinary sale among street railway
managers which we have just mentioned above.

The G. E. 1,200 motor was called into being by a demand for a
machine adapted to street railway work, where sharp grades and
heavy loads had to be met, and for high speed suburban work,
where heavy cars or trains must be drawn at speeds of from fifty to

100 per cent, greater than those common to street railways.

The G. E. 2,000 is a special motor designed for elevated railroad,

work and branch steam railroad work. It is wound for speeds of

from twenty to forty miles per hour. This motor has been adopted
by the Metropolitan Elevated Railway, Chicago, and by the N. Y., N.
H. & H. R. R. on its Nantasket Beach Branch. With these three
motors the General Electric Company feels as thdugh it had reached
the limit of motor development, so long as electricity is not yet in
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general use on the main steam roads. ' If improvements are made
they will be made toward increasing the power of the motor with as
small an increase as possible in the weight and number of parts.

One thing may be certain, that if any future developments are made,
the good qualities present in the motors just mentioned will never be
sacrificed.

The development of the series parallel controller by the General
Electric Company, and the incorporation in it of the magnetic blow

G. E. 800 MOTOR.

out, interlock and other principles, have resulted in a device which
has absolutely no rival in the field. So much so is this the case that

the K Controller and the K2, which is the K with one additional step

oi resistance, have been for the past three years and still are the

only controllers on which street railway men place reliance. The
principles involved are covered by patents which enable the General
Electric Company to maintain its position before the world as manu-
facturers of the only controllers which have given universal satis-

faction.

We can point with more than ordinary pride to our station ap-

paratus, which during the past year has been still further improved
and developed as experience has dictated. The most modern sta-

tions have adopted our methods of panel switchboard construction,

and the majority of them are now using our station apparatus.

Our sales of line material have also been of a highly gratifying

nature. It should be remembered that we are the only electric com-
pany which manufactures everything necessary for an electric rail-

road, from the largest dynamo down to the smallest span wire insu-

lator. The insulation of our line material, e.xperience tells us, is as

perfect as modern knowledge can make it, and each separate device

has been the object of careful consideration of the most experienced
railway engineers in the country.

A glance at the work done by the General Electric Company
during the past year shows that the most important electrical pioneer
work in the country has been effected by them. In the railway field we
may mention the Nantasket Branch of the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.;

the construction and operation of the large locomotives on the Balti-

more & Ohio line; the complete equipment and successful operation
of the Metropolitan Elevated Electric Railway, Chicago, the first

permanent electric elevated railroad in this country; the introduction

of the principle of long distance power transmission for interurban
service, as between Lowell, Mass., and Nashua, N. H., and the oper-

ation of the Portland Street Railway by current generated twelve and
one-half miles away. The success of the electrically equipped rail-

way was emphasized by the president of the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

in his recent annual report, in which he spoke in very high terms of the

successful results obtained by the innovation. Similar language was
also used by the president of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, in de-

scribing the success of the electric locomotives of the Baltimore &
Ohio line.

G. E 1,200 MOTOR.

The Metropolitan Elevated Railway in Chicago has been in op-

eration since the month of May and was recently put to as severe a

test as could well be imagined. On the 25th of November of this

year, the motf furious snowstorm in twenty-four years visited

Chicago, stopping the operation of every street railway and steam

road running in that city. The only exception to this general rule

was the Metropolitan Elevated Electric Railway, which ran under its

ordinary schedule time, without any greater stops than one of nine
and the other of five minutes.

The Lowell plant demonstrates the feasibility of using high ten-
sion alternating current for transmission. Three phase current of

5,500 volts is transmitted a distance of seven and one-half miles to a
substation where part is transformed down and converted into direct
railway current of 500 volts. The balance of the high tension cur-
rent is carried to Nashua, fifteen miles distant, and there undergoes
the same transformation and conversion for the operation of the
street railway in Nashua itself.

The conduit system opens up a new. hope for rapid transit in

large cities, where public opinion or other reasons militate against
the installation of the overhead system. From the day of the open-
ing of the Lenox Avenue and the Washington Roads no accident has
occurred to mar their even operation. The cars are started and
stopped without the jerking inseparable from the use of the cable.
The system in use on Lenox Avenue will shortly be installed on an-
other long line in New York and will probably be further extended as
the year 1896 progresses. The conduit roads laid down on the
Lenox Avenue line. New York, and in Washington, D. C, according
to the plans of the General Electric Company, have so far proved
eminently successful and there is a prospect of this system becoming
widely adopted within the coming year.

Of the new devices which the General Electric Company has
introduced, the most important is the electric brake, shown at the
Montreal Convention, and described in your December issue. The
principle involved is radically different from that of any other brake,
and the advantages of a device which for its operation makes no de-
mand on the station current, does not require the motorman to

grapple with any new problem, does not need any complicated ap-
paratus, while preventing skidding and flattening of wheels and
the consequent strain on the truck frames, will be patent to all.

The Thomson recording wattmeter, which has done such excel-

lent service in the lighting field and power stations, has now been
adapted for use on the cars themselves, the record of the meter show-
ing the performance of the car and giving the operating company the

best possible idea of the work of its motormen. We fully expect

G. E. 2,000 MOTOR.

that there will be considerable business done in these meters during
1896.

So much for our retrospect. Our prospect is most encouraging.
With apparatus such as we have developed and improved along the
lines dictated by long e.xperience, we feel that we can go before the
street railway industry with the assurance of meeting with the
measure of success which the perfection of our apparatus warrants.

Shortly we shall produce a new motor of 1,000 lbs. horizontal
effort and to be known as the G. E. 1,000; this is for use where a
motor is required of intermediate capacity between the 800 and
1,200 machines.

The success of our allied companies in Europe during the past
year has been of a similar character to that of our own, and the
prospects there are, perhaps, even more encouraging.

Yours truly,

General Electric Company.

Strike in Philadelphia.

An extensive strike occurred last month on the lines of the Union
Traction Company of Philadelphia. The alleged purpose of the
strike was principally to secure better wages with shorter hours and
recognition of the Union. At the time of going to press the strike

had been settled and the men had returned to work, but the condi-
tions of settlement had not been announced. During the strike the
riotous element occasioned considerable disorderly conduct and de-
stroyed quite a good deal of the property of the company.
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Gravity Return System.
A> .

—
The accompanying engravings show a method of gravity return,

owned by the Holly Steam Engineering Company, and designed to

return to the boilers the water produced by condensation of steam in

power plants. The object of the system is to avoid the employment
of pumps, steam traps and other steam devices, and to provide for a
protection against accumulation of condensation, As will be se'en,

the Holly system is a mechanical application of the laws of gravity
and steam. A diagramatic view of the incthod employed is given
in Fig. I.

The operation, which is simple, is as follows; The receiver is

placed below all drips, and receives the condensation and entrain-
ment through a suction tee, receiving the initial or boiler pressure
through its forcing end. The initial pressure is supplied through a
pipe of suitable diameter, connecting directly with boilers or with
a steam main, where the pressure is not diminished by friction or by
velocity. This is the equalizing pipe, and unites the initial and ter-

,
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FIG. 1.—DIAGRAM SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF GRAVITY

RETURN SYSTEM.

The steam allowed to pass from the top of the separator through
the reducing valve creates a lifting action from the receiver to the
separator, whereby the water is carried up with the steam in finely

divided sections to the separator and fills up in the return pipe above
the check valve, until a column is formed in the return pipe above the
water line in boilers. This column increases in height until its

weight, plus the terminal pressure of steam contained in the sepa-
rator, is greater than the steam pressure on the water line in the
boilers. Then the resistance of the boiler pressure on the check
valve is overcome and the water flows continuously from the separa-
tor into the boilers. It will be noticed that at no point in the return
system is the pressure reduced. In this respect the system is unlike
that using pumps, where the condensation is taken from a tank or

FIG. 2.—HOLLY REDUCING VALVE.

trap, for in this case the water is pumped from a temperature which
is much less than that in the boilers the difference in temperature
being a direct loss.

The reducing valve is e.xceedingly ingenious and simple in con-
struction. It consists of only three parts—a receiving chamber, a
disk and a discharge chamber. The pressure from the receiving
chamber passing through a central opening, is deflected by a disk
and forced to enter the discharge chamber by circulating around the
disk, thus producing a slight pressure on its upper surface. This
pressure equalizes a proportionately greater pressure on the smaller
surface exposed to the opening from the receiving chamber.

The system has been adopted by a large number of prominent
power users. Included among them are such companies as the Met-
ropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York City, and the Con-
solidated Traction Company, of Newark, N. J. The chief engineers
of both these systems speak in the highest terms of the results se-

cured. Among other users are the West End Street Railway Com-
pany, of Boston; the Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company, of
Providence ; the Staten Island Electric Railway Company, the Port-
land Street Railroad Company, and the Holyoke Street Railroad
Company.

A New Rail Cleaner.

minal pressures in the receiver, so if there be a loss throughout
the power system it will be made up in part, or nearly in full, in this
device, and the action of the suction tee is to draw from behind the
forcing end the water of condensation from all drips into the receiver.

From the opposite end of the receiver a vertical riser extends to
some elevation above the water line in boilers, and terminates in

a separator, usually a vertical pipe made larger in diameter. This
forms a separator, but, unlike other separators, the quantity of steam
passing through is very small. From the bottom of this separator a
pipe extends down to the boilers, and has direct connection with
each through lateral pipes, each provided with gate and check valves.
From the top of the separator a small pipe, usually one-half inch or
three-quarter inch, also drops through with the return pipe to
the boiler or engine room, and is provided with a Holly reducing
valve (see Fig. 2) at some point easy of access. This valve will re-
duce from 160 to five pounds, and allows a very small quantity of
steam to pass, usually into the heating circulation or heater. If

wasted, the quantity would be so small that its cost would be insig-
nificant, as compared with the amount of water returned.

A new type of rail cleaner or sweeper, which strongly commends
itself, has recently been brotight out by the Hunter Automatic Fender
Company. The device consists of two round steel brushes mounted
upon a shaft, so that each brush is located over one of the track rails.

The brushes are operated by a sprocket chain and wheels, taking the
necessary power from the car axle. They can be easily and quickly
thrown into or out of action, by means of a lever on the platform.
When out of action the brushes are carried some ten inches above
the rails. When in action they revolve in the opposite direction to

that of the car wheels, and are guaranteed to thoroughly clean the
rails of snow, sleet, mud or dirt of any kind, thus giving the wheels
a clear and clean rail. The idea is to make each motor car of a line

its own track sweeper or cleaner, and it seems to be a thoroughly
practical one. This device was used on the cars of the South Coving-
ton Cincinnati Street Railway Company last winter, and that com-
pany speaks of it in the very highest terms. The Hunter Automatic
Fender Company has acquired the patents, and is the manufacturer of
this"device, and the company is so confident of the success of its rail

cleaner that it will send a trial one free on three days' notice.
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Wheel Manufacture in Cleveland.

The street car wheel department of the Cleveland foundry,
operated by the Dorner & Button Manufacturing Company , furnishes

some interesting information regarding the processes of manufac-
turing and methods of testing street car wheels for all classes of ser-

vice. Although the company is making a specialty of its double
plate wheel, which is fully described below, the output includes

wheels of any size or weight that may be required, either for

motor cars or trailers. The capacity of the foundry, with its nu-

FIG. 1.—INTERIOR OF CASTING HOUSE.

merous annealing pits, is ample for

all requirements, while the extensive
machine shops of the company are well
equipped for finishing the wheels and
mounting them on the axles.

The foundry is conveniently located

in the outskirts of the city, where raw
materials, owing to excellent transpor-
tation facilities, are laid down at mini-
mum expense, and the finished product
can be as advantageously shipped di-

rect to the purchaser.
The interior arrangement of the works

is quite well shown in Figs. I, 2 and 3.

Fig. I shows the interior of the cast-

ing house, where the arrangement of
the molds is entirely different from any-
thing we have hitherto illustrated. The
molds are arranged in circles, with a
crane standing in the center of the circle

and carrying the ladles of metal from
mold to mold. In the foreground are
two molds, one of which is closed and
the other open, showing the space into
which the molten metal runs to form
a wheel. These central cranes are dis-

tributed through the shops within reach
of each other, and thus form an exceed-
ingly convenient arrangement; and
while commanding each circle of molds
they also enable any load to be carried
up and down the shop, in case of neces-
sity, from one crane to the other. In
the engraving, half of the circle, which
contains sixteen molds, is shown.

In Fig. 2 is an interesting view taken
from an instantaneous photograph within the foundry, showing the
very act of filling the molds with melted iron. In the foreground
is shown one of the ladles swung by a bale from the crane, and
also the double handle by which the molder pours the iron into the
mold. In the distance is shown another ladle, which is being oper-
ated in the same way, and also the great ladle in front of the
cupola from which the smaller ones are filled. The difficulty of
making a photograph of this kind, which must be in some respects
semi-instantaneous, and in others must have considerable time in
order to bring out the dark portions of the shop, will be appreciated
by those who have tried to get good views of work of this character.

Fig. 3 shows the annealing pits. It is well known that a cast
iron car wheel when it is cooled in the ordinary way, if it does not
actually break by its own unequal contraction in cooling, would
usually yield upon so small a provocation in the shape of a blow as
to be of little value. One of the requirements, therefore, of making
a perfect cast iron wheel is to so anneal the metal as to relieve the
soft web and hub from all strain caused by the shrinking of the hard
chill and thick rim. At the same time, this annealing must be so
exactly done that the immense hardness of the chill is not disturbed.
The annealing pits of the Cleveland foundry, where this part of

the work is cared for, consists of wells built of a fireproof brick
and surrounded by non-conducting material. Into
these the wheels are lowered by the peculiar and
ingenious forms of hooks shown. Each one of

these hooks holds the wheel by the center, and,
upon the tripping of a clutch when the wheel has
reached the bottom of the pit, lets go its hold and
is again hoisted out to take on another wheel. The
wheels, after lying in the sand from eight to fif-

teen minutes, are sufficiently hardened to stand
handling, although one is occasionally found so
soft as to "bleed," according to the founder's
phraseology; that is, some of the central portions
are still in a melted state, and upon being lifted

from the sand these portions run out. Being still

red hot and at about the best temperature for

annealing, they are placed in the annealing pits

tightly closed, and are left for a given time, which
depends upon the various conditions of weight,
size, service and atmospheric conditions. When
they are removed, they usually undergo a severe
series of tests, to determine the uniform hardness
of chill and general quality of the wheel. At the

same time, while undergoing these physical tests,

they are carefully inspected for all the different

defects to which even the best wheels are subject.

Defective wheels are, of course, at once thrown
out and sent to the drop to be broken up. The
percentage of imperfect wheels" in a carefully

managed foundry where there is a good system
of molding is, however, exceedingly small, skill

and care reducing these defects to a minimum.
Figs. 4 and 5 show front and back views of the

Dorner & Dutton double plate car wheel. Steam
railroad men will need no explanation regarding
the superior strength which a double plate wheel
has over a single plate. The double plates, start-

ing from both the inside and outside of the wheel,
and finally uniting and passing on to the tread,

but brokenup on the back by a series of ribs taking

FIG. 2— FILLING THE MOLDS.

the place of spokes, increase the strength of the wheel enormously,

without interfering with the depth of chill or other essential features.

In fact, the depth of metal forming a part of the tire of the wheel and

starting out into the plates is practically not very different from that

of the spoke wheel. Just what the difference in strength is may be

seen from the tests of the two wheels, of which the broken sections

are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In weight there was a difference of but

fifteen lbs. between these wheels, though one only gave way with

eight blows from a 145 lb. drop falling sixteen feet, while the other

resisted but six blows from a twelve foot drop. The curved form of

the ribs and of the plates themselves has a double office to perform.
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The first of these is to enable the metal to shrink and readjust its

particles in cooling, so as not to leave any strain within the wheel,
and the other is an even greater advantage in imparting to the
wheel a certain amount of elasticity. It is not generally known that
within the limits of its power to bend cast iron is one of the most
elastic metals with which we have anything to do. Although the
cushioning effect of the curved plates and spokes is not to be
measured by feet and inches, yet the effect of a blow delivered upon
a wheel which is of such a shape as to utilize the elasticity of the
iron is very much less than in a wheel of different form. The

inches, instead of seemingly less than one-half that amount. Great
care was taken in making this photograph and an effort was made by
the photographer to remove the stain, but it was not successful.

The character of the iron of which these wheels are made is very
well shown in Fig. 6, which is a photograph somewhat reduced from
a section of a test bar, such as is cast with every lot of wheels made.
This bar is cast against a chill, and it shows the normal depth of pen-
etration considerably over an inch. A slight rusting of the section
before it was photographed destroyed some of the characteristics of
the metal, and the photograph therefore is not as brilliant as it would

!FIG. 3.—ANNEALING PITS.

Dorner & Button Manufacturing Company will be pleased to furnish
photographs, illustrations and further description of this new double
plate wheel.

Fig. 7 is from a photograph of a section of the double plate thirty-

three inch wheel for motor service. The chill of this sample is exceed-
ingly hard, scratching glass with considerable ease. The depth of the

chill is shown in the photograph by the fineness of the grain. The two
samples, Figs. 7 and 8, actually appear to be very similar in charac-
teristics. The tread is smooth and free from chill cracks. The
weight of the wheel was 365 lbs., and was made to withstand a break-
ing test of eight blows of a 145 lb. drop falling from a height of six-

teen feet. The sample piece is soft enough to batter under the ham-
mer very easily. The greatest depth of chill on these samples is an
inch. The flanges of both samples. Figs. 7 and 8, are thoroughly
and fully chilled, and the wear of the flanges should be of the very
best.

Fig. 8 shows a section broken from a thirty-three inch spoke
wheel, having a weight of 350 lbs. It withstood six blows from a

otherwise have been. By
comparing the grain of the
soft iron with that of the
wheels, shown in Figs. 7
and 8, it will be seen that

there is very little difference

between them. The speci-

men is, perhaps, slightly

softer and more open than
one of the wheels, but is less

so than the other. The difference, however, is probably as small
as would be found in two samples from the same ladleful of metal.

FIG.

Frog and Crossing Works lo be Sold.

The works of the New York Frog & Switch Company, which are
located at Hoboken, N. J., and which were recently put into the

hands of a receiver, are to be sold at auction
on January gth. The buildings occupy
sixteen lots well located for manufacturing
purposes and have been erected since 1891.
The plant is equipped with all modern
machinery including a seven ton open
hearth steel furnace, a Shaw electric crane,
etc. Two sidings from the Weehawken

ST P. 'J^AY jBurr,'j,.

FIG. 4.—DOUBLE PLATE WHEEL. Mo. 5.—uuUbLE PLATE WHEEL, FIG 7.

125 lb. drop falling twelve feet. It has the same characteristics as
the other sample, although perhaps the iroa is a trifle softer where it

is not chilled. The chill, however, scratches glass with equal ease
and shows a smooth tread and flange. In one respect the photo-
graph does not do the wheel justice, for it will be noticed just inside
the root of the flange that there is a dark spot appearing like a soft
place in the chill. This, however, was due to a slight rust spot on the
specirnen, probably caused by the touch of a damp finger. In reality
the chill extends entirely outside of this spot across the wheel, the
depth of chill from the point of chill upward being one and three-eighths

Branch of the New York, Lake Erie & Western Railroad extend into

the works of the company. Shipments can also be made over nearly
all the trunk lines by the New Jersey Junction Road.

Cherryfield & Milbridge Street Railway Company, of Cherry-
field, Me., has been incorporated to build an electric railway from
Cherryfield to Milbridge, a distance of five miles. Capital stock,

$30,000; par value, $100 per share. Directors: S. D. Leavitt, of East-
port, Me.; Geo. A. Curran, of Calais, Me. , and others.
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Large Car Works in Chicago.

The Wells & French Company occupies the anomalous position

of being the oldest and newest car concern in the West; oldest in

point of age and experience, and newest by reason of the recent de-

struction of its entire plant. The fire which occasioned this resulted
in the rebuilding of extensive works during the past twelve months.

both elevated and cable lines. This ample space is wholly utiliz^'^

by the companj' for its various buildings, lumber yards and track^-

.Situated on the Chicago River, it has unusual facilities for handling
material used, such as lumber, coal and iron, and its own system of
tracks and switches connects directly to the lines of the various steam
roads which center in Chicago. Inasmuch as the great drainage
canal will enter the river directly opposite its works, the company
has the prospective advantage of very cheap water.

Entering the grounds at Blue Island Avenue,
we come to the various buildings in the order
named: The planing mill, power department,
machine shops, blacksmith shops, woodworking
shop, erecting shops of the freight car department;
these augmented by such shops as the tin

shops, bolt and shear shop, storeroom and paint

shop, etc. In none of these departments is there

anything particularly characteristic to be noted,

excepting, perhaps, the general plans and con-

struction of the various buildings, with a view
toward facilitating the work. It is also

noticeable that the machinery is new and con-

siderable of it built for special and multiple

work. For instance, there are machines in the

woodworking department to finish door posts

and to cut out carlines at one operation; to drill

timbers twelve feet in length, any width, with

different size drills at one operation, and many
other machines devised by the company for

special work.
In the machine shop there are machines to

So carefully and intelligently was this work
planned that the result is an ideal arrangement
for the purpose intended. The factory is now
thoroughly equipped with the latest improve-
ments in machinery, tools and devices for practi-
cally and economically doing electric or other
street car work of every description.

For forty years past the company.has been
doing miscellaneous work, building bridges,
street cars, freight cars of various kinds and
special cars, such as grain elevator cars, snow

IN AND ABOUT THE WORKS OF THE WELLS & FRENCH CO.

sweepers, mining cars, etc. Bridge work, however, was practically
abandoned two years ago by the company, at which time it was
decided to go more extensively into the building of street cars.

This plan was interrupted through the great fire of 1894 which
wiped its plant out of e.xistence.

The company's property embraces about twenty-seven acres,
located almost in the heart of the manufacturing district of Chicago,
and extending from Blue Island Avenue on the north to the Chicago
River on the south, a distance of one-half mile, and is reached by

drill transoms and arch bars at one operation.
In the bolt and shear shop are punches that will

punch as many as twenty different sizes at one
time.

The next new building to the south is a power
house, erected for the purpose of heating the
main shops. This building is considered
thoroughly fireproof, with vaulted roofs, so that
it can be occupied with safety should a serious
fire again occur. The Sturtevant method of

heating is employed, which consists of two im-
mense Sturtevant fans which are located in this

building, forcing hot air through iron ducts into

the various buildings of the company. This build-
ing also contains fire pumps and apparatus for

safety purposes.
Proceeding from this building, we next come

to the soft castings foundry, a new building par-
ticularly well lighted and ventilated, and which
is equipped for turning out fifty tons of soft

castings per day, the quantity now being used by
the company. Machinery is used for this work
wherever possible or practical, and is all driven
by electric motors.

From the soft castings foundry we next come to the wheel
foundry, which is unquestionably the most modern designed building

of its kind in the United States. All the work is done automatically.

The molds are handled with both hydraulic and compressed air

hoists. The wheels are also conveyed in this manner into and out of

the pits. The large ladle is tipped by a compressed air cylinder,

making the action easy and certain. All of the machinery in this

building is also driven by electric motors. The output of this build-

ing is 400 wheels per day. Recognizing the fact that street car
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wheels require a tougher and stronger iron than ordinary car wheels,

a separate cupola is used for the special mixture and for street car

wheels only. The company is making a specialty of this part of its

business, aiming only at a high quality and uniform standard.

The planing mill in the street car department is the next build-

ing in our course. This shop is provided with all new machinery of

the most improved and modern pattern. Next to this is located the

street car building shop proper, with a capacity of eighty cars on the

floor. Over this, on the second floor, are the

various finishing rooms for the smaller detail

work of street cars, the arrangement being such
that all of the heavier work is done on the ground
floor. Electricity is likewise the exclusive mo-
tive power in this building, several large Siemens
& Halske motors being used, the current being
supplied from a Siemens & Halske direct con-
nected generator of 400 h. p. capacity located in

the power house of this department, and which
supplies the current for the motors in the foun-
dries before described, and for grinding paint in

the paint house, as well as furnishing light for

the entire plant. The motors used are mostly
twenty-five H. r. Beyond this large erectfng
shop is the paint shop of equal dimensions. This
building will be extended 500 feet further early
in the spring. Lumber to be dried in the kiln

is loaded on special cars for this work which are

run into the kiln where the lumber is dried with-

out unloading.
The works are turning out an excellent line

of cars.

which is absorbed by the wood. This method of treatment is said
to "have given even better results than have been obtained from some
of the more pretentious and elaborate processes.

In this connection, it may be said that this wood preservative
has been extensively and successfully used in this country on dock
platform and building, car and telegraph construction, and notwith-
standing the traditional conservatism of the farmer, large quantities
have been used in the construction of farm and other fences, for

vineyard stakes, fisherman's poles, etc. Its ease
of application and low cost makes it available
for uses on street car lines.

Mr. Ouincy, treasurer of the O. & C. Com-
pany, advises us that the inquiries frequently
received and the unsolicited business, which has
already come to that company from the street car
systems of the country, have led him to establish
a street car department which will take up the
special work of extending to street c.ar lines a
proper presentation of the company's specialties.

VIEWS IN THE WORKS OF THE WELLS &

FRE^JCH CO.

Carbolineum as a Tie Preservative.

The Q. & C. Company, which for more than

eight years past has paid particular attention

to the preservation of railway ties from destruc-

tion, by reason of the cutting in of the ties by the

flanges of the rails, has completed arrangements
in Germany for the manufacture of a specially

prepared Carbolineum, which is called the O. ilt

C. In its preparation especially, reference is

made and great attention given to its more per-

fect adaption to the climate and woods of this

country which, up to this time, has never been
considered. By the use of this product it is

claimed that timber, whether used in ties, plat-

forms, docks, buildings or cars, will be well pre-

served so that its period of life and usefulness is

much extended.
One of the main difficulties which has stood

in the way of the adoption of the more general processes of wood
preservation has been the fact that the first step required the erec-

tion of elaborate and expensive plants, or, where the amount of

timber to be treated did not warrant this expense, the added cost of

transportation to and from established plants added very consider-

ably to the cost and in many cases caused perplexing delays.

One of the chief advantages of Carbolineum is the ease and sim-

plicity of the methods of application which can be readily accom-
plished by spreading the product on the surface of the timber with

ordinary paint brushes, two coats being given. In many cases, the

timbers, poles, ties, fence posts, etc., are dipped in the Carbolineum

The Servis tie plate manufactured by this company is especially
adapted to all lines using cross ties and it has proved itself to be such
an effective rail fastening, that the railways of the eastern and west-
ern mountain ranges have to a considerable extent discontinued the
use of rail braces on their sharp curves, and the Servis tie plate,
which both preserves the tie and securely holds the rails, has been
substituted. It is claimed that, in every instance, the Servis tie plate
has been found to hold the rails securely to gauge where rail
braces had previously failed. 'While the rolling stock of street rail-

ways is not so heavy as on steam railroads, the use of the best
construction, it is generally admitted, is quite as important.
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Automatic Governor. Double Spindle Lathe.

The accompanying illustrations show the governor used by The
Brownell & Company on its automatic engines. In the illustrations

Fig. I is a view of the complete governor. Fig. 2 shows the main ec-

centric removed, with the pin bolted to it, which fits into the hole in

the auxiliary eccentric yoke: Fig. 3 shows this auxiliary eccentric

yoke removed. The springs are also removed in this view.

As will be seen the governor has the usual arrangement of

weights and springs, and belongs to that class of governors in which

The accompanying engravings show a double spindle lathe man-
ufactured by J. J. McCabe, the object of which is to combine in one
machine both a medium and a large lathe. Many street railway
companies which have small repair shops have found that it has been
necessary to put in one large lathe about thirty-eight in. swing,
that they would have occasional use for on large work in addition to
medium sized lathes. As already stated, the engraving shows one
machine which accomplishes both results.

FIGS. 1, 2 AND 3.—AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR.

the eccentric swings from a fixed point. The principal feature of the

governor is the manner in which the motion of the weights is trans-

mitted to the main eccentric. As is shown in Fig. 3 the weights are

connected by links to the ears of the auxiliary eccentric, which is

fitted to turn upon the hub of the governor wheel, so that as the

weights are moved the au.xiliary eccentric is turned around the shaft.

This auxiliary eccentric is fitted with a yoke or strap, which is shown
in position in Fig. 2 and removed in Fig. 3. In this yoke is a hole

which receives the pin bolted to the main eccentric in Fig 2. Thus
as the auxiliary eccentric is turned around the shaft its yoke is

thrown across, carrying with it the main eccentric, which is thus
moved nearer to or farther from the center, and thereby decreasing
or increasing the throw.

The advantages of this combination of eccentrics are that the

governor is mechanically locked in every position it assumes, and
can only be moved by pulling on the weights, the pull of the valve
having no effect whatever, while at the same time the governor is

free and certain to act. To reverse the governor the pin bolted to the

main eccentric is changed to the holes shown on the opposite side in

Fig. 2, the weights and springs are changed to the holes provided
for them, and the operation is complete.

The governor is compact, yet all adjustable parts are very ac-

cessible. All wearing parts are circular in form, thus insuring
smooth, uniform wear. The entire wear of the governor is taken up
by two simple adjustments. The governor was designed by H. C.

Clay, superintendent of the engineering department of The Brownell
& Company.

The " W. E." Clip.

The automatic clip shown herewith is of malleable steel, having
a height of 2}i in., a length of 2i{ in., and a weight of 4)^ ounces.

It is automatic in its adjustment to any size wire, from No. 2 to

No. 00, and is adapted to fit any hanger, having a ^ in. stud, with-

out the aid of any extra attaching plugs or special attachment of any

As is well known this result can be secured by "raising blocks,"
but as machinists know, this method is by no means entirely satis-
factory.

As shown in the front view, the lathe is adapted for use on the
smaller work, and is no different from the regular 24 in. lathe of the
same make, except that the end of the spindle projects somewhat
more to give room for the pinion that drives the supplementary

FRONT VIEW DOUBLE SPINDLE LATHE.

spindle, and the tail stock is somewhat heavier than it otherwise
would be. In other respects the lathe is unchanged, and handles
just the same as the regular 24 in. lathe ; the intermediate being
moved out of engagement with the pinion so that the supplementary
spindle can remain at rest.

When the larger work comes along, it is only necessary to con-

THE "W. E." CLIP.

kind. The grip obtained on the trolley wire is limited only by the

amount of power which is applied to the expansion nut.

The trolley wheel does not touch the clip. The latter is V
shaped, like the groove in the wheel, tapering to a point where it

clamps the wire, which it does in such a manner as to leave the bot-

tom of the wire perfectly bare and free, giving a smooth unbroken
line for the wheel to travel on. The clip is manufactured by the

Western Electric Company.

George B. Larrai ee, of Salem, Mass., has been appointed super-

intendent of the Milford, Holliston & Framingham Electric Rail-

way Company, and will open an office in Holliston.

REAR VIEW DOUBLE SPINDLE LATHE.

nect up the gears, put a suitable face plate or chuck on the upper

spindle and put the work on the upper pair of centers, an extra

tool post being provided for bringing the tool up level with the center

if this is desired, though it is, of course, not always necessary.

The upper spindle that carries the large work is powerfully
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triple geared, ratio being twenty-two to one. The regular spindle,

with swing of 24 in., is the standard size that is adapted for the or-

dinary run of work, and with its many "new features" it is a very
handy lathe for light and medium work. Box legs are now put on
in order to add to the rigidity of the machine. The extension of car-

riage slide will be noticed on the cut of the rear view. This is for the

purpose of giving the tool rest a full bearing when boring to the center
of upper spindle. The other features of the lathe will be readily under-
stood from the engravings, though it might be added that the tool

posts, though in appearance just like the ordinary ones, are really dif-

ferent and probably more than twice as stiff and three times as good
generally as the regular post of that type.

The lathe as shown has a 10 ft. bed, takes 6 ft. lietween centers,
swings over the carriage 24 in. and 38 in., has i y\, in. hole through
spindle, and weighs 5,500 lbs.

A New Station in Philadelphia.

The People's Traction Division of the Union Traction Company,
of Philadelphia, has recently put in operation a power station at

Ogontz, a suburb of Philadelphia. The station has at present 3,000
H. P. capacity, with an ultimate capacity of 4,000 ir. p. It is on the
route of the York Road Line of this company, the popular trolley

party route. It is novel in a number of particulars, as will be seen
from the accompanying engraving, showing the engine and gener-
ator room.

The engines are of the vertical type, manufactured by the E. P.

Allis Company. The cylinder dimensions are 26 and 48 X 48 in.,

and take steam at 125 lbs. pressure. The flywheel is twenty-five
feet in diameter, and has a weight of 100,000 lbs. The shaft is

INTERIOR OF POWER STATION OF UNION TRACTION CO., AT OGONTZ.

Calendars and Catalogues for 1896.

The New Year has been marked with the usual number of new
catalogues and calenders. Those which we have seen have been on
the whole remarkably handsome and tastefully printed. Among the
calendars which are particularly so which we have received are
those published by the Knowles Steam Pump Works and J. H. Sted-
man. Among the catalogues which are especially attractive and
which have been sent to us are those published by the Metropolitan
Electric Company, the Western Electric Company and the Weir Frog
Company.

Trade Journals Consolidate.

It is announced that the Natiotial Car Locomotive Builder, of
New York, and the /fOTi-r/raw Engineer Railroad Journal, oi the
same city, both monthly periodicals in the steam railroad field, will
consolidate in January, 1896. M. N. Forney, editor of the latter
journal, will be editor of the new publication, which will probably
bear a name uniting the titles of both of the former papers. Both
periodicals are well known and we cordially wish every success to
our contemporary.

twenty-two inches in diameter. The engine is direct connected to a
Siemens & Halske 800 K. w. generator.

A novel method of connecting the engine and generator shaft
is employed, the object being to prevent the breaking of the crank
pin in case the end of the shaft should settle and thus throw the
shafts of engine and generator out of line. To guard against this
emergency the armature shaft is not rigidly connected to the shaft
between the two cylinders.

The result sought is accomplished by making the crank of the low
pressure cylinder, the cylinder nearest the generator, rigid on to one
crank disk. The other end of the crank pin is keyed in a box which
is fitted accurately into a radical slot in the crank disk at the engine
end of the armrture shaft. This does not interfere in any way with the
transmission of power from the engine to the generator, as there is,

of course, no backlash, but would permit, in case of accident, the
tilting of the armature shaft at an angle to the engine shaft.

The plant is a very compact one, and is handsomely finished,
resembling in this particular the Delaware Avenue power station of
the same company. The steam generating plant consists of Berry
boilers, and the condensers are of the Schutte type.

The Albion Construction Company of Chicago, 111, has been in-
corporated to construct and operate street railways. Capital stock
$25,000, par value $100 per share. Incorporators, Wm. B. Fitzgerald
Wm. P. Black, Albert H. VoUintire.
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A New Air=Brake Compressor. Street Railway Track Cleaner.

The Standard Air-Brake Company were pioneers in the manu-
facture of air-brakes for street railway cars, and that company has
been constantly striving to solve the numerous problems which sur-

round the braking question. It is only just to them to state that it

is due largely to their special, concentrated efforts that increased
attention has been given to better brakes.

The cut shown herewith illustrates a new, special type of com-
pressor for high speed electric cars. There are cases where a rail-

way company, operating cars at high speeds, is reluctant to adopt an

The arrival of cold weather has brought to the attention of street

railway managers the necessity of keeping tracks clean from snow,
ice and slush. A new device to accomplish this result has been
brought out by the Hickley Launch & Electrical Manufacturing
Company, and is illustrated herewith. Thq principle is that each
car shall be its own street cleaner, and the method employed seems
efficacious and simple. Two circular brushes are attached in front of

the truck, as shown, at such an angle that the motion of the car
drives the brushes, which are revolved by the friction of the rails.

The brushes are either of

rattan, brass or flat, galvan-
ized spring steel. They are

mounted on a triangular
frame which is so hinged
that by a simple lever move-
ment the brushes are lowered

TRACK CLEANER.
NEW STANDARD AIR COMPRESSER.

electrically-driven compressor, on account of cost. In such cases,

and where there is a free a.xle obtainable, the difficulty is met by the
use of this geared compressor. Its use will effect a saving in cost
over the electrically-driven type.

The construction of the new geared compressor is designed to

meet the severe requirements of to-day's practice. It will be noticed

that the gears are entirely enclosed and they are therefore protected
against dirt, slush and water. They are of cast special cut steel.

This, as is well known, means long life. The cut steel gears used on
modern electric motors attest this fact. One of the officials of a lead-

ing New England road stated recently that their steel cut gears had
been running for over two years and showed no appreciable wear.
The geared compressor bearings are similar to motor bearings and
are provided with ample lubricating facilities.

An important improvement effected by the use of this geared
compressor is the ability to utilize the pony axle on a double truck
car, while at the same time the speed of the compressor is brought
within a practical limit. By this means the wear and tear is very
greatly reduced and it is not necessary for the eccentric to make need-
less revolutions. For slow speed cars the eccentric encircling the axle
answers perfectly. On higher speed cars, however, it is not neces-
sary to have eccentric throw as often as the increased revolutions
make necessary, for it leads to unprofitable wear.

Another great improvement in the geared compressor is the

valve arrangement, by means of which it is now possible to unscrew
valves without loss of time and to restore them (or others) to place
in less than five minutes. This makes it unnecessary to remove the
car from service in case valves require adjusting or attention. The
replacing can be done while car is in service. To admit of increased
speed the valve ports have been enlarged and apparatus designed
in various details for this end. The cut does not show that the

compressor is meant to be elastically suspended. The supports are
flexible, and allow the compressor to meet every condition of swivel-
ing and the upward and downward jolt as well as side play of car
body and truck. This means that when the car rides on rough rails,

no damage can result to the compressor, as all play is immediately
taken up by the new method of suspension. Any jar of the wheels
or axles is not imparted to the compressor. In this respect the sus-
pension resembles the latest support of the modern motor. It is

obvious that air-brakes and electric motors must go hand in hand,
and the makers of both are likely to be in the van of the struggle for

improvements.
A special feature of the geared compressor is that there is no

chance for the lubricant or oil to escape. This is accomplished by
an ingenious arrangement (not shown in cut) and the continuous
lubrication of crank shaft is also secured. At the same time there

is provision made for draining the compressor when it becomes nec-
essary.

This new geared type will be appreciated by managers of high-
speed roads who, while realizing the vital need of power brakes, do
not feel able to pay the increased cost of the electrically driven com-
pressor for the air-brake system. The company now builds an axle-
driven compressor for moderate speed cars, a geared type for high
speed cars, and an electrically driven type for cars making extraordi-
nary speeds. It is thus possible for every car in existence to be
equipped with an air-brake.

The Metropolitan Traction Company has decided to increase
the salaries of the conductors employed on its Broadway line.

or raised from the track. They have been found particularly useful
where a nose plow is used, since they remove the skin or thin layer

of ice and snow on the rails, usually left by the plow.
The Hickley Company is also supplying, when desired, steel

nose plows, a foot deep, which run just in front of the brushes, tak-

ing off snow to the depth of one and a half or two inches, the brushes
caring for the rest. These plows are operated, like brushes, by a

lever from the platform. The brushes have a diameter of from
eighteen inches to two feet, depending on the height of the car, and
a width of ins. of bristles. The brushes have been operated very
satisfactorily on the Seashore line, at Asbury Park, N. J.

The Johns' Exhibit at the Atlanta Exposition.

The exhibit of the H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company at the

Atlanta Exposition was situated in the Electrical Building, not far

from the General Electric Company and across the aisle from the

Fort Wayne Electric Company, and contained the most recent and
characteristic forms of the trolley line and Valcabeston insulating

materials. Brass frogs or switches, insulated trolleyjbreaks and

H. W. JOHNS' EXHIBIT, ATLANTA.

crossings, wooden tree insulators, etc., were also shown. In a panel

between the sample board was arranged a large number of the forms
in which Vulcabeston is furnished for use in street car controllers of

the various manufacturers ; and also commutator rings and shapes

for special purposes. One of the glass cases situated in the front of

the space was filled with still further illustrations of the adaptability

of Vulcabeston to a great variety of purposes ; such as for brush
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holder bushings, washers, insulating sleeves, commutator rings, arc

lamp parts and magnet spools in a great variety of sizes and shapes.
In another glass case was illustrated the association of Moulded

Mica and Monarch insulating materials with metal parts by an ex-

hibition of well known switches and other devices. A. space, how-
ever, was reserved for a beautiful specimen of crude Asbestos rock,

showing in places the delicate fibre of Asbestos, and resting upon a

sheet of Vulcabeston one-sixty-fourth inch thick.

Within the space on tables was shown a number of Electrotherms,
which are new articles in the trade. They are heating devices, con-
sisting of resistance wires covered with Asbestos, the whole being
securely woven together to form an indestructible mat. Wires for

conveying the electric current are provided and a plug for insertion
in any wall fixture. A regulating device determines the amount of

current which shall pass into the resistance wires, which soon become
warm and communicate their heat to the Asbestos, thus producing
and localizing a temperature which may be regulated and used for

many medicinal, surgical and household purposes. The Electro-
therm was also shown in forms for use in street cars. Those already
in use have proved so satisfactory and economical in operation that

the company has been obliged to increase its facilities for manufac-
ture to supply the demand.

Altogether the exhibit was tastefully arranged and very com-
plete and attracted a large share of attention.

j

Improvements in Engine and Dynamo Building.

The J. H. McEwen Manufacturing Company, the builder of
automatic engines, has entered the electrical field and is building
dynamo electric machinery in connection with its engine business.
The company's high speed engines, which have been in market for

about four years, have gained an enviable reputation. The com-
pany claims that for direct connected apparatus much better results

FIG. 1.

can be obtained when both engine and dynamo are built by the same
company, assembled and thoroughly tested before leaving the works.
Then again all parts can be standardized and made duplicate, and
can be turned out at less cost than it is possible when the engine is

built by one company and the dynamo by another in widely different

localities.

This company has made some recent improvements in the details

of its engines, notably in the governor and cross head. The govern-
or, see Fig. l, has one bearing, and that a roller pin bearing, which
requires no lubrication, so that the want of lubrication will not affect

its regulation, and as the spring is the only part that is adjustable,

there cannot be any trouble from misadjustment. The engine must
regulate well, as the builders guarantee that every engine will not

run one revolution slower when fully loaded than when running
empty, and a reduction of boiler pressure from the greatest to that

necessary to do the work, will not reduce the speed of the engine one
revolution.

Fig. 2 shows the construction of the cross head. The shoes are

held in position by eccentric bolts. To adjust position of shoes for

wear, it is only necessary to loosen nut and turn the eccentric bolt

to such an extent as is necessary to give proper adjustment. Then
tighten nut, and it will remain in that position. It will be noticed

that shoes swivel on the eccentric bolts, so that it is impossible for

shoes to hav^ anything but a full bearing.

The Thompson-Ryan dynamo represents a radical departure
from the beaten tracks of dynamo design. The most important
feature is a set of series windings surrounding the armature, and
termed balancing coils. This feature, which is the invention of

Prof. Harris J. Ryan, of Cornell University, was introduced for the

purpose of balancing armature reaction. The field castings are of

three pieces of steel which are held together by four bolts. One of
these castings is the " pole ring," shown in Fig. 3, through which the
balancing coils are wound, and the other two constitute the field ring
proper. Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 is a view of the completed pole ring. The field ring, Fig.

7, shows on its internal periphery the " pole necks," around which
the coils are placed. It will be seen that the field ring is of such a
shape as to entirely enclose the field coils, thus thoroughly protect-
ing them from mechanical injury. On account of the very small
amount of field energy required the rise in temperature of the field

coils is very slight, notwithstanding the fact that these coils are so
nearly surrounded on all sides. No compound winding is used on
these dynamos, since, it is claimed, the balancing coils afford a com-
pounding more effective than the compound coils of the ordinary
dynamo.

The armature cores are of thin plates of a special steel, the dis-
tinctive feature of which is its unusually low hysteresis loss. The
plates are stamped out in the form of rings, and a series of long
slots are punched near the edges. These rings are then clamped
firmly to a central hub or spider by means of brass end plates.
There are no bolts passing through the laminated core, and no iron
comes in contact with these plates. As a consequence of this there
is no leakage of magnetism and no development of potential in any
part of the core to cause eddy currents and waste energy. The holes
in the plates form "tunnels," in which the armature windings are
placed. Fig. 6 gives a very good idea of the appearance of the fin-

ished armature core.

Another peculiarity of this machine is the large number of poles
used. This feature, which in ordinary designs would be bad prac-
tice, is a valuable one of this peculiar style of design, enabling the
builders to greatly shorten their armature conductors, and to use on
all their armatures what may be described as the cylindro-hexagonal
style of drum winding. In this winding, all parts of every conduc-
tor of any particular layer on the armature lie in the same cylindric-
al surface, and the windings do not bend down over the end of the

FIG. 5.

armature core at any point, and the conductors being placed through
the core and below the surface, no binding wire is necessary.

The armature being large in diameter the central opening is

also large and extends entirely through the armature from end to
end, thus affording large heat radiating surface. The principal ven-
tilation is effected by the winding itself. The conductors cross one
another in such a way as to form a sort of open lattice work with in-
numerable radial openings, through which the air circulates in great
quantities.

The efficiency of the dynamo is given as high, approximating in
the 200 K. \v. size 90 per cent, within the range of ordinary service.

Another important feature of this dynamo is the great ease with
which two or more machines may be worked in parallel. They may
be thrown in parallel while differing widely in voltage produced, and
each machine will take its due proportion of the load, notwithstand-
ing the fact that they may be greatly over compounded.

The Thompson-Ryan dynamos will be built in sizes up to 1,500
K. \v. capacity, both belted and direct connected.

Book of Views.

The Hartford & West Hartford Railroad Company, of Hartford,
Conn., has recently published a pamphlet devoted entirely to views
along its line. The pamphlet is very handsomely printed and the
views are tastefully arranged. The railway extends from Hartford
to Farmington and Unionville through a most picturesque country,
part of it being close to the Farmington River. The line also passes
several parks.

FIG. 3. FIG. 4.
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Direct Connected Generator Work.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing Company, Windsor, Conn.,
has been building for some time past a type of generator for direct

connection, which has received universal praise from its users. The
demand for a machine requiring a minimum of floor space and atten-
tion has so increased within the last few years that this class of ap-
'paratus has become a large portion of the factory's output, and es-

pecial care and thought has been expended in producing the ma-
chine.

The frame is of the multipolar type with cast steel poles bolted
to a cast iron frame. This frame is adapted to be supported from
the engine base in either of two ways, as may be most covenient to

the engine builders. The frame may be bolted by means of lugs on
the side to the sub-base, or it may rest directly on the sub-base and
be bolted thereto at the bottom. The illustration shows the latter

method.
The field coils are wound on highly insulated metal spools, the

either in its manufacture or in connecting the trolley line to it.

Rights, lefts, Ys and crossings are made in practically the same
manner.

The switches are used exclusively by the Cleveland Electric
Railway Company, Detroit Railway Company, London Street Rail-
way Company, London, Ont., Erie Electric Motor Company, and are
extensively employed by various roads throughout the country.
They are manufactured by Horsburgh & Scott, who have hardly been
able to keep up with their orders this season for these goods and
their gears, pinions, etc., and are preparing to make quite extensive
additions to their works.

Car Jacks.

A handy jack is not only a most convenient tool in a street rail-
way car house and repair shop, but is absolutely necessary for con-
venience of handling cars and removing wheels and other purposes.

In the last issue of the Street Railway

J
lURNAL there was published an engrav-

n J showing a very convenient jack man-
ufxctured by the National Jack Company.
The accompanying engraving. Fig. 2,

sho ws the jack in use. It occupies when
closed only a small space 4 in. X 24 in.

and weighs but thirty pounds, so that, if

des red, one can be carried on every car.

'ihe range of hoist is fourteen inches.

FIG. -CAR JACK.

DIRECT CONNECTED GENERATOR AND ENGINE.

series and shunt coils being in separate compartments. The arma-
ture consists of a sleev'e which supports the core and commutator.
The winding is made up of copper bars laid in slots cut in the sur-

face of the core and thoroughly insulated from it and from each
other. These bars are connected at the ends by spiral connectors so
arranged as to avoid crossings of conductors of a maximum potential

difference. The armature is thoroughly ventilated by apertures
among the laminations of the core. The commutator consists of

segments of hard copper held in place by collars bolted together.
The bolt nuts are so arranged as to be of easy access when the ar-

mature is in place in the machine, and are prevented from jarring
loose by a convenient nut lock.

Either tangent or end contact brush holders are provided, which
are supported on a rocker arm from the bearing.

These machines run exceedingly cool and practically noiseless,

and without sparkiag when operating continuously at any load
within their rated capacity. They are of high efficiency even under
light loads. These machines are at present built in sizes up to

200 K. \v.

Improved Trolley Switch.

The improved trolley switch illustrated herewith, is claimed to

possess those very desirable qualities, lightness and strength. The

TROLLEY SWITCH.

FIG. 2.—CAR JACK IN OPERATION.

and the jack shown is built to raise ten tons. One end of the car can
be set off sixteen inches and back on the rails with one throw each
way in four minutes.

The Second Avenue Traction Company of Pittsburg, Pa., has
switch pan is formed of No. 16 steel, and the leads are strong and bought land and will build five brick car barns. W. J. Burns is

easily adjusted. No solder is used in connection with this switch, general manager.
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Buffalo Notes.

This city is a battle ground of street railway interests and has
been ever since Tom Johnson and his associates organized the trac-

tion company and set about to obtain the right of way through the

streets. It would take a volume to outline the case and only results

will be noted. The decision of Judge Spring, of the Supreme Court,
is one of these. It had never been settled lieforc what should be the

mode of procedure in obtaining the consents of the three bodies
that have jurisdiction in the case—the State Railroad Commission,
the Common Council of the city, and the people owning real estate

fronting on the streets to be traversed. Judge Spring decides that

any one may be obtained first and that the order is a matter of indif-

ference.

The Traction company, therefore, proceeded on all three at once.
At the first hearing before the Board of Aldermen consent was ob-
tained with but one dissenting vote, but this action was soon looked
upon as precipitate, and further action will be taken before the final

consent of the city can be obtained. The Railroad Commissioners
have granted two long hearings and the case before them is closed,

with the exception of the argument to be made by council in Albany.
There is a lull in the proceedings just now.

The old company is strengthening its service. It has laid a new
double track through Court Street, for which it has had the franchise
some time, and has put on a new line of cars from Niagara and Con-
necticut Streets across to Main Street at Allen. The contention of

the new company is that the present service is defective in cross-

town lines and this is in a way admitted by the old company, which
adds as a reason that it has been unable to obtam the consent of

property owners to use such streets as Utica and West Ferry, which
are essential to strengthening the system in that way.

The local world is still full of trolley schemes for connecting
Buffalo with outlying towns. The last venture reported is a line

from Lockport to Buffalo, with extension to Wilson on the Lake On-
tario shore, which has developed rapidly of late as an excursion cen-
ter. Right of way is already being obtained, beginning at Michi-
gan Street, Lockport.

The public is still looking with considerable astonishment on the

amount of traffic the Ely cars are getting on the Niagara Falls route.

They are well filled and ought to be paying good profits. The com-
pany has ordered a large number of new cars for the summer travel,

and will reap a harvest then, according to all indications. The
Niagara Power Company is now furnishing the power to these cars,

so that this current already comes to the city line.

The aldermen of Batavia have granted A. B. Wilgus, of New
York, who had a franchise to build a trolley line in that town, an
extension of time from December to August. The line is to be three
miles long, and will run to Horseshoe Lake, east of the town. Mr.
Wilgus is negotiating with the Niagara Tunnel Company to furnish
the power.

San Francisco Notes.

The Market Street Railway recently built two miles double track
electric road in eight da3's. This work covered an extension of the
Mission Street jine to the new Ingleside race track. Six hundred and
fifty men were employed most of the time. The company has re-

cently changed the Ellis Street line from cable to electricity, and
' work on changing the Oak Street line to electricity is now under
way. The Alameda Street power station of the company has re-

cently been increased by the addition of a 1,200 h. h., vertical triple

expansion condensing Union Iron Works engine directly connected
totwo400 K. w. Siemens & Halske generators.

The Sutro Railway built by Mayor Sutro, and connecting the
main part of the city with the Golden Gate Park by transferring to

the Sutter Street Railway, is nearly completed and will be opened for

traffic February ist, 1896. In the track construction sixty pound Tee
rail is used, spiked directly to redwood ties and bonded with three
No. o per joint. The overhead work is the usual span wire construc-
tion. Substantial 8 in. X 12 in. X 30 ft. square sawed redwood poles,

set 6 ft. in the ground being used. The motor equipment will con-
sist of six G. E. 800 double car equipments, six Westinghouse 12 A,
25 H. P. double car equipments and fifteen 50 11. P. double Walker
equipments. The 25 11. p. motors are to be used on 26 ft. single
truck cars, and the 50 11. v. motors on 38 ft. double truck cars. The
trucks are of the Brill manufacture, and the car bodies of the Cali-
fornia type, having an open section at either end, and a closed sec-
tion in the middle. The open sections have glass fronts, and the

bodies are painted white with gilt Icitjring and present an attractive

appearance. The roofs are painted vermillion.

The Oakland Consolidated Street Railway Company has under
construction an addition to its power plant consisting of a 400 K. w.
Walker generator driven by rope transmision from a 600 ir. v. hori-

zontal tandem compound condensing Buckeye engine.
The Piedmont tV Mountain View Railroad of Oakland has finished

changing its entire system from cable to electric. On one branch it

was found impossible to avoid a 15 per cent, grade. No trouble,

however, was experienced in ascending it when using two w. p. 30
General Electric motors.

Surveys are being made for the construction of an electric road
to the top of Mount Tamalpais an elevation of 2,700 ft. near San
Rafael on the opposite of the Golden Gate from San Francisco. The
line will be about four miles long and will probably involve some
such devices as are used on the Mount Lowe Railroad near Pasa-
dena.

News Items.

Akron, O.—Samuel Thomas and Calvin S. Brice, of 80 Broad
way, New York City, have bought the Akron Street Railway and the

Akron General Electric Company. The price paid is stated to be

f 1,200,000.

Baltimore, Md.—The City & Suburban Railway Company has
been granted a franchise to build a new line from the city limits to

Hammond's Ferry road. F. D. Shaffer is purchasing agent. The
office of the company is at York Road and Carroll Avenue, Balti-

more, Md.

The Baltimore & Gunpowder Electric Railway Company has
been granted a franchise for an electric railway from the eastern

limits of Baltimore to the Gunpowder Falls. Among those inter-

ested are James Young, James Gilmore, C. B. McClean and F. J.

Schneider.

The Columbia & Maryland Railway Company has been granted
the right of la)'ing its tracks on Wilkens Avenue. Thomas M. Lan-
ahan is president, and R. S. Carswell is secretary of the company.

Bath, N. Y.—The Bath & Lake Keuka Railway Company has
been Incorporated to build an electric railway from Bath to Ham-
mondsport. Capital stock, $100,000. Directors: Isreal A. Kelsey,
of West Haven, Conn.; John T. Prince, of Boston, Mass.; John T.

Prince, Jr., C. L. B. Tyler, F. H. Viels, George E. Tyler, Charles M.
Hyde, R. J. Carpenter, John L. Miller, of Corning, N. Y.

Belleville, Ont.—The Belleville Traction Company (Ltd.) has
been incorporated to build an electric railway in Belleville. Capital

stock, $100,000; par value, $100 per share. Incorporators: S. A.
Lazier, T. C. Lazier, R. C. Lazier, S. S. Lazier and S. D. Lazier.

Binghamton, N. Y.—The new line of the Binghamton Railroad
Company to Union has been formally opened to the public. G. T.

Rogers is president of the company.

Chicago. 111.—Commissioner Kent has issued a permit to the

Chicago City Railwaj' Company, allowing it to extend its Clark Street

line to Washington Street, under the conditions of the ordinance
passed recently by the council. The company agrees to pay $25,000
to the city on the day the first car runs over the line.

Dedham, Mass.—The directors of the Norfolk Street Railway
Company, which has recently been granted a franchise, are J. R. Bul-
lard, T. T. Robinson, H. C. Deland, J. W. Chase and F. F. Favor,
all of Dedham, Mass., F. Doane, of Norwood. Mass. and A. A.

Whittier, of Boston, Mass.

Gorham, Me.—At a recent special town meeting the question of

an electric railway from Gorham to Westbrook was discussed. A
committee consisting of Stephen Hinkley, Geo. B. Emery and Geo.
W. Reynolds was appointed to continue the effort to secure the road.

Hartford. Conn.—F. T. Levy, of Springfield, has secured the

contract for building five and one-half miles of the Hartford, Man-
chester & Rockville Tramway.

Jersey City, N. J.—The Consolidated Traction Company has
been given permission to erect a trestle over the tracks of the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, G. Campbell is purchasing
agent for the company.

Kanras City Mo.—The ordinance granting a franchise to the

West Side Street Railway Company has been read in Council and
referred to the Streets, Alleys and Grades Committee. T. J. Fry is

interested.
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Knightstown, Ind.—The New Castle & Knightstown Electric

Railway Company has been incorporated to build an electric railway

seventeen miles long. T. J. Smith, of Indianapolis, Ind., is one of

the incorporators.

Lee's Summit, Mo.—W. E. Winner is interested in a projected

electric railway to be built from Lee's Summit to Dodson. Louis
Lamkin can probably give further information.

Little Falls, N. Y.—A franchise has been granted to the Little

Falls & Richfield Springs Electric Railroad Company by the town of

Columbia. Mr. Zoller, of the Girvan House, is interested.

Lockport, N. Y.—Milton Tennant, of Lockport, is interested in

an electric railway to be built from Lockport to Buffalo.

Lodi, N. J.—The New Jersey & New York Railroad Company
will build an electric railway to Hasbrouck Heights. H. W. De For-

est, 62 William Street, New York City, is president of the company.

Lorain, O.—The county commissioners have granted the Lorain

Street Railway Company the right to extend its line across the via-

duct over the Black River. J. K. Frye is purchasing agent for the

company.

Madison, Wis.—W. T. Fish, of Madison, Wis., and H. C.

Adams, of Wingra Park, have received a franchise to construct an
electric railway several miles long.

Mansfield, O.—The Mansfield, Savannah & Wellington Electric

Railroad is being organized to build an electric railway from Mans-
field to Wellington, O. T. Y. McCray, of Mansfield, is interested.

Memphis, Tenn.—The Memphis Street Railway Company lately

incorporated has been granted a franchise.

Meridian, Miss.—The Electric Railway Company, of Meridian,

is still on the market for trucks. W. R. Hall is manager of the

company.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Milwaukee Street Railway Company
has announced its intention of extending its line to North Milwaukee
in the spring. C. D. Wyman is general manager.

Montreal, Can.—Notice has been given that application will be

made to Parliament for an Act to incorporate the Montreal and South

Shore Highway Bridge & Electric Company with power to build an

electric railway and also bridge over the St. Lawrence. R. V. Sin-

clair, of Ottawa, is solicitor for the applicants.

Nashville, Tenn.—The Nashville Street Railway Company has
received permission to extend its line for a short distance on West
Line Street.

New Haven, Conn.—The officials of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad Company are taking active steps toward the

introduction of electricity on their lines. Charles P. Clark, of New
Haven, is president.

New London, Conn.—The New London Street Railway- Com-
pany has purchased land and will erect a new power house. L.

Bentley is superintendent and purchasing agent.

New Philadelphia, O.—C. E. Mitchener, of New Philadelphia, O.,

has been granted a franchise for an electric railway from New Phila-

delphia to Uhrichsville. Work will not be commenced until next

summer.
New York, N. Y.—The Metropolitan Traction Company is pre-

paring to make a test of the Johnson-Lundell closed conduit system.

A section of track is to be equipped at the foot of 34th Street.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The Niagara Falls & Lewiston Railroad
Company has applied for permission to extend its line. J. K. Brooks
is superintendent of the company.

Norfolk, Va.—The Port Norfolk Electric Railway Company has
been petitioned to extend its line to Norfolk. M. W. Mason is gen-
eral manager and purchasing agent of the company.

Norway, Me.—The Norway & South Paris Electric Street Rail-

way Company has chosen a committee consisting of H. L. Shepherd,
of Rockland, and George L. Beal, of Norway, to confer with the

officials of the Grand Trunk about operating the branch railroad

from South Paris to Norway by electricity in place of steam.

Oakland, Cal.—Felix Chapplet, of Oakland, Cal., and D. Chis-

holm, of Hay wards, Cal., who were granted a franchise some time
ago, will probably build their road soon.

Orange, N. J.—The Orange Mountain Traction Company has
been incorporated to take over the property of the Orange Mountain
Cable Company. Capital stock, $150,000. Incorporators; W. G.
McFarland and L. G. Dodge, of Philadelphia, and Wm. S. Hood, of

Camden, N. J.

Ottawa, Que.—The Ottawa Electric Railway Company will

build a large new building at Hintonburg in the spring to be used
for theatrical purposes. J. W. McRae is president of the company

Peoria, 111.—The Consolidated Street Railway Company will

make several extensions and improvements in its line in the spring.

J. N. Ward is a director of the company.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Franchises have been asked for the Enter-
prise Street Railway Company, the East Philadelphia Street Railway
Company and the Western Philadelphia Street Railway Company.
These companies were incorporated some time ago. J. C. Mc-
Naughton, of 2034 Race Street, Philadelphia, is interested in all of

these companies.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—A charter has been issued to the City Inclined
Plane Company, which intends to build an inclined plane from a
point on Fourth Avenue over the Monongahela River to the top of

Mount Washington. The structure will be about 6,000 feet long and
forty feet wide, with double tracks, and a grade of between nine and

ten per cent. Its chief feature will be a suspension span 1,565 feet

long.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Duquesne Branch West Side Railroad
Company has been incorporated to build an electric railway in Alle-

gheny County about ten miles long. Capital stock, $100,000. Presi-

dent, James D. Gallery, of Pittsburgh; directors, John C. Reilly, W.
J. Burns, John S. Scully, and Wm. D. Evans, of Pittsburgh, and
James W. Scully, of Allegheny.

Portland, Me.—The Standard Electric Car & Power Company
has been organized to develop a certain invention of improvement
for electric railways. Capital stock, $500,000. Officers: President,
J. K. Wightman, of Boston, Mass.; treasurer, G. C. Hackett, of Wake-
field, Mass.

Portland, Ore.—A decree of foreclosure has been taken in the

suit of the Mercantile Trust Company, of New York, against the
Portland Consolidated Street Railway Company. The amount of the
decree is $452,775-

Pottstown, Pa.—The Pottstown & West Chester Electric Rail-

way has been incorporated to build an electric railway from Potts-
town to West Chester, a distance of twenty-two miles. Capital
stock, $500,000. Directors; J. P. Robinson, of Philadelphia, Pa.;

A. C. Ash, of Trappe, Pa.; H. P. Clay, of Pottstown, Pa.; H. H.
Robison, of Collegeville, Pa.; F. D. Ash, of Spring City, Pa.

Providence, R. I.—A temporary organization under the name
of the Providence & Taunton Street Railway Company has been in-

corporated to build an electric railway from Providence to Taunton,
Mass. Capital stock, $30,000. Directors are Earl H. Potter, of See-
konk, Mass.; Reuben Bowen, of Rehoboth, Mass.; N. A. Walker,
Dighton, Mass.; Josiah King, of Seekonk, Mass.; Fred. E. Perkins,
Johnston, R. I.; W. B. M. Miller, of Providence, R. I., and Peter
H. Corr, of Taunton, Mass. A permanent organization will be in-

corporated in a short time with a capital of $250,000 or $300,000.

Providence, R. I.—The Union Railroad Company has been
asked to extend its lines in the Seventh Ward, which will probably be
done. A. T. Potter is general manager and purchasing agent for

the company.

Richmond, Va.—John C. Robertson, of Richmond, is interested

in an electric railway proposed to run between Richmond and
Huguenot Springs.

The Frederick & Middletown Electric Railway Company has
awarded the contract for grading its roadbed, between Middletown
and Braddock Springs, a distance of three and one-half miles. This
distance was divided into five sections. The first and second were
awarded to L. F. Kefauver, the third and fourth to D. E. Kefauver
and the fifth to Mr. Mann, of Catoctin Mountain.

Ridgeway, Ont.—The Crystal Beach Improvement Company,
of Ridgeway, has decided to build an electric railroad between Ridge-
way and Crystal Beach.

Rochester, N. Y.—A. Frederich & Son has secured the contract
for building the new repair shop for the Rochester Railway Com-
pany.

Rockport, Mass.—W. B. Ferguson, of Maiden, Mass., is inter-

ested in a proposed six mile electric railway in Rockport.

Sacramento, Cal.—The Sacramento Electric Power & Light
Company has been incorporated to build an electric railway in Sac-
ramento. Capital stock, $1,500,000. Directors; Albert Gallatin of San
Francisco, A. J. Ralston, H. P. Livermore, C. P. Livermore and
Joshua Barker, of Oakland, Cal.

Sacramento, Cal.—The Sacramento, Fair Oaks and Orange
Vale Electric Railway Company has secured the right of way for its

road to the American River. L. T. Hatfield is president.

St. Johnsbury, Vt.—John Hale, of St. Johnsbury, is interested

in an electric railway which will probably be built in this place.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Central Railway Company is contemplat-.
ing the erection of an electric power plant. Wm. S. Long may be
addressed concerning the same.

Salem, Va.—J. W. F. Allemong, president of the Salem Improve-
ment Company, is conferring with the Basic City, Bridgewater &
Western Electric Company in regard to the construction of an elec-

tric line from Salem- to Blacksburg.

San Antonio, Tex.—The San Antonio Edison Company has
asked for a franchise over several streets of San Antonio.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Market Street Railway Company con-
templates the immediate extension of its Mission Street electric line,

a distance of about two miles. R. P. Schwerin is purchasing agent
for the company.

San Jose, Cal.—The Board of Supervisors of Santa Clara
County, Cal., will receive bids until January 8, 1896, for the purchase
of a street railway franchise, the road to be operated by electricity.

Santa Monica, Cal.—Surveys for the Los Angeles & Santa
Monica Electric Railway have been made and work will commence
soon. Thomas James, Town Engineer, can give further particulars.

Schomberg, Ont.—L. E. Hambly is interested in an electric rail-

way proposed to run from Aurora to Schomberg. A. B. Armstrong,
of Toronto, is solicitor.

• Scranton, Miss.—Martin Turnbull has asked the Board of Alder-
men for a franchise for an electric railway from East Pascagoula to

Scranton. Part of his petition was granted, and the balance was re-

ferred to a special committee composed of S. R. Thompson and C.
E. Chidsey.
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South Bend, Ind.—The South Bend Street Rail way Company
has been incorporated. Capital stock, $300,000; par value, $50 per
share. Incorporators: J. B. Birdsell, F. C. Niprold, A. L. Brick, W.
A. Funk, J. McM. Smith.

Springfield, N. J.—The Premier Electrical Company has been
incorporated to deal in electrical apparatus and appliances. Incor-
porators: L. A. Jackson, and Daniel Jackson, of New York City, and
Leon Abbot, of Hoboken, N. J.

Stamford, Conn.—The Stamford Street Railroad Company has
presented a petition asking permission to extend its lines in many
places, and to lay double track on the more important streets. G.W.
Peirce is superintendent.

Staten Island, N. Y.—The Board of Trustees of Edgewater has
granted the Staten Island Electric Railroad Company a franchise
for its line on several streets of the village. Geo. B. M. Harvey, 32
Nassau Street, New York City, is interested in this company.

Staunton, Va.—The City Street Car Company has decided to
equip its lines with electricity at once. No new cars will be needed,
but complete overhead and power horse equipment will be required.

J. H. Vail, 39 Cortlandt Street, New York City, will give specifica-
tions.

Steubenville, O.—Aultman & Lovejoy, of Chicago, are inter-
ested in a street car manufacturing plant to be built in Steubensville.
Capital stock, $50,000.

Tacoma, Wash.—The Seattle, Tacoma & Portland Electric
Railway Company is being organized to build an electric railway
from Tacoma to Seattle, and finally to Portland. H. L. Thomas, of
Seattle, is interested.

Tarentum, Pa.—The Tarentum Traction Passenger Railway
Company has extended its line as far as Bailey's Run. The com-
pany also announces its intention of building a bridge over the
West Pennsylvania Railroad tracks at Ferry Street. J. B. Crawford
is superintendent and purchasing agent.

Terre Haute, Ind.—James B. Dickson, manager of the Terre
Haute Opera House, is interested in an electric railway to be built to
Brazil.

Toronto, Ont.—Tamblyn & Gibson, of Toronto Junction, Ont.,
have secured the contract for building the extension of the Toronto
Suburban Electric Railway through Weston.

Valparaiso, Ind.—A franchise to build an electric railway in

Porter Countv has been gramed to Arthur J. Bowser, of Chesterton,
Ind.

Washington, D. C.—A bill has been introduced in the Senate to

incorporate the East Washington Heights Traction Company.
Among those interested are: James G. Berrett, Archibald M. Bliss,

Hamilton Disston and George S. Boutwell.

White Plains, N. Y.—The New York, Elmsford & White Plains
Railway Company has asked for permission to extend its line in sev-
eral directions. The franchises will probably be granted. The most
important of these extensions will be from White Plains to Mamar-
oneck.

Worcester Mass.—H. L. Pierce is interested in the proposed
Worcester North Street Railway Company, work upon which will

probably be begun soon.

York, Pa.—The York Street Railway Company will be extended
in the spring. J. H. Mellinger is superintendent of the company.

Youngstown, Pa.—Hugh Keogh, of Lancaster City; S. H.
Miller and E. Saxman, of Latrobe, are interested in an electric rail-

way about twenty miles long to be built in Pennsylvania.

The California Street Railway Association.

A meeting of officials of leading street railways of California
was held December 16, 1895, at San Francisco, and a general organ-
ization perfected for the purpose of consolidating the mutual inter-

ests of the officers and corporations operating the street railways of
the state.

The association- is patterned on the lines of the association in

New York and other states. Not all the roads of California were
represented at the first meeting, but since the main ones have
pledged their interests, there is no doubt that the others will follow.

There were about twenty of the street railway men present. S.

B. McLenegan, of the San Mateo electric road, was made temporary
chairman.

There were present E. P. Vinmg, general manager. Market
Street Consolidated, of San Francisco; J. E. Morris, of the Highland
Park road; F. W. Wood, of the Los Angeles Consolidated; Mr.
Wheeler, of the Oakland, San Leandro & Haywards road; A. K.
Grimm, of the Oakland Consolidated; A. W. Baron (division super-
intendent of the Market Street cable system) and M. D. Stein. As-
surances were given also that the various lines of Sacramento, San
Jose and other California cities might be counted on to act in con-
nection with the association.

Mr. McLenegan submitted a constitution, drafted partly from
that of the New York Association. It was adopted.

Col. Charles F. Crocker was then elected president and J. E.
Morris, secretary and treasurer. An executive committee, consisting
of E. P. Vining, F. W. Wood and Mr. Wheeler were also elected.
Messrs. M. D. Stein and A. W. Baron were also named as a com-
mittee to formulate suitable by-laws and report at the next meeting.

Steel Plate Engraving in Philadelphia.

It may be true that Philadelphia is a slow place, but the busi-

ness transacted there and the enviable reputation which the " yuaker
City" has for reliability and solid worth in all its business dealings,

more than offsets any joking allusion to its supposed slowness. A
recent instance of how business men of Philadelphia are not slow

when it comes to the matter of securing good and reliable trade, and
creating or providing the means of handling it, is offered by the house
of T. A. Bradley, the well known bank note engraver and steel plate

printer. This concern has n«w one of the largest plants in its own
line of business in Philadelphia, and the instance we refer to was
their securing of the big contract in New York City to print 50,000,-

000 tickets for use on the New York and Brooklyn Bridge. This
work has heretofore usually been done by the large bank note com
panics, and doubtless would have gone that way again, but for the

fact that T. A. Bradley this year started a remarkable innovation

in his business by the introduction of steel plate printing presses,

which he claims are the first ones to be used in practical work by
plate printers in this country. It is a feather in the cap of Philadel-

phia, as well as in that of Mr. Bradley, that so large an order was
captured by a "Quaker City" concern, tor it implies a thorough up-

to-date condition of things in that burgh, against which the bidders

from even the metropolis had apparently very little show. A
further extension of his facilities for handling large contracts, such
as the one just instanced, is contemplated by Mr. Bradley. His
business has been extending during the past few years all over the

country, five men being on the road all the time for the house, while
round the holiday season, when the demand for steel plate calendars
runs very high, this number is largely increased. The calendar
business this year shows a marked improvement over that of last

year and the year previous. Fully three times the volume of busi-

ness in the line of c;alendars alone has been done this year as com-
pared with last, and Mr. Bradley expects that the favorable re-action

in his own line of trade, which has characterized the past two months,
will continue throughout next year.

^
A Pennsylvania Insurance Corporation.

A comparative examination recently made by a prominent com-
mercial publication upon casualty insurance appears to have demon-
strated the strength ot the position held by the Guarantors Liability

Indemnity Company, and the falsity of attacks made by competitors
upon that company. The conclusions drawn by this publication are
substantially as follows:

1. A careful examination of the statements furnished to the in-

surance department since the company's existence shows that the
percentage of total expenses to premium receipts is less than that of

any casualty company taking business in Pennsylvania. For the six

months ending June 30, 1895, the percentage of disbursements to in-

come of the Guarantors Company was but 54.3 per cent., and this

percentage is said to be constantly decreasing.

2. The editor has satisfied himself by personal inquiry that the

rates obtained by the company are equitable for the bondholder and
the corporation, and that the company has refused to meet the cut

rates offered by its competitors, thereby turning unprofitable business
into their hands.

The company's business has had an almost phenomenal growth
especially considering the fact that it has been met by the sharpest
kind of competition from the older companies, who have, it is alleged,

-ormed a trust which the Guarantors refused to join.

A New Car Company.

A new company has recently been formed for the manufacture of

cars, which will absorb the business of James A. Trimble, of New
York; the plant of the Lewis & Fowler Manufacturing Company, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., and that of the J. W. Fowler Car Company, of

Elizabethport, N. J. The oflScers of the new company are: President,

J. A. Trimble; secretary, W. L. Brownell; treasurer, C. L. Camman,
Jr.

;
manager of truck and foundry department, W. C. Wood. The

company will occupy the extensive car works at Elizabethport, for-

merly occupied by the J. W. Fowler Car Works, and will have a
yearly capacity of 1,500 cars. The factory and machinery of lames
A. Trimble, formerly located at East 28th Street, New York, will be
moved to this plant, and the plans and diagrams of Mr. Trimble will

be largely followed in the new work. The register business will

form an important department of the business, and this will be
pushed to its full capacity. The track and special work will be in

charge of W. C. Wood.

Personals.

Mr. Edgar Peckham, president of the Peckham Motor Truck
& Wheel Company, was the recipient on December 25th of a hand
some silver pitcher, the gift of the employes of his factory. Later in

the evening Mr. Peckham was serenaded by the Peckham -band.

Mr. Charles W. Wason has severed his connection with the
Cleveland Electric Railway Company, and will devote his attention to

the different interurban electric railways with which he is connected,
most of which center about Cleveland, 'and to his other interests.

Mr. C. O. Mailloux, electrical engineer and expert, who has been
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traveling for some time in Europe, accompanied by Mrs. Mailloux,
has just returned. While abroad Mr. Mailloux has made a careful

study of the street railway and electric lighting systems on the other
side.

Mr George H. Baker, editor of the Ahitional Car Locomotive
Builder, has resigned his position with that paper. Mr. Baker has
long been recognized as one of the authorities in the field covered by
this long established paper and has made many acquaintances and
friends.

Mr. Joseph R. Roy, who has been until recently chief engineer
of the Montreal Park & Island Railway Company, has resigned his

position and has opened an office in Montreal as civil and general en-
gineer. Mr. Roy is an associate member of the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers.

Mr. Clarence E. Stump, well known in the street railway and
electrical field, and formerly business manager of the Street Rail-
way Journal has been appointed General Manager of the Electrical

E.xposition which is to be held in New York City, commencing May
4th and continuing until the first of June.

Mr. Elmer P. Morris has recently formed a business connection
with the Railway Department of the General Electric Company , and
will be stationed at Cincinnati. Mr. Morris was formerly with the

General Electric Company and more recently a me.nber of the firm

of Morris & MacCurdy, of Indianapolis and is very popular in the

street railway field.

Mr. H. A. Everett, vice president and general manager of the

Detroit Railway, is one of the best known street railway managers
in the United States. He is a son of Dr. A. Everett, the street rail-

way pioneer in Cleveland, and
received his training with the

East • Cleveland Railroad Com-
pany, of that city, serving in all

departments and obtaining a

thorough education in every de-
tail. He became, in time, the

head of his line in that city, and
after the consolidation resulting

in the present Cleveland Electric

Railway Company, or " Big
Consolidated," he wasprominent
and active in the management
of the new company. With the

great impetus in electric railway
construction of the present
decade, Mr. Everett extended
his interest to other cities, and
became identified with street

railways in Toronto, London,
Montreal and Winnipeg, Can.,
and, recently, with the Detroit,

Railway, of Detroit, Mich. He
is also largely interested in a

number of interurban lines cen-
"• ^- 1"-^ KRi'.ri'. tering at Cleveland. - Connected

with Mr. Everett in most of his recent enterprises here have been the
Messrs. Pack, of Cleveland and Detroit. George W. Pack, presi-

dent of the Detroit Railway, is also president of the Pack-Woods
Company, of Michigan, and is prominent in lumber, railroading,
banking and insurance circles in Michigan and Ohio. Albert Pack,
secretary and treasurer of the Detroit Railway, is a well-known
and influential figure in Michigan state politics.

Mr. William P. Seguine, lately of the Frost Veneer Seating
Company of New York, and one ot the pioneers in the perforated
seat and veneer business, has recently formed a connection with

Edward B. Jordan, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., and will have charge of

the railroad department of that

firm. With Mr. Seguine in his

service, Mr. Jordan may well

expect a large share of this im-
portant trade. Mr. Seguine has
made the subject of car seats

and veneers a life study, and
put into use the first veneer
seating ever employed by a
public conveyance. This was
in the old steamer "Shady
Side" more than twenty years
ago. When the Third Avenue
Elevated Railroad of New York
was built, Mr. Seguine was
awarded the contract for seat-

ing all the stations from South
Ferry to Harlem. He also se-

cured a contract from the West
Shore Railroad Company for

supplying all the stations from
New York to Buffalo with seats

and settees, and has done business with a large number of railroad
companies and car builders. He is a thorough mechanic and under-
stands all departments of the veneer business, being equally at home
in the veneer mill, in the factory, or setting up the work. His host
of friends in the street railway field will be glad to congratulate him
in this new enterprise.

WILLIAM P. SEGUINE.

Mr. Charles E. Billings, president and general manager of the
Billings & Spencer Company, of Hartford, Conn., can truly be said to

be the introducer of modern drop forgings in this country. Drop
forgings were manufactured to

a limited extent by Samuel Colt in

the '50's, but the devices were
crude, the work imperfect, and the
limits of practical application
narrow. Mr. Billings entered the

employ of the Colt's Patent Fire-

arms Company as tool maker and
die sinker, in 1856. He had pre-

viously served his time as an ap-
prentice in the machine shops, at

Windsor, Vt. Mr. Billings re-

mained at Colt's Armory until the

spring of 1862, when he closed

a contract with E. Remington &
Sons, of llion, N. Y., for drop
forgings for their army pistols.

This work was done at the city of

Utica, N. Y. The first contract
called for 25,000 sets, and was the

first of an order for 280,000 sets.

In the spring of 1865, Mr. Billings

returned to Hartford and acted for

Charles E. Billings. the next three years as superin-
tendent of the manufacturing de-

partment of the Weed Sewing Machine Compiany. In 1&69, he or-

ganized the Billings cS: Spencer Company for the manufacture of

repeating firearms. In 1870, he took up the manufacture of drop
forgings as a specialty, and the company soon advanced to a com-
manding position in this industry.

The works of the company, particularly in their relation to the
electrical industry in its manufacture of drop forgings for commu-
tator bars and overhead material, were described in the May, 1895,
issue of the Street Railway Journal, so that it need only be men-
tioned here that the number of drop hammers has increased from
two to si.xty, and the company now turns out about 400 tons of com-
mutator bars alone during the year. The all-pervasive force in the

development of the enterprise has been the inventive talent of Mr.
Billings. A single instance will illustrate: while visiting the Edi-

son Electrical Works, in 1886, he noticed the method of making
commutator bars, which was by two pieces united by pins and solder.

In a conversation which arose, the electrician of the works expressed
the opinion that they could not be produced otherwise. On return-

ing home, Mr. Billings cut the dies and in three weeks sent to the

Edison Company an invoice of barb forged in a single piece from
pure copper, and having a homogeneous molecular construction
throughout. The present extensive commutator industry of the

company is the result.

Mr. Billings is a prominent figure in the mechanical industry
and was elected October 2, 1895, president of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers.

Obituary.

Mr. Thomas McCoubray, at one time secretary of the National
Electric Light Association died December 5th. Mr. McCoubray was
well known in the electrical fraternity, and has held several positions

of trust in the commercial side of different electrical companies. Ot
late he has given his attention to invention and developed the auto-

telephone system. He was a prominent member of the F. & A. M.,
and was a thirty-third degree Mason of the A. A. Scottish Rite.

Sale of the San Diego Cable Railway.

As announced elsewhere in this issue the cable plant, franchises,

roadway and other property of the San Diego (Cal.) Cable Railway
is offered for purchase. The sale will take place by auction March
11 at the company's power house. If electrically equipped and with
its parks as a pleasure resort it should be a good paying investment.

It is possible to install at the station surplus power which can be util-

ized for light and power.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey City, N J., writes us
that Dixon's Silica Graphite Paint will be used in painting all the tin

work ai d skylights of the Post Office Department building at Wash-
ington. A quantity will also be used on the Capitol and the District

Government building

Prentice Brothers, of Worcester, Mass , have issued a very use-

ful catalogue of machine tools, most of which are applicable to repair

shop use The catalogue, which is handsomely bound and printed,

contains descriptions and illustrations of a variety of diills and
lathes which have already become standard machines.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Company, of New York,
reports an excellent business in its different specialties, especially for
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the Sterling; brake, the invention of Thomas Millen, master mechanic
of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York. This
brake has been adopted as standard and is now used upon the follow-

iuK roads, among others : The Metropolitan Street Railway Company,
of New York; the Steinway Railway Company, of Long Island City;

the Staten Island Electric Railway, and the Paterson Railway Com-
pany.

The Standard Air-Brake Company, of New York, rounded
out the year by equipping the cars of the Brooklyn Heights Cable
Road with its air-brakes and by making several shipments to

Rurope. Now that air-brakes are here to stay, the Standard Com-
pany's General Manager does not announce new sales, as he does
nut find it necessary to refer to past sales, in making new. ' The
air-brake is its own salesman.' Mr. Wessels says, and certainly

through his untiring exertions, the company has a large number of

orders on its books.

George Cradock & Company, of Wakefield, England, supply us
with the following interesting record of a cable supplied by them to

the Brixton cable rai!way, of London, England. The cable was put
in operation July 7th, 1893, and was removed November 9th, 1895.

I he number of working days was 886, the number of cable miles run
123,120, number of car or train miles run during this time i 791,293.
The length of the cable was 30,000 feet. When new it measured
inches in circumference. This wore down to three inches without
break.

Rodgers, Baldwin & Vickers is the title of a new firm which
succeeds the firm of Rodgers & Baldwin, engineers and manufact-
urers' agents, whose office is at 136 Liberty Street, New York City.

Mr Albert Vickers, the new member of the firm, was formerly elec-

trical engineer of the Syracuse Consolidated .Street Railway Company.
The firm will not only do contract work and handle street railway
specialties, but will do consulting engineering work as well. The
addition of Mr Vickers to the firm makes a particularly strong com-
bination for street railway business, as Mr. Baldwin served for

many years as superintendent of a street railway company, and Mr.
Rodgers has had an equally valuable experience in steam railroad

work.

The Laconia Car Company, of Laconia, N. H., is quite busy at

the present time. The company has just delivered fifty closed cars

to the West End road, of Boston. These cars have twenty-five-foot

bodies, and are mounted upon double trucks. The company is also

now delivering twenty-four cars with twenty-foot bodies on single

trucks, to the Lynn and Boston road. These orders close up the sea-

sons work on closed cars. The company is expecting shortly to

build one hundred closed cars. The iron working department of the

works recently turned out two hundred trucks for the West End road
without interfering with the regular work. The steam car shop for

building freight cars for sleam roads, which was recently destroyed
by fire, is now entirely finished and is in full operation.

The Peck Electrical Company, is the title of a company just

organized, with headquarters at 15 Cortlandt Street, New York. E.

F. Peck, the vice-president of the National Electric Light Associa-
tion, who for the last ten years has been the general superintendent
of the Citizens Electric Illuminating Company, of Brooklyn, is the

principal organizer of the company. It is proposed to manufacture
and deal in electrical specialties and supplies, and also to engage in

electrical engineering in all its branches. Mr. Peck's long and prac-

tical experience as superintendent of one of the largest and most suc-

cessful electric lighting plants in the country, together with his

recognized capacity as an electrical engineer, will undoubtedly com-
mand for the company a large share of public and private patronage.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of Last Berlin, Conn., has
just completed for the Standard Oil Company, at Constable Hook,
N. J., a compounding building, 120 fr. x 130 ft. The roof trusses

are composed of steel, with steel purlins and covered with galvan-
ized, corrugated iron. '1 he Company has also just completed for the

United Stales Projectile Company, at South Brooklyn, N. Y., the

steel framework for a new annealing room. The building is ico ft.

X150 ft., and is designed to be a fire-proof structure. The Alexan-
der Smith & Sons Carpet Company, of Yonkers, N. Y., has placed

the contract for its new dye house building with the Berlin Iron
Bridge Company. 'I he building is 60 ft. X 172 ft., the steel roof

trusses being arranged to carry cars on the lower chord for moving
material about the building.

The Mica Insulator Company, of New York, reports an excel-

lent business in micanite plates, commutator segments and its other
specialties. Micanite insulation in its various forms is winning a

deservedly high reputation not only in this country but abroad.
According to the London Elcctriial Eni:;inccr in the De Feranti alter-

nator at Deptford, England, micanite insulation is used largely,

being employed in both armature and field windings. In spite of the

high voltai^e employed, this material is giving excellent results, and
the Mica Insulator Company has recently established a factory at

London, England, where micanite is manufactured in its various
forms. The American factory of the Mica Insulator Company is at

Schenectady, N. Y., where the company has recently purchased ttie

entire business of theEmpire Electric Insulation Company , manufact-
urers of oil insulating cloth and paper.

H. E. Collins & Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., sole sales agents for

the Cahall Vertical Water Tube Boiler, manufactured by the Aullman
& Taylor Machinery Company, Mansfield, Ohio, report the following
recent sales of Cahall boilers: Douglas Furnaces, Sharpsville, Pa., sec-

ond order, 250 horse power; Mahoning Valley Iron Company, Youngs-
town, O., third order, 300 horse power; Michigan Alkali Company,
Wyandotte, Mich., third order, 250 horse power

;
Shoenberger Steel

Company, Pittsburgh, seventh order, 500 horse power; Traders' Paper
Company, Lockport, N. Y

, 500 horse power ; McKinnon Dash &
Hardware Company, Troy, O., too horse power. The boilers for the
Douglas Furnaces and the .Shoenberger Steel Company are for blast
furnace gas, those for the Mahoning Valley Iron Company are for

the utilization of waste heats from heating furnaces, while the others
above mentioned are of the standard direct fired type.

The Water Circulating- Grate Company, of Philadelphia, has
recently received two very complimentary letters from users of its

water grate which are worth reproducing. One is from McCallum cV'

McCallum, of Philadelphia, who write under date of November 30,

1895, as follows : "In answer to your inquiry with regard to the
grates you put in for us at Wayne Junction, they have been in

use for about three years and have in every way been satisfactory,
effecting a saving of coal and increasing the capacitv of our boilers,

and are apparently in as good order as when built." The other is from
the Coe Brass Manufacturing Company, of Torrington, Conn., whosay
under date of December 5, 1895 :

" We have four of your grates in

service on 72 ft. x 18 ft. horizontal tubular boilers, and are thoroughly
satisfied with the performance of the grates and boilers which are
equipped with them. We consider it the best appliance for burning
coal under a boiler that we have ever seen.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., reports large ship-
ments recently of steel wire track brooms, a complete assortment of

several different sizes and styles of which the company keeps on hand
constantly. The steel wire track brooms manufactured by this com-
pany have gained a very considerable reputation on account of their
lasting qualities, which is due to their being made from a carefully
selected steel wire stock, of great elasticity, and of suflicient strength
to meet the necessary requirements when used in this way. - The
wires are securely seated in the back of the broom, which is made of
a heavy hardwood block, making a very strong and substantial brush
for winter service. The Ohio Brass Company is contemplating
arrangements to place upon the market at once a new style of track
brush holder that is claimed to be far superior to anything in this line

that has ever been in use before. At this season of the year there is

a very large demand for a device of this sort as an auxiliary to the
other means usually employed in keeping the rails free from snow
and sleet, and this new adjustable track brush holler will probablv
find a very large sale.

The Simonds Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburg is rapidly
building up an excellent business as manufacturers of gears, pin-
ions, trolley wheels and harps. The company keeps constantly on
hand a large stock of finished goods. The trolley wheels are
made of a special grade of bronze, fitted with a graphite bushing
which provides against excessive wear, and insures constant lubrica-
tion. The records kept by the Citizens Traction Company, of Pitts-

burg, show the average life of this wheel to be over 11,000 miles.
Special machinery is used in cutting the gears, which are
made of malleable iron, cast iron, or steel, as required, and absolute
accuracy, with a smooth, clean finish is insured. The company have
also recently added to their manufactures the Thomas Safety Guard,
which is made in two designs, one of whiLh can be attached to the

front of the car, and the other attached direct to the truck. This
fender is now in operation on the Citizens, Central and Second Ave-
nue traction companies of Pittsburg. The officers of the company
are Biddle Arthurs, president and treasurer

; John Jackson, vice-

president and secretary, both of vvfhom are thoroughly practical men,
who give careful attention to all the various details of business.

The Standard Paint Company, of New York, manufacturers of

P & B. insulating compounds in their various forms, reports a large
business during the past year, not only in the United States, but
throughout Europe. P. & B. preservative paints, insulating com-
pounds, armature varnish, insulating tape and Ruberoid car roofing

have come to be regarded as standard for the purposes for which they
are intended, and on many roads P. & B. is looked upon as indispen-
sable. The European business of the company is rapidly extendinj.;.

R. L. Shainwald, president of the company, spent three months last

year in establishing agencies in various parts of the continent for

the sale of the P. & B. products, and in connection with Robert W .

Blackwell has opened an office at 39 Victoria street, Westminster,
London, for the sale of P. & B. products. At this address the crm-
pany will carry a full stock, and this office will be the general Euro-
pean headquarters of the company. Mr. Shainwald reports that the
outlook is most gratifying, and these reports are fullv substantiated
by actual business, which thus far has been beyond his expectations.
The reputation of the P. & B. products throughout Europe seems t(j

be as high as in this country. Foreign electricians and electric

manufacturers seem to readily appreciate them.

The Knowles Steam Pump Works, of New York, the manu-
facturers of the Barnard apparatus for the artificial cooling of con-
densing water, is finding much interest expressed in this svs'.em by
railway managers. In the description of this system in our last

issue it was stated that the plant was operated by a duplex air pump.
In order to be strictly correct, the word ''twin," instead of " duplex,"
should have been used in this connection, owing to the accepted use
of the latter phrase in describing the ordinary form of pumping ap-
paratus, in which the valve of one side of the pump is operated by
the piston movement on the other, and vice vei-sa. While this type
of pumping apparatus has achieved great popularity on account of

its smoothness of operation, and the absence of pulsations in the
discharge water column, it is claimed by many to have a low
efficiency and operating economy. In the "Vertical Twin Air
Pump," two separate steam cylinders have their piston rods
connected by links to a horizontal beam, and though the move-
ments of pistons and valves are interdependent, they may be ad-
justed while running, so as to make any length of stroke desired,
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with the maximum working efficiency. The superiority of vertical

air pumps over horizontal said to be great, and the remarkable
economy of the apparatus illustrated is shown by the fact that on the
recent trial tests of the United States Cruiser Minneapolis, these air

pumps (with surface condensers) required less than one-sixth per
cent, of the entire power of the main engine, a performance said to

be almost unparalleled in the history of marine engineering.

Mr. George Kissam, the sole successor of Carleton & Kissam,
of New York, reports that street car advertising business is booming

;

that he has closed quite a number of large contracts, many of them
including his entire list of cities. Doing probably the largest car adver-
tising business in the country he is fully qualified to express an
opinion upon the state of business in general, and the outlook for

i8g6. He anticipates doing a much larger business next year than
ever before. He states, however, and the fact seems to bear him
out, that the price of street car advertising space does not keep pace
with the rentals now demanded by the street railway companies for

the advertising privileges in their cars, and the year 1895 shows a
much smaller net return than '94, '93 and '92, while the volume of

business for 1895 was much larger than that of any previoi;s year.

There is a great misconception on the part of people who are unac-
quainted with the details of street car advertising business, as to the

immense amount of work that is necessary to keep the cars looking
well, to meet the fierce competition of competitors, and to keep the

rentals promptly paid up. This requires a large capital and a large
force of employes ; and the business is peculiar in the respect that

while the outgoes are always cash, and mostly in advance, there be-
ing practically no credit, the advertising receipts are entirely depend-
ent upon the credit system which means more or less prompt pay-
ments of bills. The maximum of rates has been reached, and when
obtained is about is% more than the rates of several years ago ; but
the rentals of cars are all the way from 25 to 100^ higher. This has
resulted in quite a number of the smaller people going to the wall,

and the business is practically now in the hands of six large concerns.
It is a peculiar business proposition that the railroad companies are
actually getting about eight times as much out of the advertising as
the lessees of privileges, and many of them think that is not enough.
Mr. Kissam views the situation philosophically, but states that it

takes a " mighty lot of hustling " to get business enough to fill the
cars and come out on the right side of the ledger. Hence he does
not blame the railroad companies for getting all the money they can,

but states, and with justice, that there is such a thing as killing the

goose that laid the golden egg. His annual payments in rentals to

the railroad companies now exceed the sum of $300,000 annually.

WESTERN NOTES.

The G. C. Kuhlman Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, met with
an accident at the end of November in a fire at its works which de-

stroyed about one-third of the plant. The factory was fully in-

sured, however, and the company commenced reconstruction imme-
diately. I he delay in delivery of ordered work will be but slight.

The company has secured the former Broadway car houses in Cleve-
land for extending its works.

Clift Wise, Engineer and Contractor, Chicago, believes that the

prospects are unusually good for a large amount of electric railway
work during 1896. and expects to close several good contracts shortly.

This season he has constructed and engineered for the Chicago City
Railway Company, the Aicher Avenue and Thirty-eighth Street

electric line, the Ashland Avenue electric line, Vincennes Avenue
and Sixty-ninth Street electric line, the Forty seventh Street electric

line, besides doing a large amount of boulevard paving.

The Kunz & Rau Gear Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., is en-
joying an excellent business in the sale of electric railway motor
gears of which it is a manufacturer. J. L. Kunz, of thecompany, has
spent a great deal of time and money in perfecting a machine which
considerably lessens the cost of producing gears, and by the use of

this machine this company is enabled to compete with the lowest
prices without sacrificing the quality of its gears. It is the com-
pany's intention to secure the reputation of producing the best mate-
rial on the market, and as the energies of the managers are devoted
entirely to the manufacture of gears and pinions, there is no reason
why they should not excel in this line.

The Hunter Automatic Fender Company, of Cincinnati, reports
that its business is very satisfactory, with a most encouraging out-
look. After testing a number of different types of fenders, we
understand that the Cincinnati Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany has placed an order with the Hunter Company to eq^ip all of

its cars with this fender by February 15, 1896. The Hunter fender,
we are told, has also been adopted by Superintendent Jenkins, of the

South Covington & Cincinnati Street Railway Company. Unlike
most fenders, the Hunter fender does not project in front of the car.

The scoop, which is made of strips of spring steel, is hung under-
neath the platform, and normally is held a few inches above the
tracks. An elastic bumper of the same material as the scoop is

supported on the dashboard, and if it strikes an object it automati-
cally drops the scoop, which catches the object struck should it fall in

front of the car. The scoop can also be tripped by the motorman.
Besides being a life saver, another feature which will commend it is

that it is not a disfigurement to a car.

The Stanwood Manufacturing- Company, of Chicago, maker of

the Stantvood patent non-slipping step, has lately furnished a com-
plete equipment of these treads for the ladders of the large, new
United States battle-ships Indiana and Massachusetts, the tread
being practically ihe same as supplied by the Sianwood Company to

the leading street railway companies of this country for car steps.

This order came to the Stanwood Company unsolicited from the
Superintendent of Construction U. S. Navy, J. H. Lennard. who had
noticed the steps in use on the street cars in Philadelphia. The step
strongly recommends itself for this work as well as for street cars, as
dirt, snow or ice cannot accumulate on it; it is positively not-slipping
and is light and strong. From f;oo to 600 treads are used to a vessel,
and this equipment will probably lead to a very large business in
this field. Recent orders for these patent steps have been filled for

the American, Brownell Pullman, Jackson & Sharp and J.
G. Brill Company car companies, the Twin City Rapid Transit Com-
pany, Union Traction Company, Philadelphia, Scranton Traction
Company, Patterson Central Electric Railway Company, Dry Dock
and Fast Broadway and Battery, Southern Electric Railway. St.

Louis, Nassau Electric Railway, Akron Street Railway, Baltimore
City Passenger Railway Company, Zanesville Electric Street Rail-
way, Youngstown street Railway Company, Herkimer, Mohawk,
Ilion and Frankfort Electric Railway, the Canadian General Electric
Company, and others.

The Hoppes Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, Ohio,
which makes a specialty of feed-water purifiers and exhaust steam
heaters, reports some very nice orders for the past sixty days.
Among these we may mention the Cambria Iron Company, of Johns-
town, Pa , a repeat order for two heaters of 2,250 horse power each

;

this makes a total of seven, aggregating 13,900 horse power, now in

use at the Cambria Works. Among other shipments we note the
following: St, Louis Dressed Beef Company, St. Louis, Mo., 850
horsepower live steam feed-water purifier; also 800 horse power
exhaust steam healer. Bousfield & Company, Bay City, Mich., 600
horse power heater. Globe Furniture Company, St. Louis, Mo , 150
horse power heater. Christy Fire Clay Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
400 horse power purifier; also 400 horse power heater. L. Hoster
Brewing Company. Columbus, Ohio, repeat order for 625 horse
power purifier. Columbus, (O.) Central Railway Company, repeat
order for 1300 horse power heater. Columbus (O ) Bolt Works, 150
horse power purifier. E. C. Atkins & Company, Indianapolis, Ind..

625 horse power purifier, and 800 horse power heater. Missouri Gas
Company, Kansas City, Mo., 300 horse power heater. Fox River
Paper Company, Appleton, Wis., 500 horse power purifier. Ameri-
can Glucose Company, Peoria, 111., repeat order for 1300 horse power
exhaust steam heater. Rochester (N. Y.) Railway Company, 2250
horse power heater. Edison Electric Light & Power Company, Erie,
Pa., 500 horse power heater.

The Falk Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, manufact-
urer of the Falk cast-welded rail joint, has every reason to be well
pleased with the success it has attained during the past year. It is

but twelve or thirteen months since the company put in its first work.
With the opening of spring it practically began operations, and since
that time it has had as much work as it was prepared to handle, and
has conclusively demonstrated the success of a continuous rail for

tramway service. The Falk Company during the season just closed
has cast-welded 16,coo joints for the Chicago City Railway Company,
and 10,000 joints for the West Chicago Street Railroad Company,
besides doing a large amount of work on the tracks of the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company, St Paul and Minneapolis; the Consolidated
Traction Company, Newark, N. J.; the National Railway Company,
St. Louis, and the Union Railway Company, Providence, R. I. At
Chicago, where the bulk of the work was performed during the
hottest part of the summer, the breakage has been less than one-half
per cent, up to the present time, although there has been a couple of

weeks of cold winter weather during which the mercury registered

zero. At St. Paul and Minneapolis, where the joints were put in

during the fall, only about eight joints pulled loose. In these the

iron did not break, but the weld was imperfect and the rails slipped
in the joint. In fact, the record of breakage does not seem to be
greater than would ordinarily be expected from casting under the

most favorable circumstances.

The Metropolitan Electric Company, Chicago, is receiving

many compliments from every section of the country with reference

to its mammoth catalogue of 755 pages lately issued. The company
is deserving of special mention for the enterprise and grit that it has
displayed since its inception. Although not two years old it ranks
high among the best houses in the business. It was among the first

to recognize the close relation of the street railway field to the other

branches of the business, and prepared over a year ago a street rail-

way catalogue of several hundred pages, showing street railway

materials alone. Since the company has started three catalogues

have been issued — the last and the greatest one ever issued by any
electrical house, covers all branches of the trade and is a verilable

compendium of electrical appliances, wiring tables, formulas, etc.

Among the prominent agencies the Metropolitan represents in its

book is the National India Rubber Company, N. I. R. wire, tapes

and cables; the Standard Paint Company's P. & B. paint, compound
and varnish; J. Grant High & Company, knite switches and switch

board materials; the American Carbon Company, carbons, "Metro-
politan " famous high quality incandescent car lamps, Mac wrapping
tape, and others of standard quality and excellence. The business

of the past year has been a steadily improving one and highly satis-

factory to the officers of the Metropolitan. It seems safe to predict

great things for this comp.iny for the future, starting as it did at the

end of '93 and in the thick of the hard times. By perseverance,

pluck and uniform courtesy, it has gained a splendid reputation, and
as the times grow better will no doubt reap the full measure of

prosperity so well deserved. The officers of the company are William

H. McKinlock, president; Walter C. McKinlock, secretary— names
that have been idedtified with electrical matters for a number of years

and who are widely known as men of integrity and business honor.
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Annual Report of the Maine Railroad Comniis=
sioners.

From the recently issued report of the Commissioners for 1895,
the following report is obtained :

The mileage in the State for the year ending June 30, 1895, was
90.89 miles, as against 80.39 miles on June 30, 1894, a gain being
made by the building of the Calais Street Railway 7 miles, the Skow-
hegan & Norridgewock Street Railway 5.75 miles, and an extension
of the Portland Street Railroad .75 mile. Three miles of the Calais
Street Railway are in New Brunswick.

The numberof passengers carried during the year was 9,143,377,
as against 8,141,378 in 1894, a gain (.f 1,001,999. Of this gain 546,668
passengers were due to the two new roads constructed.

The gross earnings were $502,478, as against $440,027, an in-
crease of $62,451, or of $32,838 of the old roads over the business of
1894.

Only one accident by street railroads is reported during the
year.

Annual Reports.

LOWELL LAVVRENCH & HAVERHILL STREET RAU.VVAY COMPANY,
LAWRENCE, MASS.

Year ending September 30,
;eipts from passengers
" from other sources ,

Deductions from earnings.

1894. 1895.

$267,042
2,698

269,740 403,530
205,816 262,935

- 63,924 140,595
84,081

55,270
17,153

8,498 56,514
76.3 65.2

HOUSTON CITY STREET RAILWAY COMPANY, HOUSTON, TEX.

Year ending October 30, 1895.
Receipts from passengers $217,397

" other sources 5,411
" total 222,808

Operating expenses 149,205

Earnings from operation 73,603
Deductions from earnings.

Interest 8,370
Taxes and insurance 18,132
Rentals W 13,967
Other deductions 29,735

N,et income
Per cent. op. exp. to total receipts.

3,399
70.0

LOWELL & SUBURBAN STREET RAILWAY COMPANY, LOWELL, MASS.

Year ending September 30, 1893. 1894. 1895.
Receipts from passengers $270,800 $271,912

" other sources 2,162 5, 117
" total 272,862 277,029 $329,817

Operating expenses 180, 86r 179,409 199,346

Earnings from operation 92,101 97,620 130,471
Deductions from earnings 66,575

Interest on bonds 40,403 57,566
" " floatingdebt 4,618

Taxes 4,522 6,133
Rentals 2,925

Net income 42,558
Per cent, operating expenses to total

receipts 66.3

30,995 63,896

64.7 60.4

Milwaukee Street Railway Foreclosure.

The mortgages on the Milwaukee Street Railway Company's
franchises and property have been ordered sold under foreclosure,
the sale to take place within a short time, the date being not yet

fixed. The decree of foreclosure declared that $551,264 are due as
interest and $9,425,294 as principal, the interest being reckoned to

December 19, 1895. The first default of interest payments occurred
on December i, 1893, on a portion of the bonds. The first default on
all the bonds came on June i, 1895. The upset price at the sale on
the foreclosure is fixed at $5,ooo,oo(j.

Financial News and Notes,

Akron, O.—The Akron Street Railway & Illuminating Com-
pany has been incorporated. Capital stock, $1,500,000; par value,
$100 per share. Incorporators: J. B. Clews, L. A. Long, F. A. Sei-

berling, E. B. Gibson and Ira M. Miller.

Albany, N. Y.—The Albany, Helderberg & Schoharie Electric
Railway Company, recently incorporated, has completed surveys.
President, John W. Van Valkenburg, 73 State Street, Albany ; chief
engineer, George Yost, of same address.

Amherst, Mass.—The Amherst Electric Street Railway Company
has asked to be incorporated; capital stock not to exceed $50,000;
bond issue not to exceed $50,000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Columbia & Maryland Railway Company
has filed a mortgage for $6,000,000, 5 per cent, gold bonds, dated
June I, 1895, due in fifty years. Trustee of mortgage. Central Trust
Company of New York.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Charleston Electric Railway & Power
Company has been incorporated to own and operate street railways,
etc. Minimum capital stock, $500 ;

maximum, $500,000 ;
par value,

$100 per share. Incorporators : Neil Robinson, E. L. Buttrick, D.
W. Patterson and F. H. Markell, all of Charleston, W. Va.

The Charleston Traction Light & Power Company has been in-

corporated to purchase and own street railways, etc. Minimum cap-
ital stock, $500 ;

maximum,.. $500,000 ;
par value, $1 per share. In-

corporators : \V. A. MacCorkle, Malcolm Jackson, M. M. Williams,
A. W. Watrous, of Charleston, W. Va.

Cincinnati. O.—The Cincinnati Street Railway Company will

extend its line to Fernbank if the citizens will raise a bonus of $50,-
000. A. G. Starr is purchasing agent for the company.

Columbus, O.—The Columbus Street Railway Company reports
earnings as follows;

November, 1894. 1895.
Gross receipts $46,472 $49,729
Operating expenses 22,904 28,087

Earnings from operation $23,568 $21,642
Eleven months ending November 30.

Gross receipts $516,726 $574, 5&7
Operating expenses 244,649 284,324

Earnings from operation $272,077 $290,263

Corry, Pa.—Another company has been incorporated to build an
electric railway in Corry. Capital stock, $125,000. President,
Manley Crosby, of Corry. Among those interested are J. P. Jeffer-

son, G. W. Sill, R. F. Vandorn, Charles Ayers and S. J. Franklin, of
Warren, Pa.

Denver, Col.—The Denver Consolidated Tramway Company
has asked for a franchise to extend its line. The franchise will prob-
ably be granted. J. C. Curtis is purchasing agent.

Forest Lawn, N. Y.—The Windsor Beach & Summerville Elec-
tric Railroad Company has been formed to build an electric

railway from Forest Lawn to Summerville. Directors are: E. O.
McNair and H. G. McNair, of Warsaw; A. J. Johnson, J. C. Tone, F.

W. Elwood, Edward Ellwanger, George Wilson, Daniel Piatt, WilJiam
Bowman and Horace Pierce, of Rochester, N. Y.

Jersey City, N. J.—The Sprague Electric Railroad Company
has been incorporated. Capital stock, $1,000,000. Incorporators
are Frank Sprague and Charles Sprague, of New York City, and
Howard F. Guerney, of Jersey City.

Lewiston, N. Y.—The Lewiston & Youngstown Frontier Rail-

way Company has asked for a franchise. The officers of the com-
pany are : President, L. D. Rumsey; vice president and treasurer, H.

Q Howard; secretary, Carl Evans; attorney, F. R. March; chief en-
gineer, Paul Voorhees.

Louisville, Ky.—Rowland Cox, 436 West Jefferson Street,

Louisville, is chief engineer of the electric railway to be built from

{Continued on page /<?)
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STOCK XND bond quotations.

Notice.—Tlieso quotations are carefully revised from month to month by local bankers and brokers, and closely represent the market value of the different securities as
tested by individual sales. Few of these, however, are actually quoted on city exchauges. and accuracy In the range of prices cannot, therefore, be vouched for.

.Seouriiles.—Active securities only are quoted In these tables, and tne bond Issuer described do not n"ces3arlly constitute the entire funded Indebtedness of the different
properties. For a full and detailed description of all the securities, see American Strbbt Kailwat Invbstments. published annually on March I5th.

Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used: M. mortgage; Oen. M. general mortgage; Cons. M. consolidated mortgage; deb. debentures; convert, convertible;
In esc. In escrow; g. gold; guar, guaranteed; bds. bonds; int. Interest; 4- in addition; auth. authorized; tncl. Including; cert, indebt. certlhcales of indebtedness; In tr. in

trust; n nominal.

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.

iliBANV, N. Y.*—Local quotations to

Dec. 20
Albany Ry. Co., Stock 100,

Cons. M. 5^ bds. (incl. $1 13,000 in esc. ).

Deb. (convert.) bds
Wat. T'p'ke & R.R. Co.'s 3d M. 6% bds.

Wat. Tiirni>ike >fe U. K. Co., Stock. 100

ist M. 6% bds. (Int. guar, by Alb'y Ry.

BAiiTiaiORE, BID.*—Local quotations
to Nov. 19.

Baltimore Traction Co., Stock %
1st M. sssbds
No. Bait. Dlv. 1st M 5% bds
Ext. and Imp. 6% bds

City &: Suburban Ky. Co., Stock...
Uen. M. b% g. bds

Baltimore City Pass. Ky. Co., Stock
:st. M. b% g. bds

Central Phmh. Ky. Co., Stock 50

Cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1.51,000 In esc).

.

1st M.6* bds

Issued. Due.

BOSTON, BIASS.*—Local quotations to
Dec. 31.

West Enil St. Ry. Co., (common. ... 50

Stock, \preferred S%. 60

Deb. b% g bds
Deb. g. bds

North Shore Traction (common 100

Co., Stock. I preferred 6?. lOu

Lynn & Boston R.R. Co.'s 1st Cons. M.
b% g. bds. (+ $1,863,000 in esc)

BROOKLYN, N. Y.*—New York quo-
tations to Dec. 34

luong Island Traction Co., Stock... 100

coll. Tr. 6% g. notes
Brooklyn Ileig;hts K. K. Co.

1st M. 5% bds
Brooklyn City II. R. Co., Stock in

1st Cons. M. 5% bds
Brooklyn, U. Co. & Sub. R. R Co.

1st M. 5^ g. bds. (+ $350,000 In esc.)..

.

1st Cons. M. 5% g. bds
Brooklyn Traction Co. (common 100

(preferred 6% 100
Co.

Stock.
Atlantic Ave. R. R
Gen. M. 5% bds
cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1 ,034,000 In esc

.

)

Imp. M. 5% g. bds
B'kl'n. Bath >&. W. E. R. R. Co.
Gen. M. 5^ bds. {+ $553,000 In esc).

Conev Isl. & B'kPn R.R. Co., Stock 100
istM. 5% bds...
Cert. Indebt. 6%

B'kl'n City & Newt'n R.R.C©. Stock 100
1st Cons. b% bds

BUFFALO, N. Y.*—New York quotations
to Dec. 36.

Bullalo Ry. Co., Stock 100
1st Cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1,457,000 In
esc.)

Crosstown St. Ry. Co.'s ist M. 5% bds.

CHARLESTON, S. C.*—Local quota-
tions to Dec. 21.

Enterprise St. R. R. Co., Stock 2fi

1st M. b% bds.
Charleston City Ry. Co., Stock 50
1st M. 6^ bds

CHICAGO, 11,1..*—Local quotations to
Dec 19

Chlcafco So. SideR. T.R. R. Co.
Stock 100

1st M. 5^ bds
Exten 5f bds...

Chicni^o City K\. Co., Stock 100
Ist M. iH% bds

Lake St. Elev. R.R., Stock. 100
IStM. bf bds

1,3.50,000

500,000
200.000
150,001

240.000
850.000

5,T50,00I)

1,.500,000
1,750,000
1,250,000
4,000,001

3,000.000
'2,,50n,000

3,000,000
300,000
549,001

151,000

9,085,000

6.400,000
3.000,000
3,000.000

4,000,000
2,000,010

3,517,000

30,000,000
2 .500,000

350,000
12,000,000

6,000,000

3,150,000
2,500,000
6,000,000

3,000,000

759.000
1,966,000

1,500,000

448,000
1,000,000

300,000
300,000

1,000,000

1,900 000

5,370,500

3,543,000

2,300,000

350,000
60,000

100,000
100,000

7,S00,000

7,500,000
3,000,000
9,000,000
4,619,500
10,000,000

7,674,000

1930
1901
1919

Quotations.

1895.

140

109

113^^

114

1939
1912
1901

1932

igii

1933
1912

1902
1914

1924

1895-7

1941

igii

1941
1941

1909
1931
1934

1933

1904
1910

1939

1931

1933

1906

1916'

1929
19,33

60 d.

1928'

31?.
Ill

1101.5

108

51

nik
76 "-^

117

72H
113

no

77>4

95?.!

107

107

101>i

185
115

115

105

18?.

681^

110
110

95

93

205
111

90

10934
1071/j

78

116

105>4

111

Dec.

135

14k
10o?4

105

102

42)4

I07H
69

113J4
68

109?4

110

57h
85

102^4

ioi;<i

151!^
Ill

103

80

49

107^
108
85

87

101

95?4

17

75
52m

102
27 >i

75

40
300
lOO^si

45

18?
Ill

110!^
104 Ji

49

\uy2

117

73
93
105 V,

105?4

85

101

174

102

13^
60?«i

no

^5'

85

no

74

6H 8M
60 63

40
31714
lOOX
25^

135

17?^ 17i!,

Ill HI

135

109)4
104

111

75)^
114

64

90
105
1051^2

83'

101

160

100

53

108

6814

101
100

61
40
;oo

100^
2a>i

llOH
1143;

49

111J4
75>,

lUi

65b

105 a
lOo

170

100

10

56

K8

85'

85

195 b
108

70

Its
102

6
101

70
112

6U4
40
310

lOOJi
23

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.

CHICAGO, ILL, Continued.
IHet. W. S. Elevated Ry., Stock 100
IstM. 5« bds

North Chicago St. R. R. Co., Stock. ICO
1st M. 5% bds
Cert. Indebt. 6%
No. CM. Cy. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6^ bds. ..

" " " " " 2nd M. 4)i% bds
North Cblcago City Ry. Co., Guar.

Stock 100
West Chicago St. R. R. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 5% bds
W.C S.R.R.TunnelCo.'slstM.5^bds.
Deb. 6^bds
Chi. W. Dlv. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 4>i% bds.
Chi. Pass. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds

" " " Cons. M. 6^ bds...
Chicago W. Div. Ry. Co., Guar.

Stock 100

-Local quotations to

Stock 50

CINCINNATI, O.*
Dec. 21.

Cincinnati St. Ry. C
1st M. 7^ bds
1st M. 4% ext'n'd bds
" " 5% " "

Mt. Adams & Eden Park Inclined
Ry., Stock 50

1st M. 6^ bds
" " 6% "

Cons. M. 5% bds
Cincinnati, Newport &. Covington

St. Ry. Co., Stock
Cons. M.5%g. bds.(lncl. $500,000 in esc.)
So. Cov. St, Cln. St. Ry. Co 1st M. 6% bds.
" " " " ' SndCons. M.
6% g. bds. <lncl. $250,000 In esc.)

100

COLUMBUS. O.*—New York quota-
tions to Dec. 26.

Columbus St. Ry. Co., Stock 101

Cons.M. 5^ g. bds.(lncl. $780,000 In esc)
Crosstown St. Ry. Co.'s 1st. M. b% g.

bds. ($90,000 In esc.)

COVINGTON, KY.*—(See Cincinnati.)

DETROIT, lyilCli.*—Local quotations to
Dec. 18.

Detroit Citi.een8' St. Ry. Co., Stock. 100
1st M. 6i{ o J•^. (+$1,150,000 In esc)

Fort Wayn, & Belle Isle Ry. Co.,
Stock 100

1st M. 6% g. bds. ($60,000 m tr.)

Wyandotte & Detroit River Ry.
Co.. Stock 100

Rapid Ry. Co., Stock
1st M. 5%bds

The Detroit Ry., Stock
lstM.5^ bds

HARTFORD, coNN.*-See New Haven

HOBOKEN, N. J.*—See Newark

.

HOLYOKE, MASS.*—Local quotations to
Dec 18.

Holyo'ke St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Springfield St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Northampton St. Ry. Co., Stock.... 100

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.*—New York
quotations to Dec. 26.

Citizens' St. R. R. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 5f g. bds. (Incl. $1,000,000 In
esc)

JERSEY CITY, N. J *—See Newark.

LOUISVILLE, KY.*—Local and New
York quotations to Dec. 26.

Louisville Ry. Co., (common 100
Stock, \preferred 5% 100

Cons. M. 5%g. bds. (Incl. $1,263,000 In
esc.)

Quotations.

Issued. Due.
1895. np.fi.

bo

^' d
bo

fl

tn

5 m Q

11,500,000 22 14 17 14>4 uy.
4,000.000 1943 79 66 71 71 71

"

5,499,500 245 3053,15 298 ;W2
2,413 000 1906 104?i 103 ;o3>^ lOt

500,000 1911

SoO.CKX) 1900 Wb}4 105

1.850,000 1927 101 100?^

500,000 600 595
13,189,000 135 110 m lie
4,100,000 1938 103><! 101^4 11 2% 102>/

1,.500,000 1909 I01?« 101

3,000.000 101 mn liio' lOOX
4,040,000 1932 101 101

400,000 19"5 109 108

600 OuO 1939

1,250,000 600 600

1A linn nnn 115 111 111
50,(00 1896 l04 lOl

100,000 1U0>4 99

150,000 100 J/a

2,500,000 108 112 111 111
1900 108 06

100.000 1905 114 103

5.31,000 1906 107>i 106

3,000,000 48 31 36 34 35
3,000.000 193^ 100 91 99J4 97% 98
2.W,000 1912 115 114%

400,000 1933 115 \U%

3,000,000 60)4 56 ,50 ,53

3,000,000 1933 lOiiJ^ 94!4 102 99 100

500,000 193;$ 103 94 100 95 93 b

i,3-o,roo 120 b 90 100 100 100
1,100,00" 100 100 100 100 100

3,50,000 250 210 i50 >50 250
340,000 100 100

200.000 110 100 110 100
250,000
.300,000

1,000,000
1 ann Ann

192.5 9214b

250,000 225 300 2in 200
1,000,000 315 200 210 200
335.000 200 160 200 190

5,000,000 58 34 53 40 43

4,000,000 1933 96Ji 82?^ 91 88 89

4,000,000 54>^ ,37 5134 50 50 b
2,000,(100 10% 93 100. 95 98

6,000,000 1830 ma 104« 109 105 1C6J4

.M7 » ^^.^uSr'li^x '^!:?.Kn''l"'i' ^^f? and Other securltlea Issued, see AOIERICAN STREET RAILWAY INVESTMENTS, a supplement to the STREET RAIL.WAY JOURNAL, published annually on March istli. '
. ,
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company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Issued.

liVNN, MAS.s.*—See Boston.

BIINNEAPOI.IS, MINN.*—New York
quotations to Dec. a;.

Twin City Kapid Transit Co. (com.. 100
Stock. tpret.Tit

Minn. St. Ry. Co.'s Cons. M. 5% g. bds.

(+ $960,000 In esc.)

St. Paul City Ry. Co.'s Cab. Cons. 5% g.
bda. (Incl. $680,000 in esc.)

St. Paul City Ry. Co.'s Deb. 6% g. bds.

ItlONTilKAl-, CAN.*—Local quotations
to Dec. 18.

Itlontreal St. Ry. Co., Stock 5(1

1st M. 5^ bds
2ud M, 4>iX bds

NKW Al.BANY, INU.*—See LoulsvUle.

NEWARK. N. J.*—New York and Phlla-
delpbla quotations to Dec. 26.

ConHOlidaietl Traction Co., of N. J..
Stock 100

1st M. g. bds
North llndson Co. Ry. Co.. Stock... 35
Cons. M. &% bds. (IncL $620,000 In esc.)
2nd M. 6^ bds
Deb. 6% bds

NEW HAVEN, CONN.*—Local quota-
tions to Dec. 18.

Fairhaven Sc Weotvllle R. R. Co.,
Stock 25

Winchester Ave. R. R. Co., Stock.. . 25
ist M. 6% g. bds
Deb. 6« bds

New Haven St.Ry. Co., lStM.5?!bdS.
Hartford St. Ry. Co.. Stock 100
H'd & Wtb's'fl'd H. R. R. Co.'s deb. b%
bds

NEW ORLEANS. I.A.*—New York
quotations to Dec. 26.

New (trienns Traction (common..
Co., Stock, \pref. 6^

" ~' - - - — — -n'alar MN. O. City & Lake R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5%
g. bds. ($423,500 In esc.)

Crescent City R. R. Co.'s Cons. M. b%
g. bds

New Orleans & Carrollton R. R.
Co., Stock 100

1st M. 6 % bds

2d M. bds

Canal & Cla'borne R. R. Co., Stock
1st M. 6 % bds

Orleans K. R. Co., Stock 50
1st M. bda

St. Charles St. R. R. Co., Stock
1st M. 6% bds

40

50

NEWPORT, R. 1.*—See Providence.

NEW YORK, N. Y.*—Local quotations
to Deo. 26.

metropolitan Traction Co., Stock... 100
Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
B'y. Surt R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5* bds. . .

.

" " " " 2nd M. 5!{bd3....
So. Ferry R. K. Co., 1st. M. 5i bda. . .

.

Lex. Ave. & P. P. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 5% bds.
Broadway &: Seventh Ave. R. R.

Co., Guar Stock 100
Cons. M. 5%g. bds. (+ $4,850,000 In esc.)
Ist M. 5% bds
2ndM. 5«bds

Sixth Ave. R. R. Co., Guar. Stock ion
Ninth Avenue R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 100
Twenty-third St. Ry. Co.,Guar.Stock 100

1st M. 6% Dda
Deb. 5< bds
B'y. Surt. R. R. Co.'s istM. 5% bds...-

42nd St.& G'd. St. Ferry R. R. Co.,
Guar. Stock lOO

Ist M. 6% bds
Cent. Pk., No. <fc E. Riv. R. R. Co.,

Guar. Stock , 100
cons. M. 7f bds

Bl'cker St. & Fulton Ferry R. R.
Co 100

IstM. 7«bds
Third Avenue R. R. Co.. Stock 100

Ist M. b% g. bds
Second Avenue R. R. Co., Stock.... 100
Cons. M. 6* bds
Deb. 5* bds

Eighth Avenne R. R. Co., Stock 100

15,000,000

1,500,000

4 040,000

4,298.000
1,000.000

3,400,000
300,0011

700,000

Due.

Quotations.

1895. Dec.

3 1

1919

1937
1900

1908
192V!

15.000,000
11,500,000
1.000,000

3 000.000
350,000
500,000

600,(100

400 000
500,000
100.0110

600.0110

200,000

500,000

5,000,000
2,500,000

3,000,000

2,3.50,000

1.200.000

250,000

350,000

240,000
150,0li0

18,5.000

18,000
594,350
150,000

30,000,000
13,500,000
1,125,000
1,000.000

350.000
5(JO,000

2,100,000
7,6.50,000

1 500,000
500,000

2,000,000
eoo.oco
600,000
250,000
liO.OOO
375.000

748.0no

236,000

1,800,000

1,200,000

900,000
700,000

9 000,000
5,000,000
l.S62,000

l.(i00,000

300.000
1,000,000

1933

1928

1902

1912
1909
1913

190^ i

1913f

1943

1943

1-97)

190hC
11105)

1912

30

100

98^

31

»7X

1924
1905
1919

1943
1901
1914

1909
1906
1924

1909

1902

1900

1937

1909
1909

5;^

163'

102

102

250

29

105

100

126

112J4

40

43^.1 b

66"

lii'i

106
IU6

2'tO

110

ni^
223
160
310
120

105

114

330
116)^

16S
118

30
113

196>i

165
110
105

365

ll><i

91

85

50

loi'

luo
101

208

100

11

40

961^

91

112

26

32>4

5,5

"

27 !4

88

52

lte>4

102
102
21£>

lOii

20X
6j>4

103

95^

25

207)4

52

l62>i
100
102

2i5

lOlX

101

81 k 108

110 iiio"

103 1 ' 105

103 106

105.!a ...

188 '198

1119 |U7
1061^1 106J
108)^1110
200 20i
146 ilBO

300 1 305
115 116

102 tl04

110 110

315
115

161

29
111

150
118
140
107
100
300

323
116

165
115

30
112
185
121

178

109
1(3

355

95

2-'4X

103

102
102

215

101

121 b

39 b
101 b
43,yb
11434

195
115
106

h'J

2t0

m"
116

U14
ilO

315
116

160
115

30
111

175

1I6>^
l7ii

10«
lOil

345

197

117
106

no
200
160 b
306
116
104

110

320
116

163
115

30
112

i-'o

170
109

102

350

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.

NEW YORK—Continued.

Cert. Ind'bt. 6%
4?Md St., HI. Ac f't. N. Ave. Ry. Co.,

Stock 100
1st. M. 6^ bds
2nd M. Inc. 6^ bds

Dry Dock, E. B'y. & Battery R. R.
Co., Stock 100

Gen. M. 5* g. bds
Cert. Ind'bt 6^ lOO

('entral Crosstown R. R. Co., Stock lOi

1st M. 6% bds
Christopher Sc lOth St. R. R. Co..

Guar. Stock loO
Union Ry. Co., Stock.... KIO
1st M. 5i{ bds
Westchester Elec. R. R. Co.'s 1st M.
5* bds

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.*—See Holyoke

PATERSON, N. .?.*—New York and Phila-
delphia quotations to Dec. 26.

Paterson Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 6% bds. (Inc. $250,000 In esc).

P II II .A DE I>PII IA . PA.*—Local quota-
tions to Nov. 18.

Philadelphia Traction Co., Stock... . 50
CoU. Tr. 4% g. bds

Continental Pasx. Ry. Co., Guar.
Stock 50

ist M. 6f bds
Empire Passenircr Ry. Co , Stock.. 50
IstM. 7f bds

Philn. City Pass. Ry. Co., Stock 50
1st M. b% bds

Pliila. & G'ys Ferry Pass. Ry. Co.,
Guar. Stock 50

Ridge Ave. Pass. Ry. Co. Guar. Stock 5n

13th loth Sts., Pass. Ry. Co.,
Guar. Stock 50

ist M. 7% bds
Union Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock.. 50

1st M bds
9ndM.5^ bds

W. Phila. Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock 5'

lit M. 6% g. bds
3nd M. 5* bds

Flectric Traction Co., Stock 50
Frankford & S'thw'k P. C. Pass.

R. R. Co., Guar. Stock eO;

Lombard & So. St. P. R. R. co.'s 1st
M.Sit bds

West End P. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 7% bds„
Ci iy.ens' Pass. Ry. Co.. Guar. StOCK BO
2n<l 3rd Sts. Ky. Co., Guar, btock 5fi

L,ehi*h Ave. Ry. Co., Stock 50
People's Traction Co.. Stock 50
P. P. Ry. Co.'s stk. tr. cert. 4%g

People's Pass. Ry. Co., (common 25
Stock (preferred... 25

1st M. 7^ bds
Cons.M. 5* bds

Uerniantown Pass. Ry. Co.. Guar.
Stock 50

Green & Coates Sts. P. P. Ry. Co.,
Guar, stock 50

1st M.O^bds
Hest'v'e, Mantua ic F'r'm't P. R.

R. Co., Stock 50

Issued. Due.

Quoiailoua.

1895. Dec.

ti
bo

s
Low.

si
bo

ffl

Low. Closing

PITTSBURGH, PA.'—Local quotatlona
to Dec. 21.

Citizens' Traction Co., Stock 5')

1st M. 6% bda
Pittshurf{h Traction Co.. Stock 50

1st M. b% bds
Uuquesne Traction Co., Stock 50
IstM. 5% bds

P'h'«h, Allegheny &. Manch'r Tr.
Co., Stock 50

Gen. M. 5^ bda
P'b'gh Union P. Ry. Co. 'a 1st. M. bds.

Federal St. & P. V. R. R. Co., SlOCk 2B

Gen. M. 5% bds.. (new)
P'b'ich Birmingham Tr. Co., Stock 50
Gen. M. 5*g. bds

Central Traction Co., Stock 50
1st M. 5% bds

P'b'Kh& WestEndP. Ry. Co., Stock 50
1st. M. 5* bds

PROVI PENCE, R, I.*—Local quotations to
Dec. 18.

United Traction & Electric Co.,
Stock 100
1st M. 5%g. bds

Newport St. Ry. Co.
lstM.5« bds

l.OOO.OTO

2,h"0,m
1,2011,000

1,500,000

1,200,000
bb5,00li

1,100,000
600,000
250.000

eso.o'io

2,000,000
2,000,000

600,000

1,2.50 000
l.a50,000

isnoo 000
1,053,000

1,000,000
b.'^o.oto

600.000
200,000
475,01 10

200,000

308,7S0

420,000

334,

100.

925,
51 '0

2.0,

750,

216.

750,

7,500

1.50

132,

192,

848,

599,

6.000,

5,698,

740
277,
2i9,

246,

529
000
000
000
,000

000
000
000
000

i.OOO

,noo

100
,500

160
,95"

000
210
ouo
402

19:4

1910
1915

19,32

1914

1942

1943

1917

1909

1900

1910

19. 3

1911
1910

1906
1926

1901
1906

1943

i9i''5

000 190.)

000 1912

572,800

500.000
100,000

2,500,000

3,000,000
1,250,000

1,900,000
750,000

3,000,000
1,500,000

2,919.567

1,455,000
100,000

1,4110,000

1,2.50.000

3,000,000
l,500,0"ll

898.368
375,000

1,500,000
460,000

ie98

8,000,000
8,000,0u0

50.000

1927

1927

1930

1901

1931

1929

1929

i923

110

7fi

117
7.J

179
116
105
200
120

1.55

130

106

102>4

100

100

120
175
108

251

•£Sr>

124

206
1O8

100
225
no
105
87

339

90?

t6

.53

69 ;»

93!*
67

103

50
113
5414

150
113

102

166
116

149
100

IOC

96

121

165

80
224

2t:0

70%

329

90?

272
21 2 '4

40
4)

9 h

120

61

20

131

120

66>4

6n

11014

110

105>4

iOh
107^4

1933

1910

2214
104

98 ?8

28;8

50
104

58

102^;

102

11''

lil

11234

127
118

«334

I07>v
58
107
26%
100

110

76
1 17

73

179

113
103
200
118

1.55

105

102

29
liOX

761^

134

251

232

'206

60

116
60

108
113

101

185

116

1.50

97)<.

100

9«>4

66.H

l-.O

1I"X

35>^
103;^

3) 40;,

10 m%
19

I'O

12?4
90
18

102>i

29X ,50

101 104

17

97>s
28

106,',,

45

97X

95

51

102)<i

100

m]4

llOk

34 !„

105,'.

39k
106J,i

20

16

9;k
26
105 '„

.id

104

50

97X

no

63
116
66

170
113
1112

195

117

155
1(10

102

100

25 1>

110>..

11

26k b

fO a
101 b

100

•Per detailed description or tbese and other Becantleg issued, see AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY INVESTMENTS, a sopplement to the STREET
tiAibWAY JOURNAL. pabllBUed annually on Uaroh Utb
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Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.

itOCHESTKK, N. Y.*—New York quota
tlons T,o nee. 26.

Ronhe>tPr Ky. Co., Stock 100

Cods. M 5%g. bds. (lacl. $1,000,000 In

2iMl m'. 5% gilds' (iacL $750,66o In esc.

)

ST. liOUlS, MO.*—Local quotations to

St. Lioiiis it. R. Co., Stock 100

istM. 5% bds

Citizens' Ry. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 6% bds
Cubs Ave. & Fair Grounds Ry. Co.,

Stock 100

istM. fi^bds
ijnion Uepot R. R. Co., Stock 100

Cons. M. 6% g. bds
Benton. Bellef'ne Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6%

bds

Mound City R. R. Co.'s ist M. 6% Ms.

Jeflerson Ave. Ry. Co.. Stock 100

1st M. 5^ bds
»li«80uri R. R. Co., Stock 100

ISt M. DdS
I.iiidell Ry. Co., Stock 100

Ist M. (>% bds
St. I.,ouls& Suburban Ky. Co., Stock 100

l8t M. 5^ bds. (incl. $600,000 in esc.)..

Inc. 6^ bds
People's R. R. Co., Stock 50

1st M. 6% bds

2ad M. 7% bds

cons. M. 6% bds. (Incl. $300,000 In esc.)

Fourth St. Sc Arsenal Ry. Co., Stock 50

1st M.6^ bds

Southern Flectric Ry. (common 100

Co., Stock (prererred 6% lOo

Cons. M. 6% bds (Incl. $200,0ii0 In esc.)

St. I,. & K. St. L.. E. R. Co., Stock.. 100

1st. M. 6% bds
Baden & St. l.ouisR. R.. Stock 100

isi M. G% bds

Issued. Due.

Quotailons.

1895. Dec.

High. Low.

S3

5
o Closing

SAN FRANCISCO.CAL..*—Local quota
tlons to Dec. IV.

Market Street Ry. Co., Stock 100

M'ketSt. cable Co."8 1st M. 6^ bds....

Omnibus Caole Co.'s 1st M. b% bds

—

Park & ocean R. R. Co.'s IstM. af. bds
Park & Cliff House R. R. Co.'s 1st M.
6% bds

Powell St. R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds...
Ferries & Cliff House Ky. Co.'s ist M,
6.* bds

Geary St., P'k & O. R. R. Co., SlOC),

1st M. 5< bds
Cal. St. Cable R.R. Co., Stock

1st M. b% g. bds
Sutler Street Ky. Co., Stock

1st M. 5* g. bds
Presidio & Ferries R. R. Co. Stojk lOn

Oakland, S. 4; llaywards Ry. Co.
Stock li'O

100

ion

100

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.'*—(See Holjoke.)

TORONTO, ONT.*—Local q'lOtatlons to

Dec. 18.

Toronto Ry. Co., Stock 100

VV.\SHIN<JTON, I>. C* Local quota-
tions to Deo. 18.

Capitol Traction Co ,

Metropolitan R. R. Co .btock 50

Coll. Tr 6% conv. bda
Belt Ry. Co.. Stock 50

Cons. M. bds. (Inc. $50,000 in esc.) .

.

Eckington &. Soldiers' Home Ry.
Co.. Stock 50

1st M. 6% bds

G'aetown Sc Ten'town Ry. Co., Stock 50

Columbia Ry. Co 5t>

istM. 6* bds

WORCESTER, MASS.*—New York
quoiatlons to Dec. 26.

Worcester Traction Co., (common.. 100

Stock \prer. 100

5,000,000

3,000 000
1,500,000

3,000,001'

3,000,000

1,0110,000

1,500,000

2,000 oon

1,911,000
4,0o0.00()

1.150,000

300.000

400,000

112,000

100,000
2,y"0,ooo

500 OOO

3,5 000
1,500 UOO
2,500,000
2,000,000
300,0110

SOO.OoO

1 J5,000

75 000

1,000,000

1.50,000

50 000

700,0110,

800,000
500,000
250,0110

7.5,000

50,000
350,000

18,616,783
3,000,000

2,000,000
250,000

350,000

70 >,00

6.50 000
1,11011,000

671,000
1,000000
900 OUO

2,000,00
900,000

1,000,000

1,000.000

1930
1933

1900)

19l0f

1907

1912

1918
1896)

19111
19' 0}

1910/

1907

1911

1931

1892)
19113/

1903
1891)1

1901)

1898)

H03i

1909

i905

1913

1913
1918
1914

1913
1912

1914

.'92!

1915

1918

6,000,000

3,000,000

75 ',000

5"0.000
SOO.O-IO

500,000

657,000

200,000

200,000
400,110(1

500,000

3.000,000

3,000.0a)

1901

1931

1896)

19n(

1914

45ki 30 84 £0 33

106>«
86

991^
83

1031
86 b

10214

85 r
101

85 b

149 125 144 140 144

107 100 101 101 101

130 65
lUD

70
108

70
108

70
108

100

ilOO

50
98
110
105

53
100
140

110

53
9^
140
110

53
100
140
110

103 100 K'O 100 100

105 102 105 105 105

300
103
310
102>4
1 10

l'l5><i

lOl

20

135

100
300
100
105

10114

19%
7B
45
9

130

103
20.1

102H
140

105>j
33><,

76^2
101

12

128
11 '3

31 5

102

139

105

33K>
76

100
10

130

215

14m
"

105H
33

76X
101

11

lOl 85 86 85 85

102 73

88

25 4 33 33 34

101 98

45
88

lOs)

200
104

40
84
'05

99
'02

99/^j 97><^ 98 99" 100

45Ki
125
120
110

36 V,

117?.i'

117
1 10

li5
119

43?4

lig"

45!a
123?^

119

1 1

104
U3

96
109

104

U3
103
113

1'5

113 b

105 b
103
108

105J4
1 llUi

99>i
lOil

10114
1'

103 lUl 03^^

113 b

15

1061^
l-j

I10>4 no

100 100

885a 605i 80 '.1

78 74V 75

103

30
90

63

96
15

77

103
my,
31
86

9S
115)4
31

)

85

98
116
30
85

35 15 35 30 3)

106 100 103 100 101

76"

113

4,5"

107^

25
46
113

45"

n2>^

35
46
113

20
89

10

77X
16

85X 80
16
80

* See loot note on preceding pages.
New York and Philadelphia quotations of Brooklyn. Buffalo, Columbus, Indian-

apolis, Louisville. New Orleans, New York City, Paterson. Rochester and Worcester
Seuritles furnished by Gustavus Maas, 26 Broad Street. New York.

(C(>?!timied from page 75.)

Louisville to Fairfield. He wants approximate estimates per mile
for building the road. He will also want complete equipment, includ-
ing bridges, rails, cars, etc.

Montreal, Can.—The Montreal Street Railway Company reports
earnings as follows:

November, 1894. 1895.
Gross receipts $78,891 $93,454
New Orleans, La.—New Orleans Traction Company reports

earnings as follows:

Year ending November 30, 1894. 1895.
Gross receipts $951,528 $1,327,756
Operating expenses 620,508 752,158

Earnings from operation $331,020 $575,598

New York, N. Y.—The Boynton Bicycle Traction Company of
France has been incorporated (in W. Va.) to construct electric rail-

ways, etc., in France. Minimum capital stock, $10,000; maximum,
$5,000,000; par value, $100 per share. Incorporators: Jose F. De
Navarro, Thos. E. Sotolongo, Mariano de Cossio, and Geo. R. Cul-
lingworth, all of New York City.

The Boynton Bicycle Traction Company, of Spain, has been in-

corporated with same capital stock and incorporators as the above to

do business in Spain.

Oswego, N. Y.—The Oswego Street Railway Company and the
Fulton & Oswego Falls Street Railway Company have been consoli-

dated under the name of the Ontario & Suburban Railway Com-
pany. Several miles of new track will be built. Belden & Seely,

121 Liberty Street, New York City, will probably secure the contract
for building the line.

Paterson, N. J.—The Paterson Railway Company reports earn-
ings as follows :

October, 1894. 1895.
Gross receipts $21,109 $25,385
Operating expenses I2,92(i 14,502

Earnings from operation 8,183 10,883
November,

Gross receipts 19,859 24,854
Operating expenses 12,413 T4,464

Earnings from operation 7,446 10,390
Eleven months ending November 30.

Gross receipts 223,687 273,121
Operating expenses 144,087 157,603

Earnings from operation 79,600 115,518

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Pittsburgh Braddock & McKeesport Street

Railway Company has been incorporated to build an electric rail-

way in Pittsburgh. Capital stock, $66,000; par value, $60 per share.

Incorporators: Chas. H. Johnston, and Wm. Robeson, of Pittsburgh;
Walter Farmartiss, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittston, Pa.—The Pittston People's Electric Company has been
incorporated to build an electric railway about eight miles long.

Capital stock, $50,000. President, Jos. H. Glennon; of West Pittston.

Port Chester, N. Y.—The Port Chester Electric Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated to build an electric railway about ten

miles long in Port Chester. Capital stock, $500,000. Directors: T.
S. Krutz, J. E. Bowles, T. L. Cuyler, Jr., No. l Broadway; C. P.

Bruch, G. E. Boucheir, A. E. Beck, D. A. Pearsall, No. 60 Broad-
way, and H. F. Hawkins, all of New York City.

Port Jervis, N. Y.—The Port Jervis Electric Street Railway
Company has been incorporated to build an electric railway in Port

Jervis, about seven miles in length. Capital stock, $70,000. Incor-

porators: Lafe Pence and George N. Mc(jibbon, of New York; S. D.
Lake, G. Elston and J. S. Marsh, of Port Jervis.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Electric Railway Hill Cable Com-
pany has been incorporated to construct and repair cable and elec-

tric railways, and purchase patent rights relating to railways. Cap-
ital stock, $1,000,000; par value, $10 per share. Incorporators: W.
W. Griswold, W. H. Birch, J. L. Boona, of San Francisco, Cal.

Scranton, Pa.—The Scranton Traction Company reports earn-

ings as follows:
November, 1894. 1895.

Gross receipts $21,989 $26,710
Operating expenses 12,412 13,764

Earnings from operation $9,577 $12,946
Five months ending November 30.

Gross receipts $115,252 $139,375
Operating expenses 66,925 66,939

Earnings from operation $48,327 $72,436

South Sioux City, Neb.—The citizens of South Sioux City

have voted to give a franchise to the South Sioux City Traction

Company, which was recently incorporated. Among those inter-

ested are T. L. Eaton, Henry L. Taylor, C. A. Benton, D. L. Plumer
and E. H. Burgess, of South Sioux City, Neb.

Toronto, Ont.—Clark, Bowes, Hilton & Swabey, of Toronto,

are solicitors for the Toronto, Hamilton & Niagara Falls Electric

Railway Company, a new enterprise which is seeking incorporation.

{Continued on page 81.)
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notlre.—These statistics are carefully rr'vlsed from montb to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from official sources. The
table should be used in connection wti h our Financial Supplement, ' American Street Railway Investments," whicn contains tlie annual operatln<r reports to
the ends of the various financial years.

Ahhrcvlations.—The following abbreviations are used : * Including taxes, d. deficiency, m. months.

Company. I'erlod.

a <u

C K

bi o!

d >-
D

c o.

AliBANV, N. Y.
TKe Albany Ky

.

AillMTRKDAM. N. Y,
Amstrrilnin St. Ry. Co

AllcrsrA, BIB.
Aaguiila, Hallowell <^

Uardnvr R. R. Co

I1AL.TIAIOKE:, MD.
Baltimore Traction Co..

.

City & Subiirbnn Ity. Co..
BATH, ME.
Bath St, Ky. Co

BINGIIAMTON, N. Y.
BlnKhnmton R. K. Co.

."( III.. St pt. '9-1

9 ' '<I4

;j ra.. Sept. "J,

1 yr, June 'C4

I
•' " '96

1 m , Oct. '94

1
•> " '9h

I m,, Aug. '9.1

1 m.
1
"

10'
10"

Oct. '94

•• '91

'• '95

1 m., Sept. '94

1 " •' 'vri

BOSTON. MASS.
I.iynn & Boston 1{. R. Co..\
North Shore Traction Co./

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
Bridgeport Traction Co. .

.

BROCKTON, MASS.
Brockton St. Ry. Co

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Broolxlyn Traction Co.

Coney Island Brooldyii
R. R. Co

a m.,

1 m.
1

"

9 "

9 "

1 m.,
1

"

11"

U"

I m.
1
"

10 "

10 "

1 m.
1
"

9 ••

9 '•

3 m.
i "

Brooklyn City &. Newtown
R. K. Co

Brooklyn Elev. R. R. Co.

.

Broolilyn HclghlH R.U. Co.

Brooklyn, Que<'ns Co. and
Sub. R. R. Co

BDFFAl.O. N. Y.
Builalo Ry. System.

3 m.
3

3 m
3 '•

6 "

3 m.,
3 "

9

9
"

CHESTER, PA.
Chester Traction Co.

CHICAGO, IL.Li.

Chic. & So. Side R. T. Co

CINCINNATI, O.
Clnn.Newport& Cov.Ky

Co

CKEVEliAND. O.
Cleveland Elec. By. Co.

COLUMBUS, G*.
Columbus K. R. Co.

'94

'95

, Oct. '91

•• '9.=)

" '94

" '95

Nov. '94

•• '95
" '91

" '95

, Oct, '94

•• '95

" '94

" '95

,
Sept. '94

'95

" '94

'• 95

,
Sept. '94

•• '95

" '91

" '95

,
Sept. '91

'• '96

" '94
' '95

, Sept '94

>• -95

" 94
" '9.:

.Sept. '94

•• '95

'94

'95

'94

'95

'91

'95

Sept,

129.141

1 43.,588
339,.53H

389,^70

1!,171

38. .307

40,6i0

89 870
!)9 &

102,.5.59

1,764

1 ,506

17 06
18,676

12.597
12 553
90,741

97.075

H'2.7.'

106,811

1,086 4

1,201,679

17,69«

24.427
124,406
278 839

23,651
25,76^
189,286

231,975

103,461

102,907
847,160
762,257

115 805
l.«,7i:0

252,546
310,386

148.187

137,801
441,490
452,928

3S0 990
457.706

1,297,10

1,579.706

1,304 717
!.'i05,(l7o

2,544 522
2,351,01;

18.5,072

192,485
441,756'
4 '.5,581

1 m., Sept '94

1 " " '95

9 " " '94

9 " " '9

1 m., Sept. '94

1 •• '95

3 " " '95

1 m. July, '94

1 " " '95

7 " " '94

7 " " '9.)

1 m., Sept. '94

1 " '95

9 " " '94

9 " " '95

(-7,01 8
78,953

21.3,7.32

2311,392

f,384

25,641
2-1,427

55,937

1,679
803

13.116

12,190

6,005
5.716

51,203
55,749

66 00-;

67,515
634,967
t5ti,0J2

9,378
14 332

143,670

12,262

15,242
123,665
137,048

60,898
61.870

519,763
040,608

62.260
61.766

162,528
182,429

82 296
246,675
284,634

242 754
274,214
791,330
868 280
738,«6;3

638,363
1464 846
1374,.565

109.241

108 348
.32 4.5.56

295,566

131,186 701144
146.735 70,'358

1,138,162 644,443
1,252,575 640,975

1 m.
1

•'

6 '

COT.UniBIIS. O.
Colnmbiis St. Ry. Cn.

IIFNVI'R. COL.
Denver Cons. Trnniwaj Co

June '94

" '95

" '94

" '9.'i

1 m , June '95

6 '• •• 95

1 m , Nov.
1 " "

II"
11 " "

1 m.,
1

"

4 "
4 "

Oct.

21,897
23.221

74,197

56,5S7

54,131
4i'7.070

431,922

50,461
6l.09i

364,fU4
466.596

148,812
135,063

607,57?
691,197

5 027
19.795

46.472
49,729
M6,72B
571,587

,58.913

68.103
2.55,8 '4

"G-i 138

7,777

28,087

45.636
44,279

351.643
324,681

32,382
3i,376

274,410
308,188

101,455
76.870

407,254
457,424

42,133
61.615

I25.,S(I4

159,478

3,787

12,665
15,193

25,37^'*

22,,37*
70,015*
67,200*

3,048

9,894*
9,318*

46,62S

85
793

3 949

6 486

6,502

6.8:37

39 53-<

41,326

36,7 9
39,2M6

451, 50'

515,647

8 .320

10,095

135,169

11.389
10, .521

65,621

94,927

42,571

41,037
3i7,397
121,649

53 545
72,994
90.018

127,957

67,579
55,505
194,815
168,294

13S,2.3fi

183,492
.50>,778

711 426
.'^65.': .54

56t>,712

1,079,670
976 416
, 5,831

84,13:
117,200

160,014

60.242
7H,377

493,709
611,600

15,444

4 ,110

10,901

9,87:

55,42'

107,241

18,079
27,716
90,431
158,408

47 357
5'^,193

200,323
233.773

16.760
42.198
.'i5,7K9

92,278

d260

200,008
215,422
619,589
782,-97
495 -'55*

516,72'.*

991.941*

10,57,590

84, 21 12'

84,499'

Company.

DERBY, CONN.
Df-rby St. Uy. Co

DETROIT, I>11CH.
Pt. Wityne tSi Belle
Isle St. Ry. Co

Citizens* SI. Ry. Co..,

DULUTH, MINV.
Duluth St. Ky

1 m.,Sfpt. '94

1
•• • 95

6 m., June '95

6 •' " '95

FLUSllINt;, N. Y.,
FliiHhinK Ac <'olle«;e
IH. Ky

GALVESTON. TEX.
Gnlvcston City R.
Co

R.

Cl70,772

d3I,930
d)13,rin

071,471
7O.5U0

49 98^

87.735

d81,144
d8,3; 1

Q 362

22.904 23 568
28 0^7 21,612

244,619 2720:7
284.323 29i).264

35 297 2!,616
;ffl.716 28 '87

151 999 103,825
62.715 19'> :^93

I'erlod.

1 m. Sept.
1

•

I m.. Sept. '9

1

GIRAKDVILLE, I'A.

Scliiiyllcill Triiction Co

BAZLETON, PA.
Lrlilgit Traction Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Citizens' St. Ry. Co

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Jamestown St. Ky, Co,

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan 8t.Ky.Co

KINGSTON, [«. Y.
Kingston City K. R.
Co

1 in. Oct.,

I m.. Sept. '91

1 " • '95

1 m.
1

•'

4
"

1 m.
3 "

lyr

LAWRENCE, MASS.
Lowll, Lawrenie <fe

Haverhill St. Ky. Co

.ONG ISL. CITY, N. Y.
Steiiiwny Ry. Co

LORAIN.O.
Lorain St. Ry.

LOri>iVILLE, Ky.
Louisville Ky. Co

MAH \NOY CITY, PA.
Lakeside Ky. Co

3 m.,
3 "

1 m,,
It,

'

1 m ,

1
•'

9
•'

Oct. '91

- '95

" '95

,
Apr. '91

•• '95

" '94

" '95

, Sept.'M4i
" '95[

" 94[
" '95:

. Aug. '95

' '95

June 'Oi

'95

Oct. '94

'• '95

" '91

" '9

S pt.'94
•• '95
" '91

" '95

3 795
7,610

116,915
3Ht),575

18 737
18,797

151,0.i3

156,677

7,5;i6

16,643
17,t34

lb5,B.50

184,639

8,107

9,536

10,200
9,4b7
»9,499

64 209
74,202

2:i5,90yl

204,:i»2l

34,461

39.411

68 412
7 4,092

1

164,1.53!

482,279

net.

b'ept. '91

• '95

" '91

" -95

6 m,, June '95

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin City K. T. Co . .

.

MONTGOMERY, ALA
Montgomery St. 14y.Co

3IONTKKAL, CAN.
J>lontreiil St. Ky. Co....

N VSHVILLE, TENN.
IVushville St. Hy. Co.

\KW BFlJPOKn.MASS
I ition St. Ity. Co

NE« ItlJKGIt. N. Y.
NewbHrgii Elee.K.v. Co

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Havwii St. Ity. Co

1 m
,

1
"

10
"

10
"

1 m
I

'

10"
10"

1 m,
1

1 m.
1
"

12
"

12 "

Oct '94

" '95
' '94

" '95

Oct.

, Nov. '91

'• '95

" '9t

" '95

,
May '94

' 's^5

" '91

" '95

46,467
50,230

23,321

30,832
2;«,U13
363 431

f>8,932

108,050
1.55 556
226,. 8i

6,784

68,436

10 I, ('21;

158 72
8.5 lOI
966,690

10,50

168,554
107. 40S

1,652,1/51

1,633,086

4,(>3l

4,64ii

28,018
42,10s

78,891

93,454
167.114

195 610

27 221
27.807

301. 4';

311,896

im., June '94 17,167

1 ' '95 19.8ffi{

.! " " '94 75,40-'

6 " • '95 88 821

6 m., Nov. '94

6 " " '95

1 rn.,Sept. '94 14 2.5'

1 •• " '95 19, .592

9 " " '94 92,4 6

9 " •' '95 150 619

3.0'.2

3,261)

7,983

7,691

85.514
69,661

6,220

11,191*
12,951*

109.524*

117,111*

5,220

4,201

4,952
6,688

6.',0:j8

31,813
37.544

145.6.56

1.56,164

16 023
19,439

47,621

51,6,10

89,362
270,640

29,038
31,404

18,5-6

21,538
174,406
229,924

38 488
54 946
84,707
126,594

3,446
Ho 903

5fi.l38

6'),308

471.747
498,198

69,9-3
6K.845

7)3 9i9
704,824

1,6-8

2, 39
1,346
24,01

1

15,061

15,011

197,513
18b 369

,39,831

62,967

19,190

29,!'64

743
,:i5"

10,754

11,106

65,519
87,016

1,316

5,4.52

4,683
E6.126
67,528

2,887
5,335

5,248
2 799

37,461

32,396
36.658
90,254

108,228

16,419
19,972

20,79:

22,462

74 791

211,639

17,430

18,826

4,'

9 294
63 ' 07

133 50.

30.444
53,1C4
70.849
94,689

3,33'

8i,5j3

48 5'8

92,416
403 857
4 68, ,500

3,743

P8 .571

98.557
908,09
928,802

2,343
2.501

10,672
18,097

12.16
12,836

101,9,57

125,527

20..344

33,003

4 929*

6,871*

14 724^

15,989*

9.;398*

9,576*

21.390*
28,610-

62,;i79*

79 926*

9.125

15,7i0

11 510
13 101

6.057
6.473

8.030

9,252

9,0.54

24 494
8.470

19,763

11,219

17,^93
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a
Sd

tn ^m a.
a V
^ S

1-, o

company. Period. g« a Q
!- a>

OS O.IK!

O a)

Oil)
a

Weat Slini-c Ry. Co 1 m. Jiiiy

_ ____

2 *2S'2

1
" " '95 3!027

NEW IjONI»ON, CONN.,
New liOiKloii St. Uy.C'O. 1 III. Sept. '91 R,777 3,137 2,040

1
" '95 3,512 2,626

NKW ORLEANS, IjA.
New Orleans Traction

1 HQ. SPpt. '91 81,573 52 6.56 28.917
1

•' '95 111,«48 61.4.50 .50.198
" '91 691 .537 452.978 238,.559

9 "
'9.5 986,414 575„204 411,210

NKW VOKK. N. Y.,
Third Ave. K. K. Co...

.

:i 111
,
Srpt '91 622,028 312,976 309,058

i
• '96 7:i7,82x 3H6,958 370,871

1)
" '94 1. 576, (I.V.I 825.906 750,153

•A
' •9-, 2,ii;!9,812 1,U 9,499 910,313

lYf et ropolit all .S t.Ky .Co. :! rn.
, Sept. '94 1,413,,5:?S 820,706 592,832

;i
" '9'> 1..58-3,011 80 1,3.52 781.6 '9

!)
" fl :!,822,47ii 2 22l!755 1,600,715

9 " '95 4,475,001 2 351,317 2,123,684

niaiiliiiltiin Ry. i'o i ni.
,
Sept, '91 i,nK:i,:)io 1,2.50.635 8:52,675

i
" '95 ;,i48,.^,;!n 1,319.1.29 8^9,401

it
" '94 i'.:ni,4(i8 4,089 329 (,282.079

i)
" '95 7,167,493 1,125,757 3,011,736

Seroiiil Avenue It.li. Co 12 ni ..June '94 1,018, i;« 794,765 223,368
12

" '95 95'< ,463 734,915 222,548

l>. !>., E. K. Si itnt'y

K. li. Co 12 m ., June'94 655,5.58 464,068 191,490
12 • " '95 730,033 .5.32,245 197,788

New Yorli Sc Hiirleiii

K. K. Co :i ni. Sept Jo 197,628 136,712 60,916

4<2il Ht , ninn. &. St. N.
Ave. It. K. Co 3 m

.
Sept. '94 165,855 132,388 33.467

.3
'• '9> 161 121 1 13,972 27.149

i>
" •94 317,7.5h 261 020 76.7S6

n '• '95 326,773 265,914 60,859

Iliiioii liy. Co 'S m. ,
Sept. '94 136,588 67.172 69,416

•!
•' '95 13 M25 74.570 61,555

!(
" •94 364,974 189,974 175,001'

'•
"

'9.'i 345, -^92 198,2'25 147,1167

WestelieHler Eiee. R.K.
3 m. . Sept. '94 28,655 20,.5S8 3,067
a "

'ii.-i 38,512 22,818 ;5 694
6 " '95 68,738 42,331 26,407

MA(;VKA FAI.I^S, N. Y.
Niaffnrn Falls ^ Sun-
lieiitvioii Rriilge Ry. Co.. i m. , Mar. '91 10 ,595 7.684 2,01.<

3 •• '95 12,091 10,387 1,707
NOKIHSTOWN, I'A..
Scbuylliill Val.Trac. Co 1 m. , July '94 4.814

1
" '95 5,543

NOKTIIABIPT'N, MASS.
Nortliaiiiptoii St. liy. Co 1 111. , Aug. '94 6..324 2,205 4,059

1
" '95 10 315 3,864 6.451

i
" '95 58,205 29.651 28,554

NO. ATTLEBORO.MASS
Interstate Consol. Hi.

1 m. , Sept. •95 12,293 6,1.57 6,136

O \KLANI>, CAL, ,

OaUland Consol. .St. ICy.

Co 6 111 , JuEe '95 62,312 46,099 lfi,243

i'ATEUSON, N. .J.,

1 m. , Oct. '91 21,109 r2,926 8,183
1

" '95 14,5' 2 10.883
10" '94 203,729 131.'634 72!o9">

lo" '95 247.979 143,139 104|840
PIllT.ADEIiPlirA, P*.,
People's Traction Co'.. 1 m. Sept. '94 137.331

1
" '95 194,103

9
" '94 885!847

9 " '95 1,533,588
Ilestonville M. & F. P.

1 m , Oct. '91 21,995
1

"
'9.i 42,566

10 " '94 263J 01
10 • '95 427,25i

Citizens' Traction Co.. 1 m , July '91 49,075
1

>• '95 53,391

I'ORTSMOIITII, VA..
Portsinoiitli St. l{y Co.

.

8 m . Aug. '94 19 33(1

S " '9"> 23,508 n,2.;o 12,S4H

Company.

87,47.5*

82,044*
255, .58(1*

244,718*

459.996
513,131

I,;{29.013

l,5»i.377

660,228
766,790

1.960.,56S

2,141,776

131.88.'-

129,428*

175,894

136,093

10 100

30,71
30.700'
61,1(1.5*

61,400*

37,674
32.427
118,115

95,323

ti,957

7,42S

11,818

7,000*
7,105*

321,.577

288,827
494,573

695,595

132,836
268,528
271,706
600,307

172,447
62.611

1,321.511

899,960

POIHJniiEEPSIE, N. Y.
Pniiglikeepxie City &.
WappinKer's Falls K.
R. Co

REA»IN<S, PA.,
Reading Traction Co.

ROANOKE, VA.,
Roanoke St, Ry. Co.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.,

Ilocliester Ry. Co

ROME, OA.,
City Elec. Rt. Co

RonE, N. Y.
Rome <;ity St. Ry. Co.

sA(ilNAW, .men.,
Union Ity. Co

91,483 S \RATOOA, N. Y..
93,120 Union Eiec. Ry. Co. of

Saratoga

1 in.

10 •'

3 m.,
3 •'

lyr.
1

"

I m
10

"

15„596

61,695

.50.816

2,7.50

(13.551

1.5.331

d 541

31 ,742

29,128
.56. 8:35

51 744

<CRANTON, PA.,
.scranton 'l^rac. Co.

SIOUX CITY, lA.,
Sioux City Trac. Co.

SYRtOUSE, N. Y.,
Hvrac"se Cons. St. Ry.
Co

Syracuse St. R. R. Co.

1.110 TAUNTON, niASS.,
8.266 Taunton St. Ry. Co.. .

11,589
TERRE HAUTE, INO.,
Terre Haute Elec. Ry.
Co

TORONTO. ONT.,
Toronto St. liy. Co.

TROY, N. Y.,
Troy City Ry. Co

WAKEFIEI.O. niASS.,
Wakelield & .Stone-
ham .St. Ry. Co

WATER BURY, CONN.,
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Financial Notes.

Aberdeen, N. C.—J. W. Tufts, of Boston, is interested in an
electric raihvay to be built from Aberdeen to Jackson Springs.

Akron, O.—The Akron Street Railway & Illuminating Company
will shortly be incorporated to take control of the Akron Street
Railroad and the Akron General Electric Company. Capital stock,
$1,500,000. The Akron Street Railroad is now in the hands of W. C.
Lynch, of Canton, O., as trustee.

Asbury Park, N. J.—William L. Dayton, of Trenton, N. J., has
been appointed receiver of the Asbury Park & Belmar Street Rail-
way Company.

Ashland, Ky.—Samuel Bigstaff will buy the system of the Ash-
land & Catlettsburg Street Railway Company if the City Council

will allow the company to complete its lines in Catlettsburg.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Atlanta Rai'lway Company has filed a mort-

gage for $350,000 5 per cent, gold bonds, due September i, 1925; de-

nomination, $500. Trustee of mortgage, Baltimore Guarantee &
Trust Company.

Auburn, N.Y.—The Auburn City Railway Company has filed a

mortgage in favor of the West End Trust & Safe Deposit Company
of Philadelphia.

Baltimore, Md.—The Rapid Transit Construction Company
has been incorporated to carry on a general electrical business.
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Capital stock, $25,000. Incorporators: Wm. F. Rogers, Chas. H.
Hopkins, Wm. O. Nellson, H. C. Primrose and Geo. N. Holloway.

David Nhwhold, JohnHubner and R. S. Carswell, of Baltimore,
have been appointed a committee by the Baltimore & Catonsville
Construction Company to receive bids for power house equipment
for the Columbia & Maryland Electric Railway.

Boston, Mass.—The Railroad Commissioners have approved
the terms of the lease by the Lynn & Boston Railroad Company of

the Boston & Revere Electric Street Railway Comf)any.

Brooklyn, N. Y.— It is announced that a contract has been prac-

tically agreed upon, by which the property and franchises of the
Brooklyn Traction Company will be leased in perpetuity to the

Nassau Electric Railroad Company.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Lewis & Fowler Manufacturing Com-

pany and the Lewis & Fowler Girder Rail Company have been con-
solidated, and a new company incorporated under the name of the
Brooklyn & New York Railway Supply Company.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The sale of the Long Island Traction Com-
has been conformed, and the purchase money will be paid at once
and distributed.

Buffalo, N. Y.— It is reported that the Buffalo Traction Com-
pany has bought the Buffalo, Kenmore & Tonawanda Electric Rail-

way.

Charlottesville, Va.—The Charlottesville & University Street

Railway Company, which is controlled by the Piedmont Construc-
tion & Improvement Company, has been granted permission to

change its name to The Charlottesville City & Suburban Railway
Company.

Chicago, 111.—The Chicago & Jefferson Urban Transit Company
has filed a mortgage for $2,000,000, 6 per cent, bonds, interest paya-
ble semi-annually. Trustee of mortgage, the Illinois Trust and Sav-
ing Bank of Chicago. Le Grand W. Pierce is president,- and T. B.

Se^rs is secretary of the railway company.

EMERSON McailLMN. HENRY B, VVlL,SON.

EMERSON McMILLIN & CO,

BT^NKeRS,
40 Wall Street, New York.

INVESTHENT SECURITIES.
GAS and STREET RAILWAYS a Specialty

High Class Bonds and Dividend Paying Stocks Bought

and Sold on Commission.

Financial Agents for Corporations in Paying Coupons

and Dividends.

ACT AS TRANSFER AGENTS FOR CORPORATIONS.

N. W. HARRIS & CO.,

MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

15 WALL ST.,

NEW YORK.

70 STATE ST.,

BOSTON.

We Purchase Total Issues of

STREET RAILWAY BONDS
On Properties in the Larger Cities.

PpiDtinj and Engraving.
We are prepared to give estimates on all kinds

of Printing and Engraving.

The Street Railway Publishing Co,
Havemeyer Building, New York.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The sale of the Chattanooga Electric
Railway has been postponed to February 24, l8g6.

Cleveland, O.—The Cleveland & Chagrin Falls Electric Railroad
Company has been incorporated to build an electric railway from
Cleveland to Chagrin Falls. Capital stock, $300,000; par value, $100
per share. Incorporators: Vincent A. Taylor, F. W. Cehring, J. E.
Latimer, Jos. Hlack, F. H. Eggers, C. C. Barkwill and A. V. Taylor.

Columbia, S. C.—The Columbia Street Railway, Light & Power
Company will probably be extended to Granby. A. Wallace is super-
intendent.

Corning, N. Y.—The Corning & Painted Post Electric Rail-
way Company will probably build an electric railway from Bath to
Hammondsport at once. C. W. Prince, of Corning, N. Y., is gen-
eral manager of the road.

Cumberland, Md.—Arrangements are being made between the
Cumberland Electric Light Company and the Cumberland Electric
Railway Company, whereby the street rail way system of Cumberland
will be leased to the electric light company for a long term of years.

Dallas. Tex.—The first mortgage bondholders of the Dallas
Consolidated Street Railway Company have approved the plan for

the reorganization of the property proposed by the reorganization
committee. The plan prcjvides for an assessment of 20 per cent, on
the $250,000 bonds, 10 per cent, payable January I, 1896, and 10 per
cent. F"ebruary i, 1896. The proceeds from this assessment will be
applied to retiring the present indebtedness. The plan also provides
for the issue of $350,000 5 per cent, gold bonds running 50 years,

REDMOND, KERR & CO.,

BANKERS,
4 1 Wall Street, New York,

42i Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

3IEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
DEALERS IN
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Stewart & Company,
40 Wall Street, New York.

INVESTMENT BANKERS.
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LONDON. NEW YORK.

JOHN B. BARBOUR, JR.,
J STOCK AND BOND BROKER,

116 Fourth Avenue (Times Building), PITTSBURGH, PA.

Special attention given to Street Railway Securities. Correspond,
ence solicited.

UAMBLETON & CO.,
BANKERS,

9 South Street, - - BALTIMORE, MD.
Dealers in Investment Securities. Local Street Railways a specialty.

QEORGE A. HUHN & SONS.,
BANKERS,

143 South Fourth Street, PHILADELPHIA,

J
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BOND AND STOCK INVESTMENTS,
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also $350,000 common stock. John Gill, president of the Mercantile

Trust and Deposit Company, J. Wilcox Brown, president of the

Maryland Trust Company; and Wm. H. Blackford, president of the

Maryland Life Insurance Company, all of Baltimore, Md., compose
the bondholders' committee.

Dubuque, la.— It is stated that the Old Colony Trust Company,
of Boston, will soon move to discharge the present receiver of the

Dubuque Light & Traction Company and foreclose the mortgage.

Frederick, Md.—Charles E. Fleming, of Frederick, has secured
the contract for grading the remaining three sections of the Freder-

ick & Middletown Electric Railroad and will commence work at once.

Fulton, N. Y.—The Fulton & Oswego Falls Street Railway Com-
pany have decided to increase their stock to $100,000.

Greensburg, Pa.—The Greensburg & Hemptield Electric Street

Railway Company has received permission to extend its line. R.

C. Reamer is purchasing agent for the company.

Halifax, N. S.—The Halifax Electric Tramway Company has
filed a mortgage for $600,000 debenture bonds.

Hull, Que.—The County of Labelle Electric Railway Company
has asked to be incorporated. Mr. Poulin, of Montebello; Joseph
Bourque, of Hull, and Father Rochon, of Papineauville, are in-

terested.

Kingston, N. Y.—The Colonial Electric Street Railway Com-
pany, which has been in the hands of a receiver for some time, has
been sold to C. S. Davison, of New York City, representing a com-
mittee of the first mortgage bondholders, for $70,000.

Lancaster, O.—S. J. Wright, John Wolfe and C. H. Towsonhave
appraised the Lancaster Street Railway at $8,325. H. B. Peters,

receiver of the road, says the property will be sold in the near future.

Leonia, N. J.—An electric road has been proposed in this

borough. Leon Abbett, of Jersey City, is interested.

Lewiston, N. Y.—The Lewiston & Youngstovvn Frontier Rail-

way Company, incorporated in September, 1895, has applied for a

franchise. A. H. Dutton, of Youngstown, and F. M. Hayes, of Buf-
falo, are among those interested.

Lincoln, Can.—The Lincoln Street Railway Traction & Light
Company has been incorporated to build an electric railway in St.

Catherines. Capital stock, $go,ooo. Incorporators, R. H. Hill and
H. A. King, of Toronto, and J. S. Campbell, L. S. Oille, and G. E.

Patterson of St. Catharines.

Almstedt Brothers,
STOCKS AND BONDS.

610 West Main Street, : : : LOUISVILLE, KY.

Street Railway Securities a Specialty.

r^RANE, PARRIS & CO.,^ BANKERS,
Ebbitt House Building, - WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dealers in Investment Securities.

CPENCER TRASK & CO.,
*^ BANKERS AND BROKERS,

ALBANY, N. Y.

Local Securities Bought and Sold on Commission.

P'rilL BARTH,
BROKER,

440 California Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PHACE & BUTTS,^ BANKERS,
PROVIDENCE. R. I.

Members of New York Stock Exchange.
Transact a General Banking Business.

T. A. Bradley

BAIIK NOTE

ENGRAVER AND PRINTER OF BONDS.
CERTIFICATES, CHECKS, TICKETS
AND ALL WORK REQUIRING SECURITY

1232 Market St. Philadelphia

Long Island City, N. Y.— It is again stated that Philadelphia
capitalists have secured control of the Steinway Railway Company.
It is reported that the New York & Queens County Railway Com-
pany, with a capital stock of $2,500,000 and a funded debt of $2,500,-
000, has been newly organized to operate this property.

Los Angeles, Cal.—A suit will probably be brought against the
Los Angeles Electric Railroad Company to set aside the recent sale
of the company's property.

Millbury, Mass.—The Blackstone Valley Street Railway Com-
pany has let the contract for building its car house, to J. A. Court-
emanche, of Worcester, Mass.

Napierville, Que.—Work on the Napierville Junction Railway
Company has been commenced. The road is to run from St. Remi
to Stottsville. J. G. Laviolette is president and Eugene Lafontaine
is secretary of the company.

Newark, N. J.—An injunction has been granted restraining the
Union Traction Company from collecting any debts or transferring
any stock, and in a few days a receiver will be appointed.

Newton, Mass.—The Newton Street Railway Company has de-
clared its regular quarterly dividend of two per cent., payable Jan-
uary I, i8g6.

Newton, Mass.—The directors of the Newton Street Railway
Comoany have decided to accept the Watertown franchise recently
granted. F. G. L, Henderson, of West Newton, is superintendent of
the company.

T G. MACKINTOSH & CO.,
J . BANKERS,
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New Orleans, La.—The New Orleans City & Lake Railroad
Company has applied for an injunction to prevent the city of New
Orleans from selling the franchise of the Canal & Claiborne Railroad
Company, now advertised to be sold on January 7, 1896.

New Orleans, La.—D. A. Rose, Clerk of the Common Council,
will receive bids until March 3 for the purchase of a fifty-year street

railway franchise. John Fitzpatrick is Mayor.

Niles, O.—Daniel Moyrahan, who purchased the Niles & Min-
eral Ridge Electric Railway, has decided to e.xtend that road to

Youngstown and work will be commenced soon.

Oshkosh, Wis.—C. E. Loss and Philip J. Partenheim, of Chi-
cago, have asked for a receiver for the Central Wisconsin Electric

Street Railway Company.
Ottawa, 111.—The Ottawa Electric Street Railway has been sold

to the General Electric Company for $7,500. It is probable that the

citizens of Ottawa will purchase, equip and operate the road.

Palmer, Mass.—The Palmer & Monson Electric Railway Com-
pany has been granted a franchise in Palmer. D. L. Bodfish is

Chairman of the Hoard of Directors.

Paterson, N. J.—The Kaltenbeck Car Fender Manufacturing
Company has been incorporated to manufacture car fenders. Capital
stock, $400,000. Incorporators: William H. Kaltenbeck, of Roxbury,
N. Y. ; Charles C, Kaufman, of Margaretville, N. Y. ; Thomas Winter,
of Margaretville, N. Y. ; Everet G. Kaufman, of Passaic; Frank Kauf-
man, of Kingston, N. Y.

Richmond, Va.—The Richmond Railway & Electric Company
has received permission to extend its First Street line from Clay to

Broad Street. [. P. Munn is president of the company.

Rockford, 111.—The West Electric Railway has been sold to

Bentley Masslick, of Chicago, representing the Guarantee Title and
Trust Company for $18,861. The company will make several im-
provements in the system.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Central Railway Company has been incor-

porated to build an electric railway in St. Louis. Capital sfeDck,

$2,000; par value, $100 per share. Incorporators: Wm. S. Long, Al-

bert Blair, and Eugene Sweeney, all of St. Louis.

C. E. LOSS & CO.,
— GENERAL

RAILWAY CONTRACTORS,
r>2l Pullman Building:, Chicago.

LEMUEL W. SERRELL, M. E.,

CONTRACTING ENGINEER.

GENERAL SIREET RAILWAY CONTRACTOR.
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FIDELITY & CASUALTY BLDG.. 99 CEDAR ST., NEW YORK

WHITE-CROSBY COMPANY,

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS,

Equitable Building, Baltimore, Md.

New York Office, 29 Broadway,

Chica£:o Office, The Roolcery.
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R. W. Hildreth $c Co.,
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS.
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Salem, O.— Stockholders of the Salem Electric Railway Com-
pany and of the Salem Electric Light and Power Company have
voted to consolidate the two properties. Some extensions of the two
plants are contemplated.

Salem, Ore.—The Salem Consolidated Street Railway Company
has passed into the hands of a receiver, upon the application of E.
P. McCormac, president of the First National Bank of San Fran-
cisco, Cal. F. R. Anson, formerly superintendent, has been ap-
pointed as receiver.

San Antonio, Tex.—The Citizens' Electric and Street Railway
Company has changed its name to the San Antonio Edison Company.

Seattle, Wash.—H. L. Thomas, of this place, is interested in
an electric railway to be built from Tacoma to Seattle.

Southbridge, Mass.—The Southbridge & Sturbridge Electric
Railroad Company has secured a franchise. The directors of the
company are G. W. Wells, C. W. Hill, F. L. Chapin, C. D. Paige,
A. M. Cheney and J. Booth, of Southbridge, and Thomas T. Robin-
son, of Dedham, Mass.

Springfield, O.—The Springfield Street Railway Company has
secured a franchise to extend its line. O. S. Kelly is interested in
the road.

Superior, Wis.—A suit will probably be brought to forfeit the
franchise of the Superior Rapid Transit Railway Company on the
ground that its agreement with the city has been violated.

Trenton, N. J.—The American-China Development Company
has been incorporated to build and operate steam and electric rail-
ways in China. Capital stock, $1,000,000. Incorporators: F. Fren-
holm, of New York; De Witt H. Lyon, of Greenwich, Conn.; and
Samuel S. Walters, of Jersey City.
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ENGINEERING CO.
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Valley, N. J.—Surveys are being made upon a route for the pro-

posed electric railway to connect Valley, on the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road, with Lalie Hopatcong. This road will be built by the Lehigh
Valley Railroad Company. It will be about twenty-five miles long,

and will run through Washington and Hackettstown. The right of

way for nearly the whole course has been secured.

Waddy, Ky.—A company of Eastern capitalists will build an
electric railway from Waddy to Frankfort. Work will be commenced
in a few weeks.

Washington, D. C.—Senator McMillan has again introduced
his bill of the last Congress to regulate fares and transfers upon
street car lines in the District of Columbia. It provides that the

lawful rate of fare upon all street car lines in the District of Colum-
bia shall not exceed five cents for each passenger.

Washington, D. C.—The franchises of the projected Washing-
ton & Chesapeake Beach Railway Company have been sold to J.

Kennedy Tod & Company, of 45 Wall Street, New York City, for$3i,-

000. The purchasers will probably complete the road at once.

Watertown, N. Y.—J. A. Lawyer, of Watertown, has been ap-

pointed receiver of the Watertown & Brownville Street Railroad
Company. The application was made on behalf of the Central Trust
Company, of New York, as trustee for a $75,000 mortgage.

Watertown, N. Y.—J. A. Lawyer, receiver of the Watertown &
Brownville Street Railroad Company, will make application for per-

mission to issue certificates to the amount of about §13,000, for the

purpose of putting the road in a better condition to operate.

Youngstown, O.—P. H. Burnett and Oscar Davis are talking

about building an electric railway between Youngstown and Lowells-
ville.

What He Says.

It is a good thing sometimes to know what other people think

about you. The following is a letter from one of Chicago's most
prominent business men. What makes it the more valuable is the

fact that his expression of the service as provided to the traveling
public by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway came en-

tirely unsolicited—the plain statement of an experienced traveler,

made in a letter touching on other business matters.

The following is the extract from his letter:
" For several years past I have made from two to four trips each

month between Chicago and New York. I believe (as I am informed
by your conductors) that I have made more trips between Chicago
and New York than any other man during the past few years.

" I have always traveled over your road in preference to any
other, because by careful comparison with others I have found not
only that the road itself is far superior to any other, but the table
and the service are in every respect the best of any road I have ever
traveled on. The conductors, stewards, waiters and porters I have
found to be uniformly courteous and attentive, adding greatly to the
comfort of those who are obliged to travel as much as I am."

For any information in regard to the train service, books cover-
ing the matter of Summer Resorts and Tours, address A. J. Smith,
G. P. & T. A., Cleveland, O. * >^ *

" The Crack Train of the World."

A prominent New York merchant and importer of leather goods
said in our hearing the other day: " I have traveled all over Europe
and America, and I consider the train which leaves Chicago every
day at 6.30 P. M. for St. Paul and Minneapolis, via the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, 'The Crack Train of the World.'"

In which statement thousands of others heartily concur. * * *

New Buffet Parlor Cars on the Wabash.

The Wabash Railroad has placed in service a new line of Ele-
gant Buffet Parlor Cars on trains 44 and 45, between St. Louis and
Toledo, leaving St. Louis daily at 7.30 A. M. and Toledo at 5.15
A. M. These cars are of the latest modern design, and are elegantly
furnished, thus assuring patrons of every convenience and comfort.
Polite and attentive porters will be in charge, giving every attention
to passengers' wants. A slight charge will be made for seats in

these cars. Wabash mileage will also be honored to pay for seats.

Meals served are strictly first class, and the charge reasonable.
Ticket Offices, S. E. Cor. Broadway and Oliver Street, and Union
Station. * * * C. S. Crane,

Gen'l Pass. & Tkt. Agt.
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PRODUCTS.

Rounds, Flats,

Squares and Shapes.

SPECIAL

High Test Cold Drawn Steel,

For Axles, Sheave Shafts, Etc. Straight, Accurate, Polished,

FOR ELECTRIC OR CABLE SERVICE.

New York, 136 Liberty Street. Boston, 8 Oliver Street.

PWladelplila, Qlrard Building. Cincinnati, 9-10 Wiggins Building.

Southern Warehouse, Atlanta, Ga.
Chicago Office and Warehouse, 10-24 W. Water Street.

WANTED!
A list of all that Railway material you wish

to dispose of. Now is the time to get rid of

it. Why not take the trouble to let me hear

from you whether you wish to buy or sell ?

CHARLES N. WOOD,
ISO vS villi 111oi' Street,

BOSXOM, MASS.

^ A. L. DRUMMOND, EX-CHIEF U. 8. SECRET SERTICE, GEN. MGR. V^^)
RAILWAY WORK A SPECIALTY. PARK ROW AND ANN STREET, NEW YORK.
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RECENT INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

The possibilities of the profitable competition of

electric systems with steam lines for interurban service

promises to be given a thorough trial during the coming
year in several sections of the country. It is interesting

to note that practically all enterprises of this character

which have been put into operation in this country have
been built by purely electric railway companies, the

rate of speed. It is the purpose of the following article

to describe some of the most recent lines of this charac-
ter, including an account of the method of caring for

freight on one urban railway with a long interurban
branch.

A number of interurban lines have been recently
completed in the northern part of Ohio, most of

them having the city of Cleveland as a terminus. As
the map of Cleveland and vicinity, published on the fol-

lowing page, will show, these lines extend in nearly every
direction from that city, and are operated in direct com-
petition with steam railroads with which that district is

well supplied.

The entrance into Cleveland of those railways which
have one terminus in that city is effected over the lines

of the present urban system, so that passengers can take
cars from any point within the city reached by the city

lines with which these railways connect. The right of
the city companies under their franchises to allow cars of

outside companies to use their tracks has been questioned
by the city authorities, but as the'cars change crews at

the city line and within the city are operated by the em-
ployes of the city company, and as all fares are collected

FIG. 1.—POWER STATION AND TRUSS BRIDGE-AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

steam railroad companies which had occupied the field

showing no disposition to change from steam to electric

power. So far as indications go, the electric railways
have been successful in securing a fair amount of traffic,

a considerable part of which has usually been taken from
their steam railroad rivals. The general tendency is to

an increase in the number of such lines, largely follow-

ing steam railroad models in roadbed and car construc-

tion, and toward their use to a considerable extent of

high-ways, thus securing not a little local traffic. This,

however, will prevent the maintenance of a very high

by and for the latter, they become for operating purposes
the property of the city company, and hence have as

much right to use the streets as any other cars. At least

this is the ground taken by the street railway companies.
The running time from terminus to terminus of the

interurban lines is, in most cases, somewhat greater than
that required by the steam trains, but the ability to board
and leave cars at more convenient points, coupled with
the considerably lower fares charged by the electric lines,

will, it is thought, bring to the latter a great deal of traffic

now carried by their steam rivals, and in addition will
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create a great deal of travel. In fact, along the line of
the railways built from Cleveland, the value of the real es-

tate has increased rapidly, and in some cases has risen as
much as 100 per cent above the price at which it was for-

Scalp ons-^-'-fi 'nr^h ^r, a mil

FIG 2.— MAP SHOWING INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS ABOUT CLEVELAND

merly held. It has been found that, as a result, many
of those who were most strongly opposed to the building
of these lines are now among their best friends.

THE AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND RAILWAY.

This railway, known as the A. B. C, or alphabet
line, has a length of thirty miles, mostly single track, and
extends from Akron through Bed-
ford to the city limits of Cleveland,
where the cars enter the city over
the tracks of the Clevelaud Elec-

tric Railway Company. In Akron
the tracks of the Akron Street

Railway Company are used. The
length of route from the business
center of Akron to that of Cleve-
land is thirty-four and one-half
miles. The company is organized
under the regular steam railroad

law of Ohio.
The fares charged are, single

trip 60 cents, round trip $1.00. For
this amount a person can go from
any point on the street railway
lines in Akron to any point on
the lines of the Cleveland Electric Railway Com-
pany, or z'lce versa. Excursion tickets for theatre

parties are sold at a reduced rate. The steam railroad

fare is now $1.05 one way, and |>i.90 for the round trip.

The electric cars run every half hour and make the trip

in one hour and fifty minutes. Between the city limits

of Cleveland and Akron the running time exceeds twenty-

five miles per hour, including stops. The road was put
in operation about December lo, 1895.

A serious accident occurred on January 9, on the line

of the railway at Bedford where the railway crosses
Tinker's Creek. The bridge here is

164 ft. long with a center span of

140 ft., the height at the middle of

the bridge being 65 ft. The center
span was a truss with a trestle

approach. Owing to the fact that
the summit of the south bank of

the creek is considerably higher
than that of the north bank, there
was a grade of about six per cent,

on the bridge. A view of the bridge
is given in Figs, i and 8.

The accident occurred as a coal
train, consisting of a motor and
platform coal car, passed over the
bridge, the center span giving way,
precipitating the train into the
river with a loss of two lives. The
cause of the disaster is now being
investigated by the proper authori-
ties.

Regular steam railroad con-
struction is used throughout. The
rails are of fifty-six pound Tee
section, and the track is ballasted

with slag and gravel. The com-
pany is using 0000 copper bonds, all

of which are annealed, it having
been found that the ordinary bond
had a tendency to break.

With the exception of a dis-

tance of about ten miles, the road
runs at the side of the highway
connecting the cities of Akron and
Cleveland. The width of the right
of way for the distance over which
the tracks of the company extend
over its own property is on the
average fifty feet, and the track is

inclosed by wire fencing. The cross-

ings are protected with ordinary
cattle fences and guards. Side
poles with iron pipe brackets are
used throughout. The poles are of

wood with seven-inch tops, and about thirty feet in

length. They are spaced ninety feet apart. The feed
wire is of 300000 c. m. capacity, and trolley wire is B.

& S. 0000. The overhead material is of the Ohio Brass
Company's make.

There are two power houses, one at Bedford on Tinker's
Creek, six miles from Cleveland, the second at Cuyahoga

Street Rnilu'ay Journal

FIG, 3—CAR—AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

Falls, on the Cuyahoga River. The former supplies cur-

rent for six miles to the north and nine miles to the south;
the second, nine miles north and five and one-half miles
south to Akron. The steam equipment is similar in each
station. There are ttvo Stirling boilers of 250 h. p. each,
with 350 h. p. Allis Corliss engines, which are belted to

Westinghouse generators of 250 k. w. The pumps which
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supply the reservoir are operated by two seven and one
half horse power motors.

The generators at both stations are of novel con
struction. The armatures are wound for both alternat

ing and direct currents, and have
both commutators and alternat-

ing current collecting rings, the
latter being outside the former.
The voltage of the alternating
side is 380 when that of the direct

current side is 500, the alterna-
tions being 3800 per minute.
The output of the machines, if

the alternating side should be
used alone would about equal its

direct current capacity when used
alone.

The object of the use of ma-
chines of this character is two- .

fold. The company intends to

use the generators at present for

supplying both direct current for

its line and alternating current
for lighting purposes. Later,

should it be considered desirable
to operate the Cuyahoga Falls

station by water power, and transmit power to Bedford
by the three-phase system for operating the station at that

point, the machines can be used as rotary transformers.

The power station, motor shop, car house and offices

at Cuyahoga Falls are of brick with iron roof.

The cars of the company resemble in general appear-

ance 'those in use on steam railways, and are forty feet

FIG. 4.—CAR HOUSE—AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND RAILWAY.

in length. Eleven motor cars and two trail cars are in

use at present. About one-half of the motor cars are

built with baggage compartment, the passenger compart-

FIG. 5.—BRIDGE ACROSS CUYAHOGA RIVER—AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND RAILWAY.

The company controls the electric lighting system at ment seating thirty-two persons. The rest of the cars

Bedford, and expects to also light two other towns from and the trail cars are full-seated with a capacity for

the railway power station. The arc lighting will be done forty-two passengers. The cars have cross reversible

FIG. 6.—POWER STATION AND ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT GENERATORS—AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND RAILWAY.

from the direct current railway circuit, and the incan-

descent from the alternating current side of the same
generators by the use of transformers.

seats, upholstered in plush, with center aisle, are provided
with toilet, and ice water tanks, and are lighted with
twenty electric lights. There are electric push buttons
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in front of every seat. The bodies are very handsomely
painted, the color being a dark maroon with cream trim-

mings and gold lettering. The inside finish is natural
cherry. The motor cars were supplied by the Jackson &

FIG. 7.—BRIDGE ACROSS TINKER'S CREEK AFTER THE
DISASTER.

Sharp Company, and the trail cars, which will be
equipped as regular motor cars, by the Barney & Smith
Car Company.

Electric heaters are used, one heater being carried
in the motorman's compartment. The cars are equipped
with two 50 h. p. motors, both on the rear truck. A Hunt
air-brake pump and eccentric is fitted on the front trucks
of part of the present equipment and a Standard geared

The company now carries on its cars light express
matter, and, as shown by the number of cars arranged
with freight compartments, anticipates that quite a good
deal of business can be secured in this direction, from the
fact that the city and urban population at the Akron end
of the line exceeds 50000, and that there are from 15000
to 20000 inhabitants between this and the Cleveland ter-

minal. The express privileges are leased to the Ameri-
can Express Company.

The operation of such an extensive line involves new
problems of dispatching and operation. To accomplish
the best results the company decided upon the establish-

ment of a special telephone exchange at its Cuyahoga
Falls office, and the operation of the cars by regular train

dispatchers. All of the offices and residences of the op-
erating officials are. connected with the exchange by di-

rect wires and a portable trlephone outfit is carried on
each car. This outfit can be put in connection with the
dispatcher's line at any of the sidings and every half mile
along the line. It will require no signal bell, as the act

of cutting into the line will do the signaling. The tele-

phone wires will be strung on the company's own poles,

and to overcome the induction of the railway current, a
metallic circuit will be used consisting of a three or four
conductor cable with wires intertwisted to overcome the

inductive influence.

The pleasure traffic of the company promises to be
considerable. The line passes Tinker's Creek Gorge at

Bedford, sixmiles from Cleveland; Boston Ledges, fifteen

miles from Cleveland; Turtle Lake, three miles from Cuy-
ahoga Falls; Silver Lake, Gaylord's Grove, High Bridge
Glens, Old Maid's Kitchen, and the Cuyahoga River
Canon. Several of these properties are owned by the

company, and all are locally well known resorts noted for

their wild and picturesque scenery.

The road was constructed under the direct super-
vision of Will Christy and James Christy, Jr., of the

Cleveland Construction Company, and its officers are :

President, H. A. Everett
;
vice-president, J. Christy, Jr.;

Secretary, F. S. Borton
;

treasurer, E. W. Moore
;
gen-

eral manager, W. Christy
;
superintendent, F. J. Sloat.

CLEVELAND & ELYRIA ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

This line extends from the Cleveland city limits to

Elyria, a distance of seventeen miles, connecting at

FIG. 8,—BRIDGE ACROSS TINKER'S CREEK BEFORE THE DISASTER.

air brake equipment will be installed on one of the new
cars of the compan)^

For caring for snow the company uses snow scrapers
on every car, and has in addition two heavy nose plows.
A twenty-five ton steam locomotive which was used in

construction, has also been equipped for snow work, and
during the storms which have already occurred this sea-

son no trouble has been experienced with snow blockades,
although there are several cuts on grades.

Cleveland with the Cleveland City Railway. The line

passes through a comparatively level and beautiful coun-
try, and the fare for the round trip is seventy-five cents.

In general construction, the line is similar in many re-

spects to the Akron, Bedford & Cleveland line, and it was
built by the same contractors. About three and one-half

miles from the Cleveland line the road passes over a mag-
nificent steel cantilever highway bridge 1220 ft. in length
and 138 ft. in height.
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There are two power stations, and their equipment is

similar to that of the Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Rail-

way, except that the generators are single direct current.

One station is on the Rocky River close to the long
bridge already mentioned, and one of 300
h. p. is at Elyria.

The rolling stock consists of motor cars,

similar to those on the Akron, Bedford &
Cleveland line, the outside color, however,
being dark olive with gold lettering and
ornamentation.

The company is now furnishing power
to the Cleveland & Berea Electric Railway
Company for the operation of its line be-

tween Cleveland and Berea, a distance of

ten miles. The cars and track construction
of the Cleveland & Berea Railway Com-
pany are similar to those of the Cleveland
& Elyria Electric Railway Company, and
the management is the same.

The oflficers of the Cleveland & Elyria

Electric Railway Company are: president,

A. H. Pomero}', Berea; vice-president, L.

M. Coe, Berea; secretary, A. E. Akins, Cleve-
land; treasurer and general manager, F. T.

Pomeroy, Cleveland.

CLEVELAND, PAINESVILLE AND EASTERN RAILR0A1> COM-
PANY.

This railway will extend east from Cleveland to

Painesville, a distance of thirty miles, ten miles of which
will be over the lines of the Cleveland Electric Railway
Company. During the past season track has been laid

to Wickliffe, and it will be extended to Painesville early

in the spring.

The track of this company extends through a clay

district, and in order to take care of the drainage, great

pains were used in its construction. The ties, which are

of white oak, 5 in. X 8 in. X 7 ft. are laid 2 ft. centers, and

overhead switches, which might prove troublesome in

high speed work. The company is now taking power from
the Cleveland Electric Railway, but a station will be built

at Willoughby. The engine ec[uipment will consist of

FIG. 10.—BRIDGE OVER ROCKY RIVER—CLEVELAN D & ELYRIA RAILWAY.

rest on six inches of broken stone, and are ballasted with
cinders. At the ditch side of the track a six-inch tile

was laid the entire length of the track. The ditch above
the tile was then filled in with cinders. The tile is de-
signed to carry off the water that might fall on the track.

The rail used is a sixty-eight pound Wharton girder with
six-hole 26-in. fishplates. The joints are bonded by a

copper horseshoe, which is applied to the joint under-
neath the fishplate.

Double wooden pole construction is used with 00
trolley wire. For a considerable part of the distance two
trolley wires will be employed, thus doing away with

FIG. 9.—TRAIN—AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND RAILV^AY.

compound condensing Cooper engines of 250 h. p., direct

connected to General Electric generators.
The cars are thirty-five feet in length, with double

trucks, electric heaters, etc. The motors are of the
G. E. 1200 type, two on each car. The general manager
of the company is C. W. Wason, of Cleveland.

OTHER ROADS.

Some other electric roads which do not have a ter-

minus in Cleveland, but which act as feeders to other lines

which do, are the Lorain & Elyria Electric Railway and
the line of the Cuyahoga Falls Rapid Transit Company.

The former runs past the works of the Johnson Com-
pany at Lorain, and is owned by Mr.
Johnson. The cars are single truck and
make sometimes as high a speed as

thirty-seven miles per hour. The line

extends for the greater part of its length
through its own right of wa}^

The Akron & Cuyahoga Falls Rapid
Transit Railway has a length of twenty-
seven miles and twenty-eight motor cars
in operation. The track is laid with fifty

and eighty lb. Tee and girder rail. T. F.

Walsh is president and general manager
of the company. The extension of this

line to Cleveland by way of Melrose and
Richfield has been proposed.

THE NEWBURGH (n. Y.) ELECTRIC RAIL-
WAY COMPANY.

The Newburgh Electric Railway
Company is carrying on an interurban
traffic of considerable importance es-

pecially in the transportation of express
and light freight, which it has found to

be a profitable department of its busi-

, ness. The city of Newburgh with a
population of about 25000 inhabitants is

connected with New York City by both
the West Shore and Erie Railroads and
by steamboat, and with the New York

Central Railroad at Fishkill by ferry. Some ten miles
back of the city over a ridge of hills lies the fertile

Wallkill Valley famous for its fruit, especially grapes.
It contains a number of manufactories, and is a great
shipping point for milk to New York Cit)^ The trans-

portation facilities for this valley have been furnished
until recently by the Wallkill Valley Railroad, a
steam line extending from Kingston on the West Shore
Railroad on the north and connecting with the Ontario
& Western and Erie Railroads on the south.

During the spring of 1895, the Newburgh Electric
Railway was built to connect that city with Walden, one
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of the principal towns in the Wallkill Valley which has a

population of about 2500. The distance from terminus
to terminus is about fourteen miles. The company com-
menced the transportation of freight and express about
the first of June, 1895. The results from both this and

FIG. 11.—VIEW IN WALLKILL VALLEY—N EWBU RGH
ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

passenger service have been m.ost satisfactory. At New-
burgh the line runs alongside the steamboat dock and
close to the freight houses and tracks of the railroads,

and freight is billed through to or from New York or

other pomts. At present the company is operating two
electric freight cars a day each way between Newburgh
and Walden, besides a

special milk freight ser-

vice of one car each morn-
ing. In addition there is

an express service by
combination cars for the

transportation of light

freight, every hour.

A good idea of the

traffic which has been
built up in this way is

shown by the fact that in

September the company
transported 192 tons of

grapes alone, and from
500 to 600 tons of hay.

These were delivered to

the cars at Walden, and
were then sent to New
York by boat from New-
burgh. The milk traffic

has amounted, during
the last seven months, to

40,000 cans, equal to

2,000,000 qts. The cans are

delivered to the railway
company at Walden from
the creamery, and the car

used is similar to that

employed in freight service and illustrated in Fig. 14. It

is capable of transporting from 235 to 250 cans.

The merchandise mentioned so far has been only
that carried in one direction, but an equal amount is

carried the other way, including practically all the raw
material for two large cutlery works, dry goods and
other merchandise to the Walden merchants.

The charge for transporting freight depends, as in

steam railroad service, upon the material carried, there
being a regular schedule and five different classes of

freight; that for fruit, for example, is $2.60 a ton. To
deliver freight in Walden the company employs a team.

The express service is leased to the National Express
Company, which furnishes an expressman on each car to

care for the packages and delivery facilities at the fur-

ther end. Regular daily returns are made by the express
company to the railway company on the amount of

express matter carried, and settlement is made monthly
upon the basis of $4 per ton.

' So far a description has been given only of the
method of caring for the freight business, but the passen-
ger traffic is an important part of the company's traffic,

not only on the Walden line but also about New-
burgh and to several parks including Glenwood park and
Orange Lake. The latter is an all the year resort, being
in winter the racing grounds of the ice yachts, and was
last winter the place where the National skating races
were held. The interurban fares are collected by selling

regular tickets at ticket offices, of which there are three
or four at Newburgh and one at Walden, and tickets are
also sold by the conductors. The fares vary from five to

twenty-five cents. The tickets are sold in coupons, that

is, a twenty-five cent ticket from Walden to Newburgh
would be five five-cent coupons. One coupon is then
collected at the end of each section, of which there are
five on that particular branch, and each coupon is regis-

tered in the usual way, the register being turned back
at the beginning of each section.

The track is laid with 90 lb. girder rail in the city

paved streets, and 60 lb. Tee in macadam and interurban
sections. The rails are laid with broken joints and on
ties 7 in. X 6 in. X 7 ft., laid two feet centers. On the
interurban divisions where the track is laid, for the most
part, over the company's own right of way, the roadbed is

ston ballasted to a depth of six inches under the ties.

The special work is of manganese steel and Johnston
bonds with return feeders are employed.

The feed wire is of 500000 c. m., and the poles are of

iron in the city and chestnut with iron brackets in the
suburban section. On Broadway, Newburgh, center
poles are used, the tracks being twelve feet apart. There

FIG. 12.—LONG TRESTLE NEAR ORANGE LAKE—NEWBURGH ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

are a number of steep grades, the maximum being twelve

per cent, but no trouble has been experienced in holding
cars on these grades, sand and salt being used liberally.

The running and dispatching of cars is controlled

from Newburgh by a special telephone wire, with tele-

phone box at each turnout. The cars run on regular

schedule, and if detained for any reason the conductor
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is obliofed to telephone at the first turnout to the dis-

patcher's office at Newburgh and receive his directions as

to proceeding, tlie dispatcher being able to signal any
car at any turnout by a code of signals.

The power station is at Newburgh, and is shown in

Fig. 14. It occupies a building formerly employed by the

The company has in addition passenger trail cars and
four gondola cars, capable of carrying each from eight to

nine tons of freight. The cars are mounted on Peckham
trucks and are equipped with Westinghouse No. 12 and
laA motors. All the cars are vestibuled. Nuttall trolleys.

New Haven and Meaker registers and Consolidated Car

FIG. 13.—CAR HOUSE AT ORANGE LAKE—NEWBURGH ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

horse railway company, predecessors to the present com-
pany, and has a handsome stack, square in section and
100 ft. in height. The engine room contains three Dick-
son Corliss engines, of 300 h. p. each, belted each to a

Westinghouse generator. The boilers are of the return
tubular type. Buckwheat coal, costing $2.20 a ton, is

burned, and about four tons are required daily. Five
tons is the maximum ever used during any day, and
22000 passengers have been carried with this amount of

Company's heaters are used. The company has under
construction at the Brill works a novel type of car,

divided into three cross compartments with side

doors like a European railroad coach, and designed
for baggage, smokers and ladies' compartments re-

spectively.

The average number of car miles per day is 1 200, and
per car day 135, for fifteen hours operation.

The freight cars are so arranged that they can be

FIG 14.—POWER STATION, EXPRESS AND FREIGHT CARS—NEWBURGH ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

fuel. The station is provided with feed water by a 148

ft. well operated by a Blake pump. The car house is at

West Newburgh, and measures 67 X 160 ft., and has a

capacity for twenty-eight cars. The repair shop is in the

power station and has pit room for four cars. No special

devices are used for maintaining the voltage at the

further end of the line.

There are twenty-five motor cars, of which four are

box freight cars, and two combination. The baggage
compartment of the latter is eight feet in length. The
cars are mostly of the Brill and Jackson & Sharp makes.

equipped with snow plows and the track outside of the
city is cleared of snow in this way. In the city a Fowler
electric sweeper is used. The president and manager is

Benjamin Norton, who owns or controls practically all

the capital stock of the system. He originated the scheme
and carried it through and built all the lines in the sys-
tem.

The company reports an excellent business. The
gross receipts for the six months ending November 30,

1895, were $62,967 with operating expenses less than 48
per cent of receipts.
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INTERURBAN ROADS NEAR LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The construction of long electric lines for interurban
trafific is being carried on on the Pacific slope as well as

in o,ther parts of the country. In Southern California

the construction of such lines receives an especial stimu-

The Pasadena & Los Angeles Electric Railway which
comprises all the lines in Pasadena with the exception
of the Pasadena & Mount Wilson Electric Railway was
begun in 1894 and opened for traffic, May i, 1895. The
construction was single track, but the first week's opera-

FIG. 15.—POWER STATION AND CAR HOUSE—PASADENA & PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY,

lus from the fact that the climate is mild during every
month in the year, making a trip by electric cars particu-

larly agreeable, and from the fact that the population
comprises a large proportion of wealthy persons who
have been attracted to the region on account of its cli-

mate and who would be apt to liberally patronize any
line catering to pleasure travel. Los Angeles, as is well

known, is the largest city in Southern California and it

has become an important center of electric railway de-

velopment. To the northeast of the city, about twelve
miles distant, lies Pasadena connected with Los Angeles

tion of the road provedjts inadequateness in carrying ca-

pacity, and the work of doubletracking the entire line

has just been completed. There are three long bridges,

one of 300 ft. over the Arroyo Seco in Los Angeles; one
900 ft. long and 45 ft. high over the Arroyo at the town
of Garvanza; and one of 700 ft. across the Terminal
Railway in South Pasadena. The roadbed is substan-
tially laid on a heavy subgrade of gravel, and the track
is of 40 lb. and 50 lb. Tee rails spiked to 6 X 8 in. redwood
ties. The gauge is 3 ft. 6 ins. The power station con-
sists of two brick structures 100 X 175 ft. and 60 X

FIG. 16.—COMBINATION OPEN AND CLOSED CAR—PASADENA &. PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

by the Pasadena & Los Angeles Electric Railway through
the charming valley of the Arroyo Seco. North of Pasa-
dena is Echo Mountain and Mount Lowe reached by elec-

tric railway and inclined plane. From Los Angeles to

the west another line about twenty miles in length
has been bviilt by the same capitalists that are inter-

ested in the Pasadena lines through a beautiful region to

Santa Monica on the Pacific Ocean and the seashore re-

sort of Los Angeles. These two lines comprise an inter-

urban system which is perhaps not equalled in extent by
any electric line west of the Mississippi River,

175 ft., with iron roof. There are installed three 250 h. p.

Stirling boilers of the latest type, two Ball & Wood com-
pound condensing engines, of 250 and 450 h. p. respect-

ively, two 300 h. p. General Electric generators and one
200 h. p. Westinghouse generator. The car house, 100 X
175 ft., will accommodate thirty-two long cars, with room
for paint and repair shops. All the buildings are of

brick with thirty inch concrete foundations. A sufficient

water supply is furnished by the company's well. A
complete machine shop is fitted with all the latest and
best machines necessary to a railway plant.
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A view of the cars employed is shown in Fig 16.

They are of the combination type, partly open and partly

closed, a style which has proved exceedingly popular in

Californian service. The length is thirty-five feet and tlie

cars are finely upholstered and finished in mahogany with
plate glass windows. They were built by the American
Car Company and the J. G. Brill Company and are

equipped with Westinghouse forty horse power motors of

latest design, making eighty horse power to the car. The
cars are equipped with Standard air-brakes, a necessity,

since the grades range from 3 to 7.6 per cent.

The line of the Pasadena & Pacific Railway Com-
pany to Santa Monica will be double track throughout
and will be laid with forty to fifty pound Tee rail, with
about the same construction as that of the Pasadena &
Los Angeles Electric Railway. The steam equipment
and cars will also be of the same type and make. The
general manager is a believer in double truck cars es-

pecially for this class of service, and a high speed
will be reached on this line. The road will com-
prise about forty-five miles of track.

This line to the sea will come into competi-
tion with the heavy excursion traffic of the two
steam lines of the Southern Pacific Railroad and
the Santa Fe Railroad. As the road to Pasadena
is in competition with three steam lines, and
has been successful in securing traffic, it is ex-

pected the new seaside electric service will be-

come equally popular and profitable. The elec-

tric line to Pasadena has already proven what
is now becoming a well known fact, that steam
railways cannot in any measure successfully cater

to the needs of suburban traffic. One steam I'oad

alone has reduced its train service by half, and
would reduce still further if its franchise per-

mitted, and still its trains often carry more em-
ployes than passengers.

the following figures: The average daily number of pas-
sengers carried is 8000. These at a fare of three cents
equal daily receipts of $240. The power required is

from 400 to 500 h. p. This is presumably water power.
Our information is taken from the Railwayand Pub-

lic Works Review, published at Florence.

The Mt. Snaefel Railway, Isle of Man.

In our November issue, some particulars were given
of the Snaefel Mountain Electric Railway, recently put
in operation in the Isle of Man. Through the courtesy of
G. Noble Fell, the engineer of the railway, the accom-
panying additional illustrations, which have never
before been published, are presented on this and the
following page.

The line is about 4.^^ miles in length, rising 1820 ft.

Electric Traction in Rome.

A new 'electric road was put in operation in

Rome, Italy, during the fetes of September 20,

1895, and the results already secured are such as

to prove that the road more than fulfils the expectations

of the promoters. The line extends from the railroad

station to the Place de San Silvestro, establishing thus

communication between the new part of Rome and the

center of the city. The maximum grade is about seven

per cent for a distance of 1600 ft., the rest of the

line being practically level. The minimum curves are

of sixty foot radius.

The rolling stock consists of ten cars, of which eight

are in regular service and two in reserve. These cars

operate on a headway of from four to five minutes. The
maximum speed attained is about eleven miles per hour
but the average speed is very much lowei^, not usually ex-

ceeding six miles per hour. In spite of this fact the road
seems to enjoy a fairly good traffic. The cars are all of

the same type with longitudinal seats and room for forty

passengers. The equipment of each car is two G. E. 800

motors with type K 2 controller. Each car is equipped
with an electric headlight. About the only novel feat-

ure of the road is the method of furnishing the motive
power. This is supplied by the historic falls at Tivoli,

some fifteen miles distant from the city, the power being
transmitted by alternating current, changed in the city

to a direct current by Ganz rotary transformers. In or-

der to equalize the fluctuations in load, there is located

at the transformer station at Porta Pia, a battery of

Tudor accumulators capable of furnishing a maximum
current of 400 amperes. The entire transmission system
is operated by the local electric illuminating company of

Rome which sells the direct current to the railway com-
pany. The line is operated by the Rome Tramways and
Omnibus^Company and all the electrical apparatus was
supplied by the General Electric Company. The cars

are of Italian make.
The results of operation of the railway are shown by

SPECIAL THIRD RAIL GRIP BRAKE—MT. SNAEFEL RAILWAY.

by an almost uniform grade of eight per cent. The
gauge is 3 ft. 6 ins. The motor cars measure 35 ft. in

length by 7 ft. 3 ins. in width, and can seat forty-eight
passengers. They are mounted on two bogie trucks
and are equipped with four 25 h. p. Mather & Piatt
motors. The current is taken from the overhead wire
by inverted U-shaped collectors, inaking sliding con-
tact.

An interesting feature of the line is the third rail,

introduced for safety purposes, on account of the steep
grades, and designed by Mr. Fell. The top of this rail,

which is double headed and weighs sixtj^-five pounds to
the yard, is somewhat higher than the level of the outer
rails, and is carried on wrought steel chairs, to which it

is bolted and which are fastened to the ties. Two pairs
of flanged wheels bear against this rail, preventing any
danger of derailment.

For emergency brake purposes the device shown in

Fig. I is employed. This is a pair of steel blocks which
by the action of a screw can be made to grip the center
rail as in a vise.

The power station is, situated close to the line and
about two and three-quarters miles from the Laxey ter-

minus. Steam is raised by four Lancashire boilers, each
26 ft. X 6 ft. 6 ins. diameter, working at 120 lbs. pressure,
and capable of giving steam sufficient in all for about
700 h. p. There are five compound horizontal engines of
over 100 h. p. each, the cylinders being 12 and 20 X
16 ins. stroke. Five Mather & Piatt dynamos, each of

55 k. w. capacity, are driven from the engines by belting,
the armature speed being put at 800 revolutions per
minute.

A special feature of the installation is a large accu-
mulator station located at Laxey for equalizing the load
on the generating stations. The Snaefel railway accu-
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mulator station contains 246 cells of a patent chloride

type. The accumulators are charged by the spare cur-

rent from the dvnamo when the load is light, and auto-

London Underground Systems.

In a just published article in Lightning the fol-

lowing facts concerning London's traffic were
brought out. The Central London Railway is to

be completed by December 31, 1898; the City and
Waterloo tunnels are nearly complete; and the City
and South London Railway is making extensions
at both of its present termini. The Central Lon-

VIEWS ON THE LINE OF THE MT. SNAEFEL RAILWAY, ISLE OF MAN.

matically distribute their energy to the line whenever
the load rises above a certain point.

The railway was open for public traffic in the end of

August.
The views on this page will give the reader an excel-

lent idea of the picturesque scenery which can be enjoyed
in a trip over this line.

don Railway will have stations about half a mile apart,

will give a 2^^ minute service, and will run (by electricity)

at a schedule speed of about fourteen miles per hour over

a route which is estimated to have a daily traffic between

8 A. M. and 8 p. m. of over 225000 persons. The City and
Waterloo Railway will carry according to present esti-

mates about 40000 passengers per week day.
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Street Railway Repair Shops. \^ y
By Henry P. Merriam.

Eighth Paper.—Repair Shops and Methods of Maiutenance

of the West End Street Railway Company of Boston.

The West End Street Railway Company, of Boston,
presents an interesting study as regards the system of

FIG. 1—EXTERIOR OF CENTRAL REPAIR SHOP—WEST
END STREET RAILWAY.

" Type K" controller is used in all cases where rheostats

are not used.

The above number of cars is divided among thirty-

three car houses, of which twenty-two have pits for re-

pair work. Five additional car houses are now in pro-

cess of construction. These houses are located in and
around Boston, the number of cars to each station vary-
ing from 30 to 200. In the assignment of cars to the
various stations it is sought to group similar equipments
as far as possible, to the end that the workmen may be-

come more expert in their maintenance, the necessity for

multiplying spare parts maybe diminished and less cause
may exist for motormen to object to the peculiarity of

a car. The fire risk is also lessened and as the cars are

generally housed somewhere along their particular route
of travel, needless wear is avoided.

After a car is equipped and sent to a particular car
house, all repairs incident to the operation of that car

must be done by the car house pit foreman and his work-
men. Armatures that burn out are replaced with others
repaired at the central shop and kept in reserve, flat or
worn wheels are changed, and each month the motors
are dropped from the truck and taken apart for inspec-

tion and cleaning.

Night work is avoided as far as possible and aside
from the workmen required to fill grease cups and exam-
ine brushes none is done. The system of operation is

such that nights and mornings all cars are in service,

while during the middle of the day a considerable part of

the cars are in the house. In this way every third or
fourth day each car is in the house to be carefully in-

spected by the day man.

operation and maintenance. The methods here
used are the happy combination of the conserva-
tism of successful horse car operation joined
with the enterprise and enthusiasm characteristic
of the present electric railway epoch.

The West End road, as the pioneer in the
present system of traction, has necessarily ob-
tained much of its experience at great expense,
but no company has been more liberal or con-
tributed from its funds more ungrudgingly to

the end of improving its own condition and in

no small degree shaping the course of all railway
engineei-ing. It is chiefly, however, with regard
to maintenance of equipment that this article is

concerned.
The distinctive feature of the system of re-

pairs and maintenance of this road is the segre-
gation of its system among numerous depots as
opposed to concentration, which is the charac-
teristic method of most large railway systems.
Cars are not housed in a few large depots but
are kept in numerous small stations, and in these
stations all-repairing and overhauling is attended
to by workmen who are thus personally cog-
nizant of the condition and peculiarities of every
car under their charge.

This road operates about 1750 cars, including
both open and closed. The motor equipment consists of

1758 General Electric motors, of which 1638 are of the
" W. P. 50" type and 120 of the " G. E. 800" type, and 500
Westinghouse motors, of which 420 are of the " No. 12"

type and 80 of the " No. 1 2 A" type. The General Electric

FIG. 2. -VIEW IN MACHINE AND BLACKSMITH SHOP—WEST
END STREET RAILWAY. ,

-Workmen are apportioned to the various car houses
in the ratio of one pit man to every four long double
track cars or every six short cars. At each car house
there is a forge and bench drill with the necessary tools

for small repairs. The operation of the cars is in charge
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of the several division superintendents, there being eight

operating divisions in the entire system.

The division superintendents are responsible for the

condition of the cars jointly with the superintendent of

repairs whose jurisdiction extends to all the car houses

and who makes personal inspection at regular and fre-

quent intervals.

Any damage to a car resulting from carelessness on

the part of motorman or conductor is chargeable to the

party responsible, who reimburses the company for the

expense of repair.

The employment bureau, a special department of

this road, is extremely critical in its inquiry about appli-

cants for position of conductors or motormen and one of

the results of thus securing good men is the greater care

to avoid scratching and damage of cars along the narrow,

crowded streets.

When a car gets in such a condition that revarnish-

ing, repainting or other extensive repairs are required it

is sent to the maintenance s^iop at Bartlett Street, and

afterwards returned to its own station. Cars are taken

into the shop for revarnishing every twelve to fourteen

months and are thus kept in good condition. In the

matter of painting no uniform color prevails, but certain

general routes are indicated by the general color of the

car, the particular destination being shown by the lettered

signs at the side and front. With so many different

routes interlacing, this system has much to recommend it,

and in spite of the obvious advantages to the company of

uniform coloring it is probable that a number of colors

are necessary in Boston.

It is the practice with this road to divide its motor
equipment during the summer months between open and
closed cars. The long double truck cars are allowed to

remain with two motors, but the short cars are relieved

of one motor each, which is put under an open car. In

this way all open and closed cars are in a condition to

run. This is undoubtedly imposing severe work on the

single motors, but it is the only way an equipment can be

temporarily extended, and as a matter of fact, while the

repairs per motor are increased, the repairs per car are

less than when double motors are used as is the case in

winter. When single motors are used with the " Type K "

controller a slight change is made in the terminal con-

nection at the resistance box, and the controller used on

the " Series " notches.

\

FIG 4—VIEW IN PAINT SHOP—WEST END STREET
RAILWAY.

The various items of repair expense including labor

and material are grouped in several general divisions

such as " Armatures and Fields," " Trolleys," " Gears and
Pinions," "Wheels and Axles," etc., and accounts of these

are kept for each car house. Mileage is not kept from the

performance of each car.

Each week supplies are distributed to each of the

various car houses upon foreman's requisition covering
the probable requirement for the coming week. The
supply cars, of which there are three, are sixteen foot box

cars fitted with motors, and fiat cars in tow are used when
required. Spare armatures, wheels and axles, etc., are

also sent out with the supply car and it is only in excep-
tional cases that a second trip through the week is

needed. All machine work of whatever character is done
at the central repair shop, and sent to the car houses as

such is needed.
CENTRAL REPAIR SHOP.

The centra] repair and equipment shop is on Albany
Street adjoining the principal power station. The build-

FIG. 3.—NEW MAIL CAR BUILT IN SHOPS OF WEST
END STREET RAILWAY.

ing was originally the locomotive shop of the Hinckley
Locomotive Works, and the arrangement of pits, transfer

and turntables is such as was used by that company, and
many of the machine tools formed a part of the original

plant. The accompanying cut (Fig. i) shows a part of

the exterior and the arrangement of tracks, etc.

The building is of brick, three stories in height. The
first story has eight tracks, and the one story extension

at the right in the picture is the brass foundry. These
tracks extend across the building from side to side and
accommodate two cars, each with room at center and
ends for passageways. This arrangement is an admir-
able one, as it permits an abundance of light from both
sides, cars are conveniently located for the workmen and
any car can be taken out by shifting at most one car.

Light traveling cranes, with two hoists each, span each
track and run on tracks suspended from the ceiling. The
hoisting of cars is thus effected without the use of jacks

and blocking. The remainder of the floor is taken up by
machine tools for the heavier work, among the tools being
two wheel borers, two hydraulic wheel presses and several

axle lathes. Workmen are engaged on this floor in re-

pairing and refilling rheostats, although the "Type K"
controller is gradually supplanting these. The rheostat

filling used is made here.

The second floor is for the most part used as a store-

room for all motor and electrical supplies, and it is from
here that supplies are sent to numerous sub-stations. A
well equipped pattern shop occupies a portion of this

story, and the armature room is also on this floor. Here
is done for the entire system all rewinding and repairing

of armatures, renewing of commutators and pinions and
rewinding of field coils. The mica collars, segments for

refilling commutators and the armature slot insulation

are also made in this department.
The third floor is occupied as a machine and black-

smith shop for the manufacture of repair parts, trucks,

etc. A view in this room is shown (Fig. 2), taken from
a position at one end only ; it does not, however, give a

fair idea as to the full depth of the room.
The work done at this shop embraces generally the

equipment of cars, the manufacture of the various supply
and repair parts of the electrical machinery, all armature
work and all fitting of wheels and axles, and to some
extent the manufacturing of trucks. Cars and trucks
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that are fitted out at this shop do not return here, except

for rewiring or re-equipment or unusual work not in the

line of maintenance. Such machine work as is required

for power station repairs, and in some cases construc-

tion work, is also done here.

MAINTENANCE SHOP.

When a car or truck is in need of repair, repainting

Qr overhauling, beyond that which can be done at the

FIG. 5.—SWINGING COVER FOR FUSE BOX.

car house, it is sent to the shop at Washington and Bart-

lett Streets. This shop was the repair shop of the Met-
ropolitan Street Railway before the West End Company
was formed. The building is 360 X 90 ft., three stories

high, and 257 workmen are employed here.

On the first floor, beside the portion used for the

storage of lumber and supplies, there is a mill room
where the various parts of the wood structure of a car

are gotten out, and machines suited for this purpose are

used. In the adjoining blacksmith shop there are twelve

forges, one steam and one power hammer. A small ma-
chine shop on this floor renders this shop independent of

the central repair shop for such machine work as is

here required.

The second story of this building is where repairs are

made to the car bodies, also where new cars are erected.

Three railway mail cars of a new design have recently

been finished here. The cut (Fig. 3) shows the external

appearance of these cars. The interior fittings are ai

-

ranged in a convenient manner to meet the requirements

of this service.

The work carried on on the third floor comprises the

cleaning and varnishing of doors, sashes and blinds, and
the painting of signs. The amount of this latter work is

considerable.
The paint shop is in an adjoining building and com-

prises two floors, each with track room for fifty-eight

FIG. 6.—GUARD FOR TROLLEY ROPE.

cars. On the first floor the cars requiring minor repairs

are put in condition for the painters. Seventy-three
painters are employed at present.

The top floor where the painting is done is well
adapted for this purpose, being high posted, with a mon-
itor roof affording abundance of light and air. A view
of this room is shown in Fig. 4. Cars are hoisted by an
electrically operated elevator and transferred to any of

the fourteen tracks by an electric transfer table.

NOTES AND DETAILS OF PRACTICE.

There are observable numerous ingenious devices
and arrangements about the cars and shops, due to the

co-operative efforts of the engineers and workmen of this

company. In the matter of headlights this company is

fitting all its cars with electric headlights in the dash.
The reflector is about ten inches in diameter and the
frame of the light projects forward through the dash
about four inches. Lamps are wired to switches which
light one end or the other as required. To provide light

in case the current should go off tiie line, each car is fur-

nished with a candle lantern carried under the seat.

Fuse boxes on open cars are covered with an asbes-

tos lined box similar to the accompanying sketch (Fig. 5).

This device was rendered necessary by the frightening of

passengers when a fuse was blown. The device is prac-

tical enough to be used in other places, particularly

where water is liable to wet the box.
For holding the coupling link a box or pocket is

made at one end of the car near the step, one side being
formed by the outside platform timber.

The trolley rope is prevented from being blown
around to the side of the car by a guard and chafing
piece shown in Fig. 6.

It has been found by experiment that the life of the
" W. P." motor brushes can be greatly increased by
shifting the line of commutation and using a brush five-

eighths of an inch thick. The change made consists in

raising the brush yoke on the axle side five-eighths of an
inch and lowering the opposite one a corresponding
amount.

FIG. 7.—VIEW IN EQUIPMENT ROOM—WEST END RAILWAY.

Guards for excluding water and snow from the
motors are made by suspending a canvas curtain from
three-eighths of an inch iron frame made U-shaped, the
ends being secured under the head of the case bolts.

Gear cases are used on all motors. With " W. P.

50" motors the gear case is held free from the axle and
pinion supports by iron br^ackets wdiich attach to the gear
case bolts and to the bolts uniting the two halves of the
motor case. Cut cast steel gears are used exclusively.

With the lubrication and protection from dust that the
gear cases afford, their life is yet to be determined; manjr
have now been in service three years.

The main axle bearings are lubricated with a mixt-
ure of grease, graphite and oil in boxes fitted with a felt

wick. With this arrangement boxes v/ill run six to nine
months with one filling.

Many of the car houses are so arranged that it is im-
possible to fill all tracks from curves leading into the
building, and transfer tables are rendered necessary. In
most cases, the transfer tables are equipped with electric

motors and all shifting readily done by one man. The
usual arrangement is that shown in the view of the paint
shop (Fig. 4) where the motor is boxed in.

It is a noticeable fact that the equipment of the
West End road is universally in excellent condition and
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while later forms of motors have been put out, the " W.
P. 50" motors are still kept in working order. The cost

of repairs to motors has satisfactorily decreased during
the past few years and this is the best evidence that an
equipment is receiving proper attention.

Conduit Electric Railways.

By a. N. Connett.

Notes on tJic Operation of the Nintli Street Line of t/ie Met-
ropolitan Railroad Company, Washington, D. C.

In the August number of the Journal the writer

described at some length the construction of the Ninth
Street line. A promise was then made to give data

later on its operation.

The first public trip was made on July 29. From
that date the horse cars were gradually withdrawn until

August 15, when they were all displaced by the electric

trains. The equipment consists of an open motdr car,

hauling in summer an open, and in winter a closed

trailer. The weight of the summer train is 21250 lbs.,

and the winter train 20400 lbs. The number of trains in

daily service has varied from twenty-two to twenty-six,

the latter being the present number. The interruptions

in service have been insignificant considering all of the

conditions. Most of the delays have been from causes

other than electrical, such as running into open switches,

or derailment at the north terminus. The first serious

delay was occasioned by a car of an intersecting cable

road stopping too close to the crossing while an electric

car was passing. The rope caught the plow, jamming
the shank plates tightly into the crossing slot. This ac-

cident has not since occurred. A short circuited plow
stopped the line for some time one evening. The addi-

tion of fuses in the plow leads, and of a rheostat in the

station, has since reduced the danger of delays from this

cause to a minimum.
The most serious stoppage was from the burning out

of a special insulator at a cable crossing. In designing

the road it had been found impossible to place the regu-

lar insulators in complicated pieces of special work with-

out impairing the strength of the track construction

somewhat. A special insulator bolted to the bottom
llange of the slot rail was designed for such places. It

had an opening between the head of the bolt which holds

the conductor rail, and the bottom of the slot rail, and
this opening was filled with insulating material. A joint

opened in this insulation allowing water to reach the bolt

head. The leak created enough heat to burn away the

insulation and to melt the bolt. In consequence, the short

piece of conductor rail at the crossing dropped at one
end, allowing a plow to ride on top of the conductor rail,

and bend the bolts of about six regular insulators. These
had to be replaced at once. These special insulators

will soon all be replaced by recently designed ones simi-

lar in construction to the regular insulators, and from
which no such trouble can possibly be anticipated.

These ihree delays are the only ones of any moment
which have occurred in the first five months of operation.

But few new cable, and even trolley roads, can show a

much better record. If the appreciation of the public is

a reliable guide, the line is certainly giving a most ex-

cellent service. All forms of weather have been success-

fully encountered, except hard snow storms. Up to the

date of this writing there has been only one light snow
storm. It is idle to predict the effect of a hard snow on
the operation of the line. It is no specially easy matter
to contend with snow storms on either cable or trolley

roads. It takes hard work and good appliances to keep
any line open under the worst conditions of weather, and
the management feels that the same will be true of the

Ninth Street line. But that the line can be kept open it

feels confident. The heaviest kind of rainfalls have
entirely lost their terror. It has been demonstrated that

operation does not have to be suspended by the complete
flooding of the tubes in comparatively long stretches.

The leak if large can be taken care of by adding another
generator, or by reducing the voltage, by passing the cur-

rent of the flooded circuit through a water rheostat at

the station. With a properly designed switchboard, and
a water rheostat, almost all of the troubles of the conduit
can be remedied at once without affecting the operation
of the road.

Banks of lamps connected to each side of the circuit

and to ground give a fair idea of the insulation of the
line and equipment at all times. A fault in insulation on
one side of a plow can be detected very readily with these
lamps, by making an opening in the conductor rails and,
reversing their polarity on each side of the opening. The
bright lamps will become black and vice versa when the
defective plow passes the opening. If the lamps are in

the car barn and the opening in front of it, the faulty

plow can be detected and changed at once.
*

On the Ninth Street line each side of each circuit is-

tested to ground every night by the engineer. If any ab-
normal leak is shown, it is almost invariably disposed of

by putting a current on the circuit through the water
rheostat. A positive short circuit while the line is in op-
eration is handled in the same way.

From both a structural and economic standpoint a
conduit is limited in size. The clearances, therefore, be-

tween the conductors and the walls of the tube must be
small. This idea was prominent in the design of the
Ninth Street line. Stiff conductor bars were used, and
adjusted to a perfect line during construction; but when
so adjusted they were fixed and capable of no movement,
except the slight longitudinal amount necessary for ex-

pansion and contraction. Large insulators were used for

mechanical rather than electrical reasons. Experience has
shown that if any error in these insulators was made it

was on the side of excessive rather than deficient strength.

The principle of a sliding contact on the vertical faces of

the steel conductor rails has proven highly successful.

There is no appreciable wear yet on the conductor rails

from the soft cast iron shoes pressed against their faces

by the very light springs. That the company is satisfied

can be inferred from the fact that they are now building
the thirteen and one-half miles of their more important
East and West line with the same construction.

The maintenance of sufficient insulation has always
been regarded as the primary difficulty of an open slotted

electric conduit; therefore, the writer feels that any
facts bearing on this question will be of interest. It was
soon found that the insulation of the positive side of the
circuit was much higher than that of the negative side.

Each of the four circuits showed the same fact. To
demonstrate conclusively whether this result was due to

local faults, a section of the line of about two thousand
feet long from the station was disconnected at a cable
crossing, and each insulator inspected. This section
was then tested and showed the same result as before.

Besides, this section showed an insulation resistance on
each side of about twenty times that of the entire line of

forty thousand feet. This seemed conclusively to prove
that the loss was surface leakage, distributed uniformly
over the line. It was feared that the insulation of the
negative side would continue to depreciate. But this

does not seem to be so. The relative difference of insu-

lation resistance between the positive and nega-
tive sides still continues, but their absolute values are
fairly uniform for like conditions of the weather, and
with no local faults.

Some tables are given showing values of insulation

at different times. Each of the four circuits has approxi-
mately four miles of exposed conductors in the tubes,

supported by fifteen hundred insulators.

INSULATION RESISTANCE IN OHMS.

October 17. November 15. December 6.

Circuit
Number.

Posi- Nega- Posi- Nega- Posi- Nega-
tive. tive.

a
tive. tive. tive. tive.

I 19,500 770 8,300 400 36,800 1,250
2 16,500 280 5,200 14 25,800 700

3 18,100 670 8,000 480 2g,ioo 830

4 10,goo 770 5,200 330 27,600 910
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Oct. 17 was a dry day; on Nov. 15 it rained hard all

day; and Dec. 6 was dry and cold and there had been no
rain for seven days.

There was a local fault on circuit No. 2 on Nov. 15

found in a rubber covered cable connecting the con-

ductor bars at a cross-over. Its test is therefore of no
comparative value. Immediately after making the tests

of Dec. 6, the polarity of the leads on circuit No. 4 was
reversed. The object of this was to see the effect on the

insulation resistance. This circuit was changed back to

its original condition on Dec. 24 after taking the test.

The table will show the result of this experiment.

TESTS ON CIRCUIT NO. 4.

Date.

Resistance.
East

Conductor.

Po-
larity.

Resistance.
West

Conductor.

Po-
larity. Remarks.

Dec. 6.

.

27,600 ohms. + gio ohms. Reversed after test.

Dec. 24. 280 2,500 +
Ian. 9. . 5,000 + 780

"

It should be stated that the low resistances were
measured by readings on a special ammeter, and the high
resistances by readings on a Weston voltmeter, up to,

and including the tests of Dec. 6. After that, the volt-

meter was injured, consequently the ammeter was used
entirely. If the insulation resistance of both sides of the
circuit should fall to 250 ohms, the daily leak would
amount to twenty kilowatt hours, which would take ten

cents worth of coal to produce. As a matter of fact, the
writer does not believe that the line leak on the Ninth
Street road averages in cost one cent per diem.

The following table gives some idea of power and
coal consumption. The figures for August and Septem-
ber are omitted, because the records were not systematic-
ally kept in the confusion of starting a new road :

Month.

Motor

car

miles.

Trail

car

mi

es.

Total

car

miles.

Average

daily

kilowatt

hours.

Average

lbs.

of

coal

used

daily.

Coal

per

kilo-

watt

hour.

Coal

per

car

mile.

Watt

hours

per

|

car

mile.

|

October .... 9i>54i 91,164 182,705 3,092 13,343 4-31 2.26 524
November. . 86,444 83,638 170,082 3,028 12,720 4.20 2. 24 534
December. . 95,303 95,303 190,606 3,377 13,616 4.03 2.21 549
December i

to 18 3,262 12,477 3-83

The figures from Dec. i to 18 are given, because
the station economy was affected by having to run a
second engine and generator a part of the time after the
latter date, on account of the heavy holiday travel. This
affected the monthly average, as the figures show.

The poor economy from an underloaded engine is

well known. The following table shows it in a most
striking way, and may be of interest :

14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22

Day of

week.

Saturday. . .

Sunday
Monday . . . .

Tuesday. . . .

Wednesday
Thursday . ,

Friday
Saturday . .

.

Sunday . . . .

20. 5

19-75
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
20. 5

14.67

19-75

9-

16.5

14.17
18.17

^ o
5

3,605

2,585

3,405

3,555

3,590

3,590
3,340
3,685
2,700

176
131
166

173
122

97
96
112

136

U

13,500
11,400
12,600
13,200
15,600
16,800

18,000

17,100
12,000

u o

CO cU

O ^U o

The following table gives the operating expenses for
November. This month is chosen because repairs of

equipments had not reached any fair amount until then.

The December figures would have been given also if

they had been ready :

Officials and clerical help % 705.16
Car service, switchmen, car cleaners, etc 4,499.37
Car, equipment and plow repairs, etc 1,198.12
Motive power
Maintenance of way,

expense
Light service

Repairs to buildings. .

Sundry expense

luding all track and conduit
919-53

155-93

74-53
25.65

89.17

Total operating expenses $7,667.46

Operating expense per car mile 4.5 cts.
" " " " motor car mile 8.87

"

The trail car mileage was not quite equal to the
motor car mileage in November, therefore the expense
per train mile cannot be given 'absolutely. The cost per
motor car mile is sufficiently close to the train mile ex-
pense for all practical purposes. It will be seen that the
operating expenses are exclusive of taxes, accidents and
insurance. Figures for these items are not available.

The cost of motive power per motor car mile is 1.06

cts. The cost of producing a kilowatt hour is i.oi cts.

These figures demonstrate that so far the Ninth
Street line is commercially successful.

Power Dislribulion for Electric Railroads.

By Louis Bell, Ph. D. ,
/'

I.—Fundaiiiciital Principles.

The distribution of electrical energy for use in pro-
pelling railway cars is, by nature, a special problem. It

deals with magnitudes and distances greater than are
usual in other branches of electrical engineering, and, in
addition, with the difficulties of a load that constantly
shifts in amount and position. Consequently, the design
of a distributing system is of singular difficulty.

In computing the area of conductors, one ordinarily
assumes the load to be the only independent variable,
but in this case the distance of transmission must be so
considered, and both quantities are of the most erratic
character.

The general equations can therefore only be solved
within limits, except in special cases, and even then only

FIG. l.—LINEAR SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION.

by very judicious assumptions. It is therefore worth
while to investigate these limits, their extent and the
causes which impose them.

The conducting system of an electric railway, large
or small, consists of three somewhat distinct parts—the
working conductor, the return circuit and the feeders.
By the first is meant that part of the total circuit from
which the moving contact, carried by the car, immedi-
ately derives its current. Physically it is a wire or bar,
uninsulated, as respects the moving contact, and sup-
ported in any position—overhead, on the ground or under
the ground—that circumstances may require.

The return circuit is, in a large proportion of cases,
that which receives current from the wheels of the car,

and is composed, partly or wholly, of the rails. In cer-
tain cases, conduit roads, double trolley roads and telpher
systems, the working and return circuits are alike and
of equal resistance. They may therefore be treated as
part of the working circuit. The ordinary return circuit
calls for special investigation, because it is a hetero-
geneous conductor, unequal in resistance to the working
conductor, and involving unusual complications.

The feeding system in railway work serves the double
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purpose of reinforcing the conductivity of tlie work-
ing conductor and equalizing the voltage at various parts
of the system. It therefore must be deferred as a prac-
tical matter until the working system, which it supple-
ments, has been considered.

Three types of working system are common, making
the classification according to the nature of the distribu-

tion.

The first class is illustrated by the linear system,
shown in Fig. i. Ideally it is a straight line, A B, near
some point at which the power station is generally situ-

ated. It may be modified by bends or curves, as in A^ B^,

A„ B^, A3 B,,, but whether it be a small tramway line along
a single street, or a long interurban road, it retains as its

main characteristic a single working line, not generally
re-curved on itself, and subject throughout its length to

fairly uniform conditions of traffic.

The second class is illustrated by the branched type,

represented in Fig. 2. As shown, it consists of a main
line, A B, into which run two branches, C D and E F. The
branched distribution is the one most commonly met
with in electric street railways of moderate size, and may
assume an infinite variety of forms. It is the legitimate
result of growth from the linear type, and through all

its modifications is noteworthy in consisting of several
lines which are neither interlinked, although often over-
lapping, nor subject to the same traffic conditions. Its

conducting system is therefore essentially complex.
Finally, we have the meshed system. Fig. 3. Ideally,

it is, as shown, a simple network composed of parallel

lines crossing each other at right angles and at nearly
equal intervals, and with fairly uniform conditions.

J"

FIG. 2.—BRANCHED SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION.

Practically, the various lines composing the network
cross at all sorts of angles and intervals, and are subject
to all sorts of conditions of traffic. All networks, how-
ever, have this property, that they are composed of inter-

connected lines, so that the conducting system of any
line can reinforce, and can be reinforced by other
systems. Fig. 4 shows that portion of the Boston network
which lies within a mile radius from the Post Office as a
center. It conveys an idea, better than any words,
of the sort of network that occurs in practice. It differs

totally from networks usually met in electric lighting, in

that it is without any pretense of symmetry, either in

configuration or load.

In all large installations one is likely to find all three
types of distribution, usually a network in the center, and
branched and linear distribution in the outlying districts.

In laying out the system as a whole, each type must con-
form, as far as practicable, to its own conditions of econ-
omy, while the general feeding system must consider
them all.

The starting point in any discussion of a conducting
system for any purpose is Ohm's law in its simplest form

C E
IT

In problems of distribution such as we are consider-
ing, the term involving R is usually the quantity sought,
since the current and loss of potential are generally
known or assumed. It is therefore desirable to trans-
form this simple equation into some form which allows
the ready substitution of the known quantities to deter-
mine the unknown. The resistance of any conductor

may be written R = K -i^. In which A is the cross sec.
A

tion, L the length and K'a constant depending on the

material considered and the units in which L and A are
measured. If L is in feet and A in square inches the con-
stant is obviously different from what it would be if L
were taken in miles. The constant is, in practice, so
taken that R will be in ohms when L and A are in con-
venient units. In English-speaking countries it is usual
to take L in feet and A in circular mils, /. e., circles y^o-g- of
an inch in diameter. The constant connecting L in feet

FIG. 3.—MESHED SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION

and A in circular mils with the resistance in ohms, for
copper wire of ordinary quality at ordinary tempera-
tures, is II. This is approximately the resistance in ohms
of a commercial copper wire one foot long and yJ^nr of
an inch in diameter. The exact figure is a trifle less, but
the ordinary contingencies of temperature, joints, etc.,

make it desirable to take 11.

Substituting now this value of R in Ohm's Iqw it

becomes, designating the area in circular mils,

EC =- or, ti'ansposing.

(0 C. III. =
C. III.

1

1

C L

This is

distribution.

the fundamental equation of electrical

It is like the original form of Ohm's law,

strictly a linear equation, so that all the quantities are

connected by simple proportions. Doubling E, for ex-

ample, halves c. iii., while doubling L doubles c. in. A con-

venient transposed form is

/ , ^ c. m. E
2 C = —

II L
which determines the current which a particular line will

carry without exceeding a given loss, and another,

(3) E=-^
C. III.

is convenient in figuring the actual fall pf voltage.

Throughout these equations E represents the fall in volts

through the conductor under consideration, and L is al-

ways the total length of the wire, /. e., double the length
of the circuit, with a uniform return wire. For grounded
circuits the equations give
correct results for so much
of the circuit as is exclu-

sively copper—the ground-
ed portion involves a dif-

ferent constant and must
be taken up as a separate
problem.

It is often convenient
to have some simple ex-

pression connecting the
area of a wire with its

weight, so that the latter

may be readily taken into

account. By a fortunate
chance, a copper wire 1,000

c. III. in section weighs
almost exactly three pounds per 1,000 ft. So if, in

equation (i), we multiply the constant by three, and
reckon L in thousands of feet, we obtain directly the

weight of conductor per 1,000 ft. Putting Lm for the

length, to distinguish it from the former L reckoned in

feet, we have
33 C Lm

(4) Wr.='-^^-

4._NETW0RK OF LINES
IN BOSTON.
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Thus, if we wish to transmit 100 amperes through 7,000

ft. of conductor at a loss of 50 volts, the conductor must

weigh
3300X7

50
= 462 lbs. per 1,000 ft. The total weight

of conductor is evidently Wm Lm.and since a simple way
of getting the total weight, without reference to wire
tables, is often desirable, we may re-write (4), as follows:

which gives the total weight directly. These weight
formulae are very easy to remember and apply, and are

accurate to about i per cent.

The diagrams of Plate I. put equations (i), (3), (4)

in graphic form for ready reference. Four different

10 15

Distance in units of 1000 feet.

values of E are assumed, and the unit of power is taken

as loo amperes. The chart is therefore independent of

the initial pressure, and serves for transmission at any
ordinary voltage. Distances on the horizontal axis repre-

sent length of circuit, /. e.^ half the total length of con-

ductor. To find area or weight per t,ooo ft. of conductor
required for a certain distance, take an ordinate at the

required point on the distance scale and follow it up
until it intersects the oblique line representing the as-

sumed loss of voltage. The area of the necessary wire

can then be read off on the left hand scale, and the weight
per i,ooo ft. on the right. The corresponding sizes of

the B. &. S. gauge wires are annexed to the former scale.

In a similar way the distance for which a given wire will

carry loo amperes at a given loss can be' found, while the

loss for a given wire and distance can be rapidly approx-
imated by estimating the position of the intersection of

the area and the distance co-ordinates with reference to

the oblique lines. By noting that the area of conductor
varies inversely with E, one can extend the working
range of the chart. Halving the area shown for E = 75
gives, for instance, the area for E = 150, and so on.

Taking up now the case of linear distribution, it has
already been shown that the fall in voltage in any con-

ductor is directly proportional to the load and the resist-

ance. If, now, a uniform line, A B, Fig. 5, be loaded at

B, the voltage evidently decreases uniformly throughout
its length. To make the example more concrete, the

length A B is taken as 20,000 ft., and the voltage kept
constant at A, e. g., 500. Now, if the drop at B under the

given load be 100 volts, a straight line drawn from C to

D shows the state of the voltage at every point of the

line. An ordinate erected at any point of

A B and extended to C D shows the voltage

of the line at the point selected, and tha
part of the extended ordinate cut off be-

tween C D and C F shows the loss in volts.

If the load be transferred from B to some
intermediate point of the line, an ordinate

there erected will show the drop and the
residual voltage at the new point. C E simi-

larly shows the conditions for a terminal
drop of 200 volts.

The average drop is evidently half the

maximum in each case, since the minimum
drop is o, and the voltage varies uniformly.

Now suppose one has to deal with a load
moving uniformly back and forth along A B.

If the maximum drop be 100 volts, the volt-

1 age evidently moves uniformly along C D,
and the average voltage is 450, since half the

£ time the voltage is above this, and the other
ghalf an exactly equal amount below.

1300^
This case corresponds to a line trav-

n ersed on a uniform schedule by a single car.

2 Such, however, is not the usual condition of
S things. The normal condition of an electric

§ road of any kind is a plurality of cars. This
^ means that current is taken from the work-

^ ing conductor at a certain limited number
g of points. In general, these points repre-

£ sent approximately equal loads and, so long
as the time table is maintained, are ap-
proximately equidistant. In Fig. 6, the
uniform straight conductor A B is loaded,
not, as in Fig. 5, at one point, but at ten
equidistant points, the loads b&ing as-

sumed equal, as they would be quite nearly
if each load were a car on a level track.

Here the conditions of fall in voltage
are radically different from the conditions
of Fig. 5. At the power station. A, the
full current for the entire load is supposed
to be delivered at a uniform pressure of

500 volts. Assume the total current to be
200 amperes, and the resistance of each of

. the uniform sections to be 0.05 ohm. The
first section carries the whole 200 amperes,
and the drop, C R, is 10 volts. The second
section carries but 180 amperes, and the

loss is 9 volts, and so on, until the tenth section carries

20 amperes, and the loss has diminished to i volt.

Mapping these successive falls of potential on Fig. 6,

the curved line, C D, is formed, showing the consecutive
values of the potential on A B. C E, a prolongation of

the drop in the first section, shows the result of concen-
trating the whole load at B.

In such a uniformly loaded line the drop is found as
follows; If C is the total current and there are ;/ sections

C
in the line, then - is the current taken off at each sec-

tion, and is the drop due to that current, where r
;/

is the resistance of each section. The drop in the first

C C
section from A is 10 r, in the second section 9 r

n n
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and so on, /. e., for the whole // sections the total drop
must be

(6) E=~-^;-(i + 2 + 3 n.)

But the sum of this series of integers is well known, being

—^ ^ '
. Hence, substituting and reducing, we have

2

(7) E=^(« + i).

This gives the total drop produced by // uniform loads

uniformly spaced and aggregating C amperes.
It is generally convenient to have working formulae

give the cross section of conductor directly, since that is

most frequently the quantity to be determined. Equa-
tion (7) can readily be transformed for this purpose as

follows:

(8) R = " ^
c. »i.

But since the R here concerned is the total resistance,

and not the I'esistance per section ;-, as in (7), we may
write,

II L

•£ 300

(i; 200-

100

Distances - 1000 ft. units.
20

B

FIG. 5.—DIAGRAM OF LOSSES IN CONDUCTOR WITH
LOAD AT ONE END.

Then substituting this value of

have

(9) c. m.

in (7) and reducing, we

C L
2 E

This equation gives the area of conductor required for C
amperes suppljdng a line of known length equally loaded
at n points at any required terminal drop.

For a larg-e number of sections approach-
l " J

es unity, so that, for a given current in amperes and a

given terminal drop, the copper necessary for a uni-

formly distributed load is one-half that required for the
same load concentrated at the end of the line. As the
number of sections increases, too, the likelihood of ob-
taining a disarrangement of load sufficient to disturb the
terminal voltage much, decreases. The effect of a uni-

form motion of all the loads on the terminal voltage is

small. Sq long as the schedule is uniform and is ad-
hered to, the worst that can happen is a transformation
of the system into half the original number of sections.

Suppose in Fig. 6 all the load points of odd number to

be moving to the right, and all those of even number to

the left, at uniform speed. Then after each point had
moved half a section, there would be five sections each
loaded with a pair of coincident loads. Applying (7) to

the data of Fig. 6, E = 60, assuming the sections uniform.

As, however, the first section would be but three-fourths

the length of the others, the real loss would be 55 as

before. Another equal movement and the ten sections

appear in their original relation. Another and we have
the five sections, but with an initial section one-fourth

the length of the others and total loss of 45 volts. Next
would come a ten-section arrangement, but with the first

load at A, and E = 45, and so on. The upshot is that

while the terminal voltage oscillates through a range
equal to the drop in the first section, the final effect on
the average drop of uniformly moving the loads is the

same as loading each section at the middle point or in-

creasing n indefinitely. Hence, in a line with uniformly
spaced and uniformly moving loads, we may assume

Jul 1 = I in (9) and write
n J

, ^ 1 1 C L
(10) c. m. —

2 E
or, transposing,

L II C
C. 111. = .

2 E
That is, the area of the line can be calculated for average

terminal drop just as if the load were concentrated at its

middle point. Hence, for all practical purposes, by
c

4 5

Points on line
8 9 10

Street Ry. Joui iinl

FIG. 6.. -DIAGRAM OF LOSSES IN CONDUCTOR WITH
LOADS UNIFORMLY SPACED.

making this assumption, equations (i), (4), (5) can be

used in calculating the line.

To keep the voltage approximately uniform over a

linear system of distribution is comparatively easy. In

the most favorable case, a number of uniform loads mov-
ing uniformly, the drop is half that met in the most un-

favorable distortion of the load, /. f., bunching at the

end of the line. This latter condition brings the worst

possible load upon the station, barring short circuits.

Although long stretches of uniform conductor often

occur in railway practice it is usual to reinforce the

working conductor by feeders variously arranged, as will

be shown later. Such feeders were very necessary in the

early days when trolley wire as small as No. 4 was used,

but now, when No. 00 is very commonly employed, elab-

orate feeding systems are less necessary for linear work-

ing. The most important linear distributions are likely

to come in long interurban roads, which often demand
special methods of feeding. Whatever these may be, the

uniform working conductor is of sufficient importance

in every system to warrant this discussion of its general

properties.

As a corollary to this general investigation, it is evi-

dent that in dealing with any linear system such as A B,

Fig. 6, the best point for the power station is at the mid-

dle point of the line, since under the conditions of

uniforrn load supposed, this point would give the small-
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est average drop. Since L in such case is one-half its

value when the whole line is fed from A, the total copper
per equation (5) is reduced to one-fourth the amount
for the same loss.

Considering, now, the branched type of distribution,

shown in Fig. 2, it is best to take it up in the simplest

available form. This, Fig. 7, shows a main line, A B D,

with a branch, B C, which is straightened and made paral-

lel to the main in order to more clearly show their rela-

tions. Unless the branch is of such magnitude and posi-

tion as to require special feeders, it is supplied with
current from the main linear system. In a few cases the

service on a branch is from B to C and back. More gen-

FIG. 7.

erally it is from C to A and back, a part of the cars being
devoted to a through branch route. On the section A B,

the load is the sum of those due to each line of cars. Be-
yond B there are two independent linear systems.

If there are ))i cars on the route A D, and // cars on
the route A C, then the load on A B, due to both lines,

will be

AB AI3

AD^ AC
and the loads on B C and B D respectively will be

„ BC BD
" ==and III

•

AC AD
Consequently, if the section A B is computed for this

load according to (10) we shall get the proper conduc-
tor for the assumed loss E. The lines B C and B D
can then be computed for losses and E,. The
values of E, E^, Eg are usually taken with the condition im-
posed that E -f- Ej, E +Eo shall be less than a certain speci-

fied maximum. A more general method is that of Fig. 8.

Here there is a line, A B, with branches running to C, D, E,

F. Theloadsare/, amperes respectively. A B, A C,
A D, A E, A F, are now considered as separate, each subject

to its own conditions. Taking now a drop for each line,

according to the dictates of economy or convenience, and
figuring the conductors from (10) with the respective
currents, an area is found for that belonging to each line.

Then the cross section of copper required from A to the
first branch is \c iii\\ -f- \c w]tii + That from the
first to the second branch is \c ///]m + [<' w]n +
and so on. In practice the conductors would be installed

of the nearest convenient size, neglecting small varia-

tions of E from the calculated amount at the termini of

the various lines.

The same procedure applies to all sorts of independ-
ent lines radiating and fed from a common center, whether
or not these lines have any sections in common.

We have thus far assumed all lines to be uniformly
loaded all along their lengths. It often happens, how-
ever, that for some cause a line is loaded unequally. In

the long run, grades partially compensate themselves,
since as many cars run down by gravity as go up by the
expenditure of extra power, so that their effect shows
more in the variations of power required than in the total

amount. Not infrequently, however, from the effect of

grades, curves or local cars in an extended system, there
is a regular demand for extra power at some point of the
line. This is shown in Fig. 9. Here the line A B is

divided into ten sections, each equally loaded, except
that at 8 the load is three times the normal. Now it has
just been shown that a uniform distributed load is the
same in effect as if it were concentrated at the middle

point of tne loaded line ^that is, the electrical loads, like

mechanical ones, act as if concentrated at their center of

gravity. Hence we may represent the above case by
A' B\ Fig. 9. If c be the normal load of each section,

then a load of 10 c will be concentrated at C while a load
of 2 r is at D. Hence, following out the principle of

center of gravity, the system requires for a fixed value of
terminal drop the same extra area of copper as if the
whole load, 12 r, were concentrated at E, a point chosen
so that 2r/'= \ ocl. The same result is reached in many
cases more simply by figuring the normal uniform load
as if concentrated at C, and then treating the load 2 c at

i
i-.^—

FIG. 9.

D as if it were on a separate line, as in computing branches.
This is the best procedure when grades and other extra
loads are superimposed on normal and regular traffic.

But the principle of center of gravity has another
and a broader application.

In any case of scattered load'the center of gravity of
the system is the proper point from which to distribute
the power, at least in so far as this point gives the mini-
mum weight of copper for a given loss. For instance,

in the line of Fig. 9, E is the point from which the power
should be supplied, whether direct from a generator or
from a feeder, if A^ B ^ is but a single part of a large
system. The center of gravity of two points in a line is

found by the ordinary balancing principle, as in Fig. 9.

The center of gravity of any number of points in a plane
is found by an extension of exactly the same method, as

shown in Fig. 10. Let there be, for example, five load
points in value respectively i, 2, 3, 4, 5 ;

requii ed the cen-
ter of gravity of the system.

Take any two points, as 2 and 3, and find their mutual
center of gravity, just as in Fig. 9. This will be approxi-
mately at a point at which the whole value, (5), of the
2-3 system may be assumed to be concentrated. Now
find the center of gravity of this point and 5 ; this will

be at a point at which the weight will be (10). Then
taking I and 4, the resultant weight will be (5). Finally,
balance these resultants and the center of gravity of the
entire system is found at (15). The order in which the com-
binations are made is of no consequence, since a given
system can have but one center of gravity. Now, suppose
the points i, 2,3,4,5, are supplied from a common source
O through lines /j, /o, /j, Z^, /g. Referring to equation (5)
the total weight of copper in any line as /j may be written
W=K c /-, where K depends on the uniform drop assumed.
For any number of load points thus connected to a centei

O ^W= K^'(-/-. But this is directly proportional to

r-

^1

>iO|(io)

(5) \0 I

FIG. 10.

5\ /u

FIG. 11.

the moment of inertia, ^2 in 7^, of the loads considered as
weights, about O as an axis. Now the moment of inertia
of any body about any axis is composed of the sum of
two terms, viz., first, the moment of inertia of the parts
of the body around its center of inertia, and, second, the
moment of inertia of the whole mass concentrated at
its center of inertia, about the axis chosen. Therefore,
the minimum moment of inertia for a given set of loads
is obtained when the axis coincides with the center of
inertia, thereby causing the second term to disappear.
Hence the total weight of copper required for supplying,
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at a given loss, any system of loads is a minimum when
the system is fed from its center of gravity. And the
penalty for disregarding this law is severe, as will pres-
ently be shown.

Truck and Motor Repairs.

In the following tables will be found the various
items in truck repairs as made at one of the leading shops
of a large street railway corporation in the vicinity of
New York. The individual items are separated as much
as it was possible to do in the vouchers open to inspection.
It would have been desirable to carry this separation to

a greater extent, but the want of detailed itemizing has
not yet been felt, and consequently many general man-
agers are allowing items to be grouped which no doubt
will be ultimately separated.

The first table given shows the total number of re-

pairs made upon the motor trucks from March 17 to June
18, 1895. The total number is 568. The second column
shows the distribution by percentages.

The first item to attract notice by its size is that of
wheels, seventy-five pairs having been put on, or 13
per cent of the total. The number is the more surpris-
ing because the road is comparatively level. There are
no long or steep hills on the line, the service being no
harder than that of ordinarily busy roads on an undulat-
ing profile.

During the time covered by the table there were
some seventy-five pairs of wheels replaced. The cost as
shown by the table includes some wheels and pinions, but
even with these additions the total amounts to only 25 per
cent of the whole cost of truck repairs.

The repairs upon motors, armatures, commutators,
and other portions of the electric apparatus of the car
were much smaller than might have been anticipated.
They are shown as a whole to be less than 8 per cent

;

the largest single item being 5.7 for armature repairs.
To have the smallest items take their proper places it

would be necessary to extend the investigations over a
whole year. Some of them are represented by much
larger fractions than is fair, while others have no place at
all.

total.

Number '0

Item. of age

Repairs.
Percent

21

16

75
164
156

3

16

3-7
2.8

13.2

28.9

27.4

• 5

2.8

Gears furnished, old and new

General repair
Trucks painted and cleaned

Armature repairs, '

' burn outs " etc
4

46

5

15

I

7
8.1

Commutator and bearings
Elliptic springs

• -9

2.6

.2Motor bolt

Fenders applied 33

4
I

5.8
Axles, sprung, etc

7

.2Bent channel bars
Armature, bent shaft, etc 3 • 5

9Motor frame repairs
5

568 100.0

The actual cost of brake repairs shows very well and
the cost percentage is practically the same as that ob-
tained by_ comparing the number of repairs of each kind.

The items of gears and pinions are so large as to at
once attract attention. These two items form more than
55 per cent of all the repairs made. Some of the gears
placed in service were partly worn, but all were counted
alike. The great number of repairs in the given time is

accounted for by the fact that an entire new equipment

was put on the road at one time, when the change was
made from horses to electricity. The table covers the
period at which a large number of repairs became neces-
sary, owing to the fact that the whole of the new rolling

stock went into service at nearly the same date. It, of

course, would need renewal and attention at about the
same time. Later on the repairs will distribute them-
selves more equally. The proportions which the differ-

ent repairs bear to each other, and to the total, will be
the same, however, whether they extend over a long period
or are compressed into a short one.

Item.

Brakes, including some general repairing
Pairs of wheels, including some gears and pinions.
Trucks " touched up "'.

. ^

New gears, pinions, including some old gears and
pinions replaced

General repairs
Trucks painted and cleaned
Trucks shifted, charged at 40 cents each
Armatures burnt out and other armature repairs.

Commutators, bearings and other electrical repairs
Motor bolt

Bent channel bar
Fenders, new ones put in place
Broken motor frame and frame repairs

Total cost of repairs of these items, March 18,

1895, to June 17, 1895, inclusive . . . .

.

"0

Total i>

bo

B
Cost. c

i>
u
<u

CL,

$ 90. 1-5

1490. 24-5

51- .8

3601. 59.2

56. •9

38. .6

3- .1

346. 5-7
81. 1-3

3- .1

I. .0

274. 4-5

52. •9

$6086. 100.0

Fenders, as shown in the table, do not properly
come under the head of repairs, because, at the period
named, all cars were being equipped with new fenders,

and these were applied whenever a car came into the
shop.

The second table gives the cost of making the differ-

ent repairs. The figures include both labor and material.

The sum total on the items named was a trifle over $6000,
and the startling feature of the table is that 60 per cent
of this amount is charged to gears and pinions. These
items alone are more than double that of the wheels.
While not separated from other repairs as carefully as

could be wished, its great importance as compared with
all other repairs of rolling stock is not to be doubted.

Novel Method of Emptying a Car House in
Case of Fire.

The need of some method of quickly running the
cars stored in a car house from the house in case of fire,

is important, and has led to the adoption of various
expedients, of which perhaps the best known is that of

having the tracks pitched at a slight grade, so that the

cars in case of need can be quickly run out. This in-

volves keeping the brakes continually set, and in certain

respects is somewhat inconvenient to . construct and use.

A new method has recently been patented by one of the

employes of the Detroit Railway, of Detroit, Mich., and
is certainly ingenious in conception. The tracks are

level, but the trolley wire running over each track, is

furnished with a cut-out switch, located near the ex-

terior of the building. When the cars are left for the
night this switch is opened, leaving the trolley line dead,
and each controller is put on the first point. In case of

fire an employe has simply to turn the switch operat-

ing the trolley line over the track, and the cars imme-
diately file out at a slow rate of speed. In case the

motors on one car are disabled, it is pushed by the one
immediately in the rear. When these cars are safely out,

the switch controlling the trolley line over another
track is thrown in, and the cars on that track are

safely removed from danger.
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Street Railway Rolling Stock.

By W. E. Partridge.

F.—Ca/- Corners. y
One of the weakest portions of the ordinary ch)sed

or box street car is to be found in the corners. Where
wood meets wood at right angles there is always a great
difficulty in making a secure and strong joint. The
wood is liable to split, and if the work is exposed to the
weather there are additional influences tending to de-
stroy the solidity.

The peculiar curved forms necessary for the sides of
a closed car make the strengthening of the corner a very

difficult matter. The engravings
which we present herewith illus-

trate the corner fini«sh used by
tlie Brill Company upon its stand-
ard cars. It also shows the
method of strengthening the cor-
ner so that it becomes practically
as firm and durable as any otlier

portion of the structure.

Fig. I shows the corner and
end of the car " in the white," as
it is termed. All the portions of
wood are here in place, but the
corner is unfinished, none of the
defending iron work being in

place. The principal member of
the corner is, of course, the large
solid piece of timber called the
corner post, cut to fit all the re-

quired curves. Upon this the two
curved panels are fastened by
screws, and on it the window
panel, the window^ rail and the
guard rail, with the other outside
panels, all find a secure fastening.
From the sill to the guard rail

the curved panel has by reason of
its form a joint upon the corner
post which is peculiarly difficult

to secure, and as this corner from
the window down is liable to

blows of all kinds from the ve-

hicles in the street, it is neces-
sary to make the construction as

perfect as possible.

The convex panel does not
reach the extreme corner of the
car. A quarter round moulding

IG 1 —SIDE AND CORNER worked on the post itself butts

OF CAR " IN THE WHITE." against the two panels. The point
where workmanship of a solid

character is most needed is at the end of the guard rail.

In the photograph the three pieces of wood which con-
stitute the corner at this point are shown in position be-
fore they are finished. A tenon is made upon the end of

the guard rail and what may be called its prolongation
around the end of the car is fitted over it and screwed
fast, the joints being carefully made with thick white
lead paste. The guard rail is at an angle and the corner
of the post is left projecting and square, so that the
three pieces of wood have a firm bearing upon each
other. At this point with ordinary methods of construc-
tion great difficulty is always experienced from the
shrinkage of the wood, the burring up of the ends of the
wood, the entrance of water and a general disintegration
of the joint.

By reference to Fig. 2, it will be seen that the wood
is finished by rounding the end of the guard rail and
carrying its upper surface around the corner upon a
curve, at the same time cutting away the square corner
of the corner post, so as to make a smooth finish. To
defend this corner, which presents the end wood of two
different sticks to the weather, a flaring curved corner
plate is used which comes down and meets the guard rail

strap. This strap is made by the Brill Company in a

single piece from door post to door post, no joints being
tolerated.

The concave corner, instead of being covered by two
distinct strips of metal, as is a common practice, has a pe-
culiarly formed angle iron piece fitted into place, and this

is screwed fast in the post, so as to hold both the end
and concave panel perfectly secure. Considerable work
is necessary in this fitting, but when it is well done a
strong and durable joint is obtained and there is no
danger of the fastenings splitting or pulling from
the ends. From the belt or guard rail to the window
rail two iron mouldings are used, one covering the
joint of the end panel and the other covering the end
of the joint of the convex panel with the post.
These are also set in white lead. At tlie window a belt
cap is put on to the corner having a recess to take the
window rail strap. This, like the belt rail strap, runs
continuously from door to door without splice or joint.
The advantages of this piece are, first, the protection
which it gives to the joints between the three pieces of
wood, and, second, the very neat and strong finish which
it makes. The entrance of water on the corner is par-
ticularly disastrous because with the constant working
of the car and the tendency
of the wood to spring and
open, water finds its way
into these joints with ex-
treme facility and when it

once gains entrance its

work is very rapid. It

softens the wood and al-

lows the bolts and screws
to lose their hold and at

the same time it promotes
decay, and, when the latter

sets in, extensive repairs
are imperative if the de-
struction has not gone so
far as to make them use-

less.

In Fig. I, at the upper
corner of the car, it will

be noticed that the window
panel or letter board, the
end panel and the water
table are all joined to the
head of the post. Within
(not shown in the engrav-
ing), the plate of the car
has to take a bearing upon
the post. As this post is

the most important one in the car, and the whole
momentum of the roof is practically resisted by it, the
necessity for great strength and stiffness is apparent.

In cars where the posts are too light, and, conse-
quently, the motion of the roof is great under the sway-
ing of the car in service, the joints between the posts and
the letter board usually open, and when the screws are
not sheared off they are pulled loose or split out of the
panels. To make this corner perfectly secure, and at the
same time to obtain a neat finish, the corner plate shown
in Fig. 3 was designed by the Brill Company and made
in wrought iron. It was a very difficult form to produce,
and is turned out at the present time by what is known
as a drawing press. The dies for this piece of work,
although apparently quite simple in form, required a
great deal of skill in their formation and adjustment be-
fore they could produce a pieCe of metal of this shape
from the flat without wrinkles or puckers. The two
slotted holes seen in Fig. 3 are intended to take the
brackets holding the inner ends of the hoods. This iron,

like the others, is laid in white lead and is screwed to the
posts, rails and plates by some fifteen large screws. In
case of accident this iron, like that in the lower parts of
the car corner, performs the very important function of
preventing the wood from being battered or bruised,
distributing the blow in such a way as to prevent local
injury. Thus secured, the joint has little opportunity
to work, and is perfectly protected against moisture
and hard usage.

FIG. 2.—CORNER PLATES FOR
DEFENDING JOINTS.
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Upon the corner of the raised deck, as will be seen in

Fig. 3, a piece of wrought iron is used to secure this

somewhat weak joint against the entrance of moisture
and from opening under stress. As usually built the

raised roof is much exposed to the weather and to rack-

ing strains, and the joints frequently open and decay
begins in the framing. Tlie projection of the raised roof
some distance beyond the end window is an important
advantage. In the ordinary construction, where the roof
stops at the end of the monitor or raised deck, much an-

noyance is often experienced by rain beating in at the
end window and dropping down on the seats. Indeed, so

great a nuisance has this become that it has been pro-

posed to make the two end sashes in the raised roof sta-

tionary, so that when running into head winds the rain

driving around the corner should find no opening.
The defence of the car corner by these straps and

corner irons is exceedingly complete and can hardly be
improved with the present form of structure. Both wood
and iron are used so as to take advantage of tlieir best
qualities respectively.

Theory is, however, of small intereot unless accom-
panied by an object lesson. One new car is just as fine

in appearance as another and promises to wear just as

long. The worn out car tells a tale which compels con-

viction, and in Fig. 4 we have an illustration which em-
phasizes all that has been said in regai^d to the car corner.

FIG. 3.- CORNER PLATE DEFENDING JOINT BETWEEN
POSTS AND LETTER BOARD.

The car represented in this engraving was built for a

horse car and probably ran as such for some years. The
road changed its motive power to electricity and placed
motor trucks under the car and a trolley stand upon the
roof.

From bad construction, as well as hard service, the
car soon went to pieces. Water entered at the roof cor-

ner and kept the corner post wet. The upper corner
went to pieces and a piece of heavy tin was nailed in

place to protect the vv'ood and hold the parts together.
This, however, kept out no moisture. The post decayed,
not only at the top but at the window rail as well, and
finally from decay gave way at that point. The heavy
iron strap going down the post was for the purpose of

giving strength to the corner. It extends from a point
ten or twelve inches above the window rail to the bottom
of the sill.

The window rail has rotted off from the corner post
and the lower curved panel is free from the wood of the
frame. It should be mentioned that the panels only ex-

tend from one window post to another. While loose in

most cases many of them are mere decayed posts and
rails. Probably the tenon on the corner post has rotted
off, but this could not be known without destroying the
car.

In this car it was easy to trace the decay along the
lines where the water entered and was held in contact

with the wood. Even the sinking of the roof seemed to

be the result of decay induced by bad workmanship rather
than by bad design.

It is safe to conclude that where vital points are neg-
lected and workmanship slighted neither good material
nor perfect design is sufficient for the production of a

durable car for street railway service. ^
.^J^' ^

Notes on Car Construction and Repairs.
^

With the ordinary style of platform, shortening
the inboard end of the platform timbers one-half in-

creases the strain on the end sill of the car by fifty per cent.

This does not seem possible but it is a simple question
of leverage. The long timbers pay in the end.

Care should be taken to have the wood at the ends
of the guard rail on a car body always protected by paint
and varnish. The car corner is a weak portion of a car
body and the junction with
the guard rail the weakest
part of the corner. A few
minutes work now and then
inkeeping this part in good
order is well spent.

It does not pay to spoil

a $1200 car body to save a

$200 truck. This is a self-

evident proposition yet it

is disregarded by men who
appear in other things to

be perfectly clear-headed.
When a truck begins to go
to pieces and shows by its

weakness that it is depend-
ing on the car body instead
of giving it support, it is

time to choose between the

least of two evils and sac-

rifice the truck rather than
the car.

A cable road of some
importance contributes the

following figures in regard
to the cost of keeping up its

cars and grips. There are

no trail cars in use. The
total cost of repairing cars

and grips for one year was
$19600. The cost of repair-

ing the grips was $7300.
As this road reported a
short time since that it had
160 cars it will be seen that

the repairs to each must be
very light. It should be
added that the road reports

its grip repairs as twenty-
eight per cent, of its total

car repairs and the body
repairs as seventy-two per
cent.

The following memo-
randum of costs is taken
from the note book of a Western street railway manager:

Labor. Material. Total.

Cost of repainting a 16 ft. closed car $40.70 $16.23 $56.93
Cost of repainting a 26 ft. open car 37-40 14.61 52.01

Cost of repainting a grip car 25.52 13.51 39-03
Cost of .touching up and varnishing a

16 ft. closed car 10.12 3.12 13-24
Cost of touching up and varnishing a

26 ft. open car 11.00 7.38 18.38

Cost of touching up and varnishing a grip
car 11.00 6.68 17.68

Cost of recanvasing and painting car
roofs 16 ft. closed cars 3.35 11. 51 14.86

Cost of recanvasing and painting car
roofs 26 ft. cars 3.95 12.36 16.31

Cost of recanvasing and painting car
roofs grip cars 3.25 Q.7o 12.95

FIG. 4.—"READY FORSPLITTING UP.
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LETTERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

Distance Between Tracks.

Editors Strket Railway Journal :

We start the new year by asking you some questions
which you will confer a great favor by answering.

In double track work what is the least distance be-

tween tracks—center to center—that you know of, or in

other words, what is the least clearance between cars ?

What is the customary distance of clearance ?

Is this distance increased or shouldn't it be increased
when center poles are used ?

What is the narrowest roadway between jurves that
you know of, when center poles are used ?

What would you advise, side poles or center poles
lor narrow streets with lines of shade trees on each side ?

J. F. F.

[It is always advisable to leave as much clearance as

possible in order to avoid danger to persons who may be
caught between cars. The width of cars varies so much
between belt rails that there is nothing which may be
called " standard practice." A good average distance be-

tween gauge lines of inside rails is ft. where no
center pole is used, and 6 ft. should be allowed with
center poles. This is the distance used on Niagara Street
in Buffalo, which has center poles. On the Broadway
line in New York (cable system) the distance has been re-

duced to 5 ft. An attempt was made in Newark to

use center poles with inside rails only ^j'i ft. apart, but
there was danger of passengers hitting heads and elbows
against the poles and they were abolished. In Pitts-

burgh particularly narrow cars are used and we believe
that the distance between inside rails is, in a few in-

stances, as low as 3 ft., but this is, of course, a de-
cidedly unwise extreme. It is, of course, true that much
more distance should be provided on curves than on a

straight track.

The general practice is toward the use of span wire
construction wherever possible. Where there are many
shade trees in a street, span wire construction is sometimes
undesirable both to the public and to the company, the
latter sometimes having difficulty in preventing leakages
of feeders through trees to ground in wet weather.

—

Eds.]

Hartford & West Hartford Railroad Company.

Hartford, Conn., January i, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

I do not think that the question of providing strips

for water conductors on the roofs of open cars has had
due consideration, and that the same provisions that are
made on steam cars are not carried out on electrical equip-
ment. It would require but a small strip on the edge of the

roof under the canvas to turn the water off at the ends,

thus avoiding having the water blown into the car to the
great annoyance of the passengers. To a tidy, neatly
dressed conductor it is simply torture to collect fares

with the dirty water from a car roof running down his

back. I think the idea entirely practical and hope that

the car builders will provide something suitable for the

open cars which are built for use next season.

R. L. Rand, Superintendent.

The Effect of Improper Wheel Flanges on Hails.

New York, January 15, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
A day of reckoning is coming to many street railway

companies which will be a surprise and a sorrow. Street

car wheels have for many years been bought in a more
reckless manner than any one article purchased. It is

not the purpose of this letter to consider the question of

whether these wheels will last in a way to justify the
money expended. It is not always the wheel which suf-

fers the most. Poor wheels inflict their own retribution

upon the purchaser. Until recently there may have been
some excuse for the purchase of the cheapest possible
wheel, because it was difficult to know whether the wheel
was good or poor. Mileage records were imperfect and
few managers were aware of the extreme differences in

value between the poorest and the best wheels. But it

is beyond any understanding how a rational man with
sound mechanical ideas can buy wheels whose sections
are entirely unfit to run upon the rails used upon his road.
The enormities committed in this line by those who, in

much of their mechanical work, are above unfavorable
criticism is something past belief. There are numerous
instances where roads having rails with grooves scarcely
an inch in width have purchased wheels with flanges
which entirely filled the grooves. It is a matter of com-
mon knowledge among wheel makers everywhere, that
managers are constantly buying wheels which, by reason
of their shape, cannot run upon the rails of the roads
without binding. Perhaps the first cause for complaint
against street railway companies is to be found in the
track itself. This is, for the most part, put down as
though it were never intended for a wheel with a flange
to pass over it. For reasons which in sixty years of rail-

roading have been proved valid, all wheels are made
with a small amount of cone for the tread. The flanges,
on account of the necessities of manufacture, must have
a certain thickness to obtain strength and wearing
qualities.

In laying track none of these things are considered.
The rail head is placed dead level instead of being set at

an angle to conform wdth the cone of the wheel; conse-
quently, new wheels and new rails have a bearing sur-
face consisting of little more than a point, possibly a line

barely a quarter of an inch long. Under such conditions
it is about a year, under ordinary traffic, before the
wheel and the rail have worn themselves to conform suffi-

ciently to obtain a rational amount of bearing surface.
While this wearing process is destroying the compara-
tively cheap wheel, it is also cutting away the head of
the rail in a very rapid manner. Before the wheel and
rail reach- a full bearing the rail has lost an appreciable
fraction of all the metal which it can lose before it goes
into the scrap heap. This is not useful wear because it

must take place so rapidly, and because it is destroying
wheels by reason of local uneven wear wdiich might be
spread over the whole tread.

Another injurious feature of the rail is the sharp
corner of the head. WheeU flanges are also made of
such shape that they sharpen this rail head until it forms
an angle like the knife edges of a pair of scales. When
this form is reached, the rail in turn quickly gives the
wheel a sharp flange and then the mutual grinding
reaches its maximum severity.

Special work is put down without regard to the
fact that cars with long or short wheel bases must run
over it. Wheels are run over this special work through
the grooves, and are constantly grinding the rails in
the most vicious manner. The whole roadbed is suffer-
ing because of the unsuitable form of the wheels, and in
many cases no form of wheel could be adapted to the rail.

Sharp flanges are a constant terror to the special
work, and yet with the rail sections'which seem to be
favorites, it is impossible to run wheels without making
sharp flanges. In passing around curves, there is a use-
less grinding of the wheels in almost every road of the
country. That it is permitted seems unaccountable.
That it is entirely unnecessary is a matter of easy demon-
stration. That it should have taken place when electric
roads first began to be laid is no vvfonder, but that it is

allowed to continue and to destroy one of the most ex-
pensive parts of a street railway system is unaccountable.

A day of reckoning is coming. This replacement of
the track at short intervals will not be tolerated by busi-
ness men, because it will mean vastly larger repairs than
the investment will stand. How fast this cutting of rails
is going on can be determined with ease. Comparing
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some of the present sections of rails with the standards
received from the rolling mills, it will be seen that there

are many new roads on which the rail is already half

worn out, or perhaps, to be more exact, half the wear-
able metal in the head of the rail is already gone. The
cost of destroying this good steel is considerable, because
it has to be done by good cast iron wheels propelled by
powerful and costly engines which are burning good
coal. It is bad enough to wear out wheels uselessly.

Perhaps there is an economy in buying poor wheels
which will wear faster than the track. But it is difficult

to see where there can be any excuse for such an un-
thinking and w^asteful destruction of property as may be
seen at almost any piece of special work in the country.

W. E. P.

Repair Shop Equipment.

The following is an actual estimate made by a prom-
inent Western street railway manager of the cost of equip-
ping anew repair shop for his road, which operates about
fifty horse cars, twenty-live electric motor cars, seventy-

five cable grip cars and 150 trail cars:

I 15 H. p. engine $200
I 12 in. X 5 ft. engine lathe 185

I 18 in. X 8 ft. engine lathe 340
I 26 in. X lo ft. engine lathe 605

I 14 in. X 8 ft. speed lathe 250
I 50 in. upright pulley borer 1,100

I 24 in. drill press 225
I 32 in. drill press 375
I 20 in. swing lever feed drill press 65
I bolt threader to cut from ^ to ij4 ins 276
I keysetter to cut }4 to l in. with patent keymaking
attachment 375

I 32 in. X 32 in. X 8 in. planer 1,200

I 24 in. shaper 480
I power-shear and punch combined to cut i in. X 6 ins. . 440
I wet emery grinder with plunger pump 13 in. X 2j^. 110

I dry emery grinder No. 7 Diamond 75
I 150 ton hydrostatic press 756
1 100 ton hydraulic ram 225
I forge and blower, No. 2 Sturtevant 50
I I ton Weston chain hoist 16

I 2 ton Weston chain hoist 24
I 8 ton Weston chain hoist 208

I No. 30 Forbes pipe cutter to cut 2,'4' in. to 6 in 175

Total $7,755

WOOD SHOP.

I No. mortiser and borer $370
I No. 3 tenoner 207
I 16 in. No. 2 buzz planer 130
I 26 in. No. 3 shaper, 2 spindles 150
I 24 in. surface planer 370
I band saw 125
I rip saw 55

Total $1,407

Wheel Notes.

• It is hard to believe that there is a better material
for street railway w^heels than chilled cast iron of the

best qualities. From 50000 to 75000 miles have been
made with such wheels, a record which is certainly satis-

factory, and hardly excelled. The best brands of chilled

iron are hardly distinguishable from fine tool steel.

The use of a wheel gauge which shows the relative

positions of the journals, the root of the flange on each
wheel, as well as the gauge, measured at the back of the
flange, shows that a surprising number of wheels are
badly fitted upon the axles. The adoption of such a
gauge has been known to almost put an end to broken
flanges on a road.

In the Milwaukee Street Railway Bulletin appear
the following instructions to motormen: "Sand should
never be used unless it is impossible to decrease the
speed of the car without it, and then the operator must
be sure that his wheels are turning. It may perhaps be
added that it is not improper to use sand before a wheel
when about to start if the rail be slippery, since it will

give friction for a grip upon the rail when its revolution

begins, but of all things do not use sand unless the
wheels are revolving."

The replacement of wheels is largely a business ques-
tion. The direct expense is from $1.50 to $5.00, the actual
figures depending largely upon the facilities and the
number of spare cars. If it takes three or four wheels to
make 40000 miles, the cost of replacement becomes
greater than that of a new wheel—often very much
greater. Moreover, the road loses not a little because of
the rolling stock being out of service. The interest on
the cost of the car alone is a shilling a day, and the loss
of net income is far greater. The replacement clause in

a wheel contract needs to be most carefully considered.

There should always be some means for identifying
every wheel purchased. Usually this may be done by
calling for consecutive numbers on every wheel pur-
chased, and stipulating that there shall be no duplicate
numbers. Makers' names and dates are sometimes used
for this purpose, but the method is defective. Prick
punching dates or numbers is at times resorted to, but
the numbers cast on the Avheel is easiest and most cor-

rect, and has the adv^iage of being a trade practice
long in use and well understood. Some of the best
founders in the country have always cast consecutive
numbers upon all the wheels they have made.

Mr. p. H. Griffin says in a personal letter, "We
have in the past five or six years directed our work spe-
cially towards the production of two distinct features in

our metal—one, the turning of the chilled surface into
the highest possible condition of combined carbon and
iron, which is really nothing more nor less than the ques-
tion of an exceedingly high grade of steel—and the other
the production of a condition in the center or unchilled
portion of the wheel that would make it especially remark-
able on account of its strength. As a result we have in-

creased the hardness and resistance to wear of the chilled

surface of our special wheels from six to eight times be-
yond the best ordinary practice, and the strength of the
material in the center we have been able to increase over
one hundred per cent."

A wheel manufacturer says, "The competition of

wheel makers continually pressing the price per pound
lower and lower by fractions makes it absolutely impos-
sible for most manufacturers to supply anything but the
most Ordinary, if not entirely improper, material in their

wheels. There is one fact that stands above everything
in the wheel business, not only for electric, but for steam
railways, and that is that at. the average price paid it is

absolutely impossible to procure anything but the most
indifferent quality. The result is that railways may in

the first instance buy their wheels cheap, but the
quantity they have to purchase and the expense of main-
taining the service make a total many times greater than
they would have if they treated the whole question in a
businesslike manner. They do not buy any other
material with the expectation of getting a good quality
for the lowest possible price, and this theory should not
be applied to one of the most important things they have
to purchase."

Street railway managers who have not kept wheel
mileage records until recently will nevertheless find it

highly profitable to make a study of their past experi-

ence in wheels in some such ways as indicated in the ac-

companying table. A great many deductions can be
made from the results shown in this table as to general
tendencies resulting from the purchase of wheels from
year to year from different manufacturers, although it is

true, of course, that no accurate results can thus be ob-
tained.

1891. 1892. 1893. 1894. 1895.

Miles operated
Cars operated
Car mileage
Passengers carried
Wheels purchased
Cost of wheels
Shop expenses—replacing

of wheels
Total expense—purchase

and repair items
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LEGAL NOTES AND COMMENTS.*

Edited by J. Aspinwai.i, Hojioe, Jr., and George L. Shearer,

OK THE NEW YORK BAR.

Insurance of Common Carriers of Passengers

Against Liability, Arising from Their
Negligence.*

The insurance of persons and corporations using ma-
chinery of all kinds, which is likely to do damage through

the carelessness of servants or agents to life and limb,

against the liability of such persons and corporations to

the insured or to the relatives of the dead, is a new form

of contract. It arose, in this country, out of the provis-

ions in steam boiler insurance policies which, like fire in-

surance policies, at first provided only for payment to the

insured of indemnity for the loss of property but which
afterwards, through the rivalry of companies to insert

more liberal provisions, contained covenants to indem-

nify also against liability incurred to third persons — em-
ployes and others—by reason of personal injury and
death caused by boiler explosion. The next step was a

natural one. Companies were incorporated, and existing

companies had their powers enlarged and issued policies

indemnifying the insured against loss caused in any way
to life and limb by the use of machinery or by the negli-

gence of servants or agents, irrespective of the use of ma-
chinery or boilers.

To-day, in England and in this country, large sums
are paid annually in premiums for this sort of insurance,

and the legality of such policies, so far as is known, has

not been called in question. The general rule deduced
from all the authorities would seem to be that such con-

tracts are valid, although some question might be raised

where the act of negligence amounted to a crime, for

which the insured himself might be indicted.

To such of our readers, however, as are common
carriers of passengers, is presented another question

which may be an exception to the general rule asserting

the legality of such policies. At the outset it may be
noted that, whether such an agreement made with a com-
mon carrier of passengers is, or is not, invalid, is a ques-

tion not likely to arise in the ordinary course of business.

Who would raise it ? Surely not the railroad company,
which is seeking to recover for losses, and certainly not

the insurance company, for if it should contest a

policy on the ground that it had no right to issue it,

the practical result w^ould be that it would be unable to

write any more policie^of that class. Hence we are not

surprised that the question has never been mooted in the

courts until recently, although such insurance has been
written in the United States for nearly six years. Nor
do we find the question treated in any of the text books.

The question has now arisen in the courts, however,
by reason of the failure of a large insurance company,
among whose creditors are a number of street and steam
railroad companies; their claim for a part of the assets

being contested by other policy holders who are not

common carriers of passengers.

With no precedents in the courts, the only basis of

an argument upon this question is an examination of the

general principles of the common law and of the adjudi-

cated cases which are analagous although not identical.

The Supreme Court of the United States has held

that "the fundamental principle on which the law of

common carriers is founded, and the great object of

that law, is to secure the utmost care and vigilance in the

performance of their important duties—an object essen-

tial to the welfare of every civilized community. * * *

In regard to passengers, the highest degree of care and

•Communications relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 32 jsassau Street, New York.

diligence is expressly enacted. * * * j^^ obvious,

therefore, that if a carrier stipulates not to be bound to

the exercise of care and diligence, but to be at liberty to

indulge in the contrary, he seeks to put off the essential

duties of his employment, and to assert that he may do
so, seems, almost, a contradiction in terms." Railroad

Co. vs. LockinooJ, 77 JVaNace, j^y, jy'/.

Reasoning from these fundamental principles, the

United States Supreme Court has held, and most of the

states have followed its reasoning, that, where a passenger
contracts with the common carrier that he will hold the

common carrier harmless because of any liability which it

may incur by reason of his death or injury caused by its

negligence, such an agreement is null and void as against

public policy; atid, notwithstanding such agreement, the

injured passenger may sue and recover precisely as if it

had never existed. Any other rule, say the courts, would
cause a relaxation of that care and diligence which is to

be enacted on behalf of the public by the great corpora-
tions who have received franchises from the state and
municipality.

The question now arises whether the same reasoning
will apply to a case where the common carrier does not

contract with the passenger for such immunity, but
where it contracts with a third party—an insurance com-
pany, for example—and an arrangem.ent is made with it

by which the company is saved harmless in case of its

negligence. The common carrier remains primarily

liabl8.to the passenger, but is indemnified by the insur-

ance company. The question is the one which, as I

have already stated, has never been passed upon in this

country, either by a court of original jurisdiction or last

resort. It would seem, at first sight, that the effect of

such a contract in causing any relaxation of diligence

would be the same as in the case passed upon in the case

of the Railroad Company vs. Lockuwod.
There is a reply which might be made, to the effect

that it is the interest of the common carrier to pay as low
a premium in future years for such insurance as possible,

and hence it is reasonable to expect the common carrier

to reduce, so far as possible, the number of its accidents

for the purpose of reducing the premium.
But it would seem very doubtful as to whether the

courts would consider it a foregone conclusion that the

insurance was to be renewed in the following year, and
even if they did they might hesitate to hold that that was
a sufficient incentive in comparison with the incentive

which the company would have if no such contract of in-

surance existed.

Another line of argument, which may be made in de-

fense of the validity of such contracts, is based upon the

case of the Phcnix Insurance Company vs. Erie Company,
iiy U. S.,ji2. The Supreme Court had previously held

that an agreement made between a common carrier of

goods and the consignor thereof, which by it relieved it-

self of liability for its own negligence, was void as against

public policy, and in the Phenix case it held that, notwith-
standing that rule and without impinging upon it, a

common carrier of goods co\\\<^ insure against its own negli-

gence.
Manifestly, if the same reasons, and only the same

reasons, which support the decisions holding that a
common carrier of goods cannot contract against its own
negligence, to support the proposition that common car-

riers of passengers cannot so contract, then the same
rule would apply to the validity of contracts of insur-

ance in both classes of common carriers.

But the suggestion comes, at once, to the mind of

every reader, that there are other and additional reasons
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against such contracts on the part of common carriers of

passengers. The reason why a common carrier of goods
cannot stipulate against its own negligence with the con-
signor is clearly stated by the courts. They hold that

a different rule would tend to increase such stipulations

and their stringency and that these stipulations would
be forced by the railroad company upon the consignor
by the necessity he is under to use the railroad, and
thus there would be in the hands of the company an
oppressive ability to raise rates and to free itself from
all responsibility for its negligence. But in the case of

a common carrier of passengers there are other reasons
why the railroad company must be held to the

strictest accountability. Human life and limb are at

stake, public policy demands the most stringent care,

and, until the railroad company can indemnify the

dead for loss of life or by money restore a lijnb,

it is doubtful whether any court of last resort will

hold that a company can insure against its own negli-

gence, where life and limb are involved. The state has
an interest in the lives of its citizens, and that inter-

est is one of the reasons why the common carrier of pas-

sengers is held to the exercise of the most diligent care.

Bryan vs. Missouri R. R., J2 Missouri Appeals, 22S, 2jy.

Where the common carrier of goods finds that the
railroad con- pany has insured itself against loss, he has
but little to complain of, even if such insurance has
caused the company to be careless, for he will receive

from the railroad company full indemnity for the loss of

his goods, and no one can be said to be injured. But
Avith the passenger, it may be that the courts will think
that a different rule applies, for the injured man is not,

even in the eye of the law, fully compensated, for he re-

ceives a pecuniary compensation which covers only a
part of what he has lost, and in the case of his own death
he is not compensated at all, although certain of those
dependent upon him will receive a portion of the damage
sulfered by them, and that portion is generally limited

to an arbitrary and specific amount by statute. *

Space forbids more than the mention of a number of

other considerations which apply to this very interesting
question, such as, for example, the fact that in Massa-
chusetts and one or two other states, the negligence of

which the railroad is guilty when death results, is criminal
and damages are recovered by a criminal procedure begin-
ning with an indictment. Thus, if such insurance contracts
are valid in that state, we have the startling proposition
that a corporation can insure itself against the penalty
which the state imposes as a punishment for crime. Per-
haps this is stating the proposition too baldly, especially

as the result of the action in Massachusetts is, as every-

where else, payment to relatives of the deceased of the
fine imposed. {Public Statutes' of Mass., Chap. 112, See.

212.)

Aside from the legality of such contracts, there are

some interesting questions which arise concerning the un-
derwriting principles applicable to them. For, under most
policies (e. g., fire, marine, steam boiler and life insur-

ance) a loss during the period covered by the annual pre-

mium is an exception, and therefore the principles of

average are applicable ; while in the case of policies in-

suring corporations owning large consolidated interests

in street railways, where accidents occur daily, the prac-
tical principles of average, if applicable at all, are to be
considered in reference to the single policy by itself with-
out reference to others; especially, when the accidents
are so numerous, over an extended system, as to be
practically a fixed quantity year by year. In such
a case it is not, as in the case of fire insurance, the
putting apart each year of a small sum in combiriation
with a large number of others to meet some great and
unexpected loss, but it is a guess between the insurance
company and the railroad company as to whether the
future operation of the road will result in more or fewer
accidents than in the past; and the business question is also
involved as to whether the insurance company or the
railroad company is best equipped to settle losses at ad-
vantageous figures. It is upon a consideration of such
questions and not by the ordinary rules applied by actu-
aries in other lines of insurance that the premium to be
paid by a common carrier of passengers is determined.

But we are now, perhaps, outside of the domain of the

legal department of a street railway journal, and we
will therefore close with the citations of a few additional
leading cases which discuss some of the fundamental
principles, upon which the arguments for, and against, the

legal proposition I have discussed may heiound iii extenso.

{Liverpool Steam Co. vs. Pheuix Ins. Co., i2g U. S., 3Q7

;

Hartford F. Ins. Co. vs. CJii., M. 6- St. P. R.R., 70 Fed., 201;
Maslin vs. R. R., 14 West Va., 180; Kinney vs. Central R. R.,

5 Vroom, ^ij ; Roan vs. Midland R. R., 46 L. R. Ir., 15?;
Penn. R. R. vs. Henderson, §1 P'enn., ji^J Cleveland R. R.
vs. Curran, ig Ohio State, i; B. 6-' O. R. R. vs. Brady, 32
Md., 33; Buell V. N. V. C. R. R., 23 N. V., 442; Stinson vs.

N. Y. C. R. R., 32 JV. v., 333, 337.) H.

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE.

Nf.w York.—In an action for injuries sustained by being knocked
down by a cable car at a street crossing, it is error to charge that the
failure of the gripman to warn crossing pedestrians was of itself

sufficient to render the company liable.—(Schulman v. Houston &c.
R. R., 15 Misc. 30.)

Calu-orn'ia.—Where plaintiff was standing between street rail-

way tracks, awaiting an approaching car, and, without looking,
stepped backward upon the other track,' within ten or fifteen feet of a
car going in the opposite direction, she was guilty of contributory
negligence, as a matter of law.—(Bailey v. Market St. Ry., 42 Pac.
Rep. 914.)

Montana.—In an action for injuries by a collision between
street cars, a charge that, if plaintiff was not guilty of contributor)'
negligence, the collision cast on defendant the burden of showing
absence of negligence, held proper.—(Hamilton v. Great Falls St.

Ry. Co., 42 Pac. Rep. 860.)

EXCESSIVE DAMAGES.

California.—Code Civ. Proc, § 377, provides that, in an action
for the death of an adult by wrongful act, " such damages may be
given as under all the circumstances may be just." Held, that in an
action by a husband, personally and as guardian of his two minor
children, about twelve years old, against a street car company, for

death of his wife, a verdict of $14,000 will not be set aside as exces-
sive where it appears that the expectation of life of the deceased was
31.8, and of the husband 29.62 years, and that the wife was highly
educated and competent to instruct the children, and was a devoted
mother and wife, and an excellent housekeeper.—(Redfield v. Oak-
land St. Ry., 42 Pac. Rep. 822.)

Montana.—In an action for injuries to a passenger, there was
evidence that she was injured in her back and side, and suffered

from nervous prostration, but that such injuries were curable; that

she suffered a slight displacement of the womb, but that such in-

jury was much less painful than at first, and was also curable; and
that other internal injuries would be relieved after it had been cured.

Held, that a verdict of $20,000 was excessive.—(Hamilton v. Great
Falls St. Ry., 42 Pac. Rep. 860.)

North Carolina.—In a case where the plaintiff sued to recover
damages caused by his team taking fright at a trolley car,

the Court say :
" The plaintiff voluntarily exposed himself, his

buggy, and his mule to the risk of any accident which might be
caused by the animal's taking fright at the usual noise incident to

running a street car by electricity, there being no testimony tending
to show that the motorman wantonly or maliciously made unneces-
sary noise for the purpose of scaring the animal. Where a horse is

being driven or is running uncontrolled ^long a highway parallel to a

railway of any kind, though it give unmistakable evidence by its

movements that it is alarmed at an approaching train or car, the en-

gineer or motorman in charge is not negligent in failing to diminish
the speed, unless the animal is actually on the track, in his front, or

he has reasonable ground to believe that in its excited state it is

about to go or may go upon it, so as to cause a collision. People
who pay their money in the reasonable expectation of being carried

expeditiously are not to be delayed by every person who ventures to

test the nerve of a horse or a mule by driving it along the same street

on which a company runs its street cars by electricity."—(Doster v.

Charlotte St. Ry., 23 S. E. Rep. 449.)

New York.—A verdict for. $1500 is not excessive where it ap-

pears that plaintiff was under medical treatment for several months,'
that he suffered from headaches and stomach and liver troubles and
that he may permanently feel the effects of his injury.—(Ferguson v.

Ehret, 35 N. Y. Supp. 1020.)

New York.'—Where tlie plaintiff had a rib broken, causing a
bloody tumor, and pleurisy, incapacitating him for work for a year,

with probable permanent ill effects therefrom, and his time is proved
to be worth $4 or §5 a day, a verdict for $3200 will not be held ex-

cessive.—(Wynne v. Atlantic Ave. Ry., 35 N. Y. Supp. 1034.)

New York.—A verdict for $4000 for injuries sustained, consist-

ing of permanent paralysis of the shoulder muscle, impairing the

lifting power of the arm, and permanent spinal curvature, is not ex-

cessive.—(Degnan v. Brooklyn City R. R., 35 N. Y. Supp. 1047.)

New York.— Plaintiff's intestate, while standing on the front

platform of one of defendant's cars, was hurled over the dashboard by a

violent jerk of the car. A passenger testified that he had experienced

a jerk as if the driver had put on the brake and let it off, or as if

there was a rock on the track. There were unoccupied seats inside

the car, the tracks were icy and it was snowing steadily. Held

—
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that there was no evidence of defendant's negligence and that the

decedent was guilty of contributory negligence.—(Bradley v. 2nd
Ave. R. R., 35 N. Y. Supp. 918.)

STATUTORY POWERS—CHARTERS—ORDINANCES.
Pennsylvania.—Where the charter of a street car company re-

quires it to keep the street occupied by it in good repair at its ex-

pense, the fact that at the time the charter was granted a part of a

certain street afterwards occupied by the company was required to

be kept in repair by other parties who had privileges thereon does
not prevent the duty of keeping in repair becoming incumbent on the

company.
The charter of a company provided that it should be " compelled

to keep in constant repair that portion of the street which it uses and
occupies and be subject to such ordinances of council as relate there-

to ;" and the city ordinance provided that all street car companies
should be at the entire cost and expense of maintaining, paving, and
repaving that may be necessary on any street occupied by them.
Held, that such company was bound to keep in repair not only the

portion of the street occupied by it, but the whole street, from curb
to curb.

Where the charter and city ordinances required it to repair and
repave streets occupied by it, such duty extends to the replacement
of an old pavement by a new one of a different and improved kind,
ordered by the city.—(City of Phila. v. 13th & 15th Sts. Ry., 33 At.

Rep. i26.)

New York.—The procurement of a certificate of necessity from
the railroad commissioners, as prescribed by §59 of the I^ailroad

Law, is not a prerequisite to an application by a street railway com-
pany for municipal consent to use the streets and to the publication
of notice of a public hearing in relation to such application.—(Mc-
Williams v. Jewett, 14 Misc. 491.)

MANDAMUS.
New York.—Where a street car company, because of its ina-

bility to get employes to accept its terms, has stopped part of its

cars, to ihe detriment of the public, mandamus lies to compel it to

resume full operation of its liaes. An application for mandamus to

compel a street car company to run its cars may be made' by any
citizen of the city in which the road is located. The number of cars

to be run by a street car company is a matter within the discretion

of the directors, subject to the power of the courts to compel them
by mandamus to increase the number whenever public convenience
may require it.—^Loader v. Brooklyn Heights Ry., 35 N. Y. Supp.
996.)

VALIDITY OF CONTRACT EXEMPTING FROM NEGLIGENCE.

United States Circuit Court. A condition in a lease, by a

railway company, of a portion of its right of way, that it

shall not be liable to the lessee for any damage to any buildings or

personal property thereon, caused by fire set by its locomotives, or

by the negligence of its officers or servants is not in violation of pub-
lic policy and is valid. (Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. C, M. & St. P. Ry

.

,

70 Fed. Rep. 201.)

Book Reviews.

Electrical Law of the State of New York (with notes), by Wendell
V. R. Barnard. Banks & Bros., New York and Albany,
1895.

This monograph is a timely one, and is possessed of consider-
able, though transitory value, both to the busy practitioner in New
York and to the officers of electric street railways. Some three hun-
dred cases are cited by the author, and no less than sixty statutes of

New York.
The writer is something more than a compiler, and seems to

have a keen appreciation of the difference between leading cases and
others of less importance. The cases which he reviews are well se-

lected from the mass of decisions which he cites. The pages of the
volume which relate to the electric street railway are comparatively
few in number but they contain the main principles of law which
have been enunciated thus far by the New York courts, and which
form the germ and core of what is to be the law of the electric street

railway in this state, and so are of value.

The subject of negligence is touched upon by the author, but so
inadequately that the treatment is necessarily uneven. For example,
under section ninety-four, there is:a discussion of " culpable negli-

gence." Why the negligence there referred to is more " culpable
"

than other negligence, the author does not state and I cannot
guess. Under this section he states a number of exceptions to the
general law of contributory negligence. .

They do not seem to have
any connection with the subject he -is discussing and they contain
some very doubtful propositions, and are given without the citation

of any authority to support th^r very nice distinctions. The ab-
sence of any comprehensive discussion oi the law of contributory
negligence makes this page of the work the more inappropriate
and foreign to its principal aim.

The book is to be commended for its conciseness and for the
condensation into a few words of great leading principles, but these
excellencies have been carried to such an extent as to become al-

most defects. It may be said to be more luminous than voluminous,
and perhaps it would be better for all of us if more of the law treat-

ises recently published merited a similar description.

The typographical excellence of its 172 pages is what can always
be expected from the well-l;nown publishers of the work.

Some Decisions in Railway AccountinjL*; Methods.

Mr. Henry C. Adams, statistician of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, has recently issued a series of
" Questions and Answers," which have been passed upon
by a committee selected by the National Association of

Railway Accountants. These decisions have been ap-
proved by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Such
of them as have a bearing upon street railway accounting
are given herewith.

Q. To what account should be charged wages, board, and
expenses of non-employes, witnesses in " l^oss and damage " and
" Injuries to persons " cases?

A. Wages, board, and expenses of non-employes engaged as
witnesses in the settlement of "Loss and damage " and " Injuries
to persons " suits are properly chargeable to Conducting Transporta-
tion, account No. 35, " Loss and damage," or to account No. 36,
" Injuries to persons," as the case may be.

Q. To what account should be charged expenses of litigation

growing out of land damage and suits involving title to real estate ?

A. All expenses of this nature should be charged to General
Expenses, account No. 51, " Law expenses," except where properly
chargeable to construction.

Q. Should the salary of Assistant General Counsel, whose time
is given exclusively to the business of the company, be charged to

account No. 47, " Salaries of general officers "
?

A. The salary of Assistant General Counsel or Assistant Gen-
eral Solicitor (whatever the title of the assistant to the head of the
legal department maybe) is chargeable to General Expenses, account
No. 47, "Salaries of general officers."

Q. The A and B railway uses jointly with the C and D railway
thirteen miles of track, the former paying for the privilege on basis
of valuation. The agents, operators, etc., are joint employes of
the two roads, and are paid by the C and D railway, which road
renders bill to the A and B railway for its proportion of their sal-
aries. To what accounts should these expenses be charged, and how
should the C and D railway credit the amount received from the A
and B railway?

A. The payments made by the A and B railway to the C and D
railway for use of the thirteen miles of track should be charged to
Conducting Transportation, account No. 43, " Rents for tracks,
yards and terminals," and the salaries of the joint employes as fol-

lows: Agents, to Conducting Transportation, account No. 30,
" Station service;" operators, to Conducting Transportation, account
No. 29, " Telegraph expenses," and so on according to the character
of the service performed.

The C and D railway should credit the whole amount received
for the use of the track in question to Miscellaneous Earnings, and
report it, as "Rents received from lease of tracks and terminals."

The several accounts charged with the amounts paid by the C
and D railway to the agents, operators, etc., who are joint employes
of the two companies, should be credited with the proportions pay-
able by the A and B railway.

O. To what account should be charged repairs to bridges over
railroads or to carry them over us?

A. Any repairs or renewals to a bridge built by a railroad com-
pany to carry its tracks over any stream, road, street, or other rail-

road, should be charged to Maintenance of Way and Structures, ac-
count No. 4, " Repairs and renewals of bridges and culverts."

A bridge built to carry any highway or track of another railroad
over its own roadbed, should be considered as an overhead bridge,
and any repairs or renewals to such bridge should be charged to
Maintenance of Way and Structures, account No. 5, "Repairs and
renewals of fences, road crossings, signs, and cattle guards."

Q. To what account should the wages of passenger car cleaners
be cfiarged ?

A. The wages of all passenger and freight car cleaners are
chargeable to Conducting Transportation, account No. 27, " Train
supplies and expenses."

Q. To what account should the wages of employes engaged in
oiling cars be charged ?

A. Wages of car oilers are properly chargeable to Conducting
Transportation, account No. 27, " Train supplies and expenses."

Q. To what account should the rent of general offices be
charged ?

A. Rent of general offices should be charged to Conducting Trans-
portation, account No. 44, " Rents of buildings and other property,"
which provides for " payments for rent of buildings and other
property" (including offices) when such property is used in connec-
tion with the operations of the road.

Q. To what account should the wages of a traveling engineer,
whose duties are to instruct engineers in the handling of locomotives,
be charged ?

A. The wages of a traveling engineer, whose duties are to in-
struct engineers in the handling of locomotives, should be charged to
Conducting Transportation, account No. 21, " Engine and round-
house men."

Q. Should'account No. 34, " Hire of equipment," be construed
as requiring all payments made for use of equipment (other than
" Car mileage—balance ") to be charged to this account, or only the
net balance paid ?

A. Account No. 34 should represent only the net balance paid
for use of equipment, other than that accounted for under Conducting
Transportation, account No. 33, the same as if the title of the account
read " Hire of equipment—balance."
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IT is time that some one, thoroughly competent to

undertake the task, should enter upon a series of cal-

culations and experiments to determine the best chemical

composition for street railway rails. The conditions are,

of course, entirely different -from those of railroad traffic.

In the one case we have comparatively light loads travel-

ing at moderate speeds, with great frequency and with

many stops within short distances. In the other case, we
have heavy loads traveling at much longer intervals, at

high and low speeds, with infrequent stops. Examination

of some of our street railway track shows in some places

not a little "squashing," or "anvil action" at the joints.

Does not this mean that a larger percentage of carbon

should have been put into these rails to increase their

hardness? Or, are the sections of girder rails in most

common use such as to make it impossible to use as much
carbon as is specified for the thicker and " stockier" rail-

road tees? What is most certainly true, is, first, that

railway managers ought to know from careful tests what

should be the composition of the iron which they buy in

such enormous quantities, and second, that street railway

rail consignments should be tested as carefully as is al-

ways done with railroad rails.

WHAT are we coming to in this craze for new fran-

chises at any price and under any conditions ?

There seems to be no limit to the concessions made by
street railway promoters and syndicates in contracting

with city corporations. This month comes the announce-

ment of the granting of a franchise in one of our large

cities, which goes to greater lengths in the direction of

C(mcessions to the city than any we have so far seen.

The new company is to come into competition with one

operating a widely ramified system which is giving an

excellent service. Its system is to be about sixty-five

miles in extent. What practically amounts to a four

cent cash fare is granted, and tickets are to be sold at

the rate of three for ten cents with universal transfer

rights over the entire new system. It is also provided

that the company must be willing to enter into arrange-

ments at any time with the old company, operating about

145 miles of track, for a general transfer arrangement by
which these low fares may be divided equally between

the two companies, thus making it possible that the

future may bring to a resident of this highly favored

city the right to ride at the rate of two and a half mills

per mile ! Cheap transportation, indeed! Marvelous

are the accomplishments of electricity ! Another of the

terms of this remarkable franchise is that only citizens

of the United States and actual residents of the particu-

lar city in question shall be employed by the company
or its contractors in any department of construction, op-

eration and maintenance. What would happen in this

city if the company's employes should strike ? Is not

such a condition in the franchise an actual incentive to

strikes on the part of men who know that they have their

employers at their mercy ? Again, an older street railway

franchise in another city contained a provision that after

the initial electrical construction period was over, all

further supplies and material needed in the construction

and operation of the road must be manufactured within

the city itself and by residents of the city. Such clauses

as these are unreasonable and are sure to make trouble

in one way or another, and permanent investors should

be very careful about placing their money in channels

where contingent losses are so easily possible.

CHICAGO has a "Three Cent Fare Association," which

has a so-called " Educational Department " whose

function is presumably to furnish statistics and arguments

based thereon to the public press. This "Educational

Department " has a curious and original way of forming

its conclusions and presenting its arguments, as will be

seen from its public remarks on the just published oper-

ating figures of the three great Chicago companies. These

remarks read as follows :

" Taking the accounts as furnished by the combine
officers it shows the net earnings are thirty per cent of the

gross receipts, or otherwise stated, thirty per cent of every

nickel collected is profit. Thus their books show it costs

three and one-half cents to carry each passenger, the

profit on which is one and one-half cents, or forty-three

per cent added to the cost. Conceding the combine
should be allowed its alleged three and one-half cents of

cost, with seven per cent added for profit, the cost to the

people would then be three and three-quarter cents each
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ride, or an equivalent of sev^n rides for twenty-five cents.

Should not a general ordinance be passed regulating the

rate of street car fares ?"

What a commentary this is on the ignorance and

utter fallacy which often lie behind these demagogical

arguments intended to excite public feeling against street

railway corporations. It is almost unbelievable that the

responsible head of any public organization of this char-

acter should so confound the idea of a "profit," or a mar-

gin above operating costs, with "interest upon invest-

ment," and yet it is not improbable that some unintelli-

gible or careless public sentiment is manufactured by

stuff like this.

HOW should wheels be purchased ? What specifica-

tions can be laid down to the makers ? What are

the net results of the recommendations from practical

men, which have appeared in our columns during the

past twelve months on the subject of street railway

wheels? To answer these questions with absolute cer-

tainty is impossible, because of the prehistoric times in

which we are living in street railway wheel matters. A
large number of roads have started systems of record

keeping, but their results are not yet available, as time

is necessary to produce results. Still, advice can be given

on certain questions which have been solved with some

definiteness. In the first place, the counsel of the best

and most experienced wheel maker known to the pur-

chaser should be consulted as to the character and dimen-

sions of flange and tread suited to the sections of rail in

use on his road. It cannot be too strongly insisted upon

that the rails, the special work and the wheels should go

together—should be suited to each other—so that sharp

flanging and undue "tool work " on either wheel or rail

should be avoided, and, moreover, it is certain that a

wheel maker's experience is almost necessarily more val-

uable than that of any individual, since the former has

studied all street railway questions from the wheel point

of view, and has therefore become the most valuable

kind of a "crank"—an intelligent crank.

^ ^ ^ iit

The wheel maker will doubtless sa}', among other

things, that the side of the wheel flange next to the rail

should be inclined at an angle of about thirty-five degrees

from the vertical, and that the rail head when new should

fit the wheel, if sharp flanges are to be avoided. He will

also tell you that no amount of fitting of wheels to a half

worn and badly worn rail will accomplish good results, nor

can such results be obtained unless the track is perfectly

gauged and unless wheels are pressed to accurate gauge,

not necessai'ily that of the track, but especially suited to

the track. The determination of the weight of wheel

should next be made, and from all the experience avail-

able, it may be considered certain that the weights should

not be less than 325 lbs. for a thirty-three inch wheel de-

signed for ordinary service. Light wheels mean acci-

dents, and a single accident may mean a hundred times

the entire annual wheel bill. It may be safely said that

results from the use of the best quality of wheels in elec-

tric service weighing 325 lbs. to 350 lbs. show that break-

age is entirely avoidable.

t}: ^ ^ ^

After deciding, therefore, upon the weight and the

proper shape of the flange and tread the remaining prob-

lems are those of iron mixture, strength and chill. Speci-

fications of mixtures are worthless. The wheel rnaker

knows what he is about. The purchaser has simply to do

with results. He may specify that one wheel in every

hundred shall be tested for strength in much the same
way that railroad wheels have been tested along the lines

of the Master Car Builders' standard, but it should be

noted that it has been found in railroad practice easy to

make wheels which shall stand these breakage tests but

which are not, by any means, good wearing wheels, and

few railroad companies, other than the Pennsylvania

Company, now test wheels in this way, nearly all hav-

ing returned to a guarantee and to dependence on the

manufacturer from whom they buy wheels. The depth of

chill, as shown by the broken portions of the wheel tested,

should never be less than three-quarters of an inch, and

one inch chills should be required, as the service on elec-

tric railroads is much harder upon wheels than with

steam roads. Finally, it should be specified that the

wheels shall be of uniform circumference within one-

quarter of an inch, and of uniform diameter (for un-

ground wheels) within one-sixteenth of an inch, and all

wheels should be rejected which do not comply with

specifications.

^ ^ ^ :Jj

If the simple specifications outlined above are car-

ried out, if a guaranteed life of at least 40000 miles

for each and every wheel is demanded of the manufac-
turer, if flatting of wheels is made an offence leading to

prompt suspension of motorman, and if careful wheel rec-

ords are kept, the standard of street railway car wheels will

be immeasurably raised, and the pariahs of the industry

—the manufacturers who make a poor and imper-

fect wheel, from any kind of metal obtainable, at al-

most the cost of pig iron—will be driven out of the

field. One or two of our best manufacturers have re-

cently produced combinations of carbon and iron for

street railway wheels which are such that it is exceed-

ingly difficult to determine from microscopic examina-
tion or from analysis whether they are iron or steel. In

fact, some specimens of chilled iron have been produced
which can hardly, upon the closest examination, be de-

tected from Muschet steel, which is one of the highest

grades of steel in the world, and is sold at about fifty cents

per pound. Is not such work as this worth encourag-

ing in places where the use of good material means the

saving to a road of thousands of dollars in avoidance of

accidents and loss of car service ?

THE extension of city electric railways to suburban

towns has been naturally followed by the construc-

tion of electric lines for an exclusively interurban busi-

ness. This enlargement of the field of electric railroad-

ing has been so logical and gradual that it is difficult to

draw a definite line between what should be regarded as

interurban and what city lines, and most roads partake

of both characters. Two points are of special interest to

notice as regards the construction and traffic of these

lines. In the first place, they have all been new enterprises,

and have been designed and built as electric railways.

There has been, as yet, no transformation of existing

steam railways to electric lines, or even their partial

equipment for suburban work, as was once freely pre-

dicted, though in most cases the towns connected by

electric interurban roads were already joined by a steam

road. In other words, the development has been an elec-

tric extension, not an adaptation of existing methods.
The second interesting point is that the electric railways
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are occupying a somewhat different field from their steam

competitors, and in the case of parallel lines, do not nec-

essarily greatly diminish the steam railway traffic while

creating a considerable amount for themselves. They

correspond more to the " light railways " of Europe,' car-

rying passengers at low fares and at a moderate rate of

speed, largely on highways, though often through a spe-

cial right of way. Whether steam or electricity is more

economical for this service is a question entirely of loads

carried and train frequency. In track construction, and

also in type of cars used, steam railway practice is being

largely followed, except that steeper grades and curves

of shorter radius are possible ; and so far there has been

no departure from the ordinary 500 volt pressure, except

a slight increase in some cases to cover long distances.

The only novel electrical features introduced beyond

mere increase of capacity, strength of apparatus and

speed of motors have been, in instances, the avoidance

so far as it could be done of overhead switches,

by the use of two trolley wires on a single track road

with turn-outs, and a special effort to reduce as much as

possible at the points of trolley wire suspension any re-

sistance to the smooth running of the trolley wheel.

THE transportation of light freight and express

matter promises to comprise an important portion

of the traffic of the growing number of electric interurban

systems. Those companies which have taken this up to

any extent report themselves as more than satisfied with

the results, and the possibilities in this line seem to be

very large. It is reported that the systems about Cleve-

land, all of which are under one management, are seeking

entrance to that city on their own tracks with the privi-

lege of hauling freight cars, produce, etc., between the

hours of I A. M. and 5 a. m. If this should be granted it

will mean a radical change in the methods of handling

freight within a city. There seems no reason why such

a request should not be granted, and every reason why
permission should be given. The present method of trans-

porting merchandise and freight in city streets by heavy

drays driven over rough pavements is wasteful of power,

destructive to both pavement and vehicle, and objection-

able by reason of the noise inseparable from such service.

Transfer this transportation to smooth rails and an

economy is effected at the same time that a nuisance is

abated. The public will be better pleased because the

methods used are quieter, the merchant because they are

cheaper, and the taxpayer because the renewal of the

pavements need not be so frequent. We believe that it

will not be long before a large part, if not the greater

part of the intramural freight transportation of many of

our cities will be over rails and by the use of electric

power.

THE expense of equipping steam and electric grade

crossings with safety devices is one which should be

borne by the steam railway companies. It is they who
have introduced the danger element, and they must be

compelled to guard their trains and the public as well

with every safeguard which experience has shown to be

of value. The effort being made in certain localities to

impose this duty on the electric railway companies will

not, we believe, be upheld in legal actions arising from

accidents at such points. The legal status of the electric

street railway is now pretty clearly understood. The
transportation which it affords is in harmony with the

original purpose to which the highway was dedicated.

So long, therefore, as its cars are not run at an extreme

rate of speed, or in other ways so as to interfere with

the reasonable use of the highway by pedestrians or other

vehicles, its cars should have the same rights and privi-

leges as other users, and these include protection against

high speed trains crossing the highway.

New York Stale Street Railway Association.

A special meeting of the Association was held at the
office of the Metropolitan Traction Company, of New
York, on January 14. The meeting was called for the
purpose of acting upon proposed amendments to the
Constitution and By-Laws designed to place the Associa-
tion on a firm financial and sound business basis and to

provide an income sufficient to defray legitimate and nec-
essary expenses. The schedule embodied in the proposed
amendments was recommended by the Executive Com-
mittee, after a careful deliberation, as the most available
means and equitable basis for raising the necessary sums,
and, upon motion, the amendments to the By-Laws were
adopted as follows :

Article II. was amended by the addition of a clause
reading

" In the event of a vacancy during the year in the

board of elected members of the Executive Committee,
the President and Secretary of the Association and the
two remaining members of the Executive Committee are
hereby authorized to fill, such vacancy."

Article VII. was amended by providing that the regu-
lar meetings of the Association shall be held on the sec-

ond Tuesday in September of each year.

Article XV. concerning "Fees" was amended to read
as follows :

XV. Members whose annual gross receipts from pas-
sengers shall be more than $100000 shall pay an admis-
sion fee of $25. Members whose annual gross re-

ceipts from passengers shall be less than $100000 shall

pay an admission fee of $5, and an annual assessment
shall be levied on each member of the Association upon
the following basis :

Members whose annual gross receipts shall be less than
$50,000 shall pay $10.00

Members whose annual gross receipts shall be over $50,000,
or less than $100,000, shall pay 25.00

Members whose annual gross receipts are over $100,000, or
less than $300,000, shall pay 150.00

All members whose annual gross receipts are over $300,000, or
less than $500,000, shall pay 300.00

All members whose annual gross receipts are over $500,000,
or less than $1,000,000, shall pay 400.00

All members whose annual gross receipts are $1,000,000 or
over, shall pay 600.00

The assessment levied upon each member to be based
upon the report of gross receipts as filed with the State
Board of Railroad Commissioners for the preceding fis-

cal year, ending June 30. This assessment to be in lieu

of all annual dues and shall be paid to the Treasurer of

the Association on or before the first day of December
each year. The Executive Committee shall have no
power to expend, for any purpose whatever, an amount
exceeding that received.

Results of Reducing Omnibus Fares in London.

As an illustration of the fact that a reduction in fares

does not always mean an increase in traffic sufficient to

bring net profits to their former level, the case of the
great omnibus companies in London may be useful.

There has been a sharp warfare of rates which has
brought about a general cut in fares. The largest com-
pany, the London General Omnibus Company, has, dur-
ing the past year, operated sixty more buses, run 316,000
more miles, and carried 3,695,000 more passengers, and
yet has realized only $4,665 more in gross receipts, its

net income being very largely reduced. The other com-
panies have lost proportionately more.
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Street Railway Roadbed.

By Mason D. Pratt.

//.

—

Modern Girder Rail Sections.

At the beginning of the present decade the six and
seven inch sections shown in this and the previous article

were the most approved rails in use, and indeed the

seven inch sections continue to be largely used on elec-

tric roads laid in asphalt or brick pavements, or even in

shallow Belgian block pavements where the ties are im-
bedded in concrete. The latter construction while not
common in this country is coming more into vogue.
These seven inch sections are also the ones most used on
cable and conduit electric roads, where the rail is sup-
ported on cast iron yokes and the pavement rests on a

concrete base. Fig. 47 shows a seven inch rail lately

adopted by the Metropolitan Street Railway Company
of New York City for use on its lines, most of which
will eventually be cable or conduit electric. It is peculiar

street Ry.Journal

FIG. 47.—NEW YORK RAIL

manufacture presented many difficulties and the rail

makers met with many failures in attempting to roll them.
Much time, thought and money have been expended in ex-

periments, with the result that to-day these rails are placed
on the market at a price but slightly in advance of ordinary
T rails. So great seemed to bet-he difficulties in the way
at first that many devices were brought forth to accom-
plish the purpose without making a solid rail. The
most ingenious of these was the so-called "electric rail"

which consisted of an ordinary "bulb" section and a ±
shaped base rolled separately, the latter being cut into

short sections of from four to eight or nine inches

and electrically welded to the head portion at intervals

suited to the tie spacing. By thus rolling the rail in two
separate parts a very broad base could be produced, and
a large economy effected in the omission of the entire

lower half of the rail between the ties. This rail was

FIG. 48.—WASHINGTON RAIL, FIGS. 49-50.—10>^ IN. RAILS.

in having an extended lip attached to the guard, the idea

of which'is that it will carry the street traffic which tracks

along the rails to such an extent as to greatly increase

the wear on the rail and pavement. But since the rail

now in use (Fig. 37, shown in previous article, p. 49) has a

difference in elevation between the head and guard, thus

guiding the street traffic along the rail—a feature which

has been eliminated in the new rail by bringing the

guard up to the level of the head— it is difficult to see

why a tram should be provided for a traffic which will

not be able to keep to the track.

Fig. 48 shows the rail used on the new conduit elec-

tric roads in Washington.
There is a very serious objection to these seven inch

rails on roads laid in granite block pavement on an ordi-

nary sand base, in that the ties, having little or no sand

over them, form a solid bed for the pavement, while that

portion between the ties, having a more yielding founda-

tion, sinks and the track soon presents the appearance of

a "corduroy" road. To overcome this defect and to

meet the conditions where even heavier pavement is laid,

still deeper rails were required. Solid rails nine and ten

inches high were suggested and called for but it was not

until about four years ago that they were produced. Their

fuller developed and a quantity of it laid, but the incon-
veniences of handling and laying it proved to be many
and great. During the two years following its introduc-
tion a reduction in the price of steel rails of nearly fifty

per cent took place and rapid strides were made in the
art of rolling solid, deep sections, which, together with
the difficulties above mentioned, rendered it a commercial
as well as a practical failure.

Many other schemes for the production of a deep
construction without resorting to the solid rail have been
devised. The idea of a combination rail—the head por-
tion to be renewable—has been worked out (on paper) in

many different ways. But no such schemes that have been
offered may be considered practical in the light of expe-
rience. In the first place they are objectionable on ac-

count of multiplicity of parts—a condition which should
be avoided in track work particularly. In the second
place the renewable feature—their fundamental idea— is

valueless, from the fact that the permanent parts become
so much worn that it is impossible to secure a good fit

on renewing the wearing portion. Then again the cost
of this renewal amounts to as much as the laying of an
entirely new track. For these reasons no other rails than
the solid deep sections are seriously considered to-day.
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As to the proper form which these deep rails should
have, a glance at the illustrations will show that there is

a wide variation in ideas. Of course, as explained be-
fore, local conditions govern to a considerable extent.

Some city governments specify a full, narrow groove;
others a broad, fiat tram, while those who leave the
matter to the railroad companies find rails laid in their

streets having all variations between the two. The ques-

traffic. There are but few cities to-day which permit
its use. A rail which approaches the center bearing rail

in freedom from dirt is shown in Fig. 54, which is the
section adopted by the New Orleans Traction Company.

With externally applied power, while desirable, it is

not so important to have the rail as free from dirt as in the
former case, for, under like conditions, the resistances
are not so great, and a full groove rail may be used.

FIGS. 51 AND 52—RAILS WITH ELECTRICALLY WELDED FEET. FIG. 53.—CENTER BEARING RAIL.

tion as to which is the proper form for the exposed upper
surface of the rail is one to be carefully considered in all

its relations to motive power, density and character of

street traffic, pavement, etc. When these circumstances
are considered, no one can say that any one section is the
proper one for all cities, or even for all the lines in any
one city.

There is another and all-important factor in deter-

mining the form of that portion of the rail which is to be'

presented to the action of the car wheels, and that is the
results of this action itself, the strains resulting from the
forces exerted by the weights acting through the wheels
at the point of contact, and the wear of the rail produced
by both car and street traffic. The points to be consid-
ered in connection with these various influences are
briefly stated as follows:

Motive Power :—This may be divided into two
classes, that which is applied to the axles, as with the
trolley electric system, together with gas, compressed air

or other similar motors,
and that which is applied
externally, as in cable
or horse traction. With
the former it is far more
important to have a rail

Street Traffic :—This can have but little influence

in towns where it is light and of a miscellaneous char-

acter, but in cities where it is more dense and heavier it

must be considered. The ideal condition obtains, as

before stated, where the surface of the street presents

an unbroken face. This is to be had only with a full

grooved rail. With any other section, there is a guiding
shoulder for wagon wheels, and they will surely follow

the track. The next best section is of the half grooved
type, in which this shoulder is a minimum and offers less

obstruction to vehicles turning out. The guard or lip

should be made substantial to resist bending as well as

FIG. 54.—NEW ORLEANS RAIL. FIGS. 55 TO 59.—SECTIONS OF WORN RAILS.

which shall be free from dirt. Particularly is this so with
electric roads using the rails for a current conductor, and
some form of half groove or tram rail would be selected.

A center bearing rail is by far the most desirable, if only

the interests of the railroad are considered, but there has

been a strong and growing dislike to it on the part of

the public, owing to the two grooves formed along each
rail, and which render it doubly annoying to carriage

wear. The full flat tram is very objectionable, from the

street traffic point of view, for while it offers a smooth
easy track to travel on, it is most severe on a vehicle

when turning off.

Pavement :—With asphalt there seems to be but one

section—the full groove. Any other which attracts street

vehicles is detrimental, in that this pavement is more
yielding to a concentrated traffic than any, and is the most
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costly to repair. I have seen broad tram rails laid with
this pavement and think them as much out of place as a

square peg in a round hole. They practically defeat the

purpose for which the fine pavement was laid, namely, a

smooth street. The question as to whether a grooved
rail should be laid in granite pavements is one to be set-

tled by the probability of the streets being kept clean, as

well as by the other considerations mentioned above. In

macadamized streets a full grooved rail would be as much
out of place as a tram rail in asphalt, but as such streets

are found only in the smaller towns both vehicular and
railway traffic is apt to be light and when girder rails are

able feature in four out of five of these worn sections,

and one which I have seen in practically all worn street

railway rails, is the decided inclination of the top surface
of the head from the gauge line up. This, no doubt,
comes from the coning of the wheels. The majority of

rails heretofore made have either been rolled flat on the
head or with an inclination in the opposite direction,

which has been given them to facilitate rolling. That it

is not impossible to make rails having an inward slope to

the head will be seen by a glance at some of the sections
shown in coimection with this and the previous article.

Aside from all questions of better electrical contact, better

FIG. 60.—CHICAGO CITY RAIL. FIGS. 61-53 —MODERN 7. IN. TO 7 IN. RAILS.

used at all the tram rail is the most suitable all around
rail.

Wear:—Now that we have, at last, a rail that will

make, when properly laid, a most substantial track, the
question of wear becomes of even more importance than
formerly. Indeed so substantial may the track now be
made in other respects that its life is determined almost
entirely by the amount of abrasion the rails will with-
stand, and with this the form of the rail head has some-
thing to do as well as the material of which it is made.
In this connection I have shown five sections of worn
rails, Figs. 55, 56, 57, 58, 59. They were taken twelve or

traction, etc., to be obtained from a full bearing fur the

wheel tread, the rail head is bound to assume this shape
early in its career, but if made so in the first place it is

manifest that the life of the rail is increased thereby and
any manufacturer who fails to incorporate this feature in

his sections will be behind the times, for the observing
street railway manager is going to insist upon having it.

Before leaving the subject of proper form for the

upper surface of the rail, I wish to call attention to its

importance in its relation to the form and size of wheel
flange and tread. The variety in design of wheels is as

great as in rail sections themselves—a fact which is of

FIGS. 64-66.—MODERN 8 IN. TO 8'X IN. RAILS. FIG. 67.—BOSTON RAIL.

fourteen inches from the ends. In the first four are
shown, in the lighter lines, the original section as rolled.

The actual amount of metal lost is but a small percent-
age of the whole section, but there is, in each case, and
in one case particularly, a noticeable amount of distortion
of the section which must have come from a very heavy
vehicular traffic. These rails were removed because of

their inability to stand up under this, as well as the car
traffic, and the wear shown must not be taken as indica-

tive of the life of heavier and deeper sections now being
laid—exception possibly being made to the section. Fig.

57, which is given here to show to what extent rails are
sometimes allowed to wear. This rail had about reached
the end of its usefulness when removed. Another notice-

great annoyance to the manufacturer of special work,
though not of so great importance in connection with
straight track, except so far as the depth of the flange is

concerned. The difference between the depth of flange

and the height of rail head above the tram or bottom of

groove represents, theoretically, the amount of wear pos-
sible before the rail must come up. Flanges are made
from five-eighths of an inch to one inch deep—generally
about seven-eighths inch, and since this vertical flange
space in the rails varies from one inch to one and one-
quarter inches the amount of wear available is from
nothing to five-eighths of an inch.

Query—How many passing cars will be necessary to

accomplish this amount of wear? The rail shown in Fig.
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57 had carried about one million cars on a heavy up
grade. The rail on the parallel track, which was down
grade and carrying the same amount of traffic, showed
but half as much vv^ear.

And now what is the proper shape for the lower por-

tion of our rail—that portion which is not exposed, but
which has to withstand all the shocks and strains pro-

duced by the traffic over and upon its head? It must be
of a form to remain rigid and unyielding under the

action of these forces; it must have a broad base to pro-

vide ample bearing on the tie. All of which conditions
are fully met in the deep sections shown. The web and
bottom flanges are as thin as it is practical to roll them and
yet are of ample strength. The surfaces against which the

flanges of the channel plates find a bearing have a uni-

form inclination—a necessary condition in manufacture
and one equally necessary in securing a proper fit for the

jointplates. There is little room for variation in the form
of this portion of the rail. The distinctive feature of the

early Johnson rails— the shoulder under the head—has
disappeared, it being an unsurmountable obstacle in the

way of securing a good joint plate fit, and a broad bear-

ing at that point.

The 10 in. and io}'2 in. rails shown have been but
little used, but the 7 in., 8^ in. and 9 in. rails are all

standards. Fig. 67 is the standard of the West End
Street Railway Company, of Boston—the form of head
being designed by the former Commissioner of Streets,

Mr. Carter. The joint shown on this section is peculiar

in having a rib extending along the center of the joint

plate, in order to provide a bearing and prevent the plate

being drawn in against the rail, whereby the fit of the

joint is destroyed. This form of joint was designed by
the writer over four years ago when deep rails were in-

troduced, and it is now coming into general use. The
subject of joints will be taken up later, when this and
other approved fastenings will be considered more fully.

Electric Street Railway Tracks.

By R. J. McCarty.

It is, of course, of the utmost importance that the

tracks of electric street railways should be of the most
substantial construction. It is also very important that

this result should be so reached that the current interest

on the first cost plus the cost of current maintenance
shall be a minimum.

The best street railway track is manifestly that which
most nearly conforms to the above requirements.

The importance of constructing a track in a substan-
tial manner is so fully appreciated that some companies
are led to extremes, which not only unduly increase the

cost of track construction, but also actually increase the

cost of maintenance.
One mistake is the unnecessary use of concrete un-

der the tracks. It is not, ofjcourse, intended to assert

that there may not be instances in which the use of con-

crete is unavoidable. It is claimed, however, that con-
crete is often used unnecessarily. This no doubt arises

from the extensive use of concrete under street pavements,
and from the belief that if it is necessary to place the
pavement on concrete outside the tracks, it is also neces-

sary that it should support the pavement between the
rails and between the tracks. Some even go so far as to

advocate the use of concrete under the ties.

Experience shows that even in the case of large con-
tinuous areas of pavement it is possible to construct a
perfectly substantial pavement upon sand alone. This
requires, however, that the sand should be made perfectly
secure from lateral displacement, and that the pavement
should be so laid as to prevent the sand from working up
through the interstices. In order to accomplish this the
solid angles of the blocks should be practically rectangu-
lar, the opposite faces parallel and reasonably smooth.
The blocks should be laid with great care and the inter-

stices should be well filled. There is one case on record
in which a pavement laid in this way upon eighteen in-

ches of sand stood up well under heavy traffic for more

than fifteen years. In fact, there never was any trouble
with the foundation.

There are, of course, many objections to the general
use of such a plan, the principal ones being the great
care and skill required in preparing the bed and selecting
and laying the blocks, and the certain failure of the pave-
ment in case of unskilful construction. These objec-
tions may be obviated to some extent by the use of

broken stone. Broken stone alone, however, is objection-
able because, the interstices being open, there is nothing
to prevent the stone from being forced down into the
earth ; nor is there anything to prevent the filling, or top
base, from sifting down. It is much better to use broken
stone in connection with the sand, but not sufficiently so
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to warrant the general use of such a foundation under
large continuous areas.

In large continuous areas of pavement, the use of

concrete greatly facilitates the construction of a firm
bed of uniform surface, at precisely the proper grade and
slope. It thus diminishes the labor of laying the pave-
ment to a proper and uniform surface; it distributes the
bearing of the paving blocks, and prevents their cocking
under traffic, even when carelessly laid; and if the con-
crete is sufficiently thick it will often prevent depressions
in the pavement where the ground may be soft. It also

facilitates repairs and renewals.
There is, however, a great difference between the

outside pavement and the pavement between the rails

and tracks of a street railway. Here, instead of long dis-

tances between solid headers there are either one or three
narrow spaces, with the rail, a most substantial header,
on each side. This makes it entirely practicable to lay

the blocks within such spaces, in such a way as to pre-

vent the possibility of lateral displacement or of cocking,
even when the base is not a rigid mass. The only re-

quirement is that the base should not yield to vertical

pressure. For this reason a pavement laid properly on a

base of broken stone, with the interstices well filled with
sand, the whole being properly tamped and joined well

up to the concrete outside, will stand between the rails
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just as well as a pavement laid on concrete. Such a base

is very much cheaper than concrete and greatly facili-

tates the work of lining and surfacing the track. That
it is, therefore, superior must be obvious to every practi-

cal man who is willing to concede the premises.

While the superiority of broken stone and sand over

concrete in the construction of electric railways is con-

ceded by many,there seems to be some difference of opinion

as to what constitutes the best form of construction. Some
advocate the construction shown in Fig. 2. Here there

is an excavation of the whole space occupied by the

tracks to a uniform depth of six or eight inches below

the bottom of the ties. Broken stone, thoroughly mixed
with sand, is placed within this excavation to a level with
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the bottom of the ties, the whole being brought to a uni-

form surface and thoroughly compacted by a steam
roller. The ties are then placed in position, the rails be-

ing spiked down and lined. The remaining space is

then filled with broken stone and sand, topped off, and
the pavement placed in position.

This certainly makes a good track, but it is open to

the objection that it involves a great deal of unnecessary
expense.

Nothing is gained by the use of the steam roller,

because the bed can be made sufficiently firm without it.

Strc'it Grade

The Doom of the Cable in San Francisco.
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In addition to this, the plan involves unnecessary excava-

tion and back filling.

By far the better plan (see Fig. 3) is to excavate to

a uniform depth of six inches below the bottom of the

paving blocks; then excavate pockets for the ties about
six inches wider and six or eight inches deeper than the

tie; fill these pockets to a depth of six or eight inches, as

the case may be, with broken stone and sand; place the

ties in position, fasten the rails, tamp and surface; then
bring the bed up to two inches below the bottom of the

paving blocks, put on two inches of sand, and pave.

The advantages of the plan shown by Fig. 3 are that

it saves excavation and back filling; the pavement
between the ties, except in extreme cases, is as well sup-

ported as if the body of earth (H, Fig. 3) should be re-

placed by broken stone and sand; the ties are as well

ballasted as is necessary, and the pockets under the ties

very greatly facilitate tamping with great compactness.
The only objection to the plan is that of drainage,

and this may be removed by connecting the pockets to a

small trench, if it should be thought necessary or advis-

able.

The following may be of interest as showing the

relative cost of constructing one mile of single track

under the different plans mentioned:
Cost of roadbed below top of ties, with minimum

amount of concrete, as shown by Fig. i:

Excavation
Concrete
Broken stone
Sand

1,044 cu. yds. at $ .55 $ 574.20
400 " " 4.00 1,600.00

461 " " 1. 00 461.00
230 " " .70 161.00

$2,796.20

With minimum amount of broken stone and sand, as

per Fig. 2:

Excavation 1,564 cu. yds. at $ .50 $ 782.00
Broken stone 1,381 " " 1. 00 1,381.00

Sand
.

690 " " .70 483.00

$2,646.00

With minimum amount of broken stone and sand, as

per Fig. 3:

Excavation 1,044 cu. yds. at $ .55 $574,20
Broken stone
Sand

861

430

" 1. 00
.70

861.00

301.00

$1,736.20

The plan shown by Fig. t is objectionable because
of the first cost, and because of the necessity of digging
out and replacing the concrete when making repairs.

The plan shown by Fig. 2 is objectionable principally

on account of the unnecessary first cost.

The plan shown by Fig. 3, if properly executed, re-

sults, under any ordinary circumstances, in a roadbed
fully as substantial as either of the others, at greatly

reduced cost, and of such a character that it can be
repaired at a minimum expense. It seems, therefore, to

comply with all the requirements first laid down.

By S. L. Foster.

In the month of September, 1873, or a little over
twenty-two years ago, the first cable street railway in the

world was started in San Francisco. This line was on
Clay Street, where the grades are from ten to sixteen per
cent, and its original object was only to furnish a means
of transporting passengers over lines that were not feas-

ible for horse or steam traction, as these were the only
systems in use for street cars at that time. The road was
a success mechanically and financially from the start, and
its fundamental features were quickly copied on other
roads in this city and in other cities.

Articles have appeared in Eastern journals from time
to time to encourage San Franciscans in the belief that

the cable system was really more economical than the
electric, except on long suburban lines, but for about a
year and a quarter the Market Street Railway Company
has owned electric roads of its own, and has been mak-
ing data for itself. Snow has not bothered the company
at all on its cable roads, nor has the frost closed up the
slot. The expense for cables has not been abnormal, and
the original constrtiction was most substantially done in

iron and concrete. In fact the conditions for cable road
traction in San Francisco are the equal of any in the
world, and the construction and operation of these roads
are unsurpassed. The Market Street Company, however,
has become convinced that the people prefer to ride on
the electric cars, and that the electric cars carry the
people more cheaply then does the cable. These results

were not obtained from a few electric cars run on level

lines and at high rates of speed, but from the operation
of upwards of 150 cars at from ij^ to 2^ minute head-
way at times, and on lines having grades as high as 14%
p. c. Most of these cars are subject to frequent inter-

ference from the heavy wagon traffic on the downtown
streets, and all of them are governed by the rule order-
ing a reduction of speed at the crossing of each inter-

secting street.

The company began cautiously by changing its old
horse car lines to electric lines. Later it decided to

equip with electricity the route of a franchise designed
to be a cable road, and for which $30,000 worth of cable
material had already been bought. The routes of all

new franchises w'ere then ordered to be equipped as elec-

tric roads, and finally it decided to abandon the use of

the cable on one line—Ellis Street—and substitute elec-

tricity. This last decision is considered by many as very
significant and as foreshadowing the changing of not
only all cable roads on the level to electric roads, but the"
changing of all cable roads on grades accessible to elec-

tric cars, and not only the cable roads of the Market
Street system, but also those of the other cable roads in

the city. The Market Street Company maintains at

present six cable power houses and each has its two
large monthly items of fuel and labor. Every time
a cable power house can be dispensed with and the lines

operated by electricity, that power house's item " labor"
is wiped out, and the item " tuel" is reduced both on ac-

count of the less fuel required per car mile for an electric

road as against a cable road, and because the cable
houses are usually run non-condensing, whereas in the
electric power house the engines are run condensing.

When the Ellis Street line was changed from cable
to electricity, it was decided that, as the road was pay-
ing well, traffic should be suspended for the least time
possible. The road is over 9600 ft. long, double track,

and most solidly built with wrought iron yokes and solid

concrete tube. It was designed to run for part of the
distance in conjunction . with a parallel street, making
6750 ft. single track and 2900 ft. double track on Ellis

Street. The track and wires on the other streets were
already completed and the trolley and feed wires were in

place on Ellis Street.

The ground was looked over and it was decided that
the change could be made in one week. This statement
at first seemed incredible.
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The cable road had a 3)^ ft. gauge, 11}^ ft. cen-

ters and the 6750 ft. of single track was laid between the

two cable tracks without interrupting the cars. When
this was done the cars were stopped and the whole force

concentrated on the 2750 ft. of double track. As the en-

graving, fig. 21 shows, the 4 ft. 8)4 in. standard gauge
straddled the 3^-2 ft. cable track, one rail of each track

being set on one side of one cable yoke and the remain-
ing rail on one end of a tie. The tube of concrete was
left untouched and is available for holding return feeders

and perhaps trolley feeders. The cable was left in the

tube and being connected to the rails will be used to help

out the return circuit. The iron in the slot rails, too, will

yield up its quota of conductivity for the return cur-

rent, as the slot rails are connected to the tram rails

every 150 ft. To any one familiar with street railway

Oakland, and by means of a simple auxiliary device as-

cending a 25 p. c. grade in San Francisco, as described in

the October number of the Journal, where no cable grip
could be made to hold, the impregnability of any cable
proposition is open to question.

Fig. I shows the original cable construction and
Fig. 2 how the new 4 ft. S}4 in. gauge was imposed over
the old 3 ft. 6 in. gauge.

The amount of money saved by this method of con-
struction over that involving removal of the concrete and
yokes or even over the partial removal of the concrete for
a double set of wooden cross ties was very considerable.
The saving in income to the road bv shortening the periop
of idleness is even larger than the construction saving.
Whether the fact that one rail of each track rests on a
rigid foundation and the other on a wooden tie will

construction in large cities the amount of work done in

this week will be appreciated when it is stated that dur-
ing these seven days over half a mile of double track was
built, bonded and paved, two curves of a Y switch were
put in from a single track line on Ellis to a double track
line on Devisadero, a single curve was fitted in across the
slot rails and concrete tube at Hyde and Ellis, a 30 ft.

cable car turntable was taken out at Stockton Street, the

stand up as well as a similar support for each rail re-

mains to be seen.

In this work 70 lb. long lipped steel girder rail, five

inches high, was used. These rails were held together by
six bolt splice bars of channel section and rested on
chairs bolted to 6 in. X 8 in. X 7 ft. split redwood ties

set two feet centers. The joints were opposite and sup-
ported when on ties.

pit filled up and a cross-over put in on top of it, a double
track electric crossing and four double track cable cross-

ings put in—all on operating roads without interfering
with their operation.

At ten o'clock on the day set for the operation of the
new line, the tracks being cleaned and curves greased, an
electric car was switched into Ellis from Devisadero and
the officials of the company had the pleasurable surprise
of riding over the line without a hitch. After making
the circuit once the cars began running on schedule time,
carrying their heavy Sunday loads of passengers to

Golden Gate Park by electricity.

There is a cable line on Oak Street requiring a cable
26,000 ft. long, that is now under reconstruction as an elec-

tric road. When this road is changed the large cable power
house at Oak and Broderick Streets, from which both
Oak and Ellis have been run, will be shut down. The
grades on the Howard, the Post, and the McAllister
Street lines are all perfectly practicable for electric cars
and in case they are changed from cable to electricity

two more power houses can be dispensed with.
" Electricity has, perhaps, displaced the cable on the

level and on easy grades," some cable men say, " but on
heavy grades the cable will always be retained." When we
consider the daily spectacle of electric cars unaided climb-
ing i-\.}'2 p. c. grades in San Francisco and 15 p. c. grades in

The bonding consisted of three No. o B. & S. Chicago

.

bonds per joint, tram and slot rails being cross bonded
every five rails.

To a visitor to the city of Milan one of the interest-

ing sights is the cemetery system of the city. Owing to

the hygienic conditions necessary in many parts of Italy,

cremation is largely employed in many cities and this has
resulted in the establishment of cemeteries which differ

in arrangement from those in other places. Very often,

as in Milan and Genoa, a considerable tract of land is de-

voted to this purpose. This is laid out in an artistic

manner and contains long corridors or halls with marble
memorials to the deceased and vaults in which their ashes

are placed.

The main cemetery of Milan has been conndcted for

some time with the center of the city by an elec-

tric line, over which many funeral trains are run,

and among the recent electrical developments in that

city has been the construction of a new line ex-

tending from this to a new cemetery recently

opened at a considerably greater distance from the city.

The funeral train operated is composed of a special

funeral car painted entirely in black with the inscrip-

tion " Service Funebre." This is followed by other cars

occupied by the mourners.
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A Lesson in Gearing.

In probably no cable station in the country are the

gears put to more severe service than in that of the Chi-

cago City Railway Company at Twenty first Street. The
constant increase in the strength of the machinery here

shows the hard usage to which it is subjected.

No. I and No. 2 engines of the station have cylinders

30 in. diameter and 60 in. stroke, making 60 revolutions

per minute. In August, 1887, two spur gears, with 43
teeth, each gear 18 in. face and 6 in. pitch, were placed

I

FIG. 1.—FIRST SECTION (HALF SIZE) ADOPTED.

pitch, with staggered teeth, making 40 in. face. These
gears have machined joints, the holes are bored and
reamed, all bolts are turned to fit the holes tight, the

teeth are carefully cut and the parts are bolted together
transversely. The form and proportions of teeth in these

gears are shown, half size, in Fig. 3, and were suggested
by John Walker, general manager of Fraser & Chalmers,
who built the gears, after consultation with J. R. Hill, en-

gineer of the Chicago City Railway Company. The

FIG. 2.—SECOND SECTION (HALF SIZE).

on the crank shaft, with teeth staggered, forming a gear
36 in. wide.

Two spur gears of 61 teeth, each 18 in. face and 6 in.

pitch, were placed on the line shaft, with teeth staggered,
forming a gear 36 in. wide. They were made of cast

iron, with strong oval arms. The two parts forming the
pinion and the two parts forming the gear were each
bolted together at eight different points of the rim. The
form and proportion of the teeth in these gears are shown,
half size, in Fig. i. These gears were calculated to trans-

mit 1,500 H. p. with safety. After running eighteen
months, the arms of the large gears broke, compelling
their removal, and new cast iron gears, each 20 in. face

f'.nd 7j^2 in. pitch, with very heavy arms of high section.

FIG. 3.—THIRD AND LAST SECTION (HALF SIZE).

took their place. They were built similar to the first

pair, that is, each gear was of 20 in. face, with teeth stag-

gered, forming a gear 40 in. wide. The two gears, each
20 in. wide on the line shaft, were removed in 1892, and
two new gears, same pitch and face, were placed on the

line shaft. These ran about eighteen months, when a

tooth broke out of one, and the other split through the

rim. The form and proportions of teeth in these gears
are shown, half size, in Fig. 2.

After this experience it was decided to use steel

gears, and a contract was made January 28, 1895, for a

set. The pinions have 42 teeth, 20 in. face and 6 in. pitch,

with staggered teeth, making a total of 40 in. face. The
cast steel gears have 62 teeth, each 20 in. face and 6 in.

Chicago City Railway Company considers these gears
safe for 5,000 h. p. On several occasions the maximum
load of the engines has been put on these gears, which,
under these conditions, ran perfectly noiseless.

To realize the actual difference in size between the

three forms of teeth shown the reader should really com-
pare full sized sections, which can be reproduced from
the engravings by doubling each linear dimension.

A system of telephone transmission between the

cable cars on the New York & Brooklyn Bridge and a

central dispatching office has recently been decided
upon by the managers of that road. A trolley wire is run
under the cars, and connection is made by a novel type of

FIG. 4.—TRANSMISSION GEARS. CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY STATION.

brush. A transmitter and receiver will be carried on each
ca.r, the former being hung on springs to prevent as far

as possible vibration from the jolting of the train.
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Club House for Motormcn and Conductors.

The Derby Street Railway, of Derby, Conn., has a

new institution in the way of a club house for its em-
ployes, which is a novelty both in design and results. For
a long time the president, H. H. Wood, has had in mind
a scheme for bringing the men into closer relationship to

the company, providing reading and
recreation rooms, a comfortable place

in which they could wait when wait-

ing was necessary and a clean and neat

place where lunches could be eaten.

Usually the men took their lunch pails

to the car barn and there in a cold

and cheerless corner did what eating

was necessary.
For a time a finished room was

given the men on the second floor of

the car house next the offices. The
men did not like it. There was an
unusually long flight of steps to reach

it and it was too near the office and
the men did not use it, preferring

the lower floor and such corners as

were available.

The president had for some time
intended to fit up a building for the

use of the men. It was finally de-

very neat and comfortable. It consists of tables, chairs
and case for books in the reading room, table and chairs
in the eating room and the usual rack for cues, chairs,

etc., in the billiard or pool room.
The eating room will have, in addition to its present

furniture, a gas stove or a steam table of some kind on
which coffee, etc., can be heated and lunches warmed.

FIG. 2.—BILLIARD ROOM.

cided to take the old brick carpenter
shop for the purpose. This is shown
on this page(Fig.i). The building con-
sisted of four brick walls and a roof.

The second floor was used as a shop
and the lower one for storage. The
building was well adapted for the

purpose, standing as it did next the
car house. It measures in plan about
85 ft. X 18 ft., and has, as the engrav-
ings show, a good height of ceiling.

The plan shows the arrangement.
There are three large rooms, each
from twenty-three to twenty-four feet

in length and the full width of the
building. In the front end was placed
a hallway with a short flight of steps

leading up to the level of the rooms,
together with a bath room and a
small room for eating.

The finish of the rooms is in hard
pine and as will be seen from a glance
at the engravings is very attractive.

The large room next the hall

serves as a reading room. The next
one contains a billiard table which is

used both for pool and billiards. The other room is the
gymnasium. At present it is supplied with several pairs
of boxing gloves and a striking bag. The furniture is

FIG. 1.—EMPLOYES CLUB HOUSE—DERBY.

In the hallway there is an ample supply of hooks,
etc., for clothing, a much needed arrangement in

a country where every man wears a bearskin coat

when on duty in the winter. The bath room has
a bath tub with hot and cold water from a large

boiler standing in the corner. There is also a

basin and a wash out closet in the room. The
building is heated by steam, and a coil of pipe
in the boiler furnishes an unlimited supply of

hot water for both the tub and the shower bath.

The heating and lighting are both furnished by
the company's power house.

In the reading room the company furnishes

Har/>e)-s, Sci-ibiicrs, the Street Railway Jour-
nal, Puck, Life, Cassicr, McCliircs and several

other magazines and papers amounting to a dozen
or more.

The whole expense of furnishing, fitting up
and running the place has been assumed by the

company, and is considered a good investment, its

effect upon the men being more than an offset to

the expense incurred.

FIG. 3.—READING ROOM.

Another thing looking toward making the men a

part of the road has been an annual supper on New
Year's eve. This was proposed by the superintendent.
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B. W. Porter. The idea of making the men a part of the

road and centering their interests upon the success of

the company is also forwarded by a system of rewards

which is in force.

Having seen the good results coming from much

Street
^

'Hall-
way

Bath ^\ '-''"'"9 Room

Reading Room Pool and Billiard Room Gymnasium

Strcf( Railway .Touin.il

F G. 4.—PLAN OF CLUB HOUSE-DERBY.

less extensive efforts to benefit motormen and conductors
by arranging for their comfort when off duty, there can
be little doubt as to the results of this systematic effort.

Electric Construction in Chicago.

Although Chicago has the reputation of being one
of the most progressive cities in this country, if not in

the world, it has been the last of the large American
cities to share in the advantages of electric traction. Each
of the three larger companies, however, seems to have
possessed itself, during the past year or two, with the
proverbial Chicago hustle and the work accomplished
during the past year materially changes the figures rep-

resenting respectively horse and electric mileage.
On the Chicago City Railway electricity has been

substituted on over forty miles of former horse lines, re-

ducing the mileage of the latter

to less than ten miles for the en-

tire system and bringing the total

electric mileage up to 118.

On the North Chicago lines

the change from horses to elec-

tricity has been complete, ex-

cepting less than three miles, the

electric mileage being now about
eighty.

On the West Chicago lines

ninety-seven miles of horse car

line were reconstructed into elec-

tric, and thirteen and a half miles

of new electric construction were
added to the mileage. This work
reduces the horse car mileage to

less than fifty and increases the

electric mileage to 122.

nished by the Chicago City Railway Company. They
weigh about nine hundred pounds complete. They aver-

age about one hundred and fifteen feet apart and are set

six feet in the ground, in cement. The method of flexible

suspension has been used. The span or suspension wire
is twenty-four inches long and

21^ H is formed of seven iron wires of

No. 10 gauge, twisted into a

cable. Each end of the span
cable is made fast to a strain

insulator, and these are fastened
to insulated bolts having soft

rubber washers, for the purpose
of cushioning the effect of the

trolley vibrations. There are,

therefore, three insulations be-

tween trolley and pole.

The trolley wire used for

this line is the new Roebling's figure 8 pattern, the
same as used on the Nantasket Beach road. It

weighs 1.02 lbs. per foot, being three times as

heavy as No. o. There is a sag of from 10 ins. to

12 ins. between poles. The trolley clips are of malleable
iron and 11 ^'2 ins. in length. Many have predicted that

this wire would flop over, but this has never happened.
Brazed connections are not used. Wherever a splice is

necessary it is made at a pole with a special connecting
device devised by Mr, Knox, the electrician of the com-
pany. By this arrangement the splice is as perfect, in

all respects, as any part of the line. Sparking at the

trolley, on this line, is very rarely seen.

All insulators were especially designed for this line.

They are generally of the West End pattern but are fully

twice as large as ordinary and the breaking strain is

three times as great. All the section insulators, insula-

All of the electric work, thus
on street railway lines is withfar

overhead construction. The op
position to the overhead trolley

system has been remarkably
strong in Chicago, and its advo-
cates and promoters have been
obliged to encounter and over-

come every conceivable obstacle.

There still exists a powerful opposition to its exten-

sion in the heart of the downtown district, but the

Chicago City Railway has finally succeeded in practically

entering this district from the south, with its Clark
Street line whose northern terminal is at Washington
Street, three blocks north of the post office. The Clark
Street line was formerly a horse car line, and the passen-
ger traffic over it was very light, but since the change to

a trolley line the traffic has increased enormously, al-

though the line has been in operation but a short time.
Fortunately the Chicago City Railway Company, in the
construction of this line, anticipated an unusually heavy
traffic, and the overhead material in its construction is the
heaviest ever used on a street railway. A view of the line

is shown in the accompanying illustration. As will be ob-
served, it is of center pole construction. The poles were
manufactured by Morris & Tasker, from designs fur-

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION ON CLARK STREET, CHICAGO.

ted crossovers, connecting ears and other special appli-

ances for the heavy wire, were designed by Mr. Knox and
made in the company's own shops.

Although the Falk cast-welded joint is used on the

rails of this line, the joints are also bonded with double
0000 Chicago bonds seven-eighths inch terminals. Two
500,000 cm. supplemental wires are also used for return,

as well as all tracks leading to the power station. The
feeder wires are carried overhead from the power station

to Clark Street, and are there carried underground in tile

ducts. Manholes are placed at an average of 450 ft.

apart. Six 350,000 cm. feeder wires are used. The far-

thest distance from the power station is 31,020 ft.

As many as forty double motor cars with thirty-five

trailers have been handled at one time, on a division of

this line 19,800 ft. in length. The line was opened for

traffic Decernber 3.
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General Engineering Notes.

The Montreal Street Railway Company decided at its last annual

meeting to build its cars in its own shops, in order to give employ-

ment to Montreal mechanics.

A Zurich syndicate has applied to the Swiss local and federal

authorities for several electric railway concessions to be constructed

in the Cantons of Zurich, Argovie and Zug.

The State Commissioners of Railroads and Telegraphs in Ohio

have obtained an opinion from the attorney general to the effect that

he is authorized to inspect and pass upon the condition of bridges

and trestles used by electric interurban railways in the State. The

attorney general holds that such railways cannot properly be classed

as street railways, but, transporting passengers, freight and express

between different parts of the State, are properlv railroads.

PiTTSBtJRGH is wrestling with the smoke problem in earnest. The

city authorities have passed an anti-smoke ordinance which is to be

strictly enforced. Under its provisions the emission of more than

20 per cent, of black or gray smoke from any chimney or stack where

bituminous coal is used in connection with boilers for heating or

power purposes will be deemed a public nuisance, and any such

emission for a continuous period of more than three minutes' duration

will be punished by a fine of from $10 to $50.

The Mil'oaukce Street Railway Btillctin says :

"Conductors will please bear in mind that the rear brake should

not be set by them unless it be in order to avoid an accident or when
the car gets beyond the control of the motorman. The practice of

setting up the rear brake at the ends of the route by the conductor is

one which should be stopped at once. It is the province of the

motorman to attend to the brakes and the controller, and his pre-

rogatives must not be interfered with or his duties assumed except

in case of greatest necessitv.
"

The Marseilles Street Railway Company reports that one of its

cars has recently run 21935 miles without a single accident to its

electric equipment. This record was made between January 24 and

September 15, 1895. During this time it was at the repair shop

three days owing to an accident to the car body, and one day for the

repair of the hand brake. The average distance covered per day was
ninety-six miles, the maximum 129 miles; the total number of pas-
sengers carried during this time was about 215000. The car is equipped

with two 18 h. p. Oerlikon motors, type E. Z. Another car has re-

cently covered more than 10000 miles without any repairs whatever.

The Metropolitan Elevated Road of Chicago is operated, so it is

stated, at an expense of 22 cents per train mile, and it is expected

to reduce this figure to 20 cents. The Southwest branch or

Douglas Park extension of this road will probably be open for busi-

ness about April l next. President Worcester is reported as saying

that since the cool weather has set in the traffic has increased from

10,000 to 15,000 passengers per day. With the completion of the

elevated loop, work on which is progressing rapidly, the company
will be enabled to run its trains into the heart of the down town busi-

ness district. This is expected to increase the travel between 35,000

and 40,000 passengers per day, which would considerably more than

meet the payment of fixed charges.

As an indication of the immensity of street railway construction

and operation, the following figures concerning the Milwaukee
Street Railway system will be of interest. During the year 1895

there were consumed in the power station about 30,000 tons of coal,

which was converted into about 12,000,000 electrical horse power hours

for the operation of 165 cars per day (on an average) traveling over

7,000,000 miles—together with electric lights for station, car houses,

cars and a general city commercial service. About 28,000,000 passen-

gers were transported during the year and some 6,000,000 transfers

were issued. One thousand tons of new steel rail are to be laid and

from 25,000 to 30,000 new ties. Seventeen miles of new trolley wire

have been erected and fifteen miles of feeder wire. Patrol wagons

have responded to 2,150 calls. About $750,000 were paid out in wages.

In a recent issue, the Pall Mall Gazette (London) expresses great

concern at the present condition of Great Britain as an iron producer

and calls attention to the fact that the statistics of iron production

show that iron and steel shipments from Great Britain have actually

diminished and that imports are increasing in an astonishing manner
" We share with the United States the honor of being the largest

producers, but the trade of the United States, Germany, Belgium,

and France is growing steadily, while ours is going quite the other

way. The pig-iron production of the leading countries forms a fair

basis of comparison as to the relative position of each and all. In

1880 Great Britain turned out 7,749,233 tons, the United States 3,835,-

191 tons, Germany 2,729,038 tons, and France 1,725,293 tons. In

i8go we produced 7,904,214 tons, the United States 9,202,703 tons,

Germany 4,658,450 tons, and France 1,962,196 tons."

The new subway in Boston is making fine progress. By next

fall all cars coming from points west of Tremont Street will be taken

up to Park Street Church and arotind the loop at that place without

stopping except at the one station nearly opposite the Tremont
Theatre. At the same time Boylston Street will be cleared of all

tracks between Park Square and Tremont Street and probably

widened to the old cemetery fence. A portion of the subway under

Tremont Street, seventy feet long, opposite the Park Street Church,

has been completed and is now ready for tracks and wires. The
work on this section has been pushed more rapidly than elsewhere,

partly because of the complicated subterranean pipes, and partly be-

cause it may be decided to tunnel the rest of the distance northerly to

the Union Station, and this completed section will furnish the en-

trance to the tunnel. One side of the stone arched tunnel that is to

form the subway south of Boylston Street is also constructed.

UElcttricita of Milan gives the following information of the Ma-
lignani process for obtaining a vacuum in incandescent lamps.

First, a special compound, the ingredients of which are not men-
tioned, is introduced into a tube connecting with the bulb. An air

pump is then applied, and after a suction of about twenty seconds

the current is turned on. After ten or fifteen seconds of illumination

during which the pump is kept in operation the connection between

the pump and the tube is severed. The gas which is disengaged

from the filament during the passage of the current fills the bulb.

The pressure is then about one-half millimeter of mercury
;

this is the practical limit of the vacuum which can be pro-

duced by the pump. As soon as the communication with the

pump has been severed, the current is again turned on, and

with a jet of gas the tube is heated to a point where the chemical

composition contained therein is melted. The vapors which disen-

gage themselves from the filament are precipitated in a solid state,

and the two produce a perfect vacuum in the bulb. This entire

operation occupies about one minute, and it is possible to treat at

least forty-five lamps in this way in an hour. The chemical vacuum
appears to give excellent results and the light furnished by the lamp
diminishes in brightness more slowly than with any other process.

One great advantage of the process is the fact that the use of mer-

cury is dispensed with.
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The Laconia Car Company.

The works of the Laconia Car Company, at Laconia, N. H., are in

many respects amon>^ the most interesting ot the kind in the country.
They are situated upon the Winnepesaukee River, the outlet of tlie

great lake of that name. The works derive from the stream looo
h. p., which is supplemented by the power of several steam engines
in different buildings remote from the water
wheels. The works were started under the name
of the Ranlett Manufacturing Company in 1844,
and for some years they made on a small scale
freight cars for steam roads. In 1870 the plant
received great additions, and the manufacture of

passenger cars was undertaken. In 1881 the
Laconia Car Company was started by the pur-
chase of the Ranlett Manufacturing Company,
and the plant and manufacturing facilities- were
greatly increased.

Last fall the company had the misfortune
to lose one of its largest shops by fire. This was
rebuilt and work was progressing in it in a sur-

prisingly short time. In fact, the company's
freight car work for steam roads was scarcely
interrupted by the fire. This shop was 220 ft. X
42 ft., with a 75 ft. extension. It was built in a
week's time, and men were working in it the

thirteenth day after the fire, a fact which illustrates

the organization and energy of the company, and
it also speaks well for the vim and push of the

New England workmen. In this shop during
December they were building five coal cars per
day. A new store house, 60 ft. x 70 ft., takes the

place of one which was burned at the time of the

fire, and is arranged for sand storage below, with
shed room above.

The lumber department of the establishment
is one in which the street railway man is especi-

ally interested. From two million to three million feet of lum-
ber is constantly upon the sticks, and the company carries a

stock which enables it to build the longest electric cars with-

out splicing sills or rails. The drying house into which the

lumber goes after being thoroughly air seasoned has a capacity
for forty thousand feet at a time. The treatment of oak is somewhat
unusual. It is steamed under a pressure of 100 lbs. per square inch.

Steam is allowed to enter very slowly, and after having the sap
thoroughly coagulated in this way it is removed to the dry house and
after remaining there for a week's time the moisture has been thor-

oughly removed from it. For street railway work all the lumber is

carried through the dry house before being worked up. This is for

the purpose of insuring its absolute freedom from moisture before
going into the car.

Adjoining these shops, and separated from''them by a deliver"
switch from the railway, are large stock and storage sheds. A little-

further down the stream is a building, 60 ft. x 120 ft., devoted to the
foundry. Here gray iron castings and car wheels are made, the
capacity of this department being ten tons per day. The wheel de-
partment can make seventy wheels per day, and the capacity of the
wheel pits is equal to 350 wheels. The coal and sand for this foun-

FIG. 2—FRAME OF TWENTY-FIVE FOOT CAR FOR WEST END RAILWAY.

dry are delivered to a chute directly alongside of it from the cars by
a special track.

The cabinet shop, which is a large building two stories high,
200 ft. X 42 ft., is fitted up in the lower story with a complete set of
modern wood working machinery for getting out the material for
steam, passenger, electric or horse car work. There are also con-
nected with this department carving and routing machines to save
hand work. The carving is largely a hand product and the carving
machine merely used to save labor in roughing, routing and the
general work which requires neither taste nor artistic ability. The
upper part of this shop is devoted to the finer portions of the cabinet
work and the finishing and putting together of the work which is

brought from below by an elevator. From the upper portion of the
shop there is a covered bridge to the second floor of the erecting shop.

FIG. L—INTERIOR OF PAINT SHOP, SHOWING LONG WEST END CARS.

There are two special wood working shops arranged at the end
of the erecting works, which take the lumber from the pile or the dry
house, and make it ready to go upon the car without the necessity
for hand work. Immediately adjoining these shops is a machine
shop, 70 ft. X 70 ft., fitted up with tools of the latest pattern, enabling
them to complete, conveniently and carefully, all sorts of machine
work that may be needed in the forging or blacksmith shop. The latter

is 50 ft. X 160 ft. The company makes forgingsof all descriptions,
bolts, nuts and all the iron work necessary in the establishment,
beside turning out a great deal of special work upon orders. The
product is about twenty tons of forgings per day.

This erecting shop is Soft, x 160 ft. and has upon one side a ninety-
foot extension. The arrangement of this shop is exceedingly con-
venient and the tracks are laid in such a way as to enable the work
to be entirely progressive without interrupting the work on any par-
ticular car. Across the sixty-fool street is a large paint shop 70ft. x
140 ft., having four tracks for five twenty-foot car bodies. An
interior view of this shop is shown in Fig. I. Three only of the
four tracks are shown in the engraving. At the time the photo-
graph was made, but three cars were in place on each track, but
the shop has accommodations for twenty cars. Adjoining this
shop at the right and connected to it by several doors is an uphol-
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stery and finishing shop 40 ft. x 100 ft. There are also several com-
municating store rooms. All these rooms are isolated from each
other in case of fire by tin covered wooden sliding doors, which close

automatically in case of fire. Automatic sprinklers have also been
put into the greater portion of the establishment and are being made
to cover the entire works. Separate oil and paint rooms of brick

also open into

the paint shop.
There are two
40 ft. X 80 ft.

store rooms
connected with
the paint and
upholstery
shops.

the standard metal, and castings are made only of copper and tin.

The company makes complete bronze fittings for electric cars besides
a great deal of outside work. The smoothness with which such
metal runs and the perfect character of the castings, as well as the
ease with which they are finished and polished, undoubtedly make
them the cheaper metal in the end.

It will be a surprise to many to find a car establishment of this

character with so complete a wheel foundry. Figs. 5, 6 and 7 illus-

trate the character of the iron, showing two samples taken from test

pieces, and also a section of a wheel. The quality of the metal is

quite well shown in the engravings. For street car work the chill,

of course, will be made very much deeper by changing the mixture
of the metal. The test pieces show a hard steel-like chill which cuts
glass with considerable ease, and a soft, strong gray iron of good
quality; this is also very well shown in the car wheel section.

FIG. 3.—END OF LONG CAR FOR WEST END
RAILWAY, SHOWING CORNER BRACKET.

FIG. 4.—INSIDE OF CAR FOR WEST END RAILWAY,

SHOWING GUM BLOCKS IN POSITION.

One of the most remarkable features of this establishment is the
complete and extensive malleable iron department. This is situated
in a four story brick building 50 ft. x 150 ft. It is provided first

with a pattern storage department of brick, which is fire proof.

There is a pickling room, a mill room for finishing hard castings, and
a mill room for small castings, packing and machine rooms. In the
third story is an extensive machine shop with special tools for finish-

ing electric work and metal pattern work of all kinds. The fourth
story is devoted to finishing electrical work and similar light finish-

ing operations. In this finishing department there are facilities for

turning out, in the highest style, brass, bronze and malleable iron
work of every kind. The finished work, both plated and simply
polished, will compare most favorably with anything made anywhere
in the country.

The moulding room and the malleable iron department proper
contain two furnaces for melting and five ovens of the largest size for

annealing, giving four fires. There are two air furnaces. Taken all

together this 'is a very complete handsome foundry, capable of pro-
ducing a great variety of work. The building is 225 ft. long x 60 ft.

in width. In addition to what is'familiarly known as malleable iron

FIG. 5,—SECTION OF WHEEL.

In addition to having numerous switches and trucks for steam
cars there is a separate system of narrow gauge tracks running
through the works for the transportation of material and car bodies
in various directions.

During December just past, the company was building a lot of

unusually interesting street cars upon an order from the West End
Railway of Boston. The engravings show these cars in various
stages of construction. They all have twenty-five foot bodies and
are to be carried on double trucks. Many who are familiar with the

theory of the car body and the action of the double truck will be sur-

prised to see that instead of the steam road truss construction the

street or horse car body has been retained in principle, and the

car depends largely for its strength and stiffness upon the panel and
frames instead of on a truss. The reason for this in this case, how-
ever, is sound. Several gentlemen connected with the West End
Company explained very carefully the circumstances which made

FIGS. 6-7.—SECTIONS OF TEST PIECES.

castings of all sizes and styles, the company also makes " homogene-
ous steel" castings up to pieces of about half a ton in weight, as well
as small fine steel castings. Some of the samples of this kind of
work are exceedingly beautiful and have a closeness and perfection
of grain which is quite remarkable.

The brass foundry is extensive enough to handle about a ton per
day of brass work. In some respects the term brass work is a mis-
nomer, for the president of the company, Mr. Putnam, is thoroughly
converted to the belief that good metal is not only about as cheap
as common brass but much more easily finished and much better
in appearance under wear; consequently bronze has been adopted as

this form of construction imperative. There are several places in

Washington, Tremont and other streets where the space available

for the passing of cars is so narrow when trucks are upon the street,

that the ordinary straight sided car would not be able to pass. In-

deed, with the ordinary concave panel there are many of these places

where even projecting nuts and washers are inadmissible and every-

thing has to be flush with the surface. Inside the car the best use is

made of the space available and a heavy truss rod is put through
under the seats to give as much of a support as possible. Although
this truss thus formed cannot be very deep the large size of the rod

and sure anchorage at the end render it a powerful aid in holding up
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the car. In Fij>. 2 just inside the end sill will be seen the malleable

iron casting used to take the end of the truss rod. This casting was
specially designed for the place. The facilities of the company for

producing anything and everything in the way of malleable iron en-

able them to introduce very many pieces of special elegance of

design without extra cost. This casting is anchored not only to the

sill itself l)ut also to the cross timber or needle beam, which takes the

inner bearing of the platform timber.
A number of these cars in the white are shown in the view

of the paint shop in Fig. r. They are very handsoine and when
painted in the standard style, fitted up with the necessary signs, etc.,

are v£ry neat in appearance. In the construction of the floor frame
of these cars are some exceedingly good and ingenious features.

The dropping of the end sills below the side sills brings down the

platform, while it raises the sills themselves and enables them to be

deeper than would otherwise be possible with double trucks. The
rails are well secured, and the design of this portion of the car is in

general exceedingly good.
In Fig. 4 we have a view of the method of fastening panels and

ribs together. It shows the inside of the end of the car, with the last

window post next the corner. The panels are first thoroughly
steamed and bent to form over hot cauls. The heating of the forms
dries out the moisture left by steaming, and the panels go on bent to

shape and dry. When they are tacked in place they are hot, and the

glue on ribs, rails and post is in its best condition to insure adhesion
between the panels and the ribs. Glue blocks are put into the

angles very carefully, as shown. This, together with the applica-

tion of the canvas, is an unusual feature. Fig. 4 shows the inside of

one of these cars, with the canvas applied over the blocks. Great

The Manufacture of Iron and Steel Poles for Rail=

way Work,

Among the pioneer manufacturers of wrought iron pipe and
boiler tubes in the United States were Morris, Tasker iS: Company,
Incorporated, of Philadelphia. Up to the time when they com-
menced business, the only wrought iron tubes that had been avail-

able for any purpose were gun barrels. These were hand forged
upon a mandrel and differed from ordinary modern tubes, not only
by being thicker at one end than the other, but in having the weld
spiral. They were made from strips of metal wound spirally around
a mandrel and welded under the hand hammer during the process.

About the earliest use of barrels for tubing of which we have any
record in this country is found in the tubular boiler which Colonel
Stevens built for his screw propeller at Hoboken, N. J., in 1804.

In 1821, the late Stephen P. Morris, then a very young man, in

company with the late Thomas T. Tasker, started in a small way to

make grates adapted to the use of anthracite coal. At that time
anthracite coal was a new fuel, and no small amount of difficulty was
encountered in using it successfully. Indeed, it is on record that In

attempting to burn it for the first time in a large way the "black
stones" utterly refused to ignite, and a whole forenoon was spent in

poking, blowing, fussing and coaxing. When noon came, in despera-
tion the furnace doors were shvit and lunch was eaten. At the close

of the noon hour the furnace was found white hot, and the discovery
was made that anthracite coal must be let alone if it is to burn.
There was a considerable call for grates \vhich would burn this new
fuel, and as these differed from those previously used, the young firm

FIG. 1.—WORKS OF MORRIS, TASKER & CO., INCORPORATED.

care is taken in doing this, and the manufacturers feel that the labor

expended in this careful application of canvas to the blocks and
panels is well expended. The work appears neat and mechanical,
and as far as can be judged, the claim, that it makes an exceedingly
good and strong side, is valid.

It will be noticed in this last engraving that the inside belt rail

behind the sill is well chamfered to allow dirt and dust which might
accumulate to slide off upon the floor. This rail, as will be seen in

Fig. 2, is very deep and gives considerable vertical strength to the

side. The upper or window rail is deep, and is reinforced on the

inside by a deep, strong rail, as shown in Fig. 4, laid horizontally.

This binds the posts togetherand is a part of the framework of the car,

instead of the inside finish, as is the usual construction. The end of the

car is shown in Fig. 3 on a larger scale. The raised roof has a hood,
the bow of which is formed from a single piece of wood bent to the

proper shape. The upper rail and the belt are firmly secured to both
the post and the end plate, and the joint is covered and protected by
specially designed bracket and handle of inalleable iron. This
bracket also supports the hood. The designer here has intended to

make the hood and end of the car as light as possible. The hood itself

is built on a " last " or mould, and afterthe plan frequently employed
in fine boat building, which gives a very light but exceedingly strong
construction. The form employed is well shown in Fig. I. In this

engraving also is seen the special casting employed for a buffer iron.

It is very light, of malleable iron and the outer part reversible, so as to

be adjustable for any required height. The one and three-quarters
inch platform floor butting, as it does, firmly against the end sill

and coming with equal firmness against the platform end timber
gives all the strength necessary to resist collisions.

The Chapin-Douglas Electric Company, of New York, N. Y. , has
been organized to manufacture electrical supplies. President, Chas.
E. Chapin

;
secretary and treasurer, J. S. Douglas, of 136 Liberty

Street, New York.

soon found their business growing, and gradually launched into reg-
ular foundry work. Learning that gas was becoming popular in

England, and had every indication of being in demand in Philadel-
phia, they began to look around for a cheap pipe for conveying gas.
They began to buy old gun barrels and connect them with screw
joints, converting them into pipe, but they soon found that the
method was too slow, and also that there were not enough gun
barrels to be had in the country to supply the demand. The firm
then purchased the sole right to manufacture butt welded pipe in the
manner that was then being carried on in a small way in England.
The gas industry became very extensive and profitable, and the
business of the firm increased so rapidly in consequence, that in

1S36 they bought a large tract of land and built what was afterwards
known as the Pascal Iron Works. The works covered two Phila-
delphia squares, 800 X 400 ft. As long ago as 1870 this establish-
ment was employing 2000 men. About this time, and for a few
years later, immense improvements in the methods of manufactur-
ing pipe and great increases in the regular sizes took place. Twelve,
fourteen, sixteen and in fact (at present) any size up to thirty or
thirty-six inch are common, whereas before 1875 a fifteen-inch pipe
was something almost unheard of. Lender the great stimulus of an
increased market the location in Philadelphia was found alto-
gether too small for the enormous business, and a tract of some
sixty acres of land was then purchased at New Castle, Del., on the
Delaware River below Philadelphia. In 1875 a fine mill was built
upon this property, and since that time new buildings have been
added from time to time, until at the present time the whole plant
has been moved to the New Castle property, and the site of the old
works in Philadelphia is now covered with fine dwelling houses.

The engraving. Fig. i, gives an inadequate idea of the New
Castle Works which have a river front of more than 2000 ft. The
shops are of great depth connected both with the water front and
with the railroad by an extensive system of tracks. The establish-
ment includes the rolling mills at the left, the pipe works, gas
producers and the necessary boiler and engine houses, At the ex-
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treme right of the engraving is seen the large two story office

building, which is now in process of completion.
This New Castle plant or mill is operated under the name of the

Delaware Iron Company. It is there making 300 tubular poles

per day for electric light and street railway purposes. It also

produces a very large tonnage of wrought iron pipe from one-eighth
of an inch to sixteen inches in diameter, and boiler tubes from one
and one-half inch to sixteen inches of all grades, from the heaviest

to the lightest. It also manufactures cast iron pipe fittings, cast-

ings, and foundry work in general, as well as special gun metal
castings for electric power plants. In addition to electric railway
poles, lighting poles and telegraph poles it makes side arms, cross

arms, double and single brackets, etc. The products of the company
embrace everything in the way of street supports for lamps, lights,

overhead irons and all things connected with electrical work. The
firm is noted for having had a number of the leading men of the city

of Philadelphia connected with it. At no time, however, in its history

have there been many interests. Even now as a corporation the

stock is almost entirely owned by the officers and the directors.

Both Mr. Morris and Mr. Tasker lived to be very old men, each
of them reaching nearly
a century of life, and they
passed away only a few
years ago. Prominent
among the different own-
ers were Henry Morris,
Thomas T. Tasker, Jr.,

A. G. Morris, Wistar
Morris and Charles
Wheeler. For the past

lengths of pipe of different sizes and thicknesses of metal. Manu-
facturing conditions change to a slight extent the theoretical sizes

and weights of the different portions of the pole. This, however,
does not interfere in any appreciable way with the strength rela-

tively to the weight, and the cost is proportionally less.

The modern pole of the most approved form consists of three or
more wrought iron tubes of different diameters. The sections are
telescoped one within the other far enough to obtain an ample sup-
port, and the joint made perfect by swedging. The lower section is

not only the largest, but is of thicker metal. The thickness of the
metal is, in the lighter poles, decided by the usage to which the pole
is subjected in the way of accidents, collisions from vehicles,, etc.

When it is strong enough for this purpose, it is amply thick for

the work put upon it by the strain of wires, etc. The re-

maining sections are of such thickness as is found most eco-
nomical in manufacture, the resulting strength being ample. While
this form of pole has at last been accepted by all as the best that can
be found, the methods of manufacture are as various as can be im-
agined. Morris, Tasker & Company have adopted a system which
produces a strong, durable pole which is quite ideal in its beauty and
fitness. In this process the sections used are of such a size that the

smaller section telescopes within the larger with a small margin to

spare. The larger section is then brought up to a high heat at the

point where the joint is to be, the smaller one slipped inside so as to

make a lap of some eighteen inches in length, and the hot metal
compressed or swedged till the smaller tube is firmly held by the

outer tube. This is the solid sunk swedged joint which has given
their poles a very enviable reputation. Under the influence of the

compression the two parts are very nearly welded. When cooling
takes place, shrinking as well as compression of the metal holds the

C^^ti Ground Line

FIG. 3.—SIDE BRACKET POLE. FIG. 4.—CENTER POLE.

FIG. 2.—COMBINED TELEGRAPH AND
RAILWAY POLE.

ten years the management and control of the business has been in

the hands of the following officers: Andrew Wheeler, president,

Jonathan Rollins, vice-president, William R. Mcllvaine, treasurer,

H. Cheston Vansant, secretary. These gentlemen, together with

Stephen P. M. Tasker, T. Wistar Brown, and a representation of

the Charles Wheeler estate constitute the board of directors and the

entire ownership of the corporation.

In the matter of poles for the support of wires, lamps, feeders

and other electric work, the past few years have taught many very
important and costly lessons.

Theory indicates that the strongest form in which material can

be placed to resist strains from all directions, the point of support
being at a distance from the plane in which the forces act, is that of

a tapering tube, cylindrical in cross section and having walls gradu-
ally diminishing in thickness as the diameter becomes smaller. The
manufacturer finds that the cheapest form of iron pole which can be
made approximates, closely to the theoretical conditions in being the

strongest for a given weight of metal.

In practice the street railway pole is made from three or more

parts together. Shrinking of the different portions, most of our read-

ers know, is considered almost sufficient to hold the parts of a gun
in place, and, in the case of poles, is more than ample. Indeed, the

poles become stronger at the joints than at any other place.

Pull-off' poles have been constructed by this method which are

able to safely take a horizontal strain at the top of seven thousand
pounds. The solid swedged joint presents a great contrast to the

pole made up with shims. It always stands up in place without
bending and without showing an angle at the joints between the sec-

tions and upon relieving the strain of the wires one joint never
drops within another. It is also found that shim joints are not so

tight as to keep out water, and rusting is sometimes rapid. These
difficulties are all avoided in the swedged joint.

The engravings show sev-eral new styles of pole made by the

company to meet the demand for something which shall be both or-

namental and effective. Fig. 5 is a new design for an electric

light pole. It provides ample strength for the purpose while its or-

namental character makes it a desirable feature for street use.

Fig. 2 shows a decided novelty in the way of iron poles. It is
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a telegraph and trolley pole combined and was designed for Belle-
ville, Pa. The construction is adapted both for side, bracket, or
center pole construction. There are insulators for fifty-six wires in

all. Eight of these are for feeders and the others for telegraphic
purposes. It is a beautiful design and does away with many of the
objections usually urged against poles of its class. Its safety is one
important point which should not be overlooked. A line of such
poles can be furnished of any desired strength, and such wrecks as
were reported everywhere in the great snowstorm of a few years ago
would not be often experienced with such a construction.

Fig 3. is a twenty-two foot side arm pole decorated at the arm
as in the last case and having a fine ornamental base casting. These
castings add very much to the appearance of the pole.

Fig. 4 is a twenty-two foot center pole adapted to any method
of wire suspension.

Type "G" Overhead Material.

To the full line of overhead material known as form " D " the
General Electric Company has added as complete a line of another
type to which it has given the name of form "G." In this form are
embodied improvements and modifications which have suggested
themselves as advisable from the experience had with overhead ma-
terial of previous types. Special attention has been given to strength-
ening the metal parts at points where the greatest strain is applied.
In appearance form "G" is somewhat neater than preceding types
and the metal parts are of malleable iron or composition metal as the
taste of the purchaser may select.

In the form "G" material, the metal parts enclose an insulated
bolt and protect it thoroughly from all moisture and accident; these
bolts are interchangeable in all form "G" suspensions, and the use
of this bolt enables the trolley wire supporting ear to be soldered to

TROLLEY FROG.

the wire, and the suspension to be assembled afterwards. The form
"G" material has already secured the favorable consideration of
railway men.

The trolley frog and drawbridge frog have undergone improve-
ments suggested by past experience. These frogs are now so ar-
ranged that the trolley wheel does not slip as it passes under them.
The drawbridge frog is a special device and has the advantage of
giving a firm but flexible contact which allows" ofjconsiderable end

FIGS. 5 AND 6.—ELECTRIC LIGHT POLES. HANGER. SECTION SWITCH BOX.

Fig. 6 shows a new side arm electric light pole. It is a great
contrast to the so called " poles " which are doing duty for electric

light supports in most of our smaller towns as well as some of our
cities.

From the experience so far gained it appears probable that the
life of an iron pole with swedged joints is nearly unlimited. The
outside is easily protected while the interior appears to be so perfectly
sealed that rusting does not take place.

play to the bridge over which the trolley line may pass. It avoids
the use of running feeders to the draw span, the frog connecting the
trolley wire on the draw to the trolley wire at each end of the shore
span.

The section switch boxes have been designed to meet all require-
ments of line service. The movable side of the switch is connected
to the trolley line ; when the switch is open the cover of the bo.x may
be closed and locked to prevent any tampering with the line by un-
authorized or incompetent persons.

What Becomes of the Old Trolley and Magnet
Wire ?

Calendars for the New Year.

Very few people outside of a certain line of business know what
becomes of the large accumulation of scrap copper wire, discarded
throughout the country by electric railways and elecric lighting
plants. It would be surprising news to some that there is an in-

dustry existing that handles such accumulations of scrap copper
wire, brass, etc., and that there are firms engaged in such business
whose purchases and sales aggregate from $500,000 to $1,000,000
annually.

One company, in particular, engaged in this business in Chi-
cago, makes a specialty of catering to the street railway and elec-

trical trade throughout the country, purchasing their accumulation
of scrap copper, etc., and supplying them with the very highest
grades of Babbitt metal, solder, pig lead, etc., which is manufactured
by it. This industry has sprung up only in the last few years and is

growing very fast. This company is the Swarts Metal Refining Com-
pany, and it reduces the copper wire into ingot shape and disposes
of the result to brass foundries and manufacturers requiring copper.

The company at times gets much larger quantities than it can
market successfully in this country, and makes large shipments to

Germany and other countries.

The number of tasteful calendars issued for i8q6 seems to be
greater than that of those published in previous years. Among
others which have been received since the January issue went to

press and which deserve special mention are that of the Meaker
Manufacturing Company, which is the color of its registers and bears
a representation of one of the Meaker registers; one issued by J.

W. Hoffman & Company, of Philadelphia and New York, one of
Hoefgen, Moxham & Company bearing an engraving of the yacht
Defender; one of the Shultz Belting Company with a view of its

works, and one of P. Pryibil.

The San Diego Cable Railway Company of San Diego, Cal., has
issued a pamphlet descriptive of its lines, which will be sold at auc-
tion March II at the power house of the company in San Diego.
The pamphlet describes the route and plant of the company, with
views of the station, cars, etc., and a statement of its earnings for
different periods. There is also given a report by Frank Van Vleck,
M. E., as to the value of the plant and facilities for a conversion to

electric service. The pamphlet also gives some particulars of the
growth, climate and resources of the city of San Diego.
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Brooklyn Heights Parlor Cars. An Inexpensive Electric Fountain.

The car shown has recently been built by the Barney & Smith
Car Company for the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, is 25 ft.

long over the body and 36 ft. long over the platforms. The width
over the main panels is 7 ft. g ins., the width over the cove panels
is 7 ft., and the height from the bottom of the sill to the top of the
roof is 8 ft. 6 ins. The cars are framed with a special iron construc-
tion, with extended platforms supported by " T " irons. The plat-

forms are enclosed with railings, with bronze trimmings and with solid

bronze posts supporting the hoods. The windows of the car are fur-

nished with selected plate glass, the inside finish is of St. Jago ma-
hogany handsomely carved and finished in oil. The windows are

The accompanying engravings show an electric fountain re-

cently installed by the Syracuse Street Railway Company, and for

which patents have been applied for by Albert Vickers, recently of

that company and now of the firm of Rodgers, Baldwin & Vickers.
The special feature of this fountain is that it can produce elaborate
and beautiful effects, and yet so simple is the design that it can be
built cheaply enough to be within the reach of any road that is looking
for an attraction of this character.

Incandescent lamps of different candle power and colors are
used, and the principle of the fountain is that these lamps are im-
mersed bodily in the nozzles from which the jets are thrown. From

PARLOR CAR FOR THEATRE PARTIES—BROOKLYN.

supplied with Burgess tapestry curtains, with Burrowes automatic
fixtures, and furnished with silk velour draperies of the most artistic

design. In each of the four corners of the car there is a buffet with
lockers above and below, the doors in the upper lockers are furnished
with plate glass mirrors beveled.

the principle of internal reflections, every drop of water leaving a

nozzle will be illuminated when the lamps are lighted. The lamps
are of several colors, and these can be changed at will, changing the

color of the jets. The jets can of course be made in any form, and
the amount of water used can be varied to suit any conditions, from

B.-ass

Plate Rubber gasket.

^ Heavy tin.

Semicircle
ot brass.

Center of fountain.

INTERIOR OF PARLOR CAR.

The doors of the car are of the double automatic pattern at each
end. There are three incandescent electric chandeliers in each car,

with an incandescent goose neck bracket over each buffet. The
headlining in the car is of composite pattern, such as used in steam
railroad parlor cars, and are ornamented in the most artistic manner
by hand. The hand straps are carried on bronze hand rods sup-
ported on solid bronze brackets of the latest design. The seating is

of loose wicker chairs, finely upholstered. The floor is covered with
the Bigelow Wilton carpet. Each car is also supplied with two tables,

which may be attached to the sides of the car at different places.

The cars are painted a Marseilles royal blue, and ornamented in

gold leaf, as shown on the elevation.

The cars are mounted on Barney & Smith's standard Class " E "

suspension spring motor trucks, and are so arranged that the height
ot the body is very little different from that of the ordinary four
wheel car, the wheels are 30 ins. in diameter.

In addition to the seating capacity above mentioned, each car is

supplied with twelve camp stools, carried in boxes on each platform,
which may be used in case seats are desired on the platform.

The cars have just been received by the railway company, and
will be leased for theatre and trolley parties and other excursions.

Sprays shown by
arrows.

DETAILS ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN.

a form of many jets using many gallons of water to one throwing
nothing but a fine mist.

The fountain had five rim fan jets, not shown, as well
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as two center drum jets. Each rim jet is provided with tliree colors.

The lower central drum has lamps of three colors alternately around
the inside of the drum, and the top drum has four colors. By mak-
ing suitable connections, the three rim colors may be revolved in

one direction, the lower central drum colors may be revolved in the

opposite direction and the central jet may bechanced independently,

into any ot four or five colors, or the wliole fountain may be made
any one of the three colors. The alternations are made from a drum
switchboard to which the connections are run. With this simplicity

of design and flexibility of manipulation it is easy to see that even

in the very simple form illustrated, what endless combinations and
beautiful effects are possible.

Air Brakes in Street Railway Service.

The increasing speeds of cable and electric cars in our densely

crowded citv streets, and particularly the speeds which are getting to

be common on the highways between cities and
towns, in the competition with parallel steam
railway lines, are making absolutely necessary

the adoption of methods of braking which shall

be, in power and quickness of application, at

least proportionately as efficient as those which
have been developed in steam railroading. From
the universal use of air brakes in railroad service

the conclusion is natural that compressed air has

been found in practice to be peculiarly fitted for

this special purpose, and it may readily be sup-

posed that inventors have been busily at work in

trying to solve the problems connected with the

use of air brakes on street railway cars.

These problems however, present unusual
difficulties, if among the problems to be solved is

included that of low first cost, and until the last

two years no large success had been achieved
either in building satisfactory brakes at a reason-
able cost or in bringing street railway managers
to an understanding of the necessity of replacing

hand brakes with the " quick acting" power of

compressed air. Some two years ago, however,
the air brake problems were grappled with by
strong men—men who were capable of taking a

from Australia and from many of the principal cities of the United
States are coming orders and contracts which are taxing its facilities to

the extreme, and which make promises of deliveries difficult to keep.
The company's business department has been successful beyond
precedent or expectation in awakening an interest among street rail-

way managers in what can be done by compressed air for the pro-
tection of their passengers and property, and in the reduction of

their annual damage account. Mr. Wessels' active and persistent
campaign in this direction has produced remarkable results of which
the company may well be proud.

The company is to-day equipping with its air brakes, cars found
in every kind of service—thirty-five foot double truck cars as well
as twenty foot single truck cars—cars for heavy grade work as well
as for level lines—and its chief engineer, Mr. Merriam, is boldly at-

tacking every special problem presented for the company's considera-
tion. It will be of interest to refer to a few of these problems in

order to understand exactly the kind of work which the company is

undertaking.

FIG. 2.—AIR BRAKE CONTROLLER.

large view of the field and who were determined to build up an in-

dustry which should have for its main object the more perfect pro-

tection of life and property in municipal transportation.

The Standard Air Brake Company has created a demand for air

brakes which it finds it difficult to satisfy to-day, in spite of constantly
increasing manufacturing facilities. From England, from Germany,

FIG. 1,—CABLE CAR EQUIPPED WITH AIR BRAKE.

The equipment of the eight calile cars used on the

Montague Street hill of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Com-
pany, from Wall Street Ferry to City Hall, has just been
completed. This division had met with several unfortunate
accidents due to lack of proper braking capacity, the last be-

ing one in which the car got beyond the control of the grip-

man and ran down hill, crashing into the bumper at the

ferry. President Rossiter, becoming convinced that hand
brakes were of insullicient power, decided to equip these
cars with air brakes, and the Standard Company has put on
its axle driven compressor, which is especially adapted for

cars running at moderate speeds. The Brooklyn Heights cars

illustrated in Fig. i. The grades on this line rise to a maxi-
mum of ten per cent for nearly one-quarter of its length.

Many interesting conditions were met with in equipping
these cars. One was the necessity for compressing air very
quickly, so as to provide for frequent stops, the entire road
being so short. Special reservoirs were made, together with
a quick acting compressor which provides sufficient air for

every possible demand. Again, the brake cylinder is mount-
ed on the truck, instead of on the car body, as is usual. The
cars have single trucks, with an eight foot wheel base and
thirty inch wheels. The speed is about eight miles per hour.

In Fig. 2 is shown the controlling apparatus used on
these cars. The upper platform type of valve is used, which
])rovides the least obstruction on the platform and does away
with the pipes formerly used. All that is visible is the valve,

the controlling staff, next to which is the small gauge pipe,

the quadrant containing the gauge, and the removable con-
trolling handle. The air brakes are relied upon for all kinds
of stops from the ordinary service to the full emergency
application. The car is also equipped with hand brakes,
which are not used, however, in regular stoppages.

The company has also equipped with its brakes the five

eight wheeled combination postal and passenger cars recently
put into service by the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company,
one of which is shown in Fig. 3. These cars weigh over ten

tons each, exclusive of passengers and mails. Three- are
running on the East New York section and two from the

Post Office to Greenpoint. They travel over several grades,

one of which is long and especially dangerous because of

a bad crossing at the foot, where there is also a congestion
of wagon traffic. It has always been difficult to brake cars

on this grade as wagon drivers run undue risks in attempting
to cross tracks when cars are coming down grade. The
speed of these postal cars may occasionally rise to such a

point as to make the quick and certain application of brakes
important, and the fact that the Standard air brakes have
been chosen for this service is significant. It is worthy of

note, by the way, that with the Standard air brake there is

said to be little difficulty in using the sand boxes. In cases of emer-
gency, the motorman throws his handle completely over and sets

the brake and can then devote his entire attention to properly sand-
ing the track. The company now offers a special device by which
with one turn of the handle sand is run out and the air brake applied.

It is a well earned compliment to the Standard air brakes that
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the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company is equipping its parlor cars
Amphion and iVIontauk with them, and that the third (not yet de-
livered) will also be so equipped. The weight of these cars is ap-
proximately nine tons without passengers. They will be used in

different parts of Brooklyn and will therefore have to travel over very
bad grades in numerous places. One of these cars is illustrated on
page 130.

In Fig. 4 will be seen the long double truck car of the Washing-
ton, Alexandria &
Mt. Vernon Rail-
way Company,
eighteen of which
are equipped with
the Standard brakes.
This road will oper-
ate its cars at very
high speeds, up to

forty-five miles per
hour, on account of

which, and of the

motor and truck
arrangement, the

Standard Company
is using its geared
compressor type, an
illustration of which
was shown in the

January issue of

the Journal. These
com.pressors are not
mounted on the mo-
tor axles, but on the
small wheel axles of

the Brill Maximum
Traction Trucks. A
high grade of effi-

ciency is said tohave

Electric Switching on the Brooklyn Bridge.

The success attending the electric equipment of the Chicago In-

tramural Railway, the Metropolitan West Side Railway and the Nan-
tasket Beach Railway, has led the trustees of the Brooklyn Bridge to

request the General Electric Company to equip one car with their ap-

paratus in order to demonstrate the advantages of electric motive
power on the Bridge.

eOOKLVnCITV RaILPO

FIG. 3.—MAIL CAR EQUIPPED WITH AIR BRAKE- BROOKLYN CITY RAILWAY.

been developed by these compressors in recent trials.

These contracts, in addition to others now being filled for simi-
lar and even more difficult classes of work, show that the company is

making rapid and sure headway. The business management of the
company is responsible in a large degree for the very satisfactory re-

sults already achieved, since Mr. Wessels is not only able to care for

the financial and selling interests of the company, but exercises a di-

rect influence in the engineering and mechanical departments,
through his sound common sense and business judgment. The com-
pany is also fortunate in its chief engineer, Mr. Henry P. Merriam,
whose training as a mechanical and electrical engineer is not super-
ficial, but has been gained through hard experience in electric rail-

roading, and in some of the best machine shops of the country,
while a fundamental knowledge of principles was acquired by him in

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the foremost engineering

The general plan is to mount four 50 h.p. motors on the axles of one
car of each train.' These passenger car locomotives will remain with
the trains at all times, and will switch the trains from the incoming
to the outgoing platform, and to the tilting sheaves, where the trains

are attached to the cable. If, while ascending the 3.78 p. c. grade,
the grips should slip and a train be in danger of stopping, the elec-

tric motors can be employed to assist the train over the summit.
During the early morning hours, when the cable is not running, the
trains may be operated entirely by electric motors.

By supplying each train with its own facilities for switching, the
interference of the locomotives with the incoming and outgoing
trains will be avoided and the complexity of the switching reduced
one-half. Of course, the common nuisances of a locomotive will be
done away with. The noise, steam, ashes and gases will be com-
pletely banished.

FIG. 4.—DOUBLE TRUCK CAR EQUIPPED WITH AIR BRAKE—WASHINGTON. ALEXANDRIA & MT. VERNON RAILWAY.

school in the country. Finally, the financial support given to Mr.
Wessels has been generous and unfailing, the company's stockhold-
ers being among the best known and most influential international
financiers.

The Eighth Avenue Metropolitan Lease.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York City,

has just issued a general order to officers and employes dated Jan-
uary r, i8g6, and referring to its acquisition of the Eighth Avenue
Railroad through a lease taking effect on January i. This property
will be operated as the Eighth Avenue division of the Metropolitan
Street Railway system, and the authority of the general officers and
heads of departments of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company
will be extended over the division.

The controlling apparatus is in duplicate and the motors can be

operated from either platform.
It is also the desire of the trustees to heat the cars by electricity,

and twelve electric heaters will be located in each car. Further de-

tails of the interesting installation contemplated will be given in our
columns shortly.

With each train equipped with electric light, heat and motive
power, and possibly with a telephone connection, the Bridge Rail-

way will fitly illustrate the advance in electric art of this day.

The Winchester, Arlington' & Waterford Street Railway Com-
pany, of Winchester, Mass., has been organized to build an electric

railway in the suburbs of Boston. Capital stock, $150000. Among
those interested are : Chas. F. Chandler, John H. Cunningham, of

Chelsea, Mass.
; James F. Shaw, W. W. Kimball, of Arlington, Mass.

;

A. B. Coffin, of Winchester; E. C. Benton, of Belmont, Mass.
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New Motor Truck.

The accompanying illustration shows a new pattern of motor
truck, designed and patented by E, A. Curtis. It is designed espe-
cially to overcome the disagreeable and hurtful element of oscillation

caused by both high speed and uneven track surfaces. This object
is accomplished by the application of an equalizing principle, which
enables the car body to retain and travel in a horizontal position un-
der all conditions, instead of responding to every lateral and vertical

thrust of the truck frame. By the use of a jaw which fastens to the
underside of the top strap of Iruck-and extends down on each side of

the rear of pedestal, the springs are rendered absolutely free from all

thrust or jar, thus enabling them to act as springs only at all times.

The springs supporting the car body are situated at the extreme
ends of the equalizing bars instead of directly on the frame of the

the day. It projects only three inches beyond the dashboard and
being made of malleable iron is practically indestructible.

The lamp has been adopted as standard by a large number of

companies, including the West End Street Railway Company, of

Boston, Mass., and the Brooklyn Heights Railway Company, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., both of whom speak in excellent terms of it.

All the rights and titles of this device are owned by F. E. Hunt-
ress.

Triplc=Drum EighURoll
Machine.

Sand=Pap«"ing

The machine shown herewith is designed to sand-paper planed
surfaces of material for panels, doors, or any class of work in street

SPRING BASE 15 FT

--WHEEL BASE B FT. - - ^

NEW MOTOR TRUCK.

iruck, and the only point of communication between the truck frame
and the spring seats being through the one and one-half inch steel

pins that confine the equalizing bars in the saddle at top of pedes-

tal, the car body is relieved of all jar or trembling. The projection of

the long equalizing bars beyond the ends of the truck gives a greatly

extended spring base, resulting, it is claimed, in a very superior sup-

port for the car body.
The truck frame rides on eight springs independent of springs

carrying the car body, situated inside the pedestals, and therefore

rides softly and easily and free from rigidity. The truss for the car

body is so constructed and applied that it is absolutely free from con-

tact with the springs or frame of the truck and is practically a part

of the car body.
In the effort to produce a truck embodying the very best riding

qualities, resulting not only in the comfort of the passenger, but in

prolonging the life of both equipment and roadbed, simplicity of

construction and maximum strength have been observed at every
point. » I I ^

Electric Headlights.

The accompanying engraving shows an electric headlight of

which F. E. Huntress & Company are agents, and which is manu-
factured by Neal Electric Headlight Company. The advantages of

electric headlights are many, among which may be mentioned the

fact that there is no smell of oil when sitting on the front seat of an
open car, the cost of maintenance is very small, the expense of labor

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.

for cleaning and filling lamps is entirely avoided and they abolish
kerosene from the car house, reducing liability from fire and lower-
ing insurance rates. All of these facts make the cost of maintenance
of the electric over the oil lamp very great.

The arrangement of the lamp is such that there is no interfer-

ence with the lettering on the dashboard. The headlight is painted
the same color as the dashboard, making it hardly noticeable during

car construction requiring a perfect surface either for varnishing or

painting. It is heavy and substantial and made to work 30 ins.,

36 ins., 42 ins., 48 ins. and 60 ins. wide. The drums are of steel, three

in number, and upon them the sand-paperis placed and graded accord-

ing to the work to be done. The first drum carries a coarse grade of

paper, the second a fine grade for smoothing, and the third a finer

grade for giving the material the polished surface. Each has
an oscillating or vibratory motion laterally across the material to

prevent the formation of lines which would result if the revolving
motion was direct. They are equipped with a device for placing the

sand-paper about them and giving it the proper tension in the short-

SAND-PAPERING MACHINE.

est possible time. The drum-shafts revolve in heavy bearings,
gibbed to the sides, and with adjustments to lift both ends of the

drums at once, or either end separately for alignment. By a
special device they can be easily adjusted or removed by raising the

entire roller and bed frame.
The feeding rolls are eight in number, four above and four be-

low the platen, driven by a train of heavy expansion gearing, and
giving a powerful feed. They are placed so the material will pass
between the upper and lower sets and open to receive material eight
inches thick. The lower rollers are placed one on each side of each
drum, each roller is located in a separate bed-plate, which is adjust-
able with the roller, and the roller having a separate adjustment
from the bed-plate. Each bed-plate can be set to gauge the amount
of cut to each drum, or all the bed-plates can be set in line and the

drums set to the cut desired above this line. The feed is governed
by a double belt-tightener operated by a hand lever. A brush at-

tachment is provided for cleaning the material as it passes finished

from the machine. The machine is built by J. A. Fay & Company.
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Flexible Pole Brackets.

The accompanying illustrations show the i8g6 patterns of the

Creaghead pole bracket. The desirability of a flexible support for

trolley wires on high speed roads is fully appreciated by those hav-

ing had experience with rigid bracket supports, the hammering and
sudden jars peculiar to stiff forms of

brackets being avoided by their use.

As will be seen a number of im-
provements have been made over the

*i _ fc-«prfU» company's former pattern. The
4jJ[i'2!l|tJj|l ||t^5f^' bracket for wood poles and for single

track construction is made in lengths

from seven feet to twelve feet and up

sible in many stations hitherto unable to use them on account of the

difficulty in installing them, where they can be conveniently read.

The station output meters known as form G are constructed

upon the same principle as the recording wattmeter, the construc-

tion undergoing modification, however, to adapt the instrument to

the conditions imposed by extremely heavy loads. They are con-

structed upon the series principle, the entire current passing through

FIG 1.—FLEXIBLE BRACKET
FOR IRON POLES.

FIG. 2.—FLEXIBLE BRACKET FOR WOODEN POLES.

to twenty feet in length, by adding a second guy rod for proper
support. For double track work, center pole construction, a

double track bracket is made with arm extending through the
pole and arranged and supported on each side in manner simi-
lar to supports for the single bracket.

The bracket for iron poles has clamps for its attachment to

the pole. The end casting is of malleable iron and is

arranged with an insulator in the bottom of the casting to which the

span wire is attached. A strain insulator is shown in the span wire
near the center casting. The insulator in the casting at one end of

bracket and strain insulator in center of the span wire, insulates the

span on which trolley insulator is hung from the bracket and iron

pole. This arrangement provides double insulation between the
trolley wire and the iron pole. This bracket is made in slightly

modified form, omitting the insulation for the span wire, leaving
only one insulation between the trolley and the bracket and reducing
the cost.

Brackets similar to that shown are also furnished for double
track center pole construction in lengths to suit the work. This
center pole bracket construction with iron poles is very popular in

cities with wide streets.

Dials for Wattmeters.

In central stations and railway power stations using Thomson
recording wattmeters to measure the total output from each
machine, or upon each feeder, the grouping of the dials of all

the meters in one place where they could be conveniently read at one
time has been frequently urged as advantageous. The General
Electric Company has therefore brought out a telltale dial system.
This permits the placing of all the dials upon one panel and the
installation of the meters out of ordinary reach, as it is no longer
necessary to read them each day.

The necessary wiring from the meters to the panel is simple and
inexpensive. The panels can be duplicated and the performance of

the meters be read either in the dynamo room or in the manager's
office, or any other necessary place, and the performance of the sta-

tion be accurately learned at any time. Each row of dials on the
panel represents a single generator or feeder, and the recording indi-

cator is actuated every kilowatt hour by a simple make and break
device upon the meter. The dials are several times larger than those
on the ordinary meter, and they are all direct reading, all constants
being eliminated by modifications of the actuating mechanism. It is

only necessary in ordering the telltale dial, to state the constant of

each meter and the character of the generator, the panel can then be
properly lettered. The introduction of this ingenious telltale system
renders the use of a complete system of station output meters pos-

FIG. 2.—MECHANISM OF WATTMETER.

the field, and thus any error and possibility of loss which might

result from the use of a high capacity shunt is eliminated.

These meters are adapted for direct application to^lthe switch-

board, the studs supporting the meter passing through the board

and the bus bars and forming the electrical connection. The con-

ducting parts are of forged copper of high conductivity. The three

sizes of these instruments, for either lOO volt or 500 volt circuits, are

2500, 5000 and 8000 amperes.
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Coal Pocket at Astoria, N. Y.

The new coal bin or storage pocket, which has recently been
erected at Astoria, N. Y., by the Berlin Iron Bridge Company, for the

Steinway Railway Company, is attracting much attention. The de-

sign is unique and seems to possess many points of merit, since the

floor space occupied is exceedingly small for the amount of coal the

pocket is capable of storing.

The pocket is cylindrical in form, and is so constructed that the

pressure on all sides is equal. The pocket is 28 ft. in diameter, 54 ft.

high, and has a capacity of 1000 tons. The coal is unloaded from a

barge or car in the ordinary way, and hoisted by a bucket to the top

of the pocket by an ordinary hoisting engine. It is taken out of the

These side pieces are rigidly attached together by a ten-inch tran-

som bolster, which is fitted at its ends in strong and thoroughly
braced pockets formed on the side pieces which embrace this bolster,

for sixteen inches at each end, and are thoroughly bolted or riveted
thereto.

This construction of the truck frame accomplishes two results
besides giving a very easy riding passenger car. One is to hold the
truck rigidly in square, and the other is to connect the journal boxes
of the driving wheels with their load, directly and in practically the
same way as in steam locomotive construction. All the pulling is

done directly by the journal boxes of the driving axles upon the ped-
estal openings of the truck frame, which are directly and rigidly con-
nectetl to the load without the intervention of any swinging, vertic-

COAL POCKET AT ASTORIA, N. Y.

pocket through an opening in the bottom, and can then be delivered

to the boiler by machinery or hand power, as may be required. But
its principal recommendation is its large capacity for small floor

surface.

New Combined Electric Locomotive and
Passenger Truck.

The accompanying cuts show a nev.' departure in motor rolling

stock for elevated and high speed surface roads, in the "L" truck,

built for the Lake Street Elevated Railway, Chicago, and the Brook-
lyn Bridge, by the McGuire Manufacturing Company.

This truck is designed to carry a car both on straight track and
on curves with the same easy motion that modern steam passenger
cars have, in combination with practically the same points of draught
or draught connections between the driving wheels and body or at-

tached train, that a modern steam locomotive has. Equalizing bars,

similar to those on a modern passenger coach truck, are mounted on
the axle journal boxes in the usual manner, except that cushion
springs are interposed between their ends and the top of the journal

boxes. These equalizers are double or two to each side of each
truck, to permit the truck frame to play between them as hereafter

described.
On these equalizers are mounted two cross sills, from which are

suspended the electric motors, so that the wheels, axles, equalizers,

and motors, all move together, and entirely independent of the truck

frame and car body. This forms the electric locomotive, which, it

will be noticed, is cushioned on the axle journal boxes, as above de-

scribed, and on this locomotive frame is mounted the passenger
truck, so to speak, in such a manner as to obtain practically the same
draught and connections as a locomotive and practically the same
riding qualities as a passenger coach, as follows, viz.:

Two equalizer springs are mounted on each pair of equalizers

(four per truck) in the usual manner, and from the two cross or motor
sills above mentioned are suspended, on inclined swinging links, a

spriniT plank for receiving two elliptic springs on each end (or four

per truck). On these four spiral equalizers and four central elliptic

springs is mounted the truck frame, consisting of two side pieces

having openings formed in each end for embracing the journal boxes
between the double equalizer bars, clearance being allowed to per-

mit the wheels to have a lateral motion of ij^ ins. in either direction

independent of the truck frame.

FIG. 1.—SIDE VIEW OF TRUCK.

FIG. 2.—END View OF TRUCK.

ally vibrating bolster. At the same time an equivalent action for easy
riding on the truck frame is obtained by the side and vertical move-
ment of the ten-inch equalizer and elliptic springs and swinging links,

as above described.
The brakes are located inside the wheels. This avoids the ne-

cessity of extending the truck frame beyond the wheels, making a
short, compact truck, occupying the least possible space under the
car and making the truck frame less liable to damage in case of acci-

dent. These brakes are perfectly equalized, surround the motor
without interfering in any way with it, will not lengthen or shorten
by the movement of the truck on curves, and are of simple construc-
tion.

The brakes are suspended from the truck frame by patent elas-

tic brake hangers, which form shoe backs, brake hangers, equalizing
levers, and adjustable release springs all in one, and at the same
time take up their own lost motion, preventing all chattering and
kicking of the brakes which has hitherto been a common fault of
swinging brake hangers.

New Electric Brake.

Some experiments have recently been tried on the Ogden City
Street Railway of Ogden, Utah, of an electric brake, a description of
which was published in the Journal for April, 1894. The general
principle upon which this brake works is that of a solenoid with, how-
ever, the addition of a second lever worked by electric power holding
the plunger of the solenoid in either a set or free condition, so that no
current need be taken continuously from the line to keep the brake
in any position. The device, which is very ingenious, was designed
by Messrs. Skinner and Borland, of that railway company.

The brake for a ten ton double truck car weighs complete about
200 lbs. and the leverage between the brake plunger and the shoes is

as twenty to one. The current required for setting the brakes is

from five to ten ampereg.
A Thomson wattmeter was placed in brake circuit in a recent

experiment and a counter on the brake to count the applications
made. The average power required to operate the brake in 2000 ap-
plications was about 4 h.p. for five seconds, equal to .006 h.p. hour.
This test was made when the brake was in usual service and the
motorman was making stops for passengers. The brake showed ex-
cellent results in stopping the car at high speed and has made stops
in fifty feet when running at high speed.
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Notes from England.

{-By Our London Correspondent)

The receipts of the Glasgow Corporation Tramways for the half
year ending Dec. 31 last show an increase over the corresponding
month of i8g4 of .,{^43743, or nearly a quarter of a million dollars.
It has to be explained, however, that this enormous increase arises
from exceptional causes and cannot be expected to continue in the
future. The second half of 1894 represented the first six months-
working after the Town Council took over the undertaking from the
displaced tramway company, and during nearly the whole period a
full service of cars was not run, as both men and animals were only
getting familiar with and inured to the work. Glasgow is the great-
est specimen we have of tramways being worked by a Town Coun-
cil, and there have been many prophecies of failure. The accounts
which were published last summer of the first year's working were
subjected to much criticism, as many tramway men considered that
the apparent profit shown was not real, and held that no sufficient
allowances had been made for depreciation, etc. It will be impos-
sible to say how the Town Council is now standing till the annual
accounts are issued next summer, but I am informed on good
authority that the Town Council considers that it is at present mak-
ing profits at the rate of some /"40000 per annum. Whether this is

after making any larger percentages of deduction for depreciation
and renewals than in the first year I cannot tell. On the capitaliza-
tion of ^565000 the above profit would represent about seven per
cent.

An example of the old saying that the worm will turn comes
from Huddersfield, where the Town Council has for a few years
been working the tramways at a loss. The corporation carries on
the work on the plea that it has been unable to get a reason-
able offer for the lease of the lines. It is proposed to apply for
powers in the coming session of Parliament to work the lines
permanently, but this was more than the long suffering Hudders-
field ratepayers could stand, and such an agitation arose that the
proposal has been abandoned.

London County Council is about to buy up, under the provi-
sion of the Tramways Act, 1870, further portions of the lines of the
London Street Tramways Company. Doubtless these parts will in
the meantime be leased to the present company.

Swansea Town Council will buy the local tramways, lease them
to the operating company, and sell to the company electric energy
for propelling the cars. The Town Council will from the same
generating station light the town electrically. The corporation will
equip the line and lend money to the company for the purchase of
electric cars. A most amicable arrangement has been come to, and
the scheme is a fine comprehensive one. The company agrees to
take from the corporation a minimum of 400000 units at two pence
per unit. If the quantity rises to 600000, the price willbeis^,/.
(that is three and a half cents) per unit, and if 750000 units are sup-
plied, the charge will be only Y^Ad. per unit. It is expected that
the corporation's revenue from the tramway company will largely
defray the cost of the street lighting. Accumulators will be used to
assist the engines during the period of the overlapping of the day
and night loads.

San Francisco Notes.

It appears as if the San Francisco and San Mateo Railway had
finally reached the end of its eventful career. On January 3 .Tudge
Seawell of the Superior Court ordered that the road be sold to the
highest bidder—that from the proceeds of this sale the expenses in-
curred by the receiver, including the receiver's certificates, should be
paid first, the claims of preferred creditors second, the employes'
claims for back wages third, and the bond holders last.

This road was originally built in '9i-'g2 and had a length of
thirteen miles. On the route of the road were two grades of eleven
per cent each and 500 ft. long. It has had a checkered history.
The line may be purchased by the bondholders. Next to them the
Sutter Street Railway is spoken of. The Market Street Company is,
of course, frequently suggested as a probable purchaser, but as it
has already paralleled all the San Mateo lines on easier grades it
would gain little by the move.

Work on Mayor Sutro's electric road is being finished up pre-
paratory to the opening of the road on February i. Thig road was
built as the result of an ineffectual effort on the part of Mr. Sutro to
compel the Market Street Company to reduce the*fare to five cents

frcjm the ferry landing at the foot of Market Street to the Cliff House.
When he actually began work, the fare was reduced by the old com-
pany, but as Mr. Sutro had many blocks of land along the route of
his new road, the work was prosecuted to a finish. The transfer with
the Sutter Street Company practically makes the rate on through busi-
ness two and a half cents per passenger. To stimulate travel a series
of attractions has been arranged by the builder of the road at the
Cliff House end of the line. On the site of the old Cliff House, that
was burned down a year ago, has been built a fine three-story struct-
ure overlooking the seal rocks and giving an unobstructed view
down the beach and across the Golden Gate. No expense has been
spared to make this complete and modern in every respect. On the
beach below Mr. Sutro has erected at great expense magnificent en-
closed baths in which water directly from the ocean is used after be-
ing warmed by condensing the steam from the railway engines. His
private grounds are also open, but these attractions are free only to

such visitors as have reached the Cliff House via the Sutro road.
Those coming on other lines will be charged admission fees. The
work of changing the one and a half miles of Oak Street double
track cable roadway of the Market Street Railway Company, between
Fillmore and Stanyan, to a single track electric line has been com-
pleted. The unfinished track work on Folsom Street from Second to
19th will be taken up ne.xt. Work has also been finished on the
Bryant Street line and a trial trip was successfully made Dec. 31.

As if there was not enough excitement in attending horse races,

a car load ol race people on the Ingleside branch of the Market Street
Company's Mission Street line, were treated to a still further stimu-
lus to their nervous centers on Christmas day by four highwaymen.
These men stopped the car on a lonely part of the return trip, shot
one man and escaped with the plunder, about $1200. As yet the per-
petrators have not been apprehended.

News Items.

Albany, N. Y.—The Albany, Greenbush & Bath Railway Com-
pany and the Albany Railway have asked for the same franchises in

the village of Greenbush.

Asbury Park, N. J.—The Board of Aldermen of Long Branch
has granted a franchise to the Atlantic Coast Electric Railway Com-
pany. C. A. Hammond is general manager of the company.

Baltimore, Md.—J. M. Hood, president of the Western Mary-
land Railway Company, Baltimore, Md., is thinking of organizing
a company to build an electric railway to Fairview.

Barre, Vt.—F. C. Kennedy, A. E. Humphrey, J. J. Flynn and
J. C. Pierson, of Burlington, Vt., have signed an agreement with
the incorporators of the Barre Electric Company, whereby an electric

railway will be built and be in operation by July, 1897, in Barre
and East Barre Centre, three miles distant.

Basic City, Va.— Plans for the construction of the Basic City,

Bridgewater & Piedmont Electric Railway Company are being dis-

cussed. E. P. Wilson is general manager of the company.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The electrical engineers of the surface rail-

ways of Brooklyn have been invited to furnish the executive com-
mittee of the new East River Bridge Commission with information
necessary to determine the system under which electric cars shall be
run on the new bridge when built.

Charleston, S. C.—Julian Fishburne and others have asked
for a franchise to construct an electric railway in Charleston.

Charlevoix, Mich.—A franchise for an electric railway has been
granted to the Charlevoix Electric Light Company. Charles Gabriel

is manager of the company.

Chicago, 111.—The Arnold Electric Power Station Company has
been'incorporated to construct and equip electric plants and electric

railways. Incorporators: Arthur F. McArthur, Bion J. Arnold and
Henry W. Magee.

Chickasawba, Ark.—John B. Driver, L. W. Gosnell and others,

have formed the Chickasawba, Luxora & Gilmore Railway Company
to build an electric railway about twelve miles long.

Cohoes, N. Y.—The Cohoes City Railway Company may extend
its line to Crescent. Urban Weldon is president of the company.

Cleveland, O.—A franchise for an electric railway from Barber-
ton to Hametown has been granted to T. F. Walsh, representing the

Akron & Cuyahoga Falls Rapid Transit Company.
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V. A.Tavi.ok and I". H. Eg^ers, Cuyahoga Building, Cleveland,
can give further information about the construction of the Cleveland
& Chagrin Railroad Company, recently incorporated.

Cohoes, N. Y.—The Cohoes City Railway Company has made
all arrangements for the extension of its line to West Troy.
Urban Wclden is president.

Detroit, Mich.—The Detroit Railway Company has asked for

permission to build forty-five miles of new track. W. E. Davis is

purchasing agent for the company.

Elizabeth, N. J.—The motive power of the Elizabeth Street

Railway Company will soon be changed from horse to electricity.

J. C. Husbands is superintendent of the company.

Elyria, O.—Another franchise tor an electric railway has been
granted to James L. Mauldin, of Cievelanil, ().

Hamilton, Ont.—The International Radial Railway Company
will receive information about steam, electric, gas, or any other
motive power which can be used on 350 miles of railway to be built

in and around Hamilton. The officers are : President, A. Burns
;

vice-president, A. McKay
;
secretary, J. D. Andrews

;
treasurer, W.

G. Lumsden
;
attorney, P. D. Crerar ; chief engineer, Joseph Powell.

Hoquiam, Wash.— H. C. lleermans has been granted a fran-

chise to build an electric railway in Hoquiam.

Kingston, N. Y.—A franchise has been granted to the Rondout
& Eddyville Electric Railway Company.

New York, N. Y.—The Board of Aldermen has granted several

franchises for extensions to the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany. A. C. Tully, 106 51st Street, J^ew York, is purchasing agent
for the company.

Norwich, Conn.—The route for the electric railway between
Norwich and New London has been surveyed, and it is e.Kpected to

have the line completed by May 20. E. P. Shaw, Jr., of Norwich, is

interested.

Orange, N. J.— It is probable that a franchise for an extension
to its line will be granted to the South Orange & Maplewood Street

Railway Company on January 16. Frank Brewer is president of the

company.

Patchogue, N. Y.—J. B. Swezey, of Patchogue, is secretary of a
company that will build an electric railway from Port Jefferson to

Patchogue at once.

Plattsburgh, N. Y.—The Plattsburgh Traction Company has
been organized to build an electric railway in Plattsburgh. Among
those interested are S. M. Weed, H. M. Pierson, H. G. Runke, D.
F. Dobie and H. E. Barnard.

Portsmouth, Va.—The Prentis Place Land Company is think-

ing of building an electric railway to Pinner's Point, a distance of

three miles.

Providence, R. L—Work will be commenced on the electric

railway from Watch Hill to Narragansett Pier in February. Wm.
C. Clark, of Wakefield, R. I., is interested in the enterprise.

San Diego, Cal.—The Bailey Triple Ledge Gold Mining Com-
pany has been incorporated to construct highways, railroads, elec-

tric, steam, or other motive power and chutes to and from mines.
Capital stock, $100,000. Incorporators: L. H. Bailey, of Banner,
Cal., A. C. Nason and O. C. Dranga, of San Diego, E. A. Stanley, of

Julian, Cal., and Jas. A. Jasper, of Ramona, Cal.

Stockton, Cal.—Robert Doble, president of the Stockton Water
Company, Mr. Hatch, of the Hatch-Armstrong Company, and Mr.
Langford, of the Langford Colony, all of Stockton, are talking of

building an electric railway from Stockton to the mines in the

vicinity.

Syracuse, N. Y.—A franchise has been granted to the Syracuse
& Oneida Lake Electric Railway Company.

Urbana, O.—A franchise has been .granted to the L'rbana &
Mechanicsburg Electric Railway Company to build an electric rail-

way twelve miles long. George M. Eichelberger, and E. Hunter
Moore are interested.

Waterloo, la.—The Waterloo & Cedar Falls Rapid Transit

Company will let contracts for the construction of its line, fifteen

miles long. L. S. Cass, of Sumner, la., is president of the company;
C. J. Casselman, of Waverly, la., is interested.

Wyandotte, Mich.—An electric railway will be built in Wyan-
dotte by H. C. Burke, C. W. O'Brien and Alex. E. Riopelle. of

Ecorse, Mich., who have received a franchise.

Mountain Railway in California.

A few miles from San Francisco there rises from a low mountain
chain a high volcanic peak, known as Mt. Tamalpais, from which a

very fine view can be obtained. Access to this peak has heretofore

been only by rough trail or a still rougher road, but a new com-
pany has been formed for the purpose of constructin.g an electric

railway to the top. The line, which has already been surveyed, will

have an average grade of five and a half per cent, and at no place

will it be steeper than seven and a half per cent. The distance to

be traversed will be a little more than seven miles, which will be

made by the cars in the ascent in about three-quarters of an hour.

Among the leading incorporators arc .Sidney E. Cushing, A. E.
Kent, Alfred Horel and Louis Janes. It is estimated that the road
can be built for $125000, and it is hoped that cars will be in operation
by the end of Jidy, 1896.

Important Electric Plant in Washington.

O. T. Crosby and Charles A. Lieb, who have, for some time, con-
trolled the stock of the Georgetown i.S: Tcnalleytown Railway Com-
pany, of Washington, have just purchased the Potomac Light &
Power Company and the Washington Electric Company, and are
combining these interests and establishing an entirely new plant for

the economical production of electricity for light, heat and power.
They have acquired the buildings of the Dent Iron Works, together
with 1 10000 sq. ft. of land lying between the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal
and the Potomac River. At this point the canal is about forty feet

higher than the river, and it is thus possible to obtain a head of
water for condensing purposes sufficient to make air pumps unneces-
sary. Coal, water and all supplies will be brought directly to the
station by the canal or river, and the coal can be delivered by gravity
to the boiler room from the canal, thus avoiding the necessity for

any accessory appliances. A steel stack will be constructed, g ft. in

diameter inside and 215 ft. high, the Philadelphia Engineering
Company being the contractors.

The first mstallation of machinery will consist of two 800 h. p.

engines direct connected to two 500 k. w. General Electric gener-
ators, the steam plant complete being furnished by the Cramp-Hoad-
ley Company. This original plant will furnish power to a number
of the suburban electric railways in the vicinity, including the
Georgetown & Tcnalleytown Railway. Within a short time, how-
ever, a large two phase alternating installation will be made, in 800
k. w. units, for distribution of electricity for all purposes to an area
within a radius of thirty miles. The station is being laid out for a
total capacity of 10000 h. p., and there is, of course, large additional
land on which further plants can be put up as required.

A New Industry in the Street Railway Field.

In Worcester a firm has been incorporated with an ample cap-
ital under the title of the American Car Sprinkling Company. The
company owns and controls all the patents of the LInited Tramway
Sprinkler Company, whose street car sprinkler was one of the
earliest in the field and which has been adopted in a number of cities.

The new company proposes to introduce its sprinklers into every
important city in this country.

The sprinkler for electric railways consists of a large tank,
over which is built a plain car. The whole is mounted upon almost
any kind of a truck. Two men are needed to operate the car, one to

manage the motor and one the sprinkler. Any rate of speed can be
maintained, up to fifteen miles an hour. The car is filled from
hydrants placed flush with the pavement, between the tracks if on a
double track road, and close beside the track on single. From one
to two minutes is required to fill the tank, according to the pressure
used. The stream is under perfect control.

A tank fully loaded will sprinkle from five-eighths to one mile
of street according to the width of street. This company will either
lease its sprinkler or contract to do the entire sprinkling for any city,

or it will form local companies to do the business.

Possibilities of Telegraphy.

According to a report from Philadelphia, a new method of prac-
tically doubling the capacity of a telegraph line for the receipt and
transmission of messages has been perfected. The principle de-
pends upon the illuminating effects produced in a vacuum by al-

ternations of comparatively low intensity but of high frequency. In
the exhibition rooms in Philadelphia, an operator telegraphs over a
long wire on the usual Morse instrument, and a second operator
sends and receives at the same time over the same wire messages
with the aid of the subtle light developed in the vacuum device, with-
out interfering with the other system. In another room telegraph-
ing between moving trains and stations without any metallic con-
nections is practically illustrated. A third phase of the exhibition,
that of communicating between vessels at sea and the land, would
have been of great value to the pride of our ship-building industry,
the St. Paul, if it could have been utilized for her benefit before the
calamity which befell her last month. The method adopted is simi-
lar in these two cases to that of the duplex telegraph already
described. ^

New Publications.

The Educational Value of Engineering Studies, by Thomas Mes-
singer Drown, LL.D., President of Lehigh University. Pub-
lished by the University. 30 pages.
This is a thoughtful discourse on a subject of great interest to

all students.

American Street Railway Association. Verbatim Report of the
Fourteenth Annual Meeting at Montreal. Published by the As-
sociation.

The new President and Secretary of the Association are to be
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commended for the energetic manner in which they have pushed for-

ward the early publication of this report, which has made it possible
to place copies in the hands of members long before the time cus-
tomary in recent years. An excellent steel engraving of ex-Presi-
dent Joel Hurt forms the frontispiece. The report is well arranged
and well printed.

The Anatomy of a Railroad Report, by Thomas F. Woodlock.
Published by the United States Book Company, New York.
72 pages. Price, 50 cents.

This little manual is written with the object of enabling investors
in railroad securities to analyze and thoroughly comprehena railroad
reports so as to form an idea as to whether their securities are in-

creasing or decreasing in value. The author describes by chapters
the functions of the " Income or Revenue Account," " The Balance
Sheet " and " Physical Statistics," and finally suggests a system of

analysis applicable to railroad reports.

Timber. An Elementary Discussion of the Characteristics and
Properties of Wood, by Filibcrt Roth, Special Agent in charge
of Timber Physics, United States Department of Agriculture.
Published by the Department. 88 pages.
This is a pamphlet which is aimed to be of service to engineers,

architects, carpenters, lumbermen and all wood workers. Much of

the information exists in the experience of practical wood workers
and in books in other languages, but has never before been published
in the English in systematic and accessible form and with special ap-
plication to American timbers. The pamphlet is most fully illus-

trated in such a way as to make it possible to thoroughly understand
the characteristic features of different kinds of timber.

Motive Powers an3 Their Practical Selection, by Reginald Bol -

ton. Past President of the Civil Mechanical Engineers Society.

Published by Longmans, Green & Company, New York and
London. 257 pages. Price, $2.50.

In this valuable little book the author has given a condensed
presentation of the relative advantages of the engineering features
of different forms of motive power, and has attempted to define the
field in which each may be made most useful. He has brought to-

gether a large amount of technical data and information from many
sources in order to throw light upon the various problems arising
when a motive power is to be chosen. After discussing funda-
mental principles, the author proceeds to deal with manual power,
animal power, power of wind, power of water, power of steam (en-

gines and boilers), the power of expanding gases, the storage of

power by electricity, and the transmission of power by shafts and
belting. The book is so written as to be readily understood by the
student, and even to some extent by non-technical readers, while en-

gineers will find a great many valuable and important tables for

direct and constant use in their work.

the selling. Mr. Vansant has given much attention to the subject
of the manufacture of poles for electrical service, and is probably as
well posted upon this subject as any person in the country. He has
always advocated a tubular pole with swedged joints, and it has

Personal.

Mr. P. A. B. Widener, oi Philadelphia, expects to take a trip

around the world. In a recent interview, Mr. Widener said that he
intended to withdraw from all street railway enterprises with which
he had been connected, except those in New York City.

Mr.
J. J. Walklate, of England, is visiting this country on his

way to Brisbane, Australia, where he will have charge of the elec-

trical equipment of the lines of that city. Mr. Walklate has been as-

sociated with Mr. Alfred Dickinson, of Birmingham, England, in a

number of electric railway enterprises, and will visit a number of

Eastern cities before his departure for the Pacific slope.

Mr. Henry C. Payne, who is traveling abroad for rest and im-
provement in health, writes from Nuremberg to personal friends

that he is feeling much stronger and better. His physicians have
ordered him South to a warmer climate, and he will pass the winter
in Italy. It is earnestly hoped by Mr. Payne's many friends that he
will return to this country entirely rested and refreshed, and that he
will not again find it necessary to take up the severe and exhausting
labors which have been imposed on him in times past by his large
financial interests.

Mr. Charles Yerkes Flanders, of Messrs. Morris, Tasker &
Company, Incorporated, and whose portrait is presented herewith,
was born in Philadelphia in 1863, and was named after the father of

Mr. Charles T. Yerkes, of Chicago. He entered the employ of Mor-
ris, Tasker & Company, as office boy. He was rapidly promoted,
working in all departments and before giving up the office for

the road was doing no small portion of the book-keeping work.
He commenced traveling eight or nine years ago, first going
South and then West, and confining himself exclusively to the
pipe and electric light pole business. When the development
of street railways in electrical lines began, Mr. Flanders saw the
advantages of tubular poles for this work and secured a large order
from the Consolidated Traction Company of Jersey City. He is a
man of unusual originality and a most pleasant companion. His
fertility of resources and action have had an important bearing in

enabling the firm to anticipate the wants of its customers in a variety
of ways.

Mr. H. Cheston Vansant, secretary of Messrs. Morris, Tasker
& Company, Incorporated, has been connected with that company
for a long time, beginning in a position of little responsibility and
achieving his present place through ability and assiduous devotion
to his work. He has charge, not only of those duties which are
usual to the office of secretary, but also the buying of all the large
supplies for the extensive Morris, Tasker Works, such as iron, coal
and other heavy materials. He also directs and attends to much of

C. Y. FLANDERS. H. C. VANSANT.

been largely through his efforts that this pole has received such gen-
eral adoption. He is of an old Holland family, the name being
originally spelled Vanzandt, and is a member of a number of clubs

and social organizations in Philadelphia.

Mr. B. W. Porter, superintendent of the Derby Street Railway
Company, of Derby, Conn., is a native of Freeport, 111., where he

was born in 1865. His first

railroad experience was with
a preliminary surveying party
for one of the Western roads.
He then entered the office of a
large manufacturing establish-

ment until the winter of 1888,

when he went to Derby to enter
the employ of the Derby Horse
Railroad Company, the prede-
cessor of the Derby Street

Railway Company. In the fol-

lowing year he was appointed
superintendent and in 1894
secretary of the company. The
Derby Street Railway is a his-

torical road, having been
equipped in 1888 with the Van
Deptaele system. The company
has been through all the vi-

cissitudes of railway motor
work, from the Van Depoele
apparatus, employing sprocket
chains, to the G. E. 800 and
1200, which are in use at the
present titne. During this time
the company has built two
power stations. It has about
seven miles of track, is opera-

ting a park in connection with the road, and is running from ten to

twenty-five cars. One of the interesting features of the line is the

motormen's and conductors' club house, illustrated upon another
page.

A Strong Philadelphia Combination.

Within the past month the extensive business in street railway
supplies heretofore carried on in Philadelphia by Charles J. Mayer
has been reorganized, and A. H. Englund, of the International Reg-
ister Company, has joined him in partnership under the firm name of

Mayer & Englund. Both gentlemen are very popular and suc-

cessful in their respective territories.

Mr. Mayer has established an enviable record for himself in

Philadelphia as an energetic and successful supply man. Before
locating in that city he had acquired a valuable experience through
his connection, extending over a period of four years, with the R. D.

Nuttall Company, with whom he became associated early in its

career as a manufacturer of electric railway material. This com-
pany was among the first in the country to start as independent
manufacturers of motor gears, trolleys, etc., and here Mr. Mayer
found an opportunity to demonstrate his ability as a salesman.

Much of that company's early success was due to his efforts and
push. At the commencement of electrical construction on the street

railway systems in Philadelphia early in 1894, Mr. Mayer returned

East and established the Middle States office for the Nuttall Com-
pany.

His abilities were here soon recognized and at once led to in-

creased business for the company, as shown by the adoption of its

B. W. PORTER.
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trolley as standard by all the railway companies in Philadelphia, up-

ward of 2000 being sold in that city. Having;- established the com-
pany's business in this territory, Mr. Mayer enlarged the scope of

his business by adding other lines, principally that of overhead line

material, of which he has furnished over 300 miles in the city of

Philadelphia alone. During a period of less than two years he has

succeeded in establishing an extensive business in general railway

supplies that has necessitated increased facilities, and this has led to

the union with Mr. Englund.
Mr. Englund's association with Mr. Mayer does not mean any

material change in the International Register Company, of which

Mr. Englund still remains secretary and a director. One of his first

objects in view is to push the International register more directly in

the East than has yet been done. Mr. Englund brings with him a

long experience, in both the manufacture and sale of electric railway

material. He was first connected with the old Sprague Electric Rail-

way & Motor Company in l88g. From this company he resigned in

l8go to organize, with his associates, the Electric Merchandise Com-
pany, of which he became secretary and treasurer. After two years

of successful business with this concern he resigned to take the active

C. J. MAYER. A. H. ENGLUND.

management of the International Register Company, which he had
organized independently in the fall of i8gi. The fare registers

manufactured by this cortipany have been adopted by many of the

most important street railway systems in the United States. The
International portable register, which was the first machine placed

on the market by the company, has met with equal popularity.

The factory and general office of the International Register Com-
pany will remain in Chicago under the management of A. H. Wood-
ward, treasurer of the company, while Messrs. Mayer and Englund
will take entire charge of the eastern territory.

The new firm will succeed to the business of Charles J. Mayer,
acting as Middle States Representatives of the R. D. Nuttall Com-
pany, the Partridge Carbon Company, and the International Regis-

ter Company, and will also continue the business of overhead line

material on a greatly enlarged scale. In addition to this they have
been appointed district representatives of the Westinghouse Glass

Factory, manufacturers of a complete line of electrical globes, shades,

etc. The aim of this factory is to produce artistic glassware of the

most select quality, and the excellence of their product attests their

success.

The bringing together of this Eastern and Western ability must
of necessity bespeak a brilliant future lor the firm of Mayer & Eng-
lund.

Obituary.

Alfred E. Beach, one of the members of the firm of Munn &
Company, and editor of the Scientific American, died last month.
Mr. Beach was born in Springfield, Mass., in 1826, and was a son of

Moses Y. Beach, the founder of the New York Sun. In 1846, in

company with O. D. Munn, he purchased the Scientific American,

which had been started in 1845, and about the same time engaged in

the business of patent solicitation, which his firm has conducted so

extensively since. Mr. Beach was an active inventor himself, as

well as editor and patent lawyer. He invented in 1853 the first type-

writer, for which he was awarded a gold medal at the Crystal Palace

Exposition. Among his other inventions are cable traction and
other railway inventions, pneumatic tubes for delivery of mail

matter, and the famous Beach hydraulic shield for tunneling in earth

and under river beds.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Delaware Iron Works, of New Castle, Del., have just

completed an order for 600 trolley poles for Cairo, Egypt. It is said

that there is a kind of ant in Egypt which destroys wooden poles,

making iron poles necessary.

The General Electric Company, of Schenectady, N. Y., pub-
lished as souvenirs of the Cotton States and International Exposi-

tion held recently at Atlanta, several very handsome catalogues de-

scriptive of some of the products of its factories. Several of these

were composed entirely of illustrations, and all were very high ex-

amples of taste in trade catalogue publication.

The Wason Car Manufacturing Company, of Springfield,

Mass., besides having a large amount of steam car repair work, is

building on its standard patterns of street cars at the rate of one per

day. The company is building cars for the Hartford, Manchester &
Rockville Tramway, the Blackstone Valley Railway, of Worcester,
the Bristol & Plainville Tramway and a Springfield company. The
company has also an order for cars from the Woronoco road, of

Westfield.

The J. H. McEwen Manufacturing Company, of Ridgway, Pa.,

manufacturers of the well-kn<jvvn engine bearing that name, and of

the Thompson-Ryan generator, which was described in our last

issue, advise us that the efficiency of this new generator, within the

range of ordinary service in the sizes which would be naturally used
in railway work, is 95 p. c. This high efficiency is due largely to

the peculiar design of the generator, by which the least possible

amount of energy is wasted. Other important features of the ma-
chine were described in our last issue.

The John Stephenson Company, Limited, of New York, is en-

joying its usual large share of business and the company's works
are at present busy. Among other orders the company is turning
out fifty closed cars of the Broadway type for the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company of New York, and 100 open cars for the Citizens

Street Railway Company of Detroit. Among * other foreign orders
the company is at work upon some electric cars for Rio Janeiro,
Brazil, and some horse cars for Kimberley, South Africa.

J. P. Sjoberg & Company, of New York, have recently moved
from 155-57 Eleventh Avenue to g8-ioo Eleventh Avenue. Here
they will have about twice as much room as in the old works and
better facilities for turning out their work. The change has been
rendered necessary by the steady increase of the business of the

firm. Mr. Sjoberg reports that the business done by him during the

past year has been very satisfactory and has shown a rernarkable
increase over that of previous years. His new springs, which have
been illustrated in these columns, are selling very well.

R. A. Humphrys, of Philadelphia, reports an excellent business
in cotton ducks for cars, as well as in car curtains. These are sup-
plied with stripes in all colors and widths. Mr. Humphrys' factories

are in Philadelphia. He claims to have such excellent facilities that

he can supply the best quality of goods at lower prices than can any
other manufacturer. He also manufactures car covers, which are

used to cover new cars when they are being shipped, and does a
large business in waterproof oil duck, which is used by many com-
panies for covering motors.

A. O. Schoonmaker, of New York, is doing an excellent busi-

ness in all kinds of mica for electrical purposes, especially washers
and rings and commutator segments. These are all stamped out of

solid sheet mica, and the commutator segments are carried in stock

for every type of motor in use, from the Sprague No. 6 and the T.
H. F. 2o's and 30's up to the latest types of all companies. The
mica in which Mr. Schoonmaker deals comes direct from the origi-

nal sources in India, and is selected stock of guaranteed purity. It

is claimed to be entirely free from iron, thus giving it non-conduct-
ing properties of the highest order.

The J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia, has recently been
awarded the contract for building twenty new cars for the Mil-

waukee Street Railway. The style of car selected shows the ten-

dency of railway companies at the present time to adopt some of the

best things of steam road practice which are applicable upon street

railways. The new cars are to have double trucks; the bodies will

be twenty-six feet long, with five foot platforms. These will have
removable vestibules. The seats will be placed across the car after

the steam road practice, and each will be furnished with a push but-
ton for signaling the conductor, a convenience much needed on all

cars where great crowds are carried.

George Kissam, of New York, successor of Carleton & Kissam,
has recently formed a new partnership, associating with him in the

street car advertising business, Chas. A. Fish, of New Orleans, La.

Mr. Fish is an old New Yorker, who moved to the Crescent City some
sixteen years ago, where he was engaged in the commission fruit

business, and was also the owner of a line of freight and passenger
steamers to Central America. He possesses executive ability of the
rarest order, and will be a great acquisition to Mr. Kissam in the

conduct of street car advertising business, insuring for the firm the

same continuous regard and esteem in which Mr. Kissam has always
been held by the railroad corporations.

Eugene Munsell & Company, of New York, with agencies in

the principal cities, reports an increased demand for solid sheet
India and Amber mica, of which they make a specialty for electrical

insulation. The firm imports direct from the mines, and at all times
carries probably the largest stock of mica to be found in this country.
The firm recently installed several new power presses, which give
increased facilities for furnishing stamped solid sheet mica segments
for all types of railway motors, and mica to any shape or pattern.
Franklin Brooks, the junior member of the firm, is now making a

tour around the world, and, at the present, is spending considerable
time at the mines in India, where the firm is largely interested.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., has
just completed for the town of Houlton, Me., a new iron bridge 300
ft. long and 18 ft. wide, with a sidewalk 5 ft. wide. The bridge
company furnished the entire bridge, sub-structure and super-
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structure complete. The company has also just completed for the H.
W. -Tohns Manufacturing Company, at Brooklyn, N. Y., a new dryer
house, which is built entirely of steel. It has also just completed for

the Windsor Company, of North Adams, Mass., a new fireproof store

house, 70 ft. X 125 ft. The construction is composite iron and brick
and fireproof, no woodwork being used. The floors are of terra

cotta.

The E. Horton & Son Company, of Windsor Locks, Conn., has
published a new catalogue descriptive of the Horton lathe chucks
and drill chucks. The catalogue contains much new matter includ-

ing engravings and descriptions of a number of new styles of chucks
which have been added to the company's list since the publication of

its last catalogue. The catalogue is well illustrated by views which
show both the exterior appearance and construction of the chucks.
The Horton chucks have been on the market for some forty years or

more, and the manufacturers have achieved during that period a very
high reputation for excellence of construction and design. The com-
pany also makes all kinds of iron castings.

The Business of the Standard Air-Brake Company has in-

creased so rapidly that it has become necessary to secure larger

oflice space and better facilities. In considering the difterent build-

ings adapted to its use, the company decided that the American
Surety Company's mammoth new structure at 100 Broadway would
be the most desirable headquarters. A suite has been rented on the

tenth floor, giving an abundance of light and air. The view from
the offices is fine and takes in the harbor and river. The re-

moval occurred on the 21st ult., since which date the company's
headquarters are in the American Surety Company's building.
Mr. Wessels says the latch string will hang out, and that he will be
glad to welcome old and new friends in the new offices.

The Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty Company, of New Haven,
Conn., is meeting with excellent results in the placing of its trolley

stand. Since July the company has received orders for thirty roads,

and in every case, except two, after a short trial, the company has
received at least one more order. An example of the reason why
this stand has gained so much popularity is shown by its record on
the line of the Middletown-Goshen Traction Company, where, ac-

cording to the testimony of the officers of that company, the stand
causes the trolley wheels to have three times the life of any other
stand. Each car on this line ran igs miles per day, passing twenty-
two times under two railroad bridges giving only three inches of

clearance over the top of the stand. Ordinarily the wheel is nine-

teen feet above the rail. In spite of this hard service, the company
has never had to replace any springs in the stand. The E. S.

Greeley & Company write that after testing the trolley stand that

they are satisfied it is equal to any on the market and in some re-

spects superior.

Messrs. Clarence Whitman & Company, of New York, the
well known wholesale dry goods house, have recently put upon the
market a new type of duck curtain foropen cars, which is thoroughly
waterproof. It is of two thicknesses of duck, sheeted together with
Pantasote, the waterproof material which the firm has introduced
with such successful results for railroad curtains, and in other indus-
tries. There is no rubber used in this adhesive compound, and it

will not dry up and deteriorate like rubber. Temperature does not
affect it and it will resist the action of the sun and dampness, mak-
ing it especially desirable for curtains for open cars. Pantasote
duck has also great tensile strength, and has been in use for four
years without showing any signs of splitting apart. This is prob-
ably the first time that the principle of a mackintosh cloth has ever
been applied to a car curtain or awning, for which purpose it is

equally desirable. Pantasote has been used very successfully on
linen for inside car curtains, and the New York Central Railroad
Company has 500 cars so equipped.

The Craven Supply Company, of New York, is the title of a
new company of which Frank T. and N. J. Craven are the proprie-
tors. They are making a specialty as manufacturers' agents for the
sale of rails, tees, poles, wire, line material, steam power plants, etc.,

for electric railway work. They have their offices at 26 Cortlandt
Street and are energetic and hustling. Since starting, their ability,

combined with their especially good connections, have secured for

them an extensive and satisfactory business. Several large orders
recently booked by them seem to point to and assure them of con-
tinued success. Frank T. Craven, the young and active manager of

the firm, by his open and genial manner towards those with whom he
has business relations, has made him very many warm personal
friends in this and other cities. He has been connected with electric

railway work for the past eight years. Part of this time was spent
on the Buffalo Railway Company's work under the supervision of his

brother, J. B. Craven. While there he had especial charge of a large
amount of line track and underground construction. His experience
there and at other places where he has been engaged on electrical

work has especially fitted him for recognizing and supplying the
wants and requirements of electrical railway companies.

Edwin Harrington Son & Company, Incorporated, of Philadel-
phia, have recently brought out a new catalogue descriptive of the
hoists and traveling cranes which they manufacture. This firm has
achieved a very high reputation for appliances of this description and
with the improved equipment being introduced for repair shop work
by electric railway companies the Harrington hoists are meeting with
a great demand. They are manufactured in all sizes and for opera-
tion by both hand and electricity. Among the particularly interest-
ing features of the catalogue might be mentioned the spur gear hoist,
the improved Harrington screw hoist, the new combination hoist and
a new combination electric motor and hoist. This is something which
has recently been brought out and appeals particularly to electric rail-

way managers. The hoist has a capacity for raising 10000 lbs. at a

maximum speed of five and one-half feet per minute, and can lower
the same weight at the rate of ten feet per minute. Smaller loads
can be raised faster. By means of a controller the operator raises

and lowers at any speed within these limits. The motor is multi-
polar, iron clad and not affected by surrounding machinery, and is

as well entirely enclosed, making it dust proof , fire proof and moist-
ure proof. Among the other apparatus described and illustrated of

particular interest to street railway managers are the safety travel-

ing crane, especially adapted for power stations which will hold the

load at any point, and a 2000 lb. hand swing crane with supple-
mental jib arranged to rotate about an independent axis, and very
convenient in repair shop work. In fact, this company has a com-
plete line of articles which are essential in the equipment of an elec-

tric railway.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Company, of New York,
reports a continued demand for its Millen brake. The increase in

the size and weight of the cars and equipment which has occurred
during the last few years, together with the increase of speeds, has
developed the necessity of having efficient and reliable safety brakes.
The amount of power necessary to be applied to the brakes, in stop-

ping the car within a given distance, depends upon the condition of

the brakes, the weight and speed of the car and the condition of the

track. Another and very material point in connection with this sub-
ject is that the braking power should be thoroughly reliable, the

best material should be used in all its different parts, as well as good
workmanship in its mechanical construction. In no other class of

service is there more necessity for reliable, non-failing and positive

braking power than in street railway service, where cars are run up
and down steep inclines or heavy grades and through crowded thor-

oughfares, where quick short stops have to be made very often to

avoid accidents and loss of life. The Sterling Company's brake is

the result of a great deal of thought devoted to that particular sub-
ject, and for it the company makes the following claims : Safety,

due to double chain connections. Increased power, owing to ratio

or gearing from brake post to sprocket wheel. Instantaneous opera-
tion, regardless of direction in which handle may be turned. Reduc-
tion of lost motion, by having chain and connections the precise

length required, so that brake shoe may be carried close to wheel.
Less liability to breaking of chains, owing to positive and equal
bearing for each link of the chain in sprocket wheel, thereby length-
ening the^ life of the same ; docs not subject it to undue strains, as

is the case where the chain is wound around the ordinary brake
shaft, in a cramped position, in which case it is more or less liable

to fracture. Maximum power, obtained with one-half turn of wheel
or handle.

The Whittingham Electric Car Heating Company, of Balti-

more, reports among recent sales of the Whittingham electric car
heaters orders from the following roads: City & Suburban Railway
Company, Baltimore, Md., twenty-one heaters; Baltimore (Md.)
Traction Company, five heaters; Second Avenue Traction Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., twelve heaters;. Ithaca (N. Y.) Street Railway Com-
pany, five heaters; Cortland (N. ~Y.) & Homer Traction Company,
two heaters. Heaters have also been shipped to the following
roads: Montreal Street Railway, Belle City Railway Company, Ra-
cine, Wis.; Terre Haute Electric Railway Company, Consumers'
Electric Light & Street Railway, Tampa, Fla.; North Chicago Street

Railway Company, Winnipeg Electric Street Railway, Bloomington
(111.) Street Railway Company. The following is an extract from a
letter recently received from the Ithaca Street Railway, Ithaca, N. Y.

:

" We are pleased to note that, so far, we have had so much satisfac-

tion with the use of them (the heaters) that we have no hesitation

whatever in saying that they are the best thing in the market, of

which we have any knowledge, and it is the writer's opinion that you
should in some way make them more extensively known,' and their

adoption would surely be more universal. You should particularly

impress upon any one using car heaters, the fact that your heaters
are clean and sightly, and that the heat is not intense at any one point,

but is evenly distributed throughout the entire length of the car. In
almost every other heater that is on the market, the exact reverse of

this is the case. Then again, with the old style open resistance coil

heater, the heat is so intense in some of them, as to not only scorch
the seat rugs of the car, but sometimes the passenger's clothing.

The heaters in our cars are often taken for hot water heaters, and
are a mystery to the passengers, as to how they are heated." The
letter is signed by D. Thomson, general superintendent.

WESTERN NOTES.
The Steel Motor Company, of Cleveland, O., has removed its

works from Cleveland, O., to Johnstown, Pa. Here the company
will immediately double the capacity of its works and otherwise in-

crease and improve its facilities for manufacturing.

The Broderick & Bascom Rope Company, of St. Louis, has re-

cently sent to some of its customers and others a handsome paper
weight made of a short section of the company's well known cable
for street railways. The paper weight is nickel plated and it makes
a tasteful and useful desk ornament.

The L. A. Thompson Scenic Railway Company has recently
published a handsome catalogue descriptive of its well known park
attractions. These are usually a four track gravity road with loops
at each end, the length of the structure being about 800 ft. Effective

tunnels are arranged en ?-ozite, built up of papier mache work. De-
scriptions of a number of these interesting installations have been
published in the Street Railway Journal. The pamphlet is illus-

trated by views of a number of these lines, showing general views of

the railway, cars, tunnels, etc.
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The Swarts Metal Refining Company, of Chicago, makes a

specialty of high grade l^abbitt metal adapted to high class engine,

work and electrical machinery. The Swarts Company is thoroughly
experienced in this line and has gained a high reputation for putting

out a Babbitt metal of honest make and which it guarantees to give

perfect satisfaction. The company does a large business with elec-

tric street railways and lighting companies. It also supplies a su-

perior graded waste for power plants and purchases old trolley wire,

etc. Its catalogue contains much that will interest all users of

metals.

The Fulton Truck & Foundry Company, of Mansfield, O., re-

ports the outlook for the coming year as very bright, and the com-
pany anticipates a large business in Imperial trucks and other sup-
plies manufactured by it. The company is discussing the advisabil-

ity of building a large steel castings plant in connection with its

foundry; and this step will probably be decided upon. At the an-
nual meeting of the stockholders of the company held on January 16,

the old directors and officers of the company were re-elected. The
officers are as follows : W. E. Haycox, president and general mana-
ger ; M. B. Kushnell, vice-president ; C. J. Langdon, secretary and
treasurer.

The Standard Boiler Company, of Chicago, has recently moved
into new offices, 1120 and 21 Marquette Building, and reports a good
business during the past year. These boilers are built by the well

known firm, Link-Belt Machinery Company of Chicago, who have in-

stalled new and improved machinery for their manufacture, reduc-
ing the prime cost as well as making the various parts interchange-
able. During the past year a number of fine plants have been in-

stalled with Standard boilers, among others the following : 4000 h.p.

for the North Chicago Street Railroad Company at its new power
station at Hawthorn Avenue; 500 h.p. for the Cincinnati Edison
Company at Cincinnati, O.; 600 h.p. for the Western Electric Com-
pany at its factory in Chicago, and various others. . The company re-

ports prospects for the coming year as good.

Edward E. Ayer, dealer and manufacturer of cedar telegraph
and street railway poles, who has his main office in the Old Colony
building, Chicago, claims to be the largest producer of white cedar
products in the world. His main pole yards are located in Chicago,
Menominee, Alpena, and West Bay City, Mich., and has numerous^
smaller yards throughout Wisconsin and Michigan. For years he
has supplied all of the largest telegraph, telephone, and street rail-

way companies in the United States and Mexico. Every pole shipped
from his various yards is thoroughly examined by a competent pole
inspector, and nothing but the very best stock of full standard speci-

fications is shipped. He now has upwards of 1000 men in his cedar
swamps, manufacturing poles for the spring trade. Mr. Ayer claims
to carry the most complete stock of street railway poles of any
dealer in his line, and this of course means the filling of all orders
without delay.

The Adams-Bagnall Electric Company, of Cleveland, is busily
at work in turning out the " A-B" arc and incandescent lamps, the
former having just been placed upon the market and the latter being
now manufactured on orders at the rate of 1200 to 1500 lamps per
day. Full descriptions of these lamps will be published at an early
day. It will be remembered that the engineers and manufacturers
of this company, Messrs. Adams, Bagnall, Cox, Rogers, Pripps,
Arnold and Dodd, were originally connected with the Brush Electric

Company for many years, and have the benefit of an excellent train-

ing in that well known manufacturing establishment. The company
has just appointed A. D. Dorman, who was also for several years an
employe of the Brush Company, its New York representative, and
Mr. Dorman has opened an office in the Havemeyer Building. Mr.
Rogers has recently arranged with Chicago and St. Louis houses to

handle the incandescent lamps, and a large business is being ar-

ranged for in all departments of the company's business. .

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., reports a most sat-

isfactory year's business, and the outlook for the coming year is more
than encouraging. The establishment of several branch offices, and
the adding of many domestic as well as foreign agencies, has re-

sulted in largely increasing the company's sales, which have doubled
in amount during the past year over the previous twelve months.
This company, always on the outlook for new and impor-
tant devices of utility, has recently added to its line the following ar-

ticles:—Type K trolley wire hangers, mine insulator. Walker trolley

ear. Walker splicing ear, a full line of straight underrunning de-
vices such as the Detroit section insulator, straight underrunning
adjustable switch, straight underrunning adjustable crossover, etc.;

also the H. & C. sleet cutting trolley wheel, the adjustable track
brush holder, and the Warner electric car heater, all of which are al-

ready largely in use, and in many cases have been adopted as stand-
ard articles by many of the electric roads in this as well as in foreign
countries. The company's manufacturing plant, which consists of a
foundry, and thoroughly equipped pattern and machine shops, has
been enlarged and its capacity increased by the addition of new ma-
chinery and tools. Realizing the requirements demanded by elec-

trical engineers, which make it necessary to have this class of goods
acceptable to consumers, no pains have been spared by the company
to maintain and improve upon the quality of its material. The com-
pany's catalogue, issued last spring, is one of the most complete pub-
lications in its line. It contains a well assorted variety of those ar-

ticles in everyday use and demand by electrical roads, and every pur-
chaser interested in this class of goods will find it both convenient
and useful.

The Bradford Belting Company, of Cincinnati, O., the sole

manufacturer of " Monarch" insulating paint, has gained a deservedly
high reputation in electrical and street railway trade. Monarch

paint is manufactured from a newly discovered, valuable mineral,
which is extremely rich in its own natural oils, and is especially
adapted for armatures, fields, switchboards, conduits, iron and
wooden poles, connections, mouldings and other kinds of electrical

appliances where high insulation is a desideratum. It is quick dry-
ing and makes a lasting gloss equal to varnish. It does not crack,
blister or peel off, and is not affected by extremes of climate. An-
other valuable quality of the paint is that it can be used on heated
surfaces of moderately high temperature, and loses none of its prop-
erties under 550 to 600 degs. Fahr. of heat. Its qualities enable
it to resist the action of acids, alkalies or salines, and for this

reason it has been employed with excellent results as a wood pre-

servative. It might be mentioned that surfaces coated with Monarch
insulating paint when dry have no odor or taste. The Monarch in-

sulating paint is recommended by the manufacturers especially for

street railway motor work where salt is used on tracks, as the salt

slush has no effect on it. This use of the paint is by no means ex-
perimental as every test possible has been given to it for the past
eighteen months. The long established reputation of the Bradford
Belting Company is a guarantee that the quality of the Monarch
paint will not deteriorate at its hands. This company intends making
a very handsome exhibit at the National Electrical Exposition, to be
held during the coming May in New York. The company has secured
from the exposition association an excellent location, and will give
street railway managers an opportunity of inspecting its products
and of investigating their value.

List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents IsstiEn November 26, 1895, to January 14, i8g6.

Inclusive.

November 26.

Electric Tramway With L'nderc;round Distribution of Cur-
rent.—A. Diatto, Turin, Italy. No. 550319.
A circuit closing device comprising a cylinder containing a

quantity of mercury, a rod or piston operating within the mercury
in said cylinder, and a coupling piece serving to unite the wires of

the conducting cable and as a feeder for the current.

Electro-Locomotive.—J. J. Heilmann, Paris, France. No. 550344.
Consists in the combination, with one of the driving wheels, of

pairs of oppositely arranged pins, each pin passing through a spoke,
a spring connected with each pin and acting to force it toward its

mate, a hollow armature shaft inclosing the axle and of an internal
diameter sufficient to permit relative displacement of the axle and
the shaft and arms secured to said shaft, each arm entering between
two opposing pins.

December 3.

Car Brake.— E. E. LaRose, Providence, R. I. No. 550627.

Cable Roadway.—J. B. Martindale, Chicago, 111. No. 550631.
A cable adapted to propel vehicles having rigidly fixed to it at

intervals a sleeve-shaped bushing with flanged ends, carrying a
sleeved hook loosely surrounding said bushing.

December 10.

Street Car.—W. Robinson, Boston, Mass. No. 551047.

Switch for Underground Electric Railways.—A. Rosenholz,
San Francisco, Cal. No. 551145.

Consists of a stationary magnetic core projecting from the main
conductor, a sealed casing therefor, fulcrumed and turnable in jour-
nals or bearings about the main conductor, a flexible insulating
sheath or jacket surrounding the junction of the main conductor and
core, and a ring and groove joint at the termination of the sheath
within the casing.

Automatic Brake and Fender.—J. Kurtz, Moore, Pa. No. 551210.
A cross bar, springs and guides therefor, ears thereon, a buffer

pivotally connected to the latter, and means for holding the same in

a vertical or horizontal position.

December 17.

Closed Conduit Electric Rail\\-ay System.—F. C. Esmond,
Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 551534.
Consists of an insulated supply conductor, working conductor

sections, switches and magnets for operating the switches, with a
double set of overlapping collectors leading to the motor, and a
switch for including a resistance in the circuit between the motor
and the rear set of collectors in either direction of motion of the car.

Fender.—J. Grant, Omaha, Neb. No. 55(585.

Street Car.—W. R. Dodson, Jermyn, Pa. No. 551621.
Consists of a frame, a seat, a locking bolt passed through the

frame and having a transverse bar, a block secured to the seat and
having the transverse bars of the bolt passed through it, and a plate
hinged to the block and covering the said transverse bar.

December 24.

Car Fender.—W. M. Watts, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 551802.
A basket mounted upon the front of a series of lazy tong levers,

whereby said basket may be shifted to and from an operative posi-
tion—and a lever adapted to retain said lazy tong levers in a prede-
termined position.

Car Fender.—C. P. Woodruff, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 551805.
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Wheel Fender for Cars.—W. R. Derr, Baltimore, Md. No. 551851.

Comprises a main frame or body portion, a compound tipping
bar hinged to the forward end of said main frame, said bar being
composed of two members, one of which is hinged to the other, both
members of said compound bar normally lying in an inclined posi-

tion relative to the track and supported at the joint by wheels.

Car Fender.—A. Lutz, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 551904.

Rolling Support for Car Bodies.—D. L. McOuarrie, Gloucester,

Mass. No. 551907.
Consists of a body containing a conduit, a pipe, connecting the

ends of said conduit and removable therefrom at said ends, to form
a continuous endless conduit, with a series of balls, filling the said

conduit, and free to roll therein.

Electric Railway Train Signaling.—W. S. Greene, Covington, Ky.
No. 551930.

Car Truck.—D. F. Henry, Allegheny, Pa. No. 551963.

Car Fender.—C. L. Klauder, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 551972.

B3

PAT. NO. 550,319. PAT, NO. 552,63'.

Electric Signal.—E. M. Phelps, Lynn, Mass. No. 551998.
A circuit controller for use in connection with trolley wires, con-

sisting of a contact and co-operating rod bent to form a double
switch arm pivoted at its ends and having its middle or'bent por-

tion astride and resting upon the trolley wire.

Underground Current Supply for Electric Railways.—A. Rast,

Nuremberg, Germany. No. 552001.

December 31.

Apparatus for Automatically Maintaining Current Upon Moving
Vehicles.—H. E. Dey, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 552,105.

A vehicle, an electric motor embraced in a circuit energized from
a suitable source, a motor dynamo or similar converting device, and
a storage battery energized from the motor dynamo and adapted to

actuate the latter and energize the motor circuit upon a cessation of

the main supply.

Street Car Motor.—J. H. Elward, Whitewater, Wis. No. 552109.
Consists of a boiler and main engine, a tank, a receptacle for the

exhaust steam, means in said receptacle for condensing the steam,
means for forcing the condensed steam into the tank supplemental to

the boiler, and means between the tank and the boiler for heating the

feed water.

Car Wheel.—W. J. Taylor, Bound Brook, N. J. No. 552155.

Electric Railway Signaling Apparatus.—H, J. Hovey, Evanston,
111. No. 552181.

Switch Operating Device.—C. E. Sipp, Roscommon, Pa. No.
552206.
Comprising levers pivoted beneath the car and working in uni-

son, whereby the depression or elevation of one raises or lowers the

other, and a dog situated in the track and adapted to contact with the

levers.

Pneumatic Railway.—H. S. Bolton, Washington, D. C. No. 552231.
A vehicle having a depending hollow arm provided with a valved

shoe at its lower end, said arm mounted at its upper end to swing
laterally, and maintain open connection with the tank or engine of

the vehicle.

Street Car Fender.—F. Fiechter, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 552281.

Electric Signal for Railways.—E. B. Cutten, New York, N. Y.
No. 552279.

Car Fender.—A. Fryer, Bath-on-Hudson, N. Y. No. 552283.

Car Fender.—J. W. Harris, Columbus, O. No. 552286.
Comprises a main frame, a front part or tongue hinged to the

main frame and having a downwardly projecting arm or lug, a lever-
like frame pivoted at or near the bottom of the main frame and hav-
ing an arm or lug and a link connecting the arms.

Electrical Railway Signaling System.—T. B. Dixon, Henderson,
Ky. No. 552316.

Car Fenuer.— E. B. Clark, Cohoes, N. Y. No. 552348.
Consists of an apron having its sides provided with laterally

extending cutaway portions and binding strips flexibly connected
together.

Car Fender.—S. H. Coffee, Beverly, N. J. No. 552349.

Means for Operating Electric Railway Vehicles.—E. G. Hoff-
mann, Charlottenburg, Germany. No. 552369.

Car F"ender.—H. Kramer, New York, N. Y. No. 552377.

Electric Railway.—M. H. Smith, Halifax, England. No. 552451.
Consists of a main conductor, sectional surface bar conductors

having extended pole pieces, and a magnetic switch comprising a
pivoted lever carrying an armature for the pole pieces and carrying
a contact piece for the main conductor.

Car Fender.—W. T. Waugh, Waynesborough, Pa. No. 552475.

Rail Bond for Electric Railways.—B. J. Jones, Chicago, 111.

No. 552477-

Electrical Rail Bond.—M. T. Kendall, Melrose, Mass. No. 552479.

Car Brake.—A R. Roney, Chicago, 111. No. 552486.
Consists of a brake rod, a series of expanders, each comprising

a closed vessel containing a volatile fluid and an electric heater also
contained in said vessel and submerged in said fluid, said electric

heaters being wired in multiple, an electric circuit and means for

successively or simultaneously cutting said heaters into said circuit.

Car Truck.—E. F. Goltra, St. Louis, Mo. No. 552493.

January 7.

Automatic Switch.—G. A. Schmittuz, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 552622.
An automatically movable point, a series of tripping levers

therefor, a tripping device mounted upon a car and having a later-

ally adjustable tripping shoe, and an index mounted upon the car
and operatively connected to the tripping device to indicate the posi-

tion of the shoe.

Trolley.—B. Dale, Milwaukee, Wis. No. 552631.

Automatic Cleaner for Rails of Tramways.—A. Flahaux, Laeken,
Bel. No, 552637.

Car Fender.—J. Gibbons, West Troy, N. Y. No. 552639.

Car Fender.—W. P. Young, Pottstown, Pa. No. 552655.
A frame with a cross bar at the front thereof, a fender, a cradle

connected with said fender, and knuckles on said fender and cradle
intermediate said parts, said knuckles being freely seated on said

cross bar, and guards on the fender freely embracing said cross bar.

Car Fender.—M. Sparmo, New York, N. Y. No. 552789.
Consists of a body section, a front pivoted section capable of as-

suming a position at an angle to the body section, a rock shaft oper-
ating the pivoted section, and actuated slides operating said rock
shaft and controlled from the body portion of the fender.

1^
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PAT. NO. 552,105.

Car Fender.—J. B. Morrow, Oxford, Md. No.•552852.
Comprises a fixed section, a yielding section carried by the fixed

section, and a yielding frame interposed between the said sections.

January 14.

Sand Box for Street Cars.—F. C. Murray, Boston, Mass. No.
552922.
A sand box, rotary on a horizontal axis and having a discharge

opening in the end thereof, and a valve arranged to open and close

said opening and turning in a vertical plane upon a stationary
center.

Car Fender.—J. T. Rodgers, Memphis, Tenn. No. 552927.

Car Fender.—W. Burgey, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 553050.

Car Fender.—S. Ellison, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 553155.

Electric Railway.—Thomas F. O'Connor, New York, N. Y. No.

553176.
^ _

.
_

In an electric railway, the combination with a suitable v/ay, of a
motor vehicle, a slotted conduit extending parallel with the way, an
electric conductor having one end stationary and connected with a
source of power, and a conducting arm carried by the motor vehicle

and traveling in the slot and to which the electric conductor is con-

nected within the conduit.

Car Fender.—C. A. du Quesnay, New Orleans, La. No. 553186.

Car Fender.—W. S. Clement, Westmont, N. J. No. 553208.

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of

any of the above patents to any address upon receipt of twenty-five

cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The Street Rail-
way Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.
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Annual Report New York Railroad Comniis=
sioners.

The following tabulation of matter ct)ntained in the Annual Re-
port of the Board of Railroad Commissioners, sent out on January
S, referring to the surface railways of the city will be of interest:

Year ending June 30, 1894 1895

.162,957,535 161,792,152
251,692,610 241,126,487

" " surface railways. . . .504,070,025 561,409,498

" " total .918,720,170 964,328,137
, 23,911,026 25,477,227
15,418,848 16,628,452

8,492,178 8,848,776
576,022 942,961

1,000,211 1,095,472
2,367,060 2,911,1-16

Rentals • 3,301,897 .3,620,246

. 1,577,107 1,993,773
Surplus for the year 812,997 171,130

48 17

223 119
185 181

1,166 630
Others killed 490 496

432 376
Total killed 723 694
Total injured 1,821 1,125

June 30, 1894 1895

$88,261,929 $89,693,580

77,574,730 80,180,424
Unfunded debt 9,216,834 12,056,520

161,007,475 170,647,266

The Board makes a comparison between the accidents in New
York State and those in Pennsylvania, the advantage being very
largely in favor of New York railroads in the matter of safety ap-

pliances for protection of both passengers and employes.

The Commissioners also say :

" The use of power brakes on street surface cars operated by
mechanical traction is receiving attention at the hands of the man-
agers of such roads. The necessity for such an appliance is con-
ceded. The difficulty is to procure a brake that will safely answer
all requirements. Experiments are constantly being made in this

direction, and it is confidently predicted by street railroad managers
that in the near future all mechanically operated street cars in large

cities will be equipped with power brakes. The shorter the distance

in which a car can be stopped, the less danger there is of accident

either to persons or property.
" All street cars in this state should be heated during the winter

months, and most of the companies have complied with the recom-
mendations of the Board in this respect. A law requiring all street

surface cars to be properly heated would secure full compliance in

this important matter.
" The Board, in addition, renews generally its recommendations

of 1893 and 1894, and urges the Legislature to consider the propriety

of embodying, at least, a part of them in some enactment."

Annual Report Connecticut Railroad Commis=
sioners.

The annual report of the Connecticut Railroad Commissioners
was sent to the Legislature on Jan. 17. That portion of the report

which deals with street railways will be of interest.

The Bridgeport Traction Company, representing 45 miles of road,

makes no report of the number of miles run, passengers carried, or

the number of employes. The other companies report 7,782,530
miles run, 38,037,474 passengers carried, and 1525 employes.

The report says that in no single instance did the books of the

street railway companies supply the necessary data for comply-
ing with the law in regard to returns.

The report says that public safety demands the adoption of a

power brake on electric cars. The weight of cars and their speed

make it impossible to stop them by hand brakes as quickly as emer-
gencies may require. The necessity, or at least the expediency, of

their use is now generally admitted. Their adoption has been de-
layed by a division of sentiment between those favoring an electric

brake and those advocating the air brake.

The total street railway mileage in the state was 317. The fol-

lowing general statement is presented'in tabular form :

Capital stock issued and outstanding $8,604,240.00
Bonds issued and outstanding" 7,966,000.00
Floating indebtedness 1,123,457.70

Total $17,723,697.70
Amount per mile 59,167.00
Gross earnings 2,232,201.00
Operating expenses 1,523,191.00

Net earnings $708,860.00
Interest charges paid 278,136.00
Taxes 76,522.00
Dividends (by eleven companies ) 168,630.00

Operating expenses of electric roads in the state have been
68.24 P- c. of gross earnings, and of the steam roads 68.43 P- c.

Abstract of the New Buffalo Franchise.

The following are the principal features of a franchise just
granted to the Buffalo Traction Company and approved by the
Mayor. The State Board of Railroad Commissioners have, however,
refused to authorize the construction of the road.

The company must finish and put in operation 30 miles of road
within one year from the date of the grant, and the remainder within
three years, delays caused by unavoidable legal proceedings to be
deducted.

The company is to use grooved girder rails g ins. deep, with
flange not more than '4 in. below the head of straight rails, and on
curved rails not more than }i in. above the head. All rails are to

be placed on steel ties, with concrete foundation.

The company shall repave and keep in permanent repair all

pavement between its rails and 2 ft. outside each of the outer
rails. The company is also to repair bridges and viaducts on its

route, and to pay for all strengthening necessary on account of the
operation of its cars over such bridges and viaducts.

The company must vestibule all closed cars, must provide life

guards at the front end, and must adopt such lighting, heating and
ventilating methods as may be prescribed by the Aldermen and
Council.

The company must employ only citizens of the United States
and actual residents and inhabitants of the city of Buffalo in the per-
formance of any work done by it or by anv contractor in its employ
in constructing, operating or maintaining the road, except engineers,
superintendents and managers, and shall pay such employes not less

than lyyi cts. per hour in weekly payments.

The fares are to be five cents for cash with universal transfers
throughout the system. Childen under ten years of age are to be
carried free of charge. Passengers not desiring transfers are to re-

ceive from the conductor on the payment of a cash fare a ticket, four
of which shall entitle the holder to another ride, said tickets to be
void if not used within sixty days. Any members of the police and
fire departments are to ride upon their badges. It is also specified

that the company must be prepared and willing to enter into an ar-

rangement with the Buffalo Railway Company for a general transfer
system at any time when the latter may consent, upon payment, each
company to the other, of one-half regular fares. The company is to

sell tickets at the rate of three for ten cents with all transfer privi-

leges.

The company is to pay to the city one per cent of its gross re-

ceipts.

The company is forbidden to consolidate or lease its property
with or to any other company operating within the city limits with-
out the consent of the Common Council.

The franchise life is to be for fifty years and the city is to have
the right to acquire the plant at the end of this time at its appraised
valuation.
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STOCK AND BOND QUOTATIONS.

Notice.—Tlieso quotations are carefully revised from month to month hy local bankers and brokers, and closely represent the market value of the different securities as
tested by individual sales. Few of these, however, are actually quoted on city exchanges, and accuracy in the range of prices cannot, therefore, be vouched for.

Securities.—Active securities only are quoted in these tables, and tiie bond issues described do not necessarily constituie the entire funded Indebtedness of the different
properties. For a full and detailed description of all the securities, see American Street Kailway Investments, published annually on March 15th.

Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used: M. mortgage; Gen. M. general mortgage; cons. M. consolidated mortgage; deb. debentures; convert, convertible;
in esc. In escrow; g. gold; guar, guaranteed; bds. bonds; Int. interest; + In addition; auth. authorized; tncl. Including; cert, indebt. certlHcatea of indebtedness; In tr. in

trust; n nominal.

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS

ALBANY, N. Local quotations to
Jan. 18

Albany Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 5^ bds. (incl. $113,000 In esc).
Deb. 6% (convert.) bds
Wat. T'p'ke & R.R. Co.'s 3d M. 6? bds.

Wat. Turnpike <fc K. K. Co., Stock. 100

1st M. bds. (Int. guar, by Alb'y Ky.

BALTIMORE, Ml).*—Local quotations
to Jan. 18.

Baltimore Traction Co., Stock 35
IstM. 5^ bds
No. Bait. Dlv. 1st M 5% bds
Ext. and Imp, 6% bds

City «r Suburbim Ky. Co., Stock... 60
Gen. M. 5% g. bds

Bnltiniore City Paan. Ky. Co., Stock 35

ist. M. 5% g. bds
Central Pa«8. Ky. Co., Stock 60

Cons. M. 6f, bds. (+ $151,000 In esc).

.

ist M.6i bds

BOSTON, MASS.*—Local quotations to
Jan. 18.

West End -St. Ry. Co., (common. ... 5ii

Stock, tpreferred 8;S. 50

Deb. bf, g bds
Deb. 4^% g bds

North Shore Traction (common 100

Co., Stock. (preferred G%. lOi

Lynn & Boston K.R. Co.'s 1st Cons. M.
b% g. bds. (+ $1,677,000 In esc)

BROOKLYN, N. V.*—New York quo-
tations to Jan. 33.

Long Inland Traction Co., Stock... 100

c^oU. Tr. 6% g. notes
Brooklyn llei^litH K. R. Co.

1st M. 5% bds
Brooklyn City R. R. Co., Stock.... 10

1st Cons. M. 5% bds
Brooklyn, <{. Co. & Sub. R. K. Co.

ist M. b% g. bds. (+ 8350,000 In esc.)..

.

ist Cons. M. 5% g. bos
Brooklyn Traction Co. (common 100

Stock. (preferred 6^ 100

Atlantic Ave. K. R. Co.
Gen. M. 5% bds
Cons. U.5% bds. (+ $1,034,000 In esc).

.

Imp. M. !i% g. bds
B'kPn, Bath &, W. E. R. R. Co.
Gen. M. 6% bds. (+ $553,000 in esc.)...

Coney Isl. Ac B'kl'n R.R. Co., Stock 100
1st M. 5% bds
Cert. Indebt. 6%

B'kl'n City & Newt'n K.R.Co. Stock 100
1st Cons. 5% bds

BUFFALO, N. Y.*—New York quotations
to Jan. 33.

Buflalo Ry. Co., Stock 100

1st Cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1,457,000 in
esc.)

Crosstown St. Ry. Co.'s Ist M. 5i bds.

CHARLESTON, S. C.*—Local quota-
tions to Jan. 18.

Enterprise St. R. R. Co., Stock 25
1st M. 5? bds

Charleston City Ky. Co., Stock 60
1st M. 6% bds

CHICAGO, ILL.*—Local quotations to
Jan. 18.

Chicago & So. SideR. T.R. K. Co.
Stock 100

ist M. 5% bds
Exten t,% bds

Chicas;o City Kv. Co., Stock 100
IstM. iXiibds

Lake St. Elev. R. R., Stock. 100

Issued. Dtie.

1,350,000
500,000
300 000
1.50,001

240.000
350,000

5,750
l,.50O

1,750

1,350,

4,000,

3,000
2,500,

3,000
300
549
151

9.085,000
6,400,000

3,000,000
3,000.000
4,000,000
3,000,000

3,703,000

30,000,000
2.500,000

250,000
12,000,000
B.OUO,000

3,150,000
2,500,000
6,000,0u0

3,000,000

759.000
1,966,000

1,500,000

448,000
1,000,000
300,000
200.000

1,000,000

1,900,000

5,370,500

3,543,000
3,300,000

250,000
60,000

100,000
100,000

7,600,000
7,500,000
3,000,000
9,000,000
4,619,500

10,000,000

1930
1901
1919

1919

1939
1943
1901

1932

igii'

1933
1912

1903
1914

1924

1895-';

1941

igii

1941
1941

1909
1931

1934

1933

1904
1910

1939

1931

1933

1906

1915

1929
19;i3

60 d.

Quotations.

1895.

140

109

1131^

114"

"l?a'

111

1101,0

108
51

my,

117

113
110

77 Hi

95;-4

107

1 7

my.

185
115

115
105

18?i
68I4

110
110
95

93

305
111

90

109%
10714

78

17

75
63

335
102

116

105>^

111

lisii

14V6
10i?i
10,5

102 ?i

42>i
lOTi/a

69 >^

113M
68
!09>4

110

57h
85

10354'

102)^

lOlJHi

151!^
Ill

103

80

49

107!^
108
85

87

113
103

66

101

95;^

634
60
40

300
100>ii

7X

Jan.

136>ii

17^,

1103^

11OH
105
50
112

73
115

673^,

90
105

105ii

83

173
112

103
80
wy.
54

107
108
1^3

85

109

80

106

104

60
42

815
loo;^
34 3i

myj

16\
110>.;

WTk
105

47>^

lOOX'

67><;

115

113

64
88
103
101

my^

80

80
7

48

107

108
82

85

109

100
100

60
40
278
1003<

18>i

17

iwy,
108
116
4714
110

68^4
115

113

•julj

10,

m
111

100
rO

9

51

107

108
82

85

150 b
lO'J

75

104
102

6
101

70
112

5J8
60
40

278
100«
21

CINCINNATI, O.*—Local quotations to
Jan. 18,

Cincinnati St. Ry. Co., Stock 50
1st M. 7!S bds
1st M. 4% ext'n'd bds
" " b% •• "

Mt. Adams & Eden Park Inclined
Ry., Stock 50

1st M. 6^ bds
" " 6% "

Cons. M. 5% bds
Cincinnati, Newport & Covington

St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 55Sg. bds.(lncl. $500,000 in esc.)
So. Cov. & Cln. St. Ry. Co 1st M. 6% bds.
" " " " " " "3ndCons. M.
6j( g. bds. (Incl. $250,000 in esc.)

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.

CHICAGO, ILL Continued.
Met. W. S. Elevated Ry., Stock 100

1st M. 5% bds
North Chicago St. R. R. Co., Stock. ICO

1st Al. 5% bds
Cert. Indebt. 6^
No. Chi. Cy. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6^ bds...

" " " " 2nd M. 4}^% bds..
" " " " " Deb. 6^Das

North Chicago City Ry. Co., Guar.
Stock 100

Went Chicago St. R. R. Co., Stock 100
1st M. a% bds
W. C S. R. R. Tunnel Co.'s 1st M. 5^ bds.
Deb. 6^ bds
Chi. W. Dlv. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. bds.
Chi. Pass. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6^ bds

' " Cons. M. 6i5 bds...
Chicago W. Oiv. Ky. Co., Guar.

Stock 100

COLUMBUS. O.*—New York quota-
tions to Jan. 32.

Columbus St. Ky. Co., Stock 100
cons.M. 5% g. bds. (Incl. $780,000 In esc).
Crosstown St. Ry. Co.'s 1st. M. 5% g.

bds. ($90,000 In esc.)

COYINGTON, KY.*—(See Cincinnati.)

DETROIT, MICH.*—Local quotations to
Jan. 18.

Detroit Citi,«en8' St. Ry. Co., Stock. 100
IstM. 6i oJ-^. (+$1,1.50,000 In esc)

Fort Wayn A: Belle Isle Ry. Co.,
Stock 100

1st M. 6% g. bds. ($60,000 In tr.)

Wyandotte & Detroit River Ry.
Co.. Stock 100

Rapid Ity. Co., StOCk
1st M. 5^bds

The Detroit Ry., Stock
istM. 5^ bds

HARTFORD, CONN.*—See New Haven.

HOBOKEN, N. J.*—See Newark.

HOLYOKE, MASS.*—Local quotations to
Jan. 18.

Holyoke St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Springfield St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Northampton St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.*—New York
quotations to Jan. 32.

Citizens' St. R. R. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. b% g. bds. (Incl. $1,000,000 In

esc.)....

JERSEY CITY, N. J.*—See Newark.

LOUISVILLE, KY.*—Local and New
York quotations to Jan. 32.

Louisville Ry. Co., icommon 100
Stock, (preferred 5^ 100

Cons. M. 5sS g. bds. (Incl. $1,263,000 In
esc.)

Issued.

11,500,000
13,500.000

5,500,000
3,413 000
500,000
500,000

1.850,0110

550.000

500,000
13,189,000
4,100,000
1,.500,000

4,000,000

4,040,000
400.000
600,000

1,250,000

11,000,000
50,000

1011,000

150,000

3,500.000

50,000
100.(100

531,000

3.000,000
3,000,000
250,000

400,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

500,000

1,250,000
1,150,000

2,50,000

340,000

200,000
250,000
300,000

1,000,000

1,800,000

250,000
1,000,000

325,000

5,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

2,000,000

6,000,000

Due.

1943

1906
1911

1900
1937

1938
1909

i932
19115

1929

1896

1900
1905
1906

1932
1912

1933

1933

1933

1935

1933

1930

Quotations.

1895.

22
79

mu
103)^
101

600
135
103><;

my
101

109

600

104

100>4
102

1121^
108
114

107>i

100
115

115

60!^

102H

103

120 b
100

250
100

110

225
215
200

58

54X
1031^

11014

245
102

105

100^

595
110
my.
101

101

101

108

600

108%
101

108

106

103
106

34
94

mx
114X

9414

90
100

210
100

100

300
200
160

34

823tf

37

93

104}tf

Jan.

17
68

308}^

lOOJ^

114
lUO^

100

my.

112

50
100

95

100

100

250
100

no
110
96

310
215
195

50
101

109

• For detaUed dtscrlptlon of these and other securltlea Issued, see AMBRICAM STREET RAILWAY INVESTMENTS- a sapplement to the STREET RAIL-WAY JOURNAL, published annually on March istu.
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company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Issued. Due.

Q.uotatioDS.

1895. Jan.

tiVNN, MASS.*—See Boston.

»lINNEAPOI>IS, MINN.*—New York
quotations to Jan. 32.

Twin Oiry Unpld Tranxlt Co. (com. . 100
Stock. (prer.7*

Minn. St. Ry. Co.'s Cons. M. 5% g. bds.

(+ $960,000 In esc.)

St. Paul City Ky. Co.'s Cab. Cons. 5% g.
bds. (Incl. $680,000 In esc.)

St. Paul City Ky. Co.'s Deb. 6^ g. bds.

MONTREAT.., CAN.*—Local quotations
to Jan. 18.

Montreal St. Ry. Co., Stock 50
ist M. 5% bds
2ndM. 4>i!t bds

NEW AI..BANY, INU.*—See Louisville.

NEWARK, N. J.*—New York and Phila-
delphia quotations to Jan. 32.

OonHOlidaied Traction Co., of N. J.,
Stock 100

1st M. 5% g. bds
North Hiiflson Co. Ry. Co.. Stock... 25
Cons. M. 6% bds. (Incl. $620,000 In esc.)

2nd M. 6% bds
Deb. 6% bds

NEW HAVEN, CONN.*—Local quota-
tions to Jan. 17.

Fnirhnven & Westville R. R. Co.,
Stock 25

Winchester Ave. R. R. Co., Stock.. . 25
18t M. 5% g. bds
Deb. 6< bds

New Haven St. Rv. Co., lStM.5^bdS.
Hartford St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
H'd & Wth's'fl'd H. R. K. Co.'s deb. 5%
bds

NEW ORLEANS. 1,A.*—New York
quotations to Jan. 2i.

New Urienns Traction (common.. 100

Co., Stock, \pre£. 6*... lOO

N. O. City & Lake R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5%

g. bds. ($433,500 In esc.)

Crescent City R. R. Co.'s Cons. M. 5f,

g. bds
New Orleans & Carrollton R. R.

Co., Stock 100

1st M. 6 !< bds

3d M. bds

Canal & Claiborne R. R. Co., Stock. 40
1st M. 6 i bds

Orleans R. R. Co., Stock 50
1st M. bda

St. Charles St. R. R. Co., Stock.... 50

isi M. 6% bds

NEWPORT, R. I.*—See Providence.

NEW YORK. N. Y.*—Local quotations
to Jan. 33.

Metropolitan Traction Co., Stock... 100

Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

B'y. Surt R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5% bds. . .

.

" • " " " 2nd M. 5% bda....

So. Ferry R. K. Co., 1st. M. 5* bds. . .

.

Lex. Ave. & P. F. Ry . Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds.
Broadway iV Seventh Ave. R. R.

Co., (luar Stock 100

Cons. M. b%g. bds. (+ $4,850,000 In esc.)

1st M. 5% bds
3ndM. 5% bds

Sixth Ave. R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 100

Ninth Avenne R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 100
Twenty-third St. Ry. Co.,Quar.StOCk 100
lstM.6* Dds
Deb. 5% bds
B'y. Surt. R. R. Co.'s IstM. 5% bds....

42nd St.& «'d. St. Ferry R. R. Co.,
Guar. Stock 100

1st M. 6jS bds
Cent. Pk., No. 3c M. Riv. R. R. Co.,

Guar, stock 100
Cons. M. 7% bds

Bl'cker St. & Fulton Ferry R. R.
Co 100

Ist M. 7* Uds
Third Avenue R. R. Co.. Stock 100

ist M. 5* g. bds
Second Avenue R. R, Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. b% bds
Deb. 6* bds

Eighth Avenue R. R. Co., Stock 100

15,000,000 30 iiy. 25 35 25

1,500,000 100 100 100

4 040.000 1919 100 91 96 93 94

4,298,000 1937 85 93 90 90

1 ,UUU,UUU 1900 90 90 90

4,000,000 227 168 226 214 215

300,001 1908 189 184

700,000 1932

15.000,000 31 34 25 25 25
11,711,000 1933 87 Si 80 86 78% 80
1.000,000
3 000.000 1928

350,000 1928

.500,000 1902

600,noo 53 50 53 53 53
400 000
500.000 1912 103 101 102 Wi]^
lOO.OIIO 1909 102 100 10) 100 101

"

600.0110 1913 102 101 103 103 102

200,000 250 208 219 215 219

1,344,000
103 100 102 101 101

5,000,000 29 11 20 15H 17
2,500,000 mi 40 70 63 65

3,000,000 1943 105 101 99 100

2,350,000 1943 100 91 95 90

1,200.000 12t> 118;j, 126 123 124

250,000
1897)

1906)

350,000
1905\
1907)

113^ 112

240,000 40 36 48 46 46
150,0110 ;913 102 b
185,000 43^ib 33)4 45 44 44>i
18,000 114 111 lll>i

594,a50 66 5,5" 68 b7 67
150,000 1912

30,000,000 112>4 108 92 103J4
13,500,000
1 1 Al lA 19''4 114 I lio" in" in 113
1,000,000 1905 106 103 1 lOiH m 103
350,000 1919 106 103 J 06 106 106
Ri lA f\(\f\ nil,>x 105is 113 1 1

A

11 1 ?4

•6, l\}\Ji,\JW 200 188 197 197 197
1943 1 \7V,i 1 ( /a 109 115 115

1 Kf\i'\ AAA 1904 110 loeunoTj^ 10*X I07><i
PiAA (VIA 1914 111^ 1081/., 110 1 ! I* 1 10

223 200
'
220 «uu 200

800,0«« 160 146 160 b
600,000 310 .300 308" 305*'

306
250 000 1909 i;io 115 115 115 115
iso.'ooo 1906 105 102 104 1U2 104
375.000 1924 114 110 114 113 113

748.000 330 315 315 315 315
336,000 1909 116J^ 115 116 116 116

1.800,000 166 161 165 163 163
1,200,000 1902 118 nzyi 115 113 114

900,000 30 29 30 30 30
700,000 1900 113 111 110 110 110

9.000,000 vmy^ 150 180 172 174 !i
5.000,000 1937 vziy; 118 121 117 116

1,862,000 165 140 165 1!)0 150
1,600,000 im 110 107 107>i 107Va
300.000 1909 105 100 103><i 103K.

1,000,000 365 300 360 340 345

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Issued. Due.

Quotations.

1895. Jan.

NEW YORK—Continued.

Cert. Ind'bt. 6%
4'iMd St., M.<k St. N. Ave. Ry. Co.,

Stock 100
1st. M. 6^ bds
2nd M. luc. (i% bds

Di-y Dock, E. B'y. «V Battery R. R.
<;o.. Stock 100

Gen. M. 5% g. bds
Cert. Ind'bt 5* lOO

Central CroHstown R. R. Co., Stock lOo
isi M. 6% bds

Christopher 1 0th St. R. R. Co.,
Guar. Stock loo

Dnion Ry. Co., Stock 100
IstM. 5% bds
Westchester Elec. R. R. Co.'s 1st M.
6<bds

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.*—See Holyoke,

PATERSON, N. J.*—New York and Phlla
delphia quotations to Jan. 22.

PnterHon Ry. Co., Stock 100
<^ ons. M. 6% bds. (Inc. $350,000 In esc).

PH I I.A UEI.PII lA, PA.*—Local quota-
tions to Jan. 18.

Union Traction Co., Stock
Philadelphia Traction Co., Stock
Coll. Tr. 4* g. bds

Continental Pass. Ry. Co., Guar.
Stock 50

1st M. 6% bds.
Empire Passenger Ry. Co , Stock..
IstM. 7% bds

Philn. t!ity Pass. Ry. Co., Stock
isr. M. 5% bds

Phila. & Wy» Ferry Pb«s. Ry. Co.,
Guar. Stock

Ridge Ave. Pass. Ry. Co. .Guar. Stock
13th & 1.5th Sts.. Pass. Ry. Co.,

Guar. Stock
isl M. 7% bds...

Union Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock..
1st M. 5% bds
2ndM. .5^ bds

W. Phila. Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock
1st M. t>% g. bds
3nd M. &% bds

Frankford & .S'thw'k P. C. Pass.
R. R. Co.. Guar. Stock 50

Lombard & So. St. P. R. R. Co.'s 1st
bds

West End P. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 7^bd.s..
Ci iz.ens' Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. StOCli
2nd & .3rd .Sts. Uy. Co., Guar. Stock
I.,ehi«h Ave. Ry. Co., Stock
J'eople'M Pass. Ry. Co., (common

Stock (preferred...
1st M. 7% bds
Cons. M. a% bds

Uerinantowi Pass. Ry. Co., Guar.
Stock 50

Green & Coates Sts. P. P. Ry. Co
Guar, stock 50

1st M. 6^ bds
Hest'v'e, i>lnntua & F'r'm't P. R

R. Co., Stock 50

50

51

PITTSBURGH, PA.*—Local quotations
to Jan. 18.

Citizens' Traction Co., Stock 50
1st M. .5^ bds

Pittsbureh Traction Co.. Stock 50
1st M. 5% bds

Diiqiipsne Traction Co., Stock 50
IstM. 5s! bds

P'b'gb, Allegheny d. Manrli'r Tr.
Co., Stock 50

Gen. M. .5^ bds
P'b'gh Union P. Ry. Co.'s 1st. M. r>% bds.

Fcdernl St. & P. V. R. R. Co., SlOCk 2ri

Gen. M. 5% bds.. (aew)
P'b'gh <S£Biruiinghani Tr. Co., Stock 50
Gen, M. 5^ g. bds

Central Traction Co., Stock 50
1st M. 5% bds

P'b'ith& West End P. Ry. Co., Stock 50
1st. M. 5% bds

PROVI DENCE, R. I.*—Local quotations to
Jan 17.

United Traction <& Electric Co.,
Stock 100
1st M. 5% g. bds

Newiiort St. Ry. Co.
1st M. 5^ bds

1,000,000

3,500,000
1,200,000

1.500,000

1,200,000
885,000

1,100,000
600,000
250,000

650,000
2,000,000

2,000,000

600,000

1,2,50 000
l,a.50,000

15,000 000
1,0.53.000

1,000,000
;i50.ooo

600.000
200,000
475,000

200,000

30S,7.'--0

420,000

334.529
100.000
925,000
500000
250,000
750,000
246,000
750,000

1,875,000

150,000
132,100
192,500
848,160
599,950
740,01)0

277,402

572,800

500,000
100,000

3,500,000

3,000,000
1,250,000

2,500,000
750.000,

3,000,000
1,500,000

.1,000 000
1,500,000
100,000

1.4110.000

1.2.50,000

3,000,000
1,500.0110

1,500,000

375,000
1,500.000

450,000

8,000.000

8,000,0u0

50,000

1914 110 103 110 no

1910
1915

76
117
73

50
113

68
117

70

58
113
65

i932
1914

1922

179
116
105
200
120

150
113

102
166
116

170
114
103
200
uy

165
113
100
190

119

1942

1,55

1.30

106

149
100
100

155
100
105"

1.50

95
100

1943 mx 96 99 99

1931

31
101

12
85

35
100

33
94

i9i7

166"

100
'7i"
100

12

65J4

10
63

1909

1.34

115
131 139

1900

1910

12(j"

175

108
I65" lie"

251
80

224

85
245

1913

igii
1910

1906
1926

233
124
206
108

100
225
110
105

322

206

198"

323%

261^

225"

339 329 325

1901
1905

i905
1905
1912

90? a'

z'lk"

231

.53

67 ?8

lai"
61

90?8'

xii"
2123^
40

47^

lis"
61

90%

280'

'

si"

120 112% 120%

1P98
131

130
127
118

127

66X 63% 48

i927

1927

im

60

11014

70
110

36>^
105>4

mk
58
107
26%
100

56 55

my

imi
1901

40J-4

107)^

35

mn 38)4

mi
im
i939

i923

22)4
104

20H
98
28'«

105 ?8
50
104

19
)I0

12%
90
IS

1023<

29>s
101

19',,

102;^

16%
97>6
27

19^;
lO-'Aj

16

97V2
27

i933
58

1021.^

45 50
101

50
100

1910 102 95 100 100

110

60
115
70

170

102
\y2

119

154
100

101>i

25

54%b

112

l62>i

39a
106%

'20a

16%b
9sa
36b

50
100

100

•For detailed description of these and other securltiea Issued, see AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY investments, a suitpiement to the HfwvrRAILWAY JOURNAL., pabllsbed annually on March 16tb
bikkih
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Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Issued. Due.

Quotations. Annual Reports.

1895. Jan.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.*—New York quota-

tions to Jan. 22.

RocheBter Ry. Co., Stock 100

cons. M. 5*g. bds.dncl. $1,000,000 In

2n1i M.'w g bds.\Vnci.'$75b,665 In esc.)

100

ST. LiOUlS, MO.*—Local quotations to

Jan. 22. „^
,

St. Louis R. R. Co., Stock 100

istM. 5% bds

Citizens' Ry. Co., Stock 100

lstM.6f.bds
Cuss Ave. & Fair fcJroiiiids Ky. Co.,

Stock
istM. .'j^tids

Ijnion Depot R. R. Co., Stock 100

Cims. M. 6% g. bds
Benton. Bellel'ne Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6%

bds

Mound City R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 6^ bds.

Jeflersoii Ave. Ry. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 5^ bds
l>li«80uri II. R. Co., Stock 100

IstM.e^Dds ..-

l.indell Ky. Co.. Stock 100

IstM. 5%\)as ;;---oV„V
St l,oiil8&: Suburban Ky. Co., Stock 100
'

istM. 6s«bd3. (incl. $600,000 in esc.)

inc. 6% bds
People's R. R. Co., Stock 50

1st M. e% bds

2nd M. 7% bds. <

cons. M. 6% bds. (Incl. $300,000 In esc.)

Foiirtli St. Ac Arsenal Ky. Co., Stock 50

1st M. 6^ bds

Southern Flectric Ry. (common ... 100

Co., Stock tpreterred 6% 100

cons. M. 6% bds (Incl. $200,0(iO In esc.)

St. «c E. St. 1.. E. R. Co., Stock.. 100

llailen St.\>oii'i8 R." R'.'.'stbck. ..." 100

1st M. 6% bds

SAN FRANCISCO.CAL.*—Local quota-

tions to Jan. 15.

Market Street Ky. Co., Stock 100

M'ket St. Cabl e CO. s 1 St M 6^ bds . . .

.

Omnibus Caole Co.'s 1st M. 6f. bds. . .

.

Park & ocean R. R. Co.'s IstM. 6% bds.

Park & Cliff Uouse R. R. Co.'s 1st M.

6^ bds
Powell St. R. R. co.'s 1st M. has...

Ferries & Cliff House Ky. Co.'s 1st M.
6? bds

Geary St.. I"'U Sc O. K. R. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 5% bds „
Cal. St. Cable R. R. Co., Stock lOil

1st M. 5% g. bds •

Sutler Street Ky. Co., Stock . 100

1st M. 5% g. bds
Presidio & Ferries R. R. Co. StOJk 100

Oakland. S. I/. & Haywards Ry. Co.
Stock 10"

SPRINGFIEliD, MASS.*—(See Holyoke.)

TORONTO, ONT.*—Local qnotatlons to

Jan. 17.

Toronto Ry. Co., Stock 100

WASHINCSTON, D. c.*- Local quotas
tlonsto Jan. ;30.

Capitol Traction Co. .

Metropolitan R. R. Co .Stock 50

Coll. Tr 6% conv. bds
Belt Ry. Co.. Stock 50

cons. M. 6% bds. (Inc. $50,000 In esc.) .

.

Eckington & Soldiers' Home Ry.
Co., Stock 50

IstM. 6^, bds

G'getown & Ten'town Ry . Co., Stock 50

Columbia Ry. Co ' 50
1st M. 6^ bds

WORCESTER, I>IASS.*—New York
quotations to Jan. 22.

Worcester Traction Co., (common.. 100

Stock \prer. 6%... 100

Worcester Cons. St. R. R. Co
1 at. M. 5^ bds
Deb. 5i g. bds

5,000,000

3,000,000
1.500,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

1,500,000
1.500,000

2,000,000
1,911,000
4.000,000
1,150,000

300,000

400,000

112,000
328,000

2,3(10,000

500,000
3,5i'0,000

1,500.000

2,500,000
2,000,000
300.0U0

1,000,000

125,000

75 000

1,000,000

150,000

50,000

700,000
800.000
500.000
250,000
75,000
60,000

350,000

18,616,783
3,000,000

2,000.000
250,000

350,000
700,000

650,000
1,000,000
671,000

1.000.000
9U0 000

2,000,000
900,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1930
1933

1907

'ml

i93i

1892)
19(13(

1903
]89!l|

1904)

,--J8)
1H03)

1909

1905

inis

1913
1918
1914

1913
1913

1914

1921

1915

1918

4514

106;^
86 U

149

107

130

108}^

100
100
200
110>.,

102

105

300
103
.ilu

110

105>!!

33Ka
97i^
101

25

101

102

25

101

45
88
109
200
104

30

99!^
83

125

100

65
105

50
98
110
105

100

102

135
100
300
100
105

101)4
19%
76
45
9

85

"TO

7fl

4

98

40
84
105
99
102

99>4 97>4

4514 36 M
125 117?i
120 117
110 no

104 96
113 109

103
108
105

lllj'-j

6,000,000

2,000,000

750,000
500,000
500,0<)0

500,000

352,000

200,000

200,000
400,000
600,000

3,000,000
2,000,000

1.50,000

,500.000

15

100

1901

1931

1896)
1911/

1914

885

103
r.6>^
30
90

20

33

106

85

144

93

100

104

208
100
136
104
34

18

37

100

85

140

90

100

104

208
100

134
104
3354

30

102^
85

144

91

100

104

208
100
134
104;^
34

45=.4
^ 121

119

99 J,

100 1.6

lOlVi
1061.2 109'

1061^
15

100

60%

15

100

45"

107^

10

77

77=:i

100
114

84'

15

101

17

113

14J^

44?8

119

"

102>^

101

l69?i

44Vi
120

108 a

102 >4
116 a

108 a

10.5'a

105 b
109;'4

7^
110 a
5 b

66><^

75

97
110

83'

15

100

15
50

12

100 100
99

15^

97

lll><i

83"

15

101

17

12^

100
99

• See foot note on preceding pages.
New York and PliUadelptila quotations of Brooklyn, Buffalo, Columbus, Indian-

apolis, Louisville. New Orleans, New York City, Paterson, Rochester and Worcester
Securities furnlsbed by Gufltavus Maas, 26 Broad Street, New York.

THE ALBANY RAILWAY, ALBANY, N. Y.

Year ending Dec. 31, 1893. 1894. 1895.
Receipts from passengers $414,253 $455,874 $519,387

" other sources 4,204 6,044 2,889

total 418,457 461,918 522,276
Operating expenses 251,035 298,972 314,319

Earnings from operation 167,422 162,946 207,957
Deductions from earnings.

Interest on bonds 39,313 40,697 40,790
Taxes 12,645 16,143 16,643
Rentals 30,383 30,778 31,223
Other deductions 2,202 4,974

Net income 82,878 70,354 119,300
Per centoperating expenses to total

receipts 60.0 64.7 60.1

NORTH CHICAGO STREET RAILROAD COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.

Year ending Dec. 31, 1894. 1895.
Total receipts $2,565,618 $2,780,487
Operating expenses

1,347,326

1,311,607

Earnings from operation 1,218,292 1,468,880
Deductions from earnings 465,648 471,251

Net income 752,644 997,629
Dividends paid 659,913 659,922

Surplus
^ 92,731 337,707

Per cent operating expenses to total re-

ceipts 52.5 47.2

WEST CHICAGO STREET RAILROAD COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.

Year ending Dec. 31, 1894. 1895.

Total receipts $4,181,237 $4,201,477
Operating expenses

2,518,627

2,267,195

Earnings from operation

1,662,610

1,934,282
Deductions from earnings 859,471 902,016

Net income

803,139

1,032,266
Dividends paid

1,184,298

791,340

Surplus def. 381,159 240,926
Per cent operating expenses to total receipts. 60.2 54.0

SPRINGFIELD STREET RAILWAY COMPANY, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Year ending Sept. 30, 1893. 1894. 1895.

Receipts from passengers $383,602 $368,719 $442,000
other souices 7,571 5,184

total

391.173

373,903 442,000
Operating expenses 272,829 252,269 277,155

«_

Earnings from operation 118,344 121,634 164,845
Deductions from earnings.

Interest on bonds 123 12,672

Taxes 18, 731 18,087 17,964

Net income 99.614 103,424 134.209

Per cent operating expenses to total

receipts 69.8 67.4 62.7

BIDDEFORD & SACO RAILROAD COMPANY, BIDDEFORD, ME.

Year ending June 30, 1893. 1894. 1895.

Total receipts

$28,213

$24,219 $24,287

Operating expenses 19.471 14.813 12,186

Earnings from operation 8,742 9,406 12,101

Deductions from earnings. 5,9^4
Interest on bonds 5,400 5.400

" floating debt 1.536 722

Taxes i43 269

Net income 1,663 3.016 6,187

Per cent operating expenses to total

receipts 69.0 61. i 50.1

SCRANTON TRACTION COMPANY, SCRANTON, PA.

Year ending Dec. 31, 1894. 1895.

Total receipts ,

$253,686

$299,322

Operating expenses 142,410 157,384

Earnings from operation 111,276 141,938

Per cent operating expenses to total receipts. . . 56.1 52.5
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notice.—These statistics are carefully revised from montli to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from offlclal sources. The
table should be used in connection with our Financial Supplement, "American Street Railway Investments," which contains the annual operating reports to
the ends of the various financial years.

Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used: * Including taxes, d. deflclency. m. months.

tn

tn p4
a>

CO ^
Gro

Lecei

Cl W
as
cl p,

so

Company.

ALBANY, N. Y.
The Albany Ry.

Period.

BALiTIJHORE, MD.
Baltimore Traction Co.

City Sc Suburban Ry. Co..

BATH, ME.
Bath St. Ry. Co

3 m.

1 m.,Nov.
1

"

BIDDEFORD, ME.
Biddeford & Saco R R Co.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
BInKbainton R. R. Co

BOSTON, MASS.
Lynn 6c Boston R. R. C0..I
North Shore Traction Co./

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Brldxeport Traction Co. .

.

BROCKTON, MASS.
Brockton St. Ry. Co

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Broolilyn Traction Co.

Coney Island Se. Brooklyn
R. R. Co

Brooklyn City Sc. Newtown
R. R. Co

, Dec. '94
" 9.5

" '94

" '95

,
Dec. '94

" '95

" '94

" •95

June '94

" '95

13 m.
12

"

'W
" '94

" '95

June'94
" '95

1 m.
1
"

sept.

12 m.
12 "

1
"

1
"

1 m.,
1

"

12 "

12
••

1 m.,
I

"

II "

11 "

1 m.,
1

"
11

"

11"

3 m.,
.s

"

,Sept.'94
** '95

Nov. '9<

•* '95

" '94

" '95

Dec. '94

" '95

" '91

" '95

Nov.

Brooklyn Elev. R. R. Co...

Brooklyn Heights R.R. Co

Brooklyn, Queens Co. and
Sub. R. R. Co

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Bufialo Ry. System.

CHICAGO, ILL,
Lake St. Elev. Ry. Co.

No. Chicago R. R. Co

West Chicago R. R. Co...

ClIVCINNATI, O.
Cinn. Newport Si Cov.By

Co

3 m.,
3 "

13m
X2

'•

3 m.
3 ••

6 "

6 "

3 m.
3 "

9 "

1 m.,

Dec. '94

" '95

" '94

3 m.,
3 "

12"
12"

12 m., Dec.'94
13 "

12 m,
13 "

CLEVELAND, O.
Cleveland Elec. Ry. Co.

COLUMBUS, GA.
Colnmbns R.R. Co.

COLUMBUS. O.
Columbus St. Ry. Co

DENVER, COL.
Denver Cons. Tramway Co

Nov. '94

" '95

" '94

" 95

Sept. '94

'95

" '91

" '95

Sept. '94

' '95

" '94

" '95

,Dec. '94
•• '95

.Sept. '9-

" '9u
" '94

" '95

,
Sept. '94

" '95
• '94

" '95

Sept. '94

'95

" '94

122,383
132,407
461,918
532,276

85,663
95.673
255 321
289,659
605,12;^

751.720

1,463
1,501

18,537

20,177

34,31.)

24,387

12,597
13,5.53

90.741

97.075

1,338,410
1,381,S89

91,628
98,510
194,355
205,371

20,041
34.57'

144,447
3U3.416

18,093
30,3'"'

207,378
352,354

97,720
85,672

1,040.346
938,717

115.

134,760
252,546
310,386

148.187
137,801
441,490
453.928

1,'< 30,848

2,0^2,684
1,304,717
1,205,075

2,544.532
2,351,011

185,072
193,485
441,756
4.55,580

131.186
146,735

1,138,162

1,352,575

131,898
156,76'

438.095
517,301

3.565,618
95 2,780,487

, Dec.'94;4,181,237
•• '95 4.201,477

1 m.

11
••

11
"

1 m.
1

"

6 "

6 "

1 m.
1
"

12"

Nov. '94
' '95

" '94

" '95

,
.Tune '94

" '95
" '94
" '95

Dec.

1 m , Dec. '94

1 " " '95

12" " '94

13" " '95

13 m.,June'94
13" "

""

Nov.1 m.
1

"

5 "

5 "

42,6(19

50,302
453,911
570,935

148,812
135,063
607,577
691,197

2,340
3,121

44,271

50,085
55,409

666,811
629,995

739.337
7lbil03
57,922
54,5S8

313 746
332,696,

85,240
83,928

298,973

314,319

409,863
546,970

1,187
1,0.52

14,.303

13,243

14,813
12,186

6,005
5,716

51,203
55.749

746 304
784,392

65,863
68.(^97

131,871
136,242

11,788
13,670

156,340

10,157

16,314
1.33,822

153,363

5.';,051

53.452
633,537
752,271

63,360
61,766

162,528
182,429

80,608
83.296

246,675
284,634
1055.463
1170 949
738,963
638,363
1464,846
1374,565
109.241
108,-348

324,.556

395,566

70,944
70,358

644,443
640,975

90,160
390,090
319.606
1347,326
1311, ti07

2518,627
2267.195

28,956
33,9^7

334,376
381,602

101,455
76,870

407,254
457,424

1,919

24,713
37.271

269,362
311,594

449,981
433.500
34,369
33 771
186,368
196,519

37.142
48.479
162,947

307,957

195,760
204,750

275
449

4,334
6,935

9,406

12,101

6,593

6.837
39,.538
41,326

492,106
596.997
25,765
29,844
63,4'-^4

69,129

8,353

12,007

147,176

7,935
4,065

73,556
98,992

42,669
32,230

407,809
186,446

53,545
72,994
90,018

127,957

22,579* 14,564
21,^,57* 27,023
92,592* 70,8.";4

88,657* 119,300

6 391*
5,915*

.379,029"

391,681*

67,

,55,

194,

168.

675,

911.

565
56B,

1,079,

976.

'/5.

84.

117.

160

816,726
846,745
495.255*
516,736*
991.941
1057.590

84,203
84,499

60,343
76,37

493,709
611,600

66,637
138,005

197,695
1,318,293
1,468,8>0

1,663.610

1,934,282

13,653
16,315

119,635

189,333

47,357
58,193

200,323
333,773

1,20!

35,37;

38, 13'

297,449
318',4ui

279.255
377,69!
33„553
20,784
127,378
126 177

3,016
6,186

113,077
205,316

dl41,340!
64,990'

70,500
49.986
87,735:

d81,144
d8,371
a 362

465,648
471,251

859,471
903,016

Company. Period.

DETROIT, MICH.
Ft. Wayne & Belle
Isle .St. Ry. Co

Citizens' St. Ry. Co..
Rapid Ry. Co

DULUTH, MINV.
Dulnth St. By

GALVESTON. TEX.
Galveston City R. R.
Co

752,644
997.629
803.139

1032,;

GIRARDVILLE, PA.
Schuylkill Traction Co.

HAZLETON, PA.
Lehigh Traction Co,

HOUSTON, TEX.
Houston City St. Ry.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Jamestown St. Ky, Co

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan St.Ry.Co

KINGSTON, IW. Y.
Kingston City R. R
Co

6 m., June '95

" '95

m.,Dec.'95

1 m., Oct. '94

' " '95

10 " " '94

10 95

I m. Nov. '94

95

II " " '94

11 " " '95

12 m.Sept.

"

12 " " '95

3 m., Dec. '94
~

' " '95

m. Dec. '94

" '95

12 " " '94

13 " •' '95

12 m., Oct. '95

1 m., Dec, '»4

1 " "
"

3 m.. Sept, '94

3 " " '95

9 " " -94

" '95

LAWRENCE, MASS.
Lowell, Lawrence «St

Haverhill St. Ry. Co

LONG ISL. CITY, N. Y.
Steiuwny Ry. Co

LORAIN.O.
Lorain St. Ry.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Louisville Ry. Co.

LOWELL. MASS.
Lowell Sc Suburban St.
Ky. Co

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin City R. T. Co

MOIVTGOMERY, ALA.
Montgomery St. Ky.Co

MONTREAL, CAN.
Montreal .St. Ry. Co...

NEW BEDPOKD.MASS
Union St. Ky.Co

1 m.
1
"

Nov. '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

12 m. .June '94

13 •' " '95

NEWBURGH. N. Y.
Newburgh Elec.Ry. Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Haven St.Ry. Co

New Haven Sc Centre-
ville f»t. Ry. Co

West Shore Ry. Co..

13 m.
12 "

1
"

I
"

II "

11
"

13m,
12 "

3 "

I m.
II

"

im
,

1
"

9
"

9 "

12 m.
12 "

1 m.,
I

"

II
"

11
"

1 m.,
1

"
12"
13"

12 m.
13 "

1
"

1
"

3 "
3 "

1 m.,
1

"

1 m
1

"

5 "

5 "

1 m
1

"

9 "

9 "

1
"

1
"

1
"

1
"

.,Sept.'95

Nov.
" '95

" '94

" '95

June '94

" '95

Sept, '94

'• '95
" '94

" '95

, Nov. '95

" '95

Sept. '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

Sept. '94
' '95

Nov. '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

Dec. '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

Sept. '94
'95

Dec. '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

Dec, '94

" '95

., Nov. '94
•' '95

" '94

" '95

,Sept. '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

Dec. '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

116,945
386,575
30,356

20,0.32

19,1.52

ITLOO-i

175, 8«J

16,273
15,848

181,933
200,487

90,981
22,410

23,994

10,067
10,546
97,302

119,.588

223,808
18,489

17,776

34,461
39.411
B8 412
74,093

134,548
140,

919,991
948,131

46,467
50,230

269,740
403,530
31,89'

29,207
259,911

392,638

273,497
246.742
68,9.33

108,050
155,556

226,283

6,032

74,468

105,020

158.725

875,604
966,698

377,029
329,817

161,259
162,666

1,813,310

1,796,3.5:

3,623
4,383

35,216
50,645

897,838
1,102 778

75,845
94,800

343,959
290,400

13.381

16,008

3,,591

5,818
36,388
53,73:

14,25"

19,.592

92.476
1,50.649

2,742
4.909
336
344

(D P.

c w

1.5,586

8,294

7,991
93,808

77,652

10,81.5*

12,002*
120,339*
139,113*

56..564

.52.851

14,492
14,155

.5,894

5,085
50,605
70,888

149,205
9,938
11,000

18,023
19,439

47,621
51,630

86,279
85,391

559,770
533,113

29,038
31,404

205,816
363.935
16,.330

19,765
190,736
249,689

119,014
139,.556

38,488
54 946
84,707

136,594

4,829

40,733

56,438
66.308

471.747
498,198

179,409
199,346

72,093
68,349

816.052

773,173

2,237
1,957

31,724
27,915

628,454
653,812

3,142
3.956
17,268

25,360

00

SO

14,770

11,7.38

11,161

77,2.57

98,177

5,4.58

3,846
61,584
71,374

31,724
38,130
7,918

9,839

4,173
5,461

46,597
48,700

73,603
8.551

6,776

16,4)9
19,972
20,791

23,463

'
48,269
55,499

360,221
416,018

17,430
18,826

63,934

140,595
5.56^

9,443
69.174
143,949

154,483

107,186
30,444
53,104
70,849

1,203

33,735

48,588
93,416

403.857
468,500

97,620

130,471

89,166
94.317

997,258
1,023,179

1,386

3,426
13,492
22,730

269,384
449,966

45;

1,862
19.130

37,377

6,875

25,000
29,770*

70,204*

4,939*

6,'87i*

14.734*
15,989*

9,398*
9,576*

73,423*
84,081*

68,083*

95,370*
31,390*
28,610'

63,379*
79.936*

66,624*

66,575*

55,363*
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Company.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
New Orleans Traction

Co

NEW YOKK, N. Y.,
Third Ave. K. R. Co...

lyfetropolitan .Sl.Ry.Co.

nianiiattan Ry. Co.

Second Avenne R.R. Co

1). D., E. B. & Bat'y
K. 11. Co

;} m., Sept.
3 ••

12"
13"

New Yorlc & Harlcin
R. R. Co

42€l St., Man. & St. N
Ave. R. R. Co

Union Ky. Co

Westchester Eler. R.R.
Co

Period.

1 m., Nov.

Oct.

CO D.

°s

93
121
9.51

1,327

622.

r.v

1.57(),

(129,

3,134,

2,6.50,

!m., Sept. '94 1,413,.538

i " '• '95 1,.582,011
I " " '94 3,822,47(1

J " " '95 4,475,00]

3 m., Sept, '94

" '95
•' '94

•' '95

12 tn.,June '9

12 " ' '9

12m., June'94
12 '• " '95

3 m., Sept. '95

3 m.,Sept. '94 165.855
.3

'• •• '9.> 161 121

6 " " '94 337,75H
b '• " '9.5, 326,773

2,08.3.310

2,148,530

7.371,408

7,167,493

1,018,133
95i ,463

655,558
730,033

197,628

NORRTSTOWN, VA..
Schuylkill Val.Trac. Co

NO. ABINGTON, MASS.
Rocklanit Abin«;ton

St. Ry. Co

noktiiahii'T'n, mass.
Northniiipton St. Ry. Co

OAKLAND, CAL,.,
Oakland Consol. St. Ry.
Co

3 m.
3 •'

9 "

9 "

3 m..
3 "

6
••

1 m.,
1

"

Sept. '041

•' '95

" '94

" '95

Sept. '94

" 'SI5

'9.5

Dec. '94

" '95

12 m.,Sept.'95

PATF.RSON, N. J.,
I'aterHon Ry. Co

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
People's Traction Co'

HeHtonville M. & F. P.
Ry. Co

1 m.
1

"

s "

Aug. '94

" '95

" '95

6 m , June '95

1 m.,
1

•'

112"
12"

12 m.
13 '•

1
"

1
"

9
"

Dec.

June

Sept.

Electric Traction Co

. June

Nov.

12 m.
12

1

I
"

II "

11 "

12 m. June
12 •'

136..588

13'j,135

364,»74
345,292

28,655
38,512
68,738

3,165

67,815

6,324
10,315
58,205

62,-342

20,

25,

213,

298.

1,044,

1,660,

137,

194,

885,

1,533,

302
373
20,

44,

282,

471,

1,900

2,151,

5fm

PITTSBURG, PA.,
Central Trnclion Co. ... 1 m., Dec. '94

.Second Ave Pass. Ry. Coil m. Dec. '95

I'ORTSMOUTH, VA..
Portsmouth St. Ry. Co. . 1 m., Dec. '95

12 " " '9-5

14,807
1.5,850

37,555

2,5951

36,7531

58,027
62,5.59

620,508
753,188

312,976
3t;6.958

825.906
,0 9,499
,070 965
,.52S,469

820,706
800,352

2.221,755

2 351,317

1,250,635
1,319,129

4,089 329
4,125,757

794,76.5

734,915

464.068
532,245

136,712

132,388
133,972
261 020
265,914

67.172
74.570
189,974
198,225

20,588
22,818
43,331

49,759

2,205
3,864

29,651

46,099

13,440
15,298

157,.527

172,901

673,479
829,815

215,032
26^,566

1,120,026

1,241,584

1,395

16,532

35.075
58.841
331,020
575 .598;

309,052
370,871
750,1.53

940,313
963,472

1,121,594

592,833
781,6.i9

1,600,715
2,123,684

832,675
829,401

3,282.079
3,041,736

223,368
222,548

191,490
197,788

60.916

33.467
27.149
76.736
60,859

69.416
61,5.55

175,00(1

147,U6'

3,067

:5 694
26,407

18,056

4,059
6,451

28,554

16,243

6,813

10,187
86,354
125,417

.370,680

8-'0,86]

87.652
105,124

780, .580

910,269

1,200

20,220

87,47.5*

83,044*
255,.58(1*

244.718*
328,467
330,590

459,996
513,131

1,329,013

1,523,377

660,228
766,790

1,960,569

2,141,776

131,88&
129,438*

175.894
136,093

10.100

.30,717^

30.700
61,405^

61,400*

37,674
32.427

118,l(:-5

95,323

6,957
7,428

14,818

6,C10

221. .57

288,82
494,573
695,595
635,005
791,004

133,836
368,538
271,706
600,307

172,447
63,611

1,331.511

899,960

91.483
93,130

15,596
61,695

50,816

2,750
(13,551

15.331

C1541

31,742
29.128
.56.8135

51 744

1.110
8.266

11,589

12,046

Company.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
Ponglikeepsie City &
Wuppinger's Falls E.
R. Co

Period.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
United Traction Co.

RKADIN<J, PA.,
Reading; Traction Co.

ROANOKE, VA..
Roanoke St. Ry.Co...

ROCHESTER. N. Y.,
Rochester Ry. Co

ROVIE, N. V.
Rome City St. Ry. Co.

"SAGINAW, MICH.,
Union I4y. Co

SARATOGA, N. Y..
Union Elec. Ry. Co. -of
Saratoga

SCRANTON, PA.,
Scranton Trac. Co.

SIOUX CITY, lA.,
Sioux City Trac. Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS,
Sprin^neld St. Ky. Co,

.SYR\CUSE, N. Y.,
Syracuse Cons. .St. Ry.
Co

Syracuse St. R. R. Co.

TAUNTON, MASS.,
Taunton St. Ry. Co.. .

TERRE HAUTE, IND.,
Terre Haute Elec. Ry.
Co

TORONTO. ONT.,
Toronto St. Ry. Co.

TROY, N. Y.,
Troy City Ry. Co

UTICA, N. Y.
Utica Belt Line.

WASHINGTON. D. C.
Capital Traction Co..

.

WATERBURY, CONN.,
Waterbury Trac. Co...

WILKES BARRE, PA.,
Wilkes Barre <k Wy-
oniiug Val. Trac. Co.

WILMINGTON, N. C,
V ilniington St. Ry. 1 o.,

WORCESTER, MASS..
Worcester Cons. M. Ry,
Co

1 m., Sept. '95

9 " '95

1 m., Nov. '94

1
•• " '95

1 m , Nov. '94

1 " " '95

1 m., Nov. '94

1 " " '95

1 m., Oct. '94

1 •' " '95

10 " " '94

10" "

3 m., Sept.
3 •' '95

6 " " '94

6 " ' '95

1 m., Dec. '95

12" " '95

1 m., Sept. '95

9 " " '95

1 m., Dec, '94

1 •' " '95

13 " " '94

12 " " '95

1 m., Nov. '94

1 " " '95

6 94
6 " " '95

12 m Sept. '94

13" " '95

3 m., June '94

i " " '95

6 " " '94

" '95

3 m., June ,95

6 ' •• '95

I m., June '95

B " '95

1 m., Oct. '94
' '95

" '94
" '95

12 m.,Dec. '94

12 " " '95

3 m., Sept. '94
" -95

9 " " '94

" '95

1 m., Sept. '95

12 m., Dec. '95

1 m.,Nov. '94

I " " '95

II " " '95

1 m., Dec. '95

12 " •'
-

12 " " '95

1 m., Sept. '94

1 " '95

1 m., Dec. '94

1
•' " '95

12 " " '94

13" " '95

12,002
73,155

118,653
133,628

11.19
13,1)6

3,661

2,885

68,800
71,389

618,122

719,758

3,258
2,734
8,953

9,827

9,837
127,617

11,554

99,578

22,664
29,180

253,686
299,322

6,844

6,829
45,494
40,445

373,903
442,000

51,216

40,961
95,308
85,303

68,236
105,430

7,571

34,388

8,661
11.998
20.881
28,303

9.58,371

992,801

118,916
138,980

316,817
361,807

14,822

1,063,767

15.939
21,886

224,941

43,099
448,788
400,143

2,900
3,092

31,712
39,054

367,326
441,603

73 M

cw

7,246
44,42^1

3M05
37,999

356,598
428,431

2,265
1,999
7,692

8,940

5,819

68.957

6,301
Z2 7U3

14,038
14,035

142.410
157,384

6,488

6,137
34.104
33,995

252,369
277,156

44,705
41,597
87,974
92,295

39,491
67,260

517,708
489,915

57,207
66,710
156,2.58

181,919

634,013

11,633
130,193

19 256
214,245
196,824

2,027

1.764

24,526
28,089

251,192
303,376

05

CO

4,756
28,727

33,693
33,390
261,524
291,327

993
725

1,361

887

4,008
58 660

5.253
46,875

8,626
15,146

111,276
141,938

356
693

11.390
6,450

121,634

164,845

6,511

d 3,636
7.335

d 6,992

28,745
38.170

440,668
503,886

61,709
72,270
161,559
179,888

429,754

10,353
94,748

23,843
234.543
203,319

873
1.328

7,186
10,965

116,034
138,227

2,354 d 1,362

85 d 690

10,100 d 8,839

4,896 d 4,009

18,210*

30,636*

43'

48*

234"

24,763*
46,397*

122,607*

103,424
134,209

6,463
d 3,636

7,287
d 7,226

3,980
d 8,327

0,711

Financial Notes.

Allentown, Pa.—Suit has been brought by the Old Colony Trust
Companj^ of Boston, to foreclose the mortgage of $200,000 on the
property of the Allentown & Bethlehem Rapid Transit Company.

Amherst, Mass.—The Amherst & Sunderland Railway Com-
pany has been organized to construct an electric railway which will

cost about $75,000. The officers of the company are: President, T.
L. Paige, of Amherst; secretary and treasurer, David Barry; direc-

tors, Chas. -Deuel and H. M. McCloud, of Amherst, Edmund Hobart
and M. W. Howard, of North Amherst, and F. L. Whitmore and A.
M. Darling, of Sunderland.

Amsterdam, N. Y.—The maps and profiles of the extension of
the Amsterdam Street Railway Company, from Akin to Gloversville,

have been filed in the offices of the county clerk. G. Morgan is

general manager and purchasing agent for the company.

Atlanta, Ga.—The receiver of the Chattahoochee River Street
Railway Company has been discharged. The company will be re-

organized and the road will be put in operation again.

Appleton, Wis.—The street railway property of the Appleton
Edison Electric Company will be sold at public auction during the

first week in February.

Auburn, N. Y.—The Common Council has passed an ordinance
granting a franchise on several streets of the city to the Auburn In-

terurban Railway Company. W. H. Pixley and L. S. Ebright, of

Akron, O., and Geo. B. Turner and D. L. Ramsey, of Auburn, N. Y.,

are among those interested.
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THE SYSTE/Vl OF THE PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.

No city on the Atlantic Coast can lioast of a more
picturesque situation than Portland, Me. Occupj ing a bold
promontory at the head of Casco Ba}-, beautiful views can
be obtained from the cit>- of this sheet of water and of

the neighboring ocean and rock-bound coast. The ba>'

is thirty miles in length, is .studded with many islands and

.ship lines through the winter to European ports, and
throughout the year regular connections are maintained
hy steamer with New York, Boston and the Maritime
Provinces. About 6300 hands are employed in the manu-
facturing industries of the city, which are quite varied,

tlie principal productions being locomotives, railroad cars.

FIG. 1.—INTERIOR OF POWER STATION—PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.

in summer is covered with excursion boats which ply in

all directions. On the coast, a few miles to the south lie

the famous seashore resorts of Old Orchard Beach and
Kennebunkport, while the shores of Casco Bay and the
coast to the east of Portland are being built up with hand-
some summer residences and villas.

The city possesses fine shipping facilities and is the

winter port for a large part of the commerce of Canada.
From Portland regular sailings are made by two steam-

marine and other engines, ships, canned goods, refined

petroleum and paper. The capital invested in manufact-
uring enterprises is about $7,000,000, and the value of

the product is about $4,775,000 annually. The city has a

population of about 40,000.

The peninsiila upon which Portland is situated is some-
thing more than two miles long and less than a mile wide,
conditions favorable to street car traffic. With the ex-
ception of a line owned by the Portland & Cape Elizabeth
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Railroad Company, about six miles in length, the entire

system is owned and operated by the Portland Railroad

Compan}^, whose lines occupy the main streets of the citj-

and connect it with the neighboring towns of East Deer-

ing, Stroudwater and Saccarappa. The general arrange-

ment of the system is shown on the accompanying map.
The company completed the equip-

ment of its line with electric power during

last summer. It had been operating a

branch about five miles in length with elec-

tricity for several years, and the results

secured were so favorable as to demon-
strate the advisability of the equipment of

the entire system. In the beginning of

April ground was broken for the new power
house, and in the following month work
began on the track and line construction.

No expense seems to have been spared to

make the road a model one for its size,

and this fact makes a study of its engi-

neering features an interesting one. The
line is equipped with General Electric ap-

paratus throughout and was l)uilt by Sheaff

& Jaastad, who furnished all the plans and
superintended the work of construction.

THE power
house is lo-

cated near
D e e r i n g
Bridge very near the cen-

ter of the system, and is of brick with ornamental front.

It is close to the Back Bay, an arm of Portland Harbor,
and coal is received directly by water. The station being on
reclaimed land, piles had to be driven, about 1650 in all,

for foundation. These piles were sawed off about one foot

was grouted. On top of this the brick foundations, which
are twelve feet in height, were erected. The building
foundations are carried up entirely distinct from those for

the machinery.
The inside dimensions of the engine room are 110 ft.

X 51 ft. The room is well lighted and ventilated by long

Street

FIG. 2.—MAP OF PORTLAND, SHOWING STREET RAILWAY LINES.

below mean high water line and concreted flush with
their heads to the depth of one foot with Portland cement.
The piles were then capped with granite blocks of such di-

mensions that everj^ capping stone rested firm on at least

three piles. The granite was carried up for six feet and

FIG. 3.—STATION SWITCHBOARD.

windows and monitor roof, and is served by a thirty ton

traveling crane.

The present engine equipment is three direct connected

units. Two of the generators are 400 k. w. and one of 225
k. w. capacity. The 400 k. w. generators run at a speed

of 100 rev. p. m., the 225 k. w. at a speed of 120 rev. p. m.
The generators are the multi-

polar, iron clad type steel

frame, built by the General
Electric Company.

Fronting on street in the

engine room, a bay is built,

four feet deep, in which the

switchboard is located. The
front of this board is flush

with the inside line of the en-

gine room wall. This arrange-

ment gives plenty of light

and room in the rear of the

switchboard so that the con-

nections can be easily inspect-

ed. The board is of the G.
E. panel type with the usual

equipment of appliances, in-

cluding a wattmeter. The
feeders are brought from the

switchboard inside of the bay,

through the roof and from
there over to the poles. No
wires of any kind are visible

inside of building.

The engines are AUis
horizontal, cross compound,
condensing, with cylinders 14
and 26 X 36 ins. for driving

the 225 k. w. and' 18 and 34
X 42 ins. for driving the

400 k. w. generators. They
were built extra heavy
throughout so as to be able

to withstand the excessive

strain, due to the great varia-

tion of load that will necessarily arise on a road like this,

where there are so many very heavy grades. They are so

arranged that either side, high or low, can be run indepen-

dently, condensing or non-condensing if so desired. Room
is provided for the future installation of a 2,000 h.p. unit.
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There is one independent vertical flywheel condenser
connected to each engine. These condensers are so

arranged that their steam cylinders come up through the

floor, making them easy of access.

The boiler room measures 110 ft. x 94 ft. Twelve feet

of this width is partitioned off by a wall and used for a

machine shop and oil room. In the boiler room there are

at present two batteries of Eabcock & Wilcox's latest im-
proved water tul^e boilers, each of a rated capacity of 500
h. p. The boilers are all faced with white glazed bricks
and present a very attractive and clean appearance. In
the boiler room there are two Blake feed pumps 10 x 16 x
12 in. Either pump is of ample size to take care of the
whole plant.

There is one heater between each engine and condenser
in engine room, and one auxiliary heater in the boiler

room, built by the Goubert Manufacturing Company.
Figs. 6 and 7 give an excellent idea of the arrange-

ment of the piping. The .steam main is carried on adjust-

able brackets bolted to the wall, back of boilers, in boiler

room and in such a proximity to the boiler room floor that

the valves can be conveniently reached and operated from
the floor by hand. The .steam from the boilers enters this

main through eight inch pipes bolted to the nozzles of the

boilers. These eight inch pipes have long copper bends so

as to take care of the expansion and contraction.

The steam pipes from the main to the engines are car-

ried through the partition wall, between the engine and

Stein's exhaust head. The suction pipe to the condensers
is fitted with a strainer jjlaced in basement inside of build-

ing. It is by-pa.ssed, and ,so arranged that it can readily

be gotten at and cleaned. All steam valves are also fitted

with by-passes. The overflow pipe from the conden,sers

discharges into the river.

The feedwater, which is city water, passes through a

meter to the pumps in boiler room. From here it is

pumped first through the primary heater in engine room.
It leaves this heater at a temperature of from 126 to 130
degs. It then passes to the auxiliary heater in boiler room

,

where the temperature ri.ses to from 200 to 212 degs., at

which heat it enters the boilers.

A^apdMirS^jHU-gjir ftp'

FIG. 4.—EXTERIOR OF POWER STATION.

boiler rooms, under the engine floor to a Stratton separator,

located near the throttle valve of engine. As will be noted on
the plan these pipes are also provided with long, easy bends
so as to better take care of the expansion, and at the same
time retard the speed of the .steam as little as po.s.sible. The
exhaust steam, after leaving the engines, goes through a

heater into the condenser, or it can go around the condenser
out into the free atmosphere, as the case may be, dependent
on whether the plant is running condensing or non-con-
densing.

The free atmospheric exhaust pipes from all engines
connect into one main exhaust pipe, which is carried to the

boiler room, then up through the roof, ending into a

FIG. 5.—pumps:

The piping for this circuit is

so arranged that any or all of the

primary heaters can be cut out

and the water pass direct from
the pumps through the auxiliary

heater to the boilers, or the aux-
iliary heater can be cut out, and
the water made to pass through
the primary heaters direct to boil-

ers, or all heaters primary and
auxiliary can be cut out and the

feedwater can be pumped direct

into the boilers. All drips from
steam piping separators and re-

ceivers are carried back to the

boilers by the Holly return
gravity system.

It will be noted that the

piping is so arranged that only a
partial breakdown is possible, as

all is in duplicate, with exception
of the steam main, which, how-
ever, by valves is divided into

sections, so that if anything
should happen to one of the sections, the rest can be
operated.

The floor of the boiler room is laid with concrete and
that of the engine room, office, etc. , with hard wood, oiled.

The railings in the engine room are of brass, highly
poli.shed, giving it a very handsome appearance.

The office and machine shop is on a level with engine
room floor and opens directly into the engine room. Below
the office is the oil room, which is fireproof throughout,
and above the office is the .storage room and lavatory. The
latter is furnished with all conveniences, including lockers

for the employes.
The cliinmey, the base of which is in the boiler room.
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is 16 X 16 ft. square at the bottom, and is carried up with,

this section to about three feet above the roof of the build-

ing. From this point the section is circular, and the

chimnej^ tapers to near the top, where it bulges out in a

neat design. The total height from the base is 145 ft. and
the inside diameter of the core is six feet three inches.

FIG. 8.—CLOSED CAR.

While the plant has not been iji operation

very long, the results secured have been very
favorable from an economical standpoint. The
generators run very smoothly andi \vithout spark,

and the managers of the company speak in the

highest terms of them.

THE company's
lines have a

length of about
twenty-five
miles. In the

streets within the city limits the track is laid with

ninety pound, nine inch girder rails, furnished

by the Pennsylvania Steel Company, spiked

to ties two feet six inches between centers. The
track is thoroughly ballasted with clean, sharp

THE overhead system is mainly
of the span wire construction.

There are nine feeders, each of

500,000 cm., and in no place on
the line is the maximum drop
more than ten per cent. One

overhead 'return wire is used. This is of 500,-
000 c. m. and is carried on the poles, and con-
nections are made to the track at distances of

about every 500 ft. The track is bonded as
described. No cross connections are used, other
than crossovers which are quite frequent and
which arelwell bonded.

The generator ground return is led at the
station into a well, reaching to tide water and is

connected here to a large copper plate, and the
track just outside of the station is grounded to
a car wheel buried under tide water.

THE cars are

parti cularly
handsome and

. attractively fin-

ished
, a rich wine

FIG. 10.—BOILER ROOM.

gravel and is paved with granite blocks. The joint plates

are thirty-eight inches long, furnished with twelve bolts

and double bonded with No. 0000 Chicago rail bonds. On
the suburban lines fifty-eight pound T rails are used. The
special work was furnished by the Pennsylvania Steel
Company and the Johnson Company.

FIG. 9.—OPEN CAR.

color, with gold lining, being used in the

exterior for the main line on Congress
Street. All recent cars have been supplied

by the J. G. Brill Company, with the ex-

ception of four which were built by the

Wason Manufacturing Company. The rail-

way company has also a number of cars

built in its own shops, which are giving

good satisfaction, but has given up the

manufacture of cars, finding that it is more
profitable to purchase than to build directly.

While the facilities for the manufacture of

cars in Portland were very good the mana-
ger stated that, in his opinion, this branch
of the business could best be conducted on
a large scale by persons devoting their at-

tention exclusively to the work.
The closed cars are twenty and twenty-

five feet long in body, and are of solid rria-

hogany finish throughout, with bronze me-
tallic trimmings, cushion upholstered seats

and backs and crystal plate glass.

A part of the equipment of twenty foot

cars is mounted on Brill No. 21 C trucks,

and a part on Peckham trucks. The twenty-

five foot cars are mounted on Brill Eureka
maximum traction trucks. The open cars

are ten and twelve benches in length, and
are finished with decorated ceilings, solid

bronze metal trimmings, entrance guards, etc.

The 'motors are of G. E. 800 type, with K 2 control-

lers. Consolidated car heaters are used, and according to

the general manager, from eight to twelve amperes per

car are required in winter weather. While this is a large

drain on the station the advantages are thought to more
than counterbalance the expense.
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PORTLAND is well sup-

plied with parks and recre-

ation grounds. Fronting
the bay is a handsome es-

planade, Fort Allen Park,

from which a fine view is

obtained of the harbor and shipping, and directly back of

the cit>' is another attractive resort, Deering Park, owned
by the city and tastefully laid out. In addition there are a

number of smaller parks and promenades within easy ac-

cess of the inhabitants.

The managers of the railroad company were very anx-

ious to have a pleasure resort of their own in addition, and
recently secured thirty-six acres on the Presump.scot River,

The Electric Railways of Aix=La=CliapcIlc.

Among the German cities which have recently

equipped their lines with electricity is the historic town
of Aix-La-Chapelle. The line here measures between
sixteen and .seventeen miles in length, and forty motor
cars are in operation. The overhead sy.stem is used, but
all feeders are underground. The rails are laid to a gauge
of thirty-nine inches, and in the paved streets are six and
three-quarters inches high and weigh seventy-three pounds
per yard. In the streets laid with macadam, and in the

suburbs, a four inch rail weighing thirty-seven pounds per

yard is used.

The total weight of the cars with their equipment is

FIG. 11.—VIEWS IN PARKS—PORTLAND.

about five miles from the center of the city, and contain-

ing a great many natural attractions. This land will be
left largely in its present .state, but a ca.sino will be built at

the terminus of the railway line where light refreshments
can be secured.

OFFICERS.
The officers of the company are W. R. Wood, presi-

dent; E. A. Newman, general manager.

One of the results of the recent war between Japan
and China has been the stimulation of internal improve-
ments in the former kingdom. It is not surprising then
that Japan has had for .several months a system of electric

railways. These are in operation at Kioto. The power is

.supplied from a station of 2000 h. p. ,
operated by water.

The .station contains twenty Pelton wheels of 120 h. p.,

operating railway, lighting and triphase power genera-
tors. The cars are equipped with G. K. 800 motors.

about 12,000 lbs. On account of the severe grades which
exist in certain sections, and in order to permit of the
drawing of trailers, fifteen of the cars are equipped, with
two motors of twenty hor.se power. The other cars are

equipped with motors of onh' fifteen horse power.
The power station contains two ccmipound condensing

engines built at Stuttgart. Each drives a Schvtckert dyna-
mo. The fields of these dynamos are excited by accumu-
lator cells charged from a lighting circuit.

An interesting and novel feature of this station is a

rotary transformer with a capacity of 450 h. p. which pro-

vides the reserve for Sundays and holidays. It is compo.sed
of two dynamos connected on to one axle, the armature of

one wound for 220 volts, which is the potential of the light-

ing circuit, the other 550 volts. Depending upon circum-
stances, each of the machines is able to serve as a motor
and operate the other as a generator, so that the machine
acts as a reserve for the two services.
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Some Recent Electric Railways in France.

Two new electric street railways were inaugurated
during the past summer in France; one running between

FIG. 1.— IN THE SUBURBS—RAINCY.

extension, the total length of the road being now 14,591
meters, or about nine miles, divided into three branches.

The track is laid in Broca rails, seventy-three pounds
to the yard, with a gauge of thirty-nine inches. The road

is single track, with frequent turnouts, and has
numerous curves, the sharpest having a radius of

sixty-one feet.

The Grand Place of Roubaix is the starting

point of the three systems, and the traffic being con-

siderable, two feeders are brought to it—one aerial,

the other under-ground. The trolley line is sus-

pended from span wires stretched between latticed

poles, and some very pretty overhead work is to

be seen where the line crosses the canal at several

points over lift bridges, as in Fig. 5.

The generating station occupies a place in

the old Laboureur Depot. Current is furnished by
three 100 k.w., four pole, 625 revolution, General
Electric generators, overcompounded for 550 volts

at full load. Each dynamo is belt driven from a

Corliss-Garnier tandem condensing engine, of 145
h. p., running at 160 revolutions per minute. Steam
is furnished by three Babcock & Wilcox boilers,

accompanied by a Green economizer. The switch-

board is of the panel type, equipped with the usual

measuring, indicating and controlling instruments.

The rolling stock consists of eighteen cars,

each equipped with a "N. W. P. 12" motor. This

the well known manufacturing towns in the

North—Roubaix and Tourcoing—the other

between Raincy and Montfermeil, two pretty

suburban villages in the vicinity of Paris.

The starting of these roads so quickly, the

one after the other, and so shortly after the

installation of the Lyons and Bordeaux roads,

bear evidence to the rapidity with which the

French people are overcoming their conserva-

tive attachments to older methods. Reports

of the most encouraging nature are coming to

this country from France, of electric railway

installations luider way and projects in course

of realization.

The Roubaix and Tourcoing road pro-

vides for the first time in these busy cities, a

cheap and speedy method of travel to the

large manufacturing population. Hitherto

they have been compelled to use the old hor.se

FIG. 3.—THE MAIN SQUARE—ROUBAIX.

cars, drawn at a hearse-like speed. Electricity has gal-

vanized this road, and since the installation of the system
the street car network has already undergone considerable

FIG. 2.—VIEW IN ROUBAIX.

motor is our old friend the " G. E.
800" motor, but somewhat smaller,

and adapted to narrow gauge work.

The controller is the "K. R.," for

u.se with G. E. 800 single motor
equipments. Each car is built to

carry thirty-two pa.s.sengers and pull

a trailer having the same capacity.

At Raincy the in.stallation of

electricity was the only resource left

for the steam tramway company
operating the road, to avoid speedy

dissolution. Raincy and Montfer-

meil are essentially suburban com-

munities, and their approximate loca-

tion in a beautiful wooded section

rendered them favorite locations for

cottages and suburban homes. In

order to bring them within easy reach

of Paris a steam tramway was laid

down, and for a time served to build up the section, but

its drawbacks far outweighed its benefits. The soft smoke

from the little locomotives, the terrible noise they made
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as they climbed the steep hill which starts at Raincy,
the uncomfortable' cars, the poor service, and the thirty

trips a day to meet eighty trains on the main line stop-

ping at Raincy, acted to discourage the would-be suburb-
anites and fire them back into Paris. The frequency of

the service could not be increased nor the rolling stock im-

proved with any chance of making the road pay, and the

operating company found itself, therefore,

on the horns of an embarrassing dilemma.
About this time the success of the

Lyons road became assured, and the Raincy
& Montfermeil Company turned to elec-

tricity as its savior. At one stroke it abol-

ished the black smoke and deafening loco-

motive and substituted the practical Ameri-
can trolley car.

The road has a gauge of thirty-nine

inches, is about three and one-half miles
long, and follows the highway between
Raincy and Montfermeil for about one mile.

The road has a uniform grade of 4.5 p. c.

,

but after reaching the plateau of Montfer-
meil the grades become less pronounced,
the sharpest curves having a radius of sixty-

six feet.

The generating station is installed at

the company's station at Montfermeil. Two
Babcock & Wilcox boilers furnish steam to

two Garnier horizontal engines, each of

100 h. p, , at eighty-five revolutions. These
drive by belt two General Electric genera-
tors, each of 62 k. w. capacity. The switch-

board is provided with quick-break switches,

automatic circuit breakers and the other
usual instruments.

The old steam equipmeilt consisted of four fourteen

ton locomotives, each drawing a car carrying forty-

two passengers. On Sundays and fete days the number
of cars per locomotive was usually increased to three.

change. Instead of trains running at long intervals, stop-

ping only at certain points, the cars now stop at any point

and run under a fifteen minute headway. So successful

have been these modern plants that the suburban commun-
ities of Paris are already joining the procession, and it is

expected that electric roads will be installed by the French
Thomson-Houston Company witliin a very short time at

FiG. 4.—CAR HOUSE AND STATION—RAINCY.

Enghien, Montmorency, Saint Gratien and other places

within easy reach of Paris.

The French are a pushing, energetic people, ready to

adopt any improvement 'when once its value is proved, so

FIG. 5.—CROSSING A LIFT BRIDGE—ROUBAIX.

The electric cars are usually arranged to carry forty passen-

gers, ten in the first class, ten second class and ten on each
platform. Each car is equipped with two twenty-five horse
power motors, and each motor car can draw two trailers up
a maximum grade at a speed of eight miles per hour. The
trolley wire in Raincy is suspended from span wires
stretched between tubular steel poles. Outside the town
the line is suspended from single brackets placed on one
side of the highway.

The two communities are already benefiting by the

that the future for electric railway work in that country
seems extremely bright.

Contracts have been signed for the construction of a

tunnel under the famous Simplon Pass in Switzerland.

The work, it is expected, will be completed in five and a half

years at a total cost of $14,000,000, exclusive of the laying

of the track. Instead of a double track tunnel, two single

track tunnels will be built, separated b}^ a distance of fifty

feet center to center from each other.



Power Distribution for Electric Railroads

By 'Louis Bei.l, Ph. D.

//.

—

Fundamental Principles. ( Conti^iuea. )

For example, take the case of a circular area with an
electric system made up of equally and uniformly loaded
lines radiating from a power station at the center. It has
already been shown that the cross section of copper needed
for a uniformly loaded line is the same as if the load were
concentrated at the center. The weight is proportional to

the cross section multiplied by the length. In the circular

distribution of Fig. 12, therefore, the area of the conduc-
tors is proportional to the radius of the circle, while
their lengths equal r. Hence, the weight of copper for

1^} / 1

FIG. 12.

such a distribution is directly proportional to the ^.oduct
of these factors and equals r'^

.

If, now, the system is fed from another point than O, the
center, such as A, the weight of copper will be propor-
tional to the new moment of inertia, and, since this is made
up of the sum of the terms mentioned, the copper will be

doubled when d2=i i. e. when d=-^— . It will be mul-
V 2

tipled by 3 when d2=r2 and so on, rapidly increasing.

The following table gives the relative weights of copper
corresponding to a few values of W.

If W = I, d = o

" " = 4.

." " =5, 'V|
" " = n, r\/n

It is worth noting that ^r^ is the square of the radius
of gyration of a uniform circular disk. In any sort of dis-

tribution the mechanical analogue furnishes a solution of

the copper problem in the ways just indicated.

It at once appears from these considerations that the
cost of copper runs up with disastrous rapidify if 'the center
of distribution is distant from the center of load. From

the data given one can figure out readily the extra invest-

ment in real estate that it will pay to make in order to put
the station near the center of load.

The facts set forth are a powerful argument for the

economy of an alternating current distribution with high
tension feeders, if such can be rendered available for ordi-

nary railway work. The main objection to locating a

center of supply at or near the center of gravity of the load

is the cost of site. For a regularly constituted generating

station this cost is often prohibitive, so that it is far cheaper
to endure the great increase of copper necessary for feed-

ing from a distance. If the central plant be reduced to a

substation for supplying an alternating current to the

working conductors, the space taken up is so trivial that

its cost is almost nominal. The reducing transformers

for a capacity of 1000 k. w., together with switch-

board and all necessary station apparatus can easily be
accommodated in a room ten feet square, if compactness be
necessary. Nor is there any need of extreme care in the

matter of foundations, since there is no moving machinery,

save motors for ventilation in such a substation.

Even if the day of alternating motors for railway service

be delayed far longer than now seems probable, there are

not a few cases in which substations with motor-generators

are preferable in point of economy to an immense invest-

ment in feeders. At present prices of apparatus such a

condition will be met far oftener than would at first glance

seem probable. In large cities, where there is a strong

and growing tendency to force all feed wires underground,
the cost of installing and keeping up conduits adds very
materially to the disadvantage of elaborate feeding systems

from a distant point.

Another class of cases in which special attention to the

location of power station is needed may be found in the

interi:rban and cross country roads now becoming common.
Generally the distribution is linear or branched, rather

than a network. We should not, however, assume that

the power station should lie at the middle, end or any
other point on the line of the road. It very often happens
that the center of gravity of the load, which is the most
economical point for distribution, as we have just seen, is

not on the Hue at all. For example, take the line shown
in Fig. 13. It consists of three sections connecting, we

B

FIG. 13J

^

may suppose, four towns, A, B, C, D. The configuration of

the system is here determined by the topography of the
region, the amount of business at each point, and similar

considerations familiar in the art of railway location. We
may suppose the load of each section concentrated at its

middle point as before, forming the load points, a, 6, c.

Suppose the loads to be as follows : a = 15, b = 10, ^= 5.

These loads may be taken in any convenient units pro-
vided the same units are used throughout.

Now, proceeding as before, draw b c and locate the
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center of gravity of the loads, b and c. This proves to be
d, where the concentrated load is 15. Then drawing a d,

the center of gravity of the system is found to be at O, quite

off the line of the road, although not inconveniently distant

from B. In other instances the center of gravity might
very readily be as much further from any of the towns, A,
B, C, D as each is from the other. This example, however,
shows a common characteristic of long lines.

The network type of distribution met in railway prac-

tice is quite different in character and needs from the light-

ing network. It is, save in a few instances, such as Fig.

4 (see Street Railway Journal, February, p. roo),

much less complex and mucli more irregular in load. In
a well ordered central station for electric lighting, every
street in the business district has its main, and the load.

e

K
FIG. 14.

while far from regular, does not exhibit the extreme varia-

tions found in electric railway work.
The general solution of even a simple network, to find

the current (and thence the drop) in each line due to one
or more known load points, involves a most ' forbidding
amount of tedioits computation. But for the] purpose in

hand exact solutions are not needed so much as easy ap-
proximations.

Consider, for example,the simple network of conductors
shown in Fig. 14. A is here the source of supply, either

the station or the end of a feeder. The load is distributed

along the lines, A D, A E, D E, D F, E F, D C, F B and
C B. Such a circuit may be said to consist of three meshes,
and it contains eight currents which we may call z\ , etc.

In lighting practice it is necessary, knowing the load to be
supplied by each line, to figure the conductors so as to

maintain uniform voltage throughout the network. This
involves algebraic processes too complex for convenient use;

in fact the complete solution is a very pretty problem in

determinants, which those interested may find elucidated in
" Maxwell's Elementary Treatise on Electricity and Mag-
netism,' ' and somewhat simplified in a paper by Herzog and
Stark and published in the Electrical World in 1890. For
railway work the conditions are, fortunately, simpler. We
know, or can assume with sufficient accuracy, the normal
distributed load on each of the lines. But we are absolved
from any necessity for keeping closely uniform voltage
throughout the system, since, even were it a matter of very
considerable importance, it could only be accomplished by
using an enormous excess of copper, for a large part of the
load is liable at any time to be concentrated on almost any
part of the network.

Two conditions must at all events be fulfilled. First,

each one of the lines, A D, A E, etc., must be able to

carry its own proper load without exceeding a standard
drop; and, second, the sum of the distributed loads must be
carried at certain points, which can be prejiidged, without
exceeding a certain maximum drop.

It^must be noted that the conducting system of a rail-

way differs from that of a lighting plant in having a much
greater proportion of feeders to mains. In fact the working
conductor of a railway is generally of quite limited carrying
capacity. Practically, in laying out a network like that of

Fig. 14, one has to cut loose from lighting precedents and
deal with a special problem.

Following the first of the conditions just named, a

convenient first step is to compute the conductors as iso-

lated lines, on the assumption that z\, 2*3
,
z'^, etc., are the

currents due to the normal load on each line. This fur-

nishes the skeleton, as it were, of the conducting system.

This work can often be simplified by bearing in mind the

main line of traffic and treating as one their component
conductors. For instance, in Fig. 14, if A be the station

it may be convenient to take A D C B as a single conductor
carrying a load 2\ -f Zg -t- Zg , and AEFB as another loaded

with z 2 + z'4 + z\ . D E and D F may then be taken sepa-

rately.

Now, this skeleton must be padded with reference to

the second condition mentioned. Suppose that traffic is

liable to be congested at or near B. This point is fed by
the two main lines in multiple. If the drop chosen for

these in making the skeleton would mean a drop at B
sufficient to seriously impede traffic, enough copper must
be added to^relieve this condition. Just where this addi-

tion should be made requires the exercise of considerable

discretion. If F is a point where "congestion is also to be
feared the line, A D F, should be strengthened, being the

nearest route. If C be threatened, ADC should be rein-

forced. In either case the addition should be sufficient to

put B out of danger. In any case Zg and should be con-

sidered with reference to the lines, A D and AE, and the

drops in D E and D F so taken as to keep them at good
working pressure in spite of any excessive demands near

the terminus of the system. In other words, for railway

work^it is nearly always possible to split up a network
into a"'combination of linear systems and branches, since

the loads are, or may be, so diverse that fine discrimination

in~minor lines is out of the question.

A good development of this splitting principle may be

found in Fig. 15, which is a network of three meshes com-
posed of two parallel lines, A and B, cross tied by the lines,

C D, E F, G H, I J. Let A be a feeder and B the trolley

wire and we have the well known '

' ladder' ' system of

feeding in. As, in practice, CD, EE, etc., are very short

compared with CE, E G, etc., the system may be regarded

as composed of A and B in parallel, the only qualification

being due consideration of the possible drop in B between
a load point and the two nearest feeding points. But we
may suppose A and B to run in adjacent streets and the

former to be connected to another trolley wire on its own
street, then a track to run along GH, and so on until

the full network is developed. At each stage of compli-

cation the system may be considered as composed of one
or more mains with branches, without sensible error, the

B " ' ' ->
D P H J

FIG. 15.

inaccuracy of the assumption being negligible compared
with the uncertainty produced by the irregular load.

The variations of load in an electric railway system
are so prodigious as to render the most careful calculations

only roughly approximate. They are, in general, of three

kinds. First, the momentary variations due to accidental

changes of load incident to the nature of the service.

Second, periodic general variation of the aggregate load

caused by the varying conditions of service throughout the

day. Third, shifting of the load to various points of the

system, concurrent with the daily variations in total load,

but,bearing to them no simple relation.

The momentary variations are constantly occurring

from minute to minute, almost from second to second.

They are most considerable in street railway systems oper-
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ating but few cars, and their ampUtude may then be equal

even to the maximum total load, and occur in a fraction of

a minute. Such a condition may easily exist in a plant

operating eight or ten cars. As the number of cars in-

creases, the chance of so great variations diminishes,

though somewhat slowh'. In very large .sy.stems, the ex-

treme amplitude of these oscillations of load may be re-

duced to twenty or twenty-five per cent, of the total load,

but they can never disappear entirely. Their effect on the

design of the conducting system is but small, for the volt-

age does not have to be kept closely uniform, and the con-

ductors will be laid out for the average load based on the

average consumption of energy per car. With a normal
drop so computed and with care taken to allow a reason-

able margin for maximum loads, these variations of the

first class need not constitute a serious embarra.ssment.
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The diurnal changes of load based on average readings
in which the oscillations are suppressed, are great in
amount and of much interest. They are due to the habits
and occupations of the comnumity served, and often exhibit
very curious peculiarities. Further, they are almost as
strongly marked in very large systems as in very small
ones and .serve to determine the relation of average to max-
inuim load, which in turn determines the allowance which
nuist l)e made for drop at extreme loads. Even under very
favorable circumstances the difference between average and
maximum load is great. This is very forcibly shown in
Fig. 16, which gives the load line on one of the largest
electric railway systems for a December day, just before
the holidays.

The minimum load is quite uniform from 2 A. m. until

5 A. M. and is only about six per cent of the maximum. At
about 5 A. M. the load comes on quite suddenly and con-
tinues to rise until about 9 a. m., Avhen it begins to fall,

and keeps diminishing until about 2 p. m. Then it ri.ses,

slowly at first and then more rapidly until it reaches a
second maximum, about equal to the first,, at 6 p. m. Then
it falls somewhat irregularly until only the night cars are
left.

The average load for the twenty-four hours is about
six-tenths of that at the two maxima. This difference is

what must be kept in mind in providing a due factor of
safety in the conductors. The load line is not, of course,
invariable, being subject both to accidental and yearly varia-
tions, but, in spite of these, it preserves its characteristics
and the value of its " load factor" with remarkable uni-
formity. In smaller systems there are practically no night
cars, the service being generally about eighteen hours.
Were such the case in Fig. 16, the "load factor " would be
materially improved, rising in fact to about three-fourths
under this supposition. But in small plants the day mimi-
mum is relatively smaller than in Fig. 16, .so that the load
factor is worse. Indeed it only too frequently falls to one-
quarter or one-third in roads operating five to ten cars.

Any value of load factor over one-half may be considered

good in any but the largest plants.

In long roads operating a few large cars or trains at

high .speed, the load is subject to smaller casual variations,

but the load factor is apt to be low by reason of the great

change made by the stopping or starting of a single unit.

The load during the period of acceleration is likely to be
about double the running load even with carefully handled
motors, and as this period is often several minutes, there is

an excellent chance for the superposition of several such
loads.

More serious than any others are the variations in the

location of load, since these may cause a heavy call for

power at some distant part of the system. Such .shifting

of the load occurs in nearly all cases of linear distribution,

and has alread}^ been noted, but it also occurs on all sorts

of sy.stems, and is the more .serious as it is less to be regu-

larly expected. A single blockade may fill a limited dis-

trict with stalled cars, and when at last it is broken the call

for power is of a most abnormal kind. It does not appear
on the load line, but shows in the shifting of load from one
feeder to another. On systems of moderate size this shift-

ing of load may be very serious. For example, through
the baseball .season many roads will find nearly their full

output demanded at the ball park once or twice a week.
The next maximum output may be at the other end of the

sy.stem, to accommodate some .special celebration. Even
in a large network, at certain hours, during, and just be-

fore, maximum load, the locus of the load will be within
a small district , and within the same district only when the
same cau.ses produce the shifting.

This wandering of the main load over the system
is one of the most exasperating factors in the design of the

conductors. It maj^ ea.sily amount to a concentration of a

quarter or third of the total load at .some quite unexpected
point. It can be dealt with only by a minute .study of the

local conditions which generally will furnish some clue to

the probable magnitude and position of such wandering
loads. Whatever may be the general conditions of drop,

the conductors must be so distributed as to prevent the sys-

tem breaking down when loaded in some abnormal man-
ner at .some unusual point. No theory can take account
of .such occurrences; their ill effects can be obviated only

b}^ good judgment which is of more value than many
theories.

Announcing Routes by Gongs.

The usual method of announcing the route of the dif-

ferent lines which operate over the same main track in the

center of a city is by signs, different colors of car body or

various colored lights. There are many, however, who
cannot read the signs, and at times it is difficult to dis-

tinguish the different colors, even by persons who are not
near sighted or color blind. An additional method of

distingui.shing such cars is employed on the lines of the

Detroit Railway', of Detroit, Mich. The motormen on
each route use a different gong code. Thus, if cars of

four routes are running on one main track, the motormen
of the first will strike the gong single blows ; those of the

second two sharp blows in succession ; tho.se of the third

three .sharp blows, and those of the fourth, one stroke and
then two strokes, as follows :

Line A ......
" B
" C
" D

The Milwaukee Street Railway Company has placed

in its new book of instructions regarding the transfer sys-

tem, a complete list of the telephones along the various

lines of its road, this list being arranged in a manner suit-

able for ready reference. Each telephone user named in

the book has been intervie\\-ed and has in every case cheer-

fully agreed to allow the company's couductors to use the

telephones in any emergency case,
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Experience With the Electric Ivocomotive in

Baltimore.

By Lee H. Parker.

After a short period of experimental work, electric

locomotive No. i 011 Aug. 4, 1895, took up the regular
freight service through the Belt Line Tunnel of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad in the city of Baltimore. A brief

restatement of the reasons adopting for electricity in this

tunnel will not be out of place.

The tunnel, which is the largest " soft dirt " tunnel
ever built, extends from the present Camden pa.ssenger

station of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, a distance of 7350
ft. north under the heart of the city. Beyond the north-

ern portal, the Belt Line continues through a series of

short tunnels and cuts for a distance of about five miles
where it joins the old main line. The main tunnel has
an up grade of 0.8 p. c. going north. The heavy work
that would be required of steam locomotives hauling
freight trains up this grade would occasion the filling of

the tunnel with so much gas and smoke as to .seriously inter-

fere with the passenger service. To show how true this

is, it may be said that before the electric locomotives were
put into service a few freight trains were run through the
tunnel but the result was that several men were asphyxiated,

FIG. 1.—MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF BALTIMORE & OHIO
TUNNEL IN BALTIMORE.

and it was therefore determined not to conmience even a
part of the regular freight service until the completion of

the electric equipment.
The illustration (Fig. i) gives an idea of the location

of the tunnel and of what its use accomplishes. By its

means a reduction of sixteen minutes in the running time
of the "Blue Line" trains between New York and Wash-
ington is now made po.ssible and it is probable that this

saving will be increased later on. Morever, all dela3-s in

winter due to ice in the river are done away with.
Shortly after locomotive No. i had been put intoser\'-

ice, and had given an exhibition of its ability to haul the
heaviest freight trains, it became a matter of general inter-

est as to how much it could pull and how fast it could go.
The locomotive was, therefore, given a trial at hauling
several of the passenger trains at high speeds, which it did
satisfactorily to all concerned. As the conditions for oper-
ating the passenger trains entirely by the electric locomo-
tive could not, on account of track facilities, be perfected
until the new Mount Royal station, at the northern portal
of the tunnel, was completed, it was decided to operate
them in the meanwhile by coke burning steam locomotives.
The new Mount Royal station will be ready in April or
before, and preparations are now being made to then oper-
ate all trains, both freight and pas,senger, by the electric

locomotives.

It was shown, from the few trials made with passen-
ger trains, that not only could the guaranteed speed of

thirty miles an hour be attained, but .speeds of thirty-five

and forty miles, with 500 ton trains, were pos.sible. An
exhibition of high speed was made with the locomotive

running light up the 0.8 p. c. grade, and a speed of .sixty-

one miles per hour was attained for a short time, without
the .slightest troitble from trolley or motors. Several of the

many exhibitions made by the locomotives in pulling heavy
loads have lieen descril)ed in the newspapers. Probably
the most striking was when two trains weie coupled to-

gether and hauled through the tuimel. For some reason

the freight trains had become '

' bunched '

' on the Wash-
ington division, and when they did get through they came
so fast that it was decided to have the electric locomotive

haul them two at a time. The finst compo.site train, there-

fore, con.sisted of forty-four cars, loaded with coal and
lumber, two regular steam freight engines and a steam
" pusher " engine. The whole weight was approximately

1900 tons, and was equivalent to about fifty-two loaded

cars. The steam locomotives did no work to as.sist the

electric locomotive. The start was made easily and gradu-

ally, but when the train was in the tunnel and entirely on
the grade the steady, heavy pull was too severe on a de-

fective coupling near the head of the train, and it parted.

After coupling together again, the electric locomotive

.started the heavy train, with all drawbars stretched—no
slack in the train—and accelerated it to a speed of twelve

miles an hour, without .slipping a wheel, and in every way
with the greatest ease. It reminded one of the start of an
ocean steamship, so noLseless was it and free from any
manifestations other than those of mighty power. The
current recorded on the ammeter was about 2200 amperes
during the acceleration period, and after the train was up
to .speed it .settled down to about 1800 amperes. The volt-

age on the line was 625. By reading the amperes we
were able to readily compute the drawbar pull, and found
it to be about 63,000 lbs. All four motors were in series,

and we were, therefore, getting the maximum pull for that

current.

It may be of interest to steam railway engineers to know
how we determined the drawbar pull exerted for each am-
pere of current put into the locomotive. The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company's dynamometer car was secured
and coupled in between the electric locomotive and a train

of known weight. The weight of each car in pounds had
been accurately determined beforehand. The regular two
mile haul up grade was then made. When the train was
in the tunnel on the grade the pull was uniform, as was
shown in the diagrams taken on the dynamometer car.

When no drawbar pull was recorded the pen rested on
ba.se line No. i. The height or ordinate of the irregular

curve at any point repre.sented the drawbar pull at that in-

stant. Measuring the same in inches and subtracting a

constant and then multiplying by 4000, gave the draw-
bar pull in pounds, i.e., ever}' inch in height represented

4000 lbs. The paper traveled under the pen at a rate pro-

portional to that of the train. An irregular line marked
No. 2, above the base line, was the planinieter record, from
which was determined the mean pull for any time. Hav-
ing, then, the velocity, or the feet per minute and the mean
pounds pull exerted during an}- period, we readily obtained

the horse power developed.

Another line on the diagram showed the chronograph
record, each of the small offsets in the line occurring ever}^

five seconds. For every hundred feet the train moved,
the paper moved an inch. The distance in inches between
any two of the.se off.sets gave us readily the velocitj- of the

train. Another line repre.sented the time readings of cur-

rent and voltage which were taken in the locomoti\"e, a

pu.sh-button in the locomotive being electrically connected
with this recording apparatus. These readings were niun-

bered, so it was easy to tell the current at any time and
location. Still another line showed a record of the different

stations in the tunnel. From this we determined the loca-

tion of the train at any time.

The fir.st test showed (a ) how the .start was made on the

down grade leading to the tunnel
; ( b ) how after the train was

fully started, the drawbar pull dropped off; then (c) how
it gradually increa.sed as the train came on to the o. 8

p. c. grade in the tunnel; and (d) after the train was
wholly on the grade, how even the pull was, until near the
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stop, when the grade increases to 1.2 p. c. Mr. Dunbar,
the official of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company in charge

of the car, showed some diagrams of steam locomotive work
under similar conditions, and it was seen that their ampli-

tude of vibrations was considerably greater than those of

the electric locomotive. This was undoubtedly due to the

absence of the angle crank on the electric locomotive, and
because its pull is uniform throughout the entire revolution

of the armature. Most of the vibrations of the pen shown
on these curves were due to vibrations of the dynamometer
car which was mounted on a single truck.

From test No. i we obtained the total drawbar pull in

pounds, and, knowing the weight of train, we found the

drawbar pull to be 22 -\- lbs per ton of weight. Subtract-

ing the grade pull which, in the case of an 0.8 p. c. grade,

is sixteen pounds, we obtained 6 -|- lbs. per ton as the train

resistance. This confirms the usual allowances made for

freight traiu resistance. These observations were taken in

September 1895, on a very hot day. During the past win-

ter months the train resistance has increased, due, no
doubt, to greater journal friction caused by thickened lu-

we figured similarly for the second test and obtained pre-

cisely the same, i. e., 144 amperes. So at any time now
when hauling a train with the four motors in series if we
take the current indicated on the amperemeter and sub-
tract the 144 amperes needed for the locomotive, and
multiply the remainder by 28.6, we have the total net
drawbar pull in pounds, and if we divide this by the
drawbar pull per ton we get the tons of load we are pull-

ing.

From the results obtained above we were able to show
the current and drawbar pull at any moment while accel-

erating a train. The curves (Figs. 2 and 3), explain them-
selves very fully.

The acceleration curve, Fig. 3, was obtained in a
rather humorous manner. It was necessary to have a
means of marking the location of the locomotive at the
end of every interval of two seconds. It was first attempted
to count the number of ' incandescent lamps passed in

each interval, as they are fifteen feet apart, but it would
often occur that the interval would end when the pointer
was at some position between two lamps, and therefore it
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bricants, and we find it to be from our records about 20 p. c.

to 30 p. c. greater than in September.
Test No. 2 was made after we had switched off six

cars. The run was made under similar conditions and the
same character of observations were made. The difference

in drawbar pull of the two trains would naturally be the
drawbar pull necessary for the six cars switched off. We
had their exact weight and w-ere thus again able to find

what the drawbar pull per ton was. It was a check on
our first figure and was very close to it, the slight difference

we found being due to one brake on the six cars being par-
tially set during the first run and unknown to an^^one.

We had the readings of current during the first run,
also during the second. The difference of these should
show the current required to haul the six cars switched
off. Dividing the difference in the drawbar pulls recorded
in the two tests, by the difference in current recorded,
gives us directly the net drawbar pull in pounds per am-
pere of current. This was 28.6 lbs.

It will, of course, be noted that by this method we
eliminated the current required to drive the locomotive.
To determine how much this was, and to check our con-
clusions, we divided the drawbar pull in pounds recorded
in the first test by 28.6 and thus obtained the current that
should exert that net drawbar pull. Subtracting this

current from the current actually recorded on the locomo-
tive would give the current required to drive the locomo-
tive. We found it took- 144 amperes. As a further check

was impossible to estimate accurately how far we were
from the next lamp. Someone suggested dropping some-

thing as a marker on the track at the expiration of each

interval. That suggestion was followed by a large number
of others as to the nature of that " something". The road-

bed in the tunnel is very dark colored in the dim light and
is rock ballasted, consequently the "something" should

be light colored, non-breakable, and what would not bound
out of place when dropped. Someone then suggested a

handful of flour. This was adopted and it was soon tried.

It was all right for slow speeds but at sixteen feet a second

it w^as impossible to prevent it from blowing away. Hav-
ing procured a large supply of flour, perhaps twenty
pounds, and wishing to make use of it somehow some one
volunteered the suggestion that flour and water made
dough, and that a doughball was light colored and that it

would not bound, etc. It was decided at once to use dough-
balls and they were the markers used in determining the dis-

tances traveled in each inter\^al as shown on the curves in

Fig- 3-

When it comes to a comparison of the economy of elec-

tric and steam locomotives it is readily seen that it is a dif-

ficult undertaking, knowdng as we do the figures of only a

single isolated electric plant operating under special con-

ditions and for a comparatively short time. One great inci-

dental advantage of electric locomotives in tunnel service

is that they are smokeless. This is an important moral

consideration, but one which can hardly be computed in
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dollars and cents. But it may be of general interest to

know how the actual operating expenses per engine mile of

the electric locomotives during October, 1895, compare

with those of a prominent and large Eastern railway for

the same month.
For the operation of the Baltimore & Ohio Tunnel

power house for the month of October, 1895, the itemized

expenses were as follows:

Labor 1 1, 345- 7°

Coal (I1.35 per ton) 400.96

Oil and waste 151-26

Water • 50.66

Maintenance 25.42

Total 1 1, 974.00

The expense on electrical loco-

motives was : Of u

Motor engineers.

Oil and waste. .

Total.

I200.00
12.16

I212.16 32 leoo

Total expense |2i86.i6

There were hauled through the

tunnel 353 trains.

Average weight of train. . . 1,095 tons
" time of trip 20 minutes
" current 9S6 amperes

Distance of trip 4 niiles

Total engine travel 1.412
"

" " idle". . 3,756
"

Actual time consumed for

above service 118 hours

Idle time for month, . . . . 626 "

It is customary to consider an

engine with steam up as equivalent

to six engine miles for each hour it

is idle, so that, for comparison, the

actual mileage made by the engines

must be increased 6 X 626 = 3756
miles.

The large charge of labor at

power house will be the same for

one, two or three locomotives in

service. The items, coal, water and
maintenance, and the expense on

locomotives, increase with the num-
ber of locomotives in service. If we
assume this increase to be propor-

tional, the total expense and cost

per engine mile are as follows:

A comparison of the efficiencies of steam and electric

locomotives shows slightly in favor of the electric. Ob-

servations made on French railways and on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad show that about 45 p. c. to 55 p. c. only of

the i. li. p. of steam locomotives is a]iplied to hauling

trains. The efficiency of the Baltimore & Ohio plant is in

the vicinity of 60 p. c. to 65 p. c. inider normal conditions.

A word may be added as to our experience with the

overhead conductor system. The conductor in the tunnel

has now been in position for nine months. During all of

this time coke burning locomotives have been used, for

passenger .service with the consequent presence of a good

deal of gas and vapor. For the first six months about half

of the conductor was constantly wet from the drip due to
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FIG. 3—CURRENT AND ACCELERATION CURVES-
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.
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For one locomotive
" two locomotives
" three

Cost per
engine mile

f-423
.278

•23

Total cost. Engine miles.

$2,186.16 5.168

2,875.36 10,336

3,564.56 15,504

The steam railway records referred to above are for

October, 1895, and may be briefly abstracted as follows:

STEAM LOCOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE.
East West Central N. & W. Entire

Div.

57
2966

.1666

.2656

• 1659
.2258

.2193

33
2293

.1629

.3428

.1828

.2617

.2121

Div.

28

2305

•1552

• 2303
.1425
.2169

.1797

Eine.

192

2703

•1765
.2615

•1577

•2354
.2095

Locomotives in service 74
Average engine mileage in servnce 2834
Average cost per engine mile.

Passenger engines .1926

Freight " .2472

Switching " .1489

Work " .2391

Total " .2084

From the figures given above it is seen that the actual

operating expenses of the electric locomotives for that par-

ticular month are about the same as for the freight loco-

motives on the steam railroad, i. e., twenty-three cents per

engine mile. The service of the electric locomotives at

that time was only about one-third that which it is ex-

pected they will have to do when the passenger service is

taken up and the line extended the full distance.

As originally intended, a method of using to advan-

tage the power of the station while the electric locomo-

tives are idle is soon to be incorporated in the plant.

Under the new conditions the cost per engine mile for the

electric locomotives will be far under that of steam.

leaks in the masonry. This occasioned a muddy, .slimy de-

posit over the insulators and a considerable portion of the

conductor. The porcelain insulators are almost entirely

obscured in some places by this deposit and that of small

particles of carbon given off by the locomotives.

Current was first turned on the line about three

months after the tunnel structure was erected. The leak

to earth was at first twenty-one amperes, but, in a day or

two, this dropped to about four amperes—the present leak-

age. The inside of the conductor was coated with a com-
bined deposit of rust and muddy sediment. Heavy cur-

rents were taken from it by the contact shoe only with dif-

ficulty and the presence of much arcing, heating and
showers of sparks. It was foitnd impracticable to run on
this surface. By applications of kerosene and frequent

scraping with .special shoes, a direct contact of the trolley

shoe with the conditctor was made possible. Although a

single contact shoe then worked with little or no sparking,

two shoes in tandem were adopted. Their operation

through the conductor is smoother, and the contact over

muddy portions of it is more nearly positive. At intervals

of about three weeks the conductor is treated with kero-

sene, and brushing shoes are run through it, about one or

two trips with these brushing shoes being all that is neces-

sary. This serves to prevent the further accumulation of

rust and to remove the sediment from the contact surfaces.

An inspection shows a smooth surface over which the shoes

run. Contact with the metal is seen to be in high spots

and thin lines which are slowly increasing in extent.
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No considerable sparking now occurs, excej^t at the

wet places, where it is occasioned by the presence of water
and sediment. With the exception of three places, about
200 ft. long, each, the conductor is at present dry.

The bolts to the arch of the tunnel are both galvan-

ized and painted. They show no signs of rusting. The

The Keasons Why Electric Motors Will be Used
on the Brooklyn Bridge.

FIG. 1.—VIEW OF BROOKLYN BRIDGE FROM THE NEW YORK PIER

painting has, in general, protected the surfaces of the con-

ductor and channels. The sides and top of the inside of

the conductor are coated with rust. Most of this is hard
and clo.se grained, some of it, however, flaky. In no ca.se

is there apparent a reduction of thickness of any of the

ironwork, due to rusting. Outside tlie tunnels the con-

ductor is in uniformly good condi-

tion. It adapts it.self to changes of

temperature without trouble. The
inside of the conductor is coated with

rust, but in no case has there been any
trouble from it. The depo,sit appears

to be very light. There was at no
time any sparking between contact

shoes and conductor outside of the

tunnel.

Drv Oak.

One of the mo.st remarkable and interesting applica-

tions of electricity that has yet been made in the transport-

ation field is the adoption of electric motors for switching
purposes on the Brooklyn Bridge, in place of the

locomotives hitherto employed. The change has
not yet been made in its entirety, but a wholly
successful test has been made upon apparatus in-

stalled during the past month on a single train, and
as a result of this test, the bridge tru.stees have
pas.sed a preliminary vote to enter into a contract
for the equipment of sixteen cars, one for each
train.

The sixteen cars will each be equipped with
four motors, one on each axle, and will be known
as motor cars. They are similar in all outward re-

spects to the regular grip cars on the train. Each
motor car will remain with its own train at all

times, switching it from the incoming to the out-

going tracks and .starting up the trains from the
platforms until they reach the tilting sheaves, when
the grips will take up the cable and the motors
cea,se w.ork during the trip across the bridge. If,

liowever, the grips should at any time ^slip while
the train is mounting the 3.78 p. c. grade to the
center of tlie bridge, the motors may again be placed
in requisition to a.s.sist the trains over the summit,
and the trolley wires now cros.sing the bridge for

lighting service will be reinforced by feeders to

serve as a supply for the motors in these emer-
gency cases. Moreover, it is also intended that during the
night and early morning hours when the traffic is light

and the cable is shut down, the trains will be run by motor
cars instead of the locomotives.

The doing away with the locomotives on the bridge

means far more to the management and to the public than

It is .sonietimes important to

know whether oak is really dr}' or

only partially free from moisture.

One of the first tests is that of smell.

When perfectly dry there is a pow-
der}^ odor which is quite unmistak-
able and is very different from that of

the green lumber. It can hardly be
described, but is not ea.sily forgot-

ten. The second test is that of

working. If the tools leave a dark
bluish or inky stain upon any part of

the wood it is a sure sign of moist-

ure. Dry oak will not discolor when
in contact with wood working tools.

Without moisture there can be no
iron stain. To the expert there is a FIG 2.—VIEW OF TILTING SHEAVES AND OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM ON BROOKLYN BRIDGE.

difterence in the feeling of oak when
dry. The wood, even when nearly dry, has a cool,

moist feeling which is quite characteristic. It also has
a wet or damp appearance when cut which may sometimes
reveal in an unmistakable manner the condition of the
timber.

For street car work if dry oak cannot be obtained
it will be far better to substitute some other timber
for it.

is ordinarily understood. The first and most obvious ad-

vantage lies, of course, in the decrease of moving units and
the consequent reduction of accidents from collisions with

trains and bumpers. This is a very serious matter, and
only the utmost care and vigilance on the part of the em-
ployes keep the trains in reasonably regular and safe opera-

tion. It is especially important to do away with as many
moving units as possible in view of the plans adopted for
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increasing the train capacity at the bridge terminals, those

plans having in view the building of island platforms and
the rednctiou of train headway from ninety seconds to

forty-five seconds.

In the next place, the locomotives frequently—much
more frequently than is generally supposed—run off the

track at the switches, from one cause and another, and this

means a blockade of traffic until they can be jacked on
again. The number of times that moving units will have

There will be some time saved in switching at the

terminals, although this saving will not, probably, be more
than a few seconds. It will be due, chiefly, to the more
rapid acceleration obtained from electric motors than is

possible with the locomotives.

There will be a material saving in labor when locomo-

tives are done away with, since the control of the uKjtor

car can be readily placed in the hands of the regular grip-

men on the train, and all necessity for engineers and fire-

FIG. 3.—VIEW^OF ROOF GIRDER SHOWING DESTRUCTIVE INFLUENCE OF LOCOMOTIVE GASES.

to be switched is, of course, greatly reduced by the new
method.

The locomotives are necessarily exceedingly heavy,
since they are often obliged to pull a one hundred ton train

up a grade of nearly four per cent across the bridge, and
nearly their entire weight (about thirty out of forty tons)

is concentrated on a five foot wheel base, which brings
about great wear at the switch points and on the track

oints.

In mounting the grade at the Brooklyn terminus the

train sometimes loses momentum and cannot reach the'plat-

FIG. 4.—VIEW OF BROOKLYN TERMINAL—BROOKLYN BRIDGE.

forms. In mounting the grade near the center of the

bridge the grips sometimes slip in wet weather, and the

train has to be stopped. Both these contingencies make it

necessary to send out a locomotive from the station to

assist the train, and the second contingency is particularly

vexatious, as it is necessary to draw the train back to the

platform and start over again, thus blockading traffic for

several minutes. In both cases the presence of electric

motive power on the train itself completely does away with
thediflSculty.

men on six locomotives will be done away with. It is .said

that about .sixty per cent of the entire expenses for motive
power are at present chargeable to .switching at the termini,

and only fort}^ per cent to actual movement of trains on the

bridge.

There are also apparently small, but really important,

objections to locbmotives, which have had much influence

upon the minds of the bridge engineers. The use of loco-

motives in any roofed structure involves many incon-

veniences and even dangers. In the first place they emit
acid gases'which attack the^* ironwork and actually weaken

the structure. This is clearly

shown in the accompanying illus-

tration (Fig. 3), in which is seen

one of the roof girders at a termi-

nal of the bridge, under which
the locomotives have to stand while
waiting for the trains. It will be
noticed that the whole lower flange

and part of the lattice work of

this girder have been actually de-

stroyed by the acids from the en-

gine gases, and it will not be long
before this girder will have to be
replaced. It has been found im-

possible to paint ironwork in such
a way as to prevent this destruc-

tion from engine gases, although
many inventive minds are hard at

work on the problem of producing
such a paint.

Again, the steam from the lo-

comotives conden.ses on the roofs

and, with the other products of

combustion, forms a kind of alka-

line mud which drops upon the
tracks, platforms and sometimes the passengers themselves.
The presence of ice on the platforms is of very frequent
occurrence in winter, and the tracks are often^so greasy
as to make it difficult to start the trains.

For all these rea.sons the use of electricity' for the pur-
po.ses n;entioned appears to be a distinct advance on the
present practice. It is not expected by the bridge trust-

ees, however, that electricity will ever do away with
,
the

cable system for the regular propulsion of trains, and the
reasons which are given why this is not likely to be true
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appear conclusive. The density of traffic is, of course,

enormous and the trains are run at the shortest possible

headwa}^ consistent with the avoidance of collisions. Now,
if each train were an independent unit controlled by indi-

vidual judgment, the dangers of running trains at such
short headway on the steep grades of the bridge would be

far greater than at present. By the present system four

or five men combine in controlling the train. The maxi-
mum speed is fixed by the speed of the cable. The (vacu-

um) brakes of each car are independent of the others, but

all the train men are held responsible for bringing trains

to a stop exactly at the proper part of the platforms, and
the braking power of each car is large.

As to the matter of reliabilit}^ of service, it is claimed

for the bridge cable system that during twelve years of op-

eration it has never given trouble but twice, and then in

an unimportant way. This is certainly a man^elous record.

It is necessary that the whole bridge ser\nce should be

a matter of clockwork in its absolute regularit^^ and it is

pendent of the truck frame and car body. The brakes are

located inside the wheels and surround the motor without
interfering in any way with it. It will be seen that this

is an exceedingly short and compact truck. [It was more
fully described and illustrated in the Street Railway
Journal for February.]

The general character of the motor equipment, which
was furnished by the General Electric Company, is similar

to that in use on the Metropolitan West Side Railway, of

Chicago, and the Nantasket Beach Railroad. The motors
will exert a horizontal effort of 1200 lbs. when mounted on
a thirty-three inch wheel running ten miles an hour.
They are completely enclo.sed and practically water and
dust tight. Each motor weighs about three thousand pounds.
At the base of each motor facing the ends of the car is a

small sheave which depresses the cable and allows it to

pass the motor without injur}', and a long iron bar runs
beneath the truck and depresses the tilting sheaves so as to

prevent them from striking the motor.

not belie\'ed liy the trustees that any system superior to

the cable can be de'S'ised for this purpose.

Some of the details of the equipment will be of inter-

est. The trustees have adopted the McGuire " L" motor

FIG. 6.—TROLLEY ON BROOKLYN BRIDGE CARS.

truck for this first equipment. In these trucks double
equalizing bars are spring mounted on the four journal
boxes. On these equalizers are mounted two cross sills,

from which are suspended the electric motors, so that the
wheels, axles, equalizers and motors move together ind§-

Tlie motors are operated by tlie " L 4" controller of

the General Electric Company, which has been used with

great satisfaction on the Chicago elevated roads. The in-

dicating dial is placed at the top of the platform rail. There

are two controllers, each operated from its own platform

and each controller will operate the four motors or any two
of them, as may be desired. All the remainder of the con-

trolling apparatus is placed beneath the car floor, as usual,

except that under the hood of the car is an automatic cir-

cuit breaker placed within easy reach of the motorman.

A Weston ammeter inside the car indicates the current

used by the meters in sen-ice. The car is equipped with

twelve electric heaters of the Consolidated type.

The trolley is diamond shaped, and is set longitudin-

ally upon the roof of the car. It carries at right angles a

bar, in the center of which is the trolley wheel or roller.

The arms are wide enough to preclude any possibility of

missing contact.

The official test of the first car equipped, made on

Feb. 8th, was in charge of Kingsley Martin, assistant engi-

neer of the bridge and was completely successful in every

particular.

The power for traction purposes is at present supphed

through a Fulton Street feeder, from the Kent Avenue
station of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, and

the return wire is connected to the rails of the surface road.

For the complete equipment, however, an independent plant

will be installed by the bridge management.
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LETTERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

Power Station Results and Economies.

Bkllk City Stkekt Railway Company,
Racink, Wis., Feb. 7, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
Our plant consists of three 100 h. p. tuljular boilers

and two 200 li. p. Stirling water tube boilers, one of which
is equipped with a Hawley down draft furnace. The
tubulars are u.sed in case of any shutdown to the Stirlings,

and were our first boilers. They are run at 100 lbs. and
the Stirling at 125 lbs.

We have one Westinghouse compound condensing and
one Mclnto.sh & Seymour tandem compound condensing
engine, both of which are used for street railway work and
the furnishing of a power circuit. These engines are 250
h. p. each and are belted to Detroit 150 k. w. generators.

The limit switches are set to throw out at 400 amperes
each. We also have a Bullock condensing Corliss of 250
h. p. which drives by means of a line shaft and friction

clutch two Wood arc lighting machines of 75 light capacity

each, and a Wood alternator of 1500 light capacity.

These three engines are all run from the above boilers and
a Wortliington condenser. Therefore to figure our cost for

fuel per car mile, it is necessary to estimate the amount
used for lighls and power. This we do by taking half

hour readings,' striking an average and charging to light-

ing and power the proportion thus figured.

We burn for steam fuel Pittsburgh nut coal, costing us

delivered in our boiler room $3.25 per long ton.

Our electrical output at this time of year is as follows:

railway plant from 6 A. u. to 5 p. m. average 250 am-
peres; from 5 to 6 p. M. average 430 amperes; and from 6

to II : 30 p. M. average 220 amperes; all at 500 volts.

Our power circuit averaged for January, 1896, 15I2

lirs. per day, 51.8 amperes or 34.85 e. li. p.

Our incandescent circuit averaged 36.53 amperes, or

73.06 e. h. p., which, with 116 1200 c. p. arc lights on
an average of 7 hrs. per night, brings our lighting and
power coal bill for January to $483.40, to which add fuel

for car stoves and heating car barns, station and offices

$108.83, making $592.23.
Deducting this from our total bill of $1,202.88, leaves

for car mileage fuel $610.65. Our total car mileage for

January, not including snowplows or salt cars, was 41,-

578.54, making our cost for fuel per car mile $.014686.

January was a very dry and dusty month, and as our city

does no sprinkling after Nov. 15, we had a very dirtj- rail,

which added to the expense of power.
Our cost per car mile for 1895 was as follows:

Fuel 013575
Oil and waste, repairs and attendance 005417

Total mileage (537,607) 018992

Our car bodies are sixteen feet long mounted on Brill

and McGuire trucks, and equipped with Detroit motors, six

single reduction and fourteen Rae's.

Our tracks as operated are thirteen miles in length,

containing twenty-two curves, eighteen switches and six-

teen grades, of which the heaviest is 2.88 degs.

For oils we u.se the Standard Oil Company's brands,
" Capital" for cylinders and " Renown" for engines and
dynamos, and we strain or filter them.

Our power house is located centrally and every car

passes the station and offices on each trip. The farthest

point on our lines from the power station is 2.57 miles.

We have at present no feeders up, but have the wire and
material on hand and will run the [line as soon as spring

opens up. We expect then to make a better report.

Yours truly,

Jackson I. Case, Pres.

Marinette Gas, Electric Light & Street
Railway Company.

Marinette, Wis., Feb. 8, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
The oils we use in our power house are Standard Oil

Company oils, "Capital" cylinder, and "Red Cro.ss
"

engine oil. We strain the oils over and over again, until

they are entirely worn out. Our station is a small one,

about 600 h. p., about one-half of which is used in the

evening, and from 75 to 100 h. p. during the day. Our
oil consumption per year for this purpo.se is from $250 to

$300. We use but little coal, our fuel being mostly slabs,

which we get at a very low figure, owing to our being in a

linnber district.

The only information I can give you on this subject is,

that our fuel bill for electric light ancl .street railway serv-

ice is about $4000 per year. We do not keep track of our

car mileage, our line being a small one, running five cars

in the winter and from .six to ten in the summer. Our cars

are .sixteen feet long and our grades are light and few.

We have yet not commenced to keep a regular schedule of

our mileage run by cars, or the power output of our station,

and I should be very happy to be able to furnish you such
data if I had it. We are now putting in such station in-

struments as will enable us to keep a regular schedule of

our power output, and I hope to be able next year to give

you a better account of our operating expenses.

Yours truly,

H. C. HiGGiNS, Pres.

MiDDLETowN Street Railway Company,
MiDDLETOWN, CONN., Feb. II, 1 896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
We have been hiring our power, paying for the same

by the kilowatt. For the nine months ending Sept. 30,

1895, our power cost us $.0389 per car mile and the aver-

age current required per car mile, we found to be .84 k. w.

and the cost per kilowatt was $.0464. Our average mi-

leage per day was 312 and average current required 262

k. w. The number of cars in .service is three all day and
one extra from 11 : 40 a. m. to 7 : 40 p. m. The track is

41-2 miles long, of which ^2 mile is double track, and the

road is run in three divisions, either of which is not quite

two miles long. Yours truly,

E. W. Go.ss, Supt.

Methods of Feeding a Long Suburban Line.

Hamilton, Grimsby & Beamsville Electric Railway
Company.
Hajniilton, Can., Jan. 18, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
Will you kindly inform me through your valuable

paper, if you know of any long distance electric railway
using storage batteries at the ends of their line farthest

from the power house to assist in keeping up the voltage.

Our power house is ten and a half miles from the eastern

end of the line and we purpose extending five miles further

east. We have an idea that by using storage batteries ten

and a half miles from the power house we could run our
engines steadily at full power storing up all excess in our
batteries for use on the extension.

Yours very truly,

Chas. J. Myles, Pres.

[The use of storage batteries in such a way as that re-

ferred to would not be effective or economical, as there are

much better waj^s of accomplishing the .same object. One
way would be to divide the line into two sections and to

feed the distant section by dynamos run at a higher voltage
than those which feed the nearer section. This, however,
might not be a satisfactory plan if the number of cars in
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Run. Badge.

service was so small that only two or three dynamos were
in service, because the fluctuations of power on a section

fed by a single dynamo are too great to permit of running
engine and dynamo at anywhere near the full load.

Another way would be to run the entire station at a

comparatively high voltage—say 600 volts—and to feed

the further section direct, with a drop of 100 to 150 volts,

and the nearer section through a station rheostat which
would take up the excess of voltage so as to prevent danger
to motors on the nearer section. This would probably only

be economical where water power is used or where coal is

cheap, particularly if the number of cars on the nearer

section is much greater than on the

further, whith is often the case.

Still another way is to make use of

the " booster system," to raise the volt-

age on the particular long distance feeder

line to a point where the loss through
the feeders will be considerably greater

than on the other feeders of the general

distribution system, while the final volt-

age at the cars will be substantially nor-

mal. This is accomplished by installing

in the station a special dynamo of small

capacity wound for low voltage—say 25
to 50 volts—and heavy current, sufficient,

as far as current is concerned, for the

operation of all the cars on the distant sec-

tion. The positive terminal of this
'

' booster dynamo '

' is connected to the

station end of the long distance feeder,

and the negative terminal is connected
with the positive station bus bar. The
" booster d3'nanio " thus has, of course,

no ground connection, and its effect is

to raise the potential on the positive

bus bar—say 550 volts—to, say, 600
volts.

The most economical way of all so

far as power consumption is concerned is,

of course, to run additional feed wires to

the distant section. It is a matter of cal-

culation as to whether the saving in

coal consumption brought about by a

reduction in loss of power on the line

would be enough to return a reasonable

interest upon the extra money invested

in copper wire

—

Eds.]

book which we have just gotten up for our men, and
which.we think will put them in possession of a good deal

of valuable information within a narrow compass, and be
useful.

You will note that on the inside of the cover one sheet

has a sample conductors' ticket already made out, showing
precisely how the conductors' slips are to be made, both
front and back, and on the inside of the other cover are

instructions as to what to do in case of accident, where to

report, etc.

Posssibly, the matter may interest you.

Very truly yours, C. D. Wyman.

A Street Railway Labor Force.

Milwaukee Street Railway.
p-RONX.

Date,_/fl?.'L^rii?.^ 189

201 Route ^^^^ Park,

No.
Car.

Time. C eta. a cts. T'ktB.
rr'oafp
T'kt8. h. H.

Total
Total Cash

x 124, 6.02

s 6.34 3 3 15

N 7.06 5 2 7

s 7.38 17 17 85

3

N 8.10 4 5 9 20

S 8.42 34 1 4 39 1 73

N 9.14 6 1 7 30
4

S 9.46 17 17

5

N lO 18 3 3 6 15

S Tot. lis 67 1 4 31 105 3 38

N 124 12.26
6

S 12.58 12 1 2 IS 60

N 1.30 12 1 13 60

S 2.02 37 2 39 I S5

ram 128 1 4 33 6 172 6 43

Conductor if...¥i^f.'??r.-..

M M Kowe.

BACK.

Titne On.
Number

CommeiiciDg.
Nnmljer
Kodlng.

Total No. 01
Trjisl'ru Issued.

Time OH:

6:02 A. M. 65210 65270 60 10:18 A . M
12:26 P. M. 65270 65310 40 2:02 P. M.

Conductors Put Their Total Register Readings tlen

CAK. KEUISTEH. TIMJ!.

124 In 1517 10:18 A. M.

124 Out 1412 6:02 A. M.

105

124 In 1835 2:02 P. M.

105
67 Out 1768 12:26 P. M.

172 67

The above shows both sides of a Trip Sbe«t properly filled out.
Be sure that the record of Transfers used is correctly given, and that there

is no discrepancy either in the report of collections or in the record' of yoni
Register, and that your Register readings agree with your tally, also with
Register Inspector's readings.

Copyrioht 1696.

Milwaukee Street Railway Co.

WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF ACCIDENT.

THE MOTORMAN WILL
Stop the car ininiediately

Go to assistance of injured person.
Secure their name and address.

THE CONDUCTOR WILL
Secure names and address of all available wit-

nesses, whether passengers or bystanders.
If accident is serious, notify 'Phone No. 478.

IF PROPERTY HAS BEEN DAMAGED
The Motorman will assist Conductor in securing :

Name and address of owner.
Name atid address of witnesses.

The extertt of datnage.

.\lso in making out report.

Notify Inspector as soon as possible.

THE CONDUCTOR WILL
Report on Accident Blank:

Injury to person or property occurring in, con-

nection with, or caused by your car.

Falling of passenger when taking or leaving

car, no matter how slight the injury.

Ejectment of passengers.

Turn report over to Station Master before

going oflF duty.

wire: down.
When first car arrives at break, Motorman will imme-

diately take charge of the prostrate wire, warning
aU persons away frora it, until relieved by anothe:
representative of the company.

The Conductor will run to the nearest telephone an<

notify 'Phone No. 478. When necessary to pay toll

it will be returned upon application to the Statior

Master,

SPECIAL NOTICE.
CONDUCTORS WILL NOT PERMIT PASS
ENGERS TO OBSTRUCT THE PASSAGE
WAY ON REAR PLATFORM.

[The superintendent of a Western
road operating twenty-eight miles of

track, thirty-five motor cars and fourteen trail cars writes
us as follows:

—

Eds.]

Jan. 23, 1S96. .

Editors Street Railway Journal :

I notice in your January number an article on the
'

' Duties of a Car House Force. '

' I have sixteen men at

a cost of $768.50 per mouth. They handle all electrical

and mechanical repairs to cars, line, track, etc. This force

also includes two men and the fireman at the power station

running three Corliss engines. We do our own armature
and field winding. Our engineer does all the lathe work
such as turning commutators, making bearings and all work
that can be done on a light lathe. We have the Sprague
No. 6 and Westinghouse No. 3 motors. The force here
have learned their work from actual practice and they know
their business. I am a practical electrician and mechanic.

Yours truly, C. L. H.

A CONDUCTORS' POCKET RECORD BOOK.

Construction of Steam Pipe Lines in Power
Stations.

A Conductors' Pocket Record Book.

The Milwaukee Street Railway Company.
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 8, 1896.

Editors^Street Railway Journal :

I send you under separate cover a new conductors'

[We have obtained permission to reproduce the follow-

ing private letter written to a prominent street railway

manager who was experiencingg^trouble with leakage of

joints in his steam pipes.

—

Eds.]

Kansas City, Apr. 20, 1895.

Dear Sir:—Your favor of the 19th inst. , received. I

have had plenty of the trouble of which you speak. Such
trouble does not arise so much from vibration as it does

from a failure to let the pipe be free to expand and con-

tract under different temperatmres. Such a pipe should

have as few fixed points as possible and should be swung,

not anchored. Dong lines of straight pipe should be

avoided where one end is not comparatively free to move.

The line E (Fig. i) should never be long when A C is

short and when the points A and B are comparatively

rigid. In such a case the expansion of E will strain the

joints A and B.

The best way to avoid the strains on the joints is to

introduce lengths in such a way as to yield by torsion, thus

(Fig. 2).
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When the long horizontal lengths of pipe expand or

contract the vertical pieces twist slightly on their axes and
by the corresponding angular displacement the pipe readily

moves so as to acconnnodate itself to the change without
strainii>g the joints unduly. The same thing takes place at

the engine. Engineers are too apt to lay their pipes too

nearly in a single plane. This cau.ses a transverse strain on
the pipe and joints which is objectionable.

If you will carry your pipe high enough above your
boiler so as to get as much vertical pipe as is practicable,

FIG. 1.

and then adjust j'our horizontal piping so as to conform to

the above theory, and then swing 3'our pipe and leave it free

to move, except at boiler and engine, you should have no
trouble. It is better to put in an arbitrary bend than to

strain the joints unduh-.
For example and further illustration. If you should

rise eight feet at boiler, then go east ten feet, then north
fort}^ feet, then west ten feet and drop sixteen feet to your
engine you would have no trouble. But should you rise

three feet, then go north forty feet, and then drop nine feet

Boiler

fng/ne

FIG. 2.

to engine, the chances are you would blow steam at your
joints the greater part of the time.

The above is about all there is to it, and your good
sense will enable you to do as good a job as any body can
for you.

If there is anything more I can do for you please ad-
vise,

Yours truly,

R. J. McCarty.

Some Railway Experience With Wheel Records.

In a recent interview with Pres. H. C. Moore, of the
Trenton (N. J.) Traction Company, he described at length
the system used on that road for keeping accurate wheel
mileages and also the system employed for checking the
mileage records and ascertaining at any moment the
approximate life of any wheel.

The first step in this record is the consecutive number-
ing of every axle in use, new axles being numbered as they
are received. This is done with ordinary numbering

punches and has, Mr. Moore said, an advantage over any
other .system, in that the numbers are always definite and
there is no doubt about it, neither mud nor corrosion in-

terfering with reading the figures, which are always easily

accessible. The numlx-r is put upon the end of the axle

where it can always be found, and where no mistake need
hit made in regard to it or the wheels upon it. Having in

this way definitely located the axle and the wheels upon it,

the next step is to keep a record to .show whether it goes
on the register end or the other.

The record mileage book is kept by a clerk who uses

the conductors' slips for entering up the mileage. When
the axle comes out, all the miles from the time it went into

servdce to the time it is removed, are added together, and
the causes for the taking out noted in the book, which then
shows a complete history of the wheels from the time they

went into service until they were removed.
Looking over the record book, Mr. Moore said: "I find

that a large proportion of the wheels removed were on ac-

count of flats. There are a few bent axles and a few
broken flanges, but flat wheels are by far the largest cause.

'

'

In reply to a question concerning the life of the

wheels, Mr. Moore gave the following tables, one covering

thirteen wheels of the make which they are using at the

present time, and the other four wheels from makers who,se

wheels were in use a short time since. The averages are

remarkably close, and may be considered as practically

identical at, say, 22,000 miles. " I reasoned from this that

the wheels, after this amount of service, are practically worn
through the chill, and, therefore, a small amount of skid-

ding "flattens them. This is more probable because, in

looking over the figures, it will be seen that they are very
uniform; only five wheels in the whole list have fallen

below 20,000 miles. Once in a great while we find a w^heel

with a slightly deficient mileage, but manufacturers have
been, as a rvde, so well .satisfied with the records which the

road has kept that they have been uniforndy willing to

deduct the cost of such wheels from the bill.

Life of 13 wheels.

No. 19,000

15,706

24,336
21,062

21,017

18,905

21,554

No. 8 11,350

9 26,270
10 25,109
11 23,714
12 30,794
13 27,171

Life of 4 wheels.

No. 1424,373
" 15 24.399
" 16 18,748
" 17 20,016

Average 21,884

Average 21,996

" There is no excuse for managers not knowing
whether their wheel records are accurately kept. There
are short methods which are used for a check upon these

figures which put me in possession of the principal facts

without making it necessary to wait for the detailed figures.

For example, here is a wheel which was put in service Jan.
22 and removed Aug. i, 191 days in all. The average
mileage of our cars is 130 miles. The total mileage, roughly
approximated is, therefore, 24,830. I deduct 2,483 or ten

per cent for the average time for which our cars are in the

shop or out of .service; we then have 22,347 the probable
net mileage which this wheel made during the time it was
in .ser\'ice. Comparing this with the figures just given
shows that this wheel has probably made its average mile-

age and perhaps a little more. The accuracy is sufficient

to tell whether the storekeeper is keeping up his records

properly. An occasional computation of this kind is all

that is necessarv^"

The following is the form of account used with the

memorandum in each column showing where the informa-
tion it contained is obtained.

Axle
No.

Shipped. In
Service.

Out of

Service.

Cause. Shipped. In
Service.

13 Jan. 16. Jan. 22. Aug. I. Broken
flange.

Aug. 2. Oct. 8.

Number
ou the
axle.

This date
from
Bill of
Lading.

Store-
keeper.

Store-
keeper.

Store-
keeper's

report to
office.

Bill of
lading.
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Taking up the question of the wear of wheels, and
brake shoes, Mr. Moore said: " We are working at the

wrong end of the Hne. We are trying to save brake shoes

and figuring in all sorts of ways to make them last as long
as possible \\'hile we are wearing out cast iron wheels for

which we pay from $10 to $13 per pair. The average cost

of a change I figure as about $5. We do this, in face of

the fact that shoes cost only seventy-five cents or so. We
are seeking the long wear of the shoes, while the loss of

time of the car and the cost of changing wheels is not con-

sidered. On our road as soon as a flat wheel makes its ap-

pearance the car is ordered in at once if there is a car to

take its place, for flat wheels tell their story all over town
further than the car can be seen. Now if the brake shoes

which have been making these flat wheels cost $1.30 and
last while a wheel is making, say, 20,000 miles, we think
we have done well, but supposing we use a pair of soft iron

.shoes costing eighty cents per pair, and vise four pairs and
increase the wheel mileage to 40,000 this would be $3.20
apiece in cost of brake shoes while doubling the life of the

wheels would be $9.80 at a cost of $13.00 per pair. The
labor of making such a saving would be trivial. These
figures show that this effort to save brake .shoes is all

wrong. What we need is a shoe which will wear the wheel
least, even though it wears out itself with considerable

rapidity."

In reply to the question how much mileage he called

for in his guarantee, Mr. Moore said: "The guarantee is

always on our road for a certain length of time, and so far,

wheels always come up to it. This time is ten months.
Any loss of service of a car is a gain for the wheel maker
and is, in one sense, a just punishment for us, if we fail to

keep our wheels turning. The date that the wheels go out

from the storekeeper's hands is the date at which they
begin service, for they never leave his charge until they go
under a car.

'

'

Mr. Moore has had an interesting experience with
trucks which may be described in a word as

'

' more true

than tellable." The fundamental lesson seems to be that

trucks must be kept quiet at any expense, for when they
begin to chatter from parts becoming loose they are in a

condition which is intolerable to the public and which is a

constant expense to the company. Numerous crossings,

grades, and various other things which combine to give a

truck hard service are encountered on the Trenton lines,

and the trucks have received a service which has searched

out everj^ weak joint and defective part. The large vari-

ety which have been tested on the company's lines have
put it in po.s.session of a fund of experience which is ex-

ceedingly valuable and it is now placing its cars upon trucks
which it expects will successfully .stand the severe usage of

its road.

Wheel Notes.

Not long ago a general manager was troubled with
sharp flanges on his lines. They usually came upon one
side of each car. About this time, when the sharp flanges

were giving the most trouble, a wheel press was purchased
and a man put in charge of the wheels of the road. He
found much inaccuracy of gauge, and instituted a reform.

As soon as possible all wheels were set to gauge, and since

that time there has been no further trouble with the

flanges.

On one of the nicest running cable roads of the coun-

try the trailing wheels on the curves cut a groove from
one-half to three-quarters of an inch inside of that made
by the leading wheels. The wheels on the leading axles

do not touch the guard rail on the outside at any point,

while the trailing axle is frequently guided by the inside

of the flange of the outside wheel. This shows the need-
lessness of the out.side guard rail and also the fact that the

gauge of the wheels is not suited to the track or that the

track is unsuitable for the wheels.

To illustrate the need of expert advice in wheel and
rail matters, a case of trouble is cited where a railway

company attempted for some time to force a car with a
nine foot wheel base around short curves, the result being
that flanges were stripped off and wheels broken for a con-

siderable time before the cau,se of the trouble was found
out. In another case a short wheel base was used" with a

very long car, the result being that the side leverage

brought about in running a loaded car around curves
twisted and broke the wheels. In this case the overhang
of the car was much greater than the length of the wheel
base. In still a third case, the wheel base, though long,

was not .so long as to break flanges in running around
curves, but did cause rapid grinding and consequent rapid

flange wear.

On a cable railway last year, when a spindle brake
was put on to the road, the number of flat wheels which
made their appearance was something extraordinary. There
seemed to be no unusual cause, and yet as many as seven
flat wheels would be reported in a single day. The super-

intendent, sitting in his office one afternoon, watching cars

as they started from the office, noted the fact that on one
car, when the man let off the handle he forgot to relieve

the dog, and the car started down the grade with one pair

of wheels skidding. It did not take many seconds to send
orders by telephone to the different repair shops along the

line to take off the dogs entirely from the cars as fast as

they passed. The result was the complete stoppage of the

epidemic of flat wheels.

In considering the value of wheel guarantees the fact

must not be forgotten that makers are released from their

guarantee obligations to a very large extent owing to flatted

wheels, which,on some roads, form from fifty to seventy-five

per cent of the total number of wheels taken out of service.

In fact, on one large road the expense of regrinding and
replacing flatted wheels at present considerably exceeds

$1000 a month and there is no recourse from the wheel
maker. In the opinion of many managers, the only solu-

tion to this difficulty with flatted wheels is in the rigid en-

forcement of a rule to suspend for one or more days every

motorman who brings in a flat wheel, and it is certainly

true that this rule has in many cases absolutely stopped

the practice of excessive use of sand.

The change of shape, which takes place in cast iron

wheels when they cool in the mould, is greater and more
distinct than would be supposed possible to many not

familiar with such matters. An ordinary car wheel is dished

to the extent of, perhaps, 2 3^ ins. Such a wheel on cooling

will drop to the extent of about in. , flatter or more convex
wheels changing their convexity in proportion. This is

really the movement of the hub inward while the rim of

the wheel is cooling. The reason for the movement of the

hub downward when the wheel is cooling is that the cen-

ter cools last, and as the metal in the tire and web con-

tracts there is a tendency to draw metal away from the

hub, and the wheel is necessarily flattened. Dished wheels
are not objectionable, as some suppose. The curved form
has some effect in taking up the blow, for the metal itself

has, within certain limits, a high degree of elasticity. Few
men would credit the fact that cast iron is a good spring,

yet, within its limit of motion, it is one of the most perfect

springs which we know of.

Seasoned Oak.

The experience of Mr. Fisk, the president of the

Wason Car Manufacturing Company, in the matter of sea-

soning oak is a most interesting one, and some parts of it

illustrate the changes in opinion which have prevailed in

regard to the best method of handling oak timber. For
several years before the war the Government was keeping

great .stocks of oak timber of very large sizes. When the

Wa.son Company, like all other car companies during the

early years of the war, was called upon to manufacture gun
carriages it found itself, after a few months' work, con-

fronted with the fact that there was no more dry oak tim-

ber to be had. The company was ready to manufacture,
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but it was unable to furnish the material. At the Water-
town Ansenal, however, they had a large supply of beauti-

ful hewn oak. The stock was of 12, 14 and 16 in. square

timber. It had been placed under cover with the ends
carefully painted to prevent checking or sea.soning cracks.

It was timber of which the Government officers were
proud, and it was with no little hesitation that they gave
up a portion of it for the purpo.se. Two car loads were
obtained and sent to Springfield. The first half dozen
sticks that went under the .saws produced con.sternation

among the men, and Mr. Fisk was called for at once. On
the outside of each piece there were three inches of .sound

dry oak; the center of the stick was entirely rotten. Under
his inspection .stick after stick was cut open and not one
was found otherwi.se than rotten at the core. The Gov-
ernment officers were .sent for as quickly as telegrams could
reach them. Their con.sternation was great. " Is it po.s-

sible," remarked one, " that all the.se years we have been
absolutely wrong in our treatment of timber, and that this

entire stock is u.sele.ss ? '

' But .such was the fact. Oak parts

with its water and .sap very .slowly. If the albumen and
acids of the sap are not removed either by water soaking
or by drying they soon undergo fermentation, and either a

chemical or organic decay of the interior takes place.

Experiments resulting from this sad experience .showed
that water .soaking or .some heating process, or both com-
bined, was very desirable in the ca.se of oak in order to re-

move the easih' decomposible constituents of the .sap.

Painting the ends of the timber, while preventing season-
ing cracks, is more or less dangerous, especially if the
sticks be of large .size; although it prevents cracking yet it

may prevent the escaping of the sap to such an extent as

to produce a more serious weakening of the stick than
would be produced b}- the checking.

John Stephen.son's experiments during the war were
not dissimilar. The Government officers stationed at New
York found that a very fair quality of oak could be ob-
tained by a gradual steaming and drying process. It was
necessary, however, to keep the heat to which the oak was
subjected down to what corresponded to a comparatively
low steam pressure, otherwi.se the .strength of the wood was
considerably reduced.

Car Notes.

When a man cuts the step strap or bracket into the
side of a .sill on an open car, he usualh' thinks of nothing
but making a good, smooth job. But when he has done
so and made the out.side of the iron flush with the wood
he has probably cut away more than half the strength of

the timber. In old open cars where such butchering has
been practiced the sills are usually found to be cracked or
broken, and the break invariably starts from the score
where the iron has been let flush into the wood. Every
cut in a sill is a misfortune. The fibre of the wood should
never be cut when it is possible to avoid it. This rule is

never violated by the best workmen.

When cracks begin to .show along battens and at the
edge of guard and other rails, it is time to take the car
into the paint shop. No matter how well the paint may
look and how bright the varni.sh may be in other places,

the.se cracks or openings need to be stopped. The car is

without protection at vital points. If left for long in this

condition decay will begin at \'ital parts. They are points
at which the strength of the car is, as it were, concentrated,
and its durability depends upon the structure being sound
at these points. Varnish and paint will crack at the angles
long before it shows signs of wear on any portion of the
bod}' panels. Water may be having access to the frame
before the varnish in the center of the panels has lost its

gloss. What is needed is not repainting, but touching up.

The weights of cars are steadily increasing in a way
that is not wholly satisfactory. In the early honse car
times weights were larger than was profitable and Ebbitt
and Stephenson brought cars down to much less weights,
even as low as 3,200 lbs. This weight, however, was prob-

ably too small and was afterwards considerably increased.

At the present time not a few .single truck electric cars

weigh as much as 17,000 lbs. Cable grip cars in Baltimore
are .said to weigh about 4,(Soo lbs., while the sixteen foot

trailers weigh 4,500 lbs. Every pound above that neces-

sary is a disadvantage, costing money to haul and con-

tributing its share to the destruction of rails, rolling stock

and roadbed. As the weight increases the time required

to .stop and start diminishes and the running time is in-

creased.

In repainting or in touching up a car one point should
never be missed. The paint .should form a continuous

coating. There .should be no hair cracks where a rail

joins a panel or where a band or strap is fastened upon the

body. Cracks at the.se places are often hard to fill, and
hence are neglected. They do not show to the non-pro-

fe.ssional observer, and hence they commonly pass mu.ster.

Painting in general, being put on to please the passenger,

is not regarded as a matter for close .scrutiny. If water
and dampness never have an opportunity to kiss the wood
the car has a fair chance to reach a good old age. For
stopping cracks white lead ccsts more than putty and is

worth ten times the difference in price. It stays and
makes a good cement, while it does not .shrink and crack

as putty invariably does.

The .scrim or canvas, applied to the inside of the

panels of street cars has a double purpose. It strengthens

the wood and it forms a union between the ribs and posts

and the panels themselves. In very man}' cases this canvas
is the only union between the ribs and panels. When not

protected from water, canvas of any kind rots with great

rapidity, and soon loses all its cohesion. Painting canvas
prevents this for a long time and if the painting be thor-

oughly done the canvas will last until .some accident des-

troys the panel. When the ordinary workman puts a can-

vas in place the general theorj' is that if it is thoroughly
fastened on to the rib and panel there is no harm if the

edge of the canvas stands up loose or projects. This is a

great mistake. Wherever an edge of canvas projects, even
if coated with paint, water enters the ends of the fibres and
the canvas will gradually rot beneath the paint for consid-

erable distance, sometimes an inch or two, thus destroying

the greater portion of the advantage of scrims. In judg-

ing of the durability of a car it is .safe to predict that where
the canvas and edges are all fastened smoothh' down and
nicely covered with paint, or where the edges are reduced

to the smallest number and are not projecting the dura-

bility will be much greater than where this part of the

work is carelessly done.

Some time since a large road changed its motive
power very suddenly and put a large number of cars of

various ages in its yards for sale. Such a collection of

bird cages has rarely been seen together. An examina-
tion of them was equal to a liberal education in car build-

ing by showing what should be avoided. There Avas a

very large number of trail cars, many of which were built

by the company. There were but three posts on a side,

the idea being to get large, beautiful windows. There
were no blinds. The roofs were of the Bombay pattern.

That the roof had been whipping was CA'ident from the

remarkable condition of the letter boards which, in nearly

every in.stance. were loose on the po.sts. These panels

were too light to cut off the screws, but the .screws had
worked and spoilt the panels or enlarged the holes .so that

no stiffness was obtained. Water could enter at opened
joints in all parts of the bodies. The panels were .split at

the ends and joints. Decay had not begun because none
of the cars were very old. Bad design and ignorant work-
man.ship was written all over these wrecks. Had the

letter boards and panels been worked from a single piece

with the rail and boxed upon the posts; had the windows
been kept down to a reasonable size so as to have a suffi-

cient number of po.sts to carry the roof, a very different

story could have been told. Had the roof been of any
other pattern the destruction would liave been much more
rapid.
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Six Cent Verdicts for Death by Wrongful Act.

Recent newspaper criticisms of the propriety of ver-

dicts for nominal damages in actions b}' personal represen-

tives for injuries causing death would seem to justify a few
observations here, tending to show that a verdict in such a
case for six cents is not necessarily absurd, but is often

proper.

From the maxim actio personalis niotitur cum persona it

followed at common law that if the personal injuries re-

sulted in death no cause of action for such injuries survived.

The law did not even give a right of action to those en-

titled to the serx'ices of the deceased for the permanent loss

of such services conseqvient upon death.

Lord Campbell's Act, in 1846 (9 & 10 Vict. c. 93 ),

created a new cause of action in favor of the husband or

wife or next of kin of the deceased, for such pecuniary
damages as the person or persons for whose benefit the ac-

tion should be brought might have sustained by reason of

the death. This act has served as a model for similar en-

actments in this country. Everj' state and territory affords

some remedy that survives the death of the person in-

jured.

It is not possible here to consider the propriety of .six

cent verdicts under such statutes as that of Connecticut,
which provides that the cause of action that the person in-

jured would have had shall sur\dve his death, or that of

Massachusetts giving a remedy by indictment with a mini-
mum fine of $500, or those of the other .states that have
not practically followed the provi.sions of Lord Campbell's
Act. But the P^nglish statute has been substantially re-

enacted in so many states that a discussion of this question
will be very generally applicable.

Such pecuniary damages as have resulted to those for

whose benefit the action is brought may be recovered.
The word pecuniary which is usually applied to designate
the nature of the damages recoverable does not denote dam-
ages only that can be certainly estimated in money. The
word is used rather to exclude all consideration of elements
which, not only cannot be measured in dollars and cents,

but for which money can onh^ be given as a consolation,

and to limit damages to the loss of those benefits which at

least mone}' can ordinarily secure. No recovery can be had
for injur}' to feelings and affections nor for any loss of so-

ciety and companionship that the beneficiaries may have
suffered. Then, too, many elements of damage which it

is proper to consider in actions brought by the person in-

juried are eliminated. One who has been injured may re-

cover damages for the pain and suffering he has been caused
and also for the physical effects of his injuries; to such
damages there can be no offsets. The question of damage
in actions for death, on the other hand, has a credit and a

debit side; the probable pecuniary benefits must be weighed
against the probable pecuniary losses to the beneficiaries

that would result from a continuance of the life destro3'ed.

The reasonable expectation of benefit in excess of the prob-
able pecuniary detriment forms the measure of damage.

A child sustains, by the death of its parent, a pecuniary
loss of support, of education and of the personal care
and training it could have reasonably expected to receive

from such parent. When a hu.sband loses his wife or a
minor child he may have suffered pecuniary damage in the
loss of the services of the deceased. A wife is entitled to

be supported by her husband, and by his death the amount
he would probably have earned and devoted to that purpose,

Communications relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 32 Nassau Street, New York.

had he lived, is a loss to her. If the husband were an in-

valid entirely dependent tipon her exertions for his main-

tenance, no loss to her would result from his death.

All beneficiaries, whether wives, hu.sbands, children or

collateral relatives are entitled to compensation for such net

benefit as would have resulted from the continuance of the

life either from increased estate in which they would have

been legally entitled to share, or from gifts and bounty

which they would have had reasonable expectation of re-

ceiving from the deceased.

In determining the amount of the.se various kinds of

pecuniary loss regard must of course be had to the past re-

lations and .situation of the parties, the character, habits

and earning capacity of the deceased, and, not least of all,

to the probable duration of life of both beneficiary and
decedent. Other things being equal, the pecuniary loss is

in direct proportion to the duration of their joint lives, for

all benefit must accrue before the probable termination of

either life. Where the beneficiary is very old and
the decea.sed a young infant, the probable period of their

joint lives would be shorter than decedent's period of use-

less infancy, consequently there could be no damage to the

beneficiary.

But it is not sufficient to ascertain the probable annual

receipt of pecuniary benefits and multiply that amount by
the number of years in the probable joint life. It ma-y be

that the deceased during life has been and would probably

have been in the future an expen.se to the beneficiary.

This will con.stitute an offset to the benefits received which
may reduce them to nothing or even overbalance them. In

the latter case would not the death be a pecuniary benefit

instead of a pecuniary loss ?

Where a minor child recovers damages for the death

of his father does not the verdict, besides establishing that

the child has su.stained a lo.ss, also establish the fact that

if the child had been killed in,stead of the father, the father

would have been pecuniarily benefited by its death.

It must follow if this is .so that there is only one of

any two kinsmen who is pecuniarily benefited by the con-

tinuance of the life of the other. Therefore in accordance

with the doctrine of chances in one half the cases where
death is caused by the fault of another, a pecuniary bene-

fit results instead of a pecuniary lo,ss. It is a fact of com-

mon obserA-ation and experience that more than one half

of the people in this world are a burden rather than a ben-

efit to their relations. Nor is this proposition proved absurd

by the further fact that in a very large proportion of the

ca.ses where the wrongfulness of the act causing death is

establi-shed a substantial recovery is obtained by the bene-

ficiaries.

If h\ so large a number of cases no pecuniary damage
is cau,sed by death a verdict for nominal damages is neither

always absurd nor always improper.

There are many instances where nominal damages are

amply warranted by the remoteness of the relationship

between the deceased and the next of kin and by the

improbability, in view of past events, of any pecuniary

benefit being derived in case of the continuance of the life

of the deceased. Take the case where a nephew is his

uncle's next of kin. They scarcely know each other and no
pa.st relations justify owy inference that the nephew ever

will receive the .slightest benefit from his uncle's life.

Though a jury in such a case may give the nephew a sub-

stantial verdict, nominal damages are certainly adequate to

compensate him for all his loss resulting from his uncle's

death.

Bearing in mind always that the verdict does not rep-
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resent the price of a human Hfe, bnt merely the pecuniary

damage to the beneficiary caused by the loss of that life,

such considerations as have been mentioned should make
one slow to criticise verdicts for nominal damages in cases

of death caused by the wrongful act, of another. S.

COMPENvSATlON FOR USE OF TRACKvS.

Missouri.—In estimating the compensation which an electric

railway company .should pay a cable company for the use of the
latter's tracks under the provisions of a city charter, the cost of

building the cable conduit should lie considered, though it cannot be
used by the electric company, and its construction made the cost of

the cable road much greater than that of an electric road.

Under an ordinance providing that in a proceeding to fix the
compensation one railroad companj' should pay another for the use
of its tracks the court may make such order as justice may require.

The court may require the company seeking the use of the tracks to

give a bond for the payment to the other compan}' of one-half the
co.stof renewals, of rails and pavement, where the ordinance further

provides that either party piay once in each two years apply for a

readjustment of the compensation to be paid.—(Grand Ave. Ry. v.

Peoples Ry. 33 vS. W. Rep. 472.

)

EJECTION OF PASSENGERS.
Pennsylvania.—A passenger on a street railway, when re-

quested by the conductor to go from the platform to the inside of

the car, where there were vacant seats, refused to do so, though he
knew that a rule of the company forbade passengers to stand on the
platfonn when there was room in the car. As a reason for refusing
he said he was not going far enough to justify him in going inside,

but how far he was going he refused to say. The car was then
stopped, and he was told that he must go inside or get off, and, re-

fusing to do either, he was put off by the conductor, who used suffi-

cient force to loosen his hold of the railing, and to remove him from
the platform, and to prevent him from reboarding the car. Held,
that he had no right of action against the company, the rule being a

reasonable one.
The passenger having resisted the conductor in the proper per-

formance of his duty, he was not entitled to recover jiunitive dam-
ages because the conductor used force in removing him from the car.

—(McMillan v. Federal vSt. & P. V. Ry., 33 At. Rep. 560.

)

Wisconsin.—A judgment for I750 for the wrongful ejectment
of a passenger from a train on a rainy day, more than a mile from
any house, and three or four miles from a station, is excessive, in the
absence of any ground for substantial damages other than physical
and mental suffering and in the absence of any facts entitling him to

exemplary damages. The verdict was reduced to f350 and as so re-

duced affirmed.—(Gillan v. M.St. P. & S. S. M. Ry., 65 N. W.
Rep. 373.

)

INJUNCTION.

New Jersey.—Whether the building and operation of an elec-

tric railroad on a country highway- impose an additional servitude on
land already subject to such highway ha^ing ne\-er been determined
in New Jensey, a preliminary injunction will not issue on that ground
alone, at the in,stance of the landowner.

General allegations " that the building and conducting of said
railroad upon the roadbed of said public highway will work irrepar-

able injury " to complainant and his propert)-," and that the neces-
sary grading and excavations * * * and the setting of poles in

the sidewalks, etc., will work irreparable injur}'," are insufficient to

support an application for preliminary injunction.
A person whose land is subject to the servitude of a public high-

way is not entitled to a preliminary injunction to restrain the con-
struction of an electric railroad on such way, merely because defen-
dant is proceeding without legal authoritj', but must show, either
that the proposed railroad will impose an additional servitude on
his land, or that he will suffer some special injury.— ( Borden v. Atlan-
tic Highlands, R. B. & L. B. Electric Ry. Co.

, 33 At. Rep. 276.

)

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE.
Arkansas.—An electric street railway company is liable jointly

with one who has negligently allowed his telephone wire to drop
across the company's trolley wire, for injuries caused to a person
accidently coming in contact with the telephone wire, by the current
of electricity conveyed through it from the trolley wire.— ( Citv El.

St. Ry. V. Conery, 33 S. W. Rep. 426.

)

Cai^iKornia.—In an action agaiuist two street railroad com-
panies for injuries to a passenger on the car of one, received in a
collision at a crossing, evidence of a custom between street railroad
companies of giving the older company the right of way at crossings
was admissible to show which defendant was guilty of the greater
negligence.—(Howland v. Oakland Con. vSt. Ry., 42 Pac. Rep. 983.

)

Louisiana.—The motoiman had a right to suppose that plain-
tiff's son would not, after warning, attempt to cross immediatel}' in
front of the car, at a distance too near to prevent the accident.

While no one should be held to a degree of care and caution be-
yond his years, a boy eleven years and four months of age cannot be
relieved from the exercise of all care and prudence.—(McLaughlin v.

N. O. & C. R. Co., 18 South. Rep. 703.

)

Wisconsin.—In an action against an electric street railway
company for death of plaintiff's decedent, caused by a collision with
one of defendant's moving cars, it appeared that decedent's horse.

which he was driving in a buggy, became unmanageable, and in at-

tempting to suddenly cross in front of the car threw decedent from
the buggy beneath the car. Held, that the fact that the motorman
did not stop the car, instead of proceeding .slowly, did not warrant a
finding that he was negligent.

That a horse which is being driven on a .street becomes [fright-

ened at an approaching street car does not render the company liable

for injuries received by the driver.— (Bi.shopv. Belle City, St. Ry.,

65 N. W. Rep. 733.

TiCX.\S.—It is negligence for one operating a .street car to con-
tiniie sounding its bell after he sees, or by the exercise of ordinary
care could .see, that horses attached to a wagon in front of it were
being frightened and rendered unmanageable.—(Citizens' Ry. Co.

V. Hair, 32 S. W. Rep. 1050.

)

M.VSS.VCHUSKTTS.—Failure of a person to look and listen before
cros.sing the tracks of an electric railwa)' in a public street, where
the cars have not an exclusive right of way, is not negligence, as a

matter of law.—(Robbins v. Springfield St. Ry. Co., 42 N. E. Rep.

334-)

Indiana.—It cannot be assumed as matter of law that one run
into by a .street car would, by listening, have heard it in time to have
avoided the accident; it having given no signal, and there having
been a noise from the running of a car just passing in the opposite

direction.—(Citizens' St. Ry. Co. v. Albright, 42 N. E. Rep. 238.

New York.—One who in daylight undertakes, with full knowl-
edge of the danger involved, to drive a horse over a temporary switch
of a street railroad, into which granite blocks have been loosely

thrown, will be held to have assumed the risk.— ( Wat.son v. Brooklyn
City R. Co., 35 N. Y. S. 1039.)

Cai^ifornia—Decedent was riding on a bicycle between the
tracks of the defendant electric railroad company, at the rate of six

miles an hour, without watching for the approach of cars from be-

hind. As the car by which decedent was killed approached from
behind, at the rate to ten miles an hour, the motorman sounded the
gong when twenty to forty" feet from him, and cried out for him to

get off the track, to which decedent paid no attention. Thereupon
the motorman, when ten to twenty feet from decedent, reversed the
current, and attempted to stoja the car, but was unable to do so in

time. There was no evidence that the rails of the track were not on
a level with the ground between the tracks, and decedent was seen
when about a block and a half ahead of the car to pa.ss from the
north track, on w'hich he had been riding, to the south track, to es-

cape a north bound car. Held, that decedent was guilty of contribu-
tory negligence.—(Everett v. Los Angeles Ry., 43 I'ac. Rep. 207.)

EXCESSIVE DAMAGES.
Coi.ORADO.—A verdict for 137,500, awarded to a miner for loss

of eyesight, appearing to have been given by some motive other
than the desire to make merely a reasonable compensation, is

excessive. The Court say: " In a case of this kind, the true rule, how-
ever expressed, is that the jury should, in the exercise of a reason-
able and sound judgment, give to the plaintiff reasonable compensa-
tion, and no more, for the consequences of the injuries; and neces-
sarily the amoimt is largelj' discretionary with the jury.

" It is no answer to this to say that no man would be willing to

lose his ej'esight for the amount of the verdict rendered in this case,

because that is no proper criterion for the measiu-e of damages in a
case of this .sort, and all the money in the world, if offered, would be
no inducement to a sane person to part voluntarilj' with this " price-

less gift to man.
" Distres.sing and painful as were the plaintiff's injuries, and at-

tended by consequences so pernianentlj- disastrous to him, their sim-
ple recital before the jury unavoidably aroused the sentiment of pity-

that every man possesses, and strongly appealed to their kindly
nature. It therefore behooves the trial court in such a case to keep
within proper bounds the deliberations of the jur}-."—(Deep Mining
& Drainage Co. v. Fitzgerald, 43 Pac. Rep. 210.

)

Texas.—Five thousand dollars damages for loss of an eye is not
excessive.—(Texas & P. R3'. Co. v. Bowlin 32 S. W., Rep. 918.

)

California.—In an action by a passenger of a .street railway
company for injuries, where it appeared that plaintiff was pregnant
at the time of the accident, and that a miscarriage resulted, and that
her e3-esight and the action of her heart were impaired, a verdict of

110,000 was not excessive.—(Howland v. Oakland Con. St. Ry. Co..

42 Pac. Rep. 983.

)

Tex.\s.—A verdict for |io,ooo in an action for personal injuries

will not be set a.side as excessive, where there is evidence that plaint-

iff, a man tw'ent3'-five years of age, and, previous to his injuries, of good
health, was, on account of the injuries, confined to his bed for

several months; that three 3'ears after the injury he was unable to get
around without the use of crutches; that he was unable to sleep
well; that his urinal and sexual organs were impaired, and that he
had symptoms of paral3-sis and might never get well.—(M. K. & T.
Ry. v. Cook, 33 S. W. Rep. 671.)

Washington.—A verdict of 18,000 held not excessive, where
the injury resulted in a shortening of a leg, and plaintiff was con-
fined to her bed for eighteen months, and the suffering was likel3' to
continue.—(Lorence v. City of EHensburgh, 43 Pac. Rep. 20.

)

Tf;xas.—In an action for causing the death of an emplo3-e,
brought by the surviving wife and children, a verdict for |;i6,ooo,

though more than the court would award under the circuni.stances,

is not so clearly excessive as to authorize a reversal.— (vS. A. & A. P.

Ry. V. Harding, 33 S. W. Rep. 373.

)
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THE work of standardizing the rules for electrical con-

struction and operation, which is soon to be under-

taken by a joint committee composed of delegates from all

of the great engineering and insurance associations of the

country and from a number of the principal manufacturing

and construction corporations, is one which should have

the hearty good will and cooperation of all who are inter-

ested in the improvement of constructive methods in the

great industries which use electricity. The members of this

joint committee are all men of high professional standing

and are well qualified in every respect to deal with the

problems presented. We confidently expect results of

value to come from their deliberations.

WHAT have been found to be the real facts as to the

relative economy of electric over horse traction?

The general public appears to believe that an electric rail-

way franchise is a gold mine and is coming to demand the

most extravagant price for such franchises. Now, the re-

sults of experience do not warrant any such belief. In an-

other column will be found a careful discussion of the com-

parative cost at present prices—the lowest ever known—of

equipping and operating an electric and a horse railway of

the same track and car mileage in the same city. From the

estimates there made, it is shown that an electric railway,

built in the most perfect manner, and without allowance

for engineering mistakes, might be expected, in this par-

ticular city, to earn fourteen percent on the necessary capi-

tal investment, while a horse railway might be expected to

earn nine per cent upon its required investment. The
difference is material, it is true, and one which is well

worth taking some chances to obtain, but it is not so large

as to warrant the imposition of heavy additional burdens of

taxation, or of a reduction in fares. Sooner or later the

public will come to understand this—not improbably

through the financial insolvency of many too heavily bur-

dened companies—and will, perhaps, be less urgent in its

demands for additional concessions.

TRAILS, by affording a clean head to the travel of

the car wheels, are generally considered as present-

ing as little resistance to a moving car as any form of rail

in use. But when they are used in paved streets, the amount

and nature of the vehicular traffic in the street in question

is an important consideration. Where the head of the rail

is close to, or even with the paving, the vehicles will natur-

ally follow the track closely, and when the traffic is great,

it has often been found to cut the paving blocks on one or

both sides of the rails. The result has usually been to

produce a rut by breaking the edges of the blocks close to

the side of the rail. While it may not be the province of

a rail to provide a smooth surface for the street traffic, this

tendency of other vehicles to seek the track must be con-

sidered in cases where the duty of maintaining the paving

between the rails devolves upon the railway company.

The method employed in San Francisco, as pointed out by

a correspondent this month and adopted after the damage

was done, was the use of a flat rail inside the T head to

care for the vehicle wheels. This made essentially a

girder or side bearing head, which could have been laid in

the first place at a fraction of the total expense. Where
the street traffic is considerable, yet not so great as to

make a side bearing rail a necessity, another method can

be adopted. This is the elevation of the T head, as much
above the surface of the pavement as may be permitted.

If it can be raised so high as to discourage crossing, except

at right angles, the vehicles will be driven with their

wheels a foot or more from the rails, and the tendency to

cut ruts near the rails will be avoided.

IT hardly seems possible that there can be serious thought

in any quarter of effecting a consolidation between the

American Street Railway Association and the National

Electric Light Association, although the effort is being

made to bring about the consideration of the question by

the executive committees of the two bodies. Certainly

there is little to commend such a suggestion. Almost the

only bond of union between the two associations lies in

their use of a single great form of energy, electricity. This

is not sufficient. The problems involved in electric light-

ing and electric railroading are just as different as are those

involved in the handling of locomotive engines, marine en-
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gines, stationary engines, boilers, etc.—all dependent upon

steam as a form of energy. The operation of a power sta-

tion plant and feeder lines is only a small part of the re-

sponsibilities resting upon the street railway manager,

whereas it is almost the sole responsibility of the electric

light manager. Nearly all the papers and discussions in

the meetings of the American Street Railway Association

are devoted to methods of handling cars and men, construc-

tion of roadbed, laying out of new routes, and many others

in which the electric light people would have no interest

whatever. On the other hand, the latter must necessarily

discuss problems which will not interest street railway

men. Any joint exhibition of apparatus would likewise

be classified along the lines of the respective interests,

so that the only advantage of bringing all the apparatus

together would be the reduction in expenses and the pos-

sible increase of popular interest in the city where the ex-

hibition might be held. To attempt to crowd the work of

two four day conventions into one would be simply impos-

sible, and to attempt to properly accommodate some two

thousand attendants at a joint convention in any city save

the two or three largest of the country would likewise be

impossible. All that can be said in favor of the consoli-

dation is far outweighed, we believe, by the considerations

stated and we do not look for any general movement in its

favor.

THE first published reports, printed elsewhere in this

i.ssue, of the performance of the electric locomotives

in the Belt Line Tunnel of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

will be found a valuable contribution to our knowledge on

the subject of moving heavy trains by electricity. The

desire on the part of the railroad officials to avoid in the

tunnel the smoke and gas inseparable from the use of steam

would probably have dictated the use of electricity, even

at a considerable addition to working expense. It is

therefore particularly gratifying to electric railway engin-

eers that the figures show an increase in both efficiency

and economy of electricity over .steam. The construction

of electric locomotives for this service was largely in the

nature of an experiment, since there had been no experi-

ence in the application of electric power to such large

loads. Nevertheless the installation has been an entire en-

gineering and practical success. Trouble was experienced

at first in taking the current from the wire, a point

which might easily have proven serious at the high speeds

reached in the tests. It was overcome, however, by largely

increasing the surface of contact, which was a sliding one.

The best solution of this problem for heavy traffic and

high speed is a qixestion worthy of careful study by the en-

gineers of future trunk line construction. The dyna-

mometer curv^es will be found in.structive as showing the

rapid acceleration produced by an electric locomotive.

The pull by the armature on the axles being uniform, the

curve is fairly smooth until the maximum is reached. It

would be interesting in future experiments to determine

the coefficient of adhesion of the electric locomotive under

different conditions of track. This for steam locomotives

on dry rails is usually estimated at from .20 to .25 of the

weight on the drivers. For electric locomotives we believe

a much higher figure will be found, not only on account

of the continuous torque on the axles, but probably, also,

from the greater flexibility of the locomotive, permitting

better adaptation to the inequalities of the track.

A PROPER spirit of emulation in employes is one

which can be often cultivated with great advan-

tage to the service and benefit to the company. A
friendly rivalry acts as a spur toward efficiency, and if

properly directed will often find an outlet for the ener-

gies of the men, which otherwise might take a direction

inimical to the interests of the company. A .system of

keeping records of the performance of each man for the

purpose of comparisons is one which has l^een successfully

extended on different roads to all branches of the serv-

ice, conductors, motormen and power house employes

alike. The principle is .sound, for it not only shows the

men that individual good work is appreciated, but an added

stimulus is given from the fact that comparative records

are kept by the company, from which future promotions

may be made. Such a record is, of course, of equal value

to the company in a.ssisting in the selection of the best

men for advancement. Different methods can be em-

ployed with car crews to ad\-antage, not only in the way
of avoiding accidents, but in increasing traffic. On .some

roads a record is kept of the accidents per one thousand

miles run by each motorman or crew, and at the end of

each quarter rewards are given to those who have made

the best showing. The flattening of wheels, as we have

repeatedly pointed out, can be largely, if not entirely,

prevented by such a system as this. Traffic can even be

created in individual cases by the exercise of care and

discretion on the part of conductors in looking out and

stopping for intending passengers. To those who think

it is doubtful whether this can be done to any extent

we will say that we know of a company where the

records showed that certain conductors year after year

have a higher average of passengers per trip than others.

As the routes were constantly changed, there was no pos-

sibility that these results were secured by more favor-

able conditions of traffic, but were undoubtedly due to

the exercise of more individual care and attention. In

the case of large systems Avhere there are a number of

subdivisions, the same spirit of comparisons can be

equally well applied to .show the relation between tlie

different sections, due regard being had to the local con-

ditions of traffic and liabilit}' to accident. It might be

said that the offer of actual cash prizes is not nece.s.sary

to secure results of the kinds ought. Where a
'

' bulletin
'

'

or other official paper is published by the companj-, the

names of the employes showing the best record could be

published, and this, with the fact that their superiority

is known to the superintendent, ^\•ill often be found suffi-

cient. On smaller roads, the names of tho.se holding the

highest percentage for traffic, or lowest percentage for ac-

cidents, can be posted on the car hoiise bulletin boards

and published as a news item in the local newspaper.

In the power station the system outlined is equally appli-

cable to certain emploj^es. The firemen can certainly be

encouraged to exercise economy in their care of the

furnaces under their charge by a system of comparisons,

and this is done on a number of roads. Where there

are several stations of one .system, the work of the em-

ployes of each can also be often compared with advantage

and profit.

WHAT is
'

' overcapitalization?
'

' We hear from num-
erous legislative committees, commissions and poli-

ticians, that " our street railways are overcapitalized,"
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The Nixon Committee of the New York Legislature,

which has been devoting much attention to the wicked

street railway companies of New York State, informed us

last month that they are overcapitalized; the Mayor of

Detroit is sure that something is wrong with street railwaj-

matters in that city ; the citizens of Philadelphia are gravely

considering the l^est way to extract the "water" from

the local street railway capitalization; and, in general,

there seems to be a feeling on the part of the public that

highway robbers are in our midst disguised as the manag-

ers and stockholders of our street railway corporations.

What then, we repeat, is "overcapitalization?" How is

its existence to be determined? Upon whom do its evils

fall?

5i; >ii * * *

Let us consider for a moment what the capital lial)ili-

ties of our city .systems represent. It is a matter of history

that, as horse railways, they paid, with few exceptions,

only moderate dividends and were not generally popular as

investments. Manj^ of them had hard work to maintain

solvency, and nearly all were o1)liged to spend a large por-

tion of their annual income, when there was an income, in

making exten.sions which they knew would be immedi-

ately unprofitable, but which were necessary for the ac-

commodation of the public and for the expansion of their

territory. When the time came for the adoption of elec-

tricity, nearly all this old investment was found worthless

and had to be thrown awa}'—track, stables, horses, cars,

everything almost except real estate, and to .some extent

buildings. The old capitalization represented franchi.ses,

and franchises only. Everything had to be new and of an

entirely different kind for electric traction purposes. Was
it overcapitalization to add the cost of the new roadbed and

equipment to the old investment account? Clearly not.

Such a burden could not possibly be borne out of earn-

ings—the only other source for obtaining the requisite

money.
* ^ >!; ^ *

Time went on, and there came evidence that serious

mistakes had been made in the equipment of these roads.

Rails were found worthless, motors of inadequate power,

car bodies too light for electric service, the overhead struct-

ure weak and imperfect. Engineers had had too little pre-

vious experience in the requirements of the new motive

power to properly serve their clients. How were these

mistakes to be remedied ? The purist in street railway ac-

counting would say, perhaps, "out of income," but he

would be met by the fact that income was again wholly in-

sufficient for the purpose. The defects required immedi-

ate action. Under this pressure the stockholders did what
any business men would do in conducting a private enter-

prise—they put their hands in their pockets and supplied

the necessary funds, or, perhaps, borrowed money. These

new supplies of capital had to be recognized in some
way, and stock or bonds or notes were issued, according to

circumstances. Such a process as this might be techni-

cally overcapitalization from a book-keeping point of view

but the public, so far at least, could have no possible griev-

ance or right to interfere. Later on new supplies of cap-

ital—actual cash—were called for to build extensions, to

carry new lines out into the country and to anticipate the

new demands of traffic in every possible direction. The
danger of destructive competition was, and has always been
such a constant spur to enterpri.se as to have been the pub-

lic safeguard against abuse of franchises. Increased capi-

tal obligations thus, again, became necessary, but even this

was not overcapitalization.

'l' 'I* ^ ^

Overcapitalization of costs is the deliberate creation

of a mass of capital liabilities which are not, to the

extent of the overcapitalization, represented by the act-

ual investment of ca.sh or other values. The object of

such overcapitalization is usually the desire to anticipate

future profits, by the sale to others of the right to enjoy

those profits. Nearly all purchasers of so-called " secur-

ities " are, in reality, purchasers of an earning power, not

of an actual thing. They do not even care about the

value of the tangible assets unless these assets are able to

earn an income. It is overcapitalization of earning power

that is the really serious evil—the blind or oversanguine

belief that the earning power of a property will be far

more than later experience proves to be the case. Never-

theless, the State may rightly interfere to prevent over-

capitalization of costs in public enterprises, difficult though

the task is, and must of neces.sity be. It is hard enough

to permanentl}' earn a six or eight per cent income upon in-

vested money \\ ithout adding a large margin for ' 'promoters

profits.
'

' The principles governing State interference are

the same as those which determine regulation of insurance

and banking corporations, and are, in brief, based on the

necessity of protecting the "widows and orphans " against

the results of fraud and misrepresentation on the part of

designing and un.scrupulous money makers. If the bars

were let down .so that there should be no such protection to

the investor, the amount of misery and misfortune might

l)e infinitely greater than that produced by the deeds of

violence which the State is at great expense to prevent.

But if the State neglects its duty in this respect until too

late, it should not then add to the burdens which fall upon

the ultimate investor—the purcha.ser of the
'

' watered '

' se-

curities—by attempting to reduce fares or otherwise destroy

what value remains. The real culprits have escaped with

their profits and cannot be reached.

;1; ;lc -^i ^

Overcapitalization of costs in street railway building

is not always, nor, indeed, often against the interests of

the public, considered as riders or as taxpayers. In the

effort to pay interest and dividends on a heavy capitaliza-

tion, the street railway manager endeavors to increase

gross receipts by attracting passengers—not to reduce

operating expenses in such a way as to repel them. The

latter plan has never yet been tried, we think, except in

times of actual insolvency, and even in such cases, the first

step taken towards financial rehabilitation is always in the

line of improving the service. It is hard to tell, as yet,

whether or not many of our street railway properties are

seriously overcapitalized on the basis of permanent earning

power. We have been passing through severe financial

storms in these last few years—storms which have wrecked

many a promising investment in all lines of industry.

Street railway properties have stood the test remarkably

well, all things considered, and the proportion of the

mileage in the hands of receivers is wonderfully small,

as compared with the great steam railroad properties. It

is probable that fixed charges are reasonably secure on

most of our large properties and that insolvencies will con-

tinue to be rare, but stockholders may, in some instances,

have to await the increase of population and the develop-

ment of city area before the period of large dividends shall

come.



Recent Work of the West End Street Railway
Company. C 'f

contains two twin cross compound AUis engines with cylin-

der dimensions 26 and 50 X 48 in. stroke. The receiver

The recent extensions and increase in traffic of the

West End Railway Company, of Boston, have compelled
that company to make important additions to its rolling

stock and power equipment, while others still more im-

portant are contemplated. The car house capacity of the

company' has been increased since October i , so as to ac-

commodate 391 additional cars, and within the last month
orders for 400 new motors have been placed with the

General Electric Company. An order for a small niimber
of motors has also been given to the Walker Company.

The power equipment of the company has been in-

creased by a new station at Charlestown with a capacity of

1600 k. w. and will be still further augmented by a new
station which will be erected at Dorchester. These
stations are so located as to supply cujrent to sections of

the district covered by the West End lines, which have
heretofore been at a considerable distance from any of the

other power stations, and hence will save a considerable

amount of power which has heretofore been lost in trans-

mission.

The Charlestown power station is located on George
Street, at Charlestown Neck, at tide water. It embodies
a number of novel features in construction, and represents

the ideas of the engineers of the West End Company de-

rived from a long experience in station construction. It is

shown in plan in Fig. 4.

The station, which is of brick, measures 93 ft. 8 ins. X
118 ft. 4 ins. outside dimensions. The roof is of the Gus-
tavino type, and no wood work is used in any part of

the station except on the floor. The contract for the

power house was given August 16, 1895, and the plant

was in operation January 8, 1896.

The engine room measures 63 ft. X 9° ft. 4 ins. and FIG 1,—EXTERIOR OF CHARLESTOWN STATION

FIG. 2.—INTERIOR OF STATION, SHOWING PLATE FLYWHEELS IN MOTION.

for the engines is vertical

and is located between the

cj'linders. The engines are

so arranged that either

high pressure or low press-

ure cylinders can be used
independently. The pip-

ing, as will be seen from
the drawing, is extremely
short and is so arranged as

to be practically in dupli-

cate.

The generators are of

the G. E. 800 k. w^ direct

connected type and run at

a .speed of ninety revolu-

tions per minute, giving

current at 1350 amperes
each. The switchboard is

of the General Electric

type with eight feeder pan-

els and four generator pan-

els.

The height of the

traveling crane over the en-

gine floor is 22 ft. 3 ins.
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FIG. 4.—PLAN OF CHARLESTOWN STATION.

One of the most interesting features of the station is adopt as standard in its future construction the use of
the steel flywheels used on both engines. The increasing wrought steel wheels instead of cast iron. A section and
frequency of flywheel accidents has led the company to half side elevation of one of the twenty-one foot wheels is
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Section on K-L.

FIG. 5.—STACK.

FIG. 6.—SECTION OF CENTRAL POWER STATION, SHOWING
ORIGINAL ARRANGEMENT OF MACHINERY.

given in Fig 3. As will be seen, the wheel is made of

a large number of rolled plate segments bolted together in-

stead of being cast in segments and fastened together by
bolts and rings. This construction permits a much greater
velocity of rim than in wheels made of cast iron. The
speed at which this wheel will run is ninety revolutions,

giving a speed at the circumference of more than a mile
per minute. The weight is distributed as follows :

Center cast iron 20,000 lbs.

Web 22,560
"

Rim 42,460 "

Total 85,020 lbs.

The hub shown in Fig. 3 is seven feet in diameter,

with twenty-one inch bore and it is fitted at one side with
brackets to hold the armature of the 800 k. w. generator.

To the center of this hub are connected the web plates, six-

teen in number on each side, or a total of thirty-two, ex-
tending to the extreme outside diameter of the wheel.
These plates are ^4 in. in thickness and are faced along
their edges so as to form a good joint. Outside of these
segments are two circular plates, B B, bolted through each
segment by five i in. bolts and through both plate and
hub, C, by three 2% in. bolts. The segments are braced
by truss pieces, % in. in thickness by 8 ins., held in the

center by two i ^ in. cross bolts which act as struts. The
center of the rim between the web plates consists of nine
I in. plates each eight feet long and twenty inches deep
joining on the ends, as shown in the engraving. Each
plate covers five joints of other plates and no joints occur
where the web plates join. Outside of the web plates sur-

rounding the rim is a strip of one inch plate fourteen in-

ches in depth riveted through the rim by rivets every 11^
ins. and outside of this is another strip of one inch plate

five inches in depth, also riveted through the rim by the
same number of rivets. The heads of both these lines of

rivets are countersunk.
The wheels are fitted complete on the floor of the

works of the manitfacturers at Milwaukee before shipment
and all holes are drilled within one-quarter inch of their

size. When the wheels were erected in place at the power
house, the bolt holes were reamed out and turned rivets

driven in them. The wheels have not as yet been turned,

but are so accurately constructed that they vibrate but
little when running. It is proposed to turn the wheels as

soon as opportunity offers.

The stack is of brick 200 ft. high, with core ten feet
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in diameter. The foundation con-

sists of four feet of concrete, thirty-

five feet square, upon which is laid

granite rubble to the depth of ten

feet. Above this the stack rises

octagonal in section to a height of

thirty-five feet. From this point it

is circular in section tapering from
twenty feet in diameter at thirty-

five feet above the octagonal base

to 13 ft. 9 ins., fifteen feet from the

top. At the crown it is eighteen
feet in diameter. The general con-

struction is shown in Fig. 5.

There are three batteries of

Babcock & Wilcox boilers of 500
h. p. each, each boiler containing

252 four inch tubes, eighteen feet

long and designed for a pressure of

180 lbs. The boilers are faced with
white glazed brick, giving a very
handsome appearance. The econo-

mizer is of the Green type and of

2000 h. p. capacity. It contains

560 tubes and is arranged with by-

pass so that it can be thrown in

and out of circuit as desired.

The passage of the feedwater
is first into the primary heater,

then into the feed pump, then into

the secondary heater, tlaen into the

economizer. The primary heater

takes steam from the engine ex-

haust, and the secondary from the

feed pump exhaust.

Fig. 7 shows the new ar-

rangement of machinery adopted at

the Albany vStreet or central sta-

tion of the West End Company.
The conditions presented here were
those of converting a station using
belts and countershaft to direct

connection. This station when com-
pleted in 1892 was by far the larg-

est in the world, devoted to elec-

tric power purposes exclusively. A
full description appeared in the

Street Railway Journal for

September, 1892. There were six

triple expansion AUis- Corliss en-

gines in two rows of three each,

belted to a countershaft measuring
120 ft. in length and nine feet in

diameter. The generators, which
were of 400 k. w. capacity each,

were mounted on a gallery extend-
ing through the building and over
the countershaft to which they
were belted.

This arrangement which seem-
ed at the time the most desirable

has proved in the light of modern
practice extremely uneconomical,
and the West End Company has
recently commenced the recon-

struction of the station to fit it

more nearly with modern ideas.

The plan contemplates the aboli-

tion entirely of the countershaft,

and the use of direct connected
generators. This will be accom-
plished gradually by the fitting of

a 1300 k. w. direct connected G.
E. generator to the shaft of each
triple expansion engine, and by the

erection in the space between each
set of two engines, left vacant by
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the removal of the generator gallery, of a cross compound
Allis-Corliss engine with 1500 k. w. generator.

The cylinders of the triple expan.sion engines measured

23 ins., 36 ins. and 52 ins. X 48 ins. stroke and ran at

70 r. p. ni. Under the most economical conditions the

engines were designed to develop a horse power of about

1000 and to work up to 2000 h. p. as a maximum.
ITnder the new conditions the engines are speeded up

ten revolutions so that they now make eighty revolutions,

and with the increase in efficiency of the generators an
increase in power of each of about 350 h. p. under ordinary

conditions of working can be secured. The increase in

efficiency by direct connection is estimated at from 10 to

12 p. c.

The triple expansion engines were equipped formerly

with cast flywheels which were employed for driving the

belts. They were 28 ft. in diameter with 10 ft. 7 in. face.

By removing this wheel sufficient space was secured on the

shaft to mount a plate flywheel which occupies only forty

inches of shaft room and also a 1300 k. w. G. E. generator.

The old flywheel weighed 157,000 lbs. The new flywheel

weighs only 120,000 lbs. and measures 16 }4 ins. across

the face. The size of the shaft was increased from 18 ins.

geniously and successfully the problem of paving to a T
rail was solved in various Eastern cities. In one city Bel-

gian blocks were used, the space between the blocks and
the rail being filled with two inches of concrete and two

FIG. 1.—T RAIL WITH FLAT RAIL LIP.

FIG. 2.—SECTION OF T RAIL TRACK, SHOWING METHOD OF PROTECTING AGAINST VEHICULAR WEAR.

to 24 ins. and a new pillow block was supplied strong

enough to sustain this additional weight.

The cylinders of the new cross compoiuid engine

measure 32 ins. and 62 ins. x 60 ins. stroke, making the total

capacity in power when the station is completed of 12,300

k. w. , with no increase of floor space. The former out-

put was about 7500 k. w.
The new^ compound engine is fitted with a plate steel

inches of asphalt, the asphalt taking the wagon traffic; in

another a wooden filling block was used between the head
and the flange of the rail, and the paving was laid against

this; an oak strip was put outside the filling block for a
flangeway in another city and paved to; brick paving of

special shape was used in still another, and the city's en-

gineer had pronounced this last method of paving to a T
rail so good that that city would have no other rail.

flywheel similar in general construction to that in use in the
Charlestow^n power station, illustrated on page 178. It is

twenty-four feet in diameter and weighs 150,000 lbs. and
runs at a speed of seventy-five revolutions a minute.

Why the T Kail is Not Satisfactory on Paved
Streets in San Francisco.

By S. L. Foster.

About a year ago the STREET Railway Journal con-

tained interesting accounts month by month of how in-

All these accounts seemed so alluring that the Market
Street Railway Company, of San Francisco, decided to try

some T rail construction on one of its new lines. A
seventy-four pound eight-inch T rail was selected and laid

with great care on Third Street from Brannan to Howard.
Third Street is the main liighwa}- for the passage of heavy
freight teams to and fro between the wholesale business
portion of the city and the depots of the vSoutliern Pacific

Railway, and is paved with basalt blocks.

A trench the full width of the double track was opened
in the sandy .soil and after being rolled was filled to the
depth of six inches with a cheap concrete and well tamj^ed.
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On this were laid the 8 in. X 6 in. X 8 ft. redwood ties set

three feet centers to which were spiked the rails. The.se

rails were held erect b)' in. X 4/'2 i". tie bars fastened

to the rail web by means of in. rivets and X i"- X 3 i"-

X S/'s in. angle plates spaced 3 ft. apart. Between the ties

there was put a filling of broken rock well tamjaed and
having the voids filled with sand washed in. A top dress-

ing of two inches of sand served as a bed for the paving
blocks which were snugly and evenly laid and solidly

rammed with seventy-five pound rammers. Various
methods of paving next to the rail were tried. On a por-

tion of the street the blocks were chipped off like the

special bricks just mentioned, leaving a flangeway and yet

having the blocks set tightly against the rail; again the

wooden filler was tried; the oak strip idea was utilized for

a part of the way, Oregon pine being substituted for the

oak, and for a short distance the blocks were grouted in

Portland cement. All the work was carefully and con-

scientiously done, but before two weeks had elapsed and
even before the cars began running, the pavement began
to yield to the wagon traffic.

San Francisco's streets in the downtown districts are

afflicted with a transportation device called by some witty

reformer a "pavement destroyer." This " pavement de-

stroyer' ' is a four-wheeled dray, seven foot gauge and six-

teen feet between axles. Its bed sets low—within eight

inches of the pavement and it is drawn by two or four

heavy Norman or Percheron horses. The axles are four

inches square, and the width of tire five inches. On one
of these drays wheat is frequentlj' piled six feet high, giv-

ing a total load of at least ten tons. Of this load seventy-five

per cent, or over seven and a half tons, is supported by the

rear axle and as this load drops from one paving block to

another—say half an inch—a terrific hammer blow is de-

livered by each wheel of 300 foot pounds on the succeeding

block.

Such traffic would undoubtedly have crushed the

asphalt, the cedar blocks, and the bricks of the Eastern
construction; and a succession of these blows on Third
Street drove down the paving at the rail between the ties

and wore out the tough basalt blocks in a remarkably short

time. This basalt is an excellent rock for paving where
there is heavy traffic, as it does not crush like brick or

wood, nor splinter like granite. The squared blocks of it

slowly wear nway, becoming .smooth and rounded where
the traffic is evenly distributed. When the wear was con-

centrated, however, just inside the head of the T rail on
a strip necessarily but two and a half inches wide, on ac-

count of the flangeway left for the car wheel, and a suc-

cessive of heavy blows was regularly delivered by the

endless caravan of drays that pour up and down the street,

the pavement quickly wore into deep ruts. New blocks

were laid to replace the worn ones, blocks were tried par-

allel to the rail
—"runners" or "stretchers"—instead of

at right angles
—"headers." The ruts were filled with

fine trap rock screenings, but it was soon seen that some-
thing heroic had to be done, as the " pavement destroyer"

ruined the pavement faster than it could be repaired. It

has often been said that it is cheaper for a street railway

company to furnish a metal tramway for the wagon traffic

than one of paving materials, and as the tramway of rock
had failed, a metal one was inevitablj^ in order. The
eight-inch rails had been spiked and riveted together too

firmly to consider the proposition of changing to a girder

rail and accordingly the girder rail lip was added to the

T rail as shown in Fig. 2. Redwood stringers were laid

against the inside of the rails and bolted to them through
the web. On these stringers were laid continuous lengths
of old horse car tram rails. These rails were .spiked to the

stringers and at the abutting ends were riveted to heavy tie

plates bedded in the stringer. This made substantial con-

struction and prevented "snake heads."

Street Kailwav Roadbed.

By Mason D. Pratt.

///.

—

T/ic T Rail as Adapted to Street Railways.

The rail sections considered in the two previous chap-
ters are called

'

' girder rails
'

' to distinguish them from
the old flat rail, which was in no sense a girder.

The rails commonlj' u.sed on steam roads in this coun-
try are called T rails, and have the properties of the girder,

as much as the special street railway rails to which that

term is applied. In fact, they more nearly resemble a

girder, in that they are symmetrical about a vertical axis, a

property which only center bearing girder rails po.s.sess.

FIGS. 68-71.—STEAM RAILROAD RAILS.

The term '

' T rail
'

' is, .strictly speaking, a no more accu-
rate one than " girder rail," but both are accepted as suffi-

ciently so by common usage.

The T rail is u.sed exclusively on the 175,000 miles of

steam railroads in the United States, and so far superior is

it to any other section, that there is little wonder that we
find it used in an ever increasing percentage on the 13,000
miles of street railways.

The number of .sections and the variety in designs far

exceed those of the girder rail, which fact is the more re-

FIG. 72.—PENNSYLVANIA RAIL-

ROAD STANDARD
—70 LBS.

FIG. 73.—SOCIETY CIVIL
ENGINEERS STAND-
ARD—65 LBS.

The Newburgh Street Railwa}' Conipanj- has been
awarded the United States mail contract between New-
burgh and Walden, commencing the first of March. The
company will carrj- the mail bags in the combination cars.

markable when it is considered how much simpler the sec-

tions are, and the almost uniform conditions under which
they are employed.

Figs. 68, 69, 70, 71, 72 show sections that are standard

on .several of our most important steam roads, and Fig. 73 one

of the .samples of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

For the sake of comparison I have selected those of about

equal weight, and they would be suitable for a well built

electric railway carrying a heavy traffic. The difference in

design is quite marked, even to the vmpracticed eye.

The conditions on steam roads differ materially from

those on street railways, mainly in the fact that the track is

exposed, so that joints and all other fastenings are accessible,

and also in that they are subject to heavier traffic at higher
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speeds. On .street railways the conditions met with in

suburban and interurban lines differ from those in the

cities and more populous districts, and approach more nearly

to those of the steam roads in so far as the construction of

the roadbed is concerned. They are often such as to admit

of the use of the T rail, and since this section possesses many
advantages over the girder rail, the privilege of using it is

gladly embraced. The T rail is held in such great favor by
street railway men, that many successful efforts are being

made to use it, though in a modified form, in city streets,

in a manner that I will show later on.

Naturally, therefore, the xrse of T rail on street rail-

ways should be considered imder two heads, (a) that in

suburban and interurban lines, or in luipaved track, and
(d) that in city lines, or in paved track. In this order,

then, the>' will be taken up.

The points of superiority of the T over girder rails,

briefly stated, are as follows:

I. It is cheaper, for the price per ton is less than the

girder rail, and owing to the ab.sence of the tram or groove

interurban lines, where the track may be exposed, and I

have given in Figs. 74 and 75 standard cross sections of

single and double track construction on the Pennsylvania
Railroad, which probably represent the best practice.

These sections .show in a complete and comprehensive
manner the method of grading, draining, ballasting, etc.

Below are given extracts from the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company's general specifications governing the construc-

tion, all of which could l)e followed to advantage on that

class of electric track under consideration.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR I,.\YING ROADBEn.

Roadbed.—The surface of the roadbed should be graded to a

rejj;u]ar and uniform sub-grade, sloping gradually from the center
towards the ditches.

Ballast.—There shall be a uniform depth of si.x to twelve inches
of well broken stone or gravel, cleaned from dust, by passing over
a screen of one-quarter inch mesh, spread over the roadbed and sur-

faced to a true grade, xv^ow which the ties are to be laid. After the
ties and rails have been properly laid and surfaced, the ballast must
be filled up as shown on standard plan; and also between the main
tracks and sidings where stone ballast is used. All stone ballast

— NOTC —
rO/V£ . ... »?5oo .

T/cs TO cjKM jorr of M^i^i r^PCK.

FIGS. 74 AND 75.—CROSS SECTIONS OF SINGLE AND DOUBLE TRACK CONSTRUCTION—PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

and also owing to its symmetrical section, a much lighter

rail may be used than in a girder track under similar con-

ditions, at the same time obtaining an equalh' substantial

track.

2. It is ea.sier to lay, for the section being .sjaiimetrical

the application of the joints becomes a simpler matter, al-

though this requires careful attention in all track laying.

Easy ctir\'es may be .sprtnig in, and .sharper ones be laid by
means of a portable bender, with a greater certaintj' of the

track keeping its alignment than with girder rails. Then
there may always be fotmd a greater number of trackmen
familiar with the laying of T rails than girder. These
points are of vast importance, for on them depends the

durability of the track, more than upon the shape of the

rail or fastenings or any other feature.

3. It has a cleaner head, owing to the absence of the

tram and groove of the girder rail. It offers no attraction

to street traffic, and if properly laid in a well macadam-
ized, brick paved or a.sphalted street, the track will usually

be found in a mtich better condition than with any girder
rail.

The last two conditions contribtite, of course, to a
better track in every way for operation, for track frictions

are reduced to a minimum. And since the track surfac-

ing is not hampered by street grades, the outer rail of

curves may have their proper elevation, and cars may run
at the maximum .speed at all points.

Steam road practice may be followed very closely on

is to be of uniform .size and the stone used must be of an approved
quality, broken uniformh', not larger than a cube that will pass
through a 2'i in. ring. On embankments that are not well settled,

the surface of the roadbed shall be brought up with cinder, gravel,

or some other suitable material.

Cross /res.—The ties are to be regularly placed upon the ballast.

They must be properly and evenly placed, with ten inches between
the edges of bearing ,sm-face at joints, with intermediate ties evenly
spaced; and the ends on the outside on douVTe track, and on the
right hand side going north or west on single track, lined up parallel

with the rails. The ties must not be notched under any circum-
stances; but, should they be twisted, thej' must be made true with
the adze, that the rails may have an even bearing over the whole
breadth of the tie.

Li//e and Siiffaee.—The track shall be laid in true line and siir-

face; the rails are to be laid and spiked after the ties have been
bedded in the ballast; and on curves, the proper elevation must be
given to the outer rail and carried uniformly around the curve. This
elevation should be commenced from 50 to 300 ft. back of the point
of curvature, depending on the degree of the curve and speed of

trains, and increased uniformly to the latter point, where the full

elevation is attained. The same method should be adopted in leav-

ing the curve.

Joints.—The joints of the rails .shall be exactly midway between
the joint ties, and the joint on one line of rail must be opposite the
center of the rail on the other line of the same track. A Fahrenheit
thermometer .should be used when laying rails, and care taken to

arrange the openings between rails in direct proportion to the fol-

lowing temperatures and distances: at a teniperatiu"e of o deg., a

di,stance of 5-16 in.; at 50 degs, 5-32 in.; and in extreme summer
heat, of, sa}', 100 degs. and over, 1-16 in. must be left between the
ends of the rails to allow for expansion. The splices mu.st be prop-
erly put on with the full number of bolts, nuts and nut locks, and
the nuts placed on inside of rails, except on rails of sixty pounds per
yard and under, where they shall be placed on the outside, and
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screwed up tight. The rails innst be spiked both on the inside and
outside at each tie, on straight lines as well as on curves, and the
spikes driven in such position as to keep the ties at right angles to

the rails.

Switc/ii's.—The switches and frogs should be kept well lined vip

and in good surface. Switch signals must be kept bright and in

good order, and the distant signal and facing point lock used for all

switches where trains run against the points, except on single track
branch roads.

Ditches.—The cross section of ditches at the highest point nuist

be of the width and depth as shown on the standard drawing, and
graded parallel with the track, so as to pass water freely during
heavy rains and thoroughly drain the ballast and roadbed. The
line of the bottom of the ditch must be made parallel with the
rails, and well and neatly defined, at the standard distance from
the outside rail. All necessar}' cross drains nmst be piit in at proper
intervals, Earth taken from ditches or elsewhere nnist not be left

at or near the ends of the ties, thrown up on the slopes of cuts, nor
on the ballast, but must be deposited over the sides of embankments.
Berm ditches .shall be provided to protect the slopes of cuts,

where necessary. The channels of streams for a considerable di.s-

tance above the road should be examined, and brush, drift and other
obstructions removed. Ditches, culverts and box drains should be
cleared of all obstructions, and the outlets and inlets of the same
kept open to allow a free flow of water at all times.

Road CrossiiiffS.—The road crossing planks shall Ije securely
spiked; the planking on inside of rails should be in., and on out-
side of rails it should be ]4, in., below the top of rail, and 2yi ins.

from the gauge line. The ends and in.side edges of planks should
be beveled off as shown on standard plan.

It often liappeiLs, however,
on suburban lines, that the track

is laid in or alongside of the pub-
lic highway, and it is required to

fill the track and keep the surface

to its level. In these ca.ses the

sub-construction should be the

same as above described, and the

ballast be brought up to the level

of the top of the rail. This con-

struction oifers less obstruction to

travel, and permits teams to cross

at any point; althotigh it is not

FIGS. 76-78.^-5,6 AND 7 IN. STREET RAILWAY T RAILS.

intended that the track itself .shall be used for .street traffic.

A model example of this style of track is shown in the
Street Railway Journal for March, 1894, page 161.

When T rail track is laid in macadamized streets, the
only change in con.struction neces.sary is the ti.se of a layer
of finer material for the top course, with a free u.se of a

heavy road roller.

It is a gradual transition from the open track to the
track in paved streets. With the latter comes not only a

change in the general style of construction, but one in the
rail it.self. All pavements, save a.sphalt, require a deep
rail, and the manner in which this change is brought
about in the T rail is well .shown by Figs. 76, 77, 78, of five,

six and seven inch rails. Rails of even eight and nine
inches have been proposed.

These all have the characteristic square head. The
base increases in width with the height. The fillet at the
lower outer corner of the head is made as .small as practi-

cable, in order to obtain all the bearing possible for the
splice bars, a very essential point. There is one point,
however, wherein these high T's show up to a disadvan-
tage, and that is in the alignment. Not having the lat-

eral stiffness of the girder rail, with its tram or lip, the
track is apt to present a

'

' wavy' ' appearance which

braces and tie rods will hardly prevent. This is a matter
which appeals more to the eye of a good trackman than to

the operator. These rails have been verj' successfull}' laid

in the .smaller cities, in connection with well macadamized
roads and brick pavements. Even the more .shallow

granite block pavement may be laid with this track with
.success. This construction is becoming more popular as

the prejudice to T rails wears away. New England has
many examples of well laid T rail track in citj^ streets,

and in connection with nearly all kinds of pavement

—

notably at New Haven, Bridgeport and Waterbury. There
is also a notable example of good roadbed in the West at

Terre Haute, where, however, the construction is unusual
in that a concrete ba.se is employed and steel ties u.sed—

a

construction that would do full justice to any rail.

Power Brakes Upon Electric Cars.

By A. K. Baylor.

One of the most noticeable phases in the development
of mechanical power for street railway work, has been the
increase in the weights and dimensions of rolling .stock,

and this is especially true of electric traction.

In the old da^^s of hor.se railways, no truck (using the

term in the modern .sen.se) was used, the bearing jaws be-

ing bolted directly to the lower frame of the car, and quite

independent of each other, .so far as any metallic bracing

was concerned. The fir.st electric railway motors were
hung upon the axles of .such cars, with the free end de-

pending from the car floor it.self, biit it was soon found
that, while independent axles fulfilled the requirements of

animal traction and light trailers where the wheels had
practically nothing to do but support the car, and where
the connections between bearings and car frame were
never strained except in braking, a more rigid construc-

tion was necessary upon motor cars where the wheels be-

came the medium by which the car itself was pulled along.

Then followed the practice of using independent trucks,

carrying the motors and braking apparatus, which ma-
terially increased the total weight of the unit. To accom-
modate increasing traffic, car bodies have been gradually
lengthened until we have standards nearly twice as large

and over twice as heavy as the old-fashioned horse cars.

Furthermore, the average speeds of street service have
been practically doubled.

Doubling the weight of a mo\'ing body doubles its

momentum, but doubling the .speed multiplies the momen-
tiun b}^ four, that is by the square of the velocity. The
.speed factor is, therefore, the more difficult to deal with, and
to .stop within a given distance a correspondingly increa,sed

braking power mu.st be applied. ITnder the.se conditions,

it is not surprising that a pressing need has arisen for a

power brake to apply to street cars.

Some forms of hand brake in common use upon vari-

ous standard trucks, are so designed that they enable the

motorman to handle his car with .safety and without undue
effort under ordinary conditions, but a clear advantage
will be gained by providing him with means of stopping

suddenly (in cases of emergency) without extra exertion,

and relieving him at all times of the burden of applying

his own mu.scular energy to the ta.sk of braking.

Air brakes have been applied to this work to some ex-

tent with good results, such equipments following the

lines established by .steam railroad practice, excepting that

the pressure is generated from pumps driven by eccentrics

on the axle. In this respect, of course, the system differs

radically from steam practice. With the latter minimum
and maximum pressure limits are secured by means of an
automatic steam regulator upon the locomotive, which op-

erates whether the train is in motion or at a standstill,

starting the pumps when the pressure falls and stopping

them again when it has been restored. The axle driven

pump, on the other hand, depends upon the motion of the

car for its operation, so that while the maximum pressure

can be limited, the minimum cannot, as several applica-
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tions of the brake may follow one another at snch short in-

tervals of spcuT that tlie pressure absorbed in each applica-

tion is more than that j^enerated between stops.

It is evident that a continuation of this process may
so reduce the pressure, that it will be inadequate for the

proper control of the car, but such a condition is unusual.

It may be guarded against in practice by the use of

reservoirs as large as the limited space under the car will

allow, and of sufficient capacity for a reasonable niunber

of successive stops at short intervals, with an auxiliary

hand brake (which .should accompany SlWy power brake

that may be u.sed ) always a\-ailable in ca.se of emergency.
It seems probable, therefore, that the air brake will

become the .standard with all forms of mechanical traction,

excepting electric, and it might include that al.so, if .such

cars had not in the motors an ample source of energy ap-

plicable to braking purposes, rendering additional apparatus

superfluous.

It is, of course, commonly understood that dynamo-
electric machines are convertible, i. e., a generator may
be connected to an electric circuit and used as a motor, and
au electric motor, if driven mechanically, will deliver elec-

trical energy—in other words, l)ecome a generator. The
armatures of motors, being geared to the main axles of an
electric car, must always revolve while it is in motion, and
if not in electrical connection with the line the motors are

driven hy the momentum of the car, and are capable of cur-

rent generation. It is clear that the equipment of an elec-

tric car must of necessity embody this source of power,
whether it is availed of or not, and that this power runs to

waste when any' other force whatsoever is used in braking.

"Good engineering practice" (which means "greatest

economy "
) is diametrically oppo.sed to waste in any form.

Therefore the use upon electric cars of any power brake
other than electrical must be considered the opposite of

good engineering practice, provided, of cour.se, such brakes
are practical and reliable.

The idea of applying electricity to braking purposes is

not a novel one b}^ an}' means, and a vast amount of study
has been devoted to the problem. The results of this ex-

perimenting may be classed under three headings :

First.—Brakes operated by current taken from the

overhead line.

Second.—Brakes operated by current taken from stor-

age batteries upon the cars.

Third.—Brakes operated hy current generated in the

motors.

The fir.st and second forms have little to recommend
them, except that the}' relieve the motorman. A " trol-

le}' brake " (one taking power from the line) is unreliable,

as the trolle}' may leave the wire at a critical moment,
rendering the brakes inoperative, and a storage batter}-

brake necessitates the addition to the car equipment of

heavy and expensive apparatus.

These types are not, strictly .speaking, electric brakes,

as the rigging and shoes are the same as with ordinary
hand brakes, .some form of electro-magnet taking the place

of other power in applying pull on the chain. As
power brakes they .should be classed with compressed air,

and are subject to the serious objection already applied

to air brakes in this connection, i. e., the wa.ste resulting

from the creation of additional power for braking, while
that obtainable from the motors is left unu.sed. In com-
mon with air brakes, they are also open to the critici.sm

that in providing an auxiliary it is necessary either to

duplicate the rigging and .shoes (impracticable in a space
already overcrowded ) or to rely upon a reserve source of

power only, tru.sting to one set of shoes and connecting
mechanism. This criticism would al.so apply to brakes
taking current from the motors when such current is used
to excite an electro-magnet acting upon the ordinary brake
rigging.

The underlying principle involved in the third form,
i. e., converting the motors into generators, con.stitutes

electric braking in its true sen.se, but here a further sub-
division should be made di.stiugui.shing between the prac-

tice of stopping a car by short circuiting the motors, either

directly or through resistances, and that of using magnetic

friction plates controlled by current from the motors.

Most electric railwa}- operators are familiar with the

fact that the ordinary double motor eriuipment constitutes

a practical emergency electric brake, which comes within

this class and of which an alert motorman nray avail him.self

to avert accident in case both the line power and the hand
brakes have failed. To do this, the motors must be con-

nected in parallel, and the reversing switch turned as if to

run backwards. With rheostatic controllers, the motors

being permanently connected in parallel, the operator need

only throw the reversing handle, but with series parallel

ccmtrollers which, at "off" po.sition, open all the motor
connections, it is nece.s.sary also to set the controller on one

of the "parallel" notches. The motors now being in

parallel oppose each f)ther, and the voltage of one being

luider ordinary conditions higher than that of the other,

overcomes it, and .sets up a counter current reversing its

field. This puts the motors in series instead of parallel,

and as there is no resistance in circuit except the motor

windings, a current is instantly built up which brings the

car to a standstill just as an overloaded generator backs

down its engine. If, at the outset, both motors should

generate the .same voltage, they would, being in parallel,

exactly balance each other and no current would flow, and

if the circuits included any poor contacts of high resistance

the motors might not build up. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, it is practically impossible except by the most careful

selection to find two motors that will balance without

equalizing leads when running at the same speed, and it is

assumed the wiring is in perfect condition.

Unless the connections were reversed this action could

not take place as the motors must begin to generate upon
the magneti.sm left in the field ca.stings when the line cur-

rent is withdrawn, and with the circuits unchanged the

initial current generated, in.stead of building up this resi-

dual field, would oppo.se it and reduce it to xero. This rule

applies, of course, whenever current is obtained from the

motors.

By a slight modification of the regular connections the

motors may be short circuited independenth'. This pre-

vents balancing and as the full potential of each motor
takes effect at once the danger of failure on account of high
resistance connection is reduced. Moreover, if one motor
is di.sabled the action of the other is not interferred with.

Although of value in case of emergency, such methods
of stopping are a severe strain upon the equipment both
mechanically and electrically and cannot be used regularly

for braking. By completing the motor circuits through
resistances the current may be regulated .so that instead of

acting as a sudden shock endangering the gears and insula-

tion, the brake power can be applied more gradual!}' and
with le.ss danger to the apparatus. With any short circuit-

ing method, however, the magnetic drag upon the arma-
tures due to their generator action furni.slies the entire

retarding force, none of which is applied directly at the car

axle or wheels. The car pressing forward again.st the
.slackening speed of the annatures throws a strain upon
the gears and pinions, and the motors are subjected to an
unnecessarily heavy current.

The magnetic friction method is, therefore, to be pre-

ferred, as by its use all forces tending to propel the car are

opposed directly and .simultaneou.sly, reducing all internal

strains to a minimum, and bringing the vehicle to rest in

the least po.s.sible time. The commercial form into which
this type of brake seems to have resolved itself consists of

a circular iron plate made fast to the axle and turning with
it in a plane parallel to that of the wheel, together \\\\.\\ an
electro-magnet, also in the form of a disk, which is held
.so that it cannot revolve. This magnet when energized is

brought into clo.se contact with the axle di.sk, the resulting

friction retarding the latter (and with it the car wheels),
while at the same time the generator action going'on in the
motors tends to bring the armatures to rest.

This la.st consideration is of special importance, on ac-

count of the great momentum of a heavy armature rapidly

revolving, and the difficulty of destroying this mechanically
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by a counter force applied at the wheel or axle, working
upon the short leverage afforded by the radius of the
pinion. The armature may be compared to the escape-
ment wheel of a clock, being the most effective medium of

control in stopping as well as starting, and it is only by
making the attack here at its .source that the inertia of the
car can be met and overcome with maximum economy. In
going thus directly to the root of the matter, an electric

brake posse.s.ses peculiar advantages, which are especially

emphasized when dealing with suburban or interurban serv-

ice, where speeds of thirty to forty miles an hour are not
uncommon. An inherent weakness in all brakes employ-
ing friction only as a means of stopping, is found in the

fact that the}' are most effective at low speeds, their effi-

ciency falling as the .speed increa.ses. At high velocities

brake shoes practically lo.se their grip upon the wheels, and
no pressure that can be applied will fully compensate for

this. An electric brake on the contrary is most effect-

ive at highest speed, as the faster the armatures revolve the
greater is the current generated.

In addition to the force applied to the armatures, and
the mechanical friction between the di.sks, this form of

brake embodies another retarding action, which at fir.st

sight is not apparent. This third factor is due to eddy
currents set up in the axle plate, as it revolves in the field

of force surrounding the magnet. These currents tend to

retard the plate, ju.st as the motor armatitres are retarded,

and the resultant braking effect, although entirely di.stinct

from that due to friction, is added to it, entailing, how-
ever, no additional wear upon the di.sk surfaces. The
working together of all these forces, distributed and applied
where most effective, enables a motorman to bring his car

quickly to rest. At the same time the whole arrangement
is, to a certain extent, automatic in preventing internal

.strains, either mechanical or electrical.

An electric brake has still another advantage peculiar

to itself which is perhaps the mo.st important of all, when
the car must be stopped within a minimum distance. It

is a well establi.shed fact that a better grip i:pon the rails

can be maintained by retarding the car wheels up to a limit

just below the .slipping point than b}'- pa.s,sing this point

and "skidding" the wheels. Not only does .skidding

prevent effective braking, but it usually also results in flat

wheels, as every railway operator can testify. It requires

both skill and precaution on the part of the motor man at

any time to bring a car to rest without slipping the wheels,
and in cases of emergenc)', where an accident is threatened,

his first impulse is to .set the brakes to their full limit,

which in ninety-nine ca.ses out of one hinidred means the
slipping of the wheels. It would appear, therefore, that

with friction brakes, the time when a quick stop is mo,st

necessary is the time the operator is least liable to effect it.

With an electric brake, on the other hand, the condi-

tions are quite different, as a moment's study will show.
As the braking force conies from the armatures, it is

clear that if the car wheels stop turning, the current
and with it the brake action ceases. The moment the

wheels begin to turn, however, they are again retarded, and
this goes on until the momentum of the car has been de-

.stroyed. The electric brake furnishes, therefore, with the

best braking conditions, an automatic guard against flat

wheels, an item which is of con.siderable importance in the
maintenance of equipment.

It should be noted that, from the nature of its action

as described, an electric brake will not hold a car on a

grade. When this is neces.sary, the auxiliarj' brake must
be used, but the car being .stopped, very little brake press-

ure is required. As usually arranged, the electric brake
connections are on the rever.se side of the power cylinder
in the controller, the handle being turned one way to apply
power and the other to apply the brake, the same resi.st-

ances being used in both cases. A combination of the
regular and the auxiliary brakes can be made by extending
the controller .shaft through the platform and connecting it

to the auxiliary rigging, so that after passing the various
rheostatic .steps, +he handle may turn farther and .set the
brake shoes. This does not seem expedient, however, as

with such an arrangement the brake shoes would probably

be applied at every stop, and would often bind the wheels
and cause .slipping and flatting, which would not otherwi.se

occur. With an entirel}' independent auxiliar}^ handle,

the operator would never apply the shoes, except

when for any reason it became necessary to hold the

wheels.

With the use of electric brakes a practical economy in

operation, aside from the prevention of flat wheels, is found
in the .saving of wear and tear upon wheels and brake shoes.

The latter will scarcely wear at all, being u.sed ordin-

arily simply to prevent the wheels from turning after

the car has stopped, and only acting as brakes in cases of

emergency. The life of wheels is also materially increased

by taking away the wear due to the grinding friction of

peripheral brake .shoes which in ordinary city service, where
stops are frequent, probably amounts to far more than the

rolling friction upon the rails. Against these savings mu.st,

of course, be charged the expense of maintaining whatever
forms of friction plate may be u.sed with the electric brake.

It would appear, in reviewing the special advantages

which it possesses, its peculiar adaptability to the service

required and the economy in its application, that the

electric brake embodies the requisite practical and
theoretical elements to meet the .serioiis problem of power
braking upon electric cars.

Rail Bonds.

From an electrical .standpoint the efficiency of the re-

turn circuit on an electric railway is just as important as

that of the overhead sy.stem, and at least as much care

should be taken to secure resistance for the current in this

part of its path. Looking at the question from a mechan-
ical .standpoint, the nece.s.sity for durable construction is

even greater, as the connections are underground and hence
cannot be ea.sily inspected. While a defect on the over-

head wires would be instantly detected, that on a bond or

other part of the return .sy.stem might, without the elec-

trical tests, pass unnoticed except as indicated by an abnor-

mal increase in the power required to operate the line.

After lea^•ing the car wheels the return current will

.seek the negative pole of the dynamo by as many paths as

may be open. It will not all pass by the circuit of best

conductivity, but will divide it.self among the different paths

in inverse ratio to the resistance of each. That is, if of

two paths, A and B, A has twice the conductivity of B, A
will not carry all the current, but simply twice as much as

B. The best method to reduce the total resistance of the

return, and hence the power wasted between car wheel and

generator, then, is to provide as many paths as possible and

to make each of as high a conductivity as po.s.sible.

Acting upon this idea the early con.structors of electric

railways u.sed devices of all kinds to improve grounds.

But experience has shown that while ground plates may
accomplish the result sought, the disadvantages of permit-

ting the current to .stray back on water pipes and other

metal circuits under the ground more than counterbal-

ance the advantages of improving the return in that way.

Recent practice in cities is therefore in favor of confining

the return current to the rails, while in suburban work
grounds in streams or otherwise can be relied upon largely

to supplement the return.

The return circuit can be largely confined to the rails

without the adoption of any special method of insulating

them but by pro\'iding such a good return that the resistance

through any ground return will be so much greater than

that by the artificial return that the fraction of current re-

turning through the former can be practically neglected.

The area of a sixty pound rail, for example, is about 5.89

sq. ins. and that of a ninety pound rail about 8.82 sq. ins.

equaling, for a single track road with two rails, the carry-

ing capacity respectively of copper rods with diameters re-

.spectivel}^ of about 1.12 ins. and 1.37 ins.

Taking the resistance of iron as six times that of

copper the resistance of the ninety pound rails in a mile of

track, if there was no extra resistance at the joints, would
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be about .016 ohms. Similarly the resistauce with a sixty

pound rail per mile of track would be .024 ohms. The loss

in voltage from a current passing through a mile of track

would l)e as follows:

50 am])
100 amp.
200 amp.

icxx) amp.

Single Track Single Track Double Track
60 lb. rail go lb. rail 90 lb. rail

.12 .oS .04

.24 .16 .08

.48 .32 .16

2.4 1.6 .8

The carr^-ing capacity of steel without undue rise in

temperature is sufficiently high, so that this element need
not be considered with the currents mentioned.

From the figures given above it will be seen that for a

light traffic, the only return needed will be to connect the

rails with each other electricalh' and with the negative

pole of the generator, assuming that the positive pole is

connected with the line. Where the number of cars in-

creases, return feeders must be used to reduce the potential

drop, which increases directly with the amount of current.

To be on the safe side also, cross bonds should be u.sed at

intervals to provide for a break in any bond. In the best

practice, the rails of each track are cross bonded every three

or four rail lengths, and the tracks of a double track road
about as often, with the addition, often, of a supple-

mentar}' wire. The advantage of the latter does not lie,

as was once thought, in supplementing the carrying ca-

pacity of the rails, so much as in helping to bridge around
any defective bond.

Modern practice is decidedly in favor of making the
carrying capacity of the bonds nearly, if not quite, equal
to that of the rails, and copper is almost universally used
for this purpose on account of its greater conductivity.

The connection between the rail and the bond is an
important point of consideration, since, to avoid elec-

trolytic action between the two dissimilar metals, care must
be taken to have it perfecth' watertight. This is accom-
plished in most bonds by making a good mecliauical joint,

but the use of a waterproof paint at the joint has been fol-

lowed with success upon a number of roads. Another
point which theory would dictate is that, as the relative

carrying capacity of copper to iron is about as 6 to i

,

the area of contact at the joint should be six times that
of the cro.ss section of the bond. This is, of course, not
necessary where galvanized iron bonds are u.sed. The
bond should also be longer than that of a straight line be-

tween its terminals to permit of the taking up of the ex-
pansion and contraction of the rail or the bond. They are

usually ten inches longer than the channel plate and are

bent about three inches from the end. It has been found
in some cases desirable to ha\'e them annealed to prevent
breaking in cold weather.

The proper location of the bond is another point upon
which opinions differ. Bonds are usually made fast to the
webs of the rails, and .span the joint plates. Tliey ha\-e,

however, been also attached to the bases and trams of the
rails. In both of the latter po.sitions a shorter bond can be
emplo^-ed, with reduction in cost of copper. When at-

tached to the ba.se the inspection is difficult, however,
while connection with the tram renders the top of the bond
subject to vehicular wear. In any case the bond should
be .so placed that the paving blocks do not press against it,

particularly at the point of contact with the rail and at

bends. On some suburban roads it has been found desir-

able to place the bonds under the chaiuiel plates where
thej' cannot ea.sily be .stolen, and in the interurban work of

the future this may be an important consideration, as the
amount of copper usually contained in a bond is sufficient

to tempt persons to break them off.

The accompanying engravings show the principal
bonds in u.se on American railwaj's at present.

Fig. I is the We.st End bond, manufactured by A. &
J. M. Anderson, and designed by R. C. Brown, former
engineer of the West End Street Railway, of Boston. It

consi.sts, essentially, of a loop of No. 00 tinned copper
wire. The wires are eighty inches in length, and each has
.sweated upon it where it passes through the wel) of the

rail, and before its in,sertion in the rail, two .soft .steel,

tinned, tapered sleeves one and a half inches in length. The
rails are drilled just before bonding, and the.se .sleeves are

driven in l)y a sledge and follower. The ends of the wires

are joined together by means of a tinned copper, .slotted

.sleeve, four inches in length, into which they are inserted

and .sweated. In Boston two of these bonds are u.sed at each

joint. The u.se of .steel again.st steel in the contact made
by mechanical means is for the purpose of a\'oiding any
possilile electrolytic action at this point.

Fig. 2 is the Johnston bond, manufactured ]jy John A.
Roebling's Sons Company, and is in five parts, the bond
proper and four brass nuts. Two of the.se are at each end
of the bond, and one has a conical head to fit the hole

drilled in the rail. The nuts are screwed tightly up, .so

that their flanges come again.st the web of the rail, and this

fastening is reinforced by .slightly upsetting the protruding
end of the copper rod on the end nut after the whole is in

place. After the bonds are in.stalled the joints may be
.soldered, ljut in any ca.se should be coated with suitable

paint.

Fig. 3 illustrates the Chicago rail bond, manufactured
by the W^a.shburn & Moen Manufacturing Company. This
bond is in three parts, the copper bond proper and two .steel

drift pins. The terminals of the bond are thim])le shaped and
pass through a hole in the rail, into which the}' .should fit

closely. The end is then expanded slightly, with a taper-

ing punch dri\-en into the hole in the terminal. This
serves to secure the bond in the rail while the drift pin is

driven home. This pin is one-sixteenth of an inch larger

than the hole in the end of the bond into which it is driven,

hence the terminal is expanded, and the contact between
the iron and copper is so intimate that corro.sion or electro-

lytic action cannot occur. An additional means of fasten-

ing the bond and increasing the surface of contact is by
riveting the end of the tubular terminal, as shown in the
engraving.

Fig. 4 illustrates a one-piece rail bond, manufactured
by the Benedict & Burnham Manufacturing Company.
This is of copper, with a shoulder to abut again.st the one side

of the rail, and is connected to the rail itself by riveting.

The .special advantages claimed for this bond are that being
all in one piece there is no danger of different parts becom-
ing disjoined or of the bond itself becoming loo.se. Where
this bond is connected to the tram of the rail the upper
end of the hole is countersunk and the terminal of the bond
expanded, presenting a flat surface to the wear of traffic.

The .shoulder and the head produced by riveting give an
added surface of contact, reducing the resistance at the point
of contact of the bond and rail. The bond has been widely
adopted, its construction and method of application per-

mitting a wide variety of choice in its use. It is the only
one-piece rail bond in the market. The cross bonds are of

the .same construction as the rail bonds, but longer.

In Fig. 5 is shown a .sample of a different cla.ss of bond.
Here an ordinary' wire is used as a bond, and this is held in

place in the rail by a bonding cap. This is of .steel, slotted

with conical end and fits snugly over the end of the bonding
wire. The bonding hole is drilled one thirty-second of an inch
smaller than the outside diameter of the cap. It is dri\-en

into place by a hammer. The crimp extending the full

length of the cap allows the shell to compress firmly over
the wire and into the rail. The cap is manufactured by
the Ohio Brass Company.

Fig. 6 ilhrstrates another method of connecting the
rails by a tinned copper wire, channel pins l^eing used.

These are of somewhat the same shape as the cap already
described, but drop forged of copper with wider slot which
extends the entire length of the pin. This allows the wire
to pass through the pin, and if deemed advi.sable the wire
can be carried around two or three times as shown in the
cut, doubling or trebling the carrjdng capacit}' of the bond.
This is the method of the General Electric Company.

Fig. 7 illustrates a bonding chuck manufactured by
Stern & Silverman and used in Philadelphia. It is bored
to fit the bond wire and one end is screwed mto the rail,

making a close electrical contact with liright surfaces. The
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other end tapers and is slotted, and after the bond wire has
been sHpped through the chuck the nut is screwed up, bind-

ing the surfaces closeh' together after which the joints are

coated with insulating paint. This bonding chuck is of

.steel and permits the lacing of the bonding wire if desired,

as shown in the engraving. .

Fig. 8 illustrates the King rail bond manufactured by
Strieby & Foote. It is a copper rod with drop forged steel

terminals fitted with a drop forged washer and lock nut,

threaded right and left hand. The terminals have a side

bearing surface of twelve times the cro.ss section of the con-

necting line independent of the l)olt inside the web. After

channel plates are depended upon for connecting the rails,

the device being a method of electrically connecting the

rails with the plates. The bond is of two parts, a plastic or

putty-like metal compound which makes contact between
the rail and the channel plate and an ela.stic cork case to

hold the plastic material in po.sition as near the end of the

rail as po,ssible. The current passes from one rail through
the bond to the fish or channel plate and then through the

second bond from the plate to the next rail. The contact

points, al)Out two inches in diameter, on both rails and
plate are treated with a solid alloy which silvers the sur-

faces and prevents them from rusting.

FIG. 6.—BONDING WITH CHANNEL PINS. FIG. 7.—STERN & SILVERMAN BOND.

FIG. 8.—KING BOND.

FIG.

FIG. 9.—TECK BOND.

FIG. 12. GRAUTEN BOND.

FIG. 10.—PLASTIC BOND. FIG. 13.—BRAZED BOND.

connection is made the terminals are painted with water-

proof paint or coal tar. The bond is very easj' to adjust

and remove.
The Teck bond, manufactured by the Technic Elec-

trical Works, is illustrated in Fig. 9. It is^a copper wire
of semi-circular section with its ends bent at right angles.

The bent portion forms a slot through which a key or

wedge is driven. The key is slightly larger than the slot,

and its action is to force the copper over the edge of the
holes into close contact with the rails. When this is done,
the ends are so spread that the bond is practically riveted

into place.

Fig. 10 illustrates a method of bonding in which the

The plastic material is the invention of Harold P.

Brown and, it is claimed, has been in service for five

years without change.

Fig. 1 1 illustrates a somewhat different method of

using the same material without disturbing the paving.

Near the end of the rail a hole is bored through the tram

and extending partly into the channel plate. The drill

with which this hole is bored carries with it as it enters

the upper surface of the angle plate a burr forming a tele-

scopic joint perfectly .smooth on the inside. The drill is

wet with a solution of soda and water instead of oil so as

to prevent the trouble which follows the use of insulating

fluid on a contact surface. The hole is then partly filled
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with plastic alloy. A plug of soft iron is then forced in as

a stopper. For re-bonding T rails the hole is bored

through the angle-plate into, but not through the base of

the rail.

Fig. 12 illustrates the Grauten rail bond of the H. W.
Johns Manufacturing Company. Ordinary wire is used

for carrying the current and it is attached to the rail by
the bonding device. This is a cup shaped hub with fingers

which can be bent over after the wire is in place, and a

shank nine-sixteenths to three-fourths of an inch in diame-

ter. The whole is of composition metal, and its shank fits

closely into the hole in the web of the rail when it is riveted

in place. The bonding wire is soldered into the grooves.

With this device a continuous supplementary can be used,

FIGS. 14 AND 15.—AMERICAN RAIL BOND SECTIONS.

or short wires as bonds as desired, or a continuous wire

can be crossed from one rail to the other. Where a con-

tinuous wire is run on one side connectors similar to the

cup portion of the bond are used for cross connections.

The connectors can be put into the rail and riveted in place

before the rails are laid, if desired.

Fjg. 13 illustrates a type of bond used on the Detroit

Railway, the invention of Wayne Choate. It consists of a

number of copper strips or copper cable with cast copper

terminals. The contact terminals have about eight times

the cross section area of the bond. The bond is brazed to

the base of the rail with hard spelter. The brazing is ef-

fected by a simple portable furnace using gasoline and
taking from ten to fifteen minutes. An important advan-

tage claimed for the bond is that it is practically impossible

to break it off, making it not only indestructible, but diffi-

cult for thieves to carry it awaj'.

Bonds of a similar appearance to that shown, but elec-

trically welded to the rails have also been suggested. The
inventors propose the use of a portable welding machine
operated in case of an electric road by a motor, or in case

FIG. 16.—WIGHTMAN BOND.

of new construction by a gas engine or other portable

power. A device of this kind is being put on the market
by Rogers, Baldwin & Vickers.

Fig. 14 shows a bond manufactured by the American
Electrical Works, the principle of its construction being to

connect the bond to the rail by two bushings. The hole of

the outside bvishing and the outside of the inside bushing
are both tapering, and after the bond wire is inserted in the

rail the inside bu.shing is driven home. Its end is then
turned over with a crescent shaped caulking tool, locking
the bond into the rail.

Fig. 16 illustrates a bond manufactured by H. J.

Wightman & Company. The bond has broad terminals to

give large contact surface with the rail and is riveted

through the web. It is looped to take up any expansion
and contraction in bond or rail.

It is stated that the operation of the Nantasket Beach
division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road Company by electricity has been, on the whole, so

successful that the company is satisfied as to the economy
under the conditions presented and will equip the Dedham
branch some time during the coming summer.

Some Results From Cast Welding Rail Joints.

The evidence as to the complete success of the cast

welding process for rail joints is constantly .strengthening,

and has become nearly conclusive—as conclusive perhaps,

as is possible in an experience of but two or three years.

The process has now been thoroughly tested on a large

scale through summer and winter, on several important

roads. The West Chicago vStreet Railroad Company has
placed between 9000 and 10,000 joints throughout its

sy.stem, and its engineer, George Watson, reports that

they have been found very .satisfactory and have complied
with all requirements. He states that cast welding is the

only thing which he has yet found that will hold up the

joints of a light girder rail.

M. K. Bowen, superintendent of the Chicago City

Railway Company, lias given the cast welding process most
careful attention, having become interested in the results

obtained from the use of these joints on about forty miles

of track on the Chicago City system. He .states personally

and by letter that the joints have passed through both
summer and winter service to the company's perfect .satis-

faction, and he believes that it is the only device by which
a la.sting and smootli riding track can be obtained. Mr.
Bowen 's wide experience as a jaractical engineer gives

.special value to his o])inions of a matter of this kind.

On the West Chicago and Chicago City systems, out

of 20,600 cast welded joints put in last year only 254 have
broken. .These were all broken in the first cold snap in

November, and the breakage .seems to have cleared out all

imperfect joints and weak spots in the track, as since that

time there have been practically no breaks, although the

temperature variation has ranged from 8 degs. below zero to

50 degs. above zero. The West Chicago test has been par-

ticularly severe, from the fact that the joints were put in

on old rail which was more or less rusty, so that the welds
were undoubtedly .somewhat less perfect.

C. G. Goodrich, vice-president of the Twin City

Rapid Transit Company, of Minneapolis, reports that he is

much pleased with the way in which the joints have stood
the cold weather and temperatures which have gone as

low as 24 degs. below zero. He thinks that the cast weld-
ing process has solved the joint question, and that his

company will continue the work of putting it in as rapidly

as po.s.sible this spring. Out of .some 2000 joints put down
on this road, only eleven have " drawn" and upon investi-

gation it has been proven that in each case where a joint

pulled apart, it was because of a poor weld, and the cast-

ing has been found full of blowholes.

The reports from St. Louis, where this weld was first

tried, have been decidedly enthusiastic, and a large amount
of new work will be taken up this spring.

Theoretically as well as practically, the cast welding
process should be highly economical and most perfectl}'

serve its purpose. The outfit required is small, compact
and inexpen,sive, as compared with the electric welding
process; and if, as is claimed, complete union of the metals
in the joint and rail can be secured, the strength of the

joint can hardly fail to be enormous.
In the East, the Falk Company is putting down joints

on the lines of the Consolidated Traction Company, of

Newark, and of the Union Railway Company, of Provi-

dence, and in the South, on the Citizens' Street Railroad
Company, of Memphis.

A GREAT deal is occasionally said about the importance
of standard wheel sections. This sounds well, but must
not be accepted without consideration. There are many
different forms of rail in use, not a few of which are pre-

scribed by law. Some roads have a grooved rail in the

city, conforming to citj' ordinances, while in the suburbs or

the coiintry they run over T rail. One road running out
of the city of Washington has a T rail in its suburban sec-

tion, while within the city its wheels must run in a one-
inch groove. Inside the city limits this road conforms to

the ordinary rates of speed, while outside it makes nearly

forty miles an hour. Under such widely varying condi-

tions, a standard form of wheel is out of the question.
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M. Delaise has been awarded a franchise for the installation of

an extensive electric railway system in Algiers.
A New Form of Radiation.

The Metroj)olitan Railway Coniijany of Kansas City is contem-
plating the operation of its cable drums by electric motors.

The flywheel governor of an automatic cut-off engine in the
power house of the Traction Company, in vScranton, Pa., broke down
recently. The jaress reports say that the springs were stretched too
far by the flying outward of the governor balls, when a heavy load
on the engine was suddenly taken off. A dozen pieces of the gov-
ernor flew in all directions, one of them going through the floor like

a cannon ball. Such an accident is very unusual, but its possibility

suggests an examination of the construction of fl_vwlieel governors,
to learn what is likely to happen to them in the event of suddenly
throwing off a heavy load.

According to a foreign exchange the official statistics for thirty-

two lines representing 90 p. c. of British railroad S3'stems show that
ths proportion of employes receiving a salary of less than 1^5 per
week is 42 p. c. in England, more than 50 p. c. in Scotland and 78
p. c. in Ireland. In the latter country two-thirds of these employes
earn only from I2.50 to %\ per week while in England and Scotland,
the greater number of them are paid from I4 to I5 per week. On
the other hand, if we consider the proportion of employes earning
more than $10 per week, the proportion is more than 4 p. c. in Eng-
land, less than i/4 p. c. in Scotland and_a little more than 2 p. c. in

Ireland.

The new Boston subway is to be divided for ventilating pvir-

poses into sections of 600 ft. , and each section is to have a fan of

sufficient power, when run at moderate .speed, to remove the total air

contents of the section everj' ten minutes and at nuiximum speed
every seven minutes. The corresponding rates of flow of the air cur-

rents will be sixty feet and eighty-six feet a minute. Twelve fans
may be used if found necessary and the usual volume of air to be re-

moved will be from 12,000,000 to 18,000,000 cu. ft. an hour. For
the two track .sections the fans will be seven feet in diameter, and
for the iovix track sections eight feet and will be driven by electric

motors, the power required being estimated to be about the .same as

that of a single car. The air will be expelled through .specially pro-

vided chambers and vent shafts placed at one end of the tunnel.

A RECENT list published in one of the French electrical papers
of the central stations for the distribution of electricity in France,

Jan. I, 1S96, .shows the total number of stations, Paris excepted, is

438. The following table gives the motive power of 378 of these
stations, the total number of which information could be secured :

Motive Power. Number of Stations. Horse Power.

Hydraulic 182 11,665
Hydraulic and steam 48 7,422
Steam 128 26,802

Low grade of gas 6 206
Illuminating gas 13 1,605

Petroleum I 12

Total 378 47-712

In an article by M. E. Cadiat in the Portcfcuille Econoniiqitc
dt's Machines the following coal consmnption figures are given :

On the storage battery line at Paris from St. Denis to Madeleine
and from the Opera to Neuilly the car mileage averaged 1,376 miles
per day, the cars having room for fifty passengers. Six thou.sand five

hundred horse power hours were used or 4.72 h. p. hours per car mile,

and the coal consumption was 2.75 lbs. per h. p. hour and 12.98 lbs.

per car mile. On the trolley cars at Marseilles during the first four
weeks of operation 38,953 car miles were run with an average coal

consumption of 7.73 lbs. per car mile including car and power station

lights. At Havre during October and November the trolley system
reqviired from 1.75 to 2 h. p. hours to develop a kilowatt hour,
1.28 k. w. hours per car mile were consumed and the coal
consumption was 6.72 lbs. per car mile. These cars also have room
for fifty passengers. The compressed air motor cars at Nogent-sur-
Marne, carrying fifty passengers required about sixty-six pounds of
steam per car mile, which it, is stated, can be generated in the best
French boilers with from 4.8 lbs. to 5.5 lbs. of coal.

Several weeks ago the scientific world was startled by the an-
nouncement of the discovery by Dr. Wilhelm Konrad Rontgen, of
Berlin, of what appears to be an entirely new form of light rays—

a

discovery which, it is believed, will be of the utmost value in help-
ing to solve some of the problems concerning the ether and the vi-

bratory theory of light and heat which have hitherto bafHed physic-
i.sts. A brief description of Dr. Rontgen's experiments as described
in his preliminary communication to the Wurtzberg Physical Insti-

tute entitled '

' A New Form of Radiation '

' will be of interest to en-
gineers, as there are possibilities of important practical applications
in engineering processes.

If the current from an induction coil be passed through a
Crookes' tube certain light effects will be observed at both positive
and negative terminals of the tube. The "cathode rays," so called,

emitted from the negative terminal are known to have peculiar
properties differing from direct or "incident light" in many re-

spects, and it is believed that these differences are due to pecidiar-
ities in the etheric vibration.

The Rontgen "X rays" (apparently so called in advance of

further researches which will determine their character so that a

more definite name may be applied) are not cathode rays, but are
generated at the spot where the cathode rays impinge upon the walls
of the Crookes' tube. In Dr. Rontgen's primary experiment he
found that these rays would pass through a "somewhat closely fit-

ting mantle of thin black cardboard," covering the Crookes' tube so
as to cause fluorescence on a paper screen washed on one side with a
fluorescent chemical compound, whether the paper side or the treated
side ofthe screen were turned to the Crookes' tube. This .showed at

once, of course, that these X rays must have the property of pene-
trating cardboard and paper—substances hitherto supposed to be
opaque.

Experiments were then conducted with other opaque and trans-
lucent bodies with the result of proving that these rays actually have
the power of penetrating or pas,sing through many such .substances

where ordinary light is absorbed or reflected, and among the most
interesting of Dr. Rontgen's researches are tho.se where photographs
have been taken, by means of these X rays, of the contents of closed

boxes. The flesh of the hand has proven tran.slucent to X rays, so
that the bones can be seen and photographed through the fleshy

covering. Platinum .2 m. m. thick is transparent, together with
silver and copper plates decidedly thicker. Lead .5 m. m. thick is

practically opaque, and, from the results with all the substances ex-
perimented upon, Dr. Rontgen concludes that the relative transpar-

ency of different substances of the same thickness is dependent upon
their relative densities, no other properties being in the least com-
parable with this.

Dr. Rontgen has not yet proved experimentally that the X rays

are able to cause thermal effects, but believes this to be nearly cer-

tain. He finds that the X rays cannot be concentrated by lenses,

nor can they be refracted to any extent, so far as at present deter-

mined. One essential difference between the X rays and the cathode
ra3's is that the latter are deflected by magnetic influence while the
former are not.

Dr. Rontgen decides that these X rays cannot be the ultra violet

raj's of the spectrum, upon which much research has been expended,
but he believes that they are due to longitudinal vibrations in the
ether, although he announces this as a " suspicion " merely and not
as a definite conclusion, since his experiments have not yet been
carried to stich a point as would warrant him in forming an irrevo-

cable opinion on this point.

As before stated, the announcement of this great discovery has
set scientists to work to develop its practical features. There seems
to be an almost immediate use of the discovery in medical science.

It may be possible, for example, to locate bullets in a person's body,
or to study the operation of the internal processes from actual sight

or by means of special photographic methods. It has been sug-

gested, also, that the presence of defects in castings and constructive

material might be determined by these rays, but no such conclusions
are warranted by the experiments so far carried on, since the latter

seem to prove that comparatively thin sheets of metal are practically

opaque even to the X rays. It is impossible to predict, however,
what may be accomplished in the development of this entirely new
branch of physical science, and certainly its interest to those study-

ing the purely physical theory of etheric vibration must be exceed-
ingly great.
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The SerpoUet Steam Motor.

vSteain (luiiunies or motor cars have been regarded, on the whole,

with much greater favor in Europe for highway lines than in this

country, and are at present being eini)loyed in many places in which
in this country electric power would be used. One of the forms
which is attracting considerable attention from European engineers

at present and which is in use on several Paris lines, as well as in

Havre, Tours and elsewhere, is the Serpollet.

The novel features of the motor lie jjrincipally in the method of

generating the steam and were described in a recent paper read by
M. Lesourd before the French Society of Civil Engineers. The
boiler tubes are of steel and in place of being cylindrical, as shown in

Fig. I, were originally flattened as in Fig. 2. The later forms of

Paris Tramway Company
(
Department of the Seine "l. The engine,

which had two cylinders, 5.9 ins. "/ 5.9 ins. was carried under one of

the ])latfonns and connected to one axle by chain gearing. The car

weighed, empty and without steam ajjparatus, 7700 lbs. All the ap-

paratus necessary for propulsion, including the supply of coal and
water, weighed 3300 lbs. ; entire car with forty passengers weighed
17,160 lbs.

Coke is used to avoid smoke. The consuni])tion of coke aver-

ages about 4.4 lbs. per mile. On the St. Etienne line with a car

carrying twenty ])assengcrs opeaating on a line 600 yds. long, where
there is a constant grade of 3.7 per cent, the consumption of coke
averages from 6.5 to 7.1 lbs. per mile. The boiler is usually carried

on the front platform.

The method of feeding the injection water is quite ingenious, and

FIG. 1.

FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

FIG. 4. FIG. 5.—CROSS SECTION ON C D. FIG. 7.—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS.

tubes, however, are stamped to present in cross section the form of a

U as shown in Fig. 3. At the ends, however, the tubes are circular

in section and are connected in pairs as shown in Fig. 4, which con-
stitutes one element of the Serpollet boiler. The .space within the
tube in which the water and steam circulate is variable between .4

in. and 1.2 ins. according to the position which the tubes occupy
in the boiler, the tubes having the largest spaces being naturally

those farthest from the point where the water is fed into the boiler.

It is easy to see that the form of the tubes presents the maximum
resistance possible to deformation as well in one direction as in an-

other.

In tramway work the tubes are of two kinds and arranged in

two ways, as shown in Fig. 6, part being horizontal and part vertical.

^1
I

FIG. 6.—LONGITUDINAL SECTION.

The first row above the furnace into which the water is injected are
circidar in section and horizontal. Above these are U shaped hori-
zontal tubes, and beyond the.se U shaped vertical tubes. The con-
nections between the elementary steel tubes are made by joints
which are always kept out of the action of the heat and are devel-
oped in a material which is a non-conductor of heat. The draught
is .stimulated by means of the exhaust which discharges at the base
of the stack, as .shown in Fig. 6. The stack is itself surrounded by
a false concentric stack which assists to draw air through the double
envelope surrounding the boiler and thus diminishes the radia-
tion.

The first application of the Serpollet motor for tramways was
made in December, 1893. It was put in operation on the lines of the

is shown in Fig. 7. Upon starting the feedwater is injected into the
boiler by a pump, P', which is operated by hand and which pumps
directly into the boiler, T. As soon as steam is generated the
pump, P, which is operated by an eccentric, feeds into the boiler.

This water is always injected in an amount greater than that neces-

sary for the production of steam demanded by the engine. The
changes of speed are produced b}' means of the regulator, R, operated
b)' hand, and which communicates with the reservoir, A. When this

cock, R, is completely closed, the water passes into the boiler with the
full pressure of injection, and, consequently, the maximum of press-

ure is .secured, as when mounting the steepest grades. When, on
the other hand, the plug is raised to a greater or less degree, a part

of the water passes back into the reservoir, and only that part goes
into the boiler which is required for the work. It thus follows that,

by a simple movement of this cock, the entire mechanical regulation

of the apparatus is secured.
If a sudden stop is desired it is onlj^ necessary to open the cock,

R, wide, when not only the injection water from P, but as well all the
water and steam in the boiler is emptied into the reservoir. A, reduc-

FIG. 8.—HORIZONTAL SECTION ON A B.

ing the pressure on the engine cylinders to zero. This action, ac-

companied by application of the brakes, makes a stop in the shortest

possible time.

A safety cock, which is automatic and opens at a pressure of

forty-four pounds, is provided in S. When the pressure in the boiler

exceeds this limit, this cock opens automatically and allows a part

of the water to return into the reservoir. A, when the pressure in the

boiler is immediately reduced.
An important question in this type of boiler is, of course, the

durability and life of the tubes, occa.sioned by the action of the fire,

to which the rows closest to the furnace are particularly subjected.

This, it is claimed, is largely in the hands of the niotorman, who, by
closing his draughts during prolonged stops, can add materially to

the life of the tubes.

K. M. Douglass, general manager and purchasing agent of the
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company, writes us that his company con-
templates extending its lines about fifteen miles this year.
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Hoist and Electric Motor Combined.

The combined electric motor and hoist ilkistrated herewith
is manufactured by E. Harrington, Son & Company and promises
to_ find an extensive use in electric railway repair' shops. With
this combination there is an important saving of time and labor re-
quired to lift heavy castings and convey them from one point to
another. Ten thousand pounds can be lifted with ease, with
a gain of 3 to i in labor and 5 to I in time; that is, 10,000 lbs. can

side of the cylinder arranged on a new principle and working to the
circle of the head, thereby preventing all tearing out of wavy grained
or knotty stuff or clipping of ends.

HEAVY SMOOTHING PLANER.

One of the greatest advantages of this machine, especially in the
wide sizes, is that the .stock can be run diagonally under the cylin-
der. This, it is claimed, is better than running a cylinder in a diag-
onal position, as it permits the use of straight belts.

Electric Locomotive.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has re-

ELECTRIC HOIST.

be raised at a maxinuun speed of 554 ft. and lowered at
the rate of ten feet per minute. Smaller loads can be
raised faster.

By means of a controller operated bv the rope
shown at the right in the cut, the operater can vary the
speed as he may desire within these iimits. By this
controller also, the action of the motor is started, re-
versed or stopped.

The motor shown in the cut is of the Story make. It is compact
in form, multipolar, iron clad, and not affected by surrounding
machinery. It is entirely enclosed, making it dustproof

,
fireproof

and moistvireproof.

Extra Heavy Smoothing Planer.

The desire to produce something better in the way of a hard-
wood planer than has heretofore been built, has resulted in the in-
troduction by the Egan Company of the machine shown in the ac-
companying engraving.

The machine is built in four sizes, 24 ins., 25 ins., 26 ins. and 30
ins. wide. The frame is cored and substantiallv braced, making it very
stiff and suitable for a machine of this class.

' The table is dovetailed
in the frame and raises and lowers on very long inclines by means of
two screws operated by a hand wheel convenient to the operator.
This means of adjusting the bed is claimed to be the best, as
it makes it solid and free from vibration, and gives it support be-
neath. The feed is iows powerfully geared rolls of large diameter,
the upper front fluted roll being geared at both ends so as to give a
parallel lift to the roll, and thereby allow two strips of any kind of
stock to be fed through the machine and making it impossible for
them to lift out of gear when making a heavy cut. The rolls are
weighted on an improved principle, the weights being adjustable to
give more or less pressure, as desired. There are two speeds to the
feed, and the machine, it is claimed, will do smoother work at its
fastest feed than has heretofore been attained on any smoothing
planer at a much slower speed. The cylinder is fornr sided, so as to
use either two or four knives as may be desired, is double belted
and the feed is run directly from it. There are pressure bars on each

NEW ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

ceived the first electric locomotive manufactured under the arrange-
ment entered into some time ago with the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. In appearance the locomotive is much different from the
steam locomotive, and it also shows radical departures in construc-
tion from everj' electric locomotive hitherto manufactured. It is

thirty-eight feet long and nine feet across. All the operating parts

of the locomotive have been placed on the truck and the body of the
car will only contain the controlling apparatus, and can be utilized

as a receptacle for such appliances as are usually carried by any
train. It niaj' also be used as a freight or baggage car.

One of the characteristic features of the locomotive is the truck,

which has eight wheels and is constructed in a very substantial man-
ner. The wheels are forty-two inches in diameter. There will be
four motors of 200 h. p. each connected to the axles of the loco-

motives. Thus the entire weight of the locomotive will be placed
iipon the truck, thereby becoming available for adhesion.

The locomotive completely equipped will weigh 160,000 lbs.

The motors will be geared, which method has been decided upon so

as to enable the company to use more efficient and durable motors
and also greatly reduce the cost of the locomotive. The motors have
been geared to produce a speed of seventy-five miles an hour, al-

though it may reach 125 miles an hour, if it were demanded.
Other locomotives are being built. All will be equipped with air

brakes, which will be operated in the usual manner by an air pump
which is underneath the car, and which will be driven by an electric

motor. The locomotives wdll be designed so as to be utilized with
any method of electric traction. They can be used with the trolley

system, the third rail system, the electro-magnetic system or with the

Tesla polyphase system.
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Car for Transporting; Cables.

A track brush is a valuable adjunct to the usual equipment on

street railway cars for removing snow and dirt from the rail, and in

some cases is the only means employed to do this work. In the

adjustable track brush holder shown herewith and supplied by the

E. r. Frederick, superintendent of the Bn^derick & Bascom Rope
Company, presented in a recent issue of the Engineering Record
some particulars of a truck which has given the best results of any
method employed by that company for transporting cables in city

streets.

It has been in use for about four years, and during that time has
been improved and special appliances added to facilitate handling
and minimize labor and time as experience has dictated. A most

"WO-^^ SECTIONAL ELEVATION W-W

TRACK BRUSH RAISED.

Costtmt

Fl FVATION 7.-Z

SlCtional elevation x-x

TRACK BRUSH LOWERED. FIG. 1.—CAR FOR TRANSPORTING CABLES.

Ohio Brass Company, the manufacturers have a new and simple
device for this service. It is so easily handled that the motorman
can offer no excuse for allowing the track broom to remain in service

longer than is absolutelv necessary, which of course results in a

large saving in the wear of the .steel wires, or not u.sing them when
nece.ssity demands it. Views of the holder are given on this page.

It is adapted for V shaped, upright, flat guard boards.

An important feature of the track brush holder is that the coiled

spring is alwaj-s in compression. If the cotter pin
be removed from the pipe standard through an}-

means, the spring will lift the track broom clear

of the rail and entirely out of the way of danger.
The broom in this case simply fails to perform its

work, and this, it is thought, is superior to the
forms of holders in which any .slight trouble
with the working parts results in the track
broom being thrown down on the rail. Another
point claimed for the holder is the wide range
and, at the same time, the nicety of adjustment
which can be given to the track broom. The holes
which are drilled in the pipe .standard are set

clo.sel}' together, allowing the broom to be set .so

that the wires will merely touch lightly the top of

the rail or bear down upon it the full limit of

their elasticity.

The steel wire track brooms manufactured bv
the Ohio Brass Compaii}- have gained a very con-
siderable reputation on account of their lasting-

qualities. This is due to their being made with a

carefully selected quality of steel wire, which is of

great ela.sticity, but of sufficient .stiffness to meet
the necessary requirements. These wires are
seciurely seated in a heavy hard wood block which
makes a strong and substantial brush for the
severest kind of service.

notable improvement to the wagon has been that of a frame to carry
two thirt3--two ton hydraulic jacks ready at any moment and under
every condition to be put in position by means of levers, and at

once be started to work to lift the wagon from any hole or soft spot
in the street in a very few minutes. A reference to Fig. 3, which is

a rear view of the wagon, will clearly show the manner of working
the jacks.

The length of wagon between axles is fifteen feet, the front

A NEW fender for cable and electric cars has
been brought out by Rafael Mayolini, of New
York City. The object of the inventor has been
to provide a fender which could be readily trans-

ferred from end to end of the car, and which'is so
constructed in two spring sections that these mav be curved,
brought together and locked, so as to completely guard the front of
the car. As at present constructed, the fender extends from one
side of the dashboard of the car dash around the bumper to the
other side of the dash, in the form of a bow. It is of either .sheet

steel or very tough wood, the latter beingpreferable on account of
its lightness, but either one being sufficiently flexible to provide a
yielding surface in front of the car. The surface of the fender ex-
tends from side to .side of the car, at a distance of about twenty-
four inches in front of the center of the da.sh, and .stands about
ft. high. It is easily transferred from one end of the car to the
other, by simply unlocking it at the center and lifting each half from
the steel fastenings provided for it at_the side of the dash.

FIG. 2.—SIDE VIEW OF CABLE TRANSPORTATION CAR.

axle journal being five inches diameter, and that of the rear axle six

inches. The journal part of the axle has one inch diameter holes,

bored back beyond the collar, making them self-oiling, as enough oil

is stored in the oil chamber at the time of starting to la.st the entire

trip. At no time have the_journals or boxes become heated. The
wheels are wooden, fifty inches in diameter, with a twelve inch tire,

one inch thick. In addition to the regular felloe, there is an aux-
iliary one, so that in case the tire should become loose it would be
unnecessary to recut the tire and reweld it. All that would be neces-
sary would be to take off the auxiliary felloe and put on a new one
of increased diameter, to fit that of the loose tire. The origina
boxes were of cast iron, three-quarters of an inch thick, and were
found to be too light, becoming loose and breaking with the first
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heavy load. They were replaced with boxes one and three-quarters

inches thick, and pressed into the hubs under a pressure of twenty-
five tons, and covered with white lead and canvas ducking at the
time of being pressed into their places. Since then they have given
no trouble, being apparenth' as solid as if they were a part of the
wheel itself. The holes in the boxes are bored to equal diameter
clear through, there Ijeing no taper, either in boxes or axles, and
while it may be disputed by authorities, it is Mr. Frederick's opinion
that to this fact is due, in a great measure, its light draft and remark-
able easy running qualities. The fact is that the only trouble to

contend with in hauling a cable is to stop it at the point desired, it

being necessary to use considerable judgment to gauge the distance
tlie wagon will run of its own momentum, after the signal to stop

lias been given. The entire height of the wagon from the ground is

twenty-five inches. The rear part of the I beams is bolted to the
lower part of the rear axles, and held in position by U bolts, as

shown in the engraving. The two central I beams run to and under-
neath the front axle, extending beyond sufTicientl}' to allow a heavj'

rectangular piece of wrought iron, A, three inches thick by nine
inches wide, to straddle the axle and rest on the top. This is secured
firmly to the central I beams on both sides of the axle, thus allow-
ing the whole weight to rest upon the top of the axle, instead of

being suspended from the axle, as is usual with low wagons. The
tongue is of the usual style, strongly made and heavily banded on all

sides, throughout its entire length, with iron.

The arrangements for attaching horses are such that, no matter
how heavy the load or the number of horses, the direct strain on the

breaking, which was a frequent occurrence, and was displaced by
the much stronger, lighter and easily handled wire ropes. At each
thirteen foot section of wire rope there is a foretree or piece of
hickorj- timber, of sufficient length and strength so as to attach two
sets of double trees, in which are placed four horses, thus making
the string of horses four deep throughout the entire length. The
capacity of the wagon is 160,000 lbs. and its weight is 13,500 lbs.

When empt}' it is easily handled Vjy four horses on level streets.

Fig. 4 illustrates a car built by the Broderick & Bascom Rope
Company for the Wabash Railroad for transporting cables. The car
has a capacity of 150,000 lbs. The number of wheels is sixteen, on
four trucks, the length of car thirty-four feet, and it has heretofore
carried for the Broderick & Bascom Rope Company two spools of

cable for Cleveland, O., weighing 140,000 lbs. To prevent too much
deflection on account of the extremely heavy weight in the center
of the car, a 12 in X 12 in. timber was placed through the center of

the spool. This was used as a principal for a truss and was built up
in that manner, extending beyond the spool so as to rest on the
center of the trucks, bringing the weight to bear on four different

points of the car, making an equal distribution of the load. The
amount of deflection in the center of the car on the timbers was less

than in., the amount of compression on car springs being in.

A New Improvement Upon Old Valves.

Renewable disk valves are not popular with all engineers, but
the trouble has been per-
haps with the disks and
not with the principle.

The valves have the ad-
vantage that they can be
repaired at a nominal ex-

CABLE TRANSPORTATION SECTION DISK VALVE.

tongue is never greater than would be exerted by eight horses.

When attaching the horses, the method of procedure is to iise .sec-

tions of wire ropes, thirteen feet long, of varying sizes, attached to-

gether with shackles suited to the size of the ropes. The first,

FIG. 3,—END VIEW OF CAR.

or tongue rope, is attached directly to the central I beam, and
running under and beyond the tongue. This rope is one and
five-.sixteenths inches diameter, and is then attached to a one and a
quarter inch diameter rope which is in turn attached to one a size

smaller; this is continued until it reaches three-quarters of an inch
diameter. Where there are forty to fifty horses, this is of consider-
able importance, as it lightens the load on the horses to a ver}' large
extent, and enables them to exert a greater force on the load. On
the first heavy cable handled, a vers- heavy chain was used, but was
soon discarded, on account of its cumbrous weight and liability to

pense, and will last longer than the ordinary valve. The materi-

al of which the disk is made is an important point. Valve bonnets
must of necessity be screwed on tight. Taking off and replacing the

bonnet time and again stretches the metal, and before long the
threads around the bonnet begin to leak badly.

The Crane Companj' which has had long experience in valve

manufacture has experimented in the use of some metallic composi-
tion for the di.sk. These experiments have been carried on for some
three years with such satisfactory results that a year ago the valves

were placed on the market. The bonnets of the valves are made
verv heavy, the seats wide and strong and there is provision for re-

packing the .stuffing boxes while tlie .steam is on the line. The
renewable metal di.sks have proved .satisfactory, lasting much
longer than an^- vulcanized riibber disk tried.

New Ticket Punch.

The R. Woodman Manufacturing & Supply Comj^any has re-

cently brought out a new style of transfer ticket punch which prom-
ises to meet with general adoption. The Woodman ticket punch is

mo.st favorabh' regarded by
the trade and over 3000 are

in use on the West End
Railway of Boston. It has
also been adopted by the
Detroit Citizens' Street Rail-

waj- Company, the different

lines in Baltimore and by
other companies in other

cities.

The improvement lies

mainly in the use of an
elliptic spring in place of

a circular spring giving greater elasticity to the working of the

device. One of the forms of this punch is illustrated in the ac-

companying engraving, but the improvement has been applied to

the various styles and sizes manufactiured by the Woodman Company.

NEW TICKET PUNCH.

Dr. Burns and Engineer Power are the promoters of an electric

railway proposed to be built from Hamilton to Waterloo, Qnt.
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The Fitehburg Engine.

The Fitehburg vSteaiii Engine Company has long enjoyed the

name of being independent in the design and development of its en-

gines, bound by no tradition simply because it was old, rejecting

nothing simply because it was new and diflferent from others.

The design of the main bed is unusually heavy and stiff, the

metal being carefully disposed to resist all strains, the crosshead and

Overhead Construction in New Orleans.

The accompanying engravings show views of some recent over-
head construction in New Orleans. The jieculiar local conditions in

this city arising from the surface level being lower than the Missis-

sippi River produce a .subsoil thoroughly saturated with water. The
dry surface soil is only aboiit two or three feet deep, and after dig-

ging through this water is reached in cpiantities.

VALVE GEAR OF FITCHBURG ENGINE.

connecting rod ends originally patented bv the company have been
extensivelj' copied by leading builders. The gui<les bored con-
centricall)' with center of cylinder, first done by the company
twenty-five 3'ears ago, are now quite generallj' used. The piston
valve and many other devices have al.so been largely copied. In the
valve motion, the company stands alone. This device, of which cut
is shown, drives piston valves, mention of which has heretofore been
made, but of special and patented design. The valves have no loose
packing rings, to unequall}- wear the seats and to get leaky, but are
in this respect the same as solid valves. Though taut they are ex-
pansible their whole length and can be kept steamtight by an hour's
attention of the engineer once a year and are giiaranteed for twenty
years in this respect.

They are also double ported, giving twice the u.sual admission of
steam with a given opening, and as they are brought close to the
bore of the cylinder the clearance is reduced to a minimum. The
steam valves are connected by short rods of small diameter directly

to cams outside the stuffing boxes. These cams are moved by hard-
ened steel rollers upon steel pins in cranks so keyed upon thin act-

uating shafts with relation to the cranks driven by the eccentric, as

to get the Corli.ss wrist plate action in opening the valves. The crank
moving the valve has its longest leverage while the actuating crank
has its shortest, giving twice the quickness and extent of opening
that the usual direct connection would give. The path in the cam is

so made that for more than half the travel of its actuating pin and
roller, it receives no movement. It is then started very softly, in-

creasing easih' until the lap of the valve has been traversed and its

edge has reached the edge of the port. It is then suddenly thrown
open, giving full port area, and is as suddenlv closed for cut-off

of steam, traveling onh- as far as the lap and width of port. It then
remains quiet during the remainder of the engine's revolution while
the opposite valve is being moved in its tiirn.

The work of moving the valves is practically nothing as they are
perfectly balanced and their motion is so .small the governor has
no duty except to regulate the speed of engine. There are no dash
pots, and the governor has to move but a very short distance to make
a difference from three-fourths cut-off to no admission of steam.
The control is therefore absolute. The engines are guaranteed to
control within i Vz p. c. under a change of load from 5 p. c. of rating
to 20 p. c. beyond rating, whether thrown on or off, and no matter
how abruptly. The engine is especially adapted for rolling mill and
electric railway work because of this absolute control and of the
great strength of the special engines which are put in for such work.

This cam valve motion makes it possible for the governor to re-

spond in.stantly and at any speed, slow or fast.

It can be run from 200 revolutions down to sixty. The exhaust
valves are moved directly by a separate eccentric and are adjustable
independently to any degree of exhaust.

Any power from 1000 h. p. down, compound condensing or
otherwise, can be furnished by the manufacturers.

Fig. I shows a view on the line of the Orleans Railroad Com-
pany. The contractors for the overhead construction were *"he

Creaghead Engineering Company. The poles used are mostly steel,

but some wood poles were also u.sed. The .steel poles are two-section
single joint type, made with swaged joints and ornamental collars.

The .straight line poles are 31 ft. long, extra heav}', weighing 750 lbs.,

and corner poles 32 ft. long, 1000 lbs. each, and .set in concrete 7
ft. and 8 ft. respective!}-.

The wood poles were sawed square with chamfered corners. The
straight line poles with 7 in. >; 7 in. tops are 31 ft. long and corner
poles, 9 in. 9 in. tops, '32 ft. long. At the bottom of each pole

BOURBON STREET, NEW ORLEANS.

hole was placed a large cypress block, 3 ins. thick, onto which the
pole was set. After pumping out the water from the hole, the con-
crete, made of sharp sand, broken stone and imported cement, was
put in in courses and thoroughly tamped with heavv bars.

By referring to the illustrations, numerous sheds and balconies
will be noticed. These Ijalconies, especiallj- the "double-deckers,"
.seriously obstructed the work of erecting heavy poles. It was nec-
es.sary in a great many cases to cut through these balconies to secvire
the proper location of poles.

On the Orleans Railroad the .specifications required double in-
sulation throughout. In the .span wire con.struction on iron poles, a
pole clamp and insulated turnbuckle was attached to each pole for
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the support and adjustment of the span wire. At feeder spans a
double insulated turnbuckle was used at each end. This feeder span
was a heavy insulated steel cable soldered to the feeder wire at one
end and to a solid bronze ball in the center of the span. This bronze
ball is made the same shape as the line insulators and connects to

trolley ear by heavy stud bolt, thus completing feeder connection

The Works of the Brooklyn & New York
Railway Supply Company.

Announcement was made in our January issue of the organiza-
tion of a new company, the Brooklyn & New York Railway Supply

THE WORKS OF THE BROOKLYN & NEW YORK RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

with the trolley wire. On the wood pole constriiction, a galvanized
eye bolt with a Bovirbon No. 2 strain insulator is used on each pole
to support the feeder span wire. The road is divided into sections by
means of section insulators and a system of feeders reaches each
division.

The system is protected throughout by means of Wurts light-

ning arresters, and there was no difficulty in securing a wet ground
connection for them in New Orleans soil.

It is interesting to note that the St. Charles Street Railway Com-
panj' has just completed two miles of flexible pole bracket construc-

URSULINES STREET, NEW ORLEANS.

tion on its lines. The brackets are of the Creaghead flexible type

13 1,^ ft. long. The feeders are supported from this bracket by means
of feeder hangers which are attached to the brackets. Each hanger
is double for the support of two feeder lines.

Thomas F. Ryan, of the Metropolitan Traction Company, of

New York, Samuel Thomas, Henry H. Rogers, Charles R. Flint
and G. B. M. Harvey are at the head of an enterprise which is to form
a continuous electric railway S3-stem from St. George, S. I., to Point
Pleasant, N. J. New lines will be built to connect exi.sting roads.
Among the companies whose tracks will be used are the Staten
Island Electric Railroad Company, the Consolidated Traction Com-
pany, of Jersey City, and the Atlantic Coast Railway Company, of
Asbury Park.

Company, for the manufacture of street railway cars, trimmings,
supply parts, etc. As will be remembered, the new company has
been formed by uniting the business of James A. Trimble, of New
York, and that of the Lewis & Fowler Maimfacturing Company, late

of Brooklyn, N. Y. The company has recently secured at Elizabeth,
N. J., the exten.sive car shops originally built for the J. W. Fowler
Car Company. The office of the company is already full}- established
at Elizabeth, but manufacture is being carried on at the former
works of Mr. Trimble, at East Twenty-eighth vStreet, New York, and
at the Lewis & Fowler works, Brooklyn. The machinery is being
moved to Elizabeth as rapidly as possible, and the company expects
soon to be able to do all manufactming at its Elizabeth factory.

The facilities here for the receipt of supplies and distribution of
manufactured products are of the best, as the works are close to the
main Western trunk lines, and a branch extends into the factory.

It has a large supplj' of air seasoned lumber on hand, and with the
long experience in car construction enjoyed by the managers a pros-
perous future seems opening to the company.

The factory, which is shown in the accompan3nng engraving, is

entirely of brick and comprises eleven distinct buildings, with a total

floor space of 100,000 sq. ft. The buildings are arranged somewhat
in the form of the letter U and there is a covered passageway be-
tween the two wings, as .shown. Here the completed cars are loaded
on to flats by block and tackle and carried away b}- rail.

The arrangement of the works is such that the movement of the
material used in the construction of the cars is constantly in one
direction. The fuel and lumber are taken in at the northwestern end
of the building, shown in the engraving at the extreme right hand
corner. Here are two kiln dry rooms with concrete floors, hav-
ing a total capacity of 60,000 ft. of lumber each. The process of

drj-ing and seasoning is aided by a draft of hot air supplied by a
Sturtevant blower fan which keeps a continuous current of hot air

passing through the rooms.
Next to the lumber room is the mill room and cabinet shop, and

adjoining these the body shop and brass foundry. Adjoining the
brass foundry on one side of the passageway is the machine shop and
next to this the blacksmith's shop. On the other side of the cov-
ered passageway from these shops are the trimming shops, paint
shop, varnish shop, finishing house and pit house.

An extensive part of the new work of the company will be the
manufacture of registers. The company owns the old patents of the
Lewis & Fowler Manufacturing Company, and will manufacture the

L. & F. improved register here. This register is in use on some 700
different roads and is so well known as to require no extended de-
scription at this time. The Brooklyn & New York Railway Supply
Company will maintain the high standard in construction which has
always been a characteristic of this register, together with the other
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features which have given it a well earned eminence. In the 1896
style the register is arranged to totalize to 100,000, making it abso-
lutely impossible for a conductor to ring it around. The totalizer

has also been changed in form somewhat and is shown now by
numerals. The small totalizing dial which was formerly used has
been abandoned. The new style of totalizer can be added to old
machines if desired.

The personnel of the Brooklyn & New York Railway vSupply
Company is a strong one and includes the following well known names:
President, J. A. Trimble

;
secretary W. 1,. Brownell

;
trea.surer, C. L.

Camman, Jr.; manager of track and foundry department, W. C.
Wood

;
special .sales agent, Frank A. Morrell.

These gentlemen need no introduction to the trade, as all are
veterans in the manufacture of .street railway supplies. It is the

Recent Orders for Trucks.

THE L. 1896 IMPROVED REGISTER.

intention of the compau}' to continue at its works at Elizabeth the
extensive business in car trinnnings which has been enjoyed by the
two establishments united in this companj', and to ftirnish all the dif-

ferent wood and metal parts needed in car repairs. In the depart-
ment of new cars tlie works will have a capacity of some 1500 cars
per year and all work will be done under the personal supervision of
Mr. Trimble, which is a guarantee of the best possible construction.
Mr. Trimble has been before the street railway public for many years
as a practical car biiilder and the cars of his make have achieved an
excellent reputation for durability and good workmanship. A large
supply of timber will be kept on land owned by the company adjoin-
ing the works, and this will insure the supply of perfectly seasoned
wood._ The department of track construction has not yet been fully
organized, but it is expected that the company will soon be able to
announce that it is ready to supply cast steel special work and
other track parts.

A New Rail Joint.

The accompanying engraving shows a new rail bond devised by
W. E. Haycox, president and general manager of the Fulton Truck
& Foundry ComiDany. As will be seen, it consists of a joint plate

It is substantial evidence of the success of the Peckham " Extra
Long " extension trucks that they should have been adopted as stand-
ard on so many of the great street railway systems Of the Ea.st, and
the large order for 4o<j .tmcks just given by the Union Traction
Company, of I'hiladelphia, has been particularly pleasing to the com-
pany, because it was placed only after a most severe and thorough
trial of the 639 trucks previously ordered by the People's Traction
Company, which is now consolidated with the Union Traction Com-
pany. The books of the People's Traction Company, when exam-
ined by the new management, are said to have shown a remarkably
low depreciation account, and the easy riding qualities of the truck
are so jironounced that the judgment of the new officers was
in favor of the extension contract above noted, which was given on
Feb. 7.

The vSteinway Railway Company, of Long Island City, has also
found the Peckham " Extra Long " trucks satisfactory, as is proven
by an order placed on Feb. 21 for one hundred additional trucks.
The original trucks ordered by this company, one hundred in num-
ber, have now been in .service for over a year, and President McCabe
bears testimony to their excellent qualities.

Among other orders recently received by the New England
office are a fourth order from the Lynn & Boston Railroad Compan}^
a fourth order from the Braintree & Weymouth Street Railway Com-
pany, second orders from the Gloucester .Street Railway Company,
the Gloucester, Essex & Beverly Street Railway Companv', the Athol
& Orange Street Railway Company and the Greenfield & Turners'
Falls Street Railway Company; and original orders from the Ash-
ville, Hopkinton & Framingham Street Railway Company and the
Hingham Street Railway Company.

The New York office has received an extension order for 1 00 trucks
from the Baltimore City Passenger Railway Company and others.

Altogether over 4000 of the Peckham " Extra Long " trucks are
in use on large electric and cable roads in New York City, Brooklyn,
Jensey City, Long Island City, vStaten Island, Boston, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, Richmond and San Francisco.

There have recently been some changes in the personnel of the
Peckham Company. W. H. Wilkinson, who has been for some
years in charge of the Kingston factory has retired, and W. E. Cooke,
who has been for a long while the company's chief engineer has
been made its general manager, with headquarters at Kingston.
Mr. Cooke will have immediate charge of the factory and of the
general business of the company under Mr. Peckham's direction.

Recent Electric Railway Patent Litigation.

Several recent decisions by the courts in patent litigation are of
general interest to street railway managers, inasmuch as a number
of patents which .seem to be fundamental in character have been sus-
tained and the decision of the lower courts confirmed on appeal.
The most important patent which has been passed upon for many
years is patent No. 495,443, originally issued on Apr. 11, 1893, to
Chas. J. Van Depoele, and now owned by the General Electric Com-
pany. The owners claim that it covers broadly the under-running
trolley, as distinguished from the original form of trolley, which
consisted of a small truck running on the top of the wires. The suit
for infringement of this patent, instituted against a company in Con-
necticut, was vigorously contested, and has resulted in a victor^' for
the patent in the United States Circuit Cotirt, for the District of Con-
necticut. The court held that the device is of great utility in the
art of electric railroading and that it has superseded every other
known apparatus. The experts for the defendant admit that the)'

do not know that anj^one other than Van Depoele, prior to Septem-
ber, 1885, when he put the apparatus into practical operation,
had proposed to equip an electric car with any form of con-
tact device similar to that described in the application for the first

patent.

The courts have also upheld a second invention of Mr. Van
Depoele, covering means for switching electric cars operated by an
under-running trolley from one track to another without any man-
ipulation of the trolley arm.

The original opinion was rendered by Judge Coxe, of the United
vStates Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York, in a .suit

brought by the Thomson-Hou.ston Electric Company against the

PROPOSED RAIL JOINT.

which requires the milling out of the head of the rail on the outside
for a di.stance of nine inches on either side of the joint. The wear-
ing .surface here is furnished by the end of the joint plate which is
brought up flush with the top of the rail. A wheel passing over the
joint cannot cause the hannner blow as it travels on the joint plate
when crossing the joint. In no place is there a complete break in
the rail.

Elmira & Horseheads Railway Company, of Elmira, N. Y. An ap-
peal was taken by the defendant to the Circuit Court of Appeals,
and the latter has filed an oxjinion sustaining a number of claims of
the mo.st important character. After this latter deci.sion, the de-
fendant applied to the .Supreme Court of the United States, for a
writ of certiorari, which has been denied, and a final injunction has
been i.s.sued.



San Francisco Notes.

The Market Street Railway Company began running its Second
Street electric line from Folsom to Market Feb. 3, transferring at
Folsom to the new Bryant-Braunan Street line. Feb. 6 the '

' Hollis
franchise" electric line was started, completing the crosstown line,

via Fillmore Street, from the bay shore near the Golden Gate to the
bay shore near the Union Iron Works—a distance of s}4 miles.
Feb. 14 the Oak Street double track cable road, changed to a single
track electric line, was operated for the first time, and the cars, in-
stead of climbing a 12 p. c. grade, begin climbing a 5 p. c. grade and
then a series of }i'^and I p. c. grades, returning down the 12 p. c.

grade.
The Siitro road opened on Feb. i as scheduled. It is generally

conceded that there is room for such a road in the territory traversed,
and its business has been excellent from the start.

When the Metropolitan Railway Company was absorbed into the
Market Street Company its lines were remodeled to suit the lines
already in the combination. Some of the streets containing the
steepest grades were abandoned altogether, as was a portion at the
outer end. The result of this action was a suit by the property
owners, Jan. 22, to have the whole Metropolitan Company's fran-
chise forfeited on the ground that the stipulation that cars should be
run at least once every fifteen minutes the full length of the line had
been violated. The railway company's answer to this move was an
application to the Board of Supervisors for a new franchise over such
portions of the old Metropolitan Company's routes as it has found it

profitable to operate.

In vSan Francisco all lines lead to the '

' Ferry '

' landing at the
foot of Market Street. Realizing this the local postmaster has begun
a campaign for the distribution of all mail from the ferry landing by
mail cars. A promise has already been secured from the Harbor
Commissioners for the necessary room in the new Union depot at the
ferry. Permission from the authorities at Washington and the
co-operation of the street railway companies have yet to be obtained,
but the postmaster confidently expects to gain them both soon and
go ahead with his plans.

California is famed for her balmy climate where street railway
men have no thunderstorms in summer nor snow and ice in winter to

contend with. " There are others," however, besides lightning and
snow. The topography of San Francisco includes many steep hills

and down their sides ru.sh destructive torrents of water during the
heavy rainstorms that occur occasionally in the winter. This water
carries down large quantities of detritus that quickly cover the rails

in low places. While the downpour lasts the most that can be done
is to divert the stream by bags of sand which are dumped at proper
points by the employes. When the rain stops, shovels and horse
scrapers quickly clear the way.

An opportunity for comparing the vulnerability and flexibility

of the cable and trolley systems was afforded during the storm of Jan.

17. During the hour of heaviest rainfall, important cable roads ag-

gregating over seven miles in length of double track were teniporaily
stopped on account of an overflow or blockade at a single intersect-

ing street of each line, whereas the electric lines, when blockaded,
operated on both sides of the break.

The East Oakland electric railroad has been in the hands of a

receiver for some time. The income and outgo accounts ran so close

a race that it was decided to handicap the outgo by shutting down
the power plant and operating the generators from the power house
of the Piedmont Company. The fact that the distance was too great
with that arrangement for the feeders then in use and that it was
undesirable and inconvenient to invest in large quanities of copper
wire at that time led to the adoption of the three wire system on the
six miles of Fast Oakland lines. This method of running is reported
to be operating verj' satisfactorily. It saved something over I4000
worth of copper, and the line loss was reduced from a probable 40
p. c. with the old feeders to about 10 p. c. at present.

In San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity the house movers have
successfully maintained that a permit to move a house permitted the
removal of the house without regard to the inconvenience or injury
of interfering property such as wires, poles, etc. They did their

moving at night when passing through railway and electric light

wires, but insisted that the companies take down and replace their

own wires. In Alameda on Jan. 22 the City Recorder rendered judg-
ment for the plaintiff with damages at |i40, in the case of the
Alameda & Oakland Electric Railway against a house mover who
blocked the company's tracks with a house which he was moving

from five to nine o'clock one Sunday morning and in addition cut the
company's wires. The company claimed |io for fares lost by the
delay and I30 for replacing a pole and repairing the wires. The
Court's decision declared illegal an ordinance requiring street car
roads to remove poles and wires at their own expense for the benefit
of house movers. He considers the ordinance in the nature of an
attempt to violate the city's contract with the railway company in
granting a franchise. This decision, small in amount though it is,

has been hailed with delight by all local electric street railway men.

Annual Meeting of the Texas Street Railway
Association.

The second annual meeting of the Texas Street Railway Asso-
ciation will be held at Galveston, March 18. The Association in-
vites manufacturers of electrical apparatus and their representatives
to be present at the meetings of the Association and space will be
provided for exhibits if any desire to show their appliances. Appli-
cations for space should be made to J. K. Urie, care of Galveston
Street Railway Company.

News Notes.

Ashland, Pa.—The Ashland, Centralia & Locust Gap Electric
Railway Company has applied for a charter to build an electric rail-

way between the above named towns. The officers are: President,
A. L. Laubenstein; treasurer, James A. McCarthy; secretary, Thomas
Pepper.

Bonham, Tex.—The Bonham Electric Light & Power Company
has been organized to build an electric light plant and electric rail-

way in Bonham. Capital stock, $25,000.

Brockton, Mass.—The Brockton Street Railway Company has
asked permission to extend its line to Bridgewater. H. B. Rogers,
104 Ames Bldg.

,
Boston, is purchasing agent.

Chicago, 111.—The Chicago City Railway Company will equip
thirty-nine miles of its lines with electricity in the spring, and will

issue capital stock sufficient for all improvements to be made. R.
L. Garth, 2,020 State Street, Chicago, is purchasing agent.

C. S. Leeds, of the Suburban Railroad Company, Chicago,
writes us that his company has constructed part of its road, has let

contracts for part of the machinery, and has prepared specifications

and plans for about twenty-five miles of track, including bridges,

viaducts, overhead work, etc., also for cars, motors and generators.

Contractors desiring to present bids should address C. S. Leeds, 100
Washington Street, Chicago.

Cleveland, O.—The Cleveland Electric Railway Company has
been granted franchises for extensions to its lines. J. J. Stanley is

general superintendent of the company.

Colorado Springs, Col.—The Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek
Short Line Railway Company, has been incorporated by Wm. R.
Benzie, Jas. A. McCormick, Quincy E. Hicks, Lynn S. Atkinson,
and Francis L. Burton, of Colorado Springs, to build an electric

railway from Colorado Springs to Cripple Creek. Capital stock
|i,000,000.

Dallas, Tex.—The property and franchises of the Queen City

Railway Company have been sold to John Davenport, of Boston,

Mass., for 11,000,000.

Fulton, N. Y.—The Fulton & Oswego Falls Street Railway-
Company has applied for a franchise in the village of Fulton.

Kingston, N. Y.—The Kingston & Lake Katrine Railroad Com-
pany has been incorporated by Richard Lelahon, J. F. Dwyer, W. J.

Turck, Jr., J. S. Winne, C. W. Crispell, J. W. Lasker and C. W.
Keefe, of Kingston; D. H. Kennelly, of New York, and H. W.
Martin, of Bennington, Vt., to build and operate a street railway in

Ulster County. Capital stock, |ioo,ooo.

Knoxville, Tenn.—The Citizens' Street Railway Company, will

construct a large new power house, and it will be supplied with Cor-

liss engines and the very best electrical equipment. W. G. McAdoo
is president of the company.

Long Island City, N. Y.—The Steinway Railway Company
will erect a new plant and supply depot to cost 175,000.

Louisville, Ky.—^The Louisville Railway Company, is in the

market for twenty to twenty-five. S. R. G. 30 Motors.
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Lowell, Mass.—The I^owell & Suburban Railway Company is

considerinj^ tJie extension of its line to Centralville Hill.

Middletown, Conn.—The Middletown .Street Railway Company,
will extend its line to Gildersleeve's and (ilastonbury in the spring.

E. W. Gross is .superintendent and general manager.

Middleboro, Mass.—The Middleboro & Ivakeville Street Rail-

way Company has been incorporated. Capital stock, fiioo.ooo.

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—The North Mount Vernon Railway Com-
pany has obtained all of its franchises and work will probably be
begun in a short time.

Norfolk, Va.—The Norfolk Street Railroad Company has ap-

plied for permission to extend its lines. W. M. Rosborough, 835
Church Street, Norfolk, is general manager.

The Norfolk & Ocean View Railroad Company has applied for

permission to extend its lines to Willoughby Spit. F. R. Owen is

purchasing agent and superintendent.

Oswego, N. Y.—The Oswego .Street Railway Company will

erect a large power house on the banks of the Oswego Canal. Water
power will be utilized in generating the electricity, but a steam
plant will be put in as an auxiliary.

Portland, Me.—The Portland Extension Railroad Company has
been incorporated by William G. Davis, William R. Wood and Chas.

F. Libby, of Portland; Edward A. Newman, of Deering, and William
A. Wheeler, of Brooklj'n, N. Y. , to build and operate an electric

railway from Westbrook to Gorham. Capital stock, |5o,ooo.

Quincy, 111.—J. C. Hubinger, of Keokuk is the promoter of an
electric railway to be built from Quincy to Niota, a distance of sixty

miles.

Rochester, N. Y.—The Rochester Railway Company has asked
for permission to extend its lines. F. O. Rusling, 267 State Street,

Rochester, is general manager.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Union Car Company has been incorpor-

ated by H. W. Rocklage, Ernest Overbeck and H. P. Wehrenbreckt,
of St. Louis, to build, buy and sell street and railroad cars. Capital

stock, 1:50,000.

San Antonio, Tex.—W. H. Weiss, president of the San Antonio
Street Railway Company writes us that they are in the market for an
Edison No. 32,500 volt railway generator with complete station

equipment, an M. P. 80 Thompson-Houston generator with complete
station equipment, and one Armington & Sims engine, compound
condensing, with double-disk crank, cylinder to be 10 '2 x 16' ;' x
12 in. stroke, with fly-wheels to serve as driving pulleys, 58 in.

diameter x 14^2 in. face, and to develop one hundred horse power
when running at 300 revolutions per minute, condensing. They are

to be second-hand, but in first class, serviceable condition.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Continental Motor & Traction Com-
pany has been incorporated by W. J. Bowie, C. I. Ives, W. R. Hooper,
Phillip LaMontague and W. R. Snedberg, of San Francisco, to con-
struct, manufacture and deal in inventions and patents relating to

electricity, steam or compressed air, and to construct electric railways.

Capital stock, |i,000,000.

Seattle, Wash.—The Seattle Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany has been granted a fifty year franchise for extensions to its

lines. S. L. ShufHeton, 200 Pike Street, Seattle, is purchasing agent
and general manager of the company-.

South Hadley Falls, Mass.—Charles S. Boynton is interested
in an electric railway from South Hadley Falls to Holyoke.

Thompsonville, Conn.—The Thompsonville & Enfield Street
Railroad Company has asked for permission to extend its proposed
line to Springfield, Mass. Among those interested are C. H. Bris-

coe, Geo. B. Fowler, L. A. Upson and J. W\ Johnson.

Topeka, Kan.—The Comstock Motor Company has been incor-
porated by G. J. Mulvane and D. W. Mulvane. Capital stock, |ioo,-
000.

Washington, D. C.—The Georgetown & Tenalleytown Railway
Company is negotiating with the Tenalleytown & Rockville
Railway Company for the purchase of the property and franchises of
that company.

Car Equipment Notes.

The Milwaukee Street Railway Company has contracted with
the Brill Company for twenty motor cars for delivery on Apr. i. These
cars will be 25 ft. 6 ins. in length of body with five foot platforms. The
length of car over all will be thirty-eight feet. The width at the belt

rail will be 8 ft. 2 ins. , and the height inside from floor to roof 8 ft.

3 ins. There will be twin doors opening as wide as possible. There
will be a center aisle through the car twenty-two inches wide, on each
side of which will be seven cross .seats and two longitudinal seats,

one at each end, thirty-two inches long, accommodating two pensons
each. The total seating accommodations will thus be thirty-six.

This arrangement of the seats will provide what is practically a com-
modious vestibule just in.side the doors.' There will be nine ".split

oval " windows, the upper part remaining fixed while the lower sash
drops below the window .sill. Movable vestibules will be placed on
both ends of the car. The trucks will Ije of the Brill maximum
traction type, and the brake rods will be fitted with a wheel and
handle. Push buttons will be on every side post for the use of pas-

sengers. The inside finish will be of light cherry and mahogany,
the ceiling of three-ply veneered bird's eye maple or quartered oak,
the trimmings of bronze and all fittings of the best. The electrical

equipment will consist of two G. E. 1000 motors, with type K 2 con-
troller. These cars will go on the National Avenue line for opera-
tion both in summer and winter.

The Jackson & .Sharp Company, of Wilmington, Del., is

building thirty-seven cars for the City & Suburban Railway Com-
pany, of Baltimore, Md. The company is also building thirty open
cars for Braintree, North Adams, New Haven and other New Eng-
land roads, together with four pa.s.senger and two combination cars

for the .Saginaw ( Mich. ) and Bay City interurban railway. These
are of .standard pattern presenting no special features. They are
very liand.somely finished Ijoth within and without.

The Paterson ( N. J. )
Railway Company is getting from the

Jackson & Sharp Company ten long double truck open cars of new
design, for .summer use. These cars have many novelties of detail

and the fini.sh and ornamentation is more elaborate than anything
that seems to have been previou.sly attempted. While considerable
attention has been paid to the decorations of the roof it has also

been made exceedingly strong and stiff. The sills are double plated
with iron to their full depth and are of the strongest possible char-
acter. The use of iron on the sill of the long car is becoming gen-
erally recognized as a necessity, and in this case the double thick-
ness of metal used will make trussing practically unnecessary.

These cars have a very strong partition at the ends, furnished
with the usual windows. The panels of this end framing are prac-
tically mortised into the po.sts and are glued and pinned in place.

The panels for the .side posts are bolted through the sill, making an
uimsually secure fastening. This adds strength at a point where it

is much needed.
The Jackson & Sharp Company is also building a number of fine

closed cars for the Oakland ( Cal. )
Railway and a number of narrow

gauge cars for a South-American steam railroad. The interesting
feature of these cars is that they are to be shipped entire, the com-
pany for whom they are designed having reached the conclusion
that the durability of the car would be sufficiently increased to pay
for the very large increase in freight. The company has just deliv-
ered a number of very hand.some cars to the Wilmington City road.
These cars were quite a revelation to the Wilmington people. They
are hand.somely upholstered, hair cushions being u.sed on the seats.

The finish is oak and the trinnnings are bronze. The brilliant light-

ing, cheerful appearance, ease of riding and beauty of the design
have attracted general commendation and attention.

The Brill Company is building 150 cars for the Nassau Elec-
tric Railway Company, of Brooklyn. They are 30 ft. 4 ins. over
platforms, and 7 ft. 4 ins. wide over posts. The}^ have six reversible
back cross seats, and two stationary .seats at each end. They are
mounted on single DuPont trucks with Steel electric motors and are
provided with Milieu brakes. The wheel base is 7 ft. 6 ins.

The company is also building seventy-six cars for the Broadway
road. They are 22 ft. long with platforms 4 ft. 3 ins. wide, and the
width of the car over the posts is 7 ft. The}- are mounted on a Peck-
ham " Extra Long " extension truck. They have Gold heaters,
Millen brakes and are finished and painted in the standard style of
the Broadway road.

The company also has an order for the Cape Town Tramway
Syndicate of South Africa for a number of double deck cars of novel
pattern. There are three different styles. The general pattern of
the.se cars is as follows: length over body, 14 ft. 6 ins. , width 7 ft. 6 ins.

,

height to top of canopy, 15 ft. 2)4 ins. These cars seat twenty on
each deck. The top seats are across the car and have reversible
backs, while the lower seats are longitudinal. There is a stairway at

each end which makes a 6 ft. platform necessary. These cars are
mounted on Brill No. 21 C trucks with G. E. 800 motors. Eight of

the cars are 17 ft. long and have cross seats on both upper and lower
decks seating forty-eight. The remaining cars, two in number, are

22 ft. long over body and seat twenty-six people on the upper deck
and thirty-two on the lower. These two cars have Eureka trucks,
and Westinghouse No. 38 motors. In addition to their being double
decked and having two stairways, the small head room strikes one
strangely. There are no ventilators nor raised roof windows, and
the clear space in the center of the car between the floor and the
roof is only 6 ft. i ''2 ins.

The Brill Company is also building .six motor and eight trail cars

for the Washington, Alexandria & Mount Vernon Railway. These
cars are 30 ft. long with 4 ft. 6 in. platforms and are 8 ft. wide.
They have cross seats and can acconnnodate forty-two passengers.
They are furnished with water coolers and one toilet room. The
seats are the Hale & Kilburn " Walkover " pattern. There are two
G. E. 2000 motors, one to each of the two Eureka trucks. The driv-

ing wheels (Whitnej') are 36 ins. in diameter. The controller is of

special manufacture and unusual size. The resistances occupy a
space under the car 68 ins. 78 ins. ten inches in depth and appear to
tire eye almost a solid block of metal. Electric signal bells are pro-
vided at each seat. The Standard air-brake is used. The piston speed
of the pump is reduced two to one the pump being driven directly
from the idle axle. The brakes can be put on from either platform.
In connection with the air .supply is a special signal whi.stle. In the
end of each platform there is a .sliding door so tliat there can be ea.sy

communication between the cars of the train, a necessary feature
where trailers are used. The eight trailers are of the same size and
seating capacity as the motor cars. In fact they are duplicates of
them except so far as the driving mechanism is concerned. Both
trailers and motor cars are provided with double and folding doors
at the side of the vestibule of a neat and very compact pattern.
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Cable Records in Melbourne.

The accoinpanj'in^ table shows the hfe of a number of ropes
which have recently been installed on the lines of the Melbourne
Tramway & Omnibus Company of Melbourne, Australia, by Thomas
& William Smith, the English cable manufacturers.

NAME OK SECTION.

Richmond City . . .

& Suburban. . .

St. Kilda Suburban. .

St. Kilda Esplanade .

St. Kilda City ....
Chapel Street & . . .

Toorak Suburban.
Brunswick City . . .

Johnston Street City .

& Suburban . . .

Port Melbourne . . .

(still working.

)

LENGTH
OF ROPE.

Feet.

24,990
14,210

29,749
24,600

24-139
21,740

14-875
16,758

18,455

14,465

16,794

LIFE
IN DAYS.

TOTAL
MILES RUN.

751 121,520

770 149,646
665 119-331

1-043 187,813

808 162,827

744 130,130

795 139-125

It is the practice in Melbourne as soon as a new cable shows
signs of breaking up on a city section, where it gets very severe work,
to remove it to a suburban section, where the traffic is not so heavy,
and in this way its life is considerabl}' prolonged. Another practice
which undoubtedly has contributed to the length of life of the cables
is that they are carefully inspected every night, broken wires are
nipped off, and entire strands sometimes hundreds of feet in length
are put in where required. In this way, while the cost of repairing
reaches a considerable amount in the course of a year, it is thought
that longer lives are obtained from the cables than where a less care-
ful system of inspection is used, and that an important economy is

effected. As an instance of the excellence of the splicing in Mel-
bourne, it may be stated that the cable now running in the Port Mel-
bourne section ran for over two years before the original splice had
to be renewed, and then it was only cut ovit and re.spliced because
the cable had stretched to the end of the race.

In the list given above it will be noticed that in some cases the
cables have been worked entirel}- in one section, whereas on others
the)' have been removed to suburban sections to complete their lives.

The life and mileage of each cable refers to the life on the different
sections on which the cable was at work.

A Large Consolidation in Prospect.

It is probable that there will .shortly be a general consolidation
of many of the street railway systems of New Jersey, including the
Consolidated Traction Company, the Elizabeth Street Railway Com-
pany, the Paterson lines, the Trenton lines, the North Bergen Trac-
tion Companj', the Camden corporations, the New Brunswick lines
and the lines in Orange. This will bring about a system which will
furnish a complete network of the lines between Jersey City and
Philadelphia, and thus a long intended plan will be carried out.

Why Lightning Arresters Do Not Always
Protect.

Even with the best of insulation a lightning arrester does not
always protect. The reason for this is not obvious. That which we
see and call a lightning flash is not a .simple jsassage from a cloud to
the earth; it is a vibration. The lightning oscillates back and forth.
Electric oscillations, or waves, interfere vvdth one another nuich as
water waves do. If a trough of water be raised at one end and then
quickly lowered, the water in the trough will quietly smge back and
forth. If the end of the trough be raised a second time a new sv'stem
of surging may be started in .such a manner that the two will inter-
fere with each other and cause splashing at certain points where
crests of the two S3-stenis combine to form higher crests. Calm
or smooth surfaces will be noticed at points where a crest of one
system has been neutralized by a trough of the other s3-stem.

In electric wires we have somewhat analagous conditions during
thunderstorms. The calm places and splashing pla-ces are very close
together, so that a lightning arrester, for aught we know, may be
connected at a calm place or at a .splashing place. If at the former,
no discharge will take place at the arrester and the apparatus is

liable to become damaged. If at the latter, however, a discharge
will take place and the apparatus will be protected. But these
splashing places are constantly shifting their po.sitions. How, then,
is a lightning arrester to be properly located ? Answer.—By con-
necting such a number of lightning arresters along the line that sev-
eral of them are likely to be found at .splashing places. The writer
recommends ioui to the mile of wire, but this'is by no means to be
taken as an invariable rule; mucli depends upon the' local conditions,
the character of the soil with reference to ground connections and
liability of lightning to strike, the grade of insulation to be protected,
the voltage of the circuit, which latter governs the safe spark gap
length which may be employed, and the surroundings with reference

to telegraph and telephone wires. In general, thickly .settled dis-

tricts tend to decrease the number of lightning arresters which may
be required.—A. Jay Wurts, in Cassier's IMagazinc.

Standard Rules for Construction.

The committee of the National Electric Eight Association, which
has in charge the formation of a joint committee composed of the
various electrical, in.surance and allied interests for codifying a
.standard set of rules for electrical con.struction, announces that the
following organizations will be represented on the coimnittee :

National E)lectric Light Association, by William J. Hammer,
chairman committee on standardizing rules.

American vStreet Railway Association, by John A. Seely, con-
sulting electrical engineer.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, by Prof. Francis B.

Crocker, of Columbia College.

National Board of Fire Underwriters, by William H. Merrill,

chief electrician, Chicago, 111.

Western Union Telegraph Company, by A. S. Brown, chief elec-

trician. New York.
Postal Telegraph Company, b}' Francis W. Jones, chief elec-

trician. New York.
American In.stitute of Architects, by Alfred Stone, secretary,

Providence, R. I.

National As.sociation of Fire Engineers, by Capt. William
Brophy, electrical expert of the Commisioner of Wires Department,
Boston, Mass.

American Bell Telephone Company, by C. J. H. Woodbury, of

the engineering staff, Boston, Mass.
General Electric Company, by Lieut. vS. D. Greene, general

manager .sales department, New York.
We.stinghouse Electric Manufacturing Company, by Charles F.

Scott, electrician, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The delegates above named will meet in joint conference on
Mar. 18, and will undertake at once an exhau.stive examination of

the various rules that have been pronnilgated by the different elec-

trical and in.surance interests, and will attempt to form a new code
which will contain the best rules Ijrought together from all sources.

The new code will be .submitted by the delegates to each of the

bodies which they represent for final approval, but until such ap-

proval none of the organizations will, of course, be definitely com-
mitted to the action of the joint committee.

The American vSociety of Mechanical Engineers has kindly
offered the committee the use of its headquarters at No. 12 West
Thirty-first Street for its deliberations on Mar. 18 and 19.

Much credit should be given to Messrs. Hammer, Ayer, Smith,

Leslie and Brophy, the special connnittee of the National Electric

Light As.sociation, who have undertaken the formation of this joint

connnittee, for their untiring efforts in impre.s.sing the importance of

the subject upon the different organizations to be represented.

Recent Decisions by the New York
Commissioners.

Railroad

The Board of Railroad Commissioners of New York have re-

centl)' made important decisions which will act to prevent the con-

struction of competing .street railway lines. Under a recent amend-
ment to the railroad law, all street railway corporations in New
York State are obliged to apply to the Board of Railroad Commis-
sioners for a certificate stating that they have complied with the

requirements of that .section and that public convenience and neces-

sity require the con.struction of the projected railroad.

The first case was an application from the Kings, Queens &
Suffolk Railroad Company for the desired certificate. The projected

line was to extend from the eastern boundary of the city of Brooklyn
to the village of Far Rockaway. It was brought out in the testimony of-

fered to the Commissioners that the projectors did not have a clear idea

as to the exact route of the road or the exact points of its termini. More-
over it was proven that the road would simply duplicate existing fa-

cilities, and it was not proven that the present facilities (furnished

by the Long Island Railroad Company) were inadequate for the

needs of the people. It was also offered in evidence that some of

the promoters of the enterprise had a personal feeling against the

Long Island Railroad. The Board based its decision against the

company on the above facts, and also upon the engineering features

proposed, which included the use of bicycle cars "not more than
one-fourth to one-third of the weight of ordinary passenger coaches, '

'

and a speed '

' sixty iniles an hour or greater, as circumstances may
demand. The cars can be run as fast around curves as on the straight

line, which alone will effect a considerable saving in time."

The .second application to the Board was much more important

in character, as it involved the construction of about sixty-six miles

of new street railway line in the city of Buffalo, in opposition to the

Buffalo vStreet Railway Company. In this case all the preliminary

work had been done, and franchises obtained from the Mayor and
Council of Buffalo, .so that the permission of the Railroad Commis-
sioners was the last requirement before commencing construction.

The Board went very thoroughly into the various problems involved,

giving particular attention to the existing facilities and the probable

future requirements of Buffalo. It complimented the present system,

stating that its history was in many re.spects
'

' that of a vigorous en-

terprise, intelligently conducted and seeking to meet the public

needs as the city's rapid growth has brought them forward." In
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evidence of this it was shown that in the last five years the track mile-

age has increased from 64 to 143, and the car mileage from 3,201,

-

292 to 7,6X6,150, or at the rate of 156 p. c. The number of cars op-
erated increased from 93 to 301 and have been greatl}' improved. It

was also .shown that during the year ending June 30, I'SgS, 12,000,000

out of the 45,ooo,or» of peo])le carried were transferred, .so that the
average fare received from each pa.s.senger is but 3.53 cents. Afli-

davits were .submitted by Thos. H. Mcl^ean, general manager of the
Citizens' vStreet Railroad Company, of Indianapolis; Chas. E. Ser-

geant, general manager, and Richard Ha])good, roadmaster, of the
West End Street Railway Company, of 15o.ston; M. S. Robin.son,

general manager of the Fort Wayne ( Ind. ) Electric Railway Com-
pany; E. C. Foster, general manager of the L3'nn & Boston Rail-

roa(l Conipanj', and a large number of other experts to the effect that
public convenience and necessity do not require the construction of

the new company's lines.

In rendering its decision, the Board made a careful analysis of

the proposed routes and a discussion of their individual merits.

Several were con.sideredas desirable, but many others as neither nec-
essary nor desirable for various reasons, and the final conclusion was
that the applicant did not show public need for the con.struction of

such a sub.stantial part of the proposed railroad as would warrant af-

firmative action by the Board.

-^^-i ^
Trade Catalogues.

The Superiority of Electric Storage Traction. Published hy
Stern & Silverman, Philadelphia, Pa.

This is one of the handsomest catalogues which has ever come
to our office, and indicates the determination of the manufacturers
of electric storage apparatus to pu.sh their products vigorously.
Views are given of the apparatus supplied for use on the Fourth
Avenue Railway of New York, together with engravings of several

trolley lines installed by Stern & Silverman.

Catalogue No. 20. Modern Methods of Mining and Handling
Coal, Minerals, etc. I'ublished hy the Link Belt Engineering
Company.
This company has recently absorbed the business of the Inde-

pendent Electric Company and is now making extensive applica-

tions of electric motors to machinery for the mining and handling
of coal. In the latter applications our readers are most interested

and the catalogue gives views and descriptions of the horizontal
conveyors and buckets manufactured by the company. These have
been adopted by a number of railway companies. The catalogue is

well illustrated.

Electric Power Pumps manufactured b}' the Knowles Steam Pump
Works, of New York.
The first combinations of electric motors with machinery were

made b_v the electric manufacturing companies, but it is a striking

testimonial to the extent to which electric motors are now used in

industrial trades that the largest manufacturers of machine tools,

pumps and other appliances adapted to be driven by electric power
are constructing apparatus especially fitted for electric motors. The
catalogue of the Knowles Steam Pump Works is an example of this

and it shows a large number of types of pumps fitted with different

kinds of motors. vSome of these will undoubtedly find general
adoption around electric railway power stations, car houses, repair

shops, and other points where electric power is available and to gen-
eral industrial use. The catalogue is well illustrated.

Personals.

Mr. Stanley E. Russell, representative of the O. & C. Com-
panj', at Atlanta, Ga., died Feb. 13, of pneumonia.

Mr. M. G. Starrett, who has been for a long time the chief en-
gineer of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, has accepted the
position of assistant chief engineer of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Company, of New York.

Mr. Frank H. Ball has retired from the Ball & Wood Company,
and has assumed charge of the American F^ngine Company, at Bound
Brook, N. J. Mr. Ball is one of the most level headed steam engin-
eers in the country, and his services will be of great value in his new
connection.

Mr. S. L. Nicholson has severed his connection with James W.
Boyd & Sons in order to become connected with the Cutter Electric

& Manufacturing Company, of Philadelphia. Mr. Nicholson will

handle the company's circuit breakers in Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey-.

Mr. Frank A. Morrell who has recently represented the New
Haven Car Register Company and was formerly identified with the
Lewis & Fowler Manufacturing Company has recentlv made a business
connection with the Brooklyn iS: New York Railway vSupply Compau}-.
Mr. Morrell is well and favorably known to the trade.

Mr. James B. Hanna, secretary and treasurer of the Cleveland
City Railwaj' Company, was married on Feb. 26 to Miss Harriett

Lucile Beggs, of Cleveland, at the residence of the bride's si.ster,

Mrs. Frederick N. Reed. Mr. Hanna's manj' friends, among whom
we feel proud to include ourselves, offer him their heartiest congratu-
lations.

Mr. M. H. Clark, who has recently been elected treasurer of

the Clarksville (Tenn. ) Street Railway Company, was the last acting

secretary of the Treasury of the Confederate Government, and paid
out to the disbanded Confederate army the .silver and gold bullion
and coin in pro rata installments after the surrender of I'res. Jef-
ferson Davis.

Mr. J. L. McLean has recently been appointed .superintendent
of the operating department of tlie J^os Angeles Railway Company,
of Los Angeles, Cal. He was formerly chief disyjatcher of tlie Den-
ver Con,solidated Tramway Company, and while in that city devoted
considerable attention to a method of dispatching cars bj- telephone,
which has been described in this pa])er. The system has also been
adopted by the Los Angeles Railway Company, and the City & Sub-
urban Railway Company, of Portland, Ore. Mr. McLean was born
in Mis.souri, in 1S70. In Januarj', i<S9i, he was appointed to the dis-

patching office of the Denver Tramway Company, and in the follow-
ing year, the chief dispatcher of this company. In 1S94, he organ-
ized in New York the American Car Dispatching Company, of

which he is vice-f)resident and general manager.

J. L. McLEAN. C. H. ZEHNDER.

Mr. C. H. Zehnder has recently been elected president of the
Dickson Manufacturing Company, of .Scranton, Pa. This company,
as stated elsewhere, is about to extend its works and become a large

manufacturer of engines and boilers and will as well add a switch
and frog department to its works. Mr. Zehnder is president of the
Jack.son & Woodin Manufacturing Company, of Berwick, Pa., but
will resign that office to take up his new work. He has been presi-

dent of the Jack.son & Woodin Manufacturing Company, for the last

three years and has held manj' positions with the company during
the seventeen years in which he has been in its employ. During
Mr. Zehnder's connection with the company its business has in-

creased greatly both in volume and variety of products. The Dick-
son Manufacturing Company is well and favorably known as a
builder of locomotives, mining machinerj^, and stationary engines,

and under Mr. Zehnder's management, it is safe to predict for the
company a continued and increasing success.

Mr. Thomas H. McLean, of Indianapolis, has resigned his posi-

tion as general manager of the Citizens' Street Railway Company of

that cit}'. During Mr. McLean's connection with the company
which has extended over a period of two years and a half, the com-
pany has been largely reorganized and the lines equipped with elec-

tric power. In this work Mr McLean has had opportunity to show
his high executive ability. During this time, owing largely to the
improvements introduced by him as a manager, the stock rose

from 12 to the neighborhood of 58, three months ago. Though
firm in his dealings with the labor element, Mr. McLean won
general popularity of both employes and public b}- his fair treat-

ment of all and the general admiration felt for him has been strik-

ingl}' evinced since the announcement of his resignation, by the gen-
eral feeling of regret and most complimentary notices in the local

press. Mr. McLean does not disclose his future plans, but it is safe

to .say that he will remain in the street railway business with which
he has been connected for the greater part of his life.

Annual Meeting of the Standard Underground
Cable Company.

The annvial meeting of the stockholders of this company was
held on January 28, 1896. Nearl}' seven-eighths of the capital stock
was represented either in person or by prox}-. The following gen-
tlemen ( all of Pittsburg ) were re-elected as directors for the ensuing
year: George Westinghou,se, Jr., president Westinghouse Electric &
INIanufacturing Company; Robert Pitcairn, general agent and superin-
tendent Pennsylvania Railroad Company; Mark W. Watson, president
Exchange National Bank; J. W. Dalzell, vice-president I-vxchange
National Bank; Geo. B. Hill, president Pittsburg, Allegheny & Man-
chester Passenger Railway Company; John B. Jackson, president
Fidelity Title Tru.st Company; James H. Willock, president Second
National Bank; John Moorhead, Jr. , iron TOfiufacturer; Joseph W.
Marsh.
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The report of the board of directors showed a total business of

nearlj' |;i,ooo,oco for the year 1895. During the year three quarterly

dividends of one and a half per cent each, and one of two per cent were
declared, and the remainder of the earnings were carried into surplus
account, which now stands at $446,869, notwithstanding the fact that

at the beginning of the year 1S95, |,ioo,ooo was charged off on patent
account and ^^47,000 on account of bad debts, doubtful assets, etc.,

arising in the first twelve years of the company's existence.

The conipanjf has been discounting its bills since March last,

and closed the year with no debt of any kind, except for current
bills. Accounts receivable amount to over J 100,000.

New plant and machinery was purchased during the year, at a

cost of between $50,000 and $60,000 and paid for out of current funds.

The newly elected board of directors met on February i, and
elected the former officers as follows: Geo. Westinghouse, Jr., presi-

dent; Joseph W. Marsh, vice-president and general manager; F. A.
Rinehart, secretary and treasurer; P. H. W. Smith, assistant man-
ager; C. M. Hagen, auditor; W. A. Conner, general superintendent
manufacturing department, and Henry W. Fisher, electrician and
chemist.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The C. J. Field Company, of New York, has moved its office to

the Taylor Building, 39 Cortlandt Street, New York.

R. A. Humphrys, of Philadeljihia, has recently published a
new sample book cjf car curtains which he manufactures. The cata-

logue shows the leading styles for 1.S96.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey City, N. J.,

has published an important set of rules giving directions for the use
of plumbago crucibles. The directions are prepared by John A.
Walker, of Jersey City, vice-president of the Dixon Company.

The Steinway Railway Company, of Long Island City, has
purchased 100 vSt. Louis open cars, 100 Peckham trucks and two Soo
G. 13. motors for its sunnner traffic, which is expected to be very
large. The new car house and shops will be commenced at once.

R. W. Hildreth & Company, engineers, of New York, write us
that owing to the death of Russell \V. Hildreth, the firm consists

now of Percy S. Hildreth and Alfred Liebmann. The business of

the firm will be as heretofore, that of civil and constructing en-
gineers.

H. W. Weller, of Boston, Mass., sales agent of the Campbell &
Zell Company, of Baltimore, Md., has recently closed a contract for

boilers with the New London Street Railwa}' Company, of New Lon-
don, Conn., for an equipment of Zell improved safety boilers. The
amount ordered is 500 h. p. and the order was given only after a
very careful investigation of various boilers in the market.

The Harrison Safety Boiler Works, of Philadeljjhia, have been
awarded the contract for the feedwater heaters and purifiers for the
Columbia & Maryland Railway ( the new electric line between
Washington and Baltimore, now in the course of construction), with
power houses at Ilchester and Paint Branch, 3000 h. p. each. The
advisory engineer for tliis companj' is Prof. R. H. Carpenter, of
Cornell University.

The Geo. F. Blake Mfg. Company, of New York, supplied the
complete outfit of pumps, including the independent air pumps, for

the main condensers for the new Plant steamer "La Grande
Duchesse " and the U. vS. gunboat " Helena " which were launched
Jan. 30 at the Newport News Ship Building & Dry Dock Company,
Newport News, Va. The air pumps are of the Blake vertical twin
system such as are used on the Cramp cruisers and other vessels.

The R. D. Nuttall Company, of Alleghen}', Pa., as our read-
ers well know, is doing a large business in gears and other electrical

supplies, but it ma}' surprise many to learn that the company is

turning out in other lines some of the finest machine work in the
country-. Owing to the company's excellent machine equipment, it

is now manufacturing sewing machines, geometrical lathes, etc.,

which have a standing in these lines equal to the company's reputa-
tion in the electrical trade.

The Mica Insulator Company, of New York, writes us that its

foreign business has grown largely during the last six months, and
that the increase in business has compelled the company to add to
its facilities for manufacturing its well known insulation, micanite.
The company has also made additions to its factory in London.
European manufacturers of electrical machinerj' are using micanite
largely in the construction of their various designs of apparatus, and
the company is to be congratulated upon the success with which its

insulation has met with in foreign countries.

Hoefgen, Moxham & Company, of New York, have just closed
arrangements b}' which they become Eastern agents for the Edge
Moor Iron Company, of Edge Moor, Del. The boilers of this com-
pan}- are attracting considerable attention at present on account of
their many excellent features, and will continue to be made in the
first class manner which has given to the Edge Moor Iron Company,
its high reputation. An order for a large amount of high grade steel
suspension wire, which will be used by the Penn Bridge Company,
in bridge construction, has recently been closed by Hoefgen, Mox-
ham & Compau}'. The wire will be made by the Washburn & Moen
Manufacturing Companj-.

The Fiberite Company, of Mechanicville, N. Y., is enjoying an
excellent business, a fact which gives evidence of the growing popu-
larity of the Medbery overhead material for railway use and also of

other specialties made by that company. The contracts already
secured have made it necessary to make up an unusually large stock.

The sales of Medbery station switches are increasing daily. These
are made with the careful attention to all details necessary for a reli-

able switch, and are now recognized as a standard article by the
trade in general. The branch offices of the company in New York
and Chicago carry full lines of all material made by the Fiberite

Company, and are prepared to make immediate shipments from
stock.

H. E. Collins & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., sole sales agents
for the Cahall vertical water lube boiler, manufactured by the
Aultnian & Taylor Machinery Company, Mansfield, O., report the
following recent sales of Cahall boilers. National Chemical Com-
pany, Cleveland, O., 150 h. p., Republic Iron Works, Pittsburgh
(4th order), 250 h. p.. Municipal Electric Lighting Plant, London,
0.

,
250 h. p., Voight Brewing Company, Detroit, Mich., 500 h. p.,

Michigan Alkali Company, Wyandotte, Mich. (4th order), 300 h. p.,

Jefferson Coal Company, Coal Glen, Pa., 500 h. p., Ohio Iron Com-
pany, Zanesville, O., 500 li. p. The boilers for the Republic Iron
Works are for the utilization of waste heats from heating furnaces;

those for the Ohio Iron Company, are for blast furnace gas and the
balance of the orders mentioned are for boilers of the direct coal

fired type.

Alfred Box & Company, of Philadelphia, manufacturers of the
well known hoisting machinery, have recently published a handsome
catalogue descriptive of their hoists, traveling cranes, hand and
power jib cranes and electric cranes. The high standard of work of

Alfred Box & Compan}' has brought to them a large amount of trade,

and an evidence of the high reputation of their appliances is shown
by the fact that the United States Government has adopted them and
that they are now in use in the ships of the new navy, to the exclu-

sion of all others. The firm has also received orders for cranes from
foreign governments. The cranes are in general use in electric

railway power stations and repair shops and are of all types and
capacity. The catalogue is handsomely printed and forms very in-

teresting reading. The mechanical stoker and radial drills of the
companj' are also illustrated and described.

The Dickson Manufacturing Company, of vScranton, Pa. ,under
the new management of C. H. Zehnder, the recently elected presi-

dent of the company, proposes to make extensive additions to its

works and facilities for manufacture, especially in the line of en-

gines and boilers for electric and street railway plants. The com-
pany will build the very heaviest machinery and will erect and equip
a boiler shop on the most modern plan with the view of handling
very cheaply and making the hea\dest boilers. The locomotive de-

partment of the compan}' will be extended, and in addition the com-
pany will establish a switch and frog department which will manu-
facture special work for .steam and electric railways. The new
secretary and trea,surer of the company, L. F. Bower, will have charge
of the ofiice force and accounting department. He is young and
energetic and it is safe to predict that the company will rapidly forge

ahead in its chosen field.

Mcintosh, Seymour & Company, of Auburn, N. Y., write us
that they have orders from the Columbian & Maryland Railway-

Company, for eight engines of 1000 h. p. each, that will couple di-

rect to 700 k. w. Westinghouse generators. This firm is also making
two 1200 h. p. 800 k. w. direct coupled engines for the City & Suburb-
an Railway Company, of Baltimore, Md., making six for that Com-
pany, two 1200 h. p. 800 k. w. direct coupled for the Cincinnati

Street Railway Companj', making fourteen which have been sold

that company, two 1200 h. p. engines for the Municipal Electric

Light Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and one looo h. p. cross

compound vertical engine for the Atlantic Mills of Lawrence, Mass.

The above are the company's sales for slow speed engines since Jan.

1, 1896. The company is al.so making a 700 h. p. three cylinder,

three crank vertical engine direct connected to two 200 k. w. dynamos
for Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. The company has also on
hand orders for a large number of high speed engines.

The New Haven Car Register Company, of New Haven, Conn.

,

manufacturer of the famous New Haven fare registers reports that

it has been awarded the highest medal and diploma given for fare

regi.sters at the recent Cotton States & International Exposition at

Atlanta, where the company made a very fine exhibit of single,

double and triple registers. This company also received the highest

award at the Columbian Exjjosition, and has been very successful in

anticipating the requirements in its line. Its registers have been
adopted by many of the leading street railroads of the country and
attract attention at once by their very rich and elegant appearance,

and win friends everywhere by their completeness and durability.

The double and triple registers made by this company are rapidly

becoming very popular for the registration of different classes of

fares, or fares and transfers. The managers of street railways are

rapidly coming to realize the necessity of registering transfers sepa-

rately from the cash fares, and the double register made by this

company accomplishes this in the most complete manner.

The New York Car Wheel Works, of Buffalo, N. Y., is re-

ported as doing a large business in cold rolled axles for street rail-

way service. Nine thousand and over of these axles have been placed

in service, and the company writes us that it has as yet to hear of a

case of breakage among the entire quantity. The axles are guaran-
teed true to diameter to .003 in., and are of a low phosphorous
and low carbon stock. This is of high tensile strength, about 62,000

to 68,000 per square inch, and is so ductile that it is not liable to

break. The company claims that it has at various times tested axles
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sent to it, picked out of the regular stock, and has been able to bend
a number of them nearly double without breaking or even cracking.
The company has also tested the elasticity and transverse strength
of a number of bars ins. in diameter by 6}4 ft., or slightly less,

in length, by placing them in a hydraulic press in such a manner
that the two ends only were supported, and the pressure transmitted
to the exact center of the axle by a piece of 3^ ins. steel cut to fit

the circumference of the axle. The average of these tests has been
as follows, viz : the axles would commence to bend at 13^ tons,

and the pressure would increase to about 20 tons, where it would
remain until the axle broke. In a number of cases the pressure was
run in these tests up to 20 tons. "After removing the pressure the
axle sj^rang back nearly straight.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., has
just completed a very successful j-ear. The shipments have been
the largest in the history of the company and are represented by over
$1,500,000 worth of business. At the annual meeting of the stock-
holders, which was held at the office of the company Jan. 30, the
following directors were elected: Chas. M. Jarvis, Burr K. Field,

Geo. H. vSage, H. H. Peck of Waterbury, S. H. Wilcox of Brooklyn,
N. Y., J. W. Burr and F. L. Wilcox. At the meeting of the direct-

ors the following officers were elected: President and chief engineer,
Chas. M. Jarvis; vice-president, B. K. Field; secretary, Geo. H.
Sage; treasurer, F. h. Wilcox; manager of highway bridge depart-
ment, D. E. Bradley; assistant to the president, E. W. Stearns. The
company has just completed for the Ansonia Brass & Copper Com-
pany, of Ansonia, Conn., a new boiler house 65 ft. )\ 142 ft. The
side walls are of brick and the roof is entirely of steel, covered with
the Berlin Iron Bridge Company's patent anti-condensation corrvi-

gated steel. The company has recently been awarded a contract for

a steel floor to be placed in one of the buildings of the Alexander
Smith's Sons' carpet factory, atYonkers, N. Y., and has also been
given the contract for furnishing the iron work for Meara Brothers'
new block, at Torrington, Conn. This block is three stories high and
the girders are placed in the ceiling of the first floor and made suffi-

ciently strong to support the two upper floors.

WESTERN NOTES.
The Moses P. Johnson Machinery Company, of St. Louis, has

been appointed agent in St. Louis for the Walker Company, of

Cleveland.

The Wells & French Company, of Chicago, has received a con-
tract from the Chicago City Railway Company for seventy open
motor cars, and from the Akron & Cuj-ahoga Falls Rapid Transit
Company an order for fourteen open motor cars.

The Mason Electric Equipment Company, Chicago agents for

the Fiberite Company, has just completed a shipment to the far

West of a large quantity of the Medbery overhead material. This
order is said to be one of the largest ever given out in this country.

J. H. McGill has been appointed Chicago representative of the
Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfleld, O. Mr. McGill will have his

headquarters at Room 1533 Monadnock Block, where he will be
ready to receive any visitors who may be interested in overhead ap-
pliances and the other specialties' of the company which he repre-

sents.

The Partridge Carbon Company, of Sandusky, O. , writes us
that it is enjoying an excellent busines, and that the demand for the
company's product is constantly increasing. The compan}' has se-

cured the excellent reputation which it holds through careful atten-

tion to the details of manufacture, and its products are most favorably
regarded in the field.

M. B. Austin, who represents in Chicago both the Safety In-
sulated Wire & Cable Company and Haynes, Booth & Hayden, has
removed his office to 1 129 and 1 130 the Monadnock Building. Mr.
Austin reports continued good business in both lines, and it certainly

reflects well to his credit that the business of the office has increased
with every month since the opening of the Chicago agency about
eighteen months ago.

The Standard Railway Supply Company, of Chicago, is an
entirely distinct company, our readers need hardly be reminded,
from the Standard Electric Company of that city, whose failure was
announced last month. The vStandard Railway Supply Company, we
understand, is doing an excellent business, and the popular president
of the company, Garson Myers, reports the outlook for the coming
year as most encouraging.

The Egan Company, of Cincinnati, O., manufacturer of wood
working machinery of every description, has just gotten out a large

poster illustrating a great variety of wood working machines, tools

and appliances, manufactured by this company, a majority of which
would be found useful in street railway car and repair shops. This
company's business has grown rapidly in the past few years, and it

now claims to have the most extensive and best equipped plant in

America, if not in the world, for the manufacture of wood working
machinery, and can on very short notice fully equip a car or repair

shop.

The Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Compa y, of Chicago, has just issued

a very complete and interesting pamphlet, fully illustrating and de-

scribing in detail the various patterns of couplers and accessories

manufactured by it. The Van Dorn coupler is strictly up to date.

It is automatic and is machine fitted so as to make a perfectly tight

coupling, thus completely overcoming jerking where trailers are

hauled. It is the standard on several of the most important street

railway systems in this country, and also on the Metropolitan and

Lake Street Elevated lines, Chicago, it being the only automatic
coupler adapted to this work. The company reports its business as
rapidly increasing.

The Trump Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, O., has
been awarded the contract for the erection of twelve water wheels,
aggregating 2000 h. p., for the People's Power Company, at Rock
Island, 111. These wheels are to be placed at the dam opposite the
Rock Island Arsenal and will drive electric generators for supplying
the power for the Moline Central Street Railway. The plant is to be
equipped with the new Trump model wheel which is claimed to be
the most powerful turbine in the market, it having tight fitting gates
that work with such remarkable ease as to make it especially desir-

able where a governor is required, as is the case where the power is

to be used for street railway work.

Max A. Berg has resigned the management of the Chicago
office of the Ohio Brass Company to accept a more responsible posi-

tion with that company at its works at Mansfield, O. Mr. Berg was
formerly manager of the electric railway department of the Electrical

vSupply Company which afterwards changed to the Ansonia Electric

Company. After the failure of the latter company he filled a similar
position with the W'allace Electric Company, Chicago. Mr. Berg
has made a great many warm friends, both in and out of the busi-

ness, all of whom wish him continued success. The Chicago office

of the Ohio Brass Company will be continued at ii29and ii30the
Monadnock, under the management of J. H. McGill, who is well
known to the electrical trade.

The Commutator Company, of Minneapolis, E. F. Keister,

manager, is placing on the market a commutator segment manu-
factured by a process of drawing which is entirely new and original
with this company. The company has built special machinery for

this particular work, and the product is a metal of perfect homogen-
eit}' and extremely low and uniform resistance. These segments are
finished on the inside and bevels to standard gauges, thus doing
away with any lathe or other machine work, a point that will be
greatly appreciated by any one in repairing commutators, as it saves
labor and first cost and enables one to do the work anywhere. Mr.
Keister has had several years' practical experience in electric railway
work and full}' understands the requirements in this line.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., is meeting with
excellent results in the sale of its motor bearings. These are of
genuine bell metal which have gained an excellent reputation from
two causes; one is due to the peculiar quality of the metal used
in their composition, and the other arises from the superior manner
in which the castings are machined and finished. The selection on
the company's part of the various materials and the proportions
used was only arrived at after an extended and thorough investiga-
tion, and the company claims to have been successful in securing a
metal that combines great wearing qualities with a minimum amount
of friction. Smoothness in finish and accuracy of fit, for the bear-
ings, are obtained by the employment of skilled mechanics and the
use of special machines and tools adapted for this class of work, for
the company realizes how carefully these points should be looked
after, and that it is the combination of these several features that
makes the genuine bell metal bearings the most satisfactory and eco-
nomical ones to use.

Gleyre Brothers, of St. Louis, manufacturers of the Trendley
brake, say that the outlook for 1896 is most encouraging. Inquiries
are constantly increasing in number from all parts of the country,
and there is also a very noticeable increase in European correspond-
ence on the subject. Messrs Gleyre Brothers believe that it is only
necessary for the street railway men to become thoroughly familiar
with the Trendlej' brake to insure its adoption. They have filled a
great many trial orders, the reports from which are very gratifying, and
promise a good business this spring. They have been giving more
time and money to making practical tests and exhibits than in urging
sales, believing that the future business in the street railway field

would fully justify this plan. The manufacturers claim for this

brake twelve times the power of the ordinary hand brake, and yet so
simple in construction and management that any man can handle it

either for an ordinary service stop or as an emergency brake after

ordinary instruction. It is further claimed that the Trendley brake
attachment can be easily applied to any car, is comparatively inex-
pensive and will meet all of the requirements that can be demanded
of a first class brake.

The Leschen-Macomber-Whyte Company, has just been in
corporated and has opened an office and warehouse at Nos. 19 and 21

S. Canal vStreet. Henry Leschen, who is president of the new con-
cern, is a St. Louis wire rope manufacturer. Mr. Macomber has
heretofore been the Chicago representative of the A. Leschen &
Sons Rope Company, and Mr. Whj'te has been identified with the
electrical and wire rope business for the past eight years, and has
an extensive acquaintance with the electric, street railway and light-

ing field. The Leschen-Macomber-Wh}'te Company will carry a
complete stock of wire rope and fittings, also manilla and the cele-

brated " Hercules " and flattened strand wire rope and black manilla
transmission rope. The company also represents, in Chicago and
vicinity, the Charles vScott Spring Company, makers of spiral and el-

liptic springs for street railway trucks and machinery purposes;
Badger Manufacturing Company, overhead line material; Fletcher
Manufacturing Company, electric light and railway specialties

Bradford Belting Company, "Monarch" insulating paint. It also
handles insulated copper wire, rubber insulated wire, galvanized
steel strand, rail bonds, etc. The young men are hustlers, and no
doubt will make a success of their enterprise.
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List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued January 28, 18

1896, Inci.usive.
5, TO February 18,

Jan. 28.

Car Fender.—Chas. M. Wilcox, Newark, N. J. No. 553,549.

Electric Railw.-vy Conduit.—A. Beck, Atlanta, Ga. No. 553,552.
Has a series of metallic frames provided with slots or openings

in their tops, bars secured to the frames, a plate rigidly secured to

the top of the frames upon one side of the slot and plates remov-
ably applied to the top of the frame upon the opposite side of the
slot.

Fender for Cars.—R. C. McGuire, Pittsburgh, Pa. No. 553,591.

Underground Trolley System.—N. H. Anspach, Chicago, 111.

No. 553.635-
A slotted conduit, a housing in the conduit formed with a dia-

phragm base resilient sides supported on the diaphragm and a metal
presser bar supported underneath the conduit slot, for engagement
b)' the trolley, by said sides to form the cover of the housing, and a

service condtictor inclosed in the housing and extending into prox-
imity to contact with said bar by pressing the latter against said

service conductor.

Street Car Fender.—H. h. Bedford, Bailey, Tenn. No. 553,664.

Electric Railway Sy.stem.—J. F. Page, Chewacla, Ala. No.

553.736.
Consists of a feed wire having a series of Vjranclies each includ-

ing two contact points, a contact plate movably mounted on the
track adjacent to each of said branches and adaptetl when moved to

connect with one of said contact points and means actuated by said

contact plate for closing the circuit between said contact points.

Fender EorCars.—J. B. Kendall, Washington, D. C. No. 553,754.

Track vStructure.—V. Angerer, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 553,771.
Consists of the main rail, the wing or crossing rail or rails, a

bracket formed integral with one of said rails and an inclosing box
formed on the bracket.

Electric Railway.—M. E. Wood, U. S. Navy. No. 553,799.

Feb. 4.

Track Cleaner.—J. Baringer, Akron, O. No. 553,823.

Br.\kE Handle.—C. H. Gaffnej', Gloucester, Mass. No. 553,848.
Consists of a brake shaft having a rachet wheel secured to it and

an annular groove on one side of said ratchet wheel combined with
a sleeve pivoted on said ratchet wheel and a yielding pawl rod en-
gaging the latter and adapted to enter the annular groove when the
handle is oscillated.

Car Fender.—T. F. Gardner, Pittston, Pa. No. 553,849.
Consists of a scoop, an apron extending beneath the scoop, a

guide bar attached to the front edge of said apron, means for guid-
ing said guide bar to cause it to travel upward, a movable platform
and connections between the platform and guide bar for operating
the latter.

Car Brake.—W. Robinson, Boston, Mass. No. 553,871.

Automatic Gripping Device for Inclined R.-vilw-ws.—O. W.
Smith, Duluth, Minn. No. 553,942.
A safetj- grip consisting of grijjping cams formed with grooves

in their ojjposing faces, and intermeshing teeth on their edges
whereby the cams are moved in unison.

Car Brake.—W. S. Whitney, Glens Falls, N. Y. No. 553,973.

Electric R.^ilway.—F. C. Esmond, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 553,979.
Consists of a case for magnetic circuit closing devices, consist-

ing of a base of insulating material located, when the case is in posi-

tion for use below the street level, and a dome shaped top of con-
ducting material connected to such base and projecting above the
street level.

Electric Railway.—F. C. E.smond, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 553,980.

Circuit Controlling Device for Electric Railway Systems.
—F. C. Esmond, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 553,981.

Combined Car Brake and Fender.—A. K. Bonta, Hoboken, N. J.

No. 554,018.
A car fender movable toward and away from the roadbed, in

combination with an electromotive device adapted to move the same
and a source of electricity carried by the car and supplying current
to said electromotive device.

Car Fender.—W. H. Heydrick, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 554,064.

Underground System for Electric Railways.—W. P. Allen,
Chicago, 111. No. 554,102.
A normal!}' charged electrical conductor, and a normally insu-

lated resilient metallic tube for enclosing the same, said tube being
closed at each end, and means for bringing said flexible metallic
tube in contact with said electrical conductor.

Electric Conductor and Contact Device Therefor.—W. P.
Allen, Chicago, 111. No. 554,103.

Car Brake.—P. Erb, Lancaster, Pa. No. 554,113.

Car Fender.—J. F. Girtler, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 554,119.

Car Fender.—L. E. Sicard, New Orleans, Ea. No. 554, 149.

Car Fender.—C. Welsh, Ilchester, Md. No. 554,158.

Consists of a stationary front frame, a main and supplemental
wheel guards, and a spring impact member adapted to drop the
wheel guards at one time.

Car Fender and Brake.—G. W. Beard, Baltimore, Md. No.
554-167.
A frame movable vertically and provided with brake .shoes ar-

ranged to bind between the wheels and rails and a fender pivoted to
said frame.

Feb. II.

Car Truck.—J. A. Brill, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 554,233.
A combination of truck bearings and car rub plates, the bearings

having aligned and oppositely and upwardly inclined contact sur-

faces merging one into the other, and the rub plates having simi-
\ar\y disposed but downwardly inclined surfaces superposed on the
bearings and secured to the car body, and a spring co-acting with
said rub plates and bearings, and adapted to be compressed thereby
when the car body is moved out of line with the truck.

r

PAT. NO. 554,233.

Differential Brake Lever.—J. A. Brill, Philadelphia, Pa. No.
554,234.
A primary lever having a long and short arm, a link connected

with the short arm, and an oscillating lever to which the link is piv-
otally connected at a point at one side of a line drawn through the
pivot of said lever and the resistance end thereof.

PAT. NO. 554,234.

Pl.-vtform Construction for Street or Other Cars.—J. A,
Brill, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 554,235.
Consists of platform knees, a crown piece secured tranversely to

the platform knees to the rear of their outer ends and a buffer se-

cured to the extended ends of the platform knees, " end on."

Trolley and Switch for Electric Railw.\ys.—E. E. Stimpson,
Boston. No. 554,350.
A trolley pole sustained approximately in a vertical line by cords

or tow lines extending from the top thereof to the ends of the car on
which it is placed.

Slot Iron for vStref.t Railway Conduits.—W. H. Holden, Chi-
cago, 111. No. 554,445.

Underground Conduit for Electric Railways.—W. S. Merkle,
St. Louis, Mo. No. 554,450.

Car Fender.—H. Schweers, New York, N. Y. No. 554,462.

C.\R Fender.—W. D. Gold, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 554,487.

Car Brake.—A. H. Fox, Baltimore, Md. No. 554,507.

Feb. 18.

Trolley Support.—F. E. Homer, Cleveland, O. No. 554,694.
Consists of a sleeve socket, a base frame, equalizing chain loops

secured at their extremities to the upper and lower portions of the
socket, and coiled springs secured at their outer ends to the base
plate, and at their inner extremities to said chain loops.

Car Fender.—W. H. Leavitt, Hingham, Mass. No. 554,883.

R.\iL Bond for ElecTic Railways.—S. Nikloff, Worcester, Mass.
No. 554,949-
Comprises an outer cylinder joined at one end with an inner cyl-

inder axially concentric and parallel therewith, and haxing an annu-
lar intervening space for the reception of a tubular key or expander.

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of
any of the above patents to any address upon receipt of twenty-five
cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The Street Rail-
WAY Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.



studies of the Comparative Economy of Horse
and Electric Traction.

By Edwarii E. Higcins. /

First Paper.— The West End Street Railivay System oj Boston.

After eight 3'ear,s' experience in electric railroading with the
overhead wire system—a sj stem which has been eminently success-

ful from an engineering standpoint, even in its early and crude
forms—it ought to be at last possible to draw some rough conclu-
sions from actual operating reports of the true financial relations
between electric and horse traction in many individual cases. It is

not possible, however, to generalize much in this direction—to say,

for example, that an electric railroad can be operated at any given
percentage of the gross receipts, or that there is anj- certain increase
in gross receipts, reduction in operating expenses, or returns iipon
capital investment brought about bj' the adoption of electricity by a
horse road, which can be predicted in definite percentages. All
kinds of local conditions enter into the problem. The operating ex-
penses of an electric road range from eight cents per car mile to
thirty cents per car mile, depending on complicated influences, the
most important of which [is, perhaps, the average speed 'of the cars

and the mileage per car day.
I propose to discuss in these papers the actual operating statis-

tics of several street railway- S3-stems large and small. In all cases I

shall try to find from actual experience answers to the following
question

:

What would be the comparative cost, at present prices, of Iniild-

ing and equipping (a) an electric railivay system, and (d) a horse
railway system to occupy the same routes and to rim the same number
of car miles per annum as is noiv done by the electric system in the
several cities, and what 7vould be the comparative gross irccipls, the
earnings from operation and the net returns upon the relative cap-
ital investments?

partly by electricity, and the remainder hy horses only. The car
mileage during the year ending vSept. 30, 18S9, was 16,573,831, the
passengers carried were 104,243,150, and the passenger receipts were
15. 171.975. average of |;.0496i per pa.ssenger and I.312 per car
mile. It will thus be seen that this system was, in 1889, operated
practically as a horse railway.

In order to get a clear understanding of the problem as .stated

above and the course of reasoning involved in its solution let us as-

sume that the streets of Boston are entirely free from .street railway
tracks, and that the question is

'

' By which motive power, hor.se or
overhead electric, can a street railway company proposing to build

275 miles of track through 150 miles of street, anc\ to operate 22,180,-

125 car miles per annum, derive the greatest percentage return upon
the relative investments?"

In Table I, will be found the data and assumptions bearing upon
the problem, the figures in the column marked "Actual" lieing

taken from the company's reports, and those in the column marked
" Assumed " being obtained in the manner to be explained. In
Table II, is found my estimate of the relative investments required
for the construction of the horse and the electric road, the way in
which these items are obtained being also explained in the following
discussion.

Roadbed.—One of the best standard forms of electric railway
roadbed construction to-day is a ninety pound rail section with thirty-

six inch, twelve bolt joint plates. Such a construction can probably
be laid down to-day upon a contract of this size for about f 15,000 per
mile, this price including the cost of taking up and relaying pave-
ment, together with special work, electric rail bonding, etc. In
fact, it could ordinarily be done for less money than this, but it hap-
pens that there is an enormous amount of special work in Boston
due to the crooked and irregular streets and complicated cros.sings,

switches and turnouts. The cost of new pavement is not, and should
not be included in the above figure, since this is, properly speaking,
a burden on franchises and not a necessary construction item. In
order to make this figure perfectly safe, the sum of $2500 per mile

TABLE I.

Statistics of Actual and Assumed Mileage, Equipment and Operation
OF THE West End Street Railway Company.

ITEM.

HORSES. ELECTRICITY.

Actual—
1889.

Assumed
1896.

Actual—
1895-

Assumed
1896.

Mis. track Mis. track Mis. track Mis. track
253 275 275 275

Car miles. Car miles. Car miles. Car miles.
16.573.831 22,180,125 22,180,125 22,180,125

Miles track owned 236.58 275 263.27 275
Miles track operated 253.20 275 274-83 275
Miles (track) overhead construction. 31-30 24S.15 275
Closed cars—horse 913 1280 371
Closed cars—electric 43 873 918
Open ears—horse 881 1185 170
Open cars—electric 841 8864

7728 10,350 857
Electric motor cars 2108 2000
Power station plant—horse power. . 25,000
Car miles run 16,573,831 22,180,125 22,180,125 22,180,125
Passengers carried 104, 243, 150 135,465,000 155,231,506 155,231,506
Receipts per passenger J.0496

1

.04912 .04912 .04912
Receipts per car mile •312 .300 -344 34^
Pa.ssenger receipts 5,171,975 6,654,038 7,624,277 7,624,277

I shall first discuss one of the largest street railway properties in

the world, that of the "West End Street Railwaj' Company of Boston,
Mass. This company operates 275 miles of track laid in 150 miles of

street in the city and suburbs of Boston. Nearly all of this track is

through paved streets, less than ten miles being unpaved. On Sept.

30, 1895, 24S nules were completely equipped with, and in operation
by the overhead electric .sj-stem and 9.5 miles were partially equipped.
The remaining mileage, consisting chiefly of lines where, for one
reason and another, there will be some delay in equipping with the
electric system, is now in operation by horses.

During the year ending Sept. 30, 1895, the company ran 22,180,-

125 car miles, carried 155,231,506 revenue passengers, and earned
17,624,277, an average of 1.04912 per passenger and f.344 per car
mile. Of the total car mileage 95.13 p. c. was made by electric cars
and 4.87 p. c. by horse cars, and of the total passenger receipts 96.2

p. c. were from electric cars and 3.8 p. c. from horse cars. These
figures show that this system may be con.sidered, for present Jpur-
poses, to be completely equipped by electricity.

On Sept. 30, 1889, the company operated its cars over 253 miles
of track, of which 31 miles were in operation partly by horses and

TABLE II.

Comparative Investments Required for Building and Equipping a 275
Mile Street Railway System in Boston, Mass., for Operation

BY Horses and by Electricity.

HORSES. ELECTRICITY.

Actual—
1889.

Est'd.—
1896.

Actual—
1895-

Est'd.—
1896.

Miles track
236

Car miles
16,573,831

Mis track
275

Car miles
22,180,185

Miles track
275

Car miles
22,180,185

Mis track
275

Car miles
22,180,185

Roadbed
Overhead electric construction . . .

Stables, car houses and shops ....
Power station buildings

" " equipment
Cars and equipment

General equipment

Total

5,091,696

1,551,397
1,0,35,552

388,588

3,988,000

3,000,000
2,000,000

2, 169,000
1,035,000
400,000

5,952.893
1,620,908

4.659,573
1,660,895

} 3,276,315

5,253,797

500,876

4,812,000
1,500,000
2,500,000
1,661,000
1,000,000

2,000,000

3,263,000

501,000

12,910,606 12,592,000 22,925,257 17,237,000

may be added for oridging and various engineering difficulties con-
nected with roadbed, the sum total becoming therefore J?I7, 500 per
mile, or 14,812,500 for the entire roadbed. The actual cost of roadbed

( 263 miles owned ), as appearing in the balance sheet of the West End
Company on Sept. 30, 1895, was 15,952,893, which undoubtedly in-

cludes a certain amount of duplication of work due to the equipment
of the horse road by electricity, and also represents the higher prices

for rails of years ago.
The rails necessary for horse traction may properly be consider-

abl}' lighter than those for electric traction, a good standard of con-
.strtiction being a sixtj'-five pound girder rail, with twentj'-four inch
joint plates, spiked to stringers, which are in turn fastened to ties

spaced three feet apart. Such a construction would, of course, be far

superior to the old horse railway types generally used, but would
cost little more per mile at present prices than formerly, and would
be more economical in the end. The special work would be some-
what less expensive than with electric traction and no bonding of

rails would be required, but the .saving in such a horse railway road-
bed over the electric railway roadbed woidd hardly amount to $2500
per mile, .since the labor items would be practically the same, and
the cost of the wooden substructure would go far to balance the sav-

ing^of forty to fifty tons of iron per uiile, and the cheaper special
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work. I have assumed, however, in order to make every fair allow-

ance, that a horse railway roadbed would cost only |;i2,500 per mile
plus about #2000 per mile for bridging and engineering difficulties.

The total cost for the 275 miles in the system woiild therefore be

13,987,500. This figure compares with a balance sheet item on Sept.

30, 1889 (for 237 miles of track owned), of 114,679,096 plus |;4i2,6oi

charged separately to " construction electric road". The difference

is considerable, but this balance sheet item is of little value as a check
because it is made up of items taken from the books of the five or
six companies which were consolidated with the West End Company
in 1888, and probably represents a price somewhat larger than that
necessarj' for duplicating the constriiction even at that time.

Overhead Electric Construction.—The balance sheet ligvire on
Sept. 30, 1895, for the entire overhead electric equipment of

the West End road was $1,620,908. A large part of this construction
was made at a time of higher prices for copper, for line appliances
and for engineering and other labor. If the work were to be re-

peated to-day the cost would undoubtedly be much less. On the
other hand the company has built several miles of underground
conduit (forty-one miles of feeder ducts), the cost of which has been
large and has been charged wholly to operating expenses, whereas a

portion of this charge at least might have been con.servativel)' car-

ried to investment account. It is impossible to do more than to form
a rough guess as to the cost of duplicating at present prices the over-
head and underground construction in the best possible manner,
without going inta elaborate calculations as to the amount of feed
wire capacity necessarj' for the distribution of electricity over the
entire city. If, however, we assume a cost of |iSooo per mile of

street or 1 1, 200,000 in toto for the overhead conrtruction, and if we
add an arbitrary sum of ^5300,000 for underground conduit work re-

quired in the business heart of the city, we should probably have a
fair approximation to the total present cost of an excellent distribut-

ing system. This item, therefore, appears in the estimates as |i, 500,-

000.

Real Estate and Buildings.—The real estate account in the
balance sheet for Sept. 30, 1S89, was 14,843,373, this figure in-

cluding buildings. The real estate account in the balance sheet
for vSept. 30, 1895, was 14,659,573. This latter figure did not in-

clude power station buildings, car houses or shops, but was appar-
ently for land alone.

Here, again, there is no possibility of analyzing figures or of
making other than merely arbitrary changes. The conipanv' has
always been far sighted enough, undoubtedl)-, to purchase land con-
siderably in advance of its innnediate requirements. It would, prob-
ablj% be fair to assume that the cost of the land absolutely necessary for

the operation of a horse road, as si:)ecified, would not exceed |2,5oo,-
000, and that the cost of the land necessarj' for the smaller building
capacity of an electric road would not exceed the same amount in
spite of the fact that high priced land for the power station is usuallv
required. If the West End Company were to re-equip its road it

would hardly build an enormous station in the heart of the cit}-, but
would have four or five stations placed in different parts of the city
on cheaper land. This, together with the sales of unnecessary land,
would materially reduce the enormous figure of $4, 659, 573.

I have assumed that the cost of car houses and shops given in
the balance sheet of 1895 is reasonable, although it probably repre-
sents a slightly larger sum than the cost of duplication to-day, be-
cause of the changes which have been made to adapt old car houses
to electric service. I have estimated the cost of power station build-
ings in several parts of the city at $1,000,000, a sum much larger, of
course, than that required for the construction of a single large
station. The cost of stables, car houses and all other buildings nec-
essary for the operation of a horse railway would certainly not be
less than 12,500,000, which figure, together 'with the value of land,
corresponds very well with the item of 14,843,373 for "real estate
and buildings " in the balance sheet for 1889.

Equipment.—The actual equipment of the road in 1889 and 1895
may be seen in Table I. This equipment covered, of course, spare
cars, and, probabl}^ was all needed, inasnuich as the peculiar condi-
tions of Boston, where there are so many different routes, nearly all
passing through three or fom streets in the business heart of' the
city, make it impossible to paint all cars alike and, therefore, reduce
the number of spare cars to a mininmni.

Now, 956 closed cars and 885 open cars were apparently neces-
sary in 1889 for the operation of 16,573,831 car miles. It is, there-
fore, reasonable to presume that if this service should be increased to
22,180,125 car miles without change of motive power, a proportion-
ately large number of cars would be required. This may not be
exactly true, but it is a near enough approximation for the purpose,
and the only one which we can form, based on the actual experience
of this particular road. I have assumed, therefore, that 1280 closed
cars and 1185 open cars would be required in equipping the 275 mile
horse system for the larger annual car mileage.

By inspecting the equipment figures for 1895 it appears probable
that the number of horse cars in actual service will not exceed forty-
five closed and forty-five open, this figure being based on the number
of horses owned by the company, a large number of which are
undoubtedly necessary for truckage. I have, therefore, assumed
that the necessary electric car equipment will be 918 closed and 886
open cars.

In 18S9, the company owned 7728 horses. I a.s.sume that they
will require a proportionally larger number, viz., 10,350, to give the
larger car mileage.

In 1895, the company owned 2108 electric motors. Some of
these are of the earlier types, are not as powerful as the later, and
cannot be used to the same advantage. It is probable that a much

less number than 2000 will be necessary for giving the required serv-

ice, but I have assumed this figure.

It is probable that a 25,000 h. p. station plant, placed at perhaps
five centers of distribution throughout the city woiald operate the en-
tire system on the heaviest traffic days of the year. The equip-
ment in 1895 was about 20,000 h. p.

The following average prices are assumed for the equipment:

Closed cars and trucks for electric service ( about 50 p. c. are

"long, "or "double truck" cars.) |i50C-

Open cars and trucks for electric service 1000
Closed cars and trucks for horse service 1000
Open cars and trucks for horse service 750
Twenty-five horse power motors, equipment and labor 500
Hor.ses, present ( low

)
prices 100

Station plant per horse power, including boilers, engines, dyna-
mos and all accessory appliances 80

The above prices are fairly close and are based on large orders.

They provide for the most perfect equipment possible to obtain at

the present time. Some comment is necessary on the individual

items in the investment account. It will be seen that the balance
sheetitem in 1895, for cars and equipment is 15,253, 797, as againstmy
estimate of 13,263,000, a difference of nearly |2,000,000. The explana-
tion of this is that the West End Company purchased a very large

proportion of its equipment in the days of high prices—prices which
averaged perhaps 25 p. c. greater on car bodies and trucks, and 200,

300 or even 400 p. c. greater on electric equipment. The balance
sheet items for power station equipment and buildings was, in 1895,

13,276,315, while the estimated cost for the equipment alone is

$2,000,000. The last named figure is large—larger than would be
foinid in an actual purchase to-day—but it means slow speed direct

connected engine dynamos at prices per horse power approximating,
perhaps, those which the West End Company had to pay for a high
.speed, belted, generating plant of small units.

General Equipment.—This item, in 1889, appears in the balance
sheet as 1388,588. With a modern road equipped in the best possible

manner it would, probably, be somewhat higher, and I have assumed
1400,000. In 1895 this item appears as $500,876 (including horses),

and I have assumed this figure as being reasonable.

The estimated cost of construction and equipment of a horse and
electric road built in Boston in 1896 appears, therefore, in detail in

the second and fourth cohimns of Table II, the first and third col-

unnis giving the actual balance sheet a.ssets of 1889 and 1895, which
will be useful for comparisons. If my figures are correct, a 275 mile

horse railway equipped in such a way as to operate about 22,000,000

car miles should cost, in Boston, about $12,592,000, while an electric

road of the same length and for the same service would cost about

117,237,000.
We are now prepared to take up a discussion of the comparative

expenses of the 275 mile system equipped for operation by horses

and by electricity. In the fir.st column of Table III will be found
the actual expenses of the West End Company in 1889, operating

253 miles of track almost entirely by horses. In the second column
will be found the actual expenses for 1895, in which year the com-
pany operated 275 miles of track substantially as an electric railway.

In the third and fourth columns will be found my estimates of the

probable cost of operating a 275 mile road laid out as hereinbefore

specified, if all the equipment is of the best as provided for in the

estimates of cost.

The West End Company is being run to-day with great attention

to detail, and upon an exceedingly economical basis. It is believed

that tliere are very few wastes in the system and that the interests of

the stockholders are being cared for most thoroughly. The expenses

for 1895 are probably as low, in all administrative items, as it would
be possible to make them for the best interests of the system. The
vear ending vSept. 30, 1889, was a good average j-ear for the West
'End Company, although the consolidation had been but recently

effected.

The changes brought about in these figures by assuming the

road and equipment to be perfectly new, of the latest and most mod-
ern type of to-day and operated under present conditions will now
be taken up in detail.

General Expenses.—The salaries of general officers and clerks

and the general office expen,ses and supplies may be assumed to be
the same for our "perfect electric road" as the actual figures for

1895, and there will be no serious mistake to assume also that these

are proper and reasonable charges for the horse railway. The num-
ber of general employes and the grade of intelligence required is de-

pendent more upon the car mileage run than upon the kind of motive

power adopted.
The legal expenses, injuries and damages may also be assumed

to be the same for an electric road as the figures for 1895. Injuries

and damages are apparently taken care of on the West End road by
accident insurance, as this item of 1240,000 appears in several of the

recent annual reports. There is no reason to suppose that there vwU
be any large increase per car mile in years to come. In 1889, the

figure corresponding to these two items amounted to I.00944 per car

mile, and, as it is not probable that they would increase exactly in pro-

portion to the total car mileage, I have assumed that for our new horse

road the legal expenses will be $.002 and injuries and damages $.007

per car mile. Of course the liability to accident is somewhat greater

with the more rapidly moving electric cars than it is with the horse

cars, although not proportionally so, since an electric car can be

more readily controlled by reversal and other means than a horse car.

I have assumed insurance for the electric road at the same figure

per car mile as i3 fpujad iji the operating reports of 1889 and 1895.
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For the horse railway this item would increase with the amount of

equipment and housinjr capacity for horses and cars, and therefore

is rouj^hly proportional to the car mileage.

The item " other general expenses " in column C includes

various expenses such as those for inspectors, transfer agents, ad-

vertising etc., which are frequently charged to tran.sportation

expenses, and as there is no corresponding item under general ex-

penses in the horse railway figures for 1889, I have preferred to add
this .sum (|;24o,oi5) to "other transportation expenses" (}?i74,768)

and include it in the general division of " transportation expenses "

instead of "general expenses".

of 1000 to 1500 h. p. The conditions under which its stations have
been operating, however, are such as to be much less economical than
what would be the case with new .stations, and from all the experience
which has been gained on other roads, and taking into account the
large proportion of long double truck cars owned by tlie company,
it .seems probable that $.ols per car mile would cover the current
expenses of well designed power stations of large size including fuel,

water and labor, exclu.sive of repairs and renewals.
The item of superintendence and general expenses, found in the

horse railway re]jort for 1889, amounted at that time to f.or 135 per
car mile. It will probably not increase in proportion to the car mile-

TABI^E III.

COMPARATIVE OPERATING EXPBNSBS OF A STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM IN BOSTON, M.\SS., EQUIPPED FOR
OPERATION BY HORSES AND BY EI<ECTRICITY,

ACCOITNTS.

generai< expensp;s.

Salaries of general officers and clerks

General office expenses and supplies

Legal expenses
Injuries and damages
Insurance
Other general expenses

Total

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES.

Provender
Electro-motive power
Wages
Superintendence and general expenses
Stable service

Stable and station supplies and expenses
Car service and expenses
Trackage rights

Rentals of buildings and other property
Other transportation expenses .

Total

MAINTENANCE OF ROADWAY AND BUII^DINGS

Repairs of roadway and track
Renewals of " " "

Repairs of overhead electric constrviction

Renewals of " " "

Repairs and renewals of buildings : . .

Repairs of power station equipment
Renewals of " " "

Removal of snow and ice

Total

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

Repairs of car bodies and trucks
Renewals of " " "

Repairs of electric car equipment
Renewals of " " "

Maintenance of tools and machinery
Harness, horse shoeing and veterinary care

Renewals of horses

Total
Total operating expenses

* Including maintenance of motors and line.

ACTUAL OPERATING EXPENSES.

1889.

Total

187,941

156,537

35,754

380,232

588,773
*"3i,6o2

188,042

464,876

93.301

,441,374

22,488

2,830,456

234,789

66,299

9,273

310,361

259,638

7,854
167,123

143,355

577,970
4,099,019

Per
Car
Mile.

B

.01134

.00944

.00216

02295

03553
.00191

•01135
.02806

.00563

08695

00135

.17079

.01417

.G0400

.00056

.01873

.01567

.00047

.01009

.00866

.03489

24737

i895^

Total

127,700
67,880

65,313
240,000

62,053
240,015

802,961

62,833

403,403
2,191,754

2,693
28,363

174,768

2,863,814

692,051

225,017

50,989

46,002

1,014,059

623,450

27,647

92,073

743,170
5,424,004

Per
Car
Mile

ESTIMATED OPERATING EXPENSES.

HORSE.

Total

D

00576
.00306

.00294

.01082

.00280

.01082

.03620

.00283

.01S19

.09883

.00012

.00128

.00788

.12912

.03120

.01015

.00230

.00207

•04572

.02811

.00124

.00415

•03350

•24455

127,700
67,880

44,360
155,261

47,909

443,110

554,503

221,801

684,475
124,874

2,121,528

22,4

3,729,669

68,750
251,400

62,500

60,000

442,650

221,801

65,600

223,797
166,351

677,549
5,292,978

Per
Car
Mile

00576
.00306
.00200

.00700

.00216

.01998

.02500

.01000

.03086

00563
•09565

.16815

.00310
01 133

.00281

.00271

•01995

.01000

.00296

.01009

.00750

03055
.23864

ELECTRIC.

Total

127,700
67,880

65,313
240,000

62,053

562,946

332,702
2,191,754

2,693
28,363

414,783

2,970,295

137,500
306,000
75,000
52,130
66,525
10,000

6,050
40,000

693,205

277,252

179,900
110.900

79,500

647,552

4,873,998

The total general expenses made up in this way are therefore

seen to be |443,iio, or I.01998 per car mile for the horse railway,

and 1562,946, or I.02538 per car mile for the electric railway, a differ-

ence of 1119,836, or 1.0054 per car mile in favor of the horse railway.

Transportation Expenses.—The cost of provender was, in 1889,

I-03553 per car mile. There has since been, however, a heavy reduc-
tion in prices for all kinds of grain, and it seems probable that the
comparative cost of provender at present would not exceed #.025 per
car mile. This would amount to #554,503 for the new horse railway.

The power station equipment originally put in by the West End
Company consisted of a large number of small generators ranging
from 80 h. p. to 500 h. p. A few of these are still in operation, but
the company has been gradually installing larger machines until

now it has a few 2000 h. p. direct connected units and several others

age, and I have assumed that it does not amount to over |.oi per
car mile, or |22i,8oi in toto.

In considering the items for stable service and car service and
expenses, a peculiar condition confronts us as requiring special

reasoning. The introduction of electrically propelled cars has
raised the standard of intelligence required of .street railway em-
ployes, and has raised their daily wages from ten to twenty per cent.

This has established new wage standards for street railway em-
ployes, so that it would probably be impossible to secure to-day a

large body of men to handle a horse railway for the same wages as

were offered in 1889. If, therefore, we are to deal with the exact prob-

lems presented in building a horse railway of to-day, as has been done
in other items throughout, we must take this fact into account, and
I have assumed that the items of stable service and of car service
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and'expenses'are increased lo p. c. per car mile, which is about half

the actual increase on the West End road.

Stable and station supplies and expenses I have assumed at the
same figure per car mile as in 1S89. The other items in transporta-
tion expenses are self-explanatory.

The total estimated transportation expenses for the new horse
road therefore become 13,729,669, an average of $.16815 per car mile,

while the total transportation expenses for the electric road become
$2,970,295, equal to $.13393 P*^^ mile.

In dealing with the estimates for maintenance we will have to

break away somewhat more from the established figures in 1889 and
1895 than is necessary in dealing with general expenses and trans-

portation, for the reason that the cost of depreciation and renewals
has not yet been established on the West End road, certainly for

the electric system and probably also for the horse railway system, al-

though the figures of 1889 undoubtedly include, to a large extent, re-

newals as well as current repairs. The actual figures in both years
will be valuable, however, as a check upon the estimates which I

shall make on an entirely different basis.

Maintenance of Roadiuay and Buildings.—An entirely new
roadbed laid with sixty-five and ninety pound rails with long
channel bar or cast welded joints and rails butted close together
ought to last an average of ten years time in Boston before being
taken up and replaced by new rail. There are certain heavily-

worked sections, amounting to perhaps ten or fifteen miles of track
in all, which will not last as long as this—perhajjs even no longer
than five 3'ears—as over 2000 cars per day pass over these joints. The
proportion of special work, too, is, as above stated, larger in Boston
than in most cities. The roadbed as a whole ought, however, to

have a life of ten years.

For the first year or two after such a roadbed is put in, the 'cur-

rent repairs will be little or nothing. It is hoped that these [deep
girder rails in electric service will make low joints nearly impossible,
but we cannot be sure of this in view of the fact that electric motor
cars in the past have had such a serious effect iipon the rail joints.

It will be, I think, fairly safe to assume that the annual charge for

ordinary repairs only during the life of a roadbed will not exceed
$250 per mile of track for the horse railway system in Boston , and
$500 per mile of track for the electric railway sj'steni. These figures

are all placed in the estimates.
In estimating the renewal account, I have assumed a salvage of

|iooo per mile at the end of the ten years' life, and have also as-

sumed that the charges for engineering difficulties will not have to

be repeated. I have therefore amortized at 5 p. c. compound inter-

est the sum of $11,500 per mile of track for the horse road, and
$14,000 per mile of track for the electric road, and find that the an-
nual charge to renewal account should be $251,400 in the first case
and $306,000 in the second.

The combination of these two items for the horse railway system
compares very well with the actual figures in 1S89, bearing in mind,
of course, the fact that the roadbed of that day was far inferior to

that proposed to be laid down. The combination of the electric

estimates is considerably smaller than the actual figures for 1895.
This is entirely explainable. The roadbed of the West End Com-
pany is to-day in a most heterogeneous condition. There are many
different types of rail sections and joints, and comparatively little

of the deep girder construction, although the company is now
gradually converting its mileage to this standard. The fact that it

is charging the cost of such construction to operating expenses,
joined to the heavy cost of current repairs on defective track, brings
the " repair account " up to the heavy total of over $2500 per mile of
track. If this road were completely laid with the heavy rail, I think
the above estimates would be possible.

An entirely new overhead electric construction put up in the
best possible manner with modern appliances, ought to last for at

least fifteen years without complete renewal, and to have a salvage
of 25 p. c. at the end of that time, this salvage being chiefly in cop-
per. During that life the sum of $500 per mile of street ought to
cover the current repairs. I therefore assume $75,000 as the annual
repair account, and $52,130 as the annual renewal account. The last

named figure at 5 p. c. compound interest will amount in fifteen

years to $1,125,000.
The sum charged to this account in 1S95 is much greater than

this, due in part to the imperfection of the appliances originally used,
and in part to the fact that the cost of 2.24 miles of underground
feeder conduits has been charged to operating expenses instead of to
construction account. In 1894 the cost of repairs of electric line con-
struction amounted to only $87,442.

I have assumed that the life of well constructed brick buildings
will be fifty years, and the current repairs during that life will be
2 p. c. per annum—this for both horse and electric roads. The
combined repair and renewal account will therefore amount to prac-
tically 2'^ p. c. upon the original cost, or $62,500 and $66,525 re-

spectively.

The life of the steam plant in the power station will probably
be not less than fifteen years, and of the electric plant not
less than twenty-five years. As the cost per horse power of the
steam plant will be not far different from that of the electric plant
we may assume a general average life of twenty years for the power
station plant. During this time the current repairs ought not to
average more than 5 p. c.

The item of removal of snow and ice is variable, depending, of
course, upon climatic conditions in different years. After inspection
of such of the West End figures as are available, I have estimated the
average cost of removal from year to year at $60,000 per annum for

the horse road, and $40,000 per annum for the electric road, the lat-

ter figure being less, inasmuch as by the use of mechanical power
instead of horse power for operating plows, etc. , the cost is materially
reduced.

The total account for maintenance of roadway and buildings
thus comes to $442,650 or $.01995 per car mile for the horse road, and
$693,205 or $.03125 per car mile for the electric road.

Maintenance of Equipment.—The ordinary current repairs of

car bodies and trucks with a traffic similar to that of the West End
Company ought not to exceed $.01 for horse cars, and $.0125 for elec-

tric cars. This latter figure amounts to about $150 per annum for

each closed electric car, and $100 per annum for each open car, and
leaves a sufficient amount for repairs on plows, scrapers and other
vehicles. This ought easily to cover the co.st of varnishing once or

twice a year, painting once in two years, and repairs due to accidents
and all other causes affecting car bodies and trucks exclusive of

motors.
We may assume with entire safety that the life of a well built

horse car will be twenty years, and an electric car and truck ten
years. The renewal account therefore becomes $65,600 and $179,900
respectively.

The combined repairs and renewals for the horse railway corres- .

pond fairly well with the figures for 18S9, when it is considered that
much of the equipment taken over by the West End Company at the
time of its consolidation was doubtless in poor condition and re-

quired considerable work to bring it up to the standard. The actual

figures for 1895, amounting to $.02811 per car mile, are abnormally
high, due doubtless, to the large amount of reconstruction of cars

necessary to adapt them to electric service, this cost being conserva-
tively charged to operating expenses.

The electric motors of to-day are so well built and so cheap that

the cost of repairs to the electric car equipment should not exceed

$.005 per car mile for the life of the motor, and the latter should be
at least ten years. In fact to assume a cost of $.0175 for the current
repairs of a complete electric car is to assume a figure considerably
above what is being achieved by not a few large electric railways

operating under conditions approximately as severe as those in Bos-
ton. It is probable, however, that the lower figures would increase

somewhat from year to year so that the sum taken will represent per-

haps a fair average.
The cost of harness, horseshoeing and veterinary care will prob-

ably be slightly greater per car mile than was the case in 1889, on
account of the increase in cost of labor. 1 have assumed it, however,
to be the .same, namely, $.01009, or $223,797 in toto.

I have estimated the cost of renewals of horses at $.0075 per car

mile instead of $.00866 in 1889 on account of the lower prices for

horses to-day.

The totals for maintenance of equipment become therefore

$677,549, or $.03055 per car mile for the horse road, and $647,552, or

$.02919 per car mile for the electric road.

The total estimated operating expenses amount to $5,292,978 or

$.23864 per car mile for the horse railway, and $4,873,998 or $.21975
per car mile for the electric railway.

TABLE IV.

GROSS RECEIPTS AND CAR MII^EAGE OF THE WEST END SYSTEM
OF BOSTON FOR El^EVEN YEARS.

Gross
Receipts. inc.

Car Miles. %
inc.

G. R.
per

C. M.

1885 $4,039,741 14,411,110 $ .280

1886 4,440,481 9-9 15,105,161 4.8 .294

1887 4,665,020 5-1 14,703,251 2.7* 319
1888 4.887,737 4.8 15,415,802 4.8 317
1889 5,249.903 7-4 16,573,831 7-5 327

5,780,083 10.

1

17,665,360 6.6 • 327
I89I 5,968,984 3-3 17,462,572 I.I* • 342

6,317,205 5-8 17,498,660 0.2 .361

1893 6,692,578 5-9 18,669,809 6.7 •359

1894 6,823,879 2.0 19,240,486 3-1 •355

1895 7,624,277 II.

7

22,180,125 15-3 •344

*Decrease.

It will thus be seen that there is a direct saving by electric mo-
tive power over horse power of $418,980 or $.01889 P^r car mile in

the operation of 22,180,125 car miles over a 275 mile system. It will

not be fair however to assume that this is the only advantage ob-

tained by the use of electricity. Horse cars cannot possibly run so

fast as electric cars and cannot possibly, therefore, attract as many
passengers as the latter, since speed in transit is a most important
consideration in competition with other transportation agencies.

The horse railways will not earn so much per car mile as the electric

roads, with the same car mileage, and the next question for consid-

eration is therefore
What is a reasonable estimate of the gross receipts of a horse

railway system operating 22,180,125 car miles in Boston ?

Some light is thrown upon this question by a comparison of the
figures in Table IV, which shows the gross receipts and car mileage
for the West End system in 1888 and thereafter, and for the con-

stituent companies for several years prior to 1888. It will be seen
that the gross receipts per car mile for the old horse railway system
ranged from $.280 to $.319 between the years 1885 and 1888, and that

in 1889 and thereafter the effect of the added speeds of electric trac-
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tiou began to be more and more apparent. The gross receipts per
car mile reached a maximum in 1892 at 1.361, when the service in

car miles actually showed a decrease from the previous year, while
the traffic increased. The gross receipts per car mile have since been
steadily decreasing, and in 1895 are but I.349. This has come aljout

through an increase of 15.3 p. c. in the car mileage for 1895 over

1894, and an increase of 13.5 p. c. in gross receipts.

Now, a horse railway .system in Boston operating 22,180,725

miles over exi,sting routes and under present competitive conditions

would not earn anytliing like f. 349 per car mile, even if such a .service

could be given, which is probably impossible on account of the con-

gested condition of Washington and Tremont vStreets even with the
easily handled and less numerous electric cars. It is probable that

the gross receipts would drop to f.27 or |.28 per car mile, but in

order to make all possible allowances in favor of horse traction I will

assume I.30 per car mile as a possible figure.

The comparative operating statement of the two .systems would
therefore stand as follows:

Horse Railway
System.

Itlectric Railway
System.

Gross receipts 16,654,038 $7,624,277
Operating expenses 5,292,978 4.873,998

Earnings from operation . . |;r,36i,o6o |2, 750, 279
Deductions from income.

Taxes 237,500 325-30O

Net income 11,123,560 |2, 424,979

I have assumed the actual taxes for 1895 for the electric road,

and for convenience in calculation I have assumed that the taxes for

the horse road would be less in direct proportion to the two invest-

ment accounts. This is, of course, only a rough approximation, but it

is sufficiently favorable to the horse system inasmuch as the land and
buildings account would be somewhat greater with a horse road than
with an electric, and it is this class of property that has to stand the
large part of the burden of taxation.

Finally, then, as a result of all our discussion, we find that the
electric system should earn 12,424,979 net, eqtiivalentto 14.07 p. c. on
the necessary investment of 1:17,237,000, while the horse railway sys-

tem will earn 111,123,560 net, eqviivalent to 8.9 p. c. upon its total

investment of |;i2,592,ooo.

It should be noted, in conclusion, that thisjresult is brought
about in a city where it is very difficult to obtain the full advantage
of electric traction for the reasons which have been set forth. In
Dr. Bell's article in the Strkijt Raii^way Journ.a.!^ for February,
1896, it was .shown that the increase in schedule speeds in all except
the outlying suburbs of Boston has been slight. As a matter of fact,

the daily mileage of the horse cars on the old Boston system was
about sixty to sixty-five, and this has been increased to only eighty
to eighty-five miles with the electric system. If it were possible to

raise this average speed to even one hundred miles, as is done in

most other cities, the operating expenses per car mile would be cut
down very materially and there would be a large increase in net
earnings. This small mileage per car day ' is really the cause of

the large operating expenses per car mile in Boston which have ex-
cited so much comment in various slight discussions of the cost of
electric traction.

Annual Report of the Twin City Rapid Tran=
sit Company of Minneapolis, Minn.

The annual report of this company is always looked for with
much interest, as its results are presented in a clear and distinct waj',

and one adapted for accurate comparisons. The following is an ab-
stract of the latest report.

OPERATION.

Year ending December 31, 1893. 1894. 1895.

Receipts from passengers .... 12,164,925 11,981,706 11,964,773
" " other sources . . 24,232 21,973 24,031
" total 2,189,157 2,003,678 1,988,803

General operating expenses . . . 1,264,408 890,031 846,892
Other " " . . . . 145,824 154,516 132,593

Surplus earnings 1778,925 |959,I3I $1,009,319
Deductions from earnings.

Interest on funded debt . . . 604,939 660,300 ^.649, 753
" " floating debt . . . 6,551 25,722 52,015

Taxes 5i,i44 52,939 E49,o7i

Net income $116,291 $220,170 $258,479

' GENBRAI. OPERATING EXPENSES IN DETAII,.

1893. 1894. 1895.

General expense $ 94,281 | 61,162 | 56,934
Maintenance of equipment 180,831 103,350 81,816

" " way and structure . . . . 98,931 66,607 58,069
Conductors' and motormen's wages . . . 452,687 369,598 378,256
Inspectors' and transfer agents' wages . . 27,252 14,300 8,859
Conducting transportation, miscellaneous 144,518 90,639 87,131
Cost of maintaining power stations. . . 229,358 161,375 154,104
Machine shop expense 36,550 23,000 21,722

11,264,408 1890,031 $846,892

CONDUCTING TRANSPORT.VTION IN DKTAII,.

1893. 1894. 1895.
Miscellaneous car expense $32,917 $23,129 $23,076
Station expense, labor, etc 78,297 45,653 44,388
Fuel for cars and stations 15,910 9,692 8,952
Electric lighting "supplies" 1,190 969 383
Oil and waste for cars 3,55o 2,200 2,172
Electric supplies for cars 3,739 3, 150 3,362
.Stationery and printing for stations. 2,301 1,826 1,863
Transfers and transfer sup]jlies . ... 3,118 3,493 2,936
vStrike, additional e.xjjense 3,496 528

$144,518 $90,639 $87,131

INTERURBAN LINE.

The following reference is make to the operation of the interur-

ban line between St. Paul and Minneapolis:
" In 1891 the gross receipts were $252,o79^the operating expenses

were $[11,058 and the surplus earnings $141,021. In 1895 the gross
receipts were $362,637, the operating expenses $120,209 and the
surplus earnings $242,428. The percentage of operating expenses
to gross earnings in 1891 was 44,06 p. c. and in 1895, 33.15 p. c.

The gross earnings per car mile run in 1892 were 26.72 cents, in

1895, 32.42 cents. The cost of operating per car mile run in 1892
was 11.83 cents, in 1895, 10.75 cents."

In the report the reason for the substantial reductions in the dif-

ferent items of operating expenses is explained in the following
manner:

The decrease of general expenses comes about through a reduc-
tion in salaries and the effecting of economies through the consoli-
dation of the two systems under one management, together with a
large difference in the cost of removing snow and ice, these items
being in 1893, over $22,000, in 1894, less than one-half this figure and
in 1895, less than one-quarter.

In explaining the reduction in the "Cost of Maintenance and
Eqtiipment " the following figures are given :

1893. 1894. '1895.

Repairs to motors $105,021 $66,055 $48,527
" " car bodies 75,810 37,295 33,288

Total $180,831 $103,350 $81,816
" In the latter part of 1892 and during 1893 we began the modi-

fication of our entire motor equijsnient in order to simplify the opera-
tion, increa.se the efficiency and reduce the cost of maintenance.
This cost of modification accounts for the large amount charged to
repairs of motors in 1893.

" The reduction of 1S95 over that of 1S94 is legitimate, due to
the economy resulting from the simplification of construction and^a
reduction in the cost of labor and price of material.

" In 1S93 we spent $75,810 in repairs to car bodies. A large part
of this was the expense of the reconstruction of our horse cars, in-

creasing their length and adapting them to electrical use."
The report states that the decrease in the maintenance of way

and structure of 1894 over 1893 is the result of a new rail joint con-
struction begun in 1892 and continued vigorously through 1893. It

was a special joint put in the track where the traffic was the heavi-
est, and the results have been most satisfactory, lessening the ex-
pense not only of track, but also of rolling stock maintenance.

The reduction of " Wages of Inspectors and Transfer Agents " is

stated to be dtie to the abolishing of transfer agents and the placing
of transfers in the hands of conductors.

'

' The decrease in the two items ' Miscellaneous Car Expenses '

and 'Station Expenses, I^abor, etc.,' is due primarily to a reduction
in forces employed, wages paid, consolidation and rearrangement of

the methods of station operation and a general reduction in the cost

of material used." The cost of "Maintaining Power Station" in

1893 is stated to be abnormally high as compared with 1894, due to
the greater cost of fuel and the necessity of operating two stations,

one with high speed engines during the overhauling of station No. i.

The entire Minneapolis system is now operated from one station.
'

' The saving in the machine shop expenses follows as a natural
result of the above economies."

It will thus be seen that the above reductions are the results of
improved methods of electrical construction and operation resulting
in legitimate economies in all dejDartments.

Statement by the Metropolitan Traction Com=
pany, of New York.

President H. H. Vreeland has recently made a statement to the
stockholders of the Metropolitan Traction Company, regarding the
results of operation so far achie\'ed, and with the idea of enabling
them to form a partial judgment as to the probable future value of
the property.

The system of the company as now constituted consists of 25.34
miles of cable track, 6.78 miles of undergoimd conduit track and
131.38 miles of horse railway track, the total mileage (single track
basis) being 163.5 miles. Of this mileage 46.93 miles, including the
Broadway Railway and its extensions are owned, in fee; 24.12 miles
are held under lease with the additional security that two-thirds of
the .stock of the subordinate companies is owned by the Traction
Company; and 92.45 miles are held under long leases, in no instance
less than ninety-nine years. In other words, nearly one-half of the
system is practically owned in fee.

{CoiitiiiHcd on page 212.)
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STOCK AND BOND QUOTATIONS.

Notice.—These quotations are carefully revised from month to month by local baniiers and brokers, and closely represent the market value of the different securities as
tested by individual sales. Few ot these, however, are actually quoted on city exchanges, and accuracy In the range of prices cannot, therefore, be vouched for.

Securities.—Active securities only are quoted in these tables, and the bond Issues described do not necessarily constitute the entire funded indebtedness of the different
properties. For a full and detailed description of all the securities, see American Strbbt Railway Investments, published annually on March 15th.

Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used: M. mortgage; Glen. M. general mortgage; Cons. M. consolidated mortgage; deb. debentures; convert, convertible;
in esc. in escrow; g. gold; guar, guaranteed; bds. bonds; Int. Interest; -f in addition; auth. authorized; incl. including; cert, indebt. certlflcatea of Indebtedness; in tr. In
trust; n nominal.

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS
Issued. Dko.

ALBANY, N. Y.*—Local quotations to

Feb. 11

Albany Ky. Co., Stock 100

Cons. M. i% bds. (Incl. $113,000 In esc).
Deb. 6^ (convert.) bds
Wat. T'p'ke & R.R. Co.'s 2d M. 6^ bds.

Wat. Turnpike & II. R. Co., Stock. 100

1st M. 6% bds. (Int. guar, by Alb'y Ry.

BAIiTiaiORE, MU.*—Local quotations
to Feb, 17.

Baltimore Traction Co., Stock 2)

IstM. 5^ bds
No. Bait. Dlv. 1st M 5% bda
Ext. and Imp. 6% bds

City Sk Huburban Ky. Co., Stock... 50

Gen. M. b% g. bds
Baltimore City Pass. Ky. Co., Stock 25

1st. M. 5«g. bds
Central Pass. Ky. Co., Stock 50

Cons. M. 6% bds. (+ $151,000 In esc).

.

lstM.6!<bds

BOf^TON, MASS.*—Local quotations to
Feb. 17.

West End St. Ry. Co., (common. ... 50

Stock, (preferred 8%. 50

Deb. b% g. bds
Deb. 4>i% g. bds

North Shore Traction (common 100

Co., Stock. \prelerred 6^. lOd

Lynn & Boston R.lt. Co.'s 1st Cons. M.
b% g. bds. (+ $1,677,000 In esc)

BROOKLYN, N. V.*—New York quo-
tations to Feb. 31.

Long Island Traction Co., Stock... 100

Coll.Tr. 6% g. notes
Brooklyn lleights R. K. Co.

1st M. 5* bds
Brooklyn City K. R. Co., Stock
1st Cons. M. 5^ bds

Brooklyn, Q. Co. & Sub. R. R. Co.
I8t M. 5% g. bds. (+ 8350,000 In esc.)..

.

1st Cons. M. 5% g. bds
Brooklyn Traction Co. (common 100

Stock. (preferred 6% !00

Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co.
Gen. M. 5% bds
cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1,034,000 In esc) .

.

Imp. M. !>% g. bds
B'kPn, Bath «fc W. E. R. R. Co.
Gen. M. 5% bds. (+ $552,000 In esc). .

.

Coney Isl. & B'kl'n R.R. Co., Stock 100
ist M. 5^ bds
Cert. Indebt. 6*

B'kl'n City & Newt'n R.R.Ce, Stock 100
ist Cons. 6% bds

BUFFALO, N. Y.*—New York quotations
to Feb. 31.

Buflalo Ry. Co., Stock 100

1st Cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1,457,000 In
esc.)

Crosstown St. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 5% bds.

CHARLESTON, S. C.*—Local quota-
tions to Feb. 15.

Enterprise St. K. R. Co., Stock 25

1st M. 6% bds
Charleston City Ky. Co., Stock 60
ist M. 63! bds

CHICAGO. ILL.*—Local quotations to
Feb. 21.

Chicago & So. Side R. T. K. R. Co.
Stock 100

1st M. 5* bds
Exten. 6f bds

Chicago City Ry. Co., Stock 100
istM. 4>i*bds

Lake St. Elev. R.R., Stock. 100

1,2.50,000

500,000
200.000
l.W.OOO

240,000
350,000

5,750,000
1,.500,000
1,750,000

1,250,000
4,000,0011

3,000,000
2,.5OO,O00

3,000,000
300,000
549,000
151,000

9,085.000
6,400,000

3,000,000
2,000,000

4,000,000
2,000,000

3,702,000

30,000,000
2.500,000

250,000
12,000,000
6,000,000

3,150,000
2,500,000

6,000,000

3,000,000

759.000

1,966,000

1,500,000

448,000
1,000,000
300,000
200,000

1,000,000

1,900,000

5,370,500

3,543,000
3,200,000

1930
1901
1919

1919

136Vt
109

113)4

114"

1929
1942
1901

1922'

ioii

1933
1912

1902
1914

112)^

llOVa

\05X
50
112
72
115

73^
112
110

69k
90
105

105.1-4

1924

1895-7

1941

mi
1941
1941

1909
1931

1934

1933

1904
1910

1939

1931
1932

250,000

50,000j 1906
100,000
100,000 1915

7,.'iOO,000

7,500,000
3,000,000
9,000,000
4,619,500

10,000,000

1929
1933

60 d.

Quotations.

1896.

83

172
113

102

SO

11

54

108

111

80

106
104

60
42

315

lOOH
34%

til"

lisj^

16>4'

noj^
107J4
105
48
100!^

67X'
114
68
111

110

64
88
103

104

80

59

37
275
100
181^

Feb.

135^

my,

109
myj
48
110
69
IIB

90
105

173
113

102
80
11

54

\07]4
108
62"^

85

78

105^
10314

7
60
38
295
100
23>4

17
112>,
108

105j^
46

109;^4

68
114

88
104)4,

104

63)4b
89.^4 b
lOi b

168

SO
8

49

107>i,

103X
71

85

109

68

59
37
275
100
2J

18

31>^
96

172
113

100
^0

11

53

106

80

85

155 b
111

iiy2

105
103

101

70
112

69
38

288
100
21%

CINCINNATI, O.*—Local quotations to
Feb. 15.

Cincinnati St. Ry. Co., Stock 50
1st M. 7^ bds
1st M. i% ext'n'd bda

Company.

STOOES ADD BONDS.

CHICAGO, ILL Continued.
Met. W. S. Elevated Ry., Stock 100

1st M. b% bds
North Chicago St. R. R. Co., Stock. 100

1st M. 5% bds
Cert. Indebt. ^%
No. Chi. Cy. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6^ bds. ..

" " " " ' 2nd M. 4"^!{ bds.

.

" " " " ' Deb. 63toas
North Chicago City Ry. Co., Guar.

Stock • .... 100
West Chicago St. R. iii co.i Stock 100

1st M. 5% bds
W.C S.R. R. Tunnel Co.'slstM.5^bds.
Deb. 6^ bds
Chi. W. Dlv. Ky. Co.'s 1st M. 4)^?! bds.
Chi. Pass. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds

" " " Cons. M. 6^ bds...
Chicago W. Div. Ry. Co., Guar.

Stock 100

nit. Adams & Eden Park Inclined
Ry., Stock 50

1st M. 6% bds
" " 6f,

•'

Cons. M. 5% bds
Cincinnati, Newport &, Covington

St. Ky. Co., Stock 100

Cons. M.5^g. bds.(lncl. $500,000 In esc.)

So. Cov. & Cln. St. Ry. Co ist M. 6% bds.
" " " " " " " 2nd Cons. M.
6% g. bds. (Incl. $350,000 In esc.)

COLUMBUS. O.*—New York quota-
tions to Feb. 31.

Columbus St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
cons.M. 5% g. bds.(lncl. $780,000 In esc).

Crosstown St. Ky. co.'s 1st. M. b% g.
bds. ($90,000 In esc.)

COVINGTON, KY.»—(See Cincinnati.)

DETROIT, MICH.*—Local quotations to
Feb. 13.

Detroit Citizens' St. Kyi Co., Stock. 100
1st M. 6% 1«. (+$1,150,000 in esc)

Fort Wayn Ac Belle Isle Ry. Co.,
Stock 100

1st M. 6% g. bds. ($60,000 In tr.)

Wyandotte & Detroit River Ry.
Co., Stock 100

Rapid Ky. Co., Stock
1st M. 5^bds

The Uetroit Ry., Stock
1st M. 5^ bds

HARTFORD, CONN.*—See New Haven

iiOBOKEN, N. J.*—See Newark.

HOLYOKE, MASS.*—Local quotations to
Feb, 13,

Holyoke St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Springfield St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

Northampton St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.*—New York
quotations to Feb. 21.

Citizens' St. R. R. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. Bj{ g. bds. (Incl. $1,000,000 in

esc.)

JERSEY CITY, N. J *—See Newark.

LOUISVILLE, KY.*—Local and New
York quotations to Feb. 21.

Louisville Ry. Co., (common.... 100
Stock, \preferred 5% 100

Cons. M. 5% g. bds. (Incl. $1,363,000 in
esc.)..

Issued.

11,500,000
13,500.000
5,500,000
2,413.000
500,000
500,000

1.850,000
550.000

500,000
13,189,000
4,100,000
1,500,000

4,000,000
4,040,000
400,000

600,000

1,250,000

11,000,000
50,000

100,000
150,000

2,500.000
50,000

100,000
531,000

3,000,000
3,000,000

250,000

400,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

600,000

1,250,000
1,150,000

3.50,000

840,000

200,000
250,000
300,000

1,000,000

1,800,000

250,000
1,000,000
225.000

5,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000
2,000,000

6,000,000

Due.

1942

1906
1911
1900
1927

1928
1909

i932
1905
1939

1896

1900
1905
1906

1922
1912

1932

1933

1933

1925

1933

1930

Quotations.

1896.

47
68

308)4
104

102X.

114
102

166'

101

109

600

112%

600

Ul!4

112

361-4

50)4
100

95

100
100

250
100

110
110
96

210
315
195

51X
101

109

12X
65

248)4
104

100

100

97'

101

108

109

4414
93)4

90

Feb.

11>!!

67
254^
104

mi4

12X
67
245
104

14^
67

3481^
104

93

109K 105
103 103

112%

36)4

50«
98

100
100

225
100

100
100
93

200
305
185

105

100
100

250
100

110

300
205
185

30^

110

105
102

my,

112 112K

109

S5 36X

93)4
50

93 b

100
100

225
100

100

100
100

225
100

100

46

106

200
205
185

30

85

61

100

108J4

For detaUed dwcrlptlon ot these and other securities Issued, see AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY INVESTMENTS, a supplement to the STREET RAIL-
WA1 JOURNAL, published annually on March isth.
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company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Issued. Due.

Quotations.

1896. Feb.

liYNN, MASS.*—see Boston.

MINNEAPOMS, MINN.*—New York
quotations to Feb. 21.

Twin OltyUnptcI Transit Co. (com.. 100
Stock. \pref.7st

Minn. St. Ry. Co.'s Cons. M. 6* g. bds.

(+ $960,000 In esc.)

St. Paul City Ry. Co.'s Cab. Cons. 5% g.
bds. (Incl. $680,000 in esc.)

St. Paul City Ry. Co.'s Deb. 6% g. bds.

MONTREAI>, CAN.*—Local quotations
to Feb, 13.

Montreal St. Ry. Co., Stock 50
ist M. W bds
2ndM. bds

NEW AI4BANY, INU.*—See Louisville.

NEWARK, N. J.*—New York and Phlla-
delphla quotations to Feb. 21.

Consolidnted Traction Co., of N. J..
Stock 100

IstM. 5% g. bds
North Hudson Co. Ry. Co., Stock... 25
Cons. M. 5% bds. (Incl. $620,000 In esc.)
2ndM. 5*bds
Deb. 6* bds

NEW HAVEN, CONN.*—Local quota-
tions to Feb .11.

Fairhaven & Westvllle R. R. Co.,
Stock 25

Winchester Ave. R. R. Co., Stock. . . 25
istM. 5^g. bds
Deb. 6it bds

New Haven .St. Ry. Co., 1st M. 5% bds.
Hartford St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
H'd & W'tb'8'fl'd H. R. R. Co.'s deb. 5%
bds

NEW ORliEAN.s, I.A.*—New York
quotations to Ftb. 21.

New Orleans Traction (common.. 100

Co., Stock, ipref. 6*... lOO
N. O. City & Lake R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5%

g. bds. ($423,500 m esc.)

Crescent City R. R. Co.'s Cons. M. 5^
g. bds

New Orleans &. Carrollton R. R.
Co., Stock 100

1st M. 6 * bds

2d M. bds

Canal & Claiborne R. R. Co., Stock. 40
ist M. 6 ^ bds

Orleans R. R. Co., Stock 50
1st M. bds

St. Charles St. R. R. Co.. Stock.... 50
1st M. 655 bds

NEWPORT, R. I.*—See Providence.

NEW YORK, N. Y.*—Local quotations
to Feb. 21.

Metropolitan Traction Co., Stock... 100

Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

B'y. Surt R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5* bds....
" " " 2nd M. 5i«bds....

So. Ferry R. R. Co., 1st. M. bi bds. . .

.

Lex. Ave. & P. F. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds.
Broadway & Seventh Ave. R. R.

Co., Guar Stock 100

Cons. M. 5!<g. bds. (+ $4,850,000 In esc.)

lat M. 5^ bds
2ndM. SXbds

Sixth Ave. R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 100
Ninth Avenne R. K. Co., Guar. Stock 100
Twenty-third St. Ity. Co.,Guar.StOCk 100

1st M. 6!< Oda
Deb. 5% bds
B'y. Surf. R. R. Co.'s IstM. 5^ bds....

42nd St.& «'d. St. Ferry R. R. Co.,
Guar. Stock 100

1st M. 6% bds
Cent. Pk., No. & E. Riv. R. R. Co.,

Guar. Stock 100
Cons. M. 7% bds

Bl'cker St. <Sk Fulton Ferry R. R.
Co 100

1st M. ti bds
Third Avenne R. R. Co.. Stock 100

ist M. 6^ g. bds.
Second Avenue R. R. Co., Stock.... 100

Cons. M. b% bds
Deb. b% bds

Eighth Avenue R. R. Co., Stock 100

15,000,000
1,500,000

4,040,000

4,298,000
1,000.000

4,000,000
300,000
700,000

1919

1937
1900

1908
1922

15.000,000
11,7)1,000
1,000,000

3.000,000
350,000
600,000

600,COO
400 000
500,000
100,000
600,000
200,000

1,344,000

5,000,

2,500

3,000,

2,350,

1,200.

250,

350,

240,

150,

185,

18,

594,

150.

30,000,000
13,500,000

1,125,000
1,000,000

350,000
500,000

2,100,000
7,650,000

1,600,000
600.000

2,000,000

800,000
600,000
250,000
150,000
375.000

748,000
236,000

1,800,000

1,200,000

900,000
700,000

9,000,000
5,000,000
1,862,000
1,600,000
300,000

1,000,000

1933

1928
1928
1902

1912
1909
1913

1943

1943

1S97)

1906 f

1905)

1907/

1913

1924
1905
1919

1943
1904
1914

1909
1906
1924

1909

1902

1900

1937

1909
1909

25
100

226

53

10a>i
101

102

219

102

20
70

102

95

127

48

46'

114
68

lOfe;^

114
105

107H
114

197
116
107^
111

220

308"

115
104

114

315
116

165
115

30X
111

180
121

165

10854
104

25
100

206^

2;

78;'4'

53

103
100
103

2)5

101

15H

99

90

123

93

112
102
106
110

190

114
107
110
195

305'

115
102
112

310
116

160
113

109
172
116
l.'-.O

102
360 8L'3

25
100

219 2061^

86><:

219

53

102

100
102
216

102

18
68

102

93

127

53

46

112K>
67

114
105

107>,
114

195
116

1073^
111

200

306"

115
103
114

315
116

165
115

30>4
111

186
120
163

WS\
104

345

102
100
102
215

102

16

100

90

124

22

82%

53

100
-

102
215

103

37

63^

100

92

127

102

112
103
106
110

190
114
107
lUi
195

36.5'

'

115
1U3
112

310
116

160
114

29^
100
175
116
154
IO7I/3

102
;!;i3

46 b
102 b
44>^

64

106

113
104!^
106 >«

llS.'ji

192
114

107>i
IWh
200
160 b
305 b
115
103
113

315
116

164
114

30
110
182
119

160

myi
103
340

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Issued. Due.

Quotations.

1896. Feb.

NEW YORK—Continued.

Cert. Ind'bt. 6%
42Md St., M.dc St. N. Ave. Ry. Co.,

Stock 100
1st, M. 6% bds
2nd M. Inc. fi% bds

Dry Dock, E. B'y. & Battery R. R.
Co., Stock 100

Gen. M. 5% g. bds
Cert. Ind'bt 5i lOO

(Central Crosstown R. R. Co., Stock lOil

1st M. 6j6 bds
Christopher dc lOth St. R. R. Co.,

Guar. Stock 100
Union Ry. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 5^ bds
Westcliester Elec. R. R. co.'s 1st M.
5* bds

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.*—See Holyoke

PATERSON, N. J.*—New York and Plilla
delphia quotations to Feb. 21.

PaterMon Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 6f bds. (Inc. $250,000 In esc).

PHII,ADEL,PH1A, PA.*—Local quota-
tions to Feb. 18.

Union Traction Co., Stock
Philadelphia Traction Co., Stock 50

Coll. Tr. 43: g. bds
Continental Pass. Ry. Co., Guar.

Stock 50
istM. 6^ bds

Empire Passentter Ry. Co , Stock..
1st M. 7^ bds

Philn. City Pass. Ry. Co., StOCk
1st M. 5% bds

Phila. & tJ'ys Ferry Pass. Ry. Co.,
Guar. Stock

Ridge Ave. Pass. Ry. Co. .Guar. Stock
13th ic 15th Sts., Pass. Ry. Co.,

Guar. Stock
IstM. 7% bds...

Union Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock..
1st M. 5^ bds
2ndM. .5^ bds

W. Phila. Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock
1st M. 6% g. bds
2nd M. 5% bds

FranUford & .S'thw'k P. C. Pass.
R. R. Co.. Guar. Stock

Lombard & So. St. P. R. R. Co.'s 1st
M.5i bds

West End P. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 7% bds..
Ci iy-ens' Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock
2nd & 3rd Sts. l£y. Co., Guar. Stock
Lehiah Ave. Ry. Co., Stock
People's Pass. Ry. Co., (common

Stock (preferred...
1st M. 7^ bds
Cons. M. 5% bds

(•ermantown Pass, Ry. Co., Guar.
Stock 60

Green & Coates Sts. P. P. Ry. Co.,
Guar. Stock. 50

IstM. 6^ bds
,

Hest'v'e, Mantua & F'r'ni't P. R,
R. Co., Stock 50

51

BO

PITTSBURGH, PA.'—Local quotations
to Feb. 18.

Citizens' Traction Co., Stock 50
IstM. b% bds

Pittsburgh Traction Co.. Stock 50
1st M. 5% bds

Duquesne Traction Co., Stock 50
IsiM. 5% bds

P'b'gh, Allegheny A. Manch'r Tr.
Co., Stock 50

Gen. M. b% bds
P'b'gli Union P. Ry. Co.'s 1st. M. 5^ bds.

Federal St. & P. V. R. R. Co., SlOCk 25
Gen. M. 5% bds.. (new)

P'b'gh & Birmingham Tr. Co., Stock 50
Gen. M. 5ig. bds

Central Traction Co., Stock 50
1st M. 5jt bds

P'b'dhA: WestEndP.Ry. Co.,St0Ck 50
1st. M. 5% bds

PROVIDENCE, R.I.*—Local quotations to
Feb. 13.

United Traction & Electric Co.,
Stock 100
IstM. 5^ g. bds

Newport .St. Ry. Co.
istM. 5^ bds

1,000,000

3,.500,000

1,200,000

1,500,000

1,200,000
885,000

1,100,000
600,000
250,000

650,ono

2,000,000
2,000,000

500,000

1,250,000
1,250,000

l.'),000 000
1,0.")3,000

1,000,000
350,000
600.000
200,000,
475,000l

308,7.'iO

420,000

334,529
100,000
935,000
500000
250,000
750,000

1,875.000

150,000
132,100
193,.500

848,160
599,950
740,000
277,403
219,000
246,000

572,800

500,000
100,000

2,500,000

3,000,000
1,250,000

3,500,000
750,000

3,000,000
1„500,000

3,000

1,500,

100,

1.4(0,

1,2.50,

3,000,

1,500,

1,500,

375,

1,500,

460,

8,000,000
8,000,0U0

50,000

1914 iioy. 110 110>!i 11014

68 57 64 57 61
ioio 117 113 116 114 116
1915 71 66 71 68!^ 70

172 163 172 ia3 170
1932 114 113 114 113 114
1914 103 100 103 100 102%

200 190 195 190 195
1922 120 118 120 118 118

1.55 150 1.55 155 155
104 95 104 96;^ 101

1942 105 100 103 100 103

1943 100 99 100 100 100

28 22 28 25 28
1931 100 94 100 98i£ 99

12 10
63"

7158 66>i
1917

129 1 2k V: 129

1909
1.52 150 152 150

1900
176 170 174 170

1910

85 83 85 88
250 240 250 240

233 2331^ 333 232
1913

205 201 201
igii
1910

225 222 225 222
1906
1926

335 320 325 320

1901 93 90 92 90
1905

230 x71 271
227 225 237 225"

51 52 Dl

1905
1905
1912

130 120 130 120

.... 131 131 loO

1898

49X 46 46

56K 55 56

1927

1927
3l'„ 32',. mi 33 3434b

1930 102J^ 103 a

38^ 39a
1931 106 106 106 loe' 106 b
1901

{'/I m's isi"

1931 10214 ]02=.i 162 b
16?4 15!^ 16% 15^

1929 97H 96 97,>.j 96 96a
27 26 26 26 26b

1929

56a
1923

60 50 .50 50 50
1933 100 100 100 100 100

1910 100 95 100 95 95

•For detailed description ol tbese and other aeoorltleB Issued, see AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY INVESTMENTS, a anpplement to the STREET
BAlliWAY-JOURNAl^pabllaiied annually on March I6tl»

c
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Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.*—New York quota-
tions to Feb. 21.

Rochester Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 5^g. bds. (incl. 81,000,000 In

2nd M.'w'g bds.'(lnci."$750,666Vn esc.)

ST. LOUIS, MO.*—Local quotations to
Feb. 14.

St. l.oiiis R. R. Co., Stock 100

IstM. 5% bds

Citizens' Ry. Co., Stock 100

IStM. &% bds
Casa Ave. Sc Fair Grounds Ry. Co.,

Stock 100

1st M. 5% bds
Union Depot R. R. Co., Stock 100

Cons. M. 6% g. bds
Benton. Bellefne Ky. Co.'s 1st M. %%
bds

Mound City R. R. Co.'s ist M. 6^ bds.

Jcrterson Ave. Ry. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 6^ bds
MiMsoiiri R. R. Co., Stock 100

IStM. 6^ Dds
Linclell Ry. Co., Stock 100

IstM. 5i{bd3
St. l^ouls&: Suburban Rv. Co., Stock 100

I8t M. b% bds. (Incl. $600,000 In esc.)..

Inc. 6% bds
People's R. R. Co., Stock 50

1st M. &% bds

3nd M. 1% bds

Cons. M. bds. (incl. $200,000 In esc.)

Fourth St. &. Arsenal Ry. Co., Stock 60

1st bds

Southern Electric Ry. (common 100

Co., Stock Iprererred lOO
Cons. M. 6% bds (Incl. 8200,000 In esc.)

St. li. & E. St. L. E. R. Co., Stock.. 100

1st. M. 6^ bds
Baden &: St. L,oui»R. R., Stock 100

istM. 6^ bds

SAN FRANClSCO.CALi.*—Local quota-
tions to Feb. 1.5.

market Street Ry. Co., Stock 100

M'ketSt. Cable co.'s 1st M. &% bds....
Omnibus CaDle Co.'s 1st M. H bds
Park & Ocean R. K. Co.'s IstM. 6^ bds.
Park & Cliff House R. R. Co.'s 1st M.
6% bds

Powell St. R. R. co.'s Ist M. 6^ bds. ..

Ferries & Cliff House Ry. Co.'s 1st M.
e.* bds

Geary St., P'k & O. R. R. Co., Stoct 100
1st M. h% bds

Cal. St. Cable R.R. Co., Stock 100
istM. 5? g. bds

Sutter Street Ry. Co., Stock . 100
1st M. 5* g. bds

Presidio Sc Ferries R. R. Co.. StOJk 100
Oakland. S. \j,Sc Ilaywards Ry. Co.

Stock 100

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.*—(See Holyoke.)

TORONTO, ONT.*—Local quotations to
Feb. 12.

Toronto Ry. Co., Stock 100

WASHINGTON, D. C.*- Local quota-
tions to Feb. 17.

Capital Traction Co. , ,

Metropolitan R. R. Co .Stock 50
Coll. Tr 6% conv. bds

Belt Ry. Co., Stock 50
Cons. M. 6^ bds. (Inc. $50,000 In esc.)..

Eckington & Soldiers' Home Ry.
Co., Stock 50

IstM. 6jSbds

G'uelown & Ten'town Ry. Co., Stock 50
Columbia Ry. Co 50

1st M. 6% bds

Issued.

WORCESTER, MASS.*—New York
quotations to Feb. 21.

Worcester Traction Co., (common.. 100
Stock \prer. &%... 100

Worcester Cons. St. R. R. Co
1st. M. 5« bds
Deb. h% g. bds

5,000,000

.3,000,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

3,000,000

1,500,000
1,500,000

2,000,000
1,911,000

4,000,000
1,150,000

300,000

400,000

112,000
350,000

2,300,000
500.000

3,500,000
1,500.000
2,.500,000

2,000,000
300,000

1,000,000

125,000

T5.000

1,000,000

150,000

50,000

700,000
800.000
500,000
250,000
76,000
50,000

250,000

18,616,

3,000,

2,000,

250,

350,

700,

650,

1,000.

671,

1,000,

900,

8,000,

900,

1,000,

1,000,000

6,000,000

2,000,000

750,000
500,000
500,000
500,000

352,000

200,000

200,000
400,000
600,000

3,000,000
3,000,000

150,000
500,000

Due.

1930
1933

1900)

1910/

1907

1912

1918
1896)
1911 f
19110}

1910j

1907

imi

i92i

1892)
1902(
1902

189!) I

1904/

1898)

1903J

1909

1905

1913

1913
1918
1914

1913
1912

1914

1921

mh
1918

1901

1931

1896)

1911/

1914

Quotations.

1896.

33

101

208
101

no
myj

96

22

101

101

75

20

100

42
85
107

102>j

160"

123

103

106

109%

l69>i

7>i

77

77Jg

lOOK
114
15

17

101

17

58

113X

15>4

8SH

27

135

99

75
lOfii^

55

98V
160
109

100

103

100

100
134

104

33
941-4

101

205
101
140

104>^

35H
90

10

100

100

75

18

100

40
84
107

22

101

101

75

20

100

42
85
107

102

44
121

119

102><i

101

109 ;i

l69jd

7k

75

97
110
15
80

14

100

14

50

100

Feb.

103

138

100

80
107

60

99
160
110

101

103"^

102><i

166"

453^
123

103

109%

logj-i

100^
113^
15
82

17

101

14

58

8S

100

ion

135

99

75
1061^

55

98>i
160
109

100

103

100
205
100
135

104
32

94^

20

100

100

75

18

100

40
84

107

102

99'

44
121

119

103

10934

70M

99
112
15
80

14

100

14

55
113

103
99

103
85b

138

99

75
107

55

160

109!^

1005^

103

101
205
100
137
104

33K>

94M

20

100

100

75

18

100

40
84
107

loa

166'

45
123

103

60
104
106

109%

109ji

114
15

81

114

15^

100
99

• See loot note on preceding pages.
New York and Philadelphia quotations of Brooklyn, Buffalo, Columbus. Indlan-

apoUs, Louisville, New Orl«ans. New York City, Paterson. Rochester and Worcester.
Securities furnished by Qustavus Maas, 26 Broad Street, New York.

(
Continuedfrom page 2og. )

For the nine months ending Dec. 31, during which time par-
tial benefit.s have been derived from the roads operated by mechan-
ical traction, the net earnings of the company have been on a ris-

ing average, and during the last quarter, with the Lexington Avenue
cable road in operation only one-half of the time and over only a
portion of the route, the net earnings applicable to the payment of
dividends have been at the rate of about 6 p. c. Of these net
earnings over 73 p. c. have come from the mileage now operated by
mechanical traction. "That is, with four-fifths of the mileage of
the sj'stem still operated by horses, and therefore undeveloped, the
net earnings of the one-fifth thus far improved have been so large as
to carry the entire investment. '

'

It is stated that the cost of operating the entire system by horses
was formerly 70 p. c. of the gross receipts. The substitution of

mechanical traction upon 20 miles out of 122 miles, reduced the cost

of operation of the entire system to 54.39 p. c. The cost of operating
the Broadwajf road was reduced from 66 p. c. to 38 p. c. by the sub-
stitution of mechanical traction for horses.

The results of operation for the last nine months are as follows :

Gross receipts 15.320,257
Operating expenses 2,714,927

Earnings from operation 12,605,330
Other income from dividends and rentals 242,394

Total income $2,847,724
Fixed charges 1,707,882

Net income 11,139,842
Dividends (5 p. c. per annum) 1,038,738

vSurplus |ioi,io4

The Traction Company has no bonded indebtedness. The total

outstanding bonded indebtedness of the subordinate companies is

^22, 436,000, against which is owned real estate to the value of

i 10,000,000. The franchises of the company are perpetual.

Annual Report of the Massachusetts Railroad
Commissioners.

Part II of the Twent3'-.seventh Annual Report of the Massachu-
setts Railroad Commissioners dealing with street railroads has been
given out and its principal totals are as follows:

ASSETS AND INABILITIES.

1894. 1895.
Capital stock 126,971,275 127,906,685
Funded debt and mortgages 19,188,000 22,915,300
Unfunded debt 1,100,188
Cost of road and equipment 49,815,693 52,529,948

OPERATING STATISTICS.
Gross receipts $11,236,428 113,246,371
Operating expenses 7,729,059 9,088,086

Earnings from operation . . $ 3,507,369 f 4,158,286
Deductions from earnings

Taxes 418,999 488,138
Interest 1,149,587 1,313,891
Rentals 126,115 98,902

Net income | 1,812,668 | 2,257,355
Dividends 1,610,886 1,606,196

vSurplus I 201,782 $ 651,160

Per cent O. E. to total receipts 69.51 68.93
Fatal accidents 29 25
Other accidents 1312 1482

The growth of business in the Commonwealth was almost phe-
nomenal, over 260,000,000 passengers being carried during the past
year as against about 220,500,000 in the previous year—a larger in-

crease than in any two preceding years combined. Nearly one-half
of this increase was made hy the lines of the West End Street Rail-

way Company alone.

Important Consolidation in Brooklyn.

The announcement was made on February 27, that the Atlan-
tic Avenue Railroad Company vnll be leased by the Brooklyn Trac-
tion Company ( owners of its stock ) to the Nassau Electric Railroad
Company for 999 years, the lessee to assume all the fixed charges of

the Atlantic Avenue Company; to expend $500,000 in improving the
sj'stem; and to pay the Brooklyn Traction Company a rental of $150,-
000 during the first year and $180,000 thereafter. It is proposed to

form a new company as a successor to the Brooklyn Traction Com-
pany with a capital stock of $4,500,000. Of this amount the present
preferred stockholders will receive share for share, and the common
stockholders one share of the new stock for each four shares surrend-
ered, provided however that they subscribe at par for $468,000 of the
general mortgage bonds of the Brooklyn, Bath & West End Railroad
Company, now held in the treasury of the Atlantic Avenue Com-
pany. The stockholders of the new company will receive an annual
dividend of 4 p. c. after the first year.
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notice.—These statistics are carefully revised from month to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from ofQclal sources. The
table should toe used in connection vplth our Financial Supplement, "American Street Hallway Investments," which contains the annual operating reports to

the ends of the various flnanclal years.
Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used : Including taxes, d. deflcleDcy. m. months.

Company. Period.

OS

B

a o
SID'S

So
H

AUGDSTA, IHe.
AuKiiata, Ilnllowell &
Gardiner K. K. Co

ALBANY, N. Y.
The Albany Ry

AI.TOONA, PA.
The Altoona A' liOt^an
Valley Elec. Ky. Co..

City Pass. Ky. Co. ol
Altoona

BALiTIiaOBK, MD.
Baltimore Traction
Co

City Sc Suburban Ry.
Co

BATH, ME.
Bath St. Ry. Co

BAY CITV, MICH
Bay City Cons. Ry. Co.

BIDDEFORn, ME.
BIddeford & Saco R K
Co

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
Bingbamton R. R. Co..

BOSTON, MASS.
W«8t End St. Ry. Co. ..

L>ynn Boston R. R.1
Co I

North Shore Traction f

Co J

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Brldseport Traction Co

BROCKTON, MASS.
Brockton St. Ry. Co..

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Brooklyn Elev. R.R. Co

Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co.

Brooklyn, Biith& West
^ndR. R. Co

Brooklyn City &. New-
town R. K. Co

Brooklyn, Queens Co.
& Sub. R. R. Co....

Brooklyn Heights R.R.
Co

Coney Island Ac Brook-
lyn R. R. Co

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Buflalo Ry. Co

CHICAGO, ILL.
Chicago City Ry. Co...

Chicago Generil Ry. Co
Lake St. Elev. Ry. Co .

No. Chicago R. R. Co...

West Chicago R. R. Co

Cliicago & So. Side R.
T. Co

CIIVCIIVNATI, O.
Cinn. Neivport& Cov.

Ky. Co

13 m. June '94

13 " •' '9,5

3 m., Dec. '94

3 " " '95

13 '• " '94

12 " " '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " •' '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " •' '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12" '• '95

12" June '94

12" " '95

12 m. June '94

12 " " '95

13 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

i3m. June '94

12 " " '95

13 m. Jan. '95

12 " " '96

12 m.,Sept.'94
12 " " '95

12 m. Sept. '94

' '95

Dec. '94

'95

" '94

" '95

13 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 " Jan. '95

1 " " '96

1 m., Dec. '94

1 " " '95

12 " " '94

12 " " '95

12 m., Dec.'94
12 " " '95

13 m., Dec. 94
12 " " '95

12 m June '94

13" " 95

12 m., Dec. '94

13 " " '95

13 m.,June '94

12 " '• '96

6 m.. Dec. '94

6 " " '95

12 m., Dec. '91

12 " " '95

3 m., Sept. '94

3 " " '95

94

9 " " '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 '• " '95

12 m., Dec '94.

!2 " " '95

13 m., Dec,
3 m., Dec.
3 " "
13"
12"

12 m., Dec,
13 •'

12 m., Dec.
13"
1 m., Jan.
1

"

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

"8,307

40,530

122,383

132,407
461,918
532.276

73 128
83,392

50.303
56 527

1,012,319

1,179.191

605,123
751.730

16,.300

21,703

83,450
SS,658

24,219
24,287

121,969
123,972

6,823,879

7,746,171

1,338,410

1,381,389
92,183
98,982

286,538
304,353

144.447
298.883
18,775
21,896

18,236
21,939

225,614

273,383

1,730,848
3,ii83,9i7

1,011,258

891,940

111,605
130,928

595,449
598,691

543,413
625.537
348,969
363,162

3,509 016
4,076,117

115 805
134,7t;0

252,546
310.386

1,536.284

1,714,163

4,264,618

4,476,824

82,

131

156,

428,

517.

2,565,

2,7f0,

4,181
4,201

63,

65

497,960
624,034

25,641
24,324

85,240

83,928
298,972
314,319

33,217
41,1.)8

40,303
46,146

623,010
639,707

409,3''3

.546 970

12,862

14,698

52,011
58,517

14,813
12,186

69,581

73,345

4807,083
5633,163

746,304

784,392
64 030
70,024

195,901

206,266

15:,697"

13,4111

".8,172

10.725
1,3,214

144,547
171.576

1041,095
1158,219
615,863
706,900

86,717
79,394

346,285
372,554

427,101
415,2.55

213.351
230,425

2143,567
2682,614

63.260
61.766

163,528
182,429

856,631

877,123

2838,634'

2b07,726

61,334

90,

290,

319,

1.'47,

'311,

2518,

2267,

51

43,

370,606
418,710

12,665
16,196

37.142
48.479
162,94'

207,957

39,911
42.135

10,000
10,381

389,279
639,485

195,760
204,750

3,438

7,005

31,439
30,141

9,406
12,101

52 388
55,628

2 016,796
2,113,008

492,106

596,99'

28,153
28,958
90,637
98,0^7

147,186
5,374

8,724

7,511

7,815
81,067
101,807

9,894'

9.848'

32,579*
31.4.57*

92,592*
88,057*

32,348
33,664*

4, .300

4,051*

359,343'

418,09:

2,.500 938
;^,4oo 8,605

30,000 1,439
30,0C0 141

6,391"

5,m'

30,152"

35,459'

35,064'
746,963'

379,029'

391,681*

75,000

689.754 831,093'

934,718 859,447"

395,395 2a5,ll8
185.040 L03,918

24,838
51,535

39,718*
61,150*

249,164 120,6i3*

226,1-17 127,647"

116,312 169,225'

210,282 .339,068

135,618 167,644*

131,737 169,134

1,365.448 1468,553
1,393,504 2102,061

53,545
72,994
90,018

127,957

679,653
83'',040

1,425,934

1,669,098

17,748

66,

138,

197,

1,218,

1,468,

1,662.

1,934,

12,

22,

137,344

205 324

468,917'

207,878
300,389

465.648

471,251
859,471
902.016

3.771

0,349

14,564
27.022
70,.'in4

119,300

7,663

8,570

5,700
6,330

30,037
126,387

3,016
6.186

22,237
20,169

1291,732

1366,044

113,077

205,316

72,186

d 141339
65,271

;

130.377!

d 117877

dl4,830
09,616

128,532

98,489

d.52,913

d 128786,

d33,026,
d37,3i)6|

dl031C5!
d 706758'

210,736

1218,057
1368,709

752,644
997,629
803,139
1032,^66

Company.

CLEVELAND, O.
Cleveland Elec.
Co

Ky

COLUMBUS. O.
Columbus St. Ry. Co.

DENVER, COL.
Denver Cons. Tramway
Co

DETROIT, MICH.
Ft. Wayne <& Belle
Isle St. Ry. Co.

Citizens' St. Ry. Co..
Rapid Ry. Co

FALL ItlVKK, MAS.S.
Globe St. Ry. Co

FINDLAY. O.
Findlay St. Ry. Co

FITCHBURG, MASS.
Fitch burg & Leomin-
ster St. Ky. Co

GALVESTON. TEX.
Galveston City R. R,
Co

GIRAKDVILLE, PA.
Schuylkill Traction Co

GLENS FALLS, N. Y.
«>lens Fall!«. Sandy Hill& Ft. Edward St. Ky,
Co

GKEAT FALLS, MONT.
Great Falls St. Ry. Co

HAZLETON, PA.
Lehigh Traction Co..

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Holyoke St. Ry. Co

HOUSTON, TEX.
Houston City St. Ry

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Jamestown St. Ky, Co,

JOHNSTOWN, PA.
Johnstown Pass. Ry.To

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan St.Ry.Co

KINGSTON, N. Y.
Kingston City B. K.
Co

LAWRENCE, MASS.
Lowell, Lawrence
Haverhill St. Ky. Co

LEB \NON, PA.
Lebanon & Annville St
Ry. Co

LONG ISL. CITY, N. Y.
Steiiiwny Ry. Co. of
Lon;; I»>Iand City

LORAIN, O.
Lorain St. Ry

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Louisville Ky. ('o

LOWELL, MASS.
Lowell Jk Snburbnn St.
Ky. Co

.nA< ON, GA.
Mni-on Cons. Si. Ky.Co,

MANCIIESTEK, N. II.

Manchester St. Ky. Co

Period. Gross
Receipts.

Operating
Expenses.

Earnings

from

Operation.

Fixed

Charges.

Net

Income.

1 m., June '94

1 " '95

6 " " '94

6 " " '95

148,813
135,063

607,.57:

691,197

101,455

76,870
407,254
457,424

47,357
68,193

200,323
233,773

12 m.,Dec. ,'94

12 " " '95

1 m., Jan '95

1 " '• '96

566,811

629,995
45,645

51,423

269 363
311,.594

24,482
27,040

£97,449
318.401
31,163

24,383

176.648
18'J,.506

i;30,80l

134,895

12 m., Dec. '94

12 ' " '95

753,483
716,03"

415,684
4)1,283

307.798
274,756

244,172" 63,625

6 m., June '95

6 " " '95

5)^ m.,Dec.'95

116,945
386,575
30,356 15,586 14,770 6,875 7,895

12 m.,Sept. '94

12 " " '95

248,106
269,786

147,352
159,090

100.7.54

110,696
75,284
76,479

25,470
34,217

12 m., Dec. '95 29,798 20,308 9,490 7,415 3,(75

12 m.,Sept. '94

12 " " '95

89,260
110,275

61,416
74,103

27,^45
36,172

7,309
7,017

20.636
29,155

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " '• '95

199,13'-
Of ft 971

131,407*

141 080
67,726
75 191

50,000 17,726

13 m.Sept. '94

12 " •' '95

3 m., Dec. '94

3 95

88.288
90 981

22!410
23,99)

.56„564

52 851
14^492
14,155

31,724

38 130

71918
9,839

25,000
29 770*

6,724
8 360

12 m,,June '94

12 •' " '95

43,206
50,173

:«,4i4

33,793
9,792

16,3»0

9,538*
9,579*

2.53

6,801

12 m., Dec. '94

13 •' '• '95

26,431

26,650

24.905*

28 126
1.526

d 1,476

1 m., Dec, '94

1 " '• '95

13 " " '94

13 " " '95

10,067
10,54b
97,202

119.588

50,605
67,979

46,597

51,609 39,297 12,312

13 m., Sept, '94

12 " " '95

75,437
112,547

48,516
69,627

36,881
43,920

3 524*

20,058*
23,356
22,862

12 m., Oct. '95 223,808 149,205 73,603 70,204* 3,399

o oept* y4

3 " " '95

9 " " '94

9 '• " '95

34,461
39,411

68,412
74,093

18.023

19,439

47,621
51,630

16,419
19,972

20,791

22,462

4,929*
6,871*
14 734*
15,989*

11,510
1.3,101

6.057

6,473

12 m. June '94

12 " " '95
80,197
94,926

50,626
52,009

39,571

42,917
19,028

19,844

20,&43
33,073

1 m , Dec. '94

1 " " '95

7 94
7 " " '95

138,,335

110,797
1,058,315

1,088,928

84,916
84,088

644,686
616,201

53,409

.56,709

413,630
472,727

74,500

279,497

d 17,791

193,230

12 m. June '94

12 •' " '95

46 467
5'J,230

39,038
31,404

17,430

18,826

9,398*
9,576*

8,032

9,349

12 m.,Sept.'95
12 '• ' '95

269,740
403,530

205,816
262,935

63,924
1-I0,5y5

73,423*

84,081*
d 8,498
56,514

13 m.,June'94
13 " " '95

39.903
42,963

30,005
27,.534

9,898
15,429

6,341*

8,137*
3,557
7,292

12 m., Dec. '94

12" " '95

315,1.35

304,103

114,127

169,115
101,008
134,988

85,044*
106,834*

15,964

28,154

1 m., Nov. '95

11 95
6,032

74,468
4,829
40,733

1,203

33,735

im., Sept. '94

1 " " '95

9 " " '94

9 " " '95

105,020
1.58,725

875,604
966,698

56,138
66,308

471.747
498,198

48,588
93,416

402,857
468,500

12 m. Sept. '94

12 " '95

377,029
329,817

179,409
199.346

97,620
130,471

66,624'

60,575*
30,995
63,896

12 m., Dec, '95 69,190 44,529 21,661 16,711* 7,951

12 ra ,.] una '94

12 " " '95
81,627
82,923

76,906*

87,594
4,721

d 4,670
3,302 1,419
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Company. Period.

OH 2§

S3
o

MAR.SHAI.LTOWN, lA.
IflarNhalltown I^i^lit,

Power &• K V. Co

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin City U. T. Co. . .

.

MONTGOMERY, ALA.
Montgomery St. Ky.Co

MONTREAL, CAN.
Montreal 8t. Ry. Co....

NEW BEDFORD.MASS
Union St. Ky. Co

NEWBURGH. N. Y.
Newburgb Elec.Ry. Co.

NEWBIJRYPORT,MA!i>S
UaTcrliill & Ametibiiry
St. Ry. Co

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Haven St. iiy. Co

New Haven & Centre-
ville!!*t. Ry. Co

West Shore Ry. Co

NEW LONDON, CONN.
New LoiidonSt. Hy.Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
New Orleans Traction
Co '.

NEWTON, MASS.
Newton & Boston Si.
Ry. Co

Newtonville >fc Water-
town St. Ry. Co

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
Third Ave. K. R. Co. ..

Metropolitan St.Ry.Co.

Manhattan Ry. Co

Second Avenue R.R. Co

I>. D., E. B. &: Bat'y
R. R.Co

18 m
12 "

12 m.
12 "

1 m.
1
"

12"
12"

12 m
12

"

1
"

1
"

i
"

4 "

1 m.
1

"

1 m,
1

"

5 "

5 "

12 m.
12

"

New York &. Harlem
R. R. Co

42d St., Man & St. N.
Ave. R. R. Co

Union Ry. Co.

Westchester Elec. R.R.
Co

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Schuylkill Val.Truc. Co

NO. ABINGTON, MASS.
Rockland Sc Abinglon

St. Ry. Co

NOI^T^AMPT'N, MASS.
Northampton St Ry. Co

NORVVALK, CONN.
Norwalk Tramway Co.

NORWICH, CONN.
Norwich St. Ry. Co.

, Dec. '94
" '95

, Dec '94
'• 95

, Dec, '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

,Sept.'94

Jan. '95

'96

" '95

Dec. '94

" '9)

,N0V.'94
" '95

" '94

" '9

Sept.'94
" 96

12 m.,
12

"

I m.
1

•'

1
"

1
"

Dec. '94
" '95

Dec."94
•' '95

" '94

" '95

12 m
12

••

12 m
12 "

1 m,,
1

•'

12 m.

,Sept '94

" '95

,Sept.'94
" '95

Dec. '94
" 95

.Sept. '94
" '95

12 m.,Sept.'95

13 m.,
12 "

3 m.,
9

••

3 m.
3 •'

12m.
12 "

13 m.
12 ••

Dec.'94
" '95

Dec. '9;

" '95

,Sept,'94
'95

" '94

" '95

, June'94
" '95

, June'94
" '95

3 m., Sept. '95

3 m.
3 '•

6 "

s '•

3 m.
3

•'

3 m.,
3 "

1 m
1

"

Sept. '94

'95

" '94

" '95

Sept. '94

" '95

" '94

" '95

,
Sept. '94

•' '95

" '95

., Dec. '94
" '95

13 m.
13

"

12 m.
12 ••

Sept.'94
' '95

Sept.'94
'• '95

13 m.,Sept. '95

13 m ,Sept.'94
12 •' " '95

38,758
40,757

3 003,679
1,988,803

3.63.H

4,383
35,216
50,645

897,83«

1,102,778
73,910
95,057

316,869
485,457

13,381

16.008

3,59)

5,818
36,388
53,737

98,346
104,853

126,18:3

198,719

2,742

4,909
836
334

49,899
51,759

951,528
1,327,756
100 066
121,373

33,478

32,297

24,190"

24,3U7'

1,044,548
979,485

2,237
1.957

21,724
27,915

638,454
6.52,813

3,142
3,956

17,268
25,360

58,061

65,936

69,517
124,454

7,580

29,150

30,330

620,508
7,52, 1.5S

50,t)58

64,487

25.262
84,685

6,599

2,178,3.36 1.177,344
3,355,154 1,456 782

;,990,079
5,562,651

14,.568

16,450

9.)9.131

1,009,-319

2,426
13,402
22,7S0

269,384
449,966

936,265
2,714,937

2,083,310 1,250,635
2,148,5;i0 1,319,139
7,371,408!4,e«l,329

7,167,493 4,135,757

l,018,lSi

957,463

655,5.58

730,033

197,628

165,855
161,121

337,756
326,773
136,588
130,125
364,974
345,292

28,655
38,512
68,738

3,165
4,120

52,762

67,815

50,090
83,504

43,315

80,069
85,210

794,765
734,915

464,068
532,245

136,712

132,388
133,972
261 020
265,914
67.172
74,570
189,974
198,325

20.588
22,818
43,331

49,769

28,904
46,240

29.858

50,693
53,454

45S

1.862
19,120

87,377

40,284

38,917

56.666
74,265

30.749
21,528

331,020
575,598
49,408
56,836

8,316
7,613

981

1,000,991

1,198,372

1,033,814

3,847,724

8:.i2,675

829,401
3,282,079

3,041,736

2-23,368

233,548

191,490
197,788

60,916

33,467
37,149

76,736
60.859
69,416
61,555

175,000
147,067

8,067
15,694
36,407

13,926
18,056

21,186
37,264

13,467

29,376
31 ,756

7,6.';0

7,500

;38,961*

750,839

55,363'

98,617

37,664*
38,223*

6,423*

7,650*

7,677*
7,108*

809*

341,083*
328,917*

595,560

1,707,883

660,228
766,790

1.960,.56S

2,141,776

131,885*
129,428*

175,894
136,093

10,100

30,717*

30,700
61,405*
61,400*
37,674
32,427

118,165
95,323

6.957
7,438

14,818

5,363'

6,008*

2,375'

3,131'

16,035*
17,400"

6,918
8,950

.220,170

25,M79

214,021
351,349

Company. Period. be*

12,631

10,694

14,826
13,878

539
504

172

659,909
869,454

438,2,54

1,139.843

173 447
63,611

1,321,511

899.960

91,483
93,130

15,596
61,695

.50,816

2,750
d 3,551
15,331

d 541
31,742
29,128
56,835
51,744

1,110
8,266

11,589

8,644
12,048

18,811
34,133

13,341
14,356

OAKLAND, CAL ,

Central Av. Ky.Co .

Co

ORANCiE, N. J.

PATERSON, N. J.,
Patcrson Ry. Co..

PIIILAOELPHIA, PA.,
People's Traction Co'.

Ilestonville M. & F. P.
Ry. Co

Electric Traction Co..

•OUT HURON, MIC I

City Elec. Ry. Co

PoiighkeepMle City &
Wnppinttcr's Falls E.
R. Co

ROCHESTER. N. Y.,
Rochester Ry. Co...

SAGINAW, MICH.,
Union Ky. Co

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
National Ry. Co

SARATOGA, N. Y.,
Union Elec. Ry. Co. of
Saratoga

SCRANTON, PA.,
Scranton Trac. Co.

SEATTLE, WASH..
West St. & No. Em
Klec. Ry. Co

iPRINGFIELD, MASS
Springrfield St. Ky. Co

SYR4CUSE, N. Y.,
Syracuse Cons. St. Ry.
Co

TRENTON, N. .1.

Trenton Pass. Ry. Co.

TORONTO. ONT.,
Toronto St. Ry. Co..

TROY, N. Y.,
Troy City Ry. Co.

UTICA, N. Y.
Utica Belt Line St.RR.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Capital Traction Co

WATERBURY, CONN.,
Waterbury Trac. Co..

WHEELING, W. VA.
Wheeling Ry. Co

WILKESBARRB, PA.,
Wilkes Barre <fe Wy-
oming Val. Trac. Co..

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
Wiliiarasport Pass. Ry.
Co

WORCESTER, MASS..
Worcester Cons. St. Ky.
Co

12 m., Oct. '94

13" " '95
33.668

80,80J

26.781

26,148
5,887
4 660

1,8.52

3 785
4,035
875

12 m., Dec. '94
12" " '95

129,351

125,485

95 821
94,115

33,530
31,370

31,139'

25,140
2,390
6230

12 m., Dec. '94

12 '• " '95
42.502
62,000

42,938*
56,000

d 431
d 4,000

12 m., Dec.'94
13 " " '95

243,931
298,669

1.57,520

174,619
86,401

124,070
88,597
97,264

2,196«

26,806

12 m., JuDe'94
12 " " '95

1,044,159

1,660,676
673,479
829,815

370 6?0

830,861

12 m., Dec.'94
12" '• '95

286,021
533,212

315,768 207.450 97,966 109,485

12 m. June'94
12" " '95

1.900 606
3,151,853

1,120.026

1,241,584

780,580
910,269

12 m., Dec. '94
12" " '95

46,702
52,848

33,585
34,771

14,117
18,076

12 m., Dec. '95 93.557 60,257 33,300

12 m., Dec.'94
12 " ' '95

782,520
863,916

448,304
510,943

334,216
331,973

269,045* 65,171

I m., Dec. '95

12 " '95
9,837

127,617
5,819

68,957
4,008

58 660

12m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95
1,353,136
1,403,957

776,582
831,315

576,554
682,642

337,684
366,587

238,870
216,055

1 m., Sept. '95

9 " " '95
11,5.54

99,578
6,301

:2.703
5,253

46,8T5

12m., June,'94
12 " " '95

1 m., Jan '95

1 " " '96

7 " " '95

7 " " '96

247,768
270,700
19,505
2B,485

157,421

191,016

140,080
143,278
14,197
13,702

95,159
94,676

107,688
128,422
5,308
11,783

62,263
99.339

105,796*
119,868*

1,892

8,664

13 m., Dec. '95 29,737 15,031 14,706

12 m. Sept. '94

12" " '95
373,903
442,006

252,269

377J56
12],fi34

164,850

18,210*

30,637*
103,424
134,213

12 m., Dec.'95 215,805 14.5,934 99,870 93,965» 5,905

12 m.,Dec. '94

12 " " '95
198,681
222.761

1,129

1,771

12 m., Dec.'94
12 95

958.371
992,801

517,708
489,915

440,663
502,883

12 m , Dec.'94
13" " '95

433 596
490,489

212,407
342,775

220,189
247,714

130,474
126,116*

89,705
121.598

2 m., Dec. '94

3
•'" " '95

37,388
41,112

28,953
28,995

8,435
13,117 10,320 1,897

12 m., Dec. '95 1 063.776 634,013 429,754

1 m., Dec. '94

1 " " '95

12 " " '95

16,561

22,789
247,730

11.880

142,073*
10,909

105,657

12 m., Dec '94

13 '• " '95

133,517

150,094

119,378
88,552

14,139
61,542 32,248* 29,294

12 m.,Dec. '94

13" " '95
400,143
451,941

196 824
209,600

203,319
242,341

132,607*
134,215-

80,711
108,187

12 m.,June'94
12 " " '95

64,863
66,845

49,646
.53,459

15,217

14,386
10,256
9,691

4,962
4,695

13 m.,Sept.'94
12 " "

,

'95

3 " " '94

3 " " '95

355,000
420,498
94,782
116,683

284,215
309,787
69,869
83,021

70,785
110,711
24 913
3.3,662

45,479 1

51,778

j

85,306
58,938

,
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THE SYSTEM OF THE ORLEANS RAILROAD COMPANY,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

A few years after the war the Orleans Railroad was built

by a company of French-American gentlemen and operated

as a horse line. Ample returns were made to its owners
until with the equipment by electricity of other lines in

Statue on Canal Street, with the PVeuch residence section

of Dauphine, Burgundy, Dumaine, St. Peter and Ursulines

Streets and with the picturesque French Market on the

Mississippi. The suburban termini are the well known
race track of the Crescent City

Jockey Club at the Fair Grounds,
and the beautiful Bayou St. John
with its old Creole country seats.

Both of these localities, stimulated

by^the benefits of rapid transit, are

being built up with the residences

of the working classes. The City

Park and Metairie Cemetery are

points to which the company is

now seeking access, and due to

their natural and artificial attrac-

tions will be sources of profitable

revenue.

A visitor to New Orleans is

impressed with the dirtiness of

the streets and the rough paving.

New Orleans its traffic was di-

verted and profits reduced. In
February, 1895, its stockhold-
ers finally decided to authorize
the i.ssue of bonds for its recon-
struction and electrical equip-
ment, and some months later

actual work was begun. Despite
the delays caused by an unusu-
ally rainy summer season the
con.struction was completed by
November and the road has
operated without serious delay
or stoppage since.

The surroundings and
methods of management are
perhaps somewhat different from
those of any other road in this

country, and are hence of inter-

est. The stockholders, officers

and even the car operatives are mostly French-Americans
or Creoles, and the road traverses the old French
quarter bounded by Canal, Rampart and Esplanade
Streets. It connects the modern business center, the Clay

FIG. 1.—CANAL STREET DURING PROCESSION OF REX, MARDI GRAS DAY.

Although the general contour of the city is flat, the inter-

sections of the cross streets were luitil recently higher than
the centers of the blocks, and on narrow streets the crown of

the streets was so decided that, in connection with the poor
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paving, wagon traffic was largely confined to the railway

tracks. As a horse line, the Orleans Railroad was universally

nicknamed the
'

' Cream Cheese Line.
'

' Tradition has it

that the French habitants upon bringing their cans of milk
from the Bayou to the Market in the Orleans cars would
find the contents turned to cream cheese upon its arrival.

The natural sentiment of the people is displayed in per-

petuating this little romance by the coloring of the new
cars, which is (Broadway) orange and cream, or " cream

trunk track and three above the other, with one each over
the three center tracks. A combined bracket and span
construction was devised to ensure strength and reliability,

for if all ten wires were supported from a span, the break-

age of one or two spans might disable the entire railway

traffic of the city.

At every cross street, a street railway line either

crosses Canal Street, or swings into a trunk track, or

crosses it to branch into one of the three Traction Com-

MAP SHOWING THE

TRACKS AND FEEDER SYSTEM
OF THE

ORLEANS RAILROAD COMPANY
New Orleans, La,

CANAL ST. /'

/

a. DUMAINE ^'iil

explanation:
Deniite.s prusent location.

J' proposed extt^iisiuii

1' fee'ler systc-m.

cheese " colors. Another touch of romance is in the gray
uniforms of the car operatives signifying a remembrance
of the Lost Cause.

THE streets of New Or-
leans, especially those of

the old town, are peculiar

in that they are either very
narrow, averaging from

twenty-two to twenty-four feet between curbs, or very wide,

in some cases 180 ft. between curbs, with a small park in

in the center of the driveway called the neutral ground
which is sodded over and has two or four rows of trees.

Here the street railway tracks are placed—an ideal location

for an electric railway both for economy of construction

and for speed. Canal Street, the Broadway of New Or-

leans, is 135 ft. wide between curbs and upon its neutral

ground for a distance of about a mile are bviilt five contin-

FIG. 2.—SECTION OF TRACK WITH NINE INCH RAIL AND DEEP BLOCK PAVING

uous tracks into which turns every street railway line of

the city. The three inner tracks are owned and operated

by the New Orleans Traction Company, while the two
outer ones are trunk tracks owned by the Canal & Clai-

borne Railroad Company, and used by the New Orleans &
Carrollton Railroad Company, the Orleans Railroad Com-
pany and the St. Charles Street Railroad Company under
a system of trackage rentals. The difficulties of the con-

struction can be seen from the illustrations, Figs. 3 and 4.

Two of the four trunk lines have a 4 ft. 8 in. gauge,
and two 5 ft. 2 }-2 in. gauge, so that three rails are used.

Each company has its individual trolley wire so that at a

section taken at Clay Statue, there are four wires above one

pany's inner tracks. Many complicated pieces of special
track and overhead work result from these conditions, and
this is perhaps the most difficult mile of work of this kind
in the country. More than fifty special insulated over-
head cros.sings are used within the mile of street over the
the two trunk tracks. All line material is of special de-

sign, and is now in process of erection. Trolley wires
above the same track are eight inches apart. Poles are of

extra heavy piping, thirty-two feet long, weigh 1200 lbs.,

are spaced ninety feet apart and are set in Dyckerhoff ce-

ment concrete.

The paving at Clay Statue consists of imported Bel-

gian blocks laid on a two inch sand cushion, on six inches of

stone concrete, the interstices between blocks being filled

with Assyrian asphalt. This track and overhead construc-
tion was designed and built under the personal direction of

Ford & Bacon, who are engineers not only for the Orleans
Railroad Company, but also for the
Canal & Claiborne Railroad Com-
pany and the New Orleans & Carroll-

ton Railroad Company.
On the narrow streets, special

construction was necessitated in

other directions. In the old town,
Dauphine and Burgundy Streets are
each about twenty-three feet between
curb lines and are paved with rec-

tangular granite blocks. These
were brought down to New Orleans
as ballast and average about 12 ins.

X 18 ins. face X n ins. depth, and
are so heavy as to require two men
Their depth necessitates the use of

9 in. cypress stringers with a nine
inch girder rail. As shown in Fig. 2 in this construction,

the trench is made twenty-five inches deep. Water is

reached in many places at a depth of a foot below
the surface, and the trench has usually to be kept
pumped out. Upon the subsoil, which is a black allu-

vium, is placed a flooring of one inch cypress boards
eight feet eight inches wide and extending the whole
length of the track. Upon this planking is placed four
inches of Rosetta or Bartlett gravel which concretes under
pressure. The flooring and concreted gravel form a suffi-

cient bearing for the ties which, in turn, support the

for lifting each stone,

longitudinal 5 in. X
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stringers and the rail. Ties are 6 ins. X 8 ins. X 8 ft.

spaced twenty inches at centers on joints, and thirty inches

elsewhere. Cypress lumber is used throughout for sub-

surface work, and owing to the moisture in the ground it

117 lbs. for guard rail. Twelve bolt " suspended" joints,

thirty-two inches long are used and all bonding is triple-

lacing secured with channel pins. Abutting ends of rails

are placed in contact, and joints are placed opposite. Tie

is practically indestructible. On other streets, where
cobble, Belgian block and plank paving are encountered,
the longitudinal stringer is omitted, and the trench made
twenty inches deep. As practically all of the road is built

upon paved streets, nine inch girder rail is used through-
out, weighing ninety pounds per yard for straight rail, and

rods are spaced every six feet. Culverts or gutters for

surface drainage are encountered at many cross streets, and
in order not to interfere with the flow , the nine inch girder

rail is cut away so as to leave only five inches vertical depth,
which is reinforced with angle iron riveted to the rails.

All track construction is to the new grades as estab-
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lished by the city engineer, L. W. Brown, for the drainage

system about to be adopted by the city, and consequently

the paving, curbs and culverts on the streets along the

route had to be relaid by the company, entailing a consid-

erable expense, but insuring permanent construction.

[=4

-<

*

FIG. 5.—SPECIAL OVERHEAD FROGS AND CROSSINGS.

All rail material for the Orleans Railroad Company
was furnished by the Johnson Company. The Canal vStreet

rail material, owned by the Canal & Claiborne Railroad

Company, was furnished by Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Com-
pany. The contract for track laying and paving was exe-

cuted by C. E. Loss & Company and C. B. Fisher.

The overhead construction is shown on page 216, the

map indicating the layout of the feeder system. The
greatest variation of pressure at any point on the line is

about fifty volts. The overhead line is divided into six

sections, each fed and controlled separately from the power
station switchboard. The arrangement of section insula-

tors, pole cut-outs and track switches is such that the line

can never be shut down by a fire or break in any one sec-

tion. This precaution is necessary on account of the

narrow streets which become impassable in the event of a

fire.

curves. On the narrow streets, side bracket construction

is employed, the bracket arms being about fourteen feet

long and suspended by a double truss rod. Double insula-

tion is used for all steel pole construction, the bracket

hanger consisting of two insulated bells joined by a double

eye bolt, which affords the necessary flexibility. On ac-

count of the high balconies overhanging the sidewalk, a

special insulator for feed wire is clamped to the bracket

arm as shown. Overhead material was furnished by the

Creagliead Engineering Company which was also contract-

or for its erection. Schminke & Newman furnished the

line material for the Canal Street work, and the special

insulated crossings were manufactured by the H. W. Johns
Manufacturing Company.

iSta^IiSt-^^.^^— The design of cars for this

road was determined by
the conditions encoun-
tered. The narrow streets

with short radius track

curves prescribed narrow cars with short wheel base trucks.

The traffic is not heavy, and the speed is necessarily mod-

FIG. 6.—TRACK LAYOUT ON CANAL STREET AT CLAY STATUE.

Except in the oittlying sections, heavy steel poles are
ased. On account of the nature of the soil, special care
must be exerted in pole setting. Wooden plugs or base
blocks are inserted in the bottom of the pole to give a
bearing, and the pole set in hydraulic cement concrete
seven feet deep for straight line work and eight feet at

FIG. 7.—DAUPHINE STREET WITH SIDE BRACKETS.

erate, so that short, light cars en-

abled the use of single motor equip-

ments, and hence of single trucks.

The important desideratum for

passenger traffic is comfortable

riding, which is secured by the long

spring base truck and the spring

cushion seat. The interior finish of

the cars, on account of the warm
climate is as cool and light as pos-

sible. This effect is secured by the

use of swamp white ash and holly

with natural finish, birch veneer

with plain mouldings, and rattan

seats and backs. Open cars are not

successfully used in New Orleans on
account of the frequency of heavy
showers which arise with but a few
minutes' notice. Closed cars are

made with drop sash in doors and
ends, thus securing for summer use

a current of air through the whole
breadth of the car. To protect the

body framing and corners from the

rather frequent collisions in the

narrow streets, special guard rails

and heavy malleable castings are used. The bumpers are

of white oak, full length of nose piece and faced with

heavy angle iron. The width of car bodies is seven feet

three inches at corner posts, and the length eighteen feet

over corner posts, with four foot platforms.

The arrangement of lights in the car has probably
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been more coiinnented upon by the general pnblic than any
other feature. It was devised by Superintendent Malochee
and consists of three single sixteen candle power lamps in

the monitor ceiling, and three on each side on the window
posts, just below the moulding of the advertising panel, as

shown in Fig. 8. The lamps are spaced evenly with rela-

FIG. 8.—INTERIOR OF CAR, SHOWING LIGHTING.

tion to the length of the car and the sockets are decorated

china receptacles. An excellent diffusion of light is obtained

and passengers seated have the light suitably disposed for

reading. The tenth lamp of the double series is always
lit on the rear platform.

Car bodies and fenders were furnished by the Brill

Company, car seats by the Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing
Company, registers b}' the New Haven Car Register Com-
pany, single G. E. 800 motor equipments by the General
Electric Company, and trucks by the

Baltimore Car Wheel Company.
The carrying capacity of this

line was largely overtaxed during
the recent Mardi Gras season. Fig.

I shows the Orleans cars on Canal
Street during the procession of Rex,
King of the Carnival.

small windows in the parapet walls extend arcjund the

Imilding near the roof line, affording more efficient venti-

lation and light at less co.st than a monitor roof construc-

tion, without the objectionable feature of leakage during

the lieavy driving rains. All sides of the building have
large door and window openings 8 ft. and 10 ft. wide with
casement sashes which swing in, and make the biiilding

practically an open structure. The boiler room is espe-

cially light and roomy, having .seven door openings 8 ft. X
16 ft. and 10 ft. X 16 ft. besides the windows.

The building is divided by a fire wall into a boiler

room and engine room, each 48 ft. X 82 ft. interior di-

mensions. A floor eight feet above the ground level forms

a basement for the engine room. The basement contains

the foundations of the engines and generators, the piping,

separators and condensers, while the engine room proper

contains the engines, generators, switchboard, gauge
boards, air pump cylinders and valve stands for the manip-
ulation of engine and condenser valves.

The building is faced on the three exposed sides and
interior of engine room with pressed brick. The rear wall

is of common brick and can be removed to the rear property

line when extension is required. The wall coping, water
table, sills, etc., are of Memphis limestone, and the door
sills are of New England granite. The boiler room floor is

of Schillinger pavement placed on eight inches of Dycker-
hoff cement concrete, in proportions of one, two and three.

The engine room floor is of heavy mill construction. Steel

trusses and framing support a Fletcher roof on North Caro-

lina pine sheathing.

All foundations for building and machinery are floated.

The necessary batter is given to ensure a substantial bear-

ing, estimated at one square foot to 700 lbs. weight of ma-
chinery or 900 lbs. dead weight of building. In the trencli

is laid a flooring of two transverse layers of three inch cypress

plank .spiked together, upon which is erected the brick

The location of the power plant

is on the Carondelet Canal, a central

point with reference to the require-

ments of the feeder system and con-

venient to the canal, for coal sup-
ply and condensing water. There
is a fourteen foot driveway on each
side of the building with room in

the rear of the lot for the extension
of the building to a capacity fifty

per cent greater than at present.

The design of a power station

should embody ample provision for

light and ventilation. This is es-

pecially necessary in a Southern
climate. Architecturally the build-

ing should preserve a simple power-
ful style obtained by the combi-
nation of large flat surfaces, heavy arches and massive
pilasters. Straight lines should be adhered to and detailed
decoration avoided. The general design of the Orleans
plant lends itself readily to this construction, as shown in

the accompanying illustrations. A flat roof was used ob-
taining the square strong lines, with minimum of waste
^11 and at a less outlay than for a ridge roof. Heavy
pila,sters support the trusses and crane track, with curtain
walls merely sustaining their own weight. Groups of

FIG. 9.—INTERIOR OF ENGINE ROOM.

work laid in DyckerhoiT cement mortar in proportions of

one to one and one to two. The subsoil consists of .black

alluvial muck, containing a number of cypress stumps. The
Gillette-Herzog Company furnished and erected the roof

trusses, and Charles Garvey was the contractor for the
complete building and foundations for machinery.

A six inch artesian well, driven 750 ft. through depos-
its of river sand secures a flow of 150,000 gals, in twenty-
four hours and pumps 345,000 in twenty-four hours. The
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temperature is constant throughout the year at about 70
degs. F. It is of interest to note that cypress stumps were
encountered at a depth greater than 400 ft.

The boiler plant is laid out for 1000 h. p. of Heine
boilers in two batteries, half of which are at present in-

stalled. The setting is in St. Louis pressed brick with all

external exposed steam surfaces thoroughly protected by
asbestos, an air space and brick jacketing. These boilers

were installed under the highest guarantees and have so far

met the requirements of practical service in an admirable
manner.

The stack, flue and breechings are of steel and are de-

signed for the capacity of the present boiler room. The
stack is self supporting, 125 ft. X 5 ft. 6 ins., and is an-

cylinders are lagged with sheet steel enclosing a two inch
layer of mineral wool. The flywheels are extra heavy, the

halves joined together by shrunk links on each side of the

rim. Tripp's metallic packing is used on all rods. Oil is

dripped to one receptacle and to an oil purifier. The en-

gines are symmetrical in design and of extra heavy con-

struction to with.stand the unusual variation of load en-

countered in railway service. They have been subjected

to several complete short circuits, and under all conditions

have proven most satisfactory. An AUis flywheel air pump
and condenser is used with each engine. The water cylin-

der being vertical, the valves are always covered with the
minimum quantity of water to preserve a vacuum. A
throttling governor regulates the amount of steam to the

FIG. 10.—PLAN OF STATION AND FOUNDATIONS.

chored to a concrete foimdatioU 22 ft. )/ 22 ft. X '^ft- An
extension in height will accommodate an additional battery

of boilers when the building is enlarged. The stack is

lined with fire brick to a height of forty feet. The breech-
ings and flue are placed directly over the discharge open-
ings from furnaces, thus avoiding one turn in the travel of

the gases.

The engine plant is designed for 1200 h. p. Allis tandem
compound condensing engines in three units, two of 300
h. p. and one of 600 h. p. The two 300 h. p. units now
installed have cylinders 14 ins. and 26 ins. X 36 ins., and
run at 120 r. p. m. To obtain satisfactory action of dash-

pots and valve gear at this speed, the valves are double
ported and all of the valve rods and gear lightened as

shown in the illustration (Fig. 15). The exhaust valves on
the low pressure cylinder are operated by a separate eccen-
tric in order to permit a wide range of cut-off in the admis-
sion, increasing the capacity of the engine for overload. The

requirement, and the exhaust is discharged into its own
vacuum.

The generator plant is designed for the direct connec-

tion of one 400 k. w. and two 200 k.w. generators to the en-

gines installed. The General Electric multipolar iron clad

type is used. These machines, under severe conditions of

overload, have met .satisfactorily the requirements of the

most rigid specifications. The switchboard is the standard

black enaniel slate board of the General Electric Company.
There are panels for each generator, three double feeder

panels, and blanks for future extension. All meters are

of Weston make, and rheostats of the Carpenter enamel
type. The feeders are led through the wall in a perforated

stone slab, thence through an oak panel and run down
the wall to the switchboard in brass armored interior

conduit.

The pipe fitting consists of the high pressure live

steam system, the condensing and exhaust steam system,
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the feedwater and purifying system, the drip and 1jlow-ofE all the time. In case of an accident to one pipe the other

system, and the water piping system for fire protection. is forced during the .short interval of repair. By this ar-

The high pre.s.sure live steam and feed .systems are en- rangement the .superficial area of expo.sed live .steam sur-

tirely in duplicate to en.sure the reliable operation of the face is reduced thirty percent from the usual duplicate .sys-

illita*iiiiyiliihMi44lliiii!illil»iy

1

Lngine Room.

FIGS. 11 AND 12.—EXTERIOR AND SECTION OF STATION.

plant in case of accident to or leakage of a portion of the

system. A novel system of duplication is used. Ordinar-
ily, in duplicate systems, each pipe line is as large as

would be in.stalled in a single system, and but one pipe is

used at a time, the other standing idle. In this system the

combined area of both pipes equals the area of a single pipe

of the ordinary duplicate system, and both pipes are used

tern, where the leakage of valves in the idle main is always

svifficient to keep it up to the full temperature of its com-

panion. Again, the valves in an idle main usually become
.so tightly .seated that when it is necessary to raise them
quickly it is impossible to start them. These and numer-
ous other practical advantages of the small duplicate sys-

tem are readily apparent, and its cost is but slightly in ex-
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cess of single piping instead of being twice as much. This
dupHcate system was devised and first placed in successful

operation by George H. Davis, now of the firm of Ford &
Bacon.

As shown in Figs. 1 2 and 14, duplicate leaders from each
boiler connect with duplicate headers extending the full

FIG. 13.—THE OLD FRENCH MARKET.

length of the boiler rooni along the party wall. From these,

duplicate leaders drop down and through the party wall to

each engine, converging at a Y into a Webster separator

placed near the throttle valve. Copper bends connecting
mains with engine leaders form the expansion pieces be-

tween engines and boilers. The live steam leads, as

shown, are bent to a radius of over six diameters and cast

fittings are avoided. All steam mains, receivers and sepa-

rators are thoroughly dripped, and live steam drips re-

turned to the boilers by gravity and by drip pimip.

The canal water of New Orleans contains an appreciable

percentage of salt, while the artesian well water flowing over
decayed swamp vegetation is highly charged with carbon-
ates. The Smith-Vaile open air heater in this plant puri-

fies the feed satisfactorily as shown by weekly examina-
tions of the boilers. The water piping is so arranged that

Efficient protection in case of fire is afforded by a com-
plete system of water piping for this purpose, which is

connected to fire hose placed in boiler room, engine room
and on the roof.

All live steam pipes are extra heavy with flange fit-

tings throughout. All valves, flanges and fittings in live

steam pipes greater than two inches diame-
ter are of the Chapman high pressure
standard. All smaller valves are of the
Jenkins globe pattern. Condenser injec-

tion and discharge pipes are of flanged cast

iron with Chapman low pressure valves. A
Spencer damper regulator and a Pittsburgh
alarm water column are placed in a con-

venient location in the engine room. The
pipe covering consists of one inch of as-

bestos upon which is placed one inch of

hair felt.

The entire piping construction was
erected by the Benj. F. Shaw Company,
and is the finest piece of work of this class

in the South. A special description of the
steam fitting of this plant will appear in a
subsequent issue of the Street Railway
Journal.

The station contains a ten ton travel-

ing crane with hand hoist furnished and
erected by the Brown Hoisting Company'.

FIG. 15.—DETAIL OF SPECIAL VALVE GEAR.

FIG. 14.—INTERIOR OF BOILER ROOM, SHOWING DUPLICATE PIPING

either canal or well water can be used for condensing or

feed, or a mixture of both. At present, well water is used
for both purposes, and the feed is drawn from hot wells ad-
joining the condensers at a temperature of about no degs.

F. The open air heater then raises it to above 200 degs.

F. , the carbonic acid gas being liberated and carried by
the current of steam to an exhaust head in the roof.

The interior finish of the plant is neat

and appropriate. In the engine room the

pressed brick is salmon color laid with
in. red mortar joints. The boiler room
walls are painted white with black dado.

The wood sheathing of the ceiling is

natural finish varnished. The trusses,

traveling crane and track are painted a

light straw color. Engines, air pumps and
generators are painted white enamel with
simple gold stripes. The individual gauge
boards are nickel in trefoil form with
nickel stands and Crosby ten inch dial

nickel gauges. The station gaugeboard
is mahogany with Crosby ten inch dial

nickel mounted instruments. Stair rail-

ings are in mahogany. The arc and in-

candescent lighting fixtures, the double

railing surrounding condensers, the relief

valves, indicator connections, lubricators,

etc., are fn nickel finish.

The Orleans power plant with equip-

ment is considered by railway authorities

to be one of the best and most carefully

planned stations in the country, and for its

.size one of the most efficient. Its total cost with complete

equipment is about $100 per horse power.

Plans and specifications for the entire construction and
equipment were prepared by Ford & Bacon, engineers,

under whose superintendence the various contracts were
executed.

The officers of the company are : P. Cougot, presi-
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dent; James Pollock, secretary, and H. J. Maloch^e, super-

intendent. The construction conunittee of the stock-

holders comprises Paul Capdevielle, chairman, and Messrs.

Keen, Cromwell, Limongi and Fitzpatrick.

— I I »
The Manchester Street Railway Company.

One of the most recent electric railways in New En-
gland is that in Manchester, N. H. This city has a popu-
lation of about 48,000, and is an important manufacturing
center of the cotton industry. The Amoskeag Mills, the

largest cotton mills in the world, are located here, as are

also a number of other important mills of the same kind.

The railwaj^ is about eighteen miles in length, and was
equipped last sinnmer. It was originally a narrow gauge
road, and passed into the hands of its present proprietors

about six years ago. When electricity was decided upon,
the managers first decided to retain the narrow gauge,
largely with the idea of using the old rolling stock to a

considerable extent, but also because of ease in track con-

struction. After a careful review of the situation however
a change to standard gauge was determined upon, and it

is needless to say that the step has not been regretted. A
part of the old rolling stock was built over for the new
gauge, as described later.

Of the total length, ten miles are double track. Eight
and a half miles are laid with ninety pound, nine inch

girder rails; six miles with seven inch, seventy pound T
rails; and five miles with fifty-six pound, five and a half

inch T rails, all of the Johnson manufacture. The rails

are laid on chestnut ties spaced two feet between centers.

The ties for the girder rails are 5 ins. X 6 ins. X ^% ft.;

those under the T rails are the same dimensions, but one
inch less in thickness. As the soil is sand no stone ballast

was required.

The joints are made in the nine inch construction with

FIG. 1.—SWITCHBOARD WITH FOUR WATTMETERS-
MANCHESTER

thirty-six inch, twelve bolt plates and in the seven inch con-
struction with thirty-eight inch, eight bolt plates. With
a five inch rail the ordinary guard plate connection is used.

Johnson special work is employed. The rails are double
bonded with Chicago bonds No. 00 copper wire, with sup-
plementary connecting every third joint.

The overhead line uses side poles mainly. For
a distance of about three-quarters of a mile however
there is a handsome line of Morris-Tasker center poles,

each pole weighing 900 lbs. The overhead construction

uses Anderson switches and Medbery appliances.

The rolling stock includes seventy cars, the later ones

FIG. 2.—DOUBLE BRACKET CONSTRUCTION—MANCHESTER.

being of the Eaconia make. All motor cars are equipped
with G. E. motors. Some of the old cars are being used
as trailers. To fit them for the present gauge a new sill was
placed on each side outside of the old sill. With the box
cars this brought the edge of the sill about even with the

belt rail. As the main panel was not disturbed, the lower
panel was made nearly vertical instead of concave. With
the open cars, the difference in appearance is not so notice-

able, the sill appearing as part of the side step. The cost of

such construction was found to amount to about $40 per car.

The company does not own a power station, but pur-

chases current from the local lighting station. The rail-

way generators are of 300 k. w. and 200 k. w. capacity re-

spectively, and were supplied by the General Electric Com-
pany. There are four feeders. The current supplied to

two of these is measured by two wattmeters in series, and
that to the other two by another group of two meters.

The object of two meters in series is to permit one to check
the other.

The price paid for current is 234 cents per watt hour,
making the cost per car average, with eighteen cars in

service, from $2.75 to $3.00 per day. The cars cover from
lie to 125 miles per day each.

The company has recently secured 225 acres in the

neighborhood of the city, where a handsome park will be
located.

The City Electric Railway Company, of Decatur, 111.

,

has recently established a handsome transfer house near
the center of the city where line connections are made.
The house is octagonal in shape and cost about $3000.

The operation of the Eenox Avenue line of the
Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York, was
continued without interference during the heavy snow-
storm of Mar. 1 1 . This was owing partly to the fact that

a sweeper kept the road fairly clear from snow, though at

times the snow was quite deep on the tracks. It is stated
that throughout the storm no electrical trouble of any kind
developed in the conduit.



street Railway Repair Shops. be kept at hand, store rooms must be ample, well arranged

and stocked with all of the many supplies requisite for the

Ninth Pahcr—Repair Shops of the West Oiiea^o Street renewals of the various kinds of equipment. It is under

Railway Companv. such circumstances that the management is taxed to keep
' the repair shops running on the most economical and con-

By W. Frank Carr. servative basis, keeping down that enormous expense
' which radical changes always entail, at the same time

The West Chicago Street Railway Company operates keeping pace with the times. Concentration is the rule

approximately 196 miles of the Yerkes system and prac- here, the management evidently behevnig that thereby the

tically controls besides the West Division Railway, the force of men required is decreased and consequent expense

FIG. 1.—DIAGRAMS OF CAR AND REPilR SHOPS—WEST CHICAGO STREET RAILWAY CO.

Cicero & Proviso sy.stem of forty-five miles, the Ogden

vStreet Railway of fourteen miles and the Chicago & Jeffer-

son Urban Railway of eight miles. Of these roads 34
miles are cable, 215 electric and 14 horse.

It will be seen at a glance that the methods of repairs

and maintenance of the rolling stock of such a road pre-

sent a very interesting study. Machinery and tools must

of both operation and maintenance is materially lessened.

By the changes made from the old system of
'

'
mule'

'

power to the more modern method of propulsion, the

number of car houses required for the proper handling of

the rolling stock has been reduced, the vacated barns be-

ing used simply for storage.

From the fact that many lines are still being operated
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by horses and furthermore that the electric lines have been
in operation scarcely nine months, the system of repairs

and maintenance is not as perfect as the management hopes
to have it eventually. As the changes are perfected and

FIG. 2.— MACHINE SHOP.

electricity substituted throughout, implements now used
for the electrical work will be replaced by others and the
internal arrangement of buildings will be changed to pro-

vide better facilities for the hand-
ling of the new equipment. The
car shops of the West Chicago
Street Railwaj' Company are ex-
clusively employed for the repairs

to car bodies and trucks, renewals
of wheels and axles and machinery
work entailed by such repairs, the
manufacturing and repairing of the

various parts of the grip mechan-
isms, the rewinding of armatures
and fields, rebuilding of commuta-
tors, and the necessary power sta-

tion repairs, such as require ma-
chine work. A very large amount
of work for the construction de-

partments has been turned out
during the past year and a number
of new cars built for various pur-
poses.

The car .shops are located at

Fortieth Street and Madi.son Ave-
nue, extending over three blocks of

territory and comprise four brick
buildings, the loop hou.se, the ma-
chine shop, carpenter shop and the
paint shop.

The loop hou.se onl Madison
Street^is a building 300 ft.'X 330 ft.

for the switching and storing of

cars used on the Madison cable
line, the loops of both the Madison
cable and the Cicero & Proviso
electric line passing through the hou.se. Between the
two loops a large, well lighted and warmed waiting room
is located for the accommodation of patrons desiring to
transfer from one to the other. In the center of the house,
a large pit on the cable loop "offers facilities for inspec-

tion of cables and grips. All rolling stock, new cars

which are to be wired and mounted, or the old, requir-

ing repairs are brought via Madison cable to the loop
house and these by use of transfer tables and switches

hauled to the car shops proper, a

general plan of which is .shown in

Fig. I.

MACHINE SHOP.

The machine .shop is a build-

ing approximately 265 ft. X 72 ft.,

with an L 100 ft. X 35 ft. for the

jiower plant. The main building
contains a blacksmith shop, a ma-
chine .shop and a wood working
sho]).

The power house is divided

into a boiler room 50 ft. X 35 ft-

and engine room 42 ft. X 3° ft.

In the boiler room are four Nation-
al tubular boilers 100 h. p. capacity

each. The engine room is equipped
with an electric light plant of two
dynamos of respectively thirty-five

and twenty-five arc lights run by a
small simple automatic engine and
a 125 h. p. Rus.sell engine for the

operation of the shop machinery.
Rope transmission is used to the

main .shaft in the shops.

Fig. 2 gives a view of a por-

tion of the iron machine shop taken
from the south end. This room is

supplied witli the usual elaborate

-

equipment of iron working tools

neces.sary in the car .shops of any
large s^'stem of a .similar character.

Among the many machines here
emploj'ed are wheel presses, one of which is seen to the

right in the picture, power punch and shears .seen in the

center of foreground, drill presses, iron planers, vertical

FIG. 3.—CARPENTER SHOP.

drills, slotting machines, lathes and car wheel boring ma-
chines.

Machines which are of special service to the black-

smith department as well as the iron machine shop are

placed at the end nearest the former. In the every day
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experience of a shop of this kind many opportunities are

present for the making of simple devices to facihtate the

work. Such a device is exhibited in the center foreground
of the cut standing on a riveting horse. It is simply a

standard of iron through which works a vertical screw used
for the renewing of bushings in troUej^ wheels. It is usu-

ally kept in that portion of the shop devoted to the repairs

and renewal to trolley poles. Another labor saving device

of great value is a suspended iron trolley, patterned after

the traveling trolle}' used in packing houses for the shifting

of beef. This is provided with chain blocks and runs from
the armature room through the wood working room and the

entire length of one side of the machine shop. Arma-

plentifuUy distributed about the building. The illustration

shows the shop full of summer cars going through the us-

ual annual overhauling preparatory for summer service.

From thirty to thirty-five cars can be handled at one time
still allowing switching facilities. Portions of the room
are divided off severally for pattern work, repairs to wagons,
sweepers and plows, repairs to floor mats, gates and head-
lights, etc.

During the past year besides the keeping up of usual
repair work incident to the operation and the equipping of

the new rolling stock, the carpenter shop has turned out
six snow plows and four mail cars of its own design. The
snow plows have sixteen foot bodies, are provided with an

FIG. 4.—SNOW PLOW AND SWEEPER.

FIG. 6.—STOCK ROOM OF PAINT SHOP.

tures requiring turning down of commutators are by the
use of this contrivance easily carried to any one of the many
lathes. The rapidity with which work can be turned out
is illustrated b}^ a job completed in latter part of last year.
Beginning Nov. 23, there were turned out of this shop
fifty-seven grips made in their entirety and many more re-

paired, all in twenty-eight days. This time might have
been shortened but for the utilization of many of the old
castings.

CARPENTER SHOP.

The carpenter .shop is a building 122 ft. X 33° ft.,

provided with transfer tables for the shifting of cars, and
pit facilities for the inspection of operating mechani.sm,
mounting of motors and the like. An interior view of the
north end of this building is given in Fig. 3. A particular
feature of this shop is the arrangement of windows so as
to afford a great abundance of light. Trolley wires are
strung over the tracks and arc and incandescent lights are

FIG. 7.—" HURRY-UP" WAGON.

FIG. 5.—MAIL CAR.

equipment of two G. E. 800 motors both operated by one
controller placed in the center of the body. Resistance

boxes and lightning arresters are placed high and dry close

to the roof of the car. They have been thoroughly tested

during the past season and have proved entirely satisfac-

tory to the company.
Fig. 4, shows .snow plow No. 38 and with it a Brill sweeper

which is equipped with two G. E. 800 motors for car pro-

pulsion and one G. E. 800 motor in the body of the car for

the manipulation of the sweepers.

The mail car, a view of which is given in Fig. 5, is

both convenient and economical in design and is an orna-

ment to the system. The bodies are twenty-three feet over

all, about thirteen feet of which is devoted to the service of

Uncle Sam, the balance for the use of the general public.

By dispensing with the platform and the utilization of

the space for mail purposes a well lighted and roomy apart-

ment is obtained. Three of these cars were turned out fo:

the Government in thirty days.
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PAINT SHOP.

The most northerly building of the car shops is the

paint shop which in style of architecture is similar to that

of the carpenter shop and, being isolated, every oppor-

tunity is offered for the obtaining of good light which is

especially desirable in such a place. The style of lettering

and finishing is a standard on all cars of the West
Chicago Street Railway. The standard colors are a tinted

white for body and lemon for the convex of the body and
the dash.

Especial pride is taken in the stock room of the paint

shop which good judges place in the front rank among such
in the country. About $3000 worth of the best qualities of

paint and varnish are carried in stock at all times. A gen-

eral view is given in Fig. 7, though a larger part of the

paint stock in the shelved portion of room is not included.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE.

As stated in an early part of this article, the car .shops

are exclusively for the repairs to car bodies, renewals of

trucks and, in general, the manufacture of new parts of the

equipments. The cars after being thoroughly equipped
and prepared for operation are sent to the stations of the

.separate divisions and placed under the care and charge of

division superintendents. Each station has a force of men
for the general overhauling, the renewing and repairing of

such parts of the equipment as the daily inspection shows
to be required.

Pit facilities of each station are proportioned to the
number of cars in daily use and are well lighted by incan-

descent lamps placed in the niches of the wall of the pit

and heated by steam. All the necessary small tools such as

wrenches, hammers, screw drivers, pliers, etc., are pro-

vided, also a small forge and drill with each station.

The iisual force of a station for the in.spection of the
rolling stock consists of a day and night gang of three men
each, one of whom, acting as foreman, is suppo.sed to be
thoroughly posted in the details of the equipment both elec-

tric and mechanical. At night a careful examination is

made of the condition of wiring of cars and equipment of

brushholders and bru.shes and of the controllers. New car-

bons are put in every night, grea.se cups are filled, bearings
oiled, loose bolts tightened and trolley poles exchanged
where necessary. The day force adjusts brake .shoes, rods
and chains, renewing them when neces-sary, overhauls
trolley poles, replaces worn out bearings with new, and
attends to all general repairing required in the electrical

equipment. Extra cars at each station afford a rotation in

their use thus allowing a thorough inspection and over-
hauling of the entire car and equipment at regular inter-

vals.

Although the company's experience is limited to the
severe seasons of the year, in face of the hard usage given
the equipments this past winter, it is highly compliment-
ary to the management that the operation and in.spection of

cars and motors is .so well .systematized that burned out
motors are practically unknown.

All the work in the armature room thus far is done by
two men. On account of the light work the armature
room of the car shops, though well equipped with forms
for winding fields and armature coils, a large bake oven
and other facilities desirable for the overhauling and repair-

ing of electric equipment, has not yet developed into a very
large factor.

A not unimportant factor in the operation and main-
tenance of a cable and electric system is the wreck, or
"hurry-up" wagon. This wagon is a product of the .shops,

is designed to carry the wrecking tools for removing ob-
.structions on the tracks and is equipped with the necessary
outfit for handling the wires of the overhead construction.
A force of two men, a teamster and a lineman, on a day
and night shift attend to all trouble calls. Wrecked cars
are pulled off to one .side and trolley wire breaks or other
damage done to the overhead construction are temporarily
repaired by the '

' trouble '

' men and permanent repairs
follow later by the repair or construction gang.

A Study of the Causes Which Lead to Breakage
of Gears and Pinions.

By Charle,s F. Uebelackek,

First Paper.— Theoretical Considerations.

Tlie adoption of the single redtiction type of street car

motor seems to-day iiniversal. The gearless motor has
dropped almost as completely out of sight as its predecessor,

the hydraulic gear. Our past four years' experience seems
to point to the single train of spur gears, connecting arma-
ture and axle, as the mo.st .sati.sfactory device for combin-
ing in the same machine the desiraljle points of reliability,

light weight and low cost.

This apparently neces.sary train of gears is undoubt-
edly the cause of .some loss of power. The amount of this

loss is, however, so small that we can well afford to stand it

in view of the present low cost of motors. This item of

power loss is far exceeded by the cost of renewals of gear-

ing, even now, when scarcely a motor is on the road that

is not provided with ample facilities for the constant and
thorough lubrication of the gears. Figures in the writer's

possession would indicate tliat about seven per cent of

the total cost of maintenance of rolling stock should be
charged up to repairs and renewal of gearing. Seven per
cent does not look like a large item, but it mounts up to a

very snug sum by the time a year has rolled by, and any
reduction that can be made in it by careful selection of

material and care in running will well repay the trouble

and time spent.

The conditions under which gearing is used in street

railway service are particularly severe. The speed is, at

its maximum, quite high, frequently 1400 ft. per minute,
with a pressure of 125 lbs. per square inch or thereabouts

between each pair of interlocking teeth. More or less

grit from the flying dust of the streets is continually work-
ing into the gear pans and occasions a grinding action which
wears away the gear very rapidly as compared with service

in a less exposed locality. Again, when the speed of the

motors is low, as in starting or running up grade, the gear
must transmit its maximum hor.se power at a comparatively
slow circumferential speed. Take for instance a car and
load weighing fourteen tons on a five per cent grade. The

33
two gears must each transmit 840 X~2Y~ 1320 lbs. torque

at a speed of say 560 ft. per minute. Even this moderate
grade gives a strain well up towards the limit for cast iron

gears of 5 in. face and 3 diam. pitch ( the ordinary dimen-
sions). 1320 lbs. would give us an ultimate fibre .strain of

about 2300 lbs. per square inch with a new tooth, and on a

tooth worn down nearly to the limit, nearly three times

this amount, or about 7000 lbs. per square inch. Wilfred
Lewis estimates the safe working strain for cast iron gears

at this speed ( 600 ft. per minute) to be 4000 lbs.

!

All this is legitimate strain to be encountered on al-

most any road any day and many times a daj'. There are

several ways in which the gearing is liable to encounter the

undue .strains. Ordinarj- practice permits an axle very

perceptibly sprung to remain in service. This gives a

double addition to the strain. There is a change in the

distance between centers of gear and pinion and a move-
ment out of parallel of the shafts supporting them as well.

The conditions result from the wear of armature and axle

bearings. The ordinary allowed wear of ^ in. in axle and

^T- in. in armature bearings will permit the two shafts to

assume an angle of 0° 18' with each other, amply sufficient

to bring the whole strain on one end of the gear teeth in-

stead of distributing it along their entire length.

In addition to the above abnormal strains, we have
still another, the most severe of all, namely, reversing the

motors with the car in rapid motion. Just what this strain

can amount to it would be difficult to estimate. It is lim-

ited only by the adhesion of the wheels to the rails and
under the conditions ordinarily obtaining when a car is

reversed at full speed, sand is applied freely to one rail.

Twenty per cent adhesion on a dry rail without sand is a
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fair figure. The application of sand will fully double this

figure. If, then, we again suppose a car and load to weigh
fourteen tons, one rail to be dry and the other sanded, we

get 4200 X —'^-= 6600 lbs. strain on the teeth of each gear!
21

Is it any wonder that something gives way under a strain

of this magnitude ? 6600 lbs. on the gear means an ulti-

mate fibre strain of 16,000 lbs. per square inch on a new pinion

and 1 2,000 lbs. per square inch on a new gear, while, as stated

before, the reduction of thickness in the teeth by wear
will raise this ultimate fibre strain to fully three times the

amounts named.
It becomes evident in view of the considerations enum-

erated above that the ideal material for gearing should

combine the qualities of hardness and toughness. It should

stand 60,000 lbs. per square inch tension and should show a

good percentage of elongation before breaking. At the

same time it should be a metal which pours freely and
castings from it should be regular and sound. Under the

tool it must cut perhaps not freely, but without special diffi-

culty.

A gear must be of high grade workmanship if it is to

give good service. Every irregularity in the cutting means
additional wear. A maximum variation of 0.002 in. is

readily attainable with milling machines and several mak-
ers produce gears whose teeth fall well within this limit.

To avoid undue expense in replacing gears careful

consideration must be given to the location of the bolts,

size of the bore and keyway. Here again (in bore and
keyway ) a variation of 0.002 in. gives the manufacturer
ample allowance.

Determination of the qualities of a gear are difficult.

It must be by the practical service test that it is finally

judged. But as a method of determining the value of a

new article the practical ser\'ice test is open to many objec-

tions. How many roads can tell accurately the number of

miles made by any equipment in a given time ? Yet to make
a comparison of results this is absolutel}' necessary. Again
the conditions of service are never absolutely the same on
two different equipments or, for the matter of that, on the

two ends of the same equipment. The time which must
elapse before results can be reached is another argument
again.st the .service test. It is iiozi' that we want to know
the value of an article offered us, not .six or eight months
hence when the conditions of the market are entirely al-

tered. It would seem, then, that service tests are mainly

of value when made on a large scale and lasting over con-

siderable time, and that we should have some simple way
of predicting their comparative results. This is true not of

gears only, but of all wearing parts.

That a gear should be sufficiently strong to .stand tlie

maximinn strain to which it will be subjected is the first

and greatest essential. To get at the amount of this strain

,

let us assume as before the maximum of 6600 lbs. to be

transmitted. Just here, for curiosity, let us estimate the

space in which a car and load weighing 14 tons and running
say 18 miles per hour would be brought to rest by retard-

ing force assumed. "Qy substituting in the equation

W V2
S= 2 1 when

64.4 f

S = the distance ( in feet

)

V= " velocity (in feet per second ) =26.4
F = " retarding force at circumference of the wheels=

8400
W= " weight of load= 28,000 lbs.

We get S = 36 feet (nearly ).

In addition, we should allow the motornian at least a

second to go through the operation of reversing and apply-

ing sand. In this time the car would traverse about
twenty-six feet more or the stop would be made in a total

distance of sixty-two feet. Or, in other words, in a.ssum-

ing a strain of 6600 lbs. per gear we are allowing for a pos-

sible stop under conditions of high speed and heavy load in

sixty-two feet without failure of the gearing. Now follow

the strain down in detail to the consequent necessary di-_

men,sions of the gear tooth or, rather, to the necessary
strength of the material with the dimen.sions of teeth which
practice has made universal.

The ordinary gear has an involute tooth of 3 diam.
pitch, an angle of obliquity of 14^^° or 15° according to

the make of the cutter u.sed in milling the teeth. We have
four conditions to meet, namely, hew gear against new
pinion, new gear against old pinion, old gear against new
pinion, and old gear again.st old pinion. In the first case

we have simplj- to take the theoretical dimensions and from
them figure the strains.

Fig. I represents a tooth. In the ca.se of the new
gear and pinion the pinion tooth would be the weaker, of

course. The following are usual dimensions:

14 Tooth New Pinion,

a = .250 in.

b= .523
"

f = .500
"

e = .594
"

New Gear,
a = .271 in.

b = .523
"

f = -541
"

e = .672
"

These dimensions are measured from the tooth and, of

course, will not correspond exactly with those deduced the-

oretically. They represent quite accurately however the

actual dimensions. It .should

FIG -DIAGRAM
TOOTH.

GEAR

be stated before going
further that the dimension c

is not the sum of the radial

lengths of the addendum and
dedendum but the distance

from the top of the tooth to

its weakest point. In view
of the irregularities which ex-

ist in the cutting it would not

be safe to assume the strain

on a new gear and pinion as

applied otherwise than at the

extreme end of one tooth. A few days wear will undoubt-
edly bring them down to better contact .so that an assump-
tion on a worn gear and pinion of one-half the total strain

at the end of the tooth would be sufficient.

The lack of parallelism of the two shafts, again, will in-

crea.se the strain. In a five inch face gear the allowable

wear before assumed would indicate that a gear and pin-

ion in contact at one end might be 0.023 in. apart at the

other. Such an extreme case would not be possible in a

new gear, as the back lash is not that much. Moreover, as

the gear wears, the tooth wears off at one end more than

the other, thus adapting itself to take the strain over its

entire face. Then, too, there is a certain amount of spring

in the teeth, especially if the gearing be steel, bronze, or

malleable iron, and this permits the strain to distribute it-

.self over more of the face.

Practical results, as might be expected from these con-

siderations, show that cast iron gears or hardened steel pin-

ions are very apt to break off the corners of teeth, while

soft steel never fails in this way. Assuming then, that the

pressure is applied along the entire top of one tooth and
substituting in the equation

P=— y where
I

P = stress per square ir»ch in the ultimate fibre.

M= breaking moment in inch-pounds.

I = moment of inertia of the cross section,

y = distance from the neutral axis to the ultimate

fibre.

We get for the new gear

p= lil5i y 270 = 19,957 lbs. per sq. in.

.06

and for the new pinion

P= 3920 y = 20,851 lbs. per sq. in.

.047

Obviously it is more good luck than good manage-
ment if we induce ca.st iron to withstand such strains as

those. They are far beyond what we can expect of it.

( To be continued. )
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Power Distribution for Electric Railroads.

By Louis Bell, Ph. D.

///. Tlic Return Circuit.

The outgoing circuit of an electric railway has just

been discussed in its more general relations. Before invest-

igating the proportioning of the working conductors it is

necessary to look into the return circuit. Up to this point

it has been assumed that this is similar to the outgoing
system as it is in the case of motor systems in general.

In nearly all electric railway practice it has been the

custom to employ the rails and earth as the return circuit,

since the former are good conductors and necessarily in

contact with the car wheels, and the latter is as nece.s.sarily

in contact with the rails.

In a few cases two running contacts are employed as

in the double trolley system, some recent elevated roads,

and the like, but in most instances the total circuit of any
railroad consi.sts of the outgoing s)'stem of_copper_conduc-

2,(100,000

1,500,000

500,000

" 50 75 100

rounds per Yard s^.^i R^Uvay .Touronl

FIG. 17.—DIAGRAM SHOWING RELATION BETWEEN WEIGHT
OF RAIL AND EQUIVALENT COPPER.

tors and a return circuit con.sisting of the rails and their

environment.
Now the conductivity of an iron or steel rail is com-

puted with tolerable ease, but the rest of this heterogeneous
system is most uncertain. It consists of bond copper,
tarnished surfaces, iron rust, rock, dirt, dirty water, mud,
wet wood and promiscuous filth near the surface, and deeper
down all sorts of earthy material, and in cities \'arious sorts

of pipes for gas, water, etc.

In the early days of electric railroading the resistance
of this strange assortment was assumed to be zero on the
theory that the earth was the conductor concerned and was
practically of infinite cross section. This was shockingly
far from the truth and although data are rather scarce, we
may properly take up the return circuit piecemeal and see
what the actual state of things may be.

First as to the rails. Iron when tolerably pure is a
very fair conductor. Weight for weight it is, comparing
the commercial metals, just about one-sixth as good a con-
ductor as copper. Now a copper wire weighing one pound
per yard has an area of about 110,000 c. m.; hence an iron

bar weighing one pound per yard is equivalent to nearly
20,000 c. m. of copper, a wire between No. 7 and No. 8 B
& S gauge. This enables us at once to get the equivalent
conductivity of any rail neglecting the joints. The result is

somewhat startling, for since ordinary rail runs sixty
pounds per yard or more, the conductivity of a pair of such
rails is equivalent to about 2,400,000 c. m. of copper, in

most cases nearly ten times the cross section of the out-
going circuit.

The resistance of a copper wire of 20,000 c. m. is

roughly half an ohm per thou.sand feet. Hence the resist-

ance of any single rail in ohms is, per tliou.sand feet

R = where W is the weight

per yard. Or since two rails form the track

That is, if the rail used weighs sixty pounds per yard the

track resistance is
if
ohm per thousand feet. For con-

venience the relation between weight of rail and equivalent

copper is plotted in Fig. 17.

These relations enal)le one to figure the drop in the

track, neglecting Joints, by the formulae already given.

For this purpose the distance in the formula .should be, of

course, the actual length of track, not the double length as

when a return circuit of copper is figured. Thus one
would separate the outgoing and return circuits and com-
pute the drop in them separately. For .simplicity it is

however desirable to make allowance if possible for tlie

return circuit, incorporating it in the constant of the form-

ula so as to make but a single calculation.

FIG. 18.

FIG. 19.

FIG. 20.

FIG. 21.

The figures just given emphasize with tremendous force

the need of thorough bonding of the track in order to take
advantage of its immense conductivity. In the early elec-

tric railways this was terribly neglected, the bond wires

sometimes being as small as No. 6 and even of galvanized
iron. Bonding is of very various character. Its most
rudimentary form is shown in Fig. 18. In this case the

bonds merely united the ends of adjacent rails, each line of

rails being bonded separately. The improvement of Fig.

19 is quite obvious, for in Fig. 18 a single break compelled
one rail to carry the return load. The cross bonding of

Fig. 19 adds somewhat to the weight of copper required,

but ties the rails together so that no single break can be
serious and nothing save a break from both rails 011 the

same side of the same joint can really interrupt the circuit.

A very large amount of track has been so bonded, al-

though at present the usual construction is shown in Fig.

20. The supplementary wire effectively prevents '

' dead
rails." In modern practice the bond wires are often as

heavy as No. 0000, and are generally tinned to prevent

corrosion. All joints in the wire are soldered and the rail

contacts made as perfect as possible. It is perfectly clear

that the supplementary wire is of little value as a con-

ductor compared with the rails, but it is of service in miti-

gating the effects of bad joints. In a few cases this supple-

mentary wire is reinforced by a heavy copper conductor laid

alongside the track and connected at intervals to the sup-

plementary wire as shown in Fig. 21. If the joints made
by the bonds and rail are very bad this extra copper may
be of service, but good joints render it quite unnecessary.

The value of the rails as conductors is so great that every

effort should be made to utilize them to the fullest pos.sible

extent.

The seriousness of the joint question may be seen by
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a moment's reflection upon the data already given. There
are about thirty joints per thousand feet of rail. This
means sixty contacts per thousand feet between rail and
bond, in addition to the resistance of the bond wire itself.

Now, the resistance of a sixty pound rail per thousand feet

is, as we have seen, only ohm, in decimals 0.0083. If

there should be even one-ten-thousandtli of an ohm resist-

ance in each joint between bond and rail, the total resistance

would rise to 0.0143 ohm per thousand feet. Add to this, the

actual resistance of, say, sixty feet of bonding wire No. o,

and the total foots up to 0.0203 ohm, more than doubling
the original resistance. If the joints were here and there

quite imperfect, as generally happens, the true rail resist-

ance might easily be increased far more.
One would be thought lacking in common sense who

needlessly doubled the resistance of an overhead circuit,

but in the rail circuit far more atrocious blunders are only

too common. A few years ago it was frequent enough to

find bond wire simply driven through a hole in the web of

the rail and headed on the outside. Fortunately, the need
of care here is now better realized and in the last few years

the name of the rail bond is legion. Most of the contacts

are modified rivets, not infrequently supplied with some
sort of wedging device to ensure a tight contact. They
are, most of them, good enough if properly applied, but a

careless workman can easily destroy the usefulness of even
the best bonds. A few of the many varieties in use at the

present time were illustrated in the Street Railway
Journal for March, page 188. The bond contact proper
is generally quite separate from the bond wire and is often

given a greater cross section than the latter, to ensure an
ample contact with the rail.

As to the real resistance of a bonding contact, experi-

ments, as might be expected, vary enormously. The re-

sistance of the bonding wire is, of course, determinate, but
that of the contact is most irregular, varying with every
kind and size of bond and with the thoroughness with
which the mechanical work is done. No part of electric

railway construction deserves more careful attention. Cull-

ing half a dozen values of contact resistance from various

experiments we get the following table:

Single bond contact.

R = .0008 ohm.
" = .00045
" = .000005
" = .00028
" = .0001
" = .00006

As nearly as may be judged, the resistance of a single

contact, carefully made, can be counted on to be consider-

ably less than .001 ohm. With bond plugs of large surface

well set, it would seem safe to count upon a resistance not

exceeding .0002 ohm. per contact.

The bonding wires should be as short as can be con-

veniently handled. If the work is properly prepared for,

there is no good reason to have more than a foot of wire in

the bonding connection, although more is frequently u.sed.

As to size, there is little reason for using anything smaller

than No. 000 or No. 0000. With about a foot of No. 0000
at each joint, and thorough contacts carefully made, the

resistance of bonds ought to foot up about as follows per
thousand feet.

66 bond contacts= .0132

33 ft. 0000 wire = .00165

Total 0.0148 ohm.

This is a little less than double the resistance of a thousand
feet of sixty pound rail and corresponds well with actual

tests of well bonded track. It is quite near the truth to

assume that under average circumstances of good construc-

tion the bond wire and contact resistance will aggregate
about twice the resistance of the rails themselves.

As regards the earth there is great misconception both
as to its conducting power and the part it takes in modify-
ing the rail and bond resistance which we have just been
considering. Outside of the metals there are no sub-

stances that have even fair conducting properties. That
is, all other so-called conductors are very bad compared even
with a relatively poor conductor like iron. For example,
carbon in the form of graphite or gas cake, usually consid-

ered a very fair conductor, yet has several hundred times

the resistance of iron, while nitric acid and dilute sulphuric

acid, the best conductors among electrolytes, have many
thousand times the resistance of iron. The acid last men-
tioned has a specific resistance of about 0.4 ohm. for a

cubic centimeter, while the resistance of a cubic centimeter
of iron is only 0.00001 ohm. Water, even when dirty as it

is found in the streets, would show a specific resistance of

1000 ohms or more. Earth, rock and other miscellaneous
components of the ground are even worse, so that it is at

once fairly evident that it would take an enormous con-

ducting mass even of water to approximate the conductiv-

ity of a line of rails.

Even in theory the mass of earth really available for

conducting purposes is somewhat limited, for if a current

be passed between two earth plates, the current density de-

creases very rapidly as the lines of flow depart from the

direct 'path between the plates. It has long ago been
shown too, that when such a current is established be-

tween, let us say, a pair of metallic balls sunk in the earth,

the resistance of the circuit does not vary much with the

distance apart of the terminals, but depends greatly on the

surface of the ground connections. Numerous experiments
too have shown that the earth is so heterogeneous, so

broken up into strata of varying conductivity, that the

current flow takes place mainly along special lines, the

general mass playing very little part in the action. If, for

example, a ledge of rock is in the line between earth plates,

save for possible crevices filled with water, it is practically

a non-conductor.

At various times and places the value of a true earth

return for railway and similar work has been thoroughly
tried and has uniformly been foiind to be practically ml.

In two cases the ground plates were sunk in considerable

rivers which formed return circuits for lines in each case

about four miles in length. The ground plates themselves

were of ample area, in one experiment, several hundred
square feet, and gave every opportunity for good contact

with the water. The applied voltage in each set of ex-

periments was 500 to 550. The resulting currents were
insignificant and the resistance of the earth return proved
in one case to be about 85 ohms, in the other but a few
ohms less.

In another more recent experiment the terminal sta-

tions were about 3000 ft. apart. An attempt had been made
to use an earth return for a motor circuit, with the usual

result, and the failure led to investigation. The experi-

ment was arranged as in Fig. 22. At A and B were care-

fully arranged ground plates in duplicate. One of each

pair was sunk in a well, the other imbedded in a mass of

iron filings in damp earth. At i, 2, 3, 4, 5, stations 500
ft. apart, grounds were made by driving large iron bars

deep into the earth. The voltages employed were vari-

ously from 60 to 150 volts direct current and alternating

current from a small induction coil. The results were
nearly coincident in all the sets of experiments and showed
the following curious state of affairs:

Stations. Res. ohms.

A . : B 92.4 Ground plates alone.

A . . B 121.o Well plates alone.

A . . B 66.8 Well and ground plates both.

A . . I 201.6

A . . 2 374.0
A . . 3 92.

A . . 4 506.3
A . . ,s 180.0

The resistance is evidently not a function of the distance

nor of anything else that is at all obvious. The only

feature that is what might be expected, is the tolerably

regular effect of putting both sets of earth plates in parallel

as exhibited in the first three lines of the table. The re-

sistances at the intermediate stations show how hopeless

it is to predicate anything of earth resistance except that
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it is too higli to be of any practical use save for trivial

currents such as are employed in telegraphy.

These experiments are in keeping with many others,

all tending to show that unless on a very small scale the

earth is nearly useless as an electrical conductor. As a

conductor in parallel with a pair of heavy and well bonded

rails, the earth is hardly to be .seriously considered at all.

Imagine the stations A and B, Fig. 22, to be

connected by a track consisting of a pair of sixty

pound rails thoroughly connected and put in

parallel with the circuit via the earth connec-'
^

tious. At be.st this has a resistance of 66.8

ohms while that of the track should be at worst

only a few tenths of an ohm. Following the

ordinary law of derived circuits, it is clear that the

current returning via the earth is only a minute

fraction of one per cent of the whole. If the

track could be continuously in good contact with

the earth throughout its length somewhat more cur-

rent might be coaxed into the earth return b>' taking ad-

vantage of all the fairly conducting streaks and strata. But

in practice, track is so laid that it is not in good electrical

contact with the earth as a whole. Fig. 23 shows in sec-

tion a type of track construction which has been very

widely used. The rail is laid upon a longitudinal stringer

timber to which it is spiked firmly. The stringer is .secured

to the cross ties by angle irons. The ties are well tamped

with clean sharp gravel which is packed around them and

the stringer, and forms a foundation for paving of block

Thus it is that while ground plates along the track

according to early usage are insignificant in modifying the

conductivity of the return circuit, there may be, if the

rails are poorly connected, very perceptible flux of cur-

rent from the track to, for instance, a water main running

parallel to it and but a few feet away. Fig. 25 .shows this

state of things. Let A B be the track and C D a water

CONCRETE

FIG. 22.

granite set closely in upon the rail. Here the material in

contact with the rail and surrounding it for some space is

verj' badly conducting except when the track is flooded.

Fig. 24 shows another track construction, which would

appear to give even worse conduction between rail and

earth than Fig. 23. The rails are here supported at each

tie by cast iron chairs, without an intermediate stringer,

and the ties are set in concrete, while rail and chair are

surrounded by coarse gravel on which the paving is laid.

In no modern track is the rail in contact with better con-

ductors than hard wood, gravel or stone. Consequently

FIG. 23.

there is very little tendency for current to be shunted from

rails to earth, unless the former are very badly bonded,

for the paths in derivation are bad and there is little differ-

ence of potential between any two points of the track to

impel branch currents of any kind. Of course, if one at-

tempted to use the two rails as outgoing and return leads,

the condition is wholly changed, for the full difference of

potential then would exist between two neighboring rails

and there would be a very large amount of leakage. In

fact, if there is any considerable difference of potential be-

tween the rails or between them and any other conductor,

there will be a perceptible flow of current, even through as

bad a conductor as damp gravel if the path be not too long.

FIG. 24.

main half a dozen feet below the level of the track. The
resistance between any points of A B and CD is at all

times considerable, owing to the high specific resistance of

the material between them, but the area between A B and

C D in a long stretch of track is .so enormous that if the

fall in potential in A B is not very slight indeed, there will

be a considerable flow of current into and along C D. To
take a concrete example, let A B be twenty rods long, and
suppose C D to be a foot in diameter and six feet distant

from A B. The area of material in totally direct circuit

FIG. 25.

would probably be a strip 100 metres long and not less than
a metre wide. Such a strip would contain a million square
centimetres area and we then have to compute the resist-

ance of a block of bad conductor a million square centi-

metres in section and perhaps averaging 200 cm. long.

This we can regard as built up of a million strips, each one
centimeter square and 200 cm. long connected in parallel.

The total resistance would then be the resistance of one such
strip divided by 1,000,000. In fact the resistances of

these elements would be very various and the currents

would flow in all sorts of irregular lines, but we are deal-

ing here only with the average result. Suppose the ma-
terial has a specific resistance of a thousand ohms per cubic
centimetre, then the resistance of one element would be
200,000 ohms, but the whole mass would have a resistance

of only one-fifth of an ohm; hence if there should be between
track and pipe a difference of potential of ten volts, an
amount sometimes exceeded in real cases, there would be
within the distance considered a flow of fifty amperes be-

tween track and pipe.

As large pipes may weigh several hundred pounds per
yard, it is clear that their conductivity cannot be neglected,

although in mo.st cases it has no noticeable effect on
the resistance of the system. In any case, these extra-

neous metallic conductors cannot properly be counted as a
part of the circuit, except under very unusual conditions,

since flow of current to them is highly objectionable, as

will presently be shown.
To sum up the matter of earth return, properly so

called, the earth, so far from being a body of high con-
ductivity, useful for eking out the carrying power of the

rail return, is, for most useful purposes, to be regarded al-

most as a non-conductor. Its specific resistance is so high
and irregular that it is of no value as part of the return
circuit, while its conducting power in great areas comes
into play only in an unpleasant and troublesome way. For
all long lines of railroad and for many small street railway
systems, the earth may be left entirely out of account, and
in large street railway systems it is generally a source of

anxiety. In the early days of electric railroading quite

the opposite view was often held and roads were constructed
accordingly. In reality the bonding was then so generally
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inefFicient, that perhaps even the earth may have improved
the general conductivity. Experience has shown however
that the view here presented is the correct one, and the

reaHzation of it has done much to improve general prac-

tice. Possibl}' interference with telephone circuits did

much to prolong faith in the earth as a conductor, but the

telephone deals with millionths of amperes, which are quite

insufficient for operating street cars.

Street Railway Rolling Stock.

By W. E. Partridge.

VI.—Car Posts.

Among the most important members of the car frames
are the posts. In fact upon these come the most severe

strains to which any part of the structure is submitted, ex-

cept perhaps the sills. In the box, or closed car, posts are

of two kinds, those for the corners and those between the

windows, or the intermediate posts. The corner posts

should have nearly as great a cross section as any timber
in the car, the reason for this being that they
are submitted to exceedingly severe strains,

they have to receive a large number of bolts

and fastenings and they are, at the same
time, of such a curved .shape as to be essen-

tiall}' weak when cut from straight timber.

The general form of the corner post is seen in

Figs. I and 2, while Figs. 3 and 4 show the

form once common in the horse car. The
accompanying engravings are made from
photographs showing both sides of posts of

different kinds, two views having been made
wherever one side differed from the other.

The curious forms in which posts are

found are the result of several diverse condi-

tions. The first of these is the curved side

of the car. This is, as we have seen in a for-

mer article, a necessity to secure strength
against strains in all directions. At first sight

it would seem that a bent timber would be
more easily worked into the required shape
and present greater .strength, but there is

another condition to be met, namely, that

there must be, in every case, guides for the

.sash of the windows, and iisually for the

blinds as these must move up and down in

nearly straight lines and cannot of themselves
be curved to suit the curvature of the ])ody.

Wide raceways become essential, hence if the

post be cut from a plank or a heavy stick of

timber and sufficient width of raceway secured

to allow the windows and blinds to slide into

position behind the seats, the intermediate or

window posts become little more than plank of considerable

depth set on edge across the car. Although all of them
are cross grained at their lower extremities, yet the depth
of timber becomes so great that breakage of a post is not
common at the point where it is seemingly the weakest.

A few builders looking to the economy of timber have
cut down the sizes of their corner posts reducing them to

mere four inch sticks. The result has been disastrous to

the car. Although very light and pretty in appearance
there was not a sufficient body of wood to obtain the nec-

essary fastenings for the numerous rails, belts, panels and
timbers which must be secured to them.
At the bottom the post must be fastened into the sills

with as great a degree of security as is possible. This is

done by means of the tenon shown in all of the engravings.

A draw pin is usually driven through this, and additional

security is obtained by one of several methods. The first

and mo.st generally adopted method is that of a strap or toe

bolt. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the strap hooks into the
post, the flat of the bolt is fastened by a couple of screws
or l)olts, and the shank takes a nut on the under side of

the sill. This form of construction is almost universal
with the window posts. See Figs. 10, 11, 12, etc,

Another method of construction is employed in some
of the best shops in the country. It is to use a special

malleable iron angle piece to hold the foot of the post to

the sill. It has the additional advantage of increasing the

stiffness of the construction, while at the same time it pre-

vents the post from lifting or moving. Fig. 13 represents

the malleable iron angle used by the Jackson & Sharp
Company. With them it is employed not only on the

foot of the posts, but also to secure the posts to the rails.

In the end of the car there are four or more of these

angles or knees. The Brill Company employs the bracket

shown at the bottom of a post in Figs. 8 and 9. This has
a web crossing the angle which insures great stiffness.

The material used for these pieces is malleable iron, and
they are frequently adapted to use in various portions of

the car where the timbers are likely to experience open
and shutting strains.

The function of the window post is like that of its

larger neighbor, the corner post, a complex one. First and
foremost it mu.st hold the side of the car in shape, prevent-

ing it from coming inward. Its next office is to hold the

FIG. 3. FIG. 4. FIG. 5. FIG. 6. FIG. 7.

rails or belts which pass along the whole side of the car,

and with the posts and ribs complete the frame. It must
also carry the roof and the plate and form guides for the

windows and blinds. Incidentally the posts form a support

for the rear of the seat and the seat back. Theoretically,

they should be thin and deep. They are so perfectly se-

cured against side strains that the latter are rarely if ever

considered in the framing of a closed car.

There are many details of construction which are of

importance, and which contribute to the durability of the

car. For example, in the posts, shown in Figs, ii and 12,

which are tho.se of the Laconia Car Company, a wedge
shaped piece is .seen just at the middle of the post, which
comes just at the bottom of the window and on the top of

the window rail. A portion of the corner of the sash has to be

removed in order to allow it to clo,se entirely. The object

of this is the seemingly trivial one of closing the angle in

such a way that water will not stop at this point, but flow

away. Where the rails come down squarely to the win-

dow belt, without this angle in the finished car, they are

usually cut away so as to prevent the few drops of moisture

finding lodgment at this point. The finish of the upper
end of the window post is very varied. The two extremes
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of practice in fastening the plate to the post are shown in

Figs. 12 and 7. Fig. 12 has a plain tenon, and is fastened

to the plate by the draw pin. This is, perhaps, one of the

commonest forms. The Jackson & vSharp Company cm-
ploys an entirely different method. It uses what is prac-

tically a double tenon (see Figs, i, 2 and 7), and the plate

is not only mortised, but halved upon the post. The
double tenon is also used upon the corner post.

Another neat detail of construction with the posts

of this company will be seen in the method with which
it applies the window rail. The outside strip which pre-

vents the window from falling out is moulded, as usual, on
the post itself. To prevent its being sp\it away in case of

ice or dirt at the window rail, this piece is continued down-
ward a short distance, and the window rail mortised to take

the projection. When the rail is put on to the post it is

wedged upward into place, so that as the rail projects out-

side of the post this portion is protected from slipping.

FIG. 8. FIG. 9. FIG. 10. FIG. T

WINDOW AND CORNER POSTS.

FIG^ 12.

The Brill Company's post, shown in Figs. 8, 9 and
ID, has a single tenon. They halve the plate and letter

board upon the post. The posts shown in Figs 3 and 4
are of the old horse car type, from one of the best makers
in the country. The head of the post is left of full width,
and a carlin is let into it. The head of this post is also

recessed to take the end timber or door head and the upper
end panel. Posts of this construction, even under the
most adverse circumstances, have lasted in perfect condi-

tion for sixteen or twenty years. In tearing down one of

these cars recently, the posts were found as firmly bedded
in the sills, and as solidly connected to the plates and car-

lins, as on the day they were turned out of the shop.
Usually posts of this style had a broad, tapering chamfer
on the inside corner. This extended from the top of the
window to the level of the seat back. It was used to save
weight, the post being amply strong at this point.

The Wason Company uses a construction differing

somewhat from any of those shown. Its plate is prac-

tically composed of three pieces, one upon the top of the
posts with one on each side forming a sort of box, as the
two side pieces are boxed upon the post. It succeeds
with a very light construction in obtaining an imusual de-

gree of strength. See Fig. 14, which is a diagrammatic
view of the general arrangement of the timbers.

As the depth of the posts is increased the thickness

can be reduced, but whatever thickness of window post

may be used one thing may be regarded as certain, tho.se

parts should not be made too few in number. With the rage

for large windows the number of posts has .sometimes been

reduced to four, and in a few instances to three on a side.

Such a construction might possibly be practical if the end
posts should be enlarged sufficiently to hold the roof and
at the same time could be braced both across and length-

wise of the car in such a way as to completely support the

top weight. With the heavy roofs which are now in

fashion, with the additional weight of the trolley stand,

this appears to be out of the question. While large

windows may be desirable, durable cars are perhaps more
profitable to the road, and it is better to sacrifice a little

glass for the sake of making the posts practically secure

both above and below.

Something might be said in regard to the materials

for posts, but this is almost unnecessary, because ash is

nearly, if not quite universally used for the purpose. It is

light, strong, stiff and durable when kept dry. Oak has
been propo.sed for posts, but it is heavy, though strong,

and might be objectionable on account of its great elas-

ticity. Long leaved Southern pine is stiff,

strong and heavy. It is a more brittle wood
than ash and, weight for weight, can hardly
compare with it. Perhaps the principal ad-

vantage of ash is that it can be always ob-

tained of good quality, sound and free from
knots, and its strength can be depended up-
on with a certainty that is lacking in almost
any other wood.

It should be noted that the modern
tendency to straighten the post is not a de-

sirable feature. The curved sides of the car

impart a great deal of stiffness to the form,

and for all work where the body must be
supported on four wheels, stiffness of struc-

ture is an essential feature which, unfortu-

nately, is not obtainable by trussing. In
general, the post which has the fewest deep
scores cut out of it will be the best. While
the rails may be halved upon it, they should
not materially diminish the cross section of

the post, and their depth vertically, rather than their hori-

zontal width, should be relied upon to give them strength.

The belt or guard rail coming outside of the frame and
panels provides a great additional strength and relieves

the designer from the necessity of making a deep cut into

his posts.

Something perhaps should be said in regard to door
posts. These, however, are usually little more than the

stiles of paneling. They po.ssess little strength and de-

pend for this largely upon the tie rod which goes through
them.

-^^^^ I ^
Skeleton of Eighteen Foot Closed Car With

Names of Parts.

The inset between pages 230 and 231 contains another
valuable diagram similar to that published in the Street
Railway Journal for October, 1895, obtained by us
through the kindness of the Brill Company, showing plan,

elevation, end view and diagrams of framing of a single

truck eighteen foot car. The names of all the parts of

this car used in its manufacture are also given and will be
of considerable use to those having occasion to order pieces

to replace those broken or worn out in service.

It is always a good plan to have illuminating gas in a

station. The practice will prove useful in case of accident

to the electric current. It is especially desirable to have
one or two burners on the switchboard, and one of these

should be kept lighted and turned down low. A sudden
short circuit or accident to the machinery at night might
leave the station in darkness at a time when the throwing
of a switch would prevent the breaking of a flywheel, and
the light would then prove very desirable.
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LETTERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

Power Station Records at Trenton.

The Tkenton Passenger Railway Company.
Trenton, N J. , Mar. 16, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
Enclosed please find a table of information concerning

our power station results during the past year. I can-

not give you the cost as to horse power at our station as all

our calculations are made on the mileage basis.

In regard to oil, we filter it but once. At present we
are using Clarkson & Ford's " Banner A " cylinder oil and
the Bosshardt & Wilson " Cardinal A " engine oil.

The item of
'

' superintendence " is a division of the

salary of our electrician between the respective departments
of our road.

The cost of our station includes, in the winter time, the

heating of our cars and in the summer time the lighting of

our park, in which we have twenty arc lights.

We use, at the present time, bituminous coal. During
a part of the year we used anthracite. You will find this

trie system devised by the company's engineer A. N.
Connett, are particularly valuable at this time. The figures

cover the cost of propelling, heating and lighting cars and
are for the month of January, 1896. The cars are run in

trains of two, and are sixteen feet in length.

POWER STATION EXPENSES.

Engineers I183.52
Firemen 121.50
Other labor 147.40
Tool repairs and renewals 45-45
Oil and waste 62.40
Water (nothing)
Fuel 537.00
Engine repairs 58.03
Dynamo repairs 1.60

Boiler repairs .60

Switchboard and wiring 19.27
Condenser .30
Pumps 1.67
Miscellaneous .30

Total 11,179.04

POWER STATION RECORDS OF THE TRENTON PASSENGER RAILWAY COMPANY.

For the Year Ending December 31, 1895.

Month Car
Mileage Tons

of

Coal

Barrels

of

Cyl.

Oil

Barrels

of

Engine

Oil

Superin-
tendence

Engineers Oilers Firemen

Helpers

Repairs

of

Engines

Repairs

of

Boilers

Repairs

of

Dynamos

Repairs

of

Piping
Repairs

of

Pumps
Fuel

Oil

Waste

and
Packing

Light Extra Labor

Cost

per

Car

Mile

January .

February .

108,975

91,327

464 a

393 a I

2

2

40.00

36.92

120.00

H0.72
85.00

73-84

85.00

83.04

40.66
28.81

6.39

9-89

3-70

44-79

10.00 954-04
811.67

139-38

59-57

6
6

1-3

1.4

March . . 112,393}
322 a
71b

2 4 40.88 122.67 81.75 91.94 72.76 14. 12 11.70 4-40 3-68 962.94 161.36 6 8.18 1-3

April . . . 115,236
1

128 a

119b
2 2 49-55 118.69 79.12 90.23 74.80 8.27 8.56 20.45 671.36 147.64 II. 17 I.I

May . . . 121,217
1

124,336

134,928}

153 a

119b
2 2 50.88 122.70 Si. 75 91.41 37.05 26.47 4-05 1.50 .67 703.53 90.30 ir.98 16.75 I.

June. . . 330 a

iSa
262 b

I 2 49-56 118.71 83.05 88.97 62.50 6.56 7-52 20.00 .10 3.28 728.50 102.45 6 8.15 I.I

July. . . 2 3 50.S7 126.61 86.85 91.93 33-75 9-59 3-70 .40 28.13 544.18 120.96 13-67 23-13 .8

August . .

September
October .

November
December.

132,540
126,306

127,562

117,791
121,308

278 b
272b
281b
271b
314b

3

3

2

I

4
6

2

I

50.88

49-55
50.88

49-56
50.87

122.67

118.72

122.67

118.71

122.68

86.84

83-93
86.96

84.04
86.85

91.94
88.97

91.94
88.97

91.94

38.75
38.12

38.75

37-50
38.75

23.82

7-77
28.46

7.30

7.50

73-13

3-70
6.56

27.98

24.70

.40

1.63

7-50

26.03

5.50

3-45
8.04

-92

1.25

808.25

791-15
819-56
786.88

911-95

124.68

125-85

44-57
103-85

95-53

6

11.46

13-91
6.28

12. 10

19.08

20.56

40.42
19.88

26.85

I.I

I.I

I.I

I.I

I.I

Total. . . 1,433,919 3,795 19 30 570.40 1,445-55 999-98 1,076.28 542.20 152.50 218.09 92.31 19.93 35-09 9,492.01 1,316.14 110.17 183.00 I.I

indicated in the coal column. Our coal costs us $1.90 for

anthracite buckwheat coal and $2.65 for bituminous.
There is greater economy in handling the bituminous
coal. In estimating the cost of coal per month we add
twenty-five cents a ton for wastage, but every three or four

months we take an account of stock of our coal to see if we
have overestimated the waste. We took account of stock

last year in April and in July and you will notice the drop
in these months of the cost of fuel.

Our road is thirty miles long and we have few grades,

but those we do have are very sharp, running as high as six

per cent.

The figures that I give you in this table are absolutely

accurate. They represent every penny spent at our power
house during the year 1895.

Yours very truly,

Henry C. Moore, President.

Operating Expenses of the Conduit Electric Road
in Washington.

The following interesting operating statistics of the
Ninth Street line of the Metropolitan Railroad Company,
of Washington, which is in operation by the conduit elec-

CAR AND EQUIPMENT REPAIRS.

Miscellaneous labor $ 66.43
Brakes and brake shoes 43-83
Controllers 28.84
Miscellaneous repairs 99-89
Plow repairs 125.37
Wheels and axles 34.80
Fenders 32.45
Miscellaneous car repairs 101.66

Car wiring 42.50
Tool repairs and renewals 11.69
Armature repairs 56.87
Field repairs 10.68

Journal brasses and bearings 43.47
Miscellaneous armature repairs 52.25
vSnow sweepers and sand car repairs 12.37
Heater repairs

Painting and varnishing 103.65
Miscellaneous 56.73

Total I 924.48

GENERAL RESULTS.

Motor car mileage 95,696
Train car mileage 95,696
Train mileage 95,696
Average cost per train mile $ .0927
Cost of power per train mile $ .0119

" " car and equipment repairs per train mile . . $ .0096
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Total kilowatt hours 1 13.355
" " " per train mile i,i>^5

Coal per kilowatt hour 3.9 lbs.

Power Station Records in Philadelphia.

The accompanying figures give the power station

records of the Hestonville, Mantua & Fainnount Passen-

ger Railway Company, of Philadelphia, for the last four

/''months. The power station of this company was described

in full in the Strkrt Railway Journal for October,

1894. In the steam eqtiipment there are four Greene tan-

dem compound condensing engines directly connected to

fotir G. E. 400 k. w. generators running at one hundred
revolutions per minute. There are eight Babcock & Wil-
cox water tube boilers of 250 h. p. each. Coal is received

at a wharf adjoining the company's station and is conveyed
by coal handling machinery to the boiler room. The price

given for coal includes that of its transportation. The
steam required for operating the feedwater ptnnps which
take water from the river is taken from the boilers and the
cost of generation is incltided in the figures given in the

table.

The cars are eqtiipped with electric heaters, which
were put into regular service about the end of November or

enables the generating plant to be cut down to a capacity

equal to the average load instead of the maximum, and
the .same thing applies to the feeder copper, as in many
cases the feeder copper saved more than pays the cost of

a battery. P'or this regulating work, in which the charge
and discharge are for very short periods, the capacity of

the battery installed can be very small, and the first cost is

consequently very low, and in work of this class deprecia-

tion of the battery is very small.

I am satisfied that if yott give the matter a little

thought, and will work out for yourselves from data which
is easily available, you will come to the concltision that

batteries instead of not being effective and economical for

the purpose referred to, are really the only solution of the

long distance electric railroad problem.

Very truly yours,

Herbert Lloyd, Gen. Man.

[The conditions under which the Hamilton, Grim.sby

& Beam.sville Railway is operating are peculiar. The
road is eighteen miles in length and ritns straight away
through a farming and vineyard cottntrj'. Its equipment
cotisists of eight double truck cars, and trips are made
hoitrly during the day. The station is operated with com-
potind condensing engines and is located, we believe.

POWER STATION RECORDS OF THE HESTONVILLE, MANTUA & FAIRMOUNT
PASSENGER RAILWAY COMPANY.

u Cost per 24 hours.

al

Coal,

lbs. 1
per

K.

lbs.

1
per

24

]

lbs.
Under gine

oil

24

hour;

gals.
rVaste 24

hour

lbs.

13

U
a;

13
a] ca

U U
u

Ph P< a U w
+-'

H

November 337,331 1,478,400 4-35 49,280 5 ''2 II I42.350 I2.20 f2.o8 % .610 $39,020 I86.26

December 431-119 1,859,200 4-31 59,652 7 1^0 8 14 51-250 2.84 2.56 .770 39-156 96-576

January 455,510 5,948,800 4.29 62,864 612 VA I4K 54.022 2.60 2.40 .798 39-156 98.976

February 405,410 1,747,200 4-30 60,248 6 6K 17 51-757 2.40 2.08 •935 39-123 96.295

the first part of December. This was the principal reason
for the large increase of coal consumption.

The figures on cost are estimated upon the following
prices paid by the company for material

:

Coal per ton of 2240 lbs. delivered in the fire room . $1,921^
Cylinder oil per gallon 40
Engine oil per gallon 32
Waste per pound -05^2

The Storage Battery as a Regulator of Voltage
on Long Lines.

The Electric Storage Battery Company,
Philadelphia, Mar. 12, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
In your March issue, I notice a letter from Charles J.

Myles, president of the Hamilton, Grimsby & Beamsville
Electric Railway Company, asking for your opinion on the
advantages to be derived from the application of a storage
battery as an auxiliary to a long electric railway.

You state in reply, editorially, that the use of storage
batteries in such a way would not be effective or eco-

nomical, but fail to give a single reason for such a state-

ment.
As a matter of fact, there is no more effective or eco-

nomical way of meeting the difficulty under which Mr.
Myles' road is operated than by the use of storage bat-

teries. The use of boosters is only a palliative, and the
other method you suggesl, of running at high station volt-

age, so as to allow for drop in the long feeders and ttsing

resistance in short ones, I think any one who gave the sub-
ject any thought would condemn at once, as being con-
trary to all good business and engineering practice.

A storage battery installed at the end of the feeders

somewhat near the center of the road. On such a road
the fluctuations of power at the station and through the
feeders would doubtless be very great, and the average
load would be so much smaller than the maximum that

any device, such as storage batteries, which are intended
to take care of all fluctuations above the average load must
necessarily be of large current capacity. It would be in-

teresting to learn from our correspondent some details as

to the required capacity and cost of a storage battery for

this particular service. Storage batteries undoubtedly find

a real field in regulating work of this general character,

but we would like further information as to whether,
under the specific conditions named, a sufficient commer-
cial advantage can be shown.

—

Eds.]

Some Notes on Flat Wheels.

New York, Mar. 20, 1896.

Some important facts in regard to the influence which
the use of sand has upon flat wheels have recently come to

my knowledge. As the figures are of general interest, I

give them, together with some additional calcitlations I

have made. One very large electric road, where there are

450 cars in service reports as follows, from Jan. i, 1S96, to

Feb. 20:

Wheels in for repairs 1162
Wheels replaced 212
Flatted wheels set aside for regrinding 960

On another road of a similar character, having 125
cars, but with fewer lines though a very heavy traffic, the
figures from Jan. i, to F'eb. 26, were as follows:

Wheels in for repairs 52
Wheels replaced 44
Flatted wheels set aside for regrinding 8
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Upon the basis of the same number of cars, the figures

would be ahiiost unrecognizable. The smaller road would
have secured wheels at the rate given below, if its wear
had been as heavy as upon the larger one:

52 for repairs would have been 322

44 fit to replace would have been 69
8 to regrind would have been 264

Had the wear on the larger road maintained the same
proportion as the smaller, the figures would have been thus:

1 1 84 for repairs would have been 187
212 " replacement would have been 158

950 " regrinding " " " 29

The larger road uses sand boxes and the men are free

to use sand for any and all stops. The 950 wheels are

those which are flatted hy sand before their chills are so

thin as to make regrinding unprofitable. On the other

road the track is kept properly sanded by the use of sand
cars. No sand boxes are used and the result is shown not

only in the actual wear of wheels, but in the small propor-

tions of those which are flatted, in such a way as to make
regrinding profitable.

I ought in fairness to add that the smaller road has
somewhat easier grades than the other. The difference is

by no means as great as indicated by the figures. The
ratio is practically as 29 to 265.

Another of the larger traction companies has greatly

reduced its trouble from flat wheels by abandoning entirely

the use of sand boxes and sanding the track with sand
cars. In good weather only certain portions of the line are

sanded. At times when the rails are greasy the whole line

is sanded. W. E. Partridge.

Repair Shops of the Steinway Railway Company.

lyONG Island City, N. Y., Mar. 13, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
The accompanj'ing diagram (see Fig. i) will give you

a good idea of our repair shops. As you will see, they are

very restricted for the amount of work to be done. The
general repair room, which is about thirty feet square, con-

tains one pit and one floored track, each having a capacity

of but a single car. Over the pit is arranged a stationary

boom and over both tracks an overhead traveling crane.

This crane is of the Yale & Towne design and is fitted with
a two ton differential block and fall, and by means of this,

an armature or other parts of motor can be taken from the

pit track to any part of the shop which is necessary, as for

example, to the winding horses, armature rack, or baking
oven, etc., but not to the lathe. In order to reach this, a

single rail, having a traveler carrying a block and fall, is ar-

ranged to transfer an armature to the lathe.

In this small room all repair to gears, gear cases, arma-
tures, armature bearings, axle bearings, replacing of wheels,

etc., must be done, in fact all machine repairs on an equip-

ment of seventy-five motor cars, excepting repairs to con-

trollers and brakes, which work is done in the sheds out-

side.

Separating the repair room from the winding room, is

a low board partition over which armatures and field coils

can be easily swung. The winding room is arranged with
two winding horses for armatures, one hand lathe for wind-
ing field coils and a small baking oven. The latter is used
almost altogether for drying out field coils, and is heated
by means of a series of German silver resistance coils wound
on a frame which slips in to the back of the oven. As this

is properly ventilated, it gives a ver}' convenient and satis-

factory dryer for the coils. There is also a long, horizon-

tal horse or rack, for storing armatures temporarily before

and after repairing. All spare armatures are kept on this

rack, as it has always been our practice never to allow ar-

matures to be placed upon the floor, or rolled about over it.

Across from the so-called winding room is placed the
power tools, which comprise one six foot Bradford lathe with
eighteen inch swing, used for turning bearings, commuta-
tors, etc., one Kelly fourteen inch shaper for cutting keys,
keyways, etc., one eighteen inch Pratt & Whitney drill

E^' ID
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press, one Mann speed lathe, one twelve inch emery
grinder and one ten horse power Eickemeyer series motor
which furnishes power to an overhead shaft which drives

the above tools.

The carpenter shop, a room added on at the back,

is 30 ft. X 45 ft. has, but a single track and room for but

one car, unless platforms and hoods are removed. This
room contains one small circular saw, one band saw, one

4 in. X 24 in. planer, one mortising machine and one
grindstone. These are driven by a five horse power Eicke-
meyer shunt motor. There are four ordinary carpenter

work benches and one glue furnace. This room and
equipment has been ample for ordinary carpenter repairs

necessary.

Painting and varnishing is done in another room hav-
ing a single track with space for two cars. The black-

smith work is confined to a small building removed some
distance from the car and repair sheds. This is fitted out
with the usual line of tools found in such shops.

Owing to unusually easy access to the car wheel fac-

tory and shops, the replacing of wheels on axles has never
been undertaken by us. All wheels and axles are sent

away for renewals; but for this a wheel press and a boring
mill would have to be added to our above equipment of

shop tools.

It may be interesting in connection with this question
of repairs to give a detailed account of the repairs for one
year upon a double motor equipment furnished us by the
Walker Company.

The equipment in question was first put in service on
our lines in December, 1894. It was immediately fitted out
with patent adjustable track brushes and trac*k .scrapers,

and through the several severe storms of that season was
usually singled out from among the other cars for the task
of opening and keeping open the lines, running in some in-

stances day and night in this arduous work.
The Walker Company shortly began to send out a new

form of controller, changing at the same time the details of

car wiring. The equipment was changed in February, 1895,
to conform to the later designs, the controllers, field coils

and rheostat being replaced and other necessary changes
made in the car wiring.

All apparatus installed on the car at that date is now
in service, with the exception of a casting, of which I will

speak later, and the equipment has been kept in thor-
oughly good condition by the following comparatively short
list of repairs necessary during the la.st twelve months.

Beginning with May i, 1895, the list includes every
item for which, during that period, the car has been out of

service and in the shops.

May 4.

July 10.

Aug. 16.

Sept. 7.
" 18.

Oct. 18.
" 24.

Nov. 13.

" 16.

Dec. 19.

Jan. I.

" 12.

Feb. I.

" 29.

Mar. 15.

New trolley wheel.
Armature bearings rebabbitted.
Three new controller contacts.
Controllers dressed up.
Lightning arrester and fuse changed for stand and fittings.

New set brake shoes.
New trolley wheel.
Armature bearings rebabbitted.
Controller dressed up—Four new tips.

" " "—Two new fingers.
No. I motor taken off.

Commutator No. 2 motor dressed up.
Controllers dressed up.
New trolley wheel.
No. I motor put back on.
Armature and axle bearings rebabbitted.
Controllers dressed up.

" " '
'—three new fingers, five new tips.

New set brake shoes.
New trolley wheel.
Armature bearings rebabbitted.

The cost for maintenance of electrical equipment of
this car, for twelve months just pa.st has been

Material.

4 Trolley wheels @ -75 . .

I Commutator dressed.
16 Armature bearings lined.

15 lbs. babbitt (w, .18. . . ,

2 axle bearings lined.

2. JO

Labor.

I hour (ffi, .22)4
I " " "

60 '

10 " " "

$ -23

23

13-50

2.25

3 lbs. babbitt @, .18 54
6 Controllers dressed.

12 Contacts @ .07 84

5 Fingers @ .20 i.oo

12 hours .22^ . . 2.70

Total for material |;8.oS

Total for material and labor .

Total for Labor . I18.91
• I26.99.

There were no troubles with armatures, field coils,

gears or pinions.

It will be noticed that on Oct. 24, one of the motors
was taken off. This was on account of breaking of frame
of motor by striking a heavy stone protruding from the

pavement. This accident was in no wise the fault of the

motor and has not been considered in the costs of mainte-

nance. The car operated with a single motor from Oct.

24, to Dec. 19, when the motor was replaced and the

equipment operated double. ,
The most noticeable features in the operation of these

motors are: first, .strength and .speed. The motors start

very .slowly and accelerate in speed ver}' gradually from
notch to notch without the sudden jar or start sometimes
noticed. The .speed is such that a .schedule of six miles an
hour in the more crowded thoroughfares is readily made
on the third, or series notch, while on the sixth, or parallel

notch, with good voltage, se^'enteen miles per hour may be
maintained.

Second, the entire ab.sence for so long a period of

all armature and field coil repairs, this being usually the

most expensive item in street car maintenance.
Third, that which accounts, in a great measure, for the

last, namely, an entire absence of grease, oil or moLsture in

the interior of the motor. This latter feature we have
noticed particularly. The motors have been opened and
inspected for the purpose after having been out thirty con-

secutive hours in driving snow, and after rains and running
over flooded tracks, and at no time has there been any in-

dication of moisture.

This feature we consider a very desirable one indeed,
insuring, as it does, a uniformly reliable condition of the
equipment, whether it be in fair or stormy weather, and
tends to check, in a great measure, that aggregation of re-

pair work so usual during stormy seasons.

Yours truly,

W. E. Shepard, Master Mechanic.

The Word "Momentum.

W1L1.1AMSPORT Passenger Railway Company.
WiLLiAMSPORT, Pa., Mar. 12, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
In Mr. Baylor's article last month on " Power Brakes

on Electric Cars," I noticed the statement " doubling the
weight of a moving body doubles its momentum, but doub-
ling the speed multiplies the momentum by four.

'

'

If the author uses the term '

' momentum '

' in its ac-

cepted .scientific sen.se, this statement is not true, becau.se

momentum varies directly with the weight and with the
Jzrst pozt'cr of the velocity. If the intention is to u.se

" momentum " as .synonymous with " kinetic energy," the
relations specified are correct.

Yours truly,

G. E. WendlE, Electrician.

Circuit Breaker Alarm.

The switchboard in the power station of the Heston-
ville, Mantua & Fairmount Pa.ssenger Railway Company,
in Philadelphia, is equipped with a novel device for an-
nouncing the opening of any circuit breaker. Back of

each circuit breaker is an ordinary spring .switch connected
in circuit with a primary battery and an electrical alarm
bell. Should any breaker open the bell will ring continu-
ously, attracting the attention of the dynamo tender in

case he .should not hear the noise made by the opening of
the breaker.
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LEGAL NOTES AND COMMENTS.*

Edited by J. Aspinwai^i, Hodge, Jr., and George L. Shearer,

OF THE NEW YORK BAR.

Riding on Front Platforms.

That tlie danger of street car traffic is increased by the

presence of passengers on the front platform is evidenced
by many facts and by none more certainlj' than by the

rule which is now being enforced by manj^ street car com-
panies of prohil:)iting passengers from standing there.

But it is still the custom on nearly all horse car lines,

and on a large number of trolley lines, to permit any one
to ride there and to allow smoking there and nowhere else.

So much for custom from which grows law. A ques-

tion that has been oftentimes submitted to the adjudi-

cation of the courts is as to whether, when an accident

occurs to a person riding on a front platform, he is or is not

guilty of contributory negligence, by reason of the position

he has taken. Probably no twO'States have enunciated all

the rules which involve the question of contributory negli-

gence in this regard, in precisely the same manner.
By reason of the multitude of cases which throng the

New York reports, we find there a fuller and more com-
plete set of propositions than in any other state, and the

easiest way to present the entire subject is to give the rules

as they are at present laid down in New York, and then
give a few instances from other states showing a modifica-

tion or a difference in the doctrines there laid down.
In New^ York, then, it is held that the mere fact that

a passenger rides on the front jslatform of a car does not
establish contributory negligence.—(Nolan v. Brooklyn R.
R., 87 N. Y. 63. Vail v. Brooklyn R. R., 147 N. Y. 377.)

Under these and other decisions it is held that it is not
necessary to show that the car was crowded to excuse his

riding on the front platform, and even if a notice is printed
in the car prohibiting riding on the front platform, he
may ride there without being guilty of contributory negli-

gence.

One question, which for a long time has been a matter
of discussion both by the bar and by the bench in the lower
courts, has just been decided by the Court of Appeals in

the last cited case, to the effect, that the railroad law of

1850, which exempts railroads from liability for injuries

received by a passenger while on the platform of a car in

violation of posted regulations, Avas never intended to apply
to street railroad companies—certainly not to horse railroad

companies operated by horse power. The Court in that

case stated that
'

' the danger of passengers standing on the

front platform of a steam car when in motion is great and
obvious, while that to passengers on the platform of street

cars is almost nothing, as is fully demonstrated by the

practice of the general public and the companies them-
selves.

'

' This remark of the Court of Appeals is suggest-

ive in connection with the sentence which opens this

paper.

Another case in the Court of Appeals holds that there

is no duty devolving upon a passenger who is upon the
front platform of a car to look out for possible'[collisions

wdth other vehicles.

And where an ice company \\as sued hy an infant

plaintiff, who had been riding on the platform of a car hy
the conductor's invitation, but in violation of the New
York Statute of 1880, which provides that no minor child

not a passenger shall be allowed on a car platform, it was
held that these facts did not establish contributory negli-

gence on the child's part.—Connelly v. Knickerbocker Ice

Co., 114 N. Y. 104.)
The last cited case is interesting, by reason of the fact

*Communications relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors. No. 32 Nassau Street, New York.

that the negligence in riding upon the front platform of a

car was set up as a defense in an action brought by the

owner of the colliding wagon.
It is not negligence i/)so facto for a passenger riding

on the platform of a street car to fail to hold on to the rail-

ing.— ( Ginna v. Second Ave. R. R.
,
67 N. Y. 596.)

The few other cases in the Court of Appeals are lead-

ing cases, whose doctrines have been embodied and ampli-

fied in those already cited.

The almost numberless cases in the lower courts of

New York have established one or two other propositions

with some conflict of opinion, but generally to the follow-

ing effect: if, added to the fact that there is room within the

car, it appears that the street is in a dangerous condition,

or that the track is badly laid or was in a slippery condition

and the weather was stormy and the night dark, and this

could be observed by the plaintiff, then contributory neg-
ligence not only may be found by the jury, but, as a matter
of law, is so established as to cause a reversal of a judg-

ment in favor of the plaintiff.—(Bradley v. Second Ave.
R. R.

, 90 Hun. 419 and cases cited.) This case was de-

cided in November, 1895, and the previous decisions are

decided therein.

There is only one modification which it is necessary to

make to the above statement of the law in the Bradley case,

and which it is necessary to make in accordance with gen-

eral principles of law. It must always be shown on the

part of the defendant, where contributory negligence is re-

lied upon as a defense, that if the plaintiff had been seated

within^the car he would not have been injured. For ex-

ample—as an extreme case—however dark and stormy the

night, whatever the condition of the track, and however
inexcusable the plaintiff might be in standing upon the

front platform, if the accident consisted in the explosion of

a gas stove within the car which killed all the passengers

and severely injured the plaintiff who was riding on the

front platform, manifestly he has committed no act of con-

tributory negligence of which the defendant can take ad-

vantage.

The decisions in New York then can be codified in the

following rule: It is not ipso facto contributory negligence

to ride on the front platform of a street car; but it is con-

tributory negligence if the surrounding facts and circum-

stances of any particular case show that that is a position

of especial danger, and if it appears that the accident has

happened to plaintiff b}^ reason of the risk which he thus

knowingly took.

The courts, in the development of the law, are largely

governed hy the practice of the companies, as already sug-

gested. The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts

.says: " Neither the officers of street railroads nor the man-
agers of the cars, nor the traveling public seem to regard

this practice (standing on the platforms) as hazardous,

nor does experience thus far seem to regard that it should

be restrained on account of its danger.—(Meesel v. Lynn
R. R., 8 Allen 234.)

The courts being so governed, and properly so, by cus-

tom, the increasing practice of prohibiting passengers on
the front platform will undoubtedly modify the rules of the

court if that practice becomes fairly universal.

There is some conflict in the authorities in other juris-

dictions, as, for example, it has been held by the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia, that where there is room
inside a street car with straps for holding on, to ride on the

front platform constitutes contributory negligence.—(An-

drew V. Capitol R. R. , 2 Mackey 137.)

There is a distinction often drawn between sitting on
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the step of a car or even standing on it and standing on

the platform of the car itself, and from many of the decis-

ions it would seem to be that, since the platform is safer

than the step, one must stand on the platform, or be guilty

of contributory negligence; but the courts have been gen-

erally unwilling to go a step further and to declare that,

because it is safer within the car than on the platform, the

passenger must step within the car; this presumably on

the ground that the difference in safety between the step

and platform is so much greater than the difference in

safety, under ordinary circumstances, between the platform

and the interior of the car.

In one case a man standing on the front step of a

horse car was bowing to his wife, and by the sudden jar-

ring of the car was thrown to the ground and injured.

The court very ungallantly held that the position and atti-

tude of the plaintiff at the time of the accident convicted

him of contribiitory negligence, and prevented his recov-

ery.—(Ashbrook V. Frederick R. R., 18. Mo. App. 290.)

But where an open car is so crowded that there is no
place to stand save on the side steps, and there are no
seats vacant and no warning or objection from the conduc-

tor, the passenger is not guilty of contriljutory negligence,

and this was held even where the plaintiff was a cripple.

—

(Topeka R. R. v. Higgs, 38 Kan. 375.

)

A large amount of platform law relates to the board-

ing and leaving of street cars, and may hereafter be the

subject of another paper. H.

EXCESvSIVE DAMAGEvS.

New York.—In an action b}' a child eight years old, for per-

sonal injuries, it appeared that her face was cut open, resulting in a

permanent scar, that she will alwaj-s be unable to masticate food on
one side of her mouth, that her collar bone and four ribs were
broken, and that there was an injury to her pelvis. Held, that a

verdict for fGooo was not excessive.—(Bennett v. Brooklyn Heights
R. Po., 37 N. Y. Supp. 447.)

New York.—A verdict for #1500 for the death of a widow, 72

years old, in good health, strong and hearty, and who did the work
for the famil}', consisting of herself, son and daughter, is not exces-

sive.

Adams, J., dissenting.—(Walls v. Rochester Ry. Co., 36 N. Y.

Supp. 1 102.

)

New York.—A verdict for $375 for death of a girl 3 '2 years old,

intelligent, and in good health, should not be set aside as inade-

quate.—(Roger v. Rochester R)-. Co., 37 N. Y. Supp. 520.)

New York.—A verdict of 125,000 for a serious injury to the left

arm, permanently impairing its usefulness to a great extent, caus-

ing much suffering, and necessitating an expenditure of fesoo for

surgical and medical treatment, is excessive, no loss of earnings
being shown, and it not being proved that there was any permanent
injury other than that to the arm, though plaintiff testified that

prior to the accident he was able to walk ten or twelve miles of a

morning, and was a great reader, but that thereafter a walk of two
or three miles made him very tired, and he could not read three

pages before he got very tired, and he did not know what he was
reading, and that he had become very irritable, whereas he was form-
erly very good natured.—(De Wardener v. Met. St. Ry., 37 N. Y.

Supp. 133.

)

New York.—A verdict for ISooo for personal injuries is exces-

sive where it appears that plaintiff was thirty years old at the time
of the injury; and that, before it occurred, he was healthy and able

to perform any kind of heavy work, but that afterwards he was com-
pelled to take lighter employment, at lower wages, and was con-
stantly liable to annoyance and pain ; and that his condition would
so continue unless he submitted to an operation which was attended
with some risk, and would cost $125, and lose him a month's time.

In such case an award of ^5,000 will not be disturbed either as

excessive or as inadequate.—(Boswortli v. Standard Oil Co., 37 N.
Y. Supp. 43-

)

Texas.—A judgment for $7500 is not excessive as damages to a

man for the loss of all the fingers of his right hand, it being shown
that he was an experienced switchman, forty-four years old, and
earning from |So to I90 per month.—(M. K. & T. Ry. v. Hauer, 33
S. W. Rep. loio.

)

Texas.—A verdict for |i2,5oo damages for personal injuries to a

sound man thirty-two years of age, earning from ^125 to $150 a

month, is not excessive, when awarded to one who was scalded till

the flesh came off his hands and lower parts of his arms, whose face

and head were badly scalded, leg broken so as to necessitate amputa-
tion, and right arm partially paralyzed.—(T. & P. Ry. v. Johnson,

34 S. W. Rep. 187.)

Washington.—A judgment for |i5,ooo in favor of a child nine
years old, for the loss of one leg, is not excessive. The Court say
" We are aware that many courts have held, in similar cases, that the
amount of this verdict was excessive, but we think it probable that

if such injuries had ha])]iened to the judges themselves, or to mem-
bers of their families, their views as to excessive damages would
have undergone a radical change. The judgment will be affirmed."

(Roth V. Union Depot Co., 43 Pac. Rep. 641.)

LIABIUTY FOR NEGLIGENCE.
Catjeornia.—In an action against a street railway company for

death of a passenger, it appeared that in jjassing a switch at the top
of an incline the trolley had to be adjusted from the rear of the car;

that there was l)ut one person in charge of the car, whose position

was in front, and that he, without stopping the car, went to the rear

end, adjusted the trolley and got off to run to the front end, and that

while running he fell and was unable to overtake the car which
finally jumped the track and killed deceased. Held, that defendant
was liable.—(Redfield v. Oakland Consolidated St. Ry. Co., 42 Pac.

Rep. .S22.

)

Georgia.—The plaintiff's husband, an employe of the street

railroad company, was killed by coming violently in contact with a

post very close to the track, while he was riding on the front end of

a car.

Although the evidence warranted a finding that locating the
post so near the track was a negligent act, it did not show that so

doing was violative of any duty due by the company to the deceased
at the time he was killed, and therefore, this act was not, relatively

to him, a negligent one. ( vSmidy v. Savannah St. R. R., 23 S. E.
Rep. 841.

)

New York.—Whether a passenger on an open electric street

car, who, leaving his seat, went to the platform, where the conductor
was standing, and, for the purpose of observing a fire, projected his

head beyond the side of the car, so that he was struck by a tree, was
guilty of contributory negligence, is a question for the jury. Hardin,
P. J., dissenting.— (Sias v. Rochester Ry. Co., 36 N. Y. Supp. 378.)

New York.—Whether the conduct of an electric railroad com-
pany in raising a feed wire on its poles, resulting in the death of a
passer-by, was negligence is not affected by the question whether that
part of the avenue where the accident happened had been opened by
legal proceedings, it being in public use as a public street.

While an electric railroad company was raising on poles a feed
wire, a small boy, starting to cross the street stepped across the wire
which lay in the gutter, just as it was suddenly, without any notice
of its presence or intention to lift it, raised, with such force that the
boy was thrown many feet in the air. Held , that the company was
negligent.—(Devine v. Brookl3'n Heights Ry.

, 37 N. Y. Supp.
170.)

New York.—Where plaintiff's testimony shows that, when he
went on the railway track, the car by which he was injured was a
sufficient distance away so he could have safely crossed, had he not
fallen, it was proper to charge that, if the accident happened as
plaintiff's witnesses testified, plaintiff was not negligent.—(Showe
V. 3d. Ave. R. R., 36 N. Y. Supp. 463.

)

New York.—In an action to recover for injuries received by
plaintiff by being struck at a crossing by a cable car it is error to
charge the jury that, in the absence of contributory negligence, if

the gripman '

' failed to exercise due and reasonable care to warn
crossing pedestrians of the car's approach, then the defendant is

liable," it being conceded that plaintiff saw the car approaching be-
fore going on the track.—(Schulman v. H. W. S. & P. F. Ry., 36
N. Y., vSupp. 439.)

New York.—In an action for injuries to plaintiff's intestate

while crossing defendant's street car track, negligence and contrib-
utory negligence are questions for the jury, where it appears that
intestate, on alighting from one of defendant's cars, passed behind
it and attempted to cross the other track, when he was struck by an
approaching car which was running at its ordinary speed, and there
is no evidence that any signal or warning of its approach was given.
Putnam, J., dissenting.—(Dobert v. Troy City Ry. Co., 36 N. Y.
Supp. 105.

)

Tennessee.—Evidence that one with a team at a street cross-

ing, when within ten yards of a street railroad track, looked and saw
a street car coming, seemingly 200 or 250 yds. away and thinking
he had plenty of time to cross the track in front of the car, which
was moving fast, immediately drove on at the rate of four miles an
hour, and did not look at the car again until his front wheels were
on the track when he heard it coming very fast and before he could
get across, the car, which "was flying," struck the rear part of the
wagon on the side, warrants a finding that he was free from contribu-
tary negligence.—(Citizens' Rapid Transit Co. v. Siegrist, 33 S. W.
Rep. 920.

)

Washington.—In an action to recover for an injury sustained
l:)y plaintiff, a child of tender years, by being run over by a street

car, it was not error to refuse to charge that, if she attempted to cross
the street and track without looking for approaching cars, she was
guilty of contributor)' negligence and could not recover.

The opinion of a physician, based on the present condition of a
plaintiff in an action for personal injuries, a child, as shown by her
own testimony, is competent to show the probable results of the in-
jury in the future.

Evidence is admissible to show the noise made hy the cable of a
street railway at the time a plaintiff started to cross, and was struck
by a car and injured.

A judgment for 130,000 for personal injuries to a girl eight years
of age is excessive, and will be reduced to f 12,000, that being the
amount fixed by a former jury.—(Mitchell V. Tacoma Ry. & Motor
Co.

, 43 Pac. Rep. 52S.

)
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THE National Conference for Standard Electrical Rules

has carved ont for itself one of the most important

works possible to undertake in the insurance field. This

organization was formed in New York last month, by rep-

resentatives of the principal national bodies whose mem-
bers are engaged in electrical enterprises, and by delegates

from the insurance, architectural and fire engineers' asso-

ciations. The American Street Railway Association was
represented by F. R. Ford. A considerable part of the

difficulties which have heretofore been encountered be-

tween operating electric companies and the insurance boards

has been caused by the number of different and divergent

rules covering electrical wiring. There have been in this

countr}^ no less than three different sets of rules for safe

wiring, each of which has been followed to greater or less

extent. These have been those published respectively by

the National Electric Light Association, the Associated Fac-

tory Mutual Insurance Companies, and the National Board

of Fire Underwriters. There have been also the rules

of the English Board of Trade and those of the Phoenix

Fire Insurance Company of London, each of which has, to

a certain extent, been insisted upon. Where the same in-

stallation was inspected by representatives of two or more

associations it has often occurred that work approved by

one under its set of rules has been condemned by another.

If these various rules can be so revised and changed as to

permit of the adoption by the various interests of a common
set, the Conference will have accomplished a great work.

To electric railway companies especially will the determi-

nation of a standard set of rules for safe electric installa-

tion be of importance. The railway wiring rules have in

the past been prepared by the insurance interests, largely

without consultation with the assured, and have, in many
instances at least, been considered arbitrary and unreason-

able. They have been the subject of much complaint, but

little satisfaction has been .secured until now when, for the

first time, the co-operation of the electrical interests has

Ijeen requested in this work by the insurance companies.

The members of the committee which was appointed to

draw up a code of rules and report to the Conference next

June, have a.sked for suggestions to aid them in their work.

A letter from Mr. Ford addressed to the owners of street

railway properties is published on another page. This

letter gives the present rules of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters, with a list of other points upon which dis-

cussion and suggestions are solicited.

THE cable system seems to be coming into use in

England at about the time when America is grad-

ually discarding it. It is a little surprising that this should

be so and that the electric system, which has met with such

universal favor in America, in Germany, France, Belgium,

Holland and other continentaU countries should be intro-

duced so slowly into the British Isles, particularly in view

of its success and popularity in a few English cities. Of

course, the primary cause of this sluggishness is the gen-

eral British prejudice against overhead wires, and the pop-

ular belief, once common also in America, that there must

be positive danger to life in a current which can do so great a

work as to move a street car. Another perhaps even more

powerful influence operating against both the cable and

electric systems has been the .short term franchises pre-

scribed by English parliamentary law. American en-

gineers are interested to know why such a city as Edin-

burgh (whose tramways are now under municipal control)

should determine upon the cable instead of the electric

system. It appears on investigation that English engineers

have decided that it is feasible to use a much shallower

conduit in their principal cities than has been found suc-

cessful in America, and a system has been developed

which makes the cost of a cable roadbed construction

reasonably low—not far from |8o,ooo per mile of double

track. These shallow conduits, eighteen inches in depth,

are said to be giving entirely satisfactory results, and we

are not, of course, in a position to question this, although

it seems strange that with the tremendous inducements

which have existed in this country for the building of

shallow instead of deep conduits the latter have been every-

where decided upon. In such cities as Chicago and, per-

haps, Philadelphia the reasons for deeper conduits are
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evident, as the climate is severe and the danger of the clos-

ing action of frost is very great, while the streets are not

kept clean and a shallow conduit would be quickly choked

up with mud and the debris of the street. But in such

cities as New York and San Francisco, which have a mild

and equable climate, the deep conduit has also been adopted,

the smallest conduit being that of the Broadway railway in

New York City, which is twenty-four inches in depth, and

which is probably the finest piece of cable railway in the

world. Here we have a beautifully cleau street at all

times and little snow or rainfall. An eighteen inch con-

duit would have saved millions of dollars in construction

cost. Why was it not adopted ? On Third Avenue a twenty-

four inch conduit has also been used, though the ele-

vated railway tracks are above the track and protect the

street below to some extent. We .shall be glad to find that

the success with shallow conduits in England is permanent

and decisive, but it seems to us a strange thing that Amer-

ican and English practice .should be so widely divergent in

a matter of such vital importance.

THERE has been much speculation on the part of foreign

engineers as to the reasons which have led our street

railway companies in Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles,

Philadelphia and St. Louis to throw away an enormous

investment in cable roadbed and machinery, and to adopt

the overhead wire electric system. The question is also

asked by those who are puzzled at what is going on in this

country '

' How can it be possible for even New York City

managers to seriously consider adding the heavy expense

of the engines, dynamos and motors of the electric system

to the enormous expense of the cable conduits ? Is it pos-

sible that there is actually thought of sukstituting under-

ground wires for the Broadway cable line? Surely, here,

if anywhere, is the ideal field for a cable plant." Now,
the officers of our great street railway companies are not

always disposed to take the public into their confidence and

to explain in detail why such steps as these are found

profitable, but as a matter of fact, the evidence is accumu-

lating to such a degree as to be well nigh conclusive that our

former ideas as to the comparative economy of electric and

cable cars in streets of great trafiic densit}^ will have

to be revised. Electricity is master of the field. Electric

cars on the same routes make more money per car mile

than cable cars and, we think, can be operated in these days

of cheap and good electrical machinery at as small a sum
per car mile. These facts are not, perhaps, quite undisputed,

but as we have .said the weight of evidence is to this ef-

fect. Certainly were it not so we should not see all our

manufacturers of cable machinery going out of business or

turning over their factories to the production of electrical

apparatus, nor should we see the actual throwing away of

cable investments such as have been spoken of. There is

one cause for this latter fact, however, which should not

be lost sight of, and which will doubtless be the controlling

reason why the underground electric system will displace

the Broadway cable lines, if this should actually take place,

and that is the necessity for uniformity of motive power on

a large street railway system, a necessity which appears

not so much, perhaps, in the economies of operation as in

the necessities of traffic, since transfers from electric to

cable cars or vice versa are always an annoyance to the

public and thereby bring about a loss of gross receipts.

After all, the greatest advantage of electricity over the

cable lies in its power of indefinite expansion, at slight

cost. Suburban areas will not be built up in advance of

population if .street railway managers have to pay from

|8o,ooo to I [00,000 per mile of road in doing it, and .so

long as English tramways aim to serve only the thickly

populated districts they will fail to become the great agents

for sociological improvement which the electric railways in

this country have been and are.

THE earth return circuit is clearly shown by Dr. Bell,

on another page of this i.ssue, to be almo.st entirely

worthless for electric railway currents. For telegraph or

telephone lines where the currents employed are exceed-

ingly small, the earth return is doubtless sufficiently good,

but as the loss of voltage in any conductor is equal to the

product of its resistance and the current passing through

it, there will neces.sarily be a con.siderable loss where the

current is large, even if the resistance in ohms appears to

be small. The experiments of which Dr. Bell gives the re-

sults, show that the earth is by no means a conductor of

low resistance, even where there is a considerable amount

of water in the soil, and when in addition there are ledges

of rock and masses of dry soil, the resistance is enormously

increased. For this and other reasons as well, the impor-

tance of confining the return current to the rails is made

evident, and this result is not difficult to accomplish with

careful and reliable bonding, as the conductivity of the

rails themselves is far greater than any amount of copper

which could possibly be purchased without bankrupting a

road. The fact that the bonds are out of sight is a rea.son

why the most rigid inspection should be given to every de-

tail in the process of bonding during construction, so that

no opportunity should be given for a careless or lazy work-

man to slight this important process. It is not always suf-

ficient to use double bonds with cross connections. The
custom of reinforcing the rail circuit by track feeders run

on poles or through underground conduits back to the neg-

ative bus bar of the station is coming to be general. Fre-

quent tests should be made to determine whether or not

the bond contacts are deteriorating. A useful auxiliary

for this class of work is a testing, or potential wire put up

on the poles over an entire street railway system. This

wire can be as small as No. 10, can be of iron instead of

copper and may be insulated only by some cheap weather-

proof material. It is dead ended everywhere, and at the

station a three-way switch is provided so that it can be con-

nected at will with the positive or negative bus bars. By
means of such a wire the fall in potential due to the over-

head feeder sy.stem may be tested at any point and, hy the

second station connection, the ground circuits may also be

tested. By this means additional overhead or track feeders

may be run to the points of low voltage on the system and

the presence of defective bonding in a stretch of track may
be immediately detected.

The Equities of Patent Ownership.

AN armed truce in patent litigation has been declared be-

tween the General Electric Company and the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company,two great corpor-

ations manufacturing street railway and electrical apparatus.
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Both companies are owners of innumerable patents ob-

tained during the last fifteen years by purchase, by

consolidation with other companies and by the original in-

ventions of employes. Both companies have been spend-

ing enormous sums of money in endeavoring to sustain these

patents in the courts and to thereby force each other,

and outside manufacturers as well, to respect their special

claims. The net result of all this litigation has been

constantly lowering prices, wasted manufacturing profits

and the throwing open to public use of a large pro-

portion of the patents sought to be established. If an

agreement to cease these hostilities could have been reached

long ago, the stockholders of both companies would have

been far richer collectively than is the case to-day, and the

business wisdom of a " pooling agreement," by which each

company licenses the other to use its patents, can hardly

be questioned.

The patents now owned by the two companies may be

divided, broadly speaking, into two classes—those which

are good and will be upheld by the courts, and those which

are practically worthless, on account of anticipations. All,

or nearly all of the patents in both classes undoubtedly

represent genuine and original inventions—genuine in

that they have involved the creation, by a strictly inventive

process of mind, of means for overcoming difficulties and

attaining ends, and original in that the state of the art,

whatever it might have been at the time of making the

invention, was not known to the inventor himself. In

other words, inventors do not often steal and patent a prior

invention in cold blood, as it were, though they often

unknowingly duplicate the work of other minds. It is

because of this duplication that a large proportion of

the patents granted are not sustained by the courts. This

often involves a certain amount of injustice so far as an

individual inventor is concerned, but in the interest of the

public it is perhaps best to defeat every patent which can-

not be proven absolutely new. A patent monopoly is so

absolute and conveys such powers upon the possessors that

it should not be granted lightly. The whole world is, as a

matter of fact, banded against an inventor in an attempt

to show anticipations which will make his inventions

worthless.

Now a corporation, "combination," "trust" or
'

' grinding monopoly '

' is entitled to fair play quite as

surely as the humblest citizen, though it is often much

more difiicult to get it from the general public. The Gen-

eral Electric and Westinghouse Companies are entitled by

law and justice to a monopoly in the manufacture of every

piece of machinery protected by a good patent. There

should not be the slightest sympathy felt for infringers

who are knowingly and wilfully such, and who are simply

taking the chances of remaining undisturbed for awhile.

Enormous sums of money have been paid in the aggregate,

and sometimes in individual cases, for these patents. Is

it right that infringements should go unpunished ?

The danger is, however, that an attempt may be made

by such a
'

' combination '

' to frighten away competition

by instituting suits for infringement upon patents which

belong to the second class above referred to as worthless

because of anticipation. It is sometimes possible for a

wealthy corporation to throw a weak competitor into in-

solvency by forcing upon it expensive litigation. In some

cases suits are instituted but are not pressed to issue, and

this method of fighting is one of the most difiicult to meet.

Our advice to
'

' outside
'

' manufacturers is to get the best

legal opinions possible upon any patents, infringement of

which is claimed. If these patents are pronounced valid

we would advise abandoning the manufacture or entering

at once into negotiations for the procuring of a license to

manufacture under royalty. If it is believed, on the con-

trary, that the courts will finally hold them to be invalid,

the wisest way would be, perhaps, for all manufacturers

interested in any particular patent to jointly bear the ex-

penses of whatever litigation may ensue.

How will the General Electric and Westinghouse

Companies use their combined power? How will they deal

with competitors? How will they treat their customers and

would-be customers? Is every one's hand to be against

them? These questions are being asked on every side—by
competitors with anxiety, and by purchasers with a resolu-

lute determination to be prepared for action.

In the first place prices will undoubtedly be raised.

This is not a hardship nor an injustice, if the increase be

not excessive. The manufacture of dynamos, motors and
electrical appliances of all kinds, once one of the most profit-

able industries in existence, is now one which is carried on

at a smaller margin of profit perhaps than that of almost

any other. Not one of the large companies is paying, nor

can pay dividends upon its common stock, nor is earning a

reasonable manufacturing percentage upon the actual cap-

ital invested. Sales are being made in far too many cases

at actual cost. This condition of affairs cannot, and should

not continue and purchasers can well afford to pay moder-

ately higher prices for their goods.

The policy to be adopted by the two companies

towards their competitors is not yet announced. If the

former have learned wisdom from experience, they will not

attempt to create for themselves an absolute monopoly

of the electrical manufacturing business by closing the

shops of all their competitors by means of suits for injunc-

tion. The instant this is done, new competitors will crop

up on every hand. The great body of street railway pur-

chasers, for example, will never submit to the necessity of

purchasing their supplies at a single source. If competi-

tion is smothered elsewhere, they will turn their own re-

pair shojis into manufacturing establishments and produce

substantially complete machines under the guise of
'

' re-

pairs," and if any interference is attempted, they will re-

fuse to purchase any apparatus, patented or unpatented,

from the " combination," except by some form of compro-

mise. In our opinion, the gravest mistake that could be

made by the two companies would be the arbitrary use of

the great power which a patent pooling agreement legally

gives them in a way which would excite the bitter ani-

mosity of purchasers throughout the country. We do not

look for such a policy, but rather for one of wise concilia-

tion through a system of licenses and royalties, which will

bring a large revenue to their joint treasury and will make

it necessary for the smaller manufacturers to raise

their prices to a reasonable and not excessive point.

This policy would bring friends and allies instead of

enemies, would create profits instead of dissipating

them in litigation and would prevent the competition of

the purchasers, since the latter would not then be joined

together in one common cause against injustice and at-

tempted oppression.



"The Design of Testing Stations for Street^ jRailways.

By R. W. Conant.

The design of a testing station depends largely on the

kind and amount of work to be done. The cost of the

equipment will also influence the design and in any case

the outlay should be justified by the results obtained. In
this article, the subject matter will be confined to the de-

sign and use of a testing station, in connection with the

installation and operation of underground feed wires. This
field is a comparatively new one and it is therefore in this

direction that investigation should tend. If it is deemed
advisable in the operation of the railway, to keep power on
the line at all times, at whatever cost, then we have an en-

tirely different and more difficult problem with which to

deal than if it were possible to shut down on any section,

on which trouble might occur. The first method of op-

erating is the one which will be considered as applying to

the railways under consideration.

To keep power always on the line and the cars in con-

tinual operation, it is necessary that when a "blowout"
occurs on any feeder, due to a ground, an attempt be made
from the station to burn the ground off. This attempt is

usually successful, as the trouble is generally caused by
wire, not larger than a trolley wire, which is easily melted
off. Should however a "blowout" occur on the under-
ground cables there is no immediate means of knowing,
whether the trouble is in the cables or on the overhead
lines. It is the duty of the man in charge of the switch-

board to hold in his feeders, and thus considerable energy
is concentrated at the point of troixble. The amount of

damage that is done depends almost wholly on the location

of the fault and the judgment of the man in charge of the

switchboard. If the fault happens to be at a pole, in

proximity to ground wires, enough heat may be developed
by the arcing to melt the pole, wreck the line and do other
serious damage. Should the fault occur in a manhole,
where the cables and ground wires are racked closely to-

gether, the burnout is likely to result in injury to the other

cables.

lycad covered underground cables, whose insulation is

an absorbent one, have a particular advantage over those

otherwise insulated in regard to the detection of faults. In
any underground cable, the lead is usually the main pro-

tection of the cable. The faults most likely to occur after

such a cable has been successfully laid and working, are

those produced by moisture. This may have access to the

cable in various ways. It may penetrate the cable through
a break in the lead, occasioned by rough handling during
the process of laying, poor workmanship in making the

joints, electrolysis, etc. Any moisture entering the cable

will sooner or later cause a bad burnout if it is not de-

tected and removed.
The peculiar advantage which an absorbent insulation

has of giving warning of a developing fault is shown in

Fig. I. The heavy line read with the upper scale of

abscissae shows the values of the insulation resistance of

cable No. 12 of the West End Street Railway, of Boston,
from Apr. 24 to June 30. On Apr. 24, the cable tested

1450 megohms per mile. Its insulation resistance gradu-
ally decreased for five weeks, and on June 10 the cable

tested 150 megohms per mile. During the three follow-

ing days the insulation rapidly decreased and on the thir-

teenth it tested one megohm per mile. The cable was
taken out of service on June 10, the insulation resistance

being 150 megohms per mile. The fault was located, the

cal)le repaired and put into service on the twenty-second,
testing 400 megohms per mile. As will be noticed, the

rate of decrease of the insulation resistance in this instance

was quite slow. This rate will usually depend ujaon the
amount of moisture in the ducts, together with its location

with reference to the fault. In some cases the insulation

resistance decreases much more rapidly than in the case
cited above, hence the necessity of careful and frequent
testing.

The method of locating a fault in a cable, as at pres-

ent practiced in Boston, is as follows:

The cable is cut in two at the center, and the piece
which tests faulty is likewise cut in two, and this process is

continued until the fault is located as being in a length be-

tween manholes. This length is then drawn out and re-

placed by a new one. The entire cable is theh spliced up,
tested and if found all right, put into service. The
number of cuts which it is necessary to make in locating a
fault in a mile of cable, averages seven to ten. As the
length which is drawn out is in some cases 400 ft. in

length, it is not always possible to discover by inspection
where the fault lies in this particular length. The ordi-

nary electrical methods of testing, such as the Varley loop
method, fails to locate the defect, on account of the ex-
tremely high resistance of the fault, together with the high
conductivity of the copper of the cable. The following
method has been devised to overcome this difficulty. The
copper and lead of the cable are connected respectively to

the terminals of the galvanometer. A steady deflection is

produced, due to the galvanic action of the copper and
lead at the defective point. The cable being stretched on
the ground, an assistant proceeds along its length, starting

at one end, lifts it and lets it fall at successive points about
three feet apart. When the fault is reached, a variation
in the deflection of the galvanometer occurs. This is due
to the variation of pressure between the copper and lead,

causing a change in the amount of current produced by
the fault, acting as a galvanic couple. Faults which have
baffled every attempt to locate them by ordinary methods
have been located as described above.

A new method of locating faults in the cable taken as
a whole is being developed and promises well. It requires
the use of a pair of wires extending along the length of the
cable, preferably those of the underground telephone sys-
tem. Should this method prove a success it will materially
simplify the location of faults and expedite the work of
repairing a faulty cable.

The method adopted to follow closely the variations in
the insulation resistance of the cables is a graphical one.
A large sheet of cross section paper is used. On this the
abscissEe represent days, and the ordinates megohms per
mile. Each cable has its insulation resistance plotted from
time to time as it is tested. The sheet therefore gives a
continuous record of each cable. A modification of this
sheet is shown in Fig. i . The medium weight curve repre-
sents the average value of the insulation resistance of
twenty-two cables from May to December, 1895. The
upper dotted line on the diagram, reading with the left

hand scale of ordinates, shows the temperature of the air

at each day on which the cables were tested. The heavy
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line representing cable No. 12 has been described above.

The effect of temperature on the cables is shown very

clearly on this diagram. This may be seen by comparing

the average insulation resistance line of all the cables with

the temperature, a rise of temperature corresponding with

a diminution of insulation resistance.

In the determination of the insulation resistance of a

cable in a street railway system we meet with an entirely

different problem than in the same determination in a sub-

marine telegraph cable. The usual method used in deter-

mining the insulation resistance of the latter, i. e. , direct de-

flection, is not at all suitable for use in testing underground
railway cables. The reason of this is that enormous varia-

tions of potential of the conductor, which is being tested, are

produced by the so-called earth currents. These earth cur-

rents are caused by the fluctuations of potential in the

earth and lead sheath of the cable. The cars as they take

the current raise the potential of the rails, earth and lead.

This induces a static charge on the copper conductor,

through the dielectric, in this case paper, of the cable act-
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FIG. 1.—DIAGRAM OF TESTS.

ing as a condenser. This static electricity flows back
through the copper conductor, thence to earlh, through
the galvanometer, with which the insulation resistance is

being measured. The magnitude of this disturbance is quite
commonly so great that when testing by direct deflection a
cable whose insulation resistance is 400 megohms per mile,

the spot of light will travel from one end of the scale to the
other. This niakes it almost impossible to even estimate
the amount of deflection caused by the leak through the
insulation of the cable. From this it will be seen that it is

necessary to employ some other means for the determina-
tion of the insulation resistance. The method which has
been found to be successful is the '

' Loss of Charge '

'

method. When this is used, and proper precautions are
taken in its application, it is found to check well with the
results obtained by the direct deflection method. They
are, of course, compared on a test where earth currents are
not present. The formula for " Loss of Charge " method,
which may be found in any standard text book on the
subject, is as follows :

26.06 t

KlogV

where R is the insulation resistance to be determined; t the
time in minutes (usually one) during which the cable is

insulated and the charge allowed to leak out. K is the
capacity of the cable in microfarads. V is the initial dis-

charge deflection, v is the final discharge deflection after

t minutes. An inspection of the formula will show that it

is necessary to determine the capacity of the cable in

applying this method. This may be determined by com-
parison with a standard condenser. In determining the
insulation resistance of a cable by this means, the disturb-

ances caused by earth currents are entirely avoided, as we
are able, in this case, to reduce the .sensitiveness of the

galvanometer by using a shunt of high multiplying power.
The conditions which obtain in the practical applica-

tion of the '

' Loss of Charge '

' method and some of the pre-

cautions necessary to be observed in its use may be now
considered. Each cable is tested once a week. The test-

ing is done at night, as it is at this time only that the cables

can be spared from service. Eleven cables, or one-half the

total number, are tested in one night. This requires that

each cable shall not be kept out of service for more than
thirty minutes. The cable having been subjected, during
the previous week, to a pressure of 500 volts positive, the

dielectric possesses considerable positive electrification.

Unless this is removed from a cable before a test is made,
the insulation resistance will appear to be
many times greater than it really is. This
is accounted for as follows: when testing

by the
'

' Loss of Charge '

' method, there

is a period during which the cable is insu-

lated, to allow the charge to leak out
through its insulation. The absorbed
positive charge, above referred to, will

gradually soak out and recharge the cable,

assuming, of course, that we are testing

with the positive pole of the battery to

core. This makes the final deflection due
to the discharge of the remaining elec-

tricity higher than it should be and the

insulation resistance therefore appears

higher to this extent. Grounding the

core for an hour or two would in a great

measure dissipate this electrification and
bring the cable to a neutral condition,

which is, of course, the proper one for test-

ing. The restriction as to time, mentioned
above, precludes the possibility of this

treatment and recourse must be had to

other devices. The means adopted to

neutralize the positive electrification is the

application of 500 volts negative, to the

core of the cable, sufficiently long to bring

the cable to a condition practically free

from positive electrification. This at first

sight would seem an easy way in which to overcome
the difficulty. It is found however that to properly

neutralize a cable, ready to test, requires considerable

experience. This is owing to the fact that a dielec-

tric, after being subjected to successive stresses alter-

nating in sign, will return free charges in the reverse order

from that in which they were applied. Each cable is a sub-

ject for special treatment, which is dependent on its length,

the character of the dielectric, together with its normal

condition as regards insulation resistance. The length of

time that the negative electricity should be applied to the

cable, in order to neutralize it, increases as the tempera-

ture decreases. The duration of the application of the

negative electricity will vary from one to twenty-five

seconds. The cable is known to be sufficiently neutral for

testing when, after being insulated for one minute and dis-

charged through the galvanometer, it produces no deflec-

tion.

It has been necessary to enter somewhat minutely into

the conditions which obtain in the special class of work
which we are considering, in order to make clear the neces-

sity and utility of the various instruments, which comprise

a complete equipment of a testing station for street rail-

ways.
The location of the testing station should be chosen

with reference to the following conditions: the ground
upon which it is built should be free from vibration. If

there is likely to be any trouble on account of unsteadiness,

a cellar should be excavated and a pier sunk, on which the

Dec.Street Ry. Jou
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galvanometers are to be placed. The foundation walls of

the building will then shield the pier from surface vibration.

The station should also be at such a distance from the power
house, feeders, or other sources of magnetic influence, that

the galvanometers will not be materially affected by the

magnetism. When this is not practicable, a properly con-

structed magnetic shield will be found useful.

The building may be of brick, fifteen or twenty feet

square, one room in it being sufficient. The floor should be
constructed so that it will support the weight of a reel of

cable weighing about a ton. It is convenient to have a

number of three inch pipes bricked into the upper portion

of the walls. These will serve for ventilation and will

allow the end of a cable, which is to be tested, to be brought
directly to the instruments, through the wall of the build-

ing. This makes it possible to test a length of cable even
though the weather be damp.

When large quantities of copper are purchased it is

desirable to have some means of testing the
conductivity of a reel. To do this with ac-

curacy requires that the reel of cable be kept
at a known uniform temperature. As the

temperature of a paper or fibre insulated con-

ductor changes very slowly, it has been found
convenient to keep the reel at a uniform
temperature for several days. It is placed
in the test house where the temperature is

maintained very nearly constant by means of

a thermostat which regulates the supply of

steam used for heating the house.

As the test house is not usually located

at the terminus of the underground cables,

it is necessary that leads be run from it to the
ends of the cable. Two or three No. 6

anderground conductors will usually be
found sufficient for this purpose and will

also have the advantage that considerable

current may be carried by them when neces-

sary. A flexible cord and clip at the cable

end serves to connect the test leads with any
cable which it may be desirable to test.

The following is a description of the in-

struments and appliances which have been
found to answer the requirements of the
testing station of the West End Street Rail-

way Company, of Boston.

One hundred and fifty cells Le Clanche
battery. These cells should be charged with
a solution about one-fifth the strength of

that ordinarily used. This prevents the
salts creeping, and as the battery is always
used in circuit with very high resistances,

the solution will contain sufficient active

material to produce all the current necessary.

This battery should be placed on a highly
insulated platform. Flexible leads are at-

tached at various points throughout the
battery. These leads are brought to a sus-

pended frame over the instrument table, and have spring
clips attached to them. This arrangement enables almost
any strength of battery to be used. It may be said here
that all connections which carry very little current and
which require to be shifted occasionally, are made by
clamping spring clips attached to flexible leads to flat

strips of brass at such points as may be necessary. This
method saves considerable time in changing connections.

A Thomson reflecting galvanometer, total resistance
of about 10,000 ohms, with coils which may be connected
differentially or not as desired. This galvanometer .should
be insulated by being set on a plate of some non-conducting
material. If this is not attended to it is likely there will

be considerable trouble from its action as an electrometer,
the static potential between the coils and the mica vane
deflecting the needle so that the spot of light is thrown off

the scale. In case magnetic conditions, from any source,
cause a disturbance of the needle the magnetic shield has been
ound to overcome the difficulty. To shield from the effects

of 3000 or 4000 amperes at a distance of fifty feet with the

usual variations of the current found on railway feeders, a
cast iron shield about 43% ins. thick and weighing 1300
lbs., has been found satisfactory. This shield is cast in

the shape of a bell from a good quality of iron, and has a

slit in it to allow the light to enter and be reflected from
the galvanometer mirror. This shield may be seen in Fig.

2, su.spended over the galvanometer. It is couuterweighted
and when lowered in position rests on a ca.st iron plate five

inches thick.

The D'Arsonval galvanometer of about 2000 ohms
resistance, is seen in the illustration at the right of the

Thomson. This should be of the ballistic type with no
damping arrangement. It is set up with its mirror at the

same height as the Thomson and one lamp and scale is

used for both instruments. The lamp and scale are

attached to the triangular box resting on the standard at

the back of the in.strument table. This box turns in a

FIG. 2. -INTERIOR OF TESTING STATION—WEST END STREET
RAILWAY CO., BOSTON.

horizontal plane and is easily shifted from one instrument
to the other.

The Thomson galvanometer is used chiefly for direct

deflection measurements of insulation resistance and is a
quicker working instrument than the D'Arsonval. It is

also used in conductivity measurements, locating faults and
such other work requiring the use of a differential galva-
nometer. The D'Arsonval galvanometer is used chiefly in

the
'

' Lo.ss of Charge '

' method of measuring insulation

resistance. It is used in comparison of potentials by the
condenser method and all other work requiring the use of

a ballistic galvanometer.
The shunt which is used to vary the sensibility of these

galvanometers, is constructed according to the method de-
.scribed by Ayrton and Mather in the Electriml World of Apr.
2 1 , 1894. An ordinary portable, plug-in Wheatstone bridge
of about 10,000 ohms total resistance, is used for this shunt.
This is seen on the instrument table at the extreme left.

The shifting contact on the shunt is a spring chp which
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fits over the contact blocks of the bridge. The combina-
tion of the Ayrton shunt and D' Arsonval galvanometer form
an extremely accurate and handy testing set.

The Wheatstone bridge for measurement of resistances

seen in the foreground on the galvanometer pier, is the

regular Anthony pattern, of first quality. The resistance

coils range from .1 to 10,000 ohms.
Just behind the bridge may be seen the two standard

resistances. They are supported within a glass jar filled

with petroleum. The resistances are .1 and .01 ohm,
capable of carrying currents of 10 and 100 amperes respec-

tively. A vertical tube containing a propeller serves to

keep the liquid in motion and to distribute the heat gener-

ated by the current, and so keep an even temperature.

Next to the Ayrton shunt may be seen a double key
which serves as a short circuiting key to the galvanometers
and is so arranged that by letting both heys up it discon-

nects the shunt and gives the galvanometer full sensitive-

ness. Connected with this key is the galvanometer plug
reverser; from thence connection is made with the Rymer-
Jones battery reversing key. To the latter are clipped

the leads to the .battery. The insulated terminals at the

right, to which are attached the test leads, also con-

nect with the reversing key. In addition to the instru-

ments already mentioned, there are on the instrument table

a microfarad condenser, . i megohm wire resistance, a
pair of Clark cells and a carbon megohm.

Ten incandescent lamps over the pier, in connection
with the contact circle at the end of the instrument table,

form a detector circuit. Previous to taking a test on a

cal)le the detector circuit is connected with the cable and
the contact circle handle is turned. If the cable is grounded
the front row of lamps will light. If it is charged from the

railway circuit to a dangerous extent, one or more lamps
in the rear row will light, the number depending on the

voltage on the cable. Everything being in a normal con-

dition however all of the lamps will burn at al:)Out half

candle power.
A convenient accpiisition to the testing room is a

locker with space for voltmeters, ammeters and other port-

able instruments, samples of cable, faulty portions of cable,

etc.

A lamp rack for testing lamps is found to be a paying
investment. This in connection with a photometer room
enables continual tests to be made on lamps for life, effi-

ciency and constancy.

It is necessary for certain kinds of testing, such as

conductivity measurements, to use considerable current at

low voltage. This is secured by means of a wire .rheostat,

connected with the 500 volt railway circuit. Its coils are
immensed in and kept cool by running water.

The chief business of the test house is to follow closely

the variations in the insulation resistance of the underground
feeders and to detect any faults when the}' occur before
they lower the insulation resistance to a dangerous point.

In order to test the cables in a reasonable length of time it

is necessary that everything be arranged to work in the
qiiickest possible manner consistent with accuracy.

The process of testing a cable is as follows : it is first

cleared out, or its positive electrification neutralized, as has
been above described. Six tests are then taken, three with
positive electrification and three with negative. The
manipulation of the instruments in making these tests is as
follows : the ballistic constant is first obtained by noting
the deflection produced by the condenser when charged to
full voltage of the testing battery and discharged through
the ballistic galvanometer. The cable is then connected
with the galvanometer circuit in place of the condenser.
A throw of both levers of the battery reversing key to the
left charges the cable with full positive potential from the
testing battery. Depressing the short circuit key of the
galvanometer and throwing the right hand lever of the
battery reversing key to the right gives the initial dis-

charge deflection from the cable used as a condenser. A
throw of the right hand lever to the left again charges the
cable, the duration of this charge being about one second.
This lever is then placed in the middle position which

insulates the cable and the electricity is allowed to leak out
during a period of one minute. In the meantime the gal-

vanometer spot is brought to rest and part of the calcula-

tion for the capacity, etc., is made. After the specified

time has elapsed the galvanometer short circuit key is de-

pressed and the reversing key lever again thrown to the
right, which gives the final discharge deflection. This is

used in the calculation of the insulation resistance by
means of the formula already given. The value of the in-

sulation resistance, which is obtained from the first deflec-

tion with positive electrification, is the one used in plotting

out the regular chart. The second and third deflections

should show a gradual increase; if they do not it is well to

inspect the cable more closely.

The device employed for bringing the galvanometer
spot to rest consists of three buttons, one each of zinc,

carbon and iron. The iron button is attached to one of

the galvanometer terminals, while both the zinc and the

carbon buttons are attached to the other terminal. All are

within easy reach of the operator. In using these, a finger

of the left hand is placed on the iron button and by touch-

ing either the zinc or the carbon botton with the other

hand, the galvanic action will cause the spot to move
either way, as desired. By this method, when using the

ballistic galvanometer, the spot may be brought to rest in

a few seconds, while without some such device as many
minutes would be required.

An underground telephone system, in connection with
the testing station is a valuable adjunct to the maintenance
of underground feed cables. It will diminish the time re-

quired for testing, as well as facilitate the location and re-

pair of faults in the power cables, when they occur.

In conclusion, I may say, that the West End Street

Railway Company has had in service, since March, 1895,

132,000 ft. of paper and fibre insulated, 500,000 c. m. lead

covered, underground cable. Up to the present time there

have been no burnouts on the underground system due to

a fault in the cable. Eleven faults have been detected,

located and the cables repaired.

English Methods of Cable Track Construction.

^ , . By Alex. McCallum.

From certain articles which have appeared in Ameri-
can technical papers upon the recent cable railways in

Great Britain, it is evident that there is a misapprehension
of the differences between American and English methods
of cable track construction. Tlie latter is in use at present

in London, Edinburgh, Matlock, and is now being installed

in the Isle of Man. An enormous extension of it is just

beginning to be built in Edinburgh, and Newcastle prom-
ises to follow. The only example of the American method
is that in Birmingham, and there both first cost and work-
ing expenses are not so encouraging as on the lines con-

structed on the English system. This system is the result

of a conviction that the expensive deep American conduit is

impracticable in Britain, and it is the outcome of years of

study, experiment, and experience on the part of W. N.
Colam, M. I. C. E., while Dick, Kerr & Company, Ltd.,

the well known tramway engineers and contractors, have
attained great perfection in carrying out such work. It

has now reached such a stage of development and has been

.so tested by eight or nine years of experience that it can

be ab.solutely affirmed to be not only cheap to build, but

thoroughly reliable. It does not, of course, necessarily fol-

low that it would be equally suitable for cities in the

northern United States, but it certainly leaves little to be
reasonably desired in England or Scotland. It may be

that it would not stand the intense frosts of North Amer-
ican winters without closing of the slot, but if not it could

doubtless be strengthened without materially increasing

the cost.

The system is distinguished from that generally used in

American practice by the smallness of the conduit, the form

of the slot rails, the type of grip and the method of sup-
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porting the track rails. First, as to the conduit. This is

composed of concrete, with embedded yokes about three

feet six inches apart. Measured from the top of the slot

rail or surface of the paving to the bottom of the inside of

the tube the depth is only nineteen inches. Beneath this

is six or seven inches of concrete, giving a total dej^th of

about twenty-six inches. At the yokes the depth to the

bottom of the cast iron is twenty-three inches and three

inches more of concrete gives an extreme depth as before.

The full width of the yoke is twenty-one inches, the inter-

nal diameter of the conduit being nine inches, with six

inches of iron web on either side. At the vertical sheaves

employed on straight runs the depth to the bottom of the

concrete is increased to two feet nine inches, but this depth

is only reached for a length of two feet two inches, giving

ample room for the fourteen inch sheaves. The external

width is twenty-seven inches. On curves where horizontal

sheaves are used the total depth of excavation remains at

twenty-six inches, but the internal width is increased to

twenty-two inches, and the external to the outside of the

concrete to two feet eight inches. The'bottoni level of the

drain pipe is about four inches lower

than the base of the concrete, or

thirty inches below the top of the slot

rail. This additional four inches of

excavation however need only be
about six inches wide. The yokes
weigh about 125 lbs. each, against 300
lbs. or 400 lbs. in American practice.

They do not extend outwards to sup-

port the rails, but have vertical sides,

measuring across twenty-one inches

alike at top and bottom. They do not

stop short at the bottom of the slot

rail as in America, but are carried

right up to the surface of the street

between the paving blocks, their upper
parts having no flanges so as to allow

of this being done. The top of the

slot rails is therefore flush with the

top of the yokes, and the former are

firmly bolted to the latter not merely
at the base as in America, but also

near the top. Hence there is enor-

mous security against closing of the

slot.

It will be seen that the excava-
tion necessary consists merely of the

cutting of a trench between the place

for each pair of track rails to a depth
of twenty-six inches below the top

setts and twenty-one inches wide,

cal pulleys does this depth require

thirty-three inches.

of the concrete, while it is seventeen inches wide internally.

The other is the Olive vStreet road in St. Louis where the

tube measures thirty-four inches deep inside, four feet one
inch outside and eighteen inches wide internally. The ac-

companying diagram shows the English conduit and yoke
in section superimposed on a .section of the St. Louis yoke
and tube. Both are drawn on the same .scale.

The type of grip used is radically different from that

employed in America. In the first place the lower jaw is

movable and not the upper as is often the case in America;
secondly the grip is arranged so that it can pick up the
cable at any part of the road without the aid of gipsies, and
third it lifts the cable about three inches above the carry-

ing sheaves, instead of six inches or more as is often the
ca.se in the United States.

The abolition of the iron guard inside the conduit at

curves, and of the grinding of the grip shank upon it is

made iws.sible by the form of the .slot rails. The bottom
member of the rail is set back, which allows a friction roller

on the grip shank to take the lower vertical plane to the
right or left, according to the direction of the curve. All

"|str>.et li^.ilwny Journal

DIAGRAM SHOWING RELATIVE SIZE OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN CABLE CONDUITS.

of the level of the

Only at the verti-

to be increased to

Taking into account the fact that

the paving blocks are six inches deep, that below them
even for a horse tramway there is an inch of fine con-

crete and six inches of ordinary concrete, or thirteen inches

for the three, it will be seen that the additional excavation
work over and above laying a horse line consists simply of

digging a trench thirteen inches deep by twenty-one in-

ches wide between each set of track rails. In America on
the other hand, the usual practice recpiires excavation to a
depth of four feet or more from the street surface. This
excavation also requires to be made the full width of the

track, or more, and sometimes it is made across the full

breadth of the double track including the space between
each pair of lines, amounting in all to thirteen feet or four-

teen feet across. The great width of the yokes in order to

support the track rails explains the necessity for such an
enormous amount of lateral work. It would be unfair

perhaps to compare the Engli,sh conduit with that on such
exceptional roads as those on Broadway and Third
Avenue in New York, but the case may be taken of two
comparatively modern specimens of cable construction as

typical. One is the Columbia Railway in Washington
where the conduit is thirty-one inches deep inside and four
feet three inches from the top of the slot rail to the bottom

the wear and tear and the awkwardness arising from lifting

the cable several inches on curves is aLso abolished, as the

deflection of the rope caused by the grip is only horizontal

iiLstead of both horizontal and vertical. On the straight

runs the tops of the cable .sheaves are about twelve inches

below the street surface, so that with a lift of three inches

by the grip the work is done only about nine inches below
the top of the paving stones and close under the bottom
part of the .slot rails. One other important matter about
the .slot rails is that their sides are vertical, so that heavy
wheel traffic over the paving blocks immediately adjoining

has no tendency to close the slot.

Dealing next with the track rails, these are laid as for

hor,se or steam tramways direct on a concrete foundation.

The yokes do not come near them, but they are tied to

gauge by light tie rods bolted at one end through the web
of the rail and at the other to the side of the yoke. The
consequence is that the yoke is strengthened against slot

closure and that vibration from ordinary wheel traffic is

not conve^'cd in the same direct way to the yokes and .slot

as in the ca.se of American construction. Economy in re-

pairs is thus secured.

It will thus be .seen that the street construction is of a

comparatively simple and economical type, and thus far it

has given every satisfaction. It .should have been men-
tioned, though perhaps it is scarcely necessary, that small

hatches only are provided in the street above the sheaves

\
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to allow of access for oiling and repairs and these are paved
with ordinary stones. Street railway men can easily per-

ceive that the amount of interference with underground
pipes is comparatively very small in carrying out this

method of construction, as all pipes more than fourteen

inches from the road surface may be allowed to remain. As
to the absolute cost, it is well known that tramway lines,

double track, composed of heavy steel girder rails on con-

crete foundations, along with a roadway paved with granite

blocks cannot for horse or steam traction be laid in Eng-
land for less than about $40,000 per mile. The cable con-

duit on the method above described costs about as much
more, making some $80,000 per double track mile. Should
special obstructions from large underground pipes be en-

countered so near the surface the cost would, of course, be
greater. Providing a power station with engines, boilers

and machinery and a car shed will cost a sum, varying
per mile according to the length of the lines equipped, but
for a fair sized installation $100,000 per double track mile

is about enough for street work, buildings, machinery and
all equipment for a two minute service of cars. A horse

tramway with a two minute service costs practically the

same money owing to the large niunber of horses required

and the extensive buildings and land necessary.

An ounce of fact is worth a ton of theory, and on the

question whether such cable tramways will pay in cities of

moderate size we have an example in Edinburgh. There
the existing cable lines occupy three miles of street on
which gradients up to one in eleven occur. The district is

a quiet one, and the average interval between cars has been
about five minutes, though recently a four minute head-

way has often been run. Further, the speed allowed is

only six miles an hour. Yet this short line with its neces-

sarily high general charges costs only about fifty-five per
cent of the receipts to work, and on the actual cost of con-

struction returns a dividend of about ten per cent per
annum. No separate accounts of the London cable line

have been published, but the expenses are much lower
owing to the fact that a two minute service is required. It

will^be apparent from the above that the conversion of the

horse linesjin Edinburgh to the'cable_system, as they carry

Car House Construction in Boston.

The recent additions to its rolling stock made by the

West End Street Railway Company, of Boston, and men-
tioned in our last issue, has compelled the company to erect

a number of new car houses. In all, accommodations for

391 additional cars have been supplied by the company
since last October. All the new car houses are built upon the

same general plan, and embody in their construction certain

principles which the long experience of the company has
found to be desirable. The plans followed are in some re-

spects novel so that a study of the drawings of one of the

recent car houses will be of interest. Those shown are of

Sloyie H to 1

Street Railway Joiiruiil

FIG. 1.—HALF CROSS SECTION THROUGH PIT ROOM.

a new car house built by the company at the corner of

Washington and Cephas Streets.

Walls and Roof.—The building has twelve inch brick

walls with granite sills and is covered with a '

' mill roof
'

'

of plank and heavy timbers. The foundations are of brick

with 8 in. X 8 in. hard pine posts supporting 8 in. x 10 in.

hard pine girders. The floors are three inch spruce plank.
Monitors.—The monitors are at right angles to the

tracks instead of the usual construction which is to have
them parallel to the tracks, or extending lengthwise of the
building. The object of this is to secure better light and
prevent the cars on the side track standing in the shadow
of the cars standing on the middle tracks.

Entrance Curves.—These are usually laid with tram
rail mounted on a 5 in. X 8 in. stringer. While not so

durable as the girder rail and of course not so desirable for

"Ei & &

FIG. 2.—HALF LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF NEW CAR HOUSE—BOSTON.
strict Riiiluay Ju(;i-c:il

a much heavier traffic than the present cable road, cannot

but be attended with substantial profits, even after taking

into account the present capitalization of the horse lines

which is a very moderate one. The same remark applies

also to Newce.stle.

As I have in a previous article indicated, there is the

more opportunity for this economical method of cable con-

struction in England because besides the objection to over-

head wires it is being found that for a fairly heavy traffic

the necessity of putting all feeder wires underground and
the care and expense necessary to fulfill the stringent regu-

lations of the Board of Trade in regard to electric tram-

ways will cause electric lines to approximate very closely in

first cost to cable roads for a frequent service, while operat-

ing expenses at the low speeds which are compulsory will

also militate against such wholesale adoption of electricity

in the central parts of larger towns as that with which
Americans are familiar.

During January the records of the Baltimore City

Passenger Railway Company show a generation of power
at 3. 129 lbs. of coal per kilowatt, running non-condensing.

ordinary street construction, this form of rail is considered

quite as desirable for car house entrance curves when the

price is considered. The cost is only about one-third that

of girder rail construction. When a car enters the car house

it is going at a slow rate of speed and has no passengers so

that there is but little strain on the track. Moreover there

is practically no teaming over such places. When laid on

its own property T rails are used.

In the car house illustrated, the entrance curves are

all under cover, a single track entering through each of the

two doors at the front of the car house. This method has

not been adopted in all the recent car houses, but was
employed here from the fact that the space in front of

the house was limited and did not admit of the curves being

laid in the streets. As the special work is all under cover

there is no expense in keeping it clear of snow in winter.

Wash Room.—The proper place for this is considered

to be in the middle and as near the front of the building as

possible. It is so arranged that it can be kept warm in

winter.

Offices, Waiting Rooms, etc.—The offices and the con-

ductors' and motormen's rooms are along the side wall of
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the Iniildin^^. The latter are kept
entirely distinct from the rooms for
the repair men, which are at the
rear of the building. It has also
been considered desirable to give the
motormen and conductors separate
rooms. These are on the ground
floor, commodious and fitted with
lockers for the different men. The
passengers' waiting room, in the car
house illustrated, is in the front of
the building. This room is of the
usual construction with benches, and
adjoining it are the salt bin and
storage room which should be easily
accessible from the street.

Boiler Room.—The boiler room
and blacksmith shop are separated
from the rest of the house by a
brick wall twelve inches thick and
connect with the main car house by
sliding doors, tinned. The oil room
is similarly enclosed and its floor
sloped to the center at a grade of
in. to the foot. It is fitted with
center and side benches.

Stock Room.—The stock room,
also in the rear of the building, is

fitted with traveling hand hoist by
which supplies can be received and
delivered to a swinging crane which
controls two pit tracks.

Pits.—The pits have stairs at
each end, and over one are two ten
inch I beams spaced eleven feet
apart, fitted with hoists, by which a
car body can be lifted clear of the
truck. Another pit is fitted with
removable rail sections of about
eight feet in length, whereby after
a car has been jacked up its wheels
can be lowered into the pit by a pit
jack.

The portion of the building con-
taining the pits, with two additional
tracks for storage, can be shut off

from the rest of the building by
doors and can be warmed in winter.
In the opinion of the managers of
the company this is an important
point, as it is thought that repairs
can be made much more quickly
and to better advantage in a com-
fortably warm room than in a cold
one.

Fire Prccaiitions. — The car
houses are fitted with automatic
sprinklers and there is a regular fire

drill which the men are taught and
which they practice at intervals.

The pressure of the sprinkling sys-
tem is supplied by a rotary pump,
directly connected to an electric

railway motor, making it indepen-
dent of the city supply. The wiring for the motor is kept
distinct from that in the car house. A railway motor has
been considered preferable to any other kind of power
since there will always be plenty of men about the car
house who will know how to operate it.

The automatic sprinkler pipes are filled with air which
holds back the water, so that there is no trouble from freez-
ing in the pipes during winter. The electric pump can
take water from the city mains or from a large tank located
near the car house holding from 20,000 to 40,000 gals.,
and heated by steam pipes in winter to keep it from freez-
ing. Hose pipes are carried to the roof which is reached
from the ground floor by a large number of ladders, so that
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water can be turned on from a dozen or more streams. The
whole apparatus can in most cases be put in operation and
the roof streams manned inside of thirty seconds from the

time the alarm is given.

Street Railway Rotidbetl.

By Mason D. Peatt.
/'

/V.— Track Fastoiings. Joints.

Rails cannot be made, like wire, in any length desired;

nor could they be shipped or handled conveniently in

lengths of over sixty feet, the length of the longest rails

laid to-day. The usual lengths are thirty, thirty-two and
forty feet.

There must be some good connection between these

separate rails when laid, to insure a continuity of track sur-

face, and the question of joints—good joints—should be
given equal importance with that of good rails. As a

matter of fact, the joint has received fully as much considera-

tion as the rail, since the advent of the electric motor.

What constitutes a good joint? Simply, a fastening which,
when properly applied to the abiitting rail ends, will hold
them in as good line and surface as the body of the rail.

It is a well established fact that rails laid in paved or

macadamized streets and covered to their full depth, as is

usually the case on street railways, may be " butted," i.e.,

laid without any opening between the ends for expansion.

This can be done without danger from the effects of changes
of temperature. This fact simplifies to a great extent the

problem of making a good joint; for any opening, even as

small as in., will cause a " pound " on the passage of

a wheel. The jar resulting from this pound will cause nuts,

clips and other fastenings to loosen in time, and conse-

quently produce a defective spot in the track.

There is a considerable strain produced in a line of

rails by the changes of temperature*, but there is no appre-

ciable movement because the whole effort is absorbed by
the elasticity of the metal, and the vice-like grip of the

pavement and surrounding material.

Rails are usually " hot-sawed", i. e., sawed to length

as they come from the rolls at a bright red heat, and as it

is quite impossible to thus make a perfectly smooth and
square cut, the practice is to slightly undercut them. The
amount of this undercut is about in., leaving an open-
ing at the base of about -^r in. when the heads abut. The most
common form of joint is that formed by two plates in the

sliape of shallow channels, placed one on either side of the

rail, and taking a bearing on the inclined surfaces of the head
and ba.se. They are held in position by bolts passing horizon-

tally through both plates and the rail. The bolts used are

called track bolts, and have a button head. That portion of

the shank next the head, for a distance equal to the thickness

of the joint plate is of oval form, and as it fits a hole of the

same shape, the bolt is prevented from turning when the

nut is being put on. The nut is either square or hex-
agonal. Where there is room for it to turn, the square nut
is 'preferable in giving more bearing against the joint plate,

and a better grip for the wrench. The hexagonal, or
'

' hex," nut is used where there is less clearance, as is often

the case on angle joints on T rails and on the deep girder

rails where there are two rows of bolts; for in these latter

ca.ses it is desirable to get the bolt as close as possible to

the edge of the plate.

*The coefficient of expansion for steel due to a change in temperat\ire of
i°F. is .00000688 (Ganot). The rate of elongation of a bar of rail steel when sub-
jected to a tensile strain within its elastic limit is, according to the average of a
large number of tests made by the Pennsylvania Steel Company, about .00006 in.

per 1000 lbs. per square inch. Dividing the temperature coefficient by the latter,

we get 1 14.6 lbs. as the strain per square inch, produced in a rail due to a change
of 1°, provided the ends are rigidly held and that there can be no lateral or ver-
tical bending when compression takes place. Assuming a change in tempera-
ture of 100°, we get a strain of 11,460 lbs. per square inch, which is about one-fifth
of the elastic limit, and one-ninth of the ultimate .strength of rail steel. As a
matter of fact, however, rails are not usually laid with the entire end surfaces
abutting perfectly, and there is some chance for a small movement by compres-
sion of the small ridges produced by the saw. Then again, it is high'lj' improb-
able that a rail will be under no strain at one of the extremes of temperature,
but that the point of no strain will be at an average temperature. So that un-
der these considerations, it is not probable that the strain in a rail will ever ex-
ceed one-third the figure given above, or about 4000 lbs. per square inch—

a

strain which is absolutely -without danger of any kind.

The most essential feature of a joint is that the plates

shall have as much bearing as possible. There is little

gained in making any of the flanges wider than others, for

a joint is like a bridge in this respect, that the weakest
part determines the strength of the whole. That portion
of the rail which generally determines the width of the
joint plate flanges is under the head, and whatever width
of bearing may be obtained here should be used at the
other points. It is extremely important that the joint

plates should fit the rail and that when drawn up by the
bolts, the bearing surfaces shall be
in contact with the rail with a

uniform pressure over their en-

tire surface. In order that the

plates may not bend under the

strain of the bolts, and destroy
this bearing, they are always
made convex. This is a proper
feature, but even an arch, when
not of sufficient thickness to carry

its load will fail, as have many
joint plates by being pulled in

against the web of the rail. Fig.

80 clearly shows the result of

such action. The bearing instead

of being distributed over a sur-

face is concentrated along a line.

FIG. 80.—BUCKLED JOINT The effect of this is to rapidly
PLATES. wear away the parts of the rail

( Original pcsition is shown and joint in contact, and thus
by dotted lines. ) loosen the joint. One cause for

this lies in the increa.sed size of

the bolt used, without increasing the thickness of the

plates proportionately. Larger bolts are used, because of

their tendency to remain tight, due to the frictional resist-

ance of a largely increased thread area.

Plain or channel plates for 6 in. rails should be not less

than y'',; in. thick at the center, those for 7 in. rails in.

,

FIG. 81.—RIBBED JOINT PLATES.

and for 9 in. rails not less than y% in. Even with these

heavy plates there is danger of their being bent in suffi-

ciently to destroy the fit unless some care is exercised in

tightening up the bolts. Plates of less thickness than

those given above have ample vertical stiffness and in order

to prevent this inward bending on deep girder rails having
a double row of bolts, the writer devised the "ribbed"
plate, shown in Fig. 81. (See also Figs. 49, 54, 64 and 67
in the STREET Railway Journal, February, 1896.) The
81^ in. rail (Fig. 64) was the first section made having

this type of joint. It was laid on the Atlantic Avenue
Railroad in Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1892-3. With this center

bearing it is readily seen that bending is prevented and the

true bearing of the joint plate flanges insured, even when
bolts are tightened up to the limit of their strength.

In this connection it might be well to explain how
rolled joint plates should be applied. Rails fresh from the

mills are covered more or less with a thin coat of black

oxide of iron. Much of this falls off during the process of
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straightening, loading and unloading; but there is always

some adhering to tlie rail when placed in the track. This,

to niy mind, is one of the worst enemies of the joint, for

after the latter is applied and the track is used the jar of

passing wheels reduces this scale to a thin powder. This

powder, working its way out from between the rail and
joint plate, leaves the latter loose, or well started in that

direction. This coating of oxide or " .scale " is also found
on the joint plates. Therefore the first thing to do is to

remove it from the bearing surfaces, which may be done
with a light hanmier, a file or a scraper. By the time the

FIG._^83.—WHEELER RAIL JOINT.

rail reaches its destination this scale will be found only in

patches, and probably the first tool mentioned is the best

for the purpose as it easily crumbles off after a few light

blows on the spot. This is a matter which I believe to be
of considerable importance, and yet is often, if not always,

overlooked.

The next step is to place the plates in their proper
position and putting in all the bolts, .screw them up only

sufficiently tight to hold the rails snugly. Care .should be
exercised here as well as at each subsequent operation, to

see that the plates go on evenly. After the spiking has
been done and the track surfaced, all bolts .should be gone
over carefulh^ pulling every nut up tight. This may be
done most effectively with a two foot wrench; and while
pulling on the wrench, tap the head of the bolt with a one
pound hammer. A few blows on the plates and on the

head of the rail with a light .sledge during this proceeding
will have a beneficial effect. Again, after the track is fin-

ally lined and surfaced, every bolt .should be gone over with
wrench and hammer. A final inspection before filling in

will do no harm.
If plain channel joints have been used, too much care

cannot be exercised in drawing up the bolts, not to bend
the plates, for they will do more good when bearing evenh'
against the rail flanges, even if the bolts are not as tight as

they might be. ^

Channel joints are used from 20 ins. to 38 ins.

long and with four to twelve bolts. The bolts should
be either "-8 in. or i in. in diameter. The writer is of

the opinion that for 6 in. and 7 in. rails the joint should
be 26 ins. to 36 ins. long, 5 8 in. thick and have .six or

eight I in. bolts; on rails deeper than 7 ins. a joint of

about the same length, or even shorter, with two rows of

six bolts each. Plain channel bolts should be 7/8 in. thick;
" ribbed" plates may be in. and the bolts i in. in diam-
eter. The spacing of the bolts is a matter about which
there seems to be a large diversity of opinion, but that in

which the length of plate is divided evenly will give as

good results as any.

Nut locks are frequently u.sed on street railway tracks;

but while admitting that there are many excellent devices

intended to hold the nuts up to their work which may be
of service on expo.sed tracks, it is my opinion that their

u.se is an unnecessary expense on tracks that are covered
in. In these ca.ses there is quickly formed a coating of

rust which, with the grip of the surrounding gravel and
.sand, holds the nut as in a vice, and if the joint becomes
loose it is from other causes.

The joint made as above described and properly ap-

plied on rails of^seven inches and over will give very .satis-

factory results. The deeper the rail, however, all other

things being equal, the better the joint is apt to be, for

with the .stiffer rail the tendency to a movement between
the parts of the joint is lessened. With the nine inch gird-

ers as laid to-day this movement of track is practically

nothing.

There are many forms of the bolted and keyed joints,

some of which possess con.siderable merit, and the question

of their use is one to be settled by the manager in each
case. We give below descriptions of a few of the most
important ones.

The girder joint ( Fig. 82 ) is of that class of joints

which grip the base of the rail. In addition to this it per-

forms another office—that of a chair—and is therefore best

adapted to rails of six inches and less in height, although
they are used on .seven inch rails to .some extent. There is

no doubt that joints of this type would be used much more
extensively than they are but for the fact that solid deep
rail track can now be bought for about the same price as

the shallow and lighter rails with chairs. The girder joint

is not so well adapted to deep rails; first, because it does
not hold the rails in strict alignment, and second, because
the ties are thrown so far below the surface.

The Wheeler rail joint (Fig. 83) is made of malleable

cast iron in two parts, and is without bolts. One of the

parts, the larger one called the " housing," has a bearing
surface extending under the entire width of the ba.se of

the rail, and has formed under this .shelf a tapered pocket
which receives a wedge formed in the lower side of the

other part. The housing is provided with lugs engaging
holes in the rail web which prevent its .slipping from a cen-

tral position when the wedge portion is

driven home. The whole is well braced
by ribs. The manufacturers .say: " There
is no attempt to assist the web in holding
up the rail head as we believe all T and
tram rails are or should be stiff enough
to carry the traffic, and are as stiff at the

ends as at any other portion of the rail

length, and that the province of a rail

joint is to prevent motion of rail ends by
keeping the bases and webs in perfect

alignment and immovable, thus insuring

a permanent alignment and surface of

tram." And the advantages claimed for

FIG. 82.—GIRDER
JOINT.

the head and
the joint are:

" A solid, unbroken base or shelf upon which the'^foot

flanges of the meeting rails rest.

FIG. 84.—WHEELER RAIL JOINT.

'

' A firm grasp of the rail over the entire surface of

the foot flanges and web.
" Simplicity of design, two pieces against twenty-six

in twelve bolt splice bar joint.

" Elimination of the weakness of splice bar joint, viz.,

bolts and nuts and consequent avoidance of necessity of

tearing up pavement for joint repairs and replacing same.
'

' Ecouonijr in applying joints, two to four Wheeler
joints having been applied while one splice bar joint was
being bolted up.

'

'

These joints have been used very effectively in old
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FIG. 8: —WEBER
JOINT.

RAIL

track—replacing the light
'

' straps
'

' which amounted to

almost no joint when attacked by the electric motor. Ex-
tending as they do below the rail there is considerable

stiffness in them. Being castings it is impossible to ob-

tain as good a fit as with rolled joints, and that they will

keep tight longer, if as long, as the bolted joint, properlj^

applied, is open to question.

The Weber joint (Fig. 85) is'peculiar in having, in

addition to the two well-fitting channel joints, an angle

which has one leg extending under the rails. The space

between the vertical leg and one of

the joint plates is filled with a piece

of sound Georgia pine. The bolts

pass through the two plates, the rail,

the pine filler and the angle. Of
course, such a joint is more expen-
sive—first cost considered—than
the ordinarj^ joint; but it is claimed
that the addition of the angle not

only stiffens the whole joint greatly,

but also maintains the rails in good
surface. The elasticity of the pine

filler keeps the whole joint tight by
taking up all loosening effect of

wear. The Weber joint has made a

remarkable record on open track where it not only main-

tains a good surface when applied to new track, but on old

track with "low" joints it has brought the

rails u.p to line and surface which it is not pos-

sible to attain with the ordinary angle joints.

With the knowledge of the fact that rails

may be laid with l)utted joints naturally comes
also the question. Why not such a joint as will

make the track practically two continuous rails?

There are two methods now in use, which
endeavor to reach this end, namel}^ the pro-

cesses of electrically welding the rail ends to-

gether and that of
'

' cast welding. '

'

The former process consisted in fusing a

piece of metal on each side of the web at the

joint by passing througli them, when held

tightly against the rail, a current of low
voltage and great volume. Some attempts, I

believe, were made last year to unite the rails

ends directly. The process of electric welding
is not welding in the ordinary sense, but a

melting of the separate pieces together. To
do this properly with steel requires the expendi-
ture of about fifty horse power per square inch.

The operation is completed so quickly that a
few inches from the point of melting steel the

rail is quite cold. The heated portion on slowly
cooling passes through an annealing process
and leaves a distinct line of demarkation be-

tween two conditions of steel—which is also a
line of weakness. This was proven by a considerable
percentage of breakages taking place at this point.

The " ca.st welded " joint consists simply in a mass of
cast iron poured around the abutting rail ends uniting
through holes in the web. It is possible to make a very
close union between the cast iron and the rail, and with the
proper amount of iron a very strong and substantial joint

can be produced.

A Recent Inlerurban Line in Ohio.

One of the most recent lines in Ohio is that along the
Mahoning Valley, extending from Youngstown to Girard
and Niles. The officials of this company are C. F. Clapp,
president, R. G. Sykes, vice president, John E. McVey,
secretary, and A. A. Anderson, treasurer and general
manager.

The company was incorporated in November, 1894.
The line was completed to Girard and put in operation on
Oct. 5, 1895, and was completed to Niles Nov. 4. The
distance from Youngstown to Girard is five miles and that
from Girard to Niles is five miles. The line serves a pop-
ulation of nearly fifty thousand people.

The track is laid with sixty-.seven pound T and sixty-

eight pound girder rail. Owing to the nature of the country
through which the line passes considerable heavy grading
was nece.s,sary, and four pieces of trestle work having a
total length of 1700 ft. The trestles are built in a most
substantial manner of Georgia pine. There is also one

FIG. 86.—CAST WELDED JOINT.

when the track became subject to the strains produced by
changing temperature. The apparatus used is neces-
sarily^cumbersome and expensi\'e, and it is questionable if^
the results attained are commensurate with the expense.

CROSSING A TRESTLE ON THE MAHONING VALLEY RAILWAY.

bridge span of seventy feet, the abutments of which are
laid in Portland cement. The span is formed by two six
foot deck plate girders. The trolley wire on these trestles

is carried on pipe poles with cross pipe girder, as shown in

the engraving. A portion of the road is built over ground
purchased outright, giving perpetual right of way, and a
fifty year franchise has been granted over the greater por-
tion of the remaining distance between Girard and Niles.

There are four thirty-two foot vestibuled cars built by
the Barney & Smith Company, two Pullman and two Gil-

bert cars. All are mounted on McGuire trucks and are
equipped with G. E. 1200 motors.

At present this line is being operated from the power
station of the Youngstown Street Railway Company in

Youngstown, but a modern power house is to be erected in

Niles, O., during the coming .spring. It is also the

purpose to consolidate the company with the Youngstown
Street Railway Company in the near future. The consol-

idated companies will probably extend their lines to other

cities in the Mahoning Valley.

The West End Street Railway
ville, Tenn., will erect a new station.

Company, of Knox-
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Car Step for Open Cars,

The accompanying engraving shows an ingenious method of

making open cars more accessible, invented by J. A. Miller, of New
Haven, Conn. It is practically the addition of another step to the
entrance of each aisle of an open car. This permits the running
board of the car to be lowered to about twelve inches above the rail.

The auxiliary step is placed ten inches above the running board and

CAR STEP FOR OPEN CARS.

is supported by iron hangers. The step is six or seven inches in

width and eighteen inches in length, thus filling the distance at the
end of each aisle. As many open cars are fitted for high suburban
speed with thirty-three inch wheels, the use of the auxiliary step

will prove very convenient to many passengers.

Another claim made for the step is that when used by con-
ductors it wall permit them to lean much further into the body of the
car after nickels. There is also much less lia-

bility to accident in getting on' and off cars.

sengers each. They measure in length nineteen and one-half feet,

and weigh, equipped, ten thousand pounds each. The electrical

equipment includes a single reduction :notor of fifteen horse power.
We are indebted for the foregoing description to L' Elc/fridla.

A New Double Tenoning Machine.

The illustration represents a new tenoning machine designed for

cutting tenons on both ends of material, coping both ends and cut-

ting off to exact dimensions at one operation.

The claim is made that it is the only double tenoner that will

tenon both ends of wide and short material at the same time and
have the tenons absolutely perfect. It will tenon material from six

inches to fifty-four inches between shoulders and to twenty inches in

width and a piece seven inches thick can be passed between the
heads. It is estimated that this machine will do the work of three
single machines and when required for tenoning longer material the
makers are prepared to construct them.

The framing is very heavy, well braced and with wide base. The
housings are mounted on the bed, one of them adjustable for differ-

ent lengths of material, and they support all the principal working
parts. The mandrels that carry the tenoning heads are I ins. in

diameter, made of the best cast steel, are lead ground and run in
long self oiling bearings. The mandrel slides have a vertical adjust-
ment on the housings and the upper mandrels have a lateral adjust-
ment to permit cutting a tenon longer on one side than the other.

The driving pulleys are located between the bearings and have
adjustable bindings to keep the belt tight, with the mandrels in any
position. The mandrels that carry the saws are located on the op-
posite sides of the housings in advance of the cutter heads and have
independent vertical and lateral adjustments. The coping attach-
ment is located back of the tenoning heads and is mounted on adjust-
able slides and driven from independent countershafting .supported
on the machine.

The feeding mechanism is constructed on a new and ingenious
principle, automatic in its operation, and will produce accurate
tenons on material of all dimensions. All provision is made for chang-

The Electric Railways of Geneva.

An electric railway has been put in operation
in Geneva by the General Tramway Companj- of

Switzerland. This tramway, which traverses the
most densely populated districts of the city, opens
direct communication with the aristocratic quarter
of the city and extends from the Plateau de
Champel on the one side, as far as the village

Petit-Saconnex on the other side. The speed of

the cars is limited to five miles per hour in the
center of the city, and twelve and one-half miles
per hour in the outskirts. The cars will run on
fifteen minutes headway, and will make twenty-
five round trips a day. Six cars will take care of
the normal traffic and will make an average of 560
car miles per day.

The power station is located on the River
Rhone. The generators are six-pole machines,
and are directly connected to horizontal Picard
turbines. Each dynamo is rated at 150 k. w.

The trolley wire is of galvanized steel in the
center portions of the city, in order to obtain
maximum strength ; on the rest of the distance it is of copper.
Tubular steel poles of a height of twenty-two feet are used, and are
set in the ground to the depth of five feet. Two types of rails are
used. In the central jDortions of the city it is of the Marsillon sec-
tion, the rails being laid on ties. On the rest of the distance the rails

are of the Phoenix type. They are in lengths of thirty-six feet. The
maximum grade is five and one-half per cent, and the minimmn
radius of ciurves is eighty-three feet.

The cars are of the double deck type, and hold thirty-two pas-

DOUBLE TENONING MACHINE.

ing the angle of the cut and length of tenon. Therej are four

changes of feed, varying from fifteen feet to forty-five feet per min-
ute. This machine is built by J. A. Fay & Company.

A COMPANY headed by Tom L. Johnson is said to be plan-

ning a S3'stem of electric railwaj-s to connect all the important towns
in Central Ohio. The prospective lines so far favorably considered

will aggregate over 400 miles.
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A Combined Separator and Steam Receiver.

The fall of pressure that takes place between the boiler and the
engine, due to the fact that the volume of steam necessary for one
stroke of the engine has to be drawn from the boiler through a long
and sinuous pipe dtiring the short period of admission which in an
ordinar}' Corliss engine is only one-fifth to one-quarter of the stroke,

Westinghouse engines at the new power house of the first mentioned
company on East Twenty-eighth Street, New York. According to
the engineer of this company, the separators remove practically

every trace of entrained water, while the receivers keep a constant
supply of steam right at the throttle, which is not affected in pressure
by the pulsations of the engine to an extent of over one-half of one
per cent. Several tests have been made to ascertain the drop in

steam pressure between the boilers and the receivers, but even when
the engines were loaded no appreciable drop could be found.

Brake Experiments in Chicago.

VERTICAL ENGINES WITH COMBINED SEPARATOR AND RECEIVER.

A trial of the improved Prouty-Noble brake was made
on the lines of the Chicago City Railway Company, Mar.
i8. Through the courtesy of Supt. M. K. Bowen, a motor
and trail car equipped with these brakes were run special

over the Clark Street line of the company from Washington
to Sixty-ninth Street. A number of officials of the Chicago
City Railway and several prominent street railway and
electrical experts were given an opportunity of witnessing the
operation of the new brake. The principle of the Prouty-
Noble brake consists in utilizing the momentum of the car by
winding the brake chain on a friction operated spool on the
car axle as previously described in the STREET Raiiavay
JoiTRNAL. With the improved construction one or more
trail cars can be perfectly and easily controlled by the fhotor-

nian and with but a slight movement of and pressure on the
brake handle. Another new feature is the placing of the
shoes so as to operate on the inside of the wheels, and of

appljdng them by direct toggle action as applied on loco-

motives. This arrangement permits of the hanging of the
shoes so that they will under no circumstances cling to or

ride the wheels, and is furthermore uniform in its operation
and quick in applying and releasing the shoes. The tests

made were on very slippery track, but were considered very
satisfactory.

Boston Standard Long Car.

has always been a source of annoyance to engineers. This reduction
of pressure, as shown by indicator cards, generally amounts to from
five to ten per cent of the boiler pressure.

Using very large steam pipes reduces the loss only in a measure,
while open to the objection of increased cost, greater difficulty in

keeping the joints tight, especially under high pressures, and greater

liability to accidents.

In view of this it has
become the practice in

large plants to place a
large reservoir or re-

ceiver close to the en-
gine; thus insuring a
free supply of steam at

substantially full pres-

sure during ailniis-

sion, the boiler having
ample time during ex-
]iansion to again re-

store the pressure in

the receiver.

These considera-
tions have led the
Goubert Manufactur-
ing Company, manu-
facturer of the Strat-

ton steam separator, to

design a combined
separator and steam
receiver. The making
of the two appliances
into one, while insur-

ing a supply of per-

fectly dry steam at full

pressure to the engine,
economizes space and
makes a much neater
appearance, as well as
lessens the number of

joints that would be
necessary if two differ-

ent apparatus were
used. The large ex-
perience and manu-
facturing facilities of
this company for high
pressure work are a
guarantee that nothing but good and tight work with a safe and
efficient apparatus will be furnished.

The Goubert Manufacturing Company has already supplied these
combined separators and receivers to a number of large power
plants. Among them may be mentioned the United Electric Light &
Power Company, of New York; West End Railway Company, of
Boston, and Nassau Electric Railroad Company, of Brooklyn.

The accompanying engraving shows two of four of these Stratton
combined separators and steam receivers connected to 1200 h. p.

The accompanying engraving shows one of the recent double
truck cars built for the West End Street Railway, of Boston, by the
Laconia Car Company, and mounted on the Baker swivel truck, the
characteristics of which are short wheel base and simplicity of con-
struction. This truck has been adopted as standard for double truck
cars bv the West End Company. It was designed by the company's

BOSTON STANDARD LONG CAR.

master mechanic and is manufactured at the L,aconia Car Com-
pany's works.

The following are some of the principal dimensions of the car:

Length of body over panels, 25 ft.; length of car over platform, 32 ft.

II ins.; length over bonnets, 33 ft. i in.; width of bottom over

panels, 6 ft. 8 ins. ; width between seat rails, 3 ft. 5 ins. ; the width
of roof at plates all over, 7 ft. g}4 ins. ; width of body over posts, 7 ft.

6 ins.; height, bottom of sill to top of trolley plank, 8 ft. ins.;

height from step to platform, 13 ins.
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The Works of a Large Car Company.

The Wason Manufacturing Company is one of the oldest estab-
lishments in the United Stales engaged in the manufacture of cars.

It began with the building of freight cars by T. W. Wason in

1845. Car building of all kinds was then in its infancy and passenger
work was only another form of coach or omnibus building. It is

and extends on both sides of the Connecticut Valley Railroad. It is

about seventy acres in extent and the company occupies about seven-
teen acres. When the shops were built this land was supposed to be
ample for all possible contingencies, but even this generous provision
has not been altogether suflicient.

The works were laid out by Mr. Fisk, v/ho with the general
manager, W. H. I'aige, made a study of most of the shops then in
existence. Through the center of the plot of land runs a transfer

WORKS OF THE WASON MFG. CO.

said that independence of his employer's political ideas was the
turning point in determining Mr. Wason's career. He lost a good
position, settled in Springfield, and taking a contract for a car on one
of the local roads, now the Connecticut River road, had his busi-
ness career settled. From 1846 when the firm was T. & C. Wason to

1853 when the firm of T. W. Wason & Company was established
there were great improvements in the works. At that time, George
C. Fisk became interested in the establishment, and for manv rears

FIG. 2.—METHOD OF PUTTING PANELS IN PLACE.

past has been the president and manager of the company, in which
he has had forty-three years of continuous service. The companj^
under its present name was organized in 1863. The old works were
in the center of the city of Springfield and in later years became in-

sufferably crowded. In 1871 H. S. Hyde and Cieo. C. Fisk pur-
chased a large tract of land at Brightwood, about two miles from
Springfield. This tract of land is on the bank of the Connecticut

table of unusual size, the track upon'it being forty-five feet in length.

The three tracks for the table traverse the whole length of the
grounds, a distance of more than 1000 ft. Originally, as designed
by Mr. Paige, this ta:ble with its engine and platform, which is seen
in the center of the 3'ard near the office building, was driven by a
chain fixed at each end. Experience has shown that the chain was
not necessary, and a simple bearing wheel running on the center

rail and driven by a chain from a sprocket wheel on the engine shaft

moves the table with the greatest

accuracy and covers the seventy
tracks which run at right angles
across the works quickly and with
great accuracy.

The building in front is that de-

voted to the offices, drawing room,
reading room, store rooms and other
departments intimatelj^ connected
witlf the office work. The passenger
erecting shop just behind the office

is 117 ft. X 75 ft- TJie foundry is 170
ft. X 62 ft., and has a deck roof.

Here are the 80,000 lb. Howe track

scales, several cupolas capable of

melting some forty tons per day.
The wheel casting house is 40 ft. X
28 ft. The wheei capacitj' is about
100 wheels per day. The machine
shop is 96 ft. >' 45 ft., the lower story

being devoted to heavy and the up-
per story to light work. Connected
with the machine shop is a smith
shop 100 ft. y 45 ft., and having an
extension which is used as an iron

room. This shop has twentj'-six side

fires. The paint shop beyond the
erecting shop is 500 ft. > , 75 ft. It

has space for thirty-two passenger
cars. The wood working shop is a

bnilding 200 ft. X 62 ft., two stories

high. The upper floor is devoted
to upholstering, varnishing and trim-

ming. One of the features of this

building which was new at the time
it was put up and which has been
of material advantage ever since, was
the fact that ever\- piece of machin-
ery rested on a foundation which
The floor itself was not laid directly

FIG. 3.—SIDE VIEW OF VESTIBULE.

was independent of the floor

upon the ground as has been a very common practice in buildings

of this character, but was raised far enough to allow a circulation

of air beneath it. Wherever it became necessary to locate a
machine the floor was cut and a foundation made directly on the soil.

There is also a lumber shed 420 ft. X 40 ft. wide and two stories

high. The trucks for passenger and other cars are built in a shop
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60 ft. X 45 ft- On the left of the engraving is seen a large new shop
which has been erected more recently, an overflow from the original
plot of land.

One of the points of interest abontthe works is the lumber yard
to which Mr. Fisk has devoted a great deal of attention. In fact,

the qualit)' of lumber has been one of the hobbies of the company
for years, Mr. Fisk, the president, having spent an unusual amount
of time and a great deal of labor and expense in experimenting with
various means for drying lumber and for putting it in the best pos-
sible condition for use. He has also done much toward having
timber of all kinds tested to ascertain its sviitableness for various
purjooses. In this matter he was one of the first men to demonstrate
the usefulness of Oregon pine. His experiments in oak are num-
berless and he is constantly testing.

The Wason Manufacturing Company has been known for a great
many years as the builder of a high grade of steam cars. The company
has also for many years engaged in the manufacture of street cars,

and if we remember rightly built for the West End road, of Boston,
the first street car having a monitor or raised deck roof. This was
trussed from the corners of the car to the center of the roof in a most
peculiar way. Apparently the builders expected that the sides of
the roof would fall inward. It was a very handsome car for 1857
and attracted nmch attention. The extensive use of the bob-tailed
car was carried so far and so completely covered with patents, that
the company for many years after their introduction confined them-
selves exclusively to steam car work. However with the introduc-
tion of heavier cars and the demands made upon them, they a few
years ago re-opened the street car department and have been since
that time manufacturing cars for street railway service. Recogniz-
ing the fact that workmanship was one of the three essentials for a
durable street car, the president took unusual pains in organizing
the department which is kept entirely distinct from the steam work.

The accompanying engravings show some of the special features
of its standard car for electric railwaj^ work. The first feature that
attracts attention is the careful and effective method employed for

holding the panels in position against the ribs while the glue is set-

ting. This is shown in principle in Fig. 2, which also gives an illus-

tration of the end of a standard car in the white. The method is to
secure with several bolts at the level of the belt rail a heavy padded
rail the whole length of the side of the car. This is done after the
panels have been tacked on. When this is in place a brace is put on
at every riV), which hooks at one end under the rail, and at the other
end is held fast by a screw clamp, as shown. Each panel is treated
by itself, though in the engraving both upper and lower jjanels have
braces and clamps in position for the purpose of illustrating the
principle. These were put in place to show the method, the panels

FIG. 5.—INSIDE FRAMING OF CAR.

having been glued and clamped some time previously. The marks
of the pressure show very plainly on the lower or curved panel.
The system is one which effectually brings the inside surfaces of
panel and rib into contact. The amount of curvature given to the
side of the car is somewhat greater than usual, a verj- desirable
feature since it materially increases the stiffness of the structure.
This is best seen in Fig. 5, which represents the inside of the car.

The reader will notice that the stands or posts for the truss rod are
not of the usual form, but of fixed length, as high as can be carried
beneath the seat. The posts themselves from the window rail down
are heavier than usual, having more width on their inside edges.

The ribs are closely spaced. The rails are chamfered so as to
throw off dirt, and blocking is placed upon the sill so that dirt can-
not remain in contact with the panels and collect water. The inside

window rail forms part of the framing of the car and is secured to
each post by three screws and is also gained in place.

The construction of the plate is another feature that should be
noted in Fig. 5. Instead of bemg a single piece of wood into which
the posts are mortised, it really consists of three pieces. One of
these is the letterboard, another a thin plate occupying the usual
position and having the post mortised into it, and the other
member an inside rail which is halved on to the posts like the win-
dow panel or letterboard. These three pieces are glued and screwed

FIG. 4.—INSIDE OF END OF CAR.

firmly to each other and to the posts and form an exceedingly stiff,

strong and very light member. The construction also appears in
Fig. 4, which shows the inside of the end of the car and illustrates

the exceedinglj' strong double corner posts which are used. The
plate may be very properly considered as belonging to the box
variety and is at the corner of the car, not only strengthened by the
inner post, but is reinforced by what would be termed the lintel of
the vestibule, which continues from the inner post to the vestibule
corner post. (See both Figs. 2 and 6.

)

Coming to the corner posts, best seen on the outside in Fig. 2,

we find that the upper members of the car frame at the corner
and the vestibule are made into one piece by carrying the
upper outside finishing strip entirely around the corner of the
vestibule past the car corner, past the first window post in a
single piece of bent wood. This long splice is also covered by the
drip rail. The finish on the corner opposite the door is seen in Fig.

3. Incidentally it should be noted that these cars are finished with
a door on one side only of the vestibule, a construction which in it-

self materially increases the strength of the car and at the same time
gives a stronger support to the vestibule. The construction of the
vestibule is best seen in Fig. 6. It is practicallj' a prolongation of

the car bod}^ the upper part of it taking the raised roof and plates as
integral portions. The great depth of the vestibule roof timbers
with the way in which the posts are secured into them makes this

practically as strong as any part of the car body. The end timber
of what would be the platform is made in several strips and is sup-
ported by four platform timbers of the usual fashion. The hori-

zontal resistance to collision or butting is secured by an oak or hard
pine platform floor i V ins. in thickness, which is driven in solidly

to take a fjearing against the end sill of the car. The end sill itself

is of oak measuring 8 ins. ' 8 ins. It is the practice of the company
to put these .sills in of two 4 in. X 8 in, pieces laid horizontally. The
object in doing this is to secure a perfect dryness of the wood. An
8 in. y 8 in. stick is seasoned with the greatest difficulty, while a

4 in. >C 8 in. stick can be obtained readily perfectly dry. The result

is that this made sill is stronger and stiffer than the solid stick.

The lower plate of the raised deck is a single piece of yellow
Douglas fir ( Oregan pine). The lightness of this timber and its

strength make it peculiarly suitable for these long sticks which
nmst, if possible, be both light, strong and stiff.

The iron work upon these cars is somewhat peculiar and very
interesting. It is best seen by reference to Fig. 3, which shows the
end of the car and the side of the vestibule opposite the door. In
Fig. 6, the method of putting on one of the corner irons and the
window strap is .shown, and in this figure the peculiar form of the
corner panel iron is best seen. It has, in the form of a strap, a flat plate

on the end of the car and a flange which turns up against the inner
corner post. It is formed of a single piece of malleable iron. The
other straps in Fig. 3 run around continuously, but at the inside

angle of the vestibule are covered by malleable plates. The dash, or

front of the vestibule, is a single plate of iron secured, as shown,
under the corner of the car and taking a bearing against a casting

which takes the truss rod. It gives a very firm support at the right

place.

There may be doubts in the minds of some in regard to the

theory of the platform, and whether it should be made just as strong
as the car, some advocating its use as a mere buffer or breaking
piece which shall give way before the car body is injured. With the
vestibule however a large number of builders and experienced car

users have reached the conclusion that it should be made as strong

as the car frame itself, and if provided with a sufficient buffer iron
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should stand all the hard usage to which the car can be subjected

without absolute destruction. It is upon this theory that the Wason
Company has designed and built its vestibules, and there seems to

be no reason for doubting the soundness of its judgment in this

matter. With a car which is to be carried on double trucks the ad-

ditional end weight is not a serious matter, since its overhang is but

small and it is easily carried without any tendency to galloping or

pitching at any speed.

The finish of the vestibule without sheeting beneath the iron

presents some advantages, and in case of a slight collision the dam-

FIG. 6.—VESTIBULE UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

age is much more easily repaired than when a considerable amount
of splintered sheeting has to be taken off and replaced. In this re-

spect however it is not theorj-, but the result of experience which
must decide the question of the most desirable construction.

A New Method of Testing Rail Bonds.

A novel method of testing all the rail bonds of an electric line

was recently tried with success by J. K. Brooks, superintendent of

the Niagara Falls & Lewiston Railroad Company. The method was
suggested by Harold P. Brown with whose plastic bonds the line is

equipped.
Two large double truck cars were placed twenty feet apart and

on their projecting bumpers was laid a strong wooden beam 21

ft. long and 6 ins. X 8 ins. in section. This was firmly lashed in

place with ropes; the drawbars were then joined together and a

strain put on their springs with a block and tackle so as to take up
any lost motion between the cars and the beam.

This arrangement left just twenty-eight feet between the rail

contacts of the rear wheels of No. i car and the front wheels of No.
2 car. These trucks were then connected by an insulated wire in

which was interposed a very low reading voltmeter. A high reading
voltmeter was placed between trolley and rail and an ammeter put in

series with the motors. Then the motors of No. i car were started

and brake set on car No. 2 until one hundred, amperes were required
to run the cars at about three miles an hour. It is evident that as

the train moved away from the power house, the low reading volt-

meter would indicate the drop in pressure due to the resistance of

the rails and joints between the cars.

The rail joints are placed in the center of the opposite rail, and
therefore during a movement of two feet the rear truck of No. i car

and front truck of No. 2 car were on the same rail, while there was
a joint between them on the other rail.

During the next thirteen feet there was a joint in each rail.

The consequent variation in the voltmeter's reading represented the
increase of drop due to one joint. At its lower point, which would

be held for about one-half second, the reading represented the drop
due to twenty-eight feet of tnibroken rail, in parallel with a similar

length of rail liaving one joint and a pair of bonds. For the next
seconds the reading would be higher since there was a joint in each
rail. Knowing the drop per foot of rail with a given current, the
readings were easily \'erified by calculating the total drop and com-
paring it with the indications of the high reading voltmeters on the
car at end of line and at the power house. This is believed to be
the first time that a test has been made of each bond on an electric

railway.

The results showed that the drop on each joint with 100 amperes
was but .005 volt or one-eighth that of a copper rod 8 ins. long
and .42 in. in diameter.

Boiler Koom of the North Chicago Railway.

One of the latest of the electric railway power houses to be com-
pleted in Chicago is that of the North Chicago Railway. This
station furnishes power for the electric lines of the compan}- and as

well that retjuired for operating the Union Elevated loop and part of

the Lake Street Elevated. The accompanying engraving shows the
Ijoiler room, which is efiuipped with ten .Standard water tube boilers

of 400 h. p. each and Murphy mechanical stokers.

The coal is thrown from the cars in front of the building into a

hopper and is carried by a convej'or to an elevator which raises it to

the top of the hoppers, where a distributing convej'or carries the
coal to the various hoppers as it is required. The a.shes from the
furnaces are discharged into the basement into steel cars, where an
elevator raises them into a hopper from which they are discharged
into a railway car or barge.

The design of the whole plant is to make it automatic in every
respect, and this has been accomplished in a marked degree. After
the coal has been .shoveled from the cars, no manual labor is required
for the operation of the plant, as the handling of the coal and ashes
is entirely accomplished by machinery and was installed by the
Link Belt Machinery Company.

BOILER ROOM OF NORTH CHICAGO RAILWAY.

The entire boiler is .suspended from the steel beams independent
of the brickwork and so arranged that the walls may be repaired

without disturbing the boiler. Amyile provision is made for repair-

ing and cleaning the boilers, and the steam and water drums are of

sufficient size to permit a man to work in them with comfort.

The Canadian Electric Railway & Power Company has been
incorporated at Toronto, Can., by Castle Smith, London, Eng.; James
Kerr Osborne, Lyman Melvin Jones, George W. Beardmore, Wil-
liam Herbert Cawthra and Edmund Bristol, of Toronto, and Edward
I". Fauquier, of Ottawa, Can., to construct and operate electric rail-

ways between Montreal, Brockville, King.ston, Belleville, Toronto,
Hamilton, London and Windsor and to V)uild branch lines not to

exceed twenty-five miles in length. Capital stock |i, 250,000,
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Improvements in Open Heaters.

The relative merits of open and closed feedwater heaters have
been discussed b}^ engineers for a long time, since each type has
many advocates. The Harrison Safety Boiler Works, are bringing
out in their I S96 pattern of open exhaust heaters, known as "The
Cochranes, '

' appliances which are claimed to overcome the defects of

former open heaters, and to be superior in efficiency and durability

to closed heaters.

Briefly considering the two types, the points of superiority urged
for the open heaters are as follows: That the quantity of water that

can be heated is not limited by the number of square feet of surface

ing during all the time of its passage through the heater, its latent
heat to the incoming water. All steam condensed mingles, of course,
with the cold water supply, adding to this latter an important per-
centage of perfectly pure water, thereby raising the standard of pur-
ity of the feedwater.

After leaving the trays, the water is held in the lower part of the
heater where, being at rest at a temperature close to that of the boil-
ing point, it has an opportunity to deposit those impurities which
are precipitated at that temperature. The water drawn off from the
lower part of the heater is first obliged to pass down through a filter-

ing bed of coke, thence upward under a vented hood to the pump
suction opening.

As will be seen, the entire design of the heater is such as to fa-
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intervening between the steam and water through which the heat
must be passed, the only limit in open heaters being the amount of
exhaust steam and cold water that can be brought together; that all

of the condensed exhaust is saved and utilized; that open heaters give
opportunities for purification which are not possible with the other
type owing to the constant circulation which prevents settling, and
to the fact that deposits on heating surfaces, either from oil or from
scale, impair the efiiciency for heating; that the one is operated at

about atmospheric pressure, while the other is operated under boiler
pressure, increasing the liability of closed heaters to leak or to col-

lapse.

The general design and con.struction of the Cochrane heaters,
which are built of cast iron, copper and brass, instead of wrought
iron or steel, which latter metals are more liable to corrode than cast
iron, etc., are shown by the accompanying engravings.

The cold water supply, which is taken in at the top of the
heater, is controlled by a regulator which limits the amount admitted
to that required to supplement the condensed exhaust. In its pas-
sage through the heater the water flows over thin perforated trays,
dropping through the holes or falling over the lower edges of the
trays, which are notched, upon the trays immediately below. On
the other hand, the exhaust steam after being first passed through
the oil separator forming part of this heater, enters the steam cham-
ber and passes up through the heater to the exhaust outlet, impart-

cilitate the deposit of the impurities in places and on material which
can be readily cleaned and removed. The trays though removable
can be cleaned in place, though a slight incrustation upon them
would not affect the efficiency of the heater, because the heat of the
steam is imparted to the water through direct contact, without de-

pending on the transmission of heat through a metallic surface.

Most of the deposition however takes place in the settling chamber,
while the water is at rest after the heating has been accomplished.
Cracked coke, in pieces not exceeding one inch in diameter, has
been found a most desirable material to place here for collecting

and detaining the impurities. This material is cheap, easily obtain-

able and easily handled since after a period, depending upon the quali-

ty of the feedwater, it can be removed and burned in the furnaces.

The details of the heater, such as sealing of the cold water
supply pipe so as to prevent a water hammer effect, the supply reg-

ulating valve, the oil separator, the ventilation of hood, the water
scaling of the overflow without having any kind of a valve, the method
of making the joints, the method of staying the heater, etc., have all

been carefully studied and worked out, though they cannot be fully

described here owing to lack of space.

These heaters have been adopted in a number of stations, includ-

ing the two new stations of the Columbia & Maryland Railway Com-
pany, the high speed line now being built between Baltimore and
Washington.
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Engine Averages for Three Years.

The following figures give the coal consumption of an Allis cross

compound engine, 22 ins. X 4° ins. X 4'*^ in^^., with two Reynolds
eighty-four inch vertical boilers for a period of three years. They
are taken from the records of the vStevens Linen Works, Webster,
Mass.

1893. 1894. 1895.

Average I. H. P. for year 381 393 396
H. P. hours " " .... 1,042,221 893,792 1,076,134
Engine coal " " .... 1,831,700 1,493,243 1,775,720
Average coal per I. H. P. per hour

for one year 1.76 1.67 1.65

The engine indicated a. m. and v. M. average was taken for the

daily record. The boilers were u.sed exclusively for engine, and
figures of coal include all night banking.

^ I I »

Work on the Metropolitan and Northwestern
Elevated Koads, Cliieago.

One of the principal engineering features of the Metropolitan
Elevated Railroad, Chicago, is the special track work which is

probably the most complicated and exten.sive ever constructed for

similar service. The line is a four track road with branches, and
X^being an electric road,

uses a contact or third
rail. The accompanying
engraving shows a view
of a four track combina-
tion crossover east of

Marshfield Avenue Sta-

tion. The problem at

this point was to arrange
a crossover so that trains

could go from either one
of the four tracks to any
one of the other three
without going back-
wards, the crossover tak-
ing up as little room in

the tracks as possible.

The manner in which
this was accomplished
is clearly shown in the
cut. Another feature at

this point was to pro-
vide for the contact rail

when crossing the main
tracks. As the contact
rail is some few inches
above the main track rail,

the parts between the
rails of the main tracks
are hinged so as to drop
out of the way when the
main tracks are used. A
duplicate of this system
is also u.sed on the via-

duct over the Penns}^-
vania Railway j^ards.

Another complicated
piece of special work
was at the Logan Square
terminal yard.

In making this work,
the best railway con-
struction was followed as
far as possible, adapting
the same to the compara-
tively short radius curves
that are used. Eighty
pound T rail was used throughout. All of the crossovers and special
work for this extensive system was constructed and put in by the
Paige Iron Works.

It now looks as if Chicago's fourth elevated road, the Northwest-
ern, will be in operation inside of another ten or twelve months.
By the terms of the contract the superstructure is to be completed not
later than next September. The line will use the elevated loop down-
town, cross the river at Wells Street and e.xtend in a general northerly
direction about seven miles to Wilson and Evanston Avenues in Sher-
idan Park. Most of the foundations have been built and work on the
superstructure is progres.sing at the rate of about 200 ft. per dav, and
with the advent of better weather this progress will be largely
increased, provided there is no delay in getting material. The
present bridge over the Chicago River at Wells Street is not con-
sidered strong enough for the new road and a new bridge will be
built at once, the road crossing on top of it.

From downtown north the road will be double track for a distance
of about I }i miles and the balance of the line will be a four track .struct-

ure so as to permit of an express service. Express stations will be lo-
cated about a mile apart and local .stations an average of three blocks
from each other. Both local and express trains will stop at express sta-
tions. On the four track portion of the line the two outer tracks
will be for local trains and the two inner ones for express trains, and

at the express stations the platforms will be between each of the local

and express tracks, so that passengers may transfer from one train to
the other by taking two or three .steps across the platform, no trans-
fer slips or other annoying feature being used. By this arrangement
passengers getting on at local stations may ride to the first express
station and transfer to an express train with the slightest possible
inconvenience. The platforms at local stations will be outside of the
tracks.

Thirteen acres of ground have been purcha.sed at the northern
terminal for the use of machine sho])s, car sheds, station rooms and
offices. The road will cfmnect at this point with the Chicago North
Shore Street Railway, an electric line that extends to Rogers Park,
Edgewater and Ivvanston, and it is the intention to bring the cars
of the North Shore line uj) to the level of the elevated line by means
of an incline, so that pas,sengers may transfer without going up or
down .stairs.

The Northwestern Elevated will be operated by electricity from
the start. Before its completion the downtown elevated loop extend-
ing on Fifth Avenue on the west, Harrison Street on the south,
Waba.sh Avenue on the east, and Lake vStreet on the north, will un-
doubtedly be in operation, the Lake Street portion of it being already
completed and the foundations are mostly built in the ground for the
balance of the structure. This road will also be operated electrically,

and as the Lake Street Elevated is nearly ready to change from steam
to electricity it is a safe prediction that Chicago will have four elec-

trically operated elevated roads in operation by the close of the pres-

SPECIAL WORK AT MARSHFIELD AVENUE STATION—M ETROPOLI FAN ELEVATED RAILWAY.

ent year. This is exclusive of the lines of the South Side Rapid
Transit Railroad Company, locally known as the " Alley L " whicli

is still being operated by steam.
The power station of the Northwestern Elevated will be located

near the corner of Fullerton and Southport Avenues, convenient to

the C. M. & vSt. P. road, with sidings connecting with the same for

the purpose of handling coal with the least possible expense. The
equipment of the power station will be 7000 h. p. divided into three
units of 2000 h. p. each and one unit of 1000 h. p., all direct con-
nected. The car equipment will consist of thirt3'-seven motor cars

and 113 trailers or regular passenger cars, each seating fort}--two per-

sons. Eight}' pound T rail will be used and power will be taken from
a third rail quite similar to the plan of the Metropolitan Elevated.
It is estimated that some 35,000 tons of steel will be used in the con-
struction of this road. The cost of the road will be about f7,000,000
which it is claimed has been provided for by the sale of stock almost
exclusively in Chicago and without the issue of an}' bonds.

The Fairmount Traction Company has been incorporated at

Richmond, Va., by Sanniel II. Pulliam, John H. Dineen, William T.
Heckler, William J. Westwood and I". C. Brauer, Jr., of Richmond,
to build and operate street railways. Capital stock, |ioo,ooo.
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Purifying OiL

The right to manufacture the Perfection oil purifier, which has

a wide reputation among steam users, has been secured by the Q & C
Company. The device is already in use in the stations of many
street railway companies as well as in other places where much oil

is used. The general
construction of the puri-

fier is shown in the ac-

companying engraving.
The interior cylinder of

the purifier is heated
through steam pipes, 4
and 5, the water and the
oil to be purified is

poured in the pan at the
top, the purified oil is

drawn off from favicet 6,

the water at faucet i,

and the debris at faucet

2. Faiicet 3 is used only
in case the surface of the
oil falls below No. 6.

As will be noticed
the filter illustrated fil-

ters the oil through
water only, dispensing
entirely with waste and
other filtering com-
pounds. This constitutes

its main difference from
other types. The method
is said to insure the very
best results under all

conditions, and as well

to make the process of

cleaning the device very easy and simple. The company has in-

dorsements from a large number of users, demonstrating the claims

made in this direction.

OIL PURIFIER.

A New Car Fender.

The accompanying illustrations show a new type of fender de-

signed by R. Mayolini, of New York City. The aim of the inventor

has been to produce a fender with cushioned front and sides, which
would approach the ground at its lower edge as closely as possible,

while its upper edge would not extend higher than the correspond-

ing portion "of the car dash. Another aim of the inventor was to

produce a fender which could be readily transferred from one end of

the car to the other. The fender is constructed for this purpose in

two spring sections which when curved, brouj^ht together and locked

completely guard the front of the car, presenting a practically un-

broken and at the same time a yielding surface to any obstruction

with which it might come in contact.

In the illustrations, Fig. I shows a perspective view of one .style

of the fender attached to a car. Here the fender is made of four

plates of thin and very light 'but strong sheet steel, thus giving

strength and rigidity to the fender as a whole, while at the same

FIG FENDER—STEEL CONSTRUCTION.

time allowing enough elasticity to the whole structure to prevent
a dangerous or even severe shock when any obstacle that may happen
to be on the track comes in contact with the fender.

Fig. 2 shows another perspective view, in which the fender is

constructed of stout wooden plates of such thickness that it can
easily be bent to the desired form, while at the same time being suffi-

ciently strong to withstand any shock likely to be encountered. This
is also sufficiently flexible to afford a yielding surface for obstacles

which come in contact with it,

The sketch shown in Fig. 3, represents a top view of the
first fender with its two halves unlocked and ready to be removed for
transfer to the opposite end of the car. The locking device is ex-
tremely simple, while the njethod of attachment to the car is

fully as simple and ingenious. This is shown clearly in Fig. i

.

The device is so .simple that the removal of the fender from one end
of the car and its attachment to the other is a matter of very small
consequence. It can easily be accomplished by the motorman or
gripman at the end of the line. The ease with which the fender can
be removed and the small space it occupies after removal make it

possible to store the cars in a car barn without requiring additional
space.

The extreme front end of the fender, as shown in Fig. i, is

thoroughly cushioned, so as to afford additional safety to per.sons
who might be struck by that part of the fender, since there would
be less flexibility from the fender as a whole if a collision should
take place at this point.

In pointing out the merits of this type of fender, the inventor
claims that nearly all persons struck by moving cars are either just
stepping upon the track from one side or are just leaving it at the

FIG, 2.—CAR FENDER AND PLAN VIEW WHEN OPEN.

other side. In the former case, the approach of the car has not been
noticed, while in the latter case a person who has noticed the ap-
proach of the car and the impending danger, would be making an
immediate effort to get out of the way, and would thus be just

leaving the track if struck at all. In either of these situations the
fender here illustrated, it is claimed, will .strike the person in such
a way as to injure him if at all to the least possible extent, because
of the flexible character of the materials used in its construction. A
person thus struck would be thrown from the track in either case, so
as to be out of the way of the moving car.

The general appearance of the fender gives the idea of ample
protection, great strength and flexibility. At the same time it is

easily handled and does not add materially to the cost of car equip-
ment.

Electric Patent War Over.

For nearl)' a year past the General Electric and Westinghouse com-
panies have been endeavoring to come to an arrangement that would
reduce the expensive patent litigation between them, which, it is

said, has cost the two companies in the aggregate |6,000,000 in legal

expenses and for service of experts.

Up to a short time ago efforts to reach an agreement have been
unsuccessful, but recently the matter was taken up afresh, and at

meetings of the directors of the two companies held last month an
arrangement was reported and ratified.

It has been agreed that after certain exclusions the General
Electric Company has contributed 62 per cent and the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company 37}'^ per cent in value
of the combined patents, and each company is licensed to use the
patents of the other company, except as to the matters excluded, each
paying a royalty for any use of the combined patents in excess of

the value of its contribution to the patents. The patents are to be
managed by a board of control consisting of five members, two ap-
pointed by each company and a fifth selected by the four so ap-
pointed.

The especial incentives which led to the arrangement at this

time were the recent decisions in favor of patents of the General
Electric Company controlling the overhead system of electric rail-

ways, the approaching trials on a number of other important General
Electric patents on controllers and details of electric railway appar-

atus and systems and other electrical devices, and the equally strong
position of the Westinghouse Company in respect to power trans-

mission, covered by the patents of Nikola Tesla, together with its

other patents in active litigation, some of which are of great impor-
tance.
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Rolling Stock for South Africa.

The accoiiiiiam inj^ fiipraving's ilhistrate the exterior and interior

of one of a number of twenty-two foot double deck cars recently

built by the J. G. Brill Coni])any for the new electric railway in

Cape Town, South Africa. The seatinj? capacity is sixty-four pas-

sengers, thirty-two below and thirty-two above, and the seats, which
are of the Hale & Kilburn type, are all arranged transversely, as

shown in the engravings.
The cars are finished inside in ash and cherry, natural fini.sh,

and are handsonielv varnished. The inside of the lower deck is

ceiled with three-ply veneer haiid.soniely decorated. The car is

fitted with double sa.shes, the top sash being stationary and the lower
sa.sh arranged to drop. Both platforms are fitted with stairways and

inghouse multipolar generators of 300 h. p. Heine boilers, Barr
pumps, Cireen economizers and Hoppes live steam purifier. The
pipe work was all designed in the office of the J. G. Brill Company
and was bent to shape by Best, Fox & Company. The traveling

crane for the engine room is from the works of Alfred Box & Com-
p='»y- ^ ^
An Ingenious Method of Alaking Armature Coils.

FIG. -DOUBLE DECK CAR FOR SOUTH AFRICA.

suitable projections for accommodating the motorman, controller

and brake apparatus outside of the step landing. The cars are

mounted on Eureka maximum traction pivotal trucks and are equip-

ped with Westingliouse No 38, 50 h. p. motors.
The roof seating arrangement is somewhat novel in that the seats

are transverse, the usual practice being to have two rows of seats

longitudinal to the car body and back to back, with an aisle on both

In times past there has been a great deal of trouble found in

railway motor armatures witli the wires leading from the armature
bobbin to the commutator lugs. These were originally made, years

ago, of solid wire which would quickly break off owing to the vibra-

tion of the car. Then came an improvement in the form of a flex-

ible cable which was soldered to the end of

the solid armature wire just inside of the
bobbin and was connected at the other end
with the commutator lug. This prevented
the breaking of the leads, but another
trouble was sometimes caused through the
heating of the armature wire and the melt-
ing of the soldered joint between the flexi-

ble and the solid wire. For a long time this

was submitted to by builders. It did not
seem wise to use a flexible cable for regular
armature windings because in using such a
cable made up of round wire, the conduc-
tivity is cut down to about twenty-five per
cent for a given diameter of armature cable,

and the space for copper in the armature
.slots is so precious that such a loss could not
well be borne.

The Walker Company has now solved
this difficulty in a neat and ingenious way.
A flexible cable is used in making up the
armature bobbins and this cable is brought
down to the commutator without joints of

any kind. In order to maintain its con-
ductivity and still to use the slot space in

the core to the best advantage, the cable is

made out of enough of the round wires to

give the proper conductivity and is then
passed through a die so as to bring it down to approximately the
diameter of a solid wire. The round copper wires imbed them-
selves in each other in such a manner as to fill up the interstices,

while the flexibility is still maintained without sensible diminu-
tion. The size of a machine for a given output is thus practically

the same for a cable of this kind as for a solid wire.

The company has been very successful in making square,

rectangular and flat armature conductors of this style as well as

round. In large generators the plan has been used to advantage by
weaving small wire into a flat ribbon and then rolling it or drawing
it through a die. Not only is flexibility provided for by this method,
but the eddy currents which are formed in solid wires are largely

prevented and the heat developed in the armature is therefore

reduced.

Changes in the Sterling Company.

FIG. 2.—INTERIOR OF CAR.

sides. By the method adopted the seating capacity of the roof is

materially increased. The J. G. Brill Company will also supply two
other types of cars to this road, one a single truck double deck car,

seventeen feet six inches in length, with seating capacity for fifty

passengers. The car is identical in finish as the longer car and is

mounted on Brill 21 C non-pivotal electric motor trucks. The third
type of car is practically the same as the one ju.st mentioned, ex-
cept that it was fourteen feet six inches long, with seating capacity
for forty-four passengers.

The power station of the company will contain American appa-
ratus, which is also being supplied by the Brill Company. It will

have three 300 h. p. vertical tandem compound condensing engines
built by the Philadelphia Engineering Works and connected to West-

Owing to increase of business, the managers of the Sterling
Supply & Manufacturing Company, of New York, have decided to

extend their mantifacturing facilities and have increased their capi-

tal stock to |ioo,ooo, all of which is fully paid. The company will

be continued under the same management as heretofore. The office

of president and general manager will continue to be filled by J. H.
Carson, who originated the business of the company, and who re-

tains a controlling interest in it. Perry Tiffany is a new member of
the company and has been elected its vice-president. He is a gen-
tleman of large busine.ss experience and resources, and as he will

devote a large portion of his time to the interests of the company his
connection with it will re.sult in a large increase in its .strength and
business. The office of secretary and treasurer is well filled by Jos-
eph M. Stoughton.

The company was started four or five years ago as manufacturer
of only a few specialties, but has had a continuous growth, both in
business and in the favorable regard felt for it by its customers.
This has been largely due to the per.sonal eflorts of its president,

Mr. Carson, who has been the active manager, and who has secured
for it the right to manufacture a number of important specialties

which have been most favorably received. The business of the
company is at present on the increase, and its managers report the
outlook as very satisfactory. Orders for brakes are being received
from a number of cities, among the latest companies to adopt the
brakes being the Buffalo Railway Company. The register business
is always an active one, and there seems to be no falling off in orders.

In this department the company has now on hand orders for several

hundred registers to be delivered within the next .sixty or ninety
days.

The Yosemite Valley & Merced Railway Company, of Yosemite,
Cal., has been incorporated by O. D. Bai(h\in, president; James
Cross, vice-pre.sident; Theodore Reichert, secretary; A. L. vStet.son,

general manager; G. A. Wulkap, traffic manager, and C. F. Preston,
general attorney. The American Bank & Trust Company is treas-

urer.
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The Annual Convention of the Texas Street
Railway Association.

The annual convention of the Texas Street Railway Association
occurred in Galveston, Mar. 17 and iS. The attendants included
representatives from most of the prominent street railvv'ay companies
in the state. Among the subjects discussed were the following:
"Track Repairs," "Overhead Construction," "Fire Insurance,"
" Treatment of Ties with Preserving Compounds," " vStiniulation of

Traffic by Parks," etc. After the conclusion of the business meet-
ing, the delegates enjoyed a drive about the city and afterwards a
dinner at Woolam's L,ake.

The officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows: presi-

dent. Col. W. H. Sinclair, Galveston; vice-president, C. F. Drake,
Austin; secretary, C. 1^. Wakefield, Dallas. Execvitive committee:
the officers and G. B. Hendricks, Fort Worth, and A. H. Hayward,
Houston. The next meeting will be held in Austin, the third Wed-
nesday in March, 1897.

Electric Line Between Baltimore and Wiish=
inju'ton.

Work on the electric railway between Baltimore and Washington
is being pushed forward rapidly by the builders, the Baltimore &
Catonsville Construction Comjaany. The plans contemplate the con-
struction of a line thirty-seven miles in length between the two cities.

The entrance into Baltimore will be over vSaratoga vStreet bringing
the cars to the center of the city, and in Washington over North
Capitol vStreet. It is hoped to compete in point of time with the
steam railroads, whose trains now make the distance between the
two cities in fortj'-five minutes. To accomplish this will require the
operation of trains at some parts of the line at a speed of sixty miles
per hour. This will involve the introduction of new problems in

overhead construction and train operation. The constructing engi-

neer of the company is S. W. Huff, and the consulting engineer Dr.

Louis Duncan.
There will be two stations, for which the contracts have already

been awarded. Each will be located at a distance from one of the
terminals of about one-fourth the entire length of the line. The
equipment will include Mcintosh & Seymour engines, Westinghouse
generators with boosters, Campbell & Zell boilers, Davidson pumps
and condensers, Cochrane heaters and Green economizers. The cars

will be run in trains of two cars each, weighing about fifty tons per
train. The operating company, the Columbia ]Maryland Railroad
Company, controls in Washington the Belt Railway and the Flcking-

ton & Soldiers' Home line. These latter companies are about experi-

menting in Washington with a compressed air motor, manufactured
by H. K. Porter & Company. Whether the Baltimore cars will enter

the city on the tracks of these lines, and what motive power they will

use inside the city of Washington, are cjuestions which have not yet

been decided.

Orders in New Orleans.

The Canal & Claiborne Railroad Company, of New Orleans, La.,

has completed its plans for electrical equipment, which will be car-

ried out in charge of Ford & Bacon. Seventy-five pound sixtj' foot

Johnson girder rails will be used and the contract for the special

work has also been awarded the Johnson Company. The cars which
will be built by the American Car Company will have twenty foot

bodies with foiir foot platforms and will be equipped with cross cane
seats and General Electric motors. The}' will be mounted on Balti-

more trucks. The power station will be at the river front and will

contain two 450 li. p. tandem compound condensing Allis engines
direct connected to General Electric generators. The boiler house
will be fitted with Edgemoor water tube boilers.

The Oakland & Livermore Valley Railway Company, of Oakland,
Cal., has been incorporated by E. P. Vandercook and Rod. W.
Church, of Oakland, Cal.; H. H. Pitcher, of Livermore, Cal.; and
Geo. D. Metcalf and A. D. Wilson, of Berkeley Cal., to build and
operate a cable or electric railway in Oakland. Capital stock,

I3 ,uoo,ooo.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

National Conference on Standard^Electrical
Rules.

203 Broadway, New York, Mar. 24, 1896.
Editors Street Railway Journal:

At the recent formation of the National Conference on Standard ^
Electrical Rules, at which the American Street Railway Association
was represented, the street railway interests have been for the first

time consulted with regard to the various electrical rules now enforced
by the insurance companies. The following committee was appointed
to formulate a new code of rules to be submitted to the next meeting
of the National Conference, June 25 and 26:

Francis B. Crocker, chairman, representing American Institute
Electrical Engineers; Wm. J. Hammer, ex-officio president National
Conference on Standard Electrical Rules; Frank R. Ford, American
Street Railway Association; William H. Merrill, National Board of
Fire Underwriters; Alfred Stone, American Institute of Architects;
E. A. Fitzgerald, Underwriters' National Electric Association; Will-
iam Brophy, National Electric Light Association; E. V. French, As-
sociated Factory Mutual Insurance Companies.

The undersigned, as representing the American Street Railway
Association, has been requested to secure suggestions from the mem-
bers of the association and from all other street railway companies,
engineers and allied manufacturing interests, with respect to such
changes or additions to the present rules as may seem advisable.
The importance of this work, in its bearing upon street railway con-
struction and the opportunity now offered to street railway interests

for the first time to participate in a movement in which they are so
vitally concerned, should not be overlooked. The Committee on
Rules depends upon the active co-operation of all parties at interest

in order to secure a full presentation of all changes that might be
beneficial in the formulation of a new code.

The present rules relating to electric railways are as follows:

Rules for Safe Wiring Electric Railways.

"37. All rules pertaining to arc light wires and stations shall

apply (so far as possible) to street railway power stations and their

conductors in connection with them.
" 38. Power Stations:—

Must be equipped in each circuit as it leaves the station with an
appruved automatic " breaker," or other device that will immediately
cut off the current in case the trolley wires become grounded. This
device must be mounted on a fireproof base, and in full view and
reach of the attendant.

Automatic oirouit breakers shovild be submitted for approval before being
used.

"39. Trolley Wires:—
a. Must be no smaller than No. o, B. & S. copper or No. 4, B.

& S. silicon bronze, and must readily stand the strain put upon them
when in use.

b. Must be well insulated from their supports, and in case of the
side or double pole construction, the supports shall also be insulated
from the poles immediately outside of the trolley wire.

c. Must be capable of being disconnected at the power house, or
of being divided into sections, so that in case of fire on the railway
route the current may be shut off from the particular section and not
interfere with the work of the firemen. This rule also applies to

feeders.
d. Must be safely protected against contact with all other con-

ductors.

" 40. Car Wiring:—
Must be always run out of reach of the passengers, and must be

insulated with a waterproof insulation.

"41. Lighting and Power from Railway Wires:—
Must not be permitted, under any pretense, in the same circuit

with trolley wires with a ground return, nor shall the same dynamo
be used for both purposes, except in street railway cars, electric car

houses, and their power stations.

"42. Car Houses:—
a. Must have the trolley wires properlv supported 011 insulating

hangers.
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b. Must have the trolley hangers ])laced at such a distance apart

that in case of a break in the trolley wire, contact cannot be made
with the floor.

c. Must have cut-out switch located at a proper place outside of

the building, so that all trolley circuits in the building can be cut

out at one point, and line circuit Ijreakers nuist be installed, so that

when this cut-out switch is open the trolley wire will be dead at all

points within ]oo ft. of the building. The currents must 1)e cutout
of the building whenever the same is not in use, or the road not in

operation.
(/. Must have all lamps and stationary motors installed in such a

way that one main switch can control the whole of each installation

(lighting or power), independeiitly of main feeder switch. No port-

able incandescent lamps or twin wire allowed, except that portable
incandescent lamps may be u.sed in the pits, connections to be made
hy two ajjjjroved rubber covered flexible wires, properly protected
against mechanical injury; the circuit to be controlled by a switch
placed outside of the pit,

c. Must have all wiring and apparatus installed in accordance
with rules under Class B.

/. Must not have any sy.stem of feeder distribution centering in

the building.

g. Mu.st have the rails bonded at each joint with not less than
No. 2 B. & S. annealed copper wire; also a supplementary wire to be
run for each track.

h. Must not have cars left with trolley in electrical connection
with the trolley wire.

"43. Ground Return Wires:—
Where ground return is used it must be so arranged that no dif-

ference of potential will exist greater than five volts to fifty feet, or

fifty volts to the mile between any two points in the earth or pipes
therein."

At the meeting of the National Conference a number of topics

were suggested that might advantageously be incorporated into new
rules. Some of these are here presented for the consideration of

street railwaj- interests merely as an indication of general lines upon
which there may be necessity for revision, and with the hope that

they may evoke a very general expression of opinion from all con-
cerned :

Increased protection of lighting circuits.

Method of grounding generators.
Double insulation for trolley wires with iron pole construction.

Car wiring in moulding and interior conduit.
Automatic magnetic circuit breakers for cars.

Electric brakes.

Electric car heaters.

Use of lights from railway circuits in buildings operated by street

railway companies, such as amusement pavilions, repair shops, wait-
ing rooms, etc.

Rail bonding.
Arc lamps on railway circuits.

It has been suggested that the new rules should cover very fully

the subjects of car wiring and outside construction. They should
deal not only with construction objectionable from the standpoint of

fire hazard, but also with respect to personal danger.
All suggestions should be forwarded at an early date in order to

secure full discussion, as the committee has but a limited time in

which to consider and report upon recommendations to the Con-
ference. Very trul}' yours,

Frank R. Ford.

An Important Organization.

When the announcement was made some three years ago that

the Walker Manufacturing Company which had been, since 1883,

engaged in the production of cable machinery, heavy castings and
other large machine work involving a high degree of technical and
engineering ability, had determined to engage in the manufacture
also of dynamos, motors and other appliances for electric railway
and lighting work, the prediction was made that, owing to excep-
tional manufacturing facilities and location, the company would be-

come a serious rival to the other great electrical manufacturing
establishments. This prediction has been full}' verified, and the
Walker Manufacturing Company has built up a large and profitable

business and has achieved a reputation in this new field of the high-
est rank.

The growth of this branch of the business has been so large as to

make it necessary to give up nearly all the general machinery work of

the companj-, and the immense shops in Cleveland have been for the
last year devoted almost exclusively to the manufacture of large

generators and railway motors. The company's electric lighting
bu-siness has been kept back by the rapidly expanding railway work,
and the necessity for enlarging the shops, or of making other ar-

rangements for manufacturing on a still greater scale has been forced
upon the company's directors.

With this in view, and also with the idea of forming a strong
and permanent organization with ample capital and with the ability

to engage in electrical engineering work of the highest class, there
has been formed under the laws of New Jersey a new company en-
titled " Walker Company," with a capital stock of |2, 500,000. This
company has purchased the entire plant, patents and property of the
Walker Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland, the Standard Elec-
trical Company, of New York, and the Consolidated Electric Com-
pany, of Boston. The Standard Company is the owner of <i large

number of valuable patents,

The Standard Company owned an excellent three story factory,
200 y 150 ft., well equipped with machinery, and this building will
be made the " Factory No. 2" of the Walker Company. To it have
been removed all the machinery of the Consolidated Company and
some of the machinery of the Walker Company. It will henceforth
be devoted to the manufacture of arc lamps, switchboards and switch-
board material, electrical iustrunicnls, brush holders and a large part of
the t)rass work and detail ap])liances of the Walker Company. This
factory will be in charge of Charles N. Black, now superintendent of
tlie Brush factory, in Cleveland, who has been very sviccessful in arc
lighting work, having designed and manufactureil the larger si/.es of
the Brush dynamos which have been recently put upon the market
by that company.

" Factory No. I," the present Walker shops in Cleveland, which
cover ten acres of ground, will be devoted to heavy electrical work.
These shojis without further extensions will have a capacity for turn-
ing out about 200,000 h. p. of railway and lighting generators,

75,000 h. p. of motors and 15,000 h. p. of arc lighting dynamos. The
company will build the largest types of arc light dynamos, and will

enter at once upon alternating work. It is now testing its first ele-

vated railway motors, which are to he installed in a few weeks on
the cars of the Lake .Street Elevated Railway Company, of Chicago,
and it will be a formidable competitor for all work of this character.
The Walker railway generators are among the finest machines turned
out to-day, the 800 k. w. size, of which eight are now going through
the shops and several are in operation [See STREET Railway
Journal, January, 1896, page 3], being especially adapted for heavy
railway work. r3esigns are completed for a 1500 k. w. generator,
and construction under order will soon be connnenced.

A number of wealthy and prominent Vjankers, capitalists and
street railway owners have become financially interested in the com-
pau}' and will lend great strength to the new organization.

Patent Decision.

An interesting and important decision was rendered last month
by Judge Townsend, of the U. S. Circuit Court for the District of

Connecticut, upon the Van Depoele patent No. 495,443, for the un-
der-running electric railway troUe)- system.

A few months ago Judge Townsend rendered a decision sustain-
ing the validity of this patent upon final hearing in a suit against the
Winchester Avenue Railroad Company. Shortly thereafter, further
infringement suits were brought against the Billings &l .Spencer Com-
pany, of Hartford, and the Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty Com-
pany, of New Haven, manufacturers of trolley bases. Judge Town-
send has just decided these suits in favor of the Van Depoele patent
and granted motions for preliminary injunctions after full argument
on both sides.

The decision is especially important because the Court holds that

the supply of essential or characteristic parts of the trolley system is

a contributory infringement, and will be enjoined hy the courts, even
though the defendants ma}- not supply or use the patented combina-
tion or system in its entirety. The Court further held that an un-
licensed maker of trolley bases could not be permitted to supply such
bases even to railroads which had been originally fully equipped by
the General Electric Company.

A large number of prior decisions were referred to by the Court,

where rulings of a similar nature have been made, which establish

the general doctrine that any supply of parts amounting to the in-

tentional promotion of the act of infringement by others will be re-

strained by injunction, and that the full scope of the \'an Depoele
patent cannot be avoided in this way, even if the parts so supplied or

used are not claimed by themselves alone as specific and separate

features of the patented invention.
In order that the scope and subject matter of the Van Depoele

patented claim ma}' be understood we append a copy of three claims
of the patent.

"6. In an electric railway, the combination with a suitable track
and a supply conductor suspended above the track, of a car provided
with a swinging arm carrying a contact device in its outer extremity
and means for imparting upward pressure to the outer portion of the
arm and contact, to hold the latter in continuous working relation

with the under side of the supply conductor, substantially as de-

scribed.
"12. In an electric railway, the combination with a car, of a

post extending upward therefrom, and carrying a suitable bearing,

an arm or lever carrying at its outer end a suitable contact roller and
pivotallv supported in said bearing, and provided at its inner end
with a tension spring for pressing the outer end of the lever carrying

the contact wheel upward against a suitable suspended conductor,

substantially as described.
"16. An electric railway, the combination of a car, a conductor

suspended above the line of travel of the car, an arm pivotallv sup-

ported on top of the car and provided at its outer end with a grooved
contact wheel engaging the under side of the suspended conductor,

and a tension spring for maintaining an upward pressure contact

with the conductor, substantially as described."

Postponement of Electric Tramway Rights
in Dublin.

A bitter warfare has been waged in Dublin during the past year
between the Dublin United Tramways Company, which operates the
principal system of the city, and the Dublin Southern District Tram-
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ways Company, which operates a suburban line and which has been
for some time attempting to secure entrance into the cit}- proper to

develop a competing S3\stem. Both companies are applicants for

electric privileges and it will be remembered that several of the di-

rectors of the Dublin United Tramwaj's Company made an extended
tour in this country some months ago, for the purpose of studying
American electric railways and obtaining the best system possible

for their purposes. There has naturall}' been a great deal of public
discussion of this important question in Dublin, and the problem
has been complicated by a desire on the part of the Dublin Council
to exact heavy rentals from both companies in consideration of the
grant of franchises. The matter finally came to a head on Mar. 3,

when at a meeting of the Council, the whole matter was postponed
for six months in order that the citizens may get further light upon
the questions involved.

One of the incidents of the discussion of the Council was a
speech by the Lord Mayor opposing the grant of electric rights on
the ground that it would be destructive to the country, as the
farmers of Ireland had nothing to fall back on except the raising

of oats and breeding of horses, and '

' the result would be that in

Dublin your beautiful Corn Exchange would be closed and your hay
market abandoned."

San Francisco Notes.

Work on the Mt. Tamalpais electric road has been begun in
earnest. It has been found to be perfectly feasible to ascend the
mountain without encountering anything steeper than seven per
cent, and a pure trolley proposition will be carried out. The power
house will be located at the center of the route.

Last July the Portland General Electric Company, of Portland,
Ore., installed 2500 h. p., of triphase 6000 volt long distance trans-
mission apparatus in its immense water power central station at

Oregon City fourteen miles from Portland and connected part of this

equipment with two 600 li. p. rotary transformers in the substation
at Portland designed to produce a continuous current at from 500 to

550 volts. This 500 volt current was planned to be sold to the various
electric street railway companies in competition with the Union
Power Company whose method of supplying the lines in Portland
with current on the three wire system was fully described in the
JouRNAi, of May, 1893.

The Union Power Company had 1300 li. p. of engines, used saw-
dust for fuel and sold current for $6 per horse power per month.
The Portland General Electric Company has now absorbed the Union
Power Company and all the power for the cars is in future to be fur-

nished from the former company's substation, the latter company's
plant being given up.

The Market Street Company began in the latter part of Febru-
ary the foundation for another of its latest adopted power units con-
sisting of a Union Iron Works vertical 1500 h. p. triple expansion
condensing engine with a 400 k. w. Siemens & Halske generator on
each end of the shaft. This will make a station capacity of 3200
k. w. There is still room for two more of these units and the station

when completed will have a rated generator capacity of 4400 k. w.
Still another style of street car is reported. The Piedmont Rail-

way Company, of Oakland, has recently constructed some combined
cable and electric cars. They are twenty-nine foot double truck
combination cars, that is, have an open section at both ends and
closed section in the middle, the passengers and motorman in the
open section being protected by a glass front. On the front truck,

of four feet six inches wheel base, is mounted the usual cable grip
while on the rear truck, of five feet three inches wheel base, are

located two G. E. Hoc motors. The traffic is such that the use of the
cable is justified only on vSundays. On this day the cable grip will be
used. During the week the car, if run at all, will be run by elec-

tricity. When the company has more cars the cable is to be aban-
doned altogether. By means of a loop and a switchback it is

arranged that the cars alwaj's run in the same direction. It is found
that when thus run the front truck cleans the track for the rear or
propelling truck. The motors also being located on the rear truck
are almost directly under the center of gravity of the car when on
heavy grades and therefore in the best possible position for traction.

The Haywards & San Leandro Railroad Company has recently
equipped one car to run at forty miles per hour; two G. E. 800
motors were used with a reduced gear ratio and thirty-three inch
wheels. The speed was easily attained upon the day of the test.

This company has decided that on Mar. I it will abandon its ex-
press business and confine itself exclusively to passenger traffic.

The Alameda, Oakland & Piedmont Company is arranging to
equip one car with two G. E. 2000 motors as an electric locomotive
to be used to haul a number of trailers for excursion work, to a popu-
lar resort on one of its branch lines. As this work is to be done at

considerable distance from the power house, a "booster" is to be
used to raise the voltage at the distant end.

The San Diego Cable Railway was sold at action Mar. 11, for

f55, 000, and the purchasers announce their intention of immediately
changing the road into an electric system. The road originally cost

$200,000 to build and is eleven miles in length.

Personals.

Mr. J. F. Hill, has resigned his office as controller of the Mon-
treal Street Railway Company with which he has been connected
for the last four years. Upon his retirement the employes of the
company presented him a gold watch and chain.

Mr. J. T. Whittlesey, formerly superintendent of the motive
department of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., has been appointed chief engineer, ziia- Mr. M. G. Starrett,

who has resigned to accept the position of assistant chief engineer of
the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York.

Mr. Paul Winsor formerly assistant general manager and chief
engineer of the West End Street Railway Company, of Boston, Mass.,
has resigned his position with that company a short time ago. Mr.
Winsor's connection with the company extended over a period of
four 3-ears during which time he took an active part in the actual
operation and construction of the road. He is at present devoting
his attention to the problem of the operation of heavy trains by elec-

tricity for certain steam railroad companies.

Mr. Chas. Davis, president of the Davis & Egan Machine Tool
Company, Mr. Thos. P. Egan, president of the J. A. Fay & Egan
Company, and Mr. Thos. McDougal, general counsel for the Laid-
law-Duii-Gordon Company, have been summoned before the Ways
and Means Committee of Congress to give information relative to the
effect of reciprocity treaties on the export trade in iron, steel and
wood working machinery and to confer with it as to the best
methods of encouraging and enlarging the export to trade in these
products.

Mr. L. J. Hirt was tendered a complimentary banquet by the
officers and employes of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company,
of New York, Mar. 31, upon the occasion of his withdrawal as as-

sistant chief engineer of the company. About 1 25 guests were pres-
ent and toasts were responded to by Messrs. Vreeland, Crimmins and
others, who referred in most complimentary terms to Mr. Hirt's
services. Souvenirs of a piece of the Lexington Avenue cable
mounted in the form of a paperweight, with programme giving a
portrait of Mr. Hirt, were presented each g^est, and at the close of

the evening a handsome piece of silverware was given Mr. Hirt, as a
testimonial of the esteem in which he was held by his friends in
the Metropolitan Street Railway Company.

Obituary.

Mr. C. L. West has been appointed superintendent of the Iron-
dequoit Park Railway Company, of Rochester, N. Y. Mr. West was
until recently superintendent of the North End Street Railway Com-
pany, of Worcester, Mass.

Nat. W. Pratt, the well known steam engineer and president
of the Babcock & Wilcox Company, died last month at his home in

Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Pratt was born in Baltimore in 1852, and
comes from an old American stock. He inherited mechanical tastes

from his father, William Pratt, who during the war was superin-
tendent of the Burnside Armories in Providence, R. I.

In 1870 N. W. Pratt

entered the employ of

Babcock & Wilcox. Here
his energy and engineer-
ing ability won the confid-

ence of his employers. In
1 88 1, when the Babcock
& Wilcox Company was
organized as a corpora-
tion, he became treasurer

and manager of the new
company, and in 1893,
upon the death of George
W. Babcock, was elected
president. As illustrating

his versatility it might be
mentioned that in 1884
he was appointed the con-
sulting engineer of the
Dynamite Gun Company.
Under his designs and
patents the first successful

dynamite gun was built.

It was with this gun, eight
inches calibre and sixty
feet long, that the experi-
ments in throwing aerial

torpedos were conducted
at Fort Lafayette, N. Y.

He possessed the rare
qualification of unitingen-
gineering knowledge with
inventive genius and extraordinary business qualifications, and
to his efforts is largely due the success achieved by the Babcock
& Wilcox boilers throughout the civilized world. He was noted
not only for his sound business judgment and remarkable en-
ergy, but also for his generosity and kindness of heart. Even his
business opponents admired him for his singular aggressiveness as
applied to business and by all with whom he came in contact he was
admired.

He was a member of the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, the American Institute of Mining Engineers, American
Naval Institute and^Engineers' Club, of New York,
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Street Railway Construction.

Albany, N. Y.—The Railroad Commissioners of New York
State have granted a franchise to the Albany, Helderherg & vScho-

harie Electric Railway Company to construct an electric railway
from Albany to vSchoharie Court House, a distance of thirty miles.

The road will be built through the most thickly populated sections

of Albany and vSchoharie Counties. I'resident, J. W. Van Valken-
burg; chief engineer, George Yost, both of 73 State Street, Albany.

ThU bill of H. T. Andrews requiring the elevated railway com-
panies of New York City to light their cars by gas or electricity has
been passed by the House by a large majority. The bill gives

the company three years in which to equip its cars as required.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Nassau Electric Railroad Company, has
been granted permission to extend its lines in Church L,ane, Eighty-
sixth Street, Fifth Avenue, Fovirteenth Avenue and Bath Avenue.

The Long Island Electric Railway Company has filed with the
Secretary of State a certificate of extension of route in the villages of

Jamaica, Far Rockaway and Hempstead.

Cleveland, O.—The Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railroad
Company will extend its lines from a point on the lines of the Lake
and Cuyahoga Counties to Painesville, a distance of fourteen miles.

C. W. Wason, 616 Garfield Building, Cleveland, is president of the
company.

Davenport, N. Y.—Dr. Churchill, of ,Stamford, N. Y., is the
promoter of an electric railway from Stamford to Davenport.

Harrisburg, Pa.—The Ifarrisburg Traction Company will prob-
ably extend its lines to Rockville during the summer. F. B. Musser
is superintendent and purchasing agent.

Hull, Que.—At a meeting of the stockholders of the Hull Elec-
tric Company, the following officers and directors were elected:

President, W. J. Conroy, vice-presidents, R. H. Conroy and Chas.
Magee; directors, V'. A. Magee, James Gibson, J. M. McDongall, E.
Seybold and Theophile Vian. The companj' has obtained a site for

its power station, and water power will be used in the generation of

electricity. Estimated cost of plant, not including placing of dyna-
mos and other electrical apparatus, J;25,ooo. Five sixty inch special

American turbine water wheels will be used. I'ower will be used in

operating electric railways and in furnishing lights.

Mexico, Mex.—On Mar. 5, the Mexico Citj- railway lines com-
prising about 160 miles of track, were sold to C. F. Meek, of New
York, for 17,500,000 (Mexican); Mr. Meek inunediately resold them
to Henry Butters, of San Francisco, who represents a company of

London capitalists. An amount equal to the purchasing price of the
lines will be expended in equipping them with electricity and in

making other improvements.

Montreal, Can.—The Montreal Park & Island Railway Com-
pany will extend its lines to vSt. Vincent de Paul and to St. Rose.
The people of those towns are very desirous of having electric rail-

way connections with Montreal and have offered strong inducements
to the company to build the line. The Town Council of Lachine has
granted the company permission to build and operate its lines in the
town, with exemption from taxation for thirty years. The line will

be built at once, and the Outremont line will also be extended to St.

Laurent during the summer.

Quincy, Mass.—A petition signed by 475 of the property own-
ers of Milton has been presented to the Quincy & Boston Street
Railway Company asking it to extend its lines from Mattapan, the
present terminus, to the lines of the Norfolk Suburban Street Rail-

way Company. J. R. Graham, president of the Ouincj' & Boston,
said that the company is willing to build if franchises are granted.

Sing Sing, N. Y.—The Ossining Electric Railway Company-
will extend its lines to Pleasantville, a distance of five miles.

Woonsocket, R. 1.—The Woonsocket Street Railway Company
will relay its tracks in the First Ward with heavier rails and will eqiup
the lines with electricity.

AMONG THE MANUFACTURERS.

The General Electric Company was awarded last month a con-
tract for the equipment of twenty motor cars on the Brooklyn Bridge.
These cars will be used for switching purposes and for operating tlie

bridge during the hours of the night when the cable is not running.

The Badger Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, has just

issued an interesting little handbook giving many facts, figures and
formulas in connection with electric railway construction. It is

compact, handy and useful to any one interested in this class of
work.

The Kensington Engine Works, Ltd., of Philadelphia, Pa.,

has recently sold three 100 h. p. return tubular boilers of 1 25 lbs. work-
ing pressure to Haddon Hall Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.; also a 200
h. p. feedwater heater of special design to the Atlantic Refining
Company, of Point Breeze, Pa.

The Southwark Foundry & Machine Works, of Philadelphia,

Pa., has published a very attractive catalogue descriptive of the
I'orter-Allen engines. The catalogue is very handsomely printed,

bound and illustrated, and gives views of the various types of en-
gines manufactured by the company.

Merchant & Company, of Philadelphia, have recently published
a tasteful catalogue printed in colors on the art of roofing and en-
titled "Overhead." The pamphlet is, of course, descriptive of the
metal tiles of Merchant & Company and is illustrated with handsome
reijroductions of well known buildings covered with this material.

The Paige Iron Works, of Chicago, has ju.st issued a new
pamphlet illustrating and describing some very interesting and com-
plicated ])ieces of special track work construction built by this com-
pany. The Paige Company is doing a large amount of work for elec-

tric roads throughout the country and is just completing its contract
for the entire special work of the Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago.

George H. Carey, New York, who deals in all kinds of railroad

equipment and supplies, makes a specialty of steel relaying rails.

He tells us that he has special facilities for enaVjling him to

make prompt shipments at the very lowest prices. Mr. Carey is one
of the oldest and best known railway supply dealers in New York,
and his experience of twenty-five years in this line of business com-
mends him to intending purchasers.

Alfred G. Hathaway, of Cleveland, O., writes us that he has re-

cently made a large .shipment of his appliances to Cape Town, South
Africa, through the J. G. Brill Company. He also advises us that he
is having a good sale for the Murra3- anti-friction brake, and has re-

cently shipped a large order to the Missouri Railway Company, of St.

Louis. He is also equipping a number of cars of the Cleveland City
Railway Company with this brake.

The Bradford Belting Company, of Cincinnati, manufacturer
of the Monarch insulating paint, reports an excellent demand for

this paint. The company is preparing to exhibit at the coming
Electrical Exposition on 43d Street, New York, and we understand
will distribute a very attractive souvenir. Every attendant at the
Exposition should secure one of these without fail from the popular
representative of the company, E. P. Morris.

The American Engine Company, of Bound Brook, N. J., an-
nounces that Frank H. Ball, the well known steam engine designer,

has assumed the management of its business, and will at once add
to its present line of steam and electrical machinery a full line of

his celebrated engines, specially designed for direct connected elec-

trical work and adapted to dynamos of the company's manufacture,
thus making complete and symmetrical units.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company, of Providence, is

now equipping the cars for the Hartford Street Railway Company,
Hartford, Conn., the Central Railway Electric Company, New
Britain, Conn., the Plainfield .Street Railway Company, Plainfield,

N. J. and Toledo Electric Railway Company, Toledo, O. The com-
pany has also just finished the equipping of the cars of the Staten
Island Electric Railway Company, New Brighton, S. I.

Gleyre Brothers, of St. Louis, manufacturers of the Trendley
brake, report business for the past month as very satisfactory. They
are receiving very flattering reports from different companies who
are testing their brakes, and feel assured of a continued increase in

their output. W. H. Walbraum & Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

have been appointed agents for the states of Pennsylvania, Ohio and
Indiana, and will hereafter take care of the business for that terri-

tory.

The Rail Bond Cap illustrated on page 188 of the March issue of

the Street Raii,\v.\y Journ.\e is known as the Paulsen cap and is

supplied by other companies than that whose name was mentioned
in connection with it. The Central Electric Company, of Chicago,
is selling a large number of these caps and writes us that it is on an
equal footing with any other supply company in the sale of this cap
and that it is meeting with great success in placing the cap on the
market.

Wendell & MacDuffie, of New York, have recently received an
order for two Taunton sprinklers, of 2700 gals, capacity each, from
the Steinway Railway Company. The increasing sales of and many
inquiries for the Taunton sprinkler speak volumes for its growing
popularity. H. P. Hill, formerly with the Diamond Electric Com-
pany, has been engaged by Wendell & MacDuffie to handle the out-

put of the Warren Electric Company of Chicago, and other electrical

specialties.

The W. & S. Hydraulic Machinery Works, of New York,
report an excellent business in its various specialties. The hydraulic
jacks of this company are the result of over three years spent in the
manufacture of this important tool, and the 1896 catalogue which is

just published gives the compan^-'s latest improvements. The cata-

logue, which is larger than former issues, shows that the company is

manufacturing additional sizes in its standard machines as well as

several new designs. The catalogue also illustrates and describes the
company's double screw hoists and various forms of screw and rack
jacks.

The Hunter Automatic Fender has been extensively adopted at

its home in Cincinnati and is apparently making a good record as a

life saver. The reports of the Cincinnati .Street Railwa}' show that
on Feb. 10, 14 and 15, three persons were struck without being
seriously injured. In one instance the conductor reports that "the
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fender bumper struck a man and the life saver picked him up with
his bodj' endways, feet first. His injury was trifling, as he resumed
his journe}'."

The National Switch & Signal Company, of Easton, Pa., has
been awarded the contract for installing; an interlocking plant for

the Lake Street Elevated Railroad, Chicago, at Avers Avenue, which
is a junction point. This plant includes the installation of the
automatic torpedo signals and other appliances for the protection of
traffic. The company has also been awarded the contract for inter-

locking the crossing of the Northwestern Coal Railway Company
with the Omaha line at vSuperior, Wis.

The Dorner & Button Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland,
O., writes us that G. G. Arthur, who for a number of years has
conducted a large hardware business, has purchased a large interest

in the Dorner & Button Manufacturing Company and will devote
his time to the business of the company, having the title of vice-

president and secretary. The company with its increase of capital

will be able to put in additional new machinery and be enabled to

take good care of its largely increasing trade.

C. O. Mailloux, of New York, consulting electrical engineer,
has removed his offices to the American Tract vSociet}' Building, No.
150 Nassau Street, where, with additional space, a larger staff of assist-

ants, and otherwise improved facilities, he will continue his practice
as consulting electrical engineer. Mr. Mailloux makes a specialty

of advi.sing, assisting and .serving architects, builders and owners, in

connection with plans, specifications, supervision, tests, etc., for

electric plants, installations and outfits of all kinds.

The Keeler & Hansell Company, of New York, is the title of

a new firm which will manufacture springs of all kinds. The com-
pany is composed of W. H. Hansell, formerly manager of the .street

railway department of the Charles vScott Spring Company, and the
members of the firm of Keeler & Cook, spring manufacturers. The
business heretofore carried on by the latter firm will be continued by
the Keeler & Hansell Company at tlie old address, i66 Elm Street,

New York. The Philadelphia office will be located at 378 Bourse
Building.

The Fulton Truck & Foundry Company, of Mansfield, O.,

manufacturer of the new rail joint illustrated in our last issue, is

ready to supply this new joint on demand. Through a typographical
error in the description in our last issue one reference was made to
this joint as a "bond." The inventor of the joint, W. E. Haycox,
president and general manager of the Fulton Truck & Foundry
Company, does not claim any special merits for the device as an
electrical connector between the rails, but as a substitute for the
ordinary joint plates.

The Metropolitan Electric Company, of Chicago, reports re-

cent large sales of P. & B. tape and compound. The spring con-
struction has begun rather early. These goods are found to be as

reliable as of old. The Metropolitan Electric Company is fortunate
in having this agency, and has increased the business West, since it

has been in its hands, very considerably. The company is also hav-
ing some splendid orders for ship core carbons, another speciality of

the Standard Paint Company, for which the Metropolitan Electric

Company is Western agent as well.

C. E. Loss & Company, of Chicago, have been awarded the con-
tract for the conqilete construction of the lines of the Englewood &
Chicago Electric Street Railway in the City of Chicago. The line

extends from vSixty-third Street to Harvey Street, comprising with
lateral lines about fifty-four miles of roadbed construction, at a total

cost of about $600,000. Work is to be completed about June I, on
twenty-five miles and the balance about Aug. 15, 1896. Eighty-
three pound girder rails are to be used throughout. All material
has been ordered and work was started on Mar. I.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., is reporting remark-
able success with tlie use of the Walker trolley ear. The company
has recently sent us a copy of a letter from J. C. French, general
manager of the Sioux City Traction Company, of Sioux City, stating

that this company has had this troUej- ear in use exclusive!}' for the
past two years, and considers it the only trolley ear pos,sessing a
straight line underneath accompanied with no thickening of the
lower portion. The ear also has the advantage that it requires no
soldering and can easily and quickly be placed in position.

The Siemens & Halske Electric Company, of America, has
opened Eastern offices at 100 Broadway ( American Surety Bldg.

) , New
York City. The company writes us tlaat its isolated plant business for

New York City, Brooklyn and Long Island City will continue to be car-

ried on by Chas. D. Shain, greater New York agent, at 136 Liberty
Street. For the New England States, New York State (outside of

greater New York), Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, and West Virginia, requests for estimates should be ad-
dressed to the Eastern offices of the company at the new office at 100
Broadway.

The National Air Brake Company is the title of a new com-
pany with headquarters at 15 Cortlanclt Street, New York, for the
manufacture of air brakes for street railway cars. The compressor
can be bolted to the floor of the car or the channel bars on the truck
and is automatically cut out of action by a special design of governor
when the pressure in the reservoir reaches a certain amount. The
compressor is automatically cut into service again when the mini-
mum pressure is reached. The average power required to operate
the brake is claimed not to exceed }i h. p. per mile operated in street

ser\dce with the average number of stops.

The Bi-Metallic Electric Transmission Company, of New
York, reports that a great deal of interest is being taken by the elec-
trical fraternity in its bi-metallic wire. This wire, as its name im-
plies, is composed of two metals, copper and steel being usually em-
ployed, the object being to secure strength with conductivity. The
steel forms the center of the wire and the outer layer of copper pro-
vides for the conductivity. The u.se of this wire for trolley systems
has a number of advantages, not only on account of the strength, but
from the fact that kinks or bends in the wire are less likely and that
the diameter of the trolley wire can be reduced when side feeders
are also employed.

The Falk Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, has just
moved into its new shops which it is equipping with the very best
and latest patterns of machine tools at a cost of several thousand dol-
lars. The building is 60 ft. )•' 160 ft., two stories, and the arrange-
nient throughout is thoroughly modern and complete. The estab-
lishment will be devoted exclusively to the building of the Falk
portable cupolas, tools and appliances neces.sary for the company's
system of cast-welding rail joints. A railroad switch extends the
whole length of the building which enables the company to load its

machines at its own doors for transportation to any part of the coun-
try. The companj' has just issued an interesting pamphlet on its

cast-welding process.

Eugene Munsell & Company, of New York, importers and
wholesale dealers in India and amber mica, are sending to the trade
a large sample card, showing a varietj' of forms of mica for electrical

installation, stamped solid mica .segments for all the standard rail-

way motors, mica washers, etc. At the top of the card appears the
company's name and addre.ss, in heavj' bold type, as importers of
pure India mica for electrical insulation, and the .statement that the
mica can be furnished in amber quality. The lower part of the card
is given up to a list of agencies in the principal cities. Tlie company
is in a position to furnish mica in both India and amber quality; in
the sheet, or cut to any size or pattern; mica segments gauged to
thickness for all the standard railway motors.

The Hoppes Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, O.,
reports the following recent orders for feedwater purifiers and heat-
ers secured through its Western office, St. Louis, Mo. : the St. Louis
Dressed Beef Company, 750 h. p. purifier and 800 h. p. exhaust
heater; the Christy I'ire Clay Company, vSt. Louis, Mo., 400 h. p.
purifier and 400 h. p. exhaust heater; the John E. Liggett Building,
two purifiers of 100 h. p. each and also 200 h. p. exhaust heater. The
following St. Louis concerns have also placed orders for various
sizes of exhaust heaters: J. W. Peters & Company, 150 h. p.; La-
clede Laundry Company, 100 h. p.; Globe Furniture Company, 150
h. p.; Leroi Furniture Company, 150 h. p.; Central Lead Company,
300 h. p.; Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, 75 h. p.

The Providence Steam Engine Company, of Providence, R.
I., builders of the Improved Greene engine reports that notwith-
standing the general times its shops are full of work. The com-
pany's engines, which are e.sj3ecially adapted for direct connected
railway work, are proving most satisfactory where they have been
installed. Recent contracts for this line of work cover one 500 and
one 350 li. p. tandem compound engines for the Suburban Railroad
Company, Chicago; two 750 h. p. tandem compounds for the Second
Avenue Traction Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; two 400 h. p. simple en-
gines for the New London Street Railway Canipany, New London,
Conn.; one 300 h. p. simple engine for the Hampton & Old Point
Railwa}-, Hampton, Va.; two 700 h. p. for the Washington, Alexan-
dria & Mt. Vernon Railroad Company, Washington, D. C.

The Stillwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Company has the con-
tract for the complete water power plant to be installed at the La-
chine Rapids in the St. Lawrence River. This power is second
onl}' to Niagara Falls in importance and is owned by the Lachine
Rapids Hydraulic & Land Company, Ltd., of Montreal. The initial

development will amount to 10,000 h. p. The work of construction

has already begun, and the company expects to be prepared to fur-

nish power before the close of this year. The company has .con-

tracted with the Stillwell-Bierce & vSmith-Vaile Company, of Dayton,
O., for sixty-six large size Victor turbines of the latest pattern and
all the connecting machinery needed for transmitting the power of

these turbines to the electric generators. This is probably the larg-

est order for turbines ever placed at one time, and will certainly add
to the enviable reputation already enjoyed by the Victor turbine.

The Stirling Company, of Chicago, reports business booming,
and actual sales as well as inquiries larger than in any correspond-

ing period in the history of the company. Prominent among the

company's recent sales are the following: Detroit Railway Company,
Detroit, Mich. (2d order) 2500 h. p. ; Passau Lighting Company,
600 h. p.; People's Power Company, Moline, 500 h. p.; Suburban
Electric Light & Power Company, East Orange, Ind., 125 h. p.;

Betz Brewery, Philadelphia, Pa. (2d order), 400 h. p.; Suburban
Railroad Company, Chicago, 111., 750 h. p.; Cleveland & Elyria

Railroad Company, Cleveland, (2d order) 450 h. p.; Akron, Bed-
ford & Cleveland Railway, Cleveland, (2d order) 700 h. p.; Cin-

cinnati, Newport & Covington, (3d order) 500 h. p.; New Albany
Water Works, New Albany, Ind., 200 h. p.; Houston Ice & Brewery
Company, Houston, Tex., 300 h. p.; Eagle Iron & Steel Company,
Ironton, O., 200 h. p.

The Manufacturers Advertising Bureau, Benj. R. Western,

proprietor, which has been located for a number of years at ill

Liberty Street, New York City, will remove about April 15, to

more commodious quarters at 126 Liberty Street. This concern is

widely and favorably known throughout both this country and abroad.
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It takes entire charge of the newspaper work and advertising for

manufacturers who desire this very important department of their

business conducted with the greatest convenience and profit. The
bureau handles almost exclusively concerns who advertise in the

trade journals, Mr. Western being a recognized expert in advertising

media of this character, and has established a reputation for commer-
cial integrity and scrupidous attention to the interests of its clients,

of which it may well feel proud. A large number of the leading
machinery concerns in this country now entrust their advertising to

the care of this institution. It is because of a growing need for

better facilities to transact its business that the change from 1 1 1 to

126 will be made.

Warren Webster & Company, of Camden, N. J., report their

works as being very busy manufacturing apparatus for the WeVjster

vacuum system of steam heating, which is meeting with very satis-

factory results. The firm has secured orders for equipments of the

system from the following prominent concerns: Bullitt Building,

Philadelphia; Cheney Bros., vSouth Manchester, Conn.; Pope Manu-
facturing Company, Hartford, Conn.; Pullman Atwood Company,
Waterbury, Conn.; Winchester Rejieating Arms Company, New
Haven, Conn.; Excelsior Needle Company, Torrington, Conn.; H. I,.

Judd Companj', Wallingford, Conn. ; vSilk Exchange Building, New
York; Syndicate Building, New York; Lord's Court Building, New
York; St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J. The firm is also doing
a large business in the sale of its vacuum feedwater heaters and
purifiers. T. L,. Webster mentions the following among other or-

ders: 250011. p.. Illinois Steel Company
; 650 h. p. Galveston Water

Works. The company is also manufacturing a special heater for

the United States Sugar Refinery at Camden, for heating 25,000 gals,

of water per hour. This heater is an adaptation of the standard
Webster heater especially fitted for the work that it is intended to do.

H. Gore & Company, of Bo.ston, Mass., pavers, street railway
builders and Sicilian rock a,sphalt paving, write us that the following

is a list of some of the street railway companies for which the firm has
done work: West End .Street Railway Company, of Boston, Mass.;

Lynn & Boston Street Railway Company; Ouincy & Boston Street

Railway Company; East Middlesex Street Railway Company, of Mai-
den, Mass. ; North Woburn Street Railway Company, of Woburn,Mass.

;

Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Company; Brockton Street

Railway Company,of Brockton, Mass; Uighton, Somerset & Swansea
Street Railway Company, of Taunton, Mass. ; Taunton Street Rail-

way Company; Union .Street Railway Company, of New Bedford,

Mass.; Globe Street Railway Company, of Fall River, Mass. ; Pitts-

field Street Railway Compau}-, of Pittsfield, Mass.; Burlington
Street Railway Company and the Burlington & Winooski Street

Railway Company, of Burlington, Vt. ; Fair Haven & W^estville

Street Railway Companj-, of New Haven, Conn.; Stamford .Street

Railway Compan}-; l?iddeford & Saco Street Railway Company;
Bangor Street Railway Company. Of the above companies there

are some who have awarded all their work for the past seventeen
years to H. Gore & Company.

H. E. Collins & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., sole sales agent for

the Cahall vertical water tube boiler, manufactured by the Aultnian
& Taylor Machinery Company, Mansfield, O., reports the following
sales of Cahall boilers made within the last few da3-s: 1000 h. p. for

the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Kokomo, Ind. ; Brown & Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, 100 h. p.; Jones & Laughlins, Ltd., Pittsburgh.

500 h. p. The boilers for the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company are of

the standard direct fired type; those for Jones & Laughlins will be
equipped with the chain grate stoker, and that for Brown & Com-
pany is of the waste heat type. Daniel Webster, for fifteen years
associated with the Babcock & W^ileox Company, has resigned his

position with that firm, his resignation to take effect Mar. i, and has
formed a business connection with the Aidtman & Taylor Machinery
Company. Mr. Webster for the last twelve years has held a prom-
inent position in the manufacturing and construction department of

the Babcock & Wilcox Company. Although the Cahall boiler has
demonstrated its advantages as a steam generator, still there are

many cases where lack of head room or other reason prevents the
adopting of anything but a horizontal water tube boiler. The Ault-
nian & Taylor Company has therefore decided to immediately en-
gage in the manufacture of water tube boilers, and Mr. W^ebster will

have entire charge of this department. Aultman & Taylor expect to

be ready to begin delivering this type of water tube boiler by June i.

H. E. Collins & Company, of the Bank of Commerce Building, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., general sales agents for the Cahall boiler, will act in the
same capacity for the new type.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of Ea.st Berlin, Conn., re-

ports its works as very full of orders and that the entire plant is run-
ning with a full force of men. The company reports contracts lately

completed as follows: new casting shop and machine shop for Ran-
dolph & Clowes, Waterbury, Conn. ; new car house, engine room and
boiler house for the Bergen County Traction Company, at Fort Lee,
N. J. ; a new steel tube plant, including power house, accunuilator
house, coal storage, etc., for the Pope Manufacturing Company, at

Hartford, Conn., two bridges for the American .Sugar Refining Com-
pany, at New Orleans, La. ; new power house and boiler plant for the
Hackensack Gas & Electric Company, at Hackensack, N. J.; a large
foundry for the Bagley & Sewall Company, at Watertown, N. Y.; a
large machine .shop for the Granger Foundry & Machine Company,
at Providence, R. I. ; an iron bridge cou.si.sting of five .spans of 200 ft.

for Penobscot County, Me. ; a new car shed building for the Third
Avenue Railway Company, at Harlem River, N. Y. ; three large
buildings for the Standard Oil Company, at Constable Hook, N. J.;
a new forge shop for Pratt & Whitney Company, at Hartford, Conn.;

a new .storage house for Bradley & Hubbard, Meriden, Conn.; a new
tube plant for the Coe Brass Manufacturing Company, at Torring-
ton, Conn.; a large extension to a producer house for the Solvay
Process Company, at Syracuse, N. Y. The company has recently
published a handsome calendar vipon which is printed some notable
installations made by the company. It is printed in colors and
contains a view of the works. The calendar is designed to keep
the name of the company before users of structural work and is for

distribution.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, after

passing through a phenomenally successful season in its .stove and
sweeper departments, is now running a full force day and night,
working on orders for its well known trucks, and as the company
has five months' work ahead the year promises to Ije a prosperous
one. The following are the late truck orders : Chicago City Rail-
way Company, Chicago; Chicago Creneral Railway Company, Chicago;
Calumet Electric Street Railway Com])any, Chicago; Central Rail-
way Company, Peoria, 111.; Cincinnati Street Railway Company,
Cincinnati, 0.;.St. Charles Street Railway Company, New Orleans,
La.; Norwalk Street Railway Company, Norwalk, Conn. ; Pasadena
& Pacific Railway Company, Los Angeles, Cal.; Jasper County Elec-
tric Railway, Carthage, Mo.; Dartmouth & Westport .Street Railway
Company, New Bedford, Mass.; Interstate Consolidated .Street Rail-

way Company, Attleboro, Mass.; Toledo Traction Company, Toledo,
O.; Mahoning \'alley EJectric Railway Company, Youngstown, O.

;

Mt. Adams & Eden Park Inclined Railway Company, Cincinnati, O.;
Holniesburg, Tacoiiy & Frankfort Railway Company, Tacony, Pa.;

Los Angeles Railway Company, Los Angeles, Cal. The company
has completed shipment of the " L " trucks for the Lake Street

Elevated Railway. The Brooklyn Bridge Railway has had a sample
pair of these trucks running on trial for the past month and the
directors, after rigid investigation and thorough trials, have decided
to purchase sixteen equipments, exact du])licates of the trial equip-
ment in every particular. The McGuire Company asserts that long
cars and double trucks are rapidly rising in favor and cites as proof
the fact that a large number of its orders now on hand are duplicate
orders for double trucks. The demand for the company's ratchet
brake handles is very large and increasing daily. These handles are
made in both malleable iron and bronze.

The American Electric Heating Corporation, is the title of a
new company with head office at Boston, organized to control the
business of a number of older electric heating companies. The board
of directors will consi.st of J. Murray Forbes (president), Charles A.
Morss, Jr., Edward C. Perkins, Charles L. Edgar, of the Edison
Electric Light Company; Charles Francis .\dains, 2d; Everett Morss,
A.B. Smith, George U. Crocker, Ambrose Eastman, of Boston; S. S.

W'lieeler, of the Crocker-Wheeler Electric Company; and Arthur M.
Dodge, of New York, and H. B. .Scott, of Burlington, Iowa. The
concerns absorbed by the American Company are: The Western
Electric Heating Company, .St. Paul, Minn.; the Central Electric
Heating Company, New York; the New England Electric Heating
Company; the Burton Electric Company, Richmond, Va.; the Car-
penter Electric Heating Manufacturing Company, .St. Paul, Minn.;
the Dewey Electric Heating Company, .Syracuse, N. Y, ; the Rich
Electric Heating Company, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. ; as well as several

others which have not been active in the business for some time, but
which owned valuable patents. The American Corporation also

owns the patents covering the enamel process, which has already-

proved of great value in rheostats, and is believed will be of equal
importance in many other devices. During the pa.st season many
thousand car heaters were sold by the company. While much of the
product has been very satisfactory, that which is not so will receive
immediate attention, and several improvements are in hand which
will prove to be desirable additions. This especially applies to cook-
ing apparatus, car heaters and special industrial devices. The policv
of this company, it is stated, is to furnish the best that the state of the
art will permit, and the company has an able corps of practical men
to insure this. It begins business with ample capital and with a list

of stockholders and a board of directors composed of substantial and
conservative business men. The manufacturing will be concentrated
at Cambridgeport and the head office is at 611 Sears Building, with
agencies in New York and Chicago. James I. Ayer, ex-president of
the National Electric Light As.sociation, is the general manager.

Trade Catalogues.

We have received during the month the following trade cata-

logues:

GENERAI, C.-vTalogue. Published by the Southwark Foundry
& Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 48 pages. Board covers.

Illustrated.

Price List oe Improved HvDRAur,ic Jacks, .Screw and
Lever Jacks, etc. Published by the "W. &S." Hydraulic Ma-
chinery Works, New York. 44 pages. Illu.strated.

The Cochrane Heaters. Published by Harrison Safety
Boiler Works, Gerniantown Junction, Philadelphia, Pa. 56 pages.
Illustrated.

Overhead. Published by Merchant & Company, incorporated.
Philadelphia, Pa. 20 pages. Illustrated.

Something About Westinghouse Engines. Published by
the Westinghouse Machine Company. Pittsburgh, Pa. 16 pages.
Illustrated.
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List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued February 25, 1896, to March 17,

1896, Inci,usive.

Feb. 25.

Brake Apparatus for Railway Vehicles.—F. Chapsal, Paris,

France. No. 555.075-
A pneumatic brake compri,sing a distributor, an auxiliary reser-

voir and brake cj'linder, an electric valve connected to accelerate the
action of the brake, an electric circuit controlling it, and a coninm-
tator in said circuit operated by the distributor for stopping the ac-
tion of the electric valve as soon as the distributor has acted.

Car Fender.—R. S. Flint, Troy, N. Y. No. 555,083.
Consists of a movable fender frame and operative mechanism

for imparting to the frame a forward movement, a valved sandbox, a
wheel Vjrake, and operating connections between the fender frame,
sand box valve and brake, wlierebj' all are simultaneously operated
by the frame operating mechanism.

Car P'ender.—W. Leonhardt, Baltimore, Md. No. 555,103.
A car fender sujjported upon a rocking lever having the pivotal

support of the lever on one side thereof ( toward the front of the
car) and the point of attachment of the fender on the opposite side.

I^ife Saving Device for Railway Pursoses.—W. H. Mattin,

Los Angeles, Cal. No. 555,177.

Device for Preventing Motion on Cars-—A. F. Flattick, vSt.

Louis, Mo. No. 555,238.
Consists of a suitable body, a car truck, supporting springs for

the car body, a toggle joint connected respectively to the car body
and truck, and a yielding connection between the end of one of the
members of the toggle joint and one end of the car body.

Tlolley Wheel Switch.—P. A. "Williams, Decatur, 111. No. 555,-

145-

Conduit Electric Railway.—C. M. Bridges, Seattle, Wash. No.
555,208.

Contact Device for Electrically Propelled Vehicles.—E.
B. Reichel, Germany. No. 555,263.
A horizontally extending frictional contact device, with a cen-

tral revoluble contact.

Underground Conductor System for Electric Railways.—
C. T. Schwieger, Berlin, Germany. No. 555,266.

Car Fender.—Uriah Dietz, Bangor, Pa. No. 555,283.

Fender for vStreet Cars.—R. W. Gibson, New York, N. Y.
No. 555-316.
A main guard having a slack, chain-like hont rail, and a catch

to normally sustain the slack of the chain-like front.

Car Signal.—E. Nelson, New York, N. Y. No. 555,391.

Electric Motor for vStrep;t Cars.—H. M. Neer, Springfield, O.
No. 555.392.
Consists of an outer casing and an inner supporting frame, track

wheels having stub axles extending through said casing and a motor
supported on said frame, iiniversal joints between said stub axles and
motor shaft, and springs between said casing and axles.

Car Fender.—C. M. Pratt, Towanda, Pa. No. 555,400.

Sectional Conductor for Electric Railways.—W. H. Baker,
Pawtucket, R. I. No. 555,470.

Mar. 3.

Closed Conduit Electric Railway.—C. Anderson, Leeds, Eng-
land. No. 555-487-

Car Truck and Its Gear.—Edgar Peckham, New York, N. Y.
No. 555.526.

Car Brake.—Edgar Peckham, New York. No. 555,527.

Adjustable Life and Wheel Guard.—Edgar Peckham, New
York, N. Y. No. 555,528.

Motor Hanger for Motor Cars.—Edgar Peckham, New York,
N. Y. No. 555-529-
The combination with an electric motor pivotally connected at

one end to the axle of the truck, of longitudinal motor hangers piv-

otally connected between their ends to the sides of the motor and
supported at each end from the frame of the truck.

PAT. NO. 555,529. PAT. NO. 556,602.

Car Truck.—Edgar Peckham, New York, N. Y. No. 555,530.
An end portion of the side frame comprises a yoke structure,

an attaching flange at one side thereof and a truss extension at the

other side, the horizontal member of which is provided in the under
surface of its outer end with a spring seat or socket, the whole
formed integrally.

Trolley Pole and Connection.—C. H. Einson, Pittsfield, Me.
No. 555-571.

Trolley Protector for Firemen.—J. P. Barrett, Chicago, 111.

No. 555,634.
Consists of a support adapted to be placed between the trolley

conductor and the track, a contact device provided at the upper end

of the protector for engaging the trolley conductor, and a shoe or

shoes electrically connected with said contact devices, carried at the
lower end of the support and adapted to engage one or both of the

rails.

Automatic Life Guard for Cars.—C. M. Beebe, Elmira, N. Y.
No. 555-753-

Car Fender.—J. Kerrigan, Philadephia, Pa. No. 555,777-

Consistsof a trap movably mounted, connections therefrom to a

ratchet and pawl mechanism, a stationary frame having a movable
member mounted thereupon, and means for actuating the latter

when said trap is struck.

Electric Propulsion System for Cars.—G. H. Melotte, Marsh,

Pa. No. 555,783.
A trolley wire so strung as to cross the path of the trolley at

definite intervals in alternate directions and a trolley of such a

length as to be in contact with one or more of such crossings.

Bond or Connector for Electric Railways.—A. Bournon-

ville, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 555,846.

Formed of a bar having a body half round or segmental in cross

section and an end reversed on itself fornnng a divided head which

is adapted to be spread apart.

Wheel Guard for Street Cars.—J. W. Darley, Baltimore, Md.

No. 555.852.

PAT. NO. 555,862.

Electric Railway Brake.—J. C. Henry, Westfield, N. J. No.

555-862.

Car Brake.—G. L. Root, Ottawa, Can. No. 555.890-

Mar. 10.

Elevated Railway.—H. L. Boyle, Grand Rapids, Mich. No.

555,921. .J J
An elevated railway track comprising a superstructure provided

with hangers depending therefrom, and track rails consistmg of a

series of hinged links or plates supported by said hangers.

Conduit Railway System.—O. A. Enholm, New York, N. Y. No.

555 937-
A yoke formed integral with a switch box which opens in its

lower part into the conduit.

Traveling Contact Device.—M. D. Law, Washington, D. C. No.

555.958.

Car Fender.—D. Leib, Columbus, O. No. 556,061.

Electric Car Lighting System.—A. H. Armstrong, Schenectady,

N. Y. No. 556,079.

Electric Railway.—H. C. Reagan, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 556,210

A feed wire and contacts rotatably mounted thereon, said feed

wire forming an axis for said contacts.

Electric Underground Trolley Railroad.—G. D. Burton,

Boston, Mass. No. 556,321-
. . . ,

A casing for an electric conduit comprising an inner and an

outer shell, the inner shell being provided with a lining of non-con-

ductive material, and a non-conductive filling between said shells.

Electric Railway.—E. M. Boynton, West Newbiiry, Mass. No.

Consists of a single rail supported railroad car with a railroad

.structure having one supporting rail, conducting and guiding de-

vices and an induction motor placed in a car and supplied with a

multiphase current from said conducting devices.

Mar. 17.

Car Ffnder.—T. Stein, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 556-381-

A car fender having slotted hangers, a shaft mounted on said

hangers slotted arms on said shaft, and a frame with arms provided

with pins moving in said slots, and arms having rollers moving on

said hangers.

STREET Car Bridge for Protection of Fire Hose.—S. B.

vSweeny, Zionsville, Ind. No. 556,382. -
-, ,

Curved rails, supports of unequal length and cross bars provided

with sockets to receive the upright portion of supports to form a

bracing.

STREET Car Fender.—C. A. Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa. No.

Consfsts of a projecting pivotally attached rectangular frame

adapted to have upwardly swinging movement, swinging links at-

tached to the front of said frame reaching upward and yieldingly

supporting a folding receiving frame covered with yielding materiaL

Electric Railway System.—B. E. Osborne, Auburn, N. Y. No.

556,516.

Underground Conductor for Electric Railways.—Geo. West-

inghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. No. 556,602.

Composed of two like halves fastened together by means of con-

ducting devices and having adjacent faces separated by a clear space.

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of

any of the above patents to any address upon receipt of twenty-five

cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The STREET Rail-

way Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.



Street Railway Receiverships in the United
States.

The table on this page is a careful compilation of information
regarding forty-nine street railway corporations in the hands
of receivers at the present time. Every effort has been made to make

represents about two per cent of the number of cars in .service in the
United vStiites.

Twenty-seven of the forty-nine roads operate less than ten miles
of track, fourteen operate between ten and twenty-five miles, seven
between twenty-five and fifty miles, and one over fifty miles.

From this it appears that nearly eighty per cent of the roads are
small properties, and this is also shown even more clearly from in-

I.IST OF STREET RAILWAY COMPANIES IN THE HANDS OF RECEIVERS.

NAME OF COMPANY.

Adrian (Mich.) City Elec. Belt Ry. Co
Adrian (Mich. ) St. R. R. Co
Ann Arbor & Ypsilanti ( Mich. ) St. Ry. Co
Asbury Park (N. J. ) & Belmar St. Ry. Co
Asheville (N. C. ) St. R. R. Co
Augusta (Ga. ) Ry. Co
Chattanooga (Tenn. ) & No. Side St. Ry. Co
Chicago (111. ) & So. Side Rapid Transit R. R. Co . . .

Cincinnati (O. ) Inclined Plane Ry. Co
Denison (Tex.

)
Rapid Transit Ry. Co

Denison (Tex.) St. & Belt Line Ry. Co

West End St. R. R. Co., Denver, Col

Union St. Ry. Co., Dover, N. H
Dubuque ( la. ) Light & Traction Co
Eau Claire (Wis. ) St. Ry., Light & Power Co ... .

Great Falls ( Mont. ) St. Ry. Co
Hammond (Ind. ),Whiting & E.Chicago Elec. St. Ry. Co.
Harvey (111.) Transit Co
Houston ( Tex. ) City St. Ry. Co
North East St. Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo
Lima (O.) Elec. St. Ry. Co
Lincoln (Neb. ) St. Ry. Co
Logansport ( Ind. ) Ry. Co
Madison (Wis.

)
City Ry. Co

Middletown (O.) & Madison St. R.R. Co
Mobile (Ala.) & Spring Hill Ry. Co
Muskegon (Mich.) Ry. Co
New Albany (Ind.) Ry. Co
East Oakland St. Ry. Co., Oakland, Cal
Highland Park & Fruitvale R. R. Co., Oakland, Cal. .

Olympia (Wash.
) Light & Power Co

Suburban Traction Co., Orange, N. J
South Jersey St. Ry. Co., Point Pleasant, N. J.^ . . .

Portland (Ore.) Consolidated St. Ry. Co
Richmond ( Ind. ) City Elec. St. Ry. Co
St. Cloud ( Minn. ) Citv St. Car Co
St. Paul (Minn. ) & White Bear Ry. Co
Salem (Ore.) Consolidated St. Ry. Co
San Francisco (Cal.) & San Mateo Ry. Co.^
LTnion Elev. Ry. Co., Saratoga, N. Y
Grant Street Elec. Ry. Co., Seattle, Wash

Seattle (Wash.) City Ry. Co

Seattle (Wash.) Consolidated St. Ry. Co
South Dakota Rapid Trans. & Ry. Co. , Sioux Falls, S. D.

Syracuse (N. Y. ) St. Ry. Co

Tacoma (Wash.) Ry. & Motor Co
Watertown (N. Y.) & Brownsville St. R. R. Co. . . .

Suf)erior Rapid Transit Ry. Co., West Superior, Wis. .

Winona (Minn.) City Ry. Co

Bate of

Receiversliip

Funded
and Float-

ing Debt.

Length
of Line,
Miles.

Number
of

Cars.

Gross
Receipts*

Receiver.

Jan., 1894 $ 42,297* 2.8 4 F. E. Snow.
36,000 3-0 7 F. E. Snow.

Feb., 1896 100,000*

75,000

9.0
2.0

II William F. Parker.
William L. Dayton.

Feb., 1885 300,000 7.0 14 25,285 J. E. Rankin.
Sept., 1895 448,500 26.5 52 D. B. Dyer.
Feb. 3, 1896 90,000 3-5 4 5,826 T. J. Nicholl.

Oct., 1895 10,500,000 18.6 181 711,686 M. Hopkins.
500,000 16.0 42 Brent Arnold.

Unknown 6.5 6 R. S. Legate.
R. S. Legate.75,600 6.0 II

JNov. , 1 093 300,000 10.3 17
G. E. Randolph, )

C. E. vSweetland. /
1894 100,000 14.0 19 25,712 G. E. Macomber.

Dec, 1894 385,000 10.5 19 J. Balch.
Unknown 6.0 8 G. B. Wheeler.

150,000 8.7 II 26,650 W. D. Dickinson.
Mar., 1896 100,000 12.0 9 Hobart M. Godfrey.

Jan., 1895 115,000 3-0 3 Chicago Title & Tru,st Co.

July, 1895 1,387,000 40.0 47 222,808 J. H. Kirby.
290,000 8.1 10 Robert Gillhani.

Mar. II, 1896 100,000 7.0 7 John N. Hutchinson.
Jan., 1895 1,460,000 55-0 90 B. D. Slaughter.

June 23, 1895 Unknown 5-5 5 a 17,500 D. D. Fickle.

Feb. 26, 1896 150,000 8.0 13 F. W. Oakley.
Dec. 9, 1893 42,000 2.0 2 (7 3,900 D. B. Bundy.
July 6, 1895 200,000 7.0 4 to 8 24,000 J. H. Wilson.

Jan., 1895 240,000 15.0 33 F. A. Nims.
Mar., 1894 230,000 7.0 27 J. MacLeod.
Apr., 1894 250,000 6.0 II J. C. Johnson.

200,000 10.5 8 F. J. Woodward.
147,000 4.0 5 H. Stevens.

Dec. 6, 1894 a 654,000 10. 10 to 22 54,000 Watson Whittlesey.
Oct. 21, 1895 105,000 2.5 5 Halsted H. Wainwright.
Dec, 1894 800,000 32.0 79 170,977 G. F. Paxton.
Mar., 1894 150,000 II. 24 A. D. Titsworth.
6Apr. I, 1896 125,000 lO.O 6 9,600 E. E. Clark.

215,000 13 F. A. G. Moe.
Dec. 5, 1895 260,000 8.0 9 45.994 F. R. Anson.
May, 1894 1,100,000 27.0 37 S. Bennett.
Mar., 1896 131,920 10.

1

17 20,670 Charles D. Haines.
Aug. 20, 1894 137,000 5-5 4 24,000 W. J. Grambs.

27
W. A. Underwood, 40 Wall

1,000,000 5-0
St., New York City.

880,000 14.4 20 M. F. Backus.
Apr., 1895 75,000 7-4 5 F. H. Files.

Mar. 6, 1896 2,236,000 28.5 79 152,027
Edward B. Judson, Jr., \
W. Judson Smith. /

Jan., 1895 1,500,000 48.0 31 G. W. Bird.

Dec. I, 1895 110,000 9.0 24 J. A. Lawyer.

Jan. 28, 1896 250,000 26.5 37
S. T. Norvell, \
F. W. Oakley. I

Feb. 18, 1895 100,000 4.0 4 20,000 Seward B. Livermore.

Latest obtainable. a. Approximate. d. Takes possession. c. Advertised to be sold on Mar. 21, 1S96.

e. Advertised to be sold on Mar. 16, 1896.

this list complete and accurate, and special letters of inquiry have
been sent to every company represented with a view to obtaining the
latest information possible.

The distribution of these companies by sections shows that seven
are in the Eastern vStates, twenty-one in the Central, sixteen in

the Western and five in the Southern States. The total mileage is

609, which represents about five per cent of the street railwaj' mile-

age of the country. The total number of cars operated is 1 1 27, which

spection of the names themselves, the only important companies rep-

resented being the following: Chicago & South vSide Rapid Transit
Railroad Company, Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railway Company,
Houston City Street Railway Compan)-, Lincoln Street Railway
Company, Portland (Ore.), Consolidated vStreet Railway Company,
San Francisco & San Mateo Railwaj^ Companj', Seattle "Consolidated

Street Railway Compan}-, S3'racuse Street Railway Company and
Tacoma Railway & Motor Company.
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STOCK AND BOND QUOTATIONS.

Notice.—These quotations are carefully revised from month to month by local bankers and brokers, and closely represent the market value of the different securlilea as
tested by individual sales. Few or these, however, are actually quoted od city exchanges, and accuracy Id the range ot prices cannot, therefore, be vouched for.

.Securiiies.—Active securities only are quoted Id these tables, and the bond Issues described do not necessarily constitute the entire funded Indebtedness of the different
properties. For a full and detailed description of all the securllles, see American Street Kailwat Investments, published annually on March 15th.

Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used: M. mortgage; Gen. M. general mortgage; Uons. M. consolidated morigage; deb. debentures; convert, convertible;
n esc. In escrow; g. gold; guar, guaranteed; bds. bonds; Int. Interest; + in addition; auth, authorized; Incl. Including; cert, indebt. certificates ot Indebtedness; in tr. In
rust; n nominal.

Company,

STOCKS AND BONDS,

.41.BANV, N. Local quotations to

Albany' Ky. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M, 5^ bds. (Incl. $112,000 In esc).
Deb. 6% (convert,.) bds
Wat. T'p'ke & E.K. Co.'s 3d M. 6i bda.

Wat. Turnpike & II. R. Co.. Stock. 100

l8t M. 6^ bds. (Int. guar, by Alb'y Ky.

BALTIMORE, MD.»—Local quotations
to Mar. 14.

Baltimore Traction Co., Stock %
IstM. 5^bds
No. Bait. Dlv. lat M 5% bds
Ext. and Imp. 6f, bds

City Ac Huburbnn Ky. Co., Stock... 50
Gen. M. 6% g. bds

Baltimore City Pass. Ry. Co., Stock 3.=>

1st. M. b% g. bds
Central Pft"8. Ry. Co., Stock 60

cons. M. b% bds. (+ $151,000 In esc).

.

I8t M.6« bds

BO-iTON, MASS.*—Local quotations to
Mar. 18.

West End St. Ry. Co., (common. ... 50

Stock, \preferred 8%. 50

Deb. 5s5 g bds
Deb. mig. bds

North Shore Traction (common 100

Co., Stock. (preferred 6^. lOi

Lynn « Boston K.K. Co.'s 1st Cons. M.
b% g. bds. (+ $1,677,000 In eSC)

BROOKLYN, N. V.*—New York quo-
tations to Mar. 17.

Brooklyn Heights R. R. Co.
1st M. 5% bds

Brooklyn City R. K. Co., Stock.... 10

1st Cons, M. 5% bds
Brooklyn, Q. Co. Ac Sub. R. R. Co.
18t M. 5* g. bds. (+ $350,000 In esc.)..

.

1st Cons. M. 5^ g. bOS
Brooklyn Traction Co. (common 100

Stock. (preferred 6% !00

Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co.
Gen. M. 6% bds
cons. M. 6% bds. (+ $1,034,000 In esc.) .

.

Imp. M. b% g. bds
B'kl'n, Bath & W. E. R. R. Co.
Gen. M. 5* bds. (+ $552,000 In esc). .

.

Coney Isl. & B'kl'n R.R.Co., Stock 100
1st M. b% bds
Cert. Indebt. 6^

B'kl'n City & Ne»vt'n R.R.Co, Stock 100
1st Cons. b% bds

BUFFALO, N. Y.*—New York quotations
to Mar. 17.

Bnflalo Ry. Co., Stock 100

1st Cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1,457,000 In
esc.)

Crosstown St. Ky. Co.'s ist M. 5% bds.

CHARLESTON, S. C.*—Local quota-
tions to Mar. 11.

Enterprise St. R. R. Co., Stock 2b

1st M. 5% bds
Charleston City Ry. Co., Stock.,
ist M. &% bds

60

Issued. Diie.

CHICAGO, ILL.*—Local quotations to
Mar. is.

Chicago & So. Side R. T. R. R. Co.
Stock 100

1st M. b% bds
Exten b% bds

I'liica^o City Rv. Co., Stock 100
Ist M. bds

Lake .St. Elev. R. R., Stock 100

1,2.50,000

500,000
200 000
150,000

240,000
350,000

5,750,000
1,500,000
1,750,000
1,250,000
4,000,000

3,000.000
2,500,000

3,000,000
300,000
549,000
151,000

9,085,000
6,400,000

3,000,000
3,000,000
4.000,000
2,000,000

3,702,000

350.000
12,000,000
6.000,00u

3,150,000
2.,500.000

6,000,000

3,000,000

769.000

1,966,000

1,500,000

448,000
1,000,000
300,000
300,000

1,000,000
1,90U 000

5,370,500

3,543,000

2,200,000

250,000
60,000
100,000
100,000

7,fi00,00o

7,500,000
3,000,000
9,000,000
4,619,500

10,000,000

1930
1901
1919

1919

1929
1942
1901

i933

1911

1933
1912

1902
1914

1924

1941

1941

1941
1941

1909
1931

1934

1933

1904
1910

1939

1931

1933

Quotations.

1896. Mar.

1361^

109

113!^

114"

1 !^
112M
lOV!!

60
112

73
115

73J<i

112
110

70
91

105

1C5>4

83

113

102
80
11

55

1073^
108

80

10614

104

1906

1915'

1929
1933

60 d.

60
43

315

100 i/s

2i%

135)4

105)i

lii"

lisii

16>4

no^E
107J4

102H
45ti,

109
"

66!^
114

68
111

110

64
88
103
104

Iti

m
106H
46
111

67
115

112"

70
91

105
lOlJ,

80

159

109

80

43

106X
105
71

109

08

59
37
275
100
181^

17,'i

112>,m
102)4
45 M

1119

66!^
115

112'

67
89
104^.
104

172><i

112

lOOx

ii'

55

107
1071^

8%
75

in>i

78

280
100)4
333

135)4

17>4

115

lis'

67Xb

104
lOl

166

mx

43

105)4

06
75

110'.

69

103

275
100

21)4

140 a

171

in>a

bO a
9
46

106

80

75

leo b
111

106

286
100

22^

CINCINNATI, O.*—Local quotations to
Mar. 18.

Cincinnati St. Ry. Co., Stock 50
1st M. 7^ bds
1st M. 4* ext'n'd bds
" " 5% " "

Mt. Adams &. Eden Park Inclined
Ry., Stock 50

1st M. 6sS bda
" " e% "

Cons. M. 5^ bds
Cincinnati, Newport Ac Covington

St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M.5^g. bds.(lncl. $500,000 in esc.)

So. Cov. & Cln. St. Ry. Co 1st M. 6^ bds.
" " " " " •' " 3nd Cons. M.
6% g. bds. (Incl. $250,000 in esc.)

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Continued.
i»let. W. S. Elevated Ry., Stock IQO

IStM. 5i6 bds
North Chicago St. R. K. Co., Stock. ICO

ist M. 5% bds
Cert, indebt. 6%
No. Chi. Cy. Ky. Co.'s 1st M. 6^ bds. ..

" " " " " 2nd M. 4)^ ^ bds.

.

" " " " '• Deb. 6% oas
North Chicago City Ry. Co., Guar.

Stock 100
West Chicago St. R. R. < o.. Stock 100
1st M. 6i bds
W.C S. K.K. Tunnel Co.'s 1st M. 5^ bds.
Deb. 6^ bds
Chi. W. Dlv. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 4T4% bds.
Chi. Pass. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds

'• Cons. M. 6« bds...
Chicago W. Div. Ry. Co., Guar.

Stock IOC

COLUMBUS. O.*—Nevf York quota-
tions to Mar. 17.

Columbus St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons.M. 5% g. bds.(lncl. $780,000 In esc).
Crosstown St. Ky. Co.'s 1st. M. b% g.

bds. ($90,000 In esc.)

COVINGTON, KY.*—(See Cincinnati,)

DETROIT, MICH.*—Local quotations to
Mar. 14.

Detroit Citizens' St. Ry. Co., Stock. 100
1st M. 6i u J'?, (-f $1,150,000 In esc)

Fort Wayn. & Belle Isle Ry. ( o..
Stock 100

1st M. 6% g. bds. ($60,000 In tr.)

Wyandotte & Detroit River Ry.
Co., Stock 100

Rapid Ry. Co., Stock
1st M. 5%bds

The Detroit Ry., Stock
IStM. 55SbdS

HARTFORD, CONN.*—See New Haven

IIOBOKEN, N. J.*—See Newark.

HOLYOKE, MASS.*—Local quotations to
M&iF 33

Holyoke St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Springfield St. Ry. Co., Slock 100
Northampton St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.*—New York
quotations to Mar. 17.

Citizens' St. R. R. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 5f g. bds. (Incl. $1,000,000 in

esc.)

JERSEY CITY, N. J.•—See Newark.

LOUISVILLE, KY.*—Local and New
York quotations to Mar 17.

Louisville Ry. Co., (common 100
Stock, (preferred 5i{ 100

Cons. M. 6* g. bds. (Incl. $1,263,000 In
esc.)

Issued.

11,500,000
13,500.000
5,500,000
2,413 000
600,000
500,000

1.850,000

550.000

500,000
13,189,000
4,100,000
1,500,000
4,000.000

4,040,000
400.000
600 000

1,250,000

11,000,000
50,000

100,000
150,000

2.500,000

50,000

3,000,000

400,000

3,000,000

500,000

300,000

6,000,000

(Quotations.

Due.
1896. Mar.

Ul

si
bD

a
m

m 1-1 n 5

47 12)4 11)4 14 14
'i943 00 HA00 t)6 DO

247 247 347
im 104 10334 loa;^

1911
IHOO
1927

ao 100 1U*)4

114 100 103 lOlX 163k
1938 102 100 101!^ 101^ 1011^
1909

i66" 97" 9Tk
98""

1932 101 101

1905 109 108
1939

600 600

113)4 Uli^ 113X 113 112)tf
1896

1900
112 109 mx 109 1091^

1905
1906

36^-^ 31 36?^ 34
1922 9H)s 97 97)4 99)^
1912

1933

501^ im 50 49!^
1932 100 93>i 981^ 95 97^

1933 95 88 88 88 88

100 100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100 100

250 225 250 225 250
100 100

110 100 110 100 100
110 100 100 100 100
96 90 94 90 93

1925

ilO 190 30il 190 220
215 305 310 210 210
195 185 185 . 185 185

40 81 38^ 21 26

1933 90 79 85 79 80

53 46 53 ;.o 53
102!^ 95 102)4 99 102)4

1930 1091^ 105 109!^ 106>^ 1'9M

. tl»ese and other securltlea lajuea, 39e AMERICAN STREET RAttWAY IlSVfiiST.UBNTS, ^ ^appl^ment to the STREfIT RAH-wx\ JOURNAL, pubiiaiiedftBnuaUy 00 Marcui5tb,
r i-

.

.
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company.

STOCKS AND BOKDS.

LYNN, MASS.*—see Boston.

MINNEAPOMS, MINN.*—New York
quotations to Mar. 17.

Twin City Kiipi«l Transit Co. (com.. 100
Stock. (pret.7*

Minn. St. Hy. Co.'s Cons. M. 5% g. bds.

(+ $960,000 In esc.)
St. Paul City Ky. Co.'s Cat). Cons. 5% g.

bds. (Incl. $680,000 In eso.)
St. Paul City Ky. Co.'s Deb. 6% g. bda.

MONTREAl., CAN.*—Local quotations
to Mar. 13.

Montreal St. Ry. Co., Stock 50
ist M. 6% bds
2ndM. bds

NEW AI^BANY, IND.*—See Loulsvllle.

NEWARK, N. J.*—New York and pnila-
delpbla quotations to Mar. 17.

Consolidaled Traction Co., of N. J..
Stock 100

1st M. 5% g. bds
North Hudson Co. Ry. Co.. Stock. .. 2b
Cons. M. 6^ bds. (Incl. $620,000 in esc.)
2nd M. b% bds
Deb. 6f bds

NEW HAVEN, CONN.*—Local quota-
tions to Mar. 12.

Fair Haven <& Westville R. R. Co.,
Slock 25

Winchester Ave. R. R. Co., Stock.. . 25
ist M. 5^ g. bds
Deb. 6< bds

New Haven St. Ry. Co., 1st M. 5% bdS.
Hartford St. Ry. Co.. Stock 100

fl'd & W'th's'fl'd H. R. K. Co.'s deb. 5%
bds

Issued.

I6,noo,000

1,500,000

4,040,000

4,298,000
1,000,000

4,000,000
300,000
700,000

NEW ORIiEANS. r,A.*—New York
quotations to Mar. 17.

New Orleans Traction /common.. 100
Co., Stock, ipref. 6%... lOO

N. O. City & Lake R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5%
g. bds. (8423,500 In esc.)

Crescent City R. R. Co.'s Cons. M. b%
g. bds

New Orleans & Carrollton R. R.
Co., Stock 100

1st M. 6 < bds

2d M. bds

Canal & Claiborne R.R. Co., Stock 40
1st M. 6^ bds

Orleans R. R. Co., Stock 50
1st M. bds

St. Charles St. R. R. Co., Stock.... 60
isi M. 6% bds

NEWPORT, R. I.*—See Providence.

NEW YORK, N. Y.*—Local quotations
to Mar. 17.

Metropolitan Traction Co., Stock... 100
Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

B'y. Surt R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5* bds. . .

.

" " " " " 2nd M. 5!tbds....
So. Ferry R. R. Co., 1st. M. 5* bds. . .

.

Lex. Ave. &P. P. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 5% bds.
Broadway & Seventh Ave. R. R.

Co., Guar Stock 100
Cons. M. 5!<g. bds. (+ 84,850,000 In esc.)

1st M. 5% bds
2ndM. 6;fbds

Sixth Ave. R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 100
Ninth Avenne R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 100
Twenty-third St. Ry. Co.,Guar.Stock 100
lstM.6^ Dds
Deb. 5% bds
B'y. Surt. R. R. Co.'s istM. 5f. bds....

42nd St.& «'d. St. Ferj-y II. R. Co.,
Guar. Stock 100

ist M. 6^ bds
Cent. Pk., No. & E. Riv. R. R. Co.,

Guar. Stock 100
Cons. M. 7% bds.

Bl'cker St. & Fulton Ferry R. R.
Co 100

1st M. 1% UdS
Third Avenue R. R. Co.. Stock 100

ist M. b% g. bds
Second Avenue R. R. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 5j{ bds
Deb. B* bds

Eighth Avenue R. R. Co., Stock 100

Due.

Q,uotatlonB.

1896.

1919

1937
1900

1908
1922

15.000,000
11,711.000
1,000,000

3.000.000
350,000
500,000

600,(100

400 000
500,000
100,000

600.000
200,000

1,344,000

5,000,000
2,500,000

3,000,000

3,350,000

1,200,000

250,000

350,000

240,000
150,000
185.000
18,000

594,350
150,000

1933

1928
1928
1902

30,000,000
13,500,000
1,125,000
1,000,000

350,000
500,000

2,100,000

7,650,000
1 600,000
500.000

2,000,000
800,000
600,000
250,000
160,000
375.000

748,000
336,000

1,800,000

1,200,000

900,000
700,000

9 000,000
6,000,000
1,862,000
1,600,000
300.000

1,000,000

1912
1909
1913

25
100

93

226

1943

1943

1S97)

1906 f

1905)

1907/

.913'

1924
1905
1919

1943
1904
1914

1909
1906
1924

1909

1902

1900

1937

1909
1909

102

127^

Mar.

I bo

3

206^

20
78%

lob;^

114
105

107H
114

197

116
my,
111

220
161

308
115!-^

104
114

322
116

165
115

30}4
111

186
121
168

108K
1041.^ 102'

360 883

53
25
103
luO
102

2)5

101

15Ji

99

90

123

25

95

220)^

25
ssy.

93

lio"
102
106
110

188
113
107
108%
195
160
305
115
103
110

310

160
113

28%
1081.^

172
116
1.50

107>4

53
25
103
lou;^
103

101

17J,

66

100

90

127X

215)i

20

4S

45"

11214
65

108

lis"
105

106>s,

114

193
115
107^
110>.i

199

161

306

115^
104
113

322
116

165
115

30
109)4
182
130
168

10S]4
104^
340

53

lois'

100
103

16><i

100

90

U6X

25
1(0 a

93

86X

3181^

25

82!^

55

163"

10014
102

101

17>4
65

100

9C

127

48

42'

112
83

102

lio"'

103X
106^
111

18S
113
107

1(.8?4

195
160
305
115
104
110

318
11514

165
114

28 Vs

176

U9X
160
108

103)4
333

48
103^
44

113>4

64

105><i

lii"
10454

106X
113

191

i07y'

l(i9

196
161

305
J,

115
104
111

320

165
115

109
179
120

167
108

103>^
336

Company.

8TOOKS AND BONDS.

NEW YORK—Continued.

Cert. Ind'bt. 6^
4and St., m. & St. N. Ave. Ry. Co.,

Stock 100
1st. M. 6^bds
2nd M. Inc. 6f bds

Dry Dock, E. B'y. & Battery R. R.
Co., Stock 100

Gen. M. 5% g. bds
Cert. Ind'bt 5* m

(Central Crosstown R. R. Co., Stock 10(1

isi M. 6^ bds
Christopher ic lOth St. R. R. Co.,

Guar. Stock loo
Union Ry. Co., Stock 100
IstM. 5% bds
Westcbester Elec. R. R. Co.'s ist M.
5<bd3

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.*—See Holyoke.

PATERSON, N. J.*—New York and Phila-
delphia quotations to Mar. 17.

Paterson Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 6% bds. (Inc. $250,000 In esc).

PHILADELPHIA, PA.*—Local quota-
tions to Mar. 16.

Union Traction Co., Stock
Philadelphia Traction Co., Stock....
Coll. Tr. i% g. bds

Continental Pass. Ry. Co., Guar.
Stock 50

I8t M. 6% bds
Empire Passenger Ry. Co , Stock..

1st M. 7?; bds
Phila. t:ity Pass. Ry. Co., Stock
istM. 5% bds

Phila. tV G'ys Ferry Pass. Ry. Co.,
Guar. Stock 50

Ridge Ave. Pass. Ry. CcGuar. Stock
I3th Sc 15th Sts.. Pass. Ry. Co.,

Guar. Stock
1st M. 7% bds

Union Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock..
1st M. 5^ bds
SndM. 5^ bds

W. Phila. Pass.Ry. Co., Guar. Stock
ist M. 6% g. bds
2nd M. 6% bds

Frankford & .S'thw'k P. C. Pass.
R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 60

Lombard & So. St. P. R. R. Co.'s 1st
bds

west End P. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 7% bds..
Citizens' Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock
2nd & 3rd sts. Ky. Co., Guar. Stock
L.ehi«h Ave. Ry. Co., Stock
People's Pass. Ry. Co., (common

Stock (preferred...
1st M. 7^ bds
Cons.M. b% bds

Uerniantown Pass. Ry. Co.. Guar.
Stock 60

Green tfk Coates Sts. P. P. Ry. Co.,
Guar. Stock. 60

1st M. 6^ bds ..

Hest'v'e, Mantua &. F'r'in't P. R.
R. Co., Stock 50

50

50

50

50

5(1

Quotations.

Issued. Due.
1896. Mar.

High. Low.

si
ho

5
Low. Closing

•ITTSBURGH, PA.«—Local quotations
to Mar. 18.

Citizens' Traction Co., Stock 50
1st M. 5^ bds

Pittsburgh Traction Co.. Stock 60
1st M. b% bds

Duquesne Traction Co., Stock 50
IstM. 5% bds

P'b'gh, Allegheny A. Manch'r Tr.
Co., Stock 50

Gen. M. 5% bds
P'b'gh Union P. Ry. Co.'s 1st. M. 5% bds.

Federal St. & P. V. R. R. Co., Siock 2^

Gen. M. 5% bds.. (new)
P'b'gh &:Biruiinghain Tr. Co., Stock 60

Gen. M. sjtg. bds
Central Traction Co., Stock 60
1st M. 6% bds

P'b'gh & West End P. Ry. Co., Stock 50
18t. M. 5% bds

PROVIDENCE, R. I.*—Local quotations to
Mar. 16.

United Traction & Electric Co.,
Stock 100

1st M. 5i g. bds
Newport .St. Ry. Co.
istM. 5^ bds

1,000,000

2,510,000
1,200,000
1,500,000

1,200,000
885,000

1,100,000
600,000
250,000

650,000
2,000,000
2,000,000

600,000

1,250.000
1,250,000

l-SOOO 000
1,053,000

1,000,000
:i50.0no

600.000
200,000
475,000
200,000

308,7.'iO

420,000

334.529
100.000
925,000
500000
3.30,000

750,000
246.000

750,000

1,875,000

150,000
132,100
192,500
848,160
599,950
740.000
277,402
219,000
346,000

573,800

500,000
100,000

3,500,000

3,900,000
1.250,000

3,.500,000

750.000
3,000,000

1,500,000

3,000 000
1,500,000
100.000

1,4110,000

1,3.50,000

3,000,000
1,500,0110

1,500,000
375,000

1.500.000

450,000

8,000,000

8,000,0u0

50,000

1914

1910
1915

1932
1914

1922

1942

1943

1931

1917

1909

1966

igio

l»t3

1911
1910

1906
1926

1901
1906

1905
1905
1913

1898

1937

1927

i936

im
1901

mi
im
i939

1922

110>i

117
71

172
114
103
200
120

155
104
105

100

1933

1910

39
101

15%
72W

129

152'

m
85
250

110

52
113

161

113

100
190
118

150
96
100

12SX

1.56'

'

176"

110>4

60
116
71

168;4
114
103
200
nsy

155
101

104

100

73>,i

139

170

83
340

233 333Jr

205

125

335

93

ISO

131

56>s

36,^
10114

38)4
107

19Jamh
16%
97H
28H

60
100

100

201

222

330

90

<:71

225
51

130

137

46

32
103^

38
106

18
1 03^4
IS^t
96
26

50
100

95

84%
241

330

326

90%

27
226

121

130

i7}4

36H
10414

107

18?s

102H

97
2314

50
100

100

3514
102%

106

18

102)4

97
27

50
100

•For detailed dai^crlptton ot tuese ao'i otber secorltiea laraea, see AlUBRICAN STKBET RAILWAY INVESTMENTS, a sqpplement to the STREET
RAILWAY JOURNAL, pabUrsbed atmually on MarcH I6th.
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Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Issued. Due,

Quotations. New Corporations.

1896.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.*—New York quota-
tions to Mar. !7.

RocheHter Rv. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 5^g. bds. (incl. $1,000,000 In

2nd M.'w g i)ds.\l'nci." $750,666 In esc.)

ST. LiOUIS, MO.*—Local quotations to
Mar. 14.

St. l^oiiis R. R. Co., Stock 100

IstM. f>% bds

Citizens' Ky. Co., Stock 100

Ist M. 6^ bds
CnsH Ave. & Fair Oroiinds Ry. Co.,

Stock 100
1st M. H bds

IJnion Depot R. R. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 6^ g. bds
Benton. Bellefne Ry. Co.'s ist M. 6^
bds

Mound City R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 6^ bds.

Jeflerson Ave. Ry. Co.. Stock 100

1st M. h% bds
iniHSOurl R. R. Co., Stock 100

IStM. 6^ Dds
I.indell Ry. Co., Stock 100
IstM. 5* bds

St. Louis& Suburban Ry. Co., Stock 100

ist M. h% bds. (Incl. $600,000 In esc).

.

Inc. 6^ bds
People's R. R. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 6^ bds

2nd M. 7^ bds

Cons. M. 6^ bds. (Incl. $200,000 In esc.)

Fourth St. 6l Arsenal Ry. Co., Stock 50

1st M. 6^ bds

.Southern Flectric Ry. (common lOt)

Co., Stock (preferred 6^ 100
Cons. M. H bds (Incl. $200,000 In esc.)

St. I>. fk. E. St. \,. E. R. Co., Stock.. 100

1st. M. H bds
Baden & .St. l.ouisR. R.. Stock 100
IstM. 6^ bds

SAN FRANCISCO.CAL,.*—Local quota
tlons to Mar. 14.

market Street Rv. Co., Stock 100

M'ketSt. Cable Co."s 1st M H bds....
Omnibus Caole Co. 'a 1st M. 6^ bds
Park & Ocean R. R. Co.'s IstM. ii% bds.
Park & Cllfl House R. R. Co.'s 1st M.

6?! bds
Powell St. R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 6^ bds . .

.

Ferries & CUIf House Ry. Co.'s ist M.
6^ bds

CJeary St., P'k & O. R. R. Co., StOCfc 100
1st M. h% bds

Cal. St. Cable R. R. Co., Stock lOu
istM. 5^ g. bds

Sutrer Street Ry. Co., Stock 100
1st M. hi g. bds

Presidio & Ferries R. R. Co. StOJk 100
Oakland, S. \j.6c Haywards Ry. Co.

Stock lOO

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.*—(See Holyoke.

TORONTO, ONT.*—Local q-iotatlons to
Mar. 13.

Toronto Ry. Co., Stock 100

WASHINGTON, D. C.*— Local quota-
tions to Mar. 18.

Capital Traction Co...

Metropolitan R. R. Co , Stock 50
Coll. Tr 6^ conv. bds

Belt Ry. Co.. Stock 50
Cons. M. 6^ bds. (Inc. $50,000 In esc.) .

.

Eckington &: Soldiers' Home Ry.
Co.. Stock 50

1st M. 6^ bds

G'getown & Ten'town Ry. Co., Stock 50
Columbia Ry. Co 5(i

1st M. 6^ bds

WORCESTER, MASS.*—New York
quotations to Mar. 18.

Worcester Traction Co., (common.. 100
Stock \pret. 6^.. lOO

Worcester Cons. St. R. R. Co
1st. M. hi. bds
Deb. hi g. bds

5,000,000

3,000,000
1,500,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

1,500,000
1,500,000

2,C 10,000

1,Oil,000
4,000,000
1,150,000

300,000

400,000

112,000
250,000

2,300,000
500,000

3,600,000
1,500,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
300,000

1,000,000

125,000

75.000

1,000,000

150,000

50.000

700,000
800.000
500,000
250,000
75,000
50,000

250,000

1930
1933

1900)

1910/

1907

1912

1907

1911

1921

1892)

1902/
1902

18991

1904/

' A
1903)

1909

1965

32

60
99
IBO
111

101

104

127
1U2
208
101

no
1<I4><1

3B
98

22

101

101

75

20

100

42
85
107

l623«

166"

Mar.

27

71

106

54
97
128
109

100

103

126
100
:00

100
131

lOi
32

94)^

10

100

100

75

18

100

40
84
107

102

99'

18,616,782
3,000,000
2,000,000

250,000

350,000
700,000

650,000
1,000,000

671,000
1,000.000
900.000

2,000,000
900,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

6,000,000

2,000,000

750,000
500,000
500,0<10

500,000

352,000

200,000

200,000
400,000
500,000

3,000,000
2,000,000

1.50,000

.W.OOo

1913
1918
1914

1913
1912

1914

1921

1915

igis

1901

i93i

1896)

1911/

1914

47^
123
1191.4

103

noja

11%

107X
116
30
84

18

101

25
60
116;^

16><i

90

103
99

180
111

100

104

127

102
205
100
132
104
36

19

100

102>^

109 3^

1093d

97
110
15

78

14
50
1121^

27'<

101

130

100

71

106

54
97
128
no

100

m%
126
101

200
100
131

303

35U
97

10

18

100

102
85b

130

100

72
106

55
97
131

110!^

100

104

128
102
200
100
i32;<
102

31
98

11

19

100

121

119^

103

101

liok

lio^i

771^

73

107^
116
.30

80

18

100

25
60

116>f

161^

90

100 103 103 10:i

99
I
99 99 99

44ij

123

119>i

103

110^

ii6ii

73?4

69

102
114
30
78

15

99

25
55
113

15!^
86>^

473^
123

119)4

103

IIO.V

110>4

107

116
30
78

15

100

25
60
116

16!^
eo

• See toot note on preceding pages.

oT,n»<?T J?a'"-Si?f**i«.?J^"^^f
P*^'* quotations of Brooklyn. Buffalo, Columbus. Indlan-

5??nriVio=^nJ^,l1^«;?h^^'"'f*°^' JJ®'^
"^"'''^ City, Patersou. Rochester and Worcester.

Securities furnlaned by Gustavus Maas, 2a Broad Street, New York.

Augusta, Ga.—Charles Estes, Wm. E. McCoy andC. V. Walker,
of Augusta, and Gordon Gairdner, Eugene F. Vedery, Jas. P. Vedery,
Jos. B, Cumming, Bryan Cumming, Wm. Lyon Martin and Golden
Rliind, of Richmond County, have applied to be incorporated as the
Augusta Belt Railway Company to construct and operate a street rail-

way from Augu.sta to Harrisonville, a distance of three miles. Capital
stock, $25,000.

Cassville, Mo.—The Cassville & Western Railroad Company
has been incorporated by John M. Ba3-less, J. R. Tinsher and M. M.
Bayless, of Cassville; T. H. Miller, of Aurora, Mo., and W. E.
Clarke, of Topeka, Kan., to build and operate a railway from Cass-
ville to Exeter, a distance of five miles. Capital stock, 150,000.

Denver, Col.—The West Creek Electric & Toll Road Company
has been incorporated by B. B. Clawson, Arthur O. Williams and
Sidney Williams, of Denver, to build and operate a toll road and an
electric railway between South Platte Station and the town of Pem-
berton, Col. Capital stock |iioo,ooo.

^ Detroit, Mich.—A comp.-my composed of H. C. Burke, Jas. T.
Keena, A. E. Riopelle and Chas. W. (D'Brien has been organized to
build an electric railway from Detroit to Monroe and Toledo.
Franchises have been secured as far as Monroe.

Elkton, Md.—The Cherry Hill, Elkton & Chesapeake City
Electric Railway Company has been incorporated by J. C. Price, R.
A. Duhamell, John Banks, T. Taylor Reynolds, C. H. Smith, of
Elkton; Manly Drennen, Frank H. Mackie, George S. Woolley and
Wm. J. Smith, to build and operate an electric railway between the
towns of Cherry Hill and Chesapeake City, a distance of nine miles,
to carry both freight and passengers. Frank H. Mackie has been
elected president, and C. H. Smith, of Elkton, secretary of the com-
pany.

Evanston, 111.—The Evan.ston Traction Company has been or-

ganized to build electric railways in Evanston. Capital stock,
|i5,ooo. Thomas Craven, of Evanston, is interested.

• Fawn Grove, Pa.— A large nimiber of citizens of the towns of
Fawn Grove, Stewartstown and Delta met in Fawn Grove recently
and elected R. W. Anderson, president, and C. W. Shaw secretary,

of a company whose purpose is to build an electric railway between
the above named towns.

Franklin, N. Y.—The Ouleout Electric Company has been in-

corporated by H. McGonegal and James C. Holden, of New York;
Walter F. Randall, of Syracuse; Fred. C. Ward, of Franklin, and H.
S. Sewell, of Walton, Delaware Co., N. Y., to build and operate an
electric railway from Franklin to Sidney.

Gloversville, N. Y.—Reports state that a company has been or-

ganized by Chas. King and Richard J. Ansell, of Jolin,stown, N. Y.

;

Alvah J. Zinnner and Robert J. Williams, of Gloversville, to con-
.struct and operate an electric railway to Bleecker Mountain. Cap-
ital stock, |;6o,ooo.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Brooklyn Avenue Railway Company
has been incorporated by Wm. J. Smith, Jas. LiHis and Wm. T.

Johnson, of Kansas City, to operate street railways.

New Albany, Ind.—The New Albany & Evansville Electric

Railway Company has been organized by I. H. Taylor, of Richland,
and P. A. Atkinson, of Midway, to build an electric railway between
New Albany, Leavenworth, Cannelton, Tell City, Troy and Evans-
ville.

Pine Bluff, Ark.—The new owners of the Citizens' Street Rail-

way Company are contemplating equipping the road with elec-

tricity.

Port Medway, N. S.—A company has been incorporated to

build an electric railway in Queens County. Franchises and rights

of way have been secured, and land has been purchased in Port Med-
way for the terminal station. F. W. Wade, of Bridgewater, N. S.,

can give further information.

Quebec, Can.—J. W. Brown, of Baltimore, president of the
Maryland Trust Company, F. O. Blackwell, J. Spear and W. J. Mc-
Cracken, of New York, are considering the forming of a company to

build electric railways in Quebec and to take over the property and
franchises of the Quebec, Montmorenci & Charlevoix Railway Com-
pany.

Salisbury, N. C.—The Salisbury Electric Company has been
organized to construct an electric railway in Salisbury. The officers

are: President, W. Smithdeal; vice-president, R. L. Wright; treas-

urer, W. L. Kluttz.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—The Salt Lake & Ogden Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated by C. K. Bannister and E. M. Allison,

Jr., of Ogden, E. W. Duncan, J. S. Critchlow and Causten Browne,

Jr., of Salt Lake City, to build an electric railway from Ogden to

Salt Lake City, a distance of forty miles. Power will be supplied by
the Pioneer Power Company, of Ogden. E. W. Duncan has been
elected treasurer of the company.

Superior, Wis.—The directors of the Superior-Cloquet Electric

Railway Company met recently and elected the following officers :

President, Michael S. Bright; vice-president, Chas. J. Wallace; sec-

retary, Geo. B. Hudnall; treasurer, John A. Bardon; chief engineer,

C. E. Bissell.
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notice.—These statistics are carefully revised from month to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from official sources. The
table should he used in connection with our Financial Supplement, "American Street Railway Investments," which contains the annual operating reports to
the ends of the various financial years.

Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used : * Including taxes, d. deflclency. m. months.

Company.

AUGUSTA, lUe.
Aueusia, Ilallovrell &
Gardiner R. K. Co

AI-BANV, N. Y.
Tiie Albany Ry

Al.TOONA, PA.
The Altoona & I^OKan
Valley Klec. Ry. Co..

t'fty Pass. Ry. Co. of
Altoona

BALTIMORE, MD.
Baltimore Traction
Co

City & Suburban Ry.
Co

BATH, ME.
Bath St. Ky. Co

BAY CITY, MICH.
Bay City Cons. Ry. Co

BinDEFORl>,ME.
BIddeford & Saco R R
Co

13 m. June '94

13 '• •' '95

3 m., Dec. '94

3 " " '95

13 " " '94

12 " " '95

12 m. Dec. '!t4

12 " •' '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 95

13m , Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12" jime '94

12 " " '95

12 m. June '94

12 '• '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " "
1 " Jan. '95

1 " " '96

BINGIIAMTON, N. Y.
Blnghauiton R. R. Co.

BInahamton, I^ester-
bbire t&: Union Ry. Co.

BOSTON, IVIASS.
West End St. Ry. Co...

l>ynn ic Boston R. R.^
Co I

North Shore Traction ,'

Co J

BRIDGEPORT.CONN.
Brldceport Traction Co

BROCKTON, MASS.
Brockton 8*. Ry. Co.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Brooklyn Elev. R.R. Co

Brooklyn Traction Co.

Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co.

Brooklyn. Baih& West
End It. R. Co

Brooklyn City New-
town R. K. Co

Brooklyn, Queens Co.
&. Sub. R. R. Co...

.

Brooklyn Heights R.R.
Co

Coney Island & Brook-
lyn R. It. Co

Nassau Elec. R. R. Co

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Buflalo Ry. Co.

CHESTER, PA.
Chester Traction Co...

CHICAGO, ILL.
Chicago City Ry. Co...

Chicago Generll Ry. Co
Lake St. Elev. Ry. Co

Period.

a a>
*H CO

£ a)

a p.

13 m.
12 "

12 m,
12 ••

1
"

1 m.

June '94

" '95

. Jan. '95

" '96

Feb. '95

•• '96

Feb. '96

" '96

12 m. Sept.
13 •• '• '!(5

12 m. Sept. "94

" '95

Jan. '95

12 m. Dec. '94

' Feb.

12 m.Dec. '94

11 •• " '95

1 Jan. '95

1 " •' '96

13 m. Dec. '94

Jan.
12

1 m.
1

"

12m . Dec.
12 " "

13 m June '94

13" " '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m.,June '94

12 •• " '96

6 m., Dec. '94

6 •• " '95

12 m., Dec.
12 " '•

3 m., Sept. '94

3 " " '95

9 " " '94

9 " •' '95

3 m Dec. '95

6 " " '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 m. Jan. '95

1 •' •' '96

12 m., Dec '94

12 ' " '95

13 m., Dec, '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 " Jan. '95

1 " '96

38,307
40,530

122,382
132,407
461,918
532,276

73 128
83,392

50.303
56.637

1,012,319

1,179.191

605,133
751,720

16,.300

21,703

83,450
88,658
6,1

6,937

24,319
34,28'

121,969
128,973

7,033
9,242

1,143

2,388

6.823,879

7,746,171

1,238 410

1,881,;

85,257
89,070

371,795
393,423

144,447
298,883
It),653
21,271
:35.428

43,167

335,614
373,383
17,153
19,657

1,730,848
3,083,937

44,599
82,796

1,011,258

891,940

111,605
130,928

595,449
598,691

543,413
635.537
348.969
363,162

3,509,016
4,076,117

115.805
134,760
352,546
310,386
82,140
173.757

1,536,284

1,714,163

11,393
12,497

4,264,618

4,476,834
82,082

438,095
517,301
44,670
52,d55

25,641
24,324

85,240
83,928

298,973
314,319

33.217
41,158

40,303
46,146

623,010
639,707

409,863
546,970

12,862
14,698

53,011
58.517

3,868
5,451

14,813
13,186

69,531

73.345

4807,083
5633,163

746,304

784.392
57,774
66,957

253,675
273,223

151,697'

13,632
14,698

26,933
27,870

144,547
171.576
10,488

13,537

1041,095
1158,219
56,3 7
52,236

615,863
706,900

86,717
79,394

346,385
373,554

427,101
415,255
213,351
230,425

2143,567
2682.614

62.260
61,766

162,528
182,429
59,90*
106,127

856,631

877,123

5.638

6,853

2838,684'

2t07,726
64,334

390,090
319,606
38,180
30,713

12,665
16,196

37,142
48.479
162.947

307,957

39.911
42.135

10,000

10,381

3'^9,279

539,485

195,760
204,750

3,4.38

7,005

31,439
30,141

2,316

1,476

9.406
12,101

53.3S8
65,628

2,016,796
2,113,008

492,106

59,997
37,484
22,113

118.120
120,200

147,186
3,131
6,573

8,495
16,297

81,067

101,807
6,665
6,120

689,754
924,718
d 11,738

30,560
395,39

359,243' 30.037
413,097* 126,387

9,89<*

9,848*

32,579*
31,1.57*

92,592*
88,657*

32,318*
33,664*

4,.300-

4,051*

3.771

6,349

14.564
27,023
70,8.'-.4

119,300

7,663

8,570

5.700
6,330

2.500
3,400

30.000
30,000

6.391*
5,^15*

30. LIS*

35,459*

938
8,60

>

1.439
141

3 016
6.186

32,237
20,169

725,064* 1291,732

746,963* 1366,044

379,029'

391,681'

75,000

831,093'

859,447'

265,118
185,040 302,918

24,888

51,535

89,718*
61,150*

249,164 120.633'

236,137 137,647'

116,813
310.282
135,618
131.737

1.363.448

1,393,504

53,545
72,994
90,018

127,957
22,236
67,630

679,653
837.040

5,765

6.644

1,425,934
1.669 098

17,748
138,005
197,695
16,490
22,143

169,225*

339,068
167,644*

169,134

1408,553

3102,061

20,286'i

33,637'

468,917'

307,878
300.389

113,077

205,316'

i

73,186

3141339
65,371

130.377
d 117877

dl4,830
d9,616

128,5821

98,489

d.52,913

d 128786
d83,026
d37.396

d 1031C5
d 706758

1,950
34,003

210,736

1218,057

1368,709

Company.

No. Chicago R. R. Co. ..

West Chicago R. H. C<>

Chicago &, So. Side R.
T. Co

ClXCINNATl, U.
CInn. Newport & Cov.

Ry. Co

CLEVELAND. O.
Cleveland Elec.
Co

Ky.

COLUMBUS. O.
Columbus St. Ry. Co.

DENVKR, COL.
Denver Const. Tramway
Co

DETROIT, MICH.
Ft. Wayne 6i Belle
lale St. Ry. Co

Citizens' St. Ry. Co..
Rapid Ry. Co
Detroit Ry

DUI UTH, MINN.
Duluth St. Ry. Co

FALL RIVER, MASS.
Globe St. Ry. Co

FINDLAY. O.
Findlny St. Ry. Co
FITCHBURG, MAS».
Fitch burg & Leomln<
ster St. Ry. Co

GALVESTON, TEX.
Galveston City R. R
Co

GIRARDVILLE, PA.
Schuylkill Traction Co

GLENS FALLS, N. Y.
Glens Falls. Sandy Hill
& Ft. Edwartl St. Ry.
Co

GREAT FALLS, MONT.
Great Falls St. Ry. Co.

HAZLETON, PA.
Lehigli Traction Co..

HOBOKEN. N. J.
No. Hudson Co Ry. Co,

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Holyoke St. Ry. Co.

HOUSTON, TEX.
Houston City St. Ry

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Jamestown St. Ry, Co

JOHNSTOWN, PA.
Johnstown Puss. Ry.Co

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan St.Ry.Co

KINGSTON, N. Y.
Kingston City R. R.
Co

LAWRENCE, MA.SS.
Low>'lI, Lawrence &
Haverliill St. Ry. Co

LEBANON. PA.
Lebanon &: Annville St
Ry. Co

.ONG ISL. CITY, N. Y.
Steinwny Ry. Co. ol
Long Island Ciiy

Period. Gross
Receipts.

Operating
Expenses.

Earnings

from

Operation.

Fixed

Charges,

Net

Income.

13 m., Dec. '94

13 " " '95

12 m., Dec. '94

13 •• •• '95

1 m., Jan. '95

1 96

2,565.618
2,7fi0,487

4,181,237

4.201.477

63,354
65,871

1347,326
1311.f07

2518,6;;7

2267,195

51.016
48,039

1,318,293
1,468.8-0

1. 663 610
1,931,282

13,338
22,832

465.P48

471,251
859,471
903,016

7,52,644

997.629
803,139

1032,::66

12 m.. Dec. '94

12 •• " '95

1 " Ja,n. "95

1 " '96

497.960
634,034

39,435
46,700

370,606
418,710
31 264
34,.582

127,344
205,324

8,171
12,118

1 m., June '94

1 " '95

6 " " '94

g t. »* ig5

148,812
135,063

607,577
691,197

101,4.55

76,870
407,2,54

457,424

47,357
58,193

200,323
233,773

12 m., Dec. ,'94

12 9o
1 •' Feb. '95

1 ** *' '96

2 " " '95

3 " " '96

566,811
639.995
40,253
46,188
85 898
oVieii

.2o;l.'j0.5

311,.594

21,608
25,766
46 090
52! 806

297,449
318.401

l'<,645

20,432
39 808
44!805

176,648
183.,506

130,801

134,895

12 m., Dec. '94

12 ' " '95

\ " Jan. '95

1 '• '96

753,483
7l6.03«
55.696
54,540

445,684
441,283
35 895
34,321

307.798
874,756
19,801

20,319

244,173* 63,625

6 m., June '95

6 ' '95

b]4 m. Dec. '95

3 ni , Jan. '96

116,945
386,575
30,356
113,738

15 586
70,818

14 770
43,920

6,875 7,695

12 m ,Dec^'94
13 • •• '95

1 '• Jan. '95

1 " •• '96

208,1' 5

213,229
15,703

15,840

111,105
95,339
10,328

9,075

97,000
117,900

5,375

6,765

12 m.,Sept. '94

12 •• " '95

248,106
269,786

147,352
159 090

100,754

110,696
7.5,284

76,479
25,470
34,317

12 m., Dec. '95 29,798 20,308 9,490 7,415 3,C75

12 m.,Sept.'94
13 95

89,260
110,875

61,416
74,103

37,545
36,173

7,309

7,017

20,636
29,156

12 " ' '95

199,133

216,2?]

131,407*
141,080

67,726
75,191

50,000 17,726

12 " •' '95

3 " Dec, '94
«.

88,288

90,981
22,410

23,994

56.564
62,851

14.492
14,155

31,724
38,180
7,918
9,839

35,000
29,770*

6,724
8.360

12m ,June '94

12 " " '95
43,206
50,173

3:3,414

33,793
9,793

16,380
9,538*

9,579*
253

6,801

13 •' •• '96
26,431

26,650

24.905*

28,126

1,526
d 1,476

L ill.) J-'LC^ "r*

1 •• '• '93

13 ' " '94

13 " " '95

10,067
10,546
97,302

119,588

5,894
5,085

50,605
67,979

4,173
5,46!

46,597

51,609 39,397 12,312

13m., Dec. '94

12 •' • '95

818.280

871,273

611,482*

619,830

306,798
251,443 246,649* 4,794

13 m.,Sept,'94
12 " •• '95

75,437
113,547

48,546
69,627

36,881

43,930
3 534*

20,058*
33.356
22,862

12 m., Oct. '95 223,808 149,205 73,603 70,304* 3,399

3 " Sept. '94

3 " •• '95

9 " " '94

9 '• " '95

34,461
39.411
68.412
74,093

18.023

19,439
47,621

51,630

16,419
19,972
20,791

23,463

4,939*

6,871*
14 734*

15,989*

11.510
13,101
6.057

6,473

13 m. June '94

12 " " '95
80,197
94,926

50.626
52,009

39.571

43,917
19.038

19,844
20,543
23,073

1 m , Jan. '95

1 " • '96

8 " " '95

8 " " '96

130,124
129,502

1,178,439

1.318,430

84,185
83,626
72 s, 870

699,833

35,939
45,876

449,569
518,608

13 m. June '94

13 •* " '95
46.467

5U,230
39,038
31,404

17,430
18,836

9,398*
9,576*

8,032

9,3<9

13 m., Sept. '95

12 • '95
269,740
403,530

305,816
363,935

63,934

140,595
73,423'

84.081*
d 8,498
56,514

13 m.,June'94
13 " •' '95

39,903

42,963

30,005
37,,534

9,898
15,429

6,.341*

8,137*
3,557
7,292

13 m , Dec. '94

12- " '95
315,1.35

304 103
114,127
169 115

101,008
131 (88

85,044*
106.834*

15,964
38.154
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Company. Period.
C CD

a
£9

So

tiORAIN, O.
L.orain St. Ry

IiOUISVIL,l,E, Ky,
LiOuisTille liy. Co

r,OWEL,l.. MASS.
Lowell & Suburban St
Ry. Co

MACON, GA.
Macon Cons. St. Ky.Co,

MANCHE.S l EK, N. H.
Manchester St. Ry. Co

MARSHAI.L,TOWN, lA.
Marshalltown Ijight,
Power &• Kv. Co

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin City R. T. Co.. .

.

MONTGOMERY, ALA
Montgomery St. Ity.Co

MONTREAL, CAN.
Montreal St. Ry. Co....

NEW BEDPORD.MASS
Union St. Ry. Co

NEWBURGII. N. V,
Newburgb Elec.Ry. Co.

NEWUirRYI'ORT,MASS
Haverhill A: Anle^bury
St. Ry. Co

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Haven St. Ry. Co

Nevp Haven 4; Cenrre-
villest. Ry. Co

12m., Dec. '95 80,176
1 " Jan. '95 4,705
1 " " '96 4,570

West Shore Ry. Co..

NEW LONDON, CONN.
New l.iondon .St. Ky.Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
New Orleans Traction
Co

NEWTON, MASS.
Newton & Boston St
Ry. Co

Newtonville ifc Water-
town St. Rv. Co
NEW YORK, N. Y.,
Third Ave. R. R. Co. ..

Metropolitan .St.Ry.Co.

Manhattan Ry. Co

Second Avenue R.R. Co

». D., E. B. & Bat'y
R. R.Co

New York & Harlem
R. R. <;o

42d St., Man & St. N.
Ave. R. R. Co

Union Ry. Co.

12 m., Dec. '94

12 95

12 m. Sept. '94
13 " '• '95

12 m., Dec, '96

12 m,,June'!
12 95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " '95

12 m., Dec '!

12 95
1 " Jan. '95

I " " '96

12 m., Dec. '94

13 95
1 " Jan. '95

1 " " '96

12 m.,Sept.'94
13 " " '95

" Feb. '95

•» '96

' '• '95

I m., Dec. '94

1
" " '93

13 m., Feb. '9

i2m.,Sept.'94
12" " 95

13 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 m., Dec."J4
1 • " '95

1 " " '94

1 '• " '95

12 m.,Sept.'94
12 " " '95

46,093
4,668

4,486

1,176,790 633,206
1,288,172 672,080

12 m.,Sept.'94
12

1
'

1

2

2

'95

Jan. '95
" '96

" '95

" '96

13 m
, Sept. '94

13" " '95

12 m.,Sept.'95

Dec. '94
" '95

liec. '95
*' '95

,

Sept, '94
" '95

" '94

" '95

June'94
" '95

Dec. '94

" '95

" '94
" '95

12 m.
12 "

3 m.,
9

••

3 m,
3 "

12 m.
12 •'

3 "

3 '

6 '

Westchester Elec. R.R.
Co

NORRISTOWN, PA.,
Schuylkill Val.Trnc. Co

NO. ABINGTON, MASS.
Rockland & Abington
St. Ry.Co

12 m., June'94
12 '• " '95

3 m., Sept. '96

3 m., Sept.'94
3 '• ' '93

6 " " '94

'95

'94

'95

•94

'95

3 m.,Sept,

9 " "

9 " "

3 m., Sept. '94 28,655
3 " ' '95 38,512
6 •• " '95 68,738

377,029
329,81

69,190

81,637
82,923

38,768
40,757

3.003,679
1,988.803

152,03]

158,913

35,216
.50,645

3,505
3,688

897,838
1,102,778

66,924
87,394

38:^.793

572,851

13,381

16.008

91,156

98,346
104,853

179,409
199,346

44,529

76.906*

87,694

24,190'

24,307'

1.044,548
979.485
75 077
75,202

21,724
27,915
2,164

2,069

628,454
652,813

55,190*

.58,061

&5,936

126,183 69,517
198,719 124,454

2,742
4,9i'9

336
334

49,899
51,759

951,528
1,337.736

92 659
106,484
192,725
237,857

33,478

32,397

7,580

2,178,336 1

3,35.5,154 1

1,990,079

1

5,562,651 2
2,083.3io!l

3,U8,530jl
7,371,408 4

7,167,493
1,018,13:3

95; ,463
226,9<i5

219,423
612,143
495,9(;9

655,558
730,033

197,628

165,855
161,121
337,756
336,773
136,588
136,125
364,974
345,292

NORTHAMPT'N, MASS.
Northampton St. Ry. Co

1 m., Dec. '94

1 •' " '95

12 m.,Sept.'94
13 " '• '95

12 m.,Sept.'94
12 •• ' '95

3,165
4,!20

52,762
67,815

50,090
83,504

29,150

30,330

620,508
752,158
58,493
56,539
109,151
121,026

25,262
84,685

6,599

177,344

456 782
9o6,265
714,927
250,635
,319,129

089.339
1,125,757

794.765
734,915
184,502
177,190
374,355
364,858

464,068
532,245

136,713

132,388
133,972
261 020
265,914
67.172
74,570
189,974
198,225

20,588
22,818
43,331

84,084
37
84

643,.584

616,09;

97,620

130,471

24,661

4,721
d 4,670

14,568
16,450

939,131
1,009.319

76.954
83,711

1.3,492

22,7ao
1,341
1,619

269,384'

449,966

35,966

40,284

38,917

56.666

74,265

20,749
21,528

331,020
575,598
34,166
49,M44

83,574
106,831

38,836
49,759

38,904
46,240

8,216
7,613

9S1

1,000,991

1,198,372
1,033,814

2,847,724

832,675
829,401

3,282,(179

3,041,736
223,368
222,548
42,423
42,233

137,788
131,111

191,490
197,788

60,916

33,467
27,149
76,736
60.859
69,416
61,555

175,000
147,067

8,067
15,694
26,407

13,926

18,056

21,186
37,264

355.799*
359,366^

66,624'

66,575*

16,711*

3,303

7,650

7,500

i38,96r
750,839'

65,363''

98,617

26,458

37,664*
38,223*

187,784
256,726

30.995
63,896

7,951

1,419

6,918

8,950

220,170
258,479

Company.

214,021
351,349

9,r07

12,621

10,694

NORWALK, CONN.
Norwalk Tramway Co,

NORWICH, CONN.
Norwich St. Ry. Co

OAKLAND, CAL.,
Central Av. Ky.Co....

Oakland Consol. St. Ry.
Co

ORANGE, N. J.
Suburban Traction Co.

PATERSON, N. J.,
Patcrson Ry. Co

Period.

OS

13 m.,Sept.'95

12 m.,Sept.'94
12 " " '95

12 ra., Oct. '94

12" ' '95

12m., Dec. '94
12" " '95

6,42',*

7,650-

7,677*

7,108*

809*

341,083*
328,917*
595,560
,707,s82

660,228
766,790
,960,568

!,141,776

131,885'

129,438*
33,463-i

33,150=!

78,631*

72,7t7'

175,894
136,093

10,100

30,717*
30,700
61,405*
61,400*
37,674
32,427

118,165
95,323

6,957
7,438

14,818

5,282'
6,008*

2,375'

8,131*

14,326

13,878

539
504

172

659,909
869,454
438,254

1,139.843

172,447
62,611

1,321,511

899.960

91,483
93,120
8,961

9,083
59,157
58,344

15,596
61,695

50,816

2,750
d 3,551

15,331
d 541
31,742
29,128
56,835
51,744

1,110
8,266

11,589

8.644
12,048

18,811
34,133

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
People's Traction Co..

Hestonville M. & F. P.
Ry. Co

Electric Traction Co

PORT HURON, MICH.
City Elec. Ry. Co

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.,
Poughkeepsie City &.
Wappinser's Falls E.
R Co

PORTSMOUTH, O.
Portsmouth St. Ry. &
Lt. Co

ROCHESTER. N. V.,
Rochester Ry. Co...

SAGINAW, .MICH.,
Union Uy. Co

12 m.
12 '•

Dec. '94
" '95

12 m., Dec '94

12 " " 'M6

1 " Feb. '95

1 " •' '96

2 " " -95

2 " " '96

12 m., JuDe'94
12 95

12 m., Dec.'94
12 '• '• '95

12 m. June'94
12" " '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m., Dec. "95

ST. LOI'IS, MO.,
National Ry. Co.

SARATOGA, N. Y..
Union Elec. Ry. Co. of
Saratoga

SCRANTON, PA.,
Scranton Trac. Co.

SEATTLE, WASH.
West St. & No.
Elec. Ry. Co

End

SPRINGFIELD, MASS,
Springfield St. Ry. Co

SYRACUSE, N. Y.,
Syracuse Cons. St. Ry.
Co

TKRRE HAUTE, IND.
Terre Haute Elec. Ry
Co ..

TRENTON, N. J.
Trenton Pass. Ry. Co.

TORONTO. ONT.,
Toronto St. Ry. Co

TROY, N. Y.,
Troy City Ry. Co.

UTICA, N. Y.
UticaBelt Line St.RR.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Capital Traction Co. .

.

WATERBURV, CONN.,
Waterbury Trac. Co..

WHEELING, W- VA.
Wheeling Ry . Co. . .

.

1 m., Dec.'95
12 " " '95

12 m., Dec.'94
12 " • '95

I m., Dec. '95

12 " " '95

12 m., Dec.
12 " '• '95

1 m., Sept. '95

9 ' " '95

12m., June,'94
12 •' " '93

1 " Feb '93

1 96

8 ' " '95

8 " " '96

12 m., Dec. '95

12 m Sept.'94
13" " '95

12 m., Dec. '95

, Dec. '94

" '95

'95

WILKESBARRE, PA.,
Wilkes Barre «fe Wy-
oming Yal. Trac. Co.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
Wiliiaiusport Pass. Ry.
Co

WORCESTER, MASS..
Worcester Cons. St. Ry.
Co

12 m.,Dec. '94

12 " " "95

12 m., Dec.'94
13" " '95

' Jan. '95

" '96

13 m., Dec.'94
" '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 •' " '95

12 m., Dec. '95

12 m., Dec.'95
1 " Jan. '95

1 " "

12 m., Dec. '94

13 " " '95

12 m.,Dec. '94

12" " '95

1 " Jan. '95

1 " " '96

12 m.,June'94
12 " " '95

13 m. Sept.'94
" '95

355,000
12 " 420,498
I

" Feb. '95 25,947
1

" " '96 34.168
5 " " '95 150,823
5 ' " '96 186,686

43,315
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THE SYSTEM OF THE 5TATEN ISLAND ELECTRIC
RAILROAD COMPANY.

Staten Island is about thirteen miles in its longest di-

mension, comprises sixty-one square miles and is located in

New York Bay at the west of the Narrows. Its nearest

point is about five miles by water from the Battery, New
York City. The northern and eastern shores are hilly and

shore to Fort Wadsworth. The rest of the Island is large-

ly devoted to farming purposes. The cause of this dis-

tribution of population lies in the fact that the northern

shore only has been provided with good transportation

facilities to New York. A large part of the interior of the

FIG. 1.—INTERIOR OF POWER STATION—STATEN ISLAND.

covered with residences, while the southern and western
shores are flat. The Island has long been a favorable res-

idential suburb of the great metropolis, especially for busi-

ness men who have their offices below Fulton Street. It

is well situated for residences, the blufEs commanding fine

views of New York Harbor.
The total population of the island is about 70,000.

Of this number probably three-quarters are contained in a
strip a mile and a half deep extending along the northern

Island though suitable for residences has been practically

inaccessible to the commuter.
The deep water in the Kill von Kull has attracted to

the northern shore a certain number of manufactories, and
a few years ago extensive docks were built at St. George
by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company which now
uses that place as its main Eastern freight terminal.

The proximity of Staten Island to New York and its

sand beaches on the ocean side would naturally have sug-
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gested the establishment along the southeastern shore of

popular seaside resorts for summer excursions from New
York. Somewhat strange to say, the advantages of Staten

Island in this way were not recognized to any extent until

a few years ago when South Beach was opened as an ex-

cursion ground. The number of visitors to this place has

grown rapidly during the last ten years, owing largely to

the fact that it could be reached from New York in about
forty minutes and for ten cents. Thousands of excursion-

ists from the city visit this place every Sunday during the

summer and similar resorts are being developed along
the shore to the south.

While the Sunday pleasure seekers in large numbers
visit South Beach, an attraction to the more sober minded
has been established in the western part of the island at

Prohibition Park. This enterprise was started a few years

ago by the proprietors of a well known religious book
publishing house. Here has been built an extensive audi-

torium in which prominent lecturers give addresses during
the summer on topics of current interest. Around the

auditorium and in the park many residences and cottages

never been able to compete with the steam railroad, and
over whose line a car was run only at long intervals to

hold the franchise.

On the electric railway cars are now run at a head-
way of about five minutes, and it furnishes a good local

service, something which the Rapid Transit Railroad with
its stations at long distances apart was never able to give.

In addition a terminus will be made at the ferry landing at

St. George, and by a recent act the company will be able to
offer a through fare of ten cents from any point to New
York, the local fare remaining five cents. Among the
other factors which will increase the traffic of the railway
company will be the establishment in the near future of a
ferry from Rowland Hook to Elizabethport, by which
through excursions can be run from the latter town to the
ocean resorts on the southern shore.

When the St. George terminus of the road is com-
pleted the electric cars will enter the ferry house at an ele-

vation of about twelve feet and will land their passengers on
the second floor of the ferry house, so that they can pass
directly to the upper deck of the ferryboats when the latter

have been built and the place has become a popular sum-
mer resort for many residents of the city.

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION.

With the exception of a short electric road connecting
Prohibition Park with Port Richmond, the transportation

on the northern shore of the island was, up to within re-

cently, carried on by the Staten Island Rapid Transit Rail-

road Company. This company operates a double track

steam railroad line extending from the northwestern end of

the island along the northern shore to South Beach. Trains
connecting with boats from St. George to New York run
on a headway of from fifteen to thirty minutes between
7 A. M. and 9 p. M. The stations are from one half mile to

one mile apart and the fare charged from any station to

New York is ten cents. The same company also operates
a steam railroad connecting St. George, the landing of the

New York boats, with Perth Amboy at the southwest point

of the Island.

During the spring of 1895 however extensive fran-

chises were secured along the noithern shore and extend-
ing into the interior of the island, by the Thomas syndicate,

and to operate these franchises the Staten Island Electric

Railroad Company was organized. The lines now in opera-
tion parallel closely the tracks of the Staten Island Rapid
Transit Railroad, and the extensions which will be built

this summer will bring a large part of the interior of the
island into close connection with the ferry landing at

St. George. Among the franchises secured was that of

the old Staten Island Belt line Company which had

shall be fitted so that this can be done. In this way a grade
crossing at this point with the Rapid Transit Railroad

tracks will be avoided. The construction will involve the

installation of a truss with 148 feet span, the contract for

which has just been awarded to the Boston Bridge Com-
pany.

The franchises of the company embrace in all about

fifty miles of track, of which eighteen miles are in oper-

ation at the present time. Construction was commenced
last spring and the road was put in operation Dec. 20.

Messrs. Sheaff and Jaastad were engaged as engineers

and the construction of the entire line has been carried out

entirely by them.

THE power house of the

company is on the water
front at New Brighton,

> where there is a dock allow-

ing coal to be received in un-
broken cargoes. The station is an iron structure, 108 ft.

X6oft., built so as to be practically fireproof, and ar-

ranged so that at any time one side can be taken down and
an addition built to it without in any way interfering with
the operation or construction of the present plant. The
stack is of steel, self-supporting, with inside diameter of

seven feet and 125 ft. high.

There are at present installed two horizontal, cross

compound condensing Allis-Corliss engines, direct coupled

to 400 k. w. generators. The cylinder dimensions of the
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engines are 18 ins. and 34 ins. X 42 ins. and they run at a

speed of 90 r. p. ni. The shaft is 19 ins. diameter in

center, and 16 ins. in journals. The weight of the fly-

wheel is 50,000 lbs. The engines were built extra strong

throughout for a working pressure of 150 lbs.

Each engine is connected to one independent vertical,

fly-wheel condenser, and these condensers are so arranged
that their steam cylinders come up through the floor, mak-
ing them easy of access.

The steam pipes to the engines from the main are carried
through the partition wall between the engine and boiler

rooms, under the engine room floor to a Stratton separator
located near the throttle valve on the engines. These pipes
have also long copper bends. A .safety stop valve has been
placed between the separator and throttle. This valve will

automatically shut off the steam supply to the engines in

case they should commence to " race."
The piping at the engines is so arranged that either

FIG. 3.—PLAN OF STATION, SHOWING PIPING.

The generators are the General Electric 400 k. w.
multipolar, iron clad type with steel frame.

PIPING.

The piping has been installed with great care and is

remarkable for its absence of vibration. The main in the
boiler room is carried on adjustable rollers placed on pedes-
tals, bolted down to solid masonry, back of boilers, and at

such a height above boiler room floor that all valves can
be operated by hand from the floor.

The headers from the boilers to the main have long,
easy bends, so as to take care of the expansion, and at the
same time retard the speed of the steam as little as possible.

side, high or low, can be run independent and condensing
or non-condensing, if so desired.

The exhaust steam, after leaving the engines, passes
through a heater into the condenser, or around the conden-
ser into the free atmosphere, as the case may be, depend-
ing upon whether the station is running condensing or non-
condensing.

The suction pipe to the condenser is fitted with a
strainer, placed inside of the engine room in the basement.
This is by-passed, and so arranged that it can easily be
cleaned. The overflow from the condensers empties into

the river.

The feedwater, which is city water, passes through
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a meter to the pumps in the boiler room. From here it is

pumped first through the primary heaters in the engine

room, where it reaches a temperature of from 125 to 130
degs. ; thence to the auxihary heater in the boiler room,

where the temperature rises to from 200 to 212 degs.

The feedwater piping, as will be seen from Fig. 3, is so

arranged that any or all primary heaters or the auxiliary

heater can be cut out. The water can therefore pass di-

rectly from the primary heaters to the boilers, or it can
pass directly through the auxiliary heater to the boilers, or,

finally, it can pass directly from the feed pumps to the

boilers as may be desired.

It must be noted that the plant is so piped that under
no circumstances anything hut a partial break down is pos-

sible, as all pipes are in duplicate with the exception of the

main, which however is, by valves so divided into sections

that if anything should happen to one of the .sections, the

rest can be operated.

All dips from piping, separators and receivers are car-

ried back to the boilers by the Holly gravity return system.

All valves in the engine room basement can be operated
from engine room floor, by long stems and valve stands

bolted to the floor.

OILING SYSTEM.

The station is equipped throughout with an automatic
lubricating .system in which the oil is fed to all bearings under
air pressure. Taps from the oil pipes are also led to the

two gauge stands from which oil can be drawn at pleasure.

The oil after leaving the bearings flows by gravity to a

tank in the basement. From this tank it is pas.sed through
a filter and purified, then taken to the reservoir. All
handling of oil is by compressed air. The system is con-

sidered economical, and the engine oil consumed does not

average over half or three-quarters of a barrel per month.

Each is fitted with a B. & W. automatic stoker, which
was fully described in the STREET Railway Journal for

June, 1895. 1*1^^ grates are endless chains run over

FIG, 7.—FEEDWATER HEATER.

sprockets at the front and rear. The chain is always driven

in the same direction, but at a variable speed, depend-

ing on the thickness of the coal

and the requirements of the

steam. Propelling power is fur-

nished by a small oscillating cyl-

inder engine on the front of the

boiler. The motion of the grate

at the back throws the ashes

t—

into the pit. One great advan-
i^' tage of the device is that the

t j grate does not move relatively
' ~ * to the coal. The entire grate

frame is mounted on wheels
which run on rails so that it can
be hauled out from under the

boilers when desired. The en-

graving shows one thus drawn
out.

The fronts of boilers are

laid with glazed brick, and pre-

sent a very neat appearance.

In the boiler room are also

two duplex feed pumps; each
ample to handle the whole
plant.

FIG. 6.—VIEW OF BOILERS, SHOWING ENDLESS CHAIN GRATE

The air compressor is of the ordinary reciprocating
type driven by steam, and also supplies air pressure for

cleaning commutators, etc.

BOILERS, ETC.

The boilers are three in number, of the Babcock &
Wilcox water tube type, each of a rated capacity of 250 h. p.

The track is of the most

rigid and substantial type. It

is the opinion of the engineers

and owners of the line that the

roadbed is a most vital factor

in]the life of^a railway and determined that it should be first

class in every respect. No expense or pains were spared

in its construction from the rails down to the smallest de-

tail. As a result the line is certainly very smooth runn-

ing and promises to have a long life.

Ten miles of rail were furnished by the Cambria Iron

Company. It is a nine inch girder weighing ninet)^ pounds
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to the yard aud laid in sixty foot lengths. The rest of the

rail is the Johnson standard nine inch, eighty-four pound
girder, in thirty foot lengths. All ties are of oak or chest-

nut and measure 6 ins. X 7 ins. X 7 ft- Johnson tie plates

were used throughout and were placed on every third tie.

The joints are neither opposite nor staggered in

the usual way, but are seven and one-half feet apart, meas-
ured in the direction of the rail. In making the joints

the rails were butted close and were then connected by
Wheeler rail joints of standard pattern, but made extra

heavy for this work. The track is bonded with Chicago
rail bonds, two No. 0000 bonds being used at each joint.

No cross connections or supplementaries are used as the en-

gineers believe that crossovers and the axles of cars them-
selves furnish all the cross connection necessary.

In excavating for the track, the earth was removed for

a depth of four inches below the bottom of the tie. This
space was then filled with gravel, and the ties and rails

were put in place. Gravel was then filled in for a suffi-

cient height for tamping and when this was done the

The concentrated load of the cars and passengers on
the track assumed for calculation was 11,000 lbs. on each
axle of a double truck car. The wheel ba.se of each truck

was assumed as five feet, the di.stance between inside axles

nine feet, and the distance between the rear axle of one
car and the forward axle of the next car, eleven feet.

THE overhead work has been
carefully laid out. Wooden poles

painted a dark green are used
throughout the line. The over-

head line equipment was fur-

nished by the General Electric

Company and all trolley and insulator wire from the

Roebling's works.
The general system^of feeders is illustrated in the map

on page 276. From the power station two feeders of 500,-

000 c. m. are led west to the junction of Richmond Terrace
and Columbia Avenue. From this point one feeder of the

same size is carried to Harbor Road, and from that point

one 350,000 c. m. feeder to the

western terminus of the line.

From the power station south,

two 500,000 c. m. feeders are

led by Jersey Street, Brooks
Street, Griifin Street and New
York Avenue to the point indi-

cated in the map, and from that

point there is one 500,060 c. m.
feeder to South Beach. From
the power station east, one
350,000 c. m. feeder is carried

around the outside of the loop

and taps the two 500,000 c. m.
feeders at the corner of Brooks
and Griffin Streets.

FIG. 8.—SNOW SWEEPER.

track was surfaced and lined. Then more gravel was filled

in until it was two inches above the top of the tie. The
road was then macadamized with trap rock of the proper
size and rolled with a steam roller.

The minimum curve radius is forty feet, and the

wheel base of the cars is seven feet six inches.

All special work is of the Johnson Company's guaran-
teed type. The most elaborate special work of the system
is that at the entrance to the car house on Brooks Street.

At this point a gauntlet switch is u.sed to save the wear on
the entrance curves of the cars passing on the main line.

The number of tracks entering the car house is twenty.
All of these tracks are led up to the car house sill with
nine inch rail and all the special work is of the guaran-
teed form.

FERRY TERMINAL.

The natural slope of the ground toward the shore at

St. George permits the cars to enter the second floor of

the ferry house without ascending any grade. After
leaving Jay Street they will run over a wooden trestle 271
ft. in length, then across a 148 ft. through pin connected
truss, then over two plate girder bridges, 32 ft. 3 ins.

span, to the ferry house. The station platforms, of which
there will be four, serving three tracks, will be 150 ft. in

length. There will be a grade on the pin bridge of 2.6 per
cent.

The road has now twenty-
five closed cars and twenty-five

open cars, all mounted on
Peckham trucks, four sweep-
ers, and one freight or ballast

car. All car bodies are from
the works of the Brill Com-

pany. The closed cars have a length of body of twenty
feet and a length over vestibules of twenty-eight feet.

They have monitor deck roof and are finished inside in

polished oak. The platforms are fitted with removable
vestibules with drop sash and the patent angle iron bumper
and corner irons of the manufacturer, which have been de-

scribed in recent issues of the Street Railway Journal.
The seats and backs are spring upholstered and covered

with woven rattan. The ceilings are of three-ply birch

veneer handsomely decorated. The windows are of thick

French glass with oak sash, and are fitted with spring roller

curtains.

The open cars have nine seats and are fitted with iron

bumpers like the closed cars. The freight car, which is

equipped with four G. E. 800 motors and mounted on Brill

trucks, is shown in Fig. 10 and one of the sweepers in Fig.

8.

Both closed and open cars are protected with Provi-

dence fenders and are equipped with G. E. 800 motors and
K 2 controllers.

THE car house is located on
Brooks Street, is 220 ft.

front by 155 ft. depth,

and has room for 100 cars.

It is a skeleton steel
structure, the trusses being supported on steel columns
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between which there is a brick curtain wall twelve inches

thick with four inch pilasters. Two eight inch brick

walls carried the full depth of building, divide the interior

into three different parts, thus reducing the rate of insur-

ance as well as cost of heating since only part of the build-

ing needs to be heated at one time. The floor of the car

The boiler room for heating purposes and for supply-

ing power to the repair shop is at the rear end of the build-

ing, and is fireproof throughout. Next to the boiler room
is the machine and repair shop. This is furnished with all

necessary tools and machinery for repairs of cars and
motors. There is also a special paint shop and washroom.

BTATEN ISLAND ELEC.n.B.CO

1635.
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FIG. 9.—FRONT ELEVATION OF CAR HOUSE.

house is two inch spruce planking matched and beaded and
planed on top. The roof is two inch planking, matched
and beaded and planed on the under side. It is spiked on
to 4 in. X 6 in. hard pine rafters and covered with tar and
gravel.

All tracks in the car house (twenty in all) enter the

building from the street, thereby doing away with transfer

tables or other devices for switching inside the building.

Two switches are also placed between the two tracks in the

sireet, so that a car can enter or leave building from either

track.

The track timbers are 8 in. X 10 in. hard pine, sup-

ported by 8 in. X 8 in. hard pine posts, 10 ft. on centers.

The posts are set on iron plates on concrete foundations

and are securely braced together.

There is a 4 ft. 9 in. pit or basement under the entire

building. It has concrete floor four inches in thickness

drained toward a common center. This pit, or basement,
is lighted throughout by small windows placed below the

The superintendent and receiver's office is on street

at the left hand corner of building. Above this office is a

waiting room for the conductors and motormen.

THE officers of the company
are: President, G. B. M.
Harvey; treasurer, G. G.

manager, H. J. Quigg; engineers,Haven, Jr.; general

Sheaff & Jaasted.

Projected Extensions in Chicago.

FIG. 10.—FREIGHT CAR.

floor line and so arranged as to harmonize with the win-
dows above.

The doors in front of the building are carried on rollers

and so arranged that one slides back of the other, thereby
giving free access to any track, or if so desired, to ten
different tracks at one time. The trolley wire hangers
above the car house doors, at the point where the trolley

wires enter the building, are protected from the weather
by cast iron hoods made fast to the brickwork.

The building is excellently lighted throughout. Be-
sides having windows, sides and rear, there are a number
of large skylights in the roof extending the full depth of

building.

The Chicago City Railway Company is building some
forty miles of new line, is relaying its Wabash Avenue line

with sixty foot rails and is making very extensive additions

to its Fifty-second Street power station. The Calumet
Electric Street Railway Company and the Chicago General
Street Railway Company are each building about fifteen

miles of new track, and the North
Chicago Electric Street Railway
Company and the Ogden Street

Railway Company, both belong-

ing to the Yerkes system, are

making important extensions.

The Suburban Railway is also

making good progress and expects

to have its cars running to La
Grange this season. The Engle-
wood & Chicago Railway Com-
pany is busy upon its new equip-

ment, of which full particulars are

published elsewhere.

Considerably more work is

contemplated in addition to that

mentioned, but for which con-

tracts have not as yet been
placed. It is estimated that the

electric traction work now con-

tracted for and under progress will require an ex-

penditure this year exceeding $15,000,000. The miles

of track now operated are between 750 and 800, and within

another year will not be far short of 1000. The number
of cars used in this work at the present time is about 6000.

The different elevated railway companies are also plan-

ning important extensions and changes, so that the pro-

jected enterprises in the transportation line in the city will

involve a large investment during the coming year.

The London (Ont. ) Street Railway Company is ne-

gotiating with the City Council for a contract to water the

streets on which the street railway runs.



Studies in Economic Practice:-
Minneapolis.

-St. Paul=

By C. B. Fairchild.

First Paper.—]\Iaintenance
,
Wages and Shop Practice.

In the theoretical consideration of any subject, undue
weight is often given to some points and insufficient regard

to others, so that the results secured in practice are often

quite different from those which were originally anticipated.

For this reason a study of the practice followed by street

report for 1895 will serve as a basis for a discussion of the

practice of the operating department of the company :

the gross passenger earnings for the year ending Dec. 31,

1895, were $1,964,772.65, a decrease of less than i per
cent over 1894. The net earnings from operation were
$1,009,319.

The proportion of total operating expenses to gross

earnings for the entire year was 49.4 per cent and the

cost of operation per car mile in 1895 was $.0819.

On the interurban line, where the cars make a run of

180 miles per day, the cost of operation to gross earnings

during the last year was 33.15 per cent and the cost of

operation per car mile (large cars) was $.1075.

FIG. 1.—INTERURBAN CAR—TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT CO.

railway companies which have been operating cars for a

number of years, with the results secured by them in pur-

suing certain methods, should be of help in determining

the best policy to follow under other somewhat similar

circumstances. The conditions presented by the system
of the Twin City Rapid Transit Company are such as

make a study of its practice particularly interesting. It

not only provides urban transportation in the two cities of

Minneapolis and St. Paul, which have a combined popula-

tion of about 400,000, but also connects the business cen-

ters of the two cities by an interurban line, which is one
of the most prominent factors in the financial life of the

entire system.

Thomas I^owry is president of the company, but the

active management is entirely in the hands of C. G. Good-
rich, vice-president, and his able assistants, among whom
W. J. Hield bears the title of general manager.

The total street railway mileage in the system is 225, of

which 6 are operated by cable power. The average number
of cars in daily operation is 200, of which 45 are 44 ft.

double truck cars, and are operated on the interurban line.

The following quotations from the president's annual

A comparative statement of the cost of operation for

the years named was as follows :

1893. 1894. 1895.

General expense $94,281.09 |6i, 162.07 156,934.02
Maintenance of equipment 180,831.40 103,349.91 81,815.63

Maintenance of way and structure. 98,930.65 66,606.77 58,069.49
Conduct's' and motormen'swages.452, 686.83 369,597.97 378,256.49
Inspect's' and trans, agts'. wages.. 27,252.32 14,300.28 8,859.13
Conducting transportation, misc.. 144, 5 1 7. 62 90,638.92 87,131.08

Cost of maint'ing power stations.. .229, 357. 67 161,374.85 154,103.73
Machine shop expense -36,550.37 22,999.99 21,722.24

11,264,407.95 1890,030.76 1846,891.81

The cost of maintenance of equipment is subdivided as

follows :

1893. 1894. 1895.

Repairs to motors |io5,o2i.o8 166,054.79 148,527-45
Repairs to car bodies 75,810.32 37,295.12 33,288.18

1180,831.40 1103,349.91 181,815.63

The decrease in gross receipts over the year before

was due to the prevailing business depression.

As far as can be observed, the large decrease in the
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operating expenses from year to year is legitimate, for the

physical condition of the property appears to be first class.

A large reduction during the last two years has been

secured in the salary account by the elimination of high

priced heads of departments, including superintendent of

repair .shops, master mechanic, chief engineer, and elec-

trical engineer. In place of the superintendent, a foreman

is employed in the car shop at a moderate salary, who has

a bench and does some of the finer work, such as pattern

making, etc., while he oversees the other work.

In the body repair department twelve men are regularly

employed, and each one is expected to operate the wood
working tools, getting out .such parts as his .special work re-

quires. The tools are operated from an electric motor so

that they may be started and stopped at will. The equip-

ment is kept thoroughly paintecl, the management believ-

ing that good and frequent painting is economical in the

long run. In the paint shop there are thirteen men, only

four of whom are termed skilled workmen. The others

are young apprentices. In the iron .shops a foreman is em-
ployed who supervises the iron working tools and lays out

the work for the men. It is held that the shop work,
which is largely of a routine nature, can be done by
mechanics without specially close supervision.

The vice-president however makes it a point to visit

the shops every morning, and so acquaints himself with the

details of the work and the needs of the service.

The general manager visits the power station every

morning, holding the engineers in charge responsible for

the work, and .so far has secured very gratifying results.

Of course, due credit for the organization of the different

departments is given to the men who have formerly held

positions at the head of these departments.

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

Referring to the item of " Repairs of Motors," under
"Maintenance of Equipment," it will be noted that the

charge during 1893 was largely in excess of the other

years. This was due to the fact that during this year the

entire motor equipment was remodeled or rebuilt. This
change, however, increased the efficiency of the motors,

and largely reduced the cost of maintenance during the sub-

sequent years. The company has 200 equipments of the

Sprague double reduction motors, some S. R. G. and some
W. P. motors. The remodeling lay in rewinding both
armatures and fields after a plan suggested by long practice,

and the substitution of large shafts with tapering fits for

collars and commutators. In the W. P. 50 motors a second

field coil whicli was placed in the lower part of the body or

shell of the motor was added. A long hollow shaft was
also substituted to bring the commutator outside of the

case. These shafts are constructed from old axles, and are

upset in the wheel press to provide a bulb or enlargement
of the shaft. This swelling when bored out, allows of the

leads being taken in through the shaft. They are then
brought out at the end outside the bearing, where they are

bent back and attached to the outer ends of the commuta-
tor bars. To prevent arcing between the bru.shes and yoke
of brush holder, the forked ends of the yoke are enclo.sed

.

entirely in a wooden block, by -which means the formerly
troublesome arcing has been almost entirely eliminated.

The motors have now all been so thoroughly made
over that they are con.sidered by the management to be
fully as efficient as the more modern type of motors, and
are said to require but little if any more repairs.

The reduced cost of labor and price of material aided
largely in the reduction of expenses in 1895 over those of

previous years.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURE.

Referring to the item " Maintenance of Way and
Structures," the president's report says: " The decrease in

this item is the result of our rail joint construction, begun
in 1892, and continued vigorously through 1893. It was a
special joint construction, put in our track where the traffic

was the heaviest, and the results have been most .satisfac-

tory, lessening the expense not only of track, but also of

rolling stock maintenance. '

'
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FIG. 2. -STANDARD RAIL.

This joint which has been brought into prominence by
the above paragraph is illu.strated in Fig. 3, and is a home
made affair. It is of thiee parts, a ca.st iron ba.se six

inches square and two malleable iron clamps three inches

wide, but of an equal height, being relati\ ely long enough
to extend from the base to the under side of the head and
tram of a girder rail. These clamps are .so formed that the

lower ends hook under the edge of an oval pedestal cast on
the base. The clamps embrace the joint out.side the regu-

lar splice bars, .so that the ends
of each rail meet above the mid-

dle of the clamps, which are

held in place by a bolt through
the foot of each part, the bolt

passing under the base of the

rail and occupying a channel
formed in the pedestal.

The entire weight of the

joint for a forty-five pound
girder rail is sixteen pounds,
and the co.st including bolt and
nuts is about fifty cents. In

substituting these joints in

tracks where three ties are em-
ployed under or near the joint

with a stringer beneath them, the middle tie is removed
and one of less thickness substituted, so that the base of

the joint rests upon the middle tie.

Notwithstanding the excellent results had with these

joints, they are not considered by the management as effi-

cient as that of the Falk cast welded joint. A large

number of the latter have been in service on some of the

lines of this system for about a year, and have proven very
satisfactory. Only a very few of them have broken during
the past winter and the company has decided to employ
this type of joint in repairs and renewal of joints on its

city lines, a contract for a large number having been al-

ready closed.

The standard rail adopted for the city streets is an eighty

pound T, of a modified design. The rail is six inches in

height, with a five inch base, and the weight is distrib-

uted as follows:

Head, 43 per cent.

Web, 26
Base, "

Where asphalt paving, which is the prevailing paving
in the city, is employed this rail is .spiked directly to the

JOINT CONSTRUCTION.

ties. The latter are placed from three to four feet apart

and are embedded in a concrete foundation, the concrete

being tamped up solid to the base of the rail between the

ties. In case different material is used for paving, the

company has adopted the plan of using the same material

between the rails as is employed on the sides of the street.

This practice prevents in a measure wagon traffic seeking

the tracks should the side paving become slippery.
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On the interurban line a fifty potind Trail, with fish-

plates as in ordinary steam railway construction is used.

There being no paving on this line, it is considered not

practicable to employ a continuous rail, lest the effect of

expansion and contraction be disastrous. At the only
steam crossing of the interurban line the trolley cars use a

single track only. This is a precautionary measure to pre-

vent cars passing while crossing the steam tracks. The
possible danger of one car obstructing the view of an ap-

proaching train, especially should the train after passing

suddenly back up, is thus avoided.

The rails on the interurban line have now been in

service a little more than six years, and are in a remark-
ably good condition, considering the service. In the

opinion of the management, the heavy eight wheeled cars

are not as hard on the rail joints as are the four wheeled
cars, for it appears that the intertirban track has stood up
better than any portion of the system. With proper care

the rails would seem to be good for ten years' additional

service.

In this connection, it may be stated that the interurb-

an cars are forty-four feet in length over all, and are

mounted on double trucks, with thirty-three inch wheels,

the leading wheel in each truck being of the steel tire

type. The cars weigh empty 30,500 lbs., and are esti-

mated to weigh with one hundred passengers, 43,600 lbs.

The eighteen foot cars employed on the other sections of

the system weigh from 14,000 to 15,000 lbs.

In the city of Minneapolis, center pole construction

prevails, and to provide an elastic hanger for the trolley

wire, a balance bar has been substituted in place of the

rigid hangers formerly employed, at which the trolley

wheel sparked badly in passing. The device, illustrated

in Fig. 4, consists of a block of wood 12 ins. long b}' i j( ins.

square. It has a hanger at each end which embraces the

FIG. 4.—HANGER FOR BRACKET POLES.

trolley wire and is attached to the pole by means of a

clevis. Cotter pins placed each side of the support allow

of a slight end movement to the clevis. On the approach
of the trolley wheel, the receiving end of the support tilts

up slightly and so provides an elastic pas.sage for the

wheel. This construction is said to have resulted in a

large saving in trolley wheel renewal and hangers.

conductors' and motormen's wages.

The saving in " Conductors' and Motormen's Wages"
was effected by a reduction in hourly payment. The rates

now paid are sixteen cents an hour, except on the cable

and interurban lines, on which the car men receive seven-

teen cents per hour. In this connection it may be stated

that the company aims to secure as motormen on the inter-

urban cars men weighing not less than 170 lbs.

INSPECTORS AND TRANSFER AGENTS.

The striking reduction over that of 1894 in this item

of expense ($5400) was due to a change in the method of

issuing transfers. Formerly agents were employed at cen-

tral points whose duty it was to issue transfers to such
passengers as wished to continue on other lines. This
gave rise to a good deal of dissatisfaction, as frequently
the passenger would be obliged to pass his desired point of

transfer to secure a ticket, when he would have to walk
back or move to another point. The management rea-

soned that it is always better to accommodate the public in

all reasonable directions, and for this reason the agent sys-

tem was abolished and transfers were put into the hands
of the conductors to be issued at all connecting points.

The change has resulted in the above saving and the num-
ber of transfers has not materially increased.

The conductors in receiving transfers ring them up
the same as fares, and on their runs turn in their transfers

each trip to an agent stationed on the street near the cen-

ter of the loop. The cash fares are turned in only once a

day. The orders require that transfers be rung up for the
reason that it is much easier for inspectors to check up a
car where all receipts are rung up than it is where an ex-
ception is made in case of transfer tickets.

The transfers on one or more of the lines are checked
up ever}^ day in turn, to see if there is any abuse on the
part of employes. So far, very little abuse has been de-

tected, either on the part of the public or employes. This
condition of affairs is doubtless due to the very close inspec-

tion instituted by the management.
In addition to accommodating the public in the matter

of transfers, more attention than formerly is given to the

accommodation of passengers in other directions, especially

in providing more .seating room and wider and more com-
fortable .seats, and by keeping the cars up in the best shape
po.ssible, making them more attractive and pleasant. Dur-
ing the morning and evening hours on such days as the

traffic is unusually large, trailers are employed, it being
held that a conductor can better work two cars that are

not crowded than one overcrowded.
Special attention is given to increasing the twelve

o'clock dinner hour traffic by providing plenty of seating

room and other accommodations so that merchants and
others can conveniently and comfortably reach their homes
for dinner.

REPAIR SHOPS.

The machine shop of the company is equipped with
an unusually fine assortment of iron working tools, among
which are two milling machines for gear and pinion cutting.

The company thinks however of abandoning the practice

of cutting its own pinions, but will continue to cut gears

as formerly. There is also a very large lathe which may
be employed for turning down the treads of flat wheels.

In this operation a pair of wheels with axle is centered in

the lathe. The tread is then caused to revolve in an oppo-
•site direction to an emery wheel which is driven very
rapidly from the main shaft. The emery wheel is encased

with a galvanized iron covering, and the wheel revolves in

a galvanized iron vat containing water. The practice of

grinding flat wheels is considered an advantage, but the

same set of wheels is only ground down once.

Among the other useful machines employed is a mag-
netic separator for separating the steel and copper chips and
filing. This is a small machine, with a magnetic cylinder,

above which is a receiving hopper into which the turnings

•are poured. The valuable non-magnetic metals pass over

a cylinder and fall into a receptacle, while the magnetic
metals are carried further round and are brushed off into

a separate receptacle by a revolving brush.

Railed off from the main shop is a tool room in which
all the small tools are kept. These are checked out and
in, as is the custom with large manufacturing establish-

ments.
The company makes its own brass and bronze castings

and trimmings, and for this purpose has a very good brass

foundry, with modern equipment. It is estimated that

the metals are remelted and put into useful product at a

cost of about three cents per pound. Trolley wheels, cast

bonds and trimmings of nearly every description are man-
ufactured. The mixture for trolley wheels and some other

castings is one part of tin and nine ounces of zinc to seven

pounds of copper. There is also a bronzing and burnishing

department in which car trimmings are cleaned, with all

the usual appliances of a manufacturing establishment.
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Tlie jiower for operating- the shop machinery is sup-
plied by a sevent)'-five horse power bipolar motor. Pro-

vision is made for testing all repair motors, and numerous
labor saving appliances are observed about the shop. It is

also notable that the floors are kept in an exceptionally
clean condition.

As a general thing the cars are taken into the shops
every two weeks for inspection and such repairs on motors
and trucks as may be necessary. In cleaning dismounted
motors after the armature is removed, the fields are im-
mersed by means of a trolley hoist in a large tank contain-
ing a hot solution of washing soda, which removes all

grease and dirt and materially facilitates the cleaning of

the motors.

The portion of the shop into which the cars are run
for motor and truck repairs was formerly a roundhouse
for the repair of the dunnny engines employed on the su-

burban lines. The cars are placed in the different stalls of

the roundhouse by means of an outside turntable, which
is considered by the management a very convenient method
of shifting cars in and about the shops.

Not including the trainmen and office employes there
are regularly employed in the mechanical departments, in-

cluding switchmen and curvemen, 125 men, distributed as

follows:

12 men in wood working shops.

13 " " paint shop.

23 " " machine shop proper.
6 " " blacksmith shop proper.

4 " " brass found r}'.

14 " " armature room.
23 " " motor repairs.

2 " " steam fitters, draughting room and stores.

28 " " miscellaneous.

The large store rooms in connection with the shops
were fully described in the STREET Railway Journal for

February, 1893, and are managed about as .stated there.

In making out a requisition for supplies, the foreman,
or whoever makes the original order, sends same direct to

the storekeeper and purchasing agent, who attaches a slip

to the requisition, showing the cost of the article or articles,

so that when the manager passes upon the reqitisitiou he is

able to judge of the cost as well as the quantity. When the

bill for the goods is received the same slip is attached to it,

so that in approving the bill the manager can jitdge how near
the estimate was made to the actual cost. By this practice

the foremen of the different departments are taught to be
conservative in making their reqttisitions, as frequently

they might order a quantity of goods without regard to the

cost. The practice also relieves the manager from a cer-

tain amount of gtiess work in auditing the orders.

The subject of accidents is one to which the company
has given close attention, and the means adopted for pre-

vention of casualties are so valuable and interesting that

their description will form the sitbject of a separate article.

A Study of the Causes Which Lead to Breakage
of Gears and Pinions.

Wheel Notes.

The hardness of the chilled tread is ustially tested by
a file or a sharp cold chisel and a hand hammer. Ulti-

mately, some more certain and better means may be de-

vised. Experiments have been made with emery blocks

noting the time required for cutting through to the soft

metal, but the apparatus is not in general use.

In a recent letter a car wheel maker complains bitterlj'

of the extremely low price of wheels at present, due to the
competition of unscrttpulous manufacturers, and says that in

many of the car wheel works in the country ' 'at least seventy-

five per cent of the material used is made up of No. 3 mill or

gray forge iron and the cheapest description of scrap, includ-

ing malleable iron, plow points, burnt grate bars, etc., the

whole going into the cupola accompanied by a certain pro-

portion of ferro-manganese to add strength and chilling

qualities to the mixture. The ferro-managnese, of course,

fulfills its purpose in a measure, although the very small
proportion added is not likely to become uniformly dis-

tributed throughout all the material."

By Charles F. Uebelacker.

Scco)id Paper.—A/dliods of Tcsti)ii:;-.

Of the four conditions to be met in practice by motor
gears and pinions, viz., new gear against new pinion, new
gear against old pinion, old gear against new pinion, and
old gear against old pinion, the first was discussed in the
last issue of the Street Railway Journal. Of the three
remaining, the most severe
likely to occitr in good prac-

tice would be that of a new
pinion not very well cut, ap-

plied to an old gear, say, one
whose teeth had worn down
to about .125 in. at«, Fig. i.

Theoretically the teeth

should wear off evenly over
the entire depth of their work-
ing face, so that if our tooth

which originally measured
.271 in. at a, Fig. i, now
.should now mea.sure at / .395 in. instead of .591 m. as

in the new gear. In actual practice this is not the
ca.se. The play in the bearings permits more or less

movement of the centers and the result is a wear as shown
in Fig. 2, which is a reproduction of a template of a partly

worn gear. At a in Fig. 2 can be .seen a decided ridge

which marks the lowest point of the worn surface. Clearly

the dimension off, Fig. i , has been reduced scarcely at all

,

FIG

measures .125 m. It

FIG 2.

and the worn tooth shown in F'ig. 2, although reduced at the

top from. 271 in. to .186 in., has scarcely suffered at all in

strength. Farther wear of this same gear until the dimen-
sion a, Fig. I, .should be .125 in. would probably result in

the other dimensions being altered to

a= .125 in.

377 in.

/=.356 in.

^' = -445 ill-

Assuming the same conditions as for the new gear and sub-

.stituting in the equation given last month we get

p ^ 29370.

.017
X .178 = 29,600 lbs. per sq. in..

or the strain in the portion of the section which has suffered

reduction by wear is increased about fiftj' per cent as com-
pared to new teeth, or if our metal ( as stated above ) has a

breaking strain of 60,000 lbs. per square inch, we would
still have a factor of safety of 2 in the extreme conditions

secured.

Having then determined the strength which teeth

should show, a simple test is desirable by which we may
determine approximately whether any sample gear will ful-

fill the conditions. The wheel press offers us facilities for

such a test, and very few roads are .so placed that a press is

not accessible.

Fig. 3 gives diagrammatic view of the arrangement of

such a test. Here / is the yoke and e the plunger of the

press. The half gear b has been securely strapped to the

yoke and the third tooth c from the split has been shaped
or chipped down so as to permit the flat bar a to be forced

against the second tooth g at about the pitch line, a slip of

metal d holds the point of the bar a in place and insures its

.striking the tooth at the proper height.

The wheel press can now be pinnped up until the

pressure begins to show on the gauge. The belt can then

be thrown over on to the loo,se pulley and the flywheel

turned by hand slowly enough so that the operator can
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watch the rise in pressure and note the point at which the

tooth fails, either by bending or breaking.

To determine what pressure a tooth should stand un-
der this test we have only to return to our conclusion of

60,000 lbs. breaking strain per sqixare inch, and substitute

the proper amounts in the formula used before, which
transposed to suit the present case would be

X = -Z]^.
.

.331 y m which
X = pressure as shown by gauge
.331 = distance from pitch line when pressure is applied to

the weakest section /'
( Fig. i)

P = 60,000 lbs.

I= Moment of inertia of cross section at weakest point /
(Fig. I.)

V 60,000 X -06 11X = ^ ^ = 40,450 lbs.

.331 X -270

or as read by the ordinary gauge 20^4^ tons.

If then a gear will stand 20^4 tons pressure applied at

the pitch line, it should give a factor of safety of 2

under the most severe conditions. vShould it be preferred
however to raise the factor to 3, the pressure required

FIG. 3.

can be raised to thirty tons \\'ithout exceeding the strength
of many gears now on the market.

The following were the results of some tests such as
described above.

( i) Cast iron gear, tooth broke at 16 tons.

(2) " " " " " IS
"

(3) Mai. " " " " " 37;^
"

(4) " " " " " " 38
"

( 5 ) Steel " rim " "40 "

(6) " " " " " 40
"

These figures would indicate that either the malleable
or steel gear had ample strength, but that the cast gear
left considerable to be desired. Actual service fully bears
out these deductions. Cast iron gears come in repeatedly
with the corners of the teeth broken off and frequently
with a whole tooth or series of teeth gone, while steel or
malleable gears never break in this way.

The strength of a gear having been proved, the all-

important question of its wearing quality comes up. The
writer has never yet been able to find published any re-

liable figures of actual results in this line. His own meas-
urement would point to an average of some of tuV in.

per 100 car miles run or about one year's wear for steel

gears. But the results of actual practice vary so widely
that this figure is far from a satisfactory one to estimate
on. A method for quick comparison of the wearing qual-
ity is necessary. It is not at all requisite that this should
.show the life of the gear, but only that it should indicate
the comparati^'e life of two different makers or materials.
Working on this line a grinding test was arranged as shown
in Fig. 4, where a is an emery wheel about eight inches
diameter, is a tooth cut from the wheel (shown in Fig.

6) fastened in the metal block c by the set screw /. The
block r is held in position by a horizontal arm d pivoted at
r to a fixed support.

In making the test the specimens are prepared so that
their area a (Fig. 5) is the same. They are then secured in
the block c (Fig. 4) and allowed to rest on the emery wheel

FIG. 4. FIG. 5.

as it revolves until the end is true with the circumference.
The length d ( Fig. 6 ) of the test piece is then carefully de-

termined and the emery wheel is allowed to make a given
number of revolutions, the pressure being kept constant

by the weight of the metal block c held to the test piece.

The comparison of the lengths ground away from various

test pieces should give us an idea of the comparative wear-
ing qualities of the two gears. The results obtained by
this method have not been as uniform as might be desired so

far, and it has been found necessary to adopt several precau-
tions, the necessity of which were not at first obvious. A
few tests resulted as follows:

Wheel car borunduni, freshlj' trued, circumference 23
ins., all results reduced to 1400 revolutions under test

pieces.

1. Cast iron test .141 in. reduction.

2. " " " .121
"

3. Mai. " " .204
"

4. " " " .190
"

5. Steel " .069 " "

Actual results in the case of cars equipped at the same
time with a steel gear on one motor and a cast iron gear

FIG. 6.

on the other, show the wear of the cast iron to be just

about double that of the steel. This would be about what
the results of the grinding test given above would lead us

to expect.

One consideration remains in the selection of a gear,

and that is workmanship. To make accurate measure-
ment of bore, keyway and diameter, a set of plug gauges
is all that is required, and it is very desirable that gears be
frequently checked up with them, as small variations in

these dimensions cause much trouble in fitting. The teeth

can be roughly compared, of course, with a template fitted

accurately to the space, but this gives no definite measure
of the amount of variation.

A test frequently used in practice is to set the gear

and pinion on short stubs at the proper centers and let a

paper ribbon run through the teeth as they mesh. The
ordinary clearance allowed being .015 in., paper .006 in.

thick should run through without cutting. This test, like

the template, gives no idea of the amount of variation and
likewise takes for granted that the pitch circles are full

size. The diameter of the pitch circle is not an easy thing

to measure accurately however, and it is pretty safe to as-
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sunie that if the teeth show about the j^roper clearance

when in mesh, the cutting is all right.

In order to determine the actual variation in the cut-

ting, the writer got up the gauge shown in Fig. 5. In

this a is a wedge each of whose two sides forms an angle of

14^2 degs. with the axis of the micrometer screw, d, which
is connected to the milled head b revolving around the

barrel, c. The method of using is shown in Fig. 7. The
micrometer screw, being run down to the bottom of the

space, tells the length of the wedge that can drop in be-

tween the teeth. By a proper proportioning of the thread
and the divisions on the milled head, the width of the

wedge c (Fig. 7) can be read oiT directly in thousandths,

FIG. 7.

where it comes in contact with the faces of the teeth. Mak-
ing the angle 14^^ degs., brings the point of contact be-

tween the wedge and teeth at the pitch line. This gauge
also gives a very handy method of determining the amoiuit
of wear on a gear in service.

To briefly sum v:p then, we have, first, determined
the ordinary strain on the teeth, of sending a car up a not

unusual grade (five per cent ) and have found our press-

ure so great as to practically lose hope of any efficient

lubrication.

Second, we have determined the probable .strain of a
sixty foot stop by rever.sing and have found that our metal
should have a tensile .strength of not less than 60,000 lbs.

per square inch.

Third, tests have been suggested for quickly deter-

mining the suitableness of any given gear for work under
the existing conditions.

Comparative Wheel Record.

every ca.se. This is a .surpassing illu.stration of the value

of a good wheel.

In cohnnn 8 we have the co.st of making 2,293,350
miles with each of the different wheels ba.sed upon their

average mileage. The figures are obtained by taking the

numljer of wheels required to make the distance and then
adding the co.st of the extra changes. The latter figures

are obtained by taking the extra wheels in column 6 at $5
each as the cost of changing. On this basis only one of

the wheels prove cheaper than the expensive wheel.

Make

of

wheel.

No.

wheels

used.

Price

per

wheel.

1

Cost

of

wheels

used.

1

Average

mileage.

No.

of

wheels

to

make

the

mileage

of

wheels

0.
^

Extra

-wheels

used

to

equal

0.

Total

cost

to

equal

O.

Cost

per

wheel

to

make

45,000

miles

each.

<lI

CI

'H
01

.H

f

Q

50 I8.10 I405.00 45,887 50 1405.00 1 8.10 318
P 60 4-15 249.00 36,190 64 14 335-60 9-159 250

25 6.20 135-00 35,520 65 15 473.00 1 1.20 246
R 44 3- 40 237.60 29,490 79 29 413.60 8.40 205
S 136 4.60 625.20 29,388 79 29 508.40 9.60 201

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

It is easily understood from the figures that it does
not pay to accept free of charge a new wheel of a short

lived kind to take the place of one which has failed to make
the required mileage. The cost of replacement is usually

more than the wheel is worth. When rolling stock is run
to its full capacity, there being no surplus, the advantage of

long lived wheels is .still greater. How much greater is

difficult to ptit in figures. It depends on the daily earn-

ings of each car and the con.sequent loss when one is off

from the road.

The advantages of the Master Car Builders' plan of

buying a wheel at a price ba.sed upon the mileage it makes
is easily .seen. The poor wheel is then handicapped as it

deserves to be. On the other hand the wheel making the

long run is paid for according to its superior value.

Illuminated Signs for Cars.

The following wheel record is from a Western road and
shows the comparative mileage made by 315 wheels from
five different makers. The manufacturers, though five in

number, are distributed over the country from the seaboard
to the Mississippi River. They are graded from the best

to the poorest.

The road has a T and girder rail track 105 miles in

length, of which twenty-eight miles are laid on paved streets.

The natitral soil of the town is a .sharp gravel. From this it

may be seen that the service is of a pretty severe char-
acter.

The life of the wheels varied from 318 days to 201.
In making the calculations the cost of changing has been
placed at $5. The manager says this is a minimum figure
for his road and the average on the smaller roads is likely

to go above rather than below this figtire.

Wheels O ran 2,293,350 miles, which has been taken
as a basis for estimating what the other wheels could do.

The life of the wheels as- shown by miles and time in

service in columns No. 5 and in No. 10, varied greatly.
From 45,000 miles down to 29,000 is a long gap, and what
it costs is well illustrated in column 9, which shows what
each make of wheels would have co.st had the guarantee
been the average of wheel maker O. Here it wdll be seen
that the co.st of the first wheel added to the cost of replac-
ing it with the second one furnished free, is greater than
the co.st of the most expensive wheel of the whole lot.

The price obtained by maker O is nearly twice as large
as one or two others, and yet his showing is best in nearly

The Citizens' Street Railway Company, of Detroit,

Mich., is employing, to distinguish the different rotttes of

its cars, some very neat signs, which are useful for both day
and night .service. They are of wood with perforated

ILLUMINATED REVERSIBLE SIGN.

letters, the sign being painted black and the edges of the
letters white, so that they can be read at a long distance in

the day time. The signs are on the roofs in front of the

ventilator windows, .so that at night the lights from the
interior of the car .shine through the perforations, making
the signs as readable as in the day time. Under the con-
ditions existing on this line, reversible signs are not neces-
.sary, but if these were required, it would seem po.ssible to

construct such a sign, as shown by the accompanying-
sketch.
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LETTERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

Operating Electric Cars Without Conductors.

Sioux City, Ia, Mar., 20, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
I have had a great many inquiries from managers of

electric railways regarding the practicability of operating

electric street railways without conductors. As a rule

these queries come from the smaller roads which haul a

limited number of passengers and which cannot very well

afford to pay conductors. I have written to many roads for

information on this point myself, and universally received

the reply that it is entirely practicable and alwaj's advis-

able on roads hauling a limited number of people. A good
motorman, with the farebox system, can successfully

handle what might be considered a fair traffic. I am
aware that many points can be argued against the practice,

but where it has been allowed it has been found to give

good .satisfaction after a fair trial, and in mo.st places where
.such an arrangement is advi.sable the patrons are sen.sible

enough to appreciate the fact that the road is able to give

a more frequent and a better service by saving the big ex-

pense of maintaining conductors. I am satisfied that many
of the smaller roads could easily keep their heads above
water and make a little profit in addition to making im-

provements from time to time, if they would only cut off

the expen.se of conductors, operating their cars with one
good man and the farebox system.

converted to trolley lines; that the Gilmor cable line in

Baltimore has been electrically equipped; that a Los Angeles
(Cal. ) railway company has just finished converting all its

cable lines to electricity; that it is proposed to combine all

the .street railways of Portland, Ore., into a single company
and substitute electricity for cable throughout the city,

u.sing an auxiliary device on the one heavy grade; that a

San Diego (Cal.) bankrupt cable road, costing originally

$200,000, was recently sold for $17,000, and a change to

electric traction decided on; and that the report has just

come to hand that in Pittsburgh it has been decided to

abandon cable plant and tracks costing $12,000,000, for

equipment by electricity at a cost of $4,000,000. These
bald facts ought to convince them that the cable is not
entirely .satisfactory'^ even on negative testimony only, while
there is no case on record where an electric road has been
changed to a cable road. Yours truly,

S. L. Foster.

Safety Switches.

Denver, Col., Mar. 20, 1886.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
To make a grade crossing absolutely safe is a problem

that has puzzled the brains of many an engineer and as yet

has never been .satisfactorily solved. Various devices how-
ever have been invented to decrease and abate the dangers

LJ LJ
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FIG. 2.
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SAFETY SWITCHES IN DENVER. FIG. 3.

This is a question well worth serious consideration,

and I will be glad to hear from other managers of street

railways through the columns of your paper.

Yours truly,

I. B. Walker,
^ I > ^

The Electrical Equipment of Cable Roads.

San Francisco, Mar. 17, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
Some of the cable engineers, including several abroad,

do not seem to be able to understand why the Market
Street Cable Railways Company of this city is replacing the

cable by electricity upon some of its lines. If they had fol-

lowed street railway events in this country more closely

they would have learned that other cities have done the
same; that the cable was abandoned for electricity' at Grand
Rapids, Mich. , over three y-ears ago; that the same was done
in part if not in whole by the Den-\-er Tramway Company,
of Denver, Colo. , over two years ago; that in a recent num-
ber of the Journal appeared an account of how the con-
crete cable tube was blasted out in St. Louis, Mo. , to ac-

commodate the ties for an electric road substitute; that the
Piedmont road, of Oakland, Cal., was a financial failure

until the cable was abandoned and electricity^ used instead;

that the extensive Philadelphia cable lines have all been

of such a cro.s.sing and one of especial merit has been in op-

eration for the pa.st three years at several points on the

lines of the Denver Consolidated Tramway Company.

This device consists of a pair of switches and blind curves,

situated in the electric track at a point about seventy-five

feet distant on either side of the railroad crossing, as shown

in the illustration.

The switch tongue is invariably .set leading into the

blind curve. It is impo.s.sible for a car to make the cross-

ing unless it is .stopped before reaching the point of switch.

The conductor must then walk forward to a hand lever

which operates the switches and by raising it throw both

switches into the straight track. This hand lever is situated

at a point on or near the crossing, possessing an unobstructed

view of the various tracks.

The hand lever in operating the switches is raised to

a height sufficient to allow the conductor to stand upright

while the wheels of - the car are passing over the switch

tongue. As soon as the lever is released a spring below

draws it back into former position and the switches are

again set for the third curve.

The car pa.s.ses out of the switch on the opposite side

by direct pressure against the tongue, allowed for by means

of a flat spring so constructed that the wheel flanges crowd

through the switch which again automatically adjusts itself

for the curve as soon as the car has passed.
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Following is the automatic rigging in detail :

Tlie hand lever is bent at an angle of about 100 degs. and

is attached at the lower end to a connecting bar about two

feet in length which is attached in turn to a clamp casting,

setscrewed to a ^ in. pipe which constitutes the rod. This

rod is connected by means of a clamp casting to a bell

crank opposite the center pin of either switch tongue. The
bell crank is of cast iron with arms about one foot long and

at an angle of 90 degs. The opposite arm of this crank

is connected to a cross rod which connects with a slide

holding the loose ends by two flat thirty-six inch springs.

These springs are held in place at the opposite end by studs

screwed into the switch casting and resting against the end

of a second slide that runs through a cored aperture in the

switch casting through which passes the center pin of the

switch tongue. Lifting the hand lever two and a half or

three feet slides the rod a distance of about eight inches,

reversing the position of the bell cranks, bringing the op-

posite or idle spring to bear, thus opening the switch for

the straight track.

Attached to the connecting bar is a coiled spring, and
when the operator releases the hand lever this spring draws
it back in place and resets the switches for the curve. The
entire working of the rigging is so light that the spring

adds but little to the power required to operate the hand
lever.

The ^ in. pipe or transverse rod is run through bear-

ings three inches in width, placed one for each length of

pipe or about sixteen feet apart. The space above the rod

is enclosed in a plank box one foot square in the clear.

These safety switches have been in continual use for

more than three years without repair. They require no
oiling, except occasionally at the switch tongue and are

working as well to-day as when first put into operation.

The object of these switches to a certain extent may
be accomplished by much cheaper " derailing " devices, but

the damage to car and loss of time is obviated by adopting
this plan. Some such device could readily be applied to

draw or pivot bridges, and worked automatically hy the

opening and closing of the bridge. Possibly such a plan

would have prevented the late sad accident on the Cleve-

land Viaduct.
The details and general arrangement of these switches

were worked out by Fred. Simmons, foreman of the con-

struction shops of the Denver Consolidated Tramway Com-
pany. This company has recently equipped all its sub-

urban railway crossings with the above switches.

John A. Bkelkr.
— I I ^

Controllers.

Chicago, Apr. 2, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:

I fail to see wherein the modern series parallel con-

troller economizes in current over the Sprague commuta-
ted type. Now my experience with the series parallel

controller has been that when it was put in continued
heavy service the resistance box (which is external ) would
get very warm, even hot, leaving the motors comparatively
cool. The first steps cause a slow increase in speed until

you come to parallel when the motors start off with a

rush. The same thing occurs in the parallel combination.
On the other hand, with the Sprague, where an internal

resistance is used the increase in speed on each point re-

mains the same. I have never seen the old Sprague motor
so warm that you couldn't put your hand on it, but I have
seen the resistance of the series parallel controller so hot
that it was a case of hands off.

Do you not think that a motor of the commutative
field type with a resistance point between each field com-
bination to do away with the sudden impulse that always
comes when the motor is worked up to speed rapidly,

would give better satisfaction, everything considered, than
any other arrangement? It certainly would give more run-
ning points, which would be quite an item, especially on
interurban and elevated roads. A motor of this t^^pe

would necessarily be more expensive to build, but consid-

ered from all-]ioints it seems to me it would be the cheap-

est in the long run. If there are oljjections to this I

would place resistance enough in the first point so the

motors cannot spin the wheels.

Now a point about controllers.

It seems to me that manufacturers are making a

grave mistake in sending out controllers that can be turned

either in series or parallel on a first point for the very rea-

son that there is no motorman but can get his motors
in parallel quick enough without any short cuts. I know
of a road using controllers such as I have just spoken of

and I find that a great many motormen use the parallel

side only when crowded for time. This is expensive in

more ways than one as you well know.
Yours truly.

Practical Man.

Power Station Records.

Ottawa Electric Railway.

Ottvvwa, Ont., Mar. 17, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
The cost of the electrical horse power delivered at the

bus bars of our station is about $0,015 per horse power
per day. The cost of power per car mile is $0.00259.

Our station is operated by water power.
Yours truly,

Ahearn & SOPER.

Savannah, Thunderbolt & Isle of Hope Railway.

Savannah, Ga., Mar. 12, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
In our power station which has a 325 h. p. engine and

a daily horse power output of about 230 h. p. we are using at

present about thirty gallons of cylinder oil and fifty gallons

of engine oil per month. The makes employed are cylin-

der oil, Leonard & Ellis; engine and dynamo oil, Rucker &
Company. The engine oil after passing through the bear-

ings is strained and used over again.

We burn coal from the Chickamauga Coal & Iron

Company, costing $2.35 per ton of 2240 lbs., delivered at

the power house. We consume seven pounds per car mile.

In winter we run 16 ft. and 20 ft. closed cars, and in

summer 25 ft. and 30 ft. open cars. Our road is mostly
level. In the suburban districts we have several light ij4

per cent grades.

Yours truly,

J. H. Johnston, President.

The general manager of an electric railway owning
thirt}' miles of track writes us as follows:

We are using cylinder and engine oils furnished us by
the Maloney Oil & Manufacturing Company. The engine
oil, which is used on the engines and dynamos, is filtered

and used over and over again.

We burn a mixture of rice coal, $1 buckwheat and
culm, and taking a recent month as a sample, our figures

are as follows:

Number of cars run eighteen hours per day 33-74
" " miles run per year 124,634
" " " 'I " ca.r per day 123. 11

Cost of fuel per ton of 2000 lbs., delivered ;fo.6S

Number of pounds used 1,080,152
" " " per car mile 8.66
" " " " " pgj- (Jay 1,066

Cost per car mile 10.00294

Our cars are eighteen and sixteen feet in length, about

equally divided. The road is not level, having a very
large number of long grades, some of them being as high
as twelve per cent. The power plant is of 1200 h. p. ca-

pacity, equipped with simple Corliss engines and water
tube boilers.

The quantity of oil used per month as shown by a

statement covering six months, is 66.6 gals, of cylinder oil,

and 230 gals, of engine oil.
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A Novel Method of Showing Controller Diagram. Wheel Grinding Machine.

In the Milwaukee Elcct) ic Raikvay Ihillctin of March
appears a unique and excellent form of diagram showing
the connections of the K2 controller. Mr. W^nnan and his

assistants have taken the greatest pains to train and in-

struct their motornien in every possible way which would
serve to increase their efficiency and general intelligence.

In the matter of controllers, "the right understanding of

I I ^1

ist Point. Current passes through three panels of resistance, through Armature
No. I, Field No. i, thence through Armature No. 2, and Field No. 2 to the

ground. This is called Running Motors in Series.

2d Point. Same as point No. i, except that one-third of the re.sistance is cut out

as shown by the dotted lines.

3d Point. Same as point No. i, except that two-thirds of the resistance is

cut out.

4th Point. Same as Point No. i, except that all of the resistance is cut out.

5th Point. All resistance remains cut out and the fields are weakened by the

use of a shunt coil, making this a safe and economical point to run on.

6th Point. Current passes through all three points of resistance, and then into

Armatures No. i and 2 simuUaneouslv, from them directly into the Fields

No. I and 2, thence to the ground. This is called running Motors in parallel.

7th Point. Same as point No. 6, excepting that one-third of resistance is cut

out as shown by dotted lines.

8th Point. Same as point No. 6, excepting that all resistance is cut out. This

is the safe and economical point for high speed and heavy load.

Qth Point. All resistance is cut out and the Fields are weakened by a shunt

coil. Motors are still running in parallel. This point should never be used

for heavy loads, and oulv when necessary to make up lost time.

CONTROLLER DIAGRAM DEVISED BY
LIGHT CO.

MILWAUKEE RAILWAY &

which lies at the very basis of the motorman's work," it

was found impos.sible to get any diagram or sketch which

would be sufficiently easy of comprehension, audit was fin-

ally determined to devise the form shown in the engraving,

which is self explanatory to readers of the Journal. In an

excellent article in the Bulletin, however, the different

effects produced by pa.ssing the controller handle from

point to point are carefully described, so that the compara-

tively non-technical motorman can easily comprehend the

principles involved in the work which he does in handling

the car.

Fare Regulations in Knoxville.

The Knoxville (Tenn. ) Street Railway has com-

menced selling tickets in lots of twenty-five for $i, and in

lots of six for twenty-five cents. Persons expecting a

transfer must pay a cash fare of five cents. Persons pay-

ing cash fares and not desiring a transfer are given a re-

bate check. These checks if preserved and presented at

the office of the company, in lots of fifty, will entitle the

bearer to receive a book of six tickets. Half fare tickets

are sold to school children and ministers.

The company offers encouragement to the conductor

who sells the most tickets on the cars from now until De-

cember 25, 1896. The one with the best record in this

way will be given $50; the one selling the second largest

number gets $25, and the third largest $15. It is thought

that this rule will encourage the selling of tickets generally

by conductors when on and off duty.

Policemen are carried free when in full uniform only.

A novel method of grinding wheels without taking
them from the truck or removing the truck from the car
body, is in u.se in the car house of the Metropolitan Rail-

road Company, of Washington, D. C. The general ar-

WHEEL GRINDING MACHINE.

rangement is shown in the accompanying engraving. The
car is first run over a pit, and the truck is jacked up so that

the pair of wheels to be ground are raised five or six inches

above the rails. The axle is then connected by belt to a
jacksliaft carried in journals fastened to the floor of the

pit. On this jacksliaft is mounted a second pulley of

larger diameter than the first, by which it drives the emery
wheel shaft. The two shafts are kept parallel by exten-

sion arms by which the belt connecting them can be kept
taut.

The axle is, of course, revolved by the motor, and as

will be seen, the portions of the emery wheels and car

wheels in contact will revolve in opposite directions. It

will also be noted that the former can be moved into and
out of contact with the latter without varying the tension

of any of the belts. The device was invented in the shops
of the company, and the managers speak well of its jper-

formance.

A Timekeeper on the Front
Platform.

A good method of helping
motornien to keep their cars on
running time has been adopted on
a number of the cars of the Union
Traction Company, of Philadelphia.

CLOCK FOR A small clock of the ordinary round
CAR face type with balance wheel is en-

PLATFORM. closed in a square wooden case and
is attached by wooden strips to the

window guard rails on the front platform at the

left of the motorman, as shown in the accom-

panying engraving. This enables the clock to

be easily removed to the other platform and keeps

the time constantly before the motorman far

better than if he depended upon his watch. In

another form the wooden box holding the clock

is fitted with hooks so that it can be supported

from the dashboard.

The motormen are well pleased with the idea.

It is said that in the long distance plants installed

by the General Electric Company during 1895, over 1200

miles of copper wire for transmission purposes alone were
used, amounting to practically 1,200,000 lbs. of copper.
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Insulation of Underground Cables.

St. lyOuis, Mo., Apr. 21, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
I have been very much interested by the article in

your April number by R. W. Conant, entitled " The De-
sign of Testing Stations for Street Railways.

'

'

Mr. Conant has given us an unbiased recital of experi-

ence with underground electric feeder cables that will un-
doubtedly result in a very large .saving in future installa-

tions to those who carefully read and consider his state-

ments.
In the following letter, I shall differ .somewhat in de-

ductions from these made by Mr. Conant, but his .statement

of facts I regard as una.s.sailable, and it is with grateful

heart that I thank the writer for stating in detail, and
with the most po.sitive evidence of collateral facts, truths

that have long been suspected, but as often denied by one
interest as a.s.serted by their opponents.

It would seem from Mr. Conant's article that the

West End Street Railway, of Boston, in March, 1895, in-

stalled " 132,000 ft. of paper and fibre insulated 500,000
c. m. lead covered underground cable." It would seem
that the selection was made (to a certain extent at least)

because of a " peculiar advantage" which an "absorbent
insulation" has over non-absorbent insulations, of giving
warning of a developing fault.

It would seem however, that such " absorbent insula-

tion" does not present any " peculiar advantage" of ease
of location of a fault; but that such a cable, when discov-

ered to be faulty, must be handled much as in the case of

non-absorbent cables, that is, must be cut in manholes,
tested section by section, until the faulty length is located.

This must then be drawn out of its duct and be replaced
by a new length.

Mr. Conant very naively tells us that the lengths in-

stalled and drawn out are somewhere about 400 ft. , and
that

'

' the number of cuts which it is neces.sary to make in

locating a fault in a mile of cable, averages seven to ten."
Mr. Conant finally tells us that eleven faults have been de-

tected and located during the first year's service in this un-
derground system.

Now let us look at these facts as they present them-
selves to one experienced in underground cable work. We
will do the subject no .serious injustice if we assume these

cables as averaging a mile in length; they are probably
longer. We have eleven faults located by means of ten

cuts each, a total of no cuts made in the cables during the

year. Wherever a cut is made the ends must be securely

sealed up to prevent the hygroscopic action of the
'

' absorb-

ent insulation
'

' from carrying moisture back into the cable

for a dozen feet from the cut. We have 220 seals there-

fore to make. Meanwhile we have had testing connections
to make and unmake to every one of the 121 isolated sec-

tions. Now having located the eleven faulty sections,

each 400 ft. in length, we draw out and replace just 4400
ft. of cable and go to work to connect up again the 1 1 o
joints, retest the cables and put them into service if show-
ing fair insulation.

I do not propose to go into a dissertation on the rela-

tive merits of paper and fibre (
'

' absorbent insulation
'

'

)

and rubber cables. I simply ask every practical business
man to compare this record of weekly tests, an expensive
underground repair gang, ever present and at work, elab-

orate nur.sing of cables by an expensive testing department,
three per cent of cable pulled out the first year, and a test-

ing and repair gang that I estimate costs $10,000 per
annum, with a record made by a rubber insulated cable on
another electric railway, where 280,000 ft., were installed

a year ago; not one fault has been detected, not a single
special underground repair man is maintained in the ser-

vice of the railway company, and the cost of testing has
been purely nominal.

This comparative record moreover is not unique. In
other large systems that I can mention, the especial make
of rubber cable just referred to has given the same per-
fectly satisfactory service, without a fault, defect or blow-

out and without expensive nursing; while alongside, part

of the same system in one instance, ju.st the supervision,

coddling, withdrawal and repair described by Mr. Conant,
is continually going on to cables with the " absorbent in-

sulation."

I venture to .say that it was a matter of first cost only,

not any " peculiar advantage of the absorbent insulation"

that determined the West End Street Railway to the pur-
cha.se of paper and fibre cable. At a fair estimate, the

saving in first cost under the cost of rubber insulated cable

was less than $15,000. Perhaps it is a good business prin-

ciple to cut $15,000 on first cost, and then expend $10,000
annually in maintenance, but the most of us have not been
brought up in that belief.

Before I clo.se it may be pertinent to suggest that if

we are to replace three per cent of our underground cables

during the first year, when defects are .slight and simply
tho.se of manufacture and of installation, what shall we ex-

pect after electrolytic action, which we cannot avoid, be-

gins its ravages, pits the lead .sheath, and admits the

moisture of the duct and of the manhole to the
'

' absorbent
insulation" with its " peculiar adv'antage in the detection

of faults?" Seven nights per week will not suffice for the
work of the testing department. Yet these cables must be

tested once a week as Mr. Conant gives us as at least one
instance of a cable that at a given date tested up to his

standard for service, and then fell to zero within ten days
after. Yours truly,

E. J. Spencer.

Freight, Mail, Express and Baggage Service.

In an attempt to find out the experience of street

railway companies with freight, mail express and baggage
service, a .series of questions was recently sent out to the

cable and electric roads of the United States. From 119
replies received up to this time the following information
has been obtained. Seventy-four companies give no such
service whatever; 6 of them however consider a freight

service profitable, 2 unprofitable and the remainder express
no opinion; 4 consider a mail service profitable, 2 unprofit-

able, and the remainder express no opinion. The fran-

chises of 2 1 of these companies permit such a service either

in whole or in part, while those of 16 do not, and by
the remainder no information is given. One road out of

the 74 intends to vmdertake a mail service, 4 an express
business and 8 both a mail and express business. The re-

mainder either state positively that they will not enter on
such a ser\ace or that no such plan is under consideration

at present. 45 roads out of the 119 carry on a ser-

vice of this character. A brief abstract follows of the replies

received from these roads.

The Chester ( Pa. Traction Company is about making a contract
to carry the mails from Chester to Media, 6 '4 miles. No special

mail cars will be furnished. "There is very small profit, the main
consideration being the accommodation to the public." No other
kind of service is contemplated.

The Omaha ( Neb. ) Street Railway Company carries mails under
contract with the Government. It does not provide special mail cars,

does not consider the work profitable, does no express business ancl

is not intending to do so.

The Eau Claire (Wis.) vStreet Railway, Light & Power Com-
pany carries express and baggage in limited amounts, but without
any special cars. It considers that the work is profitable under
certain conditions to the extent of twenty per cent on the neces.sary

investment, but will not increa.se facilities. Mails are not carried.

The Conway ( Mass. ) Electric Street Railwaj- Company operates
six cars attached to passenger cars as trailers and one combination
car for passengers, baggage, express and mail. The company de-

pends largely upon its freight business for the support of the road.

It carries United States mail under contract with the Government
and expects to make extensions to the road which will increase its

freight business. It con.siders the mail .service moderately profitable

in connection with its other business, as there is no addition in invest-

ment necessary in this particular case.

The Miami Valley Railway Company, of Piqua, O., carries mail,

freight and baggage, and has one special car for the pur])ose used as

a trail car. It considers that there is about t^venty-five per cent profit

in its freight and baggage service. It carries the mails under contract
with the Government on its regular cars and considers this work
profitable, as there is no additional expense required, the regular
men attending to the mails.
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The Cleveland (O.) City Railway Company, carries mail pouches
on the front platform of its regular cars on certain lines under con-
tract with the Government, and considers total receipts from this

work clear gain as there is no additional expense involved.
The Northampton (Mass.) vStreet Railway Company, carries a

closed mail pouch twice a da}' on one line and runs a combination
passenger and post office car on another line. It does not consider
the special car profitable (emphatically). It has applied to the legis-

lature for an amendment to its charter permitting it to carry on a
freight and express business, thinking tliat this would be profitable

on its particular road to the extent of perhaps twenty five per cent.

The Mt. Adams & liden Park Inclined Railway Company, of
Cincinnati, O., carries mail sacks on front platform of baggage cars

between two local sub post offices and considers this work profitable

as there is no extra investment or expense required. No extensions
are contemplated.

The Ithaca ( N. Y. ) Transfer Company, which is allied to the
Ithaca Street Railway Companj', operates one baggage and mail
car over the latter's lines, which earns about $jooo per annum.
The service is considered profitable to the extent of about twenty-
five per cent, but the mail service under the existing contract is not
thought profitable.

The McKeesport (Pa.), Duquesne & Wilmerding Railway Coni-
pan)' operates one independent freight par, which also carries mail,
and has a contract with the Adams Express Company. It does not
consider its freight business very profitable, saying that the profits

depend entirely on circumstances. Its mail service "promotes
discipline, requires small extra work and results in small profit."

Most lines are too short for much profit in business of this

character.

The Rockland (Me.), Thomaston & Camden Street Railway
Company operates a combination passenger, mail, express and bag-
gage car, a special freight ear equipped with loo li. p. motors, and
two flat trail cars giving a service between Rockland and Camden.
It also carries the mails. With reference to this service its treasurer,

George E. Macomber, says, "We have done this class of business
for several years, and it is gradually increasing, but unless the con-
ditions under which the road is operated are very favorable and
there is little opportunity for competition, my impression is that
there is not a great margin of profit. One reason is I think people
are looking to have a street road carry freight and other merchan-
dise on the same low basis which they charge for passengers, which
cannot be done on account of the extra amount of labor involved in
loading and unloading. I should say unless the conditions are all

favorable there will not be much in it."

The Akron (O. ). Bedford &. Cleveland Railroad Company is

organized under the railroad laws and has all their privileges, but is

operated by electricitj'. It commenced in November last an express
service between Akron and Bedford under a contract with the
American Express Company, operating a combination express and
passenger car. It is unable to extend the business at present owing
to lack of suitable terminal facilities in Cleveland. It is too early as
yet to determine the measure of profit, but the company will make
an effort to secure this business as soon as it has a good chance and
is able to give a quick service.

The Elmira (N. Y. ) & Horseheads Railway Company operates a
special transfer car for passengers during the day, and a baggage
wagon for the transfer of baggage is also operated under the name
of the general manager. It con.siders this work profitable to the
extent of about ten per cent. The compau}- intends to put on a

special car for express service between Horseheads and Elmira. It

does not carry mail and does not consider a mail service profitable,

except as some safeguard in case of strikes.

The Gait (Out. ), I'reston & Hespeler ivlectric Railway Company
does a general freight business over a roadbed nine miles in length
capable of carrying the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's freight
cars, the transfer of which by a ]?aldwin light locomotive and an
electric motor car is an important source of revenue. The road has
sidings into a number of factories and foundries on the way and car-

ries coal, pig iron, wheat, wool and manufactured goods. The loco-

motive is run at night only. Its own freight equipment consists of

two special combination cars. During the last half of 1895 the com-
pany carried 5000 tons of freight and a large quantity of express and
baggage. It considers this work profitable to the extent of fifteen

to twenty per cent. Mails are not carried as yet, but the company
is in negotiation with the Dominion Government and thinks a mail
service would be profitable.

The Oxford Lake Line, of Anniston, Ala., operates one flat car
as trailer and makes trips on special contracts only when a profit can
be seen. It is trying to secure a mail contract.

The Oakland (Cal.), San Leandro & Ha3'wards Electric Rail-
way Company, a full description of whose peculiar freight service
was given in the vStrkht R,\ii^way Journal for August, 1895, has
discontinued this service stating that after a careful experiment it

has been decided impracticable to continue it. The compan}' carries
mails on regvilar cars and does not consider the mail service profita-

ble in itself at the compensation allowed by the Government.
The Owosso ( Mich. ) & Corunna Traction Company operates a

number of combination cars with baggage compartment for trunks
and baggage, used also as a smoking room and to the great satisfac-
tion of the public. Mails are not carried. No statement as to the
profits is made.

The Cincinnati (O. ), Newport & Covington Railway Company
has been carrying mails on all its lines since May 7, 1894, and also
takes freight cars from the C. & O. R. R. to Fort Thomas bv means
of a locomotive formerly used in the construction of the Fort

Thomas line, which is seven miles in length. The company nets
about twenty-five per cent of the gross freight business. Mails are
carried on regular cars, and the mail service is considered as profita-

ble as in the operation of cars for the handling of passengers. There
is no present intention of increasing the mail and express business.

The Citizens' Street Railroad Company, of Memphis, Tenn.,
operates one special express car as a trailer and says that the work
"does not amount to mvich." Mails are carried on regular cars to
a number of sub post offices and "what little we get out of it is gain."
The company expects to increa.se its mail contracts.

The Negaunee ( Mich. ) & Ishpeming Electric Street Railway
Company carries some express matter on its regular cars and has
some extra flat cars which are used for car load lots under special
contracts. It does not consider this work profitable, but merely
carries it on as an accommodation. '

' If the amount carried is suffi-

cient to warrant the putting on of an extra crew it ought to pay as

well as ordinary cars." Mails are not carried and there is no inten-
tion of increasing this service.

The Mobile ( Ala. ) & Spring Hill Railway Company operates
one freight car as a trailer, which makes one trip per day. Mails
are carried on regular cars twice a day. The freight service is not
profitable to any extent, but the mail service is considered so. There
is no intention to increase.

The Cedar Rapids (la. ) & Marion City Railway Company oper-
ates one regular and an occasional trail car for freight only. The
gross earnings for 1S95 from this traffic alone were I3234. The
work is considered fairly profitable to the extent of "at least twenty-
five per cent on the cost of the equipment used in that service."
Mails are not carried.

The Cortland ( N. Y. ) & Homer Traction Company operates one
electric express car as a locomotive and the regular freight cars of

the steam railroads coming into Cortland as trailers between Cortland
and McGrawville, a distance of five miles. The cars carryfrom Cort-
land coal, lime, feed, etc., and bring back hay and produce. The
work is considered profitable, but the company has not been carry-

ing it long enough to determine the measure of profit. Mails are

carried on regular cars and this service is considered only indirectly

profitable in cases of strike or of threatened injunction by property
owners. A steady increase in the freight business is expected.

The Tri-City Railway Company, of Davenport, Ip. , carries bag-
gage and mail bags on regular cars and considers the we rk profitable.

The Omaha (Neb.) & Cormcil Bluffs Railway & Bridge Com-
pany carries mails on regular cars and gives no ripinion on profits.

The Butte (Mont.) Consolidated Railway Coi.ipanyis just com-
mencing to haul ore on four cars of twelve tons capacity, each es- %

pecially built for the service and equipped with two fifteen horse
power Sprague double reduction motors. The heaviest grades with
load are three per cent, though the empty cars will have a ten per
cent grade. It is expected that the service will be profitable, but
nothing can yet be said. The company's franchises permit work of

this kind on one three mile line only built especially for the haviling

of ore.

The Ottawa ( Ont. ) Electric Railway Company operates three
special mail cars between the post office and all mail trains. The
Canadian Government supplies messengers who have charge of the
mails. The Government pa3's the company |4,ooo per annum for

this work and the company is asking an increase on this price.

The Hamilton ( Ont. ), Grimsby & Beamsville Electric Railway
Company, operates an eighteen mile line, described in the STREET
Railway Journ.al Souvenir, 1895, page 37. Trips are run every
hour. The road runs through a farming and vineyard country. The
company operates one motor freight car with three twelve foot trail-

ers, one combination passenger and freight motor car, and also car-

ries a large number of packages, ba.skets of fruit, etc., on its regular

passenger cars. The line is in competition throughout its whole
length with a steam trunk road. During the year ending Dec.

31, 1895, the company carried about 2,000 tons of freight, not in-

cluding milk. Mails are carried on regular cars for a portion of the
route, and the mail contract will probably be extended. Concerning
the general character of the enterprise the company writes: "We
believe there is a large profit in working this branch of suburban
and interurban railway business. The first month we were in busi-

ness we only carried five tons of freight, but finally reached as high
as 200 tons in one month. During the greater portion of the first

month referred to we were not in a position to handle freight as it

ought to be handled, having no freight house and no horse and wagon
to go after and deliver freight. Our rates are a little less than the
trunk line which runs parallel with ours, the whole distance touch-

ing at the same points, but shippers prefer to do business with us in

consequence of the more frequent service and more prompt delivery. '

'

The company's report for 1895 showed gross earnings (passen-

ger and freight) of #33,988 and net earnings of $7,297, as a return on
a capitalization of |i 10,000 capital stock and of $55,000 funded debt.

The earnings from freight appear to have been about $3,500.
The Hartford ( Conn. ) & West Hartford Street Railway Com-

pany is carrying express, baggage, freight and mail between Hart-
ford and three suburban towns, and operates two combination elec-

tric cars for this service. All branches of the work are considered

profitable and the business will be increased as far as possible.

The Consolidated Railway & Light Company, of New Westmins-
ter, B. C, operates one combination freight and passenger car be-

tween the cities of Vancouver and New Westminster, a distance of

thirteen miles. Express, baggage and mails are carried on regular

passenger cars. This entire service is considered profitable to the

extent of about twenty-five per cent and the company is endeavoring
to increase it.
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LEGAL NOTES AND COMMENTS.*

Edited by J. Aspinwali, Hodge, Jr., and George L. Shearer,

OF THE NEW YORK BAR.

The Law of Negligence, with Some Statistics.

John Brooks L,eavitt, of the New York bar, has dur-

ing the past year contributed a work on the law of negli-

gence which is unique. Its full title will be found in the

column devoted to book reviews.

In a word, Mr. Leavitt has sought to photograph in

outline and silhouette all the decisions, upon this particular

subject, rendered by a single court of last resort covering a

period of seventy-five years. He has, naturally, selected

the Court of Appeals of New York, where he finds about

1300 cases. These he first condenses, writing short,

concise and logical head notes of his own; he next gives in

each case a very short statement of the facts culled not

only from the opinion, but from the record; and finally he
gives the amount of the verdict, which is not generally to

to be found in the reports—an omission, it seems to the

writer, which should not occur in the official reports of

any case.

In the second division he seeks to codify the law as set

forth in these decisions. In this part of his work there

would seem to be somewhat needless repetition, but it is

of supreme importance as an index to the decisions codified,

and is a most useful and convenient help to the lawyer.

In the last division of his book he classifies the deci-

sions in such a way as to tempt the reader to spend a con-

siderable amount of time in gleaning from it statistics which
are at once interesting, suggestive and instructive, especially

to the lawyer, the loss adjuster or the officer of street or

steam railways. Space prevents a review and criticism of

the work, and only our conclusions after a careful study of

it can be stated.

The author has, certainly, pursued a most admirable
method of treatment of this particular subject in this state

where the decisions have been so numerous, but it remains
to be seen whether other subjects, or even this subject in a

state where the decisions are less numerous, can be treated

effectively along these lines. In an instant, with this

book on his desk, a lawyer or a loss adjuster can learn,

for example, from the table of cases classified according to

verdicts, the amount of the verdicts that have been ren-

dered for the loss of a limb, for the services of a wife or for

the death of a child; while the lawyer at the trial can in a

very few seconds produce the leading case or the case most
analagousto his own, or to any particular phase of his own,
which is presented, and from the court of last resort. If a

book is thus useful, a minute criticism of it seems almost

out of place.

With the aid of Mr. Leavitt' s work and of the classi-

fications of cases which he has given us, together with
some examination of the reports and the record of cases in

the Court of Appeals, we have gathered some statistics

which may prove of interest to our readers.

STATISTICS OF NEGLIGENCE CASES.

Between 1820 and 1840 there were but a bare dozen
decisions on the law of negligence in our highest court, and
this record was only increased by eighty-eight from 1840
to i860, while between i860 and 1880 there were six hun-
dred opinions rendered and within a score or so of that

number during the next fifteen years.

The decade between 1850 and i860 saw the first case

against a steam railroad argued in the Court of Appeals (a

cattle case in 1850), the first street carcase (a collision

with an Eighth Avenue car in 1856), the first case, by an

Communications relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 32 Nassau Street, New York.

employee (1851), and the first by a passenger (1854)
against a steam railroad company, the first death case

( 1856) and the first case by a pedestrian (1858 ) against a

street railway company. These street car cases are the

only ones reported prior to 1S60.

Prior to 1840 there is not an average of a case a year

in the Court of Appeals; during the fifteen years preceding

1895 the average is thirty-seven a year, and during the

three years from 1892 to 1895 the average is fifty.

Besides these interesting statistics, showing the remark-
able and growing fecundity of the reports in negligence

cases during recent years there are other facts and figures

to be gleaned without very much difficulty from Mr.
Eeavitt's admirable condensation, classification, codification

and indices.

All of the above figures, as well as those to follow, to

be understood, need some explanation. They do not in-

clude all of the cases of negligence brought or tried, or even
all passed upon, by an appellate court.

With cases settled, of judgments paid or compromised,
before appeal or after decision by the general term (the

intermediate appellate tribunal in New York State), this

work and our statistics do not deal. But this by no means
robs them of their suggestiveness.

There are also a large number of cases which have been
decided by the Court of Appeals, which are not included

in cases reviewed in Mr. Eeavitt's work. They are the

cases which have been affirmed, but without opinion. An
examination of the reports and the records for a single

year reveals upwards of sixty of such cases treating of

the law of negligence, and it is probable that the number
of cases actually passed upon by the court during the last

fifteen years, instead of being something less than six hun-
dred, is considerably more than twice that number.

Remembering these limitations, and speaking only of

cases in which the court has rendered an opinion, we are

startled to notice, that out of thirty pedestrians run over by
street cars twenty were children and ten were adults, while
of sixty-six run over hy railroad locomotives only twelve
were children.

The total number of street railwa}' cases is 96
of steam " " " 458
of stage coach " " 4

of ferry, steamship, steamboat, etc. " " 99
Mr. Leavitt by going to the printed records of the

cases procures data which the official reporter in our
opinion should supply. He gives us the amount of the ver-

dict rendered in each case, and he has also classified the

verdicts showing what verdicts have been rendered for

death, for the loss of an arm, for injury to the spine, etc.

In view of the numerous deaths of children by street

car accidents, it may be interesting to note that the
average verdict for a child's death in the twenty cases re-

viewed by the Court of Appeals is $2000, the highest
being $5000 and the lowest $120. When it is remem-
bered that the defendant, who is generally the appellant in

these cases, is far more apt to settle a case which has re-

sulted in a low verdict and to appeal the case in w hich a

high verdict has been obtained, we can safely say that the
average verdict obtained is probably very much less than
$2000. The average verdict for the loss of life of a man
in the 145 cases reviewed by the Court of Appeals is

$3350; and, in the twenty cases of the death of women is

$3300. In forty-nine cases out of 145 the jury have given
the full limit of $5000 for the death of men, and in four
cases out of twenty for the death of women. Now that the

$5000 limit has been removed the average will climb up.
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The following figures may be useful to a loss adjuster,

when a claim for a ridiculously large amount is presented

or a threat that a preposterous verdict will be obtained.

Out of the ijoo negligence eases in the Court of Appeals, only

sixty-Jive resulted in verdicts of over $§000, and of these but

twenty-eight werefor sums in excess of $10,000, only three

of them were over $20,000 and the 07ily one over $2§ ,000 ivas

onefor $^2,^00 which was reversed.

If from the above figures are deducted all the cases

wherein the judgments were reversed by the court, the

number of large verdicts which have been sustained will

be found to be very small indeed compared to the great

number of cases passed upon by our highest tribunal.

Did time and space permit, it would be interesting to

compare the average verdict of the past ten years with the

average verdict of each of the previous decades. The
growth in the size of the verdict would appear to be almost

as surprising as the growth in the number of cases.

Out of the ninety-six street car cases fifty-eight are

New York City cases, thirty-one are Brooklyn cases and
only seven are from the other cities of the state. In only

two of these seven did the court affirm judgments, and in

neither case did the verdict exceed $1000.
In all that has been said we have not included in street

car cases elevated railroad cases. There have been but

eighteen in the Court of Appeals, seventeen of them being
passed upon between 1885 and 1895. The average verdict

in the eleven cases in which the judgments were affirmed

is $3540, while the average verdict in the seven judg-

ments reversed was $5678.
Space prevents a multiplication of these figures. If

some reader is sufficiently interested in the subject let him
figure on similar problems with Mr. Leavitt's book before

him and give us the result of his labors. An exhaustive
examination of the negligence cases tried before New York
City juries, or even of all those passed upon by the Gen-
eral Term of the first department, would be a valuable con-

tribution to this subject.

IvIABILITY FOR NEGI.IGENCE.

Ohio.—Act May 4, 1891 (88 Ohio Laws 582), provides that be-

fore a street car shall cross a railroad track at grade it shall be
stopped, and that some employe of the compaii)' shall go ahead and
ascertain whether the way is clear, and that the car shall not proceed
until signaled to do so by the employe, or until the way is clear.

Held, that when there is but one employe operating the car it is his

duty to stop the car and go ahead to ascertain whether the way is

clear, before driving the car over the crossing.—(Cincinnati St. Ry.
Co. V. Murray's Adm'x, 42 N. E. Rep. 596.)

Pe;nnsyi,vania.—In an action for injuries to a child, caused by
a street car, where there is testimony that the motornian, at the time
of the accident, failed to see plaintiff because he was looking in an-
other direction, at persons assembled at the side of the street, and
there is no question of contributory negligence, the case cannot be
withdrawn from the jury.—(Harkins v. Pittsburgh, A. & M. Tr. Co.,

33 At. Rep. 1045.

)

U. S. Court.—In an action for injuries caused by a movement
of a street car while plaintiff was trying to enter thereon, where wit-

nesses testified that at the time plaintiff endeavored to board the car,

which was in motion, they got on without difficulty, it was error to
refuse to charge that plaintiff could not recover if the injury was oc-
casioned by the want of ordinary care and prudence on his part, and
to refuse to instruct the jury what was meant by ordinary care.

—

(
Quincy Horse Railway & Carrying Co. v. Schultz, 71 Fed. Rep. 487.

)

Iowa.—In an action against a street railway company for per-
sonal injuries received in being thrown from a street car, evidence
that defendant paid plaintiff $1.50 and received a receipt discharging
it from liability, and that the conductor of the car from which the
plaintiff fell did not know for what corporation he was working, is

insufficient to show that the car was operated by defendant, where
defendant's manager testified that the car belonged to another cor-

poration, of which he was also manager; the two corporations being
operated under an arrangement that the total operating expenses of
both should be apportioned between them in proportion to the num-
ber of cars run by each, the earnings from the lines being kept sep-
arate.—(Anderson v. Des Moines St. R. Co., 66 N. W. Rep. 64.)

New York.—In an action for the death of a child killed by a
street car, all of plaintiff's witnesses testified that the car was going
fast, and that the boy was first knocked down by the horses, but
their testimony was conflicting. Defendant's witnesses testified that
the car was going slowly; that the boy ran from the curb, and fell

under the car, and was run over by a back wheel. Their testimony
was consistent, and most of them were disinterested. Held, that it

was error to submit the question of defendant's negligence to the
jury.—(Goldschmidt v. Metropolitan Cross Town Ry. Co., 37 N. Y.
Supp. 299.)

New York.—Where there is evidence, in an action against a
street railway company for personal injuries received in a collision

with defendant's cable car, that plaintiff, who attempted to cross de-

fendant's tracks when the car was eighty feet distant, motioned the
car to stop, and whipped up his horse to clear the track, and that no
attempt was made to slacken the speed of the car, which was ap-
proaching at the speed of seven miles an hour, the question whether
defendant was negligent is for the jury.—(Reilly v. 3d. Ave. R. Co.,

34 N. Y. Supp. 593.

Missouri.—Recovery for injury to one who tries, by hurrying,
to cross a street car track ahead of an approaching car, and is struck
by it before he can get across, is barred by reason of his contributory
negligence, though the motorman may be negligent in not stopping
the car.—(Watson v. Mound City St. Ry., 34 S. W. Rep. 573.)

Missouri.—Plaintiff was a passenger on one of defendant's
summer street cars. Defendant's driver acted also as conductor. A
fellow passenger inadvertently threw a lighted match on plaintiff's

dress, which blazed up suddenly. The driver immediately stopped
the car, but before he could render any assistance to plaintiff she had
left the car from the rear door, and was severely burned before the
flames were extinguished. Held, that defendant was not chargeable
with negligence.—(Sullivan v. Jefferson Ave. Ry., 34 S. W. Rep.
566.3

Ohio.—The introduction of new forms of vehicles and of new
motive power on street railways has not impaired the right of the

foot passenger to safe passage at street crossings.

When a street railway company operating a double track road
discharges a passenger at a street crossing, having reason to know
that such passenger, in order to reach his destination, must cross its

tracks, it is the duty of such company to regard the rights of the

passenger while on the crossing, and to so control the speed of cars

on its tracks, and give such warning of their approach as will reason-

ably protect the passenger from injury. Omission of such duty is

negligence.— ( Cincinnati St. Ry. Co. v. Snell, 43 N. E. Rep. 207.

vSee also Van Natta v. People's vSt. Ry., Elec. L. & P. Co., 34 S. W.
Rep. 505.

)

New York.—Evidence that a boy nine years old, starting to run
across a narrow street in the middle of a block, at a point where
there was at least one team, when "it was a little dark," fell on a

horse car track, and received injuries from the horses of an approach-
ing car; that at the time he fell the horses were twenty-five or fifty

feet from him, leaving, as the same witnesses testified, but a second
or a tenth of a occond for the car to reach him after he fell, with evi-

dence that the driver was looking to one side, and did not see the

boy, and that a car can be stopped in about five feet after application

of the brake, is not sufficient to go to the jury on the question of

negligence or freedom from negligence. Williams, J., dissenting.

—

(Bello V. Met. St. Ry., 37 N. Y. Supp. 969.

)

New York.—Negligence on the part of those in charge of a

cable car cannot be inferred merely from the fact that as plaintiff

was about to take his seat he was thrown to the floor by the sudden
starting of the car, there being no evidence that any unnecessary or

unusual force was applied by the gripman.—(Black v. 3d Ave. R. Co.,

37 N. Y. Supp. 830.

)

CHARTERS, FRANCHISES, ORDINANCES, ETC.

Texas.—The old Dallas city charter (Act 1885) made a street

railway company liable for paving portions of the street between its

tracks. The ordinance of 1887, granting plaintiff's assignor its fran-

chise, provided that such assignor was to pay "the cost of improving
the space between the rails." The new charter (Act 1889) provided

that " all contracts " for street improvements " now outstanding"
should be paid for, and the assessment tlierefore levied under its pro-

visions, and made railroads liable, as before, for paving the space be-

tween its tracks. Plaintiff in 1891 placed a new track on a street al-

ready paved and paid for under the old charter, by authority of an
ordinance granting it such right, subject to conditions of its fran-

chise, and, at its own expense, relaid the pavement between the

tracks. Held, that plaintiff was not liable to the^city for the cost of

the original pavement between its tracks.—(City'of Dallas v. Dallas

Con. St. Ry., 33 S. W. Rep. 757.

)

Tennessee.—The franchise of a street railway company to oper-

ate its road and use the streets of a city is derived from the legis-

lature through its charter, and not from the municipal corporation,

though the consent of the latter be required to the exercise of its au-

thority. Such franchises upon acceptance by the company, becomes
a contract, inviolable and irrevocable ; and the consent of the munic-
ipality, when once given, cannot, in the absence of a statute author-

izing its withdrawal be withdrawn, either as to streets actually occu-

pied or as to streets included within the general plan of the company's
routes, which it intends in good faith to complete.—(Africa v. Board

of Aldermen of Knoxville et al., 70 Fed. Rep. 729.

)

Ohio.—In the extension of a street railway over streets not oc-

cupied by any road, under the provisions of sections 3437-3443) Re-

vised Statutes, inclusive, the consents of the owners of more than

one-half of the feet front of the lots or lands abutting on each street

to be occupied by such extension are requisite.—(Mt. Auburn Cable

Ry. Co. V. Neare, 42 N. E. Rep. 768.

)
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Progress of Electric Traction Abroad.

In a recent interview with a representative of the

Street Railway Journal Captain Eugene Griffin, first

vice-president of the General Electric Company, said:
'

' Considerable progress has been made on the Conti-

nent in the introduction of electricity for street railway and
for lighting purposes. Despite the pioneer work of the

old German companies, the Thomson-Houston system
has a remarkable lead over other systems in number of

roads as well as number of cars equipped.
" The objections urged against overhead wires on the

Continent have been largely overcome. The overhead
system is in use in the Public Sc^uare in Milan, immediate-
ly in front of the famous cathedral. Many of the princi-

pal streets in Hamburg, Bremen, Havre, Rome, Bru.s.sels,

and other cities are occupied by tramways operated by the

overhead system. Overhead lines are now being con-

structed in Berlin, in Leipsic and other large continental

cities.

" Very little has been done in the way of underground
conduits. Some miles of conduit are now being con-

structed in Brussels to operate in connection with the over-

head system, although the latter is and has been for some
time actually in use on some of the principal boulevards of

the city.

"The Union Elektricitats-Gcsellschaft, which owns the

Thomson-Houston rights in Central Europe, has secured
ample financial assistance by forming a syndicate of Ger-
man banks, consisting of the Disconto Geselkschaft, the

Dresdener Bank, Bleichroeder, Born & Busche, Bank fiir

Handel und Industrie, and Ludwig Loewe & Company.
This syndicate organized a stock company called The
Company for Electrical Undertakings with a capital stock

of Mi 5,000, 000. This company purchased and owns
two-thirds of the Union Company.

'

' Similar companies for electrical undertakings have
been organized in Belgium, Switzerland, Austria and
Hungary, one-half the stock of each of these companies
being owned by the German company, and the other half

being taken by the prominent local banks. The total cap-

ital of the banks which are associated in these companies
for electrical undertakings is M974,ooo,ooo. The German
company has been so successful that it became necessary
to increase its capital, and M 15,000,000 additional were
issued, making a total of M30,ooo,ooo. The second
M15, 000,000 were offered to the public at 136. There were
12,000 individual subscriptions aggregating M56o,ooo,ooo,
and over M 100,000,000 were subscribed on the basis of

pooling the stock for six months so as to withhold it from
the market. The official allotment provided as follows :

'

'
' With reference to the allotment of subscriptions for

the shares of the company for electrical undertakings, it

has been resolved that, for shares not pooled, subscriptions

up to Mi 00,000 get nothing. Subscriptions from M 100,-

000 to M20o,ooo are allowed one share; from M2oo,ooo to

M30o,ooo two shares, but no one subscriber is allowed more
than ten shares. The method of allotment for pooled
shares has been left to the discretion of the various banks
receiving subscriptions, but no one subscriber to pooled
shares is to have allotted to him more than twenty shares.

'

'

' These figures indicate the general feeling of the Ger-
man investing public in reference to electrical enterprises.

Unfortunately for us the patriotic regard of the Ger-
mans for Fatherland has led to the construction of a fine

factory for the German Thomson-Houston Company, and
' German money for German industry ' is the rule.

'

' The French Thomson-Houston Company has also con-
structed a first class electrical factory in the suburbs of

Paris and is doing a large and profitable business.
'

' The development in England is less pronounced and
most of the English companies have failed to show any great
financial success. The overhead system has recently been
introduced in Bristol and Dublin. In Leeds, the High-
ways Committee recommended to the City Council that
a mile or so of one of the principal streets should be
provided with underground conductors. The City Coun-

cil rejected the recommendation and referred the report

back to the Highways Connnittee. It was understood
that a reconmiendation for all overhead wires would be
.satisfactory.

" The Bristol road, installed last Octoljer by the British

Thomson-Houston Company, has .satisfied the Board of

Trade as to their ability to meet its rules, and this road has
been .so successful from an operating as well as from a

commercial standpoint that the local company has placed

additional orders with the British Thomson- Houston Com-
pany, and proposes to electrically equip its entire system as

soon as the necessary rights can be secured. The electric

railway is very popular with the people of Bristol, and
there will be no opposition to the extension of the over-

head system througliout the entire city.

" The Dublin installation is .somewhat unique in this

—

that the power house is placed at one end of the line, and
in order to comply with the rules of the Board of Trade, it

is necessary to divide the line into sections and u.se an al-

ternating power transmission .sy.stem, converting the cur-

rent from alternating to direct, and reducing its potential

to feed into each .section for the operation of the cars by
direct current in the normal way. This road is aVjout ready
for operation at the present time.

"There has been in England, for .some time past, a

decided movement towards the municipalization of street

railways and lighting companies. Municipalization is gen-
erally advocated by the Liberals, and opposed by the

Conservatives. The Conservatives being now strongly in-

trenched in power and, more particu]arl3^ having many of

their prominent men in high municipal positions, as mayors
of many of the large cities, there has been a di.stinct re-

action on this subject, and it is probable that there will be
much less progress made in the direction of extending the

power of municipalities to do lighting and railway work in

the next five years than there has been in the last.

" In Glasgow and some other cities where the munici-
pality owns and operates the tramways, the financial suc-

cess of such operations has not been pronounced. We know
from our experience in this country that it is quite common
for municipalities, in reporting the cost of operating light-

ing plants or street railway plants, to overlook many
important items, .such as rent, depreciation, street repairs,

etc. , to take no account of the loss which the municipality

may sustain in receiving no rentals from private corpora-

tions which they might otherwise receive without invest-

ment, and in many other ways to fail to make a .showing

comparable with the showing that would be made by a

private corporation if operating such lighting plant or

tramways. It is, therefore, sometimes difficult to tell just

how successful or unsuccessful municipal ownership and
operation has been from a financial standpoint, but the abo\'e

.statement is based on the best information I could obtain.
'

' One of the great obstacles to the development of the
electric railway in England is the fact that all street rail-

way charters provide specifically for operation bj' animal
power, and in order to introduce electricity it is necessary

not only to obtain the consent of the municipalities, but
also to .secure from Parliament a modification of the charter.

This takes time and co.sts mone5\ Another difficulty is

the fact that a majority of the franchises provide that the
municipality .shall have the right to purcha.se at the ex-

piration of a fixed period—generally twenty-one years

—

from the date of the franchise. These franchi.ses are now
expiring and, of cour.se, until some determination is had,
no corporation can afford to make any great expenditures
for changing the motive power. In such ca.ses, the muni-
cipality must exerci.se its right to purchase and then equip
the road electricallj-, or the municipality must decide that

it does not want to purcha.se and approve a further lease

for twenty-one years with the right to u.se electricity.

"A very earnest effort is being made to .so modify the

laws as to sanction the general use of electricity, subject to

the consent of the municipal authorities, or in other words,
to pass a general act changing the provision as to the use
of animal power in the charters to permit the use of any
form of mechanical power."
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WITH the approach of summer the best method of in-

creasing pleasure traffic will naturally occupy the

attention of many street railway managers. The fact that

this is a growing department of the street railway business

is shown by the interest in the subject of parks and other

pleasure resorts and by the increasing number of street

railway companies which are establishing parks of their

own. The unanimity with which railway companies

which have established parks regard their investment as

profitable would perhaps be .surprising to a person who

had not carefully followed recent developments. But the

fact is that electricity has wrought a revolution in this de-

partment of the transportation business as in others, for,

by their higher speed, the electric cars have made

distant resorts more accessible and the trips more enjoy-

able than when animal power was used. In most cities

where the experiment has been tried by the transportation

companies of giving entertainments at parks, the invest-

ment has proved profitable. Where this was not the case,

the trouble has usually been either that too expensive or

too frequent entertainments were attempted, or that the

tastes of the public were not carefully studied. The latter

is an important point. It has been found that an enter-

tainment which is popular in one city has failed in an-

other. Fireworks form a very desirable and effective

method of entertainment, and very striking results can be

secured in this line at a low cost. Where the park con-

tains or fronts upon a lake or river, electric storage

launches, charged from the trolley current, supply another

popular attraction. By studying the desires of its patrons

a company can soon learn their preferences, and can select

its entertainments to suit them.

THE proposed plan of leasing the cable railway on the

Brooklyn Bridge to existing transportation companies

in New York and Brooklyn will, if consummated, form an

interesting chapter in the history of municipal control of

railways. The proposition is that the tracks on the bridge

be connected with the elevated railway systems in both

cities, so that the companies operating these separate

systems can run their trains across the bridge and land

through passengers in each case at the further bridge

terminus. No further through business is contemplated,

so that the trains of none of the companies will run over

the structure of another company. The fares for trans-

portation across the bridge alone will remain as they are

at present, the through fares are to be fixed at five cents,

and the rental paid to the bridge authorities for the use of

the structure is to be the average net receipts of the bridge

railway during the last three years. The proposition is

said to have been agreed to by both bridge trustees and

officials of the railway companies concerned and the former

are now before the New York Legislature asking power to

carry out the plan. There have been many propositions

advanced for the municipal control of railway corporations,

but this is the first instance in this country since the early

days of railroading, so far as we are aware, of the leasing of

a railway which for a number of years has been under

municipal control, to a private railway corporation.

During the time in which the line has been in operation,

the trustees and management of the Brooklyn Bridge have

been the objects of more than the usual amount of public

abuse on account of delays and alleged mistakes in construc-

tion and service. The traffic during this time has been

enormous and has greatly overtaxed the carrying capacity

of the road, while the terminal facilities have been seriously

inadequate to the needs of the line, and it is doubtful

whether even the best private management could have

done any better under the circumstances. But the fact

that the present management has not been able to satisfy

everybody is interesting as showing that municipal control

will not be a great panacea for all the ills of local transpor-

tation, as is so often claimed. The public would undoubted-

ly be benefited in the way of reduced fares by a consum-

mation of the proposed plan, as a great majority of the

passengers on the bridge now pay both elevated and bridge

fares. The rental has been attacked by a number of per-

sons and by the public press as being too low, in view of

possible future increase of traffic with the increase of popu-

lation. It must be remembered, however, that there is

now but one East River bridge, whereas during the next

ten years, one or two more may be built, while four or five

are not an impossibility before the end of the next two or

.J
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three decades. The only feature in the proposed plan to

which objection could be made is that no provision is made

for the surface railway companies. Many of the present

passengers on the surface lines cross the bridge, and these

companies are as much interested in carrying through pas-

sengers to and from New York and Brooklyn as are the

elevated railroad companies. If they are not given equal

facilities with their elevated neighbors a considerable

amount of their traffic might be diverted to the elevated

lines, and this is doubtless the object most clearly in the

minds of the elevated railway managements.

DURING the last winter, bills were introduced in the

legislatures of a number of states to compel all the

street railway companies in those states to equip their

electric cars with vestibules. Similar laws are already in

force in certain states. A demand that a street railway

company shall protect its motormen from storms and cold

weather by the use of vestibules might seem at first sight

to be a reasonable one. If the vestibule accomplished what

is claimed for it by its advocates there would probably be

little objection to its use from the railway companies on ac-

count of increased expense. But experience has shown that

it is not an unmixed blessing, so that while there are many
companies which have adopted vestibules voluntarily and

would not remove them, they have certain objections which

our legislators might well bear in mind. In view of the fact

that injustice is often produced in the compulsory adoption

of vestibules, it is well to enumerate a few of the disad-

vantages attending their use, as given by some practical

street railway managers. If the window in front of the

motorman is kept closed it is apt to become frosted over or

covered with snow during stormy weather so as to interfere

with the view of the motorman, thus tending to increase

accidents. On the other hand, if it is kept open, the

chance of the motorman catching cold is considerably

greater than if he were standing upon an open platform,

because he receives the full force of the wind against his

chest, while the warmth of the vestibule makes it uncom-

fortable for him to protect himself by clothing as thoroughly

as if he were standing in the open air. Even when it is

possible to operate a car with the front sash closed, the

motorman must open it to turn every tongue switch which

is pointed in the wrong direction, and if the vestibule is at

all warm he will be more apt to suffer in doing this than if

there was no protection and he was well wrapped up. If

passengers enter and leave the car by the front as well as

the rear platform and the side doors to the vestibule are

kept open, the latter will be swept by a side draft as well.

From a mechanical standpoint also, the addition of the

extra weight of a vestibule at the extreme ends of a car is

an undesirable one, and the entire question is one which

can be well left to the discretion of the railway company,

instead of being made the subject of legislative enactment.

THE annual report of the General Electric Company is

as clear, frank and intelligible as can reasonably be

expected from a manufacturing corporation. Every item

in the balance sheet and profit and loss account is carefully

explained. During the year ending Jan. 31, 1896, the

company earned $13,736,708 gross, of which $10,-

521,921 was expended in manufacturing and depreciation

accounts, $1,899,641 for general expenses, legal expen.ses

and taxes, and $437,500 for interest, leaving $877,645 ap-

plicable to reduction of the deficiency. The company has

visible assets including factories, real estate, cash, inven-

tories and work in progress amounting to $9,982,543, se-

curities, notes and accounts receivable in treasury valued,

apparently conservatively, at $12,063,455, and patents and

franchises valued at $8,000,000. This last named item is

the one most frequently criticised in the balance sheets of

manufacturing companies, but we find some light upon the

question of the true value of the company's patents in the

profit and loss account. Here there is an item of $585,609

derived from royalties and sundry profits, while the differ-

ence between manufacturing cost of goods sold and prices

obtained amounts to $2,859,842, or over twenty per cent

margin, in spite of the low prices at which electrical appar-

atiis has been .sold during the past year. If we can assume

that the company earns from royalties and '

' monopoly

profits " at least $800,000 a year more than would be the

case were it not in possession of the immense number of

early patents which it owns (and for which it has act-

ually paid doubtless, many millions of dollars) the item of

$8,000,000 is fully justified, for out of this $800,000 of

special profits enough can be set aside each year to provide

for the expiration of the patents at their maturity, while

still leaving a reasonable return upon the $8,000,000.

On the liabilities side of the balance sheet we find the

capital stock, $34,712,000, about $500,000 of current liabil-

ities, which any corporation of this magnitude must nec-

essarily have on its books, and $8,750,000 of five per cent

deljentures, which represents practically the entire indebted-

ness, and the interest upon which is nearly taken care of

by the dividends and interest received by the company
from the stocks and bonds in its treasury. The best point

about the balance sheet is the entire absence of a floating

debt, and when it is stated in addition that the company's

name has not been once used during the year either as a

maker of a note or even as the endorser of the business paper

obtained in settlement of its accounts, the financial strength

of the company is the more evident. Another evidence of

the conser\'ative way in which the companj-'s business is

conducted is the statement that over $11,000,000, or near-

ly eighty-four per cent of the total collections made during

the 3'ear have been secured in cash, less than fifteen per

cent in notes and but two per cent in securities, while over

ninety-three per cent of the sales made during the year

provided for payment in cash in .sixty days. The com-

pany's deficiency of nearly $14,000,000 will probably be

wiped out during the next year by a reduction of the capi-

tal stock, and it will then be in a position to return to a

di\'idend paying basis.

A Ouestion of Profits.

For some time past we have suspected that the profits

possible to be derived by street railway companies from

freight, baggage, express and mail service have been ex-

aggerated by over sanguine promoters and managers.

Capital for not a few new enterprises, particularly for inter-

urban work, has been obtained upon the representation

that the freight and express business alone would carry the

enterprise or would add so materially to the pas.senger

traffic as to make the investment profitalsle. From a large

number of replies to a circular letter of inquiry sent out

by us a few weeks ago concerning this traffic, and which

are published in another column, we find substantial
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grounds for our suspicion. In the vast majority of cavSes

the profits shown by any separately conducted freight, ex-

press or mail business are pronounced insignificant or neg-

ative. It is worth while to inquire into this question a

little to determine why this is so, and under what condi-

tions, if any, a profitable service can be established.

Consider first a freight service pure and simple

involving the carriage of merchandise in bulk. Within

city limits there is rarel}' a field for such service whether

given by steam or electricity. Municipalities do not, will

not and should not ordinarily give up the use of streets to

the tracks, switches and—in the case of electricity—the

overhead structure necessary for a purely freight service

between factories and shipping points. We sometimes find,

it is true, terminal or belt railways connecting the factories

in the outskirts of a city with its general railroad freight

stations, but here electricity has no proper field, and can-

not, in all probability, effect material economies.

Suppose, now, that an electric railway operating be-

tween two manufacturing towns twenty miles apart, with

one or two manufacturing towns on its line, should institute

a freight service. We cannot presuppose the absence of

competition, for these towns would not have grown to be

manufacturing places of any consequence had shipping

facilities been lacking. In nearly every case the competi-

tion would be between steam railroads, but a few cases

have been found, though not, we think, involving distances

greater than five or six miles, where for special reasons,

shipment by wagons only was possible prior to the advent

of the electric railway. Now, the electric railway under

the conditions named is nearly always at a serious disad-

vantage with a steam line, inasmuch as the latter is but a

feeder to a general railroad system , and rates can be made,

therefore, which if met by the electric railway', would mean

an actual loss for the short haul only. This part of the

question does not need further comment. The question of

electric haulage of freight in competition with drays for

distances of twenty miles or less involves more difficulties,

but it is safe to say that no electric line of this character

should be built unless the passenger traffic alone would be

sufficient to carry the investment so that the freight

business would be an additional source of revenue, if on

the closest investigation it were found to be, in fact, a

profit earner. Horses are cheap in the.se days, while the

interest on the investment necessary for building switches

into each factory along the line and the expenses of oper-

ating a freight service are such that the total quantity of

freight to be transported per day for days hi the year

must be large if a freight service is to be in itself profit-

able.

It is the express service which has taken such hold

upon the imagination of street railway managers in their

desire to increase the profits of their properties. Here,

again, we have, nominally at least, two fields of effort, one

the city itself with its suburbs reached by street railway

lines, and another the cities and towns along an interurb-

an line. The first field is extremely limited and cannot,

we believe, be occupied to any advantage by a street rail-

way compau}' unless under the most peculiar and iinusual

circumstances. The difficulty lies, of course, in the col-

lection of parcels from the sender and their delivery at the

house or office of the recipient. A wagon service seems

absolutely necessary for such a business and the question

really is, therefore. Is there sufficient advantage in trans-

porting by electric cars a large number of bundles from a

point in the heart of the city to a point in the suburbs,

transfer to depots or wagons to be made at both terminals?

The answer must almost inevitably be negative.

Now, on interurban lines up to fifteen or twenty miles in

length there is sometimes a chance for profit in an express

and baggage service, provided that parcels can be carried

in regular passenger or combination cars without serious

loss of passenger room—in other words, if the service can

be so handled that whatever is obtained from it is clear

profit and no extra expenses are involved. We have ridden

on a good many combination cars where the freight and

express compartment was from one-third to one-half the

capacity of the car, and we have yet to find a single case

where anything like the full capacity of this compartment

was utilized except as a lounging or a smoking room. As
a matter of fact, the cases are very rare where there is a

sufficient parcel traffic between one large city or town and

several dependent townships to warrant a service at all

commensurate in frequency with that required in passenger

traffic. Of course, questions of profit in a service even of

this character are seriously complicated if terminal delivery

by messenger or wagon is necessary. This can sometimes

be avoided by the sending out of postal cards notifying con-

signees that parcels are waiting for them at the company's

station, but ordinarily it will be found that there is then

too little inducement for the .separate shipment of parcels

and "shoppers" will carrj' their own parcels home in pref-

erence to paying any extra charges. As to the question

of separate express cars, this is in almost every case an

absurdity.

Some months ago there was described in the Journal

an interesting express service given between San Fran-

cisco and two suburban towns, San Leandro and Haywards,

the latter eighteen miles from the Oakland water front.

Here express wagons were loaded up in San Francisco,

ferried to Oakland, loaded upon electric cars and sent, one

to Haywards and the other to San Leandro, where horses

were attached and their loads delivered. The wagons were

then loaded up for the return trip to San Francisco. Ex-

press matter for intermediate points was left at different

places along the line and delivered by agents. One round

trip was made per day. This service involves, perhaps, the

ideal arrangement for the particular conditions met with,

but it has been abandoned as unprofitable.

The opinions given by our correspondents as to mail

service are almost, though not quite unanimous in stating

that the service is unprofitable when given in separate

postal cars, but profitable to the extent of the entire re-

ceipts when closed pouches can be carried on the front

platforms of regular passenger cars. In other words, the

Government does not pay, and we presume does not intend

to pay more than merely enough to cover the absolute cost

of the service, leaving the profit to a company that inciden-

tal advantage arising from the ability to obtain an undis-

puted right of way in case of labor difficulties. This is an

important advantage, however, and one which will generally

warrant a company in obtaining a mail contract entirely

apart from the question of money profit.

Summing up the foregoing discussion we believe that

a city and suburban street railway company will rarely or

never be able to add materially to its net income by giving

a freight, express or baggage service, and that the most

rigid investigation of the field of effort should be made by

the managers of an interurban line before undertaking such

a service, as it offers in most cases little inducement.

.-J



Electric Conduit Construction in Washington.

The electric conduit system On Ninth Street, Wash-
ington, of the Metropolitan Railroad Company, the con-

struction of which has been described in the STREET Rail-

"•'•1-, .i

PLAN OF CLIP.

FIG. 1,—NEW CLIP AND EAR FOR UNDERGROUND CONDUIT.

WAY Journal by the engineer of the com-
pany, A. N. Connett, has operated very satis-

factorily during the last winter, in which several

severe snowstorms visited Washington. The
company is so well satisfied with the system
that it is equipping its F Street line, i2j^'2 miles

long, with the same conduit, as rapidly as pos-

sible. About two-thirds of this is now com-
pleted. The Ninth Street line, now in operation,

is 734! miles long. The success of the .service is

shown by the fact that an additional section of

about 7000 ft. of similar conduit is also being
laid in Wa.shington by another company, the

Washington, Alexandria & Mt. Vernon Railway
Company.

A portion of the line of the Metropolitan
Railroad Company is upon very low ground,
and it was upon this section that trouble was
anticipated, if any .should occur. Though provision was
made for draining this as well as the other .sections, as

well as possible, the downfall of rain has been so heavy
that the sewers could not carry the water off and a portion

of the line has been flooded. Under such circumstances
the voltage on the section on which this occurs can be
reduced at the station by means of a water rheo.stat from

500 volts to 300 volts or less. The cars are then able to

run, though, of course, at a greatly reduced speed. The
electrical leakage during such times has been fronij'300

to 550 amperes. The maximum average leakage on the

negative side wdth the positive side grounded is one ampere
for the length of the entire line, a low figure

considering that in this distance there are .some

6500 in.sulators.

One of the most interesting facts noticed

in connection with the operation of this line

has been the remarkable difference between

the insulation resistance between conductor

and ground of the positive and negative sides

of the circuit. This varies on the po.sitive for

each section, as shown by Mr. Connett in the

Journal for February, from 6000 to 8000

ohms on a wet day to from 25,000 to 36,000

ohms on a dry day. The negative conductor

under similar conditions shows an insulation

resistance of from 300 to 400 ohms and from

700 to 1000 ohms. This leakage cannot be due
to difference in the construction of the circuits,

because when the polarity of the conductors

is reversed, the high insulation remains a

characteristic of the positive and the lower in-

sulation of the negative conductor. The real

cause has not j'et been determined, but it may
be that it can be explained by the theory of a

deposition on the negative insulators due to

electrolytic action.

The company
has made a few
slight changes in the

construction of in-

sulators since their

description in the

Street Railway

FIG. 2.—METHOD OF ASSEMBLING INSULATORS.

Journal. These changes have been of a mechanical na-

ture and designed to facilitate adjustments and construc-

tion. One of these is a change in the clip, illustrated

in Fig. I. This improvement lies in the u.se of a

toothed washer which engages with corresponding

teeth ca.st in the malleable iron clip. Formerly liners

were used to adjust the position of the clip in the con-
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duit, but these are now avoided by the construction shown
in the engraving.

FIG. 3.—PLOW—METROPOLITAN STREET RAILROAD.

ins. X 48 ins. , each direct connected to a G. E. 300 k. w.
generator. The boiler room contains three Campbell &
Zell boilers and Snow pumps. A jet condenser is used.

A specially interesting feature of the station is the

switchboard which is of the General Electric panel

type, but changed in a number of particulars to adapt
it to the peculiar conditions presented by the road. The
generator and feeder panels are similar to those of an
ordinary board, but the negative switches are all on
a separate board at the left of the other panels. On
the center panel are ten lamps. These can be connected in

two circuits of five lamps each between each bus bar and
the ground, giving a fair idea of the insulation resistance of

each circuit. Each lamp is arranged so that it can be short

circuited if desired, or all ten lamps can be thrown in series

between the two bus bars. The higher insulation resistance

of the positive side of the s'/stem is clearly shown when
both bus bars are connected to ground through five lamps
each. Those on the positive side burn nearly up to full

candle power, while none of those on the negative shows
any signs of being red until one, two or three lamps have
been short circuited.

At the right of the switchboard is a separate panel,

controlling the operation of the water rheostat to which
reference has already been made. By means of switches
in the rear of the board this rheostat can be thrown in series

with any one or more of the feeders. The rheostat is

below the station floor and contains two large iron plates

each about 4 ft. X 5 ft. One of these is immersed in a
wooden tank and the other is so arranged that it can be
lowered into this tank from the station floor by means of

a crank and windla.ss. The plates are kept apart at a dis-

tance of thirty inches on a horizontal line. The tank is set

on porcelain insulators so that it is not grounded. Salt

water is used as an electrolyte.

The car house is a handsome .structure adjoining the

station and embodies a number of novel features necessary
on account of the use of dependent plows. Near the en-

trance of the .storage part of the house is a pit transfer

table and along the sides of this pit are conductors against

which shoes connected with the conductors on the table

press, so that the table conductors are always alive. The
cars for storage are run from this transfer table back into

the car house on one track, which is equipped with conduc-
tors, to a transfer table in the rear where they are shunted
to one of a niunber of storage tracks not equipped with

All insulators are a.ssembled in

the car houses of the company. A
sketch of the room where this is per-

formed is given in Fig. 2, with a sec-

tion of one of the insulators.

As will be remembered the insu-

lator is a porcelain cup holding by
cement a shank and being held with
cement in a ca.st iron cup. A small
piece of wood is first cemented to the
base of the porcelain cup which is

then set into the iron cup and liquid

cement poured around it. The
method of aligning the iron shank is

shown in the engraving. The cups
are placed in long boxes in rows of

six each, each box containing from
forty-eight to eighty-four or more
insulators. The shanks are then
pa.ssed through light wooden frames.

Tnere are at right angles to the sides

of the box and hold the shank up-
right. After the cement, which is

poured in a liquid form, has hard-
ened, the light wooden frames are
slipped off the .shanks and the insu-

lators removed.
At the power station which is at

the terminus of its line, the company has three Providence
Corliss engines with cylinder dimensions 17^ ins. and 32

FIG. 4.—SWITCHBOARD—METROPOLITAN STREET RAILROAD.

conductors. These storage tracks are all on a .slight grade
sloping from the rear of the house so tha.t any car can be
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run without power to the transfer table near the front of

the house where the conductors are aUve.

The cars of the company are of a standard length of

sixteen feet and are run in trains of two each, the forward

car only being equipped with motors. The motors and
open trailers on the Ninth Street line were built by the J. G.
Brill Company and the closed trailers by the Anierican Car
Company; they are very handsomely finished, are elec-

trically heated and are lighted with ten lamps each. All

FIG. 5.—CROSS AND LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF CONDUIT AT INSULATOR

motor cars are mounted on Brill trucks. On the P Street

line American cars and Peckham trucks will be u.sed.

A table was given last month of the expenses of the

power station for Januar}^ 1896, including the co.st of

power necessary to heat and light the cars.

High Speed Line Between Washington and
Mount Vernon.

.screwed together and the ends of the screws are then beaded
over to prevent loosening.

An improvement has been made in the method of at-

taching the plow to the cars by which no time will be re-

quired in changing from the overhead to the underground
system. The improvement lies in an ingenious method of

attachment whereby the plow automatically locks or

unlocks itself from the car truck when the car passes the

point where the change is made. The voltage in the city

will be 220 and in the country 550
to 600. This will allow a wide
variation of .slow speeds in the city

and high speeds in the suburbs.

The line is a single track with
turnouts, but two overhead trolley

wires will be used to avoid overhead
switches.

The company will have two
power stations, one at Four Mile
Run, the other at New Alexandria.

Each will contain two simple con-

densing engines, with cylinder di-

men.sions thirty-two inches and
forty-eight inches, direct connected

500 k. w. generators. If the com-
to increase the capacity of the .sta-

The Washington, Alexandria & Mount Vernon Elec-

tric Railwajr Compan}^, which has been in operation for

some time and which connects with a ferry from Wash-
ington, has nearly completed its tracks to the corner of

P'ourteeuth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington.
The line will cross the Potomac over Long Bridge and
will have in the city of Washington about i ^2 miles of

track equipped with an electric conduit. In this con-

struction, which is being put in by E. Saxton, the methods
adopted by the Metropolitan Railroad Company, of Wash-
ington, which have been described in the STREET Rail-
way Journal, will be closely followed. The entire line

when finished, which will be in the cour.se of

a few weeks, will comprise about nineteen
miles of track.

Steam railroad construction has been
closely followed in track and rolling stock,

and the company is billing through freight.

The track is laid with standard Pennsylvania
Railroad T rail on ties spaced fourteen to the

rail length. There will be in all thirty-six

cars, of which five will be freight trail cars

and one freight motor car. The latter is

similar to an ordinary freight box car and
will haul the freight cars billed to points

along the road which it receives from the

steam railroads. The passenger cars will run
in trains of three or four each and a .speed

of from forty to fifty miles an hour will be
attained. The motors are of the General
Electric 2000 type and both passenger cars

and trucks have been supplied by the J. G.
Brill Company.

Each car is equipped with a double
trolley, one for each direction of running.
The form of the trolley is .similar to that in ordinary use,

except that it is made heavier, and the trolley wheel has a

broad square groove with flaring edges. The object of

making the groove in this shape has been to prevent any
possible jamming which might occur in a groove of but
little greater .section than the trolley wire. The latter is a
No. 0000 and is held in a malleable iron clip which fits

into slots milled into each side of the wire giving a smooth
under-running surface. The jaws of the clip are first

to General Electric

pany .should desire

tion later a high pressure cylinder twenty inches in diam-
eter can be added to each of these engines. The boilers

are of the return tubular type 18 ft. X 72 ins.

The switchboard is of somewhat novel construction,

the principal feature being the location at opposite ends of

the switchboard of the positive and negative switches and
bus bars. The object of separating as far as possible the
two bus bars is to prevent any po.s.sible .short circuiting at

the rear of the board. Elevations of the board are shown
in the accompanying engraving.

Elevated Railroad Construction in Chicago.

There is great activity in electric elevated railway
construction at the present time in Chicago. The North-
western Elevated and the Union Elevated loop are both
making rapid progress with construction. Both will be
operated electrically. The latter will be a double track

Front of board.

SWITCHBOARD OF WASHINGTON, ALEXANDRIA &

Back of generator panel.

MT. VERNON RAILWAY.

elevated system practically belting the downtown business

section of the city for the purpose of accommodating the
trains of the elevated systems. This will enable each of

the lines to land and pick up passengers throughout the

entire section bounded by the loop. The length of the

loop will be between 2^ and 3 miles. The north or

Lake Street side is already completed, the structural work
on the eastern or Wabash Avenue side is about completed
and is in progress on the Fifth Avenue or western side.
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Novel Seashore Electric Railway.

A very novel attraction for a seaside resort has re-

cently been built at Brighton, England. It is an electric

railway three miles in length, the track of which is ex-

posed on the sands at low tide, but at high tide is submerged
to a depth of fifteen feet.

The line conmiences at the eastern end of the electric

railway at Brighton and extends to the village of Rotting-

FIG. 1.—CAR AT LOW TIDE.

dean, where a small pier has been erected for the cars to

run alongside. At the Brighton end of the line is an iron

jetty with waiting rooms and offices. The coast is bold for

the entire distance with chalk clilTs varying from sixty to

120 ft. in height. As the track is laid at a considerable dis-

tance from the shore, a fine view of these is obtained.

The rails are laid on concrete block spaced about three

feet apart and mortised into the sound rock. The height

of the blocks, of course, varies with the irregularities of the

shore. A shifting sand of very moderate depth covers the

rock in places, but the rails have been laid sufficiently high
to prevent any trouble from accumulations on the rails.

The steepest grade is i to 300, and the radius of curves

2640 ft.

The line consists of four rails weighing fifty-four

FIG. 3.—TRACK ON BEACH.

pounds per yard and laid as two tracks of 2 ft. 8^^ ins. in

gauge. The outer rails are spaced about eighteen feet

apart, this being rendered necessary to give the required
stability to the cars. The rails are secured by steel clips

and bolts, the latter being embedded in concrete. Oak
blocks, through which the bolts pass, are placed between
the rails and the concrete blocks. Tie rods are used every
ten feet on straight track and every five feet on the cur\^es.

Heavy angle fishplates are used for the rail joints. Al-
though the most violent gales experienced for many years
occurred during the winter of 1894-95, no damage what-

ever was done to the permanent way, so the fact that it

possesses ample strength to resist the force of the sea has
been demonstrated in a satisfactory manner, and no accu-
mulation of seaweed, etc., has taken place at any time.

The car is mounted on sixteen wheels, thirty-three

inches in diameter, and carries the passengers at a height
of twenty-four feet above the level of the rails. The four
main legs are tubes of drawn steel eleven inches in diam-
eter. At the bottom of each leg is placed a bogie truck
having four wheels. The outside of the bogie is shaped
like an inverted double-ended boat to facilitate its passage
through the water, and also to remove any obstructions

from the rails. The four bogies are firmly held together

by steel tubular struts. The wheel base is about twenty-
eight feet and the effective gauge eighteen feet, giving
great stability.

The tops of the main legs are firmly built into lattice

girder work carrying the deck, and the whole structure is

firmly secured by cross ties, and is of great strength, al-

though offering but a small surface to the force of the

waves. The main deck appurtenances and erections are

carried out exactly as if for a steam yacht. The deck
measures 50 ft. X 22 ft., and is surrounded by iron rail-

ings with wooden top rail and wire netting.

An ample supply of seats with reversible backs is pro-

vided to enable passengers to face the direction in which

FIG. 2—CAR AT HIGH TIDE.

the car is going. The center space of the deck is occupied

by the saloon, 12 ft. X 25 ft., with plate glass windows.
The total accommodation is for 100 to 150 passengers.

As the journey is short and will be undertaken more for

the sea air than for quickly making the trip the speed will

be kept between six and eight miles an hour.

The driving machinery consists of two thirty horse

power electric motors placed vertically immediately over
two of the main legs, one on each side of the car. The
shafting is carried down inside and communicates with
toothed gearing which actuates the wheels. The brakes

are worked by rods passing down the remaining two legs.

The current at 500 volts will be conveyed to the car by
means of a trolley pole and overhead wire, provided the

consent of the Corporation of Brighton be obtained for the

portion within the Borough.
St. Geo. Moore, of Westminster, is engineer, in con-

junction with Magnus Volk, and all work is being carried

out under the supervision of the latter.

The Recording Wattmeter in Railway Practice.

By Caryl D. Haskins.

When recording electricity meters were first placed at

the disposal of electric illuminating companies it was prob-

ably not anticipated that they could find any field of use-

fulness in connection with railways. Even the illuminat-

ing companies associated meters only with the measurement
of light delivered, and among even the most advanced.
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there was grave que,stioii whether a contract system would
not be the preferable basis for general operation.

The connnon use of meters for the measurement of

output from the central station did not follow with any
great rapidity the establishment of meter systems for the

measurement of input. This was due to two general errors

of judgment. First, the producers of electricity had not

yet come to realize that frequent periodic readings of sta-

tion ammeter and voltmeter failed to give them a reliable

check on their output, and second, to a quite general

impression that recording meters in very large units nuist

essentially be inaccurate.

The earliest recording meters too, registered in the

ampere hour unit; a unit perhaps sufficiently good for early

practice in connection with input measurements, but dis-

tinctly unsatisfactory for use with output measurements,
destined to be checked back against horse power hours,

engine efficiencies and consumption of coal and water.

The introduction of the Thomson recording wattmeter
in 1889 and the rapid spread of the use of the watt hour as

a charge basis for power delivered, which necessarily fol-

lowed it, speedily led to the introduction in a few pioneer

stations, of station or switchboard meters for the measure-
ment of the output from a single unit. This speedily

developed the fact that frequent ampere and voltmeter

readings did not necessarily represent the actual foot-pound

hours of energy generated, and the manufacturers gf the

Thomson recording wattmeter were not slow to realize that

a new field of usefulness for the meter was existent. This
led to the rapid development of large capacity instruments
and it was after the development of the early larger sizes

that the first suggestion of the application of meters to rail-

way circuits was made. The rapid increa.se in the size of

generating units necessitated the designing of larger and
larger output meters, and it speedily became evident that

these large meters were just as accurate and reliable within
their proper ranges as were the smaller instruments.

The 600 ampere meter was at first considered a max-
imum size, but early necessit}^ led to the development of a

1200 ampere size, the largest meter which could be con-

veniently manufactured in the then existing type. This
meter for a time full}' met the demands of the market, but
with the growth of individual units, demands speedily

began to be made for single meters whose capacities .should

range well into the thousands of amperes. The.se demands
resulted in the form G type of recording meter which has
been well described in the February number of the Stkicet
Railway Journal.

The successful application of the Thomson recording
wattmeter to the measurement of station output suggested
that the meter could doubtless be put in such form as to

withstand the constant vibration and jolting, incident to

its use in a moving street car, thus meeting the needs of

street railway companies not only in connection with their

generating plant, but also with their car equipments. Such
a meter was accordingly developed, notwithstanding the

fact that what appeared, to be unsurmountable difficulties

had to be overcome to protect the meter from detrimental

vibration.

The Thomson recording wattmeter being now very
commonly in use in connection with street railway work,
it is but natural that street railway engineers .should be
interested to know in detail those factors which go to

make the meter which they use advantageous to them,
accurate in its indications and reliable for .steady use.

The principle and indeed general design of the Thom-
•son recording wattmeter, as used in street railway prac-

tice, are the same as in those lines of meters which have
been designed for lighting purpo.se the capacities however
being generally greater in the case of switchboard instru-

ments and the mountings and methods of support radicall}'

different in the portable instrument designed for use on
moving cars.

The.se meters are, as their name indicates, true watt-
. meters, i. e., rotating mechanisms in which the .speed of

rotation in connection with direct current is proportionate
to the amount of current being delivered nuiltiplied by

the pressure at which it is delivered. The field coils of

the Thom.son recording wattmeter are in series with the

current to be measured, and, since there is no iron in the

fields, the field strength is directly proportional to the

amount of current l^eing delivered through them.
The armature, which is of the Siemens drum type

and without iron, is connected across the line. It is itself

of high resistance, and is in series with a dead resistance

whicli makes it in sulxstance a voltmeter. The armature
strength therefore is directly proportional to the pressure

on the line, and the torque of the meter is therefore direct-

ly proportional to the watts delivered through the meter.

The .speed of the meter is obviously directly propor-

tional to the torque, and the damping or retarding mechan-
ism, which consists of a copper di.sk upon the main shaft

rotating between the poles of permanent magnets, retards

proportionately with the speed. The theory of the meter
is therefore directly proportional and correct throughout.

The connections, as above described, can be clearly

followed by referring to Fig. i, which .shows diagrammati-
cally the general arrangement of circuits within the meter.

The commonest cause of error in all recording instru-

ments is friction, which is, of course, unavoidable, and
which would detrimentall}' affect the accuracy of the

Thom.son recording wattmeter were it not properly com-
pensated. This would be especially true at light loads

where friction represents a considerable proportion of the

work done by the meter.

By referring to diagram i however it will be noted
that the connection of the armature is made on the load

.side of the field coils, and it will be
further noted that the armature cur-

rent pa.s.ses fir.st through a fine .shiint-

FIG. 2.

field winding, thence through the armature and resistance,

back to the other side of the line. Thus, in addition to the
field strength, due to current passing through the fields to

the load, there is an additional and constant field .strength,

due to the armature current which flows through the main
field coils and shunt field coil in uniform quantity, irrespec-

tive of the load which may be on the meter. The object of

this extra or shunt field is to balance friction, which, is of

course, of nearly uniform value. The strength of the shunt
field is carefully proportioned to almost ab.solutely balance
the effect of friction, holding the meter mechanism in the
position of almost perfect equilibrium. Thus the meter is

prepared to start at an accurate speed, even upon low loads,

the retarding influence of fricticn being canceled.

It should not be assumed that the friction in a record-

ing meter of this type is large. It is in reality very small,

although it is none the less important that it should be
properly neutralized.

The entire weight of the moving mechanism, which is

small, is carried at the lower end of the shaft by a cup
shaped sapphire jewel. As the shaft poitit is carefully

roinided in .shape and as the jewel has a glass surface, the
friction at this point is obviously very small, whilst the
breaking of the jewel from shock or jar is prevented by
the manner in which it is mounted in its carrying screw,

the jewel itself being set in a movable piston, which is in

its turn supported upon a spring, making the lower bear-

ing a flexible instead of a fixed support.

The type of meter, the connections of v/hich are shown
in diagram No. i, is the standard form for the smaller

switchboard meters used in railway practice, ranging from
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capacities of 100 to 1200 amperes. Capacities in excess of

this are made in what is termed the form G type. This
instrument is diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 2 and has
been well shown in perspective in the Street Railway
Journal for February.

In meters of the form G type the field consists of a

solid copper forging making about one-half turn total.

This field block is carried on two studs of proper size, also

of forged copper, which form at once the electrical con-

nections and the mechanical supports of the meter. These
studs pass through the switchboard and are connected to

the bus bar which is cut off between them. The form G
meters, like all others of their type, are strictly series in-

struments.

The armature resistance of the form G meter is placed

in a separate cage, installed wherever convenient behind
the board.

The portable Thomson recording wattmeter has stand-

ard arrangement of fields, armature and disk, mounted upon
a skeleton frame.

This frame is car-

ried between two
networks of Para
rubber cord, wo-
ven into ham-
mocks, one above
and one below the

meter. The in-

strument is thus
floated within its

carrying case and
may be used in

a moving street

car even over the

roughest roads

with safety, all

violent shocks be-
' ig ab.sorbed in

the rubber. These
portable meters
are provided with
a special thumb-
screw for lifting

the shaft off the

jewel during
transportation or

shipment, and a

sensitive and ac-

curate meter is

thus insured even
after comparatively rough usage and a thorough shaking up.

The street railway engineer is to-day, by reason of the

recording meters which have been designed for his especial

use, in a position to tell al)solutely what he produces and
how he distributes his product. A switchboard equipped
with a recording meter upon each unit or upon each feeder,

gives him an absolute check upon the efficiency of engines
and generators, the working value of his boilers, the care

of his firemen, and if he is sure of all the foregoing factors,

even upon the steaming value of his coal. The meters tell

him too, if they are upon his feeders, just how the energy
generated during the day has been distributed among his

various lines and enable him to figure with absoluteness
the horse power hours per car day on each of his circuits, and
even watt hours per pas.senger carried. The portable

meter enables him at an}- time to test the efficiency and
power consumption of every car, and the power required
for each car to carry it at various speeds over every section

of the road. In other words, it puts within his reach a

means of ascertaining the value of the greater part of those
factors, the neglect or care of which goes to make a road
profitable or unprofitable.

The Binghamton fN. Y. ) Railroad Company will lay
out a new park on the Susquehanna River near Hooper.

A Resume of the Opposite Joint Discussion.

By James A. Emery.

FIG. 3.—WATTMETER WITH CASE REMOVED.

A study of the recent contributions on the question of

breaking joints or laying them opposite is apt to leave the
candid street railway man in a condition of prejudice,

doubt or indifference. We have heard good and success-

ful engineers speak with equal positiveness on each side of

the question; and now who will venture to say that one is

right and the other very much wrong ? The subject is

certainly worthy of consideration. The jointless track is

yet in its infancy and is likely never to get beyond city

roads, in paved streets and under heavy traffic. Scores of

miles of suburban track are going down every year and a

person ought to be able to know if one way is really better

than the other, or if there is really no practical difference.

If the track is in good condition cars will ride equally
well whether one joint or the other is u,sed. Will the rail

wear out equally fast in each case ? It is well known that

joints go down as the result of a thousand small blows,

strains and deflection. Now do the joints get harder blows
when opposite than when broken ? It is hard to see how
they get a doubly severe blow. Each joint gets its own
load and the shock is in no way increased on each becau.se

both are in play at once. It may be conceived that a rigid

truck Avould hold up one wheel. But we must remember
that the deflections which cau.se the downfall of joints are

very small indeed, .so that such an action becomes a practi-

cal absurdity. It is quite likely that two jonts will batter

down a tie more than one. This is a valid argument against

oppo.site joints when they are supported, but amounts to less

when they are suspended. The instance where, with
broken joints, the reflex action of the springs has mashed
down the opposite rail just beyond the joint, is very curious

and interesting, but there is no reason why the same action

should not occur with opposite joints and such is actually

the case. It must then be admitted that as far as wear of

track goes the relation of joints is a very doubtful factor

and a street railway man would better look to the ballast

under, and the design and workmanship of the joints, be-

fore a.scribing his bad track to it.

The effects on the car are more evident, therefore more
important. When the track wears, opposite joints do give

the motors doubly severe shocks and broken joints do twist

the trucks and gears. The question is. Which damage
costs the more? The answer is not forthcoming. When
a road shall lay two lines of track exactly alike, but with
differently arranged joints, and shall run the same cars al-

ways on each line, and shall keep an accurate repair ac-

count, then we can say something definite. Probably that

the difference is small.

The riding of cars is a somewhat important commer-
cial consideration, for low joints are an exceeding annoy-
ance, however arranged. Opposite joints make the car

pitch or "teeter," and broken joints give it a synthetic

rocking motion. Either is disagreeable and it is hard to

say which is wor.se.

Minor considerations such as cost of laying and cost of

repairing favor opposite joints. Ties may be spaced a

little more economically with opposite joints. But these

cost arguments, slight as they are, are not valid if there is

really an advantage the other way. Cross bonding may
be done more effectively with opposite joints.

Summing up then the discussion we may say that

track will wear equally, however the joints are placed, ex-

cept that one tie may suffer from holding up two joints. Car
repairs are unknown quantities. The riding of the car is

pretty bad either way. And lastly, other things being

equal, opposite joints have some advantage in construction.

These are not very decisive conclusions from which to form
an opinion. The proposition to break joints by ten feet is

a good one, being a compromise, but especially as it de-

stroys the rocking motion which uniformly broken joints

give.

Pursuant of the compromise idea it would seem advis-

able to bring the joints closer together than ten feet, so
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that we can get the advantages of ecuiioniical tie .s])acing

and cross bonding. This distance might be the tie rod

spacing", but would best be from three to four feet. The
ties should be .spaced two feet on centers at the joints.

This gives all the advantages that opposite joints may
have and avoids the double blow on one tie and the

car, as well as the pitching motion. It has all the advan-
tages of evenly broken joints and avoids the rocking or

vibration which they give. The tie rod holes would not

come equidi.stant from the ends of the rail, l)Ut that would
hardly be an objection.

It is surely no disgrace to try to evade the question by
thus adopting a compromise, and in view of the disparity

of all our evidence it is a reasonable idea.

Signals on Electric Railways.

For ordinary service on streets the .speeds attained on
electric roads are not yet so high that any sy.stem of block

signals, similar to that used on steam roads for preventing
rear end collisions, is necessary. The distance in which
with present appliances an electric car can be stopped when
running at full .speed is so short that the judgment of the

motormau can be depended upon to prevent accidents.

The conditions on high speed suburban and interurban

roads approximate those on steam railways, and vvill be

considered later, but for the great majority of roads where
the speed does not exceed twenty-five miles per hour, and
is usually much less, the uses of signaling devices can be

grouped under the following four heads:

First. The protection of cars at grade crossings with
steam railways or high speed electric lines.

Second. The protection at drawbridge cros.sings.

Third. The establishment of blocks on single track

roads between turnouts.

Fourth. The communication between the cars and the

power station or emergency stations for relief in case of ac-

cidents or for despatching.

The latter, while not protective in its purposes as are

the others, may well be considered with them, as in some
ways the devices for this purpose can be combined with
those under the third head.

HIGHWAY AND DRAWBRIDGE SIGNALS.

Under the first and second heads belong as well the

many devices which are employed on highways for pro-

tecting vehicular traffic. The weight and speed of street

cars together with the contingency that any mechanical
motive power employed may possiblj^ fail when the car is

on the steam railroad tracks make advisable additional

safeguards to tho.se usually emplo3'ed for ordinary vehicles.

The simplest method conceivable is the employment of a

flagman who is warned of the approach of a train by the

whistle and signals to the coming car whether it is safe to

pass the crossing. Where a flagman is not emploj^ed and
other safeguards are not used this dut}' should be per-

formed by the conductor.

Experience has .shown however that faithfulness can-

not always be relied upon, and that where this duty is left

to the conductor it may not be performed, but the chance
may be taken of hearing the train without leaving the car.

For this reason the derailing switch was devised. This
normally keeps the street railway track open. To set it so

that the car can pass the crossing, the conductor must go
forward to the .steam railroad tracks and move the lever

actuating the switch tongue. The operating lever can be
placed either on the opposite side of the railroad tracks or

between the latter. Where a flagman is emploj^ed, the de-

railing switch is usually operated bj- him.
The derailing device when properl}^ operated provides

for the safe approach of the street car, but is contingent
upon two assumptions for its proper working. One of

these is that the .switch will not be set by the flagman or

conductor if a train is approaching and hence the method
is dependent upon the fidelity and judgment of the em-
ploye in the discharge of his duties. It also supposes that

after the switch is pa,ssed. the car will cross the steam
tracks in a .short time, before a .steam train which was .so

far away when the derailing switch was moved that it could
not be heard, should reach the cro.ssing. If the power
should fail or the street car jump the track at the cro,ssing,

it might be struck by a steam train before the latter could
be warned of the danger. These reasons have dictated the
establishment at a number of cros,sings of interlocking sig-

naling devices .similar to those in use at the grade cro.ss-

ings of two steam lines. As their application is compara-
tively new and as their arrangement may not be generally

luiderstood, a short description of a typical device of this

kind, that of the National vSwitch & vSignal Company, may
prove of interest.

In the cros.sing illustrated the switches and signals are

arranged to be set by the conductor on the street railway
line. If a flagman is employed the arrangement is .some-

what similar, but with the addition of a signal tower in

which the flagman is stationed.

The diagram on the next page illustrates a crossing of

a single track street railway with the two main tracks of

the steam railroad at the same level. The regular high
.semaphore signals i, 2, 7 and 8 are placed on the steam
railroad. The home signals 2 and 7 are located about
300 ft. in advance of crossing and the distant signals i and
8 are from 1200 ft. to 1500 ft. in advance of the home
signals.

The street railway is provided with two derails num-
bered 5 and two dwarf semaphore signals numbered 3.

These signals and derails are connected by wire and pipe to

levers grouped at a central point in a signal tower, all as
shown in the diagram. The method of operation is then
as follows: the normal po,sition of signals 1,2,7 8 is

clear, as shown by broken lines, the levers in the tower
being reversed, giving right of way for trains on the steam
railroad. The normal position of signals 3 on street rail-

way is at danger; with derails 5 open the cars on the street

railway cannot now reach the crossing. The levers oper-
ating these signals and derails are all locked in position by
a system of dogs and bars similar to those u.sed in interlock-

ing steam railroad .signals. The object sought is, of course,
to provide against any carelessness or neglect on the part
of the conductor of the motor car who will have charge of

the manipulation of the levers. It is con.sequently desir-

able to arrange the interlocking mechanism so that the
conductor cannot change the position of the signals num-
bered 2 or 7 after a train on the steam road has passed
either signals i or 8. Unless this protection is provided,
he might change the signals 2 and 7 immediately in front
of a fast approaching train, and, in consequence, cause a

collision, as the distance between home signals 2 and 7 and
the crossings is not sufficient in which to stop a train which
has pa.s.sed the home signal at speed.

Let us now consider the conditions under which an
electric car can pass the crossing, assuming there is no train
between i and 8. To do this the conductor must first set

the danger signals 8, 7, i and 2 before the derailing
.switches 5 can be set. The act of moving these levers au-
tomatically locks the door of the signal house in a closed
position. This prevents the conductor leaving the signal
house until the electric car has passed the crossing and the
switches and .signals returned to their original position.

In some cases an automatic cut-out, cutting off cur-

rent in the trolley line for a distance of some hundred feet

from the crossing and scotch blocks which block the track
are used as additional precautions. Where a flagman or
signalman is employed to guard the crossing the arrange-
ment is very .similar to that described, the signal man op-
erating all switches and .signals and clo.sing and opening as
well highway gates.

Where a signal tower is not used a cut-out can be in-

troduced in the circuit of the electric railway at a point
beyond the cros.sing. This .should he so arranged that it

will remain open except when the steam railroad signals
are at clear. In this way the conductor will be obliged to
return the steam .signals to their normal position before
proceeding on his route.
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rROTECTION AT DRAWBRIDGES.

Most if not all the conditions covering the protection

of grade crossings, belong as well to the protection of draw-
bridges. Here the movement of the draw can be utilized

to operate the signals, and if deemed advisable to open the

trolley circuit so as to cut off the current. As the car

usually approaches the draw on an up grade, a condition

which does not as often apply to grade crossings of

PLAN OF STREET AND STEAM RAILWAY CROSSING PROTECTED BY INTERLOCKING SIGNALS

steam roads,

applicable.

this device would seem to be particularly

BLOCKS ON SINGLE TRACK ROADS BETWEEN TURNOUTS.

In the consideration of this question the results

sought are somewhat similar to those secured by the block

system on steam railroads, though under different condi-

tions. Timetables cannot always be followed .so closely

that set rules can be set down as to the time that an
electric car on a single track road .should wait at a turnout

for the car coming in the opposite direction. For this

reason it is very neces.sary, especially on long roads with
an extended single track system, that some provision should
be made for communicating between turnouts. The same
conditions exist where a single track is used for a short

distance on a double track road, as for instance, at curves
where the width of the street does not admit of the loca-

tion of two tracks.

The elaborate devices employed for street railway

block systems is not here necessary because as a stop is

usually made at turnouts when the approaching car is not

throws a set of lamps in circuit by turning the .switch u
in box 3 from one pole to the other. This will light the
two lower lamps in the turnout at 3 and the three upper
lamps at 2. Upon reaching turnout 2 the lamps are ex-
tinguished by throwing switch at 2 from one pole to the
other, leaving the system ready for use by the next car
going in either direction. The conductor of the car going
the other way would turn the laiups on by switch d and

off by switch u.

The operation of the

system is then as fol-

lows : The conductor on
a car going from 3 to 2

upon reaching the turn-

out looks at the upper
half of the box. If the
lamps are burning he
will understand that
another car is on the
single track either on its

way to the next switch
the car is on its way to the next

allow him to follow he should

Trolfey wire

or else approaching. If

switch and too far ahead to

wait until the extinguishment of the lamps in the upper part
of the box shows that the turnout has been reached and
the section of track is clear. The cars going from 3 to i

are therefore blocked by the lamps burning in the upper
part of the box and from i to 3 by those burning in the
lower part of the box. A dark box indicates everything
clear. In the system as in.stalled, the boxes are usually
so arranged that the light of each group of lamps can
only be seen by the cars coming in the direction to be
blocked by it.

In another system a vane disk signal at one turn-

out is operated by a momentary current in a special cir-

cuit from the preceding turnout and the operation of

the signal is proved by a return signal. In still an-

other the signal switch is not operated by hand, but
through a contact device so arranged on an overhead
frog that the pressure of the flanges of the trolley wheel
closes the circuit.

The use of telephones in connection with these signals

Trol/ey wire

-1 ?^

Ctround

No. 2.

BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM FOR SINGLE TRACK ROADS.

Grourtt/

No. 3.

in sight any mechanism can be operated by the conductor.

A simple method of accomplishing the result sought has
been put upon the market and is shown in the accompany-
ing engraving.

Signal boxes divided into two compartments are placed

at each turnout. The three lamps shown in the upper half

of one box are connected with the two in the lower half of

the following box, etc.
,
by a wire carried on the trolley poles.

Each box has two double pole switches, one in each cir-

cuit, by which the lamp terminal can be connected to

either trolley line or ground, as shown. The position

of the two switches on a circuit between two turnouts
upon which there are no cars is either both to ground or

both to trolley. In either case there would be no light in

the lamps. Assuming now that a car, after waiting at

turnout 3 a certain length of time, decides to go to turn-
out 2 and await the appaoaching car there. The conductor

will prove very convenient as providing a means of commu-
nication between two turnouts, and as the cost is but little,

their installation is advisable.

DESPATCHING SYSTEMS.

Where telephones are used they can be connected with
the main office. All the conductors will then receive their

instructions upon passing at turnouts from a despatcher.
The latter can thus control the operation of the entire line

and know the location of each car. If the turnouts are fre-

quent this method, of course, involves some delay.

The telephone system will however be found very con-
venient in case the conductor wishes to notify the main
office or emergency station of any accident or the necessity
of repairing any part of the line. Where the turnouts are
not very numerous all can be connected on the same circuit

and a code adopted for indicating each station.
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Three Phase Electric Railway at Lugano.

In a recent issue of the Elcktrotcchni.uhc Zcilschrift the follow-

ing description is given of the application in Lugano of the three

phase alternating current to electric railway work.
The polyphase system as compared with the continuous current

has some advantages as well as disadvantages for electric railway

service. The chief argument which has been raised again,st it is that

-Iwo overhead wires are required whether the two or three phase
system is used. When this objection is analyzed, however, it will be

found that it is not very important. The same poles, brackets, span
wires, etc., are required with one as with two overhead wires and
since the weight of two wires will be not appreciably greater than
when a single trolley wire is used, the overhead parts need not be
much, if any, heavier. At the crossovers and curves where the over-

head system would naturally be complicated, current need be taken
from only one wire, as it is well known that pol3'phase motors when
once in synchronous revolution will operate as single phase motors
and the second circuit can be open.

The use of the polyphase system with two trolley wires, on the

other hand, has the advantage that two trolley poles are used, and it

is extremely unlikely that at curves or any other points both should
leave their wires at the same time. Another advantage lies in the fact

that there is but little arcing between the trolley wire and wheel so

that the wear on the trolley wire will be less than with the con-

tinuous current.

The chief advantages of the use of the alternating current for

street railways are however as follows: with reduced cost of feeders

and less potential drop, it is possible to operate much longer lines,

while if a continuous current transformer is used an attendant is re-

quired and the cost of installation is very much higher. The con-
struction of the motor is simple and there are no commutators to oc-

casion trouble. The general assumption that a polyphase motor
cannot compete in torque with continuous current motors of the
same weight is no longer true; on the contrary, with like weight the
alternating current motor has the greater starting torque since, in

such motors, the induction in the iron with a normal current is much
lower than with the continuous current motor, and in consequence
the torque for a short time should be very much higher. To regu-
late their speed a resistance is used in the armature circuit of poly-
phase motors by which any variation in speed desired can be secured.

The speed of the motor with the resistance cut out is constant and
independent of the load, consequently in ascending grades the speed
will be maintained, and in descending grades the cars cannot run
away. Further, the alternating current S3'stem has this important
advantage that in descending grades the motor acts as a dynamo
pumping current into the line.

The first line in Europe equipped with the three phase system is

in Lugano. This is an attractive town on Lake Lugano on one of

the beautiful Italian lakes at the foot of the Alps, near the Swiss
frontier. Work was commenced by the firm of Brown, Boveri &
Company in 1895. Power is taken from a waterfall seven and a
half miles from Lugano. This fall already supplies power for the
electric lighting of the city on the alternating system, the power for

the San Salvatore Mountain Railway, and for industrial uses.

At the power station is one 300 h. p. turbine direct connected
with flexible coupling to a 150 h. p. three-phase generator. The
voltage of the latter is 5000, the period 40, and the number of revo-
lutions 600 per minute. The arrangement of the generator is such
that the armature remains stationary and only the iron part of the
field magnets rotates. The pole pieces are not set opposite each
other, but are staggered. As a result the armature windings are com-
mon to both armature cores, that is, they go through both halves
of the armatmre and each half does not require a special winding.

The current is carried to Lugano on three copper wires .2 in.

in thickness and is led in Lugano to a transformer station at about
the middle of the railway system. Later, when the line is extended,
transformers will be located at other points. The transformer re-

duces the potential to 500 volts. The length of the railway is a little

over three miles. It has a number of long grades of three per cent
and for three short di.stances as high as six per cent. The two over-
head wires have a diameter of .24 in. and are separated about ten
inches apart. The rails are bonded in the usual way, but without a
supplementary.

The rolling stock consists of four cars each capable of holding

twenty-four passengers. Each car is equipped with one twenty-five
horse power motor which is geared to one axle. The normal speed
is about nine miles per hour. Each car carries two trolley poles,

one set about three feet behind the other. The resistance is con-
nected to the rotating part of the motor tlirough three contact rings.

There is a controller on each platform, where are also handbrake,
cut-out, etc.

In case the line should be extended outside of the city and on
these suburban parts a higher speed should be desired, this can be
secured through a special arrangement by which the number of
poles of the motor can be reduced, in which case the speed will, of
course, be increased. The same effect can be secured \>y using a
higher frequency on such sections. Where there are heav}' grades
to surmount the current in the motors can be increased by such a
change in the winding as will increase ^the field intensity of the
motors. An increase in the power of the motor can also naturally
be secured in such places by an increase in potential which can be
obtained by a special transformer for such a section. If at such
points it is desired to operate with a lower power consumption this

can easily be done by using on such sections a current of lower
frequency or connections by which the number of poles will be
increased.

The first tests made of the line were in December, 1895, and
were very satisfactory. No trouble was experienced in the neigh-
boring telephone system through induction, and the steepest grades,
those of six per cent, were mounted with ease.

The Problem of Braking Street Railway Cars.

The difficulties of applying mechanical or power brakes to street

railway cars are somewhat serious though by no means insuperable.
When a street railway manager finds his accident account assuming
large proportions and determines that something better than hand
brakes must be adopted, he naturally turns to the domain of steam
railroading in order to find what has been accomplished in power
braking with high speed, heavy train work. He finds that air brakes
are there used to the exclusion of all others, because of the flexibility

of the system, its instantaneousness in action and the ease with which
it can be controlled. He naturally asks himself why air brakes
have not been more generally used on street railways and finds

the answer in the fact that it costs mone}- to construct a good
air brake system, and that such a system cannot be sold for the price
of an ordinary brake handle and chain. If he goes still further and
tries to balance interest on an investment in air brakes for the cars

on his road against the annual saving in legal expenses and damages
he soon finds that the accident end of the balance tremendously out-
weighs the air brake investment end.

The integral features of an air brake system for street cars are

the following:
1. The air compressor is an air pump used for maintaining the

necessary pressure in

2. The reservoir, from which is drawn the air necessary for use
in

3. The brake cylinder, which acts directly through a system of
compound levers upon

4. The brake Vjeams and shoes.

5. The controlling valves, which are in charge of the motorman
or gripman, and which regulate the flow of air between the air reser-

voir and the brake cylinder.

6. The gauges, which indicate to the motorman the pressure in

the air reservoir.

7. The automatic valves between the air compressor and the air

reservoir, which serve to cut out the compressor when the pressure
in the reservoir is at a predetermined maximum and to cut it in when
the pressure falls below a predetermined minimum.

All these elements in an air brake system require careful pro-
portioning, good workmanship and ingenuity in design and con-
struction. There is however but one serious mechanical difficulty

met with in designing a perfectly operating street railway air brake
system, and that is the difficulty of obtaining such a motive power
for the compressor that the latter can be run with certainty, with-
out waste of energy and without undue wear in'the working parts.

The original cost of the system must also be reasonably low and this

last named difficulty has been the most serious of all and one which.
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has caused most of the difficulties with street railway air brakes in
time past where attempts have been made to " produce something
for nothing."

The most natural place to go for the motive power necessary
for a compressor is the car axle, since this is kept in revolution by
the general motive power of a car. The difficulty here however is

that there is_frequently too little space upon the axle for a properly

FIG. 1.—GEARED COMPRESSOR

designed compressor. Moreover, with high speed cars the axle re-

volves so rapidly that it is difficult to work a compressor without
undue wear except by the use of gears, and there is generally too
narrow a space in electric cars between motors and wheels to permit
the use of power transmitting devices other than an eccentric. Never-
theless, the axle compressor has been the one hitherto most generally
used in street railway air braking and is understood to be success-
ful for cars nmning at speeds not exceeding sixteen to eighteen
miles per hour.

On double truck, or eight car wheels, the problem is simplified,

for here it is possible to put a geared compressor on the free axle and

electric cars and trains of all sizes and for all speeds. The compressor
(Fig. 2) consists of a small slow speed motor wound for 500
volts, and carrying on its extended axle two cranks at 180 degrees
to each other which work the pistons of twin compressor cylinders.

The motor and cylinders are all enclosed in a strong iron casing and
the entire compressor is so small that it can be easily carried under
the seat of a car. An exceedingly novel and ingenious automatic

regulator, enclosed in a sep-

arate box, controls the opera-
tion of the motor and performs
the following functions:

1 . It starts the motor grad-
ually through a resistance

which is cut out of circuit

when the motor has reached
full speed.

2. If the supply of current
is lost through the coming ofT

of the trolley or by accident
at the power station, thereby
stopping the motor, the regu-

lator again puts the starting

resistance in series with the
armature.

3. When the current is

again obtained the compressor
motor is started up through
its resistance.

.4. When the pressure in the
reservoir reaches its predeter-

mined maximum the motor
is cut out of circuit and stops,

thus preventing a waste of

power, and the starting resist-

ance is again placed in circuit with the armature.
5. When the ]3ressure in the reservoir falls to the predetermined

mininuun the motor is started up through its resistance.

6. The motor will continue to operate whether the car is in
motion or at rest if the air pressure in the reservoir is between max-
imum and minimum.

The regulator is mechanical rather than electrical and is there-

fore positive in its action. It has been most carefully designed and
is one of the integral features of the company's electric compressor
system. It is intended to start and stop the motor, with'a variation

in the main reservoir of from five to eight pounds. r _^

therebj' produce as low a compressor speed as is desirable, and this

geared compressor type has a considerable field in interurban work.
For very high speed, four wheel motor cars the axle cannot be

depended upon as a motive power. Some independent power must
be provided.

The new electric compressor system of the Standard Air Brake
Company—which is the pioneer and has been for many years almost
the only worker in this field—is designed to meet this particular
need, and is adapted at the same time, in the various sizes in which
it will be manufactured, to fulfill every air brake function on

This electric compressor will be built in three sizes, i h. p.,

2 h. p. and 3 h. p. The i h. p. compressor will be of sufficient capa-

city for city work, where frequent stops are necessary, with motor
and one or two trail cars, or with a double truck motor and double
truck trail car. The larger sizes are for high speed work and heavy
trains. •

In laying out the remainder of the apparatus and piping for this

electric compressor system the company has had the advantage of

its wide experience with its other air brake systems (which will be

referred to presently) and the result is great simplicity, as will be

i
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seen from the inset between pages 306 and 307, on which is shown a

complete air brake equipment for motor and trail car. The com-
pressor and regulator box are, as before stated, placed inider the

seat of the car. The reservoir carries about fifty pounds pressure.

The brake cylinder is seven inches in diameter and the piston

travels five to six inches in the operation of the brakes. By means
of a hollow piston rod there is no opposition offered by the air

brake apparatus to the use of the regular hand brakes whenever
the latter are needed. There is an air muffler to deaden the

sound of the exhaust. A small though important detail is found in

the way in which the motor and trail car hose is joined. The hose
used in connecting up railroad trains frequently breaks off near the

point of connection, but in this case it is reinforced for some dis-

tance away from the nozzle so that the curve which it assumes is not
sharp, but long. There is a special coupling used by the company
for this trailer connection.

Drop Forged Commutator Segments.

There has recently appeared upon the market a new make of
drop forged commutator segments, manufactured by the Forest City
Electric Company makers of the " Roll Drop " segments. The en-
graving on this page shows the successive stages in this new process
from the bar copper to the finished segment.

The process is similar in all essential features to the general pro-
cess of droj) forging, but is especially designed for the making of
commutator segments of copper. Commencing with a bar of lake
copper, the operation of blanking, forging hot, trimming and forging
cold, is accomplished by the use of special machinery with an en-
tirely new type of combination steel dies. These dies are made ex-
tremely hard and durable, especially to turn out a finished product
that is perfectly uniform, flat and true to gauge and angle.

FIG. 3.—AXLE COMPRESSOR. DROP FORGED COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.

The inset shows the new form of controlling apparatus in which
pipes are dispensed with on the platform. The controlling valve
alone is visible and occupies a space of 7 ins. X 3 ins. X 6 ins. It may
be placed on top of the platform or under it and is operated by the
controlling staff, which in turn is covered by a shield. On top of
this stafi is the admirable controlling handle recently devised by the
company. The handle is detached and a new interlocking device
which appears under the gauge makes it impossible for a careless
motorman to leave the valve in the wrong position when changing to
the other end of the car. The handle nmst be inserted and with-
drawn at one particular place. Directly above the controlling
handle is the waterproof gauge fitted with specially strong glass
to resist accidental or malicious injury.

The company's axle driven compressor is illustrated in Fig. 3.

All the working parts are completely enclosed with hoods which are
carried through the center of the axle boxes. Suction and discharge
valves are placed in the valve chest, cast in the cylinder head and
closed with caps. The governing chest is made in two parts, the base
being attached to the cylinder head and the top screwed into this,

thus closing down upon the diaphragm and forming an air partition
between these two parts. The under side of the governing piston
rests upon this diaphragm over the opening connecting the head of
the governing piston where it enters the opening in the valve chest
under the suction valve. When the desired pressure is reached in
the reservoir it opens the regulator valve and admits air into the
governing chest under the diaphragm so as to force the governing
piston up. This lifts the suction valve from its seat and supplies the
air cylinder with air so that the compressor can move in free air and
do no work until, by the application of the air to the brake cylinder
the pressure is again reduced. The regulator then acts, releasing
the air confined under the diaphragm. The governing piston falls

and the valve is reseated and the compressor begins again to pump
into the reservoir. Each stop brings down the registered pressure in
the reservoir by only one or two pounds and tlie capacity of the
reservoir is therefore claimed to be ample for all requirements.

In Fig. I is shown the company's geared type of axle driven
compressor for attachment to either free axle of an eight wheeled
car. A sectional view was shown in the STREET Raiway Journal,
January, 1896, p. 66. Its operation is practically the same as that of
the type just described operated by an eccentric. This compressor
is flexibly supported upon the truck so as to prevent excessive jar-
ring of the mechanism. Of the three systems described the electric
compressor system is, of course, the most desirable from every point
of view, its only disadvantage being a somewhat greater first cost
than that of the other types.

The Hamilton Radial Electric Railway Company (Hamilton,
Ont.

) has awarded the contract for the construction of its Beach line
to W. P. Chapman. Work will be begun at once.

The process as designed and used, it is claimed, does not infringe

in any way the well known patents on drop forged commutator seg-

ments.

Self Cooling Condensers.

From an electrical standpoint the most desirable location for a
power station is as near the center of electrical distribution as possi-

ble. Any variation from this position will entail an added expense
for feeders. At the same time the laws of economical steam genera-
tion require the location of the station as near as possible to a source
of cheap water supply, which can be used for condensing. As a re-

sult, very few stations can be so located as to take advantage of both
of these conditions. For those stations which must be placed at some
distance from an abundant water supply, the Worthington self cool-

ing condenser is claimed to be particularly desirable. This condenser
depends for its effectiveness upon the capacity of atmospheric air to
absorb and carry off heat and moisture. Broadly considered the air

becomes the condensing medium instead of cold water as ordinarily
eniplo3^ed, and as a condensing medium air is much more desirable
than salt or brackish waters, as it exerts no corrosive effect upon air

pumps and connections.
ISither the jet or surface condenser can be employed. With the

former, the exhaust steam from the engine comes into direct contact
with a certain amount of water drawn from a tank and is condensed.
The water formed by the condensation and the heat liberated there-
from are added to the circulating water. This heated water is then
discharged by the condenser pump to the top of a tower. This tower
is filled with short lengths of cylindrical tiling over which the water
trickles in falling to the base. The tiles are so arranged as to break
joints and present a broad surface over which the water spreads in

thin films. A current of air driven by a fan is forced up through
this tiling. By this process the water is rapidly cooled, parti}' by
direct contact with the air, but principally by evaporation, so that
when it reaches the base of the tower it is sufficiently cool to be re-

turned to the suction tank. It is then used over again for condens-
ing purposes. Of course a certain amount of water is lost by evapor-
ation, but this amount, it is estimated, will be considerabh* less than
the amount of water gained through condensation of the steam, so
that no water other than the feed supply is required for the operation
of the system.

The condenser has been in successful operation in several well
known plants and is being installed in the new power station of the
Metropolitan Railroad Company, of Washington, and in that of the
Chicago & Englewood Railway.

The Fort Wayne & Belle Isle Railway Company ( Detroit, Mich.

)

has contracted for 700 tons of new rails.
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New Truck.

The accompanying engraving shows the style C Du Pont truck
recently brought out by the Johnson Company. The truck differs

in a number of particulars from either of the former trucks manufac-
tured by the same company. It is built especially for high speed and
is claimed to be free from oscillation and easy on rail and car.

As will be seen the weight of the car over the wheels is sup-
ported on spiral springs which rest on the side bars. These in turn
are carried on the half elliptical springs resting on the boxes. The
total spring base for a single truck car is from sixteen to twenty feet,

measured from the centers of the end elliptical springs. If other

similar to that used by the Cramps in guns. This head is convex in
order to better withstand and resist the pressure required to force the
water into the boiler, 125 lbs. per square inch.

The tubes, which are of seamless brass and therefore free from
corrosion and very durable, are securely expanded into the tube head,
and when .so done the tubes and tube head become practically one
piece or part of the apparatus. The shell, which is of wrought steel

}4 in. thick, is designed to enclose the tubes and at the bottom end
has a strong cast ring securely riveted to it, with projecting flange
corresponding in diameter to the flange of the bottom casting and
tube head. The bolt holes of all three are identical in the matter of
spacing and pitch circle, and all three parts of the heater are firmly
bolted together.

DU PONT TRUCK, STYLE C.

support is desired spring truss rods can be used. The truck has few
parts which means few repairs, and the side bars are continuous and
free from bolts.

The truck department of the Johnson Company is in operation
day and night to fill orders now booked. Among the companies
using the truck are the following : Atlanta Consolidated Railway
Company, Richmond Railway Company, Buffalo Railway Company,
Commonwealth Avenue Railway Company, of Boston, Columbus
Consolidated Railway Company.

Feedwater enters and leaves the heater by a 4^ in. pipe and all

impvire deposit is blown out through a 3 in. mud blow at the
bottom, while the impurities which float on the surface are removed
through a 2^4 in. surface blow.

Automatic Danger Stop for Engines.

Large Feedwater Heater and Purifier.

The engravings below present two views of a feedwater
heater and purifier furnished the recently completed Philadelphia
Bourse by the Kensington Engine Works. It has attracted consid-

erable attention from all who have inspected the machinery used in

The accompanying illustrations show a novel apparatus for in-

stantly stopping engines in case of accident, which has recently been
installed by the North Hudson County Railway Company, of Hobo-
ken, N. J. It is the invention of that company's chief engineer, A.
T. Bonta, and is being put on the market by the Bonta Manufactur-
ing Compan}^ The device is operated automatically by the machin-
ery or by hand from any desired part of a building. The automatic
portion is arranged so that the breaking of a belt, the lifting of a lap
on a driving belt or the increase of speed in an engine or other piece

FIG. 2—HEATER WITH CASE REN/.OVED. FIG. 1.—AUTOMATIC DANGER STOP.

the building, as it is probably one of the largest of the kind ever
built. The heater is sixty inches in diameter with shell fourteen
feet high over all, and has exhaust steam inlets and outlets sixteen
inches in diameter. It has 350 sq. ft. of heating surface and heats the
feedwater in the boiler supply to 206 degs. by the exhaust steam from
the electric light engines and pumps, while also purifying it. It is

of the reservoir return tubular type, and has a capacity of 1250 gals.

While the general construction of this heater is largely explained
by the engravings, a few words regarding the details are of interest.

There is first a cast iron base with projecting flanges on the top and
suitable flanged nozzles on the bottom for the ingress and egress of
the steam. Projections properly ribbed and braced provide for the
reception and bolting to of the four cast iron legs which support the
heater at a suitable height from the floor. Resting upon the top
flange of the bottom casting is the tube head made of semi-steel,

of machiner}', wiirautomatically close valves admitting steam to the
engine.

The apparatus consists of an air pump, a small reservoir for com-
pressed air and pipes leading to the various pieces of apparatus which
are to be controlled, and to places from which it may be desirable to

control the machinery by hand. The pressure carried is forty-five

pounds per inch. When this pressure is reached the pump automat-
ically stops and the only work done afterwards is to supply the
leakage.

The valve in the steam pipe which supplies the engine is of the
butterfly pattern. It is held closed by a balance weight attached to
its stem. When the engine is in operation this valve is held open
against the action of the counterpoise by the pressure of air against
the bottom of the piston which operates a sector working in a gear
upon the valve stem. A rubber diaphragm gives motion to the piston.
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A view of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. Two pipes enter the
diaphragm case, one bringing a pressure of air and the other leading
to the automatic apparatus. Air is admitted mider the diaphragm
through a hole ;,V in. in diameter. The exhaust pipe is 3^' in. When
in normal condition the supply of air 1)eneath the diaphragm holds
the piston up and the valve open. If for any reason the safety device
operates the i{ in. pipe is opened, the air is exhausted beneath the
diaphragm faster than it can be supplied by the small opening, the
diaphragm falls and the valve closes. Opening a small valve in this

pipe by hand produces the same result.

The same construction is adapted so that the apparatus is appli-

cable to a number of engines or machines, so that one may be closed
without interfering with the operation of the others. The flow of air

through the small opening is so small that the pressure in the main
pipe does not fall.

Fig. I shows the automatic apparatus. This consists of an aux-
iliary governor belted in this case to the engine shaft, and a brass pipe
working in a stuffing box so as to be easily adjusted to any height.
This pipe is closed at the end by a small glass tube like an ordinary
test tube, but much thinner than the ordinary tubes. The movable
brass U-tube is adjusted so as to carry the glass end a very short dis-

tance above the normal position in which the governor balls revolve.
Any dangerous increase in the speed lifts the balls high enough to

break the tube. The air pressure is thus at once relieved and the
valve to which this particular tube is connected closes, cutting off

steam.
Over each main belt tubes are carried out in a T shape, and

glasses are inserted, two directly over the belt, but two or three
inches distant from it, and two at the edge of the pulley or flywheel.
These are connected with the automatic device as in the previous
case. If a lap on the belt raises one or both of the center tubes will

necessarily be broken and the engine stop. If for any cause the belt

runs off one of the side tubes will yield and the engine be stopped.
Where jet condensers are in use it is very necessary to break the

vacuum at the same instant that steam is cut off from the engine in

order to prevent a back flow of water to the cylinder. This is accom-
plished by placing a vacuum valve on the exhaust pipe which is oper-
ated by a weight in a manner similar to that used upon the butterfly

steam valve. When the steam is being shut off from the engine the
vacuum valve is being opened.

One supply pipe answers for as many engines as desirable, each
engine connection being made by "a T. It is possible to stop not only
one, but all of the engines simultaneously if it is so desired by open-
ing^the main air pipe. A secondary reservoir is used to break the
circuit of a dynamo where different engines drive dynamos feeding
the same circuit, thus cutting off every possible sox'rce of power by a

gear. When railways were first put into operati(m the importance
of well built gears was'not fully realized and the early manufactur-
ers endeavored to produce as cheap a gear as possible. I n coii.se-

(juence, cast iron was the material generally used for this jmrpose.
Exjierieiice has shown that better material is necessary and in this

.search for a desirable gear the Nuttall Company has been active in
studying the needs and requirements of the conditions.

A few years since the company experimented with malleable
iron. The results were not satisfactory at first, but with the aid of a
local malleable company whose product the company now controls,
a composition was produced which, it is claimed, stands all the prac-
tical tests of steel with a wear superior to that of steel. The manu-
facturers have made several tests in which the teeth have been bent
over with great pressure without breaking, showing the toughness
of the material.

^^.•^'^
Sprinkler With Forty Foot Spread.

The use of road sprinklers on electric railways is increasing
rapidly so that any new device in this line is of interest. The
sprinkler shown, which is manufacturedJby^theJTauntonjLocomotive

FIG. 1.—PUMP FOR SPRINKLER.

Works, is equipped with a device which permits a forty foot spread
on each side of the sprinkler without the use of a spinnaker, which
is inconvenient in crowded streets. Briefly, the ^improvement con-
sists in the use of a rotary pump which will fhrow the spray to

FIG. 2.—VALVE IN STEAM PIPE.

single movement. Valves to allow the escape of air from engine
pipes and so operate the steam valve by hand are usually placed at

the engineer's desk, in the dynamo room, if this is separate from
the engine room, and in any other positions from which it may be
desirable to shut down the machinery. One feature of great advan-
tage in the system is that it must be in working order or the ma-
chinery will not run. If for any cau,se it becomes inoperative atten-
tion becomes necessary in order to keep the machinery going.

In view of the numerous accidents recorded during the last

year or two in electric light and power stations as well as in manu-
factories of various kinds, no argument is needed in regard to the
desirability of an automatic means for shutting off steam when the
engine begins to race. The feature of being able to close any num-
ber of valves at a distance from the operator is one that has a wide
range of usefulness in boiler rooms and many other locations.

Improvements in Gears.

One of the earliest electric railway supply companies to make
a specialty of railway gears, was the R. D. Nuttall Company, and a
history of its practice follows closely the development of the railway

FIG. 2.—SPRINKLER WITH 40 FOOT SPREAD.

the extreme distance given, while the spray between the two ex-
treme distances is taken from the tank direct. The pump can be
driven either by an electric motor or by a .sprocket chain to one of

the axles. In either case a by-pass is provided so that if the pump
is shut off quickly the water may be returned to the tank while the
pump is in motion. The nozzle connected vnth the pump has a
.swinging joint so that the water can be thrown in any direction.

The standard tank supplied is of three-sixteenths inch steel,

hot riveted. Where a spread of thirty feet is desired without pump,
the top of the tank is mounted twelve feet above the rail, when the
force of gravity is suificient to give the .spread desired. The stand-

ard size is 2700 gals., but the tanks are manufactured in capacities

from 3400 gals, down, as desired. In the view shown the cab is re-

moved, but the usual construction is to cover the tank so that the car
presents very nearly the appearance of a box car.

IT is reported that the system of the Norwalk Tramway Company
(Norwalk, Conn.) has been sold to Thomas E. Waller, of New
London, Conn., representing a company of New York capitalists,

who intend to extend the road to Westport, Darieii and New Canaan
and to double track the main line.
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Extensive Car Wheel Works.

A great deal about the structure of wheels and hence their prob-
able wear in service can be learned by a trip through a large wheel
foundry. One of the largest, as well as one of the most interesting
wheel foundries in the country, is that of the Griffin Wheel Com-
pany, of Chicago. This company has also works in Detroit, Denver
and St. Paul. The Chicago plant has a capacitj' of 850 wheels per
day. That at Detroit can turn out 300 wheels per day, the Denver
plant 200, and the St. Paul works 300, making a total daily output
of 1650 wheels.

The Chicago Company is at present casting about 100 wheels per
day for street car service. The works in that city comprise a number

chinery in use here is the pneumatic crane. By this two men can
handle moulds and wheels to great advantage.

Fig. 2 is a view of the annealing pits and cranes by which they
are filled. These pits take up a space nearly 350 ft. in width. On
the left they open directly into the cleaning sheds. On the other
side, the elevated railways, which are used not only for handling
wheels.but for conveying the ladles, lead down between the different
floors of the casting house.

From the wheel pits the wheels go directly through the sand
blast cleaning machine into the cleaning room. This sand blast
machine is shown in Fig. 6. Externally it appears like a small box
set against the wall, with sliding doors on each side, into which the
wheels, from the wheel pit can be rolled. While enclosed in the box
a sand blast is brought to bear upon each side of the wheel and the

of large buildings. The main foundry is 400 ft. X 320 ft. and connects
directly with the charging and cupola room, which measures 60 ft. /
350 ft. The machine shop is 75 ft. X 140 ft., and the engine and
boiler house occupy a space of 60 ft. X 75 ft. The] power for the
works is supplied by two compound engines of 550 h. p. and 450 h. p.
each. One is an AUis-Corliss, and the other was built by M. C.
Bullock. A peculiar feature of the latter is the use of a piston rod
extending through the rear of the cylinder as a piston rod for an air

compressor. This supplies compressed air for the thirty-five cranes
in the moulding shop, air for the cupola, etc. The other buildings
are a laboratory, which is 36 ft. ) 60 ft., a building 40ft. X 75 ft.> for

the gannister crusher and grinder for sea coal, and two sand sheds,

latter in an incredibly short space of time is cleaned from scale and
adhering sand. The boxes and chutes seen on each side are those used
for the blast and for catching and elevating the sand for supplying
the blast. Fig. 5 gives a view of the core room. The man in the
foreground is in the act of sweeping a core. Behind him is the great
carriage on which cores are run into one of the ovens, and from it the
large size of the ovens may be seen. The corner of a similar carriage
or rack is shown at the right hand of the picture. Fig. 7 shows the
interior of the machine shop where much of the special work of the
establishment is performed and where the company has unusual
facilities for boring and fitting wheels and turning up axles.

The arrangement of the works for handling iron is peculiarly

effective. There are two large cu-

polas, each capable of melting iron
for 425 wheels per day. They are
placed in a separate cupola house
where the charging and rough work
is carried on by itself. The ad-
vantage of having them in a sepa-
rate house has been shown by the

FIG. 2.—PIT ROOM.
(Ivvo-Uiirds .size.)

FIG. 3.—STANDARD SECTION.

one 200 ft. > ; 300 ft. and the other 600 ft. X 400 ft. One of these
shops appears in Fig. 4, which also shows part of the stockyard and
old wheels used for scrap.

The yards contain about two miles of side track and have direct
switches to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad and also to
the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad. The area now enclosed is

about fifteen acres, and this will undoubtedly have to be extended
before long to include land now unoccupied which belongs to the
company.

During working hours the moulding room presents a most busy
appearance. One peculiarly effective and economical piece of ma-

fact that the cupola room has once been burned out without dis-

turbing the moulding building. These cupolas discharge into great
tilting ladles, each of which delivers contents into the foundry.

There are two very important features in the system employed
in the works which go very largely toward producing perfect wheels.
One of these is the large ladle by means of which a uniformity of
metal is secured. The second is the use of a bottom pouring ladle, in-

vented and patented by H. H. Fisher, superintendent of machinery.
By this only clean iron is allowed to enter the mould, sand, slag and
impurities generally rising to the surface. A rough idea of the plug
and the method by which this desirable feature is secured can be given.
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In the bottom of the ladle there is a hole lined with graphite and
closed by a specially prepared plug of the same material. This plug

is carried on the end of an iron rod which is protected from the

action of the molten iron by a covering of fire clay. An arm coming
from a lever worked outside of the ladle serves to raise and lower

the plug. This opens and closes the opening in the bottom of the

ladle and thus controls the flow of metal. The desirability of bottom
pouring had been recognized by founders for years, but the difficul-

ties in the way of accomplishing it in a simple and mechanical

hardening carbon. Old wheels which must be extensively used in

any foundry are most carefully graded by their fracture. When a

lot of wheels of any particular make are received they are carefully

analyzed so that it may be known not only from analysis but from the
physical character of all the iron used what may be expected from it

in the cupola.

As both iron and wheels are subjected to analysis, the cupolas
are also charged by analysis. With these means to an end, the com-
pany makes the end sought the obtaining of a wheel which will give

FIG. 4.—WHEEL YARD.

fashion have been so great that very few foundries have ever suc-

ceeded in using bottom pouring ladles. The obstacles in the way
of their use have been the difficulty of finding a material which
would withstand the extreme heat and cutting effect of the iron and,
at the same time, to quickly 'and accurately close the ladle when the
mould was full so as to prevent the waste of iron. These are all

overcome by Mr. Fisher's invention.

To have clean iron flowing into the mould is not however ''suffi-

cient to guarantee freedom from sand washes and the collection of

dirt on the way from the ladle through the gates into the mould. In
the Griffin foundry clean iron in the mould is obtained by a device
at once ingenious and simple. When the iron comes from the ladle

it drops into a bowl or feeding head the bottom of which is formed
by a hard disk moulded of dry sand. This disk is prepared in pre-

cisely the same way as a core would be, and is perforated by ten i}(

in. holes. This strong dry sand plate resists completely the ten-

dency to wash and the iron is delivered into the moulds clean. The

the "maximum wear with strength enough for the service to which it

is subjected. In a street railway wheel hardness is the keynote to

the wearing qualities, while strength, of course, is of primary impor-
tance up to the point of safety in carrying the load. When this has
been reached it becomes of no importance whatever, hence the abso-
lute strength per square inch of iron is not an essential feature. The
standard section is shown in Fig. 3. In thirty-three inch wheels the
company considers that the weight for a motor car should be from
380 to 400 lbs. according to the width of the tread. This enables

FIG. 5.—CORE ROOM. FIG. 6.—CLEANING WHEELS BY SAND BLAST.

resulting wheels by their freedom from dirt and sand show pretty
clearly the advantages of these improvements in casting.

The perfection of a car wheel is not however ahogether depend-
ent upon the facilities for casting, the size of the foundry or its

capacity for melting iron. A complete knowledge of both physical
and chemical qualities of the iron are also necessary. The Griffin
Company in order to produce a first class wheel analyzes its iron for
silica, manganese, carbon, sulphur, phosphorus andiron, and divides
the carbon into three forms, graphitic or non-metallic, carbide and

depth of chill to be obtained by the use of hard iron, while a suffi-

cient quantity of metal can be used to obtain all the strength neces-

sary. On such wheels, the company gives a guarantee that all

wheels shall make 40,000 miles under fair usage. This means how-
ever that wheels broken in collision and skidded by careless motor-
men shall not be charged against them. This is only a fair condition

often overlooked in keeping wheel records.

The conditions under which wheels are made have much to do
with their durability and strength. Not only must the quality of the
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iron be known, but the time of the heat (by the moulder's record
for the day), the condition of the metal at the time of pouring, the
weather, the distance from the mould to the furnace, and even the
position of the mould relative to the doors, etc., are all matters that
should be known. They all have their infliience on the quality of

the wheel. For example, it is found that a wheel may show a deep
hard chill, the chill appearing perfect to the eye ; the iron will be chem-
ically all right, and yet the wheel is found to be brittle. Investiga-
tion of the causes would show that such a wheel might have been
poured when the iron was too cold. As a case in point, a thirty inch
wheel showed a chill of i jL ins. It was of good metal as shown by
analysis, and was hard and round. Such a wheel except for certain

indications would have been considered absolutely perfect, but it was
found to be brittle and investigation developed the fact that the
metal was too cold when it went into the mould. The moral of such
things as this is that the superintendent must to a considerable de-
gree depend upon his wheel maker for a perfect wheel. Judging the
quality by its performance, specifications of the qualitj- of iron is of

little use, since the famous Salisbury iron might be so handled as to

make a wheel of but insignificant wearing qualities.

These facts lead the company' to exercise a remarkable degree of

care over every individual wheel that leaves its establishment. The
company's wheel records are commenced each day by giving each
moulder a list of the wheels which he shall make and the numbers
^hich he shall put upon them. The charges for the cupolas are also

determined in advance and moulds for test pieces made so that the
quality of iron going into each wheel is not only decided in advance,
but means taken to know whether the result desired has been at-

tained. When the work is done, each wheel is inspected, calipered,

and a record made which shows who made it, when it was poured,
from what heat, its chemical composition, its physical condition and
the part of the charge from which it was taken. There are also

numerous other facts connected with the wheel, all having a bearing
upon its durability, strength and form, which are carefully recorded
and with a systematic regularity which makes it practically impos-
sible to have any one wheel escape. Penalties for the workman who
makes mistakes eliminate to a large extent imperfections.

Every individual wheel which has left the foundry, and there
are 1,250,000 of these wheels now in service, can be identified, and
all the information about its manufacture obtained from the record
books. A still further record is kept in a graphic way in one of the
rooms which enables the managers to note the changing chemical
and physical aspects of the output, and to correct any tendencj' to

error before it has time to make its appearance as an actual quality

in the wheels.
In general the company aims to give a product about 100 per

cent stronger than the specifications call for. For example, if the
phj'sical tests demand 8 blows of the 140 lb. drop, a wheel is aimed
at which will resist 16. But it is not desirable to go too far in

this direction, for the strong tough irons are soft and invariably pro-
duce for street car work a wheel giving a less mileage than a harder
one.

In connection with the company's records and the constant
scrutiny which is given them, mention must be made of the peculiar
and very happj' system upon which the works are run. They may
be said to be carried on by an executive commission. Each of the
departments at the works has a special head. At the main ofidce

there is a board of management. There is no one man who holds
the office usually termed that of a superintendent, and neither the
works nor the business are dependent upon any one man for their
operation. The superintendents report direct to the executive com-
mittee and in this way there is a daily consensus of opinion, and at
this board meeting all business connected with the departments is

transacted. This idea of a consensus of opinion in carrying on the
work is carried out by entirely rejecting all verbal instructions. The
action of the board is all reported in shorthand and the managers or
superintendents receive all their orders in writing. Verbal instruc-
tions, to use the slang of the day, "don't go." The system of
records and blackboard reporting is such that the successful opera-
tion of each one of the departments makes itself apparent even to
those who are not specially expert. And the system is so nicely
adjusted that the daily results of the departments show in an almost
graphic manner.

Adjustable Curtain Fixture.

In the accompanying engraving a new type of curtain fixture,

manufactured by the Brussels Tapestry Company, is illustrated.

The engraving shows sections of the tube A, at the bottom of the

ADJUSTABLE CURTAIN FIXTURE.

curtain leather. The rods B are of such a size as to readily slide

inside of the tube A in which they fit snugly. At their outer ends
are pivoted the guides C, which slide in a groove D, cut in the

casing stock or in a double rabbeted groove fastened to it. At the
inside ends of the rods B is a
spring, the tension of which is so
arranged as to press the guides C
against the casing E with sufficient

force to assist the roller to hold the
curtain at any desired height and
prevent rattling. The force re-

quired to do this is very slight,

and the tension of the spring roller

at the top will always keep the
curtain in its natural position.

If the curtain is pushed up by
taking hold of the tube A, near the
end, it will cause the fixture to as-

sume the position shown in the
upper diagram. The tension of the
spring is then automatically re-

leased, and when the hold on the
rod is released it will immediately
assume its normal position. All

parts are of metal and practically

indestructible. As the arrange-
ment is simple, the fixture should
not get out of order.

Although placed on the market
for only a few months, the company
has received orders from a num-
ber of the principal steam rail-

roads and from a number of street

railway lines.

A Turbine Governor.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Company, which has done_ so

much in developing the horizontal type of turbines and adapting

them to the requirements of electrical generators, has recently

brought out the new governing device called the Giesler. It is claim-

ed to keep the speed of the wheels constant to within one per cent.

After experimenting in every direction, the manufacturers of

this governor finally decided that a form in which the governor acts

upon the valves through the medium of electricity was decidedly

the most desirable in every way. With this machine the slightest

variation in speed is properly multiplied to any desired extent.

This enables the governor to open or close the ^yater wheel gate long

before ordinary governor balls would show any sign of moving. The
governor can be arranged to fully open or close the water wheel gate

in from 3 to 15 seconds, according to the requirements of the situation.

The makers are enabled to use very small balls in this governor

as the latter is relieved of all work whatever, such for instance as lift-

ing a valve against pressure, lifting a pawl or moving a slide. The
balls and their attachments are finely balanced and their movements
magnified so that a slight variation in centrifugal action will at once

manifest itself by opening or closing the water wheel gate as required.
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National Air Brake.

The accompanying engravings illustrate a new type of air brake
for street railways invented by Geo. vS. Lee, and put upon the market
by the National Air Brake Company, of which Mr. Lee is general
manager. The service is expressly for street railway cars, and pos-
sesses a number of features designed to reduce wear of parts and
simplify operative methods. Descriptive of the system, Fig. i shows

-A

FIG. .—AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENT
TRUCK CAR.

der yl is firmly held down by air pressure passing through the passage
//and held on the ujjper side of the piston head. When the pressure
in the cylinders has reached the predetermined niininnnn amount
(say thirty pounds), the plunger;;,'' is raised, cutting off the air press-

ure in cvlinder yl and allowing the air pressure above the jjiston to

escape through opening, /. The plunger is not raised however there
being no pressure below it. When the air pressure increases to an-
other predetermined amount (say fifty pounds maximum), the
plunger in cylinder d'is pushed back, opening the ports beneath the

plunger in cylinder A
and forcing it upwards.

\ This operates the lever

/ / governing the clutch,

jj / / stopping the action of
the compressor. W'lien
the pressure in the re-

servoirs has dropped 1)e-
--

j; / low fifty pounds, plung-
.".7."-'-"'-

f.-j er (7 falls to its original

/ / position, but the clutch
i;l IS not thrown into oper-

,...r{--f ation until the thirty
]'•/ pound minimum limit
^'-^ is reached, when g

drops back to its original
position, again introducing a back pressvire in A. By
changing the tension in the valve springs, any
desired maxinmm or minimum limit can be se-

cured.
In the general equipment two reservoirs are

used. The air compressor discharges into the first,

and when the pressure in this has reached the gover-
nor limit, connection is made with a second reser-

voir through a special type of graduating valve illus-

FOR DOUBLE

the manner of attaching the compressor to

a double truck car, and Fig. 2 that employ-
ed with a single truck car.

One of the principal features of the
invention is that by which the compressor
is stopped when a predetermined maximum
air pressure is accnnmlated in the reser-

voirs, and again resumes operation when
the air pressure in the storage reservoirs
has fallen by usage to a certain predeter-
mined minimum amount. By this means the
wear on all of the active parts is reduced to
a minimum. The manufacturers estimate
that with the greatest number of brake ap-
plications the activity of the machinery in

service will not be more than about ten
per cent of the running car time, and tak-

^(0

FIG. 3.—SECTION OF AUTOMATIC
GOVERNOR FOR COMPRESSOR.

FIG. 4.

ing the average number of stops required in the ordinary city street,
not more than five percent. This should mean a long life to the
equipment.

The compressor is operated from the axle by gearing. A pinion
placed upon the axle gears into one of a larger diameter on a counter-
shaft. Inclosed in the larger gear is a clutch, the shipping lever of
which is thrown in and out of service by an automatic governor, in-
genious in con.struction and illustrated in Fig. 3. The lever actuat-
ing the clutch is moved by a plunger in cylinder A, operated by two
air ports shown at side and bottom, the whole being connected to one
of the pressure reservoirs. lu starting the car, the plunger in cylin-

FIG. 2.—AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENT FOR SINGLE TRUCK CAR.

trated in Fig. 4. The second reservoir acts as a storage and is not
connected with the pumping-in resers'oir until braking pressure
above the minimum limit is gained in the larger. The graduating
valve then opens and the second reser\oir, as well as any others,

even those on trail cars, are charged to a predetermined maximum
pressure. A return is made from one to the other so that continued
usage of the air in the reservoirs can be obtained. The object of

using the small pumping-in reservoir is that at starting the car from
the barn air sufficient for braking purposes can be obtained before

the car has travelecT twice its length. This gradu-
ating valve is so arranged that the air pressure in

the reservoirs can never go above the maximum
limit; thus a safety attachment is provided.

The service valve admitting air to the brake or
jam cylinder is connected to each platform by a rod.

This is actuated by the brake handle staff used for

operating the ordinary hand brake. As this adds
no new apparatus to the platform, it simplifies the
work of the motorman. The hand brake is allowed
to remain in position with its chain attached to the
ordinary brake staff, so that if an accident occurs
to the air brake equipment additional turning of the

same handle used for the air brake will set the hand brake.
A special recording indicator is in full view of the motorman,

showing him at all times the air pressure in the resen'oirs.
Among other special advantages claimed for the National air

brake are the small amount of piping required, no pipes being led
to the platforms, and automatic lubrication of all parts subject to
wear.

On single truck cars where lack of room prevents the use of the
arrangement shown, the equipment is somewhat different. A novel
mechanical movement accomplishing the same residts as a flexible

shaft, connects the compressor with the geared shaft so that the

-SECTION OF
ING VALVE.

GRADUAT-
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former can be placed at any angle up to 90 (legs, with the latter.

Although the National Air Brake Company has been organized but a
short time, it has equipped a number of cars with its apparatus.

Overhead Line Material.

Some views of the overhead line material of the W. T. C. Macallen
Company, which have not been published in the STREET Raimvav
Journal, are given herewith. This conipanj' was incorporated in

1892 and its line appliances are manufactured vmder the patents
granted to its treasurer and general manager, Louis McCarthy, who
with G. W. Prouty has developed the business to its present exten-
sive proportions. The patents owned by the company embrace
broadly an insulator comprising a metal bell or case with an interior

supporting piece insulated from the metal by sheets of mica, and the
whole firmly compressed together and imbedded in a mass of insulat-

ing compound. These insulators were at once applied to the insula-

sal, there being absolutely no strain on the trolley wire excepting its

own weight, and the means by which this motion is obtained is sim-

plicit}' itself.

The Macallen Company has an especially prepared com-
pound from which these goods are manufactured. Practical use, as

well as tests, it is claimed, has proved this material to have strength,

durability and waterproof and insulating qualities of a high order.

Band Saw.

FIGS. 1 AND 2.—BELL AND STRAIN INSULATORS.

The band saw illustrated herewith is manufactured by the Egan
Company and is designed for general work. It has many new feat-

ures and points of advantage especially in the complete manner
it is fitted up. The frame is cast in one piece, and is cored out, or,

in other words, is hollow. This adds materially to the strength,

without increasing the weight. The wheels are large in diameter,

and the greatest care has been taken to get a perfect wheel. A pure
gum covering is placed around each wheel and is

ground true; and so perfect is the process for putting

on this gum, that dviring the years the company has
been making band saws, not one band has ever come
off, until worn out, if properly handled.

The table can be instantly angled to any point,

and the blade will run true to center of cut. The
upper box or wheel is angled, so as to lead the saw to

any path, by a hand wheel, and the saddle and the

box are raised and lowered by a main screw. The
weight, for giving the proper tension to the saw, is

FIG. 7.—STRAIGHT RUN CIRCUIT BREAKER.

tion of gas and electric fixtures, the underwriters throughout the
cotmtry insisting upon their use. This insulator has so completely
revolutionized the construction of insulating joints that no board of

underwriters in the United States will now accept anything but a

mica joint.

Figs. 1,2,3 and 4 illustrate some of the different hangers and puU-
offs with section of the bell showing the arrangement of the sheet

mica. This company also manufactures the "West End" forms,

the insidated part of which is shown in P'ig 5.

Fig. 7 illustrates the straight run circuit breaker. Some of

the advantages of this type of circuit breakers are, that the trolley

wheel can pass under it at full speed, while the shear at the ends is

such that the trolley will be thrown to one side should the car ap-

proach with the trolley off, the clamp device shown for holding the

end of the trolley wire, and the ease with which the center bar or

runner can be removed, and a new one inserted in its place. This
is done without disttirbing an}' of the trolley wire.connections by re-

mo\dng the two screws shown in the engraving.
Fig. 6 illustrates the double chain bracket suspension manu-

factured by this company. It is novel in design, and so entirely dif-

ferent from any other form of bracket hanger ever before designed
that it is worthy of consideration. Its motion is absolutely univer-

BAND SAW.

adjustable, is very simple, and can be instantly changed
to give more or less tension according to width of saw
and density of work to be done.

The saw is fitted with a guide that will run narrow
or wide blades with equal facility. The adjustable

steel plate at the back gives the saw a full bearing and
support, the plate being reversible. The side guides
are adjustable to the width and thickness of blade.

The shifter, for shifting belt and stopping the saw, is

very quick and effective. The patent guide raises

and lowers with guide bar, to adjust itself to thick

and thin lumber, and will take in twelve inches under guide.

The Warren Electric Company, of Chicago, will exhibit at the
approaching electrical exhibition two of its induction type of alter-

nators with stationary armature coils and single stationary field

coil. The exhibit will include a 45 k. w. and a 60 k. w. machine.
The 60 k. w. will be run to provide alternating current at 110

volts direct from the machine without transformers, for use in light-

ing portions of the building and for driving a single phase self-start-

ing alternating current motor, and for operating wattmeters, etc.

The 45 k. w. machine will not be run regularly, but will be on ex-

hibition partly unassembled. The exhibit will be under the charge

of Messrs. Wendell & McDuffie, agents in New York City for the

Warren Electric Company.

The Mountain Park Land Company, proprietor of the Johnston
Drive Mountain House (Plainfield, N. J.), will build an electric

railway from the Mountain House to the lines of the Plainfield

Street Railway Company. Two cars will be used. Silas D. Drake,

of Elizabeth, N. J., is secretary, and Joseph T. Vail, of Plainfield, is

treasurer of the company.
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Fireworks as a Park Attraction.

The value of the establishment of parks as promoters of traffic

is gettinj^ to be more j^enerally recoj^nized by street railway mana-
gers. Those whose lines have served parks, either of their own or
established by the public, have found that with the use of electric

cars the number of pleasure seekers among their patrons has greatly
increased. In many cities it has even been found profitable to

give at the parks at stated intervals, entertainments to which either

an admissson fee is charged or the patrons of the company have
been allowed free admittance. In the latter case, the increased traffic

induced by the entertainment has been depended upon to defray the
expenses.

It has been estimated that there are at least 100 companies which

mentsof this character, and that the science of pyrotechnics has been
carried to a far higher point in this country than in any other.

The subjects usuall}' selected for these spectacles are historical

in character and are remarkably correct in historical detail,

although, of course, the question of best possilde effect is carefully
studied. The object, as given by the manufacturer, is that an at-

tempt is made, not only to amuse, but to impress a series of lessons
on the mind that few readers are able to draw from history or other
reading. In fact, probably no more vivid way of appreciating the
appearance of a bombarded city, except by actually being present,
is possible than by attendance at one of these spectacles, nor could
one derive from books such a vivid idea of the appearance of the
grand canal at Venice by night than by being present at this spec-
tacle.

A good idea of the character and variety of the entertainments

have established parks of their own for the single purpose of increas-

ing their passenger business. Some of these have been very elabo-
rate, such for instance as that of the Toledo Electric Railway, of

Toledo, O., which has built an extensive casino at a cost of $65,000 on
the shores of L,ake Erie, in a large park owned by it. Another
company which has gone largelj- into the development of parks is

the Detroit Railway Company, of Detroit, Mich. The extensive
spectacular show given at this company's park last simimer was illus-

trated and described in the Strket Railw.a.y Journ.^l for January,
1896. The contract for giving this entertainment was taken in toto

by Pain, the well known New York specialist at such entertainments,
and met with such success that after the time contracted for between
him and the railway company the entertainment was by mutual con-
sent extended. As the park was in the outskirts of the city and the
only means of access was by the electric cars of the Detroit Railway
Company, the latter enjoyed a phenomenal patronage during the
time in which the entertainment was being given. The perform-

presented will be obtained from a considerationjofjjthe titles of the
different amusements which have been produced and presented with
success by Pain, some of which are illustrated herewith. They in-

clude the following: the Last Days of Pompeii, The Siege of Sebasto-
pol. Capture of Vera Cruz, Storming of Pekin, Fall of Vicksburg,
Lalla Rookh, Carnival of Venice, Paris from Empire to Republic, and
Japan and China. In addition to the above, two others are now in

process of preparation. One will be entitled Cuba; the other will be
a spectacular play having as a subject the renowned East Indian city

of Benares.
The general plan of the entertainment as shown is a carefully

drawn and painted background representing the .subject illustrated.

In the foreground the parts making up the picture are real, height-
ening the illusion presented by the background. vSo carefully is the
natural blended with the representation that it is usually impossible
at a short distance to determine exactly where one begins and the
other ends.

FIG.3.—SCENE FROM CARNIVAL OF VENICE.

ance was presented at Boulevard Park, a resort of about five acres
owned by the company, where a grand stand seating 80OD persons
was erected.

The adaptability of fireworks for amusements of this character,
and the proximity of the season in which street railway managers
having parks will have to consider the question of entertainments, is

the reason for the publication of the accompanying engravings show-
ing what can be accomplished in spectacular entertainments.

Fig. I illustrates the stage of a pyro-spectacle entertainment to
represent the destruction of Pompeii, devised by Pain; Fig. 2, a
similar entertainment representing the bombardment of a Chinese
town during the recent war between China and Japan; Fig. 3, the
Carnival of Venice.

The Pain Pyro-Spectacle Company, from whose entertainments
the accompanying photographs were taken, was the introducer and
originator of these amusements. In fact, it may be said here that
this company probably leads all others in the extent of entertain-

In the foreground is a stage, whereon the actors appear. The
play, which is pantomimic in character, is usually so arranged as to

embody athletic contests, pageants, races, ballets and other spectacu-

lar features, with a pyrotechnic finale.

In the foreground is usually also a pond or lake, secured by scoop-

ing out the narural earth to a depth of a few feet. The seating ca-

pacity of the entertainment ground can, of course, be of any size de-

sired. That of the Detroit Railway Company was 10,000. Some
or all of thege can be protected from the weather if desired, but it is

usually found desirable to build a shelter over only a few of them,
leaving the others in the open air. Of course the pyrotechnic part

of the exhibition is depended upon to produce the principal spec-

tacular effect. This part of the entertainment must necessarily be
in the hands of skilled experts. Great care is taken that no mistake
is made, and especially that no danger of premature explosion is run
through carelessness. The materials are all prepared and assembled
at the company's works in New York, and all the various precau-
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tions which experience has taught for reducing the possible danger
of explosion are taken by the manufacturers.

The principal actors in the theatrical part of the entertainment,
as well as the acrobatic and athletic exhibitors in the large enter-

tainments, are provided by the Pain Pyro-vSpectacle Company, which
also cares for and manages the entire entertainment, relieving the
railway company from all responsibility in this line. In addition to

the leading actors, the principal lesser parts are generally filled by
the company and these include from 200 to 300 employes and
supernumeraries, usually engaged on the grounds. The costumes and
properties for these actors, with the music scores for the band, etc.,

are also all furnished by the entertaiimient company.
The following statement is given of what is usually supplied by

the railway company in an entertaiument of this character: grounds,

300 ft. X 450 ft.
,
suitably enclosed, a plain uncovered grand stand,

with a seating capacity of from 5000 to 10,000 persons, a narrow strip

of ground scooped out for a lake and filled with water, necessary
lumber for creating the framework for the scenery, dressing rooms
and workshops, advertising, and help, such as ticket sellers, ticket

takers, ushers, baud and lights. On the other hand, the amusement
company takes the contract for furnishing the following: the entire

plant or picture with all scenic effects, erected and placed in position.

Insurance Against Accidents.

street railway managers have at last organized a mutual com-
pany for the purpose of caring for their accident losses. A mutual
organization has been a much talked of necessity, but no one cared
to devote the time necessary to the organization of a company until

a few weeks ago, when a number of managers in New York and
Pennsylvania organized the Electric Mutual Casualty Association,
with home office at Scranton, Pa. The Association is directly under
the supervision of the insurance commissioner of that state.

The associated managers state that no large and hazardous roads
are admitted to membership; only well managed roads with a good
record respecting casualties are accepted. The expenses of the man-
agement will be less than seven per cent of the premium receipts,

while stock companies average more than sixty per cent. The rate

charged for insurance by the Association is two per cent of the traffic

receipts, and the entire liability of any member is limited to three per
cent additional. The management being in the hands of the roads
themselves, and every one having at heart the welfare of the organ-
ization, success, it would seem, should crown the efforts of its pro-
moters.

FIG. 2.—SCENE FROM CHINA AND JAPAN.

cast, chorus, specialties, supernumeraries, ' firemen and operators,

numbering in all from 200 to 350 performers, costumes, properties

and effects, pyrotechnics for the production, together with a certain

number of hand bills, etc.

The company has made a specialty of these out of door exhibits

for the last ten j-ears, and its entertainments have been given at all

of the principal popular resorts in this country. Those who visited

the World's Fair at Chicago in 1S93 will remember the magnificent
displays given by the company at Jackson Park. Realizing the ex-
tent to which street railway companies have within the last few years

embarked in the entertain:nent business, the company is making a
specialty of providing entertainments suitable for street railway
parks.

The National Electrical Exposition.

The president of the Association is Horace E. Hand, president
of the Ithaca vStreet Railway Company and Cortland-Homer Traction
Company; vice-president, W. B. Rockwell, trea.surer and general
manager of the Middletown-Goshen Traction Company and Staten
Island-Midland Railroad; treasurer, Geo. M. Halstead, of the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad; secretary, Newton Jackson.
According to the statements of the Association the legal board con-
sists of the best legal talent in Pennsylvania, and the services of
skillful adjusters and detectives have been engaged.

A New Truck Fender.

The accompanying engraving represents a new automatic truck
fender now being manufactured by the R. A. Crawford Manufactur-
ing Company for a large road in the West. It is called the United

On May 4 the National Electrical Exposition will be opened in

New York. It will be held in the large Exhibition Building at the
corner of Forty-Third Street and Lexington Avenue. According to

present indications it will be the largest purely electrical exhibition

which has ever been held in this country, and in the number of ex-
hibitors and articles shown will exceed that in Electricity Building
at the World's Fair. The exhibit will remain open for about a month.

At present over 200 exhibitors have applied for .space, and a good
idea of the size of the exhibits will be gained when it is stated that
the Exposition managers have been obliged to install 600 h. p. of

boilers and engines in addition to the 600 h. p. already in the build-

ing. Power will be transmitted to the different exhibits by electric

motors. In the center of the hall will be a model of Niagara Falls in

which every feature will be reproduced in miniature. It is intended
to suppl}- the power for operating this model from the power plant at

Niagara Falls.- The Loan and Historical exhibit will be particularly
complete and will include many objects of interest which have not
been heretofore .shown in public. C. E. Stump is the active manager
of the exposition.

NEW TRUCK FENDER.

truck fender and has the well known Crawford patented spring action

construction, which is used in all the various types of fenders made
l)y this company.

This fender is designed to prevent a person getting under either

the front wheels or the rear wheels at side of car. It is carried

very close and drops automatically to the track, conforming to any
unevenness by reason of the two spring yielding vertical arms.



Third"Annual Convention of the Texas Street
Railway Assoeiation.

Mention was made in the last issue of the Street Railway
JOURNAI, of the Third Annual Convention of the Texas Street Rail-

way Association held in Galveston, Mar. iS. The following is a

summary of the discussions on the different topics considered.

Fares.—Whether the use of tickets of any sort shovild be ad-
vised; if a reduced ticket, in what form, and how handled and sold.

Only one railway represented sold reduced fares, and none sold chil-

dren's tickets. The Dallas roads require full fare for all children ex-

cept babes in arms; others, all children occupying seats.

Employes.—The question of whether time was wasted and acci-

dents added to by not using conductors. The cost of a conductor is

I547.50 per year; the general length of time of employment is twelve
hours, and the average pay f 1.55 per day. Some pay by the hour,

some by the day and some by the month.
It was generally conceded to be a good plan to increase the pay

after certain length of service. One road works its men four days
and they are then off one day; another two days, and off one, except

for relieving times. Other roads use three men to two cars, one man
being a swing run man.

Considerable discussion was held as to what are repairs and what
are properly expenses. Mr. Hayward, of Houston, submitted a blank
specification which was generally approved.

Power.—Only three roads could give definite figures on the

cost of power per mile; they were .0177 cents, .0144 cents .014 cents.

The latter was with hired power. Considerable discus.sion was had
as to the amount of training a man should have in order to save

power, and the sort of training.

Electrolysis.—Several instances were given of supposed des-

truction by electrolytic action. In few of the cases could this be

definitely traced. It was the general opinion that heavier bond wires

were desirable. Messrs. Hayward, Urie, Hendricks and Wakefield,

all gave instances of trouble; in one case a six inch condensing pipe

had been perforated, but was afterwards encased in the tunnel, and
so far no bad results had been noticed. In another case water pipes

had been badly damaged, but no main pipes. In another, service

pipes only had been damaged, and the water superintendent advised

connecting to the water pipes direct. In another city the water
superintendent refused to allow such connection. In one city the

electrician had recommended that they encase the service pipes in

vitrified clay sewer pipes. Some discus.sion was had upon the plastic

bond. Mr. Young, of Galveston, advised its use, and maintained
that it was not affected by the up and down movement of the rails

that it joins.

Repairs of Track.—Messrs. Hayward, Drake and Hendricks
advocated the heaviest rail possible. Mr. Wakefield inquired if the

investment would not soon reach a point where a heavy rail would
cease to be economical. In reply Mr. Hayward stated that the dif-

ference in cost at the present price of rail, between thirty-five pounds
and seventy-five pounds, would Vje $1700 per mile only, plus about
ten per cent for labor and handling.

Opinion was general that the T rail was proper except where
paving blocks were used; and the opinion of the majority was that

even then the T rail could be so blocked as to prevent trouble.

The president said :
" I think the city authorities in general are

rapidly coming to the opinion that the T rail has not the objec-

tions that have been formerly urged against it.

Mr. Hayward cited a case where T rail was specified for

macadamized streets and said :
" It costs from ten to fifteen per cent

less than girder, especially when the difference in the cost of fittings,

connections, etc., is considered."
Mr. Sinclair: " The salt air in Galveston corrodes our rails rap-

idly, no matter what the weight, but we find that the labor of keep-
ing up the joints of light rail is enormous."

Mr. Drake: " We find that the difference between the twenty-five

poimd and the sixty pound rail is more than saved in truck and car

body repair account."
Mr. Hendricks suggested that a quicker stop could be made on

heavy rails than on light; he advised ties close together.

Overhead Wire.S.—A figure eight form of trolley wire was
talked of and a cut shown.

Mr. Hendricks: " I saw this in the midst of a sleet storm, and it

did not seem to be affected byj|the extra weight] more than other
wires. Because of the fastening, arcing and consequent pitting of
the trolley wire will be prevented at the ears.

The general opinion was however that a No. o hard drawn
copper was standard.

MoT(^RS.—The average life of an armature had been found by
Messrs. Hendricks and Wakefield to be two years. Mr. Sinclair, of
Galveston, had found the life to be one year.

Mr. Drake said: "Our armature man showed me where
armatures had become crystallized, probably by heat or overload."
It was the general opinion that overload was the principal cause of
the destruction of armatures.

Power.—The price of coal was variously stated to be I3.65,
$2.50 and I4. 10 in front of boilers. The mileage of the cars per day
was from 100 to iSo per day. Nut and slack coal mixed was used,
excepting in one case where Arkansas was used.

Car Bodis;s.—One member had built new and repaired several
car bodies, but did not advise the building of new cars by railway
companies.

Insur.ance.—The discussion under this head covered a wide
range. Briefly, the insurance companies were charging from 2 per
cent to per cent on frame power house buildings. On brick car
houses the premium was i % per cent.

Mr. Drake suggested the organization of the Texas Street Rail-
way Mutual Insurance Company; that ten per cent of the gross earn-
ings of each line, together with the regular insurance charges,
according to Board rates, be paid into the treasury annually and that
a certain percentage be kept in reserve. Until a corporation could
be regularly organized under the laws of the state all payments
would have to be upon honor. A permanent committee on in-
surance was appointed, as follows : Carl F. Drake, of Austin,
chairman; H. C. Chase, of Houston City Railway Company, J. I,.

Sale, of Dallas, and the president and secretary of the Association.

Car W^heEls.—Varioiis makes and styles of car wheels were
discussed pro and con, and there seemed to be no unanimity of
opinion. It was conceded that the cost of the wheel was not the
principal item in wheel expense, but the cost of taking them off

and putting them on and the taking of the cars out of service. It

was therefore argued that the best wheel po.ssible should be obtained.
It was found that the soft cast .shoe was generally used and recom-
mended, though some had the cast shoe with wrought plugs.

Ties.—The cost of ties was found to run from twenty-five to
fifty-five cents delivered. Cypress, long leaf pine and oak were the
woods generally employed. The cypress for damp soil was found to
have long life, but the other woods, it was thought, should be treated.
In treating ties Mr. Drake urged that the ends should not be covered
or painted as that would prevent the sap from running out in the
process of curing, and fermentation and internal decay would result.

A white oak tie was thought to be the best.

Litigation and Accidents.—The cost ran from $^00 to f2500
per annum, exclusive of attorneys' fees which average about $\2oo.
It is the general opinion that about seventy-five per cent of the
amount of claims paid were unjust and the judgments were brought
about by the general hostile feeling against corporations and a con-
troversion of the facts by the plaintiffs.

Methods of Increasing Revenue.—The discussion under
this head covered a very wide range. One instance was given
where an |;8o,ooopark had brought in 130,000 per annum in increased
revenue, at a small additional expense. Another instance was cited
of a park for negroes, which cost about I3500 and paid for itself

manj' times during the season.
Mr. Hayward stated that he had found it absolutely nece.ssary

to study the people closely before presenting them an attraction.

In a general discussion it was found that while one attraction
(a band) had been successful in one place, in another it was an abso-
lute failure. It was found that people will not pay both a fare and
admission to any appreciable extent,

Mr. Drake, of Austin : "We tried to give good entertainments
and charge a small admission, but found they were not patronized; we
then gave very ordinary entertainments free, and had to turn people
away."

Mr. Drake believed in an amusement circuit. Mr. Hendricks
found that a negro park paid, and that band concerts took very well,
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Mr. Wakefield :

'

' We find that in Dallas the factory man is the
one who patronizes the cheaper entertainments, and we have not
enough of this class to make it pay. Wealthier people want attrac-

tions that cost more than the increase in business warrants."
Mr. Urie :

" We find it profitable to keep in with the baseball
people; they are well patronized in Galveston."

On the que.stion of appointing a committee on su.nimer attrac-

tions no action was taken.

San Francisco Notes.

Exhibits at St. Louis Meeting A. S. R. A.

The committee appointed some time ago to look after the ex-
hibits at the St. lyouis meeting of the American Street Railway As-
sociation is issuing a circular which will be sent out within a few
days, containing an announcement to the effect that the convention
headquarters for both the sessions and the exhibits will be in the
Convention Hall now Iniilding for the Republican National Conven-
tion. This building is 260 ft. >' 180 ft., and for the Street Railway
Convention a space of eighty feet will be partitioned off at one end
for the convention sessions, and the remain-
der, consisting of a space 180 ft. square, will 1)e

devoted to the exhibits. A plan of the build-
ing will be sent out with the circular and intend-
ing exhibitors will be requested to notif}* Mr.
Baumhoff, the chairman of the Committee of
Exhibits, bj' Aug. i, how much space they will

require. Every facility will be accorded the ex-
hibitors including current at 550 volts supplied
from the street railway lines. There will be no
means of ingress or exit to the ses.sion room ex-
cept through the portion of the building devoted
to exhibits, and exhibitors are thus assured of

more attention, perhaps, than they have ever
before received at conventions.

The following sub-committees have been ap-
pointed to take care of the details of the St.

Louis meeting. The chairman of the general
committee is Robert McCulloch.

The Committee on Ways and Means: P. C.
Maffitt, president Missouri Railroad Company.

Committee on Entertainment and Banquet:
Henry Scullin, vice-president Tnion Depot Rail-

road Company.
Committee on Exhibits: George W. Baum-

hoff, general manager L,indell Railway Com-
pany.

Committee on Hotels and Halls: J. S. Min-
ary, general manager Southern Electric Railroad
Company.

Conunittee on Information Bureau: Robert Lehman, secretary
and treasurer vSt. Louis & Suburban Railroad Company.

Street Railway Mileage and Equipment in
Chicago.

On Apr. I the extension of the Pasadena & Los Angeles Rail-
way from Los Angeles to Santa Monica was formally opened. This
line is nineteen miles long and is equipped with forty foot closed
cars furnished with double trucks. A speed of thirty miles an hour
is frequentlj' reached on the long stretches between Los Angeles and
.Santa Monica. There are already two steam lines running, that of
the vSouthern Pacific and that of the Santa Fe and there is a heavy
excursion travel between the two places on .Sundays and holidays.

On the day of the opening the nineteen miles was covered in one
hour and a quarter including stops at all way stations.

The store house of the Market Street Railway Company, in San
Francisco, is located in the center of its large system of roads. The
machine and electrical repair shops are here al.so. All the hauling
has heretofore been done by teams, but recently the company has
decided to equip an electric car as a freight car to displace these
teams. The electric lines go near almost all the power and car

The following table shows the number of miles of track and the
number of cars operated in the cit}' of Chicago by the different street

railway companies, divided according to motive power. This table
has been prepared with great care from latest information received
direct from the companies' oflScials.

The large electric railway mileage is particularly remarkable,
when it is remembered that on Jan. i, 1S93, there were hardly 100
miles of electric railway track in Chicago :

Miles of
Track.

Mileage. Cable. Elec. Horse. Steam. Total. Cars.

Chicago City Ry. Co 35 iiS 10 163 1,785
West Chicago St. R. R. Co . . 31 122 48 202 2,000
North Chicago St. R. R. Co. . 17 81 2 100 874
Chicago General Ry. Co. . . 16 16 32
South Chicago City Ry. Co . . 35 35 91
Cicero & Proviso Ry. Co . . . 50 50 87
Calumet Elec. St. Ry. Co . . . 54 54 186
Chicago & Jefferson Urban
Transit Co 5 5

Chicago North Shore St. Ry. Co. 17 17 25
Chicago Elec. Transit Co . . . 12 12 40
North Chicago Elec. Ry. Co. . 16 16 20
North Side Elec. Ry. Co . . . 4 4
Ogden St. Ry. Co 15 15

Lake vStreet Elevated R. R. Co. 14 14 125
Metropolitan West Side Ele-
vated Ry. Co 33 33 155

Chicago South Side Rapid
Transit R. R. Co 19 19 iSo

The Suburban R. R. Co. . . . 5 5 24

Total 83 597 51 19 760 5,624

Under contract and in process of construction in addition to above
about 160 miles of electric.

Charges Denby, U. S. Minister to China, states in a recent report
to the Secretary of State that an extensive franchise for railroad con-
struction in China has recently been awarded. The line will be
operated hy steam, will be seventy miles in length and will probably
be built by Chinese capital.

ELECTRIC FREIGHT CAR—SAN FRANCISCO.

houses and for the past month this car has been handling the work
of collecting and distributing supplies and repair work. The car

is equipped with two twenty-fi\'e horse power motors and series par-

allel controllers. The enclosed section is reserved for armatures
and other electrical parts that wotild be damaged by rain. The open
portion is used for wheels, axles, brake shoes, barrels of oil, etc.

The illttstration shows its general features clearly.

In the latter part of March the extension of the Mt. Lowe Scenic

Line from Echo Motmtains three miles further toward Mt. Wilson's
summit was started. This line extends now from Pasadena, Cal.,

tip to Altadena where the power house is located and then tip six and
seven per cent grades to the base of an incline abotit a mile long and
containing a grade of from forty-eight to sixty-eight per cent. The
top of this incline has been heretofore the terminus of the line. It

has now been extended three miles ftirtlier at a uniform rise of seven
per cent. The scenery along the rottte of this mountain road is un-
surpassed anywhere and the trip is a \-ery popular one with tourists.

The power for the road is furnished by generators run by gas en-

gines. The gas comes up from Pasadena, six miles distant, and the

plant forms a case of long distance transmission of power of a char-

acter whose advantages are not as fully appreciated by Americans
generally as they are in Europe. This transmission of energy in the

fonn of gas is said to be much more efficient than any other. Dur-
ing a recent discussion at a meeting of the Institution of Civil Engi-
neers, of England, it was shown that 3000 h. p. could be transmitted

in the form of gas for i h. p. or with a loss of but -^g of one per cent

and that the cost for gas mains as against electric mains required to

transmit the same power was as one is to twent}-.

After numerous delays and several postponements the San Fran-
cisco & San Mateo Railway, of San Francisco, was sold Apr. 11,

to the highest bidder. When the road defaulted on the interest pay-

ments on the bonds, a receiver was sought for and appointed by the

Superior Court by whom the sale was later ordered. The road was
bonded for |i, 100,000, and is said to have cost $925,000. Claims
have been allowed by the Court amounting to |i75,ooo. The road
sold for 1300,000, thus leaving the bondholders a prospect of 1 1 >^c.

on the dollar. The purchasers were J. A. Buck and N. Ohlandt,

heavy holders of bonds, and are thought to be backed by Spreckles

the sugar king, who has of late been investing so mtich money in

San Francisco. The stockholders yet have a year in which to redeem
the road however, so that no radical changes will be made at present.

On the same day, Apr. 11, another receiver's sale took place in

Victoria, B. C, when the Victoria Electric Railway & Lighting Com-
pany was sold to P\ S. Barnard, of the Consolidated Electric Rail-

way & Lighting Company, of Vancouver, for 1340,000. The only
other bidder was C. A. Holland, representing the bondholders who
ordered the sale. The road cost but |500,ooo originally, when prices

for everything were high,
,

S. L- F.
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Construction Notes.

Cleveland, O.—The Wooster, Medina & Cleveland Klectric

Railway Conijian)' has been granted a franchise by the County Com-
missioners to construct its line on the Wooster ])ike. Among those

interested are C. V. Hard, of Wooster, O.; R. T. McDowell, of

Medina, O., and Joseph Roof, of Cleveland.

Danville, Va.—The Danville & Riverside Railway Company,
recently incorporated, has elected the following officers and di-

rectors: President, T. B. Fitzgerald; directors, F. X. Burton, J. H.
Schoolfield, J. G. Penn, B. F. Jefferson, John N. Wyllie, J. E. School-

field, R. I. Anderson, R. A. Schoolfield and C. G. Holland. Work
on the road will be connnenced at once.

Dundee, Mich.—The Monroe, Dundee & Lake Erie Electric

Railway Company has been incor])orated with W. H. Cowles, presi-

dent; W. H. Johnson, vice-president; Vincent Field, treasurer; G. L.

Strong, secretarj-; Oscar B. Marx, auditor. Other incorporators are:

A. B. Bragdon, Geo. A. Marr, H. H. Hatch, A. T. Knowson and F.

H. Hunifrey. The company will build an electric railway from
Monroe to Dundee. Capital .stock, #400,000.

Erie, Pa.—An electric railway is to be built from Erie to North
East, Pa. F. G. & G. R. vSikes, contractors and engineers, of

Buffalo, N. Y., have the contract for building the line.

Hagerstow , Md.—Christian W. Lynch, William Jennings and
John A. Herman, the principal stockholders of the Hagenstown Rail-

way Company, have been awarded the contract for constructing and
equipping the lines of that companj-.

Jersey City, N. J.—The North Bergen Railway Company has
been incorporated by Geo. L. Lecord, John C. Payne and George
Sanderson, of Jersey City

;
John V. Bacot, of We.st Orange, N. J.;

Wm. S. Bacot, of East Orange, N. J., and Albert S. Wall, of Orange,
N. J., to construct a railway in Hudson County. Capital stock,

|io,ooo.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Citizens' Street Railway Company has
been incorporated by New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and Kansas
City capitalists to build and operate electric railways in Kansas City.

The conduit electric system will be used instead of the overhead
system. Capital stock, #1,000,000. J. C. vShaffer, president of the

company, has been in Kansas City to apply for franchises. It is the

intention of the company to buy the systems of the new Brookl3-n

Avenue Railway Company and the North East Street Railway Com-
pany.

Meriden, Conn.—It is reported that the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad Company will make extensive experiments in

the different methods of operating electric railwa3-s, the object being
to determine the relative merits of third rail construction and the
trolley construction, and also to determine which construction will

give the greatest efficiency in the matter of speed. If satisfactory

results are obtained from these experiments, it is probable that the

company will equip with electricity several of its lines which have a

large amount of local traific. Among these are the thirty mile Meri-
den branch, connecting Waterbury, Meriden and Cromwell, the line

between Hartford and Meriden and the line between Meriden and
New Britain. Power houses will be erected at Meriden, as this is

the center of these three lines.

Moncton, N. B.—The Moncton Street Railway, Heat & Power
Company has been incorporated to build an electric railway in

Moncton and Lewisville. Capital stock, |ioo,ooo. Among those
interested are J. & C. Harris, of Moncton.

New Brunswick, N. J.—The Pennsylvania Railroad Company is

considering the practicability of equipping with electricity its single

track branch line running from New Brunswick to East Millstone.

Oakland, Cal.—A franchise has been granted to the Oakland &
Livermore Valley Railway Company and construction will be com-
menced in a short time. E. P. Vandercook, of Oakland, is general
manager.

Portland, Me.—The City Council of Westbrook has granted a

franchise to the Portland Extension Railroad Company to build its

line toward Gorham. Among those interested are William G. Davis
and Chas. F. Libbey, of Portland, and Edward A. Newman, of

Deering, Me.

Royal Oak, Mich.—The Oakland Railway Company has secured
a franchise to extend its lines from Woodward Avenue west on the
ten mile road to Farmington and Southfield. Among those interest-

ed are F. A. Baker, Chas. A. Dean and W. H. Elliott, of Detroit,

and Nelson E. Springstein, of Royal Oak.

St. Elmo, HI.—The Western Equipment & Transit Comj)any
has been incorporated by B. F. Johnson, P. M. Johnson, C. M.
Fraught and R. Kelly, of St. Elmo. Capital stock, |ioo,ooo.

St. Paul, Minn.—C. J. Buell, Joseph Elsinger, Gov. McGill and
W. M. Liggett, of St. Anthony Park, a suburb of vSt. Paul, are the
promoters of an electric railway from St. Paul to St. Anthony and
Como Parks.

Seattle, Wash.—The Third Street & Suburban Railway Com-
pany, recently incorporated, has applied for a franchise to construct
and operate an electric railway in the city of Seattle.

Turners Falls, Mass.—The directors of the Greenfield & Tur-
ners Falls Street Railway Company have accepted the franchise
granted by the Selectmen to extend their lines from Lake Plea.sant
to Montague Center.

Toledo, O.—The Toledo & Maumee Valley Railway Company
will extend its lines to Bowling Green, through the towns of Water-
ville and Tontogany.

Important Western Contracts.

The Walker Company has made during the past month a num-
ber of large contracts hy which its apparatus will be put in service

on some of the most important street railways of the country. The
selection of its apparatus by these corporations is an exceedingly
strong testimonial to the merits of the company's dynamos and
motors.

The Chicago City Railway Company will install six 800 k. w.
Walker rope driven generators, having placed an order with the

company in the latter part of April. These generators are said to be
the largest belt or rope driven generators in the world. To give an
idea of their size it may be said that the rope wheel which drives

them is about eight feet in diameter and has an eight foot face.

The generators run at 220 r. p. m. Two of these machines will

be driven from one 2500 h. p. cross compound engine. This order

was placed by the Chicago City Railway Company after a most
thorough examination of all generators now in the market, and the
results of the Walker Company's Soo k. w. generators in Detroit,

concerning which Mr. Everett, of the Detroit Railway Company, is

naost enthusiastic were largely instrumental in the final di.sposition

of the order.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of Kansas City,

Mo., has also placed an order with the Walker Company for a 1200

k. w. generator to be coupled direct to an Allis tandem compound
engine.

The company has received, during the last ten days, an order
for the equipment with motors, controllers and generators of the
Chicago & Englewood Railway Company, which is the first large

storage battery road in the world. The batteries will be charged
from the central station containing four large direct coupled Walker
generators, and both these and the motors were selected by the pur-
chasers because of their high efficiency and excellent design.

A large number of motors and complete car equipments have
also been ordered of the Walker Company during the month by the
Union Railway Company, of New York City, the vSecond Avenue
Traction Company, of Pittsburgh, the Pittsburgh, Crafton & Mans-
field Street Railroad Company, the Newburgh ( N. Y. ) Electric

Railway Company, the Rapid Railway Company, of Detroit, and C.

E. Loss & Company, of Chicago.
The large orders received by the company for heavy generators

and motors have made it necessary to refuse the general machine
work business which it has hitherto been possible to carry on in its

finely equipped shops, and little more of this will be done in future,

the entire shops being given over to the production of electrical

apparatus.

Heavily Overloaded Generators.

W. S. Davis, electrical engineer of the Detroit (Mich.
)
Railway

Company, in a letter to the Walker Company a short time ago spoke
as follows regarding the work which the Walker 400 and Soo k. w.
generators in use in his power station were performing. " Early in
the winter when we were extremely short of power and had but the
two 400 k. w. machines available, on several occasions we ran these
machines for upwards of ten hours with a fifty per cent overload
with absolutely no sparking or other injurious effects. On one oc-
casion we carried 1400 amperes at 550 volts on each of these machines
for four hours, in a heavy snow storm. So great was the output at

this time, that the insulation was melted from the cables running
from the generators to the switchboard. The area of said cables
was 1,500,000 c. m. W^e have not yet had occasion to overload the
large machines to this extent, but we have every reason to believe
from their present operating that they would act equally well under
similar circumstances.

"These four generators have now been running upwards of two
months without the removing of a single brush and with aljsolutely

no repairs to the commutator or other parts with the exception
of ordmary cleaning. With a full load on, these machines are abso-
lutely sparkless, and the fact of our placing with you an order for two
more of the 800 k. w. generators is sufficient proof that we are thor-
oughly satisfied with your apparatus. Owing to the liberal brush
contact on commutator one unusual result is obtained, namely, that
the commutator is the coolest, of any of the working parts of the ma-
chine after a long and heavy run."

This is certainly a fine showing and one of which any manufact-
urer has reason to be proud.

The Storage Battery in Cliicago.

The storage battery will shortly be given an opportunitj' under
fair conditions to prove whether or not it is capable of handling cars
practically and economicall}- on an extensive street railway sj'stem.

The Englewood & Chicago lilectric Railway Company, of Chicago,
has placed contracts for the construction and equipment of a large
portion of its contemplated line which will embrace about sixty miles
of track when completed. All of this it is expected to have in opera-
tion this season. The cars of this road are to be equipped and
operated exclusively by storage batteries. It will be the most ex-
tensive and thorough equipment of the kind ever made, and will nat-
urally attract unusual attention. G. H. Condict, chief engineer of
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the company, has charge of the entire construction and equipment
of the line, and in connection with B. J. Arnold as consulting en-
gineer is carefully planning every detail for its successful operation.

The work of construction is being piished with all possible des-
patch, C. E. Loss & Company has the contract for the track work
and Henry Lewis & Company for the rails. The Walker Manufac-
turing Company will furnish the electrical equipment embracing
four 250 k. w. Walker generators, and twenty-three fifty horse power
car equipments and controllers. The engines will be the Willans
patent build and will be upright, condensing and triple expansion

.

The Arnold system of connecting engines and generators will be
used. Heine boilers and Worthington pvimps and cooling tower
have been contracted for. Forty cars have been ordered from the St.

Louis Car Company, using Dupont single trucks. The batteries will

1)e of the Electric Storage Battery Company, type L. Seventy-two
cells will be used on each car and will be arranged to commute their
connections as follows: four parallel; two parallel and two series, and
four series. The weight will be about 5400 lbs. ; the output will be
about 400 ampere hours per cell, and it is estimated that these will

give sufficient power to make a speed of twenty-five miles per hour.
The batteries will be on the car trucks where they can be quickly

removed and replaced from the pits in the power station, over which
the cars will be run when a change of battery is necessary.

General Electric=Westinghousc Patent
Arrangements.

It is reported that a board of arbitration has been selected by
the managements of the General Electric and Westinghouse Com-
panies to undertake the solution of all problems arising in connec-
tion with the recent patent arrangement between the General Elec-
tric and Westinghouse Companies. This board of arbitration con-
si.sts of Pres. Charles A. Coffin and Gen. Counsel F. P. Fish, of the
General Electric Company, Pres. George Westinghouse and Paul D.
Cravath, of the Westinghouse Company, and E. B. Thomas, presi-

dent of the New York, Lake Erie & Western Railroad Company, who
is said to have consented to act as the fifth member of the committee.

A New Firm.

Macartney, McElroy & Company, is the title of a new firm of

contractors and engineers with headquarters in New York. The
firm was organized last month and has already been awarded the
contract for track construction for extensive improvements of the
Meriden ( Conn. ) electric railway projected by the owners of the
line, the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company.

Mr. McElro}' is a native of Bridgeport, Conn., and a graduate of

Stevens Institute of Technology in 1887, taking the highest honors
in that year. He is a practical machinist and toolmaker, and has
served an apprenticeship in Boston, Providence and other cities.

After graduation he associated himself with the I'nited Gas Improve-
ment Company', of Philadelphia, of whose works in Omaha, Neb., he
was assistant superintendent. Later he went to Cuba where, as

•mechanical engineer, he had charge of the machinery of a large

sugar plantation. Returning to this country, he entered the employ
of the Field Engineering Company just as that company was begin-
ning the construction of the BufTalo street railwa}^ system. He was
engaged on the plans of this and most of the other plants erected by
this compau}' during its existence and after its dissolution he was
appointed constructing engineer for the Bridgeport Traction Com-
pany. After the completion of this system he designed and built

the power station and car house for the Brunswick Traction Com-
pany, of New Brunswick, N. J., and also superintended the construc-
tion of the overhead work and feeder system, completing the work
in January last.

Mr. Macartney, the other member of the firm, has been engaged
in engineering work for a number of years and has .supervised the
construction of a number of roads for Murry A. Verner, of Pitts-

burgh, one being in Norfolk, Va. He has recently represented the
Ohio Brass Company in New York.

place of J. F. Whittlesey, who has been made chief engineer. Mr.
Vander Veer is well known in electric railway circles, having been
general manager of the Scranton (Pa.) Electric Railway Company.

Mr. Erich Rathenau, of the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesell-
schaft, who has recently been traveling in this country inspecting
the recent installations here, sailed for Germany last month. While
in this country, Mr. Rathenau contributed to the Elektrotechnischc
Zcitschn/t an interesting .series of articles on notable American elec-
trical installations.

Mr. Scott F. Hazelrigg has been recently appointed superin-
tendent of the Seashore Electric Railway Company, of Asbury Park,
N. J. Mr. Hazelrigg began his street railway experience as a driver
with the Citizens' Street Railway Company, of Indianapolis, in iSSr.
He was afterwards appointed road ofiicer, and when the first motor
equipment was installed on that road was placed in charge of the
repair shops. Later he acted as purchasing agent of the company.
In the spring of 1893 he resigned his position and became associated
with the electric railway at Asbury Park, and later, in January, 1894,
accepted the position of superintendent of the Youngstown ( O.

)

Street Railway Company.

Mr. Edgar C. Seebohm, the representative sent to South
Africa by J. A. Fay & Egan Company, the manufacturers of wood
working machinery, had a close call recently at Johnannesburg
where he was sent to install some machinery for his company. The
colunm of his company's band mill which he was passing through
the Custom House was thought by the Boers to be a large cannon or
some sort of a machine gun. They wanted to confiscate it and Mr.
Seebohm says that it took any amount of talking to convince them
that it was a part of a band mill. They are even now a little skept-
ical as to its being what he claims, and ride past every hour or so to
watch the progress made in its erection.

Mr. Charles N. Black, who has just been appointed manager of
the Walker Company's recently acquired New Haven factory, has
had a valuable technical experience and training. He was a graduate

in 1888 in the regular course at
Princeton, receiving his degree of

A. B., and for the next two years
studied electrical engineering
under Professor Brackett in the
same university, securing his de-
gree of E. E. in 1890. Soon after

this he entered the shops of the
Brush Electric Company, of Cleve-
land, at a salary of fi per day, in
order to get the practical machine
shop experience which he felt

would be necessary for his future
plans; After eight or ten months
spent in various departments of
the work, he obtained the position
of chief draughtsman, which he
held for a little over a year, gain-
ing in this way a great deal of
exceedingly valuable technical
experience. He was then ap-
pointed foreman of the testing de-
partment, and about eight months
later became superintendent of

CHARi^ES N. BLACK. Construction of the Short Electric
Railway Company, with whom

he remained until the spring of 1893, when he returned to the Brush
Company as its assistant superintendent. During the next two years
he designed and developed a new line of large arc light dynamos,
ranging from 80 to 125 lights capacity, and these have achieved great
popularity in lighting circles. In 1895 he was promoted to the posi-.

tion of superintendent and chief electrician, but owing to severe ill-

ness which lasted several months, he was obliged to give up these
duties and to devote his time solely to the technical work of the com-
pau}'. Flis new connection commenced on Apr. i, and the Walker
Company's New Haven factory is expected to be in operation at an
early date.

Captain Eugene Griffin.

Personals.

Mr. Henry C. Payne, .vice-president of the Milwaukee Street
Railway Company, has returned from his trip to Europe and is now
devoting his attention to the interests of the Milwaukee system.

Mr. W. T. M. Mottram, of San Antonio, Tex., died last month,
Mr. Mottram was one of the pioneer electrical engineers in Texas,
and for a number of years represented in that state the Sprague
Electric Railway & Motor Company, and afterwards the Edison
interests.

Mr. H. C. Spaulding, formerly of the Knowles Steam Pump
Works, has been appointed New England manager for the Electric
Construction Compan}', which is the manufacturer of the Manhattan
incandescent arc lamp, and also represents in New England the
Siemens & Hakske Electric Company.

Mr. J. H. Van der Veer has been appointed superintendent of
motor department of the Brooklj-n Heights Railroad Company in

Capt. Eugene Griffin, first vice-president of the General Elec-
tric Company, who has just returned to this country after a prolonged
investigation of the business situation abroad, has had an interesting

and remarkable military, professional and business career. He was
graduated from West Point in 1875, and was at once appointed second
lieutenant of engineers in the United States Army, and was assigned
to duty at the Engineering School of Application at Willets Point,

where he remained until 1877. During the next two or three years
he was in charge of a party of engineers in the United States Geo-
graphical Survey in Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona and Texas, and
in 1879-80, in which last year he was promoted to the first lieuten-

ancy, he was in charge of the surveys of Governor's, Ellis, Bedloe's
and David's Islands, in New York Harbor.

From 1881 to 1883 he was adjutant and quartermaster of the bat-

talion of engineers and instructor in photography, and from 1883 to

1885 was assistant professor of civil and military engineering and the
art of war at West Point. In 1885-6 he became aid-de-camp to

Major-General W. S. Hancock and chief engineer of the military

division of the Atlantic and department of the East. From 1886 to
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188.S he was assistant engineer commissioner of the District of Col-
umbia, having charge under the commission of pavements, country
roads and all matters relating to electric lighting, telegraph and tele-

phone comjKinies in the City of Washington. In 1887 he was pro-
moted to be captain in the corps of engineers and resigned his
commission on Oct. 5, 1889, in order to take charge of the railway

CAPTAIN EUGENE GRIFFIN.

department of the Thomson-Houston Electric Company, which he
organized in 1888. In 1891 he became second vice president of the
Thomson-Houston Electric Company, and in 1893 held also the office

of president of the Thomson-Houston International Electric Com-
pany, which has since been consolidated with the General Electric
Company.

Captain Griflfin is a member of the American vSocieties of Mechan-
ical and Electrical Engineers, and is one of the best business men in

the United vStates because of his prominent connection with a company
which has been intimately associated with the development of elec-

tric lighting and railway service in this country. He now resides in

in Albany, New York.

Obituary.

Wm. S. BeaTTy.

The many friends of Wm. S. Beatty, of the Pittsburgh office of
the General Electric Company will be pained to learn of his death,
Apr. 7, in New Orleans. Mr. Beatty was obliged to give up his

work some weeks before, on accoimt of failing health and to seek a
more congenial climate in Florida, and later in Arizona. Finding
no improvement however he was on his way home, but on reaching
New Orleans was unable to proceed further. Mr. Beatty was a com-
paratively young man for the position he filled and had marked abili-

ties which gave great promise for a brilliant future. His agreeable
and obliging manners made him friends everywhere, and his sud-
den death comes as a great shock to them all.

Among the Car Builders.

The Brownell Car Company is making for the Baltimore Trac-
tion Company seventy-five cars, twentj'-nine feet nine inches over
all. They are nine bench motor cars on Bemis trucks with Westing-
house motors. The plated sills have metal panels of new and im-
proved form at the seat ends, with side steps which fold. They have
spring roller curtains of duck with Acme fixtures. The cars seat

forty-five persons.
Fifteen cars with convertible bodies are building for the Cincin-

nati, Newport & Covington road. These are twenty-five feet long,
have center aisles and Brownell folding and reversible seats. This
seat is a decided novelty, and on a road where a large number of
passengers have to be discharged quickly at the end oj the line they
present many advantages, since when the passengers are standing,
the whole seat folds up in such a way as to occupy a space of but six

inches in thickness. This practically gives the passenger the whole
of the floor space and reduces the obstruction to leaving the seats to
a miniminn. The sashes are high, with two lights, and have a panel
below the windows. In summer a wire screen crosses the whole
length of the car preventing passengers from putting their arms or
heads outs. The car is finished in cherry and has Acme fixtures to
the curtains. The truck is the Brownell 2 E with extended spring
base. The cars are wired for both doiible and single trolley, the
first for use in Cincinnati, and the latter for the other portion of the
line. These Covington cars are very handsome in style, being in
green and cream color. Mr. Jenkins, the superintendent of the
road, considers these cars, all things considered, to be better adapted
to the heavy ,'jurjipier resort traffic which he has to carry than any

which he has yet tried. They are plea.sant for the passengers, carry
a large number comfortably seated, have good standing room, are
safe in case of accident, and at the ends of tlie line when the crowds
are handled can discharge their passengers with the greatest speed.

Some of our Eastern builders would be surprised at the method
of putting on and material used in the roof. The roof itself is a
single ])iece of three-jsly veneer and the side or lower decks are also
in single pieces. The strength and stiffness thus imparted to the
roof of the car is very material. The only objection which has so
far been urged or .suggested has been the effect of water, but as ve-

neer ceilings have been carried in cars for years without damage
from water and in almost the same position, this may be dismissed as
of no importance, especially in view of the fact that roofs of this

kind stand so well. The roofs are covered with canvas and well
painted, and if ordinary attention is paid to them they will remain
perfectly tight for years. Being in a single piece and greatly stiffen-

ing the roof, the danger of cracking the canvas or injuring the paint
is considerably reduced, so there is little to be feared.

The Laclede Car Ccmipany is building 10 cars for the Pittsburgh
& West End Passenger Railway and 28 for the Second Avenue Trac-
tion Company, of Pittsburgh. The motor cars have fiye reversible
and four stationary seats, and are 28 ft. 7 ins. over all. They have
vestibule fronts with three drop sash. The front is round with
No. 14 .steel dash, paneled with ash on the inside. The l)odies are
6 ft. 8 ins. over the side sills. The sills them.selves are respectively

5 ins. and 6 ins. in depth, with uniform thickness of t,1{ ins. The
outside sills are plated with ,'2 in. ^' 7 in. steel. The steps are the
full length of the car. They have slide guard rails out to the end of

the cab. This is a .somewhat iniusual but very good feature. The
platform timbers are 23/4 ins. y 11 ins., and the timber is covered with
^ in. X 5 ill. iron. The end platform timber is 22 ins. wide and
projects forward to the vestibule 6!i ins. It will be noted that these
cars have vestibules, but not bulkheads. There is merely a spindle
back between the stationary .seats. The cars are finished throughout
with selected white a.sh. They have striped duck curtains on Harts-
horn rollers which come down to the floor, effectually closing the
car.

Fourteen of the twenty-eight trail cars have a nine foot wheel
base, while the motors have but seven feet six inches. The bodies
of all these cars are interchangeable. Twenty-four are to be on L,ord

Baltimore trucks. Fourteen of the trail cars are on on the Baltimore
standard trail car gear. Both motors and trailers have high truss-

ings and Westinghou.se No. 38 motors. Robinson sand l)oxes by
Victor Knight & Company, of Cincimiati, four on each car under the
end seats, are used. The ceilings are of binlseye maple made by the
Fro.st Veneer »Seating Company. Theje are ten lamps and candle
bracket lamps at each end of the car.

The Laclede Company is also biiilding twenty ten bench cars

for the Baltimore City Railway Company, These cars have very
wide monitors and Adams & We.stlake Acme curtains. One of the
benches faces on the platform. They are furnished with sand boxes,
have panels of wood at the end of the .seats, two windows in the ends
and double posts on each side of the windows.

Thirty closed cars are building for the Fort Pitt Railwa}', of
Pittsburgh. These have three-ply white wood roofs in single pieces.

The frame is entirely of ash, except the sills, which are of oak and
yellow pine.

One hundred open cars are building for the Cincinnati Street
Railway Company and eight for the Mt. Adams & Eden Park Rail-

way. The.se are 30 ft. 6 ins. over all, have seven reversible 30 in.

siats, .spaced 30 ins. centers. There are also two stationary seats

at the bulkheads. The 2 ft. 3 in. platforms are closed b}- gates
on all four corners. This is the Cincinnati standard. They have
Hartshorn roller curtains with automatic curtain replacers designed
by John Kilgour, the president of the road. There are electric but-
tons on every post. Three Robinson sand boxes are on each car.

The reason for the odd number is that the cars run in only one direc-

tion. They are furnished with electric lights only, fini.shed in cherry
and ash, with birdseye maple ceilings and have signal lights on the
roof. The}- are mounted on McGuire trucks and have G. E. 1200
motors. In addition to a powerful brake on the truck they have the
Bayard-Kilgour emergency brake.

Twenty cars are ljuilding for Peoria. These have center aisles

and side steps. The bulkheads have two drop sashes with curtains
in the center opening and mirrors over the end seats. Ten have six

cross seats and ten have five cross seats with four stationary. The
curtains are by Adams & Westlake and come to within 9 ins. of the
floor. Half of them are 28 ft. 3 ins. over all and half 25 ft. 9 ins.

The bodies are 19 ft. 10 ins. and 17 ft. 4 ins. in length, and the total

width over the .steps is 7 ft. 6 ins. They are mounted on McGuire
trucks.

The Laclede Car Company has also received an order for 50
nine-bench open cars from the Con.solidated Traction Company, of

Jersey City. The cars will be of the Traction Company's .standard

style and finish.

The street car department of the Barney & Smith Car Company,
is building three closed motor and eight open trail cars for the Rapid
Railway Company, of Detroit. They have Wheeler cro.ss seats. The
closed cars are 31 ft. 6 ins. long and 41 ft. over the platforms. There
are two motors placed on the iiLside axles of the truck, the make not
yet decided upon. This location of the motors is chosen .so as not
to interfere with the framing. There are three steps to these cars,

with two ri.sers. The vestibules are large and have steam car hoods.
There are folding doors on each side of the platform which is the full

width of the car. The eight open trail cars are 39 ft. 10 ins. oyer all,

have 26 benches, 13 on a side, with a center aisle. The bulkhead has
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a single sliding door. These cars have straight sides and are con-

vertible into closed cars for winter use. In summer the panels are

filled with wire netting. The sash and sheathing panels fit in the

same spaces as the netting panels and have strips for covering the

joints which complete the finish of the car.

Thirty open motor bodies are building for the City & Suburban
Railway of Baltimore, 20 ft. 8 ins. long in the body and 30 ft. i in.

aver all. Width over the sills is 6 ft. 9)4' ins. The finish is of cherry

and ash with wood blinds. The bulkhead has 3 glass lights. There
are seven reversible and two stationary seats ; the curtains have
Adams & Westlake fixtures.

Four open motor cars are building for tlie Mahoning Valley

Electric Railway, 36 ft. over platforms. They are without bulkheads,

but have an octagonal end or vestibule with sash. They are 7 ft. 4
ins. wide over the posts, 6 ft. 4 ins. at the sills, and are 8 ft. 4 ins.

high from sill to roof. These are finished with a steam car hood.
The seats are reversible and there are Burrowes fixtures for the

curtains.

Three open cars are building for Marion, Ind., with the Barney
& vSmith Company's class A tmck. The length of the car will be 28

ft. 5 ins. over all. There are nine reversible Barney & Smith
seats. Burrowes curtains will be used. There are also 4 open trail cars

for the .same road. These have 15 ft. 10 in. bodies and are 24 ft. over

the platforms. There are four reversible seats and four stationary.

The.se cars have a three-sash Inilkhead.

One closed car body for the Elwood ( Ind. ) Street Railwa)' is

building. The body is 16 ft. long and the width 7 ft. 3 ins., the total

length 22 ft. 6 ins., width at the sills 6 ft. 2 ins., and the height 8 ft.

3 ins. The car is finished in oak, has open platforms and folding

gates. It is mounted on a four wheel Barney & Smith class A truck

with a G. E. 800 motor.
Two rather novel cars are building for the Los Angeles (Cal.)

Traction Company. The design is a combination open and closed

car, 38 ft. 6 ins. over all with a 33 ft. body. It might l)e best de-

scribed as being composed of two open cars with a box car between
them. In the center is a compartment with four windows and long-

itudinal seats. The ends are like those of ordinary open cars and
have two reversible cross seats with ai.sle in center and one stationary

seat. The car is 7 ft. 4 ins. in width over the guard rails and 5 ft. 2

ins. at the sills; total height 8 ft. 4 ins. from the sills. The fini.sh is

cherry. The windows and doors have polished French plate glass.

There are four folding gates on the two ])latforms. The doors are

doul)le automatic and tlie open ends are furnished with a removable
rail. At the sills all the ])osts in the open ends have malleable iron

brackets on both sides. This car is mounted on double trucks.

The firm is also building a single motor car for the only horse

road now running in Dayton, the Wa3nie Avenue Street Railway
Company. The car is 18 ft. body, 26 ft. over all, five windows on a

side, and with one end vestibule. Curtains for the windows have
automatic fixtures. This car is for experimental purposes and con-

tains many novel features. It is understood that it will have a gaso-

line motor of some kind.

The American Car Coniimny is building a number of open cars

for Windsor, Can., and three are now in the shop. They have double
trucks and have sixteen benches, of which six are reversible, are 7

ft. 6 ins. wide and 30 ft. over all.

Ninety-six cars are building for the Missouri Railway Company
of St. Louis, and are nearlj' finished. Thej' are 8 ft. 6 ins. wide, are

20 ft. in body length and 28 ft. over all, and have cross seats 33 ins.

wide with a 20 in. aisle. They are finished with white enameled
ceilings. The body is trussed beneath the sill, rather an unusual
feature. The cars are lighted with Pintsch gas, the holders being
placed under the platforms.

One hundred and sixty cars are building for the Metropolitan

Railroad of Washington, l3. C. The company also has orders from
Oswego, N. Y., Buffalo, Philadelphia, Hot Springs, Ark., Union
Railroad Company of New York City, vSouthern Electric Railway
Company of St. Louis, and Fall River, Mass. They are building in

all at the present time under tliese orders about 425 cars.

The company is bringing out an extended wheel base, .sixteen foot

steel frame truck of a very .satisfactory design. Experts looking
over sa}' that if the rules and past experience hold good it should be

both easy riding and durable and ought to be very easy on the car

body. Judging from construction it would seem that the body would
be entirely relieved from strains arising from irregularities of track.

At the Pullman shops thirty open single truck bodies are build-

ing for the Chicago City Railway Company. Ten open cars are

building for Toledo, and the company is rebuilding a number of cars

that were smashed in transportation to the St. Charles vStreet Rail-

way in New Orleans. An order has been received for 34 cars for

the Pasadena & Pacific Railway of Los Angeles, Cal. , of four dif-

ferent styles. There be will 6 motor cars, 8 semi-closed cars, 8 com-
bination open and clo.sed motor cars and 12 trailers. All of these

cars have Hale & Kilburn 91 Walkover seats and Acme curtains.

The side sills come to the ends of the platforms and are plated with

)4 X 7 ill- steel. An order has come from the General Power &
Quick Tran.sit Company of .South Bend, Ind. Two motor cars have
been shipped. The trail cars are on double McGuire trucks. They are

8 ft. 4 ins. over the posts and have side seats. The length is 26 ft.

6 ins. The vestibules are remarkable for their great width which is

6 ft. 6 ins. In the motor and trail cars Baker heaters are placed on
these platforms. They seat 44 passengers and have large standing
room. The ceiling is three-ply white wood finished in cream color.

The platform has a wide door at the outer edge and a drop to cover
the steps when the doors are shut. The cars have Gothic windows.
Acme curtains and drop sash. These cars are all straight sided.

They are very handsome and will be comfortable for passengers and
employes.

The John vStephen.son Company, Ltd., has recently delivered
the final lot of 360 of its elegant cars for the Metropolitan Traction
Company, covering its cable lines on Broadway, and branches on
Columbus and Lexington Avenues, and also the underground electric

lines on Lenox and Lexington Avenues. It is now building a lot of
open cars for the same service. The Stephenson Company has akso
within the last year shipped 250 open and closed cars to the Detroit
Citizens' Street Railway Company, and a number of clcsed cars for
the Nassau Railroad Company, of Brooklyn. In addition to these a
large nimiber of cars have been shipped to domestic and foreign
points.

AlVlONQ THE MANUFACTURERS.
The Okonite Company has moved its New York offices to the

Postal Telegraph Building, 253 Broadway, where it has secured a
hand.some .suite of offices.

The Q. & C. Company, of Chicago, has moved its New York
office to Rooms 20, 21 and 22, on the 20th floor of the American
Surety Building, No. 100 Broadway, New York.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, of Albany, N. Y.,
.states that it has not entered into any combination with any other
electric heating companies and that it has no intention of so doing.

The George F. Blake Manufacturing Company, of New York,
supplied an entire outfit of Blake pumps, including fire pumps, feed
pumps, etc., to the new battleship, " Iowa," launched from Cramp's
shipyard in March.

Ahearn & Soper, of Ottawa, Can., have completed arrange-
ments by which tliey will have charge of the exclusive sale of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company's apparatus in the
Dominion of Canada.

The Link-Belt Engineering Company, of Nicetown, Pa.,

writes us that a preliminary injunction in the suit of the Ewart
Manufacturing Company vs. J. Henry Mitchell has recently been
granted, restraining the defendant from making an infringement of
the jwtented chain cable of the plaintiff.

The Simonds Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburgh, has
added to its list of representatives E. H. Van Vleet. Mr. Van Vleet
has located at No. 15 Cortlandt vStreet, New York, where he will be
pleased to see his friends. This company is about to add new ma-
chinery which will more than double its present output of gears and
other railway material.

Henry R. Worthington, of New York, manufacturer of steam
pumps, has published a very attractive line of circulars. The)' are a
series of maps of the different states printed in colors aiid enclosed
in a pasteboard cover presenting views of the principal types of
Worthington pumps and a statement in regard to the business of the
Worthington Company.

The George F. Blake Manufacturing Company, of Nev^ York,
informs us that the new XL S. Battleship '

' Massachusetts '

' is equipped
with an entire outfit of Blake pumps, including independent vertical

twin air pumps for the main condensers, fire pumps, bilge pumps,
water service pumps and feed pumps. The guns and turrets are also

operated by means of Blake hydraulic pressure pumps built especially

for the purpose.

The Hoppes Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, O., has
recently brought out a new catalogue descriptive of its well known
live" steam feedwater heater and jnirifier. This ' heater, as is well
known, belongs to the open type and has given excellent results in

practice. In the catalogue the company publishes a list of some of

the persons using the device, .showing that the heater has been
adopted in many sections of the country.

Watson & Stillman, of New York, have some little time been
at work upon a lot of hydraulic machinery for the new American
Pulley Works, of Philadelphia. This company is to manufacture a

new all sheet .steel pidley, in which the hub, spokes and rims are

all made of thin sheet steel. Watson & Stillman have also received
an order for the building of fifteen draw benches for bicycle tube
manufacture, each of which will have a stroke of eighteen feet.

C. S. Van Nuis, of New York, has recently published a hand
some pamphlet relating to his well known lightning arrester, a

description of which has been published in the STREET Railway
Journal. The arrester is compact and is claimed to be well adapted
for both car, line and station use. Mr. Van Nuis correctly says that

fuses are cheaper than armatures and, as experience in electric rail-

way operation has shown, the lightning arrester forms an important
eqiiipment of every line.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, of

Pittsburgh, Pa.
,
reports that although the season has scarcely opened,

the demand for Wurts' lightning arresters bids fair to be phenom-
enal. How popular this lightning arrester has become, and how
well it has proved its efficiency, may be gathered from the fact that

during 1894 the Westinghouse company sold 9000 arresters, and
in 1895 12,000, while every indication for the present year promises
to double the sales of last year.

Reed & McKibbin, the well-known electric street railway con-
tractors who have been located for a number of years at 80 Broad-
way, have leased a large suite of offices in the handsome new building

at 30 Broad Street, corner of Exchange Place, Broad and New Streets.

Reed & McKibbin are owners of a number of street railways, and
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have recently purchased control of a well known steam railroad in

New York vState, which they intend to extend during the year, mak-
ing it a system 6f considerable importance.

The Stever Rail Joint Company, of Canton, O., reports the
outlook as very jifomising for a large business this season. Those
who have used this joint for from three to five years confirm the

company's statement that it is as strong as or stronger than the rail

itself and there is no question as to its durability, it being guaran-
teed to last the life of the rail. This joint was installed on a large

number of street railways last year and it is generally stated that the
joint is everywhere giving excellent satisfaction.

Edward P. Sharp, of Buffalo, N. Y., is one of the best known
representative supply men in western New York and the neighbor-
ing district. He represents the American Mica Company, the Taun-
ton Locomotive Works, the Partridge Carbon Company, the R. D.
Nuttall Company and other manufacturers prominent in the street

railway line. Mr. Sharp also does an excellent business in second
hand electrical apjjaratus, and has on hand a nuniljer of vS. R. G. and
W. P. motors, with rheostats, G. E. Scxd ring armatures, gravity car

gates and sheet mica strain insulators.

The Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., supplied all the underground cables that connect the Postal Tele-
graph Cable Company's offices in that city through the underground
district to the overhead lines outside of the district. The cables go
out in two different directions, and compri.se all the circuits eastward
and westward from Pittsburgh. The vStandard Company is also lay-

ing some large underground cables for the Westt rn Union Telegraph
Company in I'ittsburgh, taking in most of the Western wires of that

company, and in this work is replacing several non-leaded cables of

other makes.

The Paige Iron Works, of Chicago, state that they are the sole

owners of letters patent, covering the use of supplemental or twin
rails, placed at the outer side or parallel with and immediately adja-
cent to the main crossing rails. Claim 2 of this patent, 366,922, reads
as follows: " The combination with the railway crossing of supple-
mental (or twin) rails, arranged to the outer side of the cros.sing

rails, substantially as and for the pur])ose specified." The company
states that this claim is in very broad language and gives it a mon-
opoly in the manufacture, use and sale of railway crossings which
use these auxiliary easing rails.

The Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Company, of Chicago, reports by far

the largest business this season that it has ever experienced. The
company is well known in the street railway fiield as the manufact-
urer of the Van Dorn automatic coupler for electric cars. This
coupler has been constantly improved, and it is so exactly and care-

fully fitted and works so perfectly that one trial on a road generally
insures its adoption. The compan}- manufactures it in various sizes

adapted to either large elevated cars or tramway cars of any .size.

The orders for the pa.st month have been very large and come from
many of the most prominent lines of the country.

The Metropolitan Electric Company, of Chicago, writes us that

John Gorman, for twenty years practical electrician and dealer in

electrical apparatus in St. Paul, will represent that company in hand-
ling N. I. R. wire. Metropolitan lamps, " Mac" tape, P. & B. com-
pound varnish, etc. Mr. Gorman is prominentlj' identified in elec-

trical interests in St. Paul and Minneapolis, and has done a large
share of the electrical work in that section during the last twenty
years. The Metropolitan Electric Company has just taken the
agency for the Diehl Manufacturing Company, of Elizabethport,
N. J., and will carry in stock a complete line of its ceiling fan
motors.

H. E. Collins & Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently pub-
lished in pamphlet form the result of a test recently made by the
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Limited, at the works of the Carrie
Furnace Company, Keating Station, Pa., of one 250 h. p. Cahall
boiler and one of the same .size of a different manufacturer. The
pamphlet carefully discusses the test which was greatly in favor of

the Cahall boiler and which showed that the latter evaporated 573 per
cent more water per square foot of heating surface per hour, u.sed 29
per cent less fuel to the povmd of water evaporated,wasted roper cent
less heat in the escaping gases, and furnished 35 per cent drier steam
than the other make.

The Standard Air Brake Company is ju.st bringing out an ex-
ceedingly beautiful and attractive catalogue, one of the finest which
has come to hand for a long while. It is understood that the
letter press is written by the company's general manager, Mr.
Wessels, whose terse, vigorous English is plainly evident on many of

its pages. In this catalogue the company describes its various types
of apparatus, gives mechanical data relating thereto and presents a
number of interesting trade points, such as its microscopic parallel
which is a novelty in its way. The new electric compressor is prac-
tically ready for service, and shipments will be made within a short
time. The company has made a series of extensive shipments of its

apparatus abroad during the last two weeks, fourteen steamers of
the Hamburg, American, Red Star and other lines taking its brake
equipments to Germany, Belgium, vSwitzerland and New South
Wales.

The Falk Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, has lately
closed several large contracts for putting in its cast weld rail joint.

The company reports that its large shops are taxed to their fullest

capacity in building the large portable cupolas and apparatus nece.s-

sary for the cast welding work. Among its recent contracts are the
Brooklyn City & Newtown Railroad Company, Brooklyn; Milwaukee
Street Railway Company, Milwaukee; the Lindell Railway Com-
pany and Missouri Railroad Company, St. Louis. The downtown

lines of the latter companies are to be finished prior to the Repub-
lican convention. Machines are now busily at work in Brooklyn,
Minneapolis, vSt. Paul, Providence, Newark, Chicago, St. Louis and
Memphis.

The Raw Hide Pinions on the cars of the Albany Railway, of

Albany, N. Y., have made an excellent record. Edgar S. Fassett,

assistant general manager of the company, writes that with the
pinion it is possible to get four years' wear out of the motor gears
and that the company has had gears meshing with raw hide pinions
in u.se for twenty-four months on which there was practically no
signs of wear. The average daily mileage of these gears has been
186, while the car has not lost more than ten days in two years. The
company is .so well satisfied with the pinion that it has specified

them on new equipments ordered from the Westinghouse Company
this .spring. The pinions used are manufactured by the New Process
Raw Ilide Company, of >Syracuse, N. Y.

The Sterling Varnish Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., writes us
that it has just received a large order for Sterling extra insulating var-

nish from Ludw. Loewe & Conqjany, Berlin, Germany, this order was
preceded by a letter ordering a sample lot and .stating that this firm
had had the vSterling varnish very highly recommended to them and
also .state in the present order that they have had most excellent re-

.sults from their tests of the sample and expect to use it exclusively
in the future. The Sterling Varnish Company has al.so received
some very flattering letters from its customers in the electrical field

showing that it is giving good satisfaction. Among others who are
using the varuish are the Citizens' Street Railway Company, of In-
dianapolis, the Eddy P^lectrical Manufacturing Company and the
Elektron Manufacturing Company all of whom .speak of it, as espec-
ially adapted for armatures.

The Pantasote Leather Company, of New York, has recently
been awarded Ijy the hVanklin Institute, of Philadelphia, the Ed-
ward Longstreth medal of merit for its product Pantasote. The
committee of award stated that among other points "the product
posses.ses in high degree the qualities of flexibility and impervious-
ne.ss to moisture, a notable freeness from any tendency to develop a
stickiness or brittleness under ordinary conditions of temperature."
The committee in its investigation of Pantasote obtained the testi-

mony of a number of manufacturers, builders, etc., who had em-
ployed it during the la.st two years. The committee states that " the
replies were uniforndy favorable and indicate that as a .substitute

for leather in upholstery and carriage work the Pantasote products
have undoubted merit and for these uses it is the best sulxstitute for

leather that has thus far been placed upon the market."

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, seems to be
after the record for prompt delivery. This company received an
order on Monday, Apr. 20, from the Con.solidated Traction Company,
of Pittsburgh, for twenty-five A i su.spension trucks, on condition
that they would be delivered in Pittsburgh within one week. The
wheels were special and had to be brought on from Buffalo to Chi-
cago, which usually takes more time than was given for the delivery
of the trucks. Then the trucks, of course, had to be built and
shipped from Chicago to Pittsburgh. Ordinary freight takes from
five to ten days between these points, but the Traction Company had
to have the trucks on the day contracted for. The McGuire Com-
pany undertook the work, and notwithstanding that its works are

running day and night on other orders, delivered the twenty-five
trucks in Pittsburgh, Monday, Apr. 27, by special train. Under the
circumstances this is certainly a record breaker.

The Johnson Company, of Johnstown, Pa., and Lorain, O., re-

ports an excellent demand for the Du Pont truck. Among other
companies which are using this truck are the following : Nassau
Electric Railway Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

;
Brooklyn Traction

Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Detroit Citizens' Railway Company,
Detroit, Mich. ; Louisville Railway Company, Louisville, Ky. ; Lorain
Railway Company, Lorain, O. ; Yonkers Railway Company, Yonkers,
N. Y.; Atlanta Consolidated Railway Company, Atlanta, Ga.;
Springfield Consolidated Railway Company, Springfield, 111.; Schuyl-
kill Electric Railway Company, Pottsville, Pa. ; Richmond Railway-
Company, Richmond, Va. ;

Irondequoit Park Railway Compan}-,
Rochester, N. Y. ; Buffalo Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.; Com-
monwealth Avenue Railway Company, Boston, Mass.; Plainfield

Street Railwa}' Conipanj', Plainfield, N. J.; Columbus Consolidated
Railway Company, Columbus, O. ; Cleveland Electric Railway Com-
pany, Cleveland, O.

;
Washington Electric Street Railway Company,

Wa.shington, Pa.

The Chicago Varnish Company has, in its new office in Chi-
cago, an interesting exhibit of fossil varnish gums. At first glance
they might easily be mi.staken for gems, so gorgeous is the coloring

and so brilliant the light that shines through them. In reality they
are only exudation of sap from trees long since extinct, which,
through the refining effect of the sand in which they have lain buried
for ages, have taken on the beautifid coloring and marvelous features

that distinguish them from all other known substances. Here are

gathered from the ends of the earth, Zanzibar, New Zealand, the
Congo, Demarara, Brazil, Ceylon, Manilla, huge beetles, brilliantly

colored flies and tiny ants imprisoned in the molten gold that flowed
from giants of the forest in prehistoric times, and so wondrously
preserved that when by accident one of these priceless bits of gum
was broken into fragments the insect which was picked out of the
wreck was as soft to the touch as in life, and when pierced with a

knife promptly gave out the rich red blood of its prej' as fresh as if

it had robbed it but an hour before. It has taken the company
many years to assemble this collection, and it is said to be the finest

of its kind in the world, and it would repay any one for a trip to

Chicago to see it.
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The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., reports an increas-

ing demand for the "Walker trolley ear inaiiufactured by it. This
ear is being adopted by electric roads in various sections of the coun-
try, and has been endorsed by leading engineers and contractors.

Its design and construction are such that it offers no obstruction to a

free passage of the trolley wheel, therefore reducing the sparking of

it to a niininuini. No solder is required to hold the wire in position,

and when placed on the line a perfectly straight underrunning sur-

face is presented to the trolley wheel, due to the fact that the lower
surfaces of the ear and trolley wire are on the same plane and are of

the same width. The Ohio Brass Company reports having lately

secured a number of large contracts for overhead material, in which
this ear is specified, and is also obtaining a nice business on motor
repair parts and car appliances. The various specialties manufac-
tured Vjy this company at its works at Mansfield, are well known,
and have been extensively adopted as the standard by roads which
have used them.

The Missouri Car & Foundry Company, of vSt. Louis, reports

an excellent business at the present time with work in all its depart-

ments. In street car wheels the company is making some remark-
able records. A large number of its wheels are running in St. Louis
and many interesting figures have been obtained. St. Louis is an
especia llyhard city on street car wheels. It is hilly, which calls for

a constant use of the brakes. The dirt is gritty and a large portion
of the streets are macadamized, or what is still worse entirely unim-
proved. This causes the wheels to wear with the greatest rapidity.

On many of the lines, especially on those which carry the working
people, there are constant stoppages, because the moving population
is distribvited over the whole length of the different roads. Notwith-
standing these unusual and unfavoraljle conditions the wheels of the
company are making good averages and in not a few cases producing
phenomenal records.

The Central Electric Company, of Chicago, reports a very
marked improvement in business this month. Its street railway de-

partment under the careful and intelligent management of Mr.
Garton has been sijlenilidly organized. The company's plan has
been to make its line of supplies in the department complete, but to

handle nothing but first class goods and material such as it could
safely recommend. Indeed such care and conservatism have been
used in selecting its line of specialties that its listing or handling
any new specialty is equal to a first class endorsement of it. The
latest specialties added to the company's already splendid list and
for which it is general Western agent, are De Witt's Conunon Sense
sand box, which has after two years of service satisfactorily demon-
strated that may always be relied upon, and the changeable elec-

tric headlight that it may be changed instantly and with no trouble
from one dash to the other. The company is also Western agent
for the Massachusetts Chemical Company, and is doing a large

business in the well known products " Insullac " and " Armalac."

The National Switch & Signal Company, of Easton, Pa.,

has been awarded the contract for interlocking the crossing of the
Peoria & Pekin Union with the Peoria Terminal, which is a double
track line of the Rock Island; also the drawbridge crossing the
Illinois River which is to be operated and controlled from the tower
at the crossing above mentioned. The company has also the contract
for installing the plant for the double track junction of the Peoria &
Pekin Union with the L. H. <Sc W., known as L. E. <& W. Junction,
about a mile east of the Illinois River at Peoria. The drawbridge is

crossed by a gantlet, and electrical interlocking will be applied on
the drawbridge so that the presence of a pair of wheels anywhere
between the ends of bridge will lock up the engine on the bridge as
well as the levers controlling the signals from both directions. This
will be the first installation of signal work in the vicinity of Peoria,

and the entire plant will amount to sixty-four levers. On and after

May I the New York ofiice of the National Switch & Signal Com-
pany will be transferred to Easton, and all correspondence formerly
addressed to No. 32 Liberty Street should be addressed to Easton.

The Changeable Electric Headlight Company, of Syracuse,
N. Y., is enlarging its factory and getting ready for a large spring
and sunmier business. This company is rapidlj' pushing its head-
light into the front rank, and has in its latest lamps embodied many
important improvements. The reflectors are a perfect parabola, and
are made of either aluminum, or nickeled copper, as preferred by
the buyer. These are reinforced by a jacket of steel, leaving one-
eighth of an inch air space between it and the reflector, thus prevent-
ing injury and making a very strong and durable headlight. The
absolute acciiracy of the parabola, on which the company lays great
stress, gives the greatest amount of reflection possible with a twelve
inch opening, making it the most powerful dash electric headlight on
the market. The new headlight is finished in the handsomest
manner with nickeled rim and is provided with a waterproof shield
to make the receptacle box watertight. The distinctive feature of

the headlight, aside from the perfection of its design and finish, is the
permanently wired receptacle box and the fact that the headlight is

changed from one end of car to the other, requiring but one head-
light to a car. The company reports the light as meeting with a
great deal of favor, and it is displacing the oil lamps in many cities,

giving, it is claimed, one third more light than the best oil lamp.
The general Eastern agents of this company are Rodgers, Baldwin,
& Vickers, 136 Liberty Street.

The Partridge Carbon Company, of Sandusky, O., has recently
received from Point Pleasant, N. J., an excellent testimonial to the
wearing qualities of its brushes. This was in the form of a letter

from the South Jersey Street Railway Company inclosing two Par-
tridge carbon brushes which had been in use seven months and had
made a mileage of from 48,000 to 50,000. The letter said: "We
send you to-day two motor brushes made by you and bought by us
from the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturings Company during
July, 1894. These two brushes have been in use for seven months,
during which time the car from which the brushes were taken has
made a mileage of about 48,000 to 50,000. The brushes sent are
about the worst worn of a set of ten which I have in my pos-
session. To me this is something extraordinary, as I have had the
experience of seeing new carbon brushes put on motors every other
night. We are using a Westinghouse No. 12 twenty horse power
motor. I would say that I originally bought 100 brushes and I have
them all now, none having been used, except the ten asabove, which
are good for another 50,000 miles' run. I do not think there is an-
other such brush on earth as the Partridge for long life, wear on com-
mutator, etc. I believe in showing appreciation of a good thing,
hence my letter. I would say in addition that our line runs along the
beach front where sand and dust are plenty. In spite of this ex-
cellent record the brushes show but little wear. '

'

The Cutter Electrical & Manufacturing Company, of Phila-
delphia, received an excellent testimonial to the value of magnetic
circuit breakers through the recommendation for their use in a re-

cent report made by Wm. H. Merrill, Jr., electrician of the National
Board of P'ire Underwriters. The circuit breaker covered by this
report is intended to be used for service wires entering buildings,
taking the place of the usual service switch and cut-out, also for all

mains carrying currents in excess of ten amperes. There are but
two forces employed in this device, namely, gravity and magnetism,
no springs or catches being employed. It is therefore impossible
for the conditions to change after the device has once been adjusted.
The company also makes an I. T. E. mercury contact, automatic
magnetic circuit breaker, having the same form and features as con-
tained in the report mentioned, but specially designed for use in con-
nection with motors, to open a circuit in case of an underload or a break
between motor and service supply. The Cutter Company has also

ju.st published a new catalogue on C. S. flu.sh switches and accesso-
ries. Full details are .shown as to the interior con,struction of the
switch, and plans for wiring are aLso given. The switches have so
long been before the public that an indorsement is unnecessary, but
a short list of some of the u.sers is printed on the last page of the
catalogue and these names bear out their claim that the C. S.

switches are the standard for high grade work. The catalogue is

very artistically printed and is bound in heavy artists paper, with
title in red and black.

The Universal Construction Company, is the title of a new
company which has taken a lease of what is known as the " North
Works" of the Illinois Steel Company, located in Chicago. The
stock of the company is held by Eastern as well as local men and it

is its purpose to develop the manufacture of structural steel and
special shapes, and to cater particularly to the bridge building, rail-

road and contracting trades. Fred Heron, who is general man-
ager and one of the directors, is well known in the iron and steel

business, having been long associated with the Homestead Works,
in Pittsburgh, and for the last nine years with the Phoenix Iron Com-
pany, at Phoenixville, Pa. The secretary of the company, Ed-
ward Haupt, has also been for some years with the Phcenix Iron
Company. During the la.st three years, the Illinois Steel Company
has been so busily engaged in developing its other plants—which
are five in all—that the officers of the company have given little

time to the .structural business, and involving as it does an immense
amount of detail, have deemed it preferable to lease the plant to a
responsible corporation, rather than enter upon this branch of busi-

ness itself. The plant is rapidly being put in order, and the man-
agers expect to have it in operation within thirty days. In the
meantime, its fitting shop is being operated with material supplied
from other works of the Illinois Steel Company and purchased in

the open market. The Construction Company has secured as presi-

dent, W. R. Stirling, who has long been connected with the
Illinois Steel Company and who still retains his po.sition of first

vice-president with it.

The Dorner & Dutton Manufacturing Company, of Clet^eland,

O., reports the business outlook for the coming year as very bright.

The works of this company are now busy on an order for seventeen
D. F. Henry patent trucks for the Federal Street & Pleasant Valley
Street Railway, of Pittsburgh, Pa. The company is also building
thirty of its 25 A trucks for the Fort Wayne Consolidated road and
has recently shipped five trucks to Bangkok, Siam. There are

twenty of the Dorner & Dutton trucks now running in that curious
Oriental city, which was at one time supposed to be almost exclu-
sively a city of boats. In the company's gear department, which
by the way it is contemplated to enlarge, 400 gears are being
made for a Chicago road and 700 gears for the Cincinnati Street

Railway Company. There are various orders on the company's
books in small lots bringing up the total to about 1300 gears. The
location of the shops is an unusually favorable one. There is a separ-

ate railroad switch, and on the opposite side of the street from the
works the heavy cranes of a stone and marble yard, which enable the
company to reduce the cost of loading to a mere nothing. The
trucks loaded during a recent visit of the representative of the
Street Railway Journal were piled several deep upon flat cars

without any more trouble than though they had been boxes that

could be handled by hand, and with even less cost. The company
is just bringing out a novel car heater for electric roads which is

both neat and extremely economical.
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The St. Louis Car Wheel Foundry is very Inisy at the present

time turning out car wheels of all descriptions and also a large

amount of miscellaneous work for which its works are most conven-
iently situated. Their output is about 50 street car wheels and 400
steam wheels per day. If pushed the foundry can turn out 100 street

car wheels and 500 steam wheels per day. The company is making
a very strong and tough wheel. When tested during a recent visit

of a representative of the StrKRT R.\ii,way Johrnai, it did not

crack until the i loth blow of a 12 ft. 140 lb. drop. After the ii8th

blow the wheel was removed and finally broken vinder the heavy
drop. This was a 33 in. steam wheel. The quality of the metal was
nicst tough and ductile. The hub was swaged out until it appeared
like a great saucer. The works are very conveniently arranged
with double cupolas and a double line of elevated tracks for handl-
ing stock. One of these tracks is directly over the other. The
empty cars return to the hoists by gravity. The works are well lo-

cated having easy access by switches to several lines of railway.

They cover four or five acres of ground and have facilities for mak-
ing very heavy work. They are using to a considerable extent the
Fawcett patent chill by which the usual cuts in the face of an ex-
panding chill are put in a curved form so that the resulting fins do
not cut scjuare across the rail. The advantage of this is that they
do not cut the rail and the wheel rolls more smoothly. All the com-
pany's work showed a great amount of care in the chill making and
the wheels were in consequence verj* smooth. The zigzag chills leave

the wheels in such shape that grinding of the wheels is not con-
sidered necessary by many superintendents, a rubbing with an
emery block answering perfectly. The machine shop of the estab-

lishment is quite extensive, occupying both .stories of a building 200
ft. X 70 ft. Here all the work of boring wheels, fitting axles and
pressing on wheels is performed.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn.,
has a contract with the Carteret Steel Cojnpany, of Carteret, N. J.,

for a steel frame to support the furnaces which are to be placed in

the new iron building which the Berlin Company is erecting. The
Michigan Peninsular Car Company, of Detroit, Mich., has also

placed contract with the Berlin Compaii}', for a new foundry Vniild-

ing 160 ft. square. This building is one story high, has a steel frame-
work throughout, and is so designed that the lower chords of the
trusses support runwaj's extending the whole length of the building.

These runways carry trolleys having a capacity of 2000 lbs. By
means of these overhead trolleys the molten metal is quickly and
easily conveyed from the cupolas to any part of the ca.sting floor.

Another recent contract is that with the New Britain Knitting Com-
pany, for the steel work for that company's new boiler plant. The
roofs of the buildings will have steel trusses throughout, and in de-
signing these buildings everything has been so constructed as to

render them thoroughly fireproof. R. Hoe & Company, of New
York City, is another manufacturer which has placed an order with
the Berlin Iron Bridge Company, for an all-steel Vjuilding. It will

be 40 ft. X 60 ft., three stories high and fireproof. To avoid con-
densation of moisture, the roofs and sides are lined with the Berlin
Company's patent anti-condensation fireproof lining on the under
side of the corrugated iron covering. The floors are concrete sup-
ported by corrugated iron arches resting on I beams. A traveling
crane is attached to the trusses, having a capacity of three tons, and
so arranged that it takes the material to be raised in the building
from the lower floor, and raises it to any part of the building on any
of the floors. It is a very conveniently arranged and compact store

house. The Berlin Company has also received an order from George
H. Morrill & Company, of Boston, Mass., for the erecting of a new
building. This will be of steel construction throughout, having steel

siding, roof trusses and covering, and the interior platforms will be
constructed in the same manner.

New Publications.

The Electric Motor, Its Generai, Principles and Con-
struction. By James F. McElroy, M. A., Albany, N. Y. 27 pages.
Illustrated.

This pamphlet is an address given by Mr. McElroy before the
New England Railroad Club, of Boston, Feb. 11, 1896.

The Law of Negligence in New York. Being all the re-

ported cases subject in the court of last resort of the vState of New
York, to Jan. i, 1895, condensed, codified and classified. By John
Brooks Leavitt. Diossy Law Book Company, New York.

This admirable and unique work is the subject of the legal
editorial this month, and .space prevents any further review of it.

Westinghouse Electric vStreet Car Equipments. By
F. L. Hutchinson and L. A. Phillips. Published by the authors.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Bound in leather. 91 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00.

This is a handbook for the use of electric railway employes
who use Westinghouse motors. After a short introduction in
which a number of technical terms and expressions are defined, a
description is given of the different parts of the Westinghouse motor
and controller, illustrated by perspective views and diagrams.
There are also chapters on the method of in.specting and locating
and repairing faults, and rewinding armatures. The book should
be a valuable one to users of Westinghouse equipments.

A Map of the Street Railway System of Ma.ssachu-
SETTS, prepared by R. H. Derrah, Assistant to President, West End
Street Railway Company, of Boston. Price |ii. 00.

This is a fine wall map of the vState of Massachusetts about
70 ins. X 44 ins., on which are drawn all the .street railway systems in

that state. Mr. Darrah has performed an exceedingly valuable .ser-

vice to the street railway promoters and others interested in the de-

velopment of interurban lines, as the relative distances and general
layout of the lines is shown io great advantage. It is one thing to

say, for example, that one can travel from Boston to r'ramingham,
Milford and Blackstone, on the southwest, or from Boston to Ames-
bury and Newburyport via Lowell on the north, or from Boston to

Fall River on the south; and another thing to see just how this is

done on this interesting map.

Economical Designing of Timhi<:r Trestle Bridges. By
A. L. Johnson, C. E. Published by the United States Department
of Agriculture. Division of P'orestry. 57 pages. Paper covers.

In this bulletin,issued by the Agricultural Department, Mr. John-
son discusses the life and safe unit stress of the principal timbers
used in trestles and makes some valuable suggestions upon methods
of designing trestle panels. The tables given are important as pre-

senting the results of the governmental experiments of timbers and
represents an extensive series of tests. The principal features of the
new design of trestles consist in the introduction of corbels and the
reduction of the caps. With the paper by Mr. Johnson are included
reviews by the chief engineer of the North River Bridge Company
and the principal a.ssistant engineer of the Lehigh Valley Railroad
who present certain criticisms to the conclusions drawn by Mr. John-
.son.

Ueber Nordamerikanische Strassenbahnen. By Hugo
Koe.stler, Engineer of the Royal Austrian Railroads. Published by

J. L. Pollak, Vienna and Leipsic. 184 pages. Illustrated. Price

3 Marks.
This book presents a review of American street railway practice

of the present day, and is intended to enlighten German speaking
railway engineers upon the rapid advance made in this country in

electric railway practice. The author also expresses the hope that

through a wider acquaintance with the advantages of electric trac-

tion an impetus will be given to the adoption of electricity for pro-

pulsion in the Austrian Empire. Much of the information contained
was secured by the author during an extended visit to this country
in 1893 and this has been supplemented by a careful study of the
improvements made in railway practice since that time.

Mr. Koestler discusses not only the mechanical and electrical

features of the American electric railway, but its financial and socio-

logical aspects as well. He estimates that considering the difference

in wages and purchasing power of money between Austria and Am-
erica, the five cent fare universal here is very much lower than the
average fare charged on Austrian roads, and seems greatly impressed
with the benefits conferred upon communities by good transportation
facilities, such as are afforded by electric roads liere. The traffic in-

duced by American street railways in proportion to the poptilation

of different cities is a source of astonishment.
The author presents engravings of a number of the principal

stations and appliances used in this country.

The American Corporation Legal Manual, Volume 4,

1896; edited by Charles L. Borgmeyer and Honeyman & Co., Plain-
field, N. J.

This is a valuable directory of law and an index to statutes re-

lating to corporations in all the states of the Union, and in all the
principal countries of the world. It contains also forms for articles

of incorporation and of acknowledgements in the various states; a
compendium of the street railway laws of the United States; an ex-
tended essay upon the Patent Office practice and an epitome of the
patent, trademark and copyright laws of the world.

To the lawyer who is familiar with Hubbell's and Story's legal

directories it is a sufficient description of the present work to say
that it is built upon similar lines, but treats solely of corporations
and therefore gives, in much greater detail, the various statutory
enactments relating to their organization and operation.

The subjects of banks, trust companies and railroad corporations
are not treated except by an occasional reference, but the work is

mainly devoted to business corporation law.

There is however in the present manual about fifty pages devoted
to street railway laws. Here we find digested the laws of all the
states under which street railways may be formed. This includes,

of course, many states where the street railroad company must be
incorporated under the ordinary business corjwration act, and also

those states, such as Delaware, where the street railway corjjoration

must be chartered by the legislature. The prospective incorporator,

as well as the present or future creditor of street railwaj' companies,
and the attorney and counssel of all such will find these pages tiseful.

The work is well printed, and each of the annuals, of which this is the
fourth, is an improvement upon its predecessors.

Trade Catalogues.

The following trade catalogues were received last month:

Thp: Ajax Lightning Arrester. Published by C. S. Van
Nuis. 20 pages. Illustrated.

C.\TALOGUE. Published by L. A. Chase & Company. Boston,
Mass. 12 pages. Illustrated.

The Standard Air Brake System for Electric Passen-
GF,R, Freight Cars and Locomotives, Rack Railway^ Cars,
Lift Bridges, Etc. Published by the Standard Air Brake Com-
pany. 34 pages. Illustrated.
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Visws OF Road Construction. Published by T. William
Harris, Contractor. Sixteen pages of illustrations.

The WorThington Sei<F Cooling Condenser. Published by
Henry R. Worthington, New York. Illustrated. 24 pages.

Catai,ogue E. C. S. Flush Switches and Accessories.
Published by the Cutter Electrical & Manufacturing Compan}^, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Illustrated. 16 pages.

The Cookson Combination Feed Water Heater, Purieier,
Filter and Oil Separator. Published by the Bates Machine
Company, Joliet, 111. Illustrated. 18 pages.

Special Track Work on the Metropolitan West Side
Elevated Railway of Chicago. Published by the Paige Iron
Works, Chicago. 11 pages of illustrations.

The Hoppes IvIve Steam Feed Water Purifier and Ex-
haust Steam Feed Water Heater. Published by the Hoppes
Manufacturing Company, Springfield, O. Illustrated. 56 pages.

Comparative Test Made by the Pittsburgh Testing Labor-
atory, Limited, for the Carrie Furnace Company. Published
by H. E. Collins & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Illustrated. 26 pages.

Current Practice in Protecting Elpxtrical Apparatus
Again.st Lightning. B3' A. J. Wurts. Published by the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Compan}'. Pittsburgh, Pa. Il-

lustrated. 26 pages.

List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued March 24, 1896, to April 14,

1896, Inclusive.

Mar. 24.

Car Fender.—F. W. Darling, Hampton, Va. No. 556,810.

Has springs with downwardly bent upper ends secured to the

front face of the car and having hooked lower ends and the rectan-

gular fender frame having its rear cross bar or side detachably seated

in said hooked lower ends.

Car Fender.—O. G. Hallenbeck, New York, N. Y. No. 556,845.

Trolley Support.—E. B. Reichel, Germany. No. 556,864.
Consists of yieldingly pressed levers pivoted to .stationary su-p-

ports, a pivoted trolley arm mounted upon the ends of said levers

and springs for imparting to said trolley arm a tendency to occupy a

vertical position.

Clip for Trolley Wires.—R. H. Beach, E. Orange, N. J. No.

556,876.

Trolley Attachment for Electric Cars.—F. S. Smith, Hart-
ford, Conn. No. 556,941.

Car Fender.—E. S. Graham, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 556,969.
A fender, an oscillating arm carrying the same and a pick-up

which is mounted on said arm, in combination with means for hold-

ing said pick-up in elevated position, and releasing the same to per-

mit it to drop.

Electric Trolley.—G. R. Mitchell, Newtown, Pa. No. 557,008.

PAT. NO. 557,015.

Trolley for Electric Railways.—P. F. O'Shaughnessy, New
York, N. Y. No. 557,015.
An electric car, and a trolley for making an underneath contact

with a conductor, a telescopic support for said trollej' on the roof of

the car and means extending within reach of the operator for adjust-

ing said trolley.

Mar. 31.

Trolley Support.—N. H. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 557,114.

Car Fender.—P. McMenamin, Jersey City, N. J. No. 557,145.
A receding cushioning device consisting of a series of upright

springs attached by their inner ends to the fender frame and bowed
outwardly and downwardly, their outer ends being free and their

outer portions connected together by a series of transverse strips.

Car Fender.—T. C. Hammond, Newark, N. J. No. 557,201.

Car Fender.—Paul Jones, Cincinnati, O. No. 557,206.
Fender supporting hangers secured to the front platform, a

pivoted fender frame supported by said hangers and means for sus-

taining the fender in its elevated position against force applied to
throw it down.

Car I"endp:r.—S. A. Politsky, Boston, Mass. No. 557,226.

Car Fender.—J. P. Geraghty, Jersey City, N. J. No. 557,262.
A car fender comprising a main frame, a plate mounted to .slide

thereon and pressed on by springs and a locking bar on said plate
and adapted to engage a stepped lug in the said platform.

Car Fender.—F. Padberg, New York, N. Y. No. 557,316.

Cable Railroad.—W. M. Wood, Elmira, N. Y. No. 557,320.

Consists of a conduit and a car, circuit closers in the conduit, a
shaft on the car having an arm adapted to be made to engage said
circuit closers, a vertically movable rod, connections between said
rod and shaft, means for maintaining said rod normally elevated,
means for releasing the rod and a spring for causing said rod to forci-

bly descend.

Car Fender.—G. H. Moller, New York, N. Y. No. 557,334.
A car body, an inclined screen or net, a fender consisting of a

frame having a yielding guard secured therein and a rearwardly
yielding guard and means for raising and lowering said fender and
securing the same to its adjusted position.

vStreet Car Fender.—J._,H. McDonald, New Haven, Conn. No.
557,336.

Apr. 7.

Car Fender.—Frank Oakden,Dunedin,New Zealand.—No. 557,598.

Electric Railroad.—W. R. Elliott, Chicago, 111.—No. 557,657.
Comprises an underground conductor, a movaljle contact device

associated with said conductor, a car having a magnet thereon the
ends of which are bent downwardly so as to be in a lower plane than
the main body of the magnet, and so situated that its downwardly
bent ends pass said movable contact device at a distance sufficiently

short to allow it to be attracted.

Car Fender.—L. E. Anderson, Pittsbm-gh, Pa.—No. 557,750.
Consists of a suitable frame made in two sections hinged to-

gether, a drum having projections thereon, a crossed belt connecting
said drum and a loose pulley on the axle, a clutch on said axle and
mechanism for throwing up the front section of said frame and dis-

engaging said clutch at the same time.

Closed Conduit and Appliances for Electric Railroads.—
W. R. Edelin, Washington, D. C—No. 557,784.
A closed conduit for electric and other railways, having a series

of covers, each normally locked in a closed position and adapted to

be released or unlocked by the movement of a preceding cover.

Operating Mechanism for Street Railway Cars.—S. Messier,
Springfield, Mass.—No. 557,853.

Hanger for Trolley Wires.—W. A. McCallum, Avondale, O.

—

No. 557,860.

Car Fender.—H. Boermermann, Brooklyn, N. Y.—No. 557,951.
A car fender having a cushion mounted on its front edge com-

prising a flexible .strip of wood, mounted on a spring fixed to the
fender at its middle part and secured to the flexible strip near the
ends of the latter, whereby the yielding or flexing of the strip sup-
plements the yielding of the spring.

Apr. 14.

Signaling System for Electric Railways.—F. Bathurst,
Schenectady, N. Y.—No. 558,028.

A signaling system for an electric railway, consisting of block
and signal lights situated at the ends of a section of track, one set of
signal lights indicating at all times the direction of the last car, and
switches for closing the circuits of all lamps when a car is on the
section.

Electric Railway System.—H. M. Brinckerhoff, Chicago, 111.

No. 558,033.

Sanding Box.—T. Dowd, Omaha, Neb. No. 558,047.

Car Fender.—G. Rischmiller, San Francisco, Cal. No. 558,112.

Car Step.—J. A. Miller, New Haven, Conn. No. 558,194.
The combination with the floor or platform of the car and the

foot board, running at the side of the car and supported from the
platform of a series of intermediate steps mounted midway between
the floor and foot board and arranged alternately of the seats.

Electric Railway.—H. L. Tyler, Corning, N. Y. No. 558,238.

PAT. NO. 558,270.

Method of Forming Joints on Railway Track Rails.—H. W.
Falk, Milwaukee, Wis. No. 558,270.
Consists in arranging a pair of rail ends so as to prevent longi-

tudinal expansion thereof, casting a body of metal around and upon
the lower portions of the rail ends and dressing down or surfacing
the upper faces of said rail ends to the level of the track.

Car Fender.—C. P. Mains, Cleveland, O. No. 558,404.

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of

any of the above patents to any address upon receipt of twenty-five
cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The STREET Rail-
way Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.



Annual Report of the (Icncral Electric
Company.

The annual report of the General Electric Company is alwaj-s

looked for with great interest, as in it are found signs which lend to

show the general condition of the industry during the preceding
year. An ab.stract follows.

I'RKSIDKNT'S RKrORT.

Referring to that portion of last year's report in which it was
stated that the sum of |2,000,000 had been charged to profit and
loss for the purjiose of providing for all shrinkages in the liquidation

of old matters which could then he anticipated. President Coffin

states that much has been accomplished during the past year in

liquidating old and slow assets, and in this process #530,152 out of

the 12,000,000 item represents the shrinkages accruing from the
liquidation so far as completed, so that the sum of 111,469,848 re-

mains to provide for further shrinkages and it is the belief of the di-

rectors that this amount is sufficient for the pur])ose.

Referring to the sales department, the president saj-s that its or-

ganization is most excellent and effective, and the total expenses of

selling and distributing the factorj' product have been materially

less than for any previous year. Referring to the manufacturing
and engineering department the president sayn its achievements,
notably in installations involving the highe.st class of engineering
and mechanical skill, have been especially gratifj'ing.

President Coffin refers to the recent arrangement with the West-
inghouse Comjiany in these words, "Since the close of the fi.scal

year a contract has been concluded with the Westinghou.se Electric

& Manufacturing Company, which embodies a recognition of the
patents of each company by the other, and the right, subject to cer-

tain exclusions, to a joint use thereof. An official notification of this

contract was given out on Mar. 13, and since then details necessary
to make the arrangement effective have l)een concluded. It is

believed that many advantages will be derived from this contract,

especially in eliminating mvich costly patent litigation, and in the
important relations of co-operation in engineering and manufacturing
methods."

Referring to patent litigation, the president speaks of the suc-

cessful outcome of the company's cases against the Elmira & Hoi.se-

heads Railway Company and the Winchester Avenue Railroad Com-
pany, and regards these decisions as of great importance tending to

make the patents of substantial value to the company.
Under the heading of "General Conditions," President Coffin

says, "The prices of your company 's products have undergone excess-
ive shrinkage in the adverse conditions of the pa.st three years, and
the securities held by it in local companies which were constructed
upon the high prices of the past depreciated in like degree during
the panic of 1893 and in the year sub,sequent thereto. Greatly modi-
fied valuations of your various assets have thereby been made nec-
essary from time to time, and nuich information relating thereto has
been brought to your attention in former reports.

" It is believed that the necessity of further reduction of aggre-
gate values will not arise, nor is it expected that the market prices

of your products can suffer any substantial decline in the early
future. The local enterprises in which j our compan}- is interested as

a creditor or a security holder are, as a rule, returning to normal con-
ditions. Many of them give promise of greatly increased prosperity.

" Similarly the inventories and other inve.stments of your com-
pany are in such shape as to lead your directors to anticipate no
shrinkage therein, beyond that for which provision has been made.
In the meantime the varied applications of electricity are increasing
and the output of the company's works should be augmented as a
result of the added uses to which electrical apparatus is almost daily
being put. '

'

FIRST VICE-I'RE.SIDENT'S REPORT.

The report of First Vice President Griffin, in charge of the sales

department, states that the company has over 10,000 customers, from
whom were received 104,000 separate orders. Besides the regular
supply bu.siness which comprehends not le.ss than 9000 separate arti-

cles including renewal and repair parts of machines, the department
has sold nearly 12,000 complete machines, having a total capacity of
about 500,000 h. p. These figures include over 8800 .street car mo-
tors and over 90,000 h. p. of railway generators, 6,000,000 incandes-
cent lamps, 27,000 meters and other auxiliary apparatus and .supplies
in proportion.

The list of customers is largely made up of corporations
operating central lighting stations, and street railways which conduct
their business on a strictly cash basis. This being the case they are
able to pay cash for apparatus and .supplies, and over ninety-three
per cent of the sales provided for cash payments within sixty days

and only three-tenths of one per cent provided for payments in

stocks, bonds and exchanged apparatus.

The foreign bu.sine.ss has shown a gratifying increase.

THTRD VICE-PRE.SIDENT',S REPORT.

Third Vice-President p;. W. Rice, in charge of the manufactur-

ing department, .states that the manufacturing costs have continued

to decrease, particularly in railway apparatus which has been made
in large quantities.

The output in generators and motors for the year was 380,000

k. w., as again.st 275,000 k. w. in the previous year, an increase of

thirty-five per cent. This is partly due to the larger size of the aver-

age generator and motor con.structed and partly to the growth of the

business.

The engineering work has been of a most interesting, and in

many cases a pioneer character. The works have furnished or have
on order 60,000 h. p. of apparatus for the conversion of the energy
from water power into electricity and its transmission to distant

places. Among these installations are mentioned a transmission of

4000 h. p. from Folsoni to Sacramento, Cal., a distance of twenty-

four miles, 1400 li. p. for thirty-five miles at Fresno, Cal., 1800 h. p.

for fourteen miles at Portland, Ore., and 2350 h. p. for twenty-three

miles at Pachuca, Mexico.
The largest electrical transformers in the world have been sent

to the Carborundum Company and the Carbide Manufacturing Com-
pany for the production of carborundum and calcium carbide respec-

tively. Over thirty generators of 1000 h. p. and over have been
manufactured during the year.

SECOND VICE-PRE;SIDENT'S REPORT.

The report of the Second Vice-Pre.sident, J. P. Ord, in charge of

the accounting department, is briefly abstracted as follows:

Con.solidated Balance Sheet of Jan. 31, 1896.

ASSETS.

Patents and franchises f 8,000,000

Factory plants 3,468,002

Real estate.

Edison Building, New York City. . .$412,585

Less mortgage $200,000 $212,585
Other real e.state 241,000 453-585

Stocks and bonds 5>479.332
Notes and accounts receivable 6,584,123

Cash 879,686

Work in progress 961,386

Inventories 4i2i9i'^84

Profit and loss (deficiency) 13,917,071

Total $43. 963.069

LIABII,ITIES.

Capital stock.

Common stock $30,460,000
Preferred stock 4,252,000 $34,712,000

Five per cent gold coupon debentures . . . . 8,750,000

Accrued interest on debentures 72,916

Accounts payable 42^,153 501,069

Total $43,963-069

Consolidated Profit and L,oss Account.

EARNINGS.

vSales $12,730,058

Royalties and sundry profits 585,609

Int. and dividends received on securities owned. 320,257

Interest and discount 100,784

Total receipts $13,736,708

EXPENSES.

Cost of goods sold $ 9,860,216

General, patent and legal expenses and taxes . 1,899,641

Sundry losses 27,178

Depreciation on inventories 101,191
" " con.signments 22,013

Interest on debentures 437i500

Total expen,ses $12,347,740
Balance, profit of the year 1,388,967

Total $13,736,708

[CuntiiiHcd oil pat^c jj2,)
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STOCK AND BOND QUOTATIONS.

Notice.—These quotations are carefully revised from month to month by local bankers and brokers, and closely represent the market value of the dllTerent securities as
tested by individual sales. Few ot these, however, are actually quoted od city exchauges. and accuracy In the range of prices cannot, therefore, be vouched for.

.Seruriiies.—Active securities only are quoted In these tables, and tiie bond Issues described do not n ct's^arlly constiiuLe the entire funded Indebtedness of the dlflerent
properties. For a full and detailed descrlpllon of all the securities, see American Strbkt Kailway Invkstmbnts, published annually on Manih 15th.

Abbreviations. -The following abbreviations are used: M. mortgage; Gen. M. general mortgage; Cons M. consolidated mortgage; deb. debentures; convert, convertible;
In esc. In escrow; g. gold; guar, guaranteed; bds. bonds; Int. interest; + In addition; auth. authorized; lucl. including; cert, indebt. certificates of Indebtedness; In tr. In

rust; n nominal.

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS,

.4I.BANV, N. ¥,»—Local quotations to

Apr. 13
Albany lly. Co., Stock 100

Cons. M. b% bds. (incl. fua.OOO In esc).
Deb. &% (convert ) bds
Wat. T'p'ke & R R. Co 's :id M. 6% bds.

Will. Turin. ike ifc It. It. Co., Stock. 100

1st M. i3% bdi. (Int. guar, by Alb'y Ry.

BAIiTIMORE, Ml).*—Local quotations
to Apr. 15.

Baltimore Traction Co., Stock 25

istM. 5^bds
No. Bait. Dlv. 1st M 5% bds
Ext. and Imp. 6f, bds

City Sc Suburbiin Uy. Co., Stock... 50
Gen. M. 5% g. bds

Baltimore City Pass. lly. Co., Stock 35

:st. M. 5^ g. bds
Centra! I'a"s. Ky. Co., Stock 60

Cons. M. b% bds. {+ $151,000 In esc).

.

1st M. 6* bds

BOSTON, MASS.*-Local quotations to
Apr. 17.

West Enil St. Ry. Co., (common. ... 50

Stock, (preferred 8^. 60

Deb. S>% g bds
Deb. bds

North Shore Traction fcommon 100

Co., Stock. (preferred 6%. lOo

Lynn & Boston K.U. Co.'s 1st Cons. M.
b% g. bds. (+ $1,677,000 in esc)

BROOKI^YN, N. V.*—New York quo-
tations to Apr. 2.^.

Brooklyn Kapitl Transit Co., Stock,
1st M. bds

Brooklyn lleiKkts U. It. Co.
1st M. 5^ bds

Brooklyn City K. R. Co., Stock.... 10

1st Cons. M. 5% bds
Brooklyn, ((. Co. AcSnb. R. R Co.

1st M. h% g. bds. (+ 8350,000 In esc.)..

.

Ist Cons. M. b% g. bds
Brooklyn Traction Co. (common 100

Stock. (preferred 6^ 100

Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co.
Gen. M. 6% bds
Cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1,034,000 In esc).

.

Imp. M. b% g. bds
B'kl'n, Bath &. W. E. R. R. Co.
Gen. M. 5% bds. (+ $552,000 In esc). .

.

Coney Isl. & B'kl'n K.R. Co., Stock 100
1st M. 5% bds
Cert. Indebt. 6*

B'kl'n City & Newt'n R.R.Co. Stock 100
1st cons. 6% bds

BUFFALO, N. Y.*—New York quotations
to Apr. £3.

Buflalu Ry. Co., Stock 100
1st cons. M. 5% bds. (+ $1,4,57,000 in
esc.)

Crosstown St. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 5% bds.

CHARLESTON, S. C.*—Local quota-
tions to Apr. 14.

Enterprise St. R. R. Co., Stock 25
1st M. 5* bds

Charleston City Ry. Co., Stock 60
1st M. 6iS bds

CHICAGO, Ii.L,.*—Local quotations to
Apr. 18.

Chicago & So. Side R. T. R. R. Co.
Stock 100

1st M. 55£ bds
Exten 5* bds

Chiciie;o City Ry. Co., Stock 100
IstM. 4>i^ bds

L.ake ."St. Elev. K. R., Stock 100

Issued.

1,250,000
500,000
200,000
150,0011

240.000
350,000

5,750

1,.500

1,750,

1,250,

4,000,

3,000
2,5011,

3,000
300
549
151

9,085,000
6,400,000

3,000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000

2,000.000

3,702,000

350,000
12,000,000
b,OJO,00u

3,150,000
2,500,000
6,000,0UO

3,000,000

739.000
I,9e6,0u0

1,500,000

448,000
1,000,000

300,000
300,000

1,000,000

1,900,000

5,370,500

3,543,000

8,300,000

250,000
60,000
100,000
10l),OOU

7,.'iOO,000

7,500,000
3.000,000
9,000,000
4,619,500

10,000,000

Dec.

1930
1901
1919

1919

1929
1942
1901

1932

1911

19.33

1912

1902
1914

1924

1941

mi'

1941
1941

1909
1931
1934

1933

1904
1910

1939

1931

1933

1906

1915'

1929
19;33

60 d.

Quotations.

1896.

140
111

113!.^

114

112}«

110i4
107
50
112

73
115

113
110

70
91

105

83

b2

172>i
111

102

hO
15

55

107>^
108

82^3

85

185

80

108>,

105

60
42

315
100 i/i

30W

135>i

Ul

16^4

1101^
10"-

10214
43
107
60
114
68
111

110

80

104)^
1041,

71

70

109

100
100

4H
59

37
275
99'^

13!^

Apr.

18?

107
45!.'

109
6b
115

113'

69

105
101%

82

172
114

:oo
80
15
50

106

100
t3

70

185

78

105

280
00

30X

138

110><i

ir>4

167"

43
107
65!^
114

112'

67

89
1043-4

10434

165

113

9?
80
13

45

104i4

76

7J

185

111

71

104><

103

4>S

175

30>4

138
111

68 b

170
114

bO
14

48

105
105

80

70

185

111

106

104X

6
103
70
112

5h

m
995^
27

Company.

BTOOKS AND BONDS.

100
CHICAGO, ILL—Conlinuea.
Alet. W. S. Elevated Ry., Stock,

1st M. 5% bds
North Chicaso St. R. R. Co., Stock. 100

Ist M. 5% bds ,

Cert. Indebt. 6%
No. Chl. Cy. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds. .,

" " " " " 2nd M. 4>^^ bds.
" " " " " Deb. e^OQS

North Chicago City Ry. Co., Guar
Stock 100

West Chicago St. R. R. Co., Stock 100
istM. 5% bds
W.C S.R.R.TuimeICo.'slstM.5^bds.
Deb. 6^ bds
Chl. W. Dlv. Ey. Co.'s 1st M. 4Jtf^ bds.
Chl. Pass. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds

" Cons. M. 6^ bds..

.

Chicago W. Div. Ry. Co., Guar.
Stock 100

CINCINNATI, O.*—Local quotations to
Apr. 16,

Cincinnati St. Ry. Co., Stock 60
1st M. 73: bds
1st M. i% ext'n'd bds
•' " 5% •' "

nit. Adams dc Eden Park Inclined
Ry., Stock 50

1st M. 6% bds

Cons. M. 5% bds
Cincinnati, Newport &, Covington

St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M.5^g. bd8.(lncl. $500,000 In esc.)
So. Cov. & Cln. St. Ry. Co 1st M. 6^ bds.
" " " " " •' " 3ndCons. M.
6% g. bds. (Incl. $250,000 in esc.)

COLUMBUS. 0.»—New York quota-
tions to Apr. 23.

Columbus St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
cons.M. 5^ g. bds.(lncl. $780,000 In esc).
Crosstown St. Ry. Co.'s 1st. M. 5^ g.

bds. ($90,000 In esc.)

COVINGTON, KY.*—(See Cincinnati.)

DETROIT, IIICII.*—Local quotations to
Apr. 14.

Detroit Citizens' St. Ry. Co., Stock. 100
1st M. 6$ u is. (+$1,150,000 In esc)

Fort Wayn. &: Belle Isle Ry. Co.,
Stock 100

1st M. 6% g. bds. ($60,000 In tr.)

Wyandotte & Detroit River Ry.
Co., Stock 100

Rapid Ry. Co., Stock
1st M. 5^bds..

The Detroit Ry., Stock
istM. 5^ bds

HARTFORD, CONN.*—See New Haven.

IIOBOKEN, N. J.*—See Newark.

HOLYOKE, MASS.*—Local quotations to
Apr. 14.

ilolyoke St. Ry. Co., Stock 100
Springfield St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

Northampton St. Ry. Co., Stock.... 100

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.*—New York
quotations to Apr. 23.

Citizens' St. R. R. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 5% g. bds. (Incl. $1,000,000 In

esc.)

JERSEY CITY, N. J *—See Newark.

LOUISVILLE, KY.*—Local and New
York quotations to Apr, 23.

LouIsTlIle Ry. Co., (common— 100

Stock, (preferred 5^ 100

Cons. M. EjC g. bds. (Incl. $1,263,000 In
esc.)

Issued.

11,500,000
13,500,000
5,500,000
2,413 000
600,000
500,000

1.850,0110

550,000

500,000
13,189,000
4,100,000
1,500,000
4,000.000

4,040,000
400,000
600,000

1,250,000

11,000,000
50,000
100,000
150,000

2,600,000

50,000
100.000
531,000

3,000,000

3,000,000
2.')0,000

400,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

500,000

1,250,000
1,150,000

2.50,000

340,000

200,000
250,000
300,000

1,000.000

1,800,000

250,000
1,000,000

235,000

6,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000
2,000,000

6,000,000

Due

1943

1906
1911

1900
1927

1928
1909

1932
1905
1929

1896

1900
1905
1906

1932
1912

1933

1933

1933

1925

Quotations.

1896.

47
68

104

12><i

64
245

103>^

102><S 98

600

11534

112

36i<4

100

95

100
100

250
100

110
no
96

210
315
195

53^
103>i

1930 1091^

100
100

97'

101

108

600

09

33^
97

93>t

?8

Apr.

14)4

67

2565i
108%

14
64

245

103J

19
67

103K

io7« mn
102 102

93'

115M

lllK

35
99;^

95

190
200
185

05

250

100

210
305
190

26

87^.

53H
102X

109

1145

no

98X

350

100

200
200
185

21%

81

99

106

106
102

115

llOV^

106 b

34>iib
99

47!4
973^

95

100
100

250

100

2.x

80

EO^^
100

1' 8X

*For detailed description o[ the?e and other securities Issued, see AtlEKICAN STREET RAILWAY INVESTMENTS, a supplement to the STREET RAIL.
WAV JOURNAL, published annually on May 1st.
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company,

STOCKS AND BONOS.
Issued. Due.

Quotations.

1896. Apr.

LYNN, MASS.*—See Boston.

MINNEAPOM.S, MINN.*—New York
quotations to Apr. 23.

Twin City Knpid Transit Co. fcom.. 100
Stock. \prer.7*

Minn. St. Ry. Co.'s Cons. M. ejS g. bds.

(+ $960,000 In esc.)

St. Paul City Ky. Co.'s Cab. Cons. 5% g.
bds. (Incl. $680,000 In esc.)

St. Paul City Ky. Co.'s Ueb. 6% g. bds.

MONTRKAIi, CAN.*—Local quotations
to Apr. 13.

Montreal St. Ky. Co., Stock 50

ist M. 6* bds
2nd M. bds

NEW AL.BANY, IND.*—See LoUlSvUle.

NEWARK, N. J.*—New York and Phlla-
delphla quotations to Apr. 33.

Consolidaled Traction Co., of N. J..
Stock 100

IstM. 5* g. bds
North Hudson Co. Ky. Co.. Stock. . . 2b

Cons. M. 5% bds. (Incl. $620,000 In esc.)

2nd M. 5^ bds
Deb. 6% bds

15,000,000

1,500,000

4 040,000

4,298,000

1,000,000

4,000,000
300.0011

700,000

1937
1900

1908
1922

NEW HAVEN, CONN.*—Local quota-
tions to Apr. 14.

Fair Haven & Westvllle R. R. Co.,
Stock 25

Winclicster Ave. R. K. Co., Stock... 25

istM. 5^g. bds
Deb. 6% bds

New Haven St.Ry. Co., lStM.5«bdS.
Hartford St. Ry. Co., Stock....

fl'd & W'tU's'fl'd H. R. K. Co.'s deb. b%
bds

100

NEW ORI.EANS. I,A.*—New York
quotations to Apr. 23.

New Orleans Traction (common.. 100

Co., Stock, Jpret. 100

N. O. City & Lake R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 6f
g. bds. ($423,500 Ln esc.)

Crescent City R. R. Co.'s Cons. M. 5%
g. bds

New Orleans & Carrollton R. R.
Co., Stock 100

1st M. 6 < bds

2d M. bds

Canal & Claiborne R. R. Co., Stock. 40

1st M..6% bds
Orleans K. R. Co., Stock 60

1st M. bds
St. Charles St. R. K. Co., Stock.... 50

istM. 6% bds

NEWPORT, R. I.*—See Providence.

NEW YORK, N. Y.*—Local quotations
to Apr. 23.

Metropolitan Traction Co., Stock... 100

Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., Stock 100

B'y. Surt K. R. Co.'s 1st M. 5* bds. . .

.

" " " " " 2nd M. 5i<bds....

So. Ferry R. K. Co., 1st. M. 5^ bds. . .

.

Lex. Ave. & P. F. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 5% bds.

Broadway &: Seventh Ave. R. R.
Co., Guar Stock 100

cons. M. 6Xg. bds. (+ $4,850,000 In esc.)

1st M. 5f bds
2ndM. 5}{ bds

Sixth Ave. R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 100

Ninth Avenue R. R. Co., Guar. Stock 100

Twenty-third St. Ry. Co.,Guar.StOCk 100

1st M. 6X Dds
Deb. 5i bds
B'y. Surf. R. R. Co.'s ist M. 5% bds.

.

42nd St.& «»d. St. Ferry R. R. Co.,
Guar. Stock 100

1st M. 6% bds
Cent. Pk., No. & E. Riv. R. R. Co.,

Guar. Stock 100
Cons. M. 7% bds

Bl'cker St. & Fulton Ferry R. R.
Co 100

1st M. 7% bds
Third Avenue R. R. Co., Stock 100

ist M. f,i g. bds
Second Avenue R. R. Co., Stock 100

Cons. M. 5i bds
Deb. 6% bds

Eighth Avenue R. R. Co., Stock 100

15.000,000
11,711,000
1,000,000
3.000,000

350,000
500,000

600,000
400 000
500,000
100,000
eoo.ono
200,000

1 ,344,000

5,000,000
2,500,000

3,000,000

2,350,000

1,200.000

250,000

350,000

240,000
150,000
185,000
18,000

594,350
150,000

30,000,000
13,500,000

1,125,000
1,000,000
350,000
510,000

2,100,000
7,650,000
1 600,000
500.000

2,000.000

800,000
600,000
250,000
150,000
375.000

748,000
236,000

1,800,000

1,200,000

900,000
700,000

9.000,000

6,000,000
1,862,000
1,600,000
300,000

1,000,000

1933

1928
1928
1902

1912
1909
1913

93

226

1943

1943

1S97>

1906)

1905).

1907/

912

1912

1924
1905
1919

1943
1904
1914

1909
1906
1924

1909

1902

1900

1937

1909
1909

102

95

1271^

90X

102!^
46
114
68

114
118

107H
114

116
107.!^

Ill

220
1613^
:308

115H
104
114

.325

116

165
115

30>!;

in
186
121

I68J4

1085i
1041^ 10;

360 1325

53
25
102
100
102

215

15Ji
00>^

99

87X

123

46

102M
42
111

63

92

110
103
105
110

2221^

53

163'

103
102
215

17

64^

100

91X

126;^

217

21
Sl]4

4«>ii

102J^
44

112J4
60^

100

113
110
105
UIX

188 198

113 115

107 1071^

1085i
195
160
305
103
103
110

310
115>^

160
113

285^
107^
172
116
1,50

107X

no
200

161>s
305
103

113"

325

163
115

30
109
183
131

168J.i

108

103
335

53

163'

101

103
215

102

16
63

100

87><i

126>«

47^^

103>!i

43Vu
112J4
64

53

63
102
102

215

102

3 0)4
63

100

9C

12C;«i

101>^

113
110
105
111

190
113
107

110
195

160><i

305
103

113"'

323

161

115

30
107)^
176
ISO
160
108
103
325

48
103!^
43y^

113>i
64

113
110
105
111

194

115
107;^

no
198
mi}4
305
103

lis"

325

163
115

30
108!^
179><i

21

166
108

103
330

Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Issued. Due.

Quotations.

NEW YORK—Continued.

Cert. Ind'bt. 6^
4and St., ai.ScSt. N. Ave. Ry. Co.,

Stock 100
ist. M. 6^ bds
2nd M. Inc. 6% bds

Dry Dock, E. B'y. A Battery K. R.
Co., Stock 100

Gen. M. 6% g. bds
Cert. Ind'bt 6^ ]00

<'entrnl Crosstown K. R. Co., Stock lOo
1st M. 6% bds

Christopher dc 10th St. R. R. Co.,
Guar. Stock loo

Union Ry. Co., Stock 100
1st M. 5^ bds
Westchester Elec. R. R. Co.'s 1st M.

6!< bds

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.*—See Holyoke.

PATERSON, N. J.*—New York and Phila-
delphia quotations to Apr. 23.

PaterMon Ry. Co., Stock 100
Cons. M. 6% bds. (inc. $350,000 in esc).

50

50

60

PH1L,ADEI.PIHA, PA.*—Local quota-
tions to Apr. 16.

Union Traction Co., Stock
Philadelphia Traction Co., Stock
Coll. Tr. 4iS g. bds

Continental Posh. Ry. Co., Guar
Stock 50

ISt M. 6^ bds
Empire Passenger Ry. Co , Stock.

1st M. 7^ bds
Pbila. ic l>arl(y Ky. Co., Guar. Stock 50
Philn. City Pass. Ky. Co., Stock 50

1st M. 5% bds
Phila. & tjJ'ys Ferry Pass. Ry. Co.,

Guar. Stock 50
Ridge Ave. Pass. Ry. Co.,Guar. Stock 50
13th & 1.5th Sts., Pass. Ry. Co.,

Guar. Stock 50
1st M. 7% bds.

Union Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock..
1st M. 5% bds
2ndM. 5f. bds

W. Phila. Pass.Ry. Co., Guar. Stock
1st M. 6% g. bds
2nd M. &% bds

Frankford A: S'thw'k P. C. Pass.
R. R. Co., Guar. Stock

Lombard & So. St. P. R. R. Co.'s 1st
M.5% bds

West End P. Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 7% bds..
Citizens' Pass. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock
2nd & 3rd Sts. Ry. Co., Guar. Stock
Lehiah Ave. Ry. Co., Stock
People's Traction Co., Stock
People's Pass. Ry. Co., (common....

Stock (preferred. .

.

1st M. 7^ bds
Cons. M. 5% bds

<jiermantown Pass. Ry. Co., Guar.
Stock 60

Green & Coates Sts. P. P. Ry. Co.,
Guar. Stock 50

1st M. 6^ bds
Hest'v'e, Mantua & F'r'm't P. R,

R. Co., Stock 50

5ii

60

1,000,000

2,.5fi0,000

1,200,000

1,600,000

1,200,000
885,000

1,100,000
600,000
250,000

650,000
2,000,000

2,000,000

500,000

1914

1910
1915

1932
1914

1922

1942

1943

PITTSBURGH, PA.*—Local quotations
to Apr. 18.

Citizens' Traction Co., Stock 50
1st M. b% bds

Pittsburgh Traction Co.. Stock 60
istM. 5% bds

Duquesne Traction Co., Stock 50
IsiM. 5% bds

P'b'gh, Allegheny 4. Manch'r Tr.
Co., Stock 50

Gen. M. .5^ bds
P'b'gh Union P. Ry. Co.'s 1st. i,l.5% bds.

Federal St. & P. V. R. R. Co., Stock 25
Gen. M. 5% bds.. (new)

P'b'gh &Birininghain Tr. Co., Stock 50
Gen. M. bfg. bds

Central Traction Co., Stock 50
1st M. b% bds

P'b'gh & West End P. Ry. Co., Stock 50
Ist. M. 5% bds

PROVIDENCE, R. I.*—Local quotations to
Apr. 13.

United Traction <&: Electric Co.,
Stock 100
1st M. 5^ g. bds

Newport .St. Ry. Co.
IstM. 6« bds

1,250,000
1,250,000

15,000 000
1,053 000

1,000,000
360,000
600,000
200,000
200,000
475,000
200,000

308,750
420,000

834.529
100,000
925,000
500000
250,000
750,000
246.000
750,000

1,875,000

150,000
132,100
192,500
848,160
599,950

8,000,000
740.000
277,402
219,000
246,000

672,800

500,000
100,000

2,500,000

3,000,000
1,250,000

2,500,000
750,000

3,000,000
1,500,000

8,000 000
1,500,000
100.000

1,400,000
1,350,000

3,000,000
1,500,0110

1,500,000
375,000

1,500,000 ....

460,000 1922

1917

1909

1900

1910

1913

1911
1910

1906
1936

1901
1905

1905
1905
1913

1898

1937

1927

1930

1931

1901

1931

1939

1939

8,000,000
8,000,000

50,000

1933

1910

1806. Apr.

bo

si
bo ti

a
"S

3 -t a 1-^

6

110>4 110 no 110 110

6S 52 55 55 55
117 113 117 115 ll6>^
71 65 68 66

172 161 169 165 166
114 113>i 113?i 112)^ 113!^
103 100 102 101 102
200 190 200 195 199
120 118 130 120 120

165 150 10075 152 152
104 95 ICO 99 100
105 100 104.!«i m}i 103^

103 99 103 103 103

30 22 30 20 28
101 94 100 99 100

15?i 10

72M 62

129 12SX 139

152 150

85 85 85
176 i68;.i

85 83 84
250 240 260

233

205 201 202

225 222 225

325 330 320

92 90 90? a

280 z71 272
227 225 23i
52 51 51
571^ 57X 57><i

130 120 120

131 137 130

46 46

57 55 57 66>6
u6a

36.^i 323 ^ 36 36
lOJj^ 103K>

am 38
107 106 167' n>7

'

165 b

is" i8>8 18%
mh 103>4

I163i Ibh ifiji

97^ 96 97 97
28^ 26 28J^ 29 a

50 50 50 50 50
100 100 100 100 100

100 95 100 95 93

•For detailed description of these and other securities Issued, see AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY INVESTMENTS, a supplement to the STREET RAIL.WAY JOURNAL., published annually on May 1st.
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Company.

STOCKS AND BONDS.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.*—New Torli quota-
tions to Apr. 23.

Rochester Ky. Co., Stock 100
Cons. J&»e^g. Ms.dncl. $1,000,000 In

esc.)
2nd M. 5% g bas. (Incl. $750,000 In esc.)

ST. LiOUIS, MO.*—Local quotations to
Apr. 30.

St. Louis R. R. Co., Stock 100

IStM. 5% Ms
Citizens' Ry. Co., Stock 100

lStM.6^ bds
Cnss Ave. & Fair Grounds Ry. Co.,

Stock 100

1st M. t>% Ms
Union Uepot R. R. Co., Stock 100

Cons. M. 6% g. bds
Benton. Bellef'ne Ry. Co.'s 1st M. 6%
bds

Mound City R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 6f. bds.

Jeflerson Ave. Ry. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 5^ bds
IVIissouri R. R. Co., Stock 100

lStM.6^ DdS
L.indell Ky. Co., Stock 100

IstM. 5* bds
.St. l-oul8& Suburban Ry. Co., Stock 100

ist M. t)% bds. (Incl. $600,000 In esc.) .

.

Inc. 6% bds
People's R. R. Co., Stock ino

1st M. e% bds

3nd M. 7% bds

Cons. M. fi% bds. (incl. $200,000 In esc.)

Fourth St. & Arsenal Ky. Co., Stock 50

1st M. 6^ bds

Southern Electric Ry. /common 100

Co., Stock (preferred 6% lOO

Cons. M. 6% bds (Incl. 8200,000 In esc.)

St. 1.. & E. St. 1,. E. R. Co., Stock.. 100

1st. M. 6% bds
Baden & St. Louis R. R., Stock 100

istM. 6% bds

SAN FRANCISCO.CAL.*—Local quota
tlons to Apr. 14.

Marliet Street Ky. Co., Stock 100

M'ket St. cable Co.'s 1st M Gji bds ....

Omnibus CaDle Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds

—

Park & Ocean R. K. Co.'s IstM. Gf. bds.
Park & CUfl House R. R. Co.'s 1st M.
e% bds

Powell St. R. R. Co.'s 1st M. 6% bds...
Ferries & CUfl House Ry. Co.'s 1st M.
6^ bds

Geary St., P'b; & O. R. R. Co., Stock 100

1st M. 5j{ bds
Cal. St. Cable R.R. Co., Slock lOll

IstM. 6^g. bds
Sutler Street Ry. Co., Stock . 100

1st M. 5% g. bds
Presidio «c Ferries R. R. Co. StOJk 100

Oaliland, S. L. & Haywards Ry. Co.
Stock 100

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.*—(See Holyoke.)

TORONTO, ONT.*—Local q'lotatlons to

Apr. 13.

Toronto Ry. Co., Stock 100

WASHINGTON, D. c.*— Local quota-
tions to Apr. U.

Capital Traction Co

Metropolitan R. R. Co .Stock 50

Coll. Tr. 6^ conv. bds. . ,

Belt Ry. Co., Stock 50

Cons. M. 6% bds. (inc. $50,000 in esc.)..

Bckington & Soldiers' Home Ry.
Co.. Stock 50

IstM. 6jS bds

G'setoven & Ten'town Ry. Co., Stock 50
Columbia Ry. Co 50

lat M. 6% bds

WORCESTER, MASS.*—New York
quotations to Apr. 23.

Worcester Traction Co., (common..
Stock \pret. 6f...

Worcester Cons. St. R. R. Co
1st. M. 5^ bds
Deb. 5% g. bds

Issued. Due.

5,000,000

3,000,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

2,000,000
1,911,000
4,000,000
1,150,000

300,000

400,000

112,000
250,000

2,3110,000

600,000
3,5110,000

1,500,000

2,500,000
2,000,000
300,000

1,000,000

125,000

75,000

1,000,000

150,000

50,000

700,000
800,000
500.000
250,000
76,000
60,000

250,000

18,616,78S

3,000,000
2,000,000
250,000

350,000
700,000

650,000
1,000,000

671,000
1,000,000
900.000

2,000,00"
900.000

1,000,000

1,000,000

6,000,000

12,000,000

75'i,000

600,000
500,000
500,000

352,000

200,000

200,000
400,000
500,000

3,000,000
2,000,000

150,000
600,000

1930

1933

1900)

1910/

1907

1912

1918
1896)
1911f
19(10)

19101

1907

igii

i92i

1892^
19(121

1903
18991

1904/

1898)

l'J03i

1909

1905

1913

1913
1918
1914

1913
1913

1914

1921

igis

1918

1901

1921

1896)

1911f

1914

Quotations.

1896. Apr.

be
si
Ml 1

si

1
a
on

5 W s

32 25 25 25 25

106 100 102 100 101
85 80 80 8(1 80

144 118 120 118 120

100 99 100 100 100

93 71 90 90 90
10? 106 106"^ 106 107

60 54
99 97

99" 98" 98"
160 135 125 125 125
111 109 110 110 110

101 100 100 100 100

104 103 102 v; 103

135 136 135 135 135
1U3 lOU 103 102 103

180 IsO 180 180
104 100 104 103 103X
no 131 133M 133 131

104>i 101 104 103 103
44 32 44 43 43
yb 93 94 93 94
52 52 62 53 63

10 1 1 10 10

101 98 99 98 99

101 100

75 75

20 15 16 15 15

1 Art 100 100 100 100

43 40
85 84
108 100 los' 106

"
16c"

102

100 98ii
99"

98>i

48 44 48 46 J4 47
123 121 123 123 123
119^ 117 117 118%

103 102)4 103 103 103

101 101

106 1003^ m'x ibb]4 l6(%
1U9 108 109 108 109
112 109 ?i 112 112 112

110?^ 109Jd 110 110 110

9 7><i 9

74

77^ 67 69 67 68

116 97 116 112
122 110 122 120 123

15 25 25
84 '.7 80 77 78

18 14

101 99 100 99 99

25 14 25 25 25
60 50 60 56 60
116>^ 115 114 115

IT 12 17 15 16^
90 80 90 86 88

103 100
99 99

• See foot note on preceding pages.
New York and Philadelphia quotations ol Brooklyn, Buffalo, Columbus, Indian-

apolis, Louisville, New Orleans, New York City, Paterson, Rochester and Worcester.
Securities furnished by Gustavus Maas, 26 Broad Street, New York.

^ [Continued from page 32^).

GENERAL.
Balance Jan. 31, 1895, (deficiency) $14,794,717
Written off factory plants $322,339

" " other real estate 29,719
" " patents and franchises 159,264 511,322

Total 115,306,039
Deduct profit for the year 1,388,967

Balance Jan. 31, 1896, (deficiency) .... $i3i9i7,o72

Factory Ptants.—The book value of the factory plants on Jan.

31, 1896, was|3,468,oo2 as against 13,958,528 on Jan. 31, 1893.

The following is a comparative estimate of the value of the fac-

tory plants:

Jan. 31, Jan. 31,
For all three plants. 1893. 1896.

L,and and buildings $1,742, 907 |i, 800,000
Machinery and tools 1,672,507 1,668,000
Patterns and drawings 270,233 i

Sundry accounts 272,881 I

Total $3,958,528 $3,468,002
For each plant.

Schenectady factory $2,215,364 $2,135,091
Lynn factory 1,280,980 i,038,<x)i

Harrison factory 462,184 295,000

Total $3,958,528 $3,468,002

Stoc/cs and bonds.—Included in the report is a schedule of the
company's holdings of stocks and bonds. The stocks represent an
interest in 141 street railway, lighting and miscellaneous companies,
and have a par value aggregating $8,422,531. The bonds represent
an interest in 100 companies, and have a total par value of $5,236,-

475. The total par value of both stocks and bonds is thus $13,659,-
006. These are carried on the balance sheet at $5,479,332, and con-
cerning this Vice-President Ord says, "Those having a market
vakie are carried at slightly under the price of recent sales. The
book values of those not readily saleable have been fixed after mak-
ing inquiries of the officers of those companies and of banks and
otliers in cities where the properties are situated. ' I believe the
aggregate book value of these stocks and bonds is not in excess of
their present value. Included in Schedule A are stocks and bonds of

various companies, amounting to $2,897,103, at par. The present
value of these is doubtful and their future value speculative. They
are therefore carried at a total book value of only $96, being one
dollar for each lot; but it is not unlikely that in time a considerable
amount may be realized from them, for, as shown elsewhere the
amount realized during the year from sales of securities similarly
valued was $41,647. There are also stocks of twenty-four underlying
and other manufacturing, selling and patent owning corporations of a
total par value of $40,654,900, which must be held until those cor-

porations are dissolved. They too are carried at $1 for each lot, in

all $24—the difference between this sum and their original cost
being carried in the patent account or written off in profit and loss.

Included in these is the company's entire holdings of stock of the
Brush Electric Company, of Cleveland, which were carried last year
at $351,507-"

Notes and Accounts Receivable.—On June 20, 1893, the face
value of the notes and accounts receivable was about $16,000,000.
'

' During three years of persistent work the collection of this work
has progressed as satisfactorily as was possible under the circum-
stances, and another year will probably result in the conclusive
liquidation of most of the remaining old indebtedness."

The total amount now due to the company by customers is as

follows, taken at their face values :

Par Value. Carried at.

Current notes $1,522,1781 ^ ,

Old notes in liquidation 1,371,562 J
^"''^"/'^"y

Current accounts 2,910,443 ]

Old accounts in liquidation 494,177 I

t-^^i 7at.New Orleans investment 1,431,470 [

''^-^

Brush Electric Company 479,756 J

Due from local lighting and street railway
properties owned by the company . . . . 516,305 353,775

" Dollar " notes and accounts 2,432,861 436

Total $11,158,751 $6,584,123

Sates of Assets.—The following statement shows the result of

the securities sold during the year:

Par Value. Book Value. Amount Realized. Net Result.

$ 783,490 $467,859 $627,278 $159,419 profit.

423,710 6 41,647 41,641
"

152,620 46,189 38,475 7,714 loss

$1,359,820 $514,054 $707,399 $193,346 profit.

Besides stocks and bonds the principal asset sold was the
Schuyler factory at Middletown, Conn.

Worli in Progress.

Expenditures to date on 285 installations in progress . . . $1,406,262
L,ess partial payments thereon 444,875

Net expenditure $961,386
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notice.—These statistics are carelully revised from montli to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from official sources. The
table should he used in connection with our Financial Supplement, "American Street Railway Investments," which contains the annual operating reports to
the ends of the various Qnanclai years.

Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used : • Including taxes, d. deficiency, m. months.

company. Period.'

OS

Al-BANY, N. Y.
The Albany lly-

AI.TOONA, PA.
Tbe Altoonn &, I.OKan
Valley Elec. Uy. Co

City Pass. Ry. Co. ol
Altoonn

BALTIMORE, MD.
Baltimore Traction
Co

City & Suburban Ry
Co

BATH, rax:.
Bath St. Ry. Co

BAY CITY, MICH.
Bay Cities Cons. Ry. Co.

BIDDEFORO, ME.
BIddeford & Saco R R
Co

BINGIIAMTON, N. Y.
Blnghamton R. R. Co.

BOSTON, MASS.
West End St. Ry. Co...

liynn & Boston R. R.~]
Co t

North Shore Traction
(

Co J

BRIDGEPORT.CONN.
Bridgeport Traction Co

BROCKTON, MASS.
Brockton St. Ry. Co.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Brooklyn Elev. R.R. Co

Brooklyn Traction Co.

Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co.

Brooklyn. Bslli&West
EndR. R. Co

12 m. June '94

12 " " '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12" " '95

1 " Mar. '95

1 " " '96

3 95
3 " '96

12 m. June '94

13 " " 'f5

12 m. Jan. '95

12 ••

1 •' Mar. '95

2 " " '95

12 m. Sept. 'I

12 •' " '95

12 m. Sept. '94

Brooklyn City dc New.
town R. R. Co

Brooklyn, Querns Co.
&, Sub. R. R. Co....

Brooklyn Heights R.R.
Co

Coney Island & Brook-
lyn R. R. Co

Nassau Elec. R. R. Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Buflnlo Ry. Co.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Chicago City Ry. Co...

Chicago GenerilRy.Co
Lake St. Elev. Ry. Co..

3 m.
3 "

12

12
"

, Dec.

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " •' '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " •' '95

12 m , Dec. '94

12" " '95

June '94

" '95

'95

Feb. '95

" '9t)

" '95

" '96

12 m. Dec. '94

'95

Mar. '95

" '96

" '95

" '96

12 m. Sept. '94

Feb.

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

I m. Jan. '95

1 •> '• '96

I2m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m June '94

12" " '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 '• " '95

12 m.,June '94

12

Dec.

]2m.,Dec.
12 " "

12 m.
12

"

1
"

L
"

2 "

3 "
t m Deo.
6 '•

Dec,'94
" '95

Feb.'95
" '96

'95

'96

'95

'95

122,382
132,407

461,918
522,276

73.128
83,292

50.303
56,52'

1,012,319

1,179.191

605,123
751,720

16,300
21,703

83,450
88,658
6,121

6,258

17,464

18,866

24,219
24,287

121 969
128,972

8 372
9,932
15,415

19,173

0°9

a

bteS

as
so
Ed

85,240
83,928

298,972
314,319

33,217
41,158

40,302
46,146

623,040

639,707

409,863
546,970

12,862

14,698

52,011
58.517
3,920
4,384
12 188
11,188

14,813

12,186

69,581

73,345
5,615

6,165

6 823,879 4807,083

7,746,171 6633,163

12 m., Dec. '94

18 " " '95

12 m., Dec '94.

12
12 m., Dec,
12 m. Dec.
12 " "

1 " Jan.
1 " "

1,238 410

1,381,389
76,851
87.:91

448,646

481,014

144,447

298,883
20,227
22,406
55,660
65,573

214..37n

266,892
15,683
19 970
92,815

106,798

,780,848

2,082.937
44.599
82.796

1,011,258

891,940

111,605
130,928

595,449
598,691

543.413
625,537
348.969
362.162

3.509 016
4,076,117

316 183
383,367
24.418
19,313

51,242
40,801
'82,140

173.757

1,636.284
1,351,919

4,264,618
4,476,824

K2,082

428,095
517,301
44,670
52,!i55,

746,304

784,392
59,460
56,931

313,125
330,154

151,697'

14,321

18,645

41,259
41515

143,511

154.950
10,457

12,632
54,089
70,939

1041,095
1158,219
56,37
52,236

615,863
706,900

86,717
79,394

346,285
372,554

427,101
415,255
213,351
230,425
2143,567
2682,614

207,478
236,517

59,904
106,127

856,631
649,097

2838,684-
2807,726

64,334
290,090
319,606
28,180
30,713

.37,142

48,479
162,94'

207,957

39.911

42.135

10,000

10.381

389,279
539,485

195,760

204.750

3,438

7,005

31,439
30,141

2,201

1,874

5.276
4,678

9,406

12,101

52 388
65,628
2,757

3,767

22,579*
21,4.57*

92,592*

88,657*

32,248'

33,664'

4,300"

4,051*

.359,243'

413,097'

2,500
3,400

30,000
30,000

6,391*

30,162'

35,459'

2,016,796:725,064'

2,113,0081746,963"

492,106 .379,029'

391,681'

75,000

59,997
17,401

30,660
135,521

150,860

147,186
6,90ti

8.761

14,401

24,058

70,859 70,974'

111.942 84,691=
5,2*26

7.338
38,726

35.859

689,754 881,093*

9^4,718 859,447*
d 11,728

30,560
395.395 265,118
185,040 302,918

24,888
51,535

249,164
226,137

116,312
210,282
135,618
131,737

1,365,448
1,393,504

108,706
146,820

22,236

67,630

679,653
702,822

1,425,934
1,669 098

17,748
138,005
197,695
16,490
22,142

169,225* d52,913
339,068 d 128786
167,644"! d32,026
169,134 I d37,396
1468,553|dl031C5
2102,061 'd 706758

39,718"
61,150*

120,632*

127,647"

14,564
27.(

70,3-4

119,300

7,663

8,570

5,700
6,330

30,037
126,38'

938
8,605

1,439
141

3,016
6.186

22,237
20,169

1291,732

1366,044

113,077

205,316

U86

d 116

27,251

d 141339
66,271

130.277

d 117877

dl 4,830
d9,616

128,532:

98,489;

52,157'

52,861*

20,286'

33,627'

468,917'

417,038'

207,878
300,389

56,549
93,959

1,950

31,003

210,736
285,783

1218,057

1368,709

Company. Period.

No. Chicngo R. R. Co...

Went Chicago R. B. C<>

Chicago & So. Side R.
T. Co

CINCINNATI, O.
Cinn.Newport& Co v.

Ky. Co

CLEVELAND. O.
Cl«<v«-land Eler. Ry
Co

COLUMBUS. O.
Columbus St. Ry. Co..

DENVER, COL.
Denver Cons. Tramway
Co

DETROIT, MICH.
Ft. Wayne & Belle
Isle St. Ky. Co.

Citizens' St. Ry. Co..
Rapid Ry. Co
Detroit Ry

DULUTH, MINN.
Dniuth St. Ry. Co.

FALL RIVEB, MASS.
Globe St. Ry. Co

FINDLAY. O.
Findlay .St. Ry. Co.

PITCHBURG, MAS'-.
Fitch liiirg A. Leninln-
ster St. Ry. Co

GALVESTON. TEX.
Galveston City R.
Co

R.

GIRARDVILLE, PA.
Schuylkill Traction Co.

GREAT FALLS, MONT.
Great Falls St. Rj. Co

HAZLETON, PA.
Lehigli Traction Co.

HOltOKEN. N. J.
No. Hudson Co liy. Co.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Holyoke St. Ry. Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan St.Ry.Co

LAWRENCE, MASS.
Lowi»ll, Lawrence
Haverhill St. Ry. Co

12 m., Dec. '94

12 •' " '95

12 " " '94

12 " " '95

1 m.. Mar. '9;

1 " " '96

3 " " '95

3 " " '96

12 m., Dec. '94

12

1

1

•3

2

1 m. Feb. '9.i

1 " " '96

2 " " '()'

2 96

12 m., Dec. '94

12 '

1
'

1

3
'

3 '

12 m., Dec. '94

13 9,-

1 " Feb. '95

1 •' " '9fi

2 " •' '95

2 " " '96

6 m., June '95

6 m., Juce '95

5!^ m..Dec.'9n
3 m., Jan. '96

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " •' '95

1 " Feb. '95

1 " •' '96

2 " " '9'

3 " " '90

12 m.,Sept. '94

12 " • '95

12 in. Dec. '95

12 m.,Sept.'94
12 95

12 m.,Dec. ,'94

12 •' •• '95

" Feb. '95

1 " " 'flC,

2 " " '95

12 m.Sept. '94

12 " •' '95

fi
" Mar. '95

6 "
_

'96

12 m,, Dec. '94
12" " '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 ' Mar. '95

I " '911

1 " " '95

3 " " '96

12 m., Dec. '94

12 95

12 m.,Sept,
12"

1 m. Feb.
1 " "

12 m.,Sept.
12

Feb.

753,483
716.039
48.001

51,901

103,697

106,441

116,945
386,575
80,356

113,738

208.105
213,229
1.5,712

15,247
31,415
31,087

248,106
2t9,786

29,798

89.260
110,575

199,133
216,271
12,449
13,058
27,010

26,317

88.288
90.981

40,597
46,157

26,431

26,650

97,202
119,-588

8,941
9,166
24,273

27,882

81 ".280

871,273

75,427
112,547

107,0.58

124,935
285,498
,343,367

269,740
403.530
20,475
25,132

114,917

141,835

269 363
3 11,.594
2.3,481

25,7^3

69,571
78,549

415.684
441,283
30 485
31 534
66.380
65,755

1.5,586

70,818

111,105
95,329
8,833

8,679
19,161

17,754

147,352
1.59 090

20,.308

61.416

74,103

131,407*
141.080

8,741

9,303
18,002

19,010

56 564
62.851
27,855

20,758

24.905*

28 126

50,605
67,979
5,837

5,013
10,527

18,241

611,482*

619,830

48,546
69,627

77„238
82,620

806,109
782,44.-

205,816
262.935
18.548

18,100
93,012

98,265

1,218,292
l,468.8'-0

1,662.610

1,931,282

22,900
26,770

52,379
67,563

127,344
205,324

2,901
8,885

11,132

21,003

32,535
36.196
53,033
76,833

297,449,
318.401

24,34
25,1.54

04,156
09,9,58

307,798
274,7.56

17,610
20,367

37,317
40,086

14.770

42,920

97,000
117,900

0,879
6,568

12.251

13,333

100,754

110,696

9,490

27,846

36,172

67,726
75,191
3,708

3,755
8.408
0.707

31,724
.38,130

12,742

19,399

1,526
d 1.476

46,597

51,609
3,104

3,553

7.746

9,041

206,798
251,443

26,881

42,920

29 820
42,315

479,389
560,920

63,924

140,.595

1,927
7,972

21,935
43,670

465.f48

471,261
859,471
902.016

7.52,644

997.629
803,139

1 ,032,266

176,648
183,506

244,172*

6,875

75.284
76.479

7,415

7.209

7,017

50,000

25.000
29,770'

89,297

216,649*

3,534*
20,058*

73,423'

84.081'

120.801

134,895

63,625

7.895

25,470
34,217

!,C75

20.636
29,155

17,76

6,724

8,360

12,312

23,356
22,862

d 8,498
56,514
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Company. Period.

OS
bog

LORAIN, O.
liOrain St. Ry.

L,OUISVIL.l,E, Ky.
Louisville Uy. Co.

LOWEl.!-, MASS.
Liowell & Suburban St<
Ky. Co

MACON, GA.
Mncon Coun. St. Ky.Co.

MANCHESTER, N. H.
Mancliestcr St. Ky. Co.

MARSHAI.I.TOWN, lA.
Marshalltown Liglit,
Power & Kv. Co

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin City K. T. Co.. .

.

MONTGOMERY, ALA
Montgomery St. Ky.Co

MONTREAL, CAN.
Montreal St. Ky. Co..

NEWBUKGH. N. Y.
Ne%vburgli Elec.Ky. Co.

NEWBURYPORT,MASS
Haverhill & Aniesbury
St. Ky. Co

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Haven St. Ky. Co

NliW LONDON, CONN.
New Loudon .St. Ky.CJo.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
New Orleans Traction
Co

NEWTON, MASS.
Newton Boston St.
Ry. Co

Newtonville &> Water-
town St. Ry. Co

NEW VOKK, N. Y.,
Tbird Ave. K. K. Co. ..

Metropolitan St.Ry.Co.

Manhattan Ry. Co

Central Crosstown R,
R. Co

U. D., E. B. & Bat'y
K. R.Co

Eiglith Ave. R. R. Co. .

.

42<1 St., Man & St. N.
Ave. R. R. Co

New York & Harlem
R. R. Co

12m., Dec. '95

1 " Mar. '95

1 " '• '96

3 " " '95

3 " " '96

12 m , Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m. Sept. '94

12 '95

12 m.,Dec, '95

12m ,June '94
12 " " '95

80,176
6,3-37

5.431
1.5,861

14,496

1,176,790

1,288,172

377,029
329,817

69,190

46.093
3,254
4.307

10,940
11,915

633,206

672,080

179,409
199,346

44,529

81,637 76,906*
82,923 87,694

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m., Dec '94

13 95
1 " Feb. '95

1 " " '96

2 " '• '95

2 " " '9b

12 m., Dec. '94

13 " ^' '95

1 " Feb. '9.5

1 " "
2 ' " '95

2 ,9tj

12 m.,Sept.'94
" '95

" Mar. '95

" " '96

" " '95

13 m., Feb.'

l2m.,Sept.'94
12" " 95

13 m.
12 "

1
'•

1
"

i
"

J
"

12 m
12 "

, Dec. '94
'* '95

Mar. '95
•' '96
" '95

" '96

,Sept.'94
" '95

12 m. Nov.'94 951,528

18 " '• '95 1,337.756

1
" Feb. '96 87,511

1
" " '96 115,326

3 " " '95 280,236

3 " " '96 343,183

13 m. Sept. '94
" '95

13m.,Sept.'95

13 m.
12 "

12 m.
-.2

••

12 m,

Second Avenue R.R. Co

Union Ky. Co

NORRISTOWN, PA.,
Schuylkill Val.Trac.Co

NO. ABINGTON, MASS.
Rockland *.V Abington

St. Ry. Co

12 m.,
12 "

12 m.,
12 "

13 m.,
13 "

13 m.,
113 "

12 m.
13
12 m.
12 "

12 m.
12 "

Dec.'94
" '95

June'gt
^' '95

Dec.'94
" '95

, Dec. '94

Dec. '94

Dec.'94
'• '95

Dec '94

'95

38,768
40,75

3,003,679

1,988.803

134.896
145,061

286,927
303,974

35,316
50,645
2,835

3,462
6.330

7,150

897,83«
1,102.778

78,618
93,146

462,431

664,997

91,156

98,346
104,853

126,183
198,719
11.742

12,679

34,713
39,988

49,899
51,759

33,478
33,297

7,580

24,190"
24,307*

1,044,548
979,485
67,947
69,383

14.3,034

144,585

21,724
27,915
1,794

1,763

3,958
3,822

628,454
652,812

55,190*

58.061

65,936

69,517
134,454

29,150

30,230

620,508
752,158
53,135
59,256
162,286
180,282

25,262
84,685

6,599

34,084
3.083
1,224
4,921

2,581

643,584
616,093

97,620
130,471

21,661

4,731
d 4,670

14,568
16,450

9.)9,131

1,009,319
66,949

75,678
143,903
159,389

13,492
22,7:iO

1,031

1,709
2,372
3,328

369,384
449,966

35,966

40,284
38,91

56,666

74,265

20,749
21,528

331,020
575,598
34,376
56,070
117,950
162,901

2,178,3.36 1,177,344
' 355,154! 1,456 782
5,398,466 3,323,956

5,7(2,260,3,183.210
2,885,10; 1.632,345

3,613,850 1,832,246
9,953,840:5,446,029

9,731,313 5,533,959

546,0261 385,309

547,491 1
379,523

691,861
!

465,236
748,443' 557,074
768,064 565,927
530,009 434,706

Dee.'94 645,130 517,445
'95 626,337 537,155

NORTHAMPT'N, MASS.
Northampton St. Ky. Co

, Dec '94 1,106,017
'95 1,015,076

Dec. '94
'* '95

Dec.'94

12 m., Dec. '95

13 m.,Sept.'94
13" " '95

12 m.,Sept.'94
12 '• '• '95

987,923
941,21

470,446
457,457

50,758

52,768
67,815

50,090
83,504

670,970
693,487
755395
721,417
254,973
280,435

36,580

38,836
49,759

28,901
46,240

3.55 799*
359,366^

66,624'

66,575

16,711*

3,302

7,650

7,500

738,961*
750,839'

55,363'

98,617

26,458

37,664*
38,333*

6,43S*
7,650*

8,316
7,613

981

1,000,991

1,198,372
2 174,51011

3,589,0.50 2,

1,252,856

1,781,604
4,.507,i5ll

4,197,354

160 71

167,968

226,626
191,369
302,138
105,303

127,685
99,1

435,047
321,5'9
232,539
216,873
215,473
177,082

14,172

13,926
18,056

21,186
37,264

7,677*

7,108*

8C9*

341,083*
328,917*
,859,971*

,016,889

963,046
,155,630
1,674,049-

!,988,16r

90,437*
101,536=

171,43.3

138,112
95,545*

68,978

122,804*

123,800

37,524*
40,150=

140,078'

124,566*

141,934*
127,287*

5,383*
6,008*

2,375*

3,131*

187,784
256,726

30,995
63,896

7,951

1,419

6,918

8,950

220,170
258,479

Company.

ORANGE, N. J.
Suburban Traction Co.

PATERSON, N. J.,
Paterson Ry. Co..

214,021
351,349

9,507

12,621

10,694

14,326

13,878

539
504

173

659,909
869,454
314.539
572,161
289.810
625,984

1,833,762
1,2C9,08'

70,291

66,442

55,20S

53,256
10e..592

36,324

4,881
d23,618

397,523
281,439
92,450
92,308
73,539

49,735

8.644
12,048

18,811
34,133

NORWALK, CONN.
Norwalk Tramway Co.

.NORWICH, CONN.
Norwich St. Ry. Co.

OAKLAND, CAL.,
Central Av. Ky. Co .

Oaklanil Consol. St. Ry.
Co

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
People's Traction Co..

Hestonville M. & F. P.
Ry. Co

Electric Traction Co...

PORT HURON, MICH
City Elec. Ry. Co

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
PoughkeepNie City &
Wnppinger's Falls E.
K. Co

ItOCBESTER. N. Y.,
Rochester Ry. Co. .

.

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
National Ky. Co

SCRANTON, PA.,
Scranton Trac. Co..

SEATTIiE, WASH..
West St. & No. End
Elec. Ry. Co....

SPRINGFIELD, MASS,
Sprinirlield St. Ry. Co.

.SYRACUSE, N. Y.,
Syracuse Cons. St. Ry.
Co

Syracuse St. R.R. Co

TERKE HAUTE, IND.
Terre Haute Elec. Ky
Co

TRENTON, N. J.
Trenton Pass. Ry. Co,

TORONT<». ONT.,
Toronto St. Ry. Co

TROY, N. Y.,
Troy City Ky. Co.

IITICA, N. Y.
Utica Belt Line St.RK

WASHINGTON. D. C.
Capital Traction Co...
WATERBURV, CONN.,
Waterbury Trac. Co..

WHEELING, W. VA.
Wheeling Ry. Co

WILKESBARRE, PA.,
Willtes Barre «fe W.v-
oming Val. Trac. Co.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
Wiliiamsport Pass. Ry,
Co ..

WORCESTER, MASS..
Worcester Cons. St. Ky.
Co

Period. Gross

'

Receipts.

1

Operating

i

Expenses,

j

Earnlng'S

from

|
operation,

j

Fixed

Charges.

;

Net

Income

, 13 m.,Sept. '9; 43,315 29.868 13,467

12 m Sept '94

12 " " '9E

80,069

3,5 21(

50,693 29,376 16,035*

17,400"
13,341
14,856

12 m., Oct. '9-:

12" ''95
32.668
OU, OL/i.

26,781 5,887
4 660

1,852
3,785

4,035
875

'

18 m., Dec. '94

12 95
129,351

135,486
95 821
94,115

33,530
31,370

31,139'

25 140
2,390

6 230

. 12 m., Dec. '94

12 '• " '95

42 50S

52,000 56,000
d 431

d 4,000

12 m., Dec.'94
12 " " '95

1 " Mar. '95

1 " " '96

3 " " '95

3 " ' '96

243.921

19,452
23,643
54,848
69,121

157,520
174 619
13!474

14,659
37,880
41,006

86,401
134 070

5',978

8,984
16,9n8

28,U5

88,597
07 OKI

2,196*

13m ,.June'94
12" " '95

1,044,159

1,660,676

673.479
829,815

370 6=0

830,861

13 m Dec "*4

12 '• '95

13 m. June'94
13 " " '05

288,021
533,212

1 QflO fiOfiI t'jyjKf uui.

3 151,8.53

315,762

1,241,.581

207,450

910,269

97,966 109,485

12 m Dec '94

12 " " '95
46,702
52,848

32.585

34,771
14,117

18,076

12 m., Dec. '95

1 * * Mar. '96

3 " " ''96

93.557
5,448

16 043

60,257
4.198

11 593

33,300
1,250
4 450

12 m., Dec.'94
13 " " '95

782,520
873,445

448,304
517,519

334,216
35.5,926

369,045*

307,118*
65,171

48,808

12 m., Dec.'94
12 " " '95

1,353,136

1,403,957
776,583
831,315

576,554
582,642

337,684
366,687

238,870

316,055

12m., June, '94

13 " " '95

1 •' Mar. "95

1 " '• '96

9 " " '95

9 ** " '96

247,768
270,700
30 919
25)523

194,781
343,967

140,080
143,278
1 1 889
14!319

119,599
121,977

107,688
128,422

9 030
11

',303

75,188
131,991

105,796*

119,858*
1,892

8,564

13 m., Dec. '95 29 737 15 031 14 706

13 m Sept. '94

13 '* ** '95

373,903 252,269

i , XtJU

121,634
164 850

18,210*
30 637*

103,434

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " '* '95

12 m. Dec '94

194,547
164,636
245,805

181,105

178.072
145,934

13,443
(113,446

99,870

197'*

304*

93,965*

13,244
dl3,7fO

5,905

1 m.. Dec. '91

1 " " '95

6 " " '94

6 " " '95

11,602
60,336
83,507

7,939

^0,000

3,663

12 m.,Dec. '94

12 *' " '95 223,761
1,129

1,771

12 m., Dec.'94
12 " " '95

1 " Feb. '95

1 " ' '9b

2 '* " '95

2 " " '96

958,371
993.801
63,460
7.3,468

132,997
147,845

517,708
489,915

39,032
42,740
82,114

85,878

440,663
503,886
23,428

50.883
61,967

12 m , Dec.'94
13" " '95

433,596
490,489

312,407
242,775

230,189
247,714

130,474
126,116*

89,705
181.598

12 m., Dec. '94
12 95

119,105
160,284

90,754
105,297

58,.351

54,988

29,844*
44 791*

28,508
10.197

12 m., Dec. '95 1,063.776 634,013 429,754

12 m., Deo. '95

1 " Feb.'95
1 " " '90

8 " ' '95

3 " " '96

247,730
16,588

i9,282
33,830
40,738

142,073

11,265

23,401

105 657

8,017

17.337

18 m., Dec '94

13 " " '95

13.3,517

150,094
119,378
88,552

14,139

61,542 32,248* 29,294

12 m.,Dec. '94

13" " '95

1 " Mar. '95

1 " " '96

3 " '• '95

3 " " '96

400,143
451,941
30,.5,57

36,791
81,992

112,057

196 834
209,600
15,223
18,437

47,987
53,612

203,319
842,341
15,334

18,354
34,005
58,445

138,607i'

134,315*
80,711

108,127

13 m.,June'94
13 " " '95

64,863
66,845

49,646
53,459

15,217
14,386

10,355
9,691

4,962

4,695

13m.,Sept.'94
12" " '95

I " Feb. '95

1 " " '96

5 " " '95

5 " " '96

355,000
480,498
85,947
34.168

150,823
186,686

284,215
309,787
23,466
36,505
118,226
139,100

I

70,785
110,711

2 481

7,663
33,597
47,586

45,479
61,778

35.306
58,933
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THE SYSTEM OF THE BERGEN COUNTY TRACTION COMPANY.

sades at this point has been practically inaccessil)le to

suburban settlement. This strip of land is about a mile in

width, is heavily wooded, and although just across the river

from Harlem, it is as wild and desolate as some of the

mountainous districts fifty miles furtlier up the Hudson.
Yet this country is naturally the most favorable for suburb-
an residence in the immediate neighborhood of New York
City. It is picturesque and healthy, and reveals the mag-
nificent views up, down and across the river for which the

Hudson is famous.
New York City has steadily extended to the north-

ward. Recently has occurred the development to the

south and the ea.st in Staten Island and Long Island City,

both operations being assisted by electric railway exten-

sions. However the former is at a considerable distance

from the center of New York, and the latter though ac-

cessible is somewhat flat and uninteresting, and perhaps
because of its proximity to the east side of New York, has
never obtained the approval of the better class of residents.

A further extension to the north is at a large sacrifice to

time of transit together with the high price of real estate

in this direction. To the west then the tide has turned.

ERGEN COUNTY is in the

extreme northeastern cor-

ner of New Jersey with the

Hudson River as its east-

ern boundary. The Pali-

sades rise abruptly from
the river forming a wall

extending from the New
York State line as far as

Hoboken and Jersey City,

presenting physically as

impassable a barrier as the

river itself. On the western
side a more gradual .slope

then leads to tide water
in the valley of the Over-
peck Creek, a branch of

the Hackensack River. Here are located a number of

beautiful and attractive suburban towns, Ridgefield,

Leonia, Nordhoff, Englewood, Tenafly, Cresskill, Dem-
arest, Norwood, etc. Still to the west of this valley and
parallel to it is the Teaneck Ridge, and on the western

FIG. 1.—VIEW OF POWER STATION, CAR HOUSE AND UPPER END OF NEW YORK CITY FROM THE SWITCHBACK.

side of this the Hackensack River valley, and another

line of suburban towns including Hackensack, the county
seat. As shown in the map (Fig. 2) the projected lines of

this company will reach all of the towns in this section.

At present they are served by steam railroads riuniing

north and south in the valleys and tunneling the Palisades

to reach Jersey City.

Hitherto the rocky plateau on the top of the Pali-

The Palisades were the barrier to extension. In the

neighborhood of Fort Lee the terminus of the ferry from
Manhattanville, as the region at the western end of 130th

vStreet, New York, is termed, two attempts were made to

reach the top of the bluff, one by means of an inclined

plane, and the other by means of an electric railway up the
highway. These failed on account of the expense and
difficulty of the engineering features involved. They,
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directed attention however to the possibilities of the de-

velopment of this section and a syndicate was formed to

carry out some plan to scale the bluff and to open up the

2.—MAP SYSTEM BERGEN COUNTY TRACTION

territory beyond. Consulting engineers were employed,
and the ferry company purchased. After a careful expert
examination, it was decided to change the New Jersey

terminus of the ferry to a point directly across the river

from Manhattanville instead of at Fort Lee a mile above.

The new ferry landing was then to be the terminus of an
electric railway and the

Palisades were to be
scaled by a zigzag side

hill cut with a switch-

back half way up.

This general plan
has been followed out.

The Riverside & Fort
Lee Ferry Company
changed its New Jersey
terminus to Pleasant

Valley, directly opposite

its New York slip, the

foot of West 130th

Street. Two slips, a ferry

house, coal wharves and
offices have been con-

structed at Pleasant Val-
ley. Directly behind
and adjoining these is

the terminus of the Ber-

gen County Traction
Company with car

house, power house and
offices. The road has
been in operation as far

as Leonia since the mid-
dle of April, and already

has developed a large

suburban and recrea-

tion travel, on Sunday
especially, the present
car service being crowd-
ed to its maximum ca-

pacity. The extensions
to Englewood and Hack-
ensack are being con-

structed as rapidly as

possible and will be com-
pleted for this sum-
mer's business.

For picturesqueness
and magnificent scenery,

this road has probably
no equal among subur-
ban roads in the neigh-

borhood of a large city.

Upon crossing the Hud-
son in the ferry the

operation of the com-
pany can be seen as a

whole, ferry buildings,

power house, car house
and the side hill cuts

and switchback. The
wildness of the district

is apparent. A few
small houses extend
along the river under
the bluff. At this point

the rocky sides of the

Palisades and summit
are heavily wooded and
apparently as wild as

they were a hundred
years ago. The electric

railway after leaving the

ferry and mounting the

hill, traverses for the

most part the side of the

public highway, yet for

a distance of two miles does not pass a single house.

This statement is the more remarkable when it is con-

sidered that this section of the line is within five miles of
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the center of a population of 3,000,000, the second metro-

polivS of the world.

Taking a car at the ferry landing the ascent of the hill

obtained. Riverside Park is directly opposite and General

Grant's tomb is the most conspicuous object. When the

upper part of the higher cut is reached a magnificent pano-

FIG. 3.—UPPER LOOP. FIG. 4.—LOWER LOOP.

is commenced. The power house and the car house are

passed and the line swings by a wide .sweep on to the side

hill cut, twice crossing the glen formed by a mountain
stream which leaps in waterfalls two hundred feet down
the bluff and finally is caught
in a storage reservoir.

The side hill cut is bro-

ken in the middle by the

switchback. These two as-

cending ledges appear to be
shelves one above the other,

cut for the most part from
the solid rock and supported
by massive retaining walls.

Of all of Nature's building

rama is disclosed. The engraving Fig. i shows this

view.

In the foreground directly below are the various build-

ings of the Bergen County Traction Company. The river at

this point is about a mile wide
and upon a clear day the view
extends from Yonkers, ten

miles above, to the hills of

Staten Island, eighteen miles

below, and over and across

New York City to Long
Island Sound and the hills

of Long Island. At night

the scene is also a fine one.

Myriads of lamps trace the

FIG. 5.—VIEWS SHOWING ASCENT OF PALISADES.

materials, the trap rock of the Palisades is the hardest,

and this fact is testified to by the sharp jagged appearance
of the projections. While ascending both cuts a con-

stantly broadening view of New York City opposite is

streets of the city and the sk}^ and water glow with the
reflection. The ride from the top of the Palisades to

Fort Lee is through a heavily wooded forest. Thence it is

along the side of the turnpike as far as Leonia. The de-
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scent at this point, although not so precipitious, is actually
at a more severe grade than the ascent of the Palisades.

The view here up the valley of the Overpeck Creek is a
fine one—a broad green valley with Englewood and Hack-
ensack in the distance. From
this point to Englewood the line

follows the broad suburban ave-

nues through what are generally

conceded to be the finest suburb-
an towiis near New York City.

Apart from the engineering
difficulties encountered owing to

the topography of the line, there

were a number of other important
points to be considered, that make
this probably one of the most care-

fully designed electric railways of

its size. The sparseness of popu-
lation at present along most of

the region traversed, together
with the expensive nature of the

work, led the company to desire

the most economical construction.

At the same time the possibilities

of future and rapid growth dictat-

ed the most substantial work, and
the greatest flexibility for exten-

sion of plants and equipment.
Plans and .specifications were prepared by the consult-

ing engineers covering the complete construction, and con-

tracts for the various parts of the work let to the following-

concerns. All the details of the work were subjected to

the critical supervision of the engineers.

consists of a small amount of grading with the necessary
track laying, lining, surfacing and paving. In this case,

the roadbed and track contract included the following
items: clearing, grubbing, general excavation and embank-

FIG. 6.—PROFILE OF LINE ON SIDE HILL.

ment, excavation in water, ballast of broken stone,

masonry (first class, second class, third class or rubber and
box culverts in cement and dry, .slope walls, stone paving
in cement and dry, concrete, brick work ), iron drain pipe

—

various .sizes, foundation timber—various kinds, trestle

LIST OF CONTRACTORS.

I<INE; CON.STRUCTION.

Rail material,

Special track work,
Grading and track con-

struction,

Overhead line construc-
tion and material,

CAR EQUIPMENT.

Trucks,

Car bodies.

Electric equipment,
Seats and backs.

Brakes and fare regis-

ters,

Pennsylvania Steel Co.

Wharton .Switch Co.

Kearns & Egan.

White-Crosby Co.

Peckliam Motor Truck
& Wheel Co.

St. Eouis Car Co. and
Jackson & Sharp Co.

General Electric Co.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg.
Co.

Sterling Supply Co.

POWER .-VND C.\R HOUSES.

Berlin Iron Bridge Co.

J. W. Ferguson.

General Electric Co.

E. P. Allis Co.
Page Belting Co.
Heine .Safety Boiler Co.
Warden Mfg. Co.

Steel roof trusses.

Buildings and founda-
tions complete,

POWER MACHINERY.

Generators and switch-
board,

Engines,
Belting,
Boilers,

Stack and breeching,
Condensers and pumps, Geo. F. Blake Mfg. Co.
Separators and feed-
water heaters, Goubert Mfg. Co.

Pipe fitting complete, Benj. F. Shaw Co.
Pipe covering, H. W. Johns Mfg. Co.
Electric light wiring, A. K. Bonta.

THE track coiLstruction of

this road, including the

designing and the carry-

ing into execution, has
followed strictly the meth-

ods of the best steam railroad engineering practice.

Ordinarily the track construction of an electric railway

FIG. 7.—PROJECTION OF LINE ON SIDE HILL.

timber—various kinds, piling—various kinds, and track

work, including ties and bonds.

A large amount of blasting was required in trap rock,

and on account also of the inaccessibility of the side hill

construction, the work was particularly expensive. All of

the line is single track with 200 ft. turnouts spaced about

every mile.
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Starting at the ferry house on the river road up to

the level of tlie car house there is an eight per cent grade
and from this point to the top of the Palisades, excepting at

the level of the switcliback, the grade is an average oi 6}4

I

per cent for 3700 ft.

,

j a total vertical rise of

J 5 about 240 ft.

4 This construction
! i

The track work is all standard T rail, .sixty pounds per
yard. Excepting the curves at the car hou.se, which are

forty-five feet radius, the curves on the lines are .sixty feet

radius or above. Standard diamond turnouts with spring

.switches are used. The special safety turnout and switch-

back u.sed on the Pali.sades side hill cut is shown in Figs. 9
and 13. A stretch of track at twenty per cent grade with
bumper is placed at the end of the upper track. The

3'

FIG. 8.—TRACK SECTION ON HIGHWAY.

/Vote: ru/l /mej -nt^ii^vte jfiec/af fMJ-k.

FIG. 9.—PLAN OF SWITCHBACK.

FIG. 10.—TRACK SECTION WITH CUT. FIG. 11.—TRACK SECTION WITH EMBANKMENT.

consists of two side hill rock cuts with retaining walls,

joined by a switchback at the middle of the hill. The ap-

proaches are loops, necessitating an embankment for the

lower one and a cut for the upper.

The illu.strations (Figs. 6 and 7 ) show the projection,

bonding is with No. 0000 .stranded Chicago bonds, one to

a joint, and cross bonded every third rail. The track is

stone ballasted throughout; 5 in. X 7 i"- X 7 ft. white oak
ties are u.sed, spaced twelve to the thirty foot rail and rail

joints are suspended.

FIG. 12.—BOTH CUTS OF SIDE HILL CONSTRUCTION.

section and profile of this work. Figs. 3, 4, 5, 12 and 13 are
photographs showing the finished construction. Figs. 8,

10, and 1 1 give various sections of roadway.
The track work as far as Fort Lee, though nominally

along the .side of the highway, was practically new gradiiig,

requiring a large amount of bla.sting as the worn road was
too crooked to follow. From Fort Lee to Leonia the
track follows the side of the road, and from Leonia
to Englewood the center. At Leonia a grade varying
from eight per cent to ten per cent for 1500 ft. is encoun-
tered going down. A large amount of macadamizing of
roads is required of the company under its franchises.

FIG. -VIEW OF CAR ON SWITCHBACK,
SAFETY GRADE.

SHOWING

OVERHEAD

C^NSTRli(^ON|

EXCEPTING for a short dis-

tance the overhead line from the
ferry terminus to Leonia is side

pole bracket construction. On
account of the large number of

vertical and horizontal curves in

the track, this construction has averaged about ninety
poles to the mile. About eighty per cent of the pole holes

had to be blasted at an expense of twice the cost of the
poles. Octagonal yellow pine poles were used with tops
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varying from seven inches to nine inches for different con-

structions. The lengths of poles varied from thirty feet to

sixty feet, depending on the relative height to track of the

ground in which the pole was set, the line of the tops of

the poles being parallel to the surface of the track. The

FIG. 14.—CLOSED CAR.

depth of pole setting varied from six feet to ten feet corres-

ponding to the length of pole and the strain. Two par-

ticularly difficult pieces of line construction are shown in

Figs. 3, and 4. These occur at the long curve ap-

proaches at the top and bottom of the Palisades. The
curve formed by the track and trolley wire is a spiral with
eighty feet horizontal radius and a vertical ascent of Gj^ ft.

in the 100. As the lower curve is on a high embankment,
the pull-off poles are sixty feet in length. On the side hill

construction in order not to

require all the feeders to run
out to the switchback and re-

turn, a cut-off feed line has
been constructed in a straight

line tangent to and joining

the main line at the long
curve approaches at bottom
and top. This pole line runs
up the face of the Pali.sades

and the poles are wedged in-

to holes blasted into the rock . — "

and are head guyed. The feed _
line forms an angle averag-

ing about 45 degs. with the

horizontal and is securely

clamped by .special strain in-

sulators besides being tied to

double cross arms on each
pole. In sandy or marshy
soil the poles are set in con-

crete.

In the town of Engle-
wood 750 lb. and 1000 lb.

steel poles are used. All the

poles are painted a dark
green and the line material

black. Four feeders run
from the power house; one

glazed with bevel plate glass similar to steam railroad parlor

cars. The end double doors and panels contain drop sash
so that a draught of air the full width of car is obtained
when desired. The painting of cars is in carmine and light

cream color. Ten sixteen candle power incandescent lights

are used in each car. Four sand boxes to each car and
a duplicate brake mechanism are u.sed to provide safeguards
for the severe grades encountered. Spring rattan .seats

and long spring base trucks afford easy riding qualities.

The wheel base of the trucks is eight feet which prevents
oscillation. The wheels have three inch treads and one
inch flanges, thus producing less wear at switch points and
securing additional safety from derailment. Tlie electrical

equipment con,sists of two G. E. 1200 motors per car.

THE car house is located

near the ferry house and
measures 65 ft. 4 ins. X ' 04
ft. 4 ins. As real estate in

this locality is valuable, it

is intended that this house will serve in future for storage

of night cars and for light repair work, the main storage

car house being located at the western terminal of the

line. As shown in perspective (Fig. 16), the building is of

hard burned red brick set in red mortar, with Pennsylvania
blue .stone coping, water table and trimmings. The roof is

of slate with steel trusses. Flat .skylights and a large

amount of window space afford abundant light. The gen-

eral design of this building is in harmony with that of

the other buildings in the operation. The ceiling is sheath-

ed with matched yellow pine varnished, and the walls

painted white. A car operatives' room and a store room
with work benches occupy one side of the house. The
pits are of brick with concrete and cement floors, carefully

drained. The pits, work benches and car operatives' room
are heated with live steam from the power house. Water

feeding the switchback con-

struction to the top of the

Palisades; one feeding the

FIG. 15.—EXTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE.

line to the bottom of the

Leonia hill and two running to Englewood.

EVERY effort was made to

obtain handsome and easy
riding cars for this road.

, Fig. 14 shows an exterior

view. The bodies are
feet long with four foot platforms strongly ves-twenty

tibuled

doors.

The cars have broad monitors and wide double
The interior finish is light mahogany throughout.

All fittings are solid bronze. The glass in sash and doors
is French plate. The doors in the vestibule are two-fold,

under pressure of one hundred pounds per square inch for

fire and house service is piped from the power house. The
large swinging entrance doors are securely hinged to special

cast iron hinged plates extending through and built into the

brick piers between doorways.

;^
THE power house is located

near the river convenient

for condensing water and
coal supply, as shown in

Fig. 22. The general design

in order to harmonize with the surroundings required a ridge
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roof construction. Heavy pilasters with square finials and
large arched openings give an appearance of massiveness.

The building, as shown in Fig. 15, is of hard burned red

brick set in red mortar with Pennsylvania blue stone trim-

mings, slate roof and steel trusses. The building is 1 1 1 ft.

4 ins. X 74 ft. 4 ins. ex-

ternal dimensions, and
is divided by a fire wall

into a boiler room and
engine room, as shown
in Fig. 18. The foun-

dations for the building

are of stone masonry
on a concrete footing

course. The founda-
tions of the northeast

corner of the boiler room
are supported by piling.

The location of the

building is on the side

of a slope, so that the

boiler room floor is at

the level of the coal un-
loading wharf and the

level seven feet six inches

liability to leakage should it be made to opeu as a ventila-

tor.

A heavy mill construction floor provides an eight foot

basement under the engine room, containing machinery
foundations, piping and condensers to which a number of

mil'

FIG. 16.—EXTERIOR OF CAR HOUSE.

engine room basement floor

above this. This difference of

levels facilitates the piping arrangements and is shown in

the perspective section (Fig. 17). The foundations for all

machinery are of hard burned brick set in Portland ce-

ment mortar, one to three. Provision for future extension

of the power house is made towards the rear of the lot.

semicircular windows furnish light and air. The boiler

room floor is of concrete with Portland cement top dressing.

The machinery consists at present of two 200 k. w.
generators direct belted to 20 in. X 42 in. Corliss engines

running at eighty revolutions per minute. Separate eccen-

trics are provided for steam admission and exhaust to in-

crease the capacity of engines for overloads. The engines

PCLER POOM. ^illliilllll

FIG. 17.—PERSPECTIVE SECTION OF POWER HOUSE.

The lighting and ventilation of boiler and engine
rooms are carefully provided for. In the boiler room are

six door openings, 8 ft. X 16 ft., besides end windows and
a large monitor ventilator. The engine room has ten large

semicircular window openings hung with double sash and six

smaller pivoted windows at the ends. The monitor in the

engine room is simply used for light, as there would be

are built extra heavy throughout to withstand the severe
variations of the railway loads encountered, each flywheel
weighing 32,000 lbs. The governors have safety stops to

prevent dangerous racing, and the cylinders are fitted with
metallic packing. Space is left in the engine room, as
shown, for the addition of a direct connected 400 k. w.
unit. The switchboard is a standard black enameled
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slate board,, of two generator and one
double feeder panels with Weston in-

struments.

The l)oiler room contains a battery

of 450 li. p. of water tube boilers, to-

gether with feed pumps in duplicate,

drip pump and auxiliary feedwater
heater. There is space for the addition

of a duplicate battery of boilers with
pumps, etc., as shown. The boilers are

connected by wrought iron breeching
and flue to the stack stub supporting
the stack. The stub plans are shown
in Fig. 21. The stack is of steel, self

supported, 140 ft. high and 6 ft. 6 ins.

in diameter, and lined with firebrick

to above the roof level. It is securely

bolted to the heavy cast iron founda-

tion ring which is anchored to the

stub by six 2^ in. bolts, 22 ft. 6 ins.

long. This stack is designed to pro-

vide for future extension to the plant,

and is of sufficient height to counteract

any loss of draught due to proximity to

the Palisades. A duplex vertical air

pump and condenser is located in a

well in the engine room basement, so

that the maximum lift at mean low
water in the river is fifteen feet.

The piping of the plant has been
carefully designed, as shown in the ac-

companying plans. Fig. 22 shows the

relation of the various buildings with
supply and discharge. Water can be
secured from four sources, viz., the

dam, artesian well, Hackensack Water
Company's mains, or from the river.

The artesian well water and the river

water are not suitable for feed. Ordi-

narily feedwater is obtained from the

dam and condensing water from the

river at a point at the end of the coal

wharf through a foot valve and .strainer.

Water mains run from the power house
to the car house and ferry house. The
feed pumps are in duplicate and are so

connected that either or both can feed

to the boilers or can pump fresh or salt

water under pressure to any of the

buildings of the company. The Hack-
ensack water is delivered under heavy
pressure and can also be used for fire

or house service.

The power house furnishes live

steam reduced to twenty pounds pres-

sure for heating the car house and ferry

house through underground mains.

These steam pipes are insulated and
protected, as shown in Fig. 22. Ordi-

narily steam pipes are run underground
in wooden logs. Even if these are

lined with tin, they will char and rot,

are difficult to replace and the leakage

will wet the insulating covering on
the steam pipe, thus impairing its

efficiency. In running underground
steam mains the pipe covering should

be depended upon for insulation, and
the use of the outside casing should
simply be to exclude water and to

afford mechanical protection. As
shown, the steam pipe is here insulated

by asbestos fire felt covering. It is

then laid in special halved drain tile

and kept centered by three pronged
cast iron chairs which allow an air space

of an inch between covered steam pipe
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and tile. The joints of the tile are carefully laid in

Portland cement so as to be watertight, and the drain is

given a sufficient slope to carry off any water that might
accumulate.

Journal for April last. This system consists of two
duplicate pipes of suitable section, both being used ordi-
narily. In case of accident to one, it is cut off and the
other forced during the interval of repair. As shown in

FIG. 20.—ELEVATION OF PIPING IN BOILER ROOM.

FIG. 21.—STACK STUB.

For high pressure live steam piping, the Davis dupli-
cate system is used, as described in the STREET Raieway

Figs. i8, 19 and 20, duplicate leaders from each boiler con-
vey steam to duplicate headers extending along the party
wall, one under the other, supported by heavy plate
brackets, Duplicate leaders to the engines are joined to
the headers by copper expansion bends, and drop down and
through the party wall into the engine room basement.
Here they are supported by heavy pipe stands from separ-
ate foundations built from the floor. All supports for
main piping are rigid and prevent vibration of pipes.

The leaders subdivide in the basement to sub-leaders to
each engine. These converge at a Y into a receiver sep-
arator, and from this the steam passes through the throttle

to the engine. The necessary stop valves are used in the
duplicate high pressure piping to enable either pipe to be
shut down in case of necessity.

The engines exhaust through individual primary ver-
tical water tube heaters either into the condenser or through
a back pressure valve into the open air. The feedwater
is pumped through the primary heaters in multiple, then at

a temperature of about 120 degs. , when running condensing,
into the auxiliary heater in the boiler room where the tem-
perature is raised by means of the exhaust from all the pumps
to a temperature of 210 degs. The primary and auxil-

iary heaters are each by-passed. A mechanical filter and
a water meter are also by-passed into the main boiler feed.

Steam for the pumps is taken direct from the special Y fit-

tings joining boiler leaders. The live steam mains and
separators are dripped and the drips returned to the boiler

by gravity or by drip pump. The drip system is by-passed
into the open air blow-off .system which is connected to

boilers and heaters. The blow-off and the overflow from
condenser are discharged "into the creek. Plumbing for

water closets and lavatories is provided.

All live steam and hot feed mains are covered with as-

bestos fire felt sectional pipe covering painted. Heavy
flanged unions and fittings are used throughout, designed
for a working pressure of 150 lbs. per square inch. Chap-
man gate and Jenkins globe valves are used.

Individual gaugeboards are placed for each engine.

The station gaugeboard differs from that usually employed
in that it is of black enameled slate with nickel trimmings
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to match the switchboard. Crosby steam recording and
vacuum gauges are used.

Tlie lighting of ferry house, car house and power
house by arc and incandescent lamps from the railway cir-

cuit is carefully provided for. A separate panel of the

switchboard is used and the lighting circuits are all con-

trolled by separate switches and fuses at this point. The

erators and engines are painted a dark " royal blue " with
gold striping and lettering. Zinc flooring is laid under the

engines. A rail divides the present machinery in the en-

gine room from the reserve space, and special provisions

are made for visitors.

THE officers of the company
are Jacob E. Ridgway,
president; Wm. H. Clark,

vice-president; W. N. Bar-

rows, secretary and treasurer and E. W. Lawson, superin-

tendent. Wm. Hunter was consulting engineer for ferry

buildings and track construction, and Ford & Bacon for

power and car house buildings and machinery, car equip-

ment and overhead line work. The foregoing plans were
furnished to the Street Railway Journal by Ford &

Bacon.
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OUTSIDE PIPING AND PIPING DETAILS.

lighting bus bars are then connected through a separate
circuit breaker to the railway bars, thus guarding against
dangerous currents or grounds from the lighting circuits.

The decoration of the power house has been neatly
planned. The ceiling is sheathed with matched yellow pine
varnished. The trusses are painted a dark steel color, and
the walls white with dark lead color dado. Heavy brass
railings are used around stair openings and doorways, and
beltways and flywheels protected by guard rails. The gen-

pleted and
car shed.

most of

The work of changing
the Lake Street Elevated
Railroad, of Chicago, from a

steam to an electric system is

progressing rapidly. The de-

tails of the electric construc-

tion have been carefully

worked out by J. R. Chap-
man, manager of the electri-

cal department of the Yerkes
system, and his as.sistant, A.
Hanson, and in some ways
show a radical departure from
those of the Metropolitan
Elevated Railroad of that

city. The electrical con-

struction is under the super-
vision of W. F. Carr, who
is also superintending the
overhead construction of the
West Chicago Street Railway
and the Cicero & Proviso
Street Railway.

The third or trolley rail

is supported on insulated
chairs, a patent of Messrs.
Chapman and Hanson. This
rail has been erected east of

Western Avenue, the center
of distribution of power, as

far as Wabash Avenue, ex-

cepting a gap at the draw-
bridge over the Chicago
River, and west of Western
Avenue to Fortieth Street.

The feed wire required east

of Western Avenue (about

25,000 ft. of 1,000,000 c. m.)
is in place, having been pulled

up at night by engines be-

tween the half hour runs of

the night trains.

The building and equip-

ment of the thirty-five motor
cars, which is being done at

the shops of the Wells-French
Company, is practically com-

theni removed to the Fortieth Street

Ql

i

Akci-ield OPtrniMq-

IN riRE. WALL.

The Third Avenue Railroad Company, of New York,
will erect a power station, car house and other buildings
on Kingsbridge Road between 216th and 220th Streets.

The station will be used to operate the Kingsbridge ex-
tension of the Third Avenue Railroad Company.



Studies in Economic Practice : St. Paul =

Minneapolis.

By C. B. Fairchild.

Siro)id Paper—RoUiiig Stock, Accidents and Accident Blanks.

The laws of the State of Minnesota compel the use of

vestibules on all cars during the winter months. This re-

quirement was not opposed by the Twin City Railway
Company, and is regarded as necessary in this climate.

The vestibules have double windows, which prevent the

formation of frost on the glass, so that the motorman's
vision is not interfered with, as with single glass vesti-

bules. The vestibules are also considered an advantage

PLATFORM GATE, OPEN AND

for the reason that the motorman does not have to muffle

his hands and face so thoroughlj' in cold weather as he
would be obliged to do on an open platform. This leaves

him more free to operate his controller and brake handle,

and it has not been observed that collision accidents have
been any more numerous since the vestibule was adopted
than formerly. In fact, it is said they have been lessened,

owing to additional care exercised on the Dart of the motor-
man. The vestibules on the open grip cars are diamond-
.shaped enclosures in the middle of the car and have glass

on all sides above the back of the seats, with a narrow door
at the rear end.

It is estimated that the cost for heating the cars on
the entire system is about $30 per day. Ordinary coal

stoves are employed on the city lines in both St. Paul and
Minneapolis. The interurban cars are heated with the
Baker heater. These heaters are left in the cars through-
out the season. They are so placed as to warm the vesti-

bule as well as the interior of the cars, so that the motor-
man is not required to wear an overcoat even in cold

weather.
The distance between the two cities is about ten miles,

and the trips are made in about fifty minutes, with a head-

way of five minutes.

The practice of placing the rheostat against the dash
or at the side of the platform on the cars, described in the

Street Railway Journal for February, 1893, is still

followed. The case enclosing the rheostat, which is of the

old style semi-circular type, also contains the fuse boxes
and cut-out switches. A modification however has been
made in the connections, so that on the first few points the

motors are coupled in series. After that, the multiple

.series is used as formerly.

CLOSED—INTERURBAN LINE.

In refitting the open cars for the coming season, the long
cars are being strengthened by the addition of a truss rod an
inch in diameter. This is anchored at each end and passes

over pedestals nearly as high as the seats, adding largely to

the strength of the car. At the same time the cross bolts have
been enlarged and the side sills reinforced by a steel plate.

The cross seats also of the open cars have been widened by
lengthening the back supports, so that the seats are two
inches wider than formerly. This does not take up any
more room than formerly in the car, and has proven more
restful and acceptable to the passengers. The open cars

are being fitted with gates, and are being enclosed oneach
side by ware screens, so that passengers can only enter or

leave by the rear platforms.

A number of the open cars have been lengthened by
cutting them in two and filling in the middle part with new
construction. Hoods have been lengthened and supported
by pipe posts from the platform. In some cases hard wood
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is being employed for car floors, on the supposition that it

will wear longer and be smoother and more agreeable to the

passengers.

The cars of the entire system are painted of the same
color. That employed for the sills, truck, and fenders of

open cars is an olive brown with a lemon yellow for the

posts and upper part, giving a solid appearance to the car.

The colors for painting the open cars are compounded
as follows:

PANEIv COI^OR. SII<I. COLOR.
10 lbs. Lead in oil. 5 lbs. Golden ochre.
I " Lemon chrome in oil. " Pru.s.sian blue.

Yz " Golden ochre in oil. i " Indian red.

1% " J'lpaii. I " White lead.

Turp.

The brake mechanism on all the cars is operated by
means of a horizontal hand wheel, instead of a ratchet

handle. It is claimed for this arrangement that the motor-

circular base, when by taking hold of the collar and handle,

it may be rolled or wheeled about the house.

The company has about twenty snow plows of the

pilot type, but no sweepers. One of the plows is a large

conveyor plow, modeled after those employed on steam
lines. The pilot is an endless chain with buckets which
lift the snow and carry it back to a cross conveyor by
which it is dtuuped to the side of the track. There is also

a very heavy steel plate wing operated from derricks by
a motor for pushing the accumulated snow away from the

tracks. The plow is operated by five motors, and has
proved efficient in heavy drifts. The past winter however
has been remarkably free from snow .storms, and there has
been very little use for the plows.

ACCIDENTS.

The table on this page gives a comparative statement

January, 1895. January, 1896. February, 1895. February, 1896,

Minneapolis.

St.

Paul.

Interurban.
Total.

Minneapolis.

St.

Paul.

Interurban.

Total.
Minneapolis.

St.

Paul.

Interurban.
Total.

Minneapolis.

St.

Paul.

Interurban.

Total.

Boarding moving cars 28 10 6 44 3 2 I 6 20 5 I 26 2 2 4
Cars starting—alighting or boarding 3 I I 5 I I 2 2 2 4 2 2

Cars off track 6 2 2 10 7 2 2 II 3 I 4 8 I I 10
Collision of cars 13 3 2 18 8 3 I 12 4 7 II 8 6 I 15
Collision of cars with persons 3 4 2 9 6 4 I 1

1

6 6 I 13 I I 2

Collision of cars with vehicles 37 29 3 69 29 27 6 62 29 20 9 58 24 13 9 46
Collision of cars with animals I 7 I 9 2 I 3 2 3 I 6 5 5
Cable slot injury 3 3 2 2 8 8 I I

Center pole injury 2 I 3 I I I I

Disturbance on cars I I 2 2

Disorderly conduct 5 I 6 I I 2 4 6 2 2 4
Employes injured while on duty ... ... 8 8 I 17 ID 3 I 14 15 4 2 21 8 8
Electric shock to persons I I I I I I

Ejectment from cars .... 2 2 I I

Fell off cars on curves I I I I

Fell—alighting or boarding 20 2 5 27 10 6 4 20 10 6 2 18 5 I 6
Fell in, on or off cars 4 3 I 8 3 I 4 I I 2 I I

Frightened horses 17 5 2 24 6 6 " II 3 4 18 7 4 3 14
Injury to company's property 2 I 3 3 I 4 4 I I

Left moving car 34 26 II 71 3 6 I 10 25 22 2 49 8 8 16
2 2 2 2 I I

Transfer trouble I I

Trouble, account change I I 2 I I 2 2

Miscellaneous II 5 35 17 8 7 32 25 14 4 43 II 4 I 16

Gate injury 3 I 4 4 I 5
I I 2

Total 204 118 48 370 115 72 27 214 163 103 32 298 99 43 20 162

man is often able to use both hands in applying the brake,

and so can exert greater power than where a handle is em-
ployed, and that he can get a greater accuracy of adjust-

ment than with the other method.
A new electric headlight has recently been designed

in the company's shops. It is about a foot in diameter,

with the ordinary reflector, but the socket for the incan-

descent lamp is at the apex of the cone, so that the bulb is

held in a horizontal position.

Among the labor saving devices noted abotit the stations

is a car jack, which is designed and manufactured in the

shops of the company. It is of the ratchet screw type, and
has a circular iron base, with a tripod supporting the

nut. The top of the screw has a loose collar, and the

ratchet is arranged above the screw. A tilting catch oper-

ates the ratchet and is contained in the horizontal hollow
handle. A wooden handle of suitable length is used for

operating the screw, which has a moderate pitch. By the

use of a jack on each side of the heaviest cars, the ends are

ea.sily elevated for the removal of trucks or for their re-

pair.

Another feature of this jack is the facility by which it

may be moved about, as it has only to be tilted upon its

of accidents reported for the months of January and Febru-
ary, 1895 and i8g6.

The figures show the following per cent of decrease
in 1896 over 1895 :

Jan. Feb.
Minneapolis division 43-63 39-26
St. Paul division 38.98 58.25
Interurban 43.75 37.50

Average 42.16 45.64

From this table it will be noted that there was an
enormous reduction (viz., from 44 to 6) in the total acci-

dents under the first item '

' Boarding Moving Cars.
'

' This
is accounted for chiefly by the employment of safety gates
(page 346) on all cars.

The gates are on the rear platforms of single ended cars,

and on the diagonal platforms of double enders. They are
of two-leafed wire, open outward from the center and
have a framework of gas pipe with interlacing wire.

Each gate is hinged above the lower step and is oper-
ated from the front platform by bell cranks and a crank
lever. It is thus entirely under the control of the motor-
man. This gate prevents the egress and ingress of passengers
while the car is moving. As soon as the car comes to a
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full stop, the motornian opens the gates, and after getting

the signal he closes them before starting, so that there is no
possibility of persons attempting to board the car after it

is once in motion.

This relieves the motorman of a great deal of anxiety,

as he ordinarily would be continually looking back before

starting to see if the rear platform was clear. The cranks
and levers are so arranged that when the gate is fully open
or closed it is locked in position and cannot be moved, ex-

cept by the handle in the motorman' s cab. Since their

adoption, these gates have proven very acceptable, both
to the patrons and management. The few accidents noted
under the head of

'

' Boarding Moving Cars '

' have been
almost entirely on the trailers, a few of which are run dur-

ing the busy hours without gates. These gates were de-

signed and manufactured in the company's shops, and are

attached at a reasonable cost. On the interurban line a

more elaborate gate is provided.

In experimenting for the best form of gate different

types were tried. The first included a folding step, but
this interfered with people standing on the platform, and
so was not satisfactory. The second was a lifting lattice

gate, but it closed against the people standing on the plat-

form and was finally discarded for the double gate illus-

trated. In elaborating more fully the advantages found in

the use of platform gates, it may be stated that the first car

was equipped Nov. 20, 1894, and after being run for some
time as an experiment, the remaining cars in both cities

were equipped, the work being completed by Apr. 15, 1895.

The class of accidents which are eliminated by the use
of gates are as follows: boarding moving cars, leaving

moving cars, cars starting while alighting or boarding.

Since the equipment of the cars, this class of accidents has
shown a steady decrease in number from those of the corre-

sponding months of previous years. Commencing with
March, 1895, and ending with February, 1896, as com-
pared with the same periods during the years 1894 and
1895, the decrease in the number of accidents was 13 19, or

34 per cent. Since the gates were placed upon the cars

however a new class of accidents, classified as gate injuries,

has developed, and during the period noted above, March,
1895, to February, 1896, there were reported from all

divisions, including the interurban, 132 of this class of

accidents. With one or two exceptions, however, these ac-

cidents were of a trivial nature, due to the unfaniiliarity of

the public with the gates. The few serious accidents with
them were due to early faulty construction and were caused
by the catching of ladies' dresses in the guard at the bot-

tom of the gate. The guards have since been removed
and the only dangerous feature from the gate has thus
been eliminated. With the exception of the three acci-

dents mentioned, the gate accidents have cost less than

$1000, while it is estimated that they have saved in actual

cash disbursement for 1895 at least $30,000 and a contin-

gent liability that might possibly develop into payment of

many thousands more. The above class of accidents have
been favorite ones for contingent fee lawyers to work
against the company.

It is also noticed that as the gates when open, stand

out from the car, they compel persons passing behind or

leaving the car to step out at a little distance from the rear

platform and they are thus prevented from stepping before

an approaching car on the other track. In one case when
a car was on a down grade, the trolley wire broke and
caught in the trolley base. This caused an arc which cre-

ated a panic and tended to stampede the passengers. They
rushed to the rear platform, but the conductor by the aid

of the gate was able to prevent any one from jumping from
the car.

With these gates, other precautionary measures have
been employed to prevent accidents, notably a wider step

than formerly used. The standard foot rest of the steps is

now fourteen inches and the ends of the platform floor

boards are left flush with the supporting sills. This avoids
the liability of passengers tripping while boarding the car,

and the wide step provides a surer footing than a narrower
one would. With the latter, passengers frequently lost

their balance and pitched forward, from carelessness in

placing their foot too far over the edge of the step.

Other factors besides the above have also entered into

the reduction of accidents, notably, a better cla.ss of car

employes, the adoption of a more thorough and continuous
system of instruction as to their duties, the impressing
upon them the necessity of care and watchfulness, and a
ceaseless system of inspection.

Accidents have been .somewhat lessened too by the adop-
tion of fenders on all the cars. The fender used is known
as the Buffalo type, and consists of a pipe frame, with rope
netting. This fender however is mounted on the cars of

the Twin City system in such a manner as to be dropped
down by foot attachment when approaching a fallen body.

ACCIDENT BLANKS.

The claim or accident work of this company is con-

ducted in a very orderly and scientific manner, and the

methods have resulted in a great saving of accident ex-

pense, both in preventing and in settling of accident claims.

When an accident occurs on a car the conductor at

once passes blank cards, similar to that shown in form i,

The Minneapolis Street Railway Company:

/ hereby certifij thnt while u passenger on car J^o. , _

Of...^ - 'in* of The Mlnneapolli Slroet Railway Compiny,

on the. - dajf of IHd ... I was not injured by an accident

which occurred at_ ...

and, the trainmen of said car were ii

Dated. ISS ..

_ ..about..-

I way to blame for said accident.

Address. _ _

FORM 1.

to such persons as may have witnessed the accident, and
also obtains the name of the injured person, getting his

signature to form i , if possible. He then telephones the

general office as quickly as possible. Witnesses are asked
to write their own names and addresses when the collector

collects them. This avoids the possibility of misspelling

the names.
If the accident is of a serious nature, some member of

the claim department hastens to the place in answer to a

telephone me.s.sage to secure evidence, attend to the injured,

etc., and also makes a map of the location, showing the

tracks, position of cars and such other memoranda as may
be necessary. The train crews are relieved and called to

the claim office as soon as possible to make out full reports.

In ordinary cases, however, where the accident is not

of too .serious a nature, the conductor writes out a report

.o'elofb M.

Jlcfi'l^nt Sejtnricil,

Iteporl DclivfreJl to Clium Dtpi'r

ir;»;i Int:sslipr3leil, - - - -

I o'cioct^ M.

FORM 2.

of the accident as soon as relieved at the station and sends

it to the office with the witness cards. The blank used
contains the following instructions :

whenever an accident occurs, however slight, to any person or property
either on or near the car or to the property of the company, you will at once
stop your car and obtain all the facts connected therewith, the names of all wit-
nesses (both on and off the car) and their residences. If persons are injured,
obtain their names and addresses in full. You will then immediately report the
case to the foreman, and fill out the following rejiort, stating minutely every
particular connected therewith, and hand the .same into the foreman's office.

When any person is ejected from a car for any cause whatsoever, all

quarrels, disputes, etc. (which occur on the cars), must be reported on these
blanks with names and residences of witnesses,

N. B.—Any violation or neglect of this rule will result in immediate dismissal.

The form contains room for filling out number of car,

time of accident, names of conductor and driver, place

where accident happened, damage to car, names and ad-

dresses of persons injured, names and addresses of wit-

nesses, etc. On the back of the report is printed the

form for memoranda shown in form 2.
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As soon as this report is received a clerk registers

the time of its arrival. It is then carefully read by
the chief and assigned to some member or members of

the department with notations, " W. B.," which indicates

that witness blanks should be sent out, or
'

' W. B. limps.

& per Inv." Tliree exact copies are then made on the

typewriter, witnesses' names being inserted. The report

FORM 3.

is then given a number, by which it is afterwards filed and
known.

From the original typewritten copy a letter press copy
is taken, and this original copy is passed to the file, and a

second one goes to the superintendent, and one to the claim

clerk to whom the case has been assigned. At the bottom
of each copy the name of the class or kind of accident is

recorded, and such classification is always kept after having
been so made. The original copy is used for sending wit-

ness blanks in case it bears the notation " W. B.," and
when such blanks are mailed (with return envelopes) the

fact is recorded in ink on the face of the copy. The ori-

ginal copy is also u.sed for entering the case in the record

book, which gives a few points of the case—for instance,

the name and address of the claimant, time, place, line,

car, classification, names of trainmen, memoranda, as

shown in form 3.

The original copy is then attached to a file cover and
put in its proper place in the file box, the case having been
entered in an index under the name of the claimant if

known. A calendar index is also kept which shows rec-

ords under the dates of their occurrence. All of the blanks
are of the same width. It provides for the case of I's.

Minneapolis Street Railway Company, amount of claim,

name of attorney and other memoranda. The blanks in

their order are fastened to the cover by a paper clamp and
the filling boxes being of the same size as the cover, the

papers are placed in without folding.

Before the original conductor's report is filed, it is

carefully checked over by some member of the claim de-

partment and a criticism, if any, is noted on the back of

the report, which is then sent to the superintendent, who
has the matter investigated. The criticisms have refer-

ence to whether an insufficient number of witnesses are

obtained, with no excuse on the part of the conductor, as

the rules provide that the names of five witnesses in all

cases if possible should be secured. Other points are ' 'late

report," " report not clear," " not signed," or other ©mis-

sions.

An index with the names of all trainmen is also kept,

and opposite each name is the number of the accident re-

ports on which the name of the person appears. The ob-

ject of this index is the ready reference in informing the

operating department as to the necessity of keeping certain

trainmen in the company's employ', in case there is reason

for their discharge, as it is sometimes of advantage to re-

tain a man who may be an important witness. When a
trainman receives a time check, he is obliged to have it

O. K.d at the claim office, to see if there is any impor-
tant accident case charged against him, or whether he will

be a valuable witness. In case he leaves the seivice, his

address is entered in the same book, and a watch is kept
on him so that he can be found when necessary.

The claim clerk, to whom the second copy has been
assigned for investigation, secures statements from the

witnesses (forms 4 and 5) calling upon them personally or

awaiting answers by mail, according to circumstances. As
the information is received a notation is made opposite the

witness's name or otherwise as to the value of the witness,

whether good, bad, in favor of the company or not. The
investigation being finished, the copy with all files is

handed to the head of the claim department who passes

upon it, making a decision or disposition of the

same. The copy is then checked off in the record

books and is filed. In .serious cases the statement of

every witness and physician and all other evidence
possible to .secure is obtained. The physician's re-

port is made on form 6.

Members of the claim department to whom
cases are assigned make typewritten reports in full

__ of their work, showing the circumstances under
which witnesses were interviewed, claimants vi.sited,

affidavits or releases taken, etc. In many cases

the injured parties are called upon and often " no
claim" statements secured from them. These
statements recite that the injury was not .serious

and that the company in their opinion was not to

blame, often giving reasons for same. In visiting persons
that are not supposed to be seriously injured, care is had
not to excite their cupidity so as to make them feel that

possibly they have got a claim and so refuse to settle, until

they shall have consulted legal advice.

If the injured person insists upon damages, an affida-

vit is taken in which the claimant is requested to state

fully the injury suffered and all of the damages de-

!
! i

'our name hauin^ heen furnisheil nif aa one of several witneasel

V acddeni urhieh is said to have occurrrd at about ^o'clock

J£., on the—: dai/ of— .- . 189

mar Streets,

said to have been

/ would therefore request you to kindly answer the follou-ing q

tions in order that I may stcurt as complete and accurate an

count us can he obtained in rtlation thereto.

XQurs very respectfully.

Give lult accounl

FORM 4—FRONT AND BACK.

sired. These affidavits are often of great importance in

making settlements and are frequently used in court as
contradicting the plaintiff's testimony. They are taken
carefully with witnesses to the signature and are executed
and sworn to before a notary, all the clerks in the claim de-

partment being notaries. Affidavits are generally written
out by the claim clerk, but the claimant is made to under-
stand and adopt the statements fully. Releases are also
taken with the same care, witnesses to signature secured
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and acknowledgment taken. The signature of the injured

person is also secured to a voucher as well as to a release

and the payments are generally made by check.

The following is a cop}- of the release :

I, , for and in consideration of the snni of
dollars, lawful money of the United States of

America, to in hand paid by the Minneapolis Street Railway Com-
pany, a corporation duly organized under and by virtue of the laws of Minne-
sota, have remised, released, and forever discharged, and by these presents do
for heirs, executors and administrators, remise, release and
forever discharge the said Minneapolis Street Railway Company, its successors
and assigns of and from all causes of action, suits, controversies, trespasses,
damages, judgments, executions, claims and demands whatsoever against the
said Minneapolis Street Railway Company, which ever had, now
have, or which heirs, executors or administrators, hereafter can,
shall or may have, by reason of any matter or thing whatsoever, to the day of
the date of these presents, and also by virtue of any claim or demand for dam-
ages t)y reason of an accident and injury to claimed to
have been sustained on or about the day of A. D.
Eighteen hundred and ninety (1S9 ).

Releases are copied in a letter book by press and are

then turned over to the auditing department where the re-

lease is indexed and filed with the voucher. The amount
of settlement is also handed to the bookkeeper.

All items of claim expense are entered on vouchers
and in the auditing department are handled as follows:

after being entered on the journal, each item is transferred

to a ledger, in which a separate account is kept for each

case, with heading so that each item is entered under its

particular class. The headings are: Case Number; Class;

Date of Accident; Line; Date of Payment; Explanation;

Folio; Court Fees; Witness Fees and Mileage; Special Serv-

ices; Briefs and Transcripts; Medical Expense; Physicians'

Witness Fees; Incidentals; Amount of Release; Total

Debits; Total Credits. Only the cases upon which ex-

penses have been incurred are entered in this book and

Employees' Special Report of flccidcnt.

o'cloek, -M.

189 u'herc

yol« injtrurtioM on facf of this hlnnk; fill out, Sate. e/j*n and
return AT ONCE; also indicate on diagram btlaw, WHERE tht ear

unM etnd inhere the other party wan, iclten danger became apparent.

Yourt trulif.

I 8

5 1

r
Employees' Special Accident Report.

Upon rtceipl ol thi) bUnt, employees "ill ai »oon a

imcDl 19 nol complete, yoo will be requited to ccport at

'and at what hour did tht ai

]/ and nhai dsine

Was (he BOOB riogiDg ol ibt tli

t property damaged >.

and sUIcmeau ol Injored party, or owner o( pnpetly duuged

Give tull accomil of accident ai witneued by y

FORM 5—FRONT AND BACK.

each account is held open for a short time after amount of

release or paid judgment is entered. From this ledger
monthly' statements are drawn which show the classified

expense of the department for a certain month, divided ac-

cording to years in which accidents occurred, also showing
expense for the 3^ear to date.

From the record book in the claim department a

monthly statement is also made which shows the number of

cases reported for investigation, compared with the same
month for the previous year. These are classified as shown
in form 7.

During the day and until late at night one or more
members of the claim department is within call of the

operating department, as often quick action is of great ben-

TV^in ^liyf Rapid Tr&nsif (pmpan^.

Tim ofviaU liy ,rhovi aummo.wdf

Did you render first atlentioti? If nol, wlio did. and uhul vma domcf

-

Qivc dfscriplion of injury and probable r

Whnl iDoa done wilk and for the person f.-

What dis'tbilili/ or deformity previoiialy cxiatedT

How long tcill patient be diaabteef; if any permanent injury,ti!hatf

What iiamea of leilnessea io this aceidenl didyou secure?—

Dated ,

Case iVo„.

Twin Rapid Transit Co'^P^'^y-

SURGEON S REPORT.

VaiM ofinjured party

Age Occupatio -.Nationality—

Employee, passenger or h6w traveling in street? ..,

CirciimatancC3; married, single, family, etc.,

STATEMENT OF INJURED PERSON.

Wnai KCfe you doing or where going?,,
, .

What opportunity ha-l you for aooidin^ this aeeidentf_^

Is this the first accident you have had in connection with this Company? ,

Who do you consider io blame and why? Horn did the accident occur? State fully^

r/if above is a true atatemenl to the best of my l-noteledjje and belief.

Wilticss: Signed —

Wiliteat:^ Address.^ , ^

CiUeifp. Doled

FORM 6—FRONT AND BACK.

efit in handling accident cases. In the claim department a

book is also kept in which the names of such employes

are recorded as are called into the claim office, with reasons

why called, by whom called, when called, etc., and this

entrj' is checked off after the employe has been sent back

to his station. When sent back he is handed a slip for the

foreman on which his name and the hour in which he left

for his station are recorded, with instructions to return

him to work unless otherwise directed by the superintend-

ent.

A note book with carbon paper is kept on the tele-

phone desk on which the telephone messages of accidents

are written. One copy is left in the book and one attached

to the files of the case.

There is also a form filled out daily and sent to the

superintendent which informs him of all releases taken

during the preceding day. This information is of impor-

tance to him in the handling of his men.

As soon as an action is begun a file of the case is sent

to the attorneys of the company, which they promptly re-

view They return an outline of the case, in which appear

the names and addresses of all witnesses, a brief memor-
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anda of the action and a request for such further informa-

tion as may be wanted before trial.

Where maps and charts are made they are signed by
the person for whom made, and when possible are attested

by the claimant as to their correctness. There are other

details of the work which are common to all claim depart-

ments. When once inaugurated the system described is

not complex, is easily imderstood by the employes in the

department, and the results so far have justified the care

and methods employed.

OTHER OPERATING DEPARTMENT DETAILS.

In both cities the cars are run on loop systems, so

that nearly all cars pass certain points. Upon the loop in

the heart of each city there is a small house or octagon
box. Here is stationed a starter who checks up the time

of all cars, makes change for the conductors, acts as a gen-

eral bureau of information to the public and telephones

the office of any irregularity of service. The conductors

on every trip deposit here their envelopes with their trans-

fer fares and give brief information, often of great value,

of any accident they may have had. Here, too, articles

found on the cars are first left, and much other business

transacted, so that the usefulness of these starters fully

warrants the expense of their salaries. The checking up
of the time card by the starters has a good effect upon the

trainmen, causing them to use every effort to pass these

points on time. In all delays of over five minutes, motor-

men are obliged to send in reports stating cause of delay,

etc.

Every conductor is required to carry a trip sheet upon
which full data are entered showing the time "up" and time
" down," the fares received, and similar information.

When relieved the conductors turn in these sheets at the

different stations with the cash fares. Upon the follow-

. . DIVISION

FORM

ing day these trip sheets are checked over by the mileage
clerk and cashier, and then go to the operating depart-

ment. In the latter place passenger records are kept,

made up from the trip sheets, and showing plainly the

travel xipon the various lines during the preceding day.

Adjoining the manager's office are two frames in

which record cards and extra badges for conductors
and motormen are kept. The frames are about 3 ft. X
6 ft. and have glass doors. The record cards, which are

about two inches square and of manilla cardboard, are held
in place by steel hooks which pass through holes punched
in the corners. These cards are numbered as shown.

The cards are placed close together and cover the en-

tire backs of the cases. In case an employe leaves the serv-

ice, his card and name remain and a new card is prepared
for the conductor who may have that number. In such a

case the pin badge worn by the former employe is placed

upon the hooks with his card where it remains until the

badge is again used. The badges are numbered with a

Conductor No.

153

Name,—-ALBION JOHNvSON.

Ea.st Side vStation.

Appointed 1 10'
,

'96.

different hundred figure for the different stations, so that

it is easy to select a badge that belongs to any particular

station.

The cards furnish a ready reference for the number
and name of the employe, and correspond to the numbers
kept in the record books.

There is also a car record board with double doors

opening in the middle, in the manager's office. In this the

assignment of the different cars at each station is shown.
The numbers are painted on the tops of small plugs, the

heads of which are about ^ in. in diameter, while the

spindle is only in. in diameter. These plugs are ad-

justed in holes in the back of the case and inside of the

doors to correspond with the position of the cars, whether
in the shops or at different stations. The record can thus

be changed every day according to the car reports.

READY REFERENCE BOOK.

The president, vice-president and general manager are

each provided with a ready reference book which is ruled

and indexed, and contains a comparative statement of cost

of operation, number of passengers, cost per car mile, and
other details to which it is necessary for the manager fre-

quently to refer. Each month these books are corrected

to date in the accounting department, and are always kept
handy or carried in the pocket for reference. By this

means, when called upon, the officers are able to give defi-

nite information, avoiding guess work and are also able to

compare the monthly results with those of corresponding
months in previous years. The books have an alphabeti-

cal index and the headings are readily located and contain

the following information:

List of equipments, description, when purchased, cost.

Comparative statements by months since organization of road of

Gross Passenger Earnings.
Gross Expenses.
Surplus Earnings.
Car Mileage.
Gross Earnings Per Car Mile Run.
Gross Expenses Per Car Mile Run.
Surplus Earnings Per Car Mile Run.
Per Cent of Operating to Gross Earnings.
Insurance.
Injuries and Damages.
Legal Expense.
Contingent Expense.
Interests on Bonds.
Interest on Floating Debt.
Taxes.
Net Earnings.
Average Passengers Carried Per Car Per Day.
Average Passengers Carried Transferred.

Average Transfers Collected Daily.

A LARGE installation of individual electric motors has
been made at the Illinois vSteel Company's plant. About
eighty motors ranging in size from three horse power to

fifty horse power and aggregating 1500 h. p. of rated

capacity have so far been put in position, the attachments
being in most cases made directly and without the use
of belts to the different machines. The generating plant

consists of one 300 k. w. generator with two 126 k. w. gen-

erators as spare. The average load in the engine room runs
at about 1200 amperes at a pressure of 240 volts, which is

that used on the power circuits.
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Power Distribution for Electric Railroads.

By Louis Bell, Pli. D.

/[''.

—

Elcdivlytic Action in the Rctitrn Cimiit.

Recurring to Fig. 25, and granting the conditions to

be siich that a current flows from track to pipe at some
point in the system, that current must leave tire pipe and
either pass back to a part of the track having a lower po-

tential or to some other conductor by which it may work
its way back towards the station.

Now wherever an electric current leaves a metallic con-

ductor for one which ow'es its conductivity, as does the

earth, to the presence of liquid, the surface of the former

is corroded—gnawed away by the chemical action set up
b}' the current. Hence the pipe under consideration would
soon show a surface pitted with rust, and eventually the

the surface and forming pits, which may penetrate the

sheath and destroy the insulation of the cable.

Investigation showed the state of things on the Boston
system to be very interesting. At the time, the positive

poles of the dynamos in the power station were connected
with the rails so that the current passed into them and
thence to the pipes and cables, emerging from them at vari-

ous points in the system. The corrosion was thus widely
distributed, but from local conditions of conductivity was
most apparent in spots. Careful measurements of the

potential between the track and the cables were made in a

large number of places with the result shown in the map
(Fig. 27 ). Near the power .stations the flow was from track

StrL-c-lR;iilivuy.IuiiT.-l

FIG. 25.

corro.sion would extend through to the inner surface of the

pipe and start a leak. Similarlj' the rails are corroded
from the exit of the current, l)Ut the result is not of much
consequence.

This matter of electrolytic corrosion of water pipes,

gas pipes and other buried conductors is serious in very
many electric railway systems, so serious that it is worth
detailed study as one of the gravest factors bearing on the

design of the return circuit. One would naturally suppose
that the actual amount of damage done by the compara-
tively .small currents distributed over a large space, would
be rather slight. vSo it would be if it were intermittent,

but when the electrolj'tic process goes steadih' on ^\'eek

after week and month after month, the aggregate result is

somewhat formidable. One ampere flowing steadily from
an iron surface will eat away very nearly twenty pounds of

metal per 3'ear. So, in the case of conduction to a pipe

just investigated, the resulting corrosion would amount to

half a tvn per year. This destruction would be done in the

surfaces of exit from the pipe and if the conditions were
such as to limit these surfaces to a comparatively small

area the local damage would be very serious.

FIG. 27.

to cables, bv:t over the main area of the city it was from
cables to track, giving a large area in which corrosion

might be expected. Differences of potential as high as

five volts were obser\^ed, while experiments in other cities

have shown as much as twenty-five volts. It is interest-

ing to note that one of the first experiments ti'ied to re-

lieve this electrolytic action was to sink in the earth

ground plates connected to the cables in the hope that

the current flow would take place mainly through them.
The potential differences even at points quite near these

plates were quite unchanged, showing very plainly the

intense badness of the earth as a conductor, which has
already been pointed out.

The method of treatment which proved most effective

Electrolytic corrosion of underground conductors by
stray currents was first noticed in the case of lead covered
telephone cables in Baston by I. H. Farnham, to whose
researches much of our knowledge of the subject is due.

Lead is attacked at the rate of about seventy-five

pounds per ampere per year, so that the result is extremely
marked. Fig. 26 gives a diagrammatic view of the circuit

through .such a cable. Part of the current i:.sed on the
railway circuit passes from the rails to the cable and thence
along it to the neighborhood of the power-station, where it

passes back to the track and the dynamo. The mischief is

done at this point and not while the current is flowing in

the cable. The effect produced is a severe corrosion of the
lead covering of the cable taking place irregularly upon

FIG. 28.

in reducing the electrolytic effects, was first to locate the

trouble as nearly as practicable in definite areas and then

to check it in these areas. In the first place the dynamo
connections were reversed so that the stray current would
enter pipes and cables over the most of the system, but
would leave them en route for the negative terminal of the

dynamo or ly in the districts immediately surrounding the

power houses. Thus it would be certain that the damage
would be limited to known areas which could be attacked

locally with success, instead of being scattered where the

trouble would be hard to locate and harder to remedy.
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Fig. 28 shows the result of this change. The " danger
areas

'

' shown here as before by shading on the map, are

comparatively small, although within them the differences

of potential were quite as great as before. Now the prob-

lem was to lead the current back to the dynamo without
compelling it to leave the pipes, and corrode them at the
points of exit. To this end, large copper conductors were
extended through the danger area and thoroughly con-

nected at intervals to the telephone cables. Tlie result

was excellent, since the stray currents, instead of passing

FIG. 29.

from the cables through the earth to the track, took the

easier path through the supplementary conductors. Hence
electrolytic action was practically obviated so far as the

cables were concerned.

A measurement of the current thus collected from the

telephone cables into a main ground wire from the station

showed over 500 amperes capable, if flowing continuously,

of eating away 37,500 lbs. of lead per year. And as this

current did not include that which found its way to water
and gas pipes, the real amount of current which left the

rails and wandered home throiigh underground conductors
was considerably larger than the figi:re mentioned, prob-

ably several times as great. The distribution of this cur-

rent is so irregular from place to place, as indicated on the

map, that it would be very hard indeed to estimate the total

proportion it bears to the whole current on the .system.

So far as data are available however they indicate that we
would not be wide of the truth in .saying that ten to twenty
per cent of the current on the s},'stem may follow other

paths than that through the rails and bonds. Even more
than this may appear in occasional instances. So while the

earth helps the return circuit directly but little, buried
conductors may help very materiallj', perhaps to their own
serious detriment. It should be remembered that the elec-

trolj'tic action is not necessarily proportional to the differ-

ences of potential such as are noted on the maps. The
places most iijjured depend on local conductivity and some
of the worst instances recorded have occurred where the

measured potential difference was only one or two volts.

Figs. 29 and 30 give a graphic idea of the kind of

Bit;.. -
. J ,^

,
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FIG 30.

damage that is done to pipes by electrolysis from stray
currents. Fig. 29 .shows the effect of corrosion on an iron

gas pipe, and Fig. 30 that on a lead water pipe. Both are
from photographs of the '

' horrible examples. '

' As the
action tends to become concentrated in spots, a pipe may be
perforated in a rather short time. Iron water pipe has some-
times been riddled in five to eight months. That this is

easily possible may be readily seen, for suppose that con-
ditions are .such as to get in a certain spot a flow of half

an ampere in a space of one square foot. Suppo,se the pipe to

be ys in. thick, therefore weighing about twenty-five pounds
per square foot of surface. If the electrolytic action were
perfectly uniform the pipe would be reduced to an unsub-

stantial .shell in a single year, and .since the corrosion al-

ways shows irregular pits the pipe would almost infallibly

be perforated in six months.
It is worth while to note that surface protection of

pipes by painting with asphalt and the like has been shown
by the Boston experience to be practically worthless, as

the corrosion seems to work under the film which can never
be made really in.sulating to any useful extent.

In .spite of the quite perceptible a.ssistance that may
be rendered by underground pipes to the general conduc-

tivity of the return .sy.stem, every effort should be
made to avoid it. For, even if the various lines of

pipe are protected by the supplementary wire
method described, there may be electrical differ-

ences at the joints of the pipes quite sufficient to

cause local corrosion in serious amount. Joints in

water pipe are better mechanically than electrically

and the currents flowing through them may, as we
have seen, be rather heavy.' Take for example
Fig. 31. Suppose that owing to oxidized and dirty

surface of contact the joint A has a resistance of .005
ohm and that a current of one hundred amperes is flowing
through it in the direction indicated by the arrow. The
fall of potential through the joint would then be .5 volt,

lines of current flow would be set up as shown by the

dotted lines and a ring of corrosion B C would be set up on
the positive side of the joint. Half a volt is quite enough
to do the work, and though the action might be slow it

would be sure.

Therefore all conduction by pipes ought to be avoided
as far as pos.sible unless they are electrically continuous.

Even if they are, protection

FIG. 31

by supplementary wires is

somewhat risky since while
it may relieve trouble in

the conductors so connect-

ed it may enhance the

danger to neighboring pipes

not thus protected.

Liberal use of supple-

mentary wires has great

use as an emergency meas-
ure, applied to systems
already existing, but here, as generally, an ounce of preven-
tion is worth a pound of cure. The proper return circuit of

the railway should be made so good that the stray currents

.shall be quite negligible, and all methods of palliating their

evil effects should be considered secondary in importance
and to be shunned rather than courted. It must not be un-
derstood that these methods are condemned, for thej' may
be of much use, but they should be employed only to deal

with the residual currents after they have been re-

duced to the lowest practicable terms by means of

improving the track circuit.

The main point of such improvement lies in the
connections between rail and rail. If the resistance

of the bonds and their contacts were negligible there

would be very trifling stray currents.

For example, if we are dealing with a double
track of ninety-pound rail, the resistance is about -i-^y

ohm per thousand feet or .00733 ohm per mile. Such
a structure could carry 1000 amperes with a loss

of but 7.33 volts per mile and should reduce the

stray currents to a very minute percentage since the

resistance is not only very small compared with any-

probable value to the earth resistance between track

and pipes, but also very small compared with the re-

sistance of the pipes themselves including their bad
joints. With, .say, one per cent of the current in the earth

conductors the electrolytic action while not absolutely sup-

pre.s.sed would be .so slow and so trifling as to be scarcely

worth considering save at a few points which could be
protected if necessary.

All this points to the necessity of the most perfect

bonding, as before pointed out. All sorts of devices have
been tried. Two of the most ingenious, aside from those
already referred to, consist respectively of a plastic con-
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ducting film squeezed between the bond surface and the

rail surface, and of a heavy copper dowel pin driven into a

hole in the end of one rail and the other forced upon it and
held with the fishplate. The uncertain point about these

as about many other bonds is their ability to endure jarring

and corrosion. Bonds are sometimes siibject to the same
sort of electrolytic action just mentioned in connection with
pipe joints.

The most radical cure for joint resistance of rails may
be found in the two now familiar processses for making
continuous rails. That a continuous rail is entirely feasi-

ble mechanically now admits of no dispute. Expansion
does not and cannot take place longitudinally when rails

are firmly embedded in paving, even under the extremes of

temperature encountered. Whatever yielding there is is

lateral, and the track is not thrown out of line.

The electrically welded joint when carefully made is

strong and reliable and of almost infinitely small resistance.

The contact is non-dorrodible, of great surface and so in-

timate as not sensibly to increase the resistance of the

track. It is as far superior to a bond contact as the latter

is to the contacts made through rusty fishplates. A track

so excellent mechanically and electrically needs no com-
mendation here, more than to reiterate the value of a com-
plete and permanent connection between rails.

The "cast welded " joint has now come into very con-

siderable use. Mechanically it is admirable and electrically

it is virtually the equivalent of the welded joint. Between
these two rival continuous rail processes it is difficult to

choose. Certainly both afford at once the solution for the

joint alignment and the bonding difficulties. Both are

likely to come into very extensive use in large city roads

where the electrolytic troubles are usually most noticeable,

although small roads are not exempt from them. Electri-

cally these continuous rails are ideal, since not only is their

total resistance a minimum, but it can be counted upon
with certainty.

It has often been urged that a double trolley system
should be employed to avert danger of electrolytic action,

lixperience has shown that the double trolley is not likely

to become a favorite with .street railway men. It can be

worked successfully with proper care, but the mechanical

difficulties in the way of installing and keeping up the

overhead system of frogs, crossings and the like are some-

what formidable. On a straightaway road with no
branches or few the task is ea.sier, but for the purpose in

hand such roads are not the ones requiring the most serious

consideration. The troubles belong especially to compli-

cated city systems in which the difficulties of a double

trolley system are something terrific. Inasmuch as every

electric railway company' has to pay for what can be made
a magnificent ground circuit, it seems totally needless to

throw away the rails and operate a double metallic circuit

overhead. Especially is this true in view of the fact, that

considerations of track stability and durability point to the

use of the continuous rail which avoids at the same time
the electrical difficulties.

It must be remembered that in long distance lines such
as are found in interurban and similar work, the use of

continuous rails is liable to cause trouble from insufficient

resistance to expan.sion, as such roads generally lack the

strong lateral support of the paving and are often exposed
to more violent changes of temperature. On the other

hand in the case of such roads trouble from electrolytic

action is usually relatively small or entirely absent, so that

bonding is sufficient. Also, as will be explained later, in

these roads for heavy service and rather high speed there

may sometimes be good reason for using two trolleys, quite

aside from all questions of ground return.

Of course, when the alternating current motor is thor-

oughly developed for railway service all danger of elec-

trolysis will be past, wdiatever the character of the return

circuit, but there will still exist every reason for making
the rail return as perfect as possible from motive of economy
alone. For when bad bonding can increase the total re-

.sistance of the track circuit ten or a dozen times, as has
happened many times, the waste of energ}^ due to the in-

creased drop in the circuit becomes somewhat burdensome.

For example, take a single track of ninety pound rail

10,000 ft. long. With continuous rails the resistance per
thousand feet would be of an ohm and for the whole
distance .027. With 200 amperes flowing, the drop would
be 5.4 volts and the loss of energy a trifle over one kilowatt.

Now suppose each bond contact with its half of the bond
wire to have a resistance of .001 ohm. On each line of

rail there would be 660 of these so that the total bond re-

sistance of the track would be .33 ohm and the drop due
to this bond resistance with a current of 200 amperes
would be 66 volts. The corresponding loss of energy
would be 13.2 k. w. more than enough to operate an
extra car. At the cost of power generally found this waste
would represent in the vicinity of $750 per year net loss, a

pretty high price to pay for the privilege of having a poorly
connected track, liable to cause .serious trouble from stray

currents. And this instance represents not at all an ex-

tremely bad case, but a very common one.

The moral of all this is that just as much care stioald

be spent on the joints underground as on those overhead,
in fact more, since the latter are but slightly liable to cor-

rosion while the former run great risk of it. For this

reason the continuous rail is doubly desirable since it not

only avoids constant loss of energy in the rail joints, but
averts a rather heavy cost of maintenance. With continu-

ous rails some cross bonding may be desirable to give se-

curity against breaks, but it conies into use only in emer-
gencies.

To prevent electrolytic destruction of neighboring con-

ductors by stray current from the rails the best .simple ad-

vice that can be given is as follows:

1. Use the continuous rail system; or

2. Bond very thoroughly; put the positive pole of the

dynamo on the overhead line; join the negative directly to

the track without intentional earth connection, and
3. In any case investigate the potential between track

and buried conductors and run supplementary wires from
these conductors to the dynamo if necessary.

This applies to small systems as well as large. The
only cases which may be fairly excepted are electric roads

running through country where there are no buried con-

ductors near, and elevated roads which are really a special

case of the double trolley system. As electric railways

have become more common and more thoroughly under-

stood the conditions of the return circuit have been much
ameliorated, but sins against Ohm's law are still distress-

ingly common. A feeling still seems to be rife that what
is concealed from the eye may be scamped, as when the

guileful wiring contractor runs underwriters' wire through
the ceilings and puts okonite at the joints. It is bad
enough for a dishonest contractor to do that sort of thing,

but what shall we say to a man who cheats himself by
doing poor work on his return circuit without even the ex-

cuse of a great economy?
We are now in a position to determine the quantity

which was the ultimate object of this investigation into the

details of the return circuit; i.e., its total net value as a

conductor compared with the outgoing circuit.

This is obviously not a fixed quantity in either abso-

lute or relative value, for even neglecting joint resistances

there is far less difference between the weights of the rail

used in various systems than between the weights of over-

head copper. An ordinary electric road uses perhaps a rail

of seventy pounds per yard. A single track so constituted

is, neglecting joints, of conductivity equal to 2,800,000

c. m. of copper. If the rails were continuous it is clear

enough that in a road of small or moderate size they would
be perhaps ten times as good a conductor as the overhead
system. This would allow for a No. o trolley wire and a

No. 000 main feeder on the average all over the line. On
the other hand, taking the resistance of bonds and joints as

double that of the rail itself, the equivalent of the rail in

copper falls to, say, 933,000 c. m., which is less than four

times the overhead system just assumed. If this system
averaged a No. 0000 feeder, plus the trolley wire, it

would have almost exactly three times the resistance of the

track circuit.

In large systems the rails often run as high as ninety
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pounds per yard, so that a single track would be equal

to 3,600,000 c. m., of copper. With continuous rails

tliis full equivalent could be taken, but the feeder area

plus a No. 00 trolley wire would hardly be less than 750,-

000 c. m., so that the resistance of the overhead wiring

would be about five times that of the track. More com-

monly, making the same allowance for bonds as before, the

track equivalent would be 1,200,000 c. m. and the trolley

and feeder coj^per would have only about one and a half

times the track resistance. Not unfre([uently the bonding

is imperfect enough to reduce the track equivalent to 900,-

000 c. m., which would frequently be equaled or ex-

ceeded by the trolley and feeder copper, raising the ratio to

equality. We may tabulate these results somewhat as

follows, calling R 1 the track resistance and R the overhead

resistance.

Ri = . I to .2 R. Exceedingly good track and very

light load.

Rl :=
Rl
Rl

.2 to

.4 to

.2 to

.3R-

.6 R.

.3R.

Good track and moderate load.

Fair track, moderate load.

Exceptional track and large sys-

tem.

Rl
.3 to .7 R. Good track, large sy.stem.

.7 to i.o R. Fair track, large system.

In cases now somewhat exceptional the track resist-

ance may exceed the overhead resistance considerably. The
assumption now generally made, that the track resistance

is one-quarter that of the overhead system really repre-

sents a better state of things than usually exists. To
justify it requires the combination of continuous rail or

exceptionally perfect bonding, with conditions of load that

do not require large feeder capacity. Under the ordinary

conditions Ri = .4Ris probably nearer the truth. The
proportion between R and Ri has, of course, a very im-

portant bearing on the design of the overhead system. If

the return circuit had no resistance then the entire drop

would take place in the overhead conductors and we could

calculate the line for any given drop by the simple formula

. . II C D
(i) c. m. = - -

with D for the linear single distance. Bearing in mind
however the resistance of the return circuit, it is evident

that for a given total loss in volts more copper must be

placed overhead than would be necessary if the return cir-

cuit were of zero resistance. In other words, if we are

100
Return circuit

FIG. 32.
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confronted by a considerable loss in this return circuit it is

necessary to have proportionately less elsewhere in the

circuit. With no resistance in the return circuit the drop
in voltage may be represented graphically by Fig. 32.

Here the whole drop is in the outgoing circuit which can
consequently be rather small. If, on the other hand, we
take the actual case in which the return circuit has a very
perceptible resistance, the distribution of the drop will be
as in Fig. 33, which is given by Ri = .43 R. This means
that to preserve the same conditions of total loss in the

circuit the overhead copper must be increased by forty-

three per cent, since of the total 100 volts tc be lost it is

now permissible to lose but 70 -h in the outgoing circuit.

Hence to take account of loss in the return circuit the

formula just given must be altered by changing the con-

stant in accordance with the new conditions, which are

there actually found in practice. The proper amount of

increase in the constant is a little uncertain as is indicated

by the table just given. For R^ = - 4 R however the con-

stant is 14.4 so that we may rewrite the copper formula as

follows:

, , 14.4CD
(11) c. m. = •

In the vast majority of cases the con.stant will lie be-

tween r4 and 15. The exact value to be assumed depends

on the conditions as to track circuit and load in the par-

ticular case considered, and can be judged approximately

from the table. It may sometimes be desirable to make a

civcIt"
'ult

FIG. 33.

few trial calculations with different constants in order to

get a clear idea of the possible amount of copper.

It is, of course, possible to determine a condition for

minimum cost of the conducting system, taking account of

the cost of copper, rails and bonding, but, generally speak-

ing, the rail is fixed by purely mechanical considerations

while there are, as has been shown, good reasons for making
the track circuit thoroughly good. In applying the above
formula, as we shall in the next chapter, it should be re-

membered that in extensive systems the constant may have
to be modified in passing from one locality to another, for

the rail conditions will probably vary and the load condi-

tions most assuredly will change.

An Experiment in Repair Shop Handling.

In a recent interview with an engineer and master
mechanic in charge of one of the largest street railway re-

pair shops of the East, he stated that he had commenced,
after careful deliberation upon all the problems involved,

the process of turning over all or nearh- all the repair work
in his charge from time work to piece work. This is being
done gradually and prices are being carefully worked out
in advance, but the results already reached after a few
weeks' experience are such as to convince him that the move
is in the right direction. Seventy-eight men were em-
ployed under the old time work system. These have, so

far, been reduced to sixtj'-eight, of whom twenty-eight are

on piece work and the remainder still on time. There has
been a reduction of twenty per cent in the cost of work
done by these twenty -eight men, and of eight per cent in

the entire expenses of the shop.

But this is not all. Under the old system about seventy-
four cars on an average passed through the shop for all

kinds of repairs in a seven-day week; now, seventy-six cars

pass through in .six days and with a force, as before stated,

of about sixt3'-eight men as against the seventy-eight men
of former times. In the paint shop, which has been put
largeh' upon piece work, twenty-four cars are now turned
out in four weeks' time; where under the old system but
fifteen cars were turned out. Figures are being made up
as rapidly as possible for a further exten.sion of the piece

work system.

It is worthy of note that this innovation was at first

vigorously resisted by the foremen and the men, but the
results have been as satisfactory to the latter as they are

to the company, as the men on piece work are making at

least ten per cent more per day than before.
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A Car Collision.

Fig. I and 2 show the result, as far as the car was
concerned, of a collision which took place some time ago on
the West End road, of Boston. The accident was caused by a

steam roller running into the side of the car, or coming down
upon it in such a way that the heavy T iron frame in which

FIG. 1.—RESULTS OF A COLLISION.

the front rollers were carried struck the side of the car just

below the level of the seats. While accidents are to be

deplored, yet their results form the most valuable and in-

structive lessons for the railroad man. In this case the

complete want of strength shown by the posts of open cars

is shown plainer than can be given by any words. The first

post struck broke at the seat and at the upper corner of

the car. The second post snajaped off at the mortise and
also at the seat arm.

The other posts were
broken below the level

of the seat, none of them
offering any appreciable

resistance to the blow.

The panels were of

wood strengthened with
ribs and canvas in the

usual way, and as far as
.

can be known, were in

no way defective. They
were made of the usual

size and the ribs and the

posts seemed to have
been of about the aver-

age strength and
straightness of grain.

Fig. I shows that they

were well secured to the

letter board, for two of

them at least splintered

just below it, one of

them splitting for

several feet. The step

or running board was
entirely carried away
and the brackets hold-

ing it twisted out of

shape. The body of

the car was practicall}'

untouched and uninjur-

ed.

Several lessons may
be drawn from this acci-

dent. The open car, with cross benches and entrance at

the side, presents so little strength at or above the level

of the seats, that even a trivial collision is liable to not

only do serious damage to the car, but to inflict grave
injuries upon the passengers. With wooden panels to hold
and support the posts the strength is too small to be worth
consideration. How iron panels would have fared under

similar circumstances is a question. The form of the po.st is

as bad as could possibly be designed for securing strength

from wood. Only bent timber could have an}- resistance

in such a form, natural crooks being, of course, out of the

question.

Perhaps one question which should be raised in con-

sidering such an accident is whether or not the best form
for an open car is one which has a

center aisle and entrances at the

ends with solid sides to the seat

level. A car of this pattern would,
no doubt, have had such strength
in the side that it would have been
lifted from the track bodily by such
a blow and in this way, by yielding

to the blow struck by the steam
roller, would have escaped such
.serious injuries and would have
protected its passengers to much
better advantage.

While we do not build cars

with accidents in view, yet .since

accidents will occur it is not un-
reasonable to consider them, es-

pecially as in providing again.st

them we also obtain a strength

which is useful in enabling the car

to wear longer. Cars of this gen-

eral type do not give a sufficient strength to the posts and
do not have proper stiffness to .safely carry the roof. The
open cars with a partition at the ends are very much
stronger, carry their roofs with less whipping and in

accidents have at least one bench which is strong

enough to make .some show of resistance. No fault in

this case can be reasonably found with the construc-

tion, but the design is one which is certainly not

FIG. 2.—RESULTS OF A COLLISION.

altogether desirable, and it is gratifying to know that the

public demands are growing in the direction of a different

style of car.

An electric car on the Lorain-Elyria Electric Railway,

of Lorain, O., recently made a record of a mile in one min-
ute and thirty-five seconds.
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LETTERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

ExprchS Service in Brooklyn.

Thk Brooklyn Hkiohts Railroad Company.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Apr. 23, 1896.

Editors Strkkt Railway Journal:
This company, after having been urged l)y a great

many different persons in the city, has arranged to put in

effect an express service for the carriage of liigh class ex-

press matter in a manner similar to our carriage of ITnited

States mail and which we have been doing in special post-

office cars constructed for that purpose since last fall.

Brooklyn always has been materially hampered by the

dilatory and expensive methods in vogue for the distribu-

tion of all the natural and manufactured commodities on
which the physical and commercial welfare of a community
depends. The Brooklyn manufacturer has been discrimin-

ated against by purchasers in other cities ])ecause orders

placed with his competitors in New York, or even in New-
ark, N. J., could be more quickly filled and would fre-

quently reach Chicago and other Western points at about
the same time that those shipped by Brooklyn manufactur-
ers would get started from New York. The Brooklyn mer-
chant desiring patronage from contiguous points has been
at a disadvantage because he cannot make as quick deliv-

ery to his customers at those places as can his competitors
elsewhere. This inadequate service has, in fact, been felt

by all classes. Improved facilities have heretofore been
impracticable because of the long and expensive wagon
hauls in Brooklyn.

In January last the Committee on Conunerce and
Transportation of the Manufacturers' Association of Kings
and Queens Counties took up the question with a view of

ascertaining if the plants of the surface railroads could not
be utilized for the quick and economical transportation of

high class express matter, small parcels for delivery at res-

idences, etc. , on somewhat the same system by which the
United States mails are so successfully' carried with such
beneficial results to every individual in the city.

The companies were at first inclined to believe that the
establishment of such a system would entail too large an
advance expense for equipments, etc., to war-rant their

putting it into operation, but expres.sed their willingness
to take hold of the matter when it was clearly shown to

them that every business interest in the city required better

facilities for development.
After looking the project over carefully it was ascer-

tained that quick and economical distribution and collec-

tion of such business could readily be made in the entire

territory covered by the surface lines by the use of a few
express cars to start simultaneously several times a day
from one central station, each running over a prescribed
route, along which, at convenient points, should be located
depots into which cars could be switched while loading and
unloading their express matter; the local collections and
distributions to be made by wagons working from these
depots.

In connection with the express service elsewhere a
very comprehensive system is contemplated under which
from three to five collections and deliveries a day will be
made in all parts of the city by cars running between the
East River and Coney Island, Fort Hamilton, Bensonhurst,
Jamaica, Flushing and Newtown.

All kinds of high class express matter can thus be car-

ried between I^rooklyn and neighboring cities much more
expeditiously and economically than it can possibly be done
with wagons, and this will be done without the slightest

interference with passenger traffic.

The service will enable Brooklyn retailers to make de-

liveries to their customers in Brooklyn at a nominal cost

several times a day soon after purchase is made, and will

also enable them to deliver to their patrons in suburban
towns beyond New York as quickly as their competitors do.

Express goods shipped by Brooklyn manufacturers to

Western points will be delivered at destination as quickly

as the New York City or Newark manufacturers can have
their express shipments delivered in such places.

F're.sli vegetables and fruit from Long Island points

will be delivered at Wallabout Market in much better con-

dition than it now arrives after its long and dusty journey
by wagons, while all Brooklyn food products which are

now brought into New York markets by rail will be taken

direct to Brooklyn and by this comprehensive system will

be distributed and delivered in Brooklyn fresh and in prime
condition every week day morning before breakfast.

I would say in addition that the service is to be per-

formed in such manner as not to interfere with our regular

passenger traffic, as we .should keep the cars on the routes

where the passenger traffic is lightest and owing to the

easier movement and larger load carried, of course, it will

remove considerable trucking from the streets. We ex-

pect to confine it to the handling of parcels and food pro-

ducts and matter usually handled by express companies,
and the idea has been received with a great deal of favor
on the part of every one in the city. Owing to the fact

that Brooklyn is situated on an island and therefore has no
through railroad connections, it has been at a disadvan-

tage compared with other cities.

We expect to have the cars in operation by the 15th

of June. Very truly,

C. L. Rossitp:r, President.

Kerosene Instead of Salt for Keeping Switches
Clear of Snow.

Chicago City Railway Company,
Chicago, May, 18, 1896.

Editor.s Street Railway Journal :

We have used no salt on any of our electric lines for

the past two winters, but have u.sed instead kerosene on all

switch tongues and movable parts which were liable to

freeze. We have u.sed no kerosene on straight track as it

has not been necessary.

The results have been very successful and we have
had no trouble worth mentioning in keeping our cars at all

times in senace. Besides a saving in expense we get rid

of any possible trouble incident to deterioration of bonds,
ru.sting of motor parts, trucks, springs, etc., from the
action of salt. We use snow plows, and every car is also

equipped with track cleaners and scrapers.

We use a cheap coal oil costing about seven cents a
gallon. Yours truly,

M. K. BowEN,
Superintendent

.

Transition Curves for Street Railroads.

Cleveland, O., May u, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
Having read in the September, 1895, number of the

Journal the article on "Transition Curves," by Mr. Emery,
I would beg to take exception to .some of the conclusions
and recommendations contained therein.

While the distance required to gain elevation in the

outer rail is not a governing condition in street railway
work, in determining the length of a spiral, as it is in steam
road work, we should nevertheless use a true spiral and one
long enough and with changes enough so that a car with
a long overhang will enter and leave at a moderate rate of

speed without a jerky or unsteady motion. The solution

is the railroad spiral with s/nv f chords.

By reference to Fig. i of the accompanying sketch it

will be seen that the statement to the effect that the center
of the truck is approximately the center of rotation for the
car on entering and leaving the curve, is in error. Let
A C be the center line of straight track, and C B of curved
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track. Let mV 'Rn represent the center line of the car, C
is the point of curve, vi is the front and ;/ the rear of the
car. F is the front and R the rear wheel of truck. Sup-
pose the front wheel to have entered the curve for the dis-

tance C F. Then w ;/ makes an angle with the straight

track equal to A R R is the only point in vi n which
has moved in a straight line. For simplicity let m F= FR
= Rn = wheel base= overhang. In some cases the over-

hang is almost twice the wheel base. Under the above

get the best effect of the comparative difference hold the
sketch so as to be nearly parallel with the line of sight and
look along the direction of the tangent. As the deflection
for the first six feet, or " wheel base " will not .show on a
drawing of limited .scale I have given the deflection for each
curve in a note on the sketch.

Will say in conclusion that long chords and abrupt
changes in a spiral for street railway curves should be
avoided in good engineering.

Yours truly,

C. K. MOHLER.

Some Power Station Problems.

— R C Stixtt Ry. Jul

F|G. 1.

assumptions 7i and F will have rotated through equal dis-

tances while m has moved twice as far from the tangent.

That, of course, accounts for the fact that the greater

shock is felt on the front platform on entering, and on the

rear platform on leaving a simple curve. It is evident that

there will be a jerk at any abrupt change of radius regard-

less of the chord length. To change from a .sixty-five or

.seventy foot to a thirty-five foot radius is an abrupt

change. What is to be aimed at is to get enough changes
.so that none of them will be abrupt.

In reference to the recommendation for the adoption
of a .spiral within the limits practicable for switch con-

struction there is hardly a valid reason given. At any
point where there is no switch required, use

the best possible spiral to fit the case. In the

majority of cases I would recommend two foot

chord lengths with a constant increment foi

the chord angle. The first chord angle will

constitute the increment. Suppose we want a

spiral for a thirty-five foot main radius. If we
have room for about a thirty foot spiral we
would get the following lengths of radius with
two foot chords and twelve minute increments:

572.96, 286.48, 190.98, 142.24, 114.59, 95-49,
81.85, 71.62, 63.66, 57.30, 52.09, 47.75, 44.07,

40.93, and 38.19 ft. ( Yoii will note that the

initial radius 572.96 ft. corresponds to the

radius of a ten degree curve in railroad prac-

tice. )

For a lower limit I would recommend two
foot chords and thirty-six minute increment,
which gives the following lengths of radius:

160.98, 95.49, 63.66, 45. 75, and 38.20 ft. For
a mean between these limits use 2S6.48 ft. in-

itial radius and twenty-four minute increment
with two foot chords.

By constructing three tables on the above
basis a spiral can be readily selected to fit al-

most any case arising in city streets. It is

not at all essential that the spiral radii should
end in even feet. Even chords and even angle increments
.should govern. The formulae given in Searles' work on
"The Railroad Spiral" are applicable to the construction
of spiral tables for street railway work.

In Fig. 2 of the accompanying sketch I have drawn
curves "A" "B" and "C" from the .same tangent and
marked some of the principal elements of each thereon for
comparison. Each curve has a thirty-five foot main radius.
Curve " A" is a simple curve; curve " B " has an initial

radius of one hundred feet with eight foot six inch chord,
and intermediate radius sixty-five feet with chord of six
feet six inches as recommended by Mr. Emery. Cur\'e
" C " has an initial radius of 572.96 ft. with two foot chord
lengths, and fifteen changes of radius as given above. To

MoNTREAi, Park & Isi^and Raiway Company.
Montreal, Apr. 17, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
I have charge of a small plant operating about fifteen

miles of road, with all the variations of load attendant on
.small lines, our load ranging from o to 450 amperes in or-

dinary winter weather, and to 700 in summer and heavy
snow storms. We have two generators, one of 200 k. w.

,

one of 100 k. w., the former being compounded for a ten
per cent rise, the latter for ten per cent drop. It is often
necessary to run the two in parallel which I find it very
hard to do without constant attendance at the .switchboard,

for as soon as the load goes off, the 100 k. w. machine will

take what there is left, and the larger one with its engine
will run above its normal speed unless the breaker is pulled
on one of them. Then when the load comes on again the
breaker must be thrown in again and the attendant must
wait for a drop.

Perhaps some of my brother engineers can suggest a

remedy, having had a similar experience. The machines
are Royal multipolar, belted to separate Corliss engines,

Note:

Deflections from Tangent in first C feet of Curve
For "A" Defleetion = 6 inches.

For "B" '» inches

For "C" " ^Yi inch.

Street Ry. Journal

FIG. 2.

and run 500 and 600 revolutions respectively. They are

connected on back of board to bus bars.

It is surprising what an amount of information is to

be gotten out of some of our trade papers of to-day. For
instance, the Electrical News advances the following: "It
has been found that three drops of cylinder oil per minute

is sufficient for the valves and piston of a 300 h. p. engine. '

'

Very good. I can. imagine I see every engineer who
reads the above and has an engine to match standing

before his lubricator, watch in hand, and if his engine does

not match adjust his lubricator in proportion. Can there

be anything more misleading or absurd than to advise

oiling engines according to horse power, when we consider

that there are hundreds of oils, some good, some no good.
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while some cups feed small drops, some large. vSome days
our large eugine doing at times 400 h. p. will run on less

than two drops a minute; again it will want a good touch
of the pump after a long hard pull when a good share of

the water in the boilers has gone through the cylinder as

a result of poorly arranged piping. But I, for one, am
tired of paying for such information.

Speaking of lubricators, we have one of the larger engine

Water evaporated per pound of coal 5.94 lbs.

Coal consumed per I. H. P. hour 3.84 lbs.

Water consumed per I. H. P. hour 22.81 lbs.

Average daily run 24 hrs.

Total stops for the month none
Pounds of coal per motor car mile 8.06

Pounds of water per motor car mile 7.80

The accompanying curve shows the average variation

of load at the power station dttring the day, the figures be-

ing obtained from half hourly read-

ings covering the five months end-
ing Apr. 30, i8q6.

P/dn of both ///7ft3.

^5
Cheap Fuel in the West.

Anderson Electric vStreet
Railway Company.

Anderson, Ind., May 11, 1896.

Eds. Street Railway Journal :

We use the valvoline oil for

our engines, dynamos and other

machinery, made by Leonard &
Ellis. We have a contract where-
Ijy our fuel (natural gas) is fur-

nished us free of cost and we
therefore have no "coal statistics."

Yours truly,

Ellis C. Carpenter, Sec.

or a No. 5 Seibert htbricator, and the engine room being
very cool I found as winter came on there was trouble
ahead to keep the lubricator feeding, using necessarily a

very heavy oil. The Seibert Compan^^ recommended as a

remedy that I use a lighter oil. That was entirely out of

the question. The engine btiilders sitggested covering the
syphon and pipes, and I went further and covered the en-

tire cup with asbestos. Still it was too cool.

Procuring some small lead pipe we coiled it aroitnd

the cup, tapped the steam pipe, allowing just enough steam
to flow through coil to keep the cup hot, and we had it.

Even on days when oil wottld not run on the engine the

cup did its work perfectly.

In regard to piping I would like the opinion ( as to

cause and remed}') of Mr. McCarty on a conundrum I

have here. Boilers are connected as shown in sketch.

Steam is on, say, Nos. 2 and 4. No. 3 is filled up and cut
in and No. 2 is cut out. Shortly the pipe begins to vibrate
longitudinally and to a great extent, when
No. I engine is running. On closing angle
valve it stops vibrating, but as the leg fills with
water the screw joints and flange beginto leak.

If any of the readers of the Journal can I

suggest a remedy I shall be glad to have it. 1)1

J. Mahoney. -s

New Trolley Party Car and Mail Car.

Power Station Records.

13 1

iiiJ.

The following power station statistics

covering the operation of an electric railway
system in a large Western city for the montli
of April, 1896, have been received from
the company. The engines are Corliss single cylinder,

noncondensing, direct connected to 750 k. w. generators.
The boilers are fire tube and the coal burned is .soft Illi-

nois bituminous costing $1.21 per net ton delivered. In
estimating car mileage, two trail car miles are considered
equal to one motor car mile.

Average number of motor cars operated daily 147
Average number of trail cars operated daily 37
Average daily mileage per motor car 120
Average daily mileage per trail car 60
Average daily I. H. P. ( 24 hours. ) 1,648
Average I. H. P. per motor car 18.48
Average daily consumption of coal 1,898 bills.

Average daily consumption of water 108,050 gals.

The Chicago City Railway has recently put in service

a trolley party car designed and constructed in its own
shops. The design is similar to the clo.sed cars of the State

Street line. The inside measurement is eighteen feet four

inches, and the width nine feet. These cars have extra

long platforms with hood posts and are painted with the

standard colors of the line, with the word "special" on
the main panel above the cove panel, which carries the

name of the compan}'. The inside finish is in green and
gold and is exceedinglj' elaborate, rich and pleasing. The
furniture consists of sixteen rattan chairs of novel design.

The floor is covered with Wilton carpet of special design.

The carpet extends for a foot up each side, covering the

ledge! The platforms are provided with cocoa matting.

The strap rail is of oxidized bronze with silk tassels in

place of straps. The ceilings proper are of bird's eye

Curri'lit tor hnnr

5 6 ; s 11 ID 11 1 •,' :; 1 r.

A.M. M, p. 31.

CURVE OF LOAD IN POWER STATION,

;i 10 n 12

Jtrtel ny. Juurnal

maple veneer, but are decorated with relief ornaments
of plastic material. The side ceilings have wreaths and
loops tinted in blue and gold, while the monitor ceiling

is designed in a very elaborate
'

' Empire '

' piece con-

sisting of a wreath and torch with lily shaped cups for

receiving the electric lamps. This figure is fotirteen feet

long and four feet wide. The center is arranged for a
group of five sixteen candle power ground glass lamps,
while at each end are twenty-one miniature lamps.

There are also relief ornaments for holding ten addi-

tional sixteen candle power lights at the end and along
the sides of the deck panel. There are thus fifty-seven

lights in all inside, and there are also five sixteen candle
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power lamps oia each platform. Switches are provided so

that the different groups of lights may be turned on indepen-

dently of each other. In order to deaden the noise and pro-

vide for easy riding the sill of the car rests on a continuous

FIG. 1.—TROLLEY PARTY CAR—INTERIOR.

strip of rubber one inch thick and four inches wide. On
one platform is a refrigerator and cupboard for the reception

of china and glassware. There are also folding tables on
the platform for the use of the guests, and an ice water
tank is supported on the inside of one of the dashboards.

There are small lockers for the reception of provisions and
for carrying extra lamps and fuses. The interior decora-

tions have been done under the direction of G. H. Ken-
nerley, of the di'aughting department of the road.

In Fig. 3 is shown the new and beautiful mail car built

by the Chicago City Railway Company, for special suburlj-

an mail service.

and second, a closed car which could ea,sily be changed to

an open car and vice versa. This task, as those who have
designed open cars know to their sorrow, is not an easy
one, and the ingenuity displayed and the success with

which, the problem has been solved are creditable

to the designer.

The interior of the car is shown in Fig. i . As
will be seen, the seating is accomplished by twenty
chairs which, instead of being parallel with the
sides of the car, are so placed that the passenger
sits at an angle of rather more than 45 degs. to

the direction of motion. The chairs are of a unique
pattern with bronzed iron backs and .spring seats

upholstered with leather. They are reversible by
a mechanical movement, so that at the end of the
line they may be turned to face in the opposite
direction. The advantage of this method of seating

is that passengers have free room for their shoul-

ders, no matter what their width may be. Their
feet project very little into the ai.sle, and there is no
crowding of those seated. One passenger cannot
occupy two seats, and the full .seating space is

always available for passengers. The room in the
aisle is practically twice as great as that found in

the ordinary car. The gain to the company is a

very material one, as the car can readily carry
twenty-five per cent more passengers. The seats

themselves are set upon bracket pedestals. An arm
on the shaft carrying a sector engages a long rack
hidden on the top of the truss plank by a lever

A Universal Sanitarv Street Car.

A new form of street car, to which the names '

' Uni-

versal " and " vSanitary " are very properly applied, has re-

s'" ffYi/cvflwAL

FIG. 3,—MAIL CAR, CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY CO.

cently been built by the Dry Dock, East Broadway & Bat-
tery Railroad Company, of New York, from designs of C. E.
Garey, master car builder of the company. The features
sought were, first, better and more satisfactory seating.

FIG. 2.—TROLLEY PARTY CAR—EXTERIOR.

arrangement attached to one of the plat-

form standards. The chairs on both
sides of the car are moved simultane-

ously. The chair lever is seen hanging
at the left of the dashboard in the exteri-

or view. Upon reaching the end of the

line the driver brings this lever into a

horizontal position and changes the seats.

The car itself has an eighteen foot

body, seven feet six inches over all, and
in its general appearance conforms some-
what to the style and standards of the

company. The monitor is a wide one
and the sides, instead of being vertical,

,
have a flare. The angle between the

monitor and the lower deck is replaced

by a broad quarter round moulding which
gives airy effect to the side of the roof.

The windows are exceedingly large, ex-

tending from the plate to a point as low
as the elbow of a person seated. When
the windows are open the car is to all in-

tents and purposes an open car, while
the sides of the car, coming up nearly to the back of the

seats makes it much safer for passengers than the car

with the side openings. The lower or concave panel is

put on in a single piece strapped in an unusually thorough
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manner, and is reinforced upon the inside by what is

known in steam railroad practice as a truss plank, which
is screwed to ever}' post and also to the sill. This plank,

toj^ether with the inside finish which is carried up to the

level of the window rail, adds greatl}^ to the stiffness and
strength of the car.

Owing to the fact that the Dry Dock line runs
through the most densely crowded streets of New
York City, where blocking is a daily occurrence

and the rule rather than the exception, it is found
that smashed panels are a heavy item in the

repair bills. In designing the new car a departure

from the ordinary practice was adopted, which it

is thought will prove a great economy. It con-

sists in making each individual panel of the upper
belt .separate, putting it on from the outside and
covering the joint with the moulding. The panels

are scrimmed, painted and varnished, and after

they are put in, pieces of scrims are glued ovc-r

the strainers on to the panel and from the panel

upon the posts, thus giving all the advantage which
the scrims can impart. Spare panels are kept in

stock, so that a repair which ordinarily would have
been the work of a couple of days can be accomplished in

a couple of hours. The very large windows, which are

two-thirds the height of the car, are divided in such a

way that the meeting rail is above the head of the seated

pas.senger and below the line of sight of the passenger

standing. This arrangement gives a perfectly clear out-

dows is practically the same as that of opening and closing

an ordinary street car single window and can be done in an
equally short space of time. In case of storm the open car

can be transformed into one which is perfectly closed in as

.short a time as is neces.sary to close an equal number of

FIG. 1.—A NEW COMBINATION CAR— I NTERIOR.

look for all the passengers whether the car be open or

closed.

It would be somewhat difficult to show the detail by
which the two sashes are put in place and successfully

dropped below the level of the window rail. The lower
sash carries the parting strip, and a long spring with a
double curve serves not only to hold both sa.shes in their

proper place when closed, but to guide the upper sash in

owering. The movement in opening and closing the win-

FIG. 2.—A NEW COMBINATION CAR—EXTERIOR.

windows, perhaps less, on account of the smaller .size of the

individual sash.

The door is of a peculiar pattern. It is a single

handle, double door, and by the adoption of the handle,
which stands on the center line of the door when closed, a
four inch wider opening has been obtained than was pos-

sible with the ordinary pattern.

The car itself is built of unusually heavy timbers.

This was done in view of the fact that the company is con-

sidering the feasibility of a change in motive power and it

was deemed advisable to make the cars sufficiently strong to

stand the more severe .service which a power driven car re-

ceives. In carrying out this idea the car is mounted upon a
truck. The truck is simply a horse car truck, but is so
con.structed as to be easily replaced or converted. Each
wheel has a double guard. These are pieces of .steel car-

ried by steel springs an inch or two in front and behind
each wheel. Any obstruction falling upon the track is

caught by them and at the same moment they are driven
down upon the track and against the wheel in such a way
that it would seem to be impossible for the wheel to go
over the object. This has been experimented with for

some time and so far with perfect satisfaction.

The inside of the car is very neatly fitted up. New
Haven registers are used and both registers and signal bells

are worked by a rod passing through the rod which carries

the straps. At each bracket is a small hand wheel of star

shape. A turn of this works the register. On the opposite
side the rod works the bells, a turn in one direction manipu-
lating the bell on one platform and in the opposite direction
the bell on the other platform. These bells are different in

pitch, a refinement which is useful as well as pleasant. The
brackets for holding the rods are of a very neat design.
They are considerably longer than usual in order to make
up for the increased width in the monitor roof . Ventilators
are worked by a lever passing through the brackets, but en-
tirely out of the way. Here, the end lights of the monitor
top are closed, thus preventing the annoying drip of water
upon passengers during windy, rainy weather, which is al-

ways found where the end and corner sash are opened all

the way into the corner. There is an invisible ventilator
above each door just below the mirror on the inside and
the bonnet on the outside.

There are not a few novel and unique articles of inner
equipment used in this car, among which may be men-
tioned Clark's sanitary hand straps, consisting of small
manilla rope carrying a wooden handle for use of the stand-
ing passenger. This is certainly much easier on the hand
than the usual strap. Another feature of the car is its

brilliant lighting at night, this being accomplished by two
thirty-five candle power Howard oil burners, in which the
flame is practically a ball of light, and which throws a
beautiful soft light to every part of the car. Steel mats
are used in the car. Patents on all the principal features
of the car have been applied for.
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LEGAL NOTES AND COMMENTS *

Edited by J. Aspinwall Hodge, Jr., and George L. Shearer,

OF THE NEW YORK BAR.

The Effect of Surface Railroads Upon Land Dam=
age Suits Brought Against Elevated

Railroads in New York.

By a long course of judicial decisions, starting with the

famous case of Story v. The Elevated Railroad, the courts

in New York have maintained the right of an abutting
property owner to bring an action in equity asking for an
injunction against the maintenance and operation of an
elevated railroad in front of his premises. They have at

the same time held that public convenience prevents an
injunction issuing from a court of equity, and therefore

they have decreed that the damage suffered by the property
owner shall be determined by the court and a decree

entered granting the injunction issue unless that amount
be paid for a deed of the easements.

In arriving at the damage it has been necessary to

ascertain the value of the easements of "light, air and
access" which have been taken, and the method of prov-

ing these has been to offer evidence of what the property

is worth as it stands with the elevated structure in front of

it and the trains running upon it, and then evidence of

what the property would be worth without the road. In

other words, what the property would be worth if the in-

junction order could be carried out, and the difference be-

tween this and the present value of the property is what is

called "fee damage."
A vast amount of evidence has been presented on

these two issues. Upon the first is.sue, i. e., the value of

property with the road, the proof was simple and an esti-

mate involved but little guess work, but to determine
what the property would be worth without the road has
been a problem which has puzzled the courts, lawyers and
experts. In the well settled parts of the city, where the

property involved in most of the actions is situated, and
where, during the past sixteen or seventeen years, the

property has not experienced any great or revolutionary

change of conditions owing to the growth of the city, it

was, manifestly, a very natural thing, and a very proper
thing, to note the value of the property before the road
was built, and if there had been a decrease since, as in most
cases there was, it was manifestly due to the road, if

neighboring propert}^ had not decreased in value.

In other words, the court could, in estimating what
the value of the property to-da^^ would be with the road
taken away, consider evidence showing what it was at a

time when all other conditions were similar, except the
presence of the road.

But in a district, such as the West Side, for instance,

between 59th and iioth Streets, where the land, prior to

the building of the road, was altogether unoccupied, and
where the streets were barely laid out, the introduction of

evidence of the value of the property sixteen or seventeen
5'ears ago, did not give to the court any very valuable evi-

dence of what the value of the property would be to-day if

the road were taken down.
Strange to say, the counsel for the plaintiffs did not

.seem to realize this fact, but continued to introduce the
evidence of these former values solely, and relied on the un-
equal growth of the section and the fact that benefits

conferred by the road were greater to the property owners
whose premises did not abut upon the road than those
whose propert}^ did. This theory of trying the plaintiff's

cases resulted in the dismissal of nearly all ca.ses brought
above Seventy-second Street and very many below that
point.

Communications relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 32 Nassau Street, New York.

But about eighteen months ago the cable road began
to run beneath the elevated from iioth Street to 53d Street

and so down Broadway to the Battery, passing by nine-

tenths of all the theatres in the city, bisecting the shopping
district and furnishing a far more comfortable and con-

venient means of access than the elevated road furnished

—

certainly to all points above Fourteenth Street and to many
points below. Even in time the cable excels the elevated

for many persons, especially those who walk any distance

to an elevated station.

Seven or eight differant lines of horse cars have been
run through the section, so that to-day, however much the

West Side may have been benefited in the past by the ele-

vated road, it has become, and is becoming, month by
month, less beneficial, while the phy.sical damage imposed
by it upon abutting property owners is greater with the

running of express trains through to Harlem, which now
is the great feeder of the road.

With the change in the motive power on the Eighth
Avenue and Boulevard lines which is now assured, and the

probable change of motive power on Tenth Avenue, still

further means will be offered to this section which will de-

rive less benefit from the elevated road, because its inhab-

itants will rely less upon it.

Many of the leading .stores downtown now have very
large and commodious branch stores above Seventy-second

vStreet, and those who formerly relied upon the elevated road
in order to do shopping find it no longer useful. It is

probably true that the men who live on the West Side and
who do business above Fourteenth Street, and the entire

female population of the West Side use the cable road ex-

clusively.

These facts are partly evidenced by the receipts of the

cable road and by the decrease in the receipts of the elevated.

The second month the cable road ran, January, 1895,

showed a falling off of 1 16,000 passengers in three stations

on the Ninth Avenue line of the elevated road, Seventy-

second, Eighty-first and Ninety-fourth Streets.

In a case just decided by the Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court, the fact of the existence of the street car

lines and of the cable road, together with the proof of the

physical annoyance and damage conferred by the elevated

upon an abutting property owner, is held to be sufficient to

support a judgment in favor of the plaintiff for damages
alternative to an injunction against the road, and this too

although the court in the same opinion acknowledges the

benefit conferred in the past upon property by the elevated.

To put the whole matter in a single sentence, we may
say this: that, according to this decision of the court, an
elevated railroad may greatly benefit property during a

period of years by building up a suburban section of the

city, but when new means of rapid transit are introduced

and when that section becomes partially independent or re-

lies upon other and more convenient means of transit, it

may cease to be beneficial and be wholly detrimental.

In the particular case referred to the court decided

that a decree of the court below dismissing the complaint

must be reversed. When we add that the plaintiff's pro-

perty was situated at Ninety-eighth Street and Ninth Ave-
nue, the importance of the decision can be easily seen.

It is not too much to say that in this way electric,

cable and even horse cars, introduced into a section after

it has been built up by an elevated road, may prove detri-

mental to it not only by decrea.sing its receipts, but in an
even greater degree by causing the expenditure of large

sums in defending land damage suits, unless it has pre-

viously taken the proper proceedings at law to condemn the

easements taken. Manifestly, if the road had condemned
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the propertj^ before it built its structure, or within five

3'ears thereafter, it would have acquired the easements

along the line from Fifty-ninth Street north for a nominal

sum, compared to that which they will now have to pay
if the case referred to is sustained, and if the plaintiff's

actions are prosecuted with vigor. H.

{For rrvic"u's of legal publications sec page jgi.)

LIAliUJTY FOR NKGLIGENClS.

Nf,w York.—A driver of a wajron, in attempting to cross a

cable track while a car was 150 ft. distant is not, in law, gnilty of con-
tributory negligence because a collision results through failure of

the gripnian to make any effort to moderate the speed of the car.

—

(McDonald V. Third Ave R. Co., 37 N. Y. Supp. 639.

)

Pknnsvi^vania.—In an action for injuries to a child, caused by
a .street car, where there is testimony that the motorman at the time
of the accident, because he was looking in another direction, at per-

sons assembled at the side of the street, failed to see plaintiff and
there is no question of contribvitory negligence, the case cannot be
withdrawn from the jury.—(Harkinsv. Pittsburgh, A. & M. Trac-
tion Co., 33 At. Rep. 1045.

)

PENnsvi^vania.—Failure on the part of a street car driver to

comply with an ordinance requiring him to give way to the car of
another company at a ciossing is not necessarily negligence per se,

but is merely evidence of negligence.— ( Connor v. Electric Traction
Co.

, 34 At. Rep. 23S.

)

Massachusetts.—In an action against an electric street railway
for negligence it appeared that deceased was killed while attempting
to cross defendant's tracks, an instruction that, when the motorman
saw deceased was proceeding as though to cross the tracks it would be
his duty, so far as he was able, to reduce the speed of his car and stop
the same before reaching the point where deceased was crossing,

was properly refused.—(Galbraith v. West End St. Ry., 43 N. E.
Rep. 501.)

Alabama.—Where two wires, maintained concurrently by differ-

ent parties, are so related to each other and so erected that one is

likely to fall across the other and produce destructive consequences,
and this danger is within the concurrent common knowledge of both
parties, it is the conmion duty of both to abate the dangerous con-
dition; and failing to do so, both are liable for resultant accidents.

Plaintiff's allegations that defendant railroad company was neg-
ligent in failing to protect the trolley wire and in suffering the tele-

phone wire to remain where it had fallen, are not denied by
pleas of authority to construct and operate its road; that defendant
had no connection with the telephone company, and that the wire
fell without any fault of defendant.—(McKay v. Southern Bell

Telephone & Telegraph Co., 19 South. Rep. 695.)

New York.—In an action for personal injuries, after plaintiff

has proved that the accident was caused by a sudden movement of a
car from which she was alighting, it is incumbent on defendant to

prove that it was not responsible for the happening of that move-
ment.

Where a car has stopped for the purpose of permitting its pass-

engers to alight, and is standing perfectly still, it is not negligence,
as a matter of law, for a person to step off it, without retaining hold
of supports.—(Martin v. 2d Ave. R. Co., 38 N. Y. Supp. 220).

New York.—Where defendant's trolley car was 150 yds. from
a street crossing when the wagon in which plaintiff's intestate was
riding, as the driver's guest, reached the track, and the driver drove
across at a v\'alk, the car striking the vehicle before it had cleared

the track, throwing out and killing intestate, the question of defend-
ant's liability was for the jury.

A street car has no paramount right of way at street crossings.

—

(Zimmerman v. Union Ry. Co., 38 N. Y. Supp. 362).

New York.—Where plaintiff, at the time of being injured by a
collision with a street car, was riding in a cab driven by her son, who
had his own horses, and she was riding gratuitously, in the absence
of evidence that she had the right to control the movements of her
son as driver, he would not be her agent, so as to charge her with
contributory negligence on accovmt of his want of care.—(Weldon
V. 3d Ave. R. Co., 38 N. Y. Supp. 206).

Virginia.—An electric street railway is not required to have in

use the latest improvements devised to prevent collision with vehicles
and pedestrians, but only to use reasonable care to avail itself of new
inventions and improvements known to it.

Where, in an action against an electric street railway company
for personal injviries received in a collision, defendant is, as a matter
of law, guilty of negligence, an erroneous instruction that the fail-

ure of defendant to use a certain kind of machinery was negligence,

if the accident could have been averted thereby, was not prejudicial

In an action for personal injuries a verdict for $1000 will not be
set aside, the evidence .-.howing that plaintiff received a severe cut
upon the head, necessitating attendance from a physician for two
weeks and injuries to his legs, rendering him unable to work at his

trade efficiently for six or eight months.—(Richmond Ry. & VA.

Co. V. Garthright, 24. S. E. Rep. 267).

New Jersey.—A person traveling with a horse and a vehicle on
a street traversed by electric trolley cars has the right to make use
of the tracks upon which such cars are propelled, whenever the nec-
essary and customary use of the street requires or permits him to do

so; and it is not, per se, contributory negligence for him to turn off

one track into and upon the other track in a street to allow a car to

pass, when while so doing, or while he is endeavoring to turn back
again, he is struck by a car running upon the other track. The fact

that he turns to the left to allow the car to pass is not, of itself, con-
tributory negligence.—(State (Con. Tr. Co. Pros.) v. Reeves, 34 At.

Rep. 128).

Pennsyi^vania —In an action against a street railway company,
it appeared that snow thrown from the tracks and sidewalk rendered
the street on both sides of defendant's double tracks impassable;
that plaintiff, driving west on the west bound track, on signal from
a car in the rear, turned, after he had gone a short distance, to the
east bound track, on which no car was in sight; that, being pre-

vented from turning to the west track again after the car had passed
by teams following it, he drove slowly along, waiting an opportunity
to turn to the west track, and had thus driven about three-fourths of

block when a car on the east track, running about twenty miles an
hour, ran into him, though the motorman, who could see plaintiff,

endeavored to stop the car. /hid, that defendant's negligence in

running the car at a dangerous rate of speed was the poximate cause
of the injuries.

The facts above recited did not .show contributory negligence.
Mitchell, J., dissenting.—(Harper v. Phil. Tr. Co., 34 At. Rep. 356.

Massachusetts.—An injury to a passenger in stepping off a
moving street car, after it has passed a point at which the conductor
had stated it would stop, cannot be considered the natural or proxi-
mate consequences of the failure to stop, and, if a contract to stop
can be implied, damages for the personal injury cannot be recovered
in an action for its breach.

Neither can such damages be recovered on a count for tort, it

appearing that plaintiff voluntarily .stepped off the car, having fre-

quently done so before without injury.—(White v. West End St.

R. Co., 43 N. E. Rep. 298.

)

Arkansas.—In an action for the value of a horse killed by an
electric car, the evidence was that plaintiff's driver was accu.stomed
to tie the horse to the dashboard of the wagon, by tightening the
reins; that on the night in question, it was tied in the usual way at

the depot; that, while the driver was at the train, the horse strayed
off, and went on the street railroad track. Held , that the question
of contributory negligence was for the jury.—(Johnson v. Stewart,

34 S. W. Rep. 889.

)

Virginia.-—A street car company, using electricity, is bound to

employ the best mechanical contrivances and inventions; and evi-

dence that a particular trolley wire has been the subject of fre-

quently recurring accidents is admis.sible, as .showing that the com-
pany had notice of its unsafe condition.

Under the married woman's act, the husband is still entitled to

the services of his wife, and the wife is still entitled to support at

the hands of her husband, and therefore, in a suit l>y the wife for per-

sonal injuries, she cannot recover for loss of time, or the pecuniary
expenses incurred.—(Richmond Ry. & El. Co. v. Bowles, 24 S. E.
Rep. 38S.

)

CHARTER, FRANCHISES, ORDINANCES, ETC.

MiCHiG.AN.—Abutting property owners may require that a street

railway be built in the center of the street, if possible, as required by
the ordinance granting the company permission to lay its tracks
upon the street.—(Kennedy v. Detroit Ry., 66 N. W. Rep. 495.)

New JeR-SEY.—An ordinance prohibiting the placing of salt of
any kind on any street railway track or other part of the street

within a city, except on curves of railways leading from one street

into another running at right angles therewith, is a reasonable regu-
lation for the common use of the street for a street railway and
for ordinary travel.

A street railway company formed by the consolidation of two
lines, constructed vmder separate charters, takes the rights and fran-

chises thus acquired subject to the original conditions and limita-

tions.—(State (Con. Tr. Co. Pros. ) v. City of Elizabeth, 34 At. Rep.
146.)

Louisiana.—The respondent having accjuired from the city of

New Orleans a franchise entitling it to construct, operate and main-
tain a line of street railway through certain designated streets of the
city, the adjudication which contained the stipulation that all the
streets through which its tracks are laid shall be maintained in first-

class order between the tracks and two feet on each side of said

tracks, held, that this covenant does not impose the additional
duty of elevating the entire surface of the street on either side of its

track, to the height of its roadbed.—(State ex rel. City of New Or-
leans V. New Orleans Traction Co., 19 South Rep. 565. )

ASSAULT ON PASSENGER.
Kentucky.—In an action against a street railway company for

personal injuries, plaintiff is entitled to recover if, while on defend-
ant's car as a passenger, he was abused by defendant's conductor,
and if the abuse was continued to the sidewalk, and plaintiff was
knocked down by the conductor, unless the jury believe that
plaintiff was the aggressor, and while on the car abused the con-
ductor, or assaulted him either on or off the car, and if more force
was used by the conductor than was necessary, the company is not
responsible if plaintiff was the aggressor.

Instructions denying plaintiff the right to recover if he used im-
proper language, without regard to the provocation, if any, causing
it, were erroneous.—(Wise v. South Covington & C. Ry. Co., 34 S.

W. Rep. 894.

)
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THE 1896 edition of our Financial Supplement, "Amer-

ican Street Railway Investments," a publication

which has come to be commonly referred to as " The Street

Railway Red Book," is now ready for delivery and comes

this year with the stamp of official authority hardly less

pronounced in its own field than that of the Government

blue books in theirs. In this manual are given the finan-

cial reports of no less than 927 operating companies, 185

leased companies and 307 new corporations, together with

municipal statistics of the principal cities and towns in the

United States and Canada. The latter have been revised

and brought up to date by the officials of the various cities,

while in the matter of authoritative reports on the street

railway properties we have met with a measure of success

unprecedented, we think, in any financial publication of

the kind. Direct information has been received hy us for

use in the " Red Book " from 867 street railway companies,

of whom 733 have revised and " approved " the final proofs

sent out to them on the eve of publication. Of the remain-

ing 245 companies (exclusive of new corporations) from

whom direct information has not been received, 150 reports

have been made up from official sources, and authentic

information has been obtained for many of the others

either by personal correspondence with local parties or

otherwise, while in all cases opportunity has been afforded

to each road to correct any errors in their reports. From
another point of view the showing is remarkable. Of the

1,444 reports presented, 988 have been corrected up to

some month in 1896 (chiefly April and May ), 305 have

been corrected up to the last half of 7895, while only 151

bear a " date of information " prior to June 30, 1895.

* * * >;<

We confess to a feeling of .satisfaction at the results

of our work and influence in this financial field during the

last three years. It is not alone what we ourselves have

done in the way of bringing out a manual which is now an

accepted standard among bankers, brokers and .street rail-

way companies, although this is perhaps a subject for just

pride. But we have forced the old and conservative finan-

cial organs which have been disposed to look with contempt

upon securities other than those of steam railroads, munici-

palities and " industrials," to recognize the tremendous

importance and value of this local transportation industry,

and to devote a far larger and now constantly growing

space to street railway securities. In other words, the

market for these securities is infinitely broader than was

the; case three years ago, and it is now possible for their

holders to dispose of street railway stocks and bonds

far more easily and at higher prices than could ever before

be done. Distrust and suspicion have given place to a ten-

dency even to overestimate the value of street railways as

investments. This revulsion of feeling has been brought

about, as we predicted would be the case, by simply throw-

ing open the doors to investigation and by furnishing in-

formation freely rather than by holding it back jealously.

We were criticised occasionally two or three years ago for

advising street railway companies to publi.sh without re-

serve their financial and operating reports, but we judge

from the figures given above that the wisdom of this

course is now fully and heartily appreciated by our friends.

MEMBERS of the American Street Railway Association

must not forget that they have an important decision

to make at the St. Louis meeting. At the Montreal meet-

ing the Executive Committee recommended the adoption

of a new coiLstitution and by-laws which involve a number

of radical changes in the plan of the association, and under

the rules, consideration of the recommendations was deferred

until the St. Louis meeting. The general object sought

for in the proposed changes is the ability to carry on a

much larger and more useful work, chiefly through the

secretary's office, and a necessary feature is an acceptable

scheme for raising a larger amount of money each year.

The plan proposed is a combination of initiation fees and

annual dues, based to a certain extent upon gross receipts.

This constitution (which is given in full in the STREET
Railway Journal for November, 1895, pages 718 and

719) should be carefully studied by every member of the

association, and its delegates should be instructed as to

suggested changes and as to the vote to be cast on the final

question of adoption or rejection. Otherwise, many del-

egates will doubtless say at St. Louis, as they said in

Montreal, that they are not empowered to commit their
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companic-s to any plan of membersliip involving larger ex-

pense than at present. We will gladly open our colnmns

to the discussion of the various problems raised by this pro-

posed ne\V constitution and bj'-laws in order that the at-

mosphere may be cleared and a general understanding of

the question obtained by all interested.

There is a duty which the officers of the association

'ought to perform at St. Louis, and that is to make up a

list of committees for the following year in such a way as

to get upon each committee the men who are best fitted to

follow out the special lines of investigation proposed.

There are a thousand problems, light upon which is wanted

by the members and which can best be handled through

committee work during the year. One of the most impor-

tant of these is the question of devising some system of

standard accounts which shall do for the street railways of

the country what has been done by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission for the steam railroads. This should

be made up by the best expert accountants known to the

association, and it has even been suggested that it would

be well to establish a Board of Accountants similar to that

which has recently met in Albany to advise with the Rail-

road Commissioners, to which might be referred all those

perplexing questions of accounts Avhich a street railwaj'

manager has often to solve by himself without help from

outside authorities. Another field for profitable study is

that of the proper handling of accident claims—now so

large a feature of the annual expense account of electric

and cable railways. Not a few roads—notably the Twin
City Rapid Transit Company, of Minneajsolis, a discussion

of whose accident system is found in another column—have

been able to greatly reduce this burden of
'

' contingen-

cies
'

' by the adoption of life saving devices and by skill

and quickness of action in their legal departments.

THE folly of seeking franchises at any cost and the

constantly increasing greed of municipalities are be-

ing exemplified in the daily history of the times. One
peculiar case has recently come to our notice and serves as

an illustration of what not to do. Some time ago two rival

syndicates sought electric railway franchises in Peekskill,

N. Y., a town of 12,000 inhabitants. The corporation

counsel drew what is described " as a very strong fran-

chise," undoubtedly thinking that he was carefully pro-

tecting the interests of the town. The competition be-

tween the two syndicates was such that this franchise was

accepted by one and $10,000 was deposited as an evidence

of good faith. The successful (?) company did some

preliminary work and then discovered that the franchise

had been accepted too hastily. Some of its provisions

were such that it was found impossible to build the

road so as to make any money. "It was universally

conceded that no other franchise had ever been drawn so

carefully." The enlightened Board of Trustees of the

town listened to the representations of the capitalists who
were trying to do the town a service, but refused to make
any modifications in the franchise, preferring instead to

quietly pocket the $10,000 deposit and do without a road

which the citizens had voted for by an overwhelming ma-

jority. Consequently they will doubtless use the money
to put up a new fire engine house or to add a wing to their

town hall and will consider that they have done a sharp and

shrewd thing, but we imagine that capitalists will in future

fight shy of any dealings with the honorable Board of

Trustees of Peek.skill.

IF street railway directors are wise, conservative and far

sighted they willrefu.se to distrilmtcto their stockhold-

ers, whose interests they have to guard, the entire annual

surplus earnings arising from the operation of their roads,

but will put by into .surplus or reserve account a sufficient

proportion to provide against depreciation of j^lant and

contingencies. The manager who has a fimd of this kind

.securely invested—perhaps in the company's own bonds,

bought back for the surplus fund at market prices—has far

less need to look with fear and trembling upon the future

than he who has, perhaps, pleased his stockholders with

large dividends for the first few years of electric operation

only to find later on that he nuist go before them and con-

fess that large sums of money must be raised to replace

worn out or defective roadbed. A few of our managers are

realizing the necessity for a reserve fund, and in one case

which has recently come to our notice the directors of a

large street railwaj- corporation have cut down a rate of

dividend which has been paid for several years in the face

of but .slightly varying net earnings, simply because it was

felt that the time would come when a large
'

' nest egg '

'

would be necessary in order to properly keep up the plant.

We fear, however, that far too large a proportion of our

companies are running close to the wind and are trusting too

much to an increase in business to take care of the future.

The temptation is sometimes great—particularly when
tlrere is any thought of disposing of a property to other in-

terests, or when leading stockholders have their private in-

terests to serve—to pay as large dividends as the mone^^ in

the treasury will permit, ^\"here this is done, however, the

permanent value of the property almost inevitably dimin-

ishes and a company is easily thrown into trouble by such

ordinary vicissitudes of its operating life as ought to be met

with the greatest ease.

AMOTORMAN is a human being—in spite of the

newspapers—and is subject, we presume, to the

various failings, as well as provided with the virtues found

iu our common humanity. We doubt if he is unusually

cruel in in.stinct, brutal in behavior or careless of human
life. Even his enemies of the press represent him to be
" all unnerved" and " .shaking like a reed" after an acci-

dent. He often .says to his friends that he " can't stand

it no longer, boys" and that he has " got to quit the job."

Why then, may it be asked, is it so difficult to avoid acci-

dents not only in crowded streets, but even in compara-

tively small cities and towns ? We wish that in some way
a spirit of justice towards street railway corporations and

their employes could be infused into our city councils, our

magistrates and our citizens so that thej^ could realize how
often onl}' the utmost .skill, quickness and braver}^ on the

part of a motorman saves school boj'S from a horrible

death—how keenly school house neighborhoods are dreaded

by the motorman. In almost any of our large cities, and

particularly in Brooklyn where the fatalities to children

have been pitifully large, the spectacle of one or more boys

dancing tantalizingly in front of a moving motor car is one,

not occasional, Imt most common. The idea of the boy is

to make the motorman stop or at least to check his car,
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and iu order to accomplish this he will stand on the track

at times until the car is within two feet or less, when with

a shout of glee he will jump aside and jeer at the motor-

man—or else miscalculate the jump and fall to death.

What wonder is it that the motorman's nerves are all un-

strung and that he sometimes takes chances of an accident,

particularly when he is behind time and knows the value

of an instant's delay. He is perfectlj^ helpless. He can-

not punish the olTenders in any way, and at the least at-

tempt to interfere with the boys' sport by physical force,

he is haled before a magistrate by an indignant parent,

or the demand is made of the company that he be dis-

charged. What can be done to remedy such ingenuity of

torment—to prevent such fearful danger in sport? It is

hard to say, but it seems to us that one principle xmder-

lying a possible remedy would be to place in the hands of

the motorman some reserve power to keep mischievous

boys off the track within a certain distance ahead of the

car, and that the right to use such power should be granted

to a railroad company by the municipal authorities upon

the strong representation of the need for such action in the

protection of life. To use a homely illustration of what we
mean, which will serve, perhaps, as a suggestion to skillful

inventors, suppose the motorman should be provided with a

" squirt gun," throwing—perhaps by compressed air, par-

ticularly if air brakes are used—a small stream of water

to a distance of eight or ten feet ahead of the car. The
boys would soon learn to keep away from the cars inider

penalty of a slight wetting. Something certainly ought to

be done in this general direction. It is monstrous to mulct

a railway company in heavy damages for accidents utterly

impossible to avoid and due to the willful impishness of

children. We will gladly print any practical suggestions

looking to a cure for this evil.

Rapid Transit Plans in New York.

The proposed rapid transit line in New York City re-

ceived a decided set back last month t hrough a de-

cision of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of

the State, to which was referred the question of right of

way along the route in default of the consent of the abut-

ting property owners. As will be remembered, the city was

authorized eighteen months ago by a vote of the citizens,

taken in accordance with a preceding act of the legislature,

to i.ssue bonds to the amount of $50,000,000, and to com-

mence and complete the construction of the road. In case

the consent of the abutting property owners for a right of

way could not be secured, the Supreme Court could give

the neces.sary permit. The commissioners appointed by

the latter decided in favor of construction, but this per-

mission was reversed by the Court in the decision referred

to. The opinion handed down, in which all the judges

concurred, carefully reviewed the situation, and the right

to construct the road, on the plans laid out, was denied

mainly because, in the opinion of the Court, the road could

not be built and all contingent liabilities met for the sum
mentioned. According to the Con.stitution, the city cannot

be bonded to an amount greater than ten per cent of its

assessed valuation, and with the proposed issue, the debt

limit -would practically be reached, making the is.sue of

more bonds for the completion of the road or for other city

improvements impossible. The Court held that while the

engineers' estimates were that the road, as laid out, could

be completed for the sum voted, estimates of this kind are

always too low, and the chances are that after that amount

of money has been spent, and the property owners along

the road have been subjected to great inconvenience, the

work will have to be abandoned. The immediate out-

come of this decision (from which no appeal is possible) is

to stop, for the present in any event, all preliminary work

on an independent rapid transit system. The future policy

of the Rapid Transit Commission has not been outlined, but

it is possible that a new system, comprising either a viaduct

or deep tunnel route must be decided upon, if a rapid

transit railway is to be built. In the meantime, to accom-

modate the urgent calls for better transit, it .seems inevit-

able that rights be granted to the elevated railway system

to make the crosstown connections and the extensions it

has been anxious to build on the west side and along the

western water front. The needs of the city in the way of

rapid tran.sit are constantly being intensified by the growth

toward the north, and it seems impossible that any devel-

opment of the elevated railway system along its present

lines would fulfill the requirements for any length of time.

While inadequate for a rapid transit service, the proposed

elevated extensions will greatly benefit the city and will

not interfere in any way with true rapid transit, as with

the growth of the city there should be plenty of room for

both systems.

It is an interesting commentary upon American

methods of government that the execution of a project

authorized by the legislature and executive, approved bj'

popular vote and endorsed by leading citizens and engineers

should have been prevented by the Judiciary for economic

reasons alone. The fact, of which we have had other

examples, that we have a Judiciary capable of deciding

questions of expediency in opposition to the expressed

wishes of a majority of the people interested, is an impor-

tant one and constitutes one of the principal safeguards

possessed against hasty legislation, and speculative schemes

in defiance of the rights of the minority.

Another interesting feature of the decision was the

statement made that the city has no business to engage in

an enterprise of this kind the outcome of which is doubtful.

If it could have been proven that the road could have been

completed for the original estimate, and that the return to

the city for its investment would have been certain and

remunerative, a different conclusion might have been

reached. But in any engineering enterprise, both first cost

and future income are uncertain, and it is this factor which

capitalists accept when undertaking a project. The risk

of losing part or all of their investment, or of securing an

inadequate return upon it are among the risks which they

have to accept. If an enterprise should prove a failure,

no one will recompense them, but if successful a demand

will be made, especially if the enterprise is quasi public in

character, that the public should share the benefits. In

no branch of business is this probably more true than in

street railways. Street railway enterprises probably return

an exceedingly small percentage of profit upon the total

capital invested, but where the undertaking happens to be

a paying one, the municipalities, forgetting the many un-

profitable lines and the chances taken by the original in-

vestors, demand that their profits should be reduced to the

plane of investments where there is no risk of either capi-

tal or interest.



The Correct Location of the Trolley Wire on
Curves.

By vS. L. Foster.

The trolley wire is not located directly over the cen-

ter of the track on curves, bnt inside the center line in

order to reduce to a minimum the friction between the

trolley wheel and the wire. Just why this is done and
how to ascertain the best location has not been as clearly

understood by constructors of roads as it should be, and
has led to wear on wheel and wire that might have been
avoided. The exact location depends on the radius of

curvature of the rail curve, the wheel base of the car, the

height of the trolley wire above the level of the rail, the

height of bottom of the trolley pole above the rail and
the length of the trolley pole.

In Fig. 2, intentionally drawn on an exaggerated scale

for the purpose of illustration, ABC represents a portion

of a plain curve along the center line of the track, points

D and G the centers of motion of the car. These points in

a double truck car are the centers of the trucks and in a

single truck car the centers of the axles. F is the center

of the car—the location of the trolley base—E F the pro-

jection of the trolley pole on the plane in which the trolley

curve lies, I F the trolley pole projection when the wire is

located at the center of the track, showing how the wear
takes place between wheel and wire on account of the

wire lying diagonally in the wheel. M F is the trolley

pole projection when the wire is properly located. M F is

seen to be a true tangent to the curve, X Y W, the curve
of proper location of trolley wire, when the wheel can pass

without causing any friction other than that of rolling.

M K represents the distance inside the center of the track

the wire should be located for least friction. R is the radius

of the track curve, radius of correctly located trolley

curve at the middle of the curve.

In triangle O F G O F='^0 G-— F G^ or

calling D G D and F G —
2

of=Jr^- [f r
In triangle O F M O M --=V^0 F---M F" or

calling M F, the projection of the trolley pole, P and substi-

tuting form ( I ) the value of O F

Ri= Jr2-[ 2 ]-P^ (2)

MK = R— Ri=R—^ R- —
I

—
I

P2 . , . . (3)

What is meant by and how to ascertain the length of the

projection of the trolley pole, P, is shown by Fig. 2.

Evidently P =Vl7— (4)

Substituting in (3) this value of P

M K = R — J R^ — [
-5

j
— -f H'^ (5 )

Now if a system of trolley roads has been laid out so

that the height of the trolley wire is the same on all curves.

and cars of the same wheel base^are always used, the part

of equation ( 5 )
(

—
{

~l~
— H^J is always the same

and may l)e expressed

r+L'^-H^]
and we get for our final equation

MK= R — Vr^— K (7)

All measurements have been in feet. To get results in

inches the formula should be

MK=i2 [R — VR'-— K] (8)

This gives the distance inside the center of the track curve
that the trolley should be located for about one-third of

the curve at the middle, decreasing to zero gradually
both ways to the ends b

Lei tl ..f Base of Trolley Tok-

FIG. 1. FIG. 2.

on the relative frequency of the different cars. Take,
for example, ordinary condititions in San Francisco and
using ( 6) and ( 8 ).

In the case of single truck cars exclusively D ( wheel
base) = 6.5, Iv (trolley pole) = 13, H (height of trolley

wheel above base) = 8.583, R (radius of rail curve) = 60.

Then by ( 6 ) K =
[

|^^^
)

'

+7^^ ^^^3^]= 105.894

Then by ( 8) MK,=12 [60—Ve©-— 105.894=10.68 or 10%
ins.

In the case of double truck cars exclusively D= 22

L= 13, H= 8.583, R= 6o.

Then by (6) K= 216.332, M K= 21.972 or 2i^fr ins.

If the double truck cars are run as regulars and the
single trucks only as extras the best location for the trolley

wire would be 22 ins. inside. If the reverse was the case,

10}^ ins. would be the place for it. If the car mileage was
equally divided between the two types of cars, the wire
would be most economically located midway between these
two points or 16

f'j.
ins. inside.

If the trolley wire is judiciously located and abnormal
speed is not permitted, there should be but little more
wear on the wire on curves than on the straight track.

Great accuracy on transition curves would prescribe
calculating the location of each car on a curve separately,
but the engineer seldom has time for this and the work
would probably prove too laborious for the average line

foreman.
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Light Railways in Great Britain.

By Alex. McCallum.

It is hardly possible to attach too much importance to

the action of the present British Government in the matter

of what are called light railways. The last Government
made a futile attempt to move in the subject, but the

Queen's present advisers, having the advantage of an

enormous majority behind them, promise to act with more
effect. The president and the secretary of the Board of

Trade recently inspected the light railway systems in

various countries on the continent of Europe. They re-

turned convinced that great good might be done to the

languishing industry of agriculture in England if a system

of light railways similar to those in Belgium could be en-

couraged. In prosecution of this view the Government
recently introduced a bill into Parliament to facilitate the

construction of such railways. It is well within the knowl-

edge of Americans that the great bar to the extension of

railways and tramways in the less densely populated dis-

tricts of England and Scotland has been the enormous ex-

pense of obtaining Parliamentary powers, and of track and
signal construction under the stringent requirements of

the Board of Trade. These requirements are necessary

and suitable enough in the case of steam lines doing a large

business, but the universality hitherto of their application

has simply smothered enterprise in very many districts.

In the United States there have been no such univer-

sally applied regulations, and suburban and rural steam and
electric railways of a comparatively cheap type of construc-

tion are plentiful. I^fforts are now being made in certain

states to extend the electric railways into the purely agri-

cultural districts which are at present unserved. But to do

this in England requires a special Act of Parliament, and
hence the necessity for the present Eight Railways Bill.

This measure at one sweep abolishes, so far as these lines

are concerned, the whole costly machinery of application

to Parliament for powers to construct, and also abrogates

many of the existing railway Acts relating to safety, sig-

naling, stations, continuous brakes, etc. The heavy type

of track construction hitherto compulsory will not be in-

sisted upon. A Eight Railway Commission is to be estab-

lished and to it application has to be made for orders author-

izing light railways. The applicants may be county or

borough councils, individuals, corporations, or companies.

The councils may undertake themselves to construct and
work or may contract for the construction or working.

They may also advance to a light railway company either

by way of loan or as part of the share capital of the com-
pany any amount authorized by the order. The Treasury
may also agree to make an advance to the company by
lending it any sum not exceeding one quarter of the total

amount required. In circumstances where the railway

would not pay, but where it is found that it is for the bene-

fit of the district and where an existing railway company
will agree to construct and work the line, the Treasury
may make special advances as free grants. In such cases

however the land owners must give the land gratis. The
total amount advanced by the Treasury is not at any time

to exceed 1,000,000.

The Commissioners are only to grant an order after

hearing all parties and satisfying themselves that certain

reasonable requirements have been fulfilled. The order

will then be submitted to the Board of Trade for confirma-

tion, and after confirmation it has the same effect as an Act
of Parliament. It can incorporate a company, give powers
for construction and working, and provide for all other de-

tails. The present law as to ordinary steam railways re-

mains unaltered. The bill applies to Scotland as well as to

England, but Ireland will be dealt with under a separate

measure.
While these are the bare outlines of the legislative

proposal , it is interesting to note what some of the probable

results will be. Details as to individual lines are, of course,

at present more or less hazy, as the bill has not yet reached
the committee stage in Parliament when all the pros and

cons will be thrashed out. There seems to be no doubt
however that these light railways will, wherever practicable,

be run upon the high roads, but close in to one side. In
cases where they go across country it is anticipated that
the land owners will gladly give the land for nothing. In-

deed it is in their interest to do so. In very many in-

stances the carriage of agricultural produce to market and
of farmers' necessities from the towns will form the greater
part of the traffic. Junctions will be made with existing
steam railways and probably many of the great companies
will gladly undertake the working of the new lines. For
this reason standard gauge ought to be adopted so as to

avoid the necessity of changing cars at junctions. Noth-
ing definite has yet been said as to the method of traction,

but it is probable that on routes where only a few trains

per day are required light steam locomotives will be em-
ployed, while on busier lines there ought to be a good field

for electric traction with the overhead wire.

Should this bill pass into law as there is every pros-

pect that it will, it will be interesting to see whether inter-

urban road tramway schemes, mainly or wholly designed
for passenger traffic, will be sanctioned under the bill with-

out the necessity of special Acts of Parliament. Should
this happy result be attained there ought to be a great

development of electric railways running between town
and town in a manner analogous to that which exists in the
United States. Some competition of the kind is urgently
needed to waken up the steam railway companies in many
localities where the local service given to the public is of a

very unsatisfactory character.

I have not the slightest doubt that whether the present

bill passes in the shape it now possesses or not, some such
legislation cannot be long delayed. The attention of the

people of England is being thoroughly roused, not only to

the great advances already made in the United States in

the matter of interurban and rural communication, but
aLso to the rapid progress of conservative European coun-
tries in the san:e direction. It is quite certain that they
will not allow existing legislation to bar the path of pro-

gress much longer. It is equally certain that, as soon as

light railways with electric traction come in the country
districts, we shall find their influence at work in the towns.

The reign of urban electric street railways will thus be
hastened.

Experiments With Automatic Mechanical
Stokers.*—

By J. M. WhiTham.

Stokers hi General.—The recognized advantages of mechanical
stoking are:

1. Adaptability to the burning of the cheapest grades of fuels.

2. A forty per cent labor saving in plants of 500 or more horse
power when provided with coal handling machinery.

3. Economy in combustion, even under forced firing, with
proper management.

4. Constancy and uniformity of furnace conditions, the fires

being clean at all times, and responding to sudden demands made
for power. This should result in prolonged life of boilers.

5. Smokelessness.
The disadvantages are:

1. High first cost, varying from I25 to %\o per square foot of
grate area.

2. High cost of repairs per annum, which, with some stokers,

is as much as I5 per square foot.

3. The dependence of the power plant upon the stoker engine's
workings.

4. Steam cost of running the stoker engine, which is from \ to

\ of I per cent of the steam generated. This is about I50 a year on
a ten hour basis for 1000 h. p. when fuel is $2 a ton.

5. Cost of steam used for a steam blast, or for driving a fan
blast, whenever either is used. This, for a steam blast, is from five

to eleven per cent of the steam generated by the boilers, and from
three to five per cent for a fan blast. This amounts to about |iooo
a year for a steam blast, and $500 a year in fuel for a fan blast, for

1000 h. p. plant on a ten hour basis, when fuel is |2 a ton.

6. Skill required in operating the stoker. Careless management
causes either loss of fuel in the ash, or loss due to poor combustion
when the coal is too soon burned out on the grate, thus permitting
cold air to freely pass through the ash.

*Abstract of paper presented at the St. I,ouis meeting (May, 1896) of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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7. The stoker is a machine subject to a severe service, and like
any other machine, wears out and requires constant attention.
This paper is intended to show the performances of the Wilkinson

stoker, and the use of steam in combustion; the operation of the
Coxe stoker using a graduated fan blast, and of the Babcock & Wil-
cox stoker under a strong natmal draft. The Coxe is designed for

use with buckwheat and rice grades of anthracite coal; the Wilkin-

F15. 2.

FIG. 1.—WILKINSON STOKER.

son stoker is adapted to both anthracite and bituminous coal,

while the Babcock & Wilcox stoker is used only with bituminous
coal.

THE WILKINSON STOKER.

General Description.—This stoker is shown in longitudinal sec-

tion in Fig i. It consists of hollow bars, set at an angle of about

25 degs. with the horizontal, with open ends The top of the bars

is stepped, and tuyere-shaped openings, about '4 in. 3 ins. , are pro-

vided in each riser.

The bars are carried at their ends on hollow boxes. The lower
box, or bearing bar, has finger grates, about fifteen inches long,

secured to its rear face. The bars are four inch centers, so that

practicall}' the air openings are restricted to the risers, already

noted. Adjacent bars move in opposite directions by a system of

toggles controlled b}- a compound spur gearing, which is driven by
the stoker engine.

The feeding is accomplished by the motion of the grates, no
feed roll or pusher being required. The wedge shaped gate, shown
at is removable, thus aiTording access to the grate when desired.

A small observation door is provided near each end of the hopper,
through which a slice bar may be passed to cut away any side wall
deposit.

Steam jets at the open upper end of each bar force into the fire

the air needed for combustion. There is one jet to each bar, having
an opening of about ^'j in. (.see B). This stoker is speciallj- well
adapted to the burning of small sizes of anthracite coal, and is also

used with bituminous coal.

Stoker Trials.—Six trials of this stoker with various anthracite
coals and various boilers, have their results summarized in the table on
p. 371. The results are all good and indicate that this stoker is

nearly as economical when working with forced as with gentle fires.

The range of the rate of combustion varied from 14.8 to 45.4 lbs. of

dry coal an hour per square foot of grate.

Effeets of Steam on Combustion.—Steam in passing through a
bed of burning coal nmst extingui.sli the fire or become decomposed.
The steam, in practice, acts upon the coal as in a gas producer,
and the combustion chamber is filled with burning gases. With
natural draft and anthracite coal the flame is seldom longer than
from eight inches to thirty-six inches, yet a steam blast will make a
flame forty feet long if permitted to do so. The effect of the steam,
then, is to gasify the coal. This results in a more uniform distriVni-

tion of the effective heating surface of the boiler, reduces local in-

jury, gives a more uniform expansion to the parts of the boiler, but is

apt, if not properly controlled, to cause a loss of heat in the stack.

Steam prevents the formation of clinkers, thus prolonging the
life of the bars and furnace linings.

Steam nsed by the Withinson Stokers.—While conducting trials

253, 254, 290, and 291 separate trials were made on an auxiliary
boiler .supplying the steam jets and the stoker engine. The ex-
haust from the stoker engine was condensed, .so that the amount
strictly chargeable to the jets would be known. In trial 253, when
burning Lykens Valley rice coal the boiler horse power used by
stoker engine was 1.42 and that by stoker jets was 73.21 making the

total per cent of power developed used to operate the
stoker 10. So.

In trial 254 air was suppled by a fan driven by
a small slide valve engine. The air was led to the
hollow posts carrying the front bearing bar or box,
from whence it entered the hollow grate bars and
passed into the fire. The open ends of the grate
bars were closed, the steam jets being removed. Clink-
er formation was prevented by turning the fan en-
gine's exhaust into the air conduit, and also by
bleeding so nmch live steam into the bars as was
necessary to jarotect them. Burning Lykens Valley
rice coal, we found that about the same percentage
of the .steam generated was required when running
with the fan as when using the .steam blast, while this

stoker can be pushed harder with the steam blast.

It is therefore evident from these and other tests

that this stoker i:ses from 7.S to 10.8 per cent of the
total steam geuerated, when the boiler is driven from
twelve to sixty per cent above its rating, providing

• the rate of combustion is from twenty to forty-five

pounds of dry buckwheat an hour per square foot of
grate. An inspection of the table shows that this

stoker is largely independent of the natural chim-
ney draught. A steam or fan blast develops its own
furnace draught (which is that useful for combustion ),

and the chimnej- draught is useful only in carrying the
gases away from the furnace. If the chimney draft
is inadequate for this light duty, then the blast

comes to the rescue and pushes the gases away. In
this latter case there is a positive pressure in the fur-

nace.
Summary Regardini:; the Willzitison .Stoker.— i.

Small grades of anthracite coal pack closely upon the
grate, and ofTer much resistance to the introduction
of the air supply. They require a strong blast.

2. With the same draft, natural or otherwise, the
rates of combustion and costs of small grades of an-
thracite coal are about as follows:

RELATIVE RATES OF COMBUSTION AND COSTS OF SMALL
SIZES OF ANTHRACITE COALS.

Grade.
Size of Coal

( round holes, punched plates

)

Relative
rates of

combustion
for same
draft.

RELATIVE COSTS.

At Mine.
On Cars,

Philadelphia.

Pea Through % in. and over in.

1« " " /8

100

85
70

100

57
37

100

72
61

Buckwheat..
Rice

3. A steam blast, in general, will use from five to eleven per
cent of the steam generated in the boiler. The Wilkinson stoker
blast is no exception.

4. The efficiency of the Wilkin.son steam blast is less than that

FIG. 2—COXE STOKER.

of the other forms of .steam blowers noticed in this paper; yet, for a
given combustion rate, no more steam is used, because this stoker
has a more perfect difi'usion of the air through the fire than is pos-
sible with flat grates, and can secure a good evaporation with less

air for dilution than any other sy.stem of burning coal known to the
writer.

5. Most anthracite coal of inferior sizes clinkers badly if the fire

is forced. Such clinkers freeze to the sides of the furnace and to
the grates. This is specially true for fan blasts. But the eiTect of a
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steam blast is to chill the grates and non-combustible material against
them, so that a clinker cannot form. The result is a prolonged life

of bars and furnace linings.

6. In plants subject to extreme fluctuations in power demands,
the bars of this stoker are subject to a severe service. When an in-

tensely active combustion has been required for a time and the de-

mand ceases, the steam jets are shut off and the fire is, as it were,
banked until the demand is resumed. In this case no air or steam,
practically speaking, is given to protect the bars, and the white-hot
coal against them may cause damage.

THE COXE STOKER.

General Deseription.—Fig. 2 is a longitudinal view of this

stoker. It consists of a traveling chain grate with a fire on its vipper

surface. The coal is fed by the motion of the grate at the front.

There are four blast compartments. A, B, C'and D, under the fire,

connected by dampers or registers, so that the intensity of the fan
blast may be varied in each compartment. Compartment A receives

a gentle blast to ignite the coal. The ignited coal receives a heavy
blast over compartment B, which burns out the volatile gases and
partially burns the fixed carbon. Over C the coal is nearly burned
out, while a gentle blast at I) reduces the fuel to ash.

The trials in the table on p. 371 were in one of two double deck
Babcock & Wilcox boilers, 375 h. p. each, equipped with the Coxe
stokers. The general dimensions were:

Size of bed of fire 7 ft. 3 ins. > 9 ft. 6 ins.

Grate area 68.9 sq. ft.

Air openings in grate 18.8 p. c.

Air openings, width in.

One 30-in. Sturdevant fan blower to each stoker.
One 7^ in. y 7 in., 390 r., 25 h. p. Westinghoiise .standard engine for two
stokers and two fans.

The sides of the furnace are protected by wrought iron water
backs, D shaped in cross section, along the flat of which the coal is

dragged and through which water circulates under a slight pressure.

On the trials the water was discharged into a tank and used as a
boiler feed. The extent of the heating of the water depends upon
the quantity .supplied.

Trials of Ihe Coxe Stoker.—These were conducted in accordance
with the methods advised by this societ}', on one boiler and one
.stoker.

The engine horse power used to run the stoker and its fan blast

varied with the manner of operat-

ing the stokers, but averaged about
10.8 h. p. This, for a Westing-
house engine 7 '2 ins. ^> 7 ins.,

must have called for about 20 boiler

h. p. In this event, the boiler de-
veloping about 500 h. p., fotir per
cent of the steam generated would
be charged to the Coxe stoker.

This is an expression of the
writer's best judgment, rather than
a statement of facts, as the stoker
engine was not indicated until

after the te.sts.

The table shows excellent re-

sults. Each test covers a double
column, the first part referring to

the boiler only and the other to

the boiler and water back com-
bined. Assuming the fotir per
cent, charge for operation to hold,

we must deduct it from the ap-

parent results to get the net re-

.sults. The results previously found
with the Wilkinson stoker, trial

No. 290 (next page), will now be
compared with the Coxe stoker,

trial No. 332, sheet No. 4, both re-

ferring to a 375 h. p. Babcock &
Wilcox boiler, using P. & R. C.

& I. Co.'s buckwheat coal, the
boilers being run in each instance
to secure best economy, i. e., to de-
velop near their rated power. This
comparison is made in the table
in the next column.

This table shows that there is

no practical difference between
the net economic results obtained
with either form of stoker, when
operated so as to develop about
the rated power of the boiler. The
Coxe developed the greatest capacity, as seen by comparing trial

333, .sheet No. 4, with trial 291, sheet No. i, because it had much
advantage in the extent of grate area.

Suiinnary Regarding the Coxe Stoker.— i. The stoker engine
and fan blast use about four per cent of the steam generated in the
boilers.

2. There was no clinker formed during the trial, as the coal was
what is known as " white ash." It is proliable that the clinkering
would not be serious with even Lykens Valley coal.

3. The fires resembled a puddling furnace. The furnace tem-
peratures must have been nearly 2800 degs. F. over the two cen-
tral blast compartments. Analyses of the flue gases proved that the
combustion was good.

4. A mo.st annoying and peculiar deposit of ash, etc., rapidly
collected against the water tubes, due to the intensity of the blast in
the two central compartments of Fig. 2. This deposit is not readily

COMPARISON OF NET RESULTS OP ECONOMY TRIALS MADE WITH THE COXE
AND WILKINSON STOKERS.

COXE STOKER, TRIAL 332.

WILKINSON
ITEMS. STOKER,

Water back Water back TRIAL 290.
neglected. included.

Per cent, of ash in coal
Moisture in coal, per cent
Pounds dry coal burned per hr., per

sq. ft. of grate
Total furnace draught, in. of water...
Total draft, in. of water
Boiler h. p. developed, per boiler
Boiler h, p. available, per boiler
Corrected evaporation, from and at

212° F., per lb. of dry coal, pounds.
Corrected evaporation, from and at

212° F., per lb., of combustible,
pounds

Pounds of dry coal an hour per avail-
able boiler h. p. developed

Pounds of combu.stible per hour per
available boiler h. p. developed....

Ratio of heating to grate surface

17.2 19-5

0.7 4-5

19.8 32-5

0.34 0.90

0-37 1.08

370.4 378.0 420.2
355-6 36^-9 387-3

8.87 9.17 9.12

10.72 I r.07 11.32

3-84 3-76 3-78

3.18 3-II 3-05
61.3 93 9

removed by a steam blast, but comes off with ease when scraped.
The particles clinging to the tubes appear to have been fused. They
much resemble the formations observed on boilers burning blast fur-

nace gases.

5. The water box furnace lining is an advantage when used in

connection with an open feedwater heater, like the Webster,
Hoppes, etc. Too much water for boiler feed purposes was circu-

lated on the test. If a water box is a necessity (the writer thinks it

is not ), it should be made strong enough to stand the boiler pressure
and to receive the feedwater just before it enters the boiler. In this

event pipes should be provided for an induced circulation when not
feeding the boiler.

FIG. 3.—BABCOCK & WILCOX STOKER.

6. The stoker will quickly respond to sudden fluctuations in

power demands.
7. The economic results obtained on the trials were good.

8. Crowding the fires produces but little reduction in the

economy.
9. About three-fourths as much capacity can be developed with

rice as with buckwheat coal, under like conditions, with this

stoker.

10. More than ordinary care and skill is required in operating

this stoker, on account of the graduated air blast used. This is

specially true for a plant receiving mixed coal, i. e., buckwheat coal

from different mines, or from different levels from one mine. Any
inattention may result in too much or too little air being supplied
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over the last two, i. e., the burning down and burning out compart-
ments, or 6" and D of Fig. 2.

BABCOCK & WILCOX STOKER.

General Descrip/ioii.—I^ike the Coxe, this stoker is of the chain
grate type. It is useful only for burning bituminous coal. It

differs from the Coxe in many constructive features (see Fig. 3).
As used on the tests below in the table, the Babcock & Wil-

cox stoker had an active grate 78 ins. X '"^4 ins., with twenty-one per
cent air openings for the boilers described in the sheet. The ratio

of heating to grate surface was 60.6 for the trials 330 and 331.
The fires were carried 5 '2 ins. thick in front. The speed of the
grate varied from ins. to 27% ins. per minute. Only natural
draught was employed, and that was indifferent on trials 330 and
331-

2. Each stoker gives ideal economic results when properly

handled.

3. Stoker engines use from one-fifth to two-fifths of one per

cent of the steam generated.

4. Fan blasts use from three to five per cent of the steam gen-
erated.

5. Steam blasts use from five to eleven per cent of the steam
generated.

6. A defect, common to each of the stokers named in this paper,

is a too scanty air space in the grate.

7. Neither stoker will develop as much capacity as will hand
firing with stationary' grates, having the same draught and coal con-

ditions. vStokers however are not onl}- more constant in the power
developed than is a hand fired grate, but are more responsive to

fluctuations in the power demands. The stoker is always in the

TABI^E.

WILKINSON STOKER. COXE STOKER. BABC'K&WILC'X
STOKER.

Trials madi! for.

No. of boiler trial.

DhHCHsio)/^ and piopin liinn

Type of boiler

2. Number in ii.se

3. Total water-heating .surface per boiler....

4. Grate surface per boiler

.S. Area'of stack
6. Height of stack above dead plate
7. Steam pressure in boiler by gauge
8. E'orce of chimney draught, in inches of

water
9. Sum of blast ami vacuum, or total

draught
10. Dry coal actually burned jier sq. ft. of

grate .surface per hour
12. Water evaporated from and at 212° F. per

hour per .sq. ft. of grate surface
13. Water evaporated from an at 212° F. per

hour per sq. ft. of water-heating sur-
face

14. Per cent, developed ( -f- ) above or below
(— ) rating

15. Dry coal burned per hour per boiler h. p.
developed

Kind of coal used.

Sq. ft.

Ft.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Per cent.

Lbs.

Atlantic
Oil Rekinerv,
Philadelphia.

Test
254

Test
253

f Double Deck |

\ Hor. Tubular, j"

4
1,286

24
28. ,3

lOI

0.30

0.88

14.8

147-5

2- 75

—4.1

3-45

98.7

0.40

1.64

27.0

248.4

4-63

+61.4

3-75

f

I

Lvkens Valley
,

J ' Rice Coal, 1

( Anthraeite. [

Marshall
Bros.' Rolling

Mills,
Philadelphia.

Test
298

Test
337

National.

3.850
62

9.62

115

4-79

+52.6

3-71

Nanti-
coke
Buck-
wheat.

3.850
62

19.42

115
102.

1

0.75

1-23

26.3

251.10

4.04

+27.4

3-64

Shamo-
kin
Buck-
wheat.

Philadelphia
Traction Co.

Test
290

Test
291

Double Deck
Babcock & Wilcox.

4.225

45

Mechanical Dra't.

130.4 129.9

0.60

32.5

322.1

3-43

— 12.0

348

45-4

424.1

4-51

+47-5

3-69

R. C. & I. Co.'s
Buckwheat.

Philadelphia
Traction Co.

Te.st

332

Test
333

Doulile Deck
Babcock & Wilcox,

4.225
68.9

Mechanical Dra't.
131-5 132.6

—0.13 —0.40

—0-37 —0.83

19-32 32.9

185.5 293-6

3-03 3-77

—1-3 -r55-o

3.68 3-98

P. &R.C. it I. Co.'
Anthracite.

Warren Paper
M'T.T.S

Cumberland.

Test
330

Test
331

Babcock & Wilco.x.

I
I

I

2,75s

45-5

133
87

0.41

18.4

196.8

3-25

8.1

3-23

133
87

23-9

264.0

4-36

45-1

3-13

Columbian,
W. Va.

Stoker Trials.—The table above contains the results of two trials

made on this stoker, b}- Daniel Ashworth, of Pittsburgh, and the
writer. .The economic results are ideal.

The general items of interest were as follows:

Items. Test 330. Test 331. Test 27S.

Furnace draft, in inches of water, 0.26 0.34 0.61

Stack fine draught, in rear of boiler,
inches of water 0.41 0.31 1.16

Kind of bituminous coal burned "Columbian" "Columbian" Connellsville,
from W. Va. from W. Va. Pa., slack.

Pounds of dry coal burned an hour
per square foot of grate 1S.4 23.9 33.2

Per cent of ash and refuse in coal 9.24 9.70 10.16
Temperature of gases in flue in rear

of boiler, degrees F 365 3.S9 538
Square foot of heating .surface to

one developed horse power 10.61 7.95 5.94
Commercial result, or pounds of dry

coal burned an hour per boiler
horse power developed. 3.23 3.13 3.22

Slunmary Regarding- the Babcock & Wilcox Stoker.— i. This
stoker is smokeless when run as in the tests. It did not form a
clinker, nor require the use of a firing tool.

2. It readily responds to fluctuating boiler demands, where the
stack draught is good.

3. It, like tlie other stokers named in this paper, reqtiires a
strong draught, either natural, induced, or forced. The air open-
ings in the grate are but one-half of the extent usually found with
stationary grates, hence a stronger draught is required than with
hand firing.

4. A remarkable feature of the te.sts is that the boiler develops
almost ideal economy when forced to develop an evaporative horse
power on six square feet of heating surface. This is never realized

with hand firing. The writer's experience is that when a boiler,

rated on ten to twelve square feet to the horse power, is forced to
develop a horse power on less than 8.5 sq. ft. of heating surface, the
economy rapidly drops.

5. No charge can be made against this stoker for steam used,
other than from one-fifth to two-fifths of one per cent for driving
the stoker engine.

GENERAL SUMMARY.

I. Each stoker seems well adapted to the conditions for which it

was designed.

condition that a hand worked fire is in just after its cleaning, i. e.,

always clean and " ready for a pull."

Ascending Grades by Electric Force.

By S. L. Foster.

The problem of climbing grades by devices other than the cable
has been approached very cautiously by street railway men. In the
old days of horse cars a six per cent climb called for an extra or
" hill " horse and sometimes for the interference of the Humane So-
ciety. With the advent of electricity the problem was made easier,
but was still hindered by the fact that early street railway motons
were designed of too .small capacity. Steam road practice also in-
fluenced the early constructors a good deal and the maxinuim safe
attainable grade was considered to be somewhere about six or eight
per cent.

In 1892 railway men and motor builders began to realize that
heavier motors were needed; the forerunner of the latest series par-
allel controller appeared on the scene and the cost per car mile was
brought down to a more reasonable point. These powerful motors
rendered feasible grades that it would have been unwise to operate
with the old equipments. The toothed armature cores, instead of
smooth cores, and the protected field spools reduced the item of
inotor repairs, and a large amount of power formerly wasted at start-
ing was saved by the new controllers.

San Francisco has had her round of experience with electric
traction on grades, from the fifteen horse power motors with rheo-
static control on eleven per cent grades to the late.st twenty-five and
thirty horse power motors with series paralled controllers on 14
per cent grades. Roads were thus equipped where franchises in-
cluded a few steep grades with nuich level track. The only two sy.s-
tems of traction available were cable and electricity. The light
traflSc and numerous curves rendered the expense of the cable con-
struction prohibitive and either electricity had to be tried or the line
abandoned.

*Read at the first annual meeting of the California Street Railwav Associa-
tion, Apr. 21, 1896.

'
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In order to climb these unusual grades two twenty-five horse
power motors on each single truck car were decided to be necessary.
These twenty-five horse power motors are far in excess of what is re-

quired to propel the cars on the level, and we thus see already that

some of the penalties for operating electric cars on heavy grades are

the necessity of transporting heavier motors than are needed on the
level, the attendant lower average car efficiency and the increased
rail joint abuse.

It is hardly necessary to note that single truck cars have been
found to be better than double truck cars for heavy grade work as

in the former the motors are given the benefit of all the adhesion
the weight of the car can give, while in the latter some of this

weight is supported hy the four wheels that do not act as drivers for

the car. It, of course, requires more power to propel a car over a

steep grade than over the same distance on the level. By power is

meant the product of the force by the time. It not only requires
more force in the form of amperes multiplied by the volts, but this

force has to be exerted for a longer time to cover the same distance
on a grade.

There is however a misconception in some minds as to the power
that is really required by an electric car on a grade. The formula
used in determining the force required to propel a vehicle shows that
when on a grade this force increases rapidly with the grade when
the speed remains the same. But the speed of an electric car does
not remain the same on a grade as on the level. The motors are
only capable of a certain effort and as on a grade the car not only
has to be advanced horizontally, but also raised vertically at the same
time, the work to be done is increased and the car speed decreases
until it is within the power of the motors.

Diagram Fig. i shows how the speed decreases and the power
consumed increases from the level to a 14.54 P^r cent grade under

whole line being cut out in order to assure current for more impor-
tant lines.

From the standpoint of the investor, the series notch is prefer-

able, as when cars are run up the grades with the motor in multiple
the system must be not only equipped with boilers, engines,
generators and feed wire, of double the capacity that would be re-

quired if the series method of running the motors were used, but this

double capacity must be running and ready at all times, as it is not
a case of a load coming on at 7 a. m. and 5 P. M., but it appears at

regular intervals through the day and must be provided for.

From the standpoint of the watts per car mile or the coal pile

however the multiple notch is found to be slightly cheaper. On
grades over six per cent under ordinary conditions, single truck cars

equipped with two twenty-five horse power motors were found to

require, when the motors were run in multiple, from nothing to four-

teen per cent less expenditure of power than when the motors were
run in series.

The current will be more when in multiple, but the time will be
less than in an inverse ratio to the current or, what is the same, the
speed will be more than in a direct ratio to the current. For exam-
ple, on a given grade two times the current is absorbed and 2.6 times
the speed is attained. Thus the power is less at the multiple notch.
This saving however is not worthy of consideration, as it is undoubt-
edly more than counterbalanced by the loss at the generators, due
to inefficient running at under load most of the time. This saving
on a ^4^4 per cent grade amounts to i k. w. hours per mile of

grade run.
In other words, as roads are usually built with but few and

short heavy grades and the rest of the lines more nearly level, the
use of the multiple notch involves a slight .saving for a few moments
of each trip and a waste in the form of interest of money and unnec-

practically constant voltage. The dotted line shows how the power
would have been expected to increase had the speed remained the
same.

Another feature of grade climbing—the freedom from wagon in-

terference is often overlooked. On a road where heavy grades pre-
vail very little wagon traffic is met and the slow running and fre-

quent stops and starts .so prevalent on a level line and so wasteful of
power are absent. When a car starts up a grade it has an uninter-
rupted run to the end and its short pieces of level track are usually
clear. The result of these compensations is that the average amount
of electrical energy absorbed on 1000 car miles covering seven con-
secutive davs on a level city line is but fiftv per cent less than the
average on 1000 car miles on a cit}' line in which several ten and
twelve per cent grades exist. The level line is 24,000 ft. long
where there is a total rise of but 142 ft. and the other was 16,000 ft.

long and comprises two hills. The line rises 186 ft. to the top of
the first hill, descends 92 ft. and rises to the second hill top 143 ft.

The same style of cars and motors was used in both cases.

When the new series parallel controllers came out instructions
were given to use only the series notch on heavy grades as it was
more econonncal to run the motors in .series than in nmltiple. Let
us see what the basis of this advice was and its value. On grades
over six per cent about two times as much current is used and over
twice the speed is attained by the car wlien the motors are run in
multiple as when run in series. This excessive flow of current causes
an increase in sparking at the brushes, sends the armatures to have
the commutators turned .sooner and the greater speed on the grade
wears the bearings and gearings more rapidly. From the standpoint
of the repair shop, the series combination is thus seen to be the
cheaper.

From the standpoint of the power house engineer, too, it is

better for cars to be run up hill on the series notch as the power
plant can handle twice as many cars that are running on the series
notch as if the cars ran on the multiple notch. The lines containing
heavy grades are the bugbear of the engineer on account of the ab-
normal fluctations in load due to the cars climbing the grades on the
multiple notch. Where the plant is nearly loaded, this sudden oc-
casional call for four times the normal current often results in the

essary coal burned for inefficient generators for the rest of the

time.
On the line where mo.stof the tests were made the saving was for

6.2 percent, and the waste for 93. 8 per cent of the running time.

The series notch is thus seen to be the more economical. Ordinary
mechanical reasoning teaches us that the amount of power required

to propel a car up a grade is independent of the .speed. If the speed

is slow the force required is less, but the time during which it is

exerted is longer. If the speed is rapid the force is greater and the

time less, .so that the result is the same in either case. The explana-

tion of this disagreement between theory and the facts is found when
we consider the relative car efficiencies at the two notches. The
efficiency is higher at the multiple notch on a heavy grade because

the work done by the motors approaches more nearly their rated

capacity where their efficiency is a maximum.
This greater economy at the multiple notch held good under

the conditions of the tests made, only on grades above six per cent.

On about a six per cent grade the power consumed is the same at the

series as at the multiple combination, while on lesser grades and on
the level the series is the more economical notch at which to travel

a given distance. The tests were made under ordinary conditions of

load and voltage. Of course, every railroad manager nuist decide

according to his local conditions which is the larger, the value of

the coal saved by the use of the nuiltiple notch, or the extra expense

for repair work on armatures due to the quadrupled flow of current,

plus the interest on the additional station capacity rendered neces-

sary in order to safely handle the sudden heavy calls for current

made by the hilly lines, plus the interest on the extra amount of

feeder wire needed to keep up the voltage when from three to four

times the current usually used on the level is called for. There is

still another expense to set against the saving in coal and that is the

item of lamp breakage. If feeders of sufficient size are run to the

hilly portions of the line so as to hold up the voltage for the few
moments during which the cars are climbing at the multiple notch,

these feeders will be too large for the line the rest of the time when
the cars are not climbing, and the voltage will rise and as the lamjjs

will be running up over normal candle power most of the time, their

life will be shortened considerably.
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The question of requiring more cars when the series notch is

used on grades in order to secure the same headway will not come
up unless the line is run with no layover at the ends. On the line

tested comprising 33,000 ft. of single track and having five heavy
grades each way, i minutes only would be lost each one-half trip

by changing from the multiple to the series method of climbing
heavy grades or three minutes to be made up in fiftj', the time of a

round trip. Diagram Fig. 2 shows how the power curves for the
series and the multiple notches converge and diverge as the cargoes
from the level to a fourteen per cent grade.

It is frecpiently asked what the steepest grade is that can be as-

cended by an electric car, and the question is as often left unanswered
because the questioner can not state the exact coefficient of friction

between the car wheels and the rails.

It is easier and fully as much to the point to tell of what steep
grades have been climbed and to call attention to the fact that it is

not a question of how steep a grade can be climbed, but how steep
a one can be safely descended. In San Francisco cars are operated
successfull)' both ways on a 14.54 P- c. grade and on the Piedmont
road in Oakland on a 14 '4 p. c. grade up and down. In Seattle, Wash.

,

on Rainier Avenue, by the help of sand a single truck car climbed
a 16.85 P- c. grade 300 ft. long, but in this case it is not dared to allow
a car to descend without an outside check on its speed.

The problem of asceniling grades is a simple one for the motor-
man. He turns his controller handle and the motors do the work.
When a grade is to be descended however there is a demand made
for brains from the engineer of the car. There have been a few ac-

cidents on steep grades in vSau Francisco and in almost every case it

has been shown that the motorman become excited; that he failed

to do what he should have done, or worse in some cases, he did what
he should not have done. Flat wheels are made frequently while
descending grades and if the true cause were known, it would be
found in most cases to be due to the fact that the car was allowed to

FIG. 3.—CAR ON 25.54 PER CENT GRADE—SAN FRANCISCO.

attain an unsafe speed at the top of the grade before the brakes were
applied. If a car is brought to practically a dead stop at the top of
a grade and then let down the hill at about six or eight miles an
hour, the danger of a runaway or flattened wheels is very slight. If

the track is slippery sand can be used. Should the brake mechanism
fail now, or an unexpected obstruction call for a sudden stop, at the
low speed the motorman would be better prepared to make an emer-
gency stop before damage was done than if his car was running at

fifteen or twenty miles an hour when the trouble occurred.
That the exercise of due diligence on the part of the motorman

renders it perfectly safe to descend quite heav}' grades with electric

cars is shown by a consideration of the fourteen per cent grade on
Harrison Street from Third to Hawthorne. The wagon traffic on
Third Street at the foot of the hill is the heaviest in the city and yet
cars have been descending this steep grade 600 ft. long for four years
without an accident.

Some motorman have devised a method wherebj' they can come
down heavy grades rapidly, have the brakes on fairly hard and yet
not slide the wheels. This result is produced by putting the con-
troller on the series notch while the brakes are set. The maxinmm
braking effect has been found as the result of an elaborate series of
tests made by European engineers, to be produced by applying the
brake shoes at a pressure just under the skidding point. In case the
wheels slide, the brake shoes should be released at once, the wheels
allowed to revolve and be then gripped again. The motormen re-

ferred to have found that by the use of the motors, they can hold
the car braked at that point of maximum retardation just short of
skidding and can keep the car wheels free from .slipping, while
maintaining a higher rate of speed than is possible when not using
current in conjunction with the brakes. The idea of using power
while descending grades however is ju.st the reverse of what all

street railway men have been seeking to realize, namely, how to re-

cover, while descending, some of the power consumed while rti-cend-

ing. It also seems most dangerous for motormen to get into the
habit of using current while descending a grade, lest in case an emer-
gency arise, they continue to advance the controller instead of
throwing it back to " off" before revensing. When at the series
notch it is impossible to reverse the motors. The controller handle
must first be thrown to "off." If the controller is on, it necessi-

tates one more operation before the car can be stopped, and in an
emergency the time occupied for this extra move is extremely valuable

It can perhaps be plausibly argued that a car can be stopped
more quickly by causing sliding wheels to rotate than by leaving
them sliding, from a consideration of the tests mentioned above.
Here it was found that the pull per ton required to tow a car with
the brakes set decreased from forty-two pounds to five pounds as

soon as the wheels slipped. Conversely it might be claimed that if

the wheels were turned when slipping the car speed would be
checked. It would be a good deal cheaper however to make these
wheels turn by slacking off the brakes than by trying to do it by us-

ing current.

The problem of ascending grades where electricity forms only a
portion of the power required for the work is solved in this locality

in three typical ways—at Mt. Lowe near Pasadena, Cal. , in San
Francisco on the Fillmore Street grade and on Rainier Avenue in

vSeattle, Wash.
At Mt. Lowe two cars are permanently attached at opposite ends

of a cable that passes around a winding drimi in the power house at

the top of the grade. The force of gravity on the descending car

aids the ascending car in its ascent. The track con.struction is three

rail with a turnout at the center of the route where the cars pass
each other. The system is controlled entirely from the power house
above. A positive difference in loads is made up by a stationary

electric motor actuating the winder, and a negative difference is

offset by a brake on this winder. Here grades as high as sixty-

eight per cent are surmounted. It is really however more like a
mining proposition than a street railroad one.

On Fillmore vStreet, in San Francisco, we have a practical

double track street railroad proposition. The descending car assists

the ascending car on the same principle as at Mt. Lowe. The posi-

tive difference between the loads of the two cars and the friction of

the gearing, cable, etc., is made up by the use of the motors on one
car; any negative difference being controlled by a band brake on the
tail sheave on the hill top. When each of the two cars ends its rp-
ward or downward course, it is quickly released from the cable and
proceeds on its trip. The grade here is 25.54 per cent and about
twenty-five horse power is used to work the whole mechanism in-

cluding both cars. In this case two cars—one descending and one
ascending—are essential for the working ol the device.

At Seattle the line is single track while under it is a second track
in a conduit. The passenger car runs above and a load of pig iron
as a counterbalance below. A descending car pulls the car of iron
up to the top of tlie hill on to a bit of level track where it stands.

The next ascending car by starting up and pulling on the cable,

which is endless, starts this counterbalance car down and receives
assistance from its descent in climbing the seventeen per cent grade.

Here one car only is needed at a time, but it must be always go-
ing in the right direction.

I/ong Distance Transmission of Electric Power,*

By T. a. W. Shock.

The Sacramento Electric Power & Light Company was the
pioneer of the world to transmit power in large units over a long
distance. Thirty years ago the idea of building a dam across the
American River for irrigating and power purposes was thought of by
H. G. Livermore, the father of H. P. Livermore, the present general
manager. The work has been continued under Albert Gallatin and
H. P. Livermore, and to-day at Folsom may be seen one of the most
extensive hydraulic works in the world. The dam contains 37,000
cu. yds. of masonrv. It is fitted with a shutter operated by five

hj^draulic rams, and when shutter is raised reservoir back of the
dam is formed holding 13,000,000 cu. yds. of water; thrust of
dam, 191 1 tons; stability, 7979 tons. A canal 50 ft. 40 ft. )< 8 ft.

conducts the water from the dam to the power house, distance 1^4
miles.

The power house is a substantial brick structure, built on granite
foundations, and contains four 1200 h. p., horizontal McCormick
turbines, coupled direct each to a G. E. 750 k. w. , three
phase generator. The generators are excited by 30 k. w., 500 volt
multipolar generators which are direct coupled to their individual
wheels. The Faisch & Piccard water governor is used, and on a
test regulated within four per cent from no load to full load. The
generators at full speed of 300 revolutions run at a pressure of 800
volts, which is raised to 11,000 volts through .step-up transformers.
There are nine .step-up transformers in the .station, of 560 k. w. capac-
ity each.

The power is transmitted to Sacramento over two pole lines.

The poles are forty foot, round Washington cedar set six feet in the
ground, and a large standard General Electric porcelain insulator is

used, which has a factory test of 30,000 volts before shipping. Each
pole line has six wires, and each set of three wires has a capacity
of 1000 h. p. The necessity of a double line has often been demon-
strated, as the service during the twenty-four hours cannot be in-
terrupted. By means of switches at Folsom and Sacramento the
power can be thrown to any line or any set of transformers, so that
in any event an interruption to the service can only be a matter of a
few seconds. The line has .stood the severe gales of the past winter,
only a few minor repairs having to be made.

At the substation in Sacramento the current is transformed
down through step-down transformers of 125 k. w. and 40 k. w. ca-

*Read at the first annual meeting of the California Street Railway Association,
Apr. 21, 1896.
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pacity to looo, 500, 230 and 1
1 5 volts for power and incandescent

lighting.

In this station are three 325 h. p. synchronizing motors, which
are coujaled by means of friction clutches to a countershaft, to

which are belted one M. P. 200, an M. P. 90 and two Edison 80 k. w.
500 volt generators for operating twenty miles of street railway
owned by the companj' and four small 500 volt motors. To this

countershaft are also belted three 100 light Brush arc machines and
two 125 light machines of the same type for city and commercial
lighting. The company has in operation 234 city lights, 117 com-
mercial arcs and 3000 incandescent lights, 150 h. p. in small direct

current motors and 100 h. p. in small three phase induction motors,
also operating twenty-two regular cars on its street car system.
Electrical machinery is now being placed in the Buffalo brewery.
Phoenix mills and other institutions, and recently a contract was
closed with the Southern Pacific Company for electric power for its

shops. The plant both at Folsom and vSacramento is duplicated
throughout, thus avoiding any possibility of a shutdown.

The low tension distribution is laid out on the standard four wire
" Y " s3-stem, the three wires of the three phase and neutral system
for incandescent lighting and small motor work. Motors can be
operated successfully on this system without any apparent change
of voltage to the lamps. In addition to the low tension distribution

for incandescent lighting a 1000 volt line is run, stepping down to

104 volts at the transformer for residence lighting and outside
motor work.

The plant commenced operation July 16, 1895, and has been
operating constantly ever since. This proposition is the pioneer for
similar propositions in this state, which are now being installed,

and prove to the world that it is a success electrically and financially.

To commemorate the coming in of electric power an electric carni-

val was given on the night of Sept. 9, 1895, which in splendor could
not be beaten the world over. Ten thousand incandescent lights,

in the form of circles, towers, Maypole and signs, were burning on
that night, and those who saw it will have the satisfaction of know-
ing that they were able to see one of the grandest exhibitions of the
nineteenth century.

Another achievement in the electrical field, and which is coin-
cident to the entrance of electrical power, is the successful operation
of a long distance telephone over a pole line carrying lu.ooo volts.

A test of the power plant showed ninety-seven per cent efficiency
of tranforniers, ninety per cent in the line, and the water wheels
eighty per cent. All the machinerj' has come up to guarantees and
in the case of transformers and generators have exceeded the guar-
antees one and two per cent.

The Effect of Relarders in Fire Tubes of
Steam Boilers.*

By Jay M. Whitham.

The trials were conducted on a one hundred horse power hori-

zontal tubular boiler at the Sutherland Avenue station of the Phila-

delphia Traction Company, Philadelphia. The purpose of the trials

was to ascertain under what conditions, if any, retarders in the fire

tubes would add to the efficiency of the boiler.

Abstract of paper presented at the St. I.ouis meeting (May, 1896, ) of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

DIMENSIONS AND PROPORTIONS OF BOII,ER AND SETTING.
Boiler shell 60 ins. X 20 ft.

Tubes (44) 4 ins. X 20 ft.

Grates—stationary, herring-bone pattern, air openings ^ in. wide,
or 46 p. c. of grate.

Grate 5 ft. 4 ins. X 5 ft.

Grate surface 26.7 sq. ft.

Water heating surface 1,137 sq. ft.

Boiler rated at 100 h. p.
Ratio of heating surface to grate area 42.6 to i.

Steam drying surface in top of shell 150 sq. ft.

Liberating surface in boiler 83.3 sq. ft.

Distance from grate to under side of boiler shell 18 ins.
" " top of bridge wall to under side of boiler shell . 10 ins.

Boiler set with a return pass over the top.

Ten of such boilers are connected to a brick stack 10 ft. diameter
by 175 ft. high. During the tests from four to seven of these boilers
were run in connection with the boiler tested. On certain tests re-

tarders were ussd in the tubes. These were made of loosely fitting

strips of No. 10 sheet iron, running the whole length of the tubes,
and twisted to a pitch of ten feet, or making two entire convolutions
in the length of the tube.

The accompanying table gives the principal results secured from
seventeen tests:

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Retarders in fire tubes of a boiler interpose a resistance vary
ing with the rate of combustion.

2. Retarders result in reducing the temperature of the waste
gases, and in increasing the effectiveness of the heating surface of
the tubes.

3. Retarders show an economic advantage when the boiler is

pushed, varying in the tests from three to eighteen per cent.

4. Retarders should not be used when boilers are run very
gently, and when the stack draught is small.

5. It is probable that retarders can be used with advantage in
plants using a fan or steam blast under the fire, or a strong natural
or induced chimney draught, when burning either anthracite or bi-

tuminous coals.

6. Retarders may often prove to be as economical as are econo-
mizers, and will not, in general, interpose as much resistance to"the
draught.

7. Retarders can be used only with fire tubular boilers.

8. The economic results obtained on the boiler tested are ideal,

showing that it was clean, the coal good in quality, and the firing

skillful.

With retarders the tubes are more effectively cleaned than with-
out their use.

9. The tests prove that the marine practice of using retarders is

good, and that the claim, often advanced, that they show from five

to ten per cent advantage, holds, whenever the boiler plant is pushed
and the draught is strong.

Conversion of Cable Lines to Electric in
Pittsburgh.

One of the conditions of the lease recently made by the Citizens'

Traction Company is that the Fort Pitt Company will, prior to

Nov. I, 1897, completely reconstruct the present cable lines of the
Citizens' Company with the most improved electric system and equip
them by electricity.

TABLE.

Condensed table showing principal results of a series of trials on a 100 h. p. horizontal tubular boiler, run at various capacities, burning
Mine," Clearfield Co., Pa., run-of-mine bituminous coal, to determine the value of retarders in the tubes.

' Henrietta

H. P.

deyel-
oped.

With or
without
retarders
in tubes.

Draught in Inches at

Furuace.
Front
connec-
tion.

Boiler
damper.

5^-4 Without 0,07 0.12 0. 16

52-4 With 0.07 0.12 0.15

74.6 Without 0.21

77-3 With 0:1^ 0.28

99-7 Without 0-33
104.2 With o.ll oi? 0.31

125.3 Without 0.19 0.31 0.36

127-5 With 0.20 0.32 0.38

150.0 Without 0.24 0.37 0.42
148.6 With 023 0.43 0-49

169.6 Without 0.25 0.42 0.51

169.

1

With 0.24 0-47 0,53

199.7 Without 0.36 0-57 0.65

197-3 With 0,24 0.63 0.71

217.4 1 Without 0.30 0-54 0.62
226.1

1
With 0-34 0.78 0.86

239 1
Without 0.32 0.64 0.67

Temper-
ature of
waste
gases,
°F.

Moisture
in steam,
part of
one per
cent.

Pounds of Water
evaporated from and

at 212 °f. per lb.

Of dry Of combus-
coal. tible.

10.43 11.38

10.44 11-43
371 0.34
351 0.21

Saving of i

414
I

0.45
361 I

0.12 ,
,

Saving of fuel by use of retarders, 0.0 per cent.

444
I

0.00 I 10.58
I

11.29

412
I 0.95 I 10.92 I

11.56
Saving of fuel by use of retarders, 3.2 per cent.

470
I

o. ID
I

10.44
I

10-99

424 I 0.59 I 10.86
I

11.53
Saving of fuel by use of retarders, 4.0 per cent.

455
I

'6.19
'

10.70
10.72 11-57

10.65
11.00

11.20

11.60

Saving of fuel by use of retarders, 3.3 per cent.
506

47

0.20
O.II

10.71

11.09

11.27

11-53
Saving of fuel by use of retarders, 3.6 per cent

526

490
0.33

0-45

10.26 10.76

11.30
Saving of fuel by use of retarders, 4.1 per cent.

551 I 0.24 I 9.84
I

10.29

523 I
0.00 I 10.69

I
II. 19

Saving of fuel by use of retarders, 8.6 per cent.

646 _ I
0.12

I 9.03 I 9.43
Saving of fuel by use of retarders, comparing tests 355 and 381,18,4 per cent

Per cent,
of ash in
dry coal

Lbs. of
dry coal
burned
an hour
per h.p.

dev'l'p'd.

Lbs. of
water 212
°F. per
sq. ft. of
heating
surface.

Lbs. of
dry coal
burned
an hour
per sq. ft.

of grate.

Sq. ft. of
heating
surface
to one
h. p.

dev'l'p'd.

8-33 3-30 1-59 6-49 21.70

8.72 3-30 1-59 6.49 21.70

6.04 3-21
1

2.25 8.89 15.24

7.42 3-21
1

2.34 9-33 1
14-71

1

6.15 3-25 3-03 12.13 11-37

1
5-55 3-15 3.16 12.30 10.91

1 4-93 1
3-30

1
3-80

1
16.35 9-09

1
5-81

1
3-18

1
3-87

1

15-18 8.92

1
4-93 3-24 4-55 19.20 7-58

1
5-o6 3-14 4-51 17-45 7-65

1

4-96 3.22 5-25 20.87 6.70

1 S.76 3-II 5-13 19-73 6.72

1
4-63 3-36 6.06 26.55 5-68

1 5-49 3-23 5-99 23.86 5-76

1
4-43 3-51 6-59 30.10 5-23

1 4-53 3-23 6.86 27-32 3-03

4-25 3-82 7.26 34-30 4.76
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INVENTION
New Motor Truck.

Fig 2 illustrates the No. 3 pivotal bolster motor truck, niauufac-

tured by the American Car Compan_v, which possesses a number of

novel features, the principal one of which is in the support of the

car body. The aim of the manufacturers in its design was to secure

an easy riding truck and one that would give as extended a spring

base as possible, thus doing away w ith the oscillation of the car body,
and at the same time to produce a truck of simple construction and

FIG. 1.—PIVOTAL BOLSTER TRAIL TRUCK.

having few parts. The spring base in Fig. 2 is 13 "i ft. and wheel
base 6)4 ft.

The car body is supported at two points only, i. e., on the heavy
bolster at each end of the truck, and this is carried, as shown, on
four powerful spiral springs. The side frame is essentially a bridge

truss consisting of four members. Of these the two end pieces are

substantial castings with pockets for the springs at one end and for

the journal box at the other. The upper member connecting these

two castings is a wrought iron rod 3 ins. X h i"-. and the lower
member, which is in compression, a 2,^2 in. hydraulic pipe. The
two side bars are connected at each end by brake cross irons, and at

the center by two steel channel irons for the support of the motors.

The method of support by center bearings at the ends of the car, it

is claimed, produces ease and grace of motion, similar to that of the

best riding railroad coach.
Fig. I shows a trailer truck built by the same company on similar

lines. It has the same action as the No. 3, and can readily be

changed to a motor truck by the introduction of channel irons for

Britain and on the Continent for tlie purpose of studying electric

traction in its latest developments. This committee has recently re-

ported on the systems of Dublin, Bristol, London, Havre, Paris,

Brussels, Hanover, Hamburg, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, Budapest
and Birmingham. Its general conclusions are that overhead electric

traction under certain conditions is best suited to the wants
of the public and requirements of the city of Belfast. The
objectionable features in connection with steam or gas as motive
power are too great to allow them to be recommended in any known

form. The difficulties of introducing an
underground conduit system in Belfast

are so great that its adoption was not
recommended, though very fair results

have been evidenced in connection with
the running of cable tramways where
traffic is heavy. The deputation finds

that the mechanical features of the caVjle

system are such as to render extreme
accuracy in the time of the tramway ser-

vice so problematical that the adoption
of the cable system cannot be recom-
mended. With regard to accumulator
cars it has very carefully weighed the
question of introducing these into the
central portions of the city and believes

that the necessary transfers would not give public satisfaction. It

finds that all practical objections to the overhead system have
been surmounted and that the system has been so improved in

its general appearance that it has no hesitation in recommending it

with certain stipulations regarding its construction. These stipula-

tions do not vary from those ordinarily required in American cities,

having reference chiefly to the determination of all questions of ob-
struction, etc., by the corporation officials. The corporation of Bel-

fast is empowered to purchase the electric plant of the company at

the end of the present fourteen year franchise at its then value with-
out anj' allowance for compulsorj' purchase, good will or other con-
sideration.

Electric Launches at Pleasure Resorts.

FIG. 2.—PIVOTAL BOLSTER MOTOR TRUCK.

the support of the motors and the removal of the diagonal cross

brace channel for stiffening the truck, which would be unnecessary
with the two lower braces.

The brake gear is simple and effective.

The trucks have been used with success on the vSouthern Electric

Railway and Missouri Railway, of St. Louis, as well as in other
cities, and are said to be giving good satisfaction.

The Overhead Electric System for Belfast,
Ireland.

The Corporation of Belfast, Ireland, appointed some time ago a

deputation of its members to visit various cities and towns in Great

The operation of electric launches as auxiliaries to electric rail-

way- s^'stems at pleasure resorts along the line of route seems to be
meeting with growing favor. The
popularity of these launches at resorts

of this character is great and in a num-
ber of cases they have been found to

take in the greater part if not all of their
first cost the first year. The current for

charging the storage batteries in launch-
es, in cases where they are operated in

connection with a railway system, is

taken from the troUej' current and as no
high skill or intelligence is required for

this work, the cost of maintenance is

light. Charging is usually carried on at

night or at some other time when the
station load is small.

Among the companies which have
been operating launches of this char-
acter is the Altoona & Logan Valley
Electric Railway Company, of Altoona,
Pa., which has one launch. Four other

launches were in operation last season at Ludlow Lagoon, the pleasure
resort of the Cincinnati, Covington & Newport Railway Company, and
according to the management of this company, proved to be one of
the best paying investments on the ground. Three others were in

service last sunmieron the Milwaukee River taking current from the
lines of the Milwaukee vStreet Railway Company, and Mr. Rau, the
manager of the launch service, states that they made 1750 trips at a
cost of eighty cents per trip, including all expenses. Two more have
been ordered for this service in Milwaukee, making a total of five.

Two others are in operation at Jamaica, Mass., charged with current
from the wires of the West Encl Street Railway Company.

Among other companies that are to install electric launches this

year are the Portland Railroad Compau}', of Portland, Me. ,and the con-
cessionary of the Prospect Park boating privileges in Brooklj'n, N. Y.
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A New Street Car Controller.

In spite of the general business depression, the past three years

have witnessed a remarkable increase of the application of elec-

tricity to railway work. Keeping pace with this increase there has
been a constantly growing demand for apparatus that will success-

fully stand up to the exacting requirements of the service. There is

probably no other class of apparatus that has to operate with as little

attention and under as much abuse as that employed in the operation
of street cars. It is very necessary that this fact be borne prom-
inently in mind in designing machinery for such service.

The controller is one of the most important elements of a rail-

way outfit. Controllers that two years ago were operated satisfac-

torily under the general run of service, would now prove inadequate
on account of the increased requirements. With these facts in uiind
the Walker Company has, during several months past, built and
experimented with a nimiber of different forms of controllers with a

view to deternnning the most
practical and simplest form to

place upon the market.
Thus far there has been no

successful method devised of

breaking a circuit of high self

induction such as that in the

motor circuits in railway work
without the formation of an arc,

and various methods have been
devised for ox^ening such a cir-

cuit with the least destructive

effect to the terminals or other
elements of the circuit. It is a

fact well known to electricians

that it is much safer in break-
ing a circuit in which there is

high self induction to do it slow-

ly, drawing a long arc, than to

make a quick break, blowing the
arc out at once. The more slow-

ly the circuit is opened ( con.se-

quently the longer arc made

)

the greater time is allowed for

the counter electro-motive force

produced by the circuit itself to

die down gradually, so as to pro-

duce less danger of injury to the
insulation or to the breaking
terminal s on account of the in-

duction " kick."
Among other methods con-

sidered, several forms of con-
troller with a magnetic blow-out
were tested by the Walker Com-
pany; but without complete sat-

isfaction. Besides the danger of

rupturing the insulation by the
quick blowing out of the arc,

there are other features con-
nected with the magnetic blow-
out that were considered unsat-

isfactory and liable to give trouble in the controller. It was found
that in case the circuit is opened very slowly the magnetic field on
which the blowing out of the arc depends is quickly lo.st, leaving the
arc still unbroken, except at a very few contacts. Under such cir-

cumstances the arc is liable to spread and cause short circuiting be-
tween contacts of the controlling cylinder, or it may even cause a
complete grounding of the circuit, resulting in a serious injury to

to the contact rings of the controlling cylinder and the contact fin-

gers. Furthermore, it appeared to be necessary in a device of this

kind to provide separating partitions of some non-combustible insu-

lation material to guard against the spreading of the arc and these
partitions would naturally interfere quite seriously with the inspec-
tion of the controller, causing defects that are beginning to be devel-
oped to be easily overlooked. It is also necessary to provide a mag-
netising coil to produce the magnetic field and this coil, owing to

the small amount of room available for the purpose, was apt
to become overheated so as to burn out or ground, thus rendering
the blow-out feature non-effective entirely.

After a large number of practical tests it was found that the
principle of drawing a long arc with a relatively slow break gives
the most satisfactory and reliable results. Consequently this prin-

ciple has been adopted in the design of the new controller recently
brought out by the Walker Company. In this controller the circuit

is broken by a special switch placed in the controller for the pur-
pose, in which the action is relatively slow and the circuit is broken
at twenty-eight points, thus verj' easily rendering the most severe arc
that can be formed in practice entirely harmless both as to spreading
to other contacts and as to its effect on burning the breaking contacts
themselves.

Another novel feature readilj' appreciated by practical operators
has been adopted, which consists in entirely separating the opera-
tion of breaking the circuit from the controlling cjdinder itself.

The controller consists of two switches each having its own sepa-
rate function to perform. The controlling cylinder proper is used
simply to make the different combinations required to obtain the
proper regulation of the speed of the car. The second switch is also

FIG. 1.—A NEW MULTIPLE
SERIES CONTROLLER.

of a cylindrical form, but is used for no other purpose than the
complete breaking of the circuit whenever such is required. By
reference to the cut it will be seen that the breaking switch,
which is shown at the left, has its circuit so arranged that the main-
current passes first through this switch, before going to the control
ling cylinder. In the four lines of contacts shown, the first and
third constitute the cylindrical portion of the switch and are in
metallic connection each with the one horizontally opposite to it.

The second and fourth rows represent the fingers bearing upon the
cylinder contacts. It will be seen by tracing out these connections
that when the switch is closed the upper contacts shown in outline
are short circuited, the current simply passing from top to bottom
and then direct to the controlling cylinder. As this switch is opened
the fingers leave the lower contacts, shown solid, first throwing the
main current through the upper breaking contacts in the series, so
that when the fingers leave the cylinder contacts the arc is broken
up into as many parts as there are breaking fingers.

The mechanism of the breaking switch is so arranged that with
a movement of the controlling handle one quarter of an inch back-
ward, the circuit is completely opened by means of this switch,
leaving the controlling cylinder itself entirely dead. The circuit

cannot be again closed until the controlling handle has been brought
back to the off position. After the circuit has been once opened by
this slight backward movement of the handle, the controlling cylin-

der can be moved backward and forward into any position without
producing any effect, and it is absolutely necessary to go back to
the off position before the switch can be again closed. This feature
of the controller makes it imjDossible to drop back from one notch to
another in such a way as to put in or take out resistances in the
circuit. This is a point that has always heretofore been carefully
covered in the instruction to motormen, but at the same time it has
been found that such instructions are often disregarded, it being
much easier in many cases, if a decreased speed is wanted, to drop
back one or two notches as the case may be instead of first cutting off.

the current completely.
There is another point of considerable advantage in the quick-

ness with which the circuit can be opened in case of an emergency.
A very .slight movement of the handle entirely cuts off the current
from the car, thus leaving the motorman free to attend to his brake
promptly, with both hands if necessary.

A very simple and effective interlocking device has been adopted
in this controller in which the pawl that indicates the various run-
ning positions of the controlling C3'linder acts at the same time as a
lock between the controlling cylinder and the reversing switch.
The controlling cylinder is locked when the reversing switch is in

any other position than either forward or back, and the reversing
switch is locked except when the controlling cylinder is at "off"
position.

FIG. 2.—DESIGN OF NEW CONTROLLER.

The internal wiring of the controller has also been very much
simplified, and as will be seen from the cut, the > wiring is entirely

open so that it can be easily seen and gotten at. With this eflScient

method of breaking the circuit it has been found that separators be-

tween the various contacts are entirely unnecessary, consequently
the same have been done away with. In fact the arcing in this con-
troller under the severest conditions of practice is so slight that it is

scarcely noticeable.
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The controller casing is sufficiently protected from the entrance
of moisture, and the cover instead of being hinged is arranged so
that it is entirely removed and can be set one side out of the way
when it is desired to get at the internal portion of the controller.

One of the important features of the controller is the ease with
which all the parts can be reached when necessary. The breaking
cylinder is so designed that when from continued use the contacts
have become worn, the cylinder can be turned end for end and the
opposite edges of contact brought into service, thus practically com-
pletely renewing the cylinder itself. A large number of these new
controllers have now been put into practical service, and it is found
that they are giving the best of satisfaction in every respect.

Improved Insulating Bolt.

Trolley Wire for High Speed Lines.

The accompanying engraving shows a new type of trolley wire
for high speed lines recently brought out by H. R. Keithley, the in-

ventor of the well known "Chicago" rail bond, manufactured by
the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing
Company. The wire, as will be seen, is

symmetrical in cross section about its

axis, and consequently can be kept
straight and smooth when reeled or un-
reeled for line construction as easily as
round trolley wire. When reeled the
wire coils with the groove on its under
side, resting on the upper rib of the coil

underneath. This i^revents lateral waves
and kinks. For similar lengths and
weights the wire is claimed to have
twice the line of contact as the well
known figure 8 wire, while the upper
rib can be clamped to the ears without
interfering with a smooth underrunning
.surface.

The trolley wheel used with this

wire can be turned with either a double
groove to fit the under surface of the
wire, or with a broad groove. The wire
does not necessitate the purchase of a
special trolley wheel, as the ordinary
trolley wheel is wide enough so that it

can be turned down to fit the new wire
without a material loss of metal. An-
other advantage of this wire, due to the
fact that its bearing surface is not at the
center, but at each side, is that there is

no tendency to turn over on account of
the upward pressure of the trolley.

During line construction the wagon
upon which it is mounted is iisually

fitted with a triangular former, about
ten inches long, through which the wire
is drawn as it is being unreeled. The
object of this is not to take out any
kinks in the wire, as there is no ten-
dency to kick, but to take out the curv-
ature necessarily caused by its curved

reel.

1 KOLLEY WIRE FOR HIGH
SPEED.

positiou while on the

New Rail Bond.

J. M. Atkinson & Company are manufacturing and putting on
the market a new form of rail bond which seems to possess some
first class features. It is very short, six inches or less in length, and
is made flexible. It goes on the rails under the fishplate, and con-
sequently is protected from the earth's action and all outside inter-
ferences, cannot be cut off by wagons nor stolen when used on ex-
posed track. The bond, being U-shaped, has been named the

A new design in the well known West End type of trolley line
hanger has been brought out this spring by the H. W. Johns Manu-
facturing Company. The new feature consists in the use of a spe-
cial tightening nut on the insulated plug, by which the ear can be
attached or detached without removing the cap. This device avoids
the difficult}' often experienced when the cap, owing to rust or other

HANGERS WITH IMPROVED BOLT.

causes, cannot possibly be removed. The hanger is so designed that
the plug ha sample bearing and at the same time gives an unusual
length of insulated surface.

The manufacturers say that orders already received on the new
hanger are sufficient indication that they have hit upon a design more
than ordinarily satisfactory to engineers and electric street railway
companies.

New Bonding Device.

A new bonding device for rail joints has recently been put on
the market by John Herr, of Philadelphia. It can be used with any size

of wire from No. o to No. oooo and insures fifteen times the area of the
wire for contact. It consists essentially of a short, slotted, hollow
tapering bolt. This is set into a hole drilled in the web of the rail

slightly smaller in diameter than the maximum diameter of the bolt.

The bond wire is then threaded through the bolt, after which the
latter is driven in until its head comes flush with the web of the rail.

In doing this the bolt will be compressed tightly around the bond
wire. A nut is then screwed tight on the threaded end of the bolt
up to the web of the rail. After this the shank of the bolt, which
projects through the nut, is upset by the use of a special tool. This
forms a lock for securing and holding the nut in place. As will be
seen, the device permits the use of an ordinary wire for bonding pur-
poses and in this way the rail ends can be connected by lacing the
bond wire back and forth as many times as may be desired—an im-
portant point.

New No. 2 Hand Planer and Jointer.

This new hand planer and jointer made by the Egan Company
and shown herewith has special advantages not usually found on ma-
chines of this class and does a great variety of work, such as making
glue joints (either concave or convex), planing out of wind, corner-
ing, chamfering, beading, grooving, gaining, rabbeting, and a gen-
eral run of work. The column is one complete casting, cored out,

using the inside for a tool box. The top is planed true, giving a sol-

id and reliable foundation for the incline plate to work on. The
journal boxes for the cylinder are also part of the main column,
insuring a steady running head. The tables are over .seven feet long,
planed true, having a rabbeting table connected, which supports the
stock, either for cutting across or with the grain of the wood, using
the long straight knives for this purpose, thereby saving time and
money. The C3'linder is of solid hammered steel. Two sides

are made plain to receive the long knives, and the other two sides

slotted for putting on beading, moulding and any other shape of

knife to suit the work to be done. This is a very convenient arrange-
ment.

The patent bevel fence is very simple in construction. One
clamp operated by a single screw will hold the same to any desired

angle. The face is planed perfectly true, and suitable provision is

NEW RAIL BOND

" Horseshoe " bond. It is formed of several laminations of flat soft
copper wire, the number of laminations varying from four to ten as
may be desired. The ends are firmly imbedded by means of drop
forging process in drop forged copper terminals. The method of
connection with the rails is to put the terminals of the bond through
holes near the rail ends and to then expand the metal within the
hole by means of a screw clamp. The manufacturers state that they
have already received a number of good orders,

HAND PLANER AND JOINTER.

made for using the fence at any point across the table. The new
arrangement for raising and lowering each table independent of
each other is also very complete. The tables can be raised or low-
ered rapidly the full extreme, to give access to the knives, or they
can be adjusted the smallest fractional part of an inch to suit the
work, accomplished by spiral gears and screws operated by hand
wheels at the side of the machine handy to the operator.
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The National Electrical Exposition.

The Electrical Exposition held in the Grand Central Palace,

F'orty-third Street and Lexington Avenue, New York, during May,
was attended by a large number of persons, many of whom came from
out of town to attend as well the meetings of the National Electric

L,ight Association and the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers, held in the same building. The exhibition was not only
interesting to the general public, but to engineers as well, and
afforded the best means of learning the present status of electrical

development. Below is given description of some of the most inter-

esting exhibits from a street railway standpoint

:

Thk Cr.oNBROCK Steam Boii^KR Company had an attractive

exhibit which attracted much attention, illustrating the construction

of its well known boilers.

The Partridge Carbon Company showed a variety of carbon
brushes for motors and generators as well as other specialties made
of carbon manufactured by it.

The Goi<d Car Heating Company had a small but interest-

ing exhibit of the different makes of electric heaters manufactured
by it. J. Ward was in charge.

The BonTA Manueacturing Company showed parts and pho-
tographs of the Bonta automatic danger stop for railway equipments
illustrated in the May issue of the STREET Railway Journai,.

The Ashcroet Manufacturing Company and the Consoli-
dated Safety Valve Company occupied the same space and
showed a full line of pressure vacuum recording gauges and safety

valves.

EXHIBIT OF MICA INSULATOR CO.

The Bishop GuTTa Percha Company showed the process of

the manufacture of its Bishop wires by means of samples of rubber
in various stages of manufacture, as well as a line of completed
cables.

The India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulating Company,
manufacturer of the well known Habirshaw wire, had an attractive

exhibit in charge of J. W. Godfrey, F. W. Harrington and J. B.

Olson.

The Mica Insulator Company occupied a tastefully arranged
booth in which were shown samples of micanite in its various forms,
including two five foot moulded micanite rings, and an armature
with micanite insulation.

The FiBERiTE Company had a space in the generator room,
near the exhibit of the Warren Electric Company, and showed Med-
bery station switches and overhead line material for street railway
work. The exhibit attracted no little interest.

The Walker Company had on exhibition a dynamo in the
power room. This machine was equipped with the company's new
type of brush holder and attracted much attention. The company's
representatives present were Messrs. Crafts and Issertel.

The Taunton Locomotive Manufacturing Company had
an exhibit of the well known Wainwright feedwater heaters. In
this company's exhibit were corrugated copper gaskets, expansion
joints, etc. The company was represented by B. F. Ager.

Keasbey & Mattison had two exhibits, one on the main floor

and the other on the generator floor. They showed models of boil-

ers protected by their covering, also sections of magnesia pipe cover-
ing. The exhibit was in charge of C. Leitz and E. M. Griffiths.

The Heine Safety Boiler Company occupied a portion of
the generator room and was represented by H. L. Van Zile and R.
T. Walker. The principal object shown was a carefully constructed
model of a Heine boiler showing arrangement of the pipes and other
features.

The Standard Underground Cablb; Company occupied a

space among the other wire manufacturers and showed samples of

its standard wires and cables for underground work arranged on
racks and tables. Cables for general e lectrical purposes were also

exhibited.

The Forest City Electric Company was represented by
W. B. Cleveland and J. C. Dolph. The company showed a panel

upon which were mounted samples of roll drop and drop forged

bars, also single bars, some of which were made up in the form of

commutators.

The NilES Tool Works had a large space in the main hall and
showed a variety of heavy machine tools operated by electric motors.

These included horizontal and radial boring machines and other tools

suitable for street railway rejaair shops. E. D. Becker represented

the company.

The OkoniTE Company's booth was artistically draped in

3'ellow and attracted nmch attention. Among other interesting ob-

jects shown was an immense piece of crude rubber nearly 700 lbs. in

weight. Capt. W. L. Candee, G. I. Mason and R. Mace represented

the company.

The Fuel Economizer Company, whose economizers are re-

garded with such favor by steam engineers, exhibited some of the

parts in the construction of its economizers such as tubes, headers,

etc. Plans and prints of complete economizers were also shown.
W. Downs and W. E. Cryer were present.

The Cutter Electrical & Manufacturing Company was
represented by H. B. Cutter, E. A. Newton, W. E. Harrington and
S. E. Nicholson. The company showed a variety of its automatic

EXHIBIT OF HENRY WORTHINGTON.

cut-outs for cars and stations and the exhibit as a whole elicited most
favorable comments.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company occupied a large space in

the generator room and exhibited portions of its well known water
tube boilers which have achieved such excellent records in street

railway' power houses and for the generation of steam. The space
was attractively arranged and was a center of interest to the electri-

cal men present.

The Adams-Bagnall Electric Company had an interesting

exhibit of its new arc lamps which are adapted to all conditions of
service. In front of the company's exhibit were two large letters

forming the initials of its name and composed of varicolored incan-
descent lamps. The exhibit was in charge of L. H. Rogers, A. D.
Dorman, A. B. Caldwell and E. J. Bagnall.

The C. W. Hunt Company had one of its noiseless coal con-
veyors in operation to supply the coal necessary for the Abendroth &
Root boilers which supplied steam for power purposes. The char-
acteristic feature noticeable with these conveyors was the entire ab-
sence of noise when they were doing their work as well as the neat-

ness and despatch with which the coal was handled.

The Electric Storage Battery Company had one of the
largest and most attractive exhibits on the main floor. In the center
of the exhibit was an electric launch equipped with storage batteries

ready for operation. At one side was a horseless carriage operated
by storage batteries. At the rear of the exhibit were rows of the
different types of batteries manufactured by the company.

The Peckham Motor Truck & WheeL' Company occupied a
good sized space on the main floor and showed one of its Standard
trucks ready for equipment. E. G. Long had charge of the exhibit.

As Peckham trucks, under Lexington Avenue cars, were passing in

front of the building ever}' half minute or so, all persons who at-

tended the exposition had an opportunity to judge of their merits.

The Loando Rubber Company, manufacturer of rubberized
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asbestos insiilation and hard rubber showed its material made up
into a variety of different forms. Rubberized asbestos, it is claimed,
is firejjroof even under the powerful heat of the arc lamp and is con-
sequently especiall}' adapted to electric railway work. Mr. Scribuer
president of the company, explained the merits of the company's
products.

One of the most interesting exhibits among the boilers in the
generator room was that of the Stirling Company. Here were shown
a standard Stirling safety water tube boiler of one hundred horse
power erected and ready for use with the exception of the brickwork.
The arrangement of the boiler was clearly visible, and the simplicity

of the general design and few working parts were favorably com-
mented upon.

EXHIBIT OF TAUNTON LOCOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING CO.

The Shui,Tz Belting Company had an attractive exhibit of its

belts including also a model in motion of the well known Shultz
trademark showing the earth belted to the moon. The company
also supplied the twelve inch raw hide belt coupling the Warren
alternator to the Weston engine, and the twelve inch sable raw hide
belt connecting the Crocker-Wheeler alternator to the New York
Safety Steam Power Company's engine.

The U. S. Minerai, Wool Company exhibited corrugated
copper gaskets showing samples which have been in use for ten or
twelve years in the plant of the New York Steam Company, also

n^ineral wool for different purposes. This material is a nonconduc-
tor of heat, fireproof and will not harbor vermin. It has been exten-
sively used in building construction and for pipe coverings. The ex-
hibit was in charge of H. Frenz and F. A. Lutters.

The; Standard Paint Company occupied a tastefully arranged
section of the main hall. The space was devoted, of course, to show-
ing samples of the company's well known P. & B. preservative

paints and compounds and other specialties. These were arranged in

glass cases or built up in pyramids. The company's representatives
present were F. S. DeRonde, R. L. Shainwald and J. N. Richards,
who were kept busy explaining the merits of P. & B.

H. R. WorThingTon had a large space in the main hall devoted
to the well known pumps bearing his name. These were both for

steam and electric driving, and the exhibit attracted very much atten-

tion. The Worthington exhibit in the generator room was also of

interest. A boiler was shown of the water tube type, so designed
that it can be iired at the end or side. The grate and fire box were
lighted up with incandescent lamps to better show the arrangements.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Company had one
of the largest exhibits of any of the wire manufacturers. vSamples
were shown of cables for both electric light and power purposes, for

telegraph, telephone and submarine lines. Along the side of the
company's booth were attractive signs and pictures arranged to be
lighted up at night by electric lamps. The representatives present
were T. F. Requa, L. K. Clark, Jr., I. W. Henry, L. F. Requa, Jr.,

and H. T. Richards.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
occupied space fronting the main hall, and it was devoted mainly to

an exhibit of the company's lighting and long distance power trans-

mission apparatus. A large number of converters of various types
were shown as well as two phase motors and single phase self start-

ing motors, and Shallenberger metors. The company's interests

were in charge of C. F. Scott, W. F. Zimmerman, Lemuel Bannister
and F. H. Heinrichs.

The steam for the engines was generated by two improved Root
water tube boilers of 500 h. p. each, these being the only working
boilers at the exposition. The boilers were fitted with Wilkinson
automatic stokers supplied with coal by a Hu-nt conveyor and fed by
a Worthington electric pump. An interesting feature of this exhibit
was the fact that the entire charge of the boilers was taken by Mrs.
Walten, demonstrating the fact that with the stokers and boilers em-
ployed, but little attendance is required.

The Jewell belting Company presented for inspection a
variety of belts for electric railway service. These included a four-
ply seventy-nine inch belt, one inch thick, for use by the Washburn
& Moen Manufacturing Company, a three-ply sixty-nine inch belt,

sold to the Norwich Electric Light Company, and a forty-eight inch
belt, for use in the station of the Passaic Electric Light Company.
The company's representatives present during the exposition were
C. E. Newton, C. E. Ainsworth and C. L. Tolles.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company exhibited a line of its dif-

ferent lubricants, including passenger car grease, which has given
good results on electric cars, and cylinder graphite oil. A number
of electrical devices made of graphite were also shown, such as
resistance rods, links, coils and blocks. In one corner of the exhibit
was a piece of commercially pure graphite, the largest ever mined.
It was also shown at the Paris and Chicago Expositions, and weighs
280 lbs. The exhibit was in charge of John H. Baird.

One of the most popular exhibits in the main hall was that of the
American Heating Corporation. This company showed a great vari-

ety of cooking and heating appliances, the uses of which were ex-
plained by the courteous representatives present. Of course, street

railway heaters of various forms were shown and the excellent
records made by this company's heaters during the past winter on
electric roads made these appliances of particular interest to street
railway men. L. L. Parsons had charge of the company's in-

terests.

The New York Carbon Works had a most interesting ex-
hibit of granulated carbon and carbon dust, carbon plates, cylinders
and motor brushes. The compan}' has made a specialty of the
manufacture of the latter which it is supplying in large numbers for

electric railway work. The brushes are self-lubricating, require no
attention, and are said to eliminate the sparking, heating, humming
and scratching common with ordinary brushes. The brushes are

manufactured in three quantities, soft, medium and hard, and of
any desired size.

The J. G. Brill Company occupied a prominent position in the
main hall and exhibited a complete No. 21 truck. At each side of

this truck were statements that the No. 21 F truck was running un-
der open cars on the Broadway, New Ycrk, line and was in use
under several closed cars and that the No. 21 C truck was in use on
the Brooklyn Heights Railway and the lines of the Consolidated
Traction Company, of New Jersey. Also that "more than 14,000
Brill trucks of the different styles have been supplied to American
electric railways."

:i^f ^ MONARCH F'MV^'r •
|

:lliu;r» - BRADFORD BELTING CO. CINCINNATI OHIO-

EXHIBIT OF BRADFORD BELTING CO.

John A. Roebling's Sons Company made no extended at-

tempt to exhibit the various appliances which it manufactures for

electrical work, but had a handsome parlor which its friends found
most comfortable and convenient. It was fitted with rugs, curtains

and comfortable easy chairs and decorated with views of the com-
pany's works. There were also samples of the different kinds of

wire cables supplied by the company. The representatives of the

company present were A. N. Whitaker, G. Swan, M. R. Cockey, F.

J.
Newbury, Joseph Cory, J. H. Janeway, Jr., and W. L. Doyle.

The Goubert Manufacturing Company' had its headquarters

in the generator room and exhibited models of its heaters and separa-
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tors. The steam plant of the building was also fitted with a Govibert

heater in operation and Stratton separators were also in use on the

engines. Several large pictures of installations made by the com-
pany were also shown. An interesting feature of this exhibit was the

method of indicating the name of the company at the back of the

booth. This was by letters on glass disks of different colors which
were held by wire brackets in front of incandescent lamps, making a

very brilliant show at night. The exhibit was in charge of A. C.

Larkin.

The R. D. NuTTai^l Company had as usual an excellent ex-
hibit and the appliances shown attracted much attention from the

street railway men present. They included gears, pinions and
trolleys. Among the latter was the " Union Standard" spring trolley

with seven inch base. This trolley, it is stated, has been adopted as

standard by the Westinghouse and General Electric Companies.
The company also showed a fine line of bearings and aluminum and
brass trolley heads including "Eureka" and "Eclipse" types.

Among the pinions was one recently turned out of cast steel for a

Westinghouse 800 li. p. motor and designed for high speed work.
The company was represented by F. A. Estep and T. J. Lord.

The Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Company's exhibit
was one of the most tasteful and attractive on the main floor, and
showed the immense facilities which the company has for the manu-
facture of wire of various forms and sizes. A large reel of 500,000
c. m. feed wire for street railway work, which is both weatherproof
and lead covered, occupied a prominent position in the exhibit.

Prominent features of the exhibit from a street railway service be-

sides this were the Chicago rail bond, manvifactvu-ed by the com-
pany, sections of new type of trolley wire for high speed work,
" Crown " wire for underground purposes, and samples of feed wire
as large as 2,000,000 c. m. The ability of the company to manu-
facture wire of the smallest size was clearly exhibited by some sam-

EXHIBIT OF J. H. McEWEN MFG. CO.

pies of copper wire of as small diameter as }( of .01 in. The com-
pany's exhibit was in charge of C. W. Bassett, H. C. Willis and
D. P. Fitzgerald.

The Crane Company had a very elaborate exhibit of valves.
In the center of its space was a twenty-four inch valve with by-pass.
This valve was tested to 8co lbs. pressure and was designed for a

working pressure of 250 lbs. The company also showed 16 in., 8 in.,

6 in., 4 in. and 2^'^ in. valves, all taken from stock, as well as extra
heavy globe and angle valves from eighteen inches downwards to one
inch, blow-oiT valves for high pressure and Crane's new brass globe
and angle valves. These have one peculiar feature, being able to use
hard brass disks. Crane patented tin disks or composition disks in the
same valve. Another important feature of this disk holder is that it

is so constructed as to take any size of disk. The company also

showed check valves, noiseless check pressure valves, pop safety or
water relief valves, mocking bird steam whistles and patent low
water valve, also extra heavy unions with metallic disk and heavy
cast iron fittings from eighteen inches down. The exhibit was in
charge of Fred. Mitchell.

The Generai, Ei-Ectric Company occupied one of the most
prominent positions in the hall, fronting the center space on the
main floor, and the exhibit was devoted mainly to illustrating the
company's extensive line of appliances in the lighting industry.
The decorations were very tasteful and were made up largelj' b}'

artistic groupings of lamps, one of which gave the name of the com-
pany; another was in the form of a sun; a third showed an eagle sur-
mounting a .shield. There were also two attractive illuminated pic-

tures, one entitled " Mischief Brewing " and the other " Homeward
Bound." The former represented a woodland scene with witch and
gnomes, and the latter a ship on the ocean under fidl sail. The
company's extensive railway interests were not neglected, however,
as photographs were shown of some of its most important installa-

tions, such as of the Baltimore & Ohio electric locomotive, and of
the Portland and Sacramento power transmission plants. Some of
the company's representatives present during the expo.sition were:
S. D. Greene, J. R. Lovejoy, W. R. L. Emmett, H. C. Wirt, J. Kirk-

land, and J. M. Andrews, of Schenectady; C. T. Hughes, John Mc-
Ghie, T. Beran, C. G. Davenport, of New York; C. B. Davis and F.

B. Kimball, of Boston, and A. D. Page and M. K. F;yre, of the Har-
rison Lamp Works.

EXHIBIT OF WASHBURN &. MOEN MFG. CO.

An exhibit that attracted an unusual degree of interest was
that of the Bradford Belting Company. The Monarch insulat-

ing plant of this company has been on the market for the past
three years, and while its sale has not been pushed as the goods
deserved the Bradford Belting Company, which has now secured
exclusive control of it, is meeting with a wonderful success in its

sale. The paint is a mineral production containing quick drying
natural oil and is intended for every kind of electrical work where
perfect insulation and great durability are required. It is impervious
to acids, salt or alkali and is not affected by climate changes. Wood,
paper and other inflannnable material dipped into the paint are made
absolutely fireproof and when asbestos was brought to a white
heat the paint was not affected. A piece of iron coated with the
paint was laid in a flaniable torch until the iron became exceedingly
hot, when it was found the paint was not effected; the i^n direct

from the flame was inserted in a pail of water and cooled off; the
paint was found still intact, retaining its beautiful gloss and was not
1)listered. The exhibit was in charge of Elmer P. Morris and O. M.
Hubbard. The company also exhibited its celebrated brand of

( Bradford ) Monarch and leather belting, both of which are well
known. In connection with the exhibit a phonograph entertained
visitors with songs and music and at intervals spoke of the merits of
the Monarch paint and Bradford belting.

THE POWER plant.

Probably the most interesting part of the exhibition to the street

railway men present was the power plant, where were grouped a

EXHIBIT OF CRANE CO.

large variety of engines and generators in active operation generat-
ing power for the exhibit. The following is a list of the engines
shown:
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One Dick & Church, ii in. X i? i"- X 12 in. tandem com-
pound, direct connected to a Walker 80 k. w. generator.

One Ball & Wood, 14)^ in. X 16 in., direct connected to a vSie-

mens & Halske 100 k. w. generator.
One vStraight Line, 15 in. X 30 in., direct connected to a General

Electric 75 k. w. generator.
One Ideal, 12 in. X 12 in., direct connected to an Eddy 40 k. w.

generator. This couple while operating at 300 r. p. m. was sup-
ported on three points without fastenings of any kind to show the
absence of vibration while running.

One Watertown, 10 in. X 12 in., direct connected to an Eddy 30
k. w. generator.

One Shepherd vertical engine direct connected to an Eddy 10

k. w. generator.
One Payne, io>^ in. X 12 in., direct connected to a Card 25 k. w.

generator.
One McEwen, 10 in. X 10 in., direct connected to a Thompson-

Ryan 40 k. w. generator.
One Woodbury, 10 in. X 12 in., operating a Fort Wayne lighting

generator.
One New York Safety Steam Power Company's engine, 13 ins. X

12 ins., belted to a Crocker-Wheeler 55 k. w. generator.
One Weston (Imperial), 12 in. 13 in., belted to a Warren al-

ternator.

Extension Lever Truck.

The accompan3'ing engravings show the Hardie & I,eary exten-
sion lever truck for cable and electric cars manufactured by Bell &
Company. As will be seen the truck is of novel construction. One
striking feature is the use of solid plate steel as side frames. The
frames are, of cotirse, free from bolts and rivets, making this part of

groove for this clip has a small incline from the end towards the
center, not sufficient to kink the wire, but just enough to prevent
the hanger from crawling. It can be placed in position without the
removal of screws or the use of special tools. The rigid clip is in-

tended for curve work.
The new design of wire known as figure 8, and the tri-section are

NEW MECHANICAL CLIP.

receiving considerable attention from railway builders. The Central
E^lectric Company is preparing a special line of overhead material
designed to be used in connection with this new wire. The com-
pany reports that business in all branches of its railway department
is constantly improving.

Electric Headlights.

In these days, when the public demands increasingly rapid
transit in both city and suburban travel, railway managers are re-

EXTENSION LEVER TRUCK—SIDE ELEVATION

the truck simple in construction. From the side frames project the
extension rods and levers for supporting the ends of the car, and
the arrangement of springs used is claimed to make the truck ex-
ceedingly easy riding, with freedom from lateral or longitudinal os-

cillation or teetering.

quired to give much closer attention to points of safety than was
necessary under the older system. This necessity has led to the
special consideration of fenders, air brakes and headlights. As speed
of travel has increased the necessity has arisen for a standard of il-

lumination of the roadway approximating that given by the locomo-

GENERAL VIEW OF EXTENSION LEVER TRUCK.

The brake gear is also of novel construction, positive in action,
and durable. The truck shown has a wheel base of six feet six

inches and spring base of seventeen feet.

New Mechanical Clip.

One of the latest efforts in the direction of a mechanical clip is

made by the railway department of the Central Electric Compau}' and
is shown in the acconipanj'ing illustration of the Central Company's
flexible clip. This the company is making in seven inch and
fifteen inch lengths either flexible or rigid to fit Sg in. and in.

studs. They are very quickly placed in position. The intention is

to overcome the objectionable featmes of rigid construction and
permit expansion and contraction of the trolley wire without
drawing the clip out of line so that it would offer an obstruction to
the trolley wheel which would cause pounding.

The "Central" clip is perfectly straight under running. The

five headlight and the conditions grow more nearly identical as cross

country roads seek more and more to approach the schedule time of

their steam rivals.

To supply this demand the Wheeler Reflector Company, known
by the variety of reflectors and lighting specialties manufactured by
it, has produced a new headlight possessing several features which
especially commend it to railway managers. The headlight is

equipped with a parabolic reflector io}4 ins. in diameter, giving a

brilliant illumination to the roadway. It is made for attachment to

the front of the dashboard or vestibule as a permanent fixture, being
equally adapted to both. Its outer case is of malleable iron and
projects but 4^4 ins., therefore is protected from end collision by the

bunter. Its weight complete is ten pounds. It is well ventilated,

yet substantially proof against dust and water. The economy of

maintenance of electric, as compared with oil headlights, is in favor

of the former, while the pleasure and comfort of patrons and motor-
men are two additional points of advantage in favor of the elec-

tric.
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Annual Convention of the California Street Rail=
way Assoeiation.

The annual meeting of the Street Railway Association of Cali-

fornia, was held Apr. 21, 1S96. The meeting was called to order at

1.30 P. M. in Maple Hall, Palace Hotel, San Francisco, by C. F.
Crocker, president of the association and president of the Market
Street Railway Company.

The following persons were present : Col. C. F. Crocker, presi-

dent; S. B. McLenegan, vice-president; J. E. Morris, secretary and
treasurer; E. P. Vining, M. D. Stein, A. \V. Barron, G. FT. Fairchild,

H. A. Iddings, J. C. Skinner, C. J. Kaighin, F. A. W. vShock, E. N.
von Frank, G. A. I.oring, G. Gustafron, Walter Tiffany, vS. L. Fos-
ter, J. P. Burke, H. A. Greene and E. O. Vandercook.

The first paper presented was by Mr. Foster and was entitled

"Ascending Grades by Electrical Force." This is given in full on
p. 371, and following pages.

• Mr. McLenegan : In going down the Fillmore Street grade do
you use your motors with the brakes set ?

Mr. F'OSTp:r : None of my men have done that ; but I am aware
that by putting on the brakes part way and turning the current on
they can prevent the wheels from sliding.

Mr. McEene;gan: On the road to which I am attached we operate
a very heavy funeral car, and very frequently it is very difficult to

keep the wheels from sliding. In a case of that kind the motonnan
has avoided flattening his wheels by setting up the brakes with the
current on and it has saved us a great many flat wheels.

Mr. "Vining then read a paper upon the subject of "Transfers."

After reading the paper Mr. Vining continued:

Mr. Vining : One remedy which has been tried is to have the
transfer check identify the passenger by some kind of a description,

but it would not work. The travel is so great that it would be im-
possible for the conductor to issue so many transfers and stop to

punch each one separately in the limited time he has. Then, of

course, there is a liability of error in punching these transfers. If

99,999 transfers were handled without an error and the 100,-

000th has an error this would enable the holder of the
100,000th transfer to get large damages. Therefore that method
of handling transfers seems to be impractic-able where they
are issued by millions. The best way is to limit the time very close-

ly. The closer the time can be brought the better it is; the less

negotiable they are. An agent stationed at a place where trans-

fers are given out can do a great deal to break up the illicit traffic

which exists in these checks. We have tried that and the result

has been so encouraging that we shall soon try it at other points.

But this, of course, is very expensive and it takes a great many nickels

to pay the salar}' of the man who is emplo3'ed in that way, and to

pay all the incidental expenses. But this much would be accom-
plished. The men would give us the benefit of their knowledge and
observation in breaking up the evil which now exists.

Mr. McLenegan : I suppose all this will be remedied when we
have to carry passengers for 2 '2 cents.

Speaking upon that subject I will say that I saw an article in a

railroad journal which introduced a report made by the railroad

connnissioners of Massachusetts. They gave a long list of the ex-
penses of operating over the different railways of the state, and with
the exception of some three or four roads, and these of little impor-
tance, there were none in the state which do not pay out in expenses
three cents for every passenger carried. In some cases four cents

or more were paid out. On many of these lines the men did not re-

ceive over $1.25 per day. We pay just about double that price, so

that if they scheme to reduce the fare it will be found even more
impracticable here than it was in the East. It has been declared im-
practicable by the railroad commissioners of Massachusetts. They
presented to the legislature a report showing that almost without ex-
ception (and these only three or four) the actual cost of operating is

over three cents, in many cases running over four cents and in some
cases five cents.

Mr. Shock: Have you had anj' trouljle from an exchange of

transfers between your employes, or from a traffic in transfers by
your men ?

Mr. Vining: We find that it has existed to some slight extent
among the employes, but the system of supervision that is used
makes it very likely to be detected.

Mr. McLenegan: It seems to me that under the present system
it is very hard to limit the time ver^' closely, and that as transfers
are now arranged with a chance to hold them over at least a half an
hour, there will alwavs be opportunities to trade them off. It seems to
me that the only salvation is to limit them to a very much shorter
time. There is one road in vSan Francisco using a different transfer;

that is the Sutter vStreet line, which uses a continuous transfer. I

suppose it is more economical in the matter of printing, but it seems
to me that it affords employes an unlimited opportunity to give
them to their friends or to anybody that may be disposed to accept
them.

Mr. Vining: We find it pretty difficult with a car loaded with
passengers whom it is necessarj- to provide with transfers in a limited
time to punch the check more than twice. There can be only one
punch to indicate the time. Therefore it is necessary to indicate
the hour and minutes on the ticket. We formerly had tickets
which were limited to the hour and half hour. They now have
twenty minutes on one side and forty minutes on the other. With a
car loaded with passengers it is impossible for a conductor to do
more. Where transfer agents are located, however, it is quite pos-
sible to punch the five minutes limit because the agent has more
time in which to do it.

Mr. McLenegan then read a paper upon the subject of " Regis-
tration of Fares and Transfers."

Mr. Stein: Referring to that portion in relation to legal ten-
der, a passenger in New Jersey was recently put off the car because
the conductor refused to take a |20 piece. Suit was brought in the
United States Court and it was decided that the conductor should
have changed the money.

Mr. Vining: In a case reported in the California reports, the
Supreme Court of California held that a conductor was under obli-

gation to use all reasonable means to endeavor to make change for a

$5 piece which had been tendered. It was said that the pas-
senger must tender a reasonable sum and that the carrier must ac-

cept such tender and must furnish change to a reasonable amount.
It was held that it was necessarj' on both sides to use all proper
efforts, one to accommodate the other and it was decided that the
conductor might have made further efforts, that he might have
stopped a car going in the opposite direction , that he might have asked
the passengers, that he might have done something more than he did
to secure change for the five dollar piece.

Mr. Shock : What do you consider the best portable register ?

Mr. McLenegan : We are using one that was manufactured
in San Francisco. I think it is called the San Francisco register.

It is light and good for the purpose, but if I were going to start out
afresh I would prefer to have a stationary register over any othe^r

kind.
Mr. Shock : I like the stationary register the best. We are

using a St. Louis register which is very good.

Mr. Burke : What would you do in a case where a $20 gold
piece had been tendered by a passenger who had several small coins
in his pocket, but who insisted that the |20 gold piece be accepted ?

Mr. McLenegan : I would let the conductor keep the coin,

and make the passenger go to the office for his change.

Mr. Vining : I presume the decision to which I referred would
cover the case, in that it was held to be the duty as well of the pas-

senger as of the conductor to use all reasonable means to make the
change.

Mr. McLenegan : I do not think that a case of this kind, if

carried to the court, would find any favor. It would be evident that

the passenger had intended to harass and anno}' the conductor,
and I do not think he would have any standing in court.

Mr. Shock then read a paper upon " Long Distance Transmis-
sion of Power." It is published on p. 373.

The next paper read was one by Mr. Stein on the subject of
" Fenders.

"

Mr. Vining : Some little time ago I received from the
Board of Supervisors a pamphlet advertising a fender in use in an
Eastern city not nearly as large as San Francisco, During the fif-
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teen months in which the fender had been in use the result was as

follows : One hundred and twenty-six people were knocked down by
the fenders, four of these people were killed and nine were seriously

injured. According to the makers' own statement ten or twelve
more were more or less seriously injured, and still more were some-
what injured. So you see that even according to their own state-

ment there were about twenty killed or seriously injured, while
there were one hundred more who were knocked down and more or

less injured.

Now, during the same time, in San Francisco, with roads run-
ning through more crowded streets, during the first fifteen months
of the operating of our electric s^-stem, only one-sixth of that num-
ber of accidents occurred; of that number four were killed. We had
altogether sixteen accidents where they had 126. I think the com-
parison of these statistics shows very much in our favor. We know

Exhibits at St. Louis Meeting A. S. R. A.

In addition to the information given last month about the plans
of the Connnittee on Exhibits, the circular issued by the Committee
to manufacturers, which bears date of May 5, states that the price of
space has been fixed at ten cents per square foot, no less than one
hundred square feet to be assigned. The proceeds of the sale of

space will go to the American vStreet Railwaj' A.ssociation and checks
should be made payable to T. C. Penington, secretary and treas-

urer A. S. R. A., 2020 vState Street, Chicago, and .should be sent in on
or before Oct. i, 1S96. Applications for .space, however, should
be made to Mr. George W. Baunhoff, chairman Committee on Ex-
hibits, Park and Vandeventer Avenues, St. Louis, and must be re-

ceived by him on or before Aug. 15. Assignments will be made as
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that it is the practice of all men when they see a car coming to cal-

culate whether they can cross ahead of it or not. Almost every one
rushes across ahead of the car, just barely in time to escape, and the
adoption of a fender projecting beyond the front of the car is liable

to cause six times the number of accidents that would otherwise
occur. The accidents that we have had have all been either with
small children who were too young to have been permitted to cro.ss

the street alone, or else with, people who were not in the full pos-
session of their faculties, owing sometimes to old age, infirmity or
disease, but owing more frequently to intoxication.

Mr. Stein: There is no one of the fenders that we have tried

which in ni}- opinion equals the simple common pilot board attached
to the truck.

Mr. McLenEGAN: I believe that more accidents occur if there
are fenders on the cars. Most motormen think that their cars

are equipped with a device which will prevent accidents and hence
grow careless. I would like to ask the gentlemen who are connected
with the Market Street Railroad what their experience has been with
the electric brake.

Mr. Stein: We have been running it only about two or three
weeks, but to give it a fair trial it should run six months at least, be-
fore we could really determine its efficiency and usefulness. So far
no defects have developed.

The meeting adjourned si/w die.

promptly as possible after that date and exhibitors notified of their
location.

Possession of the hall can be had on Fridaj-, Oct. 16, and it is

earnestly requested that all exhibits shall be in place and the work
finished by Monday, Oct. 19, which is the evening before the open-
ing of the convention. Watchmen will be in charge of the premises
so that exhibits will be .safe.

A New Conduit Electric Railway in New York.

The Amsterdam Avenue extension of the Third Avenue Rail-
road Compan}- of New York, the construction of which has been
fully described in the Strp:et Raii<w.\y Journal, commenced regu-
lar operations on May 16. The line is equipped with the Love elec-
tric traction system and at present some six cars are in regular serv-
ice in connection with the cable cars.

The Paterson Railway Company (
Paterson, N. J. ) has obtained

the right of way from Garfield to Lodi and will probably extend its

lines to that place. Application will be made to the Passaic and
Bergen County Freeholders for permission to cross the Garfield
Bridge, but it is likely that a new bridge will be built.
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Annual Report of the Atlanta Consolidated Street
Railway Company.

The Atlanta Consolidated vStreet Railway Company in Presi-

dent Hurt's annual re])orl dated May li, 1896, makes a remarkal)le
showing for the year endinir A])r. 30. In order to show this to the
full extent, a comparison with the ]5revious three years is given here-
with. It will be seen that the company's earnings from ojjeration are
just double those of last year and its net income is|iii8,8S8 in stead of

123,588. This great increase in gross and net is due, of course,
largely to the Cotton States Exposition, which was exceedingly
profitable to the company.

Year ending Apr. 30, 1893. 1894. 1895. 1896.
Gross receipts from pas-

sengers.. $35i.5(j8 1299,311 $292,467 491,379
Gross receipts other

sources 510 329 2,378 6,911
Gross receipts total 352,078 299,640 294,845 497.29c
Operating expenses 249,258 205,119 169,029 245,201

Earnings from operation $102,820 94.521 125,816 352,089
Deductions from earnings

97.524 92,520 1 133.201
Taxes 14,066 9,708
Miscellaneous 7,974

Net income * 25,043 23,5'''8 118,888
Per cent. op. exp. to total

receipts 70.7 68.3 57-3 49-5
*Deficit.

Palance Sheet.—Dated Apr. 30, 1894. 1S95. 1896.

ASSE rs.

Road and equipment* 14,392,925 *4, 384, 775 4,385,468
Cash assets 22,624 6,83s 4,828
Material 4,658 5,215 5,352
Bills and accts. receivable 75S 9.835 2,400

798 5.520
25,000 97,000

Construction and equipmeni 70,47s

Total |'4,42i,763 14,502,141 $5,400,568

LIABILITIES.

f2,000,000 $2,000,000 2,000,000

Bond account 2,153,000 2,178,000 2,250,000
Income bonds 212,000 212,000 106,000

Accrued interest 29,363
Bills and accts. payable 20,094 88,552 144,568

7.306
Profit and loss (surplus) 23,589

Total $4,421,763 $4,502,141 $4,500,568
* Including profit and loss, Ii)i2i,i27.

It is worthy of note that the stockholders of the company have
never received' a dividend upon their stock. Onh- within the last

two years has it been possible for the compan}- to show any profit

from its business and all of the.se profits have been used in paying
the company's debts and increasing its transportation facilities. In
spite of this and of the fact that the entire proceeds of the companj-'s
operation have been turned back to promote the city's growth, the
company has been met with rather more than the usual amount of

oppo-sition from the citizens of Atlanta, who have been so greatly

benefited by the enlightened policy pursued b}' President Hurt and
his associates.

The car mileage for the year was 2,137,847, and the cost of oper-

ation per car mile was 1^.114. This item includes all repairs and re-

newals, but does not include the item of depreciation.

An Amusement Company.

The Street Railway Park Amusement Company is the title of a

new corporation organized in Chicago, whose object is to supply-

street railway parks with amusements of dififerent kinds. The man-
agers of the company are said to have had an exten.sive theatrical

experience, and with the rapid increase in number of street railwa}'

parks and the growing importance of this department of street rail-

way operation, the field which this company will aim to cover is an
important one. A number of contracts have already been made
with street railway companies, and the firm is said to have secured a

number of excellent drawing attractions.

The Lombard Oil Brake.

On Maj' 25 a te.st was made on the Richmond Hill division of

the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, of the Lomliard oil brake.

This brake was described in the Street Railway Journal for

December, 1895, but some improvements have been made which
better adapt it to street railway work. The car u])on which the

tests were made was a long car mounted on Brill maximum traction

trucks, and weighing about 16,000 lbs. The oil used is under 220
lbs. air pres.svire, and .some ver}' (juick stops were made with the car

runtiing at a high rate of speed.

The Milwaukee Strike and Boyeott.

A most peculiar condition of affairs is found in Milwaukee to-

day. In the early part of April the street railway employes of the
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Compau}' struck for an in-

crease of wages to twenty cents per hour in.stead of nineteen, the
present rate, which was the result of a rise granted by the manage-
ment some time ago. The demand was refused, the men were dis-

charged, other men were obtained from outside cities and the cars

are now running on regular schedule time.

But the citizens of Milwaukee are not riding, at least on the .street

cars. Old onniibuses, ex])ress wagons, drays and conveyances of all

kinds have been chartered \)y sj'mpathizers with the strikers and are

running on the railway company's streets. A boycott has been de-
clared against the company. Citizens who ride or whose wives, .sis-

ters or remote relatives ride, find their business quietly dropping
away. Many local societies have formally pledged themselves not
to use the street cars until the strike is settled. The new men em-
ployed by the company cannot find boarding or lodging hou.ses

among tlie jseople, but are housed and fed in camps at the various
street railway barns, the provisions being obtained from Chicago
with cooks, stewards, etc.

There has been not a little violence in the city, particularly

since it is seen that General Manager Wyman is a man of determi-
nation and that there will be no compromise whatever with the
strikers. The new men and the police officers have been attacked
and the strikers have even gone so far as to pelt the cars with bottles

containing sulphuric and muriatic acids, so that the clothing of the
few passengers who were riding has been ruined. The Merchants'
& Manufacturers' Association has jjassed resolutions declaring that
the people are under a " reign of terror unlike anything in our his-

tory "and the mayor has issued a proclamaiion urging all persons
to aid in restoring former conditions.

The ultimate outcome of the strike is not doubtful because the
company will not under an}' circumstances yield to the strikers, but
meanwhile there will be heavy loss of traffic until the people become
tired of " cutting off the nose to spite the face." It appears that the
company is unpopular with the people, chiefly because of the fact

that its ownership is vested largely in the East and the people, as
usual, forget the enormous sums of mone}' which have been poured
into the city by outside capitalists without the return as 3 et of a
single penny in the form of dividends on stock.

New Brooklyn Bridge Contracts.

The trustees of the Brooklyn Bridge have awarded contracts for

the equipment of the new power house and motors which are in-

tended to operate the switching plant on the bridge. The Walker
Company secures the generators—two 400 k. w. direct connected
machines; Pullman's Palace Car Company will build the twent}'
passenger cars; the McGuire Manufacturing Company the trucks;
the General Electric Company has the contract for motors; the
Southwark Foundry & Machine Company the contract for two 600
h. p. engines; and the Babcock & Wilcox Company the contract for

two 400 h. p. boilers.

The Walker 400 k. w. generators which are to be used in this

plant were fully described and illustrated in the January number of
the Street R.ailway Journal.

Expected Lease of the Madison Avenue Line in
New York City.

It is probable that a lease of the Madison Avenue line of the
New York & Harlem Railroad Company, which is owned b^- the
Vanderbilt interests, will be made early in June to the Metropolitan
Street Railway Company, which has been for the last two weeks in
negotiation with the owners. This line is part of the general rail-

road system of the New York & Harlem Company and cannot
therefore be sold, as it has no capital stock apart from the stock of
the main company. If a lease is made the lessee will undoubtedly
equip it with .some improved motive power.

The Efficiency of a Steam Boiler.

An interesting paper on this subject was presented by William
Kent at the St. Louis meeting of the American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers. There has been much criticism in the past on the
usual methods of obtaining the value of "combustible" from coal.

This is from analysis of samples by a chemist, but Mr. Kent cites va-
rious examples showing that this method is far from satisfactory, as
well as an instance where calorimeter tests varied eighteen per cent,
in the same sample.

For these reasons he believes that the present determination of
efficiency in boilers to be unreliable for a commercial standard.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Conqiauy reports such a
large increase in its business that it has been obliged to add to its

manufacturing: facilities, and has recentl}' taken in an additional
floor at its works. A new department will be added shortlv, that of
the manufacture of overhead line material, and the company has se-
cured a new iiLsulation, for which excellent claims are made'. In the
register department the company has several hundred orders ahead.
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San Francisco Notes.

The principle of centralization so well understood and extensive-

ly applied in the East has met the approval of a number of street

railway men in Oakland, Cal. There are a number of electric roads
whose power houses are located in the suburbs of Oakland, and the
extreme end of whose systems converge at this city's business center.

Coal has to be hauled to these distant power houses hy wagon and
their condensing facilities are not of the best. The Oakland Gas
Light & Heat Company, controlling all the gas producing business

of the city and most of the electric light business and whose large

power house is located on the Oakland estuary where coal can be
unloaded from the ships and unlimited qualities of condensing water
can be procured, has decided to equip itself with some railway gen-
erators and supply current to many of these electric railways. The
Highland Park & Fruitvale road has signified its intention of get-

ting its power from the Gas Company as has the East Oakland road.

The Haywards road and the Alameda road are expected to agree
soon. The gas company' b}- running large triple expansion con-
densing engines can sell power at a profit for less than these roads
can produce it, for with their small high speed engines, many run non-
condensing. Especially is this true of the portions of their lines in

Oakland near the gas company's power plant and distant from their

own and consequently subject to a heav}' time loss.

Work on the Market Street Company's Folsom Street line is

being rapidly finished. This work consists in changing from horse
to electric traction a double track line four miles long and running
through a thickly populated part of San Francisco and connecting
the mission with the ferr)' terminus.

When this is finished the Fourth Street line is to be changed
from horse to electricit)'. This line will be continued with the re-

constructed cable line on Ellis and will run from the vSouthern

Pacific Railroad depot at Third and Townsend out into the Western
Addition.

The Alameda, Piedmont & Oakland Railway Company is rapidl}-

pushing the work in changing its steam line to L,aundry Farm
to electricit}'. A line of bracket poles is being used to .support the
latest form of figure 8 trolley. The three wire .system re-

centl}' tried in Oakland has been given up. The lines so fed had
many steep grades upon them and the loads on the two sides of the
three wire system were continually getting out of balance. The
larger portion of the lines were run on the two wire system. As the
part run on the three wire system had but a few cars on it, one side

of the three wire s)'stem was run on the regular two wire bus bars

and the other side by a separate generator. When the line be-

came so out of balance as to overload this one generator the whole
system failed with the shutdown of the overloaded side.

S. L. F.

Graphite Bushings.

Self lubricating bushings are one of the many conveniences en-

joyed by modern power users. While unsuitable under some con-
ditions their use is .so general that one does not often realize how
much trouble and time they save. The tendency' is toward their ex-

tended use especially in light high running journals and toward im-
provement in the line of their manufacture.

Graphite naturally suggests itself for this service, and the bear-

ings of the Graphite Lubricating Company are making an excellent
record. In trolley bu.shings they have given excellent results and
the manufacturers have a letter from A. & J. M. Anderson stating

that after careful consideration of various makes the latter had de-

cided upon the graphite and bronze bushings of the Graphite
Lubricating Company and had no reason to regret the choice. The
last order given by the Anderson Brothers was for 5000 graphite and
bronze bushings. Other manufacturers who use the.se bushings in

certain parts of their machinery are the Ball & Wood Company,
Ames Iron Works, Ball Engine Company, Shaw Electric Crane Com-
pany, American Engine Company and the Jeffrey Manufacturing
Company. The Graphite Company was the originator and patentee
of this method of lubrication and has never sold or given any rights

to manufacture its bearings.

The bushings have done exceptionally well in trolley harps as

the}' require no oil, are durable, and graphite aids the flow of current
instead of hindering it.

Motors in a Freshet.

The qualities of an electric motor are best shown in the ability of
the device to withstand the extraordinary conditions to which it may
be exposed.

On Mar. i, 1896, a very heavy freshet flooded the streets of
Derby, Conn, and .superintendent B. W. Foster thus describes the
performance of one of his cars. "In order to bring out emplo3es,
who live on the east side to the car barn so that they could take
the cars out on scheduled time, it was necessary to run the car across
the causeway. This car had to proceed through water that was
twentj'-two inches deep for a distance of six hundred feet. After
getting them over we continued the operation of this car on regular
scheduled time for two hours, making eight trips, until we could get
one of our old summer cars to be drawn by horses. At the end of
each trip the cars were taken into the barn and carefully examined.

the botton plugs being taken out to allow the water that was in the
motors to drain off. This amount was very slight. The power was
used on the last notch of the series connections. The wave caused
by the motion of the car was .sufficient to come up under the bumper
and wash across the front platform, so that during one half of each
round trip the rcsi.stance boxes were practically submerged."

Appreciation of American Hospitality.

The Dublin United Tramways Compau}' has sent to a large
number of street railway companies and individuals in the United
.States and Canada a card of acknowledgment for courtesies rendered
to the members of its Board of Directors who recently made a tour
of investigation in this country. The card reads as follows:

DUBININ UNITED TRAMWAYS COMP.\NY.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors held on Tuesday, Nov.
12, 1895, it was resolved that the Board desire to express their

acknowledgment of the courtesy, hospitality and universal kind-
ness which the deputation from the company received during their

recent visit to the United States and Canada.
Signed on behalf of the Board

Wm. Carte,
Wm. Anderson.

The card is stamped with the official seal of the company and is

certainly a pleasant way of expressing the gratitude of the deputa-
tion for the many favors received by it in this country.

It is only fair however to say that while such courtesies are al-

ways freely accorded by Americans to all who have any official right

to expect them, it is nevertheless true that they were given with even
more heartiness and generosity than usual to the deputation which
represented the Dublin United Tramwaj-s Company, because of the
genial pensonality and high character of the gentlemen composing
that delegation, who were cordially and thoroughly liked and re-

spected from the moment they stepped upon American soil.

Meeting of the National Electric Light
Association.

The nineteenth annual convention of the National Electric

Light Association was held May 5, 6 and 7, at the Grand Central
Palace, New York. There was a large attendance and a number of

interesting papers were read. The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year: president, Frederick Nicholls, Toronto; first vice-

president, Henry Clay, Philadelphia; second vice president, J. J.

Burleigh, Camden, N. J., Executive Conmiittee, A. J. DeCamp,
Philadelphia; John A. Seely, New York, A. M. Young, Waterbury,
Conn., and H. A. Wagner, St. Louis, Mo.

One of the most interesting features of the convention was the
opportunity afforded delegates and others to attend the Electrical

Exposition held in the same building during May.

Aleeting of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers.

The annual meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers was held May 19, at New York. The following officers

were elected: president, Louis Duncan; vice-presidents, Charles P.

Steinmetz, Harris J. Ryan, Wilbur M. Stine; managers, John W.
Lieb, Jr., F. A. Pickernell, William L. Puffer, L. B. .Stillwell; sec-

retary, Ralph W. Pope; treasurer, George A. Hamilton.

Street Railway Contracts Abroad.

A contract for the construction of twenty-four miles of cable

railway line in Edinburgh has just been placed with Dick, Kerr &
Company, at a cost of about ^'205,000, this figure covering machinery
and general con.struction. The same firm is also building cable

tramwa}'s in Douglas, Isle of Man, at a cost of from ;^35,ooo to

^"40,000, and will probably contract to reconstruct the present horse

lines in that city this fall at an additional expense of about /"4o,ooo.

Orders for cable and other tramway material have also been received

from South .\frica and other points in the Briti.sli Isles and on the
Continent, and these contracts, in connection with a very large

pressure of work in the rail department, have loaded up the firm's

extensive works in Kilmarnock to such an extent that delivery on
contracts booked now cannot be promised earlier than August.

A good deal of interest is felt by foreign tramway companies
and manufacturers in the results of the experiments in underground
conduit work in New York and Washington, and it is felt that if

these shall prove that a good conduit system can be devised that will

work as economically as the overhead system, tramway work on a

large scale will be undertaken in London, Manchester, Liverpool and
elsewhere. British manufacturers feel that it is almost hopeless to

expect that the large cities will permit overhead construction in the

business streets, though they will doubtless have no objection to it

in the suburbs. In a number of places however steam dummies are
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being used, and it is thought that local authorities will welcome a

change from these to the overhead electric system.
The fact that so nuich interest and uneasiness are being felt by

]?ritish tramway managers regarding the future is significant as

indicating that some change to better methods of propelling street

cars is surely to come within a conqjaratiN cl)' short time, and it is

probable that the educational influences of the actual construction

work which is being done in Great Britain will be greater, and the

possibilit}- of overcoming the prejudices of the British public against

innovations will be more quickly demonstrated than is now believed

possible by the more conservative manufacturers and promoters.

Fender Keeords.

Opinions upon the real value of fenders as protective devices

differ so widely among street railway managers that specfic records

of their performance in different cities will be of interest. Below is

given the experience of the Union Depot line, of vSt. Louis, and that

of the Consolidated Traction Company, of Jersey City, N. J.

The former has in daily service an average of 150 motor cars, all

of which are equipped with Providence fenders. During eight

months the number of persons that have been in imminent danger
of being run over by these cars is fifty. Of these two were lying
down, tiiree were on bicycles and forty-five were on foot Of the
two that were lying down one was an epileptic who had fallen with
his head just outside the rail. Had the motorman not dropped his

fender the man's head would have been cut off, for when the car

stopped the wheels had passed him. He was not hurt. The «ther
was a boy who fell in front of the car before the fender reached him.
He was not hurt. The three bicyclists were rescued unhurt. In all

three cases the speed exceeded five miles. Of the forty-five pedes-
trians, all but five were rescued unhurt, or with only insigniiicant

scratches or bruises. Of the five that were hurt one threw himself
under the car behind the fender and was instantly killed. It was
the second time within a few days that the same man had attempted
suicide in a similar manner. The other fatal case was that of a

drunken man who reeled against the side of the fender and fell upon
it, but rolled off and went under the car. A third case was that of a

little girl who was successfully caught and carried till the car struck
a curve, when she was thrown off in such a manner that her foot was
crushed. The fourth case was that of a man who struck the east

side of the fender and fell so that his feet went both under the pilot.

None of these four persons was hurt before going under the car, and
it is possible that had the car been provided with an automatic wheel
guard they would have been seriously hurt. The fifth person had
his ankle broken.

The report also shows that three horses and one mule have been
picked up and carried some distance without injury to the animals.
It is also stated that the fenders have sensibly lessened the damage
to cars by acting as a buffer in cases of collision with other street

vehicles. Whenever a motorman finds he must strike a vehicle in

front, he drops his fender and thus accomplishes two objects; first,

he lessens and frequently entirely prevents damage both to his car

and to the other vehicles; second, he insensibly acquires the habit
of instantly dropping his fender even more promptly than he can
shut off his current or apply his brake. Those who object to giving
motormen anything to do to avert personal accidents will appreciate
the increased efficiency secured by making the man on the front

platform responsible for so much of his employer's property.
The record made on the road of the Consolidated Traction Com-

pany of Jersey City and Newark by the same fender is even better.

From Oct. i, 1894, to Dec. 31, 1895, there were 124 accidents
with cars equipped with the fenders. The number of persons struck
by the fender was 126.

Number rescued iniinjured 85
" " slightly injured • 19
!' injured not seriously 6

Seriously injured 3
Degree of injury not given 9
Fatally injured 4

126

Investigation has shown that the three persons reported seri-

ously injured and the nine persons reported as injury not given,
have all recovered, so that the record stands: 126 lives placed in

jeopardy and 122 lives saved.
Since 1896 thirty-eight human beings have been struck b}- cars

equipped with the fender. Thirty'-seven of the persons were rescued
uninjured. There was one fatal accident. A little boy four years
of age was picked up by the fender, but before the car could be
stopped, he rolled off from the side of the fender and in some un-
known way was struck, probably by the journal box and was fatally

injured.

In many of the smaller places like vStaten Island and Hartford,
Conn., where the fender has been in service a shorter period of time
several lives have been saved and not one person killed by a car
equipped with the device. The Providence Company has very
strong letters from the general manager of the Consolidated Trac-
tion Company of Newark, of the Union Depot Railroad Company,
and of other roads speaking in highest terms of the fender.

Use of Twin Rails on Crossings.

In reference to a statement which appeared in our cokimns last

month regarding the use of twin rails on crossings, the Weir Frog
Company writes to us that the statement is misleading, inasnuich as

the Weir Frog Company is the owner of patent No. 249,707, granted

Nov. 15, 1881, the fourth claim of which, it is asserted, broadly

covers such use of supplemental or twin rails. It is also claimed

that this patent secures the right to notch the flangeways of the

running rails of the track mostly used, thus getting the full strength

of the base, web, and in some cases a large portion of the head of

the rails.
im

A Large Factory Output.

W. E. Cooke, general manager of the Peckham Motor Truck &
Wheel Company, who has been giving his entire time of late to the

problem of increasing the production of trucks at the Kingston fac-

tory so that it shall keep pace with orders received, has succeeded

in making a record for the month of April, having actually turned

out and shipped 290 trucks. Mr. Cooke lias greatly systematized

the work in the factory, and believes that he will be able to even
exceed these figures of output from month to month. So far this

year, over one thousand trucks have been shipped, and the company-
is still far behind in its orders, over four hundred trucks Iieing down
on its books for immediate delivery.

The Peckham Company has recently filled a number of foreign

orders, shipping trucks for use in Yokohama, Japan; Melbourne,
Sydney and Brisbane, Australia, and London. The American orders

recently received call for trucks in Salt Lake City, Pueblo, Staunton,

Va., Richmond, Va., St. Louis, Alton, 111., Terre Haute, Ind.,

Gloucester, Mass, Worcester, Mass., Beverly, Mass., Woonsocket,
R. I., Boston, Rockford, Me., Philadelphia and New York.

Mr. Peckham, who has been taking a well earned vacation in

California for some two months past, is expected back in about a

month and will be cordially welcomed by his many friends in the

East.

Compressed Air Motors for New York.

The Metropolitan Traction Company has decided to test the

value of compressed air motors for traction, and ten cars will .soon

be in service on one of its lines at the upper end of the city. The
motive apparatus will be supplied by the American Wheelock Com-
pany, at whose works in Worcester, Mass., the equipment of the cars

is now being carried on. Owing to the ample capital of the Wheel-
ock Company and the engineering ability of its engineers, the test

promises to be most interesting and one which will determine the
value of compressed air for this class of work.

Standard Air Brakes Abroad.

The Standard Air Brake Company is in the front rank of those
American companies which are receiving orders from abroad for

the ecjuipment of E^uropean electric railways. This portion of its

business has not been neglected by the energetic general manager
of the company, E. J. Wessels, and aided by the high reputation
earned in this country by the brakes, they have enjoyed an excel-

lent sale abroad. In the city of Leipzig alone the company has sold

215 brake equipments, while in other cities the brake has been ex-

tensively adopted. In the antipodes as well, the .Standard air brake
has gained an excellent reputation, as renewed shipments to Aus-
tralia testify. Mr. Wessels states that their use in this country is

also increasing, and that street railway managers are regarding this

air brake with increased confidence and favor.

Excellent Boiler Results.

Dean & Main, mechanical and milling engineers, of Boston, and
D. P. Jones, M. E.. of Chicago, recently made a test on three Stirling

boilers at the Waltham Bleacliery & D_ve Works at Waltham, Mass.,

which gave such excellent results that they are worthy of record.

The percentage of moisture in the steam generated was only 0.58;

water evaporated per pound of dry coal from and at 212 degs. F. 12.44
lbs., equivalent per pound of combustible from and at 212 degs. F.

13.03 lbs. ^ ^
Thomas H. McLean.

Thomas H. McLean, who has been for over twent}' years a
prominent figure in American street railroading, has been engaged
hy the British S3mdicate of bankers and capitalists which has re-

cently purchased the street railways of the Citj' of Mexico, to under-
take the reconstruction and management of that property, and after

a brief trip to London, made during the past month, has departed
for his new field of action. The selection of Mr. McLean by the
syndicate was a high and well deserved tribute to his unusual ability

as a manager and to the absolute confidence which can be placed in

his honesty and judgment under the difficult conditions which he
will have to meet.

Mr. McLean's record as a street railway manager is an interest-

ing one. He entered the field in 1877, as .secretary and manager of

the Twenty-third Street Railroad Company, of New York City,

which position he held for sixteen years, until June, 1893, when he
became for a short time general manager of the Hou.ston, West
Street & Pavonia Ferry Railroad Company, which was then the
lessee corporation of the properties now controlled by the Metro-
politan Street Railway Companj'. During his connection with the
Twenty-third Street line, he handled with consummate ability and
entire success that portion of the great labor troubles of 1885-86
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which affected his property, and achieved a reputation for stern
determination and " grit" which has since stood him in good stead.

In August, 1893, Mr. McLean was engaged as general manager of

the Citizens' Street Railway Company, of Indianapolis, which position
he held until early in the present year. Immediately after his

arrival at Indianapolis in i<S93, he was called upon to cope with an-
other great labor struggle, which he did, again with entire success,

breaking up a most powerful combination of lal)or unions which had
for years made street railroading in Indianapolis an enterprise of

great financial risk. In spite of these difficulties with his men, Mr.
McLean liasalwa3's been able to obtain the confidence and good will

of his employes and associates, and this is particularly true in In-
dianapolis, where his departure is felt as a most serious loss.

The street railway conditions which Mr. McLean will find in

the City of Mexico are, of course, very different from those in this

country. The Di.strict Railway Compan}', which owns all the lines

reaching from the heart of the city to various suburban districts, has

149 miles of single track road, of which 65 are in the city proper and
the remainder in the suburbs. The road has 300 cars and 2800
mules, together with a large number of dummy engines. The cars

have second and third class compartments (no first class), and the
average fares amount to J.075 in Mexican silver, equivalent to

about $.035 in United States money. The population of the city

proper is about 344,000 and of the suburbs about 90,000.
The traffic is handled in a very pecaliar way. The cars all start

from one central point and run in trains, so to speak, of five or six

cars, each drawn by its own mules, to the outskirts of the city, where
the mules are taken off, the cars coupled together and the trains are

run by dummies out into the country. It is an odd sight to see these
cars all starting out together on the various radiating lines, leaving
the great Central Pla/a entirely free from cars for some time after.

Mr. McLean will doubtless be obliged to experiment somewhat
carefully before introducing all the inijjrovements known in Ameri-
can practice, and it will be interesting to note the results to the
City of Mexico from his work there.

Personals.

Mr. G. C. Kuhlman, of Cleveland, O., was in New York last

month on a business trip.

Mr. G. D. Rosenthal, general agent at St. Louis for the General
Electric Conijiany, was married last month.

Mr. L. D. Mathes has been appointed superintendent of the
Norfolk & Ocean View Railroad, of Norfolk, Va.

Mr. D. C. Deming has been appointed superintendent of the
Buffalo Railway Company. Mr. Deming has been for some months
acting superintendent of the company.

Mr. James McLaughlin, recently with the Philadelphia Engin-
ering Works, Ltd., has been electecl secretary and treasurer of the
Barr I'umping Engine Company, of Philadelphia.

Mr. J. C. Cameron, formerly of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad
Compan}', has been appointed superintendent of the New Jersey
Electric Railway Compan}', of Paterson and Hoboken, N. J.

Mr. Frank X. Cicott, manager railway department, Pettingell-

Andrews Company, of Boston sailed for F^urope last month on the
American Line .steamer "New York," to be absent about two
months.

Mr. A. H. Paget, son-in-law of Wm. C. Whitney, has been
elected treasurer of the Metropolitan Traction Company, of New
York. Mr. Chas. E. Warren, who has held the office of secretary

and treasurer of the company, will remain secretary.

Mr. T. Commerford Martin, has been appointed by President
Duncan, of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, represent-

ative of that body at the celebration of the Jubilee of the Professor-

ship of Lord Kelvin, which will take place in Glasgow, on June 16.

Mr. Martin will .sail June 6 and while ab.sent will lecture before the
Royal In.stitute on the subject of the Niagara Power Plant.

Mr. Henry G. Issertel, well known in electric railway circles,

has formed a connection with the Walker Company, of Cleveland,

O., as sales agent with headquarters at New York City. Mr. Issertel

has been identified with electric railwa}- matters since the early days
of electric railroading during which time he acted in the capacity of

consulting engineer and sales agent for several well known mann-
fecturing companies. Mr. Issertel has been made a member of the
faculty of the National College of Electro-Therapeutics, of Indian-

apolis, Ind., and now fills the chair of practical dynamic electricit}'.

Mr. R. E. Dunston, who has recently completed the construc-

tion of the Cortland & Homer Traction Company and who has been
acting as superintendant of that company', has resigned his position.

Mr. Dunston is by birth an Englishman, and has acted as construct-

ing railway engineer both in that country and in Ceylon. In 1S84 he
came to this country to take charge of the manufactures of the
Schuyler Electric Manufacturing Company, of Hartford, Conn., and
in 1888 he organized the Connecticut Motor Company of which he was
president and engineer. In 1S92 Mr. Dunston took the general man-
agership of the Wightman Electric Manufacturing Company of

Scranton, then controlled by the Thomson-Houston Company. Two
years later he determined to return to railway practice and took
charge of the Cortland & Homer Traction Company. Mr. Dunston
is an Assoc. Mem. 1. C. E. and a Mem. Am. I. E. E.

Mr. Franklin Brooks, junior member of the firm of Eugene
Munsell & Company, New York, miners and importers of mica, has

recently returned from a trip abroad. Mr. Brooks has Ijeen away some
six months, including in his itinerary London, Paris, and Monaco;
then through the Mediterranean Sea, and Suez Canal to India, where
he spent two months in the mica fields, in which the company is large-
ly interested. He has brought home a large number of photographs,
which are very interesting, and which have been procured at a great
deal of expense. After having disposed of his business in the mica
field, he visited Calcutta, and also spent some time in China and
Japan; then returned by way of Vancouver and San P'rancisco.

vSome idea is gained of the magnitude of the mica fields from the
fact that Mr. Brooks traveled about 4000 miles in that section of In-
dia alone. The firm imports mica direct from the mines and Mr.
Brooks has completed arrangements whereby his firm will be in a
position to supply mica to the electrical trade in larger quantities
than heretofore.

Mr. Armistead K. Baylor, who has been connected with the
General Electric Company for several years, has gone abroad in its

interest and .sailed for England, May 23, by the steamship " Cam-
pania." Mr. Baylor is but twenty-eight years of age, and is the man

best qualified, in the opinion of

the company and his friends, to

undertake the responsible work
which has been given him. He
will devote himself to the railway
interests of the British Thomson-
Houston Companj', Limited, li-

censees of the General Electric

Company for Great Britain. Mr.
Baylor's training for his new
position is of the best, as he was
formerly connected with the rail-

way' engineering department of

the General Electric Company
under W. H. Knight, and was
assistant for the past two years to

W. J. Clark, general manager of

the railway department, who is

known as one of the most ener-

getic and successful men in

the electrical trade. The British

Thomson-Houston Company has
recently been reorganized, and will enter most actively into the elec-

tric railway field, which gives prospects of offering abroad, as well

as in America, highlj- profitable opportunities for the investment of

capital and the sale of apparatus. Both Mr. Baylor and his new
emploj-ers are to be heartily congratulated on their prospects for the
future in this new arrangement.

ARMISTKAD K. BAYI^OR.

Obituary.

F. K. Hain, vice-president and general manager of the elevated

railway system of New York, was killed by a freight train at Clifton

Springs, N. Y., last month. Mr. Hain was born in 1836, in Penn.syl-

vania, and had an extended railroad experience with the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western and Pennsylvania Railroads. He was also

for a number of years in charge of the designing department of the

Baltimore Locomotive Works, and during the late war he served
in both the army and navy. In March, 1880, he was appointed
general manager of the Manhattan Elevated .system, with which he
had previously been connected as master mechanic. In 1891 he was
elected second vice-president of the company.

Colonel Hain was a man of broad mind as well as of great

activity, and was conversant with the minute details of the extensive

system of which he had control. He possessed excellent executive

abilities and introduced and maintained a strict system of discipline

among his em])loyes. As a result, although the elevated system of

New York conducts a traffic of about 600,000 passengers per day, not

one passenger has been killed in a train during the sixteen years in

which Colonel Hain has been in charge.

AlVlONQ THE MANUFACTURERS.

The Sawyer-Man Electric Company, has been reorganized and
the manufacture of the Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp will be re-

sumed. The offices of the company are the same as those of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.

A. O. Schoonmaker, of New York, offers to the trade his solid

sheet mica segments for all the standard railway motors built up and
gauged to required thickness. He reports an increasing demand for

his solid sheet mica washers which he can furnish in any desired

thickness.

The Corliss Steam Engine Company, of Providence, R. I.,

has received an order for three cross compound engines for the

Union loop line (elevated), of Chicago. The cylinder dimensions
will be 30 ins. and 60 ins. > 60 ins. stroke, and the engines will run
at seventy-five revolutions per minute.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company, of Providence, R., I.,

writes us that it is equipping cars with its fenders, in the followng

places; Richmond, Va.; Staten Island, N. Y. ; St. Louis, Mo. ; Hart-

ford, Conn.; West Hartford, Conn.; New Britain, Conn.; Waterbury,
Conn.; Fitchburg, Mass., and Fall River, Mass.
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Gilbert Wilkes, consulting- elt'ctrical and meclianical engineer,

of Detroit, Mich., has recently moved his office in that city to the

Union Trust Building. Mr. "Wilkes has acted as consulting engineer
for a number of railway plants which have recently been installed,

and has had long experience in electric railway work.

The Goubert Manufacturing Company, of New York, has ju,st

opened a Western office at No. 1403 Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

This branch will be in charge of E. Webster, a gentleman well

known in engineering circles and expert in the matter of steam ap-

pliances, having been for many years with Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-
Vaile Company.

Warren Webster & Company, of Camden, N. J., have recently
published a pamphlet descriptive of their system of steam heating
without back pressure on the engine. The Webster system has
proved very popular among steam users as the long list of their cus-

tomers shows, and the system of steam heating from engine exhaust
promises to meet with equally wide adoption.

The Commutator Company, of Minneapolis, which has lately

begun the manufacture of commutator segments by an entirely

new process, reports that the demand for its goods has been a great
surprise and far bej-ond its expectations. The companj' finishes its

segments on the inside and bevels to standard gauges and claims
that its product is of extremely low and uniform resistance.

The United States Projectile Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

is extending its factor}^ by a large addition, 100 ft. X 475 ft. This
would seem to indicate that the company's business is increasing.

The managers of the Ignited States Projectile Company advise us
that for some time past its works have been running night and
day on Government work, bicycle tuljing and hot pressed steel

motor pinions.

The Chicago Truck Company is putting fourteen of its trucks
under open bodies that are being built for the Akron & Cuyahoga
Falls Rapid Transit Company, by the Wells & French Company.
The company has also sold two extra trucks that will be used by the
above road under cars now in service. The truck is the Curtis
truck and is manufactured by the Wells & French Company, for

the Chicago Truck Company.

The Kensingto Engine Works, Ltd., of Philadelphia, Pa.,

have just closed a contract with the William Cramp & Sons Ship
& Engine Building Company, for two of their large water tube
heaters. They will be be thirty-eight inches in diameter by twenty
feet long and tested for a working pressure of 150 lbs. These
heaters will be installed in the power plant at Washington, D. C, for

the trolley line between Baltimore and Washington.

Arthur S. Partridge, of St. Louis, is widely known as one of

the most progressive and wide awake dealers in the street railway
supply trade. Mr. Partridge handles a full line of the best goods,
but makes it a point to embrace nothing in his list that does not
possess absolute merit or have an established reputation. This policy
coupled with the fact that he is an energetic, hard worker has en-

abled him to build up a large business that is constantly extending.

The National Switch & Signal Company, of Easton, Pa., has
been awarded the contract for installing two complete signal plants
for the Troy Union at the terminal station at Troy. There will be
a signal tower erected on a steel bridge spanning the tracks at each
entrance to the station, which is a through station, and all tracks
within the station shed will be connected with multiple indicators
in the towers, and all the latest improvements in the art will be
adopted.

Kohler Brothers, of Chicago, Western agents for the W'alker
Company, Cleveland, have just closed a contract with the Metropoli-
tan Street Railway Company, Kansas City, Mo., for one 1200 k. w.
multipolar generator which will be direct connected to an Allis en-
gine. The Walker Compan}- has also closed a contract with the
Chicago City Railway Company for five 800 k. w. multipolar belted
generators for the Fifty-second vStreet power station of this com-
pany.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., has
received a contract from the United States Projectile Company, of
Brooklyn, N. Y. , for the erection of a new building to meet the large
demand for the products of the latter company. The new building
will be 100 ft. X 450 ft. , of steel skeleton structure throughout!
The trusses have a clear span of 100 ft., and the general construction
is such that it will make one of the finest buildings of the kind in

the country.

The J. A. Fay & Egan Company, of Cincinnati, manufacturer
of wood working machiner)', has received, in the face of the strong-
est European and American competition, a large order for locomotive
and railway car shop tools for Russia. This order, amounting to over
|io,ooo is especially gratifying inasmuch as being the second
received during the course of a few years, it shows the high esteem in
which the machines are held and the splendid reputation they have
gained for themselves.

The Paul Boyton Water Show Company expects to do an ex-
cellent business during the coming year. The company's aquatic
exhibitions are particularly applicable to street railway parks and
have attracted large numbers of people where given. Captain Boy-
ton is from experience well posted on the subject of exhibitions and
kiiowsju.st what attractions are most appreciated by the public.
His invention " »Shooting the Chutes" was described in a recent
issue of the Strebx Raiway Journai,.

Edwards Brothers & Company, of New York, propose to act

as manufacturers' agents in New York City for a limited number of

maiuifacturers outside of New York City. The object will be to en-

able the latter to present to bn3'ers who visit the metropolis speci-

mens of their apparatus, and for ease in effecting sales. The firm

has .secured large and light display rooms covering 3700 sq. ft. in the
heart of the wholesale district convenient to every buyer as well as

to the local export bu3'ers. The firm will act as agents on the com-
mission basis.

The Electric Railway Equipment Company, of Cincinnati, has
just issued its 1896 catalogue of electric railway supplies. It is a

handsome publication of over one hundred pages and is profusely
illustrated with splendid cuts of most of the articles now used in con-
nection with electric railways. The company is one of the largest

manufacturers in the country of wrought iron and steel tubular poles

for either railway or lighting service, also of overhead line material,
gears, bearings, motor parts, etc. Its business is rapidly extending
and increasing.

Joel H. Woodman, of Hoboken, N. J., has recently purchased
the old "Gardner" plant owned by Edward B. Jordan, and with
these increased facilities will be in a better position than ever before
to supply veneer and other specialties for which he is well known.
He has also secured the services of W. P. Seguine, the pioneer in

the veneer business. As Mr. Seguine has been for over twenty years
intimately connected with this department of railway practice, it is

needless to say that he is fully acquainted with the needs and uses
of veneer as car seatings and ceilings.

The Taylor Electric Truck Company, of Tro3
, N. Y., is enjoy-

ing an excellent business and its works are very busy turning out
trucks. The company has received many unsolicited orders during
the last few months. Among the orders received for single trucks
are from roads in Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fishkill, N. Y.

;
Plattsburgh,

N. Y.; Ottawa, Out.; GaU, Ont.; Cohoes, N. Y.; Albany, N. Y., and
North Adams, Mass. Among its customers for double trucks are
roads in Oakland, Cal.; Portland, Ore.; Omaha, Neb.; Camden,
N. J.; Lowell Mass., and San Francisco.

Baldwin, Rodgers & Vickers, of New York, are one of the most
enterprising firms engaged in the electric railwaj' supply business.
The members believe in treating their customers in the best possible
and most liberal wa^^ and that a reputation for fair dealing and high
business methods is the most valuable possession that a firm can
have. The firm represents a number of prominent supplj' companies
including the Fulton Truck & Foundr}- Company, Changeable Elec-
tric Headlight Company, Corning Brake Shoe Company, Noti In-
sulator Company, and Mark Railway Equipment Company.

The C. W. Hunt Company, of New York, has recently pub-
lished an interesting pamphlet and catalogue on its manilla rope for
transmission and hoisting. This compau)' has gone carefully into
the subject of the use of rope for power purposes and its list of cus-
tomers of stevedore rope covers six closely printed pages. The cat-

alogue gives some very interesting engravings of the proper forms of

grooves of transmis.sion pulleys and a paper on the subject of rope
driving read by Mr. Hunt before the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers. The paper is accompanied bv diagrams and engrav-
ings.

The Phcenix Carbon Manufacturing Company, of St. Louis
has equipped its works with the very latest improved machinery and
appliances. The company's claim that it is turning out the best
motor brushes for electric railway use seems to be well substantiated
by the rapid increase and extension of this branch of its business.
Col. vS. G. Booker, the general manager of the company, thoroughly
understands the carbon business and aims to turn out the very best
carbon product that can be made. The Phoenix brush is claimed
to be low resistance, self lubricating, long lived, will not cut the
commutator and wears smoothl}'.

The Sterling Varnish Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., writes that
the Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia, has recently completed
an exhaustive line of test of the Sterling extra insulating varnish. As
a result of this test the company reports that these varnishes are en-
tirely satisfactory, and it has sent in orders for the varnish for use
on its cars. The Siemens & Halske Company, of Chicago, has also
decided after preliminary tests of the varnish to give it a thorough
trial with the idea of adopting it for use in its shop, and that the
Royal Electric Company, of Peoria, 111., has taken the subject up
in like manner.

The Dodge Coal Storage Company, of Philadelphia, Pa., has
secured from the Erie Railroad Company the contract for the con-
struction of a 150,000 ton .storage plant at East Buffalo, N. Y. The
coal will be stocked in nine divisions or piles, ea.ch of about 17,000
tons capacity. The plant will be constructed under the patents of

the well known Dodge system, with the latest improvements, in-

cluding a complete haulage .system for handling the cars. The effi-

ciency of the Dodge system is demonstrated by the fact that every
railroad using it has contracted for a second plant after more or less

extended experience with the fir.st.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., is

erecting for the Boston & Montana Consolidated Copper & Silver
Mining Company, of Great F'alls, Mont., a new electrical power
house in connection with a large mining plant. This building is to
be modern in all respects. The building will be absolutely fireproof
and the covering will be lined with the Berlin Company's patent
anti-condensation roof lining. This material has proved itself to
be very efficient for lining on engine and dynamo room roofs and
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the Bridge Company is constantly receiving orders for this work
from all parts of the countr}'.

The Pullman's Palace Car Company, of Chicago, has re-

ceived, among other recent orders, one for thirty-four double truck
cars for the Pasadena & Pacific Railwa}- , Los Angeles; thirty-five open
motor ten seated cars for the North Chicago Street Railroad Com-
pany; twentj'-four large double truck cars for the Suburban Rail-

road Company, Chicago; eighty ten seated open motor cars for. the
Calumet Electric Railway, Chicago; six motor cars for the Tri-City

Railway Company, Davenport, la.; thirty for the Chicago City Rail-

way Company; eight for the Hammond & East Chicago line, and
other orders of various sizes and descriptions.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., has recently dis-

tributed to the trade two descriptive circulars and price lists, that

commend themselves for their neatness of design and exceedingly
plain way in which the prices and merits of the goods are set forth.

One is a revised list of the genuine bell metal motor bearings, manu-
factured 1)v this cornpan}', which gives in addition to the bearings

contained in the previous circulars, those used on the latest types of

motors. The other is devoted to steel and copper bonding caps,

which is one of the company's principal specialties. The Ohio Brass

Company reports an increasing business every month over the pre-

ceding one, since the first of the year, and that its factory is now
running overtime to fill the orders on hand.

The Jos. Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey City, N. J., tells

us that graphite, which is one of the forms of carbon, and more gen-
erall}' known as plumbago or black lead, has come to be an impor-
tant factor in electrical industries. Pure flake graphite is used for

lubricating cylinders and bearings of engines and dynamos, and
the same material also forms the pigment for protective paints for

trolley poles, electric light poles, and roofs of dynamo plants and
trolley car sheds. During the last 3'ear or two the demand has very
greatly increased for graphite resistance rods, for which purpose the
material has a number of advantages over German silver. The
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company is supplying the electrical indus-

tries with large quantities of material.

The New York Switch & Crossing Company, is the title of a

new corporation organized at Hoboken, N. J., to engage in the
manufacture of special work for street railway lines. The company
is organized with ample capital and has purchased the works and all

of the patents and patterns fornierlj' belonging to the New York
Frog & Switch Company of Hoboken. The president of the com-
pany is W. C. Wood, formerly engineer of the Lewis & Fowler
Girder Rail Company in charge of its construction work. The treas-

urer is H. R. Sherman, an experienced engineer formerly connected
with the Brooklyn City Railwaj'. Both of these gentlemen have had
long experience in street railway service and are well versed in the
conditions required for the special work of electric railwaj's.

The Wheeler Reflector Company, of Boston, has recently

added to its line of headlights for electric railways, city, suburban
and cross country, one for permanent attachment to the da.shboard,

called vStyle No. 180. It fits the curved front of the dash without
cutting into it, thereby adapting it to vestibule as well as other cars.

It projects but 4^2 ins., and is therefore amply protected by the
bunter. Its body is of malleable and not cast iron. It has a perfect

parabolic reflector io^< ins., in diameter, of the high grade distin-

guishing all manufactures of this company, insuring the best pos-

sible illuminating result. Its entire weight is but ten pounds. The
large facilities of the Wheeler Reflector Company also enable it to

produce this high grade of goods at little, if any, increase in cost over
others of much inferior quality.

George Cradock& Company,of Wakefield, England,whose ropes
in Kansas City, Chicago and other American cities have been mak-
ing an excellent record, have recently received a letter from D. Mc-
Gill, general manager of the London Tramways Company, of London,
describing the service given b}' a Cradock rope on that line. The
rope w-as installed Jidy S, 1893, and removed Nov. 8, 1895. It was
taken out because of no fault of the rope, but on account of an ex-
tension of the cable line and the desire to have the rope on the ex-
tension and main line the same size. Otherwise, the management
states that the rope would probably be still running. During the
time that it was in service, it ran 1,791,293 car miles, and carried

24,232,699 pas.sengers without being the cause of a single stoppage.
The actual number of days in use was S53.

The Standard Underground Cable Company, is determined to

be in a position where contracts for any character of installation can
be handled W'ith the least possible delay. For j-ears the company
has been able to successfull)- undertake au)' contract for installing

underground cables of high character, except conduits and rubber
covered wires and cables. Appreciating ihe importance of meeting
every possible demand on- the part of the electrical public, a large ad-
dition to its already extensive factories has been erected, and a com-
plete modern plant for insulating wires and cables of all descriptions
with rubber, has been installed therein. This branch of the com-
pany's business has met with approval on the part of customers and
the character of the product will undoubtedh' steadily increase the
output. The arrangements for testing the wires are particularl}'

complete and the care exercised in this department ensures the pro-
duction of perfect insulation, or the discover}' of any faults before
the wire leaves the factory.

The Carnegie Steel Company, nearly two years ago being
favoraljly impressed with the design of the Cahall vertical water tube
boiler, made an investigation as to its merits, the result of which in-

duced the managers to put in a trial plant of these boilers of 2000
h. p. at their gas pumping plant at Bagdad, Pa. The performance
of the boilers at Bagdad was such a marked improvement over the
general boiler practice of to-day that they, about a year later, put
four of these boilers at their Edgar-Thomson Steel Works. They
ver}' carefull}- watched and tested the boilers at Edgar-Thomson
under varying conditions, with the result that they have been so
well satisfied by the work done b}- these four that they have made
arrangements to tear out all the old style boilers at furnaces A. H.
& Company at the Edgar-Thomson Steel Works, and have purchased
5250 h. p. of the Cahall vertical water tube boilers to be installed at

these furnaces, in place of the ones they will remove.

The Stanwood Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, manu-
facturer of the Stanwood patent steel step so extensively used on
street cars throughout the United vStates, reports business as steadily
improving and is in receipt of several good orders from various sec-
tions of the country. vSome late orders are from the Canandaigua
Electric Light & Railway Company, Laclede and American Car Com-
panies, Canadian General Electric Company, J. G. Brill Company,
Rathbun Company, Desoronto, Out., Barney & Smith Car Company,
Jackson & vSharp Compauj^, Pullman's Palace Car Company, and
others. The vStanwood Company is also in receipt of several orders
from the .shipbuilding firm of Wni. Cramp & Sons, the Stanwood
step having been adopted by the United States Government in the
construction of ship ladders. The step possesses the same advan-
tages for this work as for .street cars, namel}', nou-.slipping, strong,
light and not affected by dirt, snow or ice.

The Mica Insulator Company, manufacturer of micanite, and
whose factories are at vScheuectady, New York and London, has
opened a branch house at 153 Lake .Street, Chicago. Here the com-
pany will carry a full line of micanite plates, commutator rings,

segments and slot insulations for all the standard railway motors and
power generators, micanite and Empire cloth and paper. The com-
pany's goods were formerly sold in Chicago through W. H .Sills &
Company, as sales agents. The business will now be under the man-
agement of Chas. E. Coleman, who has been connected with the
New York house for several years and is thoroughly familiar with
the electrical trade. In the circular announcements that the com-
pany is sending to the trade, the assurance is given that all business
will receive prompt and careful attention. The company has been
compelled to establish this branch house on account of its increased
business. This move will, no doubt, be highly appreciated by the
Western customers on account of the excellent facilities which they
will have for receiving micanite promptly.

The Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., announces that it has completed arrangements whereby it is en-
abled to undertake the installation of underground systems of all

descriptions, complete in ever}' detail. The compan3''s reputation
for the successful installation of underground cables in an}- quantity,
is so well estaljlished as to need no comment. It will be learned
with interest however by wire using companies, that the companj'
is now ready to furnish and install the conduits as well. It is

ready to furnish quotations for the equipment of underground sys-

tems with cement lined pipe, vitrified clay or wooden pump log
conduit as maj' seem best under the circumstances, as well as for

systems complete in every detail, conduits, manholes, handholes,
cables, junction boxes, terminals, etc. The company has established

a conduit department with F. .S. Viele at its head as manager. Mr.
Viele is an experienced practical engineer in conduit and cable con-
struction and, with the high reputation of the company for con-
.struction work of all kinds, the conduit department is sure to prove
an important and successful branch of this enterprising company's
business.

The Broderick & Bascom Rope Company, of St. Louis, Mo.,
furnished .some very ta.steful souvenirs at a recent dinner given to

L. J. Hirt, assistant chief engineer of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Company, of New York, upon the occasion of his retirement
from that company. The souvenirs were made of short sections of

cable similar to that used on the company's Lexington Avenue line,

and were nickeled and mounted with fancy top and base. They are

designed for use as paper weights and were attached to each menu
card. They proved to be very popular, and furnished a tasteful me-
mento of the evening. The Broderick & Bascom Rope Company is

one of the largest manufacturers of cables for street railway service

in this countr}', and its ropes have achieved an enviable reputation
for durability and excellent workmanship. They are used on the
principal lines in St. Louis, and when in that city recently, a rep-

resentative of the Street Raii.way Journai, was .shown the ex-

cellent records made by them. The company has a record as a leader

in its particular line of business and has always shown a readiness

to adopt any new improvement which would improve the quality and
service of its cables.

The Triumph Electric Company, of Cincinnati, O., reports a

very encouraging increase in its business over the same period of

last year. Among others, some of the more important deals closed
in April were the following : Caledonia Electric Light & Power
Company, Owosso, Mich., one 150 k. w., 550 volt generator, direct

connected to Fischer engine; Owosso & Corunna Traction Company,
Owosso, Mich., two 65 k. w., 550 volt generators, belted; Lane &
Bodley Company, Cincinnati, O., one 100 k. w. belted generator;

Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing Company, South Bend, Ind.,

one 65 k. w. belted generator; Hot Springs Hotel Company, Hot
Springs, Va., one 55 k. w. generator, direct connected to Buckeye
engine, and one 30 k. w. belted generator; Krippendorf , Dittman &
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Company, Cincinnati, ()., two 65 k. w. generators, direct connected
to Willans engine; J. M. High & Company, Atlanta, Ga., one 45
k. w. belted generator; U. S. snag boat, " E. A. WoodrufT," Cincin-
nati, O., one ]o k. w. generator, direct connected to vertical engine;

A. H. Ely, New York City, one 80 k. w., type W generator, direct

connected to Ames engine; Sol Sayles, New York City, one 25 k. w.
generator, direct connected to WoodVjury engine; Nordberg Manu-
facturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., one 30 k. w. generator,

belted; John B. Mailers, Chicago, 111., one 15 k. w. generator, direct

connected to I'-ischer engine.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, reports

the following orders since last issue: Interstate Consolidated Street

Railway Company, Attleboro, Mass.; Electric Railway, Light &
Power Company, Anaconda, Mont.; Consolidated Traction Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mt. Adams.& Eden Park Inclined Railway, Cincin-
nati, O.

;
Galesburg Electric & Power Company, Galesburg, 111.; Tri-

City Railway Company, Davenport, la.; Toledo Traction Company,
Toledo, O.; Calumet Electric vStreet Railway Company, Chicago;
Colorado Springs Rapid Tran.sit Railwaj', Colorado Springs, Colo.

;

South Chicago City Railway Company, South Chicago, 111.; Dighton,
Somerset & Swan.sea Street Railway Company, Taunton, Mass.;
New York & Brooklyn Bridge Railroad Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Glen Echo Railway Company, Washington, D. C; White Eine
Street Railway Company, Dayton, O.; Norfolk & Ocean View Rail-

way Company, Norfolk, Va. The order for the Consolidated Trac-
tion Company, of Pittsburgh, is a duplicate order for 190 of the Ai
suspension truck, which has been adopted as standard on this road.

The McGuire Company refers to the past month as the most success-
ful in its long business career, and says that the outlook is ver}'

promising. The company also reports an encouraging amount of

orders for its ratchet brake handle.

The Composite Brake Shoe Company, of Boston, of which W.
W. Whitcomb is president, has recently established a number of

agencies for the sale of its " Compo " brake shoes. An exclusive
right to manvifacture and sell this shoe has been granted to the
Snead-Van Alstine-Meldrum Companj', of Louisville, Ky., for the
states of Kentucky and Tennessee, and that part of Ohio and Indiana
south of a line parallel with Columbus and Indianapolis, including
the cities and towns thereon; to the Dorner ,S: Dutton Manufacturing
Company, Cleveland, that part of Ohio and Indiana north of this

line, and the states of Michigan and West Virginia and Pennsyl-
vania west of the Susquehanna River; to the Sargent Company, Chi-
cago, the states of Illinois and Wisconsin, and the states west and
north to the Pacific Coast, they having agencies at vSt. Louis, St.

Paul, Tacoma and Portland, Ore. The Composite Brake Shoe Com-
pany has also appointed Hoefgen, Moxham & Company, New York,
as selling agents for the cities of New York, Brooklyn and vicinity,

and the states of New Jersej*, Pennsylvania, east of the Susquehanna
River, Delaware and Maryland, and the District of Columbia. The
Boston office of the Composite Brake Shoe Company will look after

New England and New York State, having the shoes made at Buf-
falo and Boston. By this distribution of its agencies long distance in
transportation is avoided, and more favorable conditions and prices
given the consumer. This brake shoe, known as the wooden plug
shoe, has come into general use on a large number of electric street

railways, and has strong endorsements for braking and wearing
qualities, overcoming in a large measure the sliding of the wheels
and the jumping or bucking of the cars. Undoubtedly the elasticity

of the wood, it being soft and fibrous, produces this effect, as well as

deadens the sound or screeching of the wheels.

The Jackson & Sharp Company, Wilmington, Del., writes us
that among its other recent orders are six double truck cars for the
Saginaw & Bay City Interurban Railroad Company. These cars

are specially designed for interurban service equipped with vestibiiles

and steam type of roof. Two of the cars are of the combination
type with baggage and express compartment, while the other four
are straight pas.senger coaches. All are ecjuipped with a saloon and
spring upholstered seats. The ten bench open type of car with six

reversible and four stationary seats and bulkhead at each end, has
been the prevailing type for summer use this year. Of this class of

equipment the company has furnished from one to fifteen cars for

each of the following roads: Fair Haven Westville Railroad Com-
pany, New Haven, Conn.; Braintree & Weymouth Street Railway
Company, Braintree, Mass.; Hoosac Vallev Street Railway Compan}^
North Adams, Mass. ; Commonwealth Avenue Street Railwaj' Com-
pany, Boston, Mass.; Hingham Street Railway Company, Hingham,
Mass.

;
Washington & Great Falls Electric Railway Company, Wash-

ington, D. C; Schuylkill Valley Traction Companj', Norristown,
Pa. ; Hanover Street Railway Company, Hanover, Mass. ; Greens-
burg, Jeannette & Pittsburgh Street Railway Compan}-, Greensburg,
Pa.; Asheville Street Railway' Compau)', Asheville, N. C; City
Electric Railway Company, Port Huron, Mich.; Camden, Glou-
cester & Woodbury Railroad Company, Camden, N. J. ; The Long
Island Electric Railway Company, Jamaica, L. I.; Carbon County
Electric Railway Company, Maucli Chunk, Pa.; Ocean City Elec-
tric Railroad Company, Ocean City, N. J.; Franklin Electric Street
Railway Company, Franklin, Pa. ; Bristol Belt Line Railway Com-
pany, Bristol, Tenn.; Newton, Langliorne & Bristol Trolley Street
Railway Company, Langliorne, Pa.

;
Bergen County Traction Com-

pany, Ft. Lee, N. J.; Glen Echo Railway Company, Washington,
D. C. In addition to the above the company has, in anticipation of
the demands for cars wanted for quick delivery, completed for stock
a lot of equipment of the standard ten bench open type, the .same as
above referred to. The company has on its books at the present time
orders for closed cars as follows: twelve twenty-two foot car bodies
for the Paterson Railway Company, Paterson, N. J. ; one vestibule

closed motor car body for the Buffalo, Gardenville & F^benezer Rail-

way Company, Gardenville, N. Y. ; five twenty foot closed motor
car bodies for the Hingham vStreet Railway Company, Flingham,
Mass. ; twelve closed motor car bodies for the Richmond Railway &
Electric Company, Richmond, Va. It is interesting to note that

street railway companies operating electric cars on lines of long
distance between points, are accepting with general favor long
double truck type of equipment. By using cars of this class, the

service is nuich enhanced, not only in the added comfort and ease

of conveyance that is given the passengers, but al.so in the .speed

which can be attained, and the latter is especially an important
factor where electric lines are placed in direct or indirect competi-
tion with steam car roads.

New Publications.

Fareweli^ to Engineer HirT. Receipt is acknowledged of a

printed copy of the speech made by H. vS. Beattie at the recent fare-

well dinner given by the members of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Club, to L. J. Hirt, late a.ssistant chief engineer of the Metro-
politan Street Railway Company.

The Eeectric Raii.way in Stuttgart. By F. Mertsching.
Published by Julius Springer, Berlin. Eight pages. Ilkistrated.

This is a reprint fiom the Zcitschrift des Vei'eines dcutscher
Ingcnicure"' of an article on the electric railway in Stuttgart, re-

cently installed by the Allgemeine E)lektricitats-Gesellschaft of

Berlin.

A Paper on vSelf Acting Rainproof vSeats and Outside
SiGNAi, Bells, Etc. By C. Challenger. Published by E. Ever-
ard, Bristol, England. Sixteen pages.

This is a reprint of two papers by C. Challenger, traffic manager
of the Bristol Tramways & Carriage Company, on rainproof seats,

outside signal bells and supplementary brakes for tramway cars.

Johnston's Electrical and vStreet Railway Directory
for 1896. Published by W. J. Johnston Company, New York. 832
pages. Price I5.

This directory, which has been published annually for a number
of years, gives a list of officers of electric light and street railway
companies, a list of isolated plants, electrical manufacturers, etc.

A casual glance over the department relating to street railways re-

veals a number of t3'pographical errors, especially in the names of
the officers of the companies. Among these are: J. L. Flirt, for L.

J. Hirt, J. R. Bootem, for J. R. Beetem, B. Fricks, for B. Frick, and
N. Brin, for N. Perin.

Dynamo Electric Machinery. By Sylvanus P. Thompson.
Fifth Edition. Published by E. & F. N. Spon, London. Spon &
Chamberlain, New York. 835 pages. Illustrated. Price $5.50, net.

This work has become a classic on dynamo design both in this

country and in Europe. Since the appearance of the fourth edition
in 1892 much has been done in the development of the subject,
chiefly in the domain of alternating current machinery, and the
work has been enlarged and revised to bring it up to date. Many
new illustrations are added and those published include nineteen
large plates.

A work of this character would have been of more value to rail-

way engineers if the recent electric railway machines which have
become standard in this country during the last few years had been
discussed to a greater extent. Thus, among constant current dyna-
mos, the largest generator illustrated and described is a 400 k. w.
machine of the General Electric Company, and that a belted one. In
the chapter on Modern Forms of Motors, practically nothing is said
of any of the latest types of railway motors. Among the stationary
motors two pages are given to dimensions and diagrams of the
vSprague motor, which has been ob.solete for five years, while only-

one other American motor is illustrated.

Thirteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Labor and
Industrial Statistics of Michigan, for the year ending Feb.
I, 1896. Published by authority. Lansing, Mich. Cloth. 402
pages.

In this report Commissioner Charles H. Morse attempts for the
first time to deal with the question of street railway reports from the
companies in that state and to handle exhaustively the question of
street railway labor throughout the state. The financial information
obtained from the various street railway companies is reasonably full

considering the fact that the Bureau is not armed with authoriU' to
demand complete returns. In a section of the report devoted to
street railways in general, the Commissioner describes the general
conditions under which the Michigan companies are working and
gives a large amount of statistical matter, which he very kindly
credits to the STREET Railway Journal. The schedules of street

railway employes are exceedingly voluminous, the information ob-
tained from each man being reported in tabular forms by the sched-
ule number, the idea being, we presume, that information should be
furnished from which others might duduce conclusions. The de-
ductions made by the Commissioner himself refer chiefly to the
nationality of employes, their membership in the different labor or-
ganizations, their ages and the question of wages, all of which are
interesting and important from many points of view.

A Treatise on the Law of Employers' Liability Acts.
By Conrad Reno, L.L. B., Boston. Houghton, Mifflin & Company,
1896.

The English Employers' Liability Act passed in 1880 is the par-
ent of acts passed in Alabama, Massachusetts, Colorado and Indiana.
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between the j'ears 1885 and 1S93. All of them are designed to extend
the common law of liabilit}' of employers for personal injury suffered

by their employes. No one who has an interest in the relation of mas-
ter and servant, in occupations where the servant is in danger of

personal injury, can afford to be unfamiliar with Mr. Reno's work.
The appendix contains the text of all five acts, and the work reviews
the decisions of the highest courts which have been rendered in ac-

tions brought under these statutes. The work does a great deal more,
for it is almost a complete treatise upon the common and statutory

law bearing upon the responsibility of the master to his servant for

personal injury. Mr. Reno's well known work on the law of Non-
residence and Foreign Corporations has already placed him among
the best of our text writers.

Mr. Reno thus sums up the most important provisions of the acts

defining them to be " those which give the employe a right of ac-

tion against his emplo3 er for injuries caused by reason of the negli-

gence of the employer's superintendant, and, in the case of railroad

employes, for injur}' caused by reason of the negligence of any
person having the charge or control of certain railroad instrument-
alities". Some nine hundred cases are cited, and the work typo-
graphically is worthy of its well known publishers.

Street Railway L.w: a Digest of Important Decision.s,
Covering the More Important Clas.s of Case.s which Daily
Arise in the Manage;ment of Street Railways for Managers
AND Claim Departments. Chicago; Windsor & Kenfield Publish-
ing Company, i8g6.

This is an anonymous and uncopj'righted collection of decisions

of all sorts and from courts of high and low degree. We are told in

the preface that the cases have been collected by a prominent mem-
ber of the Chicago bar, and that " the index is arranged b}' a gentle-
man conversant with the troubles of a railroad manager. " We do not
believe that these troul)les will be lessened if the manager takes the
advice of the preface and uses this work to " hel]) him in the more in-

telligent decision of the man}' cases he is often obliged to decide on
his own responsibility and without the assistance of counsel." The
preface naively states that the index " does not appeal to legal tal-

ent." We believe the same remark would apply to the whole book.
The author has merely thrown together promiscuously, without ar-

rangement, a large number of cases. Among them are a few leading
decisions, but the bulk of them are cases of minor importance, so

that there appears to be not only lack of arrangement but no method
of selection.

Thus a case which deals with the rights of a street gamin who
steals a ride is followed by one which treats of the afflictions of a
trolley road whose wires are interfered with by a moving house;
next comes a collision case, and that is succeeded by an opinion on
the construction of a railroad charter (pp. 109 to iii.

)

Out of the mass of elevated railroad cases which have in New
York made a complete system of law relating to the right to an in-

junction by abutting property owners, only two are given and only
one of them is from the court of last resort, and neither of them is a
leading case.

Finally, in.stead of giving all the citations of cases from the
official reports or from the admirable series of the West Publishing
Company, a very large number of the citations are from the daily
law papers, or from periodical and law reviews.

The work is neatly bound and printed, and is not a bulky-

volume.

Trade Catalogues.

An Era in Boiler Performance. Published by the Stirling

Company, Chicago, 111. Eight pages.

Manilla Rope for Transmission and Hoisting. Published
by C. W. Hunt Company, New York. Forty-four pages. Illu.s-

trated.

The Web,ster Vacuum System of Steam Heating. Pub-
lished by Warren Webster & Company, Camden, N. J. 24 pages.
Illvistrated.

Electric R-\iLWAY OverhE-ad Parts. Catalogue XII. Pub-
lished by the Creaghead Engineering Company. Cincinnati, O.
Forty-two pages. Illustrated.

Introducing the Stratton Combined Separator and
Steam RfXEIVER. Published by the Goubert Manufacturing Com-
pany, New York. 8 pages. Illustrated.

List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued April 21, 1896, to May 12,

1896, Inclusive.

Apr. 21.

Electric Street Car Motor—Samuel Harris, Cleveland, O. No.
558,491-
This motor has each of its field coils separately detachable with

its core from the motor body.

Car Fender—Wm. Waegel, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 558,538.
Consists of a frame having journaled thereon a number of rolls,

a bracket carried by the frame, mechanism to operate same, and a
circuit breaker adapted to shut off the current when the fender is

dropped.

Car Fender—Walter Batten, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 558,711.

Trolley—Jas. H. Rabbitt, Wethersfield, Conn. No. 558,741.
Consists of a spring actuated pole, a bar, which is centrally

pivoted to the free end of said pole, and two contact wheels, which
are respectively pivoted to the opposite ends of said bar.

Fender for Cars—Wm. Everdell, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 558,793.

Car Fender—S. W. Neall, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 558,833.

Means for Reversing Trolley Pole Supports—H. P. Well-
man, Ashland, Ky. No. 558,868.

Trolle;y for Electric Railway Cars—Same inventor. No.
558,869.
Has a pneumatic device for engaging the trolley pole and effect-

ing same when the wheel leaves the wire.

Trolley—Same inventor. No. 558,870.

Car Brake—Jas. A. Cinswell, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 558,898.
I'ower is transmitted to the brake shoes by gears instead of

levers.

Apr. 28.

Car Fender.—S. A. Politsky, Boston, Mass. No. 558,982.

Car Fender.—R. Wilkinson, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 559,091.

Electric Railway Conduit.—J. H. Munsen, Chicago, 111. No.
559,105.
The lateral exten.sion or containing box of a slotted conduit

having a recess or chamber, an insulating lining therefor, a metallic
lining within the .same, a plunger slidable within said metallic lin-

ing or barrel, and contact and switch devices provided in connection
with said plunger.

S.\FETY C.\R Brake.—W. F. Condon, Saginaw, Mich. No. 559,121.
Consists of a check block having a face to bear against the rim

of the wheel and a rear face made eccentric therewith and adapted
when the block is projected between the wheel and bottom of the
car to contact with a bearing surface beneath the car so as to contact
with the same and hold the block out of contact with the wheel.

Car Fender.—Peter Dunwald, Rio, N. Y. No. 559,269.
A fender frame carried by the car and brushes movinted to turn

in front of the fender frame and being at an angle to the track.

Cak Brake Mechanism.—J. W. Rice, Springfield, Mass. No.
559,344-

May 5.

Electric Railway.—H. Brandenburg, Chicago, 111. No. 559,357.
Consists of oppositely arranged trolley conductors and the trol-

ley for co-operation therewith having the independently pivoted
contact shoes.

Elf;ctric Railway.—Henry Brandenburg, Chicago, 111. No.
559,356.
A rail for electric railways formed integral in cross section hav-

ing the tread surface of the wheel and the longitudinal chamber or
cavity formed in the body thereof with a relatively narrow longitu-
dinal slot or opening leading to said chamber.

Trolley Wheel.—John McKenna, Johnstown, Pa. No. 559,461.
A trolley wheel having a separable inner wearing flange on each

side of a central hub and an outer supporting flange fitting against

the inner flange and adapted to support the outer edge of the same.

May 12.

System of Electrical Transportation.—P. K. Stearn, St.

Louis, Mo. No. 559,872.
An electric transportation system, consisting of a route or line

of travel, a vehicle which is adapted to travel along said route, a

primary inducing element, which is arranged along said route, and
a laminated wheel mounted on said vehicle, which wheel is influenced

by the primary element.

Safety Fender for Cars.—G. P. Kate, Jr., Jersey City, N. J.

No. 559,979-

C.\R Fender.—W. Grunow, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn. No. 560,029.

Comprises arms pivoted beneath the car platform, and rear-

wardly movable, springs between said arms and the platform, where-
by they yield, a cross bar connecting the arms at the front, and a
fender frame detachably pivoted in said arms.

Car Fender.—W. P. Young, Pottstown, Pa. No. 560,075.

A fender consisting of connected curved arms, each having two
rearwardly projecting arms, one of which is provided at its rear end
with a hook, and the other at its rear end with a vertical limb, and
braces secured to said arms, all of said parts being combined.

Trolley Wire and Trolley Therefor.—H. R. Keithley, New
York, N. Y. No. 560,098.

A trolley wire having three ribs, the sides of one or more of said

ribs diverging outwardly, and a trolley wheel double grooved to re-

ceive the same.

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of

any of the above patents to any address ujDon receipt of twenty-five

cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The STREET Rail-
way Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notice.—These statistics are carefully revised from month to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from official sources. The
table should be used in connection with our Financial Supplement, "American Street Railway iQvestments," which contains the annual operating reports to
the ends of the various financial years.

AbbrevJations.—The following abbreviations are used : * Including taxes, d. deflclency. m. months.

company. Period. Gross
Receipts. Operating

Expenses.

Earnings

from

Operation.

Fixed

Charges.

Net

Income.

AliBANV, N. Y.
3 m., Dec.;'94 122,382 85,240 .37,142 32,579'* 14.564
3 " '9.5 132,407 83,928 48.479 31,457* 27,( 22
13 " " '94 461,918 298,972 163,947 92,592* 70,SS4

13 " " '95 532,276 314,319 307,957 88,657* 119,300

AliTOONA, PA.
The Altoona & ^lOgan
Valley Elec. Ky. Co.. 13 m. Dec. '94 73,128 33.217 39,911 32,318* 7,663

13 " " '95 83,292 41,158 42.135 33,664* 8,570
City Pass. Ry. Co. of

12 m. Dec. '94 50.303 40,302 10,000 4,.300* 5.700
]2 " " '96 56,527 46,146 10.381 4,051* 6,330

BALiTIMOKE, BID.
Ualtimoie Traction
Co I2m , Dec. '94 1,012,319 623,040 389,279 .359,343* 30,037

12" " '95 1,179.191 639,707 539,485 413,097* 126,387

City & Suburban lly

.

12 " June '94 605,133 409,863 195,760
12" " '95 751.720 546,970 304,750

BATH, MB.
Bath St. Ky. Co 12 m. June '94 ]6,.300 12,862 3,438 2,500 938

12 " " '95 21,703 14,698 7,005 3,400 8,606

BAY CITY, MICH.
Bay Cities Cons. Ky. Co. 13 m. Dec '94 83,450 53,011 31,439 30,000 1.439

12" " '95 «8,6.58 58,517 30,141 3O,0CO 141

1 ' • Mar. '95 6,121 3,920 2,301

1 " " '96 6,358 4,384 1,874
3 " " '95 17,464 12,188 5,276

3 " " '96 18,866 14,188 4,678

BIDDEFORD, ME.
B1ddeford& Saco R 11

13 m. June '94 24,219 14,813 9.406 6,391* 3 016
13 •' '95 24,287 12,186 12,101 5.915* 6,186

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
121,969 69,581Blnghainton R. R. Co. 12 m. Jan. '95 52 388 30,152* 22,237

12 " " '96 128,972 73.345 55,628 35,459* 20,169
1 Mar. '95 8.372 5,615 2,757
1 " " '96 9,932 6,165 3,767
2 " " '95 15,416

3 " " '96 19,173

BOSTON, MASS.
West End St. Ry. Co... 12 m. Sept. '94 6.823,879 4807,083 2 016,796;725,064' 1291,732

12 • " '95 7,746,171 5633,163 2,113,U08 746,963* 1366,044

Lynn & Boston R. R."] 12 m. Sept. '94 1,238.410 746,304
1

492,106 379,029* 113,077

North Shore Traction 1 12 " " '95 1,381,389 784,392 59,997 391,681* 205,316
1 " Feb. '95 76,851 59.450 17,401

1 ' " '9B 87, '91 56,931 30,660
5 " " '95 448,646 3n,125 135,521

5 '* " '96 481,014 330,154 150,860

BRIDGEPORT,CONN.
144,447Brlditeport Traction Co 12 m. Dec. '94

13 " " '95 298,883 161,697* 147,186 75,000 72,186
1 " Mar. '95 20,227 14,321 5,906 1

1 ' " '96 22,406 13,645 8,761

3 " " '95 55,660 41,259 14,401

3 " " '90 65,573 41,515 24,058

BROCKTON, MASS.
214,370Brockton St. Ky, Co. 12 m. Sept. '94 143,611 70,859 70,974* d 11

12 " " '95 366,892 154,950 111,942 84,691* 27,251

1 " Feb. '95 16,683 10,457

1 '• " '96 19,970 12,632

5 " " '95 92,815 54,089

5 " " '96 106,798 70,939

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
1041,095Brooklyn Elev. R.R. Co 13 m Dec. '94 1,780,848 831,093* d 141339

12 •' " '95 2,083,9a7 1158 219 859,447* 65,271

Brooklyn Traction Co. 1 m. Jan. '95 44,599 56,3.7 d 11,728
1 " " '96 82,796 52,236 30,560

Atlantic Ave. R.R. Co. 13m.. Dec. 94 1,011.258 615!863 395,396 265,118 130,377

12 " " '95 891,940 706,900 185,040 303,918 d 117877

Brooldyn, Belh&West
111,605End K. R. Co 1 2 m June '94 86,717 24,888 39,718* dl 4,830

12 " " '95 130,928 79,394 51,535 61,150* d9,616
Brooklyn City &, ISew-

595,449 346,385town R. K. Co. 1 2 m. , Dec. '94 249,164 120,633* 128.532

12 " " '95 698,69) 373,554 226,137 137,647* 98,489

1

Brooklyn, C{ue<*ns Co.
543,413 427,101& Sub. R. R. Co...

.

12 m. June '94 116,312 169,225* d52,913
12 " " '95 635,537 415,2.55 310,282 339,068 d 128786
6 " Dec. '94 348,969 213,351 135,618 167,644* d32,026

Brooklyn Heights R.R. S " " '95 362,162 230.425 131,737 169,134 d37,396
12 m.,Dec. '91 3,509,016 2143,667 1,365.448 1468,553 dl031C5
12 " " '96 4,076,117 2682,614 1,393,504 2102,061 d 706758

Coney Island & Brook- 12 m., Dec,'94 316 183 207,478 108,706 52,157* 56,649

lyn R. R. Co 12 " " '95 383,367 236,547 146,830 52,861* 93,959

1 " Feb.'95 24.418
1 " • '96 19,313
2 " " '95 51,242
2 " " '96 40,801

Nassau Elec. K. R. Co. 3 m Dec. '95 82,140 59,904 22,236 20,286* 1,9,50

6 95 173,757 106,127 67,630 33,627* 31,003

BUFFALO, N. Y.
12 m., Dec. '94 1,636,284 856,631 679,6,53 468,917* 210,736
12 " " '95 1,351,919 649,097 702,822 417,038* 285,783

CHICAGO, ILL.
Chicago City Ry. Co... 12m., Dec '94. 4,264,618 2838,684* 1 ,425,934 207,878 1218,057

12 '• " '95 4,476,824 2fc07,726 1.669 098 300,889 1368,709

Chicago Gener il Ry. Co 13m., Deo, '9b 82.082 64,334 17,748

Lake St. Olev. Ry. Co.. 12 m. Dec '94 428,095 290,090 138,005
12 " " '96 517,301 319,606 197,695
1 " Jan. "'.5 44,670 28,180 16,490

1 " " '93 52,d55 30,713 22,143

Company.

No. Chicago R. R. Co.

West Chicago K. B. Co

CI>icnKO&: So. Side R
T. Co

CINCINNATI, O.
C Inn. Newport & Cov

Ry. Co

CLEVELAND. O.
Cleveland Eler. Ky.
Co

COLIIMBI'S. O.
Columbus .St. Ky. Co.

DENVKR, COL.
Denver ( ons. Trninway
Co

DETROIT, MICH.
Ft. Wayne & BelJe
Isle St. Ry. Co

Citizens' St. Ky. Co...
Rapid Ry. Co
Detroit Ry

DUI UTH, MINN.
Duluth St. Ry. Co.

FALL RIVER, MASS.
Globe St. Ry. Co

GALVESTON. TEX.
Galveston City R. R,
Co

FINDLAY, O.
Findlay St. Ry. Co

FITCHBURG, MAS*.
Fitch burg &. Leoinln.
ster St. Ry. Co

GIKARDVILLE, PA.
Schuylkill Traction Co.

GREAT FALLS, MONT,
Great Falls St. Ky. Co

HAZLFTON, PA.
Lelilgh Tiaciion Co.

HOBOKEN. N. J.
No. Hudson Co. Ry. Co,

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Holyoke St. Ry. Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan St.Ry.Co

LAWRENCE, MASS.

Period. Gross
Receipts.

Operating
Expenses.

Earnings

from

Operation.

Fixed

Charges.

Net

Income.

^

•2 m., Dec. '94

13 " '95

13 " '94

13 " •• '95

2,.565,618

2,7?0,487
4,181,237
4,201,4^?

1 •'47,326

1311, <07
2518,627
2267.195

1 ,218,293
1,4fi8,8^0

1,66,3.610

1,934,282

465.f4S

471,251
859,471
902,016

752,644
997,629
803,139

1 ,032,^66

1 m.. Mar. '9.-.

1 " " '96

3 " " '95

3 " " '96

70,013
07,026

193,^73
193 012

47,113
40,260

140,694

125 449

32,900
20,77

52,379
67 563

12m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 " Feb. '95

1 " • '96

2 " " '95

2 • " '96

497.960
634,034
37.254
43 702
76 689
89,402

370,606
418.710
34,293
33,917
65,557

08.399

127,344
205,324

2,f61
8 885

11,1.32

21,003

1 m. Feb. '95

1 " " '96

^ '• '9,r,

2 " " '96

95,631
118 977
199..537

244,384

73 096
8-',781

146.494
167,551

22,535
36.196
63,033
70,833

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 Mar. '95

1 " '96

3 " " '95

3 " " '96

566,811

629,995
47,828
50,8fC
133,726

148,507

269 363
311. .594

23,481
2.5,743

69,571

75,649

297,449
318.401

24 347
25, 154

04.1.65

69.958

176.648

183.506

120,801

134,895

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " ' '9.-

1 " Feb. '95

1 •' ' '96

2 " " '95

2 " " '96

753,483
716.039
48001
51.901

1U6,441

445,684
441,283
30,485
31,534
fifi ^KnUU ,OOU
65,755

807.798
274,7.56

17,riO
20,367
37.317
40.'686

244,172* 63,625

6 m., June '95

6 m. Jure '95

5J4 m.,Dec.'9r,
3 m., Jan. '96

1 16,945
386,575
30,356
113,738

1.5.586

70,818

14.770

43.920
6,875 7,695

12m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 " Feb. '95

1 " •' '96

2 " " '95

3 " " '96

208.105

213,229
15.712

15,247
31 415
3l|08'7

111,105
95,329
8,833

8,679
19 IGl
17,'754

97,000
117,900

879
6,568

12 2-t1

13,'333

l2m.,Sept.'94
12 " • '95

248,106
269,786

147,352
159.090

100,754
110,696

75,284
76,479

35,470
34,317

12 in. Dec. '95 29,798 20,308 9,490 7,415 3,(75

13 m.,sept.'9i
12 " '• '95

89,260
110,275

61,416
74,103

37,S4E

36,172
7 209

7,017

20.636
29,155

12 m.,Dec.,'H4
12 •' •• '96

1 " Feb. '95

1 " " 'PC

2 " " '95

3 96

199,13?
216,271
13,449

13,058
27,010
26,317

131,407*
141,080
" 8,741

9,303
18,602
19,610

67,726
75,191
3,708

3,755
8,408
0,707

50,000 17,76

13 m Sept. '94

12 " •' '95

" Mar. '95

6 " •• '96

88,288
90,981

40,597

46,157

56.564
.52.851

27,855
26,758

31,724

38,130
12,742

19,399

25,000
29,770*

6,724
8,360

13 m,, Dec. '94

12" " '95
26,431

26,650

24,905*

28,126
1,526

d 1,476

12m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 ' Mar. '95

1 " " 'SO

i • " '95

3 " '• '90

97,302
119,.588

8,941
9,166

24,273
27,883

50,605
67,979
5.837
.5,613

16,527
18,241

46,597
51,609
3,104

3,553
7,746

9,641

39,397 12,312

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95
818.280
871,273

611,482*
619,830

206,798
251,443 246,649* 4,794

12 m., Sept, '94

12 " " '95

75,427

112,547
48,546
69,627

26,881
43,930

8,534*

20,058*

23,356
22,862

1 m. Feb, '95

1 " " '96

9 " " '95

9 " " '96

107,058
124,936

1,285,498

1,343,367

77,238
82.620

806,109
782,447

29 820
42,315

479,389
560,920

12 ni.,Sept.'95

13 " " '90

1 •' Feb. '95

1 •• " '96

5 95
5 " " '96

269,740
403,530
20,475
26,132

114,947
141,835

305,816
362.935
18,548
18,160
93,012

98,365

63.924

140,595
1,927
7,972

21,935
43,670

73,423"
84,081*

d 8,498
56,514
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Company. Period.

OS

LORAIN, O.
Lorain St. Ry.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Louisville Ky. t'o

LOWELL, MASS,
LowoM & Suburban 8t
Ky. Co

MACON, GA.
Macon (.Ions. St. Ky.C'o,

MANCHESTEK, N. II.

Manchester St. Ky. t o.

MARSHALLTOWN, lA.
Marstaalltown Liglit,
I'ower & Hv. C»

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin < ity It. T. Vo . .

.

MONTGOMERY, ALA.
Montgomery St. ICy.Co

MONTREAL, CAN.
Montreal St. Ky. Co.

NEWBUKGII. N. Y.
Newburgli Elec.Ky. Co.

NE\VBnitYPORT,MAxS
Haverliill & Auie-biiry
St. Ky. Co

NKW HAVEN, CONN.
New Haven St. liy.Co

NEW LONDON, CONN.
New London St. Hy.Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
New Orleans Traction
Co

12m.. Dec. '95

1 " Mar. '95

1
"

1 " " '95

3 " " '96

12 m , Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m. Sept. '94
12 " '• '95

12 m., Dec, '95

13 m ,.lune'94
12 95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m , Dec '94

13 95

1

1

" Feb. '95

" " '9H

2 " " '95

2 " " '96

12 m., Dec '94

13

1

" " '95
" Feb. '95

1 " '96

2 " '95

3 '

' '96

13 m.,Sept. '94

9513
1 " Mar. '95

1 " " '96

6
6

95
" " '96

80,176 46,093 34,084
6,337 3,254 3.0t3
5.431 4,307 1,224

1>,861 10,940 4,921
14,496 11,915 2,581

1,176,790 633,206 P43,584
1,288,172 672,080 616,093

277,029
829,81

69,190

81,637

83,923

13 m., Feb. '96

12m ,Sept.'94
li! " •• 95

NEWTON, MASS.
Newton &, lioslon St.

Ry. Co

13 m
12

•

1
'•

12 m
12

"

12 m.
12
1

"

1
'•

3 "

3

Newtonville «fc Water-
town St. Rv. Co

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
Tbird Ave. R. R. Co. ..

Metropolitan St.Ry.Co,

Manhattan Ky. Co

Central Crosstown R.
R. Co

D. D., E, B. & Itat'y
R. R.CIo

Eighth Ave. R. ll.'Co.

43d St., M.in &• St. N.
Ave. R. K. Co

New Y^ork ic Harlem
R. R. <^o

Second Aveiine R.R. t o

Union Ry. Co

, Dec '94

" 'H5

Mar. '95

'96
" '(^^

" '96

,Sept '94

" '95

,
Nov.'94
" '95

Feb.'9.'>
' '96

" '95
•' '96

,Sept.'94
" '95

13ni
13 "

12 m.,Sept. '95

13 m.
12 "

12 m.
12

••

NORRISTOWN, PA..
Schuylhill Val.Trnc. Co

NO. ABINGTON, MASS.
Rockland &. Abington
St. Ry. Co

NORTHAMPT'N, iMASS.
Northampton St. Ry. Co

12 m.
13

"

12 m.,
12

•'

12 m.,
12 "

13 m.,
13 '

13 m.
13

•'

12 m.
13
12 m.,
12 '

12 m.,
12 "

, Dec.'94
" '95

,
June'9(
" '95

Dec. '94
*' '95

.Dec. '94

Dec. '94
" '95

Dec.'94
•• '95

Dec '94

" -95

Dec.'94
" '95

38,758
40,757

,003,679

1,988.803

134,896

145,061
286,927
303,974

35,216
50,645
3.825

3,462
6.330

7,150

897,838
1,103,778

78,638
92,146

462.431

664,997

91,156

98,346
104,853

136,183

198,719
11.743

12,679

34,713
39,988

49,899
51,759

951,538
,337,766

87,511
11 5,326
2t0 236
343,183

33.478

33,397

7,580

OKI uO

2,178,336

3,355,164
5,398,466
5,772,260
2,885,10;

3,613,850
9,953,840

9,731,213

546,026
547,491

691,861

748,443
768.064
530.0('9

64.5,130

626,337

Dec '94 1,106,01
'95 1,015,076

Dec '94
'* '95

Dec. '94

12 m., Dec. '95

13 m.
13 •

12 m
12 '•

.Sept. '94
'• '95

Sept.'94
'• '95

987,92:j

941,390
47o,44fi

457,457

50,752

53,762

67,815

50,090
83,504

179,409
199,346

44,539

76,906*

87.594

24,190'

24,307'

1,044,548
979.485
67,947
69,383
143,034

141,585

21,724
27,915
1,794

1,763
3,958
3,832

638,454
652,812

55,190*

58.061

65,936

69,517
l.'4,454

29,1.50

3U,;J30

630,508
752,158
53,135
59,256

162,286
180,282

25,362
24 685

6, .599

177,344
456 782
223,956
183.210
632,345
833,246

1,446,029

1,533,959

385,309
379,523

46.5,236

557,074
565,937
434,706

517,445
537,155

670,970
693,487
755 395
721,417
254,973
280,435

36,580

38,836
49,759

28.901
46,240

97,620
130,471

24,661

4 731

d 4,670

14,568
16,450

9.)9,131

1,009,319
66,949

75,678
143,903
159,389

13,492
22,730
1,031
1,709
2,373
3,328

369,384
449,966

35,966

40,284
38,917

,56 666
74,265

20.749
21,528

331,020
575,598
34,376
56,070
117,950
162,901

8,3lB
7,613

9S1

3,55 799*
359,366*

66,634'

66,575'

16,711*

3,303

7,6i0

7,500

?38,961''

750,839

1,000,991

1,198,372
2 174,510
2,589,050
1,352,8.56

1,781,604
4„507,811

4,197,254

160,717

167,968

236,636
191,369
302,138
105,303

127,685
99,183

435,047
321,5^9
232,539
316,873
215,473
177,022

14,172

13,926
18,056

21,186
37,264

55,3f;3'

98,617

26,458

7,664*

8,333*

6,43'}*

7,650*

7 677*

7 108*

8 9*

341,083*
328,917*
,859,971*

,016,889

963,046
,1.^5,620

.674,049

.988,167*

90,43
101,536*

171.423*

138,112
95,545'

68,978

122,804*
123.800

37,524*
40,150=!

140,078'
134,.566''

141,934'i

127,287*

5,282'

6,008'

2,375'

3,131'

187 784
256,726

30.99
63,896

7,951

1,419

6,918
8,950

220,170
25 ,479

211,1121

351,319

9,',07

12,631

10,694

14,:

i.i,87y

539
5!-ll

173

659,909
869,454
314.539
.572,161

389,810
635,984

1,833,763
1,209,087

70,391

66,442

55,202
53,2.'^6

106,592
36.334

4,881

(323,618

397,523
281,439
93.450
92.308
73,539

49,735

8.644
13,048

18,811

34.133

Company. Period.
m P.

OS

»-i o

bjo?!

« S'
CO

NORWALK, CONN.
Norwalk Tramway (

NORWICH, CONN.
Norwich St. Ry. Co..

OAKLAND, CAL,,
Central Av. Ky. Co.

Co.

ORANGE, N. J.

PATKRSON, N. J.,
Patcrson Ry. Co..

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
People's Traction Co..

Ilestonville M. & F. P.
Ry. Co

Electric Traction Co...

l-ORT HURON, MICH
City Elec. Ry. Co

('OU<;nKEEPSIE, N. Y'.

Pougbkeep.-<ie City «&
Wnppingcr's Falls E.
R. Co.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.
Rochester liy. Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
National Ky. 4 o. .

.

SCRANTON, PA.,
Scrunton I rac. Co.

SEATTLE, WASH..
West St. & No. ]

Elec. Ry. Co

SPRINGFIELD, MASS,
Springfield St. Ky. Co

SYRACUSE, N. Y.,
Syracuse Cons. St. Ry.
Co

Syracuse St. R. R. Co

TKRKE HAUTE, IND.
Terre Haute Elec. Ry
Co

TRENTON, N. J.
Trenton Pass. Ry. Co.

TORONTO. ONT.,
Toronto St. Ky. Co

TROY, N. Y.,
Troy City Ry. Co.

UTICA, N. Y.
Utica Belt Line St.RK.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Capital Traction Co
WATERBURV, CONN..
Waterbury Trac. to...

WHEELING, W. VA.
Wheeling Ry. Co

WILKESBARRE, PA.,
Wilkes Barre <fe Wy-
oming Val. Trac. Co..

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
Wiliiaiusport Pass. Ry,
Co

WORCESTER, MASS..
Worcester Cons. SI. Ry.
Co
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5.887
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4,oa5

875
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139,351

135,485
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94,115
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25.140
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6 230
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53,000

42,938*
56,000
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d 4,000
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1
• " '96

3 " " '95

3 '* *' '9f

«4.i,y4]

298,689
19,452

23,643
54,848

69,12]

157,520
174,619

13,474
14,659
37,880
41,006

86,401

124,070
5,978
8,984

16,968

28,1!5

88,597
97,264

2,196*

26,806

l'?m.,.TuDe'94
12 " '95

1,044,159
, con cyal,DbO,D(0

673,479
839,815

370,650
830,861

. 12 m., Dec.'94
1'2 '* *' '9t

12 m. June'94
13" " '95

286,02]

533,213
1,900,606

3,151,853

315,762

1,120,026

1,341,584

207,450

780,580
910,269

97,966 109,485

"

13 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

46,702
52,848

33,585
34,771

14,117
18,076

11 m., Dec. '95

1 * * Mar. '96

3 •' " '95

93.557

5,44fc

16,043

60,257
4,198
11,593

33,300
1,250

4,450

12 m., Dec.'9l
11 '• " '95

782,620
873,445

448,304
517,519

334,216
355,926

269,045*
307,118*

65,171

48,808

13 m., Dec.'94
12 95

1,353,136

1,403.957
776,582
821,315

576,554
682,642

337,684
366,587

238,870
216,055

13m , June,'94
l i

'' '• '9.5

1 " Mar. '9')

1 " " '96

9 " '95
o .. >9g

247,768
270,700
20,919
25,523

194,781

343,907

140,080
143,278
11,889
14,219

119,599
121,977

107,688
138,422

9,030
11,303

75,183
121,991

105,796*
119,n58*

1,892
8,564

13 m., Dec. '95 29,737 15,031 14,706

13 m Sept. '94

13" " '95

373,903
442,006 377 156

121 ,634

164,850

18,210*

30,637*
103,424
134,213

12 m., Dec.'94
13 " '• '95

1;! m., Dec.'Oi

194,547
164,626
245,805

181,105

178,072
14.5,934

13,442
d 1 3,446

99,870

197*
304*

93,965*

13,244
dl3,7fO

5,905

I m.. Dec. '9)

1 " '95

6 '* " '94

6 " " '95

S,354

11,602

60,336
83,507

7,9.9

48.855

3,663

34,652

12 ni.,Dec. '94

12 " " '95
198,681
2'22,761

1,129

1,771

12 m., Dec. '94

13 95
1 " Feb. '95

1 " " '96

2 " " '95

2 " " '96

958,371

992,801
63,460
73,468
132,997
147,845

517,708
489,915

39,032
43,740
82,114

85,878

440,663
503,885
23,428
.30,725

50,883
61,967

13 ra , Dec.'94
13 " " '95

433,596
490,489

312,407
242,775

220,189
247,714

130,474
126,116*

89,705
121.598

12m., Dec. '94
12 95

119,105
160,284

90,754
105,297

58,.351

E4,98S

29,844*
44 791*

28.508
10.197

12 m , Dec. '95 1,063.776 634,013 429.751

12 m., Dec.'95
1 " Feb.'95
1

" " '9u

2 " •' '95

3 " " '96

247.730
16.588

19.282

33,830
40,738

142,073

11,265

23,401

105.657

8,017

17,337

12 m., Dpc '94

13 ' " '95
133,517
150,094

119,378
88,552

14,139

61,542 32,248* 29,894

12 m.,Dec. '94

12" ' '95

1 " Mar. '95

1 " " '96

3 " '• '95

3 •• " '96

400,143
451,941

30,557
36,791
81,992

112,057

196824
209,600
15,223
18,437

47,987
53,612

203.319
243,341
15,334
18,354
34,005
88,445

122,607*
134,215*

80,711
108127

13 m., June'94
12 " " '95

61,863
66,845

49,646
52,459

15,217

14,386
10,256
9,691

4,962
4,695

13m.,Sept.'94
12" " '95

1 " Feb. '95

I " ' '96

5 " " '95

5 " " '96

355,000
420,498
25,947
34,168

150,833
186,686

284,215
309,787
23,466
26,505
118,226
139,100

70,785
110,711
2 481
7,663

32,697
47,586

45,479
51,778

25.306
58,933
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION IN QERHANY.

BY LOUIS J. MAGEE.

'

' What is your title ? '

' asked the German Emperor of

a celebrity who was being introduced with several other
special visitors to Berlin in the foyer of the Opera House.
" I have no title, Your Majesty. " " Ah, then, Herr Inge-
nieur, " replied the Emperor.

Whether this incident means that there are very many
engineers in Germany or that engineers are held in high
esteem, it is certainly true, that the engineer holds a high

I

•St. R'-y t/OUHK'^L

place in Germany to-day, and is especially honored by the

Emperor.
The city engineer of Bremen, for instance, is a frequent

guest at the White Palace in Potsdam, and his schemes for

deepening the Weser River have been closely followed by
the Eniperor. It is remarka1)le with what penetrating

interest His Majesty follows improvements in details of his

warships and ships of the merchant marine. The two large

liners now being built for the North German Llo3'd and to

be launched next summer, were fully described to the

Emperor in a special audience recently. The plans for the

trolley road recently installed in Berlin were also submitted
to the Emperor and promptly returned to the engineering
authorities, after suggestions of no little value had been

traced in pencil by the Emperor. Under these conditions

the people who formerly had to win all their laurels with
the sword, have hopes of appreciation and advancement in

the lines which gain fame in other countries. The Emperor
is very much interested in electricity at present, has upon
one occasion attended a lecture at the Technical High
School in Berlin, and has in his private rooms in the Palace

with the aid of certain models, made himself intimately

acquainted with the modern methods of electric propulsion

of vehicles.

With especial reference to electric traction, it is in a

way a hindrance and in another way an advantage, that

each city has at the head of its technical affairs a skillful,

experienced engineer who takes great pride in the streets.

The city engineers, for instance, of Hamburg, Berlin and
Bremen, are men of Continental fame who.se opinion is

sought outside of the bounds of Germany, each being a spec-

ialist in some department of city engineering; one, for exam-
ple, having given especial attention to the building of .sewers,

another to the laying out of parks and another to the

harbors. The city is divided into districts, and each

district is given to an engineer who is entirely responsible
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for ever}' change made in or below the streets in his district.

If plans are presented for an electric street railway, the

position of each pole must be shown by the contractors and
these district engineers can immediately tell them whether
they are liable to strike a sewer or a gas pipe in thus locat-

ing the poles, or whether the city contemplates widening
the street at that point or removing houses. In this way
the street is utilized to its maximum advantage, the

various services of tubular posts, gas, water, telegraph,

telephone, electric light, etc. , do not conflict with each other

and everything is done decently and in order. None of

these official positions is given as reward for party politics,

and as a general thing the engineers to be found in these

positions are at the very head of their respective lines of

work.
The especial elements of electric street railway work

in Germany seem to be, as far as they differ from American
methods, as follows: first of all, the financial side of the

question. A tramway line is rarely installed for the sake

of demonstrating a system, but is dependent upon traffic

which may be surely counted upon. In some cases where
lines were built in small towns where the traffic was rated

as very low, it has been found that a good many more
passengers were carried by the electric cars than would
have been fair to calculate upon, just as in America; but as

a general thing, only good paying lines have been taken up
for the introduction of electric traction. In all such cases,

the result has been, as in America, a marked increase in

the receipts, and a decrease in the expenses.

In the case of existing street railways having horse

traction where the finances were so good and the tiaffic so

large that the introduction of electric traction might be

expected, the great hindrance has been the shortness of

the concessions. Many of the franchises which were given

in the early days of street railway traction will run out in

fifteen or twenty years, and this period would not be
sufficient for the amortization at a reasonable rate of the

new capital to be invested in electric traction. Most of the

street railway companies have contracts with the cities

according to which they not only have to pay to the city a

percentage of their receipts, but also have to give over to

the city at the expiration of their franchises their complete
railway system as it stands, without remuneration, and
their rolling stock at book value, or perhaps at its rated

value. This makes it necessary for the street railway
companies to demand a lengthening of the franchises before

they can see their way clear to go to extra expense in

electric in.stallation. In many cases such a lengthening of

franchises has been absolutel}' refused by the cities; in

other cases the franchises have been lengthened, and the

tramway companies have accepted in part payment of this

lengthening of the franchises, certain sacrifices, like the

additional paving of streets and the installation of some lines

which can hardly pay. For instance, after the cholera

scare in Hamburg when the cemeteries had proved
inadequate, a new cemetery was laid out at such a great
distance from the city proper that the ordinary means of

conveyance would certainly prove inadequate in times of

special epidemic. The street railway company undertook
the building of a line to this cemetery, and expects to build
funeral cars with compartments for the bodies and trail

cars for the friends of the deceased. In general, the con-

tracts which the cities have drawn up with the street

railway companies are models of thoroughness in which
nearly every possible point which could be thought of has
been covered. The result is that things run very smoothly;
there is very little litigation and very little discussion,

because most of the points of conflict have been threshed
out at the making of the contract. The reason why this

is possible is that the men who make the contracts, that is,

the mayors of the cities (burgermeister) are men whose
profes,sion is to be mayor. The mayor, for example, of

Bremen, was formerly mayor of Breslau, and before he
was mayor of Breslau he had experience in all depart-
ments of managing a city. Again the mayor of Magde-
burg, was formerly mayor of Erfurt, and when he was
called to Erfurt he brought with him experience as mayor

of a .smaller city. In Krfurt he went through all the work
of closing a contract with the street railway company on
the basis of which the old horse tramway company was
reorganized. He gained .so much experience in this that

he is able to dispatch any business in connection with the

Magdeburg tramways in a most prompt and intelligent

manner.
This great principle of good city housekeeping is

everywhere noticeable in Germany. The Germans cannot
understand that Americans are able in their private

enterprise to build up such enormous industries and carry
on with such acuteness and skill the great works which
have made America's fame everywhere, and at the same time
are willing to put up with such wretched municipal manage-
ment. For example, the question of just what is the best

kind of stone, wood or asphalt for paving streets and just

what is the most favorable contract to make for keeping
the pavements in repair, is evidently a question of

technical experience. The Germans .say that they are care-

ful that their wives should purchase the best food at the

lowest prices and keep their tables good and their houses
neat, why should we not see to it that we have solid pave-

ments, well laid out parks and clean streets at the very
lowest possible price, and what can accomplish this but

good engineering and by keeping hold of people for the

experience that they have gained? Perhaps a good many
Americans think that municipal office should be open to

everybody and should be paid for on the principle that all

should have a chance to have such office, and if salaries

were not paid the poorer population would not have a

chance for the office. The Germans hold a little different

idea of municipal office, namely, that it is not something
to give to a man as a reward for service of good or bad
political nature, but rather, a duty to be rendered to the

commonwealth. The result is, that the aldermen are

chosen from men who have gained large experience in busi-

ness of technical ways and won an experience which is

valuable for the Commonwealth, and which they are able

to give to the Commonwealth. One alderman spends his

time in looking after the orphans which the city places all

over the country; another alderman takes the hospitals

under his charge; another has the electric light, and another

the street railways. Hardly any of these aldermen are

paid. The list of unpaid officers of the city of Berlin,

including hundreds of Commissioners of the Poor, Common
Councilmen working at the park, Electric Eight Com-
nii.ssioners. Fire Board, Tax Assessors, etc. , makes a vol-

ume as large as the New York Telephone Directory.

Now, after the question as to whether there is enough
traffic possible to warrant the installation of an electric line,

or whether an existing horse line can g*et a long enough
franchise to allow it to calculate upon as much profit for

the future years as it is getting by horse traction, and after

the question of satisfying the city as to the amount which
that corporation demands in the interests of its population

are all settled, come the technical difficulties. The Post

and Telegraph Administration, the Director of the Fire

Department and the City Police have to be reckoned with.

The citj' Police President asks the Director of the Fire

Department and the engineering authorities of the town if

they are suited as to the technical propositions made.

Each department goes into the plans carefully. The Fire

Department makes perhaps some specifications as to the

distance apart that the section switches must be placed.

The subject of keys for the section switches, rubber gloves,

cutting pliers for the trolley wires, etc. , are gone into

carefully. At the same time the telegraph authorities

of the district in question are making their demands as to

the protection of the telephone lines. In some cases they

ask the railway companies to put baskets of wires directly

under the telegraph and telephone wires. In some cases,

in fact most cases, they are content with the wooden
moulding which is attached directly to the upper side of

the trolley wire. The railway companies are also obliged

to insulate everything that goes on the top of the car, that

is, the trolley base, arm and wheel. The experience gained

in the various towns as to the efficacy of certain methods
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of protecting the small current wires, that is, the telephone

and telegraph, from any damages which they might get

from contact with the street railway lines, the experiments
as to the difference in potential between the earth and the

rails, the practicability of this or that method of regulating

the feeders, etc., all coming in to the Central Telegraph
Office at Berlin, they are in a position to give instructions

to the various district managers. One would think this

mass of detail sufficient, but during the last few years

there has been still another hindrance in electric railway
construction, namely, the Law for Small Railways, the

Kleinljahn-Gesetz. While this law contains many advan-
tages for small towns, enabling them to get money from the

principal governments into which the country is divided

and thus have the advantages of traction from one town to

another which private enterprise perhaps could not supply,

and while this law also regulates many debated questions

as to the use of provincial roads,

that is, the roads connecting one
town with another, roads which go
beyond the jurisdiction of any mu-
nicipal government, there is one
clause in it providing that all the

street railway equipments shall

have to be passed upon by the rail-

way authorities in their district.

For instance, let us take a connnon
car equipment for the city of

Leipzig. The company which has

ordered the apparatus is satisfied

with it, even to the color which
the cars shall be painted; the

telegraph authorities of the Empire
are satisfied with the propositions

as to ruiuiing of lines and protecting

them; the city engineers have made
all the corrections they wish to as

to the setting of the poles, and work
can almost begin; but there is an
engineer in Dresden connected with

the Imperial Railways whose busi-

ness it is to look after all electric

street railways coming into his dis-

trict, that is, in Saxony. Doubt-
less, he has a good deal else to do
with his railways proper, but

despite his regular duties he finds

it possible to go so much into detail

that he insists upon the company
having an automatic cut-out on its cars instead of a fuse.

In a moment the practice of all America and all Europe up
to date is set aside, and the automatic cut-out has to be
provided. One could almost ridicule this way of doing
things, if it were not true that in nearly every case such
recommendations on the part of the authorities have been
good ones and have teJided toward improvement in the art.

The use of an automatic circuit breaker, for instance, on a

car was demanded by the official in question, before hardly
anything had been said or done on this subject by railways

in America, and probably before the subject had been
broached in Europe.

Finally, all the permissions having been given, exact

drawings for the car bodies are sent to one of the four or

five car shops, which, by the way, turn out work of most
admirable quality, the motors and dynamos are under way,
the steel poles are turned out, fifty a day, to exact drawings
and with exact specifications for the steel, so that the bend-
ing test as the poles are accepted comes usually within
about one per cent of the specifications; the ornamental
castings for the poles are ordered from the iron founders,

the local installing engineers go around to the houses and
get permission to put on rosettes wherever they can, and so

the work goes on. Meantime the authorities frequently
give very valuable suggestions and often allow the com-
pany to go ahead before some problems are entirely .solved.

While the telegraph authorities of Germany have, of course,

been vigorous in protecting their own interests on the

ground that telegraph and telephone are important public

service not to be disturbed by anything else, they have
made every effort to make the railway al.so practical and
at the same time strengthen their own service and make it

less sensitive to the influence of street railway currents, so

that any odium of old fashioned conservatism cannot be
applied to the Germans when one carefully considers that

their principle is to go ahead .slowly, to avoid having to

straighten out a disagreeable complication afterwards.

While the road is being built, the power station may
be giving a good deal of trouble, in that the building

commissioners of the town are very strict as to the interior

arrangements as well as the exterior architectural form of

power house and car houses, and sometimes there have
been delays on this .score. Of course, however disagreeable

this may be, it really prevents companies from putting up
unsightly power hou.ses with bad looking, low, or even

VIEW OF CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION IN BERLIN—SHOWING YOKES UNDER SIDE RAIL.

dangerous chimneys in the midst of a crowded population.
The facades of most of the power houses, even in the smaller
towns, look solid and neat. In some ca.ses power is

furnished by existing lighting stations at from 2^ to 3^
cents per kilowatt. In some cases this price means
delivered at the switchboard, and in other cases means
delivered at the lines, that is, the power station comes in for

expense of the feeders. The city of Hamburg is interested

in the electric lighting plant in that it receives a certain

percentage of the receipts; it therefore, in allowing the
tramway company to build an electric line, may make a
condition that current should be taken from the lighting
station.

It is a significant fact that last December, during the
heaviest lighting season, more current was given out for the
street cars than was used for the lights.

Hamburg has the largest electric street railway in

Europe to-day. This sunnner will see abovtt 320 electric

cars in operation and all the horses and one steam line

replaced by electricity as far as the lines of the princi-

pal company are concerned, although there is one company
which still has something to do in changing over its lines.

Berlin sent its engineers all over Europe on several

visits to .see everything that had been done up to date.

They had an accumulator line which did not give satisfaction

or in fact cause any especial notice and was shortly
aband(med. They had done nothing about traction until

they suddenly came to face the problem of transporting the
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crowds to the National Exposition now in progress. Three
long lines were then fitted out connecting different parts of

the city with the Exposition. The interesting feature

about these lines is that they contain about two miles of

underground conduit. This they call in Germany the

"mixed" system. They run in the broadest streets of

the city where the streets are comparatively free with the

trolley line, and when they come into the crowded, thick

part of the city, the conduit is used. The conduit is

similar to that used here on the L,enox Avenue line in New
York, and in Washington, except that the yokes are

smaller. The conduit is under one rail as it is in Buda-
Pesth. The Berlin lines, which the Union Elektricitats

Gesellschaft has built, have plows on their cars which can
be inserted into the conduit or taken out by an ordinary

hand lever, operated by the motorman. This makes the

system very flexible and the change from the trolley to the

TROLLEY POLE IN BERLIN.

conduit takes place without any trouble. The ITnion

Elecktricitats Gesellschaft is building about ten miles of

this conduit in Brussels over a street where the King drives

frequently, and does nor wani a trolley line, and where the

trees are so low that the trolley line would be difficult to

build.

Most of the cities and larger towns in Europe are

provided with electric lines or have contracts for them; so

that one can really say that Europe is not much behind
America in this way. Of course, there are not so many
cars, as the cities in Europe cover a comparatively small

area; people live mo-stly in the cities and the advantages of

suburban life are not so much enjoyed in most of the cities

as in America. The 1,700,000 inhabitants of Berlin

live under fewer roofs than the population of a city only

two-thirds the size in America, so that they are more
crowded together and do not have so many individual

homes.
The electric traction methods being employed in

Germany do not vary essentially from the American
practice. There are four companies in Germany compet-
ing vigorously for every po.ssible electric road. Some of

the roads run more economically than others and some of

them look better than others, but in appearance the average
visitor would find them the same as the roads in Ameri( a.

The companies have made a specialty of substantial over-

head line work, and their poles all stand straight and their

wires are put in such a workman-like maimer that tliey

look as if they would stand a good many years of opera-

tion. In fact the overhead work of the road built in Bre-

men nearly five years ago looks better to-day than on the

average American road. The Hamburg line is a model of

overhead work and the prejudices of the Hamburg putjlic

have been entirely overcome by the carrying out of the

work in an artistic manner.
As a rule, the cars in Germany are smaller. Some of

them are designed for only sixteen passengers, and the

largest for twenty. A fixed number of pa.ssengers are

allowed to enter the car, and when the seats are filled no-

body is allowed to stand up, so there is no crowding in the

car. The platforms are allowed to carry at most five in

front and six behind. There are however some German
cities where the cars are permitted to be crowded ad libitiim.

The average speed of the car through the town is about
eight miles an hour and out.side the city limits ten miles.

It is not likely that the German authorities would ever be
brought to see that the requirements of city life as to high
speed traction on the surface would admit of such speeds as

the cars in some of our American cities are allowed to take.

The German in all departments of his work is careful aljcwe

all things of human life. There have been very few
accidents with the cars of the electric roads installed up to

date. Most of the companies take out an insurance policy,

paying a certain fraction of a per cent of their receipts to

cover them against any damage to pa.ssengers or people
passing in the streets.

The insurance system of Germany is an interesting

and complicated subject. The Government does a great
deal for the protection of the working class. Every employe
earning $500 a year or less is insured in the Government
insurance fund for death and invalidity, the employe paying
half and the employer half. This is not only true
of the industries in general, but house .servants are aLso in-

cluded. A housekeeper pays five cents a week for her
cook's insurance. The industries are divided into groups,
for in.stance, fine mechanics, .street railway drivers, trainmen
etc. ; each has its board of inspectors and paid officials.

These boards of inspectors agree upon certain rules tending
toward the greater safety of employes, thus reducing the
chance of accident and the consequent drain upon the insur-

ance fund. For example, several accidents had taken place
with tower wagons; the board of in.spectors under which the
electric companies came requested that some .special .safety

appliances be u.sed on the tower wagons.
The power .stations are usually fitted with condensing

steam plants of the greatest possible efficiency. If con-
densing water is not to be had cheaply board towers are
frequently built and the warm water falls down a height of

forty or fifty feet over these boards into a little reservoir,

being cooled and partly evaporated by this process; it is

then used over again. Labor is so cheap that mechanical
stoking is not much resorted to. The various types of
water tube boilers similar to the American are largely used,
and there are a good many fine boiler manufacturers in
Germany. Coal is usually pretty dear, costing about $2
at the pit and delivered anywhere from $4 to $5 in Berlin,
Hamburg and thereabouts. With such coal prices traction
expenses amount to about three and a half to four cents
per car mile including the following: all labor, fuel, oil,

waste in the power hou,se, all the labor required for clean-
ing and keeping the motor gears and wheels and trucks in
good repair, also all labor and repairs on the line, that is

to say, everything which really enters into the department
of mechanical traction as apart from horse traction. This
amount per car mile does not include the motorman and
conductor, and does not have anything to do with the rails,

or cover any financial writing off or interest on the plant.
Lower results than this figure have been obtained with coal
as high as $4 per ton. And in cases where there were
heavy grades and few cars equipped with two motors, the
cost runs higher. Most of the electric cars in Germany
are equipped with only one motor. The Union Electricitats
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Fig. 7.—Single bracket pole—Liege—scale

r:6o.

Fig. 8.—Single bracket pole—Liege—scale

1 :6o.

Fig. 9.—Combination double bracket and

gas lamp pole—Hamburg—scale i :6o.

Fig. 10.—Span wire pole—Wiesbaden—scale

1:60.

Fig. II.—single bracket pole—Wiesbaden

—

scale 1 :6o.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 12.—Bracket for two trolley wires

—

Hamburg—scale i :6o.

REPRESENTATIVE GERMAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY POLES.
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Oesellschaft equipped a line in Renisclieid near the lower
Rhine with a grade of 10.6 percent, which is probably the

steepest street railway grade in (Germany. The railway

authorities predicted that a car would not mount this grade,

but that was some years ago. They have learned a good
deal on these subjects, just as all the rest of the world has
in the last five years.

A good many roads cannot stand the expense of a

conductor, and they have cash fare boxes. Most of the

roads in Germany have the zone system, the smallest fare

being ten pfennigs, or about two and a half cents; this

carries a passenger a little over a mile, or, to be more exact,

about two kilometers. The next fare is fifteen pfeiuiigs and
twenty and twenty-five pfennig fares are rarely collected.

The average receipts per car kilometer on good paying roads

in Germany are between twenty-five and fifty pfennigs

per car kilometer, that is, between ten and twenty cents

per car mile. Probably Berlin is the only town where the

average receipts for all the lines of a city come up to fifty

pfennigs; the average in Hamburg is only thirty-six

pfennigs, and a town like Bremen of aboitt 200,000
inhabitants with twenty-five electric cars has average
receipts of thirty-five pfennigs per car kilometer ( fifteen

cents per car mile).

Some of the companies like the Hamburg and Bremen,
build their own car bodies, and the Hamburg cars are

especially admired. Partly becau.se the climate is not

severe in winter and partly from hygenic rea.sons the cars

in Germany are not heated to any extent. In fact, Germans
do not keep their houses as warm as Americans do, and do
not suffer so in the street cars if they are not heated.

There is also less suburban traffic and artificial heat is less

necessary for that rea.son. IHectric heaters are not

considered especially economical, and stoves are considered

uncomfortable and take up one seating .space, although
stoves have been tried on one street railway in Germany.
Where heating appliances are used they are usually on the

coal brick system. These bricks are put in a little door
from the platform and they consume .slowly in the tube

which passes along under the seats and out below the car

or at the top of the car. The driver can keep the car

sufficiently warm by putting in two or three of the.se

"briquettes" in the morning only, or in severe weather
again at noon. This makes the heating for a car cost

something like fifteen or twenty cents a day.

Electric bells are used a good deal in street cars for

the convenience of the conductor and pa.ssengers. The
cars only stop at fixed stopping places which are indicated

by iron signs on which is clearly written
'

' Stopping
Place of the Berlin Street Railway. '

' These signs are akso

painted on the trollej' poles in ca,se of electric roads, and
.sometimes only a colored ring is sufficient, as in America.

Accumulators are largely used in Germany for light-

ing purpo.ses, but in spite of frequent trials no accumulator
lines have remained long in operation. There is an experi-

ment going on in Hanover which some engineers con.sider

the best solution of the street railway question. Many
others con.sider that that of Berlin just in.stalled, if it should
prove a success, will be the best .solution for large cities.

This is the mixed system, namely, the trolley wherever
possible and the conduit for streets in the heart of the

city.

Accompanying this article are illustrations of some of

the poles used for tramway work in various cities in I^urope.

In .some ca,ses the designs have been modified by the city

engineers to suit their tastes or to especially harmonize
with the ironwork already in their streets. Existing gas
chandeliers have been made over to go well with the
trolley poles, and a good deal of special work has been
done so as not to disturb the streets any more than is

necessary. The Germans may not be so particular for the

luxuries in their drawing rooms that we enjoy in America;
at any rate the a^-erage German housekeeper has not half

the good taste of her American cousin in making a dainty
and inviting home, but if the Germans fail in this respect,

they certainly do have a pride in an orderly street, and the
bent and twisted wooden poles with spur marks on them

u.sed in America for arc lami)s and telegra])h lines, and the

plain iron pipes standing at all .sorts of angles and anything

but perpendicular which disfigure so many of our streets,

would not 1)6 allowed in Germany. Even if the Germans
get trolley roads in all their cities a few years later than

do Americans, and get them in so they will look well, per-

haps in the end their policy to put a little more money in

at the start, figure exactly on the strain which overhead

lines make upon their poles, calculate exactly the sizes of

their poles and .see that they are set at such a cant that they

will pull up straight will be the best.

The electric railway companies have in their work in-

stalled a great many ro.settes on the hou.ses to do away

VIEW IN HAMBURG.

with poles. In cases where the owners of the hou.ses re-

fuse rosettes, of course, a pole has to be placed. There
are about 4000 rosettes already installed. They are pro-

vided with rubber buffers so that the vibration of the wires

is not communicated to the hou.se to any great extent.

The Pottstown Pa,ssenger Railway Company has
i.ssued a handsome circular and poster descriptive of and
illu.strating vSanatoga Park, a pleasure ground owned and
managed by it. The engravings show that the park must
be a particularly attractive point for picnics, excursions,

camping parties, etc., which have the u.se of it free of

charge. It is a tract of 107 acres, and lies about three

miles east of Pottstown on the Schuylkill River. Naphtha
launches, merrj^-go-rounds and other entertainments are

provided. Mechanics are now engaged on the construction

of a large pavilion with a capacity of 6000 people, located

on an eminemce overlooking Lake Sanatoga. The pavilion

will contain a dance floor, stage, restaurant, etc. An elec-

tric fountain and fireworks form additional attractions.

A CHANGE has been made in the ownership of the
Toledo Electric Street Railway Company, although the
management of the road will still be in the hands of Jas.

J. Robin.son, who.se long experience especially fits him for

the place. The present officers of the company are: presi-

dent, Jas. A. Blair, of New York; vice-president and
treasurer, John B. Dennis, of New York; secretary, W.
Robinson.



studies in Economic Practice.

if?-- By C. B. Fairchild.

S/to/> Methods, Tools and Labor Saving Devices of the

Chicago City Railrcav Company. Part I.

Quite a number of the larger street railway companies
of the country, on the change from horse to mechanical
traction, inherited from the old regime repair shops that in

design and equipment were inadequate to handle the new
and heavier work that is an incident to the change in

motive power. A relic of this kind is found in the repair

shops of the Chicago City Railway Company, but by a

skillful arrangement of tools, the introduction of modern
methods of practice and the use of labor saving devices,

the shops are made to turn out all kinds of work in about
as large quantities and as cheaply as in some of the more
modernly constructed shops. The one principal criticism

to be made on street car repair shops generally, especially

in the iron working department, is that the tools or ma-
chines are too light for the work required of them. It is

better to have extra heavy machines, as these will do light

work as well as the smaller tools, and not be overtaxed
with the heavy work.

The repair shops of the Chicago City Railway since

last October have been under the direction of C. E. Moore,
master mechanic, under whose supervision a number of

important changes have been made. For instance, a low
basement that was not formerly used has been employed
as a storeroom for wheels and castings of every descrip-

tion. A space for stairs and a trolley hoist was cut

through the floor and the basement was lighted b}' gas
and more recently by electric lights. This added largely

to the storage capacity of the shops and relieved the main
floor of a large accumulation of

castings. The capacity of the shops
has also been increased by the ad-

dition of a monitor story over a

portion of the building. In order

to support the additional weight
larger roof truss rods have been
introduced in the main building.

The new addition will accommo-
date the departments of light work,
including the tin shop, upholster-
ing department, broom department,
pattern making and electric work.

During the month of May the average number of open
cars run through the shops for overhauling and repairs was
about nineteen per day, as against thirteen during the cor-

responding month last year, with only twelve additional

men. This is the highest record in the history of the

shops.

Another important change worthy of note is that in

the iron department the workmen's benches are set out
about three feet from the wall, so that vises may be at-

tached to each side and a double crew of men can work at

each bench. The principal reason however for such an
arrangement is that the floor can be kept cleaner and the
space under the bench does not become a dumping ground
for odds and ends. It permits of the floor being swept

FIG. -HACK SAW.

throughout, and in the summer time it allows the work-
men to avoid the direct rays of the sun which would beat

upon them were the benches near the windows. The
benches are lighted with two stands of gas fixtures which
come through the middle of the benches near each end,

and have folding burners with wire screens at the end.

The top edges of the benches are also faced with a steel

plate 3/8 in. X i ?4 in. , set in flush with the top of the bench.

This protects the edges from wear and also gives a straight

edge which is of service in laying off work. At one end
of the row of benches is a surfacing table consisting of a

heavy iron plate, 4 ft. X 5 ft., set flu.sh with a heavy frame.

As its name implies this table is used for surfacing up or

straightening bars or other shapes.

Among the tools not alvva3's foiuid in .street railway re-

pair shops is an automatic power hack .saw (Fig. i ) from the

Millers Falls Manufacturing Com-
pany. This is employed for cutting

up bars and steel rods, for cutting

keys, pins of any description and
bars up to 4 ins X
4 ins. There is a

side table or

trough for hold-

ing the long rods
in place and these

are clamped to-

gether by means
of a hand wheel.

After being
clamped in place, the saw is started and
itself until the cuts are made, the only

quired being to readjust the rods when
There is also a six-tool turret lathe, a

Fox and turret lathes and one of

hibited at the World's Fair. With

FIGS 2 AND 3.—BABBITT
FURNACE.

MOULD AND

takes care of

attention re-

one cut is made,
combination of the

the machines ex-

the use of this tool

brass hangers, puU-offs and other parts for overhead work
are quickly and economically turned into shape. They are

bored, counterbored, faced off and threaded for the cap

with one adjustment to the chuck, the different tools being

previously adjusted in their separate heads. The .same

machine will cut all kinds of threads and screws and is

handy for every kind of electric work as well as chucking,

boring and the cutting of in.side and outside threads.

Another economical device is that of a babbitting fur-

nace and moulds for babbitting the armature bearing boxes.

This furnace (Fig. 3 ) was designed by A. J. Rosier, foreman

of the machine shops and is a cannon type of coal stove.

The barrel is of cast iron with a large circular sheet iron

hood resting upon the outer surface and having a hinged

door about a foot square to give entrance to the caldron.

The latter is set in the top of the stove casting, is eighteen

inches diameter and has sufficient capacity for holding

about 300 lbs. of metal. One smoke flue leads from the

stove proper into the chimney and another from the hood

which conveys the offensive gases of the metal directly into

the flue. The scrap is placed in the caldron and when
melted is dipped out with ladles having handles about three

feet in length. The most interesting part of the process

consists in the moulds in which the boxes are placed for

babbitting. These are shown in Figs. 2 and 4 and have

an iron base about a foot square. Above this are two semi-
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circular cases hinged together at one side and fitted with
long handles for opening and closing. The iron base car-

ries a mandrel of the proper diameter for the bore on which
are X ridges which leave their impress on the babbitt and
which answer for the oil channels. There is also a lug
or core for the oil hole. A pair of boxes are fir.st

placed in position around the core. There is then in-

serted opposite each split a thin strip of metal which is held

in place by a groove cut in the mandrel and which serves

to divide the metal when poured. The boxes and strips

being in place, the outside shell is closed around and held

by means of a U-shaped clamp that is driven on with a

hammer. After the metal is poured the clamp is removed
and when the boxes are taken out a new set is readily ad-

justed. By this method one man can pour and chip about
thirty sets a day. The boxes are then placed in a proper
case and are surfaced upon a boring mill and are ready
for service.

The sho]:is are also equipped with two moderate sized

punch and shears and more recently there has been added
a very heavy combined punch shears having a cap-

acity for punching a two inch hole through a i '3 in. bar and
for cutting six inch plates up to i ins. in thickness and
with dies and punches that are readily adjustable.

A heavy universal miller has also just been added to

the shop equipment. This machine is the largest size

made and has a universal index head for spiral milling,

making one of the most itseful machines to be found in

railway shop equipment. In the steam pipe department
is a thread cutter that will thread pipes up to .six inches in

diameter.

Compressed air has heretofore been employed to a

limited extent for the operation of air lifts and for other

purposes. There are two air trolley lifts, one of which is

a telescope lift and is employed chiefly for loading and vni-

loading the cable grips to and from the transfer wagons. Re-

cently however an additional equipment for the utilization

of compressed air has been added. An old heater boiler

has been repaired and put in position near the air pump,
which is of the ordinary Westinghouse locomoti\-e type.

This boiler will be u.sed as a reservoir and will increase the

storage capacity by 150 cu. ft. This additional supply

will be utilized for the operation of air jacks for the lifting

of cars and air lifts for transferring motors, for cleaning

cushions, boring holes in car sills, and other work about

the car .shop, cleaning castings by .sand blast and also for

FIG. 4.—CASTING BABBITT IN ARMATURE BOXES.

sanding glass. There will be a number of additional air

hoists, and air whistles in place of gongs will be employed
for morning, noon and dismissal calls.

Another commendable arrangement noted is the pro-

vision of a separate department kept under lock and ke}'

and in charge of an attendant, in which are storage bins for

the valuable scrap and valuable metals that are used about

the place. Thus there are bins for the copper, antimony,

tin, lead, zinc and babbitt. The material is weighed out to

the moulders and the castings are also weighed so that the

metal is all checked up, a certain per cent being allowed

for shrinkage, so that a careful watch is kept over all the

valuable metals.

A. well equipped brass foundry is an adjunct of the

shop, and in this there are eight furnaces. These are all

hooded in for the removal of the offensive gases, and here
all kinds of trinunings and all bra.ss work employed in

overhead and other construction is manufactured. It is

proposed to erect a small cupola about eighteen inches in

diameter by five feet in height for melting the coar.se com-
posite metals employed in the ca.sting of the grip dies. In

this way the company expects that a very large saving will

be made in the coal consumption and that it will avoid the

expense of graphite crucibles which have heretofore been
employed and which have a life for only seven or eight

charges. P''or the cable service about 2700 new dies are re-

quired per month. This use consumes about 21,200 lbs.

of metal, the mixture being copper, tin and lead. A .sav-

ing will al.so be effected

by the process of mould-
ing which is to be em-
ployed and which is

known as the block

method. A split pattern

will be used and the

halves fastened perma-
nently to each side of a

half inch iron plate.

Holes are made in the — —
ends of the plate to re-

^ ,pQ^ STORAGE
ceive the fla.sk puis. The DEPARTMENT,
flask and follower are

rammed up around the niotdd and plate, the pouring hole

being left in the cope side. The follower being lifted off

and the plate with the pattern removed, the parts are again
placed together when a complete mould is formed.

The following mixture is employed for trolley wheels:
40 lbs. copper.

5 lbs. tin.

lYz lbs. lead.

Yz lb. zinc.

Adjoining the ma.ster mechanic's office is a new tool

room in which all .small tools are kept in suitable cases, num-
bered and labeled to be readily found. The tool room is

in charge of an attendant who hands out the tools to the
workmen on checks as they may require, and a careful watch
is kept to prevent the loss or breaking of tools or drills.

To one man is assigned the duty of sharpening and grind-
ing all the tools so that they will be kept to an exact size

and always be in order, and .so that when a job is to be
done the workman will know that the cutting tool is of

proper size. It is especially important that twist drills be
ground properly. In the tool room are also kept many
small parts, such as files, lag screws, small rivets, screw^s

and the stub steel from which tools are manufactured.
The bar iron storage department is near the shears

and near the door of the blacksmith shop. Here the iron
bars are all placed on end and the different sizes and quali-

ties are separated by pins or partitions fastened to the sup-
porting posts, as shown in Fig. 5. This method of storing
the bars on end is considered more economical than where
racks are employed. Three sides of a square contain the
metal thus stored, while around the outside a like amount
is placed and .serves to brace the frame structure in both
directions. In this po.sition the metal is more readily re-

moved for u.se in the shop than when it is resting on racks.

In the latter case it frequently takes two or three men to

draw a bar out, but where placed on end one man can
easily handle them, and being in this position they are
more readily inspected.

Near the shears are the reels (Fig. 6) on which
different sized chains are wound. There are ten of these
reels. They are about a foot wide and from fourteen
inches to twenty inches in diameter, and are mounted
about a foot above the floor. When a piece of chain is

needed it is readily unwound and cut off at proper length
by the shears. The ends are carefully looped up so that
the reels present a neat appearence.

A hand truck is used for transferring wheels and
axles between the pit room and the wheel press, the latter

being located in the machine shop. The truck is a simple
platform, about five feet long and two feet wide, having a
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FIG. 6.—CHAIN REELS,

low strip along each edge. The truck wheels are about

eight inches in diameter with a two inch tread, and the

front axle is swiveled by a king bolt. To load a pair of

wheels the truck is placed alongside and by means of an

incline they are very easily rolled on to the platform. As
the truck has a handle it is

easily drawn over the floor by
one man, the axle traveling

endwise.
In the blacksmith shop

are found many labor saving
devices, a number of which
are illustrated in this connec-
tion. The equipment of the

shop consists of eight forges,

two steam hammers, one of

which is a Bradley hammer, and two furnaces. One of

these has a removable back so that quite long pieces may
be heated. The furnaces are fitted with a blast and ser\'e

for heating a number of small parts quickly and cheaply.

Some of the forges have a brick fire arch or an arch of

firebrick held in place by an iron backing and provided
with a ring to facilitate handling them. These are placed
over a fire, assist in keeping in the heat and avoid the
necessity of forming a coke arch. For extra large forgings
however a coke arch is formed
(Fig. 8).

The principal labor saving
implements of the blacksmith shop
are the different bending tools

and swedges, some of which are

illustrated in this connection.

Fig. 9 illustrates a bending
tool which is placed above the

anvil and in which four bends can
be made at one heat. In this flat

iron I Y-z ins. X i in^- can V^e

bent, and round iron up to 1)4

ins. One of the levers is handled
by the helper and the other by
the blacksmith. The different

shapes that can be formed of this fig. 7.-

tool are shown in the same con-

nection. It will be readily seen that a

can be swung off the die when not in u.se and when it is

necessary to use the hammer for other purposes. This
tool is employed for swedgings of all descriptions and for

making crotch irons. As will be noted the swedge is

provided with a spiral spring between the parts which
serves to lift the upper
part free from the iron

as the hanuner head
rises.

A large number
of tools of similar de-

sign for lighter work
are also provided, and
were nearly all design-

ed b}' Fred Steen, fore-

man of the blacksmith
shop.

Another interest-

ing feature of the fore-

man 's work is that of

a sketch book in which
he makes a pen sketch

of every new piece of

work that conies to the shop, in which the dimensions are

given and the quality and dimension of the iron from
which the piece is to be forged, and which will be

readily luidenstood from Fig. 16 which shows an exact re-

production (half size) of two of the pages of this sketch

book. These records serve very valuable references, for

should the stock of a piece be exhausted and a new order

come in, the drawing and dimensions and the proper method
and size to Ije cut off are readily referred to, as there is an

FIG. 9.—BENDING TOOL.

-BRICK FIRE ARCH. FIG. 10.—COUPLING LINK TOOL. FIG. 11.—S-HOOK TOOL.

oflarge number
pieces can be turned out in a daj' in a tool of this kind.

Fig. 10 is a link tool for bending coupling links up to

y-i in. square. This tool is placed on the anvil and is

pivoted at the point marked P. The handle then clamps
the iron after which the entire tool is n:oved around the

pivot and the link formed.
Fig. II is an S-hook tool for bending S-hooks cold.

and will bend from in. in diameter.

FIG. ARCH HEAVY FORGINGS.

Fig. 13 is an adjustable bending tool for links and
hooks of all sizes. The roller as noted may be shifted for

2i\\y desired diameter.

Fig. 12 is an adjustable bending tool for making rings,

links, etc., of any diameter. It can be adjusted with the
set screw shown in the illustration.

Figs. 14 and 15 show a spring swedge for use with the
steam hammer. This is swiveled on a post or pedestal and

index to the book. This .saves a great deal of labor in re-

sketching the piece, and the foreman can turn over the book
to one of the blacksmiths who is able to make the piece

without further supervision.

There are manj^ other interesting features of the shop,

but as these are common to most shops they will not be
noted in this connection.

The tin and burnishing .shop are on the second floor

of the main building and have some interesting features.

Oxydized brass is used for -

all car trimmings, and when
old cars are overhauled for

repairs the brass work is all

cleaned and put through an
oxydixing process. For
cleaning the old metal the

parts are introduced to a

bath of hot lye and from
this into a water bath. They
are then taken to the

buffing room for polishing.

When returned to the ox-
ydizing room they are

placed in a solution of

muriatic acid, arsenic and
chloride of iron. The latter

is made by the mixture of muriatic acid with anvil scales

which are obtained from the blacksmith shop. A weak
solution of nitric acid is also added to the oxydizing mix-
ture. When the material is removed from the bath it is

the color of a black oxide. It is then sent to the buffing

room and is spotted on the buffing wheel in irregular or

antique forms according to the taste of the operator. It is

then given a coat of lacquer and baked in a furnace which

FIG. 12 —ADJUSTABLE BENDING
TOOL FOR HOOKS AND LINKS.
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FIG. 13.—BENDING TOOL
FOR RINGS AND

LINKS.

is heated by steam to a temperature of 120 (le<^s. Rou^h
brasses and such as are not to l)e oxydized are cleaned \)y

being dipped in a sohition of nitric and sulphuric acid.

Fig. 17 shows a cable reel in position with about

300 ft. of the ro])c hung on from the reel and coiled at the

top. This arrangement provides

for readily running out the first

.section of the rope into the splicing

room ready to be spliced on to the

old rope when a new rope is to be

run in. This avoids the necessity

of getting a large number of men
together in a hurry to help turn

the reel. A small engine with
23roper shafting is provided from
which, by means of .sprocket chains,

the cable reels are operated for winding up or transfer-

ring cables. The long ropes are .shipped on two reels to

facilitate the handling, but when placed in pcsition for

stringing in the conduit the entire rope is run upon one
reel.

Ten old trail cars have recently been remodeled
into low deck motors for winter .service. A special

feature in the new construction of these motors is

that they have .solid windows, the glass being set

without sash. The edges of the glass are held in

place by rubber channels and a .space of j{ in. is left

all around between the rubber and the framing.

This arrangement prevents the rattling of the

glass, and although the.se cars have now been in

service about four months, there has been no break-

age from the strain or jarring of the cars. Venti-

lation is secured through the deck lights.

The company has recently equipped five of its

track .sprinklers with single Westiiighouse No. 3 mo-
tors. These sprinklers are mounted on a wooden
truck with 4 in. X 7 i"- sills. The framework
which supports the sprinkler tank rests on eight

round rubber springs, four on each side, the springs

being 4 ins. X 2 ins. The springs are held in place

by a wooden plug which is shorter than the thick-

ness of the .springs. The motor is suspended from
a steel yoke which is attached to the sills. In some

l)y a bench or table on top of the tank and the controller

is located on the floor of the truck which extends beyond
the tank.

In the woodworking department a very ingenious
tool is employed for

making dowels .so that

the grain of the wood
will be the .same as the

surrounding parts (jf

the hole that is to l)e

plugged. (See P'ig.

18. ) Tlio.se dowels are

chiefly employed for

plugging the counter-

sunk holes of screws

used in paneling or for

holding strips of any
kind. The tool is a

pipe with regular .saw teeth cut into the end. It is

operated in a boring machine and the dowels are .sawn as

CABLE REEL.

FIG. 4.—SPRING SWEDGE AND
STEAM HAMMER.

FIG. 15.—SWEDGE TURNED BACK
FROM DIE.

shown in the illustration. Both sides of the
block are cut when the plug is sawn through
endwise and the dowels come out completed, of

any size and of smooth and uniform surface.

They may also be cut tapering if desired.

In placing the dowels over the countersunk
.screws (Fig. 19) care is taken not to drive the
dowel against the head of the .screw, but an air

^ vw^i

A
FIG. 16.—FAC-SIMILES OF PAGES FROM FOREMAN'S SKETCH BOOK.

cases the suspension consists of wrought iron hangers
attached to one of the cro.ss sills. The cables are pro-

tected by a watertight trough and the motors by a canvas
curtain which .screens it from the spray of the sprinkler.

One of these sprinkler tanks holds about 1300 gals., the

rest are of 1500 gals, capacity. The trolley is supported

FIGS. 18 AND 19.—METHOD OF CUTTING DOWELS
AND COVERING COUNTERSUNK SCREWS.

space of one-sixteenth inch or more is left, or
the dowels are cut with a concave surface at the
end so that they do not touch the .screw. This
prevents them from being forced out of place

by the expansion or contraction of the metal
of the screw, so that after being painted it is

never possible to detect the position of the dowels
as they do not work loose after being glued in

place.

Tiiiv Board of Health of New York City has passed a

regulation forbidding pas.sengers in the surface or elevated
cars spitting on the floor. Notices to this effect have been
posted in all the cars of the city.
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Power Distribution for Electric Railroads.

By Louis Bell, Ph. D.

V.—Direct Feeding Systei)is.

By direct feeding is meant the supply of current to

the working system of controlling from a central .station,

without any intermediary apparatus. It is the system em-
ployed on most present electric street railroads, save a few
of the largest size. It is ordinarily used on interurban
lines and would be universally applied were there not many
cases in which the distribution of power from a .single

station becomes uneconomical at any practicable voltage
on account of the great distances involved.

Nearly all interurban lines, and especially the systems
which are likely to result from the conversion of .steam into

electric lines, can be best operated by other means which
will be de.scribed in subsequent chapters. Indeed a care-

ful examination of very many existing electric railways
will di.sclose the fact that direct feeding is being worked
far beyond its proper limits of application and is the cause
of serious pecuniary loss, both in interest on a huge invest-

ment in copper and in power needlessly lost on the line.

Direct feeding however is properly applied in mo.st in-

stances, and must be ultimately applied as the distributing
system almost universally, since even where substations are
employed the lines proceeding from them are a case of direct
feeding and must be treated as such.

Electric railway feeding systems are akin in principle
to those employed in .simple cases of distribution for light-

ing, and yet in practice differ from them very radically in

certain particulars. Railway feeders are not generally de-

signed to preserve uniform voltage within the area fed,

but to hold the voltage, admittedly variable, within certain
rather wide, but fixed limits. Lighting feeders mu.st be de-
signed with reference to a load \'arying in the same area
from time to time, but units closely confined to that area;
railway feeders must be so designed as to meet not only a

load variable in amount from second to second, but .shifting

from place to place obedient to causes that follow no definite

law. On the other hand not only are railway feeders
absolved from the necessity of holding the voltage closely
uniform, but by virtue of this they can the more easily be
arranged to meet extreme shifting of the load.

In early electric railways the trolley wire proper was
rather small and the feeding was often relatively quite as
complex as that in large modern systems.

The conditions which nuist be met in planning a direct
feeding system are roughly as follows:

1. The maximum fall in voltage at any point in the
.system under all working conditions must not exceed a
fixed amount.

2. The a\'erage drop throughout the system under
normal conditions must equal a certain predetermined
amount.

3. The feeders must be so connected that accidents
to the working conductors .shall interfere with traffic to as
small an extent as possible.

To meet these various conditions a large number of

Slivtl Rs. ,Ioi,i„,,| D

FIG. 34.

arrangements of feeders have been devised, many of which
are in exten.sive use. The following are some of the most
usual, which have .stood the test of experience.

I. The so-called ladder system shown in Fig. 34. Here
one pole of the dynamo is earthed as usual and the other
is connected to the trolley wire C D, and aLso to the feeder
A B. These are connected at intervals of a few hundred
feet by subfeeders a, b, c, d, e,f, etc., which are generally
hardly more than tie wires uniting the principal feeder to
the trolley wire. This arrangement was very common in
early electric roads. It made possible the use of a very
slender trolley wire merely large enough to carry conven-

iently the current for cars running between the subfeeders,

and made the system toleral:)ly free from interruption by
accidents to the trolley wire, which from its small size was
rather prone to break. Both the trolley wire and the

principal feeder are continuous and of uniform ci^oss sec-

tion. This continuity is useful in case of the crowding of

cars at one or more points on the line since it brings to the

rescue the full conductivity of the sy.stem. It is bad how-
ever in case of short circuits in that the main fuse at the

station is quite likely to blow and stop every car on the

line.

As a real feeding system it hardly deserves the name,
since electrically it is nothing more than a continuous
working conductor of uniform area. The properties of

such a conductor have already been fully considered in

Chap. I. The only additional fact that has to be taken
into account in the ladder system'is the limited conductivity

Street Ry. Journal

FIG. 35.

of the trolley wire between the subfeeders. The drop in

voltage at a car located at any point is practically the drop

in the principal feeder up to that point plus the drop in the

trolley wire from the car to the nearest subfeeders which
are virtually in parallel, inasmuch as current flows into the

trolley in both directions along the trolley wire.

2. A system similar in some respects to Fig. 34 is

shown in Fig. 35. Here there is as before a principal

feeder A B. The trolley wire C D is not however contin-

uous, but is broken by insulating joints into separate

sections of approximately equal length each with its own
subfeeder a, h, e, etc. The added conductivity of the con-

tinuous trolley wire is, of course, sacrificed by this arrange-

ment. Both the trolley and feeder are generally of unifom
area throughout their re.spective lengths and the .system is

electrically, to all intents and purpo.ses, a uniform linear

conductor save for the abrupt change in conductivity in

pa.ssing from the principal feeder to any subfeeder and its

.section of trolley wire. As regards a load at any point

the total drop is that in the principal feeder up to the sub-

feeder controlling the section in question plus the drop in

the subfeeder and the trolley wire up to the load.

The advantage gained by cutting the trolley wire into

.short, independent .sections is a certain amount of immunity
from breakdowns- The subfeeders a, b, c, etc., are usually

provided with fases or switches or both , so that while in

case of a break in the trolley wire the cars on the adjacent

sections are not deprived of current any more than in the

ladder sy.stem, there is no longer the danger of .stopping

traffic by Ijlowing fuses at the .station, since the subfeeder

fuse immediately acts to stop an excessive flow of current.

In addition, in case of fire or flood affecting any part of

the system, the disturbed region can be very promptly
isolated by opening the circuit at the subfeeders. In cities

where fires are of frequent occurrence such an arrangement
is highly necessary, although it is generally desirable to use

a far more complete feeding system in connection with it.

Both the arrangements just .shown are entirely without

.special provisions for holding up the voltage at distant

parts of the line, depending practically on the conductivity

of the principal feeder.

3. A true feeding system corresponding in a general

way with Fig. 34 is shown in Fig. 36. Here A B is the

trolley wire while in multiple with it are feed wires

tapped into the trolley wire aX. a, b and c. These feeders

are generally quite independent of each other up to their

respective junctions with the trolley wire. A load at any
point, as d, receives its current in both directions through
the trolley wire, which in turn draws current from the ad-

jacent. The conductivity available at the load d is that of

the trolley wire from A to d, reinforced by the feeders a

and b; in parallel with that of the trolley wire section from
a' to <f and the feeder c. With the arrangement of Fig. 36 it

is quite possible to hold the voltage fairly uniform by giv-
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ing sufficient area to the longer feeders. As a matter of

convenience, to avoid the undue nuiltiplication of wires, the
distances A cr, a b, etc., between feeders are made consider-

ably longer than in the ladder system: hence the trolley

wire is generally larger. Of course, it nuist be large enough
to avoid excessive drop in the sections b d and c d when
load is applied at d. As a rule the distances A cr, cr b, etc.,

are several thousand feet except where the traffic is very
heavy. With No. o or No. 00 trolley wire the di.stance

named is not generally excessive. As compared with the
ladder distribution this one has the great advantage of giv-

i
.

FIG. 36.

ing a fairly uniform voltage, and can be more readily ar-

ranged to handle abnormal loads at distant parts of the

line. It has also the same convenient property of giving

current to each car from two directions so as to minimize

the effect .of breaks in the trolley wire. It is however ex-

posed to trouble in case of serious short circuits, and is in-

convenient in the matter of cutting out portions to execute

considerable changes in wiring or to avert accident.

4. An obvious modification of the arrangement just

mentioned is that shown in Fig. 37. This bears the same

relation to (3) that (2) does to (1). It shares with (3)

the advantage of maintaining fairly constant voltage under

normal conditions, though it is somewhat at a disadvantage

in case of a heavy load on a distant section, since that sec-

tion mu.st depend on its own feeder alone without assist-

FIG. 37.

ance from adjacent .sections. The feeders a, b, c, etc., are

provided with indi\-idual switches and cut-outs at the station

so that if a short circuit occurs nothing wor.se can happen
than the temporary disabling of that particular section,

while if necessity demands any .section can be promptly cut

out of circuit in case of fire along the line or any other

sufficient cause. ( 4) is very well adapted for u,se on long

lines with fairly regular traffic. Like ( 3 ) it requires a

rather heavy trolley wire for the best results. A load at

any point is supplied by the feeder for that section in

series with the trolley wire, between the load' and the feeder

junction, so that the drop under any given conditions is

very readily computed.
In both (3) and ( 4) it is sometimes com^enient to tie

two or more feeders together, as shown by the dotted line

FIG. 38.

at d (Fig. 37). This procedure reinforces the conduc-

tivity with reference to the .section thus connected, as

and while it will lower the voltage of sections beyond the

link, is very useful when a particular section is exposed to

severe loads from grades or massing of cars, particularly

since such linking can be applied at any time that the

service may reqiiire it.

In very many ca.ses it is advantageous to install a com-

posite feeding sy.stem which can be made in a considerable

measure to unite the advantages of those already described.

A very useful combination is that shown in Fig. 38.

Here the trolley wire, A B, is cut into sections of vary-

ing length, .short where con.siderable danger of interruption

of .service exists, long where longer sections can be more con-

veniently utilized. C is a principal feeder as in the ladder

system connected at a and b io a. continuous trolley line,

and at c, d and c to trolley sections. This principal feeder

is reinforced by feeders E and F to equalize the voltage

more perfectly in the region of dense traffic, while the inde-

pendent feeeders.G and H, supply the long isolated .sections,

f 2L\\dg. G and H are moreover linked at f if the condi-

tions of service require. Fig. 38 represents the actual

arrangement of an extensive feeding system much more
closely than any of the simpler arrangements .shown. As
a matter of fact such a complex system is generally the out-

growth of the conditions which develop in service rather

than the result of deliberate forethought. Nevertheless,

good engineering often demands the adoption of such ap-

parently complex methods.
In general, independent feeders are neces.sary to pre-

serve good working pressure in outlying districts where
coniparati\'ely independent lines are worked, while in re-

gions of dense traffic the tendency is to link together the

principal feeders of neighboring lines into a network rein-

forced by .special feeders wherever nece.ssar^^ The trolley

wire is .sectionalized only in so far as danger from fires and
electrical troubles require. Although a continuous trolley

wire is now far less necessary than formerly on account of

improved methods of construction, on the other hand an
extensive subdivi.sion into sections hinders the full use of

all the copper installed and increa.ses the danger of local

stoppage of traffic. On any railway .system, street or other,

continuity of service is of the first importance, both by
rea.son of the direct loss from suspension of traffic and the

indirect, but far more serious, loss of public confidence and
goodwill.

Consequently it is often advisable to take chances in

order to keep running, and linking feeders and trolley into

a continuous system to drive through a time of short cir-

cuit if possible rather than shut down part of the system.

The present tendency is to make the various sections of

feeders and trolley wire separable rather than separate, so

that they can be cut apart when absolutely necessary, but
not long before that crisis.

Long lines, interurban and the like, may often be best

treated indirectly through substations, but when direct

feeding is employed, it is ordinarily best to use a very sub-

stantial trolley wire, not smaller than No. 00, installed in

separable but not disconnected sections, and supplied with
current by .separate feeders, which may be linked if local

conditions require. If large power units are to be em-
ployed, requiring large currents, it is better to use a very
large trolley wire than to install a principal feeder, since

with large currents the larger the contact surface of the

working conductor the better, and the conductivity of the
trolley wire can be relieved if insufficient bj^ connecting
each section to its feeder in several places in.stead of one.

There is no reason however why, on large work such as is

found in converting steam roads to electric, the working
conductor may not have a cross .section eciuivalent to No.
0000 wire or more which enables comparatively long .sections

between feeders to be emplo^'ed with advantage. For ex-
ample, suppose a No. 0000 trolley wire carrying a current
of 200 amperes per .section recei\'ed equally from the two
adjacent feeders. This condition would be met by a train

recjuiring one hundred kilowatts to drive and located mid-
way between two feeders. Allowing no more than two
per cent lo.ss, i. e. , about ten volts in the troUej' wire be-
tween feeder junction and load and substituting the above

II CLvalues in the fundamental equation C. III. =-
V

the

distance between feeders should be aljout 4000 ft. Inas-
much as the average drop produced by the moving train,

with a maximum of two per cent midway between feeders,

would be but one per cent, it would generally be advisable
to inciease this amount. Allowing an avcraoe drop of two
per cent in the trolley wire, i. e. , a maximum of four per
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cent, the proper distance between feeders would be virtu-

ally doubled, rising to about 8000 ft.—a mile and a half.

For long roads, then, one may use with advantage

such an arrangement of feeders as is shown in Fig. 39.

Here a continuous heav}' trolley wire is divided into

sections of, say, a mile to a mile and a half in length, each

with a junction to the feeding .system. This, as shown,

consists of three main feeders, each supplying two .sections

of trolley wire. The number of the.se main feeders and
the number of sections each supplies is regulated by con-

venience and local conditions, as is too the length of each

section. The sketch ( Fig. 39 ) shows merely the principle,

which is well suited to roads up to a dozen miles in length

fed from somewhere near the middle. Such roads are apt

to require rather large units of loads, due to well loaded

trains and high speed, but the number of trains to be oper-
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FIG. 39.

ated at any one time is usually .small. A rather nice

question sometimes arises as to the relative cross section of

copper to be put in the trolley wire and in the feeders. In

the large work that we are just now considering, the trolley

wire must be in any event large enough to give sufficient

contact with the trolley. And this is apt to indicate about

as large a working conductor as can conveniently and se-

curely be supported. Therefore the feeders will be rela-

tively smaller than in ordinary street railway practice, and

it is not advantageous to separate permanently the sections

of trolley wire, thus throwing away the conductivity of its

large cross section. Whenever double tracks are u.sed it

goes quite without saying that the whole system of con-

ductors should be united, each trolley wire serving as a

feeder to the other.

Occasionally, too, on .single track roads with frequent

turnouts two trolley wires are strung ten or twelve inches

apart, each to acconunodate the cars running in one direc-

tion, so as to entirely avoid overhead switches of any kind.

This arrangement is shown in Fig. 40, and while it is not

now very widely used, it is exceedingly convenient in cer-

tain cases. In Fig. 40 the track at a turnout is shown by

the solid lines and the two trolley wires by dotted lines.

The trolley wire, A B, would naturally be used by cars run-

ning from right to left as indicated by the arrow, while C D
would be used by cars running from left to right. Each

car keeps to its own trolley wire throughout the track, un-

less it is necessary to change over in backing around a

turnout. This double trolley device enables long exten-

sions to be handled without feeders.

FIG. 40.

Before passing to the actual computation of a trolley

and feeder system, we must go back to our two funda-

mental propositions and inquire into the permis.sible maxi-
mum drop and what we mean by average drop.

Suppose that ten per cent average drop has been de-

cided upon in a given case,—What is really meant bj' this?

There has been con.siderable confu.sion on this point. Are
we to understand that this average drop is that determined
from the eiTect of the maxinuim working load throughout
the system, or is it the average loss on the parts of the sys-

tem considered separately irrespective of their relative

amounts. Is it the drop produced by the average load or

the average of the drops produced b}' the simultaneous
loads at some particular time?

To reduce the matter to a common basis with other
oases of the electrical transmission of energy, we are at lib-
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erty to put but one interpretation upon average drop. By
it we should mean in every case that a certain specified

proportion of the energy delivered to the line during a par-

ticular period is to be lost in the transmission. On this basis

we can design the sy.stem for conditions of maximum econ-

omy, knowing approximately the probable cost of energy

per kilowatt hour and the price of copper. vStarting with

this definition, we can then intelligently work out the re-

lation of this average energy loss to the loss in volts at the

various parts of the system. It is necessary however to

bear in mind, first, that the same conditions of economy
with respect to lo.ss in transmis.sion do not necessarily hold

for all parts of a gi\'en system, and second, the question of

economy in transmi.ssion is quite subordinate to that of

successful operation.

As regards tlie former consideration, the average energy

delivered to an electric railway system is a very different

thing from either the maximum energy or the average

energy during the hours of heavy load. The load factor,

i. e., the ratio between average and maximum output on a

railway system is generally rather unsatisfactory, as has al-

ready been indicated. It ranges in general from .3 to .6,

varying greatly with the size of the system, the character

of the service and the habits of the people who ride. In

cities many interesting facts appear from the load curve

of an electric railway—the movements of workingmen,

the crowd of shoppers going downtown in the forenoon,

the migration in the early afternoon, the homegoing at

six and the theatre crowd an hour and a half later. All
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FIG. 41.

these factors of load operate with var3dng force, not only in

different places, but in different parts of the .same system.

The changes from da}' to day are considerable, but on the

whole the same line preserves its character remarkably
well. The result of a varying load factor is a nece.s.sary

limitation in the permissible loss of energy'. For if we
have a load factor of .3, the average loss of energy, what-
ever economy of transmission may indicate cannot be so

great as to cause at maximum load a drop in voltage suffi-

cient to interfere with the proper operation of the cars. If

we write for the maximum permis.sible drop, V, v for the

drop corresponding to the loss of energy for greatest econ-

omy of transmission, for the load factor, L, and for the drop
assumed, V\ we have the following in equality which sets

a limit of drop which must not be exceeded
I '\ < L V

Verv fortunately it usuall}' happens that

v^L V
So that there is no special difficulty in making = v.

But it is not safe to a,ssume this happy condition of things

without some investigation. It may be true of one part of

the sy.stem and not of another. It is necessary therefore 10

look into the various parts separately in laying out any con-

siderable system. Fig. 41 .shows three load curves which
may be supposed to be from three parts of the same sy.stem,

together with the summation curve of the three from which
the total load factor would be determined. I maybe taken

as the load cur\^e of a main urban system, while curves II

and III will serve for branches. IV is the .summation

curve of the whole. The load factor of this final curve is

very evidently worse than that of the main line, curve I,

since heavy loads in morning and evening on branches II

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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and I II raise the morning and evening niaxinunn values

on IV. Tlie load factor of II is hardl}' better than 3
while that of I is nearly .6. Consequently we have far

less latitude in planning the conductors for this branch
than in case of the main line, being always confronted by a

high maximum to be taken care of. The load factor how-
ever does not fully represent the precautions that have to

be taken. It shows, to be sure, the normal maxima, but it

does not include the effect of shifting load.

This is really a very serious matter in making the

plans for a conducting system and the probabilities of the

case need to be carefully weighed. A base ball park, for

instance, located far out on a branch line means trouble un-
less it be taken into account. It means that now and then,

not only all the regular cars on the line, but all the extras

that can be spared, will be massed at near the distant end
of the branch and brought in hea\-ily loaded and all to-

gether. It is the same effect that would be obtained from
a steep grade, exce]it that it is only occasional. The amount
of such an extra load may be sufficient to dcmble the ordi-

nary maxinunn load and that in the most disadvantageous
way, i. e. , at the end of the line. From what has been said

it is .sufficiently evident that laying out the conductors for

a large sy.stem is more a matter of acute judgment than of

exact theory.

The rea.son for this is that there are no data suffi-

cient to justify a general theory based upon them. The
value of the load on an electric railway is so uncertain,

whether for any stated time or during any interval, and so

uncertain in position as well as amount, that the success of

any calculation depends almost wholly on the skill with
which the data are assumed.

Street Railway Rolling Stock.—— .

By W. E. PARTRinOK. '/

ML—Belts, Rails and Plates.

The belts or rails of a car are the longitudinal members
by which the frame is united into a continuous whole. The
first, counting from the floor, passes the whole length of

the car on the line where the concave and convex panels

unite. The next above is the window rail, and its upper
surface usually forms the window sill. Above this comes
the window panel or letterboard, as it was termed when it

was sufficiently broad to receive a sign. In modern cars it

is called the window rail and is, as its name indicates, a rail

and not a panel. Above this, and sometimes forming an
almost integral portion of^ it, is the belt or plate which
unites the heads of the posts, and at the same time forms
the lower member of the roof. The rail or head piece over
the door deserves to be taken into the categorj^ of rails, but
sometimes this is a single heavy piece of whitewood, and
at others a rather complex piece of framing. In one case

it is a rail, in another case it is a frame.
The accompanying figures show a set of rails from an

ordinary box car. Fig. i shows the front and end view or

cross section and Fig. 2 the back of the window rail. The
length shown in the engraving is that of a single panel. The
upper edge of the rail is beveled to allow the water to flow

away, and at the inside corner is a bead to prevent the water
from being blown under the window into the car. The
form shown, that used by the J. G. Brill Company, pos-

sesses one feature not ordinarily found, though the value is

undoubted. This is a rabbet or groove on the outer side of

the under face into which the upper edge of the convex
panel goes. The projecting lip on the window rail entirely

covers the edge of the panel, and the joint is consequent!}-

perfectly protected from water or dampness. This is a

feature which is worthy of attention, since it entirely ex-

cludes water from a point where it can do the greatest

damage if it once finds entrance. In the practice of a large

number of builders, and of all of the most careful, this rail

is mortised into the corner posts. As a means for connect-

ing the different members of the frame, the mortise is far

in advance of any method of halving or locking which has

l)een introduced. In fact a mf)rtisc and draw pin in com-
bination with white lead to exclude the moistine gives one
of the .strongest and most durable connections between tw(j

pieces of timber at right angles to each other which has yet

been devised.

As will be .seen at the left hand end of engraving ( Fig. 2 )

the window rail is halved on the post and on its under .side

is morti.sed to take the strainers which support Jie panels,

in this ca.se five in number. This rail .secures the post very
firndy and is or always should be made of a single piece of

.selected ash. This rule holds good in regard to the prac-

tice of the best makers, and for cars up to twenty feet in

length. The Jackson & Sharp Company makes a valuable

modification of the window rail which is worthy of more
extensive introduction. In the cars of this company the

rail is widened horizontally so as to admit of a small mor-
tise to receive the projecting end of the outside window
strip. The window strip forms a part of the post as shown
in Fig. y, and when the rail is put in position it is wedged

FIGS. 1 AND 2,—WINDOW RAIL, BACK AND FRONT.

FIG. 3.—BELT RAIL.

FIGS. 4 AND 5.—WINDOW PANEL AND RAIL.

FIGS. 6 AND 7.—SIDE AND TOP OF PLATE.

upward into place. In this way it secures a more firm

hold upon the post, and at the same time is prevented from
being driven off by accidental violence or by the window
coming down upon an accumulation of ice and so bursting
the end of the strip out. This breaking of the strip is a

very common occurrence and the post is weakened by such
an accident. The increased thickness of this form of rail

is sufficient to add considerable to its strength.

Fig. 3 .shows the belt or concave rail. This is usually

thinner on one edge than on the other .so as to conform to

the curved outline of the car. Occa.sionally the post is

deeply notched to receive it. Although the pests are of

ample .size at the point where they receive this rail, they
should not be cut to a greater depth than is necessary for

this purpose. The upper edge of the belt rail is notched
to receive the strainers from the window panel. As .shown
in Fig. 5 the lower strainers which are mortised into the
sill are invariably screw-ed upon the inside of the rail where
its lower edge is barely a quarter of an inch in thickness.

The union of window and belt rail bj' means of the strainers

constitutes one of the critical points in car building. Good
workmanship here, well made mortises and tight fitting
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tenons properly driven home and pinned are among the es-

sential features of a durable car. The fitting of these rails

upon the posts and their iniion with the corner posts is

equally essential.

In the East the belt rail is almost alwaj's of yellow

„ pine. A few makers have used
Douglas fir, and in the West the belt

is occasionally made from ash.

Fig. 4 shows the inside and Fig.

5 the outside of a window panel and
rail worked ovit of a solid piece. This
union of the panels, the window head
and the supporting rail in one is a

very desirable feature. It substi-

tutes a piece of wood of considerable

cross section for a number of small

and loosely jointed pieces and enables

FIGS. 8 AND 9.—POSTS. FIG. 10. PLATt AND POST JOINT.

the halving upon the posts to be of considerable advan-
tage. The engraving shows the number of screws em-
ployed, and their location.

It has been a common practice in the East to use a single

thin strip of wood for a window panel secured in place b>-

wood screws only. In cars built in this way these panels
usually split or cut off the screws, showing that there is a
considerable amount of strain concentrated at the tops of

the posts and that more wood and a Ijetter method of

fastening is needed.

Fig. 6 shows side and Fig. 7 top of one form of plate

which is notched for the carlins. It is beveled on one
edge to the curve of the roof, and halved upon the corner
posts. Ordinarily, the plate .should be mortised to receive

the heads of the posts, and in this respect the practice of the

Jackson & Sharp Companj^ is exceedingly good. Each of

the posts of this company, as .shown in Figs. 8 and 9,

has a sort of double tenon so that the plate obtains an
exceedingly firm hold upon the post. The same system is

observed at the corner posts and the result is that this

construction ma}" be expected to be of the most durable
character.

Fig. 10 illustrates the method used by the Brownell
Car Company for putting the plate upon the posts and
uniting it with the corner posts. Here both tenons are

drawbored and pinned. The joint thus made and filled

with white lead is about as strong and durable as it is pos-

sible to obtain with wood. The \-alue of the greater
strength obtained by the use of glue is not equal to the
advantage obtained by having these .somewhat exposed
joints thoroughly waterproof. Their exposure ari.ses

from the fact that breaks in the covering are liable to

occur from accidents and may not always be discovered be-

fore damage is done.

The means of uniting posts and rails are as varied as

can well be imagined, in fact, no two shops practice j^re-

cisely the same .system. In some establishments the joints

of the plates and rails are all bedded in a thick white lead

paste. Screws in the posts are used to finish the joint and
prevent working. In other establishments the window
rail is set in white lead, and the plate put on with fish glue.

Another shop uses glue. The lines of the joint are care-

fully covered with white lead when the glue is dry and the
whole is afterwards painted over. At least one establish-

ment uses oil with a mere trace of white lead in it for fill-

ing the.se joints. Another practice is to employ common
glue for all the rails and the plate and depend upon a good
coating of paint for protection. The strainers are almost
always driven into their rails with white lead in the mor-
tises. This is probably, all things considered, the best

practice. The joint is then filled with a cement of medium
strength and water is excluded. Perhaps the advantage
of this latter feature is worth more than the greater

.strength obtained by the use of glue.

In the fitting of the rails to posts and the .strainers to

the rails the most careful workman.ship must be employed
if the car is expected to be durable. Neither good material

properly seasoned nor good design will give a durable car

if the workman.ship be inferior, while good workman.ship
has frequently .saved a car of inferior design.

—
Siind Boxes and Flat Wheels.

In the Street Railway Journal for April, page

235, were published some figiires in regard to the effect

which the use of sand boxes had upon the wear of wheels.

The information has since been brought down to Mar.

19, 1896, at which time the road u.sing sand boxes had
taken off 1422 wheels, of which 252 were so badly worn
or skidded that the}' were broken up and replaced by new
ones. The 1 170 wheels remaining were reground and will

be again placed in service.

The other company has a total equipment of 172 cars.

It has entirely abandoned the u.se of sand boxes, using in-

dependent sand cars instead. These are operated over the

entire length of the road whenever the rail is in condition

to make sand necessary.

The ratio between the roads in the matter of equip-

ment is, as nearly as possible, i to 3.6. Had the larger

road been operated with as little wear upon its wheels as

the smaller, the number of wheels to be reground would
have been 29 instead of more than iioo. The number
of wheels removed would have been 187 instead of over

1400.
— «•>^

New Open Cars for Broadway, New York.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company has put a

number of open cars in operation on its Broadway cable

line. They are being run as smokers and seem to be very
popular. The cars are of the ten bench type with folding

steps and bars. The side panels are of malleable iron in-

stead of wood. The ceilings are of bird,seye maple with no
decorations. This gives an extremely light appearance to

the cars with excellent general effect, besides making the

maintenance less expensive. Sterling registers and brakes

are used.

One hundred cars have been ordered altogether. Fifty

of these are from the J. G. Brill Company and are mounted
on Brill trucks; the remaining fifty were built at the

works of the John Stephenson Company, Ltd., and are

mounted on Peckham trucks. The first fifty are fitted

with Bushnell .spring rattan seats, and the second fifty with
.spring rattan .seats from Hale & Kilburn.

Novel Method of Stringing Trolley Wire.

A novel method of stringing trolley wire was
recently used by the Sioux City Traction Company on a

line lately completed from Covington to South Sioux City.

The wire was live when strung, and as it was fastened in

place in the hangers it was used to furnish current to the

car to carry it to the next span wire.

The spool on the car on which the wire to be strung

was wound, was placed in a wooden rack on wooden
supports and arranged with a brake which was operated

by a man standing just back of the spool. By means of

this brake it was possible to keep the proper tension on

the wire. The car was anchored every 1000 ft. and the

work performed as easily as reeling a dead wire on the

ground. A half a mile of wire was recently strung in

half a day, and the company states that it expects to put

up all its own lines hereafter in this way.
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LETTERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

Correct Location of Trolley Wire on Spiral Curves.

vSticklTON, Pa., June 6, 1.S96.

ICditors vSxKjarr Raii^way Journal:
The method of locating the trolley wire on curves,

given in the June issue of the Strkht Railway Journal
is only applicable to the use of simple curves, while modern
practice tends towards using a true spiral curve of consid-

erable length for the ends of all curves, h'or this portion

of the curve, perhaps forty feet long or more, Mr. Foster's

formula would not apply. The proper location can be
ea.sily found by the use of a template of the essential ele-

ments of the problem, i. e., the wheel base and the hori-

zontal projection of the trolley pole.

Having a plan of the curve for which the location of

trolley wire is desired to a .scale of five feet to the inch or

larger, take a piece of thin tran.sparent celluloid and cut it

to the length of the wheel base (on the same scale as the

plan) and mark with a sharp point a line for the center

line of the car and mark the center of the wheel base. Then
cut another piece a little longer than the horizontal pro-

jection of the trolley pole. Mark a line on this at right

angles to one end and mark the length of the horizontal

projection of the trolley pole from this end. Then join the

two pieces at the center of the wheel base and center of

the trolley ba.se, by an eyelet paper binder, loosely enough
.so that they may turn with some little friction.

Then, placing the template upon the plan of the curve

so that the wheel base coincides with the center line of the

curve and swinging the
'

' trolley pole
'

' until the square

end is radial to the track curve, we can mark a point which
will be approximately on the wire curve. Carrying this

process through the spiral to the point where the offset

becomes constant, we next sketch in the approximate loca-

tion through the points just found. Going over this again,

and making the "trolley pole" square with radial lines

from this approximate location instead of those of the track

curve, we can lay down the final location of the wire for

cars to run in one direction. If cars are to run in both

directions, the location .should be found by taking an aver-

age of the curves located by the aid of the template.

house door, and in other ways which will suggest them-
selves to the constructing engineer.

The time taken for the operation, having the plan and
template in hand, .should be trivial.

If the outer rail of the curve is elevated, the troUe}'^

wire .should be set in towards the center of the curve an
additional amount equal to

Rlevation X height of trolley wire above rail

Gauge
Ciias. a. Aldkn.

Twenty Foot, Single Truck, Center Aisle Car.

Utic.a Bhlt Link Railroad Conpany.

Utica, N. Y., May, 22, 1S96.

Editors Street Railway Journal;
The accompanying photograph shows one of our

cross seated, .straight sided ai.sle cars on a .single truck.

This car is giving excellent satisfaction, is .sought after by

-<i

METHOD OF LOCATING TROLLEY WIRE

In the instance shown in the sketch there is from six

to eight inches difference in the off.sets for cars going in

opposite directions.

Having plotted the wire curve on the plan, of course

the offsets will be taken off by .scale and u.sed as circum-

stances may require.

This method can also be used for locating frogs over

complicated .switch work when the curves are compounded,
in finding the proper position for the trolley wire in a car

SINGLE TRUCK CENTER AISLE CAR

patrons of the road, especially ladies, and is considered a

very desirable and taking car.

The cars are nicely finished, are capacious, have
luxurious seats, electric batteries and bells, pu.sh buttons
and nearly all of the modern conveniences of a drawing
room car.

They are mounted upon a strong, extra size Peckham
cantilever truck, made from special design. These trucks
have a seven foot six inch wheel base, and sustain the
car admirably, and are among the easiest riding cars on our
systeiiL The length of car bodies is tweviity feet over

platforms, width eight feet two inches. The
bodies were made by the Jackson & Sharp
Car Company, and are in every respect

most .satisfactory.

We have been operating .some cars of

this style for about six months, both for

city and suburban
travel. The seat-

ing capacity is

greater then in our
standard eighteen

foot six inch car bodies, but, of course, the total carrying
capacity is not so great. We do not experience any trouble

in maintaining schedule time with this car. There are five

richly upholstered cross seats on each side of the aisle

and also two end .seats, running lengthwise of the car

at either end. This arrangement of seats gives a seating

capacity of twenty-eight, and also forms an open space at

each end, and facilitates loading and unloading passen-

gers. J. W. BoYLii, President.

SPIRAL CURVES.
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The Resistance of Cast Welded Rail Joints.

Lake Ontakio & Riverside Railway Company.
Oswego, N. Y., June 17, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
On page 354 of 3'our June number I find in an article

by Dr. Louis Bell, a statement which, if uncorrected, will

cause many railways needless annoyance and loss. In this

very able essay upon rail returns the cast weld joint is re-

ferred to as producing a continuous rail of ample conduc-
tivity. It is very evident that the doctor has not had time

or opportunity to measure the electrical loss with heavy
currents through these joints, both when new and after

some months underground. Had this been done we should

have received an entirely different report from this accurate

observer. It was my good fortune to take part in some
tests of the cast weld joint at the Edison laboratory over

a 3'ear ago. From 100 to 1500 amperes were passed

through each joint and the drop measured with a Weston
miliivoltmeter. When new the conductivity of this joint

on a sixty pound rail was merely that of a single No. 0000
copper wire. After two months' burial in street .soil, the

tests were carefully repeated and the conductivity was
found to have dropped below that of a No. 00 copper wire.

It is needless to say that the conductivity of the rail

is nearly equal to that of one million of circular mils of

coppei. Mechanically the joint is fine. Its performance
on light rail with heavy cars in Newark and Orange, N. J.,

has been magnificent. But it was found absolutely

necessary to bond it. I am informed that several thousands
of these joints have made good mechanical records in Chi-

cargo, but here also they required heavy bonds. The rea-

sons for this are not hard to find. The joint is not a weld,

for if it were it would show the same defects exhibited by
electrically welded rails.

It is very evident that when a small amount of molten
iron is poured around a' steel rail, the latter will expand
and occupy more than its normal amount of space. It will

remain enlarged until long after the cast iron has set, when it

will resume its former size and leave a small, but appreciable

clearance between surfaces of rails and joint. It is evidently

this clearance which makes the joint a mechanical success,

for it is sufficient to allow for expansion and contraction,

and yet not enough to allow movement from passing cars.

Were this not so, how could this .small amount of cast

iron withstand the tremendous strain due to temperature
variation which, as is well known, has pulled apart steel

girder rails weighing ninety pounds to the yard ? Any one
familiar with the difficulty of making a good electrical joint

\>y pouring molten copper around a copper cable, will smile

when told that high conductivity can be had between
molten iron and a large steel rail. Even though the sur-

face of the rail should be filed bright, the heat from the

melted iron and the steam from the mould would cover it

with a coating of iron oxide before the cast iron could

enclose it. F. H. Tidjian, General Manager.

West Chicago Strp:et Railroad Company.
Chicago, June 15, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journ.vl:
We have three sections of track, the rails of which are

cast welded. We use no bond and have no trouble elec-

trically whatever. F. L. FuLLER, Superintendent.

Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company.
June 25, i8g6.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

From one Falk joint which I have tested, I should

not think it necessary to bond in addition, except, of

cour.se, under and around .special work and cross bonds,

which we put in as usual.

I expect to have another sample joint made to test,

and may then be able to furni.sh you with data, but I

have not positiveh' decided whether to publish results or

not. Although the resistance of the joint is greater than
I expected, it is extremeh' low and better than any I have
seen. J. T. WhittlE.sey, Chief Engineer.

Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway Company.
St. Louis, June 19, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
Our experience, and all the tests which we have made,

.satisfy us that bonding a cast welded track is unnecessary.

This is especially the ca.se if it is new track, and the weld-
ing is carefully done.

We have ordered more delicate instruments for the
purpose of making further tests, and will be glad to let you
know the results. We have one piece of track of ten miles
cast welded. It has not an ounce of copper or other wire,

or bonding of any kind in it.

Robert McCulloch.

Chicago City Railway Company.
• Chicago, June 18, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
I enclo.se herewith report to me by G. W. Knox,

our electrical engineer, on subject of conductivitj' of Falk
cast welded joint, in an.swer to your request for same.

M. K. Bowen, Superintendent.

REPORT OE MR. KNOX.

All of the joints which have been so situated that a

test could be made upon them, I have found without the

least appreciable drop across their parts, but where these

tests were made there was a comparatively light volume
of current flowing.

In making a strict bridge resistance test with, I sup-

pose, every joint cast, there will be shown to be ab,solutely

no resistance in the joint, but to run a reasonably heavy
volume of current through the joints, taking them collec-

tively, I believe among some of them there will be found a

considerable amount of resistance, for this reason : in cast-

ing this joint there is no absolute certainty of the casting

being perfect, as I have frequently noticed castings which
broke (by being pulled in two with contraction of rail) were
but a .shell, tlie inside being completely honeycombed with
blow holes through the casting process, and too, I have
noticed at the.se joints the rail pulling back or slipping out
of the joints, showing that there is not in all ca.ses an
amalgamation between rail and joint metal. This I do not
believe will occur with one per cent, and even less, of the

joints cast, but one imperfect joint, as regards conductivity,

in the circuit, of cour.se, de.stroj's the efficiency of the whole
circuit.

In making a close examination of a cro.ss section of one
of the cast welded joints a seam will be found between the

rail and metal of the joint; looking into this seam with a

microscope you will notice small particles of rust or burnt
iron scales. Where the metal of the joint does come in con-

tact with the rail it is irregular, or in saw tooth fashion;

this is caused b}' the metal cooling upon striking the rail,

which is com.paratively cold when the cast is made.
It is easj' to understand how these

'

' saw teeth '

'

tissues may be destroyed, as a conductor for the current, by
the rail constanth' working upon them and breaking them
down during the expansion and contraction of rail, or the

jar or hammer blow effect of car wheels; and again, the

burning up of these tissues by the pa.s.sage of heavy cur-

rents across them.
The.se seams between rail and joint ma}^ be con-

siderably increased or diminished according to the honcstj^

of the workmen in cleaning the rust off the rail before the

cast is made; and even with a new rail the blue .scale coat-

ing the rail, formed at the time of rolling, will act as a bar-

rier to the uniting of joint metal to rail.

In considering these cast joints as poor conductors in

the rail return circuit, I am, in most, taking the extremely
bad joints as examples, but as .said before, one bad joint or

part in'the circuit destroys the efficiency of the circuit, and
until we are able to practically apply, .say, the X ray, to

every cast welded joint employed as a conductor in a cir-

cuit and see in just what condition the rail, to metal of

joint, is in, we are taking too great chances in u.sing the

joint as a conductor, more e,specially with heavy currents,

such as are emplo}'ed with a road having heavy traffic.
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I will say, though, I l>elieve it would be safe to count
on the cast welded joint as a conductor where the volume
of current is not liable to be excessive, say, twenty to thirty

amperes per joint. It will, of course, be possible to "shove
through" tliese, even bad joints, many times more than the

amount of current given, if so desired, but it is going to be
accomplished at the expense of the coal pile.

In conclusion I will say, if a road thinks of counting
on the ca.st weld joint as a conductor to any extent, it will

pay to make careful tests with every joint. An engineer
in testing for drop across the joint should be sure to

send the maximum amount of current the joint is ex-
pected to carry, through such joint.

[Signed] G. W. Knox,
Electrical Engineer.

pipe between the elbow above boiler No. 2 and llie boiler

coiniection is too short.

vShould Nos. I and 2 boilers be connected to the forty-

five f()(jt length in a manner .similar to Nos. 3 and 4, and
the steam pipe for No. 2 engine be taken from the same
line, the tnnible would pn^bably di.sap])ear. Whether this

is practicable cannot be determined from the data at hand,
but if not, it is not improbable that some plan as effective

and perhaps more .simple may be suggested by Mr. Mahony 's

thorough familiarity with the plant.

R. J. McCarty.

Transition Curves for Street Kail ways.

A Way to We«luce Pipe Vibration. L

Kansas Crrv, June 5, iSc/).

Editors vStrkkt Railway Journal:
I notice in your June number, p. 359, J. Mahon\-

of the Montreal Park & I.sland Railwa>- Company asks for

niy opinion as to a matter of piping.

While tlie .sketch furnished is not sufficiently comj^lete

in plan to enable me to write as one concerned, I think the
following may possibly account for the trouble.

r

of both ///7fJ

^5

DIAGRAM OF PIPING.

Referring to the sketch, it will be observed that con-

siderable piping is betw'een the angle valve and boiler No. 2

and between the angle valve and engine No. 2. When the

angle valve is open. No. 2 looiler is cut out by a valve

presumably above it and No. 2 engine cut out at the

throttle. These pipes form a part of the steam space, W'hen
the steam valve of No. i engine opens the steam pressure

drops, and then ri.ses as the steam valve closes. This, of

course, causes a pulsation. These pulsations affect the an-

gle valve first, and owing to the distance the effect has to

travel to the valve over No. 2 boiler, thei'e is probably an
appreciable interval between the instant at which the pulsa-

tion acts on the angle valve in one direction and on the pipe

over No. 2 boiler in the other. The result tends, of course,

to produce a vibration in the pipe. If the natural time of

vibration of the pipe .should bear a certain relation to these

pulsations the effect would be cunmlative. When the

angle valve is' closed the conditions are removed and the

vibration cea.ses.

' The leaking of the .screw joints and flange after the

angle valve is closed is no doubt clue to the contraction of

the pipe between No. 2 boiler and the angle valve. The
fact that such leaking does not begin until the leg begins
to fill with water does not indicate tliat the water has any-
thing to do with it, further than to show that the piping has
fallen in temperature. This suggests that the length of

PiiiLAnELPiiiA, Pa., June 20, 1896.

Editors vSTKiaiT Railway Journal:
A di.scu.ssion on " Tran.sition Curves" having at

length appeared, I w'ill add a word in support of my paper
in last vSeptember's Journal.

The practice of flattening the ends of sharp curves is

now general, and the object of that pioneer article was to

bring out opinions on the best way of doing it. It was
there argued that so exact a curve as a parabola is not
neces.sary or practicable: and that a curve of two or three
radii, with chord lengths of each equal to the wheel base of

the car, furnishes a simple but complete tran.sition. Mr.
Mohler in last month's letter on
the subject takes exceptions to this

recommendation, as,serting that noth-
ing but a cubical parabola is good
engineering.

The initial radius was chosen at

about one hundred feet for the sake
of uniformity. More than half our
short radius curves lead from switch-
es, and it is not possible to make a
good switch design for longer radii.

Other things being equal, it is then
desirable to make curve ends alike

thus avoiding a multiplicit}' of stand-
ards. That a curve of this radius
rides smoothly at city speeds we know
by experience. It also satisfies the
requirement that the transition curve
should be short.

The .statement that a car on a
curve rotates about its own center

( roughly speaking ) is not in error,

nor is it so loose as would appear
from Mr. Mohler' s figure. His

argument applies only at the tangent point and the dis-

crepancy there would not be so alarming if the overhang
were shown in its true proportion. A fault there however
would by no means invalidate the reasoning, since the angle
of the car changes as desired, whether or not the rotation

is about the car's center.

Mr. Mohler' s conclusion that long chords and abrupt
changes of radii should be avoided in good engineering is

rather sweeping. A street car's motion is guided by two
points, and it is the relative change of position of these

points which accomplishes the transition. Then, .simply if

the front and rear wheels are held on curves of different

radii, that change will occur. It is not necessary tliat the
path of each wheel, separatel}', should be a spiral.

The conclusions and recommendations of the article of

la.st September were based especially on practicability. It

is not believed that the actual conditions warrant such
refinement as the cubic parabola or its equivalent, the spiral.

Mr. Mohler's curve has an off-set of one-half an inch in six

fv-et. Now in nine cases out of ten a street corner cannot be
surveyed to this accuracy f in. in 50 ft. ) . It is very diffi-

cult to bend a heavy section with the nicety that this calls

for; and itis extremely unusual for trackmen to lay a curve
so exactly. Even if the curve should be in the ground
exactly true, the car would not get the full benefit of it,

because firstly, the wheel gauge is tighter than the track
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gauge, by at least one-quarter of an inch, so that wheels

ma}' not take the curves just at the tangent point;

secondly, owing to the luicertain speed, unevenness of track,

particularly over special pieces, and to the elastic connec-

tion of car body to truck, the motion of the car would de-

stroy the fine effect of any curve.

A true spiral is very useful on high speed lines, espec-

ally where the outer rail is elevated, but for .street railway

special work its value is questionable.

James A. Emery.

High Speed on the Lorain=Cleveland Electric
Line.

Attractions For Pleasure Resorts.

The Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Railway
Company.
Altoona, Pa., June 13, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

Our experience has convinced us that pleasure travel

is very greatly .stinuilatcd and increased by maintaining a

park. On our HoUidaysburg division we have located

Lakemont Park, comprising 95 acres of woodland and iiy2

of water. The grounds have been laid out in part in

walks and roadwaj-s, planted in shrubbery and trees. We
have two large greenhouses in which are propagated our

bedding plants, and employ a landscape gardener with four

or five men to keep the grounds in the very best order and
make them as attractive as pos.sible.

In the way of amusements, we have a carrousel,

swings and a summer theatre and casino. In the latter,

music is furnished every afternoon and two evenings in the

week, vSundaj's excepted. No admission is charged to the

grounds or casino.

On the lake we have an electric launch and row boats,

which are well patronized in the .sunnner sea.son. In the

winter we have skating on the lake. It requires very

little care to keep our electric launch in good condition. It

is operated hy electricity charged from our feed wire along

the electric road. The man who has charge of the row
boats also has charge of the launch.

JcjuN Lloyd, President.

Conductorlcss Cars.

The Citizens' Electric Railway, Light & Power
Company.
Mansfield, O.

,
May 21, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

I noticed an article in your May issue by Superintendent
Walker, of Sioux City, on " Operating Electric Cars With-
out Conductors." We run all

our cars in the winter season

with one man to the car.

The motorman is furni.shed

with tickets and change, the

change being put up in envelopes

to facilitate making change. The
motorman is required to

'

' ring

up " a fare on his register as

.soon as a pa.ssenger enters the

car, and that reminds the passen-

ger that he is expected to pay his

fare as soon as he enters the car.

This system makes it easier for

the motorman to keep track of his

fares.

Regarding accidents, I do
not think we have more than
roads running conductors. On
roads where the gross earnings

do not average more than eight or ten cents per car

mile, the system of one man to the car is the thing, as
the wages paid conductors would amount to about one-fifth

of the earnings per car mile.

Arthur J. Haycox,
Superintendent.

The Lorain Street Railway Company.
Lorain, O., June 6, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

In 3 0ur last issue you refer to a run recentl}' made by
one of our cars of a mile in i min. 35 sec. We have done
even better than that; 1.30 and 1.28 is often made, and on
one occasion I got a record of 1.26%, with a stop watch.

We are running sixteen foot cars, two "type C" steel

motors. The car with the record of 1.26^ had thirty-two

passengers. W. H. Pelton.

New Sand Car.

The Third Avenue Railroad Company, of New York,
has recently built at its shops the sand car shown in the

accompanying engraving ( Fig. 2). In front of each wheel
is a .scraper shown in detail in Fig. i. This can be raised

and lowered from the platform by means of the gear and
segmental rack

shown, within limits

determined by a set-

screw which is set

lower as the metal
.strips with which
the .scraper is fitted

wear out. The end
is hinged and fitted

with a spring so that

it will turn back, in-

.stead of breaking
in case an immov-
able object is struck.

Between the wheels
of the car are two
rotary brit.shes each
independently driv-

en by sprocket
chains from the

axles. The jour-

nals carrying the

brush are so arrang-

ed that any .stretch

of the chain can be ea.sily taken up. The bru.sh sweeps
straight ahead, the debris being thrown to one side by means
of a sheet metal fender, so that under no circumstances can

the brush sweep on to the next track or spatter passers-by.

The height of the brush is also regulated from the platform.

FIG. SCRAPER.

FIG. 2.—NEW SAND CAR—THIRD AVENUE RAILWAY, NEW YORK.

The car is fitted with four hoppers, and sand is admit-

ted in the rear of the rotary brush .so that it is deposited on
a perfectly clean track. The hoppers are provided with
valves so that the flow of sand can be regulated to suit the

condition of the track. The car has the usual grip, brake
levers, etc., and measures eighteen feet over all.
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Milciiftc, Lonff Distance Hiding and Transfer S,vs=

tenis in American Cities.

The followiiij^- information bearing- npon the question

of how much a jiassenger on tlie sti'cet railway systems of

the larger American cities receives for his money has been
obtained through correspondence with the managers of the

principal systems in those cities. The total track mileage

of the entire city system, the longest distance which any
pas.senger can ride on payment of five cents or by transfer

without charge or at reduced rates, and the general transfer

privilege's accorded in the city are given below in detail.

All poiiulations are for the census year of 1890 :

Chicago, Irj<.— Population served, r,099,850. Total track mile-

age, 760. On the lines of the Chicago City Railwaj' Company, the

longest distance for a single fare (including two transfers) is fifteen

miles. No extra charge is made for transfers. On the ea,st and west
lines transfers are given only on payment of cash fare. On north
and south lines a transfer is given free on j)ayment of either cash
fare or transfer.

rHll^ADKl,l'Hl.\, I'A.—I'opulation served, 1,046,964. Total track

mileage, 462. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is about
miles. " Exchange tickets" are sold at eight cents each, and

on these a passenger may ride about 16^2' miles.

Brooki,yn, N. Y.—Population .served, 838,547. Total track

mileage, 393. On the surface lines of the largest system the longest

ride which can be taken is eighteen miles, involving two changes of

cars with free transfers.

Bo.sTON, Mass.—Combined ])opulation served by the principal

system is 678,000. Total track mileage, 275. The longest distances

for a single five cent fare without change of cars are 6.3, 6.9 and 8.2

miles. By the use of free transfers a passenger can travel 8.1, 9.1

and 9.9 miles. Upon an eight cent check a passenger may travel

14.2 miles. Changes of routes now in contemplation will con.sider-

ably increase these distances.

St. Louis, Mo.—Population served, 451,770. Total track niile-

leage, 335. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is about fif-

teen miles. Free transfers are given by each .S3'stem for its own
lines, but transfer privileges are not interchanged. Transfers are

not given on transfers as a rule, but on a crowded day a passenger
may ride indefinitely. The fares are five cents for adults and two
and a half cents for children under twelve years of age.

Jersey City, N. J.—Total population of Jersey City, Hoboken
and Newark served by one system 15388,481. Total track mileage,

175. The longest ride on a straightaway run without transfer is

8. 25 miles. Transfers are given to some points, but in no case will

the combined ride much exceed the figure named.

San Francisco, Cai..—Population served, 298,997. Total track
mileage, 269. The longest ride for a single fare (with two transfers)

is eleven to twelve miles. Transfers are given without charge on
lines of the principal system.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The combined population of Minneap-
olis and St. Paul is 297,894. Total track mileage 222. The longest
ride for a .single five cent fare is 12.94 miles. There are a large num-
ber of lines on which a passenger can ride over eleven miles includ-

ing transfers. For a ten cent fare a passenger can go from any point
in Minneapolis to any point in vSt. Paul, and b)- this arrangement can
ride between twenty--three and twentj'-four miles over a large com-
bination of routes.

Cincinnati, O.—Population served, 296,908. Total track mile-

age, 263. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is 13.44 miles.

One transfer only is given without extra charge.

Clevei'.and, O.—Population served, 261.353. Total track mile-

age, 269, The longest ride for a single fare with free transfer priv-

ileges is ten miles. A large proportion of those using transfers ride

six miles.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Population served, 255,664. Total track mile-

age, 143. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is 1334 miles.

No extra charge is made for transfers.

Lynn, ]\L\ss.—Total population served by the interurban system
of the Lynn & Boston Railroad Compau)' is approximately 250,000.

The total track mileage of the system is 153. Passengers can ride

about six miles for five cents, and longer distances over the system
on a rising scale of charges.

New Orleans, La.—Population served, 242,039. Total track
mileage, 169. The longest ride on a single five cent fare is seven
miles and a fraction. Transfers wherever i.ssued are given without
extra charge.

Washington, D. C.—Population served (District of Columbia),
230,392. Total track mileage, 138. The longest ride for a single
fare is g^'i miles. Ca.sh fares are five cents and tickets are six for

twenty-five cents. Transfers are given free.

Detroit, Mich.—Population served, 205,876. Total track mile-
age, 202. The longest ride for a single fare is ten miles. Cash
fares are five cents each and tickets eight for twenty-five cents.

Free transfers are given by each company for its own lines, but trans-

fers are not interchanged.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Population served, 204,468. Total track
mileage, 159. The longe.st ride for a single five cent fare is nine
miles. Transfers are given witliout charge on a liberal systeuL

Kansas City, Mo.—Population served (including Kansas City,

KaiL
) 171,032. Total track mileage, 142. The longest ride for a

single five cent fare is 11.02 miles. There are eight other routes
varying fnmi 9.02 miles to J 1 miles. Transfer privileges are given
without extra charge.

Loi;iSVILLE, Kv.—Population served, 161,129. 'J'otal track mile-
age, 150. The longest ride for a single fare is nine miles. There
are .several others from seven to eight miles in length. About
eighty-five different transfers are given by the company without
extra charge, and a pa.ssenger may, as a matter of fact, ride indefi-

nitely if he so choose.

RocHlvSTER, N. Y.—Population served, 133,896. Total track
mileage, 93. The loiigest ride for a single five cent fare, including
transfers, is about nine miles. There is a universal transfer .system,
and transfers are given without extra charge.

Denver, Col.—Population served, 106,713. Tot^il track mile-
age, 212. The longest ride for a single five cent fare, including
transfers, is about 1 1 '2 miles. No extra charge is made for transfers.

Indianapolls, Ini).—Population served, 105,436. Total track
mileage, 107. The longest ride for a single fare including free trans-
fers is eleven miles.

CoLUMBi S, O.—Population .served, 88,150. Total track mileage
97. The longest ride for a single five cent fare including one trans-
fer is nine miles. Tickets good for a single line ride are sold at six
for twenty-five cents and twenty-five for |r. No transfers are given
on tickets, but are given witliout extra charge when a five cent cash
fare is paid.

New Haven, Conn.—Population served, 86,045. Total track
mileage, 80. The longest ride for a single fare is 5)^ miles.
There are four principal companies which do not exchange transfers
with each other, but transfers are given by each company on its own
lines without extra charge.

Toledo, O.—Population .served, 81,434. Total track mileage,
113. The longest ride given to a passenger for a single fare, includ-
ing free transfers, is within a fraction of twelve miles. No transfer
charges of any kind are made by the principal .system.

PaTERSON, N. J.—Population .served, 78,347. Total track mile-
age, 91. The longest ride for a five cent fare is 8.1 miles, this being
from the extreme limits of Paterson to the extreme limits of Passaic,
and transfers are issued without charge over the entire system.

Lowell, Mass. — Total population (exclusive of suburbs),
77,696. Total track mileage, 60. The longest ride for a single five
cent fare is five miles, this being to suburban points. On these lines
no transfer privileges are given within the city limits.

Fall River, Mass.—Population served, 74,398. Total track
mileage, 27. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is 6^8 miles.
Transfers are given without extra charge.

Memphis, Tenn.—Population served, 64,495. Total track
mileage, 62. The longest ride for a single five cent fare, including
transfer, is eight miles.

Dayton, O.—Population served, 61,220. Total track mileage,
53. The longest ride for a single fare is eight miles. Cash fares are
five cents; tickets, six for twenty-five cents, twenty-five forjfi. A
passenger has a right to a transfer to any line in the citv without
extra fare.

Troy, N. Y.—Population served, 60,956. Total track mileage,
40. The longest ride, including free transfers, is about eight miles!
No extra charge is made for transfers.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Population served, 60,278. Total track
mileage, 50. The longest ride for a single fare is eight miles. The
cash fare is five cents, and tickets are sold at six for twenty-five
cents. No extra charge is made for transfers.

Camden, N. J.—Population served, 58,313. Total track mile-
age, 54. The Camden, Gloucester & Woodbury Railway Company
carries piassengers between Camden and Woodbury, 8 '2 miles, for
three tickets, purchased at .stated places and at the rate of thirty tor
$j. There is no transfer system.

Trenton, N. J.—Population served, 57,458. Total track mile-
age, 37. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is about 5 >i miles.

Lincoln, Neb.—Population served, 55,154. Total track mile-
age, 55. _ The longest ride for a single fare including transfers is

11.36 miles. No extra charge is made for transfers.

Charleston, S. C.—Population served, 54,955. Total track
mileage, 30. The longest ride given by the Enterpri.se Railroad
Company (hor.se railway system ) for a single five cent fare is four
miles, for a double fare eight miles.

vSt. Joseph, Mo.—Populatioii served, 52,324. Total track mile-
age, 33. The longest ride for a single five cent fare, including one
free transfer, is six miles.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Population served, 50,395. Total track
mileage, 176. The longe.st ride for a .single fare, including transfers,
is 7 '2 miles.

DES Moines, Ia.—Population served, 50,093, Total track mile-
age, 38. The longest ride for a single five cent" fare and transfer is
eight miles. Transfers are given without extra charge.
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LEGAL NOTES AND COMiVlENTS. ^

Edited by J. Aspinwall Hodge, Jr., and George L. Shearer,

OF THE NEW YORK BAR.

Justice Between the Poor Man and Woman
and the Rich Corporation.

Recently in one of our large cities the president of a

street car line was at his office when the report was received

of an accident to a woman who had been run over by a

car. The president, contrarj' to his custom, remained at the

office and not only read the reports of the various impartial

witnesses to the occurrence, but actually saw them and
questioned them. They were all reputable citizens, some
five of six in number. The facts stated by them wholly
exculpated the employes of the road from any negligence,

and .showed the accident to be wholl}' the fault of the

woman herself.

The president was amazed to find that his Loss Depart-

ment advised a settlement for a considerable amount. Hav-
ing paid little attention to this department of the company's
business, he felt that something was wrong and he disre-

garded the advice and ordered the case to be vigorously

defended. Experienced counsel were specially employed,
and the president attended the trial himself. Practically

the only witness for the plaintiff was the plaintiff herself;

her twelve year old child, who was with her and saw the

whole occurrence, was not put upon the stand. Notwith-
standing this the jury gave a large verdict for the plain-

tiff, wholly disregarding the evidence of the impartial wit-

nesses for the defendant.

Facts like these are not at all astonishing to any one
who has been coiniected either as counsel or otherwise with
the accident department of a .street railroad company or

with the defense of actions on insurance policies where
they have been obtained by fraud, but they must sxirprise

any one who is not familiar with the facts.

Juries refuse to obey the charge of the Court that the

mere fact of an accident is not even prima facie evidence of

negligence, and they practically lay down a law for them-
selves, to the effect that an accident conclusively gives the

plaintiff, if poor, or especialh' if a woman or a child, a

right to recover something, and if a few jurors are more
intelligent and conscientious than the rest, they are

won over by a proposition for a compromise verdict.

Hence the advice of the Loss Department in the case just

refered to was, probably, good advice from a practical busi-

ness standpoint.

There seems to be no remedy save in the adoption of

means by which the average intelligence of the jury panel

may be raised. But even this proposition receives a

serious setback when we find that even judges iipon the

bench, with all the training and experience that that

implies, fall into the same error and have to be rebuked
and overruled by appellate tribunals.

A remarkable instance of this is a recent case in a

United States Circuit Court. There the action was on an
insurance policy on the life of one who disappeared about
a year before the commencement of the suit, and to succeed
in the suit it was necessary for the alleged widow and
child, who were the plaintiffs, to prove that the husband
and father was dead.

The Insurance Company excepted to those portions

of the judge's charge which are quoted below. The trial

resulted in a verdict for the plaintiffs. We quote from
the opinion of the Circuit Court of Appeals, which reversed
the judgment and ordered a new trial. "In opening
" his charge to the jurj- the Court below said: ' Wherever
" ' women or children are connected with the case, I make

*Cominuuicatious relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 45 Wall Street, New York.

' it a rule to .say as little as possible to the jury when the
' matter is finally submitted to them for their con.sidera-
' tion, because I have frequently found that my sympathies
' would get the better of my judgment. So I have found
' it advisable, as a rule, to say as little as possible to the
' jury, so that they might take a full and fair view of the
' duties they are called upon to perform.' At the close of

his charge, the Court below said: ' Now, gentlemen of
' the jury, I try to clo.se my eyes, as well as I can, to the
' fact that a woman and child have any interest whatever
' in the result of a controversy when it is brought into
' court. I cannot always do it. I don't suppose you can.

' It is not expected. If a man can do that, he is no better
' than a brute. He is as bad as the heathen is supposed
' to be, and worse than the horse thief is thought to be.
' If he could close his eyes to that fact, lose all sense of
' decency and self-respect, he would not be fit for a juror.
' But, so far as it is possible for you to do that, you do so,

' and decide the case preci.sely as you would if it was
' between man and man or between a woman and a woman.
' Of course, neither one has any greater or more extensive
' rights than the other, but both must be tried according
' to the same rule; both mu.st be adjudged by the same
' law, so far as it is po,s.sible for human ingenuity to do it,

' And what I have said to you in reference to myself I ask
' 3'ou to do on behalf of your own selves. Take the case
' and decide it according to the testimony, and according
' to the weight of the testimony, as it has been presented
' to vou for con.sideration, and then let \-our verdict speak
' for" it.self

.

'

'

'

" In our system the trial by jury, the province and
duty of the presiding judge is to fix the attention

of the jury upon the issues on trial, and upon the evi-

dence that is material to their determination, to guard
them against the consideration of irrelevant and in-

competent testimony, and against the influence of sym-
pathy, pas.sion, or prejudice, and to secure a fair and
impartial trial of the issues presented. The main issue

which this jury was tr^'ing was whether or not the in-

sured had died before these actions were commenced.
The consideration of what party or parties would be

benefited or damaged by the determination of that issue

in one way or the other was utterly irrelevant to this

question. It could not tend in any way to assi.st in cor-

rectly deciding it. It was worse than irrelevant and im-

material. It was positively pernicious. The natural and
inevitable effect of its con.sideration was to excite the

sympathies and to warp the judgment of the jurors, as

it evidently did those of the judge; and to produce a de-

cision founded, not upon the evidence as to the life or

death of the insured, but upon a consideration of the

question whether or not the insurance companies could

afford to lose the amounts of these policies better than the

woman and child could afford to do without them. The
charge of the Court was an open invitation to the jury to

substitute the latter question for the former, and to per-

mit its determination to control their verdict. It not

only invited, but it taught them .so to do, both by precept

and example, for the judge him.self devoted this very forci-

ble portion of his charge to the consideration of this very

question. The influence of the presiding judge in a jury

trial can hardly be overestimated. His learning, his abil-

ity , his long experience in the trial of causes, and the rule

that his view of the law must control, combined to com-

mand for him the respect of the jury, and to enable him
often, by a word or a look, to lead them to a decision of

a doubtful case. Juries are none too anxioits to divest
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" theiiiselves of passion, prejudice and syni])alhy, and
" courts cannot be too diligent in guarding themselves and
"their juries against their influence. The portion of the
" charge under consideration is its own condenniation.
" Nothing that we can say will make its fatal error more
" glaring and apparent than its perusal."

Where such mistakes are made by trial judges what
ma>' be expected from juries?

I'SI^; 01' ROAD—DAMAGES.
PKNNSYL,v.\NrA.— 111 an action for damages for taking a riglit of

way and constrncting a railroad across a tract of land used for farm
purposes, and across which no streets were opened, it is error to ad-
mit in evidence a street plan of the borough in which the land is sit-

uate, prepared after the location of the railroad, and not completed
or apjjroved by the borough authorities till after completion of the
railroad, and showing streets across the land; the measure of dam-
ages being the di (Terence in value of the whole property before and
after the construction of the railroad, and its value before the injur)'

being shown by the actual coiuhtion thereof at the time condemna-
tion proceedings were begun.— (Walker v. South Chester R. Co., 34
At. Rep. 560.

)

PENnsyi.vania.—Compensation for use an<l occujjation, which
a railroad is required, by Act May 14, 1S89, i; 17, to pay for entering
on and using a turnpike for its tracks, is not measured by the mere
additional expense in keeping the turnpike in repair by rea.son of the
presence of the tracks, but by the depreciation in value of the prop-
erty as a whole, resulting from the occupation and use, and caused
by the pre.sence of the tracks and cars; not including, however, loss

of tolls by reason of the improved facilities for travel furnished by
the railroad.—(Allentown, El. Turnpike Co. \'. E. \'. Traction Co.,

34 At. Rep. 565.

)

DEDICATION.

Pknnsyi,vani.\.—The fact that a railroad company allowed the
public to make a short cut between two avenues over one of its lots

was iiLsufficient to show a dedication, though allowed for the neces-
sary length of time, where the lot was fenced, and tluring that period
had been constantl}' used by the company for its own purposes.

—

(Frankford Pass. Ry. v. Philadelphia, 34 At. Rep. 577. )

INJUNCTION.

PEnnsvlvania.—Proceedings under a decree awarding a prelim-
inary injunction restraining defendant railroad from interfering with
construction of plaintiff's track over defendant's road at grade, the
right to which is denied by defendant, will, on appeal from the de-
cree, be restrained till final hearing, the crossing not having been
actually completed under the decree.— (Chester Traction Co. v. 1*.

W. & B. R. Co., 34 At. Rep. 619. )

Pennsyia'ania.—Where a plaintiff, seeking an injunction to

prevent an electric railway company from building its line on his

land, failed to .show affirmativel}' that the proposed road would be
on his land, it was proper to dissolve a preliminary injunction.

—

(Tbouron v. Schuylkill FA. Ry. Co., 34 At. 601.

)

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGE;NCE.

New York.—In an action for personal injuries it appeared that
the horse car on which plaintiff was riding was preceded by a wagon
being driven along the car tracks, and loaded with a few boards,
which projected two feet bej-oud the end of the wagon; that the
wagon attempted to turn into a side street, which was crowded with
vehicles, one of which was coming towards the wagon on a steep
down grade on a line intersecting the course the wagon was required
to take in turning off the track; that the driver of the car, instead of

waiting a moment to see if the wagon would be cut off in the attempt
to leave the track, and forced back down the steep grade, tried to

pass, as soon as the wagon cleared the track and that while doing so
the wagon backed, causing one of the projecting boards to pass
through the stanchion between the first and .second windows of the
car and strike plaintiff. Held, that a finding that the driver was
negligent was warranted.—(O'Malley v. Met. St. Ry. Co., 38 N. Y.
Supp. 456.

)

Wisconsin.—In an action again.st an electric railwaj' compauj-
for personal injury, it appeared that plaintiiT, employed by an elec-

tric light company, while climbing a pole to remove an electric light,

came in contact with a span wire supporting defendant's troUe}- wire
and the iron post to which the span wire was fastened, receiving an
electric shock which threw him to the ground; that the trolley wire
was svispended from the .span by a bell insulator, and the span wire
.supplied with a circuit brake, interposed between the trolley and the
post; that the plaintiff was experienced, and knew all the dangers
connected with the trolley and span wires. J/t /d , insufficient to .show
that defendant's negligence was the proximate cause of plaintiff's

injury.—(Huber v. Ea Crosse City Ry. Co., 66 N. W. Rep. 708.

)

U. S. Court.—The evidence showed that the car had no sand
box to sand the track and enable the brake to work effectively; that

none of the defendant's cars had sand boxes, but that defendant, at

certain seasons of the year, not including that at which the accident
happened, caused the track to be sanded by .sending out a special

car to scatter the sand, which defendant claimed to be a better

method. The Court charged the jury that the only question was
whether the car had proper appliances for .stopping it; that the de-

fendant was not Ijouiid to provide the very best ajipUaiiccs, but (o

provide what is reasonable, and such as a ])rudeiit in.iii would ]jro-

vide; and left it to the jury to determine whether the car had rea-

sonable appliances for sto]>])ing, or there was a lack of what it really

ought to have had, which ])revented its being sto])ped, ;ind caused
the accident. Held, no error.— ( .\tlaiilic Ave. R. Co. v. Van Dyke,
72 h'ed. Rep. 45'''i-

)

Pe;nn.SYI,VANIA.— Plaintiff, without indicating his intention to

the conductor or driver, attempted to board defendant's street car at

the front platform, while it was .standing still to let off a ]3assenger.

The conductor was standing on the ground, at the rear, facing the
front, and could have seen plaintiff. He knew ])l.-iintiff well, and knew
that he usually took the car. The driver knew plaintiff, but was not
looking to see if any one was to get on, and started u]) his horses;

plaintiff was thrown to the ground and injured. Held, that a nonsuit
was warranted.

The fact that defendant's cars were not provided with fenders to

prevent objects from getting under the wheels does not constitute

negligence.— (Pitcher v. People's St. Ry. Co., 34 At. Rep. ,567.)

PliNNSvr.VANlA.—Where a niotorman saw a child standing in

the .street, away from the track, in time to stop the car before reach-

ing it, without anything in its attitude to indicate that it was about
to cross the track, and the child, when the car was within ten feet

of it, started to cross, and was run over notwithstanding the effort of

the motorman to stop the car as soon as he .saw the child start towards
the track, the company was not liable.— ( I'isherman v. Neversink
Mountain R. Co., 34 At. Rep. 119.)

Ohio.—It is not always negligence per .se for one about to cross

a steam or street railroad to fail to stop, look and listen, but the
care required is simply ordinary care; and whether or not it is neg-
ligence to fail to stop, look and listen is a cpiestion of fact under the-

circumstances of the particular case.— ( Wei.ser v. Broadway & N. St.

Ry. Co., 10 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 14.)
'

Ii.i<iNOiS.—One is not, as a matter of law, guilt}' of contributory
negligence in boarding an electric car while in motion.

The doctrine of comparative negligence has been abolished in

Illinois.—(Cicero & P. St. Ry. Co. v. Meixner, 43 N. E. Rep. 823.)

CHARTERS, FRANCHISES, ORDINANCES.
Pennsyi:.v.\ni.\.—A passenger railway within the limits of Fair-

mount Park, Philadelphia, is not a "street passenger railway," so as
to render Act Apr. 14, 1868, which authorizes the park commis-
sioners, independently of city authorities, to license the building of
passenger railways within the park, a violation of Const, art. 17, i; 9,
prohibiting the building of any "street pas.senger railway'' within the
limits of any city, borough or township without the consent of the
local authorities—(City of Philadelphia v. McManes, 34 At. Rep.
331-

)

New Jersey.—If sidings or turnouts are provided for in the
ordinance granting a street railway- company permission to lay tracks,
then only such as are so provided for can be constructed, and any
exten.sion of those provided for, or connection between them, would
be illegal; and if the manner of construction be substantially-

changed, then the railway company can be dealt with as if no right
of construction or operation had ever been granted at all, and the
unlawful construction can be removed as an obstruction, without
judicial intervention, by the summary action of the municipal
authorities having the control and regulation of the streets.

Where a street railway company has in good faith constructed
its tracks, sidings and turnouts upon a street, by virtue of an ordi-
nance under which it claims it had the right to construct in the
manner adopted, and such construction was made without objection
by the municipal authorities, before an ordinance can be enacted
which determines adversely the right of such construction on the
part of the company, and provides for a summary removal of its

tracks, turnouts or sidings, notice must be given to the company
and an opportunity for a hearing be afforded.—(Cape May, D. B. &
S. P. R. Co. V City of Cape May 34 At. Rep. 397.

)

Ohio.—Rev. St. ? 850, providing that the clerk shall keep a
complete record of the proceedings of the Board of County Commis-
sioners; and '1'/. 878, providing that it shall be essential to the
validity of any contract entered into by County Commissioners or
order made by them that the same has been assented to at a regular
or special session thereof, and entered in the minutes of their pro-
ceedings, do not require that the permission of the Commissioners
to the occupancy of a street by a street railroad company shall be
entered in the journal of the Board.— ( Nearing v. Toledo Electric St.

Ry. Co., 9 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 596.)

Michig.\n.—City of Lansing Ordinance No. 61 (granting a
street railway company the franchise to lay its tracks upon the
street), by section 15, provides that the railway company, in con-
structing its tracks, shall pave between the tracks with the same ma-
terial as that adjoining said tracks; and, if the city provides for pav-
ing or repairing any street, the company shall use within the railway-
tracks the same material, and keep the same in good repair. Held,
that the company is bound to repave between the tracks, in case a
street is repaved with dift'erent material, with the material used in
the new pavement.

Mandamus will lie to compel a street railway company to pave
the .street between its tracks as required by the ordinance granting
it the franchise to lay the tracks upon the street.— ( Cit}' of Lansing
V. Lansing Cit)- Elec. R)-. Co., 66 N. W. Rep. 949.

)
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WE commence in this number a series of statistical

papers bearing upon the street railway industry in

America. The first of these papers will be devoted to the

operating statistics of a large proportion of the street rail-

way mileage of the country; the second paper to the statis-

tics of capitalization of American street railway properties;

and in subsequent papers the conil)ined capitalization and

operating statistics of groups of cities of the same size will

be presented in such a way as to permit of interesting and

valuable comparisons. From the statistics given in the

article in this issue it appears that in the year 1893 the

gross receipts and income applicable to dividends of 127

street railway corporations reached high water mark,

being greater than in both previous and subsequent years

up to the present time. The latest reports, however,

show a decided improvement over those of one year ago in

gross receipts, earnings from operation and net income,

and it is to be hoped that this rate of increase will be kept

up for the financial j-ear ending in 1896 and thereafter,

with the steady growth of urban population and the ex-

pected improvement in business and manufacturing con-

ditions.

WE think it desirable to suggest to street railway man-
agers that letters or telegrams received by them

from newspapers and city ofhcials in different parts of the

country asking for information about various details of

street railway operation should be answered, not hastily

or carelessly, but with due regard to the way in which this

information may possibly be used. It should be remem-
bered that newspapers do not ordinarily seek unbiased

information, but are anxious to obtain that which will

bolster up opinions already expressed in their editorial col-

umns and to which they are therefore committed. They
often use, therefore, only such information as suits their

purposes. Moreover, it is impossible for laymen in street

railway matters to easily understand the differences in con-

ditions which make a transfer system, for example, possi-

ble in one city and very difficult to establi,sh in another,

and a brief or carelessly worded reply may do an immense
amount of harm to local street railway interests. An il-

lustration of the danger of the indiscriminate answering

of requests for information is found in the results of a

recent circular telegram sent by a Boston paper to a large

number of the street railway managers of the country inquir-

ing about their experience with transfer systems in their

resiDective cities. The paper published what purported to be

all answers to these telegrams, but, as a matter of fact, it

omitted several which were sent and which were dis-

tinctly unfavorable to the transfer system, printing only

those which served to strengthen its own position. There

is no way of preventing this, we presume, ljut it is cer-

tainly a thing which no honorably conducted paper would

condescend to do; and the probability of having one's views

misquoted orgarblea, especially when opinions are given in

brief, should lead street railway men to think twice before

complying with rec[uests of this kind.

PERHAPS the most severe test of the ability of a

mechanical engineer who is engaged to design an elec-

tric railway power plant is his arrangement of the auxiliary

appliances and the piping system. He has to lay out his

plant so as (a) to avoid unnecessary length of piping, (b)

to secure a duplication sufficient to keep the plant in regu-

lar operation no matter what accidents may happen to

individual parts, (c) to avoid difficulty with joints and

escaping steam due to expansion, contraction and other

causes, (d) to make every portion of the plant easy of

access so as to provide for constant inspection and occa-

sional repair, and (e) to do this all at minimum first cost.

One of the chief requisites of a power station is absolute

continuity of operation, and the necessity of duplicating

such parts of the plant as are most liable to accident and

whose temporary disuse would otherwise paralyze the

service is apparent. In times past, engineers have adopted

several widely different methods of duplication. Those

most generally employed involve the constant use of one

complete feeding system, and the holding of another in

reserve to be used only in case of accident to the first. This

means large pipe diameter in each system and consequent

heavy first cost, and may easily mean that the reserve sys-

tem will be out of order when the necessity for its use is

most urgent. On another page of this issue, Mr. Davis,
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in a carefully prepared article describing the different

methods of pipinj; which have been employed in electric

railway work, has recommended one which certainly

seems to possess a numljcr of advantages. The plan pro-

posed involves the em])loynient of two systems of pipes

whose combined sectional area is equivalent t(j the area of

a single main capable of operating the entire plant in the

most economical manner. These duplicate systems are

used together and continuously—in parallel, as it were. If

one system should break down it is immediately cut out

and repaired and, during the short period usually necessary

for such repairs, the pressure on the boilers is raised a

sufficient amount to make it possible to still deliver steam

to the engines through the second system at the .same

pressure as before, though, of course, with a considerably

greater temporary loss in the piping. In other words,

Mr. Davis believes, and with reason, that a small reduction

in the efficiency of the piping system, occurring at rare

intervals and only for a da}^ or two at a time, involves far

less money loss than the constant loss of interest upon the

much larger investment necessary with duplicate .systems

each of which is capable of running the entire plaint at all

times. Several plants have been piped on this system and

are understood to be working with entire satisfaction and

excellent economy.

THE question as to whether it is or is not necessary to

specially bond electric or cast welded track joints is

one which it is not at all eas}' to .solve, for the reason that

so much depends upon the mechanical perfection of the

joint made in each particular ca.se. In the letters given

on another page from a number of .street railway managers

who are using cast welded joints, it is .seen that there is a

decided difference of opinion on this subject. It would

appear that in many of these joints a portion of the metal

of the rail itself is fu.sed so as to make a union amounting

practically to a complete weld between the molten metal of

the joint and rail. In some cases, however—probablj'

where the rail surfaces are not cleaned with sufficient

thoroughness—the joint surfaces are honeycombed so that

the "weld" is not complete. It does not, of course, follow

from this that the joint, considered purely from the point

of view of its service in the track, is poor, but it may quite

possibly be true that the joint is not electrically good with-

out auxiliary bonding. It has been noticed also in one or

two cases by those using the cast welded joint that the

electrical conductivity seems to deteriorate with the length

of service, this being very possibly due to the jarring apart

of the joint surfaces to an extent unappreciable as far as

the .strength of the joint is concerned, but of some impor-

tance as regards electrical conductivity. It is not an easy

matter to test these joints to determine whether or not

bonding is necessary, since it is impossible to completely

insulate a long stretch of track so as to accurately measure

the loss in voltage due to the passage of a heavy current,

while the loss at each joint, even when the latter is com-

paratively poor electrically, should be so exceedingly small

as to be difficult of measurement. The best way of deter-

mining track resistance is, as we have before pointed out,

to measure the fall in potential between the ground bus

'bar at the station and any point on the track .sy.stem, by

means of a test wire strung upon the poles on every street

throughout the system, and in this way defective lengths

of track or even defective joints can usually be found.

DURING the last three years probably more patents

have been granted in this country for street car

fenders than for any other invention. They cover devices

of all kinds, sizes and degrees of practicability and are of

such number and variety that among street railway men a

new fender has come to be regarded in somewhat the same

light as a new car coupler by .steam railroad managers.

Just how many fenders have been put on the market it is

impo.ssible to say, but a good idea of the large number can

be obtained from the following incident : some time ago a

street railway manager .stated in an interview, which was

publi.shed in one of the daily papers of his city, that his

company was on the lookout for a good fender. The inter-

view was copied by a good many papers throughout the

country, and within three months, it is said, 4000 diiferent

fenders were offered him. The manager, in self defense,

was finally obliged to put up a notice on his doors, "No
More Fenders Wanted." W^hile the subject has its

humorous side, and while many, if not mo.st, of the devices

are utterly absurd in conception and con.struction, the fact

that so nuich attention has been given to fenders by the

general public .shows that there is a universal feeling that

.safety guards of some kind are necessary for electric cars

in cities. At first this idea was not generally accepted by-

street railway managers, and quite a number still believe

that fenders are not only not nece.s.sary, but often harmful.

On the other hand, it is undeniable that the}- are being

adopted in most of the large cities as well as in many of

the smaller towns, and we are inclined to think that all

managers operating cars in crowded streets will do well,

even if not believing that fenders are of nuich po.sitive

value, to disarm possible popular criticism by the employ-

ment of a safet}' device of the latest and most approved

pattern. Another interesting and somewhat remarkable

fact in connection with fenders is that in spite of the

enormous number of the fenders patented, but a compara-

tively small number of types have been adopted to any

considerable extent. This might be understood in the

case cited of a steam railroad coupler where uniformity of

equipment is desirable, but with fenders a different type

could be used on each road, or even on each car, without

seriously affecting the efficiency of the service. The fact

that there are less than half a dozen makes which have

become generally known seems to .show that in spite of the

many patents granted for fenders, these few combine all

the requisites.

Cheapness of Municipal Transportation in

America.

IN view of the occa.sional agitation of the question of re-

ducing fares on our street railway systems we have

sought information as to the longest rides given for a five

cent fare in American cities above 50,000 inhabitants, and

as to the regulation of tran.sfers within those cities. The
results of our inquiries are found in some detail on another

page, while here we wish to call attention to a little table

containing some figures upon the street railway systems of

cities above 100,000 inhabitants which are significant and

interesting to an unusual degree.

In the first place, the size of the sj'stems as shown in

the third column connnands attention. The city of Chi-

cago, for example, contains as much track as would reach

from New York to Cincinnati, while the length of line
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would reach from New York to Rochester—a very respect-

able size for even a steam railroad system. Large mileage

in a street railway system necessarily means a widely rami-

fied network of lines, and indicates a far greater convenience

to the public than would be the case with a smaller system

in the same city. It also means, or may easily mean in

many cases, that the street railway corporations of a city,

taken as a whole, may be operating more mileage than

would really yield them the greatest percentage of profit

upon the investment. Corporations are not always phil-

anthropic, but the)' are, when prosperous, almost always

more generous and more far sighted in their treatment of

the public and in their plans for the future than is the

case when they are ground down to the lowest possible

margin of profit or compelled to fear too much the effect of

possible contingencies.

<u J3
1 u
a ^

Approxi- r.
<^

City. mate Track
Population. Mileage. pi

1890.

1
for

5
fare,

Tra
tion

New York, N. Y 1,851,060 458 12-5 .0400
Chicago, 111 1,100,000 760 15 •0033
Philadelphia, Pa 1,047,000 462 11-75 .0043
Brooklyn, N. Y 839,000 393 18 .0028

Boston, Mass 678,000 275 9-9 .0051

St. Louis Mo 452,000 335 15 •0033
Jersey City-Newark, N. J. . 388,000 175 8.25 .0060

San Francisco, Cal 299,000 269 12 .0041

Minneapolis-vSt. Paul, Minn. 298,000 222 12.94 .0039
Cincinnati, O 297,000 263 13-44 .0037
Cleveland, 261,000 269 10 .0050
Buffalo, N. Y 256,000 143 13-75 .0036

Lynn, Mass 250,000 153 6 .0083

New Orleans, La 242,000 169 7 .0071

Washington, D. C . . , 230,000 138 9-5 •0053
Detroit, Mich 206,000 202 10 .0050
Milwaukee, Wis 204,000 159 9 .0056
Kansas City, Mo 171,000 142 II.

2

.0045
Louisville,, Ky 161,000 150 9 .0056
Rochester, N. Y 124,000 93 9 .0056
Denver, Col 107,000 212 II-5 .0043
Indianapolis, Ind 105,000 107 II .0046

In the fourth column will be found the longest rides

which can be taken for a five cent fare on the different cit}-

systems by a passenger desiring to get from one point to

another by the shortest possible route. On several of

these systems the transfers are so arranged that a pas.senger

can ride indefinitely, if he so desire, but the longest legit-

imate rides, so to speak, are those given in the table. The
figures in column five will, we imagine, strike our foreign

friends with amazement as showing how wonderfuU}' cheap

is municipal transportation in America. A penny ( two

cents) for the first mile, and a half-penny per mile there-

after is the usual English charge for horse car transporta-

tion on the generally short routes of their principal cities.

Here in our larger cities a passenger ma}' ride at one-

quarter penny per mile or less, and ride at much greater

speed and in comparative luxury and ease. It is not too

much to say that American street railways afford the cheap-

est transportation in the world—and yet it is sought in

some cities to bring down rates even lower.

We have recently commented at some length upon the

tremendous advantages which have accrued to the Ameri-

can public from the policy of liberal street railway fran-

chises which has usually been adopted b}- our municipal-

ities, in comparison with the restrictive policy common
abroad, and nothing further need be said upon this point

here except that a reversal of this American policy would
be in the highest degree unwise, and its effects would
never be tolerated by the American public. Foreign cities

are beautiful and most attractive as places of residence and

enjoyment for the rich, but the living conditions for the

poor—alas, the poor must live as they may.

The longest ride possible in otir cities of 50,000 inhab-

itants and above varies from about eight miles in the

smaller cities to from twelve to eighteen miles in the larger,

this variation being, of course, due to local conditions. In

all but a few ca.ses these longest rides can be had at a

single five cent fare, there being but three or four cities in

which double fares or special, higher rate transfer checks

are issued. In fact, we have been much surprised to see

how universal is now the custom of issuing free transfers

to all parts of a company's system. Only nine cities out

of thirty-eight from whom we have heard refuse this,

and in several of these latter there are genuine reasons for

such refusal. For example, a passenger can ride in any

part of St. Paul or in any part of Minneapolis for a five

cent fai^. The same company, however, controls a line

from St. Paul to Minneapolis, and for a ten cent fare will

carry a passenger from any point in St. Paul to any point

in Minneapolis, so that he may ride for twenty-four miles

for ten.cents. Before the advent of electricity the steam

railroad running between St. Paul and Minneapolis carried

passengers between its own stations in the said cities for

thirty cents each way, and ran trains not oftener than once

in thirty minutes instead of once in .seven minutes, as by

the electric lines at present.

In Philadelphia the consolidation of three great sys-

tems has made it exceedingly difficult to arrange transfers

properly without a strong probability of their abu.se, and

while free transfers are given upon many lines, an eight

cent fare is charged on some of the longest routes—from

fifteen to eighteen miles. In Boston the conditions are

somewhat the same, the West End Company having a

number of long lines extending far into the suburbs, but

even there reductions are constantly being made in the

direction of a general five cent basis.

Altogether it does not seem just or reasonable to de-

mand further concessions from the street railway com-

panies in most of our cities. The public is being served

by them as no other public in the world is served, and is

getting more for its money than would ever have been

thought po.ssible until the advent of electricity. Enormous

investments have been made, and are .still being made,

with a view to better service of the public. Dividends are

being withheld from the stockholders in a large number of

cases, and turned back into the property. A few men
have undoubtedly made large profits from the manipulation

of franchises and in the building up of the street railway

systems, but the great body of security holders is surely

not receiving unusual or extortionate profits.

J. C. MoNAGHAN, U. S. Consul at Chemnitz, Ger-

man}', in a recent report to the State Department, states

that experiments are being made on the .street railway sys-

tem of Dre.sden, Germany, with accumulators and the con-

duit system. The sy.stem is now being operated by over-

head wires.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Railway & Light Company
put in service May i the first electric car on its Ea.st Lake
line, which was formerly operated by steam dummies.
The operation of the car was made the occasion of a cele- ?

bration by the railway company and prominent citizens of

Birmingham, and the opening was in every sen.se a success.

The inauguration of electricity on this line is the forerun-

ner of the equipment of other lines which the company
will change over as rapidly as possible.



Steam Piping- for Electric Railway Power Plants,

By Geo. H. Davis, M.E. o.

The requirements of electric railway service are such
that managers and engineers are anxious to make use of

every improvement in po\\ er plant design which will insure

the greatest reliability. Definite and complete plans for

the auxiliary equipment of stations had their origin with
the electric railway, and designs for this work are the re-

sult of a most careful study of all the tliernio-dynamic and
mechanical conditions entering into a steam installation.

Although gi\'en tjq^es of engines and boilers are modi-
fied to suit local conditions, yet in general a given design
is repeated in plants while each power plant is a special

design suited to special conditions.

The steam installation may be di\-ided into two parts.

(1) Engines and boilers as received from the manufacturer.

(2) Auxiliary fittings, including the remainder of the

steam, water and furnace equipment.
There are two general layouts for power plants which

are best. Where land can be obtained at moderate cost a

cross connected, one .story plant should be in.stalled. Where
land is extremely expensive the boiler room .should be placed
over the engine room, .still maintaining the cross connection.

Hence in the accompanying sketches the various styles of

high pressure piping are compared with each other in a

cross connected layout.

The following live steam piping .systems may be u.sed:

I. Single pipe without a main, extending directly

30ILCK f?OOM.

FIG. -SINGLE PIPING WITHOUT MAIN.

from a boiler or battery of boilers to one engine. (Fig. i.)

2. Duplicate piping without mains. (Fig. 2.)

3. Single piping from boilers to engines through one
small continuous main.

4. Single piping from boilers to engines through one
large main, the main being divided into .sections. (Fig. 3. )

5. Single piping in circuit around engine room, the
pipe being divided into .sections. (Fig. 4.)

6. Double piping, one small main and one large main

with small and large leaders to each boiler and each en-

gine. ( Fig. 5. )

7. Duplicate piping, two large mains of equal cross

.section divided into sections with two equal leaders to each
engine and each boiler, one-half the system to be u.sed at

one time.

8. Duplicate piping, two small mains of equal cress

section divided into sections with two equal small leaders

to each engine and each boiler, the entire system being in

constant use. (Fig. 6.)

With reference to the relati\-e merits of these systems
it may be said that much depends on .special conditions.

FIG PING WITHOUT MAIN.

No system is reliable or practical unless the pipe, fittings,

gaskets, valves, etc., are of the best quality obtainable,

designed exactly for the use intended, and erected by .skill-

ful and conscientious mechanics. A brief general descrip-

tion of the mo.st common steam piping layouts is as follows:

Sy.stems Nos. i and 2 as shown in Figs, i and 2 rep-

resent single and duplicate pipes connecting each individ-

ual engine and boiler and making the unit a separate plant.

This style of duplication was the one first in general use

for small plants. Although the steam fitting is much
cheapened and simplified in this layout the number of en-

gines and boilers required for the best results is increased,

since if an engine is disabled its boiler is also thrown out
of use and vice versa.

System No. 3 is the same as No. i, except that a

small main or by-pass is introduced connecting the various

units.

System No. 4 (Fig. 3) is one modern method employed
in the single piping of power stations. It consists of a

main extending the full length of the boiler room and of

sufficient size to allow of the use of any boiler with any en-

gine in the plant or any combination of engines and boil-

ers that may be required. The main is also divided into

sections by intermediate valves, thus cutting out sections

with their leaders that are not in use. In this way the
' heat losses due to radiation and convection are materially

reduced, The boilers and engines are connected with the
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main through single leaders of suitable capacity with valves

as shown.
The single system depends for its reliability entirely'

upon the quality of the material and workmanship used
in its installation. So long as no part of the piping is dis-

abled any combination of engines and boilers can be made.
However, unless an excessive number of valves are u.sed, a

FIG. 3.—SINGLE PIPING WITH MAIN.

slight defect in gaskets and fittings may cause the .shut-

down of a considerable portion of the plant. If an engi-

neer is sufficiently vigilant a first class single system may
be run for years through night repairs without a single

stoppage from defects in piping. Still the extra cost of an
engineer of this character would more than pay the
interest on the additional cost of a more reliable system,
and the cost of the rec^uired number of extra large valves,

to obtain the ordinary results of duplicate piping in the
single system, would pay for duplication in smaller pipe
.sizes.

Sy,stem No. 5 (Fig. 4) is usually installed as shown
with a single large main making a circuit of the power
plant, extending from the boiler room over one or two
batteries of boilers into the engine room, entirely around
the same and back to connect with the starting point.

Leaders to the engines and valve divisions are as shown.
Each engine and boiler is attached to a separate section of

the main. As the main is in sections any disabled part can
be repaired by disconnecting one section and one engine.
This system is particularly adapted to plants where vertical

engines are installed, the mains being placed on the side

walls of the building at the level of the throttle valves of

the engines.

Sy.stem No. 6 ( Fig. 5) is a complete double piping
layout consisting of one large main with large leaders to

boilers and engines and one small main with small leaders.

The small main with its leaders are intended to stand idle,

except in case of accident to the other half of the system.
The small main and leaders are made sufficiently large to

run the plant to its capacity during repairs, with a drop of

from fifteen per cent to twenty per cent in the steam
pressure.

System No. 7 is the full duplicate system of line steam
piping consisting of two mains with their individual leaders,

each of which is sufficiently large to run the entire plant
at the most economical drop of steam pressure from the
boilers to the engines, i. e., each main is the same size as
the one main in the single system. The mains are divided
into sections, and the duplication extends from the nozzles
of the boilers to the throttle valves of the engines. Only
one half of this system of piping is used at a time. This
method originated with the first very large railway plants,

but has such serious objections that it is now seldom in-

stalled.

System No. 8 ( Fig. 6 ) .shows in plan and elevation
the location of pipes and fittings for a layout of the .small

duplicate .system, The piping is installed entirely in du-

plicate. The two mains are located 011 brick piers in the

basement of the engine room, and are equal in size. The
combined cross sectional area of the mains is equal to the

cross sectional area of the single main described in system
No. 4, and one-half the cross sectional area of mains in

system No. 7, assuming the three systems to be applied to

the same plant. This is true al.so of leaders from mains to

engines and mains to boilers. The mains are divided into

sections, as .shown, to insure greater reliability and to re-

duce, as much as possible, heat lo.sses in any section of live

steam pipes not in use.

Both pipes in any duplicate part are used all the time.

If one becomes disabled the other is forced during the

interval of repair.

Commencing with the special dry pipes or that portion

of the boiler leaders inside of the boiler drums, a connec-

tion is made at the rear end of the boilers at the boiler

nozzles, and from this point each of the leaders in duplicate

extends directly across to the party wall. From this point,

with a wrought iron bend with a radius of six diameters,

the leaders extend down, and with a similar bend through
the party wall, join each of the two mains located on piers

in the engine room basement. At the entrance of the

mains a copper expansion piece is placed. From the mains
the engine leaders extend directly to the cast iron Ys and
to the throttle valves of the engines. Gate valves are

placed as .shown. The mains are the lowest part of the

system, except the individual drip pipes situated under the

mains.

By placing the mains in this pcsition many advantages
are gained : ( i ) Valves may be placed at the nozzles of

the boilers, as shown, without obtaining a water leg which
would be the case if a boiler were cut out and the mains
were situated above the boilers. This is also true of

leaders to the engines. (2) Placing mains in the base-

ment of the engine room on substantial brick piers with
expansion rollers furnLshes a perfect support .separate from
the building walls. ( 3 ) The system makes the shortest

FIG. 4.—CIRCUIT FORM OF SINGLE PIPING.

possible connection between boilers and engines, as will be
seen from the elevation (Fig. 6). (4) The engineer has
easy and quick acce.ss to all valves and fittings, which in

case of emergenc}' is a most practical advantage. (5) Re-
pairs and erection of piping are materially reduced in cost of

labor. ( 6) Conden-sation is less in a basement than in an
open boiler room. (7) The drip system for the live steam
pipes is much simplified, the gravity drips being omitted

entirely. (8) The mains, being only five feet or six feet
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from the throttle valves, form a storage receptacle for steam
at this point, thus making it nnnecessary to install steam
separators. Steam enters the top of the mains and is de-

livered from the top, and in this way the steam passes

through a separating process.

Placing boiler leaders for nearly half their length in

the drums of boilers has particular advantages, .since it

FIG. 5.—DUPLICATE PIPING WITH LARGE AND SMALL MAINS.

steam jackets that portion of the leaders, leaves clear .space

or head room above the boilers and avoids one right angle

bend.
DUPLICATION OF PIPING.

The duplication of steam piping under the present

methods of construction is an extremely desirable thing in

railway or lighting plants if it can be made to accomplish

the objects for which it is intended. It is customary to
" duplicate " engine and boiler in.stallations, in .small plants

one hundred per cent, in medium sized plants fifty percent,

and in all larger plants at least twenty-five per cent. In

records of repairs in railway plants it has been found that

about seventy-five per cent of such repairs are chargeable

to the auxiliary equipment, i. e. , the equipment not in-

cluding engines and boilers.

The weakest parts of a pipe line, as in a railway track,

are the joints. Gaskets of themselves cost very little, but

the labor and stoppage of plant involved in their renewal

are extremely expensive.

If a piping system including valves and fittings could

be made entirely of wrought iron or .steel electrically welded
at joints and connections, making the whole sj^stem one in-

tegral piece, then a duplication would be unnecessary, since

pipes deteriorate only from rust and are not burned out as

with boiler tubes, or worn out as wath moving parts of an
engine.

Assuming that a system is erected of the strongest

character now used, say, of XX pipe, heavy male aud fe-

male flanges, with long threaded surfaces and pipe thor-

oughly peened into flange, and ga.skets of both metal and
composition in.stalled at each joint, the structure as a

whole is unreliable as compared with other parts of .steam

installation.

Until a more permanent piping sy.stem can be erected

than is now possible, some form of duplication is absolutely

neces.sary.

The full sized duplication (sy.stem 7) has many
disadvantages, among which are its first cost which is nearly

eighty per cent more than the single sj^stem and nearly

seventy per cent more than the small duplicate s}^stem. In

the large system of duplication only one-half the sy.stem is

in use at one time. The valves of the other half always
leak sufficient steam to keep the idle half of the system up
to nearly boiler pressure, and in this way twice the amount
of superficial live steam area is exposed for condensation

due to convection and radiation of heat. This amounts to

about seventy B. T. U. per square foot per hour, wdiere one
inch of asbestos and one inch of hair felt are u.sed in cover-

ing the pipes. Then the drips of the idle main have to be
left open to the atmosphere to avoid a complete filling of

the main with water, and in this way the losses due to the

leakage of large valves become enormous. Again the re-

pairs to ga.skets and fittings of large pipes cost fifty per
cent more than in pipes one-half their area. Finally in

mo.st plants installed with the large duplicate .system the

chief engineer has allowed one main to be used for .six

months or a year at a time, and when an accident does occur
and the idle main is required the valves are so thoroughly
seated, due to rust or impurities carried over in the steam,
that they are inmovable, and thus the very object of the

system is defeated.

These faults in a lesser degree are found in a .system

where one small main and one large one are in.stalled as de-

scril)ed in .system No. 6 ( Fig. 5 ). In this sy.stem the small

main is never intended for u.se except when the large main
is disabled. As designed the mains cannot be changed, con-
sequently the valves of the .small main are sure to become
seated, and the double .system becomes useless for the pur-
pose intended.

The only fault that may be found with the single

.sy.stem (No. 4) if the best material and workmanship are
employed in its erection is to a certain extent its unreliabil-

ity. It becomes at once the weakest part of the steam
plant, since boilers, engines, condensers, etc., are nearly
always in duplication and of much more substantial con-
struction. The rupture of one gasket is .sure to throw one
boiler or engine out of use, and this usually occurs at a time
when the full capacity of the plant is required. Again the
repairs to a single system are most difficult and expensive,
since most stations are stopped for only three or four hours
at night.

With reference to .system No. 5, in which the main
makes a circuit of the engine and boiler rooms, it may be
said that the first cost is the same as for the large duplicate

FIG. 6.. -DUPLICATE PIPING WITH EQUAL SIZED MAINS IN

CONSTANT USE—PLAN AND ELEVATION.

sy.stem No. 7. The latter costs about eighty per cent more
than the single sy.stem and seventy per cent more than the

small duplicate system No. 8. In .system No. 5 the valve
.seating mentioned in .systems No. 6 and No. 7 is avoided,

since some part of both sides of the plant are presumably in

frequent use. The drop in steam pressure is more than in

any other system, due to the great length of mains re-

quired. The conden.sation is large, due to the fact that

there is a greater superficial area expo.sed in this system
than in any other. It also forms a particularh- bad layout

for future extensions, since any extension of building in the
line of a main places boilers and engines farther apart.
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The advantages of the small duplicate sys-

tem No. 8 are as follows:

( I ) Its low first cost which is only ten per

cent more than that of the single system. (2) Its

reliability. (3 ) Its economy of operation. (4) Its

adjustability and convenience in repairs.

With reference to the reliability of this sys-

tem it may be said that it reduces the chance of

crippling the service of the piping plant just fifty

per cent. All gate valves are in use and open all

the time, thus preventing their being seated. In
this way a pipe or main may be thrown out at

any time and the load transferred to the other
side without stoppage or delay. The drop in

steam pressure when one side alone is used can
be quickly made up at the boilers by increasing

their pressure.

So far as economy is concerned this system
has oi^ly forty per cent greater superficial area

than the single system and thirty per cent less

than the large duplicate system, and, as previ-

ously explained, the drips from each side of this

system are pump-returned to the boilers with
the same drip. In this way the outdoor discharge

of the leakage through valves not in use as in the

large duplicate system is avoided. The other ad-

vantages in the way of economy are due princi-

pally to the style of layout as shown in Fig. 6.

The connections are short and compact, and the

piping is in the best position to avoid friction

and condensation losses.

The first cost of the various systems which
have been described has been carefully computed,
and the percentages given below are from esti-

mates furnished by a prominent steam fitting

contractor. All systems were calculated for the

same plant, i. e., the ."^ame size and number of en-

gines and boilers and the same layout. They
were based on exactly the same quality of ma-
terial and workmanship and all accessories which
would belong to each system to make it com-
plete.

System No. 4 costs 100 per cent (single system.

)

" " 5 " 180 " ( mains making circuit

of engine room.

)

" " 6 " 130 " (one small and one
large main.

)

" " y 180 " (large duplicate sys-
tem.

)

" " 8 " no " (small duplicate sys-

tem.

In any installation of machines the designer

should make his work (i) reliable, i. e., perfect

in operation; (2) the installation should have a

low first cost; (3) the installation should be
economical in operation, and (4) it should be
simple, sensible and ornamental. System No. 8

has all these characteristics.

STEAM FITTING INSTALLATION FOR THF ORLEANS
RAILROAD, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

A practical example of system No. 8 is shown
in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, which are the complete work-
ing drawings of the plant of the Orleans Rail-

road Company, of New Orleans, La., a general

description of which was published in the Street
Railway Journal, for April, 1896.

Before the final arrangements for the pur-

chase of the building site for this plant were
completed, the general arrangement of steam

fitting was carefully planned and the location of

all the parts of the plant was determined with

reference to the best arrangement of the aux-

iliary equipment. The latter includes the follow-

ing:

I . The high pressure live steam system.

I
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2. The condensing and exhaust steam system in-

cluding two 12 in. X 20 in. Allis vertical condensers.

3. The feedwater and purifying system, including two
7 in. X 4/^ ill- X 10 in. duplex pumps, open air feedwater
heaters and purifiers and artesian well connections.

gate valves near the separators and extending on pipe

supports back through the party wall. I'"igs. 11 and 12

illustrate the full boiler room live steam piping, including

mains, engine and boiler leaders.

The condensing and exhaust steam s'ystem commenc-

P\PL ^UPPORT5,

Plam

COPPtR DE.MD5.
FIG. 8.—DETAILS OF PIPING—ORLEANS RAILROAD.

Cast Irom Y^.

Orleian^ R.R. Co
New ORLtATHS L'a.

FbRDt5.DACOH,

4. The drip and blow-off system, including one duplex
pump and tank.

5. Water piping system for fire protection.

6. Flue, stack and furnace connections.

8. Pipe and flue coverings, painting and finishing of

the equipment complete.

The high pressure live steam piping commences with
a cast iron Y at the nozzle of the cross drums of the Heine
boilers and extends in duplicate with wrought iron bends
over the flue to the mains, which are situated along party
wall on a level with the top of the flue. From these

mains the duplication extends through
copper expansion bends down and under
the engine room floor to steam separators at

the throttle valves of engines.

Chapman gate valves are placed in the

mains, dividing them into sections, so that

engine No. i and boiler No. i or engine
No. 2 and boiler No. 2 may be used with-
out the admission of live steam into the

part of the system not in service. The en-

tire high pressure system with all valves,

unions, fittings and connections is of such
dimensions and quality as to stand with-
out leakage 160 lbs. per square inch live

steam pressure and in a preliminary test

to stand 240 lbs. per square inch hydraulic
pressure. The pipe is of the best Ameri-
can lap welded charcoal iron of extra
heavy pattern. Flange unions and gate
valves are used in all pipes greater than
two inches in diameter and flanges are in

general like the Chapman standard for

high pressure steam fitting carefully lathe

faced. Rainbow packing with cement is

used at all joints. As is shown in detail

drawing (Fig. 8) the flanges are unusu-
ally thick at the threaded surface, and
all pipe ends are carefully and thoroughly peened into

flanges.

In pipes smaller than two inches Jenkins high pressure
globe valves are used. The supports for steam mains are

channel iron, built up hangers suspended from roof trusses

and party wall. Other supports consist of brick piers with
single or double yoke, adjustable pipe stands as shown in

Fig. 8. The live steam piping is very completely shown
in Figs. 10, II and 12. In Fig. 10 is shown the two dupli-

cate engine leaders commencing with the two horizontal

ing with the low pressure cylinders of each engine, extends
to individual Allis engine condensers. At the latter the

exhaust may pass through a relief valve into individual

leads to the main twelve inch open air exhaust which is in

front of engines and terminates above the roof with large

muffler condensing exhaust head. The open air exhaust
is of standard wrought iron in the interior of the building

and the interior of pipe is thoroughly painted and oiled.

The exterior portion is of heavy spiral, riveted, galvanized
iron.

The injection and overflow pipes are of heavy flanged

FIG. 10.—INTERIOR OF BOILER ROOM, ORLEANS RAILROAD, SHOWING LEADERS
FEED PUMP AND PIPING, STACK STUB, ETC.

cast iron with Chapman low pressure gate valves located

as shown in Figs. 7 and 9. Condensing water is taken
from artesian wells in the rear of the building and from the
navigation canal in front and by the arrangement of the
injection pipe with by-pass as shown in Figs. 9, 11 and
12 both canal and well water may be u.sed at the
same time for either or both condensers. The well
water has a constant temperature of 70 degs. F. through-
out the year while the canal water varies from 40 degs. F.

in winter to 85 degs. F. in summer.
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The overflow pipes are placed under the basement floor tion is received would materially raise the temperature of
and discharge into street gutters from which water passes the injection above normal.
to the Orleans drainage canal two blocks in the rear of The feedwater and purifying systems begin with the

FIG. 9—PLAN OF POWER STATION—ORLEANS RAILROAD.

building. The discharge was placed as it is because there two sources of supply, the artesian wells and the naviga-
is almost no current in the drainage canal, and by discharg- tion canal. A water main is placed parallel with the party
ing the overflow in the same general locality as the injec- wall as shown and joined with the injection at each end of
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the engine room basement and outside of the main gate

injection valves. Each of the duplex feed pumps and each

of the condenser feed pumps are joined to the water main.

The condenser feed pumps take water from either the dis-

charge hot wells of the condenser or from the water main

FIG. II.—ENGINE ROOM BASEMENT, SHOWING DUPLICATE LEADE
HOT WATER, DRIP AND INJECTION PIPING AND WATER

and discharge into the open air heaters. The duplex
pumps take water from the heaters and discharge into

boilers.

The arrangement of piping is such that either con-

denser feed pump or duplex pump may be u.sed to feed

boilers with either condenser discharge water or cold water,

and so that either duplex pump will .supply either hot or

cold water to either boiler.

After careful con.sideration it was decided not to install

primary heaters in this compound condensing plant, as the

.saving effected by them would not pay the interest on
their original cost, besides introducing an extra number of

joints in the connection between the low pressure cylinders

and condensers which would greatly increase the chances
for air leaks and defective vacuum.

The open air heaters and purifiers are of the vertical

type designed to eliminate carbonate impurities. These
heaters are in.stalled with by-pass connections and extra

plates.

Discharge water from condenser is usually used for

feedwater. This at 1 10 degs. is discharged into open air

heaters where the temperature is raised to 150 degs. by the

exhaust from pumps alone. A live steam connection is

made with these heaters so that by throttling the exhavtst

from the heaters the temperature may be raised to 200
degs. F. This however is never used since the impurities of

feedwater do not require it. The condensers exhaust di-

rectly into their own vacuum which, of course, for all en-

gine condensers with economical valve gear is the most
economical use of this steam. This also much simplifies

the piping.

Figs. 10 and 12 illustrate these heaters and general

water piping in boiler room. The artesian well connec-
tions are located as shown on the plans and are continuous
from injection pipe to bottom of strainer in the 750 ft.

wells. At the top of the well there is a by-pass which
takes the natural flow of water from the well to the street

gutter when the plant is not in operation or the well is

not in use. These wells become clogged with sand imme-
diately after the natural flow is stopped.

The drip and blow-off system is carefully shown in

plan and elevation of piping and also in Figs. 10, 11 and 12.

In each main a drip connection is placed at the entrance of

each leader from the boilers, and the drips are returned by
gravity to the boilers or may be discharged into the blow-
off tank in the rear of building. All drips from the live

steam jackets of receivers, steam separators at engines,

etc. , are returned by gravity to an automatic drip pump
and tank and from this point are forced into the boilers or

allowed by gravity to discharge into blow-off tank. All
check valves in this system are of the Piatt & Cady pattern

brass bodies.

Tlie water jiiping for fire protection extends from each
of the duplex pumps to the roof at each end of the party
wall and al.so at each end of engine and Ijoiler rooms as

shown.
The piping installation has in connection a station

gauge board in the engine room upon
which are placed in nickel fini.sh and
nickel jiiping

I Crosby sleaiii <^auge, ten inch dial,

I " reconlino; steam }4aii;^c, len inch ilial,

r " vacuum gauj^e, len incli diaL

The individual gaugeboards with
each engine have in place

I Crosby steam gauge, ten inch dial,

I Crosby vacuuiu " ten inch dial,

I Receiver " ten inch dial.

Al.so in connection with piping are

installed one medium size " Perfection"
steam oil purifier, one Pitt.sburgh

alarm w'ater cohunn and one Spencer
damper regulator. Thermometers and
cups are installed throughout the entire

RS TO ENGINES, piping installation.

MAINS. Live steam piping, including head-
ers, leaders, drips, steam cylinders, etc.

,

is covered in .standard sections and forms with one inch
layer of asbe.sto-.sponge and one inch layer of hair felt.

Outside of the hair felt is placed a cover of ducking bound
in position with brass bands and terminated at ends of

pipe, joining fittings and valves with the Ainsworth patent
sleeve.

All hot water pipes are covered with a one inch layer

FIG. 12:—REAR OF BOILERS, SHOWING MAINS, LEADERS,
HEATER, DRIP TANK AND FLUE.

of asbesto-sponge. The covering is an extremely neat and
workmanlike installation as shown in the engravings.

Among the special characteristics of this piping installa-

tion are its .simplicity and absolute reliability. It has now
been in operation seven months and has proven most satis-
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factory under almost every condition of service. As pre-

vious!}^ mentioned, the greatest care was exercised in its

design and installation, and the operation of the plant has

been carefully watched by engineers and railway officials

interested in the best and most practical designs for rail-

way construction.

The Correct Location of the Trolley Wire on
Curves.—Part II.

By S. ly. Foster.

The formula for the correct location of the trolley

wire on curves, given in the last issue of the Street Rail-
way Journal, applies to cases where the radius of the

curve is known either from the track being in place and
the data recent or from a line of stakes to which it is pos-

sible to work. Where the trolley wire is to be put up over

old existing tracks of which there are no records, its proper

position can be more
readily obtained than by
first determining the radii

of the curves and then

figuring from that data.

In the engraving.

O K = radius of center

line of track curve.

O M= radius of properly

located trolley curve.

OK —OM= MK= dis-

tance inside the cen-

ter of track the trolley

wire curve should be.

This distance, M K, is the versed sine of chord, S T.

The problem is to get a simple expression for the length
of chord, S T, in terms of the known quantities, D ( wheel
base), L (length of trolley pole) and H (height of trolley

wheel above trolley base), and we have a common chord
length for all curves, the versed sine of which chord will

always be the distance inside the center of the track curve
the properly located trolley curve should be.

The length of a chord can easily be shown to be

(9:C= 2 Vversin ( 2 R— versin )

.

Here C= S T, versin= M K, R = O K and

ST=2 VWk (2 o K—IHo (10)

We have already shown that

M K=R ( D V+H-^ (5)

Substituting in equation ( 10) for M K its value as

given in (5), using for R its equivalent O K, and for

^ ^
'

-f L'^— H^] the letter K, we get S T=

O K -^O K-K][ 2 OK- (OK O K2-K)]( ii

= 2^ (OK— VoK^— K) fO K+'V/oK^—K. (12)

= 2V'Kr (13)

We thus have an expression for the chord length that
is independent of the radius of the curve and depends only
on the value of the constant quantities,

D = length of usual wheel base,

Iy= length of trolley pole,

H= distance between trolley wire and car roof,

and a convenient length is obtained that can be given the
line foreman and from which he can locate the trolley wire
correctly in all cases, except where the track is not in place,

when the location must be obtained from formula ( 7)

M K = R— Vr2 — K.

As the radii of the inner and outer rails of a track curve

differ, greater accuracy would be obtained by taking the
average length of the versed sine of chord when applied to

both inner and outer rail.

Experiments With Compressed Air on Lenox
Avenue, New York.

The announcement was made la.st month that the
Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York, would
install on its L,enox Avenue system during the first part of

July ten compressed air motor cars built at the plant of the
American Wheelock Engine Company, Worcester, Mass.
The trial with compressed air is in the nature of an exper-
iment to determine whether this motive power is desirable

for use on the many crosstown lines of the company, and
does not indicate that the electric conduit system which
has been in operation on the Lenox Avenue line during
the past year has been unsatisfactory. The problem of the
best motive power to use on its horse car lines, now aggre-
gating about 150 miles in length, is an important one, and
the policy of the company as outlined by the managers is

to spare no effort to determine the best possible substitute

on these lines for animal power.
The compressed air motors, it is claimed, will employ

some novel principles which will eliminate to a large extent,

if not entirely, many of the defects which have appeared
inherent to the employment of this power in the past. The
company which will manufacture these motors is .said to be
a particularly strong one both in financial resources and
engineering ability, and includes among its corps of engi-

neers, J. H. Hoadley, of Hoadley Brothers, New York, and
Walter H. Knight, formerly chief engineer of the General
Electric Company, and now chief engineer of the new air

power company.

Structural Steel Flywheel at Albany.

One of the new steel flywheels installed in the power station of

ihe Albany ( N. Y.
)
Railway was described by Thos. E. Murray in a

paper recently read before the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers.

The former cast iron wheel which it replaced and which was
twenty feet in diameter by fifty inches face, and weighed 50,000
lbs. burst, causing considerable damage. It was connected to a
20 in. X 36 in '48 in. tandem compound engine and was belted to a
forty-eight inch pulley located on a 500 k. w. generator.

Running under normal conditions this engine made seventy-two
revolutions per minute. At the time of the accident, the speed of

the engine (according to statements given at the time, and from
computations made from the distances that portions of the wheel were
thrown) was far beyond the conditions of every day practice.

Mr. Murray does not attempt to .state the cause of the accident,

or the acceleration in speed, but his faith in cast iron flywheels was
considerably shaken, aud to replace the broken wheel he naturally
looked for something better and of different material, which would
stand the very high rate of speed and have a greater factor of safety,

and at the same time, locate the weight in the wheel where the best

results would be accomplished.
As some balance wheels had been constructed of structural steel

with good results, Mr. Murray looked for a belted wheel of the same
material, but was unable to locate any which had been built, and
accordingly designed a wheel as per the accompanying engraving,
and an order was placed for two wheels with Harry E. Campbell of the
Albany Construction Works. The wheel was not designed to run at

seventy-two revolutions per minute; or at any stated factor of safety,

but the construction was of the strongest possible at a moderate cost.

Certain parts of the wheel are much stronger than others, as, for in-

stance, the hub and disks which take the place of the arms or

spokes.
The steel was of a grade known as " shell steel," open hearth

process and of 60,000 lbs. tensile strength, and great care was used to

have grain, in the direction in which the plates were rolled, placed
in position so as to give the greatest strength. All rivets used were
Burden's best, and were of two sizes, namely, i}( ins. and in. in

diameter.
The hub is described as follows: six 3^ in. disks were sheared

36 ins. in diameter and fourteen 48 ins. in diameter and these plates

together with the cast iron separator or spider 23 ins. long by 48 ins.

in diameter composed the hub, and were assembled as follows: two
sets, composed of three 36 in. and three 48 in. disks each, were drilled

for thirty-two countersunk rivets and after being securely clamped
to tight joints, were riveted together, making two hub sections

for the outer part of wheel hub, each 4)4 ins. thick, and these were
bored to a " driving fit " to shaft, two sets of four disks each were
secured together and bored in the same manner for inside sections of
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hub, giving ;i steel bearing on shaft of 15 ins. The casting or spider,

weighing 2700 lbs., was bored to a close fit and placed on shaft.

This ca.sting was faced on ends and cored for thirty-two \\', in. hub
bolts and provision made for keys. The four steel hub sections were
next clani])ed together and bored for the thirty-two steel bolts. The
two sections, 48 ins. V' 3 ins. were driven on the shaft, one against
each end of the .spider and one of the 36 in. X 4^ in. X 4 '2 i"- started

on each end of shaft and driven past bearings, after which the shaft
was set in position in bearing. Each part of hub was faced to right
angles with Ijore.

Two di.shed webs were formed 19 ft. 6-V ins. in diameter, each
composed of two layers of }( i"- plate, and each layer having sixteen
sections, making sixty-four plates in all. These plates were drilled

Steel plate Belt wheel

t ir.irry E. CampMl,

11,725 lbs. nearly.

so as to have all joints broken. Said rivet holes were 3 ins. on cen-
ters, staggered, and four lines of holes running lengthways of plate.

The small ends of plates were heated and bent on a form to right
angle to shaft, and each drilled for two i j^,; hub bolts. The rim ends
of plates were drilled for two lines of rivets and in such a manner as
to properly secure segments of 6 in. X 6 in. X K in. angle irons.

These plates were next connected between inside and outside hub
steel plates, sections forming two complete dished disks which were
2 ins. apart at rim, and 29 ins. apart at hub. Thirtj'-two 5 in. X -'4

in. steel bars were fitted one over each outside joint of disk plates
with hub end bent, and rim ends formed two right angles with cen-
ter of wheel or parallel with shaft. This end was bent to secure rim
in connection with angles, and were each drilled for two i '4 in.

rivets. Great care was used in making these bends, and sharp an-
gles were avoided. All bars were drilled from a template. After
the bars and plates were assembled in position, with temporary
bolts, the hub was bolted together with bolts passing entirely through
hub and disks and drawn close and firmly together, each bolt pass-
ing through two bars, four plates, and all parts of hub. Between
the outer edges of disks a cast iron filler ring was placed and all

bolted temporarily together. As all parts were drilled to templates,
the work proved true and in line. The riveting was done from the
outside with one man inside holding on and taking the hot rivets

through a manhole left for that purpose.
The manner of constructing rim was as follows: eight 32 in. X

)4 in. plates were rolled to form a circle, and riveted to, and with
joints over the 5 in. X H in. bars. Over these plates another layer
of 40 in. X H in. plates, in sixteen parts, was placed with joints

broken over the first layer. The 6 in. X 6 in. >; '2 in. angle irons were
next formed and securely riveted and bolted to disks, and also
through both rim plates, with countersunk rivets. The in. X '4

in. plates were also riveted together, rivets 4 in. centers. Another
layer of ys in. plate, 50 ins. wide, was next ri%'eted on. This was
also cold rolled, and the last or face sheet, 50 in. ^\ "s in., was rolled

hot and riveted on. The countersink of last sheet was almost its

full thickness; sixty-four i '4 in. rivets were driven through the

5 in.X K in. bars, and all rim plates connecting all plates and disks.

The wheel was then keyed to shaft with two cast steel keys, one
driven from each side of hub, and without turning or facing the
wheel in any way, the belt was put on and the wheel put to work.
The belt remained in center of wheel and has been running two
months. There are three points in the diameter of wheel which
buckles in plate, due to heating, raised in. out of true, but the
balance of wheel is practically true and in line with shaft. The
wheel will be turned later. The weight of wheel is 57,930 lbs., dis-

tributed as follows:

Rim 32,000 lbs.

Disks 16,400
"

Hub 9,530
"

In calculating the strength of this wheel it is not necessary to
begin at the hub and figure out every part as in a cast iron arm
wheel. It is enough to know its strength at the weakest point,
which is undoubtedly the outer layer of rim plates, as those plates
must leave the wheel before any other part could give way.

Kach of these plates weigh 590 lbs. and the direct centrifugal

force on each ])late, tending to hurl it off the wheel is, according to

Ilaswell's formula:

F= W ^ ^ '

5217 5217

Hut these plates are held in jiosition by rivets having a total area

of 20.75 sq. ins., which at a strain or i5,orxj lbs. per s(j, in. would
carry 31 i ,250 lbs.

11,726
26 nearly.Then the factor of safety

31 '.250

Mr. Murray states that he regards the advice of making the
disks or webs dished on the same principle as a bioyle wheel,
as the most inijjortant feature of this wheel, and believes it

could be applied with success to broad-faced wheels for mill

work by using double pairs of disks and also to balance
wheels, .such as are used with direct connected engine for the
generation of electric light or power.

A New Line in Ohio.

The Dayton Traction Company has recently completed
an electric railway connecting Dayton to Miamisburg, the
total length with turnouts and double tracks being i2>2

miles. The rails are 60 lb. section, six-hole double angle
joints are used, provided with ^X- in- bolts, nut locks and
wa.shers. 2500 ties 6 in. X 6 in. X 7 ft. are laid per mile
and the road bed thoroughly tamped and packed with gravel
and .stone under and between the ties.

The overhead electrical line from the city of Dayton to

Miamisburg is .standard wrought iron bracket construction
with wooden poles. In the city of Dayton and Miamisburg
cross su,spension construction is employed, iron poles being
used. All line material is of the General Electric make and
the feeders are carried along the entire length of the line

with feeding-in points every 1000 ft.

The car barn and power station have been erected at a

point midway betw^een the two termini and so situated as to

facilitate the receipt of coal. It is in clo.se proximity to water
of excellent quality and sufficient quantity for steam making and
condensing. The station buildings are of brick and steel. The roofs
of both power house and car barn are of corrugated iron and that
of the power house is lined with hard wood making same moisture
proof. The power station is 80 ft. X 5° ft. and the interior is divid-

ed by means of a fire-proof wall.

The boiler room contains a battery of three boilers, each 18 ft. X
72 in. in diameter and containing seventy-two 4 in. tubes. They are

of the best quality flange steel, triple riveted and designed to carry a
working pressure of 125 lbs. per square inch. The stack is of

steel, 60 in. in diameter and carried 102 ft. above the grate service of

the boilers. It has an ornamental top and ladder. There are two
18 in. X 42 in. Hamilton Corliss condensing engines which are

mounted upon 7 ft. brick foundations and drive two General Electric

200 k. w. multipolar generators, either couple sufficient to operate
the load in its entirety, so that the plant consists of two duplicate
units thus guaranteeing the greatest regularity of service. The
switchboard is of the panel type and built entirely of slate and
steel.

The car house, which is 75 ft. • 105 ft., is also fireproof and
contains every convenience for repairs and handling cars, including
two pits each 65 ft. in length. The repair shop is at the side of the
car house and upon the opposite side are two offices, one for the
general superintendent and the other for motormen and conductors.

The motor cars are of modern design and similar in appear-
ance to .standard steam railroad cars. They are thirtj--five feet long,

vestibuled at both ends, eight feet wide and mounted upon double
trucks having all wheels thirty-three inches in diameter. Thev are
straight sided with steam car roofs. The interior finish is of extra
quality and of hard wood. The windows are large and double. The
seats have special wide arm rests and are fitted with springs and
upholstered in cane. There is a center aisle and the car seats in

all thirty-six passengers. Each car is lighted with ten 10 c. p.

lamps.
A combination baggage and express car used is similar in

external appearance to the motor car, but has two compartments, one
for passengers and the other for the carrying of baggage and express
matter.

The trail cars are thirty-four feet in length with center aisle and
seat forty-four passengers. The trailers are lighted in the same
manner as the motor cars.

The motor cars are equipped with two 50 h. p. General Electric

motors each. All work has been done by and under the direct

supervision of Stern & Silverman, to whom we are indebted for the
particulars given.

A Railroad Publication.

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company has adopted a novel
method of advertising its transportation facilities and excursions hy
publishing monthly an attractive paper for distribution in Brooklyn
and New York. It is entitled " The Trolley," and the first number
is tastefullj' illu.strated and very readable.



New Swivel Truck.

The accompanying engravings show a new type of swivel trvick

for double truck cars, brought out by the J. G. Brill Co. and entitled
the Brill "No. 27" truck. It embodies a number of radical depart-
ures from the usual form of swivel truck, as will be seen from the
following description.

The truck may be characterized as one with a wrought iron
frame, having jaws forged on, with solid extension pieces, T-iron
end pieces, angle iron jaw straps and angle iron transoms with the
spring plank formed of two Z-pieces filled with wood. The equal-
izers are a part of the spring plank, carry
the swing bolster, and take their load in

the center, they are in turn carried by
links and move with the swing motion.
Eight-inch journal box springs, nest spirals

in the links, and quadruplet or triplet

elliptics on the equalizer and spring plank
furnish the vertical elasticity.

The form and peculiarities of the truck
frame are shown in Figs, i and 2. The
frame is a forging and the wheel pieces
of a form somewhat like that which is so

effective in locomotive practice. To a bar
of ample stiffness jaws are forged at the
proper points. From the outermost jaw at

each end, extension pieces are carried, to
which T- iron end pieces are bolted. On the wheel pieces between the
jaws, and as close to them as may be practicable, suitable lugs are
forged for carrying the spring links. Upon the inside of these wheel
pieces, when made of steel castings, as is the company's practice for

electric service, brackets are cast to take the angle iron transoms;
when the frame is forged, corner brackets are used. For passenger
service this frame is completed by iron safety beams and angle iron
tie rods for connecting the jaws.

The strains upon the truck frame for a given weight of car and
load are much less than in the ordinary construction. The swing
links come close to the pedestals, relieving the wheel pieces from a
large part of the strain which comes upon them when the load is

slightly reduces the motion of the wheels. In rare cases the move-
nient of the body maj- be as small as three-quarters that of the
journal, but this is all that can be expected. With this equalizer all

is accomplished that an equalizer can do theoretically, which is

twice that of the ordinary form. This makes the motion of the car
bod}' one-half as great as that of the wheel.

Fig. 3 shows the construction of new spring link. It consists of
a cast steel stirrup, in which there is space for an eight-inch spiral.
A follower is placed on top of the spring, and an eye bolt is screwed
into it. The eye takes the end of the equalizing bar, which prevents
the bolt unscrewing.

The spring links are a novel feature of construction. They

FIG. 1—SIDE ELEVATION—NEW SWIVEL TRUCK.

differ from the ordinary link in position, action and in possessing
elasticity. While they perform all the functions of the common
swing link, they also cushion the side motion. These springs are
double action spirals of the draw and recoil type. They are so
placed that the motion of the journal is doul)ly cu.shioned before it

reaches the equalizer itself. Their location as shown is one which
brings them in line with the centers of the joiu"nals, giving a very
wide base for swing motion.

There are three sets of springs in the trucks placed in series.

The weight rests on each set.

There are double journal springs resting on the tops of the
boxes. They also cushion the rapid motion of the truck frame

FIG. 2—VIEW OF NEW SWIVEL TRUCK NO. 27.

carried by the transoms. Other things being equal, therefore, the
truck maj- be kept .square with a less strain on the frame.

One of the novel and most ingenious features of the truck is

found in the equalizers. These are straight, forged bars, carried by
spring links, or stirrups, upon their ends. At the centers they are
solidly connected with the spring plank. The equalizer, spring
plank and swing bolster move together in the side motion. The
construction of the equalizer enables it to perform all that is possible
for such a member. An ordinary equalizing bar is so in name only; it

before it reaches the equalizer, making this motion much more safe

than in the usual form. Next above this in the order of load carry-

ing come the .springs in the links and finally the elliptics.

Among the important claims made for the truck are remarkable
smoothness in running, reduction of noise, jar and pounding of

track while in operation, reduction of the weight on the axles unsup-
ported by .springs, cushioning of side motion by the spring links.

The danger of jumping the track on curves is also, it is claimed,
practically eliminated, because the springs of the swinging links
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yield

comes
and prevent the l)l()w which with the ordinary type of link

with full force when the holster strikes the wheel ])iece.

The first trial with this type
of truck was on an interurhan
electric railway of twenty - five

miles lenj^th. Here, at an unusu-
al speed for such service and in

spite of very narrow treads, and
shallow flanges, and curves with
thirty-five feet radius, the ad-
herance to the rails has been
perfect.FIG. 3.—SPRING LINK.

Diamond Frame Trucks.

The accompanying engravings show the two latest forms of

trucks mamifactureil by the Diamond Truck & Car Gear Conii)any.
The side frame from which the truck takes its name, is a true bridge
truss with both tension and compression end members, and of such
form so as to give a long spring support with correspondingly short

wheel base.

An absence from teetering, is claimed, is one of the principal

the placing of the malleable ])edestal within the area and firndy

riveting the side frame members to it. This pedestal also provides .a

vertical guide for the axle boxes.
On top of the axle box is mounted a compound helical ,s])ring

which carries the lighter loads, Ijeihg sufficiently aided by the inner
or auxiliary spring as the load increases ( Fig. 3). Under the axle
box and seated on ihe malleable iron wheel piece, is a single coil

spring, which is adjusted by compression against the journal box by
the fastening of this wheel piece in ])osition, which is accomj)lished
by the tightening of two bolts, attached to the un<ler part of the
pedestal. This under spring not only prevents the noises and jar of

the box again.st the pedestal, but .serves to arrest the tendency of

the side frames to oscillate, when the car body is not heavily loaded.
If one end of the truck frame should attempt to rise by a sudden
change of position of weight in the car, this spring hy its pressure
against the unc.er side of the box, will further compress and at once
check this objectionable motion.

To prevent any lateral or side motion plunger bolts are u.sed.

These bolts are screwed into malleable castings attached to the top
frame and pass thence through other castings located between the
upper and lower members of the side frames, the castings being
held in place by hot driven bridge rivets. An end plunger bolt is

al.so used on the extreme ends of the side frame. This bolt pa.sses

FIG SIDE ELEVATION OF TRUCK NO. 3.

features of the Diamond truck and is accomplished by supporting
the loads of the car body, at the ends of the triangle of the side

frames, by specially constructed elliptic springs, which are also

supplemented by a .spiral tension spring, at the extreme end of the
.side frame members. The load is suj^ported in the middle by two

down through the end spiral spring, carrying with it a specially
shaped nut or .spring seat upon which rests a short but powerful
helical .spring. If tlie car should have a tendency to oscillate or
teter relatively to the side frame, one of these eiid plunger bolts

would rise and compress thfs lower tension spring against the under

FIG. 2.—SIDE VIEW OF TRUCK NO. 5.

spiral .springs, which are seated on malleable castings near the ends
of the center triangles.

A double steel side frame member starts from the extreme end of

the truck, passes over the apex of the adjacent pedestal, and cross-

ing a precisely .similar return member, terminates at the ba.se of the
adjacent pedestal. A malleable iron wheel piece serves to transmit

the stress to a short diagonal member extending upward to the end

FIGS. 3 AND 4.—SIDE AND CROSS SE'CTIONS OF BOX.

of the truck. This malleable casting also confines the bearing in

the pedestal by the compres.sion of the under helical spring against
the bottom of the axle box ( Fig. 5). The loads often being very
severe at the ends of the truck, especially on a poor or uneven road
bed, they are not only supported below, but are as well suspended
from above.

The cross stay or center bracing of each diamond, is done by

part of the side frame end casting, thus completeh' checking the os-
cillation.

The axle box is of an improved pattern, especialh- adapted to

FIG. 5.—BOX.

the yoke in which it slides, and with it oil or grease may be used.
A thrust end plate fits in a groove at the end of the axle and slides in
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a similar grove cast in the sides of the box itself. This thrust plate
is made of bronze and limits the side play so prevalent with other
trucks. At the rear of the box is a cast compartment in which a
tough felt ring is placed, tightly fitting to the axle bearing. This
most effectually excludes all dust and dirt from the main bearing.
By simply removing the two tension bolts, the wheel piece above re-

ferred to is easily removed, the compression under box spring com-
ing with it, thus releasing the axle from its pedestal.

Another very important feature of the Diamond truck, is the
rigid cross bracing which the side frames have relative to each
other. This end cross bracing prevents the side frames from getting
out of square, which heretofore has been such an objectionable feat-

ure of manj' trucks, causing excessive wear on wheel flanges, and
also requiring considerably more power to run the car when the truck
frame was out of alignment. It also prevents the racking strains on
the car body.

The Diamond Truck & Car Gear Company is now manufactur-
ing two styles of trucks. No. 5 has a spring base of from sixteen
feet to seventeen feet, and is intended for long and heavy cars, while
truck No. 3 has a spring base of from twelve feet to thirteen feet,

and is adapted to short light cars. On truck No. 5 an extension truss
is used, if desired.

New Cars for Ml. Clemens, Mich.

The Rapid Railway Company of Mt.Clemens, Mich., has recent-
ly put in service a number of new interurban cars, built at the works
of the Barney & Smith Car Company. The closed motor cars are

31 ft. 5}4 ins. long over the body, 41 ft. long overall, and 8 ft. 6 ins.

wide over the sheathing. Both ends are vestibuled with doors on
each side of the vestibule. The roof and hood are of the regular
.steam car pattern. The side windows are double upper and lower
light, the upper light being embossed glass. The outside is sheathed
with narrow siding straight up and down in the regular passenger
car style.

Fig. I is an interior view from which it will be seen that the car
is seated with rattan covered reversible seats of the Wheeler Walk-
over pattern. Each car is equipped with four section tables.

The end doors of the cars are the regular steam car pattern, having
two lights of glass, the upper light to drop for ventilation. The

Figs. 2 and 3 show a convertible open and closed summer and
winter car. This car is 31 ft. 63!^ ins. long over the body, 39 ft. 10
ins. long over the nose pieces and 8 ft. 6 ins. wide over the sheath-
ing. The car is of the same general design as the vestibuled closed

FIG. 1.—INTERIOR OF CLOSED CAR.

FIG. 2.—COMBINATION CAR CLOSED.

FIG. 3.—COMBINATION CAR OPEN.

windows are equipped with tapestry curtains on spring rollers and
with automatic fixtures in the bottom. The cars are fitted with bas-
ket racks at convenient locations along the basket board, the ceiling
is birdseye maple veneer handsomely decorated. The inside finish
of the car is cherry. The cars are heated with hot water circulating
pipes from a Baker heater, which is on the front platform inside the
vestibule. One of the features is the trap door over the step inside
on each platform. When the vestibule doors are closed the trap
doors can be let down, forming a solid and safe floor over the entire
vestibule in a similar manner to the most improved vestibules in use
on steam railroad cars.

motor car, except that the side windows are in

one large light, the cars having open platforms
with folding gates at each side instead of the
vestibule. The seats are slatted, of the Wheeler
Walkover pattern and with spindle backs. The
inside finish is ash and cherry with birdseye
maple veneer headlining handsomely decorated.

In converting the car to its summer use, the
glass sashes in the windows and the .solid wood
panels below the windows are removed, and in

place of the latter are put wire screen guards as
shown in the engraving. So perfect is this con-
vertible feature said to be worked out in all its

details that when the car is complete in its winter
arrangement it would be impossible for a person,
not knowing that it was a convertible car, to de-
tect but that this was its permanent arrangement.
The wood panels so perfectly fit into their places
that that they are absolutely water and storm
proof.

All of these cars are mounted on the stand-
ard Barney & Smith class "F" interurban motor
trucks, the cars being equipped with the Hunt air

brake. All sills of the cars are heavil}' plated
with steel which makes them very substantial

indeed. The exterior of the cars is painted a
bright vermilion color and lettered and orna-
mented in gold, which gives a very striking ap-
pearance

Tests on the Strength of Rails.

tion.

('0

Some interesting tests of steel rails, made
under the direction of the Austrian railroad

authorities, are given by Julitis Meyer, C. E.,
in a recent issue of the Railroad Gazette^ and
prove that a steel rail is far from homogeneous
throughout. One trial made was with small
test pieces cut from the top and middle of the
head, from the web and from the middle of the
base, at points at different distances from the end.

The comparative results are thus stated.

Test bars.

from tojj of rail, have less strength, but greater elongation,

from center of head, have greater strength, but less elonga-

from the web, have greater strength, greater elongation.

{d) from the base, less strength, greater elongation.
Another series of tests proved furthermore, that the strength is

pretty even all over the section near that rail end which is rolled

from the lower end of the ingot, but that the differences increase as

the other end is approached. The tests seem to disprove the theory
of the rolling process increasing the density of the material near
the surface of the rail.
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Improved Hinged Bracket. Novel Car Strap Handle.

In stringing

slack or sag in tl

the trolley wheel
it is at an elevati

suit is that if the

a trolley wire there is always a certain amount of

le wire between the points of suspension. When
is midway between any two points of sus])ension

Ml higher than at the points of suspension. The re-

l)oints of sus])ension are rigid, as m all fixed brack-

The accomi)anying engraving shows a novel device designed as a

substitute for the ordinary liand strap. It consists of a round handle

of ma])le, rosewood finish
,
supjjorted by a conl held to the supporting

roil by a leathern loop. While as strong or stronger than the ordi-

nary form of strap, its weight is only three ounces.

ets or those that are substantially rigid, the trolley in passing from
the mid-span to the bracket and from the bracket to the next mid-
span, is subject to sudden changes of elevation. The increased
pressure on the trolley pole springs, as the wheel approaches the
fixed point of suspension, is suddenly released as the point of sus-

pension is passed. The wheel passes from a downward to a short
horizontal course on the fixed insulator and makes a sudden change
to an upward course as the insulator is pas.sed. This mu.st necessar-
ily cause a certain jarring or concussion of wire, in.sulator, car and all

connecting parts.

The L. S. Pfouts improved patent device or hinged bracket,
which is manufactured by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company, and
illustrated herewith, is designed so as to overcome this trouble which,
it is claimed, not only causes damage to the construction, but also

occasionally makes the trolley wheel leave the trolley wire, to the
delay of traffic.

As the troUe}' wheel passes the mid-span the bracket arm in

front, in the pole illustrated, begins to ri.se and attains its maxi-
mum elevation as the wheel pa.sses under it, being restored to its

normal position when the wheel arrives at the middle of the next
span. By this gradual raising and lowering all hammering and de-
struction of the overhead construction is said to be done away with,
and the trolley remains continuously in contact with the wire. In
other words all the advantages of the span wire system are retained
without its defects or its increased expenses. In fact it is said the
Pfouts hinged bracket is more flexible than the span wire, inasnmch
as the weight of the wire is in a measure counterbalanced and if so
desired, can be entirely counterbalanced.

In addition to the bracket here illustrated, the manufacturers
of it make various other styles, as the patent hinged feature may
readily be incorporated into a more ornamental bracket to suit the
taste of the purchaser.

Street Railway Aid Association in New Orleans.

NOVEL CAR STRAP.

The advantages of the handle are ap-
parent. The polished glassy finish of the
handle alwa3-s keeps it clean and attractive.

It is also easier to grasp than the ordinarj-

strap. It is manufactured by the Sanitary
Car Strap Handle Company, and has been adopted by the Dry
Dock, East Broadway & Battery Railway, of New York, and other
roads.

Improved Automatic Hollow^ Chisel Mortising
and Boring Machine.

The machine here illustrated, manufactured by J. A. Fay & Com-
pan)', is intended for morti.sing all kinds of heavy timbers used
in car and bridge construction of all classes, either in hard or .soft

woods. It is a powerful and compact machine, is automatic in its

operation, and works with great rapidity. When once set and
started, the machine will make any number of mortises without
change. It is operated by the reciprocation of a square hollow
chisel having an auger revolving in its center, the chisel squaring
the hole produced by the auger. The superiority of this method of

One of the most prosperous of the recent employes' aid associa-

tions was organized Mar. 26, 1896, by the employes of the New
Orleans Traction Company. I'or total disability the association

pays |i a day for six months, and fifty cents a day for the next six

months, after which the benefits cease. In the event of death the
association pays to the family a sum equal to fifty cents from each
member in good standing at the time of death. With a membership
of 700 in good standing, this insures $350. It pays $50 on the death
of the wife of a member or the mother of an unmarried member,
and $25 on the death of a child under fourteen years, and furnishes
free medicine and minor surgical attendance to the family of every
member.

The dues are |i initiation and fifty cents a month, and assess-

ments of fifty cents are made on each member in case of a death,
and twenty-five cents for the wife or mother of a member, but no
assessments are made as long as there is a surplus over fiooo suffi-

cient to pay the death benefits.

The Traction Company has agreed to contribute fiooo a year.

MORTISING AND BORING MACHINE.

mortising is apparent from the fact that the mortise is left in a com-
pleted condition, no cleaning out being required, and a mortise of

any length can be made hy continuously cutting one hole after another
on the same line. The reciprocation of the chisel is automatic, and
the work produced very rapidl}' by the ease with which the move-
ments and adjustments can be made by the operator.

The bed supporting the timbers is massive, and has adjustments
for carrying it to and from the chisel for different thicknes,ses of

material and depths of mortises. It remains at one height, and is

movable endwise to produce the varying lengths of mortises. There
is a clamping arrangement for holding material in position, stops for

gauging the lengths of mortises, and for using templates in produc-
ing duplicate mortises.

The chisel frame and auger spindle are carried on a heav-y ver-
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tical column which is connected to the base on which the bed for
the timber is placed. It has a vertical movement on the column to
allow the position of the chisel to be varied up or down according to
the desired position of the mortise. The reciprocating motion of
the chisel frame is produced by a reversing friction and gearing
which operates in a rack on the chisel frame, the driving force com-
ing very near the point of resistance of the chisel.

New Brake Shoes and Connections.

New Kail Bond.

The Rietli Electric Company has brought out a new rail bond
which is illustrated herewith. This bond is formed strictly in one
piece and is claimed to be of pure ingot copper. It makes direct
contact with the metal of the rail, no pins, sleeves or channel pins
being u.sed.

As will be noticed, the bond has large contact area at its con-
necting points and is connected to the rail by the use of a special
tool which expands the end of the bond in the web of the rail. The

An invention which appears to possess merit and will undoubt-
edly prove of value is the new Kinzer brake shoe and brake shoe
connections manufactured by the Kinzer & Jones Manufacturing
Company. One of the principal features of this invention is the flat
spring attachment which takes the brake pressure instead of the
pressure being exerted on the shoe direct. The illu.stration (Fig. i)
shows a sectional view of the Kinzer composition filled shoe with the
spring attached. This springacts asan adjuster or equalizer between
the shoe and the brake head. The manufacturers claim that by the
use of this arrangement the maximum braking pressure is obtained

NEW RAIL BOND.

outer end of the bond is also expanded and upset so as to make a
perfect and permanent watertight connection, this insuring the best
possible electrical contact. The bond is intended to be used under
joint plates. — I I ^

Extensive Machine Works.

The tools of the Bullard Machine Company are well known
among machinists for their high grade and superior con.struction.

They have been generally adopted among the niamifacturers of elec-

trical apparatus, and to a considerable extent also in electric railway
repair shops. The works are located at Bridgeport, Conn., close to

the tracks of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. An
interior view of the portion of the factory of the company including
the erection department is shown in the accompanying engraving.

FIGS. 1 AND 2.—BRAKE SHOES.

without locking or skidding the wheels, and that to slide the wheels
is simply impossible. A car can be brought to a quick stop by a
steady continuous pressure without jerking or jarring. Fig. 2 is an
outside view of .shoe with spring and connections detached.

The company makes both cast iron shoes and composition shoes,
the latter consisting of a cast iron shell as shown in Fig. i , the shell
being filled with a patented composition packed in the shells under
heavy pressure and then baked at a high temperature. This compo-
sition forms an extremely solid mass and produces the maxinmm

per cent of friction

with the minimum
amount of wear on
shoe and wheel. All
parts are made in-

terchangeable and
the shoes and con-
nections are made to
fit any style of brake
beam, and can be
readily put on. The
Pittsburgh Traction
Company, of Pitts-

burgh, has made a
record of 4476 miles
with the Kinzer com-
position shoes and
connections, whereas
the average records
made previously
with cast iron shoes
and heads was 1650
miles. The shoe, it

is also claimed, wears
the wheel much less

than one of cast iron.

INTERIOR OF ERECTING SHOP.

The business was established in 1880 by E. P. Bullard, who is

now 'president of the company. Attention has been given at the
works exclusively to a line of lathes, turret machines and boring and
ttirning mills. The latter have been widely adopted as they have
been found superior to lathes for face plate work. Among the pat-
rons of the companj' is the General Electric Company which has in
use a number of boring and turning mills as well as other tools.

Superintendent
Hawken, of the
Rockland, Thomas-
ton & Camden Street
Railway, has com-
pleted the new ex-
tension to the town
of Thomaston, Me.,
the first car, decor-
ated with U. S. flags

and bunting, and
with a band of music
on board, running

June 16. This piece of road is considered one of the best in the
state, and was pushed to completion in a very few days. The same
company has also completed this season a new electric line from
Main Street, Rockland, to Tillson Wharf.

The Canton & Massillon Street Railway Company, of Canton,
O., will probably extend its lines to Navarre this summer.
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Third Rail Experiments at Nantasket, Mass.

The second step toward the operation of its main lines by tlec-
tricity was made June 26 by the New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad Company in the extension of the electrical equipment of
the Nantasket Beach line as far as Kast Weymouth, 3 '/i miles along
the main line of the South vShore branch of the Plymouth divi-
sion, of which J. C. Sanborn is superintendent.

In determining upon this extension the overhead trolley system
in use on the Nantasket Beach branch was abandoned and the tliird

rail method of contact adopted as the most readily adaptable to ordi-
nary railroad requirements. This is the first time in the history of
railroads that the main line of a surface steam railroad has been op-
erated by electricity taken from a conductor laid upon the ground,
as the Nantasket branch inaugurated just twelve months ago was the
first steam road in the world to which electricity was solely em-
ployed as the motive power.

While the tliird rail system for electric roads is not new, it being
in use on the West Side and Lake Street Elevated Railways in Chicago,
the rail being set outside the track, this is the fir.st instance of a
third rail being laid upon the permanent way of a trunk .steam road,
between the rails of the service track. All the preliminary work
was carried out at the Schenectady Works of the General Electric
Company.

The current for the third rail section is brought from power
house No. I on the Nantasket line, over two insulated feeders of
copper cable laid along the tops of the poles which carry the over-
head wires of the Nanta.sket line. At the Nantasket Junction station
the feeders are dropped to the groimd, and each is connected to its

own third rail.

The third rail is of peculiar shape, the end view resembling a
flattened A. It is laid midway between the two service rails of each
track. Each section of third rail is thirty feet long, and weighs
ninety-three pounds to the yard. It is supported by three ash blocks
to each section, the blocks being let into the ties. Before use these
blocks are boiled in vacuum pans with a tar compound and thus each
pore is filled with insulating and preservative material. The insu-
lation is almost perfect. The continuity of the third rail circuit is

secured by attaching each end of one rail to that of the next by-

means of two heavy copper bonds. The line between Nantasket
Junction and East Weymouth is absolutely distinct electrically from
that between the first named stations and Pemberton. It is fed by
its own feeders and is provided with its own automatic safety appli-
ances which, in case of carelessness or accident to the third rail sec-
tion enter into action and cut all electricity off from it, rendering it

nothing more than a peculiarly laid stretch of track.
The current is taken from the third rail by two sliding shoes

hung loosely from the car, one suspended between the axles of each
truck immediately under the king pin by two links which allow it to

the car is thirty-three feet. No third rail is laid at the crossings,

the circuit continuing between the broken end by means of lead
covered cables. At those crossings which are less than thirty feet

wide, one of the shoes is always in contact. At wider ones the im-
petus of the moving car brings the shoes into contact again before
the car can come to rest.

The baggage cars in use la.st year, each of which was equipped

FIG. 1. -TRACK WITH OVERHEAD AND THIRD RAIL CON-
STRUCTION.

FIG. 2.—CAR OPERATING ON THIRD RAIL SYSTEM—NANTASKET.

slide easily over the top of the third rail and make perfect contact
with it all the time. The current is brought to the motors through
the controllers and circuit breakers and returns to the track rails by
the wheels. The continuity of the return circuit is secured by
using a short thick bond of copper cable to join together the ends of

each pair of track rails, the ends of the bond being fastened into the
flange of the rail. The distance between each of the two shoes on

with four motors, have been abandoned, and the large sixteen-bench
open cars are alone employed as motor cars or locomotives. Sixteen
of these cars will be put into service, each equipped with two G. E.
2000 motors, two series parallel controllers, two automatic circuit

breakers, and an air pump and motor for the compressed air whistle
and brakes. The air pump combination is automatic in its action.

As soon as the press-
ure in the main air

tank falls below nine-
ty pounds to the
square inch a small
knife switch is closed
by a spring, and the
motor starts. The
switch is forced open
by the air pressure
as soon as that in the
tank reaches the nor-
mal.

The cars leave
Pemberton and run
with the overhead
system as far as Nan-
tasket Junction. The
trolley is then pulled
down and hooked
and the shoe strikes
the third rail, the pas-
sengers being un-
aware of the change
in the method of con-
tact. The regular
schedule of the elec-

tric trains between
Pemberton and East
Weymouth has been
in force since June 14,

but owing to the in-

completion of the
third rail section the
trains have been
hauled from Nantas-
ket Junction to East
Weymouth, 3
miles, by two steam
locomotives. A good

idea of the advantage of electricity as a motive power compared
with steam may be gathered from the fact that the two locomotives
burn each four tons of coal per day, while not more than four tons
per day burned in the power house serve to generate sufficient power
to operate the whole seven miles of line between Pemberton and
Nantasket Junction by electricity. The construction of the sec-
tion has been carried out under the supervision of Col. N. H. Heft.
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A party consisting of President Clark, Vice-President Kendrick
and nearly all the prominent officials and superintendents of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, together with Mayor
Frank E. Clark, of Bridgeport, Conn., \V. J. Clark, general manager
of the railway department of the General Electric Com-
pany, and a number of officials of that companj', boarded
the large motor car at Peniberton, June 26, and ran with
the trolley as far as Nantasket Junction. The track on
which the third rail was laid was clear, and the motor ran
easily from the trolley system to the third rail system of

contact without stop, the trolley being merely pulled
down and hooked. This was the first motor car run by
electricity over the third rail and the success of its opera-
tion fully justified the belief of Colonel Heft and the
General Electric officials in the feasibility of the system.

The car sped along without any difficulty or accident
whatsoever; crossings were passed and the shoe struck the
third rail again imperceptiblj'. Near West Hingham is a

crossing some 1200 ft. wide; added impetus was given to

the motor car and this crossing was passed without
difficulty. On the tangent on the West Hingham side of

East Weymouth, the motorman threw over the handle
of the controller and it was estimated that a speed of

seventy to eighty miles an hours was attained. On arri-

val at East Wej'mouth, the car was switched over and
the return trip was made from East Weymouth to Peni-

berton in about eleven minutes, the distance being about
io}i miles.

President Clark, of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad, and the other officials expressed full satisfaction with the
success that attended the first trip made by a steam railroad car over
a steam railroad track by means of electricity, although when
Colonel Heft closed the switch which threw the electricity for the
first time into the third rail, considerable dotibt existed in the minds.

Compressed Air Motors on 125th St., New York.

The announcement was made last month that the Third Avenue
Railroad Company, of New York, would make a test this summer on

FIG. 3.—INTERIOR OF STATION.

not only of the president, but in those of the other officials as well.
Should the operation of this road prove successful, it is probable

that the third rail system will be extended as far as Braintree, a
station ten miles out of Boston, and if the success of the new method,
under the ordinary condition of constant travel, fulfills all expecta-
tions, suburban service throughout the country will probalily
undergo a change.

COMPRESSED AIR CAR.

its 125th vStreet line, of two compressed air motors built by the Gen-
eral Compressed Air Company. One of these cars has just been
completed at Rome, N. Y., and is shown in the accompanying en-
graving. It measures twenty-eight feet over all and weighs about
18,000 lbs. with mechanism. The air is stored vmder a pressure
of 2000 lbs. per square inch in reservoirs, sixteen in number, carried

on the truck and having a total capacity of fifty-one cubic
feet.

The motor mechanism consists of two simple link
motion, reciprocating engines with C3'linders 7 ins. dia.

/[ 14 ins. stroke, with valves cutting off at from one-
tenth to one-sixth, and applying the power by connect-
ing and parallel rods direct to the crank pins of the drive

wheels. The latter are twenty-six inches in diameter,
with wheel base of jyi ft.

In operation the full reservoir pressure is not used,
but it is lowered to 150 lbs. per square inch by a reducing
valve. After leaving the reducing valve the air is heated
to between 200 and 300 degs. by being passed through a
hot water cylinder carried on the car, the object being to

obtain more work from the air and also to avoid the pro-
duction of extremely low temperatures in the air cylinder
which would otherwise result from the expansion of the
air.

The hot water tank is seven feet long and eighteen
inches diameter and is charged at the power station

before starting out. It is jacketed with non-conducting
material to prevent external radiation.

The car is also equipped with air brakes.——
,^

Electric Express Car in Brooklyn.

The accompanying illustration shows one of the new express
cars recently cnmpleU-d for the Brooklyn City Railway by the John

Paper and Cloth as'In=
sulators.

vSome interesting experiments
upon the subject of the insulating
qualities of paper and cloth under
different conditions of temperature
were described in a recent paper
by G. F. Sever, A. Monell and C.

h. Perry before the American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers. The
following general conclusions, as
the result of the experiment, were
drawn

;

That paper is a better insula-
tion and withstands increase in
temperature much better than
cloth ( shellac and varnish were not
used in any of the experiments),
oiled paper or oiled cloth.

That paper and cloth have a
maximum resistance when first

heated at about 75 degs. C, and are
not injured mechanically under 180
degs. C.

That the point of maximum resistance for paper and cloth ( in
this case 75 degs. C. ) depends on the rapidity with which the tem-
perature is increased.

That all give a high resistance after cooling, but have little
mechanical strength.

ELECTRIC EXPRESS CAR—BROOKLYN.

Stephenson Company, Ltd. A general plan of the express service

contemplated by this company was published in the last issue of the
Street Railway Journai,. The company proposes to engage
quite extensively in this business and before long to be able to have
from three to five collections and deliveries in all parts of the city.
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The Manufacture of Electric Railway Apparatus.

In the May issue of the Strrkt Railway Journal the annual
report of the General Klectric Company was summarized and dis-

cussed in detail, from a financial point of view, and taken in that

light it certainly repays most careful analysis. There are to be
found however in the details of the department reports some inter-

esting facts and figures that have for the most part been jjassed

unnoticed by the various critics who have looked the statement over.

The facts and figures referred to are those embodied in the reports

of the first and third vice-presidents, and relate to the jihysical con-
dition of the company and the scope of its engineering work. The
value of these statements lies in the deductions that may be drawn
from them as to the relative importance of various branches of elec-

trical work at the present time and the ]3robabIe direction in which
the "greatest progress is to be made in the future.

A consideration of the (Veneral Electric Company as a manu-
facturing concern is of special interest owing to the history of its

growth and the number of diflferent enterprises and varying lines of

electrical work that have gradually been brought together under one
organization. In this connection the accompanying illustrations,

showing the general arrangement of the company's three great
plants at Schenectady, Lynn and Harrison, may not be without in-

terest as they show in detail the main characteristics of the works
in a form not heretofore published.

An interesting feature of the concern, and one not generallj-

understood, is the inclusion under one management of a group of
practically independent lines of detail work for the production of
many of the supplies used in the manufacture of the larger electrical

apparatus which forms the basis of the company's business. The
excellence of such supplies nnist of necessity enter largely into the
quality of the products which include them and it cannot fail to be
of advantage to the manufacturer to be thus relieved from the neces-
sity of reliance upon outside sources of supply. Most of these
special departments, including the porcelain works, the tube works,
the wire, cable, and insulating departments, etc.. are located at

Schenectady, which brings them under the direct supervision of the
company's engineers.

The Lynn plant is given over to the manufacture of transformers,
meters, railway motors, small railway generators, arc dynamos and
lamps, small alternators, fan motors and some general supplies. The
Harrison plant is devoted exclusively to the production of incan-
descent lamps. Every other product of the company comes from
Schenectady and all the principal offices are located there.

In the organization of the company there are three main depart-
ments, the sales department, the treasurj- and accounting department,
and the engineering and production department, the first, second
and third vice-presidents respectively being the heads of these
departments.

The company's present working force comprises nearly 7000
skilled workmen, of whom about 3500 are at the Schenectady works,
2500 at the Lynn works and 1000 at the Harrison works. The com-
pany's total business for the year amounted to 1(3,315,000 toward
which the 509,000 h. p. in generators and motors which were pro-
duced and shipped, contributed of course, most largely.

A finer, more energetic and more thoroughly effective organiza-
tion than that which President Coffin has formed as the result of an
experience in this field extending over the past sixteen years has
perhaps never before been seen in any industrj- in this country. Mr.
Coffin is himself a man of rare administrative ability and a seemingh-
tireless worker. He comprehends a knotty problem instantly and
decides it frequently at the moment. He has the faculty cf accu-
rately judging character, and the company's heads of departments
are men of the highest intelligence who are able to take a broad
grasp of affairs so as to build for the future in cases where the mere
interest of the moment might point to opposite and narrower
decisions. In the company's service is a corps of trained engineers
which has no equal in any business enterprise in this country and
by means of which the company has always been able to be early in

the field with new appliances and developments in the art of elec-

trical engineering.
Much emphasis is laid in the report on the railway installations

made by the company upon the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, the
Nantasket Beach branch of the New York New Haven & Hartford
Railroad, the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad, of Chicago,
and to the power transmission plants at Sacramento and Fresno, Cal.

,

Portland, Ore. and Pachuca, Mex. There can be no question that au-
thentic data such as is embodied in these statements coming from the
largest existing concern devoted to the manufacture of electric

power and lighting apparatus furnishes a more practical guide as to
the drift of the business and the lines of work undergoing most
rapid development than can be as readily gained from other sources.

The lighting department, moreover, cannot be passed by with-
out a word, for the entire plant at Harrison, as has been said, cover-
ing 179,502 sq. ft. of floor area and employing in the vicinity of 1000
hands, is given over entirely to the manufacture of incandescent
lamps. During the past year nearly 6,000,000 lamps were made and
shipped, certainly a comfortable business in itself, but these facts

only give greater emphasis to the wonderful growth of other branches
of the industry.

The sales department reports 8800 street railway motors sold
during the year. At the ruling prices of such equipments this means
a business of over $3,000,000 or about twenty-three per cent of the
total business of the company. The addition of the generators and
other supplies sold for railway purposes would probably double this

percentage, making a total little short of half the entire sales for the

year. The cumulative effect of such an output is self evident and
its effect in this case is indicated Ijy the statement of the third vice-
president, who says that "the manufacturing costs have continued
to decrease, large reductions having taken jilace more especially
in railway apjjaratus which we have made in large quantities."

Reduction in factory costs means also, of course, reductions in

the price at which the apparatus may be profitably sold and this in

turn has brought into existence many electric railway systems which
would not warrant the investment necessary to equip them at the
rates charged for station, line and car apparatus a few years ago.
That Ibis has reacted to further swell the volume of the company's
business there can be no doubt. Additional buildings are now being
added to the principal works at Schenectady to relieve the present
difficulties of production and for this it is safe to say the railway
business is largely responsible. In fact it is probably not unreason-
able to as.sert that the company's later growth has been chiefly due
to the rapid development of electric traction, and what is true of this
company in this resjiect is undoubtedly true in general of the whole
industry. Practically all the more important electric manufacturing
enterprises that have appeared and disappeared during recent years
have come into existence to compete with the older concern for the
railway business and the relative importance of such enterprises may
be taken as proportional to the degree of success attained in this

competition. The railway business was at the bottom of the early
combinations of the Thomson-Houston Conqjany with the Bentley-
Knight and Van Depoele interests and of the Edison with the
Sprague Company.

The chief bone of contention in the bitter struggle between the
Thomson-Houston and the Edison General Electric Companies who
formed by their consolidation in 1S92 the present General Electric
Company, was the railway business. It is not proposed to belittle

or underestimate the importance of the electric lighting industry,
but it is certainl}' a fact that its rate of growth under present methods
appears to be fixed, and to some extent limited. It is probable that
electric traction will, in the future, divide honors with imdertakings
for the long distance transmission of energy, but it cannot be denied
on the other hand, that with the perfection of alternating current
apparatus applied to such transmission the scope of electric traction

has been and will be enormously increased. Heretofore the chief
market has been through the establishment of more or less limited
systems in and about localized centers of population. Of course, all

of the more important franchises have been taken up and it

has been frequently asserted that the field for this class of electric

traction was practically filled. On the contran,-, however, the de-
mand has been constantly increasing up to the present time and is

larger now than ever, as shown by the production figures already
referred to. This is due largely to the development of suburban
districts following the introduction of means of rapid transit, and
the consequent needs for further extension. Much apparatus has
also been absorbed through the displacement of old equipments by
more modern designs, and this process of change must continue to

be, for some time to come, a considerable source of business for the
manufacturers quite apart from new lines or extensions.

There are in operation to-day in this country alone nearly 45,-
000 electric railway motors of which only about sixty per cent are of

the most modern form. Although much of the remainder is made
up of perfectly serviceable apparatus, as far as the mere running of

cars is concerned, all of this equipment must for economy's sake be
soon replaced, as with the lower prices and higher efficiencies of

modern machinery few roads can afford to operate the older types.

The development of the art abroad will undoubtedly furnish in

the near future a market of considerable importance to American
manufacturers. Electric traction has already been established upon
a secure footing in Europe, especially in Germany and elsewhere
upon the Continent, and what has been done recently in Great
Britain, upon such representative installations as Bristol and Dublin,
has gone far to remove the well rooted prejudices against electric

traction by means of the overhead trolley and has opened the eyes of

many of the local governments to the possible advantages to accrue
from an extension of the system and the conversion of existing horse
lines to electricity.

A strong preference for home made products undoubtedly exists

abroad as is the case in this country, but if these products cannot be
purchased from local producers in the same degree of excellence as

American apparatus and for practicall}' the same cost, the preference
is greatly affected and importations are naturally taken into consid-

eration.

The experience in electric traction gained in the United States

during the past few years and the large amounts of electric railway
apparatus that have been manufactured have had the effect not only
of improving the design and efficiency of such macliinerv-, but of re-

ducing the cost of its production. It is therefore probable that

European purchasers for some time to come will find it to their finan-

cial advantage to import motors, generators and other special sup-

plies for the equipment of electric roads rather than make them-
selves the vehicle of experiment for native manufacturers who must
of necessity pass through certain stages of development before they
can produce high class apparatus in any considerable volume.

In its growth electric traction is following the lines through
which steam railroading developed. First came the local systems,

then the interconnection and re-interconnection of groups of such
systems and finally the main lines were established. The present
outlook for new electric railway work in this country would seem in

general to be in the second stage of the process, that is to say in

"interconnecting" or "interurban" lines. When this field has been
exhausted the exact analogy of progress will end, for if by that time
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long distance electric railroading is practically and economically
possible, as in all probability it will be for passenger service, the
steam locomotive must give way to electricity on through lines

already existing.

It is probable, of course, that some little time must elapse before
the consummation of all that is now deemed possible in this field,

but be that as it may, there is every reason to believe that in tlie

immediate future, at least, the railway branch of the electrical indus-
try will continue to hold its own as a prime factor in the situation.

New Motor.

An additional motor equipment for fifty cars was recently ]Hir-

chased by the Chicago Cit}' Railway Company from the Westing-
house Company, of a partially new design as illustrated herewitli.

It is a steel motor possessing superior strength and magnetic qual-
ities, while it weighs only TS36 lbs., and is known as the Westing-
house No. 12 B steel motor. The general shape of the frame of this

new motor is cylindrical, there being no excessive sharp projections to

cause magnetic leakage. The distribution of the metal in the field

cores and frame, as well as the proportions of the windings are such
as to provide a complete electrical balance. The two parts of the
case are machine fitted, thus eliminating air gaps in the magnetic
circuit and rendering the case dust and water proof. The axle and
armature bearings are provided with under wick oil feeds and the
grease cups have a by-pass channel for oil; this is drilled through a

body of metal left in one corner of the cup. There are also some
.special features in the bearing shells and thrust collars.

The specifications for a pair of these motors required that they
should have a drawbar pull of 1820 lbs. ninning continually at ten
miles an hour for two hours with a temperature of not more than 150
(legs. F. above surrounding atmosphere, using not more than loi

amperes of current, and at the conclusion of a two hours' continuous

NO. 12 B STEEL MOTOR.

run the temperature of the commutator should not exceed 250 degs.

,

while they should be free from injurious sparking. The field coils

were required to stand a breaking down test of 5000 volts of direct

current from the copper of the coils, and the armature to stand a test

of 2500 volts alternating while a resistance of not less than one meg-
ohm measured from the copper conductors to the motors when cold.

The gears and pinions are of steel with cut teeth. Any electrical or

mechanical defects that might develop within sixty days of .service

the contractors were required to make good.

A NEW electric railway in Hiiigliam, Mass, was put in operation

June 22. The line connects with that of the Quincy & Boston
Street Railway Company and also with the Hanover & Norwell
Electric Railway, now nearly completed. It operates twenty-one
cars manufactured by Jackson & vSharp, mounted 011 Peckham
trucks and equipped with G. E. 800 motors. The road was in.stalled

by the firm of Tucker, Anthony & Company.

Street Cleaning by Electricity.

There has been turned out of the car works of the Rathbun
Company, of Deseronto, Ont., recently, an electric self loading car

for street cleaning, the invention of A. Jackson Reynolds to whom
U. S. patents for the device were granted June 23, 1896. The car

is twenty-two feet in length, and is fitted with the usual trolley

equipment. The brakes, motors, etc., are all situated above the

wheels and axles, so as not to impede the full action of the brush.

The car works on much the same principle as a carpet sweeper,
and discharges the dust into a receptacle in the body of the car, and, it

is claimed, will pick up thirty-eight cartloads without stoi)])iiig. The
broom, which is fastened to solid heavy axles, is so arranged that it

always fills the ca.se in which it is contained, a simjjle device chang-
ing the size of the latter to suit the changes made by the wear of

material. The broom acts as well one way as another, steel deflectors

being so arranged that it can be run Vjackward without any change
of machinery. The action may be reversed instantly, so as to throw
the dust one wa)' or the other as may be desired. The broom may
be extended so as to cover the whole street outside the car track if

ELECTRIC SELF-LOADING CAR.

necessary. For removing snow the car may be constructed as long
or wide as may be required.

For dumping purposes the floor is constructed in sections. The
car can be unloaded in thirty seconds, one man doing the whole
work by a lever. The inventor claims that this car will not only
sweep the dust from the streets, but convey it outside the city, thus
saving the labor of hundreds of men and horses. In operation the
cars can be used to clean the whole street, except a narrow strip at

each side from which the dirt is swept towards the tracks by the
usual horse brooms.

According to the superintendent of the Montreal Street Railwaj-,
the car illustrated, which has been in operation on that line for a
short time, can clean fifty miles of street a day and its work has
been so satisfactory that the company* is building a .second car from
designs supplied by Mr. Reynolds.

Work at a Large Car Factory.

The J. G. Brill Company has just finished boring a well which
is 378 ft. deep. Water is raised from it by a pneumatic pump of the
Waring-Prindle type. The well yields eighty or ninety gallons per
minute. The company has now a water supply sufficient for its

whole works. An electric transfer table with gipsv heads, etc. , for
moving and transferring cars has also been recently installed. This,
in connection with the new incline for loading cars upon freight cars
greatly increases the ease of handling work. The incline can be
adjusted to suit any height of flat car. By its use loading becomes
as easy as pushing a car up an incline. Cars can be loaded at the rate
of one in eleven minutes.

The company is now putting in about a mile of track with over-
head work, etc., and is taking in about six acres of ground into the
yard. This space is needed for storage, etc. The company has just
shipped 150 ten-bench open cars to the Nassau Electric Railway of
Brooklyn. These cars are thirty-feet long and are in what is known
as the No. i finish. They are in a light yellow (Oxford ochre) with
aluminum leaf letters.

Fifteen cars have also just been shipped to the Buffalo & Niagara
Falls Railway. They are twenty-nine feet long, eight feet wide and
seat forty persons. They are fitted with cross seats and have two
compartments, one for smokers and one for regular passengers.
These car's are mounted on the new Perfection truck "No. 27"
which has recently made such a reputation for easy riding for itself.

The cars are fitted with vestibule ends.

Twenty-eight cars have just been completed for the Akron, Bed-
ford & Cleveland Railway. They are thirty-two feet long, eight feet
five inches wide and seat forty-four passengers. The^' also have the
"No. 27" Perfection truck. The seats are transverse and are uphol-
stered in plush. They have one round end vestibule solid on one
side with folding doors on the other.
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A Unique Strike and Boycott, With Its Results
and Lessons.

By C. B. F'airchii.d.

On the morning of Maj' 4, the car men and some other employes
of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company went on a
strike. New men were imported from other cities, and on the
iith of the month the company was running the full quota of

cars. In fact quite a nuinber of cars were run on the first day of the
strike and ever)' day following except on the two vSundays the loth
and 17th, when at the request of the Mayor no attempt was made
to run cars. During the first few days of the strike there was con-
siderable rioting. Cars were stoned, the motormen assaulted, streets

were blocked by disabled wagons and in some places tracks were
torn up, and trolley wires cut. For several days cars were run under
police protection, the cit}' police force being largely increased by the
addition of deputies. As soon as the strikers saw that they were
likely to be defeated they instituted a boycott, and called upon all

their sympathizers to refrain from riding on the cars. In this the}'

were highly successful, as they started opposition bus lines in all

parts of the city, pressing into service almost everj' type of vehicle

and importing a number of hotel carry-alls from neigliboring towns.
The men who managed the busses were promised $^ a day by
the local union, but this promise did not materialize. A uniform
fare of five cents took a passenger to any part of the city, the routes

being designated on the sides of the vehicles. By threats, gross
misrepresentation and playing upon race prejudices, they succeeded
in turning away the patronage almost entirely from the cars. The
receipts of the company for some days were not more than I150.

The company from the first refused to accede to the demands of

the strikers, although the officers received all connnittees of the
strikers and their sympathizers and stood ready to take back any of

the men as fast as vacancies might occur. The Common Council of

the city almost to a man sided with the strikers, and did everything
in their power to embarrass and annoy the company. The Ma3-or and
Chief of Police however stood b}' the company and made every effort

to protect the patrons and prevent the destruction of the cars and
the property of the company. The associations of merchants and
trades people took a hand, and so powerful was the surveillance, in-

quisition and spotting that even the friends of the company were para-

lyzed with fear and threatened social ostracism, so that they remained
at home or patronized the busses.

The published reasons for the strike were the refusal of the com-
pany to yield to the demands of the men for an increase of pay from
nineteen to twenty cents per hour and for some minor changes in the
method of making the runs. The prime cause however was from
another quarter, it being the move on the part of certain labor
leaders to force the company into a recognition of the labor union.

The company knew from the first that a large number of the men
were satisfied with their wages. The strike was ordered and
managed from the first by W. D. Malion of the Amalgamated
Association of Street Railway Employes. Mr. Mahon after failing

in an effort to institute a strike in Philadelphia and Buffalo, took up
liis abode in Milwaukee some days before the strike was ordered and
remained six weeks.

The officers of the company were not entirel}' unprepared for

the strike, for there were indications of it for some time previous.

The general manager was away in New York and returned to the
to the city in response to a telegram, a few days before the strike

was instituted. When, however, it was evident that a strike was
imminent, the necessar}' preliminary arrangements to meet it were
made in Chicago and elsewhere, especiall}' for housing and feeding
the new employes. A caterer was engaged and arrangements were
made with Thiel's detective agency of Chicago to supply men
promptly both for the places made vacant by the strikers and for

special deputies. Agents were sent to neighboring cities with au-
thority to engage new men promptly as soon as the signal should be
giyen. The wisdom of these precautions was soon manifest, for no
sooner was the strike declared at four o'clock on the morning of

May 4, than word was sent to the various agents and the first trains

from the neighboring cities brought new men to fill the various
positions.

Edward R. Swett. a well known hotel man of Chicago, now of

Lake Harbor Hotel, Muskegon, Mich., who had been engaged as
caterer, embarked on the first boat from Chicago and landed in Mil-
waukee with fifty colored cooks, a number of gas and coal ranges,
cooking utensils, table, furniture and provisions for feeding 1200

men
;

also canvas cots and blankets for the same number. The
lofts and vacant rooms in each of the seven car houses were util-

ized for dormitories, kitchens and dining rooms. Temporary tables
and seats were provided by the company, and seven hotels were soon
in full blast. The new men while not on duty were obliged to remain
in the stations under police protection. The merchants would not
sell them or the company provisions and no one would entertain the
new men or sell them anything. It was not that there were not those
who would have been humane to have done so, but they were in-
timidated and afraid of being boycotted by the strikers and their
friends for an indefinite period. One or two boarding houses that
undertook to entertain some of the men were set upon by the strik-

ers, the inmates maltreated and tlie fronts disfigured by ink and
paint. The new men were fed and housed at the expense of the
company in addition to their regular pay, the contract price with
the caterer being $1.50 per day per man. The meals were served
from 4:30 to 1:30 next morning and the menu was very satisfactory
to the men. Sanitary arrangements were provided and as each
squad usually had a barber among the number, the men made out
to get along very comfortably indeed. Tin plates and cups took
the place of china for table furniture, but as they were kept scoured
and scrupulously clean, the men did not complain. The superin-
tendent and his assistants made a careful inspection of the quarters
every day and to this was due the acceptableness of the arrange-
ments. New men were imported from Chicago, Minneapolis, Grand
Rapids, Mich., Cleveland, Buffalo, St. Louis and Galena. The street

car managers in nearly all of these cities responded cheerfully to
the company's call for help and assisted the agents in selecting
good men. In some cases the extra lists were turned over to the
agents and they were told to take any of the men who would go.
In only one instance did a manager refuse aid or encouragement.
The men engaged by the agents were furnished transportation to
Milwaukee. About six hundred men were imported by the com-
pany and about as many more came on of their own accord and
applied for work, and a splendid class of men they were. When
the selections were finally made the company found that they had
a brighter, more gentlemanly and more efficient class of men than
formerly. It was noticed however that there was a marked differ-

ence in the ability of the men from different cities, due to the
training they had received in the previous service. Among the best
class of men chosen, those from Grand Rapids made an especially
good impression. That city furnished quite a large quota of new
men, some leaving the service of the Grand Rapids company to go
to Milwaukee, glad to accept nineteen cents an hour in the place of
only fourteen paid in the former city.

Had it not been for the boycott the company would have been
the gainers by the strike. Even now it will count as a gain in the
long run, for the management will be independent of labor unions
and other restraining influences. The attitude of the compan}'
towards the strikers was commendable from the first. No sooner
was the .strike declared than the company gave the men an offer for

twenty-four hours to return to work and submit their grievances to

an arbritrating committee. This the men declined. On the Thursday
following a committee of five from the Board of Aldermen, together
with a like number from the Merchant's Association, and a committee
of strikers waited on the officers of the company to see if a settle-

ment of the difficulties could not be effected. They made no pro-
position, but the company offered to take back 500 of the
old men at the former rates, giving preference to men with families.

The men offered to all return to work at old rates, but the company
refused to engage them. On Monday, the iith, at the request
of the Mayor, the State Board of Arbritration investigated the
matter and made a report. The compan}' proposed to the Board to

take back 350 of the men. The Board of Arbitration reported that

the strike was ill-advised and unwarranted, and recommended that

the men make terms with the company and get back to work as

soon as possible.

A committee of Republican politicians and office holders then
waited on the company. They made no proposition, but the company
through them offered to take back one-third of the men giving
preference to the men longest in the employ of the company. A
citizen's committee was then formed and it was proposed to raise a

fund and deport the new men and so make room for the old men,
With this proposition the company refused to have anything to do.

Next a committee of retail merchants began work to induce the

strikers to modify their demands and as a result the strikers pro-

posed to all come back and work with the new men, the force to be
divided into three shifts and each to work one-third time. This the
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company rt'luscd as they we're unwilling to employ gtx) men to do
the work of 300, nor were the)' willing to break contract with the

new men, for the projwsitioa would reduce their pay from ffiiu to

$20 per month. Again the company renewed its offer to take hack
one-third of the old men.

At this stage Sanmel (rom])ers ajjpeared u])on the scene and
by his connsel the strikers all pro])Osed to return to work with the
new men and work on shifts, two of eight hours and one of four
hours. This the comj)any could not accept as it was under con-
tract with the new men to give them work for ten hours a day at

nineteen cents, and the projiosition would reduce all wages to|;i.26 !2

per day, and the conqjany would not ask men to work for

for such low wages. Again the company proposed to take
300 men and guarantee pay for eight hours a day, work or no work.
Mr. Gompers replied that he would rather have the men beg from
door to door, and after a few daj-s he left the city.

Nearly every organized society in the city even to the singing
societies and some of the churches sided with the .strikers and
helped to enforce the !)oycott. Merchants who patronized the .street

cars were boycotted and in turn boycotted anyone who rode on the
cars. I)ruggi,sts refn.sed to sell soda water or cigars to anyone seen
to leave a street car and enter their stores. E;\en the Mayor after

issuing his proclamation was refused meat by his butcher.
Race prejudice figured largely in the .strike. All sorts of absurd

statements were hatched up and (juoted as coming from some of the
officers. I'or instance, it was connnonly rejiorted that Manager
Wynian had said that " he had whijjjied the Irish in a New York
strike and he would whip the Dutch in Milwaukee". Many wore
cards in their hats bearing the words " The Dutch will walk ", A
prominent German of the city in a public address is reported to

have demanded " to know whether the Germans present are ready
to concede that the whole Germandom of the city is to be ruled h\
two Yankees (Payne and Wyman ). We Germans are from old
famed for our cou'-age; already in the year A. D. Hermann the
Clieruscan showed the world the courage of the Tentons as he
chased the Romans out of his country, and now shall we let our-
selves be dominated \>y the Yankees? Surely, if this happens, I will,

by means of the telegraph, retpiest the emperors of Germany and
Au.stria to call home their former subjects because they have become
cowards. "

It is seldom that street car managers with a strike on their

hands are called upon to stand up un<ler so nmch pressure and per-

sonal abuse as were the three men who engineered the affairs of the
company during this severe ordeal. They certainh- can lay claim
to having " good big backbones". They were threatened with
personal violence and even death, by numerous letters, but through
it all declared that they v\ ere not afraid, while the merchants and
others seemed paralyzed with fear. The new men were a courageous
lot and stood up bravely under the threats and odium heaped upon
them. The addition of 1000 such men must be a great gain to a city.

Fortunately there were very few accidents during the time of the
strike, the new men being unusually careful.

The company supplied the new men with badges and stem
winding Elgin watches, these being purchased in quantities at a ver}-

low figure. New hat badges were ordered, those for the conductors
being plated in gold, and for the motormen in silver, and perforated
for the numbers. Even numbers were used on conductors' badges
and odd on the badges of motormen. After a month's time the
men were required to fill out application blanks and undergo a

surgeon's examination and the regular examination by the superin-

tendent. New hats and uniforms were ordered, and at the end of a

month the business was going on as if nothing had occurred.
The hostile attitude of the public that made the strike and boy-

cott possible was based upon two charges made against the company,
one that two years ago the companj- declined to sell twenty-five
tickets for a dollar, a practice that had previoush- been for some time
in vogue. The principal cause however was a matter regarding
taxes. Some two years ago the city assessor discovered that the
franchises held by the company were verj- valuable, and proceeded
to fix a tax rate at an estimated valuation of 13,000,000, thus increas-

ing the annual taxes to the sum of $65,000. The company showed
that it was not making money and was about to go into bankruptcy,
but the levy was made and the company had to go to the courts for

redress, and was successful, when the judge pointed out a way that

a reasonable increase of the taxes might be arranged. Other as ab-

surd schemes were ])roposed, when the company took the matter
before the State Legislature, and a bill was passed taxing all street

railway companies in the state on their gross receipts, in lieu of real

estate and other taxes. By this arrangement the company paid
bout $1000 a year over former assessments, the amount being
for 1895122,303.94 as against 121,300.69 for 1894. Had the demand
of the assessor been for a fift}' per cent increase of annual taxes the

company would not have objected, but when the proposition came
for an increase of 400 per cent it was obliged to act in self defence.

The socialistic element in the city sided with the strikers against

the corporation, and howled for a revocation of the company's fran-

chise and for municipal control of the railway and lighting interests.

That this strike, like all others, was ill advised is patent on the

face of it. The old men are out and are now glad to get on the extra

li.st, the company making no objection to their filing their applica-

tions, having given out that they hold no prejudice again.st them.
The inflow of new men shows that the labor market is overstocked
and men enough could have been found at a few days' notice to man
twice the cars were such a thing desirable. The manager states

that he finds it ea,sier, or rather, finds a larger number of men skilled

in the handling of the controller and brake of an electric car, than
could be found to man a horse car properly.

No one can object to the desires and efforts of the so-railed

laboring classes to better their condition. They would not be Irui-

to their native instincts did they not make the efforts. They have
rights and should dare to maintain them, but their methods arc

decidedly wrong. If men of this class would .spend the same amount
of energy in the direction of their own personal unfoldnient, and in

])erfecting their organizations along the lines of mutual helpfulness,

and cease to entertain a s]jirit of prejudice, antagtniism or revenge
against their employers or against corporations in general, they would
soon find and receive aid or encouragement, or at least would nullify

the alleged oppression of which they complain.
Strikes liave a lesson for emploj'ers as well as employes and it

is time for the former to recognize that there is a possible method of

training or teaching ( for strikes are born of ignorance ) that will

elevate the laboring classes, making them eflicient and trustworthy
and hel])them to see lliat the interests of theem])loyer and employes
are mutual, when what is now .spent for detection, inspection and
strike expenses and losses can better be paid as additional wages.

Opening of the Lake Street Elevated Hoad.

The Lake Street Elevated Railway, in Chicago, the second to be
operated exclu.sively by electricity, was opened for traffic last

month, the experimental runs which had been made previ-

ouslv having proved entirely successful. The road is one of the
Yerlies interests, and runs west from the vicinity of the Masonic
Temple for a distance of some 6'j miles in double track. The elec-

trical current is, for the present, taken from the stations of the North
Street Chicago Railway Company.

The electricity is carried by the side of the service track upon a

third rail ju.st outside the guard timbers. This rail is supported by
pillar insulators set every six feet, and is protected by two planks set

on edge. This provision is made to ])revent accident from any care-

lessness, and it will be impos.sible for the workmen to la\' any metal
on third rail and track at once, while it will eliminate any chance
of shock. The current returns by the track rails and structure, and
the greatest care has been exercised to have the return circuit as

perfect as possible to prevent leakage. The feeders, of copper cables,

are carried on insulators at the .side of the third rail and boxed over.

The motor cars are about the same size as those on the Manhat-
tan Railwaj'. They are the rebuilt cars formerly used with steam
locomotives on the Lake vStreet Elevated. Each train will consist of

three or four ordinarj- cars and one motor car at the head. The
motorman's cab is at the front right hand corner of each motor car,

and contains the controller for turning the current into or out of the
motors; an automatic circuit breaker, which protects the motors
from any sudden rush of current; the air brake levers and an elec-

trically driven pump for the compressed air, which starts auto-
matically when the pressure in the tanks runs down.

The electrical equipment of each car is the same as that which
the General Electric Company put on all the motor cars of the Nan-
tasket Beach branch af the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road and the West Side Elevated Railroad, akso of Chicago, and in
addition to the apparatus in the cab, consists of two G. E. 2000 motors
( 125 h. p. each), both motors being mounted on the forward truck.

New Track Switch.

An electric track switch operated from the car has been in use
for the last eleven months on the lines of the North Hudson County
Railwa}' Company, of Hoboken, N. J., with excellent results. It

was installed by W. C. Wood, of the New York vSwitch & Cros.sing
Compau}'.

The operating mechanism consists of two powerful horseshoe
magnets in an hermetically sealed iron box in the middle of the
track and connected with the switch tongue by a lever moved by an
fyjmature between the two magnets. An automatic locking and un-
locking circuit changer is provided which holds the circuit of the
operating magnet closed until the car has passed the switch, and
which then reverses and changes the circuit to the opposite magnet
to be read}' on the approach of the next car. The magnets are of
low resistance and one terminal is groimded while the other is con-
nected with a short insulated section of track in front of the switch.
Every car passing along this insulated section with the current on
throws the switch, but if the motorman sees that the switch is alreadj-

in the right direction he coasts or travels by momentum over the
switch.

Device for Measuring Bond Resistance.

A device for locating defective track rail joints on electric rail-

ways has recently been devised by John C. Henry, the well known
electrical engineer, now residing in Denver, Colo. Mr. Henry uses
a specially designed diiTerential annneter, containing two coils so
arranged that one end of each is connected with one rail, and the
other ends can be connected with rails at equal distances in front
and in the rear. When a current is passed through both circuits the
magnet coils in each oppose each other. In case of a defective joint
the instrument becomes unbalanced, and the needle will indicate
the defect in the direction it assumes and also the extent of the
defect. By means of the instrument an electrician, with the assist-

ance of two boys, can readily test and mark all of the defective joints
in several miles of track in a day's time while the cars are running.
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Removal of Large Truck Works.

On June 25, President Edgar Peckhani, of the Peckhani Motor
Truck &. Wheel Company, purchased at a referee's sale, the Perry
Stove Works, which are situated on Van Rensselaer Island, Albany.
The works were built in 1889, and are comparatively new. The
plant includes over five acres of land and consists of several well
constructed building*, chief among which are the main building,

71 ft. X 203 ft., foundry 129 ft. ^' 281 ft., and three large store

houses; besides there is a fine residence and numerous stables. The
plant is illuminated b}- electric light, heated b}' steam and equipped
with automatic sprinklers in case of fire. There is also one 250 h.p.

engine and another of 50 h. p. The shipping facilities are unsur-
passed. Goods can be .shipped from the works directly on the boat
to New York, also on the West Shore, New York Central and Dela-
ware and Hudson Railroads, and by short connection on the Erie.

Owing to the large and rapidl}' increasing business of the Peck-
ham Company Mr. Peckhani has been considering for some time the
acquirement of larger and more commodious quarters. In a recent
interview Mr. Peckhani stated that while for a number of reasons
he should dislike to move his works from Kingston, he had practi-

cally decided to do so. In a week or so, Mr. Peckhani said, he would
look over the new works and would then definitely decide.

The popularity of the Peckhani trucks has been marvelous. To-
day the trucks are not only used all over the United States, but in

Japan, Brazil, Australia, France, Ireland, England and other foreign
countries. Over 5000 Peckhani trucks are now running on cable
and electric roads in Greater New York, while over 1000 are in use
in Philadelphia. Besides the four different kinds of Peckhani
trucks—Excelsior, Standard, Extra Long and Double—the concern is

now constructing and furnishing storage battery trucks and special

trucks for compressed air and mining work. vSince the iirst of the
_vear the concern has turned out 1300 trucks, being as many as was
made all last year, and before the year closes considerably over 2000
trucks will be constructed. The daily output now averages eleven
trucks a day, and during Ma^' 280 trucks were built. From 125 to

130 hands are engaged at a pay roll amounting to nearly f 1300 per
week. Last year over f 10,000 worth of new machinery was placed in

the factor}'.

The concern is now rushed with orders and working night and
day. Peckham trucks are constantly growing in popularity and the
company reports the following orders for June: LTnion Traction Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa.; Metropolitan Street Railway Company,
New York City; Lynn & Boston Railroad Company, Lynn, Mass.;
Worcester Construction Company, Brookfield, Mass.; Bristol Belt
Line Railroad Conipau}', Bristol, Tenn.; Hagerstown Traction
Company, Hagerstown, Md.; Metropolitan Railroad Company,
Washington, D. C; Butte Consolidated Railway' Company, Butte,
Mont.; Steinway Railway Company, Long Island City, N. Y.;
Oswego Street Railway Company, Oswego, N. Y.; Bradford Electric
Street Railway Company, Bradford, Pa. ; American Wheelock En-
gine Company, Worcester, Mass.; Plattsburgli Traction Compaii}-,
Plattsburgh, N. Y., Baltimore City Passenger Railway Company,
Baltimore, Md.; Kingston City Railroad Company, Kingston, N.
Y.; Bergen County Traction Company, Fort Lee, N. J.; George-
town & Tennallytown Railway Company, Georgetown, D. C; Ryder
Compressed Air Motor Company, San FVancisco, Cal.; Clinton &
Leominster Railway Company, Leominster, Mass. ; Calumet Electric
Railway Company, Chicago, 111.

;
Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad

Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mobile & vSpriiig Hill Railway Com-
pany, Mobile, Ala., Hiiigham Street Railway Company, Hingham,
Mass. ; Worcester Suburban Street Railway Company, Worcester,
Mass.; Wakefield & .Stoneliam Street Railway Company, Wakefield;
Mass.; North Woburn Street Railway Company, Woburn, Mass.;
Woburn & Reading vStreet Railwaj- Conipan)-, Woburn, Mass.;
Somerset Traction Company, Skowliegan, Me.; General Construc-
tion Conipanj', Derry, N. H.

;
Bangor, Orono & Oldtown Railwaj'

Company, Bangor, Me.; Braintree & Weymouth Street Railway
Compaii}', Braintree, Mass.; Woonsocket Street Railwa}' Company,
Woonsocket, R. I. ; Passaic & Newark Electric Traction Couipanj',
Passaic N. J.; Dublin Tramway Company, Dublin, Ireland; Consoli-
dated Traction Company, Jersey City, N. J.

Personals.

Mr. Albert Strauss, treasurer of the Standard Air Brake Com-
pany, was married June 9 to Miss L. M. Lord.

Mr. F. H. Tidman has been appointed manager of the Lake
Ontario & Riverside Railway Company, of Oswego, N. Y.

F. P. Fish, General Counsel, and J. P.Ord, Second Vice-Presi-
dent of the General Electric Company, sailed for Europe on June 27,

on the steamship " La Bretagne.'"

Mr. S. Dana Greene, of the General Electric Company, was
married June 25, to Miss Chandler, daughter of Rear-Admiral
Chandler, of the United States Navy.

Mr. E. W. Sherman, former superintendent of the North Chi-
cago Street Railway Company, has connected himself with the Brod-
erick & Bascom Rope Company, of St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. Walter E. Harrington has severed his connection with the
Cutter Electrical & Manufacturing Company and has been appointed
general manager for the Consolidated Electric Railway interests in
Camden, N. J., and vicinity.

Mr. Edward J. Wessels, general manager of the Standard
Air Brake Company, sailed for Europe on the steamship " Spree "

on June 30. Mr. Wessels will go abroad on business connected
with his company which has sold a large number of brakes abroad,
especially in Germany

Commodore George W. Melville, the well known authority
upon steam engineering, received last month the degree of Doctor of

Engineering from the faculty and trustees of Stevens Institute.

This is only the second time in the history of the institute that this

degree has been conferred.

Mr. Richard S. Jerome, who was formerly traveling salesman
for the Central Electric Companj', with whom he spent four years,

and who afterwards was connected with the American Heating Cor-
poration, of Boston, has been engaged by the Gold Car Heating Com-
pany to sell its products on the road.

Mr. Edward Guy Waters, who for the past three years has
been manager of the Pittsburgh office of the General Electric Com-
pany, has been transferred to the New York office of that company.
Mr. Waters will remain in the railroad department of the company
in which he has made a very successful record.

Mr. H. P. Hirsch has been appointed Eastern representative of

the McGuire Manufacturing Company, with headquarters at 26 Cort-

landt Street, New York. Mr. Hirsch has been engaged in newspaper
work for a number of years in Chicago where he has achieved an
excellent reputation as an energetic and up-to-date journalist.

Mr. J. A. Hanna who for a long time has represented the
McGuire Manufacturing Company in the East, has formed a business

connection with the Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company.
Mr. Hanna is one of the best known and most popular men in -the

trade and carries the best wishes of his friends in his new position.

Mr. George H. Baker, formerly editor-in-chief of the National
Locomotive and Car Builder, will commence in July the publica-

tion of a new monthly magazine devoted to railroad interests. Mr.
Baker has had long experience as a railroad engineer and master
mechanic and the prospectus for the first number of this new maga-
zine shows that it will contain matter of practical value to steam
railroad managers and engineers.

Mr. Armand Requier sailed last month for London in the inter-

ests of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, and
will install an electric railway in Rouen, his home. Mr. Requier is a

native of France and has been connected with the We.stinghouse

Company for a number of years, during which he has installed a

number of railway and other electrical plants. He has just returned

via San Francisco from Guatemala, where he had charge of the in-

stallation of an electric power tran,smission plant using Westing-
house apparatus.

Mr. Garret A. Hobart, who was nominated for vice-president

last month by the Republican party, is president of the Paterson, (N.

J. )
Railway Company, and takes an active interest in its manage-

ment. In spite of his

many other engage-
ments he finds time to

devote a great deal of

his attention to this

property, and its pres-

ent efficient condition
is largely due to his

personal efforts. Mr.
Hobart was born June
3, 1844, at Long Branch,
and was'graduated from

, Rutgers College in 1863.

He chose the law as a
profession and soon se^

cured success in this as

in business and politics,

serving as vState Senator
and in other responsible
positions. P^or eleven
years he was chairman
of the Republican State
Committee of New Jer-
sey, and since 1884 has
been a member of the
Republican Nati o n a 1

Committee. He has remarkable executive ability and is president

or director of a large number of corporations, engaged in transpor-

tation, banking or manufacturing. From his long business experi-

ence he is well fitted to act as presiding officer of the Senate.

Mr. W. H. Wilkinson has recently accepted the office of gen-
eral manager of the Diamond Truck & Car Gear Company, whose
trtick for .street railway service is well known. Mr. Wilkinson has

had a long experience in railroad work, both .steam and electric, and
is well qualified to know the needs of railway service. For four

years he acted as superintendent of motive power of the Meriden,

Waterbury & Connecticut River Railroad, and later for the same
number of years as superintendent of motive power of the Danbury
& Norwalk Railroad Company. After leaving the service of this

latter company he entered that of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

which he remained for ten years, engaged in the motive power de-

partment at Altoona of this extensive system. With the develop-

ment of the electric railway interests Mr. Wilkinson decided to en-

gage in that field, and accepted the position of superintendent at

Kingston with the Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company. He is

GARRET A. HOBART.
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pusliinj; and fiierj^ftic ami .sa\s that intcmls to stcuu- a larf(f ])r<>-

])orti<)n of the orders for trucks which may he given during the

coming season.

Mr. Louis J. Magee, manager of the Ihiion l^lektricitats Ge.sell-

schafl (Union I'Uectrical Company), of Berlin, ('Termaiiy, has been
making a four weeks' visit to this country, returning to Europe the

latter part of May. Mr.
Magee was born in

Maiden, Mass. After

taking his degree at

Weslej'an University,

Middletown, Conn., he
entered, in 1885, the

works of the Thomson-
Houston Klectric Com-
l)any, at Lynn. He
carried out several elec-

tric lighting installa-

tions in New England
and Florida, and then
spent a year and a half

in electrical work in

Lima, Peru, in the in-

terests of his company.
• From that time on, Mr.

Magee's work has been
chiefly with foreign
countries. Seven and
a half years ago he took
charge of the European
office of the Thomson-
Houston Electric Com-
pany, at Hamburg—

a

position which brought
him into connection
with most of the Euro-

pean countries, and afforded wide opportunity for travel. Four
years ago the German Company', of which Mr. Magee is manager,
was organized for the manufacture and installation of electrical ap-

pliances chiefly on the basis of the experience of the General Elec-
tric Company.

This company has had great success especially in street railway
work in Germany, Belgium and Austria. It is manufacturing street

railway apparatus, meters and electrical apparatus for power trans-

mission, but has devoted itself little to lighting work.

LOUIS J. MAGEE,

A/VIONG THE MANUFACTURERS.

McCarthy & Woodward, of Chicago, agents for the Wheeler
Rail Joint Company, are now located at 1332 Monadnock Building.

The J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia, has discontinued its

Western office. F. C. Randall, the Western sales agent, will travel

from Philadelphia, taking in the Western states as heretofore.

J. Holt Gates has opened a storeroom at 311 Dearborn Street,

Chicago. He will handle the C. & C. Electric Company's motors
and dynamos and other good specialties in the electrical field.

The Pioneer Electric Works, of Chicago, are unusually busy
on repair work. The company rewinds and repairs electrical machi-
nery of every make and description and gives special attention to

street railway work.

J. M. Atkinson & Company, of Chicago, report that the sales of

the "horse shoe" rail bond lately brought out by them have greatly-

exceeded their expectations, the orders coming from some of the best

and largest roads in the country.

Creaghead Engineering Company, of Cincinnati, reports a

number of inquiries and orders for its flexible brackets and other

line material. These orders come from quite every section of the
country and reflect the popularit}- of these goods.

J. A. Fay & Company, of Cincinnati, have recently received an
order from Alexandria, Va., for a complete planing mill outfit, con-
sisting of a dimension planer, two flooring machines, an inside

moulder, self feeding ripping saw, cutting-off saws, exhaust fans, en-

gine and boiler.

The Standard Railway Supply Company, of Chicago, is now
pleasantly located in the new Fisher Building, corner Dearborn and
Van Buren Streets. The company is handling a full line of the R.

D. Nuttall Company's products; bronze and brass car trimmings and
standard electric railway material generally. The comjiany reports

business as very satisfactory.

George Cradock & Company, of Wakefield, England, write

us that they have discharged their United vStates representative, T.

A. Wigham, and that they are now desirous of appointing agents in

different parts of the United States for the various centers, not only
for their street railway cables, but also for mining ropes, which form
a very large and extensive portion of their business.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., has
a contract for furnishing steel trusses for the new building which is

to be erected by the fiol3'oke Cias Company, of Holyoke, Mass.
The building is fiftj' feet wide and .sixty feet long. Roof trusses are

entirely of steel, and the covering is slate. No wooilwork or in-

flammable material will bi- used an\ wliere in the construction.

The Oshkosh Logging Tool Company, of O.shkosh, Wis., isone
of the mo.st e.xtensive manufacturers in the w<jrld of tools adajited to

street railway, electric lighting, telegraph and telephone line con-
struction, embracing ])ay-out and take-u]j reels and such other tools

as are neces.sary for handling and putting uj) jjoles, wire, etc. The
coni])any has a reputation for good tools and re])orts a very satisfac-

tory business.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Company, of Chicago, has
removed its offices to suite 1509-10-11 Monadnock Block. These
rooms have been fitted up especially for the use of the Sunbeam
Company and the other lines Mr. Terry is connected with, namely,
the Lakon transformers, the I. T. E. circuit breakers and the C-,S

switches. The rocMus are handsomely fitteil up anil very complete
and convenient.

The Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machine Company has
just sold to F',. I). Smith & Co., contractors, two standard ten-

ton locomotive cranes, to be u.sed on the work of extending the
wheel pits of the Niagara Falls Power Company to accommodate
ssven more 5000 h. p. turbines. The cranes will be fitted with extra
large drums to take the great length of rope that will be require<l in

hoisting out of the wheel pits.

The Crane Company, of Chicago, 111., has just publi.shed two
very liandsome jianels 22 ins. Xi3'2 ins., one representing one of
the Crane 24 in., high pressure gate valves weighing 620^) lbs., and a
small child in the background; the other, one of the Crane patent
metallic disk valves held by a Ijright looking machinist about five

years of age. The engravings are \ ery handsome and make an at-

tractive ornament for the wall.

The Snow Steam Pump Works, of Ikiffalo, N. Y., have pub-
lished a very handsome pamphlet descriptive of their pumps for

water works. The left hand ]3age contains cleverly written and
tastefully illustrated matter relating to different applications of .Snow
pumps to water service, and the right hand page a handsome half
tone engraving of diflferent pumps. Altogether the pamphlet is one
of the handsomest which has ever reached this office.

The Falk Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., has
recently added to the list of roads using the Falk cast welded joints

the following : Brooklyn City & Newtown Railroad Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y., Brooklyn Heights Railway Company, Brooklvn,
N. Y.; Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, Milwaukee,
Wis.; Lindell Railway Coinpany, St. Louis, Mo.; jNIissouri Railroad
Company, St. Louis, Mo.

;
Capital Traction Company, Washington,

D. C.

F. E. Marsland, of New York, is doing an excellent business
in the supply of enameled iron signs. These are supplied bv- him in

any quantity and in any color or combination of colors. The}' are
especially adapted for street railway use and can either be carried on
a car or emplo3"ed as station or street signs. The advantages of
enameled signs for these purposes are that they are attractive, dura-
ble and easily cleaned. They will withstand the effects of weather
in all climates and will practically last a lifetime.

The Broderick & Bascom Rope Company, of St. Louis, Mo.,
tendereil at its works a reception to the members of the American
Societ}' of ]Mechanical Engineers, during the recent meeting of that
society in St. Louis. Each member was also presented a piece of wire
rope handsomely mounted, as a paperweight. In recognition of the
courtesies of the Broderick & Bascom Company, the society pas.sed a
set of resolutions thanking the company for its action and for the op-
portunity of studying the methods of manufacturing wire ropes.

The American Electrical Works, of Providence, R. L, whose
originality in advertising lines is well known, have sent a reminder
to their friends that the I'ourth of July is near. This memento of In-
dependence Day is a wooden and pasteboard gun,alleged to be a fac-

simile of the original gun which Johnny was told to get. The
American Electrical Works recommend their friends to watch the
bull's eye when they shoot the gun and also to remember that the
best bare and insulated wires can be purchased at their works in

Providence.

The Standard Air Brake Company, of New York, received
June 15 still another order from Australia for brakes. This makes
the fifth order received by the Standard Air Brake Compan}- from
that country, and as it calls for thirt3'-one outfits is the best kind of
testimonial that the former equipments have been most satisfactory.

The company's extensive European business has compelled the gen-
eral manager of the company, Edward J. Wes.sels, to make another
trip to Europe during the past month and the outlook for brakes is

most encouraging.

The Diamond Truck & Car Gear Company, of Kingston, N.
Y. , will hereafter have its principal office in the Havemeyer Build-
ing, New York City, and the works will remain as before at Kings-
ton. The company has been reorganized and among those inter-

ested as stockholders or directors are A. N. Brady, of Albany; W. F.
vSheehan,_of Troy ; Hon. Chas. N. Preston, president of the Equi-
table Securities Company and John E. Searles, president of the
Western National Bank and secretary and treasurer of the American
Sugar Company. W. H. Wilkinson is superintendent of the works.

The Universal Filter Company, of Philadelphia, Pa., reports
an increasing demand for its oil filter. The device, including the
filtering material, can be easilj- cleaned without removing the oil
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from the filter or the fiUering material from the chamber, and this

important point is one of the chief advantages of the device. The
company builds filters in three sizes with a capacity of two barrels,

fifty gallons, and twenty-five gallons. It is now in use in a number
of plants including that of the Hestonville, Mantua & Fairmount
Passenger Railway Company of Philadelphia and the new Phila-

delphia Bourse, where it is giving good results.

The International- Register Company, of Chicago, has been
very busy all the spring, getting out orders for its numeral stationar}'

register. This machine was put on the market last year after more
than a year syent in perfecting and trying it, and tliere are now a

large number of them in service in all parts of the countrj' from
which there has been no complaint. These machines have superior

wearing cpialities and are guaranteed for five years. The aluminum
dials give them a fine appearance in the car, and do not tarnish or

crack. As the dial is the most prominent part of a register, it is

quite an advantage to have one that always looks like new.

The Bates Machine Company, of Joliet, 111., builder of the

Bates-Corliss engine, etc., is crowded with work to the full capacity

of its .shops. In fact the works have been running day and night
for the past sixteen months. Late shipments and orders now in

hand are as follows: Missouri, Kansas, Mississippi, Illinois, Indiana,

Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan, New Jersey, "Virginia, Mexico, South
Africa and Japan. These orders all range from 100 h. p. to 500 h. p.

and are all for Corliss engines with the Bates valve gear. The com-
pany is now manufacturing the improved feedwater heater, purifier,

oil separator, etc., under the Cookson patents, and reports great

success with it.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company has
latel}' been putting in some new track on Oakland .Avenue, Milwau-
kee, using heavy T rail sixt}- feet in length. The joints were cast

welded by the Falk Manufacturing Company. Owing to a pressure

of other work by the street railway company, this piece of track was
left from ten davs to two weeks after the joints were made, the rails

being e.xpo.sed throughout from the tread to the base for the whole
length of the track during this time, the days being excessively

warm and the nights cool, and yet the track remained in perfect

alignment and condition, a photograph of the same showing the
track as straight as an arrow.

The Standard Air-Brake Company, of New York, has recently

received a handsome testimonial to the value of its brakes from the
Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Railroad Company. This railroad com-
pany installed in the earl)' part of 1S96 ten air brakes of another make,
and soon after, at the request of the Standard Air-Brake Compan\-
allowed it to equip one of its cars with brakes. As a result of the
competitive test of the two systems an order has been given to the
Standard Air-Brake Company for the equipment of all the new cars

of the A. B. & C. road. As these cars make as high as forty-eight

miles per hour and as the grades at one point of the line are over
thirteen per cent, the importance of the order is at once appreciated.

J. A. Fay & Company, of Cincinnati, O. manufacturers of

wood working machinery recently received a very large order from
Yokoliama, Japan. During the recent contest with the Chinese the
Japanese saw a large railroad shop fitted out by J. A. Fay & Com-
panj' many years ago. The Chinese had made very little use of it,

but the Japanese instead of taking the old plant down and trans-

porting it to Japan, came to the United States and bought a some-
what similar though more complete outfit for their government
railroad shops. Tliis is the largest order ever given by them for an
outfit of wood working macliinery, and it has attracted much atten-

tion, as these .shops are intendeil to be the finest in the East, if not
in the world.

The Mica Insulator Company, of New York, has for distribu-

tion to railway managers a sample of its style B flexible micanite
plate designed as an insulator for armature slots, armature bodies,
field magnet coils, etc. Its extreme flexibilit)- will allow it to be
bent in any position desired. It is furnished in sheets 36 ins. 36 ins.

and of any thickness desired from .01 in. up. The company states

that the demand for micanite specialties is on the increase both in

America and in Europe, and that the company's London and Schen-
ectady factories are kept very busy filling orders. The forms in

which the company furnishes micanite are of large variety and for all

the common vises to which the material can be put. The company
has also a large trade in Empire cloth, linen and paper, and in mica
for electrical uses, either cut or uncut.

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company, of New York,
has published a new catalogue of standard size with its former cata-
logues and descriptive of the many electrical appliances manufact-
i:red by it. A number of new devices are illustrated, prominent
among which the reader will notice the H. W. J. electric car heater.

In this the resistance wire is first wound wdth asbestos thread and
then woven into cloth with an asbestos warp. A piece of cloth con-
taining a certain quantity of wire is fastened by fireproof insulating
cement to a sheet of asbestos millboard, which forms its support.
The whole is then enclosed in a neat covering of perforated steel

plate. The steel covering is then japanned with an insulating com-
pound. The heaters are controlled by a patented knife switch, which
can l)e adjusted to give three different degrees of heat.

The Electrical Mutual Casualty Insurance Company, of
Scranton, Pa., reports that it is meeting with pronounced success in
its organization of street railway managers—for the purpose of
caring for the accident losses of their respective roads. Over fortv-
five roads have joined and as many more are applicants or have sig-

nified their desire to join as soon as their present insurance expires.

A skilled legal board has been organized, together with adjusters and
detectives, and every means taken to promptly ascertain tlieassured's
liability in all accidents of a .serious nature. By avoiding litigation

if possible by prompt settlement, it is the association's desire to cul-

tivate a better public feeling toward the assured in their respective
localities. The organization promises to be a successful feature of
thorough and conservative street railway management.

The Deane Steam Pump Company, of Holyoke, Mass., has
published a small pamphlet giving the report of the superintendent
of the Andover ( Mass. ) Water Works on the performance of the
steam pump used in the Water Works station. The records show that
the duty has been developed in every-day work. This duty averages
about 133,000,000 ft. lbs. per one hiuidred pounds coal for short runs
of about six hours. In a nine hour run a duty above 137,000,000 has
been obtained. The .superintendent adds, " one great feature is the
ea.se with which the pump is operated. I am niore than well pleased
with the pump. Its operation exceeds my anticipations. " It should
also be stated that a premium of $25 per 100,000,000 ft. lbs. above
125,000,000 was offered to the pump manufacturers, and that this

premium was won and amounted to ^97. 50.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., reports numerous
orders recently for the Wood's flexible pole brackets, which it is

manufacturing exclusively under letters patent. The amount of
these sales .so far this year has far exceeded that for all of la.st year,

which of course is highly satisfactory. The selection of this .style of
flexible i)ole bracket by the engineers of some of the leading roads
in the country after making a thorough investigation, and in some
cases an exhaustive trial of the different kinds now on the market,,
would .seem to indicate that they are meeting with widespread favor
and approval. The Ohio Brass Company has recently distributed to

the trade a very neat descriptive circular, setting forth the merits of
the styles A and B brackets, which will, no doubt, prove interesting

to any who contemplate erecting bracket construction in the near
future.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., has
secured a contract for a steel rolling building, 103 ft. X 112ft., from
the Penn.sylvania Bolt & Nut Company, of Lebanon, Pa. The build-

ing will have a .steel frame, and roof and sides will be of corrugated
iron. The same company has also received an order from the Glens
P'alls Paper Company, of Glens Falls, N. V., for the trusses of a new
building which this company is now erecting. The new works of
this company will consist of a machine room 67 ft. X 217 ft., a
machine room 52 ft. 167 ft., a finishing room 50 ft. X 100 ft. and
two boiler houses of somewhat smaller dimensions. On all these
new buildings the company will place roofs supported by steel

trusses. This form of construction is especially adapted' for factories

devoted to the manufacture of paper, and wherever new buildings
are put up, or old ones remodeled, steel is almost invariably used.

The Loando Hard Rubber Company, of Boonton, N. J., is

manufacturing of the best hard rubber a full line of trolley hangers,
.single and double pull-olf insulators and strain insulators. The
rubber is moulded in a single piece upon the bolt and is suspended
by sheet metal parts of brass or steel, as desired, instead of castings.

The insulators are the invention of John J. Green, and their particu-

lar advantages are superior insidation and light weight combined
with ornamental appearance and ample strength. The hangers
weigh onh' ten to twelve ounces. The insulating bell of hard rubber
has a double skirt to increase the surface distance and prevent leak-

age. The appearance of the insulators enca,sed in polished lacquered
brass or .steel is striking, while the merits of the best hard rubber as

insulation are undeniable. The difference in cost between heavy
castings and the light metal used enables the company, it is claimed,
to use a high quality of rubber at prices as low as other makes.

The Standwood Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, sup-
plied all of the steel .steps of the cars used in Minneapolis and St.

Paul, described in the June is.sue of the Strekt Raii.way Journal
and the oflicers of the companj' speak of them in the highest terms.

It is also probable that the small number of accidents on the cars

of this company, to which reference was made in our last issue is in

a con.siderable measure due to the use of these steps, as owing to

their construction slipping upon them is almost impossible. The
new universal sanitary street car of the Dry Dock, East Broadway
& Battery Railroad, described in the June issue of the STREET Raii<-

AV.w Journal, is also equipped with these steps, a fact which was
not mentioned in the article last month. The Dry Dock Company
in the construction of this car was anxious to make it a model and
chose the best which the market afforded, so that Stanwood steps

became a necessity. The steps are meeting with continued favor

in all parts of the country and are regarded by many managers as

essential to the proper equipment of their cars.

Eugene Munsell & Company, of New York and Chicago,
miners and importers of mica, are enjo3'ing an excellent trade in

India mica, of which the}- make a specialty, being direct importers
from the mines, and employing a large force in selecting the mica,
They are in a position to furnish it cut to size and stamped to any
shape or pattern for electrical insulation. They have just issued a

neat price list, which is being mailed to the trade, and offer to send
samples and quotations to the electrical trade on application. L. W.
King.sley, secretary of the compan}', sailed June 3, on the steamship
"St. Louis," for a trip abroad, where he will spend considerable
time sight seeing as well as looking after the affairs of the company
in Europe The companj-'s business is largely increasing in foreign
countries. This is largely due to the high grade of insulation
'

' Micanite '

' now being furnished the manufacturers of electrical
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niacliiiiery of llie Ivurojjcaii coiiiilries, at tlie iK-wly e(|iii])pe(l fac-

tory, at Stoke I^wiiigtoii, J/jiidon. At these works U])war(ls of one
liuudred hands are given employment. The company's lyondon
office is at No. 12 CaniomiU' Street.

Tke Cutter Electrical & Manufacturing Company has heeu
having excellent results in the sale of its automatic magnetic circuit

breakers. The underwriters of the cities of New York, Chicago,
lioston and riiiladeli)hia have ajiproved them, and the old, unrelia-

ble, impr()])er methods practiced in the matter of circuit protection
will soon Ijeconie a thing of the past. As is usually the case in all

inventions and improvements, the "thing" or feature is some little

modification or develo])ment which is apparent at first glance, anil

which seemingly, should have l)een thought of before. The letters

"I. T. K." inbrief represent the salient features of the automatic mag-
netic circuit breakers, viz.: "I. T. ]{." means Inverse Time I^lement,
and represent the basic principle entering into the constructiou of

the device. That is, a circuit protected by this circuit Ijreaker is

opened in less and less time as the circuit approaches nearer and
nearer a .short circuit. The circuit lireakers are made for switch-
boards, railways, light and power, motors, house service and storage
batteries, in direct and alternating circuits. The catalogue recently
issued by the company will repay careful reading and will bj sent,

upon application, to all interested in this subject.

Crafts & Insertel, is the title of the enterprising firm now act-

ing as sales agents for the Walker Company in the city of New York,
The firm has its heachpiarters in the Postal Telegraph building, New
York, and has already secured a mnnber of iinjjortaut orders for

Walker apparatus within its territor}'. One of the most important
of these is for the generating apparatus for the Brooklyn Bridge
railway a contract which has already been mentioned in these col-

umns. This was secured in the face of large competition and is

certainly very much to the credit of the gentlemen who secured the
order. The personnel of the firm is a strong one. S. I). Crafts was
formerl}' with the New York Wood Vulcanizing Company and is

well posted in railway matters and affairs. Mr. Issertel is a practi-

cal electrical engineer and for a number of years previous to joining
the Walker Company was connected with the H. W. Johns Manu-
facturing Compan^^ In this capacity he gave special attention to

the railway business of that company and is fully conversant with
the electrical problems confronting the street railway manager.
The outlook for business by the Walker Company in New York and
vicinit}' seems very hopeful in the hands of this firm.

Clarence Whitman & Company, of New York, the manu-
facturers of Pantasote, the well known waterproof curtain material,

report an increasing demand for this product. Pantasote forms an
important feature of the equipment of the " Universal Sanitary Street

Car" described in the June issue of the STREET R.vieway Journ.vl,

p. 360, a fact which was omitted by mistake in the description last

month. Pantasote being thoroughly waterproof adds verj' largel}- to

the comfort of the passenger. In fact, it is the use of Pantasote that
makes a car of this design practical; that is, the passenger having
but a single seat near the window at his disposal, is unable to move
awaj' from the side of the car. In bad weather such a car without a

waterproof curtain would be decidedly unpopular. All of the street

railwaj' systems in New York, as well as those in many other cities,

might well give more attention to the important matter of curtains.

Brooklyn is far ahead of many cities in this respect, as there are at

least one hundred cars there furnished with the Pantasote curtains.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Compau}', of New York, has lately
furnished one car on its Tenth Avenue line with this material as a

test and so far the result is highly satisfactory. The Pantasote cur-

tains are on some 500 cars of the New York Central s3-stem and are

used by most of the large steam and electric systems through the
country.

The Wells Light Manufacturing Company, of New York, of

which PMward Robinson is sole proprietor, is doing an excellent
business in the manufacture and sale of the Wells light. This port-
able kerosene light has achieved a very wide use, especially on rail-

roads during track laying and repairs generally, on wrecking cars

and other places where a strong portable light is desired. The light

is produced by passing kerosene oil through a heated burner where
it is generated into gas. The gas burns in a large powerful flame
which needs no protection and will stand any weather. The oil is

kept under about twentj'-five pounds ])ressure, and a few strokes of
the pump every few hours is all that is reciuired to renew this press-

ure. An idea of the small weight of the light can be had from the
statement that the apparatus for producing Soo c. p. flame suflicient

to burn for five hours weighs, when full, but seventy-five pounds, and
when emptj' forty-five pounds, and can l)e refilled while burning
without danger of putting out the light. The 200c c. p. lamp, cap-

able of burning fourteen hours weighs 245 lbs. when full, and but i 10

lbs. when empty. The burner can, of course, be u.sed for heating as
well as for illumination, if desired. Wells lights have been us^d
by the principal railway companies, both steam and .street railwaj-,

and the company has letters of testimonial from prominent
contractors, engineers and operating companies.

Otto Goetze, of New York, reports an increasing demand in this

country amang street railway companies for mannocitin. This is a
slushing compound which has been extensively u.sed for a lunnber
of years in Europe by railways and factories of all kinds, and which
is endorsed and used by a number of well known firms in this coun-
try. It is composed of greases and volatile oils. On application, the
oils evaporate, and there remains a thin air-tight film which tightly

adheres to the metal and forms the coating which absolutely and

pc:rmanenlly protects the metal against rust .and corrosion. .\s this

film is transparent, the compound can lie used to great advantage on
engines and machinery in ])ower houses, or in stock, as it does not
spoil the a])])earauce of the metal. The mannocitin coating affords

])rotection against salt .lir, salt water, damjtuess, gases and fumes of

muriatic acid and ammonia, and conse< juently will be found of great
utility for machinery exposed to any of the above agents. P"or in-

stance, in ])ower houses located near the seashore or in damp ])laces,

or on machinery that is shipped long distances. The compound is

easily applied and has the advantage of Ijeing (|uickly removed, and
thereby sa\'ing time. It contains no acid and remains absolutely
neutral, ( )ne ap])lication is all that is required, as the mannocitin
coating will protect the metal as long as the coating is allowed t<j re-

main on.

Trade Catalogues.

C.VT.M.oGU]'",. Published by the Snow Steam Pump Works,
P>uffalo, N. Y. P'orty-four pages. Illustrated.

Price List No. 10. Published by the 'Phosphor Bronze Smelt-
ing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Twenty pages.

A Perfect Passenger Truck. Published by the J. G, Hrill

Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Eight pages. Illustrated.

Hydraui^ic Machinery. Published by the Pennsylvania Iron
Works Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Fifty-five pages. Illustrated,

Ei,i';cTRic.\i, Material.s. Published by the H, W, Johns Man-
ufacturing Company, New York. Thirty-two pages. Illustrated.

Calendar .\nd Circular. Published by the Goulds Manu-
facturing Company, Seneca Falls, N. Y. Eight pages. Illustrated.

Inuestructibi.e Steel Cars and Steel Under Frames.
Published by the Universal Con.struction Company, Chicago, 111.

Forty-two pages. Illustrated.

The I. T. E. .Automatic Circuit Breaker. Catalogue 14.

Publi.slied by the Cutter Electric & Manufacturing Company, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Sixteen pages. Illustrated.

Report of Te.st of Deane Ste.am Pump in Andover Pump-
ing Plant, Andover, Mass. Published by the Deane Steam Pump
Company, Holyoke, Mass. Ei.ght pages. Illustrated.

List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued May 19, 1896, to June 9,

1896, Inclusive.

May 19.

Brake for Street Cars.—J. Morrison, Detroit, Mich, No. 560,226.
A hanging brake head suspended by diverging links each of

which is provided with an elongated eye at its end, and engages
with a pin on the car frame and by converging links that engage
with the pin on a pressure lever, a pressure lever adapted to engage
the brake head and force it downward and means for actuating the
pressure lever.

Electric Railway System.—John C. Henrv, Westfield, N. J. No.
560,265.
In an electric railway, a system of current distribution having

sources of supply of different electromotive force, coupled together
in the three wire system, working conductors divided into electri-
calh' separate sections, and conductors leading from said coupled
sources of supply to different sections of the road, and arranged so
that one predetermined section is connected with one side of a three
wire system, another section connected with the other side of the
three wire .system, and a third section that may be connected with
either side or in series with both sides as desired. It is claimed for
this system that all of the economical advantages of the three wire
system are obtained. In addition to this the motors may be much
more economicalh- controlled, as three changes of speed are within
reach, without throttling or current wasting devices. The main

PAT, NO. 560,265,

scheme is to supply the road with current at different voltages, as
the local conditions may require; for instance, in the congested dis-

tricts where the cars must run slow and where high potentials
and double overhead wires are prohibited, the motors leceive cur-
rent at 400 volts. On the up grades, the single trolley wire may be
supplied at 600 volts, while in the suburbs, where double overhead
wires are not objectionable, and the rail connection would be, the
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voltage would be constant at 1000, which could be changed at will

by the motorman to 600 or 400 on the motors, but in no case would
the potential between the overhead wires and the track rails be
greater than 600 volts.

Ei<ECTRic Railway.—N. Leidgen, Milwaukee, Wis. No. 560,269.
A trolley wire supporting device for railways, comprising a

hanger having curved sides for receiving the ends of the wire sec-

tions, said sides terminating in upwardly inclined cam surfaces and
weighted eccentrics pivoted to said hanger for clamping the ends of

the wires against said curved sides.

Car Fender.—J. H. Leightner, Cincinnati, O. No. 560,270.
An automatic scoop shaped car fender or guard suspended

wholly from an elevated support and provided with rigid longitudi-
nally slotted shackles, together with fixed hangers that traverse said

slots.

Car Fender.—A. Iske, Lancaster, Pa. No. 560,317.
A pivotally mounted fender having its ends on opposite sides of

its pivotal point each provided with means to receive and hold an
obstrtiction on the track, said ends being arranged when said fender
is rocked on its pivot to be alternately lowered adjacent to the track
in position to receive an obstruction thereon.

Car Fender.—S. A. Kneedler, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 560,318.

Car Fender.—Wm. T. Donohue, New York, N. Y. No. 560,482.

Car Brake.—Jas. Ford, Johnstown, Pa. No. 560,488

EeECTric Railway.—Robt. Lundell, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 560,5 [3.

In an electric railway a sj'stem of permanent ,or continuous in-

terconnections between electromagnetic switches and sectional
trolley-conductors, the arrangement being such that each electro-

magnetic switch is given a certain time allowance to close before it

is called upon to transmit the propelling current no matter which
way the car or train be moving.

May 26.

Controller for Electric Car.s.—E. A. vSperry, Cleveland, O.
No. 560,658.

A controller cylinder, a switch for reversing the armature con-
nections, a rocking device arranged to actuate said reversing switch,

a connecting rod arranged to be actuated by the cylinder and means
for engaging said rod with and disengaging it from the rocking
device.

Electric Railway.—H. Brandenburg, Chicago, 111. No. 560,678.
Consists of a slotted tubular conductor, a trolley having a beaded

plate, and a sleeve carrying a multiplicity of contacts mounted on
said bead.

Electric Railway.—E. H. Johnson, New York, N. Y. No. 560,721.

A method of disconnecting a sectional trolley conductor from
circuit with a current main or lead, when the circuit connections
between said conductor and main are due to leaking cvirrents; which
consists in conveying the leaking currents around the switching
mechanism and thereby causing said switching mechanism to assume
its normal or open position.

Electric Brake.—Wm. P. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y. No. 560,751.

Conduit Electric Railway.—W. Lobach, Chicago, 111. No.
560,807.
A conduit, an insulating liquid heavier than the water contained

therein, an electric conductor immersed in said liquid, and a con-
tact device carried upon the car and adapted to make contact with
said conductor.

Current Collector for Electric Railways.—A. N. Connett,
Washington, D. C.

A traveling contact or current collector for electric railwa3's,

comprising a hanger, oppositel}' disposed contact shoes, an inter-

posed toggle and a spring connection between the toggle and
hanger.

Car Fender and Safety Attachment.—A. O. Cunningham, New
Orleans. No. 560,843.

Car Fender.—M. Fernandez, Los Angeles, Cal. No. 560,849.

Current Collector for Electric Railways—A. S. Connett,
Washington, D. C. No. No. 560,894.
A contact or current collector for electric railways, comprising

insulated contact shoes, a hanger from which the .shoes are pivotally
suspended, and springs interposed between the shoes and hanger,
and adapted to move both laterally and longitudinallj'.

Car Fender.—F. J. Hopkins, Newark, N. J. No. 560,902.

Electric Railway.—W. H. Jordan, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 520,903.

Elevated Electric Railway.—J. H. McGurty, Jersey City, N. J.

No. 560,917.

Car Fender.—H. A. Webster, Haverhill, Mass. No. 560,953.

Car Fender.—S. D. Wright, New York. No. 560,959.

Electric Railway System.—N. J. Halpine.U.S. Navy. No. 560, 988.

Car Fendfr.—F. W. Nye, Cincinnati, O. No. 561,061.

June 2.

Trolley Switch.—Moses Rangey, Schenectady, N. Y. No. 561,128.

Car Fender.—Peter Best, Elizabeth, N. J. No. 561,155.

Car Fender.—F. J. Graf, New York, N. Y. No. 561,163.

Trolley Stand.—F. N. Kelsey, NewHaven,Conn. No. 561,168.

Car Fe;nder.—H. D. Gardy, Chester, Pa. No. 561,218.
Consists of a frame carrying a netting, a coil spring having its

ends attached to the rear of the frame and a series of radial wires
leading from the coil spring to the frame whereby an inclosure is

formed above the netting.

Electric Car.—J. C. Henry, Westfield, N. J. No. 561,224.
Consists of two driving axles having suitable cranks, a motor

mounted on and between said axles by a non-yielding support, a
crank operated by the motor shaft and rigid connecting bar hung by
rigid or non-yielding support on the three cranks.

Electric Car.—J. C. Henry, Westfield, N. J. No. 561,225.
Consi.sts of a motor, an air brake system, including an air pump

and means under the control of the operator for connecting said
motor operatively with either the car axle or the air pump or both.

Car Fender.—J. W. Swartz, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 561,293.
A fender having mounted thereon the angular cradle which is

formed of members united as one at the angle of the cradle and hav-
ing a shaft at said angle connected therewith and means directly on
said shaft and the frame of the fender for locking said cradle.

Electric Railway.—Henry Brandenburg, Chicago, 111. No.

561,307.
A conductor having the external insulating material or covering

and a longitudinal uninsulated oil channel on the upper surface for

the trolley contact.

PAT. NO. 561,307.

Car Brake.—E. E. LaRose, Providence, R. I. No. 561,328.

Power Gearing for Electric Cars.—E. A. Sperry, Cleveland,
O. No. 561,354.

Electric Locomotive.—W. P. Henszey, Philadelphia, Pa. No.
561,395-

Car Fender.—E. E. Higinbotham, Chicago, 111. No. 561,397.

Car Brake.—C.Matthews, Irwin, Pa. No. 561,414.
A car brake consisting of a brake shoe carrier and a brake shoe,

means for operating the brake shoe vertically, and in combination a
connection for tilting the brake shoe laterally.

Street Car Motor.—B. C. Pole, Wa.shington, D. C. No. 561,433.

Car Brake —J. U. Elwood, McKeesport, Pa. No. 561,502.

Electric Car Truck.—J. Taylor, Troy, N. Y. No. 561,530.

June 9.

Strf:et Car Motor.—J. W. Dean, Springfield, O. No. 561,769.

Consists of a driving shaft adapted to rotate in one direction,

two driven shafts connected thereto and adapted to rotate in opposite

directions to each other, sprocket chains for connecting said driven

shafts and the car axles together, and means for releasing either

shaft from engagement with said driving shaft.

Electric Railway.—W. M. Schlesinger, Philadelphia, Pa. No.
561,821.

An electrical conductor composed of superposed plates of copper

and iron or steel of segmental form in cross section, with traveling

brushes contacting with the steel or iron plate of the conductor.

Electric Railway.—C. E. vStanley, Galhpolis, O. No. 561,830.

Arc Interrupter for Street Car Controllers.—G. Valley,

Cleveland, O. No. 561,838.

Comprises essentially an electro-magnet internal to the drum
and having projections from its pole pieces extending through the

drum in proximity to the contact pieces thereof.

Reversing and Cut-out Switch Used in Cars.—G. Valley, Cleve-

land, O. No. 561,839.

Car Brake.—D. L. Winters, Chicago, 111. 561,845.

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of

any of the above patents to any address upon receipt of twenty-five

cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The Street Rail-
way Publishing Company Havemeyer Building, New York.



American Street Kailway Investments.

{ I ) The Combined Operating Statistics of 3/1 Properties.

From the reports presented in the Struht Railway Journal's
Financial Supplement, "American Street Railway Investments," it

is possible to obtain a larj^e amount ot comjiaralive statistical infor-

mation regarding the history of the indvistry during the last four
years and the general forces which have been at work in this field.

In this and succeeding papers nmch of this information will be
gathered together and commented ujion brielly.

As there is no national board or commission armed with author-
ity of any kind over the street railways of the country, there is a

great diversity in the methods of bookkeeping and in the dates at

which the books of the different companies are closed for their

respective financial years. It is impossible therefore to combine a

large number of reports of this character in such a way as to make a
])erfect statistical presentation of results, and all work in this street

railway field is now, and will necessarily be for .some years to come,
at least, confined to a more or less close approximation to true

results. The following discussion therefore should be read with a

clear understanding of this fact, and deductions should not be more
ha.stily drawn from the figures than are warranted b}- the character
of the investigation.

The reports of 927 operating companies, 1S5 leased companies
and 307 new corporations are contained in the manual above referred

to. Ninety-six of these companies only present a complete report
for the past four years, showing gross receipts, operating expenses
and fixed charges; 127 companies (including the 96 mentioned) pre-

sent complete reports for the past three years; 180 companies present
complete reports for the past two years, and 215 companies present
complete reports for the past year— i. e., for financial years ending
at some time in 1895-6.

COMBINED OPERATING REPORT OF 96 AMERICAN COMPANIES FOR
THE FOUR YEARS ENDING AT VARIOUS DATES IN 1S95-6.

The 96 companies before referred to as presenting complete re-

ports operate 2291 miles of electric railway track (single track basis),

321 miles of horse railway track, 147 miles of cable railwav' track, and
207 miles of miscellaneous track—a total of 2965 miles, representing
between twenty and twenty-five per cent of the total track mileage
of the country. These 96 companies are capitalized at ;5';354, 230,900,
of which

;f 178,002,945 is represented by capital stock and 5^176,227,-

955 by funded debt. This capitalization is also very nearly- twenty-
five per cent of the total capitalization of American street railways,
and amounts to about %\ 19,000 per mile.

The following table shows the results of operation of these 96
companies during the past four years:

1S92. '893- 1894. 1895-

Gross receipts . . .
;
t49, 698,486 $56 781,204 $52,842,721 #56,078,881

Operating expenses . 31,419,697 34,592,118 33,190,992 34.373.403

Earnings from oper'n 18,278,789 22 189,086 19,651,729 21,705,478
Fixed charges . . . 8,596,901 10 188,255 10,802,272 11,811,336

Net income .... 9,681,888 12 000,831 8,849.457 9,894,142
Per cent oper'g. exp.

to gross receipts . 63.2 60.9 64.7 61.3
Per cent fixed charges

to gross receipts . 17-3 17.9 20.4 21.

1

Per cent net income
to gross receipts . 19-5 2 1 .

1

16.8 17.6
Per cent net income

to capital stock . . 5-4 6.7 5-0 5-6

From this table it will be seen that the gross receipts of the 96
companies for financial years ending in 1893 show a sharp increase
over those for 1892, that they fell off again in 1S94, and have not
fully recovered in 1895-6. It would seem, however, that there is

again an upward movement, and it is probable from more recent in-

formation that this increase is continuing and that the 1896-7 report
will show larger figures than ever before.

The percentage of operating expenses to gross receipts was
largest in 1894 and is falling off again slightly at the pre.sent time,
the 1895-6 figure being 61.3 per cent. This is certainly a low figure,

and it is worthy of note that, as will be seen later, this figure is

practically the same as that found in the combined reports of 215
companies for the last year.

The percentage of fixed charges to gross receipts .shows a con-
stant increase, the latest figure being 21. i per cent. It would seem
from this that these ninety-six companies are adding to their capital

libabilities to some extent from year to year.

The percentage of net income to gross receipts, which was 19.5

and 21. 1 per cent in 1892 and 1893 respectively, fell off sharply in

1S94, and has since ri.sen only slightly to 17.6 per cent. The ]jer-

centage of net income to capital stock, which measures the possible

dividend return upon the enterprises, was at a maximum at 6.7 per
cent in 1893, at a minimum of 5 per cent in 1894, and has since risen

to 5.6 per cent.

COMBINED OPERATING REPORT OF I27 AMF;rIC.\N COMPANIES FOR
THE THREK YEARS ENDING AT VARIOUS DATES IN 1 895-6.

In addition to the 96 properties which pre.sent complete reports

for the four years as stated, 31 other properties present complete
three year reports, and if these are combined with the reports of the
last three years given for the 96 companies, we get a comparative
three-year report of 127 conipanies.

These 127 properties com]5rise 3157 miles of electric railway
track, 414 of horse railway track, 162 miles of cable railway track
and 209 miles of miscellaneous track, a total of 3942 miles of track,

equivalent to about thirty per cent of the total track mileage in

America.
The capitalization of these 127 companies amounts to $433,945,-

423, of which 1217,656,211 is in capital stock, and #216,289,212 in

funded debt. This capitalization is about 30 per cent of the total

capitalization of American properties and amounts to #110,000 per
mile of track. The combined operating report of the 127 companies
is as follows:

1893. 1894. 1895.

Gross receipts #65,206,656 #61,105,088 #64,699,963
Operating expenses .... 40,086,630 38,202,056 39,388,133

Earnings from operation . 25, 120,026 22,903,032 25,311,830
Fixed charges 12,264,938 13,106,101 14,172,287

Net income 12,855,088 9,796,931 n, 139,543

1893. 1894. 1895.
Per cent operating expenses to gross receipts . .61.5 62.5 60.9

" fixed charges to gross receipts 18.8 21.4 21.9
" net income to gross receipts 19.7 16. i 17.2
" " " " capital liabilities . . . 5.9 4.5 5.1

We do not find in these figures any substantial difference in

tendencies from those of the 96 companies previously cited. It will

be seen however that the earnings from operation in 1895 were
slightly greater than in 1893, due to adowering in the percentage of

operating expenses to gross receipts. The net income also in 1895
was more nearly equal to that of 1893 than was the case with the
first group of companies. It is evident however that the addition of
the 31 properties has had the effect of lowering the percentage re-

turn upon the capital liabilities.

COMBINED OPERATING REPORT OF 180 AMERICAN COMPANIES FOR
THE TWO YEARS ENDING AT VARIOUS DATES IN 1895-6.

In addition to the 127 conipanies alreadj' grouped together there
are 53 companies whose reports are given in full for the last two
years, and if these reports are added to those of the 127 companies
for the corresponding years, we get a complete operating report for

180 companies for the last two years. These iSo companies operate

3847 miles of electric railway track, 566 miles of horse railway
track, 195 miles of cable railway track, and 234 miles of miscellane-
ous track, making a total of 4,842 miles of track, equivalent to about
thirty-five per cent of the total street railvva\' mileage of the country.

These 180 conipanies have combined capital liabilities of #550,-

809,823, of which #279,559,711 is in capital stock and #271,250,112
in funded debt. This capitalization is equal to from thirty-five to

forty per cent of the total capitalization of .\merican street railways
and to about #114,000 per mile.

The operating report of these iSo companies for the two year
period is as follows

:

1894. 1895-6.

Gross receipts $75,349,020 #80,110,651
Operating expenses 47,120,101 48,878,877

Earnings from operation 28,228,919 32,231,774
Fixed charges .18,146,346 19,989,818

Net income 10,082,573 11,241,956
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_
1894. 1895.

Per cent op. expenses to gross receipts . . 62.5 61.0
" " fixed charges to gross receipts . . 24.7 25.0
" " net income to gross receipts , . . . 13.4 14.0
" " net income to capital liabilities. . . 3.6 4.0

We have in this report an increase in 1895 over 1894 of about six

per cent in gross receipts, four per cent in operating expenses, fourteen
per cent in earnings from operation,ten per cent in fixed charges and
eleven per cent in net income applicable to dividends ujjon the stock.

These 180 properties are evidently capitalized more heavih^ in pro-

portion to their earning power than are the companies of the two
groups previously investigated, for it appears that the percentage
of net income to capital stock is but 3.6 per cent in 1894 and

4 per cent in 1S95 showing, as has been indicated already, that the
additions made to the number of companies under investigation have
been with less prosperous companies and presumably those more re-

cently put in operation in comparatively poorer territorj-.

COMBINED OPERATING REPORT OF 215 COMPANIES FOR THE IvAST

FINANCIAI, YEARS ENDING IN 1895-6.

To the latest reports of the 180 companies just investigated are

now added those for the corresponding )'ear, of 35 additional com-
panies, many of whom are new corporations recentl}- commencing
operation. These 215 companies operate 4291 miles of electric rail-

way track, 61 1 miles of horse railway track, 277 miles of cable rail-

way track and 243 miles of miscellaneous track, making a total of

5423 miles of track, equivalent to about forty per cent of the street

railway mileage of the country. They have combined capital liabil-

ities of 1613,852,638, of which #319,117,576 is in capital stock and
11294,735,062 is in funded debt. This capitalization is e()uivalent to

nearly fift}' per cent of the total capitalization of American street

railway properties and to f 113,000 per mile.

The combined oj^erating report of these 215 companies is as fol-

lows:

1895-6.

Gross receipts 185,861,663
Operating expenses . . . 52,421,918

Earnings from operation 33.439)745
Fixed charges 21,426,893

Net income 12,012,852

1 895-6.

Per cent op. exp. to gross receipts 61. i

" fixed charges to gross receipts 24.0
" " net income to gross receipts 14.0

" net income to capital liabilities 3.8

OTHER OPERATING REPORTS.

In addition to the groups already investigated, 26 companies
present operating reports which cannot be grouped with tliose al-

ready given. It may be said however that these 26 companies add
$49,470,350 to the capital liabilities; 538 miles to the track mileage;
that their gross receipts amount to 1:4,981,277, and their net income
to 11,198,456, equivalent to 4.6 per cent upon their combined capi-

tal stock.

We have, then, as a final result, the fact that about forty per
cent of the street railway mileage of the country, bearing fifty per
cent of its capital liabilities, report gross earnings amounting to

about $90,000,000; operating expenses slightly over sixt3'-one per
cent of the gross receipts; fixed charges of about twenty-four per
cent of the gross receipts, and net income amounting to fourteen per
cent of the gross receipts, equivalent to a return of slightly less than
four per cent upon the capital liabilities.

A Bond Issue hy the Johnson Company.

The Jolin.son Company has placed upon the market through
the Guaranty Trust Company, of New York, an issue of $2,000,000
of first mortgage, twenty year, six per cent, gold bonds, of which
$1,150,000 are now offered, $400,000 are already outstanding and
$100,000 have been retired in accordance with the provisions of the
sinking fund clause of the mortgage. The circular issued by the
Guarant}- Trust Company offering these bonds contains the follow-
ing interesting report from .Stephen Little, the company's expert
accountant

:

New York, Apr., 24, 1896.

Walter G. Oakman, Esq., President,
Guaranty Trust Companj-, of New York.

Dear Sir.—I have made a careful examination of the books and
accounts of the Johnson Companj-, at Lorain, O., and herewith beg
to enclose attested statement of its assets and liabilities of date of

Dec. 31, 1895. I have examined with care the items of cost of plant

At Lorain, O $3,397,465-92
At Johnstown, Pa 1,401,615.08

Total $4,799,081.00

and certify that the sum stated {$4,799,081.00) is the actual amount
expended in the construction of said plants, and that the other items
of real estate investments, inventory and current assets are the actual
cost thereof as ascertained from the accounts of the company.

I have also examined the results of operation of the company
for the pa.st six years, and find that there was earned in the.se years,

respectively, the following profits, gro.ss and net, viz.:

Gro.ss Less Net
Years. profits. intere.st. profits.

1890 $679,161.21 $36,383-25 $642,777-96
1891 533,255-82 32,926.28 500,329.54
1892 668,628.87 31,303-31 637,325.56
1893 364,520.14 29,626.94 334,893.20
1894 275,964.29 7,963.49 268,000.80

1895 578,372.97 102,032.12 476,340.85

Totals fe.099. 903-30 $2,859,667.91
Average per 3'ear . . . . 516,650.55 476,611.32

Yours truly,

(vSigned) Stephen LITTLE.

The company is required to retire $100,000 per annum of these
bonds, which may be called at 105 and accrued interest.

Dcnitil of Consolidation Rumors.

Early in June a statement appeared in the columns of the Boston
Transcripl to the effect that a consolidation agreement was about
being closed between the Walker Company and the General Electric
Company. No details were given, ljut the inference was that the
Walker opposition to the General Electric and Westinghouse Com-
panies was to be "bought off." President Billings and Vice-Presi-
dent Short of the Walker Company authorize the most positive and
absohite denial of any intention upon the part of the company to

come to any undenstanding whatever with any of its rivals. The
company prefers to be "independent" of all combinations and to
conduct its business on manufacturing and not speculative lines.

President liillings states that the company's business is expand-
ing enormously under the impetus given by the recent reorganiza-
tion and that it is prepared to compete for all classes of railway,
direct incandescent and arc lighting work, while within a short time
the company will place upon the market a complete alternating .sys-

tem for lighting work and the long distance transmission of power.
The company is said to be considering the purchase from the

General Electric Company of its Cleveland plant, formerly the fac-

tory of the Brush Electric Company, but no decision has yet been
made. The New Haven factor}' is a busy place under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Black, as it is here that the company's new con-
trollers, arc lamps, and switchboards are being made, together with
all of the general brass work formerly made in the Cleveland fac-

tory. The New Haven factory is now building what is said to be the
largest .switchboard in the world. This is one hundred feet long and
is fitted up for the control of twelve 800 k. w. generators and forty

feeder circuits. It is to be used in the new station of the Chicago
City Railway Coompany, the dynamos for which were recently pur-
chased of the Walker Company.

The company is bringing out a new trolle}- which involves
principles which are a radical departure from present types and
which are claimed to be decidedly superior to anything now in use.

It has also arranged with Professor Rowland and Dr. Duncan of

Johns Hopkins University to manufacture the wattmeter recently
designed by them. It is evident that the company means to be fore-

most in every line of electrical work.

Stockholm Convention of the International
Street Railway Association.

The eleventh annual convention of the International Street

Railway Association will be held in Stockholm, .Sweden, Aug. 25 to

29, 1896. The meeting will be held in the large Hall of the Artill-

ery and Engineers' Academy. Half of each day, that is, from 8.30
A. M. to 12.30 P. m., will be devoted to the reading of papers on
technical subjects and discussions of them. The afternoons will be
spent in sightseeing and pleasure trips. Each evening the members
will dine together at some hotel or restaurant and the official ban-
quet tendered to the association by the principal street railway com-
pany of Stockholm will be held on the evening of Aug. 29. The
programme of the papers to be read and the topics discussed was
published in the STREET Railway Journal for July, 1895, p. 447.

The city of Stockholm is an extremely interesting one, and
railway engineers who may visit Europe this summer wlil find

it profitable to attend the meetings, to which foreign engineers are

most cordially invited. The city was founded in the twelfth century
and contains at present 270,000 inhabitants. The street railway serv-

ice is carried on by two companies, the larger company, the Stock-
holms Nya Sporvags Actie Bolag, has about eleven miles of

track of which 3 miles are double track. The cars are

operated by horses of which the company owns 450. The second
company, Stockholms Soder Sparvags Actie Bolag owns about three
miles of track

,
thirty-three horses and eight Rowan smokeless steam

locomotives. Among the interesting sights of the city are the hand-
some Royal Palaces, one of which is now used as a portrait gallery

and is one of the most famous in Europe. Upsala, the site of

Sweden's oldest university and the famous cathedral, is situated seven
miles from Stockholm.
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notice.—These statistics are carelully revised from month to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from official sources. The
table should be used In connection with our Financial Supplement, "American Street Railway Investments," which contains the annual operatlnjj reports to
the ends of the various financial years.

Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used : • Including taxes, d. denclency. m. months.

Company. Period.

ALBANY, N. Y.
The Albany lly.

Al.TOONA, PA.
The Altoona & 1.o«:ai

Valley Klec. Ky. Co.

Cfly Pass. Ry. Co. of
Altoonn

BAL.TIMOKE, MD.
Baltimore Traction
Co

City & Saburbnn Ky
Co

BATH, ME.
Batli St. Ky. Co

BAY CITY, MICH.
Bay Cities Cons. Ky. Co.

BlDl>EFORn,ME.
BIddeford & Suco R K
Co

binohahiton, n. y.
BinKbauiton R. K. Ci

BOSTON, MASS.
VVfSt End St. Ry. Co.

Lynn dc Boston K. R-']

Co L
North Shore Traction I

Co J

BRIOGEPORT.CONN
Bridgeport Traction Co

BROCKTON, MASS.
Brockton St. Ky. Co,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Broolilyn Elev. K.R. Co

Brooklyn Traction Co.

Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co.

Brooldyn. Bstli&: West
EndR. R. Co

Brooklyn City &, New.
town R. K. Co

Brooklyn, Queens Co.
Sc. Sub. R. R. Co.. .

.

Brooklyn Heights R.R,
Co

Coney Island & Brook-
lyn K. R. Co

Nassau Elec. R. R. Co,

BCFFA1.0, N. Y.
Buflalo Ry. Co

CHICAGO, ILL..
Cbicaiso City Ry. Co...

Chicago Generil Ry. Co
Lake St. Elev. Ry. Co..

3 m., Dec.;'94
3 " " '9.5

13 " '94

13 " " '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " •' '9.5

13 m., Dec. '94

12" " '95

June '94

" '95

12 m. June '94

12 " '• '95

12 m. Dec '94

12" '• '95

1 • Mar. '95

t •' ' '96

3 " " '95

)i
" •' '96

13 m. June '94

13 " " '95

U m. Jan.
12'

Mar.

12 m. Sept.
13 •' "

12 m. Sept. '94

" '95

Feb. '95

" '9B
" '95

12 m. Dec. '94

13 " " '95

' Mar. '95

12 m. Sept.'94
" '95

' Feb. '95

" '96

" '95

" '90

13 m. Dec. '94

12 95

t m. Jan. '95

96

m., Dec. 94
12 " " '95

13 m June '94

12 " " '95

12 m.,
13 "

Dec. '94

" '95

12 m. June '94

12
Dec.

12 m.,Dec.
12 " "

12 m.. Dec,'94
- i« «4 jgg

" Peb.'95
" '96
•' '95

,< 196

3 m Dec. '95

6 • " '95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

13 m., Dec '94.

12 ' " '95

13 m., Dec, '95

13 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

' Jan. '95

' " '96

122,383
132,407
461,918
532,276

73,128
83,392

50.303
56,537

1,012,319

1,179.191

605,1.33

751,720

16,300
21,703

83,450
«8,658

6,121

6,3.58

17,464

18,866

24,319
34,287

121

128,973
8,373
9,932
15,415
19 173

6.823,879

7,746,171

1,238.410

1,381,389
76,851
87,:91

448,646
481,014

144,447
298,883
20,227
32,406
55.660
65,573

214,37"
266,892
15,683
19,970
93,815

106,798

1,730,848

3,083,9j7
44,599
82,796

1,011.258

891,940

111,605
130,928

595,449
598.691

543,413
635,53'

348,969
362,162

3,509,016
4,076,117

316,183
383,36'

24,418
19,313
51,248
40,801

82,140
173,757

1,536,284
1,351,919

a tu

taoos
>-

SO

4,264,618

4,476,834
82,082

438,095
517,301
44,670
52,856

85,240
83,928

298,973
314,319

33,217
41,158

40,303
46,146

623.010
639,707

40n,3f3

.546,970

13,862
14,698

,53,01

1

58.517
3,920
4,384
13,188
14,188

14,813
12,186

69,581

73.345

5,615
6,165

4807,088
5633,163

746,304

784,393
59,460
56,931

313,125
330,154

151,697'

14,321

13,645
41,259
41,515

143.511
154,950
10,457

13,632
54,089
70,939

1041,095
1158 219
56,327
52,236

615,863
706,900

86,717
79,394

346,285
373,554

427,101
415,255
213,3.51

230,425
2143,667
2682,614

207,478
336.547

59,904
106,127

856,631

649,097

2838,684"

2807.726
64,334

390,090
319,606
38,180
30,713

37,142
48.479
162,947
307,957

39,911
42.135

10,000

10,381

389,279
539,485

105,760
304,750

3,438

7,005

31,439
30,141

2,301

1,874
5,376
4,678

9.406

12,101

52 3S8
65,628
2,757
3,767

22,579*
31.4,57*

92,592*
88,657*

32,248'

33.564'

4,.'300*

4,051*

359,243'

413,097'

2,500
3,400

30,000
30,0C0

6.391*

5,i)15*

.30,1.12'

35,459-

2,016,796'725,064"
2,113,008 746,963'

492,106 379,029"

59,997
17,401

30,660
135,531

150,860

147,186
&,9oe
8.761

14,401

34,058

391,68V

75,000

70,859 70,974'
111,943 84,691*

881,093'

: :»,447'

d 11,738:

30,560

1

395,395 365,118
185,040 303,918

24,888
51.535

249,

236,

116,

310,

135,

131,

1,365,

1,393,

108,

146,

39,718'
61,150*

120,632'

137,647"

14,564
27,023
70,3,54

119,300

7,68;i

8,570

5.700
6,330

30,037
126,38:

9.38

3,605

1,439
141

3.016
6,186

32,237
20,169

1291,732

1366.044

113,077

205,316

73,186

d 115

27,851

d 141339
65,271

130,377

d 117877

dl4,830
d9,616;

138,5321

98,489

169,22.5' d52,913'

,339,068 d 128786
167,644* d33,026
169,134 d37,396
1468,553 d 1031C6

3102,061 |d706758

Company. Period.

No. Chicago R. R. Co.

West Chicago R. R. Co

Chicago .So. Side K.
T. Co

ClIVCINNATl, O.
Cinn. N«'n'part& Cov,

Ky. Co

23,336
67,630

67 ,653

703,832

1,425,934
1,669,098

17,748
138,005
197,695
16,490
22,14S

52,157*

53,861*

20,286'
33,627'

468,917*

417,038'

207,878
300,389

56,549
93,959

1,950
34,003

210,736
385,783

1218,057

1368,709

CLEVELAND. O.
Cleveland Elec. Ry
Co

COLUMBUS. O.
Columbus St. Ky. Co..

DENVER, COL.
Denver lions. Tramway
Co

DETROIT, MICH.
Pt. Wayne & Belle
Isle St Ry. Co

Citizens' St. Ry. Co...
Rapid Ry. Co
Detroit Ry

DUMJTH, MINN.
Dniuth St. Ry. Co

FALL RIVER, MASS.
Globe St. Ry. Co

FINDLAY, O,
Findlny St. Ry. Co.

FITCHBURG, MASS.
Fitch hurg Sc. Leomin-
ster St. Ry. Co

GALVESTON, TEX.
Galveston City K. R,
Co

GIRARDVILLE, PA.
Schuylkill Traction Co,

GREAT FALLS, MONT.
Great Falls St. Ry. Co.

HAZLETON, PA.
Lehigh Traction Co.

HOBOKEN, N. J.
No. Hudson Co. Ry. Co,

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Holyoke St. Ry. Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan St.Ry.Co

LAWRENCE, MASS.
Lowell, Lawrence &
Haverhill St. Ry. Co

13 m., Dec. '94

13 " '95

13 " " '94

13 " •• '96

1 m., Mar. '95

1 96
3 " " '95

3 " " HO

12 m., Dec. '94

12

1

1

2

2

'95

Feb. '9.'

•• '96

" '95
" '96

1 m. Feb. '95

1 " " '96

3 " " '95

2 " " '96

12 m., Dec. '94

Mar.

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 " Feb. '95

1 '• '96

2 " .95

2 " " '96

6 m., June '95

6 m., June '95

51^ m.,Dec.'9.'
3 m., Jan. '96

12m., Dec. '94

a a»

ig

cw SO

'95

Feb. '95

" '96

" '95

" '96

12m.,Sept.'94
13

•

12 m. Dec. '95

13 m.,Sept.'94
12 95

12 m.,Dec.,'94
12

Feb.

13 m.Sept. '94

12 " • '95

" Mar. '95

6 " " '96

13 m., Dec. '94

12" " '95

13 m., Dec. '94

13 •' " '95
' Mar. '95
" '• '96

" " '95

12 m.. Dec. '94

" '95

13 m.
12 "

1 m,
1

"

12 m.
13 "

1
"

1

5 "

5 "

Sept, '94

" '95

Feb. '95

" '96

" '95

" '90

,Sept.'95
" '90

Feb. '95

" '90

" '95

" '96

,565,618
2.780,487
4,181,2,37

4,201,477

70,013
07,020

193,073
19,3,012

497.960
624,034
37,354
43,702
76 089
89,402

95,031

1

118,977!

199.527

244,384

566,811
629,995

47,838
50,896
133,726
148,.507

753,4aS
716.039
48,001

51,901

103.697
106,441

116,945
386,575
30,356
113,738

208,105
218,229
15,713
15,24'

31,415
31,087

248,106
269.786

29,7

89,260
110,275

199,133
216,271
13,449
13,058
37,010
26,317

90,981
40,597
46,157

26,431
26,650

97,202
119,588

8,941
9,166

24,273
27,882

818.280
871,273

75,437
113,547

107,058
124,936

1,385,498

1,343,367

269,740
403,530
20,475
26,133
114,947
141,835

1347,326
1311,607

2518,637
2267,195

47,113
40,350

140,694

i:a,449

370,606
418,710
34,293
33,917
65,557
08,399

73,096
8'2,781

146.494
167,551

269,.363
311,.594

2.3,481

25,743
69,.571

78,549

445.684
441,283
30,4.s5

31,.534

66,380
65,755

15,586
70,818

111,105
95,329
8,833

8,679
19,161

17,754

147,352
159,090

20,308

61,416
74,103

131,407*
141,080

8,741
9,303
18,602
19,610

56,564
52,851

27,855
26,758

34.905*

28,136

50.605
67,979
5.837
.5,013

16.527

18,241

611,482*
619,830

48,546
69.627

77,238
82,620

806,109
782,447

20,5,816

262,935
18,548
18,100
93,012

98,365

1,318,292
l,468,8>-0

1,663.610

1,934,282

32,900
20,770
52,379
07,563

127,344
205,324

3,901

8,885
11,132
21,003

22,635
36,106
63,033

70,83:3,

297.449
818,401

24,347
25,1.54

64,156
69.958

307,798
274,756
17,616
20,367
.37,317

40.686

14,770
43,920

97,000
117,900

6,879
6,668
12,254

13.333

100,754
110,696

9,490

37,845
36,173

67,786
75,191
3,708
3,755

8,408
6,707

31,724

38,130
12,742
19,399

1,526
d 1,476

46,597
51,609
3,104

3,563
7.746

9,641

206,798
251,443

36,881

42,920

29 820
43,315

479,389
560,920

63,924

140,596
1,937

7,972
21,935
43,670

4^5.648

471,251
859,471
903.016

176,648
183..506

344,172'

6,875

752,644
997,629
803,139

1,0:32,266

75,284
76,479

7,415

7,209

7,017

50,000

25,000
29,770"

89,297

246,649*

3,534'
20,058*

73,423'

84.081"

130.801

134,895

63,625

7.895

35.470
34,317

2,075

20,636
29,166

17,76

6,724
8,360

12,312

4,794

23.366
28,862

d 8,498
56.614
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company. Period.

OS

DORAIN, O.
liOrain St. Ry.

I.01IISVIL,1.E, Ky.
Louisville Ry. Co

IjOWELl-. 3IAS8.
Lowell & Suburban St<

Ky. Co

MACON, CrA.
ftlncon Cons. St. Ky.Co.

MANCHESTER, N. H.
Manchester St. Ry. Co.

MARSHALLTOWN, lA.
Marshalltown Light,
Power & Rv. Co

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin City R. T. Co.. .

.

MONTGOMERY, ALA.
Montgoniiery St. Ky.Co

MONTREAL, CAN.
Montreal St. Ry. Co....

NEWBURGH, N. Y.
Newburgh Elec.Ry. Co.

NEWBIIRYPORT,MASS
Haverhill & Amesbury
St. Ry. Co

12'

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Haven St. Ky.Co

NEW LONDON, CONN.
New London St. Ry.Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
New Orleans Traction
Co

NEWTON, MASS.
Newton & Boston St.

Ry.Co

Newtonville & Water-
town St. Ry. Co

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
Third Ave. R. R. Co. ..

Metropolitan St.Ry.Co,

Manhattan Ry. Co

Central Crosstown R,
R. Co

1). D., E. B. & Bat'y
R. R.Co

Eighth Ave. R. R. Co..

42d St., Man & St. N.
Ave. R. R. Co

12 m., Dec. '95

" Mar. '95

'96

12 m , Dec. '94

12 " ' '95

12 m. Sept. '94
12 " '• '95

12 m., Dec, '95

13m .June '94
12 95

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m., Dec '94^
95

" Feb. '95

12 m., Dec. '94

Feb.

13 m.,Sept.'94
13 " " '95

• Mar. '95

' " '96
' " '95
' " '96

13 m., Peb.'96

i2m.,Sept,'94
12 " 95

13 m
12 "

1
"

12 m
12

"

, Dec. '94
" '95

Mar. '95

" '96
" '95

" '96

,Sept.'94

12 m.,Nov.'94 951,528

12 ' " '95 1,337,756

1 " Feb.'95 87,511

1 " " '96 115,326

3 " " '95 280,236

3 " " '96 343,183

13 m.
12 "

Sept. '94
" '95

12 m.,Sept.'95

New York Sc Harlem
R. R. Co

Second Avenue R.R. Co

Union Ry. Co

NORRISTOWN, PA.,
Schuylkill Val.Trac. Co

NO. ABINGTON, MASS.
Rockland & Abington

St. Ry. Co

12 m.,
12 "

12 m.,
-.2

•

6 "

6 "

12 m.
13 "

12 m.,
12

"

12 m.,
12 "

13 m.,
13 "

13 m.
13 "

12 m.
13 "

12 m.,
12 "

12 m.,
12 "

Dec.'94
" '95

June'9<
" '95

Dec.'94
•' '95

, Dec. '94
" '93

Dec.'94
" '95

Dec.'94
•• '95

Dec '94

" '95

80,176
6,337
5.431

15,861

14,496

1,176,790
1,288,172

277,029
329,817

69,190

81,627

83,923

38,768
40,757

3,003,679
1,988,803

134,89(1

145,061
286,927
303,974

35,316
50,645
3,825

3,462
6,330

7,150

897,833
1,102,778

78,638
92,146

462,431

664,997

91,156

98,346
104,853

136,183
198,719
11,743

12,679

34,713
39,988

49,899
51,759

OB3

46,093
3,254
4,307

10,940
11,915

633.206
672,080

179,409
199,346

44,529

76,906*
87,594

24,190''

24,307'

1,044,548
979,485
67,947
69,383

143,034
144,585

21,724
27,915
1,794

1,753

3,958
3,832

638,454
652,813

55,190*

58,061

65,936

69,517
124,454

29,150
30,330

630,508
7,52,153

53,135
59,256

162,286
180,283

25,262
84,685

33.478
32,297

7,580

2,178,336
' 355,154
5,398,466
5,7?2,260
2,885, 10:

3,613,850
S»,953,840

9,731,213

546,026 385,309
547,491, 379,523

691,861 465,236
748,443 557,074
768,064 565,927
630,009 434,706

6,599

1,177,344
1,456 782
3,323,956
3,183,210

1.632,345
1.833,346
5,446,029
5,533,959

NORTHAMPT>N, MASS.
Northampton Si. Ry. Co

,
Dec.'94 645,130
" '95 626,337

,
Dec '94 1,106,017
" '95 1,015,076

,
Dec.'94 987,923
" '95 941,290

Dec. '94 i 470,446
" '95 457,457

12 m., Dec. '95

13 m.,Sept.'94
13" " '95

12m„Sept.'94
12 " " '95

50,752

52,762
67,815

50,090
83,504

517,445
527,155

670,970
693,487
755,395
721,417
354,973
280,435

36,580

38,836
49,759

28,901
46,240

34,084
3.083
1,224
4,921

2,581

543,584
616,093

97,620
130,471

21,661

4,721
d 4,670

14,568
16,450

9.'i9,131

1,009,319
66,949
75,678

143,903
159,389

13,492
22,730
1,031
1,709
2,372
3,328

269,384
449,966

35,966

40,284
38,917

56.666
74,265

20.749
21,.528

331,020
575,598
34,376
56,070
117,950
162,901

8,316
7,613

981

1,000,991

1,198,372
2. 174,510
2,589,050
1,252,856
1,781,604
4,.507,811

4,197,254

160,71^

167,968

236,636
191,369
302,138
105,303

127,685
99,18r

435,047
321,599
232,.539

216,873
315,473
177,022

14,172

18,926
18,056

21,186
37,364

355,799*
359,366*

66,624*

66,575*

16,711*

3,302

7,650

7,500

738,961'

750,839'

55,363"

98,617

26,458

27,664*
38,333*

6,428*
7,650*

7,677^

7,108*

809*

341,083*
328,917*

1,859,971»
3,016,889'

963,046
1,155,630
2,674,049'

2.988,107*

90,437*
101,536*

171,42.3*

138,112'
95,545"^

68,978

122,804*
123,800"

37,524*
40,150*

140,078'

134,566*

141,934*
127,287*

5,383<

6,008<

3,375*

3,131

187,784
356,726

30,995
63,896

7,951

1,419

6,918

8,950

220,170
258,479

214,021
351,349

9,507

12,631

10,694

14,326
13,878

539
504

172

659,909
869,454
314,539;
572,161
289.810|

635,984!

1,833,762
1,209,087

70,291

66,442

55,202
53,256
106,592
36,334

4,881
d23,618

897,523
281,439
92,450
92,308
73,539

49,735

8,644
13,048

18,811
34,133

Company. Period.
S p.

*H O

3

NORWALK, CONN.
Norwalk Tramway Co,

NORWICH, CONN.
Norwich St. Ry. Co

OAKLAND, CAL,,
Central Av. Ky.Co..

Oakland Consol. St. Ry.
Co

ORANGE, N. J.
Suburban Traction Co,

PATERSON, N. J.,
Paterson Ry. Co

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
People's Traction Co..

Uestonville M. & F. P.
Ry. Co

Electric Traction Co...

PORT HURON, MICH
City Elec. Ry. Co

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
Pouglikeepsie City &
Wnppinger's Falls E.
R. Co

ROCHESTER. N. Y.,
Rochester Ry. Co

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
National Ry. Co

SCRANTON, PA.,
Scranton 'J'rac. Co

SEATTLE, WASH..
West St. & No. End
Elec. Ry. Co

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Springfield St. Ky. Co .

SYRACUSE, N. Y.,
Syracuse Cons. St. Ry.
Co

Syracuse St. R. R. Co.

TKRRE HAUTE, IND.
Terre Haute Klec. Ky
Co

TRENTON, N. J.
Trenton Pass. Ry. Co,

TORONTO, ONT.,
Toronto St. Ky. Co

TROY, N. Y.,
Troy City Ry. Co.

UTICA, N. Y.
Utica Belt Line St.RR,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Capital Traction Co

WATERBURY, CONN.,
Waterbury Trac. Co...

WHEELING, W. VA.
Wheeling Ry. Co

WILKESBARRE, PA.,
WilUes Barre <fc Wy-
oming Va.1. Trac. Co.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
Wiliiamsport Pass. Ry,
Co

WORCESTER, MASS..
Worcester Cons. Si. Ry.
Co

13 m.,Sept.'95 43,315 29.858 13,467

13 m.,Sept.'94
12 " " '95

80,069
8,5,210

50,693
53,454

29,376
31.756

16,035*
17,400*

13,341
14,356

12 m., Oct. '94

13 95
33.668
30,808

86,781

26,148
5,887
4,660

1,852
8,785

4,P35

875

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95
139,351
135,485

95 821
94,115

33,530
31,370

31,139'

25,140
2,390
6 230

13 m., Dec. '94

14 VO
42 502
52,000

42,938*
56,000

d 431
U 4:,UUU

13 m., Dec.'94
12" " '35

1 Mar ^Qfi

1 " " '96

3 " " '95

3 96

243,931
298,6t9
19 453
23!643
54,848
69,121

1.57,520

174,619
13 474
14!659
37,880
41,006

86,401
124,070
6 978

8l984
16,968

28,115

88,597
97,264

2,196*

26,806

12 m. June'94
12"" " '95

1 044,159

ll660i676

67-3 479
8391815 830,861

13 m. Dec. '94

12 " " " '95

13 m. June'94
13 " " '95

286,021
523',212

1,900 606
3 151,853

315,762

1,120,026
1 241 fiSi

780,580
910 269

97 966 109,485

13 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95
46,702
52,848

33,585
34,771

14,117

18,076

12 m., Dec. '95

1 " Mar. '96
3 96

93.557
•5,448

16,043

60,257
4,198

11,593

33,300
1,250

4,450

12 m., Dec.'94
13 " " '95

782,520
873,445

448,304
517,519

334,216
355,936

369,045*
307,118*

65,171
48,808

13 m., Dec.'94

12 " " '95
1,353,136

1,403.957

776,583
831,315

576 554
682,'642

.^37 fiSd

366,587 216,055

12m., June,'94
13 " " '95

1 " Mar. '95

1 ** " '96

9 " " '95
>. 196

247,768
270,700
30,919

194,781

243,967

140,080
142,278
11,889
14 319

119'599

121,977

107,688
128,422

9,030
11,303
75,182
121,991

105,796*
119,858*

1,892

8,564

12 m., Deo. '95 29,737 15,031 14,706

12 m Sept.'94
12 " " '95

373,903
442,006

252,269

377.156

121,634
164,850

18,210*

30,637*
103,424
134,313

12 m., Dec.'94
12 " " '95

12 m., Dec.'9j

194,547
164,626
245,805

181,105
178,073
145,934

13,443
dl3,446
99,870

197'*

304*

93,965'

13,244
dl8,7f0

5,905

1 m.. Dec. '94

1 " " '95

6 " " '94

6 " " '95

8,354

11,602

60,336
83,507

7,9j9

48,855 34,652

12 m.,Dec. '94

12 " " '95
198,681
2*23.761

1,129

1,771

12 m., Dec.'94
12 " '* '95

r " Feb. '95

1 " " '96

2 " " '95

2 " " '96

958,371
993,801
63,460
73,468

1 .1 r»oiv
]3tt,9»7

147,845

517,708
489,915
39,032
42.740
SO 1 1 A

85,878

440,663
503,886
23,428
30,72S
50 883
6l!967

12 m., Dec.'94
13" " '95

433,596
490,489

312,407
242,775

230,189

347,714

130,474
126,116*

89,705
121.598

12 m., Dec. '94

12 " " '95
149,105
160.'284

90,754
105,297

58,.351

64,988

29,844*
44 791*

28,508
10.197

12 m., Dec. '95 1,063.776 634,013 429,754

12 m., Dec. '95

1 " Feb.'95
1 " " '90

2 " •' '95

3 " " '96

247.730
16,588
19,382

33,830
40,738

142,073

11,-265

23,401

105.657

8,017

17,337

12 m., Dec '94

13 " " '95

133,517
150,094

119,378
88,552

14,139
61,542 32,348* 29,294

12 m.,Dec. '94

12" " '95

1 " Mar. '95

1 " " '96

3 " " '95

3 " " '96

400,143
451,941
30,557
36,791
81,992

112,067

196 824
209,600
15,223
18,437

47,987
53,612

203,819
242,341
15,334

18,364
34,005
68,446

132,607'»

134,215*
80,711

108,127

13 m.,June'94
12 " " '95

64,863
66,845

49,646
52,459

15,217

14,386

10,256
9,691

4,962

4,695

13m.,Sept.'94
12" " '95

1 " Feb. '95

1 " " '96

5 " " '95

5 " " '96

355,000
420,498
25,947
34,168

150,823
186,686

284,215
309,787
23,406
36.505
118,226
139,100

70,785
110,711

2,481

7,663
33,597
47,586

45.479
61,778

25,806
58,983
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THE SYSTEM OF THE CONSOLIDATED TRACTION COMPANY,
OF NEW JERSEY.

The geographical conditions of the metropolitan dis-

trict about New York City are such as to present passenger
transportation problems entirely different from those affect-

ing any other city. London, Paris and Berlin, while
divided by rivers, have had no difficulty in bridging their

waterways and expanding homogeneously in all directions.

But the location of New York upon a long narrow island,

at whose lower end the activity of its vast financial and
commercial interests has centered, has compelled its growth

Montclair form probably the largest and most attractive

suburban residential district aljout New York. These
towns together cover an area of about thirty square miles,

and in this area it is possible to ride for miles through
fine streets and broad boulevards lined continuously by
rows of beautiful suburban residences. The cities in this

district have, also, their own industries and interests and
require a considerable amount of short-ride urban trans-

portation. The largest within a radius of fifteen miles of

FIG. 1.—INTERIOR OF POWER STATION—JERSEY CITY.

toward the north only. In point of accessibility to this busi-

ness center the neighboring cities of New Jersey and
Brooklyn have always compared favorabl}'^ with the upper
part of Manhattan Island, so that at present a very large

proportion of the business of New York City is carried on
by residents of these cities, who, of course, require regu-

lar and frequent communication with the metropolis.

Many of the cities and towns in that portion of New
Jensej' close to New York City are given up entirely to

residences, while others, owing to their proximity to the

metropolis, with its large market and shipping facilities,

have become extensive manufacturing centers. Among
the former are the Oranges, which with Bloomfield and

New York are the following, the populations given being
those of the census of 1890:

Population.
Newark 181,830
Jersey City 163,003
Paterson 78,347
Hoboken 43,648
Elizabeth 37,724
Orange and So. Orange 21,950
Passaic 13,028
Hackensack 6,004

Until recent years the interurban transportation ser-

vice in this district, was performed exclusively by the

steam railroads. The business was carried on mainly by
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the following roads and in extent probably in the order

named: the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad,

the Central Railroad of New Jersey, the Erie Railroad and
the Pennsylvania Railroad. Each has a separate ferry,

landing passengers at different points in New York.
But with the adoption of electric power on street rail-

ways a change was made in the transportation status of

this region. The first development of it was the con-

nection of the nearest towns with each other by interurban

lines. These have been recently extended until it is now
possible to travel from any one of the cities of Newark,
Jersey City, Hoboken, Elizabeth, Orange, Paterson or

Passaic to any other by trolley car. Of course, the great-

est tide of interurban travel is to New York through Jer-

sey City. Two lines, both owned by the Consolidated

Traction Company of New Jersey,now connect Newark with

Jersey City and these will, of course, constitute the great

artery through which the greater amount of the electric

railway traffic with New York will pass. On these lines

through tickets, including ferry passage, are now sold.

Just what effect this competition will have on the

steam railroads it is yet too early to determine. That it

will draw away a considerable amount of their traffic is

certain. While the actual running time is not so high,

the ability to take a car at any point is an undeniable ad-

the work of consolidating and unifying the properties was
taken up by Mr. Young, second vice-president of the com-
pany. This work which included thfe change in gauge of

every mile of the track, the erection of a new station, the
alteration of a large part of the former installations to con-
form to modern methods, and the prosecution of new work,
has now been practically completed. Under the excellent

management of Mr. Young, earnings have shown a gratify-

ing increase as may be seen from the accompanying table:

Year ending Dec. 31, 1892. 1893. 1894. 1895.
Rec'ts from pass. . .11,213,067 11,288,141 12,086,891 12,487,104

" other sources. . 60,999 16,351 13,854 20,453

" total |[, 274,066 $1,304,942 |2, 100,745 1^,507,557

THE company has two power
stations, one in Newark,
the second in Jersey City.

The former is the larger

and more modern, and
was completed during the
past year. It is on the Pas-

saic River between Stiles Street and Coal Street, and is of

brick with stone trimmings. The ground dimensions are

150 ft. X 190 ft.

Coal is delivered to the station by the cars of the

''d'§ lTO'D'u lT'ljIj u'u u u'u u u'Du ii u jj u u u y G u'lj u u"u ljTjuu
Street Railway Journal

FIG. 2.—SECTION OF POWER STATION—N EWARK.

vantage, while the lower fares charged will influence many
in favor of the electric road , even in cases where the time
required is longer. Eor the transportation of those living

more than twelve miles from New York the electric cars can
hardly expect to compete to any considerable extent under
present conditions as their slower running time would pre-

clude their use by most business men.
On the other hand the railways are undeniably creat-

ing a large traffic, not only by building up and develop-
ing new territory, but by giving avenues of communication
between the different cities, many of which have heretofore

been unconnected by rail except by way of Jersey City.

Of this territory in New Jersey under consideration by
far the mo.st important parts, considered from a transporta-

tion standpoint, are now covered by the tracks of the Con-
solidated Traction Company of New Jersey. As will be
seen from the map facing page 460, the lines of this com-
pany furnish the entire transportation system of Jersey
City and Newark as well as the inierurban service between
and around these cities. The company, which was char-

tered in 1893, is the consolidation of a number of smaller
and older companies and is the outcome of the belief of a

number of prominent street railway capitalists that the
purchase and development under one head of the various
properties now forming the company would prove a profit-

able undertaking. The sub-companies are the Jersey City
& Bergen Railway Company, the Newark Passenger Rail-

way Company, the Newark Plank Road Company, the

Jersey City, Harrison & Kearney Railway Company and
the Rapid Transit Street Railway Company of Newark.
Three of these roads were operating by electricity when

Pennsylvania Railroad which run on a siding directly in

the rear of the boiler room. When the dock in front of the

station is completed, fuel can be received by boat. The
cars at present discharge into two large storage bins, from
which fuel will be taken to the boilers by conveyors, when
completed. It is weighed before being admitted to the

boiler in which it is to be used.

BOILER ROOM.

The boiler room is 89 ft. X "S/^ ft- ^'^^ contains at

present seven batteries of two Babcock & Wilcox boilers

each. Each battery has a capacity of 500 h. p. on thirty

pounds of water rating. The boilers are arranged on each
side of the center line of the boiler room and are faced

with enameled brick. The ash pit is cone shaped, with a

cast iron valve at the bottom, operated by a lever, the gate

closing automatically after being opened. The ashes are

discharged from this hopper, into hand cars in the base-

ment, by which they are removed. At the further end of

the boiler room is the pump room containing the following

apparatus: two Worthington feedwater pumps, Metropoli-

tan injectors, oil injectors, necessary piping, etc. The
method of piping is clearly shown in the diagram (Fig. 3)

,

The flues leading from the boilers are 7 ft. 4 ins. X
10 ft. 10 ins. There is one on each side of the building,

and each is led through a Green economizer so arranged
with by-pass that it can be cut out of service if desired.

This is accomplished by means of a switching damper
mounted on ball bearings and operated by a hand wheel in

the oil room above the economizers. The dampers in the

stack flue are similarly arranged, as shown in Figs. 1 1 and 12.
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From the econoini/.ers the boiler gases enter the stack

through flues at both sides. The stack is of steel, and

225 ft. in height above the foundation. It is twelve feet

in external diameter at the top, eleven feet internal diam-

eter and is surmounted hy a crown made xip of sheet and

angle iron in the form of a ring. This ring is eighteen

feet in external diameter and 7 ft. 6 ins. high. The brick

lining is carried up at a thickness of iT,'y4 ins. to a height

of 15 ft. above the ma.sonry base. Above this the lining

is nine inches thick for a distance of eighty-five feet, then

six inches thick for a distance of fifty feet, then 4}^ ins.

t'.iick for the remaining di.stance of fifty feet.

valves leading to the economizers. The discharge from

the economizers is arranged in the same way. This makes
it possible for an attendant to manipulate the valves and

make the changes quickly in ca.se of accident, or should

the temperature of the feedwater in the economizers

change, a connnon occurence. The system is also all

.shunted, allowing the i)umps to be cut in direct with the

boilers should occasion require. Provision is made for the

use of injectors to be operated instead of the pumps for

boiler supply, thus les.sening the possibility of not being

able to supply the boilers at all times and under all cir-

cumstances.

FIG. 3.—PLAN OF POWER STATION, SHOWING PIPING—NEWARK.

PIPING.

At present most of the feedwater used in the boilers

is taken from the city supply and is metered to the station.

During low tide or for a period of twelve hours out of the

twenty-four the water of the Passaic River is fresh and it

is the intention of the company to use it as boiler feed.

The water will be pumped at low tide into a large

tank, holding a twelve hour supply, under the boiler room.
As the water to be used is dirty and filled with foreign sub-

stances, a set of filters intercepts the source of supply, and all

foreign matter is precipitated before the supply reaches the

suction tank of the boiler feed pumps. The suction tank is

open, allowing a frequent test and examination of the water
during the change of tide, as the water will be pumped
direct to this tank during the time the supply or reserve is

being filled.

The water from the boiler feed pumps is di.scharged

into a manifold and is governed there at will by independent

As mentioned, the water supply can be taken from
either the city mains or the river. Still another precaution
was taken to secure certainty of operation. A shunt to

the city supply is made through the powerful pumps, al-

ready mentioned, that supply the reserve. Should the

river supply fail and the pressure drop in the city main,
these pumps can be cut in and as long as there is any
water in the city supply mains they will get it, so that

the station is well equipped with the means of obtaining
and supplying water to the boilers under the most trying
circumstances.

The live steam piping system while not in dupli-

cate is so arranged that the results sought for in duplicate

piping are practically secured, that is, each battery has two
independent means of communication to each engine.

Flanged steel headers eight inches in diameter connect
each battery with a twenty inch main carried on a gallery'

extending the entire length of the section of the boiler room.
As the boilers are set in two rows, this makes the distribu-
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tion central, and as the headers are in the form of long
compound curves, the enormous expansion and contraction

which is going on constantly is easily taken up. Directly

above the drum of each boiler is a large combination auto-

matic steel stop and check valve with composition seats.

FIG. 4.—PLAN SHOWING PIPING AROUND 2,000

ALLIS ENGINE.

This is always ready for instant u.se .should the occasion

require, such as a rupture serious enough to drive all the

attendants from the boiler room. In case of accident this

stop will be automatically closed by the steam pressure on

the uninjured side.

From the central main in the boiler room two twenty
inch pipes are carried into the en-

gine room, entering the latter below
the level of the floor. Just before

they pass through the di\-iding wall,

each main is carried through a large

separator seven feet high by four feet

in diameter. The two twenty inch

pipes are joined in the engine room
by a main twenty inches in diameter

extending the entire length of the

room between the two lines of en-

gines. From this main branch pipes

are led to the engine, eight inches

in diameter for the three Watts-
Campbell engines, five inches in di-

ameter to the smaller AUis engine,

and twelve inches in diameter to the

2000 h. p. AUis engine.

The live steam to each engine is

first led to a second separator directly

under the engine and used mainly as

a reservoir and pressure equalizer for

the latter. The separator for the

looo h. p. engines is six feet high
by three feet diameter, and for the

2000 h. p. engine seven feet high by
three and one-half feet diameter.

This separator is connected with both the high pressure cyl-

inder and with a reducing valve leading to the low press-

ure cylinder, so that should it be desirable to cut out of

circuit the high pressure cylinder the low pre.ssure cylinder

can be operated directl}^ without change of boiler pressure.

The exhaust from the high pressure cylinder leads into the
receiver and also into the main exhaust pipe which is con-
nected with valves so that it will discharge either as free

exhaust or into the condenser, so that the engine can be
run with the high pressure cylinder only, either condens-

ing or non-condensing. The receiver, which is kept
heated by steam from the boilers, discharges directly into

the low pre.ssure cylinder whose exhaust is also connected
to both condenser and free exhaust.

As in traction work the variations in load are often

very great and sudden the reducing valve between the

steam line and the low pressure cylinder is arranged to

work automatically. In case the receiving pressure drops
to a point below that which is intended to be carried, this

automatic valve instantly opens, admitting a sufficient

quantity of live .steam to bring up the required pressure; it

then instantly and automatically closes again. This en-

ables the engines to care for great changes in load and
maintain a uniformity of speed that is so essential for suc-

cessful operation.

The individual exhausts are all connected to one main
which is equipped with automatic valves, so that in case one
of the condensers is cut out from any cause the main will

act as a receiver. The other condensers will then take
care of the exhaust steam from the condenser shut down,
preventing the automatic valve from throwing the exhaust
direct to the atmosphere, an important point in the line of

economy.
Intersecting the condenser and the atmo.spheric pipe is

another automatic valve that opens instantly should the con-

densers fail to take care of the discharge from the cylinder

of the engine. This makes it impossible for an accumula-
tion of exhaust steam to cause a slackening of the engine
speed, and protects against the possibility of a water and
steam hammer effect with possible bursting of the pipes.

Another precaution taken is that of placing a relief valve not

only on either end of the cylinder, but wherever through-

out the entire system the pressure can be maintained and
there is possibility of trouble arising.

The main exhaust is of ample area to allow all the en-

gines to be run high pressure at the same time. From
this it will be seen that there is an enormous margin for

safety in ca.se of trouble in this direction.

On each of the two atmospheric pipes are large hoods
to protect the buildings and surrounding grounds from con-

Street Ruilway Juuriial

FIG. 5.—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS IN PUMP ROOM.

densation should it become necessary at any time to ex-

haust into the atmosphere, and provision is made to entrain

all such condensation and carry it down and away.
The condensing water from the Passaic River, in being

taken into the station, is first passed through screens of a

sufficiently fine mesh to prevent floatings from entering the

suction pipe. These screens are removable so that they

may be cleaned from time to time. The water then enters

a large tank, on the river side of the station, into which
the suction pipes are introduced. Provision has been made
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for the removal of any floating debris such as wood, fish,

chips, etc., that reach the main line, by the introduction of

a trap consisting of a cast iron receptacle with a perforated
brass diaphragm. The condensing water is discharged
from the condensers into branches that lead to a conniion
main, and by gravity descends into the river again.

In addition to the piping mentioned the cylinders of the
engines as well as of the pumps are being steam jacketed, so
that taken in connection with all the other piping there is

a large amount of waste condensation. All drips from the
mains, which are tapped frequently at each division and
subdivi.sion, as well as separator, engine, pump, jacket and
cylinder drips, are piped to a general reservoir each inde-

])endently so that repairs can be easily made without inter-

ference to the system. From this reservoir the water is

economical point of cut-off from 900 h. ]). to loooh. p., and
can operate safely for any length of time up to 1600 ]i. ]>.

They operate at a speed of 8o*r. ]>. m.
The flywheel is 20 ft. in diameter with 17 in. face and

weighs 100,000 lbs ; the crank pins are each 8 ins. diame-

ter and .S3h ins. long; the crosshead pins are 7 ins. diame-
ter and 7 -'4 ins. long; the swell on the crank shaft is 22 ins.

diameter and the crank shaft journals are 18 ins. diameter
and 32 ins. long; the pi.ston rods are each 5;^ ins. diameter

and the surface area of each crosshead shoe is 270 sq. ins.

The cylinder and cylinder heads are steam jacketed.

The valve gear is of the Corliss type with several

modifications introduced by the builders and the admission

and cut-offs are worked by .sei)arate eccentrics. The re-

leasing gear of these engines differs somewhat from that of

street Ry Journal
*Vrf>u(rhl Iruii Steam IMik; to Nozzle on Slain

PLAN OF FLOOR AT GRADE II'
o" PLAN OF FLOOR AT GRADE 2' "

^
C-I. Pipo to Boilers-*^

FIG. 6.—ELEVATIONS AND PLANS OF PUMP ROOM.

elevated with an appliance similar to an ordinary injector,

getting its force from the accumulated condensation and
vapor to a second reservoir. From this it descends by
gravity in a pipe that extends the entire length of the

boiler room. There are leads to each boiler so that a uni-

form distribution of this condensation is insured. Stops
are placed in each branch so that they can be cut out for

cleaning and repairs should occasion require.

ENGINE ROOM.

The engine room is lighted by large windows on the

north and west sides and by a monitor roof. The latter is

supported by trusses resting upon central girders and a row
of lattice posts extending through the center of the room.

There are two traveling cranes of twenty tons capacity

each. Each runs on the central girder and on one of the

girders running along the side wall. There is also a .smaller

traveling crane at the main entrance running on two girders

extending beyond the front of the building and adapted to

convey heavy machinery into the building.

The present steam equipment of the plan includes five

units. Three of these are Watts-Campbell cross com-
pound engines with cylinder dimensions 26 ins. and 48
ins. X 48 ins. stroke. These engines will develop at most

other builders, the leverage of the detaching gear being
uniform under all conditions. The dash pot is also some-
what different. The vacuum which serves to close the
valve is maintained in the chamber above the central post
of the dash pot. Should any small quantity of air find its

way into this chamber it passes out through an automatic
valve when the piston descends. The cushioning effect of

the da.sh pot is accomplished by the movement of the piston
in a tapering annular cylinder around the central post. As
the piston descends its fall is gradually resisted up to nearly
the end of the stroke when the piston entirely fills the
annular cylinder. The escape of the air then is provided
for by a valve with adjustable screw by which the size of

the opening can be regulated to any degree desired.

The connecting rod is six cranks in length, a practice
followed by the manufacturers in all of their engines.

The 2000 h. p. engine is of the E. P. AUis make and
has cylinder dimensions 36 ins. and 62 ins X 60 ins. stroke
and is of the standard type manufactured by this company.
The smaller engine is of the Allis make with cylinder di-

mensions 16 ins. and 32 ins. X 42 ins.

The engines are all supplied with metallic packing on
the piston rods, .soft packing being used on the valve stems
only.
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The largest engine is directly connected to a G. E.
1500 k. w. generator, the three of the next size to three

Westinghouse 800 k. w. anS the smallest engine to a

Westinghouse 500 k. w.
The engine room is also piped with air blast for cleaning

off commutators, drip pipe, etc., by
the use of a Westinghouse air com-
pressor.

SWITCHBOARD.

July 4, was between 5000 and 5200 amperes, but upon oc-

casions the generators have delivered as high as 6900.

LUBRICATING SYSTEM.

A gravity oil system is in use with power furnished

The switchboard is at the eastern

end of the engine room and is in a

gallery about twelve feet above the en-

gine floor. The generator panels are

of slate and mounted in the usual way
on an iron frame, a short distance

from the wall. The feeder panels, of

which there are eighteen or twenty,

each serving for two feeders, are ar-

ranged in the form of a long inclined

table extending the entire length of

the switchboard gallery. The table is

about the height of a man's hand and
the purpose of this arrangement is to

enable the switchboard tender to more
easily manipulate the switches while

watching the engines than would other-

wise be possible. The circuit break-

ers are in a row in front of the feeder

panels and are fitted with levers so

that they can be reset by the switch

tender who does this by his foot

without releasing his hold of the feeder switches.

Each of the circuit breakers is connected to an elec-

tric bell which rings until the breaker has been reset.

The ground is made by connecting the negative bus
bar to the track by 10,000,000 c. m. of copper. Two
feeders are also connected to the water mains. No return

feeders are used except to Elizabeth and Elizabethport

,

FIG, 7.—BOILER ROOM—NEWARK.

to which respectively two and one feeders of 500,000 c. m.
capacity are run. A total number of thirty-one feeders is

run from this station, the longest being three miles in

length.

The switchboard is also equipped with Thomson re-

cording wattmeter, and readings as well as coal and water
records which are taken regularly.

The average maximum load for the station, before the
introduction of the 1500 k. w. which was started about

FIG. 8.—SWITCHBOARD ON RAISED GALLERY—N EWARK.

by a small feedwater pump located in the pump room.
The oil reservoir tank is in one of the rooms above the en-

gines and at one end of the boiler room. Above this tank
is an iron frame made to hold a number of pans of such a

size that an attendant can handle them with ease. These
pans are fitted with tubes in which are canvas strainers.

Oil is delivered to the station in barrels and is pumped to

these pans, strained through the cloth and
caught in the reservoir tank immediately
underneath. From here a supply is taken to

every bearing requiring lubrication.

The oil leaders terminate in ordinary glass

oilers with sight feed and adjustment. Each
cup is set to suit the required amount of oil for

the bearing beneath it, and the proper sup-

ply is kept in the cup by a stop that regulates

the flow from the tank. This relieves the at-

tendants from a great deal of trouble and per-

mits them to care, with perfect safety, for a

much greater number of cups than if each cup
had to be filled by hand.

After the oil has passed from the bearings,

casings and shields are provided for catching
and accumulating all the drips which are then
piped by gravitation to a tank. When a suf-

ficient quantity has collected it is drawn into a

filter and from this filter it is again pumped
into the supply tank, and used again and again.

The cylinders are supplied with improved
sight feed lubricators, having a lead not only
to the steam pipe before entering the cylinder

as usual, but in addition to the center of each
valve. This allows a chance for direct lubri-

cation should the valve require it. Each valve

is also supplied with a cylinder oil pump that

can be used, should an accident befall the

sight feed lubricator.

OPERATION.

The following report taken from the log book at this

station for ten days may be of interest. It should be borne
in mind however, that the plant is yet in an unfinished

condition, so that later a greater degree of economy will

probably be shown.

Wattmeter 302,288,000 k. w. h.

Coal 1,089,900 lbs.
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Water , 1,273,825 gals.

Engine oil " 109
"

Cylinder oil 97
"

Waste, colored 37 lbs.

Waste, white 29 "

The station was built from plans and specifications

prepared by F. S. Pearson.

JERSEY CITY POWER STATION.

The second power station of the company is in Jersey
City near the foot of Montgomery Street hill. It is a

long brick building with gable roof, and has been extended
a number of times since it was put in operation in 1892.

Water for condensing purposes is secured at high tide from
the meadows at the foot of the hill, and retained until the

next high tide in a reservoir excavated for the purpose.

The engine equipment consists of three Allis cross-

compound engines, one of 750 h. p. and two of 500 h. p.

each, directly connected to a Westinghouse generator, and

The total car mileage per month for the ten months
ending last May is as follows:

Aug. 1,055,349.
Sept. 1,067,660.

Oct. 981,610.
Nov. 980,000.
Dec. 972,000.

Tan.

Feb.
M?r.
Apr.
May.

967,490.

927.775.

994,954-
1,006,225.

1,071,034.

FIG. 10.—EXTERIOR OF JERSEY CITY POWER STATION

six Ball & Wood cross compound engines of 300 h. p. each
belted to a Westinghouse generator. The latter formed
the plant as originally installed. The boiler room contains

five Heine and six Babcock & Wilcox boilers each of 250
h. p. There are six steel stacks each serving two boilers.

The station is light and well ventilated, and while not as

modern in its appointments as that in Newark, is doing ex-

cellent service.

Coal is received directly in the rear of the station from
a siding of the Lehigh Valley Railroad. The coal cars riui

on a trestle some twenty feet in height and dump the fuel

directly in the rear of the boiler room. A new switch-

board of the General Electric panel type will be installed

in this station.

OWING to the fact that the

company's older rolling

stock was in large part in-

-yyl'" herited from the former
companies now forming the

Consolidated Traction Company, and that these companies
were operating under different conditions and different

managements, the rolling stock is of various types. All
recent cars, however, have been of one or two styles which
have now been adopted as standard; the twenty foot single

truck car for city service and the twenty five-foot double
truck car for the interurban lines.

The total number of car bodies owned is 700, of which
105 are double truck cars, employed exclusively on the
interurban line. Trailers are not used. The company is

also well fitted for caring for heavy snow falls and has in

its car houses ready for service, thirty White snow plows
and thirty McGuire sweepers.

Many of the leading car manufacturers, including
Stephenson, Laclede, Brill, Pullman and Trimble, are

represented in the equipment of the company. The last

twenty-five foot open cars were supplied by the Laclede
Company and the last twenty foot box cars by Brill.

Two body colors are used; red for the double truck in-

terurban cars and lemon chrome
yellow for all others. The latter

color has been found the cheapest,

most durable and in every way the

most satisfactory, except that in

repainting cars in the repair shop
more difficulty has been experi-

enced in matching the shade than
with other colors.

The standard specifications for

the twenty foot box cars of the
compan)^ are given on another
page.

The cars are fitted with spring
seats, those in the center aisle

cars being covered with rattan.

Numeral registers of the Vernon
or Sterling pattern, and Nuttall

trolleys are also used. The ex-

perience of the company with
fenders was a long and exhaustive
one, and a large variety was tried

on the different lines, as the city

authorities in both Jersey City and
Newark were extremely anxious
to have some reliable fender adopt-

ed. As a result of these trials the
Consolidated fender was selected as

standard, and has given very good
results.

TRUCKS.

The company has in use Peckham, Brill, McGuire
and Bemis trucks. The 6 A of the first mentioned has
been adopted as the future standard for the twenty foot

single truck box cars, and the 6 D X for the twenty foot

open cars. For double truck cars, the Brill No. 23 truck
is used, although fifty-four of the company's double truck

cars are mounted on maximum traction trucks. The com-
pany has not 3'et put into operation any Robinson radial

trucks, but regards the principle with favor.

MOTORS.

There are 529 double motor equipments made up of

119 G. E. 800, 30 G. E. 1200 and 380 Westinghouse
No. 3. Of these the General Electric are the latest added.

Every motor is inspected once a week with a volt-

meter and is thoroughly overhauled once every forty days
over the pit. At this time the motor is tested for armature
clearance, is thoroughly cleaned, the worn parts of the

truck and brakes are renewed and the bolts are all tight-

ened up.

The bearings in the axle boxes are cast of standard

babbitt, no lead being used. Their life is from 20,000 to

30,000 miles, depending upon the size of the car. The
armature bearings are made of the same composition and a

life of from 10,000 to 20,000 miles is obtained frora th^m,
depending upon the size of the car.
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The average life of motor parts, gears and lubricants,

as determined from the experience of tlic company, is as

follows:

Brushes 2860 miles.

Steel }j;ears 001 in. per roo car miles.

The j^ears are allowed to wear .25 in., so that their life is a little

iiiKlor one year.

Cast iron j^ears about half as lonj^ as steel gears.
Cut pinions 4,6 and 8 months.
Gear grease 250 lbs. per j 00,000 car miles.
Motor grease 450 " " " " "

Lubricating oil 18 gals. " " " "

street Railway Journal.

FIG. 11.—PLAN OF STACK DAMPERS IN

NEWARK STATION.

Street Rilhvay Journal.

FIG. 12.—ELEVATION, SHOWING METHOD OF SUSPENDING
STACK DAMPERS—NEWARK

REPAIRS.

The total cost of repairs for rolling .stock per car mile

averages abotit $.017 divided as follows:

Trucks 1.002

Motors 005
Bodies 010

In these figures both labor and material are included.

The material costs about ten per cent more than the labor.

Of the total cost of car body repairs, about twenty per cent

is for repainting. The average cost of motor and truck

maintenance per car mile is divided as follows:

Material $.00446
Labor 00261

Total $.00707

The figures given above, while those of a .single month
or average of two or three months, represent very clcsely

the average for the past year. Owing to recent economies

made in the repair shop such as the carrying on of all work
on the piece system, as will be described later, the figures

for the coming year, it is thought, will be materially lower.

The results so far secured indicate a reduction of abotit

twenty per cent.

ki<;lativk merits ov uoublk and sin(;li<; truck
equipment.

Some intcre.sting tests have recently been made to

determine the power required for operating cars of difTer-

ent lengths under the same conditions. A stretch of track

2}4 miles in length on which the grades varied from two
to five per cent, was selected, and round trips were made
so that the cars returned to the starting point. The live

a Anthor Bolta

FIG.

Street Railway Jommal

13.—ELEVATION AND VERTICAL SECTIONS OF STACK.

load carried on the cars in each case was 600 lbs. A cer-

tain number of starts and stops were made, but not as

many as in case of actual operation. The averages of a

number of tests .showed the following results:

Dead load Total load Electric Horse
lbs. lbs. Power Consumed.

22 ft. car on (2) swivel trucks . . . 21,000 21,600 22
18 " " " single truck 18,000 18,600 16
16 " " " " " 16,000 16,600 14

These figures indicate a superiority of the single truck
car over the double truck c.^r in power consumption as

compared with carrying capacity. This superiority ex-
tends even to the question of repairs as shown in the ac-

companying table niade up from a representative month.
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Repairs per car equipment per car mile.
Bodies. Tnu'ks.

$•00357
.0015

Double truck cars $.02

Single truck cars 00833

HEATERS.

The company is using a few electric heaters, but is

heating most of its cars by stoves. The electric heaters

have given very satisfactory service and are looked upon
with favor by the management, in spite of the fact that the

experience of the Company .shows that it costs to heat the

cars with them about three times as much as by stoves.

The company has in use a variety of stoves, including the

McGuire, Standard, Michigan, Lewis & Fowler and Spier.

The first two have been found to take less coal than the

latter three, but also to give out appreciably less heat. The
cost of operating the stoves last winter, including fuel,

maintenance and repairs was about as follows:

Each of first two makes .

" " last three makes
General average ....

. 1.07 per car per day.

.|.io " " " "

. $.0014 per car mile.

In addition to the above the cost at the beginning of

the season of putting the .stoves in shape for the season's

use should be added. This averages about $1.50 per

stove.

WHEELS.

The service to wdiich the wheels are subjected is in

some respects especially severe. With a high car mileage

the grades are many and the traffic is often extremely
heavy. For a long time the company liad considerable

trofible with the number of flat wheels which developed

in service. When a wheel became flat the entire axle would
be removed and .sent to fitting shops in New York belong-

ing to the wheel makers, where the wheels were either

ground down or replaced and then returned. The number
of axles thus removed at times has averaged over eleven a

day.

Instructions to motornien to reduce this evil did not

seem to have any practical result. Sand boxes had to be
used on account of the heavy grades, as sand cars were not

looked upon with favor by the management. In addition

to trotible from flatting, the wheels showed a tr-ndency to

wear with a .sharp flange on one side and a double flange

on the other. Strange to state, the wheel on the opposite

side from the gear was always the one which wore sharp
when any difference could be detected. This characteristic

held true, independent of the truck. It was first thought
that the wheels did not track—in other words, that while
the axles were parallel the flanges were not in line with
each other. To determine whether this was true, the elec-

trical engineer of the company, C. F. Uebelacker, con-

structed the wheel gauge described in the Street Rail-
way Journal for July, 1895. Tests with this gauge have
shown that much of the trouble due to sharp flanges arose

from the wheels being out of line with each other, and
the trouble, being thus located, was reduced, although not
entirely eliminated.

The mo.st serious evil however was that of flatting,

and to avoid this, trials were made with manganese Steel

wheels. While these coitld not be flattened in service,

they wore rapidly, lo.sing from one inch to two inches in

diameter in covering 20,000 miles. A peculiar feature of

the wear was that the worn wheel, besides becoming
smaller, developed a fin on the outside of the tread, as

shown in the accompanying engravings, which give sec-

tions the actual size of two mangane.se wheels on the .same

axle which ran 12,942 miles. The striking difference in

width of flange already referred to is illustrated clearly

in the section reproduced.

The chilled iron wheels used hy the company weigh
360 lbs. each, and average 3000 miles in service per month.
There was a marked reduction in the niunber of flatted

wheels removed from cars between February and January,
and this was, to a very great extent, due to the fact of the
company's issuing more rigid instructions to the motormen
in reference to the indiscriminate use of sand, and to their

.sanding a con.siderable portion of the track, especially on
grades, with individual sand cars.

After giving considerable thought to the subject,

the second vice-president, Mr. Young, determined to

adopt the policy of paying the manufacturer more, and
endeavoring to secure a better wheel. Several standard

grades of chilled iron wheels have been used heretofore.

Under its new contract made with the New York Car
Wheel Works, the latter will furnish all the wheels re-

quired on the line, for the coming year. The wheels are

from assorted mixtures composed of the best grades of

charcoal iron and several special brands, notably a Canadian
iron made from bog ore. For these new wheels the price

agreed upon is about $2.75 per wheel in excess of the

price paid for the former wheels, but the service given so

far has indicated that the.se wheels, purchased under spec-

ial guarantee, will not flatten as easily as the standard

wheels, and that they will la.st so much longer than ordi-

nary wheels that the difference in cost is far more than made
up by the longer life and getieral superior quality. As the

cost to the company for changing axles in the repair shop.

7
>

FIG. 14.—SECTIONS FULL SIZE OF MANGANESE STEEL WHEELS
FROM SAME AXLE, SHOWING DIFFERENCE IN

WEAR AFTER RUNNING 12,942 MILES.

is $1.02 each, an additional economy is readily shown, as

special wheels do not require changing for repairs as often
as the ordinary chilled wheels.

The fir.st of these special wheels was put in operation
Apr. 4, and so far they have given very good results, though
they have not been in operation long enough yet to deter=

mine just what the results will be. An interesting test was
made however which would seem to show excellent wear-
ing qualities. Two pairs of these wheels under an eighteen
foot car were chained fast, aitd the car was then dragged
over one hundred feet of sanded track. The flat developed
was two inches long, while with ordinary chilled wheels
the flat would have been from three-fourths of an inch to

one inch longer.

The management feels very confident that the new
wheel will .solve the problem as presented to them, that

the troubles heretofore experienced with flat wheels will be
to a large extent eliminated, and that the purchase of a
higher priced wheel will be a good investment.

j^SPAN wire is used exclusively

on the lines of the company.
The General Electric overhead
parts are employed through-
out. Most of the iron poles

are of the Morris-Tasker
make. The standard side pole is 800 lbs. in weight and
five, six and seven inch sections. The standard trolley

wire is No. o hard drawn copper.

The maximum drop in voltage figured for the out-

OVERHEAD

C^NSTRU^ION
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going circuit for ordinary loads is eight i)er cent, and for

the return circuit two per cent. This rule is necessarily

subject to certain deviations according to the conditions of

different divisions.

The line is carefully divided into sections, to secure

greater certainty of operation. Ivach section is fed by a

separate feeder. The arrangement of sections in the Hud-
son County divi.sion of the company's lines is shown in

Fig. 15. As will be .seen, twenty-six feeders are run from
the power .station, one for each section.

THlv lines of the company,
measuring one mile of

double track as equal to

two of .single, are about

1 7 -, miles in length. All

new construction is with
eighty-five pound, nine inch girder rail of either the John-
son No. 2S1, or the Tennsylvania vSteel Company's No.

SIM'X'IAI, WORK.

special work lias been made <|uite a study by the com-
pany's officers and the line has all of the improved forms
of .special work. vSo far, the best results, in the opinion of

the management, have been .secured with the manganese
steel special work of the Wharton Ccjmpany. One piece of

this work was laid about a year and a half ago directly in

front of the Jersey City terminus on a curve of 72 ft.

in. radius. About 1000 cars pass over it daily although at

a low rate of speed. In .spite of this .severe service no
wear is yet appreciable upon the points.

JiONDS AND THE KKTUKN CIKCtHT.

Nearly every type of bond is used, including channel
pins with single, d(juble and triple lacings, Chicago bonds,

])lastic bonds, riveted bonds, Atkin.son bonds, etc. Tests
have been made upon the conducti\'e properties and dura-

bility of these different types, but as yet the company's

201 section. This rail is mounted on 5 in. X 7 i"- X 7 ft.

oak or chestnut ties, spaced 2 ft. 6 ins. between centers.

The following are the specifications used for ties:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIES.

1. All ties must be made of green or living timber, of good qual-
ity, and free from decayed knots or other iiusound parts; to be hewn
on two sides with straight faces, of an even thickness, sawed off

square at each end, and stripped of the bark. White oak and chest-
nut will be the onl}- kinds of timber admitted.

2. First class ties must be seven feet long, five inches thick, and
not less than seven inches face. No variations will be allowed in
length and thickness given above.

3. Cullings: All ties less than seven inches face, or five inches
thickness, and more than six inches face, or four inches thickness,
will be classed as " culls," of which not more than ten per cent will

be accepted.

4. All ties in above classes that are more than seven feet long
will be taken at a reduction of three cents each to pay for cutting
them to specified length.

5. No ties hewn from one-half or one-quarter logs, or sawed
from larger timber, will be received.

6. Ties nuist be delivered by consignee on wharf or railroad sid-

ing designated by Consolidated Traction Company, in Jersey City,

Newark or Elizabeth.

JOINTS.

Broken and suspended joints are used. The rail is

mounted on a tie plate and at present tie rods are being
employed to keep the track in gauge, but in future work the

company will emploj^ combination tie plate and rail braces.

The ordinary eight bolt joints with two No. 00 copper
bonds are used in most joints, but the company has also

about three miles of old four inch rail connected with cast

welded joints. The latter has not yet been in position

long enough to demonstrate its value. The general mana-
ger believes that the ca.st joint will prove .sati.sfactory with
this section, though unwilling to u.se it with a deeper rail.

JERSEy !J AVE.

WASHINGTON ST.

HUDSON ST."),

4.

Street Railway Journal

engineer is not prepared to give an opinion upon the rela-

tive merits of the different kinds used, except in the case
of bond wires using soldered rivets which have been con-
demned. A few return feeders, aggregating in length less

than five miles, are u.sed, but the rails themselves are de-

pended upon for the return in most cases. Underground
supplementary wires are not employed. Earth returns
are used to a limited extent and only where the points to

be connected with the power station run near salt water.
Here the earth plate is made by employing old dash iron,

from which the paint has been cleaned, and which is buried
below low tide mark. The connection to the rail is made
by riveting and soldering a conductor connected to the
rail. Sometimes old ca.st frogs and mates are employed
instead of da.sli iron. The station earth plate, which how-
ever is used only at the Newark .station, is made in the

same way.
The method of testing the bonds heretofore emplo5'ed

has been with a low reading voltmeter, the connections
being made by filing the rails on each side of the joint

until a bright surface is obtained. As the current flowing
through the joint is usually unknown, however, this

method of testing has been far from satisfactorv. The
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company is now having manufactured for this purpose a

direct current converter by which from 800 to 1000 am-
peres can be sent through the bond when its resistance can

be learned by the employment of a low reading voltmeter.

This method, it is thought, will obviate the trouble hereto-

fore experienced.

TRESTLES.

The most notable trestle construction

on the line is that on the turnpike division

where the tracks cross those of the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad on
the Hackensack Meadows. The cars mount
this trestle at a grade of eight per cent.

The trestle was built by the New Jersey

Steel & Iron Company, and a view is given

in the accompanying engraving.

THE chief

repair shops
of the com-
pau}' are on
the Plank

Road interurban line between Newark and
Jersey City, about a mile and a half from
the Market Street station of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad in the latter city. Here all

the repair work on car bodies, motors and trucks is per-

formed under the direct supervision of the company's elec-

trical engineer, whose office is in the repair shops. The
shops adjoin the principal car house of the companj'.
The policy of carrying on all the repairs at one place in-

•stead of in a ninnber of different car houses is amply justi-

fied in, the opinion of the company, by the results .secured.

The repair shop is of brick, two stories in height and
measures 120 ft. X 150 ft. The ground floor is devoted to

the paint .shop, 36 ft. X 120 ft., black.smith .shop and pit

room, 75 ft. X 114 ft., and the carpenter shop, 45 ft. X
114 ft. On the second floor are the machine .shop, offices

and storerooms of the company.
The paint shop has three tracks extending its entire

length and is separated from the rest of the building by a

twenty pounds pressure by a rotary blower. This air is

used for cleaning out corners, motors, sweeping cars, etc.

As a full description of these shops with, plans and en-

gravings was published in the Januar}' issue of the STREET
Railway Journal, a detailed account of them will not be

FIG. 17.—EXTERIOR OF PLANK ROAD CAR HOUSE AND REPAIR SHOP.

given here, but occa.sion will be taken to illustrate some of

the special appliances which have been found particularly

useful in facilitating the labor of repairs. One of these is

the pit hoist .shown in Fig. 21, for removing armatures.

The head of the hoi.st is fitted with two rollers which carry

the weight of the armature. As the hoist receives the

armature these rollers will 1 evolve slightly while the teeth

of the pinions are disengaging. The jack is of the ordi-

nary " Barret 3" type with hoi.st of twenty-six inches.

The jack is mounted on a swivel and supported on a small

truck which runs on the rails at the bottom of the pit.

Another type of hoist employed by the company is il-

lustrated in Fig. 20. It con.sists essentially of a traveling

jib crane, the hoi.st of which is operated by an old style

railway motor. The hoi.st is mounted on a truck propelled

FIG. 16.—VIADUCT ACROSS TRACKS OF THE D., L. & W. R. R. CO.

brick wall. In the pit room are ten tracks, eight of which
are equipped with pits. The tracks from this and the
paint shop are ser^-ed by an electric transfer table, shown
in Fig. 22, forty feet away from the building. This dis-

tance gives room for the cars to stand outside of the doors.

The paint shop has capacity for ten cars, sufficient to
take care of the equipment, on the basis of revarnrshing
every twelve months and with allowance for additional
cars requiring repainting on account of accidents. The
carpenter's shop has the usual equipment of borers, shap-
ers, planers, band-saws, etc. The paint shop with the
pit room is piped with compressed air furnished under

by a different motor. The cost of the crane was about

$125 and it was made in the shops of the company.
The method of lifting car bodies is shown in Fig. 19.

6 in. X 12 in. timbers are slipped under the body. These are

connected by iron straps and chains with longitudinal

stringers which are raised by wire ropes wound around a

drum operated by a railway motor on the second floor of

the repair shop. The motor is controlled by a switch and
rheostat on the ground floor. This device, which was also

made in the works of the company, cost about $350 and is

in almost continuous use.

With the General Electric motors another kind of
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tackle is used to remove the armatures from the motors.

This is a jib crane attached to vertical posts in the build-

ing, but so arranged that when not in use the horizontal

arm can be unshipped, when it remains close to the post

and occupies no room. The car is run alongside one of

these cranes when the arm can be swung into the window
and the armature lowered to the pit jack. (vSee Fig. 18.)

Tiie monthly pay roll of tlie men engaged in the re-

pair of car equipments and trucks is from jj^iGoo to $2K;o.

The practice was instituted some time ago of putting
as many men on a piece of work as possil)le. This has
been found to be very satisfactory and the working force

was in consequence cut down about fifty men. The force

is extremely efficient, as is .shown by the fact that recently

FIG. 18.—TACKLE FOR RAISING ARMA-

TURES INTO CAR. FIG. 19.—CAR BODY HOIST.

FIG. 20.—JIB CRANE. FIG. 21.—PIT ARMATURE TRUCK.

The company has now about 1 1 7 men employed in the

repair shops for the inspection and repair of trucks, motors
aud electrical equipment. These are divided as follows:

49 in the pit room.
5 winders.
8 controller repairers.

3 helpers.
2 blacksmiths.
6 machinists.

22 nij^ht inspectors and repairers.

22 day inspectors and repairers.

117

upon the arrival of twenty new cars by railroad, the bodies

were taken from the fiats, equipped and put on the line

within forty-eight hours.

The company has thirteen car houses divided as fol-

lows: four in Jersey City, eight in Newark, one in Eliza-

beth.

FOR convenience in opera-

tion the line is divided into

three sections entitled re-

spectively, the Hudson
County, Essex County and Union County divisions. Each
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of these is in charge of a superintendent with headquarters
respectively in Jersey City, Elizabeth and Newark. The
headquarters of the general superintendent are in Newark,
while the second vice-president of the company, who has
general charge of all departments, divides his time between
Newark and Jersej^ City.

Under the division superintendents are assistant super-

intendents, each of which has his headquarters at a car

house of his division and has charge of all cars riuining

therein.

All car houses, power stations and other offices of the

company are connected by an independent telephone system
with central stations in both the Jersey City and Newark
power houses, so that a general oversight of the operation
of the line is had by the general superintendent and second
vice-president. Kach division superintendent has power
to change the headway of his cars within certain limits and
to otherwise assume considerable responsibility in the

proper operation of the road. Each makes daily reports

and otherwise keeps the general superintendent carefully

informed upon matters pertaining to his division.

number of traffic inspectors. These are expert motormen
who have served in the repair shop, and besides looking
out for the spacing of cars, etc. , are fully competent to

assist in making temporary repairs or helping the man-

FIG. 22.—ELECTRIC TRANSFER TABLE AT REPAIR SHOPS.

There are three regular emergency stations equipped
in the usual way, but upon days of very heavy traffic emer-
gency teams and gangs are placed at different points along
the line where they can easily be summoned by telephone

FIG. 23.—YARD OF REPAIR SHOPS.

agement in case of any accident, such as the
breaking of the overhead line, etc. As the inspec-

tors rank above the motormen and conductors,

they immediately assume control upon any occa-

sion where they may be called and if the assist-

ance of a tower wagon is required, one is sum-
moned by the nearest telephone. Each inspector

in his daily duties is assigned a certain territory,

which, however, is not always the same, as on days
of heavy traffic the territory of each will be made
smaller and a greater number of men will be put in

.service.

The accounts of the company are kept iipon

the system recommended by the American Street
Railway Association at its Atlanta meeting.

The table below gives the general system of

organization of the company.

The Baltimore City Passenger Railway Com-
pany, is making some changes in its grip, and here-

after the Broadway type of movable upper jaw will

be used. Heretofore the method of running trains on the
cable lines of this company has been the use of an open
grip car and closed trailer. A closed car with center aisle

and with grip on the front platform will be substituted for

TABLE SHOWING ORGANIZATION OF THE CONSOLIDATED TRACTION COMPANY, OF NEW JERSEY.

r Inspectors,

I

Conductors,
'Auditor. f 3 Division Supts 9 Asst. Supts. . [Motormen,

Car and Motor
Cleaners, etc.

2 Road Masters.

f
2d Vice-

President . . ] General Supt
|
Line Superintendent.

Board of

Directors. | President

General Counsel.

i
Purclia.sing Agent.

f Engineers,
2 Station Engineers < Firemen,

f Repair Shop and
Electrical Engineer ^ all Electrical

(. Dynamo Tenders, etc,

C
Repair S

] all Elect
( Details.

Sec'y-Treasurer.

in case of need. Thus, on July 4, the company had as

many as eight such stations up to 10 p. m. The emer-
gencj' force upon these extra occasions is largely recruited
from the repair shop employes and expert motormen whose
places for the time are taken by extras.

Another important feature in the successful mainte-
nance of the service is the employment of a considerable

the open grip car, and this will draw in winter closed trail-

ers. The new grip cars are being equipped with Peck-
ham trucks. By this method the company will gain four

extra seats and be able to run entirely closed cars in win-
ter if desired. The company is well satisfied with the

operation of its cable lines and will not change them to

electric power, in the early future certainly.
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The Electric Hailway System of Rouen.

Electric railways are growing in popularity in France.
To the magnificent systems of Havre, Lyons and Bordeaux
installed in rapid succession during the past few months
and recently described in the pages of the STREET Rail-
way Journal, has been added that of Rouen, the pros-

perous Anglo-Norman city, famous for its Ijattles and sieges.

The power house occupies an admirable central pos-

ition, .so far as the distribution of lines and traffic is con-

cerned. It is, however, .some distance away from the
river, near to which a location was not available, and as

the engines are condensing, water has to l)e piunped to

the station.

The .steam generating plant consists of four Babcock
& Wilcox boilers, supplemented by a Green economizer.

1jall and point. On the quays the poles are of the double
Ijracket type and every other one—twenty-seven in all

—

carries an arc lamp. A numljer of the .s])an poles are fur-

nished with incandescent lam])s, current for which is suj)-

plied by the local lighting company, and within a .short

time, it is .said, each pole will be ecpiipped with its own
light. vSpecial attention has been given to the overhead
construction to render it as sightly as possible, and the

local paper has even de.scribed it as "a .special decoration

of the .streets of our city."

The track is laid witli ninety pound grooved girder

rails seven inches high. No. 00 Chicago Ijonds and chan-
nel pins are used, two bonds to each rail joint, with care-

ful cross bonding Ijctween rails, tracks and to supplement-
ary return. The question of interference with telephone

operation is one with which French street railway com-

VIEWS ON THE ROUEN ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

The power units are three in number and consist[[of three

Corliss-Farcot horizontal, single cylinder engines, with fly-

wheels moving at seventy revolutions per minute. The
engines are belt connected, each to a 200 k. w. G. E. mul-
tipolar railway generator, overcompounded for 550 volts at

full load. These will shortlj' be changed for 300 k. w.
machines.

The switchboard is of the panel type having three gen-

erators and three feeder panels, each of the latter control-

ling two feeders. Each generator panel carries a K auto-

matic circuit breaker, an amperemeter, two quick-break
main switches, one field switch and a field rheostat oper-

ated by a wheel on the front of the panel. A luminous
dial voltmeter is swung at the side of the board on a

bracket. Each feeder panel carries an automatic circuit

breaker for both feeders, and an amperemeter and quick-

break switch for each feeder.

Each pole is twenty-three feet long above ground, and
is divided into four sections. The lower part is set in an
ornamental cast iron ba.se, while the top carries a finial of

panics have to reckon. In France the government changes
over the telephone .service to the metallic return, but
charges about half the expense of so doing to the railway
company. Preliminary payment is exacted, and no work
on the road is done until the matter is thus settled.

The rolling stock of the Rouen company consists of

sixty cars. Each is divided by a .sliding door into two
classes. The total number of places is forty to each car,

twentj'-four inside and sixteen on the platforms. It may
be noted here that although the double deck prevails in

the hor.se car and omnibus almost universally in France,
the impcrialc is conspicuous by its ab.sence. The weight
of each car loaded is seven tons, and each is twenty-six
feet long. The trucks were turned out by the Thomson-
Houston Company in the works of the Societe Postel-

Vinay. The platforms are enclosed by handsome wrought
iron gates.

F^ach car is equipped with two G. E. 800 motors and 2

K controllers, magnetic blowouts and the usual acces.so-

ries.



Studies in Economic Practice.

By C. B. Fairchild.

Sliop Mctliods, Tools atid Labor Saving Devices of the

Chicago City Railway Company. Part II.

Among the interesting features or labor saving devices

in the electrical department is a rope model for making the

cables for car wiring. This model is constructed of twelve
quarter inch ropes which are separated from each other by
being run through holes in blocks of wood. The ends are

connected to a board 6 ins. X 12 ins., as shown in Figs. 20
and 21. Each rope is properly lettered and numbered, .so

the model indicates how each wire is to be attached to the

controller, and it also .shows to which wire the leads are to

be attached. By the use of this method inexperienced
men or cheap labor can be employed for making cables.

^f^'^ The model is hung at

the side of the room,
and there are seven
horses or jacks in line

on the floor. The fir.st

of these, the one next
the coil of wire, has
cleats across the top or

spaces one-half inch

apart for twenty-four
wires, two cables be-

ing laid off and put up
together. The last horse on the opposite end has holes
bored tlirougli the top through which the individual wires
are drawn. The wires being all cut and laid in at

proper lengths, a wedge is in.serted beside the wire at the
initial end which holds it in place. As soon as the twelve
wires are laid out the ends of each are labeled or marked
by a tin ferrule having stamped letters to indicate the
number and name of the wire. Then the leads are all

soldered on at their proper place as indicated by the
model. The soldering is

done by pouring, after which
the joint is washed in

ammonia water to destroy

the acid. When the leads

are attached and taped, .six

of the ropes are laid on top

of the others and the whole
is bound into a round cable

by means of tapes. It is

then drawn into the hose

by a reel. The hose is of

inch linen and is similar

FIG. 20, -ROPE MODEL
WIRING.

FIG. 21 —ROPE MODEL OF
MOTOR CONNECTIONS.

ordinarj' two and
to that employed

one-half

for fire

purposes. The ho.se is then split opposite the leads,

these are taken out and the aperture closed up. The
whole is then treated with P. & B. paint. By this arrange-

ment two men can make eight cables a day all finished up
ready for placing in the car. The ground wire is tapped
in outside the hose.

When the commutator bars are being set up they are
held in place by a three-section ring shown in Fig. 22. The
three sections are of wrought iron with lugs at each end.
Each section has holes for two three-quarter inch bolts.

When the bars and mica sections are in place the commuta-
tor is tightened by means of the bolts. The ends are also

fitted with a three-eighths inch dowel so that the sections

come in proper relation. This accomplishes quite a saving in

time over the ordinary commutator rings where set screws
are used for each bar. The ends are then turned up in a

lathe, the jam nut is put on, the rings are removed and

FIGS. 22 & 23.—RING AND SCREW JACK FOR COMMUTATORS.

the conunutator is ready for turning up. By the use of

liners the same rings can be made to answer for different

sizes of comnnitator.

A screw jack (Fig. 23) is employed for taking the com-
mutators off the armature shaft. This jack is a base ring

six inches in diameter with interior threads to fit in place

of the jam nut. There are two arms about fourteen inches

long which support a nut through which the screw oper-

ates. For using this device the jam nut is removed and
the jack is screwed in its place. Then by means of a long

lever, pressure is brought to bear against the end of the

shaft, readily forcing the commutator from its position.

Before the jam nut is removed the commutator bars are

supported by a leather strap which is buckled around the

commutator as shown in the illustration.

In turning down a commutator the tool employed is

not ground to a sharp angle at the point, but has a flat end
about one-thirty-second inch in width. In placing the

tool in the lathe it is set about the width of one bar above
the center of the commutator. This prevents the copper

from drawing and being ground into the mica. Two cuts

are made on the commutator, the last one being very thin

indeed. For finishing up, a file, which is first thoroughly

chalked over, is used. The chalk produces a very smooth
surface and prevents the copper being mixed in the mica
insulation, and after the turning is complete it is not pos-

sible to detect by touch any ridge between the mica and
copper. The cost for time in turning a commutator is

charged up at twenty-five cents onlj^

The wooden forms for winding the field coils are of

the form .shown in Figs. 24 and 25. They are made of a

two inch plank, about 16 ins. X 12 ins., held together by
two bolts and having in each plank two slots, on each side

three inches deep and ins. wide. These slots or

grooves provide for holding the ribbons by which the lay-

ers of wire are separated. As the form turns round the

attendant has but to throw the ribbons from one side to the

other without stopping the speed. The core of the form

consists of two blocks with concave sides, so that after the

winding is done, the two blocks being slightly beveled on

their inner surface are readily removed, as the coils do not

bind on the side of the plug. The two parts of the wind-

ing form are separated by a board so that one-half the coil

is first wound, then the form is turned, and the other half

wound in the opposite direction, Some of these forms have
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FIG. WINDING

a shaft by which they are fastened into the turning ma-
chine, but where the winding is done on a lathe the forms
are clamped by plates on the side.

In the electrical department girls are employed for

winding field coils, taping armature coils, and for placing

the coils in the armature. These are the only shops with
which the writer is acquainted where female labor is em-
ployed for this work. It is found by comparison that the

work done by the girls is

better and neater in every

wa}', and they turn out a

Y'--^^-^--L^/^^\X\\\ greater amount of work in a

Vv!3^rr"^^^ii^^yVvV than did the men for-

y^y^~^iY merly employed. For in-

stance, a man would tape

fourteen coils in a day. The
girls easily tape one hundred
coils and can wind one
hundred in a day. Girls

are also employed for .setting

up the conunutator bars and
for sorting mica. An expert

hand will set up the bars of a conunutator and tighten up
the rings in two hours, whereas it usually took a man
more than a day. They are also more efficient than men
in making the mica troughs employed on the No. 12-

A

motors. In the whiding department coils for five differ-

ent types of motors are prepared. Of the Wcstinghouse
motors the company uses the No. 3, ^lo. 12-A, No. 12-B.

The No. 5 of the Walker motor and the G. E. 800 of

the General Electric Com-
pany are also employed.

The company manufact-
ures its own chipped glass

for deck lights and other

purposes. This is a very
simple process and can be
readily done by any com-
pany. The concave side of

a pane of glass is usually

preferred. This is first

ground by means of an old

file, emery powder and
water to make it rough.

Good hide glue is then spread

over the ground side by a paint brush and left to dry. The
glass is then placed in the sun if it is a bright day, or if not

it is taken to the armature baking oven which is kept at a

temperature of 190 degs. and left there from thirty to

thirty-six hours. This causes the glue to curl up taking

with it chips of different thickness out of the face of the

glass, the figures being usually like frost work. When
thoroughly dry the dry glue and pieces of glass are easily

brushed off and the glass is ready
for service without any addition-

al work.
Fig. 26 illustrates a device

designed by M. K. Bowen, super-

intendent of the system, and
designed to furnish a ready refer-

ence record of the character and
extent of the repairs made on dif-

ferent classes of cars. It is an
oak case, the upper part of which
is fitted with folding doors, in-

side of which are eight hinged
frames which carry heavy card-

boards, 34 ins. X 24 ins. The
frames or sashes are about two

inches wide, and are constructed so that the cardboards
may be slid down through the top panel. The cards,

as shown, are designed for a record of two years and
are divided up into one inch squares. These are again

subdivided into sixteen small squares. Beginning on the

top to the left, opposite the first row of squares, are the

figures 1895. Beneath this for the second row, 1896.

Above each large square is a space for the number of the

FIG. -FORM FOR
COILS.

WINDING

26.—CAR RECORD
CASE.

car. This runs from left to right over the first row and
continues in the same order over the second and third

rows. The small .stjuares are numljered on the left 1,2,

3, 4, to indicate the first, second, third and fourth (piarters

of the year. A key or explanation of the board is fastened

on the inside of one of the doors, and the explanation or

u.se of the board is as follows : one panel is provided for

grip cars, the second for the open trailers, the third for the

closed trailers, the fourth for the clo.sed motors, the fifth

for the open motors. Five colors are employed—black for

a car con.structed in the .shop; blue, one reconstructed from
horse car to motor car; green, one repaired; red, one
painted, and yellow, one touched up or varnished. The
board is corrected each day by an attendant who lays in

the colors in the small squares from the daily car reports.

A box of paints and material are kept in a drawer con-

nected with the case. By this means the superintendent

can tell at a glance what and how much has been done to

any one of the cars at any quarter of the two years, so that

it is readily compared with the quarter of the preceding
year. For in.stance, the first row of .small squares at the

beginning of 1896 may contain three colors, green, red and
yellow, showing that the car was repaired, painted and
varnished during the fir.st quarter of 1896, and so on for

any quarter. As the panels fold in the doors, which are

locked, no one but the superintendent and the boy who
has charge of the daily reports, has access to the ca.se.

Large Electric Locomotive.

The first electric locomotive of any considerable size

built in this country, exhibited by the General Electric

Company at the Chicago Exposition, 1893, and having a

rated drawbar pull of 7000 lbs. , has been purchased by
the Manufacturers' Street Railway Company, of New
Haven, Conn. It is equipped with air brake and is being
prepared for shipment from the vSchenectady works within
a very few weeks. Its total weight is thirty tons and it

will be utilized to haul freight cars from the junction of

the New York & New Haven Railway at Cedar Hill,

which is about one mile from the New Haven passenger
depot, to the works of the Bigelow Company, the National
Pipe Bending Company, and other manufacturing estab-

lishments located along the water front at some distance

from the freight yards of the Consolidated road.

The freight cars will be hauled directly into the yards
of the manufacturers, and the loads will be collected by
the electric locomotive and hauled to the main line of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad where they
will be taken up by the steam locomotive for transporta-
tion to their destination. The length of the line along
which this locomotive will run is nearly two miles, the
maximum grade against the load being about 2^2 per cent.

The guaranteed speed of this locomotive on this grade will

be seven miles an hour with a heavy load behind it, but
judging by its performance at the Lynn works of the Gen-
eral Electric Company it will probably be able to largely

exceed the guarantee.

All the locomotives which the General Electric Com-
pany have built will be, when this one is delivered at New
Haven, in service. The forty ton locomotive is used as a

switch engine at the Taftville Cotton Mills at Taftville,

while the three ninety-six ton locomotives are engaged in

hauling the freight trains through the belt line tunnel of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

The new highway bridge across the Connecticut
River, connecting Middletown with Portland, Conn., is now
swung by el^btricity. The electrical equipment consists of

four General Electric 800 motors. Two of these are con-
nected with the swinging mechanism, one working and the
other being held in reserve. Of the other two, one is lo-

cated under each end of the turning span, to raise it from
the fixed piers before the third motor begins to swing it.

The bridge span is 450 ft. long—said to be the longest
single span highway bridge in the world.
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Power Distribution for Electric Railroads.

By Louis Bell, Ph. D.

VI.—Direct Feedhig Systems.— Continued.

A convenient way of entering upon the calculation of

a conducting system is to take up the data involved in the

following consecutive steps.

1. Extent of lines.

2. Average load on each line.

3. Center of distribution.

4. Maximum loads.

5. Trolley wire and track return

6. General feeding system.

7. Reinforcement at special points.

The first two steps are necessary preliminaries to the

third. The fourth determines the permissible drop, the

fifth gives the division of the overhead copper between

trolley and feeders, and the allowance that must be made
for the resistance of the return circuit. The sixth stage is

the preliminary calculation of the conductors and the

seventh the modification of this to take full account of local

conditions. The application of the whole pruce&s is best

shown by working out an hypothetical system in detail,

step by step. Two cases may properly be taken up; first

a regular street railway system, and second, an interurban

line of moderate length.

Suppose a new system is to be installed or an old one

reorganized of which the track is shown in the simple chart

(Fig. d2). Here the main line, A BCD, is double track

throughout. A B is 10,000 ft., B C 2000 and C D 4000,

making a total length of 16,000 ft. At B C the main line

is joined by the single track branch, C E, 10,000 ft. long,

on which at F G is a five per cent grade 2000 ft. long.

Step I. Lay out the track to scale, noting the dif-

ferent distances carefully and the extent and position of

grades. The scale need not be large, say an inch to the

thousand feet, and a couple of tracings of the chart will

prove convenient. If any extensions are contemplated, as

at E H , dot them in as they will enter into subsequent cal-

culations. As shown, E H is supposed to be 5000 ft.

Now divide the road into sections so that in each one of

them the service shall be under ordinary conditions fairly

constant. For example, the main double track would
present tolerably uniform conditions throughout and could

be considered as a single section. Owing to the change in

direction at B, however, which might conceivably affect

the location of the power station, it is better to take A B as

A as

H » E

FIG. 42.

one section and B D as a separate one. C E, the long

single track branch, will naturally form a third section;

while H E may be taken tentatively as a fourth.

Step 2. Now as to the loads upon each section. The
number of cars on a road, of course, depends entirely on the

traffic. With the advantage of a good population to draw
upon, such a line as we are considering mig+it operate as

many as twenty motor cars. These would naturally be six-

teen or eighteen foot, single truck cars, probably the latter.

We may then assume, say, ten such cars on section A B,

six on B D and four on C E. Those on C E in the natural

course of events would run quite independently, simply

servdng their own line. We can then assume as the total

load twenty eighteen foot cars, each equipped with a pair

of standard motors, such as are usually rated at twenty-
five horse power each. The power required to operate

these cars is, of course, exceedingly dependent on the

density of the traffic. So long, however, as the cars are

equally loaded the center of gravity of the system is quite

independent of the absolute amount of horse power re-

quired for each car. Recurring now to the theorems re-

garding center of gravity in Part I, we are in a position

to determine the best position for the power station. The
only question to be first decided is what is to be done
with respect to the proposed extension. If it i.s installed

as an extension of C E, probably two additional cars would
be needed.

Step 3. As the service on each section is uniform the
load can be considered as concentrated at the middle point of

each section. Determining the center of gravity of the three

existing sections by Fig. 43, constructed like Fig. 10, we
find this center at c. Combining with this the effect of the

proposed exten.sion, it appears that the addition of this

extra load would shift the center of gravity to a dis-

tance of somewhat less than 500 ft. Transferring these

points to Fig. 42 we have the theoretical location for the

power station.

Its practical location is, however, a very different mat-
ter. Very many things besides cost of copper for distribu-

tion enter into the problem. In the first place e may fall

in a locality in which
real estate is very valu-

able, so that it will pay
to shift the center of

distribution a consider-

able distance rather than
endure the cost of a site

for the power station at

e. Again e may be in-

convenient with respect

to coal and water sup-
ply. The cost of carting

FIG. 43. coal or pumping the

water for condensation
purposes may very easily outweigh the saving in copper due
to distributing from the theoretical point. It will perhaps be
found that there is a considerable region within which the
station can profitably be shifted to obtain cheap land, coal

and water. It is not difficult to form an idea of the extent of

this region. To do so, however, we need an approximate
idea of the cost of copper for distributing the necessary

power from the point e. This is very quickly obtained.

We can consider a load of sixteen cars as concentrated at a
(Fig. 43). This is approximately 3500 ft. from ^. Sim-
ilarly six cars are at b, 5000 ft., and four cars at c, 3000ft.

We have seen in studying Fig. 10 that the total weight of

copper required for such a system is

2 W=K /2.

Remembering that we are considering feed wire alone, since

the trollej'^ wire is fixed in location, we may assume a reason-

able drop in voltage of, say, thirty volts. K above then
becomes \%

Forming the above summation we have at twenty am-
peres per car,

^ W = (10 X 20 X 12.25

+ 6 X 20 X 25
-1-4x20X9)1^= 6787 lbs.

Now at fifteen cents per pound this feeder copper would
cost just about $1000. For any other point than e the

cost will be greater by varying amounts and the increase

is about the same for all points equidistant from e. As the

weight of copper varies with the squares of the distances,

the mean distance of the load with respect to weight of

copper is determined by

L^ C= 2 P = 6170 where C= 2 400

Hence L= 3950 ft. nearly. This distance is- the radius of

the circle about which the station can be shifted without
more than doubling the cost of copper noted above.

That is, the station can be located anywhere within about
three-quarters of a mile of the center of gravity of the
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system without increasing the cost of copper more than

$1000. Such figures are necessarily approximate only,

since in practice wires cannot be run in straight lines, but

have to follow the streets, nevertheless they give valual>le

information.

A brief examination of proposed sites for the power

house will generally disclose that which is most advanta-

geous with respect to coal and water, and a quick summa-
tion as above will tell quite nearly wliether the extra cop-

per will cost too much or not. In the case before us we
will a.s.sume the point/ ( Fig. 42) as be.st meeting all the re-

quirements. As the distance c is small compared with

the displacement of /', we can let the extension question

take care of itself and are ready to proceed to

Step 4. The predetermination of the maximum or

average load is no easy matter, yet upon it depends the

proper design of the conducting system. It is not diffi-

cult to estimate with a fair degree of accuracy the actual

power which must be supplied to drive a car of assumed
weight over a certain line at a given speed. But what the

real weight of the loaded car will be, and what the condi-

tion of the line will be is a case at best for educated guess-

ing. Roughly speaking the power required at the car

wheel for a speed of eight miles per hour is .4 h. p. per

ton, plus .4 h. p. per ton for each per cent of grade. More
exactly

P =W (.43+ -43 G)

Wherein G is the per cent grade, W the weight of car and

contents in tons and P the total horse power. This assumes a

straight track and a tractive effort of twenty pounds per ton

on the level. But there are always some curves, the speed is

often above eight miles per hour and at lo.v speeds the

motors are somewhat less efficient than at high speeds. Al-

lowing a complete efficiency of two-thirds from trolley to

car wheel and assuming a pressure at the car of about 500
volts we shall not go far wrong in reckoning 1

14. amperes
per ton of car pli/s i }{ amperes per ton for each per cent of

grade. This average indicates an average of about fifteen

amperes per car. The average current taken while the

car is under full headway will frequently exceed this

amount, but an allowance of fifteen amperes average
throughout the hours of running'will generally be nearly

right for a road such as that under consideration. With
long double truck cars the average current will rise to

about twenty-five amperes.

Now the maximum current must be considered. On
large sj'stems it may be no more than twice the average.

Very often it will be three times the average on such roads

as we are discussing. As the number of cars becomes
smaller this ratio increases. With one or two cars it is no
uncommon thing to find maximum currents of four or five

times the average. Still larger ratios would be common if

the same speed were maintained on grades as on the level

portion of the track. We can now go back to Fig. 42 and
form a tolerably clear idea of the current to be furnished.

On section i, A B, we may fairly count on a normal load of

150 amperes, rising to occasional maxima of, say, 450 am-
peres. On section 2

,
preserving about the same ratio since

it is really a continuation of section i, we may expect

about 90 amperes average and 270 maximum. On section

3 with four cars the average would be about 60 amperes
and the maximum about 150 amperes. These figures how-
ever do not tell the whole story, for they give no clue to

the points at which the maximum currents must be fur-

nished. This matter depends, of course, on local conditions.

On sections i and 2 it is quite within the range of possi-

bility to have all the cars on either track piled up at either

end of the line under unfavorable conditions. We should
then be prepared for handling a load of not less than half

the maximum at the ends of the sections, and preferably

more than this. On a very large system it is quite out of

the question for all the maximum load to be concentrated
at one end of the line, but on a small road there is a much
greater chance of such a contingency. It ceitainly would
not be safe to allow for less than 300 amperes at the ends
of section i, and about 250 on section 2.

With section 3 the ca.se may be still different. Sup-

pose we have a ba.se ball park at E (Fig. 42 j. To handle

the crowds comfortaljly or at all would probably require

massing about K fully double the normal numVjer of cars

on the branch and having them all heavily loaded at once,

and what is worse .starting them all about the same time.

300 amperes is little enough to allow even with careful

handling of the cars with respect to starting.

We may now tabulate our currents about as follows:

Sect. I Sect. 2 Sect. 3.

Average 150 90 60

Normal niaxiniuni 450 270 150
Extraordinary niaxirmiiii

at end of section 300 250 300

The maximum for the whole road would probably

seldom or never exceed 750 amperes, since the conditions

which produce maximum loads seldom operate all over the

system at once.

With these data we can attack the feeder problem after

deciding on the amount of copper to be put into the trol-

ley wire and the value to be a.ssigned to the track return.

vStep 5. How large ought the trolley wire to be? The ,

answer to this question must be somewhat empirical, but

we can get a line on it by considering the currents it has to

carry. Adopting the ladder system of Fig. 35 a very small

trolley wire would answer. But we have .seen that this

arrangement is of little service in equalizing the voltage

along the line, and hence it is better on the whole to use

the system of Fig. 38 or some modification of it. To avoid

running an inconvenient number of feeders it is then de-

sirable to install a trolley wire big enough to carry current

for the service of a considerable distance. Referring now to

Plate I, Part I, we see that allowing a drop of five per cent,

i. e., twenty-five volts, in the trolley wire, all that .should

generally be tolerated at normal load, we can get reason-

ably long distances between feeding points, say 3000 ft. or

more, by using No. o or larger. No. 00 is a standard size

and gives rather better service than No. o in case of con-

siderable load being bunched at one spot. A.ssuming this

as the trolley wire, we may pass to the track return.

The general principles of this have been very fully dis-

cus.sed in Part II. The only thing needful here is to

judge from the general conditions the value to be assigned

to the conductivity of the track as compared with that of

the overhead system. In the present case we are prob-

ably dealing with sixty to seventy pound rails and the

main line is double tracked. The bonding is, or should be
made good, and since the total service is not heavy the

track conductivity is of the better class. It is probable
therefore that raising the constant of equation 3, Part

I, to 13 will fully take account of the return. Were the

service even lighter or the rails continuous we might be
justified in assuming 12, while with poor bonding and
heavy traffic it might be necessary to assume 14.

Step 6. Approximate data are now at hand for laying

out the feeding system proper. We may start with a
duplicate of Fig. 42 , as Fig. 4 j ,

showing now only the actual

lines and H, the location of the station. From A to D there

are two No. 00 trolley wires, one for each track. From C to

E there is one such trolley wire. We may now find more
exactly the proper distance between feeders. Beginning
with section i , we find that in regular traffic each trolley

wire will supply five cars at various points. Now going
back to equation 2, substituting our new constant and
transposing we have

J c. m. E

Here c. m. = 133,000, E= 25, and 13 C = 195. L, there-

fore equals for a single car very nearly 17,000 ft., for two
cars 8500 ft. , for three cars 5666, for four cars 4250, and for

five cars 3400 ft. Hence a single feeder at the middle point of

A B would be sufficient to handle the average load uniformly
distributed, very nicely. The same is obviou.sly true of

sections B D and C E. Just here appears the peculiar

characteristic of railway systems—the tmpleasantly large

maximum loads. If the load at the end of A B should be

300 amperes as we have supposed, i. e., 150 amperes to be
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supplied by each trolley wire, the corresponding drop in

volts would be by equation 3

-r^ 1 3 C L
,E=^^ =73 + •

c. m.

Which in addition to the loss in the feeder would produce a

total drop which would be decidedly troublesome, although

hardly enough to cause serious diihculty. The cars would
run, but the motors would heat badly and it would be diffi-

cult to make time. On B D the conditions would be better,

but with the maximum load at E the drop would be enough
to stall the cars completely and they would have to be slowly

worked away one at a time.

As to the effect of drop, with the usual 500 volt

motors, a drop of 75 to 100 volts is decidedly annoying
compelling the motors to slow down and work inefficiently,

while if the drop reaches 125 volts or more the motors are

nearlj' inoperative under heavy loads, although they will

still work if too great demands are not put upon them. It

is highly vnidesirable to deal with more than 100 volts loss

under maximum load in a 500 volt system. By overcom-
pounding the generators these conditions can be much re-

lieved. With the maximum drop limited to twenty per

cent, it is clear that the average drop, with the ordinary

ratios between average and maximum load would have to

be limited to five or at the utmost ten per cent.

FIG

If the dynamo be overcompounded, as it should be for

at least the average drop, then the maxinunn drop will gen-

erally fall within safe limits. It is a connnon practice to

overcompound ten per cent, i, e., fifty volts, so that even
a total drop of twenty-five per cent will still leave the sys-

tem in fair operative condition.

Coming back now to Fig. 44, we have found that the

system is operative at average load by means of the trolley

wire alone, but should be well re-enforced by feeders to

meet the conditions of heavy load. Since we have found
that feeding at the middle point of A B would give too

much drop even if the loss in the feeder were as small as

five per cent at average load, the next step is to feed at two
points. These should be so chosen, if the load is luiiform

along the section, as to be one-half the length of the sec-

tion apart, rt- and b (Fig. 44) have this position. No load

can therefore be more than 2500 ft. from a feeder. Now
consider the maximum load of 300 amperes at A. Sup-
pose first that the feeder H « is to give five per cent drop,

twenty-five volts at average load. This average (half to

total average load) is seventy-five amperes. The distance

A H is 4500 ft. , the wire therefore must be of area,

13 X 75 X 4500
c. m. = -J —

—

= 175,500.
25 _

_ _

This is best met by a No. 000 wire, which is the nearest

size (167,000 c. m. ) and will give less than one per cent

more drop.

With 300 amperes at A the drop in the trolley wires

for 2500 ft. would be thirty-six volts. The drop in the

feeder would obviously be a little over a hundred volts,

making a total quite too great, since the overcompound-
ing, unless a special generator be devoted to the feeder in

question responds to the total load on the sj^stem and not

fully to the load at A. Even the gain from the current

path along H B a will not relieve matters quite enough.
Now Vv'e might use a much larger feeder and thus reduce

the drop, but a simpler and cheaper way is to cross tie

both feeders into the trolley lines at c. This, assuming
both feeders to be of the same size, puts at our disposal from
a to c no less than 433,000 c. m., with 334,000 c. m. for the
1000 ft. between H and C. The total drop will then be

36-I-31-)- 12 = 79 less whatever has been gained from
the overcompounding. This last depends on the total

load on the system and is consequently indeterminate. It

could hardly however be less than half the full overcom-
pounding, say twenty-five volts, thus giving a net drop of

fifty-four volts at A.
This cross connecting process is a very useful safe-

guard against extreme terminal loads, though if the whole
line is likely to have a heavy distributed load at the same
time, it is better to take a different step as will presently be
shown.

Obviously a maximum load at B will produce no
trouble, so that we may pass to the section B D. If this

be fed in the middle at d the loss in the trolley wire at

average load is very trifling, not more than that due to the
current for two cars over each trolley wire at a distance of

3000 ft.—about nine volts. So far then as average loss is

concerned we could properly allot to the feeder carrying
ninety amperes a loss of forty-one volts. If B D and A B
are connected at B we can get considerable relief in ordi-

nary states of load. The worst possible load would be 300
amperes at B and 250 at D. The drop in B D would then
be thirty-six volts. Since with such a compound load the

overcompounding would be up to its full amount, we can
allow eighty to ninet}^ volts loss between d and the station.

If this were all in the feeder H d, it would have to be of

about 288,000 c. m. But on account of the overcompound-
ing we can get material aid from the main line up to B,

and so will try to make a No. 0000 (211,000 c. m.) answer
the purpose. If the line via B can be counted on for, say,

seventy amperes, the No. 0000 will take the rest. With
370 amperes the drop from H to B is about 40 -|- 45 volts

in H c d and B d respectively, less the overcompounding,
while the loss in B d would be nominal. In fact a glance

at these figures shows that a No. 000 will do admirably, for

our line via B can evidently furnish considerably more than
seventy amperes without too much loss.

This settles the first two sections. As to the third, it

is evident at a glance that it cannot be fed in the middle
point since A B with two trolley wires could not be so fed,

while C E has only one. Therefore a feeder should be run
by the shortest route from the station to C E and then
along the line to E,, for 300 amperes is too much to carry

over a No. 00 trolley wire, and that load must be dealt with
at E. Let H ^ be this feeder, 8000 ft. long, 4000 ft. being
along the line. Now if we could depend on stiff overcom-
pounding to help us out at E, these feeders could be quite

moderate in size. As it is however the chances are that

the load on other parts of the system would be rather small

when the maximum load is to be met at E. Therefore it

is not safe to count on more than twenty or twenty-five

volts help from this .source. Bearing this in mind the first

thought would be to try the No. 000 that served for a sim-

ilar load at A. From F to E we have a No. 000 plus the
trolley wire, i.e.

,
300,000 c. m. The drop over this line would

then he fifty-two volts. It is clear from this that to come
within decent limits there must be extra feeder capacity

from H to F. A second No. 000 here would give a drop
of forty-six volts in all from H to F or a total of ninety-

eight to E. This is ratlier large, but considering the fact

that this extreme load at E is only occasional and at known
times it is not worth while installing still more copper.

Instead, it is a very simple matter to rai.se the voltage at

the station twenty- five volts or so in preparation for the

extra load. The feeder should be tied into the trolley at

frequent intervals near E and once at F.

Step 7. Now as regards the line from F to C, we reach

the final step of reinforcing for the grade F G. The simplest

way of doing it is to extend the fender to g-, connecting it

to the trolley wire at several points. For a load of even

300 amperes at G the drop would be only 46-1-26=72 volts,
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less the overcompounding. On the stretch from G to C
help is received from C so that there is little to be feared.

We have now completed the feeding system and may
now pause to take account of stock. It aggregates 25,000

ft. of No. 000 wire weighing, in "weitherproof" grade

about 15,000 lbs. and co.sting about $2.50. It meets the

condition of an average total lo.ss f)f less than ten per cent

in the system at average load and gives not le.ss than 425
volts at the motors under the worst conditions of load.

It should be noted that the feeders are practically

determined by the requirements of maxinuun load. As a

general rule, if one takes care of the maximum loads the

average loads will take care of themselves.

maximum rather than average drop. It is .safe in looking

into the question of distribution, therefore, to figure the

approximate feeder copper for an assumed maximum load

varying from twice the assumed average in large and level

roads to three or even four times the average in small roads

with heavy grades.

As to the actual amount of drop to allow circumstances

vary widely. In most ca.ses the conditions of economy are

theoretically met by losing five to ten per cent of the total

energv in the distribution. This means that the average

drop over the whole system, figured on the average current

during the hours of operation, should be from five to ten

per cent. Asa matter of fact the average loss is very often

determined, ju.st as in the case before us, by
the condition that the maximum net drop
shall not exceed a certain fixed amount.
This condition must always be sati.sfied and
it seldom leads to an excessive average
drop. In the ca.se before us the average
loss on .section i is about four per cent, on
.section 2 about six per cent, on section 3
about three per cent. The average energy
loss, therefore, is a trifle over 4'^ per cent.

Including 42,000 ft. of trolley wire,

weighing about 17,000 lbs, and costing about

$2380, the total cost of the copper to give

the above loss would be, approximately,

$4630. This cost would have to be doubled
to save 2^4^ per cent of the total energy.

The annual charge for this, counting inter-

est and depreciation at ten per cent, would
be $463, nearly $206 for each per cent saved.

Now the amount of power, based on the

average amperes, is about 2700 k.w. hours
per day of eighteen hours; the cost of this

per year at two cents per kilowatt hour
would be $19,710, of which one per cent is

$iv7.io, showing that it will not pay to in-

crease the investment in copper.

The art of feeder design is one that

calls for great /inesse and skilled judgment
in assigning the proper values to the .some-

what uncertain maximum loads. It cannot
be reduced to formulae that will be of u.se in

anything save .special and unusual circum-

-stances. The author has in this issue,

therefore, merely attempted to give the

general principles to be followed and some
idea of the mental processes by which the

final approximation is reached. In another
issue the special ca.se of long interurban

lines will be considered.

10 15

Distance in units of 1000 feet. Sirs

To facilitate the calculation of feed wire Plate II

shows the wire to be used in transmitting loo amperes

various distances up to 25,000 ft. at 50 volts loss, and for

various values of the constant K which allows for the con-

ductivity of the track. The distances herein are lengths

of feeder. K=i2 is to be used for continuous rails or the

most perfect bonding, coupled with moderate service.

K=i3 applies to roads with very fine track and heavy serv-

ice or to roads with good track and moderate service,

while K= 14 should be u.sed for roads having only ordinary

track and heavy service or poor track and ordinary

traffic. K=i4 or 15 may be needed when the track

return is unusually poor, while K=ii is introduced for

comparison.
It should be noted that the amount of feed wire needed

for the case in hand is very different from that indicated in

the preliminary discussion. This is evidently due to

the face that the actual wire is adjusted with reference to

25

Railway Journal.

A GENTLEMAN loug connected with
the wheel business in the United States

makes the suggestion that there should be a

frequent and rigid inspection of wheels on
street railways, and as soon as one flange

begins to show signs of wear the pair of

wheels should be rever.sed until the wheel
on the opposite end of the axle has developed an
equal amount of wear. On certain roads such a system
would undoubtedly produce a great saving because the

wheels invariably wear sharp flanges on one side of the

car, and reversing the axle does not alter the position of the

wear relative to the car bod3^ In grinding wheels that are

slightly out of .shape there should be an effort made to do
this work as .soon as flange wear begins to show itself, be-

cau.se if it is allowed to go too long, 1000 or 1500 miles may
be ea.silv taken off from the tread in making the wheel true.

The Caknnet Electric Street Railway Company has

lea.sed the right to operate over a portion of the tracks of

the Englewood «& Chicago Street Railway Company, and
will now run its cars to Manhattan Beach, South Chicago,

Pullman, Washington Heights and Grand Crossing. The
Washington Heights extension on 103d Street, of the
Calumet line, was opened last month.
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Street Railway Rolling Stoek.

By W. E. Partridge.

VIII.—Panels and Roofs.

The panels and roof constitute the covering of the car

frame or its enclosures. The panels are supposed to add
very materially to the stiffness and strength of the car.

The roof, or, more correctly the roof boards, are a great

addition to the strength and stiffness of the upper part of

the frame. It is difficult to understand just what relations

in actual practice the panels have to the strength of the car.

Sometimes in taking old cars apart the panels are found
in such a condition as to preclude the possibility of

their having been of any service other than keeping out

FIG. 1.

the weather. Again we find old cars in which the panels

are practically a part of the car side. In such cases they
must have been a great addition to the strength as well as

the stiffness of the framework.
The panels have to endure not only the wear and

tear of the car frame induced by strains and shocks, but
are subjected to violence so frequentl}'' that repairs

and replacements are the rule. It is generally admitted
that a spliced panel has small value in stiffening a car.

All builders agree that if it were possible to put on all

panels in continuous pieces, great advantages in the way
of durability of the car would follow. As the panel is almost
always of white wood, its size is limited by the merchant-
able widths of wide stuff. In different parts of the country
this ranges from sixteen to twenty feet. Some builders

make splices in the shortest panels on the score of econ-

omy.
In tearing down old cars a variety of interesting facts

may be learned in regard to paneling and its use. The
accompaning engravings show panels just as they were
taken off from several cars which had been in^use^for a

great number of years. They were, as will be at once
recognized, old horse cars. They had seen service of the

most severe character and were in far better condition
than the average. Fig. i shows an old horse car side

just as it was broken out of the car. The posts had been
broken off with an axe at the window rail and the panel
cleared from the corner posts by cutting them down.
The whole side was then rolled out, as it were, in the
position shown. In doing so the short length of curved
panel shown at the bottom of the engraving dropped out
of place. It had neither adhesion to the posts, the belt,

nor the sill, and it is difficult to imagine how it remained in

place in the car. This piece was covered with scrim which
was turned up to a small extent on the post and the sill.

With the best of intention the workmen had coated the edges
of this repair piece with thick white lead where it was
supposed to bear against the strainers. Evidently the
strainers had never come in contact with the panel except
at one small spot.

To test the general adhesion of the strainers to the
panels they were struck light blows with the hammer.

Several of them, as shown, gave way at once. An exam-
ination of the paint developed the fact that the strainers

had never touched the panels except at the ends. The
application of paint was a farce and the only strength
obtained was that which came from turning the scrims up
on to the posts, ribs and rails. This was somewhat sur-

prising, for it has been argued that white lead acted as a
cement in such cases, and while excluding water formed a

very fair kind of cement. It was evident that however
good a cement the lead might be, if the two surfaces to

which it was applied never came in contact its adhesive
powers would be of no value.

In Fig. 2 another view is given of a panel from the

same car. Here the center of adhesion between ribs and
panels is equally clear. The panel where it was attached

to the post seems to have had somewhat better contact,

but the whole strength of this car covering
was to be found in the adhesion of the
scrims and the nails or screws with which
it was fastened.

In Fig. 3 is shown another car side.

The construction here was much better than
in the previous case. The mortises and
tenons seem to fit and the adhesion of the

ribs to the panels was greater. While in

one instance a blow of a carpenter's hammer
was sufficient to take off every rib, in this

case a heavy hatchet was used and it re-

quired several smart blows to break them
away. In both cases the posts were well

secured and even with an axe were not

broken away from the panel. This is shown
in Fig. 3 by the fact that every post has
been split and splintered to within an inch

or so of the panel without parting at the
junction. It should be added that the workmanship in the
framing of these cars was above suspicion, they having
been built in a shop which has a national reputation. That
the car can be independent of the panels can be proved by
the sixteen or twenty 3'ears of service which these cars

had seen in a city where the service is remarkably heavy
and where the tracks were among the poorest.

To make more clear the exact condition of things, in

Fig. 4 an enlarged view is given of the inside of one of these
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ribs or strainers. It will be seen that it has been well

covered with thick paint. It will also be noticed that ex-

cept along one edge and near the center, the paint never

came in contact with the panel, the brush marks being

still clear and distinct. This strainer was secured to the

panel by scrims. The tenon set in white lead was com-
pressed throughout its length in the mortise. This lesson

of sixteen years ago is being u.sed profitably by the build-

FIG. 3.

ers of the day. In previous articles the practices of many
shops in regard to the appl3 ing of panels have been illus-

trated. The universal rule at the present time among
shops having any reputation is to use glue upon both the

ribs and then by some form of clamping apparatus force

the two into aKsolute contact and hold them firmly until

such time as the glue has thoroughly set. This is one of

the most delicate, anxious and annoying pieces of work in

car building. Car buyers are as finical in regard to the sur-

faces of finished panels as ladies are in regard to the fit of

a dress, and the durability of a car has about as much rela-

tion to the surface of the panel as the fitting of a dress has

to its wearing qualities.

Dimples along the ribs will attract attention and cause

remarks of an unfavorable character even though the panel

be adhering to those ribs so as to be practically part and
parcel of them. With a highly varnished surface it is pos-

sible by reflected light to see a depression of perhaps the

thousandth part of an inch, yet this will cause unfavorable

criticism and remarks.
Fig. 5 is an illustration of how good work is done at the

present day. The writer has similar samples from several

of the best builders in the countrj^ but this one, taken from
a couple of ribs made by the Jackson & Sharp Company,
has happened to photograph a little better than any of the

others. From one of those causes with which the car

FIG. 4.

builder is altogether too familiar for his own comfort, a

finished panel had to be removed and in places it adhered
so firmly to two of the ribs that they were removed also.

The engraving shows that for nearly the whole surface of

both of these ribs, the glue formed so firm a joint that the
break took place in the solid wood. With the modern
system of constrviction it may safely be assumed that the
panel is an important and valuable strength-giving member
of the car side.

In this connection, it may be well to note the fact that

scrims when properly put on may be fastened to the wood
so that when the two are parted the break will take place in

the wood itself. This is illustrated by Fig. 6, which
shows two pieces of scrims which were removed when a
panel was taken off. In many places the wood gave way
instead of the glue, and it is noticeable that at the upper
end of the sample a portion of the wood of the rail or
strainer broke away instead of parting in the glue. The

glue used in this case was undoubtedly of unusual strength,

but even with that commonly used one would expect to

find the joint at lea.st as strong as the white wood of the

panel.

The roof of the car has Ijeen from time immemorial

covered with narrow boards of very slight thickness.

These are painted and again covered with very heavy

canvas which forms the external surface of the roof. Oc-
casionally the boards are

tongued and grooved. In
more recent times they
are put together without
matching. The material

used has been various in

different parts of the

country. In the West
whitewood and a kind
of cotton wood have been
adopted ; in the East,

whitewood and pine are

both used. The thinness

of the wood and its natu-

ral weakness has prevented it from giving to the roof as

much support as is desirable. The canvas can scarcely be
depended upon for additional strength and stiffness although
in itself it is ver}' strong. Its tendency is constantly to

to stretch under the action of the white lead paint with
which it is coated.

The whole roof is subjected to very serious longitudinal

strains. In electric cars it also has to support no inconsider-

FIG. 5,

able weight in the trolley. It is also subjected to strains

from the weight of men who attend to repairs of the trolley

stand. It is desirable therefore to obtain a greater degree
of strength than has hitherto been available. In the West,
they are solving this problem in a very neat and satisfac-

tory manner. At the Brownell Works, in St. Louis, the

last cars for the Cincinnati, Newport & Covington Railway
are fitted up with veneer roofs in single pieces, that is to

say, the upper deck is of one piece of veneer, and the two
lower decks of single pieces each. This reduces the thick-

ness to a minimum, gives enormous strength, does away
with the numerous joints, and has nearly every advantage.
Careful inquiries made of builders and car users' who are

employing the
system failed to

discover any ob-

jections. If the

canvas covering
be properly at-

tended to, the

only danger
which has been
suggested, that

of water, will be
avoided. The
single-piece roof

is used with a
maple underside,

and in finishing

open cars no lining is necessary. There seems to be no
reason as yet discoverable why this is not the most satis-

factory, scientific and durable roof that has yet been pro-
duced. It would seem to be peculiarly applicable to the
covering of hoods of fine cars and apparently not only
should a great increase of strength and durability be ob-
tained, but a material reduction in labor be effected.
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LETFERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

Card From the Chicago City Railway Company.

Chicago City Railway Company.
Chicago, July 22, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

We take this means of thanking our many friends for

their proffers of assistance after the loss of our car barn and
a great many cars on July 18, 1896.

Chicago City Railway Company,
M. K. BowEN, Superintendent.

Resistance of Cast Welded Rail Joints.

Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company.
Milwaukee, Wis., July 18, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

The reading of the letters published in your July num-
ber, touching the resistance of cast welded rail joints,

caused me a little uneasiness, lest, as a somewhat recent

convert to the welded joint, I had made a mistake in my
new faith and had made a poor investment for my com-
pany by ordering and having placed a large number of

joints, the conductivity of which might be so imperfect as

to require, besides the casting, the usual bonding, since the

avoidance of the uncertainty, repair and cost of the bond
had been a principal excellence ascribed to the new joint.

I was particularly frightened by the letter of Mr. Tid-

man, manager of the Lake Ontario & Riverside Railway
Company, in which he so positively controverted the theory

that the joint required no bond.

Our company has been especially conservative in the

matter of new devices, and if Mr. Tidman were correct, I

felt I had contravened our habit to an alarming extent,

both as a matter of principle and expense. Although be-

fore we made use of any of the Falk cast joints, I had
caused to be made, as I presumed, fairly good tests of the

joint, and had studied it in its practical use in different

cities to such an extent as to lead me to believe that its ex-

perimental stage was to a great extent past, yet the state-

ment that the joint, while a mechanical success so far as the

passage of cars was concerned, was likely, unless a bond was
used with it, to offer so great a resistance to the current as

to increase the amount of force necessary to be used in the

propulsion of cars, and thus increase the cost at the coal

pile, was alarming.

To be sure of the right before going ahead with any
more of our joint work, we at once instituted a series of

more complete and rigid tests from actual joints in use

upon our lines than we had heretofore made, and Electri-

cal Engineer O. M. Rau and his assistants were requested

to spare no pains to give us such a solution of the problem
as would put the matter beyond question so far as the use
of the joint upon our lines in this city was concerned.

This we now think has been done, and while I do not de-

sire to use your columns to detail at length the results of

the many joints tested under varying conditions, one or

two may perhaps be interesting to other railroad men in

their study of the cast welded joint.

The first noted below was made upon a section of our
Oakland Avenue track, by submitting a total of 130 joints

placed by the Falk Manufacturing Company to the test.

The joints on this line have been in place and the line has
been used by cars constantly, for about two months:

Weight of joints .... 130 lbs.

Length of joints .... 16 ins.

Rail Cambria T.
Weight 60 lbs. per yard.
Length 60 ft.

Size 7 ins. high, 5 ins. flange.

Sectional area 6 sq. ins.

Instruments Weston Ammeter, 150 ampere scale,
'

' Voltmeter, 3 volt scale.

Double track road.

Length of track .... 1914 ft.

Temperature of track . . 74 degs. F.
Current flowing . . . . 1 13.4 amps.
Drop, e. m. f 823 volts.

Resistance of 1914 ft. of track (two rails and joints) . . .0072964
ohm.

Resistance of one joint and sixteen inches of rail . . .000008087
ohm.

Resistance of sixteen inches of rail 00001021 ohm.
Decrease in resistance with joint 000002123 "

Increase in conductivity over rail 21 per cent.

This test shows rather phenomenal results. It cer-

tainly would seem to indicate that bonding is not only ab-

solutely unnecessary, but the joint actually proves a better

conductor than the rail itself, as the resistance of the joint

is less than the same length of rail.

The second test herewith below noted is that of an in-

dividual joint tested under heavy current. This joint was
cast some three years ago, and has been lying exposed to

the weather during the intervening time. It was cast for

us as a sample, and while not actually placed in the ground
has at various times, nevertheless, been subjected to break-

ing strains and other tests. The results obtained were as

follows:

Ninety pound Falk joint, twelve inches long, cast welded on a

fifty-six pound, five inch girder rail; in comparison with
I piece rail, 13 ins. long,

I piece 1,000,000 c. m. copper cable.

Rail: Current flowing in 13 ins. of rail 711. i amps.
Drop of potential 0117 volt.

Resistance 0000162 ohm.

Joint : Current flowing in 13 ins. of rail with joint. 760.5 amps.
Drop of potential 0107 volt.

Resistance 0000162 ohm.
Cable : Current flowing in 13 ins. of cable .... 736 amps.

Drop of potential 00752 volt.

Resistance 0000102 ohm.

By the results of the above tests, I feel sufficiently as-

sured of its utility to continue the use of the cast welded
joint, without bonding, upon our system, believing that

ample margin is shown for any prospective deterioration

likely to occur in the life of the joint underground.
C. D. Wyman,

General Manager.

Some Observations on the Return Circuit.

Consolidated Street Railway Company,
Grand Rapids, Mich., July 18, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
To electric street railway companies who have been

paying careful attention to the condition of their return

circuit the following remarks will be, in all probability, but

a corroboration of their own experiences and efforts, but, to

those who still pay an indifferent attention to the return, it

will be a matter of interest concerning which they can

readily satisfy themselves by a little personal investigation.

The ideal condition of the return conductor would be

such that there would be practically no difference in po-

tential between the car wheels and the negative bus bar in

the power hou.se. This cannot be reached in actual prac-

tice, but can be approached as nearly as possible by careful

and systematic bonding. Any road possessing an ordinary

direct reading, 600 volt Weston portable voltmeter supplied

with calibrating coil and contact post has at hand a prac-

tical means of knowing the condition of its bonds. It has

been my custom for some time past whenever opportunity

offered to go out over the different lines of the system

here, testing rail joints for conductivity. I made a suita-

ble contact fork out of two short pieces of trolley wire for

the purpose of making contact with the ends of the rails

over the joint. A No. • 16 flexible drop cord was used,

leading from the fingers of the fork to the respective
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binding posts on the voltmeter. So as not to interfere

with the regular traffic or call for special car, I would wait
my opportunity and place the instrument behind or in

front of a regular car as close as possible to the point of

consumption, placing the fork across the joint to be tested

and in the direction of ihe flow of current, then noting the

reading ou the dial of the voltmeter. I hope to be aWe be-

fore long to take current for rail joint testing direct from
the trolley wire through a suitable portable resistance and
by so doing not depend on the current of the cars for tests,

and at the same time obtain more exact comparative re-

sults.

In order to know the conditions of conductivity at a
rail joint it is not essential to know the actual resistance of

the joint, although that can be readily determined by
dividing the actual voltage by the current u.sed in the test.

The actual voltage, however, is, of course, the deflection of

voltmeter noted multiplied by the constant of the instru-

ment used, but these details are not at all essential for

comparative information regarding good or bad conductiv-
ity in rail joints. I have found that when the needle de-

flects only the fraction of one space of the dial with the
current of one car it is safe to assume that the bond at

that point is in good condition. To be sure, when any de-

flection is noted, even the slightest, the resistance at that

point is greater than for the same distance of rail.

I have gone over some of the recently carefully bonded
track of the Consolidated vStreet Railway Company, of

Grand Rapids, which has, and with good reason I believe,

been partial to a flexible bond of its own design rather than
to the rigid style, and in the majority of cases found no
deflection whatever and never over one space deflection.

One day I was testing a section of track bonded with rigid

bonds, some of which were in plain sight and all of which
looked rigid and firm. After testing a number of joints,

finding little or no deflection , I found one where the deflec-

tion on the deal was quite high, varying, of course, accord-

ing to the current. I at once began investigating for the

cause of the trouble and found that the end of the bond was
broken off close to the web of the rail, but was still touching
it. So far as appearance went, the bond seemed perfectly

sound. Again, when testing the conductivity of the joints

of a movable track switch which was bonded over all with
a long rigid bond I found a full scale deflection. Investi-

gation showed that although the bond looked in A- 1 con-

dition at the rail, it was almost completely destroyed by
electrolytic action, and with the familiar sharp points in

several places. I have also purposely broken a bond on a

high and dry section of track where the rail was supported
from the earth on the ties and with the current from one
car near at hand tested the broken joint, with the result

that the needle would be severely deflected across the com-
plete dial, and again after making the bond complete the

deflection rated would be very slight. By this method,
both practical and simple, it is easy to keep fully ac-

quainted with the condition of the individual bonds of the

various lines of the road and find out the weak spots. To
know whether the bond is in good or bad condition with-
out the labor expense of digging up about a joint is of

consequence.

Testing for leakages with the regular coil of the volt-

meter in circuit from rail to water pipe or gas pipe is also

a source of much assistance in locating poorly bonded track

as in any case of very poorly bonded track, with the gas
and water systems near by, there will be indications of large

leakages to those systems. I have observed cases of this

kind where the difference of potential was comparatively
large between rail and water pipe and where the trouble

was almost entirely remedied by simply well bonding the
rails end to end. The system of installing pressure wires
to distant points on the various lines and a liberal use of a

direct reading, low scale voltmeter in connection therewith,

is desirable in enabling the railway management to know
the total drop of the return.

The present deterioration of bonds through electrolytic

action and from crystallization and breakage owing to the

constant pounding of joints is food for serious reflection.

Bond renewals are certain to be a constant and costly item

of maintenance. May I ask here would not pos.sibly an

overhead return system throughout with many taps to the

track, and these so protected as to reduce electrolytic action

as nuich as po.ssible, be cheaper of maintenance in the long

run and iiKsure safer return than the present almost uni-

versal system ? Electrolytic action exists under the pres-

ent system of street railway operation and cannot be elim-

inated entirely either in the bonding of the road itself or

in reference to the pipe or telephone systems in the streets.

Yet under the present system of construction the electric

railway can do no more than bond thoroughly and endeavor

to so maintain its bonding that the resistance of the whole
system of track return, reduced to a practical minimum,
will be as inviting to the return of current as possible.

F. ly. Stevenson,
Electrical Engineer.

Car Wheel Grinding Machine.

The Second Avenue Traction Company.
Pittsburgh, Pa., July i, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

The accompanying drawings show a car wheel grind-

ing machine designed and patented by me, and in daily

operation in our car barn. It will grind the wheels with-

out remf>ving them from the car, thus saving considerable

time and labor and prolonging the life of the wheels.

No. I is a base plate fitted with ways to receive No. 2

which is a tail stock also planed and made to slide upon the

ways of the ba.se plate. No. 3 is a slide rest made to work
in the slides which form part of the tail stock. No. 4 is a
shaft running in .self-oiling bearings, having a pulley by
which it can be driven, and a pair of flanges on the end
to which an emery wheel can be clamped. No. 5 is the
emery wheel which should be run about 1400 or 1500

Street Rail-.vay Jouraa?

SIDE VIEW OF WHEEL GRINDER.

r. p. ni. The hand wheels and screws to operate the slide

rests and centers are at No. 6. No. 7 indicates the centers,

similar to those in an ordinary machine lathe, which auto-
matically push themselves out when run back upon the
screw. The levers for moving the whole machine to

or from tracks are shown at No. 8. The pulleys for driv-

ing the emery wheel shaft at No. 9. The timbers to

which the base plate ( No. 1 ) of the grinding machine is

fastened down are set below the rails and run directly

across the track as shown on this page.

The shaft No. 4 is driven from a countershaft on
which are. pulleys twice the width of the pulleys on the
grinding machine, so as to enable the operator to move the
emery wheels in and out without having trouble with the
belts. The belts from the countershaft to the emery
wheel shaft should be at least five inches wide, and those
from the power to countershaft should be seven inches
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wide. For power the writer is using an old No. 14
Edison motor to drive the countershaft and finds that it

works verj' well, not needing any particular attention.

There are four slide rests and four emery wheels on
each machine. Two, only, are used at the same time, one
on each end. The purpose of the other two is to save
taking down brake rigging, life guards, etc., and also the

turning of the car end for end, which would be necessary
with only one slide rest and emery wheel on each side.

The operator works between the car wheels where there is

the least obstruction from truck parts, and simply moves
one slide rest away from, or the other towards, the truck.

Every part of the machine is as nearly dustproof as is pos-

sible to make it. All the latest improvements for taking
up the wearing parts, etc. , have been added and each part

is made in jigs so that if it should be necessary' to replace

any it can be done at a nominal cost.

To set up the machine it is necessary to have a pit

fifteen feet square by three. feet six inches deep with track

running across the center. There should also be two tim-

bers twelve inches apart extending across the pit in the

opposite direction and under the rails. Base plates should

be bolted down to these timbers, one on each side of the

track, care being taken to get them on the same level and
square with the track, putting the tail stocks on the ways.
The T-headed bolts should work free in the slot in the

base plate. The bolts should be vertical from the counter-

.shaft to the shaft on the slide rest.

Having the machine set up the operation becomes very
simple. By taking off the journal box lids the ends of the

axles are exposed. After getting the center of the axle

Regrinding Wheels.

In conversation with a wheel maker recently the

question of wheel grinding as a matter of dollars and cents

was brought up, and a letter from a street railway com-
pany was quoted as showing where the regrinding became
economical. The letter, which was from a superintendent
of long and large experience, said that if a wheel came off

after having run 35,000 miles or over, he did not consider
it advisable to have it reground. But when they were
wheels that had made not more than 25,000 or 30,000
miles he had them reground, as he found that under
such conditions wheels did not usually make less than
15,000 miles after regrinding. The practical lesson is

that there is still sufficient depth of chill after a wheel has
run from 25,000 to 30,000 miles to make truing up possi-

ble and still have a remaining life of 15,000 miles. There
is another element that should come into the account in

estimating the value of regrinding, and that is the actual

cost of taking the wheels out and replacing them. On
some roads where the cost of replacing wheels runs from

$5 to $6, it would be manifestly a lack of economy to pay
$5 for the sake of from 12,000 to 15,000 miles of service.

END VIEW OF WHEEL GRINDER.

opposite the center of the machine the latter is pushed up
as close to the side of the car as the truck will admit. The
end of the car on which are the wheels which need grind-

ing is then jacked up, the wheels being rai.sed about one
inch above the track. The centers of the machine can
then be run into the centers of the axles by means of the

hand wheel and screws No. 6, and the emery wheels set

running. The time required to remove all flat spots from
the wheel should not be more than from twenty to thirty

minutes. As the motor on the car axle is used to rotate

the car wheels care should be taken to cut out that on the

other end of the car. The car wheels should run at about
one hundred revolutions per minute. To do this it will be

necessary to use some external resistance which can be cut

in between the trolley and controller as that is the place

most easily reached. An old dynamo resistance box makes
a very good rheostat for this purpose.

The machine described is no experiment, but is the

outcome of several years' experience by the inventor who
is a practical railwaj^ man and has gone "through all the

trials and tribulations of operating an extensive street

railway system. John Murphy,
Superintendent.

The Staten Island (N. Y.) Midland Railway Com-
pany's lines between Stapleton and Richmond and between
Port Richmond and Concord were opened to public trafiic

on July 26.

Freight, Mail, Express, and Baggage Service.

In an investigation recently made by the Street
Railway Journal of the extent into which the cable and
electric street railway companies of the United States were
engaged in the transportation of freight, mail and express

matter, a series of questions was recently

sent to the different companies. A num-
ber of replies were published in the May
issue. Since the publication of that issue

a number of additional replies have been
received. Up to the present time from 199
replies 135 companies give no such service

whatever. Twenty of them, however,
consider that some such service would be
profitable, and eleven believe that it would
be unprofitable; the remainder express
no opi^iion. The franchises of thirty-six of

the companies permit such a service either

in whole or in part, while those of twenty-
eight do not; by the remainder no infor-

mation is given on this point. Sixty-
stris Railway Journal tlircc roads out of the 199 carry on a

.service of this character. A brief extract

follows of tho.se who.se replies were not

given in the May i.ssue.

The Skowhegan ( Me. ) & Norridgewock Street Railway & Power
Company has a contract for carrying the mails and does quite a
business in the transportation of mail and baggage by the use of

combination baggage and passenger cars. It is found that the busi-

ness pa3's about seventy-five per cent on the investment, and the
company is so well satisfied that it is ready to largely increase this

department of its business.

The Portland (Me.) & Cape Elizabeth Railway Company carries

the mails on its regular cars, and as this service did not require any
additional investment, this part of the business of the company is

clear profit. The mails will be carried more frequently next year.

The Consolidated Traction Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., also

carries the mails on its ordinary cars.

The Wilkesbarre ( Pa. ) & Wyoming Valley Traction Company
also does a mail business, but only to the extent of carrying the
mails on its regular cars to one small town. The statement is made
that if the payment made for this service were larger, the company
would consider an extension of this business.

The Brightwood Railway Company, of Washington, D.C., carries

the mails on its passenger cars, and considers this character of work
profitable. Packages are also carried occasionally on passenger cars

and for this a charge is made.

The Westport (Conn. ) & Saugatuck Horse Railroad Company
carries fourteen mails per day for six days of the week on its reg-

ular cars and as the company is so situated that its employes can
handle this without interfering with their regular work, the payment
for this service is clear profit. The cars connect with the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, and trunks are also carried

on the cars to a considerable extent. When extended the line will

be in an excellent position for handling packages, and the superin-
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tendendeiit writes us that even coal, liuiiber and sii])i)li(.-s will be
carried if it should prove desirable.

The Mousam River Railroad Company of Sanford, Me., does a

freight, mail, express and l)aj^gage service as described in the STRJiKT
Raiiavay JouKNAi, for I'ebruary, 1S94. The exjjress and baj^gage

combination car is used as a trailer, but the company has also a

motor car for freight service which can trail any cars that the freight

comes on. Mail is also carried. The company is increasing its

freight business ev ery year and considers it an important feature of

its traffic.

The Omaha (Neb.) Street Railway' Company is at present carry-

ing on a mail service, but does not find there is any profit in doing
so.

The Salt Lake Rajjid Transit Company, of vSalt J^ake City, Utah,
carries mail on one of its suburban lines, but does not operate any
special mail cars. Parcels are also carried on one suburban line and
for these a charge is made. The company does not find any mate-
rial profit in its mail service.

The Consumers' Electric Light & Street Railway Company, of

Tampa, Fla. , carries the mails and also operates two small flat cars to

transport tobacco for the factories in Tampa. These are attached
to the regular cars and run as trailers.

The East Side Railway Company, of Portland, Ore., operates

one motor car between Portland and Oregon City, a distance of

fourteen miles. The car, which has a capacity of twelve tons, makes
two trips each day, carry ing mostly freight and a little light ex-

press matter. The rates on freight are very low on account of river

competition and this business is not very profitable. The company
has also a freight car without motors which is used as a trailer when
business demands it. It has a contract with the Government for

carrying the mails between Portland and Oregon City and way
points. The pouches are cielivered and called for by the Govern-
ment officials. P'or this service the compensation is |5o<:) per

annum.

The Spokane (Wash.) Street Railway Company does a limited

amount of freight business in carrying wheat for one of the flour

mills in'Spokane. Two motor cars and two trail cars are used for

this service.

The Seattle (Wash.) & Rainier Beach Railway Company at

present does a certain amount of general merchandise transportation

business by trail cars, and from five to ten trips are made daily. On
account of the severe grades on the line the work is not considered

very profitable.

The West vStreet & North End Electric Railway Company, of

Seattle, Wash., operates one motor freight car, and also carries the

mails. The company considers that the profit on the necessary in-

vestment amounts to as high as twenty-five per cent.

The vSandusky (O. ), Milan & Norwalk Company carries on a

freight, mail and express business described in the STREET Rail-
way Journal for December, 1895. As the regular agent attends to

this traffic no extra expense is attached to it and the compan)- has

increased its freight traffic every year.

The Newburgh ( N. Y. ) Street Railway Company has also a

profitable freight business, the details and methods of handling
which were described in a recent issue.

One prominent railway company in the West operates eleven

motor freight cars and is doing about I500 worth of business a year.

While the percentage of profit is difficult to determine, the conipau}-

considers that it approximates fifty per cent of the gross receipts,

and the service will be extended at an early date.

The Cincinnati ( O. ) Street Railway Company operates one in-

dependent mail car and a substitute. It does not consider the serv-

ice profitable as at present carried on, and does not intend to in-

crease or to undertake freight and express service.

The Lowell (Mass.) & Suburban Street Railway Company car-

ries the mails on one route on its regular cars, does not consider it

profitable and does not intend to increase the business or to take up a

freight and express service.

The Park City Railway Company, of Bowling Green, Ky., oper-

ates one 100 h. p. electric freight car and four trailers. These have
not been in service long, but the company thinks that the freight

will pay fifty per cent of operating expenses and the cost of main-
taining track, or at least twenty-five per cent on the necessary in-

vestment.

The Houston (Tex.) City Street Railway Company carries mail

on regular cars and does not consider the work profitaljle as at pres-

ent carried on.

The Denver ( Col. ) Consolidated Tramway Company carries mail

on regular cars and thinks this service " not ver}' " profitable.

The Fox River Electric Railway Company, of Green Bay, W'is.,

intends to extend its line south for five miles, and will then operate

two cars for light freight and packages.

The Everett (Wa.sh.) Railway & Ivlectric Company, carries sm;ill

freight and packages on regular cars. No statement of profits is made.

A Pennsylvania company states that it is carrying mail and
packages on regular cars and considers the service ])rofitable, al-

though the mail servici' is not as profitable as it should lie as the
government rates are low.

A long interurban road in New York State writes that it operates
three combination baggage and passenger cars, carries mail and bag-
gage and considers both classes of service unprofitable.

A large Eastern road operates eleven special electric mail cars

and considers that the work is " not at present " jsrofitable.

A company in New Jersey writes that it is operating one special

express car as a trailer, which makes two round trips daily except
Sunday. The gross earnings are about $150 per month, which is

nearly all profit as the company does not load or unload cars. This
company carries mails on regular cars and considers the work profit-

able.

A company in Michigan ojiei-ates a combination car as a trailer

under contract with the United States I^xpress Company, and con-
siders the work largely profitable. It carries no mail and does not
consider a mail .service profitable for its particular field, although it

is an interurban road.

A Western company operates twelve twenty foot flat cars for
carrying coal and brick, all being used as trailers. The work is con-
sidered profitable " if there is enough business," but the company
has not had long enough experience to warrant a more exact reply.

Mails are carried on the regular cars and the receipts from this

source are considered so much clear gain.

A road in the Northwest operates two flat trail cars for freight

and considers the work " not particularly " jirofitable. Mails are
carried on regular cars, but at no profit.

The Norfolk & Ocean View Railroad Company, of Ocean View,
\'a., does an extensive freight business. The line was in operation
for sixteen years as a narrow gauge steam road, and for one year has
been a standard gauge electric road. It is nine miles long with single
track, and during the summer season does an extensive excursion
passenger Vnisiness. The road runs through one of the finest truck-
ing sections in the United States, and this spring it occurred to the
management that they could displace the " nigger and mule," and
handle this business over their own road. Arrangements were made
with the refrigerator car companies, additional switches put in on
the line, connectioris made with the Norfolk & Western Railroad
and the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk Railroad and other truck
lines into Norfolk to handle the business, and the Norfolk & Ocean
View Railroad Compan\' undertook a class of business which the
road in its eighteen years' existence had never before thought of.

The result has been an amount of business far beyond the expecta-
tions of the management.

So far this season the company has handled 295,000 qts. of ber-
ries, 10,000 bbls. of cabbage, 12,000 packages of beans and peas,

30,000 bbls. of potatoes, 150 cars of lumber, brick and fertilizer, and
300 car loads of sand. It addition to this it will handle during the
season 90,000 packages of tomatoes and citrons, 150,000 packages of
kale, 80,000 bbls. and crates for truckers, and a large quantity of
miscellaneous freight. The business increased to such an extent
that the road was compelled to buy additional rolling stock to handle
it. The freight, of course, is all carried in and out by foreign cars,

that is, the cars of the standard steam roads. To accommodate this

business the management has purchased two heavy motor cars and a
steam locomotive. One car is 100 h. p., and a combination baggage,
passenger and mail coach. The other is 200 li. p., and handles light

freight trains and passengers cars. The latter car can easilj' handle
six standard steam coaches loaded to their utmost capacity. For
heavj- trains of truck and lumber it has been found impractical to
use electricity as a motive power, for the reason that the present
trolley line was not constructed with this idea in view, and would
not carry the amount of current necessary to satisfactorily operate
an electric locomotive. The management has now under advise-
ment however the purchase of an electric locomotive, to be put in
service next spring. At the present time this road has in operation
seven electric motor cars, with a capacity of 50 h. p. , 100 h. p. and200
h. p., seventeen standard railway coaches and thirtj^-five freight cars.

W^hen this business has been handled a while longer the company
will be in a better position to give some figures as to the profits. In
addition to the freight and passenger business, the company handles
the Lhiited States mail and all the baggage of the guests of the Ocean
View Hotel and the cottages and clubs at Ocean View and the
numerous stations on the line.

A Large Circuit Breaker.

The largest automatic circuit breaker ever con.structed has re-

cently been conq:)leted hy the General Electric Conqjany. It is de-
signed to break a circuit of Sooo amperes and is to be used on a 160

volt circuit, although made to handle the same current at 600 or 700
volts. The .studs which carry the current are 3,'+ ins. in diameter;
the base is 28 ins. square. It is constructed to open the circuit

automatically at any point between 3000 and 2o,o<jo amperes, the
opening point being arranged by the adjustment of a tension spring
on the armature.
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LEGAL NOTES AND COMMENTS.*

Edited by J. Aspinwall Hodge, Jr., and George L. Shearer,

OF THE NEW YORK BAR.

An Abutting Owner Versus a Trolley Road.

An opinion has just been handed down by the highest

court in New Jersey in the action of Roebhng against the

Trenton Passenger Raihoad Company and the Board of

Public Works, which, while it does not state any new
doctrine and does not come as a surprise to the profession,

yet is of interest and contains much that is suggestive to

street railway companies.

A short review of the case and of what points it in-

volves may be of interest to many of our readers.

An ordinance was passed by the Board of Public

Works of Trenton under the provisions of an act passed in

1893. '^^'^^ ^ct authorized the use of electric motors in-

stead of horses, provided the consent of the municipal
authorities was obtained. The plaintiff in the action was
the owner of a lot abutting vipon the street in front of

which the defendant railway company had erected poles,

had strung wires and was running its cars. The action

was brought to set aside the ordinance, on the ground that

the erection of poles and the stringing of wires, without
the consent of the owner of the abutting property, was in

violation of the constitution in that it was taking private

property for public use without compensation; secondly,

because the operation of an electric railway was not a
proper street use and for the same reason, therefore, was
unconstitutional; and, lastly, that the ordinance was un-
reasonable in that it authorized a double track road in a

narrow street.

The evidence showed that the cars weigh nearly eight

tons, while ordinarj^ horse cars weigh but one and a half,

and that the cars are more than twice as long as the ordi-

nary horse car, while their speed is from seven to seven-
teen miles per hour with a mean average of twelve miles
per hour. The evidence also showed that express trains

of two or more cars were run during the State Fair without
a stop between the Fair grounds and the center of the city

past the plaintiff's property.

The court holds, after reviewing a number of cases in

the New Jersey courts, that the use of the street for a

trolley road was a legitimate street use, and, since the
ordinance merely allowed the company to use electricity

with the necessary poles, wires, cars and motors, it

could not be said to be unconstitutional or unreasonable
even if the company, by the mode or manner in which it

used the privileges conferred by the ordinance, trans-

gressed reasonable bounds. The court, after declaring
that the " substitution of electric motors with ihe trolley
'

' system for horses on street railroads does not per sc
" create an additional easement," says, " but such injuries
'

' as are caused by a manner or mode of user which is not
" justifiable on the ground that the loais in quo is a public
" street, will lay the foundation for, and are redressible by,
"action." (Citing: Bcseman v. P. R. R., 21 V?oo7n.,

s. c. 2J Id. 221 . )

The Act of 1893 ^iifi the ordinance, says the court,

granted privileges "capable of being enjoyed without an
" excessive or unusual injury to the lands abutting upon
"the streets. If the privileges granted by this statute
" are made the occasion for unlawfully injuring the owners
"of abutting property, such acts are 7(/h-a vires and
" redressible by the suit of the injured party," and in such
action " neither the ordinance nor the suit would be justi-

"fication." {Costigan v. P. R. R., 25 Vjvom., 2j.^,2jp.)

*Communicatioiis relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 45 Wall Street, New York.

The remarks of the court in reference to the right the
company claimed to run trains made up of a motor car and
one or more connected passengei cars called trailers during
the State Fair as express or through trains, with instruc-

tions to the company's employes not to carry local passen-
gers, will be read with interest by the perplexed managers
of roads, who on one side, are being beset by the general
public to give them additional facilities of the most rapid
transit, and by another portion of the public who, like the
plaintiff in this case, objects to streets being used for such
purposes.

The court says, " It may be difficult to justify such a
'

' use of the streets upon the theory upon which the use of
'

' streets for street railways has been justified as a legitimate
" use." The court adds that that question does not have
to be decided in the case at bar, for the reasons already set

forth.

Neither upon the briefs of counsel nor in the decision

of the court are the cases cited which have held that in-

junctions will lie against the erection of telegraph poles,

and the legal status of a trolley pole in the street opposite
a complaining abutting property owner is dismissed by the
court with small notice.

Some interesting questions are suggested by the dtda
we have quoted.

Can a trolley line use the street for express trains or
express cars? This question may be sub-divided into two:

First; Can a trolley line use its track for express
trains and cars exclusively?

Second; Can a trolley line, which furnishes all reason-
able accommodation for local traffic, use its lines for express
trains ?

Perhaps the question is not a very important one ex-
cept where the road is able to have a four or three track
road, as might be possible in such avenues as the Bowery
and Fourth Avenue in New York.

Some of the Rights of Street Railways in the
Highway.

The purposes of the legal department of the Journal
include correspondence with the officers and counsel of

street railways throughout the country in respect to the
novel questions of street railway law which are constantly
arising. One question which is receiving the consideration

of some of the courts has been the right, or the alleged

right, of the street railways companies to prevent, by in-

junction or otherwise, the laying of sewers or other mains
beneath their tracks when the surrounding conditions are

such that they could be as easily laid alongside of them.
The importance of this question is increasing as the

roads are laying more expensive tracks to meet the re-

quirements of heavy cars; while the disturbance of the
roadbed becomes a greater inconvenience as the traffic in-

creases. If the right exists in the city authorities to lay

the mains beneath the tracks and is not reviewable by the
courts, it gives to them an additional weapon which they
can use to oppress the road, where there is a contention
between it and the city rulers.

It is contended, on the one hand, that the right of the

city authorities to lay their sewer where they choose is not
reviewable by the courts. (Lynch v. Mayor, yd N. Y. ySo. )

But that there is a limit to unreasonableness beyond
which the courts will not allow the city authorities to go
would seem to be clear. {Kirby v. Citizens'' Street Ry. Co.,

^8 Md. 168.

The contention on the part of the street railway com-
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pany is that, where it is shown by proper evidence, conchi-

sive to the mind of the court or the jury that the main can

be as easily laid without disturbing the tracks, then the

court will interfere and will prevent the city from disturb-

ing uiniecessarily the property of the railway company, and
that the reasonableness of the plan proposed b}' the city is

reviewable by the courts.

Two cases have arisen directly on this point, and in

both cases the railroad companies were successful. {Dcs.

Moines City Ry. Co. v. City of Dcs Moines, j<S N. IV. cja6.

Clapp V. City of Spo/avie, jj Ju-d. 5/5.
We would be very much pleased to hear from any of our

correspondents of any unreported cases which have been
decided in the lower courts. We are aware of one such
case, of which we may have more to say later and in which
after a trial before a jury a decree issued compelling the

city to lay the .sewer in some other place than directly be-

neath the tracks.

FRANCHISEvS, ORDINANCES, ETC.

A perpetual franchise to exist and operate does not give a street

railway company a perpetual right to use city streets, if the consent
of the municipal authorities is given only for a limited time.

A statute which permits a street railway company to acquire
connecting lines, and to operate them, on the same terms and con-
ditions as its own, but does not in terms give the right to operate
such connecting lines in perpetuity, cannot beheld to give the right

to operate such connecting lines without regard to the conditions on
which their own rights to use the streets were granted to them by
the municipal authorities, or to the duration of such rights.— ( Louis-
ville Trust Co. V. City of Cincinnati, 73 Fed. Rep. 716. )

Nebraska.—A railroad company which has, by ordinance, ac-

quired a permanent easement in the streets of a city, is not entitled

to compensation from a street railway company as a condition to the
crossing of its tracks by the latter, under a grant of power from the
city.—(Chicago, B. & O. R. Co. v. Beatrice Rapid Transit & Power
Co., 66 N. W. Rep. 830?)

North Caroijn.v.—The mere construction of a street railway

does not impose on the street an additional servitude, so as to require

therefor the condemnation of the rights of the abutting property
owners in the street.—(Merrick v. Intramontaine R. Co., 24 S. E.
Rep. 667.)

Louisiana.—In order to authorize one street railway company
to occupy the tracks of another, there must be legislative permission
for the same, or it must result from necessary implication from
the grant that an abandonment of the grant would necessarily result

from the non-occupancy of the roadbed of the street railway first

occupying the street. Miller and Breaux, JJ., dissenting.—(Crescent

City R. Co. v. N. O. & C. R. Co., 19 South Rep. 868.)

New York.- Laws 1892, c. 676, ? 59, requires every railroad

company, before exercising the powers conferred by law, to obtain

from the Board of Railroad Commissioners a certificate that the

articles of incorporation have been duly published, and that public

convenience requires the construction of the road. Section 93 pro-

vides that in cities of over 1 ,250,000 inhabitants the consent of the
local authorities shall contain the condition that the right, franchise

and privilege shall be sold at public auction to the highest bidder.

Held, that the railroad commissioners are not required to issue such
cerficate to a corporation organized for the purpose of constructing a

street railroad in New York City before it may become a bidder at

such a sale.—(In re Empire City Traction Co., 38 N. Y. Supp. 983.

)

Minnesota.—Sp. Laws 18S1 (Ex. Sess. ), c. 200, \ 15, confer-

ring a charter on the Duluth Street Railway Company, in providing
that no car shall remain standing on any of the stations more than
ten minutes, except at "each end of the lines," means stations at

each end of the track, and not at the end of the run of particular

cars.—(Wilson v. Duluth vSt. Ry. Co., 67 N. W. Rep. 82.)

INJUNCTION.

Pennsylvania.—Defendant built its street railway without any
authority so far as it pas.sed through the township in which plaintiff's

land was situate. Pending its construction, plaintiff filed his

bill, which looked practically for compensation for interference

with access to his buildings and fields. Two years after its comple-
tion, he amended his bill to make jjrominent his prayer for injunc-

tion. In the meantime the township had approved and ratified the

occupation of its highways. Held, that the decree denying injunc-

tion, and leaving plaintiff to his remedy for damages, would not be
disturbed.—(Heilman v. Lebanon & A. St. Ry. Co., 34 At. Rep.

647.)

New Jersey.—In proceedings by the Attorney Gennralto restrain

the construction of an electric street railway, on the basis that the
consent of the municipal authorities, which has been in fact or form
given, is illegal, in that the ordinance does not comply with the
traction laws of 1893 and 1894, and the Act of Mar. 11, 1893, govern-
ing the use and location of poles in public .streets, a preliminary in-

junction will not be allowed where the questions raised are purely

legal, and are ])ending Ijefore a court of law for decision in a pro-
ceeding upon which the ordinance, if invalid, may lie set aside alto-

gether.

Where the validity of the objections to an ordinance is not clear,

and involves a disputed question of fact, the validity of the ordinance
will not be considered on ex jiarte affidavits for a preliminary
injunction.— (Stockton v. Nortli Jersey St. Ry. Co., 34 At. Rep.
688.

)

LIABILITY FOR NEOLIGENCE.

PENN.SYI.vania.—A passenger on a street car, who, when there

is plenty of room inside, without any invitation, goes on the plat-

form, and there occupies the driver's stool, whicli is high, and with-
out arms or other protection, is negligent; so that recovery cannot
be had for his death, occasioned by his being thrown off the car

when it was driven rapidly onto a switch.—(Mann v. Philadelphia
Traction Co. 34 At. Rep. 572.)

Alahama.—In an action for damages resulting from contact
with a telephone wire which had fallen across the trolley wire of an
electric .street railroad company, plaintiff's allegations that defend-
ant railroad company was negligent in failing to protect the trolley

wire, and in suffering the telephone wire to remain where it had
fallen, are not denied by pleas of authority to construct and operate
its road, that defendant had no connection with the telephone com-
pany, and that the wire fell without any fault of defendant.—(Mc-
Kay v. Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co. 19 South Rep.
695.)

United States Court.—Plaintiff attempted to board a car on
defendant's cable railway while it was standing near a street corner,
waiting to take on passengers. The car was crowded, and persons
were standing on the platform, and one on the step of the car. Just
as plaintiff took hold of the railing of the platform and placed his
foot on the step, the conductor (who was inside the car, and did not
see the plaintiff) gave the signal to go ahead. The car started, and,
as it went round a curve at high speed, plaintiff's hold on the railing

was broken before he had been able to secure a firm footing on the
car, and he was thrown off and injured. Held, that the conductor
was negligent in failing to ascertain that all passengers were on
board before starting the car, and that defendant was liable.—(Dud-
ley v. Front Street Cable Ry. Co., 73 Fed. Rep. 128.)

Pennsylvania.—In an action against a traction company to re-

cover for an injur)' caused by a defect in the street alongside of said
company's tracks, it was not error to charge that, if it was the trac-

tion company's duty to know that the defect was there, and that it

was dangerous, then it was negligence in said company to allow the
hole to remain there, and it would be liable for all the consequences
resulting therefrom.— (

McLaughlin v. Phil. Tr. Co., 34 At. Rep. 863.

;

New York.—It is not negligence per se to ride on the side step
of a street car, where the car is so crowded that the passenger cannot
obtain a place inside.

In an action for injuries received by plaintiff while riding on the
side step of defendant's street car, it appeared that as the car passed
a truck, the horses attached to which were drinking at a water
trough, plaintiff was struck by the tailboard of the truck. There
was evidence that as the car approached there was sufficient space for
it to pass the truck without striking, but that the horses moved back-
ward while the car was passing. Held, that the question of the neg-
ligence of defendant's motorman was for the jury, as he should have
considered the possibility of a movement by the horses.—Wood v.

B'klyn City R. Co., 38 N. Y. Supp. 1077.)

LouiSiAN.\.—Ordinarily, passengers on street cars are expected
to alight with some haste.

When, however, a person is infirm, or clumsy, or incumbered
with packages or other hindrances, more prudence is required than
ordinarily.—(Boikens v. N. O. & C. R. Co., 19 South Rep. 737.)

New York.^—A motorman who was injured in consequence of
a defective brake, whereby he was prevented from stopping the car
on an incline, assumed the risks by continuing to work on the car
with knowledge of the defect.

Knowledge of the motorman that a man was not employed by
the company to place sand upon the track to prevent the car from
slipping on the incline, does not necessarily show an assumption of
the risk resulting from the neglect to employ such an employe, as
the motorman may not have had knowledge of the need of such an
employe.—(Windover v. Troy City Ry. Co., 38 N. Y. Supp. 59.

)

Utah.—A street railwaj' company has no superior right on a
public street to that of the public at large, except the right to lay
its track and operate its cars; and if it adopts a dangerous propelling
power it must be held to a degree of care proportionate to the in-
crease of danger to the public.

The ordinance showing the rate of speed a car was allowed to
run was competent evidence and should have been admitted unless
it was invalid and did not apply to the case.

While some courts hold that, where the speed is greater than
that permitted by the ordinance, it is negligence per se, yet the
better rule appears to be that that is a circumstance from which negli-
gence may be inferred, and is always proper to be considered by the
jury.

Persons traveling on a public street, along or across a street,

are not held to the exerci.se of the same degree of care as when trav-
eling along, or upon, or across an ordinary steam railroad.—(Hall
V. Ogden City St. Ry. Co., 44 Pac. Rep. 1046.)
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THE summer season having at least half passed, the

present time is a good one for considering the neces-

sary steps for preparing for the coming winter. Snow
plows cannot be built at a moment's notice, nor can the

best arrangements be made for a long season's business if

all preliminarv work is postponed until the near approach

of cold weather. The most serious problem, perhaps, of

winter operation is that of the best method of heating

cars. Whether to heat them at all or not and the expense

of maintenance and operating expense of the different

heaters on the market are questions which are demanding

answer. To select between the various makes of stoves

and electric heaters on the market is by no means an easy

task. Many heaters have been condemned unjustly because

while in operation the car windows were not tight, the

doors were left open and the heat generated was dissipated

before it reached the passengers. Care should be taken,

especially with electric heaters whose temperature is most

easily regulated, to, first, prevent the needless loss of heat,

and, second, to distribute it to best advantage in the car.

To accomplish these results with an electric heater the latter

should be located preferably on the riser, not underneath

the seats, ,so that all heat generated may be utilized to

best advantage. The circulation of air through the heater

should be unimpeded as much as possible, and the heaters

should be well distributed throughout the car to secure

uniformity of temperature. For the economical operation

of electrical heaters some degree of judgment must be ex-

ercised by the conductor, who, by a little forethought in

cutting down the current consumed when the car is crowded

with passengers, can effect a material economy in the long

run. The question of a decision between electric heaters

and stoves is one which can only be made by the manager

of each particular road. Few manufacturers of electric

heaters, we believe, now claim that the electric heater, if

used to produce as much heat as the stove, is as economical.

Whether their advantages in other ways more than coun-

terbalance the greater coal consumption is a question which

must be left to the local conditions of each individual case.

THE system of the Consolidated Traction Company of

New Jersey, described in the leading article in this

issue, is unique in that, while one of the largest in the coun-

try, it does not have the urban traffic of a city of the first

magnitude. It is particularly interesting for this reason,

because short interurban traffic has been necessarily a large

part of its business and consequently this feature of elec-

tric railway operation has been carefully studied and devel-

oped. While the company originally, like many other

large street railway corporations, was the result of the uni-

fying of a number of smaller companies, the consolidation

took place at a comparatively early period in the process of

the equipment of the lines with electric power, so that the

expansion of the system in general has been homogeneous

and upon concordant lines. The advantages of consolida-

tion, as shown in the line of better sendee with conse-

quently larger receipts, have been most clearly marked in

this case. The task presented to the owners at the com-

mencement of their work was enormous, the lines being

disunited, of different gauges and with dis.siinilar equip-

ment. But with the work of reconstruction the economies

practicable upon a large system were introduced, so that

the company is now in a position to enjoy the benefits of

the expenses incurred. In this connection it is interesting

to consider the practical value which any large consolida-

tion, such as this, has to street railway interests in general.

The extended scale upon which the affairs of a large sys-

tem must be conducted demands at the head of each depart-

ment an expert in each particular line. Such a man must

necessarily have more time and opportunity to devote

to the problems arising with the apparatus under his care

than can the superintendent of a small company where the

details of many departments are placed under the charge of

one individual. This gives as a result a large corps of

independent workers on the difficult problems connected

with street railway operation whose practice must neces-

sarily be of great value to the industry in general.

WE rarely find it necessary to discuss in these columns

questions upon which the great political parties of

the day are divided. The municipal transportation indus-
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try is not ordinarily alTccted, directly at least, by the suc-

cesses and defeats of parties or Ijy changes in national

policy. But among the party issues of this presidential

year, upon which will be fought a political battle more se-

vere and, in its final results, more momentous, perhaps,

than any through which we have passed since i860, is one

which affects street railway prosperity in so immediate and

serious a manner that we should be clearly evading our re-

sponsibilities were we to be silent upon the burning ques-

tion of the moment: Shall the United States establish the

free coinage of silver in advance of an international bi-

metallic agreemeiit? Whatever the effect on other indus-

tries, no one, it seems to us, can fail to see the serious

menace to street railways which lies in a " silver " policy.

It is claimed b}^ the free silver party and admitted by their

opponents that free silver means a rise in the price of all

commodities, measured in dollars. It is admitted, too,

that the ultimate, though not immediate effect, would be

some rise in the wages of labor, since the present wages,

measured in dollars, will not permit the laborer to purchase

higher priced commodities or to live as well as now. Street

railway companies are, therefore, in the position of seeing

their operating expenses, both for supplies and for labor,

enormously increased, while their franchises, in most cases,

do not permit them to raise the price of transportation

beyond the present five cent limit. Moreover, the interest

on their mortgage indebtedness is in most cases payable

by contract in gold, so that if gold should go to a premium

they will be forced to make another large increa.se in an-

nual disbursements in paying this premium. Of course,

general insolvency would be the inevitable result where

street railway corporations are heavily capitalized, while

with others dividends will be reduced or will disappear.

We strongly urge street railway managers to stand as a

unit in opposing the .spread of the free silver policy in

every section of the country and we advise an educational

campaign among their employes—an exceptionally intelli-

gent class of voters—which will make it impossible for

them to join in this movement.

IT is usele.ss to deny the fact that America has much to

learn from Europe in the matter of the business manage-

ment of municipalities. Through centirries of experiment

and by means of mistakes as glaring as those now com-

mitted in American cities there has been evolved in Great

Britain and most of the continental countries a system of

municipal administration which is certainly economical

and efficient in most cases, and is certainly far more scien-

tific in principle than that found in general in this country.

The especial feature of the European system is the selec-

tion of trained engineers of the highest character for the

principal departments where engineering ability is required

and for the higher positions, even up to the mayoralt}', of

men who have not only proven themselves good men of

business, but who are fitted by special experience for the

positions which they occupy. An administrative corps of

this character is far superior to one selected for political

reasons or whose members are mere accidents of the hour.

Another point of advantage in the European system is the

clo.se interdependence of the various departments of a city,

district and national government. Mr. Magee showed

clearly in our last issue how thoroughly the various inter-

ests of German cities are protected by the engineers who

have special charge of each department of the work. With

.such a system it is po.s.sible to push through great munici-

pal improvements at an expen.se much less than that which

is found necessary in this country having similar work, in

spite of the formalities and " red tape " which are neccs-

.sarily involved. New York, for example, should have,

and must eventually have, a complete system of under-

ground tunnels similar to that of Paris, into which .should

go gas, water and steam pipes, and wires of all kinds for

the transmission of electric power. Nothing can be more

unsatisfactory and oljviously temporary in character than

the present system so common in American cities of bury-

ing pipes and wires in any place where room can be found.

The constant work upon our American .streets by a great

number of quasi-public corporations is a menace to health,

to .say nothing of the inconvenience to the public and the

enormous cost to the corporations themselves. Work of

this kind will never be done however until it is more

clearly .seen that the administration of a city's affairs is a

work for engineers and business men, not politicians and

ward heelers.

A NUMBER of letters from different street railway

companies engaged in the transportation of freight,

express, and mail matter, are published elsewhere in this

issue and confirm the opinion expressed in the May issue

of the Street Railway Journal that, taken as a whole,

this bu.siness offers little inducement to street railway com-

panies. Within the limits of a city a freight service pure

and simple is practically out of the question, while with an

express service the difficulties of collecting and delivering

packages complicate the problem of operation. Again,

in urban roads there is often a decided objection on the

part of the general public, to the use, by the railway com-

pany, of its tracks for any other purpose than that of the

transportation of passengers, so that, in a consideration of

the subject, this sentiment should be considered, even in

cases where the franchises do not prohibit the prosecution

of such a service. On interurban roads there is more op-

portunity for a freight or express business, but even here,

except under special conditions it is doubtful whether in

most cases the return will be sufficient to repay the com-

pany for the trouble of its maintenance or for any consider-

able investment in cars. Probably more companies have

engaged in the carrying of mail in connection with

their passenger traffic than in any other outside line, one

inducement being that the operation of mail cars will be

protected by the P^ederal authorities in case of riot. Look-

ing at the matter from the purely business standpoint of

direct returns, however, the inducement to engage in this

business are certainly not very great. The prices paid for

this service are absurdly low when the cost of accomplish-

ing the same results by other means is considered. Another

element affecting the profit and desirability of engaging in

this business is the possibility of being compelled to wait a

long time for payments. We know of one in.stance in

which a large company has alread}- paid out in labor and

and other operating expenses, excluding entirely the cost

of motive power and the depreciation on its cars, nearly

three times as much as it is getting for its postal service,

yet it has been obliged to wait eighteen months for its pay,

the Government not having made any appropriation to

cover this service. It is not uecessarj- to say that the
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managers of this road are not very enthusiastic upon the

subject of maintaining or extending their mail service.

THE suggestion has been made by one of our electrical

contemporaries, as if it were a new idea, that dis-

carded light weight rails could be utilized to advantage for

return circuit feeders. The plan, as outlined, is to care-

fully bond these rails, bury them in the ground, and con-

nect them at the proper point with the rails, the argument

in favor of this course being that as the conductivity of the

rail is large compared with copper cable of the same value,

there are advantages in the line of economy in utilizing the

old scrap. While, undoubtedly, economy is one of the

cardinal virtues and cannot be too strongly preached, es-

pecially during the present times, it seems to us that econ-

omy of this kind is certainly a step in the wrong direction.

Old rails, while of not very much value, are far from

worthless, and the amount received for them at $io per

ton would go a considerable way towards purchasing a

durable and reliable copper return feeder. The chief ob-

jection to the proposed scheme, however, is in the ex-

tremely weak character, electrically and mechanically con-

sidered, of the bonded rails. Railway managers who have

control of many miles of track understand the difficulties

of keeping their track bonds in good condition. This feat-

ure of the track construction is always a subject of care

and worry lest any defective bond cause a lowering of con-

ductivity in the return circuit, with corresponding increase

in the power consumed. A feeling of confidence that this

portion of the circuit is in good condition is only secured

when careful and continuous tests are made to determine

any possible trouble. But with the rails entirely buried,

as would be the case in a return circuit such as is proposed,

the present difhculties of individual bond testing would be

greatly multiplied. To protect the rail from deterioration

from the soil, the rails would probably have to be imbedded

in pitch or some kind of composition surrounded by

wooden conduits, and this, we understand, was the method

which was followed in at least one case where this plan was

tried. In addition to the electrical difficulties of this pro-

posed method, the difficulties presented by the inflexible

character of the old rails would detract very much from the

convenience of its employment in following the curves of

the line and in making other bends as occasion might re-

quire. In the installation already referred to the rails are

bonded with plastic bonds which would seem, perhaps, the

most easy method of connecting them electrically; at the

same time, the manager of the road states that while the

operation of the system has been satisfactory^ so far, the

probabilities are that old rails could have been sold and

copper purchased and placed in the ground and the same

results secured at a less expense than by employing the old

rails for the return circuit.

THERE is one element in the operating expenses of

every road which is always a most uncertain factor

and often, in spite of the most careful provisions taken,

may change a comfortable surplus from a year's operation

to a most inconvenient deficit. We refer, of course, to

the accident account, which is now one of the most serious

problems confronting street railway managers. The im-

portance of this subject is growing with the introduction of

higher speeds on electric railways, especially as there is an

undoubted tendency on the part of courts toward the kindlier

treatment of claimants and the granting of larger amounts

as damages. Without doubt a consensus of the experience

of most roads would show a greater number of accident

claims presented since the introduciion of electric power

than when horses were used, and in greater proportion

than is warranted by the higher speed and greater weights

of electric cars. The publicity given by the daily press to

trolley accidents has undeniably encouraged the bringing

against railway companies of an enormous number of

claims for injuries, slight or imaginary, many of which

would not otherwise have been thought of. In most of

the large cities this practice has been fostered by a set of

unscrupulous lawyers who make a specialty of such cases

and who seize any chance injury of this kind to make a

profit to themselves at the expense of the railway company.

So eagerly are these cases sought that there have even

been instances where the lawyer has brought claim for dam-

ages before consulting the injured person, expecting to

make terms with him afterwards should his first demand

on the company prove successful. In these cases he has

sometimes found that the adjuster of the railway company

has already settled the claim and secured a release for the

company One method of discouraging this practice

would be to secure a law similar to that passed recently in

New Jersey, but vetoed by the governor, compelling the

attorney to file with his brief a statement of the terms upon

which he took the case. If such a law were in force it

would tend to discourage the practice of the lawyer paj'-

ing all expenses and accepting in payment from fifty to

seventy-five per cent of the damages secured and would

thus reduce the number of unnecessary suits brought

against railway companies.

But while this evil is sufficiently serious in itself, an-

other, that of the bringing of damage suits by people who-

have never been injured, is one which is even worse. The
report of a bad accident on a trolley line is often the occa-

sion of several illegitimate suits of this kind, the true char-

acter of which it is often extremely difficult to "prove.

Electric railway lines are more subject to these cases than

are steam railroads, because the plea can always be made

that the person who claims to be injured was removed

from the scene of the accident soon after its occurrence,

and plenty of witnesses can be secured who will swear to

the truth of the story decided upon. About the only prac-

ticable way of defeating dishonest claims of this kind, for

sickness can be simulated, is by showing up, if possible, the

past bad records of the parties concerned, if they have

made a practice of this business. This has been done in a

number of cases of this kind. One great aid in defeating

these claims, however, would be some method by which

the claim departments of the railway companies could im-

part to and obtain from each other information concerning

persons engaged in this business. Whether this could

best be done by individual correspondence, through the

American Street Railway Association, the State Associa-

tions, or by a separate organization of the claim and ad-

justing departments of the railway companies is a question.

Undoubtedly in any concerted treatment of this subject

many important lines would develop in which unity of

action would be found desirable. The whole subject is

very broad and one in which it would seem that co-opera-

tion might be found very useful. We shall be glad to

publish the opinion of any companies or managers upon

this subject.



Recent Electrical Overhead \V<M'k in San
Francisco.

By vS. Iv. Fosthr.

In the spring of 1894, the Market Street Railway
Company organized a construction department and began
an extensive course of construction and reconstruction.

Many of the company's franchises were about to expire

and many old horse car lines needed reconstruction. The
work has been continued steadily for the past two years

and to-day there is to the credit of the construction depart-

ment over eighty-five miles of electric road. The Market
vStreet Company has the reputation of doing everything
it undertakes well and in this case no exception was
made. As a result of this thoroughness the appearance of

the overhead work
has been frequently

commented upon
favorably by Eastern
and foreign visiting

engineers.

There are two
salient features of the

construction. The
poles are designed,

built and set for a

given strain and no
more than the ex-

pected strain is put

upon them . The
result of this is to

give the finished

work an appearance

of solidity and suf-

ficiency. It also does

away with guys
which always give

to poles an appearance of weakness.

The .second feature—the height of the trolley wire

above the rail, twenty-one feet—improves the appearance

of the street and removes to a great extent the bad impres-

sion of "dangerous overhead wires."

The poles after being finished are tested to ascertain the

safe load that they will support without suffering a perma-

nent "set." The deflections at the different strains are

noted and when the poles are set they are raked from the

strain such an amount that when the expected pull has been

applied the accompanying deflection will still leave the

poles raked two inches from the perpendicular. This is to

allow for the possible yielding of the foundation.

For single track lines on streets not over forty feet

wide, a pole made of wrought iron tubing in three sizes,

respectively four inches, five inches and six inches in

diameter is used for side pole work. For usual double

track work on spans up to sixty feet, side poles of standard

wrought iron pipe—five inches, six inches and seven inches

diameter—are employed; for heavier straight line work,

five inch, six inch and seven inch hydraulic pipe poles;

for " pull-offs " ends and 150 ft. and 200 ft. .spans, poles

made of hydraulic pipe six inches, seven inches and eight

inches in diameter, while for turns on trunk lines of feeders

latticed iron box poles tested to a safe strain of 8000 lbs.

are erected.

The five inch, six inch and .seven inch pipe pole is the

Market Street Company's standard for city work, and of

these some 4000 have been used in the two years' work.
The.se poles are made by the Atlas Iron Works, are 30^
ft. long and the joints are what are known to engineers as
" rust " joints. The three different .sizes of pipe fit the

one into the next like the parts of a telescope, leaving ju.st

enough clearance all around to allow a filling of sal am-
moniac and iron borings to be rammed in. As .soon as

this mixture has become .solid the poles are .stacked up to

dry. This drying requires about two weeks and when
once dry the pole is as strong at the joint as elsewhere.

The ".shimmed" joint sometimes works loose, the
" swaged " joint is .solid, ljut expen.sive to make, whereas

FIG. 1.—CURVE CONSTRUCTION ON CHURCH STREET—SAN FRANCISCO.

the " rust " joint has proved to be both .solid, permanent
and cheap.

The setting depends on the locality, but usually holes

are dug 252 ft. square and 6^2 ft. deep. Six inches of

concrete is first put in the bottom of the hole as a founda-
tion and as a seat for the bottom of the pole. When this

is solid, the pole is set so that when raked, as much con-

crete will be behind the pole at the bottom of the hole, as

in front of it on top. The hole is then filled with concrete
made in the proportions of i to 9 and firmly tamped.

The old cast iron base or fender has been given up as

harboring moisture and tending to the deterioration of the

pole at a point where the fibres of the iron are under the

greatest tension—that is, at the top of the concrete—the

fulcrum of the lever. Light cast iron rings as a finish to

the joints and the old wooden plug and cast iron top, fam-
iliar in early construction, are .still retained, the latter as a

second point of insulation for the anchor guys and curve
strain wires. After the poles are in place they are allowed to

stand at least a week for the concrete to set before any
strain is put on them. These poles will stand a strain of

750 lbs. at a point twenty-four feet above the fulcrum with-
out permanent '

' .set
'

'

.

The setting of the '

' pull-off
'

' and latticed feeder poles
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depends on the locality more than the side poles, but is

usually about three feet square by seven feet deep for the

round '

' pull-off
'

' poles and five feet square by eight feet

deep for the latticed poles.

In setting the round poles a light portable derrick

mounted on a dray is used together with a " crah " winch.
This winch works in

combination with an
ordinary

'

' snatch
'

'

tackle and '

' snatch
'

'

block and has a total

leverage of 30 to i

exclusive of friction.

With one derrick
seventy poles are visu-

ally set in one day.

When cellars ex-

tend under the side-

walks to the curb-

stone, the poles are

strapped inside the

cellar to the wall at

the lowest point of

the pole to prevent

the bottom '

' kicking

out." To distribute

this inward pressure

over a large area the

bolts that are used to

secure the poles to

the wall extend
through the wall for

two feet and termi-

nate in large plates

buried in a mass of concrete. On outside lines wooden
side poles are used. These poles are of tapered, square,

sawed and planed redwood 8 ins. X Sins, at the top, 12

ins.X 12 ins. at the butt, 30 ft. long and set in 2j4 in. X
2)4 in. X 6 fi. holes. These wooden poles are not set

in concrete nor yet in the excavated material, but in

clean broken rock. The tarring of the bottoms of the
poles for six feet, and the .setting of broken rock

used so as to accommodate both sets of wires with a single

line of poles. This is shown clearly in Fig. 3.

The height of the trolley is fixed at twenty-one feet, on
ordinary work and twenty-two feet over steam railway

crossings. The sag that will produce the strain for which
the poles are raked is told the wirenien, fixing thus the point

FIG. 3. -VIEW ON RAILROAD
ELECT

FIG. 2—HEAVY FEEDER POLES ON TURN.

with the unfilled voids and drainage effect are expected to

secure as long a life for the part of the pole below ground
as the upper part will have. On the curves and ends of

wooden pole lines extra heavy iron pull-off poles are used
so that the absence of guy stubs. is as noticeable here as
el.se^^'here.

Where works of foreign companies are met with, the
two companies .share in the expense, and higher poles are

AVENUE, SHOWING FIRE ALARM, POLICE, TELEPHONE.
RIC LIGHT AND RAILWAY WIRES:

for attaching the span wire to the pole, and the final pull-

ing up of each span wire is done with a tape wire held
from trolley to rail level. This uniformity in height of

the trolley wire reduces to a mimimum the swaying of the

wire. For spans up to sixty feet in. signal strand

has been used for span wire and for longer spans ^Tf i"-

strand. The .span wires are insulated from the poles at

either end by spherical strain insulators.

So far No. o B. &
S. trolley wire has been
used, and on account of

the small variation of

temperature met with
in San Francisco, where
the limits are 40 degs.

F. and 90 degs. F., it

has been found possi-

ble to put up a much
tighter wire than can
be done East where the

variation is from — 20
degs. F. to ICQ degs. F.

Soldered ears have
been used throughout,
the wire being care-

fully tinned before ap-

plying the ear, and the

clips being filed off

smoothly to ensure an
even surface for the

trolley wheel. Splicing

ears for joints have
been the rule with as

much of the sides filed

off as is compatible with
safety. Strain ears are located every 1000 ft. , on each
side of all curves and on each side of all overhead cross-

ings.

Two guard wires have been put up over each trolley,

No. 6 B. W. G., extra B. B., bare galvanized iron wire
being used for the purpose and having spherical strain in-

sulators cut into each wire every 1000 ft.

These guard wires have saved much trouble to other
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companies and have caused some to the Market vStreet

Company, but they seem to be a necessary evil in the city

proper. No. 4 B. W. G. galvanized steel is used for guard
spans. When the company opened the first line it operated
two styles of cars—double truck and single truck. Tlie

former was of twenty-two feet wheel base and the latter of

6>3 ft., so that it was imp()ssil)le to locate the trolley wire
on curves at the point of mininunn wear. vSince the em-
ployment of a standard seven foot wheel base car the exact
location of the wire is easily found from the formula given
on page 367 of the June issue of the vStkkkt Railway
Journal.

General Electric overhead parts have been u.sed almost
exclusively, the latest bronze parts being adopted as soon
as they were put on the market.

The trolley wire is divided by sectional insulators into

sections of lengths depending on the headway and the

grades, so tliat an average of not more than two per cent

shall be lost between the ends of the feeders and the ears.

Each .section has its .separate feeder and is connected to

the next section through a switch and fu.se, thus .securing

both the advantage of a continuous trolley wire and that of

cutting out of .separate .sections. These .section insulators

require regular attention, but the advantages have proved
to more than offset the additional care.

Intersecting lines are insulated from one another by
insulated cros.sings and where intersecting lines have a

curve connecting them the trolley wire over the curve con-

tains a section insulator connected to a switch and fu.se.

Thus the whole network of lines is completely connected
electrically, and yet each section of every line can quickly

be isolated.

On all the latest work the two trolley wires on double
track lines have been connected electrically at every fourth

span so as to get the benefit of all the copper in position.

In track work the rails are carefully cro.ss bonded every

150 ft. to make the four rails practically one conductor,

and yet on double track lines the two trolley wires have in

some places been thoroughly, though unintentionally, in-

as much current will l)e alxsorbed on one side of it as on
the other— l*rofe.s.sor Bell's "center of gravity." This
electrical center is the main "feed-in " point for the sec-

tion, but in ca.se a heavy grade occurs near by a tap is run
to the trolley at the center of the grade. The sizes of the
feeders are No. 0000 B. & vS. 300,000 c m. and 500,000

FIG. 4.-TWO HUNDRED FOOT SPAN CONSTRUCTION.

sulated from one another for hundreds of feet. A car on a

grade using a heavy current has only the conductivity of

one No. o wire between it and the feeder wire, while the

other trolley wire, but eleven feet away actually, is electri-

cally perhaps a thou.sand feet di.stant and useless as a con-

ductor of current for this particular car.

No lightning arresters are u.sed outside the power
house as none have as yet been needed.

In calculating the feeders an equal conductivity is

expected of the rail return and of the overhead wires.

Each feeder is connected to its section of trolley at the

electrical center of that section; that is, at a point .so that

FIG. 5.—CORNER POLE AND DERRICK.

c. m.—all being run overhead. For supporting these feed-

ers, cast iron cross arms or brackets are used with wrought
iron pins. These brackets are in two halves and clamp
the pole by means of four in i"- bolts, being held securely

on the smooth surface of the pole in addition by a }4 in.

cupped set-screw. Four .sizes of these cro.ss arms are used,

two-pin, four-pin, six-pin and eight-pin.

For straight line work one inch pins and for turns one
inch widening to i J4 ins. at the ba.se, are used. Wires up
to No. 0000 are supported on cable glass insulators

.screwed on the pins previously wrapped with tape, but

300,000 and 500,000 c. m. cables require fibre insulators.

For tiirns and ends only corner insulators of fibre have
been found to stand

the strains.

Fig. I is a view at

Sixteenth and Church
of the standard double
trolley construction

showing tubular five

inch, six inch, .seven

inch iron side poles,

one row carrying two
.six-pin cro.s.sarms and
.supporting six 500,000
c. m. feeder cables for

the
'

' Western addi-

tion;" it also shows
the guard wires and
the curve work with
its three six inch,

seven inch and eight

inch hydraulic pipe

pull-off poles and its

two latticed poles for

the feed wires.

Fig. 2 is a view
of one turning point

for feed wires at Six-
teenth and Bryant, showing sixteen No. 0000 wires on
one pole and six 500,000 c. ni. cables on another.

Fig. 3 gives an idea of how foreign wires are cared
for on the outside lines. The location is on Railroad
Avenue. On one side of the street is a row of forty

foot poles and on the other a row of thirty-five foot

poles. , To the forty foot ones the railway span wire
is attached ten feet from the top. The fire alarm and
police patrol wires have the next five feet and the
Telephone Company's wires the remaining five feet of

the pole. On the thirty-five foot poles the Electric Eight
Company's territory is from the top down five feet and
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the railvva3''s the rest. This makes neat construction and
obviates a double set of poles.

Fig. 4 is a partial view of what is believed to be the

longest succes.sion of street railway trolley spans in the

world. It is on Ea,st Street, fronting the wharves and of

fourteen spans. The lea.st is 131 ft. long and the greatest 217
ft. The railwaj' company sought the privilege of erecting

center poles here, but the Harbor Commissioners refu.sed.

High Voltage Transmission Line.

DETAILS OF NIAGARA HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION LINE.

A good piece of work was made of the construction by
using six inch, seven inch and eight inch extra heavy tubular

poles for side poles and in the light of the frequent acci-

dents that occur in cities where center poles are u,sed and
where accidents would not have occurred with side pole con-

struction, the side pole method will probably be cheaper in

the end for the railway company. The span wire strains

on this street run from 1050 to 2050 lbs.

Fig. 5 .shows the derrick used for setting round poles

and also gives a good view of one of the corner feed poles.

The work on the pole line for the electric power
tran.smission between Niagara Falls and Buffalo is being
carried forward rapidly b}^ the contractors, the White-
Crosby Company. In the city of Buffalo, among the first

users of power will probably' be the Buffalo Railway
Company. Owing to the high voltage carried and the

importance of keep-

ing the line in good
condition for use,

the greate.st care is

being exercised in

its erection.

The pole line

will extend for the

greater part of the
distance over tlie

company's own
right of way, which
will be fenced in.

The poles will be of

cedar, circular in

.section, and in
height from 35 ft.

to 65 ft. above the
ground. They will

be set in the ground
to a depth of from 7
ft. to SYz ft. In
firm earth the poles

will be .set in the

earth, which will be
carefully tamped
about the butts; in

.soft earth, the poles

will be .set in con-

crete. The di.stance

between the poles

on straight line will

be 100 ft. The di-

ameter of the poles

at the top will be
not less than 8 ins.,

and from this down
it will gradually in-

crease in diameter.

At the ground line

the 35 ft. pole will

be 14 ins. in diam-
eter and the 65 ft.

pole 28 ins. in diam-
eter. On curves the

poles will be con-

.siderably heavier
than those u.sed on
straight line.

Each pole will

carry three cross

arms, the upper two
for the power wires

and the lower for

telephone wire s.

The power cross

arms will be of

heart pine 12 ft. in

length, and 4 ins. X
6 ins. in cross sec-

tion. They will be

supported by steel angle braces 2}4 ins. X 2 ins. X ^in.

These braces will be in one piece to better keep their place

and at curves braces will be u.sed on both sides of the pole.

Each brace is secured to the cross arm by four j4 in. lag

bolts 4 ins. long, and to the pole by i }i in. lag bolts 5 ins.

long.

The pins are of straight grained locust, of special

shape so as to secure a good bearing for the insulation.

The spindle is 2 ins. in diameter, and the pin at the

shoulder, 3 ins. in diameter.
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The insulators themselves are of special shape, with
doul)le petticoat to secure the best of insulation. The
feeders are carried in a slot on the top of the insulator and
are held in position by tie wires. There will however
probably be little or no strain on these tie wires as the
whole strain will come on the insulator itself. The insu-

lator has also a skirt on each side to drain any rain away
from the cross arm, so far as may be possible.

A very novel feature in the pole line will be the pro-

visions for lightning protection. The power wires will be
guarded on each side by ordinary galvanized barbed fence
wire which will be carried on pins .shown on page 488
mounted at the extreme ends of each cro.ss arm. An in-

genious method of grounding these pins is provided by
drilling in the lower end of each pin where it projects

through the cross arms a hole through which a No. 6

copper wire can be strung. Each lower cross arm has also

a shoi'ter pin for guard purposes.
The third or lowest cress arm is of the standard .six

foot, .six pin type.

A Panel Ecjualizer.

A novel device has been installed in the power station

of tile City & vSuburbau Railway Company, of Baltimore,
for relieving the load on the circuit breaker of any feeder

which may be temporarily carrying an excess of current.

This is often unavoidable, especially in winter, when one

Feeders

BUS

Substantial Track Construction in Richmond.

The accompanying engraving shows a method of track
construction adopted by the Riclunond Traction Company
in its new line opened for operation this sea.son. The
company has laid in this way eight miles of track, consti-

tuting all of its city line. The method was adopted upon
the reconnnendation of the city engineer and was laid

under the supervision and according to plans drawn up by
A. Langstaff Johnston.

As will be seen the ties are imbedded in concrete

i

or \\\ summer
The method
breaker on a

HEAVY TRACK CONSTRUCTION.

which forms a continuous foundation for the roadbed and
is laid six inches below the tie. The concrete is made of

the following mixture :

1 part American cement,
2 parts sand,

4 parts broken stone or creek gravel.

The ties are white oak tln'oughout and measure 6 ins. X
8 ins. X 7 ft. They are .spaced equal di.stances and laid

fourteen to a thirty foot rail.

The joints are supported and broken. The joints are

made of twenty-two inch and eight bolt channel plates

with one inch bolts. The Johnston rail bond, ranging in

size from No. 0000 to No. 000000, is used. Tie rods are

emploj^ed every seven feet.

The rails are of the Johnson section No. 216, and
weigh ninety-five pounds to the yard. Fine cement is

used on each side of the web of the rail to allow the pave-
naent blocks to fit against the lip of the rail. The blocks
are six inches in depth and rest on a bed of sand two
inches in depth. The cost of laying the track per mile of

single track was about as follows :

Rails I 6,000
Ties at forty cents each 1,040
Bonds 250
Labor of laying and concrete 10,560

Total 117,850

I

A PANEL EQUALIZER.

or two .sweepers may be on a certain section

,

when ver}' heavy loads are being cared for.

adopted prevents a constant opening of the

feeder operating under such conditions while providing a
method by which it would open in case of an actual short

circuit.

On the rear of the board is placed what
is called a panel equalizer, illu,strated in the
accompanying engraving. Leads from the
feeder terminals are brought to a series of

panels which are fitted with ordinary knife
switches, one pole of which is connected to a

copper bus bar. By throwing the overloaded
feeder in with a lightly loaded feeder, by
means of this switch the current on the
two is divided equally between the two cir-

cuit breakers, accomplishing the result

.sought. If nece.s,sary, three can be connect-
ed together.

In this station the company is using a booster for

its distant lines. This is only required in summer and
is an ordinary'- series wound machine, generating eighty
amperes at 125 volts. It is belted to a small engine,
which is also used for carrying the light night load by
means of another generator.

Electric Railway in Versailles.

The Grand Jury of Brooklyn, N. Y., recently recom-
mended the construction and use of special trolley cars on
the lines leading from Coney Lsland to Brooklyn for the
transportation of prisoners between the two places.

Versailles is to have an electric street railway and
within two months the old horse cars will give way to the
new system. The street railway will be run from the
light and power station.

The steam generating plant will consi.st of four semi-
tubular boilers supplying steam to four horizontal, single

cylinder engines aggregating 350 h. p. for the light and
power service in the city, and two steam engines aggregat-
ing 240 h. p. for the street railway. The electric gener-
ating plant will consist of two General Electric monocyclic
machines aggregating 250 k. w. and two direct coupled
railway generators of the same make aggregating 200 k. w.
The rolling stock will be fifteen cars, each equijjped with
G. E. 800 motors and controllers.

The installation will be carried out for the Societe
Versailles de Tramwaj^s et de Distribution d' Energie Elec-
trique by the Cie. Fcse. Thomson-Houston, of Paris.

The Salt Lake City Street Railway Company recently
carried 105,000 passengers during a three days' carnival,

and on July 4 it carried 41,628 passengers.
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Car Specifications.

The following are the standard specifications employed
by the Consolidated Traction Company, of New Jersej^, in

ordering twent^^ foot box cars.

Dimensions.
Lengtli of car body over end panels at sill 20 ft.

Length of car body over platform crown pieces 28 ft.

, Width of car at sill, including panels 6 ft. 6 ins.

Width of car body at belt rail 7 ft. 6 ins.

Height inside center
Height of car from under side of sill to top of trolley board, 8 ft, 4 ins.

Doors.—Double doors i '^f ins. thick.

Windoius.—Seven windows on a side; two in each end. Shape
of window heads, arched.

I'latfornis.—Length of platforms, 4 ft., either with opening and
step at both sides or with dasher. Dasher to be of No. 16 sheet steel

2 ft. 6 ins. high.

Bottom Framing.—Side sills of oak, 3 34 ins. X 5/S ins. plated on
outside with '< in. steel plates.

End sills of oak, ^% ins. >< ins.

Center cross joists of oak, 3 1< ins. X 3^4 ins.

Intermediate cross joists, 3 '< ins. X 3^4 ins.

Framing to be done in the most substantial manner; all mortises

and tenons to be thoroughly white leaded and driven together and
secured by tie rods of refined iron.

Floor.—I'raming to be arranged with trap doors to suit the re-

quirements of the electric motors.
Floor boards to be Va in. X 3'+ hi. yellow pine, dressed on both

sides, securely fastened to body framing with screws.

Floors to be fitted with ash tapered floor mat strips screwed
to floor: dimensions, 's in. at top and -'4 in. at bottom, reaching the
entire length of car floor, excepting a space of two inches at each
end to allow for sweeping.

Trap Doors.—The trap doors to be made to suit either General
Electric or Westinghouse electric motors; to be framed of ash; frame
work 1 in. X 3 i"s. tenoned, mortised and doweled.

Body Framing.
Corner posts ins. thick.

Side posts 2% ins. thick.

Sweep of posts 6 ins.

Belt rail i i",t ins. X4'^ ins.

Top rail 1^4 ins. Xs^l ins.

Lower ventilator rail 134 ins.X 3/i ins.

Upper ventilator rail i in. X '2% ins.

All body framing to be of straight grained white ash, free from
sap and shakes, thoroughly dry and well seasoned. All joints white
leaded and all tenons pinned.

Posts to be mortised into sills, and shoulders boxed '4 in. into

sills and fastened with strap bolts.

On concave panels there should be four ash ribs of tough ash
between every two posts; dimensions of ribs, 5,s in. > ins. These
should be mortised into sills and fastened on concave rails securely
with screws. The center panel ribs should be of same dimensions
above and mortised into belt and concave rails, draw-bt)red and
pinned. The belt rail should be grooved to receive the panel and
not nailed along the upper edge. The side belt rail should be dove-
tailed into posts, no wedges being used. All panels to be heated
before being placed in position and glued to posts, ribs and rails be-
ing nailed only at the posts; panels backed with a good quality bur-
lap securely glued in place. After glue is thorouglily hardened the
burlap should be painted one heavy coat of mineral paint.

Truss rods to be of 31 in. double refined iron, placed underneath
seats, extending entire length of body.

Roof.—The roof to be monitor deck pattern, full length of car
Ijody, with eight ventilator sash on each side and two stationary
lights at each end.

Roof to be strengthened with concealed steel rafters, yi in. X
I in. These rafters are to be placed in the roof so as to relieve to
the best advantage the strain of the trolley apparatus, and are forged
to the shape of the roof in a solid piece with " T" at each end, by
which they are fastened to top rail with wood screws.

Roofing to be at least '2 in. thick and painted with thick white
lead, and all nail holes, screw holes and joints puttied, and covered
with No. 6 cotton duck well laid in white lead and painted three
coats.

Ceiling.—Of curly white maple three ply veneer, neatly and
tastefully decorated and varnished. Card rack moulding on each
side full length of car.

Trolley Board.—Trolley board fitted on the outside made to suit
the requirements of any specified trolley. The board to rest on ribs
laid in white lead.

Hoods.—Hoods to be detachable, oak frames and ash carlines,
covered with 3.^ in. tongued and grooved poplar boards 2 ins.
wide. The entire hood to be covered with No. 6 cotton duck and
treated in same manner as rest of roof.

Dasher Posts.—End dasher posts extending from crown rail to
under side of hood. The bottom of dasher posts where they go

through washer, crown piece and knees, to be tapered so that when
drawn down they wedge and always maintain the same position.

Dasher caps of bronze extending full length of dasher.

Steps.—Malleable iron hangers with oak treads securel}' rodded
on under .side. .Steps to be provided with a back fender or riser
closing step opening, .so as to prevent accidents to passengers by
foot slipping through.

Brakes.—One brake shaft on each platform to be 1 )/% in. diam-
eter at the top and 1 3/^ in. at the bottom, and provided with 12 in.

Brill's patented ratchet brake handle of solid bronze metal.

Gates.—Brill's patented gravity gates arranged to be set on the
step, hinged to car body, so that when gate is folded up it swings in-
wardly toward the car body and is latched thereto.

Buffer.—Brill's de.sign of angle iron buffer.

Dra-iubars.—Drawbars to be of Fitzgerald-Van Dorn pattern.

Sand Boxes.—Car to be fitted with two Brill .sand boxes with
agitator placed at diagonal corners of car and worked by levers ex-
tending to platform.

Gongs and Bells.—One twelve inch pedal alarm gong.
Two signal bells with loose hammer attachment to prevent crys-

tallization of the gong, one bell under each hood. The bell cord to
be Yi in., round leather belting and of sufficient length to reach to
the outer edge of hood.

Outside Trimmings.—All trinunings to be made of the very
best quality bronze metal, as per .sample, highly polished and se-

cured in place with solid bronze screws.

Lamps.—Two oil lamps in diagonally opposite corners.

Inside Finish.—To be what is known as No. Palace. The
wood employed to be clierr}-, including doors, linings, and mould-
ings.

Back of veneer ceiling if used to be painted before being put in
position.

Hand poles of cherry and with grained leathered hand straps
double riveted; with ornamental bronze metal trimmings.

All interior finish to be of most modern design and secured in
place with bronze oval headed screws, as per sample to be seen at

office of Master Mechanic.
Seats to be of cherr}' slats covered with Wilton carpet.

Space underneath seats to be closed with panel work, extend-
ing from floor to under side of seat rails, with door in center on each
.side with spring hinge at bottom and provided with bronze catch;
said panel work to be ea.sily removable.

All mouklings to be of solid cherry, and the entire inside finish

rubbed to a dead finish, or highly polished and first class in all par-

ticulars.

Sasli.—Sash to be of cherry 3^' in. thick and glazed with double
thick French glass set in felt and screwed in position by mouldings;
the bottom of the sash, when lowered, to be protected from bruising
by gum cushions attached to foot of posts.

Blinds or Windoio Shades.—Cherry blinds with maple slats.

Dlirrors.—Two beveled-edge, chipped plate glass mirrors in each
end of the car, placed above the end windows in neat cherry frames.

Hand Rails.—Of cherry, mounted on bronze ornamental
brackets and supplied with twenty hand straps of fancy leather—ten
on each .side.

Painting.—All parts to be thoroughly primed with white lead,

filled, puttied and surfaced until a perfectly smooth surface is ob-

tained, and to receive from three to five coats of body color, or until

the surface is thoroughly covered. The style of ornamentation,
color and lettering to be decided on .shortly after the contract is

awarded. Varnishing to be done in the best workmanlike manner
and the tjuality of varnish to be equal to the best varnish.

The inside lining at the end of the car to be one inch thick.

A strong corner iron to be put at the top of each post at each
side.

Cars to be arranged for trucks.

Cars to be wired for light and trolley,

Three-light clusters in.side of the car and one lamp on each
platform.

Material and Workmanship.—The material and workmanship
enteriiag into the construction, finish and painting of the car body,

to be performed in a thoroughly first class and workmanlike manner.
All rails and sills to be full length and without splicing. Mortises

and tenons must fit each other tightly without false filling, and to

be well white leaded before driving together.

The Helena Water & Electric Power Company is con-

structing a thirty foot dam across the Missouri River, fifteen

miles from the city. The contracts have been let and the

work has begun. The dam will produce 8500 h. p. at the

wheel .shed. Of this, however, only 1500 h. p. will be

used at present in Helena by the Electric Light Company,
the Street Railway Company and the various motors.

1000 h. p. will also be used by the Peck and the Corbin

concentrators at East Helena, twenty-four miles distant.
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New Trolley.

The'Walker Company has tt^cently placed on the market a new

trolley which is said to avoid the claims of infringement against

the Van Depoele patent, and at the same lime to he of superior merit

•to the ordinary trolley.
, r ^i , i

This trolley can he used on lines as now constructed tor the old

"rooved wheel trolley, passing under the switch jilates without diffi-

culty. On this page" is given a detailed description of this trolley

with engravings .showing its construction.

FIG TROLLEY COMPLETE. FIG. 2.~TR0LLEY HEAD.

FIG. 3.—SECTION SHOWING BALL
BEARINGS.

The clamp is made of one piece of cast hrass and has two

grooves running its full length to receive the w^ires as shown hy the

end elevation ( Fig. 4). The wire .slot is wide enough to admit the

placing of one wire in position, while room enough is left to place

the otiier wire in position without disturhing the wire first placed.

Then the clamp is closed up hy means of five in. bolts as shown

in I'ig 4 This brings the two wires in close contact throughout

Instead of a wheel, this trolley has a roller 35 ins. long, and

134: ins. in diameter. This roller is made of seamless drawn steel

tubing, case hardened and .sheathed with a suitable coating of metal

to make the best contact with the trolley wire. In each end of the

tube is a case hardened steel cone and at the end of this cone is

an adjusting cone also of case hardened steel. The bearings consist

of twelve '4 in. diameter steel balls at each end of the roller, bear-

ing between the two cones as shown in Fig. 3. At a speed of 5000

r. p. m. and a pressure of thirty pounds on the trolley wire these

bearings require no lubrication whatever, thus entirely avoiding

the use of oil in the trolley

bearings which is so detri-

mental to the grooved wheel
trolley.

Through the roller passes

a cold rolled rod which re-

tains the cones in position

and carries the roller in po-

.sition on the ball bearings.

The current is taken from
the roller by small copper
brushes which are secured to

short pieces of brass tubing

which revolve on the rod,

this device preventing the

current from passing through
the ball bearings, and there-

by avoiding pitting of the

latter due to the small con-

tact surface, which would be
detrimental.

The fork is of malleable iron and into it are fitted two pieces of

seamless steel tubing, one inch in diameter, which form the support

for the rod passing through the roller. The ordinary trolley pole is

used. The trolley has no lateral motion whatever, therefore is

always parallel with the track, making it impossible for the roller to

leave the wire.

With this trolley expen.sive switch plates on the wire are un-

neces.sary. Fig. 4 shows a trolley line clamp which is designed to

attach the switch to the main trolley line, thus making a very much
more sub.stantial junction of the wires, and at the .same time at a

greatly reduced expense, compared with the ordinary switch

plates.

street Rdihv.'iy Journal

FIG. 4.—OVERHEAD SWITCH.

the entire length. The switch wire is turiieil up over the end of the
casting, lying in either groove as shown by Fig. 4. The wire con-
tinues to the center where it passes behind the lug, which is turned
down over the wire, thus preventing the possibility of the switch
wire pulling out.

The bottom edges of the clamps near the end are rounded ofT

to bring an easy rise from the bottom of the wire to the bottom of
the clamp so as to allow the roller to have free passage under the
clamp. This casting has two grooves at either end and two lugs
in the center. This makes it unnecessary to have " rights " or
" lefts " and the switch wire may be turned up from either side on
either end and held in position as shown. The total weight of this

clamp including bolts is 8 '2 lbs.

Improved Eleetric Heater.

Some changes have been made by the Gold Street Car Heating
Company in its electric heater, based upon the performance of the
heater last winter, and the company is now prepared to supply its

new heaters in large quantities for the coming winter trade. The
principle followed in the manufacture of these heaters has been to

utilize to the best advantage the electric energy absorbed and this is

accomplished by the construction of the heater in which the cold air

passing into the heater is separated into small portions by the hot re-

sistance wires in the process of heating. The coils, which are an
inch and a quarter in diameter and generally three coils high, are
placed one above the other in horizontal position. These coils are

held securely in position by slight grooves in specially prepared as -

bestos boards so that in the improbable event of a wire breaking it

would be impossible for it to leave its original position. In this way
any short circuit or burning of wires or fuses is avoided and as the
wires are supported for their entire length there is no strain or ten-
sion upon ihem when in po.sition. As there is no core to obstruct
the flow of air the circulation through the heater is excellent.

With the heater three graduations of heat are obtainable. A
special switch is used by which any one of the three degrees can be
obtained. The heater was in use last winter on a car of the Con-
solidated Traction Company, of New Jersey, and gave excellent re-

sults.

Proposed Changes on the Broadway Line.

To obviate the difficulties experienced from running the Broad-
way cars at full .speed around the Fourteenth Street curve. New
York, President Vreeland of the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany has suggested to the municipal authorities two remedies. One
is a tunnel 150 ft. in length under LTnion Square to be built bj' the
railwav company at an estimated cost of from 1^150,000 to $200,000.

The other •propo.sition is the operation of a slow sp;ed relay cable

on the curve. Whether this slow speed cable will be driven directly

from the Hou.ston ,Street power station, from the main cable, or by
power transmitted from the main station by other methods, has not
been stated. No definite decision between the two plans has yet
been reached.
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Handsome Parlor Car.

The limited dimensions of a street car make somewhat difficult

a combination of the conveniences and comforts attained in modern
parlor coaches used on steam railways. The Wason Car Company,
has, however, just delivered to the Springfield ( Mass. ) Street Rail-

way Company a parlor or chair coach that is not
only a departure from the usual street railway
pattern, but is planned and furnished with the
same attention to details that characterizes the
work of this well known concern.

Its exterior differs from the ordinary street

car, the windows being arranged in pairs, with
decorated panel between each pair and at each
end. The panels below the windows are suf-

ficiently concave and convex, yet afford practi-

cally vertical panel work for the interior. Its

body is twenty-five feet long with vestibule of

extra length at each end. Entrance to the vesti-

bule is on one side only, while the side and end
windows coming nearl}' to the floor, provide an
anteroom that has advantages over the so-called

observation end of a railway coach. Its interior

finish is in mahogany. At either corner is a

curved cupboard extending from floor to ceiling.

These cupboards are arranged for china, glass-

ware and provision storage and a fourth en-

closes a refrigerator, over which is located a

portable tankard for ice water and drip, a

chafing dish and other accessories for the preparation of quick
lunches. The interior effect is exceedingly pleasing, the color

scheme being in rich browns and creams leading from the Wilton
carpet, the chair upholstery, the drapery of windows and doors and
ceilings. Recognizing that the service over dusty streets and
country roads necessitated careful attention the builders have ar-

ranged the several mouldings, and provided as little drapery for

the lodgment of dust as was consistent with a rich and pleasing in-

terior effect.

The deck .sashes are glazed with a partially opaque opal glass that

gives by day a mellow light to the cream colored ceiling, which
effect is also secured at night from opal electric lamps arranged in

a closely studded row about the edges of the upper ceiling. The

same time these trucks swivel from their centers, each pair of wheels
having equal travel. This and the short wheel base, allow the car
body to be set close to the rail as the wheels will not interfere with
the sills when curving. It also does away with the necessity of using
small wheels on idle axles. They have a very powerful and quick
acting inside brake, which is arranged to get the same proportionate
amount of braking power on the driving wheels as on the idle

INTERIOR OF CAR.

lamps are spherical in form and are embedded in an artistic brass
husk that forms a feature in the ceiling's decoration.

The chairs are of rattan, partially upholstered and include
several designs from the ladies' armless,the easy, to the double divan
or tete-a-tete. Adjustable tables are ingeniously stored back of sta-

tionary upholstered seats in the vestibules; the camp stools are

likewise at hand when needed.
The car is heated with Consolidated heaters and is mounted on

the latest Bemis No. 30 traction trucks which are designed to obtain
eightj -five per cent of the load upon the driving wheels. At the

PARLOR CAR FOR SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

wheels. The inside brake also allows of the truck frame being
much shorter than an outside brake would.

I.
Electric Track Switch.

The original Wharton track switch, in dispensing with the need
of switchmen for turning tongue switches, created a revolution in
street railway track construction many years ago. Later, while
horses were still used for motive power, the platform track switch
came to be regarded as an essential part of the track equipment of

roads where many branch lines were in operation. Since the general
adoption of electricity on street railways there has been a demand for

an efficient and reliable switch which could be operated in some way
from the car. The advantages of such a device are apparent when
the large number of switchmen required on any one of our large
roads is considered, since the annual outlay for their wages is a very
considerable item of expense.

The switch shown in the accompanying engraving is one that
has been in use on the lines of the North Hudson County Railway
Company, of Hoboken, N.J., on Fifteenth and Madison Streets, and
has given the best results. The cars pass this corner on an average
of two or three a minute, yet the motormen have no trouble in

throwing the switch in the direction desired without stopping and
by a single movement of the controller handle.

The method of operation is as follows : a section of track about
thirty feet in length, and about twenty feet distant from the switch
tongue, is insulated from the remainder of the track and is electri-

ELECTRIC TRACK SWITCH.

cally connected with the magnets in the switch box. These mag-
nets are four in number, two on each side of a reciprocating soft

iron armature which is connected through a lever with the switch
tongue. The negative terminals of the magnets are grounded and
electrical connections in the box are so arranged that only one of

these two pairs is excited at the same time, the bar being alternately

attracted from one side to the other. Each time that it is so thrown
the connections are reset so that the next impulse of current will

attract it in the other direction. If a car then passes on to the insulated

section the current from the wheels, instead of passing directly

to the ground, passes through the rails and magnets and turns the
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switcli. If, oil the other hand, the iiiotonnan of a car approaching

the switch should not wish to move the tongue, he simply shuts off

the current b}' his controller and his car passes over the insulated

section by momentum.
As the difference in potential between the ground and the in-

sulated section, when the current is passing through it, is neces-

sarily very small, no great care

is required in insulating the
rails. The only steps which
have been found necessary are

to mount the rail on a wooden
stringer, employ oak fishplates

and place thin shims of hard
fibre or other similar material

between the ends of the rails

where they are butted together.

The box itself is of cast

iron and the magnets are com-
pletely protected from weather
or mechanical injury. The de-

vice is owned by the New York
vSwitcli & Crossing Company.
A number of electric railway
managers have examined the
device and speak unhesitat-

ingly in its favor.

vantage of having four coils is that any heating is distributed over

a greater surface.

The comnnitator is constructed without bolts, the clamiiing

ring being held in place by a ring nut and no chance given to oil

or other substance to work itself underneath tlu; segments. The
surface of the commutator is grooved where the commutator leads
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New Railway Motor,
G. E. 1600.
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The most prominent feature

in the development of electric

railway work during the past

two seasons has been the re-

markable increase in the num-
ber of suburban and interurban
railways, the majority of them
operated in conjunction with
the city lines. As the same
cars are operated from the
heart of the city into the sub-
urban districts, a street railway motor of a capacity between that

of the G. E. 800 and G. E. 1200 became necessary to meet the re-

quirements of the virtually dual service. The G. E. looo has been
prochiced in answer to the demand.

The armature is of the usual iron clad type with slotted core,

consisting of disks of high grade annealed iron, built up on the
shaft. The coils are similar in character to those on the G. E. Soo

armature with the additional advantage, however, of having the

short commutator lead start from the center of the end of the coil,

to facilitate the removal of the coil in case of repair. With this

change in position of the short lead, only half as many coils need
be lifted when the armature is undergoing repairs. There are ninety-

three coils in all with four turns per coil. The diameter of the
armature is I4'2 ins. and its weight only 750 lbs.

Two bowl shaped castings hinged and bolted together form a

Strong watertight frame of a type which has never been broken.
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are connected in such manner as to form an ear. The advantage of

this in case of repair to the armature when removing the leads is

obvious. Ninety-three bars of hard drawn copper, with one inch
allowed for wear, are used. The diameter of the commutator is

Z% ins.

The brush holder is a modified form of that used in the G. E.
800, the brushes being held radially, and the yoke being treated
with a .special insulating compound with enamel finish to insure
cleanliness and freedom from leakage.

The bearings are of babbitt and of ample size to secure long life

and cool operation. The form is such that oil or grease can be used
with equal advantage, without chance of leakage into the interior of
the frame. Wool waste is used in the grease box on top of the
bearings in case oil is used and the oil is discharged entirely outside.
The gear reduction is 3.94 to i.

The suspension of the G. E. 1000 is somewhat similar to that

MOTOR WITH CASE CLOSED. MOTOR WITH CASE OPEN.

The lower half can be lowered into the pit, being hinged at the
front to the upper half suspended from the axle and a suspension
yoke. A hand hole in the bottom of the frame, under the commu-
tator allows any foreign matter to be easil}' removed. This opening
has a cover suitably fitted so as in no way to impair the watertight-
ness of the motor. The weight of the top field complete is 884 lbs.,

of the bottom field 495 lbs.

The field coils are interchangeable and four in number, secured
in place by an extension of the pole piece which in turn is held in
place by two bolts passing through the frame. One particular ad-

used with the W. P. 50, but differs in that the bar is bolted to the
nose of the motor and its ends carried backward toward the axle and
attached to the truck frame at points in line with the armature
shaft. As this axle is virtually the center of weight of the motor,
the suspension balances the motor and gives an effect equivalent to
the side bar suspension. This method is termed the "yoke" sus-
pension. The yoke supporting an ordinary church bell is a com-
parison in kind, but not in degree, since the church bell is only par-
tially balanced, while in the " yoke " suspension the same idea is

carried out to a perfect balance. For this method of suspension a
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sviperiority over all other methods is claimed. The axle bearings

are relieved of the greater part of the weight, and the hammer blow

TRUCK WITH G. E. 1,000 MOTORS.

on tracks reduced to a minimum. The motor practically rests upon
springs.

The total weight of the motor is singularly low, being only
1950 lbs.

Solid Cast Steel Special Work.

The Steinway Railway Company, of Long Island City, has re-

cently received from the shops of the Pennsylvania Steel Company
an interesting piece of special work that contains several peculiar
features. All of the frogs as well as the switches and mates are of

solid cast steel made by the open hearth process. That this material

tersections or frogs contained in one solid piece. At C there are
four. In other cases there are two frogs so near each other that the
joint that would be used in ordinary work would be too short to be
of much service—in such cases the joint is entirely eliminated and
the two frogs connected in one casting. The few joints required in

this class of work is an important feature. Another interesting fact

in connection with this work is that but thirty-eight per cent of the
track is made up of rail—the remaining sixty-two per cent being
steel castings.

The Columbia Rail=Bond.

The Columbia bond, the terminal of which is illustrated here-
with, has just been put on the market by the J. A. Roebling's Sons
Company. It consists of three parts, two copper thimbles and the

connecting copper rod. On
each end of the copper rod
is a truncated cone head
with a fillet at the base.

The inside of the thimble
is tapered to fit the head
on the bond, while the
outside is slightly tapered
in the opposite way.

In applying the bond
the cone .shaped heads are
placed in the holes in the
rail from one side and the
thimbles are slipped over

them from the other. A portable hand press is then applied, and
the wedge .shaped head of the bond is forced into the thimble so
that it is not possible to see the line separating the thimble and the
head in a cross section of the two. The end of the head of the bond
is expanded by a center punch, held in position in the press.

The special features claimed for the bond are that it consists of

but few parts, and that when installed, owing to the pressure be-

tween the head and the thimble, and also to the fact that they are
of the same kind of metal, the two become one, both electrically and

SECTION OF BOND.
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COMPLICATED SPECIAL WORK—STEI NWAY RAILWAY COMPANY.

is well adapted to such complicated construction will be revealed on
a close examination of the accompanying engraving, taken from a
photograph of the work as assembled on the inspection pavement at
the factory. Particular attention is called to the nest of frogs at the
point marked A. There are five intersections within a space of three
feet square, which with the eight arms radiating therefrom, are com-
prised in one solid steel casting abovit eleven feet long and five feet
wide. This piece if built up of rails in the ordinary way would con-
tain not less than twenty seperate pieces in addition to the fifty or
sixty bolts or the mass of cast iron that would be required to hold
them together, At the several points marked B there are three in-

mechanically. The bond has, therefore, all the advantages which
may be claimed for a one-piece bond. The contact with the rail is

seven times the section of the wire, providing ample contact to com-
pensate for the poorer conductivity of the steel in the rail. The
contact of rail and bond is made by a wedge expanding the thimble
against the hole in the rail.

Again, this wedge is not driven in with a hammer, but is put in

with a press. The press can be so set that no matter what may be
the intelligence or care of the workman, he cannot put in the bond
in any way except the right way. As the bond is wedged both ways,
it cannot get loose,
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Bicycle Carrying Attachment for Electric Cars. The Horse Shoe Hail Bond.

The use of hicyles has become so jreiieral that the transi)ortalioii

of wheels on steam roads has aheady received a great deal of careful

attention and numhcrlcss dcx ices have been suggested for this ]>ur-

pose. lilectric railways in gen-
eral have undoubtedly suffered

from the presi nt bicycle cra/.e,

and it seems that if some profit

could be made from wheelmen
it would certainly be a just

retribution. Manj' lines lead-

ing from the centers of cities

into the suburbs could un-
doubtedly cairy many wheels
and wheelmen if suitable

methods of caring for the
wheels could be employed. A
device for this puqiose has re-

cently been put on the market
by C.eorgeC. lowing, of Boston,
and is illustrated in the accom-
panying engraving.

As will be seen, it is a sup-
port for the wheel which can
be attached to the side of the BICYCLE ATTACHMENT FOR CARS,

car, forming a bracket upon which wheels can be hung. The latter

are then carried on the outside of the car resting against the guard
rail, and conse(|ueiitl)' occupy no room available for passengers.
Of course, on a double track road where the tracks are close to-

gether, or where center poles are used, all the wheels must be hung
on the outer side of the car to avoid possibility of accident. The
bracket shown has been employed liy several roads and seems to be
giving good results.

Surface Planing Machine.

The surface planing machine shown herewith is 24J4 ins. wide
and is manufactured by the Egan Company. The frame is adapted
for strength and strain and is cast in one piece. The bed is also

cast in one piece, and is dovetailed into the frame, making a stiff

machine for all kinds of hard and soft lumber, and a cut entirel}- free

from ridges. The bed is strongly gibbed to the frame, and any wear
can be taken up by bolts from the outside of the frame, thus insur-

ing great durability and the very best of work.
The boxes for the cylinder, being ca,st on the machine, furnish a

very solid and rigid bearing, free from all vibration. The cylinder is

of the best refined steel, and the bearings are long and lined with gen-
uine babbitt. A pressure bar goes on each side of the cylinder, thus
insuring steadiness, even when planing short or thin stuff. The
pre.ssure bars are self-adjusting, always regulating themselves to the
various thicknesses of lumber being planed.

The changing of the machine to cut different thicknesses is

quick and simple, the bed being raised and lowered by a single

In the last issue of the ,STk1';i':t Ramavay Jouknaj,, a descri])-

tion was given of the new rail bond manufactured by J. M. .\tkin.son

and employed on a number of lines. The engravings herewith
show the method of attaching the
bond through the rail. After the ter-

minals of the bond are driven with
a hammer into the holes drilled for

their reception, the machine illus-

trated is put in place and the ter-

minals compressed, causing them to

expand in the rail web until every
little ine(|uality left by the drill is

filled. This gives, it is claimed, a

perfect electrical as well as mechan-
ical contact. The whole process of

ajjplication occupies less than three
minutes per bond.

The patent covers also the use of a

flexible Ijody of loop form with lateral rivet lugs, the bond being

made up in a series of flattened wires with their ends cast welded
into copper terminals. The latter are drop forged into shape and
finished. The loop form, of cour.se, provides for contraction and
expansion. The bond is of such a shape as to allow it to be ajjplied

under the fishplates, thereby insuring it against the possibility of

theft, being cut off by derailment of cars, or deterioration from the

action of the earth.

Commutators of G. E. 800 Railway Motors.

METHOD OF ATTACHING
BOND.

The maintenance of the quality of a railway motor depends to

a large extent upon the accuracy with which those parts which are

subject to wear can be replaced to render the motor as perfect as

when new. In refilling the comnmtator, for instance, considerable
difficulty is usually experienced on account of the neces.sity for

great accuracy in turning the segments to fit the cones of the shell,

which cannot readily be done unless special tools are employed. To
obviate this ditficulty the General Electric Company is now furnish-

ing complete sets of segments and segment insulations for all types
of railway motors, securely bound together by a band of wire to pre-

vent movement and finished ready for assembly on the old shell.

In addition to the preparation of the cone fits, the segments are

slotted and tinned for the reception of the armature leads. The
only work necessary in the shops of the purchasing company is to

screw together the cap and shell clamping rings, solder in the leads

and true off the face of the commutator. As the segments are

clamped together by hydraulic pressure, they are firmer than those
usually manufactured by street railway companies.

Hard rolled copper only is used for these segments and to give
a longer life the depth to which the segments can be turned has been
increased by forty per cent. The new segments known as form 6
can be used in the repair of form 4 commutators. No change in

the brush holder is involved, only a slight readjustment on the yoke.

New Rail Bond.

The present tendency of inventors and manufacturers of rail

bonds is towards a short, heavy bond constructed so as to be placed
under the angle bar or joint plates. The bond illustrated herewith
and known as " Caldwell's self-regulating, self adjusting ' W ' elec-

tric bond " belongs to this type. Located under the fishplate it is

protected from the weather, vehicles and from being tampered with
maliciously.

SURFACE PLANING MACHINE. NEW RAIL BOND.

hand wheel. The feed rolls are adjustable, and the cylinder being
in stationary boxes, when once set, are always the same, and when
the bed is raised or lowered a glance at an index on side shows the
thickness to be planed, and requires no further setting. The four
feed rolls, which are of steel, are extra large, the front one being
fluted, and held down by weights. The friction rolls in table are
easily adjustable. The gearing is strong, and every device is intro-

duced to make a strong, reliable feed. It planes from in. to 6
ins. thick and 24 ins. wide, on hard or soft wood.

It is made in one piece from Lake Superior copper. The ter-
minals or posts, which are made in various sizes and have a wedge
shaped slot- in the center, pass through the rail and are then ex-
panded and made solid by driving in a hard copper wedge or key,
no other tool than a couple of hammers being required. The manu-
facturer claims a contact superior to any other method, and that the
bond will adjust itself to all conditions. E.P.Caldwell, the manu-
facturer of this bond, has a very favorable certificate of test made by
Professor Stine of Armour Institute.



Convention of the Pennsylvania Street Rail=
way Association.

The fifth annual convention of the Pennsylvania Street Rail-

way Association will be held in Altoona, Sept. 2 and 3. The mem-
bers of the association will 'convene Wednesday, Sept. 2, at eleven
o'clock A. M., at the Casino of Lakemont Park, Altoona, at which
meeting the usual annual business of the association will be trans-

acted, including the election of officers of the association for the ensu-
ing year. Scientific papers on different subjects of general interest to

the members of the association will be read and discussed and
methods for the promotion of the general welfare of street railways
considered. The second day will be devoted to a series of enter-

tainments provided for the members and visitors of the association,

including an excursion over the lines of the City Passenger and
Altoona & Logan Valle}' Electric Railways, a trip to Wopsono-
nock and closing the day with a banquet at the Mountain House,
Cresson. An interesting programme has been arranged and will in

due time be published and mailed to n^enibers and street railway
companies throughout the state.

All street railway companies in the state of Pennsylvania are

eligible to active membership and all manufacturers or dealers in

street railway supplies, by recent amendment to the by-laws of the
association, are eligible to associate membership in the association,

the membership fee in each case being 125. Those desiring mem-
bership with the association can acquire it by sending membership
fee of ^25 and one year's annual dues, |io, to the secretary, S. P.

Ivight, Lebanon, Pa.

The president of the association, B. F. Meyers, urges all mem-
bers of the association to send as many representatives as pos.sible to

the convention, and others who have not 3'et joined the association

are not only invited, but earnestlv requested to be present and par-

ticipate in the exercises and entertainments of the convention.

Change of Management on a New York Road.

The Metropolitan vStreet Railway Company, of New York, which
recently acquired control of the New York & Harlem Railroad
(City Line) and branches, through lease, commenced the operation
of the line July 15, 1S96. The S3-stem will be known as the " Fourth
Avenue Division " of the Metropolitan vStreet Railway system.

The authority of the officers and heads of departments of the
Metropolitan Street Railwa}' Company will be extended over this

division as follows:

J. W. Ritchie, assistant general manager, in charge of general
operation.

John H. Oakley, assistant superintendent, in charge of trans-

portation.

Henry A. Robinson, attorney, damages and claims.

H. vS. Beattie, treasurer, receipts and disbursements.
Chas, E. Warren, secretar)-, office and organization.
W. C. Kimball, auditor, accounts.
A. C. Tulh', purchasing agent and storekeeper, supplies.

Thos. Milieu, general master mechanic, rolling stock and build-
ing.

W. S. Reed, engineer maintenance of way, track.

Dr. H. Neher, veterinary.

Rewards to Motornien.

The Brooklj-n Heights Railroad Companj- last fall published a
notice that during the seven months between Oct. i and Ma}- i all

conductors and motormen who would have a clean record would par-
ticipate in a division of |;io,ooo as a special reward for their services.

At the end of this time the clerks in charge of the record found that
the number which participated was 1299 out of a total of 2600,
making the amount which each received about $7.70.

During this time the company has found that accidents have
visibl}' decreased and the management announces that it has been
satisfied that the amount divided has been well invested. Its future
policy in regard to rewards has not been announced, but President
Rossiter assured a representative of the Street Raiway Journal

that the same liberal policy in general in regard to his employes
would be followed and if the money expended for them did not take
the form of cash premiimis it would be spent in making the quarters
of the men at the different depots more comfortable and in other
waj's the company would contribute to their welfare. The company
has established at a number of its depots well furnished reading
rooms, baths, etc., and is seriously contemplating the establishment
of a gymnasium for the benefit of its emploj'es during off hours.

San Francisco Notes.

The Market Street Railway Company, has just disposed of an
annoyance in the transfer business that may be of interest to other
railway companies. At several points where transfers were issued
in from four to nine different directions, a traffic in transfers sprang
up that was a source of considerable loss to the company In the
morning many passengers who did not need nor intend to use trans-
fers took them from the conductor at these points. The transfer

was then given to one of the many newsboys present, who immedi-
atel}' began crying his paper " and a transfer. " Twenty minutes
used to be allowed on transfers and the boy usually succeeded in

finding some one going in the direction indicated in this interval.

Papers sell for five cents in San Francisco, so that the business in-

creased rapidly.

At night when his patron of the morning returned the boy was
ready with a transfer that he had procured for the proper destina-

tion. The boy made sure of a sale of two papers, the passenger had
two rides for ten cents and a newspaper besides, while the railway
company had received but one fare for two passengers.

Numerous ways out of the difficulty were suggested, but only two
sure solutions seemed to be possible—total abolition of the transfers

or a deep cut in the time allowance. The latter was adopted and
transfer agents were placed at the transfer points. " Checks " were
issued by conductors to passengers. These "checks" were not
good for a ride and had to be presented to the transfer agents who
exchanged them for transfers in any direction allowed under the
rules, but only good on the next car of that line, the trip number of

the car being punched out instead of the time limit of the transfers.

This worked well as regards those who understood the .system, but so

many stupid or malicious persons attempted to ride on the "checks"
and so many "scenes" were made that the supervisors drafted an
ordinance forbidding the company to have transfer agents on the
sidewalks. Before the ordinance passed an amendment was added,
making it a misdemeanor to engage in the traffic in transfers. When
the ordinance was passed the transfer agents disappeared and with
them the transfer traffic.

For some time past an elegant switchboard of Inyo marble has
been under construction at the Bryant vStreet station of the Market
Street Railway Company. This board consists of fourteen feeder

panels, fourteen generator panels and a center station panel. The
feeder panels accommodate fourteen feeders each, making fifty-six

feeders in all. Each feeder has a 400 ampere Weston round pattern

shunt ammeter, a Westinghouse circuit breaker and a heavy single

pole knife .switch. There is one generator panel for each generator

and, when finished, each will have a Weston illuminated dial shunt
ammeter and a Westinghouse circuit breaker upon it together with
the other usual panel instruments.

The center station panel will be equipped with a 10,000 ampere,
illuminated dial Weston shunt ammeter, a 600 volt, illuminated

dial Weston voltmeter, hung .so as to be swung into view from
either direction, a 6000 k. w. Thomson recording wattmeter and a

small table for holding record blanks, etc.

The board is to have a handsome hardwood cornice along the

upper edge and is to be flanked by offices finished in oak for the

chief engineer and electricians. Although lightning is seldom seen

in the vicinity of San Francisco and has up the present time never
struck any electric railway apparatus, each feeder is to be protected

by a Wurts lightning arre.ster connected just after the wires enter

the power house and before reaching the switchboard. The wind-
ing of the Westinghouse circuit breakers is expected to serve to

some extent as a choke coil, and both devices being helped out by
the lightning arresters on the numerous cars, ample protection is

con.sidered to be secured without adding the tank arrester now so

popular in the East. S. L. F.
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The Glasgow Corporation Tramways.

The street railway system of Glasgow is particularly interesting

as in that city the o])eration of the tramways is heing carried on di-

rectly by the municipality. The construction of the system was
authorized by a J-,egislative Act in 1870. The lines were built at the
expense of the nmnicipality and have always been the property of

the city. In 1871, however, they were leased for a period of twenty-
three years to a stock company, which operated the lines up to July
1,1894. At this time, the lease having expired, the operation was
resumed by the municipality, and John Young, who for seventeen
years had been Superintendent of Cleansing, was appointed general
manager of the system.

At this time the merits of the various systems of mechanical
traction were carefully considered, but in view of the fact that the
operation of the lines could not be interfered with until the expira-
tion of the lease, and for other reasons, it was decided to continue
for the time the operation of the cars by horse power. Upon the
assumption of control by the city the fares were radically reduced
and are now in half-penny stages, varying from a half-penny, or one
cent, to six-pence or three cents which maximum is only charged
for the longest ride. The sy.stem also includes the operation of a

certain number of busses.

The following table gives some of the details of operation of the
street railway system.

Details of operation of tramways for year ending May 31,

1895. 1896.
Miles in operation.
Double track 31 m. 3176 ft. 32 m. 3531 ft.

Single " 3336 ft. 3336 ft.

Cars 305 337
Car mileage 5,169,109 6,831,379
Passengers carried 56,907,519 85,951,230
Receipts ^'221, 88c ^327, 751
Average permile io.29(/ ii.5i(/

Operating expenses ^,"202,209 ^'251,110

Average per mile 9-39 d 8.69 d

Under the direction of the municipality, General Manager Young
and one of the committee on mechanical motors recently visited

the principal cities of Europe in which mechanical systems are

employed.
The following are the conclusions given by the sub-committee

in its report

:

( 1 ) That the time has arrived when the Glasgow Corporation
.should make arrangements for beginning, as soon as it conveniently
can, to work some of the tramways by mechanical traction.

( 2 ) That the overhead system of electric traction is the best we
have seen, and can be made quite applicable to any part of the city.

(3) That the Corporation should begin by testing this system on
an important route. The increasing traffic is sure to require further
extensions of the tramway service before next summer, and if a trial

line, as suggested, could be ready for working next spring, this

would save further extension of the present system, and give the
Corporation an early test of mechanical traction.

(4) That, in the erection of the overhead lines, the cross-span

wires should be fixed to buildings wherever practicable.

(5) That the installation at Hamburg, being the largest instal-

lation of electric traction in Europe at present, is one which
should be specially included in the list to be inspected.

A Souvenir Number.

The Scientijic American , has signalized its fiftieth anniversary by
the publication of a very handsome seventy-two page special num-
ber, which consists of a review of the development of science and
the industrial arts in the United States during the past fifty years.

The many articles are thoroughly technical, and they are written in

a popular style, which makes the whole volume thoroughly read-
able.

Thayer & Company.

This is the title of a new company recently organized under the
laws of the State of Massachu.setts by Winthrop Thayer, of Boston,
Rodney Thayer and Frank A. Thayer, of New York, and W. C.
Turner, of Philadeljjhia. The headquarters of this company will be
at 1015 Tremont Building, Boston, Mass., 145 Taylor Building, New
York City, and 415 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, and it will act as
general sales agent throughout the Eastern district for the Cahall
vertical and Babcock & Wilcox horizontal water tube boilers, as

manufactured by the Aultman & Taylor Machinery Company, of
Mansfield, O.

Before severing his connection with the Babcock & "Wilcox
Company, of New York, on July i, Winthrop Thayer was for four-
teen years connected with its sales department and for the last eight
years was manager of its New England district. Mr. Turner and
Rodney Thayer were also connected with the Babcock & Wilcox
Company, of New York, the latter as manager of the Atlantic Dis-
trict. Frank A. Thayer was formerly general manager of the Gou-
bert Manufacturing Company, of New York.

News Items.

Berryville, Ark.—At a recent meeting of the cili/xns of Berry-
villc a committee consisting of W. J*. George, M. ( ). Hiiies, J. W.
Freeman, J. V. Fancher an(l C. .S. Denton, was ap])ointed to solicit

.subscriptions, ])rocure rights of way and otherwise promote the in-

terests of an electric railway to be built from Berryville to Jiureka
Springs.

Catskill, N. v.—The Catskill, Cairo & Windham Street Rail-

road Company expects to begin construction work on its lines as
soon as the State Railroad Commissioners render a favorable decision
to them. Among the directors of the company are Daniel Sharp,
of Catskill; S. Mattison, of Newark, N. J., and Louis E. Robert, of
Brooklyn.

Chicago, 111.—The North Chicago Electric Railway Company
has been authorized to build and operate electric lines in North
Robey Street, Bryn Mawr Avenue, Jiast Ravenswood Park, Bal-
moral and Lawrence Avenues and Montrose Boulevard.

Dayton, O.—The County Commissioners have granted a fran-
chise to the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana vStreet Railroad Company
to construct and operate its lines. Among those interested are J(^hn
Harshinan, of F^non, O., and John Webb, of vSpringfield.

Easton, Pa.—The Quakertown & Easton Railroad Company is

being organized by John Jameson, of Bloomsburg, Pa.; John Ott, of
Pleasant Hill, Pa.

; John t)/.ias and H. H. Souder, of Quakertown,
Pa.; Henry Mill and Henry Funk, of .Springtown, Pa., and David
Fluck and James Shelley, of Richlandtown, Pa., to build an electric

railway from Quakertown to Easton. The capital stock will be
$150,000.

Great Neck, L. L, N. Y.—Several of the wealthy residents of
Great Neck, whose homes are in the vicinity of the steamboat land-
ing, are discussing the question of organizing a company for the pur-
pose of building and operating an electric railway between the rail-

road station and the landing at the shore. The distance is about
two miles, and the estimated outlay is 1:30,000.

Lyons, N. Y.—The Wa3-ne County Traction Company has been
incorporated to build an electric railway from Lyons to Newark.
The officers of the company are: president, A. C. Robertson, of
Athens, Pa.; vice-president, Orlanda F. Thomas, of Lyons; sec-
retary, D. N. Johnson, of Athens, Pa.; treasurer F\ K. Harris, of
Athens, Pa.; directors, F. N. Dean, of Ithaca, N. C. Harris, of
Athens, Pa.; Burton Hammond, Charles T. Ennis and Clement
R. Sherwood, of Lyons. Capital stock, 160,000.

Marysville, Cal.—The Marysville & Nevada Water Power
Company has been organized to use water power for generating elec-
tricity and to use the water for irrigation. The company proposes
to build an electric railwaj- from Santa Rosa to vSonoma in vSonoma
County.

Sing Sing, N. Y.—The Ossining Electric Railway Company
may extend its lines to Pleasantville.

Worcester, Mass.—On July 27 the State Railroad Commission-
ers approved the terms of lease of the Worcester & Shrewsbury
Street Railway and the West Shrewsbury & Worcester vStreet Rail-
way to the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Company.

Personals.

Mr. L. Bentley has been appointed superintendent of the New
London Street Railway Company, vice E. A. Brown.

Ex-Gov. Frank Brown, of the Baltimore Traction Company,
has resigned as president. William A. House, general manager of
the company, has been elected his successor.

Hon. W. A. McGuire, of the McGuire Manufacturing Com-
pany has gone abroad to organize a new company entitled The W.
A. McGuire Manufacturing Company, of London and Chicago, and
to extend the sale of McGuire trucks in Europe.

Mr. Charles R. Barnes, of Rochester, has been appointed by
the New York State Railroad Commission consulting electrical
engineer and expert to the Commission. This position was created
by an act of the last Legislature and the salarj' is fixed at |3,ooo, with
traveling expenses.

Mr. Cyrus Robinson has severed his connection as manager
and engineer of the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company and has ac-
cepted the position of general manager of the sales department of
the J. H. McEwen Manufacturing Company. Mr. Robinson is a
well known engineer, and the J. H. McEwen Company will un-
doubtedly find his services an important acquisition.

Mr. Henry R. Newkirk, formerly superintendent of the
Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and re-
cently with Hoefgen, Moxham & Company, has been appointed
general manager of the Zanesville Street Railway Company, of
Zanesville, O. This company has recently secured new capital and
will be improved and extended under Mr. Newkirk's supervision.
The title of the company has been changed to the Zanesville Rail-
way & Electric Company.
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Obituary.

Mr. R. a. Crawford, the inventor and :nannfacturer of the
Crawfonl fender died in Pliiladelphia, Jnly 20. He was a native of
Allegheny, Pa., and resided in that city nntil a few years ago when
he moved to Philadelphia and engaged exclusively in the manu-
facture and sale of the fender bearing his name. Mr. Crawford
was married a few months ago and was about thirty years of age.

Mr. George Law, president of the I^ighth and Ninth Avenue
Railroad Companies of New York died last month. He was the son
of George Law, one of the early builders of street railways in New
York and was a large owner in and prominently identified with a
number of the street railway companies in that city.

AmONQ THE MANUFACTURERS.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

is enjoying an excellent biisiness. The company's works are said

to be rushed to their fullest capacity with orders ahead.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., has
received a contract from the Seymour Manufacturing Companj', of

vSeymour, Ccmn., for the steel work of the enlargement of the boiler

house of the latter company.

The Metropolitan Electric Company is putting on the market
a double coil filament incandescent lamp for street car use. This
lamp is said to give unusual satisfaction for this class of work as it re-

sists jarring, the filament will not break, and the lamp is long lived,

without any appreciable blackening effect.

The Bethlehem Iron Company, of South Bethlehem, Pa., is

now ready to roll plates from high grade open hearth steel on its

new plate mill, the rolls of which are 126 ins. in length. The com-
pany's product in this line will consist of plates for all purposes,

which includes ship plate, boiler plate, tank, sticks, etc.

Geo. C. Ewing, of Boston, Mass., reports a very large trade in

general railway supplies, having booked several nice orders for full

motor car equipments. The Neal headlight has forged ahead, un-
til it now stands at the head as a popidar seller. Mr. Ewing also

reports a large demand for Western Electric line material and gen-
eral railway supplies.

Emil Caiman & Company, of New York, is probably the oldest

varnish house in the Unileil States, having been established in 1S50.

The firm makes a s]>ecialty of railway varnish and has enjoyed a

large sale in this line. Emil Caiman & Company manufacture all

kinds of varnishes and japans and report an excellent business, es-

pecially with street railways.

Messrs. Breese & Mansfield, the agents in Philadelphia for

the Walker Compau}-, nf Cleveland, O., have recently moved their

offices from the Bet/. Building to the Drexel Building. The firm has
recently been enlarged by the association with it of William Gibbs
Bain, of Boston. Mr. Bain is a prominent business man of the latter

city and will add much to the strength of the firm.

The American Car Company, of St. Louis, ]\Io., has recently

published a handsome catalogue illustrating a large number of dif-

ferent cars manufactured by it. vSome of these cars are handsomely
illu,strated in colors giving a very good idea of their appearance. The
catalogue is tastefully bound in leather and forms one of the most
attractive car catalogues which has ever reached this oflice.

The J.A. Fay & Egan Company, of Cincinnati, has received an
order from Messrs.Weis & Lesh, manufacturers of spokes in Jackson,
Tenn., for seven of the Egan Company's new and improved auto-

matic lathes. With these lathes, owing to the many improvements
embodied in them, Weis & Lesh are enabled to dispense with the
use of their former twelve lathes and j-et to nearly double the

capacity of their plant.

The Composite Brake Shoe Company, of Boston, ]Mass. , has
published a small pamphlet descriptive of the results secured by its

brake shoes in the tests recently made of them by the connnittee of

the Master Car Builders' Association at the Westinghouse Works,
Wilmerding, Pa. In these tests the Composite brake shoe gave
very good results as compared with those of other makes. The
pamplilet also gives the new agents of the company, which were
mentioned in a recent issue.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company, of New York, has issued a

circular it which the managers of the compau)' state that it having
come to their notice that various parties are offering to build what
purports to be Babcock & Wilcox boilers, they wish to notify all

whom it may concern that no outside concern has been authorized
to build their boilers. Without infringing a large number of patents
owned by the Babcock & Wilcox Compan}- no one can build other
than a verv' antiquated form of Babcock & Wilcox boilers.

The Sterling Varnish Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., reports

that the Siemens & Halske Electric Company has adopted the Ster-

ling varnish for its work, the test to which the varnish was subjected
having proved satisfactory. The company is also in receipt of sev-

eral large orders from Europe, and the fact that during the six

months ending Julj- i
, 233 street railway companies have opened ac-

counts with them and are in the majority of cases using Sterling
varnish exclusively is excellent evidence of the merits of the varnish.

Meyer & Englund, of Philadelphia, Eastern representatives of
the International Register Company, of Chicago, have closed a con-
tract with the Fairmount Park Transportation Company, of Phila-
delphia, for an equipment of sixty International "iron clad" fare
registers to be installed in thirty-six foot open cars now being built.
The firm has also secured the contract for furnishing all the overhead
line material for the Fairmount Park Transportation Company. All
of this material will be of special designs and extra large and heavy,
as No. Gooo round trolley wire and in. span wires will be used.

The Brooklyn & New York Railway Supply Company, of
Elizabeth, N. J., has recently shipped a number of new electric cars
to run between Coney Island and Brooklyn. The works are said to
be extremely busy at present and 450 men are employed in the dif-
ferent departments. Since the company moved to its new works at
Elizabeth a large number of shipments have been made of cars to
dilTerent comjjanies. Among these are roads in Norwalk, Conn.,
and Plainfield, N. J. Arrangements are being made to turn out a
considerable number of electric snow plows during the coming
season.

Merrill Brothers & Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., have made
a specialty for a long time of drop forged turnbuckles and have
achieved an excellent reputation for the high quality of the goods
manufactured in this line. The evolution in the manufacture of turn-
buckles is an exceedingly interesting one to study and is well illus-

trated by a card which this firm publishes showing the different
crude forms which j^receded and led up to the present weldlesstype.
These buckles are made of one piece of iron and smooth finished, and
the ends are drilled by special machinery so that they are true in
line and are threaded for the U. S. standard thread. The firm also
does a large business in the sale of vises of all kinds.

H. E. Collins & Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., sales agent for
the Cahall vertical water tube boilers manufactured by the Aultman
& Taylor Machinery Company, of Mansfield, O., has recently pub-
lished in pamphlet form the reports of several tests made by Thomas
Pra}', Jr., of Cahall water tube boilers in the Armstrong Cork Com-
pany's Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. The boilers are fitted with a Hawley
down draft furnace, and excellent results were obtained. These in-

cluded 13.9 lbs. of water evaporated per pound of combustible at
and from 212 degs. F., with efficiency of 85. 86 per cent and horse
power developed, 257 h. p. on builder's rating at 250 li. p. At the
test made the following day ii.ylbs. of water were evaporated per
pound of combustible at and from 212 degs. F. at an excess in horse
power developed over manufacturer's rating of 66.4 per cent.

The Fiberite Company, of Mechanicville, N. Y., has pub-
lished some of its recent testimonials under the heading "Here
are a few of the pleasantest words that ever blotted paper." The Fiber-
ite Company has been noted for its advanced ideas in treatment and
construction of its specialties. Having practical experience, coupled
with an intimate knowledge of the requirements of electric roads,
unusual facilities for turning out the best class of work and a deter-
mination to furnish nothing but the ver}' highest class of equipment,
the Medbery overhead material has achieved an excellent repu-
tation. The new line of Medbery knife switches lately put on the
market have also met with a large sale. Under the able manage-
ment of H. J. Medbery the business of the Fiberite Company has
developed to large proportions and its business extends wherever
electric roads are in operation.

The National Switch & Signal Company, of Easton, Pa., has
been awarded the contract of putting in the large interlocking plant
for the new arrangement of tracks of the Philadelphia & Reading,
known as the junction of the Norristown and Germantown lines at

Seventeenth Street and Indiana Avenue, Philadelphia. The same
company has also been awarded the contract for interlocking the
crossing of the C. & W. M. R. R. with the M. & G. R. R. R. near
Baldwin, Mich.; also the contract for interlocking the crossing of

the Wisconsin Central with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
roads at Hilbert Junction. The company will also install a seventy-

two lever machine for the crossing and terminals of the Great
Northern with the Northern Pacific at Seattle, Wash. ; also a plant
in Chicago for the crossing of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
with the North Chicago Street Railway at Indiana Street.

The Q. & C. Company, of Chicago, is an evident believer in a
" campaign of education," for the pamphlets issued by it are

certainly most interesting and instructive. The company has re-

printed in pamphlet form two very interesting treatises by Benjamin
Reece upon the general subject of economies in track construction
and the value of tie plates. These are papers originally read by
Mr. Reece, one before the New York Railroad Club, in 1892, the

other before the Buffalo Association of Railroad Superintendents in

1S94. They discuss the question of the protection of ties, proper
method of spiking and preserving the gauge, and similar subjects

in a masterly way, should certainly have a wide circulation and
are worthy of a careful perusal. The Q. & C. Company has offered

to send copies of these pamphlets, as well as one entitled "The Use
and Economy of Tie Plates," to any reader of this paper, upon re-

quest.

Harold P. Brown, of New York, is having excellent success

with the Edison-Brown plastic bond and reports that this bond has
been used this season by the Fairmount Park Traction Company, of

Philadelphia, Pa., the Hamilton Radial Electric Company, between
Hamilton and Burlington, Out. ; the twenty mile road built at Hing-
ham, Mass., by Pepper & Register; the extensions of the Louisville
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Railway, the Richmond ( Va. ), Railway; tlie vStauiilon (Va.) Rail-

way, the Denver Consolidated Tramway Coni]xiny, the Staten
Island Railway and other roads. The results in Buffalo where the

bond has l)een in use have proved very satislaetory as the following

letter, recently received by Mr. Urown from the master mechanic of

the road, shows: " I have examined a rail joint bonded with the ])las-

tic bond, which examination shows it to be as good as the day it was
put in, both rail and angle plate being as bright as a new dollar,

after being a year in use. 1 am satisfied that this is the correct

method of bonding when properly done."

The John A. Meade Manufacturing Company, of Rutland, Vt.,

reports an unusual run of good business on its coal conveying ma-
chinery. During the last thirty days the company has clo.sed con-
tracts to equip with coal conveying machinery the following jjlaiits:

Long Island Railroad; I'awley lin)thers, Asbury Park; Donnnion
Coal Company, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia; Reed & Castello, Lynn,
Mass.; vSprague & Breed, Lynn, Mass.; Warren Batchakler, Boston,
Mass.; Chicago vStreet Railway Station, Chicago; ,Siegel & Cooper
Company; Thos. S. Watkj'us, Troy , N. Y.

;
Poughkeepsie Light &

Power Com pan}', Poughkeejisie; Central Gas Company, New York;

J. F. vSwords New luigland Coal C<im])any. A representative of the
StrKKT Railway Jouknai, recently had the pleasure of visiting

the works of the Meade Company at Rutland and found one of the
most complete factories in this country, etiuipped with the very
latest labor saving machinery and with its own foundry to supply
casting. The company is in a position to manufacture coal convey-
ing machinery at the very lowest possible price.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, reports
an amount of orders on hand never before equalled at this season of

the year. The outlook is very promising, particidarly so in the
sweeper and stove departments. It is quite surprising to note the
number of orders already on hand for the company's rotarj' track
cleaners for fall delivery. The company starts the season with an
unec)ualed record for its track cleaners through the past winter, and
that they stood the severe tests satisfactorily is proven by the fact

thet all but four orders now on hand are from roads that used them
last year, and the McGuire Comi^any considers a duplicate order a
good letter of recommendation. While it is a trifle early for the
stove business, the company is making arrangements to handle double
the bu.siness of last year, and expects to receive more than this num-
ber of orders. The company has also a number of orders on hand for

its patented ratchet handles, and they are being adopted as standard
by manj' large companies. The company's new Eastern agent, H.
P. Hirsch, has already secured a number of orders and states that

the demand for McCUiire apparatus is on the constant increase.

The J. H. McEwen Manufacturing Company, of New York,
reports the following sales for the month of June: d}'namos: 60 k.

w. direct connected to 16 in. 16 in. McEwen engine, to Jeffrey
Manufacturing Company, Columbus, O.

; 50 k. w. and 100 k. w. di-

rect connected to 12 in. X 12 in. and 15 in. 16 in. McEwen engines
to Bissell, Dodge 6t Erner Company, Toledo, O.; 100 k. w. and 150
k. w. belted machines, to Link Belt machinery Company, of Chicago.
30 k. w. belted, to Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus, O.;
25 k. w. belted, to New York Safety Insulated Wire Company, New
York; 200 k. w. direct connected to McEwen tandem compound
engine and a 400 k. w. direct connected to McEwen tandem com-
pound engine, to Tacony & Frankford Electric Railway Com-
pany. This is the second order placed by this company, the first

having been for two 200 k. w. generators direct connected to
McEwen engines. In sales of engines the company reports the fol-

lowing: 9 in. X 10 in., to W. M. Johnston & Company, Chicago; 8X
10 ins., to Elk Tanning Company, Philadelphia; 13 in. X 14 in-i to
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus, O; 13 in. X 14 in. to
Scranton Electric Construction Company, ,Scranton, Pa.; Sin. X 10
in., to Jeffrey Manufacturing Companj', Columbus, O.

The Hazelton Boiler Company, of New York City, reports the
following recent sales of boilers aggregating 2450 h. p. : the Roches-
ter Gas & Electric Company, Rochester, N.' Y. ( Sth order), 500 h.p.;
the Lambertville Rubber Company, Lambertville, N. J. (3d order),
200 h. p.; the Goodyear Rubber Company, Middletown, Conn. (3d
order), 150 h. p.; the Bristol Electric Light & Railway Company,
Bristol, Conn. (3d order), 200 h. p.; the Equitable Gas Light Com-
pany, New York, 500 h. p.; the Pettebone-Cataract Paper Company,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., 250 h. p.; the North Adams Gas Light Com-
pany, North Adams, Mass. (3d order), 150 h. p.; and the Newton
Falls Paper Company, Newton Falls, N. Y., 250 h. p. It has also
recently completed contracts with the Capewell Horse Nail Companv,
Hartford, Conn., and P. & F. Corbin, New Britain, Conn. The Haz-
elton Company reports that nearly all its orders now being received
are for the very earliest possible delivery, and that man3'of its recent
sales have been made to old customers, who are now enlarging
their plants. The original boilers sold to these customers have been
in constant operation for from eight to ten years, without repairs,
still carrying high pressure, and giving the same fine results as when
new. This, together with the fact that the Hazelton Company has
made various improvements in the construction and setting (jf its

boilers, increasing their efficiency and economy, and improving
their appearance, makes it much easier to make sales now than
formerly. The facts are not only gratifying to the company, but
also seem a pretty sure indication of an improved feeling and
condition in manufacturing business generally throughout the
country.

The Fiberite Company, of Mechanicville, N. Y., manufactur-
er of the Medbery insulation, is having a very large demand for its

products. The increased demand among conservative railway man-

agers for a high grade of overhead equipment shows itself in the
extraordinary sale of this material to roads which require only an
equipment tliat will be duratde and ])ermanent. The company has
recently had large orders for the Medbery insulation from the Brook-
lyn Heights Railway Company and Nassau Railway Company,
Brooklyn; Steinway Railway Company, Long Island City, N. Y.;
Union Traction Company, I'hiladelphia; Frederick & Middletown
Railway Company, Frederick, Md.; Union Railway Company, Prov-
idence; Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Valley Traction Company; P.uffalo

City Railway Conqjany; Akron .Street Railway Conqjany; Chicago
City Railway Company; Market .Street Railway Company, .San

P'rancisco; Pa.sadena & Los Angeles FHectric Railway Company;
Oshko-sh .Street Railway Conqjany; Suljurban .Street Railway Com-
pany, Chicago, and many other roads of this class. The Medbery
insulation is made of a high grade of aluminum bronze and a com-
])Osition that is claimed to be absolutely weatherproof, and which
shows a very high electrical resistance. It is of the best material
that can be procured, and in no case is the work slighted to cheapen
the production. The sales of this company are more than triple

those of last season, which indicates the high esteem in which the
Medliery insulation is held by all thoughtful railway managers. The
Medbery switches for station and railway use are fast taking a leading
position. They are entirely of polished bronze and copper.

Alfred G. Hathaway, of Cleveland, O., reports a large call for

the Murray brake, of which he is the manufacturer. The Murray
brake was described and illustrated in the 1895 Souvenir issue of the
Strhkt Raiw.ay Journ.al, and is a mechanism for setting the
brakes on a car by simply using the momentum of the car to do so.

FYiction is enqjloyed to acconqjhsh this and is obtained by pressing
the winding drum against an iron collar keyed on to the axle, with a
iibre or leather washer placed between the two. To the winding
drum is attached a chain which connects with the brake gear. The
whole brake turns on a brass bronze sleeve perforated with holes
filled with parafline and grajjhite, which act as a lubricant. Ball

bearings take the pressure applied by the motorman, thus enabling
him to make a smooth stop and rendering it impossible for the brake
to set after once being released. Where trail cars are not used, a
single brake on one axle is all that is needed. Should trail cars be
used it is better to have a brake on each end of the car and con-
nect the brake rod of the trail car with a chain to the friction drum.
This enables the motorman to set the brakes on both cars by means
of the same movement. This brake is claimed to be as efficient as
any air or electric brake and is guaranteed by the manufacturer to
.stop a car in as short a distance as any brake in the market. The
Third Avenue Railroad Company, of New York, brakes a large
nvnnljer of trailers by means of this device. The brake has also

been adopted by the West Chicago .Street Railroad Conqjany and
the Missouri Street Railroad Company, of St. Louis, and Mr. Hath-
away is now equipping with it all the cars of the Chicago & Engle-
wood .storage battery lien.

The Brussels Tapestry Company, of Chauncey, N. Y.,
reports a very large increase of orders for its wool terries, which are
used on steam railroads for window shades more extensively, it is

claimed, than any other material. As the Brussels Tapestry Company
has been manufacturing this line of goods for the past twelve years
the company has been able to keep pace with demands and watch
what changes were necessary in order to have its goods of the highest
quality, both' for holding color and wear. The line of patterns and
colors of this company are so varied, and its patronage so extensive
and broadly scattered over the United States, Canada and Mexico
that it is able to duplicate any sample. The highest reconnnendation
claimed for these goods is that they are standard upon the principal
sleeping car lines of the United States and Canada, and upon more
railroads than all others combined. Now that electric cars are being
built and finished as finely as railroad coaches a cheap looking cur-
tain is very much out of place. Another point in favor of wool
terries made by the Brussels Tapestry Company is that they can be
cleaned the same as any wool cloth, and if given any kind of atten-
tion will look good as new for years. It is said that the Brooklyn
Elevated Railroad Company has its curtains cleaned three or four
times at a very small expense each time, thereby giving the curtain
the life and looks of a new one for a great nuniber of years. This
cannot be done with inferior materials. As the cost of curtains for
a car amounts to considerable it will pay to get the best, particularly
when it costs no more than other materials manufactured for car
curtain purposes. The " Perfect " self-adjustable curtain fixture
manufactured by the Brussels Tapestry Company is being very gen-
erall}' adopted for electric cars on account of its simplicitj' and
durabiliti'.

The Edward P. Allis Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., numbers
among its recent orders the following: two cross compound engines
of 1000 h. p. each, direct coupled to electric generators, for the Syra-
cuse .Street Raihvay Company, Syracuse, N. Y. ; one engine of 800
h. p. for the Brockton Street Railwaj-, Brockton, Mass.; large hoist
for Butte, Mont.; four large engines for the Otis Falls Pulp Com-
pany, Me. ; cross conqDOund condensing engine for the McCor-
mick Harvester Machine Company, Chicago, and tandem compound
engine for the Sandusky Electric Light Company. The company's
engine department has well in hand the order recently received from
the Northwestern Elevated Railway Company, of Chicago, for 9000
h. p. of engines. The company has also just shipped a vertical com-
pound condensing engine of 2500 normal h. p. to the Warren Manu-
facturing Company. An Allis twin tandem compound, condensing
engine of 2500 h. p. has just been started in the new Berkshire
Cotton Manufacturing Company's mill, Adams, Mass. The
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company has also just started the first of the six large pump-
ing engines which it is building for the City of Pittsburgh. It is

also just shipping the Canal & Claiborne Street Railway Company,
New Orleans, two tandem compound, condensing, direct coupled en-

gines of 700 h. p. each. The company's mining department is also

busy. It has just received an order for the complete machinery of a

large new reduction works to be built in Colorado. This order in-

cludes the engine, boilers, crushers, rolls, concentrators, clorina-

tion barrels, etc., etc., in fact the entire machinery of the plant.

The company's saw mill department has just received an order for

the complete machinery of a large mill to go to California. This
mill will be one of the largest of its kind in the country. The Allis

Company will supply, in addition to the saw mill machinery, the
necessary engines and boilers. The company has now in operation
six of the twelve vertical compound, condensing, blowing engines
building for the Carnegie .Steel Company.

The White-Crosby Company, of New York, has enjoyed an
excellent business during the present season. The following are

some of the principal contracts upon which the company has been
engaged since Feb. i, 1S96: about ten miles of track and overhead
for the Norwalk Tramway Company, five of which are completed
and in operation and the remainder being finished up as rapidly

as possible; six miles of complete line for the Rahway (N. J. ) &
Sewaren Electric Railway, which is about completed, and will

soon be in operation; five miles of overhead, including fifteen

miles of feeder, for the Bergen County Traction Company, com-
pleted and in operation; contract with the Baltimore City Passenger
Railway Company for special work and overhead line connecting
one of this company's cable tracks with an electric line; five miles
of overhead for the Baltimore Traction Company, on its new West-
port line; five miles of extra feed wire for the Baltimore Traction
Company, to give sufficient power for the company's base ball busi-

ness; the equipment of the Druid Hill Avenue line of the Baltimore
Traction Company, for electric service (about eight miles); two
thousand feet of subway for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Com-
pany for lighting the company's new Mt. Royal station from the
present power house, which operates the Belt Line Tunnel elec-

trically, the equipment of the overhead extension of the Gywnn-Oak
line of the Baltimore Traction Company; building and equipment of

the smallest electric railway in the country, connecting with the
Walbrook extension of the Baltimore Traction Comjiany. This road
is only about 3000 ft. long, and is complete within itself. The com-
pany is also acting as electrical engineers for the Helena & Living-
stone Smelting & Reduction Company's new plant. This is a power
transmission plant, including two 225 k. w. and five 150 k. w.
Crocker-Wheeler 500 volt machines. The distance of transmission

is i'/2 miles. The company is also acting as electrical engineers for

the Helena Water & Electric Power Company, which is install-

ing the Westinghouse alternating apparatus, to transmit power to

East Helena and Helena, twelve and seventeen miles, respectively.

The station is planned for ei.^ht 650 k. w. generators (four of

which are now being installed), step-up transformers, step-

down transformers, and the necessary station apparatus. The volt-

age will l>e about 10,000 on the transmission line, distributing

through Helena and East Helena at required voltages. The com-
pany has completed about five miles of the Atlantic Highlands, Red
Bank & Long Branch Electric Railway, and will furnish the line

by fall. ^^^««»«^

New Publications.

Report ok the Fourth Annuai, Meeting of the Pennsylva-
nia STREET Railway Association.

The Pennsylvania Street Railway Association has adopted the
commendable practice, followed by too few of the state associations,

of printing the reports of its annual meetings. The report of the
fourth annual meeting, which is at hand, contains as its principal

article the interesting paper by Mr. Baylor on "Power Consump-
tion by Electric Railways" printed in the October, 1895, issue of the

S i REET Railway Journal. The pamphlet also contains the Con-
stitution and By-Laws of the Association and a list of its active and
associate members.

Report Upon Mechanical Tramway Motors, made to the
Tramways Committee of Glasgow upon mechanical motors by Coun-
cillor Crawford and the general manager of the Glasgow Corporation
Tramways. Pviblished by the Glasgow Corporation, April, 1896.

This report is the result of a trip on the continent of Europe
authorized by the Glasgow Municipality. The principal cities of

Germany, France, Italy and Austria, in which motors operated by
mechanical power were used, were visited, and interesting particulars

and engravings of the principal systems are given in the report.

The conclusions reached by Messrs. Crawford and Young are given
elsewhere and are, in brief, that the city make arrangements as soon
as possible for the equipment of some of its tramways by the over-

head electric system.

The Engineering Index. Volume II. 1892-1895. Edited by J.

B. Johnson, C. E. Cloth. Octavo, 474 pages. Price, $4. Pub-
lished by the Engiyicering Magazine, New York.
So many are the technical publications of the present day and

covering as they do ever}' branch and sub-division of engineering
work, the modern engineer does not have, and cannot be expected
to have, time enough to read thoroughly every periodical which
treats of the work in which he is interested. For this reason indices
to periodical technical literature, when carefully compiled, are most

valuable. Of the many which have been published, we have always
considered that issued by the Journal of the Association ofEngineer-
ing Societies the most complete. Owing to a recent arrangement
made by the publishers of this journal with the Engineering Mag-
azine, the work of the Journal will be carried on in the pages of the
latter periodical, the editors of which have changed their former
method of indexing to conform with the practice of the Journal.
The volume referred to above contains the index published by the
Journal during the four years mentioned, 1892 to 1895 inclusive, and
will be followed annuall}- by similar volumes. The index is most
carefully cla.ssified, and forms a most valuable publication.

Trade Catalogues.

Brake Shoes. The Master Car Builders' Test. Published
by the Composite Brake Shoe Company', Boston, Mass. Eight pages.

.Standard Price List of Electrical Mica. Published by
Eugene Munsell & Company. New York. Sixteen pages. Illus-

trated.

Report of Test of Cahall Vertical Boiler at Vande-
GRiFT, Pa. Published by the Aultman-Taylor Machinery Company,
Mansfield, O. Twenty-four pages. Illustrated.

List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued June 16, 1896, to July 14,

1896, Inclusive.

Tune 16.

Trolley.—John H. Holland and Peter F. Glazier, Indianapolis,
Ind. No. 561,991.
A trolley wheel in two sections divided horizontally and pivoted

together so as to form a swivel construction and having ball bearings
between the meeting faces of the sections.

Rail Bond or Connection.—H. P. Wellman, Catlettsburg, Ky.
No. 562,055.
A bond wire having iron or steel terminals and a copper bar or

connection electrically welded thereto at its opposite ends.

Controller for Electric Cars.—E. A. Sperry, Cleveland, O.
No. 562,100.
Consists of a controlling cylinder, a reversing switch, operating

connections between the cylinder and the movable contacts of said
switch, and means for causing said connections to move the switch
in either direction at will, irrespective of the direction of movement
of the cylinder.

PAT. NO. 562,100.

Emergency Electric Brake.—B. F. Card, Brooklyn, N. Y. No.
562,118.

Has an electro-magnet inverted under a car, and rigidly con-

nected thereto, and having an armature electrically connected to

the car, brake shoes provided with horizontal operating arms con-

nected elastically to the armature.

Trolley for Electric Railway.—M. T. Graf, Buffalo, N. Y.

No. 562,132.

Automatic Car Fender.—Chas. Cogniasse and D. F. Shultz, San
Francisco, Cal. No. 562,171.

Car Fender and Brake.—E. F. Dieterichs, Cleveland, O. No.

562,288.

Trolley Wire Switch.—S. D. Cushman, Akron, O. No. 562,356.

A switch having line and switch wire terminals and a rocking
tongue to bring either switch terminal in alignment with the main
terminal.

Brake Shoe.—Wm. W. Whitcomb, Brookline, Mass. No. 562,346.

A brake shoe consisting of a body portion provided with a
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longitudinal slot or groove, of a width substantially etjual to the

width of that jiortion of the car wheel worn by the rail, and a body
of softer material inserted into said slot to form a braking surface

for the portion of the wheel worn by the rail.

JUNH 23.

Car Fkndkr.— L,. L. Mincer, Rochester, N. Y. No. 562,477.
Consists of a frame pivoted to the car, springs for rocking the

frame in o])])osite directions, and means secured to the car for lim-
iting the downward movement of the advance end of the frame.

Troi,i<Ky.—H. A. Seymour, Washington, D. C. No. 562,494.
A pivoted trolley pole, a bell crank lever and intermediate con-

nections, whereby the bell crank lever may serve to raise and lower
the trolley pole to lock it in its raised position.

Car Truck.—E. Cliflf, Newark, N. J. No. 562,579.

Car Fender.—A. Knoblauch, Minneapolis, Minn. No. 562,769.

JUNlv 30.

Car Fender.—O. A. White, New York. No. 562,870.
A car fender consisting of a .shaft having a wide flange proceed-

ing spirall}' about it and formed of India rubber, the outer edge of

the flange being the same distance from the shaft or parallel there-

with throughout its length

PAT. NO. 562,870. PAT. NO. 562,346.

Car Truck.—C. E. Canfield, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 562,884.

A radial car truck, consisting of a pair of load carrying wheels,
longitudinal wheel pieces mounted upon the axle of said wheels, a top
frame supporting the car body, springs and parallel link connec-
tions between said wheel pieces and top frame, and a pair of guid-

ing wheels held in the ends of said wheel pieces.

Electric Railway.—W. E. Hanshue, Kalamazoo, Mich. No.
562,894.
A double electric conduit, with a portion projecting up between

the two, and an insulating material extending around the interior

portions of said conduit continuously up over the portion first named.

Trolley Wheel.—I. B. Metzger, Canton, O. No. 562,904.

Automatic Speed Controller for Electric Cars.—H. A. Sey-
mour, Washington, D. C. No. 562,925.
A speed governor arranged to be operated by the armature

shaft, an electric brake mechanism, two sets of resistances, one in-

cluded in the motor circuit and the other in the electric brake cir-

cuit, and means connected with the governor for automatically and
simultaneously actuating the contact arms of both resistances.

Electric Railway.—J. Tatham, Philadelphia, Pa, No. 563,094.
A slotted conduit, a conductor therein, an insulating lining

within the conduit, and insulating blocks for supporting the con-
ductor therein, said blocks having inclined approaches for lifting

the current collector.

Car Truck.—G. W. Lacy, Kingston, N. Y. No. 563,187.

A side frame comprising two similar symmetrical truss portions
connected by an intermediate device formed of adjacent bars, one
member of each truss and of the intermediate connection being
double, with a pedestal secured between the members of each truss

portion.

Continuous Tramway- Rail.—W. H. Wright, Buffalo, N. Y. No.
563.242.

Electric Railway Trolley System.—W. C. Keilhley, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. No. 563,244.

July 7.

Combined Fender, Brake Mechanism and Trolley Arm Oper-
ating Device eor Cars.—W. Walter, Bridgeport, Pa. No.
563,338-
A rising and falling fender having a rearwardlj' projecting arm

in combination with a swinging frame in front of said fender and
adapted to operate the same and a shoe against which said arm is

adapted to bear when the fender is lowered.

Power Gearing for Electric Cars—E. A. Sperry, Cleveland,
O. No. 563,425.

Car Fender—W. H. Bell, New York, N. Y. No. 563,439.

Street Car Brake—C. W. Carter, Minneapolis, Minn. No. 563,446.

Speed Indicator—T. O. Bateman, Fort Worth, Tex. No. 563,544.

TROi.EiiY Wire Frog—M. I*. ]!c;in, Springfield, Mass. No. 563,546.

Car Fender—R. C. Hoyer, Memphis, Tenn. No. 563,594.
A lower fender located beneath the car body, a seconil fender

mounted to have a rotary reciprocating movement, and means for

operating the upper fender by the movement of the car.

Car Fender and Brake—J. Matzinger, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
No. 563,606.

AuToaiATic Car Fender—D. Bentlv, Philadelithia, Pa. No.
563,642.

July 14.

Brake for Electric Cars—W. V. Ash, Irvington, N. J. No.
563,725-

Pneumatic Track vSanding Device—F. M. Dean, Huron, S. D.
No. 563,751-
A sand box, and its discharge pipe, a blast nozzle, the pressure

from which is adapted to eject sand from the box through the dis-

charge pipe and a needle located in the nozzle passage and con-
trolled by the air pressure.

Car Fender—O. B. Finn, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 563,951.
A fender having a trigger with a series of independently operat-

ing sections, an emergency brake, a wheel guard, a sand box, and
a circuit Ijreaker, all simultaneously operated by said trigger.

Car Fender—C. K. Colby, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 564,006.

Safety Guard for Street Cars—C. M. Pratt, Towanda, Pa.
No. 564,027.

We will send copies of .specifications and drawings complete of
any of the above patents to any address upon receipt of twenty-five
cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The S i REET Rail-
way Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.

Our Financial Supplement.

The welcome extended by the financial, technical and daily
press of the country to our financial supplement for 1896, " Ameri-
can Street Railway Investments," which was published last month,
has been so cordial that its editors feel amply repaid for all the labor
and care which they have bestowed upon it. The following are a
few of the many kind words spoken by contemporaries:

This valuable volume is no stranger to the public. It is in fact,

the law and gospel to people interested in street railway properties.—Brooklyti Eagle.

A most valuable compilation of statistics in regard to street rail-

ways in this countr}^

—

United States hivestor.

A valuable contribution to the statistical literature of the time.
* * It is an exceedingly complete book.— The Economist.

Full of the most valuable and interesting data and information
on the subject treated.

—

Financial Record.

A publication that is standard for those interested in street rail-

way affairs. "^^ The book is a mine of useful information.

—

Mail and Express.

As regards the new and small corporations the work is of especial
value.

—

Coininercial and Financial Chronicle.

A compendiuBi of the latest information of every street railway
enterprise in the United vStates.

—

Cleveland Daily Plaindealer.

Full of the most valuable and interesting data and information
on the subject treated.

—

Cincinnati Inquirer,

The book is very complete and covers all points upon which an
owner of street railwa}' securities could desire information.

—

Phila-
delphia Press.

" American Street Railway Investments " is full of the most
valuable and interesting data and information.

—

Daily Financial
News.

The volume has justly become to be regarded as an authority
on all matters pertaining to street railways.

—

iSlew York Times.

The supplement for 1896 of the STREET Railway Journal is a
work which should be in the hands of all investors as well as
bankers.

—

Philadelphia Stockholder.

An authority on street railway properties and investments.

—

Chicago Times-Herald.

The book is very complete and covers all points that an owner
of street railway securities could ask.

—

New York Journal of
Commerce.

A very reliable and comprehensive publication.

—

Electrical
Review,

A most ^;aluable reference book in connection with all depart-
ments of the street railway business.

—

Boston Transcript.

It contains within its red covers information of permanent value
to investors interested in electric railway properties. It contains by
far the jnost complete record of street railway properties published
anywhere. A particularly valuable feature of this work is the fact
that a very large majority of the companies whose operations are
reported have themselves revised the final proofs and approved the
general form of the statement. The figures are presented so as to
show at a glance the comparison with previous years, without the
necessity for reference to previous volumes.— Wall StreetJournal

.



Statistics of Mileage, Cars and Capitaliziition of
AmericanjStreet Railway Properties.

In the accompanying table of statistics is presented a close ap-

proximation to the nnniber of miles of street railway track in the
different states in actual operation by horse, electric, cable and mis-

cellaneous motive powers; the number of cars of all kinds in use;

and the gross outstanding capital stock and funded debt. The dif-

ficulties in making a compilation of this kind are very great, owing
to the absence of a central official board at Washington to prescribe

forms and rules for street railway returns and to insist upon such re-

turns. Nevertheless the figures here given for capital stock and
funded debt are believed to be correct within seven per cent, and in

most of the states within three or four per cent, while the statistics

of mileage and cars do not differ more than three or four per cent

from the actual figures in any one state. Moreover, possible errors

in individual cases will to a large extent counterbalance each
other.

The compilation has been made from the information contained
in the Street R.mlway Journae's Financial Supplement,
" American vStreet Railway Investments," most of which was given
and afterwards approved by the individual companies themselves.

In tabulating the figures for capital stock and funded debt, the

amounts acttially issued have in all cases been used, no accounts be-

ing taken of the amounts authorized and not yet issued. Bonds held
in escrow to retire prior issues have been used and the prior issues

themselves omitted, although there is usually no difference in the

amounts. In the case of leased companies whose capital stock or

funded debt is held in the treasury of the lessor as security, the capi-

tal stock or funded debt of the lessee has not been included, and the

mileage has been added to that of the lessor company. The table

therefore shows the actual charges upon the actual mileage of the

street railways of the United States and Canada.
Commenting briefly on the figures as given, it will be seen that

the Southern States have the smallest capitalization per mile of

track, due, no doubt, to the percentage of horse mileage 3'et remain-
ing in these states and also to the absence of expensive city con-

struction.

In New York, New Jersey, District of Columbia, Rhode Island,

Illinois, Minnesota and Louisiana, the gross average capitalization

exceeds $100,000 per mile of track, due, of course, to the influence of

the large cities in these states, the majority of the roads in which are

equipped with improved motive power, and where the cost of con-

struction is very great. The result of this influence is shown to the
greatest extent in New York State in the enormous gross capitaliza-

tion of $182,800 per mile of track, while South Carolina, Florida,

Mississippi and Idaho show the absence of such influence in a gross

capitalization of less than $11,000 per mile of track.

Statistics of the Steam Railroads of the United
States.

The Eighth vStatistical Report of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, has just been submitted. Some of the information given is

most interesting. C)n June 30, 1895, 169 roads were reported in the
hands of receivers, showing a net decrease of twentj'-three during
the year. The roads under receivers operated 37,855.80 miles of line,

which shows a decrease of 2,963.01 as compared with 1894. The
railway capital represented by these roads was nearly $2,500,000,000,

or about 22.20 per cent of the total railway capital in the United
States.

The total railway mileage in the United States on June 30, 1895,

was 180,657.47 miles, an increase of 1.09 per cent. The aggregate
length of all tracks in the United States was 236,894.26 miles. The
number of railwaj' corporations was 1965. Of these forty-two com-
panies operate 55.67 per cent of the total mileage and 133 or 12.05

per cent of the operating companies operate So. 24 per cent.

The nvimber of men emploj'ed by railways shows an increase of

5426, as compared with last )'ear, the number of employes being

785,034.
The amount of railway capital on June 30, 1895, is shown to be

$10,985,203,125, or $66,330 per mile of line. This was distributed as

follows: $4,201,697,351 was common stock, and $759,561,305 preferred
stock; the funded debt was $5,407,114,313, classified as bonds, $4,659,-

873,548, miscellaneous obligations, $445,221,472, income bonds,

$246,103,966, and equipment trust obligations, $55,915,327; the cur-

rent liabilities amounted to $616,830,156. Stock to the amount of

1^3,475,640,203, or 70.05 per cent of the total outstanding paid no div-

idend, and $904,436,200, or 16.90 per cent of funded debt, exclusive
of equipment trust obligations, paid no interest during the year
covered by the report.

The number of passengers carried by the railways during the
year ending June 30, 1895, was 507,421,362, which shows a decrease
of 33,266,837. The number of tons of freight carried as reported by
railways was 696,761,171. The gross earnings were $1,075,371,462,
an increase of $2,009,665 for the year. The expenses of operation
for the same period were $725,720,415 which were $5,693,907 less
than for 1894. The percentage of operating exi^enses to operating
income, for 1S95, was 67.48 per cent.

M I n I »
Michigan Lahor Statistics.

The report of the Bureau of Labor and Industrial Statistics, of
Michigan, for the year ending Feb. i, 1896, contains some very in-
teresting information. Among other facts are the following : the
average age of street railway employes is thirty-two years, the maxi-
mum seventy-five and the minimum .sixteen. Nearly sixty per cent of
the emploj-es are American born. Sixtj'-nine per cent are married and
thirty per cent are single. The average time on duty is 9.9 hours
per day out of 10.3 hours constituting a da3r's work. About twenty-
nine per cent of the emplo3'es work overtime, sixty-nine per cent do
not and two per cent do not answer. Of those who work overtime
sevent^r-seven per cent receive e.xtra pa}' and twenty-three per cent
do not. Sixtj'-three per cent receive j)ay for overtime at the same
rate as for regular time, seventeen per cent receive more and twenty
per cent do not answer. Forty per cent of the total number of em-
ploj-es have had their pay increased during the 3'ear and forty-four
per cent report no increase. Two per cent report a decrease while
fourteen per cent do not answer. The average amount of the in-

crease is stated to be nine per cent.

Forty-three per cent of the emploj'es save money during the
3'ear, about fift3'-three per cent report no savings and four per cent do
not answer. Less than twent3--five per cent own their own homes.
About forty per cent report that the3- can earn more than enough to
support themselves and families, fort3'- per cent sa3- that they cannot
earn more than a comfortable support for themselves and families,

and fifteen per cent, comj^rising a large proportion of single men, do
not answer. About fift3'-seven per cent belong to labor organizations
a large proportion of these being in Detroit, about thirt3'-four per
cent do not belong to such organizations and about nine per cent give
no answer. Of those who belong to labor organizations over ninety-
eight per cent are satisfied that the effect of these organizations is to
increase wages. Ninety-eight per cent also report that the labor or-

ganizations have neither sick nor death benefits.

"Outside Securities" in Financial Markets.

The increasing interest in what are known on the New York
stock market as " outside securities," which include street railway,

gas, waterworks and miscellaneous stocks and bonds, has been a
noticeable feature in the three or four principal cities of the country,
during the last two years. Several of the New York and Philadel-

phia daily papers have been devoting considerable space in their

financial columns to news notes and market points upon these out-

side securities, the greatest attention being given, of course, to street

railway securities. The Mail and Express, of New York, has been
particularl3- active and successful in this line and was, in fact, the
pioneer in breaking awa}' from the conservatism in such matters,

which was a characteristic of the daily press until within the last

two years. The financial columns of the 3fail and Express are par-

ticularly well edited and are newsy and attractive in every particu-

lar.

Report of the Alton Railway & Illuminating
Company.

The Alton Railway & Illuminating Company reports earnings
as follows:

Ten months ending July i, 1896.

Receipts from light and power $22,858
" " railway 24,257

total $47>II5

Operating expenses 22,210

Earnings from operation $24,905
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MILEAGE, CARS,

STATES.

New England.

Maine
New Hampshire.
Vermont
Massachusetts....

Rhode Island
Connecticut

Total.

Eastern States.

New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
District of Columbia

,

Maryland
Virginia
West Virginia

Total .

Central States.

Michigan..,
Ohio
Indiana
Keutuck}'.

.

Wisconsin .

Illinois..^..

Minnesota

.

Iowa
Missouri....

Total.

Southern States.

North Carolina

.

South Carolina.
Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi

Tennessee
I,ouisiana

Arkansas

Total.

Western States.

South Dakota.
Nebraska
Kansas
Texas
Colorado
Montana
Idaho
Utah
Washington
Oregon
California

Total.

United States.

Canada.

"3

109

36
110

2

10

6

17

4

294

259

93

157

916

30

HORSE.

88

295
40
10

414

164

343

1,219

13

692
2

21

787

2,058
200

174

289
100

27

7

2,855

5
28

40
139

2

427
II

19
62

733

309

/

28

30
149

4
2

6

4
469

699

5,383

37

ELECTRIC.

38
29

1,093

137

334

1,729

1,382

54,

1,451

27

59
233
163
26

3,884

438
1,073

305
167

271

877
278
212

484

4,105

39
ID

225

37

7

20S

156

38

793

II

187

103

254
208

47
4

92
210
105
401

1,622

12,133

450

d

165
So

37
3.445

379
702

4,808

4,559
1,202

3-715
63
100

464
247
32

3^

64

35
9

240
212
200

760

688

135

239

171

95

39
6

10,382

1,004

2,087

479
291

330
1,787

667

273
963

7,881

62
6

311

23

99
4

302

427
61

1,295

5

207
118

304
256

34
2

105

155
163

527

1,876

26,242

714

1,373

222

954
228
220

137
2,662

318
140
696

5,577

275

2

221

77

49
254
16

17

27
14

67

744

8,729

436

CA

148

44

82

7

7
lOI

241

18

3
152

209

599





STREET RAILWAY STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES.

MILEAGE, CARS, CAPITAL STOCK AND FUNDED DEBT.

STATES.

Q

O
Pi

o
o"

Z

13

5

5

59
8

23

HOR SB. ELECTRIC. CABLE. MISCEL-
LANEOUS. TOTAL. . CAPITAL STOCK. FUNDED DEBT. CAPITAL

LIABILITIES.

MILES. <
s

MOTOR CARS.

tn u5

S 3
oS

TRAII,
CARS.

s

—1
ENGINES.

COACHES. i
TOTAI..

s
TOTAL.

PER

MILK

TEIACK.

New England.

17

14
34
38

98
38
29

1,093

137

334

165
80

37
3,445

379
702

64

35
9

240
212
200

"5
52
29

1,153
140

334

263

153
46

4,386

593
923

1,977,873

373,100
472,000

37,114,200
8,320,200

9,646,740

17,200

7,200
16,300

32,200

sg.-ioo

28,900

2,253,000

550,000
401,000

23,200,900
8,357.200
6,676,000

19,600
10,600
i3,«oo

20,100

59.700

4.230,875
923,100
873,000

60,315,100

16,677,400
16,322,740

36,800
17,800
30,100

52,300
119,100

48,900

54
3

692
2

21

6 9

"3 88 787 1,729 4,SoS 760 6 9 1,823 6,364 57,904,115 31,800 41,438,100 22,700 99,342,215 54,500

Eastern States.

109

36
no
2
10
6

17

4

295
40

2,058
200

174

1,382

543
1,451

27

59
233
163
26

4,559
1,202

3,715
63
100

464
247
32

688

135
239

55
2

27

S21

2

156

201 172 483 1,571 1,904

585
i,49>

27
140
269
177

4'

10,381

1,539
4,29s

877
851
318
69

174,374,161

35,035.250
134,862,445

14,910,500

5,600,250

1,240,000

91,600

59.900
90,500
15.500

106,500

47.700
31,600
30,200

173.593.596
33,627,000
73,067,688

600,000

4,360,000
12,985,000
4,800,000
600,000

91,200

57,700
49.000
22,200

31,100
48,300
27,100
14,600

347.967.757
68,662,250

207,930,133
1,019,480

19,270,50c

10,400,250

1,840,000

iS2,.Soo

117,600

139.500

37,700
137,600

58,700
44,800

3 4

District of Columbia
Maryland

53

ID
6

2S9
roo

27

7

171

95
39
6

28

36

142

132
175
60

4
9

I

4
4
20West Virginia

294 414 2,855 3,884 10,382 1,373 148 1,253 436 188 498 1,599 4.634 18,396 379,268,236 8i,Soo 303.633.284 65,500 682,901,520 147,300

Central States.

Michigan
Ohio
Indiana

31
62
26
10
16
4S
II

24
31

3
15

25

45

74

13
24

5
28

40
139

2

427
II

19
62

438
1,073

305
167

271

877
27S
212

484

1,004

2,087

479
291

1,787

667

273
963

222

954
228
22a

137
2.662

318
140
696

44 154 103
9
3

4
7

5
6

450
1,135

330
212

275
1,060

292

237
609

1,240

3,339
747
650

469
6,265
1,036

474
2,537

9,137,900
57,146,800
10,276,550

7,465,9«>

78i45o',305

19,714,000

8,786,000

29,375,300

20,300

50.400
31.100

35,200
34.600
74.000
67,500
37,100
48,200

7,244,500
26,035,500
8,651,000
6,585,000
8,744,000

64,102,650
14,123,000
4,268,000

29,161,000

16,100

22,900
26,200

31,100
31,800
60,500

48,400
18,000

47,900

16,382,400
83,182,300

18,927,550

14,050,900

142,552,955

i3|o54iooo

58.536,300

36,400
73.300

57,300
66,300

i34!5oo

55. "00

96,100

Kentucky
Wisconsin
Illinois...

Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri

82

7

7
lol

677
40
14

326

"329

20

490

27

5

78

4

305

4

259 210 733 4,105 7,SSi 5,577 241 1,211 942 44 93 320 4,600 16,757 229,862,755 49,900 168,914,650 36,700 398.777.405 86,600

Southern States.

North Carolina 8
6

13

7
15

5
19
II

9

2

36
15
12

15
12

22

34

4
21

23
23
23
21

54
78

39

225

37
76
4

208
15S

38

62
6

3"
23

99
A

302
427

9
4
72
6

53

2

9

103

4
9
6

5

9

23

4
7

7
2

2

88

24

49

43
46
249
49
194

234
1 84
77

76

73
415
52
286

55
427
541
178

611,000
462,o(X)

4,436,400

336,500
5,617,800

195,00c

11,619,700

14,200
10.000

17,800

6,900
29.000

9.800

24,700
63.200

19.900

710,000

193,000
4,g6S,5oc

4.60c
2,475.00c

16,50c

3,887,600
9,029,40c

773.70c

16,500

4,200

100
I2,,S00

900
16,600

49,100
10,000

1,321,000

655,000

9,404,900
341, roo

8,092,800
211,500

20,649,100

30,700
14,200
37,Soo

7,000
41,800
10,700

112,300

South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

Alabama
Mississippi

Tennessee
Louisiana

92

4
35

I 2

Arkansas

Total 93 309 793 ^,295 275 I 2 138 54 168 1,096 2,103 30,582,27^ 27,900 22,058,30c 20,100 52,640,575

Western States.

South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas
Texas
Colorado
Montana

4
12
12

32
lO

3
I

4
22
10

47

6
26
22

73
7

7
28

30
149

4
2

,j

187
103

254
208

47
4

92
210

105
401

5
207
118

304
256

34
2

105

155
163

527

2

221

77
49
254
16

17

27
14

67

4
30
2

79
4

II

II
5

4
4

13

15
10

17

213
136

342
267

49
4

100

232

137
820

14

456
243
522
685

57

12^

24?

239
1,972

350,00c

8,437,50c

3,665,00c
6,335,50c

io,35S,ooc
1,700,00c

54,00c

1,456,00c

9,802,00c

2,684,50c

42,356,90c

20,600

39,600
27,000

18,500

34^700
13,500

14,600

42.300
19.600

51,700

75.00c
4,420,00c

2,635,00c

5,280,60c

1,250,00c

1,000,00c

6,074,45;
2,310,00c

22,o8S,OOC

4,400
20,800

19,400

15,400

25,500

10,000

26,200

16,900

26,900

425,000
12,857,500
5,300,000
ri,6i6,ioo

19,774,000
2,950,000

54,000
2,456,00a

1:5,876,457

4,994,500

64,444,900

25,000
60,400
46,400

33.900
74, 100

60,200

13.500
24,600
68,500
36,500
78,600

Utah...'.".'.'.;,"."'.!"!!.'!!!!!!!!!; 8

Washington 4
5

200

6

4
469

18

3
152

45
16

718

15

70

Oregon
California

24
67

13

78

29

43

Total 157 343 699 1,622 1,876 744 2og 863 164 143 106 no 2,317 4,562 87,196,40c 37.600 54.552,05; 23.500 141,748,457 61,100

United States. 916 1,219 5,383 12,133 26,242 8,729 599 3,329 1,542 519 760 2,197 14,470 48,182 784,813,78 54.200 590.596,391 40,800 1,375,410,172 95.000

Canada. 30 13 37 450 714 436 462 1,187 17,517,30c 37,900 5,665,00c 12,300 23,182,300 50,200
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notice.—These statistics are carefully revised from month to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from oftlclal sources. The
table should be used in connection vplth our Financial Supplement, "American Street Railway Investments," vphlch contains the annual operatlnj^ reports to

the ends of the various financial years.
Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used : • Including taxes, d. deflclency. m. months.

CO
bom" from

on.

rges.

Company. Period. Gross

Receip:

Operatl Expens

arnlngs

Operatl

M
w S

A1.BANY, N. Y.
3 m. Dec. '94 122,383 85 240 37 14-2 32,579*
3 '9.') 83!9'i8 48!479 31.H.57*

13 '94 461,918 298,973 162,947 92,592*

13 " " '95 532,376 314,319 307,957 88,657*

BALTIMORE, MD.
Baltimore Traction
Co 13 m. Dec. '94 1,012 319 623,010 389 279 359,243

13 '95 l!l79'.19'l 639)707 539',485 413,097*

BATH, ME.
Bath St. Ry. Co 12 m. June '94 16 300 13,862 3 438 2,500

12 '95 21',703 14',698 7',005 3,400

BAY CITY, MICH.
Bay Cities Cons. Ky. Co. 13 m. Dec. '94 83,450 53,01

1

31,439 30,000
12 '95 S8,65K 58,517 30,141 30,000
1 " June '95 9.778 4.930 4,848

1 '9fi 8.696 4,3118 4,398

6 '95 40,341 26 883 13,-J68

6 '96 41,455 37,32.5 14,130

BIDDEFORD, ME.
BIddeford & Saco R It

13 m. June '94 24,319 14,813 9.406

13 it '95 34,387 13,186 12,101 5,i)15*

BINCrHAMTON, N. Y.
Binslininton R. R. Co. 12 m. Jan. '95 121,969 69.581 52,388

12 '96 128,973 73,:<45 65,628 35,459"
1 * May '95 10,860 5,981 4,879

1 '96 12,73s 6,619 6,106

4 '95 35.176 33,»6i 11,314
4 " " '96 43,849 25,487 17,36a

BOSTON, MASS.
West End St. Ry. Co... 12 m. Sept. '94 6.823,879 4,807,083 2,016,796 725,064"

13 '95 7,746,171 5,633,163 2.113,008 746,903*

Nortli Shore Traction'
12 m. Sept. '95 1,381,3S9 784,393 59,997 391,081*
1 ' Apr. '95 93,7U 6H,533 27,191
1 '96 104,316 65,127 39,189
7 '95 631,830 440.120 191,710
7 '96 081,538 460,054 315,484

Lynn Sc Boston R. R.
13 " Sept. '94 1,238.410 746,304 492,106 379,029

BRIDGEPORT,CONN.
Bridgeport Traction Co 12 m. Dec. '94 144,447

13 " " '95 298,883 151,697* 147,186 75,000
1 " May '95 25,523 12,351 13.173

1 '9B 30,012 15,3K8 14 644
5 •95 102,770 6i,852 38 9 18

5 " '96 119,839 69,469 50,370
BROCKTON, MASS.
Brockton St. Ry. Co. 12 m. Sept. '94 314.370 143.511 70,859 < 0,974*

12 '* * '95 366,893 154.950 111.942

1 " May '95 23,649 11,847 10,701

1
f* t* '96 26 698 15 274 11

8 if tf '95 152 891 S8!333 641568

8
it <b '96 179,400 113,962 65,438

BROOKIiYN, N. Y.
Brooklyn Elev. R.R. Co 13 m. Dec. '94 1,730,848 1,041,095 831,093*

12 ** ** '95 3,083,9i7 1,158,219 859,447*

1 " May '95 iOD,you 97 ''96 69 534
1

,1 i'

'96 152,243 9o!439 6L804
5 '95 954.976 509.540 445,435

5
i« ti '96 775.704 457,917 317,787

Brooklyn Traction Co. I " Jan. '95 44,599 56.3 7 d 11.738

1 '96 82,796 52,236 30,560

Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co. 13 m. Dec. "94 1,011.258 615,863 395,39.5 36a,118

12 '95 fiqi qAO 1UX OA ft100,vtv 303,918
Brooklyn, Bat]i&: West

13 m. June '94 111,605 86,717 24,888 o9.71S*

13 it ti '95 ]30,9'28 79,394 51,535 61,150*
Brooklyn City & New-

town R. R. Co 12 m. Dec. '94 595,449 346,285 249,164 120,633*

13 '93 598,691 373,554 236,137 137,647"
Brooklyn, Queens Co.

& Sub. R. R. Co...

.

12 m. June '94 543.413 427,101 1 16,312 1 69,325*

12 '96 635,537 415,255 310,282 339,068

9 " Mar. '95 443,790 303,612 UO.ViS 350,594
9 '96 608,819 329,146 179,673 257,i93

Brooklyn Heights R.R.
12 m. Dec. '94 3,509,016 2.143,667 1,365.448 1,468,553
12 it It '9S 4,076,117 2,6X2 614 1,393,504 3,102.061

S " Mar. '95 655,600 669,850 d 14.250 512.760
'6 '96 1,003,611 635,£83 308,329 497,310

Coney Island & Brook-
lyn R. R. Co 12 m. Dec. '94 316.183 207,478 108,706 53,157*

13 '95 383,367 236,547 146,830 62,861*

1 " Feb. '95 24.418
1 '96 19,313
2 '95 51,242
2 '96 40,801

Nassau Elec. R. R. Co. 3 m. Dec. '95 82,140 59,904 23,336 20,286*
6 '95 173,757 106,127 67,630 33,627*

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Buflalo Ry. Co 12 m. Dec. '94 1,B36,284 856,631 ( 79,6,53 468,917*

CHICAGO, ILL.
12 '95 1,351,919 649,097 703,822 417,038*

Chicago City Ry. Co... 13 m. Dec. '94 4,264,618 2,838,684* 1,435.934 207,878
12 '95 4,476,834 2.807,726 1,669,098 300,389

Company. Period.

P.M
CH

14,564

27,023
70,Sr,4

119,300

30,037
126,387

9.38

3,605

1,439
141

3,016

6,186

32,237
20,169

1,291,732
1,366.044

205,316

113,077

73,186

d 115

27,251

d 141339
65,371

130.377

d 117877

d 14,830
d 9,616

138,532

98,489

d 52,913
dl28 786
dno,4i6
d 77, 620

d 103,165
d 706,758
d 537,010

d 128,981

56,649
93,959

1,950
34,003

210,736
285,783

,218,057

1,368,709

Chicago Generll Ry . Co

l^aUe St. Elev. Ry. Co,.

No. Chicago R. R. Co...

West Chicago R. R. Co

Chicago Sc. So. Side U.
T. Co

C1\CI1VNATI, O.
Cinn. Newport& Cov

Ky. Co

12 m. Dec, '95

13 m. Dec. '94

" '9

Jan. '95

" (,6

13 m., Dec, '94

13 " " '95

13 m. Dec '94

13 95

2 m.,

CLEVELAND, O.
Cleveland Elec.
Co

Ky,

Dec.

June

Dec.

Apr.

. Dec.

Mar.

COLTTMBITS. O.
Columbus !^t. Ry. Co.. .12 m..

12

1

1

4
4

DENVER, COL.
Denver Cons. Tramway
Co

DULUTH, MINN.
Uuluth St. Ry. Co.

FITCHBURG, MASS.
Fitch hurg & Leomin-
ster St. Ry. Co

GALVESTON, TEX.
Galveston City R. R.
Co

12 m.
12 "

1
"

1
'

5 "

5
"

12 m,
12

1
"

1
"

4 "

4 "

12 m.,
12 "

Dec. '94

'• '95

Apr. '95

" '96

" '95

,
Dec. '94

" '95

May '95

" '96

" '95

" '96

, Dec. '94

" '95

Apr. '95

" '96

Sept. '94

" '95

12 m.,
12

"

1
"

1
"

GIRARDVILLE, PA.
Schuylkill Traction Co. 13 m.

12 "

II "

1
"

|9
"

,19
"

GREAT FALLS, MONT.!
Great Falls St. Ry. Co. 13m.,

12"

HAZLETON, PA.
Lehigli Traction Co.

HOBOKEN, N. J.
No. Hudson Co. Ry. Co.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Holyoke St. Ry. Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan St.Ry.Co

LAWKEIVCE, MASS.
Low**!!, Lawrence 6i
Ha-verhill St. Ky. Co

13 m.
13 "

1
"

6
'

Dec. '94
*' '95

Feb. '95

" '96

" "9

" '96

Sept. '94
• '95

June '95

'90

" '95

" '96

Dec. '94

" '95

. Dec. '94

" '95

June '96
'• '96

12 m., Dec. '94

13 " •' '95

13 m., Sept. '94

12 " " '95

12 m. May, '95

12 " " '96

13 m., Sept. '95

12 " " '96

1 " May, '95

1 " " '96

8 " " '95

8 96

82,082

438.095
517,301

44,670
52,a55

3,565,618

2 7-0.48'

4,181.2.37

4,201,477

711,

744.

54
f.9

377,

370,

497
634,

45.

60
lOi

ia5,

1 ,3f'6,

1.503,

.311.

372,

566,811
639 995
55,077

.58 109

188,803
206,670

753,483
723,480
69 302
6 -,713

273.908
284,831

208 105
213.229
17,765

17,564
65,'''91

65,706

89,260
110,275

199,133
216,371
13,449

13,058
37,010
26,817

88,288
90.981

S 224
7,080

63 198
69,597

36,431
26.650

97,302
119,.588

9,453

57,433

818.280
871,373

75,437
113,547

64,334

290.090
319,606
28-180
.30,713

1,?47,326
1.31 1, f07

2,518,637

2,267,195

551,811
613.704
43-807
37,864

281,403
338,429

370,606
418 710
33.701
35.733
132,249

143,750

783 306
912,5.38

221.311

253,524

269 362
311.594
36,979
26,038
96,550
104,587

445.684
441,283
36.133
37,503
1(1 9.TO

174,871

111,105
95,329
8 347
8,863

36,481

34,879

61,416
74,103

131,407*
141,080

8,741
9,303
ls,602

19,610

56 564
52.851
4,822*

4,16r
43,090^

40,158'

24,905*

28,136

50,605
67,979
4,805

33,142

611,482*
619,830

48,546
69,627

1,701,155 1,058,136

1,780,940 1,033,042

269,740
403,530
30,564
36,653

205,530
236,018

30.5,816

363 935
30,945

19,698
150,8S3
157,495

17,748

138,005
197,695
16,490
22,142

1,218,21(3

1,468,8-0

1,663 610
1,934,282

159 874

230,403
11,041

23,077
97,388

131,729

127,344
205,324
13,3.58

15 317
33,745
4i,075

5;i3,156

591.082
89,740
120,143

297,449
318.401

28 098
32,131
92,2.53

102,089

307,798
282,198
!(3,169

25,211

101,972
109.960

97,000
117,900

9.418

8,701
28,810
30,837

37,845
36,173

67,726
75,191
3,708

3,755
8,408
6,70'

31,724
•38,130

3,402

3,9

20,108
29,439

1,526
d 1,476

46,597
51,699
4,64

24,291

206,798
251,143

26,881
43,930

64'!,019

747,898

63,924

140,595
15,009
17,054
54 637
78523

465.(!48

471,251
859,471
903,016

541,7,50

.571,680

176,648
183,506

244,173*

7,309

7,017

50,000
50,000

25,000
29,770*
2.083

2,083

39,297

246,649*

3,534*
20,058*

871,730
484,227

73,423*

84,081*
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company. Period.

OS

50m

ax
OKI t-O

Company. Period.

CI V

P.M

bo? O

32,668
30,808

26,781
26,148

5.887
4,660

129,351
125,485

95 821

94,115
33,530
31,370

42 502
52,00U

42,938*
56,000

d 431
d 4,000

243.921
298.61-9

31.065
27.951

133,592
155.739

157,520
174,619
17,619
15.856
82,429
90,419

86.401
124.070
13.446
12,095

51,163
65,820

1,044,159

1,660,676
673,479
829,815

370 6=0

830,861

286.021
523,212

1.900 606
2,151,853

315,762

1,120.026

1,241,584

207,450

780,580
910,269

46,702
52,848

32,585

34,771
14,117
18,076

93.557
8.45d

31,040

60,257
3,472
19,979

33.300
A QQ-f

11,061

782,620
873,445

448,304
517,519

334,216
355,926

1,353,136
1,403.957

776,582
821,315

576,554
682,642

26,867
28,276

270,6V 8
330,308

18,344

157.183
164,0^9

14.523
15,113
1H,445
166,279

29,737 15,031 14,706

373,903
442,006

252,269
277,156

121,634
164,850

194,547
164,626

181,105

178,072
13,442

a 13,446

S,354

11,602
60,336
83.507

7,939

48,855

3,663

34,652

198,681
222,761

958,371
992,801
75,199
76,ii41

278,404
298,636

517,708
489,915
39,205
41 217
161 048
171.533

A Art ccto440, bod
502,886
35,994
35,024
117,356
127.003

432,596
490,489

212,407
242,775

220,189
347,714

149,105
160,284
33 613

38,650

90,754
10o.l!97

11,455
24,866

58,351
E4,98B
12,158
13,7e4

1,063,776 634.013 429,754

247,730
20,386
20,254
89,1,53

97,343

142,073

9,798

54,212

105,657

10,456

43.131

13.3.517

150.094
119.378
88,552

14,139
61,642

400.143
451,941
38.372
43,101

189,798
236,505

196.824
209,600
17.319
20 626
97,5l3
113,908

203,319
242,341

81,053
22,476
9J,285

122,^97

64,863
66,845

49.646
52,459

15,217

14,386

355,000
420,498
37,649
45,728

157,286
191,528

284,215
3u9,787
25,231
32,424
121,326
144,116

70,785
110,711
12 318
13 304
35,960
47,412

LORAIN, O.
Lorain St. Ity.

LOlJISVILIiE, Ky.
Louisville Ky. Co.

LOWELL. MASS.
Lowell &, Suburban .St,

Ky. Co

MACON, GA.
Macon Cons. 8t. Ky.Co,

MAHSHALLTOWN, lA.
Marshalltown Light,
Power & Kv. Co

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin City It. T. Co. . .

.

MONTGOMERY, ALA.
Montgomery St. Ky.Co

MONTREAL, CAN.
Montreal St. Ky. Co....

NEWBIJRGH. N. Y.
Newburgh Elec.Ry. Co.

NEWBIIRYPORT,MASS
Haverhill* Ainesbury
St. Ry. Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Haven St. Ity. Co

NEW LONDON, CONN.
New London St. Ky.Co.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
New Orleans Traction
Co

NEWTON, MASS.
Newton <fe Bosion St.
Ry. Co

12 m.. Dec. '95

1 " May, '95

1 " " '96

5 " " '95

5 " " '96

12 m., Dec. '94

12 •' " '95!

12 m. Sept. '94

12 '95

12 m., Dec. '95

12 m,
12 "

12 m.
12 "

1
"

1
"

5
"

12 m
12 "

1
"

1
"
"

G "

12 m.
13

"

1
•'

1
"

6 "

6 "

Dec.

, Dec.

May,

, Dec.

June

,Sept.

Mar.

13 m., Feb. '96

12 m., Sept. '94

12 " " 95

12 m.
12 "

1
"

I
•

3 '•

3 "

12 m.
12 "

12 m.
12 "

1
"

1
"

, Dec. '94

" '95

Mar. '95

'96

" '95

'96

.Sept. '94

" '95

,N0V. '94

'95

May '95

' '96

" '95

" '96

Newtonville & Water-
town St. Ry. Co

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
Third Ave. R. K. Co

13 m.,
13

•'

Sept. '94

" '95

13 m., Sept. '95

13 m.,
12 "

Metropolitan Sl.Ry.Co. 12 m.,
-.2

'•

9 "

9 "

12 m.
13"
3 "

3 "

Manhattan Ry. Co.

Central Crosstown R,
K. Co

D. I)., E. B. & Bat'y
R. R.Co

Eighth Ave. R. R. Co. .

.

42il St., Man. & St. N,
Ave. R. R. Co

New York & Harlem
R. R. Co

Dec.

June

Mar.

Dec.

Mar.

12 m.,
12 "

12 m.,
12 "

13 m.,
13 "

13 m.,
13

•'

Dec. '94

" '95

Dec. '94
•• '95

Dec. '94

" '95

Dec. '94

" '95

12 m., Dec '94

Il3 " " '95

Second Avenue R.R. Co 12 m., Dec. '94

13 " " '95

Union Ry. Co 12 m., Dec. '94

12
"

NORRISTOWN, PA.. I

Schuylkill Val.Trnc. Co 12 m.. Dec. '95

NO. ABINGTON, MASS.
Rockland Abington

St. Ky.Co

NORTIIAMPT'N, MASS.
Northampton St. Ry. Co

NORWALK, CONN.
Norwalk Tramway Co,

NORWICH, CONN.
Norwich St. Ry. Co

12 m.,
12"

12 m.
12 "

.Sept. '94

" '95

iSept. '94

'• '95

12 m. Sept. '95

12 m.
12 "

Sept. '94

" '95

80,176
7,164
6,14'

29,6:12

26,532

1,176,

1,288,172

277,029
329.817

69,190

38.768
40,75'

2,003,679
1,988.803

164,006
170,10>

754,0811

789,695

35,316
50,645
4,910
5,315

23 082
20,510

897,83^

1,103,778
78,638
93,146

462.431

664,997

91,156

98,346
104,853

]36,lSi
198,719
11,743

12,679
34,713
39,988

49,899
51,759

951,53n
1,327,7.'',6

123,430
12.>,6im

619,489
689,536

33.478
32,397

46,093
3,132

4,370
17,328
20,581

033,306
672,080

179,409
199,346

44,529

24,190'

24,307'

1,044,548 9.)9.131

979,485 1,009,319
70,539

I
93,467

74,015

34,084
4,032
1.777

12,304

5,951

643,584
616,092

97.620
130,471

24,661

14,568
16,450

7,580

94 2,178.336
95 2,355,154

5,398, -leo

6,7; 2,260

4,201,14?

5,653,530;
9,9,53,840l

9,731,213

3 525,955
2,4:2,891

546,026
547,491

691,861
748.443
768.064
580,0U9

645,130
626,337

1,106,017
1,015,076
987,92.3

941,390
47ii,44H

457,457

50,752

52,762
67,815

50,090
83,504

43,315

80,069
85,210

354,433
363,461

21,724
27,915
2,085
2.192

13,971
13,329

638,454
652,813

55,190'

58,061

65,936

69,517
134,454

29,1,50

30,230

620,508
7.52, 159
6.5,29S

70,440
344,104
375,994

25,262
84,685

6,599

1,177,344
1,456 7H2
3.323.9,50

3.183.^10
2 384,671
2.933,224
5,446,029
6.533 9.9
1,407,082

1,417,713

385,309
379,523

465,236
557,074
565,927
434,706

517,445
537,155

670,970
693,487
755.395
721,417
354,973
880,435

36,580

38,836
49,759

28,904
46,210

29,858

50,693
63,454

96,093
599,e47

426.234

1.3.492

82.7:^0

8,885
3,023
9,111

13,181

269,384
449,966

35.966

40.284

38,917

56,666
74,265

20,749
21,528

331,020
575,598
58,:38
65,358

275,325
313,542

8,216
7,613

981

1,000,991

1,198,372
2 174,510
2,589,050

1,816,5;

6

2,620,306

4,,507,^ll

4,197,254

1,118 873

995,179

160,715

167,9bb

826,626
191,369

202,138
105,303

127,685
99,182

435,047
321,5-9
232,529
316,873
315,473
177,022

14,173

13,926
18,056

21,186
37,264

13,45';

89,376
31,756

1,000

5,000

35.5,799*

3,59,366*

66,634'

66,575'

16,711*

7,650

7,600

(38,961'

750,839'

55.363'

98,617

26,458

37,664*
38,333*

6.433*
7,ft50*

777

951

187,784
356,726

30,995

63,896

7,951

6,918

8,950

280,170
858,479

814,021
351,349

9,507

12,6''l

10,694

14,326
13,878

7,677*
7,108*

809*1

539
504

341.083*
328,917*

1,869,971*
3,016,(-89*

1.466,449
l,813,4S;i

2,674,049*
2.9H»,167*

061,3,;3

610,418

90,427*
101,536*

171.42.3*1

138.112*1

95,545*1
68,978*

122,804*!

122,800'j

37,524*
40,150*
140,078*!

134..5h6*

141,9ci4*;

127,287*

5,282'

6,008"

659,

869,

314
672,

350,

806
1,8-33,

1.209,

457,

384,

70,

66,

55,

53
loe,

36.

3,375'

3,131'

16,035*
17,400''

4,881
d23,618

397,523
281,139
92,450
92.308
73,539

49.735

8,644
12,048

18,811

34,133

13.341

14,356

OAK.LANIJ, CAL.,
Central Av. Ky. Co.

Oakland Consol. St. Ry.
Co

ORANGE, N.J.
Suburban Traction Co.

PATERSON, N. J.,
Paterson Ry. Co

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
People's Traction Co..

Hestonville M. & F. P.
Ry. Co

Electric Traction Co...

PORT HTJRCN, MICH
City Elec. Ry. Co

POIJGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
PoiiglikeepKie City &
Wappinger's Falls E.
R. Co '..

ROCHESTER. N. Y.,
Rochester Ry. Co

ST. LOI'IS, MO.,
National Ry. Co

SCRANTON, PA.,
Scranton Trac. Co

13 m. Oct. '94

12 " '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " '95

13 m. Dec. '94

18 " '95

13 m. Dec. '94

13 " '96

1
" June '95

1
" '96

6 " June '95

6 " '96

13 m. June '94

12 '95

12 m. Dec. '94

18 •• " '95

13 m. June '94

13 " " '95

13 m. Dec. '94

12 " '95

12 m. Dec. '95

1 " May '96

5 " " '96

12 m. Dec. '94

13 ' " '95

12 m. Dec. '94

18 " " '95

1 m. June '95

1 •' ' '96,

18 •' " '95

12 " " '96

SEATTLE, WASH..
West St. & No. End'
Elec.Ry. Co |13 m. Dec. '95

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Springfield St. Ry. Co..

SYRACUSE, N. Y.,
Syracuse Cons. St. Ry.
Co

TKRKE HAUTE, IND.
Terre Haute Elec. Ky.
Co

TRENTON, N. J.
Trenton Pass. Ry. Co.

TORONTO, ONT.,
Toronto St. Ky. Co.,,.

TROY, N. Y.,
Troy City Ry. Co.

UTICA, N. Y.
Utica Belt Line St.RR,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Capital Traction Co..

WATERBURY, CONN..
Waterbury Trac. Co.,

WHEE1.ING, W. VA.
Wheeling Ry. Co

WILKESBARKE, PA.,
Wilkes Barre & Wy-
oming Val. Trac. Co.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
Wiliiamsport Pass. Ry.
Co

12 m. Sept. '94

13 " " '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

1 m. Dec. '94

1 " " '95

6 •• " '94

6 " " '95

21 m. Dec. '94

1

12 " "

12 m. Dec. '94

'95

Apr. '95

" '96

" -95

13 m. Dec. '94

13" " '96

18 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

3 " Mar. '95

3 ' " '96

18 m. Dec. '96

12 m. Dec. '95

1 " May '95

1 " " '90

5 " " '95

5 " " '96

18 m. Dec.

WORCESTER, MASS..
Worcester Cons. St. Ry.
Co

12 m,
12"
1

"

1
"

6 "

6 .'•

Dec.

June

12 m. June '94

18 " " '95

13 m. Sept. '94

18 " " -95

1 " May '95

1 " " '96

8 " " '95

8 " " '96

1,852
3,785

31,139'

25,140

88,597
97,264

97,966

269,045*
307,118*

337,684
366,587

124,426

18,210*
30,637*

197*

304

130,474
126,116'

29,844*
44,791*

3,648

16,280

32,248*

132.607*
134,215'

10,255
9,691

45,479
51,778
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THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY 5YSTE/V\ OF THE NORTHERN
COAST OF NEW JERSEY.

able, lias suffered a decadence, but still attracts large

crowds from New York and neighboring cities. More
exclusive sunnner cities than those mentioned are Nor-

mandie, West End, Elberon ( where the martyred Garfield

died), to the north of Asbury Park, and many of the shore

towns to the south, farther from New York.
The geographical situation of this region has been

such as to make the transportation problem of passengers

to and from the metropolis a particularly interesting one.

For the entire distance of about sixty miles between Sandy
Hook and the mouth of Barnegat Bay there is no harbor
suitable for steamboats large enough for practical use in

passenger transportation. Owing to this, rail has had to

be depended upon, and as a result, the entire transporta-

tion of this region, up to within this 3'ear, has been carried

over the tracks of one steam road, the New York & Long
Branch Railroad. This company does not operate its own
cars, but its tracks are used in common by the trains of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company and the Central Rail-

road Company of New Jersey. The latter has secured the

greater portion of the business b}' also running between
Atlantic Highlands and New York a fast line of steamers,

in which way the longer rail route is avoided.

To secure part of the profitable and growing traffic in

this region and between it and New York, the electric

railway systems shown in the accompanying map were

HE unbroken stretch of

New Jer.sf;y shore ex-

tending from Sandy
Hook to the mouth of

Barnegat Bay has long
furnished to the cities

of New York and Phila-

delphia an accessible

and attractive refuge
on the ocean during the
hot s u m m e r season.

For a distance of forty

miles south from the

Hook the coast is lined

with an almost con-

tinuous row of cottages and
hotels. In the towns, which

are a few miles apart, these

buildings are set close together,

and extend back from the shore

for a distance of from half a mile to a mile: between the

towns the houses are more scattered. The region is

seemingij' an ideal one for summer seaside residences, the

shore being of fine white sand, while the prevailing

southerly winds in summer insure' for the greater part of

the time a cool breeze from the ocean.

5T-R'y Journiil .

A VIEW ALONG THE JERSEY COAST FROM THE PIER AT ASBURY PARK.

The largest places in the distance mentioned are Long
Branch and Asbury Park. Each of these has an all-the-

year population of about 7000, counting with Asbury Park
the population of Ocean Grove, biit this number, of course,

represents only a small fraction of those who yearly visit

these resorts. The average summer population of each of

these places is estimated at at least four or five times that

niuiiber, and each is well furnished with the visual attrac-

tions of places of their kind. Asbury Park, especially, is

growing rapidl}', and has a fine post office, a well equipped
Salvation Army and other insignia of a city, while the

many caravansaries, bathing pavilions and the omnipresent
Ferris wheel indicate its character as a seaside resort dur-
ing the heated season. Eong Branch, formerly the fashion-

built. They are two in number, entirely distinct in own-
ership, and are owned respectivelj^ by the Atlantic Coast
Electric Railroad Company and the Atlantic Highlands,
Red Bank & Eong Branch Railway Company. Both are

new enterprises with this year, although part of the former
system is an early Daft road, dating back to 1888.

THE ATLANTIC COAST ELECTRIC RAILROAD.

This line is designed to serve directlj^ the coast resorts

as far south as Ocean Grove, and connects with boats for

New York at both Eong Branch and Pleasure Bay. This,
of course, brings it into direct competition with the steam
lines already described, which it closelj' parallels. While
the time required to make the through trip is somewhat
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longer by the electric roads, owing largely to the fact that

the connecting boats are considerably slower, the fares are

about one-half for both single and excursion trips.

The line is double track throughout, and has an en-

tire length of twenty-four miles, measured as single track.

A large part of this is over the company's own right of way,
and several of the trestles and bridges built by the com-
pany are shown in the accompanying engravings. That
leading into Asbury Park across Deal Lake is the most ex-

tensive on the line. It is of steel plate girders mounted
on steel cased piles, and was built at an expense of from
$18,000 to $20,000.

The track is for the most part laid with seventy pound,
in. T rail, though some of the track in the cities is

laid with girder rail. The ties are 5 ins. X 7 ins. X 7 ft - >
laid

2 ft. apart. The joints are connected with No. o copper
laced bonds, with channel pins, and a No. o supplementary
is laid in the center of each track and connected to each
side every 300 or 400 ft. Two return feeders are also run
from Deal Lake to the power station at Asbury Park.

The overhead construction is mostly span wire, ex-

cept on the Deal Lake bridge and through a part of

Main Street in Asbury Park, where a form of trussed

bracket pole is employed.
The power station is at Asbury Park, near the steam

railroad tracks, and occupies the building built for the

original Asbury Park line ten years ago. It contains the

original plant, with some new apparatus which has been
added by the present management to supply the additional

current required for the extensions recently built. As the

stockholders of the Atlantic Coast Electric Railway Com-
pany also control the local lighting company of Asbury
Park, it is probable that a new consolidated station will be
built before long, in a more desirable location, as both
stations are now so far from water that they are obliged

to run non-condensing.
The new engine equipment of the station is of one

20 in. and 38 in. X 42 in. Allis tandem compound engine,

directly connected to a Westinghouse 400 k. w. generator.

The old equipment consisted of a 20 in. and 20 in. X 42
in. Hamilton Corliss twin engine, belted to two M. P. T.-H.
200 k. w. and one M. P. T.-H. 80 k. w. generator. The
former engine was built to run conden.sing, so that to

equalize the load on both cylinders the receiver pressure

needs to be increased to correspond somewhat with the

effect which would have been due to the vacuum of a con-

denser. To accomplish this, a small by-pass with reducing
valve is located around the receiver connection. This
raises the pressure in the low pressure cylinder by about
five pounds at the ordinary point of cut-off. If the load on
the engine should increase, the valve in this by-pass

cuts down the excess of live steam admitted to the low
pressure cylinder.

There are three batteries of Babcock & Wilcox boil-

ers, two of 325 h. p. each and one ( added at the beginning
of the present season) of 250 h. p., each connected to an
iron stack, two W^orthington pumps, 9 ins. X sH i"s. X
10 ins., one small Blake pump and a National feedwater
heater of 500 h. p.

The feedwater is taken through a five inch iron pipe

from Deal Lake, three-quarters of a mile distant. The
pump used is of the Worthington double acting type,

operated by 10 h. p. electric motor located at the lake and
started and stopped from the station. This forces the

water into a reser\'e tank with a capacity of 15,000 gals.,

and located in the rear of the station. The piping in the

boiler room is so arranged that, if desired, either or both
of the two Worthington suction pumps can be used to assist

the electric pump at the lake, or either of the two suction

pumps can pump water from the lake into the tank inde-

pendent of the electric pump, or water can be pumped
directly from the lake into the boilers, without passing
through the tank, by either force or suction pumps.

The operation of the electric pump is controlled by a

switch in the engine room, and it is thrown in and out of

service as the height of the water in the tank may make
necessary.

ASBURY M
PARK

OCEAN GROVE

OGEAN PARK ^

OCEAN BEACH
Street Railway Journal
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Before the installation of the tank, the feedwater was
pumped directly from the lake into a tank holding only
2000 gals. In consequence of this smaller capacity the
electric pump at the lake had to be thrown in and out of

piston rod passed through the upper end of the cylinder

and moved a lever which was connected to a snap switch.

The latter was in the motor circuit, so that when the piston

in the cylinder ro.se a certain distance the motor was thrown
into circuit. To admit the current gradu-

ally, a small series wound motor and a resist-

ance box, both at the station, were also

placed in series with the pump motor. The
.small motor was belted to a shaft carrying a

pair of governor Ijalls, and the latter raised

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRESTLE AT ELBERON.

Operation constantly, as the head in the tank rose above
or fell below a fixed amount. An ingenious arrangement,
shown on this page, was devised and constructed to do
this automatically. A represents the feedwater pipe,

DIAGRAM OF PUMP MOTOR CONNECTIONS.

and lowered a lever passing over the blocks

of a resistance box. In this way the circuit

was first closed through the resistance, but
as the small motor gained speed the resist-

ance and then the motor itself were cut out.

The car house of the company at Deal Lake is shown
on page 508. It measures 223 ft. X 150 ft. and is of brick

with iron monitor roof. It contains twelve tracks, with
transfer table at the extreme end of the house.

STEEL BRIDGE OVER DEAL LAKE.

a branch, B, from which was introduced into the base of

a cylinder below a piston. The rod of this piston was
weighted so that it could be lifted only when the head
was that desired in the tank. The upper end of the

The company has in operation seventy-six cars, of

which forty-four are motor cars, twenty-eight are trail cars

and four are baggage or construction cars. Four of the

motor cars were built by the J. G. Brill Company and are
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mounted on Peckham trucks; the rest were built by the

St. Louis Car Company and are mounted for the most part

on St. Louis trucks. The motor equipment consists of

four G. E. 800, five W. P., and thirty-five Westinghouse
12 A double equipments. Ten of the latter are supplied

with G. H. K2 controllers. Trailers are run on most of the

through trips, and during August the train miles were

ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS, RED BANK & LONG BRANCH ELKC-
TRIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Tins company was organized in 1895 for building an
electric railway between Atlantic Highlands and Long
Branch, N. J. More particularly, the line was to leave

First Avenue in Atlantic Highlands, run through Nave-
sink, thence across the Shrewsbury River bridge to Oceanic,

CAR HOUSE AT DEAL LAKE.

to Fair Haven, to Red Bank, which is about the center of

the line, and continue through Shrewsbury, Eatontown
and Turtle Mill to Long Branch, where a partial arrange-

ment has been made for a terminus at the beach.

Before the beginning of the construction on this line,

the company purcha.sed the Eatontown & Seashore Turn-
pike and the Eatontown & Red Bank Turnpike, which,
the managers were assured, gave them right of way from
the corporation line of Long Branch to Branch Avenue in

Red Bank, a distance of miles. Work was started at

Eatontown and pushed to Long Branch, and horse cars

were put in service between Eatontown and Long Branch
July 27, 1895.

TRESTLE AT TAKANASSE LAKE.

from 5000 to 6000 a day. The cars are finished in light

wood painted a yellow bod}' color, and are very attractive

and substantial looking.

As stated, the nucleus of the Atlantic Coast electric

railway system was the Asbury Park electric road, which
was built early in the historj^ of electric railroading.

About a year ago a syndicate of New York capitalists,

largely the same as th.nt owning the Staten Island electric

railway, and among whom are Col. G. B. M. Harvey and
John P. O'Brien, purchased the Asbury Park line.

During the fall and winter of last year the system was ex-

tended to Long Branch, and on May 10 opened through to

Pleasure Bay. Besides furnishing through transportation,

the system is carrying a large number of local passengers.

The northern terminus of the line. Pleasure Bay, has been
made a popular resort for pleasure seekers by the providing
of regular concerts, afternoon and evening, and frequent
exhibitions of fireworks, part of the expense of which is

defrayed by the railway company. The grounds at night
are tastefully decorated with incandescent lamps with vari-

colored globes, and an electric launch service is maintained
on the bay.

When work was started between Eatontown and Red
Bank on the same turnpike, the company was enjoined

from building over this turnpike, as the Attorney General
of the state of New Jersey held that a turnpike company
could sell to a street railway company, and convey to a

street railway company the right to build, maintain and
operate a street railway over its turnpike, but that a turn-

pike company having previously sold to a turnpike com-
pany, its rights, the purchaser had no right to sell its ac-
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quired property for anything but turnpike purposes. As the

Ivatontown & Red Bank Turnpike had been sold to the

iCatontown & »Seashore Turnpike Company, the rights ac-

quired by purchase between Katontown and Red Bank
lapsed, under the ruling of the Attorney ( icneral, so that the

company, in order to reach Red liank, had to purchase a

right of way through this disputed territor}-, over which
right of way it has completed its road, which is now in

operation between Red liank and Long Branch, a distance

of y ^4 miles.

This line occupies an exten.sive and important terri-

tory lying in Monmouth County, which at one time was
rated as the richest agricultural county in the United
States. The line, as contemplated, furnishes a needed

means of transportation , as a permanent population of over

20,000 people between Long Branch and Atlantic High-
lands has depended upon stages to take it to the rail-

way centers, i. e., Red Bank, Shrewsbury and Little

Silver.

Very strong opposition has been encountered from the

day the railway company attempted to lay its tracks in

Shrewsburj' Township, principally because the land is

largely held by wealth}- New Yorkers, who have built

palatial residences and who claim to have gone to that

country in order to get rid of trolley' railroads, and their so-

called accompanying nuisances. The opposition has been
developed principally by people living on Remson's Neck,
that portion of land lying between the north and south
branches of the Shrewsburj' River, between Seabright and
Red Bank. The company is now completing its track into

Red Bank proper, the Chancellor having just decided that

under proper restrictions the electric railway company may
cross the tracks of the New York & Long Branch Rail-

way Company.
Application for a franchise was also made to the

borough authorities at Atlantic Highlands, which was
finally granted, with the provisions that the electric

railway company pave the street with vitrified brick,

make sewer and water connections to every fifty feet of

frontage along First Aveiute, and use the town's electric

lighting poles. This franchise was declined with thanks,
and the company has now no means of reaching the dock
at Atlantic Highlands, except over a private right of way.

The track and line will bear the most careful inspec-

tion, the engineering work being of the very best character,

which is readily understood when it is known that the

White-Crosby Company had charge of this work. Tlie

car barn is strikingly handsome.
The open cars were furnished by the Jackson & Sharp

Company, of Wilmington, Del., and the closed cars by
the Barney & vSmith Company, of Dayton. O. All are

mounted on Peckham trucks. The road is equipped
throughout with Westinghouse apparatus.

That portion of the road in operation between Red
Bank and Long Branch is laid with .sixty pound T rail.

In Red Bank, for a distance of 4500 ft., the road is to be
constiucted with seven inch girder rail, the franchise in

Red Bank calling for a

macadam pavement
.seven inches deep from
curb to curb.

The company erect-

ed in the building of

the Shore Electric Com-
pany, the necessary
generators and .switch-

boards, and hires from
that company the neces-

sary steam power.
The engineering fea-

tures of the road are the
trestle over the Ne w Jer-

sey vSouthern Railway at

Shrewsbury, as well as

the trestle over the

vShrewsbury River be-

tween Red Bank and
Riverside Avenue, where
the company, under an
arrangement with the
New Jer.sey Southern
Railway, will occupy the
tracks of the New Jersey
Southern Railway toward
Atlantic Highlands.

The overhead work
on the trestles is erected

according to special plans
designed by the White-
Crosb}^ Company, the
whole work being done

in a manner worthy of the careful attention of street rail-

way men in general.

The principal persons interested in the company are
Hon. Silas B. Dutcher, William H. Hazard, Benjamin
Frick, A. B. Eldridge, A. G. Greenberg, all of Brooklyn,
N. Y.; A. J. Allen, A. A. Patterson, James E. Degnan^ of

Red Bank, N. J.

The Lewiston & Youngstown Electric Railway was put
in operation last month. The road is 7 J4 miles long, has
four twentj'-eight foot, nine seated open cars of Brill man-
ufacture, and two closed combination baggage and passen-
ger cars, seating sixteen passengers, also from the Brill

Avorks. Each car is equipped with two 1000 G. E. motors
and K 10 controllers. Two miles of the road are laid with
sixty-seven pound girder rail, the remainder with fifty-six

and fifty-eight pound T rail.

Lewiston is the terminus of the New York Central
Railroad at a point where the boat is taken for Toronto.
Young.stown, six miles further down the river, is a pleas-

ant old established little village, and the site of Fort Ni-
agara, an old U. S. military point, where there will shortly

be a full regiment of troops stationed.

The officers of the road are : president, L. D. Rum-
sey; vice-president and treasurer, Henry C. Howard; sec-

retary, Karl Evans; attorney, F. R. March; chief engineer,
Paul Voorliees; superintendent, R. B. Goodman; passenger
and freight agent, Karl Evans.

THE PLANK WALK ALONG THE OCEAN AT ASBURY PARK.
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J The Electric Railway of Rome, Italy.

The trolley has invaded the Eternal City, and the

dwellers on the Seven Hills now ride along the streets of

Rome on the trolley car, through places sanctified b}' history,

at a rate of travel that would have astonished the Conscript

Fathers and, perhaps, even scared the immortal Caesar

himself.

The question of utilizing electricity for the operation

of street cars in Rome has been debated since the comple-
tion of the electric installation, transmitting the power
of the waterfall at Tivoli to Rome, and with the knowl-
edge that electricity was in the city and available for

purposes other than lighting, came a growing desire for

a change from animal traction to some more satisfactory

and cleanly method.
Italy had already acquired .some experience with the

electrical method of traction. The old Sprague road in

Florence has been run satisfactorily for years, and. re-

cently at Genoa, Milan and Varese, overhead systems of

ihe most modern type had proven to the inhabitants of

from the substation of the Tivoli-Rome Transmission
plant. This installation is one of the early European high
tension, alternating current, power transmission, and was
completed in 1892, Ganz & Company, of Buda-Pesth, carr> -

ing out the electrical portion of the work. It was erected

by the Roman Gas Company as a supplementary source of

current in its central station in Rome. During the hours
of heaviest lighting load the Tivoli power does not suffice,

and an auxilliary steam plant of 2000 h. p. capacity is

operated in parallel with it.

The location of the Tivoli generating plant is on the
site of the old Villa Mecenate, where about 2000 h. p. is

available from a fall of about 800 gals, per second a
distance of 160 ft. The water passes through a canal on
an old Roman viaduct to the wheel house.

The station contains six 250 k. w., thirty pole, alter-

nating generators directly coupled to Girard turbines run-
ning at 170 r. p. m.; and three direct current, twenty-
seven kilowatt exciters directly coupled to turbines
running at 370 revolutions. F^ach turbine is completely
enclosed and is furnished with Ganz automatic regulators.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TERMINUS AT RAILROAD STATION—ROM E.

those cities the superiority of electric traction over all

known methods for city u.se.

The opinion of the above named municipalities was
requested b}' a Roman commission appointed in 1894 to

examine into the merits not only of tlie different systems
of traction, but also of the competing systems of electric

traction. The unanimous answer not only emphasized the
satisfaction of the citizens with the service rendered, but
also dwelt upon that question so much debated in Europe
—the disfigurement of the streets by the overhead wires.

The use of ornamental poles and brackets, and the frequent
use of insulated rosettes, fixed to the walls of the houses,
instead of poles, had helped to render the overhead system
less obtrusive upon the eye; and, furthermore, in the
opinion of the above municipalities, although the overhead
system is not altogether a thing of beauty, its great advan-
tages far outweighed any considerations of mere aesthetic

desire.

Other evidence was adduced, and the Roman munici-
pality in February, 1895, authorized the substitution of the
horse by the trolley. Work was not delayed and the first

line was opened for public traffic on Sept. 19, 1895. It

has been running most successfulh^ since, and has proved
so satisfactorj' to the Roman public and to the operating
company that before long the entire system of traction in

Rome will be on the overhead trolley system.
The line is operated by the Tramway & Omnibus

Company' of Rome, which purchases its current by meter

Current at 5100 volts is turned on to the transmission

wires, of which there are four of bare copper. The perio-

dicity^ employed is low—forty-three cycles per second.

The conductors from the Tivoli switchboard pass

through the Roman Campagna for a distance of nearly

seventeen miles, on oil • insulators set upon iron columns,

until they reach the Old Roman Wall near the Porta Pia,

when they enter the transformer house. The loss in the

transmission is nearly twenty per cent, which reduces the

pressure to about 4000 volts. This is brought down to

2000 volts in thirty-two transformers, each of twenty-five

kilowatts capacity, and the current is turned into the

underground network of concentric cables, which distrib-

utes it over the Roman streets for incandescent and arc

lighting.

In addition to the transformers used for lighting

purposes, a set has also been installed in which the alter-

nating current is transformed down to 400 volts. At this

pressure it enters the collector rings of a number of rotary

converters, and issues from the commutator side, direct

current at about 550 volts.

The equipment of the substation is completed by an
extensive battery of Tudor accumulators, 304 in number,
with a capacity of 1000 ampere-hours. This battery is in

parallel with the trolley circuit and is divided into line

groups of twenty-six cells each. Each group is connected

to an automatic switch, which by cutting cells in and out,

maintains the pressure constant on the street car line. The
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continuous current side of the converters is so connected
at the switchboard that the cells are in constant receipt of

the excess of current and thus tlie necessity for a special

charging dj'nanio is obviated. The load on the continuous
current machines is also kept constant by means of the

equalizing action of the storage battery.

The railway line is about two miles long, runs from
the Railway Station as far as the Piazza San Silvestro, and
practically connects the old city to the new Rome. The
grades are numerous and severe and range from .35 per

cent near the station to 2.6, 7 and 8.32 per cent near the

Piazza San Silvestro. The curves are also numerous, the

sharpest, with a radius of 78 ft., occurring at a point on
the line where the grade is 8.32 per cent.

The trolley wire depends from span wires which in a

few places are carried between ornamental poles, but for

the most part attached to ornamental rosettes fixed to the

Large Long Distance Transmission Plant in
Mexico.

ELECTRIC CARS IN A ROMAN STREET.

walls of houses. American overhead de\-ices are used.

In the rail bonding, the rails have a supplementary wire
with a capacitj' almost as large as that carrying the current

brought to the overhead wire. The Chicago bond is em-
ployed. Each of the ten cars in use is equipped with two
G. E. 800 motors and type K 2 controllers, electric head-
lights, etc. The average speed through the city streets is

about six miles an hour and the cars run under a headwa}-
of about four minutes. Each car has places for forty

passengers.

Within the past two months, the municipality of

Rome has approved a further measure compelling the

Roman Tramways Company to entireh' di.scard its sj'stem

of animal traction and to substitute electric traction on its

entire network both citv and suburban. This is the best

possible evidence that could be adduced to show how
favorably the Romans look upon the new system. The
Tramways Company is not averse to the mandate, its ex-

perience with electricity already showing a decided increa.se

in receipts and diminution of expenses. Four years have
been given to the compau}' to effect the change.

The overhead trolley system will be extended over the

majority' of the lines, the underground conduit system
being adopted for the principal thoroughfares. The con-
tract for the electric work has been awarded to the repre-

sentatives of the General Electric Company in Europe, and
to Siemens & Halske, of Berlin.

A large electric plant for transmitting water power will

be installed .shortly at Regla, in the State of Hidalgo, one
hundred miles north of the City of Mexico. The water is

taken from a mountain stream having a minimum supply
of 1500 cu. ft. per minute. A natural rock dam, at a

favorable point in the canyon, impounds the water suffi-

ciently to admit of its being carried by a cut through the

bluff into a canal, which follows mainly the contour of the

mountain for the distance of i J4 miles. The work of creat-

ing this canal involved the cutting of ten tunnels, aggre-

gating a length of 1200 ft., through .solid rock.

From the terminus of the canal the water is carried to

the power station, located at the bottom of the ravine,

through 1700 ft. of thirty inch pipe, which affords a ver-

tical head of 887 ft. This pipe

is of varying thicknesses to cor-

respond to the pressure at various

points on the line, the lower por-

tion being of steel }i in. thick.

The power station has five

Pelton wheels, forty inches in

diameter, of capacity of over 400
h. p. each, directly connected to

the same number of twelve pole,

350 k. w. General Electric three

phase generators. The latter run
at a speed of 600 r. p. m., and
deliver the current at a pressure

of 700 volts. There are also two
twenty-four inch wheels speeded

at 1700 r. p. m. for running the

exciters. The step-up transform-

ers are wound for a ratio of 1:15,

making the line potential a little

over 10,000 volts at the genera-

tor end.

The station is to be used to

supply power to the mines of the

Real del Monte Company, one of

the most extensive mining organ-

izations in the world, employing
upwards of 8000 men. The
power will operate mining ma-
chinery such as stamp mills,

crushers, pumps, hoists, ventila-

tors, etc. The mines of this com-
pany, said to be the richest in

Mexico, are located within a radius of twent5'-three miles,

the mean distance being about eighteen miles.

Various other mines in the vicinity will also be sup-

plied with power from this station, and the City of Pacliuca

with light. The mine owners will pay to the Power Com-
pany $250 per year per horse power, and as 1200 effective

h. p. will be delivered at Pachuca a handsome profit will

be derived.

The Street Railway Journal is indebted to T. H.
McLean, general manager of the street railway system of

the City of Mexico, for the above data.

Hasty judgments are sometimes formed that watt-

meters are incorrect when two instruments, run in parallel

on the switchboard, show different results. In such cases

the cau.se for the difference may often be found in a differ-

ence in resistance of the leads. An easy way of testing the

working of wattmeters in parallel is to introduce an ampere-

meter in the circuit of each and note whether the readings

of the.se meters are the same.

The Baltimore, Middle River & Sparrows' Point

Railroad has been extended to the rear of Paterson Park,

Baltimore, and now connects with phaetons with the Bal-

timore Traction lines. A number of other extensions are

also contemplated.
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The Street Kailway System of Hanover.

By C. O. Mailloux.

The city of Hauover, Germany, has attracted the at-

tention of electrical engineers the world over for some
years past, on account of the novel and interesting feat-

ures of its electric light central station, which was one of

the first and is still one of the largest and most successful

European central electric stations using storage batteries.

It was for this reason that the writer while on his way to

Berlin last October, had arranged to pass through Hanover,
and stop over for a few hours between trains. He had
occasion to discover in these few hours, that Hanover also

has one of the most novel and interesting street railway
systems in Europe. It is a combined overhead and storage

battery line, the batteries being used in the central por-

tions of the city and the overhead wires outside. The
poles for carrying the overhead wires are extremely artist-

ic in design and produce an effect which puts to shame
our own best efforts in making overhead line work at-

tractive.

The designs for the poles, both single and double
bracket, were made by the street railway company's
engineers, and the work was done by Hanover firms.

The framework and crossarm of the single bracket pole

are of wrought iron, including a skeleton portion of

structural iron and an ornamental portion in ham-
mered iron, such as used in decorative iron fixtures.

The whole is supplemented by '

' repousse '

' and moulded
sheet copper ornaments in the form of vines, twined grace-

fully here and there through the ironwork with protrud-

ing stems, leaves, buds or clusters. Some further idea of

the workmanship bestowed on the.se trolley supports may
be obtained from the fact that their average cost was over

5^100 apiece, which would correspond to a cost in America
of probably not less than $150. And yet, even with all

these honest and intelligent efforts to make the overhead
trolley acceptable, it has failed to secure permission to

.spread, and it is, on the contrary, being restricted and cur-

tailed by the city authorities who are evidently prejudiced

in favor of the storage battery system for u.se in the cen-

tral portion of the city.

Through the courtesy of Herr Krueger, president,

and Herr Adam, the engineer-in-chief, of the Hanover
Street Railway Company, the following notes concerning
the street railway system of the city were obtained by the

writer.

The city of Hanover, with its suburbs, has a population

of some 250,000 people. The street railroads are all con-

trolled by one compan}', the Hanover Street Railway Stock
Company already mentioned. At the time of the writer's

visit, there were in operation approximately thirty miles of

line, of which only about ten miles had been converted
into electric traction, the rest being still operated by
horses. The rails are of different forms, mostly Haarman
or Phoenix, 14a sections.

On the electric portions of the system, there were then
thirty-two motor cars in use. As previously stated, the

cars are operated partly with storage batteries, and partly

by the overhead trolley system. At the time of the

writer's visit, there were only eight of the cars equipped
with accumulators. Each of these cars contained 196 lead

accumulator cells of the "Tudor" type, specially made
for this service, by the Akkumulatoren Fabrik Aktiengesell-

.schaft, of Hagen, Westphalia, and having large plate .siir-

faces .so as to admit of rapid charge and discharge. The
batteries are placed under the seats and are not intended
to be removed except when absolutely necessary for re-

pairs, etc. In practice they seldom have to be disturbed,

but are merely inspected at the end of the day, or before

the next day's work, the same as the rest of the motor
equipment. The total weight of the battery is about 2^
tons per car.

The batteries obtain their charge from the trolley at

such times when the car runs into the suburbs, and passes

over such portions of the line as are equipped with the
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overhead trolley. The number of cells is just sufficient,

so that the potential carried on the trolley line f about 500
volts) will send the normal charging current through the

batteries. It is found, however, that this charging current

varies according to the consumption of current on that

car, or on other cars on the .same line; in fact, the .storage

batteries in.side the cars serve, to a great extent, as auto-

matic compensators for the fluctuations of electric output,

the result being that the load on the engines at the power
station, is rendered much more .steady than it would be,

were not these batteries coupled to the trolley line. As
the steadiness of load tends to increase the efficiency of the

generating plant, it follows that the total fuel consumption
remains substantially the .same as it would be if the addi-

DOUBLE BRACKET POLE—HANOVER.

tional weight of batteries were carried by the car. It should
be stated, however, that the gain in efficiency is due, in

considerable measure, to a new form of car motor con-

troller devised by Herr Adam, the engineer-in-chief, by
the use of which some economy is effected in the current
required to pi-opel the car. The accumulators showed no
diminution in their capacity up to the time of my visit

after being in use several months. The only difficulty

was with the boxes containing the accumulators, and the

difficulty of preventing the acid from leaking or splashing.

This was considered, however, as a detail of relatively

trivial importance, and is likely to be fully remedied in

the near future. The results had been sufficiently satis-

factory to warrant the company in agreeing with the city

of Hanover upon the adoption of storage batteries as the
mode of traction for all street car traffic inside the cit}^

limits. Thirty more accumulator cars have been ordered,

while fourteen of the present trollej- motor cars were being
changed into accumulator cars. It was therefore expected
that there would be fourteen accumulator cars in senace
by the present summer.

The present equipment of the power station includes

three water tube safety boilers of about 175 h. p. each,

running under a steam pressure of about 145 lbs. There
are two horizontal compound engines, each of 200 h. p.,

operating railroad generators. There is also a 40 h. p.

engine for running the tool machinery in the tool .shop,

which latter is very well equipped with all the necessary
appliances for making incidental repairs of the machinery.
Some extensions in the power hou.se were also under con-
templation, and will doubtless be carried out shortly.
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Organization and Operating Methods of the
Metropolitan Street Railway Company,

of New York.

The cable, electric and horse railway lines in New
York City operated by the Metropolitan Street Railway
Company, and controlled by the Metropolitan Traction
Company, form a system which undoubtedly is, in its pres-

ent earning power and in the possibilities of its future de-

velopment, the most valuable street railway property in

the world. A brief accoirnt of the company's history and
its scheme of organization, astudj' of the traffic conditions

of Manhattan Island, so far as they affect this system, and
an outline of the plan of operation and development which
has been worked out by President Vreeland during his

three years' administration of the property is of unusual
interest to all students of municipal transportation prob-

lems, for the reason that the system stands to-day as an
exponent of the best horse railway practice, cable railway
practice and underground electric railway practice to be
found in this country or abroad.

HISTORY.

The Metropolitan Traction Company was chartered

in 1892 under the laws of New York ( originally, in 1885,

under the laws of New Jersey ) , for the purpose of pur-
chasing, constructing and controlling various street rail-

way properties in New York City by ownership of stock.

Its authorized capital stock is $30,000,000, of which $28,-

366,600 has been i,ssued and paid in.

In carrying out the purposes of its organization the
Traction Company has, at various times, purchased the

entire capital stock of eight New York City street railway
companies and a controlling interest in five others. Six of

the properties owned in toto by the Traction Company
have been consolidated into the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Company, to which have been leased all of the other
properties controlled by the Traction Company, except the
Thirty-fourth Street Crosstowu Railway and the Fulton
Street Railroad, which are still operated independently,
but by the Metropolitan Street Railwaj^ Company. The
last named company also leases the Sixth Avenue Railroad,

the Ninth Avenue Railroad, the Eighth Avenue Railroad
and the street railway division of the New York & Harlem
Railroad Company, operating on Fourth and Madison Ave-
nues, but the Traction Company has no holdings in the
capital .stocks of these four lessor corporations.

The companj^'s present system is earning over
$9,000,000 per annum gross, of which about thirty-nine per
cent is earned by the 32 miles operated by mechanical
motive power, while sixty-one per cent is earned by the

153 miles operated by horses. The po,s.sibilities of increased
earning power due to the equipment of the horse lines with
improved forms of motive power, together with the natural
increase caused by the rapid growth of population reason-
abljr to be expected, makes the statement that this is the
most valuable street railway property in the world seem
sufficientl}' conservative.

SCHEME OF ORGANIZATION.

By reference to the diagram (Fig. i) a general under-
standing of the company's organization may be obtained.

At first sight such an organization might impress the

average street railwaj^ manager accustomed to rigid econo-

mies in the matter of salaries, as complex and perhaps a

somewhat questionable application of railroad methods to

street railway practice. A more careful understanding,

however, of the way in which this organization works to-

gether for combined gro.ss business and operating economy
would satisfy even the most prejudiced believer in " per-

sonal administration" that the problems of handling a

traffic of over 200,000,000 passengers per annum de-

mands a
'

' machine '

' which will work with perfect smooth-
ness and regularity under the delicate touch of a master
mind which is freed as far as possible from the petty details

of routine work in order to take up the broader problems
necessary in a successful administration.

For nearl}^ three years past President Vreeland has
been .steadily working to unify the system in every detail

so as to raise the efficiency of the weaker lines to that of the

stronger, and in every respect to weave the whole network
of formerly independent lines into one coherent and con-

sistent whole. This has now been substantially accom-
plished, Mr. Vreeland has turned over the general operat-

ing management to H. M. Littell, and the president

will henceforth be free to care for the development of the

system in everj^ direction. It may be said in this connec-

tion that Mr. Vreeland is president not only of the Metro-
politan Street Railway Company, but also of the controlling

organization, the Metropolitan Traction Company.
A brief outline of the duties of the company's officers

will serve to further explain the diagram of organization.

The President.—The functions of this office have been
already outlined.

First Mce-President and General Manager.—H. M.
Littell has general operating charge of the system.

Second Viee-President.—D. B. Hasbrouck has certain

general duties, including the placing of insurance, questions

of taxation and some branches of litigation.

Secretary.—C. E. Warren has entire charge of the

company's books and is practically its comptroller. He
is, in addition, secretary of all the companies controlled

by the Metropolitan Traction Company which still retain

their separate organizations.

Treasurer.—H. S. Beattie performs the duties usually

appertaining to this office, not only for the company, but

also for the controlled companies.

Auditor.—W. C. Kimball passes upon all bills pre-

sented to the company.

Stoclc Transfer Agent.—R. E. Anderton, Jr., issues

stock certificates and records all stock transfers.

Attorney.—H. A. Robinson is in charge of the com-
pany's legal business.

General Superintejideiit.—F. D. Rounds has a number
of general duties to perform, in addition to which he is in

direct charge of Division No. i, embracing the company's
" Mechanical System."

Ge?ieral Piuxhasing Agent and Storekeeper.—A. C.

TuUy performs the duties of this position.

General Master Mechanic.—Thomas Millen has charge
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of all repairs and general machine work in the operating
department.

Assisfaii/ Chief Ei/gincer.—Tlie engineering depart-

ment of the Metropolitan Traction Company, of which F.

vS. Pearson is chief engineer, is in charge of all new con-
struction. M. G. vStarrett, as a.ssistant chief engineer, is

detailed to take charge of all electrical and mechanical
engineering work connected with the operation of the
.system.

Engiticcr Maintenaiur of Way.—W. E. Reed is in

charge of all track work, under general instructions from
the engineering department of tlie Metropolitan Traction
Company.

Chief Iiispee/or.—James Parker performs the duties of

this office, which will be described in detail later on.

Division Siipcriniendeuts.—L. P. P'oulke is in charge
of Division No. 2; H. A. Newell, Jr., of Division No. 3;

T. E. Delaney, of Division No. 4; John Sitter, of Divi.sion

No. 5; H. A. Newell, of Divi-sion No. 6, and J. H. Oak-

O
Slock

'

ley, of Division No. 7. They have charge of all men
employed by the company for service on their respective

divisions, issue requisitions upon the purchasing agent for

.supplies of all kinds, and handle the cars to meet the traffic

requirements. They are also directly responsible for the

employment of horse car drivers and stablemen under a

system to be described in another place.

THE WORKING FORCE.

Early in his administration Mr. Vreeland, after a care-

ful study of the conditions met with in New York City,

came to the conclusion that nearly all the company's work-
ing force in the transportation department should be en-

gaged at headquarters by a single man—not by the divi-

sion superintendents. The reason for this was found in

the fact that it would otherwise be impo.ssible to maintain

upon all the company's lines an equal degree of efficiency

in the working force, for in spite of the utmost care and
effort on the part of division superintendents to secure the

best employes possible to obtain, local conditions found in

a city as large as New York would inevitably govern re-

sults. Men residing on the extreme West Side, for ex-

ample, would most naturally apply to the superintendent

of the line running through that district, and pressure
from local politicians might be brought to bear so that

there would naturally Ijc formed on that particular line a

force which might easily become isolated from the rest of

the .sy.stem in feeling and in interests, while, by pursuing
the oppo.site plan, men of the best types to be found in the

entire city would be distributed over the system to the
company's advantage and their own.

All conductors, motormen and gripmen are appointed
at the central office by the head of the Employment Bureau,

J. J. vSwan, who has been with the company for many
years. All applicants to this bureau are cordially wel-
comed, not repelled, .since there is always a demand for

good men and a desire to give every applicant a chance to

prove his value. The references of all applicants are care-

fully investigated, and names are finally placed upon a

waiting li.st to receive the first po,sition as "extra " that

becomes vacant. The men usually work for .several months
as " extras," and are paid during this time at a rate per
trip averaging $2 for a whole day's work. Upon being

- O
Au.litor

given a regular run, cable gripmen, motormen, horse
car drivers and conductors are paid $2 per day for the re-

mainder of their fir.st year's service of the company. After
this time, if their record is good, gripmen are advanced to

$2.40 per day, and motormen, and conductors on the cable
lines, to $2.25 per day, while the pay of employes on the
horse car lines, together with conductors on the electric

lines, remains the same as in the first year. It is worthy
of note that this system of increasing the pay of conductors,
motormen and gripmen on the company's "Mechanical
System" has been one of the strongest influences tending to

increase the efficiency of the force, to prevent the " knock-
ing down" of fares and to reduce the number of accidents.

There is naturally an earnest desire on the part of all the
employes to keep their records clean, and thus to secure
the larger pay, while the higher figures, moreover, are

considered " good pay," so that the inducement to theft is

largely removed.
The employment of horse car drivers and all stable

employes is placed in the hands of the division superinten-
dents who report weekly to the company's central office

upon all men hired, giving their names and the names of

their
'

' backers.
'

'
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The company's force of inspectors is an important

agency in the management of the property. It has three

general classes of duties to perform, the first being the

training and inspection of employes; the second, the duty
of carefully watching and reporting upon the conditions of

operation on the several divisions; and the third, the study

of the local traffic conditions of the city from day to day.

The first and second functions may be described at this

point.

At the head of the force is the chief inspector who
has two assistants, one the general day inspector and the

other the general night inspector. There is also a gen-

eral stable inspector who is besides the regular foreman of

the barns of Division No. i. Each division has its own
local inspectors who are directly in charge of the training

of emploj'es on these divisions. All conductors, motor-

men, gripmen and horse car drivers appointed by the cen-

tral office or the division superintendents for service on
a particular division, are first put in charge of the division

inspectors who train them in their duties and report to the

division superintendent upon their efficiency and ability

to discharge their duties. These reports usually decide

the question as to whether or not an appointee shall remain

upon the force. As a further check upon these decisions

the general day inspector and general night inspector

are detailed from time to time to examine the men on the

different divisions and render an independent report to

the central office upon their efficiency. This general

inspection serves as a check upon the division and largely

prevents favoritism and the exercise of undue influence

locally, since a division inspector knows that his work is

to be reviewed by a higher power. Stable appointees of

the division superintendents are subject to inspection by
the general stable inspector, who usually spends his after-

noons in visiting the different stables of the system, and
his mornings in his own work as foreman of the divi.sion

stables.

The general day inspector and general night in-

spector are also charged with the duty of studying the

methods of operation on different divisions, and their re-

ports thereon to the central office serve as a guide to the

general manager in his suggestions to division superin-

tendents.

By this sj'stem of careful inspection and mutual check
the working force of the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pan}' is probably not surpassed in efficiency by any in the

countr>'. The morale of the men is excellent. They are

proud of their positions, anxious to retain them, generally

satisfied with their treatment b^^ the company, and it is

believed that it would be very difficult to work iip any con-

.siderable strike sentiment among them. In fact, a recent

attempt on the part of a labor organization to bring about

a strike resulted in conspicuous failure, for, in the words
(exclusive of profanity) of the organization chief, " I was
a fool to come here. These • men on this system
are .so attached to that —— Vreeland that they won't
stand up for their own interests."

GENERAL TRAFFIC CONDITIONS.

The entire population movement within the present

limit.:> of New York City, exclusive of ferriage, stages and
cab service, amounts to nearly 500,000,000 per annum, of

which thirty-eight per cent is handled by the elevated rail-

way system, thirty-seven per cent by the lines of the Met-
ropolitan Street Railway system as at present constituted,

thirteen per cent by the lines of the Third Avenue Rail-

road Company, four per cent by the lines of the Second
Avenue Railroad Company, and eight per cent by three

other smaller sj'stems. The elevated railway system nat-

urally has a practical monopoly of the long distance riding

between the two ends of Manhattan Island, combined with
what has been, until within the last three years, a consid-

erable amount of short distance traffic—the most profit-

able, of course, for any transportation system offering a

uniform fare. The short distance traffic has, however, been
largelj^ deflected of late to certain surface lines of the Met-
ropolitan Street Railway system and the Third Avenue

Railroad Company, because of the introduction of the cable

system on several through routes presentl)^ to be described,

and the result on the Manhattan system is seen in a large

decrease in the gross receipts and in a gradual increase in

the percentage of operating expenses to gross receipts, due
chiefly to the greater proportion of long distance riding to

the total traffic.

Manhattan Island is long and narrow (see Fig. 2). The
business, financial, and to a large extent the manufacturing
district is south of Forty-second Street, while the great
residence section is north of Fifty-ninth Street, the interme-
diate district being a mixture of residential and business
areas. The general result of this distribution of business
and residential areas is an immense south-bound move-
ment of passengers in the morning, a north-bound move-
ment returning at night, and a large theatre traffic in the
evening hours, which will be referred to in detail in an-

other place. Now this total north and south bound move-
ment is limited to fourteen " through " avenues, of which
the Metropolitan Street Railway .system controls, or holds
the kej^ to the surface lines on eight, other surface railway
companies on three, while of the remaining three avenues
one is, and probably will be for years to come free from
railroad tracks of any kind, and another is devoted,
above Forty-second Street, to the tracks of the New York
Central Railroad Company. In addition to these north
and south lines the company operates a belt line, skirting

the city from the Battery to and through Fifty-ninth

vStreet, together with a number of crosstown lines and
others running irregularly between important ferries and
other terminal points.

The backbone of the company's entire system is the
cable railway running from the Battery, north through
Broadway and Seventh Avenue to Fifty-ninth Street and
Central Park. This is undoubtedly the most valuable
single street railway line in the world. At the battery it

obtains nearly all the traffic of seven ferries running
to various points of Long Island and Staten Island; it

passes thence through the heart of the great financial dis-

trict of the American continent, of which Wall Street is

the type and center; runs past the Astor House, Post
Office, City Hall and the great newspaper offices of the
city; thence serves the great wholesale district; reaches
the heart of the retail drygoods and general ladies' shop-
ping district of the metropolis; runs through that beauti-

ful hotel and theatre section which is the wonder
and delight of visitors the world over; and finally reaches
the city's great playground, Central Park. Surely such a
combination of traffic inducing influences is found in no
other city of the world concentrated on a single line, and
when it is further understood that, in addition to the enor-

mous amount of short distance traffic between the termi-

nals of this line, it serves as the trunk line for a large

number of feeders crossing or connecting with it at numer-
ous points, the tremendous importance of the Broadway
line in the transportation system of Manhattan Island

may be more readily grasped.

On the west side of the city the Columbus and Ninth
Avenue cable line, also owned by the company, runs from
Morningside Park through Ninth Avenue and Fifty-third

Street to the Broadway line, and its cars pass over the lat-

ter to the Battery. On the east side of the city the Lex-
ington Avenue cable system runs from io6th Street

through Lexington Avenue and Twenty-third Street to

the Broadway line and its cars also pass down the latter to

the Battery. Above io8th Street, on the west side, is

an underground electric system on Lenox Avenue, Lex-
ington Avenue and ii6th Street, all three lines running
to the Harlem River. These four lines comprise the
" Mechanical System " of the company, all its other lines'

being still operated by horses, though improvements in

motive power are planned on a comprehensive scale.

STATISTICS OF TRAFFIC.

Some idea of the magnitude of the transportation

problems connected with the operation of the " Mechanical
Systern

'

' may be obtained from the following figures ;
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During the year ending June 30, 1893, the company
gave an exceptionally perfect horse railway service on the

main tnnik line from the Battery to Fifty-ninth .Street.

Well kept, attractive cars were run at one minute inter-

vals during the business hours of the day, at an unusually

high speed for horse cars. This line carried nearly 30,-

000,000 passengers (including tran.sfers ; during this year,

an average of about 82,000 passengers per day for 36.5

days. In May, 1893, the company first began putting

cable cars on this Inroadway line, running them in between
horse cars, but it was not until July i that the horse cars

were entirely, withdrawn and the line operated exclu.sively

with cable cars. The number of cable cars originally

started was 125, but was increased to 150 dviring the year,

and the time interval between cars was reduced to forty

seconds. The total number of pa.s.sengers (including

transfers) carried during this first year of cable operation,

including the pas.sengers carried on a few hor.se cars on the

new Columbus Avenue line for the last two months of the

year, amounted to over 36,000,000, an average of about
100,000 pas.sengers per day.

In .September, 1894, 100 cable cars were put upon the

Columbus Avenue line, and a one minute service was
given. The traffic figures jumped at once 34,000 pas.sen-

gers per day. The Lexington Avenue track was com-
pleted in April, 1895, and the company commenced opera-

tions with horse cars, and at about the same time the

Lenox Avenue electric line also commenced operation with
horse cars. Over 50,000,000 passengers, or 138,000 per
day, were carried during the year ending June 30, 1895,
by the Broadway trunk line, the Columbus Avenue cable

line and the horse cars operated for three months on Lex-
ington Avenue and two and a half months on Lenox
Avenue.

One hundred and seventy-five cable cars were put upon
the Lexington Avenue line in October, 1895, and the traffic

of the mechanical system immediately increased 86,000 pas-

sengers per day. During the six months ending June 30,

1896, the present mechanical system, including the Broad-
way, Columbus Avenue, Lexington Avenue, Lenox Avenue
and ii6th Street lines, has carried over 45,000,000 pa.s.sen-

gers, an average of 245,000 passengers per da}'. This por-
tion of the entire system will undoubtedly carry over 100,-

000,000 passengers during the next financial year.

The service given on these cable and electric lines is

amazing. 425 cable cars and 35 electric cars are in

regular and special operation over the entire thirty-two
miles of trackage, the cars being thus .spaced at an average
distance of 365 ft. at the times of maximum service, with
average distances on Broadway itself of from 150 ft. to 200
ft. The time intervals between cars on the heavy hours of

ordinary days are about as follows :

Broadway line, to Houston St 20 seconds.
" " Houston St. to 23d St 15

"

" 23d St. to 53d St 30
" 53d St. to 59th St 60

Columbus Ave, line, from Broadway and 53d St .... 60 "

Lexington Ave. line, from Broadway and 23d St. to
To6th St 20 "

Lexington Ave. line, from loSth St. north 120 "

io6th St. line 120 "

The company's horse railwaj- lines are also well patroti-

ized as they ser\'e streets which have a large local trafBc,

while it has been possible, moreover, by the liberal system
of transfers which the company has establi.shed, to attract
business from every section of the city by way of the cross-

town lines to some one of the main avenues north and south.
The Sixth Avenue and Ninth Avenue lines south of Fifty-
ninth Street pa.ss through excellent street railway terri-

tory and reach a terminus at the Post Office through a net-
work of busy streets where a large short distance travel is

obtained. The Belt line passes through the shipping and
steamboat streets at the edge of the city, and also obtains a
great deal of traffic between steamboats and ferries, while
the cros.stown portion of the route at Fifty-ninth Street has
proven a great convenience to the residents of the East and
West Sides, since it is the only crosstown line between For-
ty-second and Eighty-sixth Streets.
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The company's other crosstowli lines on Thirty-fourth
Street, Twenty-third Street and Fourteenth Street obtain
an immense traffic, situated as they are with ferries at both
ends and the great shopping, theatre and hotel district in

the center, while the four or five more southerly crosstown
lines also obtain not a little " pick-up traffic."

now TRAFFIC IS HANDLED.

The immense value of the territory served b}' the

company's lines has been shown in the preceding discus-

sion. The responsibilities involved in the handling of an
enormous traffic of this kind are such as to call for the

greatest skill and ability on the part of the managing head
and the most perfect executive machine to carry out his

instructions. The least slip in any one of the innumer-
able cog wheels of such a machine involves serious conse-

quences—annoyances to the public, loss of traffic, and
virulent criticism on the part of the press which, when it

comes to street railway companies, notes not good things

but only bad.

Moreover, the management of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company' has not been content to sit still and
simply care for what traffic has been offered to its cars.

On the contrary, every effort is made to secure business,

and the maximum amount of business, and the story of

the various ways in which the traffic conditions of the city

are thoroughly studied and met from day to day is, in itself,

a lesson in street railway management which serves to illus-

trate the value of adapting certain steam railroad methods
at least to street railway operation of this magnitude.

In the first place, the division superintendents are

supposed to be cognizant of most of the extra traffic re-

quirements which their respective divisions have to meet.

But the full responsibilit}^ is not left with them. One of

the most important functions of the chief inspector's office

is to have accurate information of every harbor excursion,

picnic, encampment, etc., requiring local transportation,

together with an intimate knowledge of the '

' evening busi-

ness," of New York City, at all points of entertainment.

This information, the chief inspector obtains from the

newspapers and other sources, and " pas.ses the word" to

the division superintendents who have extra cars ready to

transport all out-going, or to meet all in-coming excur-

sions at precisely the right time. The .sections of the

city to which excursions of various kinds will look for pat-

ronage have come to be known by the chief inspector, and
miscalculations of the requirements are rare.

Few people who leave Daly's Theatre or Abbey's at

10:45 P.M. , on a winter's night and find directly opposite the

door a number of practically empty cars inviting their

patronage, have any idea of the intricate and carefully

balanced system necessary to accomplish this result. In
no other city of the world are the conditions so difficult to

meet. From 7:45 to 8:15 p.m., the great entertainment-

loving population of the upper West Side crowds the Co-
lumbus Avenue cable line and the Ninth Avenue elevated

line overhead in a struggle to reach the footlights of the

theatre district before 8:15 p.m. The cable cars are bril-

liantly lighted, perfectly clean, and more attractive, par-

ticularly to ladies, than the elevated cars above; every
street corner is a " station

'

' and every theatre a stopping
point, and the consequence is that in spite of several switch-

backs, placed at inter\'als along Columbus Avenue, provid-

ing for sectional travel, together with twenty-five second
intervals between cars, it is simply impossible to prevent
serious overcrowding during this half hour. A similar con-

dition obtains on the Lexington Avenue cable line on the

east side of the city. The problem at this time, however, is

not so difficult as that of handling cars for the return trip

from the theatre district in the thirt}' minutes from 10:30 to

1 1 P.M. The difficulty comes from the fact that within the

comparatively short space of thirt\'-two blocks extending
on and in the close vicinity of Broadway from Forty-fourth
Street on the north, to Twelfth Street on the south, are
found over thirty theatres, roof-gardens, vaudeville and
other places of entertainment all disgorging upon this one

main thoroughfare nearly all their human contents during
this .short time interval.

It is here that the third class of duties, previously
referred to, that the force of inspectors is called upon to

fulfill comes most effectively into play. At about ten
o'clock at night the chief inspector, the general night
inspector and a special detail of division inspectors arrive
on the scene, and are quickly distributed throughout the
theatre district, men being detailed to every Broadway
theatre and other points of concentration of the theatre
goer.s. The entire force knows almost to a minute the
time at which each theatre, running on the particular piece
of the week, drops its curtain, and works together to push
the cars through to the proper loading points. A long
line of cars starts down Broadway from the Fiftieth Street

car houses at a time such that they can take the switchbacks
at Fifteenth, Twelfth and Houston Streets so as to approach
the theatre district from the south at a time when the rush
begins. As this northbound line of cars approaches the
different inspectors stationed along the street, the cars are

passed on or stopped by a word so as to be at exactly the
right points at the right moments. An inspector whose
theatre crowd is upon him will, for example, stop the line

long enough to load up one or two cars, will start them on
with three or four empty cars following to a point further
north, then load up one or two cars more, according to the
requirements. The general result is, not that every one
obtains a seat, for this would be a physical impossibility,

but that every would-be pas.senger becomes a de facto pas-
senger and is not left on the corners to gnash his teeth at

a mismanaged company, or to walk two or three blocks to

another line. Another result is that the burden of re-

sponsibility is taken off the gripmen who have nothing to

do but to obey orders and attend to their grips, so that the
line of cars is constantly kept moving, and blockades
avoided.

TRANSFER SYSTEM.

The force of inspectors is also used by the manager
for the purpose of studying the permanent requirements
of traffic in all parts of the city, and it is largely upon their

reports that the immen.se transfer business of the com-
pany has been developed, transfer points established,

and overcrowding of particular lines of communication
avoided.

It was in 1890 that the company first began giving
transfer privileges on certain lines, bixt in a guarded and
conservative way, the idea being to experiment carefully

to determine results before going too far. The results,

however, were so remarkable that the system has been
rapidly extended until now over 150,000 transfers are issued

daily and 32,000,000 were issued in the last financial year.

It is probable that in the near future general transfer

privileges will be granted, enabling a passenger to ride

from anj^ point on the system to any other, and, in fact,

this is nearly accomplished at the present time.

GENERAL RESULTS.

It is commonly held by hard headed men of affairs

that success is the best proof of good management. Judged
bv this standard, President Vreeland nia^' well be held to

be a successful manager. In his three years of adminis-

tration he has made one great sj'stem out of a number of

comparatively petty ones; he has built and equipped what
is probably the mo.st perfect cable system in the world; he
has given the public a service such as it never knew before;

and he has built up the earning power of the property to

an amazing extent. The gross receipts in the last three

years have increased >nearly forty per cent, and the earn-

ings from operation over ninety per cent. The percentage

of the operating expenses of the entire system to its gross

receipts was, in 1893, sixty-six per cent, and in 1896,

fifty-four per cent, while in the latter year the percentage

of the operating expenses of the mechanical system to its

gross receipts was but forty-three per cent. Such a state-

ment is stronger than words.
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Power Distribution for Electric Railroads.

By Louis Bell, Pli. D.

VII.—Special Methods of Distributum.

It is quite obvioiis that the use of about 500 volts as

working potential for railway purposes entails a very

serious cost of copper on lines of any considerable length,

for in general the cost of copper for a given proportion of

energy wasted varies inversely with the square of the

voltage.

For instance, to deliver 500 amperes at ten miles dis-

tance would require, even with a gross drop of 150 volts,

about 2,000,000 c. m. of copper area weighing about three

tons per 1000 ft.; in all over 150 tons, costing not far from

$45,000, about $225 per kilowatt of energy delivered.

It is, of course, highly desirable to find means for

reducing this excessive cost and all sorts of expedients

have been tried to that end. The gross loss above assumed
is about as great as can l)e permitted, since on a line with

distributed load more loss and greater overcompounding is

likely to interfere with the proper performance of the

motors and the regularity of the schedule. Very heavy
overcompounding increases the cost of the generators and
leads to extremes of voltage. In dealuig with such a case

as that just cited the most frequently advantageous

method would be to fall back on some of the regular

methods of power transmission which will be described

later, but under some circumstances the substation involved

in these methods is undesirable, and one must either stand

the heavy expenditure for copper or adopt some special

means for reducing it.

There are several of these that are in fairly successful

use. Of those which require no special devices in connec-

tion with the motors the most generally applicable are the

so called "booster" system and the Edison three-wire sys-

tem worked 500 volts on a side. We will first consider the

former. Fig. 45 gives a general idea of its character. A B
is the line which it is desired to feed, C the main generator

connected to the track and ground return at E, and D the

boosting generator for raising the voltage on A B.

This booster is a relatively small dynamo connected in

series with the main one. Its voltage is proportioned to

the extra voltage desired on A B, and its capacity in cur-

rent is equal to the demands of A B. Its function is to

supply the energy which must be lost in the line in order

to reduce the cross section of the line copper while preserv-

ing the proper voltage and output at B. It is driven by
any convenient motive power, sometimes when small by an

FIG. 45.

electric motor. In Fig. 45 the booster voltage is taken at

200, while we will assimie that 500 amperes are to be
delivered as in the case just discussed. The capacit}' of

the booster would then have to be 100 k. w., while that of

the main generator might be anything that local conditions

on the system should demand. The effect of the boosting
system is quite obvious. The initial combined voltage
would be 750, of which 300 volts might be lost in the line.

The result would then be to reduce the copper needed in

the line to one-half of its former amount. The cost of the
boo.ster and its equipment including motive power would
be $3000 to $4000, so that there would be a net gain of

nearly $20,000 in first cost of equipment. Reckoning, as

in our previous example, interest and depreciation on this

at ten per cent, there is a gross saving of about $2000 per
year to offset the cost of the extra power lost in transmis-

sion. This extra loss amounts to seventy-five kilowatts. At

two cents per kilowatt hour the cost of the lost energy is

$1.50 per hour of continuous .service. If the boo.ster were
a part of a .system demanding the output rather .steadily for

the full day's run, .say eighteen hours, the cost of energy

lost would be no less than $9855 per year. This simply

means that it seldom or never pays to lo.se .so great a pro-

portion of energy in tran.smi.ssion. It is evident, however,
that it will pay to use the boo.ster up to about three hours

per day of service at full load. It is, therefore, well suited

for helping to tide over the times of unusually heavy
traffic.

We have already seen that these extreme loads really

determine the copper necessary for feeders, so that the

booster system, if used judiciously, may save a large

investment in copper at the cost of an amount of wasted
energy that is well within the bounds of economy. The
system is, therefore, much better suited to the operation of

long feeders than to the more general use of a .station.

Such indeed was its original u.se in incandescent electric

n * A

FIG. 46.

lighting at low voltage. It has proved for this purpose
very u.seful indeed, rendering it possible to take up the

loss in long feeders at times of heavy load, and to operate
lines too long to form a proper part of the main system.
It thus has a very u,seful field in connection with existing

plants, but it is distinctly an adjunct, not a proper general

method. Line losses which necessitate the continuous
waste of more energy than can be compensated by the ordi-

nary compound wound generators are seldom or never jus-

tifiable even in a portion of an extended system. If thus
partial they are .simply less bad than if the whole plant

violated the conditions of economy. In its proper sphere
the booster accomplishes the same end as the employment
of extra voltage in the generators in a case such as was
suggested in the last chapter.

As in every other case of heavy drop in the line the
boosting system involves certain difficulties in preserving
sufficiently uniform voltage along the whole line. When
properly applied for railway purposes it should become
the equivalent of an enormous overcompounding applied,

not to the whole system, but only to such parts of it as re-

quire reinforcement. Take the case of a simple interurban
road (Fig. 46). Its office, let us suppose, is to connect
cities C and D in addition to handling a considerable local

trafhc in D and a larger one in C. The power station,

at A, was originally devoted to the local work in C and now^
has to be utilized to operate the whole system. The dis-

tance from A to B, the center of distribution in D, is ten
miles. Under what circumstances and how may the
boosting system be profitably employed ? Let the maxi-
mum sustained output in D be 500 amperes, including
both local traffic and interurban cars. From what has
already been said it is clear that if these 500 amperes were
needed continuously the booster S3-stem would be simply a

rat hole into which the management would pour about
$8000 per year. On the other hand if the 500 amperes is

a maximum load reached normally only a couple of hours
a day, boosting could be profitably employed. No sy.stem

is better fitted for furnishing additional power over moder-
ate distances during brief periods of excessive load. Just
how long boosting could be used to advantage would de-

pend on the character of the variations in the load. The
general rule regarding the economics of the matter is that

a drop in the line great enough to necessitate boosting at

average load is never justified, while if at an economical
average drop the drop at maximum load is too great to be
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couveniently overcome by ordinary compounding, boosting
is eminently useful.

If the line A B (Fig. 46), when designed for a certain

drop at average load, say, five per cent, gives no more
than fifteen per cent or so at maximum load ordinary over-

compounding will answer admirabl3^ If, however, the

maximum load rises to five or six times the average
for which the line was designed boosting is by far the
simplest way out of the difficulty.

Suppose now A B to be fifteen or twenty miles long
and to have a heavy and fast interurban traffic. Could it

be worked to advantage by supplying current directly to

that part of the line comfortably near the power station

and feeding the rest of the line by boosting, in sections

using boosters of different voltage if necessary ? At first

thought one might be tempted to say '

' Yes'
'

, for in such
case each section would be in full action for l)ut a short

part of the day. On the other hand it should be noted
that all the energy supplied to the distant sections, be it

little or much, is supplied under very wasteful conditions,

and while such an arrangement would allow a very long
line to be served there is generally no excuse in the pres-

ent state of the art for a device so clumsy and wasteful.

It must not be understood from this that there are no
cases in which direct tran.sniission at more than usual line

loss is to be preferred to indirect trau.smission with recon-

version. Such certainly exist, but since at the present

time it is possible to transmit power at high voltage and
reconvert to direct current with a loss not exceeding fif-

teen to twenty per cent, the field for direct transmission at

much greater loss is very limited.

Boosting is perferable to heavy overcompounding,
when unusually long feeders are exposed to great changes
of load, for the reasons already suggested, and it must not
be forgotten that when the only loss is that in the line

which varies inversely as the load, the all-day efficiency

of the system may be fairly high. This matter will

be taken up again in connection with the application of the
methods of alternating current transmission to cases like

that of Fig. 46.

Better than any method of increasing the loss in the

line are various methods of increasing the working voltage.

These effect the same or greater economy in copper with
less loss of energy and are in very many cases preferable

to any boosting .scheme. Some of them are simply ap-

plicable without anj' changes in the arrangement of the

motors, while others require special motors or .special

arrangements of them.
The application of the Edison three-wire system is the

most generally known of tlie.se. Its principles are by this

time very familiar to the public, consisting virtually of

FIG. 47.

employing two working devices in series as regards the

voltage of transmis.sion, while each separate device, con-

nected between one of the transmission wires and the

neutral wire, receives o\\\y the voltage for which it is de-

signed. The application of this device to railway work is

well shown in Fig. 47. The outside terminals of the two
generators are connected to two troUe}- wires while the

neutral is connected to the track system. Hence each
motor works on about 500 volts, while the transmission of

the total energy is at 1000 volts.

In this case the neutral wire is the track, which ordi-

narily, as we have seen, has a rather good conductivitj- so
that the saving in copper is very material. If the loads on
the two sides of the system were perfectly balanced so that

there would be no steady flow through the neutral wire,
the feeder copper could obviou.sly be reckoned as if we
were dealing with a 1000 volt transmission through a com-
plete metallic circuit. For the same percentage loss of

energy the copper required will be rather less than half
that needed on the 500 volt system. The case is slightly

different from that of a lighting circuit since in the latter

we are comparing two complete metallic circuits, one of

double the voltage of the other, while in the former we are

c=ionn

FIG. 48.

comparing a very good ' 'grounded' ' circuit with a return cir-

cuit of double the voltage. In other words the track, which
as a return conductor serves a very important purpose, as a

neutral
'

' is in use only so far as the system is unbalanced
and to serve the purpose of a local conductor between
cars. To illustrate by a concrete case, suppose a load of
500 k. w is to be operated at a distance of 5000 ft. from the
station. For simplicity we will suppose it to consist of a
mass of cars bunched on a double track. With the ordi-

nary sy.stem we have the .state of things shown in Fig. 48.

+ = TiOfl

O L = 250A'.Tr.
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FIG. 49.

Using the con.stant 13 in our stock formula, the
total area of copper comes out 1,300,000 c. m. As a three-

wire system in complete balance we have the conditions set

forth in Fig. 49.
Here we employ the ordinary formula for metallic

circuits and, of course, the constant 11. The copper con-
sequently amounts to 550,000 c. m. in area and since both
leads must have this area the total weight of copper neces-

sary is as II to 13 compared with the 500 volt arrange-
ment. The enormous conductivity of the neutral, however,
renders tlie matter of balance of comparatively little im-
portance in this case.

The somewhat anomalous character of this result has
its origin in the fact that the track, which is or ought to be
a first class conductor, is fully utilized in Fig. 48, while in

Fig. 49 it can only come to the rescue when the system is

unbalanced.
This arrangement of the three-wire system is capable of

accomplishing a notable saving of copper only when the track
is so poor as a conductor ihat 14 or 15 has to be used as the

constant in the computation concerning Fig. 48. There is,

however, another distinct .species of three-wire system which
is capable of giving greater economy for certain work.

Suppose we make connections as in Fig. 50. Here
the outside wires are connected, one to an overhead line,

the other to the track, while the second overhead line

serves as the neutral. The motors may then be connected
either on 500 or 1000 volts, an arrangement which would
be valuable for interurban work with special motors.
This arrangement is not, however, suited for general use,

and .should be regarded as a mixed system, which, how-
ever, is excellently fitted for certain otherwise difficult

work. It is closely related to a booster system, the
boo.ster not being used in the ordinary way to compensate
for line loss, but to give a higher working voltage on
lines where it is needed. The two dynamos need not be
of the same voltage.

The regular three-wire sj'stem of Fig. 49 is capable of

saving from twenty to forty per cent in copper according
to the character the track return. If well balanced it, of

course, tends to greatly diminish the electrolytic action on
buried conductors and hence is desirable per se. The
saving in copper, while by no means as great as in the
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three-wire .system for lighting is still enongh to pay for

the extra trouble of installation and the expedient has been
adopted by various roads, l^alancing is accomplished by
various means. The simplest is shown in Fig. 51. Here
we have a single track road with two lines, A B and CI).
The tracks are connected to the neutral lead while the -|"

and — feeders run to the separate branches as .shown.

This balancing is not very close since it is no easy matter

2
Truck

FIG. 50.

so to divide a branched road that the loads on the two
parts shall be equal. Another arrangement le.ss simple,

but giving more uniform balance, is shown in Fig. 52.

Here the whole track is divided into .sections alternately +
and— . On double roads either one track is supplied from
the -f- feeder and the other from the— , or each track is

subdivided as in Fig. 52, the latter being the preferable

method as it preserves the loads on the two sides more
uniformly.

A zonal system might be used in large systems, all

track within one zone being supplied from the -|- side, all

in the next zone from the— side and so on. In general
however the plan of Fig. 52 carried out on all the lines as

systematically as the location of the track allows is the best

method. The sections may properly vary from a few hun-
dred to several thousand feet in length according to the

nature of the car service and local conditions. Very many-
sections should be avoided as the break pieces in the trolley

wire are somewhat annoying.
The three- wire system was tried as far back as 1889

in Milwaukee and more recently has been successfully em-
ployed in Portland, Ore.; Bangor, Me.; St. Louis, and
elsewhere.

Practically, balancing with all needful accuracy is

not a difficult matter and, as has already been noted, an
approximate balance is quite sufficient on account of the

r B

FIG. 51,

great capacity of the neutral, particularly on double track
roads.

On the whole the three-wire distribution is a very use-

ful one. The saving in copper is very material and en-

tails no sacrifice of efficiency and but little added expense
if the station is large enough to make the use of two dyna-
mos instead of one, of little moment. Above a certain size

the price of dynamos increases almost directly as their out-

put, so that a pair of machines for three-wire work would
be little if any more expensive than one large one of equal
capacity.

A curiously modified three-wire system has been sug-
gested for heavy interurban work, although it has not yet
come into use. This is connected like Fig. 51, except that

both -f- and— sides of the system are connected to trolley

wires over the same track. Two trolleys are used on each
car so that the car is a unit balanced in itself, the two
motors taking current from the -|- and— wires respectivel^^

53 shows this arrangement in diagram.
Here A and B are the generators connected respect-

ively to -j- and— trolley wires, and the track forms the
neutral. The motors C and D upon the same car take cur-

rent from the trolleys E and F and are grounded upon the
track neutral in the ordinary way. The neutral only
comes into service in the case of need for cutting out one
motor, or when one motor slips or develops faults that
might cause trouble were the motors simply in .series.

The track need not be heavily bonded with this construc-

tion since it has to carry only occasional and moderate cur-

rents. The saving in copper is the same as that already

indicated for the regular three-wire system, witli the ad-

ditional advantage that the track connections are easily

made and do not require so great and constant care as is

the case when a full track return is u.sed.

The employment of two trolleys would be con.sidered

a first class nui.sance by most electric railway managers,
but for heavy work when large currents, say a couple of

hundred amperes, are to be dealt with, there is .something

to be .said in favor of trolley contacts in duplicate. These
granted, they can be made on two trolley wires without
much extra trouble.

This .self contained three-wire system seems well

adapted for heavy interurban service, particularly in con-

junction with local service at the termini. As the motors
are comparatively independent of ground connections the

track could be more easily kept in operative condition

through the winter. The system lends itself very readily

to ca.ses like Fig. 46, in which the interurfjan cars could
well be connected in the manner described and the local

cars in the ordinary fashion of three-wire roads.

None of the methods .so far described are able to effect

a really .satisfactory saving in copper, without involving

FIG. 52.

special arrangements that are somewhat serious in general

practice. Boosters, using the word in its ordinary .sense,

waste energy in a very objectionable manner, increasing

the drop without raising the working voltage at the motors.

The ordinary three-wire .system involves complication in

the general wiring and does not secure nearly as much
econoni}^ in copper as would be desirable; the system of

Fig. 54, while giving considerable economy on the high
voltage side requires a special arrangement of motors; and
finally the self contained three-wire system, with .several

excellent properties, demands two trolleys.

What is really wanted for long interurban lines is some
way of raising the working pressure on the line, without
wasting much energy or introducing troublesome complica-

tions. It must be clearly understood that as a matter of

economy the higher the voltage the better, providing that

voltage can be utilized. If there were no practical objec-

tions to employing a 2000 volt trolley system it would cer-

tainly be used in preference to juggling with a nominal 500
volt system in the rather vain attempt to cheat Ohm's law
out of its due tribute of copper. By far the simplest way
of dealing with the long distance lines now frequently

found is to" face the matter squarely and see what can be
done in the line of a higher working pres.sure on the line

and at the motors. It is all very well to work out the most
economical methods for supplying 500 volt motors at long
distances, but all such are wasteful in the extreme com-
pared with systems working, so far as transmission is con-

V

FIG. 53.

cerned, with 1000 volts or more. Boosters and the three-
wire system merely make the best of a very bad matter.

In the early days of electric railways even 500 volts
was con.sidered rather too high a voltage for motors and
dynamos adapted to the severe strains of railway work.
A few years of experience have shown that with proper
care 500 volt apparatus is entirely reliable and in very
many railway systems the working pressure is, save at
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times of very heavy load, nearer 600 volts than 500. The
saving in copper introduced by even a moderate increase in

working pressure is very considerable, since, other things
being equal, the weight of copper required is inversely as
the square of the voltage. The following table gives the
relative amounts of copper required for a few voltages, that

necessary at 500 volts initial pressure being taken as 100.

The same percentage of drop is assumed in each case.

Volts. Copper.

500 100.0

550 82.6

600 69,4
650 59-

i

700 51.0

750 44.4
8cxD 39-1

850 34.6
900 30.8

950 27.7
1000 25.0

The actual results are slightly better, even, than these

figures indicate, since the track return gets relatively better

and better as the voltage ri.ses and the current diminishes.

To show this we may profitably take a concrete example.
Fifty kilowatts is to be tramsmitted 25,000 ft. for railway
purposes. The track is of sixty pound rail, and we will

for simplicity a.ssume that the bonding doubles its resistance.

The conductivity of the track return is then that of one
continuous line of sixty pound rail which equals 1,000,000

c. m. of copper. At 500 volts initial pressure and twenty
per cent gross loss, the drop through the track circuit

would be 27.5 volts, leaving 72.5 volts drop for the over-

head line. This requires about 379,000 c. m. At 1000
volts initial pressure the drop in the track circuit would be
but 13.75, leaving 186.25 for the overhead system, which
corresponds to nearly 74,000 c. m., a trifle less than twenty
per cent of the copper needed for 500 volts, instead of

twenty-five per cent as called for by the table.

Obviously this difference depends on the fact that one
side of the circuit is a fixed quantit}' of equal conductivity

for all voltages and currents, while this conductivity is a

factor entering the computation of the rest of the circuit

where different circuits are under consideration.

The economic value of working at higher voltages

than customary is thus ver}' evident, even if one may not

be prepared for boldly advancing to 1000 volts or more.

So far as apparatus is concerned the difficulty of .some-

what higher voltage does not appear to be verj^ serious.

With comparatively little modification the type of railway

motor now conunon could be rendered suitable for pressures

up to 750 volts certainly. The principal changes would be

in the armature winding and the commutator, which would
have to be arranged with more .segments to bring the volt-

age per bar within safe limits. W^ith the large and power-
ful motors likely to be u.sed on long interurban roads the

task is by no means formidable, and .should not involve any
serious increa.se of cost. As regards the generators the

case is similar. On very large units 1000 volts would
probably involve difficulties of some moment, since in de-

signing machines for great outputs, 1000 k. vv. and the

like, it is somewhat troublesome to keep the volts per com-
mutator segment within reasonable limits even for 600

volts. But under ordinary conditions a generator for 750
to 1000 volts is entirely feasible, and for very large capaci-

ties the direct coupled units, consisting of one engine and
two dynamos, already largely used, aie entirely available.

Such a combination, shown in Fig. 54, may be very readil}-

operated with the generators coupled in series, giving 1000

volts across the mains, or if convenient, 500 volts on each

side of a three-wire system. In some cases, where so much
as 1000 volts is not desired, a boosting dynamo may be

used with great advantage in connection with a 500 volt

generator.

At all events the question of supplying current at a

pressure considerably in excess of 500 volts is very simply

answered in anj^ of the ways mentioned.
One instinctively asks, too, why ordinary railway

motors should not be operated regularly in .series for work

on long lines, as they are very extensively employed now
with series-parallel controllers. There is no good reason
why this should not be done, save the danger of excessive
and destructive voltage in case of accident to one motor.

Of course, in ordinary series-parallel working, no acci-

dent could throw on a single motor more than the 500 volts

or so for which it is designed, while if both motors were
in series on a 1000 volt circuit, a short circuit in one of

them, would probably cripple its mate. Even slipping of

one might overload the other and imperil both. On the
other hand, serious relative slipping, throwing the load on
one motor when operating in series, is not common on the

dirty city .streets where the series connection is most u.sed,

and would be still less likely to occur on the comparatively
clean and unobstructed tracks of a long line. When one
set of wheels slips the other soon follows suit, from the

same cause, and there is usually a strong mechanical ten-

dency to equalize .slipping. Even admitting the difficulty,

there would certainly be no serious trouble of this sort if

both motors were constructed with a larger factor of

.safety for temporarily enduring high voltage than is now
the custom.

There is no momentous difficulty in the way of build-

FIG 54.

ing a motor to work regularly at 700 to 750 volts, and still

less in producing one to stand that pressure for temporary
running. And motors which will stand 750 volts at a

pinch can safely be operated two in series on 1000 volts

with a quite moderate rheostat capacity.

Of course, the question of safety enters into any and
all plans for operating at increased voltages.

Of 500 volt currents it can safely be said that they

have never caused the death of a human being in normal

health. Of shocks to employes there are thousands yearly

and the author has yet to hear of a fatal one. The deaths

from this cause heralded in the new.spapers generally turn

out to have been due to other causes. One loudly proclaimed

from Maine to California, was due to a gasoline explosion

in a car house, another to a collision with an electric rail-

wa}^ pole, and so on.

Whether this immunity may be extended to double the

usual voltage is decidedly open to question. Currents of

- 750 to 1000 volts cannot on the other hand be classed as

extremely dangerous. In any case there is no good reason

why they should not be freely employed with good con-

struction and proper inspection. In interurban work the

tendency is for the road to own its right of way as in the

case of steam roads, and in such case any desired voltage
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ought to be i)ennittcd, provided it be installed with due
precautions.

To summarize the matter, there is no sufficient reason,

electrical, mechanical or ethical, why roads of the inter-

urban class should not be regularly operated at from 700 to

rooo volts, either with special motors or with special ar-

rangements for series running.

A rise from 500 to 750 volts would more than cut

the cost of copper in two, while retaining at least the effi-

ciency reached at the lower voltage. At 1000 volts more
than three-fourths of the copper would be saved, with the

additional advantage of using standard generators instead

of those of somewhat abnormal voltage.

It is a fact to be regretted that in spite of the great

advantage of even moderate increases in voltage most of

the existing interurban roads have hastily gone ahead and
equipped themselves with 500 volt apparatus. There is

FIG. 55.

generally some conservative adviser to say, " Well I think

copper is a pretty good investment; let us stick to the

well tried 500 volt apparatus." True, copper is a very
safe investment, so safe that money once locked up in

it never gets out again, and 500 volt apparatus is " well

tried," but so also is no volt apparatus, and for a still

longer period. The point of the matter is that most men
do not realize that standard apparatus can be maae to give

good results in more than one way.
A short investigation of the interurban line shown in

Fig. 46 will show how terribly uneconomical is the method
of operating too often employed, and how the conditions

can be greatly improved without involving anything in the

least degree truly experimental.

The problem really involved in equipping roads of this

sort is as follows : given standard motors and generators

as the basis of operations, so to utilize them as to give the

greatest economy in construction and operation with the

fewest possible variations from every-day practice.

Fig. 55 shows in skeleton form Fig. 46, ready for lay-

ing out the interurban part of the system. With the main
urban system we need not concern ourselves, since the feed-

ing system would be developed in accordance with princi-

ples already laid down. The distance, A B, being ten miles

we have already seen that to deliver an assumed maximum
of 500 amperes at B would require at 150 volts total drop,

about 2,000,000 c. m. of copper, costing about $45,000.

This we will assume to be based on a dynamo giving at

full load with its overcompounding 550 volts in accordance

with ordinary practice. The voltage at the motors will

then occasionally drop to 400 volts, certainly the extreme
drop that could be tolerated. W^e have already seen that

by boosting to 750 volts and doubling the loss in the line,

the copper can be reduced by one-half. At the same time

the minimum voltage is raised to about 450, which is much
more satisfactory.

Now suppose that instead of doing either of these

things we say to ourselves, "These standard motors of

ours are intended to operate on 500 to 550 volts like the

generators, let us make them do it." In fact these stand-

ard railway motors will operate beautifully at 550 volts.

Gear them so as to get the full advantage of this voltage

and keep down the current. Without any allowance for

increased efficiency at the higher voltage the mere change
of the running voltage at maximum load from 400 to 550,
leaving other things the same, reduces the current to be

transmitted for the same energy from 500 amperes to 364
amperes. Now install a boosting dynamo as before, auto-

matically holding the voltage at B at or near 550 volts.

Using a 200 volt booster as before, we can allow 200 volts
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drop, and figuring the copper on this basis it appears that

1,183,000 c. m. will do the work. As a matter of fact

there would be an additional gain of nearly ten per cent

owing to higher motor efficiency.

The net result is that the copper needed for the work
at 500 volts is cut in half while the loss in voltage at full

load is twenty-.six per cent instead of forty as in the orig-

inal booster .system and the fjoosting dynamo it.self is for

seventy-five kilowatts instead of one hundred kilowatts.

As to the actual arrangement of the feeders, for a

system likely to involve the u.se of large motor units and
high .speeds the author prefers a decidedly heavy trolley

wire and would not hesitate in this case to employ No. 000
or No. 0000 trolley wire, putting the remainder of the cop-

per in two cables of about 450,000 c. m. each.

These feeders may be well arranged as shown in the

dotted lines of Fig. 55, one of them being carried right on
to B the other being tapped into the trolley wire at a few
points. Tlie station A is capable of taking care at the in-

creased voltage of a long stretch of the trolley wire with-
out any taps from the feeder, since a No. 0000 wire has
high carrying capacity. Transposing one of our stock

formulae

c. m. E

and a.ssuming one hundred volts drop, a No. 0000 wire can
carry one hundred amperes a distance of over three miles

unaided. The main precaution that has to be taken is to

make sure that when a load at B is forcing the boosting

system to its full voltage, a car may not be caught on a

dangerously high voltage near the .station. Perhaps the

simplest way of avoiding this contingency is to cut the

trolley wire at some point like C and feed the section next
the station direct from the generator without the inter-

vention of the booster. If the conductivity of the trolley

wire is needed up to this point for the general transmission

it is easy to reinforce the feeders between A and C by an
equivalent amount. The exact treatment of such a case

must be determined by the relative amounts of true inter-

urban and terminal traffic.

If the problem we have been considering had not in-

volved considerable local work at B, but only interurban

work up to that point, it perhaps would have been better to

operate the line at 1000 volts, using two motors in series.

This procedure would have been feasible if there were, as

often happens, an independent railway system at B. It

probably would not be often desirable to continue a 1000 volt

sj'stem through a city for general service, and in the ab-

sence of a substation or a local system there is no good
way of obtaining the lower voltage desired. The three-

wire system may often be used to advantage in doing the

terminal work connected with a high voltage interurban

FIG. 56.

line. In conjunction with boosters it may also be decid-

edh' u.seful in working a long and heavily loaded double
track line. Fig. 56 shows this arrangement, which it will

be readily seen is really a modified five-wire system. The
main generators would then operate direct!}^ an ordinary
three-wire railway system, while with the assistance of the
boosting dj'namos they would furnish current for working
a heavy suburban or interurban line in the manner just

described.

Suoh are the principal devices for operating extended
railway lines from a single power station without any trans-

formation of voltage. They are easy of application and
fairly economical, although the voltages dealt with are not
really high enough for the purposes to which they are
sometimes applied. There is a steady growth of long lines
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which cannot be economically operated by any of these

simpler methods, which at best partake something of the

nature of makeshifts. The time comes when a road be-

comes too long to be successfully worked from a single

power station even with the assistance of auxiliary dyna-

mos. A choice has then to be made between operating inde-

pendent power stations at points along the line, and sub-

stations similarly located supplied with power from a

single generating plant by the means usual to the long

distance transmission of power. The principles involved

in these important cases will be discussed latter.

Studies in Economic Practice.—Milwaukee.

By C. B. Fairchild.

The Mihvavkce Electric Railway Bulletin is the name
of a little paper published monthly bv the management of

the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company. As
it is a novel and interesting feature of street operation in

Milwaukee, it is mentioned first in this article, which is

designed as a summary of some of the practical features of

railway work observed while on a visit to that city not long

since. The publication mentioned is a six-page sheet, the

pages of which are 7 ins. X 10 ins. The issue of May i was
the first number of the second volume. The object of the

paper as set forth in the prospectus of the first number is

" to effect a closer relationship between the management
and the employes, based upon more definite understanding

on the part of the latter of the wishes and intentions of the

former, that through it as an interpreter, may be known to

all actively interested in the conduct of the affairs of the

company, the changes already made or improvements con-

templated, and the rea.sons therefor, to the end that a unity

of purpose might exist among the army of workers and
that all may seek the desired end by the same route. " In

other words it is intended to emphasize the principle of a

community of interests between employer and employe.
Manager C. D. Wyman is to be congratulated not only

that the paper has steadily grown during the year, and on
its literar}' merit, but above all that the fruits of the paper

have been manifest in an improved service and correspond-

ing reduction in operating expenses, while it is higlil}^ appre-

ciated by the men. The matter being advisory and suggest-

ive, it is regarded by the management one of the best

educational mediums ever tried. It gives the manage-
ment an opportunity to explain what has led up to the adop-

tion of certain rules or the reason why, and also gives ad-

vance information so that changes are not sprung on the

men unawares, and it serves to interest the men in the

future of the company.
Frequently complaints of patrons are published, and

when these are in the nature of a criticism they serve to

spur the men on to a more careful service. Copies are

sent to city officials and frequently to complaining passen-

gers, so that they can see that every effort is being made
to instruct the men properly in their duties. New orders

are usually first issued in the bulletin, then in the rule

book or posted in the stations. A prominent feature is

the illustration and explanation of such electrical apparatus
as can be readily understood by the men.

The managers state that the time devoted to the prepa-
ration of the matter in the bulletin is no more than is

usually required to instruct or communicate with the men
as a whole by the ordinary methods, and it saves the neces-

sity of repeating the same thing to different clas.ses of

emplo^^es. It also invites suggestions from the men and
serves as a medium through which the.se suggestions are

brought to the attention of all the others. When street

railway managers generally realize that it is instruction

and inspection rather than censure that employes require,

to make them more careful and efficient, they will doubt-
less adopt some similar method of collecting and bringing
the best fruits of general practice to the attention of their

men, with suitable instruction as to how to absorb and use
them.

WHEELS.

A reduction of fifty per cent in slid flat wheels was
made during the past winter over the year before, and the

life of all wheels increased. This was partially due to

the condition of the weather, but chiefly to a more intelli-

gent use of sand and a clearer understanding as to a proper

application of the brakes, the result of special instruction

by the inspectors. The use of sand was cut down two-

thirds and more was used in starting than for stopping.

Th.e motormen are instructed to reverse the motors in

emergency cases. A fuse is seldom blown and it is rare

that a motor is damaged by this practice. A change has

been made during the year in the make of wheels. A 350
lb.

,
thirty-three inch wheel is employed, but it is proposed

to increase the weight and cast the wheels with a solid web
instead of spokes. Wheels are bought on a guarantee of

40,000 miles and a careful wheel record is kept. Solid

brake shoes are employed, but it is proposed to use the

Christy head and slipper.

RAILS AND TRACK.

The earlv track construction of the lines formerly con-

trolled by the Milwaukee Street Railway Company, which
consisted of 79 lb. girder rail spiked directly to ties with
brace tie plates, is standing up reasonably well after a

service of four 3'ears. On the lines more recently absorbed

the flat and T rails are to be renewed. A short section of

street, in which rails of the Lewis & Fowler girder type
rested on chairs, was paved, two years since, with asphalt,

by the city authorities against the protest of the company,
which was not ready to relay the track with a suitable

construction. This is now in bad shape, the rails being

down at the joints, and the city is trying to compel the

company to repave the street when the repairs are made.
This experience shows the folly of paving without suitable

track foundation. A new type of girder rail has been
adopted by the company for the new construction. These
new rails are to be rolled in sixty foot lengths. The height

is seven inches and the base is five inches. The Falk
cast joint is to be chiefly employed, but a portion of the

track is to be united by thirty-six inch channel plates, with
eight bolts staggered. The foundation will be gravel and
ties. Some flat rails for bridge track were recently welded
in the company's shop in eighty-seven foot lengths.

ROLLING STOCK.

The rolling stock consists of one hundred and seventy-

seven closed cars and one hundred and forty-three open cars,

the average number of cars operated daily is one hundred
and fifty-three with ten extras regularly run and they are in

use for nineteen hours a day or till after one o 'clock. No
owl cars are run.

A state law requires all cars to be vestibuled by Nov. i

next. About half the equipment has already been provided

with vestibules. The motormen generally like the vesti-

bules, but the conductors do not, for it interferes with the

adjustment of the trolley. Wagon collisions increase fifty

per cent with vestibules. They also add to the weight of

the car, and the frequent breaking of the glass in the vesti-

bules is an item of expense. Vestibules furnish shelter

for platform passengers in stormy weather, which, is about

the only advantage that comes to the company from their

adoption.

Twenty new cars of novel design have recently been
bought from the J G. Brill Company. These are designed

for all-the-year-round use, being adjustable for winter or

summer service. The bodies of these cars are 25 ft. 6 ins.

long and with the platforms 38 ft. , the platforms being 5 ft.

inside. The width at belt rail is 8 ft. 3 ins. and the height

from floor to ceiling 8 ft. 3 ins. The window openings

are deep, being below the belt rail and below the backs of the

seats. The latter are of the Bushnell type with reversible

backs, and arranged with center aisle. The removable
vestibules with which the cars are fitted and the large

window openings and large deck lights make the cars suit-

able for summer traffic. The cars are mounted on Brill

maximum trucks and equipped with twoG. E. 1000 motors
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geared for a speed of from eleven to fifteen miles per hour.

The type K controller is employed. All cars are fitted

with Stanwood steps.

To train the motormen in the economical manipulation
of the controller, an instructor is employed whose duty it

is to go upon each car while in regular service and by
means of an annneter mounted on the dashboard in front of

the motorman, show him by actual test the amount of

power consumed in the operation of the cars. At the

same time the instructor gives the motorman advice as to

how and where a saving may he secured, and how to deter-

mine the sources of motor troubles. This method also

gives the instructor an opportunity to test the equipment of

each car and report as to the efficiency of its electrical

apparatus.

The cost for maintaining cars at stations or car houses,

including material and labor for light repairs to motors and
trucks, is from fifty to fifty-six cents per day. Formerly
it was seventy-two cents. A further reduction is contem-
plated by reducing the number of stations, there being
seven at present. Kach station is in charge of a day fore-

man and he has one regular repair man and one car cleaner

who come on at 10 p. m. and work till 10 a.m. next day.
In addition there is allowed at night one repair man and
one cleaner to every ten cars. All heavy repairs are done
at the shop. Repair cars before going out are tested

in the shop for electrical defects, a system of wiring being
installed with instruments located in the office of the assist-

ant electrician, so that the motors may be coupled in any
desired manner and records made from the testing instru-

ments. Each car is also tested electrically by being run
over a piece of unused track before returning to regular

service. If a car comes in after a few days' service an
inquiry is instituted by the superintendent as to why any
existing defect was overlooked by the shop men or in-

spector.

The cars on this system have been run for nearly

two years without headlights, effecting an estimated saving
of about $3 per month per car. The light reflected from
the brilliant interior has been deemed sufficient for forward
illumination.

REPAIR SHOP PRACTICE.

In a run through the shop it was noted that the

blacksmith forges were fitted with small smoke flues with
exhaust draft. The flues were but little larger than ordi-

nsLvy stove pipe, and terminated only a little way above the

fire leading there into a trunk flue, and thence into the stack.

There were no hoods above the fire. The draft was appar-

ently perfect, there being no smoke in the shop. A small

motor furnishes power for operating the exhaust fan, and
also drives the spindle in the buffing room. The tools in

the wood and iron working department are also operated

by motors. The shops are lighted at night by arc lamps
from the trolley circuit, the lamps being connected nine in

series.

The repair shop force is divided as follows: nine car-

penters, four expert painters, ten apprentice painters, five

blacksmiths, fourteen machinists in truck department,

eight machinists in machine shop, and nine winders.

The foreman of wood work is pattern maker. Any of

the carpenters operates the wood working tools for such
pieces as he may require, the motor being started up to

run the tools as required.

In the car washing department of the repair shop are

wash racks, through the floor of each of which is led a flue

through which warm air is delivered from the heating de-

partment, for quickly drying the cars after being washed.
In the armature winding department an old car regis-

ter is placed near the field coil winder and so connected

that it registers the number of turns the form makes. The
armature dressing, which is compounded by the foreman,

is mixed in a revolving barrel. In place of a locker for

hats and coats in the winding room, poles ten or twelve

feet long are used with hooks for the hats and coats. When
the garments have been hung on these hooks the pole is

raised and hooked over a pin in the wall above the floor.
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holding the garments out of the way of per.sons standing
along the side of the room.

INSTRUCTIONS.

General rules and instructions, as noted above, are

fir.st generally printed in the bulletin. The men are also

given a small book giving rates of fare, use of tickets,

fares and transfers, names of transfer points and a list of the

telephones along the line, one for every block as far as possi-

ble. At the different stations are po.sters in large type
giving station rules and crcssing rules. All posted orders

are left on the board for ten days then removed and filled,

the new men being required to come to the superintend-

ent's office and read all the rules on file. Transfer tickets

are punched for direction of use so the passenger can
take any car going in that direction. This arrangement
takes le.ss of the conductor's time for punching. A light

line punched indicates day-time, while the dark is for

night. Different colors of transfers correspond to color of

car on issuing line.

ENGAGING EMPL0YP:S.

A new form of employe's application blank has re-

cently been adopted. The questions asked are as follows:

APPI4CATION BLANK.

1. What is your full name and age?
2. Give your address in full ?

3. Are you married or single ?

4. Give your height and weight ?

5. Are you sufTering from consumption, weak kidneys, or any
incurable diseases?

6. Do you use intoxicating liquors ?

7. Did you ever attend bar, or conduct a saloon ?

8. Have you a trade or profession, if so, state what?
9. Where were you last employed, and in what capacity ?

10. When and why did you leave ?

1 1. Were you ever employed by a street railway or steam road;
if so, state when, where and in what capacity?

12. Why did you leave the service?

13. Fill out the following blanks, giving dates of your employ-
ment, and names of employers during the past three years :

14. Is it your intention to make street railway work your busi-
ness, or are you only seeking temporary employment ?

15. Fill out the following blanks, giving names, occupation and
address of not less than three good, responsible persons, who are not
related to you, and not former employers :

An applicant for a position as conductor or motorman
must be between the ages of twenty-one and forty years,

and must weigh not less than 140 nor over 200 lbs. After
his record, as shown by the application blank given above,
has been looked up and he is found to be a man of good
reputation, he is notified by mail to appear at the superin-
tendent's office. He is then sent to the physician of the
company, who examines him as to his physical condition,
a charge of $1 being made for the service. If found to be
satisfactory the applicant is then turned over to the in-

spector for instructions in the duties of the position for

which he has applied.

After a thorough drill of from two to three weeks' time,
for which he secures no wages or pay, the final action is

taken, and if his work shows him to be capable of perform-
ing the duties of the position, he is accepted as an em-
ploye, and assigned to duty on the extra list at one of the
several stations of the company. He is then required to
provide himself with a full uniform suit, etc. The entire
expense is as follows:

Medical examination
f, x.oo

Uniform suit, $16 or $ij 17.00
ITniform cap 1.75

Total I19.75

In addition to the above, conductors are required to
deposit $15 with the company as security for the money
handled by them, and must also provide themselves with
a working balance of $5 to be used in making change.

Badges and punches are supplied by the company,
but when lost by a an employe are charged for at the rate
of fifty cents for a badge and $2 for a punch.

The rate for the first three months is eighteen cents
per hour. After this period of apprenticeship has ex-
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pired nineteen cents per hour is paid, both being figured

on basis of time card time.

Below is the surgeon's certificate used for both motor-
men and conductors.

MEDICAI, EXAMINATION.

Give name, age, height and weight ?

1. Have any of 3'our relatives had consumption?
2. Have you ever had pneumonia, spitting of blood, shortness

of breathing, palpitation, rheumatism, lumbago, varicose veins,

piles, ulcer of leg, accidental injury, surgical operation, rupture?

For the Physician :

3. Are there any indications of disease of :

a Uu^gs . . Chest Measurement ^"^f^^^
Inspiration .

°
I Expiration .

/) Heart or blood vessels

c Urinary Organs including Examination of Urine
Digestive Organs ....

4. Has applicant varicose veins, varicocele, hernia, evidence of
successful vaccination ?

T-^ • 1 i. I Color Perception •

5- Eyesight
\ Distance .

6. Hearing
7. Do you recommend applicant ?

m.
in.

Motorman. Conductor.

The questions which the persons recommending any
applicant are requested to answer are as follows:

1. Do you know this man?
2. How long have you known him?
3. Is he married or single?

4. Can you vouch for liis honest}' and truthfulness?

5. Does he gamble or associate with loose women?
6. Is he loud mouthed or profane?

7. Does he use intoxicants?

8. Has he to your knowledge ever attended bar or kept saloon?

9. Have you any knowledge" of his being discharged from an}'

former position, if so, give full particulars?

10. Is he to your knowledge afflicted with any physical dis-

ability, or incurable disease?

11. Can you consistently recommend him as a man worthy of
the confidence of this company, and one to whose care the welfare of
their patrons may be safely entrusted?

All replies, are con.sidered strictly confidential.

A record laook is kept in which the names of con-

ductors and motormen are entered in order of seniority.

Besides this there is a record case in which are pigeon holes

or boxes in which all the papers and cards and reports

relating to any emploj'e are kept, also his trip slip account,

reports and any paper that will help to make tip his record.

Great care is exercised in the selection of car men for the

reason that it costs a good deal to properly train and
editcate a man as to his duties, so that it is of advantage
to have good material to start with.

employe's blanks.

Conductors are given a holder of stiff covers 9 ins. X
4 ins., the inside pages of which contain a sample of trip

slip front and back properly made out, and brief instruc-

tions as to what to do in case of accidents. This was illus-

trated in the March issue of the Street Railway Jour-
nal. In addition to his trip slip each conductor has an acci-

dent report blank of stiff cardboard that is of proper size

to fit the holder, also a defect card. There are also con-

ductors' short cards and cards showing average receipts

per car per month, also average receipts on all the cars on
that line, then the amount taken by each car, then a note
wherein the particular card shows whether the man's
receipts are above or below the average. These are filed

in the conductor's box together with a card showing amotint
turned in each month as compared with average. The box
also contains reports from counters who may have found
him short on registers.

The motorman' s record contains application, medical
examination, record of accidents or collisions and such
complaints as have been turned in against him, also a

record of broken glass or trolley cord.

At each station is a pad of blank forms, 20 ins. X 14 ins.

,

on which the motorman places the number of the car and
a report of the condition of the car when it is run in from
a trip. W'lien a reported defect is repaired the same is

noted on the right of this blank. If the night foreman
should find any defect in the car that is not reported by
the motorman the latter must explain why he did not dis-

cover it. When a car is sent to the shop a blank is sent
by the foreman to the shop station, stating what repairs are
necessary. On this blank is a record of what has been done
in the shop. This card is sent in turn to the manager and
then to the superintendent, so that each department will
know all that is done to a certain car. The badges of the
men at the different stations run by hundreds; thus all

between 400 and 500 are at one station, between 500 and
600 at another, etc. A careful record is kept as to time
report for duty either late or off duty.

A telephone record book is kept at the superintend-
ent's office showing calls for wreck wagon , time of delay on
any line and cause. There is also a large book in which
the in.spectors' reports are entered, as they are obliged to
report every hour, either in person or by telephone. If

by telephone, the book shows the point at which they can
be found. The same book contains blanks for the number
and type of cars operated, and blanks to show all delays
on line whether wire down, disabled cars, miscellaneous
accidents, condition of weather, etc., and in winter loca-
tion of sweepers.

The operating department of this system is under the
super\'ision of Geo. M. Kuermmerlein and T. E. Mitten
with the title of superintendents, and the repair shop
under the supervision of L. W. Lynn. The claim depart-
ment is supervised by G. E. Manhart.

ACCIDENTS.

The following records from the claim department
show the number and class of accidents for the months
named.

Comparative Statement of Accidents Reported.

Boarding moving ears.....

Cars starting, alighting or boarding
Fell off car on curve
Fell, alighting or boarding
Fell in, on, or off cars
Kjectraent from cars
Left moving car
Trouble, account fare
Trouble, account transfers
Disturbance on ear
Disorderly conduct
Collision on cars
Collision of cars with per.son,s
Collision of cars with vehicles
Collision of cars with animals
Frightened horses
Trolley wire injury
Electric .shock to persons
Electric shock to animals
Center pole injury
Side pole injury
Track injury
Employes injured while on duty
Injury to company's property
Miscellaneous

Total accidents .

Cars operated ....

January. February.

1895 1896 1895 1896

2 I 3
I

I I 2

3 2

9 6
2 6 I I

2 15 I 12
2 3
2 2

I 2 I

6

7 I

8 6 3 I

20 25 32 24
2 2 2 3

I I

2

2

I

I

1 3 3 5
7 7 10 4
1 3 16 3

,S6 96 75 73
147 154 147 154

The power of the Kern River, the third largest stream
in California, is now about to be utilised, the work under-
taken by the Power Development Company being nearly

completed. The fall from the end of the flume to the

power house is 201.9 ft., and the capacity of the water is

estimated at 7500 h. p. The electrical equipment will

consi.st at first of two 450 k. w. General Electric three phase
generators running at 257 r. p. m. The voltage at the

dynamo terminals will be 550 volts. This will be raised

in step up-transformers to 11,000 volts and will be carried

on six No. 4 bare copper wires to the substation at Bakers-

field, where it will be transformed down to 2000 volts for

distribution.

The current will be utilized at first to operate an ex-

tensive system of electric railroads connecting Bakersfield

with Kern and other districts. It will also be applied at

once to street and house lighting, as well as to the opera-

tion of pumps for irrigation purposes. The mines in the

mountains to the ea.st will also probably take current for

their mills, hoists, pumps, etc.

The work is being pushed to completion as rapidly as

ossible and it is expected that by Nov. I the current

will be turned into the transmission wires.
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LETFERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

Resistance of Cast Welded Rail Joints.

Cass Avenue; & Fair Grounds Railway Company.

St. Louis, Aug. 21, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
There has been mucli discussion lately concerning the

conductivity of the cast welded joint, and some have claimed
that the conductivity decreases after the rail has been
buried in the ground a short while. In your last month's
i.ssue, one of your correspondents alleged that a cast

welded joint which had shown the conductivity^ of a No.
0000 wire before u.se, had after a year's burial diniini.shed

in conductivity to a No. 00 wire. However as the length
of the wire to which the joint is compared is not stated,

the charge is rather indefinite.

The Citizens' Railway Company, of St. Louis, has
about thirteen miles of ca.st welded track. Most of this

was laid about a year ago, and tests have recently been
made to determine the resistance of some of these joints.

The method of making these tests was as follows : a large

current was passed through the joint and the drop in volt-

age across the joint measured by a delicate voltmeter, the

smallest division of which was one-thou.sandth part of a

volt. The current having passed through an ammeter, the

resistance was easily calculated from these readings.

A number of cast joints on eight j'-five pound, seven
inch Johnson girder rail were procured which had been in

in the ground in actual service a year. They had been in

special work and had been taken up when the special work
had been removed. These were taken into the shop and
the drop in voltage across them measured with different

amounts of current. The resistance for the different joints

calculated from this ran very uniformly, averaging
0.0000172 ohm, the highest being 0.000020 ohm and the

lowest 0.000014 ohm.
In order to compare this with the resistance of an

equal length of the rail itself, nine rails, varying in length

from thirty feet to sixty-two feet, were brought into the

shop and tested in the same manner. Five of these were
eighty-five pound, seven inch rails and the others were of

a smaller section. The results checked up very closely,

and averaged for the seven inch rail, 0.0000102 ohm per
foot of rail, on 86.61 ohms per mil foot.

The resistance of fourteen inches of rail calculated

from this is 0.0000119 ohm, and comparing this with
0.0000172 ohm, which is the resistance of a fourteen inch

cast joint, it is evident that the resistance of a cast joint is

forty-four per cent greater than the same length of rail.

Taking these results, the resistance of a track laid with the

cast joint will be only slightly greater than the resistance

of the rails themselves, because if the track is laid with
thirty foot rails, the length of the joints will be four per
cent, and if it is laid with sixty foot rails, only two per

cent of the length of the rails.

In order to compare the cast joint with bonded joints,

a number of rail ends were bonded with some of the ordi-

nary bonds in use and their resistance measured in the

same way. As these bonds were of several different

lengths and sections, the only way to make a fair compari-
son between them was to deduct from their resistances the

resistance of the copper wire, leaving only the resistance of

the contacts. The lowest contact resistance obtained in

this way was 0.00004 ohm, which alone is two and one-

half times the total resistance of the cast joint. All of the

bonds tested were new, the contacts bright, and the bond-
ing carefully done in the machine shop.

An endeavor was made to measure the resistance of

1500 ft. of track in the ground. An opening was sawed
in each rail, a measured current passed into the rails and
the drop in voltage measured by means of a copper poten-

tial wire strung on the poles. The complete calculation of

the results has not yet been fini.shed, but the resistance of

this length of track, each rail containing eighty-five cast

welded joints, will be fully as low as the resistance the

rails themselves. This track has been laid a year and is

subjected to heavy .service.

The casting of the joints on this road was very care-

fully done and all the rail ends were thoroughly cleaned
and brightened before the iron was poured. The conduc-
tivity in a great measure depends upon this, as a film of

oxide between the casting and the rail may greatly increase

the resi.stance of the joint. This company has never
bonded its cast joints.

Richard McCulloch, Engr.

Wheel Practice in Evansville.

EVANSVILLE, InD., Aug. 13, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

I have been much interested in the articles concerning
wheels and wheel mileages that have appeared in the

Journal from time to time. I notice several have had
trouble with sharp flanges and several remedies have been
tried which have seemed to relieve the trouble in part.

Sharp flanges mean not only a waste of power, but shorter
life for the wheel, and the cause should be in\-estigated

and removed if possible. A good example of the loss of

power occasioned in producing sharp flanges is found on
some of our steam roads on the Western prairies. Train-
men often find it impossible to make time with a train if a
strong wind is blowing against the side of the train, as the
wheel flanges are continually being crowded against the
rails on the side opposite the wind.

Quite frequently .sharp flanges are caused by improper
mating of the wheels. The mating of wheels should be
done only by persons thoroughly understanding the busi-

ness. The wheels should be measured and not calipered.

A pair of calipers large enough to caliper a thirty-three
inch wheel will spring so readily that a machinist could
easily make an error of j'^ in. in diameter. The result

would be that the larger wheel would crowd ahead all that
the truck would allow. The flange on the small wheel
would then be pressed continuously against the rail and
slipped in. during each revolution. This is bound to make
the .smaller wheel wear off faster than its mate, thus mak-
ing matters worse all the time instead of better.

In mating wheels the wheel should be laid on its

hub, the face of the wheel cleaned of any dirt that may
be on it and then the ci)-ciimference of the wheel measured
with a steel tape. Wheels can easily be mated this way ,so

that their circumference will not vary more than -g^ in. , a
result which cannot be secured by calipering.

We were annoyed a great deal with sharp flanges till

we took the matter up, and we have come to the conclu-
sion that our sharp flanges were caused by improper mating,
as we have never had a .sharp flange where the wheels were
mated in this way,

The following is the mileage made by the last fifteen
pairs of wheels we have taken out.

74,136 79,734 60,087.8
64,208.5 .';4,58S 53,191.6
63,166.3 55.250.3 84,764.2
94,647.5 72,050.6 75,615-6
48,884.2 73,244.9 81,193.3

The average of this record is 68,984.8 miles.

The smallest mileage made by any pair of wheels we
have taken out within a year, except those that have been
taken out because they had been slid', was 38,634 miles
and the largest mileage made was 100,287.7 miles. Our
road is quite level, only having one grade of importance,
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but it was 235 ft. to the mile. It has, however, many
curves of small radius. Two styles of truck were used,

one with a six foot six inch wheel base and the other with
a seven foot wheel base. Sand boxes were employed on
about one-half the cars. No sand cars were used. We
have had very little trouble with wheels being made flat by
being slid.

The mileage on the above wheels is the actual mileage
made by the cars while on regular trips. The mileage
each car makes each day is figured from the trip sheets

and a record kept of it, and the above mileage is taken
from that record.

The following are the headings used in our Wheel
Record Book.

Maker.
Number of Wheel.
Put Under.
Taken Out.
Mileage.
Why Taken Out:
Car Number.

W. L. Stockton,
Electrical Engineer.

Conductorless Cars and Brakes in Oakland.

Highland Park & Fruitvale Railroad.
Oakland, Cal.

,
Aug. 10, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

In equipping this line with electricity we tried the

experiment of using some of our old horse cars as motor
cars and operating them without conductors. These cars

were successful in demonstrating that cars can be safely

run with one man, but after eighteen months' service were
abandoned on account of

'

' structural weakness. '

' Ancient
horse cars cannot stand the strain of fast electric service.

We would have built new cars on the same plan, but
familiarity with the " one man" proposition caused us to

experiment with our double deckers, with the result that,

excepting on Sundays, we now run all cars with but one
man who acts as motorman and conductor. No fare boxes
are used, but instead the motorman carries a portable

register. Following our example, several other roads are

now running branch lines with one man.
Our cars are single-enders, so have to be turned

around at each end of the line. We use Ys instead of

turntables. In backing cars around the Y we do not re-

verse the trolley. By a slight adjustment of the trolley

pole, the wheel takes the right wire at the overhead switch,

and if the motorman keeps his eye on the rope there is no
danger of damaging either the line or the trolley pole.

Of course, I know that most managers frown upon this

practice, but we know that it meets our needs, saves time
and enables the motorman to remain at his post.

I enclose a photograph of a patent brake lever with
which all of our cars are equipped. We have been using
this device for over eighteen months with entire satisfac-

tion. The cost is considerably less than the ordinary
lever, with absolutely no repairs.

The photographs represent the brake in place on the

platform with the dash removed. When at rest the brake
lever is about level with the top of the dash, close to the
motorman's right hand. The controlling stand is placed
on the left hand side of the platform as usual.

To the standard or pedestal is attached, by bolts, a

casting with an interior channel. In this channel a verti-

cally movable post is fitted. In the upper part of this

post, upwardly projecting sides are formed, which serve as

fulcrums for a pin upon which the lever and cam turn.

These levers can be of any length sufficient to give the
requisite power for the operator. Usually it is twenty-two
inches long. The cam is also made large or small in ac-

cordance with the length of the handle and amount of

chain required to be taken up in order to properly set the
brake.

The chain fits in a groove around the periphery of the
elongated cam. The lower end of the chain goes through
a two inch hole in the floor, thence around a direction

pulley in the brake rod. The leverage increases as you
pull back the handle. At the start considerable chain is

taken up with a leverage of about 5 to i . When the shoes
are set to the wheels, but little chain is required, but a
higher leverage is necessary. Thus we have about 16 to i

(no " free silver" ratio, though), so it requires no effort on
the part of the motorman to apply the greatest power.

While there is a pawl on the side of the handle, which
engages with a ratchet, this is not used when operating the
brake. It is there simply to hold the brake set when
leaving the car or when applying "reverse" in an emer-
gency; thus there is no danger of sliding the wheels as the
motorman can " feel" them through the lever.

BRAKE OFF. BRAKE ON.

In order to compensate for variation in length of

the chain, caused by changes in load, wear of shoes and
connecting parts, and to maintain the proper relation be-

tween the cam and these movable parts, the vertically

moving post which fits into the channeled casting attached

to the pedestal, is fitted with a ratchet and pawl. It is

easily raised or lowered to suit all conditions. When the
slack chain becomes too great, a link or so must be taken
up in the chain under the platform.

The brake is operated either parallel with or at right

angles to the dash. The men are furnished with stools to

sit on, as the brake can be operated as easily sitting down
as standing up. J. E. Morris, Supt.

The Steam Truss.

Chicago, July 3, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
The idea that the steam truss should take the place of

the ordinary street car construction when eight wheels are

substituted for four, is a mistaken one. It will be very
desirable on our suburban roads to use straight sided cars,

yet within city limits, they are practically out of the ques-

tion, except where they come in on the tall trucks which are

now usually considered necessary for rapid transit in the

suburbs. In the first place, the steam truss is not built

with sufficient care to stand the racket of street car work.

Even on double trucks the street car is not as well handled

as cars on the steam road. Its loading is decidedly unequal

and it runs over shorter curves and has more crossings

than any steam car.

The steam car truss is made of a number of small

pieces, every one of which needs to be carefully fitted, have

a sound, fair bearing and the toe or window rods must all

be taken up equally. If neglected, as street cars usually

are, such a combination of individual trusses is likely to

give worse wear than the coach side now employed. In

the building, unless great pains is taken and unless truss

rods are used, the expected strength is not likely to be

found.
If, on the other hand, a truss is to be built into the

side of the car as it has been practiced by many steam car
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constructors, the arch plank or truss being halved on to

the posts, we are confronted with two dangers. One is

that the work, in the first place, will not be done with care

so as to give all of the plank and the posts perfect bearing
on each other, and the second one is that the shrinkage of

the wood which takes place in time no matter how thor-

oughly it be dried will leave the bearings more or less open
and the cars will drop out of shape. These trusses being
built up and not adjusted, the car will have a hog-back ap-

pearance after a short service. When once such a car

changes shape nothing can be done to bring it back to its

normal camber.
Again, the double truck street car is by no means on

the same basis as the steam car. Theoretically, it is carried

on two bolsters which are supported at points and, conse-

quently, the trucks are free to rise and fall independently
and the body is not twisted and wrenched as in ordinary
street car work. Practically, this is not the case. The
eight wheel car is carried on four points. As side bearings
are generally used on street railway double trucks, when
one side of the truck rises the body twists on account of the

side bearings and is wrenched and strained to almost as

great a degree as on the four wheel truck. The chief gain,

I think, of the eight wheel over the four wheel car, is that

the eight wheel car does not gallop, but the strains of the

body in other respects are very similar, if not identical, with
those of the four wheel car, and we are by no means ready
to abandon the street car side for that of the steam car

truss.

W. C. T. F.

Four Post Cars.

Chicago, Aug. 15, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

I have had very little experience with four post cars,

but on a recent journey I saw several cars constructed in this

way and made observations upon them, which may be of

interest. If a car is to be built with only four posts, these

should certainly be of much larger size than is usually con-

sidered necessary. For electric service, I think it would
be preferable to make them fiat and put them upon the

floor frame with their long side parallel to the side of the

car. The head piece, having a broad bearing upon them,
will give sufficient strength from side to side to resist

swaying. By means of their great fore and aft depth they
will be better able to resist the momentum of the roof in

stopping, starting or pitching.

The roof itself, when supported at the four corners
only, ought to be framed very differently from the ordi-

nary car roof. The side of the raised deck should be a truss

much deeper than usual, and of sufficient strength to carr}^

the trolley stand and pole. Really, the roof should be
framed with the idea of carrying the whole load from the

ends, consequently the carlins become unimportant mem-
bers, while the lower and upper plates of the raised roof

have to be depended upon as upper and lower chords of the
truss supporting the roof. What is ordinarily the plate

resting on the posts ought to become a much lighter mem-
ber than usual, since its function is reduced to that of hold-

ing the ends of the carlins. I do not think much of the

idea of intermediate posts in the framing of a so-called four

post car. When they are of iron they have too little stiff-

ness to amount to anything more than supports for the
hand rail. When of wood they are so slender and insig-

nificant as not to give any strength worth mentioning.
I do not see why an open car, with seats back to back

in the center, and two aisles upon the outside, should not
be built upon an entirely different plan from any that has
been proposed. Why not place posts and braces between
the backs of the seats? Light posts at this point, with
diagonal rods, would give a strength to the v,hole super-
structure of the car, equal, if not superior, to that of any
box car. An entirely new form of roof would then be pos-

sible, and a strong and altogether novel car would result.

The ordinary violations of the fundamental principles

of mechanics are inexcusable, and, like other .sins, have
iHuiishments from which there is no escape. For myself,

i would rather be excused from purchasing or using cars

of this description. Not long ago I had occasion to inspect

some old cars, built, I judge,
'

' in the year one.
'

' Their roofs

were covered with canvas, without roof boai'ds. A lighter

roof, I think, I have never seen, and although it was car-

ried on ])()sts of \'ery moderate dimen.sions, and had been
run f(jr many years over one of the roughest tracks that

has ever been seen, yet the car was in good condition, and
the roof had done what roofs .should do, it had kept water
ax^ay from the woodwork of the car. I argued from this

example that if cars must be built with only four posts for

carrying the roof, it would be better to use bent carlins,

and cover them with canvas, than to attempt the present

style of raised deck, with hinged sa^sh, ventilating windows
and all the accompanying features which increase weight.

C. S. C.

Couduclorless Cars.

Birmingham Railway & Electric Company,
Birmingham, Ala., July 6, 1896.

Editors vStkeet Railway Journal:
Referring to letters in your May and July issues in re-

gard to
'

' Conductorlcss Cars,
'

' I beg to state that on one
division upon which we operate seventeen motor cars, we
use fare boxes and have had better results than when we
used conductors. We also find that we have fewer acci-

dents than when conductors were on the cars. We believe

that one man on a car in full charge is more particular than
when two are on and the resjDonsibility divided. We have
another division upon which we run six motor cars with
trailers, running to a lake resort, where conductors are a

necessity.

J. B. McClary, Supt.

Practice iu Lebanon, Pa.

Lebanon & Annville Street Railway Company.
Lebanon, Pa., July 31, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
A few words from this section may, no doubt, be of

interest to some of the readers of your valuable journal.

We have twenty miles of track, seventeen cars, of which
thirteen are closed and four open, two Westinghouse equip-
ments, two G. E. 800 and thirteen Edison. The number
of our cars in daily service is seven. We do not furnish
our power. We do our own repair work however, me-
chanical and electrical.

Three men are employed in our car house, one day
foreman and assistant and one night man.

The expen.se of operating seven cars during 1895 was
$65.52 per day or $9.36 for each car. This includes wages,
power, material, overhead and track repairs, but does not
include taxes and interest.

Our line runs through the finest part of our beautiful
Lebanon Valley, a distance of thirteen miles, Myerstown
being the eastern terminus and Annville the western, with
Lebanon midway. This valley is not, as quite a number
of our Eastern friends suppose, a coal center, but instead,

a great farming region. It certainly is at this time a per-

fect " panorama."
Chas. H. Smith, Supt.

A Large Trolley Party.

An extensive trolley party was given July 15, by the
Knights of Pythias over the lines of the Calumet Electric
Street Railway Company, of Chicago. Fifty-four cars,

making a procession one mile in length were required.

25,000 guests were carried, together with six bands of
music and two drum corps. The cars ran over a circuit of
about forty miles.
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Car Construction Details.

The engraving herewith shows the inside of a panel

near the end of one of the long cars recently built at a

prominent car companj^'s shops for the West End Railway
Company, of Boston. The lower ribs are mortised into the

sill and screwed to the middle, or belt rail. The other ribs are

mortised into both rails, and are secured to the panels by a

series of glue blocks put on with hot glue. Over these

blocks the canvas is placed. The careful attachment of

these blocks adds materially to the .security of the panels

which, in this case, are rather wider than usual. The care

with which they are rubbed in place is evident to the prac-

tised eye by the appearance of the glue, etc.

An error appears to have been made hy the designer,

which has escaped the scrutiny of the various processes

through which the plans have passed. The cross sill comes
iinder the side sill, with a deep shoulder against it, but is

not mortised into it. The right angle malleable casting,

shown in the bottom of the engraving, is used instead.

Two bolts go down through it and through the cross sill,

and two horizontal bolts hold it against the .side sill, going

AN ERROR IN CAR BUILDING.

through the latter in its upper half. Three bolts go down
through the side sill at the same point into the tongue of

the cross sill. This makes five bolts passing through the .sill

within a distance of, perhaps, three inches. W'hat makes
this the more destructive is that the heads of all these bolts

are boxed in flu.sh, either on the top or side of the sill.

A safer method, and one which would have really detracted

little from the strength of the timber, would have been the

use of a piece of malleable or strap iron coming over the

top of the sill and down upon the cross joist. Two vertical

bolts would have been sufficient to hold it in place and
would have answered every purpo.se. As these cars are the

first of this particular design which have been built, the

construction will undoubtedlj- be changed.

An alternative construction, which would have the

advantage of spacing the bolts further apart, might have
been obtained b}' using a twisted stirrup.

The suggestion has been made that veneer panels

would be very suitable for use on car bodies. No one
seems to find any fault with the idea. The only objec-

tion brought up has been the neglect with which cars are

treated and the length of time which passes between the
paintings. It is supposed that if allowed to go for even a
short time without paint the veneer would be ruined.

This w^ould not be a bad thing if it compelled more frequent
painting of cars. It would at least be an economy for the
railroads.

The " Ghost Chill."

Car wheel makers are familiar with a form of iron

which when used in wheels produces what they term a

"ghost chill." By this they mean a chill which while
having the appearance of great depth and hardness is weak,
crumbly and soft. Such a chill is quite unfit for use,

and yet to the unskilled eye presents no marks by which it

may be detected.

In speaking of the " ghost chill," one of the leading

wheel manufacturers recently said:
'

' There is nothing surprising about the ability to de-

tect what is called a ' ghost chill ' in fact now-a-days I

should think it would be a good deal more difficult to find

one of the opposite kind, considering the work of a great

many car wheel makers. The character of chill mentioned
is produced by the use of manganese, which makes quite

a coarse crystal in the chill surface of a peculiar shape so

far as its angles are concerned. The fractured surface is

brilliant and might be supposed to be extra hard on that

account; but as a matter of fact the iron is in many cases

po.ssessed of less resisting power to wear than might be ob-

tained from special manufactvires of iron that were not
chilled at all.

'

' The methods of some wheel makers, are so crude
when considered by one familiar with the subject as to make
one wonder whether the actual knowledge of the mate-
rial and quality of wheels is something so far beyond the

information that should be possessed by railway officials,

who are generally posted on similar lines.
'

' The use of manganese in car wheel mixtures is per-

haps responsible for more trouble experienced with wheels
of late years than any other one thing, as with it wheel
makers are able to use cheap non-chilling irons in scrap

and to convey a quality of strength and appearance of chill

that would seem to indicate a good wheel. Manganese is,

however, an unreliable as well as an un.satisfactory con-

stituent. The varying temperature of the furnace in

which the mixtures are melted causes the manganese to

take on different conditions in the metal when cast; its

presence is excessive in some wheels and almost en-

tirely lacking in others; and generally speaking the result

is about the same as might be expected in the case of a

man who being in poor health and condition tried to keep
up his strength by the use of artificial stimulants. The
result at best can only be temporary, and the breakdown
must come sooner or later. Of cotirse, the wheel makers
have not been entirely responsible for many of the condi-

tions of operations on electric railways, which would have
caused more or less failures in any case; but to the extent
that certain wheel makers have promoted unsatisfactory

conditions by continually offering wdieels at lower prices,

they are resjionsible for the poor results that have
done so much to injure the reputation of the chilled

wheel. '

'

We may add that a wheel with a ghost chill can
without difficulty be drilled through what should be the
hardest part of the chill, where the metal should be hard
enough to cut glass.

As to w'earing, such a wheel will not wear at all. The
soft metal grinds away at once and the wheel is flattened

and thrown out of service in a very short time.

Some companies are giving up the use of Babbitt lin-

ings in their car wheel boxes and casting the boxes entirely

of Babbitt metal. When the bearings wear out, the entire

box is returned to the Babbitt dealers who allow, it is said,

the original price, less about six cents a pound, making
the total cost comparatively little.

The towms of Norwalk and Stamford in Connecticut
are united by electric railway now, the tracks of the Stam-
ford Street Railway Company and of the Norwalk Tram-
way Company uniting at Noroton Hill. Through cars are

being run between the two cities.
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LEGAL NOTES AND COMMENTS.*

Edited by J. Aspinwall Hodge, Jr., and George L. Shearer,

OF THE NEW YORK BAR.

Exclusive Franchises to Operate Street
Railways.

It can be asserted, on the authority of one of our lead-

ing text books on the law of street railways, that no ques-
tion is more perplexing, and none has so severely taxed
the ingenuity of legislators and the learning of judges as

those which have arisen out of the conflicting rights of

different street car companies who have sought to occupy
the same street. None of the most vital of these questions
can be yet said to be .settled by any general consensus of

authority. We have not the temerity to attempt a solu-

tion of them, but a brief statement of a few of the contend-
ing basal principles of the law on either side of some of

them may be interesting to our readers.

Where an exclusive franchise is claimed, four or five

documents have to be examined in each case before the

question to be considered can be di.scus.sed. The consti-

tutional legislative enactments of the state where the road
is located; the charter of the road; the charter of the city

or community granting the franchise; and the franchise

itself, besides the common law, including some very elastic

portions of it.

It is quite manifest from this statement that no gen-

eral rule can be applied which will surely solve the prob-

lems of a particular case.

The constitutional and legislative enactments vary
with every state.

The charter of the companj^, restricted as it often is

by the general law under which the company is incorpor-

ated, is rarely of such a character as to, of itself, pre-

vent the acceptance of a franchise granting the most
exclusive rights. Even \\'here the charter limits the term
of the existence of the company it has been held that the

franchise, being assignable, it may be valid in perpetuity,

notwithstanding that the company making it passes or is

to pass out of existence by the very docimient which cre-

ated it.

The charter of the city or community granting the

franchise may so limit the powers conferred that no
franchise for the exclusive use of streets can be granted;

and the courts hold that municipalities cannot grant exclu-

sive franchises unless authorized by explicit legislative

enactment. {Nezc Orleans C. <2f L. R. R. v. City of
Orleans, 11 So. Rep. yS. )

The franchise itself is a privilege, conferred by the

state, which could not be exercised, except in the pursuance

of such a grant; yet if granted upon valuable considera-

tion, as is ordinarily the case, it is within the constitu-

tional provisions against the impairment of the obligation

of contracts. For most intents and purposes it is a con-

tract, although there are cases by its terms where it is

merely a license, which may be withdrawn. The wording
of the franchise, the questions as to whether the companj'

has fulfilled all conditions precedent, and has paid a valu-

able consideration, either in money or by undertaking to

fulfill obligations on its part, are all to be considered in

determining whether in any particular case the company
has acquired a valid exclusive right, which cannot be taken

away.
On the one hand we have the argument ably set forth

in the decision of a United States Circuit Court to the

effect that an exclusive franchise having been granted to an

Indianapolis company, the company having entered upon
certain obligations and fulfilled the same, a contract has

been made and no act of the legislature or of the city can

*Communications relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 32 Nassau Street, New York,

impair its obligations without the consent of both parties

to it. ( Citizens' Street R. R. v. City R. R.
,
56 Fed. Rep.

7/(5/ 5. c. 64. Fed. Rep. <5/7. ) In that case it was held that

an attempt on the part of the city to grant rights to a com-
peting road was void by virtue of the constitutional pro-

hibiticMi against any law impairing the obligations of a

contract.

On the other hand, it is argued that, since the street

is dedicated to the public for the use of all vehicles, unless

there be some restriction of the use at the time of the

dedication, no limitation imposed can be held to be valid

which in any way prevents such use, either by ordinary

street vehicles or by the cars of a competing road.

Mr. Booth in his work on Street Railways puts the

case in the form of a dilemma. He says, " It would be in-

" consistent to declare, on the one hand, that a railway,
" constructed at street grade to accommodate local travel,
" is a public highway to such an extent, at least, that

"abutting owners cannot prevent its operation, and, on
" the other hand, that it is so far private and exclusive as
'

' to prevent a similar use of the same street by others.
'

'

But perhaps this dilemma may be avoided by the sug-

gestion that it is within the discretion of the city authori-

ties to grant an exclusive right to one company on the

ground that a multiplication of cars or tracks would im-

pede public travel. In a Michigan case it is held that a

municipality cannot so multiply tracks as to interfere with
the rights of the general public in the street. (St. R. R.

of Grand Rapids v. West Side St. R. R.
, 48 Mich.

, /jj.

)

Closely connected with the questions under considera-

tion is the right, which is often regulated by statute, as in

New York, of a new company to use the tracks of an es-

tablished street railwa}-.

In a case decided by Judge Pryor within a month with
reference to these statutory enactments he cites cases

wherein it has been construed and where it has been held
to be constitutional. {Ce^itral Crosstown R. R. v. Met. St.

R. R., N. V. Law fo2irnal, Aug. 6, 1896. ) He says, " By
'

' the section of the railroad law above cited it is provided
'

' that ' no street surface railroad corporation shall con-
" ' struct, extend or operate its road or tracks in that por-
" ' tion of any street, avenue, road or highway in which a
'

'
' street surface railroad is or shall be lawfully con-

'

'
' structed * * * without first obtaining the consent

" ' of the corporation owning and maintaining the same.
'

'
' .j.27id Street R. R. v. s^th Street R. R. ^2 Super. Ct.

'
' '

2S7; Matter of^^th Street R. R. 102 N. Y.
, j/j-.

)' '

'

Thus in New York the right being once granted to a
road upon a given street and exercised, there is, what ap-
pears to be, an exclusive grant ( subject however to cer-

tain provisions contained in section 102 of the Railroad
Law. ) But it is interesting to note that, in the last case
cited by Justice Pryor, the Court of Appeals says, that the
legislature

'

' may hereafter in its discretion remove the
'

' restriction ( the consent of the existing company ) and
" abrogate the condition," but we take it that this would
not apply to a case where the original grant to the com-
pany was an exclusive one in the nature of a contract.

In the solution of the problems which we have sug-
gested, rather than discussed, in the brief space which is

at our disposal, the courts show a growing tendency to

consider- the general public good in each particular case
rather than technical rules of law. Manifestly, therefore,

the whole course of judicial decisions in any given state

may be determined by the case which is first presented,
and rules laid down, for subserving of the public good
in that particular case, may bind the court in subsequent
cases, which, if they had been presented first to the court.
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might have led to the enunciation of different principles.

It can hardl}^ be expected, therefore, that we shall have a
homogeneous law upon the subject throughout the coun-
try, e:ven where the decisions in the several states are not

determined or modified by statute.

On the one hand, the courts will frown upon the

granting of an exclusive franchise to the use of any street

dedicated to public travel, and on the other hand, they
will protect capital invested upon the faith of a valid

obligation existing between the company and the city, for

which a valuable consideration has passed. H.

ORDINANCES, FRANCHISES, ETC.

Iowa.—Where a city has by ordinance established a new grade
for a street, but has done nothing towards raising the street surface

to conform to it, a street railway conijjany, which is granted the
right to construct a track through the street, is liable to abutting
property owners for damages resulting from laying the track at the
later grade, in the absence of an express provision authorizing the
act.—(Stritesky v. City of Cedar Rapids, 67. N. W. Rep. 271.

)

Ohio.—Rev. St. |^ 2501-2505, 3437-3443, provided for the
manner in which street railroad grants might be renewed, which
was in effect by the concurrent action of the board of public works
and the city council; and, where onl}' one of the boards has acted in

the matter, there can be no implied renewal from a grant authoriz-
ing the substitution of electricity for horses as a motive power, and
under which the company has expended a large sum in making the
substitution.

Where a street railroad company was granted a right to occupy
streets for a term of years on payment of a stated license fee for

each car, and after the expiration of the term, without a renewal of

its grant, or subsequent provision by the cit}' for license fees, it con-
tinued the occupation, the company was a mere trespasser on the
streets, and not liaVjle for the payment of license fees after the ex-
piration of its contract.— ( Cincinnati Inclined Plane Ry. v. City of
Cincinnati, 44 N. E. Rep. 327.

)

New Jersey.—The special Act of Mar. 11, 1S72 (P. L. 1S72, p.

512), which authorizes the Camden Horse Railroad Company to
Iniild a railroad or railroads on " anj' public road or highway ex-
tending from the city of Camden into the county of Camden," does
not empower the company to build a railroad upon a public highway
no part of which touches the city of Camden, but does empower it to
build more railroads than one upon the highwaj's mentioned in the
Act.

A municipal consent to the laying of " a street railroad" in and
along the streets of the municipality is not a consent to the laying
of two distinct street railroads.

If a company has legislative power to build a railroad on a des-
ignated street, provided the municipal authorities consent thereto,
and it commences to build such railroad without nmnicipal consent,
the municipal authorities cannot grant to another company the ex-
clusive right to build a railroad in that street, without giving to the
first company notice and an opportunit}' to be heard.—(West Jerse}'
Traction Co. v. Camden Horse R. R. Co., 35 At. Rep. 49.)

Colorado.—An ordinance granting a franchise to a cable com-
pany provided by sections 8 and 9, that the companv should " con-
struct culverts in such manner and at such points on its lines as the
city council shall reijuire and designate," and reser\'ed tlie right to
pass ordinances in reference to the operation of the railway, and
also reserved the police and legislative powers with respect to the
streets used. A later ordinance required the company to " furnish,
construct, put in place, and maintain ''^ all necessary con-
duits and syphons for carrying surface water across or under" the
streets used, at all points where the track crossed any street. A
further ordinance made any defective or filthy drain a nuisance.
The railway company constructed culverts under the streets, termi-
nating at either end in syphons whose bottoms were considerably
below the bed of the culverts, as required by the city authorities.
Held, that the ordinance requiring the construction of sj-phons im-
posed a burden on the company not within the intendment of the
reservation of the franchise ordinance, and was therefore invalid.

2. The word " maintain" as applied to the syphons, means to
keep in repair; and, since a failure to keep them clean and in a sani-
tary condition in no way impeded the flow of water through the cul-
verts, the company was not responsible for their unsanitary condi-
tion.—(City of Denver v. Denver City Ry. Co., 45 Pac. Rep. 439.

New Jersey.—Act 1893 (P. L. 1893, p. 241), i, 2, empowered
city authorities, by ordinance, to authorize street railroad companies
to substitute electric motors in the place of horses, as the propelling
power of their cars, and to authorize the use of poles in the streets,

with wires thereon to supply the motors with electricity, and to pre-
scribe the places in which such poles should be located. The Act
did not confer on the companies any rights beyond those vested in
them by their charters. Held, that such ordinance did not per se
create an additional easement.

The Act did not confer on the companies the right to acquire
private property by the exercise of the right of eminent domain, but
only the right to erect poles and use the trolley system, so far as the
public easement is concerned, with a view to the public convenience
in the use of the streets; and, when poles were erected at points

designated by the ordinance, there was not a taking of private prop-
erty without compensation, within the constitutional interdiction.

Where the privileges granted by the Act are made the occasion
of unlawfully injuring the owners of abutting property, by using
cars of great size or weight, or by running cars at an unusually high
speed, such acts of the company are ultra vires, and redressible by
action at the suit of the injured party.—(Stater v. Trenton Pass. R.
Co.

, 34 At. Rep. 1090.

Maryland.—The " park tax " provided for by Acts 1882, c. 229,
and Acts 1894, c. 550, is a tax on the gross receipts of " street rail-

way companies " in the city of Baltimore, imposed in consideration
of the franchise accorded such companies to locate and operate their

tracks on the public streets, and has no reference to an electric rail-

road originally constructed outside the city, on a private right of
wa}% purchased, by legislative authority, from a turnpike company,
though a portion of such line is subsequently brought within the
city by an extension of the territorial limits.—(Mayor, etc., of Balti-

more V. Bait., C. & E. M. Pass. R. Co., 35 At. Rep. 17.)

Pennsylvania.—Act May 14, 1889 (P. L. 211), does not limit

corporations chartered under it to the right to build, passenger rail-

ways on " streets " properly so called, but authorizes the building of

such railways through boroughs, and over township or country
roads.

The charter of a street passenger railway company, granted
under Acts May 14, 1S89 (P. L. 211), covered the route on which
the road was built, and it had the consent of the local authorities,

of all the owners of property along the roads occupied, and of those
through whose property its line passed. Held, that a railroad com-
pany whose tracks were crossed by such street railway, and which
owned no land abutting on the streets or roads occupied by such
passenger railway, could not dispute the passenger railway com-
pany's rights to construct and operate its road over such streets and
roads.

But where such passenger railway passed over an overhead
bridge which was not built originally for use bj- a .street passenger
railway, and which passed over such railroad company's tracks, the
railroad company was entitled to be protected from the danger to it

and its passengers arising from the use of the bridge by the street

railroad company.—(Penn. R. Co. v. Greensburgh, J. & P. St. Ry.
Co., 35 At. Rep. 122.

)

Connecticut.— 2. Act 1S93 (Pub. Acts 1893, p. 308; provides
that when a street railroad company is given the right to construct

a railway or lay additional tracks in a city it shall, before proceed-
ing to do so, present to the mayor and common council apian,
showing the streets in which it proposes to lay its tracks, the loca-

tion of the same as to grade and the center of the street, etc.

;

and that no company shall construct or lay additional tracks except
in accordance with a plan so approved. Act 1893 requires the com-
pany to keep the street in repair between its tracks and two feet on
each .side of them. Held, in case of a street railway company which
had tracks in certain streets of a city, and which, on being granted
power by the legislature to lay additional tracks in other streets

thereof, presented a plan showing the particulars required by Act
1893, that, as cities have all powers necessary to the attainment and
maintenance of their declared objects and purposes, and as one of

the objects and purposes of the city in question, declared by its

charter, was the maintenance of highways within its limits in safe

and proper condition, and the provision of means for payment of

expenses thus occasioned, the city could make its approval, subject

to the condition that the company annually pa)^ the city a sum
which should be just compensation for the new expenses to which
the city would be annually subjected in the maintenance and repa-

ration of the streets on which the additional tracks were to be laid,

though it could not require compensation for such expenses as were
occasioned by tracks already in use. Torrance, J., dissenting.

5. For a city to condition its approval of the plan of a street

railway company for additional tracks on the company's annually
paying a certain amount towards the new expenses in maintaining
the streets occasioned by the presence of tracks, is neither the lay-

ing of a tax nor the charging of a license fee. Torrance, J., dis-

senting.

3. A revised city charter (Sp. Acts 1895, p. 359, 'i 23) gave the

common council pov/er to make such orders as it deemed fit to pro-

vide for the placing and maintenance of fenders on electric cars.

After such Act went into eiTect, a public Act, which went into effect

immediately, was passed, giving the railroad commissioners exclu-

sive jurisdiction with respect to ordering such fenders on street cars,

and repealing all inconsistent acts, resolutions and by-laws. Held,
that the city could not thereafter make it a condition for approval

of a plan for a street railway that the company keep its cars at all

times equipped with such fenders as should be satisfactory to its

street committee.
4. The city could make its approval of the plan of the street car

company for additional tracks conditional on there being no aban-

donment of the tracks already laid, and on there being trips there-

on as often as every twenty minutes; especially as Act 1893 gave the

mayor and common council exclusive direction over the relocation

or removal of tracks permanently located on a street, and authorized

them to order resumption of operation of any line which the com-
pany should cease to operate. Torrance, J., dissenting.—(Appeal of

Central Ry. & El. Co., 35 At. Rep. 32.)

New Jersey.—In a contest, raised in a certiorari proceeding,

between two street railways each claiming the exclusive right to lay

its track in a certaiji street, the prosecutor failed altogether to show
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its own interest in such controversy. Held, that the prosecutor had
no standinji in court to ([uestion the right of its adversary.—(vState

—

West Jersey Traction Co.—Prosecutor v. Board of Public "Works of

City of Camden, 33 At. Rep. 966.

)

Ohio.—Where a street railway company was authorized by ordi-

nance to construct single or double tracks, side tracks and turnouts
on certain streets, an injunction will not lie to enjoin it from con-
structing a side track or turnout in front of plaintiff's premises,
though it had previously operated with but one track. If plaintiff

sustained any special damages, his remedy was at law.—(Oviatt

V. Arkon vSt. R. Co. 2 Ohio N. P. 84.

)

I^IAHIIJTV FOR NEGWGENCP:.

Colorado.—The conductor of an electric railway car assumes,
as a matter of law, the risk of injuries received in falling from the
car, due to the failure of the company to construct the car with a
guard extending outside of the wheels, so as to prevent a person's
foot from passing under the wheels of the car.—(Denver Tramway
Co. v. Nesbit, 45 Pac. Rep. 405.

)

PKnnsyi^vania.—A person riding on the bumper on the rear of

a street car, without the knowledge of the conductor, is, as a matter
of law, guilty of contributory negligence, so as to prevent a recovery
for injuries occasioned by the car upon which he was riding being
struck from the rear by another car.— ( Bard v. Penn. Tr. Co., 34 At.

Rep. 953.

)

U. S. Court.—A street railway company which, in removing
snow from its tracks, piles it up in the part of the street out,side such
tracks, and suffers it to remain there in masses which constitute an
obstruction to travel, in violation both of its general duty and of a
local ordinance requiring it, in removing snow, to distribute it

evenly over the street, so as not to interfere with the free use of the
same by the public, is responsible for the injuries suffered by a trav-

eler on the street, whose horses take fright, though not in conse-
quence of any fault of the railway company, and whose carriage is

upset by coming in contact with such mass of snow before he is able
to regain control of the horses.—(McDonald v. Toledo Con. St. Ry.,

74 Fed. Rep. 104.

)

Indiana.—Where the evidence is absolutely silent as to the
acts of decedent from the time he left a street car at a street

crossing till he was struck by a street car moving in the opposite
direction on a parallel track, and such interval was long enough to

have permitted him to cross the street in safety, i1 will not be pre-
sumed that he was free from contributory negligence, though the
car was run over the crossing in a reckless and negligent manner.

—

(Evansville St. R. Co. v. Gentry, 44 N. E. Rep. 311.

)

Louisiana.—The lineman of the defendant companj', in the
discharge of his duty, was ordered to take down a guy wire from an
electric pole and guy tree. The pole had not been securely planted.
It fell on the lineman, inflicting injuries of which he died. The
vice of construction was latent and concealed. The officers of a pre-
ceding board of management had been notified of the defect. The
company is not relieved vmder the plea of want of notice, although
the present general manager had not been notified, but the preceding
manager or superintendent.

The lineman did not voluntarily place himself in a dangerous
position.

The employe is not bound to know latent, but only patent, de-
fects.—(Bland v. Shreveport Belt Ry., 20 South Rep. 284.

)

Rhode Island.—Where a street cai company, authorized by
charter to build a street railroad, lets a contract for constructing the
road to an independent contractor, without an}' agreement as to the
particular manner in which the work shall be done, it is not liable

for injuries caused hy a wire stretched across the road by such con-
tractor or in the course of the work.

The rule that a railroad company cannot delegate to a contrac-
tor its charter right to constiiict the road, so as to exempt it from
liability, does not extend to the use of the ordinary means emploj'ed
for its construction, but to the use of such ordinary powers as the
corporation itself could not exercise without first having complied
with the conditions of its charter.

A charter of a street railroad company, which provided that it

should be liable for the negligence or misconduct of its agents and
servants in constructing the road, does not apply to the negligence
of an independent contractor.—(Sanford v. Pawtucket St. Ry. Co.,

35 At. Rep. 67.

)

Alabama.—It is not, as a matter of law, contributor}' negligence
under all circumstances, to attempt to board a moving train. In an
action against a street railway company for killing plantiff's intest-

ate, all the witnesses fixed the place of the accident midway be-
tween two streets. Two witnesses for plaintiff testified that the
train stopped at said place, when said witnesses and deceased, with his
arms full of bundles, boarded the cars, and that the train started up
with a jerk, which caused one of said witnesses to be thrown back-
wards, striking deceased, who was then on the bottom step, and
throwing him to the ground. Two witnesses for defendant and the
train employes testified that the train was moving at from four to

seven miles an hour when deceased attempted to board it, and that
the train did not stop between said streets: and one of said witnesses
testified that no one was with deceased at the time he attempted to
board the train. A city ordinance prohibited trains from stopping

between .said streets.—Judgment for plaintiff reversed and new trial

ordered.—(Birmingham Ry. & El. Co. v. Clay, 19 South, Rep. 309.)

Iowa.—Evidence that plaintiff on getting into his wagon,
which had an inclosed toj), making it neces.sary for him to lean out
to see back of him, looked and saw no car coming; that a block
further on, he looked back and saw no car; that a block further,

he was .struck by a car coming from the rear; that he was driving
between the street car track and the curbing , the distance between
which was nine feet four inches, into which the car projected eight-

een inches; that his horse was walking, and that he, though atten-

tive, heard no sound indicating the apjiroach of the car; that the

car was nmning down grade at a high rate of speed, and no signal

of the approach of the car was given—justifies the verdict for plaint-

iff—(Wilkens V. Omaha & C. B. Ry. & Bridge Co., 65 N. W. Rep.

987.)

Nkw York.—A driver of a wagon, in attempting to cross a

cable track while a car was 150 ft. distant, is not, in law, guilty of

contriljutory negligence because a collision results through failure

of the gripman to make any effort to moderate the speed of the car.

—

(McDonald v. 3d. Ave. R. Co., 37 N. Y. vSupp. 639. j

Indiana.—A ])erson injured by another's negligence cannot re-

cover for any aggravation of the injury, caused by his failure to use
ordinary care in securing medical treatment and in continuing the
same so long as his injuries appear reasonaVjly to require it.

The burden of proving that plaintiff's injury was aggravated by
his failure to u.se ordinary care in procuring medical attention is on
defendant.—(Citizens' .St. R. Co. v. Hobbs, 43 N. E. Rep. 479.)

Georgia.—There being no error of law, and the evidence for

the plaintiff, though decidedly in conflict with that introduced for

the defendant, being sufficient to warrant a finding that the defend-
ant was guilty of negligence, and that the plaintiff could not, by the
exercise of ordinary care, have avoided the injuries he sustained in

consequence thereof, there was no abuse of discretion in denying a

new trial.—(El. Ry. Co. of Savannah v. O'Connor, 24 S. E. Rep.
405-)

EXCESSIVE DAMAGES.

Nebraska.—A farmer, twenty-four years of age, was thrown
under a car from which he was alighting, and received injuries, con-
sisting of a cut in the fleshy part of his heel, and the laceration and
bruising of the muscles of his ankle, which, however, would not re-

sult in permanent disablement. He was in bed some eleven weeks,
during which time he suffered more or less pain, and was compelled
to use crutches after getting up for some time, and lost, as the result
of the accident, about a year's time. Held, that a verdict for $6300
should be reduced by I1300.—(Fremont, E. & M. V. R. Co. v.

French, 67 W. Rep. 472.

)

Iowa.—A verdict for ^4000 in favor of a single woman, twent)--
one years old, earning about 1175 a month as a stenographer, for a
personal injury, was not excessive, where plaintiff was confined in
bed for five weeks, during which time she had difficulty in breathing,
and suffered intense pain in her leg from inflammation of the bone;
that such pain continued up to the time of the trial, a period of
seventeen months, and was likely to be permanent; that plaintiff

walked with a limp, and still suffered pain in her chest when she
leaned fonvard; that she had been able to do no regular work since
the injury, and had paid some |2oo for medical treatment and nurs-
ing.—(Bryant v. Omaha, &C., B. Ry. & B. Co., 67 N. W. Rep. 392.)

EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY ACT.

Texas.—Act May 4, 1893, defining who are fellow servants, does
not, in referring to " any railway corporation," include street rail-

way companies, so that a street railway company is not liable for in-
juries to one of its servants which were caused by the negligence of
a fellow servant.— (Riley v. Galveston City R. Co., 35 S. W. Rep
S26).

EQUITY—SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.

Alabama.—Where a contract for an unexpired term of years im-
poses on complainant the rendition of continuous mechanical serv-
ices demanding the highest degree of skill, and on defendant the
duty of maintaining costly machinerj', and the dail}' use of cars
moved by electricity on the line of its railway, a court of equitj' will
not decree a specific performance of the contract.

The complainant has an adequate remedy at law by terminating
the contract for defaults of defendant.—(El. Lighting Co. of Mobile,
v. Mobile S. H. Ry. Co., 19 South Rep. 721).

EJECTION OF PASSENGER.

New York.—In an action for wrongfully ejecting plaintiff
from defendant's car, a request to charge without qualification that
defendant was not liable if the conductor's conduct was willful or
malicious, or if his acts were done with a purpose of his own, was
properly refused, because a master is liable for the acts of his ser-
vant within the general scope of his employment while engaged in
the master's business, and done with a view to the furtherance of
his business, whether the act is done negligently, wrongful!}-, or
even willfully.—(Burns v. Glenn Falls & St. R. Co., -,8 N. Y. Supp
856.)
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OUR October issue will be a special and exceedingly

beautiful Souvenir Number prepared in honor of the

American Street Railwaj^ Association, whose annual meet-

ing is held next month. For some time past we have been

collecting material and arranging for the writing of a num-
ber of special articles which will be of great interest to

those connected with the street railway industry. It is

probable that the unusual labor involved in bringing out

this elaborate Souvenir Number will make it difficult to

deliver it to our subscribers on the regular date of publica-

tion, but we believe that their patience will be rewarded

with an issue which in beauty and value of contents will

have few equals in the history of technical journalism.

I
'HE work of the American Street Railway Associa-

tion has been promptly and energetically taken in

hand and carried out this year by the officers and Execu-
tive Cofflmittee, and there is every promise of a remark-

ably interesting and successful meeting at St. Louis next

month, with an attendance which will largely exceed that

of any recent convention. The year's work was well

started by the publication of the Annual Report within

ninety days from the date of the Montreal convention—

a

record which has never been equalled in the history of the

association. An early meeting of the Executive Commit-
tee was held at St. Louis, at which the papers were deter-

mined upon, the headquarters selected, the general plan of

the year's work laid out, and the local organization for ar-

ranging the details of the 1896 convention effected.

The local committees immediately went to work under

Captain McCuUoch's energetic direction, and everything

has been carefully thought out and plans made for the

comfort and pleasure of the visitors. The hotel selected

as headquarters has long been famous both East and West
for hospitality and good cheer. The association is fortu-

nate in having the use for its meetings and exhibits of a

building of ample size and at reasonably convenient dis-

tance from the hotel headquarters. Nearly all of the

minor drawbacks which have been found at several of the

recent conventions, will be absent at St. Louis, and such

as may be inevitable will be borne with cheerfulness by the

visitors in the large overcompensation of the enjoy-

able features. The local committee has given time and

money most liberally to the work of proving to another

great association how well justified is the reputation of

St. Louis for the cordial entertainment of conventions of

this character. The ladies attending the convention will,

in particular, be treated with special consideration, and

entertainments, lunches, receptions and "functions" of

various kinds will make their stay in St. Louis a thing

long to be remembered. The papers to be read by Messrs.

Bowen, Akarman, Wymaii, McCulloch, Willard and Kellj'

deal with problems of much importance to managers, and

have been prepared with great care and after extended cor-

respondence, in order to condense the widest possible ex-

perience into the conclusions drawn. It is surprising that

in times so dull as these, applications for space should be

so large and should cover so wide a range of industries.

Already between sixty and seventy manufacturers have

applied for space, aggregating nearly 20,000 sq. ft., out of

a total of 32,500 sq. ft., including aisles and waste space,

at the disposal of the committee on exhibits—the largest

space, by the way, ever given over to this purpose at any

convention so far as we are aware. More applications will

doubtless be sent in during the next fifteen days and will

be heartily welcomed by the committee, which will award

space to the best interests of the applicants so far as may
be possible. Special trains will be run from New York,

Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsbtirgh and Chicago, while

others from Western points will probably be arranged for.

% * * *

Member companies of the Association should not for-

get that their representatives will be called upon at St.

Louis to vote upon the amendments to the constitution

recommended for passage last year by the Executive Com-

mittee, and the delegates should be empowered by their

companies to vote upon the financial questions involved, so

that it may not be found at St. Louis, as was the case at

Montreal, that manj' delegates felt themselves unauthor-

ized to commit their companies to any proposition involving

larger dues. There is chance for much difTerence of opinion

regarding these propositions. Considerable doubt has been

expressed by street railway managers as to whether any

large amount of information can be obtained by the secre-
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tary for the use of members which will be
'

' worth the can-

dle.
'

' Many hold that the fact that street railways are gov-

erned by state and not national laws would make the legal

precedents of one state valueless in the other, and would so

remove from the secretary 's enlarged field of action a branch

of study which might otherwise be thought to be an impor-

tant part of his duties. The belief has al.sobeen expressed

that the science of street railroading under the new condi-

tions of mechanical and electrical motive power is not suf-

ficiently settled down to make the collection of operating

or other data at present generally useful. In order to ad-

vise intelligently with street railway companies upon ques-

tions of infringements of patents, the .secretary must needs

employ, and at considerable expen.se, patent experts of the

highest grade, and even their opinions are by no means in-

fallible. All the.se arguments are made, and beneath them

all is, undoubtedly, the feeling that larger dues cannot be

afforded in these times of great business depression. It

seems to us that the real prolilem in the matter is the one

of finding the right man to undertake a work of this char-

acter. It is possible to .so handle the work that the effort

would be wasted and results would be absolutely worth-

less and worse than worthless, because delusive. It is

possible, on the other hand, to collect data that would be

of extreme value to every member of the Association. It

all depends upon the man—his training, his .skill, his powers

of analysis and his gra.sp of street railway problems. If

the right man is found, the secretary's office may be easily

worth to the As.sociation ten times its cost ; with the wrong
man, the smallest sum paid ma}' be utterly wasted. With
regard to the other questions at issue, it seems to us that

the changes recommended are in the right line.

THE experiments with compressed air motors on two

New York City lines have been undertaken in the

hope of finding some method of propelling cars by mechanical

power, without going to the large expense of installing

the cable or the underground electric systems. On many
of the lines in New York City, no material increase of traffic

caused by the introduction of improved motive power can

be hoped for for the reason that the horse railway service

is already so frequent and so rapid as to make any improve-

ment in these two most important elements of traffic prac-

tically impossible. The Twenty-third Street horse cars,

for example, now get all the traffic probably to be ob-

tained from those w-ho would use the line even with im-

proved motive power, and this is the case with most of the

other crosstown lines with which there is little competi-

tion. Now to equip these lines with the cable or the under-

ground electric system, costing from $50,000 to $100,000

per mile, means that the interest on this large additional

investment must be made out of the saving in operating

expenses alone, and this to probably would be impossible to

accomplish. The companies would therefore gladly wel-

come the advent of a thoroughly sucessful mechanical, air,

gas or storage battery motor which could be proven as

economical in operation as horse cars, for there are many
important collateral reasons for doing away with horses

wherever it is possible to do so, even without the prospect

of any large saving. Whether or not there has been suffi-

cient advance made in compressed air motor work to war-

rant the hope that the motors now being tried in New
York will be more successful than those used abroad, is

yet a matter of doubt, as the exact workings of the new
apparatus are for the present withheld by the inventors.

There is no doubt that good work has been done by the

Government and private investigators during the last few

years in the line of more economical use of compres.sed air,

but when all is said and done there must be many solid

advantages proven by the advocates of compres.sed air in

order to outweigh the tremendous disadvantages of recip-

rocating parts, sometimes imperfect traction, valve diffi-

culties and general complication of the apparatus. In any

event no one need expect, we believe, that compressed air

will be as economical in operation as the overhead electric

.system, or that it will have anything like its flexibility and

reliability in .service.

THREE cent fares have proved a failure. After a fair

trial of a year under the most favorable conditions

they have been found insufficient to pay the necessary ex-

penses of operation, care for current renewals and provide

a fund for the replacement of those portions of the equip-

ment which are constantly wearing out or becoming

antiquated, but which have a longer life than one or

two years. This is the verdict, according to President

Pack of the Detroit Railway Company, of the widely

heralded experiment in that city, and is exactly in line

with the prediction published in the Street Railway
Journal at about the time that the road was inaugurated,

of what must necessarily take place. Two and two can-

not be made to make more than four by any system of

arithmetic, and those who hope by some combination of

the figures to produce a result which will look something

like five, will find that as time goes on the product will

assume such a growing resemblance to four that at last its

identity with that number will be unmistakable. So a

new road, by charging little or nothing to depreciation,

can earn large profits or carry passengers at lower fare, so

long as its equipment remains new. But renewals, like

death, taxes and some other disagreeable things which we
would all like to avoid if we could, w-ill come, and then the

question of what the true operating expenses are is deter-

mined. The franchise of the Detroit Railway Company
relieved it from almost all taxation and all paving, the

lines as laid out by the company were extremely short, and

with no old track and rolling stock as
'

' assets' ' it was in a

better condition to make the three cent fare a success, if it

were possible, than most roads. These grants were sub-

sidies in another form; and if a road were subsidized suflB-

ciently, it could carry pas.sengers for nothing at a profit.

The fact that the Detroit Railway could not make money
even under these favorable conditions shows upon what a

narrow margin of profit street railway companies really op-

erate. A loss of twenty per cent of their gross receipts

following a reduction of fares from five to four cents, would
send half of our best paying roads into bankruptcy, and

would so cripple the others as to make improvements in

service practically impossible. A further reduction of

twenty per cent would make them all shut down. The
actual fare in Detroit, owing to the fact that the three cent

fare meant eight tickets for a quarter and cash fares were

five cents, averaged about three and a half cents, but even

then they could not be made to show a profit. The much
mooted question as to whether or not the public will ride

enough more frequently at a three cent fare to make the

gross receipts equal to those under a five cent fare hais

been settled most decidedly in the negative so far as

Detroit experience is concerned. The company will there-

fore make some arrangement with the old company by
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which it can reduce the number of its cars except on the

best paying hues, as its franchise does not permit higher

fai'es.

The Effect of Free Silver on Street Railway
Employes.

How would the great working force of our street rail-

way systems—a force numbering, perhaps, 250,000 men
—be affected by free silver in the United States ? Would
it be benefited or injured?

In thinking over such a question as this, a man nat-

urally looks upon it from two points of view—first, " How
would such a policy affect my personal interests? " second,
'

' How would such a polic}' affect my country at large ?
'

'

Street railway employes who have heard the silver

question discussed know that iheone great argument made

for free silver is that it will raise the prices of farm pro-

ducts, all manufactured goods, and wages. When the free

silver orator talks to the farmers he lays great stress upon

the increase in the price of fanning products; when he is

talking to laboring men he says nothing about increased

prices for the necessaries and luxuries of life, but only

talks about how wages will be increased ; and finally, when
he is fortunate enough to secure an audience of business

men and manufacturers, he discourses glibly upon the ter-

ribly low prices ruling at present on all manufactured arti-

cles, and promises an improvement.

Now it does not take an exceptionally clear head to

see that if the prices of everything, including wages, are all

raised in the same proportion, the average man will be no

better off than was the case before. In other words, if

an increase in \vages, nicasiired in dollars, does not increase

the purchasing power of a man's daily work, measured in

food, clothing and toys for the children, he is no better off

than before.

Let us see what the sound money men say about

these claims of the silver men. In the first place they

freely admit that prices of farm and manufactured pro-

ducts will go up. In fact they claim that this is one of the

strongest arguments against the free coinage of silver as

regards the laboring man, for it compels him to pay largely

increased prices for everything which he has to purchase.

The sound money advocate refuses to believe, how-

ever, that the wages of the laborer will rise, or at least

will rise in any proportion such as to make the purchasing

power of a day's Avork under free silver anywhere near as

great as it is to-day. Wages will surely lag far behind

prices of commodities in any rise which may take place

and Ex-President Harrison's statement that "the first

dirty errand of a dirty dollar is to cheat the workingman '

'

will be verified.

The reasons for this sluggish movement of wages

may be looked for in several directions. In the first

place, there is little question in the minds of employ-

ers and business men all over the country that a wide-

spread financial panic would follow the election of a free

silver candidate. Even now, when there is only the re-

mote fear that his election is possible, business is at a

standstill and failures are becoming more frequent with

the difficulty of borrowing money and making collections.

Even the free silver advocates admit that there is likely

to be a serious panic in the general rearrangement of

values that will follow the adoption of free coinage, but

say that after this panic the country will go on freely and

joyously to higher prices and great prosperity. Now this

prosperity may come to the silver mine owners and some
of the debtors of the country, but the question we are

considering now is how is the laboring man to be bene-

fitted. If his employers are poor or have just passed

through insolvency, are his demands for increased wages

likely to be met with favor ? If his empl'oyers have got to

spend more for supplies and wages than they have ever

done before, how are their extra profits, promised by the

free silver people, going to be realized, and must they not

go out of business rather than put wages up to such a

point that the working man can live as comfortably as he

does at present.

If these sound money arguments are true in regard to

labor in general, how much more will they apply to street

railway labor. A street railway company cannot possibly

raise the price of its one saleable product—passenger

transportation. It is fixed by law or by the charters of

the different companies, usually at a five cent rate. More-

over, the companies are obliged to pay their interest in

most cases in gold and would undoubtedly have to pay a

considerable premium on the money that they receive, to get

this gold. Their prices for supplies are going up, accord-

ing to the free silver programme, and with all these bur-

dens upon them, can they afford to also increase the wages

to their men ? On the contrary it is far more likely that

many of our street railway companies will fail outright,

unable to carry on business and pay operating expenses

and interest. How much chance of increased wages would

the street railway employes of an insolvent road have ?

Finally, there is the second question referred to above
—-the general influence of the free silver policy upon the

prosperity of the country in general. Every true Ameri-

can loves his country, is proud of it, wishes it to stand high

among the nations of the world, with untarnished honor

and credit. Every American is proud of the wonderful

way in which this country has paid back, since the civil

war, $3,000,000,000 of debt. Are we at this time, when

less than $1,000,000,000 remains to be paid, willing to re-

pudiate a part of this obligation by saying to the world that

we will pay in silver what we originally received in

gold? Are we to permit the disease of repudiation to

spread among our people? Shall the insurance companies,

savings banks and national banks be allowed to pay in

silver to their policy holders and depositors that which they

have received in gold? Are we to deliberately take rank

as a nation with Mexico, India and South American Re-

publics (which are on a silver basis) instead of with England,

Germany, France, Russia, Austria—the great and power-

ful nations of the world? A thousand times " No !
" Every

consideration of patriotism, honor and self interest makes

it the urgent duty of each right thinking American citi-

zen to work with all his voice and influence against the ter-

rible incubus of repudiation and disaster to employer and

employed alike, which is sought to be put upon this

country by the free silver heresy.

An exceptionally violent thunderstorm occurred in

Chicago on Aug. 2 1 , and burned out several of the outside

connections in the station of the Chicago City Railway,

but as duplicate cables are used on all the outside connec-

tions, the operation of the road was not disttirbed. The
arrester saved the machinery in the power house.



Some Lessons in Cc»r Construction Taught
by 01(1 Cars.

By W. E. Partridge.

The tliree old cars represented in the accompan3dng
engravings were built at a period so far antedating the
present that it cannot be exactly determined, so far as can
be ascertained. One gentleman upon the examination of

them stated that he thought they came into existence
about the year 1866; they were certainly not built later

than 1869. They were originally lior.se cars, and ran over
a track which for irregularity, unevenness, looseness of

joints and general badne.'^^s cannot at the present time be
equalled anywhere within the United States. Mornings
and evenings they were crowded; in the middle of the day
they jogged along with one or two passengers, and on
Sundays they were full all day long and the people hung
on to the dashboards. After fifteen or twenty years of this

kind of service, during which time they
probably never received a coat of paint

or varnish, and only such repairs as were
absolutely neces.sary, electricity was in-

troduced as a motive power. The road
being in the neighborhood of a great

city, and having a large population to

serve, adopted the new motive power, and
the old horse cars were fitted up with
motor trucks, and trollej-s were put upon
their roofs.

The first of these, shown in Fig. i

,

was the No. i car of the road. It was
well built so far as its framework was con-

cerned, although the panels were not

continuous, and there were many fea-

tures of construction that would not be
used at the present day. The only

strengthening which it had was a 2 in.

X 4 in. piece of oak extending along the

bottom of the sill from one end of the

truck to the other. The other cars weri fitted up in

about the same manner. They had been built, however,
by other manufacturers, and did not stand the racket

quite as well. Had it not been for a decided outcry on
the part of the public and a threatened unfavorable legis-

lation, it is not improbable that these .same cars might
have been running to the present day, instead of having
terminated their usefulness after four or five years of

electric service.

Fig. 2 was an open car with a canvas roof. Fig. 3

was an ordinary box car. While none of these cars can

be said to be of absolutely poor construction, yet some
were superior to others. In Fig. i the camber of the roof

is apparently little changed and the lines of the belts and
of the sills are straight. The roof covering, which is

apparently the .same put on when the car was built, is in

fair condition. The panels have held their own remark-
ably well, though in the center a hole has been knocked
through the side and repaired by the insertion of another

piece. Their good condition on both this car and that

shown in Fig. 3 is very largely due to the fact that the

road was a suburban one and did not meet with as much
heavy teaming as a city line.

Fig. 2 teaches a number of very important les.sons.

The posts here were unfortunately rather light and their

attachment to the letter board was not made as secure as it

.should have been. In fact, the letter board appears to

have been a panel secured only by .screws and not gained

or halved on the posts as it should have been. The result

of this is the longitudinal crack going clean through the

board and the cutting off of the .screws which has taken

place at nearly every po.st. Although this roof is of can-

vas unsupported by boards, yet it appears to be tight all

over the car. The natural tendency of painted canvas to

swell has caused it to bag between the carlins and to be-

come very unsightly. This roof has held its shape how-
ever somewhat better than could have been expected.

The trolley truss, which gave the trolley pole very little

support, has come down, but it must be remembered that

there were no iron carlins in this roof, and that the trolley

truss was not in every ca.se supported from carlins which
rested on the top of a post.

FIG. HORSE CAR CHANGED TO ELECTRIC CAR, NOW DISCARDED.

One of the greatest sins in the construction is the
method by which the running board was supported. The
step irons or brackets were cut into the sill from }i in. to

in., so that they were flush with the outside face. This,

in one way, was equivalent to taking off that much thick-

ness from the sill, but as these notches were square across

the timber they acted like breaks already begun, and as a

consequence the sill cracked through nearlj^ the whole
thickness, starting from one of these notches just over the
axle box. Another piece of bad management in putting
the motor truck in place was cutting out an inch from the
under side of the sill, so as to make the iron top plate of the
truck flush with the bottom. A crack started from the
end of this notch. It is probable from the position in

which the cars were standing at the time the photograph
was taken that the sma.shed hood was not the result of

actual we'ar and tear, but came from the careless way in

which the cars were run upon the side track where they
are at present dropping to pieces from decay. The ruin
of the car shown in Fig. 2 may be said to be due to bad
design partly coupled with bad workmanship, but when
the atrocious treatment which it received is considered the
wonder is not so much that the car went to pieces, but that
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it stood so many years of severe usage. It must be pre-

mised however that it is a considerably younger car than
Fig. I. The panels at the posts were rather poorly con-

structed. The seat ends have split away from them in

some places, and in others have cracked and gone to pieces

in a way that is not at all complimentary to the manufact-

FIG. 2.—OLD OPEN CAR.

urer. Their weakness had something to do with the

racking of the roof.

Fig. 3 is a box car from another manufacturer. The
body has held its shape fairly well, although the posts

have sprung outward at the top, giving it the appearance
of having more than its proper camber. The roof has
gone down, even the trussed trolley board being unable to

save it. Here we come to one of the peculiar features of

monitor roof building. There was no lack of strength in

the timbers or carlins to hold up the trolley. It was sim-

ply impossible in the old fashioned method of construction

to make the joints at the angles in the carlins strong
enough to stand the strain. To-day we put in iron carlins

well be imagined. It may be taken for granted that from the
time it left the shop until the day it went on to the side

track the only attention the canvas received was at un-
certain intervals a coat of paint. The letter board parted
from the post and was reinforced at a later date by a piece

of iron nailed around the corner. As this iron went out-

side of the upper moulding, it probably
answered not only the purpose intended,

but the other more destructive one of

conducting the drip down along the post

to the inside of the car.

How severe the service was may be
judged from the fact that the paint has
gone almost all over the panels down to

the bare wood. In this car there were
many decayed posts, and the plate was
broken in several places. Several errors

were committed in the design of this car

which helped to the destruction, the roof

especially being weak and the arrange-

ment of the ventilators such as to give

a fewer number of posts on the side of

the raised room than was desirable.

The cars in Figs. 2 and 3 are a most
marked contrast in their condition to that

of Fig. I, which is in a remarkably good
state of preservation and at the time it was
condemned could without much difficulty

have been repaired and made to do good
service for many years longer.

Changes in Station and Track Construction in
New York.

FIG. 3.—OLD MONITOR ROOF BOX CAR.

sometimes at every post. Most builders forget the true
use of the iron, and act as though they depended on the
iron to support the roof. The roof is amply strong to sup-
port itself vmder much greater loads than ever come upon
it, provided the four angles could be made stiff; that is,

the angles at the top and bottom of the monitor sides.

Many builders bear this in mind, and so dispose their iron
in relation to the woodwork as to strengthen these points
to the utmost. This strength gained, there need be no
further anxiety in regard to the ability of the roof to stand
up to its work.

The covering of this car was perhaps as bad as could

The cable winding drums in both of the main power
stations of the Third Avenue Railway Company, New
York, which were originally cast solid and pressed on
their shafts, have had to be renewed recently, owing to

the breaking of rims and .spokes from shrinkage strains.

Split drums with the hubs bolted to the shafts have been
substituted and these so far stand up to the work with no
signs of failure. These renewals have been necessary

after a little more than two years and a

half of service. It is thought that the

cause of the failure of the drums was as

noted, for the reason that the maximum
horse power transmitted was not exces-

sive, being in the Sixty- fifth Street station

about 1000 h. p. and in the Bayard Street

station about 500 h. p. A change has also

been made in the tension apparatus of the

Sixty-fifth Street station. Formerly the

tension weights were suspended in wells,

now steel towers have been substituted.

These are thirty-seven feet high and are

placed in pairs on each side of the building.

The tail ropes of the tension carriages are

led out at right angles to the rims and
pass over sheaves at the top of the towers
and under traveling sheaves attached to the

weights. This arrangement gives a long
and free travel for the weights and the

latter are always accessible for inspection

and the changing of plates.

RAIL JOINTS.

Light has also been thrown on the rail joint question

by the operation of the lines controlled by the Third Ave-
nue Company.

In the construction of the Tenth Avenue and 125th
Street lines, the former of which was put in operation in

1885, and the latter in 1886, a seventy-eight pound, 5^
in., center bearing girder rail was employed, and the joints

were supported on the yokes. It was observed however
after a time that there was considerable wear between the
base of the rail and the yokes, causing low joints; hence,
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when the line on Tliird Avenue was designed it was de-

cided to suspend the joints, and the line was so con-

structed and the opposite rails laid with broken joints.

The rail employed was an eighty pound, seven inch, grooved
girder, and the joints were united by heavy six-bolt fish-

plates and nut lock washers. Now, after a service of 2^
years, the joints have gone down to an alarming extent,

while opposite each joint, or rather a few inches in ad-

vance, the rails are brightened and dented by the reaction

of the opposite wheel, thus inducing a hammer blow in

the middle of each rail as well as at the ends. The cost

for repairs in this case is augmented by the construction of

the paving, which between the rails consists of granite
blocks grouted with Portland cement, while that outside the
rails is grouted with gravel and asphalt. Repairs can be
made by renewing or tightening up the fishplates, while
in the case of suspended joints, shims can be employed to

help sustain the load. The company contemplates the
employment of the Falk cast weld joint in future repairs.

Some idea of the service imposed on the rail joints of

this line can be formed when it is remembered that during
the greater portion of the day cars are run on forty .seconds

headway, every other run being a two car train, .so that

ten wheels pass, or ten blows are dealt to a joint every
forty seconds, or fifteen per minute.

The Growth of Electric Railways in Southern
New England.

In certain respects the states of Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and Connecticut have been most favorably situated

for the installation and rapid extension of electric railways.

In the early days of electric railroading they were clo.se to

the homes of the two principal railway equipment com-
panies and where capital could easily be secured for elec-

trical enterprises; moreover, the territory is for the most
part populous and prosperous. On the other hand, there were
certain conditions which militated against a rapid growth of

electric roads. The steam railroads were strong finan-

cially, the fares charged on them were low, being almost
universally two cents a mile on the trunk lines, and at

first sight it seemed that comparatively little new territory

remained to be developed. Again, in Connecticut, the

work of equipment by electricity was delayed for several

years, owing to political causes which produced a deadlock
between the Legislature and Governor and prevented the

passage of the necessary ordinances.

The accompanying tables, showing statistics of steam
and street railways in the three states for the year ending
June 30,1895, were compiled from official sources, and pre-

sent very interesting information upon the relative extent
and amount of traffic carried by the different systems in

the three states. As will be .seen, the number of pas.sen-

gers on the electric roads was from two to six times that

carried on the steam roads. The gross receipts given for

STATISTICS OF STEAM ROADS IN MASSACHUSETTS, RHODE ISI^AND
AND CONNECTICUT.

Mass. R. I. Conn.

Number of miles operated * 7,980 480 1. 719
No. of passenger ears operated 1,839 192 801
Passengers carried 55,387,525 5,254,287 18,621,732
Passengers carried, per capita 25 15 24
Gross receipts, freight and passenger. $34,858,035 $3,982,261 $14,519,259

* Measured as single track.

the steam railways include those derived from both pa.s-

senger and freight traffic, as the two could not be sepa-

rated in all cases. As given in their reports, the number
of cars operated, passengers carried and gro.ss receipts of

the steam railways located in two or more states are given
in toto and are not separated according to the different

states. The figures given in the table represent the.se

totals divided for each state in proportion to the number
of miles of track operated in each. All the stree^ rail-

ways in Connecticut and Rhode Island, and all but si.xty-

two miles in Ma.s.sachusetts, are operated by electric power.

The construction of electric roads in the three states

has been on the whole on most coiLservative lines. In Con-
necticut, the .statutes covering the construction of new elec-

tric railways are particularly stringent. No street railway

can be built between one town and another on public high-

ways so as to parallel any other street railway or steam

railroad, until it shall have proved in a hearing before a

STATISTICS OF STREET RAILWAYS IN MASSACHUSETTS, RHODE
ISLAND ANU CONNECTICUT.

Mass. R. I. Conn.

Number of miles operated
Number of cars operated
Passengers carried
Passengers carried, per capita..

1,087

4,426

259,794,308
112

$13,246,372

143
636

32,618,473

94
$1,624,281

317
896

38,037,474
50

$2,232,051

judge of the Superior Court that public convenience and
necessity require its construction. This is intended to pre-

vent a paralleling of an existing road which would prove
disastrous for both old and i>ew enterpri.se. Freight trans-

portation is prohibited except under special permission and
under such regulations as may be prescribed from time to

time by the Superior Court. The issue of bonds in excess

of fifty per cent of the actual cost of construction and equip-

ment of such a line is also prohibited. The actual cost

must be certified to under oath by the president and treas-

urer of the company and a civil engineer approved by the

comptroller of the state.

In Mas.sachusetts any proposed issue of bonds by a

street railway company mu.st first be submitted for the ap-

proval of the Railroad Commissioners of the state with an
explicit declaration of the purposes of the issue, and unless

the commissioners consider it for the best interests of the

road and according to statute, permission is refused.

The construction of electric roads has necessarily had
a marked effect on the business of the large steam railroad

companies. The .short distance travel on the latter has
shown a marked falling off during the past year and two
years, and that this has not been due to the general busi-

ness depression is evinced by the fact that the long distance

travel was larger during the past year than in 1894; that is,

with a total decrease in number of pas.sengers carried, there

has been a total increase in passenger mileage. In the steam
railroad traffic in and out of Boston alone, this decrease in

number of passengers amounted to 750,000 and the falling

off in this travel in and out of Boston, as compared with

1893, the high-water year in traffic and revenue, was more
than 4,565,000. For the ten years ending with 1893 there

had been, on the other hand, an average annual increase of

nearly 2,500,000 in the number of passengers by railroads

to and from Boston.

The question for the steam railroads of whether it is

possible to recover some of the short distance travel, and if

.so, the best way of accomplishing this result, is an important
one. Would the electric equipment of its lines for passen-

ger transportation, or in any event for local passenger traf-

fic, help to secure this?

The following are the principal considerations which
induce a .selection between routes of travel between differ-

ent places: comfort of cars, speed, frequency of service,

rate of fare and length of time required to reach the start-

ing point at one end and to go from the stopping point at

the other end of the journey to the point desired. So far

as the fir.st two considerations are concerned the advan-
tages are now with the .steam railroad company. In rate

of fare it is pos.sible that with considerable traffic it would
be as ch^ap to operate with steam as with electricit}'. In
the fifth and last consideration the railroad company oper-

ating over its own right of way cannot expect to compete
with the street railway which occupies the highwaj^ The
question of frequency of service then alone remains, and this

is one largely of amount of traffic. If the latter is in such
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amount as to warrant the frequent running of steam trains

at short intervals, little will be gained by the application

of electricity. Tiiat is, if there are enough passengers to

fill three or four-car trains running on a headway of from
ten to fifteen minutes or oftener, but little more suburban
travel would probably be gained by single electric cars at

more frequent intervals. If however the traffic will only

warrant the operation of trains at long intervals, say,

once an hour, there would be a distinct traffic advantage
in operating single electrical cars at more frequent

intervals.

This seems to have been the line of reasoning followed

by the managers of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad Company, whose engineers are now looking very

carefully into the subject of the third rail system of trans-

mitting the current to the cars. The experiments on the

Nantasket Beach line are familiar to the readers of the

Street Railway Journal, and after a test of certain

improvements which are proposed on this line, the New
Canaan line, extending from Stamford to New Canaan, a

distance of some seven miles, will probably be also equipped
with the system.

The land transportation between Boston and New
York is now, and has been for a long time a monopoly of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Com-
pany, and during the early history of electric railway con-

struction the possibility of the completion of a parallel line

between these two large cities was the subject of a great deal

of thought and discussion. All plans for such a parallel line

have been strenuously fought by the steam railroad system,

which to make its position stronger finally secured control

of the electric railway systems in Stamford and Meriden,
Conn. As will be seen from the accompanying map, any par-

allel electric line designed to operate between the cities of

Boston and New York and secure any considerable amount
of local traffic must almost of necessity pass through these

two cities, so that in the ownership of these lines the steam
railroad company has materially strengthened its position.

It is also rumored that the company controls one or two
other properties between New York and Boston.

That portion of the map showing the electric lines in

Massachusetts is a reproduction on a small scale of a large

map drawn to the scale of 2.9 miles to the inch, by R. H.
Derrah, assistant to the president of the West End Street

Railway of Boston. Mr. Derrah, who kindly consented to

the reproduction of his map on the scale given spent a

great deal of time in the preparation of his large map, and
all the different lines are drawn upon it with great detail

and care. The map given shows the lines as built the first

part of this year.

As yet the traffic of the electric roads has been confined

almost entirely to short distance travel The two cities

furthest separated which are connected by electric railway

are Hopedale, Mass., southwest of Milford, and New-
buryport, Mass. A person traveling from one place to the

other would have to make a circuitous route through Boston,

Lowell and Lawence. The method of making such a trip,

time required and lines used are shown in the accompany-
ing table, for the data in which we are also indebted to Mr.
Derrah.

Running Notches of Series Parallel Controllers
Compared.

By vS. L. Foster.

Towns.

Hopedale to Natick
Natickto Wellesley Hills....

Wellesley Hills to West
Newton

We,st Newton to Newton
Newton to Boston
Boston to Maiden
Maiden to Melrose
Melrose to Reading

Name of Street Railway

Company.

Reading toBillerica Centre.
Billerica Centre to I^owell...

Lowell to Haverhill

Haverhill to SalisburyBeach

Total..

South Middlesex St. Ry. Co
Welleslev & Boston St. Ry. Co,
Natick & Cochituate St. Ry.
Co

Newton St. Ry. Co
West End St. Ry. Co
We.st End St. Ry. Co
Lynn & Boston R. R. Co
Wakefield & Stoneham St. Ry.
Co

Reading & Lowell St. Ry. Co..

Lowell & Suburban St. Ry. Co.
Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill

St. Ry. Co
Haverhill & Amesbury St. Ry.
Co

iles.
are.

Time.

h. m.

18

4

$0.25 I 40
26

3K2

3

3

. 10

05
.10

•05

•05

20

21

53
49
J2

6

13!^
6

.05

• i.S

. 10

I

30
07

45

• 25 2

17 35 2

108 $1.65 II 03

At the present time when .so much engineering skill

is being devoted to the problems of making the evaporation

per pound of coal in boilers a maximum, the consumption
of steam per horse power in engines a minimum, the effi-

ciency of generators at all loads the greatest possible, and
the sum of the interest on the copper feeders pins the cost

of the power wasted in transnii.ssion the least po.s.sible, it is

well not to overlook the economies in the cause of produc-

ing this carefully tended power. The cars whose propul-

sion requires the production of this power are often so sit-

uated with relation to the power house that one horse

power wasted or one horse power .saved on them means two
horse power more or two horse power less to be produced
at the power house. This being the case, it is important

to make the amount of power used by each car a minimum.
In the course of improvement, the General Electric

Company has recently brought out the G. E. 1000 motor
of slightly larger capacity than the G. E. 800. With the

production of this new motor, which is likely to become
that company's standard .street railway motor, a new con-

troller has been furnished in which the use of the shunted
field for running points is abandoned. This controller can
be safely taken as the latest improvement in controllers

and a few data on the superseded K type may not be
amiss, as showing how out of several ways of using this

controller there is often one most economical way for a

given speed.

When the old controller came out first, the directions

accompanying it specified four of the notches as " running"
notches as distinct from the other three which were to be
used only as starting or transmission notches. The run-

ning notches were notch 3—motors in series, full field

—

notch 4—motors in series, shunted field—notch 6—motors
in multiple, full field—notch 7—motors in multiple, shunted
field. Nothing was said about the relative expenditure of

power or the economy at these four notches, and the matter
has been discussed considerably by car house men and
motornien with very little satisfactory result. "Instruc-
tions for motornien" have been published from time to

time by various street railway companies, and almost in-

variably notch 4 has been recommended as an " economi-
cal" or "efficient" notch for long continuous running.

The current diverted from the field windings by the
shunt around them seemed to necessarily involve a positive

loss of energy, and logically it seemed unreasonable that
it was equally "economical" or "efficient" to run with
shunted field as with full field. The following data were
collected in San Francisco for the purpose of clearing this

matter up and at the same time rendering the relative con-
dition of affairs at the different notches intelligible to the
average motorman. The results seem to conclusively
prove that the shunted field with motors in series is suit-

able only as a transition notch, and for continuous running
is the least economical of all so-called

'

' running '

' notches.
These data render clear the relative absorption of

power and relative speeds at different notches and combina-
tions, and show, as could be anticipated from theory, that
the motors in multiple with full field is the best method of
running the car. They show the motorman that he can
run his car more economically by avoiding as much as

possible the use of the .shunted field for continuous run-
ning, especially when the motors are in series, but they
still leave the excuse open for him, that he can not " make
his time " except by u.sing tlie shunted field notches. In
this case time tables may require some changes.

These figures are not based on theory, nor are they
claimed to cover all ca.ses. They show the state of affairs

that existed with an ton, single truck car equipped
with two G. E. 800 motors and propelled over a dead level
roadway built of seventy pound, center bearing rail, en-
tirely free of low joints and dirt of all kinds.

The speed to be used usually depends on local coudi-
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tions. The headway is governed by the traffic met with.

The point sought to be brought out in this article is that,

in the case of ordinary speeds that can be obtained by
either of several combinations of notches on the K con-

troller, there is a great difference in the amounts of power
required—or what is the same, the coal burned—between
these various combinations for the same speed.

All street railways differ in such features as cars,

motors, line voltages, rails, cost of labor, cost of power,

etc. , and it behooves each one to investigate for itself as to

whether the cost per car niile can be reduced or not.

Only three instruments are required—an ammeter, a

voltmeter, and a stop watch—and the possible saving in

power per car mile is from two to ten per cent as a return

for the intelligent use of the information gained. Two
per cent may seem trifling, but it assumes a very respect-

able figure when 200 cars are considered, each making
50,000 car miles annually.

For the purpose of this test a stretch of electric track

along the sea wall in San Francisco, that was absolutely

level and comparatively free of wagon traffic, was selected.

The poles were numbered and the distance between poles

carefully measured. The readings taken were amperes,

volts and feet per second for the four running notches

—

3, 4, 6 and 7. The same crew, readers, car, weather load

and acceleration were used throughout the tests. In all

cases the car was brought up to the speed that the notch

under test would produce and kept there for 200 ft. before

any readings were taken. The length of the course was
200 ft. and all readings subject to the slightest suspicion

were rejected. The voltage varied during the tests, as all

street railway voltage does, but not excessivel}', the maxi-
mum being 520, the minimum 475 and the average of all

readings 500 exactly. Weston instruments and a split

second stop watch were used.

After collecting the data on the four running notches
mentioned and deducting from them the results to be ex-

plained later, various simple combinations of these notches

were considered. The table following shows the variation

in speed and in power absorbed.

I. II. III. IV. v. VI.

3 all the way .61 • I. I.

4 " " "
.814 1-334 1-131 2-34 5.06

3 half the way )

6 " " " /
.8S65 1-45 1.229 1. 801 3-48

3 " " "1
7 " " "/ I. 1-639 1.28S 1-95 3.86

4 " " "1
6 " " " r

.9885 1.620 1.294 1.87 3-66

4 " "

7 " " "
r

1. 102 1.806 1,354 1-95 3. 86

6 all the way 1. 163 1-9 1.46 1.69 3-23

7 " " "
1-39 2.27 1.58 1-79 3-46

In column I are given the notches used, as for exam-
ple, " notch 3 all the way," " 3 half the way and 6 half the

way," etc.

In column II are given the kilowatt hours per mile of

continuous run.

In column III are given the comparative kilowatt hours
per mile run, using that required at notch 3 as unity.

In column IV the comparative speeds attained are

given, using that at notch 3 as unity.

In column V are given those powers of the speed, the

kilowatt hours per mile run are, as for instance, at

notch 4 the kilowatt hours per mile run—or the power

—

increase as the 2.34ths power of the speed, etc.

In column VI, to render clearer by exaggeration the

meaning of the figures in column V, are given those multi-

ples of the kilowatt hours per mile used at notch 3 that

would be expected at the notch or combination of notches
indicated, if the speed were to continue to increase at the
same rate that it now does until the notch 3 speed is

doubled, as for instance, in order, by using notch 4 all

the wa}', to double the speed prevailing at notch 3, 5.06
times as many kilowatt hours per mile would be required,

etc. Of course, theoretical considerations of oversaturated
fields, etc., are omitted in getting the figures of column VI.

This table shows that in order to get the greatest accel-

eration per kilowatt hour expended, the car should be run

at notch 6 all the way. Next in point of economy comes
the use of notch 7 all the way; then notch 3 half the way
and notch 6 half the way, and notch 4 half the way and
notch 6 half the way. The combinations of notch 3 and
notch 7 and notch 4 and notch 7, showing no difference

in the first two decimal places, come next with the use of

notch 4 all the way as the least economical method of all.

The gist of these data and deductions is—for work on
the level :

If slow speed is allowable, run on notch 3, as the
slower the speed the less the power absorbed. But see

later on " coasting."

If high speed is required, use notch 6 or 7—preferably
6—continuously, as they are the most efficient notches.

If intermediate speeds are necessary, use notch 4 as

little as possible, as it is the least efficient of the running
notches.

Attention should be called to the difference between
the terms '

' car mile '

' and '

' mile of continuous run. '

' In
ordinary city work during not over half of the running time
is the car running under a

'

' running '

' notch. The other

half of the trip is occupied by starting and coasting. The
figures just given are for " mile of continuous run." What
the figures per " car mile " would be would depend largely

on the motornian and the frequency of stopping.

A single truck car in city service usually runs 130
miles a day, and costs, depending on the price of fuel, from
$1 to $3.50 per day for power to propel it. Now if it can
be shown that by using notch 3 and notch 6 instead of

notch 4 and notch 6 a saving oiiij4 per cent in power can
be effected with a loss of but five per cent in speed, the aver-

age superintendent .should consider the subject worth
investigating, especially as fuel constitutes from sixty to

eighty per cent of the power house expense. If the run-

ning time is so fast now or the lay-over at the termini so

.short that it is impassible to allow of a reduction of five

per cent in the speed, a saving may still be possible, for, as

a general rule, it is found that if the running time is made
now by a combination of notches containing a shunted
field notch and, by changing timing points, can be made
by a combination not containing such a notch, it will be
accomplished for less power.

A consideration of the following three sample cases

bears out the above statement. The number of these

cases might be increased, but these three seemed to suffi-

ciently point out the idea aimed at. It may be well to

state here that the object of the motorman should be to

just make schedule time and no more. That rushing over

the route on notch 6 or 7 and then laying over a long time

at the terminus is wasteful can be seen by inspecting the

preceding table where it is seen that, in going a mile at

notch 6, ninety per cent more power is required than when
traversing the same course at notch 3.

These figures mean that the same time as is made on
the level by using notch 4 for the whole distance run can

be made by using notch 3 for seventy per cent of the dis-

tance and notch 6 for thirty per cent of the distance with
nearly- 6 per cent less power.

The use of notch 4 for half the distance and notch 6

for half the distance is a very usual combination. The
same average speed can be made in three other ways. By
one a saving of 2% per cent is made and by the others,

involving the use of shunted field, a loss is incurred. The
use of notch 4 and notch 7 is not frequent, but it serves as

a good example. It is interesting to see how the more the

.shunted field is avoided the greater the improvement is.

We thus see that the use of the shupted field with the

motors in series, while useful as a transition notch, and
convenient for short runs is not as economical a notch for

long continuous runs as combinations of other notches.

It is similar to the case of the " loop" on roads' having

heavy grades. The '

' loop' ' was an ingenious, effective

and safe way to increase the speed on the level. It was
abused by many motormen however by being used on

grades, and when it was found impossible to prevent this

abuse, the " loop" connection was cut off the rheostat al-

together. So with the shunted field method for accelera-
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tioii; it is an excellent device wlien used with jvidgnient,

but is liable to abuse in the hands of ignorant or careless

men, and in the absence of a sure means of preventing this

abuse, it has been abandoned.
The comparative value of full field and shunted field

notches was obtained by another means—that of the port-

able recording wattmeter, as a check on the preceding fig-

ures. This test was made on three different lines and
was conducted as follows: for a continuous week embrac-
ing about 1000 car miles of run, the motorman was in-

DIFFBRENT METHODS COMPARED FOR SAME SPEED
ON THE I,EVEI,.

Notch.

Propoiiion
of distance

used.

%

K. W.
hours per

mile.

Feet per
second.

Saving.

%

Loss.

%

4 100 .814 17-

3
6

71-41
28.6 \

.768 17- 5.65

4
6

50
150 i

.988 19-47

3
6

35-5 \
64.5;

.966 19-47 2.23

3

7

48.91
5I-I i

i.ooS 19-47 2.02

4
7

63.31
36.7/

1.025 19-47 3-74

4
7

3
7

50 1

50 J

38.6 1

61.4 i

1. 102

1.089

20.36

20.36 1. 18

4
6

31-81
68.2/

1.052 20.36 4-53

3
6

22.71

77-3 i

1.037 20.36 5-89

structed to use notch 3 and notch 6 only, avoiding notches

4 and 7 for continuous running. During the following

week the method of handling the car was reversed. The
results all pointed the same way. In one the exclusive

use of notches 3 and 6 showed a saving of per cent, in

another a saving of 2^ per cent and in the third a saving
of 9.3 per cent over the more or less exclusive use of

notches 4 and 7.

A simple and interesting experiment is to take two
stop watches and ride over a line with a motorman who
usually confines himself to notch 4 and notch 6. Note the

proportion of the current-taking time each notch occupies

and figure from this and the data in the first table given,

or a similar one, the average speed. Then, using the same
table, calculate how the same speed could be produced by
using notch 3 and notch 6 and the saving in power real-

ized. Several trips on practically level lines furnished the

following results:

PRESENT METHOD. POSSIBI.E METHOD.

Saving.

%

Notch.
Proportion

used.

%

Notch.
Proportion

used.

io

6 64-5 6 74-7 1.6
4 35-5 3 25-3

6 19-5 6 42-5
4.21

4 80.5 3 57-5

6 45- 6 60.7
2.62

4 55- 3 39-3

6 63.6 6 74-

4 36.4 3 26.
1-7

The figures in the table were based on work done on
the level, whereas most "level" railroad lines contain

some slight grades. The saving calculated would thus fail

of being exact. It can easily be seen however that tlie re-

•sults will be fairly accurate, and in case they all point

the same way .should encf-urage further investigation by
means of the portable wattmeter.

During the.se tests the question was asked. Which is

the more economical method of handling a car on a long

level line with slight grades—u.sing slow .speed notches

continuously where timing points seem to require them, or

working the speed up to notch 6 and then throwing the

current off, letting the car coast until the .speed hasdr(jpped

to about notch 3 speed, working up again, coasting and so

on ? The latter method was decided the better as notcli 6

is the most economical notch, and a method whereby all

the acceleration of the car was gained under notch 6 must
be the best. To settle it more definitely three trips were
taken on each car and the " coaster " was found to make
the same time, over the .same cour.se, for respectively 19,

12.5 and 14 per cent less power than the man using notches

3 and 4 for long .stretches. These results are certainly sur-

pri.sing and combined with the results .set forth in the article

publi.shed in the June, 1896, number of the Journal on "A.s-

cending Grades by Electric Force," where notch 6 was
shown to be the most economical of power on grades, they

show the importance of laying out timing points or running
times .so as to allow of the use of notch 6 as much as pos-

sible. J,

Electric Healers of To=day.

The present season being the one in which the

thoughts of street railway managers naturally turn to the

question of the heating of their cars, .some particulars upon
the present status of electric heaters may not be without

interest. While more expensive as producers of heat than

stoves, the advantages in the line of compactness, greater

ease of operation and reduced liability of fire, more than

counterbalance, in the opinion of many street railway

managers, the greater expense. As a result the number of

railways operating electric heaters has increased during
the pa.st two years, as has the number of manufacturers, so

that now there are many types of heaters on the market.

Most of these are familiar to readers of the Street
Railway Journal, but as certain changes have been

FIG. 1.— SECTION OF AMERICAN HEATER.

made during the year in a number of types, some of the

improved forms are illustrated herewith.

A view with the case removed, of the heater of the

American Electric Heating Corporation is shown in Fig. i.

The coils are fastened to a terminal insulator at either end
and are supported throughout their entire length b}' an
asbestos cord placed inside, drawn taut and fastened on
the terminal insulators, permitting of adjacent turns of the
coil being placed quite close to each other without fear of

accidental contact. Iti the event of a possible break from
any cause the coil is held firmly in place, and no short cir-

cuit or similar trouble can develop. The frame is made of

light steel, and steel studs support the porcelain insulators

which carry the coils. The metal from which the wire is

drawn is a special grade of steel which does not change its

resistance with use.

The heaters can either be fastened to the floor under
the seats, as shown in Fig. 2, or in side seat cars, placed
with their fronts flush with the riser under the seat, as in

Fig. 3. The advantages claimed for this latter are briefly as

follows: it has a small radiating surface at the back under-
neath the seats, where whatever heat is dissipated is prac-

ticall}' lost. It is twelve pounds lighter per heater than
any other of this class made; making a difference of from
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fifty to one hundred pounds per car according to the
number of heaters placed in the car. It is capable of three

gradations of heat. The coils are disposed of behind the

grid or lattice work of the heater, in such a manner as to

get the maximum effect of radiant heat.

A new detail of construction enables all heaters to be
in service at the same time, with three different adjust-

ments of heat, distributing the heat uniformly throughout
the entire length of each heater case regardless of the total

amount being supplied. The heaters are usually made to

use three, five or eight amperes as may be required by the

lining and the back casing, preventing the loss of heat
under the car seat. There are over 50,000 of these coils

in use, some of which have been in service for four years,
and the Consolidated Car Heating Company claims that
none of them has ever burned out in regular use.

P'igs. 6, 7 and 8 show a different type of heater manu-
factured by the H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company.
The construction of these heaters is radically different

from that just described. The resistance wires are com-
pletely covered with asbestos thread, and are then woven
into a mat or cloth, the warp of which consists of asbestos

FIGS. 2 AND 3.—AMERICAN HEATERS.

weather. The arrangement of the heating coils is such
that the princij^al radiation is from the front surface, i. e.

,

towards the center of the car when placed along the sides,

a more elficient method than when both sides of the case

may be come equally heated. When three divisions of heat

only are required they can be secured with a pair of

single switches or a combination switch.

The heaters of the Consolidated Car Heating Com-
pany are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. A coiled wire is

used as a resistance as in each of the other types of heater

mentioned, but the heater differs radically from those de-

scribed, in the method of .supporting the wire. This is ac-

complished by first winding the wire in the form of a coil,

and then winding the coil so formed in a spiral path around
a porcelain rod, where it rests in grooves made es-

pecially for it. In this way, the coils being separated for

their entire length, there is no danger of a possible short cir-

cuiting, while the form presents about as compact a method
of construction as could well be devised. Another advant-

age claimed for this form of heater is that the wire coil

cords. The mat, or " Electrotherm," thus formed is then
thoroughly impregnated with a special insulating varnish
baked in at high temperature, and is attached to a backing
of asbestos millboard, similarly prepared, the completed
heater being enclosed in an ornamental perforated steel

casing, japanned or otherwise decorated, as illustrated in

the sectional view. Hardened asbestos washers, or knobs,
which will not crack or split under pressure, or a blow, are

utilized to separate the heater from the panel below the
seat to which it is attached. Two binding posts, mounted
on heatproof insulation, are provided at each end of the

heater for the electrical connections. The usual lengths

of the heaters are thirty three inches and thirty-seven

inches, the width in each case being nine inches. The
heaters are very thin and unobtrusive, being only ]4, in.

if

-TTv

FIGS. 4 AND 5.—FORMS OF CONSOLIDATED HEATER.

cannot Vibrate with the jarring of the heater, and the

danger of crystallization of the wire from the heat and
jarring is thus removed. Another evident advantage
of this construction lies in the fact that the coil of wire

can be easily removed from its supports and replaced, with-

out interfering with the other parts of the heater.

The form shown in Fig. 5 is that which is used when
the heater is placed behind the riser. This heater is pro-

vided with a circulating air space between the in.sulated

FIGS. 6, 7 AND 8.—JOHNS HEATER AND SWITCH.

thick; they are light in weight and have no projections

which may injure clothing, and occupy no valuable space.

The protection from direct contact with the atmos-

phere afforded the resistance wire by the airtight envel-

ope is claimed to be a valuable feature, in that oxidation,

either in the form of rust from condensation, dampness or

scaling from overheating, is practically impossible. Vi-

bration, and consequent crystallization from this cause, is

also prevented by the weaving of the wires in a compact
mat; and short circuits and the cutting out of resistance

by reason of the wires coming in contact with each other,

are obviated. Another advantage gained by the mat form
of heater, is the ability to create a high resistance, if re-

quired, with a great length of comparatively fine iron wire,

and to provide an extraordinarily large radiating surface

for the heat generated. As the heaters are screwed to the

faces of the panels, no cutting or mutilation of the car is

necessary.

The operation of the heaters is controlled b^'^ the
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" H. W. J." patented knife switch, which is positive in

action, and substantially constructed, with ample space for

breaking the arc in a 500 volt circuit, as shown in the

illustration. To meet the changing conditions of the

weather, the switch provides for three degrees of regula-

tion. With the standard equipment of twelve heaters to

an eighteen foot car, the intensities of the current are about
three, five and eight amperes when the switch is at the

positions r, 2 and 3 respectively.

In the design of the Gold electric heater, the princi-

pal object sought has been to utilize the electrical energy
consumed to the best advantage, by having the resistance

coils so placed that all of the cold air entering the heater

at the bottom is thoroughly cut up and divided into the

minutest particles by the hot resistance wires. This is

based upon the theory that to most thoroughly heat cold

air, it must first be separated into small portions, and this

principle in the Gold heater has been carried to its fullest

extent. The Gold Company has several different styles of

heaters, all of which ho\\'ever are constructed on the same
principle as outlined above, different patterns of heaters

having been gotten up to suit the various kinds of cars

which have been equipped. Considerable attention has
also been given to securing handsome designs for the

heater casings.

The resistance coils of the Gold heater are usually of

I % ins. diameter and generall}^ three coils high, one placed

FIG. 9.~-VIEW SHOWING SECTION—GOLD HEATER.

directly above the other in a horizontal position, as shown'

in the engraving (Fig. 9). These coils are held securely in

position by slight grooves in the solid and specially pre-

pared enamel plates, so that in the improbable event of a

wire breaking, it would be impossible for it to leave its

original position, thereby avoiding any short circuit or

burning of wires or fu.ses. It is self-evident however that

'mmMmmmimMm

NEW YORK

FIG. 10.—CASING—GOLD HEATER.

there can be no strain or tension put upon the wires of the

resistance coils when they are placed in position . The re-

sistance wire is of special composition to provide against

oxidation.

With the Gold electric heater three gradations of heat

are obtainable by means of an especially constructed switch,

the different degrees being shown by points on a dial below
the handle. The regulation takes place in each individual

heater, no heaters being cut out; for instance, the heaters

are wired and so connected that when the switch is turned

to point No. I , the electrical current is passing through
the upper one of the three horizontal coils in each heater;

when the switch is turned to point No. 2, the current is

passing through the lower two coils in each heater, and
when the switch is turned to point No. 3, the current

passes through all three coils of the heaters. The advan-

FIG. 11.—DORNER & DUTTON HEATER.

tages claimed for this form of construction are that it .sup-

plies a iniiform heat through the entire length of the car

body on both sides, each heater furnishing its equal .share.

Fig. 1 1 shows the new upright electric heater of the

Dorner & Dutton
Manufacturing Com-
pany. The company

; also manufactures a

"heater which can be
fastened to the side

of the car or .seats

without cutting or de-

facing them. This
heater differs radi-

cally from any here-

tofore described in

that there are no
wires in it. The re-

sistance is a powder-
ed compound incased

in tough earthenware tubes which present a large heat-

ing surface to the air. The company claims that this re-

sistance will not burn out, and will outlast the lifetime of

a car.

Another type of heater is that manufactured by the

National Electrical Manufacturing Company. The chief

feature of this heater is that the wires carrying the current
are concealed in a white enameled plate casing. The
latter is corrugated and provided with openings between
the corrugations to admit of a circulation of air through
the heater. One advantage claimed for this form is that

as the wires are concealed they are therefore not subject to

atmospheric changes, cannot become corroded, are imper-
vious to water, and cannot break and ground the heater.

The wires are also not subjected to mechanical strain either

from expansion or contraction or from tension in winding.
As it takes the heater over thirty minutes to cool after the
current is turned off, the wire is practically under a process
of annealing during that period and is therefore not apt to

become brittle.

The Ohio Brass Company, manufacturer of the War-
ner electric heater, is contemplating some changes in the
design and detail construction of the heater. These have
not yet been settled upon, so that the form of the heater
which will be put on the market by this company cannot
be illustrated in this issue.

The Whittingham Electric Car Heating Company has
made no change in the construction of its heating apparatus
since last year. The form employed last j'ear gave entire

satisfaction to the companies who used it.

The Norwalk Street Railway Company has adopted
the commendable plan of keeping in reserve about as many
motors and cars as are required in the daily operation of

the line. In this way, except on special occasions, only
half, or less than half, of the cars are in use at one time, al-

lowing plenty of time for the inspection of those in the car
house. All necessary repairs can be made in the day time,
and, as a result, the general manager states that the line

has been very free from accidents to its equipment. The
method involves a considerably greater first outlay, but, it

is claimed, is much more economical in the long run.

The Bridgeport Traction Company is obtaining excel-
lent results with the Reagen water tube grate. W'ith an
increasing number of cars the number of boilers in regular
use has been cut down from eight to four, showing a
doubled capacity. With from fifty to eighty-five cars in

operation, the power station, which is a condensing one,
burns from 290 to 300 tons a month of coal.

The Norwalk Tramway Company is installing a 270
k. w. General Electric generator, direct connected to a
Mcintosh & Seymour tandem compound engine. The
company is also laying a considerable amount of sixty foot
T rail.



New Vacuum Pump for Elevated Railway
Service.

A unique piece of apparatus in air brake practice is the twin-
cylinder vacuum pump designed and built by the Standard Air-

Brake Company for the electric locomotive equipped by the Electric

vStorage Battery Company, of Philadelphia, for the Manhattan Ele-

vated Railroad Company, New York. The pump is built on the
general lines of the well known Standard double acting type. A
vacuum pump having been specified, the Standard Company could
not follow its usual practice, but had to furnish entirely new designs.

Its success was .shown in the preliminary shop trials, during which
the pump was cut in and out automatically on one-quarter pound
variation of pressure, giving at the same time 28^2 ins. of vacuum.

In the construction of this twin-cylinder vacuum pump particu-
lar attention was paid to the interior workmanship so that the out-
fit might be long-lived, built of the best known materials, and that
it would work under the most adverse conditions. The cut shows
the pump after inspection and before mounting. This type of appa-
ratus admits of ample vacuum for braking a train of several cars
and locomotive. The pipes and diaphragm of another company
(which depended entirely upon a steam ejector for vacuum) were not
discarded, but are used with the Standard outfit.

The Standard Air Brake Company, as has been seen, does not
depend upon steam for furnishing the vacuum, nor does it re-

quire any outside plant. Its system provides for using the locomo-
tive axle for the small amount of power required for braking. By
means of this new departure the company is able to furnish vacuum
brakes for any steam road changing to electric. Credit must cer-

tainly be given to the
Standard Air-Brake Com-
pany for its untiring
efforts in the air brake
field.

Splicer for Soft
Drawn Copper

Wire.

VACUUM PUMP FOR THE ELEVATED RAILWAY, NEW YORK.

This, on trial runs, equalled the results obtained b}- the best con-
densing pumps on the market.

The cut shows the general design of the pump and method of

suspension. The pump is swung on the inside axle of a bogie truck,
suspended by balance springs and is supported on the main bolster

frame of the truck. From the suction pipe lengths of hose connect
the automatic cut-outs on the ends of the cylinder, these cut-outs

being an integral part of the pump design. The pump is built in

halves, one cylinder being attached to each half. The halves are

bolted together around the axle which carries the eccentric. The
eccentric casing is cut away so as to leave an aperture. This is

covered by removable brass shields. The top shield carries a base
for necessary oil cups for the eccentric and side bearings. Ample
lubricating facilities are provided thereby.

On the turned locomotive axle a cast steel eccentric is securely
bolted. This is of ample face and bears directly upon the phosphor
bronze thrust-plates provided for each steel piston. The pistons are
held together by steel distance-rods shouldered at thrust-plate and
secured to pistons by bronze countersunk nuts, fitted with lock
screws. Suction and discharge valves seating on hard compcsition are

turned out from single pieces of mild steel. These valves and fit-

tings are amply protected from grit and against the possibility of

getting jammed by the piston, in the event of breakage of minor
parts. The suction valve is fitted with a diaphragm arrangement,
which is operated by the relief valve being lifted from its seat,

which holds the valve open or neutral when the vacuum reaches the
point at which trip is set.

The engineer's special valve is operated by the short handle
iised in locomotive practice. The vacuum on entering the valve
first meets a soft composition-seated plunger. On raising this, by
throwing handle to one side, vacuum is admitted to chamber cast in

valve and travels from thence to brake diaphragm. The reverse
movement of hand lever closes valve and a duplicate spring valve
( directly over the other ) is forced from its seat and admits the at-

mosphere to chamber, thus killing the vacuum. The whole valve is

surmounted by vacuum gauge with double pressure vanes.

The feeder wire spli-

cer illustrated herewith
has been designed b}' the
Ohio Brass Company to
afiford a practical means
of making a quick, cheap
and effective splice in
feeder wires. The splicer
is in two pieces, each a
duplicate of the other,
except that one is slotted
to allow solder to be
poured through it. These
pieces dovetail together
when in position, being

held by two nuts threaded externally on their ends. The inside
diameter of the central portion of the splicer is somewhat larger
than the wire, which permits of a sufficient quantity of solder being
placed there to make a perfect electrical and mechanical connec-
tion. The extremities of the .splicer are tapered and slightly cor-
rugated on the inside, and when clamped on to the abutting ends of
the wire by threading the nuts into place securely hold them in
position. It can be used as a permanent or temporary connector
equally well with solid and stranded conductors.

The splicer used with hard drawn wire differs but slightly in
construction from that used with soft drawn wire. The greater ten-

SPLICER FOR COPPER WIRE.

sile strength of the former requires a stronger method of splicing it,

and to accomplish this the wires are headed on their ends before
being placed in the splicer. For this purpose a riveting tool is em-
ployed, which, in connection with an ordinary hammer makes the
operation a quick and easy one. The inside of the splicer is so made
that the heads seat themselves against a shoulder in it, which ar-

rangement, together with the solder used, makes a joint the full

tensile strength of the wire itself.

The City Council has granted a franchise to the Glen Oaks
& Prospect Heights Railway Company ( Peoria, 111. ) to build and op-
erate its lines on certain streets of Peoria. Work is to be begun
within sixty days and the road completed within one year from
time of beginning. Among those interested are Monroe Sieberling
and Fred. Patee, of Peoria, and William E. Avery, of Detroit, Mich.
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Combined Fecdwater Healer, Purifier,
and Oil Separator.

Filter

illustrated herewith is of the

y the Bates Machine Company.
•n from the section

The Cookson fcedwatcr heater
open type and is pnt on the market 1

The general constrnction of the heater may 1

(Fig. 2). The exhaust
steam may be connected at

either exhaust opening and
the oil in the exhaust steam
is separated immediately
from it on entering the
heater. As two .separators

are provided, one at either

exhaust opening, it matters
not through which opening
the exhaust is admitted;
except that the oil outlet

pipe should be placed on
the side opposite the ex-
haust inlet, an opening being
made for that purpose.

The steam, after being
relieved of the oil, pa.sses

around either side of the oil

separating plate where it is

expanded and then passes
up through one large tube
and discharges in the direc-

tion of the other tube;
passes down same into an-
other expansion chamber;
it then passes around either

side of the oil separating
plate where all moisture in

the exhaust steam is sepa
rated on the same principle
that the oil is separated on entering the heater and then discharges
to the atmosphere or heating system. On the top of the tubes is

placed a pan which prevents the sprayjof water from passing down
them.

The water is admitted at the top of the heater from the side
through the inlet valve and discharges into a receiver or spray box.
The water overflowing this spray box falls through the steam and is

thoroughly heated. It will be noticed that the force of the exhaust
steam is not brought in direct contact with .spray of water; therefore
it is impossible to carry water out with it. The water spraying from

MPROVED HEATER.

The filter is of large proportion and is preferably filled with I<;x-

celsior shavings. The supply of water to the heater is regulated auto-
matically by a float, which at all times maintains a uniform water
level. An overflow l)ipe is placed on the inside of the upper
chamber; and in the event of an overflow, discharges into tlie ex-
haust chamber and is drained out through the oil outlet.

All chambers are provided with maidioles or handholes, making
the heater very accessible for cleaning. The .suction flange is

placed at the back of the heater. All flanges are removable.
The exhaust chamber, or the center section of the heater, is al-

ways of cast iron made in one piece, in which the oil separating
plates and hollow partition are formed. As this chamber is made in

one ])iece and of ca.st iron, it cannot leak, is not affected hy expansi<jn
or contraction, and there is no breaking off of oil plates secured by
bolts; in fact, it is so constructed that it will last one hundred years,

and the balance of the heater, with ordinary care, a lifetime.

Trolley Appliances for Figure 8 Wire.

The figure 8 trolley wire, though of recent origin, has already
found favor with many of the leading electrical engineers engaged
in railway con.struction, as its adoption by some of the largest sys-

tems recently installed conclusively proves. Its selection made
new requirements in the design of the construction material neces-
sary to suspend it in position, as its peculiar and novel shape would
not permit employing those devices which had been u.sed heretofore
without making radical changes in their form and detailed construc-
tion. Two of the principal factors which had to be considered in
this connection, were the increased weight of the trolley wire, and
the application of the various devices, so that the contacting surface
of the wire would present a free and uninterrupted passage for the
trolley wheel.

To fill these conditions the Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield,
O., has placed on the market a full line of improved designs of trol-

ley wire devices for use with this style of wire, and has already-

equipped a number of roads which use figure <S trolley wire for their
overhead construction.

Painting Trolley Poles.

A new method of painting trolley poles is employed by the
I'nion Traction & Electric Company, of Providence, R. I. The ap-
paratus, which was invented by H. A. French, foreman painter of the
company, has been used to paint over one thousand poles on the
line. It is said to reduce the time for painting a pole one-half, and

FIG. 2.—SECTION OF HEATER. FIGS. 1 AND 2.—SECTION OF POLE PAINTING WAGON AND METHOD OF USING.

the top of the heater condenses the steam, forming a vacutun which
draws the required amount to heat tlie water, the air having been
driven out by the exhaust at the time of starting. The water, after

having been thoroughly heated in direct contact vvith the steam,
passes into the hollow partition that divides the two exhaust cham-
bers, where it is further heated by having .steam constantly on both
sides of it, entering same at the back of the partition and discharg-

ing at the front end into the filter:

the obstruction of the highway is lessened to a corresponding
extent.

A platform is mounted on wheels, and on the platform at one
side is a ladder supported on removable pins at the lower ends, which
are held between brackets. The ladder is made double by putting a
stick in the middle to support the rounds which are long enough to
reach both sides of a post at the same time. Each outside bar of the
ladder has a brace rod near its upper end, and the rods are held at
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their lower ends between brackets on the other side of the platform,

the bars being flattened at the lower ends to allow holes for remov-
able pins that pass through the brackets and the bars.

The supports for the painters consist of four knee brackets,

which are held, two on each side of the ladder, at the proper height
from the ground and each other to so divide the space to be painted
that a person standing on the ground can paint to the first bracket,

and the man on that bracket can paint to the upper bracket and one
on the last can paint nearly to the top of the pole with his brush.
These knee brackets are on removable pins passing through the end
just below the angle and the side bar of the ladder, and the lower
leg of each bracket is secured to the bar with a similar pin to hold

Improved Variety Saw.

The variety saw with table manufactured by the Egan Company
for ripping, cross cutting, grooving, etc., is illustrated herewith.
The machine being all iron and steel, the great variety of work it

can be adapted to, and the precision and accuracy with which it can
be handled, the convenience for adjustment, and the strength and
durability of all its parts, stamp it as a standard machine for ripping,
cross cutting beveling, cropping, grooving, mitering, etc. The ma-
chine is self contained, the frame being a cored pedestal supporting
the table and carrying the countershaft.

FIG. 3 —PAINTING TOWER LOWERED. VARIETY SAW.

the upper leg of the bracket out horizontally, and a narrow platform
is secured to it for the painter to stand on.

When in use the apparatus with the ladder erect and the knee
brackets in position, is drawn with the wheels just outside the curb-
stone in front of a pole. Then the brackets are raised and the pins
inserted. Two of three men go up the ladder to the top platform,
one on each side of the pole, and paint above that platform; then
they descend to the lower platform and paint the space between the
two platforms, and during this time the third man will have the
post painted from the ground up to the first platform. After remov-
ing the pins to allow the bracket to drop down to avoid hitting the
post the apparatus is driven to the next pole. If tree limbs should
obstruct the way the ladder can be let down to any angle required,
and raised after passing the obstruction,

The large box in front is used as a receptacle for paints, brushes,
etc. ^^•^

New Protected Rail Bond.

The accompanying engravings show a new type of rail bond
brought out by the Forest City Electric Company, and designed to

he placed under the channel plate. It can also be used under the
base of the rail, if preferred. It is of flattened copper wires, with
the ends cast welded into copper terminals and drop forged to size

The table is of cast iron, well ribbed and braced, and can be set
plumb, at right angles with the saw, or adjusted to any bevel up to

45 degs. The table is raised and lowered in planed, gibbed ways,
with adjustment for wear. The mandrel is of best cast steel, and
runs in self oiling boxes. The fences can be used on either .side of
saw, giving the operator every advantage and convenience, espec-
ially when using the table on a bevel. This point will be appreci-
ated by a practical sawyer.

A fourteen inch .saw is generally used and runs at 3000 r. p. m.

New Fender.

The Shields patent automatic fender is clearly shown in the
accompanying cut. Both the lower and upright platforms are
made of spring steel. Ordinarily the lower platform runs about
2J2 ins. to 3 ins.

above the rails. It is l
|-

arranged to work auto-
matically by a chain
inside of a rubber tube
which is attached to

each end of the lower
platform, and runs

-PROTECTED BOND FIG. 2.—CLAMP. NEW FENDER.

and finish. The terminals are large in area to give plenty of contact
with the rail, and the construction of the bond allows it to be flex-

ible to vibrations and yielding to contraction or expansion.
The bond can be either secured to the rails by hand riveting or

pressed by use of the clamp shown in Fig. 2. The bond is first forced
through the hole. A small point on the end of the clamp screw is then
placed into a depression in the base of the terminal and the screw is

turned up tightly again, making a connection similar, it is claimed,
to a weld.

The new Bristol Tramways electric line of Bristol, England,
is growing in popularity and th^ increased traffic has compelled an
increase in the equipment.

through two push rods connected with this platform. Any object
striking the cord pushes the rods, and these release two triggers

which causes the platform to drop upon the rails and to thus scoop
up the object. The car bumper and coupling are covered by the
upper platform, thus protecting the person from injury from this

source, should he fall upon the fender. This fender is the inven-
tion of D. P. Shields.

It is reported that the Nunnery Hill Inclined Plane Railway,
Pittsburgh, Pa. , which has not been used for some time, will be re-

built and operated in connection with the lines of the Federal Street

& Pleasant Valley Railway Company. The estimated cost of
rebuilding is about fee,000.
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Manufacture of Armature Coils at Schenectady.

One of the most important economical questions confronting
street railway managers is the ease with which repairs may be made
to damaged motor armatures. Up to quite recentl}' any repair to

the winding of an armature has been a task involving more than
considerable trouljle, as well as the enforced idleness of the armature
a disproportionate length of time. The advantages therefore of hav-
ing motor armatures .so wound that damaged coils can easily be re-

moved and perfect coils substituted were so patent that the General
Electric Company early adopted the Eickemeyer system of wind-
ing for the armatures on all its different types of street railway
motors.

At its works at vSchenectady an entire department is given over
to the manufacture of these coils, and some idea of the size of this

department may be gathered from the fact that its daily capacity is

about 7000 completed coils and it is worked full time. The illus-

trations show some of the different sections of the department, and

FIG. 1.—ARMATURE AND COIL.

FIG. 3.—TAPING MACHINE.

the progress in the manufacture of the coil from the plain wire
through the insulating, taping, dipping and drying sections from
the last of which the finished coil goes to the armature winder.

The winding of the Eickemeyer armature consists of a series of

exactly similar insulated coils, each with a long and a short side
lying upon the armature face, and with the portions on the ends of
the core so formed that when the adjacent coils cross each other a
space intervenes between the vinderlying portion of one coil and the
overlying portion of the other. In addition to the facility of repair
afforded by this winding, a uniform resistance in the several cir-

cuits, great economy in space and a more perfect insulation are
possible. And these qualities have become recognized as essential

in a successful railway motor armature. So much is this the case
that over 2,250,000 of these armature coils are now in use on General
Electric motors.

Compressed Air Motors in New York.

During the last month the three compres.sed air motor cars
manufactured by the Rome Locomotive Works have been received
by the Third Avenue Railroad Company and have been put in oper-
ation on the 125th Street line of that company. The car bodies were
built by the Brooklyn & New York Railway vSupply Company. The
cars have not been in operation long enough yet to determine the
question of economy.

The compressed air cars for the Lenox Avenue line of the Metro-
politan Street Railway Company have not yet been received from
the works at Worcester, Mass.

Increased Use of Electric Power Transmission.

The increase in tlie use of electricity is none the less rapid be-
• cause carried on quietly. To gauge the progress attention should
not so much be directed to the fiehls of electric lighting and electric

railways, as to that of electric power, a field which is now steadily

repaying the arduous culture bestowed upon it during the past four

years.

We have secured from the ("reneral Electric Company's Power
> and Mining Department some figures which illustrate not only the
growth in the use of electric power, but also its economy and effi-

ciency. These figures are represented in the unfluctuating horse
power instead of in dollars. The former on account of the fluctuation

in prices, offers a standard gauge. The figures take cogni/aiu e of

electric power apparatus only.

1892 1.S93 1894 1895
H.P. 13,719 18,762 42,379 46,727

In 1896 the missionary work of the jjast four years began to

come to rapid fruition. From Jan. i to July 3'!, the total horse
power of the apparatus amounted to over 48,000 h.p. During the
same period, in 1895, the aggregate orders amounted to 25,737 h.p.

From Aug 1 to Aug. 18, the total amount of power apparatus ordered
during 1896, was increased to the respectable figure of 62,164 h.p.

FIG. 2.—WINDING THE COILS.

FIG. 4—DRYING ROOM.

Such a showing in face of the universal dullness in business
everywhere is remarkable, and perhaps emphasizes the fact that
during hard times the truest economy is the use of apparatus which
costs least to operate.

Rails Wanted in Australia.

J. H. Young, minister of Public Works for the Colony of
New South Wales, Australia, has requested bids for the manufacture
of 150,000 tons of steel rails and other permanent way materials for
use on the lines in that colony. These supplies are to be manufact-
ured in New South Wales, and from iron ore, coke, coal, or other
fuel raised in the colony. The delivery of rails is to be extended
over a period of ten years and is to be at the rate of 15,000 tons per
annum. Full specifications of the rails desired are supplied by the
Board of Public Works, at Sydney, or can be seen at the office of
the Street Railway Journai.. The rails are to be of the T
type, of about sixty and eighty pounds to the yard, from thirty to
forty feet in length, as required, and of special composition.

The officers of the Consolidated Street Railway Company, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., in connection with certain religious societies,
have been devotirig considerable attention recently to the comforts of
their employes, particularly in the line of establishing reading rooms
in the different car houses. A number of periodicals have been sub-
scribed for to be sent to each of the car houses, and the employes'
quarters have been made as comfortable and attractive as possible.
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The St. Louis Convention.

In order that those intending to be present at the Street Rail-
way Convention, in St. Louis, next month may be fully informed
as to all the details of the Convention so far arranged, the following
review is made of the announcements which have been given out from
time to time by the different committees together with the latest

reports obtained by the STREET Railway Journai^'s special repre-
sentatives at St. Louis and this month's official announcements by
the vSscretary and Committee on Exhibits.

The date for the Convention is October 20 to 23. Special trains

will be run from Chicago, New York, Philadelphia and Boston.
The only detailed announcement so far made by the railroad com-
panies is that a special train will leave Boston at 10:30 a.m. and
New York at 1:50 p.m., on vSunday, October 18, and will run over
the Boston & Albany, New York Central, Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern and " Big Four " systems to St. Louis, at rates of one and
one-third fare for the round trip. This train will arrive at St. Louis
at 6:56 Monday evening.

The Convention headquarters will be the Southern Hotel. A
large number of applications for rooms have alread)' been made and
delegates should make sure that hotel accommodation is secured
several weeks in advance of the Convention as they might otherwise
find it difficult to get comfortable rooms at any of the first-class

hotels, since the city's various hostelries are sure to be heavily
taxed.

The Association meetings will be held in one section of the
great Convention Hall, at which the Republican and Populist Na-
tional Conventions have been held, while another large section will

be devoted to the exhibits. This hall is within several blocks of the
Southern Hotel and is reached by a number of street railway lines.

The delegates will be afforded the courtesies of the street cars

all over the city during the Convention.
The following announcement is made of the names of the manu-

facturers who have already ap2:)lied for .space.

name. amount .space.

General Electric Co., Motors, etc 2000 vSq. Ft.

Walker Co., Motors, etc 500 "

Johnson Co., Rails, Frogs and Switches 1200
Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co., Rails, Frogs and Switches .

Paige Iron Works, Rails, Frogs and Switches 400 "

Mark Ry. Equipment Co., Track Fastenings 240
Dilwortli-Porter & Co., Track Fastenings 100 "

W. W. Doty &Co., Track Fastenings 200 "

George Stever, Track Fastenings 150 "

Heine Safety Boiler Co., Boilers 500 "

Stirling Co., Boilers •
. . .

Consolidated E'ectric Purifier Co., Removing Scale . . 100 "

J. G. Brill Co., Cars, etc iioo "

American Car Co., Cars, etc 1200 "

Brooklyn & New York Ry. Sup. Co., Rv. Supplies, etc. 1600 "

Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., Trucks, etc . . . 750
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Trucks, etc

Graham Equipment Co., Trucks, etc

Diamond Triick & Car Gear Co., Trucks, etc 500 "

D. C. Sweet, Trucks, etc 200 "

Consolidated Car Fender Co., Fenders, etc 300 "

Devlin vStreet Car Brake Co., Brakes 100
Standard Air-Brake Co., Brakes 2cxd

"

Dr. Given Campbell, Brakes 100 "

Fit7.gerald-\'an Dorn Co., Automatic Drawbar 144
"

The Trojan Button Fastener Co., Sand Boxes 100 "

Scarritt Furniture Co., Car vSeats . .
' 800 "

Woven Wire Mattress Co., Car Seats 100 "

Brussells Tapestry Co. , Car Shades 200 "

E. T. Burrowes Co., Car Shades 150 "

St. Louis Register Co., Registers 200 "

International Register Co., Registers 100 "

Bund)^ Manufacturing Co., Registers 100 "

Meaker Manufacturing Co., Registers 200 "

American Electric Heating Corpor., Electric Heaters . 200 "

Gold Street Car Heating Co. , Electric Heaters .... 100 "

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Electric Heaters . . . 320 "

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co. , Elec. Heaters 200 '

'

Adams & Wesflake Co., Lamps, etc 100 "

NAME. amount space.
Chas. G. Smith, Lamps, etc 100 "

Clarence Whitman & Co., Lamps, etc 100 "

Central Electric Co., Electrical Supplies 150 "

Central Union Brass Co., Electrical Supplies
Western Electric Supply Co., Electrical Supplies ... 150 "

Partridge Carbon Co., Electrical Supplies 100 "

A. W. Morrell, Electrical Supplies 100 •'

Connnercial Electric vSupply Co. , Electrical Supplies. . 400 "

Mica Insulator Co., Electrical Supplies 100 "

H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., Elec. Sup. and Overhead Material. 250 '•

R. D. Nuttall & Co., Elec. Sup. and Overhead material.
Leschen-MacComber-Whyte Co., Overhead Material . . 100 "

Theodore Fletcher, Overhead Material 100 "

Creaghead Engineering Co., Oveahead Material . . . . 200 "

Munson Electric Conduit Co., Electric Conduits . . . 750
"

The Sargent Co., Brake Shoes 100 "

Missouri Car & Foundry Co. , Brake Shoes 100 '"

Missouri Malleable Iron Co., Castings 100 "

Sliickle-Harrison & Howard Iron Co.
,
Castings .... 200 '

'

National Lead Co., Paints loo "

Elliot Frog & Switch Co.
,
Frogs, Switches, etc. . . . 200 "

Shultz Belting Co., Belts 200
Ready Rock Asphalt Roofing Co., Roofs 100 •'

Street Raii.wayJournai,, Publications 100 "

Street Railzvay Review, Publications 300 "

The Committee on Exhibits and the secretary wish it an-
nounced that there is still considerable .space available for exhibition
purposes, and that applications will be received up to October 1st,

or even later if the space be not at that time fully assigned. The
price per square foot has been fixed at a very low figure and there is

plenty of room in the great Convention Hall for all who care to use
it. The papers to be read at the Convention have nearly all been
finished and sent in to the Committee on Papers and are now as
follows:

" Track and Track Joints: Con,struction, Maintenance and Bond-
ing"— M. K. Bowen, superintendent Chicago City, Railway Com-
pany.

" Trucks "—Jno. N. Akarman, superintendent Worcester Con-
solidated Street Railway Company, Worcester Mass.

" How Can the Revenue of Street Railways be Increased,Taking
into Consideration the Collection of Fares, Method of Registry,
Transfers, Use of Tickets or Cash Fare and Attractions along the
Line of Road "— C. Densmore Wyman, general manager Milwaukee
Street Railway Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

"Modern Overhead Electric Construction"— B. Willard, gen-
eral superintendent New Orleans City & Lake Railroad Company,
New Orleans, La.

" The Modern Power House"— Richard McCuUoch, engineer
Citizens' Railway Company, St. Louis, Mo.

" Selection and Management of limployes" (to be discussed
at an executive session)—W. F. Kelly, general manager Columbus
Street Railway Company, Columbus, O.

The Local Committee has designed an exceedingly beautiful

solid silver button, which will be given to delegates and others in

attendance. Great pains will be taken this year to provide a wide
variety af entertainment for the delegates, particularly for the
ladies, and every effort will be made to make the visit to St. Louis,

of so many street railway men, from all over the country, long to be
remembered.

Convention of the New York State Street Rail=
way Association.

The next annual convention of the Street Railway Association

of the State of New York will be held at Hotel Bennett, Bingham-
ton, Tuesday, Sept. 8, at ten o'clock a. m.

It is the intention of the association to make the meeting one of

especial benefit and importance. A feature of the programme will

be the reading of several papers upon subjects of every day impor-
tance to street railway men. All papers prepared and read before

the convention will be brief and concise, twelve minutes being the

limit of time allotted to each. It is also intended to make the ex-
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hibit of supplies, small models, etc., a prominent feature of the Con-
vention, and ample room will be provided (free of expense) for all

who desire to make a display.

The following are the topics selected for discussion:

Points on financial organization.
Car mileage record; its advantages.
Improvements needed in electric motors.
vSuggestions for special track construction.
How can we increase travel, especially in smaller cities?

General track construction and the most approved method.
Is selling tickets at reduced rates an advantage or disadvantage?
The maintenance of power station from an economical stand-

point.

A description of the "Gorge Road" at Niagara Falls. (Al-

lotted).

Street Railroads vs. State—Their relation to each other. (Al-

lotted).

How to keep car bodies clean? A plan for daily in.spection and
care.

The use and abuse of transfers—Are they advantageous? (Al-

lotted.
)

Fenders—Are they practicable? Their advantages and disad-

vantages.
Construction and maintenance of trucks and care of motors.

(Allotted.)

Overhead construction; maintenance of same, and suggestions
for new work.

How can we prevent accidents and increase the general effi-

ciency of employes?
The best method of and the advantages gained by rotating crews

and distribution of runs.

How to prevent collu.sion on the part of motormen and conduc-
tors to defraud the company ?

The relative advantages and disadvantages of single and double
trucks for interurban service.

Interurban electric roads—possibilities and advantages from a

financial standpoint. (Allotted.)

Can small electric roads be operated to advantage in conjunction
with small electric light companies ?

Report blanks, time sheets, etc., and their general usefulness to

the superintendent. Suggestions for forms.
The proper form of liability insurance. Can a company insure

itself to advantage by establishing a fund ?

The daily inspection and care of car equipments. How to ac-

complish the best results with the least expense.

The Daily Record-Book of conductors' returns—its necessity and
advantages. Suggestions for headings.

The best method of promoting personal interest on the part of

the employes in the affairs of the company.

Signals and inter-communication with reference to maintenance
of schedule on single-track street railroads.

What is the proper and most efficient method of protecting a

street railroad company from dishonesty of employes ?

Street Railway Legislation—How can it be met to best subserve
the interests of .street railroad companies and the public ?

Street Car Wheels—Should they be made heavier, to avert pos-

sibilities of accident ? Is it possible to establish a standard ?

How shall we prevent pounding down of track joints? How
shall we remedy the evil when it exists, without replacing entire

track ?

The comparative advantages and disadvantages of operating
long or short cars. The extra expense and increased capacity con-

sidered.

Power from the trolley circuit. Is it practicable ? Why do the
fire insurance companies object ? What should be done to overcome
the objection ?

Pleasure resorts and their advantages to street railroads. Are
they profitable ? How should they be conducted and maintained to

attract the largest number of people and secure permanency ?

Can cities of less than 15,000 inhabitants support a street rail-

road of moderate mileage, carefully and well built at present prices,

without over-capitalization of costs, owned and handled by local

parties ? What measure of profit can be expected therefrom ?

At the last annual Convention of the Association a resolution

was introduced whereby supply men could be made associate mem-
bers of the Association, paying membership fees and dues, to assist

in defraying the expenses of the Association. After a thorough and
lengthy discussion, participated in by the supply men themselves, it

was considered wise and expedient not to adopt the resolution, but
the privilege of all conventions was extended to supply men, and
they were cordially invited to participate in the exercises and enter-

tainment provided, and the only outlay asked was an assessment of

$5 each to defray the expense of the banquet, which would entitle

the contributor to a ticket.

Aside from the banquet, which will be held at 8:30 p. M. at the
Hotel Bennett, the Binghamton Railroad Company has arranged an
excellent programme of entertainment, including a trolley ride to

the various points of local interest, and terminating with a ten-mile
ride to Union, with luncheon at the Casino, provided by the Bing-
hamton, Lestershire & Union Railroad Company. To these enter-

tainments all visitors, including representatives of supply houses,
are invited.

Convention of the Pennsylvania Street Rail=
way Assoeiation.

Preparations for the fifth annual meeting of the Pennsylvania
Street Railway Association, to be held in Altoona, on Sejjt. 2

and 3 next, are completed; and judging from the number of re-

spon.ses by meml)ers of the association and others interested in jjro-

moting the general welfare of local rapid transit, it will be the larg-

est convention yet held by the a.s.sociation. The programme will be
one of unusual interest to tho.se gathering scientific and practical

knowledge upon the construction and operation of street railways,

(to which the first day will be devoted ), while a series of entertain-

ments has been provided for the second day, that will afford a pleas-

ant variation to the members and visitors of the association.

The convention will be called on Wednesday, Sept. 2, at

u A. M. sharp, in the "Casino," at Lakeniont Park, Altoona, and
continue during the day. There will be an address of welcome by
Hon. Martin Bell, and response by the president, Hon. B. F. Myers,
of the Wilkcsbarre &. Wyoming Valley Traction Company. The
following papers will then be read: "IvOng Distance and Heavy
Duty Electric Railways," by Mr. V. W. Darlington, electrical engi-
neer. " Construction and Maintenance of Electric Railway Tracks,"
by Mr. Geo. H. Neilson. "Transfer Tickets," by Mr. J. H. vSted-

man. The following topics are for general discussion: "Street
Railway Law "; " Liability Insurance." On the evening of Wednes-
day, the first day, a complimentary concert by the Altoona City
Band will be given to members and visitors of the association, at

Lakemont Park, by the Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Railway
Company. The second day will be devoted to an excursion over the
lines of the Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Railway Company, a
trip to " Wopsononock," ending with a banquet at the Mountain
House, " Cresson," in the evening.

All entertainments are free, except the banquet, for which a nomi-
nal charge of I5 per plate will be made, to which all persons in at-

tendance upon the convention are most cordially invited, whether
members of the association or not. The Logan House, Altoona, will
be headquarters of the association.

Annual Convention of the Massachusetts Street
Railway Association.

The annual meeting of the Massachusetts Street Railway Asso-
ciation was held Aug. 11, at Fall River, Mass. About one hundred
members of the association were present. They were met at the
railroad station by President Goff and other officers of the Globe
Street Railway Company and the Dartmouth & We.stport Street
Railway Company. A trip was first taken in electric cars over the
lines of the Globe Street Railway Company, terminating with a clam-
bake at Lincoki Park. After a very enjoyable time the cars were
again boarded at three o' clock and a trip was made to New Bedford
where the guests found a welcome at the Wamsutta Club where
they passed a very pleasant hour. A run to Fairhaven was then
made.

Important Electric Railway Contracts.

The Walker Company reports the sale of a large number of its

new trolleys and controllers to railway companies in all parts of
the country, and it is believed that both have proven to be inven-
tions of great importance and merit. It is, of course, well known to
Street Raiway Journal readers that the controller is one in
which no magnetic blowout is used, the circuit being broken instan-
taneously at thirty-two contact points on a special breaking cylinder
contained in the controller box. It is said that this method of pre-
venting destructive arcing in the controller is entirely efficacious
and without disastrous influences on the motor field coils and arma-
tures. The reports from the men using these controllers are entirely
.satisfactory.

The trolleys are also doing good work and are meeting with
much favor from managers, owing to the fact that they are easily
kept in order and do not require any overhead switches, turnouts,
etc. It is claimed that the trolley does not infringe any patent
whatever, while it is itself covered by strong patents which will be
vigorously enforced should infringements be made.

The company has made a remarkable record during the last few
months in generator and motor sales, which have aggregated over
25,000 horse power. This in a time of extreme dullness and strin-
gency of money. Among these orders may be mentioned the fol-
lowing : Chicago City Railway Co., Chicago, 111., six 800 k. w.
generators; Englewood & Chicago Railroad Co., Chicago, 111.,
four 200 k. w. generators and twenty-three 50 h. p. motors

; Metro-
politan Street Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo., one 1200 k. w. gene-
rator

; New York & Brooklyn Bridge Railroad, New York, two
400 k. w generators

; The Albany Railway, Albany, N. Y., one 800
k. w. generator; Syracuse Rapid Transit Co., Syracuse, N. Y., two
800 k. w. generators

; Detroit Railway, Detroit, Mich, (extension
order), two 750k. w. generators; Los Angeles Street Railway Co.,
Los Angeles, Cal., one 800 k. w. generator

;
London Street Railway

Co., London, Ont., one 400 k. w. generator
; Newcastle Electric Co.,

New Castle, Pa., two 250 k. w. generators
; Pacific Power Co., San

Francisco, Cal., one 300k. w. generator; Albion Construction Co.,
Chicago, 111., two 150 k. w. generators

;
Bamburn, Germany, two

100 k. w. generators
;
Rapid Railway Co., Detroit, Mich, (exten-
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sion), one 400 k. w. generator and twenty-two 50 h. p. motors
;

Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y., eighty 35 h. p.
motors

;
Union Railway Co. , New York Citj', eight 25 h. p. motors

;

Albion Construction Co., Chicago, 111., ten 50 h. p. motors ; Ham-
burg, Germany, ten 35 h. p. and twenty-four 25 h. p. motors

;

Paris, France, eighteen 25 h. p. motors
;
Railway Electric Light &

Power Co., Rahway, N. J., ten 30 h. p. motors.

An Annual Clambake.

The annual clambake extended by that genial host Eugene F.
Phillips, of the American Electrical Works, to the American electri-

cal fraternity was celebrated Aug. 22. The day proved to be a fine

one although there were a few clouds in the morning, and about 250
guests were present to enjoy the good things prepared for them.
The visitors assembled at the Narragansett Hotel where they were
welcomed by the two Messrs. Phillips, Messrs. »Saw3'er, Remington
and Hathaway of the home office, and Messrs. Ackerman, Donohue
and Carroll of the company's branch offices. The trip was made in

trolley cars to the Pomham Club in East Providence where the feast

occurred.
The usual festivities were indulged in before the event of the

the day, after which the party was divided into the club dining
room where they found an elaborate banquet ready. The speeches
were unusually good, and the meeting broke up with a general opin-
ion that the eighteenth annual clambake had, exceeded any of

the preceding seventeen in success, if that were possible.

Silver Lesson in Kingston, N. Y.

Mr. Peckham, of the Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company,
is a strong believer in sound money, and took occasion last month
to give his employes in the King.ston factory an object lesson. Each
man found in his pay envelope at the end of the week one bright,

new Mexican dollar, together with a typewritten statement which
read as follows :

" Enclosed you will find a specimen of Bryan's dollars, which are
now only worth fifty-one cents, according to the price of bullion; but
if Bryan is elected, these same dollars (worth fifty-one cents only

)

will cost you their full face—one hundred cents each."
The effect of this experiment has been to arouse an interest in

the money question in Kingston, which will lead to a careful search
for information, and it is to be hoped that a knowledge of the sub-
ject will be obtained which will bring out an intelligent vote in

November.

News Items.

Allegheny, Pa.—The following street railway companies have
been incorporated at Harrisburg: The Evergreen Hamlet Street

Railway Company with a capital stock of $12,000: the South Avenue
Street Railway Company with a capital stock of |6ooo, and the
Bouquet Street Railway Company with a capital stock of $6000.

Atlanta, Ga.—An ordinance has been introduced in the City
Council requiring street railway companies to equip their cars with
fenders.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company has
under contemplation the construction of an electric line on Fells

Street to be equipped with large electric motors for hauling freight

cars. J. T. Manning is chief engineer, and W. M. Green is general
manager of the company.

Batavia, N. Y.—Surveys for the Batavia Electric Railway have
been completed in the cit)', and the surveyors are now working on
the line to Horseshoe Lake. W. Pratt is president, and H. A. vSage

manager of construction of the company that will build the line.

Beaver, Pa.—Newspaper reports state that work on the lines of

the South vSide Railway Company, recently incorporated, will be
begun on Aug. 31. The line will be run to Rock Spring, back from
the river, and the company will spend $30,000 on the resort, erecting
a summer hotel, a long chute to the river and making the park an
ideal picnic ground. Among the incorporators are J. J. Hoffman
and T. H. Javins, of Rochester, Pa.

Belleville, N. J.—At the next meeting of the Township Com
mittee application will be made by the Union Traction Companj' for

a franchise to extend its line through the town. H. G. Bell, of
Rutherford, N. J., is vice-president of the company.

Benton Harbor, Mich.—Rights of way for the Benton Harbor
& Eastern Electric Railwaj' have been secured, survej-s have been
made and the grades for the line have been established. The resi-

dents of Paw Paw will grant a bonus of $2000 to the company, and
the citj' of Decatur will also give sufficient aid to insure the con-
struction of the line. It is the intention of the companj' to build
the line as far as Paw Paw this season and extend it to Allegan in

1897.

Boston, Mass.—The West End Street Railway Company is

having 150 closed cars built to be put in operation in October. The
American Electric Heating Corporation is equipping the cars with
electric heaters.

Braddock, Pa.—The Braddock Electric Passenger Railway
Company will begin work at once on its extension over Bessemer
Terrace to East Pittsburgh.

Brenham, Tex.—Abraham Harrison is the promoter of an elec-
tric railway in Brenham.

Bridgeport, Conn.—It is reported that N. H. Heft, Frank E.
Clark, Frank Miller and George E. Somers, of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, are at the head of a company
to be incorporated soon to build an electric railway in Bridgeport
and vicinity.

Bristol, Pa.—G. S. W. Brubaker, of Lancaster, Pa., has been
awarded the contract for the extension of the Bristol & Langhorne
Electric Railway. Work will be commenced soon.

Brockton, Mass.—The Brockton vStreet Railway Company has
awarded the contract for constructing the North Easton extension to
vSoule, Dillingham & Company, of Boston, Mass.

Brunswick, Me.—I. C. Libby, of Waterville, Me., and A. F. Ger-
ald, of P'airfield, Me., are the promoters of an electric railway from
Brunswick to Topsham. Work will be begun at once and the line
is to be completed within a month.

Bucyrus, O.—The Toledo capitalists interested in the electric
line between Bucj'nis and Gallon have applied to the County Com-
missioners for a franchise.

Burlington, Vt.—It is reported that the Winooski & Burling-
ton Street Railway Company and the Military Post Street Railway
Company have been consolidated and the two lines will be operated
under one management in future.

Chester, N. H.—The Derry & Chester Electric Railway is nearly
completed and will be in operation in a few weeks.

Chesterville, W. Va.—J. E. McDonald, of East Liverpool, O.,
is the promoter of an electric railway from Chesterville across the
Ohio River to East Liverpool, O. A steel bridge 2000 ft. long will
be built across the river.

Chicago, 111.—The Englewood & Chicago Electric Street Rail-
way is expected to be in operation by Oct. i. The cars will be run
by storage batteries.

It is reported that the Chicago General Railway Company will
test the Hardie compressed air motor. It has just erected an air

compressing plant at a cost of $18,000.

Cincinnati, O.—The Cincinnati Street Railway Company is

planning to build a belt line in the city as soon as franchises can be
secured. The line will start at the Grand Central Depot and pass by
the Custom House, Court House, Music Hall and the new City Hall.

Cleveland, O.—The Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railroad
Company has filed a trust deed in favor of the Cleveland Trust Com-
pany, of Cleveland, and the State Trust Company, of New York. The
deed was given as security for $500,000 of improvement bonds.

Connellsville, Pa.—The Connellsville Suburban Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated to build electric railways in Connells-
ville and suburbs. The officers are: president, S. R. Slaymaker;
vice-president, Joseph Soisson; secretary and treasurer, Robt. W.
Soisson; chief engineer and superintendent, William Henderson;
directors, John D. Frisbie, John F. Soisson, Joseph Soisson, S. R.
Slaymaker, P. S. Newmeyer, Robt. W. Soisson and John F. Barry.
The City Council has granted rights of way and the engineers will

begin work at once.

Conway, Mass.—The Conway Electric Street Railway Com-
pany has awarded the contract for constructing its extension to
Hendrick, Taylor & Warner, of Northampton, Mass.

Delta, Pa.—Thomas McKenzie, of Baltimore; Charles A. Haw-
kins and Perry J. M. Heindel, of York, Pa.; John B. Gemmill, of

Stewartstown, Pa., and James McElwain, of Fawn Township, are
the promoters of an electric railway -from Delta to Stewartstown
along the Maryland state line.

Elizabeth, N. J.—The Elizabeth & Railway Traction Company
has secured rights of way through Linden.

Enfield, Conn.—It is reported that the Enfield & Longmeadow
Electric Railway Company will be reorganized with a capital stock
of $25,000.

Frederick, Md.—On the evening of Aug. 23, a trolley car on
the new line of the Frederick & Middletown Electric Railway Com-
pany while running down the Catocin Mountain got beyond the
control of the niotorman and in rounding a curve upset and was
completely demolished. There were about 100 people on the car at

the time of the accident, forty of whom were injured.

Gloucester, Mass.—At a meeting of the directors of the
Gloucester, Essex & Beverly Street Railway Company, it was de-

cided to build an electric line between Ipswich and Rowley at once.

Rights of way in Rowley have been applied for.

Greenport, L. I., N. Y.—Newspaper reports state that a com-
pany of capitalists will build an electric railway from Greenport to

Orient, a distance of eight miles. Road Commissioner E. W. Taber,

of Orient, is securing rights of way along the proposed route. The
estimated cost of the line is $150,000.

Hagerstown, Md.—The Hagerstown Railway Company has
completed its lines between Hagerstown and Williamsport and cars

are now running on them.

Hamilton, Ont.—F. G. Beckett, the promoter of the Hamilton,
Chedoke & Ancaster Electric Railway, has secured the necessary

right of way, and steps will be taken at once to complete the organ-
ization of the company.
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Lorain, O.—Ifranchises and nearly all rights of way have been
granted for the lines of the I^oraiu & Cleveland Railroad Company
and construction work will be begun in about one month. The
])ower house will Ije erected at x\von Point. ICstimates and plans
for the buildings and bridges are now being made by the engineers.

(The estimated cost of the road is |2oo,ooo. ) S. H. Short is presi-

dent, and Barney Mahler general manager of the company.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The street railway franchise applied for

by W. H. Workman is to be sold at public auction.

McKeesport, Pa.—The Versailles Traction Company may ex-

tend its lines across the Youghiogheny River and thence up the
valley. A couple of bridges will be erected, one at Boston, and the
other at Long Run in connection with the extension.

Marietta, O.—The Marietta Electric Company has elected the
following officers : president, A. L. Gracey; secretary, J. S. H. Tor-
ner; stiperintendent, R. J. m. Danley.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Milwaukee & Waukesha Railway Com-
pany expects to expend about ^2,000,000 in building and equipping
its line from Milwaukee to Waukesha.

Minneapolis, Minn.—It is probaljle that the Twin City Rapid
Transit Company will build a new double track line between Min-
neapolis and St. Paul next year, on which fast express cars will be
run.

Monroe, Mich.-—The incorporators of the Toledo, Monroe &
Detroit Traction Company are R. B. Thomas, J. A. Dawson, W. G.
Gardner, J. A. Stewart, W. L. Hoyt and Chas. G. Watson, of Toledo.

Monterey, Cal.—A large electric power plant is being built at

the Little'Sur River, twenty-four miles down tlie coast from Monte-
rey, and as soon as it is completed, the lines of the Monterey & I'a-

cilic Grove Street Railway & PHectric Power Company will be
equipped for the use of electricity to be transmitted from the power
plant to monterey.

Monterey, Mex.—J. A. Robertson, an American capitalist of

Monterey, has purchased the street railways of Montere}- in the in-

terests of New England men. Under the new management the
lines will be improved and equipped with electricity.

Montpelier, Vt.—The Consolidated Lighting Company has been
granted permission to build electric railways in Montpelier. C. P.

Pitkin is president of the company.

Montreal, Can.—William McKenzie, president of the Toronto
Railway Company, and James Ross, managing director of the Mon-
treal Street Railway Company, have leased the Birmingham Central
Tramways for twenty-one years at an annual rental of _^,"5000. The
tramways, which comprise 43,'s miles of track and are operated by
horses, will be rebuilt and equipped with electricity.

Nassau, N. Y.—The Greenbush, Nassau & Niverville Electric

Railway Company has been incorporated.

Ogden, Utah.—It is reported that the Pioneer Electric Power
Company will build an electric railway to Salt Lake City this fall,

in connection with its electric transmission line to be built from
Ogden to the same city.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Second Avenue Traction Company con-
templates extending its Walnut Street line up the Youghiogheny
Valley to Versailles. At present surveys are being made along the
proposed route.

Rochester, N. Y.—The Irondequoit & Lake Shore Electric
Railroad Company has decided to build from Simimerville to Sodus
Point, a distance of six miles along the lake shore, instead of from
Windsor Beach to Sea Breeze and Forest Lawn. It is probable that
work on the road will be begun soon

St. Louis, Mo.—The County Court held a special session on
the 27th instt for the purpose of considering a petition asking for a
franchise to construct an electric railway along the St. Charles Rock
road, from the city limits of St. Louis to St. Charles. Among the
prominent promoters of the enterprise are E. T. Thomas, Frank
Thompson, George W. Brown, Walter E. Post, J. E. Avery, J. E.
Avery, Sr., John H. Bobb and J. H. Chambers.

Seneca Falls, N. Y.—It is probable that work will be begun in

a few days on the lines of the Seneca County Railway Company.
John F. Dolan is the contractor.

Torrington, Conn.—J. M. Murphy, inventor of a third rail

system of electric car propulsion, is the promoter of an electric rail-

way in Torrington and from Torrington to Litchfield, East Litch-
field, Harwinton, Unionville, Bantam Lake, Thomaston and Wiu-
sted. At Unionville the road will connect with the lines of the
Hartford Street Railway Company. The third rail system will be
used on all the lines. Mr. Mur^i}? says that he has |iioo,ooo pledged
to back the enterprise. He is about to apply for a charter.

Uniontown, Pa.—Reports state that the Chicago Construction
Company has been awarded the contract for constructing the exten-
sion of the lines of the Uniontown Street Railway Company to Fair-
chance, a distance of six miles.

Worcester, Mass.—All the stock of the Clinton & Worcester
Street Railway Company has been subscribed and a meeting will be
held soon to perfect the organization of the company. After the
company is formed, franchises will be applied for, and work will be
begun as soon as these are granted.

Personals.

Mr. Walter W. Wheatley is appointed superintendent of the
southern division of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, vice

Sheldon T. Bent, transferred.

Mr. J. S. Badger, of the General I^lectric Company, of New
York, has arrived at Brisbane, Australia, where he will superintend
the conversion of the horse railways in that city to electric power.

Mr. F. D. Rounds has been appointed general superintendent
of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company of New York in ad-
dition to his ])resent duties. J. W. Ritchie having resigned the po-
sition of assistant general manager, that office has been abolished.

Mr. Thomas H. McLean, on Aug. 18 assinned the manage-
ment of the street railway system of the City of Mexico, the property
having been turned over on that date to the English syndicate which
has recently purchased it. The official title of the company operat-
ing the lines, of which Mr. McLean is president and general man-
ager, is " Companiade l'"errocarriles del Distrito Federal de Mexico."

Mr. H. H. Vreeland is jjlanning a pleasant and well merited
vacation this fall—the first he has had during his three years' man-
agement of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company. He will

leave New York with his family on Sept. <S, in the private car of

T. F. Ryan, for a trip to the Pacific Coast, by way of Chicago, Kan-
sas City, Denvei- and the Yellowstone National Park. West of Chi-
cago, he will go via the .Atchison system and will visit many of the
points of interest, apart from the larger cities. After a brief stay in

vSan Francisco, Los Angeles and other Californian places, he will re-

turn Ivast, arriving about the middle of OctoVjer. Mr. \'reeland states

that he will probably attend the St. Louis convention this fall.

Mr. Wm. A. House, who has recently been elected president of

the Baltimore Traction Company, is a railroad man b}- instinct and
training, having been, though only now thirty-six years of age, for

seventeen years engaged in railway work. He is a son of the late

Wm. A. House, of Baltimore, who for many years was a prominent
wholesale merchant in that city. Mr. House entered the employ of

the People's Passenger Railway, of Baltimore, in 1879. Under
the strict surveillance of T. Edward Hambleton, who served as pres-

ident of the road almost from its inauguration, Mr. House .soon be-

came a valuable attache of the company. In 18S3 the People's line

failed, and Mr. Hambleton was made receiver. A year later the
line was sold, and Mr. Hambleton was the purchaser. The company
was reorganized under the name of the People's Railway Compan)-,
and Mr. House was made general superintendent. This was his

first step where vent could be given to his tact in railroading, and
to this opportunity, and the support given him by Mr. Hambleton,
is due his elevation to the presidency of the Traction Company.
Under Mr. House's management the sj'stem has been greatly ex-
tended and improved.

Mr. George E. Pratt, the well-known representative of the
Jackson & Sharp Company, of Wilmington, Del., will, on October
I, assume the management of the Hunt Air Brake Company, and

will make his headquarters in

Pittsburgh. Mr. Pratt has had a
long experience in railroad mat-
ters, commencing with the acquir-

ing of the practical knowledge
of the manufacture of railroad
machinery at the Taunton Loco-
motive Works. He has also served
in the emplo_y of the New York
& New England Railroad, Fitch-
burg Railroad, West Shore &
Chautauqua Lake Railroad, each
time accepting a position of more
responsibility. He was secretary
of the New England Railroad
Club, of Boston, for three years,

and was associated for a number
of years with the Master Car
Builders' Association. After leav-

ing the service of operating rail-

roads he was associated with the
Pullman Car Company as me-

chanical inspector. He has recently devoted his attention entirely
to street railway work, first with the Lamokin Car Works, and re-

cently with the Jackson & Sharp Company. He is a man of many
friends and a good hustler for business.

GEORGE E. PRATT.

Obituary,

Mr. Job Abbott, of Canton, O., president of the Young Lock
Nut Company, and one of the directors of the Wrought Iron Bridge
Company died last month. Mr. Abbott was born in 1845, and was
graduated from Harvard College in 1S64. He took up the profession
of engineering, and turning his attention to bridge building became
connected vyith the Wrought Iron Bridge Company. He also organ-
ized the Toronto Bridge Company, of Toronto, and the Dominion
Bridge Company, of Montreal.

Mr. Henry J. Winser, of the Vernon Fare Register Com-
pany, died last month in New York. Mr. Winser acted as Consul
at Saxe-Coburg, Germany, for twelve years. He was also at one time
managing editor of the New York Tii/ics^and afterwards of the
Mail and Express.
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Prominent New Jersey Managers.

The Consolidated Traction Company of New Jersey, whose ex-
tensive system was described last month, was not the creation of a

moment or of one man, but is the result of years of careful manage-
ment and a thorough study of the business conditions presented.

On this page are given the portraits of the five directors of the com-
pany who have given to its affairs the greatest amount of attention
and to whom, more than to any others, the remarkable success of the
enterprise is due.

David Young, the second vice-president of the company and
active manager, has been most assiduous in his devotion to the in-

terests of the company,
whose afTairs he con-
trols, and to his execu-
tive ability and ceaseless

care a large part of the
success of the company
must be attributed. Mr.
Young was born in

Scotland, May 6, 1849.

When four years of age
his parents moved to

Newark and he was ed-

ucated in Newark pub-
lic schools. He selected

civil engineering as his

profession and first

studied under, then be-

came a partner, of W. L.
Thompson. This part-

nership was dissolved
and a new one formed
with Harrison Van
Duyne, in 1872. In
1890 this was dissolved

and in 1893 Mr. Young
entered the partnership
of Young & Borrie. On June 1, 1893, he was elected general manager
of the Consolidated Traction Company. Mr. Young has taken an
active part in politics, was elected member of the Newark Council
in 1876, and served six years; was president of that body four years,

from 1878 to 1881 inclusive, and was member of the New Jersey
Legislature in 1882 and 1883. He is personally very popular and
has a large number of friends.

E. F. C. Young, president of the Consolidated Traction Com-
pany, is one of the most prominent men in Jersey City. He was
born in Morris County, N. J., in 1835, and began his financial

career in 1852, as clerk in the Hudson County Bank. In 1865 he

DAVID YOUNG.

it. He was born in Newark in 1847, and comes of the sturdy Irish

stock which has done so much toward the development of this
country. He was educated in the schools of Newark and in Bryant
& Stratton's Business College. His business qualifications and
remarkable ability in the management of men soon asserted them-
selves, and his career as a contractor in railway work and for public
improvements has been most successful. In the former he has per-
formed a great deal of work for the Pennsylvania Railroad, the
most important of which were, perhaps, the elevation of the tracks
in Jersey City at a cost of fi, 600,000 and at Elizabeth at a cost of

$500,000. He has also done a large amount of track laying and
loridge building for the Lehigh Valley Railroad, Erie Railroad,
Central Railroad of New Jersey, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Railroad, Philadelphia
& Reading Railroad,
etc. As a paving con-
tractor he is well known
in Philadelphia, New-
ark, Jersey City, Eliza-
beth and other cities,

and has constructed
macadam and telford

roads in nearly every
county of New Jersey.
He has also built and
constructed large plants
for water companies in
different New Jersey
cities and towns and
has developed great
quarries on the Dela-
ware, Raritan, Passaic,
and Hackensack rivers.

Mr. Shanley is very
abstemious and is at the
same time a fast friend,

a good companion and
. popular among his ac-

quaintances.
A. J. Cassatt, another of the prominent directors of the com-

pany, was born in Pittsburgh in 1839. His father was for a number
of years closely identified with the financial and industrial interests
of western Pennsylvania and was the first Mayor of Allegheny City.

He afterwards removed to Philadelphia, where he established the
banking house of Lloyd, Cassatt & Company. The subject of our
sketch received an education in the schools of Pittsburgh, studied
abroad and was afterwards, in 1859, graduated from the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, at Troy, N. Y., as a civil engineer. Mr.
Cassatt then entered the employ of the Pennsylvania Railroad, first

in its engineering department, and in 1866 was appointed superin-

B. J. SHANLEY.

A. J. CASSATT. E. F. C. YOUNG. J. D. CRIMMINS.

was elected Cit}' Treasurer, which position he held for five years.

He was made cashier of the Eirst National Bank in 1874 and in 1879
became president. In 1880 he was chosen as an elector on the Dem-
ocratic ticket, and cast his vote for General Hancock. In 1889 he
was appointed state railroad director, which position he has filled

five j-ears consecutively. Besides being a director in the Liberty
National Bank, of New York, he is identified as president with the
North River Bridge Company, the First National Bank, the New
Coaldale Coal Company, and many other business interests too
numerous to mention.

Mr. Young has twice been invited to become the candidate as
Senator for New Jersey, three times to become candidate for Gov-
ernor, and several times asked to stand for Congress, but has never
had time enough on his hands to admit of him accepting. He is a
member of a large number of social clubs and other organizations.

B. J. Shanle)-, the well known contractor of Newark, may be
said to have been the originator of the Consolidated Traction Com-
pany and holds now one of the largest, if not the largest, interest in

tendent of motive power and machinery of the Philadelphia & Erie

Railroad which was owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad. In No-
vember, 1867, he was appointed to a like position in the latter com-
pany with headquarters at Altoona. In 1870, he succeded Dr.

Williams as general superintendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad

and in the following year was made general manager of all the Penn-
sylvania Railroad lines, an office of ivhich he was the first incumbent.
His work in this department won him great fame, and established

his reputation for executive and administrative ability of a high
order. In 1874, Mr. Cassatt was advanced to the position of third

vice-president, and in 1880, upon the accession to the presidency of

Mr. Roberts, he became first vice-president of the company. In

1882, while still in the prime of life he voluntarily resigned this

office and retired to private life, his object being, to quote from his

letter of resignation, " to have more time at his disposal than any
one occupying so responsible a position in railroad management
could command. " The private interests of Mr. Cassatt are very

large. He is also well known through his connection with the
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American turf, and his Chesterhrook Farm at Berwyn, Chester
County, is one of the most celebrated breeding farms of the East.

J. D. Criiiimins, another director, is also prominent as a con-
tractor and railway man. He was born in New York on May 18,

1844, and gained his first steps in education in the public scliools of

New York, until the age of fifteen, when he started m business help-
ing his father; later he attended St. Francis Xavier's College, and
at the age of eighteen was sujierinlendent of his father's large con-
tracting business. He soon sliowed his ability by cutting loo.se from
the old line of business and started out to make independent con-
tracts. In this he was eminently successful and the firm of J. D. &
T. E. Crinimins has been prominently identified with all the largest

contracting works of the metropolis for a number of years. One of

the best known of its works are the electric subways which it con-
structed throughout. The mo.st extensive work undertaken by Mr.
Crinnnins was the construction of the Broadway cable road which
is regarded as his greatest success, the work having been accom-
plished in nmch less time than estimated by the engineers in

charge. Through this connection with street railway work Mr.
Crimmins gradually became prominently identified with a nund:)er

of enterprises, and for .several years was president of the Metropoli-
tan Street Railway Company, of New York.

Annuul Mcctiiiji;; of the Diit>Iin United Tramways
Company.

H. M. Littell.

The announcement was made late last month that the services
of Mr. H. M. Littell, president of the Atlantic Avenue Railroad
Company of Brooklyn, had been secured by the Metropolitan Street
Rrilway Company, in the position of first vice-president and general
manag^er. This step was taken, as explained elsewhere in this issue,

in order to relieve Mr.
Vreeland from the oper-
ating responsibilities of

this great New York sys-

tem, and it may be said

of the new appointment
that Mr. V r e e 1 a n d ' s

knowledge of men has
been justified in his .se-

lection of Mr. Littell for

this important position.

No man is better known
among .street railway
managers than the pres-

ident of the American
Street Railway As.socia-

tion. He has been con-
nected for many years
with street railway in-

terests,originally in 1874
with the Louisville City
Railway Companj' a s

clerk, starter, time-
keeper, track - foreman

and almost all other positions known to street railways. He then
went into the service of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Com-
pany, finally reaching, in the steam railroad field, the position of

general freight and passenger agent with what is now known as the
Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas City Railroad Company. In the
meantime in 1883-85, he filled the position of general manager of

the St. Paul Cit)' Railway Company. In 1S88, he left the steam rail-

road field to take charge of the Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railroad,
which was changed from horses to electricity under his administra-
tion. In January, 1893, he was engaged by the Seligmans, of New
York, as president of the New Orleans City & Lake Railroad Corn-
pan}', the Crescent City Railroad Compan}' and general manager of

the New Orleans Traction Company, all in the city of New Orleans.
During the next two years the work of equipping this .system ( oper-
ating 120 miles of horse railroad) by electricity was carried on under
his superintendence. After its completion in June, 1S92, he was
made president and general manager of the Atlantic Avenue Rail-

road Company, of Brooklyn, in which the Seligmans were also

largely interested. He operated this property for six or eight months
until its lease to the Na.ssau Electric Railroad Company, of Brooklyn,
which took place in the present year, .since which time he has been
winding up certain real estate and other business of the Atlantic

Avenue Company. Mr. Littell will bring to the duties of his

new position a clear head, a broad experience in both steam and
street railway business, and a faculty of making friends which will

be of the greatest service to him in the many difficulties which he
will be called upon to meet.

H. M. LlTTEIvL.

AT a recent meeting of the bondholders of the Los Angeles
Railway Company, of Los Angeles, Cal., it was decided to accept the
offer of Henry Butters, of San Francisco, representing a coinpau}'
of South African capitalists composed of Cecil Rhodes, Barney Bar-
nato and others, to purchase 2923 of the 3000 bonds of the I^os Angeles
Railway Company and fifty-one per cent of its capital stock; also

ninety-five per cent of the capital stock of the main Street c\: Agri-
cultural Park Railroad Company ( leased by the Los Angeles Rail-

way Company) and all of the property and franchises of the Fifth
Street Railroad Company ( leased to the Main Street & Agricultural
Park Railroad Company ).

The annual meeting of the Dublin United Tramways Company,
was held July 21, at Dublin. The rei)ort of the chairman showed
the traffic receipts for the half-year /'73,i62 an increa.se of /"9,457,
advertisement /, 1828 an increase of /'103, and parcels /"i 882 an in-

crease of ^143. Passengers carried were 11,866,534 an increase
of 2,285,036. Of the total number over 7,000,000 were id passengers,
the average fare being i.47d, compared with 2.53d in 1881.

The most iiiiporlant announcement made, was that the company
had decided to purchase the pro])erty of the Dublin Southern Tram-
ways Coiii]wny from the Thfunson-Houston Company, the price

agreed ujioii Iseing /"243,50o. The Dublin vSouthern line is equi])ped

with electric power, and electric jjower will be introduced on the
Dublin United Tramways line as rapidly as possible.

AHONQ THE MANUFACTURERS.

S. J. Wick, of the FHectric Railway F>|uipment Company of
Cincinnati, has received an order from the Laclede Car Company
for all the bron/.e trimmings for 1 15 cars.

The National Switch & Signal Company, of Easton, Pa., has
been awarded the conlract for installing forty-six sets of block sig-

nals for the Ulster & Delaware Railroad.

W. P. Seguine, who is in charge of the railway department of

the business of Joel H. Woodman, the well known manufacturer of

veneers, in Hoboken, N. J., has not retired from business as has
been reported, but is as active as usual in obtaining orders.

Elmer P. Morris has been appointed agent in New York for

the Electric Railway Equipment Company of Cincinnati, and has
taken an office at 36 Dey street. Mr. Morris also retains the agency
for the Simplex Interior Telephone Company and the Bradford Belt-

ing Company, both of Cincinnati.

The American Stoker Company, of Dayton, O., hasrecently
furnished, among other orders for stoker equipments, the following:
Pennsylvania Railroad Company shops, Columbus, O., second
order; Davis & Egan Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, O.;
Cleveland City Water Works, Cleveland, O.

The Forest City Electric Company, of Cleveland, O., has
recently published a tasteful folder descriptive of its protected rail

and improved Cleveland bond welder. The folder is strikingly
illu.strated by engravings, in which the views of the bond are printed
in bronze.

J. M. Atkinson & Company, of Chicago, have been appointed
agents for the Dorner & Dutton Company, of Cleveland, for the
Middle Western States. They are also agents for the Buda track
drills which are giving great satisfaction. They report a constantly
increasing business with the horse shoe rail bond, having closed
several good contracts during the past month.

The Taunton Manufacturing Company, of Taunton, Mass.,
has recently brought out a catalogue descriptive of the snow plows
manufactured by it for electric railway ser\-ice. These plows have
achieved an excellent reputation in practice, and are growing in pop-
ularity, as the increasing li.st of the company's customers testifies.

The catalogue is illustrated b}- a number of excellent half-tone en-
gravings.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, of
Pittsburgh, Pa., in connection with the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
of Philadelphia, Pa., has published a handsome catalogue descrip-
tive of the electric locomotives manufactured by the two companies.
The pamphlet also takes up the principles of electric motors, giving
a number of working diagrams, characteristic curves and is well
illustrated.

The Dorner & Dutton Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland,
0.,has just published a tasteful catalogue which gives an excel-
lent idea of the extent of the company's business. Asa manufacturer
of trucks, car wheels, axles, gears, track cleaners, heaters, snow
sweepers, wdieel presses, etc., it is well known to the street rail-

waj' trade, but the company does as well a large outside business as
founders, machinists and engineers. The different street railway
appliances are well illustrated.

J. Holt Gates, of Chicago, has been appointed Western sales
agent of the Walker Company, manufacturer of street railway ap-
paratus, of Cleveland, O. Mr. Gates is also Western sales agent of
the C. & C. F^lectric Company, New York, and in his salesroom at

311 Dearborn Street, under Manhattan Building, he carries a full

line of dynamos and motors, enabling him to make prompt ship-
ments. With the Walker and C. & C. Companies' agencies almost
any requirement in the electric equipment line can be filled imme-
diately.

The Electrical Maintenance Company, of New York, having
met with great success in New York and Philadelphia, has decided
to open a Chicago office and has been fortunate in securing the
services of W. R. Mason and Wm. Sharpe as agents. The plan of
the company is to give expert advice on electrical matters and to
maintain electrical machinery at its highest efficiency, replacing
burned out armatures, field coils,commutators and brushes under con-
tract for a .small annual charge. Messrs. Mason and Sharpe may be
found at 1202 Fisher Building, Chicago.
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The Robinson Radial Car Truck Company and the Robinson
Electric Truck & Supply Company, of Boston, have removed from
their old quarters at 620 Atlantic Avenue, to the elegant offices Nos. 81

and 82 in the new Devonshire Building, located on Washington,
State and Devonshire Streets, Boston, where they will always be
glad to welcome their friends and all who may wish to investigate

the radial truck. Mr. Robinson is at present developing several

new and very important inventions in connection with electric rail-

ways. The "Robinson Electric Truck & Supply Company reports

more business offered than it is willing to accept.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company, of Providence, R. I.,

has published a very interesting catalogue relating to its well known
fenders. The catalogue contains first a discussion of the principle

of fender design and a statement of the cost of equipping cars with
fenders and of maintaining the fenders. Following this is a tabulated
statement, occupying some sixty pages, of the accidents occurring on
two large lines equipped by the company—the Consolidated Traction
Company, of New Jersey, and the Union Depot Railroad, of St. Louis.

A summary of the accidents on these lines has been published in

the vStreeX Railway Journal. The catalogue describes each acci-

dents in detail and is very interesting as showing that the total

number is largely reduced by the use of fenders.

E. F. deWitt & Company, of Troy, N. Y., report an increas-

ing demand for their well known sand box. Users of it speak of its

reliability in the highest terms and Mr. deWitt is in constant receipt

of testimonials to its working qualities. One of these was received
last month from the New Haven Street Railway Company, of New
Haven, Conn., and reads as follows: " Please send at once to J. M.
Jones & Sons, West Troy, N. Y., eight sand boxes to fit up four new
cars now being built for us This gives us thirty-one cars fitted up
complete with your sand boxes. We have tried a number of differ-

ent kinds, but none have given us the satisfaction that yours have.
We believe it to be the best sand box on the market."

The Falk Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., has
made business arrangements with the Milwaukee Trackwork Com-
pany, by which the latter company has transferred its entire prop-
erty and effects to the Falk Company. Clement C. Smith, the
former managing partner and engineer of the Milwaukee Trackwork
Company, has associated himyelf with the I'alk Manufacturing Com-
pany and this company will continue with increased energy and
enlarged capital the business hitherto so successfully carried on by
that company. This arrangement, with the recent enlargement of

its plant, and an extensive introduction of the best modern machin-
ery, puts the Falk Company in position to furnish high grade special

work for electric, cable and steam railways.

The Wells Light Manufacturing Company, of New York,
reports a constantly increasing dumand for the well known Wells
light. This burns kerosene and gives a large, powerful flame which
needs no protection and will stand in any weather. The lights are

used very extensively in construction work, machine shops, etc.,

and are manufactured in several sizes from Soo c. p. up. The larger

sized lights are fitted on wheels, .so .that they can be easily drawn
from one point of the work to another. The Wells Light Manufact-
uring Company, has received excellent testimonials from users.

Among the latter may be mentioned the well known firm of J. D. &
T. E. Crimmins, of New York, who employed the Wells lights on
the Broadway and Third Avenue cable construction and found them
very satisfactory.

The Electric Mutual Casualty Association, of Scranton, Pa
,

has out a very favorable report of the first four months of its existence.

On a membership basis of thirty electric roads for three months, the
company states that it has paid but Ji200 in settlement of liability

claims with no suits pending, and no claims unsettled where liabil-

ity exists against any of its members. This is a surprisingly good
showing, and is owing not only to the careful selection of risks, but
to the fact that skillful railway officials and attorneys are at the head
of the association, who are especially fitted by their technical
knowledge to adjust the claims at the smallest possible cost. The
association is said to be growing in strength daily, and its members
are particularly pleased with its business-like management and
handling of claims.

The Palermo Mica Company, of New York, is doing an excel-
lent business in the importation and sale of mica for electrical pur-
poses. The company supplies sheet mica in a variety of sizes, and
makes a specialtj' of selecting from block or sheet mica pieces that
will cut specified or special sizes. It is very careful in selecting
the pieces so that the patterns can be cut with but little waste. It

also supplies stamped mica segments in both India and amber mica
fpr all of the standard types of electric motors in use. The segments
are carefully gauged to thickness by micrometer calipers to .001 in.,

and are then pressed and packed . When received they are ready
for instant use between the copper bars. The company is also pre-

pared to do a large business in solid mica rings for commutators,
mica washers, etc.

W. Tod & Company, of Cortlandt Street, New York, report,

amongst their other orders, that they are now erecting at the power
station of the Electric Illuminating Company, of Long Island City,

two Williams improved vertical compound engines of 500 h. p. and
800 h. p. respectively, directly connected to Westinghouse multi-
phase generators. In these engines flat-faced, multiported, unbal-
anced valves are used throughout, effectually preventing leakage.
Heavy wheels are used, insuring immediate and quick governing
action. The steam valves of both cylinders are controlled by the
governor. The engines are adapted for both railway and lighting

service. The Craven Supply Company, of 39-41 Cortlandt Street,

New York, is the Eastern and Southern selling agent for the Williams
improved vertical engine, and speaks favorably of the business out-
look in this line.

Edward Smith & Company, of New York, is one of the pioneer
houses in the manufacture of varnishes, dating back to 1827. This
firm makes a full line of high class varnishes and colors suitable for

railway use, and its productions are well and favorably known. Its

durable metal coating for the preservation of all structural metal
work is attracting much attention among engineers and those having
to do with the erection of bridges, depots and the modern steel and
iron structures. It has been used on much important work of this

character with splendid results. Its use is specially recommended
on electric lines wherever it is necessary to protect iron and steel

from rust, the action of acids, gases, etc. A pamphlet on " Appli-
cation of Paints, Varnishes and Enamels for the Protection of Iron
and Steel Structures and Hydraulic Work, " prepared by the firm's
chemist, Prof. A. H. Sabin, may be had on application.

The Q. & C. Company, of Chicago, manufacturer of railway
supplies and special machinery, has had no difficulty in keeping
busy its new and large works which have recently been erected at
Chicago Heights, a suburb of Chicago. The company has recently
secured orders for six large metal sawing machines, a number of
which will carry saw blades thirty-six inches in diameter, and all but
one of these machines are to be run by electric motors. The Bryant
patent metal saw, as manufactured by this company, requires such a
small amount of power to operate successfully that there is a grow-
ing demand for these machines equipped with motors, as the saving
in actual cost for operation is considerable, at the same time giving
equally efficient results. The managers of the company state that
the sales of the vServis tie plate for the present year will be in excess
of that of any previous year, aggregating many millions. There is

also considerable interest now being manifested in the Servis longi-

tudinal flange plate by street railway managers.

W. T. Van Dorn, manager of the Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Com-
pany, of Chicago, manufacturer of the Van Dorn automatic draw-
bar for elevated, cable and electric roads, reports some very good
orders of late from new roads. This company is furnishing full

equipment for the Suburban Electric Railway Company, of Chicago,
using the same couplings as put on the Metropolitan Elevated motor
cars in that city. The company has lately received an order from
the Lacede Car Company for couplings for 170 cars for the Pittsburgh
Traction Companj'; from the American Car Company for 120 cars

for the Metropolitan Street Railroad Company, of Washington, D. C,
an order for all the cars of the Washington, Alexandria & Mt. Ver-
non road, also a good order from the Portland Railway Company,
of Portland, Ore. The company is constantly receiving orders from
different roads which have made the Van Dorn bar a standard. The
Van Dorn improved ball joint attachment for fastening the couplers

to the body of the car is meeting with great success, having been
adopted by a great many new roads lately.

The Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machine Company, of

Cleveland, O., General Eastern Office, Havemeyer Building, New
York, has just received an order from Fried. Krupp. at Essen, Ger-
many, for a complete hoisting and conveying plant for his blast fur-

nace at Rheinhausen. This plant consists of three standard Brown
overhead bridge tramways, to be operated by electricity, each ma-
chine having independent winding drums and electric motors. The
Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machine Company, is to furnish all

the working parts, including sheaves, engines, motors, hoisting and
conveying machines, etc., in fact, everything but the bridges proper,

which will be built in Germany, the Brown Company sending a

man abroad for that purpose. There will be three Elwell-Parker
motors used, of about sixty horse power each. The entire plant is

to be in operation during the early part of 1897. The company has
also just received an order for three of its largest overhead bridge

tramways for the handling of coal and ore, from the Krainische
Industrie Gesellschaft, a large manufacturing concern of Austria.

Both this and the Krupp order are really very large orders, and
have been given to the company entirely through correspondence.

The company has had many foreign inquiries in the past, but has
paid little or no attention to them until recently, with these results.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, reports a
very large list of orders for trucks during the past month; in fact,

the demand has increased, instead of following the expected decrease

at this season of the year. The demand for the McGuire Company's
winter specialties is unprecedented, and the company looks forward

to the next season as the most successful in the history of the firm.

These expectations are based on the fact that nearly every road that

used the company's track cleaners last year has endorsed them, and
the large roads have adopted them as standard. The number of

orders already on hand assure the company of plenty of work
in this department for quite a while. The stove department is run-

ning to its full capacity as the number of orders on hand make it

necessary. Although we still have a few '

' dog days '

' left the street

railways have commenced making preparations for the winter, and
the McGuire Company already has orders for over 500 of its Colum-
bia heaters. Some of these orders are from such roads as the West
Chicago Street Railway, the Pittsburgh & West End Railway, the

Consolidated Traction Company, of Pittsburgh, and the Chicago

City Railway, all of which have adopted them as standard. The
orders for the company's ratchet handles show a large increase, and
nearly all the roads using them speak highly of their durability and
appearance.
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The Wheeler Reflector Company, of Boston, reports a larji;e

increase of orders for its well known headlights. It is evident from
the large nimiherof roads adopting the new headlight manufactured
by this company, that its superior merits are rapidly being recog-

ui/.ed. The reason for this is apparent, when it is imderstood that

the reflector is a perfect parabola, as are all those used in the various
styles manufactured by this company, and when account is taken of

how carefully it is constructed to meet all other re(|uircments of rail-

way managers. The headlight is e(|ually adapted to use on vesti-

bules as well as the ordinary dashboards, is economically produced
and sold at a low price, A sample of the endorsements received
from users is one just at hand from the I/Owell (Mass. ) & Suburban
Street Railway Company, which, after testing several makes, says that

"although others are offered at lower prices, we willingly pay
more for the Wheeler," and places a second order for eight}' of them.
Other roads recently adopting them are the Norfolk Suburban Street

Railway Company, the Norfolk Central Street Railway Company,
the Marlboro Street Railway Coni])any, the Connnon wealth Avenue
Street Railway Company, the Calais Street Railway Company, West
Roxbury & Roslindale vStreet Railway Company, the Southbridge &
Sturbridge vStreet Railwaj' C<)m]iany; besides many others who are

asking for samples and testing them.

The Phoenix Iron Works Company, of Meadville, Pa., manu-
facturer of the " Dick & Church " automatic cut-off engine, boilers

and heaters, writes us that it has just finished the installation of a

400 h. p. direct connected engine for the Rapid Railway Company,
IDetroit, Mich., where it previously installed two 300 h. p. engines,
and also a battery of special horizontal tubular boilers constructed
for 150 lbs. working pressure. The comjiany has also just completed
a 300 h. p. steaiu plant for the Oakland Railway, Detroit, consisting

of two simple engines, boilers, etc. ; a 350 h. p. steam plant for the
Lincoln (111.*) Water, Light & Power Compan)', consisting of two
compound, non-condensing engines, boilers, etc.; two 125 h. p. com-
pound, non-condensing engines for the new State Asylum at Polk,
Pa.; two 150 h. p. simple engines for the Bureau of Printing & En-
graving, W^ashington, D. C.;two 40 h. p. simple engines for the
Syracuse (N. Y. ) Gas Company; three 125 h. p. non-condensing,
compound engines. Union Trust Building, Detroit; three 125 h. p.

non-condensing, compound engines for the Guaranty Building, Buf-
falo—both of these are direct connected. The company is also con-
structing three boilers of 200 h. p. each- -Strong's ])atent— rsolbs.

working pre.ssure, for the new Great Northern Building, Chicago,
and two 150 h. p. Manning boilers for the .Syracuse Gas Company.
The managers of the company report their works as (|uite busy, and
that they have about all they can take care of for the next sixty or

ninety days, in both engine and boiler departments.

The Ball Engine Company, of Erie, Pa., reports the following
among recent installations : Ohio State Reformatory, Mansfield, O.,

two 150 h. p. engines, direct connected to Card dynamos; Warner
Lock Company, Lyons, la., one 60 h. p. engine; Aberdeen Electric

Light Company, Aberdeen, Miss., one 100 h. p. engine; Baltimore
Sugar Refining Company, Baltimore, Md., one 40 h. p. engine;
Lynchburg Cotton Mills, Lj'nchburg, Va., one 60 h. p. engine; Car-
pentersville, Elgin & Aurora Railw-iy Company, Elgin, 111., one 400
h. p. vertical, compound, condensing engine, direct connected to

'General Electric Company generator; Electric Light Plant, Ovid,
N. Y., one 70 h. p. compound engine and steam plant, complete; one
35 h. p. engine for Mexico; Edison Electric Illuminating Companj',
Baltimore, Md., one 300 h. p. cross compound engine; Mcintosh,
Hemphill & Compan}', Pittsburgh, Pa., one 100 h. p. engine, direct

connected to Westinghouse generator; Crocker-Wheeler Electric

Company, Versailles, Pa., one 150 h. p. engine; Western Electric

Company, Janesville, Wis., one 40 h. p. engine; Danville Street Car
Company, Danville, Va., one 150 h. p. engine; Mohawk Building,
Cleveland, O., three 50 h. p. engines, direct connected to Walker
dynamos; Harper Hospital, Detroit Mich., two 70 h. p. engines,
direct connected to General Electric dj-nanios; Booth Packing Com-
pany, Baltimore, Md., one 80 h. p. engine; Mt. Washington Electric

Light & Power Company, Mt. Washington, Md., one 100 h. p. en-

gine; Lehigh Valley Coal Company, Wilkesbarre, Pa., one 250 h. p.

tandem compound; G. & O. Braniff & Company, City of Mexico,
one 80 h. p. and one 30 h. p. engine; Tremont Building, Boston,
Mass., one 100 h. p. and one 50 h. p. engine, direct connected to

General Electric dynamos.

George Kissam & Company, of New Y'ork, have now on the
floor of the show room in their office a very handsome trolle}' car.

It is quite an innovation and the only one of the kind ever exhibited
by a street car advertising concern. The car was built by the J. G.
Brill Company, of Philadelphia, and is mounted on that company's
trucks. The electrical equipment came from the Walker Manufact-
uring Company, and the rails upon which the wheels rest were fur-

nished by the Johnson Company. The car is twenty-three feet four
inches long and is a fine specimen of the Brill Conipany's work,
being finished in mahogany and equipped with platform guard gates

and gongs under both platforms. The upholster}' is in dark red
plush, and is finished throughout in the Brill Company's well known
superior style. The rails are the seven inch, Broadway groove, steel

rail resting on steel sleepers. The advertising cards located in the
appropriate mouldings are changed daily from the thousands of the
different announcements in the extensive card room of the firm,

thereby giving a practical and continuous diurnal example of street

car advertising properly conducted, as is always done by this well

known firm. The car has attracted a great deal of attention and
many people are constantly walking in to view the novel display of

a real car inside of a prominent building. The office of George
Kis.sam & Company is located on the first floor of the Postal Tele-

graph Building, the main entrance opening into the principal receiv-

ing office of tile Postal Telegraph Company. Being near the elev-

ators the car is readily seen by the thousands who daily enter the
building and utilize tlie elevators to visit the offices aljove and the

Hardware Club. The enterprise and originality of the manufactur-
ers making the exhibit is worthy of commendation.

New Publications.

ScHUVi.Kirj, V.M.i.KV Tr.\cTion' Comi'.\ny'.s Lines. Published
by the Schuylkill \'a!ley Traction Company, Norristown, Pa.

Forty-four pages. Illustrated.

The practice of ])ublishing pamphlets descriptive of their lines

is growing among street railway cfunpanies, and it affords an ex-
cellent method of describing the different interesting points reached
on any system, and of advertising the transportation facilities. That
published by the Schuylkill Valley Trai'tion Company is larger and
more pretentious than most of those which have come to our notice,

and is illvistraled by fifteen or twenty good sized half-tone engrav-
ings.

Street Railway Guide for P^astern Mass.\chi:.setts. Pub-
lished by Robert H. Derrah, 286 Washington Street, Bo.ston,

Mass. Twenty-one pages and map. Price ten cents.

This pamphlet has been compiled with a great deal of care by
the aid of the officials of the different .street railway companies in
eastern Massachusetts, and shows at a glance the method of reach-
ing from Boston any point available for electric cars. The different

connections, rates of fare, di.stance from Boston, and time required
for the journey are given, together with the immber of cars operated
per hour between the places mentioned. The map is taken from a
large map of the entire state of Massachusetts showing all the elec-

tric lines in the state, and to which reference is made elsewhere in
this issue.

Trade Catalogues.

Catalogue. Published by the Dorner & Dutton Manufactur-
ing Company, Cle\'eland, O. Twenty-eight pages. Illustrated.

Electric Car Heaters. Published by the American Elec-
tric Heating Corporation, Boston, Mass. Eighteen pages. Illus-

trated.

Thp: Providence Car Fender. Published by the Consoli-
dated Car Fender Compan}-, Providence, R. I. .Seventy-eight pages.
Illustrated.

Descriptive Catalogue of .Street Railway Snow Plows.
Published by the Taunton Locomotive Manufacturing Company,
Taunton, Mass. Sixteen pages. Illustrated.

Electric Locomotives. By D. L. Barnes. Published by the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Philadelphia, and the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburgh. 122
pages. Illustrated.

List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued July 21, 1896, to Aug. 18,

1896, Inclusive.

July 21.

Electric Car Brake.—J. C. Henry, Colorado .Springs, Colo.
No. 564,195;
Electric train brake of the momentum class, comprising a direct

current dynamo on each car, a magnetic clutch in series therewith,
and brake gearing operated by said ckitch, the dynamos on the sev-
eral cars being connected together in parallel.

Car Fender.—W. H. Hortsmann, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 564,198.

Rail Bond.—F. H. Daniels, Worcester, Mass. No. 564,243.

Operating Device for Fare Registers.—J. W. Meaker, Chi-
cago, 111. No. 564,252.
The combination with the sections of a register operating rod, of

couplings uniting the rod sections, and hand levers for rotating said
rod engaging severally with the couplings.

Trolley.—W^ H. Russell, Newcastle, Can. No. 564,395.

Car Fender.—H. A. Webster, Haverhill, Mass. No. 564,400.

Emergency Car Brake and Fender.—C. C. Peck, Middleburv,
Vt. No. 564,533-
A combination track and wheel brake composed of an electric

magnet .which can be excited to increase the friction.

July 28.

Car Fender.—P. B. Donahoo, San Francisco, Cal. No. 564,599.
A series of double spring anus adapted to act independently of

each other, and terminating in rollers which prevent the arms from
catching and binding in the track.

Street Car Motor.—T. D. Hoskins, Springfield, O. No. 564,618
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Trolley Finder.-—H. Ogborn, Indianapolis, Ind. No. 564,638.

Trolley.—D. Lippy and others, Mansfield, O. No. 564,793.

Trolley.—D. Lippy and others, Mansfield, O. No. 564,794.

Trolley.—D. Lippy and others, Mansfield, O. No. 564,795.

Air Brake for Street Cars.—D. Beenier, Detroit, Mich. No.
564,863.

Electric Motor Support.—S. H. Short, Cleveland, O. No. 564,-

902.

Aug. 4.

Brake Staff.—A. M. Amnions, St. Louis, Mo. No. 564,960.

Rail Bond.—Frank E. Buxton, Worcester, Mass. No. 564,968.

Device for Suspending and ,Supporting Trolley' Wires.—
C. H. Fisk, Washington Court Hoiise, O. No. 564,984.
Consists of two main portions, one carrying a holder and a tight-

ening device and bevels, and the other carrying hooks for engaging
said bevels, the construction enabling the tightener to clo.se the
lower jaws of the device upon the electric wire.

Street Railway vSnow Plow.—Matthias Hoffman, Wilkesbarre,
Pa. No. 564,998.

Car Fender.—William B. Altick, Lancaster, Pa. No. 565,065.

Conduit for Electric Railways.—Charles D. Mattison, New
York, N. Y. No. 565,085.

Electric Railway.—H. Brandenburg, Chicago, 111. No. 565,102.
The combination with the conduit having the continuous up-

wardly extending side with a longitudinal groove therein outside of

the conduit chamber, of the slot rail overlying the side of the con-
duit having its rear edge confined in said groove, and fastening de-
vices for retaining said slot rail in place.

PAT. NO. 565,102.

Tr.ack Brush Holder.—William E. Shepard, Long Island City,

N. Y. No. 565,144.

Trolley Wire Support.—L. McCarthy, Boston, Mass. No. 565,174.

Underground Trolley System.—R. E. Sherman and D. E-
Kenyon, Chicago, 111. No. 565,240.
The combination with the slotted conduit of a housing therein,

containing longitudinal slotted tubular openings for the outgoing
and return conductors of the line, and a bifurcated trolley device
comprising conducting arms branching from the trolley pole and
terminating in contacts, and straddling .said housing to enter said

contacts into said tubular openings through their slots from sides

of .said housing.

Safety' Car Fender.-—W. A. Blackeney and Harry W. Blackeney,
Chestertown, Md. No. 565,256.

Electric Locomotive.—Rudolf Eickeineyer. No. 565,407.

Aug. II.

Electric Railway.—W. Grunow, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn. No.

565,453.
The combination in a closed conduit for electric railways, the

bottom of which is filled in with asphaltum, the upper surface of

which is inclined to form a gutter, of an electrical conductor supported
centrally in said conduit and insulated therefrom, and a flexible

curved cover for the conduit, a depressible rail, disposed between
the elastic cover and insulated therefrom.

Rail Scraper.—W. Gruno-w, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn. No. 565,454.

Car Fender.—P. McMenamin, Jersey City, N. J. No. 565,558.

Car Fender.—N. J. Bishoprock, Brooklyn, N. Y'. No. 565,595.
A permanent frame attached to the truck, one of its cross bars

bearing two miTtuall}- operating, .spring actuated levers provided with
terminal vertical lugs engaging a cross rod on a tilting cradle, to

maintain the cradle and scoop in operative position and to insure
their uniformity of action.

Car Fender.—W. H. Kaltenbeck, Roxbury, N. Y. No. 565,621.

Electric Conduit Railw.ay.—J. B. Linn, Cleveland, O. No.
565,624.
In electric railways, a wooden box constructed to be filled with

oil and located at the side of the track and having double ends, and
a contact block in each end provided with spring contact points and
a switch in said box.

Rail Bond.—Fred H. Daniels, Worcester, Mass. No. 565,672.

Emergency Car Brake—-O. H. Rieths, Brooklyn, N. Y. No.
565>693-

Trollf;y Wh?:el.—J. B. Dailey, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 565,725.
A fork having secured in its extremity a shaft rod, a coil spring

arranged around said shaft, a trolley wheel and two grooved pulleys,
one upon either side of said wheel, journaled upon said shaft, and
contact springs adapted to bear against the ends of said pulleys.

PAT. NO. 56S,725. PAT. NO. 566,161.

CuT-OuT FOR Electric Motors.—Ernest P. Warner, Chicago, 111.

No. 565,867.
Aug. 18.

Railway Switch.—Frederick Greenwald, NeV York, N. Y. No.
565,894-

Rail Joint.—J. M. Halfpenny, Swengel, Pa. No. 565,895.

Power Gearing for Electric or Other Motors.—E. A. Sperry,
Cleveland, O. No. 565,936.

Electric Brake.—E. A. Sperry, Cleveland, O. No. 565,937.

Power Transmitting Gearing for Electric Railway Trucks.
—E. A. vSperry, Cleveland, O. No. 565, 93S.

Controller for Electric Railway Cars.—E. A. Sperry, Cleve-
land, O. No. 565,939.

Contact Device for Conduit Electric Railways.—M. Stob-
rawa, Dresden, Germany. No, 565,035.

Car Fender.—E. McCreary, Cohoes, N. Y. No. 565,914.

Underground Trolley vSystem. —J. Hoffman, Schenectady, N. Y.
No. 565,985.
A frame for underground trolley systems, comprising a centrally

located support for tlie conduit, which contains the feeding con-
ductor, a continuous, insulated bridge or support for an insulated
contract rail, and a hood or bell supported from the bridge, which
incloses the contact points within the frame.

Trolley Wheel.—M. C. Furstenau, Detroit, Mich. No. 566,161.
A trolley wheel having hollow tapering stub axles forming a

centrally enlarged lubricant chamber tapering toward each end, a
fill opening at one end thereof; a cap therefor and perforations in

the sides of the stub axles, in combination with a supporting fork
having corresponding tapered journal bearings for said stub axles.

Car Fender.—D. Hitchcock, Norwalk, Conn. No. 566,174.
The combination of the opposing spring gripper arms each

formed of a single piece, means for holding said arms normally dis-

tended, and devices extending from one gripper arm to the other for

releasing said gripper arms to permit them to move together.

Trolley Pole for Electric Cars.—S. H. Short, Cleveland, O.
No. 566,237.

_

In an electric railway, the combination with a track, a supply
conductor suspended above the track and an electric car, of a flexi-

ble or elastic trolley pole attached to the roof of the car, devices for

regulating the tension of said pole and a contact device carried by
said pole.

Trolley' for Electric Railway Cars.—J. V. Hoogstrate, Chi-
cago. No. 566,252.
A trolley pole comprising a main portion, an upper flexible por-

tion, a controlling rope arranged thereon so as to be automatically
grasped between such portions when overhead pressure is removed
and prevent rising of the pole be}'ond a predetermined position.

Street Car Rail.—C. Parker, Monroeville, O. No. 566,012.

Car Brake for Street Railways.—Patrick Flood, Albany,
N. Y. No. 566,072.

Car Truck.—Walter S. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 566,118.

Car Truck.—G. W. Mansfield and I. F. Baker, of Lynn, Mass.
No. 566,202.

Car Fender.—Frederic Reeve. Stockton, Cal. No. 566,225.

Car Fender.—C. N. Washburn and J. V. R. Ferris, Brooklyn,
N. Y. No. 566,256.

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of

any of the above patents to any address upon receipt of twenty-five

cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The Street Rail-
way Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

Notice.—Theae statistics are carefully revised from month to month, upon Information received from the companies direct, or from official sources. The
table should be used in connection wUh our Financial Supplement, "American Street Railway Investments," which contains the annual operatlnfj reports to

the ends of the various financial years.
Abbreviations.—The following abbreviations are used : * Including taxes, d. deflcleDcy. m. months.

Company. Period.

a
o ^
^ S
£0
EH oj

3"
a p.

SO
H

Company. Period.

Al-BANY, IV. Y.
The Albany Ky

.

BAL.TIMOKE, MD.
Baltimore Traction
Co

BATH, ME.
Bath St. Ky. Co.

BAY CITY, nilCII.
Bny Cities Cons. Uy. Co,

BinDEFORi>,ITie.
Blddeford Si Suco R K
Co

3 m. Dec. '94

A '• " '9.-)

13 " '94

13 " " '95

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

12 m. June 'Si

12 95

13 m, Dec.
12"
1 " June
1

"

13 m. June
13 "

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
BInshainton K. II. Co. 12 m. Jan. '9!

12

BOSTON, MASS.
West End St. Ky. Co...

North Shore TractloiO
Co

I^ynn Boston R. R.
Co

BRIDGEPORT.CONN.
Bridgeport Traction Co

BROCKTON, MAS.*4.
Brockton S'. Ry. Co,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Brooklyn Elev. R.K. Co

Brooklyn Traction Co.

AUantic Ave. R. R. Co.

Brooklyn. Bnili&West
End R. R. Co

Brooklyn City & ^e^T•
town R. U, Co

Brooklyn, Queens Co.
& Sub. R. R. Co....

Brooklyn Heights R.R.
Co

Coney Tsland tV Brook-
lyn R. R. Co

Nassau Elec. R. R. Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Buflnlo Ry. Co.

CHICAGO, ILL,.
Chicago City Ry. Co...

'96

May '95

'96

" '95

" 'fG

12 m. Sept. '94

13 •' " '95

12 m. Sept.
1 " Apr.
1

"
7 •'

7 "

13 " Sept. '94

m. Dec. '94

•' •' '95

" Miiy '95

" '9'

" " '95

" '96

m. Sept '94

" " '95

" May '95

'• '96

• " '95

" " '96

m.Dec, '9*

9E

May '95

•' '96

" " '95

" " '96

" Jan. '95

" '9fi

12 m. Dec. 94

12 " " '96

13 m. June '94

12 " " 'a5

12 m. Dec. '9j

13 •• '• '9;

12 m. June '94

12 '• " '96

9 " Mar. '95

12 m. Dec. '9)

12

i " Mar. '95

a " " '9t

12 m. Dec.
12 " "

1 " Feb.
1 " •'

2 "

2 " "

3 m. Dec. '95

6 " " '95

12 m. Dec. '91

12 " " '95

13 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

122 ;!82

1:12,4117

461,918
632,276

1,012 319
1,179.191

16,3(10

21,703

121 969
128,973
10,860
12,72.^

35 176

43,649

6 821,879

7,746,171

1,381,369
93,714
104,316
63I,8S0

681,538

1,238,410

144,447

298,883
25.523
30,012

102,770
119,839

214.3711

266,89:;

22.549

56,698
152 891

119,400

85,240
83,9<'8

298,973
314,319

623.010
639,707

13,862
14,698

53.011
58.517
4,930

4,298
26 883
37,325

14,813
12,186

69.581
73.:i45

5,981

6,619
23,96 J

25,487

4,807,083
5,6:3,163

784,393
6«,.52;i

65,127
440,120
406,054

746,304

151,697*

12,351
15,:4H8

6!,852

69,469

143 511

154,950
11,847

15,274
S8,32.j

113,962

:,730,81& 1,041,095

;,UK2,9:i7i 1,158,219
180,930
152,243
954.976
775.704
44,599
82,796

1,011.258

891,910

lll,6fi5

130,928

595,449
598,691

543,413
625,537

443,790
608,819

3..509,016

4,076,117
655,600

1,003 611

316,183
383,367
24.418
19,313

61,242
40,801

82,140
173,757

1,S36,284

1,351,919

4.264,618

4,476,834

97,S90

90,439
509,540
457,917
56,3i7

62,236

615.863
706,910

86,717
79,394

346,385
373 504

427,101
415,V55
30:i,612

3^9.146

2.14.3,567

2,682 614
669.850
635, c 83

207,478
336,517

59,904
106,127

856,631

649,097

2,838,684'

2.607,726

37.142 22,579* 14.564

48.479 31,i57* 27.( 22
162,947 92,592'* 70,:ir>4

307,957 88,657* 1 19,300

389,279 359,243* 30.037
E39,486 413,097* 126,387

3,438 2,.500 938
7,005 ;%4oo 3,605

31,439 30,000 1.439
30,141 30,01 141

4,848
4.498
13,358
14,130

9,406 6,391* 3 016
12,101 S.JIS" 6,186

52,388 30,l.';2" 32 237
65,628 35,459' 20,169
4,879

6,106
11,314

17,:i6*

2,016,796 725.064' 1,291,732

2,113,008 746,963' l,:i66,044

69,997 391,681* 205,316
27,191

39,18)
191,710
315,484

492,106 379,029' 113,077

147,186 75,000 73,186
13.172
14 644
38 91^^

50,370

70,859 70,974' d 115
111.942 84,691* 27,251
10,701
11.424

64,568
65,438

831,093* d 141339
859,447' 65.271

f9,534

61,804

44), 4:15

317,787
d 11,728

30,560

395.395 365.118 130377
185,040 303,918 d 117877

24,888 39.718* d 14,830
51,535 61,150* d 9,616

249,164 120,6:'2* 138,532
226,1.37 137.647* 98,489

116,312 169,225' d 52,913
310,282 339,068 d 128,786
140,178 250,594 d 110,416
179,673 257,'<93 d 77, 620

1,361.448 1,408,.553 d 103,105
1,393.504 102,061 d 706,758
d 14.250 512.76:i d 527,010
368,2-29 497,310 d 128,981

108,706 53,157* 56,S49

116,830 63,861* 93,959

23,336 20,286* 1,950
67,630 33,627* 34,003

1 79.653 468,917* 210,736
703,822 417,038* 285,783

1,435.934 207,878 1,218,057
1,669,098 300,389 1,368,709

Chicntf" Gener IKy.Co

Lake St. Blev. Ry. Co

No. Chlenso R. R. Co

West Chirngo R. R. C»

Clticngo dc So. Side R
T. Co

CI\C1NNATI, O.
Clnn. Newport & Cov

Ky. Co

CLEVELAND. O.
ClevvlantI Elcr. Ky,
Co

COLlIfllBIIS. O.
Columbus .'St. Ry. Co..

DENVER, COL.
Denver Cons. Trnniwaj
Co

DUI.UTH, MINN.
Uulnth St. Ry. Co.

FITCH BURG, MAS>^.
Fitch liurg Sc Leomln.
Bter St. Ry. Co

GALVESTON. TEX.
Galveston City R.
Co ..

GIKARDVILLE, l»A.
Schuylkill Traction Co.

GREAT FALLS, MONT,
Great Falls St. Ry. Co

HAZLETON, PA.
Lehigh Traction Co.

IIOBOKEN. N. J.
No. Hudson Co. Ry. Co.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Holyoke St. Ry. Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Metropolitan St.Ry.Co

LAWRENCE, MASS
Low<>lI, Lawrence &
Haverhill St. Ky. Co

OS
c w

a o.
SO

12 m. Deo, '95 82,082 64.:i34 17,748

13 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '9.')

1 " Jan. '95

I " " 16

438.095
517,30]

44,670
53,0,56

290.090
319.606

38 180

30,713

138,005

197.695
16,490

22,143

13 m., Dec. '94

13 " '95

13 m. Dec '94

13 •• •• '95

3,565,618
2 7-0,48:

4.181.2:17

4,201,4^7

1,?47,;326

l.31l,t:07

2,518,627

2,267,196

1,218,292
],468.8'0

]. 663 610
1,931,282

4ft5.f48

471,251
859,471
9i '3,016

752,644
997.629
803,139

1,032.::66

12m., Dec. '94

12 " -96

1 " June '95

1 " " '96

" " '95

6 " •' '96

711,68)
744,167
64 908
! '.> 941

377,; on

370,168

5.51,811

51:3.704

43 8-7
•37,86 (

58 i,4i 3

3:38,429

159 874

230,403
11,04!

32.077
97,388
131,729

641,7.50

571,690
d.381,870

d341,21T

12m., Dec. '94

12 '• " '95

I " Apr. '95

1 " •• '96

4 •' ' '95

4 " " '96

497.960
634,034
4). 959
fiO O'.O

lO'i 994
ia5,825

370,6f'6

418 710
33.701
35.7.33

1.32,249

143,760

127,344
2115.321

13.2.58

15 217
33,745
43,076

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

3 " Mar. '95

3 " " '96

1,31 6,522

1,503,620
311,05]

37-^,606

783 306
91^,538
221.311

252,524

533. 1E6
.591.082

89,740
120,142

12 m. Dec. '94

12
' " '

'95

1
• Apr. '95

1 ' " '96

4 " " '95

4 " " 96

666.81]

629!995
65,07;

.58 169
188.803

2o«,6:o

269 362
311. .594

26,979
26,(i;38

96 5i0
104,687

297,449
318.401

28 098
;33 131

92,2.53

1U2 089

176.648
183,.506

120.801

134,895

12 m. Dec. '94

12 •'
"

'95

1 " May '95

1 " '96

5 " •' '95

5 " " '96

753 483
723]480
69 302
6',7l3

273,908
284,8:31

445,684
411.283
30 133
37,503
171 9f6

174,871

307.798
282,198
V3.169
26,211

101,972

109,960

344,173* 63,625

12 m , Dec. '94

12 •• • '95

1 " Apr. '95

I " '96

4 t. 19-,

4 " " '96

208.105

213.229
17,765

17,564
65,'91

65,706

111,105
95,:329

8 347
8,863

36,481

34,819

97,000
117,900

9 418
8,701

28.810
30,837

13 m., Sept. '94

12 " '• '95

89,260
110 875

61,416
74, 103

37,846

36,173
7,309
7,017

20,636
29 155

12 m., Dec. '94

12 "
,

" '95

1 " Feb. '95

1 " • '96

2 " •• "9

3 •' " 'a6

199, 13S

216,371

13,449
13,058
27,010

26,317

131,47*
141,080

8,741
9,;J03

ls,6n2

19,610

67,726
75,191

3,708

3,755
8,408
6,707

50,000
50,000

17,726
25,191

13 m. Sept. '94

12 " • '95

1 " June '95

1 '• '• '96

9 " " '95

9 " " '96

88,288
90,981

8 224

7,080
63 198
69,597

56 564
52 851

4 822*

4,161*
43,090*
40,158*

31,724

38,i;30

3,402
3.919

20,108
29,439

a5,ooo
29,770*

2.083

2,083

6.724
8.360
1,349
836

13m., Dec. '94

12" • '95
36,431

26,650

24,905*

28,136
1,526

d 1,476

13 m., Dec. '94

13 " " '95

1 " June '96

6 '• '96

97,302
119,588

9,45'1

57,433

50,605
67,979
4,805

33,142

46,597
51,609
4,64-

34,291

39,397 12,312

12 m., Dec. '94

12 95
818.280
871,373

611,482*

619,830
206,798
231,443 246,649* 4,794

12 m., Sept. '94

12 " •• '95

75,437
113,647

48,546
69,627

26,881

42,930
8 534*

30,058*
23.356
22,862

12 m. May, '95

12 " " '96
1,701,156

1,780,910

1,058,136
1,033,042

64'',019

747,898
871,730
484,227

271,299
263,671

12 m , Sept. '95

13 96
1 " May, '95

1 96
8 " " '95

8 96

269,740
403.530
36,664
36,653

20.5,520

236,018

305,816
363 935.
30,915
19,598

1.50,883

157,495

63,934

140,.595

15,609
17,054

54 637
78,5i3

73,423"

84,081*
d 8,498
56,614
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company. Period.

^=5

So

Company. Period.

OS aw

DOW

CO

03

O

LiORAIN, O.
Lorain St. Ky.

1.0UI8VIL1.E, Ky.
Liouioville Ky. Co

l^OWEL.1". MASS.
I^ovreM & Suburban St
Ky. Co

MACOIV, GA.
Alncon Cons. St. Ky.Co,

H[AHSHAIXTOWN,TA.
Marsbnlltown I^ight,
I'ower & Uy. Co

nUNNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Twin City K. T. Co....

MOIMTGOMEKY, AL.A.
Montgomery St. Ky.Co

MONTHEAIi, CAN.
Montreiil St. Ky. Co....

NEVVBUKGir. N. V.
Newburgli Elec.Ky. Co.

NEWBIIRYPOKT,MASS
Ilaverliill & Anienbury
Ht. Ky. Co

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Hiivrn St. Ity.Co

NEW I.ONDON, CONN.
New l.ondonSt. Ky.Co.

NEW OKIiEANS. LA.
INew Orleans Traction
Co

" "

6 " "

IL' m ,Sept.
12"
1 " Mar.
1 " •»

NEWTON, MASS.
Newton & Koslon Si

l{y. Co ..

Newtonville <fe Water'
town St. Rv. Co

NEW YORK. N. Y.,
Third Ave. II. 11. Co. ..

Metropolitan .St.Hy.Co

Manhattan Ry. Co.

Central Crosstown R,
R. Co

1). D., E. B. & Bat'y
R. R.Co

Eighth Ave. K. R. Co...

42<I St.. Man. & St. N.
Ave. R. R. Co

New Y^ork & Harlem
R. R. Co

Second Avenue R.R. Co

Union Ry. Co

NOKRISTOWN, PA..
Schuylkill Val.Trnc. Co

NO. AHINGTON, MASS.
Rockland &: Abiugion

St. Ry. Co

NOUTIIAMPT'N, MAS.S
Northampton St. Ry. Co

NORWALK, CONN.
Norwalk Tramway Co,

NORWICH, CONN.
IVorwich St. Ry. Co. ...

12 m.. Pec. '95

1 " May, '95

1 " '• '96

.5 • " '95

5 " " '96

12 m , Dec.
12 •' " '95

12 m. Sept. '94

12 '95

12 m., Dec, '95

12 m., Dec.
12 " "

12 m., Dec.
12 "

" May,

12 m., Dec.
12 •'

" June

12 m., Feb.

12 m., Sept, '94

12 •• •• 95

12 m.
12 "

1
"

1
•

3 "

3 "

12 m
12

12 m
12 "

12 m
12

'

Doc. '94

" '95

Mar. '95

'96

" '95

,
Sept. '94

" '95

,N0V. '94

" '95

May '9.5

'• '96

" '95

" '96

Sept. '94

" '95

12 m., Sept. '95

12 m,
U "

12 m
;2

•

9
'•

9 "

12 ra

12
'•

3 "

3 "

,, Dec.

, June

Mar.

..Dec.

Mar.

12 m., Dec.
12 "

12 m,
12 "

i2 m.,
12 "

12 m.,
12 "

12 m.
12
12 m
12 '•

12 m,
12

'•

, Dec.

, Dec.

Dec.

, Dec

, Dec.

, Dec.

12 m., Dec. '95

12 m,
12 "

12 m.
12 "

.Sept.

,Sept.

12 m. Sept.

12 m. Sept.
12 "

'95

80,1'

7.1ti4

6,14'

29,6.'i2

26,532

1,176,790
1,288,172

277,029
329,817

69,190

38,758
40,757

2,003,679
1,988.803

161,006
170,10m

754,080
789,695

35,216
50,645
4,910
5,215

23 082
26,510

897,83b

1,102,778
78,6H8
92,146

462,431

664,997

91,156

98,316
104 853

126,183
198,719

11.742
lV,b7S)

34,712
39,988

49,899
51,759

951.,528

1,327,756

123,416
12>,69M
619,489
689,536

33,478
32,297

7,580

2,178,3-36

2,o55,154
5,398,4 66

5,7; 2,260
4,201,147

5,553,530
9,953,8411

9.731,2(3

2 525,9.55

2,412.891

546,0'M

547,491

691,861

748,443
768.064
530,009

645,130
626,3:37

1,106,017

1,015,076
987,923
941,290
470,446
457,457

50,752

52,762
67,815

50,090
83,504

43,315

80,069
85,210

46,092
3,132
4,370

17,328
20 581

C33.206
672,080

179,409
199,346

44,529

24,190'

24,307'

1,044,548
979.485
70,539
74,015

354,433
363,461

21,724
27,915
2,085
2,192

13,971
13,329

628,454
652,812

55,190*

58.061

65,936

69,517
124,454

29,1150

30,230

620,508
7,52,158

6i,29'i

70,440
344,164
375,994

25,262
84,685

6,599

1,177,344
1,456 782
3 223.956
3.183.210
2 384,571
2,933,2?4
5,446,029
5,533. 9.=.9

1,407,082

1,417,712

385,309
379,523

48.5.236

557,074
565,927
424,706

517.445

527,155

670,970
693,487
755.395
721,417
254,973
280,435

36,1580

49,759

28,904
46,240

29,858

50,693
53,454

34,084
4,03:

1.777

12,304

5,951

643,584
616,092

97,620
130,471

24,661

14,.56S

16,450

9!9,13]
1 009,319

93,467
96,093
399,647
4-,i6,234

13,492
22,7a0

2,885
3,023
9,111

13,181

269,384
449,966

35,966

40,284

38,917

56,666
74,265

20,749
21,528

331,020
575,598
58,138
55,258

275,325
313,542

8,210
7,613

981

1,000,991

1,198,372
2 174,510
2,589,050
1,810,576

2,620,306
4„507,M1
4,197,254
1,118 873
995,179

160,71?
167,96b

226,626
191,3«9

202,138
105,303

127,685
99,182

435,047
321,5^9
232,529
216,873
215,473
177,022

14,172

13,926

18,056

21,186
37,264

13,45';

29,376
31,756

1,000

5,000

3.55,799*

359,366*

66,624"

66575

16,711*

7,650

7,500

538,961'

750,839"

65 363'

98,617

26,468

27,664*

28,223*

6-423*
7,650*

777

951

187,784
256,726

30,99

63,896

7,951

6,918
8,950

220 170

85 ,479

214,021

351,349

9,50;

12,6?1

10,694

14,326
13,878

7.677*
7,108*

81,9*

341,083*

328,917
1,859,971

2,016,889*
1.466,449
l,813,4gi
2,674,049*
2.988,167*

661.323
610,418

90,427*
101,526*

171,42.3*

138,112*
95,545*
68,978-

122,804*
122,800*

37,524*
40,150*
140,078*
124,.566*

141,931*
127,287*

5,282"

6,008'

2,375*

3,131*

16,035*
17,400*

539
504

172

659,909
869,454
314,539
572,161
350,127
806,823

1,833,762,

1,209,087
457,650
384,761

70,291

66,448

55,202
53,2.56

106,592
36,324

4,881
d23,618

897,523
281,439
92,450'

92.308:

73,5391

49.735

8,644
12,018

18,811

34,133

13.841

14,356

OAK.JLANO, CAL.,
Central Av. Ky. Co

Oakland Consol. St. Ry,
Co

ORANGE, N. J.
Suburban Traction Co.

PATERSON, N. J.,
Paterson Ry. Co..

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
People's Traction Co..

Ilestonville M. & F. I'.

Ry. Co.:

Electric Traction Co...

PORT HURftN, MICH
City Elec. Ry. Co

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
Poughkeep^ie City &
Wattpinger's Falls E.
K Co

ROCHESTER. N. Y".,

Rochester Ry. Co

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
National Ry. Co

SCRANTON, PA.,
Scranton 'J'rac. Co

SEATTLE, WASH..
West St. & No. End
Elec. Ry. Co....

SPRINGFIELD, MASS,
Springfield St. Ry. Co

SYR4CTJSE, N. Y.,
Syracuse Cons. St. Ry.
Co

TRRRE HAUTE, IND.
Terre Haute Elec. Ry
Co

TRENTON, N. J.
Trenton Puss. Ry. Co.

TORONTO. ONT.,
Toronto St. Ky. Co.

TROY, N. v.,
Troy City Ry. Co.

UTICA, N. Y.
Utica Belt Line St.RR.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Capital Traction Co..

WATERBURY, CONN..
Waterbnry Trac. Co..

WHE FLING, W. YA.
Wheeling Ry. Co

WILKESBARRE, PA.,
Wilkes Barre <fe Wy-
oming Val. Trac. Co..

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
Wiliiaiiisport Pas-s. Ry.
Co ..

WORCESTER, MASS..
Worcester Cons. St. Ky.
Co

12 m. Oct. '94

12 " •• '95
32 668

30,808

26.781

26,148
5.887

4,660
1,858
3,785

4,035
875

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95
129,351

125,485
95 821

94,115
33,530
31,370

31,139'

25.140
2,390
6.230

12 m. Dec. '94

12 '• " '95
42 502
52,00"

42,938*
56,liOU

d 431
. d 4,000

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " " 'M5

1 " June '95

1 " ' '96

6 " June '95

6 " •' '96

243,921
298,6'9

31,065
27,951

133.592

155,739

157,520
174,619

17,619
15,856
82,429
90,419

86.401
124.070
13.446
12,09,5

81,163
65,820

88,597
97,264

2,196*

26,806

12 m. Jul e '94

12 " " '95
1,044.159

1,660,676
673,479
829,815

370 6=0

830,861

12 m. Dec. '94

12 '• '• '95

12 m. Jur.e '94

12 " " '95

286,021
523,212

1,900 606
2 151.853

315,762

1,120,026

1,241,584

207,450

780,580
910,269

97,966 109,485

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " " '95

46,702
52.848

32.585
34,771

14,117

18,076

12 m. Dec. "95

1 " May '96

yo

93.557
84-53

3 1 O40

60,257
3,472
19 979

33 300
4,981

11 061

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " •' '95

782,520
873,445

448,304
517,519

334,216
355,926

269,045*

307,118*
65,171
48,808

12 m. Dec. '94

12 95
1,3.53,136

1,408,957
776,582
821,315

576,554
582,642

337,684
366,587

238,870
216,055

1 m. June '95

1 •' '96

12 ' " '95

12 " " '96

26,867
29,275

270,628
330,308

18,344

11,162
157.183
164,0-9

14,523
15,113

113,445
166,279 124,426 41,853

12 m. Dec. '95 29,737 15,031 14,706

12 m Sept. '94

12 " " '95

373,903
442,001)

262 •:69

277,156

121,6.34

164,850

18,210'*

30,637*
103,424
134,213

12 m. Dec. '94

12 95
194,547
164,626

181,105
178,072

13,442
d 13,446

197*
304*

13,244
d 13,7f

I 111. JJcO. »1

1 " •' '95

6 " " '94

6 " " '95

S 354

in602
60,336
83,507

7,939

48,855

3,663

34,652

21 m. Dec. '94

12 " " "95
198,681
222.761

1,129

1,771

12 m. Dec. '94

12 " *' '95

1 " Apr. '95

1 " " ;96
4 " " '95

4 " " '96

958,371
gq2 goi
75,'l99

298,536

517,708

39,205
41,217
161 048
171^533

440,663
502 ftftn

35,994
35,024
117.356

127,003

12 ra Dec. '94

12" " '95

432.596
490,489

212,407
242,775

220.189
247,714

130,474
126,116"

89,705
121.598

12 m. Dec. '94

12 •' •' '95

3 " Mar. 'H5

.i " •' '96

119,105
160.284
33 613

38,650

90,754
105,297
11,455
24,866

58.351
F4.988

12,158

13,7;4

29,844*
44,791*

28,508
10.197

12 m. Dec. '95 1,063,776 634,013 429,754

12 m. Dec. '95

I
" May '95

1 " " '90

5 " " '95

5 " " '96

247,730
20,386
20,254
89,1.53

97 343

142,073

9,798

54,212

105,657

10,456

43,131

3,648

16,280

6,808

26,f51

12 m. Dec. '94

12 '• " '95

13,3,517

150,094
119,378
88,552

14,139

61.542 32,248* 29,894

12 m. Dec. '94

12-' " '95

1 " June '95

1
• '96

6 " " '95

6 " ** '96

400,143
451,941

38,372
43,101

189,793
236,505

196,824
209,600
17,319
20,626
97,513
113,908

203,319
242.341
21,053
22,476
9J,285

123,f97

122,607*
134,215*

80,711
108,187

12 m. June '94

12 " " '95

64,863
66,845

49,646
52,459

15,217
14,386

10,256
9,691

4,962

4,695

12 m. Sept. '94

12 " " '95

1 " May '95

1 " " '96

8 " " '95

8 " " '96

355,000
420,498
37,649
45,728

157,286
191,528

284,215
309,787
25,231
32,424
121,326
144,116

70,785
110,711
12,318
13 304
35,960
47,412

45,479
51,778

25,306
58,938
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The City of St Louisand its Transportation System

THE internal transportation facilities of a great city

have so .strong an influence upon its development,

its prosj^erity, its expansive forces and the daily

life of its people that it is difficult to draw the line between

cause and effect—to analyze the complicated actions and

reactions that result in municipal prosperit}- and street

railway prosperity so as to know whether the former has

brought about the latter or the latter the former.

The rapid growth of American cities during the last

thirty-five years is the marvel of the world. During this

feet, from the point of view of service to the public, to be

found in the world. vSt. Louis has an area of 62.5 square

miles, with a population of about 8000 per square mile

—

the smallest population density with one exception ( Chi-

cago ) of the six large American cities. The city is fan-

shaped as regards its lines of communication, the business

heart being a small district which lies at the extreme

eastern central portion of the city's area. The shuttles

that weave together the business, the manufacturing and

the residential areas contained within the citv limits, and

THE LEVEES OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT ST. LOUIS.

period the street railway- systems of nearly all of these

cities have been born and have been factors of tremendous

importance in .shaping tlie.se expanding cities and making
them broad and generous and far reaching in their terri-

torial areas, with room for thousands of individual home.s

—

and no room nor occasion for the wretched tenement house

districts so common in the small and crowded areas of

European cities.

While the.se remarks are true of mast American cities,

they are especially applicable to the city of St. Louis,

whose street railway system is to-day one of the most per-

which have brought about a fairl}- even distribution of

the population over this total municipal area are the

rapid transit .street railway lines, which have grown from

a total length of 120 miles, carrying 19,600,000 passengers

in iSSo to 346 miles, carrying 103,000,000 passengers in

1S95 and have, during the last six years of electric traction,

built up the real estate valuations in the outlying territorj'

to an extent which would be astonishing to tho.se not

familiar with the recent histor}' of other American cities.

In order to thoroughly understand the street railway

system of St. Louis and to form some idea of the forces
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bearing upon its prosperity, it is necessary to first under- west. It is one of the greatest railroad centers in the

stand tlie city it.self and its people. What is t(j be the world, no less than twenty-four great trunk systems with

an aggregate mileage of over 60,000 radiating

from the city. It is unquestionably the natural

metropolis of the Southwest and even of more

eastern cotton growing states, while not a little of

the business of other states, north, east and west

centers in the city.

The city has a water front of about nineteen

miles on the Mississippi and rises from it in three

terraces, of which the most western is about 200

ft. above the river level. The citj' is divided near-

ly in the center by the valley of Mill Creek

running east and west and crossing this are a

number of fine bridges connecting the north and

south sides of the city. The street plan is simi-

lar to that of Philadelphia, Market Street, run-

ning east and west, being the dividing line while

many of the .streets running north and south are

numbered. The general location of the business

and residential areas is shown on another page.THE NEW CITY HALL (UNCOMPLETED)

future of St. Louis? Are her people strong,

masterful, aggressive, active and cultured ?

Are they broad minded and generous ?

Are they careless of the nickels which go

to make up the gross receipts of a local

transportation system ? What is their an-

cestry and how have they expressed them-

selves in their l^uildings, their municipal

government, the administration of the city,

and their own business? Is St. Louis to be

a great metropolis in the West? All these

are questions which mean much to the

street railway managers of vSt. Louis and

ma}' well be considered in a general way
before discussing in detail the physical

THE COURT HOUSE.

characteristics and operating conditions of the street rail-

wa}^ system itself.

St. Louis is situated on the west bank of the Missis-

sippi River 600 miles from New Orleans (1240 miles by
river) and 265 miles from Chicago—its two nearest

competitors for the business of the great West and South-

THE NEW WATER WORKS.

On page 563 is .seen a diagram .showing the rapid

growth in population .since 1820. As near as can be judged

from the results of a house to hou.se canvass made by the

city in 1S96, and by which the number of males of voting

age was ascertained, the total population of vSt. Louis is

to-da}' about 521,000 although 600,000 is locally claimed.

The distribution of this population over the citj' area is

shown elsewhere.

St. Louis was originallj- a

fur-trading post established in

1764, by the New Orleans firm

of Maxent, Laclede & Company.

Its early .settlers were French

and their dcscendents are found

to-day in some of the leading

families of the city. During the

comparatively brief sovereignty

of Spain over Louisiana there

was little or no infusion of Spanish blood in the settle-

ments of "upper Louisiana," and Missouri was left

virgin territory to await the great immigration from

the New England and Eastern .states of the Union which

came when the title to the vast territory west of the

Mississippi passed to the LTnited States in 1804. The
population grew slowl}' until 1840 when the rapid in-

crease shown in the diagram commenced. In 1848 com-
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nieiiced a great accession to the German element in the pop-

ulation which is so marked at the present time when about

one-third of the entire population is German in birth or by

descent. This German element has been of the greatest

value to St. Louis as the immigration consisted largely of

university-bred men of progressive and highly intellectual

character, who have readily adapted themselves to Ameri-

can institutions and who have l^een strong believers in

education.

Among the peoi")le of vSt. Louis are also found great

numbers of the descendents of early pioneers from New-

York, Ohio and the New England states, although there is

perhaps less of this element than is found in some other

states and cities of the West. Altogether about twenty-

five per cent of the entire population of St Louis is foreign

born—a proportion much larger than that found in most

other American cities.

- It is noteworthy, however, that only about .six per cent

of the total population is colored. This removes vSt. Louis at

once from the list of vSouthern states and places it firmly in

the North. Of the population of New Orleans, for example,

thirty-six per cent is colored; of the population of Louisville,

Exchange which has done ,so much to advance the city's

interests in every department of work. In temperament

vSt. Louis citizens are neither volatile nor heavy, neither

radical nor conservative, neither unduly economical nor

500,000

400,000

30U,0i'0

:.'0(J,0('0

THE EXPOSITION BUILDING.

eighteen per cent; of Atlanta, forty-three per cent; and

of Memphis, forty-four per cent. From a street railway

point of view a colored population is both a strength

and a weakness—a strength in times of prosperity and

plenty, for when the colored element has monej', nothing

is so sure to attract that money than the street cars; a

weakness in bad times when there is no employment to

be had for any except the highest class of the colored

people.

Socially, St. Louis people are among the most delight-

fully gracious and hospitable in the world. In a business

way they have a fine talent for organization and are en-

terprising and ever watchful of all conditions bearing on

success. In plea.sure seeking they are indefatigable, the

German element of the population contributing especially

to the profits of the street car companies in their week day

and Sunday " outings " to the parks, beer gardens, picnic

grounds and other pleasure resorts of the city. In civic

pride and desire for municipal expansion there has been a

great awakening during the last few years and no city can

boast of a stronger and more coherent force of busine.ss

men that is fovxnd in the membership of the Merchants'

i»:,'o la-v isio is.jO iRfio 18T0 :s,su ]Mi)u i8:i(;

Slrcel Ky. Journal

careless of small expen,ses. They do not, as in New York,

take a .street car to ride a half dozen blocks, but they do

not he-sitate to go oi faiuillc to the parks on a plea.sant

summer night at a cost for traiasportation of a

good half dollar. Altogether, in this people of

St. Louis is exhibited a type of citizenship which

cannot be surpassed and which from a street rail-

way profit earning point of view leaves little to

be desired. No city in the United vStates has

passed through these last four years of hard times

with less strain on the commercial and financial

fabric. In no city have hard times been less

seriously felt by street railway companies in

gross receipts as will be seen from the statement

of passengers carried, as follows: 1892— 1,883,-

8029; 1893— 95,703,632; 1894— 95,701,770;

1895—102,997,772.

Systematic educa-

tion was little cared for

in Missouri before the

war, but in 1857 the

groundwork was laid

for what has become
one of the best and strongest

public school systems to be

found in any American city. It

has already been said that the

German element of the population has been thoroughly

educated in the Fatherland and it was not hard to

Educational
AND

Religious

Influences

250,000,000

200,000,000

100,000,000

.'>o,ooo,ooo

1«'.I0 1SS)5

Street Ry. Journal

arouse in the civic body an enthusiasm for popular

education which has clearly manifested itself to the
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lasting benefit of the city. The public school sys-

tem is to-day exceptionally fine. It leads the students

from the earliest beginnings in the fifty-eight public

kindergartens of the city through fine primary, grammar

and high schools to Washington University which is one of

the most remarkable educational institutions in the

countr)'. It has an exceptionally broad charter permitting

it to establish its auxiliary schools of Fine Arts, Law , Medi-

cine, Dentistry, Botanj^ and Manual Training—this last

named said to be the first school of its kind on the Ameri-

can continent. The school of botany is due to the phil-

anthropic wisdom of Henry Shaw who established and

and domestic economy schools for both sexes; the Mercan-

tile Library which is a private corporation and dates from

1846; and the Free Public Library which has established

substations in various parts of the city and which is admin-

istered in a broad and exceptionally able manner; together

with the various non-sectarian clubs, of which St. Louis

has not a few, which carry on independent lines of .study to

an extent probably found among American cities only in

New York and Boston.

A St. Louis Sunday is a very different thing from a

New England Sunday, but the 250 churches of the city

nevertheless exercise a strong influence upon the life of

the people, not only in a religious way per sc,

but also through the various auxiliary societies

which are usually intended to bring a parish in-

to closer touch with its church home. Architec-

turally, the churches are not, with one or two

exceptions, remarkable, among the exceptions

being the Episcopal Cathedral and the Church of

the Messiah, which is thought to be the hand-

somest building in the city, and one of the finest

church buildings in America. The first, a Con-

ri gregational church, is also a stone structure,

dignified and in good taste architecturally.

endowed the fine botanical garden which

bears his name and which is conducted by

Washington University. This serves not

only to educate .scientific botanists, but has

a department devoted to instruction in

market gardening and other practical lines

of study. It is said that no living botanist

can become acquainted with the genealogy

and the growing representatives of the

Cactus family without studying the im-

mense variety to be found in the Shaw

gardens. Only the parent building of

Washington Lhiiversity is shown in the

illirstration, the allied schools being found

in separate, and in many cases architecturally beautiful

buildings.

There are many denominational and sectarian colleges

and universities in the city in addition to Wa.sliington Uni-

versity, the most noted. It is said that few residents of

St. Louis think it necessarj^ to send their children away to

complete their education, while large numbers come to the

city for this purpose from ^•arious parts of the West and

particularh' from Mexico, which annualh^ sends not a few

students to St. Louis.

Among other educational influences found in the city

are innumerable private schools and night schools; sev-

eral courses of lectures conducted by Washington Univer-

sity by some of the leading lecturers of the country; the

work of the Ethical Culture Society which has established

in various parts of the city \\ age earners' self-culture clubs

TWO ST. LOUIS EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

Municipal w
governa\ent ^
AND SOME

J Administrative
Features

Prior to 1876 the city of

St. Louis was embraced in the

= ^-^T.^.». mi-i,. county of St. Louis. Both the

I'r^ AND SOME municipal and county admin-

istrations were highly extrava-

gant and taxes in the city

came to be very burdensome.

St. Louis City determined to

obtain if possible a separate

charter, and the work of preparing the scheme of sepa-

ration was entrusted to a board of thirteen freehold-

ers elected by the people. The scheme and charter

were adopted at a special election in 1876 and the city

then became wholly independent of county control—

a

" free city" not unlike some of the great free cities of

the old world. It levies and collects its own revenue and

"A
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the state revenue within its limits and conducts its own The Mayor appoints with the consent of the Conncil all

affairs, except for the supreme power of the Legislature, other administrative officers of the city. Any ajipointcd

The legislative power of the city is exercised by the officer may be removed by the Maycjr or Council for cause,

Municipal Assembly which consists of two liranches, a and any elected officer can be su.spended l)y the Mayor and

Council and a Hou.se of Delegates. The Council is com- removed by the Council for cause.

posed of thirteen members elected for four years on a gen- It will thus be seen that large powers are given to the

era] ticket b\' the voters of the city, and the House of Mayor, and St. Louis was one of the first munici])a]ities in

BUSINESS STREETS IN ST. LOUIS.

Delegates consists of one member from each of the twenty-

eight wards elected for two years by the voters of the

ward.

The executive branch of the government consists of

the Mayor, Comptroller, Auditor, Treasurer, Register,

Collector, Recorder of Deeds, Inspector of Weights and

Measures, Sheriff, Coroner, Marshal, Public Adminis-

trator, President of the Board of A.sse.ssors and President

of the Board of Public Improvements, all of whom are

elected by the voters of the city for a term of four years.

the country to recognize the wisdom of placing upon a

single executi\ e head the full responsibility for good gov-

ernment. This novel scheme of city government became,

at the time of its adoption, a fruitful theme for discussion

among students of municipal administration, and its main

features have been incorporated in the charters of other

American cities. One of the interesting features of the

city's charter is found in the Board of Equalization, whose

duty is to judge, correct and equalize the valuation of real

estate and personal property in the city, and which consists
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of the President of the Board of Assessors " and four dis-

creet and experienced real estate owners of St. Louis of a

prior residence therein of ten 3'ears," who are appointed

by the judges of the Circuit Court.

The Municipal Assembly has the right to pass lapon all

questions involved in the construction or regulation of

street railways in the city limits, including the right of

imposing per capita taxes, taxes on gross receipts or taxes

on cars, real estate and other property, the regulation of

the time and manner of running cars, the rates of fare,

one miles with limestone blocks, 292 miles with broken

stone, and ten miles with wood. Gravel was used only as

a top dressing on macadamized streets. The limestone

blocks were used chiefly in alleys, and were suitable only

for very light traffic, and the broken stone pavement was

extremely bad, as it was impos.sible to keep it clean, and

its surface alternated between dust and mud, according to

weather conditions.

Ten or twelve years ago a movement to improve the

pavements of St. Louis commenced. The work could not

PARK SCENERY IN ST. LOUIS.

and the sale and exchange of tickets. It is also provided

in the charter that any street railroad comjiany shall have

the right to run its cars over the tracks of any other street

railroad company in w^hole or in part, on the payment of

just compensation for the use thereof and compliance with

such rules and regulations as ma>- be prescribed by ordi-

nance, " and it shall be the duty of the Municipal Assem-
bly to immediately pass such ordinances as may be neces-

sary to carry this provision into effect.
'

'

One of the surest tests of an efficient city government
is found in the condition of its streets. Until recently

St. Louis pavements have been exceedingly poor. In 1880

the total length of the streets and alleys was 450 miles, of

which one mile only was paved with granite blocks, fifty-

be done with the city funds, as the limit of debt had al-

ready been reached, and a policy of asses.sing the prop-

erty owners for the new improvement was adopted, not,

however, without bitter opposition on their part. This

opposition has, however, entirely passed away, as it has

been found that the value of property so improved has in-

creased far more than the cost of the improvements.

At the present time about fifty miles of the streets are

paved with granite blocks, and twenty miles with asphalt

and wood. Brick pavements have been used to some ex-

tent. Even yet, however, the work of repaving has not

gone on so rapidly as will doubtless be the case during the

next ten years.

The water supply of St. Louis is obtained from the
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Mississip]n River. It is not attractive in a^jpearance, but

it is said to l)e entirely free fnjni disease germs, and with

proper filtration it becomes as good drinking water as can

be found in most American cities. About 50,000,000 gals,

per day are used, and tiie gross revenue to the city is

alxmt #;i,2oo,ooo per annum.

The city is well and eco-

nomically lighted by electricity,

the rates jiaid Ijeing exceedingly

low, because of the shar]> com-

petition some time ago of a num-

ber of rival companies.

It has already been .said that

the city is divided into north

and .south sides by Mill Creek

Valley. Mill Creek it.self was

long ago filled in, but the valley

has been of great value to v^t.

Louis, inasmuch as it has fur-

nished a means of entry to all

the steam railroad systems cen-

tering in the city. The terminus

of the famous P^ads Bridge, cross-

ing the Mississippi River, is con-

nected with the Union .Station,

which lies in Mill Creek \'alley,

by a tunnel, and access to the

valley is thiis obtained from the

ea.st, while its upper end emerges upon the great plains

broadening to the westward.

Now in connecting the north and .south sides of the

cit>' a number of bridges and viaducts across this valle>-

have been Iniilt by the city at a large aggregate expen.se.

Among these are the Twelfth Street, Fourteenth Street,

and Eighteenth Street bridges, the last named, built in

1884, co.sting $160,000; the Jefferson Avenue bridge built

in 1881 and costing $So, 000; and the Grand Avenue bridge

garbage, however, is not, as was formerly the case, thrown

into the Missi.ssippi River to the disgust and injury of the

towns and cities lower down on the river, but is now turned

into commercial products and forms a source of revenue to

the city and of jM'ivate profit to contractors.

LAFAYETTE PARK AFTER THE CYCLONE OF 1896.

AND

iPTeASURE!

(SUBURBS!

jRESOFSt

CLUB HOUSE, GRAND STAND AND RACE TRACK AT THE FAIR GROUNDS

completed in 1889 and co.sting $440,000. This Grand
Avenue viaduct is a fine engineering structure, 1600 ft. in

length and .sixty feet in width. A number of additional

bridges are building and projected.

The city has a very extensive .sewer system and
through Mill Creek Valley, following the channel of the

old creek it.self, runs the main trunk sewer. The city's

The suburbs of .St. Louis

without its cit}' limits have

not, until within the last two

or three years, played much
part in the life of the people,

chiefly because of lack of com-

munication except by a com-

paratively infrequent railroad

service. Now, however, there

are rapid running electric lines

to Clayton, the county seat, to

Kirkwood and Meremec High-

lands, ten and twelve miles

away, and to Flori.s.sant, an old

French village fifteen miles north-

west of the city. All these lines

pass through most delightful

farming country, covered with fine

trees and giving passengers beau-

tiful vistas of valley and hill .scen-

er}'. Now, therefore, St. Louis is

beginning to reach out for pleasur-

ing beyond its own beautiful park

system and it is not improbable

that there will be a good deal of

residence building along these

lines of electric connnunication,

although the city itself is so large

in area and contains so much as j'et

unoccupied territory suitable for residence purposes that a

still further expansion into St. Louis Count j' is not by any
means certain as far as the immediate future is concerned.

The parks of St. Louis are perhaps its chiefest charm.

In no other American city, with the single exception of

Philadelphia, is the area of parks .so large, and in few cities

are the parks more delightful, some because of careful cul-
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tivation and wise attempts at beautifying, others, such as

Forest Park, because nature has been left largely free to

work out her own effects. There are no less than eighteen

of these parks and squares large and small, from little

Gamble Place containing not much over an acre of land,

to Forest Park containing 1372 acres. The total park area

is 2150 acres of which about 1700 have been acquired by

purchase, and nearly 300 by private donation. Altogether

the city has spent in purchase and improvements of these

parks about $4,000,000.

Forest Park, the largest of all, is .situated in the ex-

treme western part of the citj^ and is reached by several of

the street railway systems of the city, which naturally de-

rive a large revenue from the summer traffic. This park has

twenty or thirty miles of

excellent drives, and

considerable money has

been spent in making

l)eautiful lawns in vari-

ous places. The river

Des Peres flows through

the park and forms a

prominent feature in its

scheme of ornamentation.

Tower (jrove Park was

donated to the citv bv

tioned Jefferson Barracks, a United States army post where

a grand parade is held at noon on Sunday, numerous beer

gardens patronized in the summer, and the theatres, of

which there are eight or ten varying in quality and char-

acter of performances.

Some eight or ten years ago

there came a great awakening in

St. Uouis, a realization of the

possibilities of the future, an

ambition to be counted among
the great cities of the world, and

an all conquering determination

to break down every obstacle in

the wa}' of a larger civic life.

GATES TO PRIVATE PLACES IN ST. LOUIS.

Henry Shaw with the provision that a certain smn of

money should be .spent on its improvement. The land-

scape gardening in this park is exceedingly fine. Shaw's

gardens are not included in the park area referred to, as

they form really, as before .stated, a department of Washing-

ton University in connection with its school of botau}'.

The tears of the city have been freely shed during

the last six months because of poor Lafayette. Park which

was, until the cyclone of 1896, one of the most beautiful

and best loved garden spots in the city, but in which the

cyclone did its worst work, breaking down trees of Mty
years' growth as if they had been mere shoots of the pres-

ent and leaving a scene of devastation heartrending to those

who love trees and shrubs almost as human beings.

O' Fallon Park and Carondelet Park are also large

pleasure grounds of the city and are attractive, but not

particularly " improved."

Among other popular resorts in the city may be nieu-

The Merchants'

Exchange became a

power in the land.

Great fireproof office

buildings, similar in

character to tho.se of

New York and Chi-

cago were erected, one

after the other, until

there are to-day thirty

comparativel}^ new of-

fice buildings costing

$500,000 or upwards,

each, among them the Union Trust Building, the Security

Building, the Wainwright Bviilding, the Equitable Build-

ing, the Laclede Building and the Turner Building, all

giving to the heart of the business district a solid and sub-

.stantial character and an air of prosperity.

In 1890 came the competition among American cities

for the Columbian Fair and the greatest possible effort was

made by St. Louis to capture the prize. The city failed,

but not until the world learned to know that another great

American city disputed the palm of Western supremacy

with Chicago. The failure to secure this prize led to

other consequences. The merchants of St. Louis deter-

mined that it should not again be said that their hotel

facilities and powers of entertainment are inferior to those

of any other city in the world. The '

' Autumnal Festiv-

ities Association " was organized to provide for St. Louis

an annual festival rivaling the Mardi Gras of New Orleans

and a systematic effort to advertise the city all over the
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world was inaiij:;urated as a part of tlie work of the Mer-

chants' Exchange. Connnittees of the hitter were appointed

to deal with questions relating to the improvement of the

Mississippi River, the railroad transportation conditions,

the postal facilities and the increase of trade with all parts

of the world. Arrangements were made with the prin-

cipal newspajiers of the country and with the Associated

Press for an increased news service from vSt. Louis, while

the local newspapers—among which the (i/obc- / hii/ociai

and the J-icpublic are among the most influential in the

country—lent every

assistance in the

movement towards a

larger civic growth.

Not a little of

this awakened en-

ergy and push radi-

ates from the great

St. Louis clubs

which form a prom-

inent feature in the

business and social

life of the city. The

Mercantile Club has

a membership of

over 1000 and many
meetings of a semi-

public character are

held in its fine build-

ing. The Commercial Club is closely

interested in municipal government and

municipal grov\'th. The Business Men's

League is incorporated under the laws of

Missouri and has for its object the guard-

ing of the interests of St. Louis in every

possible way. iVniong other clubs in vSt.

Louis are the University, St. Louis

Club, Country Club, Union Club and the

Jockey Club. The latter owns a magnificent race tracl-

the fair grounds which cover 140 acres and at which the

autumn festivities are held during the first week of Octo-

ber, these festivities including the
'

' Procession of the

Veiled Prophet. " On the " Big Thursday " of fair week,

the fair grounds are frequently visited by from 125,000 to

150,000 people.

The St. Louis Exposition has been held annually for

fourteen years, and is similar in character to the Mechanics'

Fair of Boston, although a large number of the exhibits

are in the form of agricultural products from the West and

Southwest. The Exposition is held in a special building-

costing $1 ,000,000, and it is said that a profit has been

realized in every year since the beginning—a very unusual

thing. The original stockholders were actuated by motives

of public spirit in subscribing for the company 's stock, but

the bonded debt has been cleared off and small dividends

are now being y)aid.

The hospitality and good cheer which are characteristic

of vSt. Louis society are exemplified in its hotels, which are

among the finest and best managed in the country. For

many years the Southern Hotel has been, perhaps, the best

known hcstelry in the vSouthwest and has been the .scene of

hundreds of political and other gather-

ings as well as the place at which the

cotton planters of the .South and South-

west annually repaired to dispose of

their crops. It has Ijeen the headquar-

ters of .several conventions in this great

convention year and one of these will

je that of the American Street Railway

Association this

month.

Three or four

years ago a large

sum of money was

raised among the

citizens of St. Lou-

is to be donated to

capitalists who
.should build a large

fireproof hotel to

cost not less than

$1,000,000, and

VAi^P*^ PLACE

at

PRIVATE RESIDENCE "PLACES" OF ST. LOUIS.

from this beginning the Planters' Hotel costing $2,000,000

and giving accommodation to about 1 500 guests has been

built. Other hotels are the St. Nicholas accommodating 250,

the Lindell 800, the Laclede, the St. James, the Terminal, etc.

The era of the modern

fireproof business blocks and

elegant, and architectually

beautiful residences dates back

to 1S85, at the time when St.

Louis began to put forth new
life. Some of the older build-

ings are good, notably the vSt.

T Louis Court House, which is

Architecture
IN THE

Business and
Residential
Sections
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built in the form of a Greek cross and, with its dome

300 ft. high, is dignified and interesting. Domestic

architecture was originall}' an adaptation of the South-

ern planter's house, and spoke of generous hospitality

and good cheer, but many unattractive and even ugly

buildings began to mix in with these, and the uninter-

esting character of the churches and civic buildings

combined with these to bring about unpleasant and

sometimes even repellent architectural effects. When
a firm of Boston architects built the Church of the Messiah

ST. LOUIS CLUB.

COLUMBIA CLUB.

and the Crow Memorial Hall the people of St. Louis began

to wake up to the possibilities of the architectual profes-

sion and nearly all of the newer buildings have been in

appropriate and beautiful designs in spite of such exceptions

as the new City Hall and one or two poorly designed

office buildings. The new Union Station is said to be the

largest in the world and it certainly is ma.ssive and dignified

in outside appearance and well planned and beautifully

decorated inside.

In the residence sections of St. Louis are found, of

course, all types of structures from the modest $1000 cot-

tage of the laboring classes to the magnificent dwellings

of the wealthy. The finest specimens of domestic archi-

tecture are found in the region of Forest Park, especially

in three or four reservations or places which are peculiar

to vSt. Louis and which deserve a special description.

Some years ago a group of business men who desired

to build homes in the newer section of St. Louis pur-

chased a tract of land equal in area to several city blocks

and proceeded to develop it on riovel lines. They first laid

out a double roadway, enclosing a narrow space between,

which they gras.sed over and planted with trees, shrubs

ST HYJQURNAL

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.

COUNTRY CLUB.

and plants of various kinds. On both sides of this twin

roadwaj^ they laid out building lots, soine of which they

took themselves and the remainder sold to those who would

pledge them.selves to put up houses of a value not less than

$50,000. The entire reservation was enclosed at its sides

by fences and at its ends by beautifully designed stone
'

' gates
'

' and the whole formed '

' Vandeventer Place '

'

one of the most beautiful spots in the city. It contains a

row of magnificent residences costing from $50,000 to

$300,000. The entire reservation being private property,

an annual a.ssessment is made on each property owner for

maintaining the roadways and garden spot between, to-
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gether with expenses for watchmen, etc. Heavy teaming

is not allowed within the place, but there are no restric-

tions upon the public coming on foot or in carriages.

Similar reservations have been made elsewhere, such

as Portland Place, Bell Place and Westmoreland Place.

Another fine residence section is found around Lafay-

ette Park and in the vicinity of Compton Hill Reservoir,

while Olive Street and, in general, the section between

Poorest Park and the business section contains many beau-

tiful .specimens of architecture.

vSt. Louis is one of the great-

est manufacturing cities in Amer-

ica. There is no question about

this, and there is no neces.sity for

drawing upon the imagination in

.speaking of this feature of the

city's importance. The fact that

coal is obtained in great abun-

dance from the neighboring coal

fields of Illinois and even from Missouri itself, and at prices

ranging from $1 . 10 to $1.25 ])er ton delivered, has evidently

been appreciated by capitalists desiring to establish manu-

facturing enterprises. There are .so many branches of in-

manufacturing and jobbing is extensive and c(jnstantly

growing and it is estimated tliat the volume of the hard-

ware business reaches $13,000,000 per annum, exclusive

of business done by iron and steel houses.

In the manufacture of .steam railroad freight cars

and street railway pas.senger cars St. Louis has no rival in

the West and probably does the largest bu.siness of any

single city in America, measured by output in number of

cars. This is due largely to the importance of ,St. Louis

as a hardvx'ood lumber market which gives unusual facili-

ties to car builders.

Among other lines of manufacturing and jobbing

business in which vSt. Louis takes a leading position may
be mentioned dry goods, both wholesale and retail, boots

and shoes, the annual trade in which is said to amount to

over $30,000,000, clothing, hats and caps, furniture,

groceries, crackers, shot and white lead.

•Street- Railway Traffic •

Pas.sing now from the more or less indirect influences

bearing upon .street railway prosperity as found in the

EADS BRIDGE AND THE LEVEES,

dustry in which St. Louis stands first, second or third,

among American cities, that only a few can here be .specified.

In the manufacture of tobacco St. Louis is probably

without a rival. It is said that there are about 9000

people employed in its tobacco factories at high rates of

wages, and the annual sales exceed $30,000,000. The
largest tobacco factory in the world, that of the Leggatt-

Myers Company, is now nearing completion and will have

a capacity of 2,000,000 lbs. a year. The brewery in-

terests of St. Louis are very large and the city also con-

tains the largest establishment in the world devoted to this

industry. The total output of beer in 1895 was 60,823,844

gals., for which 2,124,126 bushels of barley were received.

In the manufacture of chemicals St. Louis is said to

stand first among American cities and in the wholesale drug

and proprietary medicine business, second only to New-

York. The woodenware and hardware business both in

characteristics of the citj' and citizens of St. Louis, to a

study of the physical and financial features of the sj'stem

itself, it will be found that a brief sketch of the way in

which the city and its street railway system have together

come to their present development will serve to throw

some light upon the reasons why St. Louis claims to-day

the best street railway service in America.

The first street railway-

charters in St. Louis were grant-

ed in 1859. The map on page

576 shows the city limits as they

existed in i860, together with a

distribution of the population,

mi;ch more even over the area

within these limics than w-as

probably the ca.se as a matter of

, fact, since the resident popula-

FIFTY
OF
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EXPAN-

1/ YEARS

CI PAL

SIGN
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tion must have been gathered more closely together in the

\'icinity of the river than further westward, at a time

when means of communication were so conspicuously lack-

ing. But as the wards of the city then extended from the

river westward to the city limits, it is now impossible to

ascertain the relative densities of population except in the

manner shown in the map. Two
lines only of street railway were

then actually built, and the.se,

as intimated above, had ju.st been

put in operation.

Between iS6oand iSyocame

a large increase in the .street

railway mileage together with an

extension of the city limits .so as

to take in additional area north

and south. The distribution of

the population and the street rail-

way .sy.stem in 1870 is also .shown

on page 576. The motive power was, of course, honses

entirely.

Between 1870 and 18.S0 came a large addition to the

city area and to the street railway mileage. A new
charter went into effect in 1876, and the city limits estab-

li.shed in that year were practically^ the .same as they exi.st

to-day. The dLstriljution of population and street railway

system in iSSo are shown on page 577. It will be seen, of

course, that the population density' in the older parts of

the city was becoming greater and greater fron: decade to

decade, while the outlying sections to the west were also

building up more and more rapidly under the impetus

given by impro\'ing street railway' facilities.

On page 577 is shown the condition of the city in 1890.

Bv this time vSt. Louis had begun to take on new life and

ments in electric traction, announcements of which were
being constantly made, had begun to be felt in St. Louis,

although it is probable that no one had any idea at that

time what a potent influence on real estate values and
the rearrangement of population would be exerted by

improved methods of motive power.

Ill »»' I . - -

THE UNION STATION—FRONT VIEW.

THE RAILROAD YARDS AND TRAIN SHEDS AT THE UNION STATION

building was going on rapidly all over the city. The
change of motive power from animal to mechanical traction

had commenced. The old hor.se roads had been highly

profitable and were locally considered excellent properties,

the dividends being constant and reasonably large. But
the general uneasiness in the street railway world due to

the great success of the cable system in Chicago and other

places, and to many interesting and promising experi-

The first

road to lead off

in thes2 im-

provements
was a narrow gauge steam railroad line running from St.

Louis to the old French town of Florissant. This road se-

cured in 1885 a franchise down to Sixth Street in the heart

of the city, with the provision that it was to be operated by

the cable system, and this was installed in a poor and cheap

way and operated for about three years when it passed

into the hands of a receiver and was sold under foreclos-

ure of mortgage, the purchasers converting it into an

electric road—now the .St. Louis & Suburban Railway.

One or two years later a num-
ber of the St. Louis lines were pur-

chased by a syndicate of Chicago

capitalists interested in the Chica-

go cable lines, and the cable was

introduced on certain of these

newly purcha.sed lines. About the

same time the Lindell Railway

Company commenced equipment

by electricity, and within a brief

period nearly every street railway

company in St. Louis was plan-

ning to do away with horses and

was making the financial arrange-

ments neces.sary for the adoption

of either the cable or electric sys-

tems. Since 1890 this process of

conversion has been joined to one

of rapid extensions, .so that the

total street railway mileage is to-

day far greater than in 1890 and

nearly every section of St. Louis'

large area is reached by rapid

transit lines. The outlying .sections have been built up

with great rapidity not only with the low priced houses

of the wage earner, but also, in the neighborhood of the

parks, with the costly palaces of the rich who have mi-

grated westward to reach the purer air away from the

smoke-tainted manufacturing sections.

The number of building permits i.s.sued in 1895 was

3642, calling for the expenditure of about ^14,000,000.
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|f Present
Distribution

OF

Population
!i

Oil paj^c 57S is shown the

distribution of population as it

exists to-day, this distribution

being based on the police census

before referred to.

A glance at the map on

page 579 will lead to a better

understanding of the traffic con-

ditions in vSt. Louis which have

brought about the unusual fniancial

success of its street railway systems.

It should be remembered in the first

place that the distances represented

by this map are unusually large, the

city area being considerably larger,

both actually and rclati\-ely, tlian

most of the other large cities of

America. Now the l)usiiiess heart of

this entire territory i,s found, as Ije-

fore .stated, in a small area in the

eastern central part near tlic river.

Here are contained the l)usiness

offices of many of the factories,

railroads, l)reweries, etc., which are

spread far U]) and down the river and

in Mill Creek Valley to the west-

ward. Business communication be-

tween these offices and factories is

frequent throughout the day, and to

this is added the tra\-el called forth l)y the fact that all

the banks are also located in this l)usiiie.ss .section. This

kind of travel is found onlj' in a few large citie.s—not in

those where the business and manufacturing areas are

concentrated within relatively smaller areas.

attractive than in belter paved cities, and so far street

railway companies have not seriously felt its effects.

Competition has brought about the u.se (jf bea'itiful, easy

riding and attractive cars in St. Louis, and the half-liour

ride to and from bu.siness, with paper in hand, is one of the

pleasures of the day, in.stead of a task. For similar reasons

the pleasure traffic pure and simple in St. Louis is a very

large factor in street railwaj' prosperity, and is cultivated

with great care. Every company has upon its lines some

EADS BRIDGE FROM THE LEVEES.

The morning and night travel on the street railway

lines between the business and manufacturing areas on the

one hand, and the residential areas on the other, is un-

usually heavy. Nearly every citizen is forced to use

some means of transportation on account of the long dis-

tances in the city. The u.se of the bicycle is growing
rapidly, but the pavements in St. Louis are such as to

make riding in any except the pleasaiite.st weather le.ss

MERCHANTS' BRIDGE.

attractive pleasure resort, and where natural ones in suffi-

cient numbers are mis.sing the defect has been supj)lied by

special efforts on the part of the different managers.

St. Louis cars are almost as crowded on a pleasant summer
evening between the hours of 7:30 and 11 as in the rush

hours of the day, and on Sunday's the

receipts are hardlj^ less in amount

than on week-days. Trolley parties

in .special cars are frequent, and alto-

gether the fluctuations of street rail-

way traffic in St. Louis from day to

day and from season to season are,

perhaps, less pronounced than in most

other American cities.

All these influences have worked

together to bring about an annual

street railway movement in .St. Louis

of enormous proportions. In 1.S95 the

eleven companies in St. Louis carried

102,997,772 passengers, an average

of 196 rides per capita, if we count the

population as 520,000. Comparing

the population movement in .St. Louis

with that of other large cities we find

the following results, the fopi-ilation

used in every case being that of 1890,

while the
'

' passengers carried
'

' are

assumed to be twenty times the passenger receipts.

Rides
Population. per capita.

New York 1,515,301 296
Chicago (principal systems) 1,099,850 228
Philadelphia (principal aystems) 1,046,964 186
Boston (anrl snbnrbs) 848,740 214
Brooklyn 806,343 235
St. Louis 451,770 228
San Francisco 298,997 249
Buffalo 255,664 104
Pittsburgh 238,617 250
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It will be seen that St. Louis stands well up in the

list among these great cities of the countr}' in rides per

capita.

On the map between pages

5S0 and 581 are shown in colors

the principal individual systems

of vSt. Louis, and a general idea

of the territory from which these

systems draw their business will

be obtained from this map and

from those on pages 578 and 579
showing the distribution of pop-

ulation and the manufacturing, business and residential

sections. In the table on page 580 the principal finan-

MERCANTILE CLUB.

cial features of these systems are set forth and will serve,

together with the maps, as a basis for a brief discussion

of the comparative values of these systems as operating

properties.

National Raihvay Company's System.—The Chicago

s\ ndicate alread}^ referred to as owning several St. Louis

properties is incorporated as the National Railway Com-

pany, of Chicago. It is not an operating company, but

holds in its treasury the entire capital stock of the Cass

Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway Company, 9985 shares

out of 10,000 of the Citizens' Railway Company and 6270

shares out of 20,000 of the St. Louis Railroad Company'.

It also controls by ownership of stock the Northern Cen-

tral Railroad, the Union Railroad, the Baden & St. Louis

Railway and the Southwestern Railway. These com-

panies are operated to a certain extent independenth',

never having been consolidated, but are under one man-

agement.

These lines compose the largest system in the city.

The St. Louis Railroad is a cable line on Broadway, the

principal busine.ss and manufacturing street of the city, ex-

tending north and south, parallel to and near the river,

and this line obtains a larger amount of short distance

traffic than any other single line in the city. It is oper-

ated by two power stations, one on the north side and one

on the south. These power stations give little trouble, but

are not fitted for the most economical operation. The con-

duit on Broadway might have been made shallower to ad-

vantage as the deep conduit system has been found to be

unnecessary in St. Louis' climate and conditions of service,

and a considerable part of the initial cost might thereby

have been avoided. Neverthele.ss, the capitalization of

this road is not excessive and the percentage of interest

charged to gross receipts amounts to 17.9. The gross re-

ceipts per mile of track of the cable .section alone—this

section being about one-half of the total mileage—is prob-

abl}', in good times when the factories are bu.sy, not much
less than 30,000. The electric extensions on the north and

south ends run through less profitable territory, of cour.se,

and may be considered merely as feeders to the cable line.

The Citizens' line was originally a horse road, and on

its purchase by the National Railway Compan}^ was con-

verted to a cable line which was, in turn, re-equipped a

few 3'ears ago wath electricitj' in order to meet the com-

])etition of parallel electric lines. The results of this re-

equipment have been, not that the company has largely

increased its gross receipts, but that it has held its own in

a competition for business the character of which is to

some extent evident from inspection of the map .showing

the parallel lines of different sy.stems leading out into the

same residential territory. Owing to these various changes

the Citizens' Railway Company is capitalized somewhat

more heavily than the Broadway line on the basis of mile-

age, and its interest charges amount to 24.4 per cent of

the gro.ss receipts. The character of the territory maj^ be

inferred from the gross receipts per mile of track, which

amount to $22,400, a figure exceeded only by the Olive

vStreet cable line, presently to be described.

The lines of the Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Rail-

way cover a large area to the north and west. Cass Ave-

nue it.self is a business street which runs from the river

clear to the city limits—the only one of its kind in St.

Louis. This section of the National Railway Company's

system is earning $13,800 per mile of track and its inter-

est charges amount to about twenty per cent of the gro.ss

receipts.

The electric lines of the National Railway system are

operated from a power station which is probably one of

the best arranged and most economical in the country,

considering the conditions of operation found in St. Louis.

A large portion of the track is laid with sixty foot rails

and cast welded joints and is in excellent condition. A
variety of cars is found on these lines, some of them of the

older types, but a large proportion modern and attractive

to passenger traffic.

The gross capitalization of the National Railway

Company's system amounts to $119,700 per mile of track,

of which $71,000 is funded debt calling for 21.2 percent

of the gross receipts in the form of interest. The gross

receipts amount to $17,600 per mile of track, an amount

exceeded by two only of the other St. Louis systems.

Union Depot Railroad.—The system of the Union

Depot Railroad Company reaches almost all parts of the

city of St. lyouis. From the business heart of the city it
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operates lines to the northwest reaching the Fair Grounds,

Bellefontaine Cemetery, and a residential territory excel-

lent from a street railway point of view; to the west and

south tapping the manufacturing district in Mill Creek

Valley as well as the residential areas; and in the central

])art of the city operating two crosstown lines of which

the more important is the line of the Grand Avenue Rail-

residences of all kinds frcjui the humblest to the most ex-

jjensive. The Lindell cars are among the handsomest

and most attractive to passenger traffic in the city, and its

downtown terminal facilities are excellent. For all these

reasons, principally the first, the company's traffic is in-

creasing b}' leaps and bounds as will be seen by the fol-

lowing table:

Year. Niinilic-r of trips. I'as.seiiKers carried.

J 889
1890
I.S91

1892

1893
1894
^^95

474,908
435.390
546,3^6
632,020

1 ,124,656

1 ,283, 108

1,281 ,024

4,339.099
5,549.729
10,944,585
i2,4ti,794

14,270,478

17,425,971

20,237,599

STREET RAILWAY TERMINAL STATION IN FOREST PARK,

way Company which is controlled by parties interested in

the Union Depot Railroad Company and which enables the

latter's cars to form a belt line around the city. Only a

portion of the track on Grand Avenue is owned by the

Grand i\venue Railway Company, trackage rights having

been secured by process of law on the lines of several other

companies originally laid on short sections of this street.

The Union Depot Railroad system proper is capital-

ized at $97,200 per mile of track

—the smallest total capitaliza-

tion, with one exception, of any

of the important systems of the

city—the bonded debt is $43,600

per mile, which is also moder-

ate, and the percentage of in-

terest charges to gross receipts

is 17.8. The gross receipts

amount to $14,200 per mile of

track which is a rather low aver-

age and indicates either that the

company's territory is somewhat
poorer than many of the other

St. Louis systems, or else that

in the general competition for

business the company is at some
disadvantage.

The company's lines are

operated from two power sta-

tions. One of these recently received .serious injury

from the cyclone, but was quickly put into operating shape

again. vSome of the latest generating apparatus, together

with considerable of the old, is used in this station. Its

general economy is probably very good.

Liiidell Railiuay.—The lines of this company extend

from the business section westward to Forest Park in the

city limits and serve a territory which has great possibil-

ities for future development as well as large present value.

The whole West End district is building up rapidly with

The compan\- is wi.sely pursuing a policy of extensions

in anticipation of the future, and while this naturally

brings down the gross receipts per mile of track to a mod-

erate figure—$16,800—even this compares favorably with

other .sy.stems in the city, and its large increase in the

future may be regarded as a certainty.

The company's total capitalization is the smallest of

any of the large systems of vSt. Louis, being $89,800 per

mile of track, of which $49,900 is in bonded debt. The
percentage of interest charges to gross receipts is but 16.3,

which is the smallest of any ,St. Louis system with one ex-

ception. Altogether the Lindell Railway appears to be in

an exceedingly strong position among the vSt. Louis

systems.

Tlie Missouri Railroad.—This sj'stem, though not so

extensive as some of the others, is one of the most valuable

properties in the cit}'. It extends from Fourth Street di-

rectly westward to Forest Park. Its cable line on Olive

Street passes through the great retail shopping district

downtown, and the fine residential district to the west, and

it obtains an amount of .short distance traffic second onlv

TERMINAL LOOP OF THE LINDELL RAILWAY.

to the Broadway line. The company's Market and Che.st-

nut vStreet electric lines are also well patronized since they

form one of the .shortest and most direct routes between

the hotel district and the new Union Station, while to the

westw^ard thej'' also pass through valuable residential and

manufacturing areas. The company's park connections

are perhaps the most valuable in the city, and the com-

petition for this class of travel between the Lindell Rail-

way and it.self sometimes becomes very keen.

All these influences are reflected in the gross receipts
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1 860.
. 500 Resident Population.

Street Railway Lines.

Citv lioiinilary Line.

MAP SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION AND STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF ST. LOUIS IN 1870.
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MAP SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION AND THE, STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM OF ST. LOUIS IN 1890.
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per mile of track which are $27,800, the largest in the

citj^ The total capitalization is $112,400 per mile of

track of which the bonded del )t is but $28,800, the small-

est in the city. The percentage of interest charges to

gross receipts thus becomes exceedingly low, being but 5.2.

It is noteworthy, however, that the company's traffic

has been fairly constant from year to year as is shown by

the following table:

Year, Number of trips. Passengers carried

1889 919,010 10,785,284
1890 979.633 12,315-566
189I 1,042,814 13.55' -097
1892 966, 1

90 14,706,156

1893 1,123,612 14,927,465
1894 1,162,158 14,480,126
1S95 1,226,678 15.303.467

Street to Florissant, and the property is stronger to-day

than ever before in spite of the piling up of liabilities due

to the several reconstructions. The company owns its

own right of way in fee over the line of the old steam rail-

way, and this enables it to make good speed in the outly-

ing sections of the city. When electricity was first intro-

duced an attempt was made to give a frequent service to

Flori.ssant in the hope of inducing building along the line

and of thus creating traffic. Unfortunately, however, the

property owners in the country had exaggerated ideas of

the value of their properties and they refused to .sell for

building purposes except at excessive prices. The
electric service between the terminus of the city lines and
Florissant is now reduced to six cars per day, although

1 896.
500 Resideut Population.

Citv Boundarv Line.

/

MAP SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN ST. LOUIS IN 1?

The company's power stations and general equip-

ment (exclusive of cars ) are not of the most modern types,

and it is probable that the percentage of operating ex-

penses to gross receipts cannot be kept down so low as

would be the case with newer types of apparatus, but the

propert}^ is handled with care and skill and is rightly con-

sidered one of the best in St. Louis.

St. Louis & Suburban Rail-tvay.—This system has

passed through many vicissitudes, as has already been in-

timated. The nucleus was a narrow gauge steam line

running from a point well out towards the then city limits

to Florissant, some fifteen miles away. Its downtown
line was built in 1885 and the cable system adopted. This

proved a financial failure owing to imperfections of con-

struction and overcapitalization, though the receipts were
very large. Since 1890, the entire road has been rebuilt,

the gauge broadened and electricity introduced from Sixth

twenty-one per day run as far as Ramona. On Sundays

eleven cars run through to Florissant and nineteen to

Ramona.

The company owns a large tract of land at Wellston,

the terminus of its city lines, where an excellent beer

garden has been established, through lessees, with a

number of special attractions such as a scenic railway,

theatre, etc. This has proved a profitable thing both for

the lessees and the railway company, and the afternoon

and evening summer traffic over " the Suburban" to this

resort is verj' large. This means, of course, a "long

haul" to the company, but the volume of business is suffi-

cient to make it well worth while to cultivate it.

The company has also a branch line to Forest Park,

which is well patronized in summer, and it has just built,

by a separate organization, a crosstown line on Sarah Street

turning westward to the south of Forest Park and running
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to Kirkwood, in the county of vSt. Lonis, througli a most

l)eautiful country. It is intended to extend this line next

year to Meremec Hij;hlands. The line is well l)uiU, and

has already obtained a large patronage.

The general course of the company's traffic is seen

from the following table :

Year. No. trips. Passengers can ieil.

1889 111,629 4,680,335
1890 105,084 4,343. ',"^9

1891 102,160 4,027,888

1892 124,103 7.037,761

1893 255,996 8,030,182

'894 118,445 7.754,752
I.S95 105,806 7.803,746

The property is, of cour.sc, heavily capitalized, its

bonded debt being $80,400 per mile, and its capital .stock

has thus obtained excellent connections which will doubt-

less give it a considerable increa.se of business. The com-

pany's bonded debt per mile of track is very small, though

its capital stock is large. Its gross receipts amount to

5(513,400 per mile of track—a fair earning power consider-

ing the territory served and the competition of the Broad-

way cable line and others—and its interest charges are i2.y

per cent of the gro.ss receipts.

The PcopU' s Railroad.—The cable lines of this com-

pany run from Wa.shington .Street .south on Fourth Street,

and westward past Lafayette Park. The territory around

and near Lafayette Park has been until recent years one

of the best resident .sections in the city, while Fourth

vStreet is the great banking and one of the great mercantile

$69,900. Its gross receipts amount to $13,600 per mile of

track, which would be much larger were it not for the

large proportion of suburban mileage. Its interest

charges amount to 34. i per cent of the gross receipts,

which points to the necessity of rigid economy in manage-

ment. The power .station is now equipped with apparatus

of modern types u.sed in regular service—the older engines

and generators being held in reserve—and can be operated

with fairly high econoni}-. The roadbed is not in the best

condition, but is being improved considerably by the

application of cast welded joints. The cars are good, and

the electrical equipment in general is of apparatus which

can be handled with fair economy.

The Southern Electric Railtvay.—The lines of this com-

pany are laid out in the southeastern portion of the city,

and run in a direction generally parallel to the river.

Until within a short time the company has had no good

terminus in the heart of the city, but has recently acquired

the right to run over tracks of other companies, and

streets. More recently, however, the movement of popu-

lation has been towards Forest Park, and this, together

with the increasing competition of electric lines cutting

into the territor}' just described, has seriously injured this

property, so that its passenger traffic in 1895 was thirty

per cent less than in 1890. Nevertheless, the company's

gross receipts amount to $19,300 per mile of track, which

is almost as large as the Broadway line with its electric

extensions, though, of cour.se, far less than the Broadway-

cable line alone. The interest charges call for 31.3 per

cent of the gross receipts, as the funded debt amounts to

$99,000 per mile of track, the largest in the city.

The Fourth Street & Arsenal Raihvay.—This is an

electric line allied to the People's Railroad. Between 1884

and 1890 it carried from 800,000 to i
,
100,000 passengers

per annum with considerable variation from year to year.

In 1 89 1 it was unable to endure the competition of other

lines in its territory operated by mechanical power, and

its traffic was reduced to Init 434,000 passengers, and in
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1S92 operation was suspended entirely. The road has

now been equipped for electricit}' and was put in operation

in the summer of 1896. Any intelligent comment upon

its financial condition therefore becomes impossible.

FIG. 1.

In general it may be said of the street railways of vSt.

lyouis that there are greater possibilities of future develop-

ment of earning power than can be seen with present eyes

in any city in the United States, with the possible excep-

•Street- Railway Cars in St- Louis-

^iM^^^Wi BY-RlCHARD-MC-CULLOCH-

The electric .street car is now in that period of evoht-

tion through which all great improvements must pass.

The first electric cars were horse cars with motors ttnder

them instead of in front of them. It was soon found that

no part of the horse car was strong enough to endure the

speed or carry the loads of electric cars, and changes were

made in their constrtiction to overcome these defects, still

following, however, the general plan of the horse car.

The present electric car has been developed in much the

same manner as the steam railroad passenger car from the

stage coach. There was exhibited at the World's Fair,

the first train rtin between Albany and vSchenectady. The
cars re.sembled very .strongly the stage coach in ti.se at that

time and cotdd have been used as such if different wheels

had been put under them. Although the steam railroads

have required seventy years to bridge the distance between

the Albany .stage coach and the vcstibuled sleeper, librarj'

NAME 01' COMPANY,

MILEAGE

OF

TRACK

-

OWNED.

CAPlT.\r, STOCK. MORTG'CiE BONDS CAPITAL
LIABILITIES.

GROSS RECEIPTS
YEAR ENDING
DEC. 31, 1895.1,

INTEREST.
CHARGES.

Total.

Per

Mile

Track.

Total.

Per

Mile

Track.

1

1

Total.

Per

Mile

Track.

Total

1

(Approximate).

Per

Mile

Track.

H

Per

cent.

Gross

Receipts.

Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Ry Co 34-5 2,500,000 72,500 1,901,000 55,100 4,401,000 127,600 475,581 13,800 95.050 20.0

Citizens' Ry. Co 16.4 ] ,000,000 61,000 1,500,000 91.500 2,500,000 152,500 368,540 22,400 90,000 24.4
Fourth St. & Arsenal Rv Co 3-4 200,000 5.8,800 200,000 58,800 400,000 117,600 12,000

Jefferson Avenue Ry. Co 7.0 112,000 16,000 500,000 71,400 612,000 87,400 57,947 8,300 26,000 44-9
Lindell Ry. Co 60.

1

2,400,000 39,900 3,000,000 49,900 5,400,000 89,800 1,011,880 16,800 165,000 16.3

Missouri R. R. Co 27-5 2,300,000 83,600 792,000 28,800 3,092,000 112,400 765.173 27,800 39,600 5-2

79.6 3,814,500, 48,700 5,651,000 71,000 9,525,500 119,700 1,403,957 17,600 297.550 21.2

People's R. R. Co ID. I 300,000 29,700 1,000,000 99,000 1,300,000 128,700 195,168 19,300 60,750 31-3
St, Louis R. R. Co 28.7 2,000,000 69,700 2,000,000 69,700 4,000,000 139,400 557.392 19,400 100,000 17.9

St. Louis & Suburlian Rv. Co 2.S.6 2,000,000 69,900 2,300,000 80,400 4,300,000 150,300 390,187 13,600 124,000 34.1

Southern Elec. Ry. Co 16.6 1,500,000 90,400 500,000 130, 100 2,000,000 120,500 231,808 13,400 30,000 12.9

l^nion Depot R. R. Co 74.6 4,000,000 53,600 3,250,000 43,600 7,250,000 97,200 [,096,213 14,700 195,000 17.8

TABLE SHOWING THE PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ST. LOUIS STREET RAILWAY SYSTEMS.

/I

tion of liuft'alo. It is locally believed, and with reason,

that St. Louis is destined to grow during the next ten years

in a far more rapid ratio than ever before. This will mean
little new mileage, but increasing patronage of present lines

and correspondingly greater earnings per mile. In other

great cities of the country the main arteries of

travel are choked almost to suffocation at heavy

liotirs of the day while the regular twenty hour

traffic also fairly well fills the cars. This is not so

in St. Louis. Sharp competition has brought

about a mileage and car service which is really

ahead of the times and is not warranted by the busi-

ness offered, large as the latter has become. Dur-

ing too many hours of the day St. Louis street

cars run comparatively empty while the periods of con-

gestion are all too short. This will be changed when the

city more completely realizes its metropolitan character and

assumes metropolitan customs and business habits—

a

change which is now being brought about with great

rapidity.

and dining car, the street railroads, utilizing the results of

steam railroad experience, have moved faster in departing

from hor.se car practice. The present danger is that in

the great desire for improvements and in the haste with

which new cars are usually designed and built, some of the

-9« 3 ''o

VI 1/

a—In this report are conibiued several others, also given separately in table.
.See text.

h—Estimated on basis of $i.oo for each twenty passengers carried,
c—Including outstanding stock of controlled companies.

FIG. 1-A.

salient points may be overlooked and cars built, which,

while containing new features, may be poorly adapted to

the work to be done.

Conditions in St. Louis are perhaps such as to bring out

more strongly than elsewhere the relative advantages of the

different types of cars. A fierce, though entirely unnec-

essary competition has caused the companies in many cases

to disregard the actual cost of taking care of travel and

has forced them to seek for that style of car most preferred
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1))' passengers. The (jiicsticjii " Which is the best type of

car" has here become a pre-eniiiient one, and the purpose

of this article is to point out in a very general way the

relative advantages and disadvantages of some of the dif-

ferent styles of cars in use in St. Louis.

The street railway bu.siness has a.ssumed such propor-

tions and advanced .so far beyond its predecessor, the horse

road, that we now have interurban roads, suljurban

roads, pleasure roads and express roads, all in ad-

dition to the old city .street railroad running over

streets which only a .short time ago were echoing to

the merry jingle of the mule bell. These different

kinds of roads, hauling different cla.sses and num-

bers of passengers, transporting them for dift'erent

distances, stopping at different intervals, and run-

ning at different speeds, require for their u.se various

sorts of cars, but this di.scussion will be coirfined chiefly

to those types of cars in use in regular city traffic, having

the characten.stic hea\'v night and morning travel, the

vSunday, the holiday, the park and the picnic travel, and

the summer night travel to the parks and gardens.

The illustrations show types of the different sorts of

cars in use in vSt. Louis.

Fig. 1. This is a motor car with a twenty foot body

and longitudinal .seats. Its seating capacity is twenty-

eight in summer and twenty-seven in winter. Its total

crowded capacity is eighty and its total .standing capacity,

including both platforms, is sixty-five .square feet. The
car is mounted on single trucks and weighs 16,000 lbs.

Fig. 2. This is the same kind of body as Fig. i, but is

equipped with fourteen cane cross seats, seven on each

side. Its seating capacity is twenty-eight in summer and

twenty-six in winter. Its total crowded capacity is sixty

and the total standing space, including both platforms, is

FIG. 2.

sixty .square feet. The car is mounted on .single trucks

and weighs 16,000 lbs.

Fig. 3. This is the same type of car as Fig. i, but is

drawing a trailer. An open seven .seat trailer is u.sed in

.summer and a clo.sed trailer with longitudinal seats in win-

ter. The weight of trailer is 5000 lbs. The .seating cap-

acity of the summer trailer is thirty-five and the total

crowded capacity is .sixty. The seating capacity of the

winter trailer is nineteen and the total crowded capacity is

forty-five. These trailers are operated night and morning

during the heav^- travel, usually four trips each day.

Fig. 4 is a type of what is known as the long car.

This car has a body twenty-six feet long and is thirty-five

feet over all. It has eighteen cane cross .seats, nine on

each side. The seating capacity is thirty-.six in sunnner

and thirty- four in winter on account of the space taken

for the stove. The total crowded capacity of the car is i lo.

The standing room capacity, including both platforms, is

ninety square feet. The total weight of car is 23,500 lbs.

The car is mounted on douljle trucks of the maximum

3/

FIG. 2-A.

traction type with .seventy per cent of the weight on the

driving wheels.

Fig. 5. This is an interior view of the car .shown in

Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. This is a long car with longitudinal .seats and

is mounted on Robinson radial trucks.

Fig. 7. This is a vestibuled car made by .splicing to-

gether two .sixteen foot cars. There are longitudinal seats

in each compartment and one longitudinal .sear in the ves-

tibule. The seating capacity is fifty-three and the total

crowded capacity 140. The total standing room, includ-

ing vestibule and both platforms, is ninety-five square fee'.

There is a door at each end of the car and another in the

vestibule in the middle of the car. The car is mounted

on double trucks of the maximum traction type.

Fig. 8. This is a long car with twenty-eight foot

body, built for use as a summer car. There are eleven

cane cross seats on one side and ten on the other, a door at

each end and one in the middle. The car is mounted on

double trucks of the maximum traction type. The .seat-

ing capacity is forty-two and the total crowded capacity

120. The standing room space, including both platforms,

is 1 10 sq. ft.

It will readily be .seen that the main points in which

these cars differ from each other are:

1. In the .seating arrangement.

2. In the relative length, seating capacity and weight.

3. In the sort of trucks u.sed, whether single or

double trucks.

4. In the height of the car from the ground.

5. In the number and location of exits and en-

trances.

6. In respect to trailer .service.

Most of the older cars are

equipped with longitudinal seats.

This was partly for the reason

that the car with the longitudinal

.seat has the greater crowded cap-

acity. If the plans of the differ-

^ ent types of cars are consulted it

will be seen that in the two

fe'' twenty foot body motor cars, the

standing room is almost the same
in area. The crowded capacity of the car with longitu-

dinal .seats is the greater, however, becau.se in the cro.ss-.seat

car pas.sengers lean their bodies and their knees out into

the aisle taking up much of the standing room. To give

the same seating capacity the cross-seat car must be made

W Seating
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wider and consequently heavier than the car with longitu-

dinal seats. To provide for quick passage, the aisle must

be made at least nineteen inches wide, and to insure com-

fort a seat for two persons should be thirt3'-three inches

wide. This makes the minimum width of the inside of the

car seven feet one inch or about eight feet over all.

If the width of the seat is decreased in order to widen

the aisle, the popularity of the road may be temporarily

FIG. 3.

increased among the younger element of passengers, be-

cause a narrower .seat forces two persons to sit very

closely together and the back of the cro.ss-seat offers a

ver}' convenient resting place for the arm of a young
man; but this cannot last indefinitely, and the arrange-

ment is apt to result in di.ssatisfaction among the more

solidly constructed and less .sentimental class of patrons.

The cros.s-seat car is at a great disadvantage from the

fact that when crowded, it requires a longer time to

receive and discharge passengers. The narrow aisle and

the protruding knees of the seated passengers make pas-

.sage .slow, and it is necessary for the passenger seated next

to the aisle to ri.se to allow the one seated next to the win-

dow to leave his .seat. However, all these arguments

against cross-.seated cars are upset by the very simple and

very illogical fact that passengers prefer to ride in them.

There is a certain element of privacy about the cro.ss-seat,

and pa.ssengers like to ride facing the direction in which

base. This in turn is governed by the radius ot the

curves u.sed. It is best not to have the wheel base

greater than seven feet, where curves as sharp as thirty-

five feet in radius must be used, as is the case in most city

.streets. With this wdieel base, a body twenty-two feet in

length is as long as practicable and even then " teetering "

is difficult to avoid especially if the track is rough.

The advantages of the double truck are that it makes
the car smooth riding, that it

avoids teetering and that the car

can turn sharp curves very easily

on account of the short wheel

ba.se of each truck. The disad-

vantages of this form of truck

are that it raises the height of

the car floor; that it is more ex-

pensive to keep in order; that it

requires more power to operate, and

consequently' induces more wear

and tear on the motors, which

thereupon require greater repairs;

that it produces greater wear on

the track; and that the traction is

reduced on account of .some of the weight being placed

on wheels which are not drivers. In the first forms of

tlouble trucks, steam railroad practice was followed

and the truck pivoted in the center, thus placing half

the weight on the driving wheels and half on the fol-

lowing wheels. It was soon found that there was a

great deal of trouble when the rail was at all slippery in

starting the cars and in climbing grades, and that the

strains on the motors at these times were very severe.

The maximun traction truck remedies this defect by so

hanging the car that the greater part of the weight is

placed upon the driving wheels. It is not feasible to place

too much of the weight on the driving wheels, however,

1)ecau.se if the follower wheels are too .scantily loaded, they

leave the track very ea.siiy. This is especially true of the

follower wheel of the rear truck, as there is a tendenc}' of

the armature pinion on that end to climb the gear wheel,

thus elevating the front end of the rear truck. It has

1 J

_ I an' k.

V"

FIG. 3-A.

the\- are traveling. It is probable that a great deal of

pleasure riding is encouraged by the cross-seat and most of

the modern cars are being built with this feature, the

backs of the seats being made reversible, .so that the pas-

.senger can face either way.

The single truck is used un-

der most cars less than twenty-

two feet in length of body, and

double trucks under cars whose

length is greater. In a single

truck the axles are connected .so

that they are rigidly parallel and

the length of this truck is limited

by the greatest allowable wheel

been found that it is necessary to leave about thirty per

cent of the weight of the car on the follower wheels, thus

utilizing .seventy per cent for traction. Entliusia.stic truck

salesmen are apt to claim less, but the books of the unfor-

tunate companies who have purchased double trucks in

which the traction is ninety-five per cent of the weight

will probably show a large account for having the hanging

changed, while the books of the Recording Angel will

show a similar account marked " Profanity " and credited

to ninety-five per cent maximum traction trucks. With

the comparatively light grades found in St. Louis, seventy

per cent maximum traction trucks are found to have

sufficient traction for all practical purpo.ses, and they are

used on most of the railway systems of the city.
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Where a single truck is used,

the floor of the car is usually closer

to the ground than is allowable

with the double truck, because

since, in the former case, the

truck does not move laterally

„, ,

witli resi)ect to the body when
roundinj; curx'es, boxes can be

^T'^^^I^'^-^ placed over tiie wheels and the

floor of cars l)uilt at a less height

above the ground than the diameter of the wheel.

With the double truck pivoted in the center, the b()d>-

relative
Heights
OF Car
Floors i

't^jCARTRAlNS^ VS s

Double Truck
CARS

'X,

\ I l\

LJ LLJ 11

FIG. 4-A.

must be high enough from the rails for the wheels to

swing under it. This height of body requires several

steep steps to enter the car, and these are e.specially

obnoxious to ladies. With the modern forms of maxi-

mum traction trucks, the car body is pivoted directly

over the axle of the driving wheels so that they have

very little lateral motion, and the follower wheels are

made small enough to swing under the car body. In the

car shown in Fig, 4, the platform is lowered one .step of

J ins. below the car floor .so that it may l)e reached

from the ground by a single step. In this case the height

of the car floor above the rails is thirtj'-six inches, and

the step from the ground to the platform step is fourteen

inches, making the car very accessible. In the car shown

in Fig. I , the platform is five inches below the floor which

is thirty-two inches above the rails, while the first step to

the platform is fourteen inches.

It will be

noticed o n

consulting
the illustra-

tions of the

cars shown

in Figs. 7 and

S that there

is an exit at

the side of

the car in addition to the usual door

at the end. This is so placed to facili-

tate loading and unloading. When a

long car is crow^ded, the .stops to di.s-

charge passengers become seriously

long, especially when the car is

equipped with cross-seats as has al-

ready been pointed out. There can

be no question but that this arrange-

ment shortens the stops, but it intro-

duces the great disadvantage that two doors have

been given the conductor to watch. It greatly increases

the danger of missing fares and the liability of starting

the ear while passengers are alighting or getting on.

These troubles are so .serious that one road in St. Louis

which operated cars with side entrances, closed them ujj

and abandoned their use after a short time.

In all city street railroads

there is one class of travel which

is ver\' difficult to provide for.

This occurs when about one-half

of the patrons of the road all

desire to ride at once, and occurs

regularly twice a da}' on week

days and on pleasant Sunday-

afternoons and holidays on roads

leading to the parks. How best

to provide for this tra\ el is still

ueslion and it is done usually by one, or several of the

following methods:

1. By running additional motor

cars, thus increasing the capacity of

the line.

2. By attaching trailers to the

motor cars, thus increasing the ca-

pacity of each unit.

3. By the operation throughout

the day of long cars, capable of

carrying a large number of pas.sengers.

It is usual to employ the first method in conjunction

with either of the others. The great objection to the use

of the first method alone of increasing the capacity of the

road is its great expense, as each motorcar put in service

requires two men. However, it must be used to some ex-

tent to decrease the headw'a}' during the period of heavy-

travel.

At fir.st thought there is no neater method of increas-

ing the capacity of the line than through the use of the

trail car. It practically amounts to increasing the seating

capacity of the car, and doing so only when it is needed,

so that it is not carried around the road empty through-

out the day. It obviates the necessity of carrying a large

number of tripper men, and it makes the loading and un-

loading of the train very rapid. In spite of these advan-

tages, however, there are grave defects in the system, and

FIG. 4.

in order to discu.ss the question thoroughly, a comparison

will be made between a road operating long cars through-

out the day and one operating short cars through the

middle of the day and at night, l)Ut utilizing the trail car

during the hours of heavy travel.

The long car u.sed is of the type shown in F'ig. 4.

The body is twenty-six feet in length and contain.s'eighteen
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cross-seats, seating thirty-six passengers in summer and
tbirty-fo;ir in winter, as the stove occupies the space of

one cross-seat. The weight of the car is 23,500 lbs., and

FIG. 5.

The numbertlie average length of trip is thirteen miles

(>l cars in actual service is fort>'-f()nr.

The .short car is of the type shown in Figs, i and 3.

The length of the motor body is twenty feet, and the

weight of the car is 16,000 lljs. A ck)sed motor car is

operated througliout the year. The open trailers operated

during the summer weigh 5000 lbs. and .seat thirty-five

persons. The closed trailers used during the winter weigh

5000 lbs. and seat nineteen persons. The motor car j-eats

twenty-eight persons in sununer and

twenty-seven persons during the win-

ter. Trailers are operated on 28. 4 per

cent of the trips, so that 7 .seats, or

2.S.4 per cent of the average seating

capacity of the trailer, should be add-

ed to the average seating capacity of

the motor car. This gives thirty-five

seats as the average .seating capacity

of each unit operated in tliis manner.

The average length of the trip is 1

1

miles, and .seventy-seven cars are in

actual operation.

Both roads are luider the same

management and have the same gen-

eral cla.ss of travel.

In making a compari.son of the.se two systems, the

relative ad\ antages will fir.st be stated. The advantages

of the short car and trailer are (a) less repairs on trucks

and motors, (/') le.ss consumption of power, {c) less dead

weight carried, {d) less wear on track and special work,

.md (f) less loss of time in starting and stopping for pass-

engers. On the other hand, the advantages of the long-

car are: (a ) the elimination of trail car wages, (^) the elim-

ination of accidents due to persons falling under the trailer,

( r) the fact that each car is an independent motor, and

that there is no necessity of men and hor.ses for .switching,

( (/ ) the doing away with part of the car expenses, such as

the cleaning, heating and licensing of trail cars, ic) the

fact that pas.sengers prefer to ride in long cars. Each of

the.se features will be taken up in turn and discu.s.sed.

Repairs on Trucks and Motors.—Table i .shows the

relative cost of keeping in repair the trucks of the two

roads. The trucks on the long car are maximum traction,

and the motors G. E. Soo. The short car has .single

t-ucks and W. P. 50 motors. It will be noted that the extra

expense per da}' b}' reason of the use of long cars is

^29.48.

Consii ii/p/ioii of Poivcr.—Table 2 .shows the relative

consumption of power hy the two roads. It will be noted

that the consumption of power by the road operating short

cars is less by 291 watt hours per car mile, and is twenty-

nine per cent greater in the ca.se of the road operating

long cars. This amounts to 1600 k. w. hours per day,

and at $.01 per k. w. hour, $16 per daj' .should be charged

up again.st the long car.

Weiglit.—Table 3 gives a comparison of the different

t \ pes of cars, with respect to their weight at different degrees

of load, and aLso shows the proportion of the weight on the

driving wheels. It will be noted that when the cars are empty

the dead weight of the long car is much the highest, but

as the cars become loaded, this proportion rapidly dimin-

islies. The proportion of the weight available for traction

is .seventy per cent in the case of the long car. It is

higher in all of the other cases when the cars are emptj^

but when trail cars are used the proportion of the weight

available for traction falls as the car becomes more

crowded, just when there is the greatest demand for it.

Wear on Track and Special U^or/c. The hammer blow

from the wheels in passing over joints and frogs is greater

in the ca.se of long cars. Exactly what is the money

equivalent of this difference is difiicult to estimate becau.se

the long double truck car has been in use such a .short time

that it is impos.sible to obtain figures covering a .sufficient

Si: Ry Joufnal

.

FIG. 5.

lapse of time to make a fair comparison. It is probable

that the actual wear on the rails themselves is proportional

to the weights of the cars, the great difference being more

perceptible at the joints and the openings in the special

work. This difference in wear could largely be eliminated

by the u.se of some form of welded joint or some joint
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which would prevent motion of the rail ends, because as

has been pointed out, the difference in wear would then be

proportional only to the difference in weight of the two

cars.
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during these periods is one-half the final velocity, and in

the stopping of a car 534 seconds will he lost at each stop

and 3 34' seconds will be lost at each slow-up, in comparison

with the short car. The average total number of stops
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seats Motor Repairs. Truck Repairs.

truck

r
day.

•eased truck

r

over

?s

per

he

use

Type of Car.

No.

of

Cars.

Average

number

ill

each

train

Total

for

first

six

months

of

1S96.

Per

car

per

year.

Per

seat

per

)'ear.

Per

car

per

day.

Total

for

first

six

moiiihs

of

1896.

Per

car

per

year.

Per

seat

per

year.

Per

car

per

day.

Total

motor

and

repairs

per

car

pei

Percentace

deer

cost

of

motor

and

re]iairs

of

short

cai

long

car.

Increased

expensi

day

by

reason

of

i.

of

long

cars.

Fig. 4.

Long Car 44 35 |6,6Si.43 1303-70 IS. 66 I0.83 #5,328.58 I242.2

1

I6.93 |o.66 #1-49 45 $29.48

Figs I and 3.

Short Car 77 35 7,304.04 189.74 542 52 4,274.59 111.02 3.18 0.30 0.82

TABLE 1—COMPARISON OF MOTOR AND TRUCK REPAIRS ON LONG AND SHORT CARS.

Time Lost in Stopping and Starting.—A large number
of observations were made to determine the relative time

required for stopping and starting the two types of cars.

Type of Car.
Average

watts

per

car.

Average

speed

per

car

miles

per

hour.
Average

watt-

hours

per

car

mile.

Increased

pow-

er

required

by

long

cnr.

Watt-

hours

per

car

mile.

Percentage

of

increase.

Figs. I and 3.

Short car 8,640 8.6 1,004

Fig. 4.

Long car 12,345 9.6 1,295 291 29

TABLE 2.—COMPARISON OF POWER REQUIRED BY LONG AND
SHORT CARS.

The average of these observations is shown in table 4. Ob-

servations were made on the length of time required to stop

the car, the duration of the stop and the length of time re-

quired to regain speed. These observations were made at

different times of the day and with varying numbers of pas-

sengers in the car so as to obtain as fair an average as pos-

per day for passengers is 376, and 320 slow-ups are made
for passengers. The long car thus consumes per day fifty-

six minutes more time in making stops and slackening

Type of Car.

Time

required

to

.stop

the

car

in

seconds.

Duration

of

stop

in

seconds.

Time

required

to

regain

speed

in

seconds.

Fig-!, I and 3.

Short car with trailer 1% 5 6

Fig. 4.

L,ong Car . 10 7 II

Difference in favor of short car in

2K 2 5

Percentage increased time required
by long car 33

_

40 83

TABLE 4 —COMPARISON OF TIME REQUIRED FOR STOPPING AND
STARTING.

speed for passengers than would a short car operating in

the same service. In order to maintain the same headway
and give the same .service as the .short car, either the speed

Types of Car.

. Short car ....
3. Short car with
n trail -r

3. Short car with
;ed t ailer

2. Short car with
;s .'eats

.. Long car ....

-E:ich passenger is esti-

mated a 1 1 7n lbs.

No. of

seats.

28

63

48

28

36

Total
crow ded
ca pacit^'

80

140

125

60
no

Weight
empty.

16000

21000

21000

16000

23500

Percentage of weight on
driving wheels.

Car Seats Car
empt}' full crowded

100 100 100

76

76

100

70

67

72

100

70

67

71

100

70

Pounds weight per seat.

Car
empty

572

334

43S

572
653

Seats
full

702

463

56S

702

782

C-r
crowded

943

622

776

850
1050

Pounds weight per unit of
total capacit)'.

Car
empty-

Seats
full

200

150

168

267
214

246

210

21S

328
25S

Car
crowded

330

2S0

396
344

TABLE 3.—COMPARISON OF WEIGHTS CARRIED BY DIFFERENT CARS.

Fig. I

Fig.
,

ope
Fig.

clos

Fig.

Fig.

Notr.-

sible. It will be noted that the long car required the greater

time at each ob.servation. If we assume that during the time

of stopping and starting the car, the velocity is uniformly

retarded or uniformly accelerated, the average velocity

of the long cars must be increased between stops, or the

number of cars on the road must be increased. If the

speed between .stops is increased, there will be a greater

consumption of power and a greater liability to accidents;
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if the other alternative of increasing the number of cars is

adopted, there is a corresponding increase in the wages and

the car maintenance.

Trailer Wages.—With some roads operating trailers,

an extra conductor is put on the trail car and paid for each

trip. In the case of the road under discussion, however,

the conductor of the motor car takes care of the trailer

when in service and both he and the motorman are paid

ten cents per trip extra for each trip when there is a trailer

and have been injured, though perhaps not so seriousl3^

His imaginary internal injuries, however, might have been

just as costly in the case of the simple fall as his visible

external injuries in case the trailer had run over him.

What proportion of the cost of the accident should be

charged to the trailer is impossible to estimate. However,

judging from the examination of the reports, the percent-

age of accidents is increased by the use of trailers though

not in the proportion popularly supposed. A great part of

—)

FIG. 7-A.

on the motor car. The manifest advantage of the first

method is that all the fares are collected, and the disadvan-

tage is that it requires the employment of a large number

of men who handle the money of the company and earn

very little themselves. In the case cited, trailers are

operated on 28.4 per cent of the trips and hence 28.4 per

cent of twenty cents or 5. 68 cents should be charged up

per trip as the additional expense due to trailer wages.

On the road operating long cars, 423 trips per day are

made, so that the additional expense per day in case trail-

ers were used would be $24.03.

Accidents.—The question of accidents on mechanically

propelled cars has of late become such a .serious one that

any feature liable to increase this account is regarded with

horror. There can be no question but that the trailer in-

creases the risk of accidents both on account of the fact

the trailer accidents occur on account of persons attempt-

ing to get on or get off the cars while in motion, for which

class of accidents the company is in no way responsible

either in law or in equity. It is a well known fact, how-

ever, that in the trial of a damage suit against a corpora-

tion, neither law nor equity receives serious consideration.

Switcliing of Trailers.—In the large cities, loops and

"Y" switches are difficult to obtain and in many cases

motor cars must be switched back at the end of the road

by the use of crossovers. If trailers are u,sed on a road of

this kind, men must be stationed at each end of the road

to assist in switching the trailers, and a man and hor.se at

the car house to pull them into the shed. A conservative

estimate of what this cost would be in the case of the road

operating long cars if trailers were used, is %\ per day.

This would be charged against the trailer.

•^t.R'y Journal

FIG. 7.

that it is another car and on account of the open space be-

tween the motor and trailer. An attempt was made by

going through the conductors' reports for a year, to ascer-

tain what proportion of the total number of accidents was

due to the use of trailers. The attempt was unsuccessful,

partly from the fact that many of the cases have not been

.settled, and partly because it was difficult always to deter-

mine when an accident should be charged entirely to the

trailer or what part of the cost should be charged to the

trailer. For instance, a man attempts to get on a motor

car and fallsdown. The trailer runs upon him and injures

him. If no trailer had been operated he would have fallen

Car Expenses.—The fact that the trailer is a separate

car produces a number of expenses such as car cleaning, car

heating and car license. While the.se expenses are not .seri-

ous, as the trailers are operated only a short part of the time,

their cost should be charged against the use of the trailer.

Preferences of Passengers.—There can be no question

but that passengers pi efer cross-seats and the long double

truck car, and manifest their preferences by patronizing

roads which give them this form of car. The experience

of roads in St. Louis which have changed their car equip-

ment and adopted this type of car has been that their re-

ceipts are immediately increased. Part of this has been
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taken from other roads on account of the preferences al-

ready mentioned, but part of it is travel which has actually

been created. This created travel is pleasure riding and is

very desirable to encourage, as it occurs at a time when
the travel would otherwise be slack.

To sum up, the comparison which has been instituted,

the amoiuits to be charged against the long car are repairs

on trucks and motors, $29.48, and greater consumption of

1/

FIG. 8-A.

power, $16 per day. On the other hand we have the extra

wages due to trail cars, $24.03, and the cost of switching,

$4 per day, leaving a balance in favor of the trail car of

$17.35 P^'' ^'^Y- We have neglected to value the wear on

the track, the greater number of accidents due to trailers,

the trail car maintenance expenses and the preferences of

passengers. Taking these into consideration, however, it

would be very safe to estimate that if the road gained $10

per day or 200 passengers due to increa,sed travel, the long

car would be the better investment.

There are other considerations which have not en-

tered into the comparison. For instance, many roads use

old horse cars as trailers, not through choice, but because

they have the horse cars, cannot sell them and cannot af-

ford to buy other motor cars. The trail car system is a

very flexible one. It increases the capacit}' of the cars

just at a time when such an increase

is needed, and is especially suitable

for roads having very sudden and

erratic calls tor capacity.

It will be evident from what

has been stated that no general rule

can be laid down as to the best type

of car, on account of the fact that

no two roads are operated under

precisely the same conditions. A
great deal will depend upon the

amount of travel to be gained by the

use of the more expensive car. This

will vary with the class of people ser-

ved. In residence territory it will

probably be very corsiderable and

in factory districts correspondingly

less. There is little question that

double truck cross-seat cars on interurban lines are de-

sirable not only from their popularity and the plea.sure

taken by pas.sengers in riding through the countrj' in an

easy and comfortable position, but also because speeds can

be greater and curves taken more easily with the same

factor of safety than is the case with the shorter cars. All

tlie.se special considerations must be carefulh' studied before

deciding upon equipment in any particular case. It is

hoped however that certain points have been brought out

in this discussion which will be of value in the selection

and design of cars.

Street- Railway- Power-Stations
•inSt-Louis BYWiNTHPvOPBARTLETTII

In view of the magical growth and development of

mechanical devices since the introduction and application

of mechanical power for street car populsion, it would

scarcely be expected to find all the various types of im-

proved machines in any one cit}'.

The visitor will find, however,

that vSt. Louis, in her power sta-

tion equipments, represents quite

a major portion of the service-

able types of electrical niacliines

which during the past eight

years have been thrust at us in

such rapid succession that we
have hardly had time to repair

one burnt out armature before

the electrical agent was with us with a new tj'pe that

" can't burn out."

Coincident with the wonderful production of electrical

machines, have been the improvements in steam engines,

boilers, and other adjuncts to power house equipments

which have made it possible for street railway companies

to handle immense volumes of business economically, and

at a less cost than with animal power.

Probabh' never before in the history of mechanical

engineering have so large a number of ]iractical, .service-

able, and almost perfect machines Iteen put into successful

financial operation, as in the past eight years. Mechan-

ical and electrical engineers, during this time, have been

exceediugh' busy in collecting data, studying the various

requirements and formulating results with a view to ob-

taining greater efficiency, economy, durability and secur-

Sr ,'. / (Journal.

FIG. 8.

ity in all jiarts of the power station equipments. It will

be ob.served from a stud\' of the power station plans here

presented that the labors of the engineer have resulted in

many marked improvements which have already been

financially successful, and that the tendencies of these im-

provements point to larger units and .slower speed, result-

ing in the longer life of apparatus and reduced operating

expenses.

Tliere are in St. Louis at present eight electric and

four cable power stations, and in St. Louis County two
electric power stations, all used exclusively for street
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raihvaj' purposes. The pioneer power house in St. Louis

was that of the St. Louis Cable & Western Railwaj^ Com-

pany (now the St. Louis & Suburban Railway Company),

located at the north-east corner of Thirtj- fourth Street

and Franklin Avenue. This was operated from Apr. 15,

1886, to Oct. 27, 1891. The remarkable feature of this

original plant was the single cable about 6% miles (in one

piece) operated by very light winding machinery. The
line was very crooked, having fourteen single track, right

angle curves of .short radii and twelve curves of longer

radii. There was no end to the trouble and expense of

St. Louis
Railroad
Cable m
Stations
plant was the unsuitably

The St. Louis Railroad

Company's two stations are

alike, so that only one plan is

pre.sented. Each station has

two 500 li. p. Hazelton boilers,

and two 36 in. X 72 in. Wheel-

ock engines, with the neces-

sary pumps, heaters, etc. A
very unfortunate feature in the

design of the engines for this

• large cylinders—these were

Stret't Raih\;iy Journal i

PLAN OF CABLE POWER STATIONS 0^ THE ST. LOUIS RAILROAD.

operating this plant. The original plant lasted about three determined upon arbitrarily by the former president

years when it was replaced with modern apparatus operat-

ing two cables and this new plant was abandoned Oct. 27,

iSgi, after the road had been converted into an electric

line. The two 30 in. X 7- Hamilton-Corliss engines

installed in this latter plant and practically new, were re-

moved and placed in the electric power house at De Hodia-

mont and have since been runnin" dvnanios.

of the company. The writer objected to the diameter,

thirty- six inches, as too large—hence wasteful and

troublesome in operation, considering the length of

the cables and the possible maximum loads. Indi-

cator cards, taken with the heaviest loads that it has

been so far possible to get, give less than 600 h. p. as a

maximum, the average load being about 400 h. p. or less.

PLAN OF CABLE POWER STATION OF THE MISSOURI RAILROAD.

The Citizens' Railway was operated by cable for about
seven years, commencing September, 1887. The motive
power was changed to electricity during 1894, and the

cable power house was abandoned on the last day of that

year. Electric power is now furnished from the Cass Ave-
nue power house.

There are now only four cable power houses in

the city, the Missouri Railroad Company's Olive Street

power station, the St. Louis Railroad Company's two
Broadway stations and the People's Railway station

Park Avenue and Eighteenth Street.

at

The engines run at fifty-six revolutions, with initial press-

ure of seventy pounds. Cutting off at the most econom-

ical point, this engine should have a load of 650 to 700

h. p. One of the engines in the north power house was
bushed to twenty-eight inches diameter, resulting in a

saving of eighty bushels of coal per day, the cost of which

is nearly $3000 per year. If these engines had been prop-

erly designed the company would have saved much more.

As shown in the drawings, the winding machinery

has the main shaft between the driving drums, and both

drums are driven by a cast iron pinion on the engine
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shaft, which meshes into a mortise spur wheel with hard

maple teeth. Tiie drums are provided with the Walker
differential grooves.

The pea coal used in these power houses is carried by

conveyors to the Roney stokers on the boilers. Rain water

from the surrounding buildings is stored in large iron tanks

under the floors and between the tension carriage pits.

This water is used for boiler feed, and it is found that by

alternating frequently with the river water the scale in

the boilers is greatly reduced.

The power hou.se, as well as the car houses and other

buildings, are lighted by a small isolated electric plant

located in the engine room.

The following table concerning the cables of the

St. Louis Railroad Company is self explanatory :

The first through trains were run on this line Jan. nj,

1891.

The cost of motive power on this line is close to $.016

per car mile, or $.032 per train mile.

The Olive vStreet cable

power hou.se of the Mi.ssouri

Railroad Company i^ located

at the corner of Thirty-third

and Olive vStreets. It was
.started Mar. 17, 18S8. The
original station equipment

con.sisted of two 30 in. X 60

in. Corli.ss engines made by

local manufacturers of vSt.

Louis; winding machinery for two cables; two No. 9

A\lSSOURI
Railroad
n C^BLE
Station

Slrttt Hiiilway JourDal

PLAN OF ELECTRIC POWER STATION OF THE MISSOURI RAILROAD,

Cable. Length
in ft.

Average
miles

per mo.

Average
life

in mos.

Rem.^rks.

I

2

3

4

11,300

28,300
19,860

20,500

7,000
6.000
6,000

7,000

7 to 8

7 "2

8

4

Operated by north station

" " south "

79,960

Hooker pitmps, one 500 h. p. closed heater; one receiver:

one small engine with reels and apparatus for taking out

old cables; and the boiler plant, which consists of three

batteries of horizontal tubular boilers. The boilers are

set in batteries of two boilers each, the shells being 60 ins.

diameter, 18 ft. long, with eighteen 6 in. flues. The
furnaces are set with plain grates, and equipped with the
" Hutchinson smoke consumer," a steam jet device. This
device, while very efficient in preventing smoke, gave in
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one test a slight loss, and in another a slight gain in coal

consumption, and as there was no appreciable increase in

the coal bills after its introduction it has been allowed to

remain.

On the two cables operated by this station the down-

town, or east one, is 23,700 ft. long, and the west one

25,700 ft. long. The power required to move the cables

without cars is distributed as follows:

Engine and winding machine 29. 15I1.P.

East cable 43.00
"

West cable 67.20
"

Total power to move machinery and cables 139.35
"

The life of the east cable is from nine to fifteen

months, and of the west cable from five to eight months.

being a mortise wheel with hard maple teeth, and the pin-

ion of cast iron. The idle drums are driven from the main

drum shaft by cotton ropes. About a year ago the drums

in this plant were changed from " solid " grooves to the

" Walker differential." The superintendent reported to

the writer that there was no measurable difference in the

life of the cables since the change. The downtown or

east cable is 25,600 ft. long and the west cable 28,750 ft.

There are eight single track curv^es in the former and ten

in the latter cable. The average life of these cables ranges

from six to eight months.

A very serious and expensive delay in operating was

recently caused by the peculiar design of this winding ma-

chine. It wall be observed on the plan presented, that the

-4fi'

Hamiltoji Cojliss Eiigim-

PLAN OF CABLE Pi^WER STATION OF THE
PEOPLE'S RAILROAD.

Three ei'O M.P. Ilein,

The average water evaporation extending over

a period of 549 days was 4.7 lbs. of water per pound

of coal. Considering the kind of boilers, coal, etc.,

this is exceedingly good. The cost per car mile for

motive power on this line ranges from $.0165 to

$.0190.

During the pres'^nt year the company' put on an

entirelv new equipment of rolling stock, somewhat heavier

than the old, and entirely different in design. The grip

was also changed from the Root to the Johnson or New
York grip, the latter being operated from either end of the

car by means of a " pilot wheeF' and woven gear. The
old 30 in. X 60 in. cylinders were replaced by new ones.

On Apr. 20, 1890, the Peo-

ple's Railway cable power house

was put into operation, and from

that day until the day of the

great tornado. May 27, 1896, a

period of over six years, it ran

without interruption, the occa-

sional stoppages being attribu-

table to strands, blockades, etc.—causes outside of the

power house.

Three Heine water tube boilers, 200 h. p. each, fur-

nish steam to the two 30 in. X 60 in. Hamilton-Corliss en-

gines. The winding machiner}^ as shown on the plan, is

driven from the main engine shaft by gearing, the spur

Boiler Koom

Peoples
Railroad
Cable
Station

C^':i\ Drive

clutches which disconnect the engines are located between

the flywheels and the main bearings, .so that when either

engine is out of service it cannot be run. During the tor-

nado of May 27, one of the engines had its valve gear car-

ried away and was otherwise badly damaged. In order to

break the engine in after being rebuilt it was necessary

to run it without a load. This could be done only by

throwing off both cables and running the entire winding

machinery, causing great delay and expense.

In selecting the site for the

power house for this road, a large

tract of ground was necessary,

and as the old cable .station was

found too small, it was entirel}^

abandoned. This was not done,

however, until the company had

decided and built upon a tract

of ground at De Hodiamont.

Tliis place was found favorable

for power house construction,

St Louisi

Suburban
LWAV

Electric
Power

Station m
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it being a level piece of ground, within a stone's throw the engine, made up the power house equipment. The

of the main line of the Wabash Railroad, and also, boilers were of the horizontal tubular type and were Ijuilt

2'6"

17-0"->^'4«—17-''j"--t-ff-T-,7l74—'f'ri- n'l-—f K 17-1'—

r

O [=:

All (;.„. El'-.-.tii.; G.-n.M'at

Strrel Tiailway Jourual '

PLAN OF ELECTRIC POWER STATION OF THE ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN RAILWAY.

from the nature of the soil, well adapted for engine and in St. Louis. They were seventy inches in diameter and

dynamo foundations. The first portion of the new large 20 ft. and 22 ft. long, with twenty-five six-inch flues,

power house was completed September, 1S91. This part During the next month after starting up (October;,

was nearest the railroad tracks and was built with a view the cable plant was abandoned and the engines used in

of future extensions. running the same were moved to De Hodiamont, placed in

Eight Thomson-Houston M.P. 75 and two M.P. 80 position as twin engines and belted to the liue shaft.

Boiler Room

Five Boilrrs :i\ is' 150 H. P. Each

Twu Boileis 72 X l.S

150 H.P. TvK-li

Air S|,;iC,f -\ ivi.lf

(WaEgl.r)

Rankin Fritsch

Enffines

Sli.iinK Vi"i.n Door

PLAN OF ELECTRIC POWER STATION OF THE SOUTHERN ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

Street Railway Journal

generators were operated from a countershaft belted to a In 1893 an extension was l)uilt to the engine room

31 in. X 72 in. Hamilton-Corliss engines. Three batter- and a Hamilton-Corliss engine 24 ins. X 48 ins. belted tan-

ies of two boilers each, two batteries furnishing steam for dem to two Thomson-Houston M.P. 80 generators was
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taken from the old portion of the house. At the same

tune the east 31 in. X 72 in. twin engine was moved to the

east end of the extension and belted to two Thomson-

Houston M.P. 300 dynamos. The line shaft was also ex-

tended to the east and two Thomson-Houston M.P. 270

generators were belted to it.

It took four more boilers to furni.sh the steam for this

new addition and two were put in in 1S92, each having a

shell 60 ins. X 22 ft., with twenty six-inch flues. The

other two were 66 ins. X 22 ft., with twenty-two six-inch

flues. This addition was made on account of an increased

business.

The power house now remained as it was for three

direct to the pumps, to the boilers, to the heaters, or to

the two cisterns, or hot wells located in the boiler room.

These cisterns, or hot wells, are connected with each other

by a twelve inch cast iron pipe, two feet from the bottom.

All water of condensation from exhaust pipes, traps, etc.,

is discharged into the south well. The .scum and dirt ris-

ing to the top is run off into the sewer; thus the north one

contains good water, which is pumped into the boilers.

As a rule the water from the main is run through the

heaters to the pumps, thence to boilers. There are four

closed heaters, one O'Brien, one Baragwanath and two

Goubert. The pumps are Hooker packed, plunger, duplex,

12 ins. X 7 ins. X 12 ins.

street Railway Joi

PLAN OF ELECTRIC POWER STATION

years. Then the St. Louis & Meremec River Railroad

was chartered and built. This company rented power

from the Suburban, and it was found necessary to build

an extension in order to accommodate the new road.

In Janviary, 1896, this extension was begun, sixty feet

was added to the engine room and 118 ft. to the boiler

room. Two 36 in. X 60 in. Hamilton-Corliss engines di-

rect coupled to two G. E. 800 k. w. generators were in-

stalled, and two batteries of four boilers each were added.

These boilers are twenty-two feet long and have fifty-four

four-inch flues.

All the boilers are now provided with the Hawley

down draft furnace, and each battery has a steel stack 150

ft. high. The station is provided with an improved switch-

board manufactured by the General Electric Company,

also a full set of feeder panels. Rooms and a work shop

for the electrician and the engineer are provided in this

extension.

Special attention was paid to the steam piping in this

house which has just been renewed throughout. Scott

valves were used. This work of piping is considered one

of the best jobs in the city. Water for this entire plant is

supplied by a six inch city water main. It can be fed

GEYER AVENUE

NO. 1 OF THE UNION DEPOT RAILROAD.

sovthern
Electric
KAILWAY
Station®

Competition and increasing:,

business necessitated a change

in the motive power of the South

St. Louis Street Railway Com-

pany. In 1890, electricity was

adopted and the name changed

to the Southern Electric Rail-

road Company. The horses were

retired on Nov. 24 of that year,

and twenty-six single truck cars

40 motors each were put intoequipped with two

commission.

Power was supplied from a station built between

Osage and Gasconade Streets on South Broadway. This

house was equipped with five General Electric M. P. 75

generators belted to five compound Ball engines 12 ins. X
16 ins. X 30 ins. of 100 h. p. each, steam being supplied

from four 150 h. p. tubular boilers, 18 ft. X 72 ins. diam-

eter. The next year (1S91) it was found necessary to in-

crease the motive power, and two more Ball engines and

two General Electric M. P. 75 generators were added, the

additional steam required being furnished by another

boiler of the same size as the others.
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Tn 1893, the engine and boiler room were fotind to be

too small and they were enlarged by an addition, into which

were placed two AUis engines 32 ins. X 42 ins., making

seventy- revolutions. These were each belted to one Gen-

eral Ivlectric M. ]'. 2S0 generator. The source of steam

forthe.se engines consisted of two boilers 72 ins. X ft-.

150 h. p. each. A In'ick stack 150 ft. high having an in-

side diameter of eight feet was also built at this time.

The power house was n(.)w found to be amply equipped to

handle all the business, but in the latter part of 1895 ^ii*^^

beginning of 1S96 the road was extended, and two of the

Ball engines were taken out to make room in the power

house for a 36 in. X 60 in. engine direct coupled to a

General lUectric 800 k. w. generator.

One more point which .should not be overlooked is

the introduction of the M. P. 280 generator; then came

one large unit, the 800 k. w., direct coupled. This gen-

erator can alone take care of all the business on the road.

The .small machines are used only as reserve.

In selecting the location for

power station No. i, a central

one was decided upon, and the

l)l(jck bounded by Geyer, Mis-

souri, Allen and Jefferson Ave-

ues was taken. The first portion

of the plant was erected at the

corner of Mis.souri and Geyer

Avenues and started during the early part of 1890. The
boiler room was 54 ft. X 109 ft-. the engine room

85 ft. X 129 ft.

Union Depot

® raslroad
electric!
Stations S

Street Railway Journal

PLAN OF ELECTRIC POWER STATION NO. 2 OF THE UNION DEPOT RAILROAD.

that of the natural sewage system of this power house,

viz. , a cave which extends from the power house to the

river, through which a wagon can be driven with ease.

On reading a description and history of this power

house, it would be supposed that some mistakes were

made in the selection of the machinery; but, on second

thought, it will be noticed that the changes were made as

the larger machines were put on the market, and as the

tendencies have been toward larger units and slower speed

they were adopted. The first step in this direction was

Three boilers, of 250 h. p. each, were placed in posi-

tion in the latter portion of 1889. Each of these boilers,

which were made by the Heine Boiler Company, has 113

tubes, 2,H i'ls. diameter and sixteen feet long. The first

engine room equipment consisted of two Hamilton- Corliss

engines, one 24 ins. X 4^ ins. , the other 20 ins. X 48 i^s.

,

together with fourteen Thom.son-Houston D 62 djmamos.

The engines were belted to an eight inch jacksliaft, from

which the power was transmitted to a six inch counter-

shaft by a one inch rope drive, and this drive was provided
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with an automatic tension carriage. The dynamos were

driven from the coixntershaft by 34 in. rope transmission.

In a very short time the rope transmission proved to be

PLAN OF ELECTRIC POWER STATION OF THE MIDLAND STREET
RAILWAY.

entirely unsuital)le and unreliable, and was replaced by

belt,s. During the next year a .small addition was made
to the building, the countershaft extended and another

engine put in, and the number

of D 62 dynamos increased to

twenty-two.

Shortly after this the build-

ing was increa.sed to its present

dimensions, and in the spring of

1895 the equipment consisted of

eight 250 h. p. Heine boilers, two

Porter-Allen 20 in. X 36 in. en-

gines direct coupled to two Gen-

eral Electric M.P. 400 generators,

and seven D 62 generators run

from jack and countershafts,

belted to a 28 in. X 54 i"-

Hamilton-Corliss engine, togeth-

er with the engines, countershaft

and dynamos of the original

equipment, which had been

thrown out of service. The.se

last named dynamos and counter-

shafting were removed about

May, 1896.

In August, 1S95, a General

Electric M. P. 1500 k. w. dyna-

mo direct coupled to two 48

in. X 60 in. AUis engines, to-

gether with two 500 h. p. Heine

boilers, were installed in this

house. This is the largest dyna-

mo in the city and the only one

of its size.

On May 27, when the dis-

astrous c3'cloue visited the city,

the whole plant was almost de-

stroj^ed, the two brick stacks

which fell upon the engine

house, crushing it in complete-

ly. Most of the machinery was saved and repaired,

but the two engines which comprised the first part of the

plant have since been out of service.

The water is supplied from the city mains. The com-

pany dug a well, but struck only .sulphur water which they

could not u.se. Excelsior heaters are used throughout.

Coal is hauled in wagons. The beds of these

wagons are so arranged that by means of an electric

hoist they can be lifted and automatically dumped
into the bcjilerroom.

This station represents, better than any in the

city, a wide range in improved street railway ap-

paratus. It shows how rapidly the changes have

been made from the smallest to the largest electri-

cal units. Designed originally on the idea that

the greatest economy could be attained only by a

combination of small electrical and steam units and

high .speeds, it has been forced, through a series of

expansion experiences, to remodel and reconstruct

its design on the later ideas of large units and slow

.speeds, and as the expense accounts testify, the

management has not been disappointed in the results.

The Benton-Bellefontaine station, otherwise

called the Union Depot Railroad power house No.

2 is a smaller power station than No. i and is lo-

cated at Twentieth and Ferry Streets in North vSt. Louis.

The buildings of this power station were at one time the

stables of the Ninth Street line, and were remodeled in

PLAN OF ELECTRIC POWER STATION OF THE ST. LOUIS & KIRKWOOD RAILROAD.

1892 and used as the power house when the road was

changed to an electric line.

The original equipment consisted of four Thomson-
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Huustoii M. V. 270 generators belled in conples to two
Philadelphia-Corliss engines, together with six return tu-

bular l)oilers. These boilers have a shell sixty-six in

ches in diameter and twenty-two feet long and have
twenty six-inch flues. Later one Philadelphia-Corliss en-

gine was replaced with a the St. Louis Corliss engine.

In April, 1894, two Porter- /Mien engines, 20 ins. X 3^'

ins., direct coupled to two General Electric M. P. 400
generators, were installed. Four Pabcock & Wilcox boil-

ers twenty-one feet five inches long furnished the steam.

These four boilers have a stack 160 ft. high, 7 ft. diameter.

The other boilers are divided into three batteries each,

each battery having a stack 100 ft. high. Coal is hauled

in wagons as at powerhouse, No. i, but there is no ap-

exhaust pipe pits of brick, all laid in Portland cement.

The wire conduits are of vitrified .sewer pipes with joints

of Portland cement. The.se pipes are filled with wooden
tubes four inches .square with two inch holes in them for

wires. The foundations for the machinery are of concrete

in Portland cement.

There is an 8 in. well, 650 ft. deep, flowing about 60,000

gals, in twenty-four hours, which was simk for a water

supply, but the water contained a large amount of sulphur

and could not be u.sed for steam. The present water supply

is taken from a .small stream near by and it is pumped into

a wooden tank 16 ft. X 20 ft. , elevated on a 30 ft. tower,

from which it goes by gravity into the heaters or pumps.

There are two Porter- Allen engines, 14 'i. ins. X 24 in.

6 WATER PIPE

street nailiran Jmn-iinl

ELECTRIC POWER STATION OF THE CASS AVENUE &. FAIR GROUNDS RAILWAY CO.

paratus for dumping it. The Heine boilers are constantly

ii.sed, the others being held only as reserve.

The St. Louis & Kirkwood

St. LOVIS and Railroad company's power house

is located at Brentwood, about

three miles west of the city limits

on the line of its road. This is

a suburban road and is entirelv

in St. Louis County. It connects

Meremec Highlands, Kirkwood,

Webster and intermediate points,

with the city at its main junction with the Lindell Rail-

way Company's lines at the southwest corner of Forest

Park. The line is ten miles long and is single track with
turnouts. The fir.st equipment con.si.sted of five large

double truck cars with two fifty horse power motors each.

Five more cars have been added this summer. The road
was opened for business about Feb. 15, 1896.

The power house is a substantial brick structure and
is practically fireproof. The floors are of concrete, with

Kirkwood
s Railroad
Electric^
Station

cylinders, coupled direct to Westinghouse 150 k. w. dyna-

mos. The speed is 200 r. p. m. There is a 400 h. p. E^x-

celsior heater, two 6 in. X 4 X 6 in. Duplex boiler

feed pumps, four horizontal tubular boilers 66 ins. diameter,

20 ft. long with sixty-four four-inch flues. The furnaces

have plain grates. The stack is of .steel 100 ft. high above

the grate bars, and sixty inches in diameter.

[Owing to Mr. Bartlett's illne.ss during the latter part

of September, it was impossible for him to fully complete

this article, and his de.scriptions of three of the stations in

the city—these of the Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds
Railway Company, the Missouri Railroad Company (elec-

tric) and the Lindell Railway Company-—are therefore

omitted from this article. Considerable information about

these stations will be found, however, in the Street
Railway Journal for June, 1895, pages 353 to 358, and
a diagram of the Cass Avenue station is given on this

page. A diagram of the Midland Street Railway Com-
pany's station is akso found on page 594.

—

Editors.]
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Street- Railway- Roadbed - in

The roadbed in St. Louis, like the power station and

car equipment, is decidedly miscellaneous in character, al-

though most of the principal systems are steadily working

towards a somewhat uniform construction consisting of

sixty foot deep girder rails with cast welded joints spiked

directly to the ties.

The standard construction of the National Railway

Company's lines, which were the first in the country to

obtain and use sixty foot rail, is as follows: the ties are

6 ins. X 8 ins. X 7 ft. in length, are of white oak and are

laid two feet apart from center to center in a trench

eighteen inches deep. Tie plates are used and the rail

joints shown in Figs. 17 and 19 are what the company is

purchasing of the Johnson Company. The joints are cast

welded and no special bonds are considered necessary, the

company's experiments having satisfied its officers that

vice, but the company is commencing to cast weld the

joints in all its renewal construction and will also use

sixty foot rails. Special copper bonds will be riveted to

the rails before the molten metal is applied, as in Mr.

Scullin's opinion it is not safe to trust to the conductivity of

the joints alone. Wharton integral special work was used

originally, but latterly both new work and renewals have

been of Wharton manganese steel. All cro.ssovers and

emergency curves are provided with W'harton unbroken

main line switches.

The standard track of the Lindell Railway Company
is a seventy-eight pound, sixt}' foot rail rolled by the John-

son Company and illustrated in Fig. 12. One thousand

tons of this sixty foot rail are now being put in on the

principal streets. For macadamized streets a six inch rail

is used spiked to the ties, while in paved streets a seven

inch rail is preferred (Fig. 17). In recent construction the

surface is excavated and rolled, after which a layer of

from four to six inches of broken stone is provided on

which the ties are placed. Mr. BaunihofT has tried a large

Company.

St, Louis R. R. Co. . .

Mo. R. R. Co
People's Railway Co. .

I4iidell Railway Co . .

Cass Av. and F. G. Ry.
Mo. R. R. Co
St. h. & Sub. Ry. . .

Southern Elec. R. R. .

Union Depot R}'. Co. .

St. Louis & Kirkwood.
Midland Str. Ry. Co. .

Totals . .

Boiler

H. P.

Gross.

x,ooo

1,000

1,000
x,ooo

2.500

4,000
2,400
1,600

4,150
1,400

3,750
2,200
600
60

26,660

Engine
H. P.

Gross.

2,500
2,500

900
600

3,250
2,256
3'25o

2,125

6,250
2,814
'5,800

2,000

400
60

30,705

Gross
H. P.

2.747
2,212

3.284

2,300

4,692
2,610

4,731
2,507
402
60

25,545

Elec. P.

K. W.

2,050

1,650

2,450
1,115

3,300

1,947

3,534
1,880

300

45

18,471

Tons
Annual
Coal

consump.

8,000
8.000

6,125

7,000

21,750
34,800
26,300

13,850
24,000

11,535
36,650
11,670

2,500

Remarks.

North P. H. Cable.
South "

Cable.
Cable.
No. I, or old house.
" 2, or new "

Electric.

Includes Meramec River EL
Electric.

U. D. El. P. H.
Benton-Bellefontaine P. H.
Entirely in St. Louis Co.

"'"'2 engines about 1,000 H. p. ont of service.

CAPACITIES OF STREET RAILWAY STATIONS OF ST. LOUIS, MO
,
SEPTEMBER, 1895.

the joint itself has a conductivity as great as the rails.

In doing this cast welding the ends of the rails are brought

to a high polish with an emery grinder operated by an

electric motor with current from the trolley wire. The
tniion between the molten metal and the rail is thus ren-

dered exceedingly good and ver}' few joints have parted in

practice. On this line are also found about six miles of

electric welded rail of a six inch, seventy-eight pound sec-

tion. Figs. 9, II and 12 represent sections still in service

on the National Railway lines. The tracks are laid in

7 miles of granite pavement, 3^-2 miles of wooden block

pavement, miles of asphalt, and the remainder in

macadam. Practicall}' all the special work was made hy

the Johnson Company.

The sections shown in Figs. 10 and 13 are found on

the lines of the Union Depot Railroad system. Fig. 13

is a 6 in., 73 lb. rail of the Wharton Company, and Fig. 10

is the 86 lb., 6 in. rail used on all curves. The com-

pany has also about seven miles of 6 in., 78 lb. Johnson

rail. The rails are laid on mountain white oak hewn ties,

6 ins. X 6 ins. X 8 ft. placed at two foot centers on an

eight inch foundation of macadam. The joint ties are 9^
ins. wide. Brace and tie plates are placed on the alter-

nate ties. The joints are mostly six bolt, thirty-six inch

channel iron fishplates and have stood up very well in serv-

number of methods of joint construction with more or less

satisfactory results. A part of his mileage is laid with

cast welded joints. In another part what is called a bridge

joint is used, consisting of a piece 4 ins. X 6 ins. X 48 ins.

of oak timber laid on the ties under the joint, the joint ties

he'mg let down for the purpose. On this timber is spiked

a 4 in. X 6 in. X -'8 in. steel plate with six holes on the

side, the holes ptinched so that the head of the spike

presses the ba.se of the rail. The outside fi.shplate consists

of a six bolt steel casting weighing from twelve to thirteen

pounds. Other types of joint are being experimented with,

notably the Weber rail joint. The Liudell Railway Com-
pany is now manttfacturing its own special work in yards

and shops laid out expressly for the purpo.se. Nearly all

the present special work on the sy.stem, however, is of

Johnson and Wharton manufactixre, and a number of

Wharton unbroken main line curves and cros.sovers are

used.

On the electric lines of the MLssouri Railroad, the

Wharton six inch, .seventy-eight pound rail is used, to-

gether with a small amount of Wharton fifty-seven pound

chair rails still in place. Brace tie plates are used on the

six inch rails. The joints on these lines have given a good

deal of trouble, which was first developed when the double

truck cars were put on. The company has begun to re-
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place (lefc'Clive joints with cast welded j(Miits, and a con-

siderable nunihei" of these were ])ut in in the sunnner of

On the ( )Iive Street cable line the Johnson rail,

shown in 9, has l)een used. The curves on the

electric line are of W'liarton eighty-six pound rail, and the

special work is both integral and manganese steel.

The city end of the vSouthern Electric Railway, which

was originally built in i.s,S5 with a fifty-two pound Johnson

girder rail,was relaid in 1.S95 with a seven inch,sevent3'-eight

poinid girder rail, which

was the same as that laid on

the southern end of the line

in 1890. The rails are

.spiked directly to the ties,
]

and .six-bolt f:.shplates are

used, with three ties at J

each joint. Some Whar-
^

ton seventy - five pound,
j

seven inch rail, shown in
|

Fig. 16, is also found on i

this line. ^

FIG. 9.

The Jefferson Avenue line is built (jf Wharton

lb., seven inch girder rail, shown in Fig 16, on heavy oak

ties, two feet centers, with brace and plain tie plates

alternately. Wharton manganese .steel special work is used,

together with unbroken main line switches.

The vSt. Louis & Meremec River Railroad was built

of Wharton six inch, seventy-three pound girder rail

( Fig. 13) within the city limits, and six inch, sixty-eight

pound girder ( Fig. 14) in the country. The construction

FIG. lb

FIG. 16.

FIG. 14.

FIG. 17. FIG. 18.

SOME OF THE RAIL SECTIONS IN ST. LOUIS

FIG. 19.

The city terminal of the St. Louis & Suburban Rail-

way Company is laid with a five inch, seventy pound

girder rail on ties which rest on concrete of the old cable

foundation. Some cast welded joint work has recently

been done on this end of the line from Thirty-ninth Street

to the Wellston terminus. The track is a fort>' pound T
rail, and from Wellston to Florissant a somewhat lighter T
rail is used.

The Grand Avenue line is built of Wharton seventy-

three pound girder rail (Fig. 13) laid on heavy oak ties

spaced two feet from center to center. Wharton brace plates

and plain plates are used on alternate ties. The .special work

is Wharton integral throughout, and all cro.s.sovers have

Wharton unbroken main line switches.

is similar to that of the Grand Aventie and Jefferson Ave-
nue lines.

The Fourth Street & Arsenal Railway is laid with

Pennsylvania Steel Company's seven inch, eighty pound
rail, shown in Fig. iS. Brace tie plates are u,sed, and the

rails are spiked directly to the ties.

The track and special work in the business section of

the city is subjected to excessive wear and pounding of

joints from the constant passing of the heavy, double

truck cars common in St. Louis, and a life for this part of

the system exceeding four or five years can hardly be ex-

pected. In other parts of the city a life for the best con-

struction of eight or nine years may be hoped for with

considerable confidence.
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'HE transportation system of a great city is so closely

interwoven with the life of its people that we make
no apologj' for giving up a large portion of our space this

month to a description of what is, considered as a whole,

one of the most highly developed street railwaj' systems in

this country, and to a discussion of the way in which one of

our great cities has been broadened out and its people ben-

efited by the operation of man}' forces, all having their

origin in the power of the individual to pass quickly from

point to point within the city's area. We who are accus-

tomed to the rapid growth of American, and particularly

of Western cities, do not often pause to think about the

wonder of their increase in population and wealth, from

the pettj' beginnings of but a few years ago. We do not

often remember—and the daily press of the country is

especiall}' derelict in this respect—how financiallj' coura-

geous have been the men who have built up our street rail-

way systems in the different cities, in furnishing transpor-

tation facilities in advance of possible patronage, and in

adopting new and almost untried improvements in motive
power and methods of taking care of and attracting the

public. Street railway managers and stockholders are not

often, perhaps, philanthropists. They are doubtless actu-

ated by motives of profit in most things which they under-

take. But it is nevertheless true that in many cases they not

only look far beyond present gains to the permanent good
of their properties, but they often deliberately accept bur-

dens which might be evaded, in order to promote the

common good, and therefore—if this be selfishness, make
the most of it—to bring about the joint prosperity of the

city and their own street railway properties.

* * * *

Competition among street railway companies has held

full sway in St. Louis. In no other American city are

there now so many independent companies working in one
field. They parallel each other's lines

;
they cross and

recross other tracks
;
they are able, by a curious and

unusual provision in the city charter, to use each other's

lines to an almost unlimited extent upon the payment of

sums as compensation which the courts have pronounced
to be sufficient, but which common sense, educated in

the technicalities of street railroading, pronounces totally

inadequate; and they are keenly active in diverting traffic

from each other's lines in every legitimate way. And yet

cordial and friendly personal relationships are the rule

among the managements of the different properties. In

no department of operation are the results of this compe-
tition so clearly seen as in car equipment and car service.

Only a few years ago the street cars of St. Louis were not

remarkable in any way for comfort or cleanliness. One
day, a moderately long, double truck car with cross seats

appeared on one of the lines, and at once became the most

popular car in the city. Others were purchased, with the

result that the earnings of this line were largely increased

at the expense of its competitors so that the latter were
forced to take steps to recoup their losses of business.

Then followed a period of rapid changes in equipment all

over the city. Street railway managers vied with each

other in designing most beautiful and attractive cars. The
problem of turning these out rapidly enough to suit the

different companies became a serious one in the sec-

tions, common in St. Louis, where a citizen going to

business had a choice of two or three routes within

approximately equal distances, and at a time when the

putting into service of a dozen new cars meant a

gain to one company, and a loss to another of several

hundred dollars a day. It is not to be supposed that these

changes were made without misgivings on the part of

many managers They naturally feared track difficulties

because of the neavier cars, slower schedule speeds because

of delaj's in getting in and out of long cars, increased coal

bills be..ause of greater power consumption, and an in-

creased proportion of dead weight to living weight, espe-

ciallj' during the light traffic hours of the day. All these

disadvantages have come to pass, but against them are

set, of course, advantages—the doing away with trailers

and the accidents resulting from their use, some reduction

in car labor, and comparative ease in taking the many
sharp curves found on most of the lines. But beyond all

these advantages, looms up the one great fact that the pub-
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lie likes these cars and will have them, and their most pro-

nonuced opponent is forced to recognize the power of this

argument. It is in the matter of time intervals be-

tween cars that competition has been especiall}' working

in the interests of the public. iCvery important line in

the city reaches the business section through a series of

parallel streets, and their cars disgorge the greater part of

their passengers within a very small area. It follows,

therefore, that where there is choice of routes, a line must

gain a rei^utation for having a car always ready for pas-

sengers if it is to get its due share of the traffic, and the

result is that one minute and two minute intervals, even in

the light traffic hours of the day, are the rule rather than

the exception, while a four or five minute line would be

almost forced out of ljusiness. Another consequence is

that, except during the downtown hour in the morning

and the uptown hour at night, the long cars on most of

the roads are comparatively empty, frequently carrying

barelj' half a dozen passengers. All these competitive

conditions doubtless mean for the system as a whole, large

gross receipts, large percentages of operating expenses and

small receipts per car mile. If a consolidation of St. Louis

companies, many times attempted, ever comes about, it is

probable that large economies can by introduced through

rearrangement of schedules, and this without substantial

injury to the public—though the St. Louis public has

come to be exceedingly finical in the matter of street rail-

way transportation.

* ;|; >!c =1;

In the court decisions just referred to bearing on the

right of one company to use the tracks of another is found

a serious element of danger to St. Louis properties in

independent operation. Nothing but the general forbear-

ance exercised b}' the large companies in the matter of

their neighbors' moral rights has prevented a merry war

of encroachment and retaliation which might easily lead to

serious consequences. This forbearance has not always

been shown, however. In one case the project of a l)elt

line around the city and the impossibility of coming to an

agreement about compensation for the use of certain short

stretches of "foreign track" encountered on the way,

brought about an appeal to the courts in which the rule

was laid down that the owners of street railway track in

St. Louis are entitled to receive for their use a compensa-

tion not exceeding six per cent per annum of the cost of

the track, without allowance for depreciation, and without

the consent of property owners along the way ( which had

hitherto been considered a necessity ). By virtue of this

decision, the belt line was built and a company which had

been for some time trying to reach the heart of the city over

the lines of another was successfiil in doing so. There

appears to be nothing in the piovision of the city charter

bearing on this matter to prevent a new compan}^, which

may be able to secure a franchise for a short stretch of way
anywhere within the city limits, from running its cars

over any or all of the other lines of the city. This has

been several times attempted, but, fortunately, the city au-

thorities have recognized the injustice to the other com-

panies of allowing such a competition, as well as the

impo.ssibility of putting further burdens upon the heavily

worked track in the heart of the city, and a number of

franchises have been refused.

The physical conditicjii of the ,St. Louis properties is

fairly good and has very much improved within the last

three or four years. There is still considerable light rail

with a good many defective joints in various parts of the

system, particularly in the business section, in which the

traffic of the entire city is condensed. V>ut heavier rails

and better joints are replacing these as rapidly as the work

can be properly done, and the roadbed is even now in

pretty good condition. A great deal of cast-welded joint

work, and some electric welding has been done and .sixty

foot rails are now the standard in ,St. Louis. The power

stations, with one or two exceptions, are a mixture of the

old and new, generator sizes, for example, ranging from

sixty kilowatts to fifteen hundred kilowatts, and engines

of all kinds being found, from the small high speed types

to the innnense direct connected units. The larger units

are, of counse, used for regular work and the smaller ones

are held in reserve, so that the general economy of nio.st of

the power stations is excellent. The street railway com-

panies, however, labor under the disadvantage of being un-

able to get water for condensing purposes, so that the cost

of operation is therefore slightly in excess of that found

in the best compound condensing steam plants. The high

character of the cars in St. Louis has already been men-

tioned. The motor equipment of the electric cars is also

something of a mixture, but considerably more than half

of the total equipment is with the latest types of

motors and controllers. The overhead construction gives

little trouble and is not unsightly, considering the large

amount of special curve work which is found in the city.

Altogether the physical improvements needed in the sys-

tem can undoubtedly be undertaken from time to time out

of earnings, rather than by additions to capital.

In the matter of litigation on account of accidents,

St. Louis street railway companies are well treated by the

courts and the public, and it has been possible to avoid a

great deal of the trouble with '

' shyster lawyers' ' which is .so

common in other cities. There is a law in the state of Mis-

souri which puts it within the power of street railwaj' com-

panies and other litigants to secure, upon payment of a mod-
erate fee, a special panel of business men for jury duty. This

takes the appraisal of damages—an exceptionally difficult

problem and one which should never be governed by preju-

dice or undue sympathy—out of the hands of
'

' profes-

sional jurymen," or those who are against corporations
" from principle," and allows them to be determined fairly

and honestly by men whose intelligence is of a high grade

and who are likely to be guided by principles of right and
justice rather than by passions. The result of the opera-

tion of this law has been the award of damages which are

considered fair by street railway companies and the public

in general, and appeals from the jury decisions, either by

street railway companies or the injured parties, are com-

paratively rare. It is a question, of counse, as to how far

a principle of this kind can and should be carried. The
theory of American democracy is that all men are equal in

all the attributes of citizenship. That the application of

this theory often leads to grave injustice in individual

cases is a mere truism, and all the latitude possible should

be given the judiciary in order to secure justice—the high-

est inherent right of every citizen.
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The American Street Railway Association.

At the close of the St. Louis convention this month,

the American Street Raihvay Association will have been in

existence for fourteen years. The list of its accomplish-

ments is a long one and has been often rehearsed. The
papers read before the members from year to year have

been fully equal in merit, and in internal evidence of

careful research, to those of most of the great engineering

societies of America, though dealing less with theory and

the mathematics in which theory is oftentimes expressed,

than with practical everyday engineering problems. It is

an association of companies, not of individuals, but the in-

dividual representatives of these companies are strong,

forceful, educated men of a high order of intelligence—men
who combine organizing and managing ability with tech-

nical and engineering skill. A combination of intellectual

characteristics of this kind produces men who are an

honor to a.ny profession, and to the men of the street rail-

way industry, and not to circumstances or conditions, is

due the position of the municipal transportation in-

dustry to-day among the world's great business and finan-

cial achievements.

The principal function of the American Street Railway

Association has alwaj's been tlie holding of its great annual

convention with the accompanying exhibition of new and

improved apparatus embodying the changes and develop-

ments of the previous year. The St. Lonis convention

bids fair to be more largely attended, more interesting in

the size of the exhibit, more attractive in the papers and

discussions, and more successful from every point of view

than any convention in recent years, and perhaps in the

Association's history. From all parts of the country

special trains are being made up for the accommodation of

delegates, and from all manufacturing sections cars will

be loaded with apparatus and material for the exhibition.

Nothing, apparently, has been forgotten by the able and

experienced connnittee in charge of another great conven-

tion in the great convention citj' of the year—nothing will

be omitted to contribute to the pleasure of its guests.

Captain McCulloch and the local committee have done,

and are doing magnificent work in this direction, and we are

making no mistake in predicting that they will receive the

heartiest thanks of every visitor to St. Louis for the time

and care and worry and labor which the}' have so cheer-

fully given to the Association.

It is only to be hoped that too much time will not be

taken up with receptions, banquets and excursions of

various kinds, for there is a growing feeling among the

members of the Association that business and not pleasure

should be the main object of attendance.

There has been no friction in the wheels of manage-

ment during the year ju.st past. The President and Ex-
ecutive Committee have held two meetings, one in St.

Louis and the other in New York, and have given careful

attention to the loose threads of the past and the problems

of the future. Thanks to the efforts of Mr. Hurt and last

year's Executive Committee in securing subscriptions

to cancel the Association's debt, and to the good manage-

ment and financial skill displayed by the present adminis-

tration, the latter will turn over to the next Executive

Committee receipted bills for all past indebtedness, a

substantial surplus after paying all expenses at St. Louis,

and an assured income for the coming year considerably

more than sufficient to meet all the expenses hitherto un-

dertaken by the Association.

The work of placing the Association on a sound finan-

cial basis has made it inexpedient for the Secretary to

undertake in this past year any expensive work such as is

involved in the collection and distribution of information to

the members. It is probable, however, that the Executive

Committee will make at St. Louis some recommendations

upon the subject of increasing the responsibilities of the

Secretary in future, so as to fully carr}' out the purposes for

which the Association was formed. The general feeling

among street railway managers, so far as we have been able

to judge, is against making any important changes in the

system of obtaining revenue such as are involved in the rec-

ommendations of the Executive Connnittee last year. Sev-

eral of the member companies whose gross receipts are

large are those also whose staff of engineers and heads of

departments is sufficiently large to make it possible for

them to work out their special problems themselves with-

out calling upon the Association, while the smaller com-

panies, including many who regard the annual convention

as the chief raison d' ctre for the Association, are not con-

vinced that any large statistical, or other work can be

undertaken by the i'\.ssociation of sufficient value, measured

by results, to warrant the extra burden of membership

fees. Nevertheless, the amendments proposed last year,

will, of cour.se, be taken up, debated and passed upon at

St. Louis, all the causes for and again.st presented, and a

final decision reached.

But even if the Association decides not to increase

its revenue for the purposes suggested, it is still po.s.sible

with a surplus in the treasury and an income larger than

can be spent on merely current expenses, to make an effort

in the direction of a larger work— to authorize the Secre-

tary, for example, to enter upon a .special line of investiga-

tion and bring the results to the attention of the members,

either at the next convention or from time to time through

the year. There are far too many problems upon which

street railway managers want light, to allow an Association

in which there are such possibilities of organized effort, to

stand a,side during all but four days of the year and treat

these problems with indifference. Standards in all depart-

ments of street railway practice may, perhaps, never be

reached because of fundamental difficulties, but it cer-

tainh' is possible for a larger number of ,sy,stems to come

closer and clo.ser to desirable standards as the years go on,

and through no machinery can this be brought about

more easily and economically than by such an organiza-

tion as the American Street Railway Association.

We confidently hope for results at St. Louis—results

that will be the moving causes for other results to be gath-

ered in larger and larger measure as the years go on.

With so much to be done, .so many decisions to make, so

many interesting papers to hear, and so much valuable

discussion for which ample time should be provided, we
tru.st that there will be appointed a " steering committee"

to look after the main features of the convention for the

purpose of facilitating business. We hope that the Presi-

dent will, in the discussions, call from the chair for the

experience of individuals present whom he may know to

have experience to offer. And with all influences in the

As.sociation as harmonious as is the ca.se to-day, we confi-

dently look for a steady increase in its power and influence

through the coming years.
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The St. Louis Convention.

The Jixccutive Com 111 it tec of tlie American vStrcct

Kaihva}' Association lield a meetinj; at the office of the

Metropolitan vStreet Railway Company, in New York City,

early in vSeptember, and took into consideration all the de-

tails remaining to be passed upon Ijefore the convention.

The secretary reported to the committee that practi-

cally all the papers to be read at the convention had been

received and approved by him. The titles of these pajiers

were announced la.st month.

The programme of the social events and excursions at

made a more or less successful attempt to classify the ex-

hibits and to remove all tliose which are likcl\' to ]>l- noisy to

the entrance doors, and as far away from the meeting hall as

po.ssible. There will doubtless lie a good (le;d of disap-

p(jintment with the spaces assigned in indi\ idu:il eases, to-

gether with some criticism of the committee, ])erhai)S, but

it shouhl l)e remend)ered that the task was an exceedingly

difficult one, and that any attempt to satisfy all parties

nurst necessarily be un.successful.

Arrangements have been made for a sjiecial train via

the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad and con-

nections, for the accommodation of delegates and others at-

MUNSON fL CONDU.T CO
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DIAGRAM OF THE EXHIBITION HALL AT ST. LOUIS.

the convention is not fully made up as yet, and no official

circular has as yet been issued. There will be, however,

a number of most interesting and enjoyable events which,

together with the convention business, will keep the dele-

gates busy from the time they reach St. Louis until their

departure.

In the accompanying diagram are shown the assign-

ments of .space to the different manufacturers. The larg-

est single exhibitor is the General lilectric Compan}^ with

2000 sq. ft. of space. Next to this comes the Brooklyn &
New York Railway Supply Company, with 1600 sq. ft.;

the American Car Company, with 1200 sq. ft.; the J. G.

Brill Company, with iioo sq. ft. ; the Johnson Company
and the Walker Company, with 800 sq. ft., and the Mc-

Guire Manufacturing Company, the Peckham Motor Truck

& Wheel Company, the Heine Safety Boiler Company,

the St. Louis Car Company and the Bethlehem Iron Com-

pany, with from 600 to 800 sq. ft. The committee has

tending the St. Louis convention. The special train will

leave the Grand Central Station, Forty-Second Street, New
York, Saturday, Oct. 17, at i p. ji., arriving in St. Louis,

Sunday, Oct. 18, at 6:^6 p. m. Delegates from all points

East can connect with the special at Albany, N. Y. The
following shows the time schedule and one way fares.

stations. One Fare, Berth, Room. Schedule.

Boston . . I26.25 f6.5o #24.00 10:30 A. M.
Worcester -.

. . - 25.25 11:42
Springfield . . . . . . 24.25 6.00 22.00 1:14 P. 3ir.

Pittsfield .... • - 23.90 2:52
'

New York . . • 24.25 I :oo '

Ponghkeepsie - 23.25 2:43
'

Albany. .... 22.75 5;5o 20.00 4:20 '

Troy - 22.75
Utica - 21.75 5.00 18.00 6:34

'

Syracuse 23.25 8:00 '

Rochester . . . . . . 20.25 4.00 14.00 9:50
'

Buffalo
. - 19-25 10:50 '

Erie . 17.10
Cleveland . . . . . . 15.00 3.00 10.00 3:30 .\. M.
Indianapolis . . . 11:28



The Great Street Railway Properties ofAmerica

mi
There are twenty-nine surface and elevated railwaj'

systems in the United States whose gross earnings amount

to $1,000,000 or more, and whose operations are therefore

on a scale which entitles them to special consideration

from investors. One of these i^roperties is now being

formed through a consolidation of several smaller ones,

and as it has not settled down into its final condition, no dis-

cussion of its financial featvu-es will here be made.

Only two of these properties have ever been in the

hands of a receiver or passed through financial difficulties

of any nature approaching insolvency, in spite of the fact

that the average capitalization of twenty-eight of the

properties is about $177,800 per mile of track, of which

$77,300 is in funded debt. The earning power per mile

of road is very large, in only six cases falling below $20,000,

while in six cases earnings are shown exceeding $50,000

per mile of road.

The principal financial characteristics of these twenty-

eight systems are given in the accompanying table, and in

the following discussion an attempt will be made to point

out the elements of strength and weakness in each prop-

erty and to throw some light upon the ]:irol)al3ilities of the

future.

MANHATTAN RAILWAY COINIPANY, OF NKW YORK.

This system has long been considered the most valu-

able municipal transportation property in the world. It

occupies four main north aud south arteries of tra\ el on

Manhattan Island, and its lines are so situated as to make
the building of any competitive rapid transit system,

whether above ground or below, exceedingly difficult, as

the so far abortive efforts of the various Boards of Rapid

Transit Commissioners appointed by the city during the

last few years have proven. At the south end of the city

all these four lines come together in one common terminal,

and the system is more or less choked at this point so that

it is difficult to operate trains rapidly enough in the busiest

hours of the day to properly accommodate the public.

The company's franchises are practically perpetual.

The total capital liabilities amount to $683,800 per

mile of track, of which $385,600 is in funded debt. This

capitalization is, without doubt, largely in excess of the

actual cost of construction. The road was built at a time

when downtown real estate was, of course, much cheaper

than at present, while the uptown territory through which

its lines were pushed was then a "howling wilderness,"

which owes its present high real estate values largely to

the building of these elevated lines. In spite of the

" water " in its securities, it is probable that the Manhat-

tan system could not be duplicated to-day, and all damages

for rights of way paid, for much less than the existing

capitalization.

The earning power of this property is equivalent to

$269,600 per mile of road and $96,700 per mile of track

—

figures which are enormous as compared with those found

in steam railroad practice (compare New York Central

& Hudson River Railroad, earning about $19,000 per mile

of road and about $8500 per mile of track) and by far

the largest of any similar property in the world. Never-

theless, passengers on this system obtain a good deal for

their money, for their five cent fare will, if desired, take

them for a distance of twelve miles, while the average dis-

tance traveled is probably not less than fi\'e miles.

Nineteen and one-tenth per cent of the gross receipts

is consumed in paying interest on the funded debt, and as

this property is being operated at less than sixty per cent of

the gross receipts, it will be seen that any serious financial

difficulties are a long way off; nevertheless, the business

of the companj^ has been seriouslj^ cut down during the

last three or four years by the competition of cable sur-

face lines below its tracks. These lines get a large

proportion of the profitable short distance riding, and

leave the less profitable longer hauls to the Manhattan

Company, in consequence of which their percentage of

operating expenses to gross receipts has somewhat in-

crea.sed.

It has become fashionable among financial writers to

gravely shake their heads over Manhattan prospects and

gloomily predict reductions in dividends and a permanent

injury through this surface competition. Reductions in

dividends, may, it is true, take place. The Manhattan

Company will doubtless pass through a period of lower

gross and net earnings. But the tremendous underlying

strength of all New York j^roperties, and especially of the

Manhattan system, lies in the fact that the population

density of Manhattan Island is steadily increasing, and

within a few years every transportation system that can

possiljly be laid out above or below ground will be taxed

to the utmost to carry the people who wish to ride. More-

over, the Manhattan Company could to-day, if it chose to

do so, become more popular and more heavily patronized

than ever before. All that is needed is the adoption of

electricity as a moti\'e power, the use of clean and brilliantly

lighted cars built with a larger proportion of cross seats,

open cars in sunmier, and broader principles of manage-

ment, together with more regard for public comfort.

The cost of these improvements would be hardly ten per

cent of the present capitalization of the Manhattan Com-

pany and the influence on earnings would be immediate

and pronounced.

METROPOLITAN STREET RAILWAY COMPANY OF NEW YORK.

Here is another system whose possibilities of develop-

ment can hardly now be gauged. It operates 189 miles of

track, of which improved motive powers are used on less

than twenty per cent of the mileage. Its lines are a net-

work covering the entire lower end of the city, while it

controls or holds the key to eight out of a possible eleven

north and south avenues running lengthwise of the island.

Its cable and electric lines, which form seventeen per cent

of the entire mileage, are earning thirty-nine per cent of the

gross revenue.
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The total outstanding capitalization of this system

amounts to $289,900 per mile of track, of which $142,300

is in funded debt. The company's connection with an-

other organization, the Metropolitan Traction Company,

makes it difficult to state just what proportion of the en-

tire capital stock of the Metropolitan Street Railwaj' Com-

pany and its leased properties is actually in the hands of

the public, since the Metropolitan Traction Comj^any owns

a certain proportion of the guaranteed stocks of several of

these companies. The Metropolitan Street Railway Com-

pany is, however, obliged to pa}^ over to the Traction

Company the guaranteed dividends on all these stocks, and

it therefore seems fair to disregard the Traction Company
entirely and to assume as the capital stock of the system

that of the vStreet Railway Company and all the allied cor-

porations.

During the year ending June 30, 1896, the Metropoli-

tan Street Railway Company showed gross earnings of

nearly $8,000,000, including six months earnings of the

Eighth Avenue Railroad Company, leased late in 1S95. If

we add to the.se earnings, those of the other six months

(partly estimated) together with the gross earnings of the

Fourth Avenue line (whicli has formed, since July, 1896, a

part of the Metropolitan system) for the entire year, we
have a gross earning power for the complete system, as it

is now constituted, of about $c,, 131,000 equivalent to

$96,400 per mile of road and $48,200 per mile of track.

This earning power per mile is exceeded by only three

properties, two of them elevated and one tlie Third Avenue
Railroad, of New York City, whose trafhc is greater than

the average of the combined horse and mechanical systems

of the Metropolitan Company, but less than some of the

latter' s individual lines, sucli as the Broadway cable line.

The entire interest and guaranteed dividend obliga-

tions of the company call for 29.6 per cent of its gross re-

ceipts. The company is now operating its entire system at

fifty-four per cent of the gross receipts and it is expected

that with further extensions of the mechanical and

electrical motive power this percentage will diminish rather

than increa.se. It would seem that this company is in

excellent financial condition, particularly Avhen it is re-

membered that a part of the guaranteed dividends paid

by the Metropolitan Street Railway Company are prac-

tically returned to the owners of its .stock—the Metro-

politan Traction Company.

This property is already the great surface carrying

system of New York City and is destined to an even larger

growth, since by its power to give extensive transfer priv-

ileges ou all its lines it is placed in a particularly strong

position with reference to competing corporations. Its

management is exceptionally able and far seeing.

THIRD AVEN'UE RAILROAD COMPANY OF XKW YORK.

This is a strong competitor of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company for New York City traffic, but is, of

course, a much smaller sy.stem, having only fourteen miles

of road exclusive of tlie lines of the Forty-.second Street,

Manhattanville ik. St. Nicholas Avenue Railway which has
recently been leased. Its main line is from City Hall
Square to 129th Street and a branch line is operated across

125th Street, from river to river and up Anrsterdam Avenue
to Washington Bridge. All of this system is now operated
by cable, but the adoption of the underground conduit ig

contemplated for the i25tli Street and Amsterdam Avenue
lines on which the cable sytem is old and defective.

The total capitalization of this system is very heavy,

being $493,000 per mile of track, and the bonded debt is also

heavy at $176, 100 per mile. Nevertheless, the territory

through wliich it runs is magnificent, as is shown from the

fact that the system is earning $94,000 per mile of track

and $190,700 per mile of road, so that the percentage of

interest charges to gro.ss receipts is but 9.4. The company
is operating at about fifty-five per cent of the gross receipts

and has paid eight per cent dividends for the la.st two

years, while earning considerably more. The power

stations, are not first class in design and the 125th

Street cable line needs a thorough overhauling, so

that the conditions of operation are not such as bring

about the highest economy. Moreover, the sj'stem is

paralleled on the west by the newly built Lexington

Avenue cable line of the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pau}' ; above it run the Third Avenue elevated lines of the

Manhattan Company; and one block to the ea.st are the

horse railway lines of the vSecond Avenue Railroad Com-
pany. If the latter should adopt an improved motive

power and the Manhattan Company electricity, it is prob-

able that the company's business would fall off to some

extent, though it can never be other than a successful

and prosperous property if handled as conservatively as is

the ca.se at present.

UNION TRACTION COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.

Through a virtual consolidation of three out of the

f(jur principal systems of Philadelphia, this company now
operates nearly ninety per cent of the entire street railway

mileage of Philadelphia. Its lines are laid out peculiarly

as will be seen from the table, the idea in Philadelphia

having been from the earliest daj's of street railroading, to

pre-empt all the principal streets (which are, moreover,

rather too narrow for double track ) with single track

roadbed, .so that cars go out on one street and return on the

next.

The capitalization of this system amounts to $262,900

per mile of track, of which $98,100 is in mortgage bonds.

This heavy capitalization has been brought about partly

through inflation, in the various con.solidations which

have taken place in times pa.st, and partly by reason of

very heavy paving burdens placed by the city upon the

constituent companies at the time of granting electric

franchi.ses. The gross receipts are fairly large ($24,300

per mile of track ) , and on the ba.sis of these receipts the

interest on the funded debt can probably be taken care of

without much difficulty. Unfortunately, however, a large

proportion of the capitalization of the lea.sed and allied

corporations is in the form of stocks on which large divi-

dends are guaranteed b}' the Union Traction Company,

dividends ranging from eight to thirty-eight per cent on

par values even in cases where par values are largely in

excess of " paid in" values. The result is, therefore,

that the guaranteed dividends amount to more than twice

the interest on bonds, so that the obligatory charges, ex-

clusive of taxes and maintenance of pavements, amount to

54.2 per cent of the gro.ss receipts. It is difficult to see

liow this property can long be successfully financed.

CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY.

Xhe city of Chicago spreads over three-quarters of a
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circular area whose center is the business heart of the city,

this business heart covering an exceedingly small terri-

tory and being therefore highly congested. The Chicago

River runs in such a way as to divide the city into three

sections, locally known as the North Side, the West vSide

and the vSouth Side. The surface traffic of each of these

sections is practically controlled by a single company.

On the South Side the Chicago City Railway Company
operates by cable several main north and south arteries of

trafiic, and by electricity a large number of branches or

feeders. The traffic is so heavy at certain hours of the

day that its cable trains are usually made up of three or

four cars, and even then it is diflicult to secure standing

room.

The funded debt of this system is only $28,500 per

mile, calling for but 4.6 of the gross receipts. The capital

stock is, however, $73,yoo per mile of track which in-

cludes a recent increase for electric equipment. There is

undoubtedly very little "water" in this capitalization.

The gross receipts amount to $27,500 per mile of track and

the company pays regular dividends of twelve per cent,

while in 1S93, the World's Fair year, twenty-four per cent

in cash was divided and a distribution of stock of another

Chicago railway company held in the treasury was also

made among the stockholders.

The company's cable equipment gives little trouble,

but is not as economical in operation nor as satisfactory to

the company and the public as would be the case were it

installed according to more modern methods. The electric

lines, however, are all modern, were built at low prices for

apparatus and material, and are showing excellent results.

It is not improbable that the cable lines will be converted

to electric in the near future.

WEST CHICAGO STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.

This company occupies the western section of the city

and gains access to the business part through a tunnel

under the Chicago River which makes it possible to pre-

vent the through competition of other surface lines on

the West Side, all of which are, moreover, either depend-

ent upon the company' or are comparatively insignificant.

The electric lines of this system, in common with others in

Chicago, have been transformed so recently that nearly

the full benefit of low prices and modern methods has been

realized.

The company's capitalization is considerably larger than

the other two principal Chicago systems, being $142,700

per mile of track of which $72,800 is in funded debt. The
gross receipts per mile of track are less than on the other

two systems and the interest on mortgage indebtedness

calls for 18.2 per cent of the gross receipts. The company
is being operated at between fifty-five and sixty per cent

of the receipts, but, for the causes stated, is unable to pay

as large dividends as the other two systems, the dividends

for 1892 being S;'4 per cent, for 1893, nine per cent, for

1894, nine per cent (not earned) and for 1895, six per

cent.

NORTH CHICAGO STREET RAILWAY COBIPANY.

This system is closely allied to the West Chicago sys-

tem. It also reaches the business centre of the city

through a tunnel under the Chicago River and has nearly

a monopoly of its own territor}^. Its principal lines are

operated by the cable system and its feeders by electricity

as is the case with the other two principal Chicago systems.

Its capitalization amounts to $115,600 per mile of track of

which $58, 100 is in funded debt calling for 10.6 percent

of the grcss receipts. The company pays dividends of

al)Out twelve per cent and earns nuich more, so that in

1895, an extra dividend of twent)' per cent was declared.

Its operating expen.ses in 1895 were 47.2 of the gross

receipts and in 1894, 52.5 per cent.

All of the.se Chicago properties have evidently been

financed conservatively and their future is hardly in doubt.

In fact, it is difficult to see how they can properly take

care of all the traffic that is sure to be offered to them dur-

ing the period of Cuicago's growth which is confidently

expected to be at an even more rapid ratio in the future

than has been the ca.se in the past.

BROOKLYN ELEVATED RAILROAD COMPANY.

Following the great success of the Manhattan Eleva-

ted Railway in New York, the experiment of building

elevated lines in Brooklyn was made, with results more

or less disa.strous to security holders. The city is not well

adapted to an elevated railroad service, because it spreads

out over too large an area, .so that the lines of traffic are

not condensed as in New York City, hut are free to take

whatever course the freaks of residence building and busi-

ness locations may determine.

When the surface lines of Brooklyn adopted elec-

tricity, the elevated systems found their traffic drawn away

to an alarming extent, and the number of accidents occur-

ring on the trolley surface lines was made the excuse for

the passage of ordinances limiting the rates of speed of

surface lines to eight miles per hour. This action, in con-

nection with the great surface railroad strike in 1895,

brought about a better state of affairs on the elevated lines,

and the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad Company was, in

1895, able to show some surplus over fixed charges, though

in 1893 and i8y4 there were large deficits.

The system is enormously overcapitalized. Both the

stock and funded debt per mile of track are largely in ex-

cess of corresponding items on the Manhattan system,

while the earning power per mile of track is little more

than half that of the Manhattan Company. The interest

charges call for 43.4 per cent of the gross receipts, and as

the percentage of operating expenses to total receipts has

varied in the last four years between 55.6 and 50.1, it will

be seen upon what a narrow margin the company is work-

ing in attempting to maintain solvency.

BROOKLYN RAPID TRAN.SIT COMPANY.

The system of this company serves a large portion of

the city of Brooklyn, including Conej^ Island which has

just been brought within the citj' limits. Brooklyn is the

dormitory of New York and nearlj^ all the male element of

the former's citizens uses the surface and elevated railways

daily as may be inferred from the fact that the latter carry

the population of Brooklyn 235 times per annum. Some
mistakes have been made in equipment, but on the whole

the property is in fairly good operating condition and is

well laid out to obtain the largest possible amount of

traffic.

In this property, however, is found an example of ex-

cessive overcapitalization of costs and a decidedly heavy

capitalization of earning power. The funded debt could
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be easily taken care of, as it is but $73,100 per mile of

track, but a larger charge on earnings is found in guaran-

teed dividends of $1,200,000 per annum, interest and divi-

dends together calling for 40.7 per cent of the gross re-

ceipts. The latter amount to $20,800 per mile of track

whicli is moderateh', but not especially good for a city of

this size. It is probable that the company has been build-

ing for the future and that the gross receipts show a steady

increase from year to vear.

WEST END STREET RAILWAY COMPANY OF BOSTON.

This property is conservatively financed and is man-

aged with skill and economy. Together with the North

Shore Traction system, presently to be mentioned, it

serves a population of nearly 1,000,000 people in one of

the richest street railway territories in the world. This

territory is one, however, in which the proportion of " long

hauls" to the total traffic is large, and this is one

reason why it is impossible to obtain low percentages of

operating expenses to gross receipts. The population in

and around Boston is rapidly increasing, and the future of

this company is bright. Its franchises are sometimes

spoken of as defective, in that, according to the laws of

Massachusetts, the company's tenure of streets is subject

to the power of the Legislature and the municipal authori-

ties to a greater extent than is usually the ca.se with street

railway companies in American cities. Practically, how-

ever, the danger of the.se laws is not that the company will be

disposse.s.sed of its territory, but that the idtimate power to

do this will be used as a means of imposing additional bur-

dens upon the property in the way of improvements in

motive power, burial of wires, a,s.sessnients for general city

improvements, etc.

The company suffers from the effects of a serious con-

gestion of traffic in the heart of the city proper, through

which a large proportion of the cars from all the outlying

suburbs are forced to pass, and in consequence of this, the

cars are run on slower schedule speeds than in most cities,

averaging hardly six miles per hour. This increases, of

course, the operating expenses per car mile and the per-

centage of operating expen.ses to gross receijDts.

The total capitalization of the West End Company is

moderate as compared with other large cities, being but

$90,000 per mile of track, while the funded debt calls for

but 5.3 per cent of the gross receipts. The company' is

thus .strongly intrenched again.st financial di.saster, and is

locally considered an investment property of high charac-

ter.

THE NORTH SHORE TRACTION COMPANY OF BOSTON.

This company owns the capital stock of the Lynn &
Boston Railroad Company which operates an extensive

suburban and interurban .system in territory tributary to

Bo-ston and containing a population of about 250,000

people. It has excellent Boston terminal facilities and its

regular all the 3- ear round business is good, in addition to

which it derives a large income from pleasure riding in

summer between the various cities in its territory and

the beaches of the famous Massachusetts North Shore.

The capital stock of the Lynn & Boston Railroad Com-
pany is only $1,100,000, but this has been expanded by
the operations of the Traction Company to $6,000,000, of

which $2,000,000 is preferred stock and $4,000,000 is
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common stock. This makes a total capitalization of $93,-

100 per mile of track, of which $44,000 is in bonds calling

for 19.6 per cent of the gross receipts. This fixed charge

is not excessive and the property has an excellent net

earning power, but net income spread over too large a

mass of capital stock makes dividends small to insignifi-

cance, particularly if a floating debt is created or if re-

pairs, improvements or contingencies impose added bur-

dens on the property.

THE NATIONAL RAILWAY COMPANY OF CHICAGO.

This company controls six street railway properties in

St. Louis operating about eighty miles of track. The
physical and financial characteristics of this system have

been fully described elsewhere in this paper (see pages 574
trf al. ) , but it is interesting to note how it compares with

the other large properties of its class. It will be seen

that its capitalization per mile of track amounts to $1 19, 700,

of which $71,000 is in mortgage bonds calling for 21.2 per

cent of the gross receipts, which amount to $17,600 per

mile of track.

THE BUFFALO RAILWAY COMPANY OF BUFFALO, N. Y.

This is an exceedingly valuable property not so much
becau.se of its present earning power, as because of its

possibilities of development in the near future. Buffalo

is a city of long distances from residential to business

areas. Within the la.st two or three years its street rail-

way system gave a service totally inadequate to the needs

of the people and the result was shown ni a patronage

amounting to less than sixty rides per capita per annum.

The introduction of electricity has increased the patronage

to 104 rides per capita (based on the population of 1890),

but even this is a far smaller number than is found in other

cities of its size. Moreover Buffalo is rapidly growing and

is surely destined to be a great city, so that there is little

doubt that this property has amo.st promising futvire.

It is capitalized at $84,700 per mile of track of which

$47,100 is in bonds calling for 27.2 per cent of the grcss

receipts, which are but $9800 per mile of track. The

company is now paying dividends of one per cent

quarterly, the first having been paid in September, 1895.

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY, OF CLEVELAND.

This is a con.solidation, effected in 1893, of three large

Cleveland properties, all of which were previously in suc-

cessful operation and whose lines covered very thoroughly

a large portion of this important city. There is, how-

ever, a strong competitor in this territory, so that it has no

monopoly of traffic. The total capitalization is large, being

$129,200 per mile of track, of which, however, but $29,200

is in funded debt, calling for only 12.2 per cent of the

gross receipts. The latter are rather small for a city of

this size, the rea.son being that the company has consider-

able suburban and semi-suburban mileage, the earning part

of which is not yet fully developed.

Small dividends have been paid upon the stock, but

not regularly, and in January and July last no dividends

were paid, though a three-fourths per cent dividend was

paid in April. One of the strong investment features for

the bonds of this and other Ohio properties is found in the

fact that under the laws of Ohio, the stockholders of all

corporations in the state, including the street railway com-

panies, are individually and collectively liable for the debts
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of tin.' coni])aiiy to anaiiumnt CHjual to the par value of the

stock ill addition to tlieir oiij^iiial payments.

CONSOIJDATlU) TRACTION COMPANY Ol' NJ'AV J]{KS1';y.

This is a combined sulnn ljan and interurban system

serving territory partially tributary to New York City,

though the main portion of its business is acquired in and

between the cities of Newark, Hoboken and Jersey City.

The three cities have a population of nearly 400,000.

Other smaller towns such as the Oranges are reached by

the lines of this system and it is a large and valuable prop-

erty. The roadbed and equipment are fairly good, con-

sidering the time of purchase.

For a city serving territory of this nature, the capi-

talization is large, being $236,800 per mile of track of

which nearly one-half is in mortgage bonds, the interest

on which recjuires 40.7 per cent of the gro.ss receipts. The
latter amount to $14,300 per mile of track, a sum so .small

as to indicate a large proportion of long distance riding.

UNITED TRACTION & ELKCTKIC COMPANY OF PROVIDENCE.

This company owns the capital stocks and nearly all

the (insignificant ) mortgage bond issues of four operating

companies in the city and suburbs of Providence, R. I.

The total capitalization is large for a territory containing

but 250,000 population; but the funded debt can be taken

care of without much difficulty, the interest amounting to

23.9 per cent of the gross receipts, which are $13,300 per

mile of track. The electrical equipment of the system was

made at a time when prices for apparatus and material

were not excessive, though more than at present. The
property was in 1895 operated at 54.9 per cent of the gross

receipts, as shown by the books, l)ut 110 dividends have as

yet been paid.

TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY OF MINNEAPOLIS.

This company owns the capital .stocks of three com-

panies which operate the entire street railway systems of

the two cities named, together with an interurban line be-

tween. The combined system is the largest in the West

and was one of the first in the country to adopt electricity

on a large scale. Its equipment is therefore not of the

most modern types, but the property is apparently Ijeing

handled with .skill and ecoiiomj', as may l)e inferred from

the fact that its books show operating expenses of but

fifty per cent of the gross receipts. The system is earn-

ing only $9000 per mile of track, which is the smallest

earning power of any of the twenty-eight properties with

one exception. The rea.son for this is probably that in-

stead of one united city of 300,000 population there are,

in fact as well as in name, two cities which are separated

not only by distance, but by mutual jealousies and rival-

ries which prevent close intimacies in business life. The
distances between the residential and business sections of

each city are iiaturalh' smaller than would be found in a

single city of the same total population, so that there is less

inducement for traffic. The total capitalization is pretty

large for a system of this kind, the bonds alone, issued

at a rate of $53,200 per mile of track calling for 31.9

per cent of the gross receipts. No dividends have

ever been paid on the common stock of the Twin City

Rapid Transit Company, although its books show for the

two systems a combined surplus equivalent to about five

per cent on the entire outstanding stock, preferred as well

as common.

TIIIv METROPOLITAN STREET RAILWAY COMPANN' (H'

KANSAS CITY.

This is a consolidation (effected in 1895) of a ntunber

of more or less important cable, electric, elevated and

horse railway properties in Kansas City. The cable lines

in Kansas City were formerly among the best in the coun-

try and are to-day in fairly good oijerating condition, but

the general troubles through which Kansas City itself has

been passing within the last ten years have had, of course,

their effect upon the street railway .system in many ways.

The capitalization is large for a city of but $175,000

population, being $113,600 per mile of track, of which

nearly two-thirds is in mortgage bonds, the interest on

which requires 27.1 per cent of the gross receipts. The
latter amount to $13, 100 per mile of track—a gooda\ erage

figure for a city of this size.

THE ;\IARKET STREET RAILWAY COMPANY OF .SAN

FRANCISCO.

This is a property little known in the East, but is by

far the most important on the Pacific Coast. Its capital-

ization is $155,100 per mile of track, of which a little more

than one-third is in funded debt, calling for 18.9 per cent

of the gross receipts for interest charges. The latter

amount to $17,000 per mile of track, which is less than

that of other large cities just investigated. Street railway

patronage in San Francisco is evidently large, when the

principal (but not the only) sy.stem in the city is able to

carry the population 249 times per annum. Of the total

track mileage, about one-third is operated by the cable sys-

tem (which is not built according to latest modern prac-

tice), about forty per cent by electricity (built within the

last two or three years), and the remainder by horses and

steam.

NEW ORLEANS TRACTION COMPANY.

This is another example of heavy overcapitalization,

the total capital liabilities being $141,200 per mile of track.

The interest charges call for 27.3 per cent of the gross

receipts, and these are but moderate at $11,800 per mile.

OTHER PROPERTIES.

The principal financial characteristics of the eight

smaller properties are shown in the table and do not re-

quire extended comment. Loui.sville carries its popula-

tion onl}^ about eighty times per annum, partly because

its service is poor compared with that found in other cities.

It is a dividend earner, however, as far as its preferred stock

is concerned, although only one dividend, of i '4 per cent,

has so far been paid upon its common stock.

The Baltimore Traction Company is heavily capital-

ized, and has but moderate earning power. It has paid

only two dividends since its organization, one in October,

1891, and the other in January, 1892.

The Montreal Street Railway system is moderately

capitalized, particularl}^ in respect to its bonded debt,

which requires but 4.3 per cent of the gross receipts—the

smallest in the list. It is worthy of note that this is one

of the few street railway properties which have been able

to borrow money at 4}^ per cent interest. This is espe-

cially remarkable because its 4^ per cent bonds are second

mortgage. It has paid regular dividends for some j-ears,

and these have been latterly at the rate of eight per cent

per annum.
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The Uiiiou Depot Railroad and the Lindell Railway

Company of St. Louis, have been described elsewhere

( pages 574 <r/rt/. ) and it will be seen that they make a very

favorable showing in comparison with other great Ameri-

can properties, particularly in the matter of funded debt,

which, though large according to old standards, is not so

according to the new, calling for but 17.8 per cent and

16.3 per cent of the gross receipts respectively.

The Capital Traction Companj' of Washington, has

no funded debt, but this is more than made up by the

enormous amount of its capital stock, $333,300 per mile of

track. Its earning power per mile of track is good, but it

is difficult to say how there can be any expectation of large

dividends with this heavy inflation of capital.

The Kings County Traction Company of Brooklyn,

is brought into this table only to show its earning power in

the past. Its operating properties, consisting of the At-

lantic Avenue Railroad and the Brooklyn, Bath & West

End Railroad, both in the citj^ of Brooklyn, are now leased

to the Nassau Electric Railroad Companj-.

The Toronto Railway Company while not as con-

servatively capitalized as the Montreal system still makes

an excellent financial showing, its bonded debt calling

for but 12.7 per cent of the gross receipts, which are

fairly good at $12,300 per mile of track.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

It will be seen from the above discussion that of

tliese twenty-eight American street railway properties, the

largest in the country, two are capitalized at over $500,000

per mile of track, four between $250,000 and $500,000, fif-

teen between $100,000 and $250,000 and only seven at

less than $100,000. In the matter of bonded indebtedness,

two have more than $250,000 per mile of track, three be-

tween $100,000 and $.-50,000, twelve between $50,000 and

$100,000, ten less than $50,000, while one has no funded

debt whatever.

In the matter of gi'oss receipts, two companies are

earning between $90,000 and $100,000 per mile of track,

one f54, 000, one $48,200, seven between $20,000 and $30,-

000, fourteen between $10,000 and $20,000 and three less

than $10,000.

The funded debt of one road calls for 54.2 per cent of

the gross receipts, of three between forty and forty-four

percent, of one road thirty-two per cent, of nine between

twenty and thirty per cent, of nine between ten and twenty

cent, of four less than ten per cent and of one road

nothing.

All these figures and summaries clearly lead us to cer-

tain conclusions. In the first place, it is undoubtedly true

that the tangible assets of nearly, or quite all of these

companies could be duplicated at the prices of to-day for

sums less than those represented by their capitalization.

This, however, is, of course, to be expected. Present

prices in every department of street railway construction

and equipment are much below those of even three or

four years ago. Moreover, the old horse railway roadbed,

rolling stock and horse equipment cost money, and a good

deal of it, and when improvements came along in the form

of electrical apparatus, nothing more conservative could be

done in practice but to add the net cost of these improve-

ments to the old capitalization.

In most cases, however, nothing half so conservative

as this was thought of for a moment. In not a few in-

stances the old properties passed into the hands of syndi-

cates at high valuations, based on earning power, and

were equipped by these syndicates, oftentimes through

"construction companies," for bonds and stock. If the

par of these securities had represented the cost to the syn-

dicate of the old properties plus the actual cash cost of

equipment, the capitalization might even then be called

moderate; but instead of this there was inflation of values

everywhere so that the capitalizations finally arrived at

bear in many cases little relation to costs, but are based,

purely and simply, on estimates of earning power, which

estimates have sometimes been realized and sometimes not.

There are, of course, honorable exceptions to this method
of procedure but only three or four can be found among
these twenty-eight large properties in which there is not

some inflation of values.

But financiers do not, and need not trouble thera.selves

to any great extent about the basis of capitalization, nor

has the public in general much reason to grumble at high

street railway capitalization, since, in the effort to make
returns upon these securities, street railway managers usu-

all}'' seek public favor and patronage by every method

which wit and ingenuity can devise. The real question is,

'

' Is the earning power of these properties sufficient to per-

manently carry their bonded debt and to pa\^ dividends

upon their stocks?"

It is clear that three companies at least out of these

twenty-eight are in serious financial straits and can hardly

be expected to much longer avoid default in interest

charges. One other road will have to exercise great

economy to keep its percentage of operating ex-

penses well below the danger point. Four of the nine com-

panies whose interest charges call for between twenty and

thirty per cent of their gross receipts are in
'

' easy cir-

cumstances," so to speak, and need fear no trouble, since

their future development is assured; while the thirteen

properties whose interest charges call for less than twenty

per cent of the gross receipts are, with one exception,

thoroughly' safe for investment purposes.

All the.se companies must look to the future, however,

for any large returns on their stock, for the impetus given

by the general adoption of electricity as a motive power has

caused a sudden expansion in mileage and in service given,

to which the public has not yet fully responded. With the

increase of population this response will surely come and

it will be found that the street railway companies' gross re-

ceipts per car mile will increase, together with, it is to be

hoped, their net earnings, but the latter will be governed

to a larger extent than is now realized by the layman in

street railway matters, by the part which repairs and

general depreciation are going to play in increasing oper-

ating expenses.



Street- Railway Cars in the United States

In no one department of street railway operation have

more changes been made during the past five years than in

the style of cars used. As in the case of the track, motors

and generators the constant tendency has been toward

heavier and more substantial construction. The strains

incident to street railway service have shown that true

economy lies in the direction of carefully and

strongly built cars which shall be amply suf-

ficient to sustain the shocks and wear insep-

arable from electric railway service.

A number of car builders have followed,

in the construction of their cars, the well

known lines employed by the builders of

steam railway cars. Others believe that

strains to which street railway cars are subject-

ed are different from those in steam railway

practice, being more transverse and not longi-

tudinal. In consequence they have followed

more the pattern of the old sixteen foot horse

car, which was itself similar in general de-

sign to the stage coach. Nearly all have,

however, freely introduced iron or steel as a

substitute for wood where a gain of strength

would follow its employment, and have added

other changes which experience has suggested during the

employment of electric motors as a means of propulsion.

A glance into the interior of a modern electric car re-

veals as many changes from the former horse car as does

a study of the car skeleton. The first difference which

would immediately strike an ordinary observer is that of

increased beauty. Car decoration has received a great

deal of study during the

past few years, and the

result of this has been

a great increase in taste-

ful work. These strik-

ing effects in interior

decoration which al-

though attractive at first

sight become tiresome,

have given place largel}'

to more subdued though

as rich decoration, while

as much or more mone}^

is spent on the interior

ornamentation of the

cars. While to some this

expenditure in the line
^'*'"

'
-

of what may be regard-

ed purely a luxury may
appear extravagance, ex-

perience has shown that it is an important factor as a

traffic producer and the yield is a large percentage on

the money invested. Outside of decoration pure and
simple, the tendency during the past year has been con-

stantly toward added comfort and luxury. Spring car

seats and backs are becoming more common. Tasteful elec-

troliers and car fittings are being more generally used, and

a larger number than ever before of the electric cars be-

ing built are now designed to use ten lamps in.stead of five.

The proper length of a car for different conditions of

traffic and service is still an open question, although a car

body of less than twenty feet is less popular than formerly.

FIG. 1.

For interurban service the long center aisle, double truck

car, similar in general design to those used in steam rail-

road service, is generally regarded as the proper design.

Double decked cars, although in use on a few roads, have

never reached the popularity in this country that they have

abroad and it is doubtful whether they will ever come into

general use here.

FIG. 2.

A large proportion of the roads now employ one or

more special cars for different services, mail, express and

for parlor use. The construction of the latter type of car

has received a wonderful impetus from the general popu-

larity of trolley parties, and most of the roads in large

cities which afford opportunities to cater to a traffic of this
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kind, now own one or more parlor, cars. This branch of

the business promises to form a considerable source of in-

come in the future, and railways are beginning to learn

that there is considerable profit in providing accommoda-

tions for pleasure riders.

FIG. 3.

maple ceiling, spring seats and backs covered with plush.

The car has automatic twin doors, solid bronze trimmings

and tinted murane.se deck-lights. The Laclede Car Com-

pany has also built fifty cars of the same t3'pe for the

Consolidated Traction Company, of New Jensey.

One of the recent cars built for interur-

ban service by the Laclede Car Company is

.shown in Fig. 2. It is a combination baggage

and pa.s,senger car employed on the Bing-

haniton, Le.stershire & Union Railroad, a model

interurban line, ten miles in length, extending

along the Su.squehanna River from Bingham-

ton, N. Y., to Union. For this .service, the

.style of car shown seems to be well adapted,

and the cars attracted no little favorable com-

ment from visiting street railwa}^ managers

during the recent convention in Binghamton

of the New York State Street Railway As.so-

ciation.

Fig. 8 .shows one of the cirs built by this

In the accompanying pages no attempt is

made to illu,strate all or even a large propor-

tion of the large number of the different

types of cars in use in this country. A few,

however, have been selected to show some

of the standards which are being followed and

these, it is thought, will give a general idea of

the practice in this country.

Fig. I ilkrstrates one of the standard

closed cars of the Philadelphia Traction di-

vision of the Union Traction Company, of

Philadelphia, built by the Laclede Car Com-
pany. These cars have proved very popular sT.Rr jqu'.nal

in Philadelphia, and the Laclede Company has

supplied 550 of these cars to this compan3^ PIq 4

FIG. 5.

The car has a length of body over corner posts of eight-

een feet seven inches; length over platforms, twenty-six

feet seven inches; width at sills over panels, six feet six

inches; width at belt rails, seven feet six inches; height

from under side of sills to top of roof, eight feet .seven

inches. It is finished in cherry throughout, with birdseye

same company for the

Third Avenue Cable Rail-

way, of New York. The
dimensions of this car are

as follows : length of car

body over corner posts,

twenty-two feet, length

over platforms, thirty feet

one inch; width at sills

over panels, six feet two

inches; width at belt rails,

seven feet six inches;

height from under side of

sills to top of roof, eight

feet eleven inches. The
cars are extremely hand-

some without and within,

and the tinted decklights

give a particularly rich

effect.

Fig. 10 illustrates the

interior of an interurban electric car built by the Laclede

Car Company. This car is in use on the Baltimore, Pikes-

ville & Emory Grove Railway. For the accommodation

of passengers, parcel racks have beon built over the win-

dows at each side, a novel feature in electric car construc-

tion.
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Fig. 5. illustrates one of the double truck Laclede cars

used on the Jefferson Avenue line of St. Louis. This car is

described elsewhere in this issue.

A characteristic type of car is that .shown in Fig. 4,

built by the Brownell Car Company for the Cleveland

City Railway Company. The
length of bod}' of this car is

twenty-one feet and width .seven

feet six inches. The length of

each platform is four feet. The

.special feature of the car is, of

course, the location of the doors

at the sides of the car. This

Accelerator type is urged very

strongly by the Brownell Car

Company, and the fact that the

company has built 471 of these

cars is a very good indication of

their popularity. The interior

of the car is very handsome.

fitted with drop sash. The dimensions are: length of

body, thirty-four feet six inches; width of body, eight

feet; length of platform, four feet. The car has a center

aisle with twenty-.six spring seats, each capable of holding

two pa.s.sengers. The ceiling is of three-ply veneer, and

FIG. 6.

FIG. 7.

the gates on the rear platform of

the Minneapolis pattern operated

by the motorman and described

in a recent issue of the vStkeET

Railway Journal. The curtains

at each seat are of panta.sote with

Acme fixtures, and a large duck

storm curtain, capable of covering

the entire side of the car when
used as an open car, is carried

rolled up under the eaves. For

winter use sashes are put in the

car, making a closed car.

Fig. 6 shows a closed car

built by the Brownell Car Com-

being finished in mahogany with

ceiling enameled white and deco-

rated in gold. The seats are longi-

tudinal and covered with Wilton

carpet. The curtain shades are of

Burgess cloth with Burrowes fix-

tures. The windows are glazed

with
f^g-

in. French plate. The
middle sash on each side of the car

is replaced by a beveled mirror

on the inside, adding much to the

attractiveness of the car.

Fig. 3 is a Brownell open car

built for use in Baltimore. The
car is fitted with nine benches,

seven of which are reversible, and

the ends are closed with three drop

.sash. The dimen.sions of the car are: length over corner

posts, twenty-three feet nine inches; length over plat-

forms, twenty-nine feet nine inches; width over posts,

seven feet five inches. The car is equipped with metal

side panels and ciirtains of duck, .shrunk, and mildewproof

and fitted with Acme fixtures. There are side guards on

each side arrar.ged to slide up under the eaves.

The car illustrated in Fig. 7 was recently built for

service in Kansas City by the Brownell Car Company.
It is of the convertible type with permanent vestibules

FIG. 8.

pany for the Metropolitan Street Railway Company,

of Kan.sas City. One of these cars will be exhibited by

the Brownell Company' at the St. Louis convention.

The general dimen.sions are: length of body, twenty-

six feet, length of platform, four feet. The platforms are

closed on one side by continuous dash and have the Minne-

apolis pattern of automatic gates. The platforms are also

provided with removable vestibules. The doors "at the

step," Accelerator style, at diagonal corners, are of such a

width that exit and entrance can be quick and comfortable.
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The interior finish is cherry, no attempt being made

to destro}' the beauty of it by embossing the woodwork
or by machine carving. The seats, which are longitudinal,

are covered with the best quality Wilton carpet of a color

to harmonize perfectly with the woodwork. The ceilings

are birch veneer neatly decorated. The curtains are of

pantasote on spring rollers with Acme fixtures.

! SO S0,RAMPART a-DHYADBS '^^,"ru.™;» PETERS AVE 8- BROADWAY 50

FIG. 9.

vestibules enclo.sing the entire platform, except at one side,

are used in winter. The cars are mounted on Eureka
maximum traction trucks.

A good example of an eighteen foot car, of which the

Brill Company has furnished many hundreds during the

present year, is shown in Fig. 12. This car, which was

built for the Portland ( Me. ) Railway Company is finished

inside in solid cherry, with decorated veneer

ceiling, monitor deck roof, bronze metal trim-

mings, cherry seats, the backs covered with

handsome Wilton carpet. The car is furnish-

ed with Brill patented angle iron bumpers and

the platforms with safety gates. The car is

^-^ mounted on Brill No. 21 C truck. This is

nn ^^^^ longest car which these manufacturers

recommend for single tracks. Having a large

carrying capacity, they are well adapted to

lines having ordinary travel.

A good example of double truck cars for

city service is shown in Fig. 9. This represents

one of a lot of cars, 225 in number, furnished

The car is abundantly lighted by fifteen incandescent

lamps, nine inside and six distributed between revolving

signs, headlights and under side of bonnets. The car has

also electric call bells, and "Columbia " heaters, and while

no effort at elaborate finish has been made, the car presents

the neat and tasteful appearance usual in the Brownell Car

Company's work. The comfort and convenience of the

patrons of the road, in other respects, has not been

neglected.

Among the novelties on this car, are illuminated re-

volving signs on each bonnet, indicating four different

routes. They are operated by a handle inside the vesti-

bule. The destination of the car can be readily seen and

read from a distance.

The cars are painted Metropolitan Street Railwa}^

Company's standard both in color and decoration. Gen-

eral Electric equipment is used.

Another type of long car, but built by the J. G. Brill

Company is illustrated in Fig. 11. It is one of seventy

supplied by the Brill Company during the present year for

II AUPlUlii
^ SOX NIAGA3RA STTIr^EET SOX ,
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FIG. 11.

use in Buffalo. The cars are twenty-five feet long in body

with four foot six inch platforms. This size has been

found a very convenient one for certain kinds of traffic.

The inside is finished in solid cherry with decorated veneer

ceiling and bronze metal trimmings. The windows are

fitted with Burrowes spring roller curtains. The cars

have monitor deck roofs with high ventilators. Portable

FIG. 10.

by the Brill Company to the

New Orleans Traction Company.

The cars have monitor deck

roofs, palace No. 2 finish through-

out, and are mounted on Eureka

maximum traction trucks.

In. Fig. 13 is shown one of

the ten bench open cars in use on

the Broadway cable line. New
York. These cars measure thirty

feet over all and have seat spac-

ing between intermediate seats of

three feet. They are very spaci-

ous cars except in the width,

which was made necessary by the

tracks on Broadway line which are close together, necessi-

tating rather a narrow car. The cars have spring cane

seats with solid cherry backs, monitor deck roof, decorated

venter ceiling, bronze metal trimmings, spring roller cur-

tains, post grab handles of turned ash extending from water

table to seat and forming a guide for the entrance guard.

The steps are folding, and when the steps are turned up

ST K/ JOUB«n
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and the entrance guard lowered as experience has shown

that no passenger will attempt to get on the closed side

of the car. The style illustrated is that built both by the

J. G. Brill Company and the John vStephenson Company.

The former company also furnished 1 50 similar cars, with

the exception of the cane seats, during the present year

to the Nassau Railway of Brooklyn.

Fig. 14 illustrates one of a large number of

cars, recently built by the vStephenson Company
for the Detroit Citizens' Railway, of Detroit,

Mich. The car is of the well known Broadway
closed type, similar in construction and dimen-

sions to the cars built by the Stephenson Com-
pany for the Broadway line of New York, except

that the car is six inches wider and is fitted with

vestibules. These cars have proved very popu-

lar on a large number of lines owing to their large

carrying capacity and broad platforms and have

come to be regarded as one of the standard styles

in this country.

tains are also provided for the window openings. This ar-

rangement overcomes the objection of .storing the sashes

away in summer where they are liable to be warped or

otherwise damaged, thus making it difficult to reapply

them when required, but being located where they can

be readily gotten at, the car may be quickly changed from

FIG.

FIG. 13.

an open to a closed one. This is particu-

larly desirable in case of a heavy storm

coming up, or when in the fall or spring

the car is to be used closed in the morn-

ing and evening and open during the

balance of the day if weather is agreeable.

The trimmings in these cars are of

solid bronze. The platforms are quite

large, the rear platform being five feet six

inches in length and enclosed the full

width of car with sliding doors on each

side. Operated in connection with the

door is a trap covering the steps, thus

Fig. 15 shows a car recently supplied

the Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont

Railroad, of Toledo, O., by the Pullman

Company. The cars are thirty-two feet

six inches body, forty-three feet over all.

Thej' are finished in solid cherry through-

out with quarter sawed oak headlining

nicelj' decorated. There are twelve seats

on a side wath thirt}' inch centers and

twenty inches aisle. The seats are of the

"walkover" type without arms on the

aisle side, thereby giving really more seat-

ing surface than is permitted in a seat of

the same length with arms. The .seats have

spring edges and are covered with rattan.

One of the special features of these cars

is the arrangement of the windows. These

are made as large as practicable, and are

in two parts, and so arranged that both

upper and lower sash can be dropped in

a pocket in the side of the car, leaving a much larger

opening than can be gained by making the sash in one

part or by making upper ones stationary. The possi-

bility of the sash rattling either in the pocket or

when rai.sed is entirely overcome. Another attractive

feature is that when the sashes are in the pocket, the

opening or top of the pocket is perfectly closed so that

there is no indication of the pocket, and a perfectly

smooth surface is presented for an arm rest. Roller cm-

FIG. 14.

completely enclosing the platform. The Pullman Com-
pany has patents pending on the convertible features of

this car.

A car differing in design from any of those alread}'

illustrated is shown in Fig. 16. It shows one of a type

of car very popular in Cleveland and Detroit and built by
the G. C. Kuhlman Company. This style of car, which is

adapted only for double tracks and one direction of run-

ning, has a side aisle close to the three doors shown in the
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engraving. Tlie benches, which are transverse to the car,

hold four passengers each, and are at the side of the car

nearest the other track. The arrangement, as will be

seen, is a very desirable one for the easy egress and in-

gress of the passengers, there being three doors ready for

them. The middle door is arranged to be closed from

FIG. 15

either platform, so that in winter tlie car is never unneces-

sarily cooled off on account of this door being left open.

Fig. 17 shows a double truck, combination baggage

and passenger car built for the vSaginaw and Bay City

line by the Jackson & vSharp Company. The length

of this car over body is about thirty-one feet. The
vestibuled platforms at each end are five feet long,

making the total length, over vestibuled fronts, about

forty-one feet. The passenger compartment is about

twenty-two feet six inches long. The baggage end

is eight feet five inches in side length, or, with the

additional space of one vestibule which is combined

with the baggage compartment and entirely closed in

at each side, it is aljout thirteen feet five inches long.

By reference to the engraving this feature will be

readily understood. The vestibule is simply enclosed

as a continuation of tlie car and is not equipped with

any side doors or steps of any kind.

The interior finish of the car shown in Fig. 17 is of

The trucks are the Jackson & Sharp standard for inter-

urban electric cars, and are specially designed to meet the

requirements of heavy loads and high speed. They are

equipped with spring bolsters, which take up oscillation

or sudden jar.

A convenient size of electric car for city and suburban

service is that illustrated

in Fig. 23 and was built

by the St. Louis Car Com-
pany for the Midland Rail-

way Company, of Staten

Island, N. Y. The cars

are extremely tasteful in

finish.

The car shown in Figs.

19 and 20 is of the convert-

' ible type and was built by

the Barney & Smith Car

Company for the Oakwood
Street Railway Company,

of Dayton, O. Fig. 18 shows the car in its summer outfit,

with no sashes in the windows. The space between the

window openings is filled with wire screens, and the win-

dow openings are supplied with roller curtains on spring

FIG. 17.

quartered oak, with white birch veneer ceiling, handsomely

decorated. There are twelve reversible-back .'^eats in the

passenger end and three stationary seats, all equipped with

spring cushions covered with plush. In one corner there

is a stove. The baggage compartment is also fittted with

plain wooden seats, arranged so that they can be folded up
against the side walls out of place. These can frequently

be used to advantage by passengers who desire to smoke.

FIG. 15.

rollers and with automatic fix-

tures. In addition the_cars are

supplied with a storm curtain,

on the outside of the car, shown

rolled up in the engraving. This

curtain can be pulled down and

buckled to the under side of the

car sill in case of stormy weather.

As will be seen the car is fitted

with wood slat seats and spindle

backs.

Fig. 20 shows the car in its

winter arrangement, the side

windows being closed with glass

sash and the spaces below being

filled with solid wood panels in

place of the wire screens, the

automatic roller curtains remaining in the car the year

around. The slat seats and spindle backs are also removed

for winter service and upholstered plush cushions and

backs replace them. The reader will also note the window

sash in place and the solid wood panels below same. In

this connection it might be said that in fitting up these

cars for winter use, it is claimed that the wood panels,

which take the place of the wire screens, can be made

St Ry Jo'irnal.
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absolutely watertight, as well as the glass window sash,

so there is absolutely no trouljle from leakage. These

cars are handsomely finished inside in cherry with birdseye

maple veneer ceiling handsomely decorated.

The ends of the cars are fitted

with automatic doul)le sliding doors,

and the front platform is enclosed

with a circular vestibule, the form of

which makes a very handsome appear-

ing car. The car is mounted on the

Barney & Smith standard class " A "

motor car truck.

These cars can be made any length

desired. The car illustrated is twen-

ty-one feet four inches long over the

body, twenty-nine feet four inches

long over the platforms, and has eight

of " Walkover " pattern seats on each

side of the aisle, seating thirty-two

people. The manufacturers have just

recently equipped the Joliet (111.)

Railway Company with this same style

of car for single trucks, and also a

number of cars with ten seats on each

bodies are of the type known as the ]>rooklyn Heights

standard for double trucks. These double truck cars are

being adopted for much of the long distance travel in

Brooklyn.

FIG. 18.

FIG. 19.

The length of body is twenty-

five feet and the length over all is

thirty-four feet. The width of

body at sa.sh rail is seven feet nine

inches and the width over all is

eight feet one-half inch. The
height from bottom of sill to the

top of roof is eight feet eleven

inches. The bodies are ver}- sub-

stantially framed and have ex-

tended platforms supported hy T
irons. The platforms have sub-

stantial dashes and are supplied

with Wood's patent gates. The
dashes have six substantial iron

posts, two of which have a fork-

shaped attachment screwed to the

side of the aisle, seating forty people and

mounted on double trucks.

Fig. 19 shows one of the convertible

cars of the American Car Companj\ The
car measures twenty-eight feet over corner

posts and thirty-eight feet over platforms.

The width of the car body at sash rails

is eight feet six inches. The car is hand-

somely finished in mahoganj^ has revers-

ible-back cross seats and is fitted with

double sash at the sides. It is mounted
on the American maximum traction, double

motor truck. The car illustrated was built

for the Southwest Missouri Electric Com-
pany and is equipped with vestibules and

side guards. It forms a very attractive

car for interurban service.

The car shown in Fig. 22 is one re-

cently built by the Brooklyn & New York Railway Sup-

ply Company for the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company,
lessees of the Brooklyn City Railroad Company. The car

FIG. 20.

bonnet and a bronze sleeve on post of the dash forming a

grab handle. The roof is of monitor type. The windows

have cherry sashes with double thick selected glass set in
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rubber. There are eight windows on each side. The
inside finish is of cherry,and the head linings are three-ply

quartered oak veneer. There are eight ventilators on

each side furnished with white chipped glass with plain

beveled edges. The seats and backs are covered with the

best quality woven rattan. The seat ri.sers are of cherry,

handsomely paneled and having openings for electric

FIG. 21,

name of the company, the route being shown by the street

sign at the side and the end deck light. The car is equip,

ped with an electric headlight.

Fig. 2 1 illustrates a twenty foot closed motor car built

by the Wells & French Company for the North Chicago

Street Railroad Company. The lengtli of the car over all

is twent3^-nine feet. The width over side sills is six feet

three inches; the width over window belts,

seven feet five inches, and height from bottom

of sill to top of roof, eight feet five and three-

quarters inches. The car is finished in natural

ash with birdseye maple headlining, longi-

tudinal seats, bronze trinunings, single slid-

ing doors in diagonal corners, roller curtains

and automatic fixtures. It makes an attrac-

tive size for city service and one that has

proved popular in Chicago.

But a faint idea of many of the cars il-

lustrated in the foregoing pages can be derived

from the illustrations given. Structurally the

cars differ widely from each other and still

heaters. The windows are supplied with

rolling curtains with Barrowes automatic fix-

tures. Removable transparent signs are fur-

nished for both ends of the monitor, this sign

con,sisting of a .sash in which is set sand-ground

glass with lettering. Each body has two side

signs, four-vva}^ which can be operated from

inside the car by means of a small hand

wheel. The floor is furnished with wood

matting and from the ceiling are suspended

neat hand rails supported by solid bronze

brackets of new design, the rails being sup-

plied with necessary straps. Electric call

bell circuits are riui through the car, con-

necting with a touch button on each side pil-

lar. The body is painted a Munich lake. FIG. 22.

FIG. 23.

striped and lettered in gold. The cover panels and

dashes are painted straw color and striped in blue.

The cars are fitted with register blocks and rod ringing

device for register. The entire construction is substantial

and the inside finish and decorating of neat design.

The car is painted the standard dark green body color

adopted by the Brooklyn Heights Railway Company for

all of its cars, and is lettered on the main panel with the

more widely from the former horse

cars which were their predecessors in

street railway service.

As in length and design so in dec-

oration and finish current practice fol-

lows widely differing lines. Some

railways employ the same body color

on all of their cars, and use as letter-

ing only the name of the company and

numeral of the car. In this case the

route is indicated by the street sign at

the sides or end. The principal ad-

vantage claimed for this method is

that cars used ordinarily on one

route can easily be changed to an-

other division of the system to suit

the conditions of traffic, by the simple

change of a sign.

On other systems care is taken to designate the main

routes or divisions of the company by the employment

of a different body color, it being thought that the advan-

tage of readily informing the public, especially those who

cannot read, of the destination of a car by its color more

than counterbalances the advantage of interchangeability

of rolling stock.



ij> The State Associations

Th E • New York- State • Street
Railway Association

The fourteenth annual meeting of the vStreet Railway Associa-
tion of the State of New York was held at the Bennett House, Ring-
haniton, N. Y., Sept. cS. There was a good attendance.

President G. Tracy Rogers called the meeting to order at 10.30.

In his annual address which followed he referred to the princi]jal

events of street railway interest and important improvements of the
past year and said in part:

THE PUESIDKNT'S ADDRESS.

The past year has not been marked by any startling or radical

changes in the street railway world. The same tendency toward
better building seems to prevail. The extension of roads into the
country, the construction and adoption of high speed motors and
larger cars, and the rolling and laying of sixty foot rails, have all

been tried successfully. The exercise of greater care in providing
for the return current is to be observed, but ]3erliaps the most impor-
tant advance is in the universal adoption by large plants of the direct

connected generators; indeed, I am informed that over eight}- per
cent of the generators produced during the past year are of this

character.

However it still remains a ([uestion whether the adoption of tlie

direct connected units is true economy in smaller cities or towns
where the total demand for power is not great, real estate compara-
tively cheap and the road variable, necessitating the use of several
small iniits. The relative cost is greater than where the sizes are
larger. The advantage of connecting several small units to shafting
to avoid an entire shutdown is also to be considered. In short, each
type of generator is adapted to certain conditions to be met.

The experience of the past year has demonstrated that where
very long lines of street railways are to be operated, power can be
economically delivered twenty miles or more from the power station

by the three phase system and the use of high tension current. It

has also shown that with direct current machines, longer lines than
we had previously supposed can, by the addition of boosters, be
operated economical!}'. Some fifteen or twenty different roads in

the United States are now using this system. All of these improve-
ments are enlarging our field ot business and opening the sole avail-

able field of connecting suburban towns.
The great City of New York, which should be at the head and

front in all matters of progress and improvement, is forced to con-
fess that she is far behind all other cities of the state in modern
transportation facilities. The fact tliat she occupies this out-of-date
position in respect to the construction of surlace roads is not a re-

flection on the enterprise of the railroad interests of that city, but
upon the nuniicipality, because of the restrictions put upon the rail-

road people by the authorities.

New York is deterred from the up-to-date overhead trolley con-
struction that prevails in all neighboring cities and country towns.
It is forced to content itself with the old horse-car method of trans-

portation together with a limited mechanical system, which many
smaller cities have abandoned for the trolley. While the unpopular
elevated assists largely in serving the demand of three or four nnllion
people, still the principal city of the United States should have the
most approved facilities and means of rapid transit.

The Empire City has declared absolutely that she will have none
of the trolley on her thoroughfares and on accoimt of this prejudice
the existing conditions cannot be improved until something as gord
or better than the present overhead trolley has been discovered.
The railway people are forced to experiment with what has hereto-
fore been considered impracticable, with the hope of developing
something that will take the place of the horse and be a good and
acceptable substitute for the very efficient service of the overhead
trolley.

The remarkable growth of traffic in New York City during the
past thirty years, and the necessity of the most improved facilities

for transportation and the best possible method of traction, is plainly
illustrated in the following table :

Total Traffic.

In 1865, eleven street car lines carried 79,618,818
In 1875, thirteen street car lines carried 140,582,793

(with the elevated's first year, Third and Ninth Ave-
nues 644,025)

In 1S78, fifteen street car lines carried 169,105,739
(with the elevated open on Sixth and Second Ave-

nues 9,236,670)

In 18S3, fifteen street car lines carried 266,164,236
(with elevated carrying 92,i2j,943j

In ii';93, sixteen street car lines carried 453,652,964
(with elevated carrying 219,621,017)

A number of interurban and suburban trolley roads have been
completed and operated during the past year with almost phenom-
enal success. A well budt road of this character, starting from a

fair sized city, and owned and operated by the city company and
tributary to its S} steni, connecting one or more thritty villages with
the city, to my mind, will pay. >Such lias been our experience with
the Bingliamton, Lestershire & Union Railroad. In this case we
own most of the right of way, obtained where necessary by proceed-
ings under the laws as amended in 1895. We generally found the
farmer along the route welcomed the trolley road, since it served
him personally, which a steam road would not, and he was very rea-

sonable in his demands. I would suggest that such a road cannot be
too well built or graded. The first cost is staggering, but in the end
it will pay a dividend.

The question as to the profit from carr} ing freight, express and
United States mails has been fairly discussed. There is no doubt
but that ultimately this traffic will be profitable and we are assisting

in building up our territory in a most substantial manner. I con-
sider carrying the mail less profitable than the freight and express
business, but it has many obvious advantages to the road, as well as

the convenience to our patrons.
The street railwa} s of this country can take but one position on

the money question which is now forced upon us. Our bonds, both
principal and interest, are almost uniforndy payable in gold and
should this country adopt the silver basis, we must pay gold and
accept the depreciated currency of the country for our fares, which
are fixed and cannot be advanced. We cannot place the situation

before our employes any too forcible or plainly as they will be the
greatest sufferers. The situation is a grave one for all railroad in-

terests and demands our careful consideration.

From the Railroad Commissioner's Report of 1S95, I find that
it has cost all roads of the state 91 per cent of their gross receipts

for operating expenses, interest, taxes, and rentals. Ninety-one
and one-half per cent of the five cent fare we receive is four cents, 5^4
mills, lea\ ing but 4 '+ mills profit for dividends. In New York City,

one can legitimately ride 12J2 miles for five cents, transportation,

.004 per nnle; in Brooklyn eighteen miles, transportation .0028 per
mile, and in Buffalo 1334 miles, transportation .0037 per mile. The
street railway in the State of New York to-day affords the cheapest
transportation in the world.

The question of fenders is still confronting us and is a most per-
plexing problem. More patents for street car fenders have been
granted during the past few years, than for any other class of inven-
tions. It is stated upon good authority that there are upwards of

4000 on the market, and I dare not estimate the number left in the
brain of wou d-be inventors. It is the opjinion of many street rail-

way men that the fender is a menace.
Your Executive Committee was anxious th; t an act be passed

regarding fenders. There were a number introduced. The one in-

trodui ed by the chairman of the Assembly Railroad Conmiiitee
seemed to meet the approval of the public and was heartily endorsed
by your Executive C' nnnittee, but for some reason it never became
a law. The street railways are anxious that the state should share
some of the responsibility. I stated last year, and still belie\ e, that
the best fender for the front end of a car is a clear headed motorman.

Now that the limit of indemnity in this state is removed by the
Constitutional Amendment, the question of accidents and accident
insurance is one of the most important questions of the day. A
street railway company before the average jury is at a great disad-
vantage. It is a grave question whether it is wiser to take our own
chances without insurance, or to pay the high premiums asked bv
the indemnity companies, and still take chances of being indemni-
fied. If some of the principles of state insurance in Germany could
be incorporated in our American system, or if, perhaps, some s\ stem
of mutual insurance covild be adopted, railway companies might be
relieved from the tremendous injustice frequently done by juries.

It is gratif\ ing to say in this connection that during the past year
there has been a decided decrease in the number of accidents.

No question is of greater importance to the street railway com-
panies, and the manufacturers of equipment and electrical appar-
atus, than that of having some definite standard as regards the rat-

ing of motors and generators, and as regards 'he features involved
in application of the same, such as diameter of car axles, wheels,
height of car body from track, etc. The .steam roads of the country
have done much towards fixing standards and rendering interchange-
able material and parts. This gives to the railways, aside from all

other advantages, a cheapened cost to the manufacturer, and coni-e-

quently to the road, due to the reduction of the nundier of different

parts and sizes. These and many other points which will suggest
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themselves apply even more forcibly to street railways than to steam
railroads.

Tlie pleasant relations now existing between the steam railroad

and street railwaj' companies of this state are a subject of congratu-
lation, although in ma .y instances the interests are conflicting. In
many states it is almost a case of the Kilkenny cats. It is a pleas-

ure to be abls to state that the existing situation in New York has
been largely brought about by the Executive Committee of your As-
sociation. A proposition to consolidate the two organizations in one
association is now under consideration.

The report of the Executive Committee was then presented.
From it the following is taken:

REPORT OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Never before in the history of the Association has there been
such a large number of measures introduced in both branches of

the Legislature in a single year, pertaining to the organization, op-
eration and maintenance of street railroads. This result is in ac-

cordance with the prophec}' embodied in the Executive Committee's
report submitted at the last annual meeting, viz. ;

" With increa.sed

number of representatives comprising the next session of the Legis-
lature, it is consistent to anticipate the presentation of an increased
number of bills affecting our interests." This has been more than
fulfilled by the introduction during the last session of the Legisla-
ture of eighty-seven Assembly and fifty-three Senate bills, making a

total of 140 bills and amendments directly affecting street railroad
interests.

We most heartily approve of the zeal, fidelity and persistency
displayed by the officers of this Association in advancing and pro-

When a new line is opened, even through a thickly settled district,

the people for some time continue to walk. Bad weather, the neces-
sity of haste or some other thing induces a person to ride once.
The next time he rides with less inducement, especially if the cars

are clean, the service prompt and if he does not have to pay more
than five cents to get to his destination. So the habit grows, and
soon the rule is to ride, when before it was the exception. A liberal

transfer system, properly guarded to prevent fraud, pays. This is,

I think, now generally recognized.
A large road in Baltimore three years ago employed me to ar-

range a transfer system. They yielded to my advice to the extent
of tour transfer points, but I argued in vain for more. One year
after, the manager again sent for me and said, " When you urged
me a year ago to increase my transfer privileges, I thought you
were a fool; and I am now convinced by a year's experience that
the fool was another party." The expediency of a liberal transfer

system is beyond argument—it is an established fact—it does in-

crease cash receipts. The more liberal, the more advantageous.
Whether it is better to ring up transfers is a subject which has

provoked much discussion. To ring them up does, of course, give
them at once a cash value; but not to ring them paralyzes the spotter
or detective, and the latter, I think, is generally admitted to be of

greater importance. No detective can properly check up a car un-
less the conductor of that car is compelled by the company's rules

to take up cash, transfer ticket, or pass coupon from every passenger,
and to ring the register for every passenger. The weight of opinion
seems now to be to ring up transfers, and preferably on a separate
register. Nothing is absolutely a safeguard except the transfer

method itself. With a protective transfer guarded by the coinci-

GROUP OF ATTENDANTS AT ANNUAL MEETING NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION—BINGHAMTON.

tecting mutual business interests throughout the year. We also
heartily commend the Counsel of the Association, Hon. Edmund
O'Connor, and hereby express our appreciation ot his activity, and
effective work in our behalf. We believe that his forcible argu-
nienis and wise counsel have proven an important factor in the ad-
vancement of our interests. We also desire to commend the general
interest displayed bv the imlividual members of this As'^ociation and
their liberal attendance at all hearings and special meetings.

Tiiat this Association has a work of im]3ortance and usefulness
ahead none who are familiar with its record for the past few years
will gainsH}-. The benefits and advantages arising from entrusting
our important general business interests into the hands of a well or-

ganized association, equipped to properly care for and foster the
same, is apparent. Questions of great moment and emergencies of
a grave character are liable to arise at an}' time, which individual
companies might experience great difficulty in confronting, whereas
as an association, the same issues and emergencies might be easily
encountered and overcome. A business of the magnitude and ex-
tent of the street railroad interests of the state of New York requires
careful attintion and the combined deliberation of the representa-
tive men from the various companies.

An important, if not the paramount, factor in the usefulness of
the Association is the annual convention, affording representatives of
the various street railroad companies of the state an opportunit}' of
forming pleasant acquaintance with each other, discussing impor-
tant practical questions of organization, operation and maintenance,
and a beneficial interchange of ideas.

We are pleased to note an increased attendance each succeeding
year, and suggest that as far as practicable every company send one
or more representatives, including the practical men, to the con-
vention.

In view of the increased attendance and volume of business to
be transacted, we recommend that two days should be devoted to the
convention, in order that one entire day may be given up to the
business sessions, and the second day to the entertainment of visit-

ing delegates and guests.

The reading of reports was then taken up, the first being by
J. H. Stedman, of Rochester, " The Matter of Transfers." In part,
the report read as follows:

TRANSFERS
One of the most important things to do and to do promptly,

is to educate the average man and woman to ride. That this is

largely a matter of education every street railroad manager knows.

deuce of time and consecutive number in sequence of issue, honesty
may be secured.

President Rogers : We have adopted transfers on our road,
with a great deal of benefit to ourselves and also to the public.

Mr. MoFFIT : We have used them on one part of our system in

Syracuse for two years and are much pleased. I think the transfer

is a means of helping them to get into the habit of riding.

Mr. Ro.ssiter : We have a very liberal system of transfers in

Brooklyn. We carried 2,600,000 passengers on free transfers last

month, and increased our earnings about f4o,ooo. But we might
have made doubly as good showing, if we had not given any trans-

fers. There are a number of reasons why we should increase. We
give a transfer to a passenger who is riding on a transfer. We have
considered this question carefully, and believe the percentage is,

comparatively speaking, very small, where passengers take a second
transfer; and if you eliminate certain lines where we do not run our
cars direct to the Bridge or ferries, or some other point, I doubt if

two per cent of the passengers having a transfer take a second one.

Mr. Deming : In Buffalo, there are a number of lines where it

is necessarv to give a second transfer, and in some cases a third.

We have more or less trouble with the people abusing the transfer

sj'stem, and it is hard to devise means to stop it. It is a matter
which must be left to the intelligence of the conductor, in a great

degree; but I do not think there is a very large part of the public
that endeavor to beat the transfer system. Our system is laid out
in such shape that it is possible to ride all day long on a transfer

(Laughter). I have been studying a new form of transfer, which
may put a stop to it. That is the idea of having every street that

we run by printed on each transfer. When a passenger gets on one
line, and wishes to go to a certain part of the town, he must ask for

a transfer to that street, and that transfer is good on any car con-
necting the two lines. The transfer will be taken up l)y the con-
ductor, and another issued to the passenger punched for the same
street, and the moment the street is reached the ride ceases. I think
we will have to come to something of this kind to prevent them
from riding too much. It may work, or it may not.

Mr. Robinson : A great deal of difficulty arises in New York
from the use of transfer tickets. There are some lines on which
persons can get five or six transfers, and continue riding all day, if

desired. We also have difficulty at the points where we have trans-

fer agents and the tickets are punched. The passengers give the
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tickets to boys (and the boys sell them) or they put them in places
where other people can get them. Some investij^ations have been
made to see whether people use tickets illegitimately, and although
no record is kept of it, it is found from general observation that the
abuse is not great. There are not many transfers to one penson of

more than three in number; such cases are few and far between.
We con.sider that on some lines the result of issuing transfers has
been large increase of travel, particularly in the retail dry goods
district.

Mr. MoKFiTT: In Syracuse, we carry about twenty-five per cent
of our passengers on transfer, which, I think, is a low average.

Mr. Deming: In Buffalo, it is from thirty-five to twenty-five
per cent, about thirti'-two per cent.

Mr. Clark: In Binghamton, our percentage is twenty-two to

twenty-five per cent; a little under twenty-five per cent.

Mr. Rusi.ing: The Rochester Railway Company used to issue

from thirty-five to forty per cent. Recently we have introduced a

new transfer system, and we now issue from twenty-seven to thirty

per cent.

Mr. Rossiter: We issue from twenty-two to twenty-five per
cent in summer, and from sixteen to twenty per cent in winter.

Mr. Frick: The Atlantic Avenue system in Brooklyn issued
from fifteeen to twenty per cent; sixteen percent was the average
for nine months in the year.

The paper of C. I^oomis Allen, of Syracuse, on " General Track
Construction, and the Most Approved Method," was then read. It

was in part as follows:

M '\

REPORT ON RAILS FOR STREET RAILROADS. -
^'

Rails of hard steel, the analysis of which showed a greater per-

centage of carbon than the standard specification of rail steel have
been advocated by some of the steam railroad systems for some 3 ears,

and I might add that their use has been a success in ever\' way.
The most notable instance of high carbon rails is that of the New York
Central Railroad, upon the Hudson River Division near Spuyten
Duyvil. These rails have been su'^ject to as heavy traffic as any
rails laid on this continent. They have been under traffic for nearly
six years, and up to this time I believe none have broken. When
these rails were first delivered by the makers, so certain were they
that the rails would become broken under traffic, that due warning
was given the railroad company by tlie makers, that they would not
be responsible for the dan)age which would most certainly occur
from breakage. It was my good fortune early this year to consult
with one of the firms of inspectors of steel in regard to the wearing
quality of high carbon rails as compared with th;it of rails known as

Bessemer rail steel, and their judgment was that high carbon rails

will give from forty to sixty per cent greater life than rails of stand-
ard Bessemer steel. When steam roads began to ask for steel rails

the composition of which called for high carbon an extra price from
$2 to $4 per ton was asked by the rail makers, but to-day these rails

are obtainable for the same price as those of standard rail steel spec-
ification.

In Syracuse this year we are laying rails sixty feet in length,
nine inches high, and the half groove section. Our joint is ribbed
or corrugated twelve-holt, thirty-six inch joint. Our contract with
the rail makers calls for rails the composition of which is as follows:

Carbon from .^^ to .63.

Phosphorus not to exceed .095.

Svilphur not to exceed .07.

Mnnganese .So to i.oo.

Silicon . ID to . 1 2.

We have had five miles of track of this specification and are

in hopes to lay this year twenty miles. We are expecting great re-

sults from these rails. I have noticed that the wear on the head of

the rail by car wheels in the course of a month, does not make an)'

impression other than brightening the head of the rail; while in rail

of standard specification I have seen under the traffic of two weeks,
the metal in the head of the rail roll to the outside of the head to a
very perceptible degree. The fact that there is longer life to

rails of hard steel will appeal to every street railroad man as an econ-
omy which cannot be sacrificed.

Mr. Rossiter: We call for practically the same rail as that de-
scribed, but in thirty foot lengths. We have had a few rails break
in handling, but the results under wear of these high carbon rails

are very satisfactory'.

Mr. Ruseing: Our road is not changing any of the specifica-

tions.

Mr. Evans: The Nassau Electric road uses the regular Besse-
mer rail specification. The West End road, in Boston, uses a little

harder rail than any other road in the country. It is very seldom
that the rail makers are asked for rails made up on any other than
the regular Bessemer rail specification.

President Rogers: There is no question that the heavy rail of
the height we are all using has been found to be the best. I do not
know that there are many roads adopting the high carbon standard.

The next topic was the paper by W. W. Cole, of Elmira,
" How Can We Prevent Accidents and Increase the General Effici-

ency of Employes." An abstract follows:

HOW CAN WE PREVENT ACCIDENTS AND INCREASE THE GENERAL
efficiency OF EMPLOYES?

One of the first and most important requisites to improving the
efficiency of the road and preveuting accidents, is the selection of

employes, and to this end the a])plication blank is an impfirtant

factor; and such questions should lie asked as to generally' outline a

man's past.

The question, Do you own real estate or personal property? is

important, as a man who has accimiulated proptrty while working
for small pay, must necessarily be economical, and appreciate laws
governing the protection of property, and is apt to have care for the
property of others.

To what extent are you in debt? I think we will all concede
that a man who is Vjadly in debt will not only prove a nuisance to a

company, but he is apt to take but a short lived interest in his work,
and become careless. Constant requests are made upon a company
to compel a man to pay his back bills, and a company loses many
friends unless such matters are given attention.

Do you use intoxicants? and Have you ever been addicted to the

u.se of intoxicants? These questions need no comment.
What are the highest wages you ever received? Now the best

man for a place is the satisfied man, who thinks he is doing well.

And a man who has commanded higher wages than you pay, is sure

to believe sooner or later that you do not appreciate his real value,

and he becomes dissatisfied, and will either take more interest in

looking for another place, or in airing his trouble before the other
men.

The other questions are such as will tend to delineate a

man's stability and character. I believe that all men should be
placed under at least |;2oo bonds, as it not only has a restraining

influence upon the man, but so many business men, in order to get
rid of a man with little trouble, will give him a first class recommen-
dation, but they will hesitate to go upon his bond unless they know
something of his ability, reputation and personal habits. When
you employ a man under bonds, you have practically got him reg-

istered with his friend's approval.
Great care should betaken in the choice of instructors of motor-

men and conductors, and to this end it is well to keep a book record-

ing all acts of disobedience or carelessness of each emplov'e and
then select as instructors the men as having the best record. It has
been my experience that a new man is apt to learn very readily any
little tricks of carelessness his instructor may have acquired. After

a man has been turned in as competent to run by his instructor, I

think he should pass an examination as to his duties, and upon the
rules and regulations of his company. I submit examination papers
containing such questions as generall}' apply to the operation of

street railroads.

Such an examination is beneficial in several directions, as it

makes a man think about his duties, and he will discuss the ques-
tions with other employes and get their ideas, and the men will gen-
erally take more interest in their dutie=; and it also enables the men
to frame readily into words intelligent answers to questions as to

their duties, and the rules and regulations. It is sometimes very im-
portant that a man should be able to make proper answers to such
questions especially when called tipon to testify as a witness in a

law suit. I think all motormen should be furnished with a blank
report, to be filled out each evening, or after his run, as to the con-
dition of his car; and report all trouble with brakes or any defects

with running gears or apparatus, and place his report on file for the
foreman of the shop, who should have an immediate inspection
made of the car reported. The report should be O. K'd. by the
man making such inspection, and then sent to the master mechanic
or superintendent. Where verbal reports are made by mctormen,
the men in the shop are apt to give them careless attention; and
when an accident is the result of defective brakes, or an armature
burns out from a broken connection run too long, it is difficult to fix

the blame upon the individual, as when the motorman makes a ver-

bal report, no man in the shop can be found who heard it. Or
when a car has been reported twice for the same trouble, 5'on have
a check upon the man who has made the inspection, and he has
been careless, or the motorman is a fault finder, but these are facts

for individual inference.

One of the most important preventives of accidents is a thorough
system of shop inspection, and such reports should be made as

would show when a car is in shop just what repairs were made, and
the time and material consumed. If a car is in the shop for brake
shoes, and is allowed out of shop, and two hours later is pulled out
of service for split trolley wheel, or some loose contact, I should
consider that the system of car inspection was faulty', and cars liable

to be let out of shop when they were defective; and either the man
or the system needed a change.

A system of reports in all departments that will form a con-
nected chain, to check the work of the individual, is of benefit,

when such reports are not complicated, and are always attended to.

I do not claim that such a system will make a good man out of a

poor one, as mv experience has been that it is much easier, and the

result more satisfactory, to discharge a poor man, and get one in his

place.

Accidents are frequently occurring from loss of power, when it

is most needed. No road should, from an economical point of view,

try to run too close on a theoretical consumption of power. This
is especially .so in the case of small roads, operating from five to

fifteen cars, and is of special significance where there are grade
crossings; as in case a trolley flies off, it is apt to be placed in a

hurry with the power 011, and this means a sudden jerk, especially
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on a jump-over crossing; and where a road is running close to its

full power capacity, and the power goes off, it is very liable to be
several minutes before the circuit breakers can be kept in, and the
car got under motion again.

When it becomes necessary to reverse a car to prevent an acci-

dent, itisver}- liable to pull the circuit breakers out at a most critical

moment.
I doubt if a too slow schedule decreases the number of acci-

dents, as I have found out that on a division where the cars run
slow, the public are inclined to take dangerous risks, rushing in

front of moving cars, that they will not take where the cars are

moving at a brisk rate of speed.

Mr. Robinson: The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of

New York, organized a club, the chief object of which was to edu-
cate the motormen and conductors and held meetings to which all

other operatives of the company were invited. The president opened
a room in one of the depots, and during the last season, ending the
first of May, there were a series of lectures held every two or three

weeks. We had competent lecturers, the lectures being illustrated

with appropriate stereopticon views, and the subject of underground
trolley, cable machinery, cable apparatus, in fact, the general ope:-
ations of the road were made plain by means of the photograjjhic
views. I think individual instruction is preferable to that received
at the lectures; but the lectures are entertaining, and they have been
largely attended, I am glad to say. On the whole, they are consid-

ered very advantageous, and it is proposed to continue and in fact,

enlarge them during the coming winter.

Mr. Rossiter: We have rooms in our depots, but depend en-
tirely on the instructors at the present time to turn the men over to

the superintendents, com))etent to run the motors, and the superin-
tendent is sujjposed to instruct them in regard to the details of each
division, grade crossings, stops to be made at certain streets, etc.

I was much interested in listening to the paper. I think it is an ex-
cellent suggestion. The only difficulty in the larger cities is in

securing classes of men that are able to answer those questions. We
furnish our men with rooms where they can secure papers, etc.,

and we have gone into the instruction and examination of the men
closer than we ever did it before, with very beneficial results. I

think the men take more interest in their work, and we are having
less accidents which shows an improvement in the class of men we
are securing. I think only fifteen or sixteen motormen out of 1600

left the service of the company in the month of August. Some
months we have had even less than that: out of 1500 motormen we
have had less than six men that left the service in a month from
all causes, dismissal and resignation. It shows the men are inter-

ested in their work, and glad to keep their places.

President Rogers called upon Mr. Fitch of the Erie Railroad to

give his views on the question

;

Mr. Fitch: We could not get along unless we had a system
of examination of that kind. There has alwaj's been more or less

examination on our train rules for several years, but since we have
gone into the signal and other improved details, we have to examine
our men thoroiighly, and they must know these rules perfectly be-

fore thev are conijietent to take charge of the train. On several

of the divisions we have these schools of instruction. We appoint
our road foreman, or our master mechanic, or train master, to take
charge of the schools, and instruct our men in their duties.

President Rogers called C. D. Hammond, of the Delaware &
Hudson Canal Company, to give his experience:

Mr. Hammond: We found it not only desirable, but absolutely
essential that we .should have frequent examinations of our men
of all grades as to their duties. We have, perhaps, a different

method from some other roads. We do not examine our men in any
set c|uestions. I have always oppo'^ed any set cpiestions to be asked
employes. If we promote a fireman to be a locomotive engineer,

he is directed to go to the man who is stipposed to know most about
the duties of a locomotive engineer, and that man takes him in

charge and gives him a thorough investigation as to his knowledge
of the duties of a locomotive engineer, and certifies to his ability, or
otherwise, as it maj' be before he is promoted. If he is to be a con-
ductor, having served as a brakeman, he is sent before the assistant

superintendent or train master, and is examined b}- him. Such
questions are asked as have been suggested to the examiner from
time to time, growing out of errors or mistakes of men in perform-
ing their duties. I would be loth, indeed, to do away with our sj-s-

tem of investigation.

A paper by H. S. Newton was then read. It was in part as

follows •

POWER FROM THE TROLLEY CIRCUITS. IS IT PR.\CTICABLE ?

The distribution of electric power from the railway power sta-

tion for industrial purposes has long been recognized as a possible
and highly practicable source of income by railway men .srenerally,

but a systematic move has never been made to compel the insurance
companies to modify their rules covering this case, with the conse-
quence that the rule still remains and our surpluses of power are
still undispoi-^ed of.

It is my intention to first point out the chief advantages pos-
sessed hy our railroad systems as producers of power for private con-
sumption and then to follow with a statement of the objections
raised by the Board of Fire Underwriters and others towards its

adoption throughout the cities of New York State. Hitherto the
electric light station has figured as the chief factor in the production
of power for stationary motors. It is too often hampered, though,
by circum.'-tances of small units and insufficient reserve to consent
to take hold on a large scale of a business necessarily offering what
is, as compared with that accruing from lighting, a reduced margin
of profit. In lighting stations, too, employing large engines driving
many machines, the variation in load alwaj s attendant on the use
of motors is also objectionable from the fact that the lights are af-

fected to some extent. In these particulars the railroad station is

pre]3ared. The compound condensing Corliss engines which are
.showing themselves in all our power stations are run at an economy
in coal ccnsumpti m which converts what would seem a very poor
price for power into a figure containing a upat niprgin of profit.

Take for example a station in one of our cities containing a
i20oh. p., direct coupled Corliss engine held in reserve, and estimate
what coidd be done with this engine audits attached generator were
it thrown into active duty on a private consumer's power circuit.

Figure on an investment of 1^75,000 in the engine generator, and
other apparatus relating to the two. Then assuming coal to be
worth f3 a ton and the engine to have a fuel duty of three pounds
per horse power per hour, we have :

Coal coiLsinned for each day of ton hours, eighteen
tons at $54.00
Cost of lahor, engineer, firemen and oiler, say 10.00
Oil and waste 2.00
Incidental repairs

, 10.00

$76.00
Add to this ten per cent depreciation for one day 20.55
And interest on the investment at five per cent 10.27

$106.S2

Then figuring on an ability to sell the output for ten hotirs in
the da}' at 2^^ cents per 1000 watt hours, we have 1200 h. p. for ten
hours equals 8,952,000 watt hours at 2^^ cents equals $246. 18.

With cost of production as stated above, the net profit amounts
to $i;^9.36,a verj' fair sum to go towards reducing operating expenses.
The recording wattmeter has been brought to a high .state of per-
fection and by its aid there is no necessity for the consumer to Day
for one iota of current more than he uses.

The objections as advanced by the Board of Fire Underwriters
to the use of the trolley circuit for stationary motors seem to be em-
braced in one feature, the ground return.

The in.snrance man will relate to you long tales of the disastrous
effects produced where the experiment has been tried, will suggest
to you that you build a fireproof house outside your building to hold
j-our motor and run 3'our machinery inside by means of a bt It and
line .shaft (the very thing you do not wi.sh to do) and will conclude
b_v assuring yoti that if you will install a motor on the plan pro-
posed, he will have to increase your rate by two per cent on the
face of \'our policy. This, he claims, is because a reliable method
of insulating has not been discovered to make the instfillation a good
risk.

In Syracuse we are using for supporting our various lines, some
four or five hundred iron poles. E^'ery pair of poles is a dead ground
to the trolley wire suspended between them, and yet in the last

three years, during which time I have held my position on the
street railroads there, we have never had one ground on the.se

poles. And yet these insurance men tell us that they cannot find
an insulation sure enough to warrant their insuring a building into
which the trolley circuit runs, with every precaution taken for most
careful insulation, without an addition to the premium such as I

have noted.
It is true undoubtedly that results sj^eak, especially in the in-

surance business, and there is little reason to doubt that a great
many disastrous fires have been started hy the defective installation

of electric light and power ]3lants. It does not necessarily follow,

however, that because a large percentage of these fires resulted from
the contact of a current-carryins" wire with a gas or water pipe that
a system of electric transmission between one of the wires of which,
and the same gas or water pipe, no difference of potential exists by
design should be barred out. Ninety per cent of the arc light cir-

cuits in our cities, if .subjected to the gas pipe test, will show as
great a capacity for kindling conflagations as the much abtised trol-

ley circuit, and yet the arc circuits with their three to five thousand
volts difference of potential and their invariably grounded circuits

come into all our buildings. With protected wiring and reliable

insulators for holding the wires, both systems may be rendered ab-
solutely safe except as against criminal carelessness or evil design.

To bring the insurance bos.ses to our way of thinking and to

gain entrance for the trolley circuit into the factories and work-
shops would seem to be an impo.sing task. These men have been
known to yield to pressure, however, in other things and there is

always the rivalrv and greed among them arising from competition
to favor an effort in any direction.

Mr. Cole : Some of the small roads run so close to the entire

output of their generators, that if they supply the power consumers
they can never figure on the power they are going to have on the
line. On any special occa,sion, they would not be able to tell how
many more cars they would be able to put out for excursions, etc.,

on that account.

Mr. Story : In Hoosick Falls, we experience the same diffi-

culty Mr. Cole has spoken of—uneven speed, blowing the circuit

breakers, and during thunder storms we find a great deal of diffi-
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cully ill maiiitainiii^ a fuse that would protect a motor from the

li|j;htiiiiisi-. We found that it is much better to put in another gen-

erator and run another circuit.

PRiiSiDKNT RoGKRS : Is any road in the state, with 6uo h. p. or

700 h. p., using the direct connected units?

Mr. Coi^K : I think the road in Corning has direct machines,
running some lour or live cars.

The following paper, by James B. Cahoon, was read :

THK DAII^Y INSriiCTION AND CARE OF CAR r<;oUIPMENTS.

In carrying out a system of daily inspection, or any system for

he care of car equipments, we have in viewa two-fold object.

1. To prevent break-downs when the car is out on the road.

2. The reduction to a minimum of the repairs necessary to

maintain the equipments in good working order and the prolonga-
tion of their lile.

In the ordinary electrical car we have two motors of fifteen

horse power or upwards, with their various connections, placed in

the very wor.st possible position in which to o])erate machinery in

motion. They should, therefore, in order to secure successful opera-
tion, have careful attention paid to them and be subjected to a sys-

tematic course of inspection of all their parts from time to time.

The system of inspection whose adoption I would advocate is

that which we have put in practice on our road and suggested to some
other roads, which from actual experience, has shown itself to be an
eminently satisfactory one. This system is as follows: atrip inspec-
tion, a daily insjiection and a monthly inspection. The trip inspection
may be made in one of two ways; if the car runs into the car barns at

the end of each trip it may be gone over by inspectors ready to receive

it who examine the boxes, see that there are no signs of heating,

that the grease cups are properl)' iilled, that the armature and fields

are all right and that the brake mechanism is in proper condition.

On small roads where cars are not run into the car barns, perhaps,
until the end of the day, this inspection can be made by the motor-
man at the end of each trip, it being a brief one, and can be made in

a couple of minutes and if anything is out of order the trouble can
be remedied on the spot. To this end as well as to any repairs en
route, each car should be provided with a tool bag containing a

small ball pane hammer, a ten inch monkey wrench, pair of eight
inch pliers anil ten inch screw driver.

The Daily Inspection: when cars are run into the car barnsafter
tell day's work is over, two inspectors board each car and go over
every part of the car and equipment, removing dust and dirt from
around armatures and fields as far as possible with a hand bellows,

wiping commutator, removing brushes and seeing that they are in

good order and the copper peeled back on them so the}' will not wear
into the copper coating during the next day's run, thus avoiding the
squeak which this would cause. Every electrical connection is care-

fully examined to see that it las not become jarred loose and if any
defect exists in any part, it is immediately repaired, if such repair

will not involve over ten minutes' work; if it does then the car is left

over for the machinists to put in order on the following day. The
same care is exercised in going carefully over all the nuts, bolts and
washers, cotter pins, etc., connected with both motor and truck;

brake rods are gone over and brake shoes examined and ever3'thing

seem to be in proper working condition for the morrow. The car is

then turned over to the car washer who goes over the outside of the
car cleaning all parts carefully, the inside of the car being swept out
by the conductor who brings the car in, and the conductor who
takes the car out in the morning cleans the brass work and windows
and dusts off the seats and the inside of the car. In this manner we
have caught a great many troubles just commencing which cost

comparatively little to fix at that stage but which, if allowed to con-
tinue, would have entailed quite serious outlay.

Monthly Inspection: once a month in rotation each car is

run over the pit and motors dropped down, taken apart and thor-

oughly cleaned; gears, pinions and brasses, if they are so far worn
that they will not last another month, are replaced. The armatures
and fields are carefull}- cleaned and painted and the commutator
turned down if necessary; in fact, the equipment is put into first-

class order throughout, so that to all intents and purposes it is as

good as new when again replaced on the car. The car body and
truck receive the same care and attention and are also put into first-

class running condition.
We have found by experience that a shoe having sections of

harder material cast in it has effected quite a rediiction in the cost

of brake shoes, the average life of these shoes being about 3 times
that of the ordinary cast iron shoe. These shoes last a little over
two months on our road, while the old cast iron shoe lasted only
about eighteen daj's.

A comparison of figures on our own road of the two different
plans of the careful system of inspection and the old way of letting

things go until they go to pieces, shows that the saving efTected

more than equals the total wages of the men employed on inspec-
tion and the machinists employed in the day time repairing the cars.

Mr. Coi^E : I think there are some objections, say, to the mo-
tormen or conductors making any special inspection; it soils the
clothing in a short time, and the men will wear a poorer class of
clothing, and you have an ill-dressed lot of men. It is unpleasant
for the passenger to have a conductor with dirty hands to collect
the fares, which he will be sure to have if he must clean his car at
the end of the trip.

A paper was then read by H. S. Cooper, of .Schenectady, on
" The Desirability of Forming a Board of Claim Agents."

Mr. Cooper suggested the establishment, by the street railway
coni])anies of the state, of a Ijoard of claim agents, to consist of five

claim agents ( or local counsel), an equal number of practical oper-
ating oificers and the Association Counsel. The objects, duties and
powers of this Ijoard were to be primarily :

1. To collect and examine all the safety rules and regulations of

all the companies belonging to the board, to amend them where
needed, standardize such as are of general application, and to pub-
lish and distribute them to the companies and insist on their use.

2. To examine all safety appliances, to standardize such as can
be generally used, to commend such as are of value, to condemn
such as are valueless or dangerous, to make reports of same and pub-
lish and distribute to the companies.

3. To collect and examine all the "safety " operating and acci-

dental forms and all accident legal forms, to perfect them legally

and otherwise, and to publish copies of such forms, distribute them
to the companies and insist on their use.

4. To require all the companies of the Association to transmit to

the board as soon as possible a description, model or copy of any new
and desirable safety device, any good and new safety rule and regu-
lation, any improved form or document relating to safety provisions
or accident cases, or any improved method of operating which they
may find, invent or develop; the board to make proper examination
of same and to publish and distribute to the companies description
of such as are found to be of merit for general use.

5. To collect, publish and distribute, any new and important
decision or ruling of any court in regard to accident cases, and to
especially note the special features of the case that gave rise to such
decision or ruling.

6. To collect, publish and distribute any new law or novel or-

dinance, or any new conditions or clauses in new franchises, that
may bear on accident cases, or safety appliances, rules or operating.

7. To require all the companies of the Association to furnish
the board with the name, description or photograph, the method of
operating and the means used to detect any parties attempting the
" bogus injury game;" also the name and address of such lawyer
as may aid or abc;tthe above or of any lawyer who is known to make
"accident claims" his business or who takes such business on
" speculation " or " shares;" the board to publish and distribute to
the companies the information in regard to the " bogus injury "

and—at its discretion—to do the same with the above described
lawyers.

8. To furnish the electrical papers— especially the street rail-

way publications—with any information as to accidents, suits or
awards that they may deem it best to publish; and to endeavor to
get these publications to submit to the board - before publication

—

their legal accident articles.

9. To use all possible influence with the lay press to prevent as
much as possible the publication of " wild cat " and " scare head "

articles in regard to accidents on street railwa} s; in fact to see if it

is not possible to eliminate the " deadlj' trolley " and " the jugger-
naut cable car " from the columns of the daily press.

10. To investigate fully the New York State laws made or pro-
posed to be made in regard to safet}- appliances, rules or operating,
and in regard to accident cases and damages; to note especially
where they are inimical or unjust to the companies, to draft new
laws or amendments to obviate these defects, and to urge their pas-
sage in and by the Legislature.

11. To endeavor to have the Railway Commission of the state
allow the board to advise with it in all matters pertaining to safet}- or
accidents.

12. To endeavor to have boards of claim agents formed at once
in all neighboring states and finally in all states, and to co-operate
with them for mutual information and advantage.

The above was suggested as primarily the work or scope of the
board, but the author believes that in time—and short time too—it

will be found that the scope of the board will have to be enlarged
and that its duties and powers will then be:

To have supervision of all the safet}- and accident business, both
operative and legal, of all the companies included in it, with mutuallv
agreed powers to enforce its decisions, instructions or recommenda-
tions; in fact to perform for all the companies that are part of it the
same duties that are now performed by the separate claim depart-
ments, and to perform such duties immeasurably cheaper and better.

On motion of Mr. Cole, the subject matter was referred to the
Executive Committee.

The meeting then took a recess.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Meeting called to order at 2:15.

The first business was the reading of the follovsing paper by
F. O. Rusling, of Rochester :

THE USE OF OLD RAILS AS UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS.

While the writer was the superintendent of the Buffalo Railwaj'
Companj', serious indications of electrcl3-sis of the pipes within a
half mile of the power house made it necessary to call in expert ad-
vice to put a stop to the trouble. A careful and thorough electrical
survey was made by an electrical expert. This was a long and diffi-

cult matter since there were three systems of natural gas pipes, two
of illuminating gas, one of water and two conduit systems.

Although the pipes were already connected to "the negative bus
bar by 'arge copper cables, it was found that these were entirely in-

adequate and that there were two points where the pipes at heavy
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load were three to five volts positive to the adjacent rails. One of

these points was 1500 ft. north and tlie other 1800 ft. east of the
power house.

The expert calculated that until extensive changes could be
made in rail returns, the former point would deliver about 1000
amperes and the latter about 3000. To bring this current to the dy-
namos with but five volts loss would need over fSooo worth of

copper. While hesitating over this large expenditure, it occurred to

us that there were about 300 tons of old tram rails on hand that

might be used for the purpose. These were flat, center bearing
rails, originally weighing fifty-six pounds to the yard, but worn
down to fifty povmds or less; they were high in carbon, hard and
brittle.

The best scrap price obtainable was $S per ton delivered.

Our expert carefully tested their conductivity with 1000 to 15CK; am-
peres, using an instrument reading to .001 volt in order to se-

cure accuracy. As the showing was satisfactory, he persuaded us

to let him try the rails on the 1500 ft. length, which would recjuire

four rails in parallel to give the desired results.

As he guaranteed to bond them so as to make a continuous con-
ductor, he was allowed to go ahead. A trench was dug between
curb and sidewalk and a continuous trough of rough lumber put
into it.

The rails were bolted together in pairs back to back, and ar-

ranged so that the end of one rail was at the center of its mate. The
bonding was effected by scraping contact spots with a file near the
end of each rail and amalgamating them with the Edison solid alloy.

A steel washer '4' in. thick, I 'x ins. inside diameter and 4 ins. out-

side, was dipped into hot insulating compound and placed against

one rail so as to enclose the contact .spot. The hole in the washer
was then filled with the Edison-Brown plastic alloy, inclosing an
amalgamated steel spiral spring. The upper rail was then bolted
on and the completed conductor lowered to bottom of trough, rest-

ing on one edge so that gravity would maintain the contacts. It

will be evident that with this arrangement, two of the bonds on any
one rail would have to give way before the circuit could be broken;
each bond was made sufficient to transit 1500 amperes. When the
second set of rails was lowered into place, the trough was filled

with a hot insulating compound and a cover nailed down. This
compound was cheaper and better than asphaltum; it remains vis-

cous even in cold weather and has high insulating qualities. It is a

product of petroleum distillation much lighter than asphaltum and
costing about $25 a ton.

This four-rail conduit was connected up and carried at heavy
load, iioo amperes, 1500 ft., with a loss of Init four volts. This re-

sult was so surprising that our expert suspected that his instruments
were wrong, and sent them back to Weston for recalibration; they
were returned, but proved that the measurements were correct. To
appreciate the magnificent jjerformance of these old rails and their

bonds, I need only say that to give the same result, it would recjuire

3.55 sq. ins. of copper, and 1500 ft. of this would weigh 20,532 lbs.,

and cost, at twelve cents per pound, $2,462.83. Our four rail lengths
weighed fifty tons, and cost, as scrap, but I400. The resistance of

steel, as compared with copper, is usually considered to be between
7 to I and 9 to i, but this, including fifty bonds in each length, was
abovit 5.63 to I. The tests proved that the plastic bonds actually
did make an "electrically continuous rail," and aftfr a year's serv-

ice, they are still maintaining their conductivity. This is more
than can be said of any copper bond ever used. It will be noted
that steel like this, even at I30 per ton, would be cheaper than cop-
per as a conductor.

Our expert was then told to go ahead with the foairteen-rail

conduit. As the steel was so hard and Vjrittle, a great deal of time
was required to file the contact spots and to bore holes for the bolts

to hold them together, so another method was adopted. In the
power house is an air compressor for cleaning out armatures and
removing dust from the boiler house walls. An iron pipe was con-
nected trom the air reservoir to the yard, and a single layer of rails,

boUom up, was put on each wagon. Each load was carried into the
yard, and the contact spots were rapidly cleaned with a reciprocating
pneumatic tool, borrowed from a boiler shop. To avoid drilling the
rails, pieces of -'4 in. iron, about 24 ins. ^ 8 ins., were placed in the
trough every fifteen feet.

These were bored at the ends for a pair of counter.siink V in.

bolts and had four contact spots cleaned with an emery wheel.
On these were laid the plastic bonds and four rails side bv side,

with base down.
The spaces between the treads were just right for a second layer

of three rails bottom side up. Then another set of bonds and an
iron plate in. thick, 20 ins. " ' 8 ins. On these more bonds, other
layers of four and three rails and finally a -V in.)' 24 in. X Sin.,
top, bolting all la3'ers together. The sides of the trough were but }4

in. from the rails between clamps so as to save wasting insulating
compound, with wider spaces to acconmiodate the clamps. Rail
joints were broken as before.

This construction allowed verj' rapid and satisfactory work com-
pared with the first. The performance was also satisfactory, as the
fourteen rails transmitted 3250 amperes, ]8oo ft. with but four
volts drop; an insulated pilot wire was put down with this conduit
and permanently connected with a voltmeter in the power house.
The rails used in this conduit weighed about 210 tons, which at |8
will amount to $1680.

It would require 12.48 sq. ins. of copper to equal the seventy
square inches of steel. This copper, figured at if 00 ft. by one square
inch, weighing 3S54. 2 lbs., would weigh 86,580 lbs., and at twelve
cents per pound would cost 110,389. The total cost of the rails and

bonds for both conduits was about I3322, as against $12,852 for

equivalent copper. The labor to install the copper would, of course,

be less, but on the other hand we had the rails in .stock and the only
actual outlay was for labor, bonds, lumber, bolts and in.sulating ma-
terial. I have not the details of these now at hand; my recollection is

that the total expenditure did not exceed $2500 and that we thus se-

cured results which would otherwise have cost nearly |i5,ooo.

From my experience with copper bonds I should not advise the
use of buried rails for conduits if copper is used for connections.
Even when new it is impos.sible to get the full conductivity of the
rail and the contacts get wonse and worse as time passes. The cop-
per when covered with the damp earth will oxidize at a rate deter-

mined by the composition of the soil and the amount of current
transmitted. But following the lines indicated on our second rail

conduit, any road with a lot of old rails on hand can cut down its

transmission losses at a slight cost.

There being no discussion on this paper, the meeting proceeded
to consider the next paper, by Thomas Hennmg, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
given in extract below : , > ' ,

RAILWAY POWER ST.ATIONS. ("

,

r-l

The first question of vital importance presenting itself in the
construction of a power station will be the site. Should an experi-
enced man be called upon to choose a site, it would cost a few
dollars. For this reason inexperienced persons have at times done
the work, and chosen the site, for the reason that it was in the
vicinity of the work to be performed, regardless of the questions
pertaining to fuel and water, or they may have chosen it owing to

the contiguity of one factor and disregarding the remaining factors.

In the construction of a plant heav)' losses are frequentlv borne
owing to misplaced material, which being lost sight of necessitate

duplicate requisitions. A clerical force sufliciently large to keep an
accurate account of all material required, ordered, received and
used, will pay a handsome profit on the outlay.

In operation we are again confronted with manj' wasteful out-

lets. The pumps may be kept in service without examination until

convenience or absolute necessity compels action, the boilers with
scale on one side of the tube and soot on the other, the steam pipe
covering defective, the engines in service without overhauling
until they quietly refuse to do further duty, the dynamo commu-
tators rough or brushes not properly fitted to them, switches and
loads of insufficient capacity, switches unclean, their faces rough
and lug joints not properly made, the feeders inadequate for the
work required of them, motor connnutators and brushes neglected
and finally the rails not properly bonded, if bonded at all.

I have known of instances of units having been kept in service

under full loads and overloads (notwithstanding the fact that there

were units idle) upon the theory that the larger the output from
each unit the greater the economy. I believe that this is a delusion

and should be avoided. It is not economical to overload any part of

the plant unless absolutely necessar}'. When a weak spot is observ-

able in any part of the system, repairs should l3e begun at the earl-

iest possible moment. If allowed to run along until necessity com-
pels them, it will prove to be a very expensive and a very dangerous
practice.

In stations of 2000 h. p. or over, it will pay to extract the oil

from the wipers. This may be done bj- enclosing them in a tank,

into which a steam jet hasbeen inserted. The oil upon rising to the

to]) of the tank may be drawn oiT for purification, the wipers dried

out and used again, and the operation repeated until the wipers are

worn out.

There is nothing connected with a power station that will pay a

larger dividend than cleanliness. If the station be kept scrupu-

lously clean, the employes will take more interest in their work and
the treasurer will not be called upon to pay for so many tools and
other things lost and misplaced.

W. J. Clarke of New York, upon invitation of the president,

contributed a paper on the general subject of electrical develop-

ments. Mr. Clark said in part :

THE STANDARDIZING OF ELECTRICAI, APPARATUS.

Of course, it is fully understood that what is suggested herein

is a more proper theme for action on the part of the National Street

Railway Association, than that of any individual state, yet in street

railway matters as in the National affairs, New York leads the way,
so it is extremely proper that the reminder should be first given to

you.
Unquestionably it would operate to your advantage, as it would

most certainly to the electrical manufacturer, if some definite posi-

tive rule for the rating of all of the electrical apparatus were_ fixed.

It makes but little difference what this basis of rating is provided it

is universal, well understood and thoroughly insisted upon by street

railway men; and I wish to be distinctly understood as not advocat-

ing the particular method of rating which has been followed by the

corporation which I represent, but I do most emphatically place my-
self on record as being in favor of some system to be evolved

through the wisdom of the street railway fraternity, and based upon
such methods as may seem most just to them, which will fix defin-

itely what a motor of, say, twenty-five horse power or 300 lbs. trac-

tive effort is, or what, fo/instance, constitutes a 500 k. w. generator,

and of even going farther than this and define the capacity of

switches, circuit breakers, and kindred devices.

It makes no difference to the manufacturer whether some par-
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ticular article of his production is called a horse or an elephant,
providing his competitors' production, which should do the same
work, is similarly designated. Bvit, if he uses the term horse, and
his competitor that of elejjhant, he is of course at a great disadvan-
tage. While the purcha.ser, who may not be thoroughly conversant
with the different terms as applied, may supposedly buy the larger

animal, and when too late, discover that he has onlj' secured a mod-
erate sized pony.

The manufacturer who has used the larger term is not alto-

gether to blame either, for no class of machinery has ever yet been
produced which was susceptible to so many different methods of

rating as electrical ajjparatus, and all of which may be considered
honest, all such metliods being entirely dependent upon the stand-
point from which its producer views the matter; as, for instance,

one ])roducer may say, " I will rate a certain sized generator so that
it will give a product of 300 k. w. continuously, and never rise to a

dangerous limit of heating, " so he calls this a 300 k. w. machine.
Now, this very machine would, for instance, develop say, 400 k. w.
capacity for a period of two hours without rising to a dangerous de-
gree, so some other manufacturer says that in practical operation no
generator ever had a continuous load up to its rated capacity, so a

safe basis to go on is to rate the machine at what it will do for two
hours, and he calls it a 400 k. w. The natural consequence is that some
company buys a machine that is either larger or smaller than what
they supposed they were purchasing, and if they are fortunate
enough to escape paying more money than they should for a certain

capacity machine, they are exceedingly liable to get tangled up
on the proper sized engine unit to go with the machine and fol-

lowing in the wake of the transaction is the old story of engines
being found too large or too small for the generators which they
are coupled with.

What has been said on generator rating applies with equal or
even greater force to the rating of street car motors; for even greater
differences exist in defining their capacity than is met with in gen-
erator practice.

In natural sequence to the question of motors comes that of car
wiring. It is customary with all the manufacturers of car equip-
ments to furnish a liberal quantity- of good material for this purpose,
and as to a great extent the work of installing the same is done by
railway companies themselves, troubles from this source are not
nearly so numerous as formerly, yet there are cases where installa-

tion is done by manufacturing companies, car builders, and outside
contractors, which would never pass inspection were the wiring
done in any building of our larger cities. While the necessities for

good work in this particular are, of course, far more apparent on a

car body that is subjected to all sorts of movements and motions
than in connection with the wiring of a buildi»ig, the need of pre-
paring for the last class of wiring was apparent years ago, and has
been strictly followed ever since, so no argument is needed for the
iixing of standard car wiring rules.

On standardizing switches, circuit breakers, and bus bars, etc.,

I can offer no better argument than to state that 3-our engineers well
know the carrying capacity of cer'-ain weights of copper on their

line of work, and on the articles which I have mentioned the results

should be as well known and established as any other feature in the
transmission of current.

In conclusion, a word should be said on the important feature of
protection against lightning. No detail of electric railway equip-
ment costs so little, upon which so much is dependent as upon its

lightning arresters. Defects in this particular may cause man}'
thousands of dollars damage within an instant, so this question can-
not be too carefully scanned and considered by your Association,
and some standard fixed upon which will effectually protect your
macliinerj'.

Executive Committee, H. H. Vreeland, New York, N. Y.; John W.
McNamara, Albany, N. Y.; Henry M.Watson, Buffalo, N. Y.; C. h.
Rossiter, Brooklyn, N. Y.; secretary and treasurer, H. A. Robinson,
New York, N. Y.

On motion of Mr. Moffitt, a vote of thanks was tendered to ex-
Secretary Frick, for the able and efficient manner in which he dis-

charged the duties of his office during the past year.

The meeting then adjourned to meet at Niagara Falls the second
Tuesday- in September. 1897, and the delegates started for a trolley

ride to Ross I'ark, State Hospital, and other local points of interest

terminating with a ten mile ride to Union. The trip over the line

was a most enjoyable one and many encomiums were passed upon
the excellent construction of roadbed and cars. A bountiful lunch-
eon was served at the Casino, an attractive summer resort located
about midwaj' between Binghamton and Union.

The l)anquet in the evening was held at Hotel Bennett and was
largely attended. .Speeches were made by the Maj-or of Bingham-
ton, W. W. Cole, Joseph M. Johnson, Hon. Edmund O'Connor,
Col. vSam Payne, Hon. C. F. Tupper and C. D. Hammond. J. H.
Stedman, of Rochester, acted as toastmaster.

ThePennsylvaniaState Street-
• Railway-Association •

The fifth annual meeting of the Pennsylvania State Street Rail-

way Association was held at Altoona on Sept. 2 and 3. There was a
fair attendance of street railway men and others when the conven-
tion was called to order at the Casino, Lakemont Park, by the presi-

dent, Hon. B. F. Meyers, of the Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Valley
Traction Company. The attendants were welcomed in an address
by the Hon. Martin Bell, on behalf of the Altoona & Logan Valley
Electric Railway Companj- and the people of Blair County. To this

address of welcome President Meyers replied in a fitting speech.
The following papers were then read :

" Long Distance and Heavy
Duty Electric Railways," by F. W. Darlington, electrical engineer, of
Philadelphia, Pa.; " Construction and Maintenance of Electric Rail-

way Tracks," by George H. Neilson, of Altoona, Pa.; "Transfer
Tickets," by J. H. Stedman, of Rochester, N. Y.; The unusual
pressure upon these columns prevents the publication of these
papers in this issue.

On the evening of Wednesday, the first day, a complimentary
concert by the Altoona City Band was given to members and visitors

of the Association, at Lakemont Park, by the Altoona & Logaa
Valley Electrii' Railway Company. The second day was devoted to

an excursion over the lines of the Altoona & Logan Valley Electric
Railway Company, and a trip to " Wopsononock." In the evening
a most enjoyable banquet was held at the Mountain House,
"Cresson."

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year : presi-

dent, John Lloyd, of the Altoona & Logan ^'alley Electric Railway
Company; first vice-president, Albert L. Johnson, of the Allentown
& Lehigh Valle}' Traction Company, Allentown; second vice-presi-

dent, Robert E. Wright, of the Allentown & Lehigh Valley Traction
Compan_Y, Allentown; secretary-, S. P. Light, of the Lebanon &
Annville Street Railway Company, Lebanon; treasurer, W. H.
Lanius, of the York Street Railway Company-, York. Executive
Committeee, John Lloyd, B. F. Meyers, S. P. Light, John A. Rigg
and E. C. Felton. The place of meeting for the next convention
w-as decided upon, and is Allentown, Pa.

H. A. Robinson then gave some notes on the management
of accident cases as practiced b}- the Metropolitan Street Railway
Companj'.

Mr. Rossiter: I would like to get some idea of how closely the
car mileage is kept up in operation, and what might be called ' 'dead-
head mileage," and how- it is arrived at.

Mr. Rusling: In Rochester, the mileage record is kept from mo-
tormen's cards, ever}' line in the city is figured closely as to its length,
and each trip is known as it is reported on the motorman's card, as

he turns it in at night. The motornien that are taking cars from
the different barns to the repair shop, make a note of that on a
special card for that purpose. We do the same with the special

cars. We find it comes very close to being a perfect record of every
mile run on the road.

The president stated that an invitation had been received from
W. Caryl Ely, president of the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Railroad,
to hold the next convention at Niagara P'alls; also that an invitation
had been received from Saratoga.

On motion of J. P. E. Clark, it was decided to hold the next
meeting at Niagara F'alls, and that two days be devoted to the
meeting.

The president appointed Messrs. Moffitt, Deming and Sliney a
nominating committee.

The Nominating Committee reported, and the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: president, G. Tracy Rogers,
Binghamton, N. Y.; first vice-president, W. Caryl Ely, Niagara Falls,

N. Y.; second vice-president, John N. Beckley, Rochester, N. Y.

The- Ohio • State -Tramway- m
mm^m^^^m Association-

The annual meeting of the Ohio State Tramway Association was
held in Mansfield, vSept. 23. There was a good attendance, and it is

needless to say a most enjoyable time was had by all.

When the delegates and others in attendance had assembled in

the morning at the Hotel \'onhoff, a trip over the lines of the com-
pany in electric cars was taken to several points of interest. After
luncheon the business meeting of the Association was held and a visit

was then made to the power station of the Citizens' Electric Railwav,
Light & Power Company where the machinery was inspected. A
number of delegates also visited the car house of the company and
the Aultman-Taylor Boiler Works. Supper followed at Hotel Vonlioff
and the evening ended with an entertainment at the Park Casino.

The following officers w'ere elected for the enstiing year:
President, A. W. Anderson, Youngstown; vice-president, Reid

Carpenter, Mansfield; secretary and treasurer, J. B. Hanna, Cleve-
land; chairman of the executive committee, W. F. Kelley,
Columbus.

The next meeting will be held at Columbus. A change has
been made in the date of this convention. It will be held on the
third Wednesday in June instead of the fourth Wednesday in Sep-
tember as has been the custom heretofore.
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The Works of the Walker Company.

Cleveland, which through the efforts of its proniinent citizen,

Charles F. Brush, became perhaps the foremost cit}' in this country
in the development of the eltctric arc light, has alwaj-s held a front
rank as a center of electrical manufacturing interests. It has re-

cently however, possessed more than usual interest to electric rail-

way managers, as being
the home of the Walker
Company. The apparatus
of this company, whose
boast is that it is the only
independent manufactur-
er of street railway and
electrical apparatus in

this country, has been
adopted so widely and
has proved so popular
during the time in which
it has been on the mar-
ket, that a glimpse at

some of the departments
of the great factory in

Cleveland, where the ap-
paratus is constructed,
will not be without inter-

est.

Under the roofs of the
extensive works of the Walker Company in Cleveland, where once
was manufactured enormous cable apparatus for every section of

the world, the worktnen are still busily engaged in the manufacture
of street railway apparatus. The works are so fully employed with
orders that they are kept in operation every hour of the twenty-

bays of the works shows electrical apparatus of different kinds and
in different stages of manufacture. Here, as shown on page 626 is a
long row of men placing the motor armature coils in position, at-

taching the armature conductors to the commutators and placing
on the binding wires; at another point the different parts of the
controllers are being assembled; in another place are a pile of
motors ready for shipment. One machine tool in the shop of great
importance when cable machinerj' was being manufactured, was

FIG. 2.—VIEW DOWN ONE BAY FROM GALLERY.

four. But the cable has given way to its old and now successful
rival, electricity.

Surely, " times change and we change with them," and this old
remark of Cicero was never more forcibly exemplified than in the
present instance. A glance down any one of the three enormous

FIG. 1.—VIEW OF THE WALKER WORKS.

the pit lathe, used for turning the thirty-two foot drums used in

the cable machinery. This lathe is eighty-six feet in length, twelve
feet wide, and twenty-five feet deep, and is now an ideal machine
for turning off the pole pieces of the inmiense 1200 k. w. generators
of the Walker Compan}'. These generators for direct connected

use have fourteen poles and
run at eighty revolutions
per minute and can be
handled in the lathe with
great ease and dispatch.

The construction of

electrical apparatus is car-

ried on at theWalkerWorks
from the melting of the iron

for the field castings to the
final testing of the com-
pleted apparatus. The
foundry has been described
as the model plant of its

kind in this coimtry and is

300 ft. long, and 1 18 ft.wide
and occupies three bays.

The largest castings for
electrical apparatus made
here are the large spiders
for the generator armatures
and generator field mag-
nets. The casting of the
latter is an especially inter-

esting process, the lamina-
ted pole pieces being cast

welded into the frame.
These pole pieces are made
up of a large number of

plates of soft, well annealed
iron, about in. thick.

Each segment is pimched
with a slot in it to prevent
cross induction. In the
process of preparing the
mould, and while the cast-

ing is being made, the pole
pieces are held in a jig

which keeps them in posi-

tion while the metal is

being poured. After the
frames are cast they are

(aken to the machine shop
for machining. The larger

cne; are bored in the giant
pit lathe already mentioned

to true the pole pieces. The generator is bored in an upright posi-

tion, so that there is no danger that owing to its weight the work
will not be perfectly true.

The casting of the spiders for the generator armatures is an-

other very delicate piece of work, as that for a 1200 k. w. machine is
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FIG. 7.

FIG.4>

VIEWS IN THE WORKS OF THE WALKER CO.
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between six and seven feet in diameter. The liub is not split, but
is cast solid, a method claimed to be superior to the old way of cast-

ing it in sections. To eliminate all danger of shrinkage strains,

the rims are not made solid, but the arms end in a sort of T head.
The armature plates, which are punched in segments out of soft,

well annealed iron are secured by dovetailed projections, fitting in-

to corresponding slots in the rim of the spider. Before placing the

and accurately, and has enabled the Waker Company to achieve the
high reputation which it has gained for the excellent mechanical
construction of both its generators and motors.

vSome of the machines employed in finishing up the generator
and motor parts are extremely ingenious in construction, and
accomplish a number of results at the same time. For instance, one
machine bores the motor frame and turns off the pole pieces, and at

the same time, bores out the trunnions for
the yoke.

The winding of armatures is carried on
in a special department. For all generator
armatures and for all motor armatures of
over fifty horse power, the Walker Company
uses flat copper ribbons in place of wires of
the ordinary circular section. The ribbons
are first cut to the length required {qT a
single coil. They are then fitted to the
proper shape by a special machine, designed
for the purpose by the manager of the wind-
ing department, J. B. Elliott. This ma-
chine, which is extremely ingenious in con-
struction, can bend the ribbon edgewise
through an angle of i8o degs. on a very short
radius without making a break in it. The
terminals are then tinned, and the ribbons
are straightened on the flat surface of a table.

Several are then tied together, either two or
four, depending on the size of the generator,
and are placed in a wooden frame and bent
to shape. They are then taped by girls.

FIG. 11.—TESTING DEPARTMENT.

of the shop comes into valuable use in finisliing the parts of these
large generators, and many of the machine tools in use were
built especially for the purpose for which they are now employed.
This enables all parts, even the largest, to be finished both quickly

FIG. 10.--A ROW OF ARMATURE WORKERS.

Samson tape is first used, a double layer of

this being employed. Linen tape is then
wrapped around the outside. When two par-
allel conductors are used in the same coil,

fuUerboard is placed between the two, and
the same is then taped twice outside of the
linen. With the seventy-five horse power mo-
tors, mica is then wrapped outside of the
linen tape.

Fig. 3 shows a 400 k. w. generator arma-
ture in the process of winding. The trough
in wliich the conductors rest when in the
armature slot is composed as follows: first,

fullerboard, then oiled paper, then mica, then
oiled linen, then another trough of fuller

board. The tape is protected by a hardwood
strip in the top of the slot.

In the generator armatures flexible leads
are used between the coils and the commutator
bars. These leads are of copper soldered and
riveted to the commutator bars. At each end of

the commutator is a micanitering in. thick.

The generator field spools are of iron with
brass flanges. The spool is insulated with five

thicknesses of .03 in. manilla paper and four layers of micanite all

shellaced together. They are then wound and baked.
The motors are now made in six sizes ranging from 125 h. p.

down. Every motor and every generator manufactured before it
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leaves the works is assembled, ami f^iven a lest by means of a
water rheostat of from eighteen to twenty-four hours duration.
All ci)i]s for both generator and motor armatures are tested with a
5000 volt alternating current before being ])assed.

The illustrations on page 625 are as follows: l''ig. 3 shows in the
foreground an armature and lower half of the field of a 400 k. w.,
200 r. p. m. generator; the frame in the center of the picture is that
of an Son k. w., 80 r. p. ni. machine; back of it is its armature.
At the right are two small machines, one built for the Chi-
cago lS: Hnglewood Electric Railway and designed for use
with the Arnold-Ouill system of direct driving. Fig. 4 shows a
number of completed motors ready for testing.

' Fig. 5 illustrates

the draughting room of the company. Fig. 6 is a view in one of the
bays of the machine shop. The machine in the foreground is an 800
k. w. generator for the Chicago City Railway Conip'anv; one of the
armatures of this machine is shown at the right. This generator
will be driven by ropes from the engine, and is a ten pole machine.
Fig. 7 shows one part of the motor armature coil winding depart-
ment, and Fig. 8 of the generator armature department.

On page 626, Fig. 9 shows an 800 k. w. armature in the hydraulic
press; Fig. 10 a row of armature winders; Fig. 11 a part of the te.st-

ing department. Another view of the works with the frame of
one of the 800 k. w. rope driven generators for the Chicago City
Railway Company is given on this page.

Special Correspondence.

TllH J. G. liKII,!, Co.,
PHir,ADRI,PHIA, Sept. 22, 1 S96.

IVDITORS SXRliKT Raii<\vay Jouknai^:
The articles which have ajipeared in the Street Raiiavav

Journal in relation to our new " perfect truck for passenger cars,"
have been very scientific and elaborate explanations of the new prin-
ciples involved and the methods of application. The importance of

the subject and the novelty of the construction justify me in at-

tempting a short statement which can be quickly comprehended by
busy and practical men who
have no time for the more
technical descriptions.

The truck is a new and
radical departure from what
has hitherto been the univer-
sal practice among car build-
ers. It is the first improve-
ment in the design of pas-
senger trucks that has been
made within the last twenty-
five years. The new feat-
ures are, first, the hanging
of the equalizing bars upon
the links so as to make them
form a part of the moving
motion, and second, placing
springs in these links. In
the swing motion or in roll-

ing these links lengthen as
the weight comes upon them
and so prevent the bolster
from pounding against the
wheel piece. In ordinary
trucks this pounding is a
constant source of annoy-
ance and danger. It is the
cause of the quick and un-
comfortable jerk always felt

on entering or leaving curves.
The unusual ease of rid-

ing upon straight tracks
comes from the fact that
there are practically two sets

of springs upon the spring
plank, coiled springs under
the elliptics which give an
entirely different motion to

the body from that of the or-

dinary elliptic. At the same
time the journal box springs
still further soften the riding
of the car.

The increased spread of

the equalizing springs in a

longitudinal direction,which
brings them nearlj' to the
journal boxes has a great
steadying influence upon the
truck frame. The applica-
tion of the brakes has little

or no influence upon the
springs and there is no tilt-

ing or "kicking up" in

making a stop. This is a
feature which adds largely
to the comfort of the pas-
sengers. It also diminishes
minor accidents among those
who are leaving their seats

as a stop is being made.
Greatly increased safety

is found in the use of these
trucks. This comes in the
first instance because the
distance between the links
or points of support of the
body is increased from eight-

een to twenty inches. The angle of stability thus being greatl}-

increased the tendency of the body to roll upon the springs is

practically removed.
The trucks stay persistently upon the track, because while the

wheels may have to change their direction of motion quickly, as at

the entrance to curves, the body responds slowh-, the elastic flexible

connection between body and truck removing all shocks.

To show how well these trucks are performing I may mention
the fact that the Akron, Bedford & Cleveland road has been using
them in competition with many other trucks. After an exhaustive
trial extending over a number of months the company is now re-

placing all these trucks with the " perfect passenger truck."
G. Martin Brii.l, Prest.

FIG, 12.—FRAME OF ROPE DRIVEN 800 KW. GENERATOR !N WALKER WORKS.

The Buffalo Railway Company, of Buffalo, N. Y., has been
granted permission to extend its lines.

The Cincinnati Street Railway Company, of Cincinnati, C, will

extend its Mt. Auburn line to Hartwell.
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Motor Trucks and Cars.

The art of supporting passenger coaches on wheels is so ohl

that it would seem that by this time all of the principles would
have been determined. This is particularly true in regard to the
support of long double truck cars for steam and electric railway
service. As a result steam car trucks have for some time been pat-

terned after precisely the same model and practically no improve-
ment has been made in their construction since 1873. The atten-

tion of electric railway managers has. however, been directed to

this subject with a great deal of interest during the past year or two.
owing to the greater number of electric interurban lines projected
and built in this countr}', most of which have desired to use a

double truck car.

1. The swing links have springs on them and are outside the
wheels.

2. They carry the equalizing bar.

^. The equalizer carries the spring plank and is an integral part
of it.^

4. The equalizer is a straight bar with the spring suspension at

its extreme ends.

5. The load is carried at the center of the equalizer.

6. The truck frame is a forging.

7. The forged frame enables the manufacturers by means of low
ends, to readily clear the draught timbers.

S. There are three sets of springs, in series, to carry the load,

instead of two.

9. Motion from journals is cushioned by springs before reaching
equalizers.

FIG. 1.—NO. 27 PERFECT TRUCK.

The theory of the American passenger pivotal truck for steam
and electric railway service is that it is an independent carriage;

its wheels are independent of each other in their vertical motion,
while the truck frame itself can rise and fall at the ends or move
sideways bodily without imparting any of these motions to the
body of the car. Theory also calls for the extinguishment of the
vertical motion of the truck by means of springs. A car considered
as a carriage is supposed to be carried along in a plane parallel to

The elliptics, spirals of the spring links, and journal springs
are " in series," one set taking up motion, while the others cushion
shock, etc.

10. The transoms of angle irons give additional room for

motors on electric cars.

The advantages claimed for this truck are important and numer-
ous. Thej' are:

I. Side thrust is absorbed by greater transverse spring base.

FIG. 2.—SIDE VIEW OF TRUCK. FIG. S.^SPRING LINK.

the track, while the truck passes along the rails, conforming to
their irregularities both horizontally and vertically, but without
comnmnicating any of its motions to the body.

The J. G. Brill Company which has always occupied a leading
position in the development of electric railway rolling stock, both
of car bodies and trucks, seems, however, to have discovered a new
principle in the support of a double truck car body. These prin-
ciples have been embodied in the companj-'s new No. 27 Perfect
truck. Thirtv-two of these trucks are now in service on the Buffalo
^: Niagara Falls Electric Railway, and twenty-two of them on the
Akron, Bedford & Cleveland road. There are also trucks of this

type in use on several other roads. The cars carried have twent)'-
nine foot bodies, are thirty-seven feet over platforms, and weigh
29,700 lbs. These figures give a fair idea of what the truck is now
doing.

The truck which is illustrated in Fig. i ma}' be characterized
as one with a wrought iron frame, having jaws forged on, with solid

extension pieces, T-iron end pieces, angle iron jaw straps and angle
iron transoms, with the spring plank formed of two Z pieces filled

with wood. The equalizers are a part of the spring plank, carry
the spring bolster, and take their load in the center; they are in turn
carried by links and move with the swing motion. Eight inch
journal box springs, nest spirals in the links, and quadruple or
triple elliptics on the equalizer and spring plank furnish the vertical
elasticity.

As will be seen, the differences between this truck and those now
in use are principally as follows:

2. Additional cushioning of the load in the spring links.

3. .Springs directly over the journal boxes, reducing noise, jar

and pounding of the joints.

I \

FIG. 4.—DIAGRAM OF SWING MOTION.

4. Reduction on the axles of the amount of weight which is un-
supported by springs. No uncushioned load upon the journals.

5. Less lifting action when the brake is set, consequently less

noise and jar in stopping.
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6. Perfect eqiiali/.atioii of the load on wheels, owiiiK to springs
of a (Iraw-aml-recoil character in the swing links, and because of the
superior action of the equalizer.

7. Cushioning of the side motion by the swing link springs.
S. Reduction of lift of car bod}' when the wheel rises.

9. Wlieel piece, pedestal, wheel piece extension, solidly forged
in one piece, which gives manifest economy of maintenance.

10. Straight low end pieces of truck frame clearing draught
timbers and increasing strength.

11. Al)iHty to shorten wheel base with same space for motors on
electric cars.

The diagram (Fig. 3) shows the construction of the new spring
link. It consists of a cast steel stirrup, in which there is space for

an eight inch spiral. A follower is placed on top of the spring,

and an eye bolt is screwed into it. The eye takes the end (jf the
equalizing bar, which prevents the bolt uii.screwing.

The spring links are a novel feature of construction, 'J'hey

differ from the ordinary link in position, action and in possessing
elasticity. While they perform all the functions of the common
swing link, they also cushion the side motion. These springs are

double action spirals of the draw-and-recoil type. They are so

placed that the motion of the journal is doubly cushioned before it

f- y Journal.

FIG. 5,—CAR—BUFFALO &. NIAGARA FALLS RAILWAY.

The diagram (Fig. 4) shows the ordinary swing motion as com-
pared with that of this new truck. The old style is shown on the
right and that of the new truck on the left. In both cases the cen-
ter plate is taken as the center of motion and support—the circles

representing the lines of motion. With the old style of link the
radius of motion is that of the inner circle. The radius of the outer
circle is obtained b}- placing the hangers outside the wheel as shown.
The motion, of course, will be slower in proportion to the greater
radius, and correspondingly eas'er.

One of the novel and most ingenious features of the truck is

found in the equalizers (Fig. 2). These are straight, forged bars, car-

reaches the equalizer itself. Their location is shown in the cross

section (Fig. 4); it is one which brings them in line with the cen-
ters of the journals, giving a very wide base for the swing motion.

There are three sets of springs in the trucks. To use an elec-

tric term, they are placed in series. The weight rests on each set.

There are double journal .springs resting on the tops of the boxes.
They also cushion the rapid motion of the truck frame before it

reaches the equalizer, making this motion much more safe than in

the usual form. Next above this in the order of load carrying come
the springs in the links, and finally the elliptics.

The danger of jumping the track on curves, it is claimed, is

FIG. 6.—CAR—PEOPLE'S RAILWAY, ST. LOUIS.

ned by spring links, or stirrups upon their ends. At the centers
they are solidly connected with the spring plank. The equalizer,
spring plank and swing bolster move together in the side motion.'
Its construction and disposition enable it to perform all that is pos-
sible for an equalizer. An ordinary equalizing bar is so in name
only; it slightly reduces the motion of the wheels. In rare cases
the inovement of the body may be as small as three-quarters that of
the journal, but this is all that can be expected. With tlie equalizer
illustrated, all is accomplished that an equalizer can do theoret-
ically, which is twice that of the ordinary form. This makes the
motion of the car body at the king bolt onlv one half as great as that
of the wheel.

practically eliminated, because the springs of the swinging links yield
and prevent the blow which, with the ordinary type of link, comes
with full uncushioned force when the bolster strikes solidly upon
the wheel piece. The first trial made of this type of trucks
was upon an interurban electric railway, of twenty-five miles'
length, where, at an unusual speed for such service, and in spite of
very narrow_ treads and shallow flanges and curves with thirt3'-five
feet radius, its adherence to the rails has been perfect.

_
The construction and hanging of the brake is such that there is

claimed to be no lifting and thumping when the brakes are applied —
a feature which adds greatly to the comfort of the passengers.

This No. 27 truck answers not only all the requirements of
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steam passenger service, but is said to be equally well suited for

street railway work where a pivotal truck is desirable.

The truck is peculiarly well adapted for service on all suburban
or interurban lines, where height is not important, and where the
car wheels have narrow treads, necessitated by being used on rails

with narrow heads, with projecting paving on the city portions of

line, run on both T rails and trams because of the tenacity with
which it clings to the rails at all speeds and under all conditions.

The low ends of the trucks enable it to swivel clear of platform
timbers and steps. The frame is of such a character as to give a

short wheel base for a given size of motor. The motors are carried

from the transoms on springs.

Having discussed the new work of the J. ( t. Brill Company in

the line of trucks, reference should lie made to the magnificent
showing made by the company during the last year in the construc-
tion of cars. The position taken by the company in this depart-
ment has been a prominent one and Brill cars are now common in

nearly every large city in the country and in most of the smaller
ones. vSeveral of the company's cars are illustrated elsewhere in

this issue in the article upon " Street Railway Cars of the United
States." In the engravings on page 629 are shown several other
cars built by the company during the past year.

The cars for the Buffalo & Niagara Electric Railway have attract-

ed much aitention in a variety of ways. The fact that a large num-
ber of them are upon No. 27 trucks gives them especial interest.

These cars are 29 ft. long and 8 ft. wide at the belt rails. They
have side sills of yellow pine 2,4H ins. X 6'/ i'ls., plated with 'jiu.
' 5'< in. iron, and end sills of oak. The framing is of the stand-
ard type of the Brill Company which in this style of car has a heavy
truss plank i-'4'' ins. 9 ins., at each side beneath the window rail

The stringers, two in number, are 3 '2 ins. X 5/ S ins. and run the

FIG. 3.—PARTLY EXTENDED AND ADJUSTED FOR HEAVY WORK.

entire length of the car, There is also an inside truss rod for hold-
ing the ends of the car up and the sides of the car from giving out,

and a tie rod for holding the corner posts and keeping the
frame solid. The u'^ual outside truss rod is also used. The trim-

mings are of bronze throughout. The seats are reversible, rattan

covered, and there are ten on each side, giving a seating; capacity of

forty passengers. The cars are finished in cherry and have birds-

eye maple decorated ceilings.

The exteriors of the cars have but little ornament, but are

very neat. The platforms have removable vestibules which are

closed by double doors. The platforms are also closed bv gates
where the doors are not used, the latter folding up against the out-

side of the dash. The windows are furnished with curtains.

Fig. 6 shows a single truck car built for St. Louis, to go on the
Fourth Street & Arsenal route. People's Railwaj', of St. Louis.

The body is twenty feet eight inches long. The platforms are
closed on one side and are four feet long, making the car twenty-
eight feet eight inches outside the crown pieces. The car is

mounted on a No. 21 E truck, with a seven foot six inch wheel
base and solid forged frames. The wheels are thirty-three inches
in diameter. The platforms are protected by extra high lazy tongs
gates, with patented link connections. These gates are made to
fold against the bod}' of the car. The windows of these cars are
protected by a wire screen going the whole length of the body, a
feature made necessary by the fact that the cars are necessarily

wide and operated where the tracks are laid close together, and
finished in wire and are reversible.

The companj' has also done a large foreign business. Among
its other orders from abroad filled during the la.st few months is one
for the complete equipment of the new electric railway at Cape
Town, vSouth Africa, put in operation during August. Engravings
of tlie cars used on this line were published m the April issue of the
Street Raiway Journal.

Convenient Tower Waj»;on.

The Leonhardt revolving tower wagon, built by the Leonhardt
Wagon Manufacturing Company, has recently been improved and
is now put on the market by Messrs. Ives & McClernan, of Baltimore.

As shown in Fig. i, it is very compact and when the tower is

lowered it does not project beyond the rear of tlie wagon, thus tak-
ing up very little room in the street. The tower is easily raised and
can be made anj' desired height up to twenty-four feet. It can be
made to stand on the side of the track four feet from the latter, per-
mitting the widest cars to pass while work is being done on the line.

The platform can be braced in case heavy materials are carried on
the platform as shown in Fig. 2. The wagon is not top heavy, and

FIG. 1.—TOWER LOWERED AND FOLDED.

when lowered no part projects above the driver's head, the highest
point being less than eight feet from the ground. This permits fast

driving through the streets withovit danger of upsetting. The tower

can, of course, be revolved and when in the position desired can be

locked in place.

The wagon is fitted with appliances for fire and wrecking pur-

poses in addition to everything necessary for construction, having
ten separate compartments for tools, wire ladders, hose bridges, and
block and fall. It can be constructed to run on any gauge. It is

built in three sizes, all of which will be shown at St. Louis.
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Laclede Car Company.

Duriiif,' the past four or five years several thousand freij^ht cars

on the jn-iiicipal trunk lines of the country have left vSt. Louis,bound

for all jjarts of the United vStates and bearing upon their platforms

the street ears of the Laclede Car Company, of St. Louis. I-ew com-
panies manufacturing for the street railway field have met with

more jironounced success in making friends and securing large

orders than this company has done since the days when electric

traction first began to make its severe demands upon the street car

builders of America. The Laclede Car Company was among the

first to adapt the methods of construction, formerly in vogue in

the days of horse cars, to the new conditions of mechanical traction.

The company was organized in 1S.S3 by James P. Kiely and
others, and Mr. Kiely has been the company's president during

FIG. 1.— MACHINE SHOP.

FIG. 3.—VARNISH AND PAINT SHOP.

SCENES IN THE SHOPS OF

its entire life. For several years the companj' built cars on a small
scale, but in 188S it received its first large orders—large for those
times—from Kansas City, St. Paul, Minneapolis aud Denver. In
1891 there came a change in the personnel of the company, and the
present organization was made, Mr. Kiel}- remaining as pre.sident
and Thomas F. Colfer as treasurer, while the " new blood " intro-
duced consisted of Evdward I. Robinson, who became vice-president
and general manager and Abe Cook, who became secretary and w'ho
has also general charge of all purchases. Mr. Robinson has made
the comjjany's name known to street railway managers all over the
coimtry and has been an active instrument in securing its large and
constantly growing business.

Since July i, 1891, the company has sent to Philadelphia looi
cars on twelve successive orders; to Cincinnati 496 cars on twenty-
nine orders; to Pittsburgh 380 cars on twenty-seven orders; to New

York City 227 cars on three orders; to Jersey City 176 cars on seven
orders; to Buffalo 1 10 cars on three orders; to Washington, ]). C.
forty-seven cars on four orders; to Baltimore forty-four cars on foiu'

orders; and to I'inghamton, N. Y., nineteen cars on six orders. This
gives only a slight imlication of the compan3''s business, but it is

sufficient to show the distances to which Laclede cars have been sent,

as well as the satisfaction given by the cars originally ordered, lead-

ing, as is seen, to many additional orders.

The company's sliops are located in North vSt. Louis between
Broadway and the river in a section where the railroad facilities are

])ractically perfect. The plot of ground on which the works are

situated is 300 X 514 X 260X 517 being thus slightly irregular in

in sha])e. In addition to this the company has an extensive lumber
yard covering 26,500 sq, ft. of ground in which is kept a large stock

of selected lumber of all kinds thoroughly seasoned by air and sun
for many months before use. The lumber yard is shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 2.—FRAMING THE BULKHEADS.

FIG. 4,— LAYING-OUT ROOM.

HE LACLEDE CAR COMPANY.

The general plan of the works is shov^^n in Fig. 9 and illustra-

tions of diiTerent portions of it are shown in Figs, i to 8. The
main feature of the company's shop plan is found in the way in

which cars are built from the foundations up in one place—the
erecting sliops—where also they are painted and made read}^ for

shipment. This obviates the necessity- of moving the cars from
shop to shop, as the work progresses and it is thus possible to

reduce the labor account quite materially.

Every effort is made by the company to build the most perfect
car possible to produce, and no reasonable expense is .spared to bring
about this end. Some idea of the character of its work can be ob-
tained from the illustrations. It will be seen, for example, from
Fig. 4 that timber of great length is used so as to avoid splicing

and con.sequent weakening of the car structure. In Fig. 2 the bulk-
heads of an open car are shown m process of construction and in
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Fig. 3, is seen a stock of birdseye maple ceilings of great beanty
in grain and finish. As before intimated, the peculiar and inter-

esting feature of the Laclede shops lies in the number and ex-
tent of the erecting shops, which have a capacity for 100 cars at a

time. In Fig. 8 can be seen a portion of an order for open cars
received from the Consolidated Traction Conijjany of Pittsburgh,
Pa., for its i8q6 summer business.

The Missouri Car & Foundry Company.

The^issouri Car & Foundr}' Companj' was organized in 1S68,

and conmienced business as builders of railroad, freight and baggage
cars together with the necessary trucks and wheels. Its business in

its railroad department has been constantly on the increase, so
that to-day its works cover an area of 20 acres, and consist of
l)uildings of all kinds, together with wood and iron working ma-
chinery designed especially for the production of cars. Its foun-
dries cover an area of 7 acres and have a capacity for turning out
about 10,000 railroad, and 5000 street railway wheels per month.

The way in which the company was drawn into the street rail-

way branch of its wheel business is interesting. Five or six years
ago St. IvOuis began to be a great street car building center, and the
Laclede, Brownell, St. Louis, and American Companies' cars were
shipped in large numbers to all parts of the country. Naturally
enough, the car companies were drawn into the manufacture of
trucks, and naturally also, they appealed to the Missouri Car &
Foundry Company to make the wheels for these trucks. This was
done at first more as a matter of accommodation than with the ex-
pectation that the street railway branch of the company's business
would assume large proportions, but before long the company began
to receive orders for wheels from all parts of the country, not only
from those Western, Central and Southwestern vStates which look
naturally to St. Louisas a base of supplies, but even from the Atlan-
tic and Pacific coasts. These orders were received with consider-
able surprise, the company's officers never having made any attempt
to reach street railway companies, and hardly understanding how it

with care and thoroughness, though it was for a long time a matter
of doubt as to whether the general indisposition of street railway
managers to discriminate between good and bad wheels would give
the company a chance to secure business in competition with others
in the field

The compauj' is fortunate in having at the head of its foundry a
man who, through many years of experience with all kinds of irons,
has come to understand the mixing of brands and the way to secure
any desired results, to an extent surpassed by few iron founders in

FIG. 7.—CABINET SHOP.

FIG. 5.—ONE OF THE MILLS. FIG. 6.—LU MBER YARD.

SCENES IN THE SHOPS OF THE LACLEDE CAR CO.

FIG. 8.—ERECTING SHOP.

should be known that they were in the street raihvaj' business.
They found, however, that their street railway wheels had been
making records in service which had been until then unknown on
the roads to which they had been sent under St. Louis cars, and the
managers of these roads had determined to order more of the same
kind. The company then made a thorough investigation of the
field, and finally concluded to develop this branch of the business

this country. The Missouri Car & Foundry Company's
railroad wheels are favorably known on nearly all of

the great Western railroad systems—the Missouri Pacific,

the Wabash, the Chicago & Alton, the "Big Four," the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, the Vandalia, the Iron Mountain, the Cotton Belt,

the Baltimore, Ohio & Southwestern, and the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis, being only a few of the num-
ber—and its output of railroad wheels averages over
100,000 per annum. This company was one of the first

to recognize the peculiar character of street railway
traffic, and the differences in mixture required in cast-

ing the wheels in order to comply with the new condi-

tions. He was also among the first to insist that many
street railway managers were making a mistake in using

too light wheels, and the company universally recom-
mends wheels not less than 350 to 400 lbs. in weight for

m any class of electric service, while for high speed interur-

MEil ban service 500 lb. wheels it believes to be none too heavy.
The company uses the best No. 3 and No. 4 charcoal

iron as the basis of its mixture, on account of their chilling

qualities and their toughness and durability. No. i and
No. 2 irons would make a strong wheel, but would not

have good wearing qualities. In the general superintendent's

opinion toughness is more important than hardness, and a special

effort is made to obtain this desirable quality in the finished wheel.

A certain amount of "cold blast " iron is also used in the mix-
tures together with one-half or one-third of select scrap, chiefly

old wheels, in judging of which from the fracture the general

superintendent is an expert. Much care is taken also in the
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selection of the coke employed in melting so as to avoid sulphur,
which would be liable to mix with the iron. The iron is jjoured
very rapidly and at a lii^li heat, and the wheels are annealed for

five or six <la3 s, after which they are removed from the annealing
pits, and are then cleaned and ground, taped, mated and marked.

The company has been exceedingly successful in its .street rail-

way Ijusiness, among those who have jnirchased its wheels being
the principal .systems of Atlanta, Brooklyn, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Detroit, Evansville, Ind., Ckdve.ston, Indianapolis, I^os Angeles,
Louisville, New Orleans, Portland, Ore., Sacramento, Seattle, San
Antonio, Tex., San Jose, Cal., Toledo, ()., together with nearly all

the roads in the Central and Western States.
The company's street railway business in St. I^ouis has been

particularly large, all the companies in the city, with one exception,
being its regular and exclusive customers, and the records of its

wheels in St. Louis have been most gratifying both to jiurchaser and
manufacturer.

The company's officers are ^\"illiam McMillan, jjresident, who
has been connected with the conijiany since its organization; \V. K.
Bixby, vice-])resident and general manager, one of the best known
business men of the ct)untry; Scott H. Blewett, .secretary—a man

A. S. PartrHlge.

I'ew men in the street railway supply business are better and
more favorably known than Arthur S. Partridge, of St. Louis, who
is one of the local entertaining connnittee. Mr. Partridge is a

St. Louis boy, and has been identified with street railway work for

a number of years in various lines and capacities. About five years
ago he started in business for himself, after having bean connected
with a large car manufacturing com])anv anil a local supjily con-
cern. A careful business training, strict integrity and a jjleasing
per.sonality have been the leading factors which have enabled
Mr. Partridge to build up a successful business. From the begin-
ning of his business he has been a strong advocate of high class

goods, goods that could be safely reconmiended and guaranteed,
and when sold stay sold, become standard and sell others. He early
a])])reciated the truth of the old adage, " The best is none too good,"
and therefore ma<le it a rule not to waste his efforts or cheapen his
reputation b^' handling inferior goods at any price. Amcjng the
principal and more imjjortant lines that he handles are gears,

pinions, bearings, trolleys and trolley repair parts, manufactured
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FIG, 9.—PLAN OF SHOPS OF THE LACLEDE CAR COMPANY.

who has made himself the personal friend of most of the street

railwa}' managers of the West—Melville Sawyer, treasurer; W. T.

Hazzard, auditor; D. McCool, second vice-president, and William N.
McMillan, assistant general manager.

Carbon Brushes for Motors.

One of the most important features in the successful operation
of electric cars is the motor brush. The signal success of the
Phcenix motor brushes now used b}- main- electric railway com-
panies throughout the United States, makes a reference to this com-
pany particularl}- interesting. The works of the Phcenix Carbon
Manufa'^turing Company are equipped with the latest improved
machinery and appliances of the company's own design for the
special manufacture of this product. The company has now facili-

ties for making 5000 brushes daily.

The Phoenix Carbon Manufacturing Company was organized
and incorporated under the laws of the state of Missouri, and has
a paid up capital of #160,000. It not only manufactures brushes,
but everything in the carbon line—electric light carbons, battery
and telephone carbons, and all sorts of carbon specialties.

S. G. Booker, the genial superintendent, has been in the car-

bon business from the start, and has made it a special study in all of
its details, and through his untiring energ}' and perseverance the
company is in a flourishing condition, and is prepared to occupy a
high place in the carbon field.

by the R. D. Nuttall Company; micanite rings, segments, troughs
and special micanite products of the Mica Insulator Company; hard
and soft drawn copper wire, feeder wire and magnet wire of everj-

description, made by the American Electrical Works; stamped mica
segments and washers, sheet India mica and India mica cut to exact
size and shape, imported by the largest mica dealers in the world,
viz., Eugene Munsell & Company, the well known self lubricating

carbon brushes, manufactured by the Partridge Carbon Compain*;
iron and steel poles, plain or ornamental, made by Morris, Tasker &
Company; Empire oiled paper, cloth and linen, being one of the
best materials for insulation, and which is manufactured by the Mica
Insulator Company

;
coil, elliptical and springs of every description,

made by the Charles Scott Spring Company. The above are only a

few of the well known reliable concerns whose products are handled
by Mr. Partridge. A glance at the list convinces the reader at once
that they are the representative concerns in each line. Mr. Part-

ridge also deals in high grade second hand material, such as rails;

cars, motors; dynamos and generators. Mr Partridge enjoys the
friendship and esteem of all the street railway managers of vSt. Lonis
and the territory tributary to the same. He is a strong home bod}-,

has a most estimable wife and very pleasant home.

Thk Southern Engine & Boiler Works, of Jackson, Tenii., will

erect the steam plant for the Jackson Street Railwa^^ The power
is furnished by two 200 h. p. engines built by the Ball Engine Com-
panv, one for electric lighting and the other for railway service.
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Si. Louis Car Wheel Company.

One of the important manufacturers of street railway supplies
which have chosen vSt. Louisas a home, on account of the proximity
of the large coal and iron beds and the cheapness of other products,
is the St. Louis Car Wheel Company, whose foundries are located
in :Mill Creek Valley, where railroad facilities are excellent. This
is one of the " Bass foundries," so called, the company's president
being J. H. Bass, who is also president of the Bass Foundry iK: Ma-
chine Works, of Ft. Wayne, Ind., and the Lenoir Foundry Com-
pany, of Lenoir City, Tenn. Mr. Bass also carries on a large busi-

FIG. -VIEW IN FOUNDRY—ST. LOUIS CAR WHEEL CO.

ness in Chicago under his own name. Through these different

establishments he is able to supply a large section of the West with
car wheels, axles, car and locomotive castings and general machin-
ery and foundry products.

The St. Louis Car Wheel works have a capacity of about 450
car wheels per day. The larger part of this product is taken by a
number of steam railway sy.stems which have been the company's
con.stant customers for a great many years. Among them are the
Union Pacific, Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy, Missouri Pacific,

Illinois Central, Baltimore, Ohio & Southwestern, Burlington,
Cedar Rapids & Northern, Chicago, Kansas City & Texas, Des
Moines & Kansas Citj^, Denver & Rio Grande, Evansville & Terre
Haute, Iowa Central, Keokuk & Western; Louisville & Nashville,

FIG. 3.—VIEW IN FOUNDRY—ST. LOUIS CAR WHEEL CO.

Los Angeles Terminal, Mobile & Ohio, Oregon Railwa}' & Naviga-
tion, Terminal Railwa}' Association, of St. Louis, St. Louis, Alton &
Terre Haute, and others.

In spite of its large steam railroad business, the conipan}' pays
special attention to the street railway branch, and its wheels have
been sent to thirty or forty street railway companies in different
parts of the country, among which are the following ; Cedar Rapids
& Marion City Railway, Colorado vSprings Rapid Transit, El Paso &
Juarez Railway, Fair Haven & New Whatcom Railway, Houston
City Street Railway, Lindell Street Railway, Mobile Light & Rail-
way Company, Mobile S: Spring Hill Railway, Paducah Street Rail-
waj', PhcEnix Street Railway; Pueblo Street Railway, Pittsburgh,

Frontenac & Suburban Railway, Portland Consolidated Railway,
Portsmouth Street Railway, St. Louis & Suburban Railway, St.

Louis & Meremec River Railway, ,San Diego Electric Railway, Spo-
kane vStreet Railway, San Francisco & San Mateo Railway, Spring-
field (Mo.) Traction Company, Denver Tramway, Leavenworth
p;iectric Railway, Olympia Light, Power & Railway Company,
Omaha Street Railway, Queen City Railway, of Dallas, Tex., and
others.

The company makes wheels with both plain and contracting
chills. F'or the latter class of work the form of contracting chill

shown in the Fig. 2 has been designed. In this, as will be seen,
the inwardly projecting plates contract on the periphery of the
wheel in cooling and are made in a zigzag form. The object of this
is to avoid the series of transverse ridges which are sometimes
formed on the wheel with ordinary contracting chills, which pro-
duce more or less jar until these ridges are worn down.

The company uses various iron mixtures, according to the
specifications of the different railway companies, but its standard
iron is Rock Run (Alabama) charcoal iron with which is mixed a
certain proportion of old wheels. The wheels turned out are ex-
ceedingly strong, as ma}' be judged from a recent test. A 565 lb.

wheel for the Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy road was given twenty-
five blows according to the Pennsylvania standard, in which a
weight of 140 lbs. falls twelve feet upon the hub of the wheel; fol-

lowing this test the wheel was given 125 blows of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy standard in which a weight of one hundred
pounds falls seven feet upon the plate of the wheel. The wheel
was finally taken to a large drop for breakage.

FIG. 2.—CONTRACTING CHILL OF ST. LOUIS CAR WHEEL CO.

The company's foundries are simple in design, but are conveni-
ently arranged for turning out wheels. The main wheel foundry is

450 ft. 80 ft. and is provided with twenty-eight cranes. The machine
shop is 150 ft. 5o ft. and the pattern shop 50 ft. • 60 ft. All the
wheels are carefully ground, taped and mated before shipment so that
they can be carefully paired for use on the same axle.

P. & B.

To the electric railway superintendent, car house foreman and
master mechanic, two of the most useful letters in the alphabet are

P. & B. The adoption of this compound of the Standard Paint
Company has been very general. The variety of forms in which it

is maimfactured, tape, armature varnish, preservative paint, ruber-

oid car roofing, insulating papers and cloths, makes its application

to different uses very convenient. As a result electric railway com-
panies abroad, as well as in this countiy, have found wide employ-
ment for it.

Tlie company has recentlj' brought out a new material known as

P. & B. Ruberoid motor cloth. The base of this material is strong
canvas, making it much lighter in weight than the old style motor
cloth which was on a burlap, more flexible, ea,sier to handle and just

as strong. The material used for .saturating the canvas is the com-
pany's well known ruberoid, from which it manufactures the P. &
B. ruberoid roofing that is now in use all over the world. This ma-
terial will undoubtedly find an extended use during this season, for

if is now that most railroads are making their winter repairs. For
protecting the motors against the snow and sleet ruberoid motor
cloth has been found very useful. It will last for a very long time,

will not become brittle and crack, but remain permanently elastic.

P. & B. roofing is another product of the Standard Paint Com-
pany, which is growing in demand for use on car houses, stations

and buildings of every description.
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Shultz Belting Company.

This company is rej^arded as the leading estaljHshnient of its

kind in ,St. lyouis. The business was founded by J. A. J. Shult/.,

and the superior character of manufacture gave the goods such de-

mand that the jjrocUictive capacity of the concern required frequent
euhirgements. The business was incorporated in 1877 under tlie

title of the Shnltz Belting Conijxuiy. J. A. vShultz was made presi-

dent; William J Millin vice president; B.C. Alvord secretary and
treasurer. The paid up capital was |;300,ooo which enabled the com-
pany to carry on business on an extensive scale and to equip its

plant with modern machinery and improvements. The budding
was specially designed for the companj' with an area j66X 200 ft.

and four, three, two and vue stories in height. The establishment
uses yearly over 30,cxx) hides.

The company followed an improved process of manufacture;
it tanned the leather surface and left the interior untanned; this

gave the belting the required pliability and durability, and a charac-

ter of belting has been produced that has gained a world wide repu-
tation as being one of the strongest and most lasting of any manu-
factured. The pliable character of this sable rawhide belting im-
parts to the interior of the rawhide all the advantages of tanned
goods and retains the strength and duraljility of the raw material.

Its soft texture enables it to remain on the pulley and its e.xtraordi-

nary power gives it wonderful driving force. It is well suited for

heavy and rapid usage on pullej-s of all sizes. Such is its availa-

bility and adaptation for mechanical purposes that it has surpassed
other kinds in many factories in different countries. The belting is

twice stretched before it is connected and every process for enhanc-
ing its superiority and jjreserving its value is ob.served. The com-
pany not only has a profital)le trade among the manufacturing cen-
ters at home, but ships its goods largely to European markets.
During the month of September over 40,000 ft. of belting, all sizes,

double and single, were shipped by this company to Europe.

St. I/Ouis Corliss Engine.

means of .some sixty motors of various sizes. The engine from
winch the illustration is made is in daily (Operation in the basement
at the Jvx])osition Innlihngupon Olive Street and Eourteenth, where
it can be readily exannneil by all interested.

Kraushaar Lamp & Hefleetor Company,

The Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Company, of St. Louis, is an
extensive manufacturer of bronze and brass car trimmings and sup-
plies of every description. This company is the sole manufacturer of

the St. Louis electric headlight, and also of the Kling latest improved
ratchet brake handle. The St. Louis electric headlight is suspended
to, but under the hood of the car, and can l)e turned at any angle.

The coiuiecting wires are encased in a hollow tube which supports
the headlight. The light on the rear platform may be instantly

reversed so as to light the inside rear portion of the car and plat-

form and steps. The company's sales of these headlights have been
very large and satisfactory.

The Kling ratchet brake handle is the latest improved type.

The handle is made of solid bronze, twelve or fourteen inches long,

and is furnished complete with stul) ready to be welded to the
shaft. The ratchet and dog are Vxith made of steel, and have a

wearing surface of two inches, and as the dog is jjlaced so that

there can be only compression strain on it, there can be no wear to

it. The handle requires no attention as to adjustment; and it is

claimed, will always work satisfactorily. Over 10,000 of them are

manufactured annually.
The shops of this company are located nt 2510 North Ninth

Street, and are thoroughly equipped for the extensive manufacture
of brass and bronze goods, either by casting or spinning. The plat-

ing department is also extensive and embraces every form of plating
and finish. The company will make an interesting display at the
convention, and Mr. Kraushaar will be in attendance and pleased to

meet all visitors.

Commercial Electric Supply Company.
Members and visitors to the convention will find among other

points of interest in St. Louis, that the extensive works of the St.

Louis Iron & Machine Works, located on Chouteau Avenue, and oc-

cupying the blocks running from Main to Second Streets will well
repay a call. The works are in the
heart of the city, are easy of access

and all visitors will be made welcome.
The company mentioned is the

builder of the St. Louis Corliss engine,
which has had extended use in electric

lighting and power plants. The com-
pany is now placing upon the market
a new type of Corliss engine, especially

designe(l for electric power service and
styled the "heavy duty" St. Louis Cor-
liss engine. The illustration on this

page shows one of the smaller sizes of

this type of engine, of 250-400 h. p.

The type of frame used on this engine
is of novel design and of massive pro-

portions. The long foot under the
guides gives strength and rigidity to

the guide section and serves to resist

the vertical angular strains transmitted
through the cross head and pitman.
The heavy frame proper is so con-
structed as to give the main shaft a
substantial journal of large area for

sustaining the weight of the immense
iiy wheel and generator armature
usually placed upon the shaft of

engines of this type. The frame is

further strengthened by the heavy
longitudinal rib or backbone, running
from the frame proper to the cylinder
and directly in the line of transmitting
strains.

The valve gear is worked by double eccentrics operating sepa-
rate wri,st plates and giving independent control of the steam and
exhaust valves. With this type of gear it is possible to maintain
perfect control over the admission of steam to the cj-linder, through
a wider range of cut-off than is possible with the standard gear. This
feature is of great importance in railway service, as with it, it is

said, the governor will maintain perfect control over the engine,
enabling it to meet the extraordinary demands of a seventy-five per
cent overload, and still holding the speed of the engine practically
constant.

The cylinders of these engines and all parts of the valve and
valve gear are built to carry a safe working steam pressure of 150 lbs.

The company is now installing three engines of this type, each
of 400 h. p., in the new factory of the Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Company, of St. Louis. Each engine will be direct connected to an
electric generator of 250 k. w. capacity, and when completed the
plant, it is claimed, will be the most notable example of the elec-

trical transmission of power for factory service in America. Power
will be transmitted throughout the fourteen factory buildings by

One of the principal points of interest in St. Louis to all mem-
Ijers of the American Street Railway Association attending the con-
vention in this city is the line new home of the Commercial Elec-

HEAVY DUTY" ST, LOUIS CORLISS ENGINE.

trical Supph' Company, located at 1007 and 1009 Market Street.
This firm, although only in existence a few years, has taken a
prominent position in the supply business of this city, and it now
occupies one of the finest electrical supply house buildings in the
Western country. The firm occupies the entire building, contain-
a floor space of more than 14,000 sq. ft. It has made an entire
innovation in the arrangement of its building, as heretofore carried
on b}- other supply hou.ses in the country, and in this way using the
entire first floor as a showroom—having it fitted up with show cases,
in which are exhibited electrical supplies of all sorts and descrip-
tions. In these show cases can be found samples of the latest im-
provements in street railway, lighting, telephone and telegraph
goods It also carries the largest stock of goods west of the Missi-
sissippi River, and as one prominent street railway man of St. Louis
was heard to remark one day, " if the Commercial Electrical Supply
Company did not have the goods you wanted to-day, it would be
sure to have them in stock to-morrow." It will repa}' an^- street
railway man, or persons interested in street railway and electrical
material, when in St. Louis, to pay this firm a visit.
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Wheels and Wheel Records in St. Louis.

The principal wheel sections used by the street railway com-
panies of vSt. Louis are shown in the accon]panying illustrations.

Fig. I is a 33 in. motor wheel weighing 385 lbs. vised by all the
lines of the National Railway Company, the Union Depot Comi^any,

FIG. 1.

the Missouri Railroad Company, the Southern Electric Railway
Company, the Midland vStreet Railway Compan}' and the Fourth
Street & Arsenal Railway Company. It has a 2 in. tread and a

FIG.

flange
j-J;

in. deep and
]

;'; in. wide. Its rim is 3',s ins. wide and 2 ins.

thick (radiall}'). It is made by the Missouri Car & Foundry Com-
pany of its best mixture of No. 4 charcoal and "cold blast"

FIG. 2.

irons. The illustration shows the deep chill and fine blending of
the white and graj' irons.

Fig. 2 shows a 33 in., 3S5 lb. motor wheel made especially for

the lyindell Railway Company by the Missouri Car & Foundr}' Com-
pany. It has a 2}{ in. tread and a in. flange,

} | in. deep. Its

rim is 3 ^ ins. wide over all and i ?>fj ins. thick. This wheel is

strong and serviceable, particularly in the flange, which is well
reinforced and thick enough to have considerable toughness as well
as hardness.

Fig. 3 shows a wheel section recently cast by the Missouri Car

FIG. 5.

& Foundry Company for the vSt. Louis & Suburban Railroad Com-
pany's motor cars. It is 33 ins. in diameter and weighs 440 lbs. It

has a 2)2 in. tread anda flange "x in. deep and 13^ ins. thick. Its

rim is 324 ins. wide and i 5s ins. thick. This wheel is especially

adapted for the combined slow and rapid running of the St. Louis
& Suburban cars within the city limits, the company's lines passing
at first through the business streets and afterwards over its own right

of way where speeds are often considerable.

FIG. 4.

Fig. 4 is a 560 lb., 36 in. wheel made by the Missouri Car &
Foundry Companj- for the St, Louis & Kirkwood Railroad Compan}-
on whose lines the cars reach very high sjaeeds and require there-

fore a particularly strong and powerful wheel. The tread is ins.

wide and the flange 7/^ in. deep and i}{ ins. wide, while the rim is

434 ins. over all and 2 ins. thick.

Fig. 5 shows a 30 in., 230 lb. wheel used on the Broadwaj' cable
cars and on the trail cars of the Citizens' and Cass Avenue lines. This
wheel has a 2 in. tread, a in. flange,

J;!
in. wide, and a rim 3 ins.

wide and i '4 ins. deep. It is made by the Missiouri Car & Foundry
Company.

Fig. 6 is a 24 in., 2251b. "pony" wheel used on the maximum
traction trucks of all St. Louis companies, except the Lindell and
the St. Louis & Suburban. It has a 2 '4' in. tread, a ^ in. flange,

j-;} in. wide and a rim 3^^ ins. over all and i^^ ins. thick. It is made
by the Missouri Car & Foundry Company.

In Figs. 7 to 10 are seen sections of the wheels used by the St.

Louis & Suburban Railroad Company and furnished by the St. Louis
Car Wheel Company. Figs. 7 and 8 represent one class of wheels
of which Fig. 7 is a new wheel and Fig. 8 one which has seen 80,000
miles of service. Figs. 9 and 10 represent another class of wheels.
Fig. 9 before going into service a^id Fig. 10 after service.

It will be seen that all these wheels are thoroughly made as

regards chill and blending of the gray and white irons. As a

FIG
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FIG. 7.

iiialter of fact, the fractures show particularly beautiful irou with

very few chill pockets, and the ^^raiii of the j^ray iron is closely in-

lerwoveu in such a way as to suf^^est the strenj^th and fitness which
is said to be characteristic of these wheels.

I'erhaps the most careful records kept by any of the vSt. IvOius

street railway companies are those of the "McCulloch lines," so

called, controlled by the National Railway Company. C. N. Duffy,

the company's secretary and treasurer, is an accurate and enthusi-

astic statistician, and has been thoroughly interested in watching
every detail of expenditure since the conversion of the old horse

railway lines to the electric and cable systems. These wheel
records show very interesting results, some of which are as follows :

The Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway Company put in serv-

ice in August, 1893, seventy single truck, twenty foot motor cars

equipjx'd with wdieels

30 ins. in diameter,

334 ins. bore, in.

flange, 2 in. tread, and
weighing 3S5 lbs. In
1S94, the net cost of

new wheels after de-
ducting value of scrap
was $1116, the cost of

labor in taking off old
wheels and putting on
new, including boring
and pressing, ^^465,and
the total cost was
therefore #1581, or

I22.58 per car, and

f.000543 per car mile.

In 1895, the net cost

of new wheels after

deducting the value
of scrap was )jti4o6,

the cost of labor, as

above, #630, and total

cost $2036, equivalent
to $29.08 per car, and
1.000695 per car mile.

During 1894-95
ninety-nine wheels of the National Railway Companj- made a service

of 42,000 miles and over. Of this number fifty-four made from
42,000 to 50,000 miles, twenty-nine from 50,000 to 60,000 miles,

ten from 60,000 to 70,000 miles, four from 70,000 to 80,000 miles,

one 86,000 miles and one 94,000 miles.

The wheel records kept b}'

the Southern Electric Railway
Company are also valuable.
During the .six months from
Jan. 7 to July 9, 1896, fifty-three

pairs of wheels were taken out
of service for various causes.
Of this number six pairs had
made mileages ranging from
8o,QOo to 108,000, one from
70,000 to So,000, five from 60,000
to 70,000, four from 50,000 to
60,000, nine from 40,000 to

50,000, eleven from 30,000 to
40,000 and only seventeen less

than 30,000.
The average life of the fifty-

three pairs of wheels was 43,600
miles.

These records show remark-
ably good wheel material; and
are a strong testimony to tin-

value of the Missouri Car &
Foundry Company's wheels.

Concerning the wheels of

the St. Louis Car Wheel Com-
pany used on the lines of the
St. Louis & vSuburban Railway
Company, the general superin-
tendent reports that since the
adoption of electricity as a mo-
tive power in 1S90 the company
has had 300 to 400 of these
wheels in daily use and has not found a single cracked or
broken wheel in that time. The chill is deep and uniform. The
company's average mileage for all the wheels of this make put in

service in 1895 was 80,000. The cars run from 120 to 170 miles per
day, and the company says that not more than one wheel per month
is removed for flat spots caused by sliding, this proving that the chill

is hard as well as uniform. Mr. Sneed says that he rarely removes
one of these wheels of the St. Louis Car Companv that has made
less than 50,000 miles, while he has several in service that have made
over 125,000 miles. This is certainly a remarkable showing for street

railway wheel service.

The Waterloo ( la. ) & Cedar Falls Rajjid Transit Company
is securing rights of way for the extension of its lines from Cedar
River Park to Cedar Falls. L. S. Cass, of Sumner, la., is presi-

dent of the company.

Operation in Lansinj*-, Mich., Suspended.

The difference so long existing between the Lansing ( Mich.

)

Cit>' Klectric Railway Company and the City Council culminated

.Sept. 18 when the railway ccjmpany ran its cars into the car hou.se

and ceased to operate. This result, which was brought about by a

vote of the Council to try punish the railway officials for not com-
plying with an order of the court as to paving, has created a bitter

feeling against the Council by a majority of the citi/.ens and tax-

FIG. 8.

payers and what the resvdt will be it is impossible to tell at present.

A monster petition signed by a majority of the business men and
taxpayers was presented to the Council Sept. 21, asking that the
difference between the company and the city be settled upon a basis

which had once been offered to and accepted by the railway com-
pany, but the Council refused to act. Some weeks
ago the Council voted unanimouslv to relieve the

FIG. 9. FIG. 10.

company from paving upon certain changes being made which the
company accepted, and commenced making the changes, but at the
next meeting of Council this proposition was reconsidered, and thus
the matter .stands. A committee of four prominent business men
spent a day at the railway company's office examining its books and
were satisfied that the company was not able to bear the burdens
imposed b}- the Council.

The road has been greatly improved during the past 3-ear and
the service is acknowdedged to be good and satisfactory to its pa-
trons. But the Council seems determined to drive the railway out
of the city. Maj. L. N. Downs, president of the compan}-, states
that the company will abandon the field and move its properity un-
less the city grants it a franchise under which it can live. The en-
tire press of the city is on the side of the raihva}- company and the
citizens believe the members of the Council will be forced to accede
to the wishes of the public.
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Reversible Seats for Street Cars. d

Bv Gko. T. Parkkr.

It is eas}' to renieiiiber when in most of our large cities the

power was horses or mules, the time was slow, the seats were
springless and invariably lengthwise, the lights were dim and the

ventilation was most imperfect. Verilj- improvement is the order

of the day, and at no time as much as the present has the improve-
ment been so rapid or contribviting in such a marked degree to the

comfort of both urban and suburban travel. The new cars which

graceful stand so designed as to avoid the trap doors over the motors
and presenting only a slight obstruction to the sweeping of the floor.

The clear space under the seat is greater than in any other and
affords ample room for the feet of passengers.

The Scarritt Furniture Company received the highest award on
car seats from the World's Fair Commission, where an elaborate

display was made. Its display at the St. Louis convention will be
large and no doubt will be interesting to those in attendance.

Brazer and Blow Torch.

SPRING SEAT.

are being adopted are palatial. The system of seating passengers in

seats running crosswise of car with spring cushions and backs is

one of the most marked innovations. To this positive comfort, has
been added heal, sj)lendid light, good ventilation, cleanliness, and
great .speed upon smooth roadways.

The cross seat was hardly known to street car travelers five

years ago, but it is now the prevailing type in use on railways in

large cities and on interurban roads. In the city of St. Louis it

is u.sed exclusively; no new cars have been placed in service in the
past three years equipped with any other seat. The advantages of

cross seats are apparent to the average passenger who rides in them.
When a seat is secured the passenger is comfortabl}- seated to the
end of his journe}', no matter liow crowded the car ma^' become,
nor are his feet trampled upon by the other passengers in their at-

tempts to get out. The cross seats are also better for those who
have to stand, as the standing passenger can brace himself against
the backs of seats and need not hang on to the strap. In getting
out of a crowded car he need not stumble over the other passengers
as in the case of side seats.

The Scarritt Furniture Company has had a large sale of its re-

versible seats and reclining chairs for steam roads—where tliey had
reached a wide use. As the street railways were extended it became
more necessary to consider the comfort of the passengers, for longer
journe3's were necessary and the Scarritt Company brought to the
notice of the street car builders and the street car managers, its

new reversible street car seats patterned

j

after the steam road seats, and made
equally comfortable and serviceable.

The first line to adopt them regularly

was the Lindell Railway, of St. Louis, in

1S93. The cars equipped with them were
very atti'active and immediately became
very popular. This was proof of the suc-

cess of the experiment and it was followed
quickly b}' competing lines, so that there

are now upward of 9000 Scarritt seats in

service on the street railways of St. Louis.

They are also in use in forty other cities in twenty different states

and in England, Canada and JMexico.

A cross seat being necessarily reversible it is essential that the
mechanism be simple and strong. At the same time the comfort
and appearence of seat should not be sacrificed to accomplish this.

The reversing mechanism of the vScarritt seat is simple and positive

in its action and while reversing back and tilting seat automatically,

the back and seat are brought in such relation' to each other as to

give the greatest possible degree of comfort. The arrangement of

springs in seat and back contributes in no small degree to the com-
fort of the seat. The cushion is tilted up in front, adding to the
comfort and also preventing the tendenc}' to slide forward and slip

out.

Owing to its better adaptability for use in summer and win-
ter and its cleanliness and durability, rattan is usually the covering
used on the.se seats, but leather and plush or carpet can be eniplo3'ed
when desired. The construction of the supports of the seats are
such as to facilitate the cleaning of car floors. At the side the
seat is attached to the lining of the car and is supported by a

An appliance that is finding great favor among street railway

and electric people generally is a combined brazer, soldering iron

heater and blow torch or paint burner, practically three tools in

one. It is known as the combination " hot blast " blow torch and
uses gasoline. These torches are made in one piece, are pract'cally

indestructible and are tested to fifty pounds to the square inch. The
seat in which the needle point works is removable and can be easily

replaced at a cost of ten cents. As the heat of this blast torch is

sufficient to braze with, it is particularly useful in street railway

work. It is handy also for heating soldering irons out of doors as

it will not blow out and has proven extremely serviceable for use
either in doors or out in connection with electric wiring. It is

manufactured by the White Manufacturing Company.

A New Car Manufacturing Company in St.

Louis.

About six or eight months ago three men who have been for

many years identified in the manufacture of street cars in St. Louis
left their positions and associated themselves together to form the
Union Car Company and to build a high grade of street cars for

the American market. H. P. Welirenbrecht, the vice president

of the new organization was originally with the Brownell Company
for several years; later on with the Laclede Company for seven years;

still later with the Lindell Railway Company for a year, and finally,

until November, 1895, with the American Company for five years as

master car painter. In the new organization Mr. Welirenbrecht will

have charge of the important department of painting and his long
experience in this class of work will be of great value.

H. Polst, will be the company's master mechanic. He held

this same position with the Laclede Company for many years and
for the last five years has been with the American Company.

David Will, is to be foreman of the woodworking depart-

ment, a position which he has held at the American works for five

years.

Associated with these three practical men are H. W. Rocklago,
who has become the company's president and who is a well known

WORKS OF THE UNION CAR CO.

contractor and capitalist in St. Louis, while C. Knickmeyer is

secretary and treasurer.

The company has obtained sixteen acres of ground favorably

located for manufacturing purposes, and with switches to the tracks

of the railroad companies in St. Louis, and has nearly completed a

factory, an exterior view of which is .shown in the accompanying
illu,stration. The main building is 100 ft. X 340 ft, and is a one

story brick structure of modern construction. This is divided into

two'shops, one the mill and erecting shop and the other the paint

shop which is 100 ft. X 100 ft-

The blacksmith and machine shop is a separate brick building

50 ft. X 120 ft. and in another structure is found the engine room,

40 ft. X 25 ft. and the boiler room 50 ft. X 25 ft. The company has

a dry kiln 26 ft. X 4° ft., but most of its lumber will be selected in

the best markets in St. Louis and will be given an additional sun

and air drying in its own yards.

With so long and valuable experience in car building this new
organization ought to be a strong one and it will doubtless before

long secure its full share of business.
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Woodiline for Line Poles.

Much interest has been felt of late, in a metlioil of ])reserving

from decay, the line poles of trolley roads, that seems to offer some
decided advantat^es over the usual method of settinjj; the poles in

concrete. One of these advanta}:(es is the low cost of the metluxl,

it beini^ ])ossihle, the makers si\y, to effectively treat ten feet of the

butt of a pole of larj^est size for about twenty-three cents includ-

iufi labor, or the entire pole for fifty-five cents. No expensive
Ireatinj^ process is employed, and no transportation of tlie limljer is

necessary. Another advantaj^e lies in the fact that the results are

surer than those ol)tained with concrete settinj^s, there having
been recorded freiiuent cases of dry rot in jioles in concrete settings.

The Weber Rail Joint.
/

639

There is t(j-day a very large amount of street railway and trunk
line track where the rails are in tolerably good condition except at

their ends and in many cases the}' are here bent and depressed. At
the centers aiul (|uarters of the rail lliere has been given only a

moderate wear, but the poor condition of the enils makes the cars

ride rough and hard and affects not only passengers, but the wheels,

motors and the whole rolling etjuipment. A run over the city or

suburban lines of almost any road reveals this trouljle. These de-

pres,sions and low ends will vary aiiywdiere from |',. in. to {\. in., and
in extreme cases will considerably exceed even these figures. A

FIG. 3.—THE WEBER JOINT FOR 6 IN, GIRDER RAIL. FIG 2.—AFTER APPLYING WEBER JOINT.

It is without doubt true, that the cost of such settings is an unnec-
essarily large item in the expenses of line construction. At the

same time, it is generally accepted, that a reliable means of preserv-

ing poles from decav results in a large economy to the user.

A well known Philadelphia company, which has for many years
manufactured a preservative, known
asWoodiline, largely used in the treat-

ment of bridge ties, cross ties, and
similar work on several leading rail-

roads has found that this preserva-
tive is especially adapted to use on
the wooden line poles of the trolley

roads, owing to its high preservative
qualities, low cost, and ready applica-
tion at any point. The liquid, com-
posed largely of wood creosote, may
be applied to the timber with a brush,
or by dipping, as is most convenient,
and it enters the pores of the wood,
whether the latter is hard or soft, very
rapidly, owing to its high natural pen-
etrative powers.

The preservative was used on the
line poles of the well known Burling-
ton & Mt. Holly Klectric Railway of

which so much was heard last year,

the poles being treated by applying
the liquid with a brush. The cross ties

were also treated and Woodiline bids
fair to become very useful in such
work. Thirteen years of service of the
severest character made on one of the
largest .steam roads in the country jus-

tify the claims made by the makers.

liberal expenditure on first construction for rails, Vjallast and track-
la^-ing may defer the day of complete failure, yet, finally, despite
the trackmen's efforts, it surely comes. The old angle plates are
sometimes taken off and replaced with new bars of about the same,
but heavier pattern. These in turn go down after a few weeks and

' ^ FIG. 4.—SUBURBAN STEAM RAILROAD TRACK IN BOSTON
H. E. Harrington, general manager

of the Camden .S: .Suburban Railway
Company, Camden, N. J., writes that his company desires prices

on the following niaterial delivered F. O. B. at Camden: forty -five

pound to sixty-five pound T rail for 3000 running feet of track, and
fishplates, bolts, etc., to be used with the same.

LAID WITH WEBER JOINTS.

The ofiicials of the Long Island Railroad Company, Lynbrook,
L. I., have been looking over the Long Beach branch with the idea

of substituting electricity for steam as the motive power.

never help permanently, if temporarily, the depressed rail ends.
Some of the practical results of the Weber joint in this connec-
tion are of decided interest and of far reaching importance and
should command the serious attention of every street railway man-
ager.^

This joint has bpen placed on many miles of girder and T rail

and has unifornih- corrected the deflected ends—a process requiring
from three to six weeks depending on the amount of the of the
travel and the weight of rolling stock, and this connection is one
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which is permanent and means an added life of several years where
the rest of the rail is in fair condition.

Fig. I shows a case prior to using the Weber joint. When the

rail en(ls are bent, of course their angle bars are bent. vStreet rail-

way officials will recall " spots " of their own track of which this

might be an actual view.
Fig. 2, shows the same rail after a short experience with the

Weber joint. Here the rail has been " ironed out " and is up to a

true surface. The rolling load—in this case the constantly passing

The General Elcetric Company at the Conven=
tion.

FIG. 5.—AN ILLUSTRATION OF RAILROAD TRACK LAID WITH POOR JOINTS

troUej' cars—have gradually rolled or " ironed out " the rail to con-
form to the joint. As track experience and mechanical tests show
this joint to have far greater vertical and lateral strength than any
rail, it follows that under loads the rail must give way to the joint.

This being a gradual process there is no shock to either rail or joint

and the result is as before .stated, a permanent one.
The value for this work of the strong mechanical combination of

channel and angle bars, shoe angle and filler found in the Weber
joint is apparent, Extraordinary .stiffness is given and yet by the
use of the wood filler the whole is "cushioned" and a certain

amount of elasticity- is obtained, which is necessary if failvire of the
rail or joint by breaking is to be successfully avoided.

As before stated, the Weber joint has materially' helped a con-
siderable mileage of old street and steam railway track which has
been in anywhere from six to twelve years and b)' the application
of this joint it has been possible to prolong the life of this old rail

some four j'ears, and even then to take out the joints and use them
for a full period of service in new track.

As this is the result of using the joint on old rail, it certainly
seems worth while to use it for first con.struction with new rail; and
so maintain from the beginning perfectly true ends until the rail is

wholl}' worn out at centers, quarters, ends and all; for it is not until

rails are worn out uniforndy from end to end that managers can
feel that they have gotten full value for their mone}'.

The Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing Company seems to

have thoroughly studied the track problem in general and the joint

feature in particular. Its girder rail joint, its T rail joint,

its step, or compromise joint for rails of unequal heights, and
their insulated joints for preventing leakage of signaling circuit in

steam railroad track, are all built on the same underhdng principle,

but are so varied as to meet the special needs. These joints are not
only a well established practical success, but they bear the closest

mechanical scrutiny. It can be demon.strated that the}- are theoret-

ically correct, but what is of as great importance, they are commer-
cially- possible, that is to say, they can be made in large or small
quantities all alike and without camber or warp. They are not de-

pendent for a fit on the absolute synmietr}' of the rail, a thing
which is well known to be impossible in the rolling and specially

hard to obtain in different rollings. There are but two fits in the
base and these are wedged alike. Hence, should tlie rail vary-

slightly or be bent down or worn under the head, there is no strain-

ing for a fit. In brief, the joint readily adapts itself to rails which
vary slightly for any one of many causes.

The General Electric Company will be represented at the

vSt. Louis convention by an exhibit which will embrace the newest
developments in the electric traction field. The space occupied is

the mo.st extensive in the hall, and is located immediately to the
left of the entrance. vSo far as at present arranged the exhibit will

comprise examples of the standard
a^jparatus of the company's manufac-
ture, as well as the latest devices de-

veloped since the last convention, and
street railway delegates and visitors

will find that every item has a special

interest to them and to their work.
A G. E. 1000 motor equipment will

be mounted on a truck, and will be
shown in operation with the electric

l)rake. One of the Brooklyn Bridge car
trucks will be exhibited, equipped with
two G. E. 2000 motors, and near by,

examples of the G. E. 800, 1000, 1200
and G. E. 51 types of motors. The
controller section will include exam-
ples of the K 10, B 6 and L, 2 controll-

ers, as well as one of those used to han-
dle the great ninety-six ton electric

locomotives of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad. A switchboard made up of

generator and feeder panels, with full

efjuipment of standard instruments,
rheostats, etc., will be installed. Light-
ning arresters willbe shown in opera-
tion, and the magnetic blow-out device
and the working of the principle will

be fully explained.
A G. E. 1000 armature, with one-

half of the coils in place, -w-ill show to

delegates the method followed by the
General Electric Company in the con-
struction of its railway motor arma-

tures. An electric brake adapted to trailer use, with shoe and disk,

will .se'"ve to exjjlain the electric brake and its principle.

The branch of electric railway supplies will be represented by a
series of ten Thomson railway arc lamps in operation, as well as
some fine examples of the long l)urning type of lamp adapted to

.street railway use. Assembled conmiutators of G. E. 800, G. E. 1000
and G. E. 2000 motors, bound solid for shipment, will also be
shown in conjunction with samples of the new frogs and overhead
switches. Trolleys, K and 1/ types of circuit breakers, the new M
automatic circuit breaker for .street railway car equipments and a
fine exhibit board of punched clip switches will complete the display
the supplies.

The conduit system of the General Electric Company will be
represented In- one of the plows designed for use on the New York
and Washington underground conduit roads. The work of the
company in the steam railroad field will compri.se a sample section
of the third rail in use on tlie main line of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad, a direct connected air pump, with the
automatic governor u.sed on the cars operating on the same railroad,

and a section of the overhead current device used in the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad work.

If time will permit, two rotary converters, each of 100 k. w.
capacity, will l^e set up to show the method followed in the three
phase, long distance transmission work and the manner in which
Niagara Falls power is to be delivered to the Buffalo railroads.

This is the system now employed with success at Lowell, Mass., to

transmit power fifteen miles to Nashua, N. H. Direct current at

500 volts will be taken in at one of the commutators and converted
into three phase current at a high voltage. At this voltage the cur-

rent will cross from the rings of that converter to those of the other
converter, and will be reconverted into direct current at 500 volts.

This will then be used to operate the fovir electric brakes.
The exhiliition space will be illuminated by miniature incan-

descent lamps and decorative signs.

The headquarters of the General Electric Company, at the
Southern Hotel, will be in the two parlors in front of the din-

ing hall, and here delegates and visitors will be assured of the warm
welcome characteristic of the company. The General Electric

Company will be represented by W. J. Clark, general manager of

the railway department; W. B. Potter, chief engineer, L. H. Parker,
assistant engineer, and H. C. Wirt, engineer of the supply depart-
ment, of Schenectady, N. Y.; A. D. Page, of Harrison, N. J.;
T. Beran, of New York; F. M. Kimball, of Boston, Mass.; Geo. D.
Rosenthal, of St. Louis, Mo., and others.

The United States Rope & Supply Company, Cincinnati, O.,

has been incorporated by Tlios. L. Gregson, Henry ISIarten, Enoch
L. Strieker, John D. Meeker and A. W. Paxton to deal in wire
cables and ropes and street railway supplies. Capital stock, $10,000.

The Toledo Traction Company, Toledo, O., has applied to the
City Council for permission to build a double track line on Low-er
Summit Street.

E. S. Gre.ELEY and James W. Sands, New York, N. Y., have
been appointed receivers for The E. S. Greeley & Company. The
company's assets are reported to be |i8o,6oo and its liabilities

|;r6o,ooo.

The roof of the car shed of the Metropolitan Railroad Com-
pany, Washington, T). C, fell in during the recent storm, and dam-
aged the cars and building to the extent of |2o,ooo.
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Street Car Advertising.

Modern street car advertisinj^ has come to be a recognized factor

in the street railway business and is now almost universally adojited.

A brief historj' of this business will not therefore prove uninterest-
ing.

Away back in the Seventies there were only a few street rail-

roads in the United States which permitted advertising in their cars.

Most of it was done in New York and Brooklyn, the advertising be-
ing placed in small frames occu])ying the inner spaces of the letter

board, and they were mostly in the shape of glass signs. The small-
ness of the sjjace for disjday, the accunndation of dust on the glass

and the pecidiar wav in which the lessees of privileges at that lime
did business brought this excellent medium into disrepute, both
with the railway eoin])anies and the public. It languished for a

while until the introduction of the concave rack, the first patent of

which was obtained by John N. Akarman, of Worcester, Mass. This
patent is now owned b}' George Kissam & Company.

William F. Carleton, who was once a conductor on the Second
Avenue road in New York, and subsequently a cash receiver for the
same road, early recognized the possiljilities of display in streetcars,

and he should be justly considered as starting the business properly.

the main floor of the Postal Telegraph Building, corner Broadway
and Murray Street, and are luxuriously furnished throughout. In
the main show room, around the walls and in ap]jro])riate places,
are fixed ads ertising racks and poster boards for both street cars and
the Brooklyn " L, " road, which is controlled by this concern. In
the center of the show room proper stands a beautiful trolley car,

built for the firm by the J. G. Brill Company. The car is eighteen
feet long in body, twenty-six feet over platforms, six feet two inches
wide at the sill, and seven feet six inches wide at the belt rail. The
body of the car is painted a dark, rich wine color, and the .striping

and lettering is in gold and silver. The hand rails at the ends of the
car are of burni.shed brass, as are also the brake handles, bells and
door fixtures. Extension gates are affixed to each platform. The
interior finish is of mahogany, the seats are upholstered in crimson
plush, and the head lining is beautifully decorated, the advertis-
ing display being, of cour.se, in the appropriate mouldings for this
purpose. The truck is Brill No. 21 E.

The electrical equipment complete was furnished by the Walker
Company, which also put up the trolley wire. When the car
is jacked up at one end the working of one motor on the forward
wheels of the truck can be seen. The rails are of the seven inch
Broadway groove type, and were furnished by the Johnson Company,
of Lorain, O. They rest on steel ties. The overhead equipment

VIEW OF CAR FOR SHOWING METHOD OF CAR ADVERTISING, POSTAL TELEGRAPH BUILDING, NEW YORK.

This was done in the City of Boston early in the Eighties. His suc-
cess in Boston was immediate and he branched out in Chicago,
Providence, Cincinnati, and a few small places around Bcston. In
1889, he controlled eleven cities and towns. He then associated
with him in business George Kissam, who had made a great success
in the sign advertising business. The rise of the concern was very
rapid, and city after cit}' and town after town were added until the
firm had over sixty principal cities under its control. Numerous
rivals sprang up of more or less importance and abilit}^ but with
one or two unimportant exceptions the concern did not lose any of
its holdings or franchises. The rivalry however created a demand
for advertising privileges on railroads that forced the price for these
privileges to figures that were abnormally high. Numerous con-
cerns went to the wall and many of the railroads were mulcted
heavily becau.se the price for adyerti.sing did not kee]3 pace with the
rise of the amount paid for the privileges. The excessive hard times
that have been and are now prevalent h.ave still further contributed
to render this industry still less profitable.

Mr. Carleton's death in vSeptember. 1S95, threw the responsibility
of the business upon Mr. Kissam. This he had been practically sus-
taining however for some two years previous, as Mr. Carleton's
health was such as to prevent him from actively engaging in a business
that requires immense energy, continuous work and able financier-
ing. Mr. Kissam associated with him in business Charles A. Fish,
of New Orleans, a man of great executive ability.

The offices of the concern are the largest aiul finest of any
advertising firm in America. Thev cover a space 53 ft. 42 ft. on

with which the car is supplied—for it is fitted Vith trolley and a
trolley wire, the latter being suspended from the ceiling—were sup-
plied by the H. W. Johns Company.

The advertising cards in this car are changed daily, thus afford-

ing the numerous visitors a practical illustration of street car adver-
tising as it is actuall}' conducted by this firm.

The branch offices of this concern number sixteen, and are located
in the principal cities, such as Albany, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo,

Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cincinnati, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis, New Orleans, Denver and several smaller places. Mo.st of

these offices are connected with the principal office in New York bj-

a long distance telephone, and the S3'stem is so perfect that a com-
plete contract can be placed in every city within twenty-four hours,
if necessar}% or a change of cards made for an advertiser. The sj-s-

tem of checking and listing is also so complete that not only can an
advertiser be told what car his card is in, but he also can be told the
location of his card in the car.

It is their attention to detail and the appearance of their cars

that has made Geo. Kissam & Company popidar with the railroad

presidents, while their prompt payments of obligations is also pleas-

ing to the treasurers. Their disbursements for rentals amount to
over $300,000 annually, and for labor of employes and managers,
many thousands more.

ThK Colonial City Traction Company', of Kingston, N. Y.,
has made application to the Common Council for consent to con-
strtict and operate an extension of its street railway in the city.
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The Design and Application of Electric Motor
Trucks.

Experience in street railway operation ha's shown that a good
truck is one of the most important parts of the equipment ot an}'

electric railway system. It not only exercises a lar^e influence

on the amount of traffic, but is al-o an important factor in the life

of both car body and track.

Every business has its axioms and one of the fundamental prin-

ciples in any transportation industry i? that in preparing accommo-
dations for passengers, comfort is more important than luxury.

Beautifully decorated cars and tasteful fittings go very far toward
attracting traffic, but if with these accompaniments the car is

mounted on a poor and springless trui k so ti. at the inequalities of

the track are communicated directly to the car body the purpose

of the management in the attempt to attract pa'^sengers is defeated.

To a pas^ienger in a jolting or oscillating car it affords but little sat-

isfacLion to be surrounded by decorated ceilings or woiks of art, and

sills were not supported from below they would soon become bent
from the excessive loads on the platforms, and the car would soon
present that broken-backed appea'-ance which is so common on
roads using trucks which badly support the car body.

A cursory view of the principles of truck construction, there-

fore, shows that the truck has two main functions to perform. First,

and principally, it must support, on a base of from six to eight feet

without teetering and oscillation, a heavily loaded car from twenty
to thirty-five feet in length. Second, it must effectually support the
lower part of the car body so that there shall be no tendency of the
latter to drop at the ends.

Mr. Peckham, of the Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company
was among the first to recognize the difference in the functions of

an electric motor truck and the old running gear used on horse cars.

While the early electrical engineers were attaching their motors to

the car body and trying to use the old horse car running gear, Mr.
Peckham boldly started out on the theory that an independent
truck wa« essential to the proper support of the car body, and took
as his model for a truss frame the standard cantilever bridge truss.

FIG. 1.—DIAGRAM SHOWING BRIDGE TRUSS IN PECKHAM TRUCK.

FIG. 2 —'STANDARD" TRUCK WITH EXTENSION RODS FOR LONG OPEN^ CARS.

FIG. 3.—" EXTRA LONG" TRUCK WITH EXTENSION RODS FOR LONG OPEN CARS.

it is for this reason that the selection of an easy riding truck is of

more iniportMiice even from a traffic standpoint than a handsomely
finished car l)ody.

In the proldem of the best method of mounting the ordinary
single truck electric car we have what mifiht be called a mechanical
anomaly. The modern single truck electric car could be properly
so termed because while electrical and economic considerations rec-

onim ndtlie use of a long car, traf-k conditions compel the use of a
small wlieel base. We have thus, in a study of the wheel problem,
todevi'-e the 1)°.st method of supporting a long bod}- on a base rang-
ing from one-fifth to less than one-third of its own len<ith and of

driving that body at a high rate of speed without material oscilla-

tion or teetering.

But serious as this mechaiiiral problem of itself is, it is not all.

A study of the modern electric truck shows that it must not only ful-

fill the conditions just mentioned, but it must help as well the car

body to do part of its work.
The modern electric car body with its long overhang on a single

truck is bv no means an ideal structure mechanically. To form a

mechanical truss the upper and lower members should be laced to-

getlier hy cross members, but this is impossible from the very
nature of things, as the windows have to be kept open and free. As
a result the upper part of an electric car body can perform very
little ^-ervice other than to keep out the rain and wind and support
the trolley pole, a no inconsiderable task. It cannot be depended
upon to support the ends of the car to any material degree, and for
this the side sills must be depended upon. If, however, the.se side

This experience in bridge building, as shown, gives the most rigid

support for the least weight, and that Mr. Peckhani's theory has
been amply borne out by practice is demonstrated by the unanimous
adoption of the in 'ependeiit truck idea and by general concurrence
in the theory of the bridge truss truck frame.

Whil-- certain changes have been made in Peckham trucks from
time to time to adapt the truck to different conditions and service

under different car bodies, the fundamental principle has been em-
bodied in all trucks.

In the apjilication of a .single truck to long car bodies, the prob-

lem becomes much more complicated as the length of the car in-

creases. Could the body be raised a considerable distance above the

track to admit the introduction of a long truss the question would be
much simplified, but obvious operating conditions preclude such a

step. As a consequence vmtil very recently it was the universal

opinion that a twenty-five foot car formed practically the limit in

length suitable for use over a single truck.

Mr. Peckham, whose work in the field of truck design has al-

ways followed original and ingenious directions, has however re-

efnth- broujrlit out a truck capable of use under cars as long as thirty-

five feet. This would seem at first sight almost impossible, but the

fact remains that they have been put to this service with entire sat-

isfaction. An engraving of one of three thirty-five foot, twelve

bench open cars in use on the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad is

given in Fig. 5. Tl e wheel base of these cars is only seven feet,

or just one-fifth of the entire length. These cars were formerly

mounted on double trucks and at times carry one hundred or
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more passeiifjers, but the president of the coni])any states that over

the siiif^le trucks shown they ride with very little osc llation and
much easier than when mounted on double tiucks. The same truck

is used in Baltimore on t ie City Passenger Railway, under thirty

foot cars with six foot six inch wheel base, with eminently satis-

factory results.

The method by which Mr. Peckham has solved this problem
without increasing the distance between the car floor and the

track js illustrated in Fig. i. The angle of the truss extension

PECKHAM DOUBLE CUSHIONED .SWIVET, TRUCK.

The new Peckham double cushioned swivel truck is illustrated

in Fig. 4. For a long time the Peckliam Motor Truck & Wheel
Compan)' declined to budd a swivel truck, but as the demand from
interurban railway comjjanies was for a very much longer anil

heavier car than th'>se employed in city servire, and one which
would run at a much higher rate of speed, Mr. Peckham, after care-

fully studying the conditions and requirements of this service,

brought out a swivel truck. In it he has combined wliat he con-

FIG. 4.—DOUBLE CUSHIONED SWIVEL TRUCK.

rods has not been changed in any way to secure a longer support.
Instead of terminating on the side bar of the truck, they have been
dropped below the latter and are practically continuous from one
end of the spring support to the latter. They thus make the lower
horizontal member of a truss frame, of which the upper member is

the car sill and the vertical members or tie pieces are the four ped-
estal bolts and the two additional spring bolts. A slight change in

siders the most essential requirements for service of this kind. Its

main features are great .'trength, simplicity of construction, easy
riding and a powerful braking device.

In general plan the truck follows very closely the lines of the
steam railwaj' truck used under the Empire State exjjress on the
New York Central Railroad. In fact, it is the production of the
same designer, and the characteristic of the latter truck, the use of

FIG. 5.-35 FT. OPEN CAR ON SINGLE TRUCK,

the form of yoke used was necessary to accomplish this, but the rest

of the truck remains practicallj' the same as in the extra long.

As will be seen in Fitf. i, the ideal condition alread}- outlined
for a single truck for long cars is secured by this construction. The
bridge truss frame proper is shown in solid lines, and is flexiblj'

supported on the side bars of the truck, which are themselves flex-

ibly supported through the spring under the yoke upon the wheel
boxes.

half elliptic springs on the side frames, has been adopted in the
Peckham truck. The center of gravity of the t:uok has bten
brought down as low as possible, and with cars having straight sides
the body of the car can be not more than 27 '4 ins. above tl e rail.

Tlie wheel base has been kept short, and the space between the
axles kept clear, so that it is possible to mount two motors tn the
truck without difficulty. The truck is a very easy riding one, and its

whole construction makes it both strong and durable.
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The brake gear is particularly ingenious in construction. The
Vjrake levers are double compound acting on the outside of the
wheels, and so sensitive that they can be set at any degree desired,

by the slightest motion of the brake handle.
Soon after this truck was designed, the Ppckham Company re-

ceived an urgent order from the Piedmont & Mountain View Rail-

road of Oakland, Cal., for seven of its double truck equipments.
The grades on this line are as high as 14 '4 per cent, and the cars are

about thirt3--five feet in length, and when loaded carry one hundred
passengers. The front truck is set in such a position as to bring the
end of the truck frame about one foot from the end of the car, and
when the fender is attached to the truck it projects about a foot be-

yond the end of the car.

The rear truck is set well under the car for the purpose of

carrying at least two-thirds of the load where the car is traveling up
the steep grades. Two General Electric 800 motors are mounted on
the rear truck. Their weight in addition to two-thirds of the load
of the car and passengers gives sufficient traction to enable the cars

to climb the hills without any slipping of the wheels on the track.

There are no motors on the front truck. Separate brakes are used
for each truck and the car always runs the same way. At one end
the cars run around a loop and at the other end they are turned on
a Y. In a recent letter received b}' the Peckhani Company from Ira

A. Bishop, manager of the Piedmont & Mountain View Railroad,
Mr. Bishop says that the company has been using the swivel truck
for six or eight months and that the}- are giving excellent satisfac-

tion. No trouble has been experienced in running the cars down
grades as the brakes are so powerful that the wheels can be locked
anywhere in ca.se it is found necessary to do so.

The arrangement of the springs on the truck makes it possible

to remove quickly and easily the bolster and elliptic springs when-
ever it becomes necessary to examine and overhaul the motors.

The Peckham Snow Plow.

The large number of interurban railways being operated in dif-

ferent parts of the country and the large number of city railways
which extend far out into the suburbs has emphasized the necessity

for some efficient method of dealing with the snow problem. This
is an important question on some roads, especiallj' in the open coun-
try where snow drifts are common, especially in cuts, and where
the track is depressed below the level of the surrounding region.
The experience of .steam railroads has shown that ordinary plows
not only are often incapable of caring for this service, but with
heavy drifts a greater amount of power is required than with the
rotary track cleaner. As a result the latter style of plow is gener-
ally employed now on our Western steam roads, the managers of

which would consider the operation of their lines without its aid as
almost impossible.

The only difference between the plow illustrated below and
a steam rotary plow is that the motive power is furnished by elec-

tricity, making it capable of use on electric roads. The plow is

not a new one, having been brought out several years ago by

ROTARY SNOW PLOW.

George W. Ruggles, and plows of this description have been in ex-
tended use on the Rochester Railway, BufTalo Railway, Niagara
Falls & Suspension Bridge Railway and elsewhere. The right to
manufacture this plow however has recently been secured by the
Peckhani Motor Truck & Wheel Company, and this company is now
placing them on the market.

The records in Rochester on the Rochester & Charlotte line show
that the plow accomplishes more work in an hour than fifty men could
do with shovels in a day. The cleaner went through drifts in many

places four feet deep leaving a clean cut and not throwing up objec-
tionable piles of snow on either side, and having gone through once
the track could be widened—a strong point. The superintendent
adds that no push plow or sweeper could have done the work accom-
plished by the rotary cleaner last winter. Four men only were ne-
cessary to operate the car. On the Niagara Falls & Suspension
Bridge Railway the plow remo- ed snow without the aid of a shovel
to the depth of five feet, and the superintendent states that by
means of the two ti ed last season a saving of $1000 was made in the
cost of removing snow. Similar records are given elsewhere. The
general manager of another important line using the plows .states

that " without them it would have been impossible to have operated
many of this company's lines extending into the outskirts of the
city. No one can make a mistake in using the Ruggles rotary snow
plows for exposed lines."

Roller Bearings for Street Cars.

Roller bearings have proved such an economical agent in .so

many varieties of machinery that it may have seemed surprising to
some that they have not been more extt nsively used in the axle
boxes of electric cars. The subject is one which should interest

street railway managers as it relates directly to reducing the co.st of
operating electric cars Experiments have been made in this line

by the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company and this company has now
placed on the market and will show at St. Louis one of its bearings
for car axles. Anxious not to place a device of this kind on the
market until it should be perfected, the company has done prac-

ROLLER BEARING FOR STREET CARS.

tically nothing until the present time in exploiting this device
although it was invented several years ago, but has devoted the
intervening time to careful tests of the bearing under different

conditions of street railwaj' traffic. The.se tests have given such
universally satisfactory results that it is with full confidence that
the bearing will satisfactorily stand the ardous conditions of electric

railway service that it is now presented for public approval.
Soon after the Milwaukee convention in 1S93 at which the bear-

ing was exhibited one of the heaviest cars of the Milwaukee Elec-
tric Railwa}' & Light Company was equipped with these boxes.
They are in service on the car yet withont having required any re-

newals or repairs and with no appreciable wear on the rollers. The
boxes in use on the Albany Railway have also had an equally good
record. The chief point of difference between these and other roller

bearings lies in the fact that the rollers instead of being solid are

made of flat coils of unliardened steel. This, it has been found, keeps
the bearings in Hue and reduces the tendency to wear.

The end thrust is taken up by a cap instead of a check plate,

and dust guards prevent the introduction of dust into the bearings.
Experience has shown that but little oil is required. This oil is car-

ried up by the rollers from the bottom of the boxes and the journal
aud end of the axle are thus lubricated. The bearings are applicable
to all well known styles of trucks and are the lowest in price of any
roller bearings ever put on the maiket.

New Cable Railway in the Isle of Man.

On Aug. 27, the new cable railway built by Dick, Kerr & Com-
pany, Limited, of L'^ndon and Glasgow, for the Isle of Man Tram-
way & Electric I'ower Companj' was put in operation. The event
was made the occasion of a celebration by prominent citizens of the
Isle of Man, officials of the railwaj- company, and representatives of
the builders. The town was gaily decorated upon the opening day
and the exercises included a long procession of the principal gen-
tlemen interested in the con.'truction of the line, e.'corted b} the
military. A dinner given at the principal hotel in Douglas on the
evening of the opening day, and which was said b}- the local news-
paper to have been the mo.st sumptuous which has taken place in

the Island any time during the last fifty years, was tendered to Dick,
Kerr & Company to celebrate their spendid work in completing the
upper town line of the road in the short time of four months.
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Standard Motor Compressor for Air Brakes.

I'rom time to tinu-, the various types of air brake apparatus
manufactured by The .Statulard Air-Iirake Coui])aiiy, have been de-

scribed and ilhistrated in these cohinms, and it is largely due to the

efforts of this jirogressive concern that more attention is being ])aid

to improvements in braking electric and cable cars. Fig. i, herewith,
shows the latest type of Standard gearless electric motor-compressor.
The companj' long since discarded open style compressors, having
found that for lasting service under street cars, with the severe con-
ditions existing, it was preferable to have all exposed jjarts of the
air-brake encased. Particular attention has therefore been paid

to making the various ]xirlsdust and water proof. It will be noticed

that the machine is iron clad, and that there is no chance for dirt or

water to accumulate. It is furnished in capacities ranging from one-
half to two horse power. All moving parts work in oil. A very im-
portant feature is the small space the machine occupies. The di-

FIG. 1. INDEPENDENT MOTOR COMPRESSOR.

mansions of the one horse power type do not exceed 12 ins. high

X 15 ins. wide • 28 ins. long. It is thus possible to install the out-
fit under an ordinary car seat, instead of having to mount it on the
platform, where at times it might be in the way.

The running of this motor-compressor for thirty seconds will

compress enough air to suflice for a half dozen stops. It will be
seen from this that the motor-compressor is idle niost of the time,
thus ensuring long life of the apparatus. The vibration is taken up
by cushions which prevent transmission of noise to car, and the
motor-compressor runs very quietly. The compactness of the ap-
paratus makes it practicable to .suspend it under the f^oor of the car

in case it should not be desirable to put it on the platform or tinder

the car seat. It can safely travel in such exposed position withottt

suiTering injury or becoming inoperative. Oiling is necessary only
at infrequent intervals. All parts are made to gatige, and replace-

ments, should such become necessary, may be easily and econom-
ically effected. The Standard motor compressor differs from other
types in that it is direct coupled, with corresponding absence from
noise and the necessity of gear renewals.

FIG. 2. CONTROLLING APPARATUS.

Realizing the undesirability of relying upon motormen to throw
the current for operating air brake motor-compressors on and off,

the company has for some time gone very careftilly into the build-
ing of automatic controll ng apparatus which would relieve motor-
men from all such responsibility. The result of its labors is shown
in the device illustrated in Fig. 2. This apparatus has been patented
here and abroad and has been designed to meet ever)' contingenc}-.
The action in starting and .stopping is perfect and entirely auto-
matic. When the current is interrupted by opening of circuit

breakers, resistance is immediatelv introduced into the motor cir-

cuit. The same action occurs if the trolley flies off or the motorman
removes the trolley on changing from one end of the car to the other.

When the air pressure in the reservoir is released and when ordinar-
ily, the niotor would " run away " the resistance is also automatic-
ally placed in the circuit and the speed controlled. Conversely,
when the motor-compressor is started with the reservoirs empty, the
resistance is gradually cut out of the circuit as the air pressure in-

creases. The speed of the motor is never excessive.
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The vStandard Air-Brake Company is now filling orders for motor-
compressor air-brakes with its new controller. This tj pe makes it

])i)ssil)le to equip any electric car, train or locomotive, no matter
whether there is any free axle space available or not. Where, how-
ever, there is a free axle space of from six inches upwards alongside

of the motors, the company can also supply its single or double-
acting compressors, driven either directly or indirectly from the
car axle. Hundreds of these are in successful operation here and
abroad.

A tini(|He feature of the system is the interlocking controlling

handle shown in Fig. 3. By using this, a mistake becomes utterly

impossible when the motormen shift from one end of the car to the

other. The handle must be inserted in one particular place and can
only be withdrawn from that place. When inserted, it makes the
air-brake operative from that end of car only. When withdrawn it

securely locks the controlling valve at that end, leaving the other
end locked until again opened by the insertion of the handle.

The pressure gauge is mounted on top of the controlling appar-
atus where the dial must constantly be seen. It is not possible for

FIG. 3. CONTROLLING HANDLE.

the motormen to be 'ignorant of the air pressure available. The
pressure vane is not double headed, but is made in such shape as

to make reading absolutely certain.

Since last convention the company has made contracts to equip
roads in the following cities an)0'>g others: Pasadena, Buffalo,

Brooklyn, Washington, Worcester, Akron, Philadelphia, Springfield,
St. Catherines, Lorain, etc., and has shipped large orders to New
vSouth Wales, Germany and Switzerland. From a number of the
cities mentioned as many as from three to six orders for additional
equipments have come during the year.

The business has increased enough during the year to compel
the opening of a store house in New York where a stock of air-

brakes and sundries is carried. The location, 254 Water Street, is

central and convenient for shipping. Since the company removed
its factory from Chicago, and began manufacturing air-brakes within
five miles from its headquarters, its business has steadily advanced.
The company's general manager, Mr. Wessels, devotes himself very
closely to the business, and it is due to his foresight, great ljusiness

qualifications and unremitting energy that the company has made
such enviable headwaj'. Mr. We'sels' associates on the board of

directors are chiefl)' international bankers of the highest rank. The
company's chief engineer, Henry P. Mertiam, has the reputation
of being one of the ablest men in the field. His work has given
him a wide reputation as an expert in the handling of engineering
problems.

The Use of Belts in Electric Railway Power
Stations.

While some of the larger electric railway companies of the
ccttntry have installed direct connected apparattis, there are many-
electric railway engineers who are extremely partial to the use of
lielts, especially where the number of cars in operation is less than
fifty. The first cost for a belted plant is undeniably less than that
of a direct connected plant of the same output. This in itself is an
important item, especially to those lines which do not have a
very large traffic, or with new lines where the amount of traffic

cannot be accurately determined, and where therefore the practice
of economy in first cost is desirable. The other financial considera-
tion, that of economy in operation, is one upon which engineers
differ. That the advocates of direct connected machinery claim a
higher economy is undeniable, but if this be so the difference is

slight, if an}', according to the advocates of belted machinery. The
high economical figures, the latter claim, obtained from direct con-
nected machinery, is due largely to better design of the recent ma-
chines, while it is undeniable that belted and rope driven plants
have shown such excellent results, from an economical standpoint,
that the total power lost in the belt mtist be an almost unappreciable
percentage of the total.

Another advantage in belt drive, especjalh' for small stations
where the fluctuations in total load are very great, lies in the flex-

ible connection existing between the engine and the generator. In a
belted plant, the belt performs the same function between the gener-
ator and the engine that a car spring does between the wheel and
the car body, in rendering the changes in load less abrupt. Again,
the ability to operate several generators from the same engine gives
less liability of the shutting down of the plant from an accident to

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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either one engine or one generator. All of these points affect par-
ticularly the roads in the smaller cities where real estate is cheap and
where the increased amount of floor space necessary in a belted
plant does not amount to a very large figure.

Ainong the manufacturers of bells, Chas. A. Schieren & Com-
pany state that there is still a large demand for their belts from elec-

tric railway stations, and believe that their advantages are becoming
more generally recognized. Messrs. Schieren & Company have
always occupied a leading position as manufacturers of belts of this

description and have made a specialt}' of this kind of work. Their
tannery at Bristol, Tenn., is illustrated on this page.

The plant has a capacity of 60,000 heavy belting hides per year
and is used for tanning the best grade only of oak tanned leather for

. DIXIE TANNERY, BRISTOL, TENN.

belting purposes, the leather being treated with a view to the long-

est possible life in leather belting.

The hides are l)rought from Chicago, the largest beef market in

the world, where the greatest choice of quality is found. After re-

maining at Bristol for eight or nine months and being thoroughly
tanned and curried, the hnished product is sent to New York City

where it is cut up and made into belting b}' Chas. A. Schieren &
Co., whose extensive factor}' is situated in the old historic "swamp"
district of the city. Thus it will be seen that in the history of their

belts every factor from the choice of raw hides to the finished pro-

duct is considered with a view toward perfect results.

This firm makes a .specialty of wide main driving belts for elec-

tric light and street railway use. Among recent contracts awarded
it are three sixty-four inch wide, three-plj' leather belts and
tliirty-five dynamo belts for the Southern Electric

Light & Power Company, of Philadelphia, and two
seventy-two inch wide, three-ply leather belts for the
Municipal I-vlectric Light Company. of Brooklyn, N.
Y., the latter order taking the hides of 540 lieav}-

steers in its construction.

In front of the engine will be placed a dynamo of the "Westing-
house make, to be used in testing motors and pumps, and for light-
ing purposes. This machine has a capacity of fifteen amperes and
500 volts.

Towards the rear, and near the center, is the boring mill, whicli
is used for boring brake cylinders, pump and housings. It has a
special clamping device by which the four jaws are moved together,
by one handle, and will place automatically any st\ le of casting cen-
tral with the boring bar, after the first one is adjusted. This ma-
chine has ten speeds and the same number of feeds, and will bore
accurately a brake cylinder 7 ins. diameter X '4 ins. long, including
facing ends and putting in and taking out of machine, in forty-five
minutes. It is a vertical mill and is much easier and convenient to

operate than any hori-

zontal mill built at the
; • present time. Another

" '
' feature is that the chips

fall out below and the
operator has a clear and
unobstructed view of his

work at all times. By
using the adjustable

• table, the machine can
be chan>;ed to a drill

press for light or heavy
I work, in a very short

time.
At the left of the

boring mill is a common
type ol drill press of
the Prentiss make. The
only feature of note over
any ordinary drill press
is the tapping attach-
ment,whereby all pieces
requiring to have the
holes tapped are done
by power. The spindle
is so arranged that a
tapping head can be at-

tached, being so ar-
ranged that after a hole is lapped to the desired depth the tap slips

on a friction socket and remains at a standstill, while the drill press
spindle continues to revolve. By a friction clutch and backing belt,

the tap can be reversed and removed. The advantage of this is

twofold
;

first, all holes are tapped central!}', and second, all

holes are tapped alike, so that one bolt does not fit loosely and an-
other tight, all fitting properly and alike.

In the row of machines on the extreme left, beginning with the
rear, is a special lathe for drilling small holes and grinding valves.
Next is a No. 24 Brown & Sharpe milling machine, used for facing,
cutting gears and any other parts of our work requiring facing or
milling. Next in line is a twenty-four inch shaper, used for all

planing and facing that cannot be done on the milling machine.
Next is the latest and most improved style of brass turret lathe.

Works of the Hunt Air Brake Company .

ST.RrdOURNAL

The Hunt Air Brake Company's works are situated

at New Kensington, about eighteen miles from Pitts-

burgh, on the line of the Allegheny Valley Railroad,

Kensington having the same freight rates as Pitts-

burgh. The works, which are 60 ft. 150 ft., are

located at the foot of Ninth Street, on property of

sufiicient dimensions to put in a foundry and larger

fitting shop for castings later on as the extension of

the business demands it. The illustration shows the

assembling department. On the right are over one
hundred bins (a portion of which are in sight), in

which are kept different kinds of pipe fittings, bolts,

cap screws, steel bolts, brake cylinder, and pump
fittings of all kinds, for repair parts or for new work
as needed. One of the company's oscillating pumps,
run hy belting from main shafting, is seen close by.

This pump is used for testing purposes, compressing
air as high as 125 lbs. per square inch. This air is stored in a large

tank of about 40,000 cu. ins., placed in the cellar. From this

tank, pipes are run to the testing bench, which is seen on the right

below the pump. The main pipe runs along the back of the bench
for twelve feet, and has eight openings or outlets, so that a number
of workmen can test different parts at the same time, without
being in each other's way. A special feature of this testing bench
is that pressure of any desired amount can be forced into auxiliary

tanks, for testing parts where a certain pressure per square inch is

necessar}', as in the case of setting and adjusting the automatic
pressure valves or adjusting springs for the switch cut-outs, without
interfering with workmen testing brake cylinders or other parts,

where so high a pressure is not required.

ASSEMBLING DEPARTMENT, HUNT AIR BRAKE WORKS.

The last two machines are lathes for making tools and turning up
pistons, cranks and work of like nature.

All parts of the brake are built from case hardened steel tem-
plates; every machine which does a particular part being equipped
with the necessary jigs, so that there is no time lost in fitting up for

any given part.

In the rear, partitioned off from the main building, is an eighty
horse power, horizontal tubular boiler, fired by natural gas, and
back of this is a large stationary forge, with all the necessary tools

for making and dressing machine tools and small forgings used in

the brake. The plant is supplied with power from a forty horse
power, automatic Brownell engine.

The works are adjacent to those of the Pittsburgh Reduction
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Company, at wliosf foundry all brass castings for the w(jrk are sup-
A foundry for furnishing castinj^s of iron is also located con-

veniently ntar the Hunt Air Brake Coni])anv, and the largest l)i]Je

works of the country are easy of access, within the suburbs of Pitts-

burgh, so that the factory is con venientlj' located in the matter of

securing sup])lies, as well as in the equipment of its plant.

The company is organized under the laws of the state of Penn-
sylvania. Its president is Alfred E. Hunt, secretary and general
manager, Geo. 1^. Pratt, and treasurer, D. I/. Gilles])ie. Among its

stockholders are some of the leading and wealthiest business men of

Pittsburgh. The capital stock of the companx' is #50,000, and its

oflices are at the works and in Ferguson Block, Pittsburgh.

Duncan Trollc.v Base and Wheel.

The Duncan trolley base, herewith illustrated, and built under
patents granted Apr. iS, 1893, is now in service on several iiroininent

Imperial Swivel Truck.

The accompanying engraving represents the Imperial 999 truck
of the Fulton Truck & I'oundry Company, built especially for in-

terurban railway work. As will be seen the whole construction of

the truck is .substantial, and such as to best with.stand the heavy serv-

ice to which in interurban work the truck is subjected.
The Imperial 999. it is claimed, is composed of less parts than

any truck on the market. The side frame to which is attached the
oil box jaws, is a steel casting in one piece. In this way the use of

many bolts and rivets so often employed in truck constuction is

avoided. The carrying bars are made fast to the journal bo.xes and
in such a manner as to hold them in their proper position when
the brakes are set and there is no tendency for them to lose their

alignment. This, the mainifacturers of this truck claim, is an im-
portant point especially where power brakes are used, as the strains

to which the connections between the carrying bars and journal
boxes are subjected during emergency stops, are such as to tend
to part the two.

FIG. 1. TROLLEY BASE. IMPERIAL SWIVEL TRUCK.

railwavs throughout the country and is giving good results.

.\lalleable iron and wrought forgings an the materials used in its

c nstruction, each piece being carefully fitted. The tension, which
is secured by the cam on the lower end of the
pole socket, can be adjusted to suit any weight
of trolley wheel. When the springs have been
set to the required tension, the end plu^s are

screwed in place, forming a complete covering
for the spring, and protecting it from the snow
and sleet of winter. The trolley is but twenty
inches long, and weighs only sixty pounds,
niaking it eas}' for one man to handle. It is

specially adapted for low bridges and tunnels,
as the pole can be brought down to seven inches
above the car roof. The patents cover the use
of the cam for securing tension in a trolley.

The Duncan self oiling trolley wheel is

also said to be meeting with great success.

Wheels put in service last December are run-
ing to-day, and show verj- little wear. This is a ten months' run and
will bear investigation by railwaj' managers who wish to reduce
operating expenses. The wheel is made of bronze, cored out in the

Fi(j. 2. WriEEL.

The truck is eqi'ipped with a simple and effective brake. The
spring adjustments are of such a nature as to save the rail joints, the
journals and wheels and make the car easy riding, a very desirable
feature, as a large part of the travel on interurban cars is that of
pleasure seekers.

Protective Device for Grade Crossings.

The illustration below shows a device manufactured and sold by
the Paige Iron Works, to avoid accidents at the crossings of steam
railways by electric roads.

This particular derailing device was put in recently at Alton,
111., where some protection of the kind was deemed essential. A de-
railing switch is placed at either side of the crossing and ap])roxi-

niately fiftj- feet distant from the same. The normal conditiun of
the switch is to derail the electric car and in order that the car may
safely pass the switch the conductor of the electric car is obliged to
cros- over the railroad track and by raising the lever open his line.

The object of placing this throwing lever at the crossing is obvious,
as the conductor in crossing the track to the lever has a full view of
the steam track each way. In this particular case, advantage was
taken of the curves in both electric and steam tracks as will be seen

PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR GRADE CROSSINGS.

center to hold sufficient oil for about eight days' run. The bushings
are of hardened tool steel, while the pin is also of hardened steel.
The oil in the reservoir keeps both pin and bush well lubricated,
making wear almost impossible.

The patents of the above trolley base and wheel are owned by
the Simonds Manufacturing Company.

by the above illustration. In case of derailment, the electric car
will not approach the steam track, but move parallel with it. The
derailing switch. A, is thrown by lever B, as is also the switch C
thrown b}' switch lever D. When a car has passed the crossing and
is trailing through the second switch, each wheel flange closes the
switch point which is again opened automaticallv by a spring.
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New Air Brake System.

The Christenseii air brake sy stem, which was put on the mar-
ket some time ago has recently been improved by the Seamless
Construction Company, by whom it is now exploited. The brake
equipment with pump on the axle is illustrated diagrammatically in
Fig. I. The pump, which is enclosed and self-contained, is hung upon
one of the axles of the car and simply .suspended by its rear end
from an elastic suspension, secured to the truck frame. All work-
ing parts are protected from dust by the casing, which also answers
as a receptacle for the lubricant. The pump is worked by an ec-
centric and strap inside the casing. The plunger is single acting

kind. The repairs to the brake, it is said, have been merely nominal.
Only one car wheel (defective in casting) has been replaced during
this period, in which the car has run about 60,000 miles.

The Christensen independent motor compressor is shown in
Fig. 3. Some of the most important objects sought in its design
were as follows: all the parts must be easily accessible for removal
and repairs; the motor and pump must be so constructed as to re-
quire no attention by the motorman, while in service, and should be
able to remain in continual service for at least four months, without
repairs or overhauling of any kind; in operation the equipment
should be nearly noiseless; the current for operating the motor
should be automatically controlled by the maximum and minimum
air pressures

; the limit between these pressures should not exceed

\ Air CoiTii.iressor

Street Uy. Journal

FIG. 1.—AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENT FOR SINGLE CAR.

and is connected to the eccentric strap Ijy an extra large case hard-
ened steel pin, working in a pliosphor bronze bushing. A grease
box on the outside of the casing, feeds oil to the side bearings of

the latter upon the axle. They are also lubricated by an oil chamber
on the side of the casing beneath the bearings which, by means of a
felt wiper, supplies oil in the .same manner as on the main journals

of the truck axles.

The pump is readily accessible and can be mounted on the axle
or dismounted in less th-^n twenty minutes. On the back head a

combination consisting of three moving parts performs the function

of suction valve, discliarge valve and regulator. The latter is for

the purpose of letting the air escape back through the suction to

the atmosphere as soon as the maximum pressure is reached. To
the inlet spout is attached a rubber hose which is connecttd either

with the inside of the car or with a dustproof casing so that no im-
purities or grit can ent-er the pump. The air reservoir is a seamless,

cold drawn st 'el shell made by a new process and tested at 500 lbs.

per square inch It is fitted with a check valve to prevent the air

from escaping back through a possible leak in the combination on
the pump when the car is out of use for some time.

fifteen pounds, the automatic switch for this purpose should also
be arranged to be operated manually.

With these requirements in view, the apparatus illustrated has
been constructed and has been operated for several months, with,
it is said, .satisfactory results.

The combined motor and pump, of which an illustration is given
in Fig 3, has two cylinders with sintrle acting plunger pistons fitted

with an improved form of packing and with steel case hardened and
ground wrist pins. The connecting rods are operated by a steel crank
shaft, with cranks at 180 degs. apart. The crank shaft is extended at
one end beyond the main bearing for receiving a gear wheel, meshing
with a pinion on the armature shaft directly above. The base of
the motor forms a top cover for the pump base. The gears are also
enclosed hy a suitable casing. At the gear end the armature shaft
revolves in an extra long bronze bearing, provided with a stuffing

box of improved construction. It will thus be seen that the interior

of the pump is completely enclosed. The gear case is partly separ-
ated from the rest of the space inside the pump base in which the
crank shaft revolves. The space in the pump base is partly filled

with oil, say two or three gallons, and the gear case is partly filled

FIG. 2.—AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENT FOR MOTOR AND TRAIL CAR.

The pressure gauge is of the ordinar)- approved pattern. The
controlling valve is a special feature and is so arranged that a man,
even with the most primitive ideas, cannot misuse the brake. The
handle is about five inches long and is turned an angle of about

90 degs. to effect an emergency stop. The service stop is a
separate notch and by moving the handle to this notch, a pleasant,

easy stop, without jar, is obt^in-'d. There is absolutely no excuse
for the motorman making any other kind of stop, unless in emer-
giiicies, when he must move the handle as far as it will go. This
arrangement also avoids flat wheels because the application is even
and if the wheels should skid on a bad rail, the brakes can be in-

stantly slackened. The wheels will then revolve with the brakes
still partly set.

This air brake is applicable to trail cars as well as motor cars.

When trailers are used the brakes are set from the motor car and the
air is conveyed to the trailer through an ordinary hose coupling.
The equipment of a trailer simply consists of a brake cjdinder and
piping.

When starting out with an empty resers'oir a run of some three
or four blocks is required to give enough air pressure for making a

stop, but experience has shown that on all the brakes so far in use,

the air pressure when once gained, is retained, not onl}' over night,

but for several days. The power required to run the pump is said
not to exceed an average of },{ h. p. and in distances with few stops
it is considerablv less.

The air brakes on the single and double truck cars on the !Mil-

waukee Street Railway equipped with the brake have now been in
continuous and uninterrupted service for about fourteen months,
during which time there have been no accidents or collisions of an)'

with the regular gear grease. Experience has shown that with one
supply of oil a pump will be lubricated for five or six months with-
out replenishment.

The suction and discharge valves are conveniently arranged in

the cylinder back cover in such a way that each is independent of

the other and the pump may be run as a single cylinder pump by re-

moving one of the suction valves. Furthermore, the .suction valves
and discharge valves are alike in every respect and are formed of a
seamless, cold drawn steel cup, each valve weighing some two or
three ounces. The motor is so constructed that by unscrewing a

few bolts, the armature or fields can be removed and exchanged
without disturbing any other part of the apparatus. The whole may
be done in ten or fifteen minutes. The gear, as well as the pinion,

can also be removed and exchanged, without disturbing any other
part of the machine, and in like manner, the valves and cylinder
cover may be removed without disturbing any other part of the
machine.

The capacity of this pump is thirty-four cubic feet of free air

per minute, which, at sixty pounds air pressure and 550 volts re-

quires about nine amperes in actual running. In other words, it

will charge an air tank, 18 ins. X 9 ft., from atmosriheric pressure

to sixty pounds per square inch in 2j<2 minutes. As the application

of the brake for three cars requires three or four pounds, the pump
is large enough to restore the pressure within a very small fraction

of a minute.
The automatic .switch controller is shown in Fig. 3. The

maximum and minimum pressures are regulated by a small screw
for each. This adjustment can be performed at any time by re-

moving the top cover of the switch controller.
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The resistance coils are arranged in the base of the controller,

immediately below the operating niechanisni and are so constructed
that any defective coil may be removed and renewed without any
trouble. The connection between the contact strip and buttons is

formed with a brush as shown and so arranged as to be renewed or

cleaned in a few seconds. The handle carrying this contact brush
is arranged to be engaged or di.sengaged from the automatic ma-
chine, worked by the air pressures by simply pulling a .small knob.
This disengages the automatic partentireh- and the switch may then
be operated by hand, in the same manner as any other ordinar}'

rheostat switch.

FIG. 3,—INDEPENDENT MOTOR COMPRESSOR.

The controlling valve consists of a main casting, suitable for re-

ceiving the reservoir jiipe, brake pipe and exhaust pipe and has a

balanced disk valve for controlling the admission or exhaust of air

pressures from the brakes. This disk is perfectly balanced and has
an improved method of lubrication so that sufficient oil can be
charged into it to keep all parts lubricated for several months.

By turning the controller handle beyond the notches for admis-
sion and exhaust, which can be done immediately after leaving the
station on an elevated road, the motor will be put in service, even
if the air pressure has not fallen to the predetermined minimum.
The pump is of sufficient capacity to restore the full air pressure to

FIG. 4—ADJUSTABLE RHEOSTAT.

its maximum between any two stations, at which time the automatic
switch controller cuts off the current. This -will occur long before
the train has reached the next station. If the motorman, through
carelessness, should forget to move the controlling valve handle past

the regular release position, then by three or more applications of

the brakes, the air pressure will drop to the minimum at which the
automatic switch controller is set and the motor and pump are

started by the controller, independent of the motorman's control-

ling valve.

This motor pump, as well as switch controller, may, of course,

be used for either system of straight or automatic air brakes. The
company is prepared to furnish both, having designed and patented

a triple valve for use with the latter system. This triple valve has
only two moving parts including a quick action attachment, as

against five or six now in use on the ordinary triple valves. It has,

furthermore, .several advantages over other triple valves, the princi-

pal one being that with it the brakes in a train of one or two cars

are released in practically the same lime as when straight air is used.

A New Kail Bond for 50 to 500 Amperes.

Thomas A. Edison and Harold P. Brown have designed a new
form of the plastic bond for electric roads where the full conductivity
of the rail is not re(|uired. One inch from the end of each rail a

shallow hole is drilled diagonally downwards into the junction of

the base and the web. This hole is amalgamated by the Edison pro-
cess and filled with the plastic alloy.

A U-shaped loop of amalgamated copper is inserted into a pair

of the.se holes at each joint and is held upright by the angle plate.

The copper is not clamped or riveted and is therefore free to ad-

just itself to every movement of the rails, since the plastic alloy ad-

heres tightly to the amalgamated surfaces and forms a pair of flexi-

ble socket joints.

FIG 1 —SOCKET BEFORE APPLYING BOND.

FIG. 2.^B0ND COMPLETE

L

FIG. 3.—BOND APPLIED TO T RAIL.

These joints will allow the rails to move '4 in. in any direc-
tion without disturbing the electrical contact. There is no me-
chanical stress on the copper and it cannot break or crj-stallize, and
since it is amalgamated by the Edison process, it cannot rust or be
injured by electrolysis. The electrical loss at the contacts is said
to be very much less than that of an)' other form of copper bond.

As an example of the .short life of ordinary copper contacts,
some tests were made, Sept. 11, by Robert Dunning, master me-
chanic of the Buffalo Railway Company. The nine inch girder rails

on the Niagara Street line were found to be carrying but twenty-five
amperes each, instead of their proper load of 500 amperes. These
rails were laid about two years ago and had at each joint two No.
000 copper bonds eight inches long. Examination showed that
these were mechanically tight, but on removal, the contact surfaces
were found covered with a black, greasy oxide.
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Fig. I herewith shows the plastic socket bond before applying
to rail. The copper strip shown is equal in carrying capacity to two
No. 0000 wires.

Fig. 2 shows the bond complete. The girder rail has a hole one
inch in diameter penetrating the web so that a copper strip can be
used on eacli side to transmit heavy current. When necessarj' a

small piece of flexible cork is placed on each side of the holes to

prevent an}' of the plastic alloy from jarring out, but with ordinary
sections this is not needed.

Fig. 3 shows a T rail and a No. 0000 copper bond inserted into

one of the holes. This wire is flattened so as to fit behind the angle
plate and has its ends bent forward to prevent it from being jarred

out of the hole.

Air Brakes on Nanlasket Beach Railway.

At the time the STREET Railway Journal published a de-
scription of the electrically operated railroad between Pemberton
and East Weymouth on the Old Colony division of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford system, particulars regarding the method
of braking and contact were not obtainable. These have now been

communicated to us.

It will be remem-
bered that on the line

from Pemberton at the
extreme end of Nan-
tasket Beach to Nan-
tasket Junction, a dis-

tance of 6.91 miles, the
cars are operated by
overhead trolley con-
tact. From Nantasket
Junction to East Wey-
mouth the electricity

is taken by means of the
sliding contact shoes
from a third rail laid

in the center of each
track. When the cars

start from the Junc-
tion station, momen-
tum is given to the car

by electricity taken
from the overhead wire
and it is carried over

the third rail. The trolley then slips from the termination of the
overhead wire, is pulled down and hooked and the slioes come into
contact with the surface rail. A knife switch imder the hood of

FIG. -AIR COMPRESSOR.

The air for the brakes is supplied by an electrically driven air
compressor automatically controlled by the air pressure itself. The
apparatus consists of a double vertical air pump with single acting
cylinders, sH ins. >^ 7 ins. .stroke, directly connected to a .series

motor, the lower field of which is extended to form the ba.se of the
air pump. The connection between the two is thus rendered very
rigid. The capacity of the pump is 52 cu. ft. of free air per
minute working against ninety pounds pressure per square inch. At
this pres.sure the speed is 250 revolutions at 600 volts.

The air compressor is piped directly to the main reservoir, and
is controlled automatically by a pneumatic governor consisting of a
cylinder containing a piston working against a spring. The action
of this automatic control is as follows: the pipe running from the
main reservoir enters the cylinder below the piston. As the
pressure rises the piston is forced upward against the spring.
The other end of the piston rod carries the contacts through which
the pump motor circuit is made and broken. Any arcs that may be
made when the contact is broken are blown out in a magnetic field,

the coils of which are connected directly in series with the motor.
As the pressure in the reservoir falls five or seven pounds,

the piston is forced back into its normal position by the spring.
The contacts are puslied down to their .seat, the circuit is closed,
current flows to the motor and the compressor starts. The circuit
remains closed until the pressure reaches normal, when it over-
comes the force of the spring, forces the piston upward, separates
the contact, breaks the circuit and the motor stops. This operation
is repeated automatically, the combination of motor and pump re-
(juiring practically no attention. These avitomatic governors can

FIG. 2.—SHOE FOR THIRD RAIL.

FIG. 3.—PLATFORM OF NANTASKET BEACH CAR.

be adjusted to any pressure from 45 to 100 lbs. and work on a differ-

ence of from five to seven pounds in pressure.
The development of the combined air pump, motor and auto-

matic governor is due to the General Electric Company. It is of
recent design and takes the place of the oscillating cylinder type of
air pump with which the motorcars were originally equipped.

the car being closed, the current from the rail is thrown into the
motors and the operation of the train is continued without inter-

ruption.
One shoe is placed between the axles of each truck, inmiedi-

ately under the king pin. It is suspended by two links, and thus
hangs loosely. This allows it to slide over the surface of the third
rail without difficulty and to make perfect and continuous contact.
The distance between each of the shoes on the car is thirty-three

feet; thus at crossings, where no third rail is laid less than thirty
feet wide, one shoe is always in contact with the end of one section
or the beginning of the next; at wider crossings the impetus of the
moving car brings the shoes into contact again before the car can
come to rest. Each shoe is a cast iron plate twelve inches long, and
five inches wide. It weighs about twenty pounds. It is connected
to the motor by a flexible cable.

Messrs Howe & Beard of Canandaigua have recently brought
out a new air brake which is giving excellent results, it is claimed,
in practice. Patents have been allowed to this firm for certain
novel features of construction and it is said that the brake will soon
be placed on a car in this vicinity, and one in the western part of
the state for trial.

The Selectmen of South Franiingham, Mass. , have granted
the Framingham Union Street Railway Company permission to

equip its Union Avenue line with electricity and the company will

begin work at once. It is probable that the line will be extended
to Marlboro.
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Barnard Water Cooliny; Tower.

The use of nuiltiple cylinder condt'iising engines, rec|niring

from I '4 to two ]X)un(ls of coal per indicated horse ])ower per hour,
according to size, has, until recently, been ijroliihitory

,
except in

widely different conditions of use and in different localities, seenis

to offer evidence that these towers will enable a good condenser to

maintain a degree of vacuum fully equal to that obtained by using
water from natural sources; conse(juentl all steam ]>ower plants
may be operated condensing. An electric station recently equijjped

with this a])])aratus is the Twelfth Street station of the Eflison

Klectric Illuminating Company, of New York. The contract for

the condensing a])]xiratus was awarded to the Wheeler Condenser
& Engineering Company. It included one of that company's
standard surface condensers, mounted upon the air and circulating

pumps placed in the basement, aud a Barnard water cooling tower
located on the roof, which is some sevent}- feet above the condenser.
The u]) discharge pipe from the top of the condenser conveys the
hot water to the toj) of the tower, and the ])ipe from the bottom of

the tower conducts the cooled water down to and through the circu-

lating pump and condenser to the up pipe. This water is kept in

continuous circulation through the channels above described, and,
sufficiently cooled in its transit through the tower to enable the con-
denser to maintain twenty-five inches vacvaim, or better.

The apparatus works smoothly and quietly. To see it in opera-
tion and the work it accomplishes, one would be more inclined to

believe the injection water came from a river ten feet below the
condenser, rather than from a small tank seventy feet above, and
on the roof of the station.

On Apr. 2, 1896, a continuous six hour test of a De La Yalle
steam turbine was made, with an average load of 1402 amperes.
Throughout the test the vacuum gauge ranged from 25 ins. to 26 ins.,

averaging 25.6 ins. ; and on Sept. 2 a full load was carried for five

hours, with an average load of 3628 amperes (about 732 i. h. p.);
the vacuum averaged over 25 ins. It will also be of interest to state

that the exhaust steam averaged 13,535 lbs. per hour, and that the
losses by evajjoration, etc., were on]y three per cent, of the circulat-

ing water, and did not exceed eighty per cent of the boiler feed-

water when the engines were working condensing.
The combination arrangement of the Wheeler condenser, with

its air and water circulating pumps, is particularly well adapted for

use in connection with water cooling towers, as the air pump oper-
ates under the same conditions aud maintains the same degree of

vacuum as W(.)uld result from an abundant supply of condensing
water from the inost convenient natural source. The water circulat-

ing pump also operates under ordinary conditions, with a compara-
tively small additional duty imposed upon it, to lift the circulating
water possibly twenty-five per cent of the height of the building.
The greater part of the lift is balanced by the down column of water
from the cooling tower, which is circulated down one pipe and up
the other, passing through the pump and condenser. There is not
a building so high that this combination of the surface condenser in

the basement, and the cooling tower on the roof, is not usable, as

the apparatus is wholly independent of distance, either horizontally
or vertically. Roof structures are largely a necessity in cities, but
where ground room is available, the cooling tower may be situated
at any convenient point.

The Barnard cooling towers are continuously efficient, as they
are subjected to no wear or oxidation, the superficial surfaces being
steel wire cloth

(
galvanized after weaving ), made in mats and sus-

pended in a vertical position, properlj- placed. The hot water
from the condenser is evenly subdivided and distributed over the
upper edges of the mats, uniformly flowing over and through them,
compelling every square foot of the mats to do a proportionate
amount of work. The space occupied by the tower is small, and
the power required to operate is estimated at from two per cent to

psosibly five per cent of the main engines, according to conditions.

Electric Locomotive Service.

WATER COOLING TOWER.

localities affording abundant water for condensing purposes. The
successful installation of several Barnard water cooling towers, under

It is now more than a j-ear since the electric locomotive service
was inaugurate<l through the Baltimore Belt Line tunnel. On Aug,
4, 1S95, the Locust Point-Canton Ferr}' was discontinued. Since
then all the northbound freight service of the Baltimore .S: Ohio
road has been carried on through the tunnel by electricity. For
four months locomotive No. i handled this, being held readj' for

duty for twenty-four hours a dav. With a single exception onl\',

no delay in the train service can be charged against motor No. i.

This exception occurred three months after the service was started,

and was due to a loose wheel.
Since its inauguration the train service has been handled en-

tirely b}^ Baltimore & Ohio enginemen, who were assigned to duty
on the electric locomotive. These men experienced l)ut little

troul)le in acfpiiring the requisite amount of skill to handle the lo-

comotive satisfactoril}', without the assistance or presence of an
electric expert. They are now able to handle a freight train under
all conditions with far greater dexterit}' than with a steam locomo-
tive. On one occasion a freight train weighing nearly 2000 tons,

was started on a grade of eight per cent and brought to a .speed of

twelve miles per hour in less than two minutes. The drawbar pull

exerted during acceleration was over 60,000 lbs. A dynamometer
car used in heavy steam railroad work was put behind the electric lo-

comotive and the drawbar pull for various weights of train and dif-

ferent currents was noted. From this data, curves, which are fairlv

accurate, .showing the pull for any current, were obtained. It was
found necessar}' to uncouple a portion of the train, as the dynamom-
eter car was unable to register the highest drawbar pull during
the acceleration of the " ruling " freight train.
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No. 2 locomotive was put into service Dec. i , of last year, and
No. 3 about Ma}' i of this year. Following the suggestion of

General Superintendent Fitzgerald, of the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road, both are fitted with a controller operated by a lever directly

connected to a system of movable vertical contacts. This lever is

arranged very similar to the throttle of a steam locomotive. The
experience of the motor engineers shows this to be a very satisfac-

tory arrangement.
No. I locomotive, however, is fitted with a controller which oper-

ates by a wheel through a .system of levers and gearing to a hori-

zontal system of contacts which connect in multiple the resistance

for the different .steps on the controller.

One of the more striking performances of No. 2 locomotive con-
sisted in the acceleration of a freight train weighing 1300 tons, on
the eight per cent grade, to twent}--three miles an hour in about one
minute and thirty seconds. The start was made without an inch of

slack in the entire train. A current of 3600 to 4200 amperes was
used during the greater portion of this acceleration. The greatest

current used indicated a drawbar pull of over 60,000 lbs. at an esti-

mated speed of eighteen miles per hour, which effort is, in mechanical
horse power, about iSoo h. p. It is interesting to note that these

i9

BaUii.-rtore ain; Ohio Ra^roacl Ct^mnanv

Teiegr-upiiic Train Order

3^

FIRST TELEGRAPHIC TRAIN ORDER EVER ISSUED TO AN

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE ON A TRUNK LINE.

very heavy currents were handled at a line potential of 725 volts.

This test was made to show the extreme range of the locomotive.
The controller is thoroughly protected hy the well-known Thomson
magnetic blow-out. It was only from the ammeter which is in cir-

cuit, that the heavy currents which were handled were apparent.
The passenger service has not yet been undertaken, on account

of the non-completion of the uptown passenger station, and because
the overhead work as at present erected, is not adapted to handle
the passenger service with the proper di.spatch. The Baltimore &
Ohio Company is extending the overhead work and upon the com-
pletion of Mt. Royal station, in the course of a few weeks, expects to

take all passenger trains through the tunnel by the electric locomo-
tives.

The original contract with the Baltimore & Ohio Company calls

for sufficient generating capacity to operate two electric locomotives
on the grade at the same time, each pulling a freight train. As the
freight service does not at present call for this heavy dutj-, the Balti-
more & Ohio Railroad, under the supervision of Dr. Louis Duncan,
its consulting engineer,has contracted with a street railway company
of Baltimore to sell to it the surplus power that has resulted. This
street railwa)' service is performed at no increased expense for labor

and but a slightly increa.sed expense for fuel. The revenue from this
service now amounts to enough to pay all expenses of the power sta-

tion, the wages of the motor engineers, and to furnish a considerable
surplus. The advantages accruing from this counse are so apparent
that a fifth power unit is to be installed as a reserve. A motor booster
will also be installed, so that the generators can be run continuously
on the street railway circuit, and the current necessary for the loco-
motive service taken from the .same machines and at the increased
potential due to the booster.

In addition to the apparatus for the electric locomotive service,

the power station includes a lighting plant of 400 arc lights capacity,
and when the present alternations are completed, an alternating
current output of 450 k. w. The Baltimore & Ohio Company is

using this to light its various stations and shops in the vicinity
of Baltimore. The saving on this account amounts to quite a large
item. A small locomotive has recently t>een ordered to be used for
switching purposes on .some of the streets of Baltimore. The cars
are at present switched by horses, and the saving with the new
power will be considerable.

The successful operation of electricity for the train services has
caused the heads of the various departments of the Baltimore & Ohio
road to consider where electricity can elsewhere be used to supplant
existing apparatus. They already have in mind the replacement of
engines by electric motors in their elevators and in the shops of the
company. ^*<*.^

Steel Gears and Pinions.

The greater economj- of steel ge^rs compared with cast iron
gears in street railway practice, has long ago been demonstrated b}-

the experience of street railway managers. A careful investigation
recentl}' carried on extending over sixty-six railways in forty-nine
cities, using not less than 7000 railway motors, revealed the fact

that whereas the life of cast iron gears is somewhat over 30,000
miles, that of steel gears is nearly twice as great.

Apart from the advantages of longer life and higher efficiency

it was also found that with steel gears the danger of their breaking
was nmch le.ss than with iron gears and consequent springing and
breaking of shafts and frames nuich less liable to occur.

STEEL GEAR.

The metal selected by the General Electric Company for its

gears is a strong, close, homogeneous steel, especially free from
blow holes and possessing excellent working qualities. The teeth
are cut out of the solid stock by finely made cutters of a shape de-
termined by a great number of exhaustive experiments. The gear
cutting machines used are both elaborate and expensive and are of

unusually heavy design and accurate workmanship to turn out uni-
form gears. Each gear is rigidly inspected and subjected to severe

test before leaving the factor}'.

The railway motor pinions are made from best hammered steel

forgings, the teeth being cut with machinery giving the same accu-
racy as with the gears. Tests of similar rigidity are applied to

them.

The State Board of Railroad Commissioners, of New York,
has decided to grant the franchise to the Third Avenue Railroad

Company, permitting it to build an electric railway on the Kings-
bridge Road, to be operated by the overhead trolley system.

The Springfield & Southwestern Street Railway Company, of

Springfield, Msss., has been incorporated by John B. Conklin, of

Catskill, N. Y.; G. A. J. Milair and Jesse W. Starr, of New York;
E. P. Bartholomew, J. L. Worthy and George A. Hill, of West
Springfield, and W. H. Dexter, of Springfield, to build an electric

railway from Springfield to West Springfield, Agawam and Suffield,

Cgnn. Capital stock, fooo.ooo.
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Direct Connected Units. Automatic Live Wire Cut=Out.

The engraviiifr on this page illustrates the type of direct con-
nected apparatus which has become familiarly known as the
" Kodak," and differs from other direct connected generating outfits

in that the engine and generator have each their own separate shafts

and bearings, while the connection between then; is flexible and
elastic.

This form of apparatus was brought out by Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Company, while the merits of the application of engines by
direct connection to dynamos was still being discussed, and a large

number of such outfits were furnished and put in operation before
other builders were furnishing direct connected apparatus of an)-

kind.
This form of connection is the only one that takes into consid-

eration an important engineering factor, the value of which in-

creases with age. An armature is an electrical element which must
be held central in its iield and is supported by a shaft, subject to but
little distorting .strain, running in bearings whicli are ])ractically free

from wear. On the other hand an engine .shaft is sul)ject to severe
strains, due to steam pressure on the pistons, giving rise to more or
less flexure, under the best of conditions, and subject—even with
the most generous bearings and lubrication—to considerably more
wear than is incident to electric machinery. In fact all engines are

provided with some means for compensating for such wear. There-
fore the revolving shafts of engines and generators are under such
different conditions as to cause their connection to be best made, it is

claimdd, by a niechani.sm which shall not require clo.se alignment, and
be independent of wear upon either. In addition to this a certain

amount of elasticity is manifestl}' desirable in the presence of the
shocks incident to electrical .service, as has been frequently demon-
.strated through the use of the Westinghouse spring coupling. The
patents on such couplings have caused this application to be con-
fined almost entirely to Westinghouse ap])aratus.

The Westinghouse interests akso furnish the engine type genera-
tor fitted to the Westinghouse engine shafts where desired, thovigh

maintaining the engineering superiority of the "Kodak" type of

apparatus.
The Westinghouse compound engine is so well known that it

scarcely needs specific description. As a high speed engine it has
been fnrnislie<l in large numbers and its special features in .street rail-

Whatever danger is supposed to lie in the 500 volt current is

harndess, so far as the pui)lic is concerned, so long as the trolley

wire remains insulated and suspended at a height of eighteen feet or
more above the .street. Should, however, the trolley wire be broken
by the falling limbs of trees or by other bodies or should it be pulled
down by the trolley ]3ole of the car, there is a great advantage in

being able to disconnect the broken ends of the trollej' wire. It would
be still more advantageous to arrange the trolley wire .so that it

would disconnect itself automatically in case of break.
It is this result which the cut-out, illustrated in the accompany-

ing engraving and which is manufactured by the Live Wire Cut-Out

AUTOMATIC LIVE WIRE CUT-OUT.

Company, accomplishes. The construction of the device is clearl\-

shown in the engraving. It is similar in general appearance to an
ordinary line cut-out or hanger ear, except that the ear is in

three pieces. The end pieces lock into the central piece so long as

the tension of the trolley wire keeps their lower edges horizontal,

.^s soon as the tension on one side is relieved, however, the end
piece tends to drop down, and this immediately disengages it from
the lugs on the central part from which it drops, breaking the
circuit.

Handsome Rail Catalogue.

Dick, Kerr iS: Company. Limited, of London and Glasgow, have
recently brought out one of the handsomest catalogues which has
ever come to this office. This company is known throughout the
world wherever street railways are in operation. It has enjoyed a
particularly large business in f^ngland, on the continent of Europe
and in the English colonies where its rails and construction have
come to be regarded as standard.

Dick, Kerr & Company were prompt to recognize the advan-

AN EQUIPMENT OF KODAK UNITS.

way work are its high average economy under widely varying loads
due to the peculiar steam distribution, whicli holds the economy
practically constant through wide ranges of cut-off, which is effected
on both cylinders by a single valve; its quick regulation, by which
is meant the ability to meet the conditions of the change of load
within a .short space of time, quite independent of the mere matter
of regulation within a given percentage in revolutions per minute,
and also the running qualities, which adapt it to long continued
operation under severe conditions, have always been characteristic
of Westinghouse engine designs, whether compound or otlierwi.se.

It may be said regarding this form of engine that it stands quite
alone in its design-. The Westinghouse units most commonly em-
ployed in street railway service are 200 h. p., 330 h. p. and 600 h. p.

tages of electricity as a motive power for street railways, and roll a
complete line of rails suitable for electric roads and of the deep pat-
terns, seven to ten inches, adopted in this country. That the com-
pany does not confine itself to the manufacture and sale of rails is

clearly shown in the catalogue in question. Much of the best work
in tramway building in Great Britain during the past few years has
been performed b}' the company which has taken contracts for the
complete equipment of different railways, including track construc-
tion and power station. A number of very handsome views are given
of the Edinburgh Northern Cable Tramway being built by the com-
pany, of the Brixton Cable Tramwa}-, the Douglas Cable Traniwa}-,
the Douglas & I^axey Electric Railwa}', the Snaefeil Mountain
Electric Railway, the Bessbrook Electric Rail-way and others.
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Diamond Swivel Truck. Figure 8 Trolley Wire Appliances.

The Diamond Truck & Car Gear Company has recently made a

new addition to its different styles of electric and cable trucks, by
the manufacture of a new double or swivel truck for use under long
cars. The design of the truck is similar to that of the standard
"Diamond" single truck, manufactured by this compan}'. The
side frame members after leaving the angle of the diamond, run
parallel with each other, until the angle of the adjacent diamond is

reached.
By this parallel-center construction of the side frame members

an opportunity is secured of locating advantageoush' the side steady

DIAMOND SWIVEL TRUCK.

guides for the bolster, which are firmly riveted to each member.
This accomplishes two results, that of firmly bracing the truck
frame members, and that of providing a guide and draught-plate for

the bolster. Situated between these two guides and resting on a

shelf, on the inner surface of the plates, are the spring pockets, which
support the motor suspension bars.

The bolster is of heavy channel steel, with an under truss sup-

port or reinforcing girder of heavy flat steel bar, which is firmly riv-

eted at each end of the bolster channel bar. This tie is also aug-
mented by a steel casting which is bolted to these members and also

ac's as a vertical guide for the bolster in the jaw of the side steadj'

plates.

Immediately at the center of the truck and witliin the area of

the steel channel bolster and truss, the maximum width of which is

midway between its ends, is located a separating casting, through
which the king bolt passes. This casting, with its two fellow mem-
bers, form a truss, from which each end of the bolster is tensioned,

or sprung together and riveted.

Surmounting the channel bolster, and vertical with the king
holt casting, is riveted the female center or swivel plate, through
the Center of which, the main swivel or kingbolt passes.

The load of the car body is received and carried by two extra

long half elliptic springs, one on either side of the truck and located

between the steady plates and the side frame members. These
springs are seated at either end upon steel wearing pieces, which
rest upon the solid shelves which are a j^art of the pedestal, and
located nearly over the journal bearings. On account of the extreme
length of these springs, it is claimed, a very ea-S}' riding and resil-

ient service is secured by their use.

At either end of the steel channel bolster, and surmounting it,

are the improved spring friction bearings, which receive the side

movements of the car body first, thus assisting the main half ellip-

tics, and modifying the thrust of the car load upon them. These
side yielding bearings impart also a very easy riding quality to the

truck. The brake equipment is of a unique swinging design and in

its application is verj' powerful.
The truck side frame members are securely held together at

their ends by steel angle bars, which are lirmlj' bolted to the end
jiiece of each frame. These angle braces are also augmented by
heavy life guards, which are also firmly bolted below the angle bars

I ) the frames.
The first impression upon looking over the truck is one of

exceptional strength combined with easy riding qualities. Upon a

t irough examination of construction, it is found that the manu-
fac'urers have spared neither pains nor expense in their endeavor to

])lace upon the market a swivel truck, within which are combined
the essential features and improvements, suggested b}' experience.

Compressed Air Motors in New York.

Several of the compressed air motor cars recently built at the

Worcester works of the Wheelock Engine Company were received

in New York last month. They were built under the superintend-

ence of Joseph Hoadley, of Hoadley Brothers, and Walter Knight,
formerly of the General Electric Company. A trial trip was made
on Sept. 26, on the lines of the Metropolitan Street Railwaj- Com-
pany with satisfactory results.

The favor with which the figure 8 trolley wire has been received
has been so general that the Ohio Brass Company has brought out a
full line of overhead parts for use with it, as its peculiar and novel
shape would not permit employment of those devices which had been
used heretofore, without making radical changes in their form and
detailed construction. Two of the principal factors which had to be
considered in this connection were the increased weight of the
trolley wire, and the application of the various devices, so that the
contact surface of the wire would present a free and uninter-
rupted passage for the trolley wheel. To fill these conditions the im-

proved designs of trolley wire devices
herewith illustrated were placed on the
market. They have been adopted by
the following among other roads:

Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern
Railroad Company, Cleveland, O.; In-

terurban Railway Company, Saginaw,
Mich.; Santa Barbara Consolidated Elec-
tric Company, Santa Barbara, Cal. ;

Toledo,
Bowling Green & Fremont Railway

*HiHJ Companv, and Toledo Traction Company,
both of Toledo, O.

The insulated bolts are in two styles,

designated as D and D-W, the duplicates

of each other except that the ends of the
metal bolts are made differently, being
of such a design as to permit attaching
different ears and clamps. One is threaded
externally on the end, the other is cone
.shaped and threaded internally to receive

the stud bolt with which the type D-W trolley clamp is equipped.

Both of these styles of bolts are provided with a hexagonal nut at

the bottom of the insulation, which is for the purpose of using a

wrench to tighten them with. They are interchangeable with all

the different forms of type D hangers.

FIGS. 1 AND 2. HANGER AND DOUBLE PULL-OFF.

The hangers are made in the various forms required for the dif-

ferent styles of suspensions. The bodies, which are of malleable

iron, are 'constructed as light as is consistent with the strength re-

quired, but ample allowance has been made in their design so that

the}- will support with perfect safety the heaviest trolley wire now
in vise. The castings being machined to a standard .size admit using

the types D and D-W bolts interchangeably. The hanger cap is

made with a hexagonal nut, for tightening it on the body. This

nut is of the same diameter as that on the insulated bolts, so that

onlv one wrench is required for all.
' The D-W trolley clam]) varies but slightly from the type _W,

which has been on the market for the past several years. Its design

and detailed construction are similar, but the shape of that part of

the jaws that clamp the trolley v.-ire has been modified to conform

to the contour of the Figure 8 wire and its strength has also been

made relativelv greater to compen.sate for the increase in the weight

of this style of wire. It has a stud bolt of the proper length to al-

low the type D-W bolt to thread onto it sufficiently far to force the

co-acting jaws of the clamp firndy on the wire and also to hold it

rigidly in suspension. The position of the clamp on the wire is such

that tiie trolley wheel does not touch it in passing under.
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The type D-W feeder clamp is an exact duplicate of the regular

type 1)-W clamp with the addition of a lug and set screws for at-

taching the feeder wire to it. The standard size of lug is made large

enough to take a No. 00 15. S. wire.

The type I) double strain ear is of a similar design to the usual

type of ear used for the same pur])ose, but the lips are so constructed

that it can be securely fastened to the wire without the use of solder,

and of such a shape tluit they will offer no obstruction to the trolley

wheel in passing. In practice the lips are cast open so that the ear

can be seated properly on the wire, after which they are closed over

it by a few light blows of a hammer. A special forming tool is used

to facilitate doing this, also to insure the lips being bent evenly and
smoothly. The ear is secured to the wire by means of eight ^8 in.

steel rivets, which are ])laced in as many holes provided for them,

by drilling through botli of the lips and the intervening wire.

The splicing ear is of a somewhat novel design, made necessary

by the conditions under which it is used, and is of such a shape as

to give the requisite strength to stand the great strain to which it is

subjected in practice. The inside of the lips is cast the exact

shape and size to fit snugly over the trolley wire, the abutting ends

of which meet in the center of the ear, being placed there by enter-

ing them from the ends of the ear. The wires are fastened in place by

New Heater Panel.

The different manufacturers of electric heaters, now that the

advantages of electric heating are so generally recogni/.ed, are de-

voting much attention to the mechanical details of construction ;in(l

the tasteful design of panels, and the accompanying engraving

shows a new style recently brought out liy the Cold Car Heating
Company.

As will be seen the object .sought in the design was to secure at

once something tasteful, with a panel which would afford the least

obstruction to the passage of air over the hot re.sistance wires.

This, it is thought, is accomplished in the design shown.

An Adjustable Hand Strap.

The accompanying engraving shows an improved form of hand
strap, which is adjustable to the height of the person using it, and is

so constructed that by drawing the lever down by means of a pendant
attached, the strap can be lowered to any desired point within a dis-

tance of fifteen inches. On releasing pendant the strap is automat-

_ -KrtVr TrtViVrfs rhVtVw? r'rtVfrL_.
^iiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiinmiimig:

PANEL FOR ELECTRIC HEATER.

TRANSFER TABLE. ADJUSTABLE HAND STRAP^

means of ten steel rivets which are exactly like those used with the
double strain ear, and which are handled in the same w'ay. This
device makes a perfect electrical and mechanical splice in the trolley

wire, leaving the under side of it free for the trolley wheel to make
contact with when passing over.

New Transfer Table.

The accompanying engraving shows the latest transfer table

manufactured by A. G. Hathaway, the well known manufacturer of

transfer and turntables, hydraulic wheel presses, etc. The table is

made in difTerent sizes, twelve, fifteen and twenty feet long, and is

mounted on wheels eighteen inches in diameter. The carrying
capacity is twenty tons. The table is equipped with a geared end
starter by the help of which one man can easily transfer a twenty
ton car. This device is a very convenient one, as by it the night

watchman does not need a helper in putting his cars away at night
or in taking them out in the morning.

The New Orleans City & Lake Railroad Company has ordered
several of these taVjles, and Mr. Hathaway numbers among his other
cu.stomers the J. G. Brill Company and the Cincinnati Street Rail-

way Company.

ically checked, and remains at such point until released, when it

returns to its original position, which is the usual length of the
straps now in use. It then works as an ordinary strap until the
pendant is drawn down again.

The strap is of leather, and the frame of metal and finished in
either nickel, bronze or japan. The frame will last indefinitely,

and straps can readily be replaced a*- any time by any one, so that
so far as renewals go, it is as cheap as the ordinary .strap. If de-
sired advertising cards can be ])lac«>d on the holder. The strap
was invented by Henry A. Hartman.

During the recent storm the car sheds of two of the electric

railway companies in Savannah, Ga. , were demolished and the cars
in them were severel}- damaged. The loss to each companyis e.sti-

mated at 125,000. ^ »
The certificate of incorporation of the Twenty-eighth &

Twenty-ninth Streets Crosstowii Railroad Compaii)', of New York
City, the successor of the Twenty-eighth & Twenty-ninth Streets
Railroad Company has been filed with the County Clerk. The
capital .str'ck is #1,500,000. The directors are B. Franklin de Frece,
Edgar H. Rosen.slock. Lewis C. Hunt, Mark J. Katz, James V. Fal-
vey, Francis \V. Elder, Joseph T. Schieffelin, Albert H. Walker and
Robert W. M. Guinn.
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Oil Purifier.

The method of purification of machine and lubricating oil after

it has performed its work and has been collected in the drip pans, is

essentially different from that of filtration. Oil filters have been on
the market for a number of 3-ears. Various filtering mediums have
been used which passed the dirty oil through cotton waste, felt, saw-
dust, etc., letting the waste oil pass down through filtering mediums,
and other methods that permitted the oil to rise. Filtration, it is

asserted, causes the larger particles of oil, and the paraffine which give
it bod}' and viscosity to become filtered with the impurities, and the
product is a light rarified oil rather than a purified oil to be used
again.

The purification of waste oil does not employ any filtering

medium, but onl}' warmth and water as its agents. The oil purifiers

that are on the market do not compete in output with filters.

The purifier illustrated herewith is now put on the market by
the McClelland Oil Purifier Company. It is constructed on strictly-

scientific principles, the purification being mechanical and auto-

matic, requiring no skill

or attention. This puri-

fier is made in six sizes.

As the company guaran-
tees that all the dirty oil

placed in the purifier will

be made as good as the
original, the saving de-

pends entirely upon the
amount of oil that can be
caught in the drip pans,

which ought to be at least

seventv-five per cent, and
in some cases as high as

ninety per cent

OIL PURIFIER. REVERSIBLE ARMATURE BEARING LINING

Referring to the accompanying diagram of the purifier, connec-
tion should be made at valve i with the sewer, if practicable. At
4 and 5 with the exhaust steam. The purifier is then filled

one-third with water, which is gently warmed by turning on the
steam The best results are obtained by the use of distilled

water from the condenser, and the water should never be more than
warm. One hundred and twenty degrees F. is about right, as too much
heat thickens the oil and spoils it. The impure oil is thrown in the
top chamber and, passing by gravity through a strainer, very gradu-
ally finds its way into a vertical pipe as shown by the arrow in the
center of the tank, and mixes with the water at the bottom. The
dirty oil and water are prevented from rising to the surface by means
of an inverted bell, while the heat from the steam coil forms fine

oil globules from the mass which gently rise, ar.d the sediment, grit,

dirt and all impurities are readily precipitated and drop to the bot-
tom, and the purif ed oil passes out from under the bell through the
perforations, as shcw.i by the small arrows at the side. It is washed
as it rises through tne water into the reservoir of purified oil. Im-
purities of the same specific gravity as the oil, are prevented from
rising with it, by means of a wire gauze screen that is around the
outside and flush with the top of the bell.

A great advantage of the purifier illustrated is the facility with
which it can be cleaned. The purified oil should be drawn off first,

and the water drawn off from one faucet till the oil remaining in the
lower chamber appears, which can be saved and purified later. F.
is a perforated circular pipe into which steam is turned at 4. The
steam jets stir up the sediments and impurities in the bottom, and
wlien valve i is opened, causes it to be washed down the waste
pipe, with the escaping liquid. The interior can easil}- be taken out.

If desired the purifier can be partially cleaned without disturb-
ing the purified oil, by turning steam in the perforated pipe F,
slightly opening valve i, at the same time pouring water in at

top at A. With ordinar}' dirtj' oil the purifier should be cleansed
every six weeks; with very dirty oil every- three weeks.

The engraving on this page shows the company's interchang-
able and reversible motor armature bearing lining. These are of
babbitt or brass with oil grooves and are so arranged as to fit into
the bearing shells so that they can be changed readily when worn
out or their position reversed.

The adjustable controller handle is another important improve-
ment made by the company and is designed to keep the controller
handle close fitting on the controller spindle. The company's self-

oiling trolley wheel is another ingenious invention w-hich has met
with great success. In addition to the ordinary graphite bushing
there is a pocket around the hub of the wheel in which is placed
felt. This felt is soaked with oil, giving better lubrication than if

the graphite alone was depended upon. A hole at the side allows
the introduction of further oil when necessary. One of these trol-

ley wheels has run 10,000 miles on the Brooklyn City Si Newtown
Railway in Brooklyn.

The commutator trade enjoyed by the company is a large
one. It not only supplies drop forged commutator bars sepa-
rately, but complete conmmtatorsand does a large business in refill-

ing commutators. The commutator bars are produced from the
be^t L,ake copper, which is received in rods at the company's
works.

The commutator department of the company is particularly
complete and to it the managers of the Columbia Machine Works
devote a great deal of care and attention. Assembling, as it does,
its own commutator bars into commutators enables tlie company to

make sure of detecting if any single bar is not uniform with the rest.

Commutators of all kinds to fit Westinghouse, General Electric and
Steel motors are made.

Tlie insulation between each bar is tested by a 550 volt current
by means of a special dynamo. A trip through the factory presents
a very busy scene. One floor is devoted entirely to the assembling
and machining of the commutators; another to the car trimming
department in which are located buffing wheels and emery grinders.
Near these machines is a nickel plating bath, capable of plating a

piece of metal seven feet long and four feet in

diameter. This is said to be the largest plating
tank in the city of Brooklyn. The drop forg-
ing department, containing two drop hammers
and the brass foundry are in a separate building
adjoining the main works. Sixty-five men are
employed.

The company numbers about 100 railroad

companies among its regular customers, among
whom are: Nassau Electric Railway Company,
Brooklyn; Steinway Electric Railway Company;
Coney Island & Brooklyn Railway Companj';
Wilmington City Railway Company; Yonkers
Railway Company; Paterson Railway Com-
pany; Union Railway Company, of N^w York;
Wissahickon Railway Company; Hestonville,

Mantua & Fairniount Park Railway Company; f?ridgeport, Bell^re
^ Martin's Ferry Railway Company and others. Oi

.,r-'

Roller for Car House Doors.

The acconipanj'ing engraving shows an ingenious method of

supporting car house doors. No posts whatever are needed. The top
I if the door being suitably guided by rollers not shown in the cut, is

so arranged that it passes underneath the trolley wire, an opening

Columbia Machine Works.

The Columbia Machine Works is doing an excellent business in
the manufacture of commutators, other motor parts, trolley parts,
controller parts, car fittings, etc. A visit to their factory shows a
very' busy scene. The works extend along Doughty Street from
Columbia Heights to Furman Street. The company has a number
of patented specialties, which have given good satisfaction and
which recommend themselves to users of electric railway apparatus.

ROLLER FOR CAR HOUSE DOORB.

only large enough for the trolley wheel to pass through being left

overhead.
This device is especially adapted for the doors of freight stations

and similar buildings and must commend itself to engineers and
architects engaged in the designing of such buildings. The in-

ventor, J. A. McElroy, of New York, has equipped .several very
large car house doors with it.

It is understood that the Hagerstown Railway Company, Ha-
gerstown, Md, is preparing to build a bridge across the Potomac
River, at Williamsport, with a view of reaching a beautiful grove on
a hill in West Virginia, where it is proposed to establish a park.
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Hollow Forged Steel Shafts.

In order to fully ajipreciate tlu- adN antapjes claimed for making
large shafts of steel and "hollow forged," it will be necessary,

first, to consider in detail the requirements which such shafts lia\e

to meet and then to deternnne iijjon the best material and ap])ly it

in the best manner to satisfy them. Shafts have various duties to

perform. Sometimes they are subjected to torsional or twisting

strt sses only, as when a force is applied to a lever arm at one end
and this force is resisted by the work which has to be performed at

the other end. Occasionally shafts are subjected to bending stresses

only, as when a heavyweight is carried in the center while bearings

at the ends serve as sujiports. ]!ut most frequently we find them
subjected to a combination of both twisting and
bending stresses, as when an engine applies its

power to a crank atone end to turn a shaft which
supports at its approximate center a heavy elec-

tric generator or a heavy lielted ll^ wheel.
A shaft heavih- weighted between its bear-

ings has the fibres of its metal that are al)ove the
center constantly in comjiressiou while those be-

low the center are under tension. As the .shaft

revolves, each fibre is submitted to stresses al-

ternating from one extreme to the other. A
parallel case, though greatly exaggerated, is

where the two ends of a wire are taken, one in

each hand, and bend it rapidly first one way and
then the other. It will eventually break, and if

there is a nick in its surface or a flaw in its in-

terior the bend will confine itself to that point as

its weakest section, and the break will eventually

take place there. It is so also with a shaft. Ivicli

has its life, although it may be infinitely long
with some that are sound and not heavilj- strain-

ed. With ordinary- shafts however where com-
mercial requirements have reduced the size to

the smallest dimensions that will be accepted and
initial cost has had consideration above quality

of uiaterial and workmanship, the chances are

that it is defective and that the life will be short.

The severe torsional shocks to which heavily

weighted engine shafts are put when subjected

10 varying loads increases the liability to break

at a weak point. A slight flaw worked upon con-

stantly will eventually extend itself until it re-

sults in weakening the entire section contain-

ing it to such an extent that it cannot longer re-

sist the stress for which it was calculated.

Authorities on machine design state that

when considering sha*ts up to ten inches in dia-

meter a constant of 9000 lbs. per square inch

must be used in determining the strength of

wrought iron and 12,000 lbs. for steel. When
considering shafts above ten inches in diameter,

iron shafts must not be subjected to more than
8,000 lbs. per scjuare inch and steel shafts to not

more than 10,000 lbs. These figures are taken
as one half the elastic limit of the respective

metals. We thus find that it is necessary to use

a larger shaft if wrought iron is selected as the
material to use than if steel is decided upon. A
larger shaft means greater weight where weight
is not wanted and larger bearings to support it,

together with the necessarily increased size of

foundations.
Let us consider the reasons given for placing

a higher factor of safety on wrought iron than on
steel and especially for increasing it in shafts

above ten inches in diameter. It is first necessary
to compare the two materials in their respective

processes of manufacture. The following is

taken with some abbreviation from a paper by
W. F. Durfee on '

' Fibrous Wrought Iron and
Crystalline Steel " read recently before the
Franklin Institute and reprinted in the Iron
Ap:e. He says:

" The term ' wrought iron ' is popularly supposed to designate a metal, but
it is really the name of a mechanical admixture which, at its best, consists of
clusters of crystals (which may with propriety be regarded as compound crys-
tals) of practically pure iron, separated from one another, as the result of the
manipulative processes employed, by films or threads of an unavoidable im-
purity, called 'cinder.' " When a properly heated bloom or other similarly
constituted mass of wrought iron is subjected to the action of the hammer or
rolls the contained cinder endeavors to escape from its entangled mechanical
alliance with the crystals of the iron and in so doing each particle thereof is

driven into some line of least resistance which is always finally located in a
plane at right angles to the direction of the force acting upon the metal.
The direct consequence of the elongation of its compound crystals, and the
effort of the intervening cinder to escape in the direction of least resistance
while the wrought iron bloom is being forped or rolled, as before described, is

the establishment of that structural peculiarity in the resulting bar known as
' fibre ' which is one of the most conspicuous features of «'roiight iron and one
not found in any any other variety of ferruginous materials. Steel is iron
freed from mechanically mixed impurities, such as cinder, etc.. by a melting
process during which there is coml)ined with it chemically a small percentage
(not large enough to prevent the metal being forged or rolled) of other impuri-
ties, introduced for the purpose of modifying its strength, hardness, elasticity
or ductility in such a way and degree as to adapt it to the particular vise to
which it is to be applied. In short, while wrought iron is having (as the un-
avoidable result of the methods employed in its manufacture) its impurities

///rt7/o»/((j//)' mixedtlicrcwitli, steel is iron having (as the result of the adoji-
lifjn of iti)propriale nia nufacturiug processes) its impurities (//^'/;//tY///y com-
bined. All steel ill our day, s.-ive the comparatively unimportant product
called 'blister steel ' is made by some jjrocess involving melting and casting;
and althoueli the various meihods employed all practically free the metal
Ironi an admixture of cinder, and in consequence tend, so far as elimination of
cinder is concerned, to produce a homogeneous crystalline structure, still,

owing to defects inherent in the melliods of casting, and oftentimes in the
rhemical constitution of the metal itself the ingots of steel are too often far
from homogeneous. In fact, their structure may be such that when hammered
or rolled the resulting bar, although deslitutr ol' cinder, they may nevertheless
sliow e\ iflence of fibre.''

Thus it will be seen that when iron or steel is produced which
shows a fibrous .structure it is a material which is weakened by
impurities in one ca.se or imperfections in its constitution in the
other. l'"rom the nature of its manufacture it is impossible to elim-

^miVviJalri PKOi-tbo ur CuMPKtbblNb FlUIU bftEL.

inate cinder from wrought iron. It is, however, possible to free steel

from blow holes by a process invented and perfected by Sir Joseph
Whitworth & Company, of Manchester, England, and introduced into
and controlled in this country by the Bethlehem Iron Company.
This has become generally known as "the Whitworth Process of

Fluid Compression." It consists in subjecting the fluid metal to

hydraulic pressure up to 7000 tons if necessary, until it has solidi-

fied. (Fig. I.) Under this enormous pressure gases are prevented
from generating in the mass and the air, entrained while pouring, is

forged out in the direction of least resistance, where it escapes
throtigh vents in the mould provided for that purpose. There are,

however, other defects which are apt to occur in steel ingots which
are required for making large shafts and it must be understood that
ingots should be twice the diame'er of the finished forging in order
to have sufficient work put into the metal by the forging process, to
properly develop the phj-.sical properties of the metal. For in-

stance, best practice requires that shafts twenty-four inches or thirty
inches in diameter should be worked down from ingots forty-eight
inches and sixty inches in diameter respectively.
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Ingots of these sizes are liable to defects called "piping" and
" segregation." When a mould is filled with molten steel the metal
cools first at the surface of the mould and, in large ingots, will be-

come absolutely solid at the surface while the center is still liquid.

Subsequently, as the metal solidifies from the outside inwards, its

tendency is to draw on the metal in the center and upper part to

supply shrinkage at the sides and bottom; and thus cavities, or

"pipes," are apt to be formed in the upper part and along the cen-

tral axis or line of last cooling. Even if the ingot when cooled is

solid throughout, the metal is necessarily under stress. It is as if a

quantit}' of metal were put into a rigid shell too large for it and was
stretclied out in all directions to fill it. In order to prevent "pip-
ing," ingots are made twenty-five per cent to fifty per cent longer
than the forging would otherwise require and are then subjected to

the Whitworth process of fluid compression. Under this latter in-

fluence the " pipes " are filled by fluid metal from the upper portion
where it cools last.

"Segregation" is a separation of the various ingredients of

steel such as carbon, sulphur, phosphorus and, to a less degree,
silicon and manganese, according to their resisective temperatures
of solidification. These tend to concentrate at the center and upper
portion of the ingots where the metal last solidifies. Fluid com-
pression tends to prevent segregation and produces ingots which are

more homogeneous than can otherwise be made.
As "piping" and "segregation" tend to affect the center of

ingots and consequently of the shafts made from them, in order to

free the latter from any ill effect that might occur from these causes,

it is custoinarj' to make them hollow by boring. The removal of

As before stated, in order that the metal should be sufficiently

worked to give it strength and toughness, the best practice re-

quires that the ingot should be at least twice the diameter of the
finished forging. It is also made from twenty-five per cent to
fifty per cent longer than otherwise would be necessary to take care
of " piping" and " segregation."

E==E
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FIG. 2.—SHAFT UNDER HYDRAULIC PRESS.

this probabh' imperfect portion improves steel shafts greatly, pro-
vided they are treated subsequently so as to increase the elastic

strength of the remaining metal.
The first hollow shafts of this character were supplied to this

country by Fried. Krupp, of German}', but his were made of cruci-
ble steel and after boring were oil tempered to restore the strength
that was taken from them by boring. The most satisfactory method
.lowever of accomplishing the result sought for is that known as
'hollow forging," which was introduced into this country from
England by the Bethlehem Iron Company when it built its present
forging plant. As the walls of hollow shafts are comparatively thin
and yet must do the work originally intended to be performed by
the solid forging, the metal must be without flaw or defect of any
kind, homogeneous throughout, and thoroughly worked to give it

strength. For this purpose, therefore, only fluid compressed open
hearth steel is used and of a grade that will best insure satisfactory
working.

FIG. 3.—SOLID AND HOLLOW SHAFTS WITH SECTIONS.

The ingot is subjected to hydraulic pressure which is continued
until the metal is solid throughout, great care being taken to cool it

slowly and equally on all sides. The upper twenty-five per cent or
fifty per cent of extra length is then cut off and a hole nearly the
size required in the finished forging is bored through the remaining
piece ( Fig. 4). It is then ready for the forging process.

First it must be reheated and as much care has to be taken in
this operation as was taken in its cooling, one process being evi-

dently the reverse of the other. For, as has been already shown,
the metal in the interior of the ingot is already under stress, and

heating it, if it were solid, is apt to increase that stress

to such an extent as to expand the surface metal
away from the center and leave cracks in the interior.

The heat must, therefore, penetrate it slowly and uni-
formly from all sides. After being reheated, a steel

mandrel of the proper size to fit loosely is inserted into
the hole and the piece is placed under a hydraulic press
where the metal is drawn out over the mandrel to the
required dimensions

(
Fig. 2 ) . The hydraulic press instead

of the hammer is used to work it into shape. Under its

action the forging is slowly operated upon and the
pressure distributes itself evenly throughout the mass,
whereas, under the high velocity of impact of the ham-
mer the metal does not have time to flow, thus causing
internal strains and possibly cracks. The varying
impact of the hammer would also work the metal so
evenly that the mandrel would be apt to stick fast to
the forging.

With hollow forgings manufactured under the
processes here described these objections are met by
taking out the possibly defective center altogether. By
substituting for it, during the process of forging, a
mandrel, the latter acts as an internal anvil and thus
even in the largest hollow shafts the thickness of metal
worked upon would be within the limits above men-
tioned. The use of hydraulic presses having a capacity
of from 2000 to 14,000 tons, selected according to the
size of the forging under treatment, can leave no doubt
in the most incredulous minds that the metal has
been thoroughly worked.

During this process of working down and drawing
out the metal it is probable that the entire piece or at

least the end of it which is being worked upon will

have to be reheated from time to time. Operating
on metal which has become too cold to flow would in-

jure it by disturbing the continuity of its structure and
thus establishing lines and planes of weakness. After
the process of shaping to the proposed design has been
accomplished, the piece must be subjected to a final

treatment of "annealing." This consists in heating
the forging slowly in a furnace and then allowing the
latter to cool down slowly with the forging in it. An-
nealing not only relieves these strains, but gives a
finer grain to the metal and increases toughness.

On the treatment of steel after forging depend to a

great extent its physical qualities, and it will vary in

strength accordingly from that of the best wrought
iron to between three and four times its strength.

Annealing generally lowers the elastic limit slightly

in well made forgings, annealed forgings showing it to

be about forty-seven per cent of the ultimate strength.

It considerably increases, however, the "elongation" and "con-
traction." To develop these qualities to their fullest extent in any
grade of steel, "tempering" is resorted to. This consists in heat-

ing the forging to a temperature which experience has shown to be
right according to the purpose to which the forging is to be put
and then plunging it into a bath of oil or other suitable liquid.

It is then carefully annealed. This double treatment tends to

harden it, breaks up the crystalline structure due to forging, and
modifies the physical properties by increasing the elastic limit and
adding toughness.

Forgings must be hollow to be tempered suceessfuUy, otherwise

strains would be introduced by the sudden shrinkage of the surface

metal on the hotter interior when the piece is dropped into the

cold bath which would, instead of strengthening the piece, result

in weakening it and possibly in bursting it into pieces. The thin

walls of hollow forgings allow the heat to be extracted rapidly from
both the inner and outer surfaces.
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For the general run of engine forgings, a steel should be used
in which a tensile strength of about 75,000 lbs. and an elastic limit

of 35,000 lbs. per square inch can be obtained with an average
elongation of twenty per cent in four diameters.

When proper precautions are employed, forgings can be made
with perfect safety of a still higher grade of steel, and this is

especially recommended for crank and cross-head pins and for all

parts subjected to severe alternating strains and wearing action. In

this grade of steel a tensile strength of about 85,000 lbs. and an

FIG. 4.—TRANSPORTING A HOLLOW FORGING.

elastic limit of about 40,000 lbs. per square inch can be obtained

with an elongation of fifteen per cent in four diameters.
If steel forgings are tempered they will possess still higher

qualities than those above mentioned and can b e furnished with a

tensile strength of 85,000 to 90,000 lbs. and an elastic limit of

45,000 to 55,000 lbs. per square inch and an elongation of fifteen

to twenty per cent in four diameters. By introducing about
three per cent of nickel into the composition of .steel,

a finely granular or amorphous condition is obtained in

forgings and the very highest quality of .steel is attained.

By the combination of hollow forging and tempering this

nickel steel a material is obtained excelling all others
.shown in elastic strength and toughness.

According to the formulte for strength of shafts we
find that hollow forged shafts are as strong or stronger than
solid shafts of the same outside diameter. The shaft for

the Ferris wheel, for instance, which is the largest shaft

ever made, is 45 ft. long, 32 ins. outside diameter with a

16 in. hole through it. The walls of this shaft are only <S

ins. thick. Compared with a solid shaft of the same
outside diameter, this shaft has lost twenty-five per cent
in weight aud gained twelve per cent in strength-

The ability to produce forgings of this hollow variety

has led to their adoption in many places where castings,

both of iron and steel, have previously been u.sed. This
substitution has resulted in considerably lightening the
weights of such pieces and also the parts in which they
rest and move.

Conspicuous among hollow forged shafts are the Fer-
ris wheel shaft, already mentioned and shafts for the steam-
ers, " Puritan," " Plymouth," and " Pilgrim," of the Old
Colony Steam vShip 'Company, 2o'2 ins. outside diameter,

9 ins. inside diameter, weighing 65,832 lbs. each. The
shafts for the engines of the Cicero & Proviso electric road,

Chicago, are 24 ins. diameter with an S in. hole through
them. The shafts for the engines of the North Shore
electric road, Chicago, are 22 ins. outside diameter, 7 '2

ins. inside diameter. The shafts for the engines of the
Northwestern Elevated Railwa}* and also for the Union
I_,oop Railroad, Chicago, are 28 ins. outside diameter with
an II in. hole through them. The shafts for the engines of
the Chicago City Railway Company, Chicago, are 26 ins. outside
diameter with a 10 in. hole through them. Many more prominent
examples of this type of shaft might be mentioned but the above
will give an idea of their character.

ElvECTRlClTY performs a very large part in the new steel plant
of the Apollo Iron & Steel Works, at Vandergrift, Pa. The elec-
trical power plant consists of three 400 h. p., side crank, medium
speed engines of the latest type, recently brought out by the Ball
Engine Compan}-, which are direct connected to Westinghonse gen-
erators. These generators furnish power to thirt3'-.six different
power motors operating various macliinerj-, including the electrical

centrifugal pumps furnishing the water supply of the steel works,
which comes from the river, 1200 ft. away.

North Chieay;o Street Kailway Company's
Hawthorne Avenue Power Station.

This is one of the large power stations built for the Yerkes
system of roads and put in commission during the jjast year.

While not differing radically from the other stations installed by
the same management i^ contains much to interest street railway
managers. The station is located between Hawthorne Avenue and
the north branch of the Chicago River, at ITobbie Street. The
building, of brick, is of sub.stantial con.struction and designed with
a view to facilitate the economical and convenient operation of the
plant. The boiler room contains 4000 h. p. of " Standard " boilers.

The boilers, ten in number, of 4<X) h. p. each, ar" set in five batter-

ies, and are so connected with the main header that auy one or

iiKire of their nundier can be run in connection. These boilers are

lilted with Murphy furnaces, and the boiler room is equip])ed with
conveying machinery for handling coal and ashes. Tlie boiler

room also contains a plant of Jewell filters which purify the feed-

water before it goes to the boilers. In the boiler room are also

jjlaced two large size lierryman heaters which utilize the exhaust
from the boiler feed and other steam pumps used in the station.

The engine room, separated from the boiler room b}' a substan-
tial brick wall, contains at present three large direct connected
units, room being left for a fourth unit whenever it is needed.
Each unit consists of a cross compound, condensing Re3 nolds-Cor-
liss engine, direct connected to an 800 k. w. General Electric gen-
erator. The engines were built by the Edward P. Allis Company,
and are of its heavy " 1890" pattern, so well known Irom its instal-

lation in so many of the leading street railway power stations in this

country. Each engine has cylinders 24 ins. and 46 ins. 4S ins.

The frames, slides, crossheads, connecting rods, jiins, etc., are ex-
ceptionally heavy, being the same as used in the Allis " 1890 " 32
in, engines; the crank and crosshead pins are 8 ins. 8 ins; the
main bearings 20 ins. 36 ins. ; and the diameter of main shaft 22

ins. The flywheel of each engine is 20 ft. diameter, and weighs
fifty tons. With 140 lbs. initial steam pressure and 80 r. p. m. each
engine has a range of from 800 to 1500 i. li. p. The machine as a
whole is mas.sive in its proportions and calculated to withstand the
severest .strains incident to street railway service.

The condensing apparatus is of the Blake vertical Admiralty
pattern, and while each unit is complete in itself, the condensers
are arranged, by means of a common vacuum pipe, so that any de-

sired combination of engines and condensers ma}' be had. Between
each engine and its condenser is placed a Berryman feedwater
heater, with suitable arrangement of piping.

HAWTHORNE AVENUE POWER STATION, CHICAGO.

The engine room has a twenty-five ton traveling crane, cover-
ing engines and generators; also with a complete gravity oiling
system as well as all other necessary appliances.

New Railway Magazine.

The first number of Baker's j'?(r//a'<n'7I/(7<^tf.2'?'«c has been issued
and its appearance indicates that the publication will find a place in
the steam railroad field, which it is designed to reach.

The leading article is on " Good and Bad Money" and is an
excellent presentation of the [Silver Question in its relation to rail-
road employes.
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New Vertical Engine for Slcinway, N. Y.

The subjects of the accompanying ilhistrations are two WilHanis
ini])roved engines, adapted to general specifications by J. H. Bick-
ford, engineer for the purchasers, the Electric Illuminating & Power
Company, of Long Island City. Wm. Tod & Company are the
builders.

The engines are of the compound condensing type, are speeded
150 r. p. m. and are direct connected to two phase generators of 300
k. w. and 500 k. w. and are to be employed in lighting and power
service.

The general specifications called for gridiron valves for both
higli pressure and low pressure cylinders, the exhaust to be inde-
pendent of the steam (a four valve system) and the governor to

control the cut-offs on both high and low in order to secure the most
direct governing control. Unusuallj' heavy wheels were also called

for to neutralize sudden fluctuations in the load.

Economy in the use of steam is provided for by steam jacketing
the cylinders top and bottom, the iise of reheating coils in the re-

ceiver, small clearances, absolutely tight valves and free steam pas-

sages. Durability is insured by ample shafts and bearings through-
out and the cranks are properly counterweighted to prevent vibra-

tions.

The cvlinders for the smaller engine are 14 'i ins. and 2.S ins.

12 K 36

a longer compression curve and by the decrease in the internal con-
densing surface due to a shorter stroke and higher rotative speed.

Fig. 4 is a general view of the governor looking from the low
pressure cylinder. The low pressure valve gear is in fact vertical.

Taut in this cut is shown horizontal in order to avoid complicating
the drawing and to show the valve gear for each cylinder in their
true position at beginning of downward strokes of both pistons.

u—u—

I

f

Vertical Section A-B-C-D, Sectional PlanE-F.

FIGS. 1 AND 2.

30 ins. stroke. Those
for the larger are i8-'4

ins. and 37,'2 ins. 30
ins. stroke. As stated
both engines are speed-
ed 150 r. p. m., the
piston speed is there-
fore 750 ft. p. m. The
C3-linder ratios are a
little more than 4:1.
The steam pressure is

I 25 lbs.

Fig. 3 is a general
view of the smaller
engine from which an

idea may be had of the
outlines of the framing
and the arrangement of
the stairs, railings, plat-

forms, pipes, etc. It will
be observed that the columns widen at bottom giving a secure
longitudinal bracing. In addition to this the cylinders are bolted
together, forming a receiver between them and still further bracing
the engine. Engines so constructed stand perfectly rigid while
under heaviest loads.

A short description of the details may be of interest. For the
high pressure cylinder Fig. i shows one steam valve in section to
the left and Fig. 2 shows both valves in section. By this arrange-
ment one part is made to serve for both steam and exhaust and the
clearance is reduced to a minimum for direct driven^ valves. It does
not_ exceed sixper centby actual measurement. Mr. Williams, the
designer, believes that five or six per cent is as low as the clearance
should run in an engine at 150 r. p. m. and that the very small loss
to economy occasioned in steam by this clearance is much more
than made up for in the smoothness of running rendered possible by

FIG. 3.—VERTICAL ENGINE FOR STEINWAY.

The valves are driven through quarter crank rockers admitting
of large opening and small travel. There are in fact two shaft gov-
ernors, one on each side of the governor casing or driver, connected

together so as to act in unison. It is not intend-
is, ed however to maintain an equal admission

in each cylinder at all points of cut-off, and
the low pressure side is made in a manner
adjustable to suit the conditions of service.

The throttle valve is of the lever type, hav-

ing a piston valve and disk valve on the same
stem, controlled directly by hand from the
starting platform. It is so arranged that the

piston valve closes first and the engine is

handled with it. The disk valve may be closed

the lever a little further. The steam is then all

OF GOVERNOR.

bv nio\in
shut off.

The guides, crossheads and crank pins are lubricated from

reservoirs attached to the cylinders. The main bearings form

oil and grease cups and other joints in valve gear are supplied

with automatic grease cups.

All drips of oil go in the crank pits and are conveyed away
through a i 2 in. pipe to a tank in the basement from which it is

taken and filtered and used again.

The cylinders are to run on very light lubrication from a cylin-

der oil cup.

The Clodfelter Gas Belt Electric Railway enterprise, Anderson,

Ind., which was abandoned six weeks ago after fourteen miles of

grading had been completed between this city and Marion, has been

taken up by B. F. Arnold, president of the Arnold Electric Power
Companv, of Chicago, and J. W. Angel, of Chicago. They will

have the' line between Anderson and Marion running this winter and

connect all gas belt cities and Indianapolis next spring.
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The Electric E(|uipment of lirooklyn Hri(lj>e

Cars.

The swilcliiii)^ of the lirooklyn Bridge cars by electricity will

shiirtly become an accoriiplished fact. The cars are beinj^ rapidly

fmished, and as they reach the yards of the Brooklyn Bridf(e Rail-

road, will be fitted as fast as possible with the electric apparatus.

The twenty car e(|uij)nients forniinjj the order are now ready in the

shops of the General Klectric Coni-
pan)', waitin<^ for the cars to reach
Brooklyn.

The first car, a handsome piece of

car work, reached Schenectady from the
shops of the Pullman I'alace Car Com-
pany a few weeks ago, was fitted with
the electrical apparatus, and is now in

Brooklyn. The 1)alance of the cars will

be equipped at their destination.

The electrical equipment of each
car consists of four (r. E. 50 motors and
two K 14 controllers, both especially

designed for this work. The motors
are completely encased, and are water
tight and dust tight. The armatures
are slotted, each coil l\ing in its own
slot, and the method of winding fol-

lowed allows of the removal of an}-

coil with very little disturbance to the
others. Each motor is provided with a

roller which will come directly over the
cable and prevent it from abrading the
motor or injuring it in any way and
from being injure I itself.

The K 14 controller is the standard
K type of controller adapted for four
motors of the capacity of those which will be used in this case.

It embodies all the (|ualities of the K type, and, of course, has
the magnetic blow-out. Two circuit breakers, a magnetic fuse box
and twelve resistances complete the electrical motive equipment.

The onl}' portion of the electrical apparatus which will be ap-

trains up a 3. 78 per cent grade not only {or the short tlujusand feet

—the length of that grade on the bridge structure—but the whole
length of Manhattan Island if necessary. The trucks of the new
cars are from the shops of the McGuire Manufacturing Company
which has recently constructed the trucks of the electric cars used
on the Lake vStreet elevated in Chicago.

The third rail method of contact will be adopted, and current

will be taken by four shoes to each motor car, two on each side.

These are suspended from a support set between the journal boxes

FIG. 1—ELECTRIC CAR FOR BROOKLYN BRIDGE.

of each truck, and will be so hung as to give a perfect contact with
the third rail.

As soon as the full number of motor cars is equipped and in

service the steam locomotives will be taken off. This will not only
mean a relief to the passengers on the trains, but an actual source of

economy to the Bridge itself, the gases from the locomotives prov-
ing an actively destructive agent to the ironwork of the terminal
stations.

The question of the abandonment of the cable for the complete
operation of the Bridge trains by electricity is one which will

probably be settled in favor of the cable. The uniform speed given
to the cars by the cable, and the fact that the cars, while attached to

it, are .spaced at regular intervals, eliminate from the operation of the
trains a personal factor, which might tend to accident, while by
balancing up grade trains against those running down grade, the
consumption of power is reduced to a mininmm.

Flexible Brackets in Overhead Construction.

FIG. 2.—PLATFORM OF BRIDGE CAR.

parent to the public, will be the controllers at the extreme edge of

the platform and an upright iron post with a small handle to oper-
ate the circuit breakers. Motors, resistances, circuit breakers, etc.,

will all be out of sight beneath the car. The circuit breakers are

closed and opened from the platform, but are so placed that inspec-
tion can readily be carried out.

The duty which these motors will be called upon to perform
will be to switch the four-car trains from the incoming to the out-

going platforms. When the trains are loaded the motors will push
them forward over the tilting sheaves, where the cable will be taken
up by the grips on the other three cars of the train. The conditions
of the contract between the electrical company and the Brooklyn
Bridge trustees, require that in case of any failure on the part of the
cable plant the four motors together shall be powerful enough to

propel the fully loaded train, weighing 120 tons, across the Bridge
at the speed of the cable, i. e., miles per hour. The capacity of
the motors, is such that they will l>e able to haul the heaviest bridge

The popularitv of the flexible brackets in overhead construction
is made manifest by the numerous orders for them which have been
]ilaced during the past 3'ear. With a very few exceptions, all of the
high speed suburban and interurban lines that have been constructed
this year have adopted the flexible bracket as the best method of

supporting trolley wires. Many of the roads that were originally

built with rigid brackets are changing these brackets to the flexible

i\ pe and thereby making a very great saving in the cost of mainte-
nance of the bracket lines. The Creaghead Engineering Company,
which is the sole manufacturer of the Creaghead flexible bracket,
has enjo^-ed, consequently, an excellent business in this line during
the past year, not only for complete brackets, but also for flexible

attachments for rigid brackets.

During the construction season, the Creaghead Engineering
Companj- has sold brackets to the Corning & Painted Post ( N. Y. )

Electric Railway, the Youngstown ( N. Y. ) & Lewiston Electric
Railway, the Holyoke ( Mass. ) Street Railway Company, the Schuyl-
kill Valley Traction Compan}- (Norristown, Pa.), the Oil Citj' (Pa.)
Street Railway, the Washington, Mt. Vernon & Alexandria Electric
Railway, the Calumet Electric Street Railway', Chicago, the Mound-
ville, Benwood & Wheeling (W. Va. ) Electric Railway, the Fort
Wayne (Ind. ) Consolidated Railway, the Metropolitan Street
Railwa}-, Kansas City INIo., the Citizens' Street Railroad, Mem-
phis, Tenn., Aurora (111.) & Geneva Electric Railway, Rutland
(yt.) vStreet Railway, Fox River Railway, Green Bay, Wis., Union
Railroad Company, Providence; R. I., Syracuse Rapid Transit Rail-
way Company, Youngstown & Mahoning Valley Railway Company
and many others.

The Lindell Railway Compau)-, of St. Louis, has about com-
pleted the work of changing its bracket lines on W^ashington and
Page Avenues to the Creaghead flexible type. Members of the
Street Railway Association visiting vSt. Louis, will have an oppor-
tunitv to see there the brackets in position.

The full line of electric railway appliances as manufactured b}-

the Creaghead Engineering Companj' will be exhibited in an at-

tractive manner at the >St. Louis convention. This company has
made a study of overhead construction, and will have an interesting
displaj- in charge of Thos. J. Creaghead, general manager, and
George R. Scrugliam, superintendent, from the Cincinnati office.
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Wood's Water Tube Boiler.

The accompanving engravings show a water tube boiler manu-
factured by the New Haven Hoiler Works and in use in a nunil)er of
railway power stations including the Lebanon & Annville Electric
Railway and Calumet Street Railway Company, of Chicago. The
boiler has had a large use also in other industries. The advantages
claimed for these boilers are: a large amount of efficient heating
surface, the small space occupied for the power re(|uired, rapid and
economical steam genera-
tion, accessibility to all parts,

external and internal, for

cleaning, great .strength and
durabilit}-, freedom from
cast iron headers, manifolds
and numerous joints, the use
throughout of the best soft

open hearth wrought steel,

more water and steam space
than possessed by anv other
boiler, perfect ciri'ulation of

water, the production of re-

markably dry steam.
This boiler is construct-

ed, as will be seen by the
illustrations, of two end tube
cylinders varying in diam-
eter according to power re-

quired, but in no case to ex-
ceed twenty inches long and
connected by tubes. The
outer ends of these cylin-

ders are convex and in the
center is placed a manhole,
also six or more hand holes
for removing tubes and
cleaning.

The tubes are from 4 to

4 '2 ins. in diameter, and all

are expanded and flared over on the inside of each tube hea<l. Each
tube acts as a brace or stay. The shells of the tube cylinders are made
of plates ys in. to }4 in. thick and double riveted, and each connected
on top by a I4in. neck, toa steam drum. The drum being 30 to 48 ins.

diameter and same length as the boiler, ample storage room for water
and steam is provided. The drum is accessible at the front head by
means of a manhole, allowing every part to l)e explored, a feature

BOILER WITH FRONT OPEN^

top of the steam drum near the back end through a dry pipe pro-
vided on the inside of the drum. The feed is taken up through the
center of the steam drum at or about the water level and carried by
a pipe of sufficient capacity through the steam to and down the
rear neck to within about fifteen inches of the bottom of the back
tube cylinder. By this means the water is delivered into the boiler

at the same temperature as the steam.

Medbery Insulation and Improved Overhead
Equipment.

The selection of overhead apparatus in the construction of an
electric railway forms a most important problem to every builder of

an electric road. At best overhead wires can hardlj' be considered
as an ornament to any street. If a railway company wishes to win
and keep the good will of the public it must pay special attention
to this ]3ortion of the ec|uipnient. The overhead system should not
only be as tasteful and unobtrusive as possible, but it should beabso so
strong and durable that under no conditions of the weather will any
accident to it be possible. Not only is the public interested in hav-
ing a strong and sub.stantial overhead system, but the railwaj' com-
pany as well, for any breakdown in the overhead wire means delay
to traific and possible injury to passers by, with indefinite damage
suits.

During the last 3 ear or two important improvements have been
made by the manufacturers of overhead line ajjpliances in the line of

greater .strength, durability and finish of overhead parts. To no com-
pany engaged in the manafacture of overhead material is more credit

due for these improvements than to the iMberite Company. H. J.

INIedbery, the president of this company and inventor of the insulating
material bearing his name, has always taken a leading position in

this movement toward high class overhead material, lie early de-
termined to let no material leave his works which would develop
defects in service, and he has given his personal attention to the de-
sign and manufacture of the Medberj- overhead parts. As a result

the material of this company has achieved a deserved reputation for

its strength and wearing qualities in service.

The overhead line parts of the Fiberite Company are made in

all the different st^•les which have become popular in street railway
service. vStraight line hangers are made in both "Standard " and
" West End " and " Ivmpire " forms, in all of which metal parts pro-
tect the insulation from any blow of the trollej- wheel. The Globe
strain insulator is made in three sizes. According to tests made at

the Stevens Institute of Technology, this insulator shows an insula-

BOILER IN SETTING. BOILER WITH SETTING REMOVED. STANDARD SWITCH.

that no other water tube boiler possesses. This boiler can be sup-
ported by side brackets, riveted to the shell of the tube cylinders,

or it can be suspended from the top by means of side columns and
girders, or saddles, to yokes riveted to top of steam drum directly

under saddles aud thus be entirely free from the brickwork. In
fact the means for setting and hanging can be adopted as with any
other boiler.

The fire is made under the front and higher end of the boiler,

and the products of combustion pass up and around the entire
length of the tubes and tube cylinders, thence back and around the
rear tube cylinder and up into a combustion chamber under the
steam and water drum, thence up side flues provided on each side

of the front end of the drum in the brickwork, and thence along the
top of the drum through a flue formed with covering bars and
brick, and to the chimney. As will be seen, every foot of surface of
both boiler and drum is utilized as a heating surface.

The water inside the tubes, as it is heated, tends to rise towards
the higher end, and as it is converted into steam, the mingled col-

umn of steam and water being of less specific gravity than the
solid water at the back end of the boiler, rises through the large ver-
tical necks into the drum above the tubes. Here the steam separ-
ates from the water and the latter flows back to the rear and down
again through the tubes in a continuous circulation. As the necks
are large and free, this circulation is very rapid. The steam is

taken out, after being thoroughly separated from the water, at the

tion resistance of 350,000 megohms and a breaking strain of 65,000
lbs. Strain insulators which will stand a pull of 12,000 to 18,000
lbs. are also manufactured hy the Fiberite Company.

The quick and slow break switches made by the company have
had an excellent sale during the past year. They are manufactured
in different sizes, from fifteen amperes up, and have already achieved
an excellent reputation. The company is up to the times in both
its material and methods, and has always enjoyed an excellent pop-
ularity.

Starting with the benefit of the experience of some of the oldest

and most practical men in the business, whose experience covered
the erecting and operating of trolley roads, with a determination to

make the very highest class of equipment possible, and with excel-

lent manufacturing facilities, it is not surprising that the Medbery
insulation at once took a high rank.

During all this time, the material has been subjected to the
most severe tests on some of the largest roads in the country, and
in all cases the reputation of the company for furnishing material

fully meeting all the severe requirements has been sustained.

The company has superior facilities for making special work,
and is called upon very frequently to decide upon and perfect new
devices, its advice being very valuable in such cases.

The company will have an extensive exhibit at the convention,
and as a matter of course, it will be inspected with interest by every-

one present who is interested in electric roads.
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The " Hercules " Trolley Wire Clamp. Coal Handling; Plant.

The demand for a clamp or meclianical ear for suspending the

trolley wire from the hanger is increasing. The ease and rapidity

with which a mechanicar ear is applied, and detached in case of

repairs or for adjustment of the line, and also its nioderate price,

have always been strong points of reasoning for its adoption. A
good mechanical ear can usually be obtained for from nineteen to

twenty-one cents, depending upon its length, weight and quality of

the metal, while it is alleged tliat it costs from two to three or more
times as much to solder an ear to the wire, and attach it to the

hanger. This item of cost, the time required and the necessity for

The use of coal handling machinery in electric railway .stations

is increasing as electric railway managers are devoting more atten-

tion to securing economies in various details of practice. The coal

handling machinery of the John A. Mead Manufacturing Company
has been adopted in a number of electric railway stations, and its

advantages have commended its use.

The" accompanying engraving .shows sectional views, vertical

and cross, of a recently built coal pocket equipped with the coal

handling machinery of this company and built for the Long Island

Railroad Company.

REAR END VIEW
<t SECTION THROUGH

TUNNEL
Sir..,.! Ry. .)omT,:il

COAL HANDLING PLANT, LONG ISLAND CITY.

unsoldering and resoldering occasionally, have led many to express

a preference for a mechanical clamp. This has led to the inven-

lion of a variety of forms.

A successful mechanical clip, besides holding the wire, must
permit a reasonably smooth runway for the trolley wheel; it must
also be strong and simple in construction, cheap in price, and re-

liable until actually worn out. The improved "Hercules" clip,

sold by the H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company, is claimed to ful-

fill these conditions. As will be seen from the illustration, the de-

vice consists of two simple castings, comprising the jaws, automat-
ically locked throughout their length by the nut screwed down from

THE HERCULES TROLLEY CLAMP.

above. One of the principal weaknesses generally found in clamps
of this character is the spreading of the jaws at the ends, thus per-

mitting the trolley wire to tear out. This defect is remedied in the

"Hercules". The ends grip the wires strongly at the center, and
tests made in comparison with the soldered ear prove it to be twice

as strong in this respect. In one case a strain of 500 lbs. led to the

destruction of a soldered ear, while the " Hercules " clip, under the

.strain of 1000 lbs., still held the wire securely without injury to it-

self. The runway for the passage of the trolley wheel is uninter-

rupted, so as not to cause objectionable jumping and .sparking of the

wheel. The "Hercules" clip should prove exceptionally valuable

for hanging the new figure 8 and clover leaf .shaped wires which are

coming into use. It is very easily put in place, and will still sup-

port the wire when the jaws are slightly loosened to permit adjust-

ment.

Tlie coal that is received in barges from the river is hoisted by
an automatic steam shovel to a hopper which discharges into a

weighing hopper and this into the McCaslin conveyor. The latter

is an endless chain supported on track wheels with overlapping
buckets pivotally mounted in the chain. These buckets form, while
on a horizontal track, a continuous receptacle, and while passing
from a horizontal to an inclined or vertical track, maintain their
normal upright position by gravity. There are two systems of this

conveyor. One surrounds both the storage and supply buildings,
and the other surrounds the supply building like a belt, passing up
and down either end, along on top of the V)uilding and through tun-
nels under the buildings and railroad tracks.

The engines are coaled on the tracks under the supply building
and when the bins in the supply building need replenishing the coal

is reconve3-ed from the tunnel under the storage building and is dis-

charged into the sujiph- building. In case navigation is suspended
the plant is so arranged as to receive coal from cars which discharge
the coal into the hoppers under the tracks at either end of the
storage building. The coal passes from the hoppers into the con-
veyor and is carried up and discharged into either the storage or
supply buildings in the same manner as if received from a vessel.

The conveyor S3'stem, which surrounds the supply building, is

utilized to convey the ashes from the several ash hoppers under the
coaling tracks iip to and discharge the same into the elevated ash
hopper, from which the ashes are loaded into cars. The ash con-
vej'or is also arranged to receive sand discharged from cars into the
hopper under the track between the storage and supply buildings
and convey it up to and discharge it on to a shaking screen, the
screened sand passing from the screen into the sand bins in the
supply building. In this plant the engines discharge their ashes,
receive coal, sand and water on the same tracks.

The coal consumed on this road is " run of the mine " bitumin-
ous coal and the automatic steam shovel and conveyor is especially
adapted and arranged for the purpose for which it is used.

^ I > I ^1

Ladies as Conductors.

A method of raising money for charity was emploj'ed la.st month
in London, Can,, bj' the officers of the Young Women's Christian
Association in that city and the London Street Railwa}^ Company.
The ladies connected with the former organization upon an appointed
day assumed charge of the electric cars of the London Street Rail-
way Company and received the fares, the railwav- company donat-
ing one third of the receipts to charity. Of course a great many
passengers rode who would otherwise not have patronized the cars,

and the result was a large fund for the charit3'.

The railway company received many encomiums for its liberality

and while it could not afford to give this proportion of its receipts
to charity every day in the year, it probably received a quid pro quo
in the way of free advertising and increased popularity for its liberal

policy.
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Compression Shaft Coupling.

The accompan}'ing engravings show a new compression shaft
coupling, recently put on the market by Patterson, Gottfried &
Hunter, of New York.

Fig. I represents the coupling fitted to a shaft. Fig. 2 repre-
sents the outer shell, and Fig. 3 the sleeve.

The sleeve is tapered from the middle down to each end, has

Gilding Wheel.

A novel and ingenious method of applying gilding to cars is

manufactured by the W. H. Coe Manufacturing Company and is

shown in the accompanying engraving. The method of using the
device is so clearl}' illustrated by the engraving that no further de-
scription seems necessary. The device is employed hy such con-
cerns as Jackson & vSharp Company, Wagner Palace Car Companv,

FIG. 1, FIG. 2. FIG. 3. GILDING WHEEL.

six slots running nearly its entire length, three from one end and
three from the other end, in alternation, and holds the ends of the
shafts by compression. The outer shell has a bore tapering from
the middle outward, the taper corresponding with the taper on the
sleeve, the diameter of the bore being slightl}' less than the diam-
eter of the sleeve. It is divided in two, the halves being drawn to-

gether with four Ijolts and nuts, one half having two pin holes

in it.

When the halves of the shell are drawn togetVicr by tightening
the nuts on the bolts the pressure of the tapering bore on the taper-

ing sleeve, which is compressible on account of the slots in it, cau.ses

the sleeve to grip the shaft. When in place, the flanges extend be-

yond the nuts and
the heads of the
bolts. When the
coupling is to be
taken down, after

the nuts are taken
off of the bolts, the
halves of the shell

can be easily driven
apart by driving a
pin through the pin
holes.

The chief advan-
tages claimed for the
device are: keys and
key seating are done
away w'ith , the shafts

do not need to be
centered, even if

there be a slight var-

iation in diameters,

and couplings do not
need to be faced, a

gripping power is ob-

tained that will break
the shaft before slip-

page takes place,

there is an equally
distributed bearing
over the entire sur-

face covered by the
coupling, clothing
and belting are not
liable to be caught,

and shafts of differ-

ent diameters may be
united (with reduc-
tion couplings ) with-
out any c u 1 1 i n g
down.
The clutch is built

hy the manufacturers in different si/es for different diameters

of shafts, from i/,; ins. diameter to 5{;} ins. diameter.

A COMPANY of Philadelphia capitalists headed b}- George .S.

Gandy, president of the Fairmount Park Transportation Com-
pany, has obtained a controlling interest in the stock of the Bucks
County Railway Company, of Doylestown, Pa., and will build an elec-

tric railway from Philadelphia to Willow Grove as soon as the line

from Willow Grove to Doylestown is completed. The distance from
Doylestown to Philadelphia is twenty-five miles and from Doyles-

town to Willow Grove twelve miles. Edward B. Ives and Axel H.
Engstrom are the constructing engineers employed by the com-
pany.

Pullman Palace Car Company, St. Louis Car Company, American
Car Company and many others.

Manufacture of Hot Pressed Pinions.

^ilany who have seen or heard about hot pressed pinions are
unacquainted with the method of their manufacture.

In the engraving below the process employed at the works of
the United States Projectile Company is clear!}' shown. It is cer-

tainly a radical departure from the old method of cutting teeth on

THE MANUFACTURE OF HOT PRESSED PINIONS.

a gear cutter. The steel is cut into solid billets of various sizes, as

may be required for the different styles of pinions. The billets are

then placed in a furnace and when the proper heat has been ob-

tained they are carried to the press, and forced through a suitable

die under a hydraulic pressure of over one million pounds. Thus the
finished pinion is made and no machining of teeth is necessary. It

is claimed, that in this way the metal is solidified and toughened
far more than by any other process, and that the pinions are very
durable.

Many thousands of these pinions have been used by various
street railway companies throughout this country and Canada since

the}' have been placed on the market, and the United States Projectile

Company has some very complimentary testimonials as to their

efficiency.

Thk Central Railway Company, Baltimore, Md., in connection
with the extensions which it is now building, will erect a power
house and purchase forty new cars.

The Kingston City Railroad Company, Kingston, N. Y., will

extend its lines in the city as soon as it can secure the necessary
franchises.
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Casualty Insurance.

The subject of insurance against losses resulting from accidents

is attracting much attention, esjiecially from smaller companies,

whose ability to raise large and unexpected sums of money in emer-
gencies is limited.

The average of a period of ten years for most roads shows that

the losses for casualties are not very serious. The trouble is, they

may nearly all come in close succession. It is this element of

chance which forms, probably, the most undesirable element in tlie

financial side of street railway operation. In the case of steam rail-

road corporations the question is not such a vital one, as, owing to

the extent of their lines and operation, the losses will average them-
selves fairlj' well.

Now that street railway securities are furnishing so large a field

for the investment of funds of those who are more or less dependent
upon the income frotn such investments, the prudent manager is he
who adopts all reasonable means to make certain the payment of his

coupons and the declaring of regular dividends. While this is so,

all reali/.e that nolhing is more uncertain than the amount which
will be required any year to cover accidents.

There are two ways in which, therefore, some united action

would be desirable. First, in applying the theory of averages over

all parts of the coun-
trj', so that the

chance of a single

accident would not

bear too heavily on
one road. Second,
by aflfording the ex-

perience of all to

each participating

road, in securing all

the protection af-

forded by law and in

detecting any bogus
claims which may
be made by persons

who make a practice

of bringing fraudu-

lent claims of this

character against
transportation com-
panies.

It was through
a realization of these

conditions that the

Electric Mutual Cas-

ualty Association

was established by
street railway man-
agers to provide pro-

tection to those who
may associate them-
selves with them as

policy holders, at

what might fairly

be called actual cost.

For mutual insur-

ance, when the business is fairl}-, honestly and prudentlj- con-
ducted, must be, in the end, the cheapest and best protection

possible.

The Association has certainly been well received since it has
been established and has among its members some of the most con-
servatively managed roads in the country.

The Association has now over fifty members and assets of over
|;ioo,ooo with no liabilities. The members speak of the work of the
Association in the highest terms, and the latter has letters from dif-

ferent prominent members expressing the greatest satisfaction about
its work. Among these are letters from the president or general
manager of the following companies, members of the Association

:

the Chester (Pa.) Traction Compau}-; the vSchuylkill Valley Traction

Company, of Norristown, Pa.; the Norwalk (Conn.) Tramway Com-
pany, and the Belt Electric Line Company, of Lexington, Ky. The
officers of the Association are: president, Horace E. Hand, of the
Ithaca Street Railway Company and the Cortland & Homer Traction

Company; vice-president, W. B. Rockwell, of the Staten Island Mid-
land Railway Company and Middletown-Goshen Traction Company;
treasurer, George M. Hallstead, of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad, and secretary, Newton Jackson.

Underground Conduit Construction on Lenox
Avenue, New York.

One of the chief points of interest in New York to a visiting

street railway manager, whether a resident of this country or from
abroad is the electric railway conduit system on Lenox Avenue.
This line, as is well known, forms part of the extensive surface sys-

tem of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company and connects with
the terminal of the Columbus Avenue Cable Railway.

The difference in ease of riding is very noticeable as a passenger
transfers from a cable to an electric car. The cars start up easily

and soon acquire full speed. The line crosses one cable line at 125
vStreet and Lenox Avenue. The engraving on this page gives a good
idea of the appearance of the roadway.

Automatic Circuit Breakers for Cars.

The motors and other appliances of street car equipments have
hitherto depended for protection against injury from excessive cur-

rents on the common safety fuse in its box placed beneath the car

platform and more or less inaccessible. The blowing of the fuse en-

Electric Launches for Pleasure Kesorts.

The electric launch as an adjunct to parks and resorts provided
with lakes or situated on river banks, is an attraction which has
proved in almost every case a profitable investment. The steadily

gliding boat, propelled by an unseen power appeals strongly to the

public which frequents these places and wherever an electric launch
has been installed, it has rarely been allowed to rest unpatronized

during the day and evening except for purposes of charging.

Street railways owning parks with navigable lakes have in sev-

eral instances found electric launches a cheap and profitable invest-

ment to add to the others provided to allure the paying public.

VIEW ON LENOX AVENUE, NEW YORK.

tails delay until the motorman replaces it, and as a certain time is

taken by a safety fuse to blow considerable injury may be done to

the motors and other car apparatus in the interval in which it is

reaching the melting point.

To avoid this delav the General Electric Company conceived
the idea of making the main motor switch an automatic circuit

breaker instantaneously operating and easily reset. This device
has been perfected and the automatic circuit breaker for street rail-

way car ecjuipments, known as the "M" circuit breaker is now
being manufactured. In appearance it resembles the main motor
switch and in every way answers the purpose of one. It is intended
to be placed in the same position under the car hood. The handle
is so arranged that the breaker may be opened and closed by hand
in the same way as the standard main motor switch. The device is

provided with magnetic blow-out and can thus break the severest
short circuits without injury to itself. It opens the circuit instan-
taneously and the ability to close the circuit immediately after it

has opened, thereby avoiding delay to the car, will be at once ap-
preciated.

The !M circuit breaker is so constructed that an automatic coun-
ter may, when desired, be introduced into it, in such manner as to
preclude any tampering with it by the motorman. This registers

every time the circuit breaker opens automatically, and affords an
excellent method of detecting the improper handling of the cars.

It gives to the inspector a means of discovering those motormen
who have turned on the current too suddenly, calling for an exces-
sive amount of current.

The M circuit breaker is adjustable. By a simple movement of
the calibrating spring the breaker may be adjusted to open at any
predetermined amount of current within a certain range. The de-
vice is manufactured for 75-150 amperes and 150-250 amperes, the first

figure representing the lowest tripping point, the second the maxi-
mum carrying capacity for steady loads. The adjustment may,
however, be made to break the circuit at currents considerably
higher than the maxinnnn carrying capacity. This device will be
exhibited at the St. Louis convention.



iSva Personal-and Biographical

Mr. Richard Emory has been apjjoiiited general iiianaCTer of the
Baltimore Traction Conijiany.

Mr. Frank R. Henry, secretary and treasurer of the Missouri
Railroad Conipan}', is a native of the city of St. Louis, and is now
thirty years of age. He entered the employ of the compan}' with

RICHARD Mcculloch,
EIvECTRICI.-VN, C.A..SS AVE. &

F.\IR GROUND.S RY. CO.

C. NESBITT DUFFY,
SECY. & TREA.S., CASS AVE. 6i

F.A.IR GROUNDS RY. CO.

which he is now connected, when sixteen years of age, and has been
consequently associated with it for fourteen years, during the last fi\'e

of which lie has acted as secretary and treasurer of the company.

Mr. E. R. McDowell, who has acted for the last eight years as

superintendent of the Fifth Avenue cable and the Ducjuesne elec-

tric divisions of the Pittsburgh & Ducjuesne Traction Company, of

Pittsburgh, Pa., was presented last month, on the occasion of his

retirement from the company, a handsome gold watch and chain,

with horseshoe charm. The gift was made by the employes of the
company on the night of Sept. 3, who, headed by a band of music,
marched in a body to his residence.

^^^^^^

JAS. ADKINS,
SECY. & TREAS., LINDELL

RAILWAY CO.

WINTHROP BARTLETT,
CHIEF ENGINEER, MISSOURI

RAIERO.^D CO.

Mr. W. A. McGuire, of the McGuire Manufacturing Company,
who recently returned from a European trip, reports a rapidl}' grow-
ing interest in electric power among the street railwaj' companies of

Europe, especially those located in Germany and France. Mr. Mc-
Guire believes that a large amount of electric railway con,struction

will be imdertaken in tliese two countries during the next year or
two, and that he will secure a good share of the orders placed in this
country for apparatus manufactured bv his company, those who are
acquainted with Mr. McGuire's push and enterprise will not doubt.

Mr. R. B. Jennings, secretary and treasurer of the St. Louis
Railroad Company, came to vSt. Louis in 1866 from I'aucjuier County,
Virginia. An entire stranger, he accepted the fir.st employment
that presented itself, a conductorship with the St. Louis Railroad
Company, andserved in that capacity until Oct.,iS66,in whichmonth
he was appointed to a clerkship in the company's office. In April
1871 he was elected secretary and treasurer and holds that position
at the present time, having been in the service of the company con-
tiniiousl}' for a little over twenty years.

Mr. John C. Allen, superintendent of the .Southern Electric
Railwaj' Company, has had experience in all of the various motive
powers in use on the vSoutliern Electric Railway, and is regarded as
one of the veterans in the .street railwa}- business in that city. He
commenced his street railroad career in 1879, when twenty years of

age as driver on the Broadway line in St. Louis. He entered the
employ of the Southern Electric Railway Company in 1883, as
driver, was then appointed conductor, then roadmaster, then in

1892 was given the office of superintendent of the company. He is

a native of Canada.

Mr. R. S. Wakefield, who was superintendent of the Queen
City Railwaj' Company, of Dallas, Tex., resigned that position on
Sept. I, to accept that of manager of the railwaj' lines of the San
Antonio Edison Company. This company is now operating the

R. B. JENNINGS,
SECY. & TRE.\S., ST. I.OUIS

R.\II.RO.\D CO.

FRANK R. HENRY,
SECY. & TREAS., MISSOURI

RAII.ROAD CO.

lines fi)rnierly belonging to the Citizens' Street Railway Company,
and has greatly improved both the line and equipment during the
last year. Mr. Wakefield is a farmer boy, or was nine years ago,
when he went from central Illinois to the metropolis of that state.

Here he acquired the groundwork of his business education, and has
steadily advanced to his present position, which he reaches at the
age of twent3--five.

Mr. H. O. Rockwell, electrical superintendent of the St. Louis
.S: Suburban and Meramec River Railways, is a native of Connecticut,
having l)een born at Bloomfield in that state in July 1S68. Mr.
Rockwell, like many other railway engineers, began his electrical

career with the old Thomson-Houston F;iectric Company, having
entered the works of that company at Lynn, in 1S87. He had pre-
viously taken a technical counse. Mr. Rockwell remained with the
Thomson-Houston Company until December, 1890, making a spec-
ialty of power transmission. In the 3'ear last mentioned he became
associated with the St. Louis .^c Suburban Railway Company with
which he has since remained.

Mr. T. L. Hanley, engineer in charge of the manufacture and
installation of special work for the Lindell Railway has had a long
experience as engineer of track construction and in civil engineer-
ing. In 18S9, Mr. Hanley was appointed assistant engineer to the
City Survej'or of St. Louis, and in 1S91 took up track construction
for the Lindell Railwaj^ Company. In the following year he be-
came connected with the Frog & vSwitch Company, of Chicago, and
engaged in the manufacture of special work. In the following
year he severed his connection with this company and entered the
employ of the St. Louis, Chicago & St. Paul Railroad as chief engi-

neer and roadmaster. In 1895, he was appointed chief engineer of

the St. Louis, Peoria &. Chicago Railroad.
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Mr. A. C. Thompson, electrical cnj^iiieer ol the Missouri Rail-

road Coinjxuiy, was born in Ohio in 1^57, and received a common
school education. At the age of eighteen he was appointed to take
charge of a pumping station for the Coal Creek Mining Compan}', at

Coal Creek, Ind. When twenty-one years of age he entered the em-
ployment of a llouring mill, at Waterman, Ind., and a few years later

engaged in bridge work with the Ilowe Truss Bridge Company, of

Toledo, (.). Mr. Thompson left the employ of the company to enter
the lead mining business in southwestern Mis.sonri, and went out of

this business to install some compressed air mining machiner}- in

Weir City, Kan. He began his electrical career in i<S.S4 with the study
of telegraphy, and branched from that into arc lighting station

work with the Thomson-Houston Electric Com])any. He severed
his connection with this company to help install a plant for the
Missouri Street Railway Company in 1S90, and has had charge of

the electrical department of this railway ever since. His mechan-
ical and electrical knowledge has been obtained through study and
practice, and his work has been marked by its thorough prac-
ticability.

Mr. Richard McCulloch, electrical engineer of the vSt. Louis,
Citizens' and Cass .\venue & Fair Grounds Railways, is a son of
Robert McCulloch, vice-president and general manager of these
systems, and is generaly regarded as one of the leading electric rail-

way engineers of the country. ?Ie was born in .St. I^juis County,
Mo., in 1S69. He attended the public schools and Washington Uni-
versity in vSt. Ivouis, and was graduated from Washington University
in 1891 with the degree of mining engineer. While attending col-

lege he worked in every branch of the street railway business during
the vacation and before and after the college lectures. He also took
part in the United States geological survey in Missouri, Arkansas,
Indian Territory, Colorado and lilontana.

In 1891-92 Mr. McCulloch spent a year in Mexico in the service
the of Me.xican National vSmelting Company. Returning frojn

H. O. ROCKWELL, T. L. HANLEY,
ELECTRIC.\I, SUPERINTKNDENT, TR.\CK .SUPERINTENDENT,
ST. LOUIS & SUBURB.\N RY. CO. EINDEI.L RY. CO.

Mexico he decided to engage in electric railway work, and in 1892-93
took the expert course in the shops of the General Electric Com-
pany, in vSchenectady and I^ynn. In 1893116 was appointed engineer
for the Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway, and since that time
has been civil and electrical engineer for the consolidated manage-
ment of the vSt. Louis, Citizens' and Cass Avenue is; Fair Grounds
Railwaj-s, of St. Louis. He has also hail charge of the electrical

reconstruction of the Baden Railway, vSouthwestern Railway- and
Citizens' Railway.

Mr. C. Nesbitt Duffy, secretary and treasurer of the Citizens'
and Cass Avenue iS: Fair Grounds systems was born in St. Louis, Aug.
14, 1859, and received his education at the »St. Louis University,
where he remained for three 3-ears. At the age of fourteen, he be-
gan earning his own living as shipping clerk and general utility boy
in a grain shipping and commission house. After twelve 3'ears' serv-
ice in mercantile business, filling different positions of trust and re-

spon.sibility, he entered the street railway business in May, 1886, as
secretary and treasurer of the Union Railroad Company.

The Union Railroad Company was then an eight mile road, op-
erating bobtail cars by mule power. Julius S. Walsh, president of
the American Street Railway Association in iS,S6, was president of
the U nion Railroad Compaiij' at that time, as well as president of
the Citizens',Northern Central and Cass Avenue Companies, each com-
pany being then operated separately and independently of the other.
In April, 188S, Mr. Duffy was elected secretary and treasurer of the
Citizens' Railway Company.

In January, 1889, Mr. Walsh and his associates sold the Citi-
zens', Cass Avenue, Northern Central and Union lines to the Na-
tional Railway Company, of Chicago. The management of the
four lines was then consolidated, with Robert McCulloch, vice-presi-
dent and general manager, Mr. Duffy having been elected secretary
and treasurer of the four companies. Mr! Duffy was married in
May, 1895, to Miss Alice Cunningham, of St. Louis.

Mr. Winthrop Bartlett, one of the most jirominent civil and
electrical engineers, was born in vSpringfield, Mass. He was grad-
uated from the St. Louis High School in 1871, and from the Wash-
ington University in 1874, with the degree of C. Iv

During the two years following his graduation from the univer-

J. F. DAVIDSON, JOHN C.ALLEN,
SUPERINTENDENT, MISSOURI SUPERINTENDENT, SOUTHERN

K.MI.ROAD CO. EI.EC. RY. CO.

sit}' he was mechanical draughtsman in the locomotive department
of the Wabash Railway Company, at Springfield, 111.; during the

next seven years he was re.sident engineer of the St. Louis division

of the vSt. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway. From 1883

to 18S5 he was a member of the contracting firm of S. W. Crawford
& Company, and in 1S86 and 1887 was superintendent of the Allen
Gold Mining Company.

vSince June, 1887, Mr. Bartlett has been almost exclusively in the
street railway business, having been connected with the construct-

ing and operating departments of various roads, among the most im-
portant in St. Louis are: the Olive vStreet Cable, the Broadway
Cable, the Market .Street electric line, the Forest I'ark, Laclede &
Fourth Street, the Cass Avenue & I'air Grounds, the vSt. Louis &
.Suburban, the Southern Railroad, the Benton & Bellefontaine, the

A. C. THOMPSON, T, F. SNEED,
ELECTRICIAN, MISSOURI SUPERINTENDENT, ST. LOUIS

RAILRO.\D CO. & SUBURBAN R.ilEW.AY CO.

Grand Avenue Railwa}-, the Midland electric, and the St. Louis and
Meremec River.

Mr. Bartlett is at present chief engineer of the St. Louis &
vSiiburbaii and of the Meremec River Railway Companies. He also

has a good practice as consulting engineer.

Portable Rail Saws for Electric Railways.

The use of portable rail saws, according to the O. & C. Com-
pany, the manufacturer of the Brj-ant metal sawing machine, is in-

creasing rapidly, and there are now 129 different roads using this

machine. One company, which had previously made its frogs,

crossings, switches, etc., in its own shops without the aid of a metal
saw, installed one of these No. 10 saws last spring and is able to re-

port, it is said, an actual saving of about $5 per day, obtaining this

result with one-half the number of men previously employed to do
this work.

Owing to the availibility of electric power 011 electric roads, the
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manufacturers of this metal saw have adapted their tool to its opera-
tion by an electric motor, when this attachment is desired. The
efficiency of the machine when so eqiaipped has made it a very pop-
ular tool, as it dispenses entirely witli the noise and danger depend-
ing upon using a friction saw running at high speed, and accom-
plishes the result desired without interfering in any way with the
temper of the metal cut and without necessitating hand trimming to
remove burrs resulting from the use of the friction saw.

The machines to be run by electric motors are manufactured by
this company in as large sizes as thirty-six inches in diameter of saw
blades.

The O. & C. Company has recently installed a No. lo power
sawing machine in the shops of the Citizens' Railway Company, of
St. I^ouis, and has a number of others in use among the steam rail-
roads terminating in that city. The roadmaster of the St. Louis
Terminal Railroad Association speaks in the highest terms of its per-
formance both in the way of efhciencj- and economy.

Some Notes on the Cast Weld Rail Joint.

A number of street railway companies who have had an ex-
tended experience with the cast-weld joint report that it is giving
eminent satisfaction. The work of putting in this joint has not
been confined, it seems, to new rail, but a large amount of old track
on various roads throughout the country has been practically re-
claimed by this process. Where the cars run in one direction only
over the rail a low spot often forms on the receiving rail a few
inches from its end, providing the joint is at all defective. As the
balance of the rail is generally in as good condition as when first

laid, some managers have adopted the plan of taking up the rails
when tedly pounded, cutting off the battered end, and then re-
punching and relaying the rails.

The cast-weld joint has been successfully applied during the
last year or two to track in the condition as above mentioned. In
cast-welding the joint where the track is in this condition the
method adopted is to raise the end of the receiving rail above the end
of the other rail to the extent of the depression that has become
pounded in the receiving rail. This will vary from

.J.^
in. to }i in.

and after the joint is cast the surface of the raised rail is ground
perfectly smooth and even with the other rail by the use of
an emery wheel attached to a flexible shaft and driven by an
electric motor. This plan of dealing with old battered rail has been
very extensively adopted in Chicago and in IMilwaukee, also Provi-
dence, on what is known as the Providence rail, and in Newark,
N. J., DeKalb Avenue line. New York City, New Haven, St. Louis
and other cities, and is understood to be giving universal satisfac-
tion. The track thus overhauled has been of all kinds and weights
of rail.

The Chicago City Railway Company has practically cast-welded
its whole system both cable and electric. The Citizens' Street Rail-
road Company, of Memphis, is welding its entire system. The Twin
City Rapid Transit Company, of Minneapolis, has been using two
machines for the past year and expects to eventually weld its entire
system. In St. Louis, the Easton Avenue line of the National sys-
tem has been welded its entire length, 2000 joints have been put in
on_ the .Suburban line, 2000 on the Lindell and about 4500 on the
Missouri road. At Washington 2000 joints have just been put in for
the Capital Traction Company and a machine has just been started
on six inch T rail at vSioux City, la. Thus far there have been about
100,000 of these joints put in.

AHONG THE MANUFACTURERS.

J. Holt Gates, of Chicago, has removed his office from 311
Dearborn Street, to suite 1143 Marquette Building, where the agen-
cies of the Walker Company and the C. & C. Coinpany will heiice-
forth be.

Max Osterberg, E. E., M. A., consulting engineer, has become
associated with the Correspondence School of Technology, Cleve-
land. O. ,

in the capacity of instructor and representative for Greater
New York.

The Fiberite Company, of Mechanicville, N. Y. , manufact-
urer of the Medbery insulation for electric railways, has appointed
S. F. B. Morse, of Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., as its Western
representative.

The Standard Air Brake Company, of New York, supplied the
air brake equipment for the new parlor car recentlv built for the
Springfield ( Mass. ) Street Railway Company by the Wason Manu-
facturing Company and described in our August is,sue.

Messrs. Mayer & Englund, of Philadelphia, are doing an ex-
cellent business in general electric railway supplies. The firm will
be represented at St. Louis, but will make no individual exhibit, as
the exhibits of the Nuttall Companv and of the International Reg-
ister Company will include most of "its specialties.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., will have a dis-
play at the convention in connection with the Western Electrical
Supply Company, of St. Louis. The company will be represented
by the president, C. K. King, and probably also by Jas. H. McGill,
Its Chicago agent, and A. L. Wilkinson, special agent.

The Steel Motor Company, of Johnstown, Pa., has recently
published a new catalogue descriptive of its series multiple con-
trollers, motors, and other apparatus for street railways. The
motors of this company, which are doing excellent work on a
number of lines in this country, are illustrated and described.

The O. J, Gude Company, of New York, has .secured all of
the street railway advertising interests belonging to Mr. Ferrie, ex-
cept those in Philadelphia and some other towns in Pennsylvania,
and now are placing advertisements in about 3000 cars. C. H. Cliis-

holni has charge of the company's street railway department.

A. G. Hathaway, of Cleveland, O., whose new transfer table is

illustrated in this issue, has installed a number of these transfer
tables in the car houses of the St. Louis Railway Company, Lindell
Railway Company, Missoiiri Railway Company and National Rail-
v/ay Company. The Missouri Railway Compan}' has equipped some
of its cars with the Murrey anti-friction brake.

The Stever Rail Joint Company, the well known manufactur-
er of the vStever rail joint, has recently received an order for fiftj'

joints from Capt. Robt. McCidlocli, of the National Railway Com-
pany, of St. Louis. The order was given so that this joint could be
thoroughly tested on the lines owned by the National Railway Com-
pany.

The Kisinger-Ison Company, of Cincinnati, is well represented
in vSt. Louis, .so far as its apparatus is concerned, as many thousands
of the Kisinger wire connectors are employed in that city. The
company is also doing a good bu.siness in the manufacture of snow-
sweepers and is now engaged on several for the Cass Avenue line in

St. Louis.

The Stanwood Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, has a
large number of its steps in vSt. Louis, so visitors to the convention
will be able to see them and examine their workings. The Stanwood
steel steps are used by the following companies in St. Louis: Citi-

zens' Railway Company, Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway, St.

Louis Railroad Company, Southern Electric Railroad Companj'.

The Westinghouse Machine Company, of Pittsburgh, has re-

cently published an attractive pamphlet descriptive of Westinghouse
gas engines. Gas engines have not been exploited in this country
as extensively, it would seem, as their merits for certain classes of
work deserve. For driving .small generators they have a higher
economy, it is claimed, than steam engines and at the same time re-

quire less attendance.

J. H. Fay & Company, of Cincinnati, O., have recently pub-
lished a pamphlet entitled " Wood Workers, Variety and Universal."
The pamphlet is of course descriptive of the well known wood
working machinerv manufactured bv this company for car shops.
It is well worth reading by any person interested in wood working
machiner)', and we understand to such J. A. Fay & Company will be
glad to send a copy.

A. Jackson Reynolds & Company, of Montreal, Can., whose
electric street cleaning and self-loading cars were described in a
recent issue of the Stkkut R aii.w.w Journai,, have organized a com-
pany with a capital of #200,ck» for the manufacture of these cars for

use in Lower Canada. The firm will have on exhibition at St Louis
a new car which, it is expected, will be able to clean one hvindred
miles of street in a day.

The J. T. Schaffer Manufacturing Company, of Rochester,
N. Y., has sent among other orders five of its wheel presses to St.

Louis where they are in use by the Citizens' Railway Company, Cass
Avenue & Fair Grounds Railwa}' Company, St. Louis Bridge Termi-
nal Railway Compau}', Benton-Bellefontaine Railway Company,
and Wiggins I'erry Railway. The}' can be examined here by any
person interested in this apparatus.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company, of Providence, R. I.,

has recently published a card pocket folder showing in tabular form
the pre.sidential vote from 1824 to 1S92. One page of the folder is

printed with the names of the different states and their electoral

vote with blanks in which guessers on the coming election can fill in

their own figures. The folder is decorated by handsomely engraved
steel portraits of the two leading candidates for the presidency.

The American Stoker Company, of Dayton, O., has recently
perfected a steam motor which is ap])lied to each .stoker, thus mak-
ing each machine independent. This renders the work of installa-

tion very simple. It also renders the stoker practicable for use
under marine boilers. This company is desirous of a general repre-

sentation through engineering firms handling pumps, heaters and
boiler room supplies and invites correspondence from interested

parties.

E. F. deWitt & Company, of Lansingburgh, N. Y., have
issued a notice to street railway companies, car liuilders and to all

whom it may concern that they have connnenced .suit against the

J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia, for infringement of their let-

ters patent No. 491,191 dated Feb. 7, 1S93, for sand boxes for street

railways. The firm warns street railway companies and all others
that all infringments of their .sand box will be prosecuted to the full

extent of the law.

T. Shriver & Company, of New York, have been for many
j'ears manufacturers of traveling cranes, and have made a specialty of

equipments for power houses and central stations. These cranes are

compact and require but little head room. The working mechanism
is entirely enclosed and free from dirt and dust. The hoisting me-
chanism runs in a bath of oil, securing perfect lubrication, without
the necessity of frequent attention for oiling. Persons wanting any-
thing of the kind would do well to address them.
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Thomas and Wm. Smith, wire njpe inamifacturers of New-
castle-vipoii-Tyne, EiiK^'i"'!' have recently published a handsome
catalogue descriptive of their wire ropes for mining work, cable

railways and other purposes for which they are adapted. The rojjes

of this company have given very good results on cable railway's both
in this country and in Australia where they have been extensively

used. Among the engravings in the book, which is handsomely
illustrated, are several showing method of shipping cables to Aus-
tralia and America.

Richard Dudgeon, of New York, is well known as a large

manufactiu-er of Iiydraulic jacks for all purposes. Mr. Dudgeon's
business was estaljlished in 1S50, so that he has been for forty-six

years in this line of work. He was the original inventor of hy-
draulic jacks and has taken out a large number of patents dating
from 1.S51 down, for different improvements in jacks. He is also

the inventor of the roller-tu1je expander and hydraulic punch, and
manufactures, besides jacks and punches, wheel presses, steel

hammers, die presses, etc.

The Edward P. Allis Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., has pub-
lished a reproduction of the record of speed regulation as recorded
by a Mosscrop recording gauge, attached to one of the Allis engines,

in the Green Street power house of the People's Traction Company,
Philadelphia. The speed of this engine, under the varying condi-
tions of street railway work, is shown to remain practically constant.

The engine is of the twin tandem compound type with cylinder di-

mensions 24 ins and 48 ins. X 60 ins. stroke and is direct connected
to a G. E. M. P. generator.

A. O. Schoonmaker, of New York, deals exclusively in mica
for electrical purposes. Carrying a large stock of India and Amber
mica he is able to fill all orders promjjtl}' and at lowest prices. He
makes a specialty of solid sheet mica segments for all railway
motors, washers, bushings, etc., built up and gauged to required
thickness, and is prepared to cut uiica to any design or pattern
wanted. His exhibit at St. Louis, in the booth of the Commercial
Electric Supply Company, his St. Louis representative, should be
visited as showing what can be done with mica.

The Brussels Tapestry Company, of New York, manufact-
urer of textile fabrics for car window and berth curtains, printed
ducks, self adjustable curtain fixtures, etc., has brought out a new
material for car curtains, entitled "Brusselette." This material is a

close imitation of leather, is waterproof, does rot scratch, is pliable,

odorless and of fast color. The company fully guarantees these
qualities in Brusselette. The material is made in all the well known
Brussels patterns and is specially adapted for curtains for open cars.

The company will send samples on application.

The American Rattan & Reed Company, of Brookh'u, N. Y.,

has lately added a full line of cane weaving machine}', which gives
it ample facilities for furnishing promptly woven cane for seating
purposes and straight cane for sweepers. A large supply of these
materials is always carried in stock. The business of the company
has grown so large that the company finds it pays to keep a buyer
constantly in East India to select and purchase its stock. This not
only assures the companj' its cane at a very low figure, but also the
finest goods in the market. The factory in Brooklyn is easily ac-

cessible by any Brooklyn ferry.

The Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Company, of Worcester,
Mass., reports that its business for the past year has been unusually
satisfactor}- and far in excess of its expectations. Especially has
this been true of the company's electrical wire trade. The com-
panj' has obtained many important contracts for electric railwa}-

equipment and electric light installations, and the continued sales

of the Chicago rail bond, to many of the largest railway systems of

the country, testify to its superiority. The company's works are
probably the most extensive of their kind in the country and com-
prise factories at Worcester, Mass., Waukegan, 111., aud San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

The Steel Motor Company, of Johnstown, Pa., writes us that
its exhibit at the St. Louis Convention will consist of a pair of its

type C3'i thirty-five horse power motors mounted on a duPont
truck and operated by a pair of its new type C 3 controllers. The
unique feature of this controller is that either motor is run forward,
backward, or cut out altogether by a movement of the reverse lever,

without opening the controller. The company will also exhibit a
pair of its type C 2 motors not mounted, also the armature, com-
mutator and field coils. This exhibit will be in charge of the com-
pany's general sales agent, Geo. W. Henry, and its chief electrician,

E. C. Parham.

The Armstrong Manufacturing Company, of Bridgeport,
Conn., is one of the best known manufacturers of machine tools in
the country, and it has enjoyed an excellent trade with street rail-

way companies. The construction of railway repair shops has ]3ro-

duced a large call for machine tools, and this demand shows no sign
of abating. Among the many tools of the Armstrong Company
which have been found especially convenient in electric railway re-

pair shops are the different sizes and kinds of pipe threading and
cutting off machines. These are made for both power and hand
service and are simple and durable. They cut off and thread pipes
from one to six inches, requiring only one-half to four minutes to
thread pipe from one to six inches, according to size.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., has recently se-

cured a valuable acquisition to its present efficient force in the per-
son of M. M. Wood, who will take charge of its engineering depart-
nient. Mr. Wood's long experience in the line of electrical

engineering work, particularly in connection with electric railways,

has fitted him pre-eminently to occupy this position, and the Ohio
Brass Company is to be congratulated on securing his services. Mr.
Wood is well known to the electrical fraternity, having been asso-

ciated during the past several years with the Ansonia and Wallace
Electrical Conqianies, of Chicago. The Ohio Brass Company is well

represented in St. I<ouis in the way of overhead line appliances.

The A. Mertes Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

whose gears and other products are well known in the street railway
field, has recently been reorganized. The following are now the
officers of the company: president, J. A. Donaldson; secretary and
vice-president, N. Seibert; general manager, J. Parsons. All of

these gentlemen have had experience in the manufacture of ma-
chinery or electrical apparatus. Mr. Donald.son is also manager of

the Rosedale Foundry, of I'ittsburgh. Mr. Parsons has made a spe-

cial study of electrical apparatus for nearly ten years, having Ijeen

early associated with the R. D. Nuttall Compau}-, of Allegheny, Pa.

This experience enables the company to understand the needs and
requirements of electric roads, and to supply what is wanted.

The Southern Electrical Supply Company, of St. Louis, is

the oldest supply house in the city, beginning business there in

P'ebruary, 1889, on Third Street, afterwards moving to larger

quarters on Locust Street, and now located at 10-12-14 South
Seventh vStreet. It has always Ijeen the local representative of the
Central PHectric Company, of Chicago, looking after the interests

of its well known specialties, namely, Okonite wires and cables,

Manson tape, products of the Interior Conduit & Insulation Com-
pany of New York City, including the well known Lundell fan and
power motors, generators, etc. As is generally well known by the
electrical trade, it has to offer only the very best goods on the mar-
ket. The company extends a hearty welcome to all visiting friends

to call and become better acquainted at its store.

A. O. Schoonmaker, of New York, importer of East India mica,
reports a large business, especially in solid sheet mica segments and
solid sheet mica washers. It is a well established fact that mica is

now an absolute necessity to the electric trade; every practical elec-

trician knows that he cannot do without it. To have the best and
most satisfactory results, the mica must be in its native condition,

that is, in the solid sheet as it is mined, and it is only in this form
that Mr. Schoonmaker sells it to the trade. The mica that he sells

comes direct from the original source in India. It is selected stock
of guaranteed purity, and no region in the world furnishes a better
article for insulating purposes. This mica has been used constantly
hy many of the most prominent electrical companies in the coun-
try, and has given perfect satisfaction.

The Goubert Manufacturing Company, of New York, has re-

cently published a very tasteful catalogue descriptive of the Goubert
feedwater water heater. The catalogue is illustrated by a number
of handsome engravings, illustrative of the construction of the dif-

ferent tj'pes of heater and with details. Several illustrations are
also given of different methods of connecting primary and secondary
heaters in connection with a conden.sing engine, etc. Some tables,

which are included in the pages of the pamphlet, show the percent-
age of the fuel saved bj' heating feedwater under different condi-
tions. From the long list of users in the pamphlet it is easy to see
that the Goubert heaters hold their popularity. These include the
St. Louis & vSuburban Railway, of St. Louis, in whose station vis-

itors to the convention can see these heaters in operation.

The Morrell Electric Works, of St. Louis, is devoted exclusively
to the repairing of street railway apparatus. That it is rapidly gaining
popularity is evidenced by the ver}' liberal patronage it is receiving
from the local roads. Among its regular patrons are the L^nion
Depot Railroad, the Citizens' Railway, the Lindell Railway, the
Missouri Railroad, the St. Louis & Suburban, the Southern Electric
Railroad, the Yenice, Madison cS: Granite City Railroad and the
Laclede Power Compau}', of St. Louis. Outside of the city it has
also a number of regular patrons including the Metropolitan Street
Railway, of Kansas City; the Denver Consolidated Tramway Com-
pany, the vSouthwest Missouri Electric Railway Company aud many
others. The concern is especially well equipped for refilling com-
mutators of all kinds, particularly for street railway motors and is

very bus)' in this line.

The Central Union Brass Company, of St. Louis, was organ-
ized and incorporated May, 1892, b}' Geo. Kingsland and associates,
for the purpose of manufacturing iDrass and bronze goods for street
cars and other purposes. By increasing its facilities from time to
time, and by the superior quality of its goods, the company has
been able to build up a large trade and has now a well established
business. In January, 1S94, a railway department was added to its

business. In this department the company carries a large and well
assorted stock of street railway supplies, consisting of electric wires,
motor repairs and other material used by electric roads. The com-
pany's trade has more than doubled since 1894, and covers a large
territory. T. C. White, who has been identified with the supply
business in St. Louis for a number of years, has charge of this de-
partment. The present officers of the company are Geo. Kingsland,
president; F. I^. Boquet, secretary; Patrick Flood, superintendent.

The Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company, of New
York, through its president has published a circular letter to the
trade reading as follows: I beg to call your attention to the follow-
ing United States patents which have been granted to me for im-
provements in car trucks. Patent No. 481,704, Aug, 30, 1S92, Car
Truck Gear; patent No. 555,526, Mar. 3, 1896, Car Truck and its

Gear; patent No. 560,816, May 26, 1896, Truss Brace for Railway
Cars; patent No. 563,685, July 7, 1896, Car Truck. Having been
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advised by my attorneys that the trucks being manufactured by
the Diamond Truck & Car Gear Company, of Kingston, New York,
are an infringement of the above named patents, I have begun an
action in the United States Circuit Court for the Southern District
of New York, against said company for an injunction and account-
ing. All users of the infringing trucks will be held responsible for

the infringement due to such use. This notice is sent for ^ our
protection "

The St. Louis Register Company, of St. Louis, is enjoying an
excellent trade both in .St. Louis and in other parts of tlie countrv.
The company was incorporated in 1890 with a paid up capital of

$100,000, and has spent a large amount of money perfecting
its machines. It has equipped some of the largest lines in the
United States with them, and has been working to its fullest capacitj'

during the past spring and summer filling orders. The company
employs between fort_v-five and fifty hands at present, has increased
its plant considerabl}' during the past year and is prepared to turn
registers out at a rapid rate. The company has a large number of
registers on the West End Railway of Boston; Metropolitan Rail-
way, of Washington, D. C. ; Cincinnati .Street Railway; Baltimore
City Passenger Railway; City & Suburban Railway of I5altimore; on
all of the St. Louis lines, the Market .Street Railway', of San Fran-
cisco, and a number of other large roads in the United States. It

has also made good shipments to Halifax, N. .S., and also to
Moncton, N. B.

The J. H. McEwen Manufacturing Company, of New York,
is doing an excellent business, and judging from opinions generally
expressed, the McUwen engines are giving good satisfaction. It is

gratifying to manufacturers to receive a duplication of orders for
their goods from people who, haying tried them, are thoroughl}'
familiar with their merits, for in thus purchasing more of the same
kind they bear testimony to haying been entirely satisfied. In this

particular, the J. H. McEwen Manufacturing Company is no excep-
tion, and the company may well be proud of the numerous orders
already received from former patrons, one coming from a well
known firm, A. M. Rothschild & ConiiMU}', of New York and Chi-
cago. Messrs. Rothschild & Company have had in operation for

the past eighteen months, two 100 k. w. Thompson-Ryan generators,
direct connected to 15 in. 16 in. McEwen automatic engines, and
have just placed an order for the third machine of the same size as

the first two.

The Ball Engine Company, Erie, Pa., reports an encouraging-
increase in orders during the past few weeks for engines for electric

work. Shipments for tlie past month are as follows: Bradford Elec-
tric Railway Company, Bradford, Pa.,one 20oli.p.cross compound en-
gine; Fox Pressed Steel Company', Pittsburgh, Pa.,one 100 h. p. engine
direct connected to Westinghouse generator; Rogers, Peet & Com-
pany, New York Cit)', one loo h.p. and one 25 h.p. engine; National
Galvanizing Works, McKeesport, Pa., one 175 h.p. engine; National
Tube Works, McKeesport, Pa., one 175 h.p. engine direct connected
to Crocker-Wheeler dynamo; J. O. Howe's .Sons Electric Light
plant, Phelps, N. Y., one 100 h. p. engine; Cambridge Fuel Com-
pany, Byersville, O., one 125 h. p. for electric mining; Institute for

Blind, Janesville, Wis., one 40 h. p. engine; Bertha Muieral Com-
pau3% Bertha, Mo., one 70 h. p. engine; Crook, Horner & Company,
Baltimore, Md., one 35 h. p. engine; Gobierno del Distrito Federal
Mexico City, one So h. p. engine; Toledo Glass Company, Toledo,
O., one 100 h. p. engine.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Company, of New
York, manufacturer of seamless insulated wires and cables, has done
a large business during tlie past year with street railway companies.
The company's wire seems to be growing in popularit}' and the com-
pany numbers a large number of prominent street railwa}' compan-
ies among its list of customers. The People's Traction Company,
Philadelphia, purchased one hundred miles of 1,000,000 c. m. rub-
ber covered, lead encased " Safety " cable. The Union Traction
Company, of Philadelphia, since the consolidation of that citj', has
also purchased ten miles of 1,000,000 c. m. rubber covered, lead en-
cased "Safety" cable. The North Chicago Street Railroad Com-
pany has in use ten miles of 350,000 c. m. cable of the same type.
The West Chicago Street Railroad Company has ninety miles of
from 350,000 to 1,600,000 c. m. "Safety" cable. The Chicago City
Railroad Company has twent}- miles of the company's cable, and the
West End .Street Railway, of Boston, has just received a lot of 500,-
000 c. ui. cable from the Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Company.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Company, of Brooklyn, reports
a large rush of business, its order sheets being so full that it is nec-
essary to have on a night force to complete orders already booked for

Jan. I, 1897. Among its latest orders are for the American Manu-
facturing Company, Brooklyn, 500 h. p.; Hazelton Light Compan}',
Hazelton, Pa., 800 h. p.; People's Light it Power Company, Jersey
City, N. J., 800 h. p.; Municipal Electric Light Company, Brooklyn,
2000 h.p., and one steel, self supporting smoke stack 16 ft. diameter
and 175 ft. high; Economy Light, Heat & Power Company, .Scran-
ton, Pa., 1000 h. p.; Johnson Coal Companj', Priceburg, Pa., 400 h.

p.; Marshall Paper Company, Turners Falls, Mass., 150 h. p.: Peo-
ple's Light & Power Company, Orange, N. J., 200 h. p.; Geo. Wat-
kinson Rubber Works, Philadelphia, Pa., 250 h. p.; Esperanza Plan-
tation, Bayou Lapourche, La., 600 h. p.; Mathieson Alkali Works,
Providence, R. I., 300 h.p.; Brush Electric Company, Providence, R.
I., 300 h.p.; New York Steam Company, new station, New York
City, 3000 h.p.; Brush Electric Company, Baltimore, Md., loooh.p.;
Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
700 h. p.

The Hoppes Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, O.,
manufacturer of the well known Hoppes purifiers and heaters, has
been fairly busy for the pa.st .sixty days, having sold over 9000 li. p.
of its apparatus. Among the recent sales of purifiers are the follow-
ing: Salem Wire Nail Company, Findlay, O., 750 h. p. ;

.Shelby (O.

)

Mill Company, 300 h. p. ; Abendroth & Root Manufacturing Com-
pany, New York City (for export), 50 h. p.; City of Ouinc}', Mich.,
100 li. p. ; Kansas City ( Mo. ) Gas Company, 300 h. p. ; Atlanta ( Ga.

)

Gas Company, 150 h. p.; Springfield (O.
)
Light ic Power Company,

S50 h. p. The compau}' aLso reports the following sales of heaters:
Browning, King & Company, Chicago, 111., 200 h. p.; Modern Heat-
ing Company, St. Louis, Mo., 500 h. p.; Kirkhoff Brothers, Indian-
apolis, Ind., 150 h.p.; J. B. .Speed & Company, .Speeds, Ind., 500
h. p.; Ellwood Wire & Nail Company, DeKalb, 111., 1200 h.p.;
Gibsonburg (O.) Electric Light Conipau}-, 100 h. p.; Harper Hos-
pital, Detroit, Mich., 200 h. p.; Suburban Gas & Electric Company,
Revere, Mass., 500 h. p.; J. W. Cottingham, Leipsic, O., 150 h. p ;

Preston (Minn.) PUectric Light & Waterworks, 100 h. p.; Green-
ville (Miss.) Waterworks, 150 h. p.

Eugene Munsell & Company report that their mica business
has been established more than fifty years, so that when there began
to be a call formica for electrical insula' ion they had experience
which enabled them to meet the demand, and that they have since
been constantly enlarging their facilities and studying to meet the
varying and increasing recjuirements of the electrical trade. They
also .state that their mica is received direct from the mines and not
through second hands. Franklin Brooks, the junior member of the
firm, has recentlj' spent considerable time among the rich mines of

Bengal, India, perfectin_g arrangements by which they receive the
finest electrical mica in the world, selected and prepared according
to their own instructions. They also have extensive relations with
Canadian miners which enable them to furnish the best amber
mica where that cpialit}- is de.sired. The electrical trade, as a rule,

prefer to have their orders filled promptly, and this is one of the
features of Eugene Munsell & Company's business of the past, that
they guarantee almost innnediate delivery of any orders placed with
them. The company has recently established a branch house at

Chicago to supply their Western customers.

The Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron Company, of St.

Louis, claims to have furnished more steel castings for street rail-

way use than any foundry in the United .States. .Since the com-
pany entered the steel foundr}' business, over four j-ears ago, street

railwa]' work has been a large item of its business. About one year
ago the company started its first machines for finishing cast steel

motor gears. Previous to that time it had been furnishing cast

steel blanks to several street railwa}'s in St. Louis, who had their

own gear cutters. As is well known the consumption of gears in

the city of .St. Louis, is cpiite large, and it has only been within the

past four months that the company has added sufficient additional

machinery to put it in a position that it could solicit outside trade.

The company is now prepared to do bu.siness in earnest, in the line

of cast steel motor gears, and is getting out for the trade a small

circular and price list, descriptive of the articles manufactured.
These include pedestals, truck frames, brake beam hangers, equal-

izer frames, drawbars, brackets and arches, bumpers, platform

beams, nose pieces, .step risers, yokes and pole i^ieces for motors,

grip castings, switches, crossovers, offset fishplates, cast steel motor
gears and general railway and machinery castings.

K. McLennan & Company, of Chicago, sole manufacturers of

the celebrateil Gale's commutator compound, report their sales dur-

ing the past year more than double those of any previous year. The
satisfaction which the compound has given generally has exceeded
their most sanguine expectations, ancl they are in receipt of enough
testimonials unsolicited, to use their own expression, " to fill a vol-

ume." In response to numerous requests from their customers, the

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation recentlj' made a careful and ex-

haustive test, and the result, as expressed by it is as follows: "the
application of Gale's connnutator compound was attended with very

satisfactory results. A slight sparking occurs at the moment of

applying the compound; this however disappears instantly, and the

commutator assumes a hard gloss. We recommend it to those hav-

ing trouble with sparking, cutting of conunutators, etc." The test

was made under tlie jiersoiial supervision of Mr. Barnes. Mr. Isaacs,

of K. INIcLennan & Company, states that this is but one of hundreds
of similar tests, and with similar results. He will be at the conven-

tion with suflicient samples so that every delegate may make a per-

sonal test, and convince himself of the merits of Gale's compound.
In the meantime samples may be had on application to their office,

Marquette Building, Chicago.

The Electric Insulating Company, of vSt. Louis, is the manu-
facturer of a new compound known as the Peerless armature com-
pound. This compound is an insulation for armature work for

which it is claimed that the qualities of high resistance and. non-sus-

ceptibility to the action of the heat, oil or water are combined with

sufficient elasticity and comparative cheapness of cost. These
claims are supported by the testimony of many who have used it.

The compound is applied in the form of paint of rather heavy con-

sistency, but when it is dried it becomes very hard, yet not brittle,

and holds the wires firmly in place, preventing loosening through

vibration. It effectually isolates each individual wire from contact

with its neighbor as the paint is thin enough to soak into the cotton

insulation, forming a mold around the wire when hardened. An-

other point claimed for it is that it does away with the use of mica

and linen in winding armatures, substituting therefor a much
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cheaper material. It is used by a iiuniljer of the lar)j;e electric rail-

way companies of the country, such as the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company, Kansas City, Mo.; Market Street Railway, San
iM-anci.sco, Cal.; Ihiion Railroad Company, Providence, R. 1.; Roch-
ester Railwa)' Coui])any, Rochester, N. Y.

;
City 6\: vSuburhan Rail-

way Company, I'ortland, Ore. This company will have an exhibit

at the St. l<ouis convention.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, has re-

ceived the following late orders for its well known trucks: Consoli-

dated Traction Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Toledo (O. ) Traction

Company; Burlington (la.) Ivlectric Railway Company; Citizens'

Street Railway Company, Memphis, Tenn.; Colorado vSprings (Col.

)

Rapid Transit Railway Company; New Castle (Pa. ) Car Manufactur-
ing Compau}-; Chicago City Railway Company; Jackson (Tenn. ) &
Sid)iu-ban Railway Coni])any, and many smaller orders. The out-

look in this sweeper department is very pronnsing, and the com-
pany has taken during the past week orders from Richmond, Va.;

New Castle, Pa.; l-indlay, O.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Rutherford, N. J.,

and vSouth Chicago, 111. Shipments have already been commenced
of sweepers on early contracts, and the McGuire works are running
to their fullest capacity. The recent fire entirely de.stro3'ed the
company's stove department, but manufacturing was commenced in

one of the company's other buildings within fort^'-eight hours, and all

orders are now being Idled |ironipth-. The orders for this popular
car heater already exceed the number shipjied last year, with a pros-

pect of a larger increase when the real cold weather arrives. The
demand for the company's ratchet Ijrake handles increases daily,

and they are Ijeing recounnended by conserv ative roads for tlieir

durability and simplicit\-.

The International Register Company, of Chicago, has been at

work for the last si.x months on a new double register which will be
on exhibition at the St. Louis convention. On account of the su-

perior construction and diu-.abilitj' of its mechanism, and unusual at-

tractiveness in appearance, this machine will undoubtedly receive
the attention of all at the convention and particularly interest those
who have two rates of fare on their lines, or who wish to register

transfers. The trip mechanism is the same as that of this company's
well known numeral stationar}' register, which is giving satisfac-

tion on so manj' railways. The trip register shows the total num-
ber of passengers for each trip, thus avoiding the unnecessary com-
plication incident to having separate trip registers for each class of

fare. There are two totalizers with figures large enough to be read
from the other end of the car, and a very plain sign in the center
showing the word " cash " on a red background, when the cash side

is rung, and the word " transfer " on a white background when the
other side is rung, tliis indicator always showing what the last reg-

istration was. The totalizei's on this machine are superior to any-
thing of the kind so far produced. With the mechanism of the reg-
ister entirely expcsed, there is no way of preventing them from
registering by holding any part, and in manj' machines, and they
cannot be set back as in all other existing machines when open.
There are manj- points in this regi.ster which are entirel}- novel, and
will commend themselves to railway managers wdio realize that it is

an economy to have the liest in a machine which so directl}' affects

the income.

The E. P. Allis Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., numbers among
the large work lately completed or under contract one tandem com-
pound engine with cylinders 30 ins. and 60 ins.

^ 48 ins. with a speed
of seventy- five revolutions. This is for the Metropolitan vStreet

Railway Company, Kansas City. It is similar to the engines built

for the Detroit Citizens' vStreet Railway. It drives a 1200 k. w.
Walker generator. For the Brockton Street Railway, Brockton,
Mass., one cross compound with cylinders 20 ins. and 3S ins. 48 ins.,

speed 110 revolutions. Direct connected to General Electric Gen-
erator. vSyracuse Street Railwaj- Company, .Syracuse, N. Y. , two
cross compound with cylinders 26 ins. and 50 ins. 48 ins. speed
eighty revolutions; direct connected to Walker generators. North-
western Elevated, Chicago, three cross compound, cylinders 30 ins.

and 60 ins. 60 ins. , one with cylinders 23 ins. and 46 ins.
. 48 ins.

direct connected to Siemens ^ Halske generators. Canal eS; Claiborne
Railway Company, New Orleans, two tandem engines, C3dinders 16
and 32 ins. ' ' 42 ins., speed 100 revolutions, driving General Electric
generators. Peoria General P^lectric Company, Peoria, 111., one
compound with cylinders 22 ins. and 42 ins. ^ 48 ins., speed 100 revo-
lutions, driving General PUectric generator. Also for Trieste, Aus-
tria, two compound vertical blowing engines for the largest iron
concern in Austria, that is building new blast furnace plant at

Trieste, steam cylinder 40 ins. and 78 ins. 60 ins. ; two air cylinders
76 ins. ~ 60 ins., same stjde as those built for the Carnegie .Steel

Company, twelve in numl)er. Shipping weight of each is 618,000
lbs., and also 3000 h. p. direct for South Africa to run generators
that are being built in Switzerland.

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company, of New York,
will make an attractive exhibit of its electric materials at the St.

Douis convention and a nundjer of representatives from its Chicago,
Philadelphia and Boston branch houses will attend, as usual. There
will be a complete display of the various forms of moulded mica
trolley wire insulating devices, including the "J. P." and "H. W.
J" styles of hangers and pull-overs, the Giant strain in,sulators,
the Philadelphia insulated crossings and section insulators, iron
clad feed wire insulators, etc., all of which ma}' be seen in .service on
the various street railways in .St. Louis. Moulded mica trolley in-
sulators are in g' neral use throughout the vStates and are a familiar
feature to every attendant at conventions. In addition to the line
materials, the H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company will exhibit

" H. W. J." car heaters, which pos.se.ss advantages an<l improve-
ments in construction condjined with economical and satisfactory

distribution of heat not found heretofore in any street car heating

system. The resistance or heating wire is thoroughly insulated and
protected by asbestos and woven into a mat enclosed in a shallow
])erforated steel case. A sufiicient nund)er of heaters is installed in

a car to elTectan equal distribution of the heat under the most eco-

nomical conditions. In addition to economy the company claims

great safety and durability, comparatively low vv(jrking temperatures
]ier heater with consequent comfort to the passengers, and general

desirability. ;\n exhibition car of the St. Louis Car Company will

bee(|uipped with " M. W. J." heaters, and all visitors are cordially

invited to witness their operation. The H. W. Johns Manufactur-
ing Company has done a large business in St. I^ouis as well as in

other cities in the country. Most of the lines in this city are its

regular customers either for vulcabeston field spools, overhead line

parts, comnuilator rings,moulded mica sockets and other apparatus.

The Central Electric Company, of St. Louis, will make a

creditable and interesting display of street railway and electrical

supplies at the St. Louis convention. Messrs. Garton and White,
representing the Central Electric Company's railway department, will

have charge and will endeavor to spread the gospel of first class ma-
terial where it will take root to the best advantage. Probably no
other company in the United States carries a larger stock of miscel-

laneous railway appliances. The.se, added to its well known ca-

pacity for general electrical supplies and insulated wires and cables,

enables the company to offer many advantages to its customers in

the way of prices and prompt shipments of complete orders. That
the managers of the company follow up their opportunities is eyi-

denceil by the many letters received from purchasers commenting
on this feature of the Central's work. A short extract from one of

these letters received from Denver, Colo., will serve as an example:
" Yours of the 26th, like your goods, came on time. We greatly

appreciate your promptness in filling orders, also your service in

sending goods asordered." Many of the Central Electric Company's
specialties, in fact the mo.st of them, are made from patterns and de-

signs furnished by and under the direct supervision of the company.
All new fixtures and appliances are thoroughly tested by actual

.service before being appro\ ed and offered for sale. By this careful

attention to important details, the company has hoped to gain the
confidence of electrical buyers, and the results show that it has not
been amiss in its calculations. The managers of the company are

giving considerable attention to the refilling of commutators and re-

winding of armatures and other repairs usualh- required on short

notice. The Central PHectric Compau}- is ver}* well .satisiied with
the results so far attained and feels confident that it is on the eve of

a period of increased activity in all departments of the electrical

trade.

The Neal Electric Headlight Company, of Boston, Mass., has
acquired the entire lousiness of the P>ash Combination Headlight
Company, and together with its own faclities is well prepared to

fill orders promptly. This company's headlights are now in use, it

is claimed, on over one hundred of the most prominent roads in the
United States and Canada. The Neal Headlight Company was the
pioneer in the manufacture of electric headlights. It has been en-
gaged in an extensive course of experiments and improvements
designed to secure the verj- best headlight, one constructed mechan-
ically and in the best and mo,st durable manner. Its claim has been
that its headlights are made to withstand the severest service, and for

this reason sheet metal casings have been abandoned for the best of
malleable iron casings with solid bronze glass holders. A headlight
has thus been obtained that is practically indestructible. The lat-

est t3'pe of headlight. No. 5, has a perfect parabolic reflector of spun
brass, heavily nickel plated and an adjustable lamp socket, thus al-

lowing for perfect focusing, necessitated by the irregularities in size

of the different makes of incandescent lights. The headlight will

throw a light 200 ft. aliead of the car. No greater proof of the merit
of these headlights is needed than the fact that more than 10,000
have been put in service during the past twelve months. The head-
lights are used on every car on the West End road of Boston, and
were the first to be permanently fixed to the dasher. Among the
roads that have adopted them, besides the West Emd of Boston, are
Brooklyn Heights Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Worcester Con-
solidated, of Worcester, Mass.; Houston Street Railway, of Houston,
Tex.; Lynn & Bo.ston, of Boston, Mass.; Winchester Avenue Rail-
road, of New Haven, Conn., and in all over one hundred roads. The
advantages of this headlight are that it becomes a permanent fixture
on the car, saving all cost of maintenance. One light is cut out of
series and placed into the headlight. The frame is a casing of mal-
leable iron with a holder of bronze glass. The reflector is of spun
brass heavily nickeled. There is claimed to be absolutelv no
danger of possibility of breakage and the light only projects an inch
in front of the dasher. The company also furnishes a headlight for
vestibule cars which can be placed on the front of the dasher with-
out cutting it. The cost of installation is merely nominal
and is usually charged to operating expenses. The company
has also a device for preventing the trollev- from catching on
the headlight and pulling the trolley pole from the wire.
The last light has lieen worked out through a series of
experiments and is considered by many railroad men to be the
best thing on the market. The officers of the company are F. E.
Hiuitre.ss, president and treasurer, Geo. N. Towle, vice-president,
and Geo. C. Ewing, secretary. Mr. Himtress is a young man well
known among the business men of the East, and has made a decided
success in all his undertakings. He is the senior mend^er of the firm
of F. E. Huntress & Company, iron and steel merchants and dealers
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in all kinds of railway supplies. In addition to this business he was
for two years selling agent for the Laconia Car Company, but resign-

ed to take the Eastern agency of the Walker Company, of Cleve-
land. Geo. N. Towle, vice-president, is the junior member of the
firm of Leland, Towle & Company, members of the New York &
Boston Stock Exchange. This lirni is one of the largest bond houses
in Boston and has handled the financial end of some of the most
successful enterprises in New England. While Mr. Towle is com-
paratively new in the street railway field, he will certainly make a
welcome addition. Geo. C. Ewing, secretarj', is well known among
the street railway companies with whom he has had many contracts
for equipments. For several 3'ears he was with the General Electric

Company, leaving it to go into the general supply business for him-
self. He is located at present in Boston and by his untiring efforts

and strict business principles has built up a considerable business
and an enviable reputation as a salesman throughont the country.
The company has protected its different designs of headlights by
strong patents.

A Great Railway.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company owns
and operates 6169 miles of road.

It operates its own Sleeping Cars and Dining Cars.

It traverses the best portion of the States of Illinois, Wisconsin,
Northern Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, South and North
Dakota.

Its Sleeping and Dining Car service is first-class in every respect.

It runs vestibuled, steam-heated and electric-lighted trains.

It has the absolute block system.
It uses all modern appliances for the comfort and safety of its

patrons.
Its train employes are civil and obliging.
It tries to give each passenger " value received " for his money,

and
Its General Passenger Agent asks every man, woman and child

to buy tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

—

for it is A Great Railway."-'".,,*

Tours in the Rocky Mountains.

The "Scenic L,ine of the Worlcl," the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad, offers to tourists in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico the
choicest resorts, and to the transcontinental traveler the grandest
scenery. The direct line to Cripple Creek, the greatest gold camp
on earth. Douljle daily train service with through Pullman sleepers

and tourists' cars between Denver and San Francisco and Los
Angeles.

Write S. K. Hooper, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Col., for illustrated

descriptive pamphlets.

Utah—the 45th State.

THE HOMESEEKER'S PROMISED I.AND. ,
The Territory of Utah entered the Union of States on Jan. 4,

1896, with a population of about 200,000 people and a climate un-
surpassed in the wide world. It is richer in agricultural resources
than ajiy other vState. It has witliin its borders nearly all of the
known minerals and metals—gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, etc., in
abundant Cjuantities. It has, best of all, a health-giving climate,
always temperate in summer and winter. It has hot sulphur springs
and is, in fact, one large sanitariiim. Utah is the ideal place to build
a home in which to spend the balance of your da3'S, surrounded hy
farm and orchard which guarantee all of the necessities and most of
the comforts of life. There are millions of such homes now await-
ing settlement. Send to F. A. Wadleigh, Salt Lake City, for copies
of Utah pamphlets. It will pay you to post yourself on the merits
of the new State, which has been aptly termed "The Promised
Land." "V

|AaI

THE
ppf<=;fpvativf

PAINTS
Manufactured by us of Alcatraz Asphalt and pure linseed
oil, prevent corrosion of metal and flecay of wood, combin-
ing great strength and elasticity, and insure a perfect preser-
vative against the action of the eU'ments, acids, alkalis, etc.

They are especially adapted for railroad bridges, struc-
tural iron-work, depots, car-houses, freight-sheds, roofing
and insulating purposes.

We have issued a folder containing sample colors of
Alcatraz Asphalt Paints, which tells briefly of their points
of superiority. Will be sent to any one interested upon
application, together with any other information desired.

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT COMPANY.
No. 57 E. 59th St,, New York.— -

The....

Railway Mileage

of the following countries, comprising prac-

tically all the railways of the world, offers

an interesting subject of study, namely :

Europe, 144,380 miles ; Great Britain (Eng-

land, Scotland, Ireland and Wales), 20,325

miles; United States, 179,784 miles, ex-

ceeding the combined lines of Europe and

Great Britain; Canada, 15,113 miles;

Mexico, 6,625 miles ; South and Central

America, 21,302 miles. Total, excepting

the United States, 207,745 miles. Grand

total, 387,529 miles. It should make any

manufacturer of Railway Supplies proud

to be able to say that he is selling one-

half the railways (in mileage) of the

United States. It should make him feel

quite comfortable to be able to say that,

leaving out the United States and Europe,

he is selling more mileage than the rest

of the earth contains.

The business world would be apt to

say of such a manufacturer :
" He has

some patented article which railways must

use, or some material made upon a secret

process which no one else has fathomed
;

if not, he must be a mighty clever fellow

and a tireless worker."

Well, the business world would be

partly right and partly wrong, and yet not

far out of the way. One manufacturer is

doing just what is outlined above, and it

is no patented article, nor one made on any

secret process either. He has lots of com-

petition in the field, too, and very hungry

at that. " How, then, does he succeed in

holding such a vast trade ?" you ask. Write

him and he will tell you all about it. To •

this extensive Steam Railway patronage is

to be added a handsome Street Railway

traffic. Address, for information,

Chicago Varnish Go.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK. BOSTON.
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RROCEEDIINGS
OF THE

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
"''^^^rfAT c^ -"i

OF THE

AMERICAN STRI3ET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION,
HEI.D AT

ST LOUIS, MO., OCTOBER 20-23, 1896.

FIRST DAY, TUESDAY, OCTOBER TWENTIETH.

The Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the American Street

Railway Association was held at the Auditorium Building,

St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 20-23, 1896, Pre.sident H. M. Uttell,

of New York, in the chair.

The meeting was opened with an invocation of divine

guidance, by Rev. P. G. Robert.

President Littell: Gentlemen, I take pleasure in in-

troducing to you Mr. Charles Nagel, acting Alayor of St.

I/Ouis, who will deliver to you an address of welcome.
The address by Mr. Nagel followed.

President Littell: Mr. Mayor, in behalf of the

members of the Association, I thank j'ou for your very
cordial welcome.

The President announced the next business to be the

calling of the roll, which was accordingly done, and it was
found that seventy-five companies were represented. The
Butte (Mont.) Consolidated Railway Company and the

Buffalo & Niagara Falls Railway Company acquired mem-
bership in the Association.

The next order of business was the reading of the

minutes of the last meeting, but on motion of Mr. Baum-
hoff , the minutes were approved as printed.

The address of the president being next in order,

President lyittell read the following:

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the Associaiion :

I have to thank you for the honor you have done me in electing

me your president.

For the second time, after eleven years of absence, the conven-

tion meets in the city of St. Louis—the metropolis of the upper Mis-

sissippi—and it receives to-day the same cordial welcome, the same
generous hospitality and the same courteous and marked consider-

ation that distinguished our meeting here in 1885; and our first duty

, is to thank the members of our Association in this city for their ac-

tive and successful efforts in providing for the entertainment of their

guests.

I desire also to thank the supply men, in the name of the Asso-

ciation, for their very liberal display of exhibits, more space having

been taken for this purpose this year than at any convention which
has hitherto been held by the Association.

The Association is to be congratulated upon the fact that during

the past year no deaths have occurred in its ranks. V/e meet here

again this year the same in numbers as at our last gathering.

Papers of great value and interest will be read.

I will not dwell upon the statistics of street railways during the

past year for the reason that these are amply supplied by the street

railway press. I have however, thought it advantageous to lay be-

fore you some general considerations on the present and future of

street railway interests in the United States, the dangers and diffi-

culties that beset them, the way in which these difficulties are to be

met, and the prospect and hope of brighter conditions for the

future.

Among the most serious difficulties with which we have to con-

tend to-day is the growing disposition of the government, whether

state or municipal, to increase our burden of taxation. This dispo-

sition has increased of late years, and even within the last year, to

a marked degree. The extraordinary prejudice against corporations,

among people otherwise intelligent, causes them to be regarded as

legitimate objects of attack and spoliation. Those who have once

become affected with this prejudice seem to be unable to understand

that a corporation is simply a collection of persons, by means of

which individual resources, which would otherwise be frittered away

in individual enterprises, are brought under one direction, making

possible the success of large undertakings requiring an aggregation

of capital. 3 Of all corporations those which suffer most from this

prejudice are those which exercise a public franchise, and the street

railway franchise seems in particular to be a favorite object of re-

strictive legislation. With the arbitrary limitation of the rates of

fare and the obligation of conforming the roadbed to every change

in the street through which it passes, on the one hand, and the im-

position of direct burdens of taxation in the way of personal taxes,

taxes on roadbed, license taxes, franchise taxes, taxes on gross earn-

ings and taxes on dividends, on the other hand, the financial limits

within which the workings of a railroad are confined have become

exceedingly narrow. Sometimes it almost seems as if the legislative

agencies in our various states would not stop until they had brought

the burden of taxation to a point where roads could no longer run.

For such a state of things it seems to me that the only remedy

is to be found in that gradual enlightenment of the public, by which

it will be induced to keep the imposition of financial burdens within

reasonable bounds, and such a broadminded and conciliatory man-

agement of the roads as shall in time do away with the last vestige

of popular prejudice. Any successful business corporation manages

and controls forces far greater than those which are at the command
of a single individual, and its very power makes it an object of

jealousy and attack. But I for one do not believe that the intelli-

gence of the American people will in the long run go astray on this

question any more than on any other. I believe that it is beginning

to recognize, and will recognize still more clearly as time goes on,

the necessity for combination and co-operation in all departments of

business, and that if a proper spirit of moderation is shown—and

this I consider of the first importance—by those in whose hands this

extraordinary power is placed, the community at large will discover

that the benefits which it derives from transportation corporations

far exceed any subject of complaint which it may have against them,

and will meet them upon the footing of a common interest without
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regard to the corporate character of the agency by which the power

is exercised.

Another, and one of the severest strains to which street railway

corporations are subjected, consists in the penalties imposed by
courts, for the negligence of their employes. Recent years, and

especially the last two years, have seen a great increase in the num-
ber of negligence suits and in the size of verdicts. There is a marked
tendency at the present time, on the part of juries, to fix a higher

scale in estimating damages for personal injuries. Cases where

formerly verdicts of |2,50o were rendered, now often result in a judg-

ment for 15,000, and others in like proportion. The state of New
York has recently removed the limit of |5,ooo in cases of death, so

that now a verdict of |;2o,ooo in a death case is by no means unusual.

The doctrine of contributory negligence, which in theory and as

duly expounded by the courts, in charges to juries, would preclude

any recovery in cases where it is shown, seems only to be considered

by juries—if considered at all—as a slight makeweight against the

plaintiff in determining the amonnt of damages. Probably no class

of cases exists in which it is so difficult to meet false testimony as in

these, even when its falsity is perfectly apparent.

I do not mean to suggest for a moment that street railway com-

panies are without fault in the matter of accidental injuries, but I

do say that, profoundly as we must sympathize with the suffering

and the unfortunate, we ought not to be compelled to pay the penal-

ties of negligence where the negligence was due to the sufferer him-

self, nor should a case be sent to a jury where this fact is disclosed

by the plaintiff's own statement. As was well said some time ago by
the General Term of the Supreme Court of New York,

"To leave it to a jury to say that such acts under such circum-
stances do not constitute negligence, would be to throw away the
best understood legal standing, and substitute in its place any whim
which might chance to flit through the minds or run in the emotions
of uninstructed and unbridled jurors."

Whatever may be the ultimate result of existing tendencies in

courts and juries, we may still hope for improvement in the matter

of accidents, as people become more accustomed to the high rate of

speed in their streets, which they now exact from street railways.

No community which has had the benefit of rapid street transporta-

tion would ever be willing to go back to the old five or six miles an

hour rate of horse cars. It must learn and it will learn that it can-

not have this benefit without a certain element of danger, and

whether it runs the risk of this danger in traveling as passengers on

the cars or in walking or driving in the roadway, it will come in

time to take those precautions by which the great majority of acci-

dents could readily be avoided.

For those accidents which no ordinary precaution on the part of

the sufferer could avert, I believe there is one remedy and only one,

and that lies in the hands of the management of street railways.

That remedy is to be found in the discipline of the force. If disci-

pline is slack, accidents will be frequent. If discipline is high and

well maintained, accidents will be reduced to a minimum. As in

every other great organization, the spirit which controls at the top

penetrates through all the branches of the system, and the means
by which it penetrates is the discipline maintained over the force by

its head. In this one element of discipline, I believe, lies the secret

of preventing the ruinous losses which follow from damage suits.

The last two years have seen the introduction of an unlooked

for competitor in street, and especially in suburban transportation,

and that is the bicycle. In some places where its use is peculiarly

advantageous, it has undoubtedly cut down earnings very heavily.

I do not believe, however, that in the long run the street railway

business is going to suffer on that account. Anything to my mind
that promotes in our American people the habit of locomotion, par-

ticularly of rapid locomotion, is beneficial to street railways. No
doubt' the bicycle has come to stay, and no doubt upon some subur-

ban routes its competition has been serious, but it is still to a great

extent a novelty, and when the effects of novelty have worn off, and

the use of the bicycle is limited to those who will habitually make
use of it all their lives, I think there will still be found quite

enough people who prefer street cars as a means of locomotion, even

in places where the bicycle can be used.

In spite of the disadvantages of which I have spoken, under

which street railways suffer, and in spite of the financial difficulties

which have prevailed for the last three years, and which have told as

heavily upon street railways as upon any other interest, I believe

they have before them a bright and prosperous future. In their

prosperity every man, woman and child in our city communities
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and in many rural districts is directly interested. They have been

of enormous benefit in spreading out population over a larger area,

in relieving densely populated districts in cities, and in making
possible suburban homes, where the man who pursues his business

in the heart of the city can live with his family at a distance from

his office, and with them enjoy the benefits of space, of sunlight, of

fresh air, of trees and gardens and of rural surroundings. This is

especially true of the more modern forms of rapid transportation by

which the time of transit is reduced. The luxury of such a home
as I have described, to those of moderate means, who hitherto have

been crowded into small and unwholesome flats or tenements, is one

of the many blessings which the modern street railway has bestowed

upon the community, and those who have reaped the benefits of it

are not likely to forget it.

In conclusion, I desire to congratulate the Association upon the

large number of its members who are present here to-day, and to ex-

press the hope, in which I am sure all of you will join me, that this

meeting will be the most harmonious, as well as the most interest-

ing, that we have ever held.

Mr. Green, of St. Louis: I move that one thousand
copies of the address of the President be printed separ-

ately and that it be spread upon the minutes of the Asso-
ciation, and that the thanks of the Association be given to

the President. Carried.

Mr. Baumhoff, of St. Louis: Mr. President and
gentlemen.—This meeting marks a new era in the history

of the American Street Railway Association. Fourteen
years ago, Mr. H. H. Littell, then general superintendent

of the Louisville City Railway Company, and now vice-

president and general manager of. the Buffalo Street Rail-

way Company, conceived the idea of the benefits which
might accrue to street railway managers by the formation

of an Association of this character, and after a conference

with a number of his friends, it was determined to call a

meeting for organizing what has since developed into one
of the grandest Associations in this country. (Applause.)
Accordingly, invitations were extended to representative

street railway managers throughout the country to attend

the initial meeting in the city of Boston, in the month of

December, 1882. What more fitting place in our great

country could have been selected than the great " Hub
City," for, like the spokes extending from the hub of a

great wheel, this Association has spread throughout our
great land, extending from ocean to ocean, and from the

Gulf on the South to British America on the North, and
has even invaded Canada, where our last meeting was held.

We are in a new era, because we have eliminated the dis-

cussions of the care and feed of horses, the construction

and ventilation of stables, and other sundry annoj^ances

which at that time tended to make the life of a street rail-

way manager anything but plea.'^ant. It is a new era, be-

cause, for the first time in the history of this Association,

you have met again in a city before honored with a con-

vention and we proudly point to the fact that in this city

we have transformed the last animal traction road to one
operated electrically.

Mr. President, I have a pleasing duty to perform, the

more so, because the request comes from Chicago. (Ap-
plause. ) To such of you as are, perhaps, unfamiliar with
that name, I will state that Chicago is a little hamlet over
in the state of Illinois, extending from the western bound-
ary of Indiana on the east to the great father of waters on
the west (laughter and applause), and from the great

lakes on the north to Egypt on the south. Chicago, as

you all know, was an applicant for this convention. In
fact, it is a a cold day when Chicago is not an applicant

for something. (Laughter.) But, as usual, St. Louis
carried off the prize. (Applause.) Chicago, however, de-

sired to have a finger in the pie, and determined to be
heard, and now, Mr. President, in behalf of the Chicago
City Railway Company, I present to you this handsome
gavel, made of the hardest and most durable wood, en-

closed in a box made from the sill of a car which has for

many years done service on the Chicago City Railway.
May this convention, as it is called to order by the rap-

pings of this gavel, pass into the annals of history as one
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of the most pleasant and beneficial gatherings of this char-

acter. (Applause.)
Pkksidknt Littri.l : This, gentlemen, is indeed a

very agreeable surprise, and I hope that it will be sufficiently

large to preserve order. I thought when I was elected presi-

dent of this Association that my position would be such
that I would look down upon all of you, but I find, upon
entering this hall, that you all look down upon me. The
fact is, I think you have got me in a hole. (Applau.se.)

I am pleased with the prospect that, with the assistance of

my friends, it will be po.ssible for me to preserve order

with this beautiful gavel. I thank the Chicago City Rail-

way Company on behalf of the Association. (Applause.)
Mr. Bean : Mr. President, as Mr. Baumhoff has

pleasantly reminded us of the Boston meeting, in 1882, I

would ask that every gentleman present who was at that

meeting will rise for a moment.
Messrs. Green, of St. Louis, Smith, of Troy, H. H.

Littell, of Buffalo, Rugg, of Boston, and Bean, of St.

Joseph, Mich., arose.

The secretary then read the report of the Executive
Committee, which consisted of the minutes of the three

meetings held by the committee during the year, together

with a report of membership, and was as follows :

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Minutes of the first Executive Committee Meeting lield in St. Loicis,

Dec. 9, /-S'95.

The members present were President Ivittell and Messrs. Jack-

son, Morgan, Markle and Kelley. Secretary T. C. Penington was

also present. Letters were read from Messrs. Granville C. Cuning-

ham, Joel Hurt, Prentiss Cunnnings and C. G. Goodrich, regretting

their inability to be present.

Captain Robert McCuUoch, of St. Louis, was invited to meet

with the committee and take part in its deliberations. Captain Mc-
CuUoch addressed the committee, stating that the local street rail-

road people had formed an organization for the purpose of helping

this committee to make the meeting of the Association to be held

in St. Louis next October a great success. The speaker had been

elected chairman of that organization and as such stated:

" I will be very glad to help you in every way possible and carry

out any plans that you may have made or may advise for the meet-

ing. What we would propose to do is to take care of everything

locally for you and rid you of the care and burden of that work.

For instance, we will provide the place for holding the sessions and

we will also provide a place for the exhibits. We want the exhibits

to be a prominent feature of the meeting and we will provide a good

place for that purpose without tax to the Association. You will not

have anything to pay for hall rent, meeting place or anything of

that kind. We will guarantee that you will not have to spend any

money for these things and we will make them creditable to you in

every respect."

Mr. Littell stated that many of the manufacturers who had never

heretofore made an exhibit would exhibit in St. Louis at the com-

ing convention, that he was satisfied that it would be the largest,

best and most complete exhibit of the kind ever given, and that he

would suggest that every street railroad man constitute himself a

committee of one to see the manufacturers and urge them to make
an exhibit. In this way a very large revenue could be raised and

the majority of them will be very glad to come in and take space.

On motion of General Jackson it was decided that "it is the

sense vof this committee that we cannot do without the revenue

which has been heretofore derived from the letting of space to ex-

hibitors and while we thank the St. Louis Committee for its very

liberal offer, we should follow the usual custom in this matter."

Mr. McCulloch stated that the local people desired the Exec-

utive Committee to understand that they were not trying to run the

convention, but were simply to act as an auxiliary to the Executive

Committee and that anything they might propose or any plans they

might make would be subjectto the approval of that committee; that

they had no cranky notions or "isms" of any kind and that he hoped
the members of the committee would not hesitate to criticise any-

thing they saw fit.

On motion of General Jackson this matter was referred to the

president and secretary of the Association with the suggestion that

the St. Louis Committee act under the instructions of those gentle-

men, as to what was to be done.

Captain McCulloch stated that he had appointed connnittees in

the local organization ( the names of these committees have already

been given ) and that other committees would be appointed as the

necessity for such action arose; but that any and all of their proposed

actions would be first submitted to the approval of the pre.sident of

the Association. Any suggestions he might make or any changes

he had to reconmiend would be cheerfully attended to. The local

people did not want to be the Association, but merely wanted to help

the Executive Committee run the convention.

Mr. Littell said; "Of course we want to make sure that there

will be no advance in hotel rates." To this Captain McCulloch re-

plied, "Mr. Lewis has posted on the inside of each room the rates

for that room and he assures me that these rates will be strictly

maintained and will not be advanced in any part of the house."

The secretary then announced that he had prepared a financial

statement and that if the Executive Conmiittee would fix the secre-

tary's salary, he would be able to make an approximate report for

the year.

On motion of Mr. Morgan it was decided that the salary of the

secretary should be fixed at #1500 per year, this sum to include all

expenses for help, and that there should be further added $35 per

month for rent, fuel, etc., of the office, and that the Association

would pay the salary of the stenographer at official meetings.

The secretary then read a report of the financial affairs of

the Association to Dec. i, 1895. After the reading of the report

the committee discussed the various outstanding liabilities of the

Association and upon motion of General Jackson, the president and

Mr. Morgan were authorized to settle the bill of Messrs. Richardson

and Hook upon the best possible terms and the president and secre-

tary were authorized to settle all other outstanding liabilities as

enumerated in the secretary's report, upon the best possible terms.

Following the report, the secretary read communications from

various persons. In regard to the communication from Montreal

relative to the Association's indebtedness there, it was decided that

these matters be left to the discretion of the president and secretary,

it being the sense of the committee that any one employed without

the authority of the old committee, or any obligations incurred

without such authority be not paid.

In connection with communications read from exhibitors who
are indebted to the Association for space at the previous conventions,

it was decided that any exhibitor who is in arrears for past dues

should not be permitted again to exhibit until those dues are paid

up.

The secretary was instructed not to accept the draft of Mr. Jack-

son, but to return it, together with the bill of Mr. Watts.

Mr. Littell presented a letter from Wm. J. Hammer, chairman,

asking the Association to send a delegate to the convention of the

National Electric Light Association, to be held in New York City,

on Jan. 15, 1S96. On motion of Mr. Markle, John A. Seeley, of

Lock Haven, was appointed by the committee as its delegate to this

meeting.

President Littell stated that the prime object of this meeting

was to select subjects for papers to be read at the next convention.

General Jackson read a telegram from Joel Hurt, of At-

lanta, requesting Captain McCulloch, of St. Louis, to act in his

place on this committee, and the committee unanimously ratified

Mr. Hurt's recommendation.

Upon motion of different members of the committee, M. K.

Bowen, of Chicago; John N. Akarman, of Worcester; C. D. Wyman,
of Milwaukee; B. Willard, of New Orleans; Richard McCulloch, of

St. Louis, and W. F. Kelly, of Columbus, were invited to read

papers at the convention of 1896.

The secretary was instructed to draw up a programme for the

work of the convention and submit it to the Executive Committee
at their next meeting, and upon motion, the committee adjourned,

subject to the call of the president.

Minutes of tlie second Executive Committee Meeting ttetd in New
} 'ork, Sept. 9 and jo, iSg6.

The members present were President Littell and Messrs. Mor-
gan, Markle and Kelly; Secretary Penington was also present.

The president stated that Mr. Frank R. Ford had been substi-

tuted in place of Mr. John A. .Seelej', as the delegate of the Associa-

tion to the joint conference of electrical, insurance and allied inter-

ests, held in New York City, Mar. 18 and 19.

The secretary stated that the entire 30,000 ft. of space at the St.

Louis Exposition had been taken, and arrangements were being
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made to provide more space. A statement of the finances of the

Association to vSept. i, and a list of members in arrears for dues and

deficit fund was presented. A thorough discussion then ensued

concerning the affairs of the Association and the arrangements for

the forthcoming meeting, among other things inchiding the advi-

sability of discontinuing the annual banquet and devoting the

money heretofore spent for that purpose to advancing the interests

of the Association in other directions.

On motion of Mr. Morgan the following resolution wasadopted:
" WherKAS, a large portion of the revenue of this Association

has each year been expended in an annual banquet, and

"Whereas, the funds so expended can be used more advan-

tageously in the promotion of the active work of the Association,

" RESOI.VED, that it is the sense of this conmiittee that no ban-

quet be given at the next annual meeting in St. Louis."

A letter was read from Mr. Granville C. Cuningham, of Mon-

treal, who stated his inability to be present and requested that the

claims of Messrs. Jackson and Watt for services in connection with

the Montreal meeting be paid.

On motion of Mr. Morgan the Committee declined to pay the

bills referred to by Mr. Cuningham, on the ground that the Local

Committee in Montreal had exceeded its authority in incurring

those obligations.

The treasurer was authorized to make payment to the Windsor

Hotel, of Montreal, of the balance of $97.75 on account of the

banquet.

After a discussion of the amendments to the constitution and

by-laws recommended by the Executive Committee at Montreal, Mr.

Kelly offered the following resolutions:

" Whereas, the Association is now out of debt, and has a sur-

plus in the treasur}', and
" Whereas, the prospective income for the ensuing year is, in

the judgment of the Executive Committee, sufficient to meet all

legitimate expenditures, be it

"Resolved, that the Executive Committee recommends that

there be no change in the existing constitution and by-laws."

The resolution was unanimously adopted.

A letter from Mr. Frederick Nicholls, of Toronto, Can., presi-

dent of the National Electric Light Association, relating to the mat-

ter of the consolidation of the two associations, was read, and the

secretary was instructed to notify Mr. Nicholls that the Executive

Committee would be willing to have Mr. Nicholls appoint three rep-

resentatives of the National Electric Light Association, engaged ex-

clusively in the lighting business, to confer with three representa-

tives of the American Street Railway Association, engaged

exclusively in the street railwa}* business; and that these gentlemen

consider the subject fully."

On motion of Mr. Markle, all papers to be read at the next

meeting of the Association were referred to the secretary to report

to the Executive Committee, at the next meeting of the committee

in St. Louis, as to whether or not the)' contained any objectionable

featui'es.

Mr. Hook was invited to meet the committee, but refused to

do so.

On motion of Mr. Morgan it was decided that the settlement of

the Richardson and Hook matter be left to the president, with power

to employ counsel and take such steps as he deemed necessary for

the adjustment of the same.

The meeting was adjourned to meet at the Southern Hotel, St.

Louis, Oct. 19, at 10 a.m., unless called before by the president.

Minutes ofthe third Executive Coiiunittee Meeting lield in St. Louis,

Oct. ig, jSg6.

The members present were President Littell and Messrs. Mc-
Cullocli, IMorgan, Markle, and Kelly; Secretar}' Penington was

also present.

On motion of Mr. Kelly, the following resolution was unani-

mously adopted:

"Whereas, the local committee in St. Louis, having in-

curred obligations relative to giving a banquet at the St. Louis

meeting, and as such obligations cannot be canceled without em-
barrassment to the local committee,

"Resolved, That the former resolution that a banquet l)e not

given is hereby rescinded.

The secretary read a letter dated Oct. 8, from Mr. Granville C.

Cuningham, first vice-president, tendering his resignation of such
office. On motion of Mr. INIarkle, the resignation was accepted.

On motion of Mr. Markle, Robert McCulloch, of St. Louis, was

elected first vice-president.

The secretary read a letter from W. H. Watt, secretary of the

Montreal Street Railway Company, withdrawing that company
from membership in the Association.

The secretary read a letter from Frederick Nicholls, president

of the National Electric Light Association, stating that he had ap-

pointed W. S. Barstow, of Brooklyn, N. Y., Charles E. Stott, of

Bristol, Pa., and Henry Clay, of Philadelphia, Pa., a conmiittee of

three to confer with a committee of three from the American Street

Railway Association on the consolidation of the two organizations.

On motion of Mr. McCulloch it was ordered that President lyittell

be one of the members of this committee representing the American

Street Railway Association, and that the other two members should

be selected by him from places convenient to New York and Phila-

delphia, in order to ensure their attendance at the meeting for con-

ference and to save expense of traveling long distances.

On motion of Mr. Markle the secretary was instructed to issue

two banquet tickets to each member company of the Association

when there are two or more official representatives; one only when
but one such representative is present; and none to companies not

represented at the convention.

It was decided that the sessions of the meeting at St. Louis,

with the exception of the first, be executive sessions; that none but

delegates be admitted to the meetings, and that the secretary give

out such information to the press as may be proper, in his judg-

ment.

Report of Membership.

Number of members October, 1895, 173.

New members admitted during the year :

St. Louis & Suburban Railway Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge Company, Council

Bluffs, la.

Union Traction Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Findlay Street Railway Company, Findlay, O.

Houston Electric Street Railway Company, Houston, Tex.

Meriden Electric Railroad Company, New Haven, Conn.

Schuylkill Traction Company, Girardville, Pa.

Richmond Traction Company, Richmond, Va.

Loss b)' consolidation:

People's Passenger Railway Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Traction Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Brooklyn, Queens County & Suburban Railroad Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Withdrawn:

Montreal .Street Railway Company, Montreal, Can.

Suspended for non-payment of dues:

Sandusky Street Railway Company, Sandusky, O.

Hoosac Valley Street Railway Company, North Adams, Mass.

Central Crosstown Railroad Company, New York City.

Central Railway Company, Peoria, 111.

Colorado Springs Rapid Transit Company, Colorado Springs,

Col.

McKeesport & Re3noldston Passenger Railway Company,
McKeesport, Pa.

Paterson Central Electric Railway Company, Paterson, N. J.

Canton-Massillon Electric Railway Company, Canton, O.

Metropolitan Railroad Company, Washington, D. C.

Citizens' Electric Street Railway Company, Mansfield, O.

Columbia Electric Street Railway Company, Columbia, S. C.

Atlanta Traction Company, Atlanta, Ga.

Miami Valley Railway Company, Piqua, O.

Present membership, 164

The conmiittee concludes its report with the following state-

ment :

Fiiancial Condition.—At the beginning of the year, we found

the Association abcut |6ooo in debt. Through the generosity of the

members in subscribing to cancel this, and with rigid economy in the

administration of the affairs of the Association during the past year,

we are now virtually out of debt (a few small disputed bills remain-

ing unpaid), and have the sum of 11,765.94 to turn over to our suc-

cessors.

In this connection we take pleasure in calling the attention of

the members of the Association to the efficient and economical

administration of the secretary's office during the year.
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The coiiiiiiittee is pleased to know that, with tlie anioiint re-

ceived from the exhibit at St. Louis and the annual dues for the

year 1S96-97, the incoming Kxecutive Committee will have at its

disposal about $6500, after paying all expenses at St. Louis. It is

believed that with this amount it will be possible, without any

amendment to the constitution and by-laws, for the secretary to en-

large the scope of the work of the Association, and it is contem-

plated that a monthly bulletin shall be issued, containing informa-

tion of value to the members.

We have to thank the local committee at St. Louis for its

hard work in relieving us of all local matters, and its splendid

efforts in furnishing the Association with a place of meeting and

hall for exhibits, and in arranging an elaborate progranmie for our

entertainment during the meeting in its city.

Mr. Hamii<ton: I move that the re])ort of the Kxecu-
tive Committee be received, approved and spread upon the

minutes, and that the recommendations therein be con-

curred in; that this Association hereby expresses its appre-

ciation of the able manner in which the affairs of the As-
sociation have been conducted during the past year, and
its thanks are hereby extended to its officers for their very
efficient .services in its belialf. »Seconded and carried.

The secretary tlien presented the following report:

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY AND TREASURER.

1S95-96.

Receipts:

Deficit fund 14,785.00

Dues 3,958 32

Membership fees 300.00

Decisions 69.50

Miscellaneous 705.48

Space in exhibit hall, 1S95 1,380.50

" " " " 1896 846.00

112,044.80

Expenses:

Rent I 180.00

Printing and stationery 849.42

Salaries 1,500.00

Convention, 1895 1,683.89

Executive committee, 1896 425.70

Deficit fund 4,698.34

Decisions 165.75

Miscellaneous expenses 378.59

Office expenses 30.17

Postage 183.00

Convention, 1S96 85.25

Furniture 9S.75

- Cash on hand 1,765.94

f 12,044 80

Assets.

Cash in bank $1,765.94

DUES UNCOIXECTED.

York Street Railway Co., York, Pa . . . I25
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Ry. Co . . 25 (withdrawn)

Duquesne Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa . . 25

Lackawanna Valley R. T. Co 25 (out of business)

City Elec. Ry. Co., Port Huron, Mich . . 25

Allegheny Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. . 25

Quincy & Boston St. Ry. Co., Ouincy, Mass. 25

Dubuque Street Ry. Co., Dubuque, la . . 25 200.00

Office furniture loo.oo

Space, St. Louis convention 846.00 946.00

2,911.94

Liabilities.

S. Jackson, Montreal J;i2i.8o

W. H. Watt, Montreal . W 50.00

Richardson & Hook 210.00 381,80

Net assets 12,530.14

677

Due for space at Montreal, which cannot be collected.

James Steel #i5.o<j

Morris, McCurdy & Smith 7.50

St. Lawrence Machine Co 15.00

A. W. Olasyone 7.50 I45 co

In addition to the amount subscribtd at Montreal the following

members have paid sums as follows:

Dry Dock, East Broadway & li. K. R. Co. New York .... #25.o<j

Waterbury Traction Co., Waterbury, Conn 25.OCJ

Vincennes Citizens' Ry. Co., Vincennes, Ind lo.fw

Ft. Wayne & Belle Isle Ry. Co., Detroit, Mich 25.00

Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill St. Ry. Co., Lawrence, Mass . 25.00

Metropolitan .Street R)'. Co., Kansas City, Mo 175.00

I285 00

The secretary desires to thank the street railway and electrical

press for their courtesy in publishing all notices .sent out by him,

and furni.shing the secretary's office with copies of their journals for

the year.

T. C. Phningtqn,

Secy.

Mr. Seely, of Lock Haven: I move that the report of

the secretary and treasurer be received, filed, and spread
upon the minutes. Carried.

The secretary read letters of regret of their inability

to attend the meeting from Messrs. H. H. Vreeland, presi-

dent Metropolitan Traction Company, New York City,

John N. Akarman, general manager Worcester Consoli-

dated Street Railway Company, Worcester, Mass., and
Benjamin Willard, general superintendent New Orleans
City & Lake Railroad Company, New Orleans, La.

The President: The first paper on our list is that

by M. K. BoA'en, superintendent Chicago City Railway
Company, on "Track and Track Joints: Construction.

Maintenance and Bonding." (This paper will be found
on page 697.)

The President: What disposition will you make of

Mr. Bowen's paper.

Mr. Seely: I move that a vote of thanks be extended
to Mr. Bowen for his valuable paper, and that it be printed

and spread upon the minutes. Carried.

The President: We would like to hear from other

members of the Association in regard to track construc-

tion, track joints, etc.

Mr. Robert McCulloch, of St. Louis: There is one
important matter in connection with Mr. Bowen's paper

—

I do not wish to criticise it, but merely wisli to gi^•e my
own experience with regard to the carrying of the current

over a welded track without bonds. We have one piece

of track which is thirteen miles long and all welded to-

gether, the most of it being of sixty foot rail. We have
not an ounce of copper nor a bond of any kind on the en-

tire track. We have made tests of all sorts, with delicate

instruments, graded to the thousandth part of a volt, tested

in as long and as short lengths as possible, sometimes a

mile and sometimes a single joint, and have found in most
instances that the carrying capacity of the joint was
greater than that of the rail at any other place. We have
found no necessity for bonding; our contact is perfect at

the extreme ends of the rail, and I do not believe it is

necessary to bond a welded track.

Mr. Harry Scullin, of St. Louis: Has the gentle-

man found any difference in the carrying capacity of the

rail, after the weld has been in use some time?

Mr. McCulloch: All the tests we have made have
been on track that was laid about ten months since. The
tests were made about two months ago, so that the oldest

joints that we tested were about six or eight months old.

Mr. T. J. MiNARY, of Louisville: \\'ere the tracks

welded by electricity or were they cast welded?
Mr. McCulloch: They were cast welded.

Mr. Seely: I ask Mr. Bowen whether it is neces.sary

to own a plant for repairing purposes in case the joints are

broken? How do you repair joints after the welding plant

is taken down? I know that when we weld a mile or four

or five miles of track, it is not expensive to run a cupola,
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but it might be in the case of repairing a few joints now
and then.

Mr. Bowkn : For a small road it would be better to

let the contractors repair the broken joints. For a large

s^-stem it would, probably, be better to keep a cupola You
are always building more or less track and doing a consid-

erable amount of repair work. A large system isgenerallj-

building new track, and you could use a machine and
make it pay for itself.

Mr. Dodge, of New Haven : You spoke of something
like 200 joints, out of 1700, which parted. How soon
after the casting of these joints did they part ? Was it

very soon after they were welded ?

Mr. Bowen : We lost the joints on account of con-

traction, due to very cold weather, in midwinter. With
the first cold snap, the contraction of the rails pulled 154
joints apart. The joints were then repaired, and since

then they have gone through the summer the same as the

other joints.

Mr Dodge : Were they cast in the winter?
Mr. Bowe;n : No, sir, in midsummer, during the

night hours.

Mr. ScuLLiN : I ask Mr. Bowen if most of the joints

were examined, or simply those found broken ? I want to

ascertain if the joints were not loosened as well as broken

—

some of them loosened, in 'some way or other, to an
amount not perceptible until they were closely examined.

Mr. Bowen : There were 154 remade. When they
do part it is for two or three inches, so that you can see

them readily. If there is any oxidation between the joint

and the rail, I hardly imagine it would do any harm, unless

it was sufficient to loosen the cast iron from the rail proper.

In that case it would come apart three inches, due to the

contraction of four or five blocks of steel.

Mr. H. H. Littele, of Buffalo : What kind of a job

do you make in repairing a rail with a space of three

inches ?

Mr. Bowen: We saw a piece of rail and cut it in, and
recast around the entire two joints in that case.

Mr. E. G. Connette, of Nashville: I ask what is

the average cost of the joint?

Mr. Bowen: It is about what the contractor can get

out of it. I do not know whether it is a trade secret or

not. The joint requires one hundred pounds of cast iron,

so that you can make your own calculations.

Mr. C. D. Wyman, of Milwaukee: As it is possible

that some other gentlemen here may be as interested in

the answer to the question I am about to propound as I

am, I ask it here instead of after the meeting. Mr. Bowen
.says that he uses the bond in order to be absolutely certain

of obtaining conductivity in the rail. Will he kindly tell

me how he uses it. Does he use it around the weld or be-

neath the weld?

Mr. Bowen: We simply bond the track after we cast

the joints.

Mr. Wyman: You use a long bond around the weld?
Mr. Bowen: Yes, sir.

Mr. Wyman: You .said just now that when one of

those welded joints pulled apart, as they do naturally, they
would pull apart two or three inches.

Mr. Bowen: Yes, sir.

Mr. Wyman: Do you allow for that in your bond?
Mr. Bowen: When the joint pulls apart, in all proba-

bility it ruptures the bond. If it does, we put in a new
bond. I am not sure that the practice of bonding will be
continued with us after the next year or two.

Mr. Goff: May I ask what trouble you have in the

summer time? I have in mind a track which I think was
bonded in the winter and cast welded in the winter, and in

the summer it seems to be out of line all the time. The
car has a waving motion over the track. Do j'ou have any
trouble of that nature?

Mr. Bowen: That comes from the casting. Mr.
Littlefield, of the Johnson Company, told me that the
rails usually delivered to consumers are not .sawed square
ou the ends, but are sawed with the ball on the bias; in

other words, that the ball of the rail comes together, and

the flange of the rail does not. I have noticed that in lay-

ing rails. You will find as you put j'our mould on to

cast the joint that the rails have contact at the ball and
not at the flange at all. If you are not careful the rail will

do two things—it will go oid and it will go 2ip. On ac-

count of the larger part of the iron being underneath the

rail, the contraction in cooling will pu.sh it up and push it

out. In order to prevent that we put a clamp on the rail

when casting the joint and push it in a quarter of an inch,

and down a quarter of an inch.

Mr. Goff: Did you have this trouble before you
cast the track in the manner you just mentioned?

Mr. Bowen: We cast straight joints now. We u.sed

to cast crooked ones.

Mr. Goff: What temperature do you find gives the

best results ? Do you take the season of the year when
the temperature is cool, or can you do it equally well in

the summer or late in the fall ?

Mr. Bowen: I should advise the majority of joints

to be cast at night so that the temperature will be lower.

I advise a medium temperature, a little cooler than the

medium temperature for your climate, whatever it is. We
like to cast at a temperature of between 40 degs. and 50
degs. ; somewhere about 50 degs.

Mr a. Langstaff Johnston, of Richmond, Va. : In

the examination of the broken joints by contraction, did

you find that the rail pulled out of the cast iron ?

Mr. Bowen : Occasionally, but more often not, on
account of our driving two pins through the last two holes

of the fishplate. We have supplemented the joint with

them. We find then that it tears the casting apart.

Mr. Johnston : Then the cast metal is in the mass,

but still it is not a homogeneous mass ?

Mr. Bowen : It is not in spots. There is a spot on
each side which shows amalgamation.

Mr. Johnston : That is something important, because

if there are no spots where it is amalgamated to the steel

rail you would not have a good electrical connection.

Mr. Bowen : I have cut off many joints, and I have
found some places where the amalgamation has taken

place, and some where it had not.

Mr. Johnston : Have you allowed a time test as to

the amalgamated metal carrying the return current

through the joints?

Mr. Bowen : In welding your rails you would have
to be careful to clean the rails, or you would not get a

good electrical connection.

Mr. Albion E. Lang, of Toledo, O. : What is the light-

est weight of girder rail you have used in making these

cast welded joints, and have any of those rails been placed

on chairs?

Mr. Bowen : The sixty-three pound, 4;^ in. rail was
the lightest we have used, and this we used on chairs.

The heaviest is a seven inch, eighty-three pound rail.

We have used no chairs on the nine inch construction.

Mr. Lang : What kind of chairs did you use on the

rails you speak of.

Mr. Bowen : Steel chairs. In the nine inch con-

struction,we use in our electrical work malleable iron chairs,

but this happened to be a steel chair that was used.

Mr. Littee:., of Buffalo : Do you use the single bond
or double bond ?

Mr. Bowen : It depends, of course, on the proximity

of the power station, and how many cars are on the line.

Mr. Littell : What size of wire?

Mr. Bowen : No. 0000.

Mr. Littell: These are not cast in?

Mr. Bowen: No, sir, they are placed around the out-

side of the cast welded joint.

Mr. Harrington: Do you observe any particular

proportion in the metal used in making up the casting?

Mr. Bowen: Yes, sir; I gave it in the paper.

Mr. Harrington: Is that proportion observed

throughout? •
Mr. Bowen: Yes, sir.

Mr. W. W. Bean, of St. Joseph, Mich.: I would ask

if Mr. Bowen has bonded any T rail?
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Mk. Bowen: No, sir.

Mr. G. a. W. Dodc;k, of New Haven, Conn.: I will

say that in New Haven there are about 1500 joints which
have been cast on fifty and sixty pound T rail. Some one
inquired about the cost of these joints. I understand that

the man who is putting them in at New Haven on the fifty

and sixty pound T rail is getting $3.25 a joint, the rail-

road company having to pay the freight to and fro on the

apparatus necessary.

Mr. Littkll, of Buffalo : I ask Mr. Bowen, or any
gentleman present, if there has been any trouble or ex-

perience with the pulling apart of the rail it.self , not at the

joint, whether welded joint or put togetherwith .splice bars,

but of pulling the rail itself in two by the contraction?

Mr. Bowkn; I think that there were one or two such
cases on our road. Instead of the fracture being just at

the joint, it was some little distance back, probably where
the difference between the extreme heat and the ordinary

temperature of the rail left a partial fracture; there were
only one or two cases.

Mr. lyiTTELi.: If the members of the convention will

give me the time, I am going so tell a little story— I do
not ask you to believe it, but it is a fact. We have no
welded joints in Buffalo. We have the ordinary track laid

with nine inch rail, ninety-four pounds to the yard. Sum-
mer before last we put down some nine inch rail in hot
weather, forcing the rails just as close as we could, leav-

ing them uncovered until the morning, In the morning
we drove the rail back by means of a lot of men with heavy
timber. We drove the rails up as close as we could, and
put them together with a twelve bolt splice bar and one
inch bolts. We got along very nicely for a time, but win-

ter before last we had one of the rails pull in two, thirteen

feet from the joint—a thirty-two foot rail, nine inches,

weighing ninety-four pounds to the 3 ard!

Mr. Seely: We have had .some experience in that

line, ninety pound girder rails pulling in two on a grade of

about five per cent. We have this occur every winter; the
rails break right in the center. The joints are driven too

close together, and the rails are bound to expand in some
direction. We also find that with the high carbon rails we
are using, it is almost impossible to cut them with the or-

dinary tools; we require special devices for sawing rails in

two. In sawing rails, if you have to turn them over, they
will crack all the way down the center, and we are com-
pelled to handle them with the greatest of care.

Mr. Scull: What does an indicator car cost?

Mr. Bowen: I have no idea; it was built in our shops.
The cost is a nominal sum outside of the framing of the car.

It is a few wheels and strings. There is no patent on it,

and I will be glad to furnish anybody with the details if

they apply for them, or will lend them the car.

Mr. Dodge: In the cases where you mentioned the
rail as being forced up, breaking your joint, did 5'ou break
that in pieces and make a new joint?

Mr. Bowen: That was not the fault of the casting,

and we corrected those cases and have only a few left; we
pushed them down and recast them. It is faulty work.

Mr. Dodge: This foreign concern which is doing this

work in New Haven follows this plan; when it is thrown up
in that way—and I saw quite a number—they start back
two or three feet and grind it down with an emery iron

across that joint.

Mr. Bowen: We do not do that. We file down, but
merely for the purpose of getting the proportions of two
rails alike, when they are of different heights or something
of that sort. We wont allow a joint to be cast and leave it

high now. It is necessary with every joint to smooth it

off, and we are careful to smooth it off so that it has a per-

fect surface. You cannot tell it from any other part of the
rail. We do this because a joint which once begins to

pound is half worn out.

Mr. Harrington: Are you doing this work yourself?
Mr. Bowen: We are doing this work ourselves.
Mr. McCormack, of Brooklyn: In answer to Mr.

Littell's inquiry about the experience with cast welded
joints, our company in Brooklyn put in 2000 cast welded

joints on the ninety-four pound, nine inch girder rail and
out of that number there was only one which pulled the

rail apart. The rail broke about four inches from the

end. They have given us very good satisfaction, at Ica.st

we think so. We had some on our old six inch rail that

broke, but we thought that was due to the kind (jf rail.

Mr. Hkkt, of New Haven: I would ask Mr. Dodge
if he would recommend this cast welded joint from his

knowledge of it in New Haven?
Mk. Dodge: I .stated before, when speaking about it,

that it was not done on our road; it was on another road in

our city. I have had no personal experience in regard to

it; I am .simply telling about it.

Mk. Heft: You have not followed the matter up?
Mr. Dodgk: No sir.

Mk. Scull: Are you, Mr. Bowen, paying the Falk
Company a royalty?

Mr. Bowen: Yes, we have 32,000 joints in, and pay
so much royalty for each joint.

Mk. Littell; On the street where this particular rail

parted we have four curves. At two points on this street

the special work pulled apart at the curve, and in one in-

stance the joint only of the rail separated—the rail pulled

apart at the joint. On examining this joint we found that

the trackmen had slighted it. They had relaid the track,

and when they connected up that joint they put in some
small bolts, .so as to connect it up, and when they put in

the new rail they left in .some 3^ in. bolts instead of using
one inch bolts. It could not be drawn up tight.

Mr. Davis: Do you have any trouble in the applica-

tion of the cast joint in connecting special work with the

girder ?

Mr. Bowen: If we have a track switch or .something

of that sort, we have special moulds made for those cases

bvit we do not make the special work with the cast welded
joint. I think the Johnson Company and the Wharton
Company make such work, and others, where they cast

the joint in that work.
Mr. Davis: I am speaking of the union of the girder

rail with the special work.
Mr. Bowen: Yes, we do that.

Mr. Heft: I ask, Mr. Bowen, why you use a copper
bond with a cast welded joint; is it done as a precautionary
measure?

Mr. Bowen: I adopted that method because I did

not know just what to do. We cut off probably ten or

fifteen joints, just taken at random along the track, and
out of that number I found several in which we failed to

have any amalgamation in these little spots I have de-

scribed with the rail. I will say that that was in the first

part of our work, probably a year ago. Then to prevent
the possibility of tearing up a granite pavement which we
were putting down on that line of road, I thought it was
cheaper to bond and be sure of results than not to bond
and be sorry. I am waiting now for the development of

that matter. I think Mr. McCulloch has made some re-

searches in that direction, and I am down here principally

to hear from him on this subject.

Mr. HefT: Then you do not feel .safe in the present

state of the art without using the copper bond?
Mr. Bowen: That is my po.sition.

Mr. Dodge: About that polishing up of the side of

the rail, you were particular in getting the surface blight?

Mr. Bowen: Not so bright, as we were using the

joint with a bond.
Mr. Dodge : The Falk Manufacturing Company,

which has been doing the work in New Haven, polished

the joints by an electric motor, and the motor gave out,

so that they could not use it. I was looking over their

work and saw a man polishing the joints with a file. I

I asked him if it was not necessary to have it brighter, and
he said, " That is just as good."

Mr. Bowen : Are they using it without a bond ?

Mr. Dodge : They were using it without a bond.
Mr. Bowen: Then they will burn some coal. (Laugh-

ter.)

Mr. Dodge : It struck me that way.
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On motion the meeting then adjourned until nine
o'clock Wednesdaj' morning.

SECOND DAY, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
TWENTY-FIRST.

President Littell called the meeting to order and an-

nounced the first business to be the reading of the paper
on " Trucks," b}^ John N. Akarman, superintendent of

the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Company,
Worcester, Mass., who was unable to bepresent.

Secretary Penington read the paper, which is given in

full on pages 710-712.

Mr. Bean moved that the paper be received and spread
upon the minutes. Carried.

The president announced that at two o'clock cars

would leave the Southern Hotel for the Fair Grounds, and
all persons in attendance upon the convention, with their

ladies, were invited to accompany the party; there would
be music, luncheon, etc.

Vice-President McCuUoch took the chair.

The paper on '

' The Modern Power House '

' was then
read by Richard McCulloch, civil and electrical engineer.
Citizens', Cass Avenue, and St. Louis Railways, St. Louis,
Mo. This paper is given in full on pages 701-706.

Mr. Baumhoff: I move that the paper just read by
Mr. McCulloch be received and spread upon the minutes,
that a vote of thanks be extended to Mr. McCulloch, and
that advance sheets of that paper and all other papers read
before the Association be sent by the secretary to the
various member-companies. Carried.

The President: It is now in order to discuss the
valuable paper just read by Mr. McCulloch on "The Modern
Power House. '

' Is there any gentleman who desires to ask
any questions or make any remarks regarding the sub-

ject?

Mr. Rossiter: I ask if any of the members have had
occasion to use the storage batter}'; and if .so, with what
success ?

Mr. Richard McCulloch: There is one installed

somewhere in Pennsylvania, and the Union Traction Com-
pany, of Philadelphia, has one installed at the end of one,

of its long lines for the purpose of regulating the voltage
at that point; but there is a storage battery in operation
in parallel with the dynamos, I think, at Easton, Penn.

Mr. Bean: I see Mr. B. J. Arnold, of Chicago, is

here. He is considered a competent authority on storage
batteries. I would like to hear from him. He represents
some road.

Mr. Arnold: I had not expected to say anything
before this convention, but the subject of storage batteries

has come up, and as I have had considerable experience
with them, I will venture to answer the gentleman's
question. Before answering the question, I beg to ex-
press my appreciation of the very exhaustive and excellent
paper we have just listened to. I think Mr. McCulloch
has gone into the questions which enter into the construc-
tion of a powder house more completely than I have ever
heard them entered into before, and his conclusions seem
to be in almost every instance as nearly correct as we
can get them with our present knowledge of power house
construction. Certainly, St. Louis has all of the condi-
tions necessary for obtaining information on power hou.se

construction, and the paper shows the use of these condi-
tions and careful preparation.

In regard to storage batteries, during the last year I

have had installed in the Chicago Board of Trade plant, as
the consulting engineer for that corporation, a battery
auxiliary. In my opinion, the work of the plant is more
severe, if anj^thing, than electric railway work, because it

operates electric elevators in conjunction with constant po-
tential arc and incandescent lights. The elevators take a

.starting current varying from o to 800 amperes, and back
again almost instantly, corresponding in abruptness to the
load on an electric railway operating three or four cars. In
the Board of Trade plant the battery auxiliary acts as an
equalizer and takes the surplus load delivered into the bus
bars, when the demand on the line is less than the capacity

of the generator, and takes three-quarters of the overload
when the pull comes. The result is that with a seventy-
five kilowatt generator, running from seven in the morn-
ing, until eleven o'clock at night, at its absolutely normal
economical load, it produces sufficient energy to operate

52,200 c. p. arc lamps, 600 incandescent lamps, four thirty

horse power electric elevators, and six ten horse power
motors, all running from this one unit, and the unit con-
stantly loaded. That is my experience with the battery, and
it is working perfectly satisfactorily, having been running
nearly a year and has cost practically nothing for repairs,

We have increased the plant by putting in additional

plates, because we required additional capacity, but
there was no charge for repairs, and I am convinced
that the battery auxiliary, when there is sufficient lead

in.stalled to do the work is an eminent success for regu-
lation work and economical operation of power stations

operating on variable loads. I do not take this stand
without having gone into the matter pretty thoroughly,
and I feel sure of my position. You must get lead

enough into the battery to do the work, and having that,

you will get good results that you can rely upon and base

your calculations for economical operation. That, so far

as I know, answers the question.

Mr. H. H. Littell: What type of battery did you
use?

Mr. Arnold: A battery made by the Electric Stor-

age Battery Company, Philadelphia—Manchester type of

positive plate. That is another thing you gentlemen
should be careful about in your investigations—the type of

plate used. It makes all the difference in the world if the

plate is built for regulation or for .slow discharge. This
particular type is for regulation, and also performs the

function of slow discharge, if necessary. The engines and
generators stand idle from eleven o'clock at night until

seven o'clock in the morning, and the battery does the

work through the night. That enables the engine to oper-

ate sixteen hours a day, with two shifts of labor, at its

economic normal load and shut down at night until morn-
ing. That can be effected in a large number of electric

railway plants in this country with success, as I .see them.
It is only a question whether the increased economy will

be more than the interest on the investment of the cost of

the battery. I am installing now three different stations,

part railroad and part lighting, in which it is my idea to

use batteries, by which I will find it necessary to put in

one-third less capacity of engines and generators than
would be otherwise necessary.

Mr. Hawken: What is the life of the plate under
constant use?

Mr. Arnold: I cannot tell you; the plant has not

been running very long—about a year. It is guaranteed

at ']y2 per cent per annum. On that basis I figure out a

marked economy and feel sure that we are .safe, because

the company behind the battery will stand up to the guar-

antee. If we pay 7^^ per cent to maintain the battery, we
will have a large economy. As a matter of fact it has not

cost one per cent this j^ear; probably it will cost something
next year, and so on each year, but the battery company
stands behind it.

Mr. Harrington: What is the construction of the

two plates, the positive and the negative?

Mr. Arnold: The negative plate is what is known as

the chloride negative. It is cast lead containing square

pellets of spongy lead, originally peroxide of lead and re-

duced to spongy lead. The positive plate is a lead grid

containing antimony, so as to make it hard, and has round
pellets, which consist of strips of corrugated lead, coiled on

themselves like a spiral, the lead being cast around it, or

the spirals passed into plate and afterwards converted into

peroxide of lead by an electrolytic process, and the plate

when thus completed is called the Manchester plate. It is

porous and gives a quick discharge on a heavy pull, and it

does not buckle and fall out, as some battery plates have

done in the past. One thing I will speak of which may
be of interest, that is, the method of charging the battery.

By running the electric elevators and the battery auxiliary
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in parallel with the shunt winding of the generator, and
by running the lights in the l:)uilding on a separate set

of bus bars off the compound winding of the same gen-

erator, so that the variable load on the elevators is taken

care of entirely by the shunt winding and the l)attery,

while the compound winding works constantly on the

lighting load, I get the best regulation, so that the fluct-

uation of the voltage is not noticeable in the building.

There is a slight variation of from two to eight volts under
extreme conditions, which seldom occur, but it is good
enough in practice, so that one unit does the work with-

out serious fluctuation in voltage.

We use a booster in the station which consists of a

motor generator to charge the batteries, if it ever becomes
necessary, while the generators are running on the lines,

because then the voltage must remain constant at 125

volts. Then if we wish to charge the batteries we use the

auxiliary booster to charge the end or regulating cells,

while the shunt winding of the generator is working in

parallel with elevators and about .sixty of the cells. The
elevator service is such as to allow the battery to be
charged and discharged in about equal proportions through
the day, so that it is practically fully charged at the end
of the day's run, and at night if they are slightly dis-

charged we charge them up with the booster b\' placing

the generator end of it in .series with the main generator

and at eleven o'clock shut down the engines and run the

lights until morning with the batteries. In a railroad

power station it would be necessary to use the booster to

increase the voltage on the long feeder. If the battery

was located at the end of the line it would be neces.sary to

use the booster to overcome the pressure at the battery, or

else run a separate high voltage generator.

Mr. Harrington: I understand from the experience
of a large number of railway engineers that with the ordinary

size plant, running from 200 to 250 cars, where the load

constantly changes, the standard forms of multipolar gen-

erators flash from brush to brush, by reason of trouble

on the line, and cause a great deal of trouble in the

commutators of the machine. This is a common occur-

rence in the Philadelphia Traction Company's plant. We
have had it in our own plant, with both Westinghouse and
General Electric machines. The storage battery would be
an excellent thing to avoid that form of breakdown or de-

lay, due to the burning of the commutator. I would like

to know if any one here has had the same experience in

, the stations operated by the gentlemen here.

The President: The next business will be the read-

ing of a communication from the Engineers' Club of St.

Louis, inviting the members to attend a meeting of that

club, to be held this evening. The secretary will read
the communication.

The secretary read the letter.

Mr. Kelly: I move that the secretary be instructed

to return the Engineers' Club our thanks for their kind
invitation. Carried.

Mr. H. H. Littell: Mr. President, I move you, sir,

that the rules be suspended and the privileges of the floor

be granted to Mr. Seiryo Mine, Electrical Engineer to the

Japanese Government, who is present. Carried.

The President: We will now proceed to the con-

sideration of the paper, " How Can the Revenue of Street

Railways be Increased, Taking Into Consideration the Col-

lection of Fares, Method of Registry, Transfers, Use of

Tickets or Cash Fares, and Attractions Along the Line of

the Road," by C. D. Wyman, general manager of the

Milwaukee Street Railway Company.
Mr. Wyman read the paper, which will be found on

page 706.

Mr H. H. Littell: I move that the thanks of the

convention be tendered the gentleman for the excellent

paper just read, and that the same be spread upon the
minutes and printed in the proceedings. Carried.

Mr. Seely: I ask the author of the paper whether he
found any opposition to the issuing of this pamphlet by the
trade unions of the city ? You were going into the adver-
tising business when you solicited advertisements, and I

believe there has been .some objection to that l)y threaten-

ing a boycott.

Mr. Wyman: As far as adverti.sing went we only had
a very few advertisements, and they were from very .strong

firms, whom I do not presume any trades union would have
any effect upon. We had, perhaps, half a dozen. The
co.st of the paper was very little—for the J 500 or 1800
copies which were issued monthly about $15 or $20,
.so that it amounted to little or nothing. It was, however,
stated when the first issue came out that the object of the
paper was to disrupt the union. We had at that time a
union, which has now pas.sed away, and there was some
talk about the paper being intended to disrupt the union.
In one i.ssue of the paper I suggested the formation of a

benevolent society, and that caused a great disturbance
among the men, but that did not make any difference to

us. We went right on just the same, and after a while,

inasmuch as the paper only covered the ground intimated,

simply giving information concerning the operations of the

road, and perhaps mentioning some employe of the road
that did something worthy of notice, all that trouble died

out, and we had nothing further of that sort. At finst

the union looked at it somewhat askance, and I believe

advised its members not to read it, but that soon passed off

and every issue of the paper was freely taken by the men.
The president here announced that cars would leave

the Southern Hotel promptly at two o'clock for the Fair
Grounds, and all in attendance at the meeting were invited

to accompany the party.

The President: The next bu.siness is the appoint-

ment of a nominating committee, to nominate officers for

the ensuing year and to report upon a place for the next
meeting.

Mr. Wyman: I move you, Mr. President, that such
a committee be appointed to report at this session or

to-morrow morning, at whichever time the president

desires; and that the scope of that committee be the pre-

sentation to the Association of the names of persons nomi-
nated to fill the official positions, including the Executive
Committee for the ensuing 3'ear, and also to present a
recommendation as to the next place of meeting. Carried.

The President: I will appoint on that committee
Mr. C. D. Wyman, of Milwaukee; Mr. D. G. Hamilton,
of St. Louis; Mr. C. G. Goodrich, of Minneapolis; Mr.
B. Van Horn, of Buffalo; Mr. E. G. Connette, of Nash-
ville; Mr. A. E. Lang, of Toledo, and Mr. M. K. Bowen,
of Chicago.

The meeting then adjourned until ten o'clock Thurs-
day morning.

THIRD DAY, THURSDAY, OCTOBER TWENTY-
SECOND.

President Littell called the meeting to order at 10:40
A.M. The secretary announced that the following com-
panies had joined the Association :

Street Railway Company of the Federal District of the

City of Mexico.
Atchison Railway, Light & Power Company, Atchi-

son, Kan.
Mr. H. H. Littell : Mr. President, I feel safe in

sajdng that the exhibit made by the manufacturers and
dealers in railway supplies at this meeting is the largest,

finest and most complete that has ever been shown at any
meeting of this As.sociation. I do not know of any better

way to show our appreciation and to encourage the efforts

put forth by our friends in the trade than to take a recess

for the purpose of examining in a body their goods and
wares. I move that before proceeding with any other
business we take a recess until 12 o'clock to inspect the
display of street railway supplies. Carried.

The meeting was accordingly adjourned, and the dele-

gates reassembled at 12 o'clock.

The president announced that at 2 o'clock cars would
be in waiting at the Southern Hotel to take the attendants
to the Anheuser-Busch Brewery, and that the annual ban-
quet would take place at 8:30 o'clock in the evening.

The President : The first order of business is the
reading of the paper on '

' Modern Overhead Electric Con-
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struction," by B. Willardj general superintendent New
Orleans City & Lake Railroad Company, New Orleans, La.

The paper was read by Mr. Blake in behalf of the

secretary, Mr. Willard being unable to attend the meeting,
and will be found on page 712.

Mr. Scullin : I move that this paper be accepted,

that a vote of thanks be extended the gentleman and the

paper be spread on the minutes of the meeting. Carried.

The President: We will now receive the report of

the Nominating Committee.
Mr. Wyman: Mr. President and gentlemen of the

Association, on behalf of the committee I wish to say that

we found ourselves wlien assembled to confer together re-

garding the nominations, in the position of a man embar-
rassed with riches. There were so many devoted laborers

and adherents and assistants in this Association, whom it

would have been the pleasure of the committee to name as

nominees for official positions, that it was a very difficult

task to make a selection from among them. I am pre-

pared to present, however, a report covering the results of

our deliberations and best judgment, and we trust that the

same will be found acceptable to the convention.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS.

Mr. President and gentlemen of the American Street

Railway Association, your Committee on Nominations, by
its chairman, submits the following report:

For President, Robert McCulloch, vice-president and general
Manager Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway Company, St.

Ivouis, Mo.
For First Vice-President, Charles S. Sergeant, general manager

West End Street Railway Company, Boston, Mass.
F'or Second Vice-President, D. B. Dyer, president Augusta Rail-

way Company, Augusta, Ga.
For Third Vice-President, C. 1?. Holmes, general manager

Metropolitan Street Railway Company, Kansas City, Mo.
For Executive Connnittee, H. M. Littell, vice-president and

general manager Metropolitan vStreet Railway Company, New York
City; H. P. Bradford, general manager Cincinnati Inclined Plane
Railway Company, Cincinnati, O.; Charles H. Smith, superintend-
ent Troy City Railway Company, Troy, N. Y.

;
Harry vScullin, vice-

president and general manager Union Depot Railroad Company, St.

Louis, Mo.; George B. Hippee, general manager Des Moines City
Railway Company, Des Moines, la.

For Secretary and Treasurer, Thomas C. Penington, treasurer

Chicago City Railway Company, Chicago, 111.

Mr. Bean: I move that the report of the committee
be accepted and the secretary be instructed to cast the

ballot of the Association for the gentlemen nominated.
Carried.

(The secretary duly cast the ballot. )

The President: We are pleased to announce that

the vote for the officers nominated is unanimous.
(Calls for McCulloch followed.

)

Mr. Robert McCulloch: Mr. President and gentle-

men: I cannot make a speech, and I will only say that if

I had constituted the entire nominating committee, or been
the returning board, or if I had carried the electoral vote

in my pocket, you would have had a different standard
bearer for the ensuing year, but for fear you may think I

am not appreciative, I will not criticise your action. I

thank you for the personal compliment you have paid me,
and the courtesy you have extended to the City of St.

Louis, and all I promise you is that while I sit on the

executive throne of the Association your banner shall not

be trailed in the mire. (Applause.

)

Mr. Wyman: The Nominating Committee also beg
leave to report that after due consideration thej^ have
named as the expression of their best judgment for the

next place of meeting, Niagara Falls. (Applause.)
Mr. Lang: I would like to add a word to the report,

because of the criticism that I have heard since it has
become known that Niagara Falls was the place recom-
mended by the committee for the next meeting. Some of

the material men have said that they thought there might
be a lack of facilities for getting their heavy machinery
and cars in and out, and discussing this matter this morn-
ing with Mr. Van Horn, of Niagara Falls, he assures me
that it will be most convenient to get cars and the machin-

ery in and out owing to connections they propose to make,
not only with the street railways, but also with the .steam

railroads, so that we can assure the builders of cars and
other supplies that they will have no difficulty in handling
their material.

Mr. Bean : I move that the recommendation of the

committee be adopted, and that Niagara Falls be the next
place of meeting. Carried. (Applause.)

Mr. Seely : Mr. President, I beg to offer the follow-

ing resolution :

Whereas, Suggestions and propositions have been made look-

ing to the consolidation in one body of the American Street Railway

Association and the National Electric Light Association,

RksolvED, That in the opinion of the American Street Railway

Association such union is not called for. (Applause.)

The president put the question on the resolution,

which was adopted.

The secretary read the following cablegram from Mr.
W. J. Carruthers-Wain, of London, England :

" Much regret invitation too short to enable president and my-
self to attend ; best wishes for overwhelming success."

The secretary read the following letter :

To THE American Street Railway Association :

Gentlemen.—I would respectfully ask that a committee of five

be appointed to consider the propriety of this Association adopting

a standard code of rules and regvilations for the government of em-

ployes—something similar to the practice of steam roads.

I fully appreciate the objections which this will meet with, but

believe it is in the line of advancement, that any road can adopt the

rules in their entirety or in part. Local conditions would make it

necessary for changes in a large number of the rules that would

probably be adopted, but in the main the instructions to conductors

and motormen about reporting, conduct, etc., would apply to all.

It would be valuable to have this class of employes educated, so

that their principal duties would be the same on all roads.

Owing to the opening of a new line it is necessary for me to

leave here at noon to-day, which is my reason for addressing this to

the convention in writing.

Respectfully yours,

Ira a. McCormack,
Gen. Supt. Brooklyn Heights R. R. Co.

Mr. Littell : I move that the suggestion of Mr.
McCormack be carried out and the committee appointed.

Carried.

The President : The chair will announce the com-
mittee later in the day or to-morrow.

Mr. Bean : I move that this meeting adjourns until

10 o'clock Friday morning. Carried.

FOURTH DAY, FRIDAY, OCTOBER TWENTY-THIRD.

President Littell called the meeting to order and an-

nounced the first business to be the reading of the paper on
'

' The Selection and Management of Employes, " by W. F.

Kelly, general manager of the Columbus Street Railway
Company, Columbus, O.

The secretary read the paper, which is published on
page 714.

Mr. Bean: I move that the paper just read be re-

ceived and spread upon the minutes, and the thanks of the

Association returned to the writer. Carried.

Mr. Hippee: I move that the paper be published
and furnished to the press of the city. Carried.

Mr. Scullin: I would say that in connection with
that part of the paper which relates to the furnishing of

reading rooms, lavatories, and a sort of reception room for.

the men, our road took that step about a year ago when
we were building a new shed. Some of the men suggested
it, and I thought it was a good idea. We formerly had
no waiting room for the men except a little cubby hole,

where the men were crowded in in the morning. The re-

sult was that instead of their remaining at the depot they
would hang around saloons. We put in a nice waiting

room for them, with a library containing a few standard

works, and subscribed for some of the magazines. We also
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put in a gymnasium for them, not an expensive one, but
provided with a punching bag, lifting machines, etc. In

this way we can always find the men. When we want an
extra man he is on hand, as there are always a numljer of

them reading or exercising in the waiting room. We also

provided a bath room, with a shower bath, and in every
shed we are now putting in these rooms. It is a splendid

move and the men appreciate it; but as Mr. Kelly says, it

is not an act of charity—it is a duty we owe to our men.
The street railway men will never regret having taken this

matter up.

In relation to taking a man off, and making him lose a

great deal of time, I have given considerable thought to

this subject. I find that if you take a man off, and let him
lose two. four or six days, or whatever the case may l)e

—

that man is not a millionaire, is not making a great deal of

money and has got a family to support, and the chances
are that he can just make both ends meet. If you take
the man off

,
you take part of his livelihood away from him,

and he is going to get it if he can. A better practice is to

reprimand a man, and not take him off, reprimand him
once or twice—show him that you mean what you say

—

and the second or third time let him go, if he does not be-

lieve you or take notice of what you say to him, but do
not keep his wages away from him, whether he is a con-
ductor or motorman. If you do he will try to make it up.

Mr. Robert McCulloch: We have three or four
different gathering places for our men, and we have three

rooms at each of our different places, which we have
equipped very nicely for the comfort and convenience of

the men. One of them in particular is eighty feet square;

it is heated by steam and lighted by electricit}'. The men
have built a very nice stage, and have organized aniong.st

themselves, among other things, a sort of Thespian corps,

and they give remarkably good performances of a theatri-

cal character from talent among themselves. They have a

piano and a dancing master who comes there, and they
have dancing classes, and bring their wives and daughters
to the hall. The hall is also much in demand for the giving
of entertainments by church organizations in the neighbor-
hood. We give it to them free. The hall has done a great

deal of good to keep the men out of the saloons, and to fur-

nish them a place where they may have any kind of gath-

erings which they may desire. We exercise a control over
their organization by having some of our officials members
of it, and prohibit any discussions relating to the affairs of

the conipan}^ or the relation of the men to the company.
They may debate any question they choose of a general

nature. We allow no liquor to be served there in connec-
tion with their entertainments or with those that are given
by others. We have kept the character of the place re-

spectable and it has been running now about six years, and
it has done a great deal of good. A great many of our
men do not appreciate these things, but we do not feel that

we have wasted any money.
Mr. Mahoney: I would like to get the views of

some of the gentlemen present as to the custom in charg-

ing employes with trivial accidents, breaking wagons, etc.

,

whether they are to blame in the matter or not. I would
like to hear an expression of opinion as to whether it is

good policy to charge the employes with these trivial acci-

dents. With our company we have not been doing it. If

you charge a man for the breaking of a vehicle, and 3'ou

have not money enough retained in the office to meet these
demands, he may be on the eve of quitting and may do
much mischief.

Mr. H. H. Littell: I do not think two cities of any
size can be governed alike in these matters in all respects.

The question of making a motorman pay for damages to

vehicles, etc., is probably a very serious one. On our sys-

tem in Buffalo we sometimes make them pay a proportion
of the co.st when we are convinced that it was the careless-

ness of the motorman that caused the accident, but iu a
great many cases if after investigation we find that he is

not to blame, we pa.ss it over. I think if they are careless

and break a vehicle or injure the car, and you charge them
with it, it is not .so liable to occur again; but if a man con-

tinues to have accidents of that nature, it is a good thing
to disiien.se with him, before .something .serious happens.
When we discharge a motorman for breaking a wagon or
causing an injury to the car we do not deduct anything
from his pay

In regard to rooms, I think that all well regulated
street railway companies should have clo.sets for their

motormen and c<jnductors, .some place where they can hang
up their rubber coats and put in their overshoes and heavy
gloves, where they can change their clothing, if they de-
sire, a.'id these closets or wardrobes should be thoroughly
ventilated. We have ours with a wire screen in front, and
the different closets are separated by slats 3 ins. X 17 ius-

separated by inch spaces. It enables the air to circulate,

and if anything is damp or moist, it will dry out. I think
it is positively neces.sary to have a good place where the
men can congregate and read, play games of cards ( .so

long as they do not play for money) smoke, and have chess
and checkers, and any amusement that will keep them at

the proper reporting place. We have nine such places; we
have lavatories at all of our buildings and all the necessary
conveniences.

Mr. Mus.ser: I ask Mr. McCulloch if they pass their

employes free to and from their place of amusement at all

times?

Mr. McCulloch: Our employes ride free on their

badges at all times.

Mr. Bp:ndurE: I find it a good plan to retain .some

of the wages of the employe to cover minor accidents.

Before I did that there was trouble all the time with the
men getting too near buggy wheels. I made it a rule to

retain $15 from each motorman, and $10 from each con-
ductor to cover damages to the property of the railway or
the public, if they were to blame, and damages to trolleys

under overhead switches. I have had the rule in practice

now for ten months, and I have not had to deduct a dollar

for these damages. They have almost entirely ceased.

We run .six cars, and in my brief experience I find it a
good thing to do.

Mr. Lang: I do not know that I can add much to what
has been said with respect to the government of employes.
I will say, however, that we make it a practice to require

the men to meet the expenses of accidents occasioned by
their gross carelessness; if there is any doubt in the matter,

we decide it in favor of the employes. I think if this sys-

tem is carried out with discrimination the result will be very
good. With respect to the furnishing of reading rooms
and conveniences for the men, we do it as far as we po.ssi-

bly can. It is our intention to enlarge upon this plan, and
it is very interesting to know from those who have entered
upon that experiment that it is beneficial to the company
and the men alike. I certainly think we must get nearer
to our men, and while the experience with these matters
is sometimes very discouraging, owing to the fact that some
men do not appreciate these things, 3'et if we can reach
eight}' per cent of our men in that way, we have done our-

selves good and also the men.
Mr. McCulloch: The question of fining a man or

making him pay for a damage is a very serious one. We
have not done that. If I think a man ought to pay for a
damage or deserves punishment I discharge him. We
have in many instances offered a gripman or motorman the
alternative of paying for a damage or giving up his place.

That would be where a man had several small accidents.

In some instances they have declined to pay and have
given up their places; in others they have accepted the

condition, paid the damage and retained their places, and
we have very seldom had another accident from that same
man. We have never both discharged a man and made
him pay for a damage.

Mr. Scullin: I would like to hear some of the gen-
tlemen present say something as to the methods of laying
men off or reprimanding them. I believe it is an important
subject, and I would like to hear some of the gentlemen
give their views as to how they handle them; whether
they reprimand them and discbarge them or lay them off

and fine them.
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Mr. Jones: In that same connection I would like the

gentlemen to say what they do with reference to bulletin-

ing men when these damages are charged to them and
when they are discharged; whether they put up a bulletin

and notify the employes that such and such a thing has
been done.

Mr. H. M. Littell: I will say, in the company I am
connected with, all reports regarding accidents, dismissals,

and suspensions are put on the blackboard. When a man
has been reported four or five times he is then warned.
We have a book in which we make the entry of the date

of a man's employment, and any record in regard to his

references is kept in another book. Every time a report

comes in against him it is entered in this book; it does

not make any difference what it is. When there are

eight or ten reports against him the book is then

handed to the superintendent, who calls the man, repri-

mands him, and enters in red ink "warned," with the

date. Another eight or ten will come along and he is

warned again. Probably that man's page will be filled up
before he is warned three or four times, and then he is

discharged. When he is discharged we never re-engage him.
As to accidents on our cable and electric roads, when

a man has an accident he reports it at the end of the trip.

He walks into the station and dictates the report to a
stenographer. When he gets back on the next trip the

report is written out and he signs it. He does not lose any
time. This report is then sent to our claim department,
and, if the claim agent thinks it necessary to talk to this

man, he sends for him to come to the office. When he
leaves the station the foreman gives him a card reading
for instance like this: " John vSmith left the station at 9:10
A. M." He goes to our claim department, recites his case,

and the claim agent then endorses on this card; " Re-
tained until 3:10 p. M.," or whatever time he was kept at

the office. This goes back to the division superintendent
who O. K.'s it. If the man has been five hours away he
is paid for it; if he loses one hour he is paid for it; if he
loses a day he is paid for it. In that way, we believe, we
get our men to report all accidents, even the most trivial.

It is the small accidents which give us the most trouble

—

accidents about which the conductor or gripman or motor-
'man would think, " Well, that is not worth reporting,"
and he would say nothing about it. But the railroad

company may hear of it in a month or two, or, possibly, in

a year or two, and these are the most difficult cases we
have to defend, because we have no report and no wit-

nesses. The conductor has gone or the gripman has dis-

appeared. We talk to our men and try to impress upon
them the importance of reporting everything. It does not
make any difference if a man stubs his toe on the car, we
want a report of it, if the conductor knows about it. If a

a man falls off a bicycle alongside the track and a car is

approaching, we want a report. If a man stubs his toe on
the street crossing and falls while a car is passing, we want
a report of that. As I said before, we try to get reports

of accidents of every kind and nature which occur on our
cars or adjacent thereto.

With regard to rules, we have rules ; but we believe

we can do more with our men by getting them together
and talking to them. Our gripmen and conductors have a
club, called the Metropolitan Club, with such a large mem-
bership now that we have recenth^ been compelled to in-

crease the size of their quarters. We finished, a few days
before I left home, a room 120 ft. long by 30 ft. wide.
They have a stage and piano, and the room is well lighted.

We have in this room controllers, grips, and other appli-

ances, miniature cars and tracks with the conduits exposed
and broken grips. If a man should have an accident with
the cable, or if the cable should break, we bring in the
piece and show it to the men, and tell them how to over-
come the trouble. We believe we can do more by talking
to them than by trying to reach them through a book.
They have their toilet rooms, etc. We do not put them
together. We have a conductors' room, a drivers' room,
a gripmen's room, and a motormen's room. They do not
associate together at all. You will rarely see a conductor

in the motormen's room, or a motorman in the conductors'

room. They have their own lockers in the .separate rooms,
and have checker boards, tables, chairs, and all that kind
of thing.

About discharging men, I have a report come to the
office every week, giving the number of men discharged
on each division, and if I find that the division superin-

tendents are discharging too many men, I send to the

stations and get the records of the men and find out the
reasons. I am quite positive that a great many men have
been discharged unjustly. Our foremen are as liable to

make errors as are the men. If a man is discharged we
require that his complete record be sent to the main office

—sometimes it takes a sheet of paper typewritten a j'ard

long. It makes our foremen careful, and they are not
going to discharge a man for some trivial offence. We do
not like to change our men. If a man does something
which is not exactly right, we talk to him, and we try to

make it pleasant for him and keep him in our employ.
The men are paid more wages the second year than they
are the first. We believe that is some inducement for the

men to stay with us.

Mr. H. H. Littkll: Our road is not as large as the

one represented by the president, but we make a record of

every complaint that comes in against either a conductor
or motorman, but we do not wait until there are four or

five complaints against him—we call him down on every
complaint. We either send for him when he is off duty,

so that he shall not lose any time, or send a man to him to

call his attention to the fact that he is reported as doing
something which is either in violation of our rules, or is,

in our opinion, a violation of good judgment. I think it

is due to the man that he should be told, if it is possible to

do so, every time that he is reported. We punish our men
in a little different method, I think, from that pursued on
most roads. I find that if we have a man who has been
on the road for some months, and he gets a little careless,

it is a very excellent puni.shment to put him for one or two
days on some other route, with some old motorman or

conductor, as the case may be, and let him "sub it," as

we call it. It is the most effective punishment we have
3'et introduced. We apply this remedy for slight offenses,

such as omitting to announce streets, failing to keep the

platform clear when it can be done, etc.

(There was some further discussion on the subject of

transfers, children's fares, and methods of checking con-

ductors' collection of fares, but being in executive session,

it was not issued for publication.)

Mr. Goff: I move that a heartfelt vote of thanks
be extended to the people of St. Louis, especially the

ladies of the Entertainment Committee, for the very kind,

courteous and hospitable manner in which they have enter-

tained us, and for their labors in our behalf. I think they

set their aim high, and you will all agree with me that

they overtopped the mark. This is one of the best meet-

ings of the Association we have ever had ; and in leaving

you, I leave you with the toa.st, " Here's to your good
health, and your family's; may you live long and prosper."

The president put the motion, which was unanimously
adopted by a rising vote.

Mr. Seely: I move that we thank the Local Com-
mittee. These gentlemen have worked night and day,

and we are under great obligations to the Local Com-
mittee.

Mr. Goef: I move that the secretary be instructed

to send to the St. Louis Local Committee a' letter convey-

ing our assurances of esteem and appreciation. Carried.

Mr. Scullin: I move that a vote of thanks be also

tendered to the supply men for the magnificent exhibition

they have given us in St. Louis—one of the grandest ever

gotten up of street railway supplies of all kinds. They
have worked hard and spent a great deal of money. I do
not know whether they are going to get just returns or

not; I hope they will. They have helped us greatly and
shown that they are with us body and soul; and I think we
should thank them heartily. I move that we tender them
our thanks.
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Mr. H. H. LiTTKLi,: I take great pleasure in second-

ing that motion. When you take into consideration the

disturbed financial condition of the country, the display

they have made here is perfectly wonderful; and I heartily

second the motion. Unanimously carried.

Mr. Bean: I move that a vote of thanks be extended
to the president, vice-presidents and members of the Exec-
utive Committee for the efficient di.scharge of their duties

and the able manner in which they have conducted the

affairs of the Association during the past year. Carried.

The President : I will appoint as the Committee
on Rules for Conductors and Motormen, Messrs. W. F.

Kelly, Columbus, O.; M. K. Bowen, Chicago, 111.; E. C.

Foster, Lynn, Mass.; Ira A. McCormack, Brooklyn, N.
Y.; H. H. Vreeland, New York City.

The President: I will appoint Mr. Lang and Mr.
Bean a conunittee of two to escort the newly elected presi-

dent to the chair.

Mr. Lang: Gentlemen of the convention, it is hardly

necessary for me to say a word in introducing our new
president, Mr. Robert McCulloch. His name is as well

known to you as his face; and I bespeak for the coming
year a very successful and pleasant era in the history of

the Association, and hope that we will all meet together

again at Niagara Falls. (Applause.)
President LiTTELL: Captain McCulloch, I am de-

lighted to have the pleasure of turning over to you the

president's gavel; and I trust that in occupying this posi-

tion you will find it as plea.sant a duty as I have found it.

(Applause.

)

President McCulloch: Gentlemen, all that I can
say is that if you will give the new executive administra-

tion the same support as you have in the past, we will

prosper as we have done in the past. I hope our relations

will all be pleasant, and that we .shall have as successful a

meeting at Niagara Falls, and our intercourse as pleasant

as it has been in St. Louis. (Applause.)
Mr. H. H. LiTTEll: Before we close I want to say

that the next meeting will be held at Niagara Falls. Buf-

falo is twenty miles away, and I expect to be in Buffalo up
to that time and probably a little longer. Our office is at

the disposal of any of you gentlemen, and if there is any-
thing I can do for you in relation to the next convention,

I should be glad to have you write me, and I will look
after your affairs as well as I can, and certainly will reply

to any inquiries you may make. When you are in Buffalo

I want you to make our office your headquarters; come
and see us and stay with us.

President McCulloch: A meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee was held last night, and the committee
desires that the members shall write to the secretary

making .suggestions for titles of papers for the next meet-
ing, and if desired the persons to prepare them. We
cannot promise to adopt all the suggestions which may be
made, but we will do what we can in that direction.

Mr. Seely. I move that a vote of thanks be ex-

tended to the steam railroad managers and the steam
railroad associations, both of the Eastern and Western
sections, for their courtesy in enabling us to return to our
homes for a one-third fare. Carried.

Mr. Davis offered the following:

Resolved: That the secretary be instructed to obtain

from the members of the Association information and
copies of municipal legislation relating to the imposition

by their cities or municipalities of taxes or license fees

upon the company's property, franchises or receipts. The
resolution was referred to the Executive Committee.

Mr. Goff moved that the meeting adjourn, to convene
at Niagara Falls the third Tuesday in October, 1897.
Carried.

Social Happenings at the Convention.

The arrival in St. Louis of the delegates and others in

attendance at the Fifteenth Annual Convention of the
American Street Railway Association was the signal for

the commencement of a progranmie of entertainment, ar-

ranged by the Local Conunittee and its sub-committees,
which filled up every moment of time not given to the

work of the convention, from Monday morning until F'ri-

day night, and which in variety and pleasure-giving qual-

ities has hardly been equalled at any convention, in spite

of the many pleasant remembrances of good times in the

past.

The first matter to be attended to by the visitors was
the regi.stering of names and the decoration of coat lapels

with the beautiful little solid silver convention buttons
given by the Local Committee to the gentlemen in attend-

ance, while a gold button, arranged in the form of a pin,

was given to the ladies. These buttons and pins served
as passes upon all of the street railway lines of the city

during convention week, and it was intere.sting to note the

cordial and appreciative .smiles of the conductors on seeing
the buttons in u.se. Along with each button was given a

little celluloid tag bearing a number, and it was the origi-

nal intention of the Local Committee to i.ssue, as .soon after

the opening of the convention as po.ssible, a complete list

of all the names of those in attendance with their corre-

sponding numbers and hotel locations, the idea being to

make it possible to recall the names of newly formed ac-

quaintances as well as to more easily find the hotels and
rooms of any wandering delegates who might otherwi.se

find it difficult to " find them.selves " if lost to sight or to

consciousness in the labyrinth of streets of the great West-
ern metropolis. It was rumored, moreover, that the entire

police force of vSt. Louis had been given in.structions, at the

instance of the Local Committee, to exercise a paternal care

over all numbered men who might be suffering from conven-
tion festivities, but this rumor was not verified, nor was there

apparently any need of its verification, for seldom has there

been a convention where revelry was more subdued than
in St. Louis. As it happened, however, the Local Com-
mittee was reluctantly forced to give up this plan of issu-

ing a printed li.st of those in attendance on account of the

fact that the registration was not completed until late

Tuesday night, and because also a sufficient number of

red, or manufacturers' tags had not been provided to take

care of all those in attendance.

The first social event of the formal programme i.ssued

by the Local Committee was a trip to Forest Park on Tues-
day afternoon, to which all ladies attending the convention

were especially invited, while the gentlemen were also

made welcome. A start was made from the Southern
Hotel at 2 p. M. by the Broadway and Fourth Street cable

cars, and at a point on Washington Avenue Lindell cars

were in waiting to convey the entire party to the park.

On their arrival refreshments were served in the Lindell

Pavilion, after which came an entertainment by a local

troupe of min.strels, and this in turn was followed by danc-
ing in the pavilion, to the music of a piano which had
been set up for the purpose. While this was going on two
four-horse tally-hos and a number of open carriages drew
up at the pavilion, and were soon filled with merry pass-

engers, and started off for a drive around the park, re-

turning to the hotel through Portland and Vandeventer
Places, Lindell Boulevard, and the fine residence section of

the city. This was one of the most enjoyable events of

the convention, and was in charge of the Ladies' Commit-
tee of Entertainment. The weather was delightful, though
a little cool, and all the ladies expressed themselves in the

warmest manner regarding the attentions which had been
paid them and the attractiveness of the St. Louis park and
residence districts.

On Tuesday evening a reception was tendered by the

Local Conunittee to all vi.sitors at the convention, to whom
special engraved cards of invitation had been issued on
their arrival at the hotel. The reception was given in the

beautiful parlors of the Southern Hotel, which had been
dressed in green with tasteful floral effects for the occasion.

The headquarters of the General Electric Company were
freely offered for the use of the committee, and the scene

in the parlors was exceedingly bright and attractive, the

number of ladies in attendance at the convention being far

larger than has been usual in times past. An elegant little
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dinner was served in the Ladies' Ordinary on the parlor

floor, after which came dancing on the floor of the main
dining room, which had been cleared for this purpose.

This completed the entertainment programme for the first

day.

At 2 o'clock on Wednesday afternoon the delegates

and others in attendance, with their ladies, to the number
in all of about four hundred were taken on twelve cars of

the Citizens' Railway Company to the Fair Grounds and
the Jockey Club, which was thrown open for their use

and from whose windows and verandas they were able to

see some of the races going on at the time, these races

forming a prominent feature of St. lyouis' outdoor life dur-

ing the sumn:er and fall. A lunch was served in Floral

Hall at the Fair Grounds and photographs of the party

were taken at the Jockey Club. On the return trip the

party stopped at the Cass Avenue power station for a few
minutes, and arrived at the hotel late in the afternoon.

The weather was exceedingly pleasant and all had a most
enjoyable afternoon.

The lyocal Committee had reserved 150 orchestra seats

for Wednesday evening in the new Century Theatre re-

cently opened, where a performance of " In Gay New
York" was the attraction of the week. These tickets

were placed at the disposal of all ladies and others who
cared to attend, and a number of theatre parties were
formed. The comedians had been warned beforehand of

the character of the audience which might be expected
and were prepared with a number of special " hits," which
were received with considerable amu.sement. After the

theatre the General Electric Company and the local car

maimfacturing companies held a reception, which was
quite largely attended.

In the meantime those of the gentlemen at the con-

vention who were members of the Masonic Order of the

Mystic Shrine were invited to the local lodge to witness
the initiation of Capt. Robert McCulloch as a member
of the Order. It was understood that at the ceremony
Captain McCulloch was pretty thoroughly "inoculated,"
as one of the members expressed it, and that it would be
an evening long to be remembered by him and by others.

The social event of Thursday afternoon was a trip to

the Anheuser-Busch Brewery by the cars of the Union
Depot and vSouthern Electric Railway Companies, and
over four hundred availed themselves of the opportunity
to see perhaps the largest and finest brewery in the world.
Officers of the company acted as guides through the brew-
ery, and the visitors were finally taken to a grand " carni-

val hall," where they were invited to partake of all the
beer which they could dispose of, and were given souvenirs
of the occasion, consisting of corkscrews made in the form
of beer bottles. A fact not generally known is that the

officers of the Anlieuser-Bu.sch Company had been told by
the Local Conmiittee that about 250 guests would be pres-

ent and had prepared a lunch at the brewery for this

number, but the larger number who availed them.selves of

the invitation made it impossible to carr}' out this part of

the programme, much to the disturbance of the company's
officers, who said they would have gladly provided for one
thousand guests had they only known so many might be
expected.

In the evening came the annual banquet of the Associa-
tion at the Southern Hotel, and this was one of the most
successful, from every point of view, in the histor}- of the
a.ssociation. The innuense dining room of the hotel was
beautifully decorated with flowers, palms and vines. All

but one of the tables were arranged lengthwise of the hall,

and at right angles with the head of the table, at which
were seated the officers of the Association, the .speakers and
the specially invited guests. The .seating arrangements
were nearly' perfect, each delegate being given a numbered
ticket corresponding to the seat assigned to him, and every
facility being given beforehand for making up groups as
desired. There were nearly three hundred guests at the
banquet, President Littell occupying, of cour.se, the post
of honor, with Captain McCulloch at his side. A notice-

able featvire of the banquet was the excellent attendance
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and the clockwork-like precision with which the di.shes

were removed and new dishes brought on through the

several courses.

J. H. Stedman, of Rochester, N. Y., acted as toast-

master, and was particularly happy in his introductions,
'

' getting off
'

' with considerable eclat a number of tomb-
stone and other stories. The regular speakers, who were all

residents of St. Louis, were forceful and effective in their

oratory, and this feature of the banquet was a decided

pleasure. The first speaker was Acting Mayor Charles
Nagel, who responded to the toast, "The City of St.

Louis," in an appropriate way. Next in order came F.

N. Judson, responding to the toast, " Welcome to Our
Guests "; Smith P. Gait, who treated the subject of "The
Street Railway in the Courts " in a brilliant and witty
manner, and, it is .safe to say, in a way which a solemn
subject of this kind has never before been treated; F. W.
Lehmann, one of the leaders of the Sound Money Demo-
cratic movement in Missouri, who answered to the toast,
" The Street Railway as a Social- Factor " ; and William
Marion Reedy, who delivered an unusually fine oration on
the subject of " The Press," and was heartily applauded.
After these regular toasts of the evening came one on the

subject of "The Technical Press," which was briefly

responded to by Edward E. Higgins, who thanked the
Local Committee in behalf of the press and the visitors in

general for the courtesies which had been extended to

them on every .side. The evening clo.sed with the singing

of
'

' Auld Lang Syne '

' by those in attendance, but
informal singing and other features of entertainment were
kept up until the middle of the night.

Friday morning was a busy one at the different hotels

and at the convention hall, for the plans of most of the

vi.sitors made if necessary for them to take noon and even-

ing trains, but in spite of this fact, special parties were
made up in the early afternoon for excursions to De Hodi-
amont and Webster on the cars of the Suburban Railway,
and to Shaw's Garden on the Market Street cars. The
Ladies' Committee of Entertainment did not relax their

efforts to make it pleasant for the visiting ladies until the

last one had departed for home, and the universal senti-

ment among the latter was that nothing could exceed the

generous hospitality which had been extended to them by
the ladies of St. Louis, while expre.s.sions of gratitude were
heard on every side.

The details connected with registering and the issuing

of convention buttons, invitations, banquet tickets, etc.,

were in charge of C. N. Duffy, secretary and treasurer of

the Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway Company, and
James Adkins, secretary of the Lindell Railway Company,
and their uniform patience and courtesy were heartily ap-

preciated by all.

The names of the sub-committees of the general Local

Committee having in charge the managem.ent of the con-

vention deserve to be recorded because of the exception-

ally careful and thorough way in which everything was
attended to. They are as follows:

General Committee.—Robert McCulloch (chairman), Robert
Lehmann (secretary).

Entertainment Committee.—Harry Scullin (chairman), Arthur
vS. Partridge, George D. Rosenthal, Jos. Franklin, Jr., Scott Blewett,

Richard McCulloch, Col. E. D. Meier, J. R. Whittemore, Thos.
W. Murphy, Ben Blow.

Committee on Ways and Means.—B. C. MafEtt (chairman).

Committee on E.vhibits.—George W. Baunihoff (chairman),

Winthrop Bartlett, Thos. F. vSnead, H. R. Conklin, Otto vSchmidt,

Thos. W. Murphy, Richard McCulloch, A. P. Richardson.
Transportation Committee.—Frank J. Duffy.

Commiitee on Halls, Hotels and Depots.—Jos. Minary (chair-

man), John C.Allen and Messrs. Brown, Fish, Fwing, Woerell,

Maxy, McCready, Higginbotham and Franke.
Committee on Information —Robert Lehmann (chairman).

Ladies' Entertainment Committee.—Mrs. Robert McCulloch
(chairman), Mrs. J. S. Minary, Mrs. Claude Kilpatrick, Mrs. Arthur

vS. Partridge, Mrs. George D. Rosenthal, Mrs. Robert Lehmann,
Mrs. F. R. Henry, Miss Ella Hudson, Mrs. Harris, Mrs. J. W. Blow,

Mrs. Q. Ebanues, Mrs.O. Enders, Mrs. J. B. Padfield, Jr., Mrs. James
Adkins, Mrs. E. Strasberger, Mrs. E. D. Meier, Mrs. Harrison,

Mrs. John Scullin, Mrs. Harry ScnlUn, Miss Leonora Scullin, Mrs.

Scott Blewett, Mrs. C. W. Duffy, Mrs. F, B. Brownell, Mrs. M. J,

Brady.
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ATTENDANTS AT THE CONVENTION.

Representatives of Street Kailway Company
Members.

Alton, 111.—Jas. Duncan, Alton Ry. & 111. Co.

Akron, O.—W. D. Chapman, Gen. Man., and C. A. Chapman, Akron
vSt. Ry. & 111. Co.

Atlanta, Ga.—E. Woodruff, V. Pres. and Gen. Man., and Tlioiiias

Elliott, Con. Engr. Atlfinta Consolidated St. Ry. Co.

Atchison, Kan.—J. A. Bendure, Gen. Supt., Atchison Ry.
,
Light &

Power Co.

Augusta, Ga.—D. B. Dyer, Pres., and R. J. McCarty Gen. Man.
Augusta Ry. Co.

Baltimore, Md.—J. F. Haywood, Gen. Man., S. B. Thompson, Mast.
Mech. City & Suburban Ry. Co.

Baltimore, Md.—F. E. Tobe, Mast. Mech. Baltimore City Pass.

Ry. Co.

Bay City, Mich.—W. B. Morrison, Asst. Gen. Man., and A. S. Ashe,
Supt. Bay Cities Consolidated Ry. Co.

Boston, Mass.—C. vS. Sergeant, Gen. Man., and J. E. Rugg, Gen.
Supt. We.st End St. Ry. Co.

Bridgeport, Conn.—Andrew Radel, Pres. Bridgeport Traction Co.

Brockton, Mass.—Charles S. Clark, Direct., and A. A. Glasier, Clerk
Brockton St. Ry. Co.

Brooklyn, N. Y.-—John L. Heins, Supt. Brooklyn City & Newtown
R. R. Co.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—C. L,. Rossiter, Pres., and I. A. McCormack, Gen.
Supt. Brooklyn Heights R. R. Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.—H. H. Littell, V. Pres., Robt. L. Fryer, Direct.,

and Robt. Dunning, Elec. Engr. Buffalo Ry. Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.—H. H. Littell, V. Pres., Burt Van Horn, Jr.,

Gen. Man., Robt. L. Fryer, Direct. Buffalo & Niagara Falls
Ry. Co.

Butte, Mont.—J. R. Wharton, Butte Consolidated Ry. Co.

Camden, N. J.—J. Willard Morgan, Pres., Thos. P. Curley, vSec,

J. Naraniore, Supt., and Henry J. West, Direct. Camden, Glouces-
ter & Woodbury Ry. Co.

Camden, N. J.—Wm. S. Scull, Pres., and W. E. Harrington, Gen.
Man. Camden Horse Ry. Co.

Champaign, 111.—B. F. Harris, Pres., Champaign Elec. St. Ry. Co.

Chester, Pa.—Dr. John McFayden, Supt. Chester Traction Co.

Chicago, 111.—H. M. Sloan, Gen. Man. Calumet Elec. St. Ry. Co.

Chicago, 111, F. R. Greene, Sec, T. C. Penington, Treas., M. K.
Boweu, Supt., G. W. Knox, Elec. Engr., J. E. Moore, Mast.
Mech., G. W. Price, A. C. Keidelberg, Track Foreman, Robt,
Stewart, R. L. Garth, Pass. Agt., and D. Hooton, Chicago City
Ry. Co.

Chicago, 111.—J. B. Wesley, Sec. and Treas. and J. R. Chapman,
Elec. Engr., W. Chicago St. Ry. Co.

Chicago, 111.—B. J. Jones, Supt. South Chicago City Railway Co.

Cincinnati, O.—H. P. Bradford, Gen. Man., and B. J. Arnold, Con.
Engr. Cincinnati Inclined Plane Ry. Co.

Cincinnati, O —John Harris, Supt., B. L. Kily, E. E. and Patrick
Lew, M. M., Cincinnati St. Ry. Co.

Cleveland, O.—M. S. Robinson, Direct. Cleveland City Ry. Co.

Columbus. O.—W. F. Kelly, Gen. Man. Columbus St. Ry. Co.

Council Bluffs, la.—N. W. Wells, Pres., and W. S. Dimmick, Gen.
Supt. Omaha & Council Bluffs Ry. & Bridge Co.

Dallas, Tex.—W. H. Sinclair, Dallas City St. Ry. Co.

Davenport, la.—James F. Lardner, Sec. and Treas. Tri-City Ry. Co.

Derby, Conn.—B. W. Potter, Engr. Derby St. Ry. Co.

Des Moines, la.—Geo. B. Hippee, Gen. Man., J. S. Goodrell, Supt.
M. P., and W. G. Owings, Supt. Des Moines City Ry. Co.

Detroit, Mich.—Thos. Farmer, Mech. Engr., and Chas. Remelins,
Detroit Citizens' St. Ry. Co.

Evansville, Ind.—W. L.Stockton, Elecn. Evansville St. Ry. Co.

Fall River, Mass.—Robert S. Goff, Pres. and Gen. Man. Globe St.
Ry. Co.

Findlay, O.—C D. Kinney, V. Pres., Jacob Strader, Treas., J. A.
Bope, Sec, and Chas. Smith, Supt. Findlay St. Ry. Co.

Galveston, Tex.—C. P. Young,Gen. Man. Galveston City R. R. Co.

Girardville, Pa.—E. W. .A.sh, Gen. Man. Schuylkill Traction Co.

Hamilton, Ont.—J. B. Griffith, Man. Hamilton St. Ry. Co.

Harrisburg, Pa.—F. B. Musser; Supt. Harrisburg Traction Co.
Hartford, Conn.-E. S. Goodrich, Pres., and Wm. Grauten, Elecn.

Hartford St. Ry. Co.

Hazelton, Pa.—A. Markle, Gen. Man., and G. W. Thompson, Supt.
Lehigh Traction Co.

Houston, Tex.—A. H. Hayward, Man. Houston City Ry. Co.
Johnstown, Pa.—H. C. Evans, Johnstown Pass. Ry. Co.

Kansas City, Mo.—C. F. Holmes, Man., Martin H. Holmes, V.

Pres.. A. E. Siebert, M. M. Metropolitan St. Ry. Co.

Kirkwood, Mo.—J. D. Houseman, Jr., Highlands Scenic Ry. Co.

Lawrence, Mass.—W. P. Clark, Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill St.

Ry. Co.

Lexington, Ky.—C. H. Stoll, Pres., and R. T. Gunn, .Supt. I'ass.

& Belt Ry. Co.

Lock Haven, Pa.—John A. Seeley, Treas., and H. H. Harrison, I,ock

Haven Elec. Ry. Co.

London, Ont.—C. E. A. Carr, Gen. Man. and 'JVeas. London St.

Ry. Co.

Long Island City, N. Y.—Geo. Chambers, Cen. Man. Steinway Ry.
Co.

Louisville, Ky.—J. O. Haddox, ,Supt.,T. J. Minary, Gen. Man., and
W. T. Co'ok, Con. Engr. Louisville Ry. Co.

Ivynn, Mass.—Col. J. N. Cunningham, V. Pres. Lynn & Boston

R. R. Co.

Memphis, Tenn.--F. G. Jones, Y. Pres. and Gen. Man., and Frank
Smith, Citizens' St. Ry. Co.

Meriden, Conn.—N. H. Heft, Pres., and Wm. J. Stark, Meriden
Elec. R. R. Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.—C. D. Wyman, Gen. Man. Milwaukee St, Ry. Co.

Minneapolis, Minn.—C. G. Goodrich, V. Pres. Twin City Rapid
Transit Co., Minneapolis Division.

Mobile, Ala.—J F. McAviney, Elecn. Mobile St. Ry. Co.

Nashville, Tenn.—E. G. Connette, Gen. Man., Geo. vSwint and
H. C. Burraugh, Nashville vSt. Ry. Co.

Newark, N. J.—Andrew Radel, Supt. Newark & South Orange
Ry. Co.

New Bedford, Mass.—E. E. Potter, Gen. Man., and Chas. F. Sliaw.
Treas. Union vSt. Ry. Co.

New Brunswick, N. J.—Andrew Radel, Direct. Brunswick Traction
Co.

Newburyport, Mass.—Chas. Odell, Pres., James I". Shaw, Direct.,

and H. Fisher Eldridge, Haverhill & Amesbury St. Ry. Co.

Newburyport, Mass.—Jas. F. Shaw, Direct, and H. Fisher Eldridge,
Direct. Newburyport & Amesbury Horse R. R. Co.

New Haven, Conn.—G. A. W. Dodge, Gen. Man. New Haven St.

Ry. Co.
New Orleans, La.—Frank R. Ford, Engr., and Ralph L. Crump,

Asst. Engr. Canal & Claiborne, R. R. Co.

New York, N. Y.—E. T. Landon, Sec. Dry Dock, East Broadway &
Battery R. R. Co.

New York, N. Y.—H. M. Littell, V. Pres., and Thos. Millen, Gen.
Mast. Mech. Metropolitan St. Ry. Co.

Norwich, Conn.—Wm. S. Silver, Direct. Norwich St. Ry. Co.

Omaha, Neb.—W. A. Smith, Gen. Man., and F. A. Tucker, Supt.
Omaha St. Ry. Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—A. Langstaff Johnston, Con. Engr. Hestonville,
Mantua & Fairmount Pass. R. R. Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—J. A. Brill, Manayunk & Roxborough Inclined
Plane & Ry. Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—T. M. Tate, Jr., Gen. Man. Federal St. & Pleasant
Valley Pass. Ry. Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Henry Hubbard, M. E., Gen. Supt., and E. L.
Rodes, Con. Engr. Pittsburgh, Allegheny & Manchester Trac-
tion Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—John Murphy, Supt. Second Ave. Pass. Ry. Co.

Portland, Me.—W. R. Wood, Pres., W. A. Wheeler, Direct. E. A.
Newman, Gen. Man., and Frank M. Blaisdell, Civil Engr. Port-
land Ry. Co.

Portland, Ore.—J. E. ThieLsen, Portland Ry. Co.

Ouincy, 111.—E. H. Stone, Jr., Sec, and J. F. Mare, Night Foreman
Ouincy Horse Ry. & Carrying Co.

Racine, Wis.—T. E. Meyers, Rep. Gen. Man. Belle City St. Ry. Co.

Reading, Pa.—M. C. Autenbach, Treas., and J. E. Rigg, Supt. Read-
ing Traction Co.

Richmond, Va.—R. L. Williams, Treas., and A. Langstaff Johnston,
Consulting Engineer, Richmond Traction Co.

Rochester, N. Y.—F. O. Rusling, Gen. Man. and J. H. Stedman,
Rochester Ry. Co.

Rockland, Me.—John F. Hill, Pres., O. O. Gray, V. Pres., and
Thos. Hawkin, Supt. Rockland, Thomaston & Camden St.

Ry. Co.

St. Joseph, Mich.—W. Worth Bean, Pres. St. Joseph & Bentnn
Harbor Elec. Ry. & Light Co.

St. Louis, Mo.—D. G. Hamilton, Pres., Robt. McCulloch, V. Pres.

and Gen. Man., C. N. Duffy, Sec. and Treas., and Richard
McCulloch, E. E. & C. E., T. F. Bergin, E. T. Brown, M.
Clooney, Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds R}'. Co.
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St. Ivouis, Mo.—J. S. Walsh, D. G. Hamilton, Pres.,Robt. McCul-
loch, V. Pres. and Gen. Man., C. N. Duffy, Sec. andTreas.,
Richard McCulloch, C. E. & E. E., F. N. Duffy, W. A. Jen-
nings, F. S. Jones, M. E. Whalen, Citizens' Ry. Co.

St. Louis, Mo.—Edwards Whitaker, Pres., Geo. W. Baumhoff, Supt.,
James Adkins, Treas., S. M. Dodd, H. C. Haarstick, C. Hodgman,
F. W. Lehman, C. D. McClure, H. S. Priest, D. S. H. Smith,
B. E. Blow, Lindell Ry. Co.

St. Louis, Mo.—P. C. Maffitt, Pres., F. R. Henry, Sec. & Treas.,

J. D. Davidson, Supt. Missouri Ry. Co.

St. Louis, Mo.—Chas. Green, Pres., and John Mahoney, V. Pres.,

and Gen. Man., People's Ry. Co.

St. Louis, Mo.—C. Kilpatrick, Pres., Joe S. Minary, Man., and John
C. Allen, Supt., R. E. Lovelady, G. W. Lubke, W. S. Minary,

J. C. Richardson, H. Muench, Southern Elec. R. R. Co.

St. Louis, Mo.—C. H. Turner, Pres., S. M. Kennard, V. Pres., R.
Lehmann, Sec. & Treas., T. F. Sneed, Supt., H. C. Rockwell,
Elec. Engr., L. S. R. Blackmer, T. B. Case, James P. Dawson,
James Green, James Jackson, Kent Jarvis, D. B. Lee, Charles
C. Maffitt, J. E. McKeighan, L. B. Pierce, C. H. Sampson, Ellis

Wainwright, R. J. Wood, St. Louis & Suburban R. R.

St. Louis, Mo.—D. G. Hamilton, Pres., Christian Peper, V. Pres., R.
B. Jennings, Sec. and Treas., Robt. McCulloch, Gen. Man.,
Richard McCulloch, P. E. and E. E., W. M. Adams, John W.
Dryden, S. M. Gait, W. McCarty, C. Peper, J. Woolam, St.

Louis R. R. Co.

St. Louis, Mo.—John Scullin, Pres., Harry Scullin, V. Pres. and
Gen. Man., Thos. W. Murphy, Gen. Supt., Chas. H. Pierson,
M. M., Jno. P. Gilbert, M. C. B., James Campbell, W. Desmond,
G. A. Madill, F. Scullin, Union Depot R. R. Co.

St. Paul, Minn.—C. G. Goodrich, V. Pres. Twin City Rapid Transit
Co., St. Pavd Division.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—W. P. Read, Supt. Salt Lake City R. R. Co.

Springfield, 111.—C. K. Minary, Man. Springfield Consolidated
Ry. Co.

Springfield, Mass.—Wm. S. Loomis, Pres. SpringfieldRy. Co.

Springfield, O.—S. L. Nelson, Gen. Man. Springfield Ry. Co.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Matthew Murphy, Auditor Syracuse St. R. R.
Co.

Taunton, Mass.—Geo. F. Siebel, Supt. Taunton St. R. R. Co.

Toledo, O.—Albion E. Lang, Pres., E. J. Buchtel, Supt. Power Plant,
andC. N. Hart, Supt. Construction Toledo Traction Co.

Trenton, N. J.—Chas. Y. Flanders and R. H. Beach, Trenton Pass.

Ry. Co.

Troy, N. Y.—C. H. Smith, Supt., and J. H. Jones, Troy City Ry.
Co.

Washington, D. C.—James B. Adams, Sec. and Treas. Columbia
Ry. Co.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Michael Loftus, Supt. Wheeling Ry. Co.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—J. C. Friexill, Wilkes-Barre &. Wyoming Valley
Traction Co.

Williamsport, Pa.—Ernest H. Davis, Gen. Man., J. W. Cochran,
Asst. Man. Williamsport, Pass. Ry. Co.

Youngstown, O.—A. A. Anderson, Gen. Man. Mahoning Valley
Elec. Ry. Co.

Others in Attendance.

Abadie,,E. H. H., Wagner Electric Manufacturing Co.
Ackerman, P. C, American Electric Works, Providence.
Adreon, E. L., Jr., Sargent Co., Chicago.
Allen, J. B., The Edward P. Allis Co., Milwaukee.
Allen, W. B., Brownell Car Co., St. Louis.
Allison, Giles S., St. Louis Register Co., St. Louis.
Alexander, E., American Car Co., St. Louis.
Alvord, B. C, Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis.
Alvord, Harry J., Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis.
Anthony, Willis M., New Haven Car Reg. Co., New Haven, Conn.
Ashburner, Thos., Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York.
Atkinson, J. M., J. M. Atkinson & Co., St. Louis.
Atkinson, F. W., J. M. Atkinson & Co., St. Louis.
Atterbury, Allen W., Detroit .Steel & Spring Co., Detroit.

AuU, Robert, Sec. and Man. St. Louis Fair Association.

Baier, F. A., Brownell Car Co.

Bailey, Theo. T., General Electric Co., Chicago.
Bailey, Geo, C, John A. Roebling's Sons Co,, New York.
Baker, Walter H., National Lead Co., St. Louis.
Barr, B. M., Walker Co., Cleveland.
Barrett, C. E., Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Bartholomew, W. S. , Adams & Westlake Co.

,
Chicago.

Baue, H. L., Missouri Malleable Iron Co., St. Louis.
Beach, R. H., General Electric Co., New York.
Beadle, Edward, New York.
Bellamy, Robert J., Bellamy Vestlette Manufacturing Co.
Benjamin, John B., Crane Co., Chicago.
Benzel, Arthur, National Lead Co.. St. Louis.
Bernardin, F. M., Bowers Co., Kansas City.

Berry, J. B., Crane Co., Chicago.

Bigelow, H. T., Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Blatterman, J. B., Murphy Varnish Co., Chicago.
Blewitt, Scott H., Missouri Car & Foundry Co., vSt. Louis.
Bogle, E. S., Dusenbury & Bond.
Bolt, R. O., Mermod & Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Bonner, Wm. T., The Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York. *

Booker, S. G., Phcenix Carbon Manufacturing Co., St. Louis.
Bouslog, A. H., Peru Electric Manufacturing Co., Peru, Ind.
Bowers, E. S. , Bowers Bros.

,
Chicago.

Boyd, F. C, vice-pres. New Haven Car Reg. Co., New Haven, Conn.
Boyer, F. N., General Electric Co., Chicago.
Boynt, F. L., Central Missouri Brass Co,, St. Louis.
Bradley, T. A., Security Bank Note Co., Philadelphia.
Bragg, C. A., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Brill, John, A., J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia.
Brittan, L., Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Co., Waukegan, 111.

Broderick, J. J., Broderick & Bascom, East St. Louis.
Brookmiere, James, Jr., Curtis & Co., St. Louis.
Brown, Harold P., New York.
Brown, W. R., Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Boston.
Brownell, W. C, B. & N. Y. Railway Supply Co.
Brownell, F. B., Brownell Car Co., St. Louis.
Burr, L. G., National Lead Co., St. Louis.
Bush, J. E., Chicago Varnish Co., Chicago.
Buchanan, A. S., Devlin Street Car Brake Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Buchanan, E. S., Central Electric Co., Chicago.
Buehler, J. C, Columbia Machine Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Burow, Wm., Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron Co., St. Louis.

Cabot, J., Cincinnati, O.
Cable, Paul D., Commercial Electric Supply Co., St. Louis.
Calhoun, W. S., Brussells Tapestry Co., New York.
Campbell, J. Vernon, Campbell & Zell Co. Baltimore.
Candee, Willard S., The Okonite Co., New York.
Carpenter, Edwin S.

,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

,
Pittsburgh.

Carlisle, James L., Postmaster City of St. Louis.
Carry, E. F., Jr., Wells & French Co., Chicago.
Case, Frank K., Hoopes & Townsend, Philadelphia.
Castle, Chas. C, Hildreth Varnish Co., New York.
Cavagua, Chas. A., R. A. Nuttall Co., Pittsburgh,
Christensen, W. A., Seamless Structural Co., Milwaukee.
Christy, Will, Cleveland Construction Co., Akron, O.
Chur, Walter, American Railway Supply Co., N. Y.
Churchill, Fred. J., Commercial Electric Supply Co., St. Louis.
Clark, Wm. J., General Electric Co., New York.
Clark, P. H., Member of City Council of St. Louis.
Cleary, J. W., National Electric Headlight Co.
Cleland, T. A., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Cleland, F. A., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Cleveland, W. B., Forest City Electric Co., Cleveland.
Clifford, C. C. Chicago
Clisdell, P. A., General Electric Co., Chicago.
Cobb, C. W., Central Electric Co, Chicago.
Cochran, J. M., M. M. Buck Manufacturing Co., St. Louis.
Coe, W. H., W. H. Coe Manufacturing Co., Providence.
Colbert, Frank E., Terre Haute Car & Mfg. Co., Terre Haute, Ind.
Colcord, W. R., Bethlehem Iron Co., Philadelphia.
Collins, G. Fred., Valentine & Co., New York.
Collins, G. F. , McGuire Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
Collins, L. B., Stever Rail Joint Co., Canton, O.
Condit, S. B., Jr., L. A. Chase Co., Boston.
Condict, G. Herbert, Gen. Man. Englewood & Chicago El. R. R. Co.
Conover, A. B., John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.

Connelly, James, Man. C. & F. Co.

Conners, C. G., Man. Col. Springs St. R. R. Co., Col. Springs, Col.

Cook, Abe, Laclede Car Co., St. Louis.

Cooke, W. E., Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York.
Cooke, W. J., McGuire Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
Counger, Cliff R., Edison Illuminating Co., St. Louis.

Corby, Frank F., St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis.

Cosby, Frank Clark, Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh.

Cosper, W. P., Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany.
Coster, Maurice, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.

Crane, J. O., Holmes, Booth & Haydens, New York.
Critten, Lewis. Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Crowley, H. J., General Electric Co., Philadelphia.

Curtis, E. A., Chicago Truck Co., Chicago.
Curwen, S. A., J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia.

Daggett, H. M., Lombard Hydraulic Brake Co., Boston.

Daggett, George E. , Weber Railway Joint Mfg. Co. , Boston.
Dana, Leslie, Charter Oak Stove & Range Co. , St. Louis.
Daniel, A. T., Daniel Street Ry. Co.
Daniels, James, Shickle-Harrison & Howard, St. Louis.

Daniels, A. L., The H. B. Camp Co., Aultman, O.

Daniels, F. H. , Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
,
Worcester, Mass.

Davidson, W. J., Walker Co., Cleveland.
Davis, H. P., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.

Dean, D. B., Terre Haute Car Manufacturing Co. , Terre Haute, Ind.

Denniston, J. M., St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis.

De Witt, E. F., E. F. de Witt & Co., Lansingburgh, N. Y.
Dickinson, Thomas H., New York Belting & Packing Co., Chicago.
Dilworth, Dewitt, Pittsburgh Car Wheel Co.

Disereus, F. L., Cedar Rapids & Marion Ry., Cedar Rapids, la.

Dodd, S. T., The Walker Co., Cleveland.
Dolph, John, Forest City Electric Co., New York.
Donohoe, Francis E., American Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis.
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Donovan, W. T., M. M. Buck Manufacturing Co., St. Ivouis.

Doty, W. W., W. W. Doty & Co., New York City.

Dowell, A. R., with Arthur ,S. Partridge, ,St. Louis.

Doyle, Wni. L. , J. A. Roebhng's Son.s Co., New York.
Draffen, K. I)., Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co., New York.
DuBois, E. D., Muncie, Ind.

Ebert, H. C, Westingliouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.

Einstein, R. E., Elliot Frog & Switch Co., East vSt. Louis.

Elbing, T. J., Kraushaar, Lamp & Reflector Co., St. Louis.

Elliot, H., Jr., Elliot Frog & Switch Co., East St. Louis.

Elliot, W. H., Elliot Frog & vSwitch Co., East St. Ivouis.

Elliot, H., Elliott Frog & vSwitch Co., East St. Louis.

Englund, A. H., Mayer & Englund, Philadelphia.

Estep, F. A., R. D. Nuttall Co., Pittsburgh.

Ettinger, Chas. D., Murphy Varnish Co., Newark, N. J.

Evans, O. C, The Johnson Co., Cincinnati, O.
Evans, H. C, The Johnson Company, New York.
Evans, E. J., Man. Beach Elec. Ry., Waukesha, Wis.

Fawcett, Wni., St. Louis Car Wheel Co., St. Louis.

Fay, William, The C. & C. Electric Co., New York.
I'-erguson, W. L., General Electric Co., Chicago.
F'erguson, C. W., National Lead Co., St. Louis.
Ferguson, J. A., Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis.
F'erguson, W. A., Morrell F^lectric Works, St. Louis.
Field, Arthur W., Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., Boston.
P'lesh, Jno. M. V., Murphy Varnish Co., St. Louis.
Fletcher, Theo. , Fletcher & Stone, St. Louis.
Flynn, C. C, Walker Co., Chicago, 111.

Francis, A. G., New York Belting & Packing Co., Chicago.
Eraser, P. A., Wells & French Co., Chicago.
Frederick, H. P., Broderick & Bascom Rope Co., vSt. Louis.
Frederick, C. R., J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia.
Fredericks, A. H., Pres. Board of Assessments of St. Louis.
Fitch, F\ H., vSouthwest Missouri Elec. Ry. Co.

Flesh, F. M., Sec. & Treas. Miami Valley Ry. Co., Piqua, O.
Franklin, Jos., Jr., Commercial Electric vSupply Co., vSt. Louis.
Fuller, W. A., The Plastic Rail Bond, New York.

Gallagher, Thomas M., Shickle, Harrison & Howard, St. Louis.
Garton, W. R., Central Electric Co., Chicago.
Garneau, Pierre A., National Conduit Mfg. Co., St. Louis.
Gates, J. Holt, Walker Co., Chicago.
Geddes, C. T., Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont R. R. Co.
Gerleraan, J. F. , International Electric Co., New York.
Gold, Egbert H., Gold vStreet Car Heating Co., Chicago.
Goode, A. H., Lincoln Water, Lt. & Pr. Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Gordon, A. F.

,
Westingliouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.

Graham, F. F., Gen. Man. Washington St. Ry. Co.
Granger, John A., New York Car Wheel Works, New York.
Greensfelder, J. B., vSt. Louis County Street Ry. Co.
Green, R. W., St. Louis Car Wheel Co., St. Louis.
Gregory, Charles E., Chas. E. Gregory & Co., Chicago.
Grier, H. M., Clarence Whitman & Co., New York.
Glenn, O.

, Jr., Central Electric Co., Chicago.
Gray, L. A., Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago.
Greene, Oliver H., National Lead Co., New York.
Greenhalge, Geo. P., with Arthur S. Partridge, St. Louis.
Grier, Thos. G. , Western Electric Co.

,
Chicago.

Hale, Geo. H., Consolidated Car Fender Co., Providence, R. I.

Halbrook, Royal H., Cedar Rapids & M. C. R. R,, Cedar Rapids, la.

Hall, Geo. S.,'with J. B. Bradley, Philadelphia.
Halliday, Edwin, Supt. Cairo Elec. Ry. Co., Cairo, 111.

Ham, R. T., Trojan Button Fastener Co., Troy, N. Y.
Hamblan, E. W., M. M. Buck Manufacturing Co., St. Louis.
Hamblan, A. H., M. M. Buck & Co., St. Louis.
Hammond, S. F., Pennsylvania Railway Supply Co., Philadelphia.
Hanna, J. A., Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., Chicago.
Hand, Wm., General Electric Co., St. Louis.
Hands, W. A., Supt. N. E. St. Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Hartwell, Arthur, Westingliouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Hartman, Harrj^ A., Philadelphia.
Harrison, John M., Shickle, Harrison & Howard Co., St. Louis.
Haskell, G. M., J. G. Brill Co., New Haven.
Hassulay, E. W., Pres. Cairo Elec. Ry. Co., Cairo, 111.

Hatch, E. B., H. W. Johns Manufacturing Co., New York.
Hayden, M. M., National Carbon Co., Cleveland.
Heinrichs, E. R., Westingliouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Helvey, Geo. H., Hooven, Owens & Rentschler Co., Hamilton, O.
Hendrick, W, T., Geo. P. Jones & Co., vSt. Louis.
Henry, Geo. W., Steel Motor Co., Johnstown, Pa.
Heulings, Wm. H., Jr., J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia.
Hewlett, E. M., General F^lectric Co., Sclienectedy, N. Y.
Higgins, Geo. A., George P. Jones & Co., vSt. Louis.
High, John M., Clarence Whitman & Co., New York.
Hobart, J. C, Triumph p;iectric Co., Cincinnati.
Hodgkins, Edw. W., O. & C. Co., Chicago.
Holbrook, Percy, Weber Railway Joint Mfg. Co., New York.
Honig, Louis, Electric Insulating Paint Co., vSt. Louis.
Hooper, W. H., Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.
Hooven, J. C, Hooven, Owens & Rentschler Co., Hamilton, O.
Hoppin, Albert, Edw. P. Allis Co., Milwaukee.
Howe, F. B., Wm. Wharton, Jr.,& Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Howard, George E., Scarritt Furniture Co., St. Loui.s.

Howard, Clarence H., .Safety Car Heat'g & Light'g Co., St. Louis.

Hubbell, Harry M., Beckwitli-Chandler Co., New York.
Hubbard, M. G., McGuire Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
Hubbard, O. M., Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati.

Hudson, F. V. M., Hyatt Roller liearing Co., New York.
Humphrey, H. H., Bryan & Humphrey, St Louis.
Hunt, H. E., Hunt Air Brake Co., Pittsburgh.
Hunter, L., Hunter Automatic Fender Co., Cincinnati.
Hurd, G. A., Crane Co., Chicago.
Hutchinson, A. H., Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.

Ittner, W. P., vSt. Louis.
Ives, Wm. M., Ives & McClernan, Baltimore, Md.
Isaacs, M. J., K. McLennan & Co., Chicago.

Jackson, Newton, Elec. Mutual Casualty Ass'n, Scranton, Pa.

James, C. D., Standard Paint Co., New York.
Janney, Jos. A., Jr., Janney & Steinmetz, Philadelphia.

Jenkins, W. H., with T. A. Bradley, I'hiladelphia.

Jens, W., Johnson Co., Johnstown, I'a.

Jones, Geo. P., Geo. P. Jones Co., .St. Louis.

Jones, l'\ B., Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago.
Johnson, Harry, Charles Scott .Spring Co., Philadelphia.

Joslin, C. N., Brownell Car Co., .St. Louis.

Keeler, H. E., Adams & Westlake Co., New York.
Keister, E. F., The Commutator Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Kennelly, J. J., .Sterling Supply & Mfg. Co., New York.
Kessler, E., .Supt. Richmond Traction Co., Richmond, Ind.

Kimball, Fred M., General Electric Company, Boston.

King, C. K., Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Kingsland, Geo., Central Union Brass Co., St. Louis.

Kingston, Wm. W., The Johnson Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Kinn, Clarence, R. Bliss Manufacturing Co., Pawtucket, R. I.

Kippenberger, Geo. L., American Car Co., St. Louis.

Kissam, Geo., Geo. Kissam & Co., New York.
Kittle, 13. B., Interior Conduit & Insulation Co., New York.
Knight, P. H., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.

Knapp, J. N., Graphite Rheostat Co., Chicago.
Kraushaar, C. F., Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Co., St. Louis.

Kretsinger, Geo., St. Louis.

Kuhlman, G. C, G. C. Kuhlman Co., Cleveland.

Lawless, E. J., American Car Co., New York.
Lawrence, F. D., Standard Electric Works, Chicago.
Leidmyer, Jos., Dayton Manufacturing Co., Dayton, O.

Leidmyer, P., Dayton Manufacturing Co., Dayton, O.

Lewars, Geo. H., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh.

Lewis, Alex. H., Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co., Mansfield, O.
Lodwick, J. A., Mississippi Glass Co., .St. Louis.

Lindley, Ezra H., St. Louis.

Littlefield, A. S., Johnson Co., Chicago.
Lloyd, Herbert, Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia.

Logan, James F., Asst. Supt. Consolidated Ry. Co., Springfield, 111.

Loper, A. N., New Haven Car Register Co., New Haven.
Lombard, S. W., Lombard Hydraulic Brake Co., Boston.

Lombard. N., Lombard Hydraulic Brake Co., Portsmouth.
Lucas, H. P., Graphite Rheostat Co., Chicago.
Luther, T. P., American Electric Heating Corporation, Boston.

Lyle, Robt. B., Illinois Steel Co., Chicago.

Macleman, J. H., H. W. Johns Manufacturing Co., New York.
Macomber, T. B.

,
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte Co.

,
Chicago.

Macy, E. T., Ready Rock Asphalt Roofing Co.

Major, Joseph, St. Louis Mica Co., St. Louis.

Many, F. B., The Mehling Manufacturing Co.

Mark, C. E., Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago.
Marshall, W. P., M. M. Buck & Co., St. Louis.

Mason, W. R., Mason Electric Equipment Co., Chicago.
Mattox, W. A., New York Belting & Packing Co., New York.
May, C. H., Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Co. Worcester, Mass.
Mays, W. B., Hooven, Owens & Rentschler, Hamilton, O.
McCardell, J. R., Limburg Sickel & Co., Trenton.
McClernan, R. H., Ives & McClernan, Baltimore.

McDuffie, R. L., Taunton Locomotive Mfg. Co., New York.
McEwen, R. L., Murphy Varnish Co., Newark, N. J.

McCoy, Frank, Railway Supplies, Brooklyn and New York.
McCrandall, J. R., Linburg, Sickle & Co., Trenton, N. J.

McGhie, J., General Electric Co., Chicago.
McGovern, Frank, Rossiter, McGovern & Co., New York.
McKay, W. J., Detroit Stove Works, Detroit.

McNeil, F. P., Supt. Springfield Con. Ry. Co., Springfield, 111.

McNeill, M., Jr., Central Electric Co., Chicago.
McOuade, James P., National Underground Cable Co., New York.
McRoy, John T., Chicago,
Meaker, J. W., Meaker Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
Meaker, Guy L., Meaker Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
Meek, J. E., H. W. Johns Manufacturing Co., New York.
Mehling, John A., The Mehling Manufacturing Co.

Meinholtz, H. C, Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Meier, Adolphus, Heine .Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Meier, p;. D., Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Meier, A. J., National Lead Co., St. Louis.

Merriam, Henry P., Standard Air Brake Co., New York.
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Mercur Robt. J., New York Car Wheel Works, Buffalo.

Merton, S. D., Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Myers, h. E., Electric Installation Co., Chicago.
Meysenberg, O. W., Wells & French Co., Chicago.
Meysenberg, E. A., The Johnson Co., Chicago.
Miles, B. F., National Carbon Co., Cleveland.
Miller, S. F., Hildreth Varnish Co., New York.
Miller, J. G., Dilworth, Porter & Co., Pittsburgh.
Millen, T. C, vSmith of New York.
Mine, Seiryo, Electric Engineer Japanese Government.
Moore, M. M., SafTord & Moore Railway Jack Co., Chicago.
Morrell, F. A., Brooklyn & N. Y. Ry. Supply Co., Elizabeth, N. J.

Morrell, A. W., Morrell Electric Works, St. Louis.

Morris, Elmer P., Monarch Insulating Paint, New York.
Morrison, A., Dillworth, Porter & Co., Pittsburgh.
Morse, Geo. D. Rochester Car Wheel Works, Rochester.
Mown, L. C, Valentine & Co., New York.
Moyle, L., M. M. Buck Manufacturing Co., St. Louis.

Mueller, E. A., National Lead Co., St. Louis.

Munson, John H., Munson Electric Conduit Co., Chicago.
Myers, Garson, Standard Railway Supply Co., Chicago.
Myers, Jos. P.,Chillicothe EL R. R. Co. Lt. & Pr. Co.,Chillicothe, O.

Mynders, Al., Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Co., St. Louis.

Neff, John, National Air Brake Co., New York.
Nethercut, E. S., Paige Iron Works, Chicago.
Newbert, A. F., Decatur Car Wheel & Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111.

Newton, Charles E., Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.
Nichols, S. F., J. H. McEwen Manufacturing Co., Ridgeway, Pa.

Nute, John W., St. Louis Car Wheel Company, St. Louis.
O'Brien, J. B., Commercial Electric Supply Co., St. Louis.

O'Connor, Richard, National Carbon Co., Cleveland.
Olin, F. W., National Air Brake Co., St. Louis.

Olshausen, Geo. R., Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia.

Onick, Henry C, Mica Insulator Co., New York.
Orr., A. M., Gen. Man. Miami Valley Ry. Co., Piqua, O.
Oswald, Edwin H., Benedict & Burnham Mfg. Co., New York.

Padfield, Jno. B., St. Louis.
Page, H. L., Phcenix Carbon Manufactnring Co., St. Louis.
Paige, A. W., Paige Iron Works, Chicago.
Pantaleone, G., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Parkam, Eng. C, Steel Motor Co., Johnstown, Pa.

Parker, Chas. M., Charles Scott Spring Co., Philadelphia.
Parker, Geo. T. , Scarritt Furniture Co.,

Parker, Lee H., General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Parker, H. L., Emerson Electric Manufacturing Co., St. Louis.

Parsons, J. N., A. Mertes Manufacturing Co., Allegheny, Pa.

Parsons, C. F., Mark Railway Equipment Co., Cleveland.
Partridge, Arthur S., Arthur S. Partridge & Co., St. Louis.

Pearson, Geo. F., National Jack Co., Boston.
Peckham, E., Peckham Motor, Truck & Wheel Co. New York.
Peirce, Chas. C, General Electric Co., Boston.
Percival, Geo. J., Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia.

Perry, Frank D., American Car Sprinkler Co., Worcester, Mass.
Piatt, Chas. P., Western Telephone & Construction Co., Chicago.
Pond, Frank H., Pond Engineering Co., St. Louis.

Porter, H. F. J., Bethlehem Iron Co., S. Bethlehem, Pa.

Porter, J. F., Alton Ry. & Illuminating Co., Alton, 111.

Potter, H. B., E. T. Burrowes Co., Portland, Me.
Post, W. B., Billings & Speucer Co., Hartford, Conn.
Prather, Henry L., Falk Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee.
Pratt, E. J., Southwest Mo. Elec Ry. Co., Joplin, Mo.
Pratt, G. E. Hunt Air Brake Co., Pittsburgh.

Pratt, Mason D., Pennsylvania Steel Co., Steelton, Pa.

Prouty, E., Devlin Street Car Brake Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Pugh, D. W., John Stephenson Co., Liniited, New York.
Pugh, John, John Stephenson Co.,New York.
Pullman, Wm. C, Bushnell Manufacturing Co., Easton, Pa.

Pullman, O. S., American Steel Foundry Co.

Quincy, C. F., Q. & C. Co., Chicago.
Quinn, G. H., Detroit Steel & Spring Co., Detroit.

Randall, F. C, J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ransom, H. N., Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany.
Rawlings, E. W., St. Louis.

Redick, R. J., Standard Paint Co., New York.
Reinoehl, G. W., Pennsylvania Steel Co., Steelton, Pa.

Reynolds, A. T., Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y.
Rhotehamel, J. H., Columbia Lamp Co., St. Louis.

Rhodes, J. D., Pittsburgh Car Wheel Co., Pittsburgh.

Richey, Albert S., Citizens' St. Ry. Co., Muncie, Ind.

Roach, John M., North Chicago St. R. R. Co.

Roberts, Wm. F., Muneon Electric Conduit Co., Chicago.
Robidoux, C. E., M. M. Buck Manufacturing Co., St. Louis.

Robinson, E. I., Laclede Car Company, St. Louis.

Rodgers, J. K., Rodgers, Baldwin & Vickars, New York.
Rogers, A. H., Joplin, Mo.
Rosenthal, Geo. D., General Electric Company, New York.
Ross, E. L., Chapman Valve Co., Indian Orchard, Mass.
Russell, F. D., Rochester Car Wheel Works, Rochester.
Russell. H. H., E. T. Burrowes Co., Portland Me.
Rutherford, J. A., Westinghouse Elect. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.

Sachs, Gus. , Western Electric Supply Co. , St. Louis.

Scarritt, Chas. H. , Scarritt Furniture Co. , St. Louis.

Scarritt, Sanford, Scarritt Furniture Co., St. Louis.
Schlyel, Robt. A., Robt. A. Schlyel Bros., St. Louis.

Schmid, Albert, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg., Pittsburgh.

Schmidt, Albert, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Scovill, Frank E., Sec. and Supt. Austin St. Ry. Co., Austin, Tex.
Scrugham, G. R., Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Searing, Geo. S., Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Sharp, Edw. P., R. D. Nuttall Co., Buffalo.

Shainwald, J. C. The Standard Paint Co., New York.
Sharp, Chas. E., Southern Electric Supply Co., St. Louis.
Shearns, Melville H., Murphy Varnish Co., Newark, N. J.

Sherman, E. W., Broderick & Bascom Rope Co., St. Louis.
Shields, D. P., Shields Fender Co.
Shippey, H. L., John A. Roebling's Sons Co., New York.
Shultz. Ed. B., Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis.

Shultz, J. H. J., Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis.
Shultz, John R., Schultz Belting Co., St. Louis.
Siegrist, J. H., Jr., A. L. Ide & Son, St. Louis.
Silk, A. E., Jewell Belting Co., Hartford.
Silver, Wm. S., Wm. Silver & Co., New York.
Skinner, C. E., Westinghouse Electric Co., St. Louis.
Skinner, H. E. , Chas. Munson Belting Co., Chicago.
Slee, A. W., Wm. Wharton Jr., & Co., St. Louis.

Sloat, F. J. J., Cleveland Construction Co., Akron, O.
Smith, Clement C, Falk Mfg. Co. Milwaukee.
Smith, C. H., Sec. Springfield Transfer Co., Springfield, Mo.
Smith, W. M., Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.
Snow, F\ W., Valentine & Co., New York.
vSpeer, B. S., Partridge, Carbon Co., Sandusky, O.
Spencer, E.J., Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co., St. Louis.

Steedman, Geo. T., Curtis Co. Manufacturing Co., St. Louis.

Stein, Sam. J., Electric Insulating Co., St. Louis.

Stephenson, J. A., St. Louis Register Co., St. Louis.

Stever, George, Stever Rail Joint Co., Cleveland.
Stieringer, Luther, New York.
St. John, Wm., Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.
Stinby, F. H., General Electric Co., New York.
Stone, Frederick W., Fletcher & Stone, St. Louis.

Storer, N. W., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.

vSullivan, M. A., Chas. A. Schieren & Co., New York.
Sunny, B. E., General Electric Co., Chicago.
Sutton, Wm., American Car Co., St. Louis.

vSutro, John M., St. Louis Car Wheel Co., St. Louis.

Swain, R. A., Chicago.
Sweet, D. C, Springfield, Mass.

Taylor, John, Taylor Electric Truck Co., New York.
Taylor, T. H., Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
TenBroeck, W. H., Diamond Truck & Car Gear Co., Kingston, N. Y.
Terry, Geo. N., Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., Chicago.
Titus, J. V. E-, Garton-Daniels Electric Co., Keokuk, la.

Trimble, James A., B. & N. Y. Ry. Supply Co., EHzabeth, N. J.

Tucker, A. L., Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Urling, Geo. A., The Duff Mfg. Co., Allegheny, Pa.

Utes, Frank, J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Vail, J. A., Hooven, Owens & Reutschler Co. Hamilton, O.
Van Cleave, J. M., Michigan Stove Co., Detroit.

Van Cleave, Giles B., Michigan Stove Co., Detroit.

Van Dorn, W. T.
,
F"itzgerald-Van Dorn Co., Chicago.

Verstraete, E., St. Louis (electric brake).
Vosburgh, A. C, New Process Rawhide Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Vossler, Edw. M., Leschen-McComber-Whyte Co., Co., Chicago.

Walker, Russell, Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Ward, D. O., Weber Ry. Joint Mfg. Co., New York.
Watson, C. W., Member House of Delegates City of vSt. Louis.

Wattles, James F. Rand-Avery Supply Co., Boston.

Weatherly, Robt. H., Scarritt Furniture Co. , St. Louis.

Weber, George A., Weber Ry. Joint Mfg. Co., New York.
Weierbach, Kinzer & Jones Manufacturing Co., Pittsbiu-gh.

Wendell, Jr., Jacob, Taunton Locomotive Mfg. Co., New York.
Wessels, Edw. J., Standard Air Brake Co., New York.
Westlake, C. T., American Steel & Foundry Co., St. Louis.

Wharton, Wm. W., Scranton Manufacturing Co., Scranton, Pa.

Wheeler, G. K. , General Electric Co., New York.
White, C. B., Central Electric Co., Chicago.
White, T. C, Central Union Brass Co., St. Louis.

Whitmore, C. E., Con. Elec. Purifier Co., Chicago.

Whyte, Geo. S., Leschen-Macomber-Whyte Co., Chicago.

Wickham, E. F., St. Louis Register Co., St. Louis.

Wiley, J. R., Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh.

Wilkinson, A. L., Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.

Wilkinson, T. A., Campbell & Zell Co., Baltimore.

Wilkinson, W. H., Diamond Truck & Car Gear Co. Kingston, N. Y.

Williams, N. W., Chicago, 111.

Williams, John R., Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia.

Williams, M. W., Safford & Moore Ry. Jack Co., Chicago.

Wirt, H. C, General Electric Co., New York.
Wise, Clift, Chicago.
Wister, E. A. W., Falk Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.
Woodward, A. H., International Register Co., Chicago.

Woodworth, A. C, Consolidated Car Fender Co., Providence, R. I.

Woodworth, Jr., A.C., Consolidated Car Fender Co.,Providence,R.I.

Wright, T. L., James A. Wright & Sons.

Wurts, A. J., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
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Ycrkcs, Chas. K., Siemens & Ilalske ijleclric Co., Chicago.

Zell, A. Campbell & Zell IJoiler Co., Baltimore.
Zeigenheim, Henry, Collector of City of St. I,ouis.

Ziinmerniaii, W. l''., Westinghouse l^ec. & Mfg. Co., New York.

IvADIES.

Alexander, Louise, vSt. L,ouis.

Allen, Mrs. W. B., vSt. Ivouis.

Alvord, Miss L,ibbieS., St. L,onis.

Anderson, Mrs. J. C, Youngstown, O.
Bailey, Mrs. T. P., Chicago.
Barr, Mrs. Belle, St. Louis.

Bascom, Mrs., St. Louis.
Beach, Mrs. R. H., Trenton, N. J.

Bemis, Mrs. J. L., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Blow, Mrs. J. W., vSt. Louis.
Brady, Mrs. M. J., St. Louis.
Broderick, Mrs., St. Louis.

Brownell, Mrs. F. B., St. Louis.
Buchanan, Mrs. A. ,S., Memphis, Tenn.
Buchanan, Mrs. E. vS., Central Klectric Company.

Carr, Mrs. C. E). A., London, Ont.
Cayee, Miss Susie, St. Louis.
Chambers, Mrs. George, Long Island City, N. Y.
Colcord, Mrs. W. R., Bethlehem, Pa.

Connolly, Mrs. James.
Cook, Mrs. A., St. Louis.
Cook, Miss C, St. Louis.
Cooke, Mrs. M. E., Chicago.

De Figueiredo, Mrs. A.
Diekman, Miss E., St. Louis.
Draffen, Mrs. E. D., St. Louis.
DufTy, Mrs. C. N., St. Louis.
Dumwick, Mrs. W. S., Council Bluffs, la.

Ebanues, Mrs. O., St. Louis.
Elliot, Mrs. H., Jr., St. Louis.
Elliot, Mrs. W. H., St. Louis.
Endris, Mrs. Oscar, St. Louis.

Ferguson, Mrs. J. A., St. Louis.
Fleming, Mrs. A. W., St. Louis.
Flower, Mrs. Walter L. , St. Louis.
Francis, Mrs. A. G., St. Louis.
Frederick, Mrs. E. P., St. Louis.

Geunner, Mrs. C. E., St. Louis.
Gilford, Mrs. H. H.
GofT, Mrs. Robert L., Fall River, Mass.
Green, Mrs. Charles, St. Louis.
Green, Miss Genevieve, St. Louis.
Green, Miss H. M., St. Louis.
Greene, Mrs. F. R., Chicago.
Greene, Miss Mabel E.

Haynes, Miss, Augusta, Ga.
Hand, Mrs. Wm., St. Louis.
Harris, Mrs. John, Cincinnati, O.
Harrison, Mrs., St. Louis.
Hawken, Mrs. Thomas, Rockland, Me.
Heft, Mrs. N. H., Meriden, Conn.
Henry, Mrs. F. R., St. Louis.
Hodgman, Mrs. M., Philadelphia, Pa.
Howard, Mrs. C. H., St. Louis.
Howard, Mrs. Geo. E., St. Louis.
Hudson, Miss Ella, St. Louis.

Jenkins, Mrs. W. W.,
Johnson, Mrs. A. L. ,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Johnston, Mrs. W. J., New York.
Jones, Mrs. F. G., Memphis, Tenn.
Jones, Mrs. Geo. P. , St. Louis.

Kelly, Mrs. W. F., Columbus, O.
Kenfield, Mrs. F. S., Chicago.
Kilpatrick, Mrs. Claude, St. Louis.
Kipperberger, Mrs. Geo. L. , St. Louis.
Kirkwood, MissS. L. , St. Louis.
Kraushaar, Mrs. L. , vSt. Louis.
Kuhlman, Miss Mamie A., Cleveland, O.

Leen, Mrs. Patrick, Cincinnati, O.
Lewis, Mrs. Henry C, St. Louis.
Littell, Mrs. H. M., New York City.

Littell, The Misses, New York City.

Loomis, Mrs. W. S., Springfield, Mass,

MacLenian, Mrs. J., New York City.
McCulloch, Mrs. Robt., St. Louis.
McNeil, Jr., Mrs. M., St. Louis.
McNull, Jr., Mrs. M., Chicago.
Macy, Mrs. E. F., St. Louis.
Markle, Mrs. A., Hazelton, Pa.
Mahoney, Mrs. John, St. Louis.
Major, Mrs. Enima, St. Louis.
Major, Miss Tempest, St. Louis.
Mattox, Mrs. W. A. New York.
Milieu, Mrs. T., New York City.
Miller, Mrs. J., Chicago.
Minary, Mrs. Jos. S., St. Louis.
Mitchell, Mrs. A. B., St. Louis,
Musser, Mrs. F. B., Harrisburg, Pa.

Nelson, Mrs. vS. L., .Springfield, O.

Opel, Miss Amy, St. Louis.
Oswald, Mrs. Edwin H., New York City.

Padfield, Jr., Mrs. J. B., .St. Louis.
Penington, Mrs. T. C, Chicago.
Perry, Mrs. F. D.
Prickham, Mrs. Ed. F., St. Louis.

Radel, Mrs. Andrew, Bridgeport, Conn.
Ringt, Mrs. A. R., .St. Louis, Mo.
Ripley, Mrs. J. B., .St. Louis,
Robinson, Mrs. E. J., St. Louis.
Robinson, Miss Mae, .St. Louis.
Rosenthal, Mrs. G. D., St. Louis.
Rudel, Mrs. Andrew, St. Louis.

Shultz, Mrs. Mary E., St. Louis.
Shultz, Mrs. M. E., St. Louis.
Shultz, Miss M. E., .St. Louis.
Seibel, Mrs. George F., Taunton, Mass.
Sergeant, Mrs. C. S., Boston, Mass.
Sharp, Mrs. Chas. E., St. Louis, Mo.
Shainwald, Mrs. J. C, Chicago.
Scrugham, Mrs. G. R., Cincinnati, O.
Stevens, Miss, Memphis, Tenn.
Stockton, Mrs. W. L., Evansville, Ind.
Stone, Mrs. E. K., Jr., Quincy 111.

Strausbarger, Mrs. E , St. Louis.
Sutton, Mrs., St. Louis.

Ten Broeck, Mrs. W. H., Kingston, N. Y.
Tripp, Miss, St. Louis.

Van Horn, Mrs. Burt, Buffalo, N. Y.

White, Mrs. C. B., Chicago.
Wickham Mrs. E. H., St. Louis.
Windsor, Mrs. H. H., Chicago.
Wyman, Mrs. C. D., Milwaukee, Wis.
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Insurance Against Liability of Common Car=
riers of Passengers.

In the February, 1896, number of the Street Rail-
way JouRNAiv we discussed the legality of policies of in-

surance which sought to indemnify common carriers of

passengers against liabilit)' arising out of their negligence

for the loss of life and limb of passengers and others. At
that time there was pending in the Court of Appeals of

Maryland an action in which the question arose, and since

then that court has handed down a decision which must be
interesting to all common carriers of passengers, both in

its direct effect and in the tendency which is indirectly

shown in the reasoning of the court.

The court learnedly expounds the proposition that
" public policy is a variable quantity; that it must vary
"and does vary with the habits, capacities and opportun-
" ities of the public"; and after reviewing the fire insur-

ance cases in the Supreme Court of the United States, to

which we referred in our former article, and after admit-

ting that no contract can be made between the carrier of

passengers and the passenger himself, which restricts or

limits its obligation to the passenger and the public to the

exercise of the highest degree of care and diligence, the

court proceeds to point out that, in its opinion, there is a

distinction between such a contract made with the pass-

enger and the policies in question, which "leave that
'

' liability precisely where and as complete as it was before
" they were written," and after suggesting that the con-

tract of insurance merely furnishes the common carrier

with a fund out of which it can pay its liability, it holds

that such policies are valid contracts.

But there is a sentence in the opinion which seems to

demand careful consideration, although it be only a dictum.

The court says, "The compensation to an individual,
" whether passenger, employee or stranger is, after all, a
" money compenaation, and though the life or limb of a
" person may be, and certainly is, of greater intrinsic value
" than goods and chattels, still the law knows of no other
'

' means of making compensation or approximate compen-
" sation in either instance, than by the assessment of
" damages in dollars and cents".

So far as this refers to the loss of or injury to a limb,

perhaps no criticism can be made upon the statement; but
so far as it refers to loss of life, it appears to assert a novel
proposition and one dangerous not only to the interests of

the passenger and the public, but dangerous to the com-
mon carrier. Let it once be supposed that, contrary to

the ancient doctrine of the common law, there is such a
thing as

'

' compensation '

' for the loss of human life and
a double result would obtain.

First, there would be a deadening of the responsibility

felt by the common carrier, and, in the second place, there
would be an increased tendency in courts and juries to

give damages over and above those allowed by the stricter

and more logical rules of law as heretofore laid down in

our decisions. These decisions nowhere suggest that even
the family of the deceased is "compensated." Only
certain pecuniary losses sustained by a certain number
of persons by the death are made good, and those but
partially. This is incidentally, but clearly, shown in our
discussion of six cent verdicts in negligence cases in the
March number of the Journal. There is and can be no
" compensation " paid to the dead man, who has suffered

Communications relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 32 Nassau Street, New York.

the greatest loss that can be inflicted, nor is there any
'

' compensation '

' made to the state and community for

the loss of its citizen, as is shown in the decisions cited in

our former article.

It is not a question of degree, as the court would seem
to imply. A human life

'

' most certainly is of greater in-
" trinsic value than goods and chattels;" but the very
taking of the life robs the law of the ability of making
any compensation whatever to the wronged person, who,
without fault of his own, has lost his life through the fault

of another, and tlie law should shrink at the idea that the
state by a penalty or fine can be indemnified for the loss

which it has sustained.

But, as already noted, the propositions we have been
commenting upon, contained in the opinion, are but dicta,

and the decision, based upon the reasoning of the court,

does not seem to necessarily rest upon these propositions.

The opinion reported in 82 Maryland, 535, is full of

interest, and we feel some regret at not being able to quote
it more fully, but owing to the necessary omission in the
October number of the Journal of the current cases from
the reports, and their publication in this number, our
space is limited. H.

STATUTES, ORDINANCES, CHARTERS, POWERS, ETC.

New Jersey.—Under P. L. 1895, p. 462, providing that, where
the route of a railway crosses an estabhshed steam railway, applica-
tions shall be made to the chancellor to define the mode, who shall

proceed to define it, and shall avoid a grade crossing if, in his
judgment, it be reasonably practicable to do so, and the public
safety so requires, he cannot change the location of the crossing to
a point which he considers better for the public.

It is not " reasonably practicable," within such act, to avoid a
grade crossing of an electric railway or a steam railroad where an
overhead or undergrade crossing will cost |ioo,ooo, and will ma-
terially interfere with the approach on the highway to an important
railroad depot, and it appears a grade crossing can be rendered safe

by a signal tower and apparatus for stopping an electric car if the
motorman disobey signals to stop.—(/« rc Atlantic Highlands v.

Ry. Co., 35 At. Rep. 387.)

Pennsylvania.—Though the right of a street railway com-
pany, even to that part of the street occupied by its rails, is only in
common with that of other travelers, its right to use an ordinary and
usual appliance upon the track to repair the overhead wire is, for a
reasonable time, paramount.

The consent of the borough, if necessary to enable a street rail-

way company to change from horse power to an electric trolley sys-

tem, will be presumed from the acquiescence of the borough in such
change for five years, so far as to preclude an individual, in a suit

against the company for personal injuries, from claiming that the
maintenance of such system is negligence per se.—(Potter v Scran-
ton Traction Co. (Pa. Sup.) 35, At. Rep. 188).

Pennsylvania.—Acts May 14, 1889 (P. L. 211), does not limit
corporations chartered under it to the right to build passenger rail-

ways on " streets " properly so called, but authorizes the building of
such railways through boroughs, and over township or country
roads.—Pennsylvania R.

The charter of a street passenger railway company, granted
under Acts May 14, 1889 (P. L. 211), covered the route on which
the road was built,[and it had the consent of the local authorities, of
all the owners of property along the roads occupied, and of
those through whose property its lines passed. Held, that
a railroad company whose tracks were crossed by such street

railway, and which owned no land abutting on the streets or
roads occupied by such passenger railway, could not dispute the
passenger railway company's rights to construct and operate its

road over such streets and roads.

But where such passenger railway passed over an overhead
bridge which was not built originally for a street passenger railway,
and which passed over such railroad company's tracks, the railroad

company was entitled to be protected from the danger to it and its

passengers arising from the use of the bridge by the street railroad

company.— ( Pennsylvania R. Co. v. Greensburg, J. & P. St. Ry. Co.

35 At. Rep. 122.)

i
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Construction and Maintcniincc of Electric
Kailway Tracks.

By Gko. H. NKir.soN.*

Foundation.—In preparing the foiuulalion, or subgrade in the
construction of track laid in city limits where girder rail is required,

it is a great mistake to make any arbitrary specification as to the

thickness of the concrete. It should depend on the solidity of the

ground on which it is laid; in many places four inches is ample, and
in others six or eight inches may be necessary. The engineer, or

whoever has charge of the con.struction, should watch this up care-

fully as it is very important, and if the work is properly done it will

be of la.sting benefit. A few soft spots if not taken care of, will

soon make themselves felt, and will spoil the effect of the balance of

the work. The excavation for the foundation should not be any
wider than necessary. Eight feet for a five foot three inch gauge is

ample. The depth, of course, depends on the height of rail, thickness
of concrete, etc.

Concrelc.—The concrete should consist of one part of cement,
two parts of sharp sand, and five parts of stone, not larger than will

pass through a two inch ring. The sand and cement should be
mixed drj- and turned over at least four times before water is used.

The stone must be wet before being added to the sand and cement,
and the whole thoroughly mixed on a board platform with tight

joints. After the concrete is spread it must be rammed hard, the
ramming to continue until water comes to the top, care being taken
to keep it uniform and smooth. About one inch of coarse sand or
gravel should be spread over it to make a bed for the ties. The
spaces between the ties should be filled with broken stone, sand or
gravel.

Tics.—The ties should be at least six inches on face, seven feet

six inches long, of white or rock oak and thoroughly seasoned. If

practicable it would be well to treat them with creosote or wood
preserver of some kind. They must be hewed and not sawed.
They shoidd be laid with twenty-six inch centers or fourteen to

every thirty feet.

Rails.—The rails should be at least seventy pounds to the yard,

and heavier if the traffic over the line will warrant it. They should
be in sixty foot lengths. The usual thirty foot rail is harder to keep
in shape on account of the numerous joints, and does not ride as

well.

Splices.—Splices should be six-holed, for all rails under seven
inches in height. If the rail is over seven inches there should be
two rows of six bolts, one beneath the other, as one row will not
hold the wide splices tight against the rail. The splices should rest

firmly on the base of the rail, and fit snugly under the head. All

bolts should be put on with nut-locks; if this is not done the con-
stant jar will wear them, and the joint will get loose. In fastening
the rail to the ties, if tie plates are not used, care should be taken to

give the rail a good bearing across the entire face of the tie; as the
average hewed tie will not allow this, they should be adzed off be-

fore the rail is laid. If this is not done the rail will work \mder the
pressure of the cars. The most satisfactory way to fasten the rail to

the ties, would be by means of tie plates. Plates with a raised lug
to prevent the rails spreading and with claws to hold them to the
tie, answer several purposes. They hold the track to gauge, which
is very important and is more than spikes will do; they lengthen the
life of the cross ties and hold the track in surface better. Rail
chairs which bolt or spike to the tie, and upon which the rail rests,

are practically useless where traffic is heavy, and they will work and
break and are a constant source of annoyance. The preservation of

the gauge is very important, and to my mind tie plates will do this

better than any other method now in use. If put on every other tie

they would hold the rail, although if used on every one would
make a more solid and lasting piece of work.

Frogs, etc.—Frogs should be solid. Solid frogs last longer than
those that are made up of several pieces bolted together, and do not
get loose and rattle. The same is also true of the switches and
mates. If the track is properly laid, the maintenance will be a
small item for some time, but when repairs are necessary they
should be made at once. It is far better to take hold of the work in

time, than to wait until the whole line is in bad condition. It is

very poor policy to construct a road on a cheap scale, as it takes but
a short while for it to need repairs, and the result will be a con-
stant strain on the company for maintenance, which will in the end
be far more expensive than a well built road would have been.

SUBURBAN TRAFFIC.

Suburban traffic on trolley lines has grown to such an extent in

the last few years that the proper location of roads has become of

great importance. Not only must we take into consideration the
localities to be touched, but we nmst get to them by the shortest and
most economical way. By economical, I mean both from a construc-
tion and operative standpoint. Before a road is definitely located,

many things nnist be taken into consideration, such as the future of
the county through which the road is to be built, and how great a
factor in the encouragement of suburban living the road will prove.
Travel over the road must be attractive, and unless it is well lo-

cated and laid, it cannot be made so; and people will not patronize
it to the extent they otherwise would. Any points which will cause

*Abstract of paper read before the Pennsylvania State Association, Sept. 2,

1896.

the public to use the road should not be lo.sl sight of, and many
trolley companies have built parks and places of anmsement on
their lines with this idea.

S ub-Cradc.—When the road has been located, the alignment
and grade should be staked out, and not laid out by the eye, as is

sometimes done. The grade should be as nearly uniform as possi-

ble, all humps, short dips and sudden changes in grade being
avoided. Hills must, of course, be climbed, but the short dips can
be worked out, and should be, as they cause an uncomfortable
lurching to a rapidly moving car, which cannot be remedied, ex-

cept by raising the track. High places shoidd Vje kept out when the
grade is first made. "When they are once in they can only be gotten
rid of by digging down—a very expensive piece of work after the
track is laid.

If the company con.structing the road cannot afford a good
grade at the outset of its career, it must never lose sight of the fact

that its grade is faulty, and gradually work it into shape. If the
road is adjacent to a wagon road, it should be at least a foot higher
in order to avoid the drainage. The roadbed should be drained and
protected from water as thoroughly as possible. The absence of
the proper channels for the escapement of water has very often re-

sulted in serious damage, and the eventual expenditure of more
money than serviceable ditches would have cost. Before ditches
are constructed the watersheds adjacent to the road should be
studied, as it is a useless expense to provide larger ditches than are
necessary, but it is worse not to have them large enough. Ditches
along a single track road should be well outside the trolley poles,

and if the line is a double track one, they should be at least seven
feet from the ends of the ties. If they are too clo.se, the roadbed
will work out and become unsettled, and the result will be pumping
ties if the ground is at all soft. Water should not be carried under
the track, if possible to avoid it. If it must be, iron or terra cotta

pipe or stone culverts should be put in. The ordinary wooden box
decays and in the end is mo.st expensive.

Bridges.—Where it is necessary to cross a creek or ravine, deck
girders or I beams should be used. Timber rots out and is not
serviceable when compared to iron. The girders should rest on
stone .supports, solidly built and on a good foundation. If this is

done they will last for years. If the bridge is over a creek, it should
be high enough to allow the water in time of freshet plenty of head-
room. If this is not done, floating timlier is liable to prove destruc-
tive.

Ties.—The cross-ties should be of white or rock oak, well sea-

soned and hewed Chestnut ties are too soft, and are more affected

by the weather. They should be at least eight feet long, six inches
on face and laid with twenty-six inch centers.

Jiail.—The rail should be at least seventy pounds to the yard
and thirty feet long laid with joints, staggered fifteen feet apart.

Splices should be six-holed with full complement of bolts and nut-
locks. In spiking the rail to the ties, the inside spokes should be
opposite each other, and the outside spokes opposite, the reason be-

ing obvious.

Curves.—In laying out curves, the regular curvature should not
be carried through the entire length of the curve. If it is done, the
change from the straight line on to the curve is so abrupt that the
wheels will strike the point of the curve instead of traveling easily

on to it. To avoid this the ends of the curve should be flat-

tened or "eased off," as trackmen say. This flattening should be
short so as not to extend too far into the curve and destroy its regu-
larity.

The proper elevation of curves is important and no set rule can
be made for it. It depends principally on the rapidity of the car
movement. If elevation can be avoided at all it should be, as it is

hard to keep in shape if the roadbed is not solid and the track well
ballasted.

Road Crossings.—Where the wagon traffic over the road cross-

ing is heavy, it should be planked solid. If the traffic is light it can
be made of wooden strips parallel to the rail and across ends and the
center filled with stone.

Ballast.—The track should be well ballasted. Broken stone or
screenings are much preferable to cinder, as they hold the track
better and are not so hard on the ties.

Maintenance

.

—The gauge of the track should always be exact.
Any inequality will affect the riding of the cars to a very appreci-
able extent. Line and surface should be kept in as good shape as
possible. A rough road is not apt to attract passengers, besides be-
ing anything but a credit to the management. The roadbed should
be kept as clean and neat as finances will permit, and the ditches
lined up and free from dirt and weeds. The patrons of a road no-
tice many things which some managements overlook, and a road
which attracts attention on account of its smoothness and clean ap-
pearance has done much that will encourage travel. In the fall, the
track should have a thorough lining and surfacing in preparation
for winter, especially if it is laid in soft ground. If well ballasted,

it will not be easilj' affected by the frost, but if it is not, the cold
weather will heave it. The only resort then is to shim up the worst
places, and wait until the frost is out of the ground. As .soon as the
weather opens in the spring, extra trackmen should be put on so as
to go over the track in a short time; putting in ties where needed,
and giving it a thorough fixing up. After this has been done, the
regular force should be able to keep it in first class shape. Three
good men can take care of eight miles of track if it is well laid and
ballasted.
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IT is a wouderful thing that iu a time of severe business

and industrial depression and, in the opinion of many
people, of great national peril, there should be brought

together from all parts of the United States over one

thousand representatives of a great industry to discuss

purely business matters relating to their present and future

prosperity, and to witness an exhibition of manufactured

goods, the mere transportation of which to and from the

place of meeting, together with the labor of putting

in place and the attendance during the exposition, repre-

sents a sum of monej' larger than ever expended for a sim-

ilar purpose in the brightest and most prosperous years of

the past. The Fifteenth Annual Convention of the Amer-
ican vSti'eet Railway Association, held at St. Louis last

month, was from every point of view the most successful

one in its history', and marks in the Association's life a

turning point toward better things than have ever yet

been attained, rich though its record is in notable achieve-

ments. There have been times, we confess, when we have

taken a somewhat gloomy view of the Association's future

—when we have feared that the seeds of disintegration

were being sown. It has never stood on firmer ground, how-

ever, than to-day, nor been more sure of a useful and pros-

perous career. This has been due to several causes. In

the first place, the Association's debt was cleared off by a

general subscription at the meeting at Montreal last year,

and the President and Executive Committee of 1895-6

have managed its affairs with such skill and economy that

it is now on a firm financial footing. In the second place,

St. Louis and the St. Louis street railway companies have

been most generous in their hospitality to the convention

of 1896, and a convention more free from objectionable

features and more enjoyable to those iu attendance has

never been held. In the third place, the manufacturers

have come forward this year with an exhibition of great

variety and instructive value. But more than all else, the

papers presented have had remarkable engineering and

practical value. The genuine business of an association

of this character—the papers and the discussion of prob-

lems of practical importance to members—must always be

the real foundation of the convention structure, and if

this foundation is weak, there is danger that the whole

will sooner or later fall to the ground.

* * *

The retiring officers and Executive Committee de-

serve the unqualified thanks of the Association for their

untiring efforts in its behalf during the year. P'our of

them, Mes.srs. Littell, Kelly, Markle and Morgan have been

present at every executive meeting during the year, and

have borne the brunt of the work, while Secretary Pen-

ington has been a valuable executive officer, and one

whose opinions have been sought by the committee on

every subject. It is probable that to the personal popu-

larity of President Littell and Secretary Penington is due,

in a large measure, the magnificent exhibit made by the

manufacturers, although the local committee at St. Louis

deserves the utmost praise for the complete and thoniugh

way in which all the details of the exhibit and of the con-

vention itself were carried out.

>ji ^Ic 5l< ^ ^i^

The new Executive Committee will be a strong and

vigorous force tending to carry the Association to still

higher levels. No man stands higher among street rail-

way managers than Captain McCulloch, the new president,

who has proven himself, in his administration of the seven

different properties in St. Louis owned by the Na-

tional Railway Company, of Chicago, as progressive in his

ideas as he is energetic and industrious in the management

of his trust. C. S. Sergeant, the first vice-president, is

general manager of the West End Street Railway Com-

pany, of Boston, one of the largest and most valuable

properties in the world. D. B. Dyer, the second vice-

president, is president of the Augusta (Ga. ) Railway

Company, and has other large financial interests in the

South. The third vice-president, C. F. Holmes, has suc-

cessfully conducted a general consolidation of the street

railways of Kansas City, during the last two years, and is

now manager of one of the most important properties in the

West. In accordance with custom, H. M. Littell, the re-

tiring president, has been placed on the Executive Com-

mittee, where his experience in the work of the Associa-

tion last year will be of value to the new committee.

Other members of the Executive Committee are Harry
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SciiUin, who is vice-president and general manager of the

Union Depot Railway Company, of St. Louis, and who is,

perhaps, the youngest manager of an important street rail-

way property in the country; Geo. B. Hippee the general

manager of the Des Moines City Railway Company; H. P.

Bradford, general manager of the Cincinnati Inclined

Plane Railway Company, and Clias. H. Smith, superin-

tendent of the Troy City Railway Company. Mr. Pen-

ington has well earned his re-election as the Association's

secretary and treasurer, and it is understood that he is

planning new work for the coming year, which will bring

the secretary's office into close touch with every member.

IT is a privilege to listen to and to study so valuable a

paper as that of Mr. Bowen's on the subject of "Track

and Track Joints." Mr. Bowen treats the subject from a

purely engineering standpoint and brings out, in his dis-

cussion of the influences bearing on the success of track,

a number of novel and interesting points. In the very

beginning of his paper, he shows in a clear and graphi-

cal way how important it is for the economical use of

both rail and wheel, to match the one to the other so

as to prevent the excessive wear on both which comes

about in the effort to bring them to a bearing surface by

use. The evils brought about by carelessness or indiffer-

ence to this feature of track and wheels are seen on

almost every street railway in this country and it is only

when street railway managers understand that wheels

must be coned for proper centering on the track and that

the rail heads should therefore be beveled to approxi-

mately fit the coned surface of the wheel, that sharp

flanges and excessive wear on the rail head will disappear.

Mr. Bowen states that in his experience thirty-five per

cent additional life has been given to both wheels and

rails by this simple expedient. Mr. Bowen also takes up

a branch of the subject, to which little attention has been

given by street railway engineers in times past, and that is

the composition of the rails. The great trouble with a

rail weak in carbon is that it " squashes out" in service,

i. e. , it is hammered down by the cars to a broader and a

lower surface. Examples of this action may be seen in a

great many cities, and the heavy rail sections which have

been put in so generally within the last two or three years

are perhaps more likely to suffer from this action than

from almost any other to which they are subjected. In

our opinion a higher percentage of carbon, up to even .60

or .65 per cent, should be specified by street railway com-

panies, instead of .40 to .50 per cent at present in common
use. It is true that with these higher percentages of car-

bon the rails become more brittle and breakages are some-

what more likely to occur, but the danger of train acci-

dents from rail breakage in street railway work is almost

nil, while it has been one of the principal reasons for keep-

ing the carbon percentage down in steam railroad work.

In the matter of joints, Mr. Bowen has had perfect satis-

faction with cast welding and certainly the record which

he shows in a breakage of less than one per cent of the

joints so far laid down is remarkably good. One thing

seems to be demonstrated in cast welding joint work, and

that is, that the rails should be most thoroughly cleaned

and polished before the cast is made, as this greatly affects

the strength of the joint. Mr. Bowen's " dynamometer"

or
'

' track observation' ' car is a valuable invention and he

has shown the spirit of a true engineer in offering to fur-

nish to his brother managers withotit charge full working

drawings of such a car or to loan them the car it.self. His

method of determining with .some approach to accuracy,

the amount of money which can be profitably spent in

repairing track is a'very interesting one and is worthy of

careful study and imitation.

TITTR. MCCULLOCH'S paper on "The Modern Power
House" is also one of high engineering value

and in it will be found one of the most complete and lucid

di.scussions of the different elements which go to make up
a well designed power station that we have ever .seen.

There is evidently a strong element of "horse sense" in

Mr. McCulloch's personal composition, for he does not fall

into the error common to so many engineers of putting

theoretical efficiency above practical results in dollars and

cents, but, on the contrary, advises the placing of .simplic-

ity and reliability in a power station plant above consider-

ations of minimmn fuel consumption, pointing out the great

loss of receipts cau.sed by a .shutdown of a station from any

cau.se. In his di.scussion of steam generating apparatus he

brings out several points regarding the use of economizers

and other feedwater heaters which are based on a close ob-

.servation of results found by him in visiting, during the past

year, a large number of power stations in different parts

of the country. In his di.scu.ssion of steam consuming ap-

paratus he strongly recommends direct connected units,

and states that the main objection originally urged again.st

them, namely, that the .shocks resulting from quick

changes in load are thrown directly on the engine and
might prove a destructive influence, is met by the fact

that in none of the installations of direct driven generators

so far made can any trouble be traced to this source. He
regards with some favor the use of storage batteries in

railway plants to equalize the fluctuations of load and to

make it possible to run the generator and engine plant at

maximum efficiency throughout the day's run as well as

to take care of the owl cars at night. He urges cleanli-

ness in the power station as one of the most important points

bearing on economical operation, and even goes so far as

to say that "there is more loss throiigh dirty and

greasy electrical devices, badly set valves, leaky steam

joints, poor firing and careless supervision than ever will

be gained through the use of compound, condensing

engines.
'

' Mr. McCulloch has obtained operating figures

from a number of large modern power houses, East and

West, and finds that results range from $.0075 per kilo-

watt hour to $.0125 per kilowatt hour, these figures

including cost of coal, water, supplies, repairs, and labor,

but not including taxes, insurance, interest, or depre-

ciation. Converting these figures into annual costs, it will

be seen that our large electric railway power hou.ses are

producing power, on the basis of twenty hour .service per

day, at from $54.75 to $91.25 per kilowatt per annum, or,

from $41 to $68 per electrical horse power, per annum. It

is interesting in this connection to compare these figures

with the estimates given by Dr Charles E. Emery in a dis-

cussion of the cost of producing power in 500 h. p. units,

made in 1893. Dr. Emery's figures showed that 500 net

mechanical horse power could be delivered on, for exam-
ple, the dynamo shaft of a direct connected engine, for

$30-39 per horse power per annum with $2 coal, $38.45
with $3 coal, and $46.51 with $4 coal. If we assume a dy-

namo efficiency of ninety-three per cent, these figures
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would become $32.70 per electrical horse power with $2

coal, $41.30 with $3 coal, and $50 with $4 coal, these fig-

ures being all based on a twenty hour day for 365 days

and covering fuel, supplies, labor, and repairs on engines

alone. It would seem, therefore, that there is an oppor-

tunity for electric railway plants to increase their economy,

particularly in view of the fact that units larger than 500

h. p. are usually found in most modern electric railway

power stations, and several of them at that, so that the

labor account, at least,ought to be less than in the assumed

examples of Dr. Emery. It is nevertheless true that electric

railway stations in our principal cities often have to work

under disadvantages from one cause or another, sometimes

because of inability to obtain condensing water, sometimes

because of heavy cost of fuel delivered at the power sta-

tions, and always because of heavy fluctuations in load

which prevent maximum engine economy from being

reached.

MR. WYMAN, in his paper " How Can the Revenue of

Street Railways be Increased ? '

' offered a number

of important suggestions upon this topic, which is of live

interest to street railway managers. Like the wholesale

house which " wanted orders," the best methods of devel-

oping traffic should be constantly in the thoughts of the

manager of a street railway company. It is to secure

revenue that a street railway company is organized, that is

its raison d' ctre, and efforts to keep and add to the traffic

of a road should not be relaxed under the idea that people

will ride anyway. That the traffic of a railway can be

increased by making the cars attractive, by politeness on

the part of the attendants, and by the thousand and one

ways which the good manager knows by instinct, but

which the poor manager never thinks of, is now undis-

puted, we think. Such attention to the needs or whims of

passengers does not require in many cases any additional

expense. A thorough stud}- of the local conditions, a

readiness to grasp and improve opportunities which may
be presented as they come along, publicity of the desirable

kind and the ability to impress the mind of the public

with the constant idea that the seeker after their business

is doing his best to care for them and to anticipate their

wants—these are the essential features of successful busi-

ness men, whether in the street railway industry or in any

other trade. That the essential principles of ordinary

business affairs apply to the traffic side of street railway

operation is becoming more and more true. As Mr.

Wyman clearly pointed out, the traffic manager stands in

his relation to the public somewhat like a retail merchant

seeking customers. And as the trend in business is con-

stantly toward a greater effort on the part of the seller to

attract and please the customer, street railway companies

are finding that they can no longer wait for passengers to

come to them, but if they wish to secure all the traffic

possible in a city, must use business methods to accom-

plish that end. Handsome and comfortable cars, short

headway and uniformed attendants are ways to gain cus-

tomers. Mr.Wyman states that his company in addition has

published a folder giving the routes of his lines and ways

of reaching the most desirable pleasure resorts, and time

tables of the different lines have been profitable. Other

roads, we know, have had a similar experience, and one,

the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, even publishes

a monthly in the interest of its traffic department.

But on every road subordinates must be depended upon

to carry out any line of policy, and the successful outcome

of even the most wisely conceived plans and policies

may be prevented by improper or inadequate support.

Every motorman and conductor should be made to feel a

personal interest in the success of his company, as well as

a pride in its service and equipment. This can be helped

by discussing with him the necessities and objects of the

company, explaining the reasons for the enactment of any

new rules which may appear arbitrary, and by showing

him that the interests of an employer and employe are

identical, and that he gains when his company is prosper-

ous and suffers when it is subject to loss. The opposite

doctrine, that capital and labor are opposed and that their

interests lie in opposite directions, has been preached so

long by demagogues who have had ulterior objects to serve

that it has come to be regarded by many as an admitted

fact. This idea should be combated by showing to

employes a desire on the part of the railwaj' company to

help them better their condition, to instruct them in their

duties and to care for their comfort as much as possible,

confident that all efforts in this line will have a direct effect

on the efficiency of a road by producing a more intelligent

and better class of employes. Mr. Wyman's monthly

bulletin, in which the official notices of the company and

suggestions to aid the motormen and conductors in their

work are published, is a most excellent idea and has been

foimd. We understand, to serve its purpose well on that

road. Other railways might find this an important method

of bringing about closer relations between the officials and

employes. It would seem desirable, however, to distribute

this bulletin by mail directly to the residence of each

employe. In this way the officials of the company would

be more certain that each employe received his copy than

if they depended upon his taking a copy from the car

house. Moreover, in case of strike the side of the railway

company could be presented in the bulletin and read by

the employe and his family, whereas he might not call at

the car house or office of the company for his copy. The

other suggestions by Mr. Wyman are all valuable, and his

paper as a whole is one of the most imteresting on the sub-

ject of traffic ever presented to the Association.

THE paper on '

' Modern Overhead Construction '

' by

Mr. Benjamin Willard was a valuable discussion on

this subject and was especially interesting as showing the

great progress which has been made in this branch of

railway equipment since the first electric road was installed.

A valuable comparison was made by Mr. Willard of the

relative cost of maintenance of overhead construction using

iron and wooden poles for a period of thirty years, the total

cost, including two renewals of wooden poles, being very

nearly the same for the two, with a difference slightly in

favor of the wooden construction. It would be instructive

to have a comparison also with these figures of those of

poles treated with creosote or some other preservative ma-

terial. We understand that poles used for outside work

and so treated have given a life in Germany considerably

greater than that assigned by Mr. Willard for iron poles.

ON account of limitation of space we shall reserve un-

til another month more extended mention of the valu-

able papers by Mr. Kelly and Mr. Akarman on '

' The

Selection and Management of Employes '

' and
'

' Street

Railway Trucks '

' respectively.
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PAPERS READ AT THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

Track and Track Joints: Construction,
Maintenance and Bonding.

By M. K. BowEN.

After signing a contract to tell my associates in business how to

construct and maintain a street railway track, I Vjegan to cast around

for data bearing upon the subject, and found that the life of a rail

was measured by the wearing out of the head, and less than twelve

per cent was worn away before we sold the old rail for scrap; hence

the deduction that the point of contact between the wheel and the

rail, in other words, the bearing and wearing part of the track, was
the most important consideration. I asked a wheel manufacturer

why wheels of street railroad cars were made conical or beveled

shape instead of flat. His answer was '

' To draw out of the mould, of

course." Not being satisfied, I asked a steam railroad man the same
quest'on; he said it was for the purpose of compensating on curves

for the farther travel of the outside wheel.

If I had asked a street railroad man the same question he would
have promptly and correctly answered (even if he did not know and
had to guess) that the bevel on a car wheel was for the purpose of

centering the car on the track, providing a means for a lagging wheel
to Catch up again, maintaining the axles of the car at right angles

with the rail of track. The foundry man was wrong, because we all

know that flat wheels can be made. The steam railroad man, when
he answered, had in mind his lo deg. maximum curve, but in

applying his answer to our conditions he was wrong, because on a

quarter circle curve of 50 ft. radius, 30 in. wheels, the outside wheel
is compelled to travel 7 ft. 434" ins. farther than the inside wheel, and

place. The analysis of the action develops a coal saving, wear

saving movement, always at work; a sort of a silent partner produc-

ing part of your dividend, for if this motion did not exist the wheel

which once got behind, an axle which once assumed a position not

at right angles with the truck, would be apt to remain in its faulty

position during the entire trip, requiring excess of power to haul the

car, and abnormal wear of wheel and rail, resulting in sharp flange

wheels and short life of rail.

The action taking place is this: suppose the car has shifted

toward the rail, y y'
,
Fig. i. This action causes the wheel [a) to

bear upon its smallest diameter and the wheel {b) to bear upon its

greatest diameter, with the result that [b) runs ahead of (a). This

brings the axle at an angle with the rails, as shown by [a') [b').

The wheels will now tend to shift to the opposite side— x x'—the

wheel («) will rest upon its largest diameter, while the wheel (6)

will rest upon its smallest diameter, when {a') will start and run

ahead of {b'), bringing the axle into position shown by {a") {b"),

and so this action keeps up continually, tending always to keep the

truck in the center of the track.

If the wheels had no bevel the result would be that unless the

rails were exactly on the same level the car would shift to one side

—the result you all know.
Take first a conical wheel running on a rail, the surface of

which is level. Referring to Fig. 2, we note that the rail and

street Ry.Juuiifzl

FIG. 2.

Street Rj-Jcniriial'

FIG. 3.

the absurdity of the bevel of yl in. on a 2 in. tread compensating for

this travel, and preventing slipping is readily apparent, as it would

require a bevel of i J-i ins. in a 2 in. tread to compensate for the dif-

ference in travel of the wheels. The effect of the slipping of wheels

on curves is clearly shown by the brightness of the rails, showing

abnormal wear.

The street railroad man was right, because if he stands behind

any of his receding cars he notices the movement of the car from

side to side with a rhythmic motion which tells of an action taking

wheel make contact only at the point shown at (a). This is the state

of affairs when the rail and wheel are new.

In a few months, if we again examine our wheel and rail, we
will not find them the same as when we first looked at them. We
now observe that the wheel is badlj' worn next to the flange, while

the inner edge of the head of the rail has flattened to a considerable

extent and worn down. Both the wheel and the rail are doing their

best to come to a common bearing surface, but it is at the expense

of scrap wheels, of which only half of the tread has been worn
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through the chill. It is quite plain that the rate of wear must be

enormous at first, for the whole weight of the car is brought to bear

tipon a very small surface (a, Fig. 2), almost a point, I might say.

This rate of wear steadily decreases as the surfaces of the rails and

wheels wear themselves away, until the contact between the two is a

line the whole width of the rail, and not merel}' a point. But long

before the surface of the rail has conformed to the surface of the

in one revolution of the wheel. But this waste of power due to

slipping is very slight, for, considering the co-efiicient of friction as

.15, we find that for a ton mile the energy lost by this slipping is

.0104 h. p.; so small, in fact, that on account of other advantages it

may be ignored.

The experience of the Chicago City Railway Company, which

first tried this form of head, has been that it saved wear of both

rails and wheels, increasing their life by about thirty-five per cent.

Why not, in building a track, put in rails which are beveled to con-

Slrcet Ry.Jcui-nall

FIG. 4.
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FIG. 5.

Street By. Journal

FIG. 6.

wheel tread, where the best form is attained, the head of the rail has

lost a large per cent of the metal allowed for wear, and as wheels

wear faster than rails it has taken, in some cases, thousands of

quickly worn out wheels to bring the rail to its final and best form.

Figs. 3 and 4 show sections of the rail now in use on the State

Street cable line, the height of the head being ij\ ins. high. The
first rail put in State Street, Chicago, had a head ^ in. high; this

was increased to i in., and later to i j-^jv ins. ; it is beveled to con-

form with the bevel of the car wheel for two-thirds of its section

from the gauge line across the head.

Many will ask, no doubt, if there is not a slipping of the wheels

on the rails, due to the unequal diameter of the wheel at all points.

There is, imagining the wheel divided into three parts at right

angles to its axis (Fig. 3), and each piece free to move by itself,

and whose diameters are situated at a, b and c, respectively, it is

quite evident that as the portion
( a ) makes one revolution it will

form to that of the car wheel at first, and not spend time and money
wearing the wheel and rail down to fit each other ?

Fig. 5 shows a section of a new and an old car wheel, which shows
clearly the manner in which the tread of the wheel will wear if used

on a rail with no bevel. The record of car miles of this wheel is not

known, but no doubt a great amount of energy was lost before it

had worn down to its most economical state.

FIG. 7

travel over a less distance than the portion (b) would, and similarly

the portion [c) will travel farther than the portion in one revo-

lution, but on account of it being all one the portion {a) travels far-

ther than it otherwise would, thereby causing it to slip; the portion

(r) would travel a less distance than it otherwise would, thereby

causing it also to slip.

The above is based on the supposition that the car would move
a distance equal to the circumference of the wheel at the point {b)

FIG. 8.

Fig. 6 shows a rail taken from State Street track after eight

years' wear, during which time 8,000,000 car wheels passed over it.

Fig. 7 shows a rail when taken out after eleven years' wear.

The rail should have been taken out three years previous, but owing

to impossibility of getting rails at the time and the "World's Fair

coming at that time the track was not rebuilt. The true rate of

wear cannot be found, as the flange of the wheel had begun to run

on the flange of the rail long before it was taken out. The dotted
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lines show an interesting state of affairs. This section shows the

wear due almost entirely to wagon traffic.

Fig. 8 shows the rail used at the present time in our seven inch

construction with chairs or tie plates. The rail weighs 83 lbs. and

has a head 1 ins. high, beveled as described.

Fig. 9 shows the rail used at the present time in our nine inch

electric construction without chairs or tie plates. The rail weighs

90 lbs. and also has a head i^g ins. high, beveled as described.

The question concerning the composition of the rails is one to

be considered here also. How does the composition affect the life

of the rail? The number of starts and stops made by cars on electric

railways are enormous as compared with those on a steam road. The
result is the wheels slide, sometimes spin, and this together with the

sand and dirt on the track is a cause of great wear on both the

wheels and rails. This wear, together with that due to other causes,

might be greatly reduced by proper composition of metal.

I give below a table gathered from dififerent sources showing

the composition of metal advocated by experts to-day:

A B C D
Carbon .45--55 .55-.60 •50 .40

Manganese .80-1.00 .80-1.00 •75-- 95 .OI

Phosphorus .06 not over .06 not over .09 .11

Silicon .15-- 20 .15-- 20 .10

Sulphur .07 not over .05 not over .07 .06

Rail. Carbon. phosphorus. Silicon.

No. 70 T •43--5I .085 .lO
" 75

"
.45--53

(

4

tc

" 80 "
.48-.56

It ((

" 90 "
•55--63

(

i

" 100 "
.62-. 70

CI ((

It would seem that the harder a rail becomes through its com-

position and the process of rolling the longer it would wear. As

regards this, Mr. Moxham of the Johnson Company says: "There are

two schools—first those who advocate a low hardened and ductile

material as being of the greater wear. Second, those who advocate

the greatest possible hardness, regardless of brittleness. For many
years, without taking positive grounds, I have leaned to the former

class, but the experiments so far have demonstrated to me that

neither class is correct—that the correct solution lies between the

two."

I come now to what has been heretofore the weakest part of

track construction, namely, joints. Once weakened they rapidly

grow worse, and not only are the rails worn at such joints, but the

rate of wear of the car equipment is greatly increased. Were it

only possible to get rails in continuous lengths just as one gets

trolley wire, the railway manager would be happy, but as it is we
must do our best to overcome the difficulty found in making rail

joints solid and rigid to withstand the severe strains which come
upon them. What we want is some method of keeping the rails

from pulling apart at the joints, due to contraction and spreading

outward at joints, and the shape, due to the outward pressure of the

car wheels, and from bending down at the joints, due to the pound-

ing and weight of the cars. The joint I have used for the past

year is a cast welded joint. This has been found to give per-

fect satisfaction as a joint; it is strong and substantial, as

has been proven by its holding under the extreme changes in tem-

perature for which Chicago is noted. Seventeen thousand joints

were put in in 1895, and of these only 154 joints were lost. The joint

in comparative tests has been shown to be far stronger than the rail

itself, and such breakages as have occurred were due to a flaw in the

metal. The metal cast around the joint has eight times the cross

section area that the rail has. Hence, considering steel as four

times as strong as cast iron, the joint is twice as strong as the rail.

It has been found in some cases where this joint was used at cross-

ings with other tracks, the tracks were apt to be pulled out of shape

through the changes of temperature. To overcome this the joint

nearest the crossing should be anchored in a substantial manner.

The method of making the joint is as follows: the rails at the joint

are scraped and brightened, a cast iron mould is placed around the

joint, making a tight fit, into this the molten iron, twenty-five per

cent scrap, twenty-five per cent soft and fifty per cent hard silicon

pig is poured. The metal in contact with the mould begins to cool

and forms a crust, while the interior remains molten. This crust

continues to cool and at the same time contracts, forcing the

molten metal strongly towards the center, which makes a solid and

rigid joint. The top, or bearing part of the ball of the rail is after-

wards filed off perfectly level so that it is very difficult to detect a

joint by riding over it or looking for it. Upon breaking a joint

which has been well cast three spots will usually be found where

amalgamation has taken place between the rail and cast portion,

one on each side of the web and the other on the bottom. These

spots are from lyi ins. to 2 ins. in diameter. There has been some

discussion as to its being a bond for carrying electric current. I

cannot recommend it with certainty as there are occasional joints

which I have taken off where no amalgamation has taken place what-

soever, thus destroying the effect as a bond of all joints in tliat line

of track. To overcome this difficulty I have adopted the plan of

bonding all joints. However, future experiments and care in the

casting of joints may develop their efficiency as a bond.

I give below an outline of specifications for track construction,

used by the Chicago City Railway Company, knowing that it will

not fill all conditions, but will serve as a suggestion for all cases;

Fig. 10 shows a section of same, except as regards joints.

Excavalion.—Excavate to a depth of nine inches below the es-

tablished grade of the street, taking out all dirt for a width of eight-

FIG. 9-

een feet; then excavate for each tie to a depth of five feet, leaving

the earth between the ties in places.

Ties.—^The ties, which should be of good sawed white oak 5 ins.

X 8 ins. X 7 ft., free from sap, are laid in their proper places, 30 ins.

centers, directly upon the ground, and thoroughly tamped with

medium broken stone.

Rails.—The rails to be used are 9 in. girder rails, 5 ins. base, 60

ft. long; the head to be beveled for two-thirds its width to conform

to the bevel of the car wheel (see Fig. 8). These are laid on the

ties and fastened with K in. X K in. X 4K in. H. H. spikes—eight

spikes to a tie. Double nut tie rods, 1% ins. X^ in., are to be

used 6 ft. apart, the first and last to be 3 ft. from the ends of the rail;

the rails on both sides to be filled with wooden or vitrified brick

filling between the paving blocks and the web.

Paving.—The roadbed is now filled to within 8 ins. of the top

of the rails with medium fine limestone, thoroughly tamped. Upon
this place hemlock boards ins. thick, running lengthwise of the

track. Upon this layer of boards a layer of clean sharp sand I in.

deep is to be laid; upon this are to be laid the paving blocks, which

should be No. i white cedar, 6 ins. high. After being laid the

joints are to be filled with good gravel or a limestone screening.
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tamped in place, the top of paving blocks to be even with top of

rail both inside and outside.

Gauge.— The gauge must be 4 ft. 8^ ins., or ^ in. wider than

the gauge kept in the shop for gauging car wheels. This is impor-

tant and should be closely watched.

Level.—There must be not over Yi in. difference in the height

of two opposite rails. Any amount above this will be considered

sufBcient cause for rejecting such part of track and rebuilding or

resurfacing the same. The foundation should be as solid as possible

to make it. The ties should be of such material that their life will

be about equal to that of the rail, if anything a trifle more. The
expense of taking up and replacing pavement and repairing defect-

ive ties is very great. The wood most generally used, and the one

which gives the best satisfaction is good sound white oak free from

sap. Its life is about eight to ten years under ordinary circum-

stances. The nature of the soil has considerable to do with the life

of the tie. It is not good judgment to get the tie which will last the

longest, thereby possibly paying a much higher price, for after the

rails are worn out the tie will still be in a fairly sound condition and

the new rails may be laid on these old ties, which are fit to last only

a portion of the length of time the rails will.

Brace chairs in place of tie rods cannot be recommended for

use with high rails, as they are very apt to bend over in time, but

with shorter rails this will not happen.

The paving of a street upon the right-of-way is generally regu-

lated by municipal authorities. Wooden blocks are extensively

at all times. He has under him as many laborers as are required to

keep his division in repair. This foreman is held completely re-

sponsible for all tools, and is required to maintain at some convenient

point on his section a small place for keeping his tools. All tools

which need repairing are sent to the main storeroom where they are

exchanged for others in good condition. All new tools and
material required are obtained from the main storeroom. The
method employed previous to the above was to send out a gang of

men here and there at different points of the system ; thus one por-

tion of the system might be sadly in need of repairs long before the

gang sent out reached that portion.

The question as to the right time to reconstruct a track is one

of the greatest importance, as it often involves the expenditure of

thousands of dollars. The question to be solved is, Am I losing

money by not rebuilding my tracks? Should I have rebuilt them
two or three years ago, or should I have waited a year or two
longer? No doubt many of you have been confronted with just

such a question as this and worried over it for days and nights,

knowing that the decision meant the expenditure of many dollars

for better or worse.

The task of solving this question was brought before me not

long ago concerning the State Street cable track, which had reached

a deplorable condition. Taking the trackmaster with me, we rode

over the line and, as street railway men often do, guessed that it

was time to rebuild the track. This involved a very large expendi-

ture, and it would be an expensive guess unless correct, so to ease
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used in the smaller cities, but in the larger ones they soon wear un-

evenly and require replacing. Granite block paving is by far the

most durable, lasting under ordinary wear in cities thirty years, and
should be used where the street traffic is at all heavy. The blocks

should be hard, but not liable to become slippery by use, the aver-

age size being 4 ins. X 8 ins. X 12 ins. I advocate small blocks,

even as low as 3 ins. X 6 ins. X 10 ins.

The cost of one mile of double track with paving for eighteen

feet in width of right-of-way, as above specified, based on Chicago

prices, would be as follows:

283 I., tons, 9 in., 90 lbs., at $33 19339

4224 white oak ties, 5 ins. X 8 ins. X 7 ft., at 38 cts 1605

352 cast welded joints at I3.50 1232

1760 tie rods at 15 cts 264

33,792 spikes, in. X K i"- X 4>^ ins. , at i ct 338

42,240 ft. of wood filler at Y^ 2112

Labor at $1 per 1 ft. of D. B. T 5280

10,560 sq. yds. cedar block 30 cts 3168

146 sq. yds. sand at I1.25 183

445 cu. yds. crushed stone at f1.50 668

10,560 sq. yds. gravel and dressing at 8 cts 845

15,560 sq. yds. Hemlock boards, 2 ins. thick, at 8 cts. sq. yd. 845

125,879

If granite had been used instead of wood block, the cost would

have been $12,708.

Upon organization depends the successful maintenance of the

track, and one which I find gives the greatest efficiency is that

the system is divided up into sections consisting of twelve miles of

double track each. Each section is put in charge of a working fore-

man who is to keep and maintain and repair as cheap as possible,

and who is held directly responsible for the condition of the track

my conscience and make sure of my guess I had run over the line a

car weighing 8665 lbs., attached behind a grip car by means of a

recording spring balance called a dynamometer. This test car was
then run over a track newly made at the same speed as over the old

line; the dynamometer showed that it took 13.75 lbs. more pull per

ton to haul cars over the old line than over the new. The average

speed of cars on this street is twelve miles per hour. The excess

horse power required to haul one ton was .44, and the excess cost of

hauling one ton one hour was |.oo88. The number of tons hauled

one mile per year on this track was 45,147,537, and the time re-

quired to haul one ton one mile was five minutes, and 45,147,537

tons hauled at a given speed for five minutes is equal in work done

to 3,762,295 tons hauled at the same speed for one hour. 3,762,295

X $.0088 = $33,108, which is the excess cost per year for hauling

cars on account of bad track. It is estimated that the new track

with cast joints will last twelve years, and as there will be no low

joints the drawbar pull will not increase much until the rail is worn
down sufficiently to allow the wheel to run on the flange, so the

annual saving will be nearly |33,io8, during the life of the rail, and
the total saving will be $397,276, which in twelve years vdll pay

principal and interest on $293,444, which is the amount we could

profitably expend in repairs. The actual cost of rebuilding this

track was 161,670.

This caused me to think up some scheme by means of which
dynamometer or power ratings could be taken and automatically

traced on paper, showing the condition of the track at all points,

showing faults of gauge, level, or joints; showing faults and excess

power in consequence of faults, side by side, thus placing a value on

faults, and then instead of representing faults and excess power in

inches or foot pounds, make the instrument show them in dollars

and cents per ton of load when capitalized, which would show, mul-

tiplied by the ton miles on any road tested the amount that coxxld,
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with good management, be expended on track reconstrnclion, or re-

bnilding. The apparatus devised for this purpose is what we call

an indicator car. A description of the construction and method of

working might be of interest to not a few, for I do not know of

another in use by a street railway company, and found only one

other, although very dissimilar, in existence on a steam road after

I had the plans of mine finished.

The results shown by it are high and low rails, low joints,

gauge, drawbar pull and the variation of the track level. Each one

of these results is automatically platted on paper eighteen inches

wide. The car consists of a platform 8 ft. X lo ft., mounted on a

single truck, no springs being used. Midway between the two end

axles is one which is fitted with wheels which record defects of

joints or gauge. After use and calibration of instrument it will be

more valuable and the dynamometer will not be required, as any

man using this car constantly will become so accustomed to the

value of defects that a glance at the profile will tell him the money
he may, with judgment, spend for rebuilding a track or repairing it.

The dynamometer consists of two drawbars, one at each end

of the car, and extending beneath the platform to within a distance

of about one foot of each other. Between the two adjacent ends

of the drawbars a spring is placed, and the amount of pull required

to draw the car along the track in either direction is recorded by a

recording arm, which is connected to the spring with a wire. The
apparatus for showing the variation in the level of the tracks is

mounted on the platform and consists of two cups of mercury (hav-

ing a connection between them by means of a pipe) and into which

dip two plungers connected to a recording arm. The paper on which

pull is very unsteady, showing the effect of low joints and uneven

gauge.

Fig 12 is a record from a new track; here we can observe hardly

any joints or variation on gauge, and the dynamometer pull is more
steady. Occasionally high points are observed, but they are due

more to unsteadiness of .speed. A person riding on this track will

not be able to detect any joints. This track has the cast welded

joint. We find from the data obtained by use of this car that we
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could afford to expend I7383 per mile to repair the old track. The
estimated cost of repairing this track, leveling and casting new
joints, is $1740 per mile.

The track maintenance during the year 1895 for 184 miles of

track cost 1158,217 and represented 17.75 per cent of the total oper-

ating expenses. This excessive cost is largely due to a partial or

complete rebuilding of many miles of track.

In conclusion I wish to acknowledge receipt of facts and data

bearing upon the subject of this paper from Mr. Moxham, Mr.

Augustine W. Wright and Mr. Mead; also to thank Mr. W. G. Price

for valuable aid rendered me in designing and perfecting the details

of the indicator car, which can be inspected in the exhibition room
during this convention.

High and Low Joints—Inner Rail

FIG. 11.

the record is taken unwinds at a uniform speed of i ft. per 1000 ft. of

track. The car weighs 3865 lbs. The car is fastened to an ordinary

car, which is drawn over the tracks by horses (or any motor car)

made to go at as even a speed as possible. The results shown by a

recent test trip are very interesting to compare.
Fig. II is from an old track; the joints are uncast, spread far

apart, and the rails are low at each joint; this is distinctly brought
out by the record. The gauge is also uneven. It would appear from
the record that the rails spread at each joint. The dynamometer

The Modern Power House.

By Richard McCulloch.

In beginning a paper of this kind, it is usually considered

proper to start with a sort of historical review, but in this case we
are immediately struck with the fact that, unlike most modern in-

stitutions, the eventful history of the street railway power house has

been condensed into the last few years. The conditions, the general

design and the greater part of the machinery itself, have been

evolved during the last ten years. All of these have changed rap-

idly and the manager who now deplores as antiquated a power

house built six years ago, with the best existing machinery and in

the light of the most approved practice, can say with Cicero, that

it was not his fault, but the fault of the times.

It may be readily seen that there are two standpoints from

which the design of the power house may be viewed. That of the

one who strives that the general plan, that each machine and that

every arrangement shall tend solely towards the cheapest possible

1/
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production of power; and that of the other who while appreciating

the position of the former, desires also that nothing shall enter into

the design which will materially affect either the simplicity or the

reliability of the plant. The cost of power on a large road is about

ten per cent of the total operating expenses and it is almost a self-

evident fact that the use of any apparatus which might produce

unreliable service and thus impair the receipts and ruin the prestige

of the road in order to save a small percentage of this cost of power

would be very bad business policy. The first criterion of any ma-

chine installed in a power house should be absolute reliability, and

the second, economy.

I,OCATION.

A great deal has lately been written concerning the proper lo-

cation of power houses, and formulae and graphical methods for de-

termining this point have been devised, but we doubt very much
whether any street railway power house has ever been located either

by graphics or by the differential calculus. Unfortunately it usually

happens, especially in cities,that the electrical center of the distribu-

tion system falls in very valuable ground entirely unsuited for a

power house location and the final location is very often influenced

by the extremely unscientific fact that the railroad company owns
that particular piece of ground and cannot find a purchaser for it.

In selecting a location, it is very important that a large power house

should be placed on a railroad track so that coal may be readily and
cheaply delivered, and it is very desirable that the location should

be on some water supply in order that condensing engines may be

used, unless the conditions will warrant the use of self-cooling

condensers. If a location fulfilling these conditions can be found

somewhere near the electrical center of distribution it is an ideal

spot for a power house, but if in order to secure coal and water it

must be moved from this point it should if possible be moved in the

direction of future extensions of the street railroads. There are

cases where power houses cannot be located on the steam rail-

road tracks, but the only excuse for such a location is where the

interest on the cost of copper feeders running from the steam rail-

road tracks to the center of distribution would greatly exceed the

cost of hauling of coal in wagons.

BUILDING.

The main points which should be borne in mind in the design

of the building are that it should be light, airy, compact and fire-

proof. The shape and size of the building will be largely governed

by local conditions, but there is one general arrangement which has

been adopted in a number of the most recent power houses. This

will be discussed later. There is no reason why anything combusti-

ble should enter into the construction of a power house. The walls

may be of brick, the roof of slate, tile or iron, and the floors of con-

crete or iron. This method of construction not only increases secur-

ity against fire, but it obviates the necessity of carrying insurance,

the saving of which will in a few years pay the extra first cost. The
building should be substantially constructed, but unless the location

is on an important street there is no necessity of going to great ex-

pense to render the building ornamental, especially as all money
which can be spared for this purpose may be far better invested in

machinery to put inside the building. In erecting a building for

use as a power house it is advisable to decide first on the style, size

and arrangement of the machinery, so that no part of the building

will interfere with the proper repairs, renewals and inspection of the
apparatus. This may seem unnecessary advice, but it is a very com-
mon oversight for railroad companies first to decide on the style of

building they wish, then let the contract for the erection of the

power building, and then find themselves hampered in the use of

some particularly desirable form of apparatus by the shape or con-

tracted area of their buildings.

As by far the greater number of the modern railway power sta-

tions are operated by steam power, steam alone will be considered in

this article. For convenience in discussion the apparatus in a power
station may be divided in three classes, (i) The steam generating
part consisting of the boilers, pipes and all their accessories, such as

coal and ash conveyors, mechanical stokers, stacks, economizers,

feedwater heaters, pumps, etc. (2) The steam consuming part con-

sisting of the engines, steam separators, oiling devices, condensers,

etc. (3) The electric part consisting of the dynamo, cables, switch-

board, electrical instruments, etc. The division between the first

and second parts is more easy and more marked, as it is usually ac-

centuated in the power house itself by means of a brick wall.

STEAM GENERATING APPARATUS.

Beginning with what we have called the first part, we start with

the choice of fuel. This is largely a matter of location. In a gen-

eral way the proper fuel to use is that which will evaporate the

greatest quantity of water per dollar's worth of fuel. It does not

pay to burn too poor a quality of fuel, however, because slack con-

taining a great quantity of ash and sulphur will cake and clinker on
the grate bars, make a great deal of work for the firemen, refuse to

be forced when necessary and make much ash to be removed. On
the other hand it will not do to make all arrangements for using a

very expensive fuel, as a very little wasted in times when the fur-

naces must be rushed will make a great difference in the cost of oper-

ation. As an expensive fuel usually means one which is brought

from a great distance, any furnace prepared for burning this would
operate under unfavorable conditions if the supply is cut short by
strikes or railroad blockades. Where the conditions are favorable

for the use of oil, it makes an ideal fuel, requiring no handling,

making no smoke or ashes, and allowing the fire to be regulated

with the utmost nicety. Buckwheat anthracite coal is used largely

by power houses in the Eastern cities. It is of high calorific value,

clean, making no smoke and little ash, and capable of being readily

handled in coal conveyors and mechanical stokers. In the Western

cities soft, bituminous coal is used by force of necessity. This

brings with it the troubles of ash, clinker and dirt, and in the city

renders necessary some form of smoke consumer. As has been

stated, it usually happens that the choice of fuel is a matter of loca-

tion, but in cities where several competing grades of coal come to

market, it would probably pay to have expert tests made to deter-

mine what grade of coal or what mixture is most economical for the

work.

It is hardly within the limited scope of this article to discuss

the numerous forms of coal and ash conveyors which have been put

in use. Several large companies make a specialty of this form of

machinery and special designs are developed for each power house.

We may say in a general way, that in power houses handling large

quantities of coal, where the coal is all delivered at the same place,

as by rail or boat, the installation of coal and ash handling machin-

ery will pay. Where coal is delivered in small quantities and where
it is delivered in wagons and may be dumped at any part of the boiler

room, the reverse may be said. The advantage of this form of appa-

ratus is its saving in labor, and its disadvantages are its great first

cost, its expensive maintenance and the fact that it is desirable for

the best service that the coal should be fairly uniform in size, which
is a requirement not always easily fulfilled.

In the East the use of mechanical stokers has grown to such an

extent that no large power house is considered complete without

them. In most of the Western cities, however, and especially here

in St. lyouis, the mechanical stoker has not been a success. This

difference in results may be attributed to the difference in the fuels

used. The buckwheat coal of Brooklyn and Philadelphia feeds

evenly on the stoker and causes no trouble by cementing the grate

bars together by clinkers. With the soft, fragile, bituminous coal,

however, clinkers soon form on the grate bars, and very often the

fire must be almost completely destroyed to remove them. No
mechanical stoker will bear crowding to any great extent and any

power house using them must be supplied with a greater capacity

of boilers than one where hand firing is the practice. By reason of

the fact that the coal is introduced gradually into the hotter part of

the fire and the volatile matter slowly driven off, the mechanical

stoker is a partial smoke consumer. With the exception of this,

there is no advantage in the use of mechanical stokers, except the

labor saved, as the great efiiciency which was formerly claimed for

them has never been proved in actual practice.

Notwithstanding the great number of types of boilers on the

market, they may be divided into two general classes—fire tube and

water tube. In most of the more recent power houses, some form

of water tube boiler has been adopted, as this type possesses some
marked advantages over the fire tube. They are non-explosive,

they can be operated at a higher pressure and consequently are more

suitable for use with compound engines, they have a large heating

surface and are quick to respond to calls for power, they occupy less

floor space and are usually more intelligently designed than the

other class. On the other hand, their first cost is greater, there is

a greater number of joints to be looked after and the cleaning is

more difficult, especially in those forms which use a curved tube.

It has usually been considered that the efficiency of wfiter tube
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boilers was much higher than the fire tube, but there is now a form

of fire tube boiler being made consisting of a shell of large diam-

eter and extra length, containing a large number of flues, which

approaches the water tube very closely in efficiency. The high efficien-

cies obtained in boiler tests are seldom reached in actual practice

as they usually result not so much from excellence of design in

the boiler itself as from careful and intelligent firing during the

test.

It is hardly necessary in presenting a paper before this intelli-

gent body to discuss the reasons why water should be fed into the

boilers as hot as possible. Besides preventing the straining of the

boiler shell from the sudden changes in temperature, there is a large

quantity of fuel saved, and the percentage of this saving will be

found tabulated in nearly every work on thermodynamics. The
usual methods employed in heating the feedwater are, first by the

heat of the exhaust steam, and second by the heat of the escaping

flue gases. There are numerous patented devices for utilizing the

heat of exhaust steam, either by passing the exhaust through a

number of pipes surrounded by the feedwater, or by spraying the

feedwater across an opening through which the exhaust steam is ad-

mitted. Most of these devices are very simple in their construction

and their efficiency depends very largely on the length of time the

feedwater and the exhaust steam are in contact, and in case they

are in separate chambers upon the conductivity of the separating

Storage Battery operating in parallel with Street Railway Plant.

Battery capacity-700 H.P. at two hour discharge rate.
g^^.^^ jj^^^^.^^ j^^^^j

FIG 1.—LOAD CURVE.

medium. Care should be taken that the opening for the exhaust

steam is never contracted, so that any possible back pressure on the

engine is avoided.

The method of heating feedwater by the heat of the escaping

flue gases has been applied in apparatus under the general name of

economizers. The arrangement usually employed is a coil of pipe

containing the feedwater placed in the flue. In order to keep the

soot from settling on the pipes, most forms of economizers are sup-

plied with a mechanism for scraping off the pipes whenever neces-

sary. Sometimes the economizer consists of one large bank of pipes

placed in the main flue, and sometimes the apparatus is divided

into a number of banks placed in a flue leading to one furnace. The
choice of arrangements depends largely upon the size of the plant

and the general location of the boilers. By means of a properly de-

signed economizer, feedwater may be heated to a very high tem-

perature, even above the atmospheric boiling point of water. In

the use of any device in which feedwater is heated by the flue

gases, care should be taken that the escaping gases will still retain

sufficient heat for the maintenance of the necessary draft after part

of their heat is taken from them by the feedwater. In the case of

power houses using natural draft, economizers should not be used,

where the draft is not already sufficiently strong, or is just barely

strong enough for the work to be done. There are in operation,

however, many plants using natural draft, discharging flue gases at

a very high temperature, much higher than is necessary to maintain

the required draft. Economizers used in such cases would result in

a marked gain in economy.

Whatever system of heating feedwater is used, the apparatus

should be made abundantly large for the work to be done; first,

that the water should pass through slowly and receive the full bene-

fit of its contact with the heated gas or .steam; second, that a large

store of water may be kept on hand which is of great service in case

of a sudden demand on the boilers; and third, that the feedwater

heating apparatus may act as a water purifier. It has been found

that water kept for some time at a high temperature will deposit a

great portion of the carbonates and sulphates of lime and magnesia

which it has in solution. This is probably due to the expulsion by

the heat of the carbonic acid gas contained in the water, thus freeing

from solution the lime and magnesia which it is well known are

slightly soluble in water containing carbonic acid gas.

With condensing plants the waste from the condensers is never

at a greater temperature than loo degs. F. and if hot feedwater is

desired the use of an economizer becomes almost a matter of neces-

sity, as the water from the pumps and the other non-condensing

machinery would not have sufficient effect in heating the feedwater

of a large plant.

Several of the large power houses built during the last few

years have abandoned the use of stacks for producing draught, and

are operating by means of an induced draft produced by fans placed

in the flue or short stack. In this case the

stack is just high enough to clear the roof.

This system has many advantages. First, there

are no stacks to blow down or fall down, and

this point is of special importance in a region

subject to tornadoes. The second and most

important advantage, however, is the abso-

lute control which it affords in governing the

fires, and this point will appeal especially to

those power houses subject to sudden and

rapidly changing loads. As an illustration of

this may be cited the power house recently

erected to operate the Belt I,ine tunnel road,

in Baltimore, Md. A great part of the time

there is no load on the power house as it is

only operated when there is a freight train to

be hauled through the tunnel. The manner

in which the load is handled is as follows:

the boiler room is supplied with blowers in

place of stacks, and a slow fire is kept constant-

ly under each boiler. When a telegram is re-

ceived that a freight train is approaching, the

blower is started and on the arrival of the

train steam has been raised in sufficient quan-

tity to supply the great demand put upon the

boilers. This illustrates the extreme flexi-

bility of the system and it would be difficult

to handle this load in any other manner.

Economizers are operated with great efficiency in connection with

an induced draft as this system permits the flue gases to be robbed

almost entirely of their heat, since it is not necessary to have a large

quantity of heat in the flues gases in order to create a proper draft.

Passing from the steam generating system to the engines, we

find as a connecting link, the system of piping. In regard to the

general plan of the piping, opinion is very much divided. Some
favor a single header with leaders to the engines. Others claim

that a complete duplicate system is necessary, so that a failure in

any part of the system need not cause a serious stoppage. The ob-

jection to a duplicate system is the greatly increased cost. In the

installation of a duplicate system, it is only human that the material

and workmanship employed will be cheaper than if a single system

were employed, because it is reasoned that if one side breaks down,

there is always the other to be depended upon. The other side,

however, is often never used until a case of necessity arises, and on

account of this very lack of use, the valves and joints are apt to be

found leaky and in bad condition when suddenly put in operation.

A compromise system has been used in some cases in which all

pipes are duplicated, each side, however, having one-half the ca-

pacity required, necessitating the use of both sides at all times. In

case of accident to one side, the other half of the system may be

used, at a disadvantage, of course, by increasing the steam pressure.

The best plan, however, seems to be to use a single header divided

at convenient intervals by valves according to the size of the plant
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and the number of units employed, and in laying out the system to

use only the best valves, material and workmanship. The power

houses having the least amount of trouble -with their piping are

those having a simple system, probably because it is natural to

erect better, and take better care of something which is in constant

use, than something which may easily be dispensed with. All

steam and hot water pipes should be covered so as to prevent as

much as possible loss of heat by radiation and consequent condensa-

tion of the steam. And in this connection it should be noted that

there is a great difference in efficiency in the different kinds of pipe

covering. Tests have shown that the Magnesia plastic and sectional

coverings and the Asbestos fire felt covering give the best results.*

A water separator should be placed in the leader to each engine. It

should be large in size and placed as close as possible to the engine.

A number of patented separators are on the market, but very good

results may be obtained by the use of a simple, large tank with the

steam entering at the side and leaving at the top and supplied at

the bottom with a connection to a steam trap to catch any water

collecting in the separator.
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working parts of the engine and generator close together, it reduces

danger, it is almost noiseless in operation, and it may be installed

in a larger unit than the belt driven generator, which is limited in

size by the width of the belt and pulley which may be employed.

The main objection which was urged against the direct connected

generator was the fact that the shocks resulting from overloads were

thrown directly on the engine, and that there was none of the

cushioning effect that a belt connection might supply. While this

is undoubtedly true, the best argument which may be submitted

against it is that none of the installations of direct driven generators

can trace any trouble to this source. The large, slow speed, multi-

polar, direct driven generator has become, perhaps, the most prom-

inent feature of the modern power house, and while there may be

special services which would necessitate a belted arrangement, it is

difficult to imagine a power house thoroughly up to date without

direct driven generators.

By varying the number of poles and the number of armature

conductors in the construction of a dynamo, the machine may be

designed to run at almost any reasonable speed, the slower the

speed, however, the greater being the cost of the dynamo. In the

matter of speed it is necessary for the dynamo maker and the engine

builder to effect some sort of a compromise because it is not good

practice to run such large engines at too high a speed. The speeds

which are most common are 75 r. p. m. for the 1500 k. w. dynamo,

80 to i2or. p. m. for the 800 k. w. dynamo and speeds running from

street

Slreft Railway Journal
Ground Plan Sectional Elevation.

FIG. 2.—GROUND PLAN AND SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF A MODERN POWER HOUSE.
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STEAM CONSUMING APPARATUS.

The question of the selection of the proper engine to operate

the plant is so dependent upon what dynamo is to be used that it

will be best to abandon our arbitrary classification temporarily and

take up first the question of the dynamo. During the past four

years the street railway generator has undergone a radical change.

In the spring of 1893, there were in.stalled in this city, in the power

house of the Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway Company, then

being built, the first large direct driven generators of this type,

which has since become so common. Soon after this the Intramural

power house at the World's Fair was put in operation, containing

one generator of the same size as those in St. Louis and another of

twice the capacity. Since that time there have been few large power

houses built in which direct driven generators have not been in-

stalled, and some of the large railway systems have found that econ-

omy of operation required a change from the belt, countershaft and
unit of small size to the large direct driven generator. At the pres-

ent time, the West End Railway Company, of Boston, which may be

considered the pioneer in this country in electric traction, is chang-

ing its central power station, which had originally been equipped

with a very complete and elaborate system of belting and counter-

shafting, to a direct coupled plan.

The first cost of the direct coupled generator is about thirty-five

per cent more than the belted generator in the 500 k. w. size, which
is the largest standard size in which the belted generator is made,

but when the expense of the belt, belt tightening device and the

floor space is taken into account, the direct connected generator

will be found the cheaper. Besides obviating the necessity of the

costly and cumbersome belt, the direct connected generator offers

the following advantages : in large sizes and in connection with

large engines it has a much higher efiiciency than the belted unit,

it requires a small floor space, it aids supervision by bringing the
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this to 150 r. p. m. for the smaller sizes. These speeds are what would

have been considered, four years ago, quite out of the range of the

Corliss valve gear, but the makers of this type of engine have risen

to the occasion and now there are numbers of large Corliss engines

driving generators at .speeds up to 100 r. p. m. and some have even

higher speeds than this. Several other types of engines have been

adapted to this work and are running quite successfully. Outside

of the question of valve gear, most engines made for this work pos-

sess the same characteristics; the heavy bedplate, the solidly con-

structed flywheel, now being made of steel plate, the wide cross

head, the large connecting rod and the mammoth main bearings.

The choice between horizontal and upright engines is chiefly

one of space. The horizontal engine is the cheaper, the simpler,

the easier to inspect and the easier to repair. Outside of the advan-

tage of requiring less space, the upright engine has the advantage of

less wear on the cylinder, and a more direct strain upon the founda-

tions.

The usual practice in the most modern power houses is to install

compound engines. Most of these plants are so favorably situated

that condensers may be operated in connection with the engines.

This is undoubtedly good practice, but in case condensers are not

used the cost of fuel must be very high for the gain in compounding

to pay for the extra investment. Where power houses are favorably

situated on bodies of water, condensing becomes a very simple

problem, but in case the power house cannot be built on a body of

water, as in this city, for instance, in order to use condensing en-

gines, some sort of arrangement must be designed to cool a quantity

of water so that it may be used over and over again for the purpose

of condensing the exhaust steam. Devices of this kind have long

been in use in the city of San Francisco and in Cuba, and lately sev-

eral of the large manufacturing companies have put on the market

complete apparatus for the purpose of cooling water after it has

condensed the exhaust steam so that it may be used again for the

game purpose. Besides the gain in power by using condensing eU'
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gines, it is claimed that by the use of this apparatus, actually less

water is used than if the steam is exhausted directly into the atmos-

phere without condensing-.

In the use of large direct connected units a great deal of the

economy to be gained depends upon the selecting of the proper

sizes of units. The efficiency of a generator will be good when it is

operated at more than .seventy-five per cent of its capacity, but the

efficiency of an engine drops off very rapidly when it is running

below its rated load. In order to achieve the best economy from

the use of large direct connected units, the sizes of the different

generators should be so proportioned that it is always pos.sible to

operate one or more units at their rated capacity. The railway gen-

erator as at present built will stand an overload of fifty per cent for

several hours without trouble and at a maxinmm efficiency. This

should be taken into account in the estimate of the dynamos re-

quired, but it should always be the aim to have at least one idle

machine to throw on the line in case of failure of any of the others.

The actual size of the units depends upon the character of travel

which the road possesses and the number of cars, and this must be

determined for each road independently. In choosing machines,

however, standard sizes should always be adopted as this obviates

any trouble in obtaining supplies and repair parts.

The railway generator switchboard has become standardized to

the extent that it consists of a panel for each generator, each panel

containing the usual automatic circuit breaker, ammeter, field rheo-

stat, field switch and main switch. It is hardly necessary to mention

that there should be nothing combustible about the board, and it is

not an absolute necessity for the board to contain a marble tablet

inscribed with the illustrious names of the president, vice-presi-

dent and secretary. It would confer equal fame and perhaps be

more economical of valuable space for their names to be handed

down to posterity in some manner less electric. Switchboards as

now erected usually contain a recording wattmeter and an anmieter

which shows the total output of the power house. The recording

wattmeter especially is a valuable instrument, as by means of its

readings exact records of the power house may be kept.

The modern method of line construction is to divide the trolley

into sections and connect each section separately to the main bus bars

through feeder panels, each of which contains an automatic circuit

breaker, an ammeter and a switch. This method confers the advan-

tages that trouble on the line is always indicated on the proper sec-

tion, and that in case of short circuits on the line, the main circuit

breakers are protected by the section circuit breakers and the load is

not suddenly thrown off the engines by the opening of the main cir-

cuit breakers. Most of the generator and feeder boards are supplied

with devices for preventing damage to the station machinery by

lightning, but a very simple and effective arrangement is to connect

a large water rheostat between the positive bus bar and a good

ground. This is either left in circuit continuously with a small cur-

rent running through it, or is cut into circuit on the approach of a

storm.

Besides those machines which are absolute necessities in a

power house, there are various devices which may be added to se-

cure convenience and regulation. An overhead crane is installed in

the engine room of most of the large modern power houses and adds

greatly to the speed with which heavy repairs may be executed.

An oiling system of some sort by which the oil is either pumped or

fl.ows by gravity to the different bearings obviates the necessity of

manvial labor in oiling and insures a steady feed at each bearing. A
recording steam gauge is found very useful in checking up the fire-

men. An air pressure system is beginning to be used in many of

the power houses by means of which the carbon du.st may be blown

out of the armature windings. With this apparatus an armature

may be kept thoroughly clean, and the danger lessened of short cir-

cuits occurring on account of the collection of carbon dust between

its conductors.

If readings be taken of the total output of the power house at

stated intervals and then plotted, a load curve will be obtained

similar to that shown in Fig. i. A study of this will show a very

small load through the night from 1:30 A. M. to 5:30 A. M., a sudden

rise at this point to a maximum about 7:00 a. m., a lower load

through the middle of the day, followed by another peak between

6:00 P. M. and 7:00 p. M., after which the load again suddenly drops.

In order to accommodate the machinery to the var3ang load, the

number of dynamos in circuit must constantly be changed, and even

then it is almost impossible to suit the power at all times to the

load, the dynamos running much of the time either overloaded or

underloaded, which, of course, means a sacrifice of economy. In

addition to the variation of load shown by the curve, there is a

momentary fluctuation, due to the .starting and stopping of cars,

the violence of which decreases with the number of cars in service.

It is propo.sed to remedy this variation and operate the dynamos
under a steady load by means of a storage battery plant connected

in parallel with the line, charged from the dynamos during the

period of light load, and discharged into the line on the heavy call

for power. The operation of the plant under these conditions is

indicated in Fig. i. Installations of this sort have been placed in

several of the large electric light plants where they are operating

with marked success, and there is no reason why they should not

meet with the same degree of success in electric railway plants. By
means of this auxiliaiy plant, the proper number of dynamos are

run throughout the entire day at their full capacity and hence at

their highest efficiency, the battery taking care of all eccentricities

in the load, charging when the load is less than the capacity of the

dynamos, and discharging when the load exceeds this. The steam

plant may be shut down entirely during part of the night, leaving

the battery to operate the road, and in case of a breakdown, the

battery may be used to take care of the entire load for a short time.

The battery is discharged through a booster dynamo, which is so de-

signed that the compounding of the dynamos and the battery are

the same. This arrangement is entirely automatic, so that no hand
regulation is required. The efficiency of a battery operating under
conditions of this kind will be guaranteed by the manufacturers to

be greater than seventy-five per cent and a maintenance of sixty

per cent on the first cost of the battery will be guaranteed. The great

drawback to this system of operation is the large first cost of the

battery which is about |ioo per horse power capacity figured on a

two-hour discharge rate. A storage battery plant may also be used

to increase the capacity of an existing power house and thus save

the necessity of adding more machinery. There is another use to

which a storage battery plant may be put which will, perhaps, ap-

peal more strongly to the street railroad man. This is to install it

as a substation to maintain the voltage at the end of long feeders,

which are subject to fluctuating loads. In this case the batteries

are charged from the distant power house and discharged into the

trolley wire. The feeders from the power house to the storage bat-

teries are figured only for the average load instead of the maximum
load as would be necessary in case the line is fed directly from the

power house. The economy in this installation depends very largely

upon the difference in cost between the feeders in the two cases.

Besides the question of econom}', however, the substation will give

the better service as the voltage will not fall and rise with the

fluctuations of the load.

A number of power houses operating long lines are now
equipped either with boosters or high voltage dynamos. Long
lines usually have a booster constantly in circuit. This machine is

automatic in its action and raises the voltage with every increase in

the load. Some power houses operate a high voltage dynamo for

use on sections which are subject to excessive loads The feeder

boards in this case are equipped with an extra bus bar, so that any
section may be thrown on the high voltage machine.

While each individual engineer has his own ideas concerning

power house construction, and while each road building a power
house may purchase different apparatus, there is one general design

which has been followed in many of the plants usually installed.

It has been adopted by so many different engineers and in so manj'

different places that it might almost be called the Modern Power
House. The general features of this design are shown in Fig. 2.

The engine room and boiler room are divided by a brick wall and
under different roofs; both are brick buildings, covered with an iron

truss roof; the boiler room is set on the grade of the street and the

engine room ten or twelve feet above this grade, the space below the

engine room being utilized for the piping and condensers; the engine

and boilers are set at right angles to the wall between them, with the

engines next to the boiler room, so that the piping is made as short as

possible and the condensation lessened; the switchboard and feeder

board are set on the opposite side of the room from the boiler room,

so that the length of the dynamo cables is equalized as much as

possible. The general features of this design may be summed up as

follows : it is compact to save real estate and buildings and to min-

imize the number of employes and the superintendence. Large

units are used for the sake of economy and to save the number of

working parts. The building is as far as possible fireproof.

The electric part of the preblem has been solved, temporarily at
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least, by the adoption of the multipolar, direct coupled dynamo.

The large, slow speed engine has followed as a necessary conse-

quence and the general direction of improvement in power house

construction seems to be toward the use of devices to prevent the

waste of heat and to minimize the labor required.

There can be no more appropriate place to quote the proverb

that cleanliness is next to godliness. An engine and dynamo room
should be kept scrupulously clean. This is especially true in regard

to the electrical devices, as a very small amount of grease and dirt

in the wrong place will cause serious damage. Beyond the mere

aesthetic consideration that cleanliness improves the looks of things,

there is also the fact that a thorough cleaning amounts to a rigid in-

spection, and small leaks and defects are often discovered in this

way which might otherwise pass unnoticed until they had become

serious matters. It is to be regretted that this advice is not more
generally followed, as there is more lost through dirty and greasy

electrical devices, badly set valves, leaky steam joints, poor firing

and careless supervision than ever will be gained through the use of

compound, condensing engines.

As a means of comparing different kinds of machinery, figures

as to cost of operation have been collected from some of the large

modern power houses, and their comparison reinforces what has just

been stated, that less depends upon the refinements of the machin-

ery, than upon the condition in which the apparatus is kept and

upon the supervision to which it is subjected. Among those having

the lowest cost of operation was a power house, equipped with direct

coupled generators, but operating single cylinder, non-condensing

engines, burning soft coal and using hand firing, while among those

having the highest cost of operation are several power houses sup-

plied with compound condensing engines, and burning anthracite

coal. The lowest results are about three-quarters of a cent per kilo-

watt hour, some records running slightly below this, while the re-

sults from some of the large stations are as high as iX cent per kilo-

watt hour. These figures include the cost of coal, water, supplies,

repairs and all labor, but do not include anything for taxes, insur-

ance, interest or depreciation. The cost of operation depends largely

upon the cost of coal and upon the relation of the average load to

the total capacity of the power house, the higher this ratio, the less

being the cost of operation.

The modern electric railway power house, although it has been

developed entirely within the past ten years represents the thought

and the experience of many men. It has been developed carefully,

detail by detail, until it is now a work both of reliability and effi-

ciency. No one man and no one company can claim the credit for

this achievement, but no class of men hold a stronger claim to rec-

ognition than the managers and owners of street railroad properties,

who have ever been ready to encourage with their patronage each

improvement, who have freely distributed the information gained by
their experience, and who even in the most radical departures have

ever acted with the courage of their convictions.

How Can the Revenue of Street Railways Be
Increased.

By C. Densmore Wyman.

I have often found that it gave me singular pleasure to read

something I had long known and felt to be true, but which per-

haps, I had never seen in print or in written form. I have

thoroughly enjoyed listening to statements of a speaker, who per-

haps but restated facts with which I was familiar, but which I had
never attempted to place in form for public utterance.

I am consoled by these reflections in the presentation of this

paper, for concerning the subject or subjects of which it treats I can

hope to suggest little or nothing new, since the problem, " How can

the receipts of my company be increased" has been the one question

over which managers and directors have grown gray from the begin-

ning of their company's operations.

The text that is handed to every general manager, superintend-

ent and directing ofiicial of a street railroad company when selected

for his position, reads "Increase your receipts; decrease your ex-

penses, '

' and I suspect that there are few if any untried paths lead-

ing towards the consunmiation to which such a text points.

Almost every company, by virtue of its location, the character

of the people it serv'es, the specific requirements of its charter, and
the general conditions surrounding its operation, is obliged in

adopting any special method for increasing its revenues, or in intro-

ducing changes in the conduct of its business to take into considera-

tion these local conditions, and these are as various as are localities

of operation.

In the general discussion of the topics assigned for this paper

these local conditions may be necessarily disregarded and cannot be

taken into account, thus leaving to be mentioned only such general

features as we may be able to suggest touching the operation of street

roads, which we believe will be found to make for the growth of re-

ceipts. At the same time since the net revenue is produced as well

by lessened outgo as by an increased income, it will be pertinent to

point out if possible some methods by which possibly the coveted

fares of passengers may be made the more certain of finding their

way to the company's strong box without loss from light or careless

fingers.

In many respects rules for the conduct of business that have

been found by shrewd and successful merchants as worthy of ob-

servance in the securing and retaining of trade, and thus the up-

building of their business, will apply to our dealings as railroad

managers with the public, for, like the merchants, our companies

have something to sell, and while a portion of our trade is derived

from those who must purchase from us, much of our custom comes
from those who deal at our counters from pleasure, and whose pur-

chases are entirely voluntary.

Our regular line of customers we have always with us, and while

their pleasure and comfort are to be cared for, what may be termed

the transients, the occasional purchasers of our wares, are to be

sought after, catered to, gathered in to increase the regular revenue.

In the line of merchandizing, we have rides for sale, and all com-

panies, I doubt not, feel at times that they are overstocked; for the

disposal of this stock to attract to our counters not only those who
must needs purchase, but as well the wandering, uncertain shopper

is desirable.

Imitating the wise merchant, we must seek to place our wares

before possible customers in the best condition. We should see to

it that what we offer is not shopworn, but is made to appear alluring

and enticing. Every car should be a fine looking show window, in-

viting not only to the regular business traveler, but to the tourist

and sightseer as well, who does not know whether to buy a ride or

not, and who needs an invitation. Our salesmen are to be as dapper

and obsequious as the well drilled and groomed counter-jumper of

the merchant's emporium, and all the surroundings of our business

should be based upon the principle that to please is the way to get

custom and retain it.

Judicious advertising is, I believe, usually regarded as the coin

medium of a merchant's business. What ought a railroad company
do in this direction? Some of us have doubtless felt that the pres-

ence of the cars in the streets was sufficient advertisement of the

company's readiness to do business, but it seems to me in this

matter we may continue our imitation of the merchant in the con-

duct of his business. I venture to point out two or three methods of

advertising which I think may be successfully employed. First of

all, what may be termed "Personal" advertisements through offi-

cials and employes.

Every person connected with the road should have it thoroughly

impressed upon him when he takes a position that his first and pri-

mal business is to " talk up '

' his company at all times, under all

circumstances and to every one with whom he comes in contact. It

too often happens that a passenger riding upon a car expresses some
criticism to the conductor, motorman or to an official, and instead

of receiving an assurance that he must be mistaken, that it is quite

impossible that an error such as that of which he complains could

happen, or at best that it is surely not the fault of the company, his

complaint is readily admitted as just, nay, he is almost congratulated

upon his cleverness in finding weak spots in the company's armor.

How often some such conversation as the following is to be

heard upon the cars: Passenger: " Conductor, what's the matter this

morning? The old motor rattles like a box of nails on a rocky road."

Conductor: " Oh, I guess the truckman at the barn was asleep last

night, and forgot to grease up the machine; those fellows up there

don't pay the attention they ought to to their business." The pas-

senger alights with the feeling that there is carelessness in the serv-

ice, and proud of his critical shrewdness is inclined to gossip of

what he has noticed; and thus the conductor has done injury to the

company, not only in the case of the individual, but also through

him with his friends. Had the conductor said: "Why, I don't

notice any special trouble; everything wag all right when we went
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out; I think it may have been some stones on the track from passing

vehicles, or at any rate it is no fault of the company, for they are

very particular in these matters," the passenger would have left

the car feeling he was wrong and possibly that on the whole the

company was doing the best it could.

Often, even in the office and among the heads of departments,

criticism is met in a cringing and apologetic form that serves to

make it more positive in the critic's mind that his fault-finding is

well founded. However ready we may be to confess to ourselves

that all is not just what we may desire, that our company is lame in

some respects and halting in others, it is certainly the poorest of

policy to make such an admission a matter of public notoriety.

Within the circle of our own counsels, the severest criticism of

failure to reach the standard we have set for the men or apparatus

may be indulged in, but to the public no intimation of our self-con-

demnation should ever be permitted to go. Of course, there are

times when it may be proper and necessary for the manager to ad-

mit that an employe has made a mistake, or that some portion of

the system is defective in operation, but the general trend of senti-

ment to be exhibited to the public on the part of the entire force,

from the manager down, should be one of pride in the company, and

a habit of talking up, praising, glorying in the institution with

which they are connected, should be made a matter of cultivation

on the part of the heads of departments, and insisted upon by them
from all in the service.

A merchant going about with a sort of sheepish apology for the

business in which he is engaged, the goods which he offers for sale,

or the character of the methods which he employs in the conduct of

his trade, certainly could not expect that the public would look with

greater favor upon his wares and his character as a merchant than

he appears to entertain regarding himself.

An individual or a company fixes its own rating often by the

amount of self respect it exhibits; there is no reason why a street

railroad company, conducted on modern principles, and doing its

business in an honorable, progressive and straightforward manner,

should not be a .subject of pride and commendation on the part of

those engaged in its service, and if we are all animated by such sen-

timents, those whom we serve will to a great extent take their cue

from us, and will believe that the road of their city or the particular

line upon which they are accustomed to spend their nickels, is one

of which they may be proud. Each company, in dealing with its

patrons, ought constantly to impress them with the feeling that they

are getting, and the company proposes to give them, the best and

finest service that can be offered, and that every effort of the com-

pany and its management is enlisted to make the street railway

company an ideal one, and an honor to the city it serves.

Advertising by the use of printed matter may also be employed

with advantage to place before the public. The street railway

company's inducements, and publications of this sort are of especial

service to strangers and tourists visiting the city in which the com-

pany is located. I have found a little folder, upon one side of which is

a little map showing the various routes and points of interest in and

about the city is printed, with other pages descriptive of the pleas-

ure grounds, parks, cemeteries and other places of resort, together

with the time tables of the different lines of our own system, to be

of great advantage. These folders, placed at the different hotels,

railroad depots and steamer docks, were eagerly sought for by vis-

itors, and distributed upon the cars by the conductors, were very

largely used by the patrons of the lines for reference. Our own
company issued as an experiment about 50,000 of such folders at the

beginning of the past summer season, and the call was so great for

them that another issue was found to be justified in a very short

time.

If a company's lines have some central point of intersection,

from which different routes radiate, signs giving directions and

places to which cars leaving these principal points go, may be of

value and serve oftentimes to gather into the company's treasury

nickels that, without the information so conveyed, would remain in

the pocket of the undecided sightseer. These signs are not expen-

sive and painted upon glass and illuminated they present a hand-

some appearance. They can be readily attached to trolley poles and

lighted from the trolley current. They suggest progressiveness, and

an up-to-date policy on the part of the company.

In the endeavor to increase business many street railroads have

of late become purveyors of public amusement and as proprietors of

parks and outing resorts located upon their lipeP have gone into

the show business with more or less success. In studying this new
departure on the part of street railway managers, we recall the

Latin adage " TVf sutor ultra crcpidam,'' and quote it as appli-

cable to the inclination of railroad companies to embark in amuse-

ment enterprises in connection with the duties directly growing out

of the operation of their respective roads.

From such statistics as we can gather, the net revenue gained

by companies who have gone extensively into the show business

has been in many instances inconsiderable, in some cases a loss has

resulted, and but few report substantial profit. Whether to invest

in matters of this sort is, however, so much a matter conditioned by
the local surroundings, the improvement of unfrequented lines and
the ever changing taste of the public, that no general rules for uni-

versal guidance can be fornmlated.

We are inclined to say to the general proposition, "Don't go
into the amusement business if you can help it; subsidize those who
have made that line of life their study, and give over to them the

profit of the enterprise other than that gained by the transportation

of visitors to their spectacle or resort; 'stick to your last, shoemaker'
for you have quite enough to do to attend to your own business."

The specially illuminated trolley car for evening excursions is

a .species of advertising which pays in every way. It can be made a

vehicle of pleasure not only to those who pay for its use, but as well

to those who delightedly watch its artistic light effects from along

the line over which it passes. We believe it tends to popularize the

service.

In the smaller cities, the use of the newspaper columns for items

of proposed change in car house, equipment, trackage, etc., extensions

and improvements ought not to be disregarded. After the wise

method of an advance manager for a show, frequently the news-
papers should be given news of the proposed improvement about to

be entered upon by the railroad company, some new addition to its

service, something that will make for comfort or convenience of pas-

sengers, or of the proposed opening of some territory hitherto un-

occupied.

All this tends to the maintenance of interest in the company
and the stimulation of a local pride in its doings. Daily newspapers

mould public opinion and are especially influential in the smaller

towns; they should, therefore, be made vehicles as often as possible

of announcements concerning the growth of the railroad and they

should be used to make plain the company's anxiety to please the

citizens, and to promote the reputation and the growth of the city

in which it is located.

We now pass to the consideration of other methods for the in-

creasing of our revenue with the final advice: advertise the goods

of the company as the best and cheapest to be had anywhere, on all

occasions and always.

In the line of making more attractive the service of a street

railway company and therefore tending to increase its patronage,

the establishment of a liberal transfer system is worthy of consider-

ation. I am aware that the subject of transfers is one regarding

which street railroad men differ widely, and for and against which
arguments of the strongest kind are at hand. The difiiculties in-

herent in the wide distribution of transfers, especially upon a large

system of railroad lines, are many, among which the liability of the

conductor to make of the transfers an opportunity for peculation

and a cover for fraud is most prominent. While in many cities a

transfer system has been made a subject of municipal enactment

especially in the case of recent charters, and thus would seem to have

come to stay, in some form or to some extent at least, it is for us to

determine if possible whether or not the transfer system -is a profit-

able measure for a street railroad company, and thus where it does

not involve other considerations whether or not it ought to be readi-

ly adopted.

Inquiries made of various railways touching this point lead me
to the belief that this question is to be answered in the affirmative.

This is especially true of roads making quick time by means of

cable or electric power. When a passenger to go a few miles re-

quired two or three hours, the transfer system was not specially

beneficial or attractive to him, if a business man, who could not

spend the time to avail himself of the privilege it gave of long dis-

tance riding. But now that six mile an hour rate has been in-

creased to twelve, even in the crowded portions of many cities, and

to a much higher rate upon suburban lines, longer distances can be

traveled by passengers, visits are made possible within a reasonable

length of time to widely separated portions of a city and the only
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impediment to greater through business between such points is

often the necessity of paying two or three fares for such a visit or

journey.

This impediment once removed, an increase of travel is invited,

and a ride upon two or more lines of cars is provided within the

same period of time that a single ride was formerly given under

the system of horse car traction.

It is, of course, a fact that the hazard of accident to a passenger

is increased in proportion to the number of lines which he traverses

on a single journey, and this with the labor attendant upon the col-

lection and registry of his fare, and his care while on the cars would

perhaps be only fairly paid for by a fare upon each line he may use,

but the larger number of persons induced to ride by a very free sys-

tem of transfers upon a system extending to different quarters of

the city of its operation, we believe will compensate for such extra

hazard and labor even if it is assumed for a single fare.

This is especially true upon holidays and excursion lines. Al-

most every street railroad which controls a number of lines in a

city has located somewhere upon one of them, and perhaps upon

several, points for pleasuring, and to gather from all parts of the city

the mass of the people and take them to these places of interest is

important. The laboring man who desires to take his wife and

children of a Sunday to some outing place, if he can reach that

point from his distant home by transferring for a single fare each,

is likely to take the journey. If, however, he must needs pay two

or more fares of five cents each to get to the point of his pleasure,

he remains at home or reduces the number of persons included in

his party.

Another favorable argument for the transfer system is the fact

that it leads to the settlement in the suburbs of many persons who
would not venture so far from their places of business were they not

assured of being able to reach them by the payment of a single fare,

and this getting of people from the congested parts of a city to its

environs, thus assuring the railroad company of their continuous

patronage, is most desirable from a railroad standpoint. For these

and other reasons which might be mentioned, we believe that it

may be broadly stated that a liberal transfer system increases both

the popularity and revenue of the street railway company by which

it is adopted.

It is quite impossible, within the limit prescribed for this paper,

to discuss the question, as fully as its importance deserves, whether

it will be found generally profitable for an urban street railroad com-

pany to sell tickets good for a fare at a reduced rate by purchasing

in quantities, or whether the best interests and profits of a company
are secured by adhering to a fixed cash fare of five cents at all hours

and times. When the almost universal motor for street railroad

use was the horse and- the mule, it was a generally accepted fact of

experience, derived from the results of street railroad operation in

this country, that five cents for an average ride was as cheap as a

company could charge and do business at a profit, and was at the

same time a most reasonable one for the users of the cars. Thus

the charters of nearly all street railroads granted during the horse

car period provided that the nickel should be the limit of their

charge for a fare.

Is it true, as some of our would-be reformers in municipal coun-

cils and legislative halls loudly announce when seeking political

preferment and a reputation for being what they are pleased to call

" friends of the masses," that with the change of motive power from

horse to electricity or to cable, the street railroads can now afford to

reduce, by the sale of commutation tickets, their fares from five to

four cents, or even three cents, and .still have left a fair margin of

profit upon their investment? The cost of transportation of a pas-

senger upon any individual road can be made a matter of almost

exact figures, and we believe that when the items properly to be in-

cluded in such a computation are carefully set down the relative

cost of transporting a passenger by horse car, as compared with that

of electricity or cable, will be found to be such that any reduction

in the fare cannot be made without positive loss to those who have

put their money at risk in the enterprise. It is true that with the

advent of quicker transit the gross receipts of almost all companies

that have changed from horse to electricity or cable cars have

greatl)' increased. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that a longer

distance can be traveled in the same length of time, and the other

fact that congested portions of the city have been relieved and the

dwellers therein sent to the outskirts, thus creating new centers of

population and business, and, further, that with this change of

motive power have come more convenient and pleasanter facilities for

transit, inviting not only more of the usual business travel,, but an

increase in transient, pleasure and excursion riding as well. But to

an equal extent with the increase in gross receipts has the expense

of installation and operation kept pace, and so preserved in net the

former figures. The cost of the reconstruction of a system neces-

sitated by the change of cars and stations, tracks and extensive ma-
chine shops, tools and new equipment are the first large items of this

expense, and to these are to be added the expense necessitated by

costly repairs in maintenance. Further must be added the increase

in wages of employes, engineers, mechanics, electricians and skilled

machinists whose employment is necessitated by the new regime,

either because they receive more money for their labor or work less

hours for the same wages.

A fact that must not be overlooked in this connection is that of

the growing demand on the part of the public the company serves,

for greater luxury and elegance in the matter of appointments of

travel. Our cars must be handsomely and more expensively fur-

nished than were those our patrons were satisfied to use a few years

ago. Not only must they move faster, but they must be better

lighted, better heated and generally better fitted up for the safety

and convenience of passengers than were those accepted formerly.

The supplying of these demands has been attended by an increas-

ing operating and maintenance expense. Thus while an increase in

the patronage of the road has been in most cases evoked by the

change of motive power, we believe it can be safely asserted that

little decrease in the expense per passenger carried has been made.

This conclusion is brought out by the results attained on the opera-

tion of electric and cable roads in the majority of the cities of the

country in the past few years as shown by their reports.

A careful study of the published reports will make it apparent

even vnth the depreciation accounts eliminated that the cost per

passenger upon electric or cable roads is not less than that on the

horse car which they succeeded. As yet as far as urban roads are

concerned we cannot discover that on the whole there is any more
profit in a well managed electric or cable street railway than there

was in a well managed horse car road; and we venture the assertion

that to-day less of profit in the form of dividends derived from re-

ceipts of operation, is being distributed to shareholders in the mod-
ern electric and cable roads, proportional to the business transacted

than was given them by the old fashioned horse car companies.

From the books and statistics of the majority of companies no favor-

able arguments are to be drawn for the reduction of fare.

It must also be borne in mind in the consideration of this ques-

tion that while it is an easy thing to reduce the fare of a road, it is

by no means as easy to return to the old rate in case such a reduc-

tion results in a loss and proves a failure. Unlike the merchant who
may raise or lower the price of his wares and for a day may attract a

crowd to a bargain counter in the hope that there may be a profit-

able sale effected to-morrow, the loss occasioned by a reduction in

street railroad fares cannot afterwards be regained by a correspond-

ing increase above the rate originally receded from. Higher than

the five cent point we may not go, and if once lowered, even with

the plainest statements of the loss it entails before the public, an at-

tempted return to the old rate is provocative of dislikes on the part

of the patrons and is almost sure to set in motion legislative action

designed to compel the continuance of the lower fare. Such a re-

duction, therefore, since it is likely to be permanent and continu-

ous, whatever may be its effect on the company, is made at the risk

and in the fact of the various contingencies, which surround the

business of a road which must maintain an uninterrupted service

through fat years and lean years, through times of depression and

dullness, when competition and an uncertain labor market may
make inroads on its income, and therefore is, to say the least, decid-

edly hazardous.

By the advocates of reduced fares it is ordinarily assumed that

the cheaper rate will invite a sufficiently greater number of new
riders to make good the difference in income by the lessened price

to each. But we believe that a computation based on the earnings

of almost all companies at the five cent rate to ascertain how many
more passengers, say, at a four cent fare, would have to be carried to

make good the difference between the two rates together with the

increased cost for the more carried, including the risk assumed of

accidents, will demonstrate the fallacy of such an argument.

The old adage " quick sales and small profits " will not apply

in this matter. A less reduction than one cent per fare will hardly
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be acceptable or sufficiently attractive to induce a more liberal pat-

ronage of the cars. But the reduction of one cent in five entails the

loss of a high percentage of the original price and which is nnich

greater than the ratio of original profit.

The fallacy of such a reduction is well stated in the editorial

columns of a recent issue of the vSTrhET Raii^way Journaj^. It is

there remarked, " A loss of twenty per cent of their gross receipts

following a reduction of fares from five cents to four would send half

of our best paying roads into bankruptcy and would so cripple the

others as to make improvements in service practically impossible.

A further reduction of twenty per cent would make them all shut

down."
For want of time we have not made mention of the serious dan-

ger to a company of loss through peculation by the conductors

where the cash fares upon the road are fixed at one rate and commu-
tation tickets are sold and received at a less rate. If the value of

an article consists in the cost of its production and its exchange,

wethinkinthe light of present street railroad operation that the

standard five cent fare is a just and reasonable equivalent for an

average ride upon a street car, and that no reduction therefrom is

advisable or expedient.

Whatever clever and ingenious scheme may be devised and
adopted by the street railway manager for making more attractive

the service offered by the company and thus increasing its patron-

age, it will fail of its ultimate purpose unless with the growth of

business so stimulated he shall exercise a like amount of skill and

sagacity in the selection and training of employes upon whose hon-

esty, faithfulness, intelligence and carefulness he can depend. At-

tractive resorts upon the route of a road may be opened and fostered;

a general system of transfers offering great benefits to the patrons

of the line may be introduced; new territory may be occupied; in

many ways more travelers may be allured to the cars; still, if the

fares so brought to the hands of the company's collectors are not

honestly handled; if its motive power and the devices for its applica-

tion are unintelligently and uneconomically managed; and if that

measure of discipline which secures the safety of its patrons is not

enforced, the increased gain will not be found to result in an increase

of the coveted net results.

To state in full the various rules and methods adopted for the

securing of the desired characteristics just mentioned on the part of

the employes would take too much of our space, already so nearly

exhausted. We have not room to speak of the many and various

excellent schemes of rewards and prizes offered to their men by not

a few companies for excellence in the matter of freedom from acci-

dents, careful handling of the company's property and perfect re-

ports, schemes which have proven most useful and with which it

would be well for us all to become familiar.

We cannot, however, refrain in this connection from con-

gratulating the street railroad companies upon the fact that a supe-

rior claas of men have of late years sought employment at their

hands. The motorman or gripman of to-day is the superior of his

predecessor, the horse car driver. The conductor of the modern
fast moving car with trolley to care for, transfers to issue and a

more critical public to serve, must needs be brighter and more capa-

ble than his brother of the old style car. The chief engineer, the

electricians, the master mechanics and the superintendent are

necessarily men possessed of a better education and a far wider

range of thought and information than were those whose duties

were limited to the care of horses and stables, mule cars and flat

rail tracks in former days. As our business has grown in its tech-

nical and scientific requirements it is attracting a class of men for

whom before there was neither call nor inducement to enter its

service.

These facts are to be considered in the selection of our em-
ployes. A regular mental and physical examination should pre-

cede the appointment of all trainmen, and in the mechanical

departments only skilled men, exclusive perhaps of apprentices,

ought to be engaged. Every effort should be made by the mana-
ger and his assistants to enlist the interest and promote the educa-

tion of the employe as regards his duties and the general charac-

teristics of the business.

While it is true that sometimes " A little knowledge is a dan-

gerous thing, " we cannot sympathise with that policy which
would make of the workman merely an automaton. The rule which
some roads have of requiring their motormen to spend a certain

time in the repair shops before they take their places on the cars

is one worthy of imitation, and various other methods adopted

along a similar line of education are to be commended. But with

the desire on the part of the manager to educate the faithful men
in the ranks must be a determination to prevent the retention or

engagement of the dishonest, the intemperate or worthless.

We venture to make a suggestion which may aid in the line of

this perhaps. Let it be a general rule of .street railroad companies
that all conductors, motormen or gripmen must, before entering

the service, procure a bond from a reputable guaranty company.
For motormen, this bond would be in the nature of protection

against damage to property, in the case of the conductor, damage
to property and dishonesty. The company selected for the giving

of such bonds should be one having agencies in all of the principal

cities and towns of the country.

The modus operandi of the bonding would be as follows: the

man seeking either of the positions named, would make applica-

tion in written form with a statement of names of former employers
and their location, and would then be informed that such applica-

tion would be sent to .the guaranty company, and if accepted by
them as a good risk, other conditions having been complied with,

his appointment would be made. The guaranty company would
then in accordance with their usual business methods make inquiry

of the reference given, as to the applicant's record, and aside from
this, examine all records in their several offices in the various cities

to ascertain whether the said applicant had ever been the cause of

a loss to them upon any former railroad or other position. With
this system in whatever other city the wrongdoer might apply, his

second attempt would be likely to be frustrated. The peripatetic

fraud would be caught, while the knowledge on the part of those

once accepted that if through carelessness or dishonesty their bonds
would be forfeited and the record of such a fact placed on the books
of the guaranty company would ever prevent another bonding and
thus disbar them from the obtaining of another position of trust,

would certainly prove a valuable deterrent to initial wrong.

If the street railway companies could but unite in this matter

a responsible guaranty company would no doubt be found who
would undertake the work as outlined above, and the cost to em-
ployes for such bonds could by arrangement be made inconsider-

able. The assurance that the records of applicants would be care-

fully searched and their subsequent actions carefully noted and re-

corded would certainly serve to discourage bad men from applying,

and restrain others holding such position of trust as that of trainmen
from yielding to temptation and going wrong.

The methods of an army-like discipline to effect the discovery

of offenses and the prompt discharge of the offender, the setting

about the camp of guards and pickets beyond which no one may
pass, is necessar}' and effective, but after the practice of many suc-

cessful military commanders, who when the battle was set were ac-

customed to ride in front of the rank and file of the army and with

words of encouragement and cheer stimulate to deeds of daring and
devotion, so may we not with success adopt some method of coming
into personal contact with our men, not as stern judges, presiding

simply at their trial and prepared to deliver .sentence, but leaders,

educators and fellow workmen in the business in which we are en-

gaged. In the case of a smaller company this might be accom-
plished with comparatively little trouble by the manager or super-

intendent, making it a point to frequently meet his employes, either

in a group, say, at the stations where there are several connected

with the system or en masse at some meeting held for the purpose.

Thus instead of always presenting himself as a taskmaster, he will

be able freely to discuss with them the necessities of the business

and the purposes of the company with especial reference to their in-

dividual welfare, and he will have the opportunity to bring before

them items of general information touching latest developments in

the technique of street railroad work. In this way he and his men
will be en rapport and more cordial relations will be established be-

tween them.

Where a company consists of a large number of lines, requiring

the employment of many men and the division of official work
among a number of officers, it becomes a question as to the best

method to be adopted by the officers for making themselves known
to the individual employe other than by the usual style of written

orders, promulgated from-time to time, and posted in the stations

and shops. Having felt the desirability of some other and pleasanter

medium of communication with his employes, the writer of this

paper about a year ago began the monthly publication of a little

sheet entitled " Milwaukee Street Railway Bulletin," and its objects

were set forth in a short editorial in the first issue to the effect that
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the publication was issued in the hope that by it might be effected

a closer relationship between the management and the employes,

based on a more definite understanding on the part of the latter, of

the wishes and intentions of the former. It was also announced

that as from time to time changes in the method of running the

cars, the use of material and the general operations on the road, in

the shops and power plant, might be deemed best by the manage-

ment, either to test or permanently adopt as the company desire, in

order to avail itself of the experience of other companies in their

work, when after due investigation such experience seemed to offer

something desirable for adoption; and as the usual form of such

changes, as far as the employes were concerned, came to them in the

shape of some new rule or regulation to be obeyed in most cases

without a clear and definite idea of the cause of such ruling; it was

proposed by means of the Bulletin to set forth from time to time the

reasons for changes made, so that the desires of the company might

be thoroughly understood and unity of purpose on the part of both

official and employe thus promoted.

It was further set forth that it was the intention of the manage-

ment to publish from time to time facts and news concerning the

business that would be interesting and educating to readers, the

results of improvements made on their own and other roads, of the

construction and operation of electrical roads, details of which

would be usually published in a trade journal, and, perhaps, would

not always be accessible to those to whom the paper in question was

to be sent.

Following the line marked out for such publication, the little

paper was issued each month for more than a year, and in each

number suggestions, requirements, rules, time tables, etc., were set

forth for the benefit of the employes. Articles on the best means of

handling transfers, the care of street railway motors, the treatment

of passengers, and particularly the troublesome ones, statistics of

the operation of the road and electrical information in general were

put in print and placed in the hands of every employe. A personal

column was also introduced, in which mention was made of any act

showing skill in the avoidance of accidents, in the handling of the

motor, etc., and attention was called from time to time to deeds

worthy of commendation. To the columns of the Bulletin contribu-

tions were invited from the heads of the different departments, and

in a- column called Reminders, short articles were introduced, call-

ing attention to any laxity on the part of the men in reference to

any particular rule, together with suggestions how to act under any

especial combination of circumstances. To its columns were wel-

comed contributions from the men, and queries addressed to the

management by employes were answered in its monthly issues.

The publication of the little sheet was in the nature of an experi-

ment, but the fact was speedily developed that the paper was of

great utility. Its monthly issues were looked for by the employes,

and its suggestions were made matters of discussion at the different

stations and gathering places of the men. Hardly a conductor or

motorman on the road did not carry his copy with him and often

refer to it. The four page sheet soon changed to one of eight

pages, S ins. X 12 ins. in size, and a few advertisements judiciously

selected paid the expense of printing and distribution.

While the preparation and publication of such a paper will nec-

essarily add to the burden of duty, already sufiGiciently great in the

case of most managers, its value in keeping the men of the line in

close touch with their officers by disseminating information of local

value in the daily operation of the road, and in stimulating to better

efforts by a judicious admixture in its columns of praise and blame

and suggestions to those to whom it is addressed, will make it worth,

many times over, the labor involved in its production. We would
recommend a trial by all street railway companies of some such

printed sheet for distribution among their employes.

Some companies have fostered what might be termed a benev-

olent protective society among their men, the officers of the com-
pany being included in the scope of such an organization with a

voice in its affairs. We regard such societies as valuable along the

lines of which we are speaking, and if tact and skill are used in the

official relationship of the company to such a club or association, it

can be made the medium of the cultivation of pleasant relations be-

tween the employer and the employed.

Reading rooms at the different stations and shops provided with

technical journals, as well as the daily papers, for the use of train-

men and others can be made most serviceable; and all these methods
tend we believe, to the retention of good men, the cultivation of

good principles on the part of the employes, and naturally the

elimination of the bad, the worthless and the ignorant. Given a

large proportion of honest and intelligent employes upon a road, and
by a natural process of the pressure which good always exercises

upon evil, the bad will find themselves out of place and will be forced

to leave. The work of the detective bureau, important as it is,

ought, we believe, at all times to be supplemented by the most lib-

eral efforts on the part of the managers to impress upon their em-
ployes, either orally or in printed form the advantages of doing

right, the benefits of an intelligent conception of the scientific facts

with which in their daily work they are constantly dealing, and the

cultivation of an enlightened public sentiment among them, to the

end that the dissipated, the ignorant, the careless and the dishonest

may be made ashamed, and of their own accord seek other positions

more congenial to their tastes. Light dissipates darkness.

Street Railway Trucks.

By John N. Akarman.

After a long and expensive experience, it has at last been gener-

ally conceded that trucks are necessary for carrying a modern street

car. The term truck in this case means the separate framework for

holding the running gear of an electric car; namely, the wheels,

springs, brakes, motors, etc. This being the case, the question

arises as to what form or type of truck is best adapted to the pur-

pose, and the object of this paper is to endeavor to give some hints to

street railroad men which will enalile them to solve this question

themselves. In doing this, it will be necessary to explain the prin-

ciples involved, the requirements of the service, and show where
single and where double trucks are most desirable.

When motors were first placed upon street cars, it was believed

that there was no necessity for special construction, or any marked
departure from the prevailing horse car practice. The idea of a sep-

arate truck had not even been conceived. We found Van Depoele

placing his motors upon the front platform, and using chains and
sprocket wheels to carry the power to the axle. The car carried the

whole weight of the motor and load, and in addition to its usual

work, took all the strains of the propelling power. Sprague made
a short step in advance and in the right direction by carrying his

motor on links from the car body and resting one end through

sleeves, on the axle. This improvement preserved the distance al-

ways the same between the motor and the axle, but the rising and

falling of the body imparted a racking motion to the motors, which

was destructive to the cars. Both of those systems were radically

wrong, and might have been known to be so, from a study of the

steam coaches of fifty years ago, and from the steam wagons of fif-

teen or twenty years previous. As a result, the cars became hard

riding and soon wore out. It was also found that a car body was

put out of service whenever there was a necessity for any repairs to

the motor or machinery.

It was at this point that the idea of a separate truck was thought

of. It was not, however, considered with any favor, and months

were spent without success in an attempt to get an electric manufact-

uring company to try the new system and put a separate truck un-

der the body of a four wheeled car. The idea of a separate truck

was first conceived about the year 1885, but it was not until the

latter part of 1887 that it was put into operation in concrete form.

The first truck consisted of a continuous upper chord made of bar

iron in the form of a rectangle. Its purpose was to support the car

body, the sills of which rested on its frame. The sides of this upper

chord were reinforced by heavy oak sub-sills to which the chord and

the pedestals were both firmly bolted. This form of frame kept the

body square and took many of the strains on itself ; but it has been

abandoned, and in abandoning and using separate bars, I think we
have been drifting away from the best practice, for it had a very im-

portant advantage in preserving the squareness of the body and

truck. In addition to this upper chord, there was a bar extending

around the truck to which the bottoms of the boxes were fastened.

In all the early trucks the frame rested directly on the journal

boxes. The jar and concussion which resulted crystallized the

metal, injured the motors, made it impossible to keep bolts and nuts

tight and was the cause of a rapid destruction of the whole truck.

A remedy became an imperative necessity. So elasticity or cushion-

ing of some sort was resorted to, and the first effort in this direction

was made by placing a thick piece of rubber upon the top of the

journal box between it and the axle box frame. While the prin-

ciple was right, the means employed was of little value. The
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rubber at best had only a trifling elasticity, was not durable and did

not prevent the box from jolting.

Then a spiral spring was tried upon the top of the box. This

was an improvement as it liad a certain amount of motion, but the

space available over the box was so small that a very stiff spring had

to be used. So stiff in fact was it necessary to make the springs

that they were but little better than the rubber. In many cases the

springs used were so rigid that they were no better than the old un-

cushioned construction. It was found that springs in this position

had the additional disadvantage of aggravating the rocking of the

box from side to side; but by widening the box at the bottom, or

adding ears so as to form spring seats, it was found possible to give

each box two springs, one on each side, and of ample diameter and

length, so that they would carry the load with ease and have suffi-

cient motion. Thus placed they had the advantage of carrying the

box perfectly steady, preventing entirely the rocking and unsteady

motion. It should be noted here that the motors were carried on

the truck and were in no way attached to the car body or connected

with its motion.

So far as I can learn, the first car body carried on a separate

four wheeled truck was run on the Scranton & Suburban Railway

Company, in Scranton, Pa. About the same time, the Boston &
Revere Beach Railway Company, in Massachusetts, had a car, the

body of which was mounted upon a truck; from the frame of the

latter, the motor was carried in the modern fashion. This car was

operated under the eyes of the officials of an electric railway com-

pany, who watched its operation from day to day with the most care-

ful attention, and it required but a few weeks of service to demon-

strate that the principle was a great one, and that a very important

advance had been made that was to mark an era of success in the

operation of electric cars.

These first trucks, although involving nearly all the essential

features of the modern trucks, were by no means perfect, and the

conditions of the service soon suggested modifications. The first of

these was to make the removal of the wheels and axles as easy and

practicable as they had been with jaws and oil boxes used on the

old horse cars. The form which the improvement took was the

making of the jaws a part of the motor truck frame so that upon
jacking up the truck, the wheels could be rolled out. This was an

essential feature recognized by all truck builders, and has been em-

bodied in every successful truck which has been constructed.

Up to this time brakes have been invariably hung from the

body of the car. But it was soon found that brakes upon electrics

were a very much more important feature than they had been upon
horse cars. The high rates of speed and the greater weight of cars,

not only made stopping more difficult, but the shortness of stops to

avoid accidents was found to be important. The brakes were first

suspended from the sills of the car, and the sinking of a body under

a load left the shoe so far from the wheels that in applying the

brakes the slack of the chains was increased and could not be taken

up without considerable delay. The remedy was simple and con-

sisted in suspending the brake rigging from the axle box frame in

such a way that it was not subject to the action of the body springs.

The change in the brake rigging from the car body to the truck

frame brought another evil which had been of slight importance

heretofore. This was the longitudinal rocking or pitching of the

car body, technically known as galloping, which was greatly in-

creased under higher speed, and is also further increased by length-

ening the car bodies. This motion is not only excessively unpleas-

ant to passengers but very destructive to the trucks, motors and

track. When the brakes were hung from the car body, it was possi-

ble to check this oscillation by a slight application of the brake, but

the change in the hanging of the brake made this impossible, and
remedies became imperative. The first thing that was done as a

remedy was to increase the wheel base; but this did not prove to be

of much advantage. The first success as a remedy appears to have

been made by extending the sides of the truck, and on the exten-

sion pieces mounting an elliptic or half elliptic spring. The latter

method with the half elliptic spring has been the most successful

preventative tried. The necessity for overcoming the oscillation was
considered so important, and the success of this device so great, that

a series of inventions were, and are being, brought out for the pur-

pose of accomplishing the same result. Numberless combinations of

elliptics and spirals, and springs of various kinds were made,and also

a large number of inventions involving the use of levers, cross-

equalizing bars, and other similar mechanical devices have been

made, some of which appeared to succeed, but in most cases failed

to produce a satisfactory result. Some of these devices in overcoming

longitudinal oscillation very frequently caused the car to ride very

stifTly and produced an undesirable effect upon the track. Others

gave the car too much lateral motion, apparently, by the conversion

of the longitudinal oscillation into a side or lateral movement.
The so railed extended spring base which is combined with the half

elliptic springs has, in my judgment, been the best solution of the

problem up to the present time. It is conceded that the equaliza-

tion of the wheels to carry the load according to the practice on
steam roads is out of the question with a car which has only four

wheels.

As time went on and experience was gained, one point was
gradually made more and more evident. This was that a motor
truck is a locomotive in every sense of the word, and for success

must be governed in its construction by the same general principles

that are involved in the construction of a locomotive. The greatest

difference between the functions of a motor truck and a locomotive

seems to be the fact that the motor truck carries the load instead of

drawing it. It also has to preserve its propelling machinery in perfect

alignment while it is moved forward by the revolutions of its axles,

and is subject to combined vertical, horizontal and twisting strains

of the most severe kind, and at the same time it must ride as easily

as a carriage. It has been demonstrated that a composite truck

frame is a failure because of its inability to stand all the strains im-

posed upon it. The braces which were amply sufficient to carry the

weight give it no strength to resist twisting strains; then again,

malleable iron parts break, bolts and nuts become loose and rattle,

and it is next to impossible to prevent rivets from shearing and bars

from twisting out of their place. The composite frame demon-
strated its imperfections with the locomotive years ago, and has

been found even less successful as a form of construction for a

motortruck. This is due in a measure to the fact that on account

of cost, first class workmanship is out of the question in building a

low-priced truck. The truck frame consisting of a solid forged bar,

of course, gives greater strength to resist strains thrown upon it

from all directions than any form of a built-up truss.

Now as a result of the best information and from large experi-

ence, I believe the ideal four wheeled truck for electric cars at the

present time is one having the fewest number of parts in its con-

struction, in which the side pieces of the main frame are single

forged bars connected across the ends by bars either bolted or

welded on so as to make the frame one continuous piece. This

frame is carried by springs from the journal boxes, and itself

carries an upper chord, likewise a continuous rectangular piece which
has suitable seats for the springs. This upper chord is recessed to

take the bolts and spring seats, and leaving its upper surface flush.

The ends are carried by the half elliptic springs, while the spirals

are placed at the journal boxes. The brake should be hung by
links.

Diagonal bracing, on account of the motors, is out of the ques-

tion in the construction of a truck, but the diagonal strength is usu-

ally increased by the introduction of transoms. Such a frame carries

its machinery with a certainty of its always being in alignment with

the driving axle, and as it is spring-carried, it is as light on the rails

as any form of single truck, while the longitudinal oscillation is

prevented by the peculiar effect of the half elliptic springs which
do not respond readily to rhythmic motion. So much for the

form of construction of a good type of four wheeled trucks

but what of the disadvantages of four wheeled trucks in general.

Taken at its best, the four wheeled truck is an uncomfortable car-

riage and a veritable track destroyer, and should only be used, ac-

cording to the best judgment of many of our wide awake railroad

men, where cars are run at comparatively slow speed, and with mod-
erate length of car bodies. Where it is desirable to run at higher

rates of speed in suburban service, the damage to the track becomes
so great that it should preclude its use. The increased length of

wheel base made necessary, makes it hard on curves.

The only alternative is to use a double truck car with swivel or

pivotal trucks. The advantage of this form of truck is very great,

and while nearly everyone is familiar with its good qualities in a

general way, I hope I may be pardoned for going into details which
are not so well known. They are easy on curves to a degree that

would hardly be credited by those who have only been familiar with

four wheeled cars. The greater number of wheels not only reduces

the weight on each wheel, but correspondingly reduces the blow
when the wheels strike a joint or a low place in the track. This is

still further diminished by what is known as " equalization," which
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practically places the car body at the central point of the truck, so

that each wheel in rising or falling in passing over any imperfection

in the track elevates the load a distance but half as great as its own
rise.

Oscillation, w^hether longitudinal or transverse, can be com-
pletely done away with by the use of double trucks. While the

trucks conform closely to all the irregularities of the line, the body
can move forward with but very little influence from them.

The conditions, however, are not altogether in favor of the pivotal

truck. As for instance, if all the weight is used for adhesion it is

twice as expensive in use as a four wheeled truck. If two motors

are used, it has only fifty per cent of the propelling power. In its

ordinary form, it makes a wide body necessary, and, hence, is out of

place in narrow streets or places where traffic is very heavy. It also

has the disadvantage of putting the body at a greater height than

is necessary with four wheels.

But it meets a great many of the requirements for fast suburban

service, and has been endorsed with great satisfaction; but the ob-

jections I have just mentioned preclude its use in many cases where

it would have otherwise been desirable. Now the remedy for nearly

all these objections has been found in what is known as the maxi-

mum traction truck.

The maximum traction truck may be defined as a pivotal

truck in which the load is eccentrically placed in relation to the

four wheels, two of them receive only a sufficient amount of weight

to keep them upon the track, while the others take the remainder of

the load. In practice it is found that eighty per cent of the weight

may be placed on the driving wheels, while twenty per cent is used

for guiding. Upon applying these trucks it was found that it was

not necessary to have the wheels of equal size; that a large pair of

driving wheels and a small pair of idle wheels can be used. The
large pair used as driving wheels being very near the pivotal point

have a comparatively small amount of swing and can be allowed to

rise within the floor timbers, while the small wheels moving
through [a much greater arc easily clear the sills. By this form of

construction, the body can not only be brought down, but the

frame can be made as narrow as in the ordinary street car body.

This form of truck enables the car to be utilized for both street and

surburban service. It is also found in its latest form utilized under

long open cars. It carries the motor in a satisfactory manner,

guides readily and answers nearly all the requirements of the serv-

ice. But the question of what form of truck answers interurban

service is one which every railway manager must study for himself.

This becomes necessary because the conditions on different roads

vary so much that there are scarcely two in the whole country upon
which they are identical. The question of the amount of traffic

and the headway which is desired to run cars involves a careful

study. With heavy traffic and frequent stops it is necessary to

have low cars from which ingress and egress are easy. An extra

step will increase the danger to passengers very much. On the

other hand, where passengers are carried a considerable distance

without stops, long cars with more than one step are permissible.

As interurban service is almost equivalent to that of the steam

roads, for this service, pivotal trucks having regular swing beams,

equalizers, elliptic springs, and all the parts of the steam road truck

are entirely satisfactory. They take curves easily at a high rate of

speed. But for trucks which must run not only on trams, but on T
rails, some form of the maximum traction truck will give, all things

considered, the best service.

In conclusion, let me call attention again to this very important

question to be considered in connection with the adoption of single

and double trucks, which is whether the punishment to the track by

single trucks is not so great as to more than make up for the cost of

putting in and running double trucks under cars of all lengths of

bodies, whether short or long.

Modern Overhead Construction.

By Benjamin Willard.

In the equipment of electrical street railways the item of over-

head construction is a very important one, and one susceptible of

many ideas. There are many different methods and kinds of ma-
terials used on overhead work all of which would go to make up
practical and modern construction, but as a matter of fact there are

hardly any two installations which are near alike. The reason for

such a variety of construction is naturally the results of engineers'

ideas, conditions and opinions relative to the merits of different

manufactured parts. It is hardly possible to standardize all methods
and appliances in such a way as to meet the general approval of dif-

ferent engineers, as the requirements vary with local conditions, and
what may be found practical in one locality may be found faulty in

another.

Difference in local conditions is not alone responsible for our in-

ability to standardize construction and make it alike; it is because

we are trying to arrive at a point of perfection and have a few miles

to travel before we are there. The most practical method to pursue

is to profit by the successful experience of others, and when we ar-

rive at a point which we consider will admit of improvement, then

put our individual ideas into effect. There is room for the manufact-

urer to investigate more carefully the outside requirements and to

make many materials which would find a ready market, whereas the

engineer is now dependent on his ability to devise and utilize such

materials at an exorbitant cost.

My ideas relative to what is necessary for practical modern con-

struction will undoubtedly differ in many respects from the opinions

of others, and in some instances may be found not practical, but

experience has proven to me many important features to be observed

in modern construction, and I can only submit what in my opinion

and during my experience I have found to be substantially practical.

Trolley line construction can be erected in various ways and

still conform to good practice, one difference being in the kind and
cost of poles to be erected. There are various requirements govern-

ing the selection and kind of poles to be used which determine an
important factor in the first cost. Municipal requirements may
compel you to erect steel or wood poles, or you may be allowed to

make your own selection. In the first instance the price is fixed and
you have only one thing to do, in the second instance you have op-

portunities which are left for your own discretion. The steel pole

presents a neat and attractive appearance, also takes up a small

amount of space, which are the chief points in its favor. The in-

sulating qualities are not as good as with the wood pole, and al-

though I am not prepared to say positively as to its lasting qualities,

I have made some observations of deterioration on wrought iron

columns that have been in the ground for several years and estima-

ting that this deterioration would take effect in the same proportion

on steel poles, I am convinced that in a moist climate a limit on the

practical life of such poles would not be over thirty years. While I

am not strictly an advocate of wood poles, I am of the belief that

from a practical and financial standpoint, wood poles should be used

in many instances.

Through the business sections of cities steel poles are in some
respects better, as they are not affected by being wilfully or acci-

dentally mutilated. In suburban or residence districts the wood poles

when properly dimensioned answer every purpose, and appear fully

as well as the steel poles. A heart pine or cedar pole will, if pro-

perly selected and kept painted, last in some climates twenty years.

This is a known fact from observation of poles that are now in sound

condition after having been erected for that length of time.

Suppose we select New Orleans as a suitable location to build a

road and base our estimates on cost of material there. The cost of

steel poles would be greater than in Northern cities, owing to freight

rates and distance from the manufacturers of such poles. Wood
poles can be furnished for less in New Orleans, owing to their near

production, so that I think an estimate covering cost at that point

would be a fitting proposition elsewhere.

Steel poles for one mile of span wire construction, 104 poles at

|i5 each would cost I1560, and assuming their life to be thirty

years, the interest on your investment for thirty years at five per

cent per annum would be $2340 or a total first cost and interest of

I3900. The setting of steel poles necessitates the use of concrete

which is an expense to be figured over the cost of wood pole setting,

so we must figure at least the cost of such material and labor which

would be $4.50 per pole, or I468 per mile, figured with interest for

thirty years at five percent per annum, would be |i 170, or a total

for interest and first cost of material and labor of I5070, which is to

be considered against the cost of one mile of wood pole construction

covering the same period.

Assuming the life of wood heart pine poles to be twelve years

(instead of twenty years) I will base a comparative proposition on

that basis, taking the interest on each investment and carry through

to the expiration of thirty years. Wood heart pine poles for one

mile of span wire construction, 104 poles to the mile at $4.50 each,

would cost I468, also suitable labor and material for erecting at #2.50
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per pole, I260, or a total first cost of I728; to this must be added in-

terest for thirty years at five per cent per annum, f1098, making the

first investment at the end of thirty years
;f
1820. At the expiration

of twelve years the construction must be renewed at a cost of I723,

and to this must be added interest for eighteen years at five per cent

per annum, $655. 20, making the second investment at the end of

thirty years cost 1:1383.20.

At the expiration of twenty-four years the construction will be

renewed for a third time at a cos^: of #728, and to this will be added

the interest for six years at five per cent per annum, |2 18.40, making

the third investment at the end of thirty years cost $946.40, a grand

total for wood pole construction of $4149.60.

The difference between total costs of steel and wood pole con-

struction for a period of thirty years would be $920.40 per mile,

which would be more than a liberal allowance for changing span

wires and other work, but assuming it would take this amount we
would stand even at the end of thirty years and still have six years

more paid for on wood pole con.struction. If steel span poles are

used, I would reconmiend for the average .span of forty feet a pole

weighing about 700 lbs. made in two parts, the lower section to be

constructed of six inch extra heavy and the upper section of five inch

standard steel pipe swaged at the joint for a distance of eighteen

inches; such a pole to be twenty-eight feet long, eighteen feet for

the lower and ten feet for the upper section, and provided with a

cast iron and wood pole top for the attachment of the span wires.

Such poles should be provided with a wood filling to fit the bottom

of the lower half to prevent it from sinking, and should be set six

feet in the ground with a rake of ten inches from the perpendicular

to allow for being straightened when under strain. The average

size of hole to be dug should be twent)' inches in diameter with a

depth of a little over six feet, requiring { after the pole is inserted)

a mixture of about Yz cu. yd. of concrete composed of one part

of Portland cement, two parts of sharp sand, and four parts of

broken jock. The cement should be given at least three days in

order to set firmly before attaching the span wires. Whenever it is

practical to allow poles to bear against the curbing this should be

taken advantage of as it affords an efficient stay to assist the pole

in resisting the strain. Should it not be possible to secure use of

the curb (or paving) a good-sized rock having a bearing surface of

about one square foot would assist very much, and keep the pressure

from cracking the cement.

If wood poles are used where it is necessary to make neat ap-

pearing and substantial construction, I would recommend for the

average span of forty feet a long leaf yellow pine pole dressed and

chamfered, thirty feet long, sawed square, 11 ins. X n ins. at the

base, and 7 ins. X 7 ins. at the point, free from sap, rot or knots,

and corners evenly chamfered i Yz ins.
,
beginning at a point fourteen

feet from the base, and terminating in an octagonal form and

roofed evenly for a space of three inches.

In setting wood poles where concrete is not used (and I do not

consider it necessary ) a great deal depends upon the soil encountered.

Whereas it is necessary to use very little prepared material for fill-

ing in some localities, it will take a quantity in others, so I will

mention what would be required in a soil of medium clay and
character which would probably meet the average condition. Poles

should be set six feet in the ground with a rake of twelve inches

from the perpendicular to allow for being straightened when under

strain, and the hole should be dug to a vertical depth of six feet

(or more if necessary to allow the pole to stand a given height above

the track ) in the ground and should be about two feet square at the

top and not less than eighteen inches at the bottom. Where it is

practical to allow poles to bear against the curbing (or paving) this

should be taken advantage of, and it will not be necessary to use

other material near the surface as in iron pole construction, but it

will be necessary to place a substantial bearing at the heel to prevent

the pole from pressing through the earth; for this purpose a small

quantity of coarse broken stone or brickbats will answer every pur-

pose, and where this is not easil) obtainable, and the earth is soft,

a piece of plank twelve inches wide by three inches thick, four feet

long, sharpened and driven in the earth to a depth of about two feet

at the back and base of the pole will give good results.

Whenever it is necessary to erect poles in the absence of sub-

stantial material at the surface such as paving or curbing, I would
recommend that the base of the pole be well rammed with broken
rock for a distance of eighteen inches, taking pains that the greater

quantity is placed at the back where the pressure is greatest and
leaving a small quantity in front where no pressure takes place.

The space to within twenty inches of the top may be filled with

earth taken from the hole and well rammed. To prevent the pole

from yielding at the surface a breast plank of oak (or cypress) tim-

ber 3 ins. X 12 ins. X 6 ft. should be placed and spiked in front and
at right angles to the pole about eight feet under the surface of the

ground, which would make a suitable bearing surface, and resist the

span wire strain. About twenty inches from the top of the hole and

in front of the Ijreast plank should be filled and well rammed with

the same material as is used at the base of the pole. The necessary

quantity of broken rock required would be about two-tenths of a

cubic yard to the pole.

Poles of wood or steel which may be used for holding strains

at curves should necessarily be heavier than those used for straight

line construction and should also be set at greater depth in the

ground. Steel poles of proper dimensions for curve construction

should be made in two joints and constructed on the same principle

as the straight line pole, except with heavier dimensions of pipe. A
steel pole for curve construction should be twenty-nine feet long,

made of six inch and seven inch extra heavy pipe, the larger sec-

tion to be nineteen feet long, and the smaller section to be ten feet

long and made to weigh 1050 lbs. Such poles should be set seven

feet in the ground, and raked ten inches from the perpendicular in

a direction radiating from central point of curve to where strain is

required. The filling necessary would be the same as specified for

straight line iron pole construction.

Wood poles for curve construction should be made similar to

those specified heretofore for straight line construction, excepting

dimensions of such poles should be 31 ft. long X '4 ins. X I4 ins.

at the butt, 9 ins. X 9 ins. at the top, chamfered from a point four-

teen feet from the base to the point, terminating in an octagonal

form and roofed evenly for a space of three inches. Such poles

should be set seven feet in the ground and raked twelve inches

from the perpendicular in a direction radiating from the center of

curvature where strain is required. The hole should then be entire-

ly filled with about seven-tenths of a cubic yard of broken rock

and well rammed.
The holes for eyebolts should be bored in wood poles before

their erection and should be bored so that the bolt will incline

slightly downward towards the eye to prevent the water from fol-

lowing in and rotting the top of the pole. The correct location for

eyebolt holes would be determined by the height at which the

trolley wire is to be placed; twenty-two feet from the base of the

pole would be correct, assuming that we allow two feet for drop in

the ear body and ear and also dip in the span which would make the

height of trolley wire about twenty feet. To facilitate the setting

of poles to a uniform height it is a good plan to place grade stakes

near the location selected for poles indicating a given height rela-

tive to the grade of the track.

Center pole construction is required in many locations and may
be more adaptable than other methods, but I consider span con-

struction better, owing to its flexibility and for being less unsightly.

There are now on the market appliances for making bracket sus-

pensions flexible, which are an improvement over the old style of

rigid construction. One of the most practical which I am familiar

with is an attachment to receive a short span of flexible wire and
the ordinary straight line hangers.

Poles used for center and bracket construction should be made
accordir g to the same specifications as those used for span construc-

tion, excepting that an ornamental pole top would be required for

the steel pole instead of an insulated one. Much can be spent on
ornamentations on center and bracket construction, but it always

occurred to me that the most practical is ornamental enough and
places the cost where it will do the most good. For the bracket

arm a in. pipe of the required length attached to a malleable

iron collar made in halves and encircling the pole and supported by
truss rods leading from the end and center of the arm to near the

top makes excellent and neat appearing construction.

Wherever guard wires are required it will be necessary to leave

about two feet additional space on the top of the pole above where
the trolley span wires are attached for the attachment of the guard
wire span. It would hardly be practical to provide an insulated

pole top to provide for both span wires, so the trolley span would be

supported by means of a wrought iron clamp collar encircling the

pole at the proper point and provided with suitable insulating fast-

enings. I do not especially approve of this method of construction ( as

I do not favor guard wires) but I would recommend it where it is

compulsory to erect guard wires.
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All poles should be painted with one coat before their erection

as it affords better opportunities to carefully apply the priming coat

and at less expense than after the poles are set. A paint of dark

green composed of graphite mixture 1 find to wear well, and al-

though it costs more than some other paints, it has better lasting

qualities (especially in iron work). A second coat of this paint

after the poles are erected will cover marred places made necessary

in setting, and will look well and last for at least two years.

Spa7i Wires.—Span wires necessary for trolley suspension

should be flexible steel -^^ in. in diameter, composed of seven strands

of No. 12 galvanized wire, and when under strain with conditions of

pole setting as I have stated would have a tension of about 750 lbs.

when erected. Whereas I have allowed eighteen inches for sag in

the span, it probably would not be over twelve inches at the time the

wire is first suspended, but will graduallj- sag more as the wire

stretches and the poles spring or yield in the ground, so if a forty

foot span is attached twenty-two feet above the rail surface the

trolley wire within the course of a year would measure approxi-

mately twenty feet above the rail.

Where wood poles are used (or wood pole tops for steel poles),

the ordinary ^ in. X 12 in. eyed bolt threaded about four inches

answers every purpose for the attachment of the span wires, and
other devices more expensive used for the same purpose are not nec-

essary. Poles when properly set will bear a given strain on the

span wires for many years without much yielding, consequently an
adjustable device is rarely if ever used. Hard drawn copper trolley

wire of No. o B. & S. gauge has been found to be the most practical

dimension of wire and is generally considered a standard for most
trolley construction; therefore, overhead appliances are made of

various manufacture to meet such requirements. There has been a

trolley wire recently manufactured in the form of a figure 8

which is now in use on some roads and has given very good results.

Where this wire is used it leaves a perfectly unobstructed surface

for the trolley wheel and gives greater current carrying capacity,

but in modern construction the hanging appliances have reached

such a degree of perfection that the round wire can be used with

equally good results, and as the trolley wires on large systems

are relied upon but little as a conductor for current capacity, I can

hardly recommend anything that would be more practical than the

round wire.

Span wire hangers and insulators are of various forms and com-
positions, and many possess equal merit, and I would recommend
for straight line work those most indestructible and possessing the

best insulating qualities. The best forms of such hangers are those

where the insulation is concealed from the weather as much as pos-

sible, and having a metallic covering to prevent them from being

broken by accidental contact of the trolley pole. Brass hangers

are more expensive than iron, but resist the moisture and are main-

tained at much less expense. Iron hangers if kept in good condition

should be painted at least once a year, as the oxidization if allowed

to accumulate will form a conductive contact between the conduct-

ors and span wires, and in course of time will cause the escape of cur-

rent b)' leakage. Hard rubber insulation for hangers is more expensive

than many other compositions, but from my experience I must .say it

has fine insulating qualities, and stands different conditions of cli-

mate with little or no deterioration.

Suspension ears are of as many varieties as hangers, and I have
experienced the use of many such appliances, and have concluded

that a little modification of the old brass solder ear is the most prac-

tical and lasting of all, if properly attached. A solder ear should be

fifteen inches in length, tapped for a y% in. cap bolt and provided

with thin lips at either end, so dimensioned as to encircle but little

more than half the trolley wire, and one point which should be

observed very particularly is to have the ends of the ears ground to

a thin tapering end, so that they will become flexible with the

vibrations of the wire. If the ends are made heavy or unyielding

the vibrations will have a tendency to detach the ear at the points,

and when this takes place it is a question of a short time before the

ear is wholly detached.

Insulators and hangers for curve construction, like straight

line material, are of many designs and permit of wide selection.

However primitive may seem my ideas of this particular part of

construction, I can only give good results from my experience. I

favor what is known as the gooseneck hanger, which is simply a

Y% in. steel forging formed of such dimensions as to allow good
clearance for the trolley wheel, and fastened to the soldered ear in

a manner to permit it to swivel, also provided with an eye for the

attachment of pull-over wires. Such devices are strong and do not

present an obstructive object for the trolley to catch in. There is no
insulation attached to such ears, and this is the only thing in their

disfavor, but as there are many insulating devices to overcome this

difficulty which can attached to the hanger, this could be considered

a minor point.

A great deal could be said about overhead curve construction,

but as there are so many different conditions to meet I will simply

conclude my description with a double right angle curve of sixty

feet and fifty feet radius. The pull-off ears should be placed

II ft. 8^ ins. apart on the outside curve, and those on the inside

curve 9 ft. loins, apart from center to center (commencing at the

point of the curve ) , so that the pull-off wires between the two curves

run longitudinally from the axis of the track curves. The three

central pull-off wires leading to the center pole would terminate in

an iron ring, three inches in diameter, fixed at a point about twenty

feet from the trolley wire, and attached to a single % in. cable fixed

to the center pole by ending in a strain insulator. Each of the

other pull-off wires would lead directly to their respective poles, all

ending in a strain insulator fastened to the pole top. Each of the

suspension ears should be placed directly perpendicular over the

track centers and each provided with a strain insulator between the

trolley wire and the pole. -

There is a wide difference of opinion relative to the arrange-

ment of sections and the methods of feeding such sections of the

trolle}- wire. In many installations a practice is made of leading

each individual section feeder to the station and separating the

trolley into sections by sectional insulations, making it possible to

cut out the various sections at the power house. This is a con-

venience in one respect, and that is, it makes every section of the

line directly controllable from the power plant, but there are other

things equally important to consider, which may convince you

that better results are obtainable through another method, and that

method would be to have every feeder on the whole line doing a

share of work at all times, whether the cars be assembled on one

section or distributed over the entire line. This, of course, can only

be done by means of connections representing the whole line as

being in one general section, making short sections controllable by

external switches. In the first method mentioned an accumulation

of cars may be assembled on one section not estimated for carrying

an abnormal load, consequently, the feeder would be overtaxed on

this part'cular section, whereas the feeders on other sections would

be doing little or no work. Consequently, an unevenness of poten-

tial between the adjoining sections. If there is a bridge around

each section insulator connecting each section together and con-

nected by a feed wire, so that the current will equalize itself between

two sections, and so the current will distribute itself from all

feeders, then we have a small amount of variation of potential from

section to section, and every feeder is auxiliary to each other.

I have observed in almost all instances that when an accident oc-

curs to a trolley wire the whole line is for a time disturbed in its serv-

ice until the proper attention has been given to the external circuit

where the trouble occurs, and those on the ground are the ones who
are depended upon for relief before the forces at the power house are

aware of the extent of the trouble, and the switchboard tenders are

always under instructions or advice from the emergency crew. Con-

sequently, I maintain that efficient external line appliances that are

controllable by emergency forces meet the most important require-

ment, and the most efficient line can be built with a general feeder

system leading froin the switchboard and controllable as a whole for

each individual line, and not separated into sections requiring

separate feeders for each section leading from the station. To
accomplish this method of uniting the trolley sections the line is

divided into sections by means of sectional insulators, each sec-

tion so proportioned as to meet the estimated feeding point where

the feeder is to be attached. A switch box is placed on the pole

at a convenient height, in which are contained two switches and

fuses, one for the section on either side of the sectional insulator;

the feeder is then divided by connection through each switch,

so that the feed wire delivers current to either section through

feeder span wires attached to connections on each side of the

sectional insulator. When the entire line is in operation there

is an equalization of current in all sections, and the trolley remains

virtually as a solid conductor, but with all necessary features for dis-

connecting the sections.

Feed wire distribution is an important item in all installations

and varies with local conditions such as distances, amount of work
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to be done, and cost of producing power. As this is a mathemati-

cal problem, that is, made fitting to each of the local conditions, I

will only undertake to define a general system for erection and dis-

tribution.

In most localities where a large system of feed wire distribution

is required it is necessary to erect special construction for that

purpose. The most economical plan is to select centers of distri-

bution reached by the most direct routes from the power station

and establish at such points what may be called junction poles, to

which are attached the heavy trunk line feeders leading from the

power plant, and smaller feeders for distribution to the trolley line.

By this plan we may erect wires of 500,000 or 1,000,000 c. m. capac-

ity from the plant to the junction pole, and end same to a junc-

tion frame or frames attached to the pole, which is provided with a

bus bar of sufficient carrying capacity to carry the current of the

branch feeders. The large cables are dead ended in the junction

by use of eye-bolts and strain insulators and connections are

made with the bus bar with copper T connections. The branch

feeders are ended and connected in the same way so that it is

possible with little delay to cut out any feeder and make changes

which are often necessary during progress of operation.

Southern pine cross arms 5 ins. X 3/4 '"s. bored to receive lyi

ins. pins and doubled on each pole will make sufficiently strong

construction to receive the heaviest wires. The pins should be of

locust wood bored to receive a %, in. bolt which should extend

vertically through the center of the pin and terminate with a washer
and nut on the under side of the arm.

Top grooved glass insulators are desirable in all classes of heavy
feed wire construction, and their adoption is to be recommended.
Feed wire conductors of larger area than No. 0000 B. & S. gauge
should be in stranded or in cable form, triple insulated with the best

waterproof covering. Care should be taken in splicing cables so

that an even strain is brought on each smaller wire and are not al-

lowed to remain without good contact, and that all flux used in

soldering is carefully removed before taping.

Devices have been used for connecting cables, but none are to

be recommended in favor of the splice made with the cable itself.

Protection from lightning is now occupying the attention of

many railway companies, and there is a wide difference of opinion

relative to merits of lightning arresters and their application. I have
received correspondence from many different railway companies, and
in one instance there are two arresters located for forty-two miles of

road, whereas in another instance there were six to the mile. The
general idea seems to be two to the mile, and situated at or near the

junction where the feed wire is attached to the trolley wire.

The Selection and Management of Employes.
By W. F. Kelly.

" It is a good divine that follows his own instructions; I can

easier teach twenty what were good to be done than be one of twenty

to follow mine own teaching. '

'

The writer lays no claim to being wiser than his generation, nor

to have discovered new and startling facts in human experience.

He does not presume to instruct veterans in street railway manage-

ment, but merely offers for your consideration some stray chapters

from the book of experience. Nor is the experience necessarily per-

sonal. Much of it is gathered from observation and inspection in a

dozen different cities, The suggestions which follow are not spe-

cifically what to do, but rather what not to do.

An intelligent consideration of a man as an operative presup-

poses a knowledge of the conditions and environments under which
the operative exists. What these conditions are, or seem to be, de-

pends largely on the point of view. The public view it from one

point, the employe from another, the manager from a third, and the

stockholders or owners from still a fourth. From these various

points of view arise the complex relations of the street railway to

the general public and to its employes. The manager is doubtless

familiar with the view of the stockholders, whom he directly repre-

sents, but he is too frequently unfamiliar with the view of the gen-

eral public, whose patronage he seeks, or with that of the employes,

whose services he receives.

To the public mind a street railway is the visible, tangible

property with which they are in daily contact, and the intangible,

shadowy something which they call the management.
The physical character of the property they judge of by obser-

vation. The management they judge by the character of the em-

ployes with whom they are in daily contact. In a large system per-

haps not one person out of 10,000 knows the active manager by
sight, and not one in 20,000 has ever seen the president. The
mild mannered, long suffering manager, known and beloved by his

friends and neighbors for his many kindly virtues, is too frequently

in the public mind the embodiment of all that is selfish, cold-

blooded and rapacious.

If the connnon talk of the every-day world is to be believed, he
delights in irritating and insulting the public, in the oppression

and abuse of his employes, and is always endeavoring to rob the

people or the city of their rights.

How does such an impression become current? Perhaps
through the publication of his official acts and partly through the

men employed on your cars; not that they wilfully malign the man-
agement, or openly condemn or criticise it, but by their conduct
and bearing toward the traveling public they unconsciously create

this impression. The president, manager and entire directory may
be the most capable and eminent business men in the city, the per-

sonal character of every one above reproach, and yet collectively

they are powerless before that common, final tribunal, public opin-

ion. The street is the forum and the street car the tribunal from
which emenates public opinion. The employes reflect the character

of the management, and whether we wish or not the public consider

the car employes with whom they are in daily cantact as represent-

ing their policy and attitude toward the public. We touch the pub-
lic and have our measure taken largely through the men who man
and operate our cars.

The average American enjoys a " kick," and unfortunately the

operation of a street railway system offers abundant opportunity for

the exercise of this glorious privilege. The conductor or motorman
affords the readiest victim and the kicker enters up judgment on the

management according to the manner in which the innocent em-
ploye receives and disposes of his kick.

The pernicious idea that anybody can run a street car has in the

past resulted in the employment of an army of careless, coarse and
incompetent men, who through their ignorance, carelessness and
incivility, have done more to bring street railways into public dis-

favor than all the official acts of its management and directory.

The manufacturer selects his salesman not on account of his

knowledge of his wares, but more largely on account of his ability

to meet and treat courteously and kindly present and prospective

customers. The merchant insists that his clerks should be courte-

ous, diplomatic and obliging, as well as honest and faithful. We
may not know either the merchant or manufacturer, but we judge

them by their agents and their salesmen.

In the commercial world, the merchant, banker or manufact-

urer thinks it of enough importance to personally take great care in

the selection of his representatives; the average street railway man-
agement is content to leave this most important matter to an over-

worked, underpaid subordinate, with but a limited conception of

the essential qualities of a first class employe.

The manager has time to discuss a fare register, a sand box or a

truck, but hasn't an hour to give to the choosing of his public

representatives. The selection of the human machine, which is far

more important, more difficult to understand, more difficult to oper-

ate, causes the most trouble and expense and fails most frequently,

is too often entrusted to a man already burdened with many details.

The manager thinks it essential to have a competent, well paid

man to purchase necessary supplies. If cars, motors or power sta-

tion machinery are to be purchased, he gives it careful, personal

attention, and calls to his aid skilled experts, in order that there be

no error in so important a matter.

But the employment of conductors, motormen, inspectors, fore-

men, etc., the working force who earn or waste your money, who
make your system popular or odious with the public, who operate

your cars skillfully and safely or awkward and dangerously, who
keep your repair and accident accounts at a minimum or make them
a heavy burden, who collect and account for all your earnings, or

filch a portion for their personal use, this large body of men, the

very life blood of your system, you leave to the selection and care

of some one whom you wouldn't trust to buy a street car or select

an office boy.

The purchase of supplies, equipment or station machinery are

all important matters, and should be carefully considered, but the

selection of fifty or a hundred men of the wrong kind is far more

important and more expensive than a dozen blunders in the purchas-

ing department.
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Every employe of a street railwaj^ should be considered as an

agent with possibilities of harm to his employer. It is not enough
that he be intelligent, sober and industrious. He shoiild be of good

judgment and sound thinking, and neither communistic, social-

istic nor anarchistic in his views; not discontented and at cross pur-

poses with the whole social order, but of cheerful disposition and
content to make the best of life as he finds it.

The physical and intellectual qualities of the applicant should

both receive careful consideration. "Well bred, sound, vigorous

men, with a fair common school education, can be readily secured,

and the wide-awake management should be satisfied with nothing

less. In order to exclude many undesirable applicants, a high stand-

ard of physical qualifications should be established and adhered to

rigidly. Certain previous occupations are considered as disqualifying.

Policemen, firemen, steam railroad employes, political appointees

are as a class undesirable. There may be individual exceptions, but

they are rare.

Friends or relatives of the directory or other company officials,

relatives or political friends of city officials, brothers or near relatives

of present employes are most frequently inefficient and troublesome.

They are a dead weight on the neck of the active manager, and no
matter how excellent the reason, every dismissal involves an expla-

nation, and frequently ill feeling on the part of those who have

been favored by having their friends appointed. Fitness should be

the sole standard for securing a position. The manager should

have no favorites or relatives on his force, and should be wholly un-

trammeled by his directory or superior officers. Either he is large

enough to discharge the duties of his office without suggestions as

to details, or else the property needs a new manager.

In large systems the duties of general manager are so numerous
that he thinks it impossible to devote his time to the employment
and discharge of conductors and motormen. Then by all means
relieve him of many of these. Plenty of competent men can be

found to purchase materials, jolly the Council, place insurance, ad-

just damage claims, etc., but few men have the clear judgment and
broad mindedness to select the best class of men for their serv-

ice and to deal fairly, firmly and kindly with their faults and fail-

ures.

No place of public service is more exacting than that of the

street car employe. In no other business do the public get so

much for their money and grumble so much because they don't get

more. In no other business is the employe so much the personal

representative of his employer as in this. What do we expect and
require of him? That he be always prompt in reporting for duty;

always quick and accurate in the various details of his business;

honest, sober, intelligent, trustworthy, clean, courteous, smiling,

patient, good-natured, never weary, always ready to help ever}-

body, always obedient to several dozen or hundred rules; in fact a

model of all the virtues for $2 per day. Desiring all these, there are

some managers who require yet more. I have in mind one promi-

nent city road, in which nearly all the employes are of one religious

belief, and others find it difficult to secure employment. Another,

in which all employes are opposed to this belief; and yet another in

which they are almost wholly of foreign birth or parentage. In the

first two cases this condition arises largely from the personal preju-

dice of the manager, and in the other through a mistaken notion of

economy. It is fair to assume that neither of these managers is of

that broad gauge type which places high character and efficient

service above political or religious creed.

Granting that there has been careful and intelligent selection,

it is equally important that there be wise and considerate manage-
ment. Rules applicable to individual conduct are not necessarily

applicable to men as a class. The class is above the individual and
the rule must be adjusted to meet the average requirements. Many
of the rules in existence to-day are the heritage of the old days

when the street car employe was " Something better than his dog,

a little dearer than his horse." Rules were then made to meet the

exigencies of the case and in accord with the dutj' and character of

the employe. Frequently the only rule was the whim of the fore-

man or "barn boss." In time various miscellaneous practices

crystallized into custom and finally, became a well settled prac-

tice.

The electric motor and the cable ushered in the new era of

city surface transportation. New blood and new capital entered the

field, but many of the old customs and old employes remained.

The change from animal to mechanical traction has been swift and
startling. In many places the horse car is but a memory and the

mule driver is an extinct species. Track, cars and power station up

to date, but the method and management of the men who operate the

cars is that of the past decade.

It is conceded that a different type of man is necessary, and on
various systems there has been a noticeable change since the horse

car days. True to natural law, the fittest have survived and a

superior class of men now operate our cars. There has not been on
the part of managers in all cases so marked an improvement in the

modification and amelioration of various harsh practices. It is

urged that the more intelligent, superior type of man is deserving of

better treatment than the mule whacker of ten or twenty years ago.

Frequent and severe punishment for petty offenses should be abol-

ished and a code of rules established worthy of the men and the

business they represent. The almost universal practice in punish-

ing minor offenses is to "lay off" the employe from one to ten

days, without pay, which is in effect a fine of from two to twenty

dollars. The man is soured, his family suffers from the loss of

earnings, and if the man happens to be a conductor it is not surpris-

ing if he tries to get even by nipping fares. The practice is still ad-

hered to by many railway companies, and the offenses which the

punishment is supposed to correct still continue. Such a practice

would not be countenanced in a manufactory, a store or in commer-
cial affairs; why should it be on street railways? If the man is val-

uable enough to be retained in service, why should his family

suffer the loss of his wages? If the man were permitted to continue

at his work and one-half the amount he would lose by laying off

were assessed as a cash fine, the practice would be condemned in

unmeasured terms both by the press and an indignant public. If

employes are not amenable to reprimand administered in a proper

way, then they have not your welfare at heart and should be dis-

pensed with altogether. An entr}^, together with date, should be

kept of all occurrences connected with every employe. It should

show his absence from duty, whether from sickness or other cause,

his various little lapses from duty, disobedience or neglect of orders,

etc. This record should be frequently examined by the manager,

and when it is evident that the man is making no improvement, re-

place him at once without waiting for " something to happen."

All foremen and subforemen should be impressed with the

idea that all men under their charge should be treated in a gentle-

manly manner and with the utmost fairness; that there shall be no

favoritism in recommending men for promotion or in shielding

them from punishment. Much depends on the integrity and good
judgment of the division foremen. It is, therefore, highly essential

that there be no mistake in selecting men for these positions. If

they are not active, loyal and interested in their work, discipline

will be lax and unsatisfactory service the result.

Employes should not be censured for light or trivial causes or

on ex parte testimony. Reprimand should be kind, but pointed and
manly and never in public or in the presence of his fellows. Deal

fairly and justly with every man and teach the man to feel that his

case will receive careful unbiased consideration and that for similar

offences the same and certain punishment will follow in all cases.

Drinking on duty, drunkenness, frequenting saloons or gambling

rooms, or association with loose women are all inimical to good

service, and merit dismissal.

Revise your rule book and eliminate all useless and harsh rules

and insist on a strict observance of the remainder. Study it and

see if many old customs should not be abolished and new ones in-

augurated. Put yourself in the employe's place and see how many
of them you think are necessary in order to secure efficient service.

A number of large railway companies have in recent years fur-

nished comfortable and attractive waiting rooms for their men, with

reading room, lavatory, etc. This is neither charity nor generosity.

It is a plain business proposition that the company will obtain better

and more satisfactory service if the men have cozy and attractive

quarters about the car houses. The manager too frequently thinks

that when he has done all this, his men have no cause for com-

plaint and that they are ungrateful and unappreciative. Let him
look beneath the surface and discover the cause of the irritation.

He will probably discover that something or somebody is not re-

ceiving fair play; that there is some discrimination in promotion,

punishment, hours of labor, etc. The grievance may only be

imaginary, but until it is considered and adjusted it creates grum-

bling and discontent as surely as a real one. To obtain the best

service there must be a feeling that the manager has a personal in-

terest in the welfare and success of his men. Prizes for good con-

duct and satisfactory service, beneficiary organizations, reading and
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recreation rooms are all helpful and in the right direction; but

courteous, manly treatment and a kind word now and then smooth

away the irritations of an exacting service more than all else. The
man must feel that you respect his manhood, integrity and fidelity;

that aside from his service as an employe you have a human in-

terest in his success as a man. He has a right to feel that years of

right living and faithful service entitle him to your confidence and

that his good character should shield him from evil report.

Improved conditions, shorter hours of labor and better wages

have all contributed to make street railway service more desirable

and attractive to a high class of labor. Formerly it was considered

that street railway men were necessarily a shifting, thriftless class

whose term of service was of brief duration. Street railway man-
agers seemed to think it a part of the daily programme to discharge

somebody and employ somebody—anybody—in his place. Men
looked upon it as a makeshift job—a chance to pick up a few

dollars while waiting for something better to turn up. The result

was a miscellaneous aggregation of men with no higher interest in

the welfare of their employer beyond receiving their wages. Hap-
pily this condition is rapidly passing away, and the best street rail-

way systems to-day are those which have given most care and atten-

tion to the selection and treatment of their men.

We may never reach that ideal condition where every man is

capable, honest and trustworthy. It is none the less worth striving

for, and the manager who most nearly approaches it has within his

grasp the highest elements of success. With the whole body of

employes loyal, faithful, intelligent and devoted to their duty, gross

earnings would be increased and operating expenses diminished,

personal injury claims be reduced to a minimum, secret service

agents no longer necessary, the occupation of the labor agitator

gone, the kicker silenced, and that peace of mind of which the gen-

eral manager now only dreams will become a reality.

President-Elect McCulIoch.

Captain Robert McCulloch, new president of the American

Street Railway Association, vice-president and general manager

of the Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway Company and Citi-

zens' Railway Company, and general manager of the St. Louis Rail-

road Company, of St. Louis, is of Scotch lineage. His ancestors

settled in Virginia in the Colonial days, the parental side in Am-
hurst County and the maternal in Roanoke, the male members on

both sides having been soldiers of the Revolution. He is a native

of Rockbridge County, Virginia, and was educated at the Virginia

Military Institution, at Lexington, Va. He went as a cadet

in the Confederate service in April, 1861, and followed General Lee

until his surrender in April, 1865.

He went to St. Louis in 1869, and in 1871 entered the employ of

the Bellefontaine Railway Company of that city, as superintendent,

was afterwards made secretary, and then vice-president and general

manager of the company. He continued in that service until 1889,

when D. G. Hamilton and his friends purchased the Citizens', St.

Louis, Cass Avenue, Northern Central and Union lines, and he

was made vice-president and general manager of these roads, which

position he now occupies.

At the age of twenty-six he married Miss Paxton, of Rock-

bridge County, Va., and his family consists of his wife, two daugh-

ters and a son, Richard McCulloch, who is civil and electrical engi-

neer of the roads named. His elder daughter, Roberta, is a student

at Vassar College and his younger daughter, Grace, is receiving an

education in the public schools of St. Louis.

Last month a full line of pipe making machinery was sent to
Russia by Morris, Tasker & Company, of Philadelphia.

The plant shipped is a very complete one and includes engines,
boilers, the iron framework for the buildings, etc., all of American
manufacture. The new plant will be located at Maripol on the
Black Sea. Soon after the shipment of the machinery, Jonathan
Rowland, vice-president of Morris, Tasker & Company, Max D.
Feldman, chief engineer of the company and a considerable num-
ber of expert machinists formerly in the employ of Morris, Tasker
& Company, took passage for Russia to direct the erection of the
plant. Mr. Rowland will return in three or four months, but Mr.
Feidman will remain in charge of the plant in which some five

thousand men will be employed.
The selection of American machinery and methods in the in-

stallation of this plant is considered by Morris, Tasker & Company
as a great triumph, as a careful inspection of all the pipe making
plants of Europe was made by experts of the Russian Government
before the order was placed with Morris, Tasker & Company.

Among the Exhibits.

J. A. McGrath, exhibited a new car brake.

The Michigan Stove Company, of Detroit, showed three

Garland stoves.

George P. Jones & Company, of St. Louis, exhibited a full

line of oil and greases.

J. H. Wolf & Company, of St. Louis, exhibited a new transfer

ticket invented by Mr. Wolf.

The Missouri Malleable Iron Company, of East St. Louis, 111.,

exhibited a number of forgings.

D. C. Sweet, of Grand Rapids, Mich., had his patent grinder
for car wheels at the Convention.

The Standard Electric Works, of Cincinnati, made no exhibit,

but was represented by F. D. Lawrence.

The Ready Rock Asphalt Roofing Company, had an exhibit
of its roofing for car houses and car stations.

The Detroit Stove Works, of Detroit, had an exhibition of

two Jewel car stoves and three station heaters.

Louis Myers, of the Electrical Installation Company, Chicago,
was on hand looking after the interests of his company.

The American Steel Foundry Company, of .St. Louis, Mo., ex-
hibited a variety of steel castings for truck frames, drawbars, etc.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.

Robt. A. Schlegel & Bro., of St. Louis, Mo., had a tastefully
arranged exhibit of looking glass plates for interior car decora
tions.

Wm. S. Silver, represented not only the New York Carbon
Company, but Silver springs, and was a prominent figure at the con-
vention.

The Evens & Howard Fire Brick Company, exhibited a
full line of fire brick and tiling. The company was represented by
Albert Sobolewski.

The American Electrical Works, of Providence, R. I., had its

interests well looked after by P. C. Ackerman, of Providence, and
F. E. Donohoe, of Chicago.

The Commutator Company, of Minneapolis, was represented
by E. F. Keister, who exhibited samples of commutator bars made
by the new process of this company.

Krotz, Allen & Kelly, of Springfield, O., presented to atten-
dants an attractive souvenir consisting of four views showing the
K. A. K. system of underground conduit.

The Chapman Valve Company, of Indian Orchard, Mass.,
showed a line of Chapman valves through its St. Louis agents, the
L. M. Rumsey Manufacturing Company.

J. H. Stedman, of Rochester, N. Y., explained the merits of
Stedman transfer tickets and presented to delegates a tasteful stick
pin made in the form of his initials, J. H. S.
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The Charles Munson Belting Company, of Chicago, was rep-

resented by H. E. Skinner, of Chicago, who distributed a beautiful
paper knife as a souvenir for this company.

Garson Myers, of the Standard Railway Supply Company, Chi-
cago, was on hand as usual, shaking hands with old friends and pre-
senting them with a handsome and unique desk calendar.

The De Staebler Automatic Car Fender Company, of St.

Louis, Mo., showed a novel type of automatically operating fender,
actuated by a vertical apron carried under the front platform.

The Rochester Car Wheel Works, of Rochester, N. Y., was
well represented b}' F. D. Russell and George E. Morse. As a

souvenir of the convention the company presented some pocket
knives.

Charles A. Schieren & Company, of New York, was repre-

sented by M. M. Buck Manufacturing Company of St. Louis, and M.
A. Sullivan, of the Chicago branch, who gave out a very handsome
memorandum book.

The Bellamy Vestlette, Company, of Cleveland, O., exhibited
a novel vest without back, arranged with a series of nine pockets,
for the safe retention of coins and other money, tickets, report
book, pencil, punch, transfers, etc.

The Windsor Brake Company, of Troy, N. Y., exhibited its

emergency brake. This consists essentially of a track shoe made
to jam under the front wheels of a car. The portion of the shoe
bearing against the track is of emery made up to the form of a cake,
giving the greatest possible amount of friction.

E. F. de Witt & Company, of Lansingburgh, N. Y., showed
one of their Common Sense sand boxes in the exhibit of the Central
Electric Company, of Chicago. Mr. de Witt was present at the
convention and explained the working of the box to all interested.

Its simplicity and effectiveness were favorably commented upon.

The National Water Tube Boiler Company, of New Bruns-
wick, N. J. , exhibited a model of its water tube boiler, together with
a model of its shaking grate. A circular was distributed giving a
list of the prominent electric railway companies using the boiler.

The rocking grate, it is claimed, saves fifteen per cent in coal bills.

The John Stephenson Company, of New York, was represented
by D. W. and John Pugh, who have attended a great many conven-
tions, and who were among the best known among all the attend-
ants at St. Louis. The company made no exhibit, but distributed a
very handsomely leather-bound notebook, which was eagerly sougbt
after.

The Duff Manufacturing Company, of Allegheny, Pa., exhib-

VIEW OF CONVENTION HALL FROM EASTERN GALLERY.

The National Lock Washer Company, of Newark, N. J., ex-
hibited a number of its lock washers for track bolts and all work
where nuts are to be locked. The exhibit was in charge of J. G.
Miller, the St. Louis agent of the company.

Ezra H. Linley, of St. Louis, occupied a space in the western
end of the convention hall and exhibited a full line of street rail-

way supplies for which he is the agent. These included a variety of
Cambria rail sections, springs, engine room supplies, etc.

The American Railway Supply Company, of New York,
showed a handsome collection of the different badges for motormen
and conductors, which it manufactures, and these were tastefully
arranged on a large panel covered with dark blue plush and mounted
in a brass frame.

The R. D. Nuttall Company,of Allegheny, Pa., exhibited a fine
assortment of gears and pinions, trolley wheels and harps, complete
trolleys, etc. The exhibit attracted much attention on account of
its completeness and tasteful arrangement and was the center of in-
terest for many delegates.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, made no individual
display, but was ably represented by A. L. Tucker and Thos. G.
Grier. The company's goods were shown in the magnificent ex-
hibit made by the company's St. Louis representative, the Com-
mercial Electric Supply Company.

ited four jacks for track and car house use. That for power car
house use raises and lowers automatically. The company claims
that no cast iron is used in the manufacture of jacks, all parts being
of steel or malleable iron. George A. Urling represented the com-
pany.

The National Jack Company, of Boston, Mass., manufacturers
of the Pearson hub car replacing jack, showed several jacks of differ-

ent sizes and tackle for raising cars. These jacks have been found
extremely useful in street railway service, owing to the fact that
they swing, thus permitting a car to be moved from the track or re-

placed on it.

Jno. T. McRoy, of Chicago, exhibited several splendid samples
of his terra cotta conduit made with two, three, four and six ducts
and in six foot lengths. This conduit is made from shale finely

ground. The surfaces both inside and outside are heavily glazed.

The Chicago City Railway Company has put in 40,000 ft. of it and
speaks highly of it.

The Charter Oak Stove & Range Company, of St. Louis, ex-
hibited two varieties of car stoves, and showed two sizes of each.

One was fitted with iron, and the other with wooden casing. For
the former absolute safety from fire was guaranteed. The company
also exhibited larger sizes of stoves suitable for car sheds. Leslie

Dana was in charge.
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The Mississippi Glass Company, of vSt. Louis, had a very in-

teresting exhibit of its products—glass, specially designed for the

deck lights of street cars, wire glass for skylights, and samples of its

general line of rough and ribbed and cathedral glass, also an exhibit

of high grade firebrick, in all shapes, for construction of glass and
metallurgical furnaces.

A. Groetzinger & Sons, of Allegheny, Pa., manufacturers of

Dermaglutine pinions for electric cars, showed a full line of pinions

which are manufactured by them for all types of motors in use.

These pinions, which are of rawhide, are manufactured ready for

use or are supplied in blank so that they can be cut by the companies
using them, as desired.

The John A. Roebling's Sons Company, of Trenton, N. J. made
a specialty in its exhibit of the new Columbia rail bond recently

put on the market by the company. Several rail joints were shown,
equipped with this rail bond. Sections of the bond terminals in

position in a rail web were also exhibited, as was the powerful
clamp used in installing this bond.

Dillworth, Porter & Company, Ltd., of Pittsburgh, had an ex-

tensive exhibit of specialtsteel car axles of Glendon steel shown in

the rough and finished, also two axles which had been submitted to

tests to determine their strength, tie plates and soft steel spikes.

one track to another where there are no switches. Its representa-

tives were J. M. Harrison, Jr., J. Daniels and Wm. Burow.

The National Lead Company, of New York, exhibited through
its St. Louis agent a full line of material manufactured by it for

street railway companies. This included white lead, string solder,

babbitt metal bearings, paints, etc. The exhibit was very tastefully

arranged and was one of the first to be put in order at the conven-
tion. Arthur Benzel, of St. Louis, had charge of the exhibit.

The Pond Machinery Company, of vSt. Louis, showed a com-
plete line of the company's well known steam separators for elec-

tric railway and lighting plants. The company as the St. Louis
representative of the Watertown Engine Company also showed a
model of the Watertown engine governor and referred visitors to the
operation of Watertown engines in the lighting plant of the expo-
sition building.

The American Car Sprinkler Company, of Worcester, Mass.,
had on exhibition one of its electric sprinklers for street railways.
This was in operation on the track immediately in front of the
convention hall, and passed the hall at stated intervals which were
published on a circular distributed by the American Car Sprinkler
Company. Frank D. Perry, general superintendent of the com-
pany, attended the convention.

VIEW OF CONVENTION HALL FROM WESTERN GALLERY.

The representatives of the company in charge of the exhibit were A.
Morrison, engineer, J. G. Miller, sales agent.

The W. H. Coe Manufacturing Company, of Providence, R.
I. , exhibited the gilding wheel for car builders and car paint shops
described in our last issue. W. H. Coe was present and personally
explained the operation of the device. It has been adopted by
many of the principal car builders and steam railway corporations,
as well as by several street railway companies.

The Billings & Spencer Company, of Hartford, Conn., was
represented by W. B. Post and had an exhibit in connection with its

Western agents. Bowers Brothers, and the Central Union Brass Com-
pany, of St. Louis, mentioned elsewhere. The commutator bars of

this company are drop-forged from the best Lake copper, and the
line exhibited at the convention attracted great attention.

The Morrell Electric Works, of St. Louis, showed samples of

commutators, both in refilled and assembled forms. Their shop
equipment for producing this work is most complete, and the com-
pany is prepared to execute orders for commutator work of every
description, particularly for street railway motors. The company
was represented by A. W. Morrell and W. A. Ferguson.

The Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron Company, of St.

Louis exhibited some splendid specimens of cut gears and blanks,
and a large variety of truck and track material are made of open
hearth steel. It also showed a car thrower for running a car from

The Partridge Carbon Company, of Sandusky, O., had a
complete exhibit of the well known Partridge self lubricating
motor brushes. The exhibit was in charge of Arthur S. Partridge,
of St. Louis, agent for the company, and B. S. Speer from the
Sandusky office. A large variety of copper brushes from those
suitable for the smallest motors up to the largest generators were
shown, and attracted much attention.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company, of New York, was repre-
sented by Messrs. Ashburner and Bonner. The wide adoption of

Babcock & Wilcox boilers made an exhibit of these boilers unnec-
essary. The representatives of the company found many users of
Babcock & Wilcox boilers among the delegates and all of them
seemed to be well satisfied with the results secured by them with
these boilers in their power stations.

The R. Bliss Manfacturing Company, of Providence, R. I.,

made an exhibit of Wood's patent car gate which attracted much
attention. The principal feature of this gate is that it can be easily

locked in position, either open or closed, and when closed does not
occupy any valuable space, and folds close against the side of the
car. It has been adopted, according to a notice in the exhibit space
of the company, by over fifty corporations.

Arthur S. Partridge, of St. Louis, being one of the active

members of the Entertainment Committee, made no attempt at a
special display beyond showing in a nicely arranged booth a few of

the many first class specialties which he handles. He distributed
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very liberally one of the most acceptable and handsome souvenirs at

the convention in the way of a splendid memorandum book with the

recipient's name printed in gold on the cover.

The Bradford Belting Company, of Cincinnati, made a display

of its Monarch insulating paints through its St. Louis agent, Arthur
S. Partridge. The souvenir of this company was a small glass barrel

labeled "Monarch Insulating Paint," but the color and taste strongly

suggested a fine old Kentucky Bourbon whisky. The company was
well represented by Arthur S. Partridge, of St.Louis,O.M. Hubbard,
of Cincinnati, and Elmer P. Morris, of New York.

EXHIBIT OF IVES & M'CLERNAN.

The Taunton Locomotive Manafacturing Company, of

Taunton, Mass., was represented by Messrs. Wendell and MacDuffie,
of New York, and Edward P. Sharp, of Buffalo. The company dis-

tributed a number of attractive pamphlets illustrative and descrip-

tive of the Taunton sprinkler and plow which have had a remark-
able popularity during the past season. Messrs. "Wendell and
MacDuffie also represented the Rochester Car Wheel Works.

The Wells & French Company, Chicago, exhibited the Chi-
cago truck manufactured by it for the Chicago Truck Company.
In this truck the car body is supported on four levers pivoted over the
journal boxes, making the car, it is claimed, a non-oscillating one.

The Wells & French Company was represented by O. W. Meysen-
berg, T. A. Eraser, and E. E. Carry, Jr. The Chicago Truck Com-
pany was represented by O. W. Meysenberg and E. A. Curtis.

The Electric Insulating Paint Company, of St. Louis, made a
very creditable display of its insulating compounds which were put
up in one, three or five gallon cans, also in half barrels and barrels.

This compound is for use anywhere that insulation is needed, prin-

cipally in the winding of armatures and fields, and is employed
by a large number of the street railway companies of the country.
The company was represented by Louis Honig and S. J. Stein.

The Security Bank Note Company, of Philadelphia, showed
a full line of samples of tickets manufactured by it for street rail-

way companies. Among those whose fickets were shown was the

Columbus Street Railway Company, Metropolitan Railway Com-
pany, of Washington, D. C, and the trustees of the New York and
Brooklyn Bridge. The company also engraves bonds, and judging
from appearances, its work seems to be of a very high character.

The Consolidated Electric Purifier Company, of Chicago, ex-

hibited one of its electric feedwater purifiers. The operation of this

purifier depends upon electrolytic action, as the water is made to

pass through a series of electric positive and electric negative plates

which separate the objectionable ingredients from the water. The
president and general manager of the company, C. E. Whitmore,
was present and explained the operation of the heater to many at-

tendants.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Company, of New York,
was represented by Lieut. E. J. Spencer. The company has in-

stalled a large amount of underground feeder cables for electric

railway companies in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia and other
cities, and as many miles of underground feeder cables promise to

be laid by railway companies during the next year, Lieutenaut
Spencer was kept busy in explaining the merits of the Safety ar-

mored insulated cable for this service.

The Gold Street Car Heating Company, of New York, exhib-
ited both its electric and hot water heaters in operation. The latter

were arranged in the rear of the space of the company and are, of

course, specially suitable for cable cars. The electric heaters were
of both the individual and panel type for longitudinal or cross seats,

the panel type of heaters being shown arranged either to be placed
inside or outside of the panels. E. H. Gold, of Chicago, cared for

the interests of the company.

D. P. Shields, of St. Louis, showed his new automatic fender
arranged to cover bumper and drawhead and with sliding gates in

top and bottom sections of the fender, so in case of a breakdown it

is possible to pull the drawbar through to couple with another car.

This fender was patented May 14, 1896. The fender is arranged
with push rods which extend slightly in front of the fender plat-

form. When these strike an object a trigger is thrown which drops
the platform to the level of the rail.

The Safford & Moore Railway Jack Company, of Chicago,
exhibited two new styles of jacks, one for track work and one for

power houses, the difference being that that for track work was
arranged to trip when the shaft was raised to a certain height, the
other being automatically lowered by the lever. The direction of
movement of the load was reversed by the action of the pawl at the
side. M. M. Moore, vice-president of the company and patentee of

the jack, and M. W. Williams, secretary and treasurer, were present.

The Lombard Hydraulic Brake Company, of Portsmouth,
Mass., exhibited one of its new hydraulic brakes for streetcars in
connection with the Steel Motor Company, of Johnstown, Pa. The
brake operates by oil kept under a pressure of compressed air, the
compressor being geared to the motor axle. The brake, which
was shown in operation, seemed to be very efficient and was con-
stantly surrounded by interested spectators. The exhibit was in

charge of Homer M. Daggett, Jr., S. W. Lombard and N. Lombard.

The Mark Railway Equipment Company, of Chicago, showed
a large variety of its rail chairs, rail joints, tie plates, brace plates,

brace chairs, pole arm hangers, cable track joints, rail joints, etc.,

for all of the different standard sizes of rails in common use. The
exhibit attracted much attention from all who inspected it. The
company was well represented by C. E. Mark, inventor of the joint,

J. K. Rogers, of Rogers & Baldwin, the company's Eastern agents,
and C. F. Parsons, of Cleveland, the company's Ohio representative.

K. McLennan & Company, of Chicago, was ably represented by
M. J. Isaacs. The exhibit consisted of the celebrated Gale's com-
mutator compound which is guaranteed to prevent sparking and
cutting of the commutators without gumming the brushes. The
company gave out at its exhibit a large number of samples, and re-

sults reported from trials in St. Louis power stations seemed to jus-

tify the strong claims made for this compound. Mr. Isaacs reports
that the company will continue to send out free samples on re-

quest.

The H. B. Camp Company, of Aultman, O., made an exhibit

of its vitrified clay conduit which has come into universal use in

street railway work for underground feeder wires. The Metropol-
itan Railway of Washington, D. C, has put in some 80,000 ft. of this

conduit for its feeder wire system. The People's Traction Com-
pany of Philadelphia, and the Union Traction Company of the same
city are using over 1,000,000 ft. and other large roads are using it

in large quantities. The company was represented by A. L.

Daniels.

EXHIBITS OF J. T. M'ROY, DE STAEBLER FENDER AND
K. M'LENNAN & CO.

The Contra-Twist Door Opener Company, of Wilmington,

Del., exhibited, on the special car of the Jackson & Sharp Company,
a novel method of connecting double sliding doors. It consisted,

essentially, of a shaft with threads in opposite directions, on which

were two nuts connected to the top of the doors. The pitch of the

thread was necessarily very great, so that the doors will open rapidly.

It seemed an ingenious and desirable method of operating double

sliding doors. Geo. E. Pratt, of Pittsburgh, Pa., explained the opera-

ation of the device.

The Paige Iron Works, of Chicago,, was represented by Alonzo
W. Paige, the president of the company, and E. S. Nethercut, chief

i
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engineer. They showed specimens of their work in girder and T
rail. A new feature of this exhibit was the deraiUng device to be
used at steam railway crossings and drawbridges. This device was
illustrated in the October issue of the Strekt Railway Journal.
The very handsome silk banner this company used to indicate its

location was carried by its men in the Sound Money parade on Chi-

cago Day, Oct. 9.

EXHIBIT OF THE PARTRIDGE CARBON CO.

The Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Company, of Philadel-

phia, Pa., exhibited four of its seats for center aisle cars. The seats

were in different types manufactured by the company, the "walk-
over' ' type attracting particular attention . The seats were upholstered
in both cane and plush. Much interest in the construction of the
seats was manifested by attendants at the convention, particularly

in the arrangement of the springs upon plate metal links which pre-

vents the upholstery from working through the rattan and in the

form of rattan cover.

The Meaker Manufacturing Company, of North Chicago, was
on hand as usual with an exhibit showing stationary and portable

registers, also a line of overhead material entirely different from
anything heretofore placed on the market and for which this com-
pany claims more points of merit than ever before combined in

this class of goods. There was an unusual demand for the com-
pany's souvenir which was a miniature trolley wheel and harp
prettily adapted as a charm which seemed to strike everyone as

just the thing he wanted.

^ EXHIBIT OF KRAUSHAAR LAMP & REFLECTOR CO.

The White-Crosby Company, of New York, was represented

by H. H. Harrison. The exhibit made, while not large, attracted a

great deal of interest. It consisted of the upper part of one of the

standard poles used in the power transmission line between Niagara
Falls and Buffalo, installed by the White-Crosby Company. The
pole was fitted with cross arms which carried several of the insula-

tors adopted for this line, which will carry a current at 10,000 volts

and which are designed for currents of 20,000 volts. Much interest

•was manifested in this pole.

The Electric Storage Battery Company, of Philadelphia, had
a large delegatioa present at the convention in the persons of Messrs.
Condict, Lloyd, Williams and Arnold. Messrs. Condict and Arnold
are the engineers of the Chicago & Englewood Electric Railway,
now being equipped with storage battery cars, and nmcli interest

was manifested by attendants at tlie convention in the work of this

company, which will be the largest electric railway storage battery
plant ever put in operation in this country. The station will also
possess a number of novel features.

Elmer P. Morris & Company, of New York, were represented
by Elmer V. Morris, one of the be.st known men in the street rail-

way fraternity. As agent of the Bradford Belting Company, Mr.
Morris had much to say aI)out the merits of the Monarcli compound
and distributed as souvenirs of the convention small bottles of in-

ternal paint. Mr. Morris also represented the McClellan patent
combination angle brace and the Simplex Interior Telephone Com-
pany, of Cincinnati. The latter has recently established an ex-
change system on the Voungstown ((). ) road.

The Elliott Frog & Switch Company, of East St. Louis, 111.,

exhibited models of its Eureka spring rail frogs, for main line cross-

overs. This spring frog gives a clear main track, avoiding jar. The
improved switch of the company operated by a new movement, was
also shown, as was a frog provided with a removable tongue. The
tongue can be taken from the frog without disturbing the ties. All
wearing parts are of solid steel. The Doddridge clamp joint was
also shown. R. E. Ein.stein was the company's representative at

the convention and explained the novel features of the apparatus.

The Jackson & Sharp Company, of Wilmington, Del., had an
exhibit of one of its vestibuled combination cars in operation outside
the hall, on the vSpringfield line. The car was mounted on Peck-
ham No. 14 double trucks, and was fitted with Himt air brakes. It

ran between the I'lanter's Hotel and the convention hall and car-

ried many delegates, who spoke in the highest terms of its beauty,
finish and excellent riding qualities. The Jackson & vSharp Com-
pany has built a large number of cars for interurban work, and this

one promises to form a type which will be very popular in the future.

EXHIBITS OF SHICKLE, HARRISON & HOWARD
AND SARGENT CO.

The Standard Paint Company, of New York, had a prominent
exhibit in the space of the Commercial Electric Supply Company,
of St. Louis, its St. Louis agent. The striking exhibit of this com-
pany was the means of attracting many visitors to its space and all

had a favorable word t) say about the merits of P. & B. The rep-
resentatives of the company present were J. C. Shainwald and C. D.
Jones, of Chicago, and R. J. Redick, of St. Louis. The exhibit not
only included samples of P. & B. paint and insulating compound,
but of the new P. & B. motor cloth manufactured by the compani?^.

W. W. Doty & Company, of Chicago, exhibited an electric

track switch. The switch consists of a double solenoid motor and a
current reversing switch, all contained in a box under the switch
tongue, 18 ins. X 36 ins. in size. No special devices are required on
the car to operate the switch, the usual method of insulating a short
section of track before the switch being employed. The motorman
can then control the switch by passing on to this section with the
current on or leave it in its previous position by passing on to the
section with the current off, as he desires. W. W. Doty was present.

The Adams & Westlake Company, of Chicago, 111., made the
principal features of its exhibit, its new No. 7 ball bearing ratchet
brake handle, and its Acme curtain fixtures. The brake handle is

not only ball bearing, making it very easy to turn, but is also spring-
less and noiseless. The ratchet works by gravity, and as an old
style brake handle was placed close to the new form, the difference
between the two could be readily appreciated. The following gen-
tlemen in behalf of the company attended the convention: F. B.

Jones, L. A. Gray and W. vS. Bartholomew, all of Chicago, and H.
E. Keeler, of New York.

The Sargent Company, of Chicago, made an exhibit of its

'! Congdon " and " Conipo " brake shoes. The " Compo " shoe is

made of special cast iron with plugs of seasoned spruce wood forced
into pockets in such a manner that they cannot come out. The
'

' Congdon '

' shoe is of soft cast iron with wrought iron inserts.

They give practically the same friction as ordinary cast iron shoes,
but, it is claimed, -wear much longer and cost but little more. The
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Sargent Company has an enormous brake shoe trade on steam
roads and is building up a large trade with electric roads. E. L,.

Adreon, Jr., represented the company.

The Trojan Button Fastener Company, Troy. N. Y., exhib-

ited the Ham sand box recently drawn out by it. The box consists

of two boxes set side by side. The larger box is a storage reservoir

with an opening through which the sand flows into the second

EXHIBIT OF FOREST CITY ELECTRIC CO.

which is in reality only a curved shelf with upturned edges. A
paddle reciprocates over this shelf and each movement of it pushes
the sand over the upturned ends of the shelf to the feed spout which
leade to the track. It will be seen that the operation box really
consists of dipping the sand out of the top of the box and feeding
a small quantity at a time. R. T. Ham was present.

Limburg, Sickel & Company, sole agents for the Trenton
trolley wagon for the patentees and manufacturers, McCardell,
West & Company, exhibited one of their trolley wagons for overhead
line construction. The tower in this wagon is telescopic in con-
struction and when lowered occupies but little room on the street.

The upper part is raised by a crank and windlass and can be locked
with the tower at any height. When the desired height of the
tower is reached, the platform can be revolved in any position de-
sired and can then be set. The body of the wagon was painted a
rich maroon. J. R. McCardell represented the company.

EXHIBIT OF ST. LOUIS CAR WHEEL CO.

The Devlin Street Car Brake Company, of Memphis, Tenn.,
was represented by A. S. Buchanan and E. Prouty. It had on ex-
hibition a model of the Devlin brake and referred to cars on both
the Ivindell and the Suburban roads in St. Louis, where these brakes
were in practical operation. The principal points claimed for this
brake are economy of construction, absolute prevention of flat

wheels and quick stops. The company claims to be able to stop a
car running at the rate of twenty miles an hour within the car's
length. A novel feature of the brake is the combination of the rail

and wheel shoes, both acting together on the wheel and rail.

The Electric Railwray Equipment Company, of Cincinnati, O.,

was unable to make its intended exhibit, owing to sickness in the
family of S. J. Wick. The company, however, was worthily repre-

sented by E. P. Morris, New York agent, and by W. R. Mason, of

the Mason Electric Equipment Company, Chicago agent. This
company is making a specialty of electric railway supplies, and its

manufacturing facilities are such that it is enabled to furnish every-
thing used either for the equipment or maintenance of such roads.

The most careful and exhaustive tests for strength and insulation
are made, and as a result the company is enabled to guarantee all

material.

The Leonhardt Wagon Company, of Baltimore, occupied a
conspicuous space in the hall with an exhibition of three of the
company's revolving tower wagons for overhead construction. One
was shown with the tower raised, another with the tower partly

raised and the third with the tower completely lowered. In this

way visitors could easily see the compactness of the wagon and
equipment when the tower was not in use; also the ease with which
the tower could be revolved, set at any angle and manipulated.
The representatives of the company present were Wm. M. Ives and
R. H. McClernan, of the firm of Ives & McClernan, who have taken
the exclusive agency for this tower wagon.

The Taylor Electric Truck Company, of Troy, N. Y., was rep-
resented by both Mr. Taylor and A. T. Reynolds, foreman of the
truck works. The company showed one of its latest designs in

single trucks with all of the most recent improvements adopted by
the company and also a set of the Empire State radial trucks, one
arranged to receive two motors on one truck, and the other for one
motor on each truck. Another part of the exhibit which attracted

EXHIBIT OF NEW YORK CAR WHEEL WORKS.

no little favorable comment was a new design of half elliptical

spring with swinging shackle over the journal boxes. This was ex-

amined with a great deal of care by a number of street railway mana-
gers who spoke in the highest terms of it.

The St. Louis Car Company, of St. Louis, Mo., exhibited in

the main portion of the convention hall a standard truck which
attracted much attention. The truck was equipped with a Vers-

traete electric brake and as the truck was blocked up so that the

wheels could be revolved the brake and equipment could be seen in

operation. The speed with which the wheels could be braked up
by means of this device, which is described elsewhere, attracted

universal admiration. Many of the attendants at the conven-
tion took the opportunity of visiting the extensive works of the St.

Louis Car Company and seeing the practical construction of cars as

carried out by the company's workmen.

The Western Telephone Construction Company, of Chicago,

exhibited loo-drop switchboard, with latest improved type of

telephone for central station work, also a power generator adapted

to be driven by water motor or other small motor for operating the

bells. Photographs were shown of recent stations installed by the

company in Ft. Wayne, Ind., and Richmond, Va., both with 1500-

drops. The company recommends its system for street railway com-
panies desiring a dispatching system and has recently installed a

complete system for the Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia,

and Metropolitan Railway, of Chicago. The representative of the

company in charge of the exhibit was Chas. P. Piatt.

Ford & Bacon, of New York, Philadelphia and New Orleans,

exhibited in connection with the American Car Company, one of
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a lot of twenty cars recently built by the latter company for the
Canal & Claiborne Railway Company, of New Orleans, of which
Messrs. Vord & Bacon were the engineers. The car is more partic-

ularly referred to in the description of the exhibit of the American
Car Company. It was built from specifications drawn up by Messrs.
Ford & Racon. Much attention was also attracted by a pamphlet re-

cently written and published by Mr. Ford on the effect of the free

silver movement upon the condition of street railway employes. A
number of these iiamphlets were at the convention.

The Manhattan General Construction Company, of New York,
was represented by the Creaghead Kngineering Company which ex-

EXHIBIT OF HEINE SAFETY BOILER CO.

hibited a number of the Manhattan lamps in various types and pat-
terns. There were shown in continuous operation five of these
lamps in series on the regular street railway circuit, the lamps being
an enclosed arc, and one pair of }4 in. carbons will burn 150 hours.
These lamps were all of the nominal 2000 c. p. type. The company
also showed a standard lamp for 110 volt direct current and its

Junior lamp for the same voltage, also its new alternating current
lamp which attracted more than usual attention. Its souvenir,
which was a warranted cure for snake bites, proved very popular.

The Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., was well represented by J. R. Wiley, manager of the Chicago
office, and Frank Clark Crosby, superintendent of construction. The
company had an attractive exhibit, showing principally samples of

its cables and feeder wires for both electric light and railway serv-

ice. The insulation used was paper, rubber and
fibre. The samples were arranged in a rack and
were of all sizes. In the rear of the booth was
also a large reel of 500,000 c. m. cable. The
company had a large number of catalogues and
price lists for distribution, and also a souvenir
in the form of cardboard which showed, in an
ingenious way, the fundamental laws of electric
power transmission.

The Electric Mutual Casualty Associa-
tion, of Scranton, Pa., made no regular exhibit,
but was represented by the secretary of the
Association, Newton Jackson, the president, W.
B. Rockwell, treasurer and general manager of
the Staten Island Midland Railway Company,
Chas. H. Stoll, president of the Lexington (Ky.)
Belt Electric Line, Dr. John McFayden, of the
Chester Traction Company, Chester, Pa., and
Wm. W. Wharton, general manager of the
Scranton Manufacturing Company, both direct-
ors of the Association. Mr. Jackson had for in-
spection a number of testimonial letters from
members of the Association speaking in the
highest terms of the purposes of the Association
and the benefits conferred by it.

The Jewell Belting Company, of Hartford, Conn., had an ex-
hibit in the northern part of the hall. Attention was attracted to
the exhibit by a sign directly over the space occupied by the com-
pany on which it was announced that the Jewell Belting Company
had constructed the largest belt in the world. This belt was 118 ft.

long, 78 ins. wide, i in. thick, 4 ply, weighed 3208 lbs. and was
supplied to the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Company, of
Worcester, Mass. In the exhibit proper a number of reels of belts
were shown illustrative of the types manufacturedjby the company.
The company distributed a handsome printed pamphlet giving en-

gravings of a number of station interiors showing belts in operation.
C. F. Newton was present.

The Hunt Air Brake Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., had an
object les.son of the value of its air brake sy.stem in the equipment
of one of the long cars used on the Springfield electric line, of St.

Louis. This car, which was of the Jackson & Sharp make,
and was mounted on Peckham trucks, was operated between the
Planters' Hotel and the convention hall. The opportunity of rid-

ing on this car and watching the operation of the brakes was im-
proved by many visitors, and many commendations were made of
its smoothness in working. The company's representatives, Gen-
eral Manager George E. Pratt and H. E. Hunt, received many con-
gratulations upon the eminent success with which the details of the
brake seem to have been worked out.

J. M. Atkinson & Company, of Chicago, made a very attractive
exhibit of their horseshoe rail bond. Their display card was freely
distributed, stating that this was not a gold bond, but bears a big
interest in gold. Everybody was studying the money question
through the X-ray souvenir given out by this company. The com-
pany reports that the demand for the horseshoe bond is gaining
rapidly in popularity. J. M. Atkinson & Company took a number
of orders for bonds at the convention. The company also showed
its Buda pattern of track drill, which is meeting vnth great favor
with practical street railway men. The company was represented
by J. M. Atkinson and F. W. Atkinson, of Chicago, A. H. Englund,
of Philadelphia, and S. B. Condit, of Boston.

The Exhibit of the Falk Cast Welded Joint was visited by
nearly every street railway man present at the convention and the
interest shown therein promises large business for the future.
Street railway men are now becoming convinced of the practicabil-
ity, both mechanically and electrically, of this joint, and the recent
testimony of some of the most prominent street railway managers
of the company in its favor, together with the excellent records
made by the joint in St. Louis, promise to increase the adoption of
the joint in the country. This convention has been the means for
the best advertisement the cast welded joint could secure. All
managers who have had the welded joint in use were free to recom-
mend it to their colleagues, and the result was that further new con-
tracts were made.

The Creaghead Engineering Company, of Cincinnati, O.,
made an extensive exhibit of its various specialties, including its

overhead line material, malleable iron cross arms and a full line of
iron pole fittings. The flexible brackets were shown in a variety of
patterns. These brackets have become standard on suburban high
speed roads and where center pole construction is used in cities.

The Lindell system, of St. Louis, is equipped throughout with them,
and attracted considerable attention from the street railway men
in attendance. The exhibit of the company was very complete and
nicely arranged, attracting universal attention. It was in charge of
G. R. Scrugham. The souvenir of the company was much sought
after, and was distilled in the celebrated Kentucky blue grass
region prior to 1880.

The Broderick & Bascom Rope Company, of St. Louis, placed
its big "jumbo" wagon on the terrace near the main entrance to
the exhibition hall. The wagon was built expressly for hauling the
enormous cables manufactured by this company. The wheels are
twelve inches wide, the axles are of steel, six inches in diameter, and
the weight of the wagon is 14,000 lbs. On the wagon was a large

EXHIBIT OF JOHNSON CO,

reel showing a duplicate sample of a cable sent to the Metropolitan
Traction Company, New York City. This cable is 33,200 ft. long,

1J4 ins. in diameter and weighs 135,000 lbs. In hauling this wagon
four horses are driven abreast, and as many as fifty-six horses have
been used in hauling one of these big cables. To the rear of the
wagon were fitted two hydraulic jacks arranged for immediate use
should the wagon strike an unsafe spot in the street.

The Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Company, of St. Louis,
made one of the most attractive and artistic exhibits ever seen at a
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convention. The company is an extensive manufacturer of metal
car trimmings of every description and these were so combined as

to form beautiful scrolls, shields, anchors, stars and crescents, an
eagle and other designs all mounted on a black background twenty-

five feet square, and all arranged in a most artistic manner. The
company also showed the St. Louis reversible electric headlight,

oil headlights, car center and end lamps, electroliers, reflectors, etc.

It is also the exclusive manufacturer of the Kling ratchet brake
handle which was also shown. This is the latest improvement in

EXHIBIT OF ELECTRIC INSULATING CO.

the Kling pattern , and is having a very large sale. Its representatives
were C. F. Kraushaar, Al. Mynders and Garson Myers, of Chicago.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., made an exhibit
of hanger bodies of all the standard forms and certain special de-
signs of hangers. One of the new features was a full line of fittings

for the figures wire of which the company has sold some 1 50 miles of
fittings this season in the No. 000 size. A variety of strain insulators

in the globe form and other shapes were also shown. Another
feature was the well known flexible pole brackets. An insulator

strictly applicable for roads in coal mines attracted attention. The
company reports a large business in bell metal bearings for motor
and axle bearings, some splendid specimens of which were shown.
A large variety of trolley ears and clamps was also exhibited, also

adjustable track brush holders and all shapes of track brushes, over-

EXHIBIT OF CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING CO.

head crossovers and trolley splices. The company was represented
by C. K. King and A. L. Wilkinson.

The Hunter Fender Company, of Cincinnati, showed one of
its automatic fenders on an American car. This fender has been
adopted by the Cincinnati Street Railway Company, the Cincinnati
& Covington,and the White line and People's line of Dayton, and on
these lines it has justly proved itself a life saver, in fact, not even
a limb has been broken with this fender. The company took quite
a number of trial orders from some of the largest Fastern roads.
Lytle Hunter, the president, who represented the company, showed
one of his latest inventions which was an illuminated sign placed on

top of the hood of an American car. This sign is made so as to rotate

and indicate the destination of car plainly either day or night.
This seems to be one of the best things brought out this season and
attracted more than usual attention from street railway people. A
number of sample orders were taken for these signs.

The Phoenix Carbon Company, of St. Louis, was represented
by Col. S. G. Booker and Henry L. Page. The company displayed
samples of its motor and generator brushes, battery material and
carbon specialties, which have become justly celebrated throughout
the country by all users and experts. The company's souvenir
demonstrated its ability to produce from carbon a product as fine in

its appearance as it is in its electrical quality, and shows that car-

bon is susceptible of as high a degree of finish as if the same shape
were made of metal. The company's carbon souvenir was a carbon
medal, with a Phcenix bird in relief on one side and a street car on
the other. The company also presented a very handsome souvenir
in the form of a paper weight, showing a fac-simile of its well
known motor brush. The company reports good business right
along, and in many of its departments is weeks behind with orders.

The Mark Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, made an
extensive exhibit of its track specialties, consisting of rail joints,

brace plates, tie plates, pole arms, etc. This exhibit embraced a
variety of rail sections, fitted with its different styles of brace plates
and rail joints. This company is meeting with phenomenal success
and is equipping some of the most prominent street railway lines

with its goods. It has received some very flattering testimonials
from different roads that have used its line of equipment, many of
whom have used them for the past four years or more. The brace
plates and rail joints of th;s company have long since passed through
the experimental stage and are now almost an absolute necessity in

the construction and maintenance of a first class roadbed. This
company has assurances for a large business during the coming year.

It was represented by C. E. Mark, of Chicago, and J. K. Rogers,
of Rogers & Baldwin, New York Citv.

EXHIBIT OF BRODERICK'& BASCOM ROPE CO.

The Commercial Electric Supply Company, of St. Louis, made
a display that would have done justice to the World's Fair. Its

space was large and was elegantly arranged and lighted. Samples
of goods and appliances from the various companies which it repre-

sents were tastefully displayed, and represented the Bryant Electric

Company, Clifton Manufacturing Company, Electrical Engineering
& Supply Company, Holmes, Booth & Hayden, Hugo Reisinger,

India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulating Company, Pass & Seymour,
Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing Company, W. T. C. McAllen,
Western Electric Company, Wagner Electrical Manufacturing Com-
pany, A. O. Schoonmaker, St. Louis Car Heating Company, the
Miller rail bond and the Standard Paint Company. The company
was represented by Jos. Franklin, Jr., Paul D. Cable, V. E. Raggio
and Jas. O'Brien. The souvenir was a bottle of amber colored
liquid of high potential, used as a booster.

The Diamond Truck & Car Gear Company, of Kingston,
N. Y., had one of the most tastefully arranged and attractive ex-
hibits in the convention hall. The principal object shown was one
of the company's 5 A Diamond trucks for single truck cars. It

was painted a light gray, and its peculiar form of side bars, which
make two diamonds, seemed to meet the approbation of those who
inspected the triick. The space occupied by the company was
decorated with potted palms and surrounded by a fine rope railing.

The company's apparatus was also represented in the exhibit of the
General Electric Company, where there was a single Diamond truck
equipped with General Electric motors and supplied with Hyatt
roller bearings. The company was represented at St. Louis by
Mr. Wilkinson and W. H. Ten Broeck, and its exhibit was critically

examined by the delegates present, who expressed many favorable
comments on the design and construction of the truck.

The Sterling Manufacturing & Supply Company, of New
York, was represented in the portion of the building devoted to the
exhibition of registers, and while the exhibit made by it was not
extensive, it made up in quality what it lacked in quantity. The
exhibit consisted of four registers, mounted on a graceful white
pedestal. Two of the registers were of the numeral and two of the
dial type, and one of each type had its cover "removed so that the
operation of the register in service could be easily inspected. Mod-
els of the Sterling Brake, the invention of Thomas Millen, master
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mechanic of the Broadway Cable line, New York, were also shown.
This brake is the standard of the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany of New York and is being adopted by a number of prominent
street railway corporations. J. J. Kennelly, superintendent of the
company's works, had charge of the company's exhibit.

The National Air Brake Company had an exhibit in the con-
vention hall in connection with the American Car Company. One
of its improved axle geared compressors with complete air brake
system was installed on one of the closed cars in the exhibit of the
American Car Company. This compressor is not driven continu-
ously, but is so arranged that it is in operation only when needed to

maintain the pressure in the reservoir, and it is only thrown into

connection with the axle while the car is coming to a stop. In this

way no electric power is used, and hence there is no consumption of

current for braking purposes. The compressor is encased entirely

and runs in a bath of oil. The pipes are not carried to the con-
troller handle, but terminate just below the platform in a valve
which is operated by a shaft by the motorman. The exhibit of the
company was well cared for by John Nef, of New York, treasurer of

the company, and F. W. Olin, of St. L,ouis, one of the directors.

The Columbia Machine Works, of Brooklyn, had an exhibit,

which though small, was of considerable interest. This concern
manufactures a variety of specialties for electric railways, including
car trimmings, commutators, and commutator bars, ratchet brake
handles, reversible armature bearing linings, etc. J. G. Bueliler

represented the company. One of the most striking of the ap-
pliances shown was the interchangeable armature bearing lining.

This invention is designed so that it can be reversed and when
worn out can be removed and replaced by a new one. A self oiling

trolley wheel and the patent controller handle of the company were
also sliown. This latter is so designed as to take up any wear which
there may be on the controller spindle,thus making the handle tight

fitting. Unfortunately the company did not have a very favorable
space for its exhibit. As it was, however, those who inspected the
objects shown were well repaid for the time occupied in so doing.

The Heine Safety Boiler Company, of St. Louis, had one of
the most interesting exhibits at the convention. The principal ob-
ject was a fifty horse power Heine water tube boiler. This was
painted gold and as the back of the booth and sides were draped in

dark blue bunting, with gold stars, the boiler was a very prominent
object in tlie hall. On a table in front of the boiler was a complete
working model of the larger sizes of Heine boilers. The ease with
which the boiler pipes can be cleaned by the simple removal of a
header, the circulating system of the boiler, etc., were easily seen.

.M'GUIRE SNOW PLOW AND SWEEPER.

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, of New York,
whose system of Pintsch gas has been adopted on a majority of the
leading steam -railroad lines and which is coming into more ex-
tended use on street railway cars, had a very ornamental, though
small exhibit near the main entrance. In a canopy supported by
pillars of old Colonial architecture, the company showed four chan-
deliers burning Pintsch gas. Two of these were Argand burners
and two were of the four burner flat flame type. The company
claims that the gas is the best illuminant for electric cars, as there
is no flickering such as is common with electric lights when the
motors are turned on or off. Outside of the hall visitors to St.

Louis had a chance of inspecting the operation of the system in the
cars of the Olive Street line. The company was well represented at
the convention by Wm. St. John, from the New York office, C. H.
Howard, of the St. Louis ofSce, and G. N. Terry, of the Chicago
office.

The M. M. Buck Manufacturing Company, of St. Louis, had
an attractive display of headlights, motor and grip car lamps of every
description, car trimmings, track tools of all kinds, and miscellane-
ous electric railway supplies. The M. M. Buck Manufacturing
Company is one of the largest street railway supply houses in St.

Louis and acts as manufacturers' agent for a number of prominent
electric railway supply houses. In the center of the space occu-
pied by the company was a full line of Joyce jacks and at the back
of the space a number of Shelton oil filters, several of the Buck pa-
tent curtain attachments, and a large line of engine room supplies,
car trimmings, etc., arranged in a tasteful way. The company also

acts as agent for Chas. A. Schieren & Company in the sale of
Schieren belts, for the Verona Tool Company, for the Union Manu-
facturing Company's trucks, Rainbow rubber belting, etc. The
company was represented by A. H. Hamblan, E. W. Hamblan,
Leigh Moyle, C. E. Robidoux and W. T. Donovan.

EXHIBIT OF WM. WHARTON, JR.. &. CO.

A 250 h. p. boiler head was also shown. The representatives of

the company present were Col. E. B. Meier, Russell Walker, D. S.

Merton and Adolphus Meier. As a souvenir of the convention, the
company presented to the visiting delegates an aluminum pocket
piece of the size of a dollar. On one side of this piece was a repre-

sentation of Helios, on the other was an engraving of the boiler.

The company also distributed its book on steam boilers entitled
" Helios."

The Brussels Tapestry Company, of New York, had a taste-

fully arranged exhibit, showing car curtain materials of every de-

scription, including the famous Brusselette, which has met with a

large demand, and car curtains and shades of wide variety. The
company's representative, W. S. Calhoun, who is manager of the
railway department, explained that Brusselette had been found by
experience to be a very desirable material for the purpose to which
the company is applying it. It has the qualities desirable in a street

railway car curtain or shade ; that is, it is waterproof, it holds its

color well, is pliable, and the action of the sun has no effect upon it.

The company manufactures a self-adjustable curtain fixture, the
great advantage of which is that it is perfectly automatic. No pinch
handles or cables are required to operate it and the shrinking or

EXHIBITS OF STANDARD AIR-BRAKE CO., MEAKER MFG. CO., AND
NEW HAVEN CAR REGISTER CO.

swelling of the posts in an open or closed car will not prevent it

from working freely. The company had a number of frames in

which these curtains were shown, and exhibited a wide variety of
patterns in wool terries.
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The Kinzer & Jones Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., showed a large variety of its patent brake shoes. Among the
shoes shown were some which had been in service for thirty-three

days on the Pittsburgh, Allegheny & Manchester Traction Companj'
and they were only half worn out. The wearing part of the shoe
is a special compound of cast iron borings, rosin, sawdust, plum-
bago, linseed oil, this compound being held in an iron frame or
box. At the recent meeting of the Master Car Builders a report

EXHIBIT OF R. D. NUTTALL CO. AND ARTHUR S. PARTRIDGE.

was read by the Committee on Brake Shoes under whose direction a
long series of tests, extending over two years or more, had been con-
ducted. The test, which was carried on by practical railroad men,
showed a very high efficiency for the Kinzer & Jones brake shoe.
In the report, S. P. Busch, superintendent of motive power of the
Pennsylvania Railroad and chairman of the committee, states that
the life of the shoe compared with that of an ordinary cast iron

shoe, is as three to one. The company was represented by Wm.
Weierbach of Pittsburgh.

The Seamless Structural Company, of Milwaukee, manufactur-
ing the Christensen air brake and appliances, made no exhibit at the
exposition. The company's brakes have been in continuous use on
some of the single and double truck cars of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Company for fourteen months and it was the in-

tention to ship one or two of these cars to St. Louis to be run on the
tracks during the convention, but the difference in gauge did not

EXHIBIT OF SCARRITT FURNITURE CO.

admit of this being done without extensive changes. N. A. Chris-
tensen, the mechanical engineer and representative of the company
at St. Louis, is one of the pioneers in the street car air brake field and
claims to be the first to construct a thoroughly dustproof, self

contained air pump for this work. The company claims to have
made great advances in air brakes and appliances and believes that
it has a system that will meet every objection heretofore brought
up against the use of air brakes for street cars. It is now prepared
to supply this apparatus under written guarantee both as to relia-

bility and cost of repairs.

The National Carbon Company, of Cleveland, O., had a very
attractive exhibit in the southeastern corner of the hall. The
company manufactures electric light carbons, battery carbons, car-

bon brushes for dynamos and motors, smelting carbons, etc., and
exhibited a wide variety of these different forms of carbons. The
motor and generator brushes attracted most attention, but a great
deal of interest was also taken in the other products exhibited. The
smelting carbons for the reduction of aluminum and other metals
attracted a great deal of interest. These pieces exhibited were fifty-

two inches in length and three feet in diameter. A number of
specialties, including carbons for telephone transmitters, lightning
arresters, and for the manufacture of filaments in incandescent
lamps were exhibited. A tasteful feature of the exhibit was the ar-

rangement of the variety of the small products of the company in
a frame so that they would show the name of the company. The
representatives present were Benjamin F. Miles, vice-president, M.
M. Hayden and R. P. O'Connor.

Morris, Tasker & Company, Incorporated, of Philadelphia,
was represented by C. Y. Flanders, who was one of the best known
and popular attendants at the convention. Mr. Flanders was also a
delegate to the convention, representing the Trenton Passenger Rail-
way Company, of Trenton, N. J., but explained as well the merits
of the Morris, Tasker poles, and the large facilities of the company
for the manufacture of poles and tubing. Considerable interest
was expressed at the convention in the recent large order received
by the Morris, Tasker Company, for the installation of a large pipe
factory in Russia. This factory will by installed by Morris, Tasker
& Company, and will be operated for some time under the direct
supervision of the officers of the latter company. The permanent
manager of the company will be Mr. Feldman, who was recently
foreman of the Morris, Tasker works. The fact that this order was
given to Morris, Tasker & Company in the face of the keenest com-
petition from pipe makers all over the world was generally regarded

EXHIBIT OF CRANE CO.

as a high tribute to the methods of this well known American cor-

poration.

William Wharton, Jr., & Company, Incorporated, of Phila-
delphia, Pa., occupied a large space in the section devoted to rail

manufacturers, and made a very interesting exhibit of their special
work, standard sections and track supplies. The manganese steel

special work of the company was, of course, the principal object of
interest. This material was brought out by the company several
years ago with the hope of obtaining a metal which would withstand
the enormous wear to which points in frogs, crossings and special

work are subjected. That the experience of several years has shown
that this material amply fulfills the expectations of the Wharton
Company, the manufacturers believe, admits of no doubt. Among
the objects shown were a nine inch tongue switch and mate,
manganese frog, a Carver long radius switch and special work of
manganese steel, T rail construction. At the rear of the exhibit a
novel sign, spelling the company's name in rail sections, was shown.
The representatives of the company present were F. B. Howe, vice-

president, of Philadelphia, and A. W. Slee, the St. Louis repre-

sentative.

One of the Most Attractive and Interesting Exhibits at the
convention was that of the Mica Insulator Company, of New York,
Chicago and London. This exhibit consisted of a large variety of

the various forms of its well known insulation "micanite." The
booth occupied one hundred square feet of space, was handsomely
decorated under the personal supervision of the company's St. Louis
representative, Arthur S. Partridge. Some of the most prominent
forms of insulation which attracted the attention of railway mana-
gers, electricians and superintendents of motor equipments were the
following: commutator segments and rings for all the standard rail-

way motors and many of the standard makes of power generators,

micanite plates, field spools, armature slot troughs, armature disks,

washers, tubes, " micanite " and " Empire " insulating cloths and
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papers, etc. The large W. I'. 50 armature which was insulated

throughout with niicauite, fooled a good many, it being made of

wood, and very closely resembled the genuine. The company was
represented by Henry C. Onick, of the Chicago house, who ex-

pounded the value of micanite as an insulator.

The New Haven Car Register Company, of New Haven,
Conn., exhibited a full line of its well known fare registers. These
included the standard form with Philadeljjhia dial for registering

single fares, double and triple registers. The latter are employt(l
when two or three rates of fare are to be registered, or if railway

managers desire to keep a record of transfers issued. The company
gave away several souvenirs which were eagerly sought after. One
of these was a stick pin showing a standard register of the company
with the name " New Haven F'are Register" appearing below the

dial. The latter was colored crimson, while the rest of the pin was
gold, making a very handsome ornament. Another souvenir for

which there was great demand was a perpetual calendar. This was
bound in leather, bore the name of the company and gave a view of

the New Haven register. The names of the months were printed on
one set of cards and calenders for the commencement of each month
on a different day in the week on another set of cards, .so that the cal-

ender could be used indefinitely. W. M. Anthony, president, and
F. C. Boyd, vice-president of the company, were present.

The St. Louis Register Company occupied a space directly

over the main entrance and exhibited several different types of reg-

isters, both numeral and dial. The fronts were removed from sev-

eral of these so the working of the register could be readily seen.

Considerable interest was manifested in a double connected register

manufactured by the company for the Lindell Railway Company,
and termed the " BaumhofT " style of register. The object of this

device was to have a register on the roof of the car as well as within

EXHIBIT OF PAIGE IRON WORKS.

the car, and have them so connected that the fare on one would be
indicated as well as on the other. In this way inspectors can read
the register from the sidewalk without boarding the car. The two
registers are connected by a steel rod. The company also showed
its double connected registers for double-deck cars, one register
being on the roof, the other within the car. As a souvenir of the
convention the company presented a handsome collection of views
showing the effects of the cyclone of last spring in St. Louis. The
representatives of the company present were President E. F. Wick-
ham, J. A. Stephenson, New York agent Giles S. Allison.

The New York Belting & Packing Company, of New York,
had an interesting exhibit of all kinds of belting, hose and packing,
This company has made a specialty of mechardcal rubber goods,
and its interlocking rubber tiling attracted especial attention. This
is something new which has been recently brought out by the com-
pany for the floors of railroad stations, car vestibules, etc. The
rubber tiles are moulded in a variety of forms which interlock with
each other, and being supplied in different colors, can be made into
a very tasteful pattern for floors. As it is noiseless, odorless and
very durable, it has a wide range of use. The company showed a
letter from the architect of the Union Railroad station in Phila-
delphia, in which it was stated that the tiling had been used in that
station for a number of years. In spite of the fact that it is subjected
to an immense amount of wear, it has as yet shown no signs of de-
terioration, and is considered the ideal material for that purpose.
The company also showed mats and matting of rubber for car floors,

rubber cones for car springs, etc. The merits of the company's
products were explained by A. G. Francis and T. H. Dickinson,
both of the Chicago office.

The Crane Company, Chicago had on exhibition a 24 in. extra
heavy outside screw and yoke wedge gate valve with by-pass, capable
of standing a working pressure of 250 lbs. to the square inch which
is the largest high pressure steam valve ever made. Street railway
men easily recognized it from the cut shown in advertising pages of

the StrkkT Railway Journai, and also from the handsome steel

print which has been sent throughout the country. The company
also had a varied assortment of angles, wedge-gate, globe valves,

pop-valves, and blow-off valves. It also showed a sample of large

header pipe such as is used with the Louisville and Akron street

railway companies, the ends of the pipe being paned over and then

EXHIBIT OF Q. & C. CO.

faced off flush with the face of the flange, making the ends of the
pipe a part of the joint. All of these goods are tested to 800 lbs. hy-
drostatic pressure before leaving the shop. It also showed a variety

of cut samples of brass bodied goods in the way of globe, angle
and check valves. A familiar feature of this exhibit is the alumi-
num valve which Mr. Hurd has shown in nearly every street railway
station of the West and South. The Crane Company was represented
by J. B. Berryman and Geo. A. Hurd.

The Steel Motor Company, of Cleveland, O., was represented
by Geo. W. Henry, general sales agent, 1505 Monadnock Block, Chi-
cago, and Eng. C. Parham, electrician, Johnstown, I'a. Mounted
on a Du Pont truck, now winning much favor as a symbol of sim-
plicity and durability, were two C No. Steel motors operated by
two C No. 3 controllers. The C No. 3}^ motors are the latest tested and
time tried production of these pioneer makers of Steel motors. The
motor is constructed upon substantial lines, has remarkable staying
powers and durability, and enjoys the distinction of offering easy
access to any part without disturbing any other. The C No. 3 con-
troller is of the series-parallel type, and has the usual locking and
interlocking devices, but has also the unique feature that the motor
cut-outs are incorporated within the control of the reverse lever,

making it unnecessary to open the controller to cut out a motor.
This innovation seems to have been indorsed by technical admirers

EXHIBIT OF CREAGHEAD ENGINEERING CO.

and by the many practical motormen who availed themselves of

the opportunity to witness and also try its operation. The Steel

motor exhibit was a "hit," and its business and "get there"
aspect created a favorable impression.

The Forest City Electric Company, of Cleveland, O., occu-
pied a part of the northwe.stern corner of the hall and had an at-
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tractive display of its drop-forged and roll drop commutator bars
and protected rail bonds. The latter are formed of heavy copper
terminals connected by flat stranded wire, the terminals being
forced into bond holes drilled in the rails. The bond is of such a
shape that it can be covered by the channel plates, completely protect-

ing it from being tampered with by evilly disposed persons. The
application of the bonds was practicall}' shown by three models
showing rail joints bonded as they would be in service, but with
part of the channel plate removed to show the position and location

EXHIBITS OF CONSOLIDATED FENDER CO., AND
MISSOURI CAR & FOUNDRY CO.

of the bond. At the side of the exhibit was a large sign in which
the name of the company was ingeniously spelled out in commu-
tator bars. The company presented to visitors as a souvenir of the
convention a raised portrait of Major McKinley, with a gold back
ground and at one side a view of the protected rail bond. The
major being the chief exponent of protection in this country, the
connection was obvious. The company was represented by W. B.

Cleveland from the Cleveland office and John C Dolph, of New
York.

The Laclede Car Company was well represented at the con-
vention, as St. Ijouis is its home, by the principal officers of the
company. Owing to the fact that its works are located in the city,

and as a large number of its cars were in operation on the different

lines of St. L,ouis, the company did not make any regular exhibit in

the convention hall. The general manager of the company, Mr.
Robinson, and the other officers of the company, were, however,
prominent during the four days of the convention, and many dele-

gates took the opportunity afforded them by their visit in St. Louis
to visit the extensive works of the Laclede Company. Those who
did so stated that they no longer entertained any surprise at the

leading position as car builders occupied by the Laclede Company.

EXHIBIT OF OHIO BRASS CO.

Every detail in car construction is carefully and systematically fol-

lowed out at the company's works, and by improved machinery,
expert workmanship and careful supervision, the company has
been able to supply the very highest grade of work at very low cost.

The works of the company were described in the Souvenir issue of

the Strket Railway Journai,, and the illustrations of the factory
and of the many handsome Laclede cars published in that number
were frequently referred to.

The Leschen-McComber-Whyte Company, of St. Louis, and
the Chicago Insulated Wire Company, of Chicago, made a joint ex-

hibit of its different wires for different purposes, the former
showing bare and the latter insulated wires. The feeders shown by
the Chicago Insulated Wire Company were of all sizes up to 500,000
c. m. capacity. In one corner of the booth was a large pyramid
made out of eight reels of weatherproof and magnet wire. Spools
of annunciator wire and magnet wires were also shown. The Les-
chen-McComber-Wliyte Company had an extensive exhibit not only
of copper wire, but also of galvanized iron wire for span construction
and power tran.smission purposes, as well as reels of manilla rope for
power transmission. One of the most interesting objects .shown
was a special rope with a patented form of strand, for power trans-
mission. Owing to the peculiar construction of this rope more than
150 per cent of wearing surface is presented than in the old style of
wire rope. The two companies were represented by Edward M.
Vossler, vice-president, F. T. McComber and George S. Whyte of
the Leschen-McComber-Whyte Company, and Wm. M. Smith, sec-
retary and treasurer of the Chicago Insulated Wire Company. The
company presented as a souvenir a neat memorandum book, bound
in leather.

The Q. & C. Company, of Chicago, was ably represented by
Chas. F. Ouincy and Edward W. Hodgkins, both of Chicago. A
familiar feature was the well known Bryant cold metal rail saws.
These were shown in both the power and hand patterns, the latter

being in constant operation and attracting the usual amount of at-

tention. The leading feature of this exhibit was the Servis tie plate,

over 30,000,000 of which are now in use on steam roads. These
plates are now being extensively adopted on electric roads for the
reason that on long lived soft wood, ties protected with Servis tie

plates, hold gauge better and are rendered more enduring than are
oak ties unprotected with plates. On short curves and heavy grades
the plates prevent the cutting of the tie and canting of the rail, so
that the true gauge of the rail is preserved without the use of rail

braces. The company showed also a specimen of tie with tie plate

EXHIBIT OF MICA INSULATOR CO.

and rail as used on the Calumet & Blue Island Electric Railway, Chi-

cago, which has placed about 75,000 of these tie plates on cedar ties

this season. The company also showed the Perfection oil purifier

which is capable of filtering all kinds of oils without waste no matter

how often the oil has been used, and claim that the filtered oil is

better than when new. The company gave out a handsome memo-
randum book as a souvenir.

The Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., of Newark, N. J., had an ex-

hibit which attracted a great deal of attention. The cornpany

claims to have solved the problem of reducing the friction in

car journal boxes by means of its roller bearings, a result which is

much to be desired.' The company has applied its roller bearings

very successfully to many industrial uses, including the siTpport of

shafting, etc., and has made a very good record for its roller bear-

ings in street railway service. In a rack were shown samples of all

the different sizes of roller bearings used in ordinary work, from

% in. to I Yz ins. in diameter. These, besides being of different

diameters, were also of different thicknesses to suit the various con-

ditions, such as speed and load, met with in practice. A journal box
fitted with the bearings and several pillow blocks for shafting were
shown. The company had also on one of the Diamond trucks shown
in the space of the General Electric Company an equipment of its

roller bearings as described elsewhere. The truck was mounted on
rails so that the slight power required to push it could be observed.

Although weighing some 5000 lbs. , it was easy to move it on the

rails by the thumb and forefinger. F. V. M. Hudson, secretary of

the company, attended the convention and clearly explained the

advantages claimed for the bearing.

The Shultz Belting Company, of St. Louis, Mo., had an ex-

hibit near the main entrance. Although direct connected generators

are being adopted in many of the very large stations, the advantages

of belting over direct connected apparatus for small stations are, the

company claims, exceedingly important, and it was a significant

fact that the exhibits made by the manufacturers of belting received

much attention from managers of small roads, of which there were

a large number at St. Louis. The Shultz exhibit consisted of a

section of No. 72 in. belt, used by the St. Louis & Suburban Com-
pany, and several rolls of smaller belting, both link and regular

dynamo belts. A patent pulley cover of leather was also shown.
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The feature of this cover was that instead of cementing tlie leather

to the base of the pulley the covering was made wider than the
pulley face and its edges are brought over the edges of the lid,

turned toward each other and fastened together with malleable iron

clannps. In this way there is no possibility of the belts being cut

with rivets sometimes used to hold leather covering on pulleys. The
covering of a pulley with leather, the company claims, adds very
much to its driving qualities. As a result, belts can be run much
slacker, preventing heated journals and wear and tear of machinery.

J. A. Ferguson, of the St. Ivouis office, was present.

The Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Company, of Chicago, 111., exhib-
ited a model, showing two car trucks equipped with the No. 5
standard coupling of the company. This coupling was full size

and as the trucks ran upon a track, the operation of the device
could be very clearly seen. The cars were coupled as they ran to-

gether and were only released by drawing a pin in the top of one of

the couplings. The company makes a variety of sizes of couplings,

depending upon the weight of cars in which they are used. The
other sizes shown at St. Louis were the No. 7 coupling employed
on the Washington, Mt. Vernon & Alexandria Railway, the No. 6

coupling, adopted for the motor cars of the Lake Street elevated

in Chicago, and the No. 4, employed on the motor cars of the Met-
ropolitan Klevated Railway, Chicago. A special design of couplings
of the regular Fitzgerald-Van Dorn type was also shown. This
coupling was designed for the cable cars of the Broadway railway.

New York, and was of special form, owing to the fact that the ordi-

nary swinging bar could not be employed to advantage. W. T.
Van Dorn, the inventor of the coupler, explained the merits of the
coupler to those present. The souvenir given away by the company
was a patent toasting fork invented by Mr. Van Dorn some time
ago. It was eagerly sought after by those present.

The International Register Company, of Chicago, was repre-
sented by its manager, A. H. Woodward, and secretary, A. H. Eng-
lund. The company showed samples of its well known portable
registers, a large number of which are in use throughout the coun-
try, also its numeral stationary register with both black and alumi-
num dials, and one with the internal mechanisrn exposed. The
company's latest achievement is its double register for cash and
transfers, and one of these machines was a part of its exhibit and re-

ceived more than usual attention from street railway men. A spe-
cial feature of this exhibit was a catalogue taken from one of its reg-

isters with a notice placed over it reading as follows; "We offer a
silk hat to the first person who can set back the reading of this

totalizer, or prevent it from registering when the chain is pulled,

without leaving marks of violence." This would seem to mark an
advance in the construction of register totalizers, as the company

EXHIBIT OF DETROIT STOVE WORKS
claims that nothing has been made heretofore that could not be
manipulated when the entire mechanism of the register is expo.sed.

The company has gone so far in perfecting this device as to make it

impossible to set it back even when taken out of the case and
handled independently. The company reports that it has had a good
year's business and feels confident of larger sales after election.

The Consolidated Fender Company, of Providence, R. I.,

showed a car platform equipped with its well known protective de-
vices for street cars, both the fender and wheel guard. The fender
can be adjusted to any height above the rail desired, and can be
transferred from one end of the car to the otherwhere the operating
company does not wish to provide a duplicate equipment. The
method of adjustment is very simple. When not in use in the car

house the fender is folded up against the dashboard where it occu-
pies no room available for storage. The bumper as well as the
drawbar is protected so that a person falling into the fender is not
injured by striking against them. The wheel guard is normally
carried at a height which will easily clear it from any obstruction on
or between the rails. It can be dropped, however by the motorman,

I
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EXHIBIT OF THE BETHLEHEM IRON CO.

to catch any person passing under the fender, or if the latter should
not drop it, it will fall into its proper place automatically by the ac-
tion of an apron of wood carried under the dashboard. The com-
pany also distributed a large number of circulars setting forth the
merits of the fender. The company's circulars were particularly
novel in design to catch the eye and of great variety. The represen-
tatives of the company present were A. C. Woodworth, general man-
ager, A. C. Woodworth, Jr., superintendent, and George H. Hale,
secretary.

The Central Union Brass Company, a prominent manu-
facturer of brass and bronze car trimmings and electrical supplies
for motor cars in St. Louis, Mo., had a very attractive display in
the northern end of the hall between those of the Washburn &
Moen Manufacturing Company and Bowers Brothers. The chief
object in the exhibit of this company to strike the attention of
the visitor was a very handsomely framed panel, 9 ft. X 6 ft., con-
taining in tasteful arrangement a large variety of car trimmings.
At the center of the panel was a large brass gong and from this was
made to radiate in the form of stars and other decorations, car trim-
mings of every variety, ratchet brake handles, bells, etc. The panel
had a background of dark plush which brought out strikingly the
polished brass parts. The whole was lighted up by two brackets of
electric lights. The company also showed a line of brass castings
used for motor bearings and in overhead line parts, also a full as-

sortment of gear wheels and pinions. The Stow flexible shaft and
assortment of commutator bars of the Billings & Spencer, and
Commutator Company's manufacture also formed part of the com-
pany's exhibit. The company was represented by George Kings-
land, president, andT. C. White, and presented to visitors as a souve-
nir of the convention an attractive little trolley wheel, made of
aluminum and brass.

Bowers Brothers, of Chicago, exhibited in connection with the
Central Union Brass Company, their St. Louis agents, a full line of
mica for different electrical purposes. Along the side of their booth
was shown a large variety of solid sheet mica rings for use in commu-
tator construction, mica segments, and solid sheet mica washers.
The segments were all gauged to thickness and ready for immediate
use. In a number of boxes were also samples of diiTerent grades of
India sheet mica from Ai to 4, and of amber mica in the same
grades. The India mica being a better insulator is used on ma-
chines wound to high voltages. Amber mica is, however, suitable

for machines of low voltage, where such a high resistance is not re-

quired. As agent for the Billings & Spencer Company, of Hartford,
Conn., the company also showed a full line of drop forged commuta-
tor bars manufactured by that company. An assembled commutator,
which used the Billings & Spencer copper bars, and the Bowers
Brothers' solid sheet mica segments, was also shown. One object

which attracted much interest from a historical point of view was
the exhibition of one of the first sheets of mica mined in this coun-
try. Mica was discovered in New Hampshire about 1814 and was
first used in stoves. This historical piece of mica was framed and
appeared in a prominent position in the exhibit. The firm was rep-

resented by E. S. Bowers.

The Exhibit of Eugene Munsell & Company, miners and im-
porters of mica, New York and Chicago, with agencies in the prin-

cipal cities, consisted of India and amber mica in a variety of forms.
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Large clear sheets untrimmed, as they get it direct from the mines,
mica segments, for all the standard railway motors, mica washers,
carefully selected India and amber mica cut to size for electrical in-

sulation, rheostat mica, etc., were shown. The exhibit of drop forged
commutator segments, for which the company is the general selling

agent, attracted considerable attention on account of the excellent

u.Mjn<Kmson s 60.
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EXHIBIT OF J. M ATKINSON & CO.

quality of drop forgings exhibited. The blotters which were dis-

tributed on the writing desks in all of the hotels, and at the places
of registration in the convention hall, did effective work, as they
conveyed to the visiting delegates the fact that the exhibit was one
of special interest. The fact that the mica was received
direct from the mines was made apparent by the burro or
mule shown, which had several large packages strapped
on his back. The little mica souvenir which was given
away, was well received, and no doubt was taken home
by a large number of the visiting delegates. Many were
seen wearing them in the lapels of their coats. The exhibit
was displayed in connection with that of the Mica Insu-
lator Company, and the company was represented by
Henry C. Onick, of the Chicago house. The firm's rep-

resentative in St. Louis is Arthur S. Partridge.

E. Verstraete, of St. Louis, showed an electric

brake in connection with the exhibit of the St. Louis
Car Company. The brake works on the solenoid prin-

ciple. It consists of a solenoid magnet inside of which
are two iron movable cylinders or plungers. One is larger

than the other and to it is fastened the chain connect-
ing with the brake mechanism. This plunger is operated by
the current sent through the solenoid and travels over a de-
sired distance, thus tightening or loosening the brake.
The second or auxilairy small plunger floats inside of the
solenoid and is held in a certain space by a brass bolt.

Its function is to so change the connections as to make the
pull on the large plunger a continuous one, thus giving the
machine the enormous amount of power not obtainable other-

wise in ordinary solenoids, except at the expense of a large

controller. The brake is now in use on some the cars of the St.

Louis & Suburban Railway Company. The cars are forty feet long
and are running at a rate of twenty-five miles per hour outside of
the city. Mr. Verstraete personally operated the brake during the
convention.

The Missouri Car & Foundry Company, of St. Louis, Mo.,
occupied a space in the northern portion of the hall, and exhibited
there all of the different classes of wheels manufactured by it for
electric railway purposes. Among these was an extra heavy wheel
with 3 in. flange for suburban and interurban work. This wheel
weighed 550 lbs. In front of this wheel were all of the other types
of wheels which the company casts. Its wheels are used not only in
St. Louis, but as far east as Brooklyn, as far south as Galveston and
as far west as San Francisco and Los Angeles. A very striking
method was adopted of showing the extreme accuracy in which the
wheels are cast, being perfectly round. A pair of wheels was
mounted in a frame and close to the tread of each was fastened a
piece of brass which closely fitted the tread, without actually touch-
ing it. As the axle was revolved, the wheels passed under the
pieces of brass without touching them and without being far enough
from it to admit of light passing between the two surfaces. The
exhibit also included cable sheaves, brasses, brake shoes, etc. A
good idea of the growth of the company's business is shown by the
fact that in 1889 the business of the manufacture of wheels for street

railway companies amounted to only 60 a month, whereas now the
company turns out 2000 during the same time for this industry
alone. The exhibit was in charge of Scott H. Blewett, secretarj- of
the company.

Fletcher & Stone, of St. Louis, showed two new devices for

overhead line construction, which promise to meet a large demand.
One of these was an automatic trolley cut-out. The object of this

device is to destroy the connection between a broken trolley wire
and the rest of the line, making the former dead in case of accident
in the overhead construction, by which the trolley wire is broken.
This cut-out is also of benefit in case of fire, where it is necessary for

firemen to cut ttie trolley wire before they can use their ladders.

EXHIBIT OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.

amount of current. The maximum current used in this brake is

fifteen amperes, but after the brake is once set, it only requires three
amperes to hold it in this position for any desired length of time.
The brake can be perfectly regulated from a mere slacking up of
speed to the severest emergency stops by means of a rheostat and

EXHIBIT OF GOLD STREET CAR HEATING CO.

The device is in three parts, two end parts, which are held to the
central part when there is a tension on the wire, but dropping out
from contact with it when the tension is released. The device has
been adopted in the following cities among others : Brooklyn, Chi-
cago, Toledo, Detroit, Rochester, Baltimore and Philadelphia. In
all of these it is said to be giving good satisfaction. The firm also

showed a novel hanger, by which a flexible trolley suspension, both
transverse and lateral, is secured. It consists of two end pieces,

several inches apart, which hold the trolley wire and also connected
by a stranded galvanized iron wire. The whole is supported from
the span wire or bracket by means of a special bracket with pulley,

which allows the stranded galvanized iron wire to pass loosely
through it, so that all strains are equalized. The object of the
device is to avoid the pounding of the trolley wheel against the
hanger support, consequent upon the use of rigid support of the
trolley wire.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, was well
represented at the convention. One of the first objects seen as a
visitor approached the hall was a large McGuire snow sweeper
which stood just outside the main entrance. After passing through
the doorway, the McGuire exhibit was found by the visitor at his

right. It contained two of the standard trucks of the company;
the single truck with A i suspension and the No. 26 double truck.
Both looked strong and serviceable and the representatives of the
company were kept busy explaining the merits of these trucks for

electric railway service. Close to the trucks the fact that the com-
pany also enjoys a large business in the manufacture of car heaters,

was easily made apparent. The Columbia stove has come to be re-

garded as indispensable by many street railway managers, and the
stove, both dismounted and in position on a car seat, was shown.
By this arrangement the peculiar feature of the stove, that it does
not require cutting of the car seats, could easily be seen. The
ratchet brake handle of the company was also exhibited. The com-
pany's apparatus was also represented in the exhibit of the General
Electric Company. In this company's space was a large McGuire
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truck built for the heavy electric motor cars of the New York and
Brooklyn Bridge. The truck weighs 20,000 lbs. complete and seems
amply strong enough for all the heavy work which it must neces-
sarily perform. Views of this truck have been published in recent
issues of the Strhf.T Raii.way Journai,.

The Stever Rail Joint Company, of Canton, O., and St. Louis,
Mo., was represented by L. B. Collins, of Canton, and Geo. Stever,
who represents the interests of this joint west of the Mississippi.

EXHIBIT OF BRUSSELS TAPESTRY CO.

The exhibit consisted of a variety of this well known joint mounted
on rail sections embracing sizes from ^yi ins. to 9 ins. of both
T and girder types. There was also shown a cable yoke with a spe-
cially constructed joint of the Stever type, particularly adapted for
making the joint on the yoke head when necessary. This joint
clamps the rails on each side of the support or yoke head rigidly and
carries from one clamp to the other a bridge-like truss of sufficient

material to equal the strength of the rail, thus making the joint as

stiff and strong as the body of the rail. The Stever joint has now
been in use in actual and severe service for over five years and in no
case has it failed to justify the strong claims made that when
properly put in it will hold without attention during the life of the
rail and tie. These joints have been installed on some thirty-five of

the leading roads of the country, and as the joint be-
comes known its popvilarity increases. Two sections of
six inch girder rail were shown specially with the Stever
joint and tested at the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratorj',
showing that the ends of the rails were placed upon
s'lpports three feet eight inches apart and a pressure of

1,000,000 lbs. was made on the top of the center of the
joint; a permanent set of .88 in. was given to the rails

without any injury to the Stever splice, this set occur-
ring in the rail and not in the splice.

The St. Louis Car Wheel Company, of St. Louis,
had a very complete and extensive exhibit of its car
wheels for all varieties of service. The company oc-
cupied a space under the northern gallery and the arti-

cles shown appeared to good advantage as arranged on
rising tiers in that part of the hall. Wheels of all sizes

were shown, from thirty-six inches in diameter down to

eight inches in diameter. For street railway service
one set each of thirtj'-six inch, thirty-three inch and
thirty inch wheels were shown on axles. The chills

in these wheels were made clear by sections exhibited of

forty-eight inch and thirty-six inch wheels, and hy a

large number of specimens of charcoal iron test pieces
arranged in the front part of the exhibition space.

Some special wheels, including a reversed dish wheel,
different styles of brake shoes and a variety of iron and
steel axles hammered and in the rough were also shown.
The method emplo3'ed by the company in casting chill-

ed wheels was made clear by the exhibition of one of

the company's standard contracting chills. The form
of contracting chill u.sed by the company differs from
that usually employed, in that the inwardly projecting
plates which contract on the wheel in cooling are made
in a zig-zag form. In this way there is no danger of
producing on the surface of the wheel tran,sverse ridges which
sometimes cause more or less jar and rattle until worn down. The
chill was mounted in trunnions and could be easily revolved so

that this peculiarity was clearly observable. The company was
well represented by R. \V. Green, secretary, John W. Nnte, general
agent, and William Fawcett, superintendent.

Clarence Whitman & Company, of New York, had a very at-

tractive exhibition of their well known Pantasote for car curtains,

car shades and car upholstery. At the back of the booth a frame

was arranged to represent the side of a car. In the center was a
shade, such as used in a clo.sed car, made of Panta.sote, and on each
side were curtains of the same material such as are used on open
cars. Both were fitted with Acme fixtures. Above the framework
was another horizontal frame to represent the ceiling of the car and
this was covered with headlining made by Clarence Whitman &
Company, for this purpose. The advantages of Pantasote for cur-

tain use are becoming more generally recognized, as could be seen
from the fact that four of the five cars forming part of the exhibits
of the car manufacturing companies were fitted with curtains of this

material. The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Com-
pany and the New York Central Railroad Company have also

adopted it as standard for their cars, while many street railway com-
panies are also large consumers of it. As Pantasote is waterproof,
curtains and shades made of it can be cleaned very easily by means
of a sponge, where this process would be impossible with the old
canvas curtain. The use of Pantasote leather for car upholstery was
illustrated Ijy the exhibition of a Scarritt spring car seat in the
booth of the company. Pantasote leather is both water and fire

proof and will not crack, peel or dry, and, it is claimed, wears as well

as the leather itself. R. M. Grier, the Chicago agent, for Clarence
Whitman & Company, and John M. High of the New York office

were present.

The E, T. Burrowes Company, of Portland, Me., had one of
the most attractive and tastefully arranged exhibits at the conven-
tion. The attention of the visitor upon entering the exhibit was
attracted immediately by two frames, one on each side of the en-
trance. That to the left was similar in form to a revolving book-
case, but instead of containing books each side was devoted to ex-
hibiting a style of the company's closed car shades. One of these
was fitted with pinch handles of the ordinary kind, another with
anti-friction tips, so that a person in raising or lowering the shade
can use either the handles or not as desired, etc. At the right of
the entrance a similar frame contained samples of open car curtains.

Both cases were of mahogany. A prominent feature of the exhibit
was Oakette, a special material manufactured by the company for

car curtains and shades. The material has proved not only very
popular, but very desirable for this service, and during the last year
the company has sold over 10,000 shades of this material alone. At
the rear of the exhibit were several other frames of mahogany ex-
hibiting the other different styles of curtains and shades made by
the Burrowes Company, including Crown and Star fabrics. A small
frame contained samples of different silk curtains, with trimmings
to match the color of the curtains, and among the patterns were
twenty of the Star fabric and eighteen of the Oakette. On the rear

wall hung a very handsome water color of the extensive factory of

the company at Portland, Me. The representatives of the com-
pany present were H. H. Russell, of Portland, and H. B. Potter from
the New York office.

The Bethlehem Iron Company, of South Bethlehem, Pa
,

EXHIBIT OF DIAMOND TRUCK k CAR GEAR CO.

startled the exhibitors by showing what at first sight looked to be a

gun trained to shoot as visitors approached it. On closer inspection

however, a sign told that it was a hollow forged shaft, one of twelve
now being made for street railways in Chicago. Four go to the
Northwestern Elevated Railway and four to the Union Loop Rail-

way of both of which roads S. Potis is chief engineer; and J. K.
Chapman electrical engineer. Four others go to the Chicago City
Railway of which R. J. Hill is chief engineer. The shaft on ex-
hibit was on its way from Bethlehem to the works of the Edw.
P. Allis Company, where it will be fitted with a flywheel, cranks and
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electric generator. It is 22 ft. 6 ins. long, 28 ins. diameter in center,

22 ins. diameter at journals and has an 11 in. hole throughout its en-
tire length. It weighs fifteen tons. The processes employed in

making this and similar shafts as well as the advantages in their

use were fully described by H. F. J. Porter, general Western agent,
who had charge of the exhibit and who had illustrated pamphlets
for distribution which contained a full account of how hollow forged
shafts are made. An abreviated description appeared in last month's
Street Raii,way Journai^ on page 657. On the walls of the ex-
hibit space were photographs illustrating the processes of manufac-
turing hollow forgings for shafts, guns, armor plate, etc. Altogether
this exhibit was a most interesting and instructive one and an inno-
vation highly appreciated by the street railway men who admired
the enterprise of the Bethlehem Iron Company in bringing to their

attention the highest stage of the forge master's art.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, of Albany, N. Y.,

had a very attractive exhibit in charge of H. M. Ransom, who has
attended a great many conventions, and knows just what delegates
want to see. In the back of the booth a panel was erected to show
the use of heaters in the panel of closed cars. Three heaters were
installed here. At the side of the exhibit was a row of Scarritt

seats, each with a heater underneath the seat. At the left of the
exhibit was a Hale & Kilburn seat for center aisle cars, equipped
with another style of heater. As each heater had an incandescent
lamp in circuit with one of its coils, the variation in the current to

secure various intensities of heat was easily shown, the amount of

illumination given out by the lamps being in the same ratio as the
amount of heat given out. The six heaters under the cross seats

were controlled by a five

and ten point switch,
and the four heater
equipment by a three
point switch. In ad-
dition to the regular

rail, showing the close metallic connection made between the rail

and the copper of the bond. Here were also shown trolley springs,
annunciator and office wire, lamp cord and sections of rubber covered
wire of every description. The exhibit was made in connection
with that of the Central Union Brass Company. The company was
represented by the foUovving gentlemen: Chas. H. May, of St. Louis;
F. H. Daniels, of Worcester, Mass., general superintendent of the
company; L. Brittan, superintendent of the Waukegan Works of
the company at Waukegan, 111., and T. H. Taylor, of the Chicago
sales department.

The Johnson Company, of Lorain, O., had a very extensive
exhibit of special work and track fittings. Major H. C. Evans
was, of course, on hand and was one of the most popular and
well known figures at the convention. The principal object shown
in the space of this company was the guaranteed special work.
The wearing parts of this special work are, as is well known, of
Harveyized steel. This is let into the frog or mate casting and
fastened firmly in place. The guaranteed special work was shown
in crossings with 9 in. section, in switches, frogs, mates, etc. In the
tongue switch shown, the switch tongue was extremely long,
extending into the tangent. Another interesting portion of the
exhibit was that devoted to steam and street railway crossings. The
standard Pennsylvania steam and street railway crossing and a
specially heavy crossing of this kind made of solid steel were
shown. In the latter the straight pieces forming the steam railroad
rails were first rolled and then the cross pieces electrically welded
on. The characteristic of the Pennsylvania standard crossing shown
was in its extreme strength. The interior angles were very heavy
forgings. Another department of the exhibit contained the com-
pany's latest method of avoiding a combination of joints. When a
six and nine inch rail have to be joined, a short section of the
shorter rail is electrically welded to the deeper rail. An ordinary
joint can then be made between the short piece of shallow rail and
the rest of the rail of the same height. Samples were shown of

SWITCHBOARD, WESTINGHOUSE EXHIBIT.

lines of heaters, the company also showed a special heater for par-
lor cars, where it was impossible or undesirable to cut the panel of

the car. Several of these heaters have recently been built by the
Consolidated Car Heating Company for parlor cars on the Brooklyn
Heights Railway Company and the Portland (Me.) Railway Com-
pany. They are five feet in length and surrounded by a tasteful

casing. The growth of the heater business was made manifest by
several significant notices which were conspicuous in the company's
exhibit. These stated, among other facts, that the company had
equipped over 3700 cars and more than 200 railways in the United
States and Canada. Mr. Ransom was assisted in caring for the ex-
hibit by W. P. Cosper.

The Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Company, of Wor-
cester, Mass., had a very complete exhibition of its specialties.

One of these, is as well known, is the figure 8 trolley wire. A reel

of this formed one of a group of four reels in the back of the space
of the company. The other reels contained different kinds of cables
of 500,000 c. m. capacit}'. In front of these reels was probably the
largest cable in the building from a conductive standpoint. This
was of 2,792,000 c. ni. capacity and was a piece of an order filled by
the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Companj', for the Westing-
house Electric & Mijuufacturing Company. In front of these large
reels were three smaller reels containing magnet wire of different
shapes, square, round and flat. Another part of the space of the
company was devoted to an exhibition of the well known Chicago
rail bond manufactured by it. To illustrate the use of this bond,
four rail joints were shown. These rails were from four inches to
nine inches in height and were connected bv different types of
bonds, both stranded and solid. On a table in the front of the
space were also sections of the bond terminals inserted in pieces of

EXHIBIT OF AMERICAN CAR CO.

other products of the company for track construction such as brace

tie plates, a specimen of its electrically welded work in which a

9 in. girder rail, a 9 in. guard rail and 4>^ in. tram rail were welded
together. A large collection was shown of standard templates of

rails. The representatives present, besides Major Evans, were A. S.

Littlefield of Chicago, W. W. Kingston, of Atlanta, and W. Jens,

assistant chief engineer from Lorain.

The Central Electric Company, of Chicago, had an extensive

exhibit and was represented by W. R. Carton who was in charge of

the exhibit, C. B. White, C. W. Cobb, and E. F. deWitt. C. E.
Sharp and Mr. McNeill, of the Southern Electrical Supply Com-
pany, of St. Louis, also represented the company. In its display the

company exhibited the Billings & Spencer products, Colophite in-

sulation and droD forged commutator bars, a full line of the com-
pany's mica products, including segments and commutator rings,

cut and uncut sheet, etc., and the changeable electric headlights.

The Central Electric overhead material for figure 8 and all sizes

of round trolley, the new Central Electric 500 volt, waterproof

lamp socket, which is a radical departure, the Bound Brook Graph-
ite Lubricating Company's full line of trolley bushings, bearings,

and collars which are carried in stock at Chicago and St. Louis, in-

terior conduits both iron and brass armored, manufactured by the

Interior Conduit & Insulation Company, of New York, for whom
the Central Electric Company is Western agent, were also shown.

Other attractive exhibits were a complete line of Okonite wires and
cables, Candee weatherproof wires, etc., and the Carton lightning

arrestors connected in circuit, illustrating fully the merits of this

well known device. The handsome board of the Partridge carbon

brushes brought to the minds of the railroad managers the ability

of the Central Electric Company to furnish satisfactory material.

j
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Hill switches were also in evidence. The company's space bril-

liantly illuminated by Sawyer-Man lamps of all designs, colors
and shapes. Hart 500 volt railway switches and Nelson crossover
and section insulators were also prominent. The company's booth
was handsomely decorated with bunting of national colors, and
Billings & vSpencer link ball strains coupled, with frog attachments
and turnbuckles, added to the sightly appearance of the tastefully
decorated space.
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HEATER SHOWN BY H. W. JOHNS CO.

The Brooklyn & New York Railway Supply Company, of

Elizabeth, N. J., exhibited a very handsome car, one of a number
recently built by the company for the Brooklyn Heights Railroad
Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Owing to delays in the delivery of this

car at the convention hall, delays for which the Brooklyn & New York
Railway Supply Company was not responsible, as the car was shipped
in plenty of season, it was not delivered at St. Louis until Thursday,
the last day but one of the meeting. For this reason many of the
delegates did not give as much attention to the car as its fine appear-
ance and construction deserved. Those who did, however, ex-
pressed themselves as very much pleased with the general appear-
ance of the car. The inside finish was of cherry with headlining
of curly maple, decorated. The trimmings were of solid bronze, and
hand rails were supported by brackets of the same material. The
car shades !were of the E. T. Burrowes make, and the seats were of
Hale & Kilburn manufacture, covered with rattan. The doors were
double and automatic. An interesting feature of the equipment of

the car was the fact that two registers were used, one for cash and
the other for tickets. One was located at each end of the car.

Both were rung by the same rod, one direction of movement of the
rod ringing up tickets and the other cash fares. An ingenious de-

vice was introduced so

that conductors either in-

tentionally or by mistake

of the recent cars turned out from the company's works. The in-
terior was finished in light wood, was mounted on a single truck
and equipped with New Ilaven registers. Adjoining the open car
was a twenty-six foot clo.sed car measuring thirty-five feet over all.

It was painted a ricli maroon, was mounted on two of the American
Car Company's double trucks and was equipped with a Hunter fender.
It was of the Standard type used by several of the St. Louis roads.
The interior of the car was exceedingly attractive. The interior
finish was in mahogany with gold plated trimmings, Scarritt re-
versible cross seats upholstered in cane, Forsyth roller shades and
H. W. Johns heaters. The windows were double and so arranged that
in the sunmier they could be removed, making the car practically
an open car. Electric push buttons at every seat communicated
with the platform for the purpose of signaling the conductor. The
car was fitted with a Kraushaar headlight. The third car exhib-
ited was similar to that already described, except that the trim-
mings were nickel plated instead of gohl plated, the body was
twenty feet long and the seats were of the Adams & Westlake
make instead of Scarritt's. The representatives of the company
present were Wm. vSutton, E. J. Lawless and George Kippenberger.

Smith of New York, the well known manufacturer of lamps,
headlights and lamp supplies, had a very attractive booth in the
northern part of the hall, devoted to the exhibition of the specialties
manufactured by him. The exhibit was in charge of T. C. Millen.
The company showed a full line of almost every conceivable form of
lamps for street railway purposes. The standard oil headlights were,
of course, shown, as were also two or three types of electric headlights.
One form was arranged to be bolted to the dashboard and another
to fit in a hole cut in the dash board so that it would project only
two inches beyond the latter. These electric headlights were
shown in different si/.es from eight inches to eleven inches in diam-
eter. A hood light eleven inches in diameter was also exhibited.
All were fitted with highly polished parabolic reflectors. Among
the headlights was one of 200 c. p. recently built by the company
for steamship service and used by the sanitary officers in inspecting
steerage passengers. It was so arranged as to throw the light in
any direction. Upon the ceiling of the booth a very interesting and
unique variety of electroliers were shown together with a few oil

center lamps. The electroliers which were attached to the ceiling had
three, four and five branches and one particularly handsome one was
fitted with a silvered glass reflector and attracted nmch attention.
One of the handsomest was of a style built for the Lenox Avenue
division of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York,
and was fitted with three arms by which it was secured to the ceil-

ing, making a very handsome and solid electrolier. The form of
combination oil and electric center light used by the Union Traction
Company of Philadelphia, and the oil light employed on the cable
cars of the Third Avenue Railway Company of New York, formed
part of the exhibition. Upon a table near the front of the space

St. ify ./ourntl.

PANEL SHOWN BY H. W. JOHNS CO. EXHIBIT OF WEBER RAILWAY JOINT MFG. CO.

could not ring up cash fares on the transfer register. Each
register was fitted with a sign indicating whether a cash fare or a
transfer had been rung up on it. If a transfer were rung up on the
cash register or vice versa, the sign on the register on which the fare

was rung up would change to indicate the true nature of the fare.

The bells on each register had also different sounds. The exterior
of the car was painted a handsome lake and the car was mounted
on Peckham trucks. The representatives of the compau}' present
were J. A. Trimble, W. A. Brownell and Frank A. Morrell.

The American Car Company, of St. Louis, Mo., had one of

the most extensive and important exhibits of the convention.
Three complete cars were shown in the main portion of the con-
vention hall. One of these was an open car thirty feet over bumpers.
It was of the center aisle type with reversible Scarritt seats, uphol-
stered in cane. The car was fitted with sliding doors, bronze trim-
mings, pantasote curtains, veneered ceilings of the Frost make,
metal panels, and sliding .side guards. The curtains were so arranged
to reach the floor so that in case of rain the car could be practically
resolved into a closed car, the center aisle affording to all access
to the interior. In the advertising racks were a set of views of some

that belonged to this company a complete line of hand lanterns,
carriage lamps, etc., and globes of all kinds in ruby, white and
green were exhibited. The booth was draped in black which
brought out well the polished brass and silver of the lamps.

The Exhibit of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company was found in a very central location, in fact, in the middle
of the hall, where this well known company had a display of motors,
switchboard apparatus and sundry literature describing the same.
Among the motors the No. 12 A. and No. 3S B. mounted on Peckham
trucks and on a Brill Company snow sweeper attracted general atten-
tion of those railway men, who were not familiar with their con-
struction and mechanical design. The particular novelty, however,
of the Westinghouse exhibit, and from an electrical point of view
one of the most interesting, it might be said, of the entire exhibi-
tion, was the display of switches and circuit breakers. These ap-
pliances are of recent design and embody some very novel features
of improvement, which strongly appealed to the practical men who
manage the power house and who are engaged in the operation and
attendance of the generators and switchboards. The chief char-
acteristics of the switches which were especially commented upon,
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were their enormous carrying capacity and ease of operation as com-
pared with older types. The company manufactures these apph-
auces up to -^000 amperes capacity. The circuit breakers were of

equally easy operation. They have copper carVjon shunts prevent-

ing all posssbility of burning at main contact points; it has a releas-

ing device without the use of the solenoid. The means of adjust-

ment are sliding weights over scale arm. These instruments were

EXHIBIT OF SAFETY CAR HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

shown on a two-panel switchboard, one being a 2000 ampere gen-
erator panel and the other a 1200 feeder panel. In addition to these
instruments the exhibit also contained samples of the well known
Wurts non-arcing lightning arresters, tank arresters, as well as
pyramidal arrester for high potential transmission circuits. The
company was represented as strongly as at any previous convention.
The gentlemen present were G. H. Lewars, Albert Schmid, W. F.
Zimmerman, C. F,. Bragg, A. J. Wurts, H.P. Davis, A. Hartwell, J. A.
Rutherford, C. E. Skinner, T. A. Cleland, H. C. Ebert, M. Coster,
W. R. Brown, A. F. Gordon, N. W. Storer and E. H. Heinrichs.

The Standard Air-Brake Company, of NewYork, had an exhibit
which attracted a great deal of favorable comment from the street

railway men present on account of the great advance made by the
company during the past four years, in the science of air braking.
The compactness of all the apparatus exhibited shows that great atten -

tion has been paid to the mechanical design and construction of the
braking apparatus. As the company was the first in the field and has
applied the results of many years of experience in air brake design to
the Standard apparatus, its success is not surprising. The apparatus
shown was as follows: one axle-driven compressor, one geared com-
pressor, one compound motor compressor; a new automatic control-
ling device for the motor-driven compressor, which makes the latter

entirely independent of the rest of the mechanism, simple and chime
whistles and a new leakageproof reservoir. A unique device was
also shown for giving an ocular demonstration of the responsiveness
of the jam cylinder used in the company's braking system. The
piston rod of the jam cylinder worked against a spring which took
the place of the brake gear. The motor-compressor was connected
with it and the whole process of compressing the air, admitting the
air into the jam cylinder, exhausting the latter and bringing up the
pressure again to the desired amount, was shown to all visitors. It

was noticeable that many of the visitors were motormen and con-
ductors, who took a special interest in the practical features of the
apparatus. The motor-compressor probably attracted the most at-

tention of all the apparatus shown and as this was exhibited in
operation delegates had an opportunity of observing its great com-
pactness and freedom from noise. The space also contained a num-
ber of neatl}' lettered signs, describing where apparatus is in use at

home and abroad, and the World's Fair diploma, awarded the com-
pany at Chicago in 1S93, for its air braking system. The represen-
tatives of the company present were its general manager, E. J. Wes-
sels, its chief engineer, H. P. Merriam, and several as.sistants. Not
the least interesting part of the exhibit was the unique railing which
surrounded the apparatus shown. This railing was composed of
trailer connections, controller heads and gauges.

The Munson Electric Conduit System as exhibited by
INIessrs. Munson and Roberts attracted universal attention. The
exhibit consisted of a handsome car one-fourth the size of a regular
twenty-eight foot car and sixty feet of track made to the same scale.

The track was constructed with a sharp curve and steep grade and
with a portion of it under water. The conduit is patterned after the

most improved cable road construction, excepting that the conduit
is but eighteen inches deep and eight inches wide through the
center. One of the principal features of this system is the switch-
box arrangement. The switch is of the plunger type, the plunger
working horizontally and operating a knife switch. The switchbox
and switch are well designed with a view to being moistureproof
and not liable to getting out of order. The switches are placed op-
posite each other about twenty feet apart throughout the length of

the conduit. If forty foot cars were used exclusively the switches
could be placed this distance apart. A complete wire circuit is used
with this system, the positive side at the station generator being
connected with the switches on one side of the conduit and the
negative to the other. These boxes can be easily and quickly
gotten at wherever necessary. The switches are operated by an
ingeniously constructed, flexible plow which is preferably the same
length as the car. The plow has a wedge-shaped nose of insulated
material, which striking the wheels on the ends of the plungers of
the opposite switches force the plungers back and close the switches
before the wheels of the plungers come in contact with the metal of
the plow, thus obviating any sparking. The wheels on the plung-
ers of the switches are separated four inches normally and six inches
by the plow so that each plunger travels but one inch. The plow or
collector consists of metal strips five inches wide, separated by six

inches of insulating material. A special construction of this system
has been devised for use in existing cable conduits. For elevated
roads the owners of this system claim that the cost of their system
would be no more than that of the third rail. For interurban and
long distance work the company claims to have devised a simpler
and cheaper system of construction than is required for city work.

W. G. Price and W. H. Carter, both of the Chicago City Rail-

way Company, exhibited a very interesting car for testing purposes,
designed by them for the Chicago City Railway Company and in

use on the line of that company. The object of the car is to deter-

mine rapidl)' any defects which may exist in the alignment of the
track, in the gauge, and high or low joints. The car is supported
on four wheels and has an auxiliary pair of wheels in the center.

These are on a split axle so that the wheel flanges are kept tight

against the heads of each rail. Each wheel is connected by two
cords and levers to markers which record on a revolving chart car-

ried in the car. The chart is made to travel at one one-thousandth
the speed of the car. Connections between the indicators and the
wheels are such that a running record is kept of the vertical and
transverse motions of the wheels, the former indicating high and
low joints for each rail, and the latter any variations in the gauge.
Two other records are kept on the chart—the drawbar pole and the
variation in track level. The latter is determined by an ingenious
balance consisting of two cups of mercury connected by a pipe.

The car has been in operation for some time on the line of the
Chicago City Railway with excellent results. Mr. Price, who had
charge of the exhibit, also had on exhibition plans of a new fric-

tion brake adopted by the Chicago City Railway Company. In it

the brake chain is wound upon a drum which is mounted on a

sleeve on the axle, but is revolved when the drum is forced against

EXHIBIT OF SMITH OF NEW YORK.

the side of the wheel. The latter is especially cast with flat side,

covered with a lever washer to make a good friction surface. The
drum is forced against the friction surface by a pair of expanding
jaws worked by a lever from the front platform. The platform

brake lever is of the ordinary type, and the brake, it is claimed, will

stop a car at full headway in eighteen inches. Another interesting
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feature of the exhibit was a rigid drawbar invented by the same
gentlemen and also in use on the Chicago City Railway cars. The
pin used in coupling is wedge shaped, and when the cars are coupled

with this drawbar there is no lost motion. Consequently there is no

lurching when the car stops.

The New York Car Wheel Works was well represented at the

convention by R. C. Mercur, of Buffalo, and John Granger from the

New York office. The company had a very attractive exhibit,

which while not large, elicited many favorable remarks. Among
the objects shown was a cold rolled axle, which had recently been

removed from one of the cars of the Buffalo Railway Company, after

making a record of 105,000 miles. In spite of this very severe ser-

EXHIBIT OF E. T. BURROWES MANUFACTURING CO.

vice, the appearance of the axle would not indicate that it had trav-

eled one-fourth that distance. Another interesting object shown
was a % in. sand casting about twelve inches square through which
had been punched twenty or more holes. The fact that in spite of

the thinness of the casting no fractures were discernible where the

punch had passed through the metal, demonstrated very clearly the

closeness and toughness of the iron which went to make up the

casting. The samples of wheels shown were as follows: one pair of

33 in. 360 lb. wheels, one pair 30 in. 300 lb. wheels, one 24 in. cable

wheel weighing 180 lbs., and one 33 in. T. M. special plate wheel for

the Consolidated Traction Company, of New Jersey,weighing 450 lbs.

The latter wheel was built specially heavy for use under a Brill sprin-

kler and will, the manufacturers think, find large use for interurban
electric railway work. The T. M. special mixture is one which
the Consolidated Traction Company, of New Jersey, has been using
for the last six months with excellent results, as described in the
August issue of the Street Railway Journal. The company also

showed a number of sample chills and several Corning brake shoes.

The brake shoe business is one which the company has done little in

the past, but after a careful investigation the managers of the com-
pany have reached the conclusion to place on the market the Corn-
ing brake shoe. The latter is a composite shoe with outside of

chilled charcoal iron and inside of soft gray cast iron annealed. The
result of a number of experiments conducted by the New York Car
Wheel Works with this shoe has demonstrated the claim of a saving
of twenty-five per cent in annual cost of shoes, a large decrease in

percentage of skidded wheels, together with a brake efficiency equal
to that of the ordinary cast shoe.

The Brownell Car Company, of St. Louis, Mo., had an exhibit
which attracted the attention and elicited the admiration of every
attendant at the convention. The principal object in the exhibit
was a large double truck car, one of thirty built by the company for

the Metropolitan Street Railway Company of Kansas City. One of

the cars of this order was illustrated in the last issue of the STREET
Railway Journal. The car, which was a closed one with Accel-
erator door, was 26 ft. long inside dimensions, 7)4 ft. wide and was
supplied with 3 ft. platforms. The vestibtiles were removable. The
car was fitted with gates of the Minneapolis pattern, operated by
the motorman ; the body color was an orange chrome and the car

was equipped with two G. E. 1000 motors. Within, the appear-
ance of the car was exceedingly tasteful. It was finished in cherry
with longitudinal seats, and was heated with a Columbia stove. On
the hood was a reversible illuminated sign and under the platforms
a Christopher fender. Close to the car the Brownell Company ex-
hibited two styles of seats ; one was a folding form which has proved
very popular in Cincinnati on the lines of the Cincinnati, Newport
& Covington Railway, and was very favorably commented upon by
a large number of persons. By means of it the seats in an open or
closed car can be placed much nearer together than if the seats were
rigid, as when a passenger leaves his seat to step into the aisle he
can fold the seat up, giving plenty of room. The other style of
seat was an armless reversible one. Two other objects were shown
by the company. One was the Standard 3 E. truck, of which de-
scriptions have been published in these columns; the other, the
Brownell B. P. No. 2 farebox. The significance of these letters

will be understood when it is stated that the Brownell Company
claims that this fare box is burglarproof. After tlie fares have once

been dropped into the box they cannot be removed except by leg-

itimately unlocking the receptacle for change, even if the box be

turned upside down and shaken. The representatives of the com-
pany present were F. B. Brownell, W. B. Allen and F. A. Baier.

Many of the delegates also embraced the opportunity afforded them
during their visit in St. Louis of visiting the extensive shops of tlie

Brownell Co. Those who did so expressed themselves as well repaid

for their trouble.

The Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing Company, of New
York City, made a very interesting and attractive exhibit of its

special joints and one that attracted a great deal of attention from
street railway managers suffering from track difficulties. George
A. Weber, president of the company, was himself at the convention
together with Percy Holbrook, the company's chief engineer, George
Daggett, its inspector and manager of the P)Oston office, and D. O.
Ward, of Chicago, We.stern manager. Perhaps the most interesting

feature of the company's exhibit was a seventy pound 4)^ in. T
rail joint cut out of the track of the Manhattan Elevated Railway
system of New York last month. This joint has a history. About
four years ago the Manhattan Company purchased a large number
of Weber joints for the purpose of giv'ng additional life to its

seventy pound rail which has already been in service for nine years

and in which the joints were so badly depressed as to necessitate the

entire replacement of the rails unless the Weber joint should liring

them to surface. The Manhattan Company hoped for but two
years' additional life from these rails, but instead of this, it has ob-

tained, as before stated, nearly four years' life, and in the joint

shown in the exhibit was found as perfect a rail surface as could be
seen in any new track, though the rail head itself was more or less

worn. Another joint shown was that just adopted as the standard
of the Northwestern Elevated Railway Company of Chicago in its

five inch Trail construction. Other joints more especially appli-

cable to usual street railway work were for six inch, and nine inch
girder rails and for seven inch T rails. The first named was mas-
sive in appearance, the joint itself being 38 ins. long and having 12

bolts; the second joint was 27^ ins. long with six bolts. These two
joints are in use on a number of street railway systems in New York
and Massachusetts and are giving excellent service, and the Liudell

Railway of vSt. Louis has just given a large order for the six inch
joints to be used in its reconstruction work. The Weber Company
also exhibited its insulated joint for signal work on steam railroads,

and its step joint for joining rails of different sections and depths.

These are made on the same principle as the regular Weber joint,

this principle being applicable to practically every kind of joint

used in street railway work.

The Scarritt Furniture Company, of St. Louis, Mo., occupied
one of the most prominent spaces in the convention hall. The
space occupied by it was the platform from which Major McKinley
was nominated in the recent Republican convention in St. Louis.

Burke Cochran, W. J. Bryan and other politicians and speakers of

national reputation have also spoken from this platform. The .space

was finely fitted up with rugs and was surrounded by a handsomely
polished brass railing. The space was devoted to the exhibition of

EXHIBIT OF CLARENCE WHITMAN & CO.

the well known reversible seats of the company. The principal

objects shown were the Scarritt reversible cross seats for holding

two passengers, used with center aisle cars, especially those for

interurban service where the center aisle is especially popular. The
.seats were all fitted with the well known Scarritt springs. Cane
chairs for parlor cars, longitudinal spring seats, settees of various

kinds for railroad .stations and waiting rooms were also shown. The
reversible seats were fitted up in different ways to show the variety
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in which they can be supplied. Some were iipholstered in plain

rattan, others in figured rattan, still others in leather, imitation

leather and plush. The seat supports were also of various forms,

to show the variety in which the seats can be supplied by the Scar-

ritt Company. The Scarritt Company was early in the car seating

business, and furnished a great many steam railroad cars with the
seats before engaging in the street car business about three years

ago. Since that time the company has installed over 10,000 of its

seats on the street railways of St. I,ouis alone, and has also supplied
car seats to forty other cities in twenty different states. The visitor

to the convention was not confined to the space of the Scarritt Com-

800 K. W. WALKER GENERATOR ARMATURE

pany to inspect Scarritt seats. The 25 ft, 18 bench, American Car
Company's closed car and the open car of the same company's man-
ufacture were fitted with Scarritt rattan seats, the former with
spring backs and the latter with spindle backs. In the exhibit of

the Consolidated Car Heating Company six Scarritt seats were also

shown, fitted with electric heaters. In the space occupied by the

Street Railway Journai< one of the Scarritt settees occupied a
prominent position and seemed a favorite resting place for the many
visitors to that space. In the exhibit of Clarence Whitman & Com-
pany another Scarritt seat was shown, covered with Pantasote.

Harold P. Brown, of New York, the well known inventor of the

Bdison-Brown plastic bond had, from an engineering standpoint,

one of the most interesting exhibits at the convention. Mr. Brown
has devoted a great deal of attention to the question of bonding the
rails of an electric railway, and since the invention of his plastic ma-
terial, has conducted personally a large number of tests upon his

own and other makes of bonds to determine the carrying capacity of

the bonds and under different conditions of service. In a case in

the front part of his booth he presented an object lesson, as he
called it, of what not to do. A number of bonds of different makes
were shown by Mr. Brown in the condition in which they have been
removed from tracks inspected by him. Some of these bonds showed
by their condition that, when in position, they had afforded little, if

any, path for the return current. The testing of the carrying capac-
ity of rail bonds is by no means an easy task. Most of Mr. Brown's
experiments were made by means of a special millivolt voltmeter con-
structed specially for the purpose by the Weston Electrical Instru-

ment Company. By taking to the power station sections of the
rails to be tested and by then passing a measured current through
them it was possible to get at the drop occasioned in one foot of

rail. This being determined a constant was secured by which, af-

ter any measurement had been made on the line, the voltage drop
could be determined. This millivoltmeter Mr. Brown had at St.

Ivouis to repeat any of the tests if so desired. Of his own styles of

bonds Mr. Brown showed a full line. These included the ordinary
plastic plug bond used in the base of the rail, the plastic bonds in

which connection is made from the web of the rail to the channel
plate, the plastic socket bond in which a copper strip equal to No.
0000 wire is used set into sockets filled with the plastic material and
the plastic cup bond. The latter is designed for specially heavy
currents and has only recently been brought out by Mr. Brown.
With it the ends of the rails must be slotted in a V shape, before
the bond can be applied. The cup, which is of triangular shape, is

then slipped into the slots at the ends of the rails and is filled with
the plastic material, making as complete a metallic contact as can
well be imagined. Mr. Brown also showed two joints of girder rail

connected by his bond, one that had been in service for about a year
and a half, and the other, while not in service, had been exposed to

the weather for about the same length of time. In both the material
seemed to be in as good condition as when originally installed.

The exhibit attracted much interest.

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company had an attractive

exhibit at the west end of the hall, in charge of J. Emory Meek, of

the New York office. This company manufactures a large line of

materials suitable for electric railways, but made the chief feature of

its exhibit its new car heater. These have been described in recent

issues of the STREET Raii^way Journai^ so that the readers are
familiar with the novel features contained in them. Instead of using
the single wire, the resistance is formed by weaving the wire into a
mat with asbestos. The wires are completely protected from the air

by being surrounded by a coating of insulating compound and by
asbestos. In this way no corrosion can take place. The mat is

then enclosed in a shallow steel case. The heat is very well distrib-

uted and each passenger gets the full benefit of it. In this way a
much greater efficiency is secured, it is claimed, than if the heat was
localized at three or four different points in the car. Two styles of

heaters were shown, one class for cross-seat cars, the other class

for attachment to the panels under the longitudinal seats. In
the rear of the booth were two panels showing the principal forms
for line appliances manufactured by the company. These included
the "

J. P. " and the " H. W J.
" styles of hangers and pull-offs,

the Giant strain insulators, the Philadelphia insulated crossing and
section insulators, iron clad feed wire insulators, etc. In front a
number of Vulcabeston controller parts were exhibited to illustrate

the large business done by the company in the manufacture of dif-

ferent forms of this valuable fireproof material. In connection with
the large car exhibited in the center of the hall by the American
Car Company the heafers of the H. W. Johns Manufacturing Com-
pany were also shown. The car, which was a center aisle, nine-
bench car, was fitted throughout with these heaters, and as the
outside temperature of the hall was at times somewhat cool, the
visitor had a good opportunity of appreciating the merits of the
heater by stepping into this car. The heaters were controlled by
the standard H. W. Johns switch, giving three degrees of heat. With
this switch it is impossible to change from one degree to another
without first cutting off the current, a valuable feature, in the opin-

ion of manufacturers. Mr. Meek, who had charge of the exhibit,

took great pains in explaining the merits of the devices shown to all

visitors to his department. E. B. Hatch of the Johns-Pratt Com-
pany, of Hartford,and Mr. MacLennon of the Chicago office of the
H. W. Johns Company, were also present.

The Walker Company, of Cleveland, O., had a very extensive
exhibit and one which was the center of a large throng of interested

observers. As the company's space was directly in front of the
entrance most used, every visitor to the hall could not fail but see

it, and most stopped for some time to examine critically the many
interesting appliances shown. The largest piece of apparatus was
an armature for an 800 k. w. generator. It was one of a lot of fifteen

upon the construction of which the Walker Company is now en-
gaged, as a result of an order received from the Chicago City Rail-

way Company. The generator will be rope driven, from a pair of

Wheelock-Hoadley engines and will run at a speed of 220 r. p. m.
The total weight of the machine is sixty-one tons. The armature
itself was a very massive one, and many favorable comments were
made of the company's enterprise in exhibiting so large a piece of

apparatus. The shaft was fourteen inches in diameter and the
commutator had 600 segments. The armature illustrated very

EXHIBIT OF WALKER CO.

clearly the new way of winding adopted by the company in all of

its recent generators. As illustrative of the company's work in the

construction of railway motors, a large number of different sizes of

motors were shown, ranging from the Walker 3000 to the Walker
800, and including a 2000 and 1200. Controllers for the 3000 and
800 were also shown. Much interest was expressed in the operation

of the company's controller. The construction of the_ three cylin-

ders in the controller, one for reversing, one for making the com-
binations, and one for breaking the circuit in twenty-eight points,

were carefully explained by the company's representatives present.

Another feature of the controller which was the object of much
favorable comment, was the device by which it is impossible for a

motorman to move the handle from one notch to a lower notch

without going back to zero. The turning back of the controller
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handle breaks the circuit, and contact is only made by turning the
handle at once to the starting point and returning it to the point

desired. In this way, it is claimed, the motors are much better

cared for than if this was not necessary. Opportunity was afforded

to see the 800 motors in operation by the equipment of a I'eckham
truck with two 800 motors. These were operated by a controller

with case removed so that the complete system of control could be

seen at a glance. In one corner of the exhibit was shown a Walker
trolley. Probably no other one object in the exhibit attracted more
interest than this. The form of the trolley, as is well known,
differs radically from those in general use. The trolley wheel is re-

placed by a long horizontal cylinder of .soft steel, held in a broad
fork. The cylinder revolves on ball bearings. The trolley does not
follow the transverse variations of the trolley wire as its width ad-

mits the wire to slide transversely from one side to the other with-

out slipping ofT. The advantages claimed for the trolley are numer-
ous, but the principal ones are probably that there is far less danger
of its slipping off the trolley wire with consequent destruction of

the overhead system. The trolley can be used with an overhead sy.s-

teni of the ordinary character, with ordinary frogs, etc., but is capa-

ble of being used with a very simple overhead system, as the frogs

do not need any flanges to direct the movement of the trolley.

Above the trolley were arranged a short distance of overhead con-
struction with hangers, switches, etc., of the latest Walker i)attern

from which a good idea of the workings could be obtained. The
company was well represented by J. Holt Gates, of Chicago, West-
ern agent of the company, and W.J. Davidson, of Cleveland, one of

the electrical engineers of the company. Both gentlemen were kept
busily engaged answering the inquiries of interested street railway
managers about the working of the Walker apparatus.

The Exhibit of the Peckham Motor Truck &
Wheel Company.

none of the many trials made on the Cincinnati Street Railway on
all kinds of pavement, has the brake failed to .stop the car promptly,
without injury to passengers or car, and little damage to the pave-
ment.

Its invention by B. L. Kilgour, electrical engineer of the
Cincinnati Street Railway, was prompted by the fatal runaway acci-
dent on that road a few years ago, and since its adoption has been
used in twenty-two emergencies on the steep grades of that city,

saving many times its cost in lives and property. The Cincinnati
Street Railway has 250 cars now equipped with these brakes, is put-
ting on 175 more, and will not run a car on its " hill lines " unless
so equipped.

In the Walker Company's space the company exhibited an
"extra long" truck equipped with Walker No. 10 motors, and in the
General Electric space an "extra long" truck with G. K. 1000 motors
and electric brake. The truck in the .space of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company wasof the "extra long" type and
equipped with Westinghouse No. 12 A motors. Outside of the con-
vention hall the company had in service a pair of No. 14 double
trucks on which were mounted G. E. 1200 motors. Hunt air brakes
and a Jackson & Sharp twenty-five foot, vestibule, combination car
body. One feature of the swivel truck which received general
approbation was the fact that the bottoms of the car sills were lifted
only 27)^ ins. above the track. The company also had a head-
quarters at the vSouthern Hotel, in Parlor 64, where models, cata-
logues and photographs were exhibited. The representatives of
the company present were Edgar Peckham, president, of New York;
W. E. Cooke, of Kingston, N. Y.; J. A. Hanna, of Chicago; Arthur
Field, of Boston.

The General Electric Company at the Convention.

The Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Compan}-, of Kingston,

N. Y., had an exhibit which, for interest and attractiveness, was
not excelled by any other in the con-

vention hall. This company has a

reputation for carrying out in a syste-

matic and very complete manner any-
thing undertaken and its former record

at conventions has shown that in respect

to convention exhibits, the practice of

the company of doing good work forms
no exception. The exhibit at St. I^ouis

was by no means confined to the space
nominally devoted to it, although that

was occupied with four trucks, but the
company was represented as well in the
space ot the Walker Company, the Gen-
eral Electric Company and the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, besides what was shown out-

side the hall. In the space occupied by
the company proper, there was shown
one No. 7 C. Excelsior truck, one of 175
now being built by the company for the
Cincinnati Street Railway, and fitted

with General Electric 1000 motors, one
"extra long" truck fitted with West-
inghouse 38 B motors, one standard No.
8 A truck with new type extension trusses

and one No. 14 double cushion swivel
truck. The first mentioned attracted

especial attention on account of its being
fitted with the Kilgour emergency brake,

for which the company is acting as

manufacturer and agent. The brake
has proved very popular in Cincinnati
where 250 of them are in service. It is

entirely an emergency brake and de-

pends for its action upon catching hold
of the pavement or ties instead of en-
deavoring to lock the wheels or brake
them. The mechanism of the brake con-
sists of a two-pronged fork of forged EXHIBITS
steel, three inches square, having point-

ed ends, and is located near the center of the car in a vertical

position, the prongs straddling one of the rails. The stem of the
fork is threaded and screwed through a disk having a fixed vertical

position, but which can be revolved by means of bevel gear teeth

cut in its surface. The revolving disk or nut is connected by bevel

gears and shafts to an ordinary brake handle or wheel on the front

platform.
When a motorman finds he has lost control of his car, and all

other brakes fail to stop it, he gives the emergency brake handle or

wheel a few rapid turns, thus screwing the heavy steel fork with
pointed ends down into the pavement, one of the prongs being on
either side of the rail. The result varies with different kinds of

paving. In macadam or asphalt it simply plows two small groves
and stops the car with little more jarring than the ordinary brake.
In brick pavement the action is nearly the same. In cobble stone or
Belgian block pavement it will shake up the passengers consider-
ably, and may turn up paving stones for a short distance, but in

The General Electric Company made, as befitted its eminence
in the electrical railway field, what was, from the electrical stand-
point, perhaps the most comprehensive exhibit of apparatus in the
auditorium. It included almost ever)* device used on electric rail-

OF PECKHAM MOTOR TRUCK AND WHEEL CO. AND M'GUIRE MANUFACTURING CO.

roads with the exception of the generators. The most prominent
feature of the exposition was one of the motortrucks which is to be
operated on the Brooklyn Bridge structure at New York. This truck
is of McGuire manufacture, and carries two G. E. 50 motors, a
.special motor designed to meet the peculiar conditions of the bridge
service. One of the controllers used to operate this bridge car
equipment, was also shown.

To the right of this compact equipment, was a Peckham truck
with complete electrical equipment of two G. E. 1000 motors, and
electric brakes, controlled by a B. 3 series parallel controller. This
was shown in operation and was the center of attraction for great
numbers of electric railway men interested in the operation of the
electric brake and the G. E. 1000. Many favorable comments were
made on the positive action of this brake, and the startling sudden-
ness with which the motion of the wheels was brought to a stop.
Directly opposite this equipment on the other side of the space, was
a Diamond trailer car truck, fitted with an electric brake, for use
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with trailer cars. The center of the space was occupied by one of

the Nantasket Beach air compressor equipments, motor, pump, tank
and automatic switch. To this was fitted one of the chime whistles
used on that important innovation in steam railroad practice, and
the shrill musical note served as a means of attracting very large

crowds to the space of the General Electric Company. This equip-
ment was described in the last issue of the Strekt Railway
Journal.

A handsome switchboard of the well known panel type, made
up of generator and feeder panels, with full equipment of standard
instruments, was set up at the rear of the space. One of the panels
was a station panel, carrying a type G recording wattmeter measur-
ing and recording the total watt output of the station.

The motor department was represented by handsomely finished

examples of the G. E. 800, G. E. 1000, G. E. 1200 and 2000 types of

motors. An unfinished G. E. 800 armature was used to bring home
to the delegates the method of manufacture employed in turning
out the G. E. railway motor armatures. Two four-faced pyramid
stands carried samples of the switches, cut-outs, and nickel plated

overhead line supplies, while on a table were shown the latest styles

of frogs, turnbuckles, strain insulators and other improved devices
of the G. E. overhead railway equipment. Two styles of trolley, the

matters, was spread upon the table around a handsome bust of
Thomas A. Edison, and the company issued for the occasion a beau-
tifully printed guide book of St. Louis, containing illustrations of
almost every point of interest in that city, and especially of the fine
stations equipped with its apparatus. To its special friends, the
General Electric Company presented a photograph in bas relief, of
the G. E. 1000 motor.

The headquarters of the company were in the main parlor of
the Southern Hotel. This parlor was courteously tendered to the
Association by the company for the reception on Tuesday evening.
The parlor was handsomely decorated with ferns, and a contingent
of the company was always present to receive the visiting delegates.
One of the small parlors adjoining was somewhat more frequented
than the larger parlor, for in this small parlor, the material welcome
was extended.

One of the features of the convention, was the informal reception
held by the ladies every evening in the smaller parlor of the head-
quarters. Here, at about ten o'clock at night,were gathered every body
of prominence in the street railway field present in St. Louis, together
with the ladies in attendance and for almost four hours the feast of
reason and flow of soul ran evenly on its course. Mr. Clark is to be
congratulated upon the success which met his efforts to uphold the

reputation of the General Electric
Company in every particular at this
convention.

The interests of the General
Company were taken care of
following gentlemen, to wit;

J. Clark, B. E. Sunny, F. M. Kimball,
T. Beran, Ralph Beach, C. C. Pierce, H.
J. Crowley, F. H. Strievy, F. M. Boyer,
Theo. P. Bayley, G. K. Wheeler, H. C.
Wirt, L. H. Parker, E. M. Hulett, George
D. Rosenthal, W. B. Potter and John
McGhie.

Electric
by the
William

A Mica Volume.

EXHIBIT OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

LT. S. standard trolley, and the other known as the U. S. S. trolley,

for low bridge work were shown. The method of shipping commu-
tators for motor armatures was exemplified by three full sets of com-
mutator segments, bound solid for shipment from the works, devised
to simplify the task of repairing injured motor armatures.

The work of the General Electric Company in the steam railroad
field was emphasized by a large photograph of the ninety-six ton
locomotive, coupled with a Royal Blue express train on the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad and by a sample length of the overhead con-
duit with the contact shoe, used for the operation of the said loco-
motive. A length of the third rail over which regular trains are
now being operated between East W^eymouth and Nantasket Junc-
tion, on the main line of the Old Colony Division of the New York,
New Haven & Hudson River Railroad served to illustrate another
electrical system for steam railroad work.

The magnetic blowout principle applied to G. E. controllers
circuit breakers, lightning arresters, etc., was explained by two arc
making devices exactly similar in construction so far as the break-
ing mechanisms went. One only was fitted with the blowout de-
vice. Movement of a handle broke the circuit in each alternately.
In that fitted with the blowout the arc was immediately extinguished

;

from the other the bright green flame of burning copper was start-

ling in its volume and intensity. The object lesson was not over-
looked by the delegates.

The space was handsomely illuminated by a large script sign,
and by the famous G. E. monogram in varicolored miniature in-

candescents. Around the space, and under the gallery, were a
series of ten Thomson arc lamps for use on railway circuits. The
new apparatus shown outside of the brake, comprised the M auto-
matic circuit breaker for car and other work, a modified form of the
K automatic circuit breaker for station and work of that character,
railway and arc lightning arresters and other minor devices.

A full supply of the literature of the company, covering railway

A very interesting addition to ex-
isting data on insulating materials has
recently been issued by the Mica In-
sulator Company in the form of a col-

lection of samples of the various in-

sulating materials which it manufac-
tures, together with the results of actual
tests on these various materials attached
to each sample. Results are given on
tests of the necessary voltage to break
down a given thickness of each of these
materials, and also on the specific insu-
lation resistance of the materials. The
figures given are the average of a large
number of tests under various conditions,
and are taken from the experiments of
Messrs. Herrick and Burke, of New
York.

The Mica Insulator Company has
realized that in order to fulfill the varied
requirements of insulation, it is neces-
sary to manufacture various qualities and
kinds of materials, as there is no one uni-

versal quality of insulation. Its samples cover a number of grades
of " Micanite" insulation, consisting of a number of combinations of
mica, mica and cloth, and mica and paper, of various degrees of
flexibility. Also a number of grades of " Empire" insulation, which
consists mainly of specially prepared and insulated cloth and paper.
From a technical standpoint, the collection is very interesting, be-
cause it not only shows the various kinds of materials manufactured,
but also is indicative of the advances that have been made in the
preparation and manufacture of insulating materials, both from a
mechanical and electrical standpoint, and the high degree of per-
fection that has been reached in this line of electrical industry.

Veneer Car Roofs and Sides.

The use of heavy veneer for car outside roofs and car sides has
been referred to in a series of car articles which has been published
in recent issues. Frost Veneer Seating Company ,

'whose veneer pro-
ducts are well and favorably known throughout the country, is

doing a large business in the manufacture of heavy veneer for these
purposes, selling not only to railway companies who make their own
cars, but to manufacturers direct. Veneer for car roofs and sides is

claimed to be the most durable and practicable material to use for

this purpose as the entire side or roof can be made in one piece
instead of being composed of several pieces, and can be bent in any
desired shape. Being in one piece these panels or roofs necessarily

present greater strength than if made of many parts. The Frost
Company has special facilities for manufacturing heavy outside
veneer for this purpose.

The company is also doing a large business in the manufacture
of ceilings and veneer car seats and backs. Having its factories and
mills in three or four different sections of the country it is enabled
to ship to different parts from the nearest factory.
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The Exhibit of the J. G. Brill Company.

The exhibit of the J. G. 15rill Couipimy, of Philadelphia, was the

most prominent in the convention hall, and many complimentary
remarks were made upon the enterprise of the company in under-
taking to make such a large exhibit and the success with which
every detail in connection with it was carried out. The exhibit

was a very comprehensive one, including apparatus from all the

different departments of the company's extensive manufactory.
The car building department of the company was represented

by a ten-seat open car of standard style. It was 28 ft., 8^ ins.

long, 6 ft. 2 ins. wide at the sills, and 7 ft. i"s. wide at the post,

The interior finish was solid ash throughout, with decorated birch

veneered ceiling. The special feature of this car was the method
of filling a long felt want in the matter of curtains. These reached
to the floor of the car, making it possible to completely inclose the
car in wet weather. Another interesting feature was the improved
and patented round corner seat-end panels of the Brill Company.
By the means of this panel the objectionable protruding corner of

the ordinary open car seat is obviated, and it is possible to carry

the curtain in grooves on the outside of the panel from the water
table to the sill, without any possibility of wearing out the curtain.

swinging spring links, located outside the line of the rails. This
gives wider base of support to the car body, and precludes any jjos-

.sibility of the bolster coming in contact with the wheel pieces. The
swing links being of the draw and recoil ty])e of springs, ease the
bolster when the truck strikes a curve. The adoption of this truck
by the Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Railway, the Cleveland, Paines-
ville & Eastern Railway, and Cleveland & Lorain Railway, seems to

indicate that the manufacturers have introduced in this truck feat-

ures which commend themselves to street railway managers. There
was also on exhibition the Brill patented maximum traction truck
with the short frame of car bottom, fitted with angle plates, spring
compresssr and draught pin. There was also on exhibition a Dun-
ning patented drawbar and fender which attracted much attention.

Outside the hall and directly in front of the entrance was a
Brill standard sprinkling car with patented spraying device, in.sur-

ing perfect distribution of the water. The water leaves this device
in a film, separates at a distance of about two feet from the center,

and falls in a spray extending about nine feet outside of the rail

line. This accomplishes more in even distribution of the water than
can possibly be obtained by the use of perforations. The Brill snow
plow " shear-board " was also shown outside of the hall.

The company published in honor of the convention a very hand-
some souvenir which was a very handsome specimen of typographi-

EXHIBIT 01- THE J. G. BRILL CO.

due to contact with the corner. This unquestionably attracted
widespread approval, and was acknowledged to be an extremely
valuable improvement.

Close to this open car was exhibited one Brill snow sweeper
which attracted much attention. The broom was operated by West-
inghouse motors mounted on the driving shaft and they were so
arranged as to be operated by the current in the hall. These
sweepers are used extensively in St. Louis, and in fact all over the
country.

There was also on exhibition at the convention hall a Brill No.
21 E truck having the Brill standard solid forged axle box frame.
This truck was favorably commented upon owing to the absolute
freedom from bolts, nuts or rivets. Another interesting feature of
the truck which attracted much attention was the arrangement of
the springs, which were of different capacities, for the purpose of
overcoming oscillation. The journal box springs are designed of
strong tension, having capacity of 5000 lbs. each with one inch com-
pression. Their object is to spring support the entire vehicle.
The spiral springs, located at either side of journal boxes, are de-
signed of sufficient capacity to suit the weight of the car body, and
are called upon to take up the vertical motion. Outside of the
spiral springs is the half elliptic spring, a new feature of the 21 E.
truck. By actual tests, the manufacturers have demonstrated that
the half elliptic spring under strain will return to its normal con-
dition, with less motion than the full elliptic. Furthermore, it does
not possess the tendency of increased movement in regaining its

normal condition. The truck had Brill journal boxes, self oiling
and dustproof

.

The Brill No. 27 truck, which has gained such notoriety by its

successful operation on the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Rail-
way, was also shown in the space of the company. It was most crit-

ically examined and many favorable comments were made upon it.

The manufacturers claim that it is "a perfect passenger truck," and
that it develops the only improvements which have been made in
passenger trucks since 1873. This improvement consists in suspend-
ing the spring plank on equalizing bars through the medium of

cal work. It gave a history of the company from the date of its in-

ception to the present time, and embodied descriptions of the
different improvements in trucks and car building introduced by the
company. The engravings were particularly good and as a whole the
souvenir is probably the finest publication of its kind ever brought
out a at street railway convention.

The Brill headquarters were at the Southern Hotel, Parlor S2,

where models of Brill No. 21 E. truck, No. 21 C. truck. No. 27 truck,

the " perfect passenger " truck, and the Eureka maximum traction

truck were on exhibition. The headquarters proved very popular
and the numerous friends of the Brill Company were courteously en-
tertained by the representatives of the company, John A. Brill,

Samuel M. Curwen, F. C. Randall, George M. Haskell and Wm. H.
Heulings, Jr.

One of the most popular souvenirs at the convention was one
distributed by the Broderick & Bascom Rope Company, of St. Louis.

It consisted of a solid section of cable used for street railroads and
I '4 ins. in diameter. It was fitted with a metal base and ernamental
top so that it would serve as a paper weight, and as it was silver

plated it made a beautiful desk ornament.

Joseph A. Janney, Jr., of Janney &Steinmetz, who supply
iron and steel specialties for electric railways, was present at the
convention and had for distribution a number of pamphlets of the
firm advertising its specialties. Janney & Steinmetz act as Eastern
sales agents for the Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron Company, of

St. Louis.

George C. Ewing, of the Neal Electric Headlight Company,
was present at the convention, and while this company did not make
any regular exhibit of headlights, Mr. Ewing had one of his stand-
ard headlights to show street railway managers.
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Brake Shoes.

The Corning brake shoe, of which two views are presented here-

with, has given excellent results in steam railroad service and is now
being introduced to electric railways by the manufacturers, the

I- — SIDE CUT.SHOWING SECTION AT-A-B-METHOD AND^DEPTH OF CHILL—

"

C.C.C- SOFT, GREY CAST IRON -ANNEALED. D- CHILLED CHARCOAL IRON.

THE CORNING BRAKE SHOE.

Corning Brake Shoe Co. The construction of the shoe is shown in
the cuts. The wearing part is composed of two materials, soft
grey cast iron, annealed and chilled iron. It will outwear, it is

claimed, three to five soft iron shoes, and as it has a braking sur-
face of sixty-six per cent of a special grade of soft iron, the braking
efficiency is claimed to be fully equal to that of a soft iron shoe.

Tests in service have shown that the increased life of the brake
shoe does not decrease the life of the wheel on which it is used, as it

presents no cutting surface as do shoes composed of mixtures of
wrought iron or steel, and cast iron.

On account of a small increase in the coefficient of friction from
high to low speed, the Corning brake shoe, it is claimed, will not
grip the wheel as the car is slowing down and cause skidding, con-
sequently the percentage of skidded wheels is greatly reduced by
its use.

On the Fall Brook Railway of Corning, a steam railroad, a
passenger train equipped with the shoes ran 9000 miles, making
3550 stops with a wear on the shoes of in., and no visible wearing
or cutting of the tires.

Mortising Machine.

The accompanying engraving shows a vertical hollow-chisel
car mortising machine, with auxiliary boring attachments, recently
brought out by J. A. Fay & Co. The greatest care has been exer-

provision for taking up wear, and has a lateral movement, actuated
by a lever, for moving the chisel to its required position above the
timber. It is counterbalanced by a weight and lever, and supported
on rolls that reduce the friction to a minimum in operation.

The chisel-ram is gibbed to the housing, and carries the boring
.spindle that prepares the material for the chisel-thrust; this boring
spindle runs in a long, self-oiling bearing in the frame and through
the sleeve, bearings and pulley on the housing where the power is

applied. There is a self-adjusting binder provided for always keep-
ing the proper tension to the belt that drives the boring spindle.

There are stops provided to regulate the vertical travel of the ram
for the depth of the mortise, and also for the lateral movement for

its width. The vertical movement of the ram is sixteen inches, and
the extreme lateral motion, with the housing, is fourteen inches.

The table for supporting the material is four feet six inches
long. It has stops to regulate the travel to the length of the mortise
required, is operated by a hand wheel, rack and pinion, has an
adjustable clamp for holding the material firmly in position, and a
vertical adjustment. The reciprocating motion of the chisel ram is

produced by reversing friction and gearing. The countershaft is

placed above the machine, driving the friction by two belts, and
also driving the boring spindle on the frame and the auxiliary boring
attachments. The auxiliary boring attachments are placed one on
each side of the frame, at such distance from the chisel as will per-
mit of adjusting them to an angle of 30 degs. in either direction.

These are convenient for joint-bolt boring, and save much handling
of material. The spindles have a vertical adjustment of twenty
inches, and a lateral adjustment of twelve inches.

New Cars for the Brooklyn Bridge Cable Railway.

An engraving was published in the last issue of the STREET
Railway Journal of the new cars recently built for the cable rail-

way on the New York and Brooklyn Bridge by Pullman's Palace
Car Company. These cars will be equipped with electric motors
and will be used, one on each train which passes over the
bridge. At the terminals the electric equipment will be employed
to switch the train from one track to the other, and in case of a
breakdown to the cable the train can be propelled over the bridge
by electricity.

The accompanying engraving shows the interior of one of the
cars of which twenty have been ordered. The cars are 39 ft. 3J5^

ins. long over end sills. The inside finish is nicely figured mahog-
any, ornamented with neat designs of marquetry, made in different

colored woods. The ceilings are in delicate color, ornamented in

gold.

The windows are glazed with plate glass. The seats are individ-

ual spring seats and backs covered with rattan, and arranged longi-

tudinally along the sides of the cars. The cars are heated with small
hot water Baker heaters, which are arranged so that they can easily

be removed in summer. The trimmings are of solid bronze. Illumina-
tion is supplied by four two-light center oil lamps. The cars are, in

addition, arranged for electric lighting.

The cars are mounted on McGuire " L " trucks with steel tired

wheels and steel axles. These trucks are fitted with two sets of

brakes; Fames vacuum and hand brakes, each independent of the

MORTISING MACHINE. INTERIOR VIEW OF NEW BROOKLYN BRIDGE CARS.

cised to incorporate in this machine the essential elements of a

strong, simple and efficient mortiser, without the necessity of lay-

ing out the work or cleaning the mortises.

The frame is massive, made in a cored form with wide base,

giving good floor surface, and carrying a cored housing, and with it

the chisel-ram, the auxiliary boring attachments and the timber-

supporting table. The housing is gibbed firmly to the frame, with

other, so in case of accident to the vacuum brake the cars can be
controlled by hand brakes. The cars are also equipped with Gen-
eral Electric motors.

The Santa Barbara ( Cal. ) Street Railroad Company has com-
pleted the equipment of its lines with electricity.
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Water Cooling Towers. Storage Battery Plant for Electric Railway
Service in Philadelphia.

A description was published in our last issue of the Barnard

water cooling tower brought out by the Wheeler Condenser & En-
gineering Company, for tlie use of condensing engines when they are

not contiguous to a cheap su])])ly of water for condensing purposes.

The system seems to be particularly ajiplicable to street railway

power stations, because elec-

trical reasons demand the lo-

cation of the power station as

near the center of electrical

distribution as possible, and
as this center is apt to be
near the center of population
of a city it is rarely that water
for condensing purposes is

available.

WATER COOLING TOWER.

Aside from the large gain in economy, due to condensing en-

gines, the vapors and noise from the exhaust steam are often of con-
siderable annoyance where stations are centrally located.

The engraving presented herewith shows a surface condenser of

the " Wheeler " type, located in the basement, attached to a Corliss

engine in the usi:al way. The circulating water after leaving con-
denser is pumped by the combined air and circulating pump to the
cooling tower, located, for want of space, on the roof of the building.

The cooling tower is rectangular in shape, made of steel, well braced,
and contains a large number of "mats," consisting of wire cloth,

which form the cooling surface, and on which the water impinges,
which, in turn, is cooled by the volume of air forced into the tower
by the fan shown on the side. The circulating water is passed
through a distribution system, over the wire cloth or "mats," and
falls by gravity to a tank or well, forming the foundation of the
cooling tower, and, after being cooled, is again returned to the cir-

culating pump, and used over again.

Electric Railway in Hayti.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company has recently received a con-

tract for a car house and shop building for an electric road at Port
au Prince, Hayti. These buildings will be of steel throughout and
will have a steel skeleton framework covered on.the sides and roof

with corrugated iron. The shop is 33 ft. X 7° ft., and the car house
40 ft. ' 160 ft. This building is only one of many which have been
gotten out by this same company for export to foreign covintries dur-

ing the past few months.

Storage batteries, when applied to electric railways, can lie lo-

cated either in the power house, for regulating purposes, or at the

end of long feeders, to supply the variable demand, the feeder ca-

pacity being equal to the average load only. A plant for the latter

purpose has recently been installed at the end of a feeder, eleven

miles long, on one of the most important lines of the Union Trac-

tion Company, of Philadelphia. The battery supplies current to a

recent addition, several miles in length. It was found necessary
either to build a new power house or install a battery sub-station, as

the required addition to the existing feeder system would necessi-

tate such an enormous outlay for copperas to render it commercially
impossible. It was found that the cost of copper alone, to carry out
this intention and double the service on the section, would be four

or five times the total cost of a battery installation to fully meet all

the requirements; and that a new power house was out of the ques-

tion on account of the heavy operating expenses.
Before the extension was made the pressure at the end of the

feeder was barely enough to operate cars on schedule time, and the
pressure varied as much as fifty per cent. The voltmeter chart

at the station illustrates the effect of the Ijattery as a regulator of

pressure. During the four hours between i a. m. and 5 A. m., the
only time when the battery is taken off the system, the fluctuation

in pressure is very marked. The load on the .section varies from 100

to 700 amperes; the feeder carries a constant load of 400 amperes,
the bcttery discharging or charging to the extent necessary to main-
tain this condition. The result in actual practice is found to be
that the feeder load remains constant at this average current and is

absolutely independent of the fluctuating demand on the line.

The battery house contains 240 cells of the type G Electric

Storage Battery Company's chloride accumulator, thirteen plate

type. The niaxinuim discharge rate of the battery is 400 h. p. for

one hour. The ])lates are in lead-lined boxes, mounted on two tiers

of oil insulators. The connections are made by continiious weld,
no mechanical contacts being used throughout the battery.

The switchV)oard has three panels which control the entire op-
eration of the battery, feeder and line. The apparatus consists only
of an ammeter, circuit breaker and knifeswitch in each of the three

circuits, together with voltmeter and recording wattmeters in the

battery circuit.

A Long Lived Gear.

The electric motor gear illustrated in the accompanying engrav-
ing is one recently removed from one of the cars of the Citizens'

Traction Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa. It was put in service on
Apr. 5, 1894, and from the report of the company's electrician has
worn out two steel pinions. It was taken off the car Sept. 17,

1896, not because of a broken tooth, but because the managers of

A LONG LIVED GEAR.

ThK Santa Barbara Consolidated Construction Company of

Santa Barbara, Cal., is projecting an electric railway sixteen miles

in length from Santa Barbara to Miramar, Summerland and Goleta.

Franchises have been secured, the stock has been fully subscribed

and the grading has been completed. The company will lay tracks

and put in overhead work in 1897. C. W. D. Miller is president, and
Harry Wood, chief engineer of the company.

the road were[afraid the teeth might break as they were worn so thin,

and because they thought, further, that the company had "value re-

ceived" for the gear. The estimated distance covered by the car

while equipped with this gear was over 100,000 miles.

This gear was supplied by the vSimonds Manufacturing Company.
The stock was the company's mixture of malleable iron, which
shows a wonderful toughness,as the wear of this wheel demonstrates.
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Personals.

Mr. Alexander McCallum, of London, has been making a tour
of some of the principal cities of this country in behalf of the Her-
ald of Glasgow, Scotland. The city of Glasgow is contemplating
the introduction of electric power, and it was to learn the true con-
dition and efficiency of electrical apparatus that a representative was
sent to this country. Mr. McCallum is a well known writer on rail-

way matters aud has been a frequent contributor to these columns.
He returned to England on Oct. 24, after a visit in this country of
about four weeks.

Mr. S. G. Booker, superintendent of the Phcenix Carbon Manu-
facturing Company, is one of the
early pioneers in the manufacture
of carbon for electric purposes
and is well known in the street

railway and electrical trade. He
has made a long and careful

study of the manufacture of car-

bons and is well posted upon
this branch of electrical business.
The extensive plant of the Phoe-
nix Carbon Manufacturing Com-
pany is located in St. Louis, and
many delegates at the conven-
tion took the opportunity of vis-

iting the works and inspecting
the manufacture of carbon in its

different branches during the
recent convention week. The
product of the company includes
electric light carbons, telephone
disks of all sizes, brushes for

street railway motors and generators, cylinders and plates for bat-

teries, etc.

Mr. Frank X. Cicott, resigned Oct. 9, as manager of the rail-

way department for the Pettingell-Andrews Company, the Boston
general selling agent for the Billings & Spencer Company, and ac-

cepted an offer from the Ansonia Brass & Copper Company to

represent the metal and electrical department of that company. Mr.
Cicott was born in Detroit, Mich., went to .San Francisco in 1867
and was graduated at the Pacific College in 1869. He has traveled

S. G. BOOKER.

FRANK X. CICOTT. ARTHUR S. PARTRIDGE.

extensively in Mexico, Central America, China, made two trips to

Japan and has crossed the Atlantic twelve times. Mr. Cicott was ap-

pointed in 1S74 by President Grant coiner of the mint at San Fran-
cisco. During his administration for nearly eight years f I73,ooo,ooj
gold and ;f64,ooo,ooo silver was coined aggregating $237,000,000.
In the operation of this enormous amount of coin, the legal allow-
ance for wastage to which Mr. Cicott was entitled amounted to

$300,000, while the actual loss on the entire workings was only
$24,000, or about eight per cent of the amount allowed, thus leaving
the Government a clear gain of $276,000. Retiring from political

life, Mr. Cicott resumed commercial pursuits, acting for eight years
as resident agent on the Pacific coast for Holmes, Booth & Haydens,
electrical supplies, etc. Leaving San Francisco he traveled in Eu-
rope to study the various street railway systems in vogue there. In
1890 he started a tramway and railway journal in London, England,
called the Railway World and still continues as a shareholder and
director of the board of the English publishing company. Return-
ing to America in 1893, he formed an alliance with the Pettingell-

Andrews Company in conjunction with the Billings & Spencer
Company, but now of the Ansonia Brass & Copper Company.

Mr. Arthur S. Partridge, of St. Louis, was omnipresent during
the convention week and as a member of the Entertainment Com-
mittee extended many courtesies to attendants at the convention,
which were most heartily appreciated. Mr. Partridge represents in

St. Louis a number of prominent electric railway supply houses, in-
cluding the R. D. Nuttall Company, P^ugene Munsell & Company,
the Mica Insulator Company, the American Electrical Works, the
Billings & Spencer Company, the Ki.singer-Ison Company and Mor-
ris, Tasker Company, Incorporated. Mr. Partridge has enjoyed a
large business in St. Louis and is well known and popular in the
street railway fraternity.

Mr. G. Martin Brill, the president and general manager of the

J. G. Brill Company, returned recently from an extended trip through
Europe. The foremen of the different departments in the Brill

Car Works, desiring to show their pleasure at seeing him home
again, tendered him a complimentary dinner on Aug. 29, at the
Terminal Hotel. After the dinner, which was a thoroughly enjoy-
able affair, several of those present made short speeches expressing
their gratification upon Mr. Brill's safe return and wishing him long
life and prosperity. Mr. Brill replied by giving a description which
was very entertaining and much appreciated of his trip abroad. The
following, each of whom is in charge of a department in the car
works, were present: Geo. Sinyard, John E. Kelly, G. Silberschmidt,
Harry Blankmyer, R. Clavier, Chas. Buckley, S. T. Bole, R. J.
McHale, E. A. Cole, F. Brindley, Chas. Blair, E. Bernaner, J. Myers,
H. E, Haddock, C. Reynolds, E. Bucknam and I. D. Shipper.

Among the Manfacturers.

Rankin & Fritsch Foundrv & Machine Company, St. Louis,
has just issued a new catalogue illustrating and describing its stand-
ard heavy duty Corliss engines; also its rolling mill, reversing, blow-
ing and piston valve engines which it builds in sizes from 50 h. p.
to 3000 li. p.

The Ball & Wood Company,of New York, seems to be among the
fortunate manufacturers in these hard times. The company reports
sales to date the largest of any year it has been in business, with suffi-

cient orders on its books to run on comfortably for the rest of 1896.
The company is adding to and improving its equipment in anticipa.

tion of a revival of business after election.

The J. A. Fay & Egan Company, of Cincinnati, O., states that
Charles A. Gilbert, who formerly represented that company in

Atlanta, Ga., is no longer connected with the company. Eugene
Donnelly, formerly in charge of the company's New Orleans office

has been placed in charge of the Atlanta office with headquarters
at 36 West Alabama Street.

The Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., purposes opening an office in St. Louis, at an early date under
charge of Frank C. Cosby, who has been one of the superintend-
ents of construction for this company for some time. Mr. Cosby
is an expenienced engineer and is thoroughly up in all work per-
taining to underground construction.

The Crane Company, of Chicago, has secured an order for
about five car loads of extra heavy valves and fittings for Johannes-
burg, South Africa, about two car loads of extra heavy pipe valves
and fittings for Yokohama, Japan, for an electric light plant, a con-
tract for the headers of extra heavy valves and fittings for the steam
plant of the McCormick Harvester Company, also a header system
of extra heavy valves and fittings for the Akron Street Railway &
Illuminating Company, Akron, O.

The Westinghouse Machine Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has
recently published a very tasteful catalogue descriptive of its high-
speed engines. The catalogue is illustrated with a number of fine

engravings showing its engines in use in the power plants of the
Philadelphia Traction Company.United Electric Light & Power Com-
pany of New York City, Columbus Central Railway, Brooklyn City
& Newtown Railway and in other plants. The engravings are very
high class. The principal advantages of the Westinghouse machines
are also described and a table of the sizes and dimemsions is given.

The Kisinger-Ison Company, of Cincinnati, is working its shops
to their full capacity. The company furnishes all parts for either
single or double end sweepers, or builds sweepers complete if pre-
ferred; has built fourteen thus far this season and is just finishing

several for the Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds road, St. Louis. One
of the specialties of this company is the manufacturing of carrying
sheaves for cable roads. These are made in steel and in steel and
cast iron combined. The company's business in this line is very
large. The company also turns out each month from four to six

tons of brass goods for motor bearings, etc. ,
sixty to seventy-five

tons of malleable castings and seventy-five to eighty tons of steel

castings for street railway work. This company states that the
sale of its patent trolley wire connectors is very large and con-
stantly increasing.

J. V. E. TiTus, who represented the Garton-Daniels Electric

Company, of Keokuk, at the convention, remarked that the sales of

the lightning arresters manufactured by his company have been
unusually large this season, and particularly with street railways,

its customers numbering many of the large systems of the country.
The railway type requires less than one ampere to operate it, and
will not ground the system.
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Obituary.

WiU.iAM A. Harris, the manufacturer of the Harris-Corliss

engine, died at the residence of his son, Fred Harris, at Providence,

R. I., Oct. 28. He was a very jjrominent resident of Providence and
was well known in the trade. At the time of his death he was sixty-

two years old.

H. E. CoixiNS, of H. Collins & Company, died Oct. 14, at his

residence in Pittsburgh. Mr. Collins was a native of New York
Slate, but went to St. Louis at an early age. He enlisted in the U. S.

Army during the war and in 1865 returned to vSt. Louis to engage in

the insurance business. In 1876 he founded the firm of H. K. Col-

lins & Company, dealers in ores. In 1895 he associated himself in

business with W. C. Temple and took up the introduction of Cahall
boilers. This business has now grown to one of great magnitude,
with offices in all principal cities.

New Publicatins.

NEW General, Specifications for Steei. Highway Bridges
AND Viaducts. New and revised edition, 1896. By Theodore
Cooper. Published by the Engineering News Publishing Com-
pany. New York. Twenty-five pages. Price 25 cents.

Mr. Cooper's specifications for bridges have been recognized as

standard, and the new and revised edition just published will be
found ver}' useful by engineers under whose direction much bridge
construction is done.

The Monev Question : A Handbook for the Times. By Henry
V. Poor. Published by H. V. & H.W. Poor. New York. 103
pages.

Motormen, Conductors, How Wii.i, You Stand with the
Country on a Sii.ver Basis? 1'igure It Out. By Erank R.
Eord. Street Railway Publishing Company, New York. 12

pages.

These two pamphlets illustrate the feeling of railway men on
the subject af the maintenance of the gold standard. The scope of
the two pamphlets is entirely different. Mr. Poor's work is an ex-
haustive, able treatise on the whole subject of United States finances,

and the recommendation is made that the Government retire entirely

from the banking business, and that a National Bank of the United
States similar in general scope to that abolished by President Jack-
son, be re-established.

Mr. Eord's treatise aims to bring home to street railway em-
ployes the vital interest which they have in the money question and
to explain the effect which a change in the present standard would
have upon their condition.

List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued Aug. 25, 1896, to Oct. 20, 1896,
Inclusive.

Aug. 25.

Car Fender.—W. A. Lyon, Danbury, Conn. No. 566,328.

Trolley Support for Electric Railways.—S. H. Short, Cleve-
land, O. No. 566,345.
A spring rigidly secured at one end to the car body, an arm or

rod mounted on said spring and adapted to engage the same at dif-

ferent points in the length thereof, and carrying a spring at the
outer or free end thereof, and a contact device mounted on said last

mentioned spring.

Trolley Wire Hanger.—W. Cooper, Schenectady, N. Y. No.
566,376.
An insulating bar, metal pieces secured to the bar to which the

trolley wire is secured and a support for the hanger permitting it to
slide to and fro, but preventing it from twisting out of line.

Fender for Cars.—W. Grunow, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn. No. 566,394.

Motor Truck Gearing.—C H. Johnson, Youngstown, O. No.
566,400.

Sy.stem of Control for Electric Motors.—E. A. Sperry, Cleve-
land, O. No. 566,426.
An electric controller comprising power and brake circuits ex-

tending therefrom, resistance included in the circuits and a second
resistance carried by the controller cylinder and inserted in the cir-

cuit at a predetermined time.

Automatic Track Cleaning Device.—F. Kiefel, Cincinnati, O.
No. 566,456.
A bracket, a movable, forwardl}' and downwardly extending

prong carried thereby, an incline on the bracket and an incline on
the prong adapted to co-operate and raise the prong when it .strikes

an immovable object.

Electric Railway.—C. Skinner, Chicago, 111. No. 566,542.

Apparatus for Removing Dust From Cars, Rooms or Build-
ings.—J. R. Young, Leavenworth, Kan. No. 566,554.

Electric Cable Conductor and Sheave Wheel.—J. F. Place,
Montclair, N. J. No. 566,697.
Consists of copper with other metal and insulating material so

arranged that the copper forms the outside and the other metal the

core or inside of said conductor, with the insulating material as an
annular ring between .said copper atul other metal.

Bond Connector for Rails.—J. Bryan, Pittsburgh, Pa. No.
566,709.
A plate or holder, provided with a seat for a bond wire, soft or

easily malleable metal interposed between the plate and rail, and a
bolt for attaching the plate to the rail and pressing the metal against
the rail.

SeiT. i.

Electric Railway Sy.stem.—J. M. Murphy, Danbury, Conn. No.
566,786.

Magnetic Traction Apparatus for Motor Cars.—W. Robin-
son, Boston. No. 566,800.
A car axle and wheels, a motor arranged to drive the same and

coils of insulated wire surrounding the hubs of .said wheels exterior
to the surface of the latter and arranged to magneti/.e the same, said
coils being electrically connected together.

Electric Railway Sy.stem.—W. Robinson, Bo.ston. No. 566,801.

Car I'ENDER.—J. R. Thomas, New York, N. Y. No. 566,879.

f;lECTRic Car Brake.—A. B. Roney, Chicago, 111. No. 566,939.
A motor, a screw-threaded shaft driven thereby, and a yielding

connection between .said shaft and the armature of the motor, a nut
working on said shaft and held against rotation, and a brake rod
connected with, and actuated by said nut

Electric Railway.—R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 566,984.

Sept. 8.

Trolley Wire Cro.ssing.—H. M. Handshay, San Antonio, Tex.
No. 567 133.

Trolley Wire and Trolley Wheel.—l'. Cassidy, Worcester,
Mass. No. 567,186.
A trolley wire comprising a cylindrical rib or bead, a tapering

V-shaped body portion for engaging the trolley wheel, the rib and
body portion of the wire being separated by V-shaped grooves ar-

ranged to engage supporting clips or fasteners.

Electric Rail Bond. G. H. Scott, Worcester, Mass. No.
567,257-

Electric Railway Trolley.—R. N. Dyer, East Orange, N. J.
No. 567,306.
An upward pressure trolley, a solenoid and core for moving the

trolley upwardly and a multiplying gear connecting the colenoid core
with the trolley.

Car Fender.—P. Hennessey, San I'rancisco. Cal. No. 567,388.
A car fender having a swinging guard or apron, a lever slidably

mounted on the car and so connected with the guard that the con-
tact of an obstructing body will cause the lever to contact with the
ground and be held while the car continues its movement and
causes the guard to move into its carrying position.

Street Railway Switch.—H. L. Dallig, Jersey City, N. J. No.
567.454-
Comprises a pivoted switching point, a segmental rack on the

under side of said switching point, a rockshaft provided with a

pinion in mesh with the said .segmental rack, and mechanism
operated from the approaching car, whereby the said rockshaft can
be turned in either direction.

Trolley for Electric Cars.—J. E. Hewes, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 567,474-

Car Storage Arrangement,—E. F. Mann, Detroit, Mich. No.
567,487-
A building for storing trolley cars having therein a track and

trolley wire extending above said track, a break in said trolley wire
near the entrance to said building and a switch located outside of

the building adapted to throw said trolley wire in and out of cir-

cuit.

Electric Railroad.—C. Sill, New York. No. 567,517.
Comprises switches provided with insulators, consisting of

tubes, and alternate layers of cement, the said layers and tubes one
arranged within the other.

Motor Mounting and Driving Mechanism.—E. J. Bagnall,

Cleveland, O. No. 567,560.

Sept. 22.

Electric Brake.—A. F. MacDonald, Schenectady, N. \'. No.
567,989-
A switch for shifting the dynamo electric machine or machines

employed for braking purposes each time the brake circuit is

closed.

Car or Truck.—H. G. Wesenmann, Brooklyn, N. Y. No.
568,059.

Car Truck.—W. S. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 568,079.

Electric Car Heater.—J- G. Noyes, Milford, Conn. No.
568,168.

Car Fender-—G. W. Bennum, Georgetown, Del. No. 568,187.
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Car Fender —a. F. S Colburn, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 568,191.
A trundle frame, a rear vertical frame hinged thereto, a bolt

secured to the upper part of the vertical frame, a bracket attached to

a car having a vertical slot in which the bolt is adapted to slide and
a net secured between the forward end of the trundle frame and the
top of the vertical frame.

Sept. 29.

Troi.i<Ey Wire Support.—W. A. McCallum, Cincinnati, O. No.
568,452.

Track Sanding Device.—D. Pettit, Beverly, N. J. No. 568,489.
A worm conveyor, a rotatable perforated cylinder located above

the same, and means for actuating said cylinder in unison with the
conveyor.

Sand Box for Car.S.—S. S. Schofield, Philadelphia, Pa. No.

568,497-

Trolley System for Electric Railways.—C. E. Davis, Chica-
go, 111. No. 568,523.
Consists of a series of conductors, each successive secondary

conductor taking its departure from its primary conductor at one
side and then passing to the other side of said primary conductor.

Railway Track Sander.—A. H. Oilman, Saco, Me. No. 568,530.

A hopper for the sand, a cylindrical tube connected to said

hopper, a rod mounted in and working in said tube and operating a
plunger, the motion of the plunger regulating the emission of the
sand from the hopper.

Street Sprinkling Apparatus.—J. S. McGehee, New Orleans,

Da. No. 568,540.
A series of connected reservoirs, and a discharge nozzle, of me-

chanism for supplying air under pressure to the reservoirs, and an
independent automatic cut-off mechanism within each of the reser-

voirs.

Electro-Magnetic AdhE-Sive Device.—A. A. Honey, Tacoma,
Wash. No. 568,682.

Rail Bond for Electric Railways.—C. C. Benson, Covington,
Ky. No. 568,713.

Oct. 6.

Switch.— p;. Balzar, Chicago, 111. No. 568,727.

Brake Shoe.—G. W. Stevens, Elyria, O. No. 568,809.

A brake shoe having a flange-dressing portion of greater length
than the body of the shoe.

Electric Motor Truck.—N. C. Bassett, Lynn, Mass. No. 568,891.

Car Brake.—J. Jamieson, Pittsburgh, Pa. No. 568,908.

Air Brake.—J. E. Reyburn, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 568,923.
A rail shoe, a cylinder having a piston therein, and mounted

thereon, a slotted arm suitably fulcrumed, a pin mounted on said

rail shoe and adapted to engage the slot in said arm and a brakeshoe
attached to the rod of said piston.

Car Brake.—A. Ruthenberg, Rochester, N. Y. No. 568,959.
A wheel and a shaft having three' cams eccentric thereon, a

brake shoe journaled on the central cam, sleeves on the outer cams,
a second brake shoe, and connections between it and the sleeves.

Car Fendb;r.—W. B. Baker, vShamokin, Pa. No. 568,969.

Skat.—J. B. Goodwin, Pittsburgh, Pa. No. 569,153.
In a seat for cars, the combination of an upright rod, a catch

arranged on said rod, a seat having arms embracing the rod, a

flange arranged on one of the arms and merging therewith at its

sid'^s, and lugs below the flange.

Trolley Support for Electric Railways.— S. H. Short, Cleve-
land, O. No. 569,772.
A trolley pole, a series of springs connected at one end to said

pole, and a second series of springs having sliding connection with
said pole.

Side Gu.a.rd for Open Cars.—A. De Foe Diniick, Wakefield,
Mass. No. 569,786.
A car with reversible seats, the combination of movable side

guards, and a gear connection between said guards and the reversi-

ble portion of the seats.

Car Fender.—J. Gibson, Toledo, O. No. 569,822.

vSiNGLE-wiRE Electric Railway.—J. C. Henry, Westfield, N. J.

No. 569,827.
Consists of two tracks, and a single working conductor common

to both, a zigzag feed and span wire, insulators supported by said
feed and s]ian wire, having hangers to support the working con-
ductor, and branch wires connecting said conductor with the
feed and span wire.

Car Fender.—G. A. Weed, New York, N. Y. No. 569,848.

Oct. 13, 1896.

Speed-Indicating Alarm.—B. F. Card, Brooklyn, N. Y. No.
569,171-
A car, a pole extending therefrom, a trolley upon the pole and

adapted to roll along an electric conductor and means, governed by
the trolley independently of electrical energy for giving a signal
at and beyond a predetermined speed of said car.

Car Fendkr.—C. F'ink, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 569,330.

Trollf;y Catcher.—C. F. Randall, Denver, Colo. No. 569,352.

WhEElFender. —S. Norton, Rochester, N. Y. No. 569,465.
Comprises a scoop-net, a sectional frame therefor compo.sed of

vertical side bars and lower side bars pivoted thereto, plates prings
designed to hold said lower side bars either extended or raised, and
flanges on said lower side bars adapted to limit the movement
thereof.

Brake.—J. F. Burgin, Allegheny, Pa. No. 569,486.

Oct. 20.

Car Fender.—H. D. Fisher, Reading, Pa. No. 569,624.

Car Fender.—W. Thompson, Albany, N. Y. No. 569,684.
Has supporting arms arranged to be attached to the car truck

.said arms having a rotatable bar attached thereto, and adjustable
clutch devices arranged to limit the rotation of the b r and retain-
ing devices arranged to receive and removably hold the fender in
position.

Car F'Ender.—G. W. Wiley, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 569,699.
A fender, a base or support, a series of bars carried thereby, and

springs supported by said bars, said springs forming approximately
V-shaped recesses for engagement with obstructions upon the track.

Underrunning Trolley.—N. C. Bassett, Lynn, Mass. No,
569,738.
A support for the trolley pole, a base to which the support is

pivoted, lifting springs secured to the support and the base and a
spring acting to assist the lifting springs when the trolley is in the
lower position.

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of
any of the above patents to any address upon receipt of fifteen

cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The Street Rail-
way Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.

A Few Press Comments on Our October Issue.

Both in .size and in typographical appearance it is unique in

the history of trade journalism.—New Haven Leadef.

We congratulate our contemporary on the production of a
number which is unique in the history of trade journalism.

—

Scien-

tific American.

The Street Raihvay Journal, which is always an excellent

periodical, both as to contents and as to manner of get-up, makes a

special effort at the time of the annual street railway convention.
This year it has eclipsed all previous efforts, not only of its own,
but, so far as we know, of any other publication, trade or otherwise.

Heretofore we have been accustomed to regard the Inland
Printer as the highest exemplar of the typographic art in periodic

literature, but we think the present number of the Journal in some
respects even surpasses it.

As regards the quality of the reading matter, it is sufficient

praise to state that it is up to its usual standard, and as regards the
quantity, the number of pages speaks for that.

—

Electricity.

The October issue of the St) eel Kailway Journal Ki,, in many
particulars, a remarkable publication, and is comparable in thor-

oughness of treatment and extent of illustrations chiefly with the

.special numbers in which the English technical journals have de-

scrifjed such notable engineering works as the Forth Bridge. The
number is issued in anticipation of the convention of the American
Street Railway Association in St. Louis, Mo., and this city, its trans-

portation systems and the general progress of street railway con-

.struction and operation are so thoroughly treated as to make this

number a souvenir of the convention.

—

Engineering Record.

What the pyramids are to modern gravestones, in the same
ratio is the last issue of the Street Railway Journal to other trade

publications. The publishers have achieved a decided triumph in

this department of literature, and, while it may not be as enduring
as these Egyptian mountains of stone, yet recollection of it will last

a great many years, as it will be used as the standard of comparison
when its contemporaries think they nave accomplished something
wonderful in the same line. A rough guess would give the weight
of this single issue at about four pounds. The finest calendered

paper is used, and the illustrations are a marvel in pictoral printing.
—Boston Herald.

Home=Seekers' Excursions.

On Nov. 17 and Dec. i and 15, 1896, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway will sell round trip excursion tickets from Chicago

to a great many points in the Western and Southwestern states both

on its own line and elsewhere, at greatly reduced rates. Details as

to rates, routes, etc., may be obtained on application to any coupon
ticket agent or by addressing Geo. H. HeafFord, General Passenger

Agent, Chicago, 111. ^j.*^
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THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY OF VARE5E, ITALY.

The town of Varese, in Northern Italy, noted as a re-

sort of tourists and a place of pilgrimage, has recently laid

down an electric street railway of modern American type,

and one more name is added to the growing list of Italian

cities which have adopted the swift and cleanly electric car.

Varese is a city with a population of some 12,000
inhabitants, situated on the Southern slope of the Alps,

about thirty-one miles from Milan with which it is

connected by the North Milan Railroad. It conunands a

magnificent view to the south of the fertile plain of Lom-
bardy, as far as the Appenines, and from the elevated

places in its vicinity of the placid waters of Lakes Maggiore
and Como on the east and west, while to the north the view
embraces the snow clad Alps.

been difficult and many projects were promulgated for pro-

viding the pilgrims with .some means of rapid transit. In-

deed on few projects has so much labor been expended as

on the rapid transit scheme coimecting Varese with the

Sacred Hill.

The first was presented as far back as 18S4, and con-

templated a plain steam road which should .stait from
Vare.se and, taking a winding course, allow of a view of a

large variety of scenery. This project was rejected, the

possible returns not appearing large enough to warrant
the exoen.se. In 1888 another scheme was mooted, cover-

ing a simple steam road from Varese to Robarello, 2^^

miles di-stant, and a rack railroad, Abtsy.stem, from Robar-
ello to the Sacro Monte and the Campo dei Fiori. This met

FIG. I.—TRAIN ON CURVE, VARESE ELECTRIC RAILWAY

Varese is a country resort of the wealthy Milanais, as

well as a bu.sy manufacturing town and is greatly fre-

quented by tourists and pilgrims. The principal object of

attraction is the Sanctuary of the Virgin known as La
Madonna del Monte, situated on a lofty hill known as the

Sacro Monte, about 3^4 miles northwest of the city. It is

said to have been placed there by St. Ambrose to com-
memorate a victory over the Arians. On the road which
leads to the Sanctuary on the summit are small chapels
decorated with frescoes and stucco groups, which chapels
represent the fifteen mysteries of the Rosary. In the

vicinity of the last chapel is a beautiful fountain and a

colossal statue of Moses.
The Sanctuary is the goal of large bodies of pilgrims

constantly visiting it, but the journey thither has always

the same fate as the first, and another innnediately took its

place, this time for a horse car line from the North Milan sta-

tion at Varese to Robarello and a cable road from the latter

place to the Sacro Monte. This met with greater favor

than the first and the formation of an operating company
was begun, the expen.se of the road being estimated at

about a million lire. The money, how'ever, could not be
raised, and the Abt sj'stem again came into favor, a fran-

chise beinsj requested from the Ministry of Public Works,
covering simple adhesion steam traction from Varese to

Robarello, 3 miles, and a rack road to the Campo dei Fiori,

2^ miles. The latter station is on an elevation of 3300
ft. above the sea level. The estimated cost of this road
was placed at 1,600,000 lire. This project was eventually

again abandoned.
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In 1890 a new idea was mooted by the Cronaca Breal-

pina, the Varese Journal and Alessaudro Feretti, the cable

road engineer, embracing an electric road from Varese to

Robarello and a cable line thence to the Sacro Monte.
This project captured the public idea, and subscriptions

to a company were requested, but subscriptions having
also been raised to the company backing the Abt S3'stem, a
'

' fatale dualismo '

' acted as a brake
on the scheme. The steam road people
looked to the tourists for their returns,

the others to the pilgrims, one to the

scenery, the other to the shrine.

Eventually a compromise was made
on the combination.

In 1892, after excursions into

the law courts, on the part of the

early promoters, a Belgian syndicate

tried to push through a plain steam
road project, but without success.

Matters dragged along until 1892,

when the executive commission which
had been appointed iinally gave its

vote in favor of electricity, and nego-

tiations were entered into with
Schuchert & Company, of Nurem-
berg, who had proposed an installa-

tion at a cost comparatively low.

1892 and a good part of 1893 passed,

however, and still no definite result

was attained. In August of that year

the Nord Milano Railway offered its

aid, provided the terminus of the road was located

station, and the

electric line from

The line is single track with turnouts and is laid with
Phoinix rail, seventy pounds to the yard, through the city

from the North Station to Piazza Be.scavia, and from that

point to the Prima Cappella in Vignole rails, forty-two
pounds to the yard. The guage is 3 ft. 6 ins. and the line

is all up grade, the maximum grade being 7.20 per cent,

on a short stretch between Robarello and Prima Cappella,

FIG. 3.—NORD MILANO RAILROAD STATION AND TERMINUS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

at its

subscribers gave their approval to an
Varese to the Prima Cappella, and re-

quested that the Schuchert proposal be submitted to an im-

partial engineer for examination and report. It was un-

favorable, and a lively polemic started once more.

New commissions were appointed, and in August,

1894, a final plan was adopted, the plans and estimate of

FIG. 2.- STATION AND CAR HOUSE AT ST. AMBROZIO

the French Thomson-Houston Company being substituted

for those of Schuchert «S: CompanJ^ In December, 1894,
the Societa Anonima \'aresina was definitely formed to con-

struct and operate the line.

The work was placed in charge of engineer Rigoni
Guglielmo and the line was laid out to embrace all the

natural beauties of the views around the Sacro Monte.
With the small capital at his disposal he has succeeded
admirably.

The total length of the line is three and one-half miles.

while a heavy grade of seven per cent is also encountered
between the power house and S. Ambrozio. The mini-

mum curve has a radius of 25.5 m. or 81.25 ft.

The overhead wire is suspended at a height of twenty
feet above the roadway. It is supported by span wires
strung between latticed iron poles or suspended from or-

namental rosettes fixed to the walls of the houses on nar-

row streets. Outside the town the trolley wire is sus-

pended in places from an arched lat-

ticed iron pole. A telephone wire con-

nects the termini with the power
house, and runs parallel with the

trolley wire. The return is laid down
with the care characterizing European
installations, the supplementary wire
having an unusually large diameter.

The power house is at the foot

of the hill of S. Ambrozio. The boil-

ers are of the Cornwall type, from
the shops of Franco Tosi of Legnano.
Two are now in place, space being re-

served for a third. They supply
steam to two vertical 100 h. p. high
speed engines, also of Tosi make,
running at 350 revolutions. These
are belted to two General Electric

multipolar generators each of sixty-

two kilowatts capacity at 500 volts,

running at 920 r. p. m. The switch-

board is of the familiar panel type,

carrying the usual measuring con-

trolling instruments and protective

devices.

To the right of the station is the

car house. The rolling stock com-
prises four trolley cars and four trail-

ers, each trolley car having a capacity of forty passengers,

twenty-four seated and sixteen on the platforms.

The electric equipment consists of two motors to each

car, with the usual series-parallel controllers. The brakes

are three in number, one a shoe brake, one a rail brake,

and the third an electric brake, the multiplicity of

brakes being adopted on account of the severe grades over

which the cars have to run. The trailers are open cars

with less seating capacity than the trolley cars. Each is

provided with a powerful shoe brake. The cars are hand-
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some in appearance, and solid in make, built by Machi headway of twenty-five minutes and cover the distance

Brothers, of Varese, the trucks by Miani & vSilvestri from the vStazione Nord to the Prima Cappella in thirty

of Milan. minutes. The line is divided into three sections, and
The line was opened for public traffic on Sept. 7, the fare for each is twenty centesimi (four cents)

FIG. 4.—VIEWS ON THE LINE OF THE VARESE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

1895, twelve days before that of Rome, amid general re-

joicing, which was warranted, in view of the difficulties

through which the project had passed.

The speed of the cars is four miles an hour in the city

and outside as high as fourteen miles. They run under a

going up and ten centesimi (two cents) descending.

The first section terminates at the Rotonda, the sec-

ond at Robarello, and the third at the Prima Cappella.

Thus the ascending fare is twelve cents, the descending

six cents.
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The Englewood=Chicago Electric Railway.

Ever since the consolidation of the storage battery in-

terests on this side of the Atlantic about a year ago, the

representatives of those interests have been anxious to

have an extended test made of their batteries for traction

work. All previous .storage battery installations for street

railway service in this country have been made, the manu-
facturers of batteries claim, under' adverse conditions.

The batteries have not contained all of the present im-
provements, owing to the fact that the patents have been
under litigation and consequently that no one company
has been able to manufacture the best form of plates, and
during the patent warfare more attention was paid to legal

matters than to electrical and mechanical improvements in

the batteries themselves. The results secured al>road, how-
ever, coupled with the great call for an electric .system which
can avoid the use of overhead wires, have infused the present
storage battery manufacturers with the wish to demonstrate
the merits of their system under favorable conditions.

The franchi.se of the Englewood-Chicago & Electric

Railroad Company was recently on the market and a com-
pany was organized to take hold of the matter and to build
and operate the road. This company while being in no
sense the same as the electric storage battery comjjany, yet

succeeded in placing the majority of its bonds among the

stockholders of the latter on condition that storage batter-

ies should be used as motive power on the new road.

Some of the officers of the storage battery company are di-

rectors of the street railroad compau}', but the two are so

pany is the owner of six franchi.ses for occupying streets in

the southwestern part of the city of Chicago and adjacent
territory. In all, these franchises cover thirty-five miles of

street, on about half of which double track is to be placed.
The northern terminus of the Chicago & PvUglewood Elec-
tric Railway is at Sixty-third Street and South Park Avenue.

FIG. 1.—PLAN OF CAR HOUSE AND POWER STATION,

separate that if the batteries fail to prove an economical
means of transportation they will be abandoned and the
street car line run on the old overhead system.

The plant is interestinp , not only on account of its use
of storage batteries, but also because of novel features in

the .station construction and operation.

The Euglewood & Chicago Electric Railway Com-

-SECTION

The main line of the road will run generally in a south-

westerly direction through Park Manor, Auburn Park,
South Englewood, Washington Heights, Blue Island to

Harvey, with branches west to Morgan Park, and east to

Rosedale, Ken.sington, Pullman and West Pullman.
Up to date about 21}^ miles have been laid in the

most approved manner. Johnson eighty pound, seven inch

girder rail has been used, placed on eight foot ties, under
which is a roadbed of six inches of the best gravel. Brace

tie plates are employed

I I I
throughout, four to each rail.

Tie rods are placed at every
joint to prevent spreading.

This has been thought
necessary on account of the

weight of the cars and the

high .speed at which they are

to be operated. A consider-

able portion of the line was
laid on new streets, many of

which had to be paved.

The power house and car

house are situated miles
from the north end of the

line, where the company has
purchased property of two
acres in extent. They are in

one building 175 ft. X 102

ft. , and of brick and .stone

with pitch and gravel roof.

The present capacity of the

car house is twenty-eight
cars, but when extended, as

contemplated by the plans,

it will be 258 ft. long X 102

ft. wide and will hold com-
fortably the fifty cars ulti-

mately intended to be in

service. These are to be
stored on tracks running
transversely to the building

as shown in Fig. i. These
tracks will be served by a

large electric transfer table

running the entire length of

the building and connecting

with the outside, as shown.
The arrangement of the

machinery in the power
house is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The complete engine and
generator equipment of the engine room will comprise four

250 k. w. Walker generators, one 500 h. p. and two 250

h. p. Willan's engines, the latter being manufactured by
the M. C. Bullock Manufacturing Company. Of this

equipment, the four generators and the two 200 h. p.

engines are put in place at present, the remaining large

Slriel lly. Journal

SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF TRACKS.
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engine to be put in later, when the demands of the power
house make this increased power necessary.

The engines and generators are directly connected, the
armatures being supported on hollow shafts with a solid

shaft inside attached to suitalale couplings so that any one
of the generators may be run from either engine. This
arrangement of shafting, which is shown in Fig. 6, was
supplied by the Arnold Electric Power Station Company,
which controls the patents on this method of power
transmission. The engine room is also equipped with a

7 j4 ton traveling crane.

The boiler room at present, is supplied with three

200 h. p. Heine boilers and space is left in the boiler room
for three additional boilers. The boilers are equipped with
Roney mechanical stokers. Coal is shoveled directly from
the cars on a side track outside the boiler room on to an iron

platform in front of the boilers. From this platform, it may
be easily shoveled into the hoppers of the stokers.

The stack is of steel and self-supporting and was built

by the Variety Iron Works. It is 150 ft. high and 7 ft.

in diameter and has a brick base extending 20 ft. from
the ground, into which the smoke flue enters.

The plant is to be run condensing, and as it was im-
possible to obtain condensing water in the location selected

for the power house, a cooling tower, furnished by the

H. R. Worthington Company, has been put in to cool the
water after it has gone through the condensers. This cooling

tower consists of a steel shell 12 ft. in diameter and 30 ft.

high, filled with vitrified sewer pipe placed on end. The
water is pumped to the top of the cooling tower and
sprayed over the sewer tile, falling through them to a tank
below. A blower is provided at the base of the steel

shell to force a draught of air up through the tile. The
temperature of the water is sufficiently lowered by the

evaporation, so that it may be used over again in the con-

denser, and a vacuum of twenty-five inches is guaranteed
by the company furnishing the cooling tower and con-
denser.

A diagran: of the switchboard is given in Fig. 8.

There are four generator panels corresponding to the four
generators and one motor panel, from which is controlled

ing on the highest voltage. Each generator panel carries,

with a 250 volt Weston voltmeter, one recording ammeter,
one 1500 ampere Weston ammeter and an underload and
overload circuit breaker. There is also a three-way switch

FIG. 4—SECTION POWER STATION.

the motor circuits running to the two battery transfer
cars, the transfer table and other motors in the building.
Three of the generators will run continuously while the
batteries are being charged; one at 150 volts, one at 170
and one at 190. There are three bus bars on the switch-
board to carry these three different pressures, the object
being to charge the batteries first on the lowest voltage,
then on the middle voltage and finally complete the charg-

FIG. 5.—EXTERIOR OF POWER STATION.

on each panel so that any machine ma}' be switched to

either of the bus bars, it being possible to change the
voltage of the generators by means of the field rheostat.

On the motor panel will be noticed a .seven point switch

which has been
designed so that

the motor cir-

cuits may be run
from any one of

the three bus-

bars or any one
of the four gen-

erators.

The m a i n
feeder wires in

the car house
have been so laid

out that the po-

tential between
the positive and
negative mains
is constant at

any point in the

building. This
is accomplished
by running the

po.sitive wires
clear around the

building and the

negative wire
the full distance

in the opposite

direction. The
batteries are charged in multiple across these mains.

A novel device has been designed to indicate when the

batteries are fully charged. It is practically an ammeter
with an attachment which makes contact and completes
the circuit through an incandescent lamp, when the cur-

rent drops to twenty amperes. The object of this is to in-

dicate to the attendant when the battery has been sufficiently

charged. When the battery is first put on the charging
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FIG. 6—PLAN AND SECTION OF ENGINES AND GENERATORS.

FIG. 7.—ELECTRIC TRANSFER TABLE.
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circuit, the e. 111. f. of the cells being low, the amount of connect the shaft operating these rollers to the shaft on the

current is correspondingly large, but as the batteries be- transfer car, so that the battery tray is completely under

come charged, their e. m. f. rises, consequently the amount the control of the operator. The operation of changing

of current becomes gradually smaller until it reaches the the batteries on the car is then as follows: a fully charged

point at which the lamp is set to light up. battery is first placed on one of the elevators. The table

MftlioJ of Sup>>orting Main Cables
Street Ry. Journal

FIG. 8.—SWITCHBOARD.

The best method of handling the batteries and of

placing them on and removing them from the cars was a

problem which was made the subject of much thought and

study. The plan adopted is one in which all work is me-

chanically performed and one in which, therefore, the labor

element is reduced to a minimum. From the plan of the

car house, shown in Fig. i , it will be noticed that the

tracks in front of the car barn are .so arranged that the

cars may be run through the front arcade of the building.

Here the l^atteries are exchanged. The car is run over a

pit which allows the discharged battery to be removed and

a new one put in its place. This operation requires but

one or two minutes .so that the delay is very slight. The
cars are then run on to their storage tracks in the car

house by means of the transfer table operating in the

center of the building.

Fig. 2 .shows a transverse .section through one side of

the basement of the car house where the batteries are

placed for charging. The battery elevating and transfer

table shown in Fig. 7 runs directly under the center of

the cars as they stand in place in the car barn and at right

angles to the cars on the track. This elevating and trans-

fer table, which is one of the most important features of

the plant, was furni.shed by the Shaw Electric Crane Com-

pany. It is equipped with five electric motors controlled

by the operator who stands in the center of the table.

is then run under the car whose battery is to be replaced

and the discharged battery removed by the second elevator.

The table is then run ahead and the charged tray brought

directly beneath the car and elevated into position.

The battery tray is of well-seasoned oak. The corners

are secured by malleable iron castings, and the tray is sup-

ported underneath
by four five-inch

channel irons, the

ends of which are

bent up and formed
into hooks which
suspend the battery

tray from cross bars

on the truck. The
tray contains seventy-

two battery cells con-

nected in four sets of

eighteen cells each.

By means of connec-

tions on the control-

ler, these four sets

are connected in start-

ing the car, first in

multiple, then in

.series - multiple, and

FIG. 9.-DU PONT TRUCK FOR STORAGE BATTERY C

The battery trays are carried at each end of the table on

rollers, supported on a frame which is raised or lowered

by an electric niator. The rollers are connected by means

of skew-bevel gears to an electric motor so that by turning

the rollers, the battery is moved on or off the table. The
charging tables, shown at each side of the elevator car, are

also fitted with similar rollers, and a clutch is arranged to

S. FIG. 10.—BATTERY TRAY CLIP.

finally in series with the necessary intermediate transition

points.

There are four sets of contact plates fastened on the

sides of the tray and connected to these four sets of bat-

teries. When the battery tray is elevated to position on

the cars, contact is made automatically to the controller

wiring through spring contact plates fastened to the car
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sills and shown in detail in Vig. 10. vSpring contact plates

are also provided at the sides of the charging tables in the
basement of the car barn, so that when the battery trays

are placed on these tables, contact is antoniatically made,
and the batteries are at once ready for charging.

The batteries to be nsed are of the "9T" type,

chloride accnmnlator, manufactured expressly for the

street railway service by the Electric vStorage Battery Com-
pany. There are seventy-eight cells of battery on each
car, which when in service will give a total of about 140
volts. One important feature of this battery is the high

New Track Construction at Rochester.

The Rochester (N. Y. ) Railway Company has re-

cently installed one mile of double track, which is of a

very substantial character, and represents the company's
idea of a desirable standard track for a macadam street on
a line upon which there is a good deal of traffic.

The earth is first excavated to a depth of sixteen
inches, or ten inches under each rail. A bed of concrete
is then laid surrounding the ties, which are spaced three
feet centers. The rail employed weighs seventy-eight

FIG. II.—PECKHAM STORAGE BATTERY TRUCK.

efficiency at high or intermittent rates of di.scliarge, the

battery giving in capacity at a two hour rate of discharge

80 per cent, of what it would give at a ten hour rate. Ex-
haustive tests seem to show that the maintenance of this

battery will be very low.

The present equipment of cars will consist of twenty
open, and twenty closed vestibule cars, built by the St.

Louis Car Co. Some of these are mounted on du Pont
trucks and some on Peckliam trucks. The cars are

thirty feet over all. The seats in the closed cars are

longitudinal, and the open cars are of the ordinary ten

bench type. Each of these cars is equipped with a fifty

horse power W'alker motor, with a controller made up es-

pecially by the Walker Company for storage battery

operation.

The oflficers of the company are: J. C. Shaffer, presi-

dent and treasurer; Walter Olds, vice-

president; Charles F. Griffin, secretary;

G. Herbert Condict, general manager.
The above are also directors, and in ad-

dition, Isaac L. Rice, W. W. Gibbs, and
Herbert Lloyd.

Material assistance was given by J.

H. Vail and B. J. Arnold, as consulting

engineers during the period when the

construction of the roadway- and power
plant was being planned.

Hugh Hazelton has been the assist-

ant to the general manager during the

construction of the plant, and H. B. Quick
has been in charge of the track work.
The contractors for the track work were
C. E. Loss & Company, Chicago.

^» '4«>

Opening of a New New Orleans
Line.

pounds to the yard, and is six inches high. It is laid in

.sixty foot lengths. The joints are six bolt, and are con-
nected with the Brown pla.stic bond. Tie plates are em-
ployed under every other tie.

New Electric Line in Santa Barbara.

The electric line of the Santa Barbara Consolidated
Electric Railway Company was put in operation Oct. i.

The Con.solidated Company has lately purcha.sed all the
tracks, property and franchises of the Citizens' Street

Railway and the Santa Barbara Street Railway Company,
consisting of 6

J
'2 miles of track, formerly operated by ani-

mal power. The station is equipped with Ideal engines,

FIRST ELECTRIC CAR IN SANTA BARBARA.

The Canal & Claiborne Railroad Company, of New
Orleans, put its new electric equipment in operation during

October. The event was celebrated by a trip made on the

electric cars by the officials of the company, the engineers,

and a number of invited guests, and terminated with a

banquet at the offices of the company.

The Aurora & Geneva Railway Company, of Aurora,

111., put its line in operation Oct. 24. The line is seven

miles in length, and extends between the cities of Aurora
and Batavia. At present two thirty-six foot cars, mounted
on Brill maximum traction trucks and equipped with G.
E. 1000 motors are employed. All the construction was
carried on under the direction of D. A. Beldeu, manager.

General Electric generators and Oil City boilers. Crude
oil, ccsting delivered 2^4 cents per gallon, is used for

fuel.

The fir.st car was operated by Miss Miller, daughter
of the president of the road. Next came a car with the

city officials and their guests, and, third, a car containing
the Santa Barbara Military Band, with a trailer which was
one of the most novel and striking features of the celebra-

tion. It was a platform car decorated with bunting, and
standing upon it were two venerable mules, one white and
one black, wearing wreaths of roses. These animals have
been in the service of the company since 1876, and on one
side of the car appeared the statement, "This is our last

trip."



Blanks and Forms in Storeroom and Wages
Accounting.

The system of storeroom and wages accounting
employed by the Rochester Railvvaj' Company, and intro-

duced by the general manager, F. O. Rusling, is the result

of careful study and the experience of a niimber of years,

and while seemingly very complete and effective, is also

extremely simple. The basis of the system throughout
is to keep a careful record of all supplies received and
issued and the labor employed in each department, from
which the cost of all construction and repair work done by
the company can be readily determined. The storeroom
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names to the same article, a storeroom catalogue has been
compiled by Mr. Rusling. This is one of the most com-
plete publications of the kind which has probably ever
been attempted, and contains the name of every separate
article which is employed by the company in the opera-
tion of its line and duplicates of which would be kept in

the charge of the storekeeper. The elaborate and careful

way in which this catalogue is made out can be seen from
the reproduction of two pages from it, shown in forms i

ROCHESTER RAILWAY COMPANY.

STORE R0071/T.

Tlfas/ issue Ike following maftrial /or

Date, ....

foremjn

FORM 4.

ROCHESTER RAILWAY COMPANY.
STORK ROOM.

. iSg

1'tirehasing Agent: •Rnj. No -

Please ortier ihe fottowing Material for

ARTICLE,

FORMS 1 AND 2.

Storekerpii
Supt.

FORM 5.

v:50

FORM 3.

is made the center of the system, all supplies being received

at the storeroom and issued therefrom only upon requisi-

tion.

The storeroom is a commodious apartment adjoining
the offices of the conipan}', and is strictly under the con-

trol of one person—the storekeeper—no one being allowed
to take articles therefrom except through him. Along the

walls are arranged a large number of compartments of dif-

ferent sizes, and there is a central rack which also contains a

large number of compartments. Each is devoted exclu-

sivel}^ to holding a supply of one particular article. To
avoid trouble which might be caused by applying different

and 2. The catalogue is of pocket size and contains 142

printed pages including an index. A considerable number
of blank pages are abso bound in throughout the book and
upon these additional articles, which may be bought from
time to time and which are not given in the catalogue,

can be entered. Copies of this catalogue are placed in the

hands of the superintendent, department foremen and
others who niaj^ have use for it.

As will be seen each has a designating letter and number
by which it is always referred to in requisitions upon the

storekeeper and in the storekeeper's accounts. These
letters and numbers correspond with letters and numbers

A
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oil eacli coinpartineiit in the storeroom so that it is very

easy to supply any article which may be called for, and a

high grade of lielp is not needed by the storekeeper.

As all articles are received by the storekeeper records

of them are entered in a large blank book, the upper part

of a page of which is shown in form 3. As will be seen,

this record provides for keeping account of all charges paid

on the articles, whether received by freight or express,

and for carting, the condition in which they are received,

etc. Articles are issued from the storeroom upon requis-

Store keeper,

ROCHESTER RAILWAY CO.

li lo-day fri

The following articles:

my order of. , . (Dale^

,'n.;.','";'!;ii;.'

FORM 6.

Month oj SUPPLIES ISSUED FROM STOREROOM

Month 0/ ROCHESTER RAILWAY COMPANY.

FORMS 7 AND

ition (form 4) filled up by the fore-

men of the different departments, the

cost being entered by the storekeeper
for future use. These slips also serve

as receipts for the latter. \Mien the

supph' of a certain article is exhaust-
ed, the storekeeper makes requisition

upon the purchasing agent upon form
5. In case goods are received for im-
mediate use outside of the storeroom,
the foreman in charge of the work
fills out form 6, which is sent to the
storeroom and properly entered in the
books of the storekeeper, both as sup-
plies received and issued.

The cost of all supplies issued
from the storeroom is entered in a

blank book in the storekeeper's office,

the headings of which are shown in

forms 7 and 8 which represent oppo-
site pages. The numerals from 2 to

38 at the top of each vertical column
indicate the use to which the supplies
are put, according to the schedule of expenses published
at the end of this article.

The cost of all repairs performed or other work done
in the repair shop is kept in a book, opposite pages of which
are shown in forms 9 and 10, in which the cost of the ma-
terial used is kept on one page, and the labor expended on
the same repair, on the opposite page.

TIME BOOKS.

Different time books are provided for each of the fol-

lowing departments : conductors, motormen, machine

shop, barn foremen, power house, track, office, miscel-

laneous.

These time books are uniform in size, and are indexed
according to the employe's name, and arranged as .shown

in form 11. Each page contains .space for keeping a

record of six employes, and as they are manifolded the

man's time can be entered for fifty-two weeks before a new
book is opened.

Space is left for entering the rate per week, hours
employed and amount paid for each day, as shown by the

vertical columns. As there are eight horizontal divisions

under the space devoted to each employe, the divi.sion of

his work in the different eight departments of the com-
pany's .service can be indicated. Thus, if a part of a

mechanic's time is expended in the repair shop and part in

the power station, these would be entered .separately under
the appropriate numbers for each week. The rate is made
con.spicuous, so that any change in the rate can easily be
detected by the general manager or bookkeeper, and time

is Icept to the twelfth part of an hour, or 2 % minutes either

way. To facilitate calculations of the pay rate for fractions

of an hour, blue print tables have been printed, showing
the amount in cents for five minutes' time at the different

wages paid per week by
the company. The time

books of the company are

two in number, and as will

be seen from the forms, a

record of alternate weeks
is kept in each. The object

of this is to facilitate the

clerical work. One time

book is kept at the office

of the foreman of each de-

partment and the other in

the office of the main book-
keeper, so that the records

are entered by the former
during the week and re-

turned to the bookkeeper
at the end of the week and
the second book received

from hini.

MATERIAL USED

49

TIME EXPENDED
99

FORMS 9 AND 10.

The form of time book giving the general distribution

of wages is shown in forms 12 and 13. These pages are 15

ins. X 21 ins., and they are filled out from the department
time books. The vertical columns show out the different

divisions of accounts in which labor is an element. Spaces
for two weeks are shown, but each page covers a month
and spaces are left for six weeks as parts of six weeks may
occur during a month of thirty-one days. Space is left for

a summarj' at the bottom of the page. The totals for each
month with summary for a half 5'ear are entered in a sim-

ilar page at the back of the same book.
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The company also keeps a record of each motorman
and conductor in two books called the Employment Record
Books. In one is entered the date when engaged, nation-

ality, age, previous occupation, etc. In the second a full

record of good deeds and misdeeds. This is written up
from detectives' records, inspectors' reports, citizens' com-
munications, etc.

(J)

i4)

WEEK Endino ,

MLa^cAj cf d:r i89 4
WEEK Endino /

yU^lryc/^ ^ 5 189 O

T. F s Hrs T f S S. T T F

the supervision and general management of the road. Clerks
in general office.

Office Erpenses.—All stationary, books, paper, stamps, pens,
pencils, printing, blanks, circulars, statements, storehouse of-

fice supplies (used in the general and storehouse offices), to-

gether with the cost of heating and lighting the general offices.

Insurance.—Insurance on all property of the company.

Legal Expenses.—Salaries, fees, expense of attorney, witness
fees and other court expenses.

(5) Injuries and Damages.—Persons in-

jured, property damaged, wages of

disabled persons, medical attendance,
wages of claim agents and clerks, and
wages of car men while on this busi-

ness.

(6) Contingent Expenses. — Traveling
and other expenses of general officers

and assistants, telephone and tele-

graph expenses, etc.

(7) Miscellaneous.—All other expenses
not mentioned above.

FORM 11.

OPKRATING EXPENSES.

Car Service (Transportation).

(5) Wages of Car Men — Conductors,
drivers.

(9) Wages of Others. — Superintendent
of car service, starters, aids, inspec-

DIS TRIRUTION OF WAGFS
1 ::

1

6 7 8 9 13
'

16 19 NA.MFS

Mji^liinc Shop

lljninitn, tit.

YvmM

Conductors

Drivers

Machine Shop

Bainmeti, clc.

IVwcf House

( ra^k

Ulhtc

1 4 6 1 7 e 9 1 I 13 17 IS 19

I'oivcr Ihii.^i'

1 racL

Ufivt-tS

HarruDtn. etc.

I'ower House

Mi^celUoeuos

1 (.11.1:

i

1

ON BOOKS OF RorUFSTFR RAILWAY COMPANY 98

"T n.»ii; BOOK

liiiic Shup

Mis..cllancrj>»

FORMS 12 AND 13.

While the system described may seem to some to be
somewhat complicated, in practice it has not proved to be
so, and all the book-keeping at the head office is performed
by one man.

The division of accoitnts employed is shown b}^ the
accompanjing table:

GENER.-VI, EXPENSES.

(/) Salaries.—Officers in charge of departments whose jurisdiction
extends over entire road. Heads of departments connected with

tors, track cleaners and others employed on car service not
mentioned.

[to] Supplies.—Cost of signs, tickets, advertising, oil, waste, rags,

flags, fuel for heating cars, transportation charges on the same,
brooms, dusters, carbon brushes, lamps, fuse links, trolley and
register cords, carmen's buttons and badges, and all other ma-
terial used on cars other than material used on repairs.

(//) Car house Expenses.—Shed foremen, shifters, cleaners, oilers,

wipers, watchmen, and such other employes that do not work
on repairs of cars, material, fuel and lighting for car house
sheds, oil and carbons for lamps, brooms and other material

used in the care of car houses.
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Power House Kxpeiises.

{/2) Fuel.—Cost of fuel used in power liousi-, transjiort.'ition

charges on same.

(/,") Wages.—I^iigineers, firemen, coal-shovelers, dynamo men,
boiler cleaners and others employed in power house, except
when employed upon repairs.

(/./) Oil, Waste and Packing.—Oil, grease, rags, waste, carbon
brushes, and all other material used in the daily operation of

the power house.

(75) Other .Supplies.—Such as water used and supplies not men-
tioned above.

{16)
Repairs.

(//) Dynamos and Appliances.—All labor required forthe repairs of
dynamos, switchboard and station instruments, all material re-

cjuired for the repairs of dynamos, switchboard, station instru-

ments, or any new part purchasecl to take the place of an old
part to make the nuniljer gf>od, and tools recjuired for this

work.

(/iS^) Engines and Boilers.—All labor required forthe repairing of

engines, boilers, pumps, belts, steam fitting. All material re-

quired for the repair of engines, boilers, pumps, belts and steam
fitting, or any new part purchased to take the place of an old
one to make the number good, and tools required for this work.

{ig) Koadivay Repairs.—Wages of roadniaster, track foreman
labor, watchmen, jiavers and other laborers engaged on track
repairs and renewals. Cost of new rails laid, cost of transporta-

tion on same, less value of old rails taken u]i. All expenditures
on account of repaying, cost of paving blocks, sand, cost of
transportation on same, cost of tools, supplementary wire, chan-
nel pins, rail bonds, repairs of wagons used on repairs of tracks.

(po) Overhead Repairs.—Wages of hurry-up department, repairing
foreman, lineman, laborers while engaged in overhead or under-
ground line repairs, and repairs of wagons used on this work,
cost of wire, repairs and renewals of poles, pole brackets, trolley

switches, guard and feed wires, underground conduits, with all

the appliances for insulating and suspending this work.

(.?/) Building Repairs—All labor recpiired for the repairs of build-

ings and fixtures, all lumber, iron, paint, tools and repairs of

wagons used on this work,

{22) Removal of Snow and Ice.—Wages of men employed for the
removal of snow and ice, tools used for this purpose, use of
wagons and salt on this work. All labor and material required
for repairs of snow-plows, scrapers and repairs of sleigl:s used
on this work.

(i-j) Repairs Car Bodies and Trucks.—Wages of men employed on
all wood and iron work of cars, painting, varnishing, upholster-
ing cars, labor repairing trucks, all material such as wood, iron
bolts, nails, painting materials required for the repairs of cars,

brake shoes, axle boxes, springs, truck braces, brakes, pilot or
life guards, sand boxes, wearing collars, renewals of wheels and
axles, split collars, dope and oil cups, used for repairs and re-

newals.

{24) Motor Repairs.—LalH)r of all men employed while repairing
armatures, fields, comnuitators, switchboxes, rheostats, cut-out
switches, brush holders, trolle3-s, wiring cables, lightning arrest-
ers, gears, pinions, motor bearings, and all material necessarj'
for this work or any new part to take the place of an old one to
make the num'-'er good, also tools required for this work.

(^5) Repairs of Tools and Machinery

.

—All labor required for the
repairing of woodworking and iron machinery, shafts, belts
and material necessarj' for this work and any new part purchased
to take the place of an old one to make the number good, cost
of lubricants and waste, all used in the shops of the company.

(26)

{27) Horse Accoiinl.—Wages men taking care of horses, hay, grain,
bedding, brooms, horse shoeing and material for same, repairs,
harness, etc.

Note: This item. No. 27, to be equitably distributed between
items Nos. 10, 19, 20, 22 under Operating and Repairing Accounts,
and items Nos. 32, 33 under Construction Account.

CONSTRUCTION EXPEN.SE,S.

{28) Superintendence and Organization Expenses.—Salaries of
superintendent of construction, assistants, wages of clerks and
others employed in the office of this department; expenses of
office furniture, fuel, lighting, sujtplies for the office, miscel-
laneous and personal expense of superintendent and assistants
while on business, stationery and printing for this department;
also all expense of organization not coming under the fol-

lowing heads:

{2g) Engineering.—Wages and expenses of engineers, draughts-
men and helpers on preliminary or construction work.

(so) Lazv Expenses.—Includes all expenses necessar}' for legal serv-
ices employed for construction only.

(j/) Right of Way.—Salaries and expense of right of way agent
and as.sistants, together with payments of rights of way, ease-
ments, franchises and pole rights.

(j?) '/'lack and Roadway Construction

.

—Includes expense of grad-
ing, surfacing, ballasting, ditching and paving, cost of rails,

rail chairs, ties and stringers, tie rods, joint fa,stenings, track
spikes, frogs and switches, su]jplementary wire, tie wires,

channel pins, mil Ijonds, solder and miscellaneous track mate-
rial, also cost of distributing and laying same, with the supple-
mentary wire and its connections.

(jj) Overhead and Underground Cotistructio?t.—Cost of poles and
setting, putting up trolley wires, feed and guard wires, includ-
ing cost of wire and all devices necessary for overhead con-
struction; also all necessary construction for underground work.

(3 /.) Huilding Construction

.

—Cost of buildings, car houses, stations,

offices, storehouses, power house, repair shops, wharves, coal

sheds, etc.; also furniture and fixtures for the same and real

estate required for this purpose.

l^oiver Station Equipment.—Cost of steam plant, engines,
boilers, pumps, pi])ing, shafting and belting, dynamos, switch-
board equipment, together with installation of the same.

Cai Equipment.—Cost of cars built or purchased, including
cost of trucks, wheels, motors, upholstering, painting, lettering,

varnishing, etc.

(jj) Tools and Machinery.—Cost of tools and machinery for repair

shops, car houses, etc., and expense of setting and placing in

running order.

(jS) Snore Plows and Sweepers.—Cost of snow plows and sweepers
built and purchased, including electrical equipment for the
same, etc.

Recent Extensions in Chicago.

The Chicago City Railway Company has added largely

to it.s electric mileage thi.s .sea.son by the building of new
lines and extension.s. A large amount of track lia.s been
relaid mostly with sixty foot rail. The Falk cast weld
joint has been put in on nearly the whole system. The
company is erecting a new power station at Forty-ninth

Street and Oakley Avenue which will be from 8000 to

10,000 h. p. capacit}', and in a measure a duplicate of its

Fifty-second Street plant. The company has purchased a

number of cars this .season and has lately ordered several

more.
The new Union elevated loop is about completed. The

Southern side of the loop has been delayed owing to liti-

gation, btit the foundations for the structure are now being
ptit in on Van Btiren Street and work will probably be
continued now tmtil completion. Work is progressing on
the power station which will be of 5000 or more horse

power.
The South Chicago City Railway Company has built a

new^ loop extending on Sixty-fourth Street and Stony Is-

land Avenue to Sixty-third Street and Madison Avenue,
and has added a new itnit of 500 k. w. capacity to its power
station. The company is also getting .some new cars from
the Pullman Company. These cars will be single trtick,

btit cross seated and of the new Pullman convertible type.

This road and the Hammond, Whiting & East Chicago
Electric Railway are now controlled and operated by the

.same parties. The latter company has built during the

5' ear about nine miles mostly with eighty pound Trail; has

overhatiled its entire line and in connection with the South
Chicago City Railway Company gives thorough car service

from Sixty-third Street south to Whiting, 1 1 % miles, and
from Sixty-third Street to Hammond, fourteen miles. Con-
nection is made at Sixty-third Street and Madison Avenue
with the Illinois Central, " Alley L " and Chicago City

Railway for downtown. This company has ptirchased a

large nttniber of new cars this season and is abotit placing

an order with the PttUman Company for several more
which will be of the new convertible type.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway Company has

constructed dtiring 1896 abotit ten miles of double track,

using eighty-three pound Johnson sixty foot rails: This

gives us up to date between eighty and eighty-five miles

of track and the companj' has something like fifteen miles

under its ordinance to build next year.

The company has purchased during the year 105 car

bodies, twenty-three electric equipments, and has installed

a 1200 h. p. Buckeye engine, which is doing first-class

work. The traffic receipts have been largely in excess of

last year.
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Piece Work in Repair Shops.

C. F. Uebelacker.

Some time ago the writer was brought face to face

with the fact that the shop faciUties with which he was
attempting to handle tlie maintenance of equipment for

his company were entirel}^ inadequate. The amount of

equipment and the mileage was continually on the increase

and there was no prospect of an immediate increase in the

size of the shop.

The problem before him was to make the necessary

repairs on upwards of six hundred cars in a shop where the

pit room would acconnuodate sixteen cars at a time, and
in addition to making the regular running repairs, to carrj'

on a very considerable equipment business.

The fir.st step, of course, was to improve the facilities

for handling the various parts with an eye to expediting

the work. This effort was however very poorly seconded

by the workmen. They seemed to consider each innova-

tion as simply a scheme to lay off men and consequently

were very loath to find an}' virtue in improved ma-
chinery.

Previous experience showed that the amount of work
turned out could not economically be increased by increas-

ing the shop force, and yet the progress made was barely

sufficient to keep down the running repairs and allowed no
margin or reserve force to take care of emergencies.

ITnder the.se conditions it was determined to make an en-

tirelv new departure; in other words, to pay for repair

work in proportion to the amount done by each man
rather than in proportion to the time spent on the work,

or to put it plainly, to adopt a piece work .system.

There were .several reasons which seemed to point to

the advisability of such an experiment. Fir.st and fore-

most, it would excite the self interest of the men; it would
encourage those who were capable to exert themselves to

turn out the maximum pos.sible amount of work; it would
quickly point out those who for any reason were incapable;

it seemed only fair that a man should earn in proportion

to what he accomplished rather than be paid a certain

fixed rate irrespecti\'e of whether his work was better or

worse than that of his next neighbor engaged in a simi-

lar employment.
The men doing repair work were obliged to work in

crews. Where it was to the interest of each man to make
the amount of work turned out by the crew a maxinunn,
the men would work more in unison, there would be le.ss

discussion as to whether A should hold a monkey wrench,

while 1) held a crowbar and put forth more actual exertion.

The men in each crew would quickly recognize that the lead-

er's instructions must be carried out without comment and
without di.scussion in order to save time. The piece work
system would make it to the advantage of the men to dis-

cover and repair all the trouble possible, inasmuch as they

would be paid in proportion to the niunber of operations

they performed. In other words, thej' would inspect more
closely and more sharply.

The final consideration which presented itself and
which is probably the most important of all was that the

spurt made by men on piece work would in turn influence

the day workers with whom they came in contact, and
that the whole pace of work in the shop would be acceler-

ated by the example set by the piece workers.

Having finally decided to adopt the piece work plan,

the next question was to work up the price list. As said

before, the character of the pit work renders it necessarj'

that at least two and .sometimes three men .should assist one
another, consequently it was decided to pay the men en-

gaged upon this class of work by the crew of three indiv-

iduals, as.signing to each man from the total amount earned
an amoimt proportional to his rating on day work.

The problem then arose of working up a price list for

work, which in the nature of things would never twice in

succession involve exactly the same amount of labor. The
records of day work cost were looked up, and carefully

checked against each other wherever an individual opera-

tion such as the removal of a pair of wheels or an arma-
ture could be sej^arated from the rest of the work. It was
found that despite the variation due to rust, dirt, etc., a

very uniform price could be deduced, which al.so corre-

sponded to that which seemed suitable from experience.

By taking different operations of this kind which in-

volved the same minor operations, such as the removal of

bolts, etc., in different proportions, there were finally pro-

duced a set of basic prices for operation, which, put to-

gether would con.stitute the various jobs to be done. For
instance, the removal of a pair of wheels from a certain

class of truck involved the removal of the brake beam,
brake rod, journal .straps and the jacking up of the car at

one end, al.so the removal of the bolts securing the axle

caps on the motor. Thus this would figure up to the re-

moval of a certain number of bolts and a certain number
of cotter pins and the jacking up of the car, and the price

for this operation was set in proportion. In some cases,

as, for instance, the replacing of field coils, an additional al-

lowance was made for fitting. The amount of this additional

allowance was, of course, a matter entirely of experience
and judgment, and could not be figured from first princi-

ples. In most cases, however, a very good estimate could
be made of the proper price to assign an operation by sum-
ming up the basic operations of which it was composed.

A couple of weeks' work of this description finally

built up a price list, of which the following portion, com-
prising the operations on repairing motors will give a fair

idea.

PIECE WORK TRICE LIST EOR MOTOR SHOP.

Controllers.
101. General overhauling includes

Taking out and replacing drum,
Taking out and replacing wipers ( ii ),

Taking out and replacing springs ( 1
1 ),

Taking out and replacing caps.

Straightening bent cover.

Replacing worn out handles.
Blowing out and inspection of connections in controller, can-

opy-switch, fuse box and cut-out box.
102. Exchange drum.
103. Exchange reverse.

104. Exchange top (cast iron).

105. Exchange pawl (in addition to price of 102).

106. Exchange foot (in addition to price of 107).

107. Exchange back.
108. Exchange blow magnet coil.

109. Exchange and fitting broken cover.

110. Replacing and adjusting wiper.

111. Replacing and adjusting back-spring.

Armatures and Fields.

201. Replacing armature.
202. Replacing field coils (each).

203. Replacing and adjusting brush holder and brushes (included in

201 and 303 ).

204. Replacing and adjusting G. E. brush holder yoke.

205. Replacing brush spring.

206. Replacing connecting board.

207. Replacing dust pan or cover.

Inspection.

301. Inspecting wheels (each).

302. Inspecting trolley.

303. Inspection of armature clearance, blowing out and P. & B.

painting.

Bearings.

401. Replacing armature bearings.

402. Fitting bearings on exchanged armature (each).

403. Fitting axle bearings (new) (each).

404. Axle bearing wick.

Trolley.

501. Replace worn out wheel and spindle.

502. Replace worn out rope.

503. Replace pole. •

504. Straighten pole.

505. Replace base.

506. Replace canopy switch.

507. Replace canopy switch handle.

50S. Replace fuse box.

509. Replace fuse box plug.

510. Replace cut-out box.

511. Replace cut-out box plug.

512. Replace three light cluster and lamps.

513. Replace single socket and lamp.

514. Replace lamp switch and plug.
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GkaRvS and Pinions.

601. Replace pillion (arm in jjlace).

602. Replace K'^ar ( under car).

603. One-half gear case taken down and replaced (included in in-

specting No. 303).

604. Replace gear pan (whole).

605. Putting gear on axle when removing from car.

M I SC K I, IvANKOUS K I,KCTR IC

.

701. Replace motor.

702. Replace motor frame.

703. Making screw connection.

704. Making soldered connection.

705. Replacing diverter.

706. Replacing diverter spool.

707. P. & 15. cables (under car).

708. Stripping W. H, frame.

709. Assembling W. 11. frame.

710. Cleaning and painting.

711. Replacing motor with motor lift (as distinguished from same
operation (701) performed with crane).

Having finished the price list, the next step was to

work out a sy.steni for .stipervision and recording of the

work done.

In the departments where no crew work was required,

this was, of cottr.se, .simple. Here a man, in.stead of writing

down on his time card .so many hours, received from his

foreman when as.signed to a given job, a card on which
was written in ink, the price hst number of the job assigned

him, the foreman at the .same time entering the man's
name in his book against the job in question.

On the completion of the job after it was inspected and
pronounced O. K., the man returned his time card to the

foreman, who signed it, entered the amount in his time

book and rettirned the card to the workman as a voucher.

Thus if a man retained his cards he had a record of the

work which lie had done, which was a duphcate of the

time book. When, however, it came to the question of

caring for the work of the crews, the matter became more
complicated. In order to insure unity in the work, one
man in the crew was appointed its leader, and he drew^ a

proportion shghtly in- excess of that of the other two men.
The qtiestion immediately aro.se as to what to do in

case one man of the crew should drop out before the com-
pletion of a given piece of work, to fill his place. This
was gotten over by paying in such cases the men who had
worked through only a portion of a job by the hour. For
instance, sirpposing that A, B and C compo.sed a crew,

and that after four hours' work on a given job,C was taken
sick and dropped out, and his place was filled by D, who
worked three hours with A and B in order to complete the

job. From the total amount earned by the crew would be
deducted four hours day labor for C and three hours day
labor for D. This amount being credited to C and D, the

remainder would then be divided between A and B itr pro-

portion to their rates. The same method was punsued in

cases where an apprentice was a member of a crew, i. e.,

the amoirnt due him for the number of hours he worked
was deducted from the total amount earned by the crew
who were credited with the remainder in due proportion.

It was from the start evidently necessary that the as-

signing . of all work and the decision as to what work
needed to be done, must be placed in the hands of an in-

spector. Accordingl}^ it was arranged that upon the as-

signment of a car to a given crew, the inspector should

look it over and write down on the crew's time card the

numbers from the piece work price list of the different

operations which needed to be performed, at the same time
making a copy of this time card in his note book. As the

work went on, should the men composing the crew find

any additional operations neccssar}', they reported them
to the in.spector who after personal examination added them
on the crew's time card and in his note book. When the

car was completed it was turned over at once to a road in-

spector who with the crew leader made a trip of about
a mile on the road to ensure that everything worked prop-

erly when in motion. Upon his return, if he made a fa-

vorable report the crew's time card was O. K'd and pas.sed

on to their credit in the time book. If, however, his re-

port was unfavorable, the crew had to take the car back
over the pit and make such alterations as were necessary
without receiving additional compensation ; it being con-

sidered that it was part of their duty to insure the correct-

ness of all work done.

Of cour.se, there were cases when this would have
been unjust, but by adhering rigidly to the rule that no
exception should be made by any person lower in author-
ity than the foreman of car repairs, the number of these

exceptions soon became very .small, whereas the pro.spect

of having to take back and go over again a car which they
had once turned out as completed made the men very par-

ticular about the perfection of the work they did. Any
chance of carelessness in the decision of the inspector was
reduced to a minimum by .sending out with him the leader

of the crew which had turned out the work.
vSo nruch for the system which has grown up. It was

partly laid out beforehand, and it is partly the result of

experience. The prices assigned came remarkably clo.se,

very few changes being made, and such as were made were
mostly in the line of reductions.

The wages of the men were increased slightly by the

change, about ten per cent on an average. There was, of

course, at the first start off, a very strong feeling amongst
them against the introduction of this sy.stem, as it was
quite evident beforehand that, if succes.sful, it would make
a decided reduction in the force.

It was consequently put in operation with one crew
at a time in order to carefully watch its workings before
any radical change was made. In this way the change
was gradually made, and without any serious trouble. A
few men at once became careless, and worked only with a

view to piling up a big credit on the payroll and hood-
winking the inspector if possible. A few discharges and
sharp lessons corrected this tendency, and the old and
valued men were the ones who finally profited by the
change.

To come now to the results of the change, let us take,

for example, first the motor shop or pit room in which all

of the repairs to motors and trucks are made.
During the last month in which day work was the

rule, the force in this department consisted of sixty-six

men. As before remarked, there was no room to accom-
modate any more crews than were at that time working.
The men seemed to be working hard, one could see no
unnecessary delays, yet there was that lack of ambition
which is the general curse of day work. So many hours
mean so much money to the older workmen who have lost

the expectation of obtaining better positions. Even the
younger men are more or less affected by this example .set

them by their elders.

In the month just past, the force working in the shop
just spoken of had been reduced to forty-five men, and
where sixty-six men previousl}', working seven days in

the week and frequently putting in overtime, had turned
out an average of ii^^u^cars repaired per day under the
daj' work system, these forty-five men on piece work,
working five and one-half days per week had turned out

i2y*[i cars repaired per day. This, of course, shows on the
pa}' roll. Taking an average through the whole shop of

painting, woodworking, armature repairing and pit work,
about half of the total being on piece work, with the sixt}'-

six men turning out cars repaired per day, the cost

per car was $19.25 for labor, whereas with the forty-five

men turning out i2j\ cars the cost was $15.14 per car,

certainly a very desirable difference in favor of the piece

work plan.

Aside from the actttal reduction in cost, it will be seen
that the shop was turning out i2 j-^|, cars a day when
worked only to two-thirds its capacity as a structure tnider

piece work rules, while under day work, iij^cars per
day was its total economical capacit}-.

A very good example of this increase in capacity was
given on a piece of rush work in equipping which came up
during the past summer. A lot of twenty new open cars

arrived one Thursday afternoon about five o'clock, and as

they were much needed for service the following Sunday,
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a request was made to turn out as many of them as pos-

sible before that time. Saturday night at seven o'clock

saw the whole twenty of them wired, mounted on their

trucks, equipped and on the road, the ordinary repairs

having been kept up at the shop in the meantime.
The question has been frequently brought up, whether

the piece work causes the men to be more careless, and
consequently increases the number of failures on the road.

Figures would seem to prove otherwise.

During the months of May, June and July, 1895, when
the day work system was in vogue, there was on an aver-

age, one case of trouble for every 1203 car miles run,

whereas for the same months during 1896, after the piece

work sj'stem had been established, there was only one case

of trouble for every 1380 car miles run, certainly an im-
provement over the preceding year.

Probably the most noted change in costs and capacity

was in the paint shop where the number of cars turned out

every week rose from three and one-half or four on day
work to six and seven on piece work, while the force was
cut from twenty-five men to eighteen, and the co.st of labor

per car from a little over $60 to about $40.
These figures speak for them.selves. There can be no

question but what the men will do more work when they
know that they are paid in proportion to the amount of

work they do. Piece work at the .same time furnishes an
incentive for the good man to do his best and for the lazy

man not to loaf. Any soldiering is considered rather a sub-

ject for ridicule amongst the men than an indication of

superior shrewdness as is frequently the case on the day
work plan.

While it is not practicable to introduce piece work
into every branch, the example of dilligence set for the

day workers by the piece workers has a marked effect on
the amount of work turned out by them. It is also very
noticeable that when a man wlio has been working on
piece work is temporarily put on day work, the habits of

activity which he has formed stay with him, and his work
goes along with the same rush and vim as before.

Oppo.sed to these advantages are the increased diffi-

culty and labor in keeping time, and the increased in.spec-

tion necessary. That the.se disadvantages are more than
offset by the advantages, the figures above quoted plainly

show.

Repair Shops of the Kochcster (N. Y.) Railway
Company.

New repair shops have recenth' been put in operation

by the Rochester Railway' Company. Tliey are located

close to the main office and car house of the company,
near the center of the city, so that economy of floor space

was an important consideration in their design. They
occupy a ground space of 67 ft. 4 ins. X 190 ft. and extend
from State Street to Otsego Street. The building, which
is two stories in height, is of brick. The lower floor is

divided into three departments, extending the entire width
of the building: the carpenter shop, 60 ft. deep; the paint

shop, 90 ft. deep, and the machine shop on Otsego Street,

40 ft. deep. The first two are .separated only by sliding

doors, and tracks lead in from switches in State Street so

that cars can be brought in to any point in the carpenter
or paint shops. As will be seen, all three rooms are lighted

from the roof, the paint shop being entirely open to the

roof skylights.

A handy method of bending panels is employed in the

carpenter department. As illustrated in Fig. 3, a .sheet

iron shaper, bent to the form of the lower concave panel
of a car, is attached to the wall and so arranged that it

can be kept heated by gas. Another gas jet keeps the
glue hot. The floor is of brick, keeping it cool in summer
and warm in winter. The sawdust and shavings are taken
up from this room by an air blast in the corner and are

stored in a compartment near the lumber room from which
they can be easily removed.

The third department, or machine shop, in the rear is

equipped with the usual tools used in street railway repair

shops. The company makes most of its overhead line

parts and a large number of its other supplies, including
connnntators. Drop forged sections are used mostly, but
cold drawn are considered more desirable. The commu-
tator segments are first assembled in a ring, which is

.screwed up cold. The ring is then placed in a baking oven
where it is left for some time and then removed. The
.shellac in the mica .softens under the influence of the heat,

and when the ring is removed it can be again screwed up.
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After it has cooled off and contracted it is screwed up
again. The conmiutator is then placed in a lathe and
dressed up.

Tracks lead from the paint shop into the machine
shop. The transportation of armatures and other heavy
equipment parts is done on trucks, pushed either by hand
or drawn by horse power. These trucks run to all parts

of the machine shop floor or on to an elevator by which
they can be hoisted to the second floor where the armature
repair .shop is located. The truck for hauling armatures
by horse power holds twelve armatures.

Adjoining the machine .shop is the blacksmith's shop
with three forges, steam hammer and babbitt furnaces.

The exhaust fan for the forges takes air from near the

ceiling so as to remove the smoke and give better ventila-

tion to the room.
The armature repair shop, which is directly over the

machine shop, is equipped with a traveling railway extend-

FIG. 3.—PANEL FORMER.

ing all around the room so that no handling of the arma-

tures is required from the time they are taken from the car

until they are replaced upon it. A runway extends from

this machine shop to the ma.ster mechanic's office, passing

over the paint shop. The master mechanic's office opens

on one side to the stairs and on the other to the mechanical

drafting room, which in turn opens into the lumber room.

The latter, which is in charge of the storekeeper, has only

one entrance. It was formerly used for other purposes

and had .several windows, but these have been bricked up,

with the result that the company saves $6000 annually in

insurance preniivxms.

The tracks of the St. Louis & Suburban Railway
Company, between the downtown terminus. Sixth and

Locust streets, and Sarah Street, have been put in first

class condition. All the joints have been cast welded, and

the old crossings and curves replaced with new ones.
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Railway Matters in Hungary. A Solution to Mr. Mahoney's Piping Problem.

Hungarian Railway Traffic Company,
Budapest, Hungary, Sept. 25, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

In the midst of the general movement which is now
taking place in all the countries of Western Europe toward
the development of railway systems, it will not be without

interest to cast a glance at the present situation in Hun-
gary.

The total number of miles of track built in the empire
of Austria-Hungary in 1894 amounted to 29568 km.
(18,333 miles) of which 44.7 percent was constructed in

Hungary. In 18^4, the Hungarian railroad system had a

length of 13,142 km. (8148 miles) an increase over the

preceding year of 4.3 per cent against 6.5 percent in

1895, when 866.8 km. were opened to traffic.

According to the olBcial report of 1894, the ownership
and administration of these roads can be divided as follows:

Per cent of

whole.
Under State
administra-

tion.

Investment
per mile.

State ownership ....
Private ownership . . .

Light railways

54-7
10

35-3

loo;^

81. 5?
76 %

140,896.00

42, 1 89. 20

12,900.00

GREENVILLE LIGHT & CAR COMPANY.

Greenville, Mlss., Sept. 12, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
Referring to Mr. Mahoney's article in your June i,ssue,

I will give as a reason for the vibration of his steam pipe,

what is generally termed " Bucking." Now if I under-
stand him, he had all of his boilers going except No. 2.

While I would suppose he has a valve on this No. 2 boiler

next to dome, yet his diagram does not show it. How-
ever, we will suppo.se it has and that it is closed (the

boiler being out of service).

Now this six inch pipe which connects Nos. i and 2

boilers is out of service, so to speak, and it becomes a sort

of receiving tank, for the steam naturally backs up into

this pipe and condenses, and it is the action of this steam
agaiiLst the water in this pipe which causes the vibration.

Now if Mr. Mahoney, instead of closing the angle
valve, will just partially open this valve next to dome on
No, 2 boiler, the pressure of steam will drive that water
into the boiler. Then he can close the valve again, and hi

trouble will be at an end. With this .system of piping he
is liable to have the same trouble on No. 4 boiler.

I do not like this system of piping, for if there is any-
thing like a load on the engines there w'ill be considerable

vibration, unless the pipes are well braced, because when
The entire passenger traffic was

2,028,891,744 persons, the total

freight carried was 40,789,754 tons.

The rolling stock consisted of 2106
locomotives, 4297 passenger cars

and 49,038 freight cars, represent-

ing an investment of $59,286,159.-
60. The capital invested in the

whole railway net amounts to $415,

-

143,262.40. The average annual
return on this investment was 3.6

per cent. According to the latest

statistics the total length of the

lines in Hungary average

46 miles per 100,000 inhabitants and
6.5 " " 100 sq. miles of territory.

The pos.sibilities of the profit-

able construction of additional

trunk lines being small, investment
is seeking for a possible field in

light or " secondary" railways.

During the last year not less than
150 different concessions for such
roads were granted, comprising 3800 miles of track.

As our railroad law (1888, IV) contained several clauses

prejudicial to the extension of private enterprises in this

field, we attach great importance to the declaration made
by Mr. Daniel, our Minister of Commerce, that the Gov-
ernment intends to change the present law in a radical way
after the members of our Board of Trade have finished their

investigations in this matter. We expect that the early

future will open well as regards railway building, if the

question, as to what the light railway bill now contains,

will be satisfactorily' settled by the Legislature during the

coming session. Yours truly,

Rudolf Mocsary, Secy.

The sand car of the Third Avenue Railroad Company
of New York, a description of which was published in a

recent issue, is being employed regularly by the company
and is giving excellent results. The car possesses a num-
ber of novel features.

P/an of both line.5.

^5

the ports are open and the engine is taking steam the
steam is, of course, traveling at a high rate of speed toward
the engine. Then when the cut-off takes place, this speed
is suddenly checked. This must cause a shock to be felt

on the steam pipe because this system of piping leaves no
means for the shock to distribute itself. It simply goes in

one direction. Yours truly,

Jno. B. Mullen.

Removing Sand on Track.

New York, Nov. 2, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

The writer recently rode .some little distance into the
country on one of the suburban trolley lines near this

city. Before leaving the town the car was completely
stalled upon a bad ground due to sand on the track. This
did not occur again, but it very nearly did so several

times. Between wheel and rail arcs were incessant
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aud very dazzling. An obviously essential condition of

electric railway practice is continuous, solid and clean con-

tact of current collectors of both trolley and bearing wheels.

Here was a flagrant violation of a fundamental principle.

This necessarily causes rapid depreciation of track and
rolling stock. As a bad circuit will spark a commutator
more easily by aggravating causes which will be almost
negligible with a good circuit, such will quickly depre-
ciate dynamos and motors also. Again the troublesome
fluctuations of load in traction work, which also increase

depreciation, are seriously aggravated by this constant

make and break of circuit. But that is not all, for every
arc, which is instantly followed by a closure of the circuit,

makes a momentary electric weld which extra energy is

required to break.

By means of a brush in front of the wheel and a small

sprinkler in front or behind the brush, the track can be
kept clean, and the wheel can make the proper electric

contact with the rail. As the cost is nominal, it is strange

that more companies operating over dusty roads do not

employ these devices. Yours truly,

James H. Bates, M. E.

Power House Records at Rochester, N. Y.

The accompanying tables, I and II, show the expenses
and output of the power station of the Rochester Railway
Company during the months of May, June, July and
August, 1896. As will be seen, the record is a good one.

Tabi^e I.

Power House Expenses of Rochester Railway Company for May-
Augnst, 1896.

Dynamos
Engines
Oil and Waste,
Water
Light
Coal
General Exp..

Total

May.

Mat'l I^abor

5 95.42
760.65
246.69

339.00
79.00

3250.00

S4770.70

284.25

2049. 24

$2381.71

June.

Mat'l Labor

I 145.99
318.65
283.10

27.67
75.00

3298.81

$4149.22

26.51

211.97

1977.03

$2215.51

July.

Mat'l Labor

f 13.22

118.45
228.30

141.53
77.50

3347.81

$3926.81

206.57

2079.37

$2290.74

Mat'l Labor

5 62.12

315-"
354.91
146.21

77-50

3242.53

1.40

191. 82

2076.31

52269.53

crating plant consists of Babcock & Wilcox boilers. River
water is used for feedwater, and before being pumped into

the boilers is passed through a Hoppes feed water heater
and purifier. The price paid for coal, delivered, is $2.35
per ton of 2000 lbs.

Table III shows the watthours consumed in operating
cars on the Rochester Railway and Rochester & Ironde-

Table III.

Watt Hours in Operating Cars on Rochester Railway and on Roch-
ester & Irondequoit Railway, between 6 and 7 a. m. and 6

and 7 P. M., Sept. 1-7, 1896.

Sept. I

Day.

Tues.
Wed.

Thurs.
Fri.

Sat.
Sun.
Mon.

Cars Out.

Motor Trailer

100

100

100
100

Kilo-
watt.
Mrs.

735
650

625
670

635
20

565

Cars Out.

Motor Trailer

107

104
110

123
122

132

3
17

29

Kilo-
watt
Hrs.

885

705

935

1085
1020

1135

Condition
of

Weather.

Fair

Cloudy and
windy
F'air

Rained all

day
Fair

Tem-
pera-
ture.

63°
74°

65°
61°

61°
66°

69°

Labor Day

quoit Railway, between 6 and 7 A. m. and 6 and 7 p. m.
during the first seven days of September. The cars of the
latter company are running about half the time from a
separate power station belonging to the company, so in

the table given allowance has been made for this circum-
stance.

Motor Wheel Lift.

The method employed by the Metropolitan Railroad
Company, of Washington, D. C, of removing wheels from
cars is illustrated herewith. At a point in the middle of

one of the pits is located a screw revolving in a socket,

set in the bottom of the pit. The screw is turned by a

SUMMARY.

Material $4770.76 $4149.22 $3926.81 $4198.38
Labor 2381.71 2215.51 2290.74 2269.53
Interest 650.00 650.00 650.00 650.00
Insurance 75.00 120.00 75.00 75.00

Grand Total $7877.47 $7134.73 $6942.55 $7192.91

Table IT.

Power House Records of Rochester Railway Company for May-
August, 1896.

May. June. July. August.

Total E. H. P. hours
Average per day
Cost per motor car mile
Cost per car mile
Cost per E. H. P. hour
Cost for fuel per E. H. P. hour...

Cost for labor perE.H.P. hour.*

611.963

19.740
1.86

1.82

1.28

•53

334

594.376
19.812
1.72

1.65
1.20

555
332

634.983
20.483

1.59

1.47

1.09

-527

327

613-532
19.791
1.78

1.69

.1.17
.528

.338

* Independent of repairs.

especially so from the fact that the power station was built

several years ago, and does not contain any improve-
ments introduced since that time. Short belted gener-

ators, fifteen in number, are used exclusively. The en-

gine equipment consists of one 500 h. p. and two 350 h. p.

McInto.sh & Seymour engines and three 350 h. p. and
three iSo h. p. Ball compound condensing engines. The
kilowatts are measured by wattmeters. The steam gen-

MOTOR WHEEL LIFT.

hand wheel and at its end is swiveled a two arm bracket

suitable for receiving the axle.

The car is then run over the pit until the axle to be
removed is directly over this device. It is then jacked up.

By means of the wheel the bracket is then raised until the

axle rests in the bracket and the wheel is lifted clear of the

track. The axle is then turned at right angles to its

former position and parallel with the rails, when it is low-

ered to the bottom of the pit.
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Instances of the Law of Negligence Applied to
Cable iind Trolley Lines.

The books are full of cases which hold that there is a

duty devolving upon one who attempts to cross a steam

railway track to look and listen, and that that duty, does

not apply to one who crosses a street or a horse railroad

track. Since the introduction of the cable and tlie trolley

the question as to whether cars operated without horses in

the street were to have applied to them the rule applicable

to steam railroads or the rule applicable to horse railways

has been involved in some doubt, but the tendency of the

deci.sions is indicated by one of the cases which appear in

our notes of cases infra. {Smith v. R. R. Co., ^6 Pac. R.

1^6.) There the Supreme Court of Oregon, after admit-

ting that there is a conflict of authority, announce that the

doctrine which '

' seems to be supported by authority and
" reason, at least with reference to electric and cable rail-

" ways, is that it is presumptive negligence on the part of
" a pedestrian to attempt to cross a track without looking

or listening.
'

' We refer our readers also to a recent case

in New York, where other cases are reviewed, and where
the same tendency is shown. ( Tlionipson v. R. R. 145
N. Y. 196.)

Another case dealing with an incident of the use of

the trolley is reported in our notes, infra. (Clarke v. R.
R. Co. 4.1 N. Y. Supp. yS) and is at once novel and inter-

esting. The facts proved hy the plaintiff, upon which his

complaint was dismissed at the trial, were that the defend-

ant operated its cars by a current passing over the trolley

wire and through the motor of the car to the wheels and
the rail, and that the plaintiff, an expressman, drove his

horse across the track, and as the horse's foot hit the rail,

the horse fell upon the track and died a few minutes after.

The plaintiff seizing the horse's collar received a shock,

which distorted his hands and produced in them a sensation

of numbness that lasted several weeks. Evidence was
also introduced as to the value of the horse.

The appellate court, held against the contention of

the defendant, who sought to sustain the dismissal and or-

dered a new trial. The defendant claimed that no negli-

gence was proved on the part of the railroad company,
since the expert evidence amply warranted the inference

that some suppositious third parties, e.g.
,
persons engaged

in the stringing of telegraph, telephone or electric light

wires, might have caused the accident,which could not have
occurred unless some of the current had escaped from the

trolley wire, either through imperfect insulation or

through the possible carelessness of such third persons.

The appellate court, however, citing the leading English
case (Byrne V. Boadle, 2 Hurl and C 722), where Chief

Baron Pollock says: "It is the duty of persons who keep
'

' barrels in a warehouse to take care that they do not roll

" out," held that the plaintiff had proved prima facie neg-

ligence on the part of the railroad compan}^ which it was
at liberty to rebut, but unless it showed how their current

escaped and that it was not through the negligence

of the companj^, it must be held liable.

-^^-Kl I
»

Patent for Street Car Fenders Sustained.

In a case recently decided by Wheeler, J., in the

United States Circuit Court for the Eastern District of New
York, a very broad patent is sustained, which is of im-

portance to street car companies operating trolley and cable

*Communieatioiis relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 32 Nassau Street, New York.

roads, {fohnson v. R. R. Co., 75 Fed. 668.) The patent
was i-ssued in 1891, and describes " an improved life guard
" in the form of a platform projecting from the ends of the
" car, over the track, and on which a person may fall and
"be carried along without injury until the car can be
" stopped." The court holds that, while the contrivance
"is so simple as to seem to have been almost obvious,
" without invention, to any one familiar with the subject,"
yet that "the want of such a thing so long, and these
" patents, show that it had to be .sought out with more or
less mechanical skill." The patents referred to are others
which the court thinks are far more complicated than the
one in suit, having to be set in motion by the hitting of the
person by them, and none of them having the " simple,
"projecting, horizontal platform, upon which a person is
" likely to fall, be carried and .saved."

The claims of the patent are somewhat inartistically

drawn, are only two in number, and are as follows :

" [i]. The combination, in a street car, of a life guard, consist-
ing of a substantially U-shaped frame and a wire screen stretched
across the frame from side to side, substantially as set forth.

[2]. The combination, in a street car, of a life guard, consisting of a
substantially U-shaped frame, a cross bar secured thereto, and a
wire screen stretched across the space formed between the frame
and cross bar, substantially as set forth.

The court finds some difficulty with the words " wire
screen '

' which arises from the fact that the railroad com-
pany, which was sued for infringement in the action, did
not use a wire screen, but one made of flat .sheets of iron,

but the learned judge conies, finally, to the conclusion,
although, apparently, with .some hesitation, that, although
the wire screen is expres.sly mentioned in both claims, yet
none of the cases seem to compel him to hold that the claims
are not infringed '

' by any screen in that place but one
" made literally of wire," since the device used b}' the de-

fendants and that described in the patent " are practically
" the same, for the purpo.se required."

PATENTS.
United States Circuit Court.—The conception of a life

guard for street cars, consisting of a simple skeleton platform, or
yielding material, projecting in front of the car, as near as practi-
cable to the ground, and upon which a person may fall and be car-
ried along without injury until the car stops, held, notwithstanding
its simplicity and apparent obviousness, to involve patentable in-
vention, in view of the complicated devices which preceded it, and
he~length of time such a device was needed before it was forthcom-
tng. (Loom Co. v. Higgins, 105 U. S. 508, followed.

)

Same—Limitation of Claims—Infringement.
The express mention, in a patent for a street car life guard, of a

"wire" screen stretched upon the frame of the guard, held not to
limit the patent to a screen made literally of wire, and that a screen
of iron slats was an infringement.
Same—Street Car Life Guards.

The Johnson patent, No. 454,214, for a life guard for electric
and cable cars, construed, and held valid and infringed.—(Johnson
V. Brooklyn Heights R. Co., 75 Fed. Rep. 668.

)

LEGAL TENDER FARE, EJECTION.

GEOrgi.\.—A genuine silver coin of the LTnited States, distin-
guishable as such, though somewhat rare, and differing in appear-
ance from other coins of this government, of like denomination and
of later dates, is nevertheless a legal tender for car fare, and a pas-
senger ejected for refusal to make payment otherwise than bj^ ten-
dering such a coin is entitled to an action for damages. See Rail-
road Co. V. Morgan, 18 Atl. 904, 52 N. J. Law, 60.

That the conductor declined to receive a coin of this character
because he, in good faith, believed it was a counterfeit, will not re-

lieve the railroad company from liability.

There being evidence tending to show that in ejecting the pas-
senger the conductor used to him insulting language, and was
" very impolite and gruff," the court was not unwarranted in
charging the jury upon the law of vindictive damages.—(Atlanta
Con. St. Ry. Co. v. Keeny, 25 S. E. Rep. 629.

)
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CHARTERS, FRANCHISES, POWERS, ETC.

Colorado.—Street railway companies own two lots in a city

block, which front on the streets on opposite sides of the block, and
are separated at the rear by an alley extending across the block at

right angles to them. By an ordinance the companies were granted
permission to build and operate double tracks through the block,

over their lots and the streets bounding the block, so as to form a

loop for the lines Held, that the owner of a lot and hotel adjoining
one of the companies' lots cannot maintain an action to enjoin the
companies from constructing the tracks, on the ground that they
will create an obstruction of his right of ingress to and egress from
his hotel by way of the alley, street, and sidewalk crossed by such
tracks, his remedy at law being adequate.—(Haskell v. Denver
Tramway Co., 46 Pac. Rep. 122.)

Pennsyi^vania.—Act Maj' 14, 1889 (P. L. 211) i, 4, provide
that the articles of association of a street railway company shall

state the streets upon which the railway is to be constructed, and
that the act of such company authorizing anj' extension or branch
shall name the streets on which the same is to be laid. Section 18

authorizes said companies " to cross at grade, diagonally or trans-

versely, any railroad operated by steam or otherwise." Held, that
a street railway chartered under this act has no right to construct
and operate its road across the lines of a steam railroad company,
without the latter's consent, at a point where the steam railroad is

not crossed by a street or highway.

A steam railroad company has such a substantial property inter-

est in its right of waj-, as well as in land which it holds in fee, as to

entitle it to an injunction against a street railway company which
threatens to span such property with a viaduct for the transporta-
tion of electric cars over complainant's tracks without authority.

—

(N. C. Ry. Co. V. H. & M. El. Ry. 35 At. Rep. 624.

)

Pennsylvania.—Const, art. 16, ^ 7, provides that "no corpora-
tion " shall issue stock except for money, etc., actually received,
and that fictitious increase of stock shall be void. Act 1887, No. 44,
entitled "An act to enforce section 7 of article 16 of the constitu-

tion, against railroad corporations," provides that no "railway cor-

poration " shall issue stock for less than its par value, which shall

be actually paid in cash. Held, that street railway companies were
included in the statutory prohibition.

Under Act 18S7, No. 44, ? 4 (providing that on complaint of

any stockholder of any railroad corporation, or of two reputable citi-

zens, it shall be the duty of the attorney general to institute proceed-
ings to enforce the act which prohibits the issuance of stock by rail-

road corporations for less than its par value paid in cash), the
attorney general has no discretion, where the complaintants show
a prima facie case, to refuse to institute proceedings.—(Cheetham v.

McCormick 35 At. Rep., 632.

United States Circuit Court.—After the consent of owners of
property abutting on a street to the construction of an electric railway
on the street had been obtained, it appeared that a part of such proposed
street, distant from both ends of the railway, had never been dedi-
cated or laid out as a street. Hrld, that there was no consent to the
construction of the line on those parts of the supposed street which
had been properly laid out and dedicated.

In Illinois a city has no power to give to a street railway the use
of a street, unless a majority of the frontage of abutting owners con-
sent thereto.

The fact that the cit}' council has passed an ordinance permit-
ting such use does not preclude inquiry as to whether the signatures
to the consent were genuine.

An abutting owner may restrain by injunction the use of a street

by an electric railway company under an ordinance which was in-
valid because passed without tlie consent of the abutting owners.

—

(Beesonv. City of Chicago, 75 Fed. Rep. 880.)

New York.—The Common Council of New York City, by
resolution, authorized defendant to lay a railroad track on certain
streets, and required it keep in repair the space between the tracks.
A subsequent resolution authorized defendant to extend its road
along certain other .streets, but did not state that the extension
was on the terms as were contained in the first resolution, nor did
it make any provision as to keeping the space between the tracks
in repair. Held, that defendant was not required to keep in repair
the space between the tracks, as extended.

Nor did another resolution adopted at the same time as such
subsequent resolution, providing that another railroad company, on
paying to defendant one-half of the cost of a certain portion of its

track, and of keeping it in repair, from time to time thereafter, and
also half of the cost of the repairs, from time to time, of the exten-
sion, should have the right to use the track and run its cars thereon,
show an intention that defendant should repair the streets between
its tracks on the extension of its road.—(City of New York v.

Eighth Ave R. Co. 39 N. Y., Supp. 959.)

Ohio.—An agreement to substitute electricity for horses as a
motive power on a street railway, since it gives the public benefit in
the shape of rapid transit, is a consideration sufficient to support a
contract increasing the rate of fare.— ( City of Cincinnati v. Cincin-
nati St. Ry. Co., 2 Ohio N. P. 298.

Ohio.—A street railroad company is not entitled to an injunc-
tion to prevent the operation of another company's cars over tracks
in the street in which it has a right of use, unless plaintiff was not
a party to the appropriation proceedings, and has a real interest in
the tracks.

A street railroad company will not be enjoined from crossing
the tracks of another street railway.— (Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. v..

Toledo Electric St. Ry. Co., 11 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 664.

New York.—Laws 1890, c. 565, \ 92 as amended by Laws 1892,
c. 676. which provides that public notice shall be given of the time
and place when an application for consent of the local authorities to
the construction of a street railway will be considered, by failing to

provide when and how the hearing shall be had, leaves that matter
in the discretion of the board.

Laws 1S96, c. 565, ? 92, as amended by Laws 1892, c. 676, pro-
vide that, where application is made to the local authorities for

consent to build a street railroad, such authorities shall publish
notice thereof daily, if in a city, for at least fourteen days, in two of
its daily newspapers, and if in a village or town, for at least fourteen
days, in a newspaper published therein, if any there shall be, and, if

none, then daily in two daily newspapers, if there be two—if not, one
—published in the city nearest such village or town. Held, that
the statute does not require daily publication of the notice in the
village or town where no daily paper is published, but publication
for the prescribed length of time in a weekly paper in the village

where no daily paper is published is sufficient.—(Secor v. Board of
Trustees of Village of Pelham Manor, 39 N. Y. vSupp. 993.

)

Pennsylvania.—The consent of the borough, if necessary to
enable a street railway company to change from horse power to an
electric trolley system, will be presumed from the acquiescence of
the borough in such change for five years, so far as to preclude an
individual, in a suit against the company for personal injuries, from
claiming that the maintenance of such system is negligence />^r 5^.

Though the right of a street railway company, even to that part
of the street occupied by its rails, is only in common with that of
other travelers, its right to use an ordinary' and usual appliance
upon the track to repair the overhead wire is, for a reasonable time,
paramount.—(Potter v. Scranton Tr. Co., 35 At. Rep. 188.)

New York.—Under Const. 1895, art. 3, \ 18, providing that
where property owners refuse to consent to the construction of a
street railroad in the street on which the premises abut, the court
may appoint commissioners to determine whether the railroad

ought to be constructed, "and their determination, confirmed by
the court, may be taken in lieu of the consent of the property
owners," the only action that the court can take is to confirm a
report in favor of the construction of the road, and it has no power
to set aside an unfavorable report, or to review the determination of

the commissioners.— (/;/ re East River Bridge Co., 38 N, E. 283, 143
N. Y. 249, distinguished. In re Nassau El. R. Co., 4 N. Y. Supp.
334-)

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE.
Wisconsin.-—In an action for personal injuries due to the col-

lision of an electric car with a sleigh in which plaintiff was riding,

it appeared that the horses became frightened at the noise made by
the car while it was yet some distance away. As the car approached,
the motorman saw that the horses were frightened, and turned off

the current, and appUed the brake. The horses backed towards the
sidewalk, throwing the rear end of the sleigh upon the track, where
it was struck by the car, which could not be brought to a stop quick
enough to avoid it. The car, when first seen, was about 175 ft.

away, and when the brakes were applied it was about eighty feet

away. Held, that the facts did not justify an inference that the
motorman was negligent.—(Eastwood v. La Crosse City Ry. Co.,

68 N. W. Rep. 651.)

Indiana.—A street railway company is not liable to a passen-

ger injured by a fall when alighting, it being caused by the pushing
and jostling of passengers, and by a passenger stepping on her
dress, and the conductor being at the time on the ground, lifting

said passenger's child from the car.—(Furgason v. Citizens' St. R.
Co., 44 N. E. Rep. 936.

)

Illinois.—In an action by a gripman on a cable car for injuries

received, it appeared that after he had discovered that a slide bar
under the grip car had fallen down he notified a " starter " of the

fact, and that such starter ordered a wrecking crew to repair the

detect, and ordered plaintiff to proceed with the car. Plaintiff was
struck in the head by the handle of a brake which was set in motion
hy a second falling of such slide bar. It appeared that the starter

had authorit}' to start and stop all cable trains, and had authority to

keep them at a certain distance apart, and that the gripman and
other employes on such trains were in the habit of obeying him.
Held, that he had apparent authority to order plaintiff to go on
with the defective car, and that an instruction that where a servant

is injured by reason of an order improperly given by one acting for

the master, and who is clothed with apparent authority in that re-

spect, the master is liable, and that it is immaterial whether the

person making such order was known as a " foreman," or by some
other title, was not objectionable as an unwarranted extension of

the apparent authority of the starter. 57 111. App. 440, affirmed.

In such case the question whether the gripman and the starter

were fellow servants was for the jury.—(West Chicago St. R. Co.

v. Dwyer, 44 N. E. Rep. 815.

)

Illinois.—The fact that defendant's street car was suddenly
started as plaintiff, in the exercise of ordinary care and diligence,

was attempting to alight, after having signaled the conductor her

desire to do so, does not, as a matter of law, render defendant liable,

the question of negligence being for the jury.—(Chicago City Ry.
Co. v- Pinsmore, 44 N. E. Rep. 887.

)
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Oregon.—A person who, in the daytime, and in a place where
the view is unobstructed, altcnijils to cross a street railway track
immediately in front of an a])])roaching car, without looking to see

whether a car is near, and is struck and injured, is guilty of such
contributory negligence as will bar a recovery for the injuries.

When a passenger on a street car steps from the car to the street,

the relation of passenger and carrier ceases.—(Smith v. City & S.

Ry. Co., 46 Pac. Rep. 136.)

Nkw York.—A collision between plaintiff's tandem bicycle

and defendant's horse car was caused by the negligence of plaintiff,

where plaintiff, while going ak)ng the side of the track, suddenly
turned across the track a few feet in front of the approaching car.

— (Ivurie V. Met. St. Ry. Co., 40 N. Y., Supp. 1129.

)

New York.—Wherea horse, on stepping on the rail of defend-
ant's electric car track, received a fatal shock, the mere happening
of the accident is enough to raise a presumption of negligence on
the part of defendant.

The maxim of rt'S ipsa loqiiilur relates merely to negligence
prima facie, and is available without excluding all other possibilit-

ies.—(Clarke v. Nassau Electric R. Co., 41 N. Y., vSupp. 78.)

Kansas.—A street railway has not exclusive rights to the use
of its tracks and ground covered by it, and is con.structed and oper-

ated on the theory that it is not an additional burden on the high-
way, but is merely an additional use contemplated when the street

was laid out. This necessitates a liberal construction in favor of

the rights of the public, and the law is averse to concede any ex-

clusive rights to the portion of the street to railway companies, ex-

cept where the necessities of the case demand.
Where one acts erroneously through fright or excitement, in-

duced by another's negligence, or adopts a perilous alternative in

the endeavor to avoid an injury, threatened by such negligence, or

when he acts mistakenly in endeavoring to avoid an unexpected
danger, negligently caused by the defendant, he is not guilty of

contributory negligence, as a matter of law.

A personal injury from a . ingle wrongful act of negligence is an
entirety, and affords ground for only one action. In that action

recovery may be had for all damages suffered up to the time of

trial, and for all which are shown to be reasonably certain or prob-
able to be suffered in the future; and, when these are the necessary
and proximate result of the act complained of, they need not be
specially averred, but are recoverable under the general allegation

of damages.—(Edgerton v. O'Neill, 46 Pac. Rep. 206.
)

Iowa.—In an action against a street railway company for per-

sonal injuries, the fact that plaintiff was negligent in attempting to

cross detendant's track in front of a car approaching from behind,
in a collision with which plaintiff's wagon was overturned, will not
prevent a recovery for injuries received on account of defendant's
negligence in restarting the car after it had come to a full stop after

the collision, and again striking the wagon as plaintiff was attempt-
ing to extricate himself.

Where there is evidence that the car was restarted after the
collision, the question whether defendant was negligent in so doing
is for the jury.— ( McDivitt v. Des. Moines St. R. Co., 68 N. W. Rep.

595-)

Connecticut.—An electrical street railway and light company
constructed its railway in such a manner that the support and span
wires, which passed over the trolley wire, might become dangerous
by contact with the trolley wire, unless properly insulated. Plaint-

iff, a lineman of the company, received an electric shock from tak-

ing hold of a support wire, due to the fact that a span wire, which
was not insulated, had come in contact with the trolley wire. Held,
that a finding that the company was guilty of negligence rendering
it liable for the injuries received by plaintiff was proper.

An electrical railway company, operating its cars by the overhead
trolley system, is required to use every reasonable precaution,

known to those possessed of the knowledge requisite for the safe

treatment of electricity as a motive power, to provide against the
danger of injuries to its employes.—(McAdam v. Cent., Ry. & El.

Co., 35 At. Rep. 341.)

Washington.—In an action for personal injuries, where the

court has charged that of the several grounds of negligence alleged
" there is no evidence before you which would permit you to con-
sider the same, except the allegations as to the speed of the car and
as to the failure to ring the bell. You are therefore instructed not
to consider any of the allegations of negligence in the complaint,
except these two"—a general verdict for plaintiff cannot be sus-

tained, against special findings that the accident would have hap-
pened had defendant's car been running at a rate at which prudent
men engaged in like business as defendant would run a car; that

when the motorman first saw plaintiff, or could have seen him,
plaintiff was but twelve feet from defendant's car; and that after

that the motorman used reasonable prudence to stop the car.

—

(Pepperall v. City Park Transit Co., 45 Pac. Rep. 743).

Pennsylvania.—Plaintiff, while walking in a public highway,
was injured by the breaking of a wire cable used by the defendant
street railway company to control its cars on a steep incline. There
was evidence that the cable, which had become weakened by use,

had broken once before, and had been hastily repaired on the morn-
ing of the accident, and used without being tested. Held, that the
question of negligence was for the jury.—(Musser v. Lancaster City

St. Ry. Co., 35 At. Rep. 206.)

Pennsylvania.—A motorman seeing a child under four years

old running diagonallj' across a street on which was a car track,

brought the car nearly to a stop, when the child was about five feet

from the track and ten feet in front of the car, and then, when
the child turned from the track, looking at her brother who
was following, ^ind not at the car, he released the brakes, and let the
car go forward on a down grade, whereupon the child suddenly
turned, and ran in front of the car. Held, that the question of

the motorman's negligence was for the jury.—(Woeckner v. Erie
El. Motor Co., 35 At. Rep. 182.)

New York.—In an action for injuries received by collision

with defendant's street car at a crossing, alleged to have been caused
by defeiuiant's negligence, plaintiff may show, as a circumstance
bearing <jn the question of negligence, that the bell on the car was
not rung as it approached the crossing, though plaintiff does not
allege that the negligence consisted in the omission to ring the bell,

or give warning of the approach of the car.

It is a question for the jury whether it is negligent for a person
to attempt to drive across a street car track twenty feet in front of

an approaching car.—Coyle v. 3rd Ave R. Co., 40 N. Y. Supp. 362.)

Mlssouri.—In an action against a street cable railway company
for the death of plaintiff's decedent, caused by a collision with a
buggy in which deceased was driving, it appeared that deceased, on
seeing defendant's car, turned to the right, in which direction there
was not room for a buggy to pass between the tracks and the street

curb, whereas, if he had turned to the left, the accident could have
been avoided. Held, that it was reversible error to admit, over de-
fendant's objection, a city ordinance requiring vehicles, when meet-
ing each other, to keep to the right, as it had no application to a
meeting between a street railway car and a buggy.

To entitle an expert to be asked as to within what distance a
cable car could have been stopped, the conditions existing at the
time must be incorporated in the question.

The fact that deceased was signaled by defendant's watchman
to cross the tracks of defendant's cable road did not relieve deceased
of the duty to use ordinary care for his protection from approach-
ing trains.

Negligence of defendant's flagman stationed at the crossing of
two cable street railways in signaling a person to cross the tracks is

not " negligence in operatingthe car" (Rev. St. 1889, 4425); and
therefore, when the negligence of the flagman is relied on, in addi-
tion to the alleged negligence of defendant's gripman, it is error to

instruct solely for the penalty imposed by such section.—(Culbert-
son V. Met. St. Ry. Co., 36 S. W. Rep. 834).

New Jersey.—While a car of a street railway company was
stopping at a street crossing to receive and discharge passengers, a
boy of the age of seven years and eight months, who was walking
across the street from behind the standing car, was struck and
killed by another of its cars, passing from the opposite direction.

The e\ddence tended to prove that the bo3''s view of the approach-
ing car was obstructed until he had passed the standing car; that no
bell or gong was sounded hy the approaching car, which was going
at the rate of six miles an hour; and that the boy did not look for an
approaching car before entering upon the track, where he was
struck almost immediately upon stepping upon it, and carried a dis-

tance of thirty or forty feet before the car could be stopjjed. Upon
the trial of an action for damages against the company for negli-

gently causing the death, the trial judge refused motions to non-
suit, and to direct a verdict, on the alleged grounds that there was
no proof of negligence on the part of the company, and that con-
tributory negligence was established on the part of the plaintiff's

intestate, and ruled that the questions of negligence and contribu-
tory negligence were for the jury. Held, that the judge committed
no error in so ruling.—(Con. Tr. Co. v. Scott, 34 At. Rep, 1094).

New York.—Plaintiff owns a street surface railroad crossing
West Street, in the city of New York, extending along Christopher
Street, and terminating at Christopher Street Ferry. The defend-
ant company operates a road along We.st Street, and claims the
right at the junction of West Street and C .iristopher Street to con-
struct a .spur, so as to connect its tracks with the ferry at the foot

of Christopher Street, thus paralleling for some 250 ft. the tracks of

the plaintiff company for many years constructed and in operation.
The defendant has obtained a license from the dock department for

its proposed construction, and also claims to justify the same as be-
ing a necessary siding, turnout, or connection within the grant of
the Belt Line charter, which defendant companj' has absorbed, and
upon the basis of which defendant compan}- is proceeding. Plaintiff

brings suit for a permanent injunction against this construction,
and moves for an injunction pendente lite. Upon argument of

this motion, it was stipulated that the decision of the court should
operate as a judgment upon the merits in favor of the party for

whom the same might be rendered. Held, that the action of the
defendant would constitute a public nuisance, as well as an inva-
sion of plaintiff's private right; that, under section 102 of the rail-

road law, the defendant cannot construct a railroad in the same
street where the tracks of the plaintiff are located without obtain-
ing its consent; that sections 90-Tio of the railroad law likewise
forbid such construction; that the proposed construction of the de-
fendant company would not constitute a mere adjunct and access-
ory of its authorized line; that the defendant could derive no au-
thority for its proposed construction from the department of docks;
and that the plaintiff is entitled to judgment, with costs.—(Central
Crosstown R. Co. v. Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., 40 N. Y. Supp. 1095.)
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WE describe in this issue a street railway' installation

which is almost or quite unique, at least in Amer-

ica, in that from the very inception of the enterprise it has

been the intention of its owners to use the storage batterj^

S3^stem throughout. In times past we have seen numerous

more or less successful—more or less disheartening—ex-

periments with a few storage battery cars sandwiched in

between many horse cars of large systems. Such experi-

ments do not prove anything, for it is not only impossible

to separate out the operating expenses of the storage bat-

tery cars from those of the horse cars, but it is likewise im-

possible to get any true measure of the cost of motive

power per se, since the power plant of such small

installations costs more in coal, labor and incidental

expenses than would be the case with a station spe-

cially designed for charging storage batteries on a large

scale. In Chicago, however, nothing will apparently be

wanting to make the test conclusive (for a road operating

under conditions found there) either for storage batteries or

against them. Any saving of investment or of operating

expenses of the power station plant due to the absence of

widely fluctuating loads and the need of providing large

reserve capacity in the plant to take care of the maximum
loads, will be fully realized and can doubtless be expressed

in figures after sufficient experience in operation; the

efficiency of the batteries themselves can likewise be read-

ily determined and shown by figures; the reserve power

of the batteries and their ability to take their cars into

the stations at all times and in all conditions of

weather can be proven; and finally the life and depre-

ciation percentage of the battery itself—always the

most questionable feature of storage battery traction—is

likewise capable of determination, though with more diffi-

culty and only by a considerably longer experience. It is

claimed for the batteries which will be under trial at Chi-

cago, that they embody the best features of nearly all former

tj'pes of cell and that they are a great improvement over

any single tj'pe previously used on street railway cars. We
sincerely hope that this is true and that the experiment in

Chicago will show that there is genuine economy, at least

over animal traction, in the storage battery system, for if

this is demonstrated beyond a doubt, there is no question

that there is a place for storage batteries.

NO invention in the line of engineering appliances is

more urgentlj' needed at the present time than an

instrument, or instruments, for locating the wastes of power

which take place between the coal pile and the bus bars of

an electric railway power station. Until within a compara-

tively short time there has been no way whatever of test-

ing such a power station with widely fluctuating loads or

of getting any factor of economy whatsoever except the

utterly crude and unscientific one of pounds of coal per car

mile or per ton mile. Any measurement of electrical out-

put by means of fifteen minute, five minute, or even one

minute readings of amperemeter and voltmeter through

the day are so evidently worthless as to be almost ridicu-

lous when the wide fluctuation of load occurring in a single

instant is taken into a< count, together with the varying
'

' personal equations
'

' of the readers of the instruments.

Today, the condition is a little better because of the pos-

sibility of measuring by wattmeters the total station out-

put, and although it is doubtful if close accuracy can be

obtained in wattmeter measurements in railway stations on

account of the inertia of even the most delicately balanced

and lightest wattmeter armatures, still, comparative daily

or monthly results in the output in watts per pound

of coal are nearly accurate and highly valuable, and a dis-

tinct gain is made over the cumbrous method of instrument

readings. But when it is sought to know whether or not

the engines, dynamos, or steam piping are doing their work

properly we meet with difficulties which,with present inven-

tions, seem almost insuperable. Indicator cards are of some

value, perhaps, in showing faults of valve setting, but not

nearly as much so as in cases where loads are more steady,

while the impossibility of indicating a railway engine in

order to determine its average and its maximum power

exertion is clearly recognized, together with the conse-

quent impossibility of determining by test the commercial

efficiency of generators in service. The only way at pres-

ent of obtaining any valuable results whatever in testing

power stations, lies in special night tests with water rheo-

stats where the load can be made steady enough to obtain
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true indicator cards. If some genius—and the difficulties

of the problem are such as to lead us to say on mature de-

liberation that ocii/iis is necessary—can devise an instru-

ment to obtain an avcras^c indicator card, or, better yet for

some purposes, a continuous record showing the complete

indicator cards of each stroke, he will earn the gratitude

of engineers. To our mind it is really a surprising thing

that the economy in coal consumption of our best stations

is as low as it is, considering the fact that our engine

builders must be working somewhat in the dark in such

matters as demonstrated quickness of valve action, effect

of inertia in moving parts, etc.

A Business lievivaL

The election is over—the forces of conservatism ha\ e

triumphed—and the majority vote against the most dan-

gerous financial heresy which has threatened this country's

prosperity for many > ears is nearly or quite a million.

The country drew a long sigh of relief on November 4,

and victors and vanquished alike, with a cheerfulness and

submission to the will of the majority which is the well

known characteristic of the true American, promptly set

to work to take advantage of the increased business pros-

perity promised by the Republican party. Almost every

large wholesale and jobbing house in the great trade cen-

ters started their travelers
'

' on the road '

' before the week
had passed, and almost immediatelv, orders for goods to

replenish stocks came flowing in by every mail to head

offices. Gold appeared once more in circulation and was
presented at the different sub-treasuries all over the coun-

try to exchange for the more convenient legal tenders, and

such was the volume of this hoarded gold and the general

confidence in the permanent safety of the treasury's con-

dition that for some time such exchanges were actually re-

fused by the treasury officials merely ou account of the

bother and trouble of counting the money. The treasury

reserve which has been kept, only with the greatest difh-

cultyandby means of large bond sales, an3'wliere near

$100,000,000, the amount required by government prece-

dent for the redemption of greenbacks, has now risen to

about $130,000,000, and is still increasing, the expectation

being that it will at least reach $140,000,000 before going

backward. This is due, in part, not alone to increasing

confidence, but also to trade balances unusually favorable

to this country for this time of year.

The manufacturing centers quickly caught the con-

tagion of
'

' better times '

' and during November the news-

papers have been full of items regarding the starting up of

mills and the increasing of the force of those already in

operation. According to careful compilations made by the

New York Journal of Commerce and Commercial Bulletin,

383 manufacturing establishments started upbecween Nov.

3 and Nov. 21, and 291 establishments in addition increased

their forces.

Again, to illustrate the feeling of buoyant confidence

that is now general among all classes, the results of recent

municipal bond sales which have taken place since election

may be cited, notably that of the New York City bonds of-

fered shortly after election, for which the bids amounted to

eleven times the amount of bonds offered, although in July,

bids for certain bond issues amounted to only one-third of

the amount offered, and in August there was only a sHght

oversubscription, all bids being at exceedingly low prices.

All these things tend to make it nearly certain that,

barring accidents, we are to have a period of brightening

prospects, fair prices, and general prosperity, which will

be a welcome relief to the long drag of depression which

has been in its effects almost more disheartening and hard

to bear than a short sharp panic would have been. And
when in addition to this favorable manufacturing and trade

outlook it appears that crops abroad are small; that the

world will need all our surplus wheat, and much of our

corn, at the highest prices which have ruled for .sev-

eral years; that our own crops, including cotton (for which

there is always a good market ) are large; it certainly looks

as though prosperity would reach every class of our popu-

lation.

The manufacturers of street railway apparatus of all

kinds will not only feel the effects of the generallv bright-

ening skies, but will have special cause for thankfulness

in this Thank.sgiving .season. So far from there being

any indication that an end to electric equipment has been

reached, it is true that every day sees new fields waiting to

be filled, new cu.stomers for what isalread}' standardized and

for what can be readily developed upon demand. In the

finst place, existing street railway systems will .still require

a large amount of apparatus and material before their

plans will be fully carried out. Twelve hundred miles of

horse railway track and over 5000 horse cars are yet in op-

eration, and all, or nearly all of these must inevitably be

superseded by some improved motive power; 600 miles of

track on which are operated nearly 4000 dummies, coaches

and other cars equipped for operation by various motive

powers should probably be placed in the same category. A
large proportion of the present equipment of our electric

railways is with the older types of apparatus which must,

as rapidly as po.ssible, be replaced with the more modern

forms, and the general supply parts always required by

operating properties call for a not inconsiderable factory

outj^ut.

In the second place, the elevated railway sj^stems of

Chicago are committed to electricity, and equipment is now
going on as rapidly as possible, while in New York City

there is no question that the Manhattan Company must and

will adopt electric traction immediate!}- , and it is fully ex-

pected that the first contracts will be given out during the

coming 5-ear. In Brooklyn, electrical equipment may be

postponed for some time because of the financial burdens

already loading down these properties, which may make it

difficult to obtain the necessary mone}' for the additional

investment, but sooner or later, electricity is bound to

come. In Boston an elevated railway system is apparently

assured. Outside of these cities we do not look for much
further elevated work, at least for the present.

With the increase in the population density of our

great cities and the constantly increasing difficulties of

transporting the people as rapidly as they wish to go, un-

derground railways, particularly in cities like New York

and Boston, appear to be necessities, and in spite of the so

far abortive efforts of the Rapid Transit Commission of

New York, it is probable that sooner or later an under-

ground railway will be in operation by electricity through

Manhattan Island calling, of course, for immense amounts

of apparatus and materials of all kinds. Boston, with the

steady persistence and comparative rapidity of action in

matters of municipal improvement which characterize

that progressive New England city, has alread)^ nearly
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completed its combined subway and tunnel line between

important terminal points so as to relieve the extreme con-

gestion of its principal streets. Here, however, there will

be little new market for electrical apparatus, as the pres-

ent trolley cars of Boston will run in the subwa}' instead

of over their present routes. In steam railroad tunnel

work electric locomotives are surely destined to supersede

steam locomotives, and here again is an inviting field for

manufacturers.

The experiments in electric traction in railroad subur-

ban service have met with such success that a field of al-

most incalculable extent has here been opened to electrical

engineers and manufacturers. We believe that nothing

—

even the indisposition of steam railroad companies them-

selves—can prevent the early adoption of electricity for all

suburban service. The competition of parallel lines will

bring this about if considerations of relative economy do

not, for one of the most profitable portions of the business

of mau}^ steam railroad companies is rapidly slipping away

and must be regained if financial results are to remain any-

where near as large as has hitherto been obtained. It will

be some time, however, before we shall see long distances

of ICQ miles or more covered by electric passenger and

freight trains in regular railroad service, but it is by no

means impossible that even this may ultimately come

about on some such lines as those between New York and

Philadelphia and Boston and Providence, etc.

But when we look away from purely American

markets to those of other countries, American manu-

facturers have reason to feel that " The world is mine

oyster, which I with sword will open." liverywhere Am-
erica is acknowledged as being in the forefront in electric

and cable traction matters. Engineers, managers and
" deputations" have been coming for the last two years to

this country to study our methods and to compare them

with those found in foreign cities, and the result .is that

American types of engines, dynamos, motors, trucks, car

equipment and station material, and line appliances are

preferred to all others in the market, and would be pur-

chased even at a considerably higher price. It happens

however, curiously enough, that in spite of the high cost

of American labor, our manufacturers can, if necessary,

compete with the best foreign work on even terms as re-

gards prices, for our high priced labor is so efficient and we
are turning out our product in such quantity for the home
market that the cost of the finished article is in most cases

less than that for which exactly the same thing can be

manufactured abroad. When, in addition, it is remem-

bered that the principal articles entering into the equip-

ment of electric railway apparatus are protected by foreign

patents as well as American, and that we have a long

start of Great Britain, Germany and France in practical

experience in electric traction on a large scale, it may
easily be believed that the export movement which has

now assumed such large proportions is not a merely tempo-

rary matter to cease when foreign manufacturers copy our

models and gain our experience, but is likelj' to be, if we
are wise, a permanent one. No more striking example of

" sending coals to Newcastle" has recently occurred than

the replacing of British built engines in the Bristol (Eng-

land) Electric Tramway line by American engines. The
Bristol Company is one of the old established English cor-

porations and without American affiliations of any kind. Its

prejudices would naturally lead it to choose British material

wherever it could possibly be done. Its original installa-

tion was made with engines which have taken high rank

at home and in the British colonies for efficiency and prac-

tical working. Nevertheless, in an increase of station

power which has been made necessary by the unexpected

de\'elopment of traffic on the electric lines of Bristol, these

engines are being replaced by direct coupled units pur-

chased in America. This change is naturally regarded

with consternation by British builders, and in an editorial

in the London Electrical Review a most lugubrious picture

is painted of the future of British manufacturers in this

particular line of work, and it is frankly conceded that

the Americans have the pull of us in all matters concern-

ing electric traction, a pull that it will require some years to

make up."

In further proof that Americans are to have a large

share of foreign business the fact may be cited that during

the past year, and particularly within the past two months,

representatives of foreign engineers, contractors, and even

manufacturers, have sought agencies for American goods

and have conceded the impossibility of entering into com-

petition with us on most articles which we manufacture for

electric traction purposes.

The time is ripe for action in this foreign business and
the opportunities for entering the field should be grasped

with no uncertain hand by every manufacturer whose pro-

duct can stand in competition with others, in our home
manufacture both as to quality and price. The business

is usually one of
'

' spot cash " or " cash on bill of lading."

It should not be difficult to make foreign connections

which will secure a market without the necessity of estab-

lishing special agencies or branch offices on the other side.

It goes without saying that business cannot be done by
printed matter or other correspondence. Personal atten-

tion is absolutely necessary, but as a rule it is, of course,

far better to make arrangements with those familiar with

local conditions, than to send Americans abroad to form

their acquaintances and overcome as best they may the

local prejudices again.st dealing with foreign houses.

In general, therefore, with all these new markets

opening up, and the old ones increasing their demands, it

appears to be certain that our manufacturers will have busy

and prosperous years in the immediate future, and that

1897 will show a far better record both for gross business

and for profits than has been the case for the past two

years.

About eighteen or twenty months ago. the Metropol-
itan Street Railway Company, of New York, opened a

new crosstown line on Thirty-fourth Street from river

to river, put on clean and beautiful cars, lighted them by
Pintsch gas, and ran them by horses, on a fast schedule.

They started with a time interval of six minutes between
cars, but • the cars soon became so crowded that many
would-be passengers were left to walk, and the time inter-

val was reduced by successive stages to one minute at

which it remained for some time. It soon became evident,

that even more cars must be ordered. The mechanical
difficulties of increasing the service, however, were consider-

able, and an attempt was made, after some study of the sit-

uation, to divert the traffic from this particular crosstown

line by offering transfer privileges on the Fifty-ninth Street

crosstown line. In the first month of the new arrangement

160,000 transfers were issued at Fifty-ninth Street and this

has since risen to 330,000 per month. Nevertheless, there

has since been an increase of 65,000 passengers per mouth
in the traffic seeking to go by way of Thirty-fourth Street,

and the management has been finally forced to put on

more cars and overcome the difficulties as best it might.



Street Railway Hoadbed.

By Mason I). Pratt.

V.—Special Work—Curves.

It would be safe to assert that there has never
been built a street railway system that has not had a piece

of track that required some special preparation other than
that given to plain, straight track, before it could be laid

in place. Most systems have a considerable percentage of

their trackage made up of curves, cro.ssings, switches, etc.

In nearly every case these curves and crossings have to be

made .specially to fit given locations, and hence the term
"special work."

In tracks made with rails of five inches or under, all

curves over 500 ft. radius, may be " .sprung in " as the

con.struction proceeds; and if the track is otherwise well

laid the alignment may be depended on to remain good.

But with all heavier rails, particularly girder rails, no
curves under 1000 ft. radius .should be laid without first

FIG 101.

curving the rails with a portable bender; and for those

under 300 ft. radius the rails should be put through a

power machine. In no other way is it possible to avoid

angular joints. The writer is familiar with .several cases,

and one in particular, where a piece of track was laid with

seven inch girder rail, in which there are several curves

varying from 400 ft. to 1000 ft. radius, which were
sprung in. It was laid by a skillful trackman and engi-

neer and paved in brick. The alignment when new was
fine, but after one year's tralfic under a five minute head-

way, the joints began to show themselves by a .slight angle
in the line and a perceptable jerk of the car in passing. It

would therefore .seem the better practice to avoid the habit

of "springing in" light curves.

Street railway curves are always designated by the

radius and not by the degree of curvature in hundred foot

chords, as on steam roads. The chord method is not gen-
erally used in laying them out, except where they ap-

proach the dimensions of steam road curves. And aside

from other inconveniences, it is manifestly impo.ssible to

designate curves by that methdd when the radius is under
fifty feet—a 180 deg. curve.

COMPOUND OK KASEMENT CURVE.S.

With the higher speeds that have come with me-
chanical power, it is desirable to have easier running
curves than the simple circular curves heretofore common-
ly used. This may be obtained by " compounding", i.e.,

starting with a long radius curve and increa.sing the curva-

ture, or shortening the radius, at intervals till the desired

curvature is reached for the central portion of the curve.

This is done at each end, making usually a curve which is

symmetrical about the radial line at its center. Theoreti-

cally the most satisfactory curve is a spiral with constantly

increasing curvature .such, for in.stance, as the hj-perbolic

spiral or the logarithmic spiral. But practically a com-
pound curve as described above is better; for it is much
easier to figure, and if the compounding is properly done,

and the curve properly laid, it will be impossible to detect

any difference in the motion of the car in passing either.

As to the method of compounding curves, there has
been a considerable iniprovement within the last three

years. At finst three center and five center curves were
used, all arcs being about the .same length. But as the

demand for greater refinement arose, a close approxima-
tion to the true spiral was obtained in the adoption of com-
pound curves made up of arcs of five feet or less It has
been very clearly shown* that on three center curves—and
the same is true of compound curves having arcs of greater

length than the wheel base with large changes in radius

—

that the ends of the car follow a peculiar path which im-
parts a jerky motion rather unpleasant to the passengers.

Of cour.se the motorman with one handle on the con-
troller and the other on the brake, has a considerable

influence over the manner in which the car passes
around a curve; and with a little effort—or the lack
of it—he may knock into a cocked hat the greatest

refinements of the engineer and track layer.

CAR CLEARANCE.

On a double track road it is well to have the
curves so laid out as to allow cars to pass on them, al-

though on most roads there is a rule against it, both on ac-

count of the greater liability to accidents, as well as to pre-

vent a heavy drain on the power station. But to meet the

cases where rules are not always followed, as well as where
there are none, colli.sions of cars may be prevented b}' a little

more care in designing the curves. In working out an ease-

ment for any given case, the outside dimen.sions and wheel
base of all cars to be used must be determined. The most

*C. A. Alden in Eiigiiuci iiig News, Oct. 15, 1S96.
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convenient method of plotting the curves is to have the

outUne of a car's horizontal projection cut from cardboard

or transparent celluloid, with the position of the center of

the axles shown, or the center of trucks in the case of

double truck cars. Having laid down a curve with its

center line, the space that

the car will occvipy will be

found by placing the tem-

plate at successive positions

on the curve and marking
the outer corners and the

inner side at the center. Fig.

loi very clearly shows the

overhang on a pair of simple

curves. It will be noted that

there is clearance at the cen-

ter, due to the fact that the

curves are not concentric—

a

very common way of laying

curves. But at the ends the

cars overlap, and if the}- at-

tempted to pass at those

points, there would be a col-

lision. In Fig. 1 02 it is

shown how it is possible to

compound the curves to ob-

tain clearance all the way.

In this diagram note that the

compound curve has the

same position at the center

as the simple curve, and
will therefore fit the same location. To obtain this

it was necessary to cut down the center radius but 4
ft. The car used is a 33 ft. body on a six wheeled

"radial" truck. But the principle involved is the same
with any cars. If cars of more than one kind are to be

The curvature.

The elevation of one rail above the other.

In addition to the first two, which relate to the car,

should be mentioned the rigidity with which the body is

attached to the trucks laterally. If there is any swing of
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used, of course they should all be tried and a curve found
that will suit all. This method may also be used to great
advantage in laying out car house curves, locating posts

and poles, or to clear any fixed obstruction.

The several factors that enter into the problem of

overhang and car clearance are:

The length and width of cars and the shape of their

ends.

The wheel base.

The distance between track centers on tangent.

car body there will be danger where small clearances have
been figured on; but this is largely under the control of

the motorman.
The third item, or distance between trucks, plays a

very important part, not only on curves, but on straight

track. A very common distance on standard (4 ft. 8^ in.)

gauge is 4 ft. from back to back of head, giving about

9 ft. 2 in. center to center. With ordinary cars, this

gives a clearance on straight track of 12 in. to 18 in., and
reduces possible clearances on curves to a minimum. Cars

measuring 8 ft. and over are coming into use, while open
cars with running boards are even wider; and with people

standing on the step, there would be a clearance of about

6 ins. , which is entirely too small. I would recommend a

distance on centers of not less than 10 ft. To be sure, this

adds nearly 550 sq. yds. of pavement per mile to be laid

and maintained, but the company will be fullj^ repaid in

the added .security to its passengers and cars. In cases

where the railway company is made responsible for the

pavement over the entire width of street this question of

additional cost will not arise. Where center pole construc-

tion is used, the center to center distance should be not

less than 12 ft., and then care should be exercised not to

liave a pole anywhere near a curve.

A large percentage of the short radius curves are re-

quired for angles approximating 90 degs. , and the accom-
panying diagram (Fig. 103) will be found of

much value in selecting the proper curve to be

used.

The curved lines indicate the inside rail of

a single track curve, and the edge of the dia-

gram the center lines of track. To illustrate

its use, suppose we have to pass around a cor-

ner with a double track curve, the streets are

40 ft. and 60 ft. between curbs and the tracks

are 10 ft. between centers, making the center

of the track in one case 15 ft., and the other 25 ft. from

the curb. Following the 15 ft. and 25 ft. Hnes to their

intersection, we find it to be just inside of a 60 ft. radius

curve; showing that to be the largest radius that could be

used in the given case.

In designing curves there are numerous other things

to consider, chief among which are sewer and water man-
holes. The position of the former may often be changed

by going down three or four feet and building up on a

slant. It is seldom possible, however, to alter a water man-
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hole, or stop-cock plug, and they sometimes prove annoy-

ing, and require some nice work in compounding. Then
there are sewer intakes, lamp posts, telegraph, telephone

and electric light poles, and the shape of the curb corner

itself ; and the question of dodging or removing them to

be settled. The direction of flow and amount of surface

drainage should also be considered, for it will not do to

obstruct or divert it to the damage of abutting property.

All of these points require the careful consideration of an

engineer.

GUARD KAILS.

On curves of 300 ft. radius, and under, it is not .safe

to depend entirely on the bearing of the flange again.st the

gauge line of the outer rail to keep the cars on the track,

and a guard rail on the inner or .short side of the curve

should be used. The guard is from in. to yi in. higher

FIG. 104.

than the head of the rail, and with its broader bearing

against the back of the inside wheel flange, prevents de-

railment. There aie many who think that curves from
about 100 ft. radius down should have a guard on the

outer or long side as well, on the ground that the rear

wheels have a tendency to run off on the inside of the

curve. There is such a tendency, but it is so slight and so

nearly overcome b)' other forces that it does not require the

services of an outer guard to keep them on. An experi-

ence with several thousand curves built with single guard
and used by cars of all conditions and gauges has tended

FIG. 105,

to confirm this latter proposition. There are two decided

benefits to be derived from the use of but one guard,

namely, a saving in first cost of the curve, and a continual

saving in power required to move cars around the curve,

due to an avoidance of additional flange friction.

Fig. 104 shows very clearly the position a rigid

four wheel truck assumes in traversing a curve. The
shaded portion of each flange represents that which is be-

low the top of the head of the rail, and the black portion

of same the part of the flange in contact with the rail, the

arrow indicating the direction of travel. The truck is

guided almost entirely by the inner front wheel (i) and
the flange of its mate (2) is in contact onl}' when the

gauge of track and truck permit. Wellington shows that

when not restrained l^y the flanges, the rear pair of wheels
will follow the forward pair in the manner shown in Fig.

105, i. e., with the rear axle on a radial line. On a 35 ft.

radius curve the distance of the rear wheels from the gauge
line, would be about 7 ins., and on a 100 ft. curve, ins.

It is ajaparent therefore that the duty impo.sed on the rear

wheel flange is simply to keep that portion of the truck a

few inches away from its normal position—a condition

that may be illustrated by a pendulum held to one side by
thepres.sure of a finger. As the angular distance is small,

so is the force required but a small percentage of the
weight of the pendulum. Now if the pendulum be swung
in a circle about its normal pcsition, the centrifugal force

FIGS. 106-108.

will sustain it away from the vertical. So with a car,

while the tendency of the rear wheels to climb the inner

rail is comparatively small of itself, it is counteracted to a

greater or lesser extent, depending on the speed, by the

centrifugal force acting through the car. All of which
goes to show that an outer guard rail is more of a hinder-

ance than a necessity.

Within the last three years the form of the groove
in guard rails has undergone a decided improvement.
There are shown herewith the three sections of solid guard
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rails in use at the present time ( Figs 106-7-8). The idea

in all is to have a form of groove that will best fit the

wheel flange, and present its full face to the wear of the

flange. vSince the exact shape of the groove depends upon
the size and shape of the wheel flange, the diameter of the

wheel, the wheel base and the radius of the curve—all

variable factors—it is manifestly impossible to have a dif-

ferent guard rail to suit every condition. The manu-
facturers have therefore settled on a form which is best

suited to the average conditions. A careful comparison
of the figures will show that there is practically no differ-

ence in the contour of the groove. As the shape of the

groove was determined in a different way by each, it is

interesting to note the closeness of the results. The
method pursued by No. 3 was to fill the groove of an old

curve with plaster of Paris or clay and run a car around,

noting the form of groove made by both front and rear

wheels, and a number of trials were made under different

conditions. The manner in which No. 2 made the deter-

mination was by the use of quarter size models which
were pivoted to a fixed center and run over a clay track.

Sections of the groove formed were carefully cut and
dried, and the final section was the result of a large num-

Niagara Power for the Buffalo Railway System.

On Nov. 16 at one minute after midnight power from
Niagara Falls was received in Buffalo, being transmitted by
electricity over a line distance of twenty-six miles. One
thousand horse power is now in u.se propelling the electric

cars on several of the important lines of that city. The
delivery of the current was made six months before the
date set in the franchise granted by the municipal council

of Buffalo, June i, 1897, before which date 10,000 h. p.

is to be ready for delivery within the city limits. A fur-

ther stipulation in the franchise, calls for the additional

capacity for delivery of 10,000 h. p. per annum for each
four years thereafter.

The hastening of the period of delivery was due to

the exigencies of the Buffalo Street Railway Company,
whose traffic has grown rapidly during the past year and
which would probably otherwise have had to increase its

power plant by the addition of two 400 k. w. units to care

for the extra winter work. The operation of their

system by Niagara power has long been a pet project of

the managers of the Buffalo Railway Company, and on con-

dition that the distributing company delivered Niagara

FIG. 1.—INTERIOR OF STEP-UP TRANSFORMER STATION— NIAGARA.

ber of observations. The test is more fully described in

the Street Railway Journal for June, 1895, page 399.
No. I was determined by observation of numerous worn
guard rails, from which wooden templates were taken and
compared. It was noticed that no matter what the origi-

nal form of the groove had been, the worn groove assumed
a definite shape, depending largely on the radius of the
curve. On each section is shown in dotted lines the por-
tion worn away in service. The shape of the worn groove
was taken by a template from a curve in use, and it is as-

sumed that when the groove is worn to a width of 2 ins.

,

and the head cut down j% in., it is time to renew. A
study of the three sections in relation to this line of wear
may possibly reveal the idea involved in the form of the
outer portion of the guard in each case.

A New Use for Old Cars.

A new use for old horse cars has been discovered at

Cripple Creek, Col. A number of short cars were re-

cently purchased at Denver, from the Woeber Bros. Car
Company, and have been fitted up as restaurants. They
have been placed side by side, the ends and seats removed,
and chairs and tables introduced. Others have been
spliced together and used for sleeping purposes, small
shops, etc.

Power in Buffalo by Nov. 16, the first order was given for

1000 h. p.

In the exploitation of the power of the Falls in Buf-

falo, three companies are concerned, two of which are off-

shoots of the first, the Niagara Falls Power Company,
which generates and disposes of the electric power. The
Cataract Construction Company, attends to all the con-

struction work in connection with the power, and the Cat-

aract Power & Conduit Company controls its distribution

within the limits of Buffalo.

In deciding on the transmi.ssion the question of the

phases, which has been agitating the electrical fraternity

for so long, has practically been .settled so far as the trans-

mission of power from Niagara is concerned. The two
phase system was that selected for the generation of the

power and its distribution in the vicinity of the Niagara

Power House. When it became necessary to transmit the

current any distance, the three phase system of the Gen-
eral Electric Company was decided to be more economical,

dispensing as it does with a fourth wire. It was conse-

quently selected, and the capacity of the first line fixed at

5000 h. p. at 1 1,000 volts.

On Aug. 14 the work of constructing the line was
begun by the White- Crosby Company, sub-contractors

under the Cataract Construction Company. Two hundred
men, divided into six gangs, were set to work—two start-

ing from the Falls to Tonawanda, two from Tonawanda
working towards the Falls, and two from Tonawanda
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towards Buffalo. The line coniinences at the transformer

house, a gray stone, one story structure, erected on the

side of the supply canal, or forebay, opposite the ]xjwer

house. For about eighteen miles it nnis along a special

right of way, 30 ft. wide, purchased by the Niagara Falls

Power Comjiany. As this right of way could not be se-

cured through the center of some of the farms, its course

in some places is somewhat tortuous. Five miles of the

line run along the Erie Canal, the right of way for which
was granted by special legislative enactment. Three
miles are within the city limits of Buffalo itself.

The pole line, which was fully described from plans of

the engineers in the August issue of the Stkkkt Railway
Journal, is illustrated in Fig. 6. The poles are of shaved
cedar, painted white, ranging in height from 35 ft. to

65 ft., according to the locality, and set 60 ft. to 75 ft.

apart along one side of the 30 ft. strip. They are set 6 ft.

to 8 ft. deep; some simply placed in the clayey ground and
tamped, while others, in moist and soft earth, are set in

concrete. Room for another line of similar capacity is left

FIG. 2.—INTERIOR OF STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER STATION-BUFFALO

along the right of way. Complete transposition of the

wires is effected every five miles, and at each of these five

points on the line two poles, 5 ft. higher than the rest,

are set. In turning sharp angles, double poles with

double cross arms are used, and each pole is guyed to the

bottom of the opposite pole by a % in. wire.

Each single pole carries three cross arms, the two
upper for the transmission wires, the lowest for a tele-

phone circuit. The transmission cross arms are of yellow

pine, 12 ft. long X 4H X sH Each arm will

carry six insulators, three on each side of the pole, but

three only are now in place screwed to wooden pins. On
the outer end of each upper arm are two 18 in. iron pins

on which is strung a galvanized barbed iron wire, which,

grounded every fifth pole, serves as a lightning arrester.

The line consi.sts of three conductors of bare copper,

of 350,000 c. m. cross section, each conductor being a nine-

teen strand cable. These conductors are strung on porce-

lain insulators of heavy pattern. These insulators, which
have also been described in these columns, are illustrated

in Fig. 5. They have the appearance of large inverted

soup bowls, with a cap having a longitudinal groove with two
wings and a special drip-way on the upper surface. Be-

neath they have two deep annular grooves, to prevent any
moisture c(jnnecting the outside of the insulator and the

.supporting pin, and causing a ground. Each insulator

weiglis about 12 lbs., and before acceptance was subjected

to a test of 40,000 volts alternating. Failure in the smallest

degree insured rejection. It is interesting to note that in

all the long distance transmissions of power in the United
States, no question has arisen of using oil insulators,

which at the time of the Lauffen experiment were consid-

ered as indispensable. Porcelain insulators of the double
and triple "petticoat" pattern have alone been used.

The conductors lie in the longitudinal grooves and are tied

to the wings.

The total length of the line is twenty-six miles, and
as the three phase .system demands the u.se of three circuits

the total length of conductor is seventy-eight miles, the

cable for each mile weighing about 5200 lbs. With a

transmis.sion of 1000 h. p. at 10,000 volts the total drop
is 1 1.4 per cent.

The last 4200 ft. of the line is underground, through
a subway consi.sting

of twelve ducts of

vitrified tile laid in

four layers of three
each, each duct hav-
ing a diameter of 3
ins. in the clear. The
twelve ducts are

surrounded on all

sides with four
ii:ches of concrete as

a maximum protec-

tion, and the top of

the concrete is 18

ins. below the sur-

face. This conduit
is laid along the
canal bank, at an
average distance of

14 ft. from the canal
itself, and has six-

teen manholes.
The overhead

line from Niagara
dips to a terminal
house and is con-
nected through
lightning arresters to

the underground
cable, which runs
along a short tun-
nel connecting the
terminal house with
the first manhole of

the conduit.

The underground cable is insulated with in. thick-

ness of rubber, then braided and sheathed with a heavy
lead armor. This cable was tested to 40,000 volts for ac-

ceptance, and to 30,000 volts for experiment. It is said to

have withstood the latter test without revealing weakness
in the insulation.

The conduit continues as far as the transformer
house—a small one roomed brick structure, ljuilt in the

rear of the Niagara Street power house of the Buffalo City
Railway Company.

The course of the current begins at the great 5000
h. p. generators, revolving in the power hou.se at Niagara,
whence it issues two phase at 2200 volts and passes to the

main switchboard. That portion intended for Buffalo is led

in lead covered cables over the bridge between the power
house and transformer house across the canal, where the

cables are connected to the two phase low potential switch-

board. From this they descend into an airtight chamber
in which are built the transformer supports. In this room

,

large enough for a man to move about in comfortabh\ all

connections between the low tension two phase lines and the
step-up transformer wires are made, the cables being sup-
ported by large porcelain insulators on iron brackets.
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The " step-up " transformers in position number two,
the third not being at present necessary. They are mass-
ive pieces of electrical apparatus and are rated at 936 k. w.
each. They represent the latest practice in transformer
design, are the largest yet constructed and are of the air

blast type. The maintenance of transformers of large ca-

pacity at a temperature non-injurious to the insulation was

FIG. 3.— METHOD OF BRINGING IN FEEDERS AT
BUFFALO STATION.

a problem which has been solved by the installing company
in a satisfactory manner. Into the airtight chamber be-

neath the transformers air is forced by a .sixt}' inch blower,
driven by a five horse power multipolar direct current

motor. The coils of the transformers are arranged with the

major axes in a vertical plane, and two main passages are

provided—one through the iron of the core, and the other

through the spaces between the coils. Through the open
cast iron pedestals on which the transformers stand a blast

of cool air passes directly into the main air passages and
thence into a number of minor air ducts in the transformer.

The admission of

the air is regulated , — .. .

by dampers, which
maybe adjusted in-

dependently either

for the coils or the

core. This air blast

arrangement in-

creases the size of

the transformer,

but has the great

advantage of mak-
ing it clean and ac-

cessible and more
convenient to han-

dle than any oil

cooled transformer

could be.

The step - up
transformers are 94
ins. high and have
a base measure-

-

ment of 64 ins. X
56 ins. Each weighs
25,000 lbs. They
raise the pressure

from 2200 volts to

11,000 at pre.sent, but are designed to allow the pressure

of the current to be raised to 22,000 volts by a change in

the connection. They stand on frustrums of rectangular

pyramids mounted on an iron framework and are encased

in suitable iron frames, the frame being provided on the

top with cast lugs by which they may be readily handled
with the traveling crane which runs along the roof of the

transformer house.

It is in these transformers that the two phase system
is abandoned. From them the current issues in three

phases. The connections are brought out at the bottom,

and continue to the high tension marble switchboard for

connection to the transmission lines. The equipment of

this board is of special design to permit of the handling of

the high voltage current without danger. Each conductor
from the transformer is connected to a single pole switch

of quick-break type, mounted on heavy insulating pedes-

tals, and separated from its neighbor by a barrier of marble,

much higher than the closed switch and about one inch

thick. These three switches control the output of any two
of the 935 k. w. step-up transformers which may be con-

nected for either 11,000 or 22,000 volts. Each conductor
has its fuse carrier of special type designed for this trans-

mission. Each carrier is twenty-four inches long and is

forced into contacts mounted like the switches on large in-

sulating pedestals. Each has two handles, and the con-

struction is such that they can be removed from the board
for the insertion of new fuses without danger. The high
tension switchboard also carries current indicators and
voltmeters. From this switchboard the conductors pass to

a small extension building where they are connected
through lightning arresters to the overhead wires leading

to Buffalo.

The transformation of the current at the Buffalo end
of the line is effected in three " step-down" transformers,

constructed similarly to those used to step-up the pressure,

and cooled by the same process, the centrifugal blower being
driven by a two horse power motor. The line enters the

small building outside the railway company's power house,

from the underground conduit, through lightning arresters

and is connected to the high tension switchboard which is

a duplicate of that in the transformer house at Niagara.

From the switchboard the conductors are brought into the

transformers from the top and the current issues in three

phases at about 370 volts pressure, through conductors

which pass through the airtight chamber from beneath
the transformers.

Three of the four step-down transformers are set up.

Each is 32 ins. high with a base measurement of 47 ins. X
36 ins. and weighs 7000 lbs. The current is turned into

FIG. 4.-DIRECT CURRENT TRANSFORMERS AT BUFFALO STATION.

them at 10,700 volts or 21,400 volts pressure, and issues at

the pressure just mentioned.

From the transformers six cables, that is, three for

each three phase circuit are carried through the wall of

the step-down transformer house up to the main floor of

the railway power station above. Here they are con-

nected to the switchboard equipped with six knife blade

switches, one for each cable, ammeters, etc., a field switch
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and two switches connecting to the main bus bars of the

railway switchboard. From the board the two three pliase

circuits run to two rotary converters, each of 500 h. p.

capacity. These converters are six pole machines and by

One third siro

INSULATOR.

their operation the three phase, 370 volt, alternating cur-

rent is changed into direct or continuous current at a volt-

age of 500 for connection to the feeder lines of the railway

company. The armature of the con-

verter is fitted with three alternator

collector rings on the side nearest

the switchboard, while the other car-

ries a commutator similar to that of

the ordinary direct current dynamo.
The three phase current is brought
to the brushes and enters the ar-

mature. As soon as the necessary

speed is reached, as indicated by
the voltmeter, the main switch on
the board is closed and the direct

current passes from the commutator
brushes to the main buses of the

railway switchboard. The convert-

ers may also be started by direct cur-

rent taken from the lines, and the

direct current from them can be
thrown either to the board for

operation in parallel with the gen-

erators now in operation in the

power house or directly to the feeders.

The lightning arresters of the

Wirt type have been especially de-

signed for heavy voltage transmis-

sion work and are single pole. They
consist of a strip of marble upon
which are mounted eleven cylinders

giving one air gap space in. for each one thousand volts

with an allowance of twenty-five per cent rise in the poten-
tial. In the action of the arrester the large metal cylinders

serve to chill the arc so that on reversal of the current the

arc is extinguished, no dependence being placed upon any
non-arcing property of the metal to put out the arc. In order
to limit the current on short circuit, and thus the heating
effect, a special solid graphite rod of low non-inductive re-

sistance is used. The arresters are similar to those used
on the Big Cottonwood transmission at Salt Lake City,

which have effectually protected the machinery in many
.severe .storms, and are now being used extensively in tran.s-

nii.ssions where high voltages are employed.
The carrying capacity of the present three phase cir-

cuits at 10,000 volts, is 5000 h. p.; at 22,000 volts, 10,000
h. p. The capacity of the pole line therefore, is 40,000
h. p., at the higher voltage. A second pole line will be
erected to transmit 40,000 h. p. more, as soon as the de-

mand for light and power and heating purposes in Buffalo,

and surrounding district warrants the extension.

At Niagara Falls an extension of the power house
equipment is already under way. The output of the

present 5000 h. p. generators, three of which are in con-

stant operation, is already taken and distributed to the

factories of the Carborundum Company, the Calcium Car-
bide Company, the Niagara Falls Paper Company, the

Pitt.sburgh Reduction Company, the Niagara Falls Chemi-
cal Company, to the Niagara Falls & Buffalo Railway, a

line of electric cars running between the two cities, and
other lines in Niagara. Another wheel pit of .similar depth
to that already in u.se, is being excavated as a continua-

tion. It will be three times as long, i. e., 430 ft. X 20 ft.

and will contain, when equipped, seven additional tur-

bines with penstocks and turbine shafts. Seven additional

5000 li. p. generators will be operated by these turbines,

and the complete plant will have a total output at full load
of 50,000 h. p.

The success of the transmission, so far as the opera-

tion of the cars is concerned, was demonstrated on Nov.
19, when the transmitted current was turned into the

Main Street feeders of the Buffalo Railway Company.
The successful transmis.sion of the power of the Falls

to Buffalo, is to be made the occasion of a great celebra-

tion to be held both at Niagara and Buffalo on Dec. 15.

Lamps as Danger Signals.

The Denver Tramway Company has introduced the

FIG. 6.—VIEW OF TRANSMISSION LINE,

practice of installing red lights at the approaches to steam
railroad grade crossings and at other dangerous places

along the line. In this way there is no danger of a motor-

man at night approaching a dangerous place at a too high
rate of speed. At the crossings the daiiger signals are

supplemented by the usual derailing switch devices.

The city corporation of Sheffield, England, has taken

over the tramway service from the local company, and has

commenced the operation of cars under municipal control.
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The Electrically Welded Continuous Rail.

By Richard Eyre.

Tlie*day has passed for elaborate argument in favor

of the theoretical advantages of the continuous rail for

street railroad practice. So, also, has the day in which
the drawbacks from expansion and contraction were con-

sidered impossible to overcome. The progressive man-
ager now knows that a continuous track need not be a

letter S upon the arrival of the dog days; need not have an

inordinate amount of breakage under the influence of the

first cold snap.

These theoretical fears were not mere " bug bears."

They were real dangers fovnided upon good theory and
confirmed by j^ears of steam railroad experience. Like all

other forces of nature, however, there are methods by
which these forces may be controlled and in this case the

methods are simple enough. The warping of track as the

resultant of heat is now shown to be entirely prevented if

the track is buried in the roadbed, even though the latter

may not be a particularly svibstantial one. The breakage
expected to result from the tensile strains caused by
winter has, it is true, shown itself to a greater or less ex-

tent, but there has been more than enough evidence col-

lected to show that only a little more strength, or uni-

formity of .strength, in the joints is needed to meet the

highest strain given in our variable climates.

Steel has a coefficient of expansion of about .000006,

that is, each degree below the temperature at which the

rail was joined will tend to shorten the rail .000006 of its

length. If the temperature in winter falls 100 degs. be-

low that at which the weld was made, the whole track

will be put to whatever tensile stress is needed to elongate

the rail 100 X -000006, or .0006 of its length. From ex-

periments made in the Johnson Company's testing room
with a number of test pieces cut from the head of the

Johnson section 78-225, the average of 17,500 lbs. per

square inch was found to be the stress required to elongate

the steel .0006 of its length. For a rail section weighing
ninety pounds to the yard, the winter's pull, when at its

highest, would then be 157,500 lbs.

The electric welded continuous rail in the past has
had a higher breakage than was consistent with the best

conditions of track construction. The best records, for

obvious reasons, were made when the welding was done in

autumn weather. Of the work done in sunnner, each
year has shown some improvement over the year before;

but even that done in 1895 showed some breaks. We
have seen that 157,500 lbs. is a high estimate of the maxi-
mum tensile strain to which the rail will be subjected.

Tests of track welds have generally shown over 250,000
lbs. and often nearly up to 400,000 lbs. What then is the

reason that electric welds have shown this breakage? Be-
lieving in the necessity of a good continuous rail, and
further believing, for reasons shown later, that a welded
track is the onl}^ continuous rail of real value, time and
money have not been spared to answer this question cor-

rectly and to find the proper basis for such changes as will

make the electric welding commercially what it is theoret-

ically, the ideal track.

The first track welds were made in Johnstown and in

Boston in 1S93. They were made by welding two U bars
about eight inches long to the web of each rril at a dis-

tance of about four inches from the joint. With this sys-

tem most of the breaks seemed to be the result of shrinkage
strains. The web of the rail, where welded, had been
heated quickly to an intense heat, while the head and
flange and surrounding web were comparatively cold. As,
then, the heated portion was cooling it was surrounded hy
a zone of nearly cold metal becoming heated from the weld.

The strains left in the steel were such that the break often

appeared as if a clean disk of the web, still united firmly

to both U bars, had been cut out of the rail.

Finding the breakage too high, the season of 1894
ushered in with a new style of weld. Chocks, i j4 ins. in

width, fitting the rail neatly, were welded to each side of

the rail at the joint. With this weld the entire section of

the rail was heated, and fear of shrinkage .strains avoided.
Furthermore a larger welded surface was presented and it

was expected that when the chocks were upset the hot
metal, squeezing in between the ends of the rails, would
make a butt weld. Work was done with this method in

Brooklyn, Boston, Cleveland, and St. Louis. The break-
age, although a decided improvement over that of the
finst season, was still too high, but it was believed that the
style of weld was the proper one. The undue breakage
was thought to be caused largel}' by the lack of proper
line voltage, and before the next .season, arrangements
were made to negative this fault.

This difficulty was remedied by the use of a
"booster," con.sisting of a dynamo and motor, whose ar-

matures are on the same shaft. The entire current from
the trolley passes through the dynamo armature; thence
part goes to the motor and part to the rotarj' transformer
before described. Both dynamo and motor are shunt
wound, and the strength of the field of the former is regu-
lated by a small rheostat. In this way the current is kept
at a fixed voltage of 500. Any sudden fluctuation in line

voltage is at once neutralized by the dynamo tender, who
merely moves the handle of the rheostat correspond-
ingly.

During the winter of 1894-95 another addition was
made to the apparatus with the intention of curing the

breakage problem, and while it has since been discarded,

it has not been without its use in pointing out the best

method for track welding. This was a track compressor,
which consisted of a cylinder ten inches in bore, and a

plunger, both of which could be wedged to the rails. The
power was supplied by a hand pump, giving a hydraulic
pres.sure of 3000 lbs. to the square inch. The machine
was intended to compress each rail longitudinally by open-
ing up the butted joints and placing a " dutchman " be-

tween them. By making the weld with the rail under
compression, the cold of winter would only relieve this

compression, without giving the usual tensile strain.

This strain was afterward discarded because of various
mechanical difficulties, details of which are not of great

general interest.

During the summer of 1895 welding was done in

Brooklyn and Detroit, and the breaks were fewer than
ever before. But as they were not yet low enough to ad-

mit the clain: of a perfect track, extensive experiments
were undertaken during the following winter to discover

what changes should be made, to obtain a track strong
enough to stand the heaviest strain of winter, and as

smooth as the rest of the rail, retaining, meanwhile, the

perfect electrical return that the welded track had always
given. A book might be written of the statistics gathered
in these experiments. To save expense and time, the first

work was done on small bars and it was shown that while

a good electric weld was nearly as strong as the normal
steel, it was decidedly brittle. This was proved to be the

result of the coarse crystalline structure, induced by the

high temperature which a weld reaches without receiving

any subsequent forging. This was discouraging, for to

weld a high heat must be given, and it is obviously im-

possible to give a rail m situ any forging of practical

value.

All methods of heat treatment known to the art, and
some rather unique new ones were then tried to cure this

brittleness, in the presence of which it was felt that a con-

tinuous rail must be more or less treacherous. Here a dis-

covery was made. If only the high heat crystallization

was to be fought, the cure was simple. A mere reheating

to about a bright cherry red returned the steel to its nor-

mal condition. But a high heat alone does not make a

weld; the pieces must be pushed together while hot. This,

it was found, so scattered the grain of the steel that it

made the weakness and toughness permanent. No heat

treatment could overcome it. A weld cannot be made

—

and others who are interested in so-called welding processes

might remember this to advantage—without some mechani-

cal pressure, so this was again discouragement.
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Next were tried various methods of welding which
would briug the final temperature down to such a point

that the upset would not do this harm. Fluxes of all sorts,

various alloys, unusual mechanical methods of welding

—

all had their share in the trial. This is not the place to

give detailed results of these experiments, for they do not

enter into the new track weld. It is sufficient to say, how-
ever, that much of value to him who welds in the shop
was discovered. Welds of Bessemer steel bars in. square
were made that could be bent cold 180 degs. in the weld
without fracture. Good practical welds were made at a

temperature as low as cherry red. The methods, however,
were impossible to imitate on a high rail section in place ir^

the street, so that for the end in view discouragement was
again the result.

Finally, it was discovered that if dies were clamped
about the pieces to be welded, close to their ends, in such
a way that the heated portion could be closed between
them with very heavy pressure, so as to form a thin flat-

tened collar all about the weld, excellent results could be

obtained. The experiments were made on in. square

bars of six per cent carbon Bessemer steel. The strength

of these welds (even with the collars cut off) invariably ex-

ceeded the strength of the normal bar and the toughness

was such that the bars could be bent cold in the weld 250
degs. and over. He who doubts the value of this showing
is asked to bend a cold Bessemer steel bar of the same size

and per cent carbon and note the result. No heat treat-

ment was necessary, as the pressure exerted on the metal

in flattening it between the dies, left the steel in as fine

grained a condition as in the rolled piece. It seemed as if

it might be barely possible to put this method into actual

service in the track, so efforts were then made to this end.

After some months of alternate hope and discourage-

ment, complete success was attained and the track weld of

to-day is, therefore, a high pressure butt weld of rail to

rail. This is a simple enough sort of weld, it maybe said,

but many obstacles had to be overcome before the way was
clear for its commercial application. A brief description

of the making of such a weld on the street will probably

be of interest.

First of all the rail ends and those portions of the side

where the electrical contacts are to be placed must be
cleaned. This is done by a sand blast apparatus placed on
a small covered car with canvas at the end to protect

passers-by from the flying sand. The apparatus consists of

an air compressor, run by belt from a five horse power
motor, an air chamber to prevent a fluctuating pressure and
the cleaning apparatus where any clean sand can be used.

The sand is blown through a hose and nozzle at a pressure

of twelve pounds and in a few minutes has taken awaj'

every vestige of scale and dirt and the car passes on to the

next joint.

The clean joint is now attacked by men who place

about it the necessary clamps and contacts. The current

is to be passed through the joint diagonally. A copper
contact is, therefore, placed on the head side of one rail and
another on the inside of the abutting rail. These contacts

loosely fit the rail section. Directly opposite each contact

are placed steel chocks of the same shape. These contacts,

after serving their electrical purpose, must be used in con-

junction with the steel chocks, as the dies before described.

They must therefore be pushed toward each other when
the pressure is put into the hot metal. To this end small

pieces are bolted through the splice bar holes of the rail

behind the contacts and chocks, so that as the rail moves,
the dies will move with it, flattening the hot metal between
them. Above and below the rail are now placed clamps,

the upper one to prevent undue distortion of the head of

the rail, the lower one to prevent the flanges from losing

electrical contact with the copper contacts by buckling

when warm.
Tests have shown that this joint is much stronger and

tougher than any continuous rail joint ever before attempt-

ed. With apparatus new, incomplete, and unfamiliar to

the operators, some striking figures have been obtained.

Welds have been made of 6 in. rails, which could not be

broken at the limit, 400,000 lbs. , of the testing machine in

which they were pulled. It was shown conclusively that

350,000 lbs. could be considered the minimum strength of

a complete weld. It is unquestioned in the writer's mind
that l^y the time all apparatus has been completed and men
are trained to the work, nineteen welds out of every twenty
made commercially will stand from 400,000 lbs. to 600,000
lbs. teu.sile strain. These welds when fractured show the
.same small grain which is found in the rolled section and
the value of this will be readily appreciated by anyone
familiar with the characteristics of steel. Compare with
the above figures the highest strain to which the track will

be subjected— 157,500 lbs.

Cast iron joints, so far the only competitor of electric

welding, have proved themselves to have merit and have
given good value to the street railroad manager, but their

adherents will hardly claim theoretical perfection for them.
They have had, in commercial use, a somewhat smaller
percentage of breaks than the electrically welded joints of

the past, and yet the strength of the old electric welds
was generally much above that of the cast iron. This is

because the casting process is a comparatively simple one,
similar in its operations to well known foundry practice.

The electric welding has been almost in the nature of

pioneering. There was little literature to guide the mana-
ger, and there were no operators to whom the work had
been a trade. Yet the work required skill and a compre-
hensive grasp of its technique. It had to depend upon
electrical power—often fickle and variable. It had also, let

it be acknowledged, to pin its faith to steel made more or
less brittle by overheating, which might part occasionally

under ridiculously light loads.

Such has been the past, but such is not the outlook.

With the pressure butt weld, overheating is not to be
feared; lack of uniformity is no longer a danger. Given
the pressure, the requisite heat and good common sense
knowledge of the work, and the result must be an evenly
strong and tough product.

Much more can be said on the strength question, but
there are other questions to be considered in determining
what sort of continuous rail is the best, some of which are

of even greater importance. Already the danger from
breakage has been treated at too great length, because
hitherto it has been the worst foe of track welding.

The ideal track must be absolutely smooth at the

joints and must stay smooth. Nothing can meet this

qualification as can the pressure butt weld. The metal is

the same there as at any other portion of the rail and the

pressure given it corresponds so closely to that of rolling

that the hardness of the steel is practically the same.
There is but one precaution necessary and that is to smooth
off the bulge made by upsetting. This bulge, by the way,
is useful, for in case the track to be welded is old and al-

ready low at the joints, the bulging fills the lower portions

to the proper level. A straight edge laid on the joint with
this weld should, and does, fit neatl}\

It is probable that the most important requisite for an
ideal track is that the electrical resistance must be no
greater at the joint than at any other part of the rail and
that the process of time must not, either by electrolytic or

mechanical action, increase this resistance appreciably.

There is one deterioration, and but one, to which an elec-

trically welded joint may be subject. This is breakage
across its entire section. If this should happen it is known
at once and the joint can be repaired and, if necessary,

bonded. Outside of this the butt weld is an absolutelj^

ideal bond. On account of the upset which it receives

when the weld is made, its cross section is larger and its

resistance therefore lower than any other part of the track.

Being of the same metal throughout, there can be no elec-

trolytic action.

So far the attempt to weld steam railroad track has
not been made. But can one doubt that it will come? In
the case of the steam road, with rails laid above ground,
there must be, of course, special arrangements to prevent
warping. This, however, is a mechanical problem that

presents no great difficulty. The same troubles, with the
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exception of the electrical ones, are present in the steam
railroad construction of to-day as are found in street rail-

way track. The inevitable tendency, therefore, will be
toward a continuous rail.

In the firm belief that the passenger should not be
subjected to the jolting he receives to-day, that streets

should not be excavated at short intervals merely to lessen

the evil of low joints, that equipments should not be al-

lowed to pound themselves to pieces on a rough track, that

power should not be thrown away and water and gas pipes
destroyed by the weakness inevitable with copper bonds,
and, finally, that a pressure weld of rail to rail is the one
simple, obvious and perfect method of stamping out these

difficulties, this article has been written. And it is not
only the merits of the electrically welded track which
force the belief that present troubles will ultimately find

their resting place in it, but also because it must be more
economical than any other method of connecting rails.

A Novel Electric Railway in Fairmounl Park,
Philadelphia.

One of the most novel electric railways in the country, that in

Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Pa., was opened on Nov. lo. It is

the new road of the Fairmount Park Transportation Company, and
runs entirely within Philadelphia's famous park. The idea of put-

ting a railway into a public park was a novel one, and so at variance
with the park idea that the way in which the project has been car-

ried out without a great destruction of the natural scenery and an
incongruous mingling of the railway and the beauties of nature is of

considerable interest.

The idea of the road was suggested by the fact that, on account
of the enormous size of the park but few persons ever had time to

penetrate the most beautiful portions which lie at miles distant from
those points where the street railway cars discharge their passengers.

The park is among the largest in the world, extending for miles
along the banks of the Schuj'lkill and embracing about fifty square
miles of country.

The line of the road was laid out to penetrate some of the most
distant and unknown portions of the park and make a great loop, so

that passengers would be able to reach all portions from the differ-

ent stations. The park commissioners had the good sense to make
several demands upon the engineers in regard to grades which
have resulted in almost completely hiding tlie permanent way from
the eye of the visitor who rides in a carriage, or who rambles across

the lawns and through the woods.
On reaching the park the visitor's first surprise is to find the

cars standing in the edge of the lawn with almost nothing suggest-

ing a railway in sight. There is, it is true, the usual overhead work,
but on the ground, instead of the roadbed and ties, only two rail-

heads are seen stretching away through the grass. The greensward
stretches smoothly into the shallow ditches and across the roadbed
without a break, covering ballast and ties completely from sight.

From one end of the park to the other there is no grade crossing of

even a foot path. The line dips sharply under many of the carriage

ways, giving one a feeling of going down into the ground; it winds
along valleys, clings to the hillsides, follows up and dowii ravines,

and is as utterly unobtrusive as two lines of iron could be on the
landscape. Conforming so closely to the contour of the land and
having so many steep grades and sharp curves there are few em-
bankments or cuttings that are even noticeable features in the land-

scape until one is close upon them.
Out of sight under the .smooth sod, however, is an excellent

roadbed. The metal is a T rail, 90 lbs. to the yard, and the balla.st

is of broken stone, with ties spaced 24 ins. centers. Although just

finished the surface of the line is exceedingly perfect, and it strikes

one as a sensible feature that the rails have been laid so as to give

the wheels a full bearing across the whole width of the head.

The equipment of this road, which consists of sixty cars, was
furnished by the J. G. Brill Company. Fifty are of the 38 ft. open
type, 8 ft. wide, seating seventy-two persons, and ten of the 32 ft.

closed type, 8 ft. wide over sills, seating forty-four persons.

The cars are all mounted upon Brill Perfect trucks, style B. They
are all designed to take a 60 ft. radius curve with ease. The cars

are all fitted with Sterling brakes, and the company is putting on
electric brakes which are not yet in operation. The platforms are

flush, the timbers extending directly through. This is possible as

passengers are picked up only at stations. At present half the cars

will be operated as trailers, the motors (G. E. 1000, four to a car)

being ample for the purpose.

A noticeable feature of the equipment is the ease vnth which
the cars ride the curves. To the passenger there is no jolt nor
side swing upon passing the sharp curves, but merely a smooth
change in the direction of motion. In the long curves or tangents

the car runs so smoothly that walking or standing is as easy as up-
on the earth. The starting of the cars is much more of a shock
than the entrance upon a curve. To sum up, the cars seem to

ride more easily and with less side motion than the cars on any
steam roads in the country. In the short radius curves the side

motion is practically inappreciable.

The car house of the road is in a ravine and is almost entirely
concealed by trees. The building itself is sunk ten feet in the ground
so that the roof is but little above the surrounding surface At the
end where the building looks out toward the river a tremendous
bank of earth has been raised thirty or forty feet high upon the out-
side. It contains perhaps 20,000 cu. yds. and not only is a safeguard
against the possible escape of a car if it should break through the
wall of the building, 1)ut completely hides the structure from the
river. This building also contains rooms for offices and will have
space for shops, etc. It is a handsome brick structure quite as
creditable as many of those already erected for ornamental purposes
within the park.

A short distance below the car house is situated the engine and
boiler house. This building is also much below the surrounding
level and from a little distance is entirely hidden from sight by the
tree covered banks. The stack is only as high as the roof of the
house itself. The boilers are vertical, Berry pattern, made by Weth-
erill, and the house is so arranged that the cars can be run directly
over the roof of the fire room and discharge the coal in front of the
boilers. There is no wheeling of coal necessary. American econo-
mizers are used. The ashes are taken out—or will be—by a conveyor.

On the side of the house next the river is the engine room. This
is light and handsome and has space for five engines. There are
now two engines in place and in operation, one is being erected and
the foundations are ready for a fourth. The engines are of Corliss
type, tandem compound, and were built by Robert Wetherill. The
engines run at 90 r. p. ni. and generate 750 h. p. each. Each en-
gine is directly connected to 500 k. w. General Electric generators,

910 amperes. On a recent Sunday when some 36,000 passengers
were carried, one engine easily furnished all the power needed.

The whole floor of the engine room is commanded by a Sellers
traveling crane, the bridge of which has a capacity of twenty tons.
On it are a pair of electric trolleys, each of which can lift fifteen tons.
The engines are low pressure, and discharge steam into a Blake
condenser. The water for boilers and condensers is drawn from
the Schuylkill, the boiler house being so low as to bring the water
within reach of the suction pipes.

The power house is at the present moment in an unfinished
condition inside, and even the exterior is by no means complete.
It can easily be seen that it will be a very handsome structure. It

is of brick, but from its location will escape the attention of park
visitors.

The stonework of bridges, buildings and retaining walls is

most beautiful and solid. The bridges are of a great variety of
styles. Some are of iron, a few of stone, others of stone and brick
combined. One skew arch is particularly interesting to the en-
gineer. A bridge is in progress across the Schuylkill. When
it is finished the road will cross the river and form a main line

of connection between two sections of Philadelphia, which are now
almost entirely cut off from each other by the intervention of the
park.

The road is run as a loop. The cars run in one direction only.
For a short distance at the lower or Philadelphia end the tracks lie

parallel, but for the remainder of the distance they are widely
separated. There are numerous platforms at various points of inter-

est and at places where visitors most easily reach the railroad. The
whole line will be enclosed by a wire fence of twisted flat steel.

The scenery along the line is, even at this season of the year,
magnificent. Some portions of the line are much higher than the
famous Belmont. The whole line has been so planned that the
most inaccessible portions of this beautiful pleasure ground will be
easily reached from the different stations. The opening of the
Schuylkill bridge will also open a section of the park which is now
rarely vi.sited by pedestrians.

From the steady patronage which the road has had at this late

season of the year it appears evident that the traffic at the opening
of the season will be very large. By its charter it must run from
the first of May to the end of November of each year. The opening
so late in the year was for the purpose of having the whole equip-
ment in running order for the opening of the season in 1897.

Extensive Electric Railway in Germany.

The Upper-Silesian Steam Railway, which passes through the
whole industrial district of Upper-Silesia, Germany, has determined
to equip its entire line with electric locomotives in place of steam
power, which is now used.

The electric traction will be introduced at first on the lines run-
ning through Gleiwitz, Zabrze, Konigshiitte, Beuthen, Deutsch
Piekar, and on the Konigshiitte, Kattowitz, Laurahiitte, Konigs-
hiitte line. For these two lines thirty motor cars and a correspond-
ing number of trailers will be provided. The freight trains, as well
as the passenger trains, will be operated by electricity. .

The cars will be mounted on two swivel trucks of 785 mm.
gauge. Each of the four axles will be driven by an 18-20 h. p.

motor. Walker apparatus will be used. The motors will make 315
r. p. m. when running at five miles per hour. Four motors will be
used on each car, with a No. 4 motor controller at each end. 120

motors will be required. The gauge mentioned in English dimen-
sions is thirty-one inches, and to mount the motors in the usual

way a special design was required.

The contractors are Felix Singer & Company, of Berlin, and
the whole length of both lines is about 20% miles.
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Electric Traction Under Steam Railway Condi=
tions.

Atyfhe 109th meeting of the American Institute of Ivlectrical

EngiHeers, held in New York, Oct. 21, and in Chicago, Oct. 28, a

toMcal discussion on the subject of " Electric Traction Ilnder Steam
Railway Conditions " was held, and was participated in by a large

number of members.
Dr. Charles E. Emery opened the discussion with the results of

a careful investigation made by him upon the general subject, stat-

ing at the outset that there is no question that electric traction

under steam railway conditions is feasible, the real problem being
whether or not it will pay. Present applications of electricity in

this larger field prove the former proposition, but not the latter.

The greatest practical efficiency of an electric system between the
engines at the central station and the rails would be sixty per cent,

and the probable actual efficiency not more than fifty per cent.

One horse power in the central station can be developed for 2 lt».

of cheap coal, equivalent to 4 lbs. ])er net horse power at the loco-

motive, which would compare with an average of 6 lbs. re(|uired by
the ordinary steam passenger locomotive of to-day. The saving in

coal due to electric passenger traction will therefore be one-third
the present expenditure, but the saving in cost of coal, on account of

the possibility of using poorer qualities in the central station than
are necessary with the locomotive, would be fifty per cent. For
freight engines there would be a somewhat greater saving, calcu-

lated by Dr. Emery at 55 per cent, and for switching engines
there would be a saving of 66 -j per cent.

For railroads running through a coal region the total cost of

coal is about 9 per cent of the total operating expenses, so that

the proposed saving is ecjuivalent to, roughly, 5 per cent of the
entire operating expenses. As electric locomotives will necessarily

be as heavy as steam, the only saving in train weight would be that

of the tender. Another saving would be made in doing away with
water. Considerable savings have been claimed for electricity on
other grounds, such as in repairs to locomotives, labor in operating
them, weight and cost of locomotives, particularly when applied
under a car, repairs to track and bridges, etc., but in Dr. Emery's
opinion any savings along these lines would be compensated by
other elements of expense, so that taking all things into account,
the net direct saving would not exceed 6.56 per cent.

Dr. Emery presented the results of careful calculations based on
the operating expenses of a railway system comprising nearly 2700
miles of road and operating 1800 motors. The net locomotive horse
power required for operating this road was estimated at 140,000 h.p.

considered as continuously operated, and power station require-

ments become therefore, 280,000 h. p. All the freight, passenger
and switching engines in service were assumed to be distributed

evenly over the road,and no special requirements for suburban serv-

ice were taken into account—this in order to make it possible to use
the actual averages given in the railroad report. By this generali-
zation the trains were assumed as separated about "]% miles, inde-
pendent of direction over the whole length of the road for every hour
in the year. The generating plants and transmission lines were
worked out on the basis of 150 h. p. per mile, which exceeds the
estimated average by 44 h. p., the excess being made in order to

provide for concentration which would inevitably occur. Each
train is estimated to require an average of 400 h. p. on the track,

and 800 h. p. at the station. To obtain the economy due to fairly

large stations, they are assumed to be placed fortj'-five miles apart,

while at the two intermediate points transformers and rotary con-
verters are located so that the feeders are supplied at every fifteen

miles.

It is assumed that 6750 h. p. is installed at each main station,

and 2250 h. p. at each substation. To avoid overestimates the cost of

horse power per steam and electric plant at main stations is assumed
as only fSo per horse power, with ^20,000 for buildings, and for
apparatus in the substations, f 10 per horse power, and $\o 200 for

building and the copper in the high tension lines. The low tension
copper is worked out on the basis that half way between the main
and substation, two trains may meet each requiring 1000 h. p., and
that a uniform section of copper sufficient to carry 7 '2 miles the
current required required for half this power at an original tension
of 700 volts, and a drop of twenty per cent would be ample for the
whole length of the low tension lines. On this basis the cost for cop-
per at thirteen cents per pound for the low tension conductors will

be $12,386 per mile of road, and the cost of pole line and bonds in

main track for return current will be I5000 per mile of road, while
the total cost of the electric generating and transmission plant will

be $31,057 per mile, the annual interest on which at five per cent
is $1553 per mile. If the service of the 1800 steam locomotives can
be furnished b}' 1500 new electric locomotives at $10,000 each, the
cost will be equivalent to $5556 per mile of road, requiring $278
annua] interest per mile, so that the total interest on steam and
electrical plants, including locomotives, will be $1831 per mile.

The operating expenses of the stations for 365 days and twenty-
four hours per day is $28.59 per average main station horse power
per year, including repairs, insurance, taxes, and renewals, but ex-
cluding coal and interest (for reasons presently to be seen). This
figure is equivalent to $3031 per mile of road, and the total extra
expenses for the electrical equipment, including interest, thus be-
come $4862 per mile of road. Now the operating expenses of the
road using steam amounted to $15,187 per mile. Of this, as previ-
ously stated, 6.56 per cent or $996 per mile would be saved in coal
consumption by the use of electricity, while $4862 per mile would
be added for extra operating expenses and interest on electric plant,

so that the net additional expense entailed by the use of electricity
as a substitute for steam, is $3866 per mile per year.

On the basis of operating expen.ses at fifty per cent of the gross
receipts. Dr. Emery finally concludes that the gross receipts nmst
be increased 12.75 per cent by the introduction of electricity over
the whole length of the line in order that the road may pay the
same dividends as before. He does not believe it probable that this
increase will take place over the whole length of a 2700 mile trunk
line, but he does believe that within the radius of suburban
traffic such an increase is not only probable, but the cost of opera-
tion may be expected to be reduced in greater proportion than
stated, so that the application of electric traction will pay from the
outset, while these considerations will apply to even longer dis-

tances on railroads like the New York, New Haven & Hartford
where the passenger bu.siness furnishes the larger proportion of the
income.

It will also be possible to make a better showing for electricity

if high tension transmission is used throughout, but even with a
io,ooo volt system the saving would be but $486 per annum in in-

terest, and the gross receipts would have to be increased 10.2 per
cent instead of 12.75 per cent. Dr. Emery predicts that the high
speed electric locomotive of the future will, like the steam locomo-
tive, l)e a structure independent of the train, that the motors will be
hung on a frame independent of the driving wheels, and the motors
as well as the driving wheels will be connected by side rods. To
obtain proper room under such conditions, larger driving wheels
will be employed than the wheels of an ordinary car. This will so
extend the wheel base that it will not be safe to run at high speeds
without a leading truck similar to that of an ordinary locomotive,
and in fact the electric locomotive will in all its general features be
a steam locomotive without the boiler with motors substituted for

the steam cylinders. In this way, and probably in no other can the
flexibility of the present steam locomotive be obtained.

Dr. Emery concludes that on the whole, although the applica-
tion to the whole length of long trunk lines does not seem practi-

cable under present conditions, there is no doubt but that the in-

dustry will grow in the future as certainly as in the past.

Charles K. Stearns sent a communication giving some of
the results obtained by the Nantasket Beach electric line of the New
Y'ork, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. The following table, though
incomplete, gives some idea of the operation of the electric station

during July, 1S95 and 1896.

July, 1895. July, 1896.

Hours run 605;^ 54(>}(
'•'Average electric horse power per hour . 245 349i'o
Pounds coal burned 629,575 571, 100
Coal per electric horse power hour . . . 4.24 2.99
Average trains per day 148. i 68
Average cars per train 2.1 2

Maximum cars per train 7 2

Train miles 32,803 44,173
Passengers 267,143
Tons passengers 18,700

Tons, dead load 162,089
Tons total load 180,789
Per cent paying load to dead load .... 10.2

*Duriiig July, iSgs. power was furnished by the station to operate the Hull
Street Railway,, the average of which was 30 h p. by a separate wattmeter.
Consequently, the average power for the railroad was 215 h. p. 349 h. p. in 1896
includes about 40 h. p. furnished the Braintree & Weymouth Street Railway, so
that the power for the railroad amounts to 309 h. p.

Mr. Stearns does not consider the present arrangement of the

third rail as satisfactory, particularly at night when the different

crossings are emphasized by darkness in the cars, the third rail

being cut out at all crossings, and the cars passing over them by
their own momentum. The third rail is now laid alive the entire

length, and the danger to careless persons coming in contact with it

is considerable, although legally the public is not allowed on the
right of way and probably has no recourse. It seems advisable to

adopt a system where the conductor, if of the third rail type, is

alive at points only where it is actually used, or, at least, to

divide the line into blocks, so that one train only will

be in a block at a time. Another objection to the present
installation is the connection by lead covered cables between
the ends of the rails at crossings and stations which brings about
an unnecessary surface leakage from the rail to the lead covering.

The insulation resistance in 1895 was 140 ohms and the average
leakage 4.7 amperes. The line consists of 577 Georgia pine poles,

the trolley wire being fastened to angle iron cross arms which are

bolted to the poles hy two -V in. through bolts. No insulators

were used. No information has been obtained regarding the leak-

age under varying weather conditions on the third rail which is car-

ried on 3500 points of support.

The 6.86 miles of double track are equipped with overhead
trolley wire and 3.64 miles of double track in addition is equipped
with the third rail.

Charles H. Davis discussed in a communication the various
features of the general problem, his conclusions being that for long
lines infrequent service where freight is a large proportion of the
business and where centers of population are far apart, the steam
locomotive is the only paying method of today, as the first cost will

be less as well as the total expenses-
H. Ward Leonard criticized some points in Dr. Emery's re-

marks, particularly that of the cost of conductors for the low ten-

sion portion of the system which seemed to be excessive. The al-
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ternating current should be used for the transmission system and
continuous currents for the propulsion of motors. Mr. Leonard
gave some information regarding the Heilmann locomotive, con-
cerning which he stated that the expected efficiency at sixty miles
per hour was forty-seven per cent between drawbar pull and indi-

cated horse power in the cylinder. In obtaining this efficiency

ninety per cent is assumed for the engine, ninety-five per cent for

the generators, ninety-eight per cent for the conductors (in the lo-

comotive itself), and ninety per cent for the motors.
George S. Strong criticized Dr. Emery's statement that 6

lbs. of coal is the average requirement for a steam locomotive, and
said that Mr. Westinghouse had given it as high as 8 lbs. He
himself had tested a number of locomotives that ran as low as 3 lbs.

and has today a locomotive built and ready to run on which he is

prepared to guarantee a horse power for 2 lbs.

Much energy is wasted, he said, in the locomotives of today.

On some roads it is the regular practice to burn 225 lbs. of coal per
square foot of area, an entirely unnecessar)' and wasteful custom.
Locomotive boilers are running today in this country which are

giving ten pounds evaporation from a temperature of 212 degs., and
there is no trouble in getting this temperature for feedwater on a
locomotive. There are abundant ways of using exhaust steam to

give it, and locomotives are running in regular service that are giv-

ing a horse power on twenty pounds of water. This efficiency is

very close to that of the best stationary engines, and the saving in

tlip use of electricity referred to by Dr. Emery does not seem borne
out by facts. Moreover, steam railroads are not spending money on
experiments, nor making investments to save operating expenses,
as they care less about efficiency than about immediate expendit-
ures.

The best locomotive engines of to-day will do their work with
the lowest grade of coal which can be bought in the market, they
make no smoke, throw no cinders, and make no sound from the
exhaust, they meet all the conditions and requirements that an elec-

tric locomotive could do, the only advantage that the latter possesses

being that it would give an even pull on the drawbar, an even press-

ure on the rail, and would notthrow any cinders or make any smoke.
Such a locomotive engine could be built for |i 2,000, and would give

2000 i. h. p., and is able to take, for example, an eight car train

over 200 or 300 miles at an average of 61 miles an hour for the
whole distance, including eight stops and five slow-downs.

A. E. Kennelly said that if economy were the only factor

in passenger transportation, the great Atlantic steamers would not
increase their expenses every year by putting more and more horse
power on board ships, and if it can be demonstrated that an electric

locomotive can safely carry passengers at 100 or 120 miles per hour,
there is a large field open for it on the lines of high speed. Steam
railroad schedules have improved very little during the last twenty
years, and cannot probably be further increased to any great extent.

C. F. Uebelacker referred to some features of coal and power
transmission from the coal fields to manufacturing centers as
having a bearing on the transportation problem, and believed that

in the storage battery will be found the solution of many trans-

mission and transportation questions in the larger field of work.
Elias E. Ries said that on the elevated railroads of New York

and other large cities, the substitution of electricity for steam loco-

motives ought to commence immediately, as the conditions were
ideal for economy and superiority of service. We are not at present,
generally speaking, in a condition to compete, commercially, with
the steam locomotive in long distance or trunk line roads. There is

an important element of economy in coal consumption, but this is

compensated for by other items of expense. The limits of the sub-
stitution of electricity for steam will not, however, have been
reached when the elevated roads and the short interurban surface
lines are equipped, but with the development of higher transmit-
ting electromotive forces and more simple methods of conversion
than those which are now practicable to be used, we shall be in a
position to attack the problem of general electric locomotion on
trunk line roads.

Considering the problem of the New York elevated railroad sys-

tem, Mr. Ries thinks that the distance of transmission is so small
that no alternating or converting currents of any type are necessary,
and that a 600 volt direct current would do the work. It would be
desirable to supplement the direct line distribution by means of

secondary batteries of comparatively moderate capacity carried per-
manently in the locomotives of the trains. It has been estimated
that of the total amount of energy developed by the steam loco-
motives on the Third Avenue railway, fifty-nine per cent of the
power expended on a round trip is used in starting, twenty-four per
cent in lifting, and only seventeen per cent in traction. That means
that eighty-three per cent of the total power expended is consumed
on account of stoppages and grades of which nothing is recovered,
but, on the contrary, the waste is augmented by the further use of
steam to apply the brakes. It is within the power of electricity to
save a very large proportion of this wasted energy by the use of
storage batteries which would be charged on down grades or in ap-
proaching stations and would also save as a braking power in oper-
ation.

F. W. Darlington stated that the storage battery experiment on
the Third Avenue elevated road would not produce any results of
value in considering trunk line work. On the elevated roads the
trains run on momentum part of the time, and part of the time they
are accelerating their speed as rapidly as possible. This is quite
different from steam railroad conditions where power is put on and
stays on during an entire run over a section. This power requirement
has been found to be nearly constant after speed is once attained even

if there are considerable grades. One important factor in the
problem of steam versus electricity is found in the necessity of get-
ting up speed rapidly. On the Mount Holly branch of the Pennsvl-
vania Railroad, results have been attained in accelerating trains by
electric locomotives which could not be duplicated by any steam
locomotive on that division of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The discussion in Chicago was carried on by Messrs. H. M.
Brinckerhoff, Professor Stine. M. Coster, W. D. Ball, J. R. Cravath,
C. L. Brown, and Rugg, and a number of interesting features were
brought out.

Limiting Grades for Adhesion.

F. Denizet, in a recent issue of Annates des Fonts et Chaussees,
discusses the limits of grades that can be ascended and safely des-
cended by motor cars which depend upon the contact between the
wheels and rails for adhesion. The article is abstracted in the cur-
rent publication of the Institution of Civil Engineers of London,
from which the following is taken

:

With the introduction of the system of overhead-wire electric
traction, the gradients on which adhesion railways are constructed
have increased considerably, and in America inclines of eight per
cent are now common, while for short distances gradients of twelve
per cent are not unknown. This M. Denizet ascribes to two causes:
first, to the gain in tractive power obtained by the use of motor cars;

and secondly, to the reduced dead weight of the motive apparatus.
If P be the dead weight of the motor car, and p the useful weight,
V, the speed; /, the grade; tc, the relation between the power of the
motor and the dead weight P and K, a constant, the author gives
the formula:

k V i

K — livi
(i.)

from which he concludes that if k can be reduced, either v or i can
can be proportionately increased; that is to say, a steeper gradient
can be ascended at the given speed, or the given gradient climbed at

an increased speed.

M. Denizet, however, devotes most of his attention to the con-
sideration of the limit of gradient that can be safely descended. In
his opinion, cars on an urban railway should be always capable of
stopping within a length of not more than thirty-three feet. While
admitting that with shoe brakes or by reversing Ihe motors a some-
what better effect can be obtained than with slipper-brakes bearing
on the rails, he considers it safe to take all methods of braking as
ultimately equivalent to sliding the car on the rails. He then ob-
tains the following equation for the length, E, traversed by the car
after the brakes are applied, and before coming to rest:

where b = the velocity at the moment that the brakes are applied;

f — the coefficient of friction between the brakes and the rail;

g = the acceleration of gravitation;

i = the grade (the tangent of the inclination to the horizon).
And from this, assuming y = 0.14, he obtains the following safe

speeds:
miles per hour down a grade of 12 per cent.

" " " " 8

He discusses the possible value of /, but concludes that it should
not be assumed higher than 0.14.

The conclusions arrived at are that with gradients steeper than
five per cent:

1. The brakes should be of quick action and strong construction.

2. They should be in duplicate, in case of the failure of one.

3. The rails should be kept as clean and dry as possible, and
sanding apparatus should be provided.

With these precautions the following speeds are perfectly safe:

5 miles an hour on a 6 per cent grade from i6so ft. to 1970 ft. long.

3^ " " " 8 " " " 660 " 980 "

2V2 " " " 10 '• " " 330 " 450
"

On steeper gradients the author recommends the employment
of cable or rack in preference to adhesion, while on longer grades
he thinks the car should be brought to rest at intervals not greater

than 1650 ft., 660 ft. and 330 ft. on grades of six per cent, eight per
cent and ten per cent respectively.

Electric Locomotives on the Brooklyn Bridge.

The electric locomotives recently installed for switching pur-
poses on the Brooklyn Bridge are giving excellent results. The
new cars push a load of 150 tons, and attain a speed of ten miles an
hour in about 200 ft. The time required to transfer a train is thirty-

five seconds, which is considerably better than that of the former
steam motor cars.

AT a citizens' meeting held in Torrington, Conn., recently, to

promote the interests of a.n electric railway between Torrington
and Winsted, a committee consisting of O. R. Tyler, James Alldis,

Thomas W. Bryant, W. S. Lewis and F. F. Fuessenich was appoint-

ed to make surveys for the road, and apply to the Legislature for a
charter.
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liNVENTION

The Brill No. 27 Truck.

By W. E. Partridge.

The actual experience which has been gained during the last

fifteen months with the Brill No. 27 truck shows that it has very
many valuable features which were not anticipated when its princi-

ples first underwent analysis. As compared with the ordinary

swing beam, equalized passenger truck, it shows very marked and
decided advantages. As all steam railroad men know, the ordinary

pivotal passenger truck is the result of long and careful experimenta-
tion,and has been considered the most efficient carriage for carrying

the end of a car that has yet been devised. How many were its ad-

vantages and how greatly it could be improved upon had not been
understood or even dreamed of until the introduction of the No. 27

truck. The ease of riding on tangents and the freedom from swing
when taking curves were points that were demonstrated when the new
truck first went into service. In some fifteen months of use the first

pair of trucks sent out have a record of having never left the rails.

Thirty trucks which have now been running for nearly six months
have shown a similar record, while on the same road ordinary pivotal
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Conditions of ordinary running:
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>
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A and B are Equal
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the two kinds of trucks, Figs, i, 2 and 3 belonging to the No. 27 or
" perfect truck," and 4, 5 and 6 being the ordinary Master Car
Builders' standard four wheel truck. Figs, i and 4 show the con-
ditions of ordinary running in the two types, the triangles repre-
senting the positions of the springs, and the small circles the jour-
nals. In Fig. 4 the springs are seen to h>e in the center of the
equalizing bar, with the journals at the outer end. The journals
in rising, therefore, go contrary to the ordinary theory, and by com-
pressing the spring, shirk the load, the ratio of leverage between the
spring, the journal and the center of the truck being as one to one.
The spring virtually has to carry the load at the outer end of a

lever. It is, in fact, in the precise condition of a spring in a testing
machine. The outer end of the lever can rise and fall with a com-
paratively weak impulse, and at the same time put a very large stress

upon the spring. Referring to Fig. i we find that the load rests di-

rectly over the journals, and the rise and fall of the journal inter-

poses no leverage between the journal and the spring which carries
the load. The difference in action between these two is that in the
ordinary truck the wheel may rise, as at a joint, frog or switch-
point, and for the instant be free from the full pressure of the load.

This being the case, any side strain or side motion can easily de-
flect it and throw it off from the rail. In other words,' it being con-
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PIGS. 1-3.—NO. 27 TRUCK UNDER OPERATING CONDITIONS. FIGS. 4-6.— M, C. B. TRUCK UNDER OPERATING CONDITIONS.

trucks have left the rails repeatedly. The reason for this derail-

ment is not far to seek, since the road runs its cars very fast, and
on account of entering a town at one end and a city at the other,

is obliged to use narrow flanges and very narrow treads to avoid

the paving which projects above the tram rails. An analysis of the
construction of the No. 27 truck shows why it sticks to the rails so

persistently, and also develops weak points in the ordinary pas-

senger truck which have never before been even suspected.

The new truck also proves itself extremely steady under the

action of the brake. The ordinary kicking up, or lifting one end
of the truck frame while the opposite end drops, accompanied by a
chattering of the brake shoes and an exceedingly uncomfortable
jerking during the stops, is entirely removed with the No. 27 truck.

In fact, it does away with what has long been recognized as the

weak point of all equalized pivotal trucks, whether running on
steam, street or elevated roads.

The accompanying diagrams show the constructive features of

trolled by leverage rather than directly by the load itself, there are
moments when it is much more susceptible to a side motion than it

would be if it carried the load upon the spring directly over the
journal bearing. In running around curves, the natural jumping of
the truck may leave the wheel for an instant without the pressure of
the load upon it, and it can be forced sidewise by the jerking action
of the body with considerable readiness.

In Figs. 2 and 5 we have an illustration of the lever action of
the two trucks under the influences of the brakes. The weights A
and B are supposed to represent the respective forces exerted by the
brake on the two ends of the truck, B being shown acting over a
pulley to represent the upward thrust, while A is downward, the
truck, of course, running in the direction from B to A. It will be
understood that both trucks are drawn to the same scale, having the
usual wheel base of a steam road, namely 7 ft. Under these con-
ditions, in the " perfect," or No. 27 truck, the downward pull of the
brake where it catches most powerfully under the wheels gives a
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leverage of 24 ins. against 42 ins. This is nearly two to one against
any tilting action. At the other end the upward lift is 108 ins.

against 42 ins., somewhat more favorable to the tilting of the truck
than at the other end, but a very great improvement over the ordi-

nary passenger truck, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Here the downward
pull has a leverage in its favor of 45 ins. against 21 ins., the pressure
on the spring being almost double that which the downward action
of the brake exercises on the forward end of the truck. At the rear
of the truck it is quite as bad. The upward pull acts on a lever 87
ins. long with the load 21 ins. from the fulcrum. The longitudinal
steadiness of the two trucks is very well represented by the circles

drawn through the links, shown in Figs. 3 and 6. In one case the
links supporting the load are spread 60 ins. to the center lines,

being but 12 ins. inside the center lines of the journal lines them-
selves. In the other case, the spread of the links is but 24 ins.

These dimensions explain the great difference in the behavior of the
two trucks both when running and under
the brakes. In the Perfect, or No. 27
truck, the load is always directly upon the
springs and so upon the wheels, without
giving the wheels an opportunity through
the medium of leverage to throw an undue
weight upon the springs and at the same
time to prevent them lifting.

One of the remarkable features which
is of special advantage and interest to the
air brake manufacturers is the steadiness

of the truck when the brakes are strongly
applied. Owing to the fact that there is

no tilting of the truck frame, there is no
displacement of the center of gravity of the
truck; consequently, the only difference
in the weight brought upon the two wheels
by the act of stopping is that due to the
horizontal component of momentum. This, of course, is the .same

in all trucks. The steadiness of the truck and the fact that the
brake shoes retain their normal position during the .stop, makes it

very much less necessary for accurate adjustment of the shoes,
since they are always applied to the wheels in practically the same
plane, and there is no opportunity for the leading shoe to be drawn
under the wheel or the trailing shoe to be lifted unduly above its

normal position.

Double Spindle Edge Moulding and Shaping
Machine.

The machine illustrated herewith has recently been brought
out by J. A Fay & Company for light work and, it is thought, will

prove especially convenient in repair shops. The column is of
cored section cast in one piece, with bearings for the arbor gate-
ways. The arbors are one inch in diameter above the table and run
in gateways having connected bearings by which the arbors are
always retained in line, and are gibbed to the sides of the column,
making a very substantial and compact machine. The lower step
bearing is arranged to compensate for any wear.

MOULDING AND SHAPING MACHINE.

The arbors have a vertical movement by means of the hand
wheels in front, and either may be readily dropped below the line

of the table. The bearings are self-oiling, and nothing has been
omitted to make it the best machine of its size in use. It will work
all kinds of irregular forms and warped surfaces, straight or circu-

lar mouldings, etc.

The heads are independent of the arbors, and quickly changed for

different widths of ciTtters which are held by end pressure. The
arbors are twenty-four inches apart, and carry heads three inches
in diameter. A floor countershaft goes with each machine. The
table is 48 ins. X 44 ins., and is made either of wood or iron as may
be preferred.

The tight and loose pulleys are 8 ins. )< 4 ins., and should make
900 revolutions.

^ I I ^ —^

The Shelton Street Railway Company, of Shelton, Conn., may
extend its lines to Bridgeport.

New Electric Heater.

Some changes have been made since last season by the Ohio
Brass Company in the Warner electric heater and the engraving on
this page shows the heater in its present form. In its construction

two malleable iron castings are employed, one being the frame
which supports the wires and which is provided with lugs for secur-

ing the heater in position, the other being the cover which protects

the wires and insures a perfect draught for the heated air. The
frame is skeleton in form, and has several offsets projecting from
the face of it which hold in place the sheets of asbestos to which
are attached the heater filaments. These are supported and held
securely in position by small metal clips, which are fastened into

the asbestos board at frequent intervals in such a manner that should
it become desirable to replace the original coils with new ones, it

NEW ELECTRIC HEATER.

can be done without removing the clips. The filaments are of a

special grade of wire, which will not oxidize readily, nor change in

resistance, even when a high temperature is maintained. They are

coiled in spiral shape to allow for the usual expansion and contrac-

tion due to the alternate heating and cooling of the wire. Suit-

able binding posts, thoroughly insulated from the frame of the

heater, are placed at each end of it, into which are fastened the ter-

minals of the heater filaments, and which provide also means for at-

taching the service wires. The frame of the heater as regularly

made is so constructed that it can be fastened directly to the front

of the seat panel by means of ordinary wood screws, but should it be
desirable to attach it to the floor, or when used with cross seats, to

support it beneath the seat itself, special attachments suitable for

such cases will be supplied. The dimensions of the heater over all,

are as follows: length, twenty-seven inches; height, seven inches;

thickness, three inches.

The heating effect of the current is utilized to the fullest extent

by the uninterrupted circulation of air through the heated coils, as

they are mounted in such a way that no obstruction is offered to the

passage of it. The entire surface of the wire being exposed also

allows the air to come in contact with every part of it so that a max-
imum number of heat units is generated from a given amount of

current. In a six heater equipment the three intensities of heat

take 3, 6 and 9 amperes, at 500 volts, respectively, but the last

amount is only used during the extreme cold weather for the larger

sizes of cars.
' For a set of four heaters, 3 and 6 amperes are required

respectively for the two intensities.

In a set of four heaters the filament in each heater is divided

into two sections, each taking the same number or amperes, the al-

ternate sections in all the four heaters being connected in series.

The two circuits are each controlled independently of the other by
an indicating switch, which shows plainly when the current is

"On " and " Off." This plan allows for two different intensities of

heat, and distributes it over the entire car. When six heaters are used

to the set, the regulation of heat is obtained by dividing the fila-

ment in each heater into two sections, one of which allows for the

passage of twice as much current as the other. A special form of

controlling switch is used which brings each of the sections into

circuit independently of the other, or both together in multiple.

/?) H Type C=3 Steel Motor.

The type C-3 Steel motor, illustrated, is rated at thirty

horse power, and is designed to exert a horizontal effort or drawbar
pull of 1000 lbs. continously, without heating or sparking at the

brushes. The frame is of low carbon, cast steel, insuring maximum
power for minimum weight, and the bearings for both axle and
armature are contained in the same casting, insuring perfect align-

ment. The frame is parted through the center and suspended so as

to remove the armature from below. The top and bottom of the

motor frame are also separable and contain the upper and lower

pole pieces, to which are securely attached the field coils, making
it possible to remove either without disturbing any other part of the

motor.
The armature core is of the drum type, is built up of thin disks

of Sweede's iron, with soft steel heads, and is pierced with holes

parallel with the shaft for ventilation. The shaft is of hammered
steel, 3^s ins. in diameter, and provided with tapered seat for both

commutator and pinion. The bearings are of large diameter and
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jijreat length, insuring cool running. Flanges or collars are keyed
to the shaft and run in the open spaces between the motor frame
and bearings. These prevent end motion of the armature and are

al.so an extra safeguard to prevent oil or moisture from entering the

motor frame. They are easily removed and replaced.

The armature winding consists of machine wound coils,

thoroughly in.sulated by a special compound and a double layer of

insulating material. The slots of core are also lined with troughs
of special insulating material which ensures their easy removal no
matter how long in service. The coils are laid in the slots of

core, well below the surface. The balance of the slot is filled with
a hard wood strip, and the whole securely bound with German
silver wire.

The heads of armature are covered with canvas, thoroughly
varnished to exclude moisture and dust, and a brass ventilated

shield is placed on the head opposite the commutator, which effectu-

ally prevents the coils raising from centrifugal force when running
at excessive speeds. The coils are placed so the heads do not inter-

fere with the ventilation of the core.

The conmiutator is a malleable iron shell filled with drojiped
forged copper segments and insulated throughout with the best

quality of India mica. The segments are locked in place by double
tapered collars. The design allows the greatest wear, and elimi-

nates all possibility of the segments becoming loosened when par-
tially worn. The leads from the armature coils to the conmmtator
are doubly insulated by specially prepared tubing, and are soldered
into slots milled in the commutator .segments. The conmiutator,
fitting a tapered seat on the shaft, is easily removed.

cial feature is a small removable section, just below the pinion,
which is all it is necessary to remove when taking out the armature.

The company manufactures two controllers, the type " C " and
type " I)-2." The former can be operated in series-nmltiple or mul-
tijjle only. It occupies a space of 15 ins. wide, 9 ins. deep, and is 38
ins. high to the top of the drum shaft. The cylinder or <lruni con-
tains fifteen contacts. Guards of vulcabeston prevent an arc form-
ing between the contacts. The reverse switch is operated by a
handle at the top of the controller, which cannot be removed except
when the current is cut off. In addition to reversing the motors, a
movement of the same handle to a point shown on the index, locks
the controller drum, preventing its movement beyond the fourth
notch or point of contact, and so changing the combination of con-
nections that the motors are operated in either direction in nmltiple
only.

The type " D-2 " controller is of the series-multiple type, occu-
pies a space 17 ins. wide, 11 ins. deep and is 39 ins. high to the top
of the drum shaft. The cylinder or drum contains fifteen contacts,
insulated from the shaft by an air gap of i '< ins. and from each
other by the overhanging flanges of the vulcabeston sections to
which they are attached. The reverse switch is simple and compact
and is operated by the handle on top of the controller. The cut-out
switches enable either motor to be cut out of circuit. Both cannot
be cut out simultaneously. The operation of either switch locks the
controller cylinder, preventing it from revolving beyond the fourth
contact.

Indexes are provided in both types of controller which indicate
the different points of contact; both also contain a locking device

TYPE STEEL MOTOR.

which prevents the motors being reversed except by first sending
the current through the proper resistance.

The other sizes of motors built by the company are the type
C-4 of forty horse power and type C-6 of sixty horse power.

Some Fast Running.

D-2 CONTROLLER

The bearings of phosphor bronze are of generous dimensions.
The armature bearings are provided with a boss, which fits a recess
in the bearing cap, preventing all rotary movement of the bearing.
This boss is tapped to receive a cap screw passing through cap,
which suspends the bearings and armature in the upper half of
motor.

The field coils, two in number, are wound on insulated brass
spools. These spools are placed upon and fastened to the upper and
lower pole pieces (the poles in the horizontal planes being induced).
Damage from chafing of insulation is entirely eliminated.

The top and bottom of the motor, to which the field spools are
fastened being detachable from the motor frame, either field coil
can be removed independent of all other parts of the motor.

The brush holders are adjustable together or independently.
The carbon brushes are 3^ ins. long and have a bearing of lyi ins.

on the commutator. The tension of the pressure spring is uniform
throughout the length of feed, and the arrangement of the levers
permits the hammer block to be thrown back when removing or re-

placing brushes.
The gear casing is of malleable iron, accurately fitted. A spe-

The Royal Blue Line trains on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
between Washington and Philadelphia have attracted considerable
attention by reason of the rapid time they make and the beauty
of the equipment. No effort has been made to break any speed
records, yet within the past two or three weeks some very creditable
performances have been made by the new Baldwin engines, ten of
which were recently purchased for service upon these trains.

The schedule time between Washington and Philadelphia is fifty-

three miles per hour and the maximum obtained is seventy-five per
hour, the latter speed being only maintained for short distances, and
in most cases when engineers are attempting to make up lost time.

On Nov. 4, train 510, with engine 1310, hauling 4 cars, cov-
ered 96.7 miles in 124 minutes and made four stops. This train
covered 61 miles in 65 minutes, including 5 minutes crossing the
Susquehanna River Bridge.

On Nov. 6, train 511, with engine 849 (which, by the way, is

not one of the new engines), with 4 cars, covered 25.6 miles from
Aberdeen to Bay View in 24 minutes.

Probably the best performance of the month was on Nov.
15. Train 507 (the Chicago limited), with engine 1308, hauling 11

cars, the entire train, with the exception of 3 cars, being vesti-

buled, left Camden Station, Baltimore, at 7:04 p.m. and arrived in
Washington at 7:52 p.m., being a run of 40 miles in 48 minutes.
This train covered the distance between Muirkirk and Alexandria
Junction, on the Washington Branch, 8.1, miles in 7 minutes. This
was an exceptionally good run, when it is taken into consideration
that the speed had to be slow through the cities of Baltimore and
Washington, and there was one slow order on account of sewer con-
struction.
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Horizontal Water Tube Boilers.

The three illustrations given show a horizontal water tube type
of boiler recently put on the market by the Aultman & Taylor Ma-
chinery Co., which is also the manufacturer of the " Cahall " ver-
tical water tube boiler. About a year ago, finding that there were
many locations where it was impossible on account of lack of space
to install a vertical boiler, the managers of this company decided to
build a horizontal water tube boiler in addition to the vertical.

The steam drums are of the best open hearth flanged steel, the
heads for the drums being of the same material, hydraulically
flanged. All the sheets are beveled on the edge and bent into
shape, the rivet holes are then drilled. The performance of this

work after bending insures absolutely round holes without crystal-

lization and allows caulking of all seams both inside and out. In
boilers, the working pressure of which is not to exceed 140 lbs. to

the square inch the longitudinal seams in the drums are double riv-

eted. In the higher pressure boilers, that is from 140 lbs. up to 250
lbs. pressure, all horizontal seams are butt and double strapped
Joints with six rows of rivets. This makes a very fine and durable
joint, and when made with care produces a really fine piece of art in

boiler manufacture.
Each drum has at both ends the Cahall patent swinging man-

head. This manhead although a very simple device, has an impor-
tant function. Engineers who for years have been annoyed with
the laborious and tedious practice of taking manheads out of boilers

and lifting their heavy weight to a place of safety, and then going
through the great annoyance of putting them back in their places
again after the work in the boiler is finished, will appreciate fully

this device. By simply loosening the nuts on this manhead, a
slight push swings the head in as though it were a door. It then
swings back against the drum without occupying any appreciable
amount of room. When the time arrives to again close it, it is pulled
back to its place. Being hinged as it is, the seats come together in

exactly the same place every time, and the joint being made tight

once, is tight for all time, less than one minute being required to

open the manhead and close it perfectly tight.

The flanges on the steam drums for the steam and safety valve
openings are all dropped forged from flanged steel plates. It will

also be noticed from the rear view of the boiler
(
Fig. 2 ) that the

sections of tubes are connected by nipples to cross boxes or saddles
on the steam drums. The material usually supplied in these cross
boxes is either flanged steel plates or cast iron. Both of these, the
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Company claims, have disadvantages.
If made of cast iron it is difficult, it says, to have the curvature of

the box conform exactly to the curvature of the drum and when they
are riveted in place, the sheets in the drums are distorted, the cast

cross boxes are made from open hearth steel which is melted and
run into moulds, being what is technically termed " flowed steel ".

This steel, after cooling and annealing, is said to present all the
chemical and physical properties of regular boiler plate steel, physi-
cal tests on a large number of coupons from these forms showing

FIG. 1.—FRONT VIEW OF BOILER.

iron is cracked from the pressure, or a leaky joint is made. The
trouble alleged against flanged cross boxes is that the successive
heatings and applications of hydraulic pressure, by which the flat

sheets are bent around sharp corners, result in a great pull or a
strain upon the corners, and this reduces the thickness of the
metal in places to the danger point. Moreover, at the points of
the cross boxes where the nipples go in at the end, the recess in-

side the cross box is sometimes so shallow that it is impossible to
remove a nipple after the boilers are once erected, without tearing
down a portion of the brickwork. In the boiler illustrated, these

FIG. 2.—REAR END OF BOILER.

an elongation of over twenty-five per cent, a reduction in area of

over fifty per cent with a tensile strength of over 60,000 lbs. to the
square inch. Manufacturing the cross boxes under this process
allows any thickness of metal desired at all points in the cross box
where it is most desirable, and moreover, permits making sufficient

depth in the cross box to make renewals or repairs, when connect-
ing nipples without interfering with any other portion of the
boiler.

The steam drums are of the best material, and great attention is

paid to the workmanship, everything being done to templates and
all parts fitted before the drums are even tested.

As will be seen from the illustrations, the headers or manifolds
into which the tubes are expanded are of the standard sinuous type.
These headers are made of a special mixture of cast iron. As the
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Company has been building steam en-
gines and other machinery requiring very intricate and delicate cast-

ings for nearly thirty years, its engineers have a thorough knowledge
of the best mixtures of iron to accomplish given results. To secure
best effects with these headers the mixture must be a tough, close
grained iron, and that used for this purpose shows, it is said, a ten-
sile strength nearly twenty-five per cent higher than that used here-
tofore in the manufacture of headers of this type, by actual hydrau-
lic stress applied to numerous instances. These headers are also made
about twenty-five pounds heavier than usual, and , this additional
weight is distributed almost entirely in the form of fillets. In fact

no sharp corners are permitted in the headers, every corner being
filled out to a perfect curve by the use of fillets. The result is that

these headers have been repeatedly subjected to a pressure of 2000
lbs. to the square inch without any sign of rupture.

Great attention has been paid to making a perfect seat in these
headers for the tubes. To secure this the company has designed a
special tool for reaming all these holes to an accurate seat, prevent-
ing the possibility of leakages from this cause. The seats on the op-
posite side of the manifold, covered by the hand hole caps for access
to the tubes after the boiler is erected, are cut down and milled to a
perfect face and the caps which fit over these are also milled and
smooth finished, so that when they are put in position they make a
steam and water tight joint without the intervention of packing of

any kind. The hand hole guards, which go inside these hand holes,

to which the bolt for fastening the hand hole plates in position is

fastened, are malleable iron castings and are elliptical in form, so
that they cover almost entirely the inside of the hand hole. This is

done as a safeguard so that in case a bolt fastening the hand hole
plate in position should break, from any reason, there can be no
sudden rush of steam or water through the hand hole. The bolts

used for fastening these hand hole caps in place are one inch in

thickness.
It will be noticed from the side view of the boiler that the en-

tire structure stands on wrought iron supports and cross beams,
independent of the brickwork, so that the entire structure is free to

contract and expand without any strains occurring either on the
setting or on the boiler itself. In the Aultman & Taylor method of
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suspending the boiler, the entire suspension framework is outside

of the brickwork. In tliis way all possibility of its burning away or

weakening through overheating is avoided.

The fronts for the boiler are what is known as the wrought iron

s'^yle, that is, the entire general framework of the front is made up
of wrought iron or steel beams, channels and girders, and only the

panels containing the door frames are cast. This permits of a very

light, but rigid, structure which it is impossible to crack from the

application of internal heat. All the tubes used in this boiler are

of the best knobbled charcoal iron, which, though more expensive,

is, probably, in the end the most economical. The general fittings

and trimmings of the boiler are of the highest grade, the safety valves

and steam gauges being generally either of the Ashcroft or Ashton
type, unless otherwise specified. The water column used is either

the Reliance or Pittsburgh high and low water alarm. The blow-off

valves are specially made under patents owned by the Aultman &
Taylor Macliinery Company, and are so designed that the disks are

renewable at any time, and both the disk and valve seat can be

cleaned without taking the valve apart. It will be noticed in the

illustration, giving the rear view of the boiler, that these valves have
two wheels, one directly above the other, the upper one being

smaller than the lower. The larger wheel forces the disk down on
its seat, the snialler wheel revolves the spindle carrying the disk.

By revolving the larger wheel until the disk rests lightly on its seat

and then revolving the smaller wheel, the disk is rotated on its

Gas Motor Cars in Europe.

FIG. 3.—SIDE VIEW OF BOILER.

seat, effectually clearing it from any otjstructioiis that may have
accumulated thereon.

The side cleaning doors for the boiler are of a new design
which permits the use of only one door instead of two, and when
the door is opened it is thrown back entirely from the slot into
which it fits, leaving a full and free opening for the introduction of
the steam hose and when the door is closed, wedged shape. The fire

brick tile, which line the door, are placed in a straight line in the
opening, making a perfectly smooth wall on the inside and an abso-
lutely tight joint against the leakage of air into the setting.

Where very high pressures are to be used, say, in excess of 225
lbs. to the square inch, the headers or manifolds for the reception of

the tubes are made of the same material used in the cross boxes on
the drums.

These boilers are built in sizes of from 125 h. p. up to 500 h. p.
in single units. The company also builds what is known as the
"double-decker" type of this same boiler. The boilers are built for

working pressures of from 150 lbs. to the square inch up to 300 lbs.

to the square inch.

The factories of the Aultman & Taylor Machinery Company are

ample in size, new and equipped with tl e latest tools and ma-
chinery. With the exception of the hydraulic and pneumatic plant
all the tools in the factory are direct electrically driven. The factory
has an annual capacity of 200,000 h. p. vertical and 100,000 h. p.
horizontal water tube boilers with the present facilities.

The Montgomery Construction Company, Washington, D. C,
has nearly completed arrangements for the building of the lines of

the Washington & Tacoma Electric Railway Company.

The People's Electric Railway, Xanticoke, Pa., which was
built by an English syndicate nearly a year ago, and operated be-
tween Nanticoke and Glen Lyon, has been purchased by an Amer-
ican Company, and extensions will be made. The new superin-
tendent is Mr. Higgins, formerly of Wilkesbarre.

Reports have Vjeen received from different points in liurope at

occasional intervals during the last two years in regard to the in-

stallation of gas motor cars on various street railway systems abroad,
but the information has all been of a fragmentary character. l'"or

this reascni the ]iaper by M. A. Lave/zari piiblisheil in the last num-
ber of the ^I/(7;/c>//7'.t (Ib;////^' Roidu dcs 'J'ra:'iiiix <.A the Societe
des Ingenieurs Civils de France is of especial interest. The Gas
Traction Company, the owner of the Liihrig system made its first

experiments in iSgi, but it was not until July, 1894, thct any cars

were put in commercial operation.
Tne general ap])earance of the cars is similar to that of com-

pressed air cars and all the mechanism is concealed and hidden
from view. The motor is of the Otto type with two horizontal cyl-

inders facing each other. The motor is placed under one of the
side seats of the car. The gas is electrically ignited by current de-
rived from a small storage battery carried on the car or from a dy-
namo driven from the car axle. The power is transmitted to the
axles by an ingenious system of gearing by which the motor can be
thrown out of engagement with the axles or it can run the car at

either one of two rates of speed. The motor is kept in continuous
operation, but when a stop is made by the car, the motor speed is

reduced from 220 r. p. m. to 80 r. p. ni. by cutting out one cylinder.
The gas is stored in three reservoirs, two car-

ried under the floor and one under the bench oppo-
site to that which covers the motor. These reser-

voirs have a capacity of about thirty-five cubic feet,

at an initial pressure of from 145 lbs. to 175 lbs.

per sciuare inch. The water necessary for cooling

^, off the cyli;iders is carried in another reservoir,

_^^^if\ or more often in a series of tubes mounted on the
"^^^f^

j
top of the car. The water is kept in circulation by

! the heat imparted to it as it passes around the cyl-

; ,

I

inders upon the same principle as that of a thermo-

,\JtJ syphon.
In Dresden four motor cars are in operation and

- they run on the same line with the horse cars. The
grades are not steep, there being only one as high
as four per cent. The consumption of gas amounts
to thirty-seven cubic feet per car mile, including
the gas required by the gas engines used in the
compressing station.

The total length of the Dessau line is about
four miles and the steepest grade is five per cent.
There are thirteen motor cars. Elach weighs six
tons empty and eight tons loaded and holds twenty-
eight passengers, of which sixteen can be seated.
The amount of gas carried in the reservoirs is

twenty-eight cubic feet, at a pressure of 145 lbs.

This permits a trip of from ten to twelve miles
without recharging. There are two compressing
stations equipped with motors of eight horse power
each. Each motor for compression runs only three
hours a day, and the capacity of the station reser-

voirs is sufficient to supply two motor cars with-
out recharging. The speed is limited by municipal
regulations and does not exceed 6.2 miles per hour,
including stops, which corresponds to a maximum

speed of about 7.5 miles an hour. The consumption of gas is found
to be about twenty-nine cubic feet per car mile, including the
amount required by the compressing engines, which is about ten per
cent of the whole.

The line at Blackpool, England, was put into operation only
last May, aud has a length of only eight miles. There are sixteen
double deck motor cars carrying forty passengers each, and weigh-
ing seven tons empty and ten tons loaded. During the first few
months of operation the consumption of gas was claimed not to ex-
ceed thirty cubic feet per car mile.

Encouraged by these results the Gas Traction Company, of

Paris, has put one car in operation in that city. It is double decked,
equipped with a motor of from ten horse power to fifteen horse
power, and is designed to operate at a speed of ten miles per hour. It

has not been in operation long enough yet to determine the economy.
In his conclusions upon the subject of mechanical traction with

gas motors, Mr. Lavezzari sums up the advantages and disadvan-
tages as follows: the experience of operation shows that traction by
gas merits a consideration among other systems. It is a method
which is easy to establish, economical and certain. The cost of in-

stalling and operating the central stations is comparatively small.
Since nearly every community possesses gas works, the fuel is easy
to obtain and can be secured at a very low cost.

There are however opportunities for considerable improvement
in gas motors. The motors, which up to the present have been
used, are practically the same as those emploj'ed for stationary work
and are about as well adapted to the service as stationary steam en-
gines would be upon a locomotive. The principal defect of the
motors is tliat they cannot ascend steep grades, for if built powerful
enough for this service they would work uneconomically under ordi-

nary conditions. Another desirable feature woultl be to devise a motor
which could be stopped when the cars stop, in order to avoid all

disagreeable noi=e and vibration. Finally, the method of gear
transmission could be improved. The gears at present make a dis-

agreeable noise while in service. This might perhaps be remedied
very simply by the employment of gears with wooden teeth.
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Brazier and Blow Torch.

The accompanying cut shows a new kerosene brazier for elec-

tric welding and brazing, suitable for all linemen and tracklayers'

work. It can also be used for soldering irons. It will work in the
wind, and in fact anywhere wanted. The fact of its burning coal

plates and likewise loosening and rattling as is generally the case
where light plates are used. Neither can there be any rocking or
pounding of the plates. They provide a uniform support to the
rail on every tie without reference to the age of the tie, and abso-
lutely prevent the cutting in of ties by the action of the rail. The
illustration on this page is made from a photograph of two cedar
ties removed from the tracks of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

BRAZIER AND BLOW TORCH.

oil will recommend it everywhere, as it makes the operation of it

absolutely safe in any building. Furthermore, one quart of oil will

do the work of 2}4 qts. of gasoline and is so easily obtained that
there seems to be no good reason why this appliance should not
come into general use. It is made by the White Manufacturing
Company, which also makes the same tool for use with gasoline, and
a large number of similar devices using both kerosene and gasoline.

Tic Plates as Tic Preservers.

Street railway managers are gradually becoming impressed
with the merits of the Servis tie plate. That it has become stand-
ard in steam road construction, where the sales of this plate already
exceed 30,000,000, clearly demonstrates that it is an unusually
good thing, otherwise all of the push and enterprise of the O. & C.
Company, the manufacturers, could not begin to accomplish such
results.

RAIL ON PROTECTED AND UNPROTECTED TIE.

Railway. Both were in equal service for three years, the one pro-
tected by the Servis tie plate and in good condition, the other with-
out the plate and showing the action of the rail in gradually break-
ing the wood fibre and cutting into the tie. The plates are made
with two and three flanges, and, as before stated, these flanges are
longitudinal with the grain of the tie, thus never cutting the fibres,

but wedged tightly between them so that a perfect union is secured
which becomes more permanent by the frequent pressure of the cars
in passing over it.

The Kensington Sprinkling Car.

STREET SPRINKLER.

Beginning with the old strap plate the story of the evolution
of the tie plate is instructive and interesting. It is claimed for
the Servis tie plate that it represents the high point in this develop-
ment. These plates are manufactured of soft, tough steel and
are reinforced with flanges which enter the tie in the direction of
the grain, confining and compressing the fibre of the wood and be-
coming practically a part of the tie, to which it firmly adheres.
This arrangement practically prevents all buckling or curling up of

The sprinkling car shown in the accompanying engraving, is

built by the Kensington Engine Works, Timited, and combines in

its design and construction, a num-
ber of new and attractive features. It

has a tank sixteen feet long with a
capacity of 3000 gals., enovigh, it has
been demonstrated, to effectually

sprinkle about three miles of road.

The tank is of plate steel and has six

baffle plates extending from side to

side, making seven compartments;
these communicate with each other
by triangular openings in the corners
of the plates, preventing swash of the
water in case of violent stopping of

the car.

Manholes and openings for filling

the tank conveniently and quickly
are to be found at the top and there
are two hose connections arranged at

the ends on opposite sides for filling

from plugs when that is desired.

Ladders from front and rear platforfh

give easy access to the top of the
tank and float tell-tales at each end
indicate the height of water carried

at all times. To sprinkle over the
track and within a short distance
upon each side, there are perforated
pipes at both ends of the car. These
curve outward and return to the side
of truck.

To sprinkle the street a con-
siderable distance on both sides of

the track, the car carries two swing-
ing arms with perforated pipes car-

ried on cranes that swing in a half
circle, with a radius of about eighteen

feet, making a total width of road sprinkled of over forty-five

feet. These arms are worked from eitHer platform, by hand
wheels actuating a worm engaging wheel on post of crane. In case
of necessity, these arms can be swung against the car in ten seconds,
and are entirely out of the way.

The water valves are of quick opening design and are placed
beneath the car. The Union Traction Company of Philadelphia,

has equipped its lines with these cars, using eleven for the work.



National Conference on Standard Electrical
Insurance Rules.

At the joint conference of electrical, insurance and allied inter-

ests looking toward the adoption, promulgation and enforcement of

a national code of rules for electrical construction and operation,

which was held Mar. iSand 19 of this year at the headcjuarters of

the Aniericair Society of Mechanical Kngineers, in New York, a

large amount of work was done. After a permanent organization,

to be known as the National Conference on .Standard Electrical

Rules, liad been effected, with headquarters at 12 West Thirty-first

Street, New York, it was decided to place the work of drafting the
final code in the hands of a committee of eight, including the presi-

dent (ex-ofificio), who were to report back to the next meeting of

the National Conference. This committee consisted of the follow-

ing gentlemen : Prof. Francis!?. Crocker, chairman, delegate of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers; Frank R. Ford, Secre-

tary, delegate of the American Street Railroad Association; William
Bropliy, delegate of the National Electric Light Association ; Wil-
liam H. Merrill, Jr., delegate of the National Board of Fire Under-
writers; E. A. Fitzgerald, delegate of the Underwriters' National
Electric Association; Alfred Stone, delegate of the American In-

stitute of Architects; E. V. French, delegate of the American Fac-
tory Mutual Insurance Companies; W. J. Hammer (ex-officio).

This committee has recently met in New York, spent two days
upon the preparation of the code, and then adjourned to meet again
Dec. II and 12. This date was decided upon in order to enable the
Underwriters' National Electric Association, which meets in New
Y^ork on Dec. 8 and 9, to consider the suggestions already made by the
code committee and to secure its criticisms and co-operation in the
matter. It is expected that shortly after the next meeting of the code
committee, the National Electrical Conference will be called to take
action upon the code prepared by the committee.

It is very gratifying to observe that the various engineering
societies, and the strong representation of the insurance organiza-
tions represented in the National Electrical Conference, are work-
ing so harmoniously and with so much energy to bring about the
long wished for and much to be desired single national code of

rules.

Annual Convention of Connecticut Street Rail=
way Association.

The annual convention of the Connecticut Street Railway Asso-
ciation was held at New Haven on Nov. 18. Representatives were
present from all the New Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport, Waterbury,
New Britain, Derby, Bristol and Norwalk lines, and from the West-
port & Saugatuck road.

The election of officers resulted as follows: president, H. Holton
Wood, Derby; vice-president, Henry S. Parmelee, New Haven; sec-

retary, E. S. Breed, New Britain; treasurer, E. S. Goodrich, New
Britain. Executive Committee: A.L.Young, Waterbury; Israel A.
Kelsey and G. A. W. Dodge, of New Haven.

After a general discussion the representatives present inspected
the street railway lines in New Haven and at 2:30 o'clock in the
afternoon sat down at a banquet at the New Haven House.

Patent Suits.

The General Electric Company has just brought five suits

against the Fiberite Company, manufacturers of the Medbery insu-

lation and overhead trolley equipment, for an alleged infringement
of patents owned by it on "suspension devices and ears" for

trolley roads.

These suits will be watched with much interest by all electric

roads not using General Electric equipment, and by all manufac-
turer's of overhead devices as they will probably be made test cases,

and if the General Electric Company can establish the validity of

these patents, similar suits may be brought against others.

The Fiberite Company proposes to defend these suits vigor-

ously and has employed some of the most eminent patent lawyers
in the country.

Colorado Notes.

The Colorado Springs Rajjid Transit Railway Company has
equijjped eighteen of its old motor cars with the new type D controllers
and equipments of the Steel Motor Company. The other nine motor
cars will be entirely overhauled and it is thought G. E. 800 equip-
ments put in place of the old ones. McGuire A i suspension trucks
will be used. The whole system is undergoing a complete change.
Double track is substituted for single, a new car house is about to
be built and the comjiany al.so contemplates ordering eighteen new
cars. These will probably be of the combination open and closed
tyjie.

All cars have large signs on them telling the route. The Colorado
City & Manitou line is the only one that runs trailers. All the others
run single twenty foot motorcars with the exception of the Manitou
Avenue & Iron Springs line and West Colorado Springs. The former
runs twenty-six foot open motor cars and the latter twelve foot closed
motor cars. vSeven of the cars have Crawford fenders and all have
now stationary registers.

The Manitou line is cutting into the profits of the steam railroad
which it parallels. The latter has reduced its fare to ten cents the
same as the street railway fare. Before the electric line was built
the steam railroad fare from Manitou to the Springs was twenty-five
cents one way, round trip forty-five cents. Now only five trains are
run daily on the steam line instead of every hour. The electric
cars run every fifteen minutes and beat the time of the steam railway
by four minutes.

Colorado Springs is growing fast and the .street railway com-
pany has done an enormous amount of construction and repairing
this summer. It handled the crowd well during the 'late Flower
Carnival.

Since the road in Pueblo changed hands it is doing better,
financially, and is being improved greatly. All cars there are being
painted one standard color, viz., a rich plum. Formerly a variety
of colors were used. A new car house is being built; the tracks are
being relaid with heavier rails, and new hard wood ties are being
put in everywhere. The company will soon order some new equip-
ments for both power house as well as cars. Four extra regular
cars have been put on since the road changed hands. The company
contemplates considerable reconstruction and new equipment yet.

H. K. Hendricks, A. C. Bileser and others are interested in an
electric line in Boulder, which will take in four or five main streets

of the town. The offices and powerhouse are to be on Pearl .Street.

If the city line pays an interurban line will be built to I\Iarshall and
then on to Denver. The headquarters of the interurban line will be
in Denver. The company has the franchise and rights of the
former horse car company, with additional rights.

The Cripple Creek Traction Company is the name of a new cor-
poration that intends to build a line in Yictor, Altman and Cripple
Creek. The company has the right to use electric, steam or other
power. Thirty old Denver horse cars have been sent there with the
object of splicing or otherwise utilizing them. Grand Junction is

also to have an electric line. The track in all will be fourteen
miles in length, and twelve new cars will be ordered. The line, it

is thought, will be running by July next.

The Durango railway system was taxed to its utmost on " Fruit
Day." All four electric cars were pressed into service, and three
old cars were utilized as trailers.

The Denver Tramway Company is now doing an enormous
amount of construction and repairing, especially in its paint and
cabinet shops. Some of the company's old cable cars are being
fitted up as trailers and some as motor cars. Fort3--two have f een
changed over in this way. Downtown at the loop, pit-holes have
been constructed under the switches and side tracks, so that if a car
is disabled it is run over a pit and given a thorough inspection to
find the location of the difficulty. Fifteen or twenty extra trolleys

are also kept on hand at the loop on a high stand even with the top
of the car. If a trolley is disabled, a change can be made promptly.
Four cars are also alwa}'s kept on hand here in case of emergenc}',
together with signs, headlights, brakes, etc.

On the Denver, Lakewood & Golden Railway traffic has in-

creased so much that all trains running through to Golden, have to
carr^- an extra trailer. It is of the combination type, half baggage
and half passenger. Three of the Denver, Lakewood & Golden
Railway Company's freight cars are being equipped with motors
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and trolleys to carry freight between Denver and Golden. Electric

freight trains on this line are run to Golden four times every day
(except Svmday). If the business increases more cars will be added
to the freight service. The company has also bought four fourteen

seat open cars from the Circle Railroad (steam) Company, lessee

Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe. They were formerly used by the

Circle, as summer cars. It is the intention of the Denver, Lake-
wood & Golden to eqviip them with electricity and in the future to

get a few more of them to be used as trailers.

The Denver City Cable Railway Company has been reorganized

and is now the Denver City Railroad Companj'. Under this new
name the company proposes to soon commence to build electric

lines and also to repair the cable lines. The management is said to

now have no intention of changing the cable lines to electric, as the

cables are beginning to pay exceedingly well.

Foreign Notes.

Londofi, E7iz!iiiid.—The Light Railways Act, which has re-

cently passed Parliament, promises to permit the establishment of

many electric railways in the near future.

Chalons, France.—Three propositions for establishing a street

r-ilwa}' in this town are before the Municipal Council: one by M.
Popp, of Paris, for any kind of mechanical traction (cables or elec-

tricity excluded); the second by M. Gossot who proposes to use the

Scott petroleum motor busses; the third, a syndicate of Lyons cap-

italists, which proposes the installation of an overhead trolley

system with extensive suburban branches.

Brussels, Belgium.—For the World's Exposition, which will be
held here during the next year, a number of electric railway pro-

jects are underway.

The official report of the Societe Nationale de Chemins de Fer
Vinceaux for the year 1895 has been submitted and contains a great

deal of interesting information. The corporation is really a depart-

ment of the royal government, and is presided over by the Minister
of Railways and Telegraphs.

On Dec. 31, 1895, seventy-six lines, with a total length of

1573. 1 k. m., were reported. The rolling stock consisted of 266
locomotives, 710 passenger cars and 19S1 freight cars. The total

receipts were 5,903,465 francs, and expenses 4,901,111 francs. Of
the seventy-six lines, sixty-five were in operation, ten in construc-
tion, and upon one no work had yet been commenced. Of the
sixty-five in operation, sixty-three with a total length of 1307.3 k.m.
were operated by steam, one with length of 5.1 k. m. by horse, and
one with length of 12.6 k. m. by electricity. The latter, which is in

Brussels, shows increased receipts over 1894, when the road was
operated by steam power.

J'ienna, Austria.—The following is a comparative statement of
Austrian horse railway companies for 1893 and 1894 as given in the
November issue of the Zeitschrift fur Kleinbahnen.

Passenger
Investment Horses Cars Length Receipts Expenses

1893. 15,937,000 fl. 4273 1049 165. 2k. m. 6,483,000 fl. 5,013,000 fi.

1894. 14,999,000 fl. 4309 1136 166. 7k.m. 6,782,000 fi. 5,o3o,ooofl.

Milaii, Italy.—According to La Nature, the falls of Paderno,
distant thirty -three kilometers from the city of Milan, will be iitil-

ized to furnish electric power for the operation of electric lines in
that citj'. Ten thousand kilowatts is available, and the voltage
transmission to be used will be 11,600 volts. Two generators of

500 k. w. each have already been instfilled for this service.

Johannesburg , South Africa.—The Government of the Transvaal
has awarded a franchise, it is said, for the equipment of the new
lines in that city by electric power.

Liege, Belgium.—Electric traction has been substituted on two
former liorse car lines in this city.

Berlin, Germany.—The Grosser Berliner Pferdebahn has put in

operation a number of combination accumulator and trolley cars.

The accumulators supply the current for operating the cars within
the business section of the city, and when the suburbs are reached
a change is made to the overhead system. The cars have an entrance
at the side and room for twentj'-six passengers, sixteen seated and
ten standing.

Cologne, Germany.—The managers of the Cologne Tramway
Company have voted unanimously to substitute electric for animal
power on the system operated by them, as well as to build a number
of new lines.

Nantes, France.—By a decree dated Sept. 22, two new tramway
lines were authorized in Nantes. The)- will be operated hy the
Nantes Tramway Company, and will use compressed air as a motive
power.

Ban's, France.—The Tramway Company of Paris, of the De-
partment of the Seine, expected by Nov. i to replace the steam
power on several of its lines by electric accumulator power.

Vienna, Aus'ria.—According to the Austrian RailroadJour-
nal, the Russian Railway Mini.ster has decided to purchase four
Heilmann electric locomotives for use in Russia. Two of these
locomotives will be built to draw a train of 380 tons at a speed of
106 k. m. per hour. The other two are to operate at a speed of 42
k. m. a train of 1000 tons. The cost of operation for the first two, it

is thought, will be .45 fr. per verst, and of the others, .52.

Barcelona, Spain.—D. Jose Carbonell has been accorded a fran-

chise for an electric road in this city.

Sidney, Australia.-—A bill authorizing an electric tramway in

George Street has passed both houses.

The Tramways of Glasgow.

It will be remembered that the city of Glasgow, Scotland,
entered, some two years ago upon the experiment of operating its

own tramway lines, the franchises of the former Glasgow company
having expired, and Parliamentary authority having been obtained
by the Town Corporation to enter upon the direct management of the
properties. It will also be remembered that considerable controversy
arose at the time of making this change over the question of motive
power and of fares, and the decision of the corporation to purchase
a new horse equipment throughout was criticized at the time as
being ill advised in view of the great advances being made in elec-

tric traction, while it was predicted that the reduction in fares,

which was also determined upon at the same time, would make the
enterprise an unprofitable one.

The second annual report covering the operations for the year
ending May 31, 1896, has recently been received, and shows that the
management has been at least wise and economical. The traffic

and other receipts amounted in round numbers to 11,671,885, and the
working expenses to $1,255,550 (equivalent to about 75 per cent of
the gross receipts

)
leaving a balance of 1416,335. This balance has

been distributed as follows; $63,285 has been applied to interest on
capital; $45,000 has been paid to the city fund called the " Common
Good " in lieu of the mileage rate, etc., formerly received from the
lessees of the tramways; $52,710 has been passed to the sinking fund;

$89,045 has been charged to depreciation and written off capital

account; $85,000 has been charged to the renewal fund for per-
manent way

; $81,295 has been carried to a " General Reserve Fund ".

The total capital account stands at $2,914,965. During the year
the tramways operated 6,831,379 car miles and 101,271 omnibus
miles, and carried 86,462,594 passengers. The average receipts per
car mile were $.2302 and per omnibus mile $.0510. The minimum
rate of fare was one-half penny

(
$.01 ) and ranged from this to three

pence ( $.06).

The money raised on capital account for the operation of this

tramway system was taken from the " Common Good " fund of the
city, which was on June i, 1895, the creditor of the tramways depart-
ment to the amount of $2,635,490. If we may consider that the
above item entitled " Sinking Fund " will in time take care of the
principal of the debt incurred b}' the tramway department to the
fund of the " Common Good ", and that the items entitled " Inter-

est on Capital " and " General Reserve Fund " form a true return
upon the investment, it would appear that the profits of the tram-
way property during this its first year of operation are equivalent to

a return of about 5.5 per cent upon the capital investment. This
figure is not, however, exact and the true figure cannot be ascer-

tained without a more intimate knowledge of the items in the depre-
ciation and renewal funds than can be obtained from the report.

Moreover, if the Glasgow corporation should decide to adopt an
improved motive power, there would necessarily be a considerable
loss in disposing of the present equipment, and this loss must either

be added to capital account or absorb the entire profits of many years
to come.

News Notes.

Allentown, Pa.—The Town Council of Hellertowii, has ap-
pointed a committee to confer with the South Bethlehem City
Council relative to the early extension of the line of the Allentown
& Lehigh Valley Traction Company from South Bethlehem to

Ilellertown. There will be no difficulty over right of way.

Baltimore, Md.—In the First Branch of the City Council the
following measures have been introduced: authorizing the City Pas-

senger Railway Company to lay tracks on Aliceanna Street from Ann
Street to Patterson Park Avenue; on Monument Street from Patterson
Park Avenue to the city limits and on many other streets in the cit)

;

authorizing the Baltimore Traction Company to lay tracks on the old
Liberty road from SlinglufT Avenue to the Baltimore and Liberty
Turnpike road, and to make other extensions; authorizing the Wal-
brook, Gwynn Oak & Powhattan Railway Company to lay tracks

from the terminus of its present line, on the Liberty road, from Gar-
rison Avenue to the city limits; authorizing the Lake Roland Ex-
tension Railway Company to erect a double track iron bridge over
the Windsor Mill road from the terminus of the Lake Roland Ele-

vated Railway line at Walbrook to private property on the north
side of the road.

The Central Passenger Railway Company, of Baltimore, will

order about seventy additional motor cars for its lines when the ex-

tensions now being built are completed.

Bangor, Me.—At a stockholders' meeting of the Bangor,
Hampden & Winterport Railway Company, on Nov. 12, the follow-

ing directors were chosen: Henry L. Mitchell and E. C. Nichols, of

Bangor; H. W. Mayo, of Hampden; Israel A. Kelsey and Tracy
Walker, of New Haven, Conn.; Thomas M. Waller and S. H. Wag-
ner, of New York. At a directors' meeting the following officers

were elected: H. L. Mitchell, president; Israel A. Kelsey, treasurer;

H. W. Mayo, secretary.
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the charter, and at Walloonisac will cotiiiect with the Hoosick Falls

road. A. E. Powers, of Ivansiiigburgh, N. Y., is interested in the

proposed road, and he thinks that it will do bnsiness enongh to ])ay

the running expenses, fixed charges and a fair dividend in addition.

The survey for the road was completed several weeks ago.

Binghamton, N. Y.—The Binghaniton Railroad Company has
been granted permission to double track its Court Street line.

Braddock, Pa.—vSurveys for the Braddock & Homestead h'lec-

tric Railway have about been completed. It is likely the bridge to

connect Homestead and Braddock will be built this winter, and the

railway built in the spring.

Bradford, Pa.—The Western New York & Pennsylvania Rail-

way Company has sold its road between Olean and Bradford to a

conipany of Boston capitalists, who will etjui]) it with electricity and
operate it in connection with the street railways of Olean and Brad-

ford.

Butte, Mont.—The Butte Consolidated Railway Company will

purchase 150 h. p. ailditional generators.

Canton, O.—The City Council has granted a franchise to the

Canton & Massillon Electric Railway Company to extend its lines

on South Market and Bridge Streets.

Charleston, S. C.—The City Council has granted a franchi.se

to the Charleston Street Railway Company to build and operate
electric railways in Charleston. Among the incorporators are

Charles A. Deans and Edward S. Jarrett, of New York; Jas. B.

Chastain and J. vS. Lawrence, of Baltimore, and P. H. Gadsden, of

Charleston.

Columbus, O.—The County Commissioners have granted an
extension of time to the Columbus & Buckeye Take Street Railway
Company. The road is to be built and in operation by Oct. I,

1897.

Dallas, Tex.—The Dallas City Street Railway Company will

equip the remaining eighteen miles of its sy.stem with electricity as

soon as it can raise funds for that purpose.

Dayton, O.—It is reported that the Dayton Traction Company
will extend its lines from Dayton to Eaton. Rights of way have
been secured from property owners along the line and work will be
begun very soon.

Dighton, Mass.—The Diglitoii, Somerset & Swansea .Street

Railway Company desires to increase its capital stock from j^6o,ooo

to liio.oco.

Duluth, Minn.—G. A. Ivcland, president of the Minnesota
Point Street Railway, write us that "the motive power of the road
will be changed from horse to electricity, compressed air or steam."
The directors are as yet undecided as to the one that will finally be
adopted.

Fayetteville, Ark.—The Eayetteville PHectric Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated by ¥. T. Crommett, O. M. Wallace, J.

W. Lipsey and J. A. Griffith to build and operate an electric railway
in Fayetteville. Capital stock, ^50,000.

Fitchburg, Mass.—The Gardner, Westminster & Fitchburg
Street Railway Company has been granted a franchise by the Board
of Aldermen of Fitchburg. Among those interested are F. S.

Coolidge, of Fitchburg; J. A. Stiles, of Gardner, and Herbert Carter,

of Springfield.

Flint, Mich.—Judge Nolan, of Saginaw, who holds franchises
for the construction of an electric railwa}- to Long Lake and Fenton,
from Flint, has been to F'enton and had the franchise extended to
Nov. 18, 1897. He says that the prospects are good for the construc-
tion of the road, and that the larger part of the bonds will be taken
by Eastern capitalists.

Fresno, Cal.—J. S. Eastwood, of the San Joaquin Electric
Company, is interested in an electric road to be built by the com-
pany in and around Fresno.

Georgetown, Mass.^The Hayerhill, Georgetown it Danvers
Street Railway Company has been petitioned to extend its lines
from Georgetown to Rowley.

Guadalajara, Mex.—The Guadalajara Street Railway Com-
pany is considering the equipment of its lines with electricity or
compressed air. Mr. Blake, engineer of the companj', is about to
make a report on the subject to the directors, and shortly after work
will be begun in installing the system adopted.

Hamilton, Ont.— Edward Henerson, of Ancaster, Ont., Harry
Maxey, Frederick Garner Beckett and Frederick .Snider, of Hamil-
ton, and Henry G. Beckett, of the township of Barton are the incor-
porators of the Hamilton, Chedoke & Ancaster Electric Railway
Company.

Hingham, Mass.—Pepper & Register, of 1414 .South Penn
Square, Philadelphia, write us that the Hingham Street Railway
Company will probably buy five open motor cars.

Joliet, 111.—The Joliet Railway Company is considering the ex-
tension of its lines from Lockport to Lemont.

Kansas City, Mo.—The North East Electric Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated by S. M. Jarvis and R. R. Conklin, of

New York, and Baylis Steele, of Kansas City, as a reorganization of
the North East Street Railway Company. Capital stock, 1250,000.

Kingston, Jamaica.—Kingston, the capital of Jamaica, and the
principal city of the I'.ritish West Indies, with a population of about
60,000, is going to put in an electric railway sy.stem. About twelve
miles of road will be equi])])ed. The Jamaica Street Car Company
which is making the change is an old and prosperous company, hav-
ing operated the road for many jears past with mule power.

Kingston, Ont.—The King.ston, Portsmouth cS: Cataraqui Elec-
tric Railway Coin])any will probably extend its lines 3 '2 niiles.

Knoxville, Tenn.—The City Council has jiassed on fir.st reading
an ordinance granting to the Knoxville Street Railway Company
jjerniission to extend its lines in many streets of the city.

Lewiston, Me.—The citizens of Minot Corner at a recent meet-
ing appointed W. W. Dennen and J. II. Cuskley, a committee to

request the I^ewiston & Auburn Horse Railroad Company to extend
its lines through Minot Corner to Mechanic Falls and farther if they
see fit.

Lockport, N. Y.—The Lock City Electric Railroad Company
may extend its lines to Rogers Grove and Cold S])ring.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Ivlgar E Lefebor, secretary of the Main
Street & Agricultural I'ark Railroad Company, writes us that the
company will rebuild the whole road and equip it with electricity.

Sixty ]5ound rails will be used, and fifteen new cars will be bought.

Madison, Wis.—The Madison City Railway Company may
purchase three motor cars.

Manchester, Va.—The resolution of the City Council authoriz-
ing John C. Robertson to construct and operate an electric railway
has been jjassed by the Ordinance Committee.

Manistee, Mich.—The Manistee, Filer City & F^ast Lake Rail-

way Company expects to make several extensions to its lines in the
spring.

Marysville, Cal.—The INIarysville & Yuba City Street Railroad
Company is expecting to add four miles of new track to its system
during the coming year.

Montgomery, Ala.—The Montgomery Street Railway Company
will purchase four open motor cars.

Montpelier, Vt.— The Montpelier & Mad River Electric Trac-
tion Company has been incorporated by Mr. Ward, of Washing-
ton, Vt.

Montreal, Can.—The Montreal Park & Island Railway Com-
pany contemplates adding 300 h. p. generators to its power plant,

ten motor cars, four trail cars and 50 h. p. electric motors to its roll-

ing stock and the construction of five miles of new road.

Muskegon, Mich.—Notice of sale on Jan. 5, under second
mortgage foreclosure of the Muskegon Railway Company's prop-
erty and franchises, has been made public.

Newark, N. J.—It is reported that the North Jersey Street
Railway Company is considering the extension of its lines from
Caldwell to Pine Brook, Parsippany and Morristown, a distance of

about fifteen miles. J. K. Corbiere, of Montclair, N. J., is president
of the company.

New Bedford, Mass.—The Union Street Railway Company has
declared a dividend of two per cent.

Newburgh, N. Y.—The Newburgh Electric Railway Company
is thinking of extending its lines a distance of 1^4 miles.

New Haven, Conn.—The residents of Cosy Beach are request-
ing the New Haven Street Railway Company to extend its lines

from the lighthouse to Cosy Beach on the east .shore. The com-
pany now has a charter to run as far as Mansfield's Grove, and
owing to the increase of houses at Cosy Beach, it is believed that
the company will apply to the legislature for a charter to extend its

line as petitioned. Probably the line will ultimately be extended
to Short Beach and Branford Point.

New Orleans La.—The Canal Claiborne Railroad Company
expects to construct and equip about twenty miles of new track
next year.

New Rochelle, N. Y.—The Village Trustees have granted a fran-

chise to the Larchmont Electric Compan}', and the work of con-
structing the new electric railwaj' in New Rochelle will be begun at

once.

Newton, Mass.—The Newton & Boston Street Railway Com-
panj' has decided to extend its road to Great Plain Avenue, Need-
ham, at once, providing a franchise can be secured.

New York, N. Y.—Comptroller Fitch has awarded the fran-

chise for building and operating twenty-eight miles of .street railway
in the Twentj^-third and Twenty -fourth Wards to the People's Trac-
tion Company. The People's Traction Company gets the privilege

at its bid of eighty-seven per cent of the gross receipts for the first

five years and iiinet}'-five per cent thereafter, in addition to the stat-

utory minimum charges of three and five per cent, respectively.

This makes the total gross receipts payable to the city.

Oshkosh, Wis.—The franchises and jaropert}' of the Central
Wisconsin Electric Railway Company have been sold hy the sheriff

for|3076. W. H. Clark, of Chicago, purchased the franchises, W.
F. Gruenwald, of Oshkosh secured the ties and poles, and Chas.
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Barber, president of the Oslikosh Street Car Company, paid f1900
for the rails.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The citizens of Bridesburg and Frankford
have prepared an ordinance to be introduced in the City Council re-

quiring the Union Traction Company to extend its lines from
Frankford to Bridesburg.

Potts ville, Pa.—The Schuylkill FJectric Railway Company
has been granted permission to extend its lines.

Reading, Pa.—C. R. Eberle, of 647 North Fortieth vStreet,

Philadelphia, has been awarded a contract for the construction and
equipment of fifteen miles of electric railway between Boyertown
and Reading.

Richford, Vt.—Citizens of Ricliford have formed a company to

build an electric railwaj' from Richford to Montgomery Center. A
good route has been surveyed, and the incorporation of the com-
pany has been applied for under the title of the Richford & Mont-
gomery Electric Railway Company.

Riverside, Cal.—It is probable that the Riverside & Arlington
Railway will be equipj^ed with electricity during the coming year.

Saginaw, Mich.—The Inter-Urban Electric Railway Company,
will apply to the City Council for permission to build a loop line in

the city and to bridge the river at Tuscola Street. This will give

the company an entrance into the city. Isaac Bearinger is president

of the company'.

St. Joseph, Mo.—It is reported that the St. Joseph Railway,

Light, Heat iS: Power Company will extend its lines to Lake Con-
trary and build a park and race track there. The company has de-

cided to equip its cars with electric heaters the contract for which
has been let.

St. Louis, Mo.—The St. Louis, Fenton & Southwestern Rail-

way Company has been granted a franchise to build an electric rail-

way from Carondelet, in St. Louis County, to Big River, in Jefferson

County.

Schenectady, N. Y.—The Mexican General Electric Company
has been incorporated by S. D. Greene, Henry W. Darling, D.

Mazenet, J. R. Lovejoy and M. F. Westover, of Schenectady, to deal

in electrical apparatus and to install electric plants in the Republic
of Mexico. Capital stock, $50,000.

Seneca Falls, N. Y.—The Seneca County Railwaj' Company
will extend its lines from Geneva to South Waterloo as soon as the
rights of way are obtained. John E. Nolan is president.

Sioux City, la.—The Sioux City Traction Company has
awarded the contract for the extension of its lines to Dakota City

and Homer, to Nangle, Holcomb & Compan}', of Chicago.

Tacony, Pa.—The Holmesburg, Tacony & Frankford Electric

Railway Company will issue $350,000 first mortgage five per cent
thirty year gold bonds to the West Philadelphia Title & Trust Com-
pany, as trustees. The total mortgage is $400,000, but the remain-
ing $50,000 bonds are reserved in the treasury of the company, and
can only be issued for the purpose of extension or the acquisition of

additional property.

Wabigoon, Ont.—An electric railway is projected from Wabi-
goon, on the Canadian Pacific Railway, to the gold fields of the
Rainy River district, a distance of seventy-five miles. Toronto
capitalists are backing the enterprise. Water power will be used
for generating the electricity, and if a charter is obtained soon, the
road will, probably, be completed next fall.

Washington, D. C.—Surveys have been made, rights of way
secured and estimates are about completed for the Washington,
Annapolis & Chesapeake p;iectric Railway. The projected length
of the road is twenty-seven miles. L. H. Hyer, 1216 F Street, N.
W., is chief engineer.

Waterloo, la.—The Waterloo & Cedar Falls Rapid Transit

Company is thinking of building a twelve mile extension to its lines

and adding to its equipment the following: 200 h. p. generators, five

motor cars, five trail cars and seven electric motors. L. S. Cass is

president of the company.

Waynesboro, Va.—J. A. Patterson, of Staunton, Va., has pur-
chased a controlling interest in the Waynesboro & Basic City
Street Railway, and will introduce new methods in its management.

Webster, Mass.—A company is being formed by E. L. Spauld-
ing, E. N. Bigelow, N. T. Hurlburt, L. R. Eddy, John Flint and J.

W. Dobbie, of Webster, to build an electric railway in Webster and
a line from Webster to Worcester. Franchises will be applied for

during the session of the Legislature this winter.

West Superior, Wis.—It is stated that the Superior Rapid
Transit Railway Company will extend its lines in Superior and from
Old Superior to Duluth.

White Plains, N. Y.—A petition is being signed hy Mount
"Vernon business men to be presented to the New York, Elmsford &
White Plains Electric Railwaj' Company, to show that the public
desires electric railways from Mount Vernon to Bronxville,Tuckahoe,
New Rochelle and City Island.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.—The Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Valley Trac-
tion Company, of Wilkesbarre, and the Lehigh Traction Company, of

Hazleton, are interested in the proposed electric railway from Wilkes-

barre to Hazleton and it is reported that they will begin work on
the road next spring. The line will run through Milnesville and
St. Johns.

Worcester, Mass.—The date for beginning the construction
of the lines of the Worcester & Marlboro Street Railway Company
has been extended to Apr. i, 1897. A. D. McClellan, of Worcester,
is interested in the company.

Youngstown, O.—The Mahoning Valley Electric Railway
Company has filed with the Secretary of State an application for
permission to increase its capital stock from $150,000 to $1,500,000
and to change its headquarters to Youngstown. This application is

in consummation of the consolidation of the Mahoning Valley and
Youngstown Street Railway Companies.

Annual Report of the Montreal Street Railway
Company.

The annual report of the Montreal Street Railway Company for
the year ending Sept. 30, 1S96, shows gross receipts $1,265,898, an
increase over the previous year of $163,111, or 14.79 P^r cent. The
operating expenses were $710,865, an increase over the previous year
of $58,053, or 8.89 per cent. The operating expenses required 56. 48
per cent of the gross receipts, as against 59.2 per cent in 1895, 71.16
per cent in 1S94, 79 per cent in 1893, and 82.68 in 1892.

The net earnings in 1896 were $555,034, an increase of 23.35 per
cent over 1895, and these earnings were equivalent to 11.55 per cent
on the total capitalization, as against 10.21 per cent in 1895, 9.69 per
cent in 1894, 8.17 per cent in 1893.

The company carried 29,896,470 passengers in 1896, as against
25.877,758 in 1895 (an increase of 15.53 per cent), and 11,631,386 in
1S92. 8,541,530 transfers were issued, amounting to 28.57 percent
of the passengers carried, a slight increase in percentage over the
previous year, but a reduction from the figures of 1S94 and 1893.

Two regular dividends of four per cent each were declared for
payment in May and November, and an additional " bonus " of one
per cent was declared for payment in November, while $102,107
were carried to surplus account.^
The Annual Report of the Bridgeport Traction

Company.

The annual report of the Bridgeport Traction Company is some-
what novel in form inasmuch as it is prepared at the instance of
Messrs. Redmond, Kerr & Company, who are largely interested in
the property, by an outside engineer, Horatio A. Foster, and is in
the shape of an unbiased report b}' him on the phj'sical and finan-
cial features of the property.

For the six months ending June 30, 1896, the car miles run
were 945,423, and the total receipts were $149,502, equivalent to

. 158 per car mile. This is an increase of $18,863 over the correspond-
ing months of 1895. The operating expenses were $[17,829, equiva-
lentto .125 per car mile. The net earnings were $31,673, equivalent
to .0335 per car mile.

Of the operating expenses $58,930 were general expenses, in-

cluding interest on bonds and taxes, $9567 were chargeable to

motive power, $5253 to maintenance, and $44,079 to transportation.

The balance sheet of Sept. 30 is as follows:

Resources:
Plant and equipment $3,800,205
Accounts receivable i,6gi

Cash on hand 34,429

Total $3,836,325

Liabilities:

Capital stock $2,000,000
Bonds outstanding 1,683,000
Accounts payable 30, 100

Surplus 74,802
Profit, July I, to date 48,424

Total $3,836,325

The total receipts amount to .213 per car mile, the operating

expenses to .161 per car mile, and the net earnings to .052 per ear

mile.

Personals.

Mr. A. H. Woodward, treasurer and general manager of the

International Register Company, of Chicago, is making a trip East.

He reports business as imjiroving.

Mr. C. Densmore Wyman, general manager of the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company, has been elected general mana-
ger of the New Orleans Traction Company.

Mr. W. Phillips has been appointed acting manager of the

Niagara Falls, Park & River Railway Company, of Niagara Falls,

Ont., in place of Mr. R. McKenzie, who has resigned.

Mr. F. E. Huntress was elected a member of the Massachu-
setts House of Representatives at the recent election. Mr. Huntress
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will represent the Seventh Middlesex District, coniprisinj; two
wards of Sonierville, of which city he is a resident.

Mr. A. Langstaff Johnston, engineer of construction of the

Riclnnond( Va. ) Traction Company, havinj^ comjileted his work in

that city, severed his connection recently with that company. Upon
the occasion of his retirement, the oflicials tended to him a ban-

quet. Mr. Johnston, it is rejwrted, has several important electric

railway installations in contemplation.

Mr. A. H. Englund, of Mayer & Englund, Philadelphia, was in

New York last month. He stated that tlie business outlook for the

coming year was excellent and anticipated that a large number of

electric railway projects in Pennsylvania, which had been held in

abeyance during the past few years on account of adverse business
conditions, would be put through during the coming season.

Mr. Charles L. Harry resigned recently as superintendent of

the Bay Cities Consolidated Street Railway Company. His retire-

ment was made the occasion of the j)resentation to him by the
e:nployes of the company of ;i handstune gold watch, chain and
charm which bore the inscription " With Compliments of the Ivm-
ployes of the Bay Cities Consolidated Street Railway Company. "

Mr. J. R. Beetem resigned on Nov. 10, as general manager of

the Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia. Mr. Beetem went to

Philadelphia about two years ago from Scranton, Pa., where he had
held the office of general manager of the Scranton Traction Com-
pany. Previous to his connection with the latter company he had
been superintendent of the Atlantic Avenue Railway Company, of

Brooklyn.

Mr. Newton Jackson has severed his connection with the
Electric Mutual Casualty Association, to devote his attention en-

tirely to the work of the Electric Mutual Fire Association, which
company has recently been organized for the purpose of insuring
railway plants against losses from fire, on the mutual plan. Mr. W'm.
W. Wharton has been elected his successor with the Electric Mutual
Casualty Association.

Gen. A. B. Upshaw, who held an important position in Wash-
ington during President Cleveland's first administration, has
arranged to go extensively into street railway securities and the
reorganization of street railwa}' properties. A strong financial com-
pany is being organized for tliis purpose by him and others. One
of New York's most prominent lawyers will be counsel of the cor-

poration and to him all legal matters relating to the Investment
Company will be submitted. While the organizers of the company
contemplate that most of their negotiations will be for properties on
this side of the Atlantic, the establishment of European connec-
tions of the mo't desirable character is under wa}'. General Up-
shaw has for months been a neighbor of the STREET Railway
Journal, occupying a suite of offices in the Havemeyer Building.
He established when in the service of the Government a reputation
for the possession of administrative and executive abilities of a high
order and has now a wide acquaintance throughout the country
among the men who are making its history to-day. These qualities

promise to make the much needed enterprise that is about to be
launched by him and his associates a pronounced success.

Obituary.

William G. Ellis, of the Ellis Car Company, Amesbury,
Mass., died Nov. 3, at the age of sixty-four years. Mr. Ellis was a

native of Scotland, and when a young man emigrated to Australia
where he engaged in gold mining. He came to this country in

1863 and entered the carriage manufacturing business. In 1S75 he
commenced business on his own account and his street railway cars

were shipped all over the country. In 1893 a fire destroyed the
plant. Business was recommenced in another factory, but the car
building department was given up. Mr. Ellis was a prominent
citizen of Amesbury and director in a number of financial and rail-

road companies.

AMONG THE MANUFACTURERS.

St. Louis Car Wheel Company, of St. Louis, reports a very
decided change for the better in its business since the election, and
feels confident of steady and continued improvement.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Company, of Brooklyn, reports
that its works are extremely busy and the company has much work
ahead. Business prospects, it states, are very bright for the future.

The American Engine Company, of Bound Brook, N. J., is

about to ship one of its new American-Ball engines to the Chinese
Government, to be used in driving machinery for the coinage of

silver.

The Western Electric Company, of Chicago, reports a very
large demand for the Sunbeam lamps, especialh- for the two, four,

and six candle power lamps. Large orders have been filled for use
in sign and decorative work.

The Ball & Wood Company, of New York, reports that its

works are running on full time and in the past few years it has not
only considerably widened its market, but very much improved its

methods as well as products.

The Creaghead Engineering Company, of Cincinnati, O., is

engaged on the construction of the overhead line for the Iroiiton &
Petersburg lilectric Railway of Ironton, O. The Creaghead Com-
pany also rejiorts a number of other orders on hand.

J. P. Sjoberg & Company, of New York, reports that the
amount of business done by them during the past year has been
very .satisfactory and they have every reason to believe that their

orders will more than double up during the coming year.

The Wheeler Reflector Company, of Boston, writes in regard
to the prospects for the coming year that it expects a much larger
business than has been possible in the last year or two, although the
company has no occasion for fault finding with results, even during
that period.

John T. McRoy, of Chicago, has just issued a very handsome
and tasty booklet entitled " Conduits and Cables, " descriptive of
the McRoy vitrified terra cotta conduit. Any one interested in

putting wires under ground should look into the merits of the Mc-
Roy conduit.

The Barney & Smith Car Company, of Dayton, O. , has com-
pleted and delivered to the Baltimore & Ohio, ten combination
baggage and passenger cars. These cars are of the latest design,
being equipped with gas, heated by steam and painted blue, and are
si.xty feet in length.

Elmer P. Morris has been appointed Eastern agent of the Mc-
Guire Manufacturing Company, and will hereafter have his office

at 36 Dey Street. II. P. Hirsch, who has made an excellent record
as Eastern agent of the company, will return to Chicago to take an
important position in the home office.

The Walker Company, of Cleveland, writes that its business in
railway generators and motors and in lighting apparatus has been
very good the past season in spite of the adverse conditions which
have prevailed, and the company confidently expects to share in the
general increase of prosperity the coming year.

The Mason Electric Equipment Company, of Chicago, reports
an encouraging revival of business since the election. A number of
contracts which had been put off until the result was known were
closed during the ten days succeeding election and the number of
smaller orders received were decidedly encouraging.

The Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Company, of Chicago, has done a
business throughout the past 3-ear which has been very satisfactory.

The prospect for the coming year in its line, to judge from in-

quiries and business already promised, is certainly very bright and
the company is preparing for a greatly enlarged ljusiness.

The Novelty Electric Company, of Philadelphia, has been ap-
pointed Eastern and vSouthern selling agent for the Changeable
Electric Headlight. This headlight is giving excellent results in

street railway service. It has a powerful, parabolic, aluminum re-

flector.

The Correspondence School of Technology, Cleveland O., has
recently added still another instructor to its force in the person of

I. H. Sherwood, B. S. Mr. Sherwood is a graduate of the Case School
of Applied Science, has been employed by the firm of E. P. Roberts
& Conqjany, and will also assist as instructor in the Correspondence
School.

J. M. Atkinson & Company, of Chicago, report that they are

doing a large business with the horse shoe rail bond, having re-

cently taken some large orders from a number of roads in various
parts of the country. Many of their first cu'^tomers are repeating
their orders for much larger cjuantiti'^s, which is encouraging and
speaks well for the bond.

Blood & Hale is the title of a new firm recently organized in

Boston to act as consulting engineers. The firm will take up espe-
cially the different points of construction and recon.struction of power
stations, where losses are too frequently found at present. The
members of the firm are well known in electric railway work, and
have acted as engineers in a number of important installations.

The Kinzer & Jones Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., writes us that bu.siness is picking up well since election, and
orders are coming in from all parts of the country for the Kinzer
patent shoes and connections. The company claims that the use of
this shoe will materially reduce expenses in the brake shoe and
wheel items, an important feature of the expenditure on some roads.

The Standard Air Brake Company, of New York, has recently
received another extensive order for its air brakes to go abroad.
This time, fifty-two motor car ecjuipments of the company's axle
driven type have been ordered. The company is also arranging for

a large shipment of its motor-compressor type, with automatic con-
trolling device, to be shipped to an important narrow gauge railwa}'.

The Goubert Manufacturing Company, of New York, is doing
an excellent business in the sale of its well known feedwater heat-
ers and purifiers. The Chicago office has been particularly busy in

sending in orders and among recent shipments numbers one to

Japan, a large separator to the Terre Haute Street Railway Com-
pany', and another to Portland, O., besides a number of smaller or-

ders.

The New Haven Car Register Company, of New Haven,
Conn., writes that its registers have been adopted by several roads
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in foreign countries, and other important roads abroad are testing

them with a view to their adoption. In this country New Haven
registers are adding to their old time popularity and the com-
pany has just succeeded in closing a fine order with the Syracuse
Railway for its double machines, and has other large contracts under
way.

The Simonds Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has closed arrangements with Elmer P. Morris to act as a represen-
tative and handle its gears and pinions in the East, with an office at

56 Dey street. New York City. Mr. Morris will be glad to see all

railway men when they are in New York. This company has also

arranged with J. C. Carry to represent its interests in Chicago.
Mr. Carry is also an old railway man and well known among the
railway fraternity.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., has
received from the Glens Falls Paper Mills Compau}-, of Glens Falls.

N. Y., an order for a new pulp mill, at Cadyville, N. Y.. including
water tower and boiler house. The same company has also placed

an order with the Berlin Iron Bridge Company for additional build-

ings for its Kent's Falls plant, consisting of a pulp mill, boiler house,
barker room and wood room. The contract is a large one. Orders
for machinery for equipping the various buildings will be placed at

once.

The Q & C. Company, of Chicago, reports that in view of

the improved business prospects it is preparing for a large demand
for its goods and that it has been obliged to put up new and large

works at Chicago Heights, a suburb of this city. The company has
provided facilities for making prompt shipment of the ])ortable rail

saws, power saws and the Perfection oil purifier, and has also just

taken up the manufacture of the O & C pressed steel brake shoe
key, which is M. C. B. standard and already used on a large number
of roads

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., writes in regard to

indications for next year's business that it has every reason to be-

lieve that the business will exceed that of the past two years by a

very considerable increase. The company's sales this year, which
were probably much less than they would have been under a normal
condition of affairs, have shown considerable increase over those
of last year, and this gives the company every reason to believe

that with the present outlook its next year's business will be the
largest of any which it has ever done.

The Q. & C. Company, of Chicago, is meeting with excellent
results in the sale of its portable rail saw, which has been illustrated

in this column. A recent letter from O. A. Anderson, general mana-
ger of the Youngstown Street Railway Company, of Youngstown, O.,

states that the saw " has given perfect satisfaction, and is of great

advantage in cutting short lengths of rails which it is impossible to

do with a chisel, and in cutting off the ends of rails to reduce kinks
in the track during the past summer. It has also been of great ad-
vantage in making cuts without removing rails."

The R. D. Nuttall Company, of Allegheny, Pa., writes us that

the gears manufactured by it from a special composition of iron, and
termed by it " malleable iron gears," have been giving very excel-

lent results in service. This composition, which has been controlled
by the company for more than a year, was that used in the manu-
facture of a gear referred to in a recent issue of the S'l'RiiKT Rail-
way Journal as having a life of two years and five months, during
which time the car e(|uipped with it ran over 100,000 miles. Other
gears of this metal have shown equally good results.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O. writes that the
increasing demand and growing popularity of the Walker trolley

ear have resulted in several companies placing on the market a
mechanical ear patented after it which they claim will give equally
good results in practice. The Ohio Brass Company states, how-
ever, that the salient features of the Walker ear, are fully covered
by letters patent No. 526,422, and that no trolley ear can be made
similar to it which will give " equally satisfactory results " unless
it infringes upon it. The Ohio Brass Company has the sole right
to manufacture this article.

The Link-Belt Engineering Company, of Nicetown, Pa., has
published one of the most tasteful catalogues of its elevating and
conveying machinery and transmission of power apparatus which
has ever reached this office. The coal handling machinery of this

company has had a very extensive use in street railway power
stations, and for this reason the catalogue possesses a peculiar inter-

est to street railway managers. A number of the most important
installations made by the company are illustrated by handsome
photo-engravings, while the details of the apparatus of the company
are also ilhistrated and described.

Wm. S. Turner, M. S., formerly of Woodbridge & Tnrner,
consulting engineers and contractors, has opened an office at 253
Broadway, New York, as a consulting and constructing engineering
business in electric railwa3's, lighting, power transmission and
steam engineering, similar to that heretofore conducted by Wood-
bridge & Turner t^ugineering Company, which concern has recently
discontinued business. An active and continuous experience of
ten years in designing, constructing, supervising and consulting in

the department of engineering work mentioned, well fits Mr.
Turner to carry out the plans of an electric railway company in
new construction or betterments.

Pratt & Lambert, of New York, the well known varnish

makers, have increased their facilities by purchasing the entire
varnish plant of Poillon & Company; so that they now have four
factories in all, namely: two in Long Island City, N. Y , one in Chi-
cago, 111. and one in Montreal, Can., with branch offices in New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Montreal. Their leading specialty
is in the paleness of their railway varnishes, they claiming to man-
ufacture the palest line of varnishes on the market to-day. This
is a great advantage in application over all shades of colors, and
particularly so on the light or cream color shades. They will cheer-
fully furnish samples, upon application.

Morris, Tasker & Company, of Philadelphia, Pa., have re-

cently published a very complete and tasteful catalogue of their
wrought iron and steel tubular poles for street railway, telegraph,
telephone, electric light and power circuits. This company has un-
excelled facilities for the manufacture of tubular poles, and its

enterprise and superior workmanship have been the means of the
extensive use of its poles for electrical service. The list ot railway
companies employing Morris, Tasker & Company's poles is a long
one, and includes not only many of the largest railways in this

country, but also abroad. The catalogue contains on each page a
tasteful engraving of a different type of pole, making the whole a
complete illustrated encyclopaedia of the present state of the art.

Wendell & McDuffie, of New York, who represent a number
of prominent manufacturers of street railway apparatus, such as the
Taunton Locomotive .S: Machine Works, the Rochester Car Wheel
Company, etc., have changed their headquarters from the eighth to

the fifth floor in the Havemeyer Building. At their new office which
is No. 504 they have much more room than formerly, a change made
necessary by their growing business. The firm has recently added
one more to its excellent line of agencies, that of agent for New
York and New Jersey of the Haskell steam generator, a device to be
attached to boilers by which, it is claimed, the economy of the boiler

is greatly increased. The company has also secured a warerocm at

No. 51 De3' Street. J. Ellis Hoffman has recently associated him-
self with Wendell & McDuffie and will act as treasurer of the Has-
kell vSteam Generator Company, of New York.

K. McLennan & Company, of Chicago, 111., sole manufactu-
rers of the celebrated Gale's comnmtator compound, extend an
invitation to all users of generators and motors, who are troubled
with sparking and cutting, to send to them for a free sample stick

of their compound. To a representative of the STREET Railway
Journal, Mr. Isaacs, manager of the company, stated that several

thousand free samples have lately been distributed. He stated that

the results, attendant upon trials by users, which have been re-

ported to them, are indeed satisfactory, and in each instance, it has
been conceded that (iale's commutator compound will absolutely pre-

vent sparking and cutting, and will not gum the brushes. Among
the many street railway companies that have recently adopted the

use of this compound, are the Union Depot Railroad Company, St.

Louis, Mo. ; the Houston Electric Street Railway Company, Hous-
ton, Tex.; the Galveston Street Railway Company, Cralveston, Tex.,

and the Tuscarawas Company, New Philadelphia, O.

The Western Electric Company, of Chicago, has been given

the agency for the products of the Interior Conduit & Insulation

Company, of New York. All brass armored and iron armored con-

duits, elbows, couplings, fittings, etc., will be carried in stock in

Chicago, and unusual facilities will be given to all jobbers and con-

tractors for obtaining this material at the lowest prices. The In-

terior Conduit Company has just brought out a special conduit

which is much superior to anything which has ever before been
placed upon the market, and it has not only increased the ex-

cellence of this material, but has very materially decreased the

price. Tlie Western Electric Company is prepared to furnish new
prices upon application. Coupled with this agency the Western
Electric Company has also secured the agency for a fine line of

standard, iron amored, slate lined, panel, distributing, fuse, main,

and feeder terminals, also branch junction boxes. These boxes are

specially designed and each box can be used on either two or three

wire system.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn., is

putting up a new machine and blacksmith shop for the Robert

Palmer & Son Shipbuilding Company, of Noank, Conn. The same
company is also furnishing a rolling mill for the Rome Brass &
Copper Company, of Rome, N. Y., an iron roof for the new armory

at Rutherford, N, J., and a new power house for the Plattsburgh

Light, Heat & Power Company, of Plattsburgh, N. Y. Among the

numerous contracts which the company has secured of late for steel

roofs covered with corrugated iron, lined with the patent anti-con-

densation roof lining, is the roof for the new power station for the

Stamford Gas & Electric Company, at Stamford, Conn. The lay-

out of this station is very convenient, and the construction is to be

the very best. The engine and dynamo room is 60 ft. wide and 100

ft. long, and the boiler room adjoining is 40 ft. wide and 75 ft. long.

The walls are of brick, and the framework of the roof as well, as the

supports for the traveling crane in the engine and dynamo room are

of steel. The Berlin Company has the contract for furnishing and

erecting all of the structural steel work.

The J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia, is just shipping the

last of the lot of cars recently built by it for South Africa. These

cars are a curiosity to Americans, being of the double decked

variety. They are arranged with double stairways, one at each end.

The platforms are of necessity very wide, and in order to accommo-

date some peculiar conditions of the road, the head room is but 6^
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ins. in the center of the aisle. One division of this lot of cars was
arranged with outside seats on the lower door. The necessity for

meeting a luunher of peculiar and unusual conditions called for a

great deal of ingenious designing to secure the desired result, and
at the same time make a strong and durable car. While they were
not strictly knock-down cars, yet the ]3latfonns and upper decks
had to he entirely removed and put in separate boxes. The cars

themselves were boxed after having the ])latforms removed and
stowed inside. The company is also buihhng a number of other
cars for foreign service. Of the thirty No. 27 trucks sent five

months ago to the Buffalo & Niagara Falls road, it was reported not
long ago that they had never been off the track, and a day or two
since Mr. Van Horn said, " The record is unbroken todate "—rather

a remarkable statement, considering the speed at which the cars are

run.

The Laclede Car Company, is delivering 1 15 cars to the Cincin-
nati Consolidated Street Railway Comjjany. These are all closed

motor cars, about twenty-seven feet over all .nnd of the Cincinnati
standard type. They were designed by the Ivaclede Car Conijiany.

There are four large windows of polished plate glass on each side, au-

tomatic twin iloors, Hale & Kilburn seats. The cars have front vesti-

bule and the interior finish is of polidied cherr}-. The Laclede com-
pany is also building some cars for the Binghamton Railroad Company
about twenty-nine teet over all, half vestibule at front, the interior

finish being polished.cherry and the outside a rich wine color. These
cars also have automatic twin doors and are similar to the handsome
car built for exliil)ition purposes for the Chicago Kxposition. The
Laclede conijiany is also building five cars for the Second Avenue
Traction Company, l'ittsl)urgh, to be finished in polished quartered
oak, front vestibules, eighteen foot bodies, twenty-seven feet over
all. They are also building three private palace cars for the Cincin-
nati Consolidated Street Railway Company; these cars being de-

signed throughout by the Laclede Company. They are for private
and trolley parties. One of these cars will be similar to the "Julia,"
built for the Philadelphia Traction Company. Tlie company re-

ports prospects for new business exceedingly good, and is counting
on a large business for the coining year.

The Falk Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, has just

issued an interesting pamphlet entitled "Always in Line." It gives
facts and figures rt-lative to the cast welded joint or Falk method
of making a continuous rail, that should prove of value to every one
interested in track construction and maintenance, as well as the
economy and net earnings of street rail\va3-s. The claims of the
Falk Company as to the saving and economy of the cast welded
joint seem to be fully substantiated. The principal claims are that
a very much lighter rail may be used; a perfect electrical joint and
a great saving to rolling stock, to say nothing of the satisfaction

given to patrons of riding over a perfectl}' smooth track. Up to the
present time there have been 89,410 of these joints put in. Chicago
leads the list with 39,700, Minneapolis is second with 12,000, St.

Louis, 10,500, Memphis, 6000, Providence, 5510, the balance in

Brooklyn, New Haven, Milwaukee, Washington and Newark. Al-
bert Hoffman, second vice-president of the compan}', is now at

Lyons, France, superintending the introduction of the process
there, and expects to introduce it in other European cities prior to
his return. An arrangement has recently been effected between the
Falk jNIanufacturing Company and the Thomson Houston Inter-
national Company for the introduction of the cast welding process
in Europe.

The Manufacturers' Advertising Bureau, has now been some
six months at its new location, 126 Liberty Street, New York Citv,

and finds the move from the old time headquarters at " in " to have
been a good one. The present facilities of the bureau are
thoroughly up-to-date and enable it to care for the large business
entrusted to its care to the utmost satisfaction of its clients and with
the greatest degree of convenience and dispatch. There is no other
concern in the United States quite like the Manufacturers' Adver-
tising Bureau in the business it conducts, wdiich is original and
peculiar to itself. Established in 1S79 by its present head and pro-
prietor, Benj. R. Western, vv'ho was for some years previously a
publisher of trade journals, its purpose is to manage the newspaper
work and advertising for firms who have not the time, inclination
or experience to conduct this department of their business them-
selves, and yet wish brought to it the attention it deserves. The
bureau is an authority on trade journal advertising to which it has
confined its operation, almost wholly, and those in need of expert
help in this direction will do well to note the fact. A booklet with
the title " Advertising for Profit " is published b}' the concern for
gratuitous distribution among manufacturers generall}- who are de-
sirous of knowing just how it works.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, has reason
to be thoroughly satisfied with the business in its different lines the
past two months, and reports the sales for October as the largest
this year, which is quite surprising, considering the dullness in all

lines of trade at this time. The shipments of last month included
281 of the company's standard Ai suspension trucks, thirty-eight L
trucks, 486 Columbia heaters. The company is also completing
eighteen snow sweepers, and is doing the usual Ijusiness in ratchet
handles and in its well known steam lines. This business can
hardly be credited to the outcome of the recent election, but it is

hoped and ex]iected that there will be a big boom in all the com-
pany's lilies in the near future. The Chicago newspapers announce
the fact that the company has plans out for a seven story addition to
Its Morgan Street works, from which it would seem that the Mc-

Guire Company at least, expects an increase in business. Its stove
and sweeper departments have been running night and day the past
month, and as this paper goes to press the report is current that the
Consolidated 'fraction Company, of Pittsburgh, has placed a quick
delivery for seven McGuire combination sweepers, which is the third
order from this company, and tliat the company has received an
order from the Plolmesburg, Tacony & Frankford Railway, of
Tacoii}', Pa., for one sweeper to be shipped in five days. All of
this adds to the McGuire people's reputation for quick delivery.

The American Engine Company, of Bound Brook, N. J., has
begun the shipment of its new engines known to the trade as the
Americaii-liall engines. Tlie fir.st of these engines, of 100 h. p.
capacity, has gone to tlie Detroit " Evening News, " and the second,
a 50 h. p. engine, to the Savannah "News. " Since the addition of
this new line of worktiie business of the American Engine Company
has increased so that the works are now compelled to run double
time, having installed a night force. In the electrical department,
among the recent shipments, are the following; Cliff Paper Company,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., two motors, 150 h. p. each; Detroit " Evening
News, " Detroit, Mich., two dynamos, each 25 k. w.

;
Albany " Morn-

ing Express, " Albany N. Y., one 18 k. w. dynamo; Oakland "Trib-
une, " Oakland, Cal., 25 h. p. motor; A. N. Kellogg New.spaper
Company, Chicago, 111., four 15 h. p. and one 25 h. p. motor; Topeka
" Capital," Topeka, Kan., 5 h. p. motor; Boston " Traveler, " 12 h. p.
and 5 h. p. motor; Worcester " Post ,

" Worcester, Mass., 9 k. w.
dynamo; Cincinnati " Post " Cincinnati, O., 35 h, p. motor; Phila-
delphia " News, " 25 h. p. and one 3 h. p. motor; Elniira " Gazette, "

25 h. p. motor. American Newspaper Publishing Company, 25 h. p.
motor; Carrington Publishing Company, 12 h. p. motor; J. B. Cran-
fill, Waco, Tex., 2511. p. motor; Fall River Publishing Company,
Fall River, Mass., one 25 h. p. ahd one 3 h. p. motor; Saginaw
" Evening News, " Saginaw, Mich., 12 h. p. motor: B. A. Meade
Company, Augusta, Me., 3h. p. motor: Chicago "Journal, " 15 h. p.
motor; Grand Rapids " Democrat, " 15 h. p. and 3 h. p. motor;
St. Paul " Pioneer Press, " vSt. Paul, Minn., 5 h. p. motor; Wallace
Publishing Company, Des Moines, la., 12 h. p. motor; New York
"Tribune, "two 15 h. p. motors; Rubber Tire Wheel Company,
New York, N. Y., 12 h ^j. motor.

The Cahall Sales Department, of Pittsburgh, Pa., writes us
that Cahall horizontal water-tube boilers, manufactured by the Ault-
man & Taylor iNIachiner}- Company, of Mansfield, O., have recently
been sold to the following parties: Nekoosa Paper Company, Ne-
koosa. Wis., 500 h. p.; Abbeville Cotton Mills, Abbeville, vS. C, 300
h. p.; Steere Worsted Mills, Providence, R. I., 500 h. p.; Block
Plant Electric Light Company, Boston, 175 h. p.; Willimantic
Linen Company, Willimantic, Conn., 750 h. p.; Crystal Ice Com-
pany, Allegheny, Pa., 750 h. p. Cahill vertical boilers, manufact-
ured by the Aultman & Taylor Machinery Company, have recently
been sold the following firms: Briar Hill Iron Company, Youngs-
town, O., 500 h. p.; United Coke & Gas Company, McKeesport,
Pa., 60U h. p.; Phoenix Horse Shoe Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

125 h. p.; Brown & Companj', \\'ayne Iron Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

450 h. p ; F. C. Hood, \\'atertown, Mass., 400 h. p ; American Net
& Twine Company, Anuiston, Ala., 320 h. p.; Lowell & Suburban
Railway Company, Lowell, ]Mass., 1250 h. p.; Chicago Horse Shoe
Company, Chicago, 111., 250 h. p.; Buffalo Furnace Company, Buf-
falo, N. Y-, 200 h. p. ; Woodland Fire Brick Company, Woodland, Pa.

,

100 h. p. ;
Apollo Iron & Steel Company, Apollo, Pa. (fifth order),

250 li. p.; National Tube Works Company, McKeesport, Pa.
(second order), 400 h. p.; Merrimack Manufacturing Company,
Lowell, Mass., 250 h. p.; George Westinghouse, Jr., Pittsburgh, 100
h. p.; Sicilian Asphalt Paving Company, New York City, 300 h. p.;
Elniira Knitting Mills, Elmira, N. Y., 200 h. p. The Carnegie
Steel Company has just finished the installation of 6000 h. p., of
these boilers at its Edgar-Thomson Steel Works, Braddock, Pa.
Cahall horizontal water-tube boilers, manufactured by the Aultman
& Taylor Machinery Company, have also been sold to the follow-
ing customers: Nekoosa Paper Company, Nekoosa, Wis., 500 h. p.;
Abbeville ]Mills, Abbeville, S. C, 300 h. p. ; Steere Worsted Mills,

Providence, R. I., 500 h. p.; Block Plant Electric Light Company,
Boston, 175 h. p., Willimantic Linen Company, Willimantic, Conn.,
750 h. p.; Crystal Ice Company, Allegheny City, Pa., 75oh. p.

New PublicatioKS.

Block and Interlocking Signals, by W^ H. Elliott, vSig. Eng.
C. M. & S P. R. R. Leather: 277 pages. Price $3. Published
by Locomotive Engineering, New York.
The elaborate development of the interlocking railway block

signal and the efficiency with which it accomplishes its work is

clearh' shown by this volume. The modern interlocking block
signal system is the result of a great deal of thought and study, and
it has been of almost incalculable benefit in the rendering of travel

safe. The different systems in use are carefully described, and the
volume is illustrated by many engravings.

Electricity and W.\TER Power. By M. A. Replogle. 161 pages.
i6mo. Price $1. Electrical Review Publishing Company,
New York.
The electrical utilization of water power was one of the results

sought for bv' early workers in electricity, and this field has always
seemed, as if it should be a most fruitful one to electrical engineers.

For a long time, however, it remained but little developed owing
to many difficulties which still confront the hydraulic electrical
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engineer. To explain what these difficulties are and describe the

best way of overcoming them has been the aim of Mr. Replogle.

The book contains many interesting suggestions and gives a short

description of each of the most important electric water power
installations in his country.

Trade Catalogues.

Catalogue. Forty-nine pages. Illustrated. Published by the
Steel Motor Company, Johnstown, I'a.

UivECTRic Light and Street Railway Poles. Forty-one
pages. Illustrated. Published by Morris, Tasker & Company,
Incorporated, Philadelphia.

Modern Methods Applied to the Elev.\tion and Con-
veying OF Materials and Transmission of Power. 131 pages.

Illustrated. Cloth. Published by the Link Belt Engineering Com-
pany, Nicetown, Pa., and New York.

List of Street Railway Patents.

U. S. Patents Issued Oct. 27, 1896, to Nov. 17, 1896,

Inclusive.

Oct. 27.

Automatic Car Holder for Hoisting Cages.—J. R. Campbell,
Litchfield, 111. No. 569,999.

Grip and P,rake Operating Mechanism.—Julius Jonson, New
York, N. Y. No. 570,023.

A grip operating worm, a divided shaft, one part of the shaft

provided with a worm wheel to engage the worm and the other part

adapted to be connected with the grip, and means for locking the
parts of the shaft to and releasing them from each other.

Trolley for Electric Railways.—W. M. Whiting, E. Orange,
N. J. No. 570,078.

A trolley arm and a trolley head secured thereto, and fingers on
said head, a pivoted trolley carrier to constantlj' and yieldingly

force said trolley wheel against the trolley wire irrespective of the
movements of the trollej' pole, and said fingers on the trolley head
being adapted to be brought against said carrier to act as stops.

Electric Car Motor.—C. S. Bradley, Avon, N. Y. No. 570,119.
Consists of a car truck, an electric motor mounted upon a sleeve

surrounding the axle, said sleeve being supported by the car wheels
upon tangentially arranged springs.

Cable Railway Grip.—L. J. Hirt, Brookline, Mass. No. 570,173.

Electric R.ailway.—A. Norman, Toronto, Can. No. 570,328.
A supporting rail on which the cars run, the rail being formed

of sections of inverted U-sliape, in cross section, a main conductor
mounted within the cavity formed within the rail, and insulating
supports for the conductor also mounted in the said cavity.

Track Cleaner or Current Collector.—W. M. Roberts, Cum-
berland, Md. No. 570,239.

Railway vSystem.—G. D. Baldwin, Passaic, N. J. No. 570,447.

A roadbed having a guide slot therein and the car a hanger plate

held to oscillate horizontally beneath the car, and a guide arm
dropped from the hanger plate to enter the slot.

Nov. 3.

BiTRANSiT Railway System.—B. F. Carpenter, Roselle, N. J.

No. 570,451-

Trolley.—J. A. Hance, St. Louis, Mo. No. 570,475.

Electric R.ailway.—H. C. Reagan, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. No.
570,565-

.

A feed wire, an oscillatory contact mounted on the latter and
provided with a magnetic arm or armature and a resilient non-mag-
netic arm also attached to said contact.

Magnetic Path for Underground Electric Railways.—H.
C. Reagan, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 570,566.

Car Fender.—J. M. Staley, Reading, Pa. No. 570,571.

Mechanism for Cable R.ailroads.—L. J. Hirt, Brookline, Mass.
No. 570,635.
Movable tripper bars, arranged and adapted to be thrown into

operation and open the cable grip, and mechanism whereby the
tripper bars are operated from the surface of the road.

Car Fender.--A. A. Lydecker, Patersou, N. J. No. 570,645.

Track Instrument.—T. B. Dixon, Henderson, Ky. No. 570,700.

Street Car Sign.—E. L. Dyer, Cambridge, Mass. No. 570,747.
Comprises a case having fixed upon its front a plurality of des-

tination signs thereon one upon the other, a screen pivoted between
said signs and adapted to cover one or the other and means to move
the screen to conceal one of the signs at a time.

Car Fender.—R. C. Hoyer, Memphis, Tenn. No. 570,758.
A lower fender having pivotal movement and a second fender

mounted to reciprocate to and from the lower fender, one fender
being set in operation by the other.

Safety Appliance for Street Cars.—W. Wiggins, Brockton,
Mass. No. 570,888.

Nov 10.

Car Fender,—T. M. Miller, Bethlehem, Pa. No. 570,943.

Railway Street Sprinkler.—J. R. Gaithright, Louisville, Ky.
No. 570,990.
A car body having wheels arranged to run on a track in the or-

dinary manner, a tank mounted in said car body, a vertical pipe ex-
tending down from the tank near one end of the car body, and a
horizontal filler-pipe pivotally mounted on said vertical pipe, where-
by said filler-pipe may be swiveled or turned to co-operate with
sources of water supply at either side of the track.

Railway Street Sprinkler.—J. R. Gaithright, Louisville, Ky.
No. 570,991.

Trolley For Electric Railways.—P. C. Macevoy, Brooklyn,
N. Y. No. 571,092.

Electric Railway Trolley.—H, D. Hinckley, Hartford, Conn.
No. 571, 120.

Sand Depositing Apparatus for Cars.—J. Oldfield, Medford,
Mass. No. 571,136.
A sand box, a sand feeding device consisting of a screw having

its end formed with two quadrantal flat surfaces and a casing inclos-

ing said screw, the delivery end of said casing being formed with
two quadrantal openings, means for operating said screw and a pipe
or tube for conducting the sand to the rail.

Car Fender.—I. N. Stanley, Brooklyn, N. Y. No. 571,175.

vS.AFETY Fender for Street Cars.—J. W. Angell, Owosso, Mich.
No. 571,256.
A car, a pair or more of jaws pivotally connected with the car

to swing verticall}' to a folded position and movable, when unfolded
in a horizontal plane to clasp or retain the object or person brought
in contact therewith.

Car Truck.—T. Crawford, Green Island, N. Y. No. 571,263.
Consists of axle boxes, vibrating or swinging links connected

thereto to opposite sides thereof at their lower ends, the spring
supported on and connected to the upper ends of said levers and a

truck frame supported on the spring.

Unremitting Rotary Car Fender.—J. J. Holloway, Los Ala-

mos, Cal. No. 571,320.

Nov. 17.

Electric Brake.—E. A. Sperry, Cleveland, O. No. 571,409.
A dynamo-electric machine, a storage battery with a device

adapted to connect the battery in the brake circuit in one direction

for charging and in the other direction for discharging.

Electric Controller.—E. A. Sperry, Cleveland, O. No.
571,410.
D3naamo electric machines used for propelling and braking

purposes, a switch for limiting the current when the machines are

acting as generators and braking the car, and means for insuring

the opening of the limit-switch at a predetermined time.

Electric Railway System.—G. J. Forrey, Carlisle, Pa. No.

571,435-

AuTOMATic Trolley Switch.—L. M. Erb, Leavenworth, Kan.
No. 571,517-
A shiftable tongue and a trigger lying in the path of the tread of

the trolley wheel and adapted to be moved upward by the upward
pressure of the trolley and thereb}' shift said tongue.

Station Indicator.—H. Feder, New York, N. Y. No. 571,518.

Car Fender.—W. H. Kaltenbeck, Roxbury, N. Y. No. 571,528.

Apparatus for Use in Painting Trolley Poles.—H. A. French,
Providence, R. I. No. 571,560.
A platform, a movable support therefor, a ladder pivotally and

adjustabl}' mounted on said platform, two or more knee brackets

pivoted to swing on the outer sides of said ladder, small platfortns

fast on said brackets and an adjustable brace-rod secured to said

ladder and platform to support and adjust said ladder.

Compound Tramway Rail.—W Towler, Leeds, England. No.

571,709-

Car Fender.—P. J. Waters, Bristol, Pa. No. 571,714.

Illuminated and Changeable Street Car Sign.—C. R.

Klettner, Cincinnati, O. No. 571,726.

A sign frame, constructed of longittidinal rods, and end frames

forming a number of sign-faces, wires stretched transversely be-

tween the rods, the letters of the sign secured thereto, and the

whole pivotally supported at the end frames to permit the sign-

faces to be changed.

Switch Throwing Device.—W. H. Reece, Boston, Mass. No.

571,733-

We will send copies of specifications and drawings complete of

any of the above patents to any address upon reoeipt of fifteen

cents. Give date and number of patent desired. The StreET Rail-
way Publishing Company, Havemeyer Building, New York.
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FUNDAMENTAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS OF THE
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The recent decisions sustaining the Van Dei^oele under-

running trolley railway patents are of the greatest interest

to all who own or operate electric street railway's by reason

of the fundamental character of the patents and well-nigh

universal use of the inventions on all trolley roads.

It is well known that Mr. \'an Depoele was a pioneer

in electric railroading and gave especial attention to the

development of a practicable system in which the current

should be supplied to the motors from an overhead conduc-

tor. The roads installed by the \^an Depoele Company

were the first in which the overhead trolley towed by the

car was discarded and replaced by the under-running

trolley system now in such universal use.

The Van Depoele railwa}- patents were acquired by the

Thom.son-Houston Electric Company in i8S8, and are now

coxitroUed by the General Electric Company. After pro-

ceedings in the Patent Office running over some years,

there was granted Mr. Van Depoele a mo.st important

patent for his under-running trolley system, No. 495,443,

dated April 11, 1893. A suit for infringement upon this

patent was instituted by the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company against the Winchester Aveniie Railroad Com-

pany, of New Haven, shortly after the grant of the patent.

The case was most vigorously contested and over five

thousand pages of te-stimon}' taken on both sides, di.scu.ss-

ing most minutely the prior state of the art, the validity of

the patent and the real merit of Mr. Van Depoele's early

contributions to electric railroading.

A decision has recently been rendered b}' Judge Town-

send, of the United States Circuit Court for the District of

Connecticut, completelj^ sustaining the patent and the

claims of the Thomson-Houston Electric Company there-

under. The oninion of the Court finds that the Van

Depoele system is one of great utility and that Van Depoele

was the first to put into practical operation a trolley road

of this character. The Court held:

" The combination of devices, described in Patent No.

495,443, is of great utility in the art of electric railroading,

and has superseded every other known apparatus. The

experts for defendant admit that they do not know that

any one other than Van Depoele, prior to September, 1885,

when he put said apparatus into practical operation, had

proposed to equip the car of an electrically propelled road

with a contact device mounted on the end of a long pole

upwardly pressed by means of a spring, and to hinge the

pole to the car and make it turn on a pivot; nor that any

one, prior to March 12, 1887, the date of the application

for the first patent, had described, in an electric railway,

the combination .specified in the infringed claims.
'

'

'

' The earlier electric railways, when equipped with

wire conductors above the car, maintained contact there-

with by means of ' over-running ' trolleys, connected by a

cord or wire with the car, and towed along above the sur-

face of the conductor. The.se devices were impracticable

for general u.se, because of uncertainty of connection, lack

of adaptability to various forms of switches, varying ten-

sion, liability to derailment, and for other reasons."

The claims of the patent upon which infringement

was charged are of generic .scope, one of them reading :

"6. In an electric railway, the combination with a

suitable track and a supply conductor suspended above the

track of a car provided with a swinging arm carrying a

contact device in its outer extremity, and means for im-

parting upward pressure to the outer portion of the arm

and contact, to hold the latter in continuous working rela-

tion with the under .side of the supply conductor, substan-

tially as described."

Other claims mention the grooved contact-wheel and a

tension .spring for pressing the wheel upwards into contact

with the trolley wire.

The opinion of the Court endorses the generic character

of these claims b}^ holding :

" The patented invention No, 495,443, as stated by

complainant's expert, ' con.si.sts generally in an electric

railway having an overhead conductor and a car for said

railwa}' provided wath a contact device carried by the car

so as to form a unitar}- structure therewith, and consisting

of a trailing-arm, hinged and pivoted to the car so as to

bridge the space between it and the conductor and move

freely both laterally and vertically, and .said arm carrying

at its outer end a contact device capable of being pressed

upward by a suitable tension device into engagement with

the under side of the conductor.' "

The Court further recognizes the meritorious character

of Mr. Van Depoele's work by .saying:

'

' No one can read this record without being impressed

by the fact that Van Depoele was more than a skilled me-

chanic in the art of electric railway propulsion. The Patent
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Office has raised a presumption in his favor as an inventor

by the grant of numerous patents to him. Some thirty

have been introduced by defendant, several of which cover

highly meritorious inventions which have largely contrib-

uted to the successful practical operation of the trolley

roads throughout the country. '

'

The prior state of the art is reviewed at length in the

Court's opinion, but nothing was found to anticipate Van

Depoele. On the contrary, the opinion holds :

'

' He ( Van Depoele ) made an invention within all the

rules applicable to this question."

A second invention of Mr. Van Depoele' s comprises

the familiar apparatus and combination of apparatus

whereby cars, operated in accordance with his under-run'

ning system, may run not only on a straight-away track

^

but be switched from one track to another automatically

without any manual manipulation of the trolley arm. This,

as is well known, consists in general of an overhead switch

or frog attached to the trolley wire and properly designed

to receive the trolley wheel, and a track switch so arranged

in combination with the trolley and frog, that the trolley

is automatically guided in the desired direction. This, of

course, is essential to the operation of all overhead roads.

Such an arrangement is described and protected by a

number of fundamental claims in the Van Depoele patent

No. 424,695, dated April i, 1890, and likewise controlled by

the General Electric Company. This patent was first sus-

tained by Judge Coxe, of the United States Circuit Court,

for the Northern District of New York, in a suit brought

by the Thomson-Houston Electric Company against the

Elmira & Honseheads Railroad Company, of Elmira. The

opinion was rendered last summer, whereupon an appeal

was immediately taken by the defendant to the Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and in Decen:ber

last the Court of Appeals filed an opinion sustaining a

number of claims of the most important character. The

opinion was written by Judge Wallace, and for convenience

the claims were divided into three groups. One of these

groups comprises claims for an overhead trolley wire and a

switch-plate attached thereto for receiving the under-run-

ning trolley wheel, as specified ' low.

" The combination, with an overhead wire for receiv-

ing an underneath contact, of a switch-plate attached to

the wire in about the same horizontal plane as the wire."

Another group relates to the combination of a trolley

and conductor-switch with a car and track-switch, all .so ar-

ranged that the trolley is properly guided on the conductor

.switch by the action of the track-switch. This group com-

prises a number of claims, one of which reads as follows:

" In a branching electric railway, the combination

with a vehicle of a track-switch, an overhead conductor-

switch and a contact-arm extending upward from the

vehicle to the conductor, and so located relatively to the

length of the vehicle and the two .switches that the lateral

movement of the vehicle will give a corresponding move-

ment of the contact-device on the conductor-switch."

It will be seen that this describes and embraces the

prevailing arrangement employed on all trolley roads.

The third group of claims relates to an under-running

trolley system in which the trolley is provided with a

spring tending to restore it to its normal central position.

One of these reads:

"In an electric railway, the combination, with an

overhead conductor and a vehicle, of a trailing contact-arm

guided at its outer end by the overhead conductor, and

movable laterally relatively to the vehicle, but having a

normal centralizing tendency by means of a spring or

weight.

"

After the decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals,

the defendant made application to the Supreme Court of

the U. S. for a writ of certiorari, with a view of having

the case carried to the Supreme Court by the only method

of appeal possible, where the Circuit Court of Appeals has

no doubt as to the correctness of its decision, as was the

case here. This attempt to secure further consideration of

the case has been denied, and the Circuit Court has

granted a decree in accordance with the instructions of the

Court of Appeals, definitely and finally sustaining the

claims already referred to, and ordering the issuing of an

inj unction.

A niimber of other suits have been started against in-

fringers of the Van Depoele patents, and preliminary in-

junctions have already been granted against the New York

Electrical Works and the Fiberite Company restraining

further infringement of patent No. 424,695.

It will be of interest to foreign readers of the Strekt

Railway Journal to know that the Van Depoele inven-

tions are protected by a large number of patents in

foreign countries which patents are controlled either by

the General Electric Company or the various foreign com-

panies with which the General Electric Company has es-

tablished business relations.
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THE WALKER COHPANY.
''INDEPENDENT" MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY APPARATUS.

It is now evident thiit the Walker Company

is to be the only " independent maniifactiirer of

street railway and electrical apparatus—the only

company entirely disconnected with that great

combination of electric maniifactLU'in.ii' corpora-

tions which has l^een in the process of formation

dininu' the last ten years, and which is now

strengthened by the practical absorption of one

of its two important rivals. A few words, there-

fore, about the company which is destined to

bear tlie brunt of the battle against this power-

ful conibination of electrical interests—this at-

tempted monopoly of a great tield of industrial

effort—and a brief description of its apparatus

and its business policy, will not be out of place.

HISTORY .

The Walker Company is the successor to

the Walker Manufacturing Company, which

was organized in i88"i to carry on a general

foundry and machine shop business with par-

ticular reference to the manufacture of cable rail-

way machinery, which was then coming prom-

inently into use for street railway operation.

The company was remarkably successful in this

special branch of the business, and its works

were rapidly enlarged, eventually becoming one

of the finest and best equipped shops in the

country devoted to the production of heavy

castings and machine work of the highest order.

In i8g"i the company determined to enter

upon the manufacture of dynamos and motors

for electric railway and lighting purposes. As

a necessary preliminary to the active work of

manufacture it secured men of long experience

and great engineering and technical ability to

design its apparatus, knowing that, the design

being perfect, the magnihcent manufacturing

facilities at Cleveland would be a sufficient guar-

antee as to the excellence of the product. The

results have far more than justihed expectations.

The company has actually built and put in serv-

ice no less than twenty-two different sizes and

types of railway and lighting generators, and

hve sizes of railway motors, a sixth being now
in process of construction. In these machines

have been found merits which have instantly

commended them to purchasers to such an ex-

tent that the immense plant at Cleveland is now

devoted to the production of electrical apparatus

to the practical exclusion of the general machin-

ery business formerly an important factor in the

company's prosperity.

In fact, the Walker ManufacturingCompany

soon found itself seriously handicapped in com-

petition with other manufacturing companies

by lack of adequate manufacturing facilities for

its constantly grown g business. An increase

in these facilities and an expansion in all direc-

tions became absolut:;'y necessary, and a few

months ago the Walker Company was chartered

with a capital stock of |2,soo,ooo, to purchase

the entire plant, patents and property of the

Walker Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland,

and several other electrical companies controlling

valuable business and patents. Some of the

strongest hnanciers and capitalists in the country

nave become interested in the new company, the

working capital has been greatly increased, a
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new factory has been acquired in "New Haven,

Conn., and large additions will be made to tlie

present plant at Cleveland.

The following dispatch, appearing in the

New York World some days ago, will be of in-

terest in this connection.

( vSpecial to the World,

)

Albany, May 26, 1896.—A new electrical

inaiiufactiiring combination called tlie Walker

Company has been formed. New York, Phila-

delphia and Cleveland capitalists are interested

among them being former Gov. Flower, J. W.
Hinckley, Anthonj' N. Brady, Mr. Belmont,

Dallas Sanders, William Rotch, Parker C. Chand-

ler, Frank Billings and Jacob B. Perkins. They

BUSINESS POLICY.

Underlying the development of tlie Walker

Company's business in the electrical held has

been and is the idea that dynamos and motors

are not delicate and complicated pieces of appar-

atus diftlcLilt of design and construction and

mysterious in operation—they are merely ma-

chines and require only a high order of work-

manship in the machine shop to make them

thoroughly reliable and satisfactory in service.

The old ideas have passed away. It is no longer

possible to deceive purchasers by an air of super-

natural wisdom and mystery into paying enor-

THE CLEVELAND FACTORY OF THE WALKER COMPANY.

have factories in several places, the largest being

in Cleveland, where 2000 men are employed.

The company has .secured the contract for

furnishing the electric light plant for the Brooklyn

Bridge, for two railroads in Chicago, for some of

the equipment for the elevated railway there and

for roads in Kansas City and Detroit.

J. W, Hinckley, who organized the new com-

pany and who was in town yesterdaj-, said no

combination would be made with the General

Electric and Westinghouse Trust.

The capital of the newly combined companies

is only $5,000,000 as against nearly twentj^ times

that amount represented by the stock and bonds

of the General Electric and Westinghouse Com-
panies. They claim in consequence to be able to

undersell the trust on all kinds of machinery and

still make handsome profits. Mr. Hinckley says

the company was incorporated in New Jersey.

mous prices for manufactured iron and copper.

The Walker Company builds dynamos and

motors much as the Brown & Sharp Company

builds machine tools—and charges only fair

prices for a high grade of workmanship.

PATENTS.

Dynamos and motors have now been built

in this country and abroad for about hfty years.

The principles and details of their construction

have long been well understood by scientists

and manufacturers. There are no valid patents

whatever which prevent any company from
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consti'Lictiii.u such m;ichint's subst;iiiti;illy in ;iiiy able to carry, lor example, a complete 800

torm desired. k. w. ueiierator assembled, wei.^hin*^' 170,000 lbs.

The Walker Company respects the valid The Cleveland shops, exclusive ofthe further ex-

patents of every competitor. It does not and tensions now planned, have a capacity for tin-ninK

will not inlrin.^e any patent which it believes to <»ut about 200,000 h. p. of railway and li.nhting

be legally sound, or patents coverin.y inventions generators, 75,000 h. p. of motors and is, 000

of real merit where the moral right to the inven-

tion belongs to a competitor.

This policy of non-interference with othei

nvent ions being clear and well delined, the com-

h. p. ()\ arc lighting generators per annum.

Turning now t() a description of the

Walker Company's railway apparatus, the

foundation of its complete distributing and

/ / / /

THE WALKER KILOWATT DIRECT CONNECTED GENERATOR.

pany demands and will enforce equal respect on transforming system is, of course, found in the

the part of others for its own patented inven-

tions, many of which are of great value. WALKER RAILWAY GENERATORS,

FACTORIES.

The company's principal factory is located

at Cleveland, O. It covers ten acres of ground

and is devoted exclusively to dynamo and

motor work. Its foundry, lathes, planers and

special tools are capable of handling the larg-

est sizes of castings, and some of its planers

The Walker direct connected generators

for railway service are of the multipolar type,

the number of poles varying from six in the

smaller sizes to fourteen in the huge 1600 k. w.

[2 1 so h. p.] generator.

The mistake of providing too little iron and

copper for the rated horse power of generators

is too often made by manufacturers, and the
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Walker Company has preferred to be liberal in

its use of iron and copper, to the end of building

machines which will run at high efliciency

throughout the range of tlieir rated power, and

whicli will have a large reserve power to be

called upon in case of emergency. For ex-

ample, liefore the installation of the f)Ln' Walker

800 k. w. generators in the Detroit Railway

Company's power station, the railway company

was trying to do a very large business with two

400 k. w. Walker generators, and on several

occasions it ran these machines for upwards of

WALKER RAILWAY MOTORS

The principal characteristic of the Walker

Railway Motor, and one which distinguishes it

Irom all others now in use, is the peculiar way
in which it is mounted on the truck so as to

secure the greatest tlexibility possible to be

obtained in any plan of mounting—thereby

avoiding that heavy blow upon the track joints

which less tlexibly supported motors always

give, and which has meant such serious dis-

aster to the roadbed of many electric rail-

SIDE ELEVATION, HALF SECTION AND END ELEVATION OF THE WALKER 800 K. W. RAILWAY GENERATOR, SHOWING DETAILS OF
CONSTRUCTION.

ten hours with a fifty per cent overload with-

out the slightest sparking or other injurious ef-

fect in any part of the machine. In fact, on one

occasion each machine was forced to carry

1400 amperes for four liours at the time of a

heavy snow storm, the rated output being 72s

amperes. At that time the current was so ex-

cessive that the insulation of the i,=)00,oooc. m.

cables rLuming from the generators to the

switchboard was melted.

ways. In the ordinary method of mounting a

motor, a large part of its weight is journaled

directly upon the axles so that the track joints

have to bear not only the weight of the wheels

and axles, but also this extra motor weight,

which sometimes amounts to as much as the

wheels and axles themselves. In the Walker

suspension, however, the motor proper may be

regarded as a closed cylinder, centered and free

to revolve upon its own armature and carried in
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n rectan.uLihir iron frnnie, wliich is ioiirnalccl

upon the car nxk". 'I he wei.uht of the motor is

cushioned on the axle and trLicl< by springs,

and is (elt by a low joint not suddenly, but

gradually, the springs doin.^- away with that

hard, lieavy ''hammer blow"" which is so de-

structive to the track joints. This method of

suspension, moreover, tends to increase the lile

of the gears and pinions to a remarkable extent

l^ecause of the double spring touch between

the teeth, and Walker motors have rim for

ARMATURE OF THE WALKER 800 K W. RAILWAY GENERATOR
PARTIALLY WOUND.

eighteen months, two hundred miles per day

without changing gear or pinion.

The Walker motor is built with the utmost

care to secure long life and high eftkiency in ser-

vice. Its characteristic curves are peculiar, as

will be seen from the accompanying diagrams.

The horse power ratings are established l^y one

hour s run at a hxed load, this being the only

practical method of properly determining the

power of a motor; for example, a No. motor

[thirty horse power] is loaded at the factory

with a Prony brake until the speed and weight

indicate that the motor is actually delivering

thirty mechanical horse power at the armature

pinion. It is then allowed to run under this load

for one hour, at the end of which time the tem-
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peratures of the armature helds and commutator

are read and are never allowed to rise to more

than \^o° F. above the surrounding air, this being

the limit of temperatiu'e to which the insulation

should be subjected. These specifications are

the result of long experience in rating motors

and when motors are compelled to till them they

will operate an ordinary city car with trailer

during the hottest summer weather without un-

due heating.

A street car motor takes its maximum load at
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starting. It soon drops to less than half load

and for a portion of the time is receiving no cur-

rent at all. The motors should therefore be so

designed as to have a high efficiency at an over-
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load and at a liglit load as well, while on roads

with many grades or with a continuously heavy

trafhc the eftlciency from light load to overload

must be uniformly high in order that tlie mini-

mum amount of current shall l^e consumed. The

Walker motors comply with these requirements,

rising rapidly in efliciency from no load to about

one-quarter load and to a maximum at about one-

third load, from which point they continue at an

almost uniformly high efficiency to an overload

THE WALKER 30 HORSE POWER RAILWAY MOTOR.

of twently-hve to thirty-tive per cent. (See

diagrams on next page.)

Special care has been taken in the construc-

tion of the motor to provide for the utmost pos-

sible simplicity and to have few working parts.

The Iraine is ()f soft steel, the armature of tlie

soltest annealed iron and the insulation is of

mica and fullerboard covered with waterproof

paint and tested to sooo volts pressure in the

shops.

One of the most important mechanical points

in the motor is found in the arrangement of the

bearings, which are entirely outside the motor

casing and which therefore make it possible to

wholly exclude oil and grease from the inside

of the motor. In no other make of motor has

this been hitherto accomplished and the result

has been casings partly tilled with grease and

oil—and burned out armatures.

The Walker motor is made in six sizes

—

and by this it is not meant that different sizes

are made by putting different windings upon

the same fields, as is sometimes done by man-

ufacturers—but that entirely different cast-

ings, fields and armatures have been built for

each size.

STANDARD SIZES OF WALKER RAILWAY
MOTORS.

TR.A.DE NuMBKR. Horse Powkr. Horizont.\i, Effort.*

3 25 800

4 30 1000

5 35 1200

10 50 2000

15 75 3000

20 125 5000
*At ten miles per hour on thirty-three inch wheels.

Motors Nos. 3, 4 and s are for ordinary

city service. No. 10 is used almost exclusively

for interurban roads. No. 15 is for special in-

terurban service and No. 20 is for elevated rail-

way and steam railroad service.

WALKER '*TYPE CONTROLLER.

The problem of building a street railway

controller which shall properly handle the cur-

rents which the motor is often called upon to

carry is one of great difficulty, not so much be-

cause of theoretical obstacles as because of the

destructive quality of the spark which follows

the attempted breaking of the current and the

quick changes in resistances of the circuits.

This spark, or rather arc, [for its heating and

" drawing power are several times greater than

DIAGRAM SHOWING METHOD OF MOUNTING THE WALKER
RAILWAY MOTOR.

the arcs of electric lamps] may easily destroy

the entire controller by tire if it is not properly

taken care of.

Various methods have been devised for

opening a railway motor circuit with the least

destructive effect to the terminals and with the

least counter effect upon the motors, if the arc
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is too suddenly broken there is d;in,uer of set-

ting up a high electro-niotive force which will

pierce the insulation of the armatures or lields.

This effect is nuich lesseiied il a very long arc is

drawn.

For these reasons the Walker (Company has

entirely discarded the magnetic blow out prin-

———
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ciples found in some of tlie controllers now in

use, and has designed a controller which is en-

tirely unique and most effective in operation,

hi this controller are found three cylinders, the

hrst, a reversing switch for changing the circuits

in the motors: the second, the multiple series

combination switch governing the speed and

power exerted by the motors by putting

the armatures and helds in various combina-

tions: and the third, a special breaking switch

by means of which the circuit is broken at

twenty-eight points in such a way as to make

it simply impossible lor the longest arc which

can be formed to have the slighest destructive

influence upon any part of the controller or upon

the motors. In fact, this switch would break

an arc from thirty to forty inches in length,

which, of course, is many times greater than any

arc which could be sustained on a soo volt cir-

cuit.

This complete separation of these three

distinct operations which a controller is called

upon to elTect makes it possible to bring into

this new device a number of features which

have never before been found in similar work.

I. The slightest l\ackward movement of

the controller handle at any point in its travel

operates a cog wheel in such a way as to throw

the breaking switch and open the main circuit

Irom the trolley—thus completely cutting off

the motive power of the car and leaving the

mot(.)rman free to use his brake to the best ad-

vantage. The importance of this featm'e in

case of threatened accident can be easily

understood. A half second lost in turning the

switch back through its entire travel may mean

a distance of ten or fifteen feet traversed by the

car—the loss of a human life—and a damage

claim for an amount suHicient to pay the entire

fcost of eeiuipping a road with these controllers

2 several times over.

2. Arcs are never formed and insulation

piercing inductive currents are not set up dur-

ing the forward movement of controllers, i. e.,

during the period when the resistances in the

circuit are constantly decreasing and the motor

speeds and power exerted increasing. The dif-

ficulties with controllers are all found when

they are being turned back for the purpose of

reducing and finally cutting off the current. It

follows, tlierefore, that if as in the Walker con-

troller alone, the CLirrent is broken once for all
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at the l^eginning of this Ixickward movement

there is no further difficulty in the circuits.

The mechanism is so arranged that the

controller handle must be turned back to ths

zero point before the circuit can again be closed,

i.e., current can never be thrown on to the

motors suddenly or at an advanced position in

the controller travel. With other controllers it

is possible tor a motorman to drop back one or
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two notches in his controller and then go for-

ward, by this means frequently setting up the

most dangerous inductive tendencies in tlie cir-

cuits, and while instructions are carefully given

to avoid this, they are often disregarded.

4. An ingenious interlocking device is found

in the Walker controller, l^y means of which the

controlling cylinder cannot be operated when

the reversing switch is in any position other

than the two extremes and the reversing switch

cannot be used at any point in the controller

travel except at the " off" position.

It is not too

much to say that all

controller problems

have been solved

by the devices de-

scribed above. It

has now been at

work for several

months aiul lias

been subjected to

the most severe

shop and service

tests possible to be

put upon it with-

out the develop-

ment of a single

difficulty of any
c h a r a c t e r. The
breaking cylinder

performs its function

perfectly, the arc

at each contact be-

ing so suKill as to liave no appreciable effect up-

on the metal. Tiie internal wiring of tlie con-

troller itself and the general scheme of wiring

for the car are mucli simplihed, as will be

readily understood.

The controller casing is carefully protected

against the entrance of moisture and the cover

is not hinged, but is so arranged that it can be

entirely removed and set aside when it is de-

sired to inspect the controller. The breaking

cylinder is so designed that when the contacts

have become worn the cylinder can be turned

end for end and the opposite edges of contact

brought into service, thus doubling the life of

the terminals, which are, in addition, easily re-

placeable.

GENERAL AND BRANCH OFFICES.

The Walker
Company's head-

ei Li a r t e r s a re at

Cleveland, O. The

branch offices are as

follows :

New York, g 1 1

Postal Telegraph

Building.

Chicago. i(-)4s-

i()48 Monadnock
Block.

[Philadelphia, 1 1 20

Betz Building.

Boston, 8 Oliver

Street.

St. Louis, 7i=>-7i7

North Second Street.
BRKAKIXG SWITCH <iPEN. MKHAKIXC SWITCH CI,OSI';ii.

THE WALKER -TYPE E" CONTROLLER
San Francisco, i v

1 s Fremont Street.

Minneapolis, 470-47S Syndicate Arcade.

Pittsburg, 1012 Carnegie Building.

Dallas, ^10 Trust Building.

Paris, France, Fxploitation Des Procedes

Flectriques Walker, h Rue Boudreau.

Johannesburg, South American Republic,

W. G. Gammon.
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The Pearson Hub Car Replacing- Jack.

The illtistrations on this and the following page show

the Pearson Hub Car Replacing Jack in actual use. This

appliance is manufactured by the National Jack Company,

of Lowell, Mass.

Fig. I represents the jack under a plow hoisted and

ready to throw over. Fig. 2 shows the position of the

plow and jack after the plow has been pushed over by one

man. Fig. 3 shows the device set up to hoist and push the

plow towards the rail. When the bar is turned it hoists

and pushes at the same time and very rapidly. Fig. 4

shows the plow moved part way back, and Fig. 5 the plow

on the rail again. All this work of setting off and pushing

back can be done by one man in less than five minutes'

time.

The jack used under the plow is the same that is used

in pairs in steam railway work in handling freight cars.

For this service the truck frame is first chained to the body.

One jack is then .set at each corner of the end to be hoisted

and is arranged to push towards the rail. Two men with

a pair of these jacks can then accomplish the same work

which would otherwise take an engine, more men and

more time.

The Pearson Car Replacing Jack is one of the fastest

hoisting made, adjusts itself to the work to be done and so

simple in every way that any one can use it satisfactorily.

The length of this jack is 28 inches, it hoists 16 inches,

the diameter of the screw is 2 inches and the jack raises

I inch at each full turn of the .screw. The weight of the

jack with a 3 foot bar is 85 pounds.

Fig 6 shows the street car jack, weighing only 30

pounds, hoisting the same load as the larger one. The

diameter of this screw is i ^ inches, the length of the jack

is 24 inches; it hoists 14 inches and raises ^ inch at each

full turn of the screw. One man using a 2 foot bar can

easilj^ raise one end of a car with one hand, and throw or

push over the load i foot in as short space of time as two

minutes.

The device is very compact, can be carried easily on

the car and may often save vexatious delays. A boy with

its use could replace a derailed car without much loss

of time, and every motorman or conductor, after once using

the device, can certainly replace a car in a few minutes

and, in eight cases out of ten, without asking for help.

The I Yi inch screw is the handiest tool for replacing

street cars in many cases where tools are kept along the

lines, being easy to carry in the hand. But for use in

"hurry-up wagons," for all kinds of work, the 2 inch

screw would prove most useful as it hoists just twice as

fast and will take any load.

In throwing over a car the passengers inside would

hardly feel the jar, as the trucks are raised only 2 inches

to set over a foot and the springs are all slack. The work FIGS. 1-5.—THE PEARSON HUB CAR REPLACING JACK.
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is also accomplished without injury to the car and without

jarring it as much as when it went off.

Fig. 7 shows the jack with chain attachment for rais-

ing the body, at the side, of a 4, 6 or 8 wheel car in cases

where the trucks are not made fast to the body. It is de-

signed in these cases to raise both body and trucks at

once. As shown, a plate is first set under the body and on

the jack, and the truck frame is chained fast to it. The

operator then hoists the wheels clear from the ground and

places inclined iron plates under wheel or wheels, setting

the plates to square around the trucks if it is an 8 wheel

car. The next step is to unchain the plate and set it on

the other side of the car in the same way ; then to hoist,

and as the load commences to raise, it begins to move

towards the rail. As the jack is adjustable to any angle

the weight of the load does the pushing. If the jack is

applied under a broken dowu truck or heavily loaded

wagon and set at an angle to push, it will move the load

towards the track at the rate of i inch a second or faster if

the bar is turned faster.

For further particulars address the National Jack

Company, Lowell, Mass. FIG. 6.—PEARSON STREET CAR JACK.

FIG. 7.—PEARSON JACK WITH CHAIN ATTACHMENT.
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LETTERS AND HINTS FROM PRACTICAL MEN.

Correct Location ofTrolley Wire on Spiral Curves.

vStrklton, Pa., June 6, 1896.

Editors Stkkkt Raiiavay JouknaIv:
The method of locating the trolley wire on curves,

given in the June issue of the Street Railway Journal
is only apj^licable to the use of simple curves, while modern
practice tends towards using a true spiral curve of consid-

erable length for the ends of all curves. For this portion

of the curve, perhaps forty feet long or more, Mr. Foster's

formula would not apply. The proper location can be
easily found by the use of a template of the essential ele-

ments of the problem, i. e. , the wheel base and the hori-

zontal projection of the trolley pole.

Having a plan of the curve for which the location of

trolley wire is desired to a scale of five feet to the inch or

larger, take a piece of thin transparent celluloid and cut it

to the length of the wheel base (on the same scale as the

plan) and mark with a sharp point a line for the center

line of the car and mark the center of the wheel base. Then
cut another piece a little longer than the horizontal pro-

jection of the trolley pole. Mark a line on this at right

angles to one end and mark the length of the horizontal

projection of the trolley pole from this end. Then join the

two pieces at the center of the wheel base and center of

the trolley base, by an eyelet paper binder, loosely enough
so that they may turn with some little friction.

Then, placing the template upon the plan of the curve

so that the wheel base coincides with the center line of the

curve and swinging the
'

' trolley pole
'

' until the square

end is radial to the track curve, we can mark a point which
will be approximately on the wire curve. Carrying this

process through the spiral to the point where the offset

becomes constant, we next sketch in the approximate loca-

tion through the points just found. Going over this again,

and making the "trolley pole" square with radial lines

from this approximate location instead of those of the track

curve, we can lay down the final location of the wire for

cars to run in one direction. If cars are to run in both
directions, the location should be found by taking an aver-

age of the curves located by the aid of the template.

house door, and in other ways which will suggest them-
.selves to the constructing engineer.

The time taken for the operation, having the plan and
template in hand, should be trivial.

If the outer rail of the curve is elevated, the troUe}''

wire should be set in towards the center of the curve an
additional amount equal to

Elevation X height of trolley wire above rail

Gavxge

Chas. A. Alden.

Twenty Foot, Single Truck, Center Aisle Car.

Utica Belt Line Railroad Conpany.

Utica, N. Y., May, 22, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal;
The accompanying photograph .shows one of our

cross seated, straight sided ai.sle cars on a single truck,
This car is giving excellent satisfaction, is sought after by

system

.

SINGLE TRUCK CENTER AISLE CAR

patrons of the road, especially ladies, and is considered a

very desirable and taking car.

The cars are nicely finished, are capacious, have
luxurious seats, electric batteries and bells, push buttons
and nearly all of the modern conveniences of a drawing
room car.

They are mounted upon a strong, extra size Peckham
cantilever truck, made from special design. These trucks

have a seven foot six inch wheel base, and sustain the

car admirably, and are among the easiest riding cars on our

METHOD OF LOCATING TROLLEY WIRE

In the instance shown in the sketch there is from six

to eight inches difference in the offsets for cars going in

opposite directions.

Having plotted the wire curve on the plan, of course

the offsets will be taken off by scale and used as circum-

stances may require.

This method can also be used for locating frogs over

complicated switch work when the curves are compounded,
in finding the proper position for the trolley wire in a car

The length of car bodies is twe»nty feet over
platforms, width eight feet two inches. The
bodies were made by the Jackson & Sharp
Car Company, and are in every respect

most satisfactory.

We have been operating some cars of

this style for about six months, both for

city and suburban

„„____ travel. The seat-

ing capacity is

greater then in our
standard eighteen

foot six inch car bodies, but, of course, the total carrying

capacity is not so great. We do not experience any trouble

in "maintaining schedule time with this car. There are five

richly upholstered cross seats on each side of the aisle

and also two end seats, running lengthwise of the car

at either end. This arrangement of seats gives a seating

capacity of twenty-eight, and also forms an open space at

each end, and facilitates loading and unloading passen-

gers. J. W. Boyle, President.

CURVES.
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The Resistance of Cast Welded Rail Joints.

Lakk Ontario & Riversidk Railway Company.
Oswego, N. Y., June 17, 1S96.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
On page 354 of 3^our June number I find in an article

by Dr. Louis Bell, a statement which, if uncorrected, will

cause many railways needless annoyance and loss. In this

very able essay upon rail returns the cast weld joint is re-

ferred to as producing a continuous rail of ample conduc-
tivity. It is very evident that the doctor has not had time

or opportunity to measure the electrical loss with heavy
currents through these joints, both when new and after

some months underground. Had this been done we should
have received an entirely different report from this accurate

observer. It was my good fortune to take part in some
tests of the cast weld joint at the Edison laboratory over

a year ago. From 100 to 150CJ amperes were passed

through each joint and the drop measured with a Weston
millivoltmeter. When new the conductivity of this joint

on a sixty pound rail was mei'ely that of a single No. 0000
copper .wire. After two months' burial in street soil, the

tests were carefully repeated and the conductivity was
found to have dropped below that of a No. 00 copper wire.

It is needless to say that the conductivity of the rail

is nearly equal to that of one million of circular mils of

copper. Mechanically the joint is fine. Its performance
on light rail with heavy cars in Newark and Orange, N. J.,

has been magnificent. But it was found absolutely

necessary to bond it. I am informed that .several thousands
of these joints have made good mechanical records in Chi-

cago, but here also they required heavy bonds. The rea-

sons for this are not hard to find. The joint is no/ a weld,

for if it were it would show the .same defects exhibited by
electrically welded rails.

It is very evident that wdien a small amount of molten
iron is poured around a steel rail, the latter will expand
and occupy more than its normal amount of space. It will

remain enlarged until long after the cast iron has set, when it

will resume its former size and leave a small, but appreciable

clearance between surfaces of rails and joint. It is evidently

this clearance which makes the joint a mechanical success,

for it is sufficient to allow for expansion and contraction,

and yet not enough to allow movement from pas.sing cars.

Were this not so, how could this small amount of cast

iron withstand the tremendous strain due to temperature
variation which, as is well known, has pulled apart steel

girder rails weighing ninety pounds to the yard ? i\ny one
familiar with the difficulty of making a good electrical joint

by pouring molten copper around a copper cable, will smile

when told that high conductivity can be had between
molten iron and a large steel rail. Even though the sur-

face of the rail should be filed bright, the heat from the

melted iron and the steam from the mould would cover it

with a coating of iron oxide before the cast iron could

enclose it. F. H. Tid:\l\n, General Manager.

WEvST Chicago Street Railroad Company.
Chicago, June 15, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
We have three sections of track, the rails of which are

cast welded. We u.se no bond and have no trouble elec-

trically whatever. F. E. Fuller, Superintendent.

Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company.-
June 25, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journ.\l :

From one Falk joint which I have tested, I should
not think it necessar}^ to bond in addition, except, of

course, under and around special work and cross bonds,

which we put in as usual.

I expect to have another sample joint made to test,

and may then be able to furnish 3'ou with data, but I

have not positively decided whether to publish results or

not. Although the resistance of the joint is greater than
I expected, it is extremeh- low and better than any I have
seen. J. T. Whittlesey, Chief Engineer.

Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Railway Company.
St. Louis, June 19, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
Our experience, and all the tests which we have made,

satisfy us that bonding a cast welded track is unnecessary.
This is especially the case if it is new track, and the weld-
ing is carefully done.

We have ordered more delicate instruments for the
purpose of making further tests, and will be glad to let you
know the results. We have one piece of track of ten miles
cast welded. It has not an ounce of copper or other wire,

or bonding of any kind in it.

Robert McCulloch.

Chicago City Railway Company.
Chicago, June 18, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal:
I enclose herewith report to me by G. W. Knox,

our electrical engineer, on subject of conductivity of Falk
cast welded joint, in answer to your request for .same.

M. K. Bowp:n, Superintendent.

REPORT OE MR. KNOX.

All of the joints which have been so situated that a

test could be made upon them, I have found without the
least appreciable drop across their parts, but w^here these

tests were made there was a comparatively light volume
of current flowing.

In making a strict bridge resistance test with, I sup-

pose, every joint cast, there will be shown to be absolutely

no resistance in the joint, but to run a reasonably heavy
volume of current through the joints, taking them collec-

tively, I believe among some of them there will be found a

considerable amount of resistance, for this reason ; in cast-

ing this joint there is no absolute certainty of the casting

being perfect, as I have frequentl)' noticed castings which
broke ( by being pulled in two with contraction of rail) were
but a shell, the inside being completely honeycombed with
blow holes through the ca.sting process, and too, I have
noticed at these joints the rail pulling back or slipping out
of the joints, showing that there is not in all ca.ses an
amalgamation between rail and joint metal. This I do not
believe will occur with one per cent, and even less, of the

joints cast, but one imperfect joint, as regards conductivity,

in the circuit, of cour.se, destroys the efficiency of the whole
circuit.

In making a close examination of a cross section of one
of the cast welded joints a seam will be found between the

rail and metal of the joint; looking into this seam with a

microscope you will notice small particles of rust or burnt
iron scales. Where the metal of the joint does come in con-

tact with the rail it is irregular, or in saw tooth fashion;

this is caused by the metal cooling upon striking the rail,

which is comparatively cold when the cast is made.
It is easy to understand how these

'

' saw teeth '

'

tissues may be destroyed, as a condudor for the current, by
the rail constantly working upon them and breaking them
down during the expansion and contraction of rail, or the

jar or hammer blow effect of car wheels; and again, the
burning up of these ti.ssues by the passage of heavy cur-

rents across them.
These seams between rail and joint may be con-

siderably increased or diminished according to the honesty
of the workmen in cleaning the ru.st off the rail before the

cast is made; and even with a new rail the blue scale coat-

ing the rail, formed at the time of rolling, will act as a bar-

rier to the uniting of joint metal to rail.

In considering these cast joints as poor conductors in

the rail return circuit, I am, in most, taking the extremely
bad joints as examples, but as said before, one bad joint or

part in the circuit destroys the efficiency of the circuit, and
until we are able to practically apply, say, the X ray, to

ever}^ cast welded joint employed as a conductor in a cir-

cuit and see in just what condition the rail, to metal of

joint, is in, we are taking too great chances in using the

joint as a conductor, more especially with heavy currents,

such as are employed with a road having heavy traffic.
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I will say, tlioiij^li, I believe it would be safe to count
on the cast welded joint as a conductor where the volume
of current is not liable to be excessive, say, twenty to thirty

anipei'es per joint. It will, of course, l)e possible to "shove
through" these, even bad joints, many times more than the
amount of current given, if so desired, but it is going to be
accomplished at the expense of the coal pile.

In conclusion I will .say, if a road thinks of counting
on the cast weld joint as a conductor to any extent, it will

pay to make careful tests with ever>' joint. An engineer
in testing for drop across the joint should be .sure to

send the maximum amount of current the joint is ex-

pected to carry, through such joint.

[Signed] G. W. Knox,
Electrical Engineer.

»

A Way to Reduce Pipe Yil)rali<)n.

pipe between the elbow above boiler No. 2 and the boiler
connection is too short.

vShould Nos. I and 2 boilers be connected to the forty-

five foot length in a manner similar to Nos. 3 and 4, and
the steam pipe for No. 2 engine be taken from the same
line, the trouble would probably disappear. Whether this

is practicable cannot be determined from the data at hand,
but if not, it is not improbable that .some plan as effective
and perhaps more simple may be suggested l)y Mr. Mahony 's

thorough familiarity witli the plant.

• R. J. McCakty.

Transition Curves tor Street Hailwavs.

Kansas City, June 5, 1896.

Editors vStrhkt Railway Journal:
I notice in your June number, p. 359, J. Mahony

of the Montreal Park & Lsland Railway Company asks for

my opinion as to a matter of piping.

While the .sketch furnished is not sufficiently complete
in plan to enable me to write as one concerned, I think the

following may pos.sibly account for the trouble.

^5

I^hiladklphia, Pa., June 20, 1896.
Editors vStrki';t Railway Journal:

A discu.ssion on " Transition Curves" having at

length appeared, I will add a word in support of my paper
in last vSeptember's Journal.

The practice of flattening the ends of sharp curves is

now general, and the object of that pioneer article was to
bring out opinions on the best way of doing it. It was
there argued that so exact a cur\-e as a jjarabola is not
necessary or practicable; and that a curve of two or three
radii, with chord lengths of each equal to the wheel base of
the car, furni.shes a .simple but complete tran.sition. Mr.

Mohler in last month's letter on
the subject takes exceptions to this

recommendation, a.sserting that noth-
ing but a cubical jjarabola is good
engineering.

The initial radius was cho,sen at

about one hundred feet for the sake
of uniformity. More than half our
short radius curves lead from switch-
es, and it is not possible to make a

good switch design for longer radii.

Other things being equal, it is then
de.sirable to make curve ends alike

thus avoiding a multiplicity of stand-
ards. That a curve of this radius

P/dn of both line^

"A rides smoothly at city speeds we know
/ \ by experience. It also satisfies the

DIAGRAM OF PIPING.

Referring to the .sketch, it will be observed that con-

siderable piping is between the angle valve and boiler No. 2

and between the angle valve and engine No. 2. When the

angle valve is open. No. 2 boiler is cut out by a valve

presumably above it and No. 2 engine cut out at the

throttle. These pipes form a part of the steam space. When
the steam valve of No. i engine opens the steam pressure

drops, and then ri.ses as the steam valve closes. This, of

course, causes a pulsation. These pulsations affect the an-

gle valve first, and owing to the distance the effect has to

travel to the valve over No. 2 boiler, there is probably an
appreciable interval between the instant at which the pulsa-

tion acts on the angle valve in one direction and on the pipe

over No. 2 boiler in the other. The result tends, of course,

to produce a vibration in the pipe. If the natural time of

vibration of the pipe .should bear a certain relation to these

pulsations the effect would be cumulative. When the

angle valve is closed the conditions are removed and the

vibration ceases.

The leaking of the .screw joints and flange after the

angle valve is closed is no doubt due to the contraction of

the pipe between No. 2 boiler and the angle valve. The
fact that such leaking does not begin until the leg begins
to fill with water does not indicate that the water has any-
thing to do with it, further than to show that the piping has
fallen in temperature. This sugge,sts that the length of

requirement that the transition cur\'e

should be short.

The statement that a car on a

curve rotates about its own center

( roughly speaking ) is not in error,

nor is it .so loose as would appear
from Mr. Mohler' s figure. His

argument applies only at the tangent point and the dis-

crepancy there would not be so alarming if the overhang
were shown in its true proportion. A fault there however
would by no means invalidate the reasoning, since the angle
of the car changes as desired, whether or not the rotation

is about the car's center.

Mr. Mohler' s conclusion that long chords and abrupt
changes of radii should be avoided in good engineering is

rather sweeping. A street car's motion is guided by two
points, and it is the relative change of position of these

points which accomplishes the transition. Then, simpl}^ if

the front and rear wheels are held on curves of different

radii, that change will occur. It is not necessary that the

path of each wheel, separately, should be a spiral.

The conclusions and recommendations of the article of

last September were based especially on practicabilit}-. It

is not believed that the actual conditions warrant such
refinement as the cubic parabola or its equivalent, the spiral.

Mr. Mohler's curve has an off-.set of one-half an inch in six

feet. Now in nine ca.ses out of ten a street corner cannot be
surveyed to this accuracy ( in. in 50 ft. ) . It is very diffi-

cult to bend a heavy section with the nicetj^ that this calls

for; and it is extremely unusual for trackmen to lay a curve
so exactly. Even if the curve should be in the ground
exactly true, the car would not get the full benefit of it,

because firstly, the wheel .gauge is tighter than the track
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gauge, by at least one-quarter of an inch, so that wheels

may not take the curves just at the tangent point;

secondly, owing to the uncertain speed, unevenness of track,

particularly over special pieces, and to the elastic connec-

tion of car body to truck, the motion of the car would de-

stroy the fine effect of any curve.

A true spiral is very useful on high speed lines, espec-

ally where the outer rail is elevated, but for .street railway

special work its value is questionable.

Jamk,s A. Kmery.

High Speed on the Lorain=Cleveland Electric
Line.

Attractions For Pleasure Resorts.

The Altoona & Logan Vallp:y Electric Railway
Company.
Altoona, Pa., June 13, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

Our experience has convinced us that pleasure travel

is very greatly stimulated and increased by maintaining a

park. On our HoUidaj'sburg division we have located

Lakemont Park, comprising 95 acres of woodland and ii}2

of water. The grounds have been laid out in part in

walks and roadways, planted in shrubbery and trees. We
have two large greenhouses in which are propagated our

bedding plants, and employ a landscape gardener with four

or five men to keep the grounds in the very best order and
make them as attractive as pos.sible.

In the way of amu.sements, we have a carrousel,

swings and a summer theatre and casino. In the latter,

music is furnished every afternoon and two evenings in the

week, Sundays excepted. No admission is charged to the

grounds or casino.

On the lake we have an electric launch and row boats,

which are well patronized in the summer season. In the

winter we have skating on the lake. It requires very

little care to keep our electric launch in good condition. It

is operated by electricity charged from our feed wire along

the electric road. The man who has charge of the row
boats also has charge of the launch.

John Lloyd, President.

Conductorless Cars.

The Citizens' Electric Railway, Light & Power
Company.

Mansfield, O., May 21, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

I noticed an article in your May issue by Superintendent
Walker, of vSioux City, on " Operating P^lectric Cars With-
out Conductors." We run all

our cars in the winter season

with one man to the car.

The motorman is furnished

with tickets and change, the

change being put up in envelopes

to facilitate making change. The
motorman is required to " ring

up " a fare on his register as

.soon as a pas.senger enters the

car, and that reminds the passen-

ger that he is expected to pay his

fare as soon as he enters the car.

This sy,stem makes it easier for

the motorman to keep track of his

fares.

Regarding accidents, I do
not think we have more than
roads running conductors. On
roads where the gross earnings

do not average more than eight or ten cents per car

mile, the system of one man to the car is the thing, as
the wages paid conductors would amount to about one-fifth

of the earnings per car mile.

Arthur J. Haycox,
Superintendent.

The Lorain Street Railway Company.
Lorain, O., June 6, 1896.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

In j our last issue you refer to a run recently made by
one of our cars of a mile in i min. 35 sec. We have done
even better than that; 1.30 and 1.28 is often made, and on
one occasion I got a record of 1.26 34!, with a stop watch.
We are running .sixteen foot cars, two "type C" steel

motors. The car with the record of 1.26]^ had thirty-two

passengers. W. H. PelTon.

New Sand Car.

The Third Avenue Railroad Company, of New York,
has recently built at its shops the sand car shown in the
accompanying engraving ( Fig. 2). In front of each wheel
is a scraper shown in detail in Fig. i. This can be raised

and lowered from the platform by means of the gear and
segmental rack
shown, within limits

determined by a set-

screw which is set

lower as the metal
strips with which
the scraper is fitted

wear out. The end
is hinged and fitted

with a spring so that

it will turn back, in-

stead of breaking
in case an immov-
able object is struck.

Between the wheels
of the car are two
rotary brushes each
independently driv-

en by sprocket
chains from the

axles. The jour-

nals carrying the

brush are so arrang-

ed that any .stretch

of the chain can be easily taken up. The brush sweeps
straight ahead, the debris being thrown to one side by means
of a sheet metal fender, .so that under no circumstances can
the bru.sh sweep on to the next track or spatter pa,ssers-by.

The height of the brush is also regulated from the platform.

FiG. 1.—SCRAPER.

FIG. 2.—NEW SAND CAR—THIRD AVENUE RAILWAY, NEW YORK.

The car is fitted with four hoppers, and sand is admit-
ted in the rear of the rotary brush so that it is deposited on
a perfectly clean track. The hoppers are provided with
valves so that the flow of sand can be regulated to suit the
condition of the track. The car has the usual grip, brake
levers, etc. , and measures eighteen feet over all.
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Mileage, Long Distance Hiding and Transfer S.vs=

tenis in American Cities.

The following infonnation bearing upon the question

of how much a passenger on the street railway systems of

the larger American cities receives for his money has been
obtained through correspondence with the managers of the

principal systems in those cities. The total track mileage

of the entire city .system, the longest distance which any
passenger can ride on payment of five cents or by tran.sfer

without charge or at reduced rates, and the general tran.sfer

privileges accorded in the city are given below in detail.

All populations are for the census year of 1890 :

Chicago, —Population served, 1,099,850. Total track mile-

age, 760. On the lines of the Chicago City Railway Company, the

longest di.stance for a single fare (including two transfers) is fifteen

miles. No extra charge is made for transfers, (^n the east and west
lines transfers are given only on payment of cash fare. On north
and south lines a transfer is given free on payment of either cash
fare or transfer.

PHir,ADEi^PHiA, Pa.—Popidation served, 1,046,964. Total track

mileage, 462. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is about
miles. " Exchange tickets" are sold at eight cents each, and

on these a passenger may ride about i6}4 miles.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Population served, 838,547. Total track

mileage, 393. On the surface lines of the largest system the longest
ride which can be taken is eighteen miles, involving two changes of

cars with free transfers.

Boston, Mass.—Combined population served by the principal

system is 678,000. Total track mileage, 275. The longest distances
for a single five cent fare without change of cars are 6.3, 6.9 and 8.2

miles. By the use of free transfers a pa.ssenger can travel 8. i
, 9. i

and 9.9 miles. Upon an eight cent check a pas.senger may travel

14.2 miles. Changes of routes now in contemplation will consider-

ably increase these distances.

St. Louis, Mo.—Population served, 451,770. Total track mile-

leage, 335. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is about fif-

teen miles. Free transfers are given by each .sj'stem for its own
lines, but transfer privileges are not interchanged. Transfers are

not given on transfers as a rule, but on a crowded day a passenger
may ride indefiniteh'. The fares are five cents for adults and two
and a half cents for children under twelve years of age.

JKRSEY City, N. J.—Total population of Jersey City, Hoboken
and Newark served by one system is 388,4.81. Total track mileage,

175. The longest ride on a straightaway run without transfer is

8.25 miles. Transfers are given to some points, but in no case will

the combined ride much exceed the figure named.

.
San Francisco, Cal.—Population served, 298,997. Total track

mileage, 269. The longest ride for a single fare (with two transfers)

is eleven to twelve miles. Transfers are given without charge on
lines of the principal sj^stem.

Minne;apolis, Minn.—The combined population of Minneap-
olis and St. Paul is 297,894. Total track mileage 222. The longest
ride for a single five cent fare is 12.94 miles. There are a large num-
ber of lines on which a passenger can ride over eleven miles includ-
ing transfers. For a ten cent fare a passenger can go from any point
in Minneapolis to any point in St. Paul, and by this arrangement can
ride between twenty-three and twenty-four miles over a large com-
bination of routes.

Cincinnati, O.—Population served, 296,908. Total track mile-
age, 263. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is 13.44 miles.

One transfer only is given without extra charge.

Cleveland, O.—Population served, 261.353. Total track mile-
age, 269, The longest ride for a single fare with free transfer priv-

ileges is ten miles. A large proportion of those using transfers ride
six miles.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Population served, 255,664. Total track mile-
age, 143. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is 13^4 miles.
No extra charge is made for transfers.

Lynn, M.\ss.—Total population served by the interurban system
of the Lynn & Bo.ston Railroad Company is approximately 250,000.
The total track mileage of the system is 153. Passengers can ride
about six miles for five cents, and longer difstances over the system
on a rising scale of charges.

New Orleans, La.—Population served, 242,039. Total track
mileage, 169. The longest ride on a single five cent fare is seven
miles and a fraction. Transfers wherever issued are given without
extra charge.

Washington, D. C.—Population served (District of Columbia),
230,392. Total track mileage, 138. The longest ride for a single
fare is 9^ miles. Cash fares are five cents and tickets are six for

twenty-five cents. Transfers are given free.

Detroit, Mich.—Population served, 205,876. Total track mile-
age, 202. The longest ride for a single fare is ten miles. Cash
fares are five cents each and tickets eight for twenty-five cents.
Free transfers are given by each company for its own lines, but trans-
fers are not interchanged.

Mii,waukb;k, Wis.—Population served, 204,468. Total track
mileage, 159. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is nine
miles. Transfers are given without charge on a liberal system.

Kansas City, Mo.—Population served (including Kan.sas City,
Kan.) 171,032. Total track mileage, 142. The longest ride for a
single five cent fare is 11.02 miles. There are eight other routes
varying from 9.02 miles to 1 1 miles. Transfer privileges are given
without extra charge.

Loui.sviLLE, Ky.—I'opulation served, 161,129. Total track nnle-
age, T50. The longest ride for a single fare is nine miles. There
are several others from seven to eight miles in length. About
eighty-five different transfers are given by the company without
e.xtra charge, and a passenger may, as a matter of fact, ride indefi-
nitely if he so choose.

Rochester, N. Y.—Population served, 133,896. Total track
mileage, 93. The longest ride for a single five cent fare, including
transfers, is about nine miles. There is a universal transfer system,
and transfers are given without extra charge.

Denver, Col.—Population served, 106,713. Total track mile-
age, 212. The longest ride for a single five cent fare, including
transfers, is about 11 miles. No extra charge is made for transfers.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Population served, 105,436. Total track
mileage, 107. The longest ride for a single fare including free trans-
fers is eleven miles.

Columbus, O.—Population served, 88,150. Total track mileage
97. The longest ride for a single five cent fare including one trans-
fer is nine miles. Tickets good for a .single line ride are sold at six
for twenty-five cents and twenty-five for |i. No transfers are given
on tickets, but are given without extra charge when a five cent cash
fare is paid.

New Haven, Conn.—Population served, 86,045. Total track
mileage, 80. The longest ride for a single fare is sJi miles.
There are four principal companies which do not exchange transfers
with each other, but transfers are given by each company on its own
lines without extra charge.

Toledo, O.—Population served, 81,434. Total track mileage,
113. The longest ride given to a pas.senger for a single fare, includ-
ing free transfers, is within a fraction of twelve miles. No transfer
charges of any kind are made by the principal system.

PaTERSON, N. J.—Population served, 78,347. Total track mile-
age, 91. The longest ride for a five cent fare is 8. i miles, this being
from the extreme limits of Paterson to the extreme limits of Passaic,
and transfers are issued without charge over the entire system.

Lowell, Mass. — Total population (exclusive of suburbs),
77,696. Total track mileage, 60. The longest ride for a single five
cent fare is five miles, this being to suburban points. On the.se lines
no transfer privileges are given within the city limits.

Fall River, Mass.—Population served, 74,398. Total track
mileage, 27. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is 6^8 miles.
Transfers are given without extra charge.

Memphis, Tenn.—Population served, 64,495. Total track
mileage, 62. The longest ride for a .single five cent fare, including
transfer, is eight miles.

Dayton, O.—Population served, 61,220. Total track mileage,
53. The longest ride for a single fare is eight miles. Cash fares are
five cents; tickets, six for twenty-five cents, twenty-five for l^i. A
passenger has a right to a transfer to any line in the city without
extra fare.

Troy, N. Y.—Population served, 60,956. Total track mileage,
40. The longest ride, including free transfers, is about eight miles.
No extra charge is made for transfers.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Population served, 60,278. Total track
mileage, 50. The longest ride for a single fare is eight miles. The
cash fare is five cents, and tickets are sold at six for twenty-five
cents. No extra charge is made for transfers.

Camden, N. J.—Population served, 58,313. Total track mile-
age, 54. The Camden, Glouce.ster & Woodbury Railway Company
carries passengers between Camden and Woodbury, 8', miles, for
three tickets, purchased at stated places and at the rate of thirty for
$1. There is no transfer system.

Trenton, N. J.—Population served, 57,458. Total track mile-
age, 37. The longest ride for a single five cent fare is about 5 [4 miles.

Lincoln, Neb.—Population served, 55,154. Total track mile-
age, 55. The longest ride for a single fare including transfers is

11.36 miles. No extra charge is made for transfers.

Charleston, S. C.—Population served, ,54,955. Total track
mileage, 30. The longest ride given by the Enterprise Railroad
Company (horse railway system) for a single five cent fare is four
miles, for a double fare eight miles.

St. Josf:ph, Mo.—Population served, 52,324. Total track mile-
age, 33. The longest ride for a single five cent fare, including one
free transfer, is .six miles.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Population served, 50,395. Total track
mileage, 176. The longest ride for a single fare, including transfers,
is 7 '2 miles.

Des Moines, Ia.—Population served, 50,093. Total track mile-
age, 38. The longest ride for a single five cent fare and transfer is
eight miles. Transfers are given without extra charge.
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LEGAL NOTES AND COMMENTS.*

Edited by J. Aspinwall Hodge, Jr., and George L. Shearer,

OF THE NEW YORK BAR.

Justice Between the Poor Man and Woman
and the Rich Corporation.

Recently in one of our large cities the president of a

street car line was at liis office when the report was received

of an accident to a woman who had been run over by a

car. The president, contrary to his custom, remained at the

office and not only read the reports of the various impartial

witnesses to the occurrence, but actually saw them and
questioned them. They were all reputable citizens, some
five of six in number. The facts stated by them wholly
exculpated the employes of the road from any negligence,

and showed the accident to be wholly the fault of the

woman herself.

The president was amazed to find that his Loss Depart-

ment advised a settlement for a considerable amount. Hav-
ing paid little attention to this department of the company's
business, he felt that something was wrong and he disre-

garded the advice and ordered the case to be vigorously

defended. Experienced counsel were specially employed,
and the president attended the trial himself. Practically

the only witness for the plaintiff was the plaintiff her.self;

her twelve year old child, who was with her and saw the

whole occurrence, was not put upon the stand. Notwith-
standing this the jury gave a large verdict for the plain-

tiff, wholly disregarding the evidence of the impartial wit-

nesses for the defendant.

Facts like these are not at all astonishing to any one
who has been connected either as counsel or otherwise with
the accident department of a street railroad company or

with the defense of actions on insurance policies where
they have been obtained by fraud, but they must surprise

any one who is not familiar with the facts.

Juries refuse to obey the charge of the Court that the

mere fact of an accident is not even prima facie evidence of

negligence, and they practically la}^ down a law for them-
.selves, to the effect that an accident conclusively gives the

plaintiff, if poor, or especially if a woman or a child, a

right to recover something, and if a few jurors are more
intelligent and conscientious than the rest, they are

won over liy a proposition for a compromise verdict.

Hence the advice of the Loss Department in the case just

I'efered to was, probably, good advice from a practical busi-

ness standpoint.

There seems to be no remedy save in the adoption of

means by which the average intelligence of the jury panel
may be raised. But even this proposition receives a

serious setback when we find that even judges upon the

bench, with all the training and experience that that

implies, fall into the same error and have to be rebuked
and overruled by appellate tribunals.

A remarkable instance of this is a recent case in a

X'nited States Circuit Court. There the action was on an
insurance policy on the life of one who disappeared about
a year before the commencement of the suit, and to succeed
in the suit it was necessary for the alleged widow and
child, who were the plaintilfs, to prove that the husband
and father was dead.

The Insurance Company excepted to those portions

of the judge's charge which are quoted below. The trial

resulted in a verdict for the plaintiffs. We quote from
the opinion of the Circuit Court of Appeals, which reversed
the judgment and ordered a new trial. "In opening
" his charge to the jury the Court below said: ' Wherever
" ' women or children are connected with the case, I make

*Communicatious relating to this department may be addressed to the
editors, No. 45 Wall Street, New York.

' it a rule to say as little as possible to the jury when the
' matter is finally submitted to them for their considera-
' tion, because I have frequently found that my sympathies
' would get the better of my judgment. So I have found
' it advisable, as a rule, to say as little as possible to the
' jury, so that they might take a full and fair view of the
' duties they are called upon to perform. ' At the close of

his charge, the Court below said: ' Now, gentlemen of
' the jury, I try to close my eyes, as well as I can, to the
' fact that a woman and child have any interest whatever
' in the result of a controversy when it is brought into
' court. I cannot always do it. I don't suppo.se you can.

' It is not expected. If a man can do that, he is no better
' than a brute. He is as bad as the heathen is supposed
' to be, and worse than the horse thief is thought to be.
' If he could close his eyes to that fact, lose all sense of

' decency and self-respect, he would not be fit for a juror.
' But, so far as it is possible for j'ou to do that, you do .so,

' and decide the case precisely as you would if it was
' between man and man or between a woman and a woman.
' Of course, neither one has any greater or more extensive
' rights than the other, but both must be tried according

'to the same rule; both must be adjudged bj' the same
' law, so far as it is possible for human ingenuity to do it,

' And what I have .said to you in reference to myself I ask
' you to do on behalf of your own selves. Take the case
' and decide it according to the testimony, and according
' to the weight of the testimony, as it has been presented
' to you for consideration, and then let your verdict speak
' for itself.'

"

" In our system the trial by jury, the province and
duty of the presiding judge is to fix the attention

of the jury upon the issues on trial, and upon the evi-

dence that is material to their determination, to guard
them against the consideration of irrelevant and in-

competent testimony, and against the influence of sym-
pathy, pas.sion, or prejudice, and to secure a fair and
impartial trial of the issues presented. The main issue

which this jury was trying was whether or not the in-

sured had died before these actions were commenced.
The consideration of what party or parties would be

benefited or damaged by the determination of that i.ssue

in one way or the other was utterly irrelevant to this

question. It could not tend in any way to as.sist in cor-

rectly deciding it. It was worse than irrelevant and im-

material. It was positively pernicious. The natural and
inevitable effect of its consideration was to excite the

sympathies and to warp the judgment of the jurors, as

it evidently did tho.se of the judge; and to produce a de-

cision founded, not upon the evidence as to the life or

death of the insured, but upon a consideration of the

question whether or not the insurance companies could

afford to lose the amounts of these policies better than the

woman and child could afford to do without them. The
charge of the Court was an open invitation to the jury to

substitute the latter question for the former, and to per-

mit its determination to control their verdict. It not

only invited, but it taught them so to do, both by precept

and example, for the judge himself devoted this very forci-

ble portion of his charge to the con.sideration of this very

question. The influence of the presiding judge in a jury

trial can hardly be overestimated. His learning, his abil-

ity ,
his long experience in the trial of causes, and the rule

that his view of the law must control, combined to com-

mand for him the respect of the jury, and to enable him
often, by a word or a look, to lead them to a decision of

a doubtful case. Juries are none too anxious to divest
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"themselves of ])assioii, jirejudice and syiiipatliy , and
" courts cannot be t<'0 dilij^ent in guardinj^' themselves and
"their juries aj^ainst their influence. Tlie portion of the

"charge under consideration is its own condemnation.
" Nothing that we can say will make its fatal error more
" glaring and apparent than its perusal."

Where such mistakes are made by trial judges what
may be expected from juries?

lUSE OI' ROAD—DAMAGES.
Pknnsvlvania.—In an action for damages for taking a right of

way and constructing a railroad across a tract of land lused for farm
purposes, and across which no streets were opened, it is error to ad-

mit in evidence a .street plan of the borough in wliich the land is sit-

uate, prepared after the location of the railroad, and not completed
or approved by the borough authorities till after completion of the
railroad, and showing streets across the land; the measure of dam-
ages being the dilTerence in value of the whole property before and
after the construction of the railroad, and its value before the injury
being shown by the actual condition thereof at the time condemna-
tion proceedings were begun.— (Walker v. South Chester R. Co., 34
At. Rep. 560.

)

PEnnsyj.vania.—Compensation for use and occupation, which
a railroad is re(|uired, by Act May 14, 1889, 17, to pay for entering

on and using a turnpike for its tracks, is not measured by the mere
additional expense in keeping the turnpike in repair by reason of the
presence of the tracks, but by the depreciation in value of the prop-
erty as a whole, resulting from the occupation and use, and caused
by the presence of the tracks and cars; not including, however, loss

of tolls by reason of the improved facilities for travel furnished by
the railroad.—(Allentown, Turnpike Co. v. h. V. Traction Co.,

34 At. Rep. 565.

)

DEDICATION.

Pennsyi,vani.\.—The fact that a railroad com])any allowed the
public to make a short cut between two avenues over one of its lots

was insufficient to show a dedication, though allowed for the neces-
sary length of time, where the lot was fenced, and during that period
had been con.stantly used b}' the company for its own purposes.

—

(Frankford Pass. Ry. v. Philadelphia, 34 At. Rep. 577.)

INJUNCTION.

PENnsyi<vania.—Proceedings under a decree awarding a prelim-
inary injunction restraining defendant railroad from interfering with
construction of plaintiff's track over defendant's road at grade, the
right to which is denied by defendant, will, on appeal from the de-
cree, be restrained till final hearing, the crossing not having been
actually completed under the decree.—(Chester Traction Co.' v. P.

W. & B. R. Co., 34 At. Rep. 619.

)

Pennsylvania.—Where a plaintiff, seeking an injunction to

prevent an electric railway conipan}- from building its line on his

land, failed to show affirmatively that the proposed road would be
on his land, it was proper to dissolve a preliminary injunction.

—

(Tl)ouron v. vSchuylkill El. Ry. Co., 34 At. 6or.)

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE.
New York.—In an action for personal injuries it appeared that

the horse car on which plaintiff was riding was preceded by a wagon
being driven along the car tracks, and loaded with a few boards,
which projected two feet beyond the end of the wagon; that the
wagon attempted to turn into a side street, which was crowded with
vehicles, one of which was coming towards the wagon on a steep
down grade on a line intersecting the course the wagon was required
to take in turning off the track ; that the driver of the car, instead of
waiting a moment to see if the wagon would be cut off in the attempt
to leave the track, and forced back down the steep grade, tried to
pass, as soon as the wagon cleared the track and that while doing so
the wagon backed, causing one of the projecting boards to pass
through the .stanchion between the first and second windows of the
car and strike plaintiff. Held, that a finding that the driver was
negligent was warranted.— ( O'Malley v. Met^St. Ry. Co., 3S N. Y.
Supp. 456.

)

Wisconsin.—In an action against an electric railwa}' companj-
for personal injur}', it appeared that plaintiff, employed by an elec-

tric light company, while climbing a pole to remove an electric light,

came in contact with a span wire supporting defendant's trolley wire
and the iron post to which the span wire was fa.stened, receiving an
electric shock which threw him to the ground; that the trolle}- wire
was suspended from the .span by a bell insulator, and the span wire
supplied with a circuit brake, interposed between the trolley and the
post; that the plaintiff was experienced, and knew all the dangers
connected with the trolley and span wires. Held, in.sufiicient to show
that defendant's negligence was the proximate cause of plaintiff's

injury.—(Huber v. La Crosse City Ry. Co., 66 N. W. Rep. 70S.

)

U. S. Court.—The evidence showed that the car had no sand
box to sand the track and enable the brake to work effectively; that
none of the defendant's cars had sand boxes, but that defendant, at

certain seasons of the year, not including that at which the accident
happened, caused the track to be sanded by sending out a special

car to scatter the sand, which defendant claimed to be a better

method. The Court charged the jury that the only question was
whether the car had proper appliances for stopping it; that the de-

fendant was not bound to provide the very best a])pliances, but to

provide what is reasonable, and such as a jirudent man would pro-

vide; and left it to the jury to determine whether the car had rea-

sonable ap])liances for sto])])ing, or there was a lack of what it really

ought to have had, which prevented its being stoj)])ed, and caused
the accident. Held, no error.— (Atlantic Ave. R. Co. v. Van Dyke,
72 Fed. Rep. 45S. J

PEnnsyi^vania.— Plaintiff, without indicating his intention to

the conductor or driver, attempted to board defendant's street car at

the front platform, while it was standing still to let off a passenger.
The conductor was standing on the ground, at the rear, facing the
front, and could have seen plaintiff. He knew plaintiff well , and knew
that he usually took the car. The driver knew plaintiff, but was not
looking to .see if any one was to get on, and started u]) his honses;
plaintiff was thrown to the ground and injured. Held, that a nonsuit
was warranted.

The fact that defendant's cars were not provided with fenders to

prevent objects from getting under the wheels does not constitute

negligence.—(Pitcher v. People's St. Ry. Co., 34 At. Rep. 567. )

Pennsylvania.—Where a motorman saw a child standing in

the street, away from the track, in time to stop the car before reach-
ing it, without anything in its attitude to indicate that it was about
to cro.ss the track, and the child, when the car was within ten feet

of it, started to cross, and was run over notwithstanding the effort of
the motorman to stop the car as soon as he saw the child start towards
the track, the company was not liable.—(Fisherman v. Neversink
Mountain R. Co., 34 At. Rep. 119.)

Ohio.—It is not always negligence per se for one al)out to cross
a steam or street railroad to fail to stop, look and listen, but the
care required is simply ordinary care; and whether or not it is neg-
ligence to fail to stop, look and listen is a question of fact under the
circumstances of the particular case.— ( Weiser v. Broadway & N. St.

Ry. Co., 10 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 14.)

Illinois.—One is not, as a matter of law, guilty of contributory
negligence in boarding an electric car while in motion.

The doctrine of comparative negligence has been abolished in

Illinois.—(Cicero & P. vSt. Ry. Co. v. Meixner, 43 N. E. Rep. 823. )

CHARTERS, FRANCHISES, ORDINANCES.
Pennsylvania.—A passenger railway within the limits of Fair-

mount Park, Philadelphia, is not a "street passenger railway," so as
to render Act Apr. 14, 1868, which authorizes the park commis-
sioners, independently of city authorities, to license the building of
passenger railways within the park, a violation of Const, art. 17, 9,

prohibiting the building of any "street passenger railway" within the
limits of anv' city, borough or township without the consent of the
local authorities—(City of Philadelphia v. McManes, 34 At. Rep.
331-

)

New Jersey.—if sidings or turnouts are provided for in the
ordinance granting a street railway company permission to lay tracks,

then only such as are so provided for can be con.structed, and any
extension of those provided for, or connection between them, would
be illegal; and if the manner of construction be substantially
changed, then the railway company can be dealt with as if no right
of construction or operation had ever been granted at all, and the
unlawful construction can be removed as an obstruction, without
judicial intervention, by the summary action of the municipal
authorities having the control and regulation of the streets.

Where a street railway company has in good faith constructed
its tracks, sidings and turnouts upon a street, by virtue of an ordi-

nance under which it claims it had the right to con.struct in the
manner adopted, and such construction was made without objection
by the municipal authorities, before an ordinance can be enacted
which determines adversely the right of such construction on the
part of the company, and provides for a summary removal of its

tracks, turnouts or sidings, notice must be given to the company
and an opportunity for a hearing be afforded.—(Cape May, D. B. &
S. P. R. Co. V City of Cape May 34 At. Rep. 397. )

Ohio.—Rev. St. § 850, providing that the clerk shall keep a

complete record of the proceedings of the Board of County Commis-
sioners; and ^ 878, providing that it shall be essential to the
validity of any contract entered into by County Commissioners or
order made by them that the same has been assented to at a regular
or special session thereof, and entered in the minutes of their pro-
ceedings, do not require that the permission of the Commissioners
to the occupancy of a street by a street railroad company shall be
entered in the journal of the Board.— (

Nearing v. Toledo PHectric ,St.

Ry. Co.. 9 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 596.

)

Michigan.—City of Lansing Ordinance No. 61 (granting a
.street railway company the franchise to lay its tracks upon the
.street), by section 15, provides that the railw-ay company, in con-
structing its tracks, shall pave between the tracks with the same ma-
terial as that adjoining said tracks; and, if the city provides for pav-
ing or repairing any street, the company .shall use within the railway-

tracks the same material, and keep the same in good repair. Held,
that the company is bound to repave between the tracks, in case a
street is repaved with different material, with the material used in

the new pavement.
Mandanms will lie to compel a street railway company to pave

the street between its tracks as required by the ordinance granting
it the franchise to lay the tracks upon the street.— ( City of Lansing
V. Lansing City Elec. Ry. Co., 66 N. W. Rep. 949. )
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WE commence in this number a series of statistical

papers bearing upon the street railway industry in

America. The first of these papers will be devoted to the

operating statistics of a large proportion of the street rail-

way mileage of the country; the second paper to the statis-

tics of capitalization of American street railway prope "ties;

and in subsequent papers the combined capitalization rnd

operating statistics of groups of cities of the same size will

be presented in such a way as to permit of interesting a id

valuable comparisons. From the statistics given in tne

article in this issue it appears that in the year 1893 the

gross receipts and income applicable to dividends of 127

street railway corporations reached high water mark,

being greater than in both previous and subsequent years

up to the present time. The latest reports, however,

show a decided improvement over those of one year ago in

gross receipts, earnings from operation and net income,

and it is to be hoped that this rate of increase will be kept

lip for the financial 5-ear ending in 1896 and thereafter,

with the steady growth of urban population and the ex-

pected improvement in business and manufacturing con-

ditions.

WE think it desirable to suggest to street railway man-
agers that letters or telegrams received by them

from newspapers and city officials in different parts of the

country asking for information about various details of

street railway operation should be answered, not hastily

or carelessly, but with due regard to the way in which this

information mayjpossibly be used. It should be remem-
bered that newspapers do not ordinarily seek unbiased

information, but are anxious to obtain that which will

bolster up opinions already expressed in their editorial col-

umns and to which they are therefore committed. They
often use, therefore, only such information as suits their

purposes. Moreover, it is impossible for laymen in street

railway matters to easily understand the differences in con-

ditions which make a transfer system, for example, po.s,si-

ble in one city and very difficult to establish in another,

and a brief or carelessly worded reply may do an immense
amount of harm to local street railway interests. An il-

lustration of the danger of the indiscriminate answering

of requests for information is found in the results of a

recent circular telegram sent by a Boston paper to a large

number of the street railway managers of the country inquir-

ing about their experience with transfer systems in their

respective cities. The paper published what purported to be

all answers to these telegrams, but, as a matter of fact, it

omitted several which were sent and which were dis-

tinctly unfavorable to the transfer system, printing only

those which served to strengthen its own position. There

is no way of preventing this, we presume, but it is cer-

tainly a thing which no honorably conducted paper would

condescend to do; and the probability of having one's views

misquoted orgarblea, especially when opinions are given in

brief, should lead street railway men to think twice before

complying with requests of this kind.

PERHAPS the most .severe test of the ability of a

mechanical engineer who is engaged to design an elec-

tric railway power plant is his arrangement of the auxiliary

appliances and the piping system. He has to lay out his

plant so as (a) to avoid unneces.sary length of piping, (b)

to secure a duplication sufficient to keejD the plant in regu-

lar operation no matter what accidents may happen to

individual parts, (c) to avoid diflSculty with joints and

escaping steam due to expansion, contraction and other

causes, (d) to make every portion of the plant easy of

access so as to provide for constant inspection and occa-

sional repair, and (e) to do this all at minimum first cost.

One of the chief requisites of a power station is absolute

continuity of operation, and the necessity of duplicating

such parts of the plant as are most liable to accident and

whose temporary disuse would otherwise paralyze the

service is apparent. In times past, engineers have adopted

several widely different methods of duplication. Those

most generally employed involve the constant use of one

complete feeding system, and the holding of another in

reserve to be used only in case of accident to the first. This

means large pipe diameter in each system and consequent

heavy first cost, and may easily mean that the reserve sys-

tem will be out of order when the necessity for its use is

most urgent. On another page of this issue, Mr. Davis,
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No. 903.Philadelphia Section Insulator.

SEND FOR AUGUST CATAT-OGUE AND NOTE RETISED PRICES.

87 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
240 RANDOI.PU ST., CHICAGO. 170 NORTH FOURTH ST., PHELADEIiPHIA. 119 FEDERAI. ST., BOSTON.

'Wooden Tree Insulator. Stralsht Under-KaiM Alleo Mechanical Clip.
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AETNA RAILWAY INSULATORS
RECEIVED WORLD'S FAIR AWARD.

ANDERSON LINE MATERIAL.
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED. WILL SATE CDKRENT AND PREVENT "TROUBLE."

IMITATIONS DO NOT BEAR REGISTERED AETNA TRADE MARK.

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

AIiBISRT i& J. M. ANDERSON,
EstaWislied IS^T. St., Boston, Mass,

STEEL WIRE
TRACK BROOIVIS

-AND-

TRACK BRUSH HOLDERS
FOR WINTER SERVICE.

A complete assortment of different sizes and styles kept in stock.

Write for circular and price list of the Adjustable Track Brush
Holder and Steel Wire Track Brooms, just issued. -------

THE OHIO BRASS COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS,

TV^MNSFIBL.D. OHIO.
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ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED TO ^ .^^^MUMricu #1/ ^^^r ^.^^^^^i^ MAXIMUM POWER
^^^^^^ ^y^SZ^ OF BRAKE OBTAINED
SERVICEui./iir#uL.. u..,...^ WITH ONE PULL OF LEVER.

Safety, due to double chain connections.

Great Power, owing to ratio of gearing from brake post to sprocket wheel.

Instantaneous Operation, regardless of direction in which handle may be turned.

Reduction of Lost Motion, by having the chain connections the precise length required

so that brake shoe may be carried close to wheel.

Now in use and adopted as standard on the following roads :

METROPOLITAN STREET RAILWAY CO., NEW YORK CITY.
STATEN ISLAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., STATEN ISLAND, N. Y.

STEINWAY RAILWAY CO., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

PATERSON RAILWAY CO., PATERSON, N. J.

STERLING SUPPLY and flANUFACTURINQ CO.,

97 Bank Street, INew York.
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CAPITAL Full Paid, $500,000.00, CASH SURPLUS to PoOcy Holders, $750,000.00.

'OF rFNNSriVAJVM •

The Leading American Liability.

indemnity Insurance Company.

The Seet Ore^anized Bureaus for the Super- ^
vision of Street Railways Insured in OFPF.mSYLrANJA-

BEFESENGES AS TO PEOMPTNESS, EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY FEOIKC ALL
SECTIONS WHERE RAILWAY MEN FIND COMFORT AND PROFIT

IN LIMITING THEIR OWN WORK TO THE
STREET RAILWAY BUSINESS.

Indemnity against damages, where a claim is riglitfully laid, and PROTECTIOX against

unfounded and unjust claims and vexatious and costly litigation lies in the

LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY OF ^/TyImE^^^7KnYcoMr}4^fT'

COMMON CARRIERS' LIABILITY.
STEAM BOILER INSURANCE.

ELEVATOR INSURANCE.
WORKMEN'S BENEFIT INSURANCE.

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY INSURANCE.
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER INSURANCE '^^I'S i^osso

GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE.

PRESIDENT,

THOMAS V. COOPER.
A. ANDERSON.
FRANK BOWER.
TQOS. T. COOPER.
ABRAHAM C. MOTT.
MAURICE A. rOGEBS.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
VICE PRESIDENT. TREASURER,

JOHN L WILSON. JARED DARLINGTON.

CIIAS. A. FURBUSH.
H. R. KERN.
P. D. KEYSER, M. I>.

ISAAC SCHI.ICHTER..
JARED DARIilNGTON.

Cl,ARENCE KENNEDY.
HON. BOIES PENROSE.
ISAAC COOPER.
CYRUS BORGNER.
H. C. ELiliTS.

JOHN G. (fllOXTON.
RICHARD F. LOPER.
EDW. J. niOORE.
II. G. MICHENER.
CARLTON M. WIIiLIAWS.

SECRETARY,

WILLIAM H. KNORR.
W. G. HUEY.
JOHN W. WOODSIDE.
JOHN L. WltSON.
ANTHONY A. HIRST.
GEO. W. BREIMER.

Full Information and Rates upon application to

RICHARD F. IjiOPERp G-eneral manager.
Head Office, 713 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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THE

TANDEM GAR BRAKE

DIAGRAm TANDEM CAR BRAKE ATTACHED TO SINGLE TRUCK.

GUARANTEED NOT TO FLAT WHEELS.

1

DIAGRAM TANDEM CAR BRAKE HARNESS.

WILL STOP A CAR QUICKLY, EASILY AND SURELY.

No Complicated Mechanism.

DIAGRAM TANDEM CAR BRAKE ATTACHED TO DOUBIiE TRUCK.

TANDEM BRAKE COMPANY,
OF UNITED STATES,

Havemeyer Building, 26-28 Cortlandt Street, New York.
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THE —

Tandem Car Brake.
THE TANDEM BRAKE

Is the best safety brake in the world.

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Will stop the car, stop it easily, stop it quickly, and stop it surely.

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Will stop the car on any grade which any car can climb.

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Will not skid the wheel; result, NO FLAT WHEELS. The cost ot the
brake can be saved in one year's service. (Note—Sand is not required
on either wheel or track with the Tandem Brake).

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Can"~be used with any brake appliance, can be attached to any truck,
with the ordinary brake equipment now in use.

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Is the best CAR FENDER in the world. It is simply impossible for
anything to get under the wheel when this brake is used. Many times
its cost will this brake save in damages to railway companies alone.

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Can be applied with one hand alone, giving the motorman always the
use of the other for his controller. He is always ready for an emergency

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Will save the trvick and car body as well as the wheels. In practice
the motorman always sands the one wheel; all the friction being concen-

' trated at this point in the application of the brake, not only wears out
that wheel, but must necessarily rack the truck and body of the car

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Divides the friction between the four wheel shoes equally (as it uses no
sand), and between the . four wheel shoes and the four rail shoes in such

. a manner that the strain caused by the resistance to the momentum i»

distributed equally to the bearing surfaces, of the truck and car body.
It will bring the car to a standstill under ordinary conditions without
the slightest jar.

THE TANDEM BRAKE
Gives the motorman a living chance to save the people's lives and the

, stockholders' dividends.

THE TANDEM BRAKE
IS WHAT YOU WANT

!

TANDEM BRAKE COMPANY,
OF- XJ]VITEI> STATES.

Havemeyer Building, 26-28 Cortlandt St., New York.
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C. J. MAYER,
Betz Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

SMITH & WALLACE,
Hamilton St.,Boston, Mass.

ARTHUR S. PARTRIDGE,

REGER & ATWATBR,
214 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. M. ATKINSON & GO.,
1499 Mpnadjjiock Bld«., Chicw^o, Ills.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Bank of Commerce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. Chicago, His.

HARRY M. SHAW,
126 Liberty St., New York,

New York
Carbon Works
41 CORTLANDT St. NeW Yo R K .

Carbon
Brushes

RBCeiVeR'S SMLE
of the New and Admirably Arranged Plant of the

NEW YORK FROG & SWITCH COMPANY,
Madison, 15th and 16th Sts., HOBOKEN, 4..

CONSISTING} OF THE LAND, BUILDINGS, MACHINERY, FIXTURES AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, AT PUBLIC AUCTION
-IN ONE PARCEL—AS A (JOING CONCERN.

THURSDAY. JANUARY 9th, 1896,
Vor further particulars inquire of

^tZuZT""'^'' FREDERICK K. DAY, Receiver, Madison and 18tli Sts, HOBOKEN, N. J.

It is a demonstrated fact that a Storage Battery operated in connection

with a generating plant reduces the cost of producing energy to meet a variable

demand. For facts write to'

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,

BRAISCH
OFFICES

Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

) NEW YOKE, 66 Broadway. BOSTON, 333 Exchange Building. CHICAGO, 309 Dearborn Street.

: ) SAN FRANCISCO, 15 Pirst Street. BALTIMORE, 215 N. Calvert Street.

CONDUIT.
PINE CONnriT, TREATED WITH DEAD Oil.. OF COAIi

TAR, commonly called -TREOSOTED CONDUIT."
Superior quality and workmanslilp. Prompt delivery

m any quantity. Estimates furnished. For
full Inlormatlou and samples, address

WALWORTH & NEVILLE MFC. COMPANY,
BAY CITY, MICH.New York Ofllce

:

135 Hudson St.

OF ALL KINDS AT

BOTTOM RATES.

Send for estimates.

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO.,

Havemeyer Building-, New York.

MAGNESIA
Robert A. Keasbey,

J64r WARREN ST., NEW YORK CITY.
13 TERRACE, BUFFALO, N. Y.

SECTIONS.
THE GREAT
COAL SAVER.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
Adams, Alton D., Boston, Mass 45
Allis, Edward P., Co., The, Milwaukee, Wis 83

' Almstedt Brothers, Louisville, Ky 82

American Car Co., St. Louis, Mo 116

American District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y 76

American Electrical Works, Providence, R. 1 92

Anderson, A. & J. M., Boston, Mass iii

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York 35
Armitage-Herschell Co.. North Tonawanda, N. Y. . . . 50
Atlantic Avenue R. R. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y 35
Ayer & Lord Tie Co., Chicago, 111 xii

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The, New York 71

Ball & Wood Co., The, New York 82

Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pa 8i

Barbour, John B., Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa 81

Barbour, Stockwell Co., Cambridgeport, Mass 88

Barney & Smith Car Co., Dayton, O 122

Barth, Philip, San Francisco, Cal 82

Bass Foundry & Machine Works, Fort Wayne, Ind. xxxi, 79
Bates Machine Co., Joliet, 111 78

Bemis Car Box Co., The, Springfield, Mass 108

Benedict & Burnham Mfg. Co., New York xii

Berlin Iron Bridge Co., East Berlin, Conn 95
Bethlehem Iron Co., South Bethlehem, Pa 85

Bickford, J. H., Salem, Mass. 45
Billings & Spencer Co., The, Hartford, Conn 62

Blackwell, Robt. W., London, Eng 59
Blake, Geo. F., Mfg. Co., New York 76

Box, Alfred, & Co., Philadelphia, Pa xlii

Bradley, T. A., Philadelphia, Pa 82

Bridgeport Brass Co., Bridgeport, Conn 65

Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia. Pa 52, 53,54,55. 124. 12S
Brixey, W, R., New York ix, xiv, xxviii, xxxvii

Broderick & Bascom Rope Co., St. Louis, Mo 92

Brooklyn Railway Supply Co., Stamford, Conn 50

Brown, Harold P., New York 85

Brownell Car Co, St. Louis, Mo 56, 57
Burnham & Duggan Ry. Appliance Co., Boston, Mass ... 60

.Burrowes, E. T., Co., The, Portland, Me xi

Cambria Steel Rails, Cambria Iron Co., Phila., Pa. . . . 86

Campbell, James, St. Louis, Mo 8i

Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111 62

Chace & Butts, Providence, R. 1 82

Changeable Electric Headlight Co., The, Syracuse, N.Y. 35
Chandler & Co., A. N., Philadelphia, Pa 82

Chapman Valve Mfg. Co., Indian Orchard, Mass 75

Chester Steel Castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa 38

Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co., Cleveland, 86

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co., Brooklyn, N. Y 70

Collins, H. E., & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 71

Composite Brake Shoe Co., Boston, Mass xxxi

Consolidated Car Fender Co., Providence, R. 1 44
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y 103

Conway, M. W., Brooklyn, N. Y 44
Cooper, C. & G., & Co., Mt. Vernon, 81

Corey, R. B., New York 61

Corliss Steam Engine Co., Providence, R. 1 80

Counselman, Willis, & Co., Chicago, 111 82

Cradock, George, & Co., Wakefield, England 91

Craig, Wm. P., East Orange, N. J 44
Crane Co., Chicago, 111 75

Crane, Parris & Co., Washington, D. C 82

Craven Supply Co., New York xi

Creaghead Engineering Co., The, Cincinnati, 63

Cresson, Geo. V., Co., Philadelphia, Pa 92

Currie, Cameron & Co., Detroit, Mich 82

Currier, Mayo & Co., Boston, Mass 84

Davis, Lewis K., New York 45

Day, Augustus, Detroit, Mich 50

Day, Frederick K., Hoboken, N. J viir

Day, R. L., & Co., Boston, Mass 82
Dean Brothers' Steam Pump Works, Indianapolis, Ind. 76
Deane Steam Pump Cj., The, Holyoke, Mass 76'

DeWitt, E. F., & Co., Lansingburgh, N. Y 64
Diamond Truck & Car Gear Co., Kingston, N. Y 106
Dick, Kerr & Co., London, Eng xlv
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J 38
Dorner&Dutton Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,O.xxxn, 106
Drummond's Detective Agency, New York 84
Duvall, Edward S., Jr., Washington, D. C 44

E. M. Traction Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa xlvi
Eastern Electric Cable Co., Boston, Mass 37
Electrical Installation Co., Chicago Supplement
Electric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, 60
Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa viii

Euphrat, Theophile, Darien, Conn 60
Ewing, Geo. C, Boston, Mass xi

Falk Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis 46
Fiberite Co., The, Mechanicville, N. Y 11

Field, C. J., Co., New York 83
Fishkill Landing Mach. Co., Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y. 35
Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Co., The, Chicago, 111 6a
Fleming, W. R.. & Co., New York 78
Ford & Bacon, New York and Philadelphia 83
Frost's Sons, J. O., Towanda, Pa '61

Fuel Economizer Co., The, Matteawan, N. Y 74
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., The, Mansfield, O no
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y li, lii, lix, lx
Gleyre Bros., St. Louis, Mo 67
Gold Street Car Heating Co., New York 103
Goubert Manufacturing Co., The, New York 73
Griffin Wheel Co., Chicago, III .xxxiv
Groetzinger, A., & Sons, Allegheny, Pa 66
Guarantors' Liability Indemnity Co., Philadelphia Pa. v

Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa xliv
Hambleton & Co., Baltimore, Md 81

Harrington, Edwin, Son & Co., Incor., Phila., Pa. ... xlii

Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass 85
Harris, N. W., & Co., Chicago, Boston, New York. ... 81

Harrisburg Foundry & Machine Wks., Harrisburg, Pa. 78
Hazard Manufacturing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa 93
Hazelton Boiler Co., The, New York 70
Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis, Mo 72
Hickley Launch & Elec Mfg. Co., Asbury Park, N. J.. 50
Higgins, Edward E., New York 83
Hildreth, R. W , & Co , New York 85
Hoefgen, Moxham & Co., New York 60
Holly Steam Engineering Co., Providence R. 1 48
Hooven, Owens & Rentschler Co., Hamilton, 77
Hoppes Manufacturing Co., The, Springfield, 74
Horsburgh & Scott, Cleveland, O 61

Huhn, Geo. A., & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa 81

Hunt, C. W., Co., New York 69
Hunt Air Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 67
Hunter Automatic Fender Co., Cincinnati, O. 47
Irwin, Ellis & Ballman, Cincinnati, O 82
Jackson & Sharp Co., Wilmington, Del 119
Joergensen, N., West Hoboken, N. J xliv
Johns, H. W., Manufacturing Co., New York 11

Johnson Co., The, Johnstown, Pa 107
Jones' Sons, J. M., West Troy, N. Y 121

Jordan, Edw. B., Brooklyn, N. Y XLrv

Kaufman, A. C. , Charleston, S. C 82
Keasbey, Robt. A., New York vni
Kelsey Electric Ry. Specialty Co., New Haven, Conn. 66
Kisinger-Ison Co.. Cincinnati, O 59
Kissam, George, New York 120

US£ ONLY
-FOR-

STREET RAILWAY FEED WIRES AND CABLES
W. R. BRIXEY, niFR., 203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BRANCHES

:

INSULATION. CHICAGO,
BOSTON, ELECTRIC CiAS IiIGHTIN6 CO.

8. F. B. MORSE Se CO. SAN FRANCISCO. CAUFORNIA EI.ECTRIC WORKS.
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Knowles Steam Pump Works, New York 76

Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Co., St. Louis, Mo 64
Kunz & Rau Gear Co., Milwaukee, Wis 51

Laclede Car Co., The, St. Louis, Mo .112, 113

Laconia Car Co., Laconia, N. H 117

Link-Belt Engineering Co., Nicetown, Pa 69
Lobdell Car Wheel Co., Wilmington, Del xxxii

Loss, C. E^ & Co., Chicago, 111 83
Love Electric Traction Co., New York.Liii, liv, lv, lvi,

LVII, LVIIl

McCabe, J. J., New York xliii

McEwen, J. H., Mfg. Co., Ridgway, Pa 79
McGuire Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111 104, 105

Mcintosh, Seymour & Co., Auburn, N. Y 84
Mackintosh, J. G., & Co., Holyoke, Mass 82

McMillin, Emerson & Co., New York 81

McNally, Thomas, Pittsburgh, Pa 44
Mailloux, C. O., New York 45
Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, 111 86

Martin & Breckinridge, New York 38
Massachusetts Car Co., Boston, Mass ,111

Mayer & Englund, Philadelphia. Pa. xi

Mead, John A., Mfg. Co., The, Rutland, Vt 69
Meaker Manufacturing Co., North Chicago, 111 101

Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, 111 43
Mica Insulator Co., New York 84
Missouri Car & Foundry Co., St. Louis xxxv
Mitchell, J. Henry, Philadelphia, Pa , 69
Morris, Tasker & Co., Incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa. . 97
Mueller, Wm., & Co., Chicago, 111 xii

Munsell, Eugene, & Co., New York xi

Murray, J. D., New Brunswick, N. J 44

New Haven Car Register Co., New Haven, Conn 100

New Process Raw Hide Co., The, Syracuse, N. Y 61

New York Carbon Works, New York viil

New York Car Wheel Works, Buffalo. N. Y xxxiii

New York Electrical Works, New York 63
New York Fare Register & Supplies Co., New York.. . 98
New York Frog & Switch Co., Hoboken, N. J viii

Nuttall, R. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa 63

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O iii

Ohmer's, M., Sons Co ,
Dayton, O 50

Okonite Co. (Ltd.), The, New York xxix

Paige Iron Works, Chicago, 111 „ 88
Partridge Carbon Co., Sandusky, O viii

Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York ... . 49
and folded insert opposite 106

Penn Bridge Co., Beaver Falls, Pa 96
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa 94
Pepper & Register, Philadelphia, Pa 44
Philadelphia Engineering Works (Ltd.), Phila., Pa. ... 77
Phoenix Iron Works Co., Meadville, Pa 82

Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co., Philadelphia, Pa 36
Pierce & Miller Engineering Co., New York 84
Pittsburgh Steel Hollow Ware Co., Allegheny, Pa 36
Pittsburgh Trolley Pole Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 59
Portable Hose Bridge Co

,
Detroit, Mich 85

Pratt & Whitney Co., The, Hartford, Conn xlii

Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New York xliii

Prouty-Noble Co., The, Chicago, 111 66

Pullman's Palace Car Co., Chicago, 111 118

Q. &^C. Co., The, Chicago, 111 xxxvi

Railway Register Manufacturing Co., New York 99
Raymond Manufacturing Co., Corry, Pa 38
Reck, Frank C, & Co., Chicago, 111 64
Redmond, Kerr & Co., New York 81

Reed & McKibbin, New York. 83
Reliance Gauge Co., Cleveland, O 74
Robinson Electric Truck & Supply Co., Boston, Mass ... 1 09
Roebling's, John A., Sons Co., Trenton, N. J 93

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York 103
St. Louis Car Co., St.Louis, Mo 98, 114, 115
St. Louis Car Wheel Co., St. Louis, Mo xxxi
Samuel, Frank, Philadelphia, Pa 85
San Diego Cable Ry. Co 39

Saxton, E., Washington, D. C 37
Scarritt Furniture Co., St. Louis, Mo xliv

Schaffer, J. T., Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y xliii

Schoonmaker, A. O., New York 59
Scott, Charles, Spring Co., Philadelphia, Pa 65
Seamless Structural Co., Milwaukee, Wis 36*
Serrell, Lemuel W., New York 83
Sheaff & Jaastad, Boston, Mass 44
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo xi

Siemens & Halske Electric Co.of America, Chicago . . ..xlvii

Simonds Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 63
Sjoberg, J. P., & Co., New York iii

Smethurst & Allen, Philadelphia, Pa 44
Smith, Thos. G., Jr., Cincinnati, O 45
Southwark Foundry & Machine Co., Phila., Pa 80
Standard Air Brake Co., New York xxx, 40, 41, 123
Standard Paint Co., New York xii

Standard Underground Cable Co., New York, etc. . . .XL
Stanwood Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111 68

Steel Motor Co., Cleveland, O xlvii

Steel Rail Supply Co., New York 85
Stephenson, John, Co., Limited, New York 126
Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Co., New York. . . . iv, 102

Stern & Silverman, Philadelphia, Pa x
Stewart & Co., New York 81

Stirling, J. R., & Co., Detroit, Mich 44
Stirling Co., The, Chicago, 111 42, 70
Strathy, Gordon, & Co., Montreal, Can 82

Swartz Metal Co., Chicago, 111 ... .• — xii

Sweet, D. C, Springfield, Mass , 64

Tandem Brake Company of United States,New York.vi, vii

Taunton Locomotive Mfg. Co., Taunton, Mass 50
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y 109
Thiel's Detective Service, New York 36
Tod, Wm., & Co., Youngstown, O 78
Trask, Spencer, & Co., Albany, N. Y 82

Trimble, Jas. A., New York 110, iii

Tufts, Walter B., New York xii

Union Drawn Steel Co., Beaver Falls, Pa 84
Union Grease Co., Boston, Mass 65
Universal Filter Co., Philadelphia, Pa 77

Vail, J. H., New York 45
Vulcanized Fibre Co., New York xlvii

Wadhams Oil & Grease Co., Milwaukee, Wis 35
Wakefield Rattan Co., Boston, Mass j^liv

Walker Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O. .xlviii, xlix, l
Walworth & Neville, Bay City, Mich., and New York. viii

Wardwell Bros., Danbury, Conn 44
Warren, H. C, & Co., New Haven, Conn 82

Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Co., Worcester, Mass 90
Wason Manufacturing Co., Springfield, Mass iii

Water Circulating Grate Co., Philadelphia, Pa 76
Watson & Stillman, New York XLiii

Weber Railway Joint Mfg. Co., New York 86
Webster, Warren, & Co., Camden, N. J 75
Weir Frog Co ,

Cincinnati, O 85
Wells & French Co., Chicago 58
Western Electric Co., New York & Chicago 43
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New York, etc. . . 73
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa ... . 51
Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. . 79
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J 35
Weston Engine Co., Painted Post, N. Y , . . .. 51
Wetherill, Robert, & Co., Chester, Pa 80
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa 89
Wheeler Rail Joint Co., New York 87
White-Crosby Co., Baltimore, Md 83
Whitney, A., & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa xxxi
Wightman, H. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa 38
Wood, Charles N., Boston, Mass 84
Woodbridge & Turner Engineering Co., New York. . . 83
Woodman, The R., M'f'g & Supply Co., Boston, Mass .xn
Woods, H. F,, Boston, Mass 50
Wrought Iron Bridge Co., Canton, 96

Young Lock Nut Co., New York. . 1 38

707 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, LIGHT, POWER AND STEAM PLANTS.

RAILWAY SECURITIES TAKEN FOR THE EQUIPMENT OF LilNES.
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We advise Oakette for Car Shades,
not because we make more profit on them, for we don't,

but because we know they will wear longer . . . look better

. . . and consequently . . . bring us your future business.

Oakette is water-proof and dust-proof. We guarantee it will

not crack nor blister. Lots cheaper than woolen goods too.

THE E. T. BURROWES CO.,

Portland, Me.

mi

Mica
PURE INDIA MICA COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS FOR Alil. THE STANDARD

TYPES OF RAILWAY MOTORS.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.. 2I8 water St., N. Y. (^r.^aYeVeilers.
stock m Principal Cities:

CINCINNATI, 41 East 4tli St., CLEVELAND, 10 So. Water St., The
(
S*aa

Sinclair Banoau.. Cuyahoga Supply Co.
'

ST. LOUIS, Bank or Commerce B'ldg, A. S. Partridge. CHICAGO, 153 Lake St., W. H. Sills. SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter St., J. W. Brooks & Co.

CRAVEN SUPPLY CO.,

ELECTRIC and RAILWAY SUPPLIES,
MANUFACTURERS AGENTS.

Rails, Ties, Poles, Wire, Line Material, Steam Plants, Etc.

Havemeyer Building, New York.
L. D. Telephone,
913 Cortlanat.

COKRFSPONDENCE SOLICITED.

George C. Ewing,

STREET RAILWAY SUPPLIES,

620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston.

CORNER BISMARCK 5 BARTON STREETS.

PATENT

fi^SSING

T CEMENT.
.S^^

BRANCHES:— 164 Summer Street, Boston. 113 Liberty Street, New York. 129 North 3d Street, Philadelphia.

TV^KYER St ENGL-UND.
ELECTRIC RAILWAY MATERIAL AIMD SUPPLIES,

1211 & 1212 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 3931.

MIDDLE STATES OFFICE:

R.'d. NUTTALL company, Allegheny, Pa.

GEARS, PINIONS AND TROLLEYS.

WESTINGHOUSE GLASS FACTORY, Pittsburg, Pa.

ARC AND INCANDESCENT GLOBES, SHADES, &c.

SOLE MIDDLE STATES AGENTS FOR
PARTRIDGE CARBON CO., Sandusky, O.

Motor and Generator Carbon Brushes.

Nelson Insulated Overhead Crossings.

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO., Chicago, III.

" Iron-Clad " Numeral Car Registers.

Standard Overhead Line Material.

WRITE FOR LATEST QUOTATIONS.
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MOTOR CLOTH FOR MOTOR CURTAINS
Is elastic, pliable, durable and strong.

Will not tear or crack.

Send for

Samples
and Prices. n

LONDON

:

39 Victoria Street, S. W.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
Sole Manufacturers,

2 Liberty Street, New York.

CHICAGO:
nETROPOLHAN ELECTRIC CO.

186-188 Fifth Avenue.

ARMATURE AND FIELD^ - ^COIL VARNISH
Made of the very highest ingredients.

INSULATING COMPOUNDS,
I

INSULATING TAPES.
RALPH L. SHAINWALD, President.

RAILROAD TIES, TELEGRAPH POLES
CEDAR POSTS.

IPTM. MUELLER, & 00.,
OFFICE:

1112-13 MARQUETTE BLDC,
CHICAGO.

TEL., MAIN-EXPRESS 170.

ESTABLISHED
1862.

TABDS:
LAFLIN, SO. OF 22nd St., CHICAGO.

TEL. CANAL 364.
SPAULDING, M CH.

^^^ f for RAILWAY and

M 1 3^ ELECTRIC LIGHT
^S^^ a Specialty.

RAILWAY SUPPLIES.

WALTER B. TUFTS, 96 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

OAK £E£ CEDAR TIES,
CEDAR POLES.

SEWD SFECIFICATIONS AND GET PRICES,
Prompt Shipments Irom Stock on hand.

I r-< r^uif I
Ashland Block,

I. F. PHILLIPS, CHICAGO.

A VALUABLE BOOK.
STREET RKIL^WKVS;

Their Oonstruction, ODeration and Maintenance.

Street Railway Publishing^ Co., Havemeyer Bldg., New York.

CEDAR POLES, RAILWAY TIES.
Y A R D S :

CHICAG0; ME NOMINEE, BAY CITY AND
A LP E N A , M 1 C H .

EDi El AYERp 84 van Buren St., Chicago.

SEND FOR

PRICES.

BENEDICT & BURNHAM MFG. CO.,

No. 13 Murray Street, New York City.

FACTORIES AT WATERBURY, CONN.

Manufacturers
Celebrated "Benedict" Feeder Wires and Caliles.

THE BEST
RAIL BOND

MADE.

THE R. WOODMAN MFG. & SUPPLY GO. ^
63 OLIVER ST., BOSTON, MASS., U: S. A. H

OtzZJIM.
MANUPAOTUBBRS OP THE

— - , ^

R. Woodman Celebrated Cast Steel Ticket Punches.
Almost universally used in this country And abroad on Electric Tram and Cable and Steam Roads

for the cancelation ot transfer and other tickets, where they give perfect satisfaction. We also
manuiacturpi a full line ot Patent Lead Seals, Wires and Patent Sealing Presses used In Sealing Elec-
tric Meters, Freight Cars, Water Works, and for a number of other purposes. Descnptlve circu-
lars of these goods will be sent on application. Correspoadence solicited.



DIRECTORY OF=

STREET RAILWAYS
IN THE

UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

COMPILED FROM DATA FURNISHED THE EDITORS OF THE "S'iREET RAILWAY JOURNAL,"
BY THE OFFICERS OF THE VARIOUS ROADS.

Officials of Street Railways are earnestly requested to observe whether their roads are properly represented in this directory, and if not

to send us the facts to make every item correct. For use in any issue, directory matter must reach us by the 13th of the preceding month.

ABBREVIATIONS.—in, inileN of track; in m, miles of street; gnuKC ; lb r, poHndg mil to tlie ynrd ; c-b r, center>bearing rail; s-b r,

slde-benrlnii rnll : c, carM: 111. c. motor cars; t. c. trail cars; g. c. g;rlp cars; h, liorHea; iiiu, mules.
Olllcers' addressee are the same postolHce as the company unless otherwise specilled.
The flKiires of track uiilea«;e mean entire leng^th ot single track, counting one mile of double track as two of single, and counting

switches ns additional length.
For Financial details of the vnrions roads see •'American Street Railway InTestnients," a Supplement to the " Street Railway Jonrnal."

A
ADRIAN, MICH Adrian City Electrin BeltRy

Co. Elec. a.8 m, 4-8^ g, 38 lb. T r, 4 c. of which 3 are
m. c. and 1 t. c. Detroit system. Receiver P. E.
Snow. Pres. S. E. Graves V. Pres. W. A. Jackson,
Sec. C. Barker, Treas. M. E. Chittenden. Office, 25

B Main st 1 5 s

"Adrian St. R. R. Co. 3 m, 4-8i^ g. 38 lb T r, 7 C, of
wMch 5 are m c and 2 t c. Gen. Elec. system Jones
and Pullman cars. Lansing engrines. Receiver, P.

E. Snow, Supt. 0. T. Yedder. office, 38 W. Maumee
St. 9 5
AKRON, O.—Akron St. Ry. Co. 20 m,l9 m s, 4-8>!(

g, 50, 70 lb girder r, .30 m c. Walker and Edison
systems. Pres. J. F. Selberllng, V. Pres. I. M.
Miller, Sec. & Treas. F. A. Selberling. Gen. Supt. W.
D. Chapman. 15s
Akron, Bedford & Cleveland R. R. Co.—(See Cleve-

land, O.)
Akron & Cuyahoga Falls Rapid Transit Co. 27 m,

4-83< g, 60, 80 lb T and girder r, 28 m. c. Gen. Elec.

system. Brill, Pullman and Barney & Smith cars
Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. T. F. Walsb, Supf. C.
A. Blen, Elecn. S. B. Crane, Ch. Engr. of power
station, C. Cummins. 11 5

AI.AMEDA, CAI..—Alameda, Oakland & Pied-
mont Electric R. R. Co. 18 m, 4-2 g, 46 lb girder r, 16

m c. Gen. Elec. system. Ingier & Atkinson cars.

Ball engines. 416 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.

Pres. & ben. Man. W. M. Rank, V. Pres. E. S. Denl-
son, Sec. & Treas. T. F. Scanlan, Supt., Pur. Agt.
6 Elecn. L. Wheeler, Ch. Eng. of power station, G.
S. Ames. Office, power house. Webster St. 9 5

ALiBANY, «A.—Artesian City R. R. Co. 3^ m,
i-SX g, 30 lb T r, 2 c, 4 mu. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. M
Tift, Sec. & Treas. W. E. Mltcbell. 9 8

ALBANY, ORE.—Albany St. Ry. Co. Steam. 3
m, 3 m s, 3-6 g, 25, 35 lb. T r, 3 c. Pullman cars.

Porter engines. Pres. W. F. Read, V. Pres. W.
Goltra, Sec, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt, C. G. Burkliart,
Treas. S. E. Young, Cb. Engr. Robt. Moore. 9 5

ALBANY. N. Y. — The Albany Ry. 34.3 m,
i-SH g, 50-90 lb girder r, 100 m. c. Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Gilbert cars. Mcintosh &Sey-
mour and Cooper engines. 1,000 H. P. Babcock &
Wilcox boilers. Pres. Rob't C. Pruyn, V. Pres. An-
thony N. Brady, Sec. James McCredle, Treas. Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. John W. McNamara, Asst. Gen.
Man. E. S. Passett, Ch. Engr. T. E. Murray. Office,

423 Broadway, Albany. 1 5 s

AliEXANDRIA, VA.—WasMngton, Alexandria
Si. Mt. Vernon Electric Ry. Co. 12 m, 2 m s, 4-8>^ g
60-90 lb T and girder r, 18 c, of wlilch 11 are m c and
7 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and own cars. Provi-
dence engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. Q. E. Abbott, V.
Pres. P. A. Reed, Sec. F. K. Hippie, Treas. D. C.

Leech, Supt. & Pur. Agt. D. W. Holden ,Ch. Engr. J.

M W. Atlee, Elecn. J. Colvm, Ch. Engr. of Power Sta-
tion, J. H. Mllstead, Sr. 12 4 b e
ALIiEUHENY, PA Nunnery Hill inclined

Plane Ry. Co. Elec. 1,100 ft. 6 g. 60 lb. T r, 2 c, using
wire rope and drum. St. Louis cars. Bentley-Knlght
motors. Pres. & Treas. Oliver P. Scalfe, Sec. A.
Kennedy, Supt., Pur. A-t. & Ch. Engr. C. 1>. Heist.

Office cor. Falrmounl & Federal sts. 1 4

Allegheny Traction Co. 18.5 m, 10 m s, 5-2X g, 90

lb girder r, 28 c, of whlcb 26 are m c and 3 are t c, 6

li. Gen. Elec. and Westlngliouse systems. Laclede
and American cars. Lake Erie Engine Works en-
gines. Pres. G. B. niu, Sec. A. M. Neeper, Gen.
Man. G. F. Greenwood, Supt. H. P. Bruce. Office,

103 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh. 9 5

Federal St. & Pleasant Valley Ry. Co.— (See Pitts-

burgh.)
Troy Hill Inclined Plane &, Bridge Co. 370 ft. 6 g,

60 lb T r, 2 c. Pres. Jas. D. Callery, Sec. C. S.Wight
Treas. Wm. V. Callery, Gen. Man. J. J. Samt.
Office, 448 Llbetty Ave. 1 4

AliIiENTOWN, PA.—Allentown & Lehigh Valley
Traction Co. (Controls and operates Allentown &
Bethlehem Rapid Transit Co., Lehigh Valley Trac-

tion Co. and Allentown Electric Light & Power Co.)

20 m, 4-8X g, 60-70 lb T and girder r, 61 c, of which
32 are m c and 29 t c. Gen. Elec. and Steel Motor
systems. Brill cars. Cooper engines. Pres. A. L.

Johnson, Sec. H. Page, Treas. A. F. Walters. 15 8

AL.I.IANOE, O.—Alliance St. Ry. Co. 4 m, 4m s,

4-8>4 g, 45, 56 lb T and girder r, 4 m c. T-H and
Short systems. Brill and Laclede cars. Phoenix
Iron Works engmes. Pres. W. W. Hazzard,
Sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. W. H. Whltacre. Elecn.

G. J. Davis. Ch. Eng. Power Station Frank
Bankard. Office 11 South Arch Ave. 1 4

ALTON, ILiIi.—Alton Ry. & Illuminating Co. 6>tf

m. i-bX g. 40, 70 lb T and girder r, 12 c, ot which 5

are m c and 7 t c, 10 h. Walker system. St. Louis
cars. Buckeye erglnes. Pres. Treas. & Pur. Agt.
J. F. Porter. V. Pres. Jas Duncan, Sec. W. S.
Baker, Jr . Elecn. J. II. Hopkins, Ch. Engr. of power
station J. T. King. 9 5

AliTOONA, PA Altoona & Logan Valley Ry
Co., controls City Pass. Ry of Altoona, 18.70 m, 5 m
s, 5-3 g. 56 and 72 lb T and girder r, 33 c, of which 21
are m c, 12 t c and 3 double deck cars. Gen. Elec.
system. Brill and St. Louis cars. Altoona Mfg Co.
engines. Pres. John Lloyd, Sec. & Treas. C. A. Buch,
Ch. Engr. A. C, Shand, Elecn. W. H. Markland.
3 5 s d e
City Pass. Ry. Co. of Altoona Pa. (Controlled by

Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Ry Co.), 6% m, 5-.3

g, 48X-72 lb. girder r, 25 c, ot which 19 are m c and
etc. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. Brill
and Lamokln cars. Altoona Mfg. Co. engines. Pres.
J. Lloyd, Sec. & Treas. C. A. Buch, Elecn. W. H.
Markland. Office, Chestnut av. below First st.

3 5 s d e
AMERICUS, GA.—Amencus St. Ry. Co. Elec

5M m. 4-8!^ g, .35 lb T r, 6 m c. T-H system. Owners
T-H Co. 8 3
ABIES, lA.—Ames & college Ry. Co. 2?im. Steam

g. 30 lb. T r, 2 c, 2 steam motors. Pres. E. W.
Stanton, V. Pres. D. S. Falrchlld, Sec, Gen. Man.,
Supt. & Pur. Agt. M. K. Smith, Treas. B. J. Shelden.

I 4
AMESBIIRY, MASS. — (See Haverhill, Mass

and Newburyport, Mass.)
AMSTERI>AHI, N.Y.—Amsterdam St.Ry.Co. 7.54

m, 5 ms, 4-8)i g, 481^ lb. girder r, 13c,of which 10 are
m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Stephenson and
Lewis & Fowler cars, Ball engines. Pres. J. H. Mc-
Clement, Sec. & Treas. T. D. Mosscrop, Gen. Man.
Pur. Agt. Ch. Engr. & Elecn. G. Morgan, Supt. C.
B. Rynex. Office of Supt. 102 E. Main St., Amster-
dam. 9 5
ANACONUA, MONT Electric Ry., Light &

Power Co. 51.^ m, 4-6!^, g, 35 & 50 lb. T r, 4 motors,
lOc, of which 4 are m. c. and 6 t. c. T-H system.
Water power. Pres. M. Daly, Supt. C. R. Holmes.

4 4

ANDERSON, IND.—Anderson Electric St. Ry
Co. 11m, 11 m s, 4 SX g, 40, 50, 60 lb. T r, 22 c, of which
10 are m c and 12 t c. Westlnghouse system. St. Louis
and Stephen&on cars. Allls engines. Pres., Treas. &
Gen. Man. C.'L. Henry, V. Pres. J. F. Wild. Supt. L.

Cox, Elecn. C. Berry, Ch. Engr. of Power Station F.
L. Clltrord. Office, Sl.^i N. Meridian St. 10 5

ANN ARBOR, MICH.—The Ann Arbor St. Ry
Co. Elec, 53i' m. i.ny^ g. 35, 45 lb T and girder r. 13 c,

of which 6 arem. c. and 6 t. c. Gen. Elec. system.
Brill and Stephenson cars. Taylor and Straight
Line engines. Pres. « Gen. Man. J, Winter (Detroit,
Mich.), Sec. F. T. Reynolds, Treas P. H. C. Reynolds
(Bangor, Me.). n 5
Ann Arbor « YpsUantl St. Ry. Co. Dummy. 9 m

4-8X g, 40 lb T r, 11 c, of which 5 are pass, c and 6

gravel c, 2 steam motors. Porter engines. Pres. &
Gen. Man. J. E. Real, V. Pres. H. P. Glover, Sec. J. T
Jacobs, Treas. D. L. Quirk, Supt. & Pur. Agt. W.
PflrrkGr 12 4
ANNISTON, ALA.—Annlston St. Ry. Co., 8 m,

iSX g, 35 lb. T r, 13 c 50 h. Pres. & Gen. Man. W. W.
Strlngfellow, Sec. H. A. Young, Treas. 1st Nat.
Bank. 13 4 3
Annlston City St. Ry. Co. 6 m, 35 lb T r, 9 box c,

35 h. Pres. J. W. Blgsby, Sec, Treas. and Gen.
Man. O. E. Edwards. 9 1

Oxford Lake Line. 714 m. 6.7 m s, i-8X g. 40 lb
T r, 8 c, of which 6 are m c and 2 t c. Qe-n. Eiec.
system. Stephenson cars. Rent power. Pres. Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. H. W. Sexton, V. Pres. R. P. Thoma-
son. Sec. & Treas. J. B. Reese, Elecn. A. A, Jett,
Ch. Engr. of Power Station W. C. Reld. Office 915
Wllmer St. 3 5s
ANOKA, MINN Anoka St. Ry. Co. 3 m, 4-8X g,

26 lb T r, 3 c, 6 h. Wright and Brownell cars. W.
W. Mahany, sole owner. 9 5

APPLETON, WIS Appleton Edlson Electric Co
3.5 li i-SX g, 33, 60 lb tram ana girder r, 9 c, of which
5 are m. c. and 4 t. c. Edison system. Pres. & Treas.
A LeSmlth, V. Pres. J. H. Van Nortwlck, Sec. C.

A. Beverldge, Supt. F. G. King. Office College Ave.
II 2

ASBURY PARK. N. J.—Seashore Elec Ry. Co.
(Controlled by Atlantic Coast Ry. Co.) 8"^ m, 4 m s,

4-X g> 56 lb girder r, 26 m c. Gen. Elec. and West-
lnghouse systems. St. Louis cars. HamUton-Cor-
llss engines. 640 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.

Pres. & Treas. J. C. Shaffer, V. Pres. Sec. & Pur.
Agt. W. H. Shaffer, Gen. Man. & Elecn. A. S. Hick-
ley, Ch. Engr. H. ChaCfey. 1 5 s

Atlantic Coast Ry. Co. Controls Seashore Elec-

tric Ry. Co. 22 m, i-SX g, 60, 70 lb T and girder

r, 65 c of which 45 are m c and 20 t c. Gen.
Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. St. Louis cars,
Hamilton-Corliss and AlUs engines. Pres. J. H.
Haggarty (3;i Nassau St., New York), Gen. Man. C. A.
Hammond. 10 5

Asbury Park & Belmar St. Ry Co. 1 5 a

ASHEVILLE, N. C—Ashevllle St.R. R.CO. 7 m
6X m s, 4-81^ g, 30 and 40 lb c. b. & T r, 14 c of which
12 are m. c. and 2 t. c. Gen. Elec. system. Gilbert
cars. Armlngton & Sims engines. Receiver J. E.
Rankin, Gen. Man, 8. T. Bent. 3 5 8

AsheviUe & Craggy Mountain Ry. Co. Steam 2X
m, i-SX g. 40 lb T r, 2 c. Brlli cars. Baldwin engines.
Pres. &Gen. Man. W. B. Gwyn. Sec. & Treas. W.
W. West. 1 3
AshvUle Loan, Construction & Improvement Co.

Elec. 1 m, 4-8!^ g, 40, 45 lb T & girder r, 2 m c. T-H
system. Pres. & Gen Man. G. S. Powell, Sec M.
J. Bender, Treas. W. W. BonneL 1 3
West AsnevUle & Sulphur Springs Ry. Co. Eleo.

6 m, 4-8!^ g, 40 lb T & girder r, 6 c. of which 5 are
m c and 1 1 c. T-H system. Ellis and Stephenson
cars. StUwell-Blerce & Smlth-Valle turbines. Rent
power. Pres. E. G. Carrier, Sec Treas. Gen. Man.
Supt. & Pur. Agt. J. D. Carrier. 9 4

ASHLAND, KY—Ashland & Catlettsburg St
Ry. Co. 5X na, 4-8Vg g, 45 & 5ii lb Johnson girder &
T r, 7 c, of Which 5 are m. c. and 2 are t. c. West-
lnghouse and Walker systems. Laclede cars. Rent
power. Pres., Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. W. L. Klngo,
Sec. & Treas. John Russell, Jr., Supt. & Elecn. H.
W oilman 9 5

ASHI-AND, PA.—SchuylklU Traction Co. (See
Glrardvllle, Pa.)

ASHLAND, WIS Ashland Lighting & St. Ry.
Co. 7 m, 4 m s, 4-85i g. 48, 60 lb T r, 12 c of which «
are m c and 6 t c. T-H system. St. Louis and
Stephenson cars. Ide engines. Pres. Gen. Man. &
Pur. Agt. G. W. Harrison, Sec. & Treas. G. P.
Merrill. Elecn. M. Juhl, Ch. Engr. of Power Station
A. Anderson. 12 4

ASHTABULA, O.—Ashtabula Rapid Transit Co.
5 m, 6 m 8, 4-8x g. 45, 70 lb. girder r, 8 c, of which 5
are m. c, and 8 t ( . Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars.
Buckeye and Russell engines. Pres. P. B. Wagner,
V. Pres. W. W. Hazzard, Sec. Gen. Man & Pur. Agt.
T. Frlcker, Treas. E. W. Savage, Ch. Engr. of power
station J. N. Deys. 9 5
Ashtabula City Ry. Co. 4 ro, i-SX g, 40 lb T r, 9

c, 60 h. Prop'r. J. N. Stewart, Sec. & Treas. S. C.
Stewart, Man. H. H. Stewart. Officers and office at
Cleveland, O. i 8
ASTORIA, ORE.—Astoria St. Ry. Co. Elec 3 m.

8-6 g, 30 lb T r, 8 c, of which 4 are m c and 4 t o.
T-H system. Brownell cars. Pres. J. W. Conn, V-
Pres. W. A. Sherman, Sec. & Supt. P. W. Newell,
Trsas. P. R. Stokes. 4 4

ATCHlSON,KAN.—Atchison Ry., Light & Power
Co. 7 m, 7 m s, i-tiVig, 45 lb. T r, 13 c, of which 8
are ii c and 5 t c. Steel Motor Co. and Gen. Elec.
systems. American and St. Lovla cars. Sioux City
Corhss erglnes. Pres. R. L, Pease. V. Pres. A M.
Rathburh, Sec. J. W. Orr, Gen. Supt. & Pur. Agt. J. A
Bendure, ch. Engr ol power station R. Metzler. 9 5

ATHENS, GA.—Athens Electric Ry. Co. 6 m, 6
m s, 4-8"^ g 40 lb T r, 8 m c. Detroit and Gen. Eleo.
systems. Ball engines. Pres. W. S Holman, V.
Pres. J. Y. Carlthers, Sec. & Treas. A. P, Dearing,
Gen Man., Supt. & Pur. Agt. C. D. Flanlgan, Elecn,
H. M. Hughes. 9 5
ATLANTA, GA Atlanta Consohdated St. Ry.

Co. 63.805 m, ot which .876 are horse, 53.767 elec.
aLd 9.171 steam, 4-81^ g, 40, 45 and 56 lb girder and
T r, 97 c, of which 87 are m. c. and 10 t. c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brill, Lewis & Fowler, Pullman and Ste-
phenson cars. Cooper-Corliss engines. Pres. J. Hurt,
V. Pres. E. Woodruff, Sec. T. K. Glenn, Treas. R. J.
Lowry, Gen. Supt. H. N. Hurt, Pur. Agt. W. H.
Glenn, Elecn. N. W. L. Brown. 3 5 8

Atlanta Ry. Co. 10 m, 18 m s. 4-8>rf g. 50, 48 lb T
and girder r, 31 c, of which 23 are m c and 8 t c.

Westlnghouse and Gen. Elec. systems. Brill and
American cars. Russell engines. Pres. M. P.
Amorous, V. Pres. Jacob Hass. Sec J. W. Kimball,
Treas. S. H. Bennett, Supt., Pur. Agt. & Elecn.
P. M. Zimmerman, Ch. Engr. of Power Station J. T.
Chambers. Office, 16 Forsyih St. 12 5
Collins Park & Belt K R. Co. Elec. 15 m, i-S>4 g,

56 lb T r, 9 m c. Short system. Brill cars. AUls
engines. Receiver & Man. J. W. Darr. P.O. Box 541.

2 4
Llthia Springs Ry. Co. 6 m, 6 m s, l-SX g, 60 lb T and

girder r, 5 m c. Bain system. Rent power. St. Louis
cars. Pres. H. Camp, V. Pres & Gen. Man. B. F.
Curtis, Sec. & Treas. T. Camp. i 4
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ATI^ANTIC CITY, N. J.—Atlantic City Electric
Ry. (Operated by Pennsylvania K. R. Co.) 17 m,
7 ms, 4-9 g, 60 lb T and iflrder r, e3 c, of which 41^ are
m c. and 19 t c. Gen.Elec. and Westlnghouse systenas.
Brill cars. Armlngton & Sims engines. Officers
same as Penna K. R. Co. Gen. Foreman, W. K.
McAllster. 9 B

ATLiAlVTIC HIGHliANDS, IV. J.—Atlantic
Highlands, Red Baut & Long Branch Electric Ry.
Co. 15% m. 15 m 8, g, 70 lb T r, 12 c, of which
8 are m c and 1 c c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Jackson & Sharp and Barnpy & Smith
cars. Hamilton Corliss engines. Pres. D. S. Arnott,
V. Pres. B. FrlcK, Sec. & Treas. A. B. Eldildge. 9 5

ATTi.EBORO, MASS.—Attleboro, N. At.tleboro
& Wrentham St. Ry. (Owned by Union R. R. Co ,

or Providence.) tji^ m 4-8><jg, 40 lb. T r 17 c, of which
9 are m. c. and 8 are t. c. T-II system. Pres. H.
M. Daggett, Jr., Treas. 0. T. Guild. 1 4

AUBURN, N. v.—Auburn City Ry. Co. Elec. .514

m, 5 m. s., 4-8>i g, 45 IbT r, 14 c, 01 which 11 are m.
c. and 3 t. c. 5 h. T-H system. Jones, Rogers and
Stephenson cars. Mcintosh & Seymour engines.
Pres. C. D. Beebe. V. Pres. G. Underwood, Sec. &
Treas. Thos. Craig, J. E. Storke, Pur. Agt. Ch. Engr.
Elecn. & Ch. Engr. of Power Station, R. A. Dyer,
Jr. 9 5

AUOUSTA, GA.—Augusta Ry. Co. 25K m, 15

m s, i-S^2 g, 35, 54 lb T & girder r, 50 c, of which
32 are m. c. and 18 t. c. Gen. Btec system. Brill

and Stephenson cars. Corliss engines. 550 H. P.
Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Receiver & Pres. D. B.

Dyer, Sec. C. B. Reavis, Treas. G. H. conkUn, Supt.
Pur. Agt. & Elecn. W. E. Moore. Ofllce, Jarvis-
Conklln building. 9 4 J e
AUOUSTA, lUE.—Augusta, Hallowell & Gardiner

K. R. Co. 8 m, 7% m s, 4-8X g, 40 lb T r, 15 m c. Gen.
Elec. system. Newburyport and Briggs cars. Cor-
liss engines. Pres. j . M. Uaynes, Sec. H. G. Staples,
Treas. & Gen. Man. G. E. Macomber, Supt. W. 6.
Meloon.Ch. Engr. of Power station Geo. Perkins.
Office. Hallowell. Me. 9 5
AURORA, IL,l,.—Aurora St. Ry. Co. 18 m, 14 m

s, 4-8X g, 67 lb T and girder r, 25 m c. Walker
system. American and Gilbert cars. Straight line
engines. 833 H. P. Babcock .4 Wilcox boilers. Pres.
& Treas. R. B. Dodson, V. Pres. H. C. Tinker, Sec.
J. Zaller, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. D. A. Belden, Ch.
En^. of Power Station, A. L. lladln. 9 5
AUSTIN, TEX.—Austin Rapid Transit Ry. Co.

13>i m, 9 m 3, 4-8)^ g, 35 lb T r, 20 c, of which 12 are
m. c. and 8 t. c. Gen. Elec. system. Laclede cars.
Rent power. Pres. P. H. Watrlss, V. Pres. I. H.
Evans, Sec. Gen. Man. Supt. Pur. Agt. & Elecn. F.
D. Rusllng, Treas. E. P. Wllmott. 9 5

B
BABYLON, N. Y.—Babylon Street Ry. Co. 1.53

m, 4-9 g, 60 lb T r, 4 c, of which 3 are box and 1 is

open, 3 h. Pres. W. F. Norton, Sec. Jos. P. Sammls
Treas. John R. Reld, Supt. David S. S. Sammls. 1 4

BAKER CITY, ORE.—Baker City St. Ry. & Mo-
tor CO., m, 3-51^ g, 20 lb. T r, i 4-wheel box c. 6 h
Pres., <len. Man. & Supt. C. L. Palmer, Sec. M. D.
Abbott, Treas. L. \V. Place. 3 5 s

BAI..TIMORE, lUD.—Baltimore City Pass. Ry-
Co. 47 m, ot which 21 are cable and 26 elec, 5-4M g.

75 lb r, 194 c, of which 72 are g c, 50 m c and 73 t c.

Westlnghouse system. Brill and Stephenson cars
(cable). AUls engines. Pres. W. S. Franklin.
Sec. H. P. Smith, Treas, A. B. Clark, Gen. Man. &
Ch. Engr. P. L. Hart, Elecn. J. H. Gibson. Office, 2ij53

Madison Ave. 7 5

Baltimore Traction Co. (Includes N. Baltimore
Pass. Ry.. Baltimore & (Curtis Bay St. R. R. Co.,
Walbrook, Gwynn Oak & Powhatan R. R. Co., Balti-

more & Powhatan Ry. Co., CltiZHns' Ky. Co., People's
Ry. Co., Plmlico & PlkesviUe Ry. Co., and Arlington
& Plmlico Ry. Co.) 78.47 m, ot which 33.69 are horse,
15.3 cable and 39.58 elec, 5-4!^ g, 60 and 80 lb girder
and T r, 22,5 c, ot which 100 are h c 60 g c, .30 m c and
35 t c, 831 h. Westlnghouse system. Browuell and
Lewis & Fowler cars. Corliss, Mcintosh & Seymour
and Westlnghouse engines. Pres. F. Brown, V. Pres.
J. S. Hagerty. Sec. J. C. Bowerman, Treas. P. S.

Hambleton, Gen. Man. Wm. A. House, Jr., Ch.
Engr. P. H. Hambleton, Elecn. T. A. Cross. Office,

Druid Htll Ave. Extension, Clifton. 2 5 s
Belt Line—Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co. 6 m,

85 lb. T r. 3 elec. locom. Pres. C. F. Mayer, Supt W.
D. Young. 11 5
Central Pass. Ry. Co. Elec. 13 m, 6!^ m s, 5-4>^ g, 80

lb girder r, 40 c, of which 3u ai'e m c and 10 1 c. T-H
system. Brill and Stephenson cars. Mcintosh &
Seymour engines. Pres. G. Blaklstone, Sec. P.
Thompson, Treas. & Pur. Agt. N. H. Bell, Supt. J.

Hopps, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, J. Burnett.
Office 503 E. Preston st. 9 4

City & Suburban Ry. Co. Elec. (Includes Lake
Roland Elevated Ry., Union Pass. Ry., York Road
Ry., Baltimore, CatousviUe & Eliicott's Mills Ry.
and Hlghlandtown & Point Breeze Ry.) 61 m, of

which S are horse and .55 elec, 5-4;<; g, 3.5,45,65 lb

T and gh'der r, 2C5 c of which lOu are h c, 135 m c and
80 t c, 40 n. Gen. Elec. system. Brill. Lewis & Fow-
ler, Laclede and Stepbenson cars. Mcintosh & Sey-
mour engines. Pres. N. Perln, V. Pres. G. C. Jenkins,
Sec. L. Fender, Treas. E. J. D. Cross, Gen. Man. J. P.
Heyward. Pur. Agt. P. D. Shaffer, Elec. & Mech.
Engr. J. B. Scott, Ch. Engr. of Construction P. H.
Sloan, Mast. Mech. S. B. Thompson. Office York
Road & <'arroll Ave. 5 5
Lake Roland Elevated Ry. Co. (Operated by City &

Suburban Ry. Co.) 22.68 m, 13 m s, .5-4^g, 52, 66 T and
Duplex r, 53 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Fowler, Lewis
& Fowler and Pullmnn cars. Corliss engines. Pres.
N. Perln, V. Pres. J. Jenkins, Jr., Sec. & Treas. E. J.

D. Cross. Office. Roland Park. 5 5
PlkesviUe, Relstertown & Emory Grove R. R. Co.

13 m, 10.5 m s, 6-41.^ g. 56 lb T & girder r, 10 m c
Westlnghouse system. Jackson & Sharp cars. Ball
engines Pres. H. A. Parr. V. Pres. &Gen. Man. G.
R. Webb, Sec. R. H. Cox, Treas. J. W. Mlddendorf,
SuBt. Wm Ferrv. Eugr. W. D. McQuesten. Main
Office, Owlngs, Mills, Md.; branch office, 408 Equlta-
b.e building, Baltimore. 9 5

BANGOR, ME.—Bangor St. Ry. (Owned and
operated by Public Works Co.) 9>i m, 4-8>< g, 50 lb
T r, 36 c, of which 33 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec.
system. Newbury portcars. Pres. F. M. Laughton,
Sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. J. H. Cutler, Supt. Ry.
Dept. &. Pur. Agt. J. H. Green, Elecn. H. White, Ch.
Engr. J. G. Kimball. Office, Centre St. 9 5
Bangor, Orono & Oldtown Ry Co. 14.5 m, 48 lb T

r, ]4mc. Westlnghouse and Gen. Eltc. systems.
Briggs cars. Pres. A. F. Gerald, Treas. I. C. Libby,
Supt,., Pur. Agt. & Elecn, I. L. Metoon. 11 5

BAT«, HIE.—Bach St. Ry. Co. Eiec. 4)i m, 4 m
s, 4-8J4 g. 50 lb. T r, 10 c, or which 8 are m c and 2 t

c. Westlnghouse and Walker systems. Lewis &
Fowler and Newbury port cars. Ball & Wood en-
glues. Pres. G. C. Moses, Sec. C. C. Low, Treas.
Gen. Man, & Pur. Agt. P. H. Twltchell, Supt. C. E.
Gahan, ch. Engr W. A. Day, Elecn. F. P. Lord, Ch.
Engr. of Power Station, J. Thurlow. 9 5

BATON ROUGE, I,A.—Baton Rouge Electric
Ry Co., 5% m. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. B. P.
Meyer, Sec. O. P. Steel, Treas. W. J. Knox. 4 4

Home Electric Co. 4 m, i B}4 g, 48 lb T r, 6 m c
Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars. Buckeye en-
gines. Pres. S. G. Laycock, V. Pres. C. J. Barrow,
Sec. & Treas. W. P. Knox, Gen. Man. Pur. Agt. Ch.
Eugr. & Elecn. J. B. Crossland. 10 5

BATTLE CREEK, MICH—Citizens' St. Ry.Co.
73^ m, 7 m s, iSYi g, 45, 60 lb T r, 13 c, of which 8 are
m c and 5 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars.
Williams engines. Pres. L. N. Downs, Sec. Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. E. E. Downs, Treas. P. N. Rowley.
Office, 215 Marshall St. 1 5 s

BAY CITY. MICH.—Bay Cities Consolidated
Ry. Co. (Covering Bay City and West Bay City.) 38
m, 33 m 8, 4-8>i g, 63 lb T r, 49 c, of which 35 are m
candl4tc. Westlnghouse system. Brill, Illinois
and Stephenson cars. Hamllton-Corllss engines.
Pres. W. B. McKlnley, V. Pres. R. S. Hunter, Sec.
W. S. Hood, Treas. — McFarland, Gen. Man. & Pur.
Agt. C. C. Kubh, Supt., Elecn. & Ch. Engr. ot Power
Station C. L. Harry, Ch. Eng. G. W. Cawklns. 9 5

BAY RIUGE, MD.—Arundel on the Bay R. R.
(Operated by Chesapeake & Columbia Investment
Co.) Steam 2 m, 4-8V^g, 30 lb T r, 4 c, 1 engine.
Brdl cars. Rhode Island loc. Pres. T. W. Smith, V.
Pres. W. P. C. Hazen, Sec. L. Cavanaugh. Office, 1st
and Ind. Ave., Washington, D. C. 1 5

BEATRICE, NEB,—Beatrice Rapid Transit &
Power Co. 714 m, 7>i m s, 4-8i^

g, 38, 53 lb girder & T
r, 8 c, of which 4 are m c and 41c. Short and West-
lnghouse systems. Laclede cars. Ide engines. Re-
ceiver M. C. Steele, Office Cor. Court & 8th Sts. 9 4

BEAUMONT, TEX.—Beaumont St. Ry. Co. 2J^
m, 4-8X g. 25 lb T r, 3 c, 13 mu. Pres. G. W. Carroll
V, Pres. W. R. Caswell, Sec, Treas., Gen. Man. &
Pur. Agt. J. H. Rachford. 1 4
BEAVER FALLS, PA.—Beaver Valley Traction

Co. (Includes Beaver Valley St. Ry. Co., Central
Electric St. R. R Co. and College & Grand View Co.)
12 m, 8 m s, 5-214 g, 45, 56, 70, 80 lb. girder and T r,

i'O c, of which 19 are m c and 1 1 c. Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Brill and Nevv Ca-itle cars.
Buckeye engines. Pres. J. M. Buchanan, V. Pres. H.
S. McConnel. SecW. P. McConnel, Treas. S. P. Stone,
Supt. & Elecn. F. O. Mason, Ch. Engr. ot Power
Station H. Supples. 9 5
BEI.,LAIRE, 0.—Beilaire, Bridgeport & Martin's

Ferry St. K. R. Co. (See Bridgeport, O.)

BELl>EVILLE, ILL.—Belleville Electric R. R.
Co. .3X m, 4-10 g, 45, 52, 66 lb girder r, 5 c. Gen. Elec.
system. St. Louis cars. Westlnghouse engines. Pres.
J. A. Day, V. Pres. H. A. Kircher, Sec. & Treas. G.
Gauss. 9 5

BELLEVILLE, 0\T—Belleville Traction Co.
2 m, T r. 4 m c. Gen. Elec. system, Can. Gen. Elec.
cars. Brown engines. 9 5
BELLEVUE, N. Y.—Buffalo, Bellevue & Lancas-

ter Ky. ( :o. 15 m, 131^m s. 4-8)^ g, 45, 94 lb girder r, 24
c. of which 10 are m c and 14 t c. Gen. Elec. system.
Brill and Stephenson cars. Ball engines. 190 H. P.
Baheock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. H. W. Box, Sec. L.
P. Messer, Treas. J. L. Williams, Supt. & Pur. Agt.
R E. Danforth, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of Power
Station W. A. Davison, Elecn. F. D. Jackson, i 5 s
BE '«NISj<iT.»!\, VT.—Bennington K Woodford

Electric R. R Co. iV^ m, 4-8K> g, 48 lb T r, 6 c, or
which 3 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec, system. Brill
cars. Buckeye engines. Pres. C. J. Cushell. V. Pres.
D, H. Gorton, Sec. C. H. Mason. Treas. C. F. Keefe,
Gen. Man., Supt. <S: Fur. Agt. H. W. Martin. 9 5
BERKLEY, VA.—The Berkley St. Ry. Co. 3

m, 2 ms. 4-8>4 g, 30 & 42 lb c. b., & T. r, 7 c, 11 h,
7 mu. Jones and Stephenson cars. Pres. T. H.
Synon, Sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. W. Tlllotson. i 4
BIUDEFORU, ME—Blddetord & Saco R.R. Elec

6.03 m, 5.73 m s, 4-8% g, 35 lb T r, 18 c, ot which 4 are
4-wheel box 7 m c and 7 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Jones
cars. Westlnghouse engines. Pres. E.P.Banks, Sec.&
Treas. Chas. U. Prescott, Supt. W. A. Worthlngton,
Ch. Engr. J. Hunt, Jr. Office, 1.54 Main St. l 5 s g. e.
BINGIIA.MTON, N. V.—Blnghamton R. R. CO.

(Operates all roads In tbe city) 37.75 m, 32 35 m s,

4-8 g, 35 to 94 lb T and girder r, 80 c, of which 70
are m c and lO t c, 5 h. Gen. Elec. system. Laclede
and Stephenson cars. Ball « Wood engines. Pres. G.
T.Rogers, V P res, J. B. Landheld, sec. C. O Root,
Treas. J. B. Rogers, Gen. Man. supt. & Pur. Agt. J.

P. E. Clark, Ch. Engr. of Power Station H. R. Bowen,
Elecn. W. Merrlit. Office, Power Station. 9 5

BIR1>IINGHA.M, ALA. — Birmingham Ry. &
Electric Co. (Owns Bessemer & Birmingham R. R.
Co., Birmingham Union Ky. Co. and Ensley Ry
Co.) .58 m, or which ij^ are horse, 41^ steam, and 15
elec. 4 8X g, 40-58 lb T and girder r, 74 c, of which 3
are h. c. 34 m. c. and 12 1. c and 36 steam c, 8 h. Gen.
Elec. system. Rent power. Pres. A. M. Shook, 1st
V. Pres. & Gen. Man. R. Jemlson, 2d V. Pres. W. A.
Walker, sec. & Treas. Jas. A. Stratr.on, Supt. & Pur.
Agt. J. B. McClary, Elecn. G. H. Harris. Office. 303
N. 20th St. 9 5

East Birmingham R. R. Co., 7 m, 7 m s, 4-8>^ g, 30
lb T r, 10 c 3 dummies. Brill cars. Porter engines.
Agent for Bondholders J. Douglas. 13 4

Highland Ave. & Belt R. R. Co. 29 m, 4-fi!^ g, 40
lb T r and 14 pass, c, 9 engines. Leased to W. E.
Anger. 12 4

North Birmingham St. R. R. Co. (Leased to V,
T. Brown.) 4 m, 4 m s, 4-8i^ g, 36 lb r, 8 c 4 dum-
mies. Pres. E. M. TutwUer, Sec. & Treas. M. P. Gor.
man. 9 5

BLOOMFIELD, N. J.—Newark & Bloomfleld K.
R. (See Newark, N. J.)

BLOOMINGTON, ILL.—The Bloomlngton City
Ry. Co. 11 m, 11 m s,4-8i4 g, 45, 47 lb T r, 25
c, of which 15 are m. c. and 10 t. c. Westlnghouse
and Short systems. St. Louis cars. Buckeye en-
gines. Pres. John J. Patterson, V. Pres, Sec, Treas.
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. W. H. Patterson, Elecn. D.
Barclay, Ch. Engr. ot Power Station C. Magulre. 4 4

BLOUNTSVILLE, ALA.— Blountsvllle & Ban-
gor Dummy Line. 3 m, 12 c. Pres. A. E. Fields, V.
Pres. W. Fenley. Sec. J. I. Montgomery, Treas. P. M.
BoncUft, Gen. Man. E L. Blalock. Supt. C. Fenner,
Pur. Agt. Prof. Duberry, Cn. Engr. J. E. Blackwood,
Elecn. W. D, Short, Ch. Engr. of Power Station W.
D. Powers. 9 5

BOISE CITY, IDAHO.—Boise City Rapid Tran-
sit Co. Elec. 3 m, 3 m s. 4-8>i g, 35 lb T r, 3 m c.
Gen. Elec. system. Water power. Brill cars. Pres. &
Pi'r. Agt. G. AlnsUe, V. Pres. D. Arnold, Sec. J.
Spofford, Treas. & Gen. Man. G. D. Ellis, Klecn.
C. Hutchison. Office Main and 7th Sis. 11 5

BOONE, lA.—Boone Electric St. Ry. Light &
Power Co. iJi m, 3 g, 23 lb Tr, 3 c. 9 h. Pres. L. W.
Reynolds, "V. Pres. D. N. De Tar, Sec. Gen. Man. &
Supt. S. T. Stanneld, Treas. C. E. Rice. 1 4

BOSTON, MASS.-West End St. Ry. Co. (In-
cludes Boston & Chelsea, Maiden & Melrose, Somer-
vlUe), 272.891 m, of which 60.43 are horse and 213.46
are elec, 158.43 m s, 4-8>i g, 50 to 100 lb. tram and
girder r, 2,115 c, or which 606 are h c, 1,509 m c.

1,223 h. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems.
Brownell, Ellis, Jones, Pullman, Newburyport, St.
Louis and West End cars. Allls, Armlngton & Sims
and Mcintosh « Seymour engines. 12,000 H. P. Bab-
cock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. S. Little, V. Pres. P.
cummlngs, Treas. J. H, Goodspeed, Gen. Man. J. E.
Rugg, Asst. Gen. Man. & Elecn. P. Wlnsor,
Auditor, H. L. Wilson, Pur. Agt. H. F. Woods, Mast.
Mech. & Ch. Engr. of Power Station C. P. Baker.
Office, 81 MUk St. 9 5 k e

Boston & Revere Electric St. Ry. Co. 4-23 m, 3.8
m s, 4-8>i g, 56 lb T r, 16 c, of which 6 are 4-wheel
open m c and 10 are 4-wheel open t c. Gen. Elec.
system. Pres. & Man. Washington G. Benedict,
Sec. & Treas. Ellery I. Gartleld. Office, 180 Summer
St. 11 3 8

East Middlesex St. Ry. Co. 18.3 m, ot which 13.3
are horse and 6 elec, 4-8><l g, 42,70 lb r, 48 c, of which
39 are h c and 9 m c, 185 n. Pres. Amos P. Breed, Sec.
L. P. Arnold, Treas. D. P. Sweetter, Supt. J. E.
Sewall. Office, 35 Congress St., Boston. IS; 2 s

Gloucester, Essex & Beverley St. Ry. Co. (See
Gloucester, Mass.)

Lynn & Boston. (See Lynn, Mass.)

North Shore Traction Co. (See Lynn, Mass.)

BOWLING GREEN, KY.—Park City Ry. Co.
4i<; m, 4 m s 4-8>i g, 30, 56 lb T r, 12 c, ot which 5 are
m c and 7 t c. Laclede cars. Com, Electric system.
Buckeye engines. Pres. I. B. Wllford, V. Pres. W.
R. Vaughan, Sec, Gen. Man. & Act'g Supt. M. H.
Crump. 9 5

BRADDOCK, PA.—Braddock Electric Ry. Co.
iX m, 6-2!4 g, 481^ lb Johnson girder r, 5 m. c.

Short system. New Castle cars. Ball engines. 164
H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. A. L. Sailor,
V. Pres, J. P. McKelvey, Sec, Treas. & Man. C. V.
Ellis. Office, Bell Ave. 9 5

Braddock & Turtle Creek St. Ry. Co. (Consolidated
with Second Avenue Traction Co., i'ltcsburgh.) 4 5s
BRADFORD, PA.—Bradford & KendaU Pass.Ey.

Co. lyi m, 4-8>i g, 35 lb T and nat r, 3 c, 5 h. Pres. &
Gen. Man.W. S.Wales, Sec. & Supt. M. P. King,
Treas. G. S. Wales. 12 4 s

BRANTFORD, CAN Brantford St. Ry. Co. 8>J
m, 6% m s, 4-8>^ g, 40. 56 lb T r, 12 c, of which 10 are
m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Patterson &
Corbln and Can. Gen. Elec. cars. Goldle * McCulloch
engines. Pres. F. NIchoUs, V. Pres. H. P. Dwlght,
Sec. W. S. A ndrews. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. J. F.
Madden, Supt. & Elecn. John Watts. 9 5

BR/VTTLKBORO, VT.—Brattleboro Street R. R.
Co. 4 75 m. 4-8X F, 48, 56 lb T r, 6 m c. Westlnghouse
system, Wason and Jackson & Sharp cars. Pres.
(>en. Man. & Pur. Agt. E. C. Crosby, V. Pres. E. S.

Waterman, Sec, & Treas. F. S. Hunt, Supt. N. H.
Noyes, Ch. Engr. W. Carty, Ch. Engr. ot Power Sta-
tion, P. Tafo. 11 5

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.—Bridgeport Traction
Co. (Controls Bridgeport Ry., Bridgeport Horse
R. R. and East End Ry. companies.) 45 m, 4-8i^ g,
70-90 lb T and girder r, 111 c, of which 30 are h c and
90 mc, 5 h. Gen. Elec. system. Barney & smith and
Stephenson cars. Green and Watts-Campbell en-
gines. Pres. & Supt. A. Radel, V. Pres. H. M. Dore-
mus. Sec. T. L. Watson, Treas. W. Scheerer. 3 5 8

itRiDGEPORT, O.—Beilaire, Bridgeport &
Martin's Ferry St. R. R. Co. 11^^ m, W>i m. s, 5-2g,
63, 83 lb girder r, 17 m c, 2 h. Gen. Elec, and West-
ln',ihouse systems. Jewett and New castle cars.

Buckeye engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. K. Jolly, V.
Pres. P. L. Jolly, Sec. Treas. & Pur. Agt. J. W.
Fowler, Supt. J. G. Owrey, Elecn. J. W. Berry, Ch.
Engr. of Power Station J. W. Williams. 13 4

BRIDGETON, N. J.—South Jersey Traction
Co. 17 m, 16 m 8, 4-8>^ g 48 lb T r, 18 c, of which 9

are m c and 7 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill, Jack-
son & Sharp and St. Louis cars. Allls engines- Rent
power. Pres. A. Fries, V. Pres. R. W. Clay, Sec. &
Treas. W. H. Bacon, Supt. L. H. Robblnson, Ch.
Engr. or Power Station H. H. HummeU. Office, Pio-
neer Building. 9 5

"^^J^"'^'' liySULATED WIRES AND CABLES
FOR AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND UNDERGROUND USE.

W. R. BRIXEY, MFR., - 203 BROADWAY, XEW YOSK,
BRANCHES :
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BIllGANTINE REACH, IV. J. — Brigantlne
Transit Co. 6.35 m, 4-8J4 K, 53 lb T r, 10 c, ot wlilcli 7

are m c and 8 t c. Pres. J. K. Kltter, Sec. U. H.
Cook, Treas. W. Uackor, Man. J. T. aicerrett, Audr.
11. V. Page. 1 5 s
BRISTOL, TENN Bristol Bolt Line Ky. Co.

7 m. 4-8X Sf, 35 lb T r, 7 c. ot wUlcli 5 are m c and 2 t c.

Short and Uen. Elec. systems. BrlU cars. Pres. J.

Strong. V Pres. & Treas. J. L. Stadelman, Oen.
Man. W. A. Stadelman, Supt., Pur. Agt. & iSlecn. 8.

M. Vance. Ch Engr. Power Station, J. (Jannon. 9 5

BROCKTON, MA.ss.—Brockion St. Ky. Co. (In-

cludes East Side, Brockton & llolbrook and Wblt-
man Kys). 38 m, 3!) m s, 4-8!^ g, 40-Tf) lb T and girder
r, 105 c, of wlilch 'JO are m c and 15 t c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brlggs, Brill, Jones, Newburyport and
Stephenson cars. Ball engines. Pres. (i. H. (;amp-
bell, Sec. W. T. Pope, Treas. C. A. Stone, Asst. Treas.
H. E. Keynolds, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. H. B. Rogers.
Elecn. B. J. Kauch, Ch. Engr. or Power Station E. C.
Baker. Offices, 203 Main st. and 101 Ames Building,
Boston. 9 5
BROOKIiYN, N. Y.—Atlantic Avenue K. R.

Co. of Brooklyn. (Operates Brooklyn, Bath &
West End R. H. Co. Controlled by Brooklyn Tracrlon
Co.) 66 m, 4-8X*g. 47-90 lb. c b and girder r, 4ti8 c, of

which 109 are h c, 321 m c and 38 t c, 3ii h. Westing-
house system. Brownell, Lewis & Kowler, Ht. Louis
and Stephenson cars. Cooper-Corliss engines. 3,0(i0

H. P. Baocock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. & Geo. Man.
H. M. Llttell, v. Pres., J. P. llsiey, sec. & Treas. B.
Frlck, Supt. J. C. Cameron. Office, cor. Atlantic &
Third avea. 9 5 h e
Brooklyn City & Newtown R. R. Co. Elec. 21.35 m.

11.40 m s, i-'^Xi g, 66.98 lb girder r, 279 c of wlilch 168

are m cand ill tc 12 h. Westlnghouse system. Brill,

Jones, Lewis & Fowler and Stephenson cars. West-
lnghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. engines. Pres. John
N. Partridge, V. Pres. L. Fitzgerald, Sec. & Treas.
Duncan, B. Cannon, Supt. & Pur. Agt. John L.

Helns, Elecn. H. A. Mock, Ch. Engr. or Power sta-
tion J. Wallace. General ofnce. 130 Broadway. New
York. Executive olHce. cor. DeKalb & Central aves.

3 5
Brooklyn Elevated R. K. Co. 41.06 m, 16.9 m s, 4-SX

g, 60, 85 lb T r. 290 c, 95 locomotlves. Pres. F. Uhl-
mann, V. Pres. G. W. Wlngate, Sec. & Treas. B.
Dyer, Jr., Gen, Supt. J. D Barton, Supt. 6. W.
Edwards, Ch. Eng. O. F. Nichols. Office, 31 Sands
St. 1 5 s
Brooklyn Heights R, R. Co. (.Lessee of Brooklyn

City R. R., and controlled by Long Island Traction
Co.) 800.27 m of which 1^9.1 are, 187.8 elec, and 1.17

cable. 4-8j< g, 50-65 lb tram and girder r, 638 e of
which 421 are m c, 109 t c and 8 gc, Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Brill, Jones, Pullman, St.

Louis and Stephenson cars. 16,500 U. P. Babcock &
Wilcox boilers, Pres. C. L. Rosslter,V. Pres. E. W.
BUSS, Sec. & Treas. T. S. Williams, Supt. Ira A.
McCormack, Pur. Agt. H. F. Taylor, vh. Engr. M. G.
Starrett. Office, 168 Montague St. 4 5 s J e
Brooklyn, Queens Co. & Suburban R. R. Co. (in-

cludes Broadway Ferry & Metropolitan Ave. R. R.
Co., Broadway R. R. co.. Jamaica & Brooklyn K. R.
Co. 44.9 m of wnlch 32.1 are horse and 12.8 elec. 4-8x
g, 259 c of which 230 are h c, 21 m c and 9 t c, 4,5u h.
Gen. Elec. system. Pres. C. M. EngUs, V. Pres. &
Gen. Man. C. M, Wicker, Sec. I. L. Carroll, Treas. J.
G. Jenkins, Jr.. Supt. C. E. Harris, Elecn. T. M. R.
Melkleham. Offiee, 31 Broadway. 4 5s
Coney Island & Bklyn K.K. Co. 24.77, 4-8>^ g, 60 lb

girder and T r, 123 c, of which 61 are m c and 63 t c,

15 h. Gen Elec. system. 500 11. P. BabcocK & wiicox
boilers. Pres. Sec. W. Brower, Treas.
W. Vanderhoef, Supt. D. W. Sullivan. Office, cor.
Smith & 9th sts. 15 8
Kings County Elevated R. R. Co. 19.5 m, 8,38 m s,

i-8}4 g, 60, 70 lb T r, 153 c, locomotives 43. Pullman
cars. (Jrant and Rhode Island engines. Pres. J.

Jourdan, V. Pres. A. Belmont, Sec. ii. J. Robinson,
Treas. J. H. Frothlngham, Gen. Man. Pur. Agt. <t

Supt. W. T. Goundle, Ch. Engr. O. F. Balston.
Office, 303-7 Washington St. 15s
Nassau Electric R. R. Co. 33 m, 200 cars. Stephen-

son cars. Cooper engines. 3,500 H. P. Baocock
& Wilcox boilers. Pres. A. L. Jonnson. 10 5
Van Brunt St. & Brie Basin K. R. Co. 3 m, mm s, 4-6>^ g, 45 lb s b r, 17 c, 43 h. Lewis & Fowler

and Stephenson cars. Pres. Michael Murphy, Sec.
& Treas. & Pur. Agt. Wyllys Terry, SUpt. T. J.
Carey. Offices, 264 Van Brunt St. 7 4

BROWNSTOWN, IND.—Brownstown & Ewlng
St. R, R. Co. 2 m, 5-4 g, T r, 2 c, 8 h, 2 mu. Pres.
& Supt. F. Falk, V. Pres. & Sec. W. L. Boyatt, Treas.
G. Helns. 13 4

BRUNSWICK, GA.—Brunswick St. R. R. Co.
9 m, 4-8)<^ g, 48>^ lb T and girder r, 15 c, 50 mu, i>^ m
on St. Simon's Island, with 2 connecting steamboat
lines. Stephenson cars. Owners. A. j. Crovatt, J.

E. Dublgnon, A. H. Lane, W. O, Allison, Gen. Man.
W. E. Recknagel. Office. Newcastle st. 6 3

BUFFALO, ILL.—See Mechanlcsburg, HI.
BUFFALO, N. Y Buffalo Railway Co. (Operates

Crosstown Ry.) 143.94 m, i-SH g, 60 94 lb girder r. 283
c, ot which 28 are h c, 194 are m c and 61 tc, 400 h.

Gen. Elec. system. Lake Erie engines. 4,500 H. P.
Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. Henry M. Watson,
V. Pres. & Gen. Man. H. H. Llttell, Sec. & Treas.
Joseph S. Baecher, Office, i78;Maln St., Buffalo. 3 6

s k. e.

Buffalo & Tonawanda Electric Ry. Co. 6 m, 4-8X
g, 45 lb T & girder r, 8 c, oi which 3 are m c and 5 t c.

Gen. Elec. system. Pres. E. H. Butler, V. Pres
M. Nellany, Sec. & Treas. C. M. Howard, Supt. W. J
Voorhees. 1 5 s
Buffalo & wilUamsvlUe Electric Ry. Co. (See

WllUamsvlUe, N. Y.)
Buffalo, Tonawanda & Niagara Falls Electric R. R.

Co. (See North Tonawanda, N. Y.)
Buffalo, Bellevue & Lancaster Ry. Co. (See Belle-

V ue, N. Y.
Buffalo, Gardenvllle cSs Ebenezer Ry. Co. (See Gar-

denvuie, N. Y.)
Buffalo, Kenmore & Tonawanda Electric Ry. Co.

5.99 m, 5.99 m s, 4-8)i g, 56, 72X lb T and girder r, 4 m
c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars. Noye Engines.
Pres. D. F. Callahan, V. Pres. P. S. Oaks, Sec. &
Treas. P. W. Plato, Supt. Pur. Agt. Ch. Engr. Blecn.

& Ch. Engr. of Power Station H. B. Heller. 4 5 I e
Buffalo, North Main St. « Tonawanda R. R. Co.

Elec. 6 m, 5X m s i-H'^g, 50 lb T r, 4 m c. Gen. Elec.

system. BrlU cars. Ball engines. Pres. J. O. Garr,
Sec. H. M. Francis, Treas. T. H. Pearey, Supt. W. W.
Vaughan. 9 5

Buffalo & Niagara Palls Electric Ry. Co. 30 m, 78

lb girder r, 30 m c. Gen. Elec. system. BrUI and

Jackson & Sharp cars. Ball engines. Water power.
Pres. W. Caryl Ely, Sec. & Treas. H. Dunbar, Gen.
Man. I!. Van Horn, Supt. J. A. Wilson. 9 5

BURHNiJTON, JA.—Burlington Electric Ry.
Co. 11 m, 10 m s, 4-8x g. 40 lb T r, 23 c, of which
15 are m c and 7 1 c. Westlnghouse system. Steph-
enson ears. Westlnghouse engines. Pres. P. G.
Jones, V. Pres., U. C, Garrett, Sec. B. G. Mclnnes.
Treas. J. M. Jones, Supt. & Pur. Agt.c D. Jones. 4 4

BURIilNiiTON, VT Wlnooskl & BurUngton
St. Ry. CO. 6 m, 4-8>i g, so lb T r, 17 c, of which 12
are m c and 5 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Gilbert & Jones
cars. Pres. Ellas Lyman, V Pres. J. A. Powers, sec.
B. U. Eagan, Treas. W. P. Ilendee, Supt. T. B. Jones.
Elecn. P. A, Cole, Ch. Engr. of Power Station C. D.
Nash. OCQce, 182 (loUege st. 12 4 g e
Military Post St. Ky. Co. 5 m, 5 m s, i-Sy^ g, 56 lb

T r, m c. Gen. Elee. system. Jack8on~& Sharp
cars. Water power. Pres. & Gen. Man. F. C.
Kennedy, Sec C. W. Brownell, Treas. .1. J. Plynn,
Supt. & Elecn. T. L. Harvey, Ch. Engr. k. O, Sin-
clair, Ch. Engr. Power Station T, E. Smith. 9 5
BUTTE, MONT.—Butte Consolidated Ky. Co. 17

m,of which ly^ are cable and 15>i elec, 3and 4-KV6

g, 40, 50 lb T r, 23 c, ot which 4 are g c, 11 m c and 7 t
c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis and Stephenson
cars. Allls and Eraser & Chalmers engines. Pres.
W. A. Clark, V. Pres. W. L. Hoge, Sec. & Treas. A.
n. Wethy, Gen. Man. J. R. Wharton, Supt. J. S.

Wethy, ch. Engr. D. Hartnell, Elecn. G. Whltcomb.
Office, Main and Park sts. 9 5

c
CAIRO, ILL The Delta Electric Power, Light &

St. car CO. 4 m, i-bi^ g 45 lb T r, 6 c, ot which 4 are
mcand2tc. Detroit .system. St Louis cars. Rus-
sell engines. Receiver E. A. Budder. Pres. W. Kluge,
V. Pres. A. Miller, Sec. & Gen, Man. H. schulze,
Treas, H Hasenjaeger. Office 1010 Washington av.

3 5s
Cairo Electric Ry. Co. 4.86 m, 4.R m s, 4-8>s! g, 40

lb T r, 10 c, or which 8 are m c and 2 t c. WesUng-
house system. St. Louis and Laclede cars. Hamil-
ton- Corliss engines. Pres. & Treas. E. W. HolUday,
V. Pres. C O. Potter. Sec. C. Cunningham, Supt. &
Pur. Agt. Edwin HaUUlay, Elecn. W. A. Kitten-
house. Ch, Engr. of Power Station, T. O. Schlosser.

9 5
CALAIS, ME.—Calais St. Ry. Co. 7 m, 7 m s, 4-8)^

g, 18 lb T r, 8 m c. Westlnghouse system. Brlggs
and Jackson & Sharp cars. Ball engines. Pres. &
Gen. Man. G. A. Cuvan, Supt. & Pur. Agt. C. P.
Pray. 9 5
CAMDEN, N. J Camden, Gloucester & Wood-

bury Ry. Co. 21.81 m, 5g, 80 lb. girder r, 42 c, of
which 12 are m c and 30 t c. Westlnghouse system.
Lamokln cars. Westlnghouse engines. 750 H. P.
Babcock « Wilcox boilers. Pres J. WlUard Morgan,
Sec. T. P. Curley, Treas. W. J. Thompson, Supt. H.
M. Royal. 1 5 s d e
Camden Horse R. R. Co. 32'm. 5 g, 47, 52, S3^, 80 lb

s-b Duplex and girder r, 74 c, of which 28 are h c,

26 m c and 18 t c, 150 h. Gen. Elec. and Westlng-
house systems. Brill, Lewis & Fowler and Stephen-
son cars. Westlnghouse and Ball engines. Pres.
Wm, S. Scull, V. Pres. B. C. Reeve, Sec. Morris W.
Hall, Treas. G. G. Browning, Supt. S. J. Fenner.
Office, 307 Market St. i 5 s
Cape May, Delaware Bay & Sewell's Point Electric

Ry. Co. 10.8 m, ot which 1.4 are steam and 9.4 elec.
4-H>^ g, 45 lb T r, 19 c. of which 6 are steam c, 10 m c
and 3 t c. Westlnghouse system. BrlU, Jackson &
Sharp and Lamokln cars. Ball engines. Pres. G. G.
Browning, V. Pres. D. Balrd, Sec. Gen. Man. Pur.
Agt. & Elecn. J. J. Burleigh, Treas. B. C. Reeves,
Supt. J. H. Edmunds. 15s
CANANDAIGUA, N. Y.—Canandalgua Electric

Lt. & K. K. CO. 3 m, 4-814 g, ii lb girder r, 5 c ot
which 2 are m c and 3 tc. Gen. Elec. system. Ste-
phenson cars. Water Power. Pres. M. D. Munger
sec. & Treas. H. B. Ferguson, Gen. Supt., Pur, Agt.
<fc Elecn. C. J. Purdy. Office, Phoenix st. 13 i
CANTON, O.—canton & MasslUon St. Ky. co.

18X m, 181^ m s. 4 g, 40, 60 lb. T r. 67 c of which 40
are m c and 27 t c. Westlnghouse system. Brill
and Stephenson cars. Russell engines. Pres. &
Treas. W. A. Lynch, V. Pres. C. A. Gates, Sec. A. J.
UnaerhlU, supt. & Pur. Agt. T. R. CatUn. Offices,
Canton and MasslUon. 9 4
CARBONDALE. PA.—LackawannaValley Rapid

Transit Co. (Operates, owns and controls Carbon-
dale Traction Co. 11 m, andCarbondale & Forest City
Pass. Ry. Co., now building, 19 m.) 30 m, 5-2 g, 60,

58, 60 lb T & girder r, 9 m c. Curtis, Port Wayne,
Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. BrlU, Jack-
son & Sharp, New Castle and St. Louis cars. Arm-
Ington & Sims and Frlck-Corllss engines . Pres. H.
B. Jadwin, Treas. & Gen. Man. J. W. Altken, Supt.
D. J. Duncan. Office, 52 Salem Ave. 9 4
CARTERVILLE, MO.—Southwest Missouri

Electric Ry. Co. (See Webb City.)

CARTHAGE, MO.—Jasper County Electric R.
R. CO., nx m, 4-8^^ g, 48 lb. T r, 10 c ot which 5 are
m c and 5 t c. Walker system. American cars.
Bates engines. Pres. W. W. Calhoon, V. Pres. c.
P. McElroy, Sec. J. A. Banks, Treas. D. R. Goucher,
Supt. P. H. FUch, Elecn. & Ch. Eogr. of Power Sta-
tion C. Know les. 9 5

CEDAR RAPIDS, lA.—Cedar Rapids & Marlon
City Ry. 14 m, 12.33 m s, i-8}4 g, 45, 58 lb T & girder r,

29 c, of which I7are m c and 12 t c. Gen, Elec. system.
American St. and Louis cars. Allls engines. Pres.
P. E. Hall, V. Pres. W. D. Douglas, Sec. & Treas. c.
H. Clark, Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. F, L.
Dlserens, Elecn. & Ch. Engr. of Power Station R. B.
Holorook. 9 5

CENTERVILLE, lA—People's St. Ry. Co. 3 m,
3-8 g, 20 lb. T r, 3 n, 14 mu. Robinson & Hltt and
Laclede cars. Pres. J. R. Wooden, Sec. Treas. &
Supt. C. K. Wooden. 9 5
CENTRALIA, ILL.—CentraUa & Central City

St. Ky. Co. 3>i m, 8X m s, 4-8!^ g, 25 lb T r, 8 c, 12 mu.
BrlU cars. Pres. S. N. Pierce, V. Pres. J. Grush, Sec.
6, P. Duncan, Treas. A. Dunker. 9 4

CHAMPAIGN, ILL.—Urbana & Champaign St
Ry. Co. (Lessee of Champaign Rapid Transit Co.)
11 m, 4-8}^ g, 4048 lb T r, 15 c. of which 7 are m. c.

and 8 t c. Westlnghouse system. BrowneU and
Laclede cars. Ide and Russell engines. 728 H. P.
Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. Treas Gen. Man
& Pur. Agt. B. P. Harris, Jr., V. Pres. H. H. Harris,
Sec. N. M. Harris, Gen. Supt. H. J. Pepper, Ch. Eng.
of Power Station F. Helmllcher. i 5 s

CHARLESTON, S. C—Charleston City Ry. Co
14 m, 6 m s, 4-8X g, 43lbc.b. r, 38c, 135 hand mu.

Stephenson cars. Pres. & Pur. Agt. Jno. S. Klggs,
Sec. & Treas. Frank p. Whllden,Gen. Man. & Supt.
John Mohienhoff. Office. 4 Broad st. 9 6
Enterprise R. K. Co. 14 m, 5 g, ao, 40, 45 lb c b

T and girder r, 35 c, 95 h, 13 mu. BrlU. Jones and
Stephenson cars. Pres. & Gen. Man. T. W. Passal-
lalgue, Sec. & Treas. P. J. Balaguer. Office cor.
Shepard and Meeting Sts. 4 6 8
Middle Street SuUlvan Island Ky. Co. 2 if m, 4-8^

g, 20, 30 lb T r, 7 c, 14 mu. BrlU and Stephenson
cars. Pres. & Pur. Agt. B. CaUaghan, Sec. & Treas.
Prank P. Whllden, Gen. Man. & Supt. B. Buckley.
Office 4 Broad st. 9 5
CHARLESTON, W. VA.—Charleston St. Ry. Co.

4 m, 4-8!^ g, 35 lb. 8. b. r, 6 open c, 7 h, 13 mu. Sec
E. W. Bridge, Treas. & Gen. Man. J. D. Campbell
Supt. W. B. Carder Office, 215 Kanawha st. 3 2
CHARLOTTE, N. C—Charlotte Electric Ry.,

Light & Power o. r, m, 3 m s, 4-8><? g, 40-45 lb T and
girder r, 13 c, or which 11 are m c and 1 tc. Gen. Elec.
and Westlnghouse systems. BrlU cars. Armlngton
& Sims and Cooper Corliss engines Pres. E. D.
Latta, Sec. & Treas. F. A. Savin. Gen. Man. P. D.
Sampson, Elecn. A. F. Scott, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station M. B. Pre.ison. 9 5
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. — Piedmont Cor-

structlon & Improvement Co. .3.5 rn 4-«!^ g, 48 lb T r,

10c, of which 3 are h c, 5 m c and 2 t c. Gen.
Elec. system. BrlU and Stephenson cars. Ball en-
gines. Pres. Treas. & Gen Man. T. O. Trov, V. Pres.
D. Harmon, Sec. P. B. Pegton, Elecn. M. Troy. 10 5
CHATTANOOGA,TENN.—Chattanooga <B North

Side St. Ky.co. (Operates North Chattanooga St.
Car line) m, 3 m s, i-SVz g, .56 lb. girder & T r. 9
c ot which 3 are h c and 6 t c. T-H system. Ste-
phenson cars. Armlngtoa & Sims engines. Pres.
& Gen. Man. S. R. Read, V. Pres. N. E. Barker, Sec.
& Treas. W. H. Hart, Gen. Man. S. R. Itead, Supt.
Pur. Agt. Elecn. & Ch. Engr. or Power Station W. C.
Teas. 11 5

Chattanooga & Lookout Mountain Ry. Steam 9 m
i-8y, g, 50 lb T r. Supt. W. T. Carley. 2 i
(.;haGtanooga Electric Ky. co. 32 m, 25 m s, i-8i4 g,

2.5-100 lb T & girder r, 40 c, ot which 30 are m c and 10
t c. Gen. Elec. system. BrlU and Stephenson cars.
Armlngton & ,sims. Beck and Taylor engines. Receiv-
er, S. W. Divine, Gen. Supt. W. L. McCall. Office
Richardson Block. 9 5
Chattanooga Union Ky. co. dummy line, 44 m

4-8!^ g, 56 lb. r, 59 c, ot which 17 are pass. c. and 42
freight c. Gilbert and Chattanooga Car & Foundry
Co. cars. Baldwin and Rhode Island engines. Pres.
U. S. Chamberlain, Sec. & Treas. O. L. Hurlbut,
Supt. J. K. Shaler. 5 3
IncUne s. Narrow Gauge Ry. Co. 3Ji m, of which 3

are steam and % IncUne cable, 3 g, 35 lb T r. Pres
D. Woodwoith, V. Pres. H. P. Temple. Gen. Man. H
C. Evans, Supt. T. M. Derlckson. Office Lookout
Mountain. 2 4
CHEBOYGAN, I>tICH.—Cheboygan Street RaU-

way Co. Horse. Supt. D. J. Kennedy (Bay City,
Mich.) k e

V J J.

CHESTER, PA Chester Traction Co. (Controls
all Unes m the city.) Pres. G. B. Lindsay, Sec. &
Treas. J. G. Dyer, Gen. Man. J. MacFayden, Ch.
Engr. J. D. Rostrum, Elecn. A. McDoweU. Office,
4th and Penn Sts. 4 5s
Union Ky. Co. (Operates Chester St. Ry. and Ches-

ter, Darby & Philadelphia St. Ky,) 33 m 30 m s, 5-2J4
g, 60-90 lb T and girder r, 60 c of which 50 are m c.
and 5 t c. Gen. Elec. and Westlngnouse systems.
Brill and Lamokln ears. Wetherlll engines. Pres.
G. B. Lindsay, V. Pres. J. P. Black, Sec. & Treas.
J. G. Dyer, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. J. MacFayden,
Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of Power station J. Rostrum,
Elecn. A. McDoweU. Office, 4th and Penn Sts. 4 5 8
CHICAGO, ILL Cmcago Clry Ry. Co. 161.62

m, ot which 27.98 are horse, 34.77 cable and 98.87
elec, 80 m s, i-8;4 g, 83 lb girder r, 1,747 c, of which
173 are h c, 320 g c, 388 m c, 867 t c, 766 h. Westlng-
house system. Own and BrUl cars. 960 H. P.
Babcock & \Vllcox boilers. Pres. Geo. H. Wheeler,
1st V. Pres. J. C. King, 2d V. Pres. E. M. Phelps,
Sec. P. R. Greene, Treas. T. C. Pennington.
Supt. M. K. Bowen, Pur. Agt. R. L. Garth, Elecn. G.
W. Knox, Ch. Engr. C. C. Smith, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station, R. G. Hill. Office 2,020 State St. 9 5
Calumet Electric St. Ry. Co. 57 m, SO m s, 4-8X

g, 78, 80 lb, girder r, 106 c, of which 65 are m c
and 41 1 c. Gen. Elec. and Detroit systems. Ameri-
can, Lamokln, Pullman and St. Louis cars. Ball and
Armlngton & Sims engines. Pres. R Berger, Sec. &
Treas. H B. White, Gen. Man. John Parson, supt.
E. D. Du Bols. Ch. Engr. G. H. Blnteley, Elecn.
c. B. White. Ch. Engr. of Power Station, E J.
Dempsey. Office 9314 Drexel Ave. 9 5
Cuicago Electric Transit Co. ii m, ii m s, 4-8J^ g,

86 lb girder r, 25 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Brownel-
cars. Eraser & Chalmers engines. Pres. D. H. Loul
derback, V. Pres. J. L. Cochran, Sec. Treas. & Pur
Agt. H. Abel, Supt. & Elecn. C. E. ColUns, Ch, Engr.
& Ch. Engr. of Power Station W. Thlel. Office, 444
N.Clark St. 4 5
Chicago North Shore St. Ry. Co 19 m, S]4 m s,

4-81^ g, 85 lb Johnson girder r, 35 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Pullman cars. Wheelock engines. Pres.
D. H. Louderback, V. Pres. E Louderback, Sec.
& Treas. Howard AbeL Supt. R. S. Ives. 6 5
Chicago General St. Ry. Co. (Includes West &

South Towns St. Ry. Go's). 15 m, 8 m s, iSh g, 85
lb girder r, 30 c of which 20 are m c and 10 t c. Gen.
Elec. and Sperry systems. Pullman cars. Bates
engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. L. B. McGann, V. Pres.
C. L. Bonney, Sec. & Treas. L. C. Bonney, Supt.
W. P. Breman, Pur. Agt. C. L. Hull, Elecn. Jas.
Cleary. Ch. Engr. ot Power Station Jno. Conrad.
Office, 30th St. and Kedzle Ave. 9 5

Cicero & Proviso St. Ry. Co. 45 m, 4-8i^ g, 60 lb
Johnson girder r, 106 c, ot which 61 are m c and 45

1

c. Gen. Elec. system. American, Pullman and St.
Charles cars. Allls & Bullock engines. Pres. G.
Butters, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. C. K. Frederick, Sec.
W. G. Foreman, Treas. W. P. Furbeck. Office, Oak
Park. 6 5
Chicago & South Side Rapid Transit R. R. Co

18.62 m, 4-8!^ g, 90 lb T r, 180 cars. 46 loc. Pres. &
Gen. Man. m. Hopkins, V. Pres. W. R. Champlln.
Sc. & Treas. J. H. Glade, Audr. P. B. Wiuiams,
Office, 47 Congress St. 3 5s
Lake Street Elevated R. R. Co, 14 m, m s.

4.814 g, 76, 80 lb T r, 125 c, 25 loc. Gilbert and Pull-
man cars. Rhode Island locomotives. Pres. D. H
Louderback, V. Pres. A. S. Llttleheld, Sec & Treas'
R. LaughUn, Asst. Sec. & Treas. & Pur. Agt. R. S
Buchanan, Supt. P. Heaiey, Ch. Engr. C. V.Weston,
Elecn. J. R. Chapman. Office, 1137 West Lake St. 9 5
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Metropolitan West Side Elevated R. R. Co. 30.5 m,
1 aVi S. no lb T rail, 155 c. o£ wukh 55 are m c and
lootc. Barney & Smith and Pullman cars AlUs
engines. 4,000 U. P. Babcock& Wilcox boilers. Pres.
R. E. Jenkins, Sec. & Treas. G. Hlgglnson, Jr., Gen.
Supt. Pur. AKt. & Ch. Engr W. E. Baker, Supt. of
Trans. A. S. Jones. Supi. or Motive Power, M. H.
Gerry, Jr., Ct>. Engr. Power Station, G. H. Klumpli.
Office, 2t)0 Fr4nklla st. 9 5
North cuicago St. K. R. (JO. 100 m, of which 50 are

horse, 17 cable and 33 elec, 60 m s, 4-8X g, 75-8.) lb
girder r, looo c, of which 300 are h c, I3ii g c. lOO m c
and 470 t c and 1,000 h. Gen. Elec. system. Ameri-
can, Brill, Brownell, Pullman and Stephen.son cars.
AUls, Eraser & Chalmers and WetherlU engines.
Pres. Chas. T. Yerkes, 1st V. Pres. W. P Purbeok, ^d
V. Pres. Gen Man. Pur. Agt. & Ch Engr. J. M. Roach,
Sec. & Treas. J. W. Helm, Supt. £. W. Sherman,
Elecn. J. R. Chapman. Office, 444 N. Clark st. 2 5
South Chicago City Ry. Co. 35 m, n\4 m s, 4-8>s

g, 80 lb girder r, 92 c, of which 43 are m c and
49 t c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems.
Brownell and Pullman cars. AlUs engines. Pres.
U. F. Cameron, V. Pres. V. Shaw Kennedy, Sec.
Treas. & Pur. Agt. O. S. Galther, Supt. B. J.
Jones(S. Chicago). Office 308 1st Nat. liankBldg.95
West Chicago St. R. R, Co. (includes Chicago

Pass. Ry.) 185 m, of which 151 are horse and 34 cable.
i-S]4 gi 43-90 lb flat & girder r, 1.815 c, of which 1,475
are h c, 225 t c and 200 g c, 4,025 h. Pres. Chas. T.
Yerkes, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. John B. Parsons.
2d V. Pres.. Sec. & Treas. G. A. YulUe, Pur Agt. E.
A. Blodgett. Man. of Construction, J. R. Chapman,
Supt. F. L. Fuller. Office of Pres. 89 W. Washing-
ton St. 3 5
CIIILLICOTIIE, IL,I..— People's street Ry. Co

8>i m, 4-81^ g, 16, 20, 25 lb T r, 6 c, 12 mu. Lessee &
Gen. Man. J. Klnloch. 1 4

CH11-1,1C4)THK, O.-ChlUlcothe Electric R. R.,
Light & Power Co. 5 m, 4>^ m s, g, 56 lb T r,

l4 c, of which 8 are m c and etc. Gen. Elec. sys-
tem. Barney & Siiilih cars. Ideal er glnes. Pres.
& Gen. Man. J. P. Myers, V. Pres. R. Euderllne, Sec.
&. Treas. W. F. Hays, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr of Power
Station C. Wlckwire, Elecn. L. Lauber. 9 5
CINCINNATI, o.— ciucinuati Inclined Plane Ry

Co. Elec. 16 m. 1920 It. of which are on an lucUned
plane, 5-2x g, 56, asx, 63 lb. girder r, 40 m. c. 5 h.Gen.
Elec. system. Laue & Bodley Engines. Pres. H.
H. Llttell, V. Pres.st. John Boyle, Sec. J. M. Doherty,
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. U. P. Bradford., Ch. Engr, Jno.
Smith. 9
Cincinnati, Newport & Covington St. Ry. Co,

(Operated by South Covington s, cioclnnati St. Ry.
Co.) 60 m, 35 m 8, 5-214 g, 65. 80 lb T & girder
r. 113 m c, Westlnghouse system. Brownell,
Jones, Laclede and Stepheusoa cars. Armlngton &
Sims, Cleveland Ship Bldg Co. Lane & Bodley and
Mclntosu & Seymour engines, cuo H. P. Babeock &
Wilcox boilers. Pres, J. J. Shlpherd. V. Pres. C. E.
Orr, sec. J. U. Hoyt, Treas. II. P. Eells, Resident
operating officers. Gen. Man. S. Blgstalf, Asst. Sec.
& Treas. Q. M Abbott, supt. & Pur. Agt. T. M.
Jenkins, Supr. of Power Station A. C. Harrington.
Office. 4th aud Scott sts. 9 5
Cincinnati St. Ry. Co. 152 2 m, of which 8 are cable,

and 144.2 elec. 5-2 g, 70, 96 lb. girder r, 751 c of which
440 are m c, 30 g c and 27.) other c. Cen. Elec. and
Siemens systems. 3.200 II. P. Bibcock & Wilcox
boilers. Pres. & Gen. Man. John Kllgour, Sec.
Jas. A. ColUns, Treas. R. A. Dunlap, Gen. Supt.
Jno. Harris, Pur. Agt. A. G. Starr, Elecn. U. L. Kll-
gour, Mech. Engr. B. L. Baldwin, t)h. Engr. of Power
Stations, II. C. Kolf, Audr. W. R. Avery, Engr. of
Roadway, P. R. Welzenecker. Office, 2d floor Apollo
bldg. 3 5s
Mt.Adams & Eden Park Inclined Rv. 25.30 m of

which 7.84 are cable and 17.16 elec, 5-2^ g, 7o-96 lb r

208 c, of which 48 are g c, 66 m c and 94 t c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brill, Laclede, Pullman and Stephenson
cars. Pres. John Kllgour, Sec. & Treas. James A.
Collins, Pur. Agt. A. G. Starr, Supt. John C. Weaver.
Office, 5th & Walnut sts. 3 5s
Cincinnati Electric St. Ry. Co. Successors to Mt.

Auburn Cable Ry. Co. 8J^ m, cable, 5-2 g, 56 ID
girder r, 42 c, of which 21 are g c. and 21 t c. Re-
ceiver A. Hill, Pre-s. H. Martin, V. Pres. R Wurlltzer,
Supt. G. Levins. Office, Imogene ave. & Saunders
St. 9 5
Pendleton, Mt. Lookout & E. Walnut Hill Ry. Co.

2 m, 5.2 g, 40 lb T r, 5 c, of which 2 are dummy, 1 m c,

and 2 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. & Gen. Man.
C. H. Kllgour, Sec. Supt. & Pur. Agt. A. H. Meier,
Treas. C. G. Gove, Elecn. B. Kllgour. Office Station
C. 9 5

Price Hill Inclined Plane R. R. Co. 2 planes, each 800
ft., 6-6 g, 60 aud 85 lb T r, 4 c. Pres. M. W. Oliver, Gen.
Man. Rees E. McDuffle, Sec. & Treas. Geo. T. Mc
Duffle. Office, Price Hill. 9 5

CITY IHI.ANM, N. Y.—Pelham Park R. R. Co
SYz m, 3.2 m s, 3-6 g, 30-57 lb T and s b r, 8 c, of which
6 are 4-wheel box and 2 4-wheeI open, 16 h. Pres. H.
D. Carey, V. Pres. W. R. Lainberton, Sec. & Treas.
E. N. Anable, Supt. Jesse Titus. Office. City Island,
N. Y., and 16 & 18 Exchange Place, New York city.

6 4s
CLAKKSVILLE, TENN.—ClarksvlUe St. Ry

Co. 4 2 m, 4-8 g, IS lb T r, 7 c, 32 niu. Pres. W. M
Danlal, V. Pres. F. P. Gracey. Sec. J. P. Polk, Supt.
T. A. Small. Brownell and Stephenson cars. Office,

211 S. lOth St. 4 4
CL,EVEI>ANI>, O.—Cleveland City Ry. Co. (In-

cludes Woodland Ave. & West Side R. R., Superior
St., Payne & Lexington Ave. and St. Clair Pt. lines.)

74 m, of which 19 are cable and .55 elec. so lb. glider
r, 360 c. of which 47 are h. c. 150 m. c. and 161 t 1;.

Elwell-Paiker, Short and Westlnghouse systems.
Billl, Jones and Brownell cars. Globe engines.
1088 U. P. Babeock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. M. A,
Hanna, V. Pios. F. De H. Roblson, Sec. Treas.
& Pur. Agt. J. B. Hanna, Gen. Supt. George G.
Mulhern. Office, Western Reserve Bldg, 9 5
Akron, Bedford & Cleveland R. R. Co. 30 m, 27 m.

s, 4-8X g. 60 lb T and girder r, 12 c of which 10 are m
c and 2 1 c. Westlnghouse system. Jackson & sharp
cars. AIUs engines. Pres. H. A. Everett, V. Pres. J.

Christy, Jr, sec. F. S. Borton, Treas. E. W. Moore.
Gen. Man, & Pur. Agt. W. Christy, Supt. F J J.

Sloat. Elecn. L. M. Sheldon, Ch. Engr. or Power Sta-
tion J. Morgan, Office, 616 Garheld Bldg. operating
office, Cuyahoga Falls, O. 11 5
Cleveland* Berea St. Ry. Co. 11 m, 10 m s, 4-814

g, 45, 56 T and girder r, 10 c, of which 6 are m c and
4 t c. Gen, Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. Bril,
and Kuhlman cars. BaU engines. Pres. & Pur. Agt.
C. W. D. MUler, V. Pres. P. T. Pomeroy, Sec. & Treas.

A. H. Pomeroy, Supt. A. W. Bishop, Elecn. F. Bot-
zum, Ch. Engr. of Power Station J. sayer- 10 4

Cleveland Electric Ry. Co. 120 m, i-ti]4 g, 62-98 lb
girder r, 482 c, of which 240 are m c and 242 t c.

Gen. Elec. and Steel Motor systems. BrUl and Jones
cars. AlUs engines. Pres. H. E. Andrews, V. Pres.
H. A. Everett, Sec. R. A. Harman, Treas. J. Parmeiee,
Asst. Sec. & Treas. U. J. Davles, Elecn. & Pur.
Agt. C. W. Wason, Gen. Supt. J J. Stanley. 3 5s
Cleveland & Elyrla R. R. Co. 17 m, 4-8>^ g, 60 lb T

r, 6 m c, Jackson & Sharp cars. Westlnghouse sys-
tem. Pres. A. H Pomeroy, V. Pres. L. M. Col, Sec.
A. E. Aklns. Treas. &Man.F. T. Pomeroy. Office, 616
Garfleld I51dg. 11 5
Cleveland, Palnesville & Eastern R. R. Co. Pres.

W. Wason, V Pres. J. A. Heldler, ireas. E. W.
Moore, See. B\ S. Borton. Office 6)6 Garfleld Bldg.

11 5
CliKVlil.,ANU, TENN.—Cleveland St Ry. Co. 2

m, 4-9 g, 32 lb. T r, 2 4-wheel box c, 4 mu. Pres. L
D. Campbell, Sec. & Treas. L. L. Uarle, Supt. J. T
Johnston. 6 2
C I.INTO N,iA.—State Electric Co.(Operates Lyons

& Clinton Horse K. R.) 14 m, of which 2 are horse and
12 eleo. i-^x g, 45, 54 lb girder & T r, 20 c. of which
2 are h c, 12 m c and 6 t c, 6 h, 4 mu. Gen. Elec. and
WestUghouse systems. Pullman ears. Ideal en-
gines. Pres. E. C. Walsh, V. Pres. D. Langan, Sec.
C. C. Coan, Treas. A. L. Stone, Gen. Man. J. P. Cai-
man, Supt. W. H. Calnan. 4 4
CI.INTON, MASS.—Clinton St. Ry. CO. 3.01 m,

2.92 m s, 4 8J^ g, 48. 5S, 00 lb T r, 4 m c. Gen. Elec.
and Westlnghouse systems. Jones cars. Power
rented. Pres. H. Parker, V. Pres H. A. Willis, Sec.
W. R. Dane, Treas. F. A. Hammond, Supt. & Pur.
Agt. C. A. Jefts, Audr. W. W. Henry. 9 5
CLilNTON, i>io.—chnion St. Ry. Co. 3 m, 4 g

Z T & crescent r, 5 c, 8 mu. Pres. A. P. Froweln,
V. Pres. J. T. Ruffln, Sec. & Treas. H. P. Farls, Supt.
G. c. Haysler. 4 4
COHOKS, N. Y.—The Cohoes City Ry. Co. 4.5 m,

4.5 ni s, 4 SH g, TO, 90 lb T & girder r, 12 c Of which 8
are m c and 4t c. Gen. Elec. s.vstem. Jones cars.
Knowleson & Keiley engines. Pres. Urban Weldun,
Treas M. Hubbard, Ch Engr. of Power Station.
Chas. Davles. lu 5
COMHIADO SPlilNtJS, COI.1). — Colorado

Springs Rapid Transit Ry. Co. Elec 25 m, 4-8!^ g,
30 lb T r, 42 c, of which 25 are m. c and 17 t. c. Gen.
Elec. system. Pullman and Woeber cars. Frlck
and Reynolds Corliss engines. Pres. F. L. Martin.
V. Pres. E. J. Eaton, Sec. & Treas. A. L. Lawton,
Gen. Man. & Auditor, A. A. McGovney, Supt., Pur.
Agt. & Elecn. U. L. Macaffree, Ch. Engr, of Power
Station C. Bibb. 9 5
(lOi-uniniA, PA.—>ee Lancaster, Pa.)
COLUaiBiA, S. C—Columbia Electric St. Ry.

Light & Power Co. 10 m, 4-8>i g, 50 IbT r, loc, of
which 6 are m c and 4 t c Short system. Lamokln
cars. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. Q. Marshall, V. Pres.
T. J. Moore, Sec. & Treas. W. G. Childs, Supt. A.
Wallace. Office, 86 Gervals St. 9 5

COIjUMBUS, «A.—Columbus R. R. Co. (In-
cludes North Highlands R. R. Co.) 20;^ m, 4-8!^ g, 56
lb T r, 24 c, of which 19 m c, and t c. Gen, Elec.
system. Jackson & Sharp cars. Water power. Pres.
J. F. Flournoy, V. Pres. John H. Drake (Phila.) Sec.
C. Grimes, Treas. W. S. Drake, Supt. & Pur. Agt.
John H. Henderson, Ch. Engr. of Power Stitlon &
Elecn. W. D Keen. 9 5
COLUDIUIKS, INI).—Crump's St. Ry. 7 m, o

which i<s m Is hor^e aud 614 elec, i->il4 g, 30 lb T r, 9 c
of ^vhlch 1 Is h c, 4 m c and 4 t c. American Car Co.
and Brownell cars. Ide engines. John S. Crump,
proprietor; Man. R. F. Gottschalk, Supt. J. W.
Crump, Jr. 4 5 s
C(>L,UMBU.>!i, O.—Columbus St. Ry. Co. (Oper

ates Crosstown St. Ry. Co.) 60 m, 38 m s, 5-2 g, 45
95 lb girder r, 1,50 c, of which 115 are mc and 3

tc. Gen. Elec. system. Brill, BrowneU and Stephen
son cars. Buckeye and Mcintosh & Seymour engines
I,807 H. p. Babeock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. E. Mc
Ml urn, 1st V. Pres. & Treas. E. K. Stewart, 2d V
Pres. R. E. SHeldon, Sec. P. V. Burlngton, Gen
Man. & Pur. Agt. W. F. Kelly. Supt of Transo. Geo
H. scranton, Elecn. M. S. Hopkins, Ch. Engr. of
PowerStatlonF. R, Broslus. Office, 14 N. High St. 9 5
Columbus Central Ry. Co. Elec 25 m, 5-2 g. 70 lb T

r, 45 m c. Westlnghouse System. Brownell cars.
Westlnghouse engines. Pres. J. J. Shlpherd. V.
Pres. M. H. Nell, Sec. & Treas. E. W. Radder. Gen,
Man. J. A. Barry. 9 5 k e
Worthlngton, CUntonvllle & Columbus St. Ry.

Co. 5 m, .5-2 g, 45 lb. T r, 5 c of w hich 4 are m c and
1 t c. Westlnghouse system. Brill cars. Power
rented. Pres. o. W. Aldrich, V. Pres. G. VanLoon,
Sec. Supt. & Pur. Agt. R. M. Weaver, Treas. H. C.
Cooke. Office 11 Wesley Block. 9 5

CONCORl>,N. C—concord Ry. Co. (Notln opera-
tion) steam. 2.65 m, 48><i g, 40 lb Tr, 3 c. Owned by
J. P. Allison, A. B. Young and W. M. Smllh. 9 5
CONCOKD. N. H.— concord St. Ry. Co. 12!4 m,

11^ m s, 3 g, 35, 45 ana .50 lb T r, 26 c, of which 18 are
m c and 8 t c. Gen. Elec. sjstem. Briggs, Lamo-
kln and Stephenson cars. Rollins and swampscott
engines. Pres. & Pur. Agt. J. H. Albln. Sec. N. E.
Martin, Treas. A. B. Cross, Supt. H. E. Chamberim,
Elecn. D. W. White, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, C.
E. Roberts. Office, 3 Depot st. 9 5

CONEV 1SI..AND, N. Y.—Sea View R. R. Co
Elevated. 2.3 m, 1 m s, 4-8><j g, 56 lb T r, 7 c, 7

locomotives. Brill and Felgel cars. Baldwin en-
gines. Pres. F. A. Schroeder, Sec. Gen. Supt. &
Pur Agt. W. Flnley, Treas. F. M. Argulmbeau.
Office. Flatbush. 9 5
CONNEJH..S¥ll.L,E, PA.—ConnellsvUle. New

Haven & Lelsenrlng St. Ry. Co. 6 m. 5-2x g, 56 lb.

girder r 5 m. c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Brill cars. Taylor engines. Pres &: Gen.
Man. J. D. Frisbee, Sec. J. K. Ewing, Jr., Treas. E.
T. Norton, Supt. Pur. Agt. Elecn. & Ch. Engr. of
Power station. D. S. Fornwalt.Ch. Eng. J M. Dorsey,
9 5
CONWAY, 31ASS.—Conway Electric St. Ry.Co.

Eiec. 6 m. 4.8 g, 60 lb. T r, 8 c, of which 2 are m c
and 6 I c. Gen. Elec. sj si em. Wason cars. Mcintosh
& Seymour engines. Pres. C. Batchelder, Sec. J. B.
Llndley, Treas. F. A. Delabarre, Audr A. M. Cook.
Supt. A. C. GuUtord, Elecn. & Ch, Ehgr. of Power
station George Knowlton. 9 5
CORNING, N. Y.—Corning & Painted Post Elec-

tric Ry. Co.
CORPUS CllRlSTI, TEX. -Corpus Chrlstl

Improvement Co. Dummy. 6X m, 4-8>^ g, 30 lb T r
4 c, 3 steam motors. Pres. E. H. Ropes, V. Pres

J. M. Ropes, Sec. W. B. Newklrk, Treas. & Supt
H. KeUer. 2 3
Gussett St. Ry. 4 m, 4-8>i g, 25-30 lb T r, 6 c, 16

mu. Proprietor, N. Gussett. 9 1

CORSICANA, TEX.—Corslcana St. Ry. Co. iH
m, 4-814 g, 16 lb T r, 6 c, 28 mu. Pres. & Gen. Man
B. G. McKle, V. Pres. J. E. Whiteside, Sec. & Treas
W.J. McKle. 5 3
CORTLiAND, N.v.—Cortland & Homer Traction

Co. n m, 4-8X g, 56 lb G r, 17 c, of which 9 are m c
and 8 t c. Gen. Eieo. system. Jackson & Sharp,
and Jones cars. Watertown engines. Pres. E. D.
Simpson, istV. Pres. H. Bergboltz, 2d. V. Pres. P. 8.
Page, Sec. & Treas. H. E. Hand, Supt. R. E.
Dunston. 9 5
CORVAl,I.lS, ORE.—The Corvallls St. Ry. Co.2

m, 2 m s. 3-6 g, 30 lb. steel T r, 2 box c, 2 h. Pres.
Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. M. W. Wlklns, Sec. M.
O. Wllklns, Treas. M. G. Wllklns. 1 4

COTTAGE CITY, MASS.—Cottage City St. Ry.
Co. 6 m, 6 m s. 4-8X g, 40 lb T r, 10 c. of which 7 are
m c and 3 tc. Briggs, Jones and Ellis cars. Mcintosh
& Seymour engines. Pres. Joslah Qulncy, Treas.
Fred. Nichols. Gen. Man. Pur. Agt & Elcen, John A.
Duggon, Ch. Engr. of Power station, John burnbam.
Offices,Cottage City and 13 School st , Boston, Mass.
9 5
C.OTTONWOOD FAI-LS, KAN Consolidated

St. Ry. Co. iJi m, m s, 3-6 g, 36 T lb steel T r, 8
4-wheel box c, 6 h, 4 mu. Pres. H. S. P. Davis, V.
Pres. W. Adare, Sec. E. W. Tanner, Treas. C. J. Lan,
try. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. W. P. Martin. 9 4

COVINGTON, GA.—Covington & Oxford St.Ry.
Co. 6 m, 6 m s, i-8)i g, 25 lb. T r, 6 h c, 8 mu. Pres. I.

W. Brown, Sec. & Treas. J. Q. Lester, Gen. Man. &
Supt. R. O. Usher. 9 5
CUMBERL,AND, MD.- Cumberland Electric Ry

Co. 6x m, 4-8>j g, 54 lb T and girder r; 14 c, of whlcb
9 are m c and 5 1 c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghous e sys-
tems. Brill cars. ' Rent Power. Pres. G. L. Welling-
ton, V. Pres. L. Lowndes, Sec. & Treas. J. H.
Holzshu, Supt. W.MUnor Roberts, Jr . Elecn. R. Berg-
man. Office, North Centre St. 9 5
CUYAHOGA faIjLiS, O (See Akron, O.)

DAIiliAS, TEX.—Dallas Consolidated Traction
Ry. Co. 26 m of which 18 are horse and 8 elec, 19 m
s, 4-8X g, 35 lb. girder and T r, 64 c, of which 52 are
h c. and 12 m. c, 203 mu. Gen. Elec. and Westlng-
house systems. Laclede, St. Louis, Brownell and
Stephenson cars. Receiver, S. P. Cochran. Supt. W.
Dresser, Pur. Agt. J. L Sale, Elecn. C. M Orr. Office,
135 Main St. 9 5
Dallas & Oak CUH Electric Ry. Co. 11 m, 4-8>^ g,

35 & 65 lb T r, 4 m, 15 c. Pres. H. C. Scott, V. Pres.
C. P. Carter, Sec. & Treas. , Supt. B.
F. Slbert. Office, Jefferson and Commerce sta. B 4
Dallas Rapid Transit Ry. Co. Elec. 13 m, 13 m s,

4-8>i g, .35 <E 43 lb Steel T r, 10 m. c. Edison system.
Receiver, C. P. Freeman, Supt. Geo. D. Hartson, ch.
Engr. of Power Station, W. Boyd. Office, 803 North
Texas Bank B'ld'g. 5 4
North Dallas Circuit Ry. Co. Elec. 4 m, iSH g

40 lb T r, 4 m c. T-H system. St. Louis cars. Pres.
J. C. Schneider, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. Royal A.
Ferris, Sec. E. T. Moore. 5 4

tiueen City Ry. Co. 10.03 m, 6 m s, 4-8x g, 45 lb
T r, 18 m c. Gen. Elec. system. American and St.
Louis cars. Receiver Paul Furst, Supt. & Pur. Agt.
C. L. Wakefield, Elecn, E. Light. Office 263 Elm st.

9 5
IJANBURY, CONN Danbuiy & Bethel Horse

Ry. Co. 7.16 m, 6.62 m s, 4-8i^ g, 25 lb T, s. and c. b.
Kllnzlng. Office, 23 South st. 4 5s
r, 20 c, of which 13 are 4-wheel box and 7 4-wheel
open, 130 h Pres. s. C. Holly, V. Pres. S. H. Wagner,
sec. & Treas. M. H. Grlfflng, Gen. Sapt. G. H.
Kllnzlng, Elecn. E. Wlghtman, Office. 83 South st.

4 5 s 1 e
DANVILLE, II. I- Danville Gas, Elec. Light &

St. Ry. CO. 9 m, 7 ms, 4-8x g. soib.T r, 21 c, of which
11 are m. c. aud 10 t. c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis
cars. Ide engines. Pres. F. W. Penwell, V. Pres.
A. C. Daniel, Sec. Treas. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt.
W. P. Cannon, Supt. M. Connor, Elecn. O. J. Pen-
w ell, Ch. Engr. of Power Station W. Jones. 4 5 s

DANV1L,L,E, VA.— Danville St. car Co. Elec
2.06 m, 4-8>^ g, 38 lb girder r, 5 m. c. T-H system.
Lamokln cars. Taylor engines. Pres. P. R. Jones,
V. Pres. L. C. Berkeley Jr., sec. & Treas. H. S. Lanier
Gen Man. & Supt. N. W. Berkeley, Jr. Office, 820
Craighead st. 1 3
DAVENPORT, lA.—Trl-Clty Ry. Co. (successor

to Davenport a, Rock island Ry. Co.) 43 m, of which
1 Is horse and 42 elec, 4-8>^ g, 52 lb girder r, 125 c, of
which 5 are h c, 65 are m c and 55 t c, 8 h. Gen. Elec.
system. St. Louis cars. "Ideal" engines. Pres.D.H.
Louderback, V. Pres. J. C. Shaffer, Sec. Treas. &
Pur. Agt. J. P. Lardner, Gen. Supt. J. G. Huntoon,
Elecn. J. D. Pish. Office, 2d & Rock island sts.,

Davenport. 9 5
UAYTON, KY.—cmclnnatl, Newport & Coving-

ton St. Ry. Co., Dayton Division. (See Clncmnati, O.)

DAYTON, O.—CltyRy. CO. (Owns and operates
Third St., Fifth St., Green and Dayton & Soldiers'
Home lines ) 23 m, 9^ m s, 4-8>6 g 70, 90 lb girder r,

96 c, of which 50 are 4 m c and 46 t c. Gen. Elec.
and Siemens & Halske systems. Pres. D. B. Corwin,
V. Pres. C. B. Clegg, Sec. W. H. Sims, Supt. L. A.
Scovllle, Asst. Supt. T. C. Howell. Office, Beckel
Bldg., 3d and Jefferson sts. 7 5
Home Avenue R. R. Co. Steam 3 m, 4-8^^ g, 40 lb

T r, 6 c, 3 motors. Barney & Smith cars. Porter
engines. Pres. W. P. Callahan, V. Pres. C. W. Dus-
tln, sec. & Treas. O. J. Bard, Gen. Man. Supt. &
Pur. Agt. W. P. Stark. Office, N. Main st. 9 5

oakwood St. Ry. Co. 8 m, 4 m s, 4rSx g, 90 lb
girder r, 16 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Barney a
Smith cars. Green-Wheelock ei glnes. Pres. and
Tteas. Charles B. Clegg, V. Pres. A. L. Stout, Sec.
& Supt. V. Winters, office, cor. Brown and Fair-
ground av. 9 5
Wayne & Fifth St. R. R. Co. 8 m, 4 m s, 4-8X g.

60, 70, 90 lb girder r, 13 c, 85 h. St. Louis cars,
Pres. Geo. W. Shaw, V. Pres. & Gen. Man.
Ezra Blmm, Sec. & Treas. Eugene Wulchet, Supt N.
Routzohn. Office 29 Wayne av. 9 5

White Line St. R. H. Co. m, 4-8X g 70 lb.

girder r, 34 c, of which 22 are m c and 12 t c
T-H and Westlnghouse systems. American, Barney
& f^mlth and Laclede cars. Pres. J. A. McMahon,
V. Pres. A. G. clarK, Sec. J. B. Lowes, Supt. & Pur.
Agt. Geo. H. Volker, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of Power
Station, C. M. Crane, Elecn, J. CooK. 7 5
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DECATUR, AliA.—(See New Decatur, Ala.)

DECATUK, IL,r.—City Electric Ity Co. I8)tf m,
12 m 8, 4-8X g, 40, 42, 48, 50 lb T and girder r, 26 c, of
which ai are m c and 6 t c. Gen. Elec. system.
Pullman and St. Louis cars. Ide engines. Pres. D.
S. Shellabarger, Sec. Treas. & Pur. Agt. W. L. Shella-
barger, Gen. Man. W. L. Ferguson, Ch. Engr. & Ch.
Engr. of Power Station W. Ray, Elecn. G. J. Nltsctie.

9 5

DEER PARK. ONT.—Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. 5
m, 5 m s, 4-8^ g, 66 lb T r, 5 m c. Gen. Elec. system.
Jones cars. Goldle & McCuUocU engines. Pres. C.
D. Warren, Sec. & Treas. R. Jenkins, Gen. Man. J.

W. Moves. 9 4

DEERFIEliD, N. Y.—Deerfleld & Dtlca R. R. Co
2 ra, 2 m s, 4-8!^ g, 42 lb flat and T r. 3 box c, fl h.
Stephenson cars. Pres. & Gen. Man. F. G. Weaver,
dec. & Treas. J. K. Swan. 1 4
defian<;e, <>.—The Denance Light & R. R.

Co. m, 60 lb T r. 6 c, of which 3 are ra c and 3 1 c.

Westlnghouse system. Brownell and Pullman cars.
Russell engines. Pres. S. L. Nelson, Sec. & Gen.
Man. W. R. Paben, Elecn. C. MlUer, Ch. Engr. of
Power Station G. Butler. 9 5

DEI.AWARE, <> Delaware Electric St. Ry. Co.
6 m, 6 m 3, 4-S]4 g, 45 lb girder and T r, 7 m c. West-
lnghouse system. Krlli cars. Kent Power. Pres. J.
K. Newcomer, V, Pres. J. D. Van Deman, Sec. L. L.
Hudson, Treas. V. T. UlUs, Supt. Pur. Agt. & Elecn.
F. P. Welch. 9 5

DENIHON, TEX.-Denlson Rapid Transit Ry.
Co. (Owned by DenlFon Land & Improvement Co.)

6^ m, 4-8!^ g, 36 lb T r, 6 c, 2 dummies. Baldwin
motors. Receiver L. S. Regate, Supt. W. P. Haven. 9 4

Denlson Street & Belt Line Ry. Co. 6 m, 4-8V6 g,
16, 35 lb. T r, n c, 2 h, 33 mu. Receiver K. S. Legate,
Supt. W. F. Haven. 9 4
DENNISON, <».—The United Electric Co. 2 m,

4-8X g, 65 lb girder r, 3 m c. Gen. Elec. system,
Lamokln cars. Russell and Westlnghouse engines.
Pres. C. S. Johnson, Sec. E. E. ElvLn, Treas. W. U.
Smith, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. R. F. Gardner, Ele i .

C. J. Farr, Ch. Engr. &, Ch. Engr. of Power Sta-
tion, T. Watters. Office Grant St. 9 4

OENVER, COL..—Colfax Electric Ry. Co. 10!4 m'
3-6 g, 30 lb T r, 32 c, Of which 13 are m. c. and 30 t. c
Gen. Elec. system. Ball and Armlngton & Sims en-
gines. Pres.. & Gen. Man. S. M. Perry, Treas. T. S
Hayden, Supt. P. A. Perry. OfHce, 17.38 Curtis st. 35s
Denver & Wes^uralnster Ry. Co. Elec. 18 m, 4-8M

f.

Pres. H. J. Mayham, V. Pres. R. W. Woodbury,
ec. J. Downing, Engr. F. H. Whiting. Office, 164S

Curtis St. 2 8

Denver, Lakewood & Golden R. R. Co. Elec. and
Steam. 20 ua, of which 15 are steam and 5 elec, 4-8>i

g, 60, 76 lb T r, 13 c, of which 4 are m c, 4 t c and 4

steam c. T-H system. Woeber cars. Sioux City
engines. Pres. C. C. Welch. V. Pres. W. F. R. Mills,
Sec. J. Q. Adams, Treas. W. A. H. Loveland, Supt.

Offices. 1427 Arapahoe St. 8 a

Denver consolidated Tramway Co. (Includes
Denver Cable, Denver & Berkeley Park, So. Denver
Cable, University Park and MPtropoUtan.) 99.13 m,
3-6 g, 48 lb T r, 395 c, of which 17 are g o, 120 m c and
109 t c and 49 other c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Brill, St. Louis and Woeber cars. Uam-
llton-c:orllss and WetherlU engines. Pres. Rodney
Curtis, V. Pres. Jno. J. RIetliman, Sec. Wm. G. Evans,
Treas. F. A. Keener, Gen. Supt. C. K. Durbln. Pur.
Agt. J. C. Curtis, Klecn. A. M. Ballou, Ch. Engr. con-
struction J. A. Beeler, Ch. Engr. Motive Power A. G.
Worden. Offices, 15th & Arapahoe Sts. 4 5 s
Denver City Cable Ry. Co. 46 m, of which 5 are

horse, 30 cable and 11 elec, 24 m s, 3-6 and 4-8 g, 45,

56 lb T r, 200 c of whlcli 2 are h c, 62 g c, 17 m c and
119 t c, 30 h. Gen. Elec. system. Laclede and Woeber
cars. AUls, Armlngton & Sims and Wright engines.
2686 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Receivers
G. E. Randolph and c. E. Sweetland Pres.
Geo. H. Holt, Sec. & Treas. 6. D. L'HulIler,
Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. G. E. Randolph, Ch.
Engr. of Power Station, W. P. Smith. Office, 18th &
Lawrence Sts. 3 5s
Thirty-fourth Ave. Ry. ii^ m, 3-6 g, 25 lb T r, 1 c,

4 h. Owner, J. Cook, Jr., P. o. Box 528. 9 4
West End St, R. R. Co. Elec. lOJi m, i-SX g. 50 lb

T r, 17 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Laclede and Woeber
cars. Armlnglon & Sims engines. Receivers G. E
Randolph and C. E. Sweetland. Pres. J. Wilbour
V. Pres. & Gen. Man. D. P. Longstreet, Supt. & Pur
Agt. S. Roy Wright. Office Prospect Ave. 9 5

l>EPTFORi>, TENN.—Deptford & South Pitts-
burg St. R. K. Co. 2>i m, 4-8X g, 40 lb T r 4 C, 8
mu. Stephenson cars. Pres. L. W. Barrlnger, V.
Pres. J. G. Kelley, Sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. J. Bright.
Office, South Pittsburgh, Tenn. 9 5
IJERBY, CONN Derby Street Ry. Co. 6 m,

i-SX g, «0, 90-lb T and girder r; 25 c, of which 17 are
m c and 8 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and Jack-
son & Sharp cars. AUls engines. Pres. H. H. Wood,
V. Pres. C. F. Bliss, Sec. & Supt. B. W. Porter, Treas.
C. E.Clark, Ch. Engr. of Power Station H. Schmltz.
Office 90 Main St. 9 5

OES MOINES, lA DCS Molnes City Ry. Co.
Elec. 35 m, 27 m s, 4-8)^ g, 45, 80 lb T and girder r; 51

c, of which 49 are m c. and 2 t c. Gen. Elec. system.
St. Louis cars. Lane & Bodley engines. Pres. J. S.

Polk, Sec. G. H. Huttonlocker, Treas. & Gen. Man.
Geo. B. Hlppee, Sunt. W. G. Owens, Ch, Engr. of
Power Station J. S. "Goodrell. Office. 607 Mulberry
St. 2 5s
DETROIT, MICH.—Port Wayne & Belle Isle Ry

Co. 23J^ m, 4-81^ g, 45, 91, 98, lb girder r, 91 c, of
which 35 are m. c. and 56 t. c. Gen. Elec. system.
Brill cars. AUls engines. Pres. E. H. Butler, V.
Pres. S. Schloss, Sec. N. W. Goodwin, Treas. E. S.

Helneman, Supt. & Pur. Agt. G. S. Hazard. Elecn.
A. S. Van DeMark, Ch. Engr. of Power Station J.
Renk. Office, Room 13 Kanter Bldg. 9 5
Detroit Citizens' St. Ry. Co. (Includes Grand River

St. Ry. and Hamtramck & Grosse Point Ry. Leases
Highland Park and Detroit Suburban Rys.) 64.12 m,
of which 49.40 a.re horae and 14.72 elec, 44.79 m s, 4-

«i4 g< iO, 60, 77, 78 lb T, tram and girder r. 398 c, of
which 296 are h c. 68 m c and 34 t c, I,.'i50 h. Detroit,
Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. BrlU, Jones
and Pullman cars. Westlnghouse, Church. Kerr &
Co. engines. 3,500 H. P. BaDcock & Wilcox boilers.
Pres. T. L. Johnson, V. Pres. J. C Hutchlns, Sec. A.
E. Peters, Treas. R. T. Wilson, Asst. Treas. J. V.
Johnson. Gen. Man. A. B. Dupont, Supt. J. Grant,
Elecn. J (; Liggett, Const. Engr. E. J. Cook, Ch.
Engr. of Power Station Thos. Parmer, Jr. Office, 12
Woodward Ave. 9 5

Detroit Railway. 30 m, 4-8»^ g. e5 lb girder r, 75
m c. Westlnghouse system. Mehling cars. AUls
engines. Pres. G. W. Pack, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. H.
A. Everett, sec. & Treas. A. Pack, Asst. sec. ffi Audi-
tor, P. Starring, Supt. L. E. Bellstein, Elec. Engr. &
Pur. Agt,., W. E.Davis, M. E., J. F. Randall, B.,
A. P. Ruggles. Office, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
4 5 s g e
Detroit, Rouge River & Dearborn St. Ky. Co. Elec

1% m, 4-8X g, 56 lb. T r,l m c. Edison system. Pres.
B. J. Owen, V. Pres. J. R. McLoughlln, Sec. S.
Hendrle, Treas. R. J. McLoughlln. Office, Moffat
BuUdlng. 5 4s
Rapid Ry. Co. 18 m, 4-81.^ g, 70 1b T r, 16 c, of

which 8 are m c and 8 t c. Walker system. Jackson
& Sharp cars. Phoenix engines. Pres. C. J. Rellly,
Treas. C. M. Swift, Gen. Man. & I'ur. Agt. P.
A. CUssdell, Supt. X Ch. Engr. W. G.Wagenholz. 9 5
Wyandotte & Detroit River Ry. Co. 1014 m, 10)^

m 8, 4-8X g, 52, 56 lb T r 12 c. Of Which 8 are m c,

4 t c. Westlnghouse system. Jackson & Sharp and
Jones cars. Pha3nlx engines. Pres. C. M. Swift, V.
Pres. L. S.Trowbrtdge, Sec. & Treas. R. J. Mcklnney,
Gen. Man. Pur, Agt. & Elecn. S. Hendrle, Supt. J.

Busby. 9 6

D<»VER, N. II.—Union St. Ry. Co. (Leased by
Consolidated Light & Power Co.) 14 m,4-8!.^ g, 40 lb
T r, 19 c, of wblcb 11 are m c and 8 t c. T-H system.
Receiver O. E. Macomher, Pres. II. Haley, V. Pres. &
Treas. H. W. Burgett, Sec. R. W. Burweil, Gen. Man
G. E. Macomber, Supt. & Pur. Agt. H. C. Weston,
Elecn. J. Batchelder. 7 4

DUBI..1N, TEX.—Dublin St. Ry. Co. 3 m, 3 m 8.

Brownell cars. 4 g, 20 lb T r, 4 c, 20 mu. Pres. H. A.
Smith, V. Pres. R. H. McCain, Sec. J. E. Chapman,
Treas. A. A. Chapman, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. R. V.
Le Grand. 9 4

DU BOIS, PA.—Du Bols Traction Passenger Ry.
Co. 8 m, 2V m s, 4-8!^ g, 50 lb. girder r, 5 m. c
Wlghtman and Gen. Electric systems. BrlU and
Stephenson cars. McEwen and Ball engines. Pres.
M. D. Wayman, V. Pres. & Sec. A. C. BaUey, Pur.
Agt., Gen. Man. & Supt. S. R. Smith, Treas. G. E.
Grler, Ch. Eng. Power Station, W. L. Shawkey.

1 4
DliBUilUE, lA.—Dubuque St. R. R. Elec. 15 m

9 ms, 4-8X g, 52 lb girder r, 25 c, of which 15 are
m c and 10 t c. Gen. Elec. and Detroit systems.
BrlU cars. Sioux Olty engines. Pres. & Gen. Man.
J. A. Rhomberg, Sec. C. H. Meyer, Treaa., Gen.
Man. &supt. J. H. Rhomberg, Ch. Engr. Power Sta-
tatlon L. A. Pitts. 9 5
Dubuque Light & Traction Co. Elec. 10,5 m, 10 m

8, 4 8>4 g, .53 lb T and girder r, 19 c, of which
12 are m c and 7 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis
cars. Receiver J. Balch, Supt. C. H. Lantz. 9 5

DULUTn, MINN.— Duluth St. Ry. Co. (Oper-
ates Motor Line Improvement Co. and Lakeside Ky.)
42 m, of which 1.13 are cable and 40.87 elec, 21 m s,

4-8V^ g 45, 60 lb girder and T r, 71 c, of which 2 are g
c, 66 m. c. and 3 t. c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Laclede and Northern cars. AUls engines.
1,312 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boUers. Pres. L. Men-
denhall, V. Pres. G. G. Hartley, Sec. & Treas. T. W.
Hoopes, Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. H, Warren. Ch.
Engr. & Ch. Engr of Power Station M. Noble,
Elecns. L. E. Falrchlld, T. Armstrong, Office, 209
First Nat. Bank Bldg. 9 5
Lakeside Ry. Co. (Operated by Duluth St. Ry. Co.)

8.4 m, 4.2 m 8. 4 SV6 g, 45 lb T r, m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Laclede and Northern cars. Pres. D. G.
Cash, V. Pres. G. P. Chester, Sec, Treas. & Gen.
Man W. C. Sargent. 9 5
Minnesota Point St. Ry. 3]/, m. 3-6 g, 24 lb T r, 8 c

16 h. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. J. HlObard, V. Pres. R. P.
Edson, sec, W. Warner, Treas. B. SUbersteIn, Supt.
E. Wakelln. 12 4
Motor Line Improvement Co. (Operated by Duluth

St. Ky. Co.) 6 m, 4-8H g, 45 lb T r, 4 m c. Gen. Elec,

system. Laclede cars. Pres. G. G. Hartley, V. Pres.
J. D. Stryker, Sec. T. W. Hoopes, Treas. A. R. Mac-
farlane, Gen. Mans. MendenhaU & Hoopes. Office,

3d Ave. W. 9 5

DU <iUOIN, Iia...—Du Quoin St. R. R. Co. 3 m
4-8J^ g, 57 lb. T r, 3 c, 3 h. Pres. & Gen. Man. P. D.
Mifflin, V. Pres. C. Horn, Sec. & Pur. Agt. D. White,
Treas. P. N. Pope. 9 5

DURANGO, C01„0.—Durango Ry. & Realty Co.
2 m, 2 m s. 4-8)4 g. 30 lb T r, 4 c. of which 2 are m
c. and 3 t c. Westlnghouse system. Woeber cars.
Ide engines. Pres. J. A. Potter,V. Pres. .1. B. Harper,
Sec. W. S. PlckerUl, Treas. H. Schlffer, Gen. Man..
Supt. & Pur. Agt. H. J. Arnold, Elecn. J. J. Mc-
Larln. 9 5

DURHAM, N. C.-Durham St. Ry. Co. 8 m, 4-8!^

g, 16 lb T r, 4 box c, 4 mu. Pres. J. S. Carr, V. Pres
A. B. Anderson. Sec. R. H. Wright. 8 3

E
EAST lilVERPOOIj, O.—East Liverpool &

WeUsvUle St,R.K.Co. Elec. S}4 m, 4-8}^ g, 56 lb T and
81 lb girder r, 20 m. c. Short and Westlnghouse
systems. Brill ana Stephenson cars. Pres. & Gen.
Man. A. L. Johnson, Sec. & Treas. C. H. J. Davis,
Supt. R. L. Andrews. 9 5

EA.STON, PA.—Easton Transit Co. (Includes
Pennsylvania Motor Co., Weygodt Mountain Ry. Co.,
PhlUlpsburgh H. C. Ry. Co , Easton & Bethlehem
Transit Cos. and Easton Amusement Co.) 26 m. 20 m
s, 6-2X g, 7iHb girder r, 51 c,of which 4!i are m cand2
t c, one sweeper and two snow plows. Westlnghouse
system. Brill, Lamokln and own cars. Power rent-
ed Pres. H. Rlnek, V. Pres. J. S. Rodeiibough.
Sec. & Treas. A. D Chldsey, Managing Dir. P. H.
Knight, Dispatcher W. M. Williams. Treas, office,

1 and 2 Trust Building, Main office 16th and
Washington sts. 9 5

EAST ST. I^OUIS, iLti East St. Louls Elec-
tric St. By. Co. 14 m. 4-10 g, 18 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. St. Louis cars. Hamilton-Corliss and Por-
ter-Allen engines. Pres. John SculUn, V. Pres. H. D
Sexton, Sec and Treas. Harry Scullln, Supt
Michael Harrold. Ottice East St. Louis, Ul. 5 5 j

EAST VVAREHAM, MASS.—East Wareham
Onset Bay & Point Independence St. Ry. Co. 3.03 m,
2 01 m s, 4-8^ g, 25, 35 lb. T r, 14 c, 19 h. Pres. T. B.
Griffith, Sec. B. P Glbbs, Treas. & Supt. I. is. El
drldge. 4 5s
EAU CliAIRE, WIS.—Eau Claire St. Ry. Lt. &

Power Co. 6 m, 4-8^ g, 35-45 Ibc&sbr, 8mc.
Gen. Elec. system. Receiver G. B. Wheeler. 9 5

ELGIN, ILli.—Elgin City Ry. 20 m, i-H]4 g, 40, 60
lb T and girder r, 21 c of which )5 are m c and 9 t c.

Gen. Hlec system, l^ullman cars. Ball engines.
Pres. W. Grote, V. Proa. J. B. Lane. Sec. & Treas. A.
B. Church, Gen. Man. C. Wucstcnfeld. 10 5

lb T and girder r, 22 c, of which 13 are m c and 9 t c.
(ien. Elec. system. Pres. W. Grote, V. Pres. J. B.
Lane, Sec. &, Treas. A. B. Church, Gen. Man. C
Wue8f«nfeld. 16 8
ELIZABETH, N. .1 Elizabeth St. Ry. Co. 3X

m, 5-2 g, 3S and ,52 lb girder r, 13 c, 50 h.
Pres. P. L. Heldrltter, V. Pres. A. Ueldrltter,
Sec. & Treas. E. C. Woodruff, Supt. J. C. Husbands.
Office, foot of East Jersey St. 2 5 8
ELKHART, INi» (See Goshen, Ind.)
ELltllRA, N.Y.—Elmlra&UorseheaasMt. Ry. Co.

(Owned by Elmira Municipal Improvement Co.) Elec.
1.5.72 m. of which .81 Is horse and 14.89 elec. 4-8i^ g,
38.78 lb. T and girder r, 48 c, of which 2 are h c, 19
m c and 2? t c, 8 h. Gen. Elec. an-J Westlnghouse
systems. BrlU and Stephenson cars. Mcintosh &
.Seymour engines. Power rented. Pres, Thos. Ryan,
Sec. & TredS. J. M. Dlven, Gen. Man., Supt., Pur.
Agt. & Ch. Kngr. J. B. Gaboon, Elecn. T Mack.
Office, Robinson Bldg.. Lake St. 9 5
West Side R. R. Co. Elec. 9 m, 75^ m s, 4-8X g, 70,

90 lb T and girder r, ?.9 c, of which 28 are m c and 1 t
c. Gen. Elec. system. BrlU and Stepnenson cars.
Bates-CorUss engines. Pres. C. M. Tompkins, V.
Pres. A. E. Acklt'y, Sec. & Treas. H. H. Haliook, Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. W. W. Cole, Asst. Supt. W. J.
Jones, Ch Engr. <te Ch. Engr. of Power Station P.
Kautelt, Elecn. J. Hendricks. Office, 123 Baldwin
St. 9 5

EL PASO DE ROBLES, CAL El PasO de
Robles St. Ry. t m, 3 g, 16 lb T r, 2 box c, 6 h
Props. Putnam & Uord. Office Adams Block, cor
Spring & 12th sts. 4 4

EL PASO, TEX.—El Paso & Juarez Ave. St.
Ry. Co. 3)i m, 3x m 8, 4-8X g, 35 lb. T r, 10 c, 50 mu.
Brownell cars. Pres. Z. T. White, Sec. J. J. Bruck,
Supt,. IS Pur. Agt. A. Larmour. li) 4
San Antonio « Magoffin St. Ry. Co. 4 m, 4-8!^ g, 30

lb T r, 3 c, 9 rau. Pres. Z. T. White and J. Magoffin,
Sec. Supt. & Pur. Agt. A. Larmour. lo 4ELWOoo, UVD.—Elwood Hlectric St. Ky. Co.
5 m, 6 m s, 4-8>? g, 60 lb T r, 5 m c. Gen. Elec. sys-
tem. Barney & Smith cars. Ide and Russell en-
gines. Pres. J. H. DeUorlty, V Pres. G 1. Taylor,
Sec , Treas. & Pur. Agt. S. B. Harting, Gen. Man.
O. B. Prazler. 9 5
EMPORIA, KAN. -Emporia City Ry. Co. 3}^ m,

3-6 g, 20 lb r, g c, 24 h. Pres. Van R. Holmes, Treas.
A. P. Crowe. Sec. M Man. J, D. Holden. 12 4
ENSLEY, A LA.—Ensley Ky. CO. (Consolidated

with Birmingham Ry. & Elec <;o.)

ERIE, PA.—Erie Elec. Motor CO. (Operates Erie
City Pass. Ry.) 35 m, 4-8."^ g,52 lb Johnson girder
r, 174 c, of which 87 are h c, 77 m c and lo t c,
4 h and mu. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. J. S. Casement,
V. Pres. J. C. Brady, Sec. & Treas. J. L. Sternberg,
Office 202 State 8t. 7 4 8
ESCANABA,MICH—Escanaba Electric St. Ry.

Co. Elec. 4 m, 4-8>i g, 40 lb T r, 4 m c. Westlng-
house system. St. Louis cars. McEwec engines.
Pres. J. LllUe, Sec. J. B. Moran, Treas. J. K. Stark,
Supt ,!i Elecn. P. C. McHovern. 9 5
ESSEX, MAS.S.—(See Salem, Mass.)

EUREKA, CAL Eureka St. R.R. Co. m m,
4-8H S, 14, 36 lb T & flat r, 6 box c, 13 h, 7 mu.
Holt and N. B. & .M. Ry. cars. Pres. & Gen. Man.
R. M. Fernald, Supt. J. A. Clark. 7 4s
EUREKA SPRINGS, ARK.—Eureka Springs

Elec. Lt. & St. Ry. Co. 2^ m, 4-8!^ g, 35 lb T r, 5 c,

17 mu. St. Louis cars. Pres., Sec. & Gen. Man. J.
D. Jordan, V. Pres. C. F. Ellis, Treas. T. N Cloffin,
Supt. W. J. Wallaca s 3

EVANSVILLE, IND EvaDSvIUe St. Ry, Co. 27
m. 15 m s, 4-8!^ g, CO lb T r, 7.i c, of which ."io are m c
and 2.5 t c. Westlnghouse engines. Brownell and
St.. Louis cars. Westlnghouse eug.nes. Pres. J.J.
Sbiplierd, V. Pres. Sec. & Gen. Man. H. D. Moran,
Treas. T. S. Krutz, Sapt. J. Cast, Elecn. W. L. Stock-
ton. Office, 103 Main St. 9 5

EVERETT, WASH—Everett Ry. & Electric Co.
7 m, 5.6 m s, 4-8;,^ g, 35 lb girder r, 5 m c. West-
lnghouse system. American cars. Ball engines.
Pres. G. Colby, V. Pres. & Treas. J B. Crooker. Sec.
H. A. Soheuck, Gen Man. /s Supt. W. D. Ray. 9 5

E.XCELSIOR SPRINGS. MO.—Ex Ce Islor
Springs R. K. CO. 12 4 s

F
FAIRHAFEN, WASH.—Falrhaven & New

Whatcom Ry. Co. Elec. 18i<j m, 4-81^ g, 4U, 561bT
r, 16 m c. T-H system. BrlU cars. Ide engines.
Pres. H. Eldrldge, V. Pres., Gen. Man. & Supt. E.
Cosgrove, Sec G. C. Hyatt, Treas. C. C. Fisher.

1 5 8

FALL RIVER, MASS.—Globe St. Ry. CO. 27 m.
16 m s, 4-83^) g, 45, 48>^, 75 lb girder r, 88 m c, 6 h.
Gen Elec system. Pelgel, Jones, Newburyport and
Stephenson cars. Mcintosh & Seymour engines.
675 U. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. Frank S.
Stevens, Sec. M. G. B. Swllt, rreas. & Gen. Man. R.
S. Golf, Supt. John H. Bowker, Ch. Engr. Power
Station G. B. Esterly, Elecn. G. W. Palmer, Jr.
Office, 183 N. Main St. 12 4

FINDLAY, O—PIndlay St. Ry. Co. (Operated
by Northera Ohio & Lake Erie Ry., Lt. & Power Co.)
Elec. 13 m, of whlch4 are horse and 9 elec, 4-8>i g,
60, 70 lb T r, 17 c, of which 5 are h c, 10 m c and 2 t
c, 4 h, 31 mu. Westlnghouse system. Laclede cars.
Buckeye engines. Pres. G. B. Kerper, V. Pres. J.
A. Bope, Sec. J. strader, Treas. C. D. Kinney,
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. C. Smith, Elecn. W. Twining,
Ch. Engr. of Power station W. Nusbaum. Office N.
Main St. 9 5
Northern Ohio & Lake Erie Ry., Lt. & Pow. Co.

(Operates Flndlay St. Ky. and Tiffin Elec. Ry.)

FISHKILL-ON-IIUDSON, N. Y—Citizens' St
Ry. Co. m, 3 m s, 4-8J^ g, 45. 54 lb T & girder r, 11
mc. Gen. Elec system. Gilbert cars. FlshklU Land-
ing euiilnes. Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. j. T. Smith,
V. Pres. W. U. Weston, Sec. S. K. Phillips, Treas. W.
H. Southard, Supt. W. E. Havens, Ch. Engr. W. E.
Blakely 9 5

FlshklU Electric Ry Co, Leased to and operated
by the Citizens St. Ry. Co. 4 m, 56 lb T r. Pres. J T.
Smith, V. Pres. E. L. Tompson, Sec. S. K. PhUUps,
Treas. W. H. Southard. 9 5
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FITOHBURG, MASS.—Fltchburg & Leomin-
ster St. Ky. Co. IB m, g, 58, 90 lb T
and erlrder r. 33 c, of wWcli 25 are m c and 8 t c, 9 U
Westing-house system. BrUl, Jones, Lamokln and
Newburyport cars. Westlngtiouse engines. Pres. H.
A. wmis, V. Pres. H. I. Wallace, Sec. C. F. Baker,
Treas. R. N. WalUs, Supt. W. W.Sargent. Act. Supt.
& Pur. Agt. H R. Preble, Elecn. F. L. LeNolr, Ch.
Engr. of Power Station A. H. Moore. 8 5 J e
FLUSHlNfi, N. Y.—Flushing & College Point

Electric Ey. Co. 4 m, 4 m s, 4-8Ji g, 47 lb s. b. r, 9 c,

of which b are m c and 4 t c. Westlnghouse system.
Brill, Jones and Stephenson cars. N. Y. Safety
engines. 1 4
FOND DU LAC, WI.s.—Ponddu Lac Power &

Ry. Co. 5 m, 4-8>i g, 35 lb T and tram r, 8 c, of which
6 aremcand2tc. Westlnghouse system. Pullman
cars. Ball engines. Owner M. D. Moore. 15s
FORT niADISON, lA Fort Madison St. Ky.

Co. Elec, 4]4 m, 4 ms. 4-8><f g, 56 lb T r, 15 c. Westing-
house system. Wells, French Co. cars, Prp".

& Gen. Man. D. A. Morrl.=ion. Sec. H. Jones, Treas. J.

C. Brewster, Supt. P. H. Weber. Office, Santa Pe
Ave. 9 5

FORT MEABE, FL,A.—Port Meade St. Ry . Co.

1]4 m, IJ^ m s, 3 g, 25, so lb T r, 2 c. 2 mu. Pres. L.

B. Flood, V. Pres. M. Eelf, Sec. H. L. Rockner, Treas.
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. J. G. Carter. 9 5 8

FORT SCOTT, KAN.—Fort Scott Rapid Transit
Co. (Operated by Davenport & Port Scott invest-
ment Co.) 10 m, of which IX are horse and 8!.^ elcc.

4 g, 35 lb T r, 12 c, of which 6 are h c, and 6 m c, 2 h.

Edison system. St. Louis cars. Beck engines.
Pres. H. H. Anderson, Sec. F. H. Glggs, Treas. J.

Lorenze, Supt. & Pur. Agt. W. D. Mitchell,

Elecn. J. Tegardy, Ch. Engr. of Power Station
J. Hunt. Office Wall & Main Sts, 9 5

FORT S3IITH, ARK.—Port Smith St. Ry CO.

e]4 m, 3-6 g, 38 & 45 lb girder r, 22 c, 86 h.

Brownell and Laclede cars. Pres. Gen. Man.
& Pur. Agt. Sam'l McLoud, V. Pres. BenJ. T. Duval,
Sec. & Treas. Geo. T. Sparks, Supt. B. S. Corbett.
Office. Cor. Third & A Sts. 9 5

FORT WAYNE, IND.—Fort Wayne Electric Ry.
22 m, 16 m S, g, 40. 60 lb T r, 65 c, of which 57

are m c and 8 t c, 6 b. Short system. Jones cars.

Bass engines. Pres. J. H. Bass, V. Pres. & Treas. M.
S. Roblsou, Jr., Sec. J. M. Barrett, Supt. L. D. Mc-
Nutt. 9 5
Lakeside Electric Ry. 1 m, 62 lb s b Duplex & T r.

Gen. Elec, system. Gen. Man. J. D. McDonald. 8 3

FORT WORTH, TEX—Port Worth St. Ry. Co
Elec 10 m, 4 g, 35 lb and .'52 lb Tr, yl c of which 19 are
m c and 2 t c. Gen. Klec. system. Brownell cars.
Hamilton-Corliss engines. Pres. K. M. VanZandt, V.
Pres. M, Jones, Sec. J. B. Burnstde, Gen. Man. & Pur.
Agt. G. B. Hendricks, Supt. J. W. Renlro, Ch. Engr.
of Power Station. Wm. Klrby, Elecn. J. S. E. Lee.

Office 409X Main St. 9 o

Fort Worth & Arlington Heights St. Ry. Co.

61.^ m, 4 g, 35 lb T r, 8 m. c. Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Pullman and Woeber cars.

Ideal engines. 'Receiver Robert McCart, Gen. Man.
Pur. Agt. Elecn. & Supt. S. Horn, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station J. A. Winn. Address, P. O. Box (i8. 9 5

City Ry. Co. m, 7K3 m s 4 g, 30,35 lb T r, 16 c, of

which 14, aremcand2tc. 2 mu. Detroit system.
Pullman oars. Ide engines. Pres L. Wartleld, Sec.

J. C. Terrall, Jr., Treas. J. C. Uan-lson, Gen Man.
Supt. & Pur. Agt. W. P. Qulgg, Elecn. S. Gerthey,

12 4
Glenwood & Polytechnic St. Rv. Co. 2X m, 4 g, 20

lb T r, 2 c, 10 mu. V. Pres. R. Vlckery, Sec. H. G.
Borny, Gen. Man. E. Posdlck. 12 4

FRAMINGHAM, niA.ojs. — Pramingham Union
St. Ry. Co. 7.35 m. 6.91 m s. 4-8U g, 30, .36 lb. T and
8. b. r, 17 c, 40 ii. Pres. Jas. R. Entwlstle, Sec. 1. B.

Forbes. Treas. F. E. Gregory, Supt. J. J. Hennessy.
Office. 8. Frainlngham. 10 4 s

FitANKFORT, KY.—Capital Ry. Of Frankfort.
4 m, 66 lb. T r. 3 m c, 1 Irt. m c. Jeuncy system.
Barney & Smith cars. Dick & (Church engines.
Pres. j. P. McDonald, Sec. & Gen. Man. J. T. Buck-
ley. J 5 4
FRANKFORT. N. Y Frankfort & lUon St. Ry.

Co. 2.63 m, 2.6 m s, 5 g, 25 lb T r, 5 c, of which 4 are
box and 1 open. 6 h. Pres. J. H. Hoard, V. Pres. J.

Lottis, Sec. W. I. Piper, Treas. W. W. Crosby, Supt.
J. Myers. Office, Frankfort. 7 4 s

FRANKLIN, VA Franklin Electric St. Ry.
Co. 8^4 m, 33a m s, 4-8)^ g, 60 lb. T r, 4 m c. Gen.
Elec. system. American and St. Louis cars. Rent
power. Pres. A. H. McKelvey. V. Pres. J. H. Donly,
Sec, Supt. and Pur. Agt H. R. McCnUnont, Treas.
E. W. Echols, Elecn. W. H. Pape. Oliice 5 Park st.

9 5
FREDONIA, N. Y Dunldrk & Fredonla R. R.

Co. 3.7 m, 3.5 m 8. 4-8><i g, 42, 48><, 50 lb c. b. T and
girder r, ii c, of which 4 are m c and 7 t c. Edison
and Westlnghouse and Walker systems. Brill and
Brlggs cars. Dick & Church and Noye engines.
Pres. W. McKlnstry, Sec, Treas. Pur. Agt. & Gen.
Man. M. M. Fenner. Ch. Eng. & Elecn. J. Larsen,
Ch. Engr. of Power Station A. Kurnlskl. 9 5

FREEPORT, il.l,.—Freeport Electric Co. 6 m,
5 ms, 4-8>ig, 56 lb T r, 12 c, of which 6 are m c and
etc. Westlnghouse system. Brill cars. Ball and Ball
6 Wood engines. Trustee J. C. Slbly, Gen. Man.
H. Mutchler, Supt. A. J. Cooper, Elecn. G. Currle.
12 4 s
FREMONT, NEB.—City St. Ry. Co. 614 m, 4-8}^

g H)-40 lb T r, 7 c, 24 h. Pres. P. Fowler, V. Pres. P.
Mever. Sec, Treas. & Gen. Man, E. N. Morse. 4 6s
FREMONT, O Fremont St. Ry. Co. IX m, IX

m s. i-SX g. 40 lb flat r, 1 m c. Receiver G. Sless-

man. Pres. P. N. Carter, 29 Euclid ave., Cleveland,
O., Sec. & Treas. T. M. Irvine, Cleveland, O.,
Supt. E. J. Carter. Office. 307 Croghan st 10 4 f e
FRESNO, OAL.—Fresno R. R. Co. iX m, 4-8>4

g, 20 lb r. 7 c, 7 h. Pres. Dr. L. Leach, V. Pres. R. E.
Hughes, Sec. N. I. Baldwin, Treas, L. Einstein.
11

Fresno, Belmont & Tosemlte R. R. Co. 4 m. i-8X
g, 20 lb steel T r, 6 c, 12 h, 6 mu. Stockton cars. Pres.
T. C. White, V. Pres. H. P. Hedges, Sec. J. P. Vin-
cent, Gen. Man. C. L. Walter. Leased to C. L.
Walter. 9 3

FRYEBURG, ME.—Fryeburg Horse R. R. Co.
8 m, 4 81^ g, 16 lb steel T r, 4 c, i h. Pres. Freeman
Hatch, Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. Seth W.
Plefe, Treas. John Locke. 9 5

FULTON, N. Y.—Fulton & Oswego PaUs St. Ry.
Co. 1.14 m, 1.14 m s, 4-8>^g, 42>J lb. r, 4 c, of which
3 axe box and 1 open, 8 h. Pres. Joseph Walker,
Jr., V. Pres. N. N. Stranahan, Sec. & Treas. Charles

Lyman, Supt. E. Quirk. Office, 16 Broad St.. New
York. 7 4 8

GADSDEN, ALA. — Gadsden * Attalla Union
Ry. Co. Dummy. 113^ m, 4-8M g, 45 lb T r.

41 c. 6 engines. Brill cars. Baldwin engines. Pres,
J. M. Elliott, Jr., V. Pres. C. A. Lyerly, sec, Supt.
& Pur. Agt. J. H. Wragg, Treas. & Gen. Man. J. M.
Elliott, Jr., Ch. Engr. W. M. Venerable. Office 123
N. 4th St. 9 6
GAINESVILLE, GA.—Gainesville & Hall Co. St.

R. R. Co. 5 m, 4-SX g, 20 lb crescent r, 3 c, 3 h, 4 mu.
Pres. Sec. & Treas. H. H. Dean, V. Pres. A. D.
Candler. Capital, $15,000. Leased to G. P. Boone
tor three years from Oct. 1, 1891. Office, 10 Spring
St. 4 4
GAINESVILLE, TEX.—Gainesville St. Ry. Co.

314 m, ArHX g. 36 lb T r, 8c, 16 mu. Pres. J. M. Lind-
say Gen. Man. & Supt. G. W. Lindsay. Office, Port
worth. 2 3
(JALESBURG, ILL.—Galesburg Electric Motor

& Power Co. 9 m, 8}< m s, 4-8Mg, 50 lb T r, 20 c, of
which 10 are m c and 10 1 c. Westlnghouse system.
American and Pullman cars. Westlnghouse engines.
Pres. R. Chappell, V. Pres. O. P. Price, Sec. & Pur.
Agt. H. F. Arnold, Treas. W. Seacord, Ch. Engr.
of Power Station R. W. Whipple. Office 540 Main st.

2 6 s

GALLIPOLIS, O.—GalUpollS St. Ry. CO. 6 m.
4-81^ g. 30 lb T r, 6 c, of which 5 are m c and 1 1 c.

Gen. Elec system. Receiver H. R. Bradbury, Gen.
Man. P. E. Mohr, Pur. Agt. T. E. Bradbury, Elecn.
P. McDanlel. 4 5 8
GalUpoUs & Point Pleasant Ry. Co. 5 m, 4-8;^ g, 60

lb T r, 8 c. of which 4 are m c and 4 t c. Gen. Elec.
system, Barney & Smith cars. Pres. John L.
Vance, Sec. & Treas. H, C. Johnston, Supt. Pur. Agt.
& Blecn. P. R. Vance. 9 5
GALT, ONT.—Gait, Preston & Hespeller Electric

Ry. Co. 9 m, T r, 4 m 0, 3 t c, 1 electric motor freight
c, 1 Baldwin locomotive. Can. Gen. Rlec and west-
lnghouse systems. Wheelock engines. Pres. Thos.
Todd, V. Pres. R. G. Cox, Sec. & Treas. W. H. Lutz.

9 5
GALVESTON, TEX.—Galveston City R. R. Co

(Controls and operates Gulf City Ry. & Real Estate
Co.) 40 m, 39.5 m 8, 4-8^4 g, 40. 52 lb T r, 62 C, Of which
52 m c and in t c. Westlnghouse syhtem. Laclede
and St. Louis cars. Buckeye and Cooper engines
Pres. Julius Runge. Sec. H. M Kellner, Treas. J.
Loblt, Supt. J. K. Urle. Pur. Agt. C. C. Williams,
Ch. Engr & Ch. Engr. of Power Station F. Gwart-
nev. Office. I and < 'enter Sts. 9 5
GARDENVILLE. N. Y.—Buffalo. GardenvlUe &

Ebenezer Railway Co. 4.5 m. i-xs g, 60 lb T r, 2 m c.

Gen. ElPC. sysrem, Jackson & Sharp cars. Nnye en-
gines. Pres. Chas. Schoenflln, V. Pres. E. H. Ballon,
Sec. W. P. Smith, Treas. Wm. P. C.Trier, Gen. Man.
Chas. Schoepffln, Supt. R. E. Danforth. Office, Gar-
denvlUe, N. Y.
GARDNER. MASS.—Gardner Electric St. Ry.

Co. 4}i m, 4-8)^ g, 45 lb T r, 6 m c, 2 h. West-
lnghouse system. Jackson & Sharp cars. Phlla. en-
gines. Pres. P. S. CooUdge. V. Pres. E. F. Blodgett,
Sec. A Treas. J. A. Stiles, Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur.
Agt. M. A Coolldge. 9 5
«ENEVA, N. Y.—Geneva & Waterloo Ry. Co.

(Owned by Geneva, Waterloo, Seneca Falls and
Cayuga Lake Park co.) lom 10 m s, 4-8;^ g, 60, 70 lb T
and girder r, 6 c, of which 4 are m c and 2 1 c, 2 h.
Short system. Barney & Smith cars. Ball & Wood
engines. Pres. T. Craig, Sec. L. G. Hosklns, Treas.
J. B. Rellly, Supt. T. M. Linn, Ch. Engr. S. G. Gann,
Elecn. G. B. Fairbanks. Ch. Engr. of Power Station
J. E. SUney. 8 5

GEORGETOWN, K Y.- Georgetown St. Rv. Co
IJi m, i-8]4 g, 20 lb T r. 2 0, 6 mu. Pres. S. M. Davis
Sec. W. Z. Thomson, Treas. A. H. Sinclair. Leased
to John Cole. i 4
GETTYSBURG, PA. — Gettysburg Electric

Ry. Co. 8 m, i-8X g, 56 lb T r, 6 c. of which 3 are m
c and 3 t c. Brill cars. Pres. & Supt. E. M. Hoffer,
Gen. Man. A. G. Davids, Sec. H. G. Walmer, Treas.
G. P. Hoffer. 9 3 J e
GIRARDVILLE, PA Schuylkill Traction Co.

(Lessee of Mahanoy, Shenandoah Glrardvllle &, Ash-
land St. Ry.). 22U m, 10 m s, i-8X e. 50, 60, 70 lb T r,

22 m c. Westlnghouse system. Brill and I.amokln
cars. Frlck engines. Pres. D. Sanders. Sec. & Treas.
J. A. Johann. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. E. W. Ash. 4 5s
GLENS FALLS, N. Y Glens Falls, Sandy Hill

& Port Edward St. R. R. Co. 9 m. 4-8 g, 4n lb T
r, 14 m c Westlnghouse system. Gilbert and Jones
cars. Bates and Knowles & Kelly engines. Pres.
J. M. Coolldge. V. Pres. L. Allen. Sec Treas. &
Pur. Agt. J. A. Powers. Supt. J. E. Derrick, Ch.
Engr. E. A. Clark. 9 5
GLOUCESTER, MASS.—Gloucester St. Ry. Co.

9.09 m, 9.09m s, i-8^ g, 40-60 IbT and girder r, 13 m c, 2
h. Gen. Elec. and Detroit systems. Pres.W. B. Fergu-
son, V. Pres. J. H. Cunningham, Sec. D. S. Presson,
Treas. A. D. Bosson, Supt. A. R. Hallowell. Office,
Gloucester st. 10 4 a
Gloucester, Essex & Beverley St. Rv. Co. 17 m,

16.5 m s, 4-8^g, 50 lb T r. 17 m c. Walker system.
Jackson & Sharp cars. M. & I. engines. Pres. &
Pur. Agt. W. B. Ferguson, Sec. & Treas. G. A. But-
man, Supt. W. A. Larrabee. Office, 63 State St,
Boston, Mass. 11 5

GLOUCESTER, N. J Camden, Gloucester &
Woodbury Ry. Co. (See Camden, N. J,)

GLOVERSVILLE, N. Y.—Fonda, Johnstown
& Gloversville R. R. Co. (Leases Cayadutta Electric
R. R. and Johnstown, Gloversville and Klngsboro
Horse R. R. 31.29 m, 4-8J^ g, 60.90 lb T and girder r,

18 c, of which 14 are m c, and 4 t c. Brill and Gil-
bert c^rs Russell engines. Pres. J. Shanahan, V.
Pres. J. P. Argerslnger. Sec. G. M. Peace, Treas J.
L. Hees, Supt. R. T. McKeever. 4 5s
GOSHEN. IND.—Indiana Electric Ry. Co. (Owns

Elkhart St. Ry. Co. and Goshen & Wabash Ry. Co.)
70 m, 45, 60 lb T r. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. J. Burns,
Sec. W. L. Stonex, Gen. Man. H. P. Myton. 4 5

GRAND ISLAND, NEB Grand Island St. Ry.
Co. 7 m, 4-6 g,20 & 35 lb T r, 7 c, 40 h & mu. Water-
loo cars. Pres. & Treas. H. T, Toenuk. V. Pres. and
Gen. Man. H. C. Toehuk, Sec. H. T. Pehrman. 9 5

GRAND JUNCTION, COL. — Grand Junction
St. Car Co. IX m, ix m s, 3 g, 22 lb. T r. 3 c, 2 h.
Pres. B. Cannon, V. Pres. G. Wheeler, Sec. & Treas
T, B. Crawford, Geo. Man. & Supt. B, K. Kennedy.

13 4.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH Consolidated St. Ry
Co. 49.27 m, 27.02 m a, 4-8>< g, 45, 66 & 78 lb T and
girder r, 174 c, of which 129 are m c and 45 t c,

6 h. Gen. Elec. system. Hamilton and Wheelock
engines. Pres. A. J. Bowne, V. Pres. V. S. Kennedy,
Gen. Man. G. S. Johnson, Sec. & Treas. O. 8.

Galther, Asst. Sec. B. S. Hanchett, .ir., Supt. D.
Campbell, Elecn. F. L. Stevenson, Ch. Engr. ot
Power Station J. Cooper. Office, Lyon Street. 10

4 8 h e
South Grand Rapids St. Ry. Co. 1?^ m. 1 5 s
GREAT FALLS, MONT.—Great Falls St. Ry

Co. 8.66 m, 8x m s. 4-8i^ g, 45 lb T and girder r, 11 c,

of which 7 are m. c. and 4 t. c. Gen. Elec. system.
Northern cars. Water power. Receiver W. D. Dick-
Inson. Pres. A. 8. Bigelow, V. Pres. L. Lewisohn,
Sec. & Treas. T. Nelson, Ch. Engr. of Power Station
G. H. Jay. 2 5 8
GREEN BAY. WIS Pox River Electric Ry Co.

6^^ m, 5X m s, i-8]4 g, 45, 78 lb T and girder r. ii c
of which 7 are m c and 4 1 c. Westlnghouse system.
Brill cars. Ball & Wood engines. Pres. C. H. Holmes,
V. Pres. F. W. Holman, Sec. & Treas. J. H Elmore.
Gen. Man. & Pur. Age. w. p. Harvey. 4 5s
GREEN CASTLE, IND.—Green Castle City St.

Ry. Co. 3 m, i-8X g, 40 lb T r, 3 c, 10 mu. Pres. J. W.
Welk, V. Pres. J. S. DowUng, Sec & Treas. P. 6.
Gllmore, Pur. Agt. J. H. Deitrick. Office Crystal
Palace cor. Vine and Walnut sts. 4 4

GREENSBURG, PA.—Greensburg & Hempfleld
Electric St, Ry. 2.4 m elec, 4-8!^ g, 35 & 45 lb. gh-der
& T r, 3 m c. Westlnghouse system. Lamokln cars.
Phoenix Iron Works engines. Pres. W. W. Jamison,
Sec. s Treas, J. E. Keenan, Gen Man. P. Y. Clopper,
Supt. Pur. Agt. & Elecn. R. C. Reamer. Office, Huff
Building. 1 4
GREENVILLE. MISS.—Greenville St. Ry. Co.

6 m, 4-8X g. 25, 30 lb T r, 9 c, 15 h. Pres. J. M.
Jayne, Sec. & Treas. J. E. Negus, Supt. C. H. Wheat.

1 4 s
GREENVILLE, S. C—St. Ry. Co. of the City of

Greenville. m, 5 g, 16 lb crescent r, 6 c, 3 mu,
T. C. Gower & Son, proprs. Pres. T. C. Gower, Sec.
G. G. WeUs, Sunt. A. G. Gower. Office, 104 Washing-
ton St. 1 4

H
HALIFAX, N. S.—Halifax Electric Tramway

Co. (successors to Nova Scotia Power Co. , Ltd.), in

m, 10 ms. 4-8X g, 60 & 73 lb. girder and T r, 28 c of
which 14 will be m. c. Can. Gen. Elec. system.
Rhodes & Curry cars. Kobb engines. Provisional
officers. Pres. J. Y. Payzant, Sec. & Treas. W. B,
Ross. 9 5
HAMILTON, O.—Hamilton & Lindenwald Elec-

tric Transit Co. 9 m, 8 ms, 4-8X g, 45 lb
girder r, 22 c, of which 14 are meandStc. Gen.
Elec. system. Stephenson cars. Hamilton engines.
Pres. Thos MllUkln, V. Pres. C. Bennlnghofen. Sec.
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. Ira S. MUlikin, Treas. P. Ben-
nlnghofen. Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of Power Station
W. Sentney, Elecn. W. Bowman. Office, 22 South
Second St. 9 5

HAMILTON, ONT.—Hamilton St. Ry. Co. 22 m,
11 m s, 4-8X g, 62, 69 lb girder r, 75 c, of which 35 are
m c and 40 t c. Westlnghouse system. Jones Cars.
Corliss and Wheelock engines. Pres. B. B. Charl-
ton, V. Pres. B. E. Martin. Sec Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt.
J. B. Griffith, Elecn. W. W. Dean, Ch. Engr ot Power
Station H. RalDh. Office 11 Stuart St. West. 9 5
Hamilton, Grimsby & Beamsvllle Electric Ry. Co.

81 m, 17 m s, 4-8X g. 50. 70 lb T and girder r, 12 c, of

which 8 are m c and 4 t c. Westlnghouse system.
Ottawa cars. IngUs engines. Pres. C. J. Myles, V.
Pres. T. W. Lester, Sec. & Treas A. Rutherford,
Supt. A. J. Nelles, Flee Supt. C. K. Green, Ch. Engr.
of Power Station W. A. Sweet. Office, Main and
Catherine streets. 9 5
HAMMOND, IND.—Hammond, Whiting & East

Chicago Electric Ry. Co. 12 m, 12 m s, 4-8Xg, 62

lb. girder and T r, 9 c of which 7 are m c and 2 1 c.

Westlnghouse system. Pullman cars. Ball and
Providenoe engines. Pres. O. P. Griffin, V. Pres. N.
M. Kaufman, Sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. a. M. Turner,
Supt. A. J. Campbell, 4 5s
HAMPTON, VA.—Hampton &01d Point Ey. Co.

8X m. 1^ m 8, 4-8X g, 45-72 lb T & girder r, 14 c, of

which 7 are m c and 7 t c. Edison system. Brill

cars. Frlck engines. Pres. Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur.

Agt. P W. Darling, V. Pres. J. McMenamln, Sec. &
Treas. H. L. Schmelz, Elecn. J. B. Crankshaw. Ch.

Engr. of Power Station F. L. Small. 10 4

HANNIBAL, MO.—Hannibal Ry. Co. Elec.

4X m, 4% m 8, 4-8X g, 40 lb T r, 7 c, ot which 4 are

m c. and 3 t. c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars,

Hooven. Owens & Rentschler engines. Pres. & Supt.

M. Doyle, Sec. & Treas. James O'Hearn, Ch. Engr. of

power station. O.N. Emerson, Elecn. J. S. Shelton.

Office 300 Market SC. 11 5

HARRISBURGH, PA.—Harrlsburgh Traction

Co (consolidation oi citizens' Passenger Ry. Co. and
East Harrlsburgh Pass. Ry. Co.), 45 m, 5-2)4 g, 75 lb

girder r, 84 c, of which 71 are m c and 13 t c. Gen.
Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. Brill, St. Louis

and Lamokln cars, wetherlll and Harrlsburgh en-

gines. Pres. E. C. Felton. V. pres. B. F. Myers, Sec &
Treas. w. J. Calder, Supt., Pur. Agt. & Elecn P. B.

Musser 9 5

HARTFORD, CONN.—Hartford St. Ry. Co.

Elec 58 m, 4-8X g. 60 to 90 lb T, and girder r, 130 c,

of which 101 are h c and 29 m c 468 h. Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Brill cars. Ball & Wood
engines. Pres. E. S. Goodrich, V. Pres. S. G. Dun-
ham, Sec. & Treas. Dan'l R. Howe, Gen. Man. N.
McDonald Crawford. Elecn. W. Gran tin, Ch. Engr. of

Power Station, F. Caum. Office. 346 Main st. 9 5

Hartford, Manchester & Rockvllle Tramway Co.

16 m, i-8]4 g, 56 lb T r. Pres. M. S. Chapman, Sec, &
Treas. H. J. Wlckham. 7 4 s ^ „ „
Hartford & West Hartford Horse Railroad R. R

Co 14 m, I3li m s, 4-8X g. 60 lb T r, 18 m c. Gen.
Elec. system. Jackson & Sharp cars. Cooper en-

gines. Pres. D. Henney, Sec. W. D. Slmonds, Treas,

E. Peckham, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. J. B. Henney.
Supt. R. S. Rand, Elecn. H. G. Clark, Ch. Engr. of

Power Station R. J. Sheehan. Office 266 Pearl St.

9 5

HARVEY, ILL.—Harvey Transit Co. Elec. 3 m
4 su g 40 lb T r, 8 m c. Short system. Laclede

cars Ideal engines. Receiver, Chicago Title &
Trust Co. Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. W. J.

McCorkindale, Ch. Engr. W. F. Kissel 9 6

HASTINGS. NEB.—Citizens' St. Ry. Co. 5X m,
i-S}i g, 18 38 lb T & flat r, 6 box c. 8 h. V, Pres
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A. C. Badger, «en. Man. & Supt. R. A. Batty, Sec.
Rose E. Shedd, Treaa. J. Hornaliaw. 9 3

HAVUUlIlMi, MASH.—Havei-mu & Amesbury
St. Ky. Co. 34 m, of wtiloU 5 arn horse, r>}i steam
and eleo, S'.'Mj m s, 4-8)4 g. 35, fiO, 70 lb T & girder r,

46 c, ot wlilcli l« are U c, are m c and 9 t c, 8 h
Gen. Elec. and Wesllngtiouse system. Newburyport
cars. Corliss engines. Pres. Cliua. 'jOSs, Treas. G.
A. Butman, Supt. & Pur. Agt. L. 15. Lynde. Offlce,

5y State St., Boston. 10 5
Lowell, Lawrence & llaverliiu St. Ry. t!o. (See

Lawrence, Mass.)
HAZI.KTON, I'A.—LetilgU Tractlou Co. 23 m,

4-8>i g, 60 lb T r, 43 c, or which 88 are m c, 4 t c.

Westlnghouso system. Brill cars. Westlnghouse
engines. Pres. C. W. Kline, V. Pres. J. G. seager,
Sec. E. S. Doud, Treas. N. 0. Yost, Gen. Man. A.
Markle, CU. Engr. A. E. Iless, Elecn. C. A. B. Ilouck.

9 6
HEIiENA, AltK.—Citizens' St. Ry. Co. 2]4 ra,

214 m s,4-8W g, 20 lb T r. 4 c. 10 mu. St. Louts cars.
Pres. U. S. llornor, V. Pres. D. T. Hargraves, Sec.
Gen Man. S, Pur. Agt. J. U. Thompson, Treas. S. II.

Horrior. 9 6
Hi<:i..GNA, MONT.—Helena Power & Light Co.

(Includes Helena Electric Ky. Co., Helena Kaplg
Transit K. R. and Helena Gas Light & Coke Co.) 24
m. i-SX SS-hi) lb T and girder r, 24 c, of which 1-

are m c and 8 t c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse sys-
tem. Northern, PuUnuin and Stephenson cars.
Corliss and Russell engines. I'res. H. M. Parchen,
V. Pres. T. A. Marlow, Sec. H. L. Walker, Treas. U.
Gans. 3 5s
HENDERSON, KV.—Henderson Electric St.

Ry. Co. 7)4 m, 4-8>i g, 40 lb T r, 19 c, ot which 12

are m c and 7 t c. Stephenson cars. S. Jt M.
engines. Pres. W. E. Whitney, Gen. Man. J. N.
Alsop, Treas. D. Banks. Jr.. supt. .J. N. Miller, c;h.

Engr. G. Tompklng, CU. Engr. of Power station,
Wm. Hedges. 9 ,5

HENDKKSONVIlil-E. N. C. — HendersonvUlo
St. Ry. CO. 1)4 m, 1)4 m 3, 4-8X g, 30 lb T r, 3 h c, 1

h, 2 mu. Stephenson cars. t>wner & Gen. Man.
S. V. Pickens. Offlce. j s End Main st. 9 5

HOBOKEN, N. J.— North Hudson County Ry.
Co. 60 m, of which 28 are horse and 32 elec, 4 6%,
4-8)4 g. 56, 67, 78 lb c. b. girder and T r, 2.5ii c of which
171 are h c, and 179 m c. 9:i0 h. Gen. Elec. system.
Brill, Gilbert and Stephenson cars. Ball, Phlla-
Corllss and Watts-Campbell engines. Pres. M. Tlerny,
V. Pres. H. J. Bonn, Sec. T. J. Mallory, Treas. J. P.

W. Mangels, Gen Man. W. E. Starr, Supt. Nicholas
Goelz, Elecn. A. K, Bonta. Offlce, 31 Hudson Place.

6 s
HOIiYOKB, MASS.—Holyoke St. Co. 18 m,

15 m s, 4-8>^ g. .541b T r, 54 m c. Gen. Elec. symstein.
Wason and Jones cars. Providence eEglnes. 600

H. P. Babcock & wucox boilers. Pres. L. Perkins,
Sec. W. R. Hill, Treas. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. Wm.
S. Loomls, Supt. G. U. Hunter, Ch. Engr. ot Power
Station A. J. Barstow. omc« 23 Canal St. 9 5
HOOSICK FALLS, N. Y.—HooslCk Ry Co., 5%

m, 4-8)4 g, 48 lb. T r, 8 c ot which 6 are m c and 2 t c
Walker system. Morse earn. Pres. F. H. Twltchell,
Sec, Supt. * Pur. Agt. C. B. Story, Treas. G. C.
BfOS6S< 9 5
HORNELLSVILLE, N. Y.—Hornellsvllle Elec-

tric Ry. Co. 4 m, i-syjg, 56 lb girder and T r. 9 c, ot
which 5 are m c and 4 1 c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill

cars. Pres. C. Adslt, Sec. D. M. Page, Treas. g.
T. Rehn, Supt. & Ch. Engr. C. H. Wlokham. Offlce.

119 Main St. 12 4
Hornellsvllle & Canlsteo Ry. Co. 4.5 m. 4-8)4 S<

40 lb T r, 5 c, ot which 3 are m c and 2 1 c. Gen . Elec,
system. Brill cars. Pres. D. M. Page, Sec. C. Adslt,
Treas. G. T. Rehn, Supt. & Ch. Engr. C. H. Wlck-
ham. Offlce 119 Main st. 13 4

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.—Hot Springs St. R. R.
Co. Elec. 17.8 m, 4-Oif g. 48 lb T r, 37 c, of which
18 are m c and 19 t c. 3 h. Gen. Elec. system.
American and St. Louis cars. Pres. S. W. Pordyce,
Sec. C. E. Maurice, Treas.. Man. & Pur. Agt. C. G.
Convers. Elecn. P. P. Blgler. Offlce, 615 Park
Ave. 9 5
Fountain & Suburban R. R. Co. (Controlled by

Hot Springs St. R. R. Co.) 1 m, 4 g, 35 lb T r, 1 c.

12 4 S
HOT SPRINGS, S. DAK.—Hot Springs & Cha.

tauqua R. R. co. 4 m, 4-8J^ g, 3 in c. Short system.
Pullman cars. Water power. Pres. & Treas. F. T,
Evans, V. Pres. H. A. Clark, Sec. Gen. Man. Pur. Agt.
& Elecn. W. H. Train. Supt. Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr.
of Power Station. W. S. Bush. 10 4

HOUSTON, TEX.—Houston City St. Ry. Co.
(Operates Bayou City and Houston Heights Rys.)
40 m, 40 ms, 4-8)4 g. 4.5 lb T r, 47 c, or which 41

are m c and 6 t c. Gen . Elec. system. Brill, Brown-
ell, St Louis and Stephenson cars. Allls engines.
161 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Receiver J. H,
Klrby. Pres. A. N. Parlln, V. Pres. H. P. MacGregor,
Sec. and Treas. C. A. McKlnney, Gen. Man. W.
W. Wilson, Supt. R. Adair, Cashier and Pur. Agt.
H.C.Chase.Ch.Engr. ot Power Station J. P. Usener.
Office, 502-4 Travis st. 9 5
HUDSON, N. Y.—Hudson Electric Ry. Co. 1.8

m, 1.66 m s, 35, 90 T and girder r. 4-8)4 g, 5 m. c
Gen. Elec. system. Pres. E. McGonegal. Vlce-Pres.
A. J. Rowles, Sec. E. J. Hodge, Treas. S. D. Lake-

7 4 8
HULL, MASS.—HuU St. Ry. Co. 2 m, 2 m S, 4

8)4 g. 45 lb. T r, 5 c, of which 4 are m c and 1 t c
Gen. Elec. system. Newburyport cars. Pres. E. P.
Shaw, Treas. Geo, A. Butman, Supt. Geo. B.Larrabee.
Offlce, 53 State St., Boston. 9 5

HUNTINGTON, L. I., N. Y.—Huntington R. R.
Co. 3 m, 3 m a, 4-8% g, 30 lb T r, 3 c, 10 h. Stephen-
son cars. Pres. E. D. Davidson. V. Pres. Temple.
Prime, Sec. Geo. M. TUeston, Treas. D. Conkllnt
Gen. Man. & Piir. Agt. I. Rogers. 4 5 s
HUNTINGTON, W, VA.—Consolidated Light

& Ry. Co. 10 m, of which 1 is horse and 9 elec, 9 ms,
4-8)4 S, 30, 42 60 lb T and girder r, 13 c, ot which
6 ar>i h c and 7 m c. 3 h. Westlnghouse system. La-
clede & St. Louis cars. Buckeye, Hamilton and Tay-
lor engines. Pres. J. L. Caldwell. V. Pres. P. P. Mc-
Cullough, Sec. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. P. L. DooUttle,
Treas. G. P. Miller, Supt. W. W. Magoon, Ch. Engr.
& Ch. Engr. ot Power Station J. A. Cassler, Elecn.
E.M.Edwards. Offlce, 904^ 3d Ave. 9 5
HIINTSYILLE, ALA.—Huntsvllle Belt Line &

Monte Sano Ky. Co. 13 m steam, 4-8)4g> 60 lb. T r, 20
c. Pres. J. P. O'Shaughnessy, 36 Wall st. New York
Offlce, Jefferson st. 2 2
HUTCHINSON, KAN.—HutChlnson St. Ry. Co.

8 m, 4-6 g, 20 lb T r, 14 c, 42 U,. Brownell and

Laclede cars. Pres. Gen. Man.& Supt. L. A. Beebee,
Sec. & Treas. Thoa. R. Beebee. Offlce, 8 E. Sherman
St. 9 5

I

INDEPEN DENCE, MO.—Kansas City, ! ndepend-
ence& Park Dummy Line. (See Kansas City.)
INDIANAPOLIS, IN D.—Citizens' St. R. R. CO.

100 m, 4-8X g, 3S to 95 lb T and girder r, 2,52 c, ot

which 172 are m c aud 80 t c. Gen. Elec. and West-
lnghouse systems. St. Louis and Pullman cars. Allls

and Wheelock engines. 0"0 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox
boUera. Pres. and Pur. Agt. A. L. Mason, V. Pres.
W. L. Elder. See. & Treas. W. P Mllhoihuid, Gen.
Man. T. B. McLean, Elecn. H. B. Nlles. Oilice West
Washington Power station. 7 5
Indlauapolia & Broad Ripple Rapid Transit Co.

7 m, 4-8S<: g, 60 lb. T r, 2.5 c, ot which 13 are m c and
13 t c. Gen. Elec. aysrem. Powlercars. I'res. Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. R. C. Light, V-Pres. J. U. Purgu-
sou. Sec. & Treas. W. Bosson, Supt. M. B. Dawson,
Ch.Engr. H. B. Potant, Elecn. G. Armontrant. Office
15-16 Lombard Building. 4 5s
IRONXON, O.—The Trontou & Petersburg St.

Ry. Co. 8 m, 4-8 g, 32 lb T and dat r, 13 c, 42 h.

Pres. C. H. Uarman, Sec. & Treaa. Wm. M. Kerr,
Supt. T. T. Johnson. Offlce, 32 Nassau St., New
York. 4 5s
IRONWOOII, MIOU Twin City Ry. Co. 6)4

m, 5i4 ms,4-8)i g, 45 IbT r, 4 m. c. Gen. Elec. system.
Allls engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. E. D. Nelson, V.
Pres. U. M. BvUeaby, Sec. & Treas. H. P. Jahn,Supt.
6 Pur. Agt. M. Klnch. 10 4

ITHACA. N. Y.—Ithaca St. Ry. Co. (Leases Cx-
yuga Lake Electric Ry.) 8)4 m, 8 m s, 4-8)4 g, 45, 60 lb

T r, 22 c, ot which 15 are m c and 7 t c. Gen. Eleo
systems. Brill, Gilbert, Jackson & 'Sharp cars. Ball
and McEwen engines and water power. Pres. H. E.
Hand, V. Pres. A. Hand. Se_. Treas. & Gen. Man.
H. Berghoirz. Supt. Pur Agt. & Elecn., D. Thomson
Ch. Engr. of Power Station L. C. Pierce. Offlce
Savings Bank Building. 9 5

J
JACKSON. MICH J ackson Street Ry. Co. Elec

7 m, 6 m s, 4-8X g, 45 T * lb girder r, 18 c, of which
10 are m c and 8 t c. Gen. Klec. .system. Brill cars.
Pres. Hiram H. Smith. Sr., V. Pres. D. 8. Smith. Sec.
Treas., Gen. Man & Pur. Agt., Henry H. Smlti, Jr.
Offlce R. Main and Horton Sta. <j ,5

JACKSON, MISS Jackson City R.R. iy,m
4-8)4 g, 4 4-wheeI box c, 10 h. Pres. P. W. Peoples

3 3
JACKSON, TENN.—Jackson & Suburban St. R.

R. Co. 7, m, 4 g, 30 lb tram r, 9 4-wheel box c, 30 mu
Pres. J. II. Hunter, V. pres. G. C Anderson. Sec. J.

W. N. Burkett, Treas. J. L. Wl.-idom, Attys. Hayes &
Bond. Offlce. Royal St. at Five Points. 4 5s
JACKSONVII, LP, FLA Main St. R. R. CO. Elec.

3 m, 3m a, 4-8>4 g, 40 lb T r, 6 c of which 3 are m c and 3
t c. Gen. Elec. system. Stephenson & Brill
cars. Rent power. Pres. S. B. Hubbard; V. Pres.
W. A. MaoDutf, Sec, Treas. & Pur. Agt. A. P. Perry.
Elecn. Johnson Laid, onice, 26 Main at. 9 5
Jacksonville St. R. K. co. 12 m, 5 g, 25 <E 30 lb T

& 35 lb c b r. Changing to elecrrlclty. 4.-j0

H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. D. P. Jack,
V. Pres. Geo. K. Foster, Tre.is. J. M. Lee, Savannah;
Supt. M. E. Satchwell, Agent & Eng. M. H. Motte,
Jacksonville. Office. Commercial St. 9 J e.

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.—.Jacksonville Ry. Co.
5 m, 4-8.V g, 25-45lb r, 21 c, of which 9 are m c 12 t c
5 h. Detroit and Gen. Elec systems. Pres. Wm. S
Hook, Sec. & Supt. Marcus Hook, Treas. Francis
Hook. 4 5 8
JAMAICA, N. Y.—Jamaica & Brooklyn Road

Co. (See Brooklyn, Queens Co. & Suburban R. R.
Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.)
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.— Jamestown St. Ky. Co

20 m, i-8}4 g, 30-70 lb. T and girder r, 42 c, of
which 38 are m c and 4 t c. 7 h. Short, Walker and
Westlnghouse systems. Brill cars. Noye and Phoenix
engines. Pres.A.N Broadhead,, V. Pres. L.B.Warner,
Sec. W. S. Cameron, Treas. S. B. Broadhead. Supt. &
Pur Agt. G. B. Maltbv. Elecn. J. Swanson, Ch. Engr.
of Power Station, C. Palmer. 9 5
JANESVILLE, WIS JanesvlUe St. Ry. Co

6 m, 5).a m s, 4-8)4 g, .35 lb T r, 9 c, of which 6 are m c
and 3 t c. Short system. Calumet and Laclede
cars. Armlngton & Sims engines. Pres. G- W.
Blabon, V. Pres. G. A. Carrlngron, Gen. Man. W. R.
Proudtoot, Elecn. Charles Reeder.Ch. Engr. of Power
Station A. Gibson. Office, Power House, Academy
st, 9 5
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.—JetfersonvUle City

Ry. Co. 5 m. 4-8)>r g. 20 & 35 lb steel T r, 11 c. 35 mu.
Pres., Sec. & Treas. E. J. Howard.V. Pres. G. J. Long,
Supt. E. Prazer. Offlce, 57-59 Spring st. 1 3

JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Consolidated Traction
Co. (Controls Newark Passenger and Jersey City &
Bergen railroads) Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Brill, Laclede and Stephenson cars. 4,000

H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. E. P. 0.
Young, V. Pres. E. B. Gaddls, Sec. T. J. George,
Treas. R. P. Bower, Asst. Treas. E. N. HlU, Gen.
Man. D.Young, Audr. E. D. Hibbs, Pur. Agt. G.
Campbell. Gen. Supt. Francis EUmaker, Elec. Engr.
C. P. Uebelacker, Ch. Engr ot Power Starion G. K. Tal-
cott, Roadmasters (Newark), A. W. Pratt. (Jersey
City), J. W. Leahy. Office No. 1 Exchange PI. 9 5
Jersey City « Bergen K. R. Co. (Controlled by

Consolidated Traction Co. of New Jersey.) 44 m,
4-8)4 g, 75 lb girder r, 125 m c. Curtis and Westlng-
house syatema. Brill, Laclede, Stephenson and
Trimble cars. Pres. E. P. C. Young, V, Prea. & Gen.
Man. D. Young, Sec T. J. George, Treas. E. N. Hill.

Offlce. No. 1 Exchange PI. 9 5
JOHN.SON CITY, TENN.—Johnson City & Car-

negie St. Ry.Co. Elec. 4 m, 4-8X g, 45 lb T r, 4 m c
Gen. Elec. system. ElUa cars. Power rented. Pres.
E. Day, V. Pres. P. A. Stratton, Sec. Treas. Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt, E. H. Stevens, Elecn. W. Eraser.

10 4
JOHNSTOWN, PA Johnstown Pass. Ry. Co.

18-5 m, 4-8% g, 78 lb girder r, 3'i c. of which 19are mc
andutc. Westlnghouse motors. Ball and West-
lnghouse engines. Stephenson cars. Pres. Tom. L.

Jolmson, V. Prea. & Treas. H. Banner. Sec, Gen.
Man. and Pur. Agt., s. E. Young, Elecn. * Ch.
Engr. of Power Station, C, J. Devlne. Offlce Central
Ave 9 5

JOLIET, ILL.—Joltet St. Ry. Co. 16 m, 4-8)4 g
38, 40, 68 lb. girder and T r; 24 c, of which 15 are
m c and 9 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brownell, Pull-
man and St. Louts cars. Bates and Lane & Rodley
engines. Prea, & Gen. Man. J. A. Henry.V. Pres. &

Supt. J W. Falk, Sec Treaa. & Gen. Man. J. Hulalzer-
ElecQ. W. Stevens, Ch. Engr. ot Power Station. U. G-
Taylor. Office, S. W. corner Jefferson and Ottawa
Sts. 6 5

JOPLIN, MO.—Joplln & Galena Electric Ky Co.
(Owns Jopitu Electric Ry. & Motor Co. ana Webb
City, Joplln & Galena Ky. Co.) 5 m. 5 m s, 4-8X g,
48-56 lb T and girder r, 10 c, of which 8 are m c and
2 t c. Gen. Elec system. St. Louts cars. Ide en-
gines. Pres. N. Uamlltou, Sec. S, Treas. E. Z. Wal-
iower. Gen. Man. A. II. Rogers. Supt. J. M. Maret,
Ch. Engr. E. J. Pratt, offices. East Broadway,
Joplln, and llarrlsburg. Pa. '.) 5
southwest Missouri Electric Ity. Co. (See Webb

City, Mo.)

K
KALAMAZOO, MICH—Citizens' St. Ry. Co.

ot Kalairia/.oo. 11 m, 11 m s, 4-8% g, 50 lb. T r, 25 c,

ot which 13 are m. c and 12 t. c. Gen. Elec. system.
Pres. T. P. Bailey, V. Pres. G. J. Kobusch, Treas.
J. W. Johnson, Supt. W. M. Hawley. 4 5 8
KANKAKEE, 1 LL.—Kankakee Electric Ry. Co.

6 m, 4-8% g, 50 lb T r, 6 c of which 5 are m c and 1

t c. Westlnghouse system. Pullman oars. Prea. E.
Cobb, V. Pres. U. K. Wheeler, Sec. & Treas. H. J.
Sternberg, Gen. Man. C. H, Cobb. 15s
North Kankakee Elec. Lt. & Ky. Co. 4>a m,4>i m a,

4-8)4 K, 40, 67 lb T and girder r, 3 m. c. Detrort and
Gen. Elec. systems. St. Louis cars. Phoenix engines.
Pres. B. P. Uran, sec E. E. Day, Treas. A. D. Ehrtch,
Gen. Man, Supt. E. Powell. 4 5s
KANSAS CITY, KAN.—Kansas City Elevated

Ry. CO. (Operates Kenslngron Ry. controlled by
Metropolitan St. Ry. Co.) 20 m, 20 m s, 4-8% g, 40,

50, 62 lb T and Duplex r, 34 m c. Qun. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Pullman and St. Louts
cars. Corliss engines. Pres. & Treas. C. F. Morse,
V. Pres. l{. Glliham, Sec. J. A. Harder, Gen. Man. &
Ch. Engr. R. J. McCarty, Asst.Gen. Man. E. M. Ber-
nardln, Elecn. C. Grover, Supt. W. E Barnhart, Ch.
Engr. of Power Station A. E. Detbert. Offlce 9th and
Broadway. 4 5s
West side R. R. Co. (Contr-lled by Kansas City

Cable Hy. Co., consolidated. 10 m, 4-8!< g, 45, 54 IbT
andglrder r, 16 cot which 12 are m. c.and4t. c West-
lnghouse system. St. Louis cars. Sioux City Corliss
engines. Pres. L. H. Hole, Sec. C. P. Hutchtnga
Supt. W. E. Barnhart. 4 5 8 t e
KANSAS CITY, MO Metropolitan St. Ry. CO.

consolidated, (consif^tlug ot Kansas Ctty Cable Ky.,
Grand ave. Ky., Kansas City and Independence R.
T. Ry., and old Metropolitan St. Kyj. 135.95 m, ot
which 62.53 are cable, 12 78 horse and 60 64 elec,
4-S% g, 56 100 lb, sbc b, andglrder r, 612 c of whlcb 38
are h c, 147 g c, 87 m c and ,340 t c 175 h. Gen. EUO.
and Westlnghouse systems. Stephenson, Brownell,
Wright, Laclede and Pullman cars. Wright, Allls
and Hooven. Owens & Rentschler engines.
4346 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox bolters. Pres. C. P.
Morse, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. W. U. Holmes, Supt.
C. P. Holmes. Pur. Agt., W. A. Satterlee, Elecn. C.
Grover, Ch. Engr. ot Power Station, D. W. Duzler.
Offlce 9th & Broadway. 9 6
North East St. Ky. Co. 8 m, 4.2 m s, 4-8)4 g, 46,

60 lb girder <fi T r, 10 m c. Westlnghouse system,
Bi'ownell cars. Armlngton & Sims engines. 'i50 H. P.
Babco.-k & Wilcox bolters. Receiver R. Glliham,
Gen. Man., Supt. & Pur. Agt. W. O. Hands, Ilecn,
C. G. Adney,Ch. Engr. of Power Station W. Caseboll.
Office, St. John and Elmwood Avea. 9 5

People's Cable Ky. Co. 6.8 m, 4-8)4 tr. 58)4 lb r, 36
c, of which 15 are g. c, and 20 t. c. too H. P. Bab-
cock & Wilcox boilers. Auditor & Cashier, W. C.
Philips, Supt. P. Philips. 3 2
Westport & Waldo St. Ry. Co. 15 m, 4-8% g, 52, 60

lb. girder and T r, 15 c ot which 5 are m c and 10 1 c
Westlnghouse system, Hamilton Corliss engines.
Pres. W. E. Winner. V. Pres. E S. Young, Sec.
C. B. Adams, Treas, G. Law, Gen. Man. J. R. An-
derson, Ch. Engr, W H. Dunn. 4 5 S
KEARNEY, NEB Kearney Electric Co. 6)^ m

4-8% g, 40 lb T r, 6c, or which 4 are m. c. and t. c.

Gen. Elec system. Pres. Geo. W. Frank. V. Pres.
A. Prank 2d, Sec. Treas. & Supt. G. W. Frank Jr.,
Elecn. T. J. O'Brien. 12 4
KEOKUK, lA.—Keokuk Electnc Ry. Co. 7 m,

4-8% g, 4,5-56 lb T r, 14 c. Ot Which 11 are m c
and etc. Gen. Elec, Walker and Westlnghouse
systems. Ball & Wood and Hamilton engines. Pres.
Treas. Man. & Ch. Engr. J. C. Uublnger, Elecn. A.
Gregory. 3, 5
KEYPORT, N. J.—Keyport & Matawan St. Ry

Co. 3% m, 3y m s, 4-8% g, 38 lb girder s-b r, 8 4-wheel
box c, 34 h. Pres. R. It. Brown, Sec. Treas. Gen
Man. & Pur. Agt. A. M. Brown, Supt. W. 0. Smith.

1 5 s
KEY WEST, FLA.—Key West Street Car Co.,

5 m, 5 g, 35 lb r, 8 c, 75 mu. Brill cars. Ball engines.
Pres. J. J. Phtlbrlck, Sec. J. C. Whalton, Jr., Treas.
G. W. Allen, -Supt. N. G. Fultord, Ch. Engr. & Ch.
Engr. or Power Station, P. M. Sankey, 9 5
KINGSTON, N. Y.—Colonial City Electric Ry.

Co. 6 m, 6 m s, 4-8)^3 g, 80 lb girder r, 12 c of which
8 are m c and 4 t c. Gen, Elec and Westlnghouse sys-
tems. St. Louts cars. Ball & Wood engines. Re-
ceivers J. E. Kraft and A. E. Walradt, Gen. Man.
atjd Pur. Agt. J. E. Kraft, Ch. Engr. W. Kltngberg,
Ch. Engr. ot Power Station M. Bell. Offlce 303 Wall
St. 9 5
Kingston City R. R Co. (See Rondout. N. Y.)
KING.STON, 0>!T.-- Kingston, Portsmouth and

Cataraqul Ry. Co. lOm, 7m s, .56 and 631b, T. rail, 13
m c, 2 sweepers. Gen Elec. system, Kathbun, Pater-
son and Can. Gen. Elec. cars, Brill and Can. Switch
trucks. Pres. Ira A. Breck, V. Pres. Wm. Nlcle, Sec.
and Treas. Geo. 0,3borne, Man. B. W. Folger. 8 5
KNOXVILLE, TENN.—Knoxviile Electric Ry.

CO. 17 m, 4 8)-i ?, 35-45 Ih T, tram and girder r, 26 c.

Gen. Elec. system. Receiver, J. C. Duncan. 3 5 s
Fountain Head Ry. co. 6 m, 2 ra s, 4-8)4 g, 45 lb T

r, 11 c, of which 7 are passenger and 4 freight, 3
dummies. Brill cars. Pres. G. Borgteldt, V. Pres. Q.
P. Pfelfter, Sec. J. Dunne, Treaa. J. Kahle,
Supt. & Pur. Agt. R. T. Baker. Offlce, 7t'3 Broad-
way, N. Knoxviile. 9 5

West End St. Ry. Co. m. iU m s, 4-8% g, 24,451b
c b and T r, 7 m c Gen Elec. System. Stephenson
cars. Power rented. Pres. R. M. Rhea, V. Pres. W.
P. Chamberlain, sec. Treas. Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur
Agt. T. .J. Thomas. Eicon. P. W. Illckman. 12 4 a
K0K0.1I0, IND.—KokomoClty St. Ry.Co. Elec

i% m, 4-8)4 S, 35 lb T r, 13 c ot which 9 are m c, and
4 t c. Detroit system. Brownell cars. Dick &
Church engines. Prea. P. E. Snow, V. Prea W. A
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Jackson, Sec. ft Treas. F. WoodrulT, Supt. & Elecn. P
H. AUen. 1 4

L
liACONIA, N. H.—Laconla & Lakeport St. Ry. 3.68

m, 3 g, 35 lb T r, 11 c, 28 H. Pres. J. C. Moore, V.
Pres. & Gen. Man. H. Tucker, Sec. & Treas. E.
Little. 4 5 8 J e
L.A CROSSE, WIS.—La Crosse City Ry. Co. 10%

m, 4-8>i g, 40-66 !b girder and T r, 29 c, ol which 11

are m c and 18 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars
AlUs engines. Pres. B. E. Edwards, V. Pres. W. W
CarglU, Sec. H. E. West, Treas. Geo. U. Clark, Supt
Peter Valler, Elecn. J. Johnson, Ch. Eng. of Power
Station S. J. Prentiss, Office, 3d and La Crosse
StS. 4 6 S
l^AFAYETTE, IND.— Lafayette St. Ry. Elec.

13 m, li ms. 4-8X g,561b T and girder r, 26 c. of which
24 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars.
Hamllton-Corllss enfflnes. Pres. Prank M. Riter,
V. Pres. T. J. Levering, Sec. J. T. Henderson, Gen.
E. B Gunn, Ch. Engineer of Power Station,
J. E. Altbunn. 9 5
LAKE CMARI>ES, LA.—Lake Charles St. Ry

Co. 5 m. i-SX g, 30 lb T r, 10 c, 15 mu. Pres. J. A.
Bel, V. Pres. J. Ryan, Sec. & Pur. Agt. A. Meyer,
Treas. M. J. Rosbet, Gen. Man. & Supt. P. Crowley.

9 5
liAMPASAS SPRINGS, TEX. — Lampasas

Springs St. R. R. Co 3 m, 3 m s, 4-8X g, 35 lb. T r,

6 0, 16 mu. Pres. R. E. Maddox, V. Pres. E. R. Mad-
dox. Sec. W. Little, Treas. Gen. Man. Supt. &
Pur. Agt. E. P. Maddox, Ch. Engr. E. Day. Office,

Elm 8t. 1 4

LANCASTER, N. Y.—Buffalo, BeUevue & Lan-
caster Ry. Co. (See Bellevue, N, Y,)
LANCASTER, O.—Lancaster Electric Ry. Co.

4 m, bonded for elec. service, 4-814 g, 53 lb girder r,

7 c, 16 h. Receiver H. Peters, Pre's. Wm. Duffy. V.

Pres. G. Mussee, Sec, C. F. Nestor, Treas. & Gen.
Man. A. Baumann. 7 5
LANCASTEll, PA.—Pennsylvania Traction Co.

(Operates Columbia & Donegal, Columbia & Iron-
vlUe, Lancaster &Ciilumbla,Lancaster<$ MlUersvUle,
Lancaster city and Lancaster & Philadelphia Elec-
tric railways.) 50 m, 5-2i^ g, ti0,9n lb T and girder
r, 4 c, of which 35 are m c and 5 t c, 7 h. Gen.
Elec. and Westnghouse systems. Brill and St.
Louis cars. Ball & rt'ood and Reynolds engines. Pres.
J. J. Patterson. Sec. & Treas. J. Uertzler, Gen. Man.
J. G. Zook, Supt. & Pur. Agt. W. A. Armstrong, Elecn.
P. Miller, Ch. Engr. W. Eenderson, Ch. Engr. of
Power Station J. Lawlor. Gen. Office 153 £. King
St. Supt'S. office 529 W. Prince St. 5 5 f e
Columbia & ironviiie St. Ry. Pass. Co. (Operated

by Pennsylvania Traction Co.). 10 m, 5 m a, 5-23^ g,
60 lb girder r, 4 m c. Westlnghouse system. Brill
c-ers. Ball & Wood and Westlnghouse engines. Pres.
W. B. Given, Sec. Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. F. S.
Given, Treas. J. Janson, Ch. Engr. E. N. Smith,
Elecn. J. Cramen. Ch. Engr. ol Power Station F.
liawler. Office 224 Locust ave. 9 4
Columbia & Donegal Ky. Co. (Operated by Penn-

sylvania Traction Co.) 11 m. 5}^ m s, 5-2]4 g. 48 lb T
r, 4 m c. Westlnghouse sysiem. Lamokin cars.
Pres. W. B. Given, Sec. Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt.
P. S. Given, Treas. H. L. Haldeman, Elecn. J. Cra-
men. 9 4
Lancaster & Lltltz Ry. Co. (Operated by Penn-

sylvania Traction Co.). 8 m, 5-2i^ g. Pres. .T. A.
Coyle, Sec. & Treas. J. E. Acbley, Gen. Man. & Supt.
W. A. Armstrong, Ch. Engr. F. W. Darlington. 9 4
LANSlNti, lUlCli.—Lansing City Electric Ry.

Co. 11 m, 4-8>i g, 4s lb T r, 17 c, of wiiich 13 are m. c.

and 5 t. c. Westlnghouse system. Laclede cars.
Pres. L. N. Downs, Sec. and Treas. P. N. Rowley,
Gen. Man. E. E. Downs, Supt. E. Waldorf. Elecn. E.
Slaughter. Office, l.lou Washington Ave., South
Lansing. 9 5

LARCHMONT, N. Y.—Larchmont Horse Ry.
00. iXi m, 4-8)4 g, 35 lb girder r, 4 c, 13 h.
Stephenson cars. Pres. C. H. Murray, V. Pres. and
Treas. P. W. Flint, Sec. & Supt. W. H. Camp-
beU. 9 6
LAREDO, TEX.—International Bridge & Tram-

way Co. 2 m, 3-9 g, 20 lb T r, 2 c, 10 mu. Brill cars.
Pres. P. Ornelas, Sec. T. W. Smith, Supt. K. Varela.
i 4

Laredo Electric & Ry. Co. 3.9 m, 4 g, 25 lb T r, 6 m
c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars. Armington & Sims
engines. Pres. B. M. Hammond, V. Pres., Treas. &
Gen. Man. C. P. Drake, Sec. Supt. & Pur. Agt. C. P.
Yaeger. Office, Salinas & Farragut sts. 9 5

LA SALLE, ILL City Electric Ry. Co. 9>^ m,
elec, 4-8}^ g, .51 lb sb & girder r, 9 c, of which 6
are m c and 3 t c. Edison system. Pres.

Sec. P. X. Klldulf, Treas. L. B. Merrifleld,
Supt. E. S. Enyart. 3 2
La Salle & Peru St. Ry. Co., 12 m, 10 m s, i-Sx g-

4i> lb T r, 12 c, of which 8 are m c and 4 1 c. Westing,
house system. St. Louis cars. Pres. & Treas. L. B.
Men-meld, V. Pres. L. W. Merrifleld, Sec.W. C. Reall.
Gen. Man. & Elecn. A. G. Davids, Supt. W. Cough-
Ian, Ch. Engr. J. Pox. 15s
LAWRENCE, KAN.—Lawrence Transportation

Co. 5)4 m, 4-1 g, 38 lb Johnson girder r, 9 c, of which
6 are 4-wheel box and 3 4-wheei open, 50 h. Pres
& Treas. H. Tlsdale. V. Pres. J. W. Parker, Sec. H. A
Lawton, Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. W. McElheny.

9 6
LAWRENCE, BIASS. — Lowell, Lawrence &

Haverhill St. Ky. Co. 55.983 m, of which 5.335 are
horse and fio.648 elec, 46.448 m s, 4-8!^g, 48-90 lb T and
girder r, 147 c, ot which 14 are h c, 126 m c and 7 t c.
Gen. Elec. system. Brill,Jones, Ellis, Lewis& Fowler,
Stephenson, Laconla and Newburyport cars.
Mclntobh & Seymour and Providence engines. 896
H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pre.-<. Gen. Man.
& Pur. Agt. G. H. Campbell, Sec. W. P. Pope, Treas.
C. A. Stone, Asst. I'reas. W. A. Fisher, Audr. G. E.
Tripp, Supts. (Lawrence division) N. E. Morton,
(Haverhill division) F. Woodman. Offices 104 Ames
Bldg., Boston. 586 Essex st., Lawrence, 9 5
LEAVENWORTH , KAN.—Leavenworth Electric

Ry. CO. 15 m, of vvhich 5 are horse and 10 elec, 4 814
g, 60 lb. T r, 18 c, of which 14 are m c and 4 t c.
American cars. Sioux City engines. Pres. N. Erb,
V. Pres. H. N. Smith, Sec. & Treas. J. P. Edrlng-
ton. Gen. Man. L. M. Erb, Elecn. W. O'Hara, Ch.
Engr. t'f Power Station, E. E. Weatherby. 9 5LEBANON, MO.—Lebanon Light s. Water Co.
Elec. (Not in operation.) X m, 4-8]4 g, 48 lb T r, 1
m. 0. Westlnghouse system. Pres. B. F. Hobart, V
Pres. E. B. Loveland. Sec. & Treas. W. P. Heath. 9 5

LEBANON, PA.—Lebanon & AnnvlUe St. Ry. Co
Elec. 20m, 5-2)4 g, 50-80 lb girder & T r, 16 m c
Gen. Elec. & Westlnghouse systems. Lebanon Mfg.
Co., Lewis & Fowler, Jackson & Sharp and Stephen-
son cars. Ball and Ide engines. Pres. & Gen. Man.
J. M. Shenk, V. Pres. S. P. Light, Sec. H. H. Light,
Treas. P . H. Relneohl, Supt. C. H. Smith. 9 5
Lebanon & Myerstown St. Ry. Co. Pres. J. N.

Shenk. Sec. S. L. BrlghtblU. Treas. G. D. Rice.
3 4

LEWISTON, ME Lewlston & Aubum Horse
R. R. Co. 14 m, 4-8>< g, 35, 45, 60 lb T and c b r, 15 c,

80 U. Jones and Stephenson cars. Pres. N. Q.
Pope. Sec. H. W. True. 3 6 8
LEXINGTON, KY.—Belt Line Electric Go.

Elec. 13 m, 12 m s, i-8X g 50 lb T r ; 43 c, of which
35 are m c and 8 t c. Edison and T-H systems. Ohio
Falls and Pullman cars. Armington & Sims and
Lane & Bodley engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. C. H.
Stoll, V. Pres. W. J..Longbrldge, Sec. T. D. Murray,
Treas. R. P. Stoll, Supt. Pur. Agt. & Elecn. E. J.
Richards, Ch. Eng. of Power Station J. McKeever.
Office. Main and cheapslde sts. 9 5
LEXINGTON, MO.—Lexmgton & Kansas City

Land & Investment Co. 2X m, 4-4 g, 30 lb r, 2 c, 8 h.
Pres. R. G. Estell, V. Pres. W. Z. Hickman, Sec. &
Treas. Jaa Wentworth. 5 3
LIMA, O.—The Lima Electric Ry. Co. 7 m, 4-8)^ g.

66 lb girder r. 7 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and
Jackson & Sharp cars. Dick & Church engines.
Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. A. E. Towr-send, V. Pres.
& Treas. W. W. Hazzard, Sec. N, Dedlth, Supt. S.
Stewart. Office, 400 S. Main St. 11 5

LINCOLN, ILL.—Lincoln Electric St. Ry. Co. 6
m, 6 m s, 4-8U g, 40 lb T r, 6 c, of which 4 are m c and
2 t c. Gen. Elec system. Laclede cars. Bates en-
gines. Pres. W. H. Patterson, Sec. & Treas. B. M.
Kuhn, Gen. Man. L. W. Senseney. 3 5s
LINCOLN, NEB.—Lincoln St. Ry. Co. 56 m. 39

m s, 4-8)4 g, 40, 56, 70 lb T and girder r, 90 c, of which
50 are m c and 40 t c. Gen. Elec, Westlnghouse and
Short systems. Receiver, B. D. Slaughter. Office 9
and K sts. 9 6

LITTLE ROCK, ARK Little Rock Traction
& Elec. Co. (successor to the City Electric Ry. Co.

)

20 m, of which i is horse and 19 f lec. 4-8>^ g, 35, 38, 48
lb T and girder r. 74 c, of which 15 are h c, 43 are m
c and li^ tc, 5 h. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars.
Hamllton-Corllss engines. Pres. A. N. Johnson, V.
Pres. A. Perry, sec. Geo. B. Rose, Treas. C. P. Pen-
zel. Gen. Man. Pur. Agt. & Ch. Engr. H. G. Fleming,
Supt. A. S Grooms, Ch. Engr. of Power Station R.
Baise. 9 5
LOCK HAVEN, PA.—Lock Haven Traction Co.

(Leases Lock Haven Electric hy. Co.) 6.07 m, 5.15
m s, 4-8^ g, 56, lb T and girder r, 8 c of which 5 are
m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec. system. New Castle cars.
Phoenix engines. Pres. C. A. Bragg, V. Pres. W. H.
Mayer, Treas. J. A. Seely, Gen. Man. Pur. Agt. &
Ch. Engr. R. H. Irvine, Elecn. S. P. Rohe. Ch. Bngr.
ot Power Station, P. G. Knights. Office 136 E. Main
St. 9 5

LOCKPORT, N. Y Lock City Electric R. R. Co.
5)4 m, 5 m. 8. 4-8M g, .50 & 80 lb T & girder r, 6 m.
0. Brill, St. Louis and J. & S. cars. Wesilnghouse
system. Rent power. Pres. A. Johnson, V. Pres.
Wm. Spalding, Sec. R. C. Johnson, Treas. C. A.
Johnson, Jr., Supt. Wm. C. Reed. New York Office
80 Broadway. 9 5

LOGANSPORT. IND.—Logansport Ry. Co. 5)4
m, 5)4 m 8, 4 g, 40 lb T r, 8 m. c. Gen. Elec. system.
St. Louis cars. Mcintosh & Seymour engines. Pres.
S. Spencer, Sec & Treas. R. D. Lankford, Gen. Man.
& Pur. Agt. J. T. McNary, Elecn. O. E. Haun, Ch.
Engr. of Power Station C. A. Herring. Office il4)4
Broadway. 12 4

LONDON, ONT.—London St. Ry. Co. 11. B m, of
which 1 Is horse and 10.5 elec. 7 ms, 4-8>^g, 35, 56 lb
flat and T r, 36 c, of which 35 are h c and 1 m e.
Westlnghouse system. Toronto Ry. cars. Pres. H. A
Everett. V. Pres. E. W. Moore, Sec. S. R. Break,
Treas. & Gen. Man. C. E. A. Carr, Asst. Sec. C. Cur-
rle, Supt. D. L. De Hart. Office Dundas st. East.

9 5
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. — Stelnway Ry.

Co. of Long Island City. 32 m, 4-8V g. 70, 93 lb.

girder r, 116 c, of which 69 are m c and 47 t c. Gen.
Elec system. Cooper-Corliss engines. l,ooo H. P.
Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. R. T. McCabe.
V. Pres. Stephen Peabody, Sec. & Treas. H. D.
Babcock, Asst. Treas. W. A. Pease, Gen. Man.
G. Chambers, Elecn. W. E. Shepard, Ch. Engr. of
Power ftatlon W. S. Ott. Offices 39 Broadway, New
York, and Stelnway. 4 5s
Long Island City & Newtown Ry. Co. lOM m, 7J^ m

s, 4-8>^ g, 45-60 lb r, 21 c. of which 8 are m c and 13
other c. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. J. J. Zachary,
Sec. & Treas. V. P. Wilson. Offices 112 Front st. 4 5 s

LONGVIEW, TEX.—Longvlew & Junction St.
Ry. 5^ m, of which i)^ are horse and 4 cable ; 3-6 g
16 lb r, 2 c, 4 mu. Pres. W. S. Mayfleld, Sec. & Treas
W. D. Stalllngs, Gen. Man. T. H. Huffman. 12 4
LORAIN, O.—Lorain St. Ry. Co. 10.7 m, 10.1

m s, 70 lb. T and girder r. 22 c of which 18 are m c,

and 4 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Stephenson cars.
Straight Line engines. Pres. J. B. Cofflnberry, V.
Pres. P. B. Vernam, Sec. P. M. Boyd, Treas. P. T.
Horan, Supt. R. A. Jonnson, Pur. Agt. John K.
Frye. 11 5
Elyrla & Lorain Electric Ry. Co.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Los Angeles Railway Co.
104 m, of which 39 are horse, 22 cable and 43 elec, 3-6
and 4-Sx g, 40, 45 lb girder r, 309 c, of which 34 are
h c, 60 g c, 65 m c and 60 t c, 125 h, 82 mu. Gen. Elec.
and Westlnghouse systems. Brill and Stockton, C. H.
& A. cars. Golden State & Miners' Iron Works en-
gines. Pres. T. Brown, Sec. J. T. Burke, Gen. Man.
P. W. Wood, Supt. J. J . Akin. Office, Central ave.
and Wilde st. 5 5 s
Main St. & Agricultural Park R. R. Co. 10 m, 5 m s,

3-6 g, 16, 40 lb. T and girder r, 30 c, 115 h. Baker Iron
Works cars. Pres. & Gen. Man. W. J. Brodrlck, V.
Pres. T. E. Rowan, Sec. A. C. Taylor, Treas. Farmers,
& Merchants' Bank, Supt. Wm. Hawks. Office, 334
N. Main St. 9 5
Temple St. Cable Ry. Co. i% m, 3 m n, 3-6 g, 38 lb.

Johnson girder r, 31 c, ot which 11 are gc and 10 t
c. Stephenson cars. Union I. W. engines. Pres.
P. W. Wood, T. Pres.. O. Morgan. Sec. W. N.
Hamaker. Treas. Prank A. Gibson, Business Man.
E. E. Lefebore, Supt. E. W. Koster. Office, 217 New
High St. 9 5

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Louisville Ry. Co. Elec.
150 m, ot which 40 axe horse and 1 10 elec, 90 m s, 5 g,

58>tf, 78, 100 lb girder r, 500 c, of which 135 are h. c,

200 m c and 165 t c, 700 h and mu. Gen. Elec. system.
Allls, Ball and WlUlams engines. I'res. J. B. Speed,
V. Pres. St. John Boyle, sec. & Treas. R. A. Watts,
Asst. Sec. & Treas. J. M. Pettus, Gen. Man. T. J.
Mlnary, Supt. J. O. Haddox, Ch. Engr. and Elecn.
W. T. Cook. Office, 12th and Jefferson sts. 9 5
New Albany Ry. Co. (See New Albany, Ind.)
LoulsvUle Terminal Ry. Co. 2.6 m, 4-9 g, 56 lb T r,

1 c, 1 Patton motor. Pullman cars. Pres. G. L. Dan-
forth, Sec & Treas. C. C. McClarty, Receiver H. V.
Harris. Office. Columbia Bldg. 10 4
LOWELL, MASS.—Lowell & Suburban Ry. Co

63.11 m, 37 m s, 4-8>^ g, 40, 48, 80 90 lb T, girder and
tram r, 119 c, of which in are m c and 8 t c, 24 h.
Gen. Elec. system. Brill, Jones, Newburyport and
Stephenson cars. Cooper engines. Pres. E. M.
Tucke, V. Pres. A. Pels, Treaa. P. Parker, Gen. Man.
P. F. Sullivan, Supt. W. Wentworth, Ch. Engr. of
Power Station J. W. Shaw. 2 5 s
Lowell, Lavrrence & Haverhill. (See Lawrence,

LYONS, lA.—Clinton & Lyons Horse R. R. Co,
(See Clinton, la.)

LYNCHBURG, VA. — Lynchburg Electric Co.
5^ m, 2% m s, 4-8;^ g, 35-43 lb T and tram r, 8 m c
Elckemeyer and Westlnghouse systems. Lewis *
Fowler cars. Ball engines Pres. Stephen Adams,
Sec. & Treas. J. P. Lewis, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. C

.

H. Harman, Supt. B. Flannagan, Ch. Engr. & Ch.
Engr. of Power Station U.S. Hall, Elecns. S. Cochran
C. P. Poole. Office, Park ave. 3 5s
Lynchburg <c Rivermont Electric Ry. Co. m,

3 ms, i-8)4 g, 45, 60 lb T and girder r, 9 m c
Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. BrUl, Lewis &
Fowler and St. Louis cars. Green and Russell en-
gines. Pres. J. P. Pettyjohn, V. Pres. R. I. Owen,
Sec. & Treas. J. T. Bowman, Supt. W. D. Le Grand,
Ch. Engr. of Power Station J. Barnard. 10 4
LYNN. MASS.—Lynn & Boston R. R. Co. (In-

cludes Essex, Naumkeag & Lynn Belt Line Rys., and
controls East Middlesex Ry (.'o. under a 99 year lease.
Controlled by North Shore Traction Co.) 153.977 m,
ot which 10.974 are horse and 142.003 elec, 4-8)4 g, 60-

90 lb tram, T and girder r, 475 c, 113 h. Gen. Elec.
system. 4,000 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres.
Amos P. Breed, V. Pres. & Clerk, E. Francis Oliver,
Treas. C. Williams, Gen. Man. Elwln C. Poster,
Auditor, P. E. smith. Office, 33;i Union st. 4 5 s
North Shore Traction Co. (Controls Lynn & Boa-

ton Ry. Co.) Pres. C. M. Wicker, V. Pres. P. Strauas,
Sec. Wm. Stiles, Treas. P. W. Luttgen. Office, Cam-
den, N.J. New York office, 15 Wall St. 4 5 s

M
MACON, GA.—Consolidated St. Ry. Co. Elec.

25^m. 4-8X g, 30, 30, 40 lb T r, 37 c. Of Which 31 are m
and 16 1 c, T-H system. 5 3
Macon & Indian Spring Electric Ry. Co. 7 m,

7 ms, l-8>^ g, 40 lb T r, 12 c, of which 8 are m c and
4 t c. Gen. Elec. system. American and Lamokin
cars. Ball engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. T. J.
Carllng, Sec. & Treas. J. H. Hertz, Supt. & Elecn. J.

T. Nyhan. 9 5
McKEESPORT, PA.—McKeesport & Reynoldton

Pass. Ry. Co. Elec 9 m, 5-2)4 38, 52, 60 lb girder
r, 16 c, of which 13 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec.
and Westlnghouse systems. Russell engines. Pres.
& Pur. Agt. J. C. Smith, V. Pies. W. P. Wampler,
Sec. W. B. Peters, Treas. E. P. Woods, Supt. W. L.
Osborne. Office. 105 5th Ave. 4 5s
McKeesport, Duquesne & Wilmerdlng Ry. Co. 15

m, 12 m s, 5-2)4 S, 56 lb T and girder r, 5 m c. West-
tlnghouse system. Pres. E. C. Converse, V. Pres. W.
V. M. Taylor, Sec. J. C. Devon ny, Treas, J L. Dev-
enny. 4 5 s
Versailles Traction Co. 4.!«J m, 4 m s 5-2X g, 45

and 76 lb. T r, 6 m c. Newcastle cars. Westing,
house system. Pres. & Gen. Man. W. C. Soles, Sec.
& Treas. A. B. Campbell. 9 5

MADISON, IND.—Madison St. Ry. Co. 2;^ m, 4

g, 15 lb tram r, 8 c, 4 h, 16 mu. Pres. & Treas. J. W.
Thomas, Sec. J. A. Mercer, Supt. J. Wendel. Office
301 Front St. 5 3

MADISON, WIS.—Madison City Ry. Co. Elec. 8
m, 4-8K g, 40, 50 lb T r, 13 c, of which 9 are m c and
4 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars. Pres. W.
Lamprecht, Sec. & Treas. H. C. Welch, Gen. Man.
G. H. Shaw. Office, Main and Baldwin sts. 7 4 8
MAHANOYCITY, PA.—Lakeside Ry. Co. 6m,

g, 7u lb T r, 8 m c. Lamokin ears. Westlng-
house system. Pres. Dallas Sanders, Sec. &
Treaa. & Gen. Man. D. D. Phillips, Supt. H. H.
Phillips, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of PowerStatlon,
W. J. Pounder, Elecn. P. M. Gonder. 9 5

MANCHESTER, N. H.—Manchester Street Ry.
Co. 16 m, 10 m s, 4-8)r4 g, 70 and 90 lb, T and girder r,

60 c of which 49 are m c and 11 1 c, B2 h. Gen. Elec.
system. Laconla cars. Rent power. Pres. C,
Wffilams, Sec. E. P. Jones, Treas. C. H. Bartlett,
Gen. Man. N. H. Walker. Pur. Agt. A. H. Williams.
Elecn. H. T. Glbbs. Office Depot St. 9 5

MANISTEE, MICH.—Manistee, Filer City &
East Lake Ry. Co. Elec 11 m, 11 m s, 4-8)4 g, 45 lb.

T r, 21 c, ot which 13 are m c. and 8 t c. Gen. Elec.
system. American, Pullman and St. Louis cars. Ide
engines. Pres. Gen. Man. Treas. & Pur. Agt. G. A.
Hart, V. Pres. R.R. Blacker, Sec. W. L. Martin, Supt.
P. J. Huntoon, Elecn. H. Blngman, Ch. Engr. &
Ch. Et gr of Power Station H. O'ConnelL Office 411
River St. 9 5
ItlANKATO, JMINN.—Mankato St. Hy. Co. (Oper-

ation suspended.) :i)4 m, 3-6 g, 27 lb steel r, 5 c, ot

which 3 are m. c, 16 h Brownell cars. Pres. S.

Lamm, Sec. & Treas. John C. Noe, Gen. Man. W.
M. Parr. Office, 121 Hickory St., Mankato.io 4 J e
MANSFIELD, O.— Citizens' Elec. Ry., Lt. &

Power Co. sa m, 4-8)4 g, 50,60 lb girder & T r, 16 m. c.

Westlnghouse system. Akron, Brill and Laclede
cars Buckeye, Westlnghouse and Cooper engines.
Pres, S. N. Ford, V. Pres. M. D. Harter, Sec.

S. G. Cummlngs, Treas. <S Gen. Man. R. Carpenter,
Supt. A. J. Haycox. Pur. Agt. A. B. Cornell,
Elecn. W. H. Booth. Office, Power Station, N.
Main St. 9 5
MARINETTE,WIS.—Marinette Gas, Elec. Lt. &

St. Ry. Co. 7)4 m, 4-S><r g, 40 to 60 lb T r, 18 c, ot

which 10 are m c and 8 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St.

Louis cars. Hoffman-Billings engines. 150 H.
P. Babcock t Wilcox boilers. Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur.
Agt. H. C. Hlgglns, V. Pres. A. G. Merryman, Sec.

G. W. Hanley, Treas. J. P. Hancock, Elecn. W.
R. McLaln, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, H. Smith.
Office, 1511 Main St. 9 5
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MARION, INI).—Marlon City Ry. Co. 22 m, 19

m s, 4-8>i g, ys, 38, 50, 60 lb T and girder r, iJl c, of

wlilcli 16 are m c and 6 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill

Laclede, Jones, I'uUinan and StepUeuson cars. Ruck-
eye engines. Pros. Ell IJ alderman, V. Pres. Sec. &
Treas. C. W. Halderman, Gen. Man. & Supt. W. C.

McWhlnney, Elecn. M. Galloway, CH. Engr. of Power
Station E. Weaver. 4 5
Queen cnty Electric Ry. Co. 5 m, i-SX g. 45, 53 lb

T and girder r. 16 c, of wUlcli 14 are m c and ate.
Gen. Elec. system. Jones and Pullman cars. Plicenlx

engines. Receiver II. Cale, Pres. R. B. Harrison,
Sec. L. Wallace, Jr., Gen. Man. & Supt. A. A. Boyd.
Office cor. 13tb st. and Bullalo ave. Eastern office

1 Broadway, New York. 9 4 s
MARION, O.—Marlon s^t. Ry. Co. 4 m, 4 m s,

4-8>i g, 60 lb T r, c, ol' wlilch 7 are ni c and a are t

c. Wesllngliouse system. American cars. Pres. &
Treas. E. Durfee, V. Pres. G. Leffler, Sec. Gen. Man.
Supt. & Pur. Atrt. G. E. Turner. !) 6

MARl'BORO, MASS.—Marlboro St. Ry. Co.

8 m, 4-8>i g, 38, 72 lb T and girder r, 15 m c. Edison
system. Shaw, Brlggs Jones and Newburj port cars.

Armlngton lie Sims engines. Pres. W, II. Howe, Sec,

P, L. Claffln, Treas. T. T. Robinson, Supt. & Pur.
Agt. H. E. Bradford, Ch. Engr. of Power Station H.
W. Angler. Office, 88 Maple st. 9 5

MARQUETTE, MICH.—Marquette City &
Presque isle Ry. Co. Elec. 5 m, 4-8}^ g, 50 lb JoUnson
girder r, 5 c, of which 3 are m c & 2 t c. T-H system.
Laclede cars. Uamllton-Corllss engines. Pres P.

O. Clark, Sec. M. E. Aslre, Tieas. J. Connolly, Supt.

C Retalllc 9 3
'M4RSliAI..I.TO\VN, lA.—MarshalUown Light.

Pow. & Ry. Co. 3>i m, m s, 4-8>i g, 40 lb T r, 7 c,

of which 4 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec. system
Brill, Pullman and Stephenson cars. Ide and St
Louis Corliss engines. Pres. C. D. Jones, sec. S. B'

Hovey, Treas. M. W. Hovey, Supt. J. J. Roe, Pur.
Agts. Jones & Hovey, Elecn. W. G. Bowe, Ch. Engr.
of Power station N McCoy. 4 5 s

MARTINSBI1R«, W. VA—Martinsbufg St.

Ry. Co. d]4 m, 3>i m s, 40 lb T r, 6 c of which 3 are
m c and 3 t c. Edison system. Brill cars. Mcintosh
& Seymour engines. Pres. & Treas. J. B. Wilson.
Sec. J. W. Walker. 10 4

MARYSVliiliE,CAiy.—Marysvllle& Yuba City St

R. R. Co. 4 m, ;i-6 g, 16 lb T r, 5 c, 4 h, 14 mu. Pres.D.

E. Knight, V. Pres. S. H. Bradley, Sec.W. T. ElUs.Jr.
Office, cor. D and 1st sts. 1 1 F

MA.SMiM.ON, O.—(See Canton, O.)

MAUCH CHUNK, PA.—Carbon Co. Electric Ry.
Co. 3X m, 5-3 g, 48, 60 lb T & Girder r, m c.

Westlnghouse sy.-item. Lamokm cars. Pres. A. C.

Godshaii, Sec. a Treas. B. Dewltt, Supt. J. A. Bon-
nell. Office, 123 South 2d st, Philadelphia. 9 5
MAYSVIl.LiE. KY.—MaysvlUe St. K.R. & Trans-

fer Co. Klec. 4 m, i-sx g, 40 lb T r, 12 c, of which
5 are m c and 7 t c. Pres. A. M. J. Cochran, Sec
Treas. & Gen, Man. R. A. Cochran, Jr., supt. of lines

cars, &c., J. Limbrlck. Office, Court st. i 4

ItlECHANICSBURG, ILl-. — Mechanlcsburg &
Buffalo Ry. Co. 3M m, 3-10 g, 16 & 20 lb T r, 3 4-wheel
open c, 3 mu. Pres. J . B. Hunter, V. Pres. H. Thomp-
son, Sec. J. T. Fullenmlder, Treas. & Gen. Man. A.
T. Thompson. 10 4

itlEMPHl.s, Ti£\N.—Citizens' St. R R. Co.

(Operates East End R. R., City& Suburban R.R. ana
Memphis & Raleigh Springs R. R.) 40 m, 4-8>^ g,
36-80 lb T and girder r, 150 c, of which 90 are m c and
60 t c. Gen. Elec system. Brill, Lamokln and Pull-

man cars. Allls Hampson and Ide engines. 768 H. P.

Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. C. K. G. Billings,

V. Pres. & Gen. Man. F. G. Jones Sec. & Treas.
R. L. Benson Office 29 Hernando st. 4 5s
MENOMINEE, i>IICH.—Menominee Elec. Light,

Ry. & Po«v. CO. 7 m, 6.3 m s, 4-8}^ g, 40 lb T r, U c, of

which 8 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St.

Louis cars. Allls and Hamilton engines. Pres. A.
Spies, V. Pres. A. A. Carpenter, Sec. Treas. <fe Gen.
Man. E. Danlell. Elecn. W. j. McCarthy, 9 5
MERIDEN, CONN.—Meriden Electric R. R. Co

17>i m, I6>i m s 4-8itf g, .56 lb T r, 48 c. of which 38
are m c.and 10 t c. Gen. Elec system. Brill cars.

Ball & Wood engines. Pres. W. P. Douglas, Sec.

6 Treas. P. S. Lewis, Supt. Pur. Agt. & Oh. Engr.
of Power Station W. C. Gray, Elecn. C. P. Smith.
Office, 127 Pratt St. 9 5
MERIDIAN, MISS Meridian St. Ry. Co. 6 m

of which l>i are steam and 4X horse, 4-8>^ g,25 & 36
lb T & flat r, 10 c, 60 mu. Pres. Geo. S. Covert, Sec
J. M. Kelley, Supt. & Gen. Man. J. L. Handley. 3 1

Meridian Dummy Line Ry. Co. 2 m, 4-8K g, 40 lb T
r. 6 c. Pres. J. H. Wright, v. Pres. C. C. Coffee,
Sec. & Treas. G. Q. Hall, Engr. N. M. Brandon.

6 3

MERRir,!., WIS Merrill Ry. & Lighting Co
.Elec. l%m, 4-8>^ g, 38 lb Johnson girder r. 3 m c.

Pres. & Gen. Man. R. Weidauer, V. Pres. J. W. Ladd,
Sec. & Pur. Agt. E. S. King. Office, 1014 Main St.

9 4

MICHIGAN CITY, IND Lake Cities Electric
Ry. Co. 4 m, 4 m s, 4-8i^ g, 45, 72 lb. T r, 9 c, ol which
4 are h c, 3 m c and 2 t c, 15 h. Laclede cars. Pres.
RusseU B. Harrison, V. Pres. J. G. McNutt. Sec. M.
P. Burke, Treas. T. Moore, Jr. Supt. P. H. Root,
Attys. Collins & Collins, Counsel McNutt & McNutt.
Eastern office, 66 Broadway, New York. 9 5

ttUDDLiETOWN, CONN. -Mlddletown St. Ry.
Co. 04 m, il4 m s, 4-8X g, 50 lb T r, 10 c, of which
4 are m c and B t c. Gen. Klec. system. Brill cars.
Pres. I. A, Kelsey, v. pres. A. C. Allison, Sec. &
Treas. J. K. Guy, Gen. Man. & Supt. E. W. Goss.
Office. 26r, Main st. 4 5s
MIDDLiETOWN, N. Y. — Mlddletown-Goshen

Traction Co. 12 m, 4-8!4 g, 65, 80 lb T and girder r,

17 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and St. Louis
cars. Payne engines. Pres. J. C. Hlnchllffe, V. Pres.
& Elecn. M. J. Wlghtman. Sec. E. G. Wlghtman,
Treas. & Gen. Man. W . B. Rockwell, Supt. O. G. C.
Urban, Ch, Engr. G. H. Smith. P. O. Box 401. 4 6 s

5 e
MIDDLETOWN, O Mlddletown & Madison St.

R.R. Co. 2 m, 2 m 3, , 4-8X g, 45 lb girder r, 6 c, 6 h.
Brill cars. Receiver D.B. Bundy. 1 6
MILFORU, MASS MUtord & Hopedale St. Ry.

Co. 6.5 m, 6.5 m s, 4-8J^ g, 30, 60 lb tram r, 6 4-wheel
box c. Hopedale storage battery system. Pres. &
Gen. Man. E. P. Usher, Treas. A. G. Morse. Office,
23 Court st, room 618 Boston. 10 3 s

MI1,LERSVIL.I.,E, PA.—Lancaster & MUlersvllIe
St. R.R. Co. (See Lancaster, Pa.)

MII..I.VIL,I.,E.N. J.—Millvllle Traction Co. (Oper-
ates MlUvlUe Rapid Transit Co. Plant owned by
MlUvlUe Mfg. Co. 626 Chestnut st. Phlla.. Pa.) 4 m,
4 ms, 4-83^ g, 48, 60 lb T and girder r, 7 m c Gen. Elec.

system. Brill and St. Louis cars. Ball & Wood engines.
Pres. & Gen. Man. G. B. Langley, Sec. & Treas. E. H.
Stokes. 15 8
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Milwaukee St. Ry. Co.

of Wisconsin. (Controlled by Milwaukee St. Ry. Co.
of New Jersey.) 139 m, 4-8x g, 56-90 lb girder and
T r, 230c, of which 190 are m c and 60 t c. Gen. Elec.

system. Brill, Brownell, Jones, Pullman, and St.

Charles cars, Edison engines. RecelversII C. I'ayne
and G. R. Sheldon, Pres. W. N. Cromwell, V. Pres. II.

C. Payne. Sec. C. A. SpoHord, Treas. A. Marcus, Gen.
Man. C. D, Wyman, Supts. G.M. Kuemmerleln, and A.
Lynn, Pur. Agt. W. C. Vanden Berg. Elecn. O. M.
Rau, Ch. Engr. of Power Station W. C. Crawford.
Office 103 New In-iurancfi Bldg. 9 5

Milwaukee* Wauwatosa Electric Co. 12 m, 4-8>^

g, 65 lb girder r, 4 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Allls en-
gines. Pres. C. stickney, V. Pres. J. Wechseiberg.
Sec. & Treas. C. W. Hennlng, oen. Man. E. D. Uoyt,
Supt. & Elecn. T. P. Grover. Office 917 Chestnut st.

9 4 b e

Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Motor Ry. Co. Steam.
12 m, 7 m s, 4-8>i g, 50 lb girder r, 9 c, of which
3 are steam and 6 t c. Baldwin & Porter t nglnes.
Pres. J. Petley, V. Pres. J. W. Bingham. Sec. Treas.
6 Gen. Man. A. B. Meyers, Supt. P. Harrlman.
Office, 371 Broadway. 1 5 s

»nNNEAI'OI.IS,HUNN.—Twin City Rapid Tran-
sit CO. Elec. (Includes Minneapolis St. Ry. and St.
Paul City Ry.) Minneapolis Division. 122.373 m. 4-

8>4 g, 47, 60, 78 lb T and girder r, 650 c, of which 360
are m c, and 190 t c. Gen. Elec. system. 3,616 II. P.
Baboock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. Thos. Lowry, V.
Pres. C. G. Goodrich, Sec. & Audr. J. V. Calder-
wood, Treas. M. B. Koon, Gen. Man. W. J. Hleld.
Office, 2(10 Sd ave. 4 5s

St. Paul Division 99.506 m, o£ which 5.874 are cable
and 93.632 elec, 4-8>i g, 40-76 lb girder and T r,

380 c, of which li-* are g c, 217 m c and 125 t c. Gen.
Elec. system. Allls engines. Pres. Thos. Lowry, V.-
Pres. C. G. Goodrich, Sec. A. Z. Levering, Treas. W.
R. Merrlam, Gen. Man. W. J. Hleld, Audr. J. P. Cal-
derwood. Office 2003d Ave. N., Minneapolis. 4 5 s
MOBILE, AI.A jMobile St. R. R, CO. (Controls

Mobile & Spring Hill Ry. Co.) 20>i m, 16 m s, 5-2".^g
45-70 lb T and girder r, 40 c, of which 20 are m c
and 20 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Stephenson cars.
Mcintosh & Seymour engines. Pres. J. C. Morris, V.
Pres. F. J. Gasquet, Sec. R. B. Owen, Treas. &
Gen. Man. R. semmes, Ch. Engr. & Elecn. J. P. Mc-
Avlney. Office, Anthony and Royal Sts. 9 4s
Mobiles Spring lilll Ry. Co. (Controlled by Mo-

bile St. R. R. Co.) Steam and Elec. on same track.
7 m, 4 8>!5 g, 35 lb T r, 9 c of which 5 are m c, 4 t c,

3 h. Westlnghouse system. St. Louis cars. Rent
power. Receiver J. H. Wilson. Office 7th and Fran-
cis sts 10 J

Mobile Light & Ry. Co. 8.33 m, 4-8J^ g, 45 lb T r, 28
c, of which 15 are m c and 13 t c, 3 h. Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Brill and Stephenson cars.
Hamilton Corliss engines. Pres. J. Wilson, V. Pres.
& Gen. Man. J. H. Wilson, Sec. C. W. Chase. Ch.
Engr. J. Malouey, Elecn. S. M. Coffin. 4 5 s

MOHAWK, N. Y.—Mohawk lUon Horse R.R.
Co. (Operated by Herkimer. Mohawk, lUon & Frank
fort Electric Ky. CO.) IK m. 4-8Xg. 30 lb flat and
T r, 6 c. Cars towed by contract. Pres. J. B. Rat-
ter, V. Pres. C. W. Carpenter, se.;. H. D. Alexander,
Treas. Supt. & Pur. Agt. R. M. Devendorf. 2 5s
Herkimer &, Mohawk St. Ry. Co. (Operated by

Herkimer, Mohawk, lUlon & b'rankfoit Electric Ry.
Co.) I'a- m, ij» ms,4-8^ g,.30-401bT r, 5c, 8 h. Ste-
phensoL; cars. Pres. Treas. Gen. Man. Supt& Pur.
Agt. J. V. Quackenbush, V. Pres. H. Delmel, Sec. E.
L. Prince. 9 5
Herkimer, Mohawk, Illon & Frankfort Electric

Ry. Co. (Includes Mohawk St. R. R ( o., Mohawk
& Illon Hor.se R. K. Co. and Herkimer & Mohawk St.
R. R. Co ) Elec. 6 m. 4 8)^2 gauge, B5 lb T r. Ameri-
can car''. Watertown engines. Pres. J. L Hees-
V. Pres. A.B. Calvin, Sec. & Treas. R. T. McKeaver,
Supt. J. A. Stewart, Elecn. W. J. Drew, Ch. Eng. of

PwerStat Ion E. C. Still. 9 5

3IOliINE, ILL.-MoUne Central St. Ry. Co.

5 m, 5 m s, 4-8X g, 70 lb T and girder r, 8 c. of

which 4 are m. c. and 4 t. c. Edison and Westlng-
house systems. Brill and Pullman cars. Pres. S. H.
Velle V. Pres. L. S. McCabe, Sec. & Pur. Agt. E. H.
Guyer, Treas. J. S. Gllmore. Supt. G. H. Moore. Sec-

retary's office, Rock Island, 111. 10 4 8

MONTEREY, CAL,.—Monterey & Paclflc Grove
St. Ry. & Elec, Pow. Co. 5 m. 3 6 g, 20 lb r r, 8 c, 45

h Fitzgerald cars. Pres. O. S. Trimmer, V. Pres. H.

A Greene, sec. & Gen. Man. J. Malarln, Treas. J. S.

Metteer, Supt. A. J. Haynes. 4 4

MONTtJO.»lERY, AI.A,—Montgomery St Ry. Co
13 m 4.&>6 g, 45-90 lb T and girder r, 15 c, of which 14

are m c and 1 1 c. T-H system. Brill and New Castle

cars Phcenlx Iron Co. engines. Pres. J. W. Dlm-
mlck, V. Pres. John D. Roquemore, Sec. J. C. Vlrden,

Treas G. W. Cratk, Gen. Man. & Supt. M. E. Satch-

well, Elecn. U. F. Scott. Office, 5X Dexter Ave.

9 4 a e

West End & Riverside Park Electric St. Ry. Co.
4U m, 4>i m s, 4-8M g. 60 lb T r, 7 cars, of which 5 are

m c and 2 to. Westlnghouse system. Brill cars.

Westlnghouse engine. Rent power. Man. and Pur.

Agt. G. B. Shelihorn. Office Court Sq. & Dexter
Ave. 9 5

MONTREAI.., CAN Montreal St. Ry. Co. Elec.

78Ji m. i'JVi m s, 4-8}4 g, 73 lb girder r, 267 c, of

which 163 are m c, and 104 t c. Royal, Gen.Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Larlvlere, Crossen, Prln-

gle Ottawa and St. Charles cars. Laurie engines.

Pres L J Forget, V. Pres. & Man. Dir. J.Ross,

Sec '& Treas. E. Lusher, Man , Ch. Engr. & Pur. Agt
G C Cunlngham, Supt. D. McDonald, Comptroller

J F HUl. Office cor. Craig St. and Place d'Armes Hill.

9 5
Montreal Park & Island Ry. Co. 23 m, 4-8>^ g, 56 Id

T r, 2.5 c, of which 17 are m c and s t c. Royal anb
Westlnghouse systems. Brill, Larlvlere, Ci-ossen

and Patterson & Corblncars. Cowan engines. Pres.

L. Beanblen, V. Pres., J. R. Thlbaudeau, Supt. E.

McG. Oulrk, Man. & Ch. Engr. Henry Uolgate,

Elecn, H. Harper. Office 17 Place d'Armes Hill.

12 5

MT. CLEMENS, MICH—Mt. Clemens St. Ry
Co., 2% m, i-8>i g, 40 lb tram r, 6 c, 12 h. Jones
and Stephenson cars. Pres. M. L. Williams, Sec.

G. A. Skinner, Treas. & Gen. Man. M. Slush. Office,

96 Cass ave. 12 4

Mt. Clemens & Lakeside Traction Co., 6 m, 60lb T
r, 11 c of which 6 are m c and 5 t c, Walker system.

Newcastle cars. Fisher engines. Pres. B. B. Cou.s-

Bln, V. Pres. E. Jones, Sec. W. <;. Gundelflnger. Treas.
A. Skinner, Gen, Man. & Pur. Agt. M. Slush. Ch.
Eng. A. Peltier, Elecn. A. Hopper. 9 5

MT. HOIil.Y, N. J.—Mt. Holly St. Ry.'Co. 1^ m.
5-2 g, 4 c, 3 h. Pres. A. Glbbs, Sec. & Treas. C. H.
Polnernus, Supt. C. K. Chambers. 4 5 s
MT. VERNON. N. Y.—Westchester Electrlo Ry.

Co. (See New Rochelle, N. V.

)

MT. VERNON, o.—Mt. Vernon Electric Ry Cc,

3>4 m, 4-KX g, 60 lb T r, 6 c, of which 4 are m c & 3

t c. Gen. Klec. system. Barney & Smith cars..

Cooper engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. P.B. Chase, Sec.
& TiKias. D. K. Bird, Elecn.W B Wilkinson. !) 4

MUNC;iE, iiNi).—Muncle St. Ry. CO. (owned by
Citizens' St. Ry. Co.) 8 m steam 4-8!^ g, .35 lb T r, 15

c, 4 steam motorn. Baldwin and Portflr motors. B 3

Citizens' sr. Ry. Co. Elec. 14, 5 rn, 13 ra s„ 4-8i^

g,48-86 lb T & girder r, 31 c, of which 26 are m. c.

and 5 t. c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars. Ide
engines. Pres. J. S. Talley, V. Pres. C. W. Talley,
Sec. G. P. Mcculloch, Treas. C. P. Miller, Gen. Man.
& mr. Agt. C. N. Wllcoxon, Supt. Chas. Bayliss,
Elecn. W. F. Warner, Ch, Eng. of Power Station W.
Shale *) 5 k e
MUSCATINE, lA Muscatlne Electric Ry. Co.

7i< m, 4-8!^ g, 48 lb T r, 7 c of which 6 are m c and 2

t c. Gen. Elec. system. American Car Co. Ideal
engines. Pres. G. W. Seevei-s, Sec. & Treas. H. W.
Seevers. Gen. Man. P. Servers. 9 3

MUSKEGON, MICH.—Muskegon Ry. Co. Elec
15 m, 4-8!^ g, 30, 3S lb T and girder r, 33 c. of which
18 are m c and \r, t. c. Short and Westlnghouse
systems. Receiver F. A. Nlms, V. Pres. J. W. Moon,
Sec. D. P. Erwln, Treas. Wm. B. McLaughlin, Supt.
F.W. Thompson. Office, Michigan and Franklin Sts.

2 3 a e

N
NANTUCKET, MASS.—Slasconset St. Ry. Co.

2 m, 2 m s, 4-8X g, 35 lb T r, 2 c, 16 h. Pres. H. H.
Pratt, Treas. J. P. Tlmmlns, Gen. Man. T. E. Macy.

1 4 8

NASHUA, N. H.—Nashua St. Ry. 10 m, 3 g. 35,
38 lb tram and girder r, 27 c, 100 h. Pres. J. D.
Chandler, V. Pres. A. Pels, Sec. M. F. Brennan, Treas.
Percy Parker, Gen. Man. P. P. Sullivan, Supt. H. P.
Webster, office 85 Kinsley st. 5 J e
NASHVILLE, TENN.—Nashville St. Ry. 46

m, 35 m s, 5 g, 35-80 lb T and girder r, 92 m c. Gen.
Elec, and Westlnghouse systems. Brili and Barney
& Smith cars. Rent power. Pres. W. H. Jackson,
V. Pres. T. M. Steger. Sec. & Treas. N. P. Yeatman,
Gen. Man., Supt & Pur. Agt. E. G. Connette. ;» 5

Citizens' Rapid Transit Co. 9.5 m, 5 g, 40.451b T
and girder r, 9 m c. Gen. Eiec. system. Brill and
Stephenson cars. AlUs-Corliss engines. Pres. C.
Flislier. Sec. T. O. Price, Treas. Gen. Man. Ch. Engr.
& Elecn. J. K. splcer. Office 418 cedar St. 11 5
Nashville Traction Co. 11 m, 614 m s, 4-11 54 g, 60 lb

T and girder r, 18 c, of which 8 are m c and 10 t c.

Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars. Pres. & Gen.
Man. P. W. Hunter, V. Pres. J. Compton, Sec. Treas.
6 Supt. J. W. Kean. 4 5s
Richland Ry. Co. (Owns Nashville & West Nash-

ville St. Ry.) Steam. 7 m, ij^ m s, 4-t.i^ g, 48 lb.

girder and T r, 8 c, 4 engines. Brill cars. Baldwin
engines. Pres. L. H. Davis, V. Pres. J. C. Rodemer,
Sec. Treas. Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. J. Woods,
Jr. Office. 315 N. Cherry St. 9 4
NATCHEZ, MISS.—Natchez St. Rv. Co.4m,4ms

4-8>!^ e. 35-52 lb Tand girder r, 4 c, 20 mu. P^es.
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. Maurice Moses, Sec. & Treas.
A. Moses. Office Natchez Savings Bank. Main and
Pearl sts 9 5
Bluff City R. R. Co. 8 m, of which 800 ft. Is double

track incline plane, 6-2 g. Incline 3-6 g remainder,
24 c, 1 h, 4 mu, 4 engines. Pres. S. E. Rumble, V. Pres.
R. c. Learned, sec. & Treas. T. V. Wensel, Gen.
Man. & Supt. J. C. Monteith. Office Main and Broad-
way. 1 4

NATICK, MASS Natlck & Cochltuate St. Ry.
9 m, 4-8X g, 35 lb 58 lb T r 16 c, of which 12 are m c
and 4 t c. Westlnghouse system. Jones cars Pres.
H. Harwood. Sec. P. H. Hayes, Treas. W. H. Bent.
Supt. Geo. P. Keep. 9 5

NEBRASKA CITY, NEB.—Nebraska city
Ry. Co. 7 m, 4-8)4 g. 20, 40. 45 lb T and girder r
7 c, 14 h. Brownell & Robinson cars. Pres. & Gen.
Man. H. H. BartUng, V. Pres. J. ,T. Teten, Sec. J.

C. Watson, Treas. P. w. Rodenbrock. 9 6
NEENAII. WIS Menasha & Neenah St. Ry.

Co. 4 m, 4-8V^ g, 35 lb tram r, 2 c, 10 h. Pres. &
Treas. F. Schumacher, Sec. C. Griggs, Gen. Man. T.
Schumacher. 4 5 8
NEGAUNEE, M ICH.—Negaunee & Ishpemlng

St. Ry. & Elec. Co. 4>,j m, 2 m s,4-8j^ g, 35 IbT r. 7 c,
of which 6 are m c and 1 t c Gen Elec. and West-
lnghouse systems. Laclede cars. Ide and Westlng-
house engines. 344 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.
Pres. S. S. Mitchell, V. Pres. P. Braastad. Sec,
Treas. & Gen. Man. A B. Miner, Supt. Pur. Agt. &
Elecn. H. F. Pearce. 9 5
NEW ALBANY, IND.—New Albany Ry. Co.

7 m, 6 m 3, 4-8X g, 52 lb T r, 27 c, of which 11 are m
c and 16 t c, 2 mu. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars.
Receiver J. MacLeod, Sec. & Treas. H. W. Hazlltt,
Supt. G. MacLeod, Ptir. Agt. K. MacLeod, Ch. Engr.
R. H. Young, Elecn. B. Slater. Office 29th and High
Sts., Louisville, Ky. 9 5
New Albany Highland R R. Co. 3 m, 2 m 3, i-8]4 g

40 lb T r, 6 m c, of which 3 are m c and 3 t c. Edison
system. Ohio Palls cars. Heyward engines. The
road is In the hands of H. Terstegge, Trustee. 9 5
NEWARK, N. J.—Newark Passenger Ry. Co.

Controlled by Consolidated Traction Co.) 3 5 8
Consolidated Traction Co —(See Jersey City, N. J.)
The Newark & South Orange, Ry. Co. 18 m, 5-2^

g, 90 Ib.tilrder r, SOm. c. Westlnghouse system. Pies.
E. S. Ward, V. Pres. G. Krueger, Sec. & Treas. W.
Scheerer, Gen. Man. & Supt. A. Radel. Office S.
Orange Ave. and S. 19th st. 3 5 s

NEWARK, O.—Newark & Granvine Elec. St. Ry.
Co. (Includes Newark City Ry ) 13 m, i-sy^ g, ,30-

61141b Tand girder r, 22 c,of which 10 are m c andl 12
t c. Gen. Elec. system. Gilbert and l.amokin cars.
Hamilton and Russell & Taylor engines. Pres.
R. Scheldler, V. Pres. J. A. Flory, sec. & Treas.
W. C. Christian, Supt. U. R. Scheldler. 4 5 3

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.—Union St. Ry. Co.
18 m, 16.58 m s, 4-8^' g, 38-80 lb girder and T r, 84 c, of
which 64 are h c, and 20 m c, 329 h. Gen. Elec. sys-
tem. Pres. H. H. crapo, V. Pres. F, S. Stevens, Sec.
& Treas. C. F. Shaw, Gen. Supt. E. E. Potter. Office,

Five Cent Savings Bank Bldg. Purchase St. 12 4 3
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Dartmoutli & Westport St. Ry. Co. 9]4 m, 4-SX g,
70 lb T r, 33 m c. Gen. Elec system. Jackson & Sharp,
Jones and Stephenson cars. Pres. F. W. Brlghtman,
V. Pres. C. Bi. Cook, Sec. R, S. Goft, Treas. A. E.
Gardner, Supt. E. E. Potter. 9 5

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.—Central Ky. & Electric
Co. 12)^ m, « m s, i-S>i g, 60 lb T r, 22 c, of whicti 2o
are m c and 2 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars.
Allls and Harrlsburg eng-lnes. Pres. A. M. Young,
Sec. C. S. Landers, Treas. P. G. Piatt, Gen. Man.
Supt. Pur. Agt. & Elecn. E. S Breed, Ch. Engr.& Ch.
Engr. of Power Station C. S. Jones. 15s
NEW BRUN.SWICK, N. J.—New Brunswick

City Ry. Co. (Controlled by New Brunswick Traction
Co.) m m, 4-81^ g, 43 lb c. b. and girder r, 13 c,45 h.

Pres. G. Krueger, V. Pres. J. Radei, Sec. & Treas.
E. Radel. Oftice, Sanford st. 6 5

New Brunswick Traction Co. (Operates New Bruns-
wick City Ky. Co.) Pres. E. Radel, Treas. C. Krueger.

6 5
NEWltURGH, N. Y.—Newburgh Electric Ky. Co.

5 m. 4-8)^ g, 40 lb T r, 13 c, of wWcH 11 are box and
2 open, 73 li. Pres. J. M. Dick, V. Pres. B. Norton.
Office 246 Broadway. i 5 s

NEWBUKYPORT, MASS.—Newburyport &
Amesbury St. R. R. Co. 19.72W m, 18.046 m s, 4-8>j g,
35, 40 lb T r, 41 c of which 2y are m c and 12 C c.

Gen. Elec. system. Jones and NewDuryport cars.
Mcintosh & Seymour engines. Pres. Chas. Odell, V.
Pres. R. H. Brown, sec & Treas. R. G. Calef, Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. C. F. Dennis, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station O. W. Morrison. Office, 33 Market sq. 9 5

NEW CASTLE, PA.—New Castle Electric St.
Ry. Co. 2.63 m, 4-8^ g, 451^-66 lb girder r, 4 m c.

Gen. Elec. and Wesunghouse systems. New Castle
cars. Pres T. W. Phillips, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. W.
M. Brown, Sec. & Treas. j. A. McKee, Supt. L. D.
McClusky. 1 5 s

NEW OECATUR, AliA.—Decatur St. Ry. Co. 3

^ m, SX m 8, 4-8X g. 20 lb T r, 5 4-wheel box c, 31

mu. Laclede cars. Pres. W. W. Hedges, V. Pres
A. C. Hartshorne, Sec. Treas. Gen. Man. & Ch. Engr
W. A. Bibb. 12 4

NEW HAVEN, CONN.—Fair Haven & Westvllle
R. R. Co. 20 m, 115 m s, 4-8}^ g, 50, 70 lb T r,

86 m c. Wesilnghouse and Gen. Elec. system.
Brill, Jackson & Sharp, Lewis & Fowler and
Stephenson cars. Allls engines. Pres. & Pui'. Agt.
H. S. Parmelee, V. Pres. S. Hemingway, Sec. & Treas.
L. Candee, Supt. Walter A. Graham. Office, 730
Chapel St. 9 5

New England St. Ry. Co. (Controls Winchester
Ave. R. R. CO. and Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co.,
Mass.) Pres. A. C. Pond. s
New Haven & Centrevllle Horse R. R. Co. 2^ m

4-8X g. 46 lb cb r, 17 0, 63 h. Pres. & Gen. Man. J.

N. Plerpont, Treas. W. M. Allyn, Supt. T. R. HuU.
Office, N. Broadway. 4 5s
New Haven St. Ry. Co. 21.81 m, 4-8>^ g, 50, 60 lb T r

60 m c. Pres. D. C'orrey, V. Pres. C. A. Warren,
Sec. Treas. « Gen. Man. G. A. W. Dodge, Supt.
E. H. Mather. Office, 16 Exchange Bldg. lO 4 s

h e
Winchester Ave. R. R. Co. (Owns and operates

New Haven & West Haven R. R. and controlled by
New England St. Ry. (;o.) 17.4m, 13.5 m s, 4-8X g.
80-70 lb T r, 86 c, of which 60 are m c and 26 t c.

Gen. Elec. and VVestlnghouse systems. Brill, Jones,
Lewis & Fowler and Newburyport cars. Westing-
house engines. Pres. A. C. Pond, V. Pres. J.
Graham Sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. I. A. Kelsey,
Supt. A. E. Pond. Ch. Engr. of Power Station U.
Ackrell, P. O. Address West Haven, Conn. 9 5

West Shore Ky. Co. 4.11 m, 4-8X g, 60 lb T r, 5 c, of
which 3 are m c and 2 t c. Westlughouse system.
Brill cars. Kent power. Pres. J. D. Dewell, Sec.
Gen. Man. and Pur. Agent 1. A. Keisey, Treas. H.
Sutton. Address P. O. West Haven. 9 a

NEW LONDON, CONN.—New London St. Ry.
Co. 7.18 m. (i.96 m s, 4-s>!i g, 48 lb T r. 18 m c. Gen.
Elec. system. Newburyport and J. M. Jones Sons'
cars. Mcintosh & Seymour engines Pres. & Sec. W.
Learned, Treas. W. A. Tucker, Supt. & Pur. Agt.
L. Bentley, Elec. Engr D. A. Muler. Office 50 Slate
St., Boston. 7 5 8

NEW ORLEANS, LA Canal & Claiborne R. R.
Co. 13 m, 4-OJ2 S' 37 lb T and girder r, 40 c, 200 mu.
Pres. Jos. U. DeGrange, Sec. B J. DeGrange, Engrs.
Ford and Bacon. Office 6 Camp st. 9 5

Algiers, Gouldsboro & Gretna Ry. Co 3.75 m, 3.75
m s, 3 g, 31) lb T r, 4 c, 20 h 3 mu. Stephenson cars.
Pres., Treas. & supt. A. M. HalUday, V. Pres. T.
Plckies, Sec. W. Royal, office Canal St. Ferry. 9 4

Crescent City R. R. Co. (Controlled by New
Orleans Traction Co.) Elec. 26 m. 5-2h g, 35-47 lb
c. D. & T r, 25 c. Pres. P. Howard, Sec. & Treas.
A. H. Ford, Supt. B. WUlard. Office, 620 Canal st. 6 5

New Orleans & Carrollton R. R. Co. Elec. 17 m,
4-8)^g, 48, 58 a/id 92 lb T and girder r, 83 m c. Gen.
Elec. system. A merican and St. Louis cars. Lane
&Bodley coiUss engines. iu40ll.P.Babcock<E Wilcox
boilers. Pres. & Man. J. Lenes, Sec. & Treas.
Walter V. crouch, Elecn. F. C, Kojo, Ch. Engr. & Ch.
Engr. of Power Station I. Orbank. Office Jeannette
and Dublin sts. 9 5

New Orleans Traction Co. (Controls Crescent City
and New Orleans City « Lake Rys.) 120 m. Pres.
J. H. Maury, Sec. & Treas. H. Sellgman, Gen. Man.
H. M. LltteU. 3 5s
New Orleans City & Lake R.R. Co. 66 m, 5-2;^ g,

42, 46 lb nat & T r, 218 c, of which i!!-2 are h c and
36 steam coaches, 7 locomotives, 867 mu. Pres. A.
A. Baldwin, Sec. & Treas. A. H. Ford, Supt. B. Wll-
lard. Office 620 Canal st. 6 5

Orleans R. R. Co. 9,V m, 9X m s, 5-2)^ g, 35-40 lb
T r, 20 c, 125 h, 15 mu. St. Louis cars. Pres. P.
Cougot, Sec. & Treas. L. M. Petltpaln, Jr. OfiSce, cor.
While & Laharpe sts. 4 5s

St. Charles St. R.R. Co. Operates 3 lines. 15 m,
11.6 m s, 5-2 ?e S, 4u lb 8 b r, 66 4-wheel box c, 65 h. 218
mu. Stephenson cars. Pres. & Supt. Alden McLellan,
Sec. N. Klvlere. Office, cor. Carondelet and 8th sts.

1 5 8

NEWPORT, KY.—Cincinnati, Newport & Cov-
ington Ky. CO., Newport Division. (See Cincinnati,
O.)
NEWPORT, R. I.—Nevrport St. Ry. Co. Elec

4,17 m, 4.17 m s, i-S}i g, 45 lb T r, 15 c, of which 9 are

m c and 6 t c. T-H system. Ellis and Newburyport
cars. Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. A. C. Tltua, Sec.
& Treas, Francis Burdlck, Asst. Man. R. P. Lee,
Elecn. G, E. Swan. Office, 22T SprlDg st. 9 4

NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y.—Westchester Electric
Ry. Co. (Has same officers and is controlled by
Union Ry. Co., New York City.)

NEWTONVILLE, I>IAS.S.—Newton & Boston St.
Ry Co. 4.54 m, 4.54 m s, 4-8>^ g, 56 lb T r, 16 m c
Gen. Elec. system. Holllngsworth and Trimble cars.
Westlnghouse engines. ;244 11. P. Babcock & Wilcox
boilers. Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. H. B. Parker,
Treas. J. L. Richards, Supt. F. G. L. Henderson, Pur.
Agt. H. B. Parker, Elecn. L. H. McLaln, Ch, Engr. &
Ch. Engr. of Power Station G. H. Leonard. 9 5

Newton St. Ry. Co. (See WestNewton, Mass.)

NevrtonvlUe & Watertown St. Ry. Co. 2.13 m,
2.122 m a, 4-8% g, 56 lb T r. Gen. Elec. system. Pres.
G. W. Morse, Sec. J. C. Lane, Treas. J. W. French,
Supt. P. G. L. Henderson. 9 5

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C—New Westmin-
ster & Vancouver Tramway Co.. Ltd. 16>i m, 4-8>i g,
40 lb. T r, 14 c, of which 12 are m c. and 2 t c. Gen.
Elec system. Brill cars. Ball and Ide engines. Pres.
D. Oppenhelmer, V. Pres. B. Douglas, Sec. Treas.
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. P. N. Smith, Ch. Engr. C. E.
Stoess. Office, Columbia at. 9 5

NKW WHATCOM, WASH.—Belllngham Bay
Electric Ky. Co. 4 m, g, 40 lb T r, 6 c, of which
4 arem. c. and 2 t. c. T-H system. Pres. H. El-
drldge, 1st V. Pres. P. B. Corn well, 2nd V. Pres.
C. L. Roth, Sec. E. B. Leamlng, Treas. V. A. Roeder,
Gen. Man. & Supt. E. Cosgrove. 1 4

NEW YORK, N.Y.—Central Crosstown R. R. Co.
(Includes Christopher & Tenth St.) 11.7 m, 4-8)^ g,
52 lb r, 94 box c, 632 h Pres. Geo. S. Hart, V. Pres.
A. Cammack, Sec. Milton I. Masson. Treas. E. Burton
Hart. Office, 170 Christopher st. 9 5

Dry Dock, East Broadway & Battery R.R. Co. 18.54
m, 10.7 m 8, 4-8)1? g, 47, 60, 90 lb c b, s b and girder
r, 175 c, 1205 h. Own cars. Pres. R. Kelly, V. Pres.
S. Mehrbach, Sec. & Pur. Agt. E. T. Landon, Treas.
J. Byrns. Office, 605 Grand St. 9 5

Eighth Ave. R. R. Co. (Leased to Metropolitan
St. Ry. Co.) 20 m, 10 m s. 4-8>^ g, 60 lb r,

212 c, 1,295 h. Pres. Geo. Law, v. Pres. Jacob Hays,
Sec. & Treas. James G. Affleck, Asst. Sec. & Treas.
J. Affleck, Supt. E. R. Sherman. Office, Eighth Ave.
and 50th st. 1 5 s

Forty-second St., ManhattanvlUe & St. Nicholas
Avenue Ry. Co. 24.90 m, 12.45 m s, 4-8>i g, 47-60 lb r,

1290,1,144 n. Stephenson cars. Pres. John S. Fos-
ter, Sec. C. F. Naethlng, Treas. Jacob Flelschhauer,
Supt. S. M. Slsson. Office, 118 E. 43 St. 1 5 s

Manhattan (Elevated) Ry. Co. 100..55 m, 36.14 ma,
4-8XT, 50-90 lb T r, 1,123 c, ,334 loc. Pres. G. J.
Gould, Sec. & Treas. D. W. McWllllams, 2nd V. Pres.
& Gen. Man. F. K. Haln, Auditor E. P. J. Gaynor,
Ticket Agt. C. P. McFaddln, Ch. Engr. J. Water-
house. Asst. Engr. L. Moss, Mast. Mech. T.W. Peoples
Office 71 Broadway. 15s
MetiopoUtan St. Ry. Co. 35 m owned. 97.3 m

leased. 65 4 ms operated. 47-91 lb c b and girder
r 1204 c of which 639 are box, 265 open and 300 g c
5541 h. 3000 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres.
S, Gen. Man. H. H. Vreeland, 1st V. Pres. D. B.
Hasbrouck, 2d V. Pres., U. A. Robinson, Sec. C.
E. Warren, Treas. H. S. Beattle, Chief. Eng. F. S.
Plerson, Pur. Agt. A. C. Tully. Office, 631 Broadway.
6 5 J e
New York & Harlem R.R. Co. 19.32 m, 9.66 m s, 4-8)^

g, 47-64, lb r, 187 c, 1,449 h. Pres. C. Vander-
bllt, V. Pres. C. C. Clarke, sec. & Treas. Ed. V. W.
Rosslter, Supt. Alfred Skltt, Pur. Agt. A. Bourn.
Office, Grand Central Depot. 9 5
North & East River R. R. Co. 3 m, li^ m s, 4-8>^ g.

45 lb, s-b r, 12 c, 54 h. Lewis & Fowler cars. Pres.
E. T. McLaughlin, V. Pres. Robert Avery, Sec. Geo.
Fruh, Treas. T. P. Carney, Supt. W. FarreU. Office,
232-4 Front St. 9 5
Second Ave. R. R. Co. 28 m. 133^ m s, 4-8>^ g, 60 lb.

r, 359 c, 1,977 h. Pres. G. S. Hart, V. Pres. C. F. Cox,
Sec. J. B. Underbill, Treas. H. E. Doremus. Office.
Second ave. cor. 96th st. 1 5 s
Third Ave. R. K. Co. Cable. 28.38 m, 14 m s, 4-Sh g.

80 lb r, 417 c, of which 262 are closed and 155 open,
2 h. Pres. A. J. Ellas, V. Pres. Henry Hart, Sec.
Alfred Lazarus, Treas. J. Beaver, Supt. John H. Rob-
ertson, Ch. Engr. R. P. Tomassek. Office, 65th St.
and Third ave. 15 8

Union Ry. Co. of New York City. (Leases West-
chester Electric R, R.) 25 m, 4-8X g, 72^, 90 lb
girder r, 110 m c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse sys-
tems. American, Gilbert and St. Louis cars. Cooper
engines. 1,500 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres.
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. E. A. Maher, V Pres. C. A.
Stadler, Sec. & Treas. T.W. Olcott, Supt. J. Carrlgau,
Elecn. F. A. Wardlaw. Office, 2389 3d ave. 4 5s
Wt stchester Electric R. R. Co. (See New Rochelle,

N. Y.)

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.—Niagara FaUs & Sus-
pension Bridge Ky. Co. I7.2i5.m, 11 m s, 4-S!^ g, 60 &
73 lb girder r, 30 c, of which 22 are m c and 8 t c.

Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars. Ball engines. Pres.
C. B. Gasklll, V. Pres. J. T. Jones, sec. & Treas.
Chas. B. HUl, Supt. J. C. Brewster. 10 5

Niagara Falls & Lewlston R. R. Co. 14 m, 60 lb T r,

5 m c. Westlnghouse system. Brill cars. Pres. J.
M. Brlnker, V. Pres. P. C. M. Lautz, Sec. H. P.
Bissell. Treas. R, W. Jones, Sunt. J K. Brooks, Ch.
Engr. G. A. Rlcker. 9

"5

NIAGARA FALLS.ONT.—Niagara Palls,Wesley
I'ark & Clifton Tramway Co. 4 m, i-8M g, 30&45
lb T r, 10 c, of which 8 are 4-wheel box & 2 4-wheel
open, 25 h. Pres. J. N. Mooney, Treas. John N.
Hayward, Supt. C. Black. 6 3

Niagara Falls, Park & River Ry. Co. 28 m, 4-83<? g,
66 lb. T r, 41 c, of which 25 are m. c. and 16 t. c. Can.
Gen. Elec. system. Patterson & Corbln and St. Cath-
arine's cars. Water power. Pres. E. B. Osier, V.
Pres. W. Hendrle, Sec. & Treas. R. A. Smith, Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. R. Mackenzie, Supt. J.C. Rothery,
Ch. Engr. & Elecn. W. Phillips. 9 5

NILES, O.—Mineral Ridge & Nlles Electric
Ry. Co. 4 m, 4 m s 4-8% g, 48^ lb T and girder r, 4 m
c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars. AJUs-CorUas
engnes. Prop. D. Moynaiian. la i

NORFOLK, NEB.—Norfolk St. Ry. Co. 3li m,
4-6 g, 17 lb T r, 4 c, of which 2 are h c and 2 m c.
9h. Gen Elec. syatem. Prea. R. A. Stewart, V.
Prea. A. Bear, Sec. N. A. Ralnbolt, Treaa. Gen. Man
Supt. & Pur. Agt. C. B. Burrowa. Office, 401 Main
at. 9 5
NORFOLK, VA.— Norfolk St. R. R. Co. 20 m,

5-2 g, 60, 80 lb girder r, 31 m c. Short system. St.
Louis cars. Providence corilss engines. Pres. M. A.
Verner. V. Pres. T. Clyde, Sec. & Treas. H. C.
Whitehead. Gen. Man. W. M. Rosborough, Elecn.
T. Ogle, Ch Engr. of Power Station, E. P. Bell.
Office. 835 Church Street. 9 5
Norfolk & Ocean View R. R. & Hotel Co. 12 m,

4-9 g. 70 lb T r, 20 c, of which 6 are m c and 14 t c.
Walker system. Jackson & Sharp cars. Frlck
engines. Pres. C, H. Barritt, V. Pres. & Gen. Man.
W. A. Barritt, Jr., Sec. H. L. Page, Treas. J. Good-
win, Supt. & Pur. Agt. F. R. Owen, Auditor C. E.
Norton, Elecn. J. Delner. Ch. Engr. of power
Station, J. Bowes, Ch. Engr. T. J. Kilpatnck, Gen.
Pass & Frt. Agent R. H. Pannlll. 11 5
Port Norfolk Electric Ry. Co. 4 m, i-ti}i g, 40 lb T

r. 10 c, of which 4 are mc and 6 t c. Brush system.
Jackson & Sharo cars. Watertown engines.
Prea. W. H. Stewart, V. Pres.C. H. Ferguson, Sec.
E. T. Powell, Treas. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. M. W.
Mason, Elecn. J. M. Mallard, Ch. Engr. & ch. Engr.
of Power Station, T. T. Rossell. 9 5
NORRISTOWN, PA Schuylkill Valley Trac-

tion Co. (Operates Citizens' Pass. Ry., Norrtstown
Pass. Ry. and Montgomery County Pass. Ry.) 17 m,
5-2^ g, 56, 68 & 90 lb girder r, 25 m c. Jackson &
Sharp cars. Curtis, Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
ayatems. Alils and Buckeye engines. Pres. J. W.
Shepp, Sec. & Treas. E. B. Shepp, Gen. Man. J. W.
Paasmore. 9 5

NORTH ABINGTON, 3IASS.—Rockland &
Ablngton St. Ry. Co. 'iSX m, 13 m a, 4-8>i g, 45,
56, 60 lb T and girder r, 26 m c, 1 h. Gen. Elec. sys-
tem. Joneacars. Kent Power. Pres. M. N. Arnold,
V. Pres. John Spence, Sec. G. W. Kelley, Treas. C.
N. Cobb, Supt. A. H. Walcott, Elecn. T. A.
Cremlns. 9 5
NORTH ADAMS, MASS Hoosac Valley St. Ry

Co. 6 m, 4-8X g, 40 lb. T and flat r, 13 c, of which
7 are m c and 6 t^c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and New-
buryport cars. Fltchburg engines. Pres. & Treas.
C. Q. Richmond, Gen. Man. W. T. Neary. 9 5

NORTHAMPTON, MASS Northampton St.
Ry. CO. nx m, 16 m s. 4 8X g, 40, 58 lb T r, 33 c, of
which 35 are m c and 8 t c, 3 h. Gen. Elec. system.
Jones and Wason cars. Hamilton-Corliss engines.
Pres. J. olmstead, Sec. J. A. Sullivan, Treas. N. D.
Winter, Gen. Man. A. E. Smith, Supt. E. C. Clark,
Jr., Ch. Engr. of Power Station C. H. Nichols. 9 5
NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y. Buffalo, Tona-

wanda & Niagara Falls Electric R. R. Co. 914 m,
4-8J^ g, 45,56,63 lb T and girder r, 14 c, of which 10
are m c and 4 t c. Gen Elec. system. Brill cars.
Noje engines. 13 4 s

NORTH WOBURN, MASS.—North Wobum St.
Ry. Co. 7.5 m, 4 S]4 g, 35, 48 lb tram & T r,12 c, 53 h.
Pres. A. P. Breed, Lynn, Mass. . Treaa. D. H. Sweet-
ser, Supt. & Pur. Agt. G. M. Wlnslow. 9 5

NORWALK, CONN.—Norwalk St. Ry. CO, 514
m. 3>i m s, 4-s>^ g, 60 lb T r, 14 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Kent power. Trimble cars. Pres. ATreas.
E. J. HUl, V Pres. J. A. Osborn, Sec. Gen. Man & Pur.
Agt. W. F. Acton, Supt. E. P. Kyle, Elecn. J.
Humphreys. 9 5
Norwalk Tramway Co. 10.5 m, 7 m s, 4-814 g, 50. 58,

70 lb T r, 25 c, of which 21 are m c and 4 t c. Gen.
Elec. system. Briggs cars. Mcintosh & Seymour
engines. Pres. C. A. Johnson, V. Pres. G. N. McKlb-
bln. sec. & Treas. G. W. Mansneld, Supt. & Pur. Agt.
K. W. Mansfleld. Office, 40 South Mam St., South
Norwalk. 9 6

NORWICH, CONN.—Norwich St. Ry. Co. I2.46m,
11-91 m s, 4-8'^ g, 45, 50 lb T r, 49 c, Of Which 3 are
h c, 21 m c and 25 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Newbury-
port cars. Pres. W. Coffin, Sec. Gen. Man. &
Pur. Agt. E. P. Shaw. Jr., Treas. W. A. Tucker,
Elecn. W. L. Adams, Ch. Eng. Power Station Geo.
Bennett. 1 5 s J e

o
OAKLAND, CAL Piedmont & Mountain View

Ry. 34 m, of which 6 are horse, 5 elec. and 13 cable
and elec. combined. 3-6 and 5 g, 38, 40 lb girder r,

47 c, of which 12 are h c, 24 g. c, and 11 m c. Gen.
Elec. system. Prea. C. R. BUhop, V. Pres. E. A.
Heion. Sec. D. Grant, Gen. Man. I. Bishop, Supt. L.
A Abell 5 5

Central Avenue Ry. Co. 6X m, 8-6 g, 40 lb

combn. r, 6 m c. Gen. Elec. ayatem. Ingler & At-
kinson cara. S. P. Tool Co. engines. Pres. W. P.
Beck, V. Prea. A. H. Clough, Sec. & Gen. Man. W. P.
Rudolph. Treas. 1st. Nat. Bank, Ch. Eugr. P. j.

Brandt, Elecn. J. Lyon. Office 12th and Klrkham
sts. 9 5
East Oakland St. Ry. Co. 6 m, 4-8}4 g, 45 lb com-

bination r, 11 m. c. Gen. Elec. system. Receiver, J.

C. Johnson, Pres. C. E. Wiison,V. Pres. & Gen. Man.
E. P. Vandercook, Supt. A. G. Briggs. Office. 458 9th
St. 5 4 s
Highland Park & Fruit Vale R. R. W]4 m, 7 m s,

4-8>i g. 40-50 lb girder and T r, 8 double deck m c.

Gen. Elec. system. Pullman cars. Receiver, Sec.

& Treas. F. J. Woodward, Pres. A. H. Clough, Pur.
Agt. & Supt. J. E. Morris, Elecn. J. Thomson. Office

118 Broadway. 9 5

Oakland Consolidated St. Ky. Co. 26 m, 16m s, 3-6

g, 35,40 lb T and girder r, 28 m c. Gen. Elec. system.
Stockton cars. Eraser & Chalmers engines. Pres.

F. M. Smith, V. Pres. J. W. Coleman, Sec. & Supt.
A. K. Grimm, Treas. Cal. Sale Dep. & Trust Co.,

Elecn. J. Soarks, Ch. Engr. of Power Station J.

Munroe. Office 47th st & Grove. 9 5

Oakland R. K. Co. (Owned by Southern Pacific Ry.
Co. of San Francisco) Elec. 16.2 m, of which 5.2 are
cable and 11 elec. 3 g, 40, 73 lb girder r, 33 c of which
12 are cable and 20 m c. T-H system. Supt. Geo.
Y. Lortng. Office, San Pablo and 20th sts. 6 3

Oakland, San Leandro& Haywards Elec. Ry. Gonad
35 m, 3 m s, 3-6 g, 35, 4u lb T and girder r, 33 c, ol

which 3 are h c, 29 m c and 2 t c. Gen. Elec. system.
Carter cars. Ball and Mcintosh& Seymour engines.
Pres. H. W. Meek, V. Pres. W. J. Landers, Sec. A. L.

Stone, Treas. C. E. Palmer, Supt. P. M. Leland, C U.

Engr S Ch. Engr. of Power Station E. DeGroat.
Office. 908 Broadway. 4 6a
Norfolk & Ocean view R. R. & Hotel Co. (See

Norfolk, Va.
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OODEN, UTAH Ogden City St. Ky. Co. 12 m,
10m 8, 4-Sx g, 30 lb T r, 14 m c. Gen. Elec. and West-
Ingliouse systems. Laclede cars. Fraser & Chalmers
engines, i'res. W. U. Kowe, V. Pres. J. U. Bacon,
Sec. P. M, Hanley, Treas. S. L. ConkUn, Siipt. & Hur.
Agt N. O. Flygare, Elecn. K. K. Dorland, cli. Engr.
or Power .station, S. K. Skollleld. Office, Power
House, 1920 Washington Ave. 9 6
Ogden & Brlgham City K. R. Co. Pres. J. P.

Sprunt, V. Pres. E. Keed, Sec. G. P. PhlUlps. 4 4s
OKUENSBUlMj, N. Y.—Ogdensburg St. Ry. Co.

18 m, 10m s, 4-8J^ g, 4s lb T r, 17 c ot which 10 are m.
c and 7 t c. h. Westlnghouse system. American
cars. StlUwell & Blerce water power. Pres., Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. U. A. Sage, V, Pres. J. F.
Dolan, Treas. J. B. RelUy, Supt. Louis KlcMer,
Elecn. Frank Rlchier. D 5

OIL, <!ITY, PA on city St. Ry. Co. 3 m, 2 ni 8.

4-8>i g, 56 lb T and girder r, 8 c, of which 6 are m c
and 2 1 0. Curtis system. New Castle cars. Uar-
rlsburg engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. B. Smith-
man, Sec. G. S. Bredln, Treas. G. W. Parker. 9 4

OI'EAN, N. Y Clean St. Ry. Co. 4.9B m, 4.54 m
s. 4-SX g, 50 lb. T r, 11 c of which <1 are h c and 4 m c
12 h. Pres. & Supt. John Forbes, V. Pres. C!. S. Carey
Sec. & Treas. G. II. Strong. Office, 264 Union st.

1 5 s
OL.Y1MPIA, WASH.—Olympla Light Si Power

Co. Elec. 4 m, i-8X g, 40 lb T r, 6 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brill and Pullman cars. Water power.
Kecelvers, H. Stevens and A. A. Phillips. Ofllce 5th
and Chestnut Sts. 9 4

OMAHA, NEB.—Omaha St. Ry. Co. Elec. 95
m, 4-8!^ g, 45, 58!^ lb T and girder r, 348 c, of which
100 are m c and 148 t c. Gen. Elec. and Westing-
house systems. American, Laclede, Pullman and
Stephenson cars. AUls, Wright and Westlnghouse
engines. Pres. Frank Murphy, V. Pres. Guy C.
Barton, Sec. D. H. Goodrich, Treas. W. w. Marsh,
Gen. Man. W. A. Smith, Supt. F. A. Tucker, Elecn.
Oscar Stiles. 9 5
Benson & Baloyon Heights Ry. Co. Elec. 2 m,

g, 30 lb T r, 2 m c. Westlnghouse system.
Pres. E. A. Benson, Gen. Man. J. B, carmlchael.
Supt. E. H. Cone. 9 5

Dundee Place Car Line. i>i m, g, 35 lb T r 3
m c. Detroit system. Pres. R. W. Patrick, Man.
W. A. Smith. 9 3
Omaha & Council Blufls Ry. & Bridge Co. Elec,

High steel bridge spans the Missouri river. 20 m.
20 m s, 4-8}i g, 40, 45 & 56 lb girder & T r, 47 c, of
which 27 are m c and 20 t c. Gen. Elec. and Steel
systems. Pullman cars. Westlnghouse engines. Pres.
N. W. Wells, V. Pres. J.J. Brown, Sec. C. T. Stewart,
Treas. J. H. Millard, Gen. Supt. & Par. Agt. W. S.
Dlmmock, Elecn. I. Lovett, Mast. Mecli. & ch. Engr.
ol Power Station W. B. Tarklngton. 9 5
Lake Manawa Ky. Co.
East Omaha St. Ky. Co., 4J^ m, 3}4 m s, 4-8>^ g, 40.

45 lb. T and girder r, 17 c, ot which 10 are m c and 7
t c. Westlnghouse system. American and St. Louis
cars. Pres. A. s. Potter, V. Pres. D. Hmlth. Sec,
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. A. B. De Long, Treas. H. W.
Yates, Supt. C. C. Lazarus. Office Room 437 Board
of Trade Bldg. 9 5

ONEIDA, N. Y.—Oneida Ry. Co. l]4 m, m m s,

4-8>i g, 47 lb c b r, 3 box c, 9 h. Stephenson cars.
Pres. W. E. Northrup, V. Pres. J. j. Hodge, Sec.
Treas. & Gen. Man. H. C. Stone, Supt. G. Leggett. 9 4

ONEONTA. N. Y.—Oneonta St. R. R. uo, 2M m
4-8!^ g, 35, 38 lb T and flat r, 4 c, 13 h. Pres. & Supt.
Geo. 1. Wllber, V. Pres. D. F. WUber, sec. & Treas.
D. A. Dlefendort, Gen. Man E. W. Pope. 7 4 s k e

ONTARIO, CAL.—Ontario Electric Co. (Controls
Ontario & San Antonio Heights Ry. Co.) 8.5 m, 8.33 ms
4-8>^ g, 30 lb T r, 4 c, of which 2 are m c and 2 t c.

Gen. Elec. system. Stockton cars. Pres. John
Jenkins, V. Pres., Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. C. Franklsh,
Sec. F. B. Stamm, Treas. Ont. State Bank, Supt. D.
Elcoat, Elecn. C, W. Foote. 9 5

OPELiIKA, ALA.—Auburn & Opelika Electric
Ry. Co.
ORANGE, N. J.—Suburban Traction Co., 10 m,

7 m a, 5-2>^ g, TO lb girder r 23 m c. Gen. Elec. system.
Brill, and Jackson & Sharp cars. Ball & Wood
engines. Westlnghouse generator, Kecelver W.
Whittlesey, Pres. G. Spotilswoode, Sec. c. M. Decker,
Supt. F. H. Tldman, U 5
Orange Crosstown & Bioomaeld St. Ry. Co.

(ConsoUdated with Suburban Traction Co.)
Orange Mountain Cable Co. 1.5 m, 8 g, 56 lb.

m p r, 3 c. Bloomsburg cars. Roebling engines. Re-
ceiver E. Vanderpool, Pres. A. Z. Mason, V. Pres. &
Gen. Man. F. W. Child, Sec. & Treas. A. W. Ktssam,
Supt. W. Condon. Office, Orange Nat. Bank Blag.15s
South Orange & Maplewood Railway Co. 56 lb T

r. Gen. Elec. System. BrlU cars. Pres. Frank
Brewer, Sec. & Treas. W. U. flalns, Atiy. C. E
Souther, Ch. Engr. C. W. Br.\ den. 9 5
ORANUEBURtJ, S. C!.—Orangeburg City St. Ry.

Co. 3 m, 3 m s, 4-8^ g. 40 lb. T r, 6 c, 3 h, 4 mu. Pres
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. j. W. H. Dukes, v. Pres. N.
H. Bull, Sec. & Treas. B. H. Moss. Office Russell st

12 4

ORLANDO, FL.A.—Orlando St. Ky. 3 m, 4-9 g,
30, 40 lb T r. 7 c, 5 mu. Pres. & Gen. Man. H. W.
Moulton, Sec. J. M, Cheney, Treas. M. D. Brooks.

5 4s
OSHAWA, ONT.-Oshawa Ry. Co. 7)^ m, 5 m s,

48X g, 63lbTr,5mc. Westlnghouse system. Ottawa
and Kathben cars. Robb engines. Pres. s Sec. F.
5- Rathben, V. Pres. W. Y. Soper, Gen. Man. R. c.
Carter, supt. F. J. Doherty, Ch. Eng. M. J. Butler,
Elecn. W. Chltty, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, E. S.
Edmondson. 9 5

OSHKO.SH, WIS.—Oshkosh St. R. R. Co. SH
m. 4-8)^ S, 30 lb, tram r, 13 c, of which 10 are 4-wheel
box & 3 4-wheel open, 57 h. Pres. Chas. Barber, V.
Pres. J. H. Porter, Sec. &, Treas J. H. Jenkins, Gen.
Man. & Supt. C. E. Montgomery. Office, 222 Main st.

9 4 7 5
OSKALOOSA, lA.—Oskaloosa St. Ry. & Land

Co. 5 m. 4 g. 16, 40, 50 lb tram, & girder r, 4 c, 14 h.
Minneapolis and St. Louis car.s. Pres. W, M. Peat-
man, Sec. C. Winter. Treas. W. G. Clark, Supt J. M.
Powell. Office, lOu High Ave., West. 9

3"

OSWEGO. N. Y.—Oswego St. Ry. CO. 5 m,m s, 4-9 g, 45-72 IbT and girder r, 10 c, of which 8 are
mc, and2tc. Gen. Elec. .system. Brill cars. Water
Power. Pres. G. N. Burt, V. Pres. W. B. Phelps,
sec, M. McGowan, Treas., Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt G

D. Hart, Elecn. F. E. Prltchard. Office, East First
and Bridge sts. 9 5

OTTAWA, II.li.— Ottawa Electric St. Ky. (Sold
to the General Electric Co.) k e

OTTAWA, ONT.—Ottawa Electric Ry. Co. 30 m
10 m s, 4-8^^ g, 52, 56, 60 and 72 lb girder and T r,

67 m c, (3 postal cars). Westlngliouso system. Ot-
tawa cars. Water power. 67 m c (3 postal cars).
Pres. J. W. McRae, V. Pres. W. Y. Soper, Sec. &
Treas. J. D. Eraser. Man. Dir. T. Ahearn, Supt. J.
E. Ilutcheson. Office, 337 Albert St. 9 5

OTTUIUWA, lA.—Otlumwa Electric Ry. Co.
7.5 m, 7.25 m s, 4-8)^ g, 38. 45 lb girder and T r, 11 mc.
Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. Pullman
and St. Louis cars. Hamilton, Allls and Ball engines
Pres., Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. W. R. Daum, V. Pres.
J. B. Sax, Sec. G. P. Hall, Treas. C. F. lilake. Gen.
Supt. W. P. Upham, Supt. ot Car Service, E. M,
Campbell, Elecn. H. H. Caughlan, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station, J. H. Brlggs. Office. l«2 S. Market st. 9 5

OWENSBORO, KY Owensboro City R. K. Co
Eleo. 10 m, 4-8X g, 40 lb T r, 25 c, ot wlilch 13 are m
c and 13 t c. Gea. Elec. system. Stephenson cars.
Harrlsburg engines. Pres. W. E. Wliitely, Sec. R. A.
Miller. Treas. J. H. Parish, Gen. Man. J. N. Alsop,
Supt. K. H. Neely. 1 4 s

0VV0S80. MICH.—Owosso & Corunna Street
Ry. Co., steam. Pres. F. Lodge. In Receiver's
hands. b e

P
PADUCAH, KY Paducah St. Ry. Co. 814 m, SM

m s, 4-8^ g, .35,54 lb T r, 32 c. of which 14 are m c and
8 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis and Stephenson
cars. Ball engines. Pres. Geo. C. Thompson, V.
Pres C. Dallam, Sec. & Treas. T. J. Flournoy, Gen.
Man. A. S. Thompson, Pur. Agt. Elecn. & Supt. Mo.
Pow. D. B. Simon. Office, 1343 Broadway. 12 4

PAINESVI1.I..E, O.—Palnesvllle, Fairport & Rich-
mond St. Ry. Co. CM m, 4-8i^ g, 52, 60 lb girder
r, 7 c, of which 5 are m c and 2 t c. Gen, Elec. sys-
tem. Ball engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. I. K. Plerson,
V. Pres. F. C. Moodey, Sec. & Treas. E. W. Rudder.

4 4

PAliATKA, FLA Palatka & Heights St. Ry
Co. 3 m, 3 g, 30 lb. c b r, 3 c, 3 mu. Stephenson
cars. Pres. Wm. P. Craig, Sec. Marcus Loeb, Treas.
E. s. Crill, Gen. Man. W. C. Snow, Atty. P. B Cal-
houn. 9 5

PARIS, TEX—Paris Ry. Co. 5 m, 5 m s, iSX g, 36
lb T and girder r, 12 h c, 30 mu. Pres. D. H. Scott,
V. Pres. J. H. Johni-on, Sec. & Treas. B.J.Baldwin,
Jr., Gen. Man. & Supt. R. F. Grimes. Office over
Farmers' & Merchants' Bank. 9 5

PARKERSBURG, W. VA.—Park City St. R. R
Co. 5 m, 4 8!^ g, 40 lb flat&T r, 7 c, 14 h, 14 mu
Pres. D. Gould, V. Pres., & Sec. R. Covert, Treas
W. H. Woite, Gen. Man. & Supt. W. A. McCosh.
Office 333 Juliana st. 1 4

PASADENA, CAL.-Clty Ky. Co. (Controlled
by Los Angeles Consolidated Electric Ry. Co.) 53i
m, .3-6 and i-SX g, 16, 20, 301b T & flat r, 5 c, of which
3 are 4-wheel box & 3 4-wheel open; 10 h, 4 mu.
Baker cars. V. Pres. C. W. Buchanan, Sec. Treas.
& Gen. Man. M. D. Painter. 1 4
Alhambra & Pasadena Sc. Ry. Co. ( See Alham-

bra, Cal.)

Colorado St. Ry Co. B]4 m, 3-6 g, 16 lb. T r, 5 c,9 h.

V. Pres. T. P. Lukens, Sec. E. E. Jones. Office, 50
South Los Robles Ave. 1 4

Pasadena & Mt. Wilson Ry. Co. 3)^ m, of which 3

are elec. and X cable 2 c. Edison system. Pelton
water wheels. Pres. T. S. C. Lowe. V. Pres. P. M.
Green, Sec. A. P. West, Treas. T. W. Brotherton.

6 3

Pasadena St. Ry. Co. (Controlled by Los Angeles
Consolidated Electric Ry. Co.) 7 m, 31^ rn s, 3-6 g, 16

lb T r, 5 box c, 8 h. Baker I. W. cars. Pres. & Gen.
Man. R. Williams, V. Pres. G. K. Thomas, Sec. P. G.
Wooster, Treas. P. M. Green. Office, Wooster Block.

12 4

PASO ROBLES, CAL.—El Paso de Robles St.

Ry. s m, 3 g, 16 lb T r, 3 c, 6 h. Lessees Putnam &
Hord. I 6 s

PATERSON, N. J.—Paterson Ry. Co. 33 m, 14 m
s, g, 58 ib to 90 lb c b, s b and girder r, 79 c. 3 h.
Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. Gilbert, Jack-
son and Sharp, and Stephenson cars. Ball engines.
Rent Power. Pres. G. A. Hobart, V. Pres. W.Barbour,
Sec. A. A. Wilcox, Treas. A. H. Tutile, Gen. Man.
M. R. McAdoo, Pur. Agt. J. K. Anthony, Elecn. A.
C. Ralph 9 5

New Jersey Electric Ry. Co. 50 m, 30 m s, 4-8J.^ g
70, 90 lb T and girder r, 105 c. of which 90 are m c and
15 t c. Westlnghouse system. BrlU. Laconia and St,

Louis cars. Bass Foundry engines. Pres. J. L. aelns,
V. Pres. & Treas. T. D. Jordan, Sec. J. J. Scanlan,
Gen. Man. M. E Davis, Supts, W. Klrg and A. B.
De Bevolse. Ch. Engr. E. Valentine. General office,

Morrlsse Bldg, Paterson. President's office, 80 Broad-
way, N. Y. 10 5 J e

Paterson Horse R. R. Co. .8 m. 2 5s
Paterson Central Electric R. R. Co. 4}4 m, 4>^ m s,

4-81^ g, 45, bSXViT and girder r,l8m c. Westlnghouse
system. Brill, Gilbert and Lamokin cars. Pres. T.

H. Bakewell, V. Pres. F. C, Vandyke, Sec. J. J. Scan-
Ion, Treas. J. A. Morrlsse, Gen. Man. M. R. McAdoo,

3 5 3

PEORIA, ILL.—central Ry. Co. 34 m, 12 m s

4-8>^ g, 48, 80 lb T and girder r, 90 c, of which 47 are
m c and 43 t c. Gen. Elec. system. American, La-
clede and St. Louis car^. Allis engines. Pres. W.
Barker, V. Pres. S. K. Clark. Sec. J. N. Ward, Treas
E. Callender, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. J. Ftnley, Supt
P. Brady, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. ot Power Station A
L. Kellogg, Elecn. D. E. Fiynn. office, 622 S. Adams
St. 12 4

Fort Clark St. Ry. Co. Elec. 14 m, 4-8i^ g, 38,

50, 75 lb girder and T r, 34 c, of which 14 are m c and
30 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars. Ball and
Ide engines. Receiver F. W. Horne, Sec. & Treas.
J. A. Trawlck, Gen. Man. J. Flnley, Supt. W. D.
Allison. Office, Abington & Monroe Sts. 2 5 s 1 e

pKTERB <•ROUG II , oNT—Peterborough & Ash-
burnham St. Ky. Co. Ltd. 4 m, 4-8]4 g. 56 lb T and
girder r, 8 c ot which 6 are m c and 3 1 c. Gen. Elec

system. Pros. & Gen. Man. T. E. Bradburn, V. Pres
F. Nlcholls, Sec. A. P. Poussette. 11 4

PETERSBURG, VA.—Petersburg St. Ky. Elec.

3X m, 3K m s, 4-8X g, 45 & 47 lb c b r, 12 c, ot wlilch
2 are h c and 10 are m c. T-ll system. Jones cars.
Receiver K. Ollham, Supt. G. Beadle. 4 4

Petersburg* Asylum Ky. Co. Dummy. 3X m, i-iSX

g, 60 lb T r, 1 Baldwin engine, 4 c. Receiver R.
Gllham. Supt. G, Beadle. 4 4

PHILADELPHIA, PA.-Unlon Traction Co.
(Consolidation ot the Electric Traction Co., the
People s Traction Co. and the Philadelphia Traction
Co). Pres. J. Lowber Welsh, Sec. and Treas. C. O.
cruger. 9 6

Electric Traction Co., ot Philadelphia. (Controlled
by the Unton Traction Co., Includes Lombard &
South Sts. Pass. Ry., Lehigh Ave. Ky., Frank-
ford & southwark city Pass. Ry., Citizens'
Pass. Ry., and Second & Third Sts. Pass.
Ry.) 129 m, 5-2!^ g, 45-93 lb. girder and
Tram r, 253 c, 1,705 n, 10 steam dummies. Curtis
and Gen. Elec. systems. American and Pullman cars.
Mcintosh & Seymour and Porter-Allen engines. 6,7.50

H. P. Baboock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. .1. J*. Sullivan,
V. Pres. G. S. Gandy, Sec. & Treas F. Weckerley.
Supt. W. H. Janney, Ch. Engr. A. H. Engstrom Ch.
Engr, of Power station W. J. Kerr. Oflice, 421 Chest-
nut St. 9 5

Delaware County & Philadelphia Electric Ry. Co.
10 m, 10 ms, 5-2 g, 80 lb. 'V and girder r. Gen. Elec.
system. Lamokin cars. Pres. J. 8. Austin, V. Pres.
E. V. Kane, Sec. and Supt. S. Halgh, TreaB. & Pur.
Agt. W. H. Sayen. 9 5

HestonvlUe, Mantua & Fairmount Pass. R.R. Co.
24,77 m, 24.77 m s, 5-2.)^ g, 90 lb girder r. 132 m c. Gen.
Electric sy.stem. St. Louis cars. Green engines.
I,500H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. « Gen.
Man. I. Blum, v. Pres. S. J. Martin, Sec. & Treas.
W. K. Benson, Supt. & Ch. Engr. D. A. Hegarty,
Ch. Engr. of Power Station J. D. Lynch, office,
Drexel Bldg. Engr's Office, 4300 Lancaster ave. 9 5

People's Pass. Ky. Co. (Lessee ot Germaniown
Pass, and Green & Coates Kjs. and is controlled by
People's Traction Co.) 49 m, 49 m 3, 5-3>^ g, 49 m s, 93
lb girder r, 400 c, 1475 h. Gen. Elec. system. Lamokin
and St. Louis cars. Allls engines. Pres. W. S.
Shelmerdine, Sec. & Treas. David C. Golden,
Gen. Man. J. R. Beetem. Office, 8th & Dauphin sts.
3 5 s h e

People's Traction Co. (Controls People's Pass. Ry.
Co., controlled by Union Traction Co.) Lamo-
kin and St. Louis cars. 4.830 H. P. Babcock &
Wilcox boilers. Pres. J. Lowber Wel.'h, Sec.
& Treas. C. O. Kruger, Gen. Man. J. R. Beetem.
1 5 3 h e

Philadelphia Traction Co. (Lessee ot Catherine &
Balnbrldge Sts., the Continental Pa.ss., Empire
Pass., Kessler st. Connecting Pass., the Marshall St.,
Phlla. & Darby, the Phila. City Pass., Phila. & Gray's
Ferry Pass., the Ridge Ave. Pass., Schuylkill
River Pass., I7th & I9th Sts. Pass., I3th & I5tn Sts.
Pass., 12th & 16th Sts. Pass., 22d St. & Allegheny
Ave. Pass., the Union Pass, and West Phlla. Pass.
Kys. Controlled by Union Traction Co.) 194.19
m, 5-2M g, 47, 78, 90 lb r, 1,116 m c. BrlU and
Laclede cars. Westlnghouse and Wetherill engines.
10,125 H. p. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. P. A. B.
Widener. 1st V. Pres. W L. EUilns, 3d V. Pres. G. D.
Widener, Sec. & Treas. D. W. Dickson, Gen. Man. J.
T. Gorman. Ch. Engr. P. Uhlenhaut, Jr. Office 4l8t
and Uavertord sts. V. Pres. office i'Zi Walnut sts.
Engr's office 13th and .Mt. vernonsts. 6 6
Hoimesburg, Tacony & Frankford Electric Rail-

road CO. (See Taccny, Pa.)
PIIILLIPSBURG, N. J.—PMUipsburg Horse

CarR. K. Co. 3>i m, 4-8X g, ;35 lb r, 4 c, 13 h. Pres.
E. C. Parker, Sec. & Treas. J. W Long. 1 5 s

PIIILLIPSBURG, PA.—Cleardeld Traction Co.
(Controls PhllUpsburg Suburban Electric Ry. Co.,
Phllllpsburg & Houtzdale Pass Ky. Co, and Houtz-
dale & Suburban Ry. Co.) Pres. A. Markle, Sec. &
Treas. E. S. Doud. 4 5s
PH<ENIX, ARIZ.—Phoenix city Ry. Co. 9 m,

ot which 2 are horse and 7 elec. 3-6 g, 20, 30, 35 lb
T r, 12 c, of which 3 are h c 6 are m c and 3 t c. Gen.
Elec. system. BrlU & own cars. Cummer engines.
Pres. M. H Sherman, V. Pres. C. F. Alnsworth, Sec.
& Man. B. N. Pratt, Treas. W. Bark, Elecn. C. L.
Lergstreth. 9 5

PIERRE, S. DAK.—PleiTe City Ry. Co. 4.1 m
4-8}^ g, 27-35 lb r, 5 open c, 7 h, 16 mu. Pres. W. G
Warden, V. Pres. Kandal Morgan, Sec, Supt. &
Gen. Man. S. B. WaUace. 6 3

PINE BLUFF, ARK.—The Citizens' St. Ry. Co
1 1 m, 11 m s, 4-81^ g, 20, 35, 45 lb T r. 32 c 6 h, 90 mu.
Pres. J. M. Taylor. V. Pres. T. S. James, Sec. A,
Murray, Treas & Pur. Agt. J. O'Connell, Gen. Man.
H. P. Bradford, Supt. R. Downes, Jr., Pur. Agt.
J. O'ConneU Office, 212 Mam St. 9 4

PIQUA, O.—Miami Valley Ry. Co. 14 m, 14 me,
4-81^ g, S5,48 lb T r, IC c. Of Which 11 are m c and 5 t c
Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis and Barney & Smith
cars. Hamilton Corliss engines, Pres. W. P.
Orr, V. Pres & Man. A- M. Orr, Sec. & Treas. L. M.
Flesh, Gen. Supt. F.C. Davies. 9 5

PITTSBURG, KAN.—Pittsburg, Frontenac &
Suburban Electric Ky. Co. Pres. K. Simons,V. Pres.
R. Robyn, Sec. S. Barratt, Treas L. M. BedeU. 12 4

PITTSBURGH, PA.—Central Traction Co. 8}4
m, ot which 5 are cable and 31^ elec. 5-2i^ g, 65 lb
girder r, 20 c. of which 16 are g c and 4 m c, 2 h. West-
lnghouse system. BrlU and PuUman cars. Weth-
erill and Westlnghouse engines. Pres. Geo. I. Whit-
ney, V. Pres. T. A. Gillespie, Sec. G. L. Herron,
Treas. G. F. Wright, Supt. W. C. Smith, Ch. Engr. L.
Klrker. Elecn. E. WUilams. Office 33d st. and Her-
ron Avenue. 9 5

Citizens' Traction Co. (Leased to the Fort Pitt
Traction Co.) 30 m ot which 6 are horse 12 cable
and 12 elec, 15 m 3, 5-3x g. 54 & 65 lb girder
and tram r, ill c, of which 33 are h c, 68 g c and 20 m
c, 28 h. Westlnghouse system. Gilbert,PuUman and
Stephenson cars. Buckeye and Wetherill engines.
Pres. Jno. G. Holmes, V. Pres. H. S. A. Stewart, Sec.
J. G. Bright, Treas. N. Holmes, Jr., Gen. Man. & Pur.
Agt. Chas. Fitzgerald. General office, 537 Penn
Ave., business office, 3404 Penn Ave. 9 6 k e
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Duquesne Traction Co. (Leased to Plttstourgh Tran-
tlon Co.) 28 m, 5-2X g, 48 lb girder r, 60 m c. Gen,
Elec. system. Pres. C. L. Magee, V. Pres. .

Sec. Jas. L. McDevltt, Treas. Jno F. Steel, Supt. E.
McDowell. 9 2 8 1 e

Federal St. & Pleasant Valley Ry. Co. 36 in, 18 m
s, .5-2>i g, 66 and 70 lb girder r, 93 o, of whlcb 8i are.

mcanagtc. Gen. Elec. and Wesilnghouse systems
Brill, St. Louis, Pullman and Stephenson cars. Buck-
eye and Westinctbouse engines. Pres. & Gen. Man.
D. F. Henry, Sec. Wm. H. Graham, Treas. R. F.

Ramsey, Supt. W. H. Foster, Pur. Agt. D. M. Bryar,
ElecD. & M. M. D. McDonald, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station J. Johnston. Office, 125 Taggart St., Alleg-

heny. 9 5

Fort Pitt Inclined Plane Ry. Co. Steam. 3-50 ft.,

10 g, 2 c. Pres. Wm. Flinn, Sec. & Supt. S. H. French,
Treas. F. L. Stephenson. Office 125 Fourth Ave. 7 4s
Homestead & Highlands St. Ry. Co. 3 m,5-iyi g.

50-90 lb. T and girder r, 11 m c. Westlnghouse sys-

tem. Barney & Smith cars. Pres. E. G. Wood, V-
Pres. & Gen. Man. S. J. Macfarren, sec. J. H. Adams.
Treas. L. Rott. 9 5

Knoxvllle Inclined Plane Co. 3,640 ft. 9 g, 60 lb.

T r, 2 c. 'Office 96 Diamond st.

Monongahela Inclined Plane Ry. Co. 2 planes, 640

ft, 5 and 12 g, 4.') and 80 lb T r, 2 pass c, 3 freight c.

Pres. Jas. M. Bailey, Sec. Treas. & Supt. John L.

Aw). 7 4 S

Penn. Inclined Plane Ry. 840 ft, 10 g, 60 lb T r

Pres. Joshua Rhodes. 1st ave.

Pittsburgh, Allegheny & Manchester Traction Co-
(Leases Pittsburgh Union Pass. Ry. Co.) 19.823 m.
5-2>^ g, 63 lb girder and T r, 80 c of wblch 66 are m C'

and 14 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Laclede, Lewis &
Fowler and Pullman cars. WetlierlU engines. Pres.

6. B. UtU, V. Pres Joshua Rhodes, Sec. a. M. Neeper,
Treas. W. Montgomery, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. G.

F. Greenwood. Office, S. Market & Liberty sts. and
Beaver St. & Island ave, Allegheny. 12 4

Pittsburgh & Birmingham Traction Co. (Operates
Pittsburgh & Birmingham Pass. Ry. Co., Pittsburgh
Incline Plane Co. and Mt. Oliver Incline Plane Co.)

26 m, .5-2>t; g, (HYi lb girder r, 00 c. Westlnghouse and
Gen. Elec. systems. Gilbert cars. HamUtou-Corllss
englaes. 1,000 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.

Pres. H. Moore, V. Pres. A. C. Mittenglll, Sec. &
Treas A. S. Petrle, Supt. P. McCoy, Elecn. & Ch.
Engr. T. McNeil. Office 30th & Carson sts. 11 5

Pittsburgh & Castle Shannon R. R. Cable. (In-

cludes 2 inclines). m, 3-4 g, 601b T r, 10 c, of which
6 are pass c and i baggage c. Incline No. 1, 1,375 ft.

log, 60 lb T r, 2 c. Incline No. 3, 2,112 ft. lug, 60

lb T r, 2 c. Jackson & Sharp cars. Pittsburgh Loco.
Works engines. Pres. Walter Chess, V. Pres. J. M.
Bailey, Sec. & Treas. E. J. Reamer, Supt. & Pur. Agt.
O A. Rogers. 6 4s
Pittsburgh & West End Pass. Ry. Co. 16 m, 8 m s

5-2>5 g, 80 lb girder r, 44 c of which 18 are h c and 26 m
c, 4 h. Westiugliouse system. Laclede and Stephen-
son cars. Russell engines. Pres. J, C. Rellly, V. Pres.

Thomas S. Blgelow, Sec. W. V. Callery, Treas. &
Gen. Man. William ,L Burns, Ch. Engr. & Elecn.

M. Murphy. Office, Carson st. and Point Bridge.94s
The Pittsburgh Traction Co. (Operates lines of

Duquesne Traction Co.) 12 m, of which 10 are
cable and 2 elec. 7 m s, 5-2 g, 65 lb. girder r, 74 c,

of which 73 are g c and 3 m. c. Atwood system.
Brill and Philadelphia Traction Cars. Wetherlil
engines. Pres. Geo. W. Elklus, V.Pres. C. L. Magee,
Sec. and Treas. J. G. Trag?ardh, Gen. Man. &
Pur. Agt. W. L. Elklns, Ch. Eng'r J. M. Gorman
Office, 6006 Penn ave. 8 4 8

St. Clair Incline Plane Ry. Co. .40 m, 5 g, 56 lb

T r, 3 box c. Pres. & Supt. W. S. Hughes, Sec. W.
S. Jones. Treas. R. B. Mellon. Office, 614 Smlth-
fleld St. 9 6

Schenley Park & Highlands Ry. Co. 6 m, 5-2X
g, 40, 45, 66 lb T and girder r, 5 m c. Westlnghouse
system. Barney & Smltli and Gilbert cars. Noi d
burg engines. Pres. R. G. Wood, V. Pres. & Gen
Man. S. J. MacFarren, Sec. J. U. Adams, Treas. T. A.
Noble. Office, Homestead. 9 5

second Avenue Traction Co. (Leases Second Ave-
nue Poss. Uy. Co.) 55 m, 5-2% g, 56. 69, 90 lb. r,

to m c. 6 h. Westlnghouse system. Laclede and
Stephenson cars. Russell engines. Pres. Jas. D.

Callery, V. Pres. IT. J. Bowdin, Sec J. H. Callahan,
Treas. John W. Taylor, Gen. Man. W. J. Burns,
Supt. Ch. Engr. & Elecn. John Murphy. Office Glen-
wood, 23d Ward. 4 5s
Suburban Rapid Transit St. Ry. Co. 8 m, sj^ m s,

6-2H g, 70 lb girder r, 15 m c. Sperry and Westing
house systems. Brill, Laclede, Lewis & Fowler and
Stephenson cars. Fisher and Porter engines. Pres.

Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. Thos. A. Noble, Sec. C. E
Succop, Treas. K. P. Cunningham, Supt. & Elecn.

J P. Saitz, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. 01 Power
Station M. McGrecken. Office, 118 Diamond St. 9 6

Sylvan Avenue Passenger Ry. Co. 2 m, 5-3>< g>

78 lb. girder r, 3 mc. Westlnghouse system. Pres-

J. D. Callery, Sec. W. H. Kuch, Treas. J. W-
Taylor. 10 4

PITT.SFIEliD, 3IAS.S.—Plttsneld Electric St. Ry
Co. m. 4-8}^ g, 56 lb T r, 10 c of which 5 are
m. c. and 5 t. c, 2 h. Westlnghouse system. Pres.
Jos. Tucker. Sec. J. M. Stevenson, Treas. C. E.
Merrill. Gen. Man. P. C. Dolan. Office Seymour
and Wahconah Sts. 11 4 s

PL,AINF1E1.,1>, N. J.—Plalnfleld St. Ry. Co.

4 m, 3 ms, 5-2Ji g, 72 lb girder r, 6 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brill cars. Wesrlngnouse engines. Pres. T.

N. Nevlns, V. Pres. J. T. Pritts, Sec. & Treas. A.
Riker. Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. Jno. H. Adel-
mann. Office 909 West 4th St. 9 5

PI-YMOUTH, I>IASS.—Plymouth & Kingston
Ry. Co. (Controlled by New England St. Ry. Co.)
9 m 9 m s, g, 35, 42 lb T r, 12 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brlggs and Newburyport cars. Pres. A. L.

(jordon, Treas. J. D. Tliurber, Gen. Man., Supt. Pur.
Agt. & Ch. Engr. C. E. Barnes. 9 5

POINT PLEA.SANT, N. J.—South Jersey St.

Ry. Co. 4 m, 2ii m s, 4-8>^ g, 56, 90 lb T and girder
r, 5 m c. Westlnghouse system. Lewis & Fowler
cars. Ball & Wood engines. Blgiow boilers. Pres.
W. D. Jameson, V. Pres. F. Brewer, Sec. and Treas.
J. A. Weeks, Supt. T. P. Turner. 8 f>

POMONA, CAI>.—Orange Grove St. R. R Co. 4 m
3-6 g, 16 lb T r, 8 c. 8 mu. Pres. & Treas. B. B. Nesblt,
Sec. C. E. Rice Gen. Man. & Supt. P. C. Towner,

n 2

PORT ARTHUR, ONT.—Town Of Port Arthur
Electric Ry. & Light. (Owned and operated by the
town of Port Arthur). 8 m, 8 m s, 4-8^ g, 40, 50 lb T
r, 4 c, of which 3 are m c and 1 1 c. Gen. Elec. sys-
tem. Patterson & Corbln cars. Wheelock erglnes.
Chairman & Pur. Agt. W. P. Cooke, Ch. Engr. of
Power Station, A. M. GUI. 9 5

PORT HURON, MICH City Electric Ry. Co.
9 m, 8 m s. 4-81^ g, 45 lb T r, 24 c, of which 21 are m c
and 3 1 c. Gen. Elec. system. EUis, St. Louis and own
cars. Rent power. Pres. W. Canham, Sec. P. J. Dixon,
Treas. W. L. Jenks, Gen. Man. A. Dixon, Supt. H. A.
Dixon, Elecn. H. Ludwig. Office 316 Huron ave.

9 5

PORTLAND, ME.—Portland R. R. Co. 20.14 m, of
which 11.43 are horse and 8.72 elec. 16.53 m s, 4-8)^ g,
35, 48, 58, 72 lb T tram and girder r, 68 c, of which 42
are h c, 18 m c, and 8 t c, 240 b. Gen. Elec. system.
Ball and Mcintosh & Seymour engines. 1,250 H. P.
Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. W. R. Wood, Sec,
Treas., Gen. Man., Pur. Agt. & Supt.,E. A. Newman,
Office 471 Congress st. 1 5 s

Portland & Cape Elizabeth R. R. Co. Supt. H. R.
MacLeod. 5 5

PORTI^AND, ORE City& Suburban Ry. Co. 46
m, of which .35 are elec. and 11 steam, 32 m s. 3-6 g,
30, 40 lb T and girder r, 69 c, of which 52 are m c, 4 t

c, and 13 coaches, 7 steam motors. Gen. Elec. system.
Pullman cars Baldwin engines. Pres. H. Falling, V.
Pres. T Woodward, Sec. & Treas. C. F. Swlgert, Gen.
Man. & Supt. H. C. Campbell. 9 5

Barnes Heights & Cornell Mt. Ry. Co. 2.6 m, 3.6 g,
40 lb T r, 3 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars. 15s
City & West Portland Park Motor Co. 6 m, of

which 5 are steam and 1 elec. 1 m s, 3-6 g, 40 T r, 17 c,

2 steam motors. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. E. T.
Johnson, V. Pres., Treas.. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt.
T. A. Wood, Sec. W. H. Wood. Office Room 24, A.
O. U. W. Temple. 15 s
East Side Ry. Co. (Mt. Tabor R. R.) 22 m, of

which i]4 are steam and MX elec, 4-8>^ g, 30, 40 lb T
r, 19 c of which 15 are m c and 4 t c, 3 steam
motors. Gen. Elec. system. Baldwin engines. Pres.
6 Gen. Man. G. A. Steel, V. Pres. & Treas. J. Steel,
Sec. J. B. Cleland. Office 312 Madison St. 12 4 s
Portland Consolidated St. Ry. Co. 32 m, 13i^ m s

3-6, 4-8^ g, 35, 40 lb T r, 79 c. Of which 74 are m c.

and 5 t c, 3 h. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse sys-
tems. Brill, Hand and Pullman cars. Ball and Beck
engines. Receiver G. P. Paxton, ^'res. G. B. Markle,
V. Pres. J. Steel, Sec. D. F. Sherman, Treas. J. L.
Hartman, Gen. Man. J. E. Thlelsen. Office 630
Chamber of Commerce Bldg. 9 5
Portland St. Ry. Co. 3 m, 4-8><? g, 30 lb tram r, 4 c,

30 h. Pres. J. Holladay, V. Pres G. W. Weldler,
Sec T. Gray. 7 4s
Portland Traction Co. 7 m, 31^ m s. 3-6 g, 22, 38

comb, r, 24 c, of which 23 are g c ana 1 t c. Stockton
cars. Hamilton-Corliss engines. Pres. S. P. Smith,
Sec. F. L. Brown, Gen. Man. F. I. Fuller. Office,
Mill & Chaoman Sts. 9 5
PORT NORFOLK, VA.—(See Norfolk, Va.)

PORTSMOUTH, O.—Portsmouth St. R. R. &
Lt. Co. 5 m, 5 m s, 4-8X g, 45, 48 lb T and girder r,

12 c, which 5 are m c and 7 t c. Westlnghouse sys-
tem. St. Louis cars. Ball & Wood and Buckeye en-
gines. Pres. F. L. Smith, V. Pres. H. s. Grimes,
sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. S. B. Tlmmonds, Supt. &
Elecn. S. P. Balrd. 4 5s
PORTSMOUTH, VA Portsmouth St. Ry. Co-

7 m, 4.7 m s, 4-8X g, 30, 57 lb s b r, 18 c, 40 h, 10 mu.
Pres. L. R. Watts, V. Pres. H. L. Maynard, Sec. J. F.
Finney, Treas. Martin Lane, 4 5 s k e
POTTSTOWN. PA.—Pottstown Passenger Ry-

Co. 6 m, 3 m s, 4-8>; g, 48,66 lb girder r, 14 c, of
which 8 are m c and 6 t c. Westlnghouse system-
Bi-ill and Jackson & Sharp cars. Ball engines. Pres.
G. N. Malsberger, Sec. & Treas. C. Fegely, Supt. &
Pur. Agt. L. P. Muthart. 12 4

Ringing Rocks Electric Ry. Co. 3.7 m. 2!4 m s, 4-8)^
g, 48,70 T and girder r, 11 c, of which 1 is baagage c, 6
m and 4 t c, 1 baggage c, Westlnghouse and
Baxter systems. St. Louis cars. Green (Altoona)
engines. Pres. M. R. Davldhelser, V. Pre-. T. B.
Miller. Sec. E. S Fretz, Treas. A. K. Shaner, Gen.
Man. F. S. Brant, Supt. & Elecn. J W. Splcer. 11 5

POTTSVII.L,E. PA Schuylkill Electric RaU-
way Co. (Leases and operates People's Ry., Potts-
vlUe (E Reading Ry., Tamaqua & Pottsvllle Elec-
tric R. R.) 28 m, 25 m S, 4-81^ g, 60, 76 lb T
and girder r, 60 Tc, of which 30 are m c and
30 t c. Gen. Elec. and Walker systems. Jackson &
Sharp and St. Louis cars. Frlck engines. Pres. C. H.
Barrltt, V. Pres. R. H. Koch, Sec. J. Newlin, Treas.
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. P. H. Treat, Supt. M. H.
Hubbell. General office, Pottsvllle. Exec, office,
635 Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia. 9 5 j e

Pottsvllle & Reading Ry. Co. (Leased to Schuylkill
Electric Ky. Co.) 9 m, 4-8>? W g. 60,78 lb r, 12 c, of
which 6 are m c and 6 t c. Walker system. Pres. C.
H. Barrltt, Sec. J. F. Finney, Treas & Gen. Man.
W. A. Barrltt, Jr. 9 5

Tamaqua & Pottsvllle Electric R. R. (Leased to
Schuylkill Electric Ry. Co.) 16 m, 4-8i^ g, 60, 76 lb r,

16 c, of which 8 are m c and 8 t c. Walker system.
Brilland Jackson & Sharp cars. Rent Power. Pres.
C. H. Barrltt, Sec. J. Finney, Treas. & Gen. Man. W.
A. Barrltt, Jr. 9 5

POUCiHKEEPSlE, N. Y.—Poughkeepsle City &
Wappinger Falls Electric Ry. Co. 19 m, 4-8>^ g. 65-
90 lb. T and girder r. 20 m c. Gen. Elec. system.
American cars. Ball & Wood engines. Pres. J. W.
Hinckley, Sec. J. DeGroff, Treas. & Sup. E. M.
Davidson, Ch. Engr. G. S. Smith, Office, 489-493
Main St. 11 5

PROVIDENCE. R. I.—Union R. R. Co. 90 m,
4-81.^ g, 54. 70, 90 lb girder r, 327 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Jones and Newburyport cars. Providence
engines. 3,000 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.
Pres. N. W. Aldrlch, V. Pres. C. H. Perkins,
Sec. Henry V. A. JosUn, Treas. C. A. Babco«k, Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. A. T. Potter, Ch. EHbT. G. C.
Tlngley. Elecn. W. D. Wright, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station M. H. Bronsdon. Office, 82 Westminster St.
4 6 8

Interstate St. Ry. Co. 24 m, 12 m s, 4-8>tf g, 50 lb.
T r, 40 c. of which 23 are m c and 17 t c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brlggs and Newburyport cars. Receiver
C. S. Sweetland, Pres. & Gen. Man. H. M. Daggett,
Jr., Sec. W. H. Barney, Treas. W. N. Otla, Pur. Agt.
E. Holmes, Elecn. J. Tregonlng. Office, Main St.

4 5 s
Pawtucket St.Ry Co. 18 m, 4 g, 54-60 lb Prov. gir-

der and T r, 50 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. N. W.
Aldrlch, V. Pres. L. B. Goff, Sec H. V. A. JosUn,
Treas. C. H. Babcock, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. A. T.
Potter, Supt. C. F. Luther. Office, 32 Westminster
St. 4 5 s
Pawtuxet Valley Electric St. Ry. Co. 7.3 m, 7.3 m

8, 4 8>^g, 48,58, 70 lb T r, 11 c. Of which 9 arem c and
2 t 0. Gen. Elec. system. Union R. R. cars. Hamll-
ton-Corllss engines. Pres. N. W. Aldrlch, V. Pres.
H. L. Greene, Sec. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. H. V. A.
Joslln, Treas. C. A. Babcock. Office, 32 Westminster
St. 11 5
Providence Cable Tramway Co. Cable. 3.4 m, 3.1
m s, 4-81^ g, 38, 50 lb girder r, 58 c, of which 14 are
g c and 44 t c, 147 h. Own and Stephenson cars.
Harris- Corliss engines. Pres. N. W. Aldrlch, Sec. H.
V. A. Joslln, Treas. C. A. Babcock, Gen. Man. & Pur.
Agt. A. T. Potter, Supt. M H. Bronsdon. Office. 32
Westminster St. 4 5s
PUEBLO, COLO.—Pueblo City Ry. Co. 25 m, 4 g,

35, 40 lb T r. 40 c, of which 24 are m c and 16 t c.

Gen. Elec. system. Woeber cars. AlUs engines. Re-
ceiver H. E. Chubbuck, Pres J. E.Downey, Sec. Supt.
& Elecn. W. A. Martin, Treas. G. H. Hard. 2 5s
PUNXSUTAWNEV, PA.—Punxsutawney St.

Pass. Ry. Co. 2 m 3 m s, 4-8i^ g, 51)^ lb girder r, 3
m c Westlnghouse system. Newcastle cars. Green
engines. Pres. S. E. Wilson, V. Pres. J. K. North,
Sec. A. J. Trultt, Treas. Gen. Man. Supt. Pur. Agt.
& Elecn. L. C. Myers, Ch. Engr. of Power Station S.
Plttman. 9 5

PUT-IN-BAY, O.—Put-In-Bay Water Works,
Light & Ry. Co. 2 m, 4-8% g, 75 lb T r, 8 c. Of which
4 are m c, and 4 t. c. Westlnghouse system. St.
Louis cars. Pres. G. H. Ketcham, V. Pres, and
Gen. Man. J. K. Tlllotson, Sec. and Treas. F. M.
om. 3 4

Q
QUEBEC, CAN Quebec St. Ry. Co. 3K m,
m s 4-85^ g, 45 lb Phlla. r, 13 c, 69 h Stephenson
cars. Pres. W. Hossack, V. Pres. G. Lemolne, Sec
Treas. Supt. & Man. F. T. Boomer. Box 74, Crown St

12 4
St. John St. Ry. Co. Ltd. 1% m, IJ^ m s, 4-8Ji g,

35 lb s b r, 5 c, 30 h. Run a 'bus service out 4 m from
city limits, connecting with car service. Stephen-
son cars. Pres. A. Robertson, V. Pres. W. Detiuln-
cy Sewell, Sec. & Man. W. W. Martin. Office 566-8
St. John St. 3 5 s
Quebec, Montmorency & Charlevoix Ry. Co.

Steam. 30 m. 561b T r, 22c, 4 locomotives. Pres. H.J.
Beemer, V. Pres. Paterson Hall, Sec. Lawrence
Lynch, Treas. E. F. Wurtella, Man. G. S. Cressman.
Gen. Supt. W. R. Russell. 9 5

QUINCY, ILL.—Qulncy Horse Ry. & Carrying
Co., 13 m, 5 g, 38, 45, 53 lb T and girder r, 28 c, of
which 31 m c and 7 t c, 4 mu, Gen. Elec. system. St.

Louis cars. Hamilton-Corliss engines. Pres. W. S.

Warneld, V. Pres. E. J. Parker, Sec. Supt. & Pur.
Agt. E. K. Stone, Jr., Treas. F. W. Meyer. 9 5
QUINCY, MASS.—Qulncy & Boston St. Ry. Co.

,
14 m, 4-8 g, 35, 58 lb T and flat r, 20 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Pres. J. R. Graham, Sec. & Treas. F. H.
Smith, Supt. B. J Weeks. 10 4 s

R
RACINE, WIS Belle city St. Ry. Co. 16 m, 12

m s, 4 g, 45, 52 lb T and girder r, 36 c, of which 20 are
m c and 6 t c. Detroit system. American, Brill,

Lamokln and St. Louis cars. Bullock-Corliss, Mc-
intosh & Seymour and Westlnghouse engines. Pres.
& Treas. J. I. Case, V. Pres. C. I. Shoof. Sec. Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt J. I. Case, Elecn. D. M. Howard,
Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of PowerStatlon J. F. Foster.
Office, 233 Main St. 9 5 1 e
RALEUiH, N. C—Raleigh Electric Co. 5% m,

5V6 m 8 4-8% g, 30-56 lb T and girder r, 13 c, of which
12 are m c and 1 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and
West End cars. Frlck engines. Pres. A. A. Thomp-
son, Sec. C. C. Johnson, Treas. F. H. Brlggs, Supt.
I. P. Keeler, Office cor. Jones and West Sts. 15 8
RAPID CITY, S. DAK.—Rapid City St. Ry. Co

2 m, 4 g, 25 lb r, 2c, 3 h. Pres. E. B. Chapman,
V. Pres. & Treas. W. SomervlUe. Leased and man-
aged by Howard Worth. 9 5

KEAI>IN(>, PA.—Neverslnk Mountain R. R.
12 m, 13 m s, 4-8 g, 66 lb T r, 11 c, of which 7 are m c
and 4 t 0. Gen. Elec. & Westlnghouse systems. Brill

and Pullman cars. Allls engines. Pres. R. T Leaf,
V. Pres. G. Brooke, sec. H. C. Holder, Treas. D. W.
Stehman, Supt. D. H. Christian. Office, 536 Penn St.

10 5

Reading & South Western St. Ry. Co. Elec. 5}^ m
1% m s, 4-8H g. 40-56 lb T and girder r, 14 c, of which
8 are m c and 6 t c. Curtis and Gen. Elec. systems.
Brill, Lewis & Fowler and Stephenson cars. Ball
engines. Pres. J. W. Shepp, V. Pres. J. B. Sterley,
Sec. & Treas. V. S. Seltzer, Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur.
Agt.. G. W. Kelm. Office, Canal st., below Chestnut

13 4
Reading Traction Co. (Operates Reading City

Pass. Ry. and East Reading Electric Ry.) 35 m, 28
ms, 5-2% g, 90 lb girder r, 133 c, of which 37 are
m c and 35 t c, h c 61. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and
St. Louis cars. Green and Lake Erie engines. Pres.
Gen. Man. & Pur Agt. J. A. Rlgg, V. Pres. R. N
Carson. Sec. & Treas. M. C. Aulenbach, Supt. S. E.
Rlgg, Ch. Engr. of Power StatiDn S. D. Mlsslmer.
Office, 6 N. 5th St. 9 5

RED CLOUD, NEB Red Cloud street Ry. i m,
3 , 6 mu. Proprietor, L. CrabUl. 2 3

REDLANDS, CAIi.—Redlands St. Ry. Co. i]4
m, 2}^ m s, 4-2% g 20 lb T r, 1 open c, 7 mu. Baker
Iron Works cars. Pres. A. E. Sterling V. Pres. S. J.

Hayes, Treas. First National Bank, Gen. Man. Supt.
& Pur. ABt. J. W. Wilson. 9 5

RED OAK, lA Red Oak St. Ry. Co. l%Ta, i-ny^

g. 20 10 flat r, 1 c, 2 mu. Pres. Gen. Man. & Supt. M.
Bonham, V. Pres. J. Hayes, Sec. F. M. Byrl ket. 4 4s
RICHMOND, IND.—Richmond city Elec. St. Ry.

Co. 11 m, g, 40, 60 lb T r. 24 c. of which 14 are m,
[and 10 t. c. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. J. P. Miller,

Sec. R. B. Harrison, Treas. D. G. Reld, Receiver &
Gen. Man. A. D. Tltsworth, Elec. Supt. E. Kessler.

S 4
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IIICHMONI), VA.—Kichmond Ry. & Klectrlc uo.
(Controls Ulcliraona & Mancbester Ky. Co.) 50 m,
4-8)^ K, "IS-sri lb flat and c b r, 112 c. Cen. Elec.

and Weatlnfe'liouse systems. Pres. J P. Munn, V.
Pres. & Treaa. ii. E. Klslier; Sec. F. J. (!ralglo. Asst.

Sec. D. B. Toucey; Supt. City Division c. Selden;
Supt. Union Division, J. W. Wilbur; Supt. Manches-
ter Division. IJ. K. Sulden. Offlco, foot ot Tth St. New
York offlce. .37 Wall St. 4 5 s

RIVEllsiDE, CAl,.—Ktverslde & Arlington St.

Ry. 12 m, la in s, 4-8!^ g, 16-20 lb T r, « c, ot which 3

are 4-wheel box and 3 4-wheolopen, 20inu. St. Louis
cars. Pres. S. C. Kvans, V. Pn^s. O. Backus, Sec. F. A.
Miller, Treaa. Riverside Banking Co., Gen. Man. &
Supt. G. O. Newman. 9 4

KOANOKK, VA Roanoke St. Ry. Co. 22m, 12

m s, i-SXi g, BO lb T r, Vi c, ot which ll are m c. and
2tc, Gen. Klec. and Westlnghouse systems. Brill

and GUbRrt cars. Armlugtou & Sims engines. Pres.
& Man. S. W. Jamison, V. Pres. & Treas. J. T. Eng-
leby, Sec. & Supt.. G. C McCalian. Ch. Engr. & Elecn.
N. R. Weaver, ch. Engr. of Power Station, F. O,
James. 5

llOCHKSTKK, N. Y Rochester Ry. Co. (Oper-
ates all lines In city.) 77.4.') m, 4-8J.^ g. 40, 78 lb glr.

derandT r, 211 c, oi which I.')! arc m c and 60 t c,24 h.

Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. l.U.'i H. P
Babcock & WUnox boilers. Pres. John N. Beckley,
V. Pres. B. Graham, Sec. C. A. Williams. Treas. F. P.
AUfn, Gen. Man. P. >. Rustling, Supt. J. W. Hicks,
Ch. Engr. G. W. Howard, Elecn. A. Green. Office,

267 state St. 11 5

Rochester & Irondeciuolt R. R. Co. 6.42 m, 4-8^ g,
40-56 lb r, 10 m c, 3 dummies. Pres. J. N. Beckley,
Sec. W. D. Bllwanger, Treas. F. Cook, bupt. I. M.
Ludlngton, office, Windsor Beach. 7 4s
K«)CHE.STEK, 1'A.—People's Electric St. Ry.

Co. 3.7 m, l>s m s., 5-2X g, 45 lb T and girder r, 4 m
c. Gen. Elec. system. Laclede cars. Phoenix engines.
Pres. n. P. Brown, Sec. J. P. Stone, Treas. C. H.
Bentel, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt., P. Bentel. Ch. Engr
& Elem. A. L. Flckel. 9 4

ROCKAWAY, N. Y.—The Rockaway Village
Ry. Co. l}4 m, 4-8;Ji g, 47 lb c. b. r, 4 c, lO h. Pres. c
A. Cheever, V. Pres. J. D. Cheever, Sec. Treas. &
Gen. Man. D. L. Ualght, Supt. A. McTlgue. Office. 13

Park Row, New York. 12 4

ROCKFORI), WAj Rockford City Ry. Co. 15 m,
4-8)^ g. 40-45 lb tram Hnd T r; 20 c, of which 18 are
m. c, and 2 t c, 4 h. Gen. Elec. system. Laclede and
St. Louis cars. Ball and Ide engines. Pres. R. N.
Baylls, Sec. F. W. McAssey, Treas. W. 11. Mc-
Cutchen, Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. T. M. Ellis,

Elecn. H. J. Termolhen. 15s
West End St. Ry. Co. 11.2,5 m, 11.25 m s, 4-8}^ g, 40

lb Tr. 17 c, ot which 15 are m. c. and 3 tc. Short
system. Northern cars. Ide engines. Receiver
Title Guarantee & Trust Co. Pres. J. S. Ticknor,
Sec. & Supt. C. E. Murtaugh. Office. 205 S. Main
St. 9 5

ROCKl.,AND, MASS Rockland & Ablngton St.

Ry. Co. (See North Ablngton, Mass.)

ROCK1..AND, ME.—Rockland, Thomaston &
Camden St. Ry. Co. 14><J m, 4-8>^ g, 50 lb T r, 2:3 m c.

Gen. Eltc. system. Brlegs cars. Uamllton-Corllss
engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. G. E. Macomber, Sec.
H. M. Heath, Treas. A. D. Bird, Supt. & Pur. Agt. T.
HawKen. 2 5 3

ROCKPORT, TEX.—Aransas Pass St. Ry. Co
4 m, 4 g, 20 lb T r, 2 c, 4 mu. Pres. H. W. Davis
V. Pres. W. P. Poland, Sec. & Treas. C. W. Booth
Address Box 139, P. O. 1 4

ROME, GA.—City Electric Ry. Co (Operates
North & South St. Ry .) 5 m, 6 m s, 4-8>i g, 35 lb. and
40 Ib-T r, 12 c, ot which 7 are mcandS t c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brill, Lamokln and own cars. Ball engines.
Pres. S. Cunningham, Sec. R. A. Denny, Treas. Gen.
Man Supt. & Pur. Agt. J. B. Marvin, Elecn. J. J.
Hendricks, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, J. J. Rann.
Office, Eighth Ave. near Broad St. 9 5
4 b e

ROME, N. Y.—Rome City St. Ry. Co. Elec. 6X m
4-8^ g, 38>i lb girder r, 13 c, 17 h. Stephenson cars.
Pres. J. E. Wardwell, V. Pres. A. C. Kesslnger, Sec.
& Treas. W. E. Rayland. Office, 115 John st. 7 4 s

RONDOUT, N. Y Kingston City R. R. Co. Elec
2.85 m, 2.73 m s, 4-8)4 g, 70 lb girder r, 10 m c. Gen.
Elec. system. Pullman cars. Payne engines. Pres.
S. D. Coykendall, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. G. Coyken-
dall, Sec. & Treas. Peter E. Schoonmaker, Auditor
Oscar L. Eastman, Ch. Engr. & Elec. T. C. Coyken-
dall, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, G. H. Lowe, office,

22 Ferry Street, P. O. Address, Lock Box, 129. 9 5

ROXBOROUGII, PA. — Manayunk & Rox-
borough Incline Plane & Ry. Co. "7)4 m, 5-2>i g, 70
It) girder r, 23 elec. oars. Gen. Elec. system. Pres.
Q. M. BrlU, Sec.& Treas. F.Pearson, Supt. J. C. Lugas.
Office, Roxborough, Phlla. 7 5

RUTHERFORD, N. J.—Rutherford Ry. Co. 1 m.
g, T r. 2 c, 1 h. Pres. & Treas. H. G. Bell, Sec.

T>. Stoddard. 9 5
RUT1.A^D,VT.—Rutland St. Ry. Co. 8 m,7X m s.

4-8>!i g, 63 lb T r 11 c, ot which 9 are m c and 2 t c.

Westlnghouse pystem. BrlU cars. Rent power. Pres.
J. W. cramton. Sec. S. M. WlUson, Treas. N. K.
ChaSfee, Supt. M. McKeough. Pur. Agt. & Elecn.
W. H. Schott, Office, cor. Grove and State Sts. 9 5

s
SACRAMENTO, CAL. — Sacramento Electric

Power & Light Co. 24>4 m, 17 m s, 4-8V6 g, 35,5fi lb
combn. r, 35 c, of which 32 are m c, and 3 t c. Gen.
Elec. and Sperry systems. Rent power. Pres. A.
Gallatin, Sec. J. Barker, Treas. Cal. State Bank,
Gen. Man. 11. P. Llvermore, Supt. & Ch. Engr. T. A.
W. Shock, Consg. Engr. W. F. C. Hasson. office 28
and N sts. 4 5 s

SAOINAW, MICH.—Union St. Ry. 81 5^ m, ot
Which 3?^ are horse and 28 elec. 28 m s, 4-8!^ g, 35, €0
17 T and tram r, 7H c, ot which 34 are h c, 37 m c and
lb t c, 75 h. Detroit system. Brill, Gilbert, Jones and
Pullman cars. Westlnghouse engines. Pres. F. E.
Snow, V. Pres. W. A. Jackson, Sec. L. T. Durant,
Treas. J. M. Nlchol, Gen. Man. Pur. Agt. & Ch. Engr.
W. J. Hart. 12 4

City of Saginaw St. R. R. Co. 3X m. 4-8>^ g, 42 lb
c b r, 16 c, 80 h. Pres. D. H. Jerome. Sec. & Treas.
G. L. Burrows, Supt. F. G. Benjamin. Office 426 N

.

Hamilton St. 1 4 s

ST. CATHARINE'S, ONT.—St. Catharine's, Port)
Dalhousl9 & Thorold Electric St. Ry. Co. (Limited
8)^ m, 4-8'i g, 58 lb T r, 9 c, of vf hlcn C are in c and
3 t c. (ien. Elec. and Van Depoele systems. Wafer
power. Pres. G. Dawson, V. Pres. U. C. Symmes,
Sec. & Man. H. D. Symmes. 9 5

ST. t!I.OUI», I>IINN.-St. Cloud City St. Car Co.

10 m, 4-H>4 g, 40 lb T r, 8 m c. Gen. Elec. system.
St. Louis cars. Pres. U. M. Byllesly. V. Pres. C. K.
Stearns. Sec. & Treas. G. C. McKulght, Supt. C. S.

Benson. 4 5s
St. cloud & Sauk Rapids Ry. Co. 8 m, 2 m c. Gen-

Elec. system. 9 3

ST. JOHN, N. n.—The St. John Ry. Co. (Succes,
sortothe Conaolldaied Electric Co.) nm, 70 1br
Westlnghouse and Edison sy.stems. Pres. James
Ross, V. Pres. J. M. Robinson, Sec., Treas. & Man.
P. W. Warren. 12 5

.ST. JO.SEPII, MICH.—St. Joseph & Benton Har-
bor Electric Ry. & Light- Co. 5>i m,3X m s, 4-8V6 g, 53
lb T and girder r, 12 c, ot which 6 are m c and « r, c.

Gen. Elec. system. BrlU cars. Williams engines.
Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. W. Worth Bean, sec. &
Treas. W. H. Hull, Supt. H. C. Mason. 12 4

ST. JOSEPH, MO.—St. Joseph Ry., Light, Heat
Sl Power Co. (Reorganization ot St. Joseph Traction
& Lighting Co.) 33 m, 4 g, 30. 35, 38, 40,47, 52 lb T
and girder r, 6i c. of which 49 are m c and 12 t c, 3 h,

2 mu. Edison. T-H, Westlnghouse and Wight man
systems. BrlU, Brownell, Gilbert, Lewis & Fowler,
St Louis and Stephenson cars. Armlngton & Sims
engines. 1,040 ll P. Bibcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres.
J. T. Gardiner. V. Pres. J. R. Owens, sec. S. S. Terry,
Treas. N. Fish, Asst. Treas. G. L. Rollins, Gen. Supt.
W. T. Van Brunt. 3 4 k e

ST. liOUlS, MO Baden & St. Loula R. R. 3

m, 4-10 g, 24-42!,<; lb T and tram r, lo c, 27 h. Pres. &
Gen. Man. Geo. S. Case, V. Pres. P. J. McMaster
Supt. U. Nelson. Office, Broadway near Baden ave.

1 4

Grand Avenue R. R. Co. 19 m, 4-10 g, 78 lb girder
r, Hii c. Gen. Elec. & Walker systems. Pres. H.
ScuUln. Sec. J. H. Roach, Supt. H. Butler. Office

Missouri and Geyer Aves. 5 5

National Ry. Co., of Chicago (Controls Cass Ave.
& Fair Grounds Ry. Co., Citizens' Ky. Co. and St.

Louis R. R. Co.). Directors D. G. Hamilton, W. T.
Baker, E. Buckingham, T. J. Lefens, G. T. Smith, E.
G. Foreman, C. L. Rai mond. 9 5

Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Ry. Co. (Includes
Northern Central and Union Rys. Controlled by
National Ry. Co.) 31.49 m, 31.49 m s, 4-10 g, 78,80 lb
girder r, 140 c, ot which 70 are m c and 70 t c. Gen.
Elec. system. Brownell, St. Louis and Stephenson
cars. Allls englties. Pres. D G. Hamilton (Chicago),
V. Pres. & Gen. Man. Robt. McCullooh, sec. & Treas.
C. N. Dutty, Elecn. Rlchd. McCuUoch. Office 3, 820
Easton Ave. 9 5

Citizens' Ry. Co. (Controlled by National Ry. Co.)

15.83 m, 4-10 g, 78, 85 lb girder r. 65 m c.

Gen. Elec. system. American cars. Allls engines.
Pres. D. G. Hamilton, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. Robt.
McCuUoch, Sec. & Treas. C. N. Duffy, Elecn. Rlchd.
McCuUoch. Office, 3,820 Easton Ave. 9 5

St. LoiUs R. R. Co. (Controlled by National Ry.
Co.) 14.7 m, 7.35 m s, 4-10 g, 7S lb girder r, 280 c, of
which 80 are g. c. 80 box c, and 80 open c. Brownell
and own cars. Pres. G. D. Hamilton. V. Pres. C.

Pepper. Sec. & Treas. R. B. Jennings, Gen. Man. R.
McCuUoch. Office, 3.820 Easton Ave.

Jefferson Ave. Ry. Co. (Operated by Union Depot
R. R. Co.) 5.7 m, 2.9 m s, 4-10 g, 56, 78 10 tram and
girder r, 40 c, ot which 20 are box and 30 open, 190

mu. Brownell, St. Louis and Stephenson cars. Pres.
P. C. Mafflt, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. ScuUln, Sec.
W. D. Henry, Supt. T. W. Murphy. Office, Geyer and
Missouri Aves. 1 5 s

Ltndell Ry. Co. (Operates Compton Heights, Union
Depot & Merchants' Terminal Rv. and Taylor Ave-
nue St. Ry.) 56 m, 4-10 g, 78, 81 lb girder r, 203 c ot

which 155 are m c and 47 t c. Gen. Elec, Short and
Westlnghouse systems. Brill and St. Louis cars. Por-
ter-Allen engines. Pres. E. Whltaker, Sec. & Treas.
Jas. Adklns, Gen. Man. & Supt. Geo W. Baumhoff,
Elecn. A. W. Morrell, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, S.

G. HIU. Office, 2,330 Chouteau Ave. 4 5s
Missouri R.R. CO. (Operates Forest Park & Laclede

Ave. <E Fourth St. Ry. ) 2o}^ m, 9 ot which are cable
and 16J4 elec. 19 m s 4-10 g, 63.78 lb girder r, 248 c, o
which 44 are g. c. 44 m. c. and 160 1. c, 32 h. Gen. Elecf
system. American, BrlU, Brownell, Laclede and Ste-
phenson cars. HamUton-Corllss engines. Pres. &
Gen. Man. P. C. Maffit, V. Pres. J A. Scudder, sec. &
Treas. P. R. Henry, Supt. & Pur. Agt, James P.

Davidson, Ch. Engr. W. Bartlett, Elecn. A. C.
Thompson, Ch. Etigr. ot Power Station P. W. Mc-
Cormlck. Office 10 S. Compton Ave. 9 5

People's R. R. Co. Cable. 10 m, 4-10 g, 78 lb girder r

120 c, ot which 40 are g c and 80 t c, 12 h. Brownell
and Stephenson cars. Hooven, Owens S. Rentschler
engines. Pres. Chas. Green, V, Pres. & Gen. Man.
J. Mahoney, Sec. & Treas. D. J. Mahoney. Office,

1,801 Park ave. 1 5 s

St. Louis R. R. Co. Cable. m, 7.35 ms, 4-10 g, 78
lb girder r, 240 c, ot which 80 are g c 80 box and 80

open c. Brownell and own cars. Pres. D. G. Ham-
ilton (Chicago), V. Pres. C. Pepper. Sec. & Treas. R.
B. Jennings, Gen. Man. Robt. McCuUoch. Office,

3,820 Easton Ave. 4 5 s

St. Louis & East St. Louis Electric Ry. Co.
2 m, 1 m s, 4.10 g, 48-56 lb girder r, 7 m, c. Gen. Elec
system. Brownell, Wight and Sf. Louis cars. Ide
engines. Pres. D. R. Powell, V. Pres. C C. CarroU,
Sec. D. T. Breck, Asst. Supt. & Elec. W. H. WUUams.
Office, 115 N. 3d St. 9 5

St. Louis & Suburban Ry. Co. 28 m, 4-10 g, 35, 40,

69 lb T and girder r, 80 m c. Gen. Elec. system.
Brownell and St. Louis cars. Hamilton Corliss
engines. Pres. C. H. Turner, V. Pres. S. M. Kennard,
Sec. & Treas. R. Lehmann, Jr., Gen. Supt. T. P.

Sneed, Ch. Engr.W. Bartlett, Elecn, H. O. Rockwell.
Office, 304 N. 8th St. 9 5

Southern Electric Ry. Co. Elec. 16 m, 8 m s, 4-10

g, 78 lb girder r, 130 c, of which 40 are m c and 90 t c.

Gen. Elec. system. American cars. AUIs and Bad
engines Pres. C. KUpatrick, V. Pres. W. R. Davis,
Sec. Treas, & Gen. Man. Jos. S. Mlnary, Supt. J. C.
AUen. Office, 4041 So. Broadway. 4 5 8

Union Depot R. R. Co. {Controls Benton, Belle-

tontalne and Mound City Rys.. operates Jefferson
Ave. Ry.) 67 m, 4-8X g, 78 lb girder r; 381 c, of which
215 are m c and lii6 t c. (Jen. Elec system. St. Louis
and Steph(^nson cars. 1,000 11. P. Babcock & Wilcox
boilers. Pres. J. ScuUln, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. H.
ScuUln, Sec. Jas. H. Roych, Supt. T. W Murphy.
I'h. Engr. W. C. Gotschall. Office Geyer and
Missouri Aves. 1 5 s

East St. Louis Electric Ry. Co. (See East St. Louis,
lU.)

ST. PAUI-, MINN.—Twin City Rapid Transit Co
(see MlnneapoUs, Minn).

St. Paul & White Bear Ry. Co. \\X m, 4-8 g>J, 48 lb

T r, 13 c, ot which 9 are m c and 4 t c. Gen. Elec.
system. Northern and Pullman cars. Ide engines.
Repclver P. A. G. Moe. 4 5 8

ST. THOMAS, CAN.—St. Thomas St. R. R. Co.
2 m, 3 6 g, 30 lb tram r, 4 c, 8 h. Pres. Cameron
tmrrle, V. Pres. J. Winter, Sec. C. W. Smith, Treaa
S. Hendrle. Office, St. Thomas, Ont. 9 5

8AI..EM, MA.SS.—(See Lynn).

SAI.EM, N. C—Wlnston-Salem Ry. & Elec. Co
(See Winston, N. C.)

SAL,E.>I, o.—Salem Electric Ry. Co. 3!^ m, 3 m a,

4-8>si g 45 lb Johnson girder r, 6 c, of which 4 are
m. c. and 2 t. c. Gen. Elec. system. Buckeye engines.
Prea. & Treas. M. Davis, V. Pres. J. M. Evans,
Sec. D. L Davla. Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. L,
IJavis, Elecn. W. Shaffer, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr.
of Power Station J. Wolf. Office, 210 E. Main st.

9 5

SAI..EM, ORE.—Salem Consolidated St. Ry. Co.
8 m, 8 m s. 4-8>!J g, 40 lb. T r, 9 m c. Gen. Elec. system
Brill, Pullman and Stockton cars. Beck, Sioux City
and Westlnghouse engines. Pres. E. P. McCornack,
V. Pres. D. S. Tuthlll, Sec. F. H. Page, Treas. Gen.
Man. Pur. Agt. & ch. Engr. P. R. Anson, Supt. L.
McGrew, Elecn, A. BIglow, Ch. Engr. of Power Sta-
tion L. Klbele Office, 179 commercial St. 9 5

SAI.,T I>AKE CITY, UTAH Salt Lake City
R. R. Co. 42 m, 33 in 8, 4-8^ g, 30, 35, 40, 72, lb T r, 63c,
Of which 58 are m c and 5 t c. Gen. Elec. system,
Stephenson cars. Eraser & Chalmers engines. Pres
A. W. McCune, V. Pres. R. C. Chambers, Sec, &
Treas. Joseph S. Wells. Supt. & Pur. Agt. W. P.
Read, Ch. Engr. & Ch Engr. of Power Station O. J.
Canson. Office Hooper Bldg. 9 5

Salt Lake Rapid Transit Co. .33 m, 26 ms, 4-8X g,
g, 35, 40, 79 lb T and girder r, 41 c ot which 30 are m
c and 11 1 c, 2 h. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse sys-
tems. St. Louis, Stephenson and Woeber cars. Ide
engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. S. Cameron, V. Prea.
J. M. Donnellan, Sec. C. B. Jack. Treas. G. S. Gan-
nett, Asst. .Supt. & Pur. Agt. P McBroom, Ch. Engr.
of Power Station W. J. Travers. Office, 176 State
St., Rooms 14, 15, 16. 9 5
West Side Rapid Transit Co. Elec. & Steam. 8

m, ot which 6 are steam and 2 elec, 4-8)^ g, 30 lb T
r, 4 c. T-II system. Pres. & Gen. Man. J.G.Jacobs
Treas. E. W. WUson. Office Eagle Block. i 4

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—San Antonlo St. Ry. Co.
34 m, 4 g, 40, 45, 5« lb T r, 45 c, Ot which 39 are m c
and 6 t c. Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis cars. Ar-
mlngton & Sims engines. Pres. & Treas. W. H.
Weiss, V. Pres. T. C. Frost, Sec. & Supt. D. D. Willis,
Asst. supt. T. C. Brown, Audr. J.J. King, Office
lll>^ W. Houston St. 11 4 s
Citizens' Electric Power & St. Ry. Co. 10 m, 4-8>^

g. 40,481b T r, 17 c. Gen Elec. system. Lewis &
Fowler cars. Pres. W. J.Clark, V. Pres. H. E.Bar-
nard, Sec. & Treas. A. H. DoUard, Supt. & Pur. Agt.
T. H. Wicklejohn, Elecn. J. Eilerson. Office, 415
Navarro St. 9 5

San Antonio Rapid Transit St. Ry. Co. 5>4 m, 5 m
s, 4-sx g, 40 lb T r, 5 c ot which 3 are m c and 3 t c.

T-H system. BrlU cars. Bullock engines. Pres. H.
B. Chamberlln, V. Pres. R. H. RusseU, Sec. G. S.
Llmons, Treas. C. W. Ogden, supt. Pur. Agt. & Ch.
Engr. B. W. RandaU, Elecn. B. Parker. Office 525
E. Houston St. 9 4

West End St. Car Co. 5.8 m, 4.8 m s, 4-n g, 30 lb T r,

6 c, or which 3 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec. system.
Pres. & Gen. Man. 6. W. Russ, V. Pres. P. H. Bald-
win, Sec. J. N. Groesbeck, Treas. Thad. W. Smith,
Supt. Pur. Agt. & Elecn. P. M. Dowden. Office, 285
Commerce St. 9 4

SAN BERNARDINO, CAX.—Southern Califor-
nia Motor Road Co. 12 m, 4-814 g, 40 lb T r, 6 c, 3
Baldwin motors. Receiver J. A. Muir, Sec. & Treas.
W. S. Hooper, Supt. H. C. Gulteau. Ofil^e, 3rd
&E Sts. 9 4
City St. Ry. Co. 3)/ m, 4-8X g, 20 lb T r, 9 c, 12 h.

Pres. H. W. Barton, V. Pres. J. Andreson, Sec. &
Gen. Man. C. E. Payne. 9 4

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—San Dlego Cable Ry. Co
1034 m, 3-6 g, 20-30 Z & T r, 14 c ot which 10 are
comb'n & 4 open. Receiver, G. H. Hensley. 11 2
San Dlego Electric Ry. Co. 20 m, ot which 5 are

horse and 15 elec, 4-8>^ g, 38, 40, 523^ lb T & girder r,

40 c, ot which 30 are h c and 10 m c. T-H system.
312 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. A. B
Spreckels, V. Pres. E. S Babcock, Sec, Treas. &
Gen. Man. J. A. Flint. Office E and Arctic sts. 9 3
San Dlego. Old Town & Pacltlc Beach R. R. Co.

Steam. 10 m, 4-»!4 g, 35,4u lb. T r, 15 c. Hammond
cars. Baldwin englm s. Pres. Treas. & Gen. Man.
H. Dabney, V. Pres. E, S. Babcock, Sec. R. p. Dab-
ney, Supt. C. D Boyd, Ch. Engr. L. J. Davids 10 5
San Dlego,Paclllc Beach & La Jolla Ry. Co. Dummy.

AX m, 4^8)^ g, 40 lb T r. Pres. &Gen Man. H. Dab-
ney, Sec. R. P. Dadoey. Treas. Merchants' Nat. Bank,
Supt. C. D. BJjd, Ch. Engr L. J. Davids 10 5

SANDUSKY., o.—Sandusky St. Ry. Co. Elec.
9 m, 7 m s, 4-8)4 g. 45 lb T and girder r, 14 m c.
Walker and Westlnghouse systems. Brownell and
Gilbert cars. Pres. A. J. StoU, V. Pres. C. H. Moss,
Sec. & Treas. G. P. Anderson 12 4

People's Electric Railway Co. 6^ m, 4-8^ g, 40-

45 lb T and girder r, 8 m c. Westlnghouse system.
Pres. W. H. Gllcher. V. Pres. G. Barney. Sec. &
Treas. A. W. Prout, Gen. Man. & Supt. T. Wood,
Office 122 Lawrence st. 4 5 8

Sandusky, Milan & Norwalk Electric Ry. Co. 18 m.
4 >^ g. .50 lb. T and Girder r, 8 m. c. Westlnghouse
system. Mcintosh & Seymour engines. 372 H. P.
BabOTck & Wilcox boilers. Pres. G. H. DeWltt,
V. Prea. H. Kelley, Sec Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt.
Thomas Wood, Treas. A. W. Prout. Office, West
House Block. 9 5
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SANFOKD, HIE.—Mousam River E. R. Co. Eleo
3.17 m, 3.75 m s, i-sy^ g, 60 lb T r, 7 c. of whlcti 3 are

m c and 4 t c. Westlngtiouse system. Amesbury and
Brlggscars. SwampscoDt-Corliss engines. Uumphrey
water wheel. Pres. E. M. Goodall. V. Pres. G. B.

Goodall, Sec. & Treas. L. B. Goodall, Gen. Man. Supt.
6 Pur. Agt. C. A. Bodwell, Elecn. A. J. Robinson,
Ch. Engr. of Power Station S. Spinney. Office, Wash-
ington 6t 4 5s
SAN FRANCISCO, CAl..—California Street

Cable R. R. Co. 111^ m, m 8, 3-6 g, 38 lb s-b r, 60 c.

360 H. P. Babccck « wucox boilers. Pres. J. B. Stet-

son, V. Pres. A. Borel, Sec. A. Stetson, Treas. A.
Borel & Co., Gen. Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. J. W.
Harris, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Eng. of Power Station A.
D. McLean. Office, Cor. California & Hyde sts. 9 4

Geary St , Park & Ocean R. R. Co. Cable 8 m, m s, 4-

g, 72-4U lb c b girder andT r,71 c, of which 31 are g c,

10 combn. c, 30 t c. Union Iron Works engines. Z08

H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres.C. F. Crocker,

V. Pres. A. Grant, Sec. & Gen. Man. J. I.. WlUcutt,
Treas. N. T. Smltu, Supt. A. W. Barron. Man. Dept.
of Purchases and Supplies, R. P. Schwerln. Offices,

Union Trust Bldg. ana Hobart Bldg. 15s
Market St. Ky. Co. (Includes Central R. R., North

Beach & Mission Ry., City R. R., Potrero & Bay View
R. R., Market St. Cable Ry., Park & Ocean R. R.,

Ocean Beach Hy. Southern Heights & Vlsltaclon Ry.,
Ferries* Cliff House Ry., Metropolitan Ry., Omnibus
Cable and Market St. <E Falrmount Ry. Cos.) 186.18

m, of which 31.63 are iiorse, 65.9 cable, 18.3 steam,
70.35, elec. 102 m s, 3, 3-6, 4-8X and 5 g, 37-78 lb

tram, girder and T r, 908 c, of which 250 are h c,

431 comb'n c, ihO m 0,47 motors and coaches, 358 h.

Gen. Elec. system. Union Iron Works engines.
2208 H. P. Babcock & WUcox boilers. Pres. C. F.

Crocker, V. Pres H. E. Huntington, Sec. & Controller
J. L. WUlCutt, Treas. N. T. Smith, Gen. Man. E. P.

Vlnlng, Dlv. Supts. A. W. Barron, J. C. Skinner,
M. U. Stein, H. O. Rogers, Man. of Purchases and
SuopUes, R. P. Schwerln, Elecn. P. Vanatta,
Offices, Union Trust Bldg. and Hobart Bldg. 9 5

Presidio & Ferries R. R. Co. ux m of which 7><?

are cable, 2 horse ana 2 steam, 5 g, 40 and 42 lb c b r,

30 c, of which 5 are h c and 25 g c, 30 h. Pres. G. A.
Newhall, V. Pres. H. M.A. Miller, Sec. John B. Leigh-
ton, Treas. J. C. Johnson, Supt. I. P. Kydd. Office.

I, 111 Union St. 5 4 s

San BYanclsco & San Mateo Ry. Co. 27 m, 23 m s,

4-8X g, 50 lb T & comb'n r, 37 m c. Gen. Elec. sys-

tem. Carter and O'Brien cars. Klsdon I. W. en-
gines. Receiver, S. Bennett, Pur. Agt. & Supt. S. B.
McLenegan, Cb. Engr. Robert Baxter, Elecn. H.
O'Dogerty. Office 30th St. & San Jose Ave. 9 5

Sutter St. Ry. Co. 13 m, of which ix is horse and
nx cable, ah m s, 5 g, 42 lb girder r, 75 c, of which 2
are h c and 73 g c, 60 u. Own cars. Union Iron Works
engines. Pres. R. F. Morrow, V. Pres. J. L. Schmltt
Sec. A. K. Stevens, Treas. M. Schmltt, Supt. & Pur.
Agt. J. Reynolds, Ch. Engr. F. E. Mason. Office,

corner Sutter & Polk sts. 9 5

United R. R. CO. Pres. B. F. Langford, Sec. & Gen.
Man. J. W. Ilartzell, Treas. T. C. Klerultf. Office

315 Sansome St.

SAN .lO.SE, CATj.—San Jose & Santa Clara R.R. Co
Eleo. 12 m, 3 g, 35 lb T r, 20 c, of which 16 are m o
and 4 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. J. H. Henry, V.

Pres. <E Geu. Man. J. P. Burke, Sec. J. T. McGeog-
hegan, Treas. com. & Sav. Bank, Supt. W. W.
Skinner, Ch. Eng. P. C. Carmen, Coleman, Elecn.
P. K.Bowden. Office, The Alameda. y 5

First St. R. R. Elec. 10 m, 3 g, 3U lb steel T r, 12 c
of which 7 are m. c. and 5 t. c. T-H system. Jacob
Rich, sole Owner ; Sec. E. M. Rosenthal. 3 4
Willow Glen R.R. 2M m, 3 g, 2u lb steel T r, 3c, 20 h

Sole owner Jacob Rich. Sec. E. M. Rosenthal. 3 i

SAN 1.U1S OBISPO, CAL,.—San Luis St. Ry
Co. (Owned by West Coast Land Co.) 2X m, 3 g, 16

lb T r, 5 c, 10 h. Pres. J. L. Howard, V. Pres. R. E.
Jack. Sec. C. U. Phillips Treas. West Coast Land Co.,

Man. & Pur. Agt. C. O. Johnson. Office, Ulguera St.

9 5
SANTA ANA, CAL..—Santa Ana, Orange & Tus-

tlnSt. Ry. Co. 10 m, 3-6 g, 16 & 25 lb steel T r, 6 c, 10

h, 6 mu. Pres., Supt. & Gen. Man. M. J. Bundy, V
Pres. Noah Palmer, Treas. Commercial Bank, Sec
Miss. M. A. Ross-Lewln. Office, 419 North Main St

4 4

SANTA BARBARA, CAL,.—Santa Barbara St.

R.R. CO. and Citizens' St. R. R. Co. of Santa Barbara.
7 m, 3-6 g, 20 lbs T r, 7 c, 36 mu. Pres. Warren
GlUllen, sec. & Supt. C. R. Diver, Treas. G. H. Bone-
brake. Office, State st. 6 3
SANTA CRUZ, CAL..—Santa Cruz Electric Ry.

Co. (Owns Pacific Ave. R. R.) 7 m, 3-2 g, 35,

40 lb T and combn. r, 8 m c. Gen. Elec. system.
Holt Bros, and Hammond cars. Pres. J. H. Logan,
V. Pres. J. P. Smith, Sec. W. T. Jeter, Treas. Bank
of Santa Cruz County, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. F.
W. Ely. 9 5

SANTA ROSA, CAL,.—Santa Rosa, St. R. R. Co.

\H m, 3-6 g, 12 lb T r, 5 c, 4 h, 3 mu. Pres. M. L.

McDonald, Sec.& Treas. M. L. McDonald. Jr. 4 4

Central St. Ry. Co. 3 m, 3-6 g, 24, 35 lb flat r, 4 c.

Pres. J. D. Barnett, V. Pres. W. D. Reynolds, Sec.

J. W. Warboys, Treas. W. Prlndle, Supt. W. H. Lee.
4 5 s

Union St. Ry. Co. 4 m, 3-6 g, 35 lb flat r, 8 c. Pres.
B. M. Spencer, Sec. J. M. Farnham, Treas. J. H.
Bush. 1 4
SARATOGA, N. Y.—Union Electric Ry. of Sara-

toga. 10 m, 9 m 8, i-Sl4 g, 35, 50 lb T r, 17 c, of which
6 are m c and lite. Gen. Elec. system. Pullman
and Brill cars. Westlnghiuse engines. Pres. C. E.
Arnold, Sec. « Treas. A. J. Voyer, Supt. H. O'Nell.
Office, Countv Bank Bldg, Albany, N. T. 9 5
SARNIA, ONT.—Sarnla St. Ry. Co. 4 m, 4-83^

g, 40 lb T r, 9 c, 21 h. Brill and Patterson & corbln
cars. Pres. & Treas. Jas. S. Symington, Sec. Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. H. W. Mills. Office, Front St. 9 5

SAUGATUCK, CONN.—westport& saugatuck
Horse R. R. Co. (See Westport, Conn.)
SAUL,T 8TE. MARIE, MICH.—Sault Ste. Marie

St. Ry. Co Elec. 4.65 m, 4-8X g, 20 lb T r. 5 m. c.

Detroit system. Pres. Thos. Ryan, V. Pres. B. P.
McEvoy, Sec. & Treas. James R. Ryan, Gen. Man.
Lorenzo G. Cody, Supt. 6. A. Cody. 9 4

SAVANNAH, GA.—City & Suburban R. R. Co.
14 m, of which 5 are steam and 9 elec, 5 g. 35-52 lb.

c b and T r, 28 c, of which 6 are steam c, 16 m c and
etc. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and St. Louis cars.
Rent power. 500 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.
Pres. J. H. Johnston, V. Pres. H. Parsons, Sec. eL J.

Thomas, Treas. E Schmltt, Supt. J. E. Lewis. Office
2d Ave. and Whltaker St. 9 5

The Electric Ky. Co. of Savannah. 35 m, 4-8X g.

40 lb T and flat r, 64 m c. Gen. Elec. and Westing-
house systems. Brill cars. Armlngcon & Sims
engines. Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. .i . S. Collins, V.
Pres. J. Paulsen, sec. & Treas. T. 6. Read, Supt. &
Elecn. J. W. McFarland, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of
Power Station E. P. R. Grayson. 9 a
Savannah, Thunderbolt & Isle of Hope Ry. Co. 9

m, 5 g, 45, 50 lb T r, 17 m c. or which 15 are m c, and
3 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill and St. Louis cars.
Cooper engines, f On H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.
Pres. & Treas. J. H. Johnston, V. Pres. H. Parsons,
Sec. E. J. Thomas, Supt. J. T. Lewis, Ch. Eogr.
of Power Station, W. E. Mclntyre. Office, Bolton st.

11 5

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.—Schenectady Ry. Co-
4?„ m, 4if m s, 4-8X g, 69-90 lb T and girder r, 13 m c-

Gen. Elec. system. Gilbert, Jones and Stephenson
cars. Westlnghouse engines. Pres. W. H. White,
V. Pres. & Man. G. W. Jones, Sec. W. P. Esselstyn,
Treas. J. P. Ord, Supt. H. S. Cooper. Office, 224 State
St. 9 5
SCRANTON, PA People's St. Ry. Co., of Lu-

zerne County. (Operates Nayaug, Crosstown, Scran-
ton <E Suburban Scranton Passenger Ry., Soranton
& Carbondale Traction and scranton & Plttston
Traction. Controlled by Scranton Traction Co.) 30
in, 4-8^ g. 40, 52 lb girder and T r, 88 m c. West-
lnghouse system. Dlckson-Corllss engines. Pres. P.
S. Page. V. Pres. & Gen. Man. P. silllman. Sec. &
Treas. Horace E. Hand, Supt. C. H. Smith. 4 5 s k e
Scranton Traction Co. (Operates People's, Nay-

aug, Crosstown, Scranton & Suburban and Scranton
Pass. Rys.) Pres. J. P. Ilsley, V. Pres, O. M. Clark,
Sec. & Treas. C. F. Stevens, Gen. Man. P. Silllman,
Gen. Supt. R. F. Fox. 4 5 s k e
Scranton & Plttston Traction Co. (Leased by

Scranton Traction Co.) 12 m, 4-8>^ g, .56 lb T r, 9 m c.

Gen. Elec. system. St. Louis and Jackson & Sharp
cars. Pres. L. A. Watres, Sec. & Treas. C. H.
Mullln. 9 5

SEARCY, ARK—Searcy & West Point R.R. Co
8X m, of which 3>i are horse & 5 steam, 4-8i^ g, 35
lb T r, 2 c, 2 mu. St. Louis cars. Porter engines.
Pres. W. II. Llghtle, V. Pres. E. A. Robblns, See.
John S Sanford, Treas. J. E. O'KlUem, Gen. Man.
Supt. & Pur. Agt., J. Hicks, Ch. Engr., J. M. Finley.

9 5
SEATTLE, WASH.—Grant Street Electric Ry.

Co. 6!.^ m, 3-6 g, 35 lb girder and T r, 11 m c. Gen.
Eleo. system. Rolphs & Shoder cars. Ball engines.
Receiver W.J. Grambs, Pres. P. E. Sanders, V. Pres.
Mrs. N. B. Sanders, Sec. & Treas. L. D. Bruns, Supt.
E. G.Maxwell, Elecn. E. B. Parsons. 9 5
MadlFon St. Cable Ry. Co (Controls South Seattle

Cable Ry.) 7h m, 3.6 m s, 3-6 and 4-8>i g, 38 lb girder
r,i9 c of which 16 are g c and 3 frt. t c. S. C. H. & A.
Works cars. Iloovens, Owen & Rentschler engines.
Pres. H. G. Struve, V. Pres. R. H. Denny Sec. M.
McMlcken, Treas. J. Furth, Asst. Sec. W. B. Good-
rich, Supt. S. Glb.son. Office Madison St. Power
House. 9 4
Seattle & Rainier Beach Ry. (Successor to Rainier

Avenue Electric Ry. Co ) 8 m, 8 m s, 4-8i^g, 30-45 lb T
& girder r, 14 c, of which 4 are m c and 10 t c. Gen.
Elec. system. Northern cars. Corliss type engine.
Gen. ivian. & Pur. Agt. P. H. Osgood, Elecn. S. P.
Barren. 9 5
Seattle CItyRy. Co. Cable. 5 m, 5 m s, 3g,16 IbT r,

27 c, of which 12 are g c and 15 t c. Receiver W. A.
Underwood, 40 Wall St., New York, Gen. Man. Supt
& Pur. Agt. A. F. Haas, Ch. Engr. of Power Station
C. A. Johnston. Office Power House, Yessler Ave. 1 4
Seattle Consolidated St. Ry. Co. (Controls Front

St. Cable, Green Lake Electric, North Seattle Cable
and Rainier Ry. & Power Co.) 14.4 m, 10 m s,

4 8>4 g, 30, 40, 44, 46 lb T and girder r, 20 m c. Gen.
Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. Hammond cars.
Reynolds-Corliss engines. Receiver M. P. Backus,
and A. L Kemnster. Gen. Man .supt. & Pur. Agt. S.
L. Suuffleton, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, R. E.
McCoombs. Office, 20n Pike st. 9 5
Union Trunk Line. 16 m, of which 13^ are elec. and

IJi cable; 3-6 g,56 lb T and girder r, 23 c, of which 15
are m c and 8 g c. Gen. Elec. system. Lane & Bodley
engines. Pres M. H. Young, V. Pres. F. E. Sander,
Sec. J. D. Lowman, Treas. R. R. Spencer, Gen. supt.
& Pur. Agt. D. Bruce, Elecn. W. W. McGllvary, Ch.
Engr. J. c. Blegert. office, James St. Power station.

9 5
West Seattle Cable Ry . Co. 2 m, 3-6 g, 4 c. Wheelook

entrlnes. Pres. T. Ewing, Man. J. H. Watson. 12 1

West St. & North End Electric Ry. Co. 10 m, 6 m s,

4-8!^ g, 36,50 lb T and girder r, 14 c, of which 13 are
m c and 1 1 c. Gen. Elec. system. Northern cars.
Hamilton-Corliss engines. Pres. & Treas. S. L. Shuf-
fleton, V. Pres. B. Peliy, Sec. W. A. Walthen, Gen.
Man. Supt. & Pur. Agt. O. Elmore, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station, C. G. Smith. Office, 6i8 Burk Bldg. 9 5
Woodland Park Electric Ry. Co. 1>^ m, 4-8x g, 60

lb T r, 1 m c. T-H system. Brill cars. Pres. &
Gen. Man. Sec. & Treas. C. J. Brenton.
Office no Seneca St. 4 3
SEDAL.IA, MO.—The Electric Ry., Light &

Power Co. of Sedalia. 12 m, 9 m s, i-8H g, 35 lb T r,

15 c, of which 10 are m c, and 5 t c. Gen. Elec. sys-
tem. St. Louis cars. Buckeye and Phoenix engines.
Pres. W. E. Sterne, V. Pres. M. E. Sterne, Sec.
Treas. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. D. C. Metsker, Supt.
Chas. Carroll, Ch. Engr. Elecn. & Ch. Engr. of Power
Station J. Riley, office, 500 E. 9th St. 9 5
SELMA, ALA—Sehna St. & Suburban Ry. Co.

Dummy. 8 m, of which 2i^ are horse and 5]4 steam
4-8J^ g, 20 & 35 lb T r, 10 c. Of Which 6 are h c and 4 t

c, 1 steam motor, 20 mn. Pres. S. H. March, Sec.
Treas. & Gn. Man. R. H, McPaddln. ll 2
SENECA FALL,S, N. Y Seneca Electric Ry Co

3X m, i-8M g, 40 lb T r, 5 c, of which 3 are m c and 2
3 c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars. Pres. S. L. Phillips,
V. Pres. & Treas. J. H. Gould, Sec. C. H. Williams,
Supt. E. P. Slack. 5 4s
Seneca Falls & Cayaga Lake Traction Co.
SHAMOKIN, PA.—Shamokln Electric St. Ry. Co

3X tn, 6-2 g. 35, 42^ lb T and girder r, 8 c, of which 6
are m c and 2 t c. (lOn. Elec. & Westlnghouse
system. Brill cars. Harrlsburg and Ball engines.
Pres. K. S. Aucker, Sec. J. John, Treas. M. Markle,
Gen. Man. Supt. Pur. Agt. & Elecn. D. S. Kennedy,
Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of Power Station, B. Evans.

9 5
Shamokln & Mt. Carmel Electric Ry. Co. 20 m,

4-8V^ g, 60, 70 lb T r, 33 c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill
and St. Louis cars. Allte engines. Pres. E. C. Ham-
ilton, Sec. H. R. Snavely, Treas. C. Smith, Supt. W.
P. Marr. Office. 321 Independent St. 9 5
SHARON, PA.—The Valley St. Ry. Co. 4.45 m,

g, 47 lb T and girder r, 6 m c. Gen. Elec. sys-

tem. New Castle cars. Phoenix engines. Pres. A.
M.Jolly, Sec. A. R. Leyda, Treas. A. McDowell, Gen.
Man. Supt. Pur. Agt. & Ch. Engr. P. D. Runaer. 9 5
SHEBOYGAN, WIS.—Sheboygan Light, Power

& Ry. Co. 11 9 m s, 4-8J«? g, 48 « 60 lb T r,

13 c, of which 6 are m c and 12 t c, 10 h and mu.
Brill and . aclede cars. Allis engines. Prest. G. B.
Mattoon. V. Pres. & Man. J. M. Saemann, Sec. E. L.
Debell, Treas. P. L. Saemann, Supts. A. O. Baker and
C.P.Bacon. Office 1115 No. 8th St. 9 5
SHERMAN, TEX Sherman City St. R. R. Co.

4 m, 4 8>i g, 20, 35 lb T r, 10 c, 50 mu. Pres. Gen.
Mm. & Owner C. W. Batsell, Sec. C. W. Batsell, Jr.,
Treas. & Supt. J. M. BatssU. 9 4
College Park Rapid Transit Co. 4>^m 4)^ m s, 4-8!^

g, 25 lb T r, 8 m c. Gen, Elec. system. Pres. J. R.
Cole, V. Pres. J. M. Cullers, Sec. R. S. Dorchester,
Treas. J. P. Harrison, i2 4
SUREVEPORT, LA shreveport City R.R. CO.

04 m, 4-4 g, 46 lb r, 6 c, 14 h. Pres. S. Levy, Jr., V.
Pres. P. J. Trezovant, Sec. Jules Dreyfuss. 7 o
Shrevenort Ry. & Land Improvement Co. Elec. 5X

11, 4-Sx g, 40-45 T and Johnson girder r, 8 c, of which
4 are m c and 4 t c. Gen, Elec. system. Pres. S. B.
McCutchen, Sec. W. B. Jacobs, Gen. Man. J. R.
Jones, Supt. J. G. KeUer. Office 525 Spring St. 11 2 8
SINGSING, N. Y.—Osbinlng Electric Ry. Co. 3

m, 4-si^ g, 50 lb. T r. 10 mc. Gen. Elec. system. Gil-
bert cars. Ball & Wood and Mcintosh & Seymour
engines. Pres. A. S. Underhili, V, Pres. J. V. Cock-
croft, Sec. F. L. Young, Treas. S. E. Tompkins, Gen.
Man. and Pur. Agt. J. Champlain, Asst. Man. Wm.
G. Duntz, Ch. Engr. J. Kay. 4 5s
SIOUX CITY, IA Sioux City Traction Co. 203^

m, 14 m s, 4 g, 45-58 lb T and girder r, 46 c, of which
30 are m c and 16 t c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Pullman cars. Allis engines. Pres. &
Gen. Man. J. C. French, V. Pres. E. H. Stone, Sec. &
Treas. C. B. Oidflelds, Cashier F. L. Brown, Supt. &
Elecn. I. B. Walker. Office, 5th and Jackson Sts. 9 5
Riverside Park Ry. Co. 8 m, 4-8i^ g, 40 lb T r, 13 c,

of which 6 are m. c. and 6 t c. Westlnghouse system.
Northern Car Co. cars. Westlnghouse engines. Re-
ceiver E. L. Kirk. Ch, Engr. of Power Station C. Mln-
nelly. Office, Masonic Bids. 12 4
Sioux City & Morning Side Ry. Co. Dummy. 6 m,

4-81^ g, 50 lb T r, 6 c. Pres. J. N. Jackson, Sec.
T. f;. Prescot, Treas. D. L. Pratt. 6 3
Sioux City & Leeds Electric Ry. Co. 5.3 m, 5.3 m

s, 4-8>i g. 45 lb T r, 5 m c. Detroit system. St. Louis
cars. Pres. O. Darlington, V. Pres. J. S. Lawrence,
Sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. C. C. Pelrce. Office, 800
United Bank Bldg. 9 5
Sioux City Cable Ry. c;o. 7 m, g, 45 lb John-

son girder r, 34 c, of which 14 are g c and 20 t c. La.
clede and Trimble cars. Williams engines. Receiver
H, S. Baker, Pres, J. Pelrce. sec. D. T. Hedges, Trea.
W. V. Hedges, Gen. Man. & Supt. C. Moller. 2 3 k d
Sioux City Rapid Transit Co. 6 m, 4-8>i g, 35 and

50 lb T r, 6 c, of which 2 are m c and 4 t c. S. C. R. T.
system. Brill and Northern cars. Pres. A. M. Jack-
son, Treas. E. Haakinsou, supt. & Elecn. W. Miller.
Office, 407 Nebraska st. 13 4
Washington Park & Spring Grove Ry. Co. 2]4 m,

2X m s, 4-8J^ g, 50 lb T r, 1 storage battery c, 2
steam c. Porter engines. Bradbury system. North-
ern cars. Pres. C. R. Marks, V. Pres. L. W. Puller,
Sec. D. Mould, Treas. E. H. Bucknam. 9 5
SIOUX FALLS, S. DAK—City St. Ry. CO. 9 m

4-g!^ g, 30 lb. r, 6 c, 20 h 20 mu. Pres. R. P. Pettl-
grew, V. Pres. L. T. Dunning, Sec. & Treas. S. L.
Tate, Supt. D. P. Beach. li 2

S. Dakota Rapid Transit & Ry. Co. 7.38 m, 4-8^
g, 35, 45 lb T and tram r, 5 c. or which 3 are m c and
2 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Pullman cars. Arming-
ton & Sims engines. Pres. W. R. Kingsbury, V. Pres.
C. W. Hubbard, Sec. J. H. Voorhees, Treas. & Gen.
Man. P. H. Files, Supt. R. L. Wells. 5 4s
SKOWHEGAN, ME.—Skowhegan & Norrldge-

wock Electric St. Ry. & Power Co. 6 m, i m s, 4-8>4

g, 40 lb T r, 6 m c. Westlnghouse system. Brlggs
cars. Water power. Pres. vV. A. Wildes, Sec. A. R
Blxby, Treas. J. C. Llbby, Gen. Man. A. P. Gerald,
Supt. & Pur. Agt. E, A, Longfellow, Elecn. C. A.
Jacobs, Ch. Engr. of Power Station B. Shorey. 11 i

SOUTH BEND, IND—South Bend & Mlsha-
waka St. Ry. Co. Elec. 14 m, of which 9X are horse
and iXi elec; 4-8J^ g, 35, 65 lb T r, 22 c, of which 4 are
h c, 10 m cand a t c, 10 h. T-H system. Stephenson
cars. Allis engines. Pres. J. McM. Smith, v. Pres.
O. H. Lawrence, Sec. & Treas. I. B. Newcombe. 6 8
SOUTH PK-AMIRTGHAM, MASS.—South Mid-

dlesex Street Ry. Co. (Successor to Natlck Elec. St.

Ry. Co.), 13 m, 13 m s, 4 8(4 g, 50 lb T r, 16 m c. Gen.
Elec. system. Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. W. B.
Ferguson, Sec. & Treas. J. J. Valentine, Supt. A. P.
Mars, Ch. Engr. & Elecn. J. W. Sullivan, ch. Engr.
of Power station, E. E. Batchelder. Road Office,

Room 2 Smith Block, So. Pramlngham. lo 5

SOUTHINGTON, CONN.—SOUthlngton &
Plantsvlile Tramway Co. 1.57 m, 4-8J^ g, 25 lb T r, 3
c, of which 2 are m c and 1 1 c. Gen. Elec. system.
Stephenson cars. Russell engines. Pres. Stephen
Walkiey, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. L V. Walkley, Sec.
Treas. & Pur. Agt., L. V. Walkley, Asst. Supt. W.
Brennan. Ch. Engr. Elecn. & Ch. Engr. of Power
Station, T. L. Dawson. Office, Main and Centre sts.

9 5
SOUTH PITTSBURGH, TENN—DeptfOrd &

South Pittsburgh St. R. R. Co. (See Deptford, Tenn.)
SPOKANE WASH.—Spokane & Montrose Motor

R. R. Co. 3.5 m, 1.5 m s, 3-6 g, 30, 35 lb T r, 4 m c.

Gen. Elec. and Short systems. Brill cars. Pres. &
Gen. Man. C. G. Reeder, V. Pres. fi. D. Crow, Supt.
B. P. Morse. 9 5

Arlington Heights Motor Ry. Co. 2 m, 4-8X g, 30

lb r, 1 m c. Edison system. Pres. W. Hughson. 3 3
City Park Transit Co. 6 m, 4-8!^ g, 35 lb. T r, 5 m

c. Geo. Elec. system. Pnllman cars. Pres. D. Glass,
Sec. & Treas. c. Glass. Supt. J. B. Bliss. 9 5

Ross Park St. Ry. Co. (Owned by Washington
Water Power Co.) 12 m, 5 m s, i-SX g, 35 16 T r, 8 m
c. Gen, Elec. system. Pullman cars. Water power.
Pres. H. N, Belt, Sec. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. W. S.

Norman, Treas. J. D. Sherwood, Supt. E. E. Knowles,
Elecn. & Ch. Engr. of Power Station J. B. Flsken,
Audr. C. S. Smith. 4 5s
Washington Water Power Co. (Owns Spokane St.

Ry., Spokane Electric Ry., Spokane Cable Ry. and
Ross Park St. Ry.) 23 m, 4-8>; g, 30. 35 and 40 lb T
r, 16 m c. Gen. Elec. system Brill cars. Water
power. Pres. J. D. Sherwood, Sec. Gen. Man. & Pur.
Agt. W. S. Norman, Treas. D. L Huntington, Supt,
E. E. Knowles, Elecn. & Ch. Engr. of Power Statloa
J. B. Plsken. Office, Hazel Blocl£. 4 .5 a
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HPlllNt.iPIEL,D, llili.—Springfloia Consolidated
Ry. Co. (Comprises Spring-Held City Ky. Co. and
People's Elec. Ky. Co ) -ZO in, 20 m s, 4-8!^ g, 40, 60
lb T r, 43 c, ot wlilcU 33 are in c and 10 1 c. Detroit
and Gen. Elec. systems. liai es-Corllss engines. Pres.
T.J. Mlnary, V. Pres. It. Wilson, Treas. <K Gen. Man.
C. K. Mlnary, Supt. F. P. McNeil. '.) 6
SPIMNUKIKLD, IHA (SIS.—Springfield St. Ky. CO.

34.65 m, 3:2.83 HI s, 4-8>4 g, BG lb T r, 110 c. ol which 100
are m c and lo t c. (jeu. ISiee. and Westlnghouse
systems. 1,000 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.

Pres. John Olmsted, Treas. & Man. A. E. Smith.
Ofllce 1 Main st. 1 5 s

SPIMNUK1KL.D, lUO.—he SprlngHeld Traction T
Co. (Successor to Metropolitan Kleoirlc Ky Co.) 15.8
m, 12 ms, 4-8X g, 35 & 45 lb Johnson glrderr, a6 c ot
which 17 are m. c. and 9 t. c. Westlnghouse system.
St. Louis cars, Hamilton t'orliss em;iiies. Pres.,

Treas., Uen. Man. & Pur. Agt. Geo. W. Parker, V.

Pres. A. J. Elsenmayer, Sec. c. U. Smith, supt. 8.
Barham, Chg. fingr, ol Power Station W, C. Duvall.
9 5
HPllINfciKIISMI, <).—Springfield Ky. Co. 25 m,

18 m s, 4 g, 46, GO lb girder and T r, 50 c of which 25

are m c and 25 t c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Brownell, Laclede, LamoMn and St. Louis
cars. Kussell engines. Pres. W. 13. McKlnley, V
Pres. K. S. Hunter, Sec. W. S. Hood, Treas. W. G.
McFarlaud, Gen. Man. S. L. Nelson, Supt. C. E.
Mlley, Ch. Engr. & Eiecn. A. S. Krotz, Ch. Eugr. of
Power Station, C. Myers. 12 4

STAHIF<UtU, CONN Stamford Street K. K. Co.
7 m, ot which 1.76 are horse and 5.2.') elec, 7 m s,

4-8X g, 2S, 60 & 70 lb T r, 2i c, Ot which 18 are he,
3 m c and3 1 c, 21 h. Gen. Elec. system. Briggs, Jack-
son & Sharp St. Louis, Pelgel. andStephenson cars.
Pres. E. S. Greeley, V. Pres. W. W. Gillespie, Sec. &
Treas. K. A. Fosdlck, supt. G. W. I'elrce. Ofllce,

Fessenden Block. 9 5
STATEN 1SI..AND, N. Y Staten Island Elec-

tric K. K. CO. (Successor to Staten Island Belt K. K.

Co.) 30 m, g, 90 lb girder r, ,00 c of which 40

are m c and 10 t c. Gnn. Eiec. sy.^tem. Brill cars,
AlUs engines. 750 H.P. Baboock & Wilcox boilers. Pres.
Jonu A. Hilton, V. frea. E. R. Leland, Sec. and Treas.
W. B. Findley, Gen. Man. & i»ur. Agt. H. G. Quigg,
Oh. Engrs. Sheatf « Jaastad. 11 5

Staten Island Midland Ry. Co. (Consolidation of
West Brighton Ky. Co. and Prohibition Park Elec-
tric K. R. CO.) Equipping with electricity. Pres.
J. O. Hlnchchffe, Sec. and fur. Age. E.G. wightraan,
Treas. & Gen. Man, W. B. Rockwell, Supt. H. J.

Grigg, Elecn. M. J. Wlghtman. ofllce 65 Canal St.,

Stapleton, S. I. 9 5
8TAUNTON, VA.—City St. Car Co. 6 m, 5 m a

4-8J^ g. 25, 42 lb. T and girder r, 13 c, 50 mu. St,

Louis cars. Pres. H. Marquana, V. Pres. D. D.
Parmley, Sec. K. M. King, Treas. L. C. Harris, Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. K. U. Apperson, 9 5
STEUBENV1J..LE, <).—SteubenvlUe Traction Co.

2}4 m, 2J4 m s, 4-8i^g. 30 lb tram r, 6 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Richmond L. & M. Works cars. Buckeye
engines. Pres. G. W. McCook, V. Pres. T. Barclay,
Sec. & Treas. T. Johnson, Gen. Man. J. F. Flood.
Oface, 931 Six in Ave. 9 6
.STII-L,WATER, MINN. — Stillwater Electric

Ry. 00. 5 m, 4-8>i g, 30 lb. T and tram r, 8 m. c. Gen.
Elec. system. Pres. A. Ourtlss. V. Pres. E. P. Motley,
sec. J. C. Nelhaway, Treas. G. E. Waring, office,
Davenport, la. 8 4 s
STIXLiWATEK, N. Y.—Stillwater & Mechanlc-

VlUe St. Ry. Co. 4.42 m, 4.35 m S, 4-8^ g, 25-30 lb T
and flat r, 6 c, 13 h. Jones cars. Pres. A. E. Powers,
V. Pres. W. L. Denlson, Sec. Treas. & Supt. H. O.
Bailey. 4 5s
STOCKTON, CAI.,— Stockton Electric Ry. Co

Elec. 12 m, 3-6 g, 45 lb. s. b & T r, 23c. ot which 11 are
m. c. and 11 1. c. Westlnghouse and T-H systems.
Stockton cars. Pres. I. S. Bostwick, Sec. J. Fyte,
Treas. E. R. Hedges, Supt. G. E. Ladd. 8 3
STKEATOll, Streator Ry. Co. an m, 4-8j^

g, 52 lb T and girder r, 8 m c. Gen. Eiec. system.
American cars. Armington & Sims engines. 308 H.P.
Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. P. F. Barr, V.
Pres. D. Heenan, Sec. W. Reeves, Treas. j. C.
Barlow, Gen. Man. C. C. Barr, Supt. & Pur. Agt.
O. D. Hagerty, Eiecn. F. Peterson. 2 5s
STROUDSBUKG, PA stroudsburg Passenger

Ry. Co. Steam. 3 m, 1% m s, 4-8 >^ g, 40, 50 lb T r, 5

0, 4 h, 2 motors. Pres. F. H. Smith, Gen. Man. E.
Smith. 12 4

SUNBIIRY, PA.—Sunbury & Northumberland St
Ry. Co. Elec. 3!^m, 5-3g, 56 lb girder r, 4 m. c. West-
lnghouse system. Stephenson cars. Harrlsburg
engines. Pres. D. Cooiidge, Sec. & Treats. S. P. Wol-
verton. Gen. Man. C. M. Clement, Supt. M. WltMng-
ton 9 .'j

HYRACU.SE, N. Y.—Syracuse St. R. R. Co. 38>^ m
4-8V6 g, 90 lb. girder r, 79 c, of which 49 are m c
and 30 tc. Gen. Elec. system. Jones, Brld. and
Stephenson cars. Cleveland Ship Bid. co.'s engines.
Pres. G. E. Herrlck, V. Pres. & Eiecn. W. R. Kimball,
Sec. W. P. Gannon, Treas. T. H. Conderman, Gen.
Man. J. H. Moffltt, Ch. Engr. and Elecn. H. S.Newton,
Civil Engr. C. L. Allen. Ch. Engr. ot Power Station
N. B. Kellogg. Ofllce >now Bldg. Warren St. 9 6
Syracuse s. East Side St. Ry. Co. ii m, 4-SH g.

40, 90 ID T and girder r, 12 c,of which lo are m c and 3
t c. Gen. Elec. system. American cars. Allls engines.
Pres. & Gen. Man.c. D. Beebe, V. Pre.s. W. A Holden,
Sec. & Treas. G. B. Leonard, Supt. & Pur. Agt. K. M.
Douglass, Ch. Engr. Thomas Mather, Eiecn. 0. K.
Osgood, Ch. Engr. of Power Station, C. Fowler. 9 5
Syracuse Consolidated St. Ry. Co. 31.75 m, of which

19.75 are horse and 12 elec, 4-8 g, 35 to tGi^ lb girder,
tram and T r, 123 c, of which 63 are box, 3i open and
28 m c, 220 h. Gen. Elec. system. Receivers P. J.
Mack and E. F. Rice, Pres. W. W. Hazzard, V. Pres.
P. T. Brady, Sec. W. P. Gannon, Treas. W. R. Kim-
ball, Gen. Man. E, F. Rice. Supt. J. H. Moffltt.
Offlce, 3 Syracuse Sav. Bank Bldg. i 5 3

T
TACOMA, WASH.—Tacoma Ry. & Motor Co.

Eiec. 48 m, of which 46 are eiec. and 2 cable, 3-6 g,
40-66 lb T and girder r, 31 c, ot which 26 are m c
and 5 g c. Gen. Elec. system, Pullman cars. Cor-
liss, Prick and Stearns engines. 0.56 H. P. Bab-
cock & Wilcox boliers. Receiver G. W. Bird, Pres.

V. Pres. S. Z. Mitchell. Sec. P. H. Ker-
shaw, Treas. T. B. Wallace, Supt. J. H. Davis.
Ofllce. A & 13th sts. 1 5 a f e
City Park Ry Co. 7 m, 6!^ m s, 3-6 g, 40 lb T r, 15 c.

of which 13 are m c and 2 1 c. Gen. Elec. system.
Pullman and BriU cars. Pres. S J. Mitchell, Sec. C.
N. Hugglns, Gen. Man. S. W.Hampton. 10 5
Tacoma Traction Co. (mcludes Tacoma & Puyal-

lup R. R. Co. and Point Defiance, Tacoma & Edison
Ry. CO.) Itf m, 3-6 g, 15 c. Westlnghouse system.
Pres. L. H. Hole, V. I'res. W. N. color, Jr., Gen. Man.
J. P. Clark. Audr. H. L. Mundy.
TAflONY, PA.—Holmesburg, Tacony A Frank-

fooil Electric R. K. Co. Supt. C. I'. Uolcumb. Supt.
omce. State St,, Tacony, Pa. 10 5

TAMPA, FLA Consumers' Elec. Lt. & St. R. R.
Co. 20 m, 4-K)^ g, 45 lb T and girder r, 35 c, ot which
20 are m c and 5t c, 3 h. Gen. Elec. .system. Brill and
Brownell cars. Water power. 150 H. P. Babcock &
Wilcox boilers. Pres'. X. Treas. E. S. Douijlaas, V.

Pres. E. W. Chapln, Sec. & Supt. J. T. Douglass.
Elecn. W. B. Palmer, Ch. Engr. of PowerStatlon W.A.
Green. 9 5

TARENTIIM, PA.—Tarenium Traction Pass. Ky.
Co. B m 4 in s, b-'ZX g, 6s lb girder r, 6 m c. West-
lnghouse system. Laclede cars. Taylor, Beck &
Bali engines. Pres. C. G. Hussey, Supt. and Pur.

Agt. J. B. Crawford, Sec. J. Kenneuy, Treas. F. R.
Dravo. Ch. Eng, of Power Station Robt. Beatty.
9 5

TAUNTON, MAWM.—Taunton St. Ry. Co. 14 m,
4-8X g, 40, 45, 60 lb T and girder r, 47 c, of which 23

are h c and 34 m c. Jones and Stephenson cars.

Mcintosh & Seymour engines. 368 H. P. Babcock &
Wilcox boilers. Pres. J. N. Beekley, Sec. O. A.
Barker, Treas. S. M. Thomas, Gen. Man. Geo. G. F.

Serbel, Supt. C. Morse. 3 5 s

TERRB HAUTE, IND Terre Haute Electric
Ky. CO. 22 m, 4-8)^ g, 60, 73 lb T r, 50 c, ot which 35 are
m c and 15 t c, 8 u ami mu. Westlnghouse system.
Centropolls and Pullman cars. Westlnghouse en-
gines. Pres. Kussell B. Harrison, V. Pres. J. G.
McNutt, Sec. P. P. Thomas. Treas. M. F. Burke, Ch.
Engr, F. L. Ray, Elecn. A. Baisley. Office 100 N.
Ninth St. 9 5

TEXAKKANA, ARK.—Texarkana St. Ry. Co
Klec. 5 m. 4-g, 30 lb T r, 8 c, ot which 6 are 4-wheeI
box & 3 4-wheel open, 38 mu. Pres. J. Deutschman
V. Pres. Ii, Collins, Sec. F. W. ottenhauser, 'i'reas

G.W. Fouke, Supt. B. M. Foreman. 1 4

TIFFIN, O.—Tiffin & Interurban Consolidated
Electric Ry. Co. 24 m, of which 6 are horse and 18

elec, 4-8X g, 67-83 lb T and girder r, 24 c,of 18 are h c
and m c, .50 h. Westlnghouse system. Laclede cars.

Pres. & Gen. Man. R. Al. Brown, V. Pres. A. Betts,
Sec. N. W. Miller, Treas. T. T. Rosendale, Supt. J.

Murphy. 5 4

The Electric Ry. & Pow. Co. 6X, m, m s, 4-8xg
50, 80 lb T and girder r, 13 c, of which 8 are m c and 5

t c. Gen. Elec. system. Laclede cars. Pres. G. D.
Loomls, V. Pres. C. J. Yingling. sec. J. F. Bunn,
Treas. B. W. Crobaugh, Supt. J. P. Myers. 12 4

TOLEDO, lA.-Tama & Toledo Electric Ry. &
Light Co. 2X m, 2X m s, 4-8V6 g, 48 lb T r, 8 C of

which 2 are m c and 6 1 c. Walker system. Laclede
cars. Pres. & Pur. Age. W. C. Smith, Sec. W. A.
Smith, Treas. & Man. L. H. Ong, Elecn. Wm.
McDanlels, Ch. Engr. of Power Station J. L. Smith.

11 5

TOLEDO, OHIO.—Toledo Traction Co. (Suc-
cessor to Toledo consolidated St. Ky. Co. Elec.

65 in, 4 g, 48J4, 56-93 lb girder r, 160 c, of

which 145 "are m c and 15 t c. Gen. Elec. and West-
lnghouse systems. Brill and Pullman cars. Hooven,
Owens & Reutschler CLglnes. Pres. Albion E. Lang,
V. Pres. (len. Man. « Pur. Agt. W. S. Jewell, Sec.
and Treas, Chas. L. Wight, Supt. A. M. Hinckley.
Ch. Engr. W.D Tyler, Elecn. E. J. Bechtel. Offlce,

Monroe and Water Sts. 11 5

Toledo Electric St. Ky. Co. 35 m, 4-8i^ g, 45-90 lb

girder and T r, 80 m c. Gen. Elec. and Westmghouse
systems. Brill cars. Cooper engines. Pres. D. Robl-
son, Jr., V. Pres. L. S. Baumgardner, Sec. & Gen.
Man. J. J. Roblson, Treas. W. P. RoOlson, Div.

Supts. C. L. HulDut, E. ¥. Adler. Offlce, cor. Madi-
son and Summit Sts. 4 5 s

Toledo & Maumee Valley Ry Co. 13 m, 4 H]4 g, 66

lb T r, 14 c, of which 13 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Eiec.

system. Barney & Smith and St. Louis cars. Pres.

A. K. Detwiler, V. Pres. G. G. Metzger, Sec. G. K.
Detwiier, Treas. W. B. Taylor, Gen. Man C. A.
Denman, 11 5

TOPEKA, KAN.—Topeka Ry. Co. 35 m of which
1 H are horse and 3S% elec. 20m s, i-8}4 g, 35, 52 lbs T
and girder r, 66 c, of which 36 are m c and 3u t c. Gen.
Elec. system. Laclede, St. Louis and Stephenson
cars. AUis engines. Pres. C. C. Baker, V. Pres. M.
A. Low, Gen. Man. & Elecn. J. M. Patten. General
Managers' Office. 1112 Jackson St. 9 5

Topeka Belt Ry. Co . Steam . 4 m, 4-8J^ g, 45 lb T
r, 11 c, 2 Baldwin motors. PuJman cars. Pres.
Chas. S. Gleed, Supt. E. H. Littlefleld. Office, no
W. 10th St. 6 3

West Side Circle Ry. Co. Steam. 6>4 m, 4 8i^ g, 40

lb T and girder r, 3 c, 3 Baldwin motors. Pres. C.S.

Gleed, Sec. & Treas. G. H. Nolte, Asst. Sec. Treas. &
Pur. Agt. P. H. Poole. Offlce, 701 Jackson St. 10 5

TORONTO, ONT. — Toronto Ry. Co. 80 m,
40 m s, 4-103^ g, 70 lb girder r, 300 c, of which 150 are
m c and 150 i c. Canadian Gen. Elec. and Westlng-
house systems. Own cars. Armington & Sims en-

gines. Pres. W. McKenzle, V. Pres. H. A. Everett,
sec. & Treas. J. 0. Grace, Supt. James Gunn, Asst.
Supt. E. McKenzle, Ch. Engr. of Power Station D. C.

Lean. King St., west. 4 5 8

Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. 4}4 m. 4X m s, 4-103i g,
56 lb T r. 5 c. of which 3 are m c. and 2 t c. T-U
system. Jones and St. James cars, (ioldle & Mccul-
loch engines. Pres. C. D. Warren, Sec & Treas. R.
.Jenkins, Gen. Man. J. W. Moyes. Deer Park P. O.
Ontario. 1 5 s

Toronto & Scarboro Electric Ry. Lt. & Pow. Co. 314
m, 3y< m s, i-lOX g, 56 lb T r, 5 c, of which 3 are m c

and 3"t c. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems.
Patterson & Corbln cars. Rent power. V. Pres. J.

J^oy, Sec. Treas. * Gen. Man. A. W. Dingman, Ch.
Engr. J. Gait. Offlce, 36 King St. 9 4

Toronto Suburban St. Ry. Co. Ltd. 7 m, 7 m s, 4

10X g, 56, 73 lb T and girder r, 5 ra c. Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse sysi ems. Ball engines. Pres. R. W.
Smith, V. Pres. A. W. Atwater, Sec. Treas. Gen.
Man. & Ch. Engr. R. H. Fraser, Elecn. R. MacMaugh.
Offlce Toronto Junction. 3 5 s

TRAVERSE CITY, MICH. — Traverse City
Peninsula & Old Mission Electric R. R. Co. Sec. N.
P. Crotser. 1 6 s

TRENTON, N. J.—Trenton Pass. Ry. Co. Con-
solidated. (Controlled by Trenton Traction Co,) 37 m,

60 90 lb girder & T r, 71 c, of wlilch 51 are m c and 20
r. c. Geu. Eiec. and Short systems. St. Louis and
Brill cars. Watts-Campbell engines. Pres., Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. H. C. Moore, V. Pre.s. T. C. Barr,
Sec. <t Treas. J. L. Kuser,Supt. P. E. Hurley. Elecn,
Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of PowerStatlon J. HyUe,Jr.,
Offlce, cor. Greenwood and S. Clinton Aves. 9 5

TROV, N. Y.—Troy City Ry. (JO. (Lessee ot Troy
& Lanslngburgh and Waterford & Cohoes Rys. ) 30
rn, ot which 1 are horse and 26 elec. 30 in s, g,
63 93 lb s. b. and girder r, 158 c. ot which .50 are h. c.

and ton m. c. Gen. Elec. system. Jones cars. Greene-
Corliss engines. 396 II. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers.

PreH.& Gen. Man. C. Clemlnshaw, 1st V. Pres. A. N.
Brady, 2d V. Pres. J. B. carr. Sec. & Treas. J. J.

Uagen, Supt. C. H. Smith. Offlce, 361 River St. 3 5 8

TU.SCALOOSA, ALA.—TuscalOOSa St. Ky. CO
(Owned by Tuscaloosa & Castle Hill Real Estate &
Mfg. Co.) 4 m, 4-8.^ g, 20 , 25 lb T r, 9 box c,

8 mu. Stephenson cars. Pres. Jas. H. Fltts,
Sec, Treas. & Gen. Man. S. F. Alston. Offlce,

Main St. 1 4

Tuscaloosa Belt Ky. Co. 3.5 rn, .3-5 ms4-8>i g, 35 lb.

T r. 3 passenger cars, 5 freight cars. St. Louis cars
Baldwin engines. Pres. W. C. Jemlson, Sec. & Treas.
J. L. Wallace, Gen. Man. J. W. Wovefolk, Supt. J.
T. Cochrane. 9 5

TYLER, TEX.—Tyler St. Ry. Co. 3X m, 3X
m s, 4-8!^ g, 20, 40 lb T and flat r, 4 c, 9 mu. Pres.
sec. Treas. & Gen. Man. W. C. Scott, V. Pres. J
P. Douglas. 9 4

u
UNION SPRINGS ALA—Union Springs St. Car

Co. 2 m, 5-1 g, 20 lb T r, 4 flat c tor freight, 1 or 2

for pass., 4 mu. Pres. Wm. Stakley, Sec. & Treas.
T. H. Mabson, Jr., Supt. A. D. Fielder. 13 2

UNIONTOVVN, PA.-Unlontown St. Ry. Co. 3>i
m, a-'ZH g, 68 lb girder and T r, 6 c, of which 5 are m
c and 1 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brill cars. Buckeye
engines. Pres W. C. Mccormick, Sec. & Treas. R. F.
Hopwood, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. G. A. Mccormick,
Supt. & Ch. Eng. K. A. Smith. 8 4 s

UTICA, N. Y Oneida .St. R. R. Co. 1..57 m, 1 5 m
s, i-tiy> g, 35 lb c b r, 2 c,8 h. Pres. & Gen. Man. Henry
Ney, V. Pres. Sec. & Supt. F. J. Cronk, Treas. W.
C, Wilcox. Offlce, 69 Genesee st. 7 4 s

Deerfleld & Utica. (See Deerfleld.)

Utlca & Mohawk R. R. Co. 3.08 m, 2.75 m s, 4-8>^ g,
40, 45 lb T r, 14 c, of which 8 are m c and etc.
Gen. Eiec. system. Stephenson cars. Pres. & Gen.
Man. Jas. P. Mann, V. Pres. R. W. Sherman. Sec.
Wm. E. Lewis, Treas. Geo. D. Dimon, Supt. P. L.
Everts. Office Mann Bldg. 7 4 8

Utica Belt Line St. R. R. Co. Elec. (Operates
Utlca, Clinton & Blughamton St. R. R.) 23 m, 18 m
s, 4-8>i g, 48,85 lb T, and girder r, 54 c, of which 32
are m c and 22 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Gilbert and
Jones cars. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. W. Boyle, V. Pres
J. T. Gardiner, Sec. E. Bushlnger, Treas. C. W.
Mather, Supt. R. G. Young. 4 5 s

V
VANCOUVER, B. C—Vancouver Electric Ry. &

Light Co. Ld. 7y^ m, 4-8^ g, 40 lb T r, 10 c. Of which
9 are m. c. and 1 1. c. T-H & Westlnghouse systems
Pres. J. Oppenhelmer, V. Pres. T. Dunn, Sec. H. T
Cepuley, Treas. & Business Manager, W. E. Brown
Supt. C. P. Hutchlngs. Offlce, 533 Hastings st. W,

10 2

VANCOUVER, WASH.—Columbia Land & Im-
provement Co. 3 m, 3-6 g, 30 lb T r, 3 c, 7h. Pres. J
Gibbon, V. Pres. & Gen. Man. L. M. Hidden, Sec. C
Brown, Treas. 1st Nat. Bank. P. O. Box 44. 4 5 S

VERNON, IND North Vernon & Vernon St. R.
R. Co. 2 m, 5-2 g, 35 lb girder r, 3 c, 5 h, 2 mu. La-
clede cars. Pres. & Gen. Man. S. H. Grlnstead, V.
Pres. J. Forbel, Jr., Sec. & Pur. Agt. E. L. Wagner,
Treas. J. (J. Cope. 9 4

VICKSBURG,MI.SS Vicksburg Electric Tran-
sit & Light CO. Sec. C. K. McFariand. 9 5

VICTORIA, B. C—Victoria Electric Ry. & Light-
ing Co., Ltd., 15 m, ux m s, 4-8>i g, 40 lb girder and
Tr, 18 m o. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems.
Brill, Pullman and St. Louis cars. Albion
Iron Works engines. Pres, C. T. Dupont, V. Pres.
J. Jones, Sec. T. S. Gore, Supt. & Pur. Agt. F. W.
McCrady, Ch. Engr. K. Menaugh, Eiecn. D. Deverell.
Offlce Store st. 9 5

VINCENNES. IND Vincennes Citizens' St. Ry

.

Co. 5 m, 5 m s, 4-8}^ g, 40. 55 lb T and girder r, 16 c,
of which 6 are m. o. and 10 t. c, 3 mu. Westlng-
house system. Brownell, Calumet and Ellis cars.
Westlnghouse engines. Sec. a Gen. Man. E. F.
Tindoiph. Offlce, 29 Fairground ave. 9 5

w
WACO, TEX Citizens' Ry. Co. 25 m, 4-8)^

g, :30, 40 & 45 lb girder & T r, 35 c, of which 21 are m c.

and 14 1 c. Gen. Elec. & Westlnghouse systems. St.
Louis cars. Hamilton engines. 340 H. P. Babcock
& Wilcox boilers. Pres. & .Gen. Man. 11. C. Scott,
Sec. & Supt. J. L. Griffith, Office, 4th & Washington
sts. 9 5

WAKEFIELD, MASS.—Wakefleld & Stoneham
St. Ry. CO., 16X m, 16 m s, 4-8X g, 48 lb T and girder
r, 30 m c, 1 h, Geo. Eiec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Jones and Newburyport cars. Mcin-
tosh & Seymour engines. Pres. & Gen. Man.
C. F. Woodwaid, Sec. E. M. Southworth, Treas. J. F.
Shaw, Pur. Agt. E. P. Shaw, Ch. Engr. J. A. Ban-
croft, Eiecn. W. L. Ransom. Ch. Engr. of Power
Station, R. J. Patterson . Offlce, 117 Albion St. 9 5

W"ALLA WALLA, WASH. — Walla Walla
St. Ry. & Investment Co. 4 m. 3-6 g, 30 & 35 lb T r,

6 4-wheel box c, 24 h. Pres. W. P. Wlnans, V
Pres. Miles C. Moore, Sec. J. W. Langdon, Treas,
Supt. & Man. J. M. HllL 1 4

WARREN, O.—Trumbull Electric R. R. Co. m
7 ms. i^iy^g. 45,66,70 lb girder r, 8 m c. Gen. Elec.
system. Brill and Ellis cars. Phoenix Iron Works
engines. Pres. H. C. t^hrlsty, V. Pres. A. R. Sllliman,
Sec. & Treas. E. D. Kennedy, Supt. & Elecn. J. H.
Donnelly, & Pur. Agt, J. W Packard, Ch. Engrs & Ch.
Engrs. of Power Station J. and E. Hayward. 13 4

WARREN, PA.—Warren St. Ry. Co. 3)^ m, 4-8i^

g, 45 lb T and girder r 6 c, of which 4 are m c and 2 t c.

Westlnghouse system. Brill and New Castle cars.
Rent power. Pres. T. B. Clawson, Sec. J. Roy,
Treas. Gen. Man, & Pur. Agt. D. H. Slgglns, Elecn.
W. Jeffries. Offlce 343 Water st. 9 5
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WASHINGTON, D. C—The Belt Ry. Co. 17 m,
4-8X g, 80 ID girder r, 81 c, 382 li. Pullman cars.

Pres U. M. Newtoold. V. Pres. & Gen. Man, W. K.
Sclioepf. Sec. & Treas. H. K. Gray, Supt. W. Clem-
ents. Office, McGlll Bldg. 12 4 a e

Anacostla <e Potomac Klver R. R Co. 13.4 m, 4-8J^ g,

65 lb. girder r, 44 c, 150 n. Jones cars. Pres. Gen, Man.
& Supc. H. A. Griswold, Sec. & Treas. J. B. Pitcher.

Office, Anacostla, D. C. 9 5

Brlghtwood Ky. Co. 12 m, 5.5 m. s, 4-8^ g, 50, 70

It) T and girder r, 24 c, of which 14 are m c. and }0 t c

Vi estlnghouse system. Laclede cars. Clark and
Stearna engines. Pres. H. S. Cummlngs, V. Pres. E
O. McNalr, Sec. Victor B. Deyber, Treas. Gen. Man
& Pur. Agt. C. P. Williams, Supt. Thomas O'Brien
Elecn. A. M. Hamilton, Ch Engr. of Power Station

P. A. Keyes. i 5 s

ColumDia R. R. Co. Cable. 6 m, 4-8;^ g, 86 lb gir-

der r, 8t c, of which 40 are g c and 44 t c. Stephen-
son cars. Allls engines. Pres. & Pur. Agt. K. F.

Baker, V. Pres. B. G. Davis, Sec. & Treas. J B.

Adams, Supt. Wm. C. Boteler, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station K. J. Allen. Office, 15th and H sis., E. 9 5

Eckington « soldiers' Home Ry. Co. 17 m, of which
11.5 are horse and 5.6elec, i-ny^ g, 80,9.5 lb girder

r, 88 c, of which 5^ are h c, 16 m c and 14 t c, 2b0 h.

Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. Brill, La-

clede, Robinson and Stephenson cars. Armlngton
& Sims and Ball engines. I8ii H. P. Babcock & Wil-

cox boilers. Pres. O. M. Newbold, V. Pres. Gen,
Man. & Pui-. Agt. W. K. Schoept, Sec. & Treas. H. K
Gray, Supi. & Elecn. R. 1. Todd. Office, McGlli Bldg.

908-914 G St., N. W. 1 5 S

Georgetown & Tenalleytown Ry. Co. 9.4 m 4.7 m s

4-8X g, 45, 80 lb. groove and T r, 14 m. c Gen. Elec.

and Weaiinghouse systems. Brill, Gilbert, Jones and
Stephenson cars. Prick and Uanlsburg engines,

Pres O T. Crosbv,V. Pres. c. A. Lelb, Sec. Treas. &
Pur Agt. H. T. Purdy, Elecn. D. M. Anrlerson, Ch.

Engr. or Power Station J. H. Meyers. Office, Power
House, 32d St. 9 5

Glen Echo R. R. Co. 6}^ m, 3 m 8. 4-8X g, 40 lb T r

8 c, of which 6 are m c ana 8 t c. Westlnghouse sys

tern. Brill cars. Westlnghouse engines. 3i:i H. P.

Babcock & WUcox boilers. Pres. Edwin Balzley, V.

Pres. P. W. Pratt, Sec. Edward Balzley, Treas. J. C.

Pratt. Office, Room 7 Sun Bldg. i 4

Metropolitan R. R. Co. 20 m, of which 8.25 are

horse and 7.75 are elec. 4-8}^ g, 62, 83 lb grooved r,

195 c, of whlcQ 120 are h c, 25 are m. c. and 50 aret c,

550 h. Conduit system. American and Brill cars.

Providence englaes. Pres. Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt.

8 L. Phillips, V. Pres. A. A. Wilson, Sec. & Treas.

Wm. J. Wilson, Supt. W. E. Lowiy, Ch. Engr. A. N.
Connett, Elecn. C. S Clark, Ch. Engr. ot Power
Station M. Graham. OQlce, 34U P St. N. W. 9 5

Rock Creek Ry. Co. of the District of Columbia.

15 m, 7J4 m 8, 4-8X g, 50. 62 lb T and groove r, ^8 c,

22 are in. c. and 6 t. c. Love conduit and Gen.
Elec systems. Lamokln and Stephenson cars. Ball

& Wood, Mcintosh & Seymour and JSew York Safety

engines 375 H P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres.

F. G. Newlands, V. Pres. E. J. Stellwagen, Sec. H.

S Nyman, Treas, T. Al. Gale, Supt. U. Claude, Elecn.

r' M. Palmer, Ch. Engr. ot Power Station M. D.

Hogan. Office Chevy Cnase, Md. 4 5 s

Washington & Arllogcon Ry. Co. Elec. 3 m, 4-8>i

g 60 lb T r, 4 m c. Edlsun system. Bilil cars,

p'hcenlx engines. Pres. D. L. King, Sec. & Treas W.
Hazlett, Gen. Man. & Supt. W. Chapman. Office

95-96 Corcoran building. 1 3

Washington & ueorgetown R.R. Co. Cable. 23 m
4-8K g, 80 lb English groove girder r, 400 c, of which
94 are g c aua 306 t c, 3ii h. AUls engines. 2,000 H.

P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Pres. G. T. Dunlop, V.

Pres C. C. Glover, Sec. & Treas. C. M. Koones, Gen.

Supt. D. S. Carroll, Ch. Engr. of Power station C.

llosuall. Offices, Central Power Station, 14th & E sts

N. W. 9 5 k e

WASHINGTON, IN o.—Washington St. Ry. Co.

3 m, 3 m 8, 4-8>6 g, 35 lb. r, 6 c. 25 h. Pres. & Gen.
Man. L C. Prltch. V. Pres. W. R. Gardluer, sec. C.

G. Gardiner, Supt. E. H. Pritch. 9 5

WASHI>GTON, PA.— Washington Electric St.

Ry Co., successor to Washington a Tylerdale St.

Ry. Co. !1.5 m, 5-2^ g, lOm c. Gen. Elec. & Westlng-
house systems. Brill and New castle cars. Pres. F.

J. Torrance, Sec. D. Witt Dllworth, Treas. A. Ken-
nedy. '0 5 „
WATERitlUtV, CONN. —Waterbury Traction

Co llm, 4-614 g. 60, 70 lb T r, 44 c, of which 36 are m c

and 8 t c. Sperry system. Brill, Lewis & Fowler,
Newburyport and Stephenson cars. Uixon engines.

Pres. D. S. Plume, Sec. A. M. Young, Treas. J. R.
Smith, Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. J. E. Lewell, lilecu.

W. T. Ovlatt, Ch. Eng. ot Power Station, J. E. KU-
burn. 9 5
WATEllLOO, IA.—Waterloo St. Ry. Co, 2 m, 3

g, 22, 35 lb T r, 3 c, 8 h. Pres. J. E. Sedgwick, V. Pres
ix A. Whitney, Sec. & Treas. A. A. Hungerford
Office, 183><! Bridge St. 9 4

WATEitl^oo, N. Y.—see Seneca Falls. N. Y.
WATERLiOO, ONT.—Berlin & Waterloo St. Ry

Co. 2><i m, 4-81^ g, 25, 80 lb Hal and T r, 8 c, of

which 3 are m c and 5 t c. Gen. Elec. system.
Wheelock engines. Pres. & Treas. Thos. M. Burt,
Sec. Alex. Millar, Asst. Man. T. E. McLean. Office,

Waterloo. 9 5

WATERTOWN, N. Y.—Watertown & Brown-
vlUe St. R. R. CO. 9 m, 8 m s, 4-8!^ g, 62 lb girder
and T r, 24 c, ot which 13 are m c, and 11 t c. Gen.
Elec. and Steel Motor systems. Brill and Stephenson
cars. Water power. Pres. B. B. Taggert, V. Pres.

H. F. Inglehart, Sec. & Treas. C. C Inglehart, Gen.
Man. & supt. S. R. Smith, Ch. Engr. & Elecn. L. E.

Howard. Office, 172 Main St. 4 5 s

WATEKTOWN, s. uAK.—Watertown & Lake
Kampeska Ry. Co. Dummy. 6!^ m, 4-8^^ g. 30 lb T r

1 c, Pullman car. Baldvvln engine. Ch. Engr. F. L.

Burdeck. Office, Kemp ave. & Oak st. 4 4

WATERVILl-E, HIE.—WatervlUe & Fairfield

Ry. & Lt. Co. 5 m, 4.36 m s, i-8]4 35 lb T r, 8 c, of

which 3 are m c and 5 t c. Westlnghouse system.
Pres. 1. C. Llbby, Gen. Man. A. F. Gerald, Sec. H. M.
Heath, Treas. P. A. Llbby, Supt. C. Maxfleld. Office

Fairfield. ii 4 s e e

WAVERI.Y, N. Y.—Waverly, Sayre & Athens
Ry. Co. 6 m. 6 c. Pres. A. N. Broadhead, V. Prts.

F. M. Stevens, Sec. A. W. Wade, Treas, F. K. Harris.
WAXAHACHIE, TEX.- WaxaOiachle St. Ry Co

2 m, 4-8.J<^ g, 2 ) lb T r, 3 c, 16 h. Pres. T. A. Ferris, V
Pres. W. F. Lewis, Sec, Treas. & Gen. Man. O
Goodwin. 9 4
Lake Park St. R. R. Co. 3 m, 4-S>^ g, 20 lb T r, 4 c

14 mu. Pres. & Gen. Man. J. F. Strickland, V. Pres.
W. F. Lewis, sec. J. F. Philips, Treas. W. G. Wll-
Uams, Supt. W.J. Stevenson. 8 3

WEATIIEREORD, TEX.—Weathertord City &
Suburban R. R. Co. 3)^ m, S!}4 m 8,4-8i^ g, 16 & 20

lb T r 6c, 17 mu. Pres. G. P. Levy, Supt. G. B.
Wlllbanks. 1 4
WEUB CITY, MO.—Southwest Missouri Elec-

tric Ry. Co. 15 m, 4-8>i g, 48, 75 lb T and girder
r, 21 c of which 16 are m c and 5 t c. Ge.n. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Laclede cars. Cooper en-
gines. Pres Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. A. H. Rogers,
V. Pres. E. Z. Wailower, Sec. & Treas. W. M. Don-
aldson, Ch. Engr. E. J. Pratt. Offices, Webb city
and Harrlsburg, Pa. 9 5

JopUn & Galena Electric Ry. Co. (See Joplln, Mo.)
WEST BAY CITY, MICH.—(See Bay City,

Mich.)
WESTCHESTER, PA.—West Chester St. Ry

Co. Elec. 7 m, 5-2X g> 45, 60 lb. girder and flat r,

9 c, of which 5 are m c and 4 t c. Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Brill cars. Pres. W. M.
Hayes, Sec. W. S. Harris, Treas. P. W. WoUerton,
Gen. Man. & Pur. Agt. J. W. Andrews, Elecn. J.

Eaby, Ch. Engr. of Power Station J. Pyle. 9 5

WE.->TERL,Y, R. I.—Pawcatuck Valley St. Ry.
Co. 6 m, 6 m s, 4-8X g, 50 lb T r, 7 c, of which 6 are
m c and 1 tc. Gen. Elec. system. Newburyport
cars. Mcintosh & Seymour engines. Pres. W. Hox-
sey. sec. & Treas. S. H. Cross, Gen. Man. E. P. Shaw,
Jr., Supt. & Elecn. E. K. Day. 9 4

VVESTH'IELiO, MASS.— WoronOCO St. Ry. CO.
(Includes Highland St. Ry.) 3.7 m, 4-8>i g, 5z & 60

lb T r, 13 c, 30 h. Jones cars. Pres. C. N. Yeamans,
Sec. S. B. Campbell, Treas. O. B. Parks, Gen. Man.
Supt. & Pur. Agt. J. Plunell. 9 5
WEST NEWTON, MAsS.—Newton St. Ry. Co

9.08 m, a],^ m s, 4-8>i g, 45, 56 lb T r, 37 c, of which 35

are m c and 2tc. Geu. Elec. system. Jones and
Newburyport cars. Armlngton & Sims engines, con-
tract fur power. Pres. Wlnthrop coffin, v. Pres. E.
Stearns, Sec. J. C. Lane, Treas. C. W. Smith, Supt.
F. G. L. Henderson. Treas. Office 53 Tremont St,.

Boston. 9 5
WESTPORT, CONN.—Westport & Saugatuck

HorseR. R. CO. 1% m, 4-8 g, 40 lb r, 4c, 8 h. Pres.
A. S. Hurlbutt, V. Pres. C. H. Taylor, Sec. and
Treas. B. L. Woodworih, Gen. Man. & supt. H. E.
Jackson. 2 5s
WE.ST SUPERIOR, WIS. — Superior Rapid

Transit Ry. Co. 2614 m, 13 m s, 3-6g, 35-50 lb T r, 37

c, of which 2 are h c, 2.5 m c and 10 t c. Gen. Elec.
system. American, Laclede and St. Louis cars.

Alius engines. Pres. & Gen. Man. S. T. Norvell, Sec.
& Treas. G. chadwlck, Ch. Engr. ot Power Station
E. D. Gay. 5 5s
WHEELING, W. VA.—Wheeling Ry. Co. 17 m,

15 m s, 5-2 g, s5 lb gli-der r, 41 m c Gen. Elec. system.
Barnpy & smith. Brill and St. Louis cars. Ball
engines. Pres. W. W- Uazzard, Sec. & Treas. W.
A. Shirley, Gen. Man. & Pui'. Agt. W. S. Wright,
Supt. M. Lofius. 11 5
Wheeling & Elm Grove R. R. Dummy. 8)4 m,

4-8X g. Ou ID T r, 23 c, of which 20 are pass. c,3 freight

c and 1 baggage c, 4 Baldwin motors, 1 h. Pres. A.
Reymann, Sec. & Treas. J. Roemer, Gen. Man. H. E.
Welsgerber. Office, 16th st. 6 3

WHITMAN, MASS.—(See Brockton, Mass.)
WICHITA, KAN.—Wichita Electric Ry. & Lt

Co. 25 m,4-8M g,38, 451b T and girder r, 68 c, of which
47 are m c and 21 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Brownell
and St. Louis cars. Hamilton Corliss engines.
Pres. A. T. Batchelder, V. Pres. A. FaulKner, Treas.
G. A. Litchfield, Supt. & Pur. Agt F. W. Sweet,
Elecn. S. Mountain, Ch. Engr. J. M. Snyder, Ch.
Engr. of Power Station R. W. Marquis. Office, 100

W. Douglas Ave. 9 5

WILKESBARRE, PA.—Wilkesbarre & Wy-
oming Valley Traction Co. (Owns and operates all

lines in the city). 65.53 m, 46.63 m s, mx g, 40-70 lb

T and girder r, 103 c. Baxter, Gen. Elec, Short and
Wes'iinghouse systems. Brill and St. Louis cjrs.

Harrlsburg engines. Pres. B. F. Myers, Sec. W. G.

Eno, Treas. & Gen. Man. J. Graham, Supts. (East
Side division) J. Clifford, (West Side division) J. C.

Meixeli, Eec. Engr. J. Fagan. i 5 s 1 e

WILLIAMS PORT. PA.—WUhamsportPass. Ry.
Co. 8 m, 8 m s, 4-8)^ g, 56, 90 lb girder r, 12 m c.

Westlnghouse system. Lamokln cars. Westlng-
house engines. V. Pres. H. C. Parsons, Sec. J. F.

Starr, Treas. J. Lawshe, Gen. Man. E. H.Davis,
Office, 760 W. 4th St. 1 5 s

WILLIAMSVILLE, N. Y.—Buffalo & WlUlams
vine Electric Ry. Co. 4]4 m. 4!4 m s, 4-8i^ g, 56, 66

lb T and girder r, 6 c, of which 4 are m c and 2 t c.

Gen. Elec. system. Laclede cars. Noye engines.
Pres. & Gen. Man. J. Blocher, V. Pres. E. C. Long-
necker. Sec. A. L.Rlnewalt, Treas. & Supt. L. L.

Grove, Ch Engr. Elecn. & Ch. Engr. of Power Station
C. Summers. 4 5 s

WILMINGTON, DEL.—WUmlngton City Ry.
Co. (Owns and operates Front & Union St. Pass. Ry.,
Co.) 22 m, 5-2 g, 58, 90 lb. T and girder r, 61 m c.

Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems. Pres. P. Lea,
V. Pres. W. saulsbury, Treas. F. T. Webb. Office,

Delaware ave. & Dupont st. 4 5 s h e
Gordon Heights Ry. Co. 2 m, 5-3 g, 58 lb T r, 3 m

c. Westlnghouse system. St. Louis cars. Pres. G.
A. Townsend. Treas, H. Emmons, Gen. Man. & Pur.
Agt. W. S. Ueger. Office, 9 Market St. 4 5s
WILMINGTON, N. C—The Wilmington St.

Ry. Co. 6 m, (Tf which ii^ m Is steam and 4)4 elec,
5 ms, 4-8!^ g, 45, 60 lb T and girder r, 16 c ot which
13 are m c and 4 t c. Gen. Elec. system. Lewis &
Fowler and Stephenson cars. Ball engines. Pres.

H. A. Whiting, V. Pres. B F O'Connor, Sec. &, Treas.

J. W. Martenis, Gen. M.in. M. F. Heiskell, Supt. H.
Hues. Office 29 Broadway, New York. 2 5 8
WINDSOR, ONT.—Windsor Electric St. Ry. Co.

IX m, .s-6 g, 25 lb T r, 1 motor, 4 c, 9 h. T-H system.
Steam power. Pres. W, M. Boomer, Sec. & Treas. M.
A. S. Boomer. Office, cor. Mercer & Sandwich sts. W.
Sandwich, Windsor & Amherstburg Ry Co. Elec

10 m, 4-8ji g, 35-56 lb girder and T r, 14 c, of which

10 are m c and 4 1 c. Westlnghouse system. Brill,

Laclede, Ottawa and St. Louis cars. Armstrong and
Brown engines. Pres. J. Coventry, V. Pres. G. M.
Hendrle, Sec. J. Armstrong, Treas. W. I. Pulling,
Supt. R. R. Canfleld, Elecn. E. Schultz, Ch. Engr.
of Power Station I. Lloyd. 9 6

WINFIELD. KAN.—Union St. Ry. Co. 5 m, 4 g,
16-35 lb T and Jolin.son r, 7 c, 20 mu. Owner T. J.
Eaton. :5s
WINNIPEG, lYIAN.-The Winnipeg Electric st.

Ry. Co. 20 m, 14 m s, 4-8!^ g, 56 lb T r, 36 c, ot which
23 are m c and 13 t c Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse
systems. Pres. J. Ross, V. Pres. W. Whyte, Sec.
F. M. Morse, Treas. W. McKenzie, Gen. Man. &
Pur. Agt. G. H. Campbell, Ch. Engr. W. Alexander,
Elecn. tl. J. Somerset. 9 5

WINONA, MINN.—Winona City Ry. Co. (Owned
by Winona General Electric Co.) Elec. 4 m, 4-8>fg,
40 lb T r, 8 m c. Gen. Elec. system. Northern cars.
Ide and Bail engines. Receiver S. B. Llvermore, Pur.
Agt. J. Gav, Elecn. J. Bradbury, Ch. Engr. of Power
Station R. Peton. 9 5
WINSTON, N. C—Winston-Salem Ry. & Elec-

tric Co. (Operated and leased by Twin City Con-
struction CO.) 8.2 m, 8 m s, 4-81^ g, 45 lb girder r, 12
c, of which 9 are m c and 3 t c. Gen. Elec. system.
Brill cars. Ball engines. Pres. J. H. McClemeni, V.
Pres. F. J Sprague, Sec. & Treas. R. G. Day, Asst.
Sec. & Treas. W. H. Barham, Supt. Ch. Engr. &
Elecn. P. W. McClement, Ch. Engr. of Power Station
J. Tyslnger. 15s
WISS.4HICKON, PA. — Wlssahlckon Electric

Pass. Ry. Co. 3X m, 4-85^ g, 90 lb girder r, 8 m c.

Westlnghouse system. St. Louis and Stephenson
cars. Watts Campbell engines. Pres. P. P. Liebert,
V. Pres. W. Flanagan Sec. & Treas. J. Flanagan,
Supt. Louis Mouutney 5
WOODLAND, CA r,.—woodland St. Ry. Co. 1

m, 3 g, 30 lb T r,3 c, 4 h. Pres. T. Ross, V. Pres. G
D. Flske, Sec. L. W. HlUlker, Treas. T. Armstrong,
Supt. M. .McCutcheon. 4 5s
WOONSOCKET, R. I.—WOOhSOCket St. Ry. CO.

6.65 m, of which 2.65 are horse and 4 elec, 6.35 m s, 4-

8% g, 35 50 11) T r, 17 c, ot which 3 are h c, 6 m c and
9 tc, 20 h. Gen. Elec. system. Pres. J. P. Ray,
Sec. W. Kent. Treas. W. Whittlesey, Gen. Man. E.
K. Ray, Supt. H. M. Young. Office, 6 S. Main St.

7 4s
WORCESTER, MASS.—Worcester consoli-

dated St. Ry. Co. (Controlled by Worcester
Traction Co.) 31 m, 25 m s, 4-83^ g, 90 lb girder r
99 c, of which 93 are m c and 6 1 c, 5 h. Gen. Elec. and
Westlnghouse systems. Laclede, Jones and Stephen-
son cars. Lake Erie engines. Pres. Chas. B. Pratt,
Sec. & Treas. A. H. Stone, Supt. & Pur. Agt. J. N.
Akarman, Ch. Engr. & Ch. Engr. of Power Station,
W. W. McKee, Elecn. T. Adams. Office, IB Market st.

9 5

North End St. Ry. Co. Elec 5H m, 4-8X g, 45, 55,

65 lb girder r, 12 m. c. Westlnghouse system. Jones,
Lewis & Fowler and Stephenson cars. Pres. & Gen.
Man. W. P. Searls, V. Pres. G.A. Barnard, Treas. G.
A. smith, supt. C. L, West, Elecn. W. S. Townsend.

9 4 d e
Worcester & Suburban St. Ry. Co. (Includes Wor-

cester & Mllibury and Worcester, Leicester & Spen
cer St. Ry. Co.'s.) 22.02 m. 20.9 m s, 4-8}^ g, 48, 70 lb

T and girder r, 45 c, of which 31 are m c and 14 t c.

Detroit and Gen. Elec. systems. Pres. E. L. Watson,
Sec. & Treas. T. T. Robinson, Supt. J. B, Gorman,

b e j e
Worcester & Shrewsbury St. Ry. Co. 3,300 ft.

3,300 ft. 3, 4-8X g, 58 lb T r, 3 m c. Edison system.
Lewis & Fowler cars. Pres. & Treas. H. H. Blgelow,
Supt. & Pur. Agt. I. E. Blgelow. Office 19 Poster st. 3 4

Worcester Traction Co. (Owns all the stock ot

the Worcester Consolidated St. Ry. Co.) Pres. C. B.
Pratt, Sec. T. C. Barr, Treas. A. H. Stone. 4 5s
WYMORE, NEB.—Wymore & Blue Springs

Transit Co. m,3X m s, 3-6 g, 33 lb Tr, 4 4-wheel
box c, 6 h. Pres. A. Stewart, V. Pres. <E Ch. Engr.
H. C. Van Busklrk, Sec. Treas. Gen. Man. & Pur.
Agt. S. T. G. Moore, Supt. S. Murphy. 13 4

YARMOUTH, N. S.—Yarmouth St. Ry. Co. 2 m,
4 g, 45 lb T r, 5 c. ot which 3 are m c and 2 t c. Gen.
Elec. system. Patterson & Corbln cars. Pres. R.
Caie, V. Pres. W. L. Loviit, Sec. Treas. & Gen. Man.
B. B. Law, Supt. G. E. Perry, Elecn. Ch. Engr. &
Ch. Engr. of Power Station Juason Skinner. 9 5

YONKERS. N. Y The Yonkers R. R. Co. 8.85

m, 4-8X g. 42-90 lb T, tram and girder r, 82 m c.

Gen. Elec. system. Brill and Stephenson cars. Ball

& Wood engines. Pres. A. L. Johnson. Sec. &
Treas. J. M. Edwards, Gen. Man. J. J. Coleman,
Supt. R. Stetson. Office, Foot of Main St. 9 5

YORK, PA.—York St. Ry. Co. 11 m, 9 X m s, 4-

8\4 g, 45. 70 lb T and girder r, 3i c, of which 36 arem
c and 6 1 c, 1 h. Gen. Elec. and Westlnghouse systems.
Brill, Jackson & Sharp and Lamokln cars. RusseU-
Corllss engines. Pres. W. H. Lanius, V. Pres. D.

K. Trimmer, Sec. G. S. Schmidt, Treas. C. H.
Mayer, Supt. J. H. Melllnger, Elecn P. D. Connelly.
Office, Room 4 Rupp Bldg , Centre Sq. 9 5

4 5 8 d e
' YOUNGSTOWN, O.—Youngstown St. By. Co.
161^ m, 15 m 3, 4-814 g' 48, 70 lb girder r, 32 m c. Gen.
Elec, and Sperry systems. New Castle and Pullman
cars. AUls and HamUton-Corllss engines. Pres.

James Parmelee, sec. J. E. McVey, Treas. Gen.
Man. & Pur. Agt. A. A. Anderson, Supt. Ch. Engr.
& Elecn. S. P.Hazlerigg. Office W. Federal St. 4 5 s

youngstown. Park & Falls St. Ry . Co. 1% m, 4-8V^ g,

45 lb. T r. Pres. J. I. WlUlams Sec. H. G. Hamilton.15 8

The Mahoning Valley Ry. Co. 8 m, 7.5 m s. 4-8J4 g,

67 & 68 lb T and girder r, 10 m c. Gen. Elec. sys-

tem. Barrey & Smiih and PuUman cars. Pres. C.

T. clapp (Warren, O.) V. Pres. R. G. Sykes (Nlles,

O.) Sec. J. E. McVey, (Youngstown, O.) a reas. Gen-
Man. « Pur. Agt. A. A. Anderson, Supt. S. P.
Hazebrlgg. 11 5
ZANESYILLE, o,—ZanesvlUe Electric St. Ky.

Co. 10 m, 8 m s, 5-31^ g, 483^, 50 lb T and girder r,2l 0,

ot which 11 are m c and 10 t c. Gen. Eiec system.
Lamokln cars. Pres. A. L. Conger, V. Pres. P. M.
Atterholts. Sec. & Treas. K. B. Conger. Supt. A. H.
Johnson, Elecn. C. E. Kellogg. 15 8

USE ONLY

Submarine and Aerial Feeders for Street Railway and Power Service.

W. R. BRIXEY. IttFR., 203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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FLEXIBILITY, DURABILITY AND EFFICIENCY ARE THE

THREE POINTS OF EXCELLENCE IN

OUR FEEDER WIRES.
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I

In use by the Leading Electric Railways where Perfect

Insulation is required.

THE OKONITE COMPANY, Ltd.,

13 Park Row, New York.
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AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY PRACTICE OF TO-DAY.

STREET RAILWAYS;
Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

i6 99

A PRACTICAL HANDBOOK FOR STREET RAILWAY MEN.

By C. B. FAIRCHiLD, Editor Street Railway Journal.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAI D :-Cloth, $4.00; Leather and Gilt, $5.00.

Remit by P. O. money order, draft, registered letter or express money order.

THE • STREET HAIL.WAT PUBI.ISHIKG COMPANY.
Haveiiie.yei- I3u.ild.iiig", IVe^^v Yoi-li-

Copies can also be obtained at our Western Office, IVIonadnock Block, Chicago.
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A SUGGESTIVE PICTURE.
if

Occasionally we find interesting references to the " Standard " Air-Brake.

It was gratifying to observe in the August number of the "Land of Sunshine" (a

Southern California magazine) an illustrated article entitled, "A Model Electric Road."

The article illustrated the new Pasadena & Los Angeles Electric Railway.

It also showed the type of cars used on that " model road."

Our illustration shows that type.

The cars are 35 feet long, heavy, and have double trucks. The magazine states :

" The cars also have the best, the Standard Air-Brakes ; a necessity, since the grades

range from 3 to 7 6-10

We did not know the article had been written until a friend called attention to it. That

made it all the more interesting. It was a pleasant surprise.

We supplied the Standard Air-Brake on every car on that road, and since then have re-

ceived a repeat order to equip tJieir new cars.

While 76-10 % is a respectable grade, it does not terrify us. Our brakes have been used

on 13 1-2 % grades with absolute success. And those grades are not for a short distance

either, but for a considerable distance.

While we are on the subject of Air-Brakes, it may be timely to quote from a letter re-

ceived recently.

It came all the way from Buda-Pesth, Hungary (where our Air-Brakes are in operation

on the conduit road), and reads thus :

" We have mounted your Air-Brakes since two months and we have good

success in braking of the cars with them."

Those brakes were mounted by parties who never saw them until their purchase arrived.

They didn't have any trouble in installing or operating. Nor need you have ! They didn't

buy them for "fun," either. They needed them ! So may you, even more than they.

Write for address on "Power-Brakes vs. Hand-Brakes" and "The Present Status of the

Air-Brake," for probably we can help you.

The Standard Air=Brake Company,
35 Wall Street, New York.

We were the FIRST IN THE WORID to build successful Air-Brakes for cable and electric cars.

Our original Air-Brakes are in service to-day. They give entire satisfaction. We received the only award for

street railway air-brakes from the IJ'orld's Columbian Exposition. No other street raihvay air-brakes received

^''mention" even. {Good reason why—there were no others!) Our PIONEERING and experience should be worth

something to you.
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C07VYP0SITE BRMKE-SHOE CO..
Proprietors and i>Innurarliirerii of the

PATENT ''COMPO" BRAKE SHOE.
NKW SHOR. WORN «U()L.

" C«».>Il'«».'»

TRADE MARK.

The Moat Economical Shoe In Use.
The Beat Brakeing Shoe |n Use.

Retards Without Gripping the Wheel.
Glves].Greatly ilncreased Wearing Service.

Is Made of Uniform and Good Metal.
Eapeclally Adapted for Heavy Grades.

Can ibe Applied to Any Make of Truck.

Thousands of these shoes put Into service every month on scores of the Leading
Electric Hallways of the Country.

OFFICE AT 620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
;>Ianufactorie8 at

BOSTON, PIIII.AMEI.PIIIA, PITTSBUKKII, CHICAGO, AND SAN FRANCISCO.
William W. Whitcomb, Pres. and Gen. Manager.

•• C.I HPO."
TRADE MARS.

A. WHITNEY & SONS, CAR WHEEL WORKS, p'i^ii^-

CHILLED AND
STEEL TIRED WHEELS

For Steam, Electric, Cable and Horse Cars
and Every Kind of Rolling Stock. Street Car
Wheels made since 1857 continuously.

Castings for Railroad and other work, made to

specified strength and hardness.

(1) Are made of the very best wheel irons, used under chemical and physical tests in our own laboratory and
shops and from carefully proportioned patterns. In both these points our experience of nearly fifty years is of

great advantage.

(2) Are cast in " CONTRACTING CHILLS," giving a deep and uniform chilling effect, and making them accurately
round and smooth, so that no grinding is necessary, and the best wearing portion of the tread is thus preserved.

(3) Are THOROUGHLY ANNEALED in furnaces constructed especially for this purpose. <

(4) Are GUARANTEED to Stand the most severe railroad inspections, and against all defects of material or work-
manship, and to give a mileage at least equal to any chilled wheel made.

BASS FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WORKS,. FORT WAYNE, IND.

MANUFACTURERS OF ^

CHILLED CAST IRON CAE WHEELS
Of all sizes,

FOR ELECTRIC AND CABLE CARS.

HAMMERED STEEL AXLES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Sole Builders of the

PATENT CUSHION WHEELS.
The Best Steel Tired Wheel Made for Electric and Cable Cars.

Wheels Hounted on Axles, and Refitting a Specialty.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE, IND.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 39.41 CORTLANOT STREET, F. RUEL BALDWIN, MANAGER. CHICAGO OFFICE: ROOM 707 THE ROOKERY.

CITY
OFFICE,

607 and 608
Bank of

Commerce
Building.

CAR
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Street =Car Wheel Department,

GENERAL
OFFICE

AUD

WORKS,
Sprlns Ave.
and Mo.

Pacifflc Ry.

Chilled Cast Iron Street

Car Wheels of all Kinds and

Sizes, made only of Best

Charcoal Iron, cast in Con-

tracting or Plain Chills,

Guaranteed Perfectly Round.

Wheels and

Axles Fitted

Ready for

Application

to Cars.
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ESTABLISHED 1 S36.

LoBDELL Car Wheel Co.
AVILJVIITVGTOJV, OKLAWARE, XJ. S. A..

The Oldest Car

Wheel Establishment

in the Country.

CAPACITY,

500 WHEELS

PER DAY.

MANUFACTURERS OF CHILLED WHEELS
OP ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTION FOR ELECTRIC, CABLE AUD HORSE CARS, Etc.

Siiitnl>le loi- wll Iciiicl.s of r-ailf*. Gru.a,raiit;ee<l equal to any otliers macle.

The Doi*ner & Dutton flfg. Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric flotor

and Trailer

CAR
WHEELS

'Write us for Description and Prices ot our

NEV^OdBLE plate^/v^qYqr GAR WHEEL
It will Outwear any other 9Iotor Wbeel Iflade.
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NEW YORK CAR WHEEL WORKS,

BUFFALO, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

CAR WHEELS
) i^oie (

The results of forty years' experience in the manufacture of

Chilled Wheels for every description of service enable us to

GUARANTEE

SAFETY AND DURABILITY.

Olir Machined WHEELS are guaranteed true to l/64th of an inch.

Our AXLES are guaranteed true to 3/lOOOths of an inch.

NEW YORK CAR WHEEL WORKS,
Butfalo, N. v., v. S. A.
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GRIFFIN WHEEL CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHILLED IRON
CAR WHEELS

Mileage made by Wheels manufactured by Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago, which were

removed from under Street's Stable Car Line Cars for the Twenty-three

Months Ending December ist, 1894.

Street's Stable Gar Liine have 30^000
G-riflln Wheels in Service.

Percentage to

Miles Run. No. of Wheels Removed. Whole No. Removed

7O,00O to 100,000 ^mm 306 34.347
100,000 to 110,000 138 10.935

110,000 to 130,000 H^^^HB 153 13.135

130,000 to 130,000 a^^H^HiHl 147 11.G48

130,000 to 140,000 ^^HHHMHHH 141 11.174

140,000 to 150,000 M^^^HHHI^Hl ll4 9.033

150,000 to 160,000 mm^mmt^^H^^^m^m 76 6.033

160,000 to 170,000 nE^nHMHi^BiMHiHB 19 1.505

170,000 to 180,000 ^^^^m^m^^^mmi^mmm 5 475
lSO,O0O to 190,000 ^^^^HHBHHH^^HMBH 8 16

190,000 to 300,000 ^^^^^^^^^^^i 1 08

Wheels making less than 70,000 miles for which the
Griffin Wheel Co. are responsible 36

Wheels making less than 70,000 miles removed from
causes not under control of maker 134

WHOLE NUMBER REMOVED... 1,363

796 Wheels, or 63 per cent, of the Whole Number Removed,
made over 100,000 miles.

This record covers ALL Griffin Wheel Company's Wheels Removed.
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THIS SPACE TAKEN

mm w i Foptr covimr

ST. L-OUIS. T^O.

• MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Car Wheels,

^ ^

We wish an opportunity to submit you confidential statements of

mileage records and ask a trial order for wheels. We claim to fur-

nish the best wheels in the market. The first cost may be more

than others, but considering the service rendered, they will prove the

cheapest in the end. We manufacture all styles of motor, cable,

trailer and horse car wheels ; also chilled iron brake shoes.

Give us an order for our wheels with improved flange and tread,

and save the loss of so many chipped flanges.
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THE Q & C SPECIALTIES.

Standard on
most
of our
Kailroad
Systems.

Servis
Tie Plates,

The H Perfection Oil Purifier.

Combine
Safety,

Economy,
Uniformity

in Track.

o
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'J'he Qonrrpany,

IRailwa^ Specialties

S^- AND SPECIAL MACHINERY.

GENERAL OFFICES:

703-707 Western Union Building,

CHICAGO.
29 Broadway, NEW YORK. 109 Endicott Arcade, SL PAUL.

69 Imperial BIdg., MONTREAL. 632 Equitable BIdg., ATLANTA, GA.

525 Mission St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, 70 Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.

THE Q & C

Carbolineum
(Wood Preservative.)

APPLIED

WITH BRUSH

OR SOAKING.

PREVENTS ALL

DRY OR

WET ROT.

COLD METAL
SAWING MACHINES.

FOR
ALL
SIZES

OF
WORK.

TRY A SAMPLE BARREL.
Hundreds in, use on street and steam railroads in tlie United

States und abroad.
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DIRECTORY
OF

Manufacturers and Dealers in Street Railway Supplies.

NoTK —For reference to the advertisements, see alphabetical index on pages IX, X.

ADVERTISING RACKM.
Klssam, George, New York.

JETSA INHUIiATORS.
Anderson. A. & J. M.. Boston, Mass.

AMMETERS.
(See Voltmeters.)

ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
SlmondsMfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

AIR-BRAKES.
Hunt Alr-Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Standard Alr-Brake Co., New York.

AIR-PUMPS.
Philadelphia Engineering Works (Ltd.), Phlla., Pa

AMU.SEMENT ATTRACTIONS.
Boyton, Paul, Co., New Y'ork.

Armltage-Herschell Co., North Tonawanda, N. Y

AUTOMATIC SWITCHES.
Cleveland Prog & Crossing Co., Cleveland, O.

Dorner & Button Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Weir Frog Co., Cincinnati, O.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., <ECo., Philadelphia, Pa.

AXLES.
Bass F'dry & Mach. Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Brill, J. u., CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Dorner & Button Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Pulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co.. New York.
Stephenson, John, Co. Ld., New York.
St. Louis Car Wheel Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Union Drawn Steel Co., Beaver Palls, Pa.
Whitney, A., & Sons, PMladeiphia, Pa.

BANK NOTE ENGRAVING.
Bradley, T. A., Philadelphia, Pa.

BANKERS AND BROKERS.
Almstedt Brothers, Louisville, Ky.
Barbour, John B., Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Barth, Pnlllp, San Francisco, cal.

Campbell, James, St. Louis, Mo.
Chace & Butts, Providence, K. I.

Chandler, A N., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Counselman, Willis, & Co., Chicago, 111.

Crane, Parrls & Co., Washington, D. C.
Currle, Cameron, & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Day, R. L.. & Co., Boston, Mass.
Hambleton & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Harris, N. W., & Co., Chicago, Boston, New York.
Huhn, Geo. A., & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Irwin, Ellis & Ballmann, Cincinnati, O.
Kaufman, A. C, Charleston, S. C.

Mackintosh, J. G., & Co., Holyoke, Mass.
McMilUn, Emerson, & Co., New York.
Redmond, Kerr & Co., New York.
Stewart & Co., New York.
Strathy, Gordon, & Co., Montreal, Can.
Trask, Spencer, & Co., Albany, N. Y.
Warren, H. C, & Co., New Haven, Conn.

BARS, COMMUTATOR.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.
Forest City Electric Co., Cleveland, O.
Frost's Sons, J. O., Towanda, Pa.

BATTERIES, STORAGE.
Electric Storage Battery Co., Phlla., Pa.

BEARINGS.
Bemla Car Box Co., Springfield, Mass.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Electric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mayer & Englund, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nuttall, R. D., Co., AUegheny, Pa.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansaeld, o.
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York. ,
Simonds Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stephenson. John, Co., Ld., New York.
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., PhUadelphla, Pa.

BELL CORD.
Keck, Frank C, & Co., Chicago.

BEIiLS, CAR.
Brill, J. G., Co., PhUadelphla, Pa.
Pittsburgh Steel Hollow Ware Co., Allegheny
City, Pa.

Seamless Structural Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

BELTING.
Link-Belt Engineering Co., Nicetown, Pa.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

BENDING MACHINES.
Barbour, Stockwell Co., Cambrldgeport, Mass.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER & PIPE COVERINGS.
Johns, H. W.. Manufacturing Co., New York.
Keasbey, Robt. A., New York.

BOILERS.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York.
Bass Foundry & Machine Works, Fort Wayne,
Ind.

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Collins, H. E., & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Corliss Steam Engine Co., Providence, R. I.

Hazelton Boiler Co., The, New York.
Heine Safety Boiler Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
McNaull, W. D., & Co., Cleveland, O.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Southwark Foundry & Machine Co., PhUadelphla
Pa.

Stu-llng Co., The, Chicago, 111.

WetherlU, Robert, & Co., Chester, Pa.
WoodbrldgeA Turner Engineering Co., New York.

BOLTS, FISH PLATES, ETC.
Barbour, Stockwell Co., Cambrtdgeport, Mass.
Cambria Iron Co,, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dick, KeiT & Co., London, Eng.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, lU.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Steel Rail Supply Co., The, New York.
Wharton, Wm., Jr. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BONDING PINS.
Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.

BONUS, RAIL.
Benedict & Burnham Mfg. Co., New York.
Brown, Harold P., New Y'ork.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Hoefgen, Moxham & Co., New York.
New York Electrical Works, New York.
Ohio Brass Co.. Mansneld, O.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Wlghtman, H. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

BOXES, JOURNAL.
Bemls Car Box Co., Springfleld, Maas.
BrtU, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Chester Steel Castings Co., PhUadelphla, Pa.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland. O.
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass,
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York,
Stephenson, John, Co., Ld., New York.
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

BRACKETS, POLE.
Burnham & Duggan Railway Appliance Co., Bos
ton, Mass.

Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Wrought Iron Bridge Co., Canton, O.

BRAKE HANDLES.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Stephenson, John, Co., Ld., New York.

BRAKE SHOES.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
Chester Steel Castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Composite Brake Shoe Co., Boston, Mat.s.

Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Frost's Sons, .1. O.. Towanda, Pa.
Missouri Car& Foundry Co., St. Ix)uls, Mo.
Peckham MotorTruck>S Wheel Co., New York.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stephenson, John, Co., Ld.,New York.
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., PhUadelphla, Pa.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

BRAKES, CAR.
Brill, J. G., CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Gleyre Bros., St. Louis, Mo.
Hunt Alr-Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York.
Prouty-Noble Co., Chicago. IlL
Standard Alr-Brake Co., New York.
Hr«phenson, John, Co., Ld., New York.
Sterling Supply & Mfg, Co., New York.
'I'andem Brake Co. of United States, New York.
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y.

BRAKES, TRACK.
BriU, J. G., Co., PhUadelphla Pa.
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York.
Stephenson, Jclia, Co., Ld., New York.

BRIUGE.S, IRON AND STEEL.
Berlin Iron Bridge Co., East Berlin, Conn.
Penn Bridge Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.
Wrought Iron Bridge Co., Canton, O.

BROOMS, TRACK.
Day, Augustus, Detroit, Mich.
Hickley Launch & Electrical Mfg. Co., Asbury
Park, N. J.

Hunter Automatic Fender Co., Cincinnati, O.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.

BRUSHES, MOTOR AND DYNAMO.
New York Carbon Works, New Y'ork.
Partridge Carbon Co., Sandusky, O.

BUILDINGS, IRON AND .STEEL.

Berlin Iron Bridge Co., East Berlin, Conn.
Penn Bridge Co., Beaver Falls. Pa.
Wrought Iron bridge Co., Canton, O.

CABLE DRIVING MACHINERY.
Gresson, Geo. V., Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Walker Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, 0.
Wharton, Wm , Jr., & Co., PhUadelphla, Pa.

CABLB ROADS AND MATERIALS.
Conway, M. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dick, Kerr & Co., London, Eng.
Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, 111.

Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Saxton, E., Washington, D. C.

Serrell. Lemuel W., New York.
Walker Manufactiu'ing Co., Cleveland, 0.
Weir Frog Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CABLE YOKES.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Walker Mtg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., PhUadelphla, Pa.

CABLES, ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER.
Ansonla Brass & Copper Co., New York.
Brlxey, W. R., New York.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Eastern Electric cable Co.. Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York
Metropohlan Electric Co., Chicago. 111.

New York Electrical Works, New York.
Okonlte Co., (Ltd.), The, New York.
Roebllng's Suns Co., J. A., Trenton, N. J.

Standard Underground Cable Co., New Y'ork,
Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Western Electric Co., New Y'ork.

Wlghtman, H J., & Co., Scranton, Pa.

CABLES, ROPES.
Ansonla Brass & Copper Co., New Y'ork.
Broderick & Bascom Rope Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Cradock, Geo., & Co., Wakefield, England.
Hazard Mfg. Co., WUkesbarre, Pa.
Roebllng's. J. A., Sons Co , Trenton, N. J.
Walker Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.
Washburn & .Moen Jlig. Co., Worcester, Mass.

USE ONLY HICiilEST ORAOE IVEATVTJF'ACTUR^EO.

Insulated Switchboard Feeders and Flexible Cords.
W. R. BRIXEY, IMFR., - 203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BRANCHES

:

BOSTON, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING CO.

INSULATION. CHICAGO, 8. F. B. morse dc CO. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC WORKS.
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CARBON BRUSHES.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.

Hew York Carbon Works, New York.
Ohio Brass Co.. Kanstleld, O.
Partridge Carbon Co., Sandusky, O.

CAR COUPLERS.
(See Couplers, Car.)

CAR L,I«;ilTING.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
safety car Ueatlng & Lighting Co., New York.

CAR SEATS.
(See Seating, Car.)

CAR SHADES.
BrUl, J. Q., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CAR STOVE.S.
(See Stoves, Car.)

CAR TRIMMINGS.
(See Trimmings, Car.)

CARS, NEW.
American Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Barney & Smith Car Co., Dayton, O
Blackwell, Robert W., London, England.
Brill, J. G., CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

Brownell Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Jackson & Sharp Co., Wilmington, Del.

Jones, J. M., sons. West Troy, N. Y.

Laclede Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Laconla Car Co., Laconla, N. H.
Massachusetts Car Co., Boston, Mass.

New Castle Car Mfg. Co., New Castle, Pa.

Pullman's Palace Car Co., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis Car Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Steel Kail Supply Co., New York.
Stephenson, John, Co., Ld., New York.
Trimble, James A.. New York.
Wason Manufacturing Co., Springfield, Mass.

Wells & French Co , Chicago, 111.

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineering Co., New York.

CARS, SECOND HAND.
Martin & Breckinridge, New York.

Standard Air Brake Co , New Yoik.

Sreel Rail supply Co., New York.

Woods, IL F.. Boston, Mass.
Young Lock Nut CO., New York.

CAST WEl.OED JOINTS.
Falk Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

CASTINGS.
Bethlehem Iron Co., South Bethlehem. Pa.

Chester Steel castings (Jo., Phlladeli^hla, Pa.

Cresson, (Jeo. V.,('o.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Dorner & Dutton Mlg. Co., Cleveland, O.

Frost's Sons, J. O., Towanda, Pa.

Kraushaar Lamp & Kefleoror Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Laconla Car Co.. Laconla. N. H.
Mark Railway Equipment Co , Chicago, IlL

Martin & BrecHnrldge. New York.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa

CHAIRS, HAIL,.

Barbour, StockwellCo., Cambrldgeport, Mass
Burnham & Duggan Railway Appliance Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
.lohnson Co., Johnstown. Pa.
Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, 111.

Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Kail Supply Co.. New York.
Weir Frog Co , Cincinnati, O.

Wharton. Wm.. Jr , & Co.. Philadelphia. I'a.

Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

ClIIITINKYS, 8TEEI- PLATE.
Philadelphia Engineering Works (Ltd.), Phlla.,Pa.

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY.
Hunt, C. W., Co., New York.
Link Beit Engineering Co.. Philadelplila, Pa.

Mead, -lohn A.. Mfg. Co., Rutland, Vt.

Mitchell, J. Henry, Philadelphia, Pa.

COLOPHITE INSULATION.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conu.

CO.UMUTATOR LUBRICANTS.
Wadhams Oil & Grease Co., Milwauivee, Wis.

COMMUTATORS.
Billings & spencer Co., Hartford. Conn.
Forest City Electric Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Frost's Sons, J. O., Towanda, Pa.

General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield. O.

Slmonds Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

COMPRESSORS.
Blake. Geo., Mfg. Co., New York.
Knowles Steam i'ump Works, New York.
Phlladelpliia Ene-ineering Works (Ltd.). Phlla.. Pa.

Westinghouse, Ctiurch, Kerr & Co., New York,
Pittsburgh, etc.

CONDENSERS.
Blake, Geo. F.. Manufaotiu-lng Co., New York.
Deane Steam Pump Co.. Holyoke. Mass.
Knowles Steam Pump Works, New York.
PUiladelpUla Engineering Works (Ltd.), PMla., Pa.

Taunton Locomotive Mfg. Co., Taunton, Mass.
Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co., New York,
Pittsburgh, etc.

CONDUIT ELECTRIC SYSTEM.
Love Electric Traction Co., New York.

CONTRACTORS.

Conway, M. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Craig, Wm. P., East Orange, N. J.

t!reaghead Engineering Co., The. Cincinnati, O.
Dick, Kerr & ( o., London, England.
Electrical Installation Co., Chicago, 111.

Electric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Field, C. J., Co., New York.
Ford & Bacon, New York and Philadelphia.
HUdreth, R. W., & Co.. New York.
Hoefgen, Moxham & Co., New York.
Hutchinson, A. J., New York.
Loss, C. E., & Co., Chicago, 111.

McNaUy, Thomas, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Murray, J. 1)., New Brunswick. N. J.

Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pepper & Register, Philadelphia, Pa.

Reed & McKlbbln, New York.
Saxton, E., Washington, D. C.
Serrell, Lemuel W., New York.
SheafT & Jaastad, Boston, Mass.
Smethurst & Allen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith, Thos. G., Jr., Cincinnati, O
Stern & Silverman, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stirling, J. R., & Co., Detroit. Mich.
Wardwell Bros., Danbury, Conn.
Westingbouse. Church, Kerr & Co., New \ork,
Pittsburgh, etc.

Westinghouse Electrical & Manufacturing Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
White-Crosby Co., Baltimore, Md
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineering Co., New York.

CONTROLLERS.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
steel Motor Co., Cleveland, O.
Walker Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

CONVEYORS, COAL AND ASHES.

Hunt, C. W., Co., New York.
Link-Belt Engineering Co.. Nlcetown, Pa.
Mead, John A., Mfg. Co., Rutland, Vt.
Mitchell, J. Henry, Philadelphia, Pa.

COUPLERS, CAR.

Chester Steel Castings Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Co., Chicago, 111.

Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

CRANES, TRAVELING.

Box, Alfred, & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Harrington, Edwin, Son & Co., Incorporated, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

CREOSOTED CONDUIT.

Walworth & Neville, Bay City, Mich., and New
York.

CROSSINGS, FROGS AND SWITCHES.

Barbour, Stockwell Co., Cambrldgeport. Mass.
Bethlehem Iron Co., South Bethlehem, Pa.
Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co., Cleveland, O.

Dick, Kerr & Co., London, Eng.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland. O.

Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Mark Railway Equipment Co.. Chicago, III.

New York Frog & Switch Co., Hoboken, N. J.

Paige Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Rail Supply Co., New York.
Weir Frog Co., Cincinnati, O
Wharton. Wm.. Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Y^oung Lock Nut Co., New York.

DETECTIVE SERVICE.

Drummond's Detective Agency, New York.
Thiol's Detective Service, New York.

DERMAGLUTINE.

Groetzlnger. A., & Sons, Allegheny, Pa.

DRAWN IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS.

Union Drawn Steel Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.

DYNAMOS.

(See Generators.)

ECONOMIZERS.

Fuel Economizer Co., The, Matteawan, N. Y.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS.

General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa,
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N.J.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY (SECOND
HAND).

Wood, Charles N., Boston, Mass.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
(See Supplies, Electric Railway.)

ELEVATORS.

Link-Belt Engineering Co., Nlcetown, Pa.
Mead, John A., Mfg. Co., Rutland, Vt.

ENGINEERS.
Adams. Alton D., Boston, Mass.
Blackwell, Robert W., London, Eng.
Blckford, J. H , Salem, Mass.
Conway, M. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cornell, Charles L., Hamilton, O.
Craig, Wm. P., East Orange. N. J.
Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Davis, Lewis K., New York.
Dick, Kerr & Co.. London, Eng
Electrical Installation Co., Chicago, 111.

Field, C. J., Co.. New York.
Ford & Bacon, New York and Philadelphia.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Hlgglns, Edward E., New York.
Hlldreth, R. W., & (;o.. New York.
Hoefgen, Moxham & Co., New York.
Hutchinson, A. J., New York.
Loss. C. E. & Co., Chicago, 111.

Maliloux, C. O., New York.
McNaliy, Thos., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Murray, J. D., New Brunswick, N. J.
Pennsylvania iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pepper & Register, Philadelphia, Pa.
Reed & McKlbbln. New Yore.
Saxton, E., Washington, U. C.
Serrell, Lemuel W., New York.
Sheaff & Jaaatad, Boston, Mass.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. of Amerlca.Chlcago.
Smethurst & Allen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith, Thos. G., Jr., Clnclnnall, O.
Stern & Silverman, Phliadelpula, Pa.
Stirling, J. R., Detroit, Mich.
Vail, J. H., New York.
Walker Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.
Wardwell Bros., Danbury, Conn.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New York,
Pittsburgh, etc.

White-Crosby Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineering Co., New York.

ENGINES.

Alils, The Edward P. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Ball & Wood Co., The, New York.
Bali Engine Co., Erie, Pa.
Bass Foundry and Machine Works, Port Wayne,
Ind.

Bales Machine Co.. Jollet, 111.

Cooper, C. & G., & Co., Mt. Vernon, O.
Corliss Steam Engine Co., Providence, R. I.

Currier, Majo & co., Boston, Mass.
FlshiiUl Landing Machine Co., Plshklll-on-Hudson.
Fleming, W. R., & Co., New York.
Harrisburgh Foundry & Machine Works, Harris-
burgh, Pa.

Hooven, owens& Rentschier Co., Hamilton, O.
McEwen, J. U., Mfg. Co., New YorK.
Mcintosh, Seymour & Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Engineering Works (Ltd.), Phlla.,
Pa.

Phoenix Iron Works Co., Meadvllle, Pa.
Pierre & Miller Engineering Co., New York.
Southwark Foundry & Machine Co., Phlla., Pa.
Tod, Wm. & Co., Youngstown, O.
Walker Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New York,
Plttsburgb, etc.

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Engine Co., Painted Post, N. Y.
Wetherlll, Robert. & Co., Chester, Pa.
Woodorldge & Turner Engineering Co., New
York.

Young Lock Nut Co., New York,

EXHAUST STEAM SPECIALTIES.

American District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y.
Webster, Warren, & Co., Camden, N. J.

EYE BOLTS.
Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

FARE BOXES.
Brill, J. G., Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Brownell Car Co., Sc. Louis, Mo.
Stephenson, John, Co , Ld., New York.
St. Louis car Co., St. Louis, Mo.

FARE REGISTERS.
(See Registers, Fare

.

)

FEED WATER HEATERS.
* (See Heaters, Feed Water.)

FEED PUMPS.
Blake, Geo. F., Mfg. Co , New York.
Knowles Steam Pump Works, New York.

FEED WIRES.
Benedict & Burnham Mfg. Co., New York.
Brlxey, W. R., New York.
Central Electric Co.. Chicago, IlL
Creaghead Engineering Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Eastern Electric Cable Co., Boston, Mass.
Electric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Fiberite Co., MechanlcviUe, N. Y.
General Electric Co., scheneetady and New York.
Hoefgen, Moxham & Co., New York.
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Metropolitan Electric Co., Clilcago, 111.

Okonlic; Uo , Tbo, Ltd., New York.
Koebllug's, J. A , Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.

Standard Underground Cable Co., New York, Pitts-

burgli, CUlciig-o.

Wasnburu & Moen Mtg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Western Electric Co., New York.

VEI.T FOll L,U11KIC'ATIN<J BEARINGS.
lleck, Frank 0., &, Co., Cbloago, 111.

FKMIKUS AND GUAllDH.
Consolidated Car Fender Co.. Providence, R. I.

Hunter Automatic Feeder Co., Cincinnati. O.
I'ecktiam Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York.
Slmonds Mfg. C'o., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sterling Supply & Mtg. Co., New York.
Young Lock Nut CO., New York.

FJ1.TEII!S, OIL,.

Universal Filter Co.. Phlladelpbla, Pa.

FIRE PUMPS.
Blake, Geo. F., Mfg. Co., New Y'ork.

Knowles Steam Pump Works, New York.

FORliilNGS.

Bethlehem Iron Co., South Bethlehem, Pa.
Doruer & Button Mtg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Phlla., Pa.

FRICTION CLUTCHES.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Walker Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.

FURNACES.
Philadelphia Engineering Works (Ltd.), Phlia., Pa

GAUGES, WATER.
Kellance CJauge Co., Cleveland, O.

GEARS AND PINIONS.
Chester SI eel castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
cresson, Geo. V., Co., Phlladelplila, Pa.
Dorner & Dutton Mig. Co., Cleveland, O.
Electric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
General Elecirlc Co., Schenectady and New York.
Groetzlnger, A , & Sons, Allegheny, Pa.
Horsburgh & Scott, Clevelund, O.
KuDz & Rau Gear Co . Milwaukee, Wis.
Mayer EhgluDrt, Philadelphia, Pa.
New Procebs Raw Hide Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Nuttall, R. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Slmonds Mfg. Co.. Pltlsburgo, Pa.
Standard Railway Supply Co., Chicago, HI.

Steel Motor i o.,The, Cleveland. O.
Walker Mig. Co., The. Cleveland, O.
Western Electric Co.. New York.
Wharton. Wm., Jr .,& Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodbrldgre & Turner Engineering Co., New York.

GENERATORS.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Siemens & Halske ElecirlcCo. of America, Chicago.
Steel Motor Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Walker Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.
Westlnghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New York,
Pittsburgh, etc.

Westlnghouse Electric & Mtg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

GONGS, CAR.
BrlU, J. G., Co., PhUadelphla, Pa.
Pittsburgh Steel Hollow Ware Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Seamless Structural Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

GRAPHITE.
Dixon, Jos., Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

GRATES.
Water Circulating Grate Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

GREASE.
Union Grease Co., Boston, Mass.
Wadhams Oil & Grease Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

GRIPS.

Pennsylvania Iron Works (;o., Philadelphia, Pa.

HANGERS, CABLE.
Standard Underground Cable Co., New Y'ork, Pitts
burgh, Chicago.

HANGERS, TROLLEY.
Anderson, A. & J. M , Boston, Mass
Billings « Spenrer Co., Hartford, Conn.
Burnuaiu & Uuggan Railway Appliance Co.,
Bos'on, Mass.

Central Electric Co , Chicago, III.

Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Electrical Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Fiberite Co., Mechanlcviile. N. Y.
Gen ral Electric Co.. Schenectady and New York.
Johns. 11. W.. Manufacturing Co., New York.
Mayer & Englnnd. l hiladelphla, Pa.
.Metrop illtan Electric Co., Chicago, III.

New York Electiicai Works, New Yofk.
Nuttali. R. L>., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
tJhlo Brass Co., MansHeid, O.
Steel Motor Co., The, Cleveland. O.
Western Electric Co . New York & Chicago.
WIghtman, U. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa.

HEADLIGHTS.
Brill. J. G., Co . Philadelphia, Pa.
Changeable Electric Headlight Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.
Kraushaar Lamp & Refle.'tor Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

HEATERS, CAR (ELECTRIC).
Brill, J. G.. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.. Albany, N. Y.
Gold Street Car Heating Co., New York.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansneld, O.

HEATERS, CAR (STOVES).
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
McGuire Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111.

HEATERS, FEED WATER.
Bass Foundry & Machine Works. Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fuel Economizer Co., The, Matteawan, N. Y.
Goubcrt Manufacturing Co., The, New York.
Holly steam Engineering Co., Providence, R. I.

Iloppes Manufacturing Co., Spilngdeld, O.
Philadelphia Engineering Works (Ltd.), Phlla., Pa.
Webster, Warren, & Co., Camden, N. J.

HOSE BRIDGES.
Metropolitan Electric Co., (ihlcago, 111.

Portable Hose Bridge Co., Detroit, Mich.

HYDRAULIC JACKS.
(See Jacks, Hydraulic.)

IN.IECTORS.

Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

INSTRUItlENTS, MEASURING AND TEST-
ING.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J.

INSULATORS.
Anderson, A. & J. M., Boston, Mass.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford. Conn.
Blackwell, Kobert W., London, England.
Burnham «S£ Duggan Railway Appliance Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Electric Railway Equloment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Fiberite Co., The, Mechanlcviile, N. Y.
Frost's Sons, J. O., Towanda, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Johns, H. W., Manufacturing Co., New York.
Mayer & Englund, Philadelphia, Pa.
Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Mica Insulator Co., New York.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield. O.
Steel Motor Co , The, Cleveland, O.
Western Eleotric Co. New York & Chicago.
WIghtman, H. J., & Co.. Scranton, Pa.
Young Lock Nut CO., New York.

INSULATORS MICA.
Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.

Fiberite Co , The, Mechanlcviile, N. Y.

Johns. H. W., Manufacturing Co., New Y'ork.

MunsPll. Eugene, & Co., New York.
Wrought Iron Bridge Co., Canton, O.

INSURANCE.
Guarantors' Liability Indemnity Co. of Pennsyl-
vania, Philadelphia, Pa.

IRON STRUCTURAL WORK.
Berlin Iron Bridge Co., East Berlin, Conn.
Penn Bridge Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.
Wrought Iron Bridge Co., Canton, O.

JACKS, HYDRAULIC.
Schaffer, J. T., Manufacturing Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Walker M anufacturing Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Watson & Stiilman, New York.

JOINTS, CAST WELDED.
Falk Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

JOINTS, RAIL.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Falk ManuftcCturlng Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, 111

Pennsylvania iron worKs Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Weber Railway Joint Mfg. Co., New York.
Vvharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wheeler Rail Joint Co., New York.

JUNCTION BOXES.
Standard Underground Cable Co., New York,
Pittsburgh, Chicago.

KNEES AND OTHER TRACK CASTINGS.

Barbour, Stockwell Co
,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Cleveland, O.
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, HI.

Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Steel Rail Supply Co., The, New York.
Weir Frog Co., Cincinnati, O.
Wharton, Wm, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa

LAMPS, CAR.
BrlU, J. G., CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Stephenson, John, Co., Ltd, New York.

LAMPS. ELECTRIC.
Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
General Electric Co.. Schenectady and New York.
Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

LAMPS, RAILWAY ARC.
Corey, R. B., New York.

LIGHTING, CAR.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

LIGHTNING ARRE8TEK.S.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfleld, O.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

LINE MATERIAL.
Anderson, A., & J. M., Boston, Mass.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford. Conn.
Blackwell, Robt. W., London, England.
Central Eleotric Co , Clilcago, Hi.
Creaghead Engineering Co , Cincinnati, O.
Electric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Fiberite Co., Mechanlcviile, N. Y.
Frost's Sons, J. O., Towanda, Pa.
Hoefgen. Moxham & Co., New Y'ork.
Johns. H. W., Mfg. Co., New Y'ork.
Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty Co , New II aven.
Conn.

Mayer & Englund, Chas. J., Philadelphia, Pa.
Metropolitan Electric Co.. Chicago, lU.
Ne-sr York Electrical Works, New Y'ork.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfleld, O.
Western Electric Co., New York & Chicago.
WIghtman, H. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa.

LOCK NUTS.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

LOCOMOTIVES.
Martin & Breckinridge. New York.
Steel Rail Supply Co., The, New York.
Young Lock Nut Co., New Y'ork.

LUBRICANTS.
Chlsholm. A , & Co., Ray City. Mich.
Dixon, .loseph. Crucible Co., .Jersey City, N. J.
Union Grease Co., Boston, Mass.
Wadhams Oil & Grease Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

MACHINERY AND MACHINE TOOLS.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford. Conn.
Box, Alfred, & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Harrington, Edwin, Son & Co., Incorporated, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

McCabe, J. J. New York.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New York.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, III.

Schaffer, J. T.. Mtg. Co., Rochester. N. Y.
Watson & Stlllman, New York.

MAGNESIA SECTIONS.
Eeasbey, Robt. A., New York.

MEDBERY INSULATION.
Fiberite Co., Mechanlcviile, N. Y.

METAL SAWING MACHINES.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, lU.

METERS, ELECTRIC.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J.

MICA.
MunseU, Eugene, & Co., New York.
Schoonmaker, A. O., New York.

MOTORS, ELECTRIC.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co. of Amerlca.Chlcago.
Steel Motor Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Walker Manulacturing Co., Cleveland, O.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mtg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineering Co., New York.

OVERHEAD TROLLEY EftUIPMEJKT.
See Line Material)

OILS.

(See Lubricants.)

PAINT, GRAPHITE.
Dtxon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jersey City. N. J.

PAINTS, INSULATING.
Johns, H. W., Manufacturing Co., New York.

PATENT SOLICITORS. ETC.
Duvall, Edward S., Jr., Washington, D. C.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE.
Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PINIONS.
(See Gears and Pinions.)

PIPES.
Morris. Tasker &Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

POLE BRACKETS.
(See Brackets, Pole.)

POLES, METAL.
Berlin Iron Bridge Co., East Berlin, Conn.
Blackwell, Robert W , London, England.
Crane Co., Chicago, HI.
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Creaghead Engrlneerlng Co., Cincinnati, O.
Electric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Morris, Tasker & Co., Inc., PhlladelpMa, Pa.
New York E!ectrlcal Works, New York.
Nuttail, K. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Tuf IS, Walter B , New York.
Wightman, H. .T,, & Co,, Scranton, Pa.
Wrought Iron Bridge fo., Canton, O.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

POLES. WOODEN.
Creaghead Engrlneerlng Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mueller, Wm., & Co., Chicago, 111.

Nuttail, R. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Phillips. I. P., Chicago, 111.

Tutts, Walter B., New York.
White-Crosby Co., Baltimore, Md.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

POL,K.»*, TROI.I.EY.
Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Mayer, Charles J., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh Trolley Pule Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
SlmoLds Mtg, Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Y'oung Lock Nut Co., New York.

POPE I-IGHT.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.

PRESSES, HYDRAULIC WHEEL
Dorner & Button Mfg. Co., Clevelan^^ O.
Pulton Truck & Foundry Co., MansQeld, O.
Prentiss Tool & supply Co., New York.
Schaffer, J. T.. ManutaciurmgCo., Rochester, N. Y.
Watson & StlUman. New York.

PULLEYS, SHAFTING, COUPLINGS, ETC.
Bethlehem Iron Co., South Bethlehem, Pa.
Prenriss Tool & Supply Co., New York.
Walker Manufacturing Co., The, Cleveland, O.

PULIiEYS, CABLE.
Walker Manufacturing Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Wharton, Wm., Jr. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PUMPS, 8TEA3L
Blake, Geo.F., Mfg. Co., New York.
Dean Brothers' steam Pump Works, Indianapolis,
Ind.

Deane Steam Pump Co., Holyoke, Mass.
Kuowles Steam Pump Works, New York.
Southwark Foundry & Machine Co., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Walker Manufacturing Co., The, Cleveland, O.

PUNCHES, TICKET.
Woodman, R., Mfg. & Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

PUKIKIERS, FEEDWATER.
Goubert Mfg. Co., The, New •! ork.
Hoppes Manufacturing Co., Springfield, O.
Webster, Warren, & Co., Camden, N. J.

RAIL BONDS.
(See Bonds, Rail.)

RAIL JOINTS.
(See Joints, Rail.)

RAILS.
Barbour, Stockwell Co., Cambrldgeport, Mass.
Bethlehem Iron Co.. South Bethlehem, Pa.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dick, Kerr <£ Co., London, Eng.
Harrington. Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Johnson Co., Lorain, O.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Samuel Frank, Philadelphia, Pa.
Steel Rail Supply Co., The, New York.
Wharton, Wm.. Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineering Co., New York.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

RAILS, SECONl» HAND.
Martin & Breckinridge, New York.
Samuel, Prank, Philadelphia, Pa.
Steel Rail supply Co.. New York.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

RAILWAY ADVERTISING.
Klssam, George, New York.

RATTAN FOR SWEEPERS,
Brooklyn Railway Supply Co., Stamford, Conn.
Sterling Supply & Mfg. Co.. New York.
Wakefield Rattan Co., Boston, Mass.

RAW HIDE PINIONS.

Dorner & Dutton Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.
Groetzlnger, A., & sons, Allegheny, Pa.
Horsburgh & Scott, Cleveland, O.
New Process Raw Hide Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Nuttail, R. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Slmouds Mfg. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Steel Motor Co., The, Cleveland, O.

REGISTERS, FARE.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Meaker Mfg. Co.. North Chicago, 111.

New Haven Car Register Co., New Haven, Conn.
New York Pare Register & Supplies Co., New York.
Railway Register Mfg. Co., New York.
Sterling Supply & Mfg. Co., New York.

REPAIR SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Box, Alfred, & Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
Harrington, Edwin, Son & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
McCabe, J. J., New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
Prentiss Tool & Supply Co., New York.
Q. & c. Co., Chicago, 111.

Schaffer, J. T., Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y,
Watson & StUlman, New York,

RETURN SYSTEM, GRAVITY.
Holly Steam Engineering Co., Providence, R. I.

ROOFING.
Johns, H. W., Manufacturing Co. , New York.

ROOFS, IRON AND STEEL.

BerUn Iron Bridge Co., East Berlin, Conn.
Penn Bridge Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.
Wrought Iron Bridge Co., Canton, O.

ROPE WHEELS.
Cresson. Geo, V., Co. Philadelphia, Pa,
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Engineering Works (Ltd.), Phlla., Pa.

ROPE TRANSMISSION MACHINERY.
Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa,

ROPES, MANILLA.
Hunt, C. W., Co., New York.

ROPE, WIRE.
Roebllng's, John A., Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.

Broderlck & Bascom Rope Co., St, Louis, Mo,
Cradock. Geo,, &Co.. Wakefield, Eng.
Hazard Mfg. Co,, Wllkesbarre, Pa.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

SALT DISTRIBUTORS.
Brill, J. G., Co,. Philadelphia, Pa.
DeWltt, E. F., & Co., Lanslngburgh, N. Y.
Sweet, D. C, Springfield, Mass.

SAND BOXES.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
DeWltt, E. P., « Co., Lanslngburgh, N. Y.
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.

Peckham Motor Track & Wheel Co., New York.

SterUng Supply & Manufacturing Co., New York.

Sweet, D. C, Springfield, Mass.

SASHES.
Sjoberg, J. P., & Co., New York.
Trimble, Jas. A., New York.

SEATING, CAR.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
Hale& Kllburn Mfg, Co., Philadelphia, New York,
and Chicago,

Hartford Woven Wire Mattress Co., Hartford,

Conn.

Joergensen, N., West Hoboken, N. J.

Jordan, Edw. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Scarrltt Furnliure Co., sr. Louis, Mo.
sjoberg, J. P., & Co., New York.
Stephenson, John, Co., Ltd., New York.
Trimble, Jas. A., New York.
Wakefield Rattan Co., Boston, Mass.

SEPARATORS.
Goubert Mfg. Co. , New York. (Stratton Separator).
Webster, Warren, & Co., Camden, N. J.
Westlnghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New York,
Pittsburgh, etc.

SHADES, CAR.
Burrowes, E. T., Co., Portland, Me.

SILICON BRONZE WIRE,
Roebllng's, John A., Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.

SMOKE STACKS.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co., Brooklyn, N. T,

SNOW PLOWS.
Brooklyn Railway Supply Co., Stamford, Conn,
Brill, J. G., Co., PhUadeiphia, Pa.

Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York,
Massachusetts Car Co., Boston, Mass.
McGulre Manufacturing Co., Chicago. 111.

Taunton Locomotive Mfg, Co,, Taunton, Mass.

SOLDERING IRONS, ELECTRIC.
Cornell, Charles L., Hamilton, O.

SPECIAL WORK.
Barbour, Stockwell Co., Cambrldgeport, Mass.
Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co . Cleveland, O.
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Johnson Co., Johnstown, Pa.
Paige Iron Works, Chicago, IlL
Weir Prog Co., Cincinnati, O.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa,

SPIKES AND FASTENINGS.
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, HI.
Steel Rail Supply Co., The, New York.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

SPRINKLERS, TRACK AND ROAD.
BrlU, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SPRINGS, CAR.
BrUl, J. G. .Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Scott, Charles, Springs Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
Stephenson, John Co., Ld., New York.

SPRINGS, TROLLEY.
Raymond Manufacturing Co., Corry, Pa.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

STEAM PLANTS.
Bass Foundry & Machine Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Bates Machine Co., Joliet, lU.
Corliss Steam Engine Co., Providence, R. I,

Electrical Installation Co., Chicago, lU.
Field, C. J., Co., New York.
Grant, J. A., & Co., New York.
Holly Steam Engineering Co., Providence, R. I.

Mcintosh, Seymour & Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Phoenix Iron Works Co., Meadville, Pa.
Pierce & Miller Engineering Co., New York.
smith, Thos. G., Jr., Cincinnati. O.
stern & Silverman, Philadelphia, Pa.
Walker Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, O.
Westlnghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New York,
Pittsburgh, etc.

WetheriU, Robert, & Co., Chester, Pa.
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineering Co., New York.

STEAM RIDING GALLERY.
Armltage-Herschell Co., No. Tonawanda, N. Y.

STEAM SUPPLY (UNDERGROUND.)
American District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y.

STEEL STEPS.
stanwood Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111.

STOKERS, MECHANICAL.
Westlnghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New York, Bos-
ton, etc.

STOVES, CAR.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
McGulre Mfg. Co., Chicago, lU.

STRUCTURAL IRON AND STEEL WORK.
Berlin, Iron Bridge Co., East Berlin Conn.
Penn Bridge Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.
Wrought iron Bridge Co., Canton, O.

SUPPLIES, ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
Anderson, A. & J. M., Boston, Mass.
Blackwell, Robert W., London, England.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Craven Supply Co., New York.
Creaghead Engineering Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Dick, Kerr & Co., London, Eng.
Eastern Electric Cable Co., Boston, Mass.
Electric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Ewing, Geo. C, Boston, Mass.
Fiberite Co., Mechanicvllle, N. Y.
Porest City Electric Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Frost's Sons, J. O., Towanda, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Groetzlnger, A., & Sons, Allegheny, Pa.
Johns, H. W., Manufacturing Co., New York
Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty Co., New Haven,
Conn.

ff^ m I Colli I''- ^% II a 0% Enquire about the work we have

Standard ; Underground i Cable i Co.b~e~^
III ^ Q The replies will Interest you.

' a
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Klslntjer-Ison Co., Cincinnati, O.
Kraualinar Lamp & Kefleolor Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Mayer, & Erigliind. I'hUadelplila, Pa.
Metropolitan Electric Co.. Chicago, 111.

New York Electrical Works, New York.
Okonlte Co. (Ltd.). The. New York.
Ohio Hrass Co.. MaiisOeld, O.
Simoncls Vll'g-. Co., I'lttsburgh, Pa.
Standard Hallway Supply Cu.. Chicago, 111,

Standard Underground Cable Co., New York,
Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Steel Motor Co., The, tUeveland, O.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Western Electric Co., New York.
Westlnghouse Electric* Mtg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N.J.
Wlghtman, H. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa.
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineering Co., New York.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

SURFACE CONDENSERS.
Philadelphia Engineering Works (Ltd.), Phlla., Pa.

SWEEPERS.
BrlU, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooklyn Kal'.way Supply Co., Stamford, Conn.
(General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
McGulre Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

SWITCH TON(3 IIES.

Harrington, Robinson A Co., Boston, Mass.
Weir Frog Co., Cincinnati, O.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SWITCHES, TRACK.
Cleveland Prog & Crossing Co., Cleveland, O.
Craig, Wm. P., East Orange, N. J.

Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
Harrington. Koblnson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Paige Iron Works, Chicago, IIU

Steel Rail Supply Co., The, New York.
Welc Frog Co., Clnclnnnatl, O.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SWITCHES, TROlitEY.
Anderson, A. & J. M., Boston, Mass.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, lU.
Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Flberlte Co., The, MechanlcvUlp, N. Y.
Frost's Sons, .T. 0.,Towanda. Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Horsburgh & Scott, Cleveland, O.
Mayer & Engiund. Philadelphia, Pa.
Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago. IlL

New York Electrical Works, New York.
Nuttall, R. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Ohio Brass ("0., Mansfield, O.
Steel MotorCo., The, Cleveland, O.
Van Buren, H., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Western Electric Co.. New York & Chicago.
Wlghtman, H. J.. <E Co., Scranton, Pa.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

TERMINALS, CABLE.
Standard Underground Cable Co. , New York, Pitts-
burgh, Chicago.

TICKET PUNCHES.
Woodman, R., Mfg. & Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

TICKETS.
Martin & Breckinridge, New York.

TIES.
Mueller, Wm., & Co., Chicago, Hi.
Phillips, I. F., Chicago. 111.

Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

TOOIiS.
(See Machinery and Machine Tools.)

TORCHES (NAPHTHA, GASOLINE).
Bridgeport Brass Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

TRACK CLEANERS AND SCRAPERS.
Barbour, Stockweli Co., Cambrldgenori, Mass.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Day, Augustus, Detroit, Mich.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. O.
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
Hlckley Launch & Electrical Mfg. Co., Asbury
Park, N. J.

Hunter Automatic Fender Co., Cincinnati, O.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York

TRACK DRILLS.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

TRACK WRENCHES.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

TRACKMEN'S TOOLS.
Wharton, Wm.. Jr., S, Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
"V oung Lock Nut Co., New York.

TRANSFER TABLES.
Barbour, Stockweli Co., Cambrldgeport, Mass
BriU. J. G.. Co., PhUadelphia, Pa.
Burnham & Duggan Railway Appliance Co., Bos-
ton. Mass.

Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Wharton, Wm., Jr.,«Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

TRAPS, AUTOMATIC STEAM.
Laconla Car Co., Laconla, N. H.

TRIMMINGS, CAR.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kraushaar Lamp & Refiector Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Stepheusou, John, Co., Ld., New York.

TROLLEY BRACKETS, ADJUSTABLE.
Burnham & Duggan Railway Appliance Co., Bos-
ton. Mass.

Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

TROLLEY BUSHINGS.
Electric RaUway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Geneial Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
New York Electrical Works, New York.
Nuttall, R. D., Co.. Allegheny, Pa.
Slmonds Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Steel Motor Co., The, Cleveland, O.

TROLLEY CATCHES.
Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty Co., New Haven,
Conn.

TROLLEY HANGERS.
(See Hangers, Trolley.)

TROLLEY POLES.
(See Poles, Trolley.)

TROLLEY SPRINGS.
Raymond Mfg. Co., Corry, Pa.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

TROLLEY STANDS.
Kelsey Electric Ry. Specialty Co., New Haven,
Conn.

TROLLEY SWITCHES.
(See Switches, Trolley.)

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY WHEELS.
Anderson, A. & J. M-, Boston, Mass.
BlacKwell. Robert W., London. Eng.
t'entral Elpct.rlc Co., Chicago, 111.

Chester Steel castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland. O.
Electric Hallway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Euplirat, Tlieophlle, Darlen, Conn.
PalK Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Flberlte CO., The, MechanlcvlUe, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Kelsey Electric Hallway Specialty Co., New
Havea, Conn.

Mayer & Englund, PhUadelphia, Pa.
Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

New York Electrical Works, New York.
Nuttall. H. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Slmonds Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Steel Motor Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Western Electric Co., New York.
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Wlghtman, H. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

TROLLEY WHEELS (ICE CUTTING).
Euphrat, Theophlle, Darlen, Conn.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Slmonds Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

TRUCKS.
Barney & Smith Car Co., Dayton, O.
Bemls Car Box Co., Springfield, Mass.
Blackwell, Robert W., London, England,
Brill, J. G., CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Diamond Truck & Car Gear Co., Kingston, N. Y.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, o
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
General Electric Co., Sciienectady and New York.
Johnson Co., Johnstown, Pa.
Laclede Car Co., St. Louis. Mo.
McGulre Manufacturing Co., Chicago, HI.
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York.
Robinson Electric Truck & Supply Co., Boston,
Mass.

Slmonds Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
St. Louis Car CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Stephenson, John, Co., Ld., New York,
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y.
Wharton. Wm.. Jr.. & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodbridge & Turner Engineering Co., New York.

TURNOUTS, CURVES, KTC.

Barbour, Stockweli ('o.. Cambridgeport, Mass.
Bethlehem Iron Co.. South Bethlehem, Pa.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co., Cleveland, O.
Craig, Wm. P., East Orange, N. J.
Dick, Kerr & Co., London, Eng.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Pulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
Harrington, Robinson, & Co., Boston, Mass.
Johnson Co., Lorain, o.
Paige Iron Works, Chicago, III.

Pennsylvania Iron Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Steel Rail Supply Co., The, New York.
Weir Fiog Co., Cincinnati, O.
Wharton, Wm.. Jr., & Co. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodbrldge & Turner Enslneerlng Co., New York.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

TURNTABLES.
Brill, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
Dick, Kerr& Co., London, Eng.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.

Whartnn, Wm., Jr., & Co., Phlla., Pa.
Wrought Iron Budge Co.. Canton, O.
Young Lock Nut Co., New York.

UNDERGROUND CABLES.
Standard Underground Cable Co., New York, Pitts-

burgh, Chicago.

IJNDEIt<iKOUND ELECTRIC SY.STEM.
E. M. Traction Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Love Electric Traction Co., New York.

VALVES AND GATES.
Chapman Valve Mfg. Co.. Indian orchard, Mass.
Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

Holly Steam Engineering Co., Providence, R, I.

VARNISHES.
Johns, H. W., Manulacturtug Co., New York.

VENEERS.
Jordan. Edw. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.

VOLTMETERS AND AMMETERS.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York
Siemens & llalske Electric Co. of America, Chicago.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, I'a.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J.
Wlghtman, H. J., & Co., Scranton. Pa.

VULCABESTON.
Johns, H. W., Manufacturing Co., New York,

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Vulcanized Fibre Co., New York,

WATER COLUMNS. SAFETY.
Reliance Gauge Co., Cleveland, O.

WATTMETERS.
(See Voltmeters.)

WHEELS, CAR.
Barney & Smith Car Co., Dayton, o.
Bass Fdry. & Mach. Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Brill, J. G., CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Chester Steel Castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dorner & Dutton Mfg Co., Cleveland. O.
Fulton Truck & Foundry Co., Mansfield, O.
Grlffln Wheel Co., Chicago. 111.

Laconla Car Co., Laconla, N. H.
Lobdell Car Wheel Co., Wilmington, DeL
Missouri Car & Foundry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
New York Car Wheel Works, Buffalo, N. Y.
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York.
St. Louts Car Wheel Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Stephenson, John, Co.. Ld., New York.
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy. N. Y.
Whitney, A., & Sons, PhUadelphia, Pa.

WHEELS, TROLLEY.
(See TroUeys & Trolley Wheels.)

WIRE.
American Electrical Works, Providence, R, 1.

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York.
Benedict <e Burnham Mfg. Co., New York.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Cradock, Geo., & Co., Wakefield, England.
Eastern Electric Cable Co., Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Hazard Manufacturing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Hoefgen, Moxham & Co., New York.
Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Nuttall, H. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield. O.
Okonlte Co. (Ltd.), The. New York.
Roebllng's, John a.. Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.
Standard Underground Cable Co., New York, Pitts-

burgh, Chicago.
Walker Manufacturing Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Western Electric Co., New York & Chicago.
Wlghtman, H. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa.

WIRE CONNECTORS.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.
Klslnger-Ison Co., Cincinnati, O.

WIRE, INSULATED.
American Electrical Works, Providence, R. I.

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York.
Bened ct & Burnham Mfg. Co., New York.
Brlxey, W. K., New York.
Central Electric Co., Chicago. 111.

Creaghead Engineering Co., Cincinnati, O.
Eastern Electric Cable Co., Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., Schenectady and New York.
Hoefgen, Moxham & Co.. New York.
Mayer & Englund, Philadelphia, P.a.

Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Nuttall, R. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Ohio Brass Co.. Mansfield. O.
Okonlte Co. (Ltd.). The, New York.
Roebllng's, John A., Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.
Standard Underground Cable Co., New York, Pitts-
burgh, (Jhlcago.

Steel Motor Co.. The, Cleveland, O.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Wlghtman, H. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa.

WOODWORK, CAR.
BriU, J. G., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
SJoberg, J. P., & Co., New York.
Trimble, James A., New York.
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REPAIR S HDP EQU IPMENT

Pratt & Whitney Co.
H-A.n.Ti'on.ii, ooixrixr., xj, js. -A..

HAVE PERFECTED THEIR

New Autohatic Weighing Machine
And are now prepared to book orders for same. Some of these machines are especially designed for Weighing and Register-

ing COAL fed to Boilers, or for WEIGHING IN for Storage. They are particularly useful in all Power Stations,

recording the amount of fuel received and consumed. Full particulars will be furnished those interested in this subject.

WRITE FOR CATAI.OGUE; AI«{D 1[»RICK t,ISX.

BRANCH OFFICES
BOSTON, 47 PEARL STREET.

NEW YORK, 136-138 LIBERTY STREET.
CHICAGO, 42-44 SO. CLINTON ST., COR. WASHINGTON ST.

lleTitic.iii tliis jiaper.

BUILDERS
-OF—

^ Alfred Box & Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STANDARD AND SPECIAL CRANES
Of all Descriptions, Double Screw Hoists, etc.

700 Cranes and 30,000 Hoists

-IN USE.-

When
Ordering

From firms whose names appear in the

Street Railway Journal our friends

will confer a favor on our advertisers

and ourselves by mentionmg this paper.

Very respectfully,

Street Railway Publishing: Co.

, SON & CO., iNG^

PATENT TURN-TABLE.
WITH SAFETY STOPS.

Can be adjusted to any required number of
tracks, allowinff the load, when once raised, to
be transferred to any desired point with safe-
ty and despatch. By use of safety stops acci-
dents cannot occur from open turn-talile.
When connection is made witli either track,

the table is securely locked in position.

1513 Pennsylvania Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
manufacturers of

MACHINE TOOLS,
Traveling Cranes,

Overhead Tramways,
Switches, Turn-Tables,

Geared and Plain Travelers,

Double Chain Screw Hoists.

Send for Photographs and
Catalogues.

Please mention this paper.
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REPAIR SH P E a U IPMEN

T

HYDRAULIC WHEEL PRESSES
BOTH HAND AND BBTiT POWER.

HVDRKUl-IC JKCKS
To lift or push from 4 to 150 tont Larpre Jacks Rented

by the day, week or month.

All Sizes and Styles of Screw Jacks, Track Jacks,
Traverse Jacks, &c., &c. Punches and Shears,

Pollshine; and Bufflne Machinery.

WATSON & STILLMAN,
204 to 210 East 43d Street. NEW YORK.

SEND FOR CATAI.OGUE

THE

J. T. SGHAFFER MFG. CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

Improved Hydraulic Wheel Presses,
Both Hand and Belt Power. Single and Double Pumps.

Every machine guaranteed to work perrectly. All the parts are made very
strong and durable. No repairs required. A good Hydraulic Wheel Press Is a
most profltable machine to have In every car repair shop.

Do you want the best attachments (or forcing off gears, straightening car
axles, and pressing olT old car wheels from axle on which motor gear is located
near the wheel 7 WRITE l OR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE PAPERS.

THE STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL, S4.00 PER YEAR,

DOUBLE" SPINDLE LATHE,

Especially adapted, fox* i-epali*

Combining the advantages of a LARGE LATHE for tvorJc irp

to 38 inch swing, and of a MEDIUM SIZE LATHE for
medium and small tvork. that can be done very conveniently.

ENTIRE SHOP EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

J. J. TVYCCABe.
14 DEY STREET, NEW YORK.

WE SELL MACHINERY AND TOOLS,
NEW AND SECOND HAND,

FOR THE REPAIR SHOPS OF STREET RAILWAYS.

Drill Presses, Engine and. Axle Lathes, Shapers, Planers, Milling Machir.es, Pipe

Machines, Grinding Machines, Hydraulic Presses, Wheel Borers, Vises, .

Forges, Pulleys, Shafting, Hangers, Etc.

OUR LINE EMBODIES TOOLS OF THE MOST IMPROVED DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
AND IS VERY COMPLETE.

LET US SEND YOU CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS AND NOTE THE BARGAINS.

PRENTISS TOOL AND SUPPLY CO.,
62 & 64 CANAL STREET. CHICAGO, ILL. 115 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.
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the:

WALK-OVER
STREET

)) CAR
SEAT.

Fast being' Adopted by L.eading' Street Railways.

WAKEFIELD RATTAN COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

STREET RAILWAY CAR SEATS.

No Striker.Arms,
No Levers,
No Friction Plates,
No Twisting of Back,

Neatest,
Simplest,
Strongest,

Cleanest,
Best.No Lifting in Reversing.

All kinds of Longitudinal Seating in Rattan, Plush, Elastic Slat, Etc.

THE HALE & KILBURN MFG. CO,, PHILADELPHIA

PATENT AUXILIARY CAR SEAT
Will give DOUBLE THE SEATING CAPACITY, can

be placed on any side seating, and acts as spacing arms.
Arms made of steel and the seat of wood.

NIELS JOERGENSEN,323 PatersonAve.,W.Hoboken.N.J.

Upholstered in any material. Henry Reversible Car Seats a Spe-
cialty. Headquarters for Sweeper Rattan and Rattan

Track Brooms. Largest Importers of

Rattans in the United States.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON, MASS. NEW YORK, 924 Broadway. CHICAGO.1 44 Wabash Ave

ll^yite /or Catalogues and Estimait's.

EDWARD B. JORDAN,
Successor to GARDNER & CO.,

. . . MANUFACTURERS OF . . .

VENEER CAR CEILINGS, CAR SEATS AND BACKS, AD-

VERTISING RACKS AND FRAMES FOR STREET

AND STEAM CARS, SETTEES AND SEAT-

INGS FOR RAILROAD STATIONS.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:

129-135 Degraw St„ - - BROOKLYN, N. Y.

W. p. SEUUINE, Manager K. R. Bep't.

STREET
CAR
SEATS.

Has Most Seating- Room for Least Space Used.
Can't Get Out of Order.

Reversible and Tilting.

IW^ Clean, Comfortable and Durable.

They are " THE BEST " whether REVERSI-
BLE or LONGITUDINAL.

Oar Reversible Street Car Seats are the same as oar
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

c
LEAN

OMFORTABLE

OMPLETE.

The "Favorite "Seat.

lO.oon placed in service
wlttiln two years. Fine
mecbanlsm, strong con-
struction, handsome ap-
pearance, most comfort-
able. Gives greater seat-
ing room, compared to
length overall, ol ANY
seat made. Avoids mo-
tor trap doors.

LonKitudinal Rattan Seat-
ing; lor all Purposes.

used on Steam Roads the World over.

PHOTOGRAPHS AND E.STI9IATES FURNISHED. ^ "Lfr T* "I Z'

Largest Car Seat Works, OCCMiU UU4l44iHiC^ St. Louis.
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From 3S lb. to 112 lb. per yard and all accessories.

DICK. KERR & CO.
101 Leadenhall St., London, E. C, Eno^land.

The Customs Duty is Nominal Under the New Tariff Law.

PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO.
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,

FRANK X. CICOTT, Manager Railway Department.

72 & 74 Federal St., Boston. Mass. 39 & 41 Cortlandt St, New York.
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THE

E. M. Traction Company
Of Philadelphia,

wishes to announce to the street railway world that the

railroad equipped with its system of underground dis-

tribution is now fully complete and is showing perfect

results.

All railroad managers and those interested in street

railways are invited to come to Philadelphia and become

the guests of the E. M . Traction Company, who will

be glad to show every working feature of this system

in actual operation, and to explain it in detail.

The system consists of a method of distribution by

means of buried conductors (having no slots or openings

in the streets whatever) and is well worth the serious

consideration of those interested in Street Railways.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE

E. M. Traction Co.,

605 CHOSTISUX SX., PHIL-MDeL-RHIK. PM.
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Siemens & Halske : Berlin, Charlottenburg, Vienna, St. Petersburg.
MANUFACTURERS OF •

Direct Current Slow Speed Multipolar Generators and Motors.
TLese machines are constructed with EXTERNAI^ ARMATURES. They have proved remarkably elHclent and economical. Used largely In

American and European Lighting and Rallvpay Plants. Slow speed machines, made for direct-connection, in sizes from 20 H. P. to 2,000 H. P.

ADVANTAGES OF OUR EXTERNAL ARMATURE TYPE.
Maximum peripheral speed of armature with slowest eng:lne speed.
Shortest possible winding on armature.
Lowest Internal resistance of armature.
Only 3 to 4 volts difference of potential between commutator bars.
Greatest weight of copper per ampere of current.
Greatest radiating surface possible.
Maximum magnetic effect.

Armatures cannot burn out.
Great compuctness.
Correct mechanical design. (The centrifugal force is counteracted effective-

ly by the inward pull of the Internal fleld magets).
Finest quality of Iron, excellent finish, absence of binding wire.
In eiiibt yearn' continuous service, not one aruinture lias been

replaced or repaired.

OVER 200,000 H. P. IN USE for Railway, Lis:htin&r and Motor Service.
World's Fair Diploma and Medal for BEST Direct-Connected Generator.

Moderate Speed Bipolar Generators and Motors,
SEE OUR NEW CATALOGUES. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

GENERAL OFFICES, MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.
SAL.BS OFFICES :

with Siemens Drum Armatures, which are copied extensively in this country. We
are building these machines in sizes from 1 H. P. to 150 H. P.

New York, American .Surety BIdg.. 1-iG Liberty Street.
Cincinnati, Perin Uuililing.
St. Louis, Bank of Commerce Building.

San Francisco, lO Front Street

Minneapnlla, !il9 Second Avenue, South.
Denver, 008 Boston Block.
Salt Lake City, Knutsford Hotel Building.

THE STEEL MOTOR CO.,
01e"\rela,rLd-, 03a.io, TJ". S.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Improved Steel

Waterproof

Railway Motors.

SERIES MULTIPLE

CONTROLLERS.

Type "C" Controller.

TYPE '^D" SERIES Multiple Controller, simple, durable
and accessible. Cylinder built up of removable
vulcabeston sections, the whole removed instantly.

TYPE " C '* CONTROLLER ordinarily operated as series mul-
tiple, but instantly changed to straight multiple by one
movement of rever>ing lever.

Type "D" Controller.

mCMEO FIBRE
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE,
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

,^LMmG?oN.W. THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIAL OF THE WORLD, u deTs?.^n. y.
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The Walker Manufacturins Company
OleTT-ela^rid., OliLio, TJ". S.

im Weight.

Durable.

Noiseless.

HIsh Speed.

Effective.

Simple,

This cut represents our Narrow Gauge Spring Mounted Steel Motor manufactured more
especially for Foreign Trade and is being extensively introduced in

FRANCE, GERMANY,
PORTUGAL, GREAT BRITAIN,

SPAIN, RUSSIA,

ITALY, AUSTRIA,
AND ALL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.

FOR.EIGHV 1 ) A If 'I'AI i;X '1' IlEI>R,BS13IVTEr> JBY

I.

CHAS. DE LEBLANC, Chief Engineer,

34 Boulevard des Capucines, Paris, France.

MAIN OFFICE and WORKS, Cleveland, Ohio, D. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, No. 914 Postal Telegraph Building. CHICAGO, 1648-1618 Monadnock Block.

PHILADELPHIA, 1120 Betz Building. SAN FRANCISCO, IS Fremont Street,

BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. LOS ANGELES, 20 Potomac Building,

ATLANTA, 303 Gonid Building.
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The Walker Manufacturins Company
' Cle^ela-rzLd., OliLio, TJ. S. A-

Oup interupban Railway Equipments excel in Speed,
Dupability and Simplicity. 17 1-4 Miles in 26 Minutes was
made by one of oup Equipments on the Rapid Railway, between
Detpoit and Mt. Clemens, with two Caps loaded with Passen-
geps, and making the usual numbep of stops as made on a
pegulap tpip.

Standard Interiirban Equipment, Etiulpped with our 'jYIotors.

lyiotors for this Service are made in SO II.P. and 100 H.P.

The lattep size Motops ape also used extensively fop

Elevated Railway Sepvice, and easily attain a speed of

50 Miles per Hour.

Swivel Trncl{ Equipped willi our large Higli Speed .ttotar for Tnterurban worii.
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ELECTRIC BRAKE.
THE LATEST SAFETY DEVICE

FOR

ELECTRIC CARS
Covered by Fundamental Patents.

ELECTRIC BRAKES MOUNTED ON STREET CAR TRUCK.

ACTS WITH TROLLEY ON OR OFF.

CAR WHEELS CANNOT SKID.

Prevents Flat Wheels and takes Braking^ Strain off Tiuck Frames,

NO EXPENSE TO OPERATE.
Power and Brake Controlled by One Handle. No Complicated Mechanism

to Puzzle Motorman.

Can be applied at moderate cost.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
SOHESKTEOTAJDY, INT.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS

CITY SURFACE, CITY ELEVATED,

INTSRURBKN,
BRANCH STEAM and TRUNK LINE STEAM

RHIL-ROMDS.
Over 80 per cent, of the Electric Railways in the World Equipped

with our Systems.

eijiSctrig conduit roads
SUCCESSFULLY OPERATING IN NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.

Long Distance Interarban Service Effectively Accomplislied at Low Cost,

Demonstrated by the succesHlul operation of roads between

LOWELL (MASS.), and NASHUA (N. H.), (Fifteen Miles Apart), and

At PORTLAND (ORE.), and at DUBLIN, IRELAND,

Electric Locomotives up to One Hundred Tons

ROADS IN EUROPE USING OR ABOUT TO USE OUR SYSTEM.
<JREAT BRITAIN: Leeds, Uiiblin, Bristol. FRANCE: Lyons, Bordeaux, Roubaix, Raincy, Rouen.

GERMANY: Berlin, Bremen, Remscbeid, Hamburg, Gintba, Erfurt, Slunich, Leipzig.

BELGIU.U: Brussels, Liege. ITALY: Milan, Florence, Rome, Varese.

8ERVIA: Belgrade. SPAIN: Oporto.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON, Limited, 35 Parliament Street, London, England.

Cie F^se pour I'exploitation des procedes THOMSON-HOUSTON,
37 Rue de Londres, Paris, France.

UNION ELECTRICITATS GESEL.L.SCHAFT, 33 Hollmaun Strasse, Berlin, Germany.
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HISTORY OF THE LOVE CONDUIT.

By Aluekt G. Wheeler.

PREFACE.

Many have asked me to give some facts in con-

nection with the introduction of the Love Conduit sys-

tem, to have it as a matter of history. I hesitate to do

so, as any information furnished might appear a method

of advertising this enterprise. I have tried to reduce the

information to have it historical, but it is almost impos-

sible to present it in any other way.

CHAPTER I.

The Love Electric Traction Company started its

business as all new enterprises, viz., with its trials. Owing

to the great prejudice caused by the failure of the many

attempts in the same direction, it was impossible to en-

list practical men to its support, and the capital ob-

tained to make the first demonstration was from good

business men, who had no experience in this line of busi-

ness. Electrical engineers would not approve of its plans

and street railway men were tired of experiments and not

willing to risk any money or permit the trial of any new

method of operation for their roads that might interfere

with their traffic, so only an unimportant piece of road

could be secured to demonstrate any new device, and this

company had to furnish all of the money to install that.

At first some of the best people in Chicago were as-

sociated with this enterprise, but no sooner were their

names made known in connection with it, when they

were called upon by electrical experts and persuaded of

its impractibility; so strong was this influence that sev-

eral months were consumed in getting reports, and, I

might say, every one was adverse to the system, except

Prof. J. P. Barrett, of Chicago; and because his report

was favorable, it was stated that he knew nothing

about a railroad. These adverse reports caused so much

uneasiness with the Board of Directors of this company

that they all refused to be connected with the enterprise.

They claimed they could not afford to have their name

connected with a failure, so these prominent men were

permitted to withdraw from the company. After the

withdrawal of these parties, it was a serious trial to in-

terest any capital; all parties who were approached to join

would call upon the former directors and find that they

had withdrawn, because, upon investigation, they had

found the enterprise could not be made a success. In

addition to this obstacle it was then proposed by others

to build a section of the Buda-Pesth system on the Twelfth

Street line of the West Chicago Street Railway, and the

newspapers thoroughly wrote that system up as one that

was a success, and illustrated the construction by draw-

ings.

This, with the trouble from the withdrawal of the

practical parties first connected with the enterprise,

made it seem almost impossible to associate any capital;

but the money was finally obtained, and the whole of the

year 1891 (up to Dec. loth) was consumed in securing

the necessary capital to start this company. It was of

the greatest importance that a road should be finished

during that winter.

An arrangement was made with the North Chicago

Street Railway Company to demonstrate the system on

their Fullerton Avenue loop, one and one-half (i 1-2)

miles in length, which was operated with horses on the

loop, the cars being taken into the city by the cable road

as trailers, and the conduit electric system which was to

take the place of the horses and be operated nineteen and

one-half (19 1-2) hours per day.

The company, in order to get material in time to ac-

complish such a task, had to start out without perfected

plans and have the work done by any parties who could

make prompt delivery of the material. When the street

was ready to be opened for construction, the thermome-

ter registered 6*^ below zero. This did not prevent
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the work going on, and the road was finally finished by

the middle of February and ready for operation March i,

1892.

This road was very crude. A great mistake was made

in trying to economize; the yoke only provided for a

conduit 9 X 15 ins., and as a continuous No. 0000 wire

was used as a conductor, and the road having four

curves, there was not to exceed three-eighths of an inch

between the wire and the iron yoke on the curves, mak-

ing it very difficult for any trolley wheel to travel on the

wire around these curves without coming in contact with

the iron yoke or shield between yokes. The slot rail was

intended to be secured with a fastening, which was found,

when put in use, impractical; a clamp was made to se-

cure it to the yoke. This clamp was a clumsy affair, and

it was fortunate it even held the rail at all.

The wire used for the conductor, being installed" in

cold weather at the minimum of contraction, caused con-

siderable trouble when it expanded, as there was no room

in the conduit to permit of a loose wire, and it caused

methods to be provided for expansion which proved to

be the most serious trouble in conduit construction. The

power house was equipped with no duplicate parts, one

engine, dynamo, etc., and any trouble there, meant de-

lays on this road.

The trials experienced on this road were of great

value to this company, and they were such that would

not have occurred had the construction not been faulty;

this experience demonstrated that the electric conduit

problem was one to be handled solely by mechanics,

as the difficulties supposed to exist by electrical experts

were not due to such causes, but to imperfect mechanical

details.

The North Chicago company operated this road with

the Love Conduit system from March i to June 8, 1892,

and, fortunately for this company, during this time, Chi-

cago had the heaviest rainfalls ever experienced, which

thoroughly convinced that company that electrical diffi-

culties were easily overcome, if the system was properly

installed. At that date, June 8, 1892, the North Chicago

Railroad Company paid our company for the construc-

tion, and the settlement was very satisfactory to us, as

the road was so faulty in its construction as to be almost

worthless and such faults could not be overcome except

with new construction. On this date we were given a

letter indorsing the system, as follows:

Testimonial Chicago Road.

NORTH CHICAGO STREET RAILROAD COMPANY,

444 North Clark Street,

Chicago, June 8, 1892.

Love Electric Traction Company., Chicago^ III.

Dear Sirs:—We are now trying the electric rail-

road which is built "under the Love system, and would
say that so far as the system itself is concerned it gives

us perfect satisfaction, and, contrary to my fears, the in-

sulation is not interfered with in any manner by moist-

ure. We have had some of the most severe rains in this

vicinity during the past three or four months that I have

ever experienced, so much so that at one time the cars

ran through water on the track three to four inches

deep, the trolley in the conduit running in the water,

owing to the inability of the sewer connections to carry

off the flood fast enough, but at no time was the road

stopped from this cause.

Your construction, however, is not to be praised, and

is not what it should be; but you are somewhat excusa-

ble for the reason that the road was laid in mid-winter

and in a great hurry. With proper construction, I be-

lieve the Love system would be a great success.

As to the cost of operating, our experience has

shown we can run our road with about half the number
of cars required with horses, owing to the fact that we
run much more rapidly, and consequently cover the dis-

tance faster. This enables us to economize greatly on

the cost of motive power. This saving, however, has

not been thoroughly developed on the line above men-
tioned, owing to the fact that the requirements of the

road are very small; but we have demonstrated that we
could operate five times the number of cars that we are

now doing, with practically the same expense.

I have also to congratulate you on the fact that, so

far as our experience goes, there has been a positive in-

ability of the electric current electrifying anything

which lies on the surface. We have had metallic grounds,

owing to the displacement of insulators, and have been

surprised that no evidence of the existence of electricity

can be found from contact with the rails or anything

above ground. I, therefore, feel that your claim that

your system is free from danger to the public is fully

sustained. Yours truly,

Charles T.- Yerkes, Pres.

After this company received the above letter it never

had an employee on that road, and it was operated another

year and again indorsed by that company.

Letter One Year Later.

north CHICAGO STREET RAILROAD COMPANY,

444 North Clark Street,

Chicago, June 6, 1893.

Love Electric Traction Company, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen ;—Referring to your inquiry of June 5th,

relative to my opinion of your system, I take pleasure in

saying that I find no reason to change the opinion Tgave
under date June 8th, 1892, wherein I stated that, with

proper construction, I believe the Love system would be

a great success. Yours truly,

Charles T. Yerkes, President.

note.

The writer never saw this road after the summer of

1892, considering it impossible without new construction

of the conduit to ever demonstrate anything with that

installation, devoted his time to securing another

road to equip and make the demonstration on that.

The absolute abandonment of this road by this com-

pany caused considerable dissatisfaction among the

stockholders because of its faulty construction, and most

all of the stock of its present stockholders had to be bought

back before any further progress could be made. The
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North Chicago Street Railway Company continued to

operate this road until the fall of 1894, and it had some

tremble l)ut it was largely due to the fact that there was no

duplicate plant in the power house and any repairs to be

done caused delays. I mention the fact of this road's op-

eration until the fall of 1894 to show that with all its

faults the North Chicago Street Railway kept it in oper-

ation two years and a half, and as many of the former

stockholders of this company were inclined to blame the

railroad company, believing they attemptefl to flestro)'

the system, I feel it my duty to state that every one con-

nected with the management of the North Chicago Rail-

road did everything in their power to keep that road in

successful operation; it was an important loop and its

operation showed a great saving over horse power. The

operation of that road with such construction conclusively

demonstrates what Mr. Yerkes stated in his letters of June,

1892, and June, 1893 :
" With proper construction I believe

the Love system would be a great success."

CHAPTER II.

When the North Chicago Street Railroad paid this

company for tlie Fullerton Avenue loop it was absolutely

necessary to install another road as soon as possible.

Every effort was made, but the street railway companies

would not permit a road in operation to be installed

until they were assured there would be no interruption

to their traffic, and it was August, 1892, before a second

contract could be secured, which was to build one

and one-half miles of double track for the Rock Creek

R'ailway Company, of Washington, D. C.

This contract could onl}' be secured by giving a bond

to guarantee

:

First.—It can be kept in operation 365 days_ in the

year, wifh less delay than any system now in use.

Second.—It is absolutely impossible for any one to be

injured by the electric current.

Third.— It requires no skilled labor to operate.

Fourth.—Cost of maintenance as cheap as any

known power.

Fifth.—Does not increase the cost of insurance along

the line of the road.

As soon as it was known that this company was to

install its system on the Rock Creek Railway the officers

of that road were urged not to allow it to be installed
;

they concluded to more fully investigate, which caused

several months' delay, and notwithstanding their investiga-

tion was far from satisfactory they stood by their contract

(see note at bottom of page), and construction was started

Decembers, 1892. This company, under such guarantee,

was compelled to install a conduit system to run smoothly

from the start, and by March i, 1893, the power house

and the first section of the road were finished and put in

operation. The balance was completed and the whole

road operated by April i, 1893, and was successful from

the start.

That the road gave the Rock Creek Railway Com-

pany perfect satisfaction will be seen by the following

letters, especially the one given after one year's operation

by Mr. Newlands, President of the Company, endorsing

our claims made under the guarantee,

ROCK CKKEK RAILWAY COMPANY,

1324 F Street, Northwest,

W \sFiiN'(; roN, D. C, April 27, 1893.

Love Electric Traction Coiiipaii\\ CliicciiJ^o^ III.

Gentlemkn :—Connecting with our overhead trolley

line, extending from Eighteenth Street and Boundary in

the City of Washington, six and a half miles to Chevy
Chase, we have had constructed within the city limits,

U Street from Eighteenth to Seventh, a double track line

on the Love conduit plan. The construction of this con-

duit line was commenced December 10, 1892, and on

March 3d cars were running from Eighteenth to Four-

teenth Street. The line was completed to Seventh

Street April 15, and the whole road was immediately put

in operation, and has been operated continuously since,

and, so far, this system seems to be quite as successful as

with the .wires overhead.

At Fourteenth Street a double track cable road is

crossed without difficulty. At Eighteenth and Boundary
the trolleys are changed, the underground trolley being

dropped, so as the same cars run on the two systems, the

time required for the change being but a few seconds.

This change is made at the end of a sharp curve and on

a heavy grade. The only apparent difference so far in

the running of cars on the two systems is, there seems to

be less resistance, and therefore less power required, on

the underground than on the overhead.

Yours very truly,

\\. Claude, Superintendent.

ROCK CREEK ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.MPANY,

Washington, D. C, July 26, 1893.

Love Electric Traction Company.^ IVas/iington, D. C.

Gentlemen:—In reply to your inquiry asking for

our experience in operating your system for the past five

Kctiiarks by Hon. Francis G. NczLitands before tlie Committee of the

House of Representatives for tlie District of Columbia.

Mr. Newlands: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the Rock
Creek road, as you know, is now operating. It runs from 7th and U Streets,

along U to 18th and the Boundary; then along Connecticut Avenue to the Dis-

trict line, and then heyond that, two miles, to the southern extension of the

Baltimore & Ohio road. In building that road we found that we were compelled

to use either horses or cable power or the underground electric system along U
Street, congress, lu granting tne franchise, was unwilling to allow the over-

head system within the Boundary. It was a matter of very serious considera-

tion with us; the traffic along U Street was hardly sulHclent to warrant a cable

line, and, besides that, I was satisfied that eventually the electric systems would
take the place of the cable systems throughout the country. Horse power, of

course, was not sufficiently fast, and we were forbidden the overhead system.

We were compelled, therefore, to experiment with the underground system. We
were assured by everybody who was connected with electricity that the under-

ground system would be a failure. The representatives of the very large electric

companies assured us of that fact, and the representatives of the various electric

roads throughout the country also assured us of that fact. Then the Love system

was submitted to us. They were at that time operating a road In Chicago, which

had been very Imperfectly constructed and was not worklrg satisfactorily. I

had the matter looked Into, and my experts informed me that the detects were

simply due to the mechanical construction of the road, and they thought these

defects could be remedied. So we concluded, though it Involved a great expense

—an expense of about $145,000 for a little over a mile and one-halt of double track^

Including power house and real estate—to experiment with this underground

system, feeling assured that If we made a success Congress would permit us to

afterward extend our system down to some central point by the underground

system.

We have tried the Love system now upon U Street for over a year. We have

tried It In all kinds of weather—rain and flood and snow—and It has worked to

our utmost satisfaction.
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months, I am pleased to say that I consider it a pefect

success, and from tests made by leading electrical ex-

perts and my own observation, I find I am justified in my
opinion given April 27, 1893.

Yours truly,

Herbert Claude, Superintendent.

ROCK CREEK RAILWAY COMPANY,

Office, 1324 F Street, Northwest,

Washington, D. C, February 15, 1894.

Albert G. Wheeler, Esq., General Manager Love Eleetrie

Traction Company.

Dear Sir:— I take pleasure in saying in answer to

your inquiry as to our opinion of the Love Electric Con-

duit System which has been in operation on our U
Street line, that it has given us entire satisfaction; and

our experience justifies me in saying that the claims orig-

inally made by your company are correct, viz.:

First.—It can be kept in operation 365 days in the

year with less delay than any system now in use.

Second.— It is absolutely impossible for any one to

be injured by the electric current.

Third.— It requires no skilled labor to operate it.

Fourth.—Cost of maintenance as cheap as any

known power.

Fifth.—Does not increase the cost of insurance along

the line of the road.

Operating as we have during the last year both the

overhead trolley and your conduit system, I feel fully

convinced that your system has solved the problem of a

motor power for street railroads, and the commercial ad-

vantages it has over the overhead trolley will justify the

trifling additional cost of construction.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Francis G. Newlanbs, President.

CHAPTER III.

After the completion of this road in Washington, this

company, finding it could not secure any contracts to in-

stall any complete system without giving bonds to secure

the street railway company, and to give a bond to con-

struct a conduit electric system on another company's

franchise, in case of any disagreement, afforded no proper

protection for the capital invested. An arrangement

was entered into with certain capitalists to take the

bonds of a new road if the legislation could be secured.

A bill was introduced into the Senate and the House of

Representatives for what was known as the " Washington

Traction Company," it being the purpose of this com-

pany to try and secure such franchise and to build an

electric conduit system upon a road it controlled,

and thus properly secure the capital invested. The

Washington Traction Company franchise was to include

the right to furnish power and as the trolley roads ter-

minate at the boundary of the city these cars were to en-

ter the city over the Traction Company's tracks to reach

all central points. Thus the Washington Traction Com-

pany was to install an electric conduit system, and have

connection at the boundary of the city with all the over-

head trolley lines and have their cars run. into the city

under a trackage arrangement instead of each company

having separate tracks. By doing so, it would enable this

company to install a plant, operating a large number of

cars, and settle every question as to the practicability of

an electric conduit system. The feature to build one trunk

line, to clear the cars of all the street railways, and thus

save the city from being gridironed by separate tracks

of all the lines, met with great favor, and was approved

generally by the committees of both Houses of Congress.

The Metropolitan road of Washington had their bill up

before Congress, and their road touching all central

points of the city, as well as the overhead lines at the

Boundary, Congress thought best not to permit any new

track construction, but to compromise. Legislation was

brought about, which forced this feature of all cars of the

suburban lines entering the city over one set of tracks, the

interchange of trackage with all roads carrying passen-

gers over both for one fare without change of cars, and

compelling the Metropolitan road to put in an under-

ground electric system which would permit the suburban

trolley cars to use their tracks.

While this legislation was very beneficial to the

city's interests, it was severe for the Metropolitan road,

and they were very bitter against our company, feeling

that we had interfered with their legislation. They would

not deal with us. The law was compulsory, they were

obliged to construct a conduit electric system, and they

installed their road with the improved Buda-Pesth sys-

tem built under the General Electric Company's patents.

Thus the labor of this company was lost, as far as the

installing of any new line, while the Rock Creek com-

pany, which had a separate bill in Congress for the exten-

sion into the city of their line, with our conduit, was laid

aside, because they were given an entrance over the Met-

ropolitan company's tracks.'

No other efforts had been made to secure any new

work, believing that either the Rock Creek, Washington

Traction Company, or the Metropolitan company, if

such legislation was secured, would use our system, and

there was no inclination of any other road to use an elec-

tric conduit system, except the Metropolitan Traction

Company, of New York, who required a satisfactory

guarantee. At that time we felt that we had demon-

strated the conduit electric system sufficiently, and as no

street railway could get a cable or overhead trolley

guaranteed to them we could not afford to do so on

another company's tracks, and, therefore, this company

never made any proposition to install its conduit system

for the Metropolitan Traction Company, of New York.

The General Electric Company, under a guarantee, in-

stalled the improved Buda-Pesth system.

CHAPTER IV.

The successful operation of the Washington road did

not remove the obstacles which prevented further install-

ation of this conduit system.
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This company determined it was for itsiiest interests

to thoroughly perfect its conduit system before any effort

was made to do a general business and every improve-

ment was put into practical use, so no new departure

would be looked upon as experimental. It also being

important that any company with new devices dependent

upon patents should be fully prepared to protect its in-

terests, a legal office was opened in Washington, and the

most thorough searches were made, securing all neces-

sary data to be prepared for such emergency.

This office proved, to the satisfaction of this com-

pany, that the real ownership of the Buda-Pesth system

was in the General Electric Company, and while the two

systems (see note) were separate and distinct it would be

better for the general interests of the street railways and

the General Electric and this company that there should

be some business understanding between the General

Electric and this company, which would protect the roads

using either system against patent litigation.

CHAPTER V.

April I, 1895, with two years' successful operation of

its electric conduit system, this company was prepared

to open up for a general business. It was of the utmost

importance that the organization should be under the

direction of competent and experienced business men,

and the engineering department in charge of

a most competent engineer. The headquarters of the

company was moved to New York, the engineering de-

partment placed in the hands of Major G. W. McNulty,

and the contract was taken to build the Amsterdam

Avenue extension of the Third Avenue Railroad Com-

pany in this city. A trusteeship was created through

Mr. H. L. Horton, who made a thorough examination of

the company's affairs, and the direction of the company

Note —The word system Is used by every one who lia« some device whIcLi only
represents a small part of the equipment Tor a street railway. Willi the Love
conduit or Buda Pesth it can be properly used, for they cover everything com-
plete lor a conduit electric road.

was placed in the hands of the following Board of Direc-

tors :

(jen. (t. M. Dodge.

Gen. Thos. L. James, president Lincoln National

Hank, city.

J. ICdward Simmons, president Fourth National

Hank, city.

S. Endicott Peabody, president American Loan &

Trust Company, Boston.

Samuel Carr, executor Ames estate, Boston.

H. Walter Webb, third vice-president New York

Central Railroad, city.

(t. W. McNulty, engineering director.

Albert G. Wheeler.

The policy of the company is based upon the fact

tliat it is more important to the interests of this com-

pany that its conduit system should give perfect satis-

faction than it is to the railroad companies themselves,

and where an electric conduit system was to be installed

it should be done under the specifications, plans and su-

pervision of this company, otherwise each road would

have changes made in its construction which might not

prove satisfactory, and the electric conduit be con-

demned.

The officers of this company fully realize that no

motor power has any value to a street railway company

unless it can be built and operated 365 days in the year

with the ordinary labor they have to employ, and the

whole effort of this company has been to come on the

market with such a system thoroughly developed, having

only the best officers to handle its affairs, to have an en-

gineering department consisting of the most competent

and experienced railway engineers, and to secure the

railways against any annoyance of patent litigation. It

does not propose to do any work that will not be a credit

to the street railway company which adopts it, and to

conclusively show that it not only has a successful con-

duit system, but also is competent to properly install the

same.
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'Railway Conduit EVERYTHING IN PRACTICAL

OPERA TION.

Electric Systems.

This Company is prepai'ed to submit estimates of cost and to construct and thoroughly equip either the

LOVE CONDUIT OR IMPROVED BUDA-PESTH SYSTEMS
license roads to operate under such patents and protect against costs of patent litigation. It has in its Engineering

Department the best railway, mechanical and electrical engineers.

CORRESPONDENCE SOI^ICIXED.

LOVE ELECTRIC TRACTION COMPANY,
GEN. G. M. DODGE, President.

ALBERT G. WHEELER, Vice-Pres. and Gen'l Mgr. 45 Broadway, iNew York.
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ElBRlrlscDe inslallalloiiBn
FUR

STRASSENBAHNEN, SECUNDAERBAHNEN,
UND

VOLLBAHNEN.

Melnr sis SO pro cent, der eloktrlschen Bahnsn der
NA/elt verwenden unser System.

Strassenbahnen mit unterirdischer Stromzufuehrung in dauerndem, erfolgreichen.

Betriebe in New York und Washington. Unser Dreiphasen System fuer Kraftuebertragung

auf grosse Entfernungen ermoeglicht idealen Betrieb fuer Staedte verbindende Bahnen.

Es ist im Betriebe in Amerika von Lowell nach Nashua, 25 Km., von Oregon City nach

Portland, 20 Km., und in Irland von Dublin nach Dalkley, 13 Km.

Elektrische Locomotiven bis zu 100 Tonnen Eigengewicht.

BAHNEN IN EUROPA VERWENDEN UNSER SYSTEM.

DEUTSCHLAND : Berliu, Bremen, Kemsclieid, Hamlmrg, Gotlia, Erfurt, Muenclien, Leipzig.

FKANKREICH: Lyons, Bordeaux, Koubaix, Kaincy, Rouen.

ENGl-AND: Leeds, Dublin, BristoL

BELGIEN : Bruessel, Liege. ITALIEN : Mailand, Fiorenz, Bom, \ arese.

SEKBIEN: Belgrad. SPAMEN : Oporto.

UNION ELECTRICITATS GESELLSCHAFT,

HOLLMANN STRASSE 32, BERLIN.

BRITISH TI103IS0N-H0UST0N, Limited, 35 Parliament Street, London.

Cie Fcse pour Sexploitation des procedes THOMSON-HOUSTON, 27 Rue de Londres, Paris.

Or-^l^T-El^^T^ EX-,ECT:EeiC C02n/^^^3ST-^,
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

SOHElSrEOT^DY, ]Sr. Y., XJ. S.
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INSTALLATIONS ELECTRIQUES
COMPLETES POUR

TRAMWAYS URBAIN8 ET INTERURBAIN8
ET POUR LES

CHEMINS DE FER.
PLUS DE 80 POUK CENT

DES RESEAUX ELECTRIQUES DU MONDE EMPLOIENT NOTRE SYSTEME.

TRAMWAYS ELECTRIQUES A CONDUIT SOUTERRAINE,

OPERANT AVEC SUCCES A NEW YORK ET A WASHINGTON.

Notre Systeme de Transmission d'Energie a Longue Distance

par les Courants Alternatifs Triphases rend possible un SGTVice Interurbain IdeSll.

II est employe aux Etats Unis, entre Lowell et Nashua a 25 kilometres de distance, entre

Oregon City et Portland a 20 kilometres de distance, et en Irlande entre Dublin et Dalkley

a 13 kilometres de distance.

LOCOMOTIVES ELECTRIQUES JUSQU A 100 TONNES.

R:^SEAUX en EUROPE EMPLOYANT NOTRE SYSTEME.

FRANCE: Lyons, Bordeaux, IJoiibaix, Raincy, Rouen.

ALLEMAGNE: Berlin, Bremen, Remscheid, Hamburg, Gotha, Erfurt, Munich, Leipzig.

GRANDE BRETAGIVE: Leeds, Dublin, Bristol.

ITALIE: Milan, Florence, Rome, Varese.

BELGIQUE: Bruxelles, Liege. SERBIE: Belgrade. ESPAGNE: Oporto.

COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE POUR L'EXPLOITATION DES PROCEDES

THOMSON-HOUSTON,
UNION ELECTRICITATS GESELLSCHAFT, 32 Hollmann Strasse, Berlin.

BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON, Limited, 35 Parliament Street, London.

G-EIITEI^^L ELECTRIC COMDP.A.]Sr^
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

SOHJENEOT AD Y. N . Y.
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BEARinMIND
the changeable

Electric Headli^^
Is bound to become the Standard.

WHY?
Hti lip M'illi the llmfs unci order a Niimpio lo try, il ivlll plciise yoa.

THE CHANGEABLE ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

General Western Agents, Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago. Ill
Eastern Agents, Rodgers & Baldwin, 136 Liberty St., New York.

Because it is tlie Best.

GOES ON THE DASH.
Our Catalogue Tells You.

Graphite Curve Grease
Is the best Lubricant made.
For curves and tracks, price

in barrel, 3c lb

BADGER MOTOR
GREASE.

Highest grade for

motor bearing-i.

Compression
Grense Cup.
200,000 in
^ use.

Cylinder and Dynamo Oils.

_
Diamond Soap Stock,
For cleaning greasy floors.

3IANUFACTUKED BY

WADHAMS OIL & GREASE CO.,

Send for Catalogue. MILWAUKEE. WIS.

THE IMPROVED

FISHKILL CORLISS ENGINE

High Economy, Close Regulation, Noiseless Operation.

FISHKILL LANDING MACHINE CO..
FISHKIIX-ON-TIIE-HIJDSON, N. Y.

KoBT. J. Halgin, Pres. W. F. Saob, Vlce-Pres. Jas. L. Tbu-bb, SeCy.

Cheap But Good
Switchboard Instruments.

Highest Accuracy.

Least

Consumption of

Energy.

Round Pattern Railway Feeder Ammeters to 1,200 nmp. Round
Pattern Station Voltmeters. Illuminated Dial Station Volt-

meters and Ammeters. Portable Standard Volt-

meters, Ammeters and Wattmeters.

Recognized as THE STANDARD Througbout tlie Civilized World.

Profusely Illustrated Catalogue Mailed Free
It ttila papei is mentioned.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
I I4-I20 William St., Newarit, N. J.

THE ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER CO.

Hard Drawn Copper Trolley Wire,
Hard Drawn Copper Bus Bars,

Hard Drawn Commutator Bars.

A. B, C Weather-proof Line Wire,
Fire-Proof or Underwriters Line

Wire,
Round, Flat and Square Field and

Armature Wires,
Railway Soldering Coppers,
Commutator Brush Copper,

MAKERS OF Hot and Cold Rolled Sheet Copper,
Brass and Copper Tubing,

Cowles' Patented Fire-Proof and
Weatherproof Line Wire,

Flexible Cables,

Heavy Cables, Bare or Insulated
for Electric Railways,

'

Tobin Bronze,

Sheet Brass and Brass Wire.

Office, 19 & 21 CLIFF ST., NEW YORK. Factories. ANSONIA, CONN.

Four Baldwin IjiOCOmotives^ Cylinders 15 in. x

2 2 in. Thirty COSLCheS^ closed and open, 15 bench seating

capacity, 75 passengers, standard gauge. Good condition, prices very

low. Address,

H. M. LITTELL, Pres't, Atlantic Avenue R. R. Co.,

Brooklyn, New York.
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HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK. MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Directory of Street Railway Associations.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President, H. M. Littell, Brooklyn, N. Y.; First Vice-President,

G. C. CuNiNGHAM, Montreal, Can.; Second Vice-President, Wm. H.
Jackson, Nashville, Tenn.; Third Vice-President, J. Willard Mor-
gan, Camden, N. J.; Secretary and Treasurer, T. C. Penington,
Chicago, 111. Executive Committee: Joel Hurt, Atlanta, Ga.; Pren-
tiss Cummings, Boston, Mass.; C. G. Goodrich, St. Paul, Minn.;
A. Markle, Hazleton, Pa.; W. F. Kelly, Columbus, O.

Next meeting, St. Louis, third Tuesday in October, 1896.

NEW YORK STATE STREET RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION.

President, G. Tracy Rogers, Binghamton; First Vice-Presi-

dent, W. W. Cole, Elmira; Second Vice-President, J. H. Moefitt,
Syracuse; Secretary and Treasurer, Benjamin Frick, Brooklyn.
Executive Committee: H. H. Vreeland, New York City; John W.
McNamara, Albany; H. M. Watson, Buffalo.

Next regular meeting, Binghamton, second Tuesday in Sep-
tember, 1896

OHIO STATE TRAMWAY ASSOCIATION.
W. F. Kelly, Columbus, President: Reid Carpenter, Mans-

field, Vice-President; J. B. Hanna, Cleveland, Secretary and Treas-
urer; W. A. Lynch, Mansfield, Chairman Executive Committee.

Next meeting, Mansfield, fourth Wednesday in September, i8g6.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE STREET RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION

President, B. F. Meyers, Wilkesbarre; First Vice-President,
John Lloyd, Altoona; Second Vice-President, Robt. E. Wright,
Allentown; Secretary, S. P. Light, Lebanon; Treasurer, W. H.
Lanius, York. Executive Committee: John A. Rigg, Reading; B. F.

Meyers, Harrisburg; S. P. Light, Lebanon; Alvin Markle, Hazle-
ton; John F. Ostrom, Steelton.

Next meeting, Altoona, first Wednesday in September, i8g6.

THE MAINE STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President, W. R. Wood, Portland; Secretary and Treasurer,

E. A. Newman, Portland. Executive Committee: W. R. Wood,
Portland; H. Twitchell, Bath; A. F. Ger.\ld, Waterville; J. Haynes,
Augusta; G. E. Macomber, Rockland; E. H. Banks, Biddeford; E. K.
Day, Sanford; F. N. Laughton, Bangor; F. W. Dana, Lewiston.

Next meeting, February, i8g6.

THE TEXAS STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President, W. H. Sinclair, Galveston; Vice-President, C. A.Mc-

KiNNEY, Houston; Secretary and Treasurer, C. L. Wakefield, Dal-
las. Directory: The officers and W. H. Weiss, San Antonio, and Geo.
B. Hendricks, Fort Worth.

Next meeting, Galveston, third Wednesday in March, i8g6.

THE STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION OF NEW
JERSEY.

President, David Young, Newark; Vice-President, G. G. Brown-
ing, Camden; Secretary and Treasurer, William B. Price, New
Brunswick.

Meetings are held each month.

ElST^BHilS^ED ia'7'3.

Thiel's Detective Service.
OFFICES.

St. Louis, Mo., Odd Fellows Building. Chicago, "TheTemple."
New York, Fulton Building. Kansas City, Mo., Masonic. Building.
St. Paul, Minn., Germanla Life Bldg. Denver. Colo., Mining Exchange Bldg.

Portland, Ore., Cbamber of uommerce Bunding.

STREET RAILWAYS CHECKED OR MANNED.
Skilled employes for any railway position,

BEST SERVICE. REASONABLE CHARGF8. REFERENCES
TO 800 CORPORATIONS.

MASSACHUSETTS STATE STREET RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION.

President, John H. Cunningham, of Boston; First Vice-Presi-
dent, Amos F. Breed, of Lynn; Second Vice-President, Frank S.

Stevens, of Fall River; Third Vice-President, John R. Graham, of
Quincy; Secretary, Charles S. Clark, of Boston; Treasurer, W. F.

Pope, of Boston. Executive Committee: Alfred A. Glazier, of

Boston, Chairman; P. F. SuLLiVAN, of Lowell; E. C. Foster, of

Lynn; Preniiss Cummings, of Boston; Chas. Odell, of Salem; E.
P. Shaw, of Newburyport; R. F. Goff, of Fall River; Charles C.
Pratt, of Worcester, and the President and Vice-Presidents.

Meetings are held every month.

CONNECTICUT STATE STREET RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION.

President, H. H. Wood, Derby; Vice-President, H. S. Parmelee,
New Haven; Secretary, R. A. Fosdick, Stamford; Treasurer, E. S,

Goodrich, Hartford. Executive Committee, A. M. Young, Water-
bury; G. A. W. Dodge and L A. Kelsey, New Haven.

Next meeting. New Haven, third Wednesday in October, 1896.

MICHIGAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President, W. L. Jenks, Port Huron; Vice-President, W. Worth

Bean, St. Joseph; Secretary and Treasurer, B. S. Hanchett, Grand
Rapids. Executive Committee, Officers of the Association and
David H. Jerome, Saginaw, and Strathearn Hendrie, Detroit.

Next meeting. Grand Rapids, first Wednesday in December 1896.

THE CALIFORNIA STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President Chas. F Crocker, San Francisco; Vice-President, S.

B. McLenegan, San Francisco; Secretary and Treasurer, J. E. Mor-
ris, Oakland. Executive Committee: E. P. Vining, San Francisco;
F. W. Wood, Los Angeles; Wheeler, Oakland.

ELEPHANT BRAND. PHOSPHOR BRONZE.

Pittsburgh Steel Hollow-Ware Go.

Office, 43 Federal St., Allegheny, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOR STREET CARS, STEAM ROADS AND
STEAMSHIPS, YACHTS ETC.

SEAMLESS STRUCTURAL CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

Rolled Steel Gongs.

Foot Gongs and At-

tachments for

Street R. R.

Cars.

The Most Dura-

ble Gong
Made.

p. O. BOX 246. WORKS, riSIto 738 HANOVER ST.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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THE "CLARK" WIRE
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, /Erial,

Underg^round, or Submarine.

In a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he states

;

"A THOROUGHLY RELIABLE AND DESIRABLE WIRE IN EVERY RESPECT."

The Rubber used in insulating our Wires

and Cables Is especially chemically Prepar-

ed, and Is Guaranteed to be waterproof,

and win not deteriorate, oxidize, or crack,

and will remain flexible In extreme cold

weather, and is not affected by heat. The In-

sulation Is protected from mechanical injury

by one or more braids, and the whole slicked

with Clark's Patent Compound, and Special

Kxtra finish, which we have now adopted for

all our solid wires as an Extra Weatherproof

Protection, and also Preventing Chafing and

Abrasion, which Is Water, Acid, and to a

very great extent, Fireproof. Our insulation

win prove durable when all others fall. We
are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all

Gauges and Diameter of Insulation for Tele-

grraph and Electric Lights from
stock. Cables made to order. We
are now prepared to furnish our

Clark Wire with a white outside

finish for celling cleat work as

well as our Standard Color.

For Railway and Motor

Use, We Make All Sizes of

Stranded and Flexible Wire

and Gables with Clark's In-

sulation.

WE GUARANTEE OUR INSUIxA-

TION WHEREVER USED, iERIAI-,

UNDERGROUND, OR SUBMARINE.

and our net prices are as low, if

not lower than any other First-

class insulated Wire.

We shall be pleased to mall

Catalogues with Terms and Dis-

counts for Quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 and 63 Hampshire St., Boston, Mass.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen. Manager. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

g E. SAXTON,

Cable and Electric

Railway Contractor,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Loaded for Base Ball. SEVENTH ST. CABLE RAILWAY, Washington, D. C.

CABLE RAILWAYS BUILT BY E. SAXTON.
Grand Avenue and 15th Street Line
Grand Avenue and Westport Line
Holmes Street Line . - . -

The Loop Line
Seventh Street Line . - - -

Eleventh and Thirteenth Streets Line
Navy Yard and Georgetown Line -

Fourteenth Street Line
Blue Line,
N. T. Ave. and H Street Line

for Grand Avenue Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo.
" Grand Avenue Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo.
" Holmes Street Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo.
" Metropolitan Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo.
" Washington & Georgetown R. R. Co., Washington, D. C.
" Taooma R'y and Motor Co., Tacoma, State of Washington.

Washington & Georgetown R. R. Co., Washington, D. C.
" Washington & Georgetown R. R. Co., Washington, D. C.
" Baltimore City Passenger R. R. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Columbia Railway Co , Washington, D. C.

Underground Electric Railway.—Ninth street Line for Metropolitan R. R. Co., Washington, D. C.

NOW UNOEK CO]NTK,A.CT.
East and West (Main) Line of the Metropolitan R. R. Co., Washington, D. C. (Underground Electric).

Washington Division of the Washing^ton, Alexandria & Mt. Vernon Ry. (Underground Electric).
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SPECIAL NOTICES.
POSITIONS WANTED.

"POSITION WANTED.—As general manager or superintendent of an electric

cable or horse road. Have been a superintendent for a number ot years

of an electric railway in Massachusetts, and can furnish the best of references

from the President and Directors of that company. Address, X. Y. Z., Street

Railway Journal.

^POSITION WANTED. -A master car buUder, with an extensive experience in

steam and street car work, and thoroughly posted In modern shop man-
agement and practice, desires a position with a street railway company as

superintendent of car construction, maintenance and operation. Address "X,"

care Street Railway Journal.

"POSITION WANTED.—To take charge of power station, electrically and
mechanically. Have very best references and give satisfaction as to ability

In this direction through correspondence. Address, CURTICE, care of Street

Railway Journal,

WANTED—A man who has a prctlcal knowledge of electricity and track

construction to act as superintendent of an electric railway In a western

city. Address, THE MARK RAILWAY EQUIPEMENT COMPANY, 636 7 & 8

Monadnock, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE.

"IJIOR SALE.—A lot of two and one horse Street Railway Cars. These cars are
-'^ as good as new, and were taken off only to substitute larger ones. Will be

sold cheap for cash. An Inspection invited. Metropolitan Railroad Co.

Washington, D. C.

CARS FOR SALE,
EIGHT 16 Ft. GARS, No. I PALAGE FINISH,

WITH TRUCKS, SCRAPERS, SAND BOXES, ETC.
ETC., COMPLETE.

Address, M. J. A., Care STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL..

'y^anted,
Clean Copies of the

Street Railway Journal for

I^^E^BRtJAieY, 1895,

For which we will pay 50 centS each.

Street Railway Publishing Co., Havemever BIdg., New York.

A Sample Set (6^1™™ Free

RAYMOND MFG. GO.

To any Street Railway Com-
pany to demonstrate the su-
perior quality of our springs.
Write us

.

GORRY, PA

Manufacturers of High Grade Coil Wire Springs for all Purposes.

STEEL

mimi

From 1 to 40,000 Pounds Weig^ht

Of Open Hearth, Chkster or
Bessemer Steel,

True to Pattern. Sound. Solid.

Gearing of All Kinds, Cranio Shafts,
Knuclcles for Car Couplers.

Cross-Heads, Rock.ers. Piston-Heads,
Eto., fob Locohotiyes.

Steel Castings of Every Description.

CHESTER STEEL CASTIKS CO.

Works.—Chester, Pa. Office :—407 Library St., Philadelphia, Pa.

We Supply Electrical Railways extensively with our high
grade XXX Genuine Babbitt, unexcelled for High Speed work.
Once tried, always used. Send for illustrated Catalogue on the
Alloys of Babbitt Metals. We also Supply best grades of Cotton
Waste and Solder.

We purchase any quantity of Scrap Copper Wire for cash
which we reduce in ingots. Write for prices.

SWARTS' METAL REFINING CO.
Office and Works : 1 20 and 1 22 W. Lake St.

THE YOUNG LOCK NUT COMPANY,
160 Broadway, New York City.

The Young Gravity Lock Nut, Teck Rail Bond,
Trolley Poles and Brackets, Relaying Rails, Bolts, Spikes,
Ties and all Track or Line Supplies and Tools,
Equipment.

Have you Tried Our New

HIGH SPED SWITCH?
H. J. WIGHTMAN & CO.,

SCRANTON, PENNA.

A VALUABLE BOOK.
STREET RKIL-WKYS;

Their Construction, Ooeration and Maintenance.

Street Railway Publishing Co., Havemeyer BIdg., New York.

Cars. Rails, Castings, Railway Tickets and Stationery.

8 Closed Suburban Cars (Brill); 26 feet;
used 2 years.

4 Combination Passenger and Baggage
Suburban cars (Brill); used 2 years.

8 Open Suburban Cars (Brill); 15 bench,
reversible ; used 2 years.

15 16-foot closed cars (Stephenson). 6
i2-foot closed cars (Stephenson).

Several Baldwin & Porter Dummies and
Locomotives, 9 ins. x 11 ins. to 16 ins. x 22 ins. Cylinders.

2 Locomotives and 4 Coaches, narrow
gauge, 3 foot.

Same can be painted and lettered before shipment, if desired, and
the cars remodeled for use as motor cars at the actual cost to us of

the work.

Can offer any part of the above at VERY LOW FIGURES with

full specifications and photographs on application to

MARTIN & BRECKINRIDGE,
Correspondence Solicited. 26 Cortlandt St.. New York.

FREE
A Scientific and Practical

Pamphlet on Lubrication is

sent free to all who wish it.

It contains interesting and
valuable information.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO,,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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WILL BE SOLD on Wednesday, March iith, 1896, at 2 p. m., at the Power

House of the company in the city of San Diego, California, to the highest bidder. For full

particulars write for descriptive circular, or call at the office of the company. The property

to be sold consists of the franchise, roadway and all the real and personal property. The
ROADWAY is over five miles in length, cable construction, all concrete, iron and steel and paved

between the tracks with asphalt. The power and car house is a brick building 100 x 200 feet.

The machinery consists of two Wetherell engines 400 H. P., four flue poilers icq H. P.

each. Heaters, pumps, pipmg and shafting complete, and all in first-class condition. Ten

large combination cars good as new, four open cars in fair condition. Large four-story

frame dwelling of 32 rooms adjoining power house, the lot on which they are erected being

300 X 200 feet.

At the north end of the line is the company's magnificent park and pavilion on the

ridge of Mission Valley, 500 feet above the ocean, giving a grand view of the surrounding

country ; the Old Mission erected in 1769, the Pacific Ocean, and the Cuyamaca Mountains

fifty miles distant, and is noted as one of the finest all-year-round resorts in Southern Cal-

ifornia. Be sure and write for illustrated circular. Address,

SAN DIEGO CABLE RAILWAY,
Box 498, San Diego, California.

If You Desire to

Purchase

Street Railway Equipment of any kind

—

whether track or line material, rolling

stock or power station machinery or sup-

plies—the quickest and cheapest way to

get estimates is to write to us and we

will publish the inquiry without charge

in our

DAILY BULLETIN ^

which is mailed each day to over 300

manufacturers, supply dealers and con-

tractors in all parts of the country.

Sample copy mailed upon application.

Street Railway

Publishing Co.,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK —

Yy/^hen Ordering:

From firms whose names appear in

the Street Railway Journal our

friends will confer a favor on our

advertisers and ourselves by men-

tioning this paper.

Very respectfully.

Street Railway Publishing Company.
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Strassenbalin Luftbremsen fur Export.

Es diirfte Ihnen nicht entgangen sein, wie sorgfaltig wir das Exportgeschaft cultiviren. Unser

Geschaftsfiihrer, Herr Wessels, hatte das Vergniigen, einige unserer deutschen Freunde im vorigen

Sommer zu treffen. Sein leider zu kurzer Aiifenthalt in Deutschland hat trotz dem gute Fruchte

getragen, da er Gelegenheit hatte, Ihre besonderen Anforderungen und Wiinsche kennen zu lernen.

Zu seiner Freude fand er, dass die meisten von Ihnen Luftbremsen fiir nothwendig halten.

Einige bewiesen es durch Beitellung rmserer Luftbremsen.

Seit seiner Riickkehr, haben wir Bremsausriistungen fur Motor-und-Anhangewagen nach Deutsch-

land, Belgien und der Schweiz geschickt. Weitere Sendungen sind in Arbeit.

Wir sind erfreut, Ihnen eine Luftbremse Hefern zu Konnen, die nicht ein wissenschaftliches

Spielzeug sondern eine durchaus praktisclie Maschine ist.

Wir Kennen Ihren Werth, denn wir haben sie von alien erdenklichen Gesichtspunkten aus

studiert. Wir haben vertrauen in sie, und deshalb annonciren wir sie. Sie hat keine ubertiinchte

Fehler und hat uns in Augenblicke der Gefahr nie im Stich gelassen.

In Ihrem eigenen Interesse, hoffen wir, werden Sie alle Bremse studiren, mechanische, elek-

trische unci Luftbremsen, unsere mit alien anderen vergleichen und sie dann einer Probe unter-

werfen.

Binden Sie sich nicht an den Kauf irgend einer Bremse bevor Sie erkannt haben, welche

Dienste unsere Bremse Ihnen leisten kann.

Sie nimmt dem Bremsproblem seine Schrecken, schutzt Leben, verhiitet Unfalle und Schaden-

ersatz und erlaubt dem Inspector ruhig zu schlafen.

Wo Anhangewagen gebraucht werden erspart sie die Bremser auf denselben und diese Erspar-

niss allein wird bald die Ausriistung \\\x&x ganzen Bahn mit Luftbremsen bezahlen.

Unsere Erfahrungen und grossen Ausgaben in der Vervollkommnung unseres Systemes werden

hoffentlich nicht ohne Eindruck auf Sie bleiben.

Der Preis der gewohnlichen Luftbremse frei export Dampfer ist sehr gering. Blaudrucke,

Katalogvie, Photographien und Kostenanschlage werden wir Ihnen auf Wunsch gern zusenden.

Unser System kann an alien Strassen Bahn Wagen angebracht werden, wie auch immer der

Wagen-kasten, das Untergestell oder der Motor beschaffen sein mag, und an Seilbahn, Zahnrad-

Waaren und Hebebriicken.

Unsere Telegraphen addresse is " Airbrake, New York."

THE STANDARD AIR-BRAKE CO.

35 WALL STREET,
NEW YORK, U. S. A.

P. S.—Vergessen sie bitte nicht, dass wir de ersten waren, die brauchbare Strassenbahn Luft-

bremsen in den handel brack ten.
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pREINS A y^lR=^OMPRIME
POUR TRAMWAYS.

VoLis avez probablement reinarque que nous donnons beaucoup d'attention a nos affaires etran-

geres. Notre directeur M. Wessels a eu dernierement le plaisir de rencontrer plusieurs de nos amis

en Europe. Sa trop courte visite a eu de bons resultats. II a saisi I'occasion d'etudier les con-

ditions et se familiariser avec vos demandes.

II a ete content de trouver que pour la plupart, vous admettiez la Jiecessitd des /reins a air.

Ce fait se trouve confirme par les commandes nombreuses que nous avons recues por nos freins a

air. Depuis son retour nous avous expedie de nos freins pour les voitures automobiles et les

voitures remorquees en Belgique, La Suisse et en Allemagne. Nous en preparons maintenant meme
d'autres expeditions.

Nous sommes bien contents de pouvoir vous fournir un frein qui n'est pas un simple jouet, mais

un appareil d'une valeur pratique incontestable.

Nous connaissons bien sa valeur car nous I'avons etudie de tous les points de vue ! Nous y
avons confiance, par consequent, nous le ferons le sujet de cette annonce. Jamais nos freins a air

ont failli : ils ont toujours repondu a I'appel aux moments critiques.

Nous avous I'espoir que dans voire propre intcrct, vous consentirez a etudier avec soin tous les

freins qui vous seront offerts, soit freins mecaniques, freins electriques ou freins a air coinprimc.

Comparez le notre avec tous les autres ! Et puis mettez-le a I'epreuve.

Ne promettez pas d'acheter de freins avant d'avoir appris en quoi celui que nous vous offrons

peut vous servir !

La question de I'arret des tramways sera prive de tous ses inconvenients par son emploi.

L'usage de notre frein a air signifie la securite du publique et I'empechement des accidents. Done,

pas de dommages interets !

II vous economisera force ecus en economisant la main d'oeuvre sur les remorquees. Cette

economie vous remboursera, sous peu, la depense de installation des freins a air sur toutes vos

voitures.

Notre experience et I'argent que nous avons depense en perfectionnant notre frein doit vous

signifier beaucoup.

Le prix de nos freins a air Standard, en cale, est tres modere. Nous expedierons volontiers

sur demande dessins, catalogues ou photographies.

Notre system de freins a air comprime peut s'appliquer a toutes especes de voitures de tram-

ways, n'importe le true, la caisse ou le moteur employe—aux voitures funiculaires ou de chemins de

fer a cremaillere ou a de ponts tournants et a levis.

Notre addresse telegraphique est " Airbrake, New York."

^be Standard ^ip-|^pa^e Qompani;,

35 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, ETAT8 UNIS.

(Priere de se rappeler que nous sommes les premiers au monde d' introduire un frein a air com-

prime pratique pour les tramways.)
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.^^.^WATE-R TUBE BOILE-R.
SAFE, EFFICIENT, DURABLE.

350,000 H. P. IN USE.

INrERIORlOPJBOILER ROOM, DETROIT RAILWAY, SHOWINC'STIRLINClBOILERS.

wn^r OUR F-RiEixr^s 01^ ujsj.
" I would order a Stirling in preference to any water tube boiler in the market."

—

John J. Soipheud, Cleveland, O.

" You certainly can make no mistake in purchasing the Stirling boilers."—Jamestown St. Ry. Co., Jamestown, N Y.
• Ultimately we expect to use your boiler only, as we consider there are none better.''

—

Philip D. Armour, Chicago.

" Should we want more power, we should certainly put in the Stirling."

—

Ernst & Company, New Orleans.

" We cannot say too much in favor of the Sterling, as we have found it even more than represented."

—

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.

" We think the Stirling boiler is the best boiler in use to-day, as well as the safest."—Hkffner & Co., Circleville, Ohio.

" We unhesitatingly recommend the Stirling boiler."

—

Maltase Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

" After using the Stirling over a year, I can say that I would use no other."

—

Adrianoe, Platt & Co
,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

" The Stirling boiler has given entire satisfaction in every respect."

—

Imperial Insurance Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

" They have proved to be excellent in all respects."

—

S.^fety Insulated Wire & Cable Co., New York, N. Y.
" Your boiler is doing its work most satisfactorily."

—

Blaokstone M'f'g. Co., Blackstone, Mass.

" We could not withhold a testimonial to its merits if we would."

—

John F. Betz & Son., Philadelphia, Pa.

" We think it the best boiler in the market."

—

Bradford Wooden Ware & Enameling Co., Bradford, Pa.

" They are good steamers and economical in the use of fuel, and do all that you claimed for them.''—Defianok Box Co
,
Toledo, O.

"Your boiler installed three years ago is giving the best of satisfaction, and we have not spent one cent for repairs."

—

Esoanaba

Lighting Co., Escanaba, Mich.

" They are the greatest steamers we ever saw."—J. G. Mattingly Co., Louisville, Ky.
" All the claims made for the boiler have been sustained."—J. A. Cooper, Denver, Col.

" We recommend them highly "

—

Amkrioan Cereal Co., Akron, Ohio.

"It is the most economical boiler and easiest to handle of any now in use.—F. Gray Co., Piqua, Ohio.

" We consider it one of the most reliable and satisfactory boilers we have ever had in our plant."

—

Consolidated Steel & Wire Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
" We believe that you have decidedly the best water tube boiler that is now made."

—

Nokdykk & Maemon, Indianapolis, Ind.

" We would not know how to get along without it if we could not replace it with another of the same kind."

—

Emerson, Taloott & Co.,

Bockford, 111.

" If we were called upon to increase our power, we should certainly order the Stirling."

—

Grand Fork Gas & Eleoteio Co., Grand

Forks, N. D.
" Your boiler installed three years ago gives good satisfaction."

—

Hamburg Riob Mfg. Co.. Hamburg, la.
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In Preparing this New Catalogue

we have been mindful of the needs of

all our customers, and our sole aim has

been to publish that which would prove

helpful and serviceable to all who pur-

chase electrical material of any kind.

Our friends kindly say that we have

not only achieved this purpose, but de-

scribe it as the " largest, handsomest

and most complete electrical supply cat-

alogue ever issued," " an encyclopedia

of all other catalogues," "a reference

book of everything electrical."

SEND A SMALL ORDER AND RE-

CEIVE A COPY.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

186-188 FIFFH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

WESTERH ELECTHIC COmPflNY
A full line of Electric Railway Supplies

carried in New York City,

Gears, Pinions,

Line Material
And General Electric SUPPLY and REPAIR PARTS.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
New York. Chicago.
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STRiEET RAlLWAY G NTRACT R

S

pEPPER & REGISTER,
General Contractors.

Electric Street Railways a specialty

1414 South Penn Square, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHETHURST & ALLEN, Io^^.T^'^^:
Electrical Engineers and Contractors,

Complete Electric Light and Power Installations. Electric Railway Work
A Specialty.

Betz Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Long Distance Telephone Connection No. 3931.

gHEAFF & JAASTAD,

ENGINEERS,

8s WATER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

^Y^ARDWELL BROTHERS,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY BUILDERS
AND MANAGERS,

DANBURY, CONN.

J. D.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

Contractor and Builder of Street Railways.

^WM. I*. CRi^IO,

OENERAL CONTRACTOR,
Grading, Paving, Sewer Building, Curb and Gutter Flagging, etc.

STREET RAILWAY BUILDING A SPECIALTY.

Material Furnished. Estimates Given. 35 Tears' Practical Experience,

Office and Residence : 22 Burnet St., East Orange, N. J.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR.
Railroad Work, PaTing, Grading;, Masonry, Builder

and Pile Driving.

STREET RAILWAY WORK A SPECIALTY.
Estimates Furnished on Application.

Have constructed 150 miles or Electric and 17 miles of Cable Road Track Work.

1007 FORBES STREET, PITTSBURGH, PA.

J. R. STIHI.IITG ^ CO.,

General Contractors,

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.

Particular attention paid to Michigan and adjacent territory.

Estimates Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

Peninsula Bank Bldg., DETROIT, MICH.

COlVTRACTOIt
For tbe Construction of Street Railways Operated by Horse or

Mechanical Power. Girder Rail Construction a Specialty.

Twenty-flve Vears' Experience In Railroad Building.

MATERIA!, BURNISHED. ESTIMATES GIVEN. CURVES
AND SWITCHES LAID AT SHORT NOTICE.

Office and Residence, 487 Monroe St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

X /I 1 IjIII 1 Oi Trade Marks—Designs—Copyrights.

CAN YOU OBTAIN A PATENT? feXT'ilaTX^k^il^Zt
and advise you promptly. Fees moderate In all Patent matters, and a Patent
obtained in shortest possible time.

All Patents taken out through me are given special notice In the leading
Journals of the country, thus bringing same widely before the public without
cost to Inventor.

Rep.: D. N. Morgan, U. S. Treasurer; John Goode, ex-Sollcltor Gen'l U. S.;

Capt. L. 0. Parker, U. S. A. ; A. B. Duvall, Dlst. Atty. tor District of Columbia.

CnUU C nilUAII ID Loan and Trust Bldg.,

LUiI. U. UUiALL, J n., Solicitor of Patents. Washington, B. C.

Xhe Providence Car pender.
This Car Fender is now in constant use

on more than One Thousand Electric Cars.
Since Oct. i, 1894, when it was first ap-
plied, it has rescued Forty=six persons
that were in danger of being run over.

These forty-six persons include both sexes
and ages from four to sixty-five.

The rescuing was done at various speeds
up to the highest, and, in several instances,
on very rough and imperfect road surfaces.
Four of the rescued persons were in-

jured, but none of them seriously. The
remaining forty-two were unharmed.
Not a bone has been broken or a person

killed in a front accident by cars equipped
with the Providence Fender.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Consolidated Car Fender

Company,

—

i8i Canal St.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

i
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BDNSULTINB ENGINEERS
^DAHS, ALTON D.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
Designs, plans, speclDcatlons, testa.

P. O. BOX 1377, BOSTON, MASS.

DAVIS, LEWIS K.,

Consulting Engineer,
V Power Plants and Electric Street Railways. Plans, speclflcatlons and

estimates prepared. Examinations made and work superintended.

66 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CniTH, THOS G., Jr., M. E.
^"^ Mem. Amer. Soc. Mec. Eng.

Consulting and Supervising Engineer.
Blectrlc Railway, Light and Power Plants. Equipment or Buildings.

U Hammond Building, CINCINNATI, O.

C. O. TV^KILL-OUX.
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

NO. 45 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, ESTIMATES.

CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISED,
UNDER ANY OB ALL SYSTE3IS.

ONLY $20 ONLY

BIG FOUR MILEAGE!
Accepted for Passage by

DIFFERENT TRANSPORTATION
COMPANIES. 36

Covering a total mileage of over twelve thousand miles.

Be sure and buy a "Big Four" Ticket. You will save time and money.
The following "Transportation Companies" will accept "Big Four MUeage :

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, (tor

through passage between Indian-
apolis and Louisville)

.

Chesapeake & Ohio (tor through pass-
age between Cincinnati and Wash-
ington, D. C).

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, (bet. Dan-
ville and Chicago).

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
Cincinnati, Jackson & Mackinaw.
Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern.
Cleveland, Canton & Southern.
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling.
Cleveland & Buffalo Transit Co.
Columbus, HocKlng Valley & Toledo.
Columbus, Sandusky & Hocking.
Dayton A Onion.
Detroit & Cleveland Steam Navigation
Co.

EvansvUle & Terre Haute.
Goodrich Line Steamers.
Illinois Central, (between Kankakee
and Chicago).

Indiana, Decatur & Western.
Louisville & Nashville (for through
passage between Cincinnati and
Louisville).

LoulsvlUe, Evansyllle <!t St. Louis Con-
solidated.

Louisville, New Albany & Chicago.
New York, Chicago <fe St. Louis.
Peoria, Decatur & EvansvlUe.
Peoria & Pekln Union.
St. Ix)uls, Alton & Terre Haute.
St. Louis Terminal Railway.
Toledo & Ohio Central.
Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City.
Wheeling & Lake Erie.

OMNIBUS AND TRANSFER COMPANIES:
Cleveland Transfer Co.
Cincinnati Railroad Omnibus Line.
Columbus (O.) Transfer.
Dayton Transfer Co.

K. o. Mccormick,
Passenger Traffic Manager.

BIG FOUR ROUTE,
Cincinnati.

Frank Bird's Translor Co. (Indianapolis)
Parmelee Transfer Co. (Chicago).
Venneman's City Transfer Co. (Evans-

vlUe).

D. B. MARTIN,
Gen'l Pass. 6t Ticliet Agt.

THE

, MILWAUKEE I ST, PIUL RV.

Owns and operates 6,168 miles of thoroughly equipped
road in the States of Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Missouri, Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota
and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

\m\-m IN \\m mmv
It is foremost in adopting every possible appliance for

the safety and comfort of passengers, including an
Absolute Block System, Westinghouse Train Signals,

Steam Heat, Electric Light, Vestibuled and Com-
partment Cars, etc.

FOR FvaraER informatton address
GEORGE H. HEAFFORD,

General Fasaenger Agent, CHICAOO, ILL.

VAIL, J.H., Member A. S. M. E.- -A. I. E. E.

Consulting and Supervising Engineer,
LiKhtiug-, Itailway, Powor Transmission.
Specillcutious, Plau.s, Estimates, Tests, Reports.

Office,^39tORTLANDTjST., ». i«i NEW 1Y0RKTCITY

.

J. H. BIGKFORD,
Consulting: and Constructing: Engineer.

Electric Railways, Power and
Lighting Plants.

RECENT WORK—North Shore Traction Co., Salem, Mass.. Lynn &
Boston R. R. Co., Lynn, Mass., Scranton Traction Co., Scranton, Pa , Reading
Traction Co., Reading, Pa., Stelnway Railway Co., Long Island City, N. Y.,
Metropolitan Electric Co., Reading, Pa., Electric Illuminating & Power Co.,
Long Island City, N. Y., Manchester St. Ry. Co., Manchester, N. H.

NEAI. BLOCK, - - SALEM, MASS.

CALIFORNIA IN 3 DAYS
Without change of cars. All meals served in dining
cars. Palace drawing room sleeping cars and tourist sleep-

ers are run through to San Francisco and Los Angeles
without change, leaving Chicago daily via

The NORTH-WESTERN LINE
Through Tourist Sleeping Cars Chicago to California daily

and PERSONALLY CONDUCTED EXCURSIONS
every Thursday. Variable route tourist tickets at

VERY LOW RATES.
Detailed information and descriptive pamphlets will be

mailed free on application to W. B. KNISKERN, Gen-
eral Passenger and Ticket Agent, Chicago. Agents of

connecting lines sell tickets via the

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN R'Y.

Western New York k Pennsylvania

IJ V II ,!{<> V 1> CO.
The Short and Popular Route from Buffalo to Oleau, Bradford,

Dunkirk, MayviUe, Titusville, Oil City, Pittsburgh, Phlla-

deiphla, Baltimore, Washington and the South,

THE ONLiY LINE RUNNING SOLID TRAINS WITH PULL-
MAN BUFFET AND SLEEPING CARS DAILY

BETWEEN BUFFALO, OIL CITY
AND PITTSBURGH.

Oen'l Office, 84 Exchange St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Trains Leave N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Depol.

R. BKLL,
General Superintendent.

J. A, FELLOWS,
General Passenger Agent.

TEXAS, MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA.

THE WABASH RAILROAD.
In connection with the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway,

Texas & Pacific Railway, International & Great Northern Railroad,

and Southern Pacific Railway, known as the ONLY TRUE SOUTH-
ERN ROUTE, has placed in service a Through First-Class Sleeping

Car and Tourist Sleeping Car, leaving Chicago daily at 10:50 A.M., via

St. Louis to Little Rock, Malvern (Hot Springs), Austin, San Antonio,

Laredo (where a direct connection is made with through Sleeping Car

for the City of Mexico), El Paso, Los Angeles and San Francisco. This

is the only line from Chicago which can offer this excellent service.

Call or write to any ticket agent of the Wabash or connecting lines for

printed matter showing time, route, rates, description of cars, etc., or

C. S. CRANE, G. P. & T. A., St. Louis, Mo.

F. A. PALMER, Asst. G. P. A., 201 S. ClarkSl.. Chicago, III.
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THE FOLK CPST-WELDED JOIIT

Makes a Smooth Riding, Gontinoous Rail, A D

SAVES ROADBED AND ROLLING STOCK.
Its success has been demonstrated during the past
severe ivinter, and the Joint has been adopted by

The Chicago City R'y Co., Chicago.
The West Chicago Street R'y Co., Chicago.

The Cicero & Proviso Street Railway Co., Chicago.
The Citizens' R'y Co., St. Louis.

Baden & St. Louis R. R. Co., St. Louis.
Cass Ave. & Fair Grounds R'y Co., St. Louis.

The Consolidated Traction Co., Newark, N. J.

The Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Minneapolis.
Union Railway Co., Providence, R. I.

WHAT OTHERS SAY

Mr. M. K. Bowen, Supt. of the Chicago City Railway Co., says :
" The Falk Cast Joint we have in

operation on a number of miles of road is satisfactory in every respect."

Mr. C. G. Goodrich, Vice-President of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Minneapolis, says :
" I would

state that your company completed for us on November ist, 2,000 cast joints. We are perfectly satisfied

with the work."

Mr. Geo. Weston, Engineer, West Chicago Street Railroad Company, says : "The West Chicago

Street Railroad Company has placed between nine and ten thousand of your cast-welded joints

throughout its system the past season, and so far we have found them very satisfactory and everything

that was recommended by your representatives that they should be."

Mr. Robt. McCuUoch, General Manager of the National Railway Line, St. Louis, says :

" We, in this slow-going Western country town, think that a rail made continuous by cast-welding

the ends will give us a good track without much cost of maintenance during the life of the rail. We
have tried it, and the more we try it the more firmly fixed becomes our conviction. We have used

several miles of this track for a year, it has passed through the heat of the Summer and the

cold of the Winter. It is not thrown out of alignment by the expansion of the Summer's heat,

nor is it pulled apart by the contraction of the Winter's cold
;

why, we do not know, nor do we
puzzle our brains to find out. Our faith in the virtue of this system of track building is so

great that we will next month commence the construction of ten miles of new track and weld

all the joints. We expect to have the best ten miles of track ever laid."

FAI<K TROJmJmEY head and WHZSISIiS
Are in use on most of the Leading Electric Lines in this

Country and by them considered the best in the marlcet.

FALK MFC. COMPANY,
COBRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MILWA-XJKEE, WIS
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66

ALL
STEEL
MACHINE

FITTED

AWARDED THE HIGHEST MEDAL AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
FOR SUPERIORITY OF CONSTRUCTION.

I" l< A I> IC
-M A l-t It © c.

Designed Expressly for 18 ft. Closed or 26 ft. Open Cars.

Designed Expressly for 20 and 22 ft. Closed or 30 to 32 ft. Open Electric or Cable Cars.

**Guaranteed" to be the Strongest, Easiest Biding and Most Economically Maintained Trucks

in use. Constructed with Hot Rivets. All Parts Machine Fitted to Steel Templets.

For Price Lists and Blue Prints apply to

The Peekham Motor Truck & Wheel Co.
SALES OFFICES :

Havemeyer Building, 26 Cortlandt St., New York.
BOSTON, 53 STATE STREET. PHILADELPHIA, 420 WALNUT ST.
CHICAGO, MONADNOCK BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO, 123 CALIFORNIA ST,

PITTSBURGH, 713 HAMILTON BUILDING.
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The West End Street Railway Company
Have a small stock of 16 foot Box
Cars yet on hand suitable for horse
railroads, trailers, or by slight alter-

ations for nse as electric cars. They
are from the best manufacturers,
later'-t style, and will be sold at very
low prices. For information, address

HENRY F. WOODS, Purchasing Agent.
8i Milk Street,

BOSTON, MASS

SNOW PLOWS. Our snow plows maybe seen in New York, Brooklyn, Pennsylvania and
New England, We also have several in our shops, ready for your
inspection. We believe this to be the only stiff and rugged share

plow which has the shares in front of all the wheels. This plow has the same wing and digger mechanisms
which have been so successful on the heavy nose plows. Our plows are in use on the following roads:

North Hudson County lly.. Iloboken, N. .T.; Fitclihurt; dc Lieoinlni.tter Ht. Ry., Mass.; Worcester Sc Suburban 8t. Ry., Mnjss.; Shamokin &
]>It. Carniel .St. Ry., I'enn.; Plymouth & Kingston St. Ry., Mnsii.; Rockland & Abington .St. Ry., Mass.; Dartmouth & Westport St. Ry.,
itlass.; i.ewiston <k Auburn St. Ry., Maine; Taunton St. Ry., MasH.; Wakefield &. Stonehani St. Ry., Mass.

WENUEI.L, Sc MAC IHJFFIE, 26 Cortlandt Street, New York. EDW. P. SHARP, 44 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

TAUNTON LOCOMOTIVE MFG. CO., Taunton, Mass.

We are building them and would be pleased to accept
more orders to be filled in ample season.
WALKAWAY PLOWS are being ordered by all classes

of Street Railways on account of their proved efficiency.

Rattan a specialty.

BROOKLYN RAILWAY SUPPLY COMPANY,
STAMFORD, CONN.

Hickley Track Brush Gleaner.

LIGHT, STRONG,

DURABLE, CHEAP.
Attached directly to any street car. Easily

and Immediately operated.

Eacli street car becomes a track cleaner,

dispensing with heavy plows and sweepers.

The brushes are of flat galvanized spring

steel, rattan or brass. More than double the

wearing surface of the fixed track brush.

For all Information address,

HICKLEY LAUNCH & ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

ASBURY PARK, N. J.

AUGUSTUS DAY, of 73 State St., Detroit,
Mich., has materially reduced his prices

for Track Cleaners, for the balance of the
season. Orders taken for

2 to 4 Fair at $12.OO Per Pair.
6 to 8 ll.OO "
10 and over lO.OO "

Extra Parts Corresponding Ketluctlon.

The M. OHnER'5 S0N5 CO.,
MANUFACTUREKS OF

The Ohmer Dust Proof Letter Files,

The Best in the World.

Oice

Furniture
• Of Every

Description.

Main Office, E. FIRST ST., DAYTOS, 0.

Catalogue free on application.

THE^oNLY STEAM RIDINC GALLERY
GREAT ATTRACTION FOR SUBURBAN PARKS.'^

NEVER FAILS TO DRAW CROWDS.

Can be operated by an Electric Motor. Absolutely the only safe Steam Riding
Gallery manufactured.

Patented in Dominion of Canada, No. 46,790, August 8, 1894.
Patented in Great Britain, No. 12,882, July 3, I8U4.
Patented in United States, No. 531,403, December 25, 1894.

Also applications made in Foreign Countries.

ARMITAGE-HERSCHELL CO.
NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y.THE G^RE^TEST 1>IVIDEIVI> EAPMVER IIV THE ^V\^OrM^13.
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THIS SPACE RESERVED "^^p ,

Weston Engine Co.,
P»AIJVarEM> POST, JV. Y.

Manufacturers of

AUTOMATIC HIGH SPEED ENGINES.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY MOTOR GEARS,

IVIH^W^UKEB, WIS.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
The Largest and Most Completely Equipped Electrical Mannfactaring Establishment In the World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT LIGHTING, ARC LIGHTING, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
now recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes.

We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flatsand Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS
for distribution of lights and power in LARGE MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, MILLS and MINES.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM,
the Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway. PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building-. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College St.
BOSTON, Exchange Building. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable BuHding

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 S. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Buildins. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 P St N
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J. G. BRILL COMPANY, mm nvim
PHILADELPHIA CAR WORKS. 11111IIJI U lllUUliU

Points of Superiority.
Simplicity—Fewer pans than any other style. Less repairs and consequent cheap cost of maintenance.

DUPABILITY & SOLIDITY—Axle box frame is a solid forging, free from bolts, nuts and rivets. Fracture of this frame an

impossibility and it cannot loosen and rattle.

POPULARITY—Two Brill trucks in operation to-day against one of all patterns of other makes of trucks combined.

Brill's *' Eureka" Maxininm Traction Pivotal Track No. 22 embodies the advantages of keeping the car body within 27 inches of the

rail, obtaining great efficiency of motor as driving wheels carry 85 per cent, of the weight for traction. Spring
compressors equalizing weight so that in going through curves sufficient weight is thrown on the

trail wheels to insure their keeping the rails. No difficulty can be experienced
on straight track. Thp " Through Tlie Gorge and Whirlpool " road

at Niagara Falls is equipped with these trucks.

WESTERN OFFICE :

Monadnock Block, Chicago.

J. Q. BRILL COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A
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J. G. BRILL PHILADELPHIA

coMPHNY. CAR WORKS.

Builders of all kinds and classes of Electric, Cable, Tram

and Suburban Cars and Trucks.

Seven-Sent Open Car mounted on Brill " Eqiinlizing Gear," and designed as a trail car. Can be mounted on Brill No. 21-C Truck (see

opposite page), and witli the addit on of Trolley board on roof will then be a Motor Car.

PRICES FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON APPLICATION.

J. G. BRILL COMPANY,
WESTERN OFFICE,

lonadnock Block, Cbicago. PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
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LETTERS ESTABLISHING BRILL'S POSITION RELATIVE TO PEOPLE'S

TRACTION CO.'S TRUCKS.

Mr. Graham Wants Information.

The Wilkes-Barre & Wyoming Valley Traction Company,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa,, Nov. i6, 1895.

Henry C. Moore, Esq., Pres., Trenton Passenger Ry. Co., Trenton, N.J.

Dear Sir:

I expect shortly to have occasion to purchase some trucks, and am
considering the Peckham and Brill trucks. I presume you are aware of the

controversy that has been going on regarding repairs of these two types of

trucks which were used on the People's Passenger Railway Co. of Philadelphia,

and knowing you were the president of the road at the time Mr. Mclntyre

exchanged these trucks for the Peckham trucks, I am anxious to learn whether

Mr. Shelmerdine has stated the facts correctly in his published letter as to

the relative working of the Brill vs. Peckham trucks, his statement having

been disputed to me. I write to ask if you can throw any light on the matter,

as the affair transpired during your term of office in that company.

Thanking you in advance I am,

• Yours very truly,

John Graham, Gen'l Mgr.

Mr. MOORE'S Reply.

The Trenton Passenger Railway Co. (CoNsoLmAXED),

Trenton, N. J., Nov. 21, 1895.

Mr. John Graham, Pres. & Gen I Mgr., Wilkes-Barre & Wyoming Valley

R. R., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

My Dear Sir :

I am in receipt of your favor of Nov. i6th, stating your intention to

purchase some additional trucks, and that you are undecided whether they

shall be Peckham or Brill.

I have no desire to take any part in the controversy which is, at the

present time, going on between these two companies, but as you have asked

my opinion as to the relative merits of the trucks, in justice to the Brill truck, I

must state that my experience has been very satisfactory, and I do not hesitate

to recommend them. As to the question of repairs on the Brill trucks, I did not

purchase any repair parts from the Brill Company nor were any repairs made
to the trucks other than the adjustment of brakes caused by the wear of the

shoes and the repair of the pilots, which was caused by the ordinary opera-

tion of the road.

As to the Peckham trucks, there were several changes
made in the mechanism of the trucks in order to hold up
the ends of the cars.

Hoping this information will answer your purpose, I am,

Yours very truly,

(Signed) Henry C. Moore, President.
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LETTERS ESTABLISHING BRILL'S POSITION RELATIVE TO PEOPLE'S

TRACTION CO.'S TRUCKS.

Mr. Craham's Decision.

THE WILKES-BARRE & WYOMING VALLEY TRACTION COMPANY,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Nov. 23. 1895.

J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Dear Sirs

:

You may enter my order for twenty No. 21 C trucks,

7 ft. wheel base, to suit No. 38 motors, 4 axles, our stand-

ard wheels, at price as quoted in your letter of the 9th inst.

it will no doubt interest you to know of my reasons for

placing with you this order, and to explain I send you a

copy of the letter I sent to Mr. Moore, former President of

the People's Passenger Railway Company of Philadelphia,

and his reply.

Referring to the truck order herewith I want them
delivered surely by January 20th.

Yours truly,

(Signed) JOHN GRAHAM,
General Manager.
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EXPERIENCE TEACHES.
The Cincinnati Newport & Covington

Street-Railroad Company, ordering" more
convertible cars, inquires :

" Can't the doors in convertible cars

work like those of Accelerators, so that we
can load and unload better ?"

In other words : After using door-at-the

steps two years, they want no door-in-the-

middles, winter or summer.

BROWNELL CAR COMPANY.

Saint Louis, Missouri.
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$100 REWARD.
For one good reason for door-in-the-

middle street-cars.

Here are six bad ones :

(1) our patent on door-at-the-step
;

(2) the twin-door trick
;

(3) passengers don't fall off
;

(4) less rattle
;

(5) less draft
;

(6) more seat.

Not one of 'em good—nothing in any
of 'em.

The $100 is for an honest reason with-

out any drawback : such as business men
are accustomed to act on, men who know
what's what.

BROWNELL CAR COMPANY.

Saint Louis, Missouri.
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WELLS « FRENCH CO..

BUILDERS OF-

STREET RAILWAY CARS
OF

SUPERIOR DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND FINISH.

General Offices: - - Monadnock Block.

Works: 22d and Blue Island Ave., Chicago.
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ROBERT W. BLACKWELL,
:lv£. I. IB.

39 Victoria Street, Westminster,

London, England.

i:i IJ< >I "1 A > A > I > < < >I .< >> IM > A.OE1VT,

AMERICAN TRAMVAY MATERIAL
CARS, TRUCKS, ETC.

Line Insulation, Trolleys, Special Tools and Supplies
for Electric Traction.

CABLE AnnRESSj ^^KURKEE-LONDON.'

Mica Seements
SOLID

SHEET

UNCUT OR CUT TO ANY SIZE OR PATTERN.

Send for Sample and Quotation. A. O. SCHOONMAKER, 158 William St., N. Y. City.
Western Agents with full stock on hand: H. H. \VIL,l.lAMSON, 52 Public Squtire, Cleveland, Ohio; REGER & ATWATER, 214 Pine

Street, San Francisco, Cal.; COMMERCIAl, ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., 821 Pine St., St. Louis, I»Io.

THE KISINGER-ISON CO.
(Successors to Stlebel & Klslnger.)

manufacturers of

Street Railway Supplies
AND KISINGBR'S WIRE CONNECTOR,

143 and 145 George St.. CINCINNATI, 0.

KISINGER'S WIRE CONNECTOR.
Most Convenient, Most Quickly Operated and Strongest Connector Ever Used.

Pittsburgh Trolley Pole Co.
71 WATER STREET,

PITTSBURGH, PA

made by new process from

best steel pipe, drawn to

proper size at one Iieat,

making a beaiitifkiliy tapered

pole of uniform tliicliness.

Send for further infor-

mation and prices to

above address.
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HOEFGEN, MOXHAfl & CO.,
Feeder Wire,

Trolley Wire,

Span Wire,

Line IVlaterial,

Water Tube Boilers,

Corliss Engines,

Generators,

Cars,

Motors,

Snow Plows,

Sweepers,
Sprinklers.

ENGINEERS,
CONTRACTORS and

General
SUPPLY AGENTS,

Wolfe Building, 80 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

PLANS, ESTIMATES AND EXAMINATIONS.

FULL RAILWAY EQUIPMENTS FURNISHED.

Poles,

Arms,
Pumps,
Pipes,

Condensers,
Rails,

Special Work,
Rail Bonds,

Arc Lamps,
Incandescent Lamps.
Electric Headlights,

Electric Instruments.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

81-83 E. FRONT ST., CINCINNATI, O.

MANUFACTURERS

WROUGHT IRON AND STEEL TUBULAR POLES, GEARS AND PINIONS, OVER-
HEAD LINE MATERIAL, BEARINGS AND BRASSES, TROLLEY

HANGERS AND WHEELS, AND REPAIR
PARTS FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Theophile Euphrat^s
Latest and Best Improvement.

(PATENT AJLI,OW£D)

Ice and Sleet Cutting Attachments for Trolley Wires.
^

The best out. Works to perfection. Warranted not to cut the wires.

Works perfectly over all switches and insulators. No delay.

Instantaneously adjusted and removed. The finest testimonials.

IF IT DOES NOT WORK SATISFACTORILY, NO PAY IS DEMANDED.

COIVIVECTICUT.
VAN DORN AUTOMATIC

Cable and Motor Coupler
For Cable, Electric and Elevated Cars.

Our latest Couplers are machine fltted. The following are a few of the
roads using this Coupler: Milwaukee Street Railway Co., 600 Cars; Electric
Traction Co., Philadelphia, 500 Curs; WRshinoton and Georgetown Railway,
Washington, 400 Cars ; City and Suburban Railway Co., Baltimore, 350 Cars;
Baltimore City Passenger Railway, Baltimore, 300 Cars; Baltimore Traction Co.,
Baltimore, 250 Cars, and all new Cars ofiUetropolitan Street Railway,Washington.

FITZGERALD-VAN DORN CO.,

1336 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.
W. T. VAN DORN,

General Manager.

Burnham & Duggan
RY. APPL. CO.

TO Kilby St., - JBoston, AJia^ss.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Adjustable and Flexible Trolley Wire Brackets,

Insulators, Rail Chairs, Transfer Tables, Railway Supplies.

(Patented.)

SEND FOR CIRCUI.ARS AND PARITCUIiARS.
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NEW PROCESS
RAW-HIDE PINIONS

The Original ! The Genuine ! The Approved

!

AS STEEL IS TO IRON, SO IS NEW
PROCESS RAW-HIDE TO ALL

OTHER RAW-HIDE.

THE NEW PROCESS RAW -HIDE CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS. Syracuse, N. Y.,U. S. A.

Arc Lamps For

Street Railway Circuits.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE

AND WEATHERPROOF.

8 to 9 lamps in series, according to

pressure of circuit.

Amperages, 6, 8 and 10.

8, 13 or 15 hour lamps with one

trimming and one pair of carbons.

Improved ad.iustable carbon holders

to fit all sizes of carbons.

For particulars and references lurite to

R. B. COREY,
Genera! Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building,

NEW YORK.

DERMAGLUTINE !

NOISELESS AND EQOAL TO STEEL,

IMPROVED PROCES.S RAWHIDE FOR ELECTRIC STREET CAR
AND ItlECHANICAL, PURPOSES.

MAN0FACTUKED ONLY BY

A. GROETZINGER & SONS,
271 RIVER AVE., ALLEGHENY CITY, PA.

Wearing qualities unsurpassed by any other similar article on the market.
Actual service has demonstrated It superior to steel. Send for catalogue and
price list. All orders wiu receive prompt attention. Excellent facilities for
I he manufacture of this article on a lars--* scale. Give It a trial.

HORSBURGH k SCOTT
CLEVELAND O.

J

Manufacturers of

MOTOR-GEARS, PINIONS
AND

PRESSED STEEL TROLLEY SWITCHES.

J. O. FROST'S SONS,
MACHINISTS FOUNDERS ELECTRICIANS,

rianufacturers of ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
^ COMMUTATORS NEW AND REFILLED.

Commutator Segments for Street Railway Motors (slotted ready for use). All kinds of Brass and Iron Castings,

as Crossovers, Insulated Crossovers, Overhead Switches. Sectional Insulators, Feeders and Strain Ears,

Splice Ears, Solder Ears, Brake Shoes of any desired hardness, in lots from 100 to car loads.

^Write fox- F»rices. C. I». YOUIVO, Snpt.
CHAS. RUMRILLi, 109 Liberty St., Wew York, Eastern Representative.
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ElBctilc Railway

HlatBilal

This "angular Ratchet Track Drill is

one of the best tools for rapid construc-

tion work that we have sold. It also

makes a very serviceable bench drill. y. \.\ I! . i.\

We have them m stock and can make^^^^Efs^^^—r^-^^
prompt shipment. Before purchasing Construction Tools of

any kind, consult our Complete Railway Catalogue. This we
will be glad to mail to any one interested.

WESTERN AGENTS FOR

The BILLINGS and SPENCER DROP-FORGED TROLLEY EQUIPMENTS
Acknowledged by Railway Managers fo be the best line of overhead fixtures on the market. Drop-forged Commutator Segments, standard sizes.

Sole Manufacturers of the PHAROS INCANDESCENT RAILWAY LAMP.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
Qkoiiite Wlies M Cdbles. Lundell Motors. Interior Conduit Supplies.

Oentral Electi-ic Oompany,
173-175 Adams St., Chicago, III.

ST. LOUIS,

Southern Electrical Supply Co.
NEW ORLEANS,

loio Canal Street.

KANSAS CITY,

Gate City Electric Co.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER COMPANY

DROP FORGED OVERHEAD RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.

TOOLS FOR THE REPAIR SHOP.

DROP FORGED PORE LAKE

COPPER COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS

FOR ALL STANDARD

STREET RAILWAY MOTORS.

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,

PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO., 72 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
Western Agents, CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., 173 Adams St., Chicago,: 111.
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No. 55.—Sinele Track for Wood
Poles.

No. 65 -Double Track for Wood
Poles.

Made for Wood or Iron Poles
any len£:th.

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL

GREAGHEAD FLEXIBLE BRACKETS.

BOURBON STRAIN INSULATORS.
Bourbon Strain Insulators.
Bourbon No. 2.-4000 lbs.
Bourbon No. 4.—8000 lbs.

Tiie Creashead Ens[ineerin9[ Co.,

MANCFACTURERS,

8th Street, Near Plum Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

F. A. ESTEP, Pres. and Trens. JOHN R. McGlNLEY, Vice-Pres. F. S. MARTIN, 8upt. of Works.

R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY, ALLEGHENY, PA
Leading' Manufacturers of Electric

Railway Supplies in the United States.

Durable.
Economical.

Efficient.

Satisfactory.
We Construct Everything- on Prop-

er and Most Approved Lines.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE:

Cbaa. J. Mayer, 1211 Betz Bldg., Pmiadelphla. Pa , Middle States Sales Dept.
Cnas. N. Wood, 1«0 Summer St.. Boston. Mass., New Enfcland States Sales Dept.
Standard Ky. Supply Co., Monadnook Blk., CUlcago, 111 , N. W. States sales Dept.
A. S. Partridge, Bank ol Commerce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo , S.W. States Sales Dept.
Chas. A. Cavagna, 107 E. Fifth St., Olncmaatl, 0„ Central States Sales Dept.

Edward P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
Sohmlnke & Newman, New Orleans Sales Department, No. 331 Magazine Street,

New Orleans, La.
Joshua Hendy Machine Works, Pacinc Coast Sales Department, No. 38 Fremont

St , San Francisco, Oal.

The Simonds Manufacturing:

GEARS and PINIONS,

Trolley Wheels,

Harps, Bearings,

Till

"OUNGAN"

TROLLEY.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
SALES DEPARTMENT CONI>I'CTED BY

H. H. HDNT, 202 Equitable Building. Boston, Mass.

M. R. MUCKLE, Jr., & CO., Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

BRADFORD BELTIN'i CO., Chicago, 111.

C. B. KAUFMANN & CO., 525 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. L. SALE. Dallas, Texas.

Factory and Main Office,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

11

BIUDLE ARTHURS,
Pres. & Treas.

JOHN JACKSON,
Vice-Pres. & Secy.
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ESTABLISHED 1873.

TILTINW HOOD HEADLIGHT.

Kraushaar Lamp& Reflector Go.

2510-12 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.

niANDFACTURERS OF

BRONZE AND BRASS^^^^MMik

STREET CAR TRIMMINGS.
Also Oil and Electric Headlights, Center Lamps,

End Lamps and Electroliers.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE ST. LOUIS

REVERSIBLE ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.

—DeWITT'S

Common Sense Sand -Box
STANDS AT THE HEAD.

Over loo roads equipped with them during the

last two years, notwithstanding the

universal financial depression.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

Specify their use in ordering new cars and see that you get them.

Correspondence {Solicited.

E. F. DeWITT & CO., - - Lansingburgh, N. Y.
A. W. FIEI.D, 53 STATE STREET, BOSTON, MASS., NEW ENGLAND AGENT.

3WE:BIT'S

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST OR
GET CLOGGED.

Handles equally well Sand or Salt that is wet or dry.

The quantity of Sand or Salt placed on the rail is always

sufficient, but never too great.

Investigate all — then buy the best.

BI|DJ^ZE
"

That's the

Sold SxiToject to Trla.1.

D. C. SWEET, OPRINGFIELD, M ASS.

FELTI felt ! ! FELT ! !

!

LUBRICATING BEARINGS
ON ELECTRIC AND CABLE CAR TRUCKS,

ROUND BELTS AND FLAT RAWHIDE BELTS FOR BELLS AND REGISTERS.

POLISHERS' AND PLATERS' SUPPLIES of every description.

Write for Sample and Prices
. FRANK C. RECK & CO., ^iio^^O^I^S^^'"''
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CHARLES SCOTT SPRING CO.,
Main Office, 1028 New Market Street,

Works, Germantown Ave., Canal and New Market Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

<;EORt!E S. WHYTE, MoniKliiock Buildings, Chicago, 111. H. W. JAC(^UKS, Keith & Perry Building, Kansas City, Mo.

ARTHUR S. PAllTKIDUE, Bank of Commerce Building-, St. Louis, Mo. F. A. LAWSON & CO., San Francisco. Cal.

.1. LEWIS SALE, 123 Main Street, Dallas, Tex.as.

Springs of all Descriptions.
standard Springs for all

Trucks kept in Stock.

Trolley and Brush-holder
Springs of best Material.

O. E. 800. YOKE SPRING. EDISON, W. P. 50.

USE UNION GREASE.
, THE BEST AND MOST ECONOMICAL FOR CAR AXLES.

UNION ELECTRIC MOTOR GREASE, a special grease, pn-.pp^'^SST^rTc* D M
superior to all others. Runs clean, lasts longest, costs less. [JNION GREASt CO., 00 HartlOrd St., DOStOll, IflaSS.

;
;>»»»»»» »»»»»»»» »»»>»»'»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

''Vulcan Torch''
Will

keep

up a

steady blast

for Two Hours

at a cost of

One Cent

Bums Naphtha or Gasoline.

Can be tal^en apart and carried

in pocket Used by metal trades.

50 each
Discount per doz.

No Painters', Plumbers , Tinsmiths', Gas Fitters

or Electric kit is complete without the " Kulcan."

Bridgeport Brass Co., i i

WP^NTED.

Clean copies of the

Street Railway Journal,

FOR

February, 1895,

For which we will pay

50 cents each.

Street Railway PnblisliiDg Co.,

Havemever Bldsj., New York.
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THE PROUTY-NOBLE AUTOMATIC BRAKE
I"OI«

ELECTRIC AND CABLE CARS.

It is a Complete Mechanical Device, and its efficiency is not affected by varying conditions of

weather or degrees of service.

It throws the tension of the brakes on the trucks, which, with its smoothness of action, greatly

preserves the joints of the car cab, and insures throughout lessened expenses for repairs.

It is quick, though smooth, in its application, bringing the car under complete control before the

slack in the chain of the ordinary hand brake can be taken up.

The ease with which it is operated enables the motorman to give intelligent attention to his

work unimpaired by the strain of unnatural exertion and fatigue.

Knowing that WE HAVE THE BEST BRAKE IN THE MARKET, and one that commends
itself to every one who sees it in actual service, we will equip a car at our expense on any railway where

a first-class brake is desired, that it may be fully tested with any other brake in the market.

We require but seven (7) inches space on one axle for our reel and disks, and they can replace

the motor collar if necessary. We connect with present brake connections, using same brake shoes.

Before changing your car brakes write us for full particulars and references.

THE PROUTY-NOBLE COMPANY, CHICAGO.

Ti KELSEY ELECTRIC RAILWAY SPECIALTY CO.
Corner Lloyd and River Streets, New Haven, Conn.

This is the

KELSEY NOISELESS
RATCHET BRAKE.

No more noise or wear of teeth during
the backward movement of the handle.

The only Noiseless Ratchet Brake
on the market.

Costs no more than any first class brake

This is the KELSEY IMPROVED UNIFORM
PRESSURE TROLLEY STAND.

The lowest Trolley Stand on the market having a leverage of nine inches.

The only Trolley Stand on the market that positively gives a uniform pressure on

the trolley wire.

To all using this trolley stand a saving of 50 per cent, in the wear of trolley wheel, 30

per cent, in springs and overhead wire is assured.

This stand swivels on hard steel balls requiring no lubricating. All parts inter-

changeable.

SOI.E MANUFACTURERS OF THE Kclscy Uniform Trolley Stands, Noiseless Ratchet Brakes and
Trolley Catch, also peai^ers in Trolley Poles, Trolley Harps, Trolley

Wheels and Overhead Trolley Equipment.
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"WE: ! OTHERS ZE^OZ-iILOTTsT" 11

ESTABLISHED IN 1888. INCORPORATED JANUARY, 1895.

HUNT AIR BRAKE CO.,
325 WATER STREET, PITTSBURGH, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

AIR BRAKES
FOR CABLE, ELECTRIC . .

AND TRAIL GARS,III!
Under th* Hunt Patents.

The Simi)lest, Ljeast Number of Parts, Most Durable
and Effective AIR BRA.KE ever put on the Market.

*

Illastratetl IiisCrnction Book Sent on Applicntion.

Trial Brake put on far Parties Meaning BniineHis.

We are prepared to furnish brakes on short notice, either with our oscillating pump and eccen-
tric, which Is placed upon the truck, or by our new Independent motor system, which la entirely auto-
matic, occupies but small space, which can be placed in the cab, or under the car, as desired. By
the use of our 6-way valve, the controller as well as the brake can be operated by air, ail being done
with one handle, or with a little change, the air brake valve can oe operated by the controller
handle, or In other words, we can give you most anything you want in the shape ot a flrst-class
and reliable brake. Whistle furnished when desired. Also all the necessary attachments for
trail cars.

Branch Offices :

.1. C. WcGUIKE, Havenieyer Buildins, New York City.

K. J. SCOTT, 32(i W. 3<lth St., I^os Angelen, Cat.

I.. M. TICAVER, Ocnla, Fia.

J. M, HA.niLTON, El Paso, Tex.
B. G. BROWN, 91 E., Manchester, Eng.

The Trendley Automatic Hand Brake
HAS BEEN ON THE MARKET

Is already in use on

24 STREET RAILWAYS,
And Receives highest Commendation.

IT WILIi PAT YOU TO GIVE IT A TRIAL.

CLEYRE BROS.
jyiain Olllce,

WRITE FOR PRICES AND DE-
SCRIPTIVE CIRCUliAU.

WORKS,
St. Charles, Mo.

615 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

EJastern Office,

1302 Havemeyer Bldg., New York.
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STANWOOD MFG. CO
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ii

Stanwood Steel Steps."
MADE IN 5 STYLES AND 100 SIZES.

i5T»NW00pJHftNurG(S;
5 iPATENTE£»3— mm

safe

from

Its use on 468 roads implies merit. Specify the " STANWOOD
STEEL STEP" in your contracts for cars.

The openings admit of the free passage of dirt, mud and snow ; forms an efficient foot scraper
; presents a

foot-hold for passengers at all seasons, are conducive to clean cars and unquestionably prevent accidents
slipping on the step tread.

Dimensions of No. 144, Style C Step.

807 $c 809 East 61st Street, CHICAGO, ILL
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The Cheapest and Best System of Coal Handling.

Complete Equipments for Elevating and Conveying Coal design(d and. erected to suit existincr conditions and available space in Power
Houses, using an Improved Adjastatle Drag Chain, the links of which can he adjusted to register with the teeth of

the chain wheels, thereby insuring a smooth and perfect working of the'Chain over the whe-ls,

Correspondence invited and plans furnished free of cost, with estimates and full description of system.

821=23=25 North 13th St. J. HEIISIRY MITCHELL, Philadelphia, pa.

THE "HUNF SYSTEM OF COAL HANDLING
SIMPLE EFFICIENT ECONOMICAL

USING THE

Noiseless Conveyor.
A complete system of storinK and conTeying coal. Coal is

carried to the boilers, and the ashrs are carried away by the same
machine, at less cost per ton than by any other machinery.

We invite correspondence, and will be pleased to furnish com-
plete plans and estimates lor handling of coal and ashes. You can-
not afford to install any method of coal handling until you have
investigated the "HUNT" system.

C. W. HUNT COMPANY, 4i5 Broadway, NEW YORK.

This conveyor carries the material from the loading point to the storage
bins In a direction either vertical, inclined or horizontal, without shock, break-
age or violence.

SEIVD FOR CATAliOGlJE.

THE LINK-BELT ENGINEERING CO.
NICETOWN, PHILADELPHIA. 49 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

DESIGN AND ERECT

COAL AND ASH HANDLING IVIACHINERY
FOR INDUSTRIAL PLANTS AND POWER STATIONS.

Recently Equipped in Philadelphia and New York.
PHILADELPHIA TRACTION CO.'S 13th ST. POWER HOUSE.

PHII,ADEI.PHIA TRACTION CO.'S 33d ST. POWER HOUSE,
E1>ECTRIC TRACTION CO.'S BEACH ST. POWER HOUSE.

H., M. &; F. P. RY. CO.'H CALLOWHILL, ST. POWER HOUSE.BROADWAY & 7th AVE. RY. CO.'S HOUSTON ST. POWER HOUSE.

Ch-icago Lixils: - Belt ]VIacliin.ery Oompatiy.

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY.

™ JOHN A. MEAD MFG. CO.
-BUILDERS OF-

Rutland, Vt.

1 Broadway, N. Y.

Machinery for Handling Coal and Similar Material.
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARRISON CONVEYOR MACHINERY, CASE MARINE COAL ELEVATORS
Heath & Smith's Automatic, Cable and Electric Railways

and the Improved McCaslin Conveyors.
GENERAL AGENTS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

AUTOMATIC STEAM COAL SHOVELS, under the Rawson & riorrison, Ladd, Newell & Ladd and Pay Patents.

With Heath & Smith's Improved System of Automatic and Cable Railways, Coal can be delivered to

storage bins or pockets looo or 1500 feet from dock or cars at practically the same cost that it would be 50 feet,

as it requires but one man to operate the road in either case. All of our cars are fitted with steel springs and
have the Heath Patent Running Gear, which runs as easily and safely on curves of 12 feet radius and over

as on straight track.

Our record of sixteen hundred tons of bituminous coal, taken from vessels, hoisted 35 feet, and delivered

to pockets 500 feet from dock in nine hours, using three of our Standard one-ton shovels and one line of Heath
& Smith's Cable Railways has never been equaled by any other coal handling plant in existence that costs

double the amount. Speaking of steam shovels " there are others." Out of the one hundred and eighty odd
shovel plants of all descriptions now in operation, our shovels cover about 82 per cent, of the whole number.
Proposals solicited for equipment of plants on a liberal credit basis.

BORDEN & SELLICK CO.,
Exclusive Western Agents for

HARRISON CONVEYOR MACHINERY,
4-8 & 50 Lake Street. Chicago, III.
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1

THE

CLONBROCK STEAM BOILER CO.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

OTANUFACXURERS OF

The Safety

Water=Tube
. ^Boilers

Morrin

'^Climax''

and

''Compound''
BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF SMOKE STACKS, TANKS, ETC.,
AND ALL CLASSES OF IRON WORKS.

Specifications, Drawings and Prices Furnished on Application.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE OF CLIMAX AND COMPOUND BOILEBS,

THE

STIRLING '"^Vb" SAFEH BOILER

STIIL LEADS ALL COMPETITORS.

16,750 H. P. Sold for Street Bailway
Work In 1894.

THE STIRLING COIVIPAIVY,

Branches in all Principal Cities. General OfflCeS, Pulltnan BIdg., ChiCBgO.

THE HAZELTON or porcupine— WATER-TUBE BOILER.
ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS.

THE BEST BOILER IN THE WORLD AND THE CHEAPEST PER
SQUARE FOOT OF HEATING SURFACE.

ABSOI^UTELiY SAFE, HIGHEST EFFICIENCY, SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP.
Send for Catalogne and Reports of Tests.

THE HKZ:EL-T0N BOIL.ER CO.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS AND MANUFACTURERS,

General Office, No. 716 East 13th St., New York, U. S, A.
E. S. T. Kennedy, President. W. T. Kennedy. Vice President. J. B. Rebvb, Secretary.

Cable Address, "Paila," New York. Telephone Call, 1229 18th St., New York.
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yi:liMliri,V:H<;lilll'ljiMiHjlllllajllllJ*M!l€^ililllM:lililH^ MIMlMyg LIST OF

BABCOCK

WILCOX

BOILERS
In use on Electric and Cal»lc Kailways,

November 1st, 1895.

H. I'.

West En«l St. Ry. Co., Boston 7 orders, '89-'9.5.... 1 2,000
Philadelphia Traction Co., Philadel|>hla. ..4 enters, >!)3-'94 10,125
Brooklyn City K. K. Co., Brooklyn fi orders, '91-'93.... l(>,56o

Metropolitan St. Ky. Co., Kansas City... 3 orders, '8G-'95 3,19(>

Market St. Elec. Ry. Co.. San Francisco 3 orders 3,208
Crosstown St. Ry. Co., Bnilalo 3 orders, '90-'»3.... 4,500
Cincinnati St. Ry. Co., Cincinnaii 5 orders, '90-'93 3,200
I..ynn &, Boston Rarlroad Co., Boston 3 orders, '91 -'92 4,000
Atlantic Avenne Railroad Co., Brooklyn. . 3 orders, '92-'93. .. 3,000
Consoliduted Traction f!o., Jersey City 3 orders, >93-'94 4,0O0
Klectric Traction Co., Philadelphia 4 orders, '93-'94 6,750
People's Traction Co., Philndelphia 1 order, '95 4,S00
Detroit Citizens' St. Ry. Co., Detroit 3 orders, '95 3,5O0
Metropolitan Traction Co. (Broadway

Cable Road), New York 4 orders, '94 3,000
Denver City Cable Ry. Co., Denver 3 orders, 'H9-'91.... 2,fiSG

Columbus St. Ry. Co., Columbus 4 orders, '90-'93.... 1,807
N. Y. & Brooklyn Bridge 4 orders, '82-'93.... 1,370
Metropolitan West Side Elevated Rail-

road Co., Chicago 2 orders, '94.'95.... 4,0OO
Nassau Electric Railroad Co., Brooklyn ..2 orders, '94-'95 2,.5UO
Portland St. Ry. Co., Portland, Me 2 orders, '9l-'95 1,250

Ilcstonvlllc, Mnntun & Fairinount Pass- II. P.
cnger Ry. Co.. Philadelphia April '94 l,50O

Pittsburgh &: Birmingham Traction Co.,

Pittsburgh '90.... 1 ,00O
Albany Railway Co., Albany 3 orders, '89-'92.... l,0OO
St. Joseph Traction &:I..tg. Co., St. Joseph. 2 orders, '89-'93 1.040
Duluth St. Rv. Co., Duluth, Minn 4 orders, '90-'93 1,312
Rochester St. Ry. Co.. Rochester, N. V 3 orders, '91 -'94 . .. 1,143
Union Railroad Co., New York 2 orders, '9l-'92 1,500
Carrollton Elec. Ry. Co., New Orleans ...2 orders, '92-'94 1,040
Union Railroad Co., Providence 2 orders '92-'93 2,000
Washington A Georgetown R. R., Wash-

ington, D. C 4 orders 1,923
Cleveland City Cable Co., Cleveland '90.... 1,086
Stnten Island Elec. Ry. Co., New Brighton April '95 750
Springfield St. Ry. Co., Springfield, Mass 2 orders '94.... 1,000
Sea Shore Elec. Ry. Co., Asbary Park, N. J '92.... G40
Merrimac Valley St. Ry. Co., Lawrence,

Mass 3 orders, '91-'93 896
Citizens' St. Ry. Co , Indianapolis, Ind Aug. '91 600
Valley City St. & Cable Ry. Co., Grand Rapids, Mich 781
Haverhill & Grnveland St. Ry. Co , Haverhill, Mass . .'92. . . . 630
Cninden, Gloucester Jk W.iodbury Elec. Ry., Gloucester, N. J.. 750

f*--, -g-lO-dia-v .-Jl •

^
t

tS+^S

UsB^STOS ROPEj

Vertical Water Tube Boiler.

BEST IN THE WORLD.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE AULTllAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.

Leads all makes of boilers in economy, capacity, ease

of examination, cleaning and repairs. Send
for description, tests, references and

estimate before you purchase.

E. COLLINS &
Sole Agents for the United States,

Bank of Commerce Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

f^'^^
Havemeyer Building, New York. The Rookprv, Chicago.

CO.,

24 S. Water Street, Cleveland, O.
712 Union Street, New Orleans, I<a.

7 1 Pcria Building, Cincinnati, O.

1 107 Betz Building, Philadelphia.
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Our 1895 business
was pretty good, both in quantity and quality.

Cheap boilers have been offered dirt cheap. Heine
boilers have necessarily continued high in first

cost

AMONG OUR 1895 CONTRACTS ARE THESE NAMES. ENOUGH SAID.

Solvay Process Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Ausonia Brass & Copper Co., Aiisonia, Conn.

Illinois Steel Co., Cliicago, 111.

Warren Mfg. Co., Warren, R. I.

Swift &Co., Kansas City, Mo.

N. K. Fairl)an]i & Co., Cliicago, 111.

Jones & Laugiilins Co., Ltd., Pittsl)urg, Pa.

Bowling (xreen Office Bldg., New York.

C. Pardee Worlis, Pertli Anil)oy, N. J.

Cliicago Edison Co., Cliicago, 111.

Empire Liglit & Power Co., (^uincy. 111.

Cedar Rapids Electric Light & Power Co., Cedar

Rapids, la.

San Antonio Brewing Assn., San Antonio, Tex.

J, Wallier Brewing Co., Cincinnati. 0.

L. Hoster Brewing- Co., Colunilms, 0.

American Brewing Assn., Houston, Tex.

(xalveston Brewing Assn., tralveston, Tex.

C. Moerlein Brewing Co., Cincinnati, 0.

St. Cliarles St. Railroad Co.. New Orleans, La.

Orleans Railroad Co., New Orleans, La.

Louisville Street Railway Co., Louisville, Ky.

Bergen Co. Traction Co., Edgewater, N. J.

Luzerne, Dallas & Harvey's Lake St. Ry. Co.,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Hartford Street Railway Co., Hartford, Conn.

Lynchburg & Rivermont St. R. R., Lynchburg,Va.

Toledo Traction Co., Toledo, 0.

J. (t. Brill Co., for South African Street Railway.

HeLaMars Uold Mining Co., DeLaMar, Nev.

E. J. Stoiher, Unity Tunnel, Silverton. Col.

Independence Mine, Cripple Creek District, Col.

Anaconda Mining Co., Anaconda, Mont.

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Maine State College. Orono, Maine.

University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

Arizona Copper Co., Clifton, Ariz.

Parliament Bldg., Yictoria, B. C.

U. S. Dredge Boat " Beta, " Lower Mississippi.

R. H. White & Co., Boston, Mass.
Equitable Bldg., Denver, Col.

Atlantic Refining Co., Pt. Breeze, Phila., Pa.
Eastmans Company, New York.
Indianapolis Gas Co., Cicero, Ind.

Logansport & Wabash Valley tlas Co., Windfall,
Ind.

Woonsocket Worsted Mills, Woonsocket, R. I.

Arlington Mfg. Co., Arlington, N. J.

Fisher Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Rockford Sugar Works, Rockford, III.

St. Louis Dressed Beef Co., St. Louis.

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis.

Schwiirzschild & Sulzberger Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Boston Store, Chicago, 111.

Otis Engineering & Construction Co., New York.
Northwestern Terra Cotta Co., Cliicago, III.

New Planters' Hotel, St. Louis.

Cupples Real Estate Co., St. Louis.

Sessions Foundry Co., Bristol, Conn.
Bridge Mill Power Co., Paw tucket, R. I.

Jackson Bros. Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.

Millbury Water Co., Millbury, Mass.

New Orleans, La., Sewerage Pumping Plant.

National SeM ing Machine Co., Belvidere, 111.

First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Kaufmann Bros., Pittsburg, Pa.

Woonsocket Elec. Machine & Power Co., Woon-
socket, R. I.

(Jriflin Mfg. Co., (iriffin. Ga.

First National Bank Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.

Burlington Elev. Co., St. Louis.

Central Ky. Lunatic Asylum, Lakeland, Ky.

Y. M. C. Assn., St. Louis.

"THERE ARE OTHERS."

BRANCH OFFICES,
Boston—Equitable Bld^.
New YorU--130 Liberty St.
Philadelphia—The Bourse.
Pittsburg—Carnegie Bldg.
Chicago—Monadnock.
Cincinnati—Neave Bldg.

SELLINti AGENTS,
Denver—Stearns Roger Slfg, Co.
Salt Lake City—L. C. Trent& Co.
San Franciac.o—Risdon Iron

Locomotive Works.
New Orleans—A. Baldwin &, Co.,

Ltd.

Heine Safety Boiler Co.,

ST. LOUIS.
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A QUESTION OR TWO.
Have you coal to burn? Is its cost an important factor? Have
you considered improved methods ?

A WORD AS TO IMPROVEMENTS.
When a radical advance is suddenly made in any art, it is usually

broadly heralded, frequently over estimated and always surrounded
with more or less misinformation. •

When the art has advanced by gradual improvement, its develop-

ment makes less impression. Its record takes the place of repre-

sentation and its merits are more reliably known.

BURNING COAL TO ADVANTAGE.
Follow the practice from the time of inefficient boilers, cramped
flues, low stacks, poor grates and worse settings, to the day of good
boilers well set, with high stacks, and the various fuel and labor

saving attachments, from cleaning devices to damper regulators;

and from shaking grates to mechanical stokers.

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT.
A hot fire gets the most heat out of the coal.

When you have a hot fire under a boiler and a low stack temperature your coal is making lots of heat and you are using it.

Don't be deceived into thinking your economy is good merely because the stack temperature is low.

Sometimes a high stack temperature is economical because the greater economy of a hot fire more than makes up for the loss through
the stack.

WHAT TO DO.
Get the hottest fire you can out of your coal through perfect combustion.
Get the lowest stack temperature possible by sending the heat into the water, not up the stack.

To do this, mechanical stoking is necessary in making a hot fire and keeping it hot all the time.

An Economizer and Mechanical Draft plant is necessary to utilize the surplus heat which the boiler will not take up.

TO ANSWER SOME POSSIBLE QUESTIONS.
The

IN

The stoker feeds coal uniformly; burns it clean, and in fact is a first-class fireman who performs his duty without opening doors,
labor saving in many cases exceeds the direct fuel saving.

The Economizer puts the waste heat into the feed water, increasing its temperature 100 degrees or more, and every 10 degrees rise

saves one per cent, of coal.

The Mechanical Draft supplies a sufficient draft independent of the stack, which may be merely high enough to clear the roof.

The cost of the Economizer and Mechanical Draft rarely exceeds that of a sufficient stack.

The Economizer and Mechanical Draft go naturally together though either may be used independent of the other. The Economizer
when used alone requires a high stack to give ample draft; the Mechanical Draft when used alone has the fan fitted with water boxes
suitable for the high temperature resulting from absence of the Economizer.

GENERAL.
These things have advanced gradually until they have found wide application in plants from moderate sizes to the largest. Having
made them a specialty, we suggest the above points for your consideration and will supply more detailed information upon a knowledge
of your conditions and requirements.

PITTSBURGH: VVestinghouse BuildlDg.
CHICAGO: 171 I.aSalle Street.WESTINGHOOSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO.

NKVV YORK : 2G Cnrtlandt Street.

BOSTON: 53 State Street.
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"They have taught our firemen to carry the water steady to a dot."

The Reliance Safety Water Columns.
WOULD ANYTHING BUT DEMONSTRATED

MERIT BRING SUCH RESULTS?

Name
Cleveland Electric Railway,
CMtizens' Street Railway Co., Detroit,
The Boston Electric Light Co.,
B B. and R. Knight, Providence,
The Johnson Co., Lorain, O.,

The Phil. & Reading Coal & Iron Co.,
Wamsutta Mills, New Bedford, Mass..
James S. Kirk & Co., Chit^ago,
Pabst Brewing Co., Milwaukee,
Standard Oil Co.,

Nvmber
of Orders

12
5
3

12
4

Number
of Columns

37
20
31

53
59
40
24
21
27

173

It costs less to pay for them than

to get along without them.

Boilers last longer. Repairs and stoppage are

obviated. Fuel bills are reduced, and life and

property are safer wherever they are used.

WRITE FOR. II^I^VSXRAXED PRICE WSX.

THE RELIANCE GAUGE CO., 72-82 E. Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio.

\Vhen Ordering
J-L*

^° ^ —

^

GREEN'S FUEL
ECONOMIZER.

4.

From firms whose names appear in

the Street Railway Journal our

friends will confer a favor on our

advertisers and ourselves by men-

tioning- this paper.

Very respectfully,

Street Railway Publishing Company.

Being Applied to work witli NATURAL DRAFT by the Following Electric

Railroad Companies:

Brooklyn City Railroad Co., Brooklyn, N. Y 12,000 H. P.

Intramural Railroad Co., World's Pair 3,500

Montreal Street Railroad Co., Montreal, P. Q 3,000

Union Railroad Co., Providence, R. 1 2,000

New Jersey Consolidated Traction Co., Newark, N. J 2,400

Detroit Railway Co., Detroit, Mich 2,000

Toledo Traction Co., Toledo, Ohio 2,000

West End Street Railroad Co., Boston, Mass 2,000

Edison Electric Illuminating Co., Paterson, N. J 2,000

Toronto Street Railroad Co., Toronto, Ont 3,000

St. John Railroad Co., St. John, N. B 1,500

Springfield Street Railroad Co., Springfield, Mass 500
South Chicago City Raihoad Co., Chicago, 111 900
Terre Haute Street Railway Co., Terre Hauie, Ind 250
Lake Cities Electric Railroad Co., Michigan City 150

SOLE MAKERS IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE FUEL ECONOMIZER CO.,
Head Office and Works, Matteawan, N. Y.

"THAT DIRTY BOILER."
HOW SHALL I KEEP IT CLEAN?

Write THE HOPPES MFC. CO., Springfield, 0.

SOME STREET RAILWAYS
USING

HOPPES PURIFIERS.
Llndell Hallway Co., St. Louis, Mo 3000 H. P.
Detroit (Mich ) Citizens' Street Railway Co 3000 "

Rochester (JS. Y.) Railway Co 2000 "

Columbus (O. ) Street Railway Co 1000 "

Calumet Electric Street Railway Co., Burnslde
Crosslne, Ills 1000 "

Louisville (Ky .) Railway Co 1000 "

Terra Haute (Ind ) Electric Railway Co lOOO "

Sprtngfleld (O.) Railway Co

300

"

Cincinnati (O.) Railway Co

300

"

Cincinnati (O.) Incline Plane Railway Co 2B0 "

Bay City (Mich.) Union RaUway Co 400 "

Rapid Transit Railway, San Antonio, Tex 250 "

Houston (Tex.^ <;ity Railway Co

200

"

San Antonio (Tex.) Street EaUway Co 2B0 "
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Heating tiy Extiaust Steam
WITHOUT BACK PRESSURE

By the Vacuum System.
ist.—Can be attached to existing plants at little expense.

UnVANTAPP^' — Effects greatest efficiency from the hfiating snrface by the removal of the water
MUlftll i HilLO . and air, preventing water hammer and stagnant circulation.

3rd.—Saves coal by removal of back pressure from engines; water of condensation, etc.

We are owners of the patent and have equipped the largest plants in the United States; over 500 now in use.

Will visit your plant and tell you how much we can benefit you, if you so desire. Send for catalogue P.

WARREN WEBSTER & CO., EXHAUST STEAM SPECIALISTS,

Point and Elm Sts., CAHDEN, N. J

WANTED Clean copies of the Street Railway Journal for

FEBRUARY, 189S,

For which we will pay 50 cents each.

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO., Havemeyer Building, New York.

THE CHAPMAN EXTRA HEAVY STEAM VALVE.
Removable Bronze Seat for Very High Steam Pressures.

I.iarge Sizes Itibbed Bodies witb By-Pass. Made in Several Styles and all .Sizes.

The StnfHng; Box may be Repacked without Closing the Valve. Investigation Solicited.

CHAPMAN VALVE MANUFACTURING CO.,
Works, Indian Orchard (Springfield), Mass., U.S.A.

Boston Office, TZ Kllby Street.
New York office. 28 Piatt Street.
Chicago office, 14 N. Canal Street.
St. Louis Office, L. M. Rumsey Mfg. Co., 810 N. Second St.

The GENUINE CHAPMAN VALVES in all ca«e8 will

bear our name in full, either rolled in or cast upon the

shells, and also our trade-mark and monogram.

Built for Service
LIKE A KRUPP GUN.

The Crane High Pressure
Wedge Gate Valves

ARE THE FINEST MONEY AND SKILL

CAN PRODUCE.

The bodies are heavier and the stems larger than any
other high pressure valve.

They have the only practical renewable seats, and these
seats, together with the faces on the wedges, are made of a
special bronze composition, known as "CRANE'S HARD
METAL," which is nearly as hard as steel.

We also mauufacture a full line of Standard and Hig'h Pressure Yalves,

Fitting's and Pipe, for steam, water or gas.

Crane Company,
...... CJniOA.OO.

New York. San Francisco.

Philadelphia. Los Angeles.

Kansas City. Omaha. Portland, Ore.

St. Paul.

Minneapolis.

Duluth.
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THE DEANE OF HOLYOKE,

Duplex Double Plunger
Pump.

BUILDERS OF
PUMPING MACHINERY.

Triplex and.
Triple Expansion,

STEAM.
POWER.

THE DEAN STEAM PUMP CO.,

HOLYOKE, MASS.
NEW YORK. BOSTON. PHILiADECPHIA. CHICAGO.

Write for *• The Deane Specialties."

Vertical yacnum
Pump.

REAGAN GRATES.
liEAGAN

Feed Water Heating,

WATER CIRCUIATHIG

Shaking Grates
for Stationary, Marine and Lo-
comotive Boilers. AGENTS
WANTED In all parts ol the
United States to manufacture
our grates on royalty.

Semi for Catalogue.

Water Circulating Orate Co,

Mtrs. and Sole Props.

General Ollicc ic Works 1018-1020 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DEAN BROTHERS'

DUPLEX PUMPS, SINGLE PUMPS, DtEP WELL PUMPS.
C7~ Send for Catatonue and PrieeR.

EVERY VAR I ETY.

EVERY VARIETY OF

95-97
/

LIBERTY
• ST-
newyork\ BLAKE

BOSTON

CHICAGO

PHILA.

LONDON

Feed pumps.

lOO H. P. of steam will

heat one million cubic feet

of space in dwellings,
stores, offices, churches
and public buildings, by
the HOLLY SYSTEM of underground
pipes, and is worth 3,000 to 4,000 dollars

per year. About 15 per cent, of steam
only is utilized in engine work, the rest

is available for heating. The central

electric station can not only do this

work, turning a waste product into

money, but it can pick up motor work if

it can supply both power and heat.

For particulars address, AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY, lockport, N. Y.
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PHILADELPHIA CORLISS ENGINES
FOR ROLLING MILLS, ELECTRICAL RAILROADS ANDALL KINDS OF FACTORY WORK.

TKNGVE BOX f=OR7V^ BEDPI^HTE.
SECONU-IIANO KNOINBS TAKEN IN TllAUE AI-WAYS ON UANU.

Write for ParticularH and Prices.

New York, Chas. A. Bennett,'126 Liberty St.
Boston, Kellogg & Witherbce, 41 Federal St,

Chicago, Wm. t Parish Mach. €0., Marquette BIdg.
Rochester, N. V., W. T. Creelman, 818 Granite BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, Mecklenburtj Iron Works.
Detroit, Louis W. Scnoiield, Jr , Koomsio& 11 Peninsular Bank HIdg.
City of Mexico, F. M. DcPrez& Co., Calle de Cadena, No. 10 Apartedo.
Pittsburgh, Pa., B. Beisel, 317 Lewis Block.• KelleSt. LOUIS, Mo., Heni> C. Kelley, 602 Security BIdg.

BUILT BY

PHILADELPHIA
WlifTlIn and

ENGINEERING WORKS, Limited,
Meadow Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
Long: Distance Telephone 1781.

STOP I THINE ! SAVE ir YOU WILL
THE LARGER PART OF YOUR OIL BILL.

The Liatest Improved Self Cleaner and
Automatic

OXXj TT" I Xj T E Ft.
in tiie World.

Write for llIuBtrate'l f^ataloeup.
READING I'EKMINAL MARKET.

Ph'tadelpui*, March 26, 1895.
.Mr. P. N. Brooks, I'niversal Filler Co.

I)ic>R Si":—The twoC.;) Brook.s Universal Oil Filtering TankR
puiehased from you afieracareful Investipration fortwo years
of the merits of other filters, I came to the concliiPion that
the Brooks Improved Filter was the best. After six (6) months'
use of thfse Filters I (ind that I have saved from 7o 10 80 ner
cent, of oil. It crives me pleasure to recommend yo'ir Filter
to an^ parties who are running an ice or refrigei atingf or
electric light plant. Yours very truly,

GEO. H. Mci\AY, Superintendent.

THE UNIVERSAL FILTER CO., Limited.
Patentee and Solo Owner,

35 North Seventh Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HAMILTON CORLISS ENGINES.

OVER 1,200

IN

DAILY USE.

OVER 200
IN

STREET RAILWAY

SERVICE,

Following are a few of tlie Principal Lines liavlng onr Engines in use t

DENVER TRAIMWAY CO., Denver, Col.

PITTSBURGH & BIROHNGHAM TRACTION CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

MISSOURI R. R. CO., St. Louis, Mo.
ST. LOUIS &. SUBURBAN R. R. CO., St. Louis, Mo.
UNION DEPOT R. R. CO., St. Louis, Mo.

TOLEDO CONSOLIDATED STREET RAILWAY CO., Toledo, O.

COJVSOLIDATED STREET RAILWAY CO., Cincinnati, O.
NAUMKEAG STREET RAILWAY CO., Salem, Mass.
WICHITA ELECTRIC R. R. CO., Wichita, Kans.
CITY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., Little Rock, Ark.
QUINCY HORSE RAILWAY Ac CARRYING CO., Quincy, III.

THE HOOVEN, OWENS S RENTSCHLER CO,

When Ordering
From firms whose names appear in the Street Railway Journal, our
friends will confer a favor on our advertisers and ourselves by mention-
ing this paper. Very respectfully,

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO.
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If You Desire to

Purchase

Street Railway Equipment of any kind

—

whether track or hne material, rolling

stock or power station machinery or sup-

plies—the quickest and cheapest way to

get estimates is to write to us and we

will publish the inquiry without charge

in our

DAILY BULLETIN ^ --^
—

^

which is mailed each day to over 300

manufacturers, supply dealers and con-

tractors in all parts of the country.

Sample copy mailed upon application.

Street Railway

Publishing" Co.,

General Office and Works, Harrlsburg, Pa., U. S. A.

The Harrisbur^
Ideal Engines

For Fine and
Substantial Service

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK -

FOR ELECTRIC LICHT AND RAILWAY POWER:
( New York, Mail and Express

W. R. FLEMING & CO., < Philadelphia, 701 Betz Building.
' Boston, 620 Atlantic Avenue.

WALLACE STEBBINS, Baltimore, 1 1 1 East German St.

1 7 and 34 in. cylinder,

1"t 28 in. stroke and 150
revolutions per minute.
Direct coupled with 400
Kilowatt Railway Cen.
erators.

I J^Ivl A.iVI

IMPROVED VERTICAL ENGINES
BUII^X BY

WM. TOI> Ac OO.,
Young^sto-wn, Obio.

E. F. WILLIAMS, Engineer, 39 & 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

MOST EFFICIENT ENGINES
For Electric Railway Work.

PERFECT ADAPTATION TO DIRECT COUPLED SERVICE.

BATES-CORLISS b^es machine co.
JOHET, ILL.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

Simple and Compound.
The only Liberating Valve Gear Without Springs or Hook Block.

All Joints have Wrist Pin Bearings.

AO ICT^iOIE« :

KEATING IMP. <& MACH. CO., Dallas, Tex.

ENGLISH SUPPLY 6c ENG. CO., SMITH-COURTNEY CO.,

S.ansas Cit^, Mo, Richmond, Ya,
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J. H. McEWEN MANUFACTURING CO.

BOTH VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL, FROM 12 TO 600 H. P.

SALES AGENTS:
JAS. I^. KIIVIItALI^, Excliange Kulldlns. Ronton. Muss.
PEPI»ER Ac ItECJlSTEK, Penn Square, I>hllail<;lplila, Pn.THK W.M. SllARPE CO., No. »37 inniia<lnack Kiiiltlinfr, Chicago
Ijd & CARRUIiL., Lewi!4 lilock, PUtsbur'^li, Pa.

OUR GUARANTEE.—The Engine shall not run one revolution slower when
fully loaded than when running empty, and a reduction of boiler pressure from the
greatest to that necessary to do the work will not reduce the speed of engine one
revolution. Any engine failing to meet this guarantee becomes the property of the
purchaser upon payment of one dollar.

It is one of the most economical engines on the market. Send for catalogue.

MAIN OFFICE :

Ilavemeyei* IBlclg-.

26 Cortlandt Street, N. Y.

SOMETHING ABOUT WESTINGHODSE ENGINES,

TESTING ROO.M.

TESTING.
Every Westinghouse Engine, from the

five horse-power Junior to the seven-hun-
dred horse power Compound, is tested
under full load before sliipment. Ample
facilities for testing the laiger sizes of en-
gines will be provided in our new shops,
now approaching completion. Our present
testing room has accommodations for nine
engines at once. The piping is arranged
so that the exhaust from any one engine
can be turned into a surface condenser,
condensed and weighed. The engines are
loaded by means of a Prony Friction Brake.
Every engine carries its full load from two
to four days.

We make running tests on ail Junior and
Standard engines and economy tests on
two engines taken at random from every
shop order. We make a careful test of the
steam consumption of every Compound
engine we build. Reports of these tests

with sample indicator cards are on file for

every Compound engine ever built by us. This means that when you buy a Westinghouse engine you may be sure
it is in perfect running order, its adjustments correct, its internal friction not excessive and its steam consumption
well within the limits of good economy. Fuither, it means that when we make a guarantee as to the economical
performance of our engines, it is not a " bluff," but a fact which may be verified by our records, or by a test which
the purchaser is free to make in our shops under the supervision of his own expert, and for which we will gladly fur-

nish every facility. In this respect the Westinghouse Machine Company has no imitators. We cordially invite the

most critical inspection of our product and methods of manufacture. Our shops are open at all times to engineers
and others interested in steam power. If this subject is of interest we will send you a little circular which explains
it more fully.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COiViPANY. Pittsburgh. Pa.. U. S. A.

BASS FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WORKS,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

MAKJITKACXITRERS OF

IMPROVED CORLISS ENGINES.
Unsurpassed m Excellence of Workmanship and Performance.

Especially Adapted for Street Railw:i}' Service.
Simple, Compound and Condensing.

Also Boilers, Feed=Water Heaters and all Apparatus for Com=
plate Power Outfits,

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Main Office and Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.

New York CFFrcE :

39-41 CORTLANDT STREET,
F. RUEL BALDWIN, MANAGER.

Chicago Office :

ROOM 707 THE ROOKERY.
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SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.

SOL.E MAKERS OF THE

PORTER-ALLEN AUTOMATIC ENGINE,
Simple, Compound, Triple Expansion, Condensing and Non-Condensing.

The best engine for any service where high economy and close regulation are desired. Compact in form and durably constructed.

Specially adapted to driving electric generators direct connected and by belt. Also for rolling mill work.

BLOWING ENGINES, REVERSING ENGINES,
—BRANCH op<^h*ioe:s

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

CINCINNATI, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, ST. LOUIS.

CORLISS STEAM ENGINE CO,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Plant of the Corliss Steam Engine Co., at Providence, R. I.

This Company manufactures Corliss Engines in different types, wliich are generally
and successfully used for Manufacturing and Electric Power. Also builders of Corliss
Patent Vertical Tubular Water Leg Boilers, especially adapted for compound and triple

expansion engines requiring superheated steam and at very high pressure.

ROBT. WETHERILL. & CO.,
Office and Works, Chester, Pa.

Eleetrie and Cable Railway Power Machinery.

Corliss

Engines.

Berry

Boilers.
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C. & G. COOPER & CO.BB CORLISS ENGINES
MT. VERNON, O. COMPOUND, CONDENSING

AND HIUH PRESSURE.

C. Sc G. COOPER Sc CO.'S TANDEM COMPOUND CONDENSING CORLISS ENGINE FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAIL.WAV WORK.

EXTRA HEAVY PATTERNS for STREET RAILWAY WORK

HIGH GRADE HEAVY OOTY ENGINES.

Built by the BALL ENGINE CO., erie, pa.
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THE BALL & WOOD ENGINE.
SIMPLE DIRECT CONNECTED TYPE.

THE BALL & WOOD CO., 15 Cortlandt St., New York.
REPRESENTATIVES :

Stern &. Silverman, 707 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
C. E. Sargent, 404 Fort Dearborn Bids., Chicago, III.

George M. Kenyon, Endicott Arcade, St. Paul, Minn.
James & Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.

DICK & CHURCH
SIMPLE,

COMPOUND,

TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINES.

The Above Cut Shows Our Four-Cylinder Triple Expansion.

PHENIX IRON WORKS CO., Meadville, Pa. \

5 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK
519 " THE ROOKERY," CHICAGO.
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THE

Edward P. Allis Co.,
TVYIL-WMUKEE, WIS.

SOME OF THE STREET RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING OUR ENGINES.

Brooklyn Heights R. R. Co., Brooklyn 10 engines

People's Traction Co., Philadelphia 8
"

West End St. Ry. Co., Boston 12
"

Metropolitan West Side Elevated Ry. Co., Chicago. 4
"

Baltimore & Ohio Tunnel Ry., Baltimore 4
"

Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds Ry. Co., St. Louis. . 4
"

Duluth Street Ry. Co., Duluth 3

Washington & Georgetown Rv. Co., Washington,

D. C .' 4
"

West Chicago St. Ry. Co., Chicago 4
"

Minneapolis St. Ry. Co., Minneapolis 2

Baltimore City Passenger Ry. Co., Baltimore, Md. 9

St. Paul City Ry. Co., St. Paul, Minn 7
"

Kansas City Cable Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo 4
"

Omaha Street Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb 3
"

Central Ry. Co., Peoria,. Ill 3
"

Louisville Railway Co., Louisville, Ky 4
"

South Chicago City Ry. Co., South Chicago 3

Anderson Electric St. Ry. Co., Anderson, Ind. ... 3

Fort Wayne & Belle Isle Ry. Co., Detroit 3
"

The Detroit Railway, Detroit 4
"

Detroit Citizens' St. Ry. Co., Detroit 4
"

Citizens' Passenger Ry. Co., Indianapolis 2
"

Pueblo City Ry. Co., Pueblo, Colo 2
"

North Chicago St. Ry. Co., Chicago 3
"

Consolidated Traction Co., Jersey City, N. J 5
"

Fairhaven & Westville Ry. Co., New Haven, Conn. 3
"

Portland Ry. Co., Portland, Me 3
"

Union Depot Ry. Co., St. Louis, Mo 2
"

Metropolitan Traction Co., New York City 2
"

Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., New York City 2
"

Orleans Railway Co., New Orleans, La 2

Staten Island Electric Ry. Co., Staten Island 2
"

The Albany Railway, Albany, N. Y i

Los Angeles Railway, Los Angeles, Cal i

Atlantic Coast Electric Ry., Asbury Park I
"

Lake Roland Elevated Ry. Co., Baltimore, Md. .. i

Cicero & Proviso St. Ry. Co., Chicago 2

Jacksonville St. Ry. Co., Jacksonville, Fla 2

South Jersey Traction Co., Bridgeton, N. J 2

Columbia Railway Co., Washington, D. C 2

Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Ry. Co.
,
Cleveland, O. 4

Cleveland & Elyria Ry. Co., Cleveland 2

Bergen County Traction Co., New Jersey 2

Neversink Electric Ry. Co., Reading, Pa i

Douglas County St. Ry. Co., West Superior, Wis.. 2

West End Street Ry. Co., Lancaster, Pa 2

Southern Electric Ry. Co., St. Louis, Mo 2

Youngstown St. Ry. Co., Youngstown, 2

Broadway & Newburg St. Ry. Co., Cleveland, O.. 4

Seattle Electric Ry. Co., Seattle, Wash 3

Sioux City St. Ry. Co., Sioux City, Iowa 2

Atlanta &Chattahoochie Cable Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga. 2

East Liverpool & Westville St. Ry. Co., E. Liver-

pool, 4

Houston City St. Ry. Co., Houston, Tex 2

Colorado Springs Elec. Ry. Co., Colorado Springs. 2

Cedar Rapids & Marion City Ry. Co., Cedar

Rapids, la 3

Ottumwa Electric Ry. Co., Ottumwa, la 2

Syracuse & East Side Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.. .. 3

Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Elec. Co., Wauwatosa,
Wis 2

Schuylkill Valley Traction Co., Norristown, Pa.. .

Waukesha Beach Ry. Co., Waukesha, Wis
Kansas City Rapid Transit Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Denver City Cable Ry. Co., Denver, Colo

Citizens' Rapid Transit Co., Nashville, Tenn
Menominee Electric Ry., Menominee, Mich
La Crosse City Ry. Co., La Crosse, Wis
West Bay City St. Ry. Co., West Bay City, Mich.

engines
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THE McINTOSH & SEYMOUR

The above cut shows our regular horizontal tandem compound gridiron valve engine. We
make them single cylinder and cross compound also, as well as vertical, and triple expansion
when desired. They are a more economical engine than the Corliss because the clearance is less

and the leakage is not so much. They are just the engine for direct coupling. The Cincinnati

Street Railway Co. has bought 12 of these engines,—ten 750 H. P. direct belted and two 1,200

H. P. direct coupled. The City & Suburban Railroad, of Baltimore, have in their new plant,

which they have just finished, four 750 H. P. direct belted. Yours very truly,

WORKS :

AUBURN. N. Y., U. S. A. MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR ^ CO.
—^ SELLING KGENTS.

NEW YORK.

PIERCE $( MILLER
ENGINEERING
COMPANY,

26 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

Engineers and
Contractors
FOR

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS. ELEC-

TRIC RAILROADS BUILT
AND EQUIPPED.

BOSTON.

CURRIER, MAYO & GO,

8 OLIVER STREET,
AGENTS,

NEW ENGLAND
AND

MARITIME PROVINCES.

CONTRACTORS
FOR

Complete Power Plants.
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THE

BETHLEHEM IRON COMPANY
SOUTH BFTHLEHEM, PA.

Q-I-aaI Poile BILLETS AND
I H^t^rrlw^^^ HOLLOW SHAFTING, CRANKS,oieei Rails, muckbar, oteei rorsinss, rolls, guns and armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 80 BROADWAY.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 421 CHESTNUT ST.

ir. K. PORTEU, WESTERN SALES A(3ENT, 1433 MARQUETTE RVIfiDING, CIIfCACJO, II>1,.

RAILS

Joint FasteninKS, Tie Rods, Kneei<« Bolt",
Spikes, &c. Ciirved Rail and Special

Switcli and FrOK Worli a
Specialty.

Harrington, Robinson & Co.,

lO OLIVER ST., BOSTON.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SPECIAL

WORK,

Frogs, Switches, Curves,

Crossings, Rail Braces, Etc.

THE WEIR FROG CO
,

CiTs^ciiviv A.Tr, Ohio.

FRANK SAMUEL,

Iron or Steel Rails.

Scrap Material from Street

Railroads a Specialty.

Hanliattaii Bnilding, Fonrth and Walnut Sts.,

1»111 .VT) IC IV1^1 11A

.

Steel Rails,
COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR LOGQING, MINING,

PLANTATION AND

STREET RAIL AND TRAM ROADS.
LIGHT SECTIONS RAILS AND SPIKES IN STOCK.

LOCOMOTIVES, MOTORS, CARS, ETC.
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

THE STEEL RAIL SUPPLY CO.,

HUMPHREYS Sc SAYCE, managers.

No. lo Wall St., - - - - IVEW YORK.

ELECTRICALLY CONTmUOITS EAILS.
Copper Bonds and Welded Joints are not in ir.

A/r. R. M. Fuller, Chief Electrician of the Cleveland Elec. Ry., 7vrites:

" We have had an elegant test on Cedar
Avenue the last week with lots of snow and heavy
load. We had one track almost finished with your
Plastic Bond of the ' Plug Type,' which has been
applied while line was in service.' The track with
your Bond was perfectly cool at the joints while the
other track, which had two copper nods, each equal
to No. oooo, would melt the snow as fast as put on it.

The copper bonds had just been tightened. I am
more than satisfied that the Plastic Bond is the only

perfect bond ever used."

Increase your power house capacity by rebond-
ing with the Plastic Rail Bond at once.

HAROLD P. BROWN, 68 Broad St., N. Y.

PORTABLE HOSE B-RIBGE.

A NECESSITY TO EVERY STREET RAILWAY.
G. S. Hazard, Supt. Fort Wayne and Belle Isle Ry. Co., Detroit, says, " We can recommend it heartily as being entirely

Practicable, Serviceable and Convenient."

John Winter, Asst. Gen. Supt. Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Co., says, " We have no hesitation in recommending them
to any road as being the best contrivance we know of, ever made for the purpose."

Address, PORTABLE HOSE BRIDGE CO.,
11 Woodward Avenue, "Detroit, Mich.

A PERFECT

Fire HosB DrossinQ

FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

Weighs but 400 pounds ; is in

6 pieces and can be adjusted to

track by one man in two min-

utes.

Is made of oak and steel and

fits over 2 lines of 4-inch hose.

Will pay for itself the first time

used.

SEND FOR PRICES.
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THE CLEVELAND FROC ^ CROSSING CO.
MANUPACTUKERS OP

Electric and Cable Railway Special Work.
Of any size and weight Girder or "T" Rail.

PORTER ROCKING SWITCHES.
Safest and Most Durable Switch Made.

For Turnouts, Branch-ofifs and Derails at Railroad Crossings.

COMBINATION
Steam and Electric Railway Crossings.

Plans and Estimates Furnished on Application.

N. P. BOVVI.ER, Pres.

General Ofllce, 14 Winter Si.
Kngineer's Oflli'e, fi • 4 C
WorkN. JC('8seiii«>r A^'e. &̂ ^?^^]f^.n} CLEVELAND, 0. O. C. I.UCAS, Gen. Mgr,

THE WEBER RAILWAY JOINT MANUFACTURING CO.
COTTON EXCHANGE BUILDING, Ilnnorer Sqnnre, New York City.

BRANCH OFFICES :

No. 70 Kilby .Sireet,

Bo!>ton, l>Ins8.

Old Colonj Itulldinir.

Chicnio.

THE WEBER GIRDER

JOINT.

THE WEBER T RAIL

JOINT.

THE WEBER STEP

JOINT.

Permanently maintains surface and alignment, embodies all the advantages oi a tie plate and nut lock wltli perfect spiking opportunities, and,
since no part oi tbe Jolat Is below the tie surface, ma'^ es it possible to lay eltber supported or suspended.

The wood nuer Is Incased In the channel and shoe angle, and being made a trifle too large, is squeezed Into position, keeping all the parts light
and reduces the noise to a minimum.

Cambria
Eiriler Rails, Brooved Rails anJ High Ts

FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

T Rails from 8 to 100 pounds per yard
RAILWAY FASTETVINGS.

Address
CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY, phiiadeiphia.

WORKS AT JOHNSTOWN, PA

W. A. WASHBURNE, 33 Wall Street, New York City.
C. J. ELLIS, 209 Western Union Building, Chicafro, til.

W. F. JARVIS & CO., Newberry Building, Detroit, Mich.
W. E. C. COXE, 401 The Nasby, Toledo, O.
GEO. M. KENYON, 109 Endicott Arcade, St. Paul, Minn.

PUCHTA, PUNn & CO., S. W. Cor. Elm and Pearl Streets, Cincinnati, O.
EZRA H. LINLEY, 714-716 N. Second Street, St. Louis. Mo.
JOS. R. LEHMER, 303-305 S. Thirteenth Street, Omaha, Neb.
P. I. STONE, Chattanooga, Tenn.
H. C. MORRISON, 608 Times Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

-THii:-

Mo. 85. BRACE TIE PI/ATE. Patented.

Mark Railway Equipment Co.,

536-7-8 MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

TRACK EQUIPMENT OUR SPECIALTY.
Design and construction original.

Our material is absolutely unbreakable and is unequalled.
This Double Brace Plate is exclusively ours. It's the best in the

market, and is becoming extensively used.

Costs no more than inferior imitations.
Write for particulars, and you will specify it in your contracts, and

use it in construction.

Eastern Agents, RODGERS & BALDWIN, 136 Liberty St., New York City.

New England Agent, GEO. C. EWING, 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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THE TROUBLESOME QUESTIOJSl " WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH OUR .TOINTS ? "

. . . SUOOESSrULLY SOLVED BY PATKONS OP THE

WHEELER RAIL JOINT COMPANY.
f A malleatJle Iron wedge Joint with re-enforclng ribs adapted to use on street railways. No

nuts to loosen, nor bolts to streicti. Clamps base and web of rail firmly, preventing any
letting down and pounding of rail ends ; saves racking of rolling stock. Has larger bearing

surface on rail and consequently gives more support than any other joint. Adapted to

every style of girder and T rail manufactured. Made for use either as a suspended joint, or

as a single or double tie joint with or v. Ithout chair. The only joint which has successfully

held the Providence Girder (Longstreeti rail.

Over two years experience on many of the Important electric and cable railways In the

United States, among whom are :

Metropolitan Traction Company, New York West Chicago Street Railway, Chicago.
(Columbus Ave. and Lexington Ave. divisions.) Columbus Street Ry. Co., Columbus, O.

Chicago Clly Railway, Chicago. Buffalo Street Railway, Buffalo, N. Y.
West End Street Railway, Boston. city Electric Railway, Port Huron, Mich.
Terre Haute Electric Ry., Terre Uaute, Ind. Staten Island Electric R'y, Staten Island, N. Y

Hartford & West Hartford Horse Ry., Hartford, Conn.

WEDGE:: PARTLY DRIVEN.

USE THE WHEELER
RAIL JOINT and save expense of

Heavy Rails.

USE THE WHEELER
RAIL JOINT and get your money's

worth out of rails now in use.
SUSPENDED JOINT IN POSITION.

Wheeler Rail Joint Company,
H. L. Tekrbll. President.
E. S. Whbelkb, Vlce-Pres. & Gen'l Mgr.
S. F. SuLLTVAN, Sec. & Treas. 80 Broadway, New York,

Electric Railway flotors;
THEIR

CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE.

An Elementary Practical Handbook for those Engaged in the Management and Operation

of Electric Railway Apparatus.

WITH RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOTORMEN.

BY NEL.SON PERRV, E. 7^.
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS.

I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.

VI.
VII.

vni.
IX.

XI.

XII.

Preface.
Introduction,
Technical Terms, etc.

Ohm's Law; Rate of Work; Examples.
The Electric Current and its Properties.

The Electric Current and its Properties {continued;, the

Solenoid.

Measuring the Current; Magnetism and Electro-Magnetism.

Lines of Force; the Closed Magnetic Circuit; Magnetic

Leakage.
Polarity, Magnetism and Current.

Electro-Magnetic Induction; The Continuous Current Dy-

namo; Increase of Electromotive Force; Eddy Currents

in Armature.
Shifting of the Armature Wires; Open and Closed Coil

Armatures.
Drum and Ring Armatures; Consequent Poles and Multi-

polar Field Magnets.
Multiple Arc and Series Arrangement; Current Character-

istics of .Multiple and Series Arrangements in Gener-

ators.

XIIL

XIV..

XV.
XVI.
XVH.
XVIII.

XIX.
XX.

XXI.

xxn.
XXIII.
XXIV.

XXV.

Current Characteristics in Translating Devices; Multipolar
Fields.

The Dynamo Electric Principle; Series, Shunt and Com-
pound Winding; the Reversibility of the Dynamo.

The Electric Motor.
The Electric Motor {continued); Torque.
The Line of Commutation; Counter-Electromotive Force.

Counter-Electromotive Force and Speed Regulation; Re-
quirements of Speed Regulation.

The Sperry and Johnson-Lundell Systems.
The Leonard, Perry and Other Systems; the Perry System

of Series Electric Traction; Storage Battery Traction;

Conduit Systems.
The Management of Street Railway Motors; Sparking at

the Commutatori Motor Stops or Fails to Start.

Specific Directions to Motormen.
Instructions to Inspectors and Superintendents.

Locating Faults; Commutators; Drop Method of Testing
for Faults, Insulation Test; Bearings; Gears and
Pinions; Controllers.

Trolley Wheels; Incandescent Lamps; Conclusion.

256 PACES. NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS. PRICE, $ I .CO.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO THE

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO., Havemeyer Building, New York City.
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SPECIAL WORK! SPECIAL WORK!

IN GIRDER,

TEE, OR

TRAM RAIL.

Frogs, Switches, Crossing^!,

Turnonfs, Etc., Etc. .

BARBOUR-STOCKWELL CO.,

Nothing too Lar^e

for us.

Canibrids[eport, Mass.
ALONZO W. PAIGE, President. G. F. STARKWEATHER. Manager.

PAIGE IRON WORKS
GEORGB LOW, Superintendent.

26 to 44 Ontario St.,

CHICAGO.
E. S. NETHERCUT, Ensineer.
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WM. WHARTON, Jr., & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF —

Everything Entering into

the Tracli Construction

OJF^

Electric Railways, Cable Railways, Horse Railways,

Including all the latest and most approved appliances and appurtenances.

ALL KINDS OF

STREET RAILS, CURVED RAILS, CROSSINGS,
GIRDER RAILS, RAILWAY CASTINGS, TURNTABLES,
FLAT TRAM RAILS, SWITCHES, TRANSFER TABLES,
SLOT RAILS, FROGS, DERAILING SWITCHES.

WE PARTICULARLY DIRECT ATTENTION TO OUR

PATENTED "INTEGRAL" SPECIAL WORK,
With and without Manganese Steel Inserted at points of maximum wear. This

special work is used by the leading railroads, and by

them considered the best ever made.

Improved Brake Shoes of all Kinds. Gray Iron Castings.

Frog. Switch and Curve Works,

2oth St. & Washington Are.,

Philadelphia, Pa,

Furnaces, Steel Works and Rolling IVIills,

North Branch Steel Company,

Danville, Pa.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.,

SOLIO AND

WEATHERPROOF

STRANDED

FEEDER WIRES

AND CABLES.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.
CAST STEEL RAILWAY CABLES.

"CROWN" RUBBER INSULATED WIRES
AND CABLES.

TAPED, BRAIDED, LEADED AUD ARMORED, FOR AERIAL., INTERIOR,
UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE USE.

Weatherproof Iron and Copper Line Wire for Telepinone, Telegraph and Fire-Alarm Purposes. Magnet
Wire, Round and Flat. Special "Crown" Flexible Car Wire. Span Wire, Solid and Stranded.

Rheostat Cables. Flat and Odd Shaped Wires of Every Description.

TJROLLEY A]VX> CAR. &SL»FMIVOS.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CHICAGO RAIL BOND.

USED BY
Chicago City Railway Co.
North C^hlcago KaUroad Co.
West Chlcatto Railroad Co.
Buffalo Railroad C^o.

Bufff lo.Bellvue & Lancaster R.E.Co.
Niagara Falls & Buffalo R. R. Co.
Detroit City Hallway Co.
Des Moines City Railway Co.
Newark A South Orange Railway.
Metropolitan Ry..Washington. D. C.
Lowell & Suburban Street Railway.
Norwich street Railway.
New London street Railway Co.
Manchester Street Railway Co.
No. Hudson County Railway Co.

TOTAL SALES FOR 1895, OVER 500,000.

J- 3 C

Portland Railway Co.
Wilmington City Electric Railway.
Market St. K. R. Co., San Francisco.
Sutro R. R. Co., san Francisco.
Louisville Railway Co.
Los Angeles Railway Co.
San Antonio Street Railway Co.
Toledo Traction Co.
Pennsylvania Kallroad Co.
New \ork, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad.

Yonkers Street Railway Co.
Union Railway Co.
Winnipeg Electric Street Ry. Co.
And many other electric railway

companies.

No Channel, Pin or Rivet Used for Connecting.

"Write for Circulai'.

ALL KINDS OF WIRE IRON, COPPER AND STEEL.
WORKS AT WORCESTER, MASS., WAUKEGAN, ILL. AND SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GENERAL OFFICE, WORCESTER, MASS.

New York, Chicago,
BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:

Sau Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Scranton.
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George Cradock & Co.
Wire Rope Works and Wire Drawing Mills,

London Offices, 7 East India Avenue, E. C. = Head Offices, Wakefield.

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS, " CRADOCK, WAKEFIELD."
ABC AND ENGINEERING TELEGRAPH CODES USED.

COPY OF LETTER RECEIVED FROM

G. C. MARKS, A. M. I. C. E., M. I. M. E.,

CONSULTING ENGINEER,

Commercial Chambers, i3 Temple Street.

Birmingham, March 20, 1895.

Messrs. George Cradock & Co., Wakefield.

Dear Sirs :—I have pleasure in sending forward to your works a short length of the

cable which we have just renewed from the Matlock Cable Tramway. The new cable

arrived in good order and is now fixed and running.

The old cable was put in October, 1892, and has thus had a life of nearly two

and one-half years. The line is single, with several sharp curves, whilst the maximum

gradient amounts to .1 in 5.

Grave doubts were expressed by many as to the possibility of working a cable on

such a route, and prophecies of speedy failure were freely indulged in. The results

actually obtained have effectively disposed of such fears and the generally expressed

feeling now is that if a rope will work on such an exceptional line as Matlock, it " will

work anywhere."

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. CROYDON MARKS,
Engineer to Matlock Tramway Co., Ltd.

T. A. WIQHAM, Agent for the United States,

Fidelity & Casualty Building, 97 Cedar St., New York, U. S. A.
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GBO. \l. CRESSON CO.
18th ST. & ALLEGHENY AVE.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROPE WHEELS
OF AL.L, DIAMETERS

For Manilla,

Hemp, Cotton or
Leather Ropes.

136 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW, YORK.

Machine Moulded and Cut

GEARING.
Heavy

Machinery and
Castings.

ErOENK F. PHII.MP8, Pres. W. A. HATHAWAY, Treas. W. H. SAWYER, Secy.

American Electrical Works,
RRO^IDENCe, R. I.

Bare and Insulated Electric Wire,
Electric Lis:ht Line Wire, Incandescent and Flexible Cords.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
AMEKICANITE, jMAGNKT, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRBS.

CABLES FOR AERIAI. AND UNDERGKOUNO USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Donohoe, 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

SAVE MONEY AND BUY THE BEST.

Our Ropes are Warranted Not to Pull In Two.
Inside Wires Alone are Strong Enough to Pull Any Load.

WHERE USED.

NEW YORK.
BALTIMORE.
WASHINGTON.

PITTSBURGH.
CLEVELAND.

CINCINNATI.

CHICAGO.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

WHERE USED.

KANSAS CITY.

OMAHA.
SIOUX CITY.

DENVER.
SAN FRANCISCO.

TACOMA.

SEATTLE.
LOS ANGELES.

SAN DIEGO.

w
BRODERICK $c BASCOM ROPE CO.,
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If You Desire to Purchase
Street Railway Equipment of any Icind—whether track or Hne material,

rolling stock or power station machinery or supplies—the quickest and

cheapest way to get estimates is to write to us and we will publish the

inquiry without charge in our DAILY BULLETIN which is mailed each

day to over 300 manufacturers, supply dealers and contractors in all parts

of the country. Sample copy mailed upon application

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY,
HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.

THE HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

IRON, STEEL AND GALVANIZED

WIRE ROPE.
STEEL CABLES FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

General Office and Works, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
New York Office, 87 Liberty Street.

Soft Bare Copper Wire.

Insulated Feeder Wire.

Heavy Stranded Feeder Con-
ductors.

Lead Covered Underground
Cables,

Rubber Insulated Wire.

Span Wire, Bare and Insulated.

Magnet Wire for Armature
Repairs.

Iron and Steel Telegraph Wire.

Hard Drawn Copper Tele-
phone Wire.

Copper Rods for Station Work.

ORDERS EXECUTED PROMPTLY.

Large Stock on Hand.

HARD COPPER AND SILICON BRONZE TROLLEY WIRE
Correspondence Solicited as per Address in Wire Rope Circle.
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Pennsylvania--^'

Iron Works Co.,

Constructing and Consulting Engineers.

BUILDERS OF

Corliss Engines, Cable and Electric Railway Machinery, Wind-
ing and Driving Machinery, Plants for Gas and Water

Works, Pumping and Special Heavy Machinery.

ROPE TRANSMISSION MACHINERY.

Sole Licensees for the Manufacture and Sale of the

Walker Patent Differential Drums and Friction Clutches.

And Other Cable Railway Devices.

.
(FOR THE NEW ENGLAND, MIDDLE AND SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES.)

Plans and Estimates Furnished Free of Cost to Customers,

GENERAL OFFICES : WORKS

:

SOth St. and Lancaster Ave. Merion Ave. from 49tli to 52(1 Sts.

New York Offices

:

CABUE BUILDING, 621 BROADWAY.
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THE BERLIN IRON BRIDGE CO.
CHAS. M. JAKVIS, President and Clilef Engineer. BURR K. FIELD, Vice-President.

FRANK L. WILCOX, Treasurer. GEO. H. SAGE, Secretary.

XSngixieers^ Arcliitects and
Builders of Iron and Steel

Bridges, Buildings and Roofs.

INTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE FOR THE NEW ORLEANS & CARROLLTON
RAILWAY CO., AT NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue of Over 300 Pages, Describing Iron
and Steel Buildings, Car Sheds, Power Houses, etc.

Office and Works: - - East Berlin, Conn.
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Ready for Delivery..

STREET i RAILWAY ® INVESTMENTS
A Study in Values.

BV EDWKRD E. HIGGINS.
46

PRICE, $2.00.

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO.,

Havemeyer Building, 26 Coptlandt Street, New York.

PENN BRIDGE COMPANY,
BEAVER FALLS, PA.Power Houses,

Car Barns,

Viaducts and

Bridgfes.
w Vi*- W "/e^ •JR"

CONTRACTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL OF ALL KINDS.

Correspondence Solicited

And Plans and Estimates Furnished upon Application.

STRUCTURAL WORK for STREET RAILWAYS i

NO. 3.

PFOUTS' PATENT

IRON POLES

FLEXIBLE BRACKETS
For Street Kailways.

Metallic Frame Work for Car Barns, Power Houses
and Like Structures.

Manufacturers of Bridges, Girders and Turntables.

Wrousiht Iron Bridge Co.,
CKNTON. OHIO. NO. 1
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LMTEST MNP BEST.

AS IT APPEARS IN CAR. SHOWING MECHANISM.

WE CLAIM EFFICIENCY, DURABILITY AND SIMPLICITY.
It is designed and made for the hard usage to wnicU it is certain to be subjected.
It is made on the lutei cbangeable plan, with the most complete set o£ tools and gauges that experience and money can produce.
It Is the most perfect piece of raachlueiy ever made In the way of a Car Register, a fact admitted by every practical railroad man who has examined It.

NEW YORi: FARE REGISTER & SUPPLIES CO.,

Factory, York & Washington Sts.. Brooklyn. 35 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

TOM L. JOHNSON'S

St Louis Oar Company's
IMPROVED FARE BOX.

BOX NO. 1. BOX NO. 2.

Patented Oct. 14, 1873.

CHEAPEST AND BEST.

Fares Cannot be Extracted or

iioxes Robbed without violence.

Roads Equipped with Boxes on

Trial, and if not satisfactory, re-

lumed without any expense to the

;ompany trying them.

Ornamental to any Car.

Special Sizes built to order.

NOTICE.—All parties are cau-

tioned against using fare lnoxes re-

cently placed on the market which

are direct infringements on our

patents. BOX MO. 8, CaABI07 FATTBBS,

REDUCED PRICES. Write for Descriptive Circular and Price List.

ST. LOUIS CKR
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF HORSE, ELECTRIC, CABLE AND ALL OTHER MOTOR GARS.

30S3 IVorth Broadway, St. l^onis, 3Jo. see pages ii4-iis.
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RAILWAY REGISTER
Manufacturing Co,

ALL STYLES OF PORTABLE and STATIONARY REGISTERS.
ALSO FULL LINE OF

BRASS FIXTURES,

LEATHER GOODS, Etc., Etc.

Alarm Resisterins; Punch.

Especially adapted for any number

of cash fares, tickets and transfers.

Adopted by the Melbourne Tramway

& Omnibus Co., of Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, for their entire system.

Thousands of these registers in use in this country and Canada, and have stood the test for years.

No matter what system or different rates of fares you have on your road we can
furnish you with a register that will meet your requirements.

NEW MONITOR R EGISTER.

Showing the Largest Figures yet In
troduced on any Register. MODEL REGISTER.

--SPECIAL. ATTENTION PAID TO EXPORT ORDERS.
FOR PRICES AND FULIi PARTICU1.ARS, ADDRESS

EDWARD BEADLE, Manager, 1193 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

Full line of Samples at our Pacific Coast Office, 1630 IVlarl(et St., San Francisco, Cal., F. T. HULL, Agent.
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The "New Haven" Fare Registers.
SINGLE DOUBLE XRIRLE.

ADOPTED BY

The New York, New
Haven & Hartford R.
R. Co. on Nantasket
Beach Division,

And on Hundreds of
other Leading Roads.

Recognized by Practical Railway

Men Everywhere as the

FINEST and

Most Complete

MNE OF

Fare Registers

Ever Produced.

OUR LATEST.

Double and Triple

Registers.
FOR RECORDING

SEPARATELY
Two or More Different

Fares and Trans-
fers, or

Fares, Tickets and Transfers.

Operated by ONE ROD or one
rod and one cord.

The Very Valuable

features of these registers are at
once apparent.

Fullest InveNtigation Solicited.

Samples Sent on Trial.

Full Descriptive Circulars on Appli-
cation.

"PHILADELPHIA" DIAL.

DOUBLE REGISTER. TRIPLE REGISTER.

Complete Line of Fine Bronze Rod Fixtares and Cord Fixtures. Special Solid Steel fiods, and Special Oak and Indian

Tanned Leather Cord and Raw Hide. Prices on Application.

THE NEW HAVEN CAR REGISTER CO., NEW HAVEN. CONN.. U. S. A.
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THE MEAKER
Portable, Stationary and Gombinadon

REGISTERS.

Oup Registers are in use in All the

Principal Cities.

OUR NEW
PORTABLE.

a^rid. not 1037-

pa,rt figr-cLxes,

pa.rt dots,

a^iD-d. psLXt

in. a.11 OI00I2:

ISogristers.

Our New 1894 Stationary. (Cases in Nickel or Bronze.)

Three Figure Trip. Face Protected by One -Fourth Inch Beyel Plate Glass.

The name of the Company Purchasing will be placed on the face of all
Machines ordered unless otherwise directed.

23
FAC>8infrLB OF FIOURBS USB
IN STATIONARY REGI8TBR.

FOR REFERENCE, TERMS, ETC., ADDRESS

MEAKER MANUFACTURING CO.

OfB.ce and Factory,

" USIiD BY 500 RAILWAY COMPANIES. NORTH CHICAGO, ILL
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r Brakes,

Sterling
j San/eoxes,
1^ Registers.

Sterling Supply & JVlfg. Go.
97 BANK STREET,

New York.
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THE .=EEEEE^EE

Pintsch Qas Lighting System
Has been adopted as the STANDARD LIGHT by the Broadway and Third Avenue Cable

Lines of New York City ; the North and West Chicago Cable lines, and the Columbus Cen-

tral Electric Line of Columbus, O., also by sixty of the most prominent railways and by

the Pullman and Wagner Palace Car Companies in the United States.

It has been the standard lighting system in Europe for many years, and is ap-

plied to S5,ooo cars in Europe, the United States, South America, India and Australia.

For particulars address

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company,
160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Electric Heaters for Street Cars

:

1,103 Car Equipments sold from Aug. i to Dec. i. West

End, Boston; People's Traction, Philadelphia; Nassau Ry.,

Brooklyn; Union Ry., Providence, and Buffalo Ry., have

recently ordered over 700 Car Equipments.

CONSOLIDATED
Steam Heating from the Locomotive :

Locomotive Equipments, Direct Steam, Commingler,

Storage and Multiple Circuit Systems. Cars equipped

6,199. SEWALL COUPLERS sold 55.617 ; the stand-

ard in U. S. and Canada.

B
A
N

Pope Light Compressed Oil Gas :

Interchangeable with " Pintsch ;" and superior thereto.

Uses same gas as " Pintsch." In Great Britain 14,262

steam and cable cars already equipped. Patents

guaranteed.

CAR-HEATING CO
Albany, N. Y., 413-423 North Pearl Street :

CHICAGO, 200 WESTERN UNION BLD'C ; Can-

ada, Coaticook, P. Q. — London — Moscow. Specially

tested fittings and car lighting repair parts at reasonable

prices. Electric Heaters for offices.

ISo. 6 Bridg-e Stores, New York.

Xo. 652 Rookery, Cliicasfo, 111.

Street Car Heating Go.

The Gold Sealed Jet System of Circulation, as shown in the above illustration, is now being applied to the

entire equipment of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company.

At the end of the present season it will have been used in 400 cars of the Third Avenue Railroad.

Our Electric Heaters have been pronounced by experts to be the most simple, economical and efficient

yet placed upon the market.
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THE COLOMBIA
Magazine Cast Iron

^Jmm street Car Heater.

The only PRACTICAL, RELIABLE, ECONOMICAL|HEATER.

Careful tests last

Winter show that

Electric Heating
Cost NINE (9)

Times as much as

Stoves. Can you

afford it ?

Do not cut nor

mutilate the car or

seats.

Supported above

the seat, but not

touching it.

Cool exterior,
does not burn the

seat, nor make
passengers in con-

tact with it uncom-

fortable.

Can be set up or

removed in ten min-

utes.

Can be set on

floor of cross-seat

car.

Self-feeder, re-

quiring no atten-

tion from conductor

for twelve hours.

Economical,
costs 10 cts. per

day to heat a 20

foot car in cold

weather.

Handsome ap-

pearance, nickel
plated frame, and
hard wood finish.

Cast iron stove,

will not burn out.

Clean, no dirt

ashes, nor coal,

except that carried

in the magazine.

Over 1600 in

use in ELECTRIC

and Cable Cars.

ai. K. BOWEN, Office of CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY CO.,
Superintendent. 2020 STATE STREET.

TESTS ON HEATING CARS, CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.
Cliicago, July 6, rSgj.

During last severe winter 76 motor cars with anthracite-coal stoves of magazine or self-feeding pattern, and 10 motor cars with 2 types of

electric heaters were operated. Cars 21 feet long,.with no vestibule. Back and front doors opened occasionally in actual service. Tests were
made for heating cars to 35" F. above outside temperature.

Hard coal delivered to barns cost $5.35 per ton. Stove consumed ij^ pounds per hour.

Coal delivered at power station at $1.40 per ton. Electric heaters consumed 6.2 amperes.
' Electric Henters. Hard-Coal Stove.

Estimated interest at 6 per cent. Electric heaters at $50.00 and Stoves at $25.00, - - - .0082 .0041

Estimated depreciation 10 per cent. Electric heaters, and 20 per cent. Stoves, - - - - .0137 .0137
Repairs and care, - .0020 .0067

Cost power or fuel consumption, - - - - - - - - - - .9360 .0803

Total cost per day of 18 hours, - - -9599 .1048

M. K. BOWEN, Superintende7it.

Main Office and Works, Eastern Office,

MeGuire Manufacturing Company, i302 Havemeyer Building,

12!? -132 N. Sangamon St., Chicago. New York.
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COMBINATION SNOW PLOW AND SWEEPER.
->^ TWO SAMPLE LETTERS. -hH-

Toledo. Ohio, January 28, 1895.
McGuire Manufacturing Co., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen :—Replying to your recent inquiry in regard to the efficiency of your sweepers, we are

pleased to be able to say that they have worked to our entire satisfaction.

During the two recent snow storms we have been able to keep our sixty-five miles of track so that we
have scarcely lost a trip. The two sweepers were each in continual service during the storm of January
i2th and 13th, from 6 p. m. Friday, January nth, until the following Sunday night at midnight, without
any delay or mishap.

During this storm on one of our roads, which was exposed to the high winds and drifting snow, we
ran up grade through from twelve inches to two feet of snow, one continuous drift, for nearly a mile with-
out experiencing any difficulty.

We have heard many complimentary remarks from prominent business men, testifying to the good
work done by the sweepers. Without them we should have certainly been tied up during both the storms
mentioned.

We feel that you should certainly congratulate yourselves upon your success as manufacturers of

electric snow sweepers. Yours very truly,

THE TOLEDO CONSOLIDATED STREET RAILWAY CO.
(signed) Winfield S. Jewell, General Manager.

March 14, 1895.
McGuire Manufacturing Co., 122 N. Sangamon St., City.

Gentlemen :—In reply to your favor of the 6th inst., in reference to combination snow plow and
sweeper, I beg to say that the sweeper purchased of you a short time since has given satisfaction in every
particular. During the last heavy snow storm it was operated fifty-five consecutive hours without any
break downs or trouble of any nature. We succeeded in removing banks of snow from three to six feet in

height, and in removing snow for several blocks three feet deep, without any interruption. The plows
attached to the side of the sweeper are very useful, in the fact that they remove the snow sufficient dis-

tance from the track to allow the sweeper on the next trip to throw what snow has fallen some distance
away from track and over the bank already left. If we intended purchasing another sweeper for next
winter's use, we most certainly would duplicate our last order to you. Verv truly yours,

E'. D. Dubois, Sup't.,

THE CALUMET ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY CO.

Unequalled success. Never has failed once through the past severe winter.
Send for blue prints and prices.

FOR ADDRESS OF MANUFACTURER SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.
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THE DORNER & DDTTON MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

E31oo"tx*io
AND

Solid Forged Motor Truck, No. 35A. Spring Suspended.

GEARS AND PINIONS
For all Styles and Types of Motors.

ACCURACY AND GOOD WORKMANSHIP OUR SPECIAL CLAIMS.

PLEASE WRITE FOR NEW PRICE LIST.

TRUCKS.

ABNER DOBB CO., Pacific Coast Agents,

13 & 15 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

D. A. STARR, Agent for Canada,

431 Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal.
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THE DUPONT TRUCK
.'^

' II COMBINES l|

-

Strength, Durability and Simplicity of Construction,

Continuous Side Bars, Frame Free from Bolts,

Extended Spring Base, Minimum Oscillation.

street Hallway JuumaC

STYIiE C—SPRING BASE FROM 12 TO 16 FEET.

STYLE B.—SPRING BASE, 16 FEET.

rHE SIMPLEST ALWAYS THE BEST.

HE JOHNSON COMPANY,
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ROBINSON RADmi- TRUCK

IN USE FROM MAINE TO CALIFORNIA, FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA TO BRAZIL; ALSO IN EUROPE.

ROBINSON ELECTRIC TRUCK & SUPPLY CO.
620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON, MASS. WM. ROBINSON, General Manager.

The latest Truck out, overcoming defects of other manufacturers. It is stronger, easier riding, and costs less to maintain than any
ether truck in existence. Adapted to all styles of motors. For blue prints, testimonials, or other information, address.

Spiral Springs if preferred. DIAMOND TRUCK & CAB GEAR CO., Kingston. N. Y.

This Truck was under
Car No. 55 with blue
f1a&;s, built by Ottawa Car
Co., running: by Windsor
Hotel, at Montreal Con-
vention.

TAYLOR ELECTRIC TRUCK CO..

INT.

The Taylor Improved Sln&[le Truck

and Empire State Radial Truck,

SAVE TRACK.
SAVE CAR BODY.
SAVE MOTORS.
SAVE REPAIRS.
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The Fulton Truck and Foundry Co., Mansfield, Ohio,

IMPBRIHL TRUCKS
Electric, Cable and Trail Cars, Open or Closed Cars.

OUR IMPERIAL O. C STANDARD.

Write for prices on Trucks, Wheels and Axles, Turntables, Transfer Tables, R. R. Cross-

ings. Switches, Turnouts, Special Work, Door Fasteners, Draw Bars,

Track Cleaners, Sand Boxes, Wheel Presses, Motor Ijifts, etc.

JAMES A. TRIMBLE,
218 ISast 28tli St., New Vorh.

HORSE, CABLE AND ELECTRIC CARS,
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WOODWORK
FOR CARS OF ANY STYLE

FURNISHED COMPLETE
And ready for construction, to Railroad Companies

who build their own cars.

PARTS FOR REPAIRS PATTERNS.

BEST WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

Send for particulars and prices.

J. P. Sjoberg & Co.p
155-157 nth Ave., New York City.

JA7VYES n. TRI7VTBLE,
-MANUFACTURER OF-

RAILROAD CAR WOOD WORK.
Plain iiud Carved Mouldinj^s, Doors, Hashes, Blinds, Pillars and Sills, all Patterns.

Nos. 330 and 333 East 38th Street, bet. 3cl and 3d Aves., NEW YORK.

MASSACHUSETTS CAR CO.

Railway Cars & Snow Plows.
BOSTON OFFICE:

ROOM 514 EXCHANGE BUILDING,

Works at Ashburnham, Mass

WASON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

ESTABLISHED 1845.

-BUIL.DERS OF

CAR3
FOR EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MOTIVE POWER.

Post office Address, BRIGHTWOOD, MASS. Cable Address, WASON, SPRINGFIELD.
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THE LACLEDE CAR CO.—^ sx. LOUIS, mo.

INTERIOR OF CAR BUILT FOR THB BROADWAY CABLE MNE, NEW TORK CITY.

Builders of Street Cars of Every Description.

THIS CUT REPRESENTS ONE OF THB CARS BUItT FOR THB BROADWAY
CABLE LINE, OF NEW YORK CITY.
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The Laclede Car Co.,

THIS CUT REPRB8BNTS ONE OF THB 660 CI.08KD CARS WK ARB FURNISHING

THB PHII.ADEr.PHIA TRACTION CO.

Builders of Street Cars of Every Description,

THIS CUT REPRESENTS ONE OF THE 200 CARS BUILT FOR THE THIRD
THIS CUT RKfit^^^^^^

^ ^ ^^^^ ^.j^Y
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o
o

EDTV^UND O. STV^ITH St CO..
208 S. 4th St., FluladelpMa. Pa.
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» CAR CO.,

Manufacturers of all kinds of

MOTOR CARS,

ELECTRIC CARS

AND TRUCKS

A SPECIALTY.

OFFICE:

3,023 N. Broadway,

ST. LOUIS.

16 FOOT CLOSED CAB MOUNTED ON PATENT ENCLOSED ELECTRIC TRUCK.
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AMERICAN CAR CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

STREET

CARS AND

TRUCKS
FOR ALL KINDS OF

MOTIVE POWER.

Suburban and

Elevated

Railway
Coaches.

COBBESPOHDENeE SOLICITED.

WILLIAM SUTTON, Pres.

EMIL ALEXANDER, Secy.

Edw. J. Lawless,

astern Agent,

109 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.
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LACONIA CAR CO.,

BXJIL.JDER,S OF
V

CARS.

Complete Facilities, Fifty Years' Experience, Millions of feet

of well Seasoned Lumber, and the Best Workmen,
thus enable us to compete with all.

-ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF-

Car Wheels, Malleable Iron and Homoae
neous Steel and Brass Castings.

WRITE FOR DRAWINGS AND PRICES.

Sole Mamifacturers of the ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC STEAM TRAP
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PULLMAN'S PALACE CAR CO.
OHIO^CSrO, IT iT

RAILROAD AND STREET RAILWAY

CARS.

This Company, having its own Street Railway, is thoroughly equipped

for mounting and testing motors and cars before shipping.
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Jackson ^ Sharp Co.
DELAWARE CAR WORKS,

WILMINGTON, - DELAWARE,

BTJILIDEI^S OIF

STREET RAILWAY CARS
^ OIF ^LIL. lE^IlSriDS.

V

WRITE FOR DRAWINGS AND PRICES.
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GEORGE KISSAM,
Successor to CARLETON & KISSAM.

Largest STREET CAR ADVERTISING Concern in the World.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

Postal Telegraph Building,

NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
CHICAGiO, CINCINNATI, MINNEAPOLiIS, ST. PAUl.,
PITTSBURGH, BUFFALO, ROCHESTER, COLUMBUS,
DULUTH, SYRACUSE, NEW ORLEANS, BROOKLYN,
DENVER, MILWAUKEE, NEWARK, ALBANY,

HAMILTON, CANADA.

COXTROLS THE ADVERTISING PRIVILEGE IN
15 Cars of the
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16 "
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16 '•

40 "
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"

1000 " "

35
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13
"

47
"

41 " "

250 '* "

52
"
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600 " "

42
"

42
"

r75
"

23
"

200 " "

70
"

6
"

40
"

25
"

250
"

50
"

13
"

20 " "

52 " "

10 " "

Newport Street Railway Co., Newport, R. I.

Pleasant Valley Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Citizens' Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Suburban Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh & West End Pass. Ry. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Second Avenue Pass. Railway Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh & BirminghamTraction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

McKeesport & Reynoldton Pass. Ry. Co., McKees-
port, Pa.

Cicero & Proviso Railway Co., Chicago, 111.

West Chicago Street Railway, Chicago, III.

Chicago Passenger Railway Co.
North Chicago Street Railway, Chicago, 111.

Chicago North Shore St. Ry. Co., Chicago, 111,

North & East River Railway Co., New York.
Central Crosstown Railway, New York.
Chistopher & 10th St. Railway Co., New York.
Brooklyn City & Newtown Ry., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Steinway Railway Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
Mt. Adams & Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co., Cincinnati.

Consolidated Cincinnati Railways, Cincinnati, O.
Mt. Auburn Cable Ry. Co., Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati Inclined Plane Ry. Co., Cincinnati, O.
Rochester Railway Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y,
New Orleans Traction Co., New Orleans, Lzx,

Brooklyn, Bath & West End R. R.Co.. Brookly. \,Y.
Pelham Park R. R. Co., Bartow, N. Y.
Rochester & Irondequoit R. R. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

N. F. & Susp. Bridge Ry. Co., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
New Jersey Traction Co., Newark, N. J.
Newark & South Orange Ry. Co., Newark, N. J.
Elizabeth Street Railway Co., Elizabeth, N. J.

Consolidated Traction Co., Elizabeth, N. J.
Trenton Traction Co., Trenton, N. J.

Washington & Tylerdale St. Ry. Co., Washington, Pa.

58 Cars of the Utica Belt Line Street R. R. Co., Utica, N. Y.
6 " " Plainfield St. Ry. Co., Plainfield, N. J.

50 " " Paterson Railway Co., Paterson, N. J.

3 " " Passaic & Newark Electric Ry. Co., Paterson, N. J.

13 " " New Brunswick City Ry. Co., New Brunswick, N. J.

375 " " Buffalo Street and Crosstown St. Ry. Cos. , Buffalo, N.Y
16 '• " Buffalo, Bellevue & Lancaster Ry., Buffalo, N. Y.

4 " " Buffalo & Williamsville Elec. Ry. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
4 " " Buffalo, Kenmore & Tonawanda R.R. Co., Buffalo,N.Y.
10 " " Buffalo & Tonawanda Ry. Co., Tonawanda, N. Y.
6 " " Buffalo, No. Main St. & Tonawanda Ry. Co., Tona-

wanda, N. Y.
6 " " Tonawanda R. R. Co., Tonawanda, N. Y.
6 " " Stillwater & Mechanicville St. Ry. Co., Mec'ville, N. Y.

107 " " Albany Railway, Albany, N. Y.
125 " " Consolidated Street Railroad Co., Columbus, O.
20 " " Hamilton & Lindenwald Elec. Transit Co., Hamilton,

O

27 •• " Springfield Railway Co., Springfield, O.
14 " *' Madison City Ry. Co., Madison, Wis.

220 " " St. Paul City Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.
65 " " Duluth Street Railway Co., Duluth, Minn.

400 " " Minneapolis St. Railway Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
26 " " Superior Rapid Transit Ry. Co., West Superior,Wis.
300 " " Milwaukee Street Railway Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
20 " " Citizens' Street Railway Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

43 " " Springfield Consolidated Ry. Co., Springfield, 111.

25 " " Aurora St. Ry. Co., Aurora, 111.

17 " " West End Street Railway Co., Denver, Colo.
182 " " Denver City Cable Ry. Co., Denver, Colo.
60 " " Hamilton Street Railway Co., Hamilton. Canada.
76 " " Syracuse Street R. R. Co , Syracuse, N. Y,
100 " " Consolidated Street Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
16 " " Ossining Electric Ry. Co., Sing Sing, N. Y.
16 " " Beaver Valley Traction Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.

14 " " Flushing & College Point R. R. Co., Flushing. N. Y.

4 " " New Castle Electric St. Ry. Co., New Castle, Pa.

290 CARS OF THE BROOKLYN UNION ELEVATED R. R. CO., Brooklyn, N. Y.

And has Special Contracts with, many other Compa/nies.

References : Presidents of all the above Roads.

This Concern is prepared to negotiate for long time leases with first-class roads

in any part of the United States.
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EST^BLISHEID 1839.

J. M. JONES' SONS,
STREET RAILWAY

CHR BWILDBRS.
West Troy, N. Y.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

CARS FOR ELECTRIC AND CABLE SERVICE,
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THE BARNEY & SMITH CAR CO.
^^"STTon^, o:e3:io-

BUILDERS OF HIGH CLASS

Equipment for Electric Lines.

Special Attention Given to Orders for Interurban Cars.

VIEW OF BARNEY & SMITH CAR COMPANY'S WORKS.
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Something for Your Consideration.

•

We control and offer for sale (subj'ect to prior sale) all or part of sixty-two (62) cars situ-

ated on tracks at Hegewisch, 111.

Excellent shipping facilities.

These cars were principally designed for "Summer" use.

They are capable of easy adaptation to Winter use. Information and blue-prints cheerfully

furnished on request. The cut below shows the motor-car.

DESCRIPTION OF CARS.

Length over all 45 ft. 11^ in.

Distance between king pins 32 " 3^^
"

Bogie trucks, standard gauge 4
"

Motor-car wheel base 5 " 6
"

Trailer wheel base 5
"

Weight of car (approximately) 22,000 lbs.

Height over all (loaded) 12 ft. in.

Griffin Wheel & Foundry Co.'s Wheels.

Electric light fixtures. Slat seats.

Curtains controlled by brakeman; can be let down and
raised. They cover entire length and height of car.

Seven sections with double rows of seats. Each section
seats twelve persons—84 in all.

Trailers' normal capacity, eighty-four
; have carried one

hundred passengers.
Motor-trucks are heavily reinforced.

A peculiar feature of the car is that the gates admit and discharge passengers rapidly

and safely. They are arranged so that one man standing between two cars is able to open
and close the gates on both cars without leaving his position.

These cars were operated in trains of four at the Columbian Exposition. Three men suf-

ficed to handle the train, whereas with the ordinary arrangement and a fireman to fire a
steam locomotive, the same work would have required five men.

At either end of cars is space for the brakeman, whose duty is not only to control the
hand-brakes, but to operate the sliding gates and rolling curtains, by means of levers.

There are several novel features, such as safety chains, and sector bar and guide, on which
the Hain tubular draw-bar swings, and by its use compression and tension are ingeniously
taken up in one set of four spiral springs.

Trucks are of elevated type, made to take 36 inch cast wheels. Steps may be readily

added to admit of easy getting on or off. The wheels are cast iron of special pattern.

The bearings are of copper, tin and spelter, lead lined, Hopkins' best mixture. Brake-
heads are of malleable iron ; shoes are cast iron ; brake bearings and levers are made heavy.
Everything is especially adapted for rapid transit and sJiort stops.

The cars are equipped with air-brakes, but these , will not be sold with the cars. They
must be the subject of separate negotiations.

Price and permit to inspect cars will be furnished on request.

With the increase in attractions furnished by trolley roads, these cars will make big
dividend-earners. They are worth your careful consideration.

THE STANDARD AIR-BRAKE COMPANY,

35 Wall Street, New York.
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J. G. BRILL PHILADELPHIA

coMPKNY. CAR WORKS.
Builders of all Kinds and Classes of Electric Motor Cars, Electric Motor Trucks, Grip

Carrying Trucks, Electric Snow Sweepers and Electric Snow Plows.

RAILWAY. CABLE a ELECTRIC CARS,
l=» 1—i I l >K IZ3 E3 I— F=» l-I I A l=»-A. •

Open Electric niotor Car iiiensuring 30 Feet over Ends, Vestlbuled, seating 50 Pansengers. The Style that has been adopted as a Standard
by the Hartford Street Railway Co., Uartford, Conn , and many other New England Roads.

20 ft. Electric Motor Body mounted on Brill No. 22 Eureka Maximum Tractionl^l'rncbs. A Pntlern of Car Bucceasfully Tested in

Philadelphia, Newark, Atlantic Avenue R. R., of Brooklyn, New Orleans Traction] Co., New Orleans, La., and
others. The New Orleans Co. have about 200 such Cars in Operation.

J. O. BRILL COMPANY,
WESTERN OFFICE, MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

Monadnock BM, Chicago. ^^__PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
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J. G. BRILL COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

Builders of SNOW PLOWS, SNOW SWEEPERS AND ALL
TRACK CLEANING DEVICES,

BRILIi SNOW SWEEPER.
Adapted for all kinds of Snow Storms, on either single or double track. Is stronger,

more substantial and contains easier and greater adjustments
tban any other sweeper.
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Horse ^i^ Electric Cable.

Plain==Practical==Permanent.

Twin Automatic Doors, Affording Largest
Capacity for Entrance and Exit,

LIGHT. ELEGKNT. DUR??BL-E.





Its Standard Air-BraK^s^
)1ii5Air*Bral\e s

lhal ally^ proiecl

Lives and Properly.

^heOnly Survivors
of all the Pione

Akrou, Bedford & Cleveland R. R. passenger coach. Grade 13 f.

35 miles per hour at times. AH recent coaches (eleven)
protected hy "Standard" Air-Brakes.

See page 208 this issue.

I^os Angeles & Pasadena high-speed (electric) passenger coach.
Numerous grades. System entirely protected

by "Standard" Air-Brakes.

Parlor Car of Brooklyn Heights (electric) Railroad.
Protected by '"Standard" Air-Brakes.

Washington, Alexandria & Mt. Vernon Electric Railroad passenger
coach. 45 miles per ho\ir at times. System entirely

protected by "Standard" Air-Brakes.

United States Mail (electric) car, one of five in Brooklyn.
Protected by "Standard" Air-Brakes,

We were absolutely

First in the world to build Street Railway
Air-Brakes.

First to exhibit Air-Brakes at the Pittsburg

and Atlanta Conventions and the Chicago Expo-
sition.

First and only concern which received Diplo-

ma and Medal from World's Fair.

First to build encased axle-driven (direct

and indirect) and electric compressors, (water and
dust proof) running in oil, for use in braking cars

or trains by air.

First to build Automatic Controlling Appa-
ratus requiring neither lubrication nor attention,

effecting gre.at saving in current, wear and tear, and
relieving motormen from responsibility.

First and only concern to export Street Rail-

way Air-Brakes. (Hundreds in use abroad. More
on the ocean, outward bound.)

First and only concern to advocate the

necessity for air-brakes instead of make-shifts or

faulty brakes, such as led to the fearful disasters

at Eagle Rock, N. J.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Neversink
Mountain and Columbia, Pa., and other places.

See papers on Power-Brakes vs. Hand-Brakes*'
(Atlanta Convention, Oct. 1895), also ''Present

Status of the Air-Brake'' (Montreal Convention,

Oct. 1896), submitted by our Mr. E. J. Wessels.

Should not the above chronology at least merit

an investigation of our air-brakes, especially as they

are the only time-tested " ones extant ?

The Standard Air=Brake Company,
("THE PIONEERS,")

E. J. WESSELS, General Manager. loo Broadway, New York City, U. S. A.

See our annoimcement on pages iij and 20S.
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CH INSULATING
erhead Line Material, Iron Poles and Brackets, Bearings

iVIotors, Automatic Circuit Breakers, Gears and Pinions

Electrical Instruments,

Telephones,

Carbon Brushes,

Cross Arms,

Sand Boxes,

Hagnet Wire,

Span Wire.

ELMER P. AlORRIS.
Alaniifacturers' Agent,

3(1 I)ey 5treet, New York City.

Rail Bonds,

Insulators,

Trolley Wheels,

Sleet Trolley Wheels,

Gongs and Bells,

Headlights.

CAR CURTAINS,
V (Hid Second-Hand Slachinery, Arc

Incandescent Liainps, Tools of all hinds. Insulated

Snow Plows Metallic Packing

Sprinklers for Locomotives and
Transfer Tables Stationary Engines

Special Castings

Wheels

Axles

Brake Shoes

Railroad Supplies

JACOB WENDELL, Jr.,

R. L. MacDUFFIE,

Representing

TAUNTON LOCOMOTIVE MFG. CO.,
Taunton, Mass.

ROCHESTER CAR WHEEL CO.,
Rociiester, N. Y.

JEROME AUTOMATIC METALLIC PACKING CO.,
Chicago, ill.
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BMEBSON McQUIXIN. HENRY B, WILSON

EMERSON fflcffllLLIN & CO,
BMNKeRS,

40 Wall Street, New York.

INVESTHENT SECURITIES.

GAS and STREET RAILWAYS a Specialty.

High Class Bonds and Dividend Paying Stocks Bought

and Sold on Commission.

Financial Agents for Corporations in Paying Coupons

and Dividends.

ACT AS TRANSFER AGKNTS FOR CORPORATIONS.

REDMOND, KERR & CO.,

BKNKERS,
41 Wall Street, New York,

42i Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
DEALERS IN

Investment Securities of tlie Highest Grade.

STREET RAILWAY SECURITIES A SPECIALTY.

Current List nf Oflbriii^ Furnished (Ipon Appllrnf ion.

Stewart & Company,
40 Wall Street, New York.

INVESTMENT BANKERS.
Purchase and Reorganization of Street and

Steam Railways a Specialty.

LONDON. NEW YORK.

WM.S. TURNER, M.S. Mem. A>„l„.st. Elect. Engrs.

CoiisiiUing and Constructing

fi^SS^-'^^^r^'^Z ELECTRICAL AND
raissioti, Steam Engineer-
ing. Specifications, Plans, MECHANIC Al ENGINEER
Estimates, Reports, Tests, ' * ' 1 > "--'^ 1^ 1 >( VJ

1
1 N L I

.
I V

,

Reports
Designing and Supervision BRO.ADW.W, NEW YORK,

THE STATE TRUST CO.
100 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

Capital and Surplus, $1,800,000.

Acts as Trustee, Registrar, Transfer and
Fiscal Agent of Cori>orations, and as Exec-

utor, Administrator, Trustee, Guardian, and
Committee of Estates. Legal Depository for

Court and Trust Funds. Takes fall charge

of Real and Personal Estates. Interest al-

lowed on Deposits.

FRANCIS vS. BANGS, President.

W. L. TRENHOLM, u,- ^ • ,
,'

I. Vice-Presidents.
\VM. A. NASH, )

MAURICE S. DECKER, Secretary.

H. M. FRANCIS, Treasurer.

H. B. BERRY, Trust Officer.

Willis S. Paine,
Henry H. Cook,
Charles R. Flint,

W. L. Trenhohn,
William B. Kendall,
Walter S. Johnston,
Joseph N. Hallock,
Edwin A. McAlpin,

TRUSTEES.
Andrew Mills.

William A. Nash,
Geo. Foster Peabody,

J. D. Probst.

Henry Steers,

George W. Ouintard,
P'orrest H. Parker,
Charles Scribner,

Charles E. Tiffany,
George W. White,
Percival Knauth^
Francis S. Bangs,
Francis Lj'nde Stetson,
Thomas A. Mclntyre,
Edward E. Poor.

George A. Huhn & Sons,

BANKERS,
143 Soulli Fourth Street, PHILADELPHIA.

Ppinting and Engmving.
We are prepared to give estimates on all kinds

of Printing and Engraving.

The Street Railway Publishing" Co,
Havemeyer Building, New York.

If Voil I^OQiri^ trt PlIKOKsQA Street Railway Equipment of any kind—
II I V/U L^C^O I I ^ i.\J r U I V^l I CI.9^ whether track or line material, rolling stock

or power station machinery or supplies—the quickest and cheapest way to get estimates is to write to us and

we will publish the inquiry without charge in our DAILY BULLETIN which is mailed each day to over

300 manufacturers, supply dealers and contractors in all parts of the country. Sample copy mailed upon
application. STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO., Havemeyer Bldg., New York.

ZA. L- DRUMMOND, EX-CHIBF U. 8. SECRET SERVICE, GEN. MGR.

RAILWAY WORK A SPECIALTY, PARK ROW AND ANN STREET, NEW YORK.

PATENTS PROCURED!
SEND SKETCH OR MODE!...

EDWARD S. DUV^LL,
Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. Ci
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COLUMBIA MACHINE WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY

SUPPLIES,

CAR TRIMMINGS, ^

* RHEOSTATS,

CONTROLLER PARTS, PATENT BRAKE HANDLE, Etc.

PATENT

Interchangeable and Reversible Armature Bearings

^
Drop Forced Commutator Bars

for all makes of Motors.

t
ADJUSTABLE CONTROLLER HANDLE,

SELF OILING TROLLEY WHEEL.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY REPAIRS
OIF ^LL ICIIsTIDS,

XMECOLUMBIA MACHINE WORKS
i8 COLUMBIA HEIGHTS, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Commercial Electrical Supply Co. , St.
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Automatic Magnetic

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND CARS.

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFG. CO., 1112 Sansom Street, Phila.

SEND TO The National Switch Signal Co.,

FOR A TREATISE EASTON, PA.

Protection of Grade Crossings of Railways.

CUT OUT The only one on
the market.

It saves Life, Labor, Expense and Damages,
Every Trolley Line should be equipped with this Cut Out.

LIVE WIRE CUT OUT CO.,

35 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.

The Brussels Tapestry Co.
MANUFACTURERS.

CAR CURTAIN FABRICS,
ALSO

^1 BRUSSELETTE 1^
The best Imitation Leather Waterproof Car Curtain Material in the market.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR OPEN CARS.

The Perfect Self-Adjustable Curtain Fixture.

Curtains made up complete, according to specification.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 337 BROADWAY. WORKS, CHAUNCEY, N. Y.

EXAMINE OUR SAMPLES AT CONVENTION EXHIBIT.

THE SHAW COMPRESSION FLANGE COUPLING.COMPRESSION
SIMPLE POWERFUL. RELIABLE.

PATTERSON, GOTTFRIED & HUNTER, limited.
Machinery, Metals, Hardware, Tools,

, Tpntrp ^trppf XIpw Ynrl^
and Street Railway Supplies. '4^' <^enl!e MlCet, NCW York.

Agents in all the principal cities of the United States.

AJAX
ARRESTER

PROTECTION
FROM LIGHTNING.

C. S. VAN NUIS,

43 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.
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Commutator Co., Minneapolis, Minn . .241
Consolidated Car Fender Co.

,
Providence,

R. I • .... 214
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany,

N. Y 196
Conway, M. W., Brooklyn, N. Y Sg
Cooper, C. & G., & Co., Mt. Vernon, O. 141
Corliss Steam Engine Co., Providence,R.I. 142
Cradock, George, & Co., Wakefield, Eng. 107
Craig, Wm. P., East Orange, N. J. . . . 89
Crane Co., Chicago, 111 14S
Craven Supply Co., New York 110
Creaghead Eng. Co., Cincinnati, O. . . .184
Cullen, Wm. A., Paterson, N. J . . . . 89
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co., Phila., Pa. 7

Dallett & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., . . . . 92
Darlington, F. W., Phila., Pa 92
Davis, W. S. , & vSon, Concord, N. H . . 241
Deane Steam Pump Co., Holyoke, Mass. 149
DeWitt,E. F., &Co.,Ivansingburgh, N. Y. 193
Diamond Truck & Car Gear Co., Kings-

ton, N. Y 53
Dick, Kerr & Co., London, Eng . . . .178
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton, Pa ... . 138
Dixon, Jos., Crucible Co., Jersey Cit}',N.J. 92
Dorner & Dutton Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. 56
Drunnnond's Detective Agency, N. Y. , 4
Dudgeon, Richard, New York 222
Duff Mfg. Co., Allegheny, Pa 94
Duvall, Edward S.

, Jr. ,
Washington D. C. 4

Eastern Electric Cable Co., Boston, Mass. loS
" Electrical Review," New York .... 243
Electric Insulating Co.

, The.St.Louis.Mo. loi

Electric Mutual Casualty Assn., Scranton,
I'a 93

Electric Ry. Equip. Co., Cincinnati, O . 241
Electric Storage Battery Co., Phila., Pa. 120
Engineering News Publishing Co., New

York 242
E)wing, George, C, Boston, Mass. . . .116

Falk Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. . . 170, 171
Fay, J. A., & Egan Co., Cincinnati, O. . 231
Fiberite Co., The, Mechanicville, N. Y . 96
Field, A. D.,Brooklyn and Philadelphia. 89
Field, C. J., Co., New York 88
Fishkill Landing Machine Co., Fishkill-

011-Hudson, N. Y 147
Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Co., Chicago, 111 . 194
Fleming Mfg. Co. Fort Wayne, Ind. . . 46
Ford & Bacon, New York and Phila . . 88
Forest City Electric Co., Cleveland, O . 116
French A., Spring Co., Pittsburgh, Pa . .201

Frost Veneer Seating Co. , New York . . 245
Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan, N. Y. 1^3
Fulton Truck & Fdry. Co.,Man.sfield, O. 54

General Electric Co., Schenectadj', N. Y.,

77-84, 4th p. cover
Gill & Co., Philadelphia, Pa 89
Gold Street Car Heating Co, New York . 196
Gore, H., & Co., Bo,ston, Mass 89
Gorman, J. W., Boston, Mass 90
Goubert Mfg. Co., The, New York ... 147
Grant, J. A., &Co., Boston, Mass. . . . 137
Graphite Lubricating Co. , Bound Brook,

N. J 240
Griffin Wheel Co., Chicago, 111 191
Groetzinger, A., & Sons, Allegheny, Pa . 199
Guarantors Liability & Indemnity Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa

Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Phila., Pa . . 220
Ham, C. T., Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y. 21S
Harrington, Edwin, Son & Co., Incor.,

Philadelphia, Pa 232
Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston,

Mass 172
Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Phila., Pa. 154
Hartman, Henry A., Philadelphia, Pa. . 216
Hartshorn, Stewart, Co., E. Newark, N.J. 215
Hathaway, A. G., Cleveland, O . . . . iii

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa. . . . 107
Hazelton Boiler Co., The, New York . .132
Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis, Mo. 127-130

Hildreth, R. W., & Co., New York ... 88
Hildreth VarnLsh Co., New York . ... 88
Hill, Clarke & Co., Boston, Mass . . . . 231
Hooven, Owens & Rentschler Co., Ham-

ilton, O 141
HoppesMfg. Co., The, Springfield, O . .150
Horsburgli & Scott, Cleveland, O . . . . 199
Huhn, Geo. A., & Sons, Phila., Pa . . . 4
Hunt, C. W., Co., New York 150
Hunt Air Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 209, 210
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Newark, N. J . 202

International Register Co., Chicago, 111. 203
Ives & McClernan, Baltimore, Md. . . . 238

Jackson & Sharp Co., Wilmington, Del . 37
Janney & Steinmetz, Philadelphia, Pa. . 87
Joergensen, N., West Hoboken, N. J . . 220
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co., New York ... 194
Johnson Co., The, Johnstown, Pa . . . .175
Johnson & Smith, Everett, Mass. . . . 220
Jones' vSons, J. M., West Troy, N. Y. . . 38

Keasbey, Robt. A., New York 146
Kensington Engine Works, Phila., Pa . 147
Kinzer & Jones Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. .193
Kisinger-Lson Co., Cincinnati, O . . . . 241
Kissam, George, & Co., New York . 234,23.s
Knowles Steam Pump Works, New York. 148
Kraushaar Lamp & Reflector Co., St.

Louis, Mo 219
Kuhlman, G. C, Co., Cleveland, O . 40, 41

Laclede Car Co., The, St. Louis, Mo. . 13-18
Laconia Car Co., Laconia, N. H 21
Link-Belt Engineering Co., Nicetown, Pa. 150
Live Wire Cut-Out Co., New York. ... 7
Lobdell Car Wheel Co.

,
Wilmington, Del. 192

Lombard Water Wheel Governor Co.
Boston, Mass

Love Electric Traction Co., New York. . 182

Macallen, W. T. C, Co., Boston, Mass. . no
Macartney, McElroy & Co., New York . 88
McClelland Oil Purifier Co., New York . 151
McEwen, J. H., Mfg. Co., New York. . . 135
McGuire Mfg.Co., Chicago, 111. . .60,197
Mcintosh, Se3'mour & Co.

,
Auburn, N. Y. i xi

McLennan, K., & Co., Chicago, 111 . . . 245
McMillin, Emerson, & Co., New York. . 4
McNally, Thomas, Pittsburgh, Pa. ... 89
McNaughton, J. C, Co., Philadelphia, Pa.i8-,
Mailloux, C. O., New York 89
Manhattan General Construction Co.,

New York 123
Manufacturers' Record Publishing Co.,

Baltimore, Md 242
Mark Railway Equipment Co., Chicago

111 iSi
Marsland, F. E., New York 90
Mayer & Engluiid, Philadelphia, Pa. . .111
Mead, John A., Mfg.Co. .Rutland. Vt. 150, 239
Meaker Mfg. Co., North Chicago, 111 . . 204
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y 92
Mertes, A., Mfg. Co., Allegheny, Pa . . 199
Mica Insulator Co., New York 122
Millers Falls Co., New York 240
Missouri Car & FoundryCo . , St. Louis. 187-190
Morrell PUectric Works, St. Louis, Mo . loi
Morris, V,. P., New York 3
Morris,Tasker & Co., Inc., Phila., Pa . . 164
Moxham, Edgar C, & Co.,New York . .115
Munn & Co., New York 243
Munsell, Eugene, & Co., New York. . . 122
Murray, J. D., New Brunswick, N. J . . 89

National Air Brake Co.New York . . . .245
National Jack Co., Lowell, Mass .... 232
National Switch & Signal Co.,Easton, Pa. 7
Neal Electric Headlight Co., Boston,

Mass 219
Newcomb, F. H., Brooklyn, N. Y. . . . 241
New Haven Boiler Works, New Haven,

Conn 154
New Haven Car Register Co., New

Haven, Conn 205

New Process Raw Hide Co., The, Syra-
cuse, N. Y 199

New York Carbon Works, New York . .118
New York Car Wheel Wks.

,
Buffalo, N. Y. 192

New York Central & Hudson River R.R. 246
New York Electrical Works, New York. 112
New York Switch & Crossing Co., Hobo-

ken, N. J 180
Niles Tool Works Works Co.,Hamilton, 0. 230
Northern Supply Co., Chicago, 111. . . . 183
Nuttall, R. D., Co., Allegheny, Pa . . . 198

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O 98
Okonite Co. (Ltd.), The, New York . . 108

Paige Iron Works, Chicago, 111 176
Palermo Mica Co., New York 122
Partridge, A. vS., St. Louis, Mo 97
Partridge Carbon Co., Sandusk}-, O . . .118
Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, New York. 7
Paterson Ry. Co., Paterson, N. J 92
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co.,

New York 47-52
Pennsylvania Iron Wks. Co., Phila., Pa. 139
Pennsylvania Steel Co., Phila., Pa . . . 174
Pepper & Register, Philadelphia, Pa . . 89
Philadelphia Eng. Works, Phila., Pa . . 146
Phoenix Carbon Mfg.Co.,St.Louis,Mo. 99,118
Plicenix Iron Works Co., Meadville, Pa. 140
Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. , Phila. , Pa. 92
Pierce & Miller Engineering Co., N. Y. . 137
Pioneer Electric Works, Chicago, 111 . . 241
Pittsburgh Steel Hollow Ware Co., Alle-

gheny, Pa 202
Place, George, New York 240
Pomeroy & Fischer, New York 88
PortaVjle Hose Bridge Co., Detroit, Mich. 94
Pratt & Lambert, New York 88
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn 230
Pullman's Palace Car Co., Chicago, 111. 42,43

Q. & C. Co., The, Chicago, 111. . . 228, 229

Railway Register Mfg. Co. , New York . 206
Redmond, Kerr & Co., New York. ... 4
Reed & McKibbin, New York 88
Rieth Electric Co., Chicago, 111 no
Robinson Electric Truck & Supply Co.,

Boston, Mass 57
Rodgers, Baldwin & Vickers, New York. in
Roebling's, John A., Sons Co., Trenton,

N. J 105
Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co. , New York . 92

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York 195

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co., New
York 121

St. Denis Hotel, New York 236
St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis, Mo. . 24, 25, 202

St. Louis Car Wheel Co, St. Louis, Mo. . 186

St. Louis Iron &: Machine Works, St.

Louis, Mo 151

Samuel, Frank, Philadelphia, Pa . . . .172
Samson Cordage Works, Boston, Mass. . 220

vSanitary Car Strap Handle Co.,New York. 220
Saxton, E., Washington, D. C 91
Scarritt Furniture Co., St. Louis, Mo . 221

SchalTer, J. T., Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Scheel, W. H., New York 87
Schieren, Chas. A., & Co., New York. . 156
Schoonmaker, A. O., New York .... 122
" Scientific American," New York . . . 243
Scott, Chas., Spring Co., Phila., Pa. . . .200
Seamless Structural Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

202, 211, 212

Serrell, Lemuel W., New York .... 88

Shaw, Benj. V., Co., Wilmington, Del. . 151

Sheaff & Jaastad, Boston, Mass .... 89
Shields, D. P., St. Louis, Mo 215

Shriver, T., & Co., New York 240
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo. . . . 156
Siemens & Halske Electric Co., Chicago. 76
Simonds Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa . . .199.

Sjoberg, J. P., & Co., New York. ... 45
Smethurst & Allen, Philadelphia, Pa . . 89

NEW YORK PITTSBURG CHICAGO

STANDARDl UNDERGROUND-JS; CABLE»;H'
Enquire about the work we have done, and the thousands of miles of Feeder Cables (Aerial aild Underground) we have furnished:

and installed for Electric Railway and other Companies. The replies will interest you.
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vSmitli, Edward, & Co., New York. ... 88
Smith of New York, New York 218
Smith, Thos. G., Jr., Cincinnati, O . . . 89
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co., I'ittsbnrgh, Pa. 1 19
Southwark Fdry. & Mach. Co.Phila., Pa. 144
vStandard-Air Brake Co., N. Y

2d p. cover, 117, 208
Standard Paint Co., New York 10

Standard Underground Caljle Co.. N. Y. 8

vStanwood Manufacturing Co., Chicago. 220
State Trust Co., New York 4
Steel Motor Co., Johnstown, Pa .... 76
Steel Rail Supply Co., New York ... 172
Stephenson, John, Co.,I,td., New York.

4th p. cover
Sterling Supply & Mfg. Co. , New York

,
207-2 1

3

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburgh, Pa . . 87
Stever Rail Joint Co., Canton, O . . . . 169
Stewart & Co., New York 4
Stilwell-Bierce & vSniitli-Vaile Co., Day-

ton, 94
Stirling Co., The, Chicago, 111 132
Swarts Metal Refining Co., Chicago, 111. 92

Tate Manufacturing Co., Maiden, Mass. 220
Taunton Loco. Mfg. Co.,Taunton, Mass. 58,59
Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y. . 57
Thayer & Co., Inc., New York 126
Turner, Wm. S., New York 4
Tod, Wm., & Co., Youngstown, O. . . . 144

Union Car Co., vSt. Louis, Mo 44
United States Projectile Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y 216
Universal Filter Co., Philadelphia, Pa. . 146

Valentine-Clark Co., Chicago, 111 . . . . 1S3
Van Nuis, C. S., New York 7

Vulcanized Fibre Co., New York. . . . 240

"Wabash Railroad 247
Wadhams Oil & Grease Co., Milwaukee,

Wis 147
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo. 124
Wakefield Rattan Co., Boston, Mass . . 220
Walker Co., Cleveland, O 66-74
Walworth & Neville, New York . . . .182
Wardwell Bros. Co., Danbury, Conn . . 89
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

,
Worcester,

Mass 106
Wason Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass. . . 45
Watson-StilLman Co., New York. . . . 231
Weaver, John C, New York 89
Weber Ry. Joint Mfg. Co., New York. 165-168
Webster, Warren, & Co., Camden, N. J. 146
Weir Frog Co., Cincinnati, O 1S2
Wells & French Co., Chicago 39
Wells Light Mfg. Co., New York .... 230
Wendell & MacDuifie, New York. ... 3
Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111 . . .114
Western Gear Co., Milwaukee, Wis . . . 222
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New

York, Boston, etc 239
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts-

burgh,Pa 75
Westinghouse Mach. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 136
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., New-

ark, N. J 122
Weston Engine Co., Painted Post, N. Y. 145
Wetherill, Robert, & Co., Chester, Pa . 144
Wharton, Wm., Jr., & Co. Phila., Pa . .177
Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Co.,

New York 152, 153
Wheeler Rail Joint Co., Marion, Ind . . 172
Wheeler Reflector Co., Boston, Mass . . 218
White-Crosby Co.. Baltimore, Md ... 88
White Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111. 240
Whitman, Clarence, & Co., New York . 217
Whitney, A., & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa. 193
Wightman, H. J., & Co., Scranton, Pa . iiS
Wilson, Charles H., Boston, Mass . . .116
Woodman, The R., Mfg. & Supply Co.,

Boston, Mass 215
Worthington, Henry R., New York. . . 148
Wrought Iron Bridge Co., Canton, O . . 183

Young, J. H., Sydney, Australia . . . .179
Young Lock Nut Co. , New York . . . . 1S3

r

NOTICE
TO
ADVERTISERS.

OUR NOVEMBER NUMBER will contain a ver-

batim report of the Conventi(jii proceedings, with the

papers read, reports of Committees, etc., as well as

other interesting and valuable articles. This number

will, therefore, be read very carefully and thoroughly by

street railway men, and will have an unusually wide cir-

culation. It offer sto manufacturers and supply dealers

One of the Best Advertising Mediums

of the Year,

and we would respectfully urge all those having special

advertisements in this Souvenir number to take similar

spaces in the November issue also.

It is our object to have this Convention report reach

our readers as soon after the meeting adjourns as possible,

and we would, therefore, request that all changes of copy

for our next issue be forwarded to us at the earliest possi-

ble moment, so that there maybe no delay in publication.

Street Railway Publishing Co.,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,

NEW YORK.

RAILROAD PRINTING
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

PAS.SAGE ANI> TRANSFER TICKET.^ A
SPECIALTY.

25 YEARS' EXPERIENCE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES,

Wm, H. Campbell,
23 Union Square,

NEW YORK CITY.
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P.& B.
INSULATING

COMPOUNDS

are THE STANDARD and

are specified by Fire Under-

writers everywhere. It pen-

etrates deeply. Is water

and acid proof, and a most

excellent insulator.

THE

Standard Paint Co.,

MANUFACTURERS,

81=83 John St., New York.

Chicago Office,

iHi) Fifth Avenue.

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO .

50=54 North 4th St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

P.& B.
INSULATING

TAPE

will not dry out, but stay

where it is put. It is a

thorough insulator. It con-

tains no rubber and will

not carbonize.

P D Armature and
r. Ot O.

Field Coil Varnish

is made from the highest

grade of ingredients. Gives

a hard glossy coating and

is invaluable for Dynamo

and Armature Work.

LONDON OFFICE :

ROBERT W. BLACKWELL,

Hanager,

39 Victoria Street,

Westminster, S. W.

J. B. BOOTH & CO.,

Standard Building,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

P ^ D RUBEROID
r. CCD. MOTOR CLOTH

FOR MOTOR CURTAINS.

Is strong, duarble, pliable

and absolutely water proof.

It is also impervious to

changes of temperature.

w



I

CAP BODIES
AND

TRUCKS
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WHAT THE ACCELERATOR IS.

The Accelerator is a car with a clear passage way from the step to the door in a

crowd.

The door is at the step. If a passenger tries to stand thei'e he gives it up.

WHAT THE ACCELERATOR DOES.

The Accelerator carries twenty to thirty more passengers than the ordinary car of

the same size.

It saves time and stops are shorter.

The stops are shorter because the way in and out is clear. The door is at the

step.

It increases business, and increased business means increased dividends.

The Accelerator keeps the conductor in front of the door at the edge of the plat-

form in sight of his passengers.

The Accelerator is a labor saving machine for conductors at difficult times. It

saves continual effort to open a passage between the door and the step. It saves a good

deal of strain that comes at narrow escapes. He has more time and strength and mind

for his work.
BROWNELL CAR COMPANY,

Saint Louis, Missouri.



LACLEDE CAR COMPANY,
Builders of Cable and Electric Cars.

Above the doors in some of the hnest ;ind

most beaiitilLiI cars riiiminL;- on American street

railways to-day are marked the words " Laclede

Car Company, St. Louis, Mis-

souri"—words which have come to

be considered throu.uhout the coun-

try a KLiarantee for strongly built

and serviceable electric and cable

cars.

A few of the many types of

cars built by it during the last two

or three years are illustrated in

these pages as an indication of the

character of work which is turned

out of its shops, as well as a sug-

gestion to street railway managers as to styles

of cars which have been found to be "profit

earners in different cities.

successive orders have been given. Fig. i

shows a type of which the company has or-

dered sso, and which is highly popular in Phila-

FIG. 2.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Philadelphia Traction Company is

operating looo Laclede cars, for which twelve

FIG. I.

delphia. It is i8 ft. 7 ins. in body length, and

20 ft. 7 ins. over all. The width of sills over

panels is ft. o^s ins., and the width at belt

rails is 7 ft. h ins., while the

height of the car from the un-

der side of the sills to the top

of the roof is 8 ft. -^4 ins. This

is a perfectly proportioned car,

as will be seen from the illus-

trations.

The car is linished in cherry

throughout, with birdseye

maple ceiling, spring seats and

backs covered in plush, auto-

matic twin doors, tinted mu-

,hts and solid bronze trimmings.

The main panel and dashes of these cars

are painted with Spooners yellow and the con-

cave panels and other parts in white.

ranese deck
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The Philadelphia Traction Company has

also purchased loo Laclede closed cars, as shown

in Fig. 2. These cars have 20 ft. body

length'and are 29 ft. over all. They are finished

FIG. 3-

in solid mahogany highly polished, with birdseye

maple headlinings, spring seats and backs cov-

ered with crimson plush. Side and end sash

are glazed with VV in. French plate glass and

ventilator sash with handsomely embossed

lights. The cars are equipped with automatic

twin doors of mahogany, and beautiful bronze

electroliers wired for ten lights to each car.

Several hundred L:iclede eight

bench, open motor cars have also

been sent to Philadelphia.

CINCINNATI, O.

The street railway compa-

nies of Cincinnati have placed

with this company since July i,

i8c)i, twenty-nine orders aggre-

gating 4q6 cars—both open and

closed.

Fig. ^7 represents a closed

motor car recently designed for

the Cincinnati Street Railway

Company, and one which has become the

company's present standard. This car is 18

ft. 7 ins. in body length, and 26 ft. 7 ins. over

all. The front platform is enclosed at one side,

and a removable vestibule extends from top of

dash to hood with a sliding sash in the center.

The car is finished in cherry, with fancy

embossed mouldings and birdseye maple ceil-

ings. It has spring seats and

backs covered with crimson

plush, automatic twin doors and

electric bells, with a push button

on each post for signaling con-

ductor. A noticeable feature of

this car is found in the four large

stationary plate glass windows

on each side, which give the car

a light and elegant appearance.

The outside coloring is in

yellow and white, with dashes

and center panels Spooners yel-

low and aluminum lettering.

The Laclede Company has also furnished a

large number of open cars to the Cincinnati

Street Railway Company, as well as closed cars

of other patterns.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

This company has received twenty-seven

FIG. 4.

orders aggregating 180 cars, from Pittsburgh

street railway companies.

Fig. 4 illustrates the latest car sent by it

to Pittsburgh on orders from the Fort Pitt Trac-
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tioii Company (lessee of the Citizens' Traction under side of the sills to the top of the root is 8

Company and now a part of the Consolidated ft, 4;/. ins. This car is admirable in its propor-

Traction Company, of Pittsbnrgh). This car is tions and beautiful in coloring and hnish, inside

20 ft. in body length, and iq ft. 10 ins. over all, and out.

with enclosed vestibules and

automatic twin doors.

Tlie inside linish is in

cherry with birdseye maple

ceilings, and spring seats and

backs covered in Wilton carpet

are used. The outside col-

oring is in Tuscan red with gold

lettering and striping. A car

similar to this in general build

and finish, but somewhat short-

er (18 ft. in body and 27 ft.

over all), is illustrated in Fig.

s and has proven very popular

on the suburban lines of the Second Avenue

Traction Company.

FIG. 5.

NEW YORK CITY.

The Third Avenue car is 22 ft. in body length

and 10 ft. I in. over all. Its width at sills is 6

ft. 25/8 ins. and at belt rails 7 ft. ins. while the

height is 8 ft. 1 1 ins. The windows in this car

There are 227 Laclede cars running in New are one less in number and therefore are individ-

York City on the Third Avenue and Broadway ually larger than those of the Broadway car,

cable lines. These cars have been in service for This car has spring seats, and backs upholstered

three years with satisfactory results. Illustra- in plush and is finished in mahogany through-

out. The ceilings are of

birdseye maple. The outside

coloring is red and white and

the center panels are in red

with gold lettering. Pintsch

gas is used in both the Broad-

way and Third Avenue cars

and makes them look very

bright and attractive at night.

5T flV JOU''.'"'!- BUFFALO, N. Y.

FIG. 6.

The Buffalo Railway

tions of both are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The Company is operating 1 10 Laclede cars purchas-

Broadway cable car is 22 ft. in body length and ed on three successive orders. Fig. 8 shows

Id ft. 6 ins. over all. It is 5 ft. 2 ins. wide at sills the standard closed motor car of the Cross-

and 7 ft. at belt rails, and the height from the town Street Railway Company (operated by
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the Bulialo Railway Company), especially de-

signed and built by them. This car is 21 ft.

in body len.yth and 2g It. long over plattorms.

it is linely proportion.ed and a very popular car.

FIG. 7.

The inside linish is in cherry with birdseye

maple ceilings. These cars have spring seats

covered with rattan and carpet and the backs

are of cherry slats.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

The Consolidated Traction Company, of

New Jersey, has placed seven orders for Laclede

cars aggregating lyo. Fifty of these are of

precisely the same type as shown in Fig.

1, and another type now in use on the

famous high speed interurban line over

the Newark meadows between New
York and Newark is shown in Fig. q.

This car is 2s ft. in bod\' len.uth and v.

ft. over all. The width at sills over

truss plates is 7 ft. s^s ins. and at belt

rails 8 ft. The car has eighteen rattan

covered cross seats with reversible

backs, nine being on each side with an

aisle through the center. Fach win-

dow has two sashes, the upper stationary

while the lower drops down flush with the

top of the arm rails at the end as well as the

sides, thus making it a car which can be used

in summer as well as in winter. There is a

large single door at each end, also provided

with a drop sash.

The car is linished in cherry with birdseye

maple ceilings and is lighted with two three-

light clusters and three single

lights inside, with one single

light under each hood out-

side. The outside coloring

is in red and white with red

main panels and aluminum

lettering. The car has large

r(jomy platforms at each end

with improved folding gates

and the latest style of bum-

per made of oak linished

with a half-inch iron plate.

These cars are exceed-

ingly popular and they have attracted the traffic,

to a very large extent, from the several steam

railroad lines running between New York and

Newark.

The company has also sent to the Consoli-

dated Traction C(jmpany, one of the most beau-

tiful and elaborate private (directors") cars ever

constructed for street railway service.

FIG. 8.

WASHINGTON, D. C,

Four orders aggregating 47 cars have been

received by this company from the Eckington

& Soldiers' Home Railway Company and the
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Bri^htwood Railway Company, of Washington. BALTIHORE, HD.
The thirty cars furnished tlie former company

were built so that they could be used for both The Laclede Car Company has received

horse and electric cars, and they represent the lour orders aggregating 44 cars from the Balti-

St. RV, Joubnal

FIG. 9,

finest cars of the kind ever turned out. The more street railway companies. A combined

body is i(^ ft. in length and the car 24 ft. over passenger, baggage and freight car recently

platforms. There are five large windows on built for high speed intermban work is shown

FIG. 10.

each side. The doors are of the automatic twin in Fig. 10. This car is 27 ft. ins. body length

type. This car is not illustrated here as it is and ft. ins. over platforms. It has vesti-

a highly specialized type. bules at both ends and is provided with the
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latest type of buffers. The passenger compart-

ment is 17 ft. b ins. in length and the baggage

compart/p.ent is 10 ft. The interior linish is in

mahogany with antique oak ceiling, Baggage

compartment is oak finish.

-T P.y JOURNAL

FIG. II.

LACLEDE TRUCKS.

The Laclede Truck for 16, 18 and 20 ft.

car bodies is illustrated in Fig. 11. This is an

exceedingly strong and simple truck and the

construction is apparent from the illustration.

The side bar is a single cast steel l">eam, carry-

ing upon its extended ends the elliptic springs

which prevent oscillation of the car, the main

weight of which is carried on the eight spiral

springs and four spiral springs over boxes which

give this truck its "easy riding" qualities. The

brake rigging is powerful

and is so placed as to offer

no difficulties in mounting

the motors.

The Laclede Maximum

Traction Truck is shown

in Fig. 12, which gives an

excellent idea of its strength

and construction. Here

again the side bars are cast

in one piece of solid steel

while the upper frame is supported on six spiral

springs and two spiral springs over boxes,

which provide for great flexibility.

Laclede trucks have given entire satisfaction

wherever used, and are considered by our cus-

tomers to be among the best in their equipment.

OTHER TYPES.

The illustrations given above show a few

types only of the many which have been

turned out during twelve years of business life,

and but a faint idea of

the magnitude of the busi-

ness done by the Laclede

Car Company can be ob-

tained from the foregoing

list of orders received from

a few of the street railway

companies. The company

is building about 6so cable

and electric cars per annum of all kinds and

for all classes of street railway service.

This company is sending its cars to all parts

of the United States, and is prepared to build

any car to specifications, or to design cars for

any particular service. It confidently refers in-

tending purchasers to every company which

has bought of it in the past, knowing that the

quality of its work will stand the most rigid

inspection and severe test.

The general offices and works of the Laclede

Car Company are at St. Louis, Missouri. All

FIG. 12.

communications and requests for estimates will

be given prompt attention. Street railway man-

agers are cordially invited to visit its works and

inspect every process of its construction ffom

the lumber yard to the tlnished car loaded for

shipment.
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LACONIA CAR CO.,

CARS.

Complete Facilities, Fifty Years' Expepienee, Millions of feet

of well Seasoned Lumber, and the Best Workmen,
thus enable us to compete with all.

-AliSO MANUFACTURERS OF-

Car Wheels, Malleable Iron and Homos:e
neous Steel and Brass Castings.

WRITE FOR DRAWINGS AND PRICES.

Sole ManufactTircrs of the ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC STEAM TRAP.
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THESE CARS ARE SPECIALLY ARRANGED FOR SUMMER AND
WINTER SERVICE.

•St./^y. jQurnat

Brownell Car Company, Saint Louis, Missouri.
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BROWNELL CARS.
The manufacture of street cars in St. Louis was started by Andrew Wight in 1858

in an humble way, but as great oaks from Uttle acorns grow, so the street car business

in St. Louis has grown until now that City has become the first in the world in that line

of business, and the small shop established by Mr. Wight in 1858 has been rebuilt and
added to until it is now the large and well equipped factory of the Brownell Car Com-
pany, showing onclusively the seed was good and fell on fertile soil.

The cars built in this establishment have ever been noted for their beauty of design

and everlasting wearing qualities, notwiths anding the radical change in service on ac-

count of the advent of the Caljle and Electricity as motive powers, calling for larger and
heavier cars, until some of their latest productions assume the proportions of cars for

Steam Railroad service.

On the preceding page are illustrations of cars recently built in these works for

the Metropolitan Railway Company, of Kansas City, and this suggests another instance

of healthy growth.

In 1870, Nehemiah Holmes built the first street railroad in Kansas City known as

the Kansas City & NA'estport LLR. R., buying his cars from Andrew Wight; as this road

grew he continued to procure his cars from the same works that built the first ones,

until his death, Avhen the management of the road was assumed by his son, Walton H.
Holmes, who followed the course of his father in buying cars

In 1872, Geo. B. Wood, a friend of Mr. N. Holmes, built the Kansas City &
Wyandotte Street Railroad uniting Missouri and Kansas, ordered the cars, 3 lofts. from

Andrew Wight.

In 1 8 75 Kansas City was growing rapidly, and there was need of better railroad

facilities, so Thomas Corrigan built a street railroad then known as the Washington

Street line, which subsecjuently became Metropolitan Railway, ecjuipped it with 6 10 ft.

(bob-tail) cars, also made by Andrew Wight.

In 1885 the first Cable Railroad was built in Kansas City, the President of the

Company, W. F. Smith, ordered 12 grip cars of the Andrew Wight Company,
St. Louis, that Company having become the successors of Andrew Wight.

In 1 88 7 the Kansas City cSl Westport Horse Railroad was reorganized as the

Grand Avenue Cable Railway, with Walton H. Holmes, Prest., C. F. Holmes, Supt.,

purchasing the entire car equipment amounting to over one hundred and fifty thousand

($150,000) dollars, from the Brownell & Wight Car Company (who succeeded the

Andrew Wight Co).

In 1896 Th Grand Avenue Cable Railway, The Metropolitan or (Corrigan)

Cable Railway, The Kansas City Cable Railway, The Kansas City & Wyandotte Ele-

vated Railway were all merged under one management, with Col. C. F. Morse, Prest.,

Walton H. Holmes, Vice-Prest. and Gen'l Manager, C. F. Holmes, Gen'l Supt., making

a system of 136 miles and over 600 cars.

When Mr. Holmes became General Manager of these united roads and the ques-

tion of new cars came up, he naturally looked over the cars of the different lines of the

system on which were represented the work of the prominent car builders of the

country.

In April, i8g6, The Metropolitan Railway, W. H. Holmes, Gen'l Manager,

ordered 30 26 ft. Accelerator cars from the Brownell Car C'ompany.

Is it not significant that all the cars ordered for Kansas City since the consolida-

tion, have been built at the same works as made the first cars for Kansas City in 1870.

This record from 1870 to 1896, twenty-six years without a break, is a rarity; we leave

our readers to draw conclusions.

BROWNELL CAR COMPANY,

Saint Louis, Missouri.
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ST. LOUIS OAR COMPANY, st. louis.

Manufacturers of

Street Railway Cars and Trucks-

MO.

BDTV^UND D. STV^ITH St CO.,
^09 S. 4tli St., FhiladelpMa. Pa^
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ST. LOUIS CAR CO.

No. 13. Patented Steel Traction Truck.

No. 8. Steel Motor Car Truck.

ST, LOUIS. MO.
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BARNEY & SMITH DAYTON.

CARGO.-- —

^^Rr.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST, a OUR WORK IS ALL HIGH GRADE.

pM£Y« SMITH CA,

THE b^^^^^, OHIO

INTERIOR MT. CLEMENS FAST LINE CARS.

NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCE5S. ^ SUCCESSFUL ROAD IS EQUIPPED
^ ^ ^ WITH THE BEST CARS TO BE HAD.
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BARNEY & SniTH DAYTON,

CAR CO OHIO. . .

5^

Build every thin^ in the way of

For Steam and Electric Roads,

LET U5 KNOW what you want.

We will take pleasure in furnishing

Special Drawings and Specifications

for your requirements,

BARNEY & SMITH CAR CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.
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Street Railway Cars
And Lewis & Fowler Patent

ELECTRIC SNOW SWEEPERS.

Improved

Passenger

Fare

Registers

Totalizing

100,000

Fares.

Over 25,000 of

these Registers

in service on

TOO Street

Railways in

the United

States and
Canada.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE BWKLTH m HEW fOi BIIILW8I SDPPLT GO
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J. G. BRILL CO. {

Car and Truck Builders.

U. S. K.

Some Recently Constructed Cars

THE AKROX, BEDl ORl) & CLEVELAND CARS

Are of a long type mounted upon double trucks of the 27 pattern. The bodies are 31 ft. 10 ins. over end panels.

The width is 8 ft. .sins. Height over trolley board 12 ft. 6 ins. They have vestibules on the front end only

with door on the right hand side. The rear platform has a door or opening in the dash so as to give entrance to

the trailer. The cars are of regular steam road pattern having straight sides with trussing in the sides between

CAR BUILT FOR THE AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND ROAD.

the po.sts. They were provided with a toilet room in the front end. They had double .steps at both ends, but the

vestibule end had three ou one side only opposite the door. At the rear the platform was open with steps on both

sides.

The seats (see interior view next page ) were reversible with wooden arms. The upholstering was in red

plush. There were .seats for 44 persons. There were 18 cross seats and 4 longitudinal seats.

51 JOURNAL

CAR BUILT FOR THE AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND ROAD.

The trucks are of the well known No. 27 pattern. This road after the receipt of these cars has recently given

an order for a number of No. 27 trucks to replace a number previously in use on the road. The trucks are fitted

with 33 in. double plate wheels. These cars are run on a fast time table and have to make a high rate of speed in

con.sequence.
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J. Q. BRILL CO. i

Car and Truck Builders.

\J. S. TK.

FOURTH STREET & ARSENAL LINE, ST. LOUIS.

The accompanying engraving is a single trvick car built for St. Louis to go on the Fourth Street Sz.

Arsenal Route, People's Railway of St. Louis.

"^^il^s^—

AAA?*

D & FOURTH STREETS

•Sr. r

EXTERIOR OF FOURTH STREET & ARSENAL CAR.

The body is 20 ft. 8 ins. long. The platforms are closed on one side and are 4 ft. long, making the

car 28 ft. 8 ins. outside the crown pieces. It is mounted on a No. 21 E truck with a 7 ft. 6 in. wheel

base. As will be noted these trucks have solid forged frames. The wheels are 3;, ins. in diameter. The

INTERIOR OF AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND CAR.

platforms ^are protected by extra high lazy tongs gates'^with patented link connections. These gates are

made to fold against the body of the car. The windows' of these cars are protected by a wire screen going

the whole length of the body, a feaiure made necessary by the fact that the cars are necessarily wide and

operated where tracks are laid close together.
,
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J. Q. BRILL CO. i

PHILMDEL-RHIM,
U. S. M.

Car and Truck Builders.
BUFFALO & NIAGARA FALLS CAHS.

Tlie cars for tlie linlTalo & Nia.i^'ara Falls Klectric Railway have attracted much attention m a variety

of ways. The fact that a large number of them are upon No. 27 trucks gave them e.special interest because

of their very remarkable ease of riding. The speed has been high and as the track has many .short curves

the difficulties of making tiuick time were exceptionally great. The trucks which have .so .successfully carried

the cars are illustrated upon another page. We present herewith a cut .showing the oxit.side of the cars and
another giving a view of tlie inside.

St R y Journal.

EXTERIOR OF BUFFALO & NIAGARA FALLS CAR.

These cars are 29 ft. long and S ft. wide at the belt rails. Side sills of yellow pine 34}^ ins. X 6
'4^

ins. plated with in. X 5'^ in. iron. Knd sills of oak. Framing of the .standard style of the Brill Company
which in this style of car has a heavy tru.ss plank at each side beneath the window rail, i -'4 ins. X 9 ins. The
stringers, two in number, are 3^2 ins. Xs-^'s ins. These run the entire length of the car. There is also an

inside truss rod for holding the ends of the car up and the .sides of the car from giving out. There is also

a tie rod for holding the corner posts and keeping the frame solid. The usual outside truss rod is also used.

The trimmings are of bronze throughout. The .seats are rever.sible, rattan covered. There are ten on each

INTERIOR OF BUFFALO & NIAGARA FALLS CAR.

side giving a seating capacity of forty pa.s.sengers. The cars are fini.shed in cherry and have bird.seye maple

decorated ceilings. The roofs have the usual advertising mouldings.

The exteriors of the cars have but little ornament, but are very neat. The platforms have removable

vestibules which are closed by double doors. The platforms are also closed by gates where the doors are

not used, the latter folding up against the out.side of the da.sh. The windows are furnished with curtains

instead of blinds.
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J. Q. BRILL CO. t U. S.

Car and Truck Builders,
THE BRILL SAND BOX.

The Sand Box which we are putting on the market possesses several very important advantages which are

well worth consideration. The first of these is that it is prefectly positive in its distribution of sand upon the

track. Second, it positive!)^ stops the flow of sand when the valve is closed. The two photographs show the

mechanism by which this is accomplished. One of them shows the valve opened and the other closed. The
lever, it will be seen, is carried to the platform in the usual way. The construction is very simple. At the bottom
of the funnel is a casting which carries both the funnel, the valve and the valve operating mechanism. The
valve itself is a flat slide covering the spring of the funnel. It is pivoted at one end and moves in the arc of a

BRILL SAND BOX VALVE OPEN.

circle. Sand is delivered when the opening in the valve is brought forward under the mouth of the funnel. At
the bottom of this valve opening is a nozzle to which the delivering hose is attached. The hose therefore moves
with the valve and gets thereby a shaking motion which prevents the sand from sticking in it. In fact by moving
the hand over the hose may be shaken as thoroughly as though one end was held in the hand. The valve itself

is drawn into the closed position not only b}^ the force of the lever, but by a strong spiral spring working on a

euide.

ST. RV JOURNAL

BRILL SAND BOX VALVE CLOSED.

Upon the upper side of the valve there are two knives standing vertically and projecting into the sand with-
in the funnell. At every movement of the valve in either direction they cut into the sand breaking it up and pre-

venting any lodgment or scaffolding. A half round rod attached to some convenient portion of the truck or body
holds the mouth of the hose in proper position to always deliver sand upon the rail. The apparatus is compact,
easil}' put upon any car and though very light is strong and durable.

The number of parts is very .small aside from the levers; there are but ten all told. The box is so arranged
tliat it can be worked either single or double and from either side of the car.
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J. Q. BRILL CO. t

Car and Truck Builders.

RHIL-TXDEL-RHIH.
U. S. 7\.

(i)Ci)®®(SXSXiXi)(S)®®®

THE TRUCK=ERECTING PLATFORM.

The truck-erecting platform is one of the points of interest at our works which always attracts the

attention of the visitor. It is at this point that tlie trucks are assembled after their parts have passed through

the truck shop, the end of which is seen just on the right of the engraving. In the foreground will be

seen a pile of solid forged frame trucks, the end bars being continuous with the wheel pieces. This is our

BRILL TRUCK-ERECTING PLATFORM.

favorite form of construction, giving as it does the greatest po.ssible strength and stiffness with the fewest

parts. Just beyond is one of the steel frame pivotal trucks with spring link side motion. One of

the remarkable features of this very easy riding truck is the long half elliptic bolster spring. This truck is

also furnLshed with journal springs of good length, an essential for smooth and easy riding. In the distance

are a variety of trucks suited to all purposes. Several maximum traction trucks are standing just inside the

truck shop entrance. Taken altogether the truck shop platform furnishes as great a variety of product as

any portion of our establishment.
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J. Q. BRILL CO. !

PHILHDEL-RHIM,
U. S. K.

>

Car and Truck Builders.
THE CURVED SEAT PANEL.

The two drawings illustrate a new seat panel recently patented hy J. G. Brill Co. The panel differs from

those in ordinary use by having the top of the panel so curved that the end of the seat becomes a half circle.

This opens the space between the seats at the point where they project beyond the sill so that a person standing

between the posts on the running board or one who wishes to enter the car does not meet any projecting corners

and is not obliged to hang outward until he is above the seat level as in the ordinary style of open car seat. The
safety, comfort and convenience of the passenger is not only increased, but the speed with which a car can be

emptied or filled is much greater.

In the drawing two seats

are shown in plan and ele-

vation. The dotted lines in

the plan show the projec-

tions of the corners and how
greatly they are in the way
of those entering the car.

This is hardly a fair show-
ing, however, because in

closelj^ spaced seats the pro-

jection is a much greater

annoyance and hindrance
than it is in a car with fair

space between the centers.

Of course there would be a

considerable advantage in a

round corner as against a

square one even though
there was no saving of .space

because the round corner

does not catch clothing or

bundles as readily as the

square one. The outside of

the panel is provided with
a moulding and grooves by which the curtains can be run all the way to the sill of the car. The round corner is

for this purpose a great advantage over the old style. Curtains do not catch or tear and work with perfect ea.se.

Passengers greatly appreciate curtains which will go all the way to the floor. With the ordinary' form of panel

this is practically out of the question.

It is perhaps needless to speak of the advantages of iron over wood as a material for seat end panels. Yet it

is not entirely certain that railway men accept the iron panel for all it is worth. These panels ma}^ be kept in stock

painted, striped and varnished and ready to put on a car at a moment's notice. In ca.se of an accident one can be
put on within two hours after the car comes into the house. With a wooden panel injured a <:ar cannot be in

THE BRILL CURVED SEAT PANEL.

THE BRILL CURVED SEAT PANEL.

the house less than three days if the panel is to be finished, .striped and varnished to match the remaining panels.

Upon the score of strength much has been said. The weight of evidence appears to be in favor of the iron.

In accidents they show an ability to resist blows far beyond that of the best wood panels even when well glued

and screwed. From a .standpoint of sightliness the curved iron panel is again at the front. Many railroad

officials who visited our works during the present year pronounced our open cars so equipped as " the mo.st

graceful open cars it had ever been their privilege to inspect.
'

'
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J. Q. BRILL CO. {

Car and Truck Builders.

\J. S. M.

THE PERFECT TRUCK.
.
The following description was gotten ii]) especially for the steam railroad men, and emphasizes the

features which are of special importance to them. The street railway men arc eqtially interested in every
point mentioned.

This " No. 27" Truck answers not only all the re(|uirenients of steam passenger service, but is equally

well suited for every variety of street railway work where a pivotal truck is desirable.

The truck is pecirliarly well adapted for service on all suburban or internrban lines, where height is

not important, and where the car wheels have narrow treads, necessitated by being used on rails with narrow
heads, with projecting paving on the city portions of line, run on both T rails and trams because of the

tenacity with which it clings to the rails at all speeds and imder all conditions.

The low ends of the truck enable it to swivel clear of platform timbers and steps.

The frame is of such a character as to give a short wheel l)ase for a given size of motor. The
motors are carried from the transoms on springs.

The .solid wheel pieces—forged or cast steel, as ma}- be desired—contribute durability, stiffness and
strength, while obviating the rattling in.separable from all Iniilt-up frames.

We have thirty-two of these trucks now in service on the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Railway,

and twenty-two on the Akron, Bedford & Cleveland road. There are also trucks of this type in use on
.several other roads. The cars carried have twenty-nine foot bodies, are thirty-seven feet over platforms, and
weigh 29,700 lbs. These figures give a fair idea of what the truck is now doing.

SIDE VIEW OF TRUCK. SPRING LINK.

THE THEORY
Of the American Passenger Pivotal Truck is that it is

an independent carriage; its wheels ai'e independent of

each other in their vertical motion, while the truck frame
it.self can rise and fall at the ends or move sideways bodily

without imparting an}' of these motions to the body of the

car. Theory also calls for the extingui.shment of the ver-

tical motion of the truck by means of springs. A car con-

sidered as a carriage is supiwsed to be carried along in a

plane parallel to the track, while the truck passes along
the rails, conforming to their irregularities both horizon-

tally and vertically, but without communicating any of its

motions to the body.

SHOKT l)ESCHIl»TION.
This truck may be characterized as one with a wrought

iron frame, having jaws forged on, with .solid extension
pieces, T-iron end pieces, angle-iron jaw-.straps and angle-

iron transoms, with the spring plank formed of two Z-pieces

filled with wood. The equalizers are a part of the .spring

plank, carry the swing bolster, and take their load in the

centre; they are in turn carried by links and move with
the swing motion. Eight-inch journal box .springs, nest

spirals in the links, and quadruplet or triplet elliptics on
the equalizer and spring plank, furnish the vertical

elasticit}'.

TRUCK FRAMES.
The form and peculiarities of the truck frame are

.shown in the drawing on this page, and in the half-tone en-

graving on the next page. For passenger work the frame
is a forging, the wheel pieces being of a form somewhat
like that which is so effective in locomotive practice. To
a bar of ample stiffness jaws are forged at the proper
points. From the outermost jaw at each end, extension

pieces are carried, to which T-iron end pieces are bolted.

On the wheel pieces between the jaws, and as clo.se to

them as maybe practicable, suitable lugs are forged for

carrying the spring links. Upon the inside of these wheel
pieces, when made of steel castings, as is our practice for

electric .service, brackets are cast to take the angle-iron

transoms; when the frame is forged, corner brackets are

DIAGRAM OF SWING MOTION.

used. For passenger service this frame is completed by
iron safety beams and angle-iron tie rods for connecting
the jaws.

DISTRIBUTI\(i STRAINS.
The strains upon the truck frame for a given weight

of car and load are much less than in the ordinary con-

struction. The swing links come close to the pedestals,

relieving the wheel pieces from a large part of the strain

which comes upon them when the load is carried by the
transoms. Other things being equal, therefore, the truck
may be kept square with a less strain on the frame.
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J. Q. BRILL CO. s

RHIL-MDELRHIM,
U. S. TK,

Car and Truck Builders.
THE PERFECT TRUCK. (Continued)

THE MOTION.
The diagram shows the ordinary swing motion as

compared with that of our new truck.

The old style is shown on the right, and that of the

new truck on the left.

In both cases the centre plate is taken as the centre

of moton and support—the circles representing the lines

of motion. With the old style of link the radius of motion
is that of the inner circle. The radius of the outer circle

is obtained by placing the hangers outside the wheels,

as shown. The motion, of course, will be slower in pro-

portion to the greater radius, and correspondingly easier.

FLEXIBILITY- THE THREE LEGGED STOOL.
Engineers have a favorite method of describing a

perfect four-wheeled truck as a three-legged stool with
four legs. To accomplish this, the truck must have com-
plete vertical flexibility, so that upon an irregular rail

surface it can stand firmly with an equal weight upon

follower is placed on top of the spring, and an eye bolt

is screwed into it. The eye takes the end of the equal-

izing bar, which prevents the bolt unscrewing.
The spring links are a novel feature of construction.

They differ from the ordinarj' link in position, action and
in possessing elasticity. While they perform all the
functions of the common swing link, they also cushion
the side motion. These .springs are double-action spirals

of the draw-and-recoil-type. They are so placed that

the motion of the journal is doubly cushioned before it

reaches the equalizer itself. Their location is shown in

the cross-.section on the preceding page; it is one which
brings them in line with the centres of the journals,

giving a very wide ba.se for the swing moti(.)n.

OPERATION.
The perfect roadbeds of the great trunk lines mask

the imperfections of the passenger truck. On roads
having only ordinary tracks, the joltings and oscillations

THE BRILL PERFECT TRUCK.

each of its wheels; it must also be able to be run rapidly,

still maintaining this equality. This complete independ-
ence of the wheels cannot be obtained even with a spring
of perfect elasticity; the spring fails both theoretically

and practically. In passing low places the wheel shirks

the load and shoulders more than its share at high points.

This is true both when running and when standing at

rest. This is one of the reasons for the ease with which
four-wheeled cars and rigid trucks jump the rails.

EQUALIZERS.
One of the novel and most ingenious features of the

truck is found in the equalizers. These are straight,

forged bars, carried by spring links, or stirrups, upon
their ends. At the centres they are solidly connected
with the spring plank. The equalizer, spring plank and
swing bolster move together in the side motion. Its con-

struction and disposition enable it to perform all that is

possible for an equalizer. An ordinary equalizing bar is so

in name only; it slightly reduces the motion of the wheels.
In rare cases the movement of the body may be as small as

three-quarters that of the journal, but this is all that can
be expected. With our equalizer all is accomplished that

an equalizer can do theoretically, which is twice that of

the ordinary form. This makes the motion of the car bod}-

one-half as great as that of the wheel.

THE SPRING LINK.
The diagram on the preceding page shows the con-

struction of the new spring link. It consists of a cast steel

stirrup, in which there is space for an 8-inch spiral. A

of all classes and styles of passenger car show that the

trucks do not even approach to that which theory

demands. On the other hand, the remarkable smoothness
with which our No. 27 Truck rides over rough tracks and
around sharp curves is a demonstration that in its con-

struction we have conformed more closely to the theo-

retical requirements than has heretofore been deemed
possible. As a result, these i rucks .stay on the track

with a pertinacity which is remarked by motormen
and conductors. This is what .should be expected,

for the body goes forward without being thrown
from side to side as the truck conforms to irregular-

ities of the rails.

SPRINGS.
There are three .sets of .springs in the trucks. To

use an electric term, they are placed in series. The weight

rests on each set.

There are double journal springs resting on the tops

of the boxes. They also cushion the rapid motion of

the truck frame before it reaches the equalizer, making
this motion much more safe than in the usual form. Next
above this in the order of load-carrying come the springs

in the links, and finally the elliptics.

SAFETY ON CURVES.
The danger of jumping the track on curves is prac-

tically eliminated, because the .springs of the swinging

links yield and prevent the blow which, with the ordi-

nary type of link, comes with full force when the bolster

.strikes the wheel piece.
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Additional Cars for

Winter Service?
ow many do we need and .* p
where shall we purchase them •

These are the questions which will soon vex the minds of Railway men. Let us

know your ideas concerning any equipment you may require. We make car

building our business, and perhaps can offer suggestions of value to you.

We show below a cut of one of our double truck cars, and would like to illus-

trate many others of our manufacture, for we are proud of them, and so are our

customers.

We build cars of every description, including the most elaborate and artistically designed

TROLLEY PARTY or PRIVATE CARS,

We also build every variety of regular Closed and Open Cars, Combined Passenger and
Baggage Cars, Express and Baggage Cars, and any other type of car, ordinary

or special.

We are sure we can serve you satisfactorily, and will be glad to send you photographs

and other details in connection with our product. Confer with us.

JACKSON & SHARP CO.
Delaware Car Works

WILMINGTON, DEL
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EST^BHiISHEID 1839.

J. M. JONES' SONS,
STREET RAILWAY

CHR BUILDERS,
West Troy, N. Y.

ORDERS FIIaIaISD PROMPTLY

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

CARS FOR ELECTRIC AND CABLE SERYICE,



1
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Wells & French Co.,
V CHICHGQ. ILL-, y

BUILDERS OF STREET RAILWAY

CARS AND TRUCKS

POSITIVELY NON OSCILLATING.

ABSOLUTE EQUALIZATION OF LOAD INSURES EASY RIDING.

STRONG. SIMPLE. DURABLE.

High Grade Street Car Wheels a Specialty.
^

GENERAL OFFICES, - - - FISHER BUILDING.

Works, 22d and Blue Island Ave., Chicago.
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Q. C. KUHLMAN CO
CLEVEL-AND. OHIO.

Electric, Cable and Horse Cars.

BUILD GOOD PASSENGER CARS.

CITY CAR.

NOT CARS FOR SHOW.

SUBURBAN CAR.

CARS FOR WEAR.

COMBINATION SUMMER AND WINTER CAR.

TRY THEM AND FOR THE

PRICE YOU WILL

NOT WANT BETTER.

<%/%/%/%/%/%,

Mark A. Hanna's Special Car.
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G. C. KUHLMAN CO.
CLEVELAND. OHIO.

Electric Sweepers and Service Cars.

ELECTRIC FREIGHT MOTOR.
WILL CARRY 60 FT. RAILS.

It is Only the First Cost and if Gotten

from Reputable Builders Very Little

After Cost for Repairs.

FLAT CAR WITH REMOVABLE SIDES.

We liaE PT THE GHEflPEST GHB BOILDERS WHEN QUHLliy 18 GOHSIDERED
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PULLMAN'S PALACE CAR CO.

BUILDERS OF

RAILROAD AND STREET RAILWAY

CARS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

For all kinds of MOTIVE POWER.

AS AN OPEN CAR.

This cut shows our new type Convertible Summer and Winter

Car as a Summer or Open Car.

Both the upper and lower sash may be dropped into a closed

pocket inside of car, thus giving a much larger opening than is

possible with a single sash, or either sash may be used independently

of the other.

Orders Protv^ptl-y
knd carefui-l.y execuxed.
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PULLMAN'S PALACE CAR CO.

omoja.c3rO, TT .T

,

_

= OUR—

Convertible Summer Winter

—CARS—
Obviate the Necessity of^^

——

—

a Double Equipment.

AS A CLOSED CAR.

This cut shows our new type Convertible Summer and W^mter

Car as a Winter or Closed Car.

Both upper and lower sash may be quickly raised, thus convert-

mg the car into a perfect Closed or Wmter Car whenever it is

desirable. The sashes do not rattle in either position.

Patents pending.

V f,, Write for
a -•

Prices mnd Specifichtons.
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To Managers
of Street Railway Companies.

Having new shops equipped

throughout with the most modern

machinery and appHances, we are

now prepared to contract for early

delivery of all kinds of cars. Know-

ing that we will be able to convince

you that our stock of material, fa-

cilities and experience enables us to

build high class cars in competition

with all, we would be pleased to

have you suggest the time and place

for our representative to meet you.

Write us before placing your

next order for cars.

Union Car Co.,

Biltner Street near 8100 N. Broadway,

St Louisf Mo.
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J. P. Sjoberg <£ Co.^
MANUFACTUUEKS OV

STREET CAR WOOD WORK

NEW CAIl SASH ANI» Kl,li\l> SPlttNG,
Most Popular Spring on the Market.

—FOR—

New Car Bodies

COMPLETE,

AND FOR

R('])airiiig- and

Rolmilding'.

145 & 147 Eleventh Avenue,

Corner 2, St street, NEW YORK

WASON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

ESTABLISHED 1845.

-BUILOJERS OF-

STREET CARS
FOR EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MOTIVE POWER.

Post office Address, BRIGHTWOOD, MASS. Cal)le Address, WASON, SPRINGFIELD.

If You Desire to Purchase

Street Railway Equipment of any kind—whether track or hne material,

rolling stock or power station machinery or supplies—the quickest and

cheapest way to get estimates is to write to us and we will publish the

incjuiry without charge in our DAILY BULLETIN which is mailed each

day to over 300 manufacturers, supply dealers and contractors in all parts

of the country. Sample copy mailed upon application

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY,

HAVEIVIEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.
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Street Railway Snow Plow.

THE 'WALKAWAY" SNOW PLOW.

THE BEST MACHINE FOR CLEANING SNOW FROM STREET RAILWAY TRACKS.

For Prices and Catalogue

write

FLEMING HANUFACTURINQ CO.
FORT WAYNE, IND., U. 5. A.

American Street Railway Investments

{The "Street Railway Red Book.'')

A SUPPLEMENT
TO THE STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.

Edition of 1896—Corrected to Hay 31, 1896.

275 Pages.

22 Maps.

PRICE, $3.
In Combination with ttie C/i
STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL V^^-

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING COnPANY
26 CORTLANDT STREET,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.
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Ruggles Rotary"

snow PiOW
The Only Snow Plow That Can Remove Deep Snow.

Guaranteed to Cut Through Snow Banks 8 ft. High,

STRONG, DURABLE AND ALWAYS READY.—NO BROOMS TO KESP IN REPAIR.-COST OF

MAINTENANCE \INETY PER CENT. LESS THAN ANY OTHER PLOW.—REQUIRES FIFTY PER
CENT. LESS POWER.—REMOVES SNOW THREE FEET FROM EACH SIDE OF THE TRACK.

The Ruggles "Rotary" Snow Plow is constructed upon the same rotar}- principle as the successful

snow plows used upon steam railroads, this method having been found to be the onlj' one that could remove large

bodies of snow. The Ruggles Plow contains some desirable improvements not heretofore used in any rotary snow
plow. It has been thoroughly tested the past three winters, and in every instance has given perfect satisfaction,

keeping the roads open during the most severe storms.

The oommon faults of the old st\'le sweepers and plows, viz., the rapid destruction of brooms, and the inability

to cut through long and heavy drift.s—have been overcome in this new rotary plow, which cos/s pracfically notliing

for repairs and will remove drifts as high as the uiacliine itself.

We Guarantee the Ruggles Rotary Plow to keep any road open,
no matter how severe the storm.

For Catalogue, Price List and Blue Prints, apply to

THE PECKHAM MOTOR TRUCK <fi WHEEL COMPANY,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

ITew Tork: Office, 26 Cortlandt Street.

Boston Office, 53 State St. Chicago Office, Marquette Building.

Philadelphia Office, 4^0 Walnut St. San Francisco Office, 1^3 California St.

London Oflice, 39 Victoria Street, Westminster.
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Our "Excelsior"

Track Scraper
EMERSON'S PATENT.

DESKiNED EXPRESSLY FOR

The Peckham

CANTILEVER EXTENSION

TRUCK.

Secured directly to the truck, close to the wheels, always ready.

This scraper will readily remove dirt, mud, suow or ice, aud keep a clean rail.

Increased Traction secured by its vise.

Furnished when ordered with our Extension Trucks. Send for Price List.

Peckham's Adjustable Life^i^Wheel Guard

Can be adjusted to any desired height from track. Simple, Flexible and Effectual.

Furnished when ordered with our Extension Trucks.

For Catalogue, Price List and Blue Prints, apply to

The Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co.,
GENERAL SALES OFFICE,

26 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.
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THE FULTON
TRUCK AND FOUNDRY CO.,

HANSFIELD, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Imperial B. C. Standard.
For Box Cars, 14 to 18 Feet Long;.

CROSSINGS, SWITCHES. TRACK CLEANERS,
SAND BOXES, DRAW BARS,

WHEELS, AXLES, BRAKE SHOES,
RAILROAD CROSSING DERAILERS.

Imperial 0. C. Standard.
For Open Cars or Long Box Cars.

MOTOR LIFTS, ARMATURE JACKS, DIFFERENTIAL TRIPOD,

WHEEL PRESSES, WRECKING TRUCKS,
TURN TABLES. WHEEL GRINDERS, TRANSFER TABLES.

For Interurban Roads
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THE DORNER & DDTTON MFG, CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND TRUCKS.

Solid Forged Motor Truck, No. 25A. Spring Suspended.

CAR WHEELS AND AXLES

Gears
-AND—

Pinions

Fop all

Styles and Types

of Motors.

ELECTRIC STREET CAR HEATERS.
ACCURACY AND GOOD WORKMANSHIP OUR SPECIAT. CLAIMS.

PLEASE WRITE FOR NEW PRICE LISTS and CATALOGUE.

J. M. ATKINSON & CO., 1439 lYIonadnock Block, Chicago.

F. M. BERNARDIN, Western Agt, THE CANADIAN RAND DRILL CO.. Agts. for Canada,
Kansas City, Mo. Montreal, Quebec.

HOYLE & ABBOTT, Southern States Agts.,

Atlanta, Ga,
ABNER COBLE CO., Pacific Coast Agts.,

13-15 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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This Truck was under
Car No. 55 with blue
f1as;s. built by Ottawa Cai
Co., running: by Windsor
Hotel, at Montreal Con-
vention.

TAYLOR ELECTRIC TRUCK CO.,

The Taylor Improved Single Truck

and Empire State Radial 1ml

SAVE TRACK.
SAVE CAR BODY.
SAVE MOTORS.
SAVE REPAIRS.

--j-^ucK'^^ Send for

Illustr atted. Calailo g'ue.

Robinson Electric Truck ^Supply Co., Bo8ton,Mass.

Snow Sweeping flachinery
FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Track Sweepers, Plows, Rail Sweepers, Rattan.

Write for particulars and prices.

BROOKLYN RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
STAMFORD, CONN.

OF ALL KINDS AT

BOTTOM RATES.

Send for estimates.

STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO.,

Haveiuerer Building', New Yorlc.

AMERICAN CAR

SPRINKLER CO.

(INCORPORATED.)

F. W. Wellington. Pres.
Ossooil Brnillpy, V-I'ren.

Alfred Tlioniiis, Treas.
Frank I). Perry, Gen. Supt.

Contracts Solicited lor Sprinkliiu

Entire Cities.

I Sprinkling Cars Leased on
Reasonable Terms.

"Wor*cestei'- IMasss.
This (Company controls nil pnteniN of the United Tramway Sprinkler Co., I^ionisville, Ky.
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THE STANDARD NOSE PLQW.

If you will take the trouble to compare carefully the Taunton Plow with those of

other makes, the chances are that we shall have little difficulty in securing you as our

customer. Our plows have been through hard service for two winters and are giving

excellent reports of themselves. Write to auy of the following parties :

Tne Rockland & Abington Railway, in Massachusetts.

The Worcester & Suburban Street Railway, of Massachusetts.

The Plymouth & Kingston Street Railway, of Massachusetts.

The Shamokin & Mt. Carmel Street Railway, of Pennsylvania.

The. Cleveland &, Elyria Street Railway, of Ohio,

and then write to us for prices.

THE TAUNTON LOCOMOTIVE MFG. CO.,

WENDELL & nacDUFFIE,
26 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.

EDWARD P. SHARP,
44 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y,
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HERE WE ARE^
"AS ITHERS SEE US."

Boston, Mass., vSej)!. 24, 1896.

To THK Tauntox I,(iC();\iotivk Works,
Tannic III, Ma.ss.

(ic)illciiicii :—We desire to slate that after a careful investigation of the merits of the various snow plows offered,

we decided to purchase the Taunton vShare Plow for use on our railway. We reached our decision after a thorough

investigation, being convinced that for our purpo.ses the Taunton vShare Plow was the one best adapted.

Yours truly,

AI)AM,S I). CLAFIJN, President

Cfinnnon wealth Avenue .Street Ky. Co., Pioston.

A. I^. GoRnoN, Pre.sident. C. li. Bakxes, vSuperintendent. J. I). Tiiukbkk, Treasurer.

PLYMOUTH & KINGSTON vSTREliT RAILWAY COMPANY.
PLYMOUTH, MA.SS.

Pi,v:\rouTH, June 18, 1895.

Taunton Loco.'\ioti\'K MAxui-yvcTUKixc. Co.,

Gentlctiicn :—I have ne\-er purchased an\ lliing that has given nie more satisfaction than your snow plow. It

has done work that I would have thought impossible; unless it had been built on a plan of durability that a steam-

engine is built on, it could not have done the work that it has done the past winter. vShould I ever have occasion to

purcha.se another plow, after having taken a thorough inspection, I should give you the preference.

Yours iruly,

C. li. BARNES, Superintendent.

Mr. Barnes has made good the above promise by giving us

an order this year for a Standard Nose Plow to be used on the

Haverhill, Georgetown & Danvers Road.

superintendent's office.

FITCHBURG & LEOMINSTER STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.
W. W. Sargent, Superintendent.

FiTCHBURO, Mass., June 15, 1895.

Taunton Locomotive Maxufacturing Co.,

Taunton, Ma,ss.

Gcntleiuen —We had one of }'our snow plows in use on our line last winter, and we were well satisfied with

the way in which it performed its duty. We think the plow is strongly made and serviceable, especially for single

track work. Very respecfuUy j^ours,

W. W. SARGENT, Superintendent,

office of

NEW YORK & QUEENS COUNTY RAILWAY COMPANY.
George Chambers, General Manager.

Long Island City, N. Y., July 13, 1S96.

Messrs. WENDELL & MacDUFFIE,
Agents Taunton Locomotive Manufacturing Co.,

26 Cortlandt Street, New York Cit}'.

Goitlcmen :—In regard to your inquiry as to my opinion of your street railway appliances, I would say that

the five share plows which you sold this company last autumn, have given perfect satisfaction, and I cannot say too

much in their favor. They did all the work required of them, and a great deal of it was of the hardest kind; they

have been through drifts where the snow was above the level of the doors, and that without difficulty.

Their mechanism is .simple, .strong and very easy of manipulation, the counterweight being of great advantage;

the diggers and wings perform their functions perfectly, and the curved shape of the .share prevents the .snow from
" riding up " over it. They throw the snow very evenly and very far, and seem to me to be in every way ideal

appliances of their kind. Very trul}?^ yours,

GEORGE CHAMBERS, General Manager.
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McGDIRE ROTARY TRACK CLEANER.
Our Improved Rotary Track Cleaner for electric street railways, combines the utility of a Rotary Snow Plow

for removing- heavy accumulations of snow from the tracks, and of a sweeper for cleaning the rails entirely of snow,
leaving them sivept elcaii, giving full traction for the wheels to propel the cars, even after passing through snow drifts

five or six feet high and hundreds of feet long. This is the record made by these machines in the very hea\-y snows
of last winter. Tliep keep the roads opoi and the cars running on scliedide time ivliere all other means failed.

The only Track Cleaner that CLEANS the track in one operation. Absolutely impossible to

stall it. Never failed once the past winter. Adopted by the largest Street Railways in this country.

WHAT A FEW WHO ARE USING THEM SAY
Coi,UMBUs, O., Aug- 7, 1S96.

McGuiRE Manuf.-vcti'ring Co., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen.—Yours of the 4th relative to our opinion as to

3'our rotary track cleaner is received.

We are very much pleased with its action. It has done its work
in every particukir, and if I were ordering to-day I would duplicate
it. Respectfully yours,

Columbus Central Railway Co.,

J. F. Barrv, Act'g. Gen. Man.

Toledo, O., Aug. 5, 1896.

McGuiRE Manuf.acturing Co., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen.—In reply to yours of Aug. 4th would say we oper-
ated four of your rotary track cleaners all last season with very .satis-

factory resttlts. Yours trul)',

Toledo Tr.action Co.,

W. S. Jewell, Gen. Man.
Norristown, Pa., Aug. 10, 1896.

McGuiRE M.ANUF.\CTURING CO.

,

Gentlemen.—Replying to yours of Aug. 4, the rotar}- track
cleaner or snow cleaner that we purchased from you did verj' excel-

lent service last A'ear. Respectfulh-,

Schuylkill \"alley Traction Co.,
D. M. Douglass, Gen. Man.

Chicago, Aug. 8, 1896.

McGuire: M.\nufacturing Co.,
122 North Sangamon Street, City.

Gentlemen.—In answer to yours of Aug. 4, will say that the
rotary track cleaner that you furnished us last year has been very
satisfactory. Yours very truly,

Chicago City Railway Co.
M. K. Bowen, vSupt.

.\LLENTOWN, Pa., Aug. 7, 1S96.

McGuiRE Manufacturing Co.,

132 North Sangamon Street, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen.—I have your favor of the 4th, and in answer to

same will state that your sweepers were very satisfactory to us dur-
ing the past winter. Yours very truly,

Allentown & Lehigh Valley Traction Co.
Jilson J. Coleman, Gen. Man.

Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 17, 1896.

McGuire Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen.—Our McGuire sweepers gave .satisfaction.

Yours truly.

The Citizens' Street Railroad Co.,
A. L. Mason, Pres.

Write for
Blue Prints
and Prices. McGUIRE MANUFACTURING CO.

Eastern Office, 1312 Havemeyer Bldg., New York. J22 to 132 N. Sangamon St., Chicago, U.S. A



DVNAMO ELECTRIC GENER^VTORS

RAILBOAD MOTORS
STREBT RAILWAY KlOTOBS

ELECTRICAL
MACHINERY

ELECTR.IC LOCOMOTIVES
CONTROLLIMO APPARATV5
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WALKERCo/nPANY

ESPECTFULLY CALLS THE
ATTENTION OF STREET RAIL
WAY MANAGERS TO ITS ^
Standard Electric
RAIL^^Y APPARATU S
ILLUSTRATED IN THE

FOLLOWING PAGES- BELIEVING
THAT THIS APPARATUS REPRESENTS
IN ALL RESPECTS THE BEST AND
A\OST ADVANCED ELECTRICAL EN =
GINEERING PRACTICE OF THE PRESENT
DAY^ For Full Information Address

BRANCH OFFICES:
New York, 9 1 3-9 1 4 Postal Telegraph Building. Pittsburgh, 1012 Carnegie Building.

Chicago, 1 143 IVIarquette Building. Waco, Texas, Waco Elect. Supply & Const. Co.

Philadelphia, 748 Drexel Building. New Haven, 140 Winchester Avenue.
Boston, 8 Oliver Street. Richmond, Ebel Building.

St. Louis, 7 1 5-71 7 North Second Street. Pacific Coast Office and Branch Works, cor. Fre-

Meridian, Miss., W. R. Hall, Agent. nnont and Howard Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

Minneapolis, 470-475 Syndicate Arcade. Toronto, Ontario, 310 Front Street, West.

Paris, France, Exploitation Des Precedes Electriques Walker, 6 Rue Boudreau.

London, Messrs. Laing, Wharton & Down, 82 New Bond St., W.
Johannesburg,. S. A. R., Messrs. Sherriff Swingley & Co., 19 Robinson Buildings.

Sydney, New South Wales, Messrs. Edge & Edge, 250 Pitt Street.

/nAIN OFFICE

Cleveland-Ohio-
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WALKER COMPANY,

WALKER 25 H. P. STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.

WALKER 125 H. P. STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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WALKER COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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WALKER COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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WALKER COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, ON10.
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WALKER COMPANY,

71

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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WALKER CO/nPANY,

WALKER SERIES PARALLEL CONTROLLER FOR RAILWAY MOTORS.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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WALKER COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
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St. Louis, October, 1896.

Delegates and Visitors to the Convention of the American

Street Railway Association who want to keep posted upon the

latest improvements in electric railway apparatus, will

get their information at ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

— Westinghouse Headquarters

Southern Hotel

"Westinghouse EleetFie and J/lfg. Go."

PITTSBURGH, PA.

BRANCH OI=I=IOES:

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway.

BOSTON, Exchange Building.

PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

BUFFALO, N. Y., Erie Bank Building.

PITTSBURGH, Westinghouse Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building.

ST. LOUIS, American Central Building,

SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.

TACOMA, WASH., 102 S. loth Street.

WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College Street.
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Siemens & Halske Electric Co. of America.
Manufacturers of

Direct Current, Multipolar, Slow .Speed, Kxterual Aruiature C.enerators ami Motors, especially adapted for direct connectiou.

(Type I.)—In sizes from 20 to 2,000 H. P.

Direct Current, Multipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature C.enerators and Motors adapted for Belting.

(Type A.)—In sizes from 10 to 300 H. P.

Direet Current, Bipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature (ienerators and Motors adapted for Belting.

(Type L. H.)—In sizes from 5 to 130 H. P.

Direct C\irrent Boosters, absolutely controlled by U. S. Patents granted to Siemens & Halske Electric Company.

Siemens' Band Arc Lamps for Direct and Alternating Current, Electric Mining Locomotives, Steam Locomotives, Etc., Etc.

Complete Electric Railway Equipments under Siemens' Patents:

SIEMENS' UNDERRUNNINQ TROLLEYS.
The Siemens Contact Bar is safer than the ordinary trolley, and the overhead construction is less costly. Dr. Ernst Werner von Siemens
w.is the pioneer in Electric Traction. He built his first Electric Railway in 1S79. Write for catalogues and further information to

StEHENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC CO. OF AMERICA, 98 Jackson St., Chicago.
SALES OFFICES:—New York. Eastern District, American Surety Building. Greater New York, 136 Liberty St. Boston, John Hancock Building

Phiiadelphia, s'li Chestnut St. Cincinnati, Perin Building. Minneapolis, 249 Second .\venue. South. Denver, 60S Boston Block. Salt Lake City, Knutsford
Hotel Building. San Francisco, 10 Front St.

The steel MOTOR CO.,
WORKS AT

J0HN5T0WN, PA.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Electric Railway Motors and Appliances.

riotors of

25
30

35
40

50
60

H. P.

For every condition

of service. : : : .

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MOTOR OPEN (Front View).

Of Superior Design and Construction..

Embodying Improvements Found in no Other.

so ><e ><o><o><o ><o >.<e >.<o ><o><*><o><o><o ><«> ^<o><o><c><o><o ><o><o ><o><o><o><o><o ><e><o ><o ><o><o i><;o ><o><o><o><o><o><•><o ><o ><e ><o ><o i

DO YOU WISH TO.

BUY or SELL
Sf so, the best way to bring this fact to

the attention of street railway men is to

advertise it on our page of special notices.

RATES UPON APPLICATION.

SECOND=HAND

APPARATUS OR

EQUIPMENT

^ OF ANY KIND

7
Street Railway Journal,

Havemeyer Building, New Yorko
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General

Electric

Company.
Schenectady, N. Y.

sal _

On the occasion of the Fifteenth Convention of the Ameri-

can Street Railway Association, the General Electric Company
desires once more to bring to the attention of the electric trac-

tion fraternity the merits of its apparatus and the advantages

which accrue from its use.

The General Electric

Company is the pioneer

in the field of electric trac-

tion Its apparatus is

manufactured under pat-

ents granted to the most

prominent electricians of

the world, and its wide

and varied experience

carefully and intelligent-

ly applied enables it to

present its railway appa-

ratus with confidence in

both its mechanical and

electrical excellence.

Since Direct Driven

Railway Generators
were first designed by the

General Electric Company

if"

rietropolitaii West Side Elevated Railway, Chicago, III.

800 and 1500 KW. Generators,

-^9

See

Our Exhibit

at

St. Louis^

jff IK
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1^

West End Street Railway, Boston, Mass.
6=1300 and 1500 KW. Generators.

station after station has been

equipped with direct connected

apparatus. The severest duties

ever required from railway gene-

rators have been exacted from

those of its make and in every in-

stance these generators have

greatly exceeded guaranteed per-

formance. The best test of ex-

cellence when inspection is open

and invited, is the record of sales.

Up to July 1 , 1 896, 194 direct con-

nected railway generators had been purchased from the General

Electric Company, having a total capacity of 107,275 kilo-

watts—a record which speaks for itself.

3 of ICQ KW. 4 of 150 KW. 24 of 200 KW. II of 225 KW.

6 of 250 KW.

2 2 of 300 KW.
"

29 of 400 KW.

36 of 500 KW.

35 of 800 KW.

2 of 1000 KW.

4 of I 200 KW.

2 of 1300 KW.

16 of 1500 KW.

The total ca-

pacity of belt driven

and direct connected

railway generators

sold by this Company to date is o\er 350,000 kilowatts.

The standard of perfection in Station Apparatus has also

been set by the General Electric Company, whose panel switch-

boards are used in every important power station in the country.

The facility with which they may
be installed and the perfection of

control and protection afforded

by the instruments, have render-

ed these panels indispensable for

satisfactory station work. Each
is equipped with an automatic

circuit breaker, which responds

instantaneously and protects the

M * w . ru- o •,
generating apparatus from injury.

North & West Chicago Railway. & rr
.

Three 800 KW. Generators. Without this laSt liamcd dcvlcC

Electric Traction Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Four 800 KW. Generators.

6
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the number of suburban and interur-

ban roads, and to supply a motor for

both services the Q. E. looo has been

designed. It possesses every feature

of excellence contained in other G. E.

motors, but has several modifications,

all combining to render its operation

perfect in this particular field.

The Q. E. 1 200 is the G. E. 800

writ large, and was designed for heavy

street railway work, snow plows, etc

Type of S=P. I Controller.

The Q. E. 2000 is adapted for

elevated railway work and

branch steam roads. This mo-

tor is now operating on the

Metropolitan West Side and

Lake Street Elevated Railways

in Chicago and on the main

line of the Old Colony Divi-

B " Type of S-P. Controller for

Electric Brake.

sion of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railway.

G. E. motors are in use on

the Cleveland, Painesville & East-

ern Railroad operating thirty ton,

double truck cars at a speed of

forty-five miles per hour on a level,

" L " Type of S-P. Controller.

and they will also shortly

be used in the Brooklyn

Bridge service.

Automatic and instan-

taneous protection of the

motors without the annoying G. E. 800 notor.
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delay incident to replace-

ment of blown fuses is fur-

nished by the H auto=

matic car circuit break=

er. In this device, at any

abnormal increase in the

flow of current, the circuit

is instantaneously broken

and the resulting spark dis-

rupted by the magnetic

Q. E. 1000 riotor—Open.

handle and the greater the

speed of the car the great-

er the braking power ob-

tainable from the motors.

The use of the electric

brake means to every rail-

road a marked decrease in

its accident account.

The trolley adopted by

this company as the stand-

(j. E. 1000 notor—Closed

blow-out. The circuit may
be immediately closed

by throwing a handle.

Every device in the

General Electric car

equipment is designed to

economical ends. The
Electric Brake is no ex-

ception. Its operation de-

mands no energy from the

station; it is brought into

service by the turning of

the regular car controller

2 0. E. 1000 Motors riounted on Truck.

Armature in Course of Construction.

ard is the Union Stand=
ard Trolley. It combines

all the best features of pre-

vious trolleys, is simple

in construction and gives

an even upward pressure

on the wire, with constant

and perfect contact.

All the Overhead

^^^^
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desig-nedLine Apparatus has been

with one end in view—to crive the

longest and best possible service with

the least possible cost of maintenance.

The insulation used is the result of

years of experiment, and each device

has been designed to perform most ef-

ficiently its own special duty.

n Automatic Circuit Breaker
lor Cars.

A FEW FACTS.

The Electric Brake.

trie Company. The
Nashua, N. IL, and
the Portland, Ore., rail-

ways are operated by

power generated fif-

teen and twelve and a

half miles away re-

spectively, while those

of Buffalo will shortly

be operated by the

Over 80 per cent of all the

electric railroads in the United

States are equipped with General

Electric apparatus.

Over 16,000 O. E. railway

motors are in use.

Over 3 ',000 series parallel

controllers are in use.

The first successful at=

tempt to transmit power long

distances for electric railroads

was made by the General Elec-

jf —

,

riotor Truck, with Electric Brakes.

Double G. E. 800 Equipment with Five Loaded Cars.

power of Niagara

Falls transmitted

by the three
phase system
of electric power
transmission.

The General

Electric Com-
pany, first ap=
plied electricity

to the surface
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K Automatic Circuit Breaker.

n Lii;lllnini; Arrester.

steam railroad. The Nantasket Beach

Branch of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad is operated electri-

cally by its overhead and third rail

surface contact system and G. E. 2000

motor equipments.

The first Electric Elevated rail =

road in this country was operated by its

third rail system. The success of the In-

tramural Railway

at the Chicago Ex
position led to the

operation of the

Metropolitan West Side Elevated Rail-

way in Chicago exclusively with its appa-

ratus. This is a complete success and the

Lake Street Elevated Railroad

in the same city is now also ex-

clusively operated with its motors

and controllers.

The first practical elec=

trie locomotive for the steam
road was designed, manufactur-

ed and installed by the General Electric

Company. One of So tons will shortly

operate on the New York, New Haven &
Hartfo d Railway; one of 40 tons is in

daily operation at Taftville, Conn.; three

of 96 tons operate the entire freight

service of the Baltimore iS: Ohio Railroad,

through the Belt Line tunnel at Baltimore,

and will shortly undertake the passenger

service. An ad-

ditional one of

smaller capacity is now under construc-

tion for the same road.

The only successful electrical

conduit roads in the world are
those in the cities of Washington and
New York. Both are operated by
the General Electric patented systems
and equipped exclusively with its

steel Gear for flotors. apparatus.

U. S. Trolley.

Motor Armature Assembled for

Shipment.

r
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4

See

Our Exhibit ^'i

«t
'IS.

St. Louis.

Electrical Underground Conduit System,
Lenox Avenue, New Yorl<.

rietropolitan West Side Electric Elevated
R. R., Chicago, III.

The General Electric Company is the largest electrical

manufacturing company in the world, and the only

company manufacturing complete electrical railway

equipments for electric roads of all kinds, from the largest

generator in the station to the smallest electrical device

on the overhead line, the car and the track. Its guar=

antee of efficiency thus covers the entire system.

Third Rail System,
Hain Line N Y., N H. & H. R. R.

96-Ton Electric Locomotive and Royal Blue
Express Train. B. & 0. R. R. Hain Line.

MAIN OFFICES, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., Sedgwick, Andrews &
Kennedy Building.

Buffalo, N. Y., 901 D. S. Morgan Building.

Philadelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Street.

Baltimore, Md., 227 E. German Street.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Tradesmen's Bank Bldg.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

New Orleans, La., 423 Baronne St.

Columbus, C, 14 N. High Street.

Nashville, Tenn., 308 N. Summer Street.

Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

Detroit, Mich , loi Woodward Avenue.

St. Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.

Dallas, Tex., Junction Building

Helena, Mont., Electric Building.

Denver, Cel., Kittredge Building.

San Francisco, Gal., 15 First Street.

Portland, Ore., Worcester Building.

Cincinnati, O., 420 West Fourth Street.

London. Paris. Berlin.

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.

9 ^
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STERLING VARNISH CO,
MANlIFACniRKRS OF FINE GRADF;

COACH VARNISHES,
CAR VARNISHES,
INSULATING VARNISHES.

324 WATER STREET,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Sterling Extra Insulating Varnish,
For Insulating Hotors, Generators, etc.

USED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTKIC

AND MANUFACTUKING CO.

Other Large Consumers.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.

Elektron Mfg. Co.

Elwell-Parker Electric Co.

Card Electric Motor Co.

Canadian General Electric Co.

Electro-Dynamic Co.

General Electric Co.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Steel Motor Co.

Sprague Electric Elevator Co.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation.

Fontaine Crossing & Electric Co.

Cincinnati Street Ry. Co.

So. Covington & Cincinnati St. Ry. Co.

Citizens' Street Ry. Co., Indianapolis.

Morgan Engineering Co.

Triumph Electric Co.

West End St. Ry. Co., Boston.

Northern Electrical Co.

Aug. 12th, 1896.

USED FOR REPAIRS

ON OVER 50 PER CENT OF

ELECTRIC LINES.

Sterling Varnish Co..

325 Water St.

.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Dear Sire :

-

We have just /.ired you, "Ship Immediately one barrel

extra insulating varnish.

We have used most of the 10 gal. can and are well pleased

with it. TNe also gave e sample to the Portland General Elec-

tric Co. and, think they will also conclude to use it-

We have promised to glvo thorn part of this barrel.

Think you can safely count on two converts in this village.

Very truly yours,

Sec *y.

NO MORE
HOT-BOXES. RUBBER BATTEN

Does away with it ail. A new substitute for SiilL and Cotton Waste. Absorbent, highly elastic.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES, RAILWAY JOURNAL BOXES AND YARIOUS
OTHER PURPOSES. SAMPLE PACKAGES WILL BE SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

WILLIAM H. SCHEEL, Importer^ Jobber, Cleanser and Packer
. OF

Varnish Gums, Varnish-Makers' Supplies,
RUBBER SUBSTITUTE, CHLORIDE OF SULPHUR,

172 Pearl Street and 78 Pine Street, NEW YORK.
IROX SPECIALTIES FOIl ELECTRIC ROAD EQUIPMENT.

JANNEY & STEINMETZ
DREXEL BUILDING

PHILADELPHIA

Cast Steel Motor Gears, Hot-pressed Pinions. Brake Chains, Slioes,

TnrnlMickles, Eye Bolts, Special Forgings. and a fnll line of

all Iron and Steel Parts for Electric Railways.

Drawings, Samples and Estimates cheerfully furnished, and correspondence
solicited.

Eastern Agents, SHICKLE, HARRISON & HOWARD IRON CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Also, UNITED STATES PROJECTILE CO., Brooklyn. N. Y.
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PRATT & LAMBERT'S

47 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.
Fnctoiies: LONG ISI.ANU CITV, CHICAGO, MONTREAL.

NOBLES & HOARE'S
CELEBRATED

ENGL-ISH VKRNISHES.
Car Body Colors, any shade, in Japan and in Oil.

Imported English Vermilions, Cadmium Yellows, etc.

POMEROY & FISCHER,
28 & 30 Frankfort St., NEW YORK.

Established 1827. Incorporated 1889.

EDWARD SMITH & CO.

Street = Railway = Varnishes,

45 Broadway, New York.

Hildreth Varnish Co.

SUPERFINE

RAILWAY VARNISHES,

[8 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

WINTHROP BARTLETT,

Civil and^^
Consulting Engineer, Electrical Engineer,
street Railway Expert,

Contractor. Room 822 Walnwright BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

LEMUEL W. SERRELL, M. E.,

CONTRACTING ENGINEER.

GENERAL STREET RAILWAY CONTRACTOR.

ROADS BUILT HEADY TO OPERATE.

FIDELITY & CASUALTY BLDG., 99 CEDAR ST., NEW YORK.

C. J. FIELD CO.,

CONSULTING AND CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS.

Electric Traction. Power Transmission.

Generating Stations. Steam and Power Plants.

Taylor Building, 39 Cortlandt Street, New York.

WHITE-CROSBY COMPANY,

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS,

Equitable Building, Baltimore, Md.

New York Office, 29 Broadway,

Frank R. Ford, M. E. Geo. W. Bacon, M. E. Geo. H. Davis, M. E.

jfotb & Bacon,
JBnaineers,

Philadelphia Bank Bldg. Morris Bldg. Mail and Express Bldg.

421 CHESTNUT ST. 107 CAMP ST. 203 BROADWAY,
PHILADEI.PHIA. NEW ORI^EANS. NEW YORK.

J. F. Macartney, E. E. Joseph A. McElroy, M. E.

Macartney, McElroy & Co.
Consulting Engineers

Power Stations and ContraCtOrS : : : surveys
Track Reports
Line 1312 HAVEJVIFYER BUILDING, Estimates

New Ynrlt.

PERCY S. HILDRETH. ALFRED LIEBMANN.

R. W. Hildreth $( Co.,
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS,

ELECTRIC AND STEAM RAILWAYS,
BRIDGES, BUILDINGS, ETC.

REED McKIBBIN,
30 Broad St., New York.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Construction and Equipment.

PROJECTED RAILWAYS FINANCED.
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STREET RAlLWAY CDNTRACTBRS
/^ULLEN, WM. A.^ GENERAL CONTRACTOR,

steam and Street Railways. Kleetric Track and Overhead Construction
A Speeialtv.

PATERSON, N. J.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR,
Grading, Paving, Sewer Building, Curb and Gutter Flagging, etc.

I'lirnisliing and setting up all sizes. Wooden Poles, for P'lectric I.ight,

Trolley, Telephone, etc.

STREET RAILWAY BUILDING A SPECIALTY.
Material Furnished. Estimates Given. 35 Tears' Practical Experience.

Office and Residence: 22 Burnett S., East Orange, N. J.

pIELD, A. D.
* CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
RSFE;RENCE: Electric Traction Co., Phila.; Union Traction Co., Chester, Pa.;

Prospect Ry. Co., Essington, Pa.; Wm.Wharton, Jr. & Co. (Inc.)

229 Quincy St., Brooklyn. 1345 Arch St., Philadelphia. H. GORE & CO.,

Pavers and Street Railway Contractors

R k gorI; ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

J.' gorjI' connected BY TELEPHONE.

QILL & CO.,

Electrical Engineers and Contractors,
Electric Street Hallways a specialty.

603 Penn Mutual Building, PHILADELPHIA.

pEPPER & REGISTER,
General Contractors.

Electric Street Railways a specialty

1414 South Penn Square, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J. D.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

Contractor and Builder of Street Railways.

gHEAFF & JAASTAD,

ENGINEERS,

85 WATER ST.. BOSTON, MASS.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR.
Railroad Work, Pnving, Grading, Masonry, Builder

and Pile Urivlng.

STREET RAILWAY WORK A SPECIALTY.
Estimates Furnished on Application.

Have onstructed !50 miles or Electric and 17 miles ot Cable Road Track work.

lOOT FORBES STREET, PITTSBURGH. PA.

CHETHURST & ALLEN, ^oonkHTS
Electrical Engineers and Contractors,

Complete Electric Light and Power Ins' allatlons. Electric Railway Work
A Specialty.

Betz Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Long Distance Telephone Connection No. .S931.

^yy/^ARDWELL BROTHERS CO.,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY BUILDERS
AND MANAGERS,

DANBURY, CONN.
Railway Car Painting.

"WEAVER'S RAPID SYSTEM."

Durability, Brilliancy, Economy.

References to present contracts covering sixteen years.

JOHN C. WEAVER, Contractor,

p. 0. address 1687 Washington Ave., New York.

TA.. W. CONWKY,
COIVTRACTOR

For the Coiiiilriiclian of Slrtet IlailwayH Operated by Ilorse or

Blechanlciil I'dwer. Girder Rail Construetlon a Specialty.

Tweuty-five Yeurs' Exi>erience In Uailroad Uuildlug.

MATERLAIi BURNISHED. ESTIMATES GIVEN. CURVES
AND SWITCHES LAID AT SHORT NOTICE.

Office and Residence, 487 Msnroe St., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

NPULTING ENGINEERS
ORYAN & HUMPHREY, r^i^ri^nl^K^^^;^^^^^

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers.
Consnltation.s, Reports, Estimates, Plans, .Specifications, Superintendence, Tests,

Purchasing. Designs of Central Stations a Specialty.

Rooms H & I, Turner Building, ST. LOUIS.

CniTH, THOS Q., Jr., M. E.
^"'^ Mem. Amer. Soc. Mec. Eng.

Consulting and Supervising Engineer.
Electric Railway. Light and Power Plants. Equipment of Buildings.

II Hammond Building, CINCINNATI, O.

J, H. BICKFORD,
Consulting; and Constructing Engineer.

Electric Railways, Power and
Lighting Piants.

RECENT WORK..—North Shore Traction Co., Salem, Mass., Lvnn &
Bosu.n It. R Co., Lynn, Mass., Scranton Trnci Ion Co., Scranton, Pa.. Reading
Traction Co., Reading, Pa., Stelnway Railway Co.. Long Island City, N. Y.,
MetropoUtsn Electric Co , Reading, Pa., Electric Illuminating & Power Co.,
Long Island City, N. Y., Manchester St. Ry. Co.. Manchester, N. H.

NEAI. BI^OCK. - - SALEM, ,>IA8S.
COI.,UMBIA BU1M)1NG, 2» BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

C. 0. 7V^KIL-L-OUX.
Consulting: Electrical Engineer,

NO. 150 NASSAU ST.. NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, ESTIMATES.

CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISED.
UNDER ANY OB ALL SYSTEMS.
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HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK. MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Directory of Street Railway Associations.

American Street Kailway Association.

President, H. M. LiTTELL, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; First Vice-Presi-

dent, G. C. CUNINGHAM, Montreal, Can.; Second Vice-President,

Wm. H. Jackson, Nashville, Tenn,; Third Vice-President, J. Wil-
LARD Morgan, Camden, N. J.; Secretary and Treasurer, T. C. Pen-
INGTON, Chicago, 111. Executive Committee: JOEi< Hurt, Atlanta,

Ga. ; Prentiss Cummings, Boston, Mass.; C. G. Goodrich, St.

Paul, Minn.; A. MarkeE, Hazleton, Pa.; W. F. Keley, Colum-
bus, O.

Next meeting, St. Louis, third Tuesday in October, 1896.

New York Stale Street Railway Association.

President, G. Tracy Rogers, Binghamton; First Vice-Presi-

dent, W. Carye Eey, Niagara Falls; Second Vice-President, John
N. Beckley, Rochester; Secretary and Treasurer, H. A. Robinson,
Brooklyn. Ex-ecutive Committee: H. H. Vreeland, New York
City; John W. McNamara, Albany; Henry M. Watson, Buffalo;

C. L. RossiTER, Brooklyn.
Next regular meeting, Niagara Falls, second Tuesday in Septem-

ber, 1897.

OJiio State Tramway Association.

President, W. F. Kelly, Columbus; Vice-President, Reid
Carpenter, Mansfield; Secretary and Treaserer, J. B. Hanna,
Cleveland; Chairman Exective Committee, W. A. Lynch, Mansfield.

Next meeting, Mansfield, fourth Wednesday in September, 1896:

Pennsylvania State Street Railway Association.

President, John Lloyd, Altoona; First Vice-President, A. L.

Johnson, Allentown; Second Vice-President; Robt. E. Wright,
Allentown; Secretary, S. P. Light, Lebanon; Treasurer, W. H.
Lanius, York. Executive Committee: John A. RiGG, Reading; B. F.

Meyers, Harrisburg; S. P. Light, Lebanon; John Lloyd, Al-

toona: E. C. FelTon, Steelton. Pa.

Next meeting, Altoona, first Wednesday in September, 1897.

Micliigan Street Railway Association.

President, W. L. JEnks, Port Huron; Vice-President, W. Worth
Bean, St. Joseph; Secretary and Treasurer, B. S. Hanchett, Grand
Rapids. Executive Committee: Officers of the Association and
Chas. M. Swift, Detroit, and E. E. Downs, Bay City.

Next meeting, first Wednesday in December, 1896.

J. N. Akarman, Worcester; C. S. Sergeant, Boston; Robert S.

GoFE, Fall River.
Meetings are held every month.

Connecticut State Street Railway Association.

President, H. H. Wood, Derby; Vice-President, H. S. ParmelEE,
New Haven; Secretary, R. A. Fosdick, Stamford; Treasurer, E. S.

Goodrich, Hartford. Executive Committee: A. M. Young, Water-
bury; G. A. W. Dodge and I. A. Kelsey, New Haven.

Next meeting. New Haven, third Wednesday in October, 1896.

Massaclnisetts Street Railway Association.

President, Prentiss Cummings, Boston; First Vice-President.

P. F. Sulliv.\n, Lowell; Second Vice-President, John R. Graham,
Quincy; Secretary, Charles S. Clark, Boston; Treasurer, W. F,

Pope, Boston. Executive Committee: E. C. Foster, Lynn; E. P.

Shaw, Newburyport; Charles B. Pratt, Worcester; G. H. Camp-
bell, Lawrence; S. M. Thomas, Taunton. Auditing Committee:

The Texas Street Railway Association.

President, Col. W. H. Sinclair, Galveston; Vice-President, C.

F. Drake, Austin; Secretary and Treasurer, C. L. Wakefield,
Dallas. Executive Committee: The officers and Geo. B. Hen-
dricks, Fort Worth, and A. H. Hayward, Houston.

Next meeting, Austin, third Wednesday in March, 1897.

The California Street Railway Association.

President, Chas. F. Crocker, San Francisco; Vice-President, S.

B. McLenegan, San Francisco; Secretary and Treasurer, J. E. Mor-
ris, Oakland. Executive Committee: E. P. Vining, San Francisco;
F. W. Wood, Los Angeles; L. WheelER, Alameda.

Next meeting, third Tuesday in April, 1897.

The Maine Street Railway Association.

President, W. R. Wood, Portland; Secretary and Treasurer,
f;. a. Newman, Portland. Executive Committee: W. R. Wood,
Portland; H. Twitchell, Bath; A. F. Gerald, Waterville; J.

Haynes, Augusta; G. E. Macomber, Rockland; E. H. Banks, Bid-

deford; E. K. Day, Sanford; F. N. Laughton, Bangor; F. W.
Dana, Lewiston.

Next meeting, February, 1897.

THE ONL-Y DUR7^BL-E

DeF E.MARSLAND

ENAMELED SIGNS
190 WEST BROADWAY. N.Y.

L
Destination f

SIGNS, i

"Cars Stop Here"

Do YoQ Want a Paying and Pleasant Basioess

Requiring Small Cash Investment?

m Then Buy the
Incomparable

STEAM
RIDING

GALLERY
Mamifaftured by

ARMITAtlE.
HERSCHELL
COMPANY

North Tonawanda,
N. Y., U. S. A.

Most attractive, elegant and durable. An unlimited field to good managers.
Write for price and complete information. PATENTED.

Fifteen...

Complete Shows for

this season. ^ ^ ^
I make a specialty of

furnishing the right

kind of Amusements

for Street Railroad

Parks* 5^ «^ 5^

r
T'oT;r-ATTKACTlON55EAWN^
Expositions, "Fairs _

Pleasure Resorts
tuRoPEAN Novelties
Vaudeville, y\KENi(?,

Operatic
MusieAL-
CoNCFf^r

I80

e)WU0R/AAN,MANA«^.

Ifyou want
the Best Attractions

in this country at

Reasonable Prices,

write me. ^ ^ ^ ^
Satisfaction guaran-

teed and references

cheerfully furnished.
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E. SAXTON,

Cable and Electric Railway

CONTRACTOR,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CABLE RAILWAYS BUILT BY E. SAXTON.
Grand Avenue and 15th Street Line, - - for Grand Avenue Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Grand Avenue and Westport Line, - - - " Grand Avenue Railway C(j. , Kansas City, Mo.
Holmes Street Line, - - - - - " Holmes Street Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo.
The Loop Line, - - - - - - - " Metropolitan Railwa>- Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Seventh Street Line, _ _ - . _ " Washington & Georgetown R. R. Co., Washington, D. C.

Eleventh and Thirteenth Streets Line, - - - " Tacoma Railway & Motor Co.
,
Tacoma, State of Washington

Navy Yard and Georgetown Line, - - - " Washington & Georgetown R. R. Co., Washington, D. C.

Fourteenth Street Line, - - - - - " Washington & Georgetown R. R. Co., Washington, D. C.

Blue Line, " Baltimore City Passenger Railway Co., Baltimore, Md.
N. Y. Ave. and H Street Line. - - - - " Columbia Railway Co., Washington, D. C.

CONDUIT ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Ninth Street Line, for Metropolitan R. R. Co

,
Washington, D. C.

Washington Division, - - - - - - - - " Wash. Alexandria & Mt. Vernon Elec. Ry. Co
F Street Line " Metropolitan R. R. Co.

,
Washington, D. C.

TROLLEY LINES.
Parts, Inrse or Ninall of the Baltimore roads following :

Baltimore, Pinilico & Pikesville Railway.

West Arlington Branch.
Green Line of the Baltimore City Passenger Ry. Co.

Hall's vSpring Line, B. C. P. Ry. Co.

Edmondson Avenue & East Monument Street.

McMechen Street & Fremont vStreet Line.

Huntingdon Avenue Line.

Curtis' Bay Line, &c., &c.

Office : Room 2, Central Power Station, Washington, D. C.

Yard : 123 Q Street Northeast.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

POSITIONS WANTED.

y^ANTED— Position to take charge of small electric railway, by a young man
familiar with General Electric appliances and electric lighting. Employed

on large system. Salary' modest. Address, " F. V. L. S.," care Stre)';t Rail-

way Journal.

\X /ANTED— Position as Superintendent of an electric railway, by a man 40

years old. 15 years in the business. Thoroughly understands construc-

tion and management. Very best of references. Address, "Economy," care

of Street Railway Journal.

\ A /ANTED—Position as Manager or General Superintendent of an electric

' ' railway, the latter position I have held for the past seven years.

Thoroughly understand construction and operation. Repair .shop a specialty.

Reference A i. Address " M. A. R.," care of Street Railway Journal.

CITUATION WANTED—Parties desiring the services of a thorough practical

^ electric railway superintendent, either on construction or operation, will

find it to their advantage to communicate with me. Will go on trial for a month
with responsible parties at my own expense subject to approval. Address,

Mechanical Engineer," care Street Railway Journal, Havemeyer
Bldg., New York.

POSITION WANTED—Young man, 30, now head accountant and assistant

' manager with large Electric Railway and Electric I<ight System, desires

to change. Competent Accountant, wide experience, hard worker, systematic,

high executive ability. Thoroughly experienced in accounting, purchasing

supplies, daily operating routine and management large railway and light

properties. Satisfactory reasons and highest references. Address, "Bu.siness,"

care Street Railway Journal.

FOR SALE.

POR SALE—A lot of two and one horse Street Railway Cars. These cars are
' as good as new, and were taken off only to substitute larger ones. Will be

sold cheap for cash. An inspection invited. Metropolitan Railroad Co.

Washington, D. C.

pOR SALE—Patent No. 559,891, Automatic Car Brake and Fender ; can be

used in combination or separate. The simplest, most practical and effective

fender, combined with a powerful self-acting brake. Will make trolley car

accidents impossible. Manufacturers are requested to examine the merits of

this invention and make an offer to C. F. Grather, P. O. Station R, New York,

IFOR SKLE.
15 Tons Original 40 lb. Steel Relating T Rails.
60 " " 50 " " " T "

with Splice Plates. Superior. Little Used.
F'rom an Electric Road.

DALLFTT &. COMPAMY. 201 W.lnut Place, Philadelphia.
Old Material Purchased.

For Sale Cheap.

Eight Electric Ivaunches used at the

World's Fair. In good condition ex-

cept batteries, which can be renswed

at a cost of about |Soo. I'rice of boats

as they stand at Schenectady, ^400 each.

General Electric Company,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

TO LET
The Advehtising Privilege

IN THE

CARS OF THIS COMPANY.
ADURESS

PATEKSON RAILWAY COMPAISY,
M. R. McADOO, Manager. PATERSON, N. J.

pOR SALE.—
Railway Generators
and Motors.

2 M. P. 100 H. p. General FUectric, class M. P. 4-100-650, with switchboard in-
strument.s, practically new, $1,300 each.

2 D 62 500 volt T. H., with switchboard instruments, $725 each,
2 100 K. W. 500 volt Edi,son $1,100 each.
1 45 K. W. 500 volt Edison $500,
2 M. P. 100 H. p. Westingho'use 500 volt.
2 M. P. 270 T. H. 500 volt.

Lot of S. R. G. motors $100 each.
Several S. R. G. armatures $55 each.
Several W. P. 50 armatures $75 each.
All guaranteed in first-class condition, having been thoroughly overhauled.

We buy and take in exchange apparatus of

standard make in good condition.

ROSSITER, MAC GOVERN & CO.,

107 Liberty Street, New York.

TURNBUCKLES
. . and VISES,
Manufactured by

MERRILL BROS.,
4.67 TCeiit Avenue, BROOICLY^f. IM. A'.

ELECTRIC ILLUMINATED FOUNTAINS.
F. W. DARLINGTON,

MEM. A. I. E. E,

Consulting Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
FOUNTAINS CONSTRUCTED. j^Qy llrcxel Bldg., Phil.. del phia.Willow Grove Park, Phila., ^'-^ e ? i-

,
Pa.

Schenley Park, Pittsburgh, Pa. Ill Broadway, New York.

ELEPHANT BRAND. PHOSPHOR BRONZE.

The Phosphor Bronze SMELtiNGCaQMiTED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND phosphor-bronze"
1NGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRERODS,SHEETS,ETC.— DELTA METAL

—

eASTINGSi STAMPINGS and. FORGINGS.
ORIGINAL AND SolIe: Makers in the U.S.

STEEL

Works—Chester, Pa.

From 1 to 40,000 Pounds Weight
Ok Open Hearth, Chester

OR Bessemer Steel.
True to pattern. Sound. Solid.

Gearing I All Hind», ('rank Shafis,
Kniirklex Tor Car Couplers.

Cross-Heads, Rockers, Piston-
He;ads, Etc., for Locomotives.

Steel Castings of Every Description.

THESTER STEEL CASTIKS CO.
OIHi e—407 IJbri-ry Nt., Philadelphia, Pa.

We Svipply Electrical Railways extensively with our high
grade XXX Genuine Babbitt, unexcelled for High Speed work.
Once tried, always used. Send for illustrated Catalogue on the
Alloys of Babbitt Metals. We also supply best grades of Cotton
Waste and Solder.

We purchase any quantity of Scrap Copper Wire for cash
which we reduce in ingots. Write for prices.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.
Office and Works: I20 and 122 W. Lake St.

FREE
A Scientific and Practical

Pamphlet on Lubrication is

sent free to all who wish it.

It contains interesting and

valuable information.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
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The Electric Mutual
Casualty Association,

Organized by Street kail-

way Hanagers and incorpo-

rated under the Insurance

Laws of the State of Penn =

sylvania.

SCRT^NTOIN, F^TK. If-

Insurance Against Liability for Accidents

to Passengers, Public, Employers,

and Property P^"?nc;^ ^^n—ff^

The Association has a large nembership, is in a good financial condition, and
its claims are settled promptly wherever liability exists.

WE PAY NO COMMISSIONS to agents.

riembers Participate in dividends from the profits.

The management of the Association is entirely in the hands of rail"'ay officials and has, in addition, an able

legal board with skillful adjusters and detectives, who give prompt attention to claims, make immediate investiga-

tion of casualties, and if liability exists, endeavor to compromise all claims for damages. In fact, it is the object

of the Association to avoid litigation where there is liability, if a settlement can be obtained upon just and equita-

ble terms. Fraudulent claims for fictitious damages are resisted and .speedily disposed of. Technicalities will not be
taken advantage of to avoid settlement of just claims, and every member will be treated fairly and upon an equal
basis.

As our attorneys and adjusters are all selected with regard to their fitness in this line of business, we claim a

special capacitj^ for prompt settlement of all claims upon a more favorable basis than our members could them-
selves secure without our aid.

All W'ell managed roads approaching the standard maintained, are invited to join the Association.

The premium rate for insurance is two per cent, of the gross traffic receipts. The liability of each member
is limited to three per cent, additional.

Any additional information furnished upon application to the Secretarj-.

WHAT A FEW OF OUR MEMBERS SAY.

Chpcster, Pa., Aug. 8, 1896.

The Chester Traction Company is insured with the Electric
Mutual Casualty Association, of Scranton, Pa., and we regard it as
a thoroughly competent and reliable insurance. Our relations with
the company have been most agreeable and satisfactor}'. We have
never found the conditions of the policy in any way onerous, and all

damages have been promptly and satisfactorily adjusted by the in-

surance company, without any annoyance or inconvenience to us.

George B. Lindsay, Pres.

Chester Traction Company, Chester, Pa.

NORRISTOWN, Pa., Aug. 7, 1896.

The Eeectric Mutuae Casualty Association, Scranton, Pa.
GenTEEMEN: We regard our insurance in your Association as

the best we have ever had, although we have been insured but a

short time. To begin with, it is a home Association made up of our
own people. We can reach each other quickl}^ and my observation
so far has been that The Electric Mutual Casualty Association does
not shirk responsibility, like the Company in which we just can-
celled our insurance. We trust this Association will grow to be a

power, and that we may feel that we have protection in our own
Association. It seems to be a move in the right direction, building
up and maintaining The Electric Mutual Casualty Association.

Respectfull}',

R. M. DouGEASS, General Manager.
SCHUYEKiEE Vaeley Traction Company, Norristown, Pa.

South Norwalk, Conn., Aug. 6, 1S96.

The Eeectric Mutuae Casualty Association, Scranton, Pa.

Gentlemen: While we are a new member of }'our association,
and have not had occasion to call upon yen for any settlement of
claims, except one slight one, we feel confident that ' in union there
is strength," and that the objects and aims of your association are of

the best.

We take great pleasure in testifyingto the business-like manner
in which you have acknowledged and advised us regarding various
accidents. Very truly j-ours,

K. WiLLiAJi Mansfield, Supt.
Norwalk Tramw.ay Company, Norwalk, Conn.

Lexington, Ky., Aug. 6, 1896.
The Electric Mutual Casualty Association, Scranton, Pa.

Gentlemen: Replying to yours of the 4th inst. , in which you
ask, whether we are satisfied with the manner in which you have,
up to this time, handled the matter of settlement of losses covered
by our policy, I beg to saj' that before applying for membership with
your Association, we became satisfied with the business integrit}'

and ability of the gentlemen who are managing it, and nothing
that has transpired since cur policy was issued has changed that
opinion. On the contrary, we are perfectlj' satisfied with the policy,

and your manner of doing business. Yours truly,

Charles H. Stole, President.
Belt Electric Line Company, Lexington Ky.

HORACE E. HAiXD, President. W. B. ROCKWELL, Yice=President.
Ithaca Street Railway Co. Staten Island-Midland R. R.
Cortland & Homer Traction Co.

... r- , t- ^-Middletown-Goshen Traction Co.
GEORGE M. HALSTEAD, Treasurer.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. NEWTON JACKSON, Seerelarv.

Commonwealth Building, Seranton, Pa.
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New Electrical and Mechanical

WATER WHEEL

GOVERNOR
Surpasses all known devices for this purpose.

Closer regulation than before possible.

Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Co.,

^—DAYTON. OHIO.—

THE BARRETT LIFTING JACK...

Automatic Lowering Jack No. 19.

GET THE BEST.
The "BARRETT" JACKvS are undoubtedly the best. BEST

because they are powerful, light, quick and positive, and are the only

Jacks with an automatic lowering device, by which any load cau

be gradually lowered by the same movement of the lever as in

raising.

One of the " Barrktt " J.acks should be in at least every

other street car, so that in ca.se of derailment, the Jack would be

instantly at hand and the line would not be blocked and the pas-

sengers inconvenienced. Just one experience of this kind would

more than pay the cost of Jack in the fares saved. One car off the

track stops all others. The "Barrett" J.ack reduces such risks

to a minimum and in a year's traffic will save thousands of dollars.

The Duff Manufacturing Co.,

IVIflRlON AND jVIflRTiN flVES., .-. ALLEGHENY, Pfl. Automatic Lowering Jack No. 2.

PQ-RTABLE HOSE B'RI'DGE.

A NECESSITY TO EVERY STREET RAILWAY.
G. S. Hazard, Supt. Fort Wayne and Belle Isle Ry. Co., Detroit, says, " We can recommend it heartily as being entirely

Practicable, Serviceable and Convenient."

John Winter, Asst. Gen. Supt. Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Co., says, "We have no hesitation in recommending them
to any road as being the best contrivance we Icnow of, ever made for the purpose."

Address, PORTABLE HOSE BRIDGE CO.,
11 Woodward Avenue. "Detroit, Mich.

A PERFECT

Fire HosB Crossing

FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

Weighs but 400 pounds ; is in

6 pieces and can be adjusted to

track by one man in two min-

utes.

Is made of oak and steel and

fits over 2 lines of 4-inch hose.

Will pay for itself th-; first time

used.

SEIVD FOR PRICES.



OVERHEAD LINE ECVIPMENT

RAIL BONDS, WIRE
INSULATION MATERIAL

ELECTRICAL
[^APPLIANCES AND

APPARATUS

5WItCHBOAKD APPLIANCES ! MEA5VRIN0 lNf5TRUMEMT$

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
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the:

MEDBERY INSULATION
.. AND ..

Overhead Trolley Equipment
.. FOR ..

EIiEGT^IG HfllliWAYS.

The following is a representative list of a large number

of contented purchasers of Medbery Insulation, who have

adopted it, and consider it the "STANDARD":

The Brooklyn Heights Railway Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Nassau Railway Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

The New York & Queens County Ry. Co., Long Island City,
N. Y.

The Montreal Street Railway Co., Montreal, Q.

The St. Johns Street Railway Co., St. Johns, N. B.

The Union Railway Co., Providence, R. I.

The Union Traction Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Buffalo Street Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland City Cable Railway Co., Cleveland, O.

Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Street Railway Co., Cleveland, O.

Akron Street Railway Co., Akron, O.

Albany City Railway Co., Albany, N. Y.

Chicago City Railway Co., Chicago, 111.

Calumet Electric Street Railway Co., Chicago, 111

Cincinnati Street Railway Co., Cincinnati, O.

Hartford Street Railway Co., Hartford, Conn.

Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Co., Detroit, Mich.

Jersey City & Bergen Railroad Co
, Jersey City, N. J.

Lackawanna Valley Rapid Transit Co., Scranton, Pa.

Market Street Railway Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Pasadena & Los Angeles Electric Ry .Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

New Jersey Traction Co., Newark, N. J.

Pennsylvania Traction Co., Lancaster, Pa.

Reading Traction Co., Reading, Pa.

South Jersey Traction Co.. Bridgeton, N. J.

Wilmington Street Railway Co., Wilmington, Del.

And many others.

The riedbery Electric Light & Power
Switches, for all uses, are conceded to be superior to

anything in the market.
Specialty is made of Switch=board work. Send for

catalogues.
Manufactured by

The Fibente Company ^ Mechankville,

" PONY.'

IS, 25, 35 AMPERES.

STANDARD. QUICK BREAK.
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"There Are Others"

BUT WE

Stand fllone

WHEN IT COMES TO HANDLING
HIGH GRADE

Street Railway Supplies...

HIGA,

HIGANITE,

EMPIRE OILED PAPER.

HEHDQUHRTeRS F=OR :

GEARS, STEEL POLES,

PINIONS, CARBON BRUSHES,

BEARINGS, INSULATED WIRE.

Arthur S. Partridge,

St. Louis, IVIo.
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Type D Straight Line Hanger with Type D-W
Trolley Clamp.

A COMPLETE
and

S Perfected Line

..of..

OVERHEAD

Construction Material

For Use With Type U Single Curve Hanger with Type D-W
Trolley Clamp.

The Figure 8 Trolley Wire

We Guarantee

all our devices

to be perfect

Electrically

and

Mechanically.

Type D BOLT.

fi^^

ft^^

Strictly

first-class

Material and

the Best

of..

Workmanship

employed

in their

Construction.

Type D-W BOLT.

The Ohio Brass Company J '^""^''"ci?.,

A GENCIES.

J. F. MACARTNEY,
1312 Havemeyer Bldg.,

New York, N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRI-
CAL SUPPLY CO.,

10-12 N. Ninth St.,

S. Louis, Mo.

EDGE & EDGE,
Sydney, N. S. W.

E. H. CADIOT & CO.,

Paris, France.

AGENCIES.

Type D DOUBLE STRAIN EAR.

SPLICING EAR.

JAS. H. McGILL,

1129-30 Monadnock
Bldg., Chicago, 111.

REGER, ATWATER CO.

36 Second St., San
Francisco, Cal.

NAGLO BROS.,
Berlin, Germany.

BAGNALL & HILLES,
Yokohoma, Japan.
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W Phoenix Carbon Mfg. Co.

ST. LOUIS.

Our New 1896 Process in the Manufacture of Motor Brushes,

makes them thoroughly Self-Lubricating and

they save the Commutator.

^^^^
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L S. H. A.

Welcome,

Grusz.

Si

Bien Venue

1896.

Greeting.

Wilkommen.

Saint.

COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

1007 &. 1009 Market Street, St. Louis.

> «»><0 >S0>< Oi"^ o><©><
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t

COMMUTATORS
STREET RAILWAY MANAGERS, what is your practice in having

your Coninuitators refilled ? Do you purchase the material and do the

work ill your own shops, or do you send them away for rehlling. In

either case we can save you good money and a vast amount of annoyance,

for no matter how carefully the material is selected, YOUR C(JMMUTA-
TORS WILL NOT BE TIGHT AND DURABLE UNLESS THE MECHAN-
IGAL WORK THROUGHOUT IS PERFECTLY DONE.

From the nature of the work and the appliances necessary to produce

a perfect commutator it would be as reasonable to expect to get a perfectly

tight barrel made at a carpenter shop, as to get a perfect commutator made
using the crude appliances to be found in the majority of repair shops.

Having made a special study of this line of work we have at considerable

expense perfected a system of special tools, chucks, etc., that insures perfect

mechanical accuracy. This advantage, combined with first-class material,

enables us to defy anyone to excel us in producing a perfect commutator for

street railway motors. We also rehll large commutators for Edison, T.-H.,

and other generators, and rewind armatures of every description. We refer

to any of the roads in St. Louis and respectfully invite correspondence.

Address
Morrell Electric Works, 3139 OHve St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

1

THE BEST IS ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST
^ TRY-

T TSED exclusively by the largest Railroad

Cos. and Manufacturers in the world,

for winding Armatures and Fields, and
anywhere that insulation is needed.

Write for sample.

REPRESENTED BY

H. H. HUNT, Boston, Mass.

CHAS A. CAVAGNA, Cincinnati, Ohio.

F. M. BERNARDIN, Kansas City, Mo.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
San Francisco, Cal.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Electric Insulating Co.

ST. LOUIS« MO.

MONARCH INSULATING PAINT.
Unaffected by Heat, = =

= = = Acids or Alkalies.

Absolutely Unequalled =

= as an Insulating Paint.

For Armatures, Fields, Switch=
boards. Conduits, Iron and

Wood Poles, Connections,

Mouldings, Wires, Cut=Out
Boxes, Lamp Hoods==in fact,

wherever High Insulation

is required.

THE BRADFORD BELTING CO., .o.e nanu.acturers Cincinnati, Ohio.
EASTERN OFFICE, 3<! DBY STREET, NEW ¥01iK.
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PUZZLE
FIND THE NEXT

PRESIDENT.

THIS is the puzzle

that worries the

boys — they are

growing hoarse and bald-

headed over it—don't fail

to try your hand at the

riddle. You know the kind of a man you want
for President, you know the kind of a man the

country tteeffs. Help get him. Another thing the

country needs is orders. What tre want is orders.

What you want is passengers. Help get them.
We will help you by filling your orders for Rail=

way Supplies with the best material we know how to make. There will

be no guessing about our part of it ; we know our stock ; we know that we
can satisfy you with price and quality, and prompt shipments.

Nothing that we can properly do will be left undone to get

your business. If convenient for you to attend, we will be pleased to meet

you at the St. Louis Convention. We will have an exhibit of Railway

Specialties in Convention Hall.

Central Electric Company,
WHOLESALE

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

CHICAGO.

ELEDTRIDAL SUPPLY CO.

10,12,W 5. SEVENTH ST.

BRANCH OFFICES

:

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO., Kansas City, Mo.

NEW ORLEANS, loio Canal Street.

BUFFALO, 742 Guaranty Building.
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P ailway And Power Feeders.

High or Low Tension Circuits.

Underground. Sub-Marine.

LEAD ENCASED CABLES,

CONSTRUCTED ON

MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES.

ARMORED CABLES,

TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR

ALL REOUIREMENTS.

Nantasket Beach Branch, N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. under

groLind circuits for Third Rail System.

EQUIPPED WITH KERITE LEAD ENCASED CABLES.

WRITE FOR ESTIMATES,-

W. R. Brixey, M'F'G'r

J. E. HAM, Agent, 203 Broadway, New York.

S. F. B. MORSE,
204 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco, Cal.

•^^^^^ %^^^ •.^^F %^^F ^^^^ ^.^^ X'^^ h^^F •.^^•.^^ %^^F
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SAVE MONEY AND BUY THE BEST.

Our Ropes are Warranted Not to Pull in Two.
Inside Wires Alone are Strong Enough to Pull Any Load.

WHERE USED.

NEW YORK.
BALTIMORE.
WASHINGTON.

PITTSBURGH.
CLEVELAND.

CINCINNATI.

CHICAGO.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

WHERE USED.

KANSAS CITY.

OMAHA.
SIOUX CITY.

DENVER.
SAN FRANCISCO.

TACOMA.

SEATTLE.
LOS ANGELES.

SAN DIEGO.

BRODERICK ^ BASCOM ROPE CO.,
ST. X-OTTIS, 2>vd:0.
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Bl = METALLIC WIRE.
Copper and Steel Cornbined.

For Telegraph, Telephone, Railway

and Electric Light Conductors.

Send for Samples. Send for Price List to

JOHN A. ROEBLINQ'S SONS CO., Trenton, N. J.

or No. 117 Liberty St., New York, or No. 173 Lake St., Chicago,

or 27 Fremont St., San Francisco,

or to The Bi-Metallic Electric Transmission Co.. No. 26 Cortlandt St., Neiv York,

or to any Electrical Sui>i)ly House.

The Columbia
Bond A Perfect Contact.

It Will Never Become Loose.

You can Twist off the Wire,

But you Cannot Loosen the Contact.

Send for Sample and try it.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.,
TRENTON, N. J.
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WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.,

SOLID AND

WEATHERPROOF

STRANDED

FEEDER WIRES

AND CABLES.

HARD DRAWN COPPER TROLLEY WIRE.
CAST STEEL RAILWAY CABLES.

66CROWN" RUBBER INSULATED WIRES
AND CABLES.

TAPED, BRAIDED, LEADED AND ARMORED, FOR AERIAL, INTERIOR,
UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE USE.

Weatherproof Iron and Copper Line Wire for Telepinone, Telegraph and Fire-Alarm Purposes. Magnet
Wire, Round and Fiat. Special "Crown" Flexible Car Wire. Span Wire, Solid and Stranded,

heostat Cables. Flat and Odd Shaped Wires of Every Description.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CHICAGO RAIL BOND.
TOTAL SALES FOR 1895, OVER 500,000.

USED BY
Chicago City Railway ("o.

North Chicago Kallroad Co.
West Chlcatto Railroad Co.
liuffalo Railroad Co
ButT.-)o,Bellvue & Lancaster R.R.CO.
Niagara Falls & Buffalo R. R. Co.
Detrult City Railway Co.
Des Moines City Railway Co
Newark A South Orantre Railway.
Metropolitan Ry.. Washington, D.C.
Lowell & Suburban Street Railway.
Norwich street Railway.
New London street Railway Co.
Manchester Street Railway Co.
No. Hudson Count V Railway Co.

D
Portland Railway Co.
Wilmington City Electric Railway.
Market St. K. R. Co., San Francisco.
Sutro R. R. Co . San Francisco.
Louisville Railway Co.
Los Angeles Railway Co.
San Antonio Street Railway Co.
Toledo Traction Co.
Pennsylvania Railroad Co.
New\ork, New Haveu ii Uartford
Railroad.

Yonkers Street Railway Co.
Union Railway Co.
Winnipeg Electric Street Rv. Co.

And many other electric railway
companies.

No Channel Pin or Rivet Used for Connecting.

"Write for Oircular.

ALL KINDS OF WIRE. IRON, COPPER AND STEEL.

WORKS AT WORCESTER, MASS., WAUKEGAN, ILL., AND SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GENERAL OFFICE, WORCESTER, MASS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:«
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Scranton.
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THE ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER CO.
Hard Drawn Copper Trolley Wire,
Hard Drawn Copper Bus Bars,
Hard Drawn Commutator Bars.

A. B, C. Weather-proof Line Wire,
Fire-Proof or Underwriters Line

Wire,
Round, Flat and Square Field and

Armature Wires,
Railway Soldering Coppers,
Commutator Brush Copper,

MAKERS OF Hot and Cold Rolled Sheet Copper,
Brass and Copper Tubing,

Cowles' Patented Fire-Proof and
Weather-proof Line Wire,

Flexible Cables,

Heavy Cables, Bare or Insulated,
for Electric Railways,

Tobin Bronze,

Sheet Brass and Brass Wire.

Office, 19 & 21 CLIFF ST,, NEW YORK, C« Factories, ANSONIA, CONN,

EU«BNB F. PHIL.LIP.S, Pres. W. A. HATHAWAY, Treas. W. II. SAWyEll, Secy.

American Electrical Works,
RROVIDENCE, R. I.

Bare and Insulated Electric Wire,
Electric Licht Line Wire, Incandescent and Flexible Cords.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
AftlERICAMTE, SIAtiNET, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

CABLES HOR AERIAL AND IINDEKO KOUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Donohoe, 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

GEORGE CRADOCK St CO.
Wire Rope Works and Wire Drawing Mills,

WAKEFIELD, ENGLAND.
London Offices, 7 East India Avenue, E. C. Head Offices, Wakefield.

Telegraphic Address, " Cradock, Wakefield." ABC and Engineering Telegraph Codes used.

Copy of Letter Received from the LONDON TRAMWAYS CO., Ltd., 303 Camberwell New Road, Camberwell Green, S. B.

To Mkssrs. George Cr.\dock & Co., Wakheieed. London, December 31st, 1S95.

GenTEEMp_;n :—It is a great pleasure to me to be able to tell you that Cable No. 2, which you delivered to us on April 24th, eS93,

has given the utmost satisfaction. We rove it on July Sth, 1S93, and took it out on 8th November, 1S95. I unrove it then because our

new extension to Streatham Village being finished I considered it better to have both ropes the same size, so that there might be no
difticultv with the grippers ; otherwise I would have had it still running. It may interest you to know that it ran 1,791,293 car miles, and
carried 24,232,699 passengers, without being the cause of a single stoppage in our traffic during the 853 days it was in use.

These facts demonstrate to my mind the great care and attention which must have been given to its manufacture.
I am, gentlemen, yours sincerely,

D. McGiEE, F. R. C. V. S., General l\Taiiac:cr.

THE HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,
MANUFACTIJKEUS OF

IRON, STEEL. AND GALVANIZED

WIR E R OPE.
STEEL CABLES FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

General Office and Works, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
New York Office, 87 Liberty Street,
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tas The "CLARK" Wire
In a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, he states:

"A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

For Switi lilioaril. Kiiihvay ami Motor use, we mivko all sizes of Stranded and Flcxihle
Wire anil Calilcs vviUi ('larl;'s Insulutioii.

Till' Clark Win' lias lii'eii lnM'iiri> thi' imlil ir and in use for the ]iast nine years, and has
met with uni\ ersal favor. Tbunsariils of miles of this wire have been sold, and are in use
throughout the UnitedHtates and foreifjn countries, and tlie demand for it is constantly
increasing, because it always gives perfect satisfaction.

The Rubber used i n i nsnlating our Wires and Cables is especially clieniicallv pre-
pared and will not det or ii irate, oxidize or crack and will remai n flexible i n extreme cold
weather, and is not aH'i'i-teil by hi'at.

We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, ^rial, Underground or Submarine, and
our net prices' are as low, if nut lower, than any other lirst-elass I nsiilaled Wire.

Wesliall be pleased to mail catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.
Henrt a. Clakk. Treas. & Gen'l Mgr. 61-63 Hampshire St., Itoston, Flags.
Herbert H. Eustis, Pres. & Electrician. send fob catalogue.

HIGHEST GRADE RUBBER COVERED
SUBMARINE AND AERIAL FEEDER CABLES

FOR STREET RAILWAY AND POWER SERVICE.

Lead Encasing

FLEXIBLE CORDS.

W. R. BRIXEY, IWFR.,

J. E. HAM, Agt.,

203 Broadway, New York.

(

In all its branches.

INTERIOR FEEDERS.

:-^S. F. B. IWORSE, WEST. AGT.,
304: DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.
NEW ORLEANS,

NEW OULKANS ELECTRIC CO.
TRADE MARK. SAN FRANCISCO.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC WORKS.

FLEXIBILITY, DURABILITY AND EFFICIENCY ARE THE
THREE POINTS OF EXCELLENCE IN

OUR FEEDER WIRES.

OBSERVE ^
. . OUR . .

RADE

MARK
TRADE MARK

In use by the Leading Electric Railways where Perfect

Insulation is required.

THE OKONITE COMPANY, Ltd.,

Pcstal Telegraph BIdg., 253 Broadway, New York.
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SOLID ONE PIECE RAIL BOND
INSULATED

WIRE.

MADE OF PURE
BARE WIRE

AND GABLES.

BENEDICT & BURNHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

353 Broadway (cor. Murray St.), New York. 36 OOVEK ST., BOSTON, MASS,
Factories at Waterbury, Conn.

No. 0000, I'lnH<ie Socket before ilpplying.

Tlkst\c Soon "SoM,

Two No. 0000

Oie Hundred Dollars

Reward.

For a copper-bonded track leading from near

power house to point five miles distant, whose rails

and whose copper bonds have been in daily service

on paved streets for two years
;
provided it can be

proved that, excluding feeders and pipes, the rails

and bonds have in dry weather the actual working
conductivity of even one half their original section.

Copper to be rated at 1,000 amperes and rails

at 1 1 1 amperes per square inch. For conditions of

tests apply to the undersigned.

Copper Bonds are advertised as " Perfect

Contacts " which "Never Loosen?" Where are

they ? And what giiarantcxs will their makers give ?
" Here is the PLASTIC vSOCKET BOND, for

50 to 500 Amperes.
We jijuarantce that this bond when applied

according to directions, will not rust, nor break
in service ; that it will maintain the contact and
transmit current with less loss than any other copper
bond of equal section, both at the start and end of

two years' service.

The No. 00 size of Amalgamated Copper,
(Edison Process), we will sell W'ith above guaran-

tees, in lots of 1,000 for 25 cents per
joint, cash with order. Prices of other

sizes to correspond.

For the copper portion of bond we
will allow a limited number of roads the
market price for their No. 00 copper wire
if bare and in good condition, even

though in short lengths.

This size of bond requires mereh' one y'^, inch
hole, ^2 inch deep, in rail base near end of each rail.

Send section of rail and angle plate with order.

Please note that this bond cajinot compete in

conductivity with the standard Edison- Brown
Plastic Rail Bond, which gives full conductivity
of rail even after two years' service ; we can show

No. GOOD Completed.

such lines.

But if

here it is.

3^ou want a cheap bond that will last.

No. 000 Completed.

Harold P. Brown,

68 Broad Street,

New York City.
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THE ONLY PATENTED FLEXIBLE BOND THAT GOES
UNDER THE PISH =PLATE. IN USE ON OVER

THIRTY = FIVE PROMINENT ROADS.

A\oid Infringers. Write for Prices.

J. M. ATKINSON & CO.,

Electrical nnd n -iTnii

Street Railway Supplies,

1439 Monadnock Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS:

MAYER & ENGLUND, L. A. CHASE & CO.,

Betz Bldg., Pliiladelithia. IGl Fort Hill Square, Boston.

W. T. C. MACALLEN COMPANY,
4i6 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Railway Line Material,

Solid Sheet Mica Insulation,

Standard Compound Insulation,

Section Insulators, etc.

Phllatlelpliiu, Fn.:

Mnyer Sc EdkIuikI,
Betz Jtiiildlng.

linflnlo, N. Y.:
Kil\Tiir<I 1*. Sharp,

4 1 IN iaKiira. St*

ELECTRIC and RAILWAY SUPPLIES,
aiANUFACTtTREKS AGENTS.

J?ails, Tics, Poll's, Jrin-, Line Material, Steam Plants, Etc.

Eastern and Sontliern WII.I.IAI>IS' IMPROVED
Sales Agents for. VEKTICAI- ENGINES.

L. D. TelepUone,
1.38 Cortlandt. Tflvlor "Rlrip- 39-41 Cortlandt Streetxayior x>iog^., new YORK.

The Rieth

Rail Bond.
strictly one

Piece.
The only prac-

tical short
Bond.

RIETH ELECTRIC CO , '^iiEr-

1 500=1 SO2 Fisher Bid ;., CHKACO.

ROBERT W. BLACKWELL,
39 Vieloria Sireel, Weslininsler,

London, England.

ENGINEER and CONTRACTOR
For Complete Electric

Railway Installations.

European and Colonial Agent for

American Tramway flaterial.

Engines, Cars, Trucks, Wheels. Tubular Steel Poles, Trolley-

Wire, Rail Bonds, Feeders, Line Insulators and Material,

Trolleys, Special Tools and Supplies of every

description for Electric Traction.

Cable Address, KIJRKEE--LONUON.
"A B C," "A 1 " and Anfjlo-Ainerlrnn t'<id«'".

Self=Adjusting " W " Electric Bond.

This Bond adjusts itself to any movement of the rail.

This size Terminals) 20 cents each.

E. P. CALDWELL, Sole owner and Proprietor,

1360 iUoaadnock Block, CHICAGO.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., I73=>75 Adams St., Chicago,
Sole Agents for U. S. atid Canada.
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St ENGLUND,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES,

1211 & 1212 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
i,<>N<; i>i.st.\N(:k Ti;iiKi'n«)M: 3!>:n.

MIDDLE STATES OFFICE:

R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY. Allegheny, Pa.

<;KAI{8, IMMON8 ANI> TKOI.I.KYS.

WESTINGHOUSE GLASS FACTORY, Pittsbure, Pa.

Altt; AiM> INCANIIHSCKNT (JIA»BK8, SHAHES, Ac-.

SOLE MIDDLE STATES AGENTS FOR
1" VKTIlIUCili CAltHON CO.. SaiiiluMky, O.

>Iat«r and <;eiierator Carbon Bruslie.i.

NelMdii Jimuluted Overlieail CroHNin^s*

INTEKNATIONAI. REGISTER C<»., Chicago, III.

"Iron-Clad" Numeral Vnr Resistera.

Standard Overhead Line ^>laterial.

WRITE FOR LATEST QUOTATIONS.

ALFRED G. HATHAWAY,

Electric Railway Material and Supplies
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Murray Anli=Friclion Brake,
Hathaway Patented Transfer Tables,
Pit and Cable Transfer Tables,
The Latest Improved Turn Table,
Hydraulic Wheel Presses.

Office: 417 CUYAHOGA BUILDING.
Works : 980-986 HAMILTON STREET.

MANUFACTURKRS AGENT

Cars, Sweepers and Sprinklers,
Overhead Line Material,
Motors and Generators,
Carbon Brushes, The Only Register,
The American Rail Joint,
Water Tube Boilers, Corliss Engines.

^ CLEVELAND, O.

RODGERS, BALDWIN & ViCKERS,
13S ILji'bert37- Street,

!bTe"^77" "S^orlkz-

KINDS OF=

STEAlWitEIiEGTRIG RftllifflY SUPPLIES.

THE CHANGEABLE ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT, BEST ON THE MARKET.

Kails, Brace Plates, Motor Trucks, Draw Bars,
Bolts, Brace Shoes, Trailer Trucks, Sand Boxes,
Nuts, Wheels and Axles, Wrecking Trucks, Wheel Presses,
Si>ecial Work, Track Cleaners, Turn Tables, Motor Lifts,
Rail Joints, Wheel Presses, Transfer Tables, Door Fasteners.

BRAKE SHOES THAT WILL OUT-WEAR ANY OTHERS.
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New York
Electrical Works,

i6i Washington St.,

^ New York.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTUKERS OF

^^iJ^f Overhead Trolley Fittings

In use on systems aggregating over 25oo miles of track.

The Billings & Spencer Company:
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Drop Forged Overliead

Railway Equipment.

Tools for the Repair Shop.

Drop Forged Pure Lake
Copper Commutator Seg-

ments for all Standard
Street Railway Motors.

Cut Represents full size In-
terchangeable Straight Line
Hanger.

With the same body you can
make a Straiglit Line Hang-
er, or a double or single
pull-oiF by substituting the
proper yoke.

General Selling Agents,

PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO.,
7 2 FEllEttAlj ST., BOSTON, RIASS.

Western Agents,

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
J J3 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, II.T..

Patented, Aug. 27tb, 1895.

DROP FORGED STEEL STUD
AND YOKE.

Oolophite Insulation.
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AETNA
.HkMhtuu^,..^ INSULATORS

Patented June 26, 1804.

Patented May i, 1S94,

Received Highest Award at
World's Columbian Exposition.

TRADE

mFTNA AETNA ;

TRIED—and thoroughly tested by long use—under all conditions in all climates.

Fully guaranteed. Be sure to get the genuine Aetna. Imitations do

not bear the registered Aetna trade mark or the Aetna reputation.

Anderson Line Material

FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN CONSTRUCTION.

ALWAYS RELIABLE == Not Cheapest, but Best, therefore Most Economical.

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,
ESTABLISHED 1877. 289=293 A Street, So. Boston, Mass.
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C
A
R
R
I

E
D

No. 17202.

No. 3397-

No- 3357-

No. 15786.

I

N

5
T
O
c
K

No. 3355-

Electric

Street Railway

Supplies.

Bracket Suspension. For 2

inch Pipe. Form D.

Code Word. List No.

Adversity 17298 Bracket Suspension, form D, for

2 inch pipe, H inch Stud, com-

plete, with 15 inch Straight

L,ine Ear.

Suspension Ears. Form D.

Adder 17202 Form D; Feeder Ear, 17 inches

long, tapped 5s inches.

"W. E." Standard Trolley

Wheels.

Concretely 3397 "W. E." Sleet Wheel, complete,

with Bushing.

Write for Catalog"
'%/%/%/%/%/%,

Single Curve Suspension.

Form C.

Capsule 3357 Single Curve Suspension, form

C, Bronze, ^8 inch Stud, com-

plete, with 9 inch Curve Ear.

Crossings.

Acumen 15786 Right-Angle Cro.ssing.

Straight Line Suspension.

Form C.

Capsized 3353 Straight I,ine Suspension, form

C, bronze, ^ inch Stud, com-

plete, with 15 inch Straight

Ivine Ear.

Write for Prices.

Western Electric

Company,
Chicago. New York.
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EDGAR C. MOXHAM & CO.,

Feeder Wire,

Trolley Wire,

Span Wire,

Line Material,

Trolley Wheels and

Harps,

Water Tube Boilers,

Corliss Engines,

Generators, Motors,

Cars,

Snow Plows.

Sweepers, Sprinklers,

WOLFE BUILDING,

80 William Street,

New York.

Contractors,

Engineers

General Supply Agents.

Eastern Agents for . . .

Edge floor Iron Co.'s

All Steel

WATER TUBIE BOILERS

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS
DESIGNED AND INSTALLED.

ESTIMATES and SPECIFICATIONS
FURNISHED.

EXAMINATIONS MADE.

STREET RAILROADS
FULLY EQUIPPED.

Poles,

Arms,

Pumps,

Pipe Work, Valves, &c.

Condensers,

Rails,

Special Work,

Rail Bonds,

Arc Lamps,

Incandescent Lamps,

Electric Headlio^lits,

Electric Instruments.
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Trolley Wire.
WEATHERPROOF

FEEDERS AND CABLES.
THE EDISON-BROWN PLASTIC RAIL BOND.

BRACKETS AND OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL.

The Best i s the Cheapest.

Estimates Furnished.
Correspondence Solicited.

CHARLES H. WILSON,
I 15 Hie:h street, - - - - Boston, Mass.

Experienced people save money by buying the best.

I handle only that kind.

Electric Railway Equipment
^ ^ ^

George C. Ewing,
620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston.

DROP FORGED
ROLL DROP

Commutator Bars.

Jill Styles and Sizes.

The FOREST CITY ELECTRIC CO.

15i6 Liberty St., New York.

FACTORY, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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The "Standard"

Automatic Controlling Apparatus.

This apparatus controls

our gearless electric com-

pressor which is //o/.u'/(\ss in

operation. We s/i02(' it, not

only in trade papers, but

at our exhibit. You can sec

it there. Contrast its

quietness with the noisy

type others offer.

This device does it a//.

Motormen need not work

the liandle of a rheostat to

get air, when their cars are

equipped with o/n- appara-

tus. Nor are they con-

stantly harassed by leaky

cylinder heads.

Patented here and abroad.

U. S. Letters Patent Number 567,651. September 15, 1896.

We needn't waste costly advertising space to correct the inaccuracies which imitators,

sailing in our wake, are scattering broadcast. Verily, zee originate but they imitate.

All of you who have read the Street Railway Journal for the past six years, fully

understand we were absolutely Fzrs^ in the World to build Street Railway Air-Brakes.

We built them in our factory, specially equipped for the purpose, and supplied with the

finest machinery from Pratt & Whitney Co., and various other makers of national repute.

We paid spot cash for the machinery and special tools, just as we do for ez>e?y thing zve

buy ! This enables us to sell at closer figures than we could name if we had to buy on

credit. Discounts tell.

But all this is ancient history and needn't be further resurrected at this late date.

What will probably be of far greater interest to delegates than a discussion of priority,

is our apparatus above illustrated. We were First in the World to build an electric

compressor for braking a car or train by air, in connection with our system. We were

likewise First in the World to build an Automatic Controlling Apparatus, for use with

such compressor and for other purposes.

Will the delegates kindly observe that there is no such device obtainable elsezvhere ?

Nor is its use restricted to the air-brake field. Our foundation patents (here and abroad)

cover its application to electric and other elevators, hydraulic and oth' r pumps, and various

other things which naturally suggest themselves. Its field is the World.

We hope you will inspect this tested and tried apparatus. An air-brake motor-compressor

without an automatic controller, (as is the case with another type) is like an engine running

" wild." You can not saddle motormen with the responsibility of throwing on or shut-

ting off current for keeping air-brakes operative, without inviting accidents. They will not

always " remember." They are hardly equal even now to working the two regular car controller

handles and mechanical brake still in use. Better furnish them with our apparatus. Cheaper

in the long run. Then too, ours is in daily successful operation, which is the only honest

evidence of merit.

The Standard Air=Brake Company,
("THE PIONEERS,")

E. J. WESSELS, General Manager. 100 Broadway, New York.

'ee our announcciiiciils on inside offront lOver and on page 2nS.
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C. J. MAYER,
Betz Bldg., Ptiiliidelphia, Pa.

SMITH & WALLAf'E,
Hamilton St., Boston, Mass.

ARTHUR S PARTRIDGE,
Bank of Commerce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

HARRY M. SHAW,
12« LlDerty St . New York.

REGER & ATWATER,
214 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

J. M. ATKINSON & CO.,
1439 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, Ills.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Cbicago, Ills.

EDW. P. SHARP,
44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

New York
Carbon Works
4 I CORTLANDT St. NeW Yo R K .

Carbon
Brushes

The PHOENIX BRUSH
is made with the new

1896 model machinery, is

made of the finest car-

bon, is self lubricating, is the best product in

the market, and sells at the lowest price.

Phoenix Carton Jfffg. Go.

St. Louis, Mo.

If You Desire to Purchase Street Railway Equipment of any kind

—

whether track or line material, rolling stock

or power station machinery or supplies—the quickest and cheapest way to get estimates is to write to us and

we will publish the inquiry without charge in our DAILY BULLETIN which is mailed each day to over

300 manufacturers, supply dealers and contractors in all parts of the country. Sample copy mailed upon

application. STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO., Havemeyer Bldg., New York.

Democrats and Republicans

16
TO

1

That your road
will reduce its

accident list by
using

THE

Rockwell

Block Signal.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTION AND PRICE.

H. J.WIGHTMAN & CO.. Sepanton, Pa.
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St. Louis Sales Agent,

T. C. WHITE, 823 N. Second Street

General Western Agent,

A. T. WEBB, - Topeka, Kan.

HANUFACTURERS OF

EVERYTHING IN THE CARBON LINE.

WRITER XJS F*OR JPJRICEJS.
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TRADE MARK :

(tiiloviHt Accumulator
REGISTERED SEPTEMBER 11, 1894.

An illustration of the value of

Chloride Accumulators opera-

ted in connection with Trolley

Systems.

The Union Traction Company of Philadelphia

Has installed on its Chestnut Hill Division, eleven miles from the power house, a batter}'

of Cliloridc Accumulators of a capacity of 500 amperes at 500 volts.

The battery, connected in multiple across the line, automatically discharges to

meet the heavy demands, and charges during periods of light load. It increases

the capacity of the vStation. It maintains a steady pressure of 500 volts on the line,

B}' its installation an extension of the line has been made feasible, a result which

could otherwise have been accomplished only by the erection of a power station in a

locality where the cost of operation would have been high, or by stringing an excessive

amount of copper.

The effect of the l)attery is strikingly shown by the contrast between the two por-

tions of the curve on the chart. From 5 a.m. to i a.m. the battery absorbed the fluctua-

tions of the load and maintained the full pressure ; between those hours, when the

battery was out of circuit, the curve shows the drop in potential and the unsteadiness

of the load.

Pamphlets giving a detailed account of the operation of the Union Traction
Company's plant, together with other information in regard to the application of Chlotide

Accuiuu/afors to Trolley S3'stems, will be forwarded upon application to

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. PA,

NEW YORK, 66 Broadway. CHICAGO, ILL., 1453 Marquette Building.

BOSTON, MASS., 92 State Street. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 222 Market Street.

BALTIMORE, MD., 215 North Calvert Street.

CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS operated in connection with

Trolley Systems will

Put a steady average load on the generators, save coal, diminish

depreciation charges, maintain the potential at the power

stations or at distant points on the line, provide a convenient

reserve for a shut down of short duration, increase the station

capacity ; save copper, especially when the battery is located in a

sub-station.

The battery may be used to run all night cars, to test cars in

the repair shop at night, to light buildings after engines are

stopped, etc., etc.
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Six
PEOPLE'S TRACTON CO. PHILA.

100 miles of i 000,000 C. M. Rubber covered

Lead Encased " Safety" Cable.

Prominent
^""^^EST CHICAGO STREET R. R. CO.

90 miles, from 350,000 to 1,600,000 C. M.

Rubber Covered Lead Encased " Safety"

Cable.

"Safety"
UNION TRACTION CO., PHILA.

10 miles of 1,000,000 C. M. Rubber Covered

Lead Encased " Safety" Cable.

CHICAGO CITY ST. R. R. CO. 20

miles of 350,000 C. M. Rubber Covered

Lead Encased " Safety " Cable. Street Rail Road

NORTH CHICAGO ST. R. R. 10

I miles of 350,000 C. M. Rubber Covered
|Lead Encased " Safety" Cable. },

Contracts

Have just completed order for West End

St. R. R., Boston, for 500,000 C. M. Rub-

ber Covered Lead Encased ' Safety" Cable

WE HAVE just been awarded the contract for Fire Alarm Telegraph Cable

for the Cincinnati Fire Department, the ground of the award being
"first, superior weight of Insulation ; second, superior guarantee in Insulation

Resistance and Test requirement; third, nearly nine years of experience in

this work with universally satisfactory reports of service."

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Co.

225 to 239 West 28th Street,

E. J. SPENCER,
Security Building, St. Louis, • • ISEiA^ YORtC.
Western Agent for Underground Cables.
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Commutator rinGS

ilP^PR GENERATORS'

MICANITE

;

Mica Insulator Co.

OUR EXHIBIT AT THE
CONVENTION IS OF
SPECIAL INTEREST.

NEW YORK.
218 Water St.

'lates, Tubes, Rings, Washers,
Segments, Field Spools.
MICAMTE " and "EMPIRE"

Cloth and Paper, and special
forms of insulation.

( HICAUO,
153 Lake St.

LONDON,
12 Camomile St.

PALERMO MICA CO.
Miners, Importers and \m
Wholesale Dealers in iVlICA Exclusively .

wmf
e,V.ECTRIC/i^

SHEET MICA
CUT AND UNCUT

INDIA AND AMBER
STAMPED mo SOLID SHEET

SEGMENTS
AND

RHEOSTAT
SEGMENTS FOR ALL
COMMUTATORS

BUILT OP TO
REQUIRED THICKNESS

No. 27 PECK SLIP, NEW YORK.

WESTON S'^^NDARD PORTABLE

DIRECT READING

Voltmeters

Our Station Voltmeters
and AiiunetefS are unsur-
passed in point of extreme
accuracy and lowest con-
sumption of energy. . . .

Mention STREET Rail-
way Journal when writ-
ing for catalogues

WESTOfi ELECTHlCflli IflSTl^UlVIEflT CO,,

1 14-120 William Street, NEWARK, N. J.

Send me \jour name and address on a postal and 1

will mail you some important facis relating io MiCA and
its uses.

A.O.SCHOONMAKER
1 58 William St., New York .

fkM \ A As we get it from the Mines,

/V 1 1 ^^/m. and in a variety of forms.

^ica Commutator Rings Pn"t^res''t'lt^^:'conle!.t?o"''''

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO., Miners and Importers.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,
2 1 8 Water Street. 1 53 Lake Street.

MICA & COPPER
SEGMENTS FDR

^
RAILWAY MOTORS, i
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Patrick Fjcnry |

Said: Ihai/e but one |

Lamp by which my |
feet are guided; and |
that IS the Lamp of |
Experience. |

You Should |
Proitt by the experience |
of others. The i

I MANHATTAN s

I ENCLOSED 1

I has displaced hundreds of/Ire Lamps |

I of attier rraAes demonstrating tilat \

I // is the best. |
I Burns five (5) in series on RaiiL/Jay Or- |
I cuits one hundred and fifty Ode) hours |
I aJith tuJeive (/£) inches of carbon. i

I Manbattap General Copstructior? Co.|

1 CHICAGO NEW YORK BOSTON |
^ MONADNOCK Building 44 Broao 5t. 178 Devonshire St. ^

— 150 HOURS —
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High

Potential

Switches,

Complete

Switch

Boards.

KOR

700-Ampere Triple Pole, Single Throw Switch,

with Carbon Break.

1500-Ampere Single Pole, Single Throw Switch,

with Carbon Break.

Call or Write for Catalogue to Nearest Branch Office.

Street Railways,

Central Stations and

Isolated Plants.

Main-Line Fuse Blocks.

Tablet Boards or Circuit

Fuse Boards.

Special work of any na-

ture solicited.

Soo-Ampere Double Pole, Single Throw
Switch, with Carbon Break.

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Co.,

2917-2033 Locust Street,

-GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY : =

2016-2033 St. Charles Street,

BRANCH OFFICES: =

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

Boston, 620 Atlantic Avenue. Philadelphia, 1000 Betz Bldg. New York, 1103 Havemeyer Bldg.

Chicago, 1236 Monadnock Block. San Francisco, 35 Market Street.



ENGINErS PUMPS
FUBL ECOMOMIZ.ER.S CONDEMSER>S

FEED -WATER. HEATERS

STEAM PLANT

SEPARATORS IN.JECTORS
COAL HANDLING MACMINERV

LUBRICATION SVSTEMS
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"Cahall" Vertical Water Tulie Boiler

If...
The following manufacturers all use, like, and repeat their orders

for the "Cahall" boiler, why isn't it good policy for you to at

least find out something about it ? We will be glad to send you
free our illustrated catalogue on application.

THE BEST TESTIMONIAL IS A REPEATED ORDER.

Apollo Iron ^ Steel Co..

Apollo, Pa.,

3 Orders, 1895. 10250 H. P.

(lariiegie Steel Co.,

rittslnirgli. I'a.,

2 Orders, 18Mto 181X5. 7250 II. V.

Miclilgaii Alkali Co.,

Wyandotte, Midi.,

4 Orders, 1 S»4 to IStMJ. 3050 H . V.

Slioeiil»erger Steel Co.,

Pittsluirgli.ra.,

7 Orders, 18'J2 to 18;m>. 2576 H. V.

Pliiladelphia tras Co.,

Pittsl»iirgli, Pa.,

3 Orders, 1894 to ls05. 2000 H. P.

Pittsburgli Plate Glass Co.,

Pittslmrgii, Pa.

2 Orders, 181M;. 2500 II. P.

Salem Iron Co., Leetonia, 0.,

3 Orders, 1804 to 1895. 1000 H. P.

Sliaron Iron Co., Sharon, Pa.,

2 Orders, 1894 to 1895. 900 H. P.

Mahoning- Valley Iron Co.,

Youngstown, 0.,

3 Orders, 1895. 900 H. P.

Eeinil»lic Iron Works,
PittslMirgh, Pa.,

4 Orders, 1892 to 189(}. 825 H. P.

Union Rolling- Mill Co.,

Cleveland, 0.,

3 Orders, 1895. 700 H. P,

Highest

Efficiency

(xranite City Steel Co.,

(jlranite City, 111.,

2 Orders, 1894 to 1 895. 700 H. P.

Oihvorth Paper Co., New Castle, Pa.

2 Orders, 189410 1895. 600 H. P.

Cornwall Iron Co., CornAvall, Pa.,

2 Orders, 1895. 600 H. P.

Donglas Furnaces, Sharpsville, Pa.,

2 Orders, 1 895. 500 H. P.

Zng & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

2 Orders, 1894 to 1895. 450 H. P.

Inland Steel Co., Chicago, 111.,

2 Orders, 1894 to 1895. 400 H. P.

Hron n X Co., Inc., Pittshurgh, Pa.,

2 Orders, 1S96. 400 H. P.

Brown, |{<»nnell Iron Co.,

Youngstow n, 0..

2 Orders, 1895. 324 H. P.

Aetna Standard Iron Co.,

Wheeling, W.Va.,
2 Orders, 1893 to 1895. 200 H. P.

Greatest

Economy

SEND AI>UUE!<IH KOtt FHEE lI>IiUSTllATED DESCKIPTIVE CATAL.UUUE TO

Cahall Sales Department,
Bank of Commerce Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

71 Perin Buildini!', Cincinnati. 0.
L Building, Detroit, Mich. 712 Uii

Thayer & Co
The Rookery," Chicago, 111. 71 Perin Building, Cincinnati. 0. 24 Soutli Water Street, Cleveland, 0.

10 Peninsular Bank Building, Detroit, Mich. 712 Union Street, New Orleans, La.

145 Taylor Building, New York City, N. Y,

• 9 Inc.
542 Drexel Bldg^., Philadelphia, Pa. Tremout Bldg., Boston, Mass.



Heine Safety Boiler Company.

The necessity for argument about the rela-

tive merits of water tube and other types of

boilers has long since passed away. Their al-

most universal adoption for places where quick

steaming power and reserve capacity are re-

quired, show that steam users have found the

water tube type of boiler superior to all

others. For street railway service there is ab-

LONGI ri'DINAL SFXTIOX OF HEINE EOIl.ER.

FIG 1.

solutely no question as to the advantages of

water tube boilers, and this fact is so well rec-

ognized among street railway engineers that no

argument on this point will here be made.

But there are water tube

boilers and water tube boilers

in the market. It is a mistake

to suppose that there is little

difference in merit between the

two or three types most used.

There are, instead, great differ-

ences—differences that mean

a good many dollars a year

to the wise purchaser. Some

of these differences we wish

to explain in these pages in describing the

Heine boiler.

GENERAL DESIGN.

Fig. I is a diagram showing the flow of the

hot gases in the Heine boiler. Fig. 2 is a dia-

gram showing the flow of the gases in other

leading types of water tube boiler. In the Heine

boiler the gases pass from the grates to a com-

bustion chamber—thence around the lower tier

of fire brick into and through the nest of water

tubes in a nearly horizontal direction—and

finally around the upper tier of fire brick, and

back over the upper watsr tubes to the chimney.

This movement of gases produces a strongs

er and far more uniform heating effect

on the tubes than is found in the movement

shown in Fig. 2. The longitudinal movement

of the gases along the tubes has been shown by

careful experiments to be thirty per cent more

effective for boiler purposes than when the

gases meet the tubes at right angles. More-

over, it is impossible to have perfect combustion

in the type shown in Fig. 2, for the reason that

the water tubes act as cooling surfaces to the

hot gases coming direct from the grate and

bring down the temperature of the uncombined

FIG. 2.

carbon below the combustion point, so that a

large portion of the fuel is wasted. By the
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combustion chamber alone — a feature

peculiar to the Heine boiler—is this waste

of fuel avoided.

A second and perhaps even more impor-

tant advantage possessed by the Heine boiler, is

°o°o°oWoWo°

oooooooooo

FIG. 3. FIG. 4.

found in the way in which free circulation of

water is secured. It will be seen in Fig. i that

the entire nest of tubes is carried parallel to,

and at a short distance from the steam and

water drum above and that the tubes open at

each end into a water leg, which in turn is di-

rectly connected with the drum.

These two water legs are slightly contracted

at the point where they enter the shells (see

P^S- 3)' '^^it the area of the throat openings

is nearly as great as the total area

of the tubes, so that there is the least

possible contraction at any point of the

entire water circulation.

Compare this w ith Fig. 2 and Fig 4.

Here the water tubes open into cast iron

headers, and these headers are connected

to the shells by means of risers at one

end and down-take pipes at the other,

each down-take pipe supplying, and each

riser emptying several tubes. Now the

area of the opening from these risers

or down-takes into the drum varies from

one-ninth to one-thirteenth the area of

the water tubes which they empty or supply, .n

other words there is a sharp contraction in

the water channel (see Fig. 4) and the circu-

The nearly perfect disposition of heat=

ing surface and the careful provision for

thorough circulation of the water are the

distinguishing characteristics of the Heine

boiler design as compared with all others.

These two characteristics

mean greater economy in

fuel consumption, and this

has been proven again and

again in most careful com-

parative tests made by en-

gineers on different forms

of water tube boilers.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE HEINE BOILER.

The Heine boiler is built of the best lap

welded wrought iron tubes joined to water legs

made of heavy plate steel, which are in turn

connected to a combined steam and water

drum carried parallel to the tubes. (See

Fig. 5.) No cast iron is used in the con=

struction of the boilers. A reduced copy of

our specifications to the steel makers is shown in

FIG. 5.

Fig. 8, and all our plates are tested physically

and by chemical analysis by R. W. Hunt &

Company and records of these tests are on file

lation is dependent upon the rapidity with which in our office for customers' reference,

the water can pass these two contracted points. The shells are cylinders with heads dished
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to form parts of a true sphere. With spherical

heads, all bracing- to the sides of the cylinder is

unnecessary and we thereby avoid the weak

spots incident to all bracing of heads to shells.

CLEANING.

The Heine Boiler can be cleaned both in-

side and outside the tubes v^ith greater ease

than is the case v\ ith any other form of water

tube boiler. In Fig. 7 will be seen a section of

the water leg showing the plates which close

FIG. 6.

the hand holes from within the water leg

These plates are made tight by steam press-

ure and not against it, as is done with other

water tube boilers (see Fig. 6). A quarter turn

of the bolt opens these hand holes and permits

the insertion of the cleaning rods which pass

through the tubes nearly horizontally from

front to back, not on a heavy angle down-

ward or upward.

The outsides of the tubes are cleaned by

means of a steam jet connected with the boiler

and passing through a tube which can be

pushed through the hollow stay=bolts in the

water leg so as to reach all parts of the water

tubes. This is a feature peculiar to the Heine

boiler and exceedingly valuable, as the soot can

thus be thoroughly swept away while the boiler

is in full operation.

By reference again to Fig. i it will be seen

that in the Heine boiler the gases of combus-

tion do not reach the main shell until their heat

has been largely absorbed in the water tubes.

Should the water get low in the boiler, the tubes

would naturally—and as a matter of fact do in

practice—rupture long before the main shell

feels distress. The result is merely an injury to

a few tubes which are easily replaced, and is

not the general destruction of the boilers.

In Fig. 2 it will I)e seen that when the gases

in these (competitive) types of boiler first turn

FIG. 7.

under the main shell, they do so at a temperature

almost that of the furnace, and strike, too, a

riveted joint in the shell. In the Heine boiler,

on the contrary, the gases reach the shell af=

ter the tubes have robbed them of the

greater part of their heat. The bearing of

this on durability is obvious. We don't know

how long a Heine boiler will last, but we do

know that the oldest ones built nearly fifteen

years ago are apparently as good as ever.

HEATING SURFACE.

In each of the thousand types of boilers in

existence there is a point at which each pound

of fuel burned evaporates a maximum amount

of water—a point at which the economy, or, as

many put it, the efficiency of a boiler is great-

est. Every boiler should be rated upon the

basis of the number of horse power developed

at this point of greatest economy. Any other
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basis of rating- would be fraudulent as \vell as

commercially unwise.

Now, one of the great advantages of the

Heine boiler—the efficiency of its heating sur-

face—is one also which makes it possible for

our business competitors to use a specious but

wholly unfair argument—one which they know

to be false and misleading. We claim for

our boilers—and a thousand tests prove our

claims to be correct—that one square foot of

heating surface will evaporate more water

at the point of highest efficiency than can

be evaporated by any other arrangement

HEINE SAFETY BOILER COMPANY.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR BOILER PLATES

FOR

Hkine Sakbtv Boilers.

STEEL. Homogeneous Steel made by the OPEN HEARTH process, and

having the following qualities:

TENSILE STRENGTH —55,000 to 62.000 Ihs. per -..juar.; iiicli.

ELASTIC LIMIT

ELONGATION.

Ti;ST SECTION

BRNniNC TEST.

NlCKEIl SAMPI.I';

-not under J2.0O0 lbs. per sr|uare inch.

-20 per cent lor pUles O. inch thick or less, 22i
i

inch .ind under . inch thick. 25 per cent for pla cll thick and ov.

ALL TESTS

CHEMICAL TESTS

— lo he H inches Ions, planed or nulled edges; its cross sectional area shall

not he less than one-hall ol one square inch, nor shall its width ever he

less than the thickness ol the plate. Every third test piece to be of the

sha|ie and dimensions prescribed by the rnles of the U. S. Hoard of Super-

vising Inspectors ol Steamboats.

—Steel up to inch thickness must .stand hot and cold bending douhlo. ami

being hammered down on itself ; above that thickness, it must bend round

a mandrel ol diameter one and one-half times the thickness of plate down

lo ISO' All withnnt showing signs ol distress,

—When a s,iinple is fuokeii, alter being nicked, the appearance of laiiiiii.itioiis

or cold shuts, shall cause the rejection ol the plates represented by the sample

— lo be m.ide at the .steel mill by the inspectors of the Robert W, Huut & Co.

Hnreall ol Inspection and Tests.

— .\ chemical analysis will be renuired, and il Ihis shows more than 0.04 per

cent Phosphorous, or more than O.OJ per cent Sulphur, the plates will be

rejecteil.

HEINE SAFETY BOILER CO.

FIG. 8.

of heating surface; or, to turn this about, that

we can make as much steam per pound of

coal with 100 sq. ft. of heating surface as

can be made by other t>pes of water tube

boilers with 125 or 130 sq. ft.

Now our competitors say, "The Heine

Company is over-rating its boilers, and is trying

to sell a lOo h. p. boiler to do 150 h. p. work.

You should call for a given amount of heating

surface in your specifications."

When engineers follow this suggestion and

make no discrimination, we are helpless. We
know our own boiler, and we know that with

its arrangement of heating surface the best

economy is obtained when the boilers are de-

livering one horse power to each 7^^ to 9 sq. ft.

of heating surface (one horse power being un-

derstood to be the evaporation of thirty pounds

of water into steam at seventy pounds gauge

pressure from feedvvater at respectively 212

degs. and 100 degs. F.).

Now to build a Heine boiler for a given

work on a basis of furnishing from lo to 11^ sq.

ft. of heating surface to the horse power, which is

reciuired by our chief water tube competitors,

is to build a fraudulent boiler, i.e., one that

we know will work at less economy than a

boiler built with less heating surface. We
would not do this even if we could make prices

right, and we cannot make prices right, i. e.,

maintain a parity with boilers of cheap con-

struction and build ours as the)' should be

built.

TO STREET RAILWAY HANAGERS.

We have tried in the above to explain as

clearly as possible a bare half dozen of the

many reasons why the Heine boiler is worth

purchasing. If you wish to know the others

we should be glad to send you our book en-

titled '• Helios " which deals in a comprehensive

way with the theory of steam making, and wc

will refer you as to results to fifty or more street

railway companies who are using our boilers.

We shall also be pleased to send you results of

numerous tests which have been made from

time to time, on a large number of the many

boilers which we have installed in some of

the best designed steam plants in the world.

All communications should be addressed to

the Heine Safety Boiler Company, St. T.ouis,

Missouri.
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B0™,MilSS.80llV[liSr?:v CHICAGO.IIL.9IO MASONIC TEMPLE::'. CINCINNAU0,90B NEAVEBLDGr'-PinSBURGH.PA.CARNEflLBlD'G
LIST OF

BABCOCK

II. I'.

West Kiicl St. lly. Co , HoMtoii i» orili-rs '8!>-'!l<; lS,O0O
I'lillnilelpbia Trnctlon Co., Pliilndelplila. ..4 orilrrM, '!>:5-'!».l 10,12o
Brooklyn City K. R. Co., ICrookiyn (i orilerH, '!)l-'93 I0.500
iTIefropolitan Ht. Ry. Co., KanNiiN t!ity...5 ordt'rs, 'HG-'Oo 3,19(S
Market St. Elec. Ry. Co., San FrniiriNCo :5 ortlerH 2,208
CroNStown St. Ry. Co., Kiillnlo 3 orders. '!10-'!»3 4,.500
Cincinnati St. Ry. Co., Cincinnati 5 orders, '!»0-'93 3,200
I-ynn & Itoston Rn Iroad t^o., Boston 3 orders, '!)l-'y2 4,00U
Atlantic Avenue Rnllrnnd Co., Brooklyn .3 orders, '!>2-'!i3. 3,000
Consolidated Traction t'o., .lersey City 3 orders, 'n3-'9.j 4,COO
Electric Traction Co., I'liilndclpliia 4 orders, '•93-'94 G,750
People's Traction Co., Pliilndelpkia I ordrr, '95 4, SCO
Detroit Citizens' St. Ry. Co., Detroit 3 orders, '9.5 3,.5O0
Metropolitan Traction Co. (Bronilway

Cable Road), New York (i orders, '94-'9<;.... 4.000
Denver City Cable Ry. Co., Ilenver 3 orders, '89-'91 2,(586
Columbus St. Ry. Co., Columbus 4 orders, '9l1''93 .. 1,807
N. A: Brooklyn Bridge 5 orders, 'H2-".)G l,78G
I>Ietropolitan West Side Elevated Rail-

road Co., Chicago 2 orders, »94-'!)5 4.0OO
Nassau Electric Railroad Co., Brooklyn ..2 orders, '9I.'!)5 2,5O0
Portland St. Ry. Co., Portland, Me 2 orders, '9 I

-".)."> 1,250

WILCOX

BOILERS
111 use on Electric aiid Cable Railways,

October 1st, 189<i.

II. p.

Northwestern Elevated Ry. Co., Chicago, Ills I order. '90. .. G,40O
Union Elevated R.R. C'o.,Ch cago. Ills I order, '9G... G,400
Ilestonvllle, Mnntun Sc Fnirniount Pass- II. P.

enger Ry. Co.. Philadelphia April '94 l,50O
Pittsbur«-li & Birmingham Traction Co..

Pittsburgh >90.... l.OOO
Albany Railway Co.. Albany 3 orders, '89-'92.... 1,000
St. Joseph fraction del.tg. Co., St. Joseph. 2 orders, '89-»93.... 1.040
Duluth St. Rv. Co., Dniiith, Minn 4 orders, '90-'93.... 1,312
Rochester St. Ry. Co.. Rochester, N. Y 3 orders, '91 -'9*.. .. 1,143
Union Railroad Co., New York 2 orders, '91-'92. . .. 1,500
Carrollton Elec. Ry. Co., New Orleans ...2 orders, '92-'94 1 ,040
Union Railroad Co., Providence 2 orders, '92-'93.... 2,000
Washington & (ieurgetown R. R., Wash-

ington, D. C 4 orders 1,923
Cleveland City Ciible Co., Cleveland '90.... 1,086
Staten Island Elec. Ry. Co., New Brighton April '9.5 750
Springfield ^t. Ry. Co., Springfield, Mass 2 orders '94.... l.OOO
Sea Shore Elec- Ry. Co., Asbury Piirk, N.J. 2 orders, '92-'96.... 890
Blerrimac Valley St. Ry. Co., Lawrence,

Mass 3 orders, '91-'93.... 896
Cnmden, (Gloucester <fc Woodbury Elec. Ry., loucester, N. J.. 7oO
Montreal St. Ry. Co.. Montreal. Canada May '96 1,.500

Babcock & Wilcox IJoilers and Stokers in Boiler Room of Terminal Railroad Association,

ST. LOUIS.
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THE

CLONBROCK STEAM BOILER CO.,

The.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
MAISUFACTURERS OF

SafetyMorrin

''Climax"

and

''Compound"
BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF SMOKE STACKS, TANKS, ETC.,
AND ALL CLASSES OF IRON WORKS.

Specifications, Drawings and Prices Furnished on Application.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF CLIMAX AND COMPOUND BOILERS,

Water=Tube
^_ Boilers.

THE GREAT COAL SAVER
AND PRODUCER OF DRY STEAM

The HAZELTON or Porcupine WATER-TUBE BOILER.

Tlie SSAFJEft^T and BEtST BOILEJE^ in the WORLT>.
Send tor Cntiilogue and Ileiiovla of Tests.

:EZ:-^Z:HI3^'X02^T BOI CO-.
SOLE I'KOPltlETOKS AND MANUFACTURERS,

GENERAL OFFICE, NO 7 I 6 EAST I3TH ST., NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Ciiblf AiUlress, "I'aila," New York. Telephone Call, 1229-18111 St., New York.

•f,

The Stirling

Safety Boilet

STILL
LEADS
ALL

COnPETITORS

Over 350,000 H. P.

in Use.s^

The Stirling:

Company

General (
Pullmail BuildlHg,

Offices,
i CHICAGO.

Branches in all Principal Cities.
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DIVIDENDS RESULT from ECONOMY^^

GREEN'S
FUEL ECONOMIZER

UTILIZING THE WASTE HEAT FROM STEAM BOILERS

Saves 10 to 20 per cent, of Coal

Pays 25% Annually on Investment.

The Economizer Is used by the following Representative Street Railway Companies:

Broohliiti Cifi/Iidihrd!/ Co.. Jirool.l !>n- J -

Soxtlu'ini I*oiver House.
Kent Avftine Power House.

West End Street Railnuiii Co.. Boston. JIuss.

Chnrlestoivn Bon er House.
Dorchester Bower House.

Detroit Bailroad Co.. Detroit. Mich
St. Charles Street Boilwaii Co.. Xen- Orleans.
Intranniral BaUwui/ Co., Chiraf/o, III.

Montreal Street Railway Co., Montreal, Can.
Union Bailway Co.. Broridenee, B. 1.

La.

So. Cli ira(/o Bailu-ai/ Co.. Cliieafjo. III.

Terre Haute Eleetrir Raihrai/ Co.. Terre Haute. Ind.

Lahe Cities Electric Bailuuif Co.. Mirlt if/an Citi/. Ind.
Toronto Street Bailwa 11 Co.. Toronto. Citn.

Neiv London Street TiaituHiu Co.. JSen^ I^ondon. Conn.
E)iffletvood cC Cliii-aqo Electric St. Bif. Co., Chicac/o. III.

St. fToJin Street Bailii aif Co., St. John. X. B.
Springjield Street Baifwai/ Co., Sprinc/field, 31ass.

Holi/ohe Street Baihrtn/ Co., Holi/ohe, 3Iass.

K. J. Consolidated Traction Co.. Xewat h. X. -T.

Consolidated Street Bailway Co., (rrand Bapids.

The Fuel Economizer Co.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Office and Works, MATTEAWAN, N. Y,

Boston Office, 321 Exchange Building. W Chicago Office, 1 540 Marquette Building.
New York Office, 74 Cortlandt Street. TfT Canadian Office, 429 Board of Trade Bldg , Montreal.

San Francisco Office, 32 First Street.
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AMERICAN-BALL
pNQINES.

The result of twenty=five years' experience with four thousand

engines, designed and built by Hr. FRANK H. BALL.

The Latest Development in Practical Steam Engineering

New features, improved design and finish, but the

same old valve that has saved thousands of tons of coal in

the last quarter of a century, and is the only form of valve

used in single valve Automatics, that follows its own wear,

and never leaks.

We also build a full line of

Multipolar Dynamos and Motors,

and our new six pole generators are

adapted to an

AMERICAN BALL ENGINE,

making complete and symmetric generating units.

BOUND BROOK, N. J.

AMERICAN
ENGINE COMPANY.
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ENGINES

DYNHMOS.

PERFECT

REGULATION

ABSOLUTELY

SPARKLESS.

McEWEN SIMPLE ENGINE—THOMPSON-RYAN DYNAMO.

Photo-Engraving of 1 OO K. W. unit Installed in the Department Store of

A. M. Rothschild & Co., Chicago, 1895. Order for

third unit Received September 1, 1896.

Branch Offices.

no2 Exchange Building, Boston, JVlass.

114 Erie Co. Banl< BIdg., Buffalo, N. V.

81s Qirard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

518 Summit Street, Toledo, O.

Branch Offices.

13-5 Monadnock Building. Chicago, III.

804 Security Building, St. Louis, Ho.

Tremont and Mission Sts.. San Francisco, Cal.

414 Lewis Block. Pittsburgh, Pa.

BELTED GENERATOR.

McEWEN TANDEM COMPOUND ENGINE-THOMPSON-RYAN DYNAMO.

Photo Engj-aving of 200 K. W. unit Installed in the Pov^^er House
of Holmesburg, Frankford & Tacony Street R. R. Co., 1895,

Tacony, Pa. Fourth Unit now being installed.

J. H. McEwen Manufacturing Co.,
CYRUS ROBINSON, M. E.,

Manager Sales Department. Havemeyer Building, New York.
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The Westinghouse Engine
is the only engine built in the United States which has been able

to establish a reputation and a market for itself in Europe.

During the month of July,

we received orders from the

Kingdom of Belgium alone, for

five eng-ines to be used in four

different plants.

One 300 U. p. Coiiiponnd Eiij^iiie.

Two 100 li. i>. ConiiM»iiu(l Engines.

One «0 li. p. "Stan (laid " Engine.

One t!.) h. p. "Junior" Engine.

This is just one month's bus-

iness from one of the smallest

countries in Europe.

The fact that the most intel-

li<:>-ent en^fineers, in the most

enhirhtened countries in the

world, order engines from such

a distance, and are willing to

pay American prices, ought to

furnish "food for reflection " to

domestic buyers.

The • Westinghouse • Machine • Co.,

RITTSBURG, RM., U. S. 7^.

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,

26 Cortlandt Street, New York.

53 State Street, Boston.

171 La Salle Street, Chicago,

Westinghouse Building, Pittsburg,

Wonderly Building, Grand Rapids.

M. R. MUCKLE, JR., & CO.,

210 Drexel Building, Philadelphia.

AUG. WOLF & CO.,

Exchange Building, Kansas City, Mo.

D. A. TOMPKINS CO.,

38 College Street, Charlotte, N. C.

PARKE & LACY CO.,

21-23 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

AND ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
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THE McIUTOSH 8, SEYMOUR

This cut shows a vertical

four cy Under, triple expansion,

direct connected engine which

we built for the Amoskeag

Mfg. Co. of Manchester, N. H.

It is of 2,100 indicated H. P.

It is a gridiron valve engine.

Before buying investigate our

gridiron valve engine. It is

something good, not only in

regard to valves and clear-

ance, etc., but as to the gene-

ral make up of the engine be-

sides. We make them for all

purposes.

WORKS :

AUBURN, N. Y., U. S. A. MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR $c CO.

1^-

NEW YORK.

Pierce & Miller

Engineering Co.

26 Cortlandt St., New York.

Engineers = and = Contractors

For Complete Power Plants. Electric Railroads

Built and Equipped.

BOSTON.

J. A. GRANT &, CO
8 OLIVER STREET.

AGENTS

New England and Maritime Provinces.

QONTRT^CTQRS -t^:

For Complete Power Plants.

European Representative, ROBT. W. BLACKWELL. 39 Victoria St., Westminster, London S. W., England.
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THE

DICKSON MANUFACTURING CO.,

SCRANTON. PA.

BUILDERS OF

ENGINES
Of Every Description. Dickson=Corllss, Vertical Triple

Expansion, Hoisting and Plain Slide Valve.

BOILERS
Locomotive Fire=box, Vertical Fire=box, Horizontal Return

Tubular and Plain Cylinder Types.

Mining Machinery, .....
Machinery for Power Transmission,

Shafting and Cable Machinery.— °f»^
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Pennsylvania—^

Iron Works Co.,

Constructing and Consulting Engineers.

BUILDERS OF

Corliss Engines, Cable and Electric Railway Machinery, Wind-

ing and Driving Machinery, Plants for Gas and Water
Works, Pumping and Special Heavy Machinery.

ROPE TRANSMISSION MACHINERY.
Builders of Hydraulic Machinery, consisting of 3Iotors, Pumi)s, Accumulators,

Shears, Punches, Riveters, Flanging Presses, Forging Presses, etc.

"GLOBE" GAS AND MsoLiNE ENGINES,
For Stationary and Marine Service.

Sole Licensees for the Manufacture and Sale of the

Walker Patent Ditferential Drums and Friction Clutches,

and Other Cable Railway Devices (for the New England,
Middle and Souih Atlantic States).

Plans and Estimates Furnished Free of Cost to Customers.

General Offices : 50th St. and Lancaster Ave.
Works: Merlon Ave. from 49th to S2d Sts.

New York Offices: Cable Building, 631 Broadway.
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THE BALL & WOOD ENGINE.
SIMPLE DIRECT CONNECTED TYPE.

THE BALL & WOOD CO., 15 Cortlandt St., New York.
REPRESENTATIVES :

Stern & Silverman, 707 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. Ceoree iWI. Kenyon, Endicott Arcade, St. Paul, Minn.
C. E. Sareent, 404 Fort Dearborn Bids., Chicago, III. James & Company, Chattanoosa, Tenn.

PHOENIX IRON WORKS CO.

15 Cortlandt St., New York. 51 Schmidt Building, Pittsburg. 1105 Rookery, Chicago. 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston.
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G. & G. COOPER & CO.>» CORLISS ENGINES
MT. VERNON, O. COMPOUND, CONOUN8INU

AND HIUH PRESSURE.

C. A- G. COOPER <&; CO.'S TANDEM COMPOUND CONDENSING CORLISS ENGINE FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY WORM.

EXTRA HEAVY PATTERNS for STREET RAILWAY WORK

HAMILTON CORLISS ENGINES.

OYER 1,200

IN

DAILY USE.

OYER 200
IN

STREET RAILWAY

SERVICE,

Fallowing are a few of the Principal Lines having our Engines In nse i

DENVER TRAMWAY CO., Denver, Col. CONSOLIDATED STREET RAILWAY CO., Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH & BIRMINGHAM TRACTION CO., Plttsbargh, Pa. NAIJMKEAG STREET RAILWAY CO., Salem, M
MISSOURI R. R. CO., St. Louis, Mo.
ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN R. R. CO., St. Louis, Mo.
UNION DEPOT R. R. CO., St. Louis, Mo.

TOLEDO CONSOLIDATED STREET RAILWAY CO., Toledo, O.

WICHITA ELECTRIC It. R. CO., Wichita, Kans.
CITY ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., Little Rock, Ark.
QUINCY HORSE RAILWAY 4k CARRYING CO., Qnlnoy, III.

THE HOOVEN, OWENS h RENTSCHLER CO.,
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American - Ball Engines.

The result of twenty five years' experience with four thousand engines, design-

ed and built by Mr. Frank H. Ball.

The latest development in practical steam engineering.

New features, improved design and finish, but the same old valve that has

savi d thousands of tons of coal in the last quarter of a century, and is the only form

of valve used in single valve Automatics, that follows

its own wear, and never leaks.

We also build a full line of Multipolar Dyna=

mos and Motors, and our new six pole generators

are adapted to an AnERICAN=BALL ENGINE, ^
making complete and symmetrical generating units.

American Engine Company,
BOUND BROOK, N. J..

CORLISS STEAM ENGINE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Plant of the Corliss Steam Engine Co., at Providence, R. I.

This Company manufactures Corliss Engines in diflferent types, which are generally

and successfully used for Manufacturing and Electric Power. Also builders of Corliss

Patent Vertical Tubular Water Leg Boilers, especially adapted for compound and triple

expansion engines requiring superheated steam and at very high pressure.
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Edward P. Allis Co.,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,

BUILDERS OF-

ES

PUMPING ENGINES.

BLOWING ENGINES.

HOISTING ENGINES,

A FEW OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY, LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS USING OUR ENGINES.

4 Cass Ave. & Fair Grounds Ry. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
2 Union Depot R. R. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
2 Southern Klectric Ry. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

12 West End Street Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

10 Brooklyn City R. R. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

9 Baltimore City Passenger Ry., Baltimore, Md.

9 People's Traction Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

7 Twin City Rapid Transit Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Detroit Ry. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Narragansett Electric Light Co., Providence, R. I.

Louisville Gas Co., Louisville, Ky.

Consolidated Traction Co., Jersey City, N. J.

4 Metropolitan West Side Elevated R. R., Chicago, 111.

4 Detroit Citizens' Street Ry. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Louisville Ry. Co., Louisville, Ky.

Baltimore Belt Line R. R. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Milwaukee Street Ry. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Washington & Georgetown R. R. Co., Washington, D. C.

West Chicago St. Ry. Co., Chicago, 111.

4 Cleveland Electric Ry. Co., Cleveland, O.

4 Akron, Bedford & Cleveland R. R., Bedford, O.

4 East Liverpool & Wellsville Street Ry. Co., East Liverpool, O.

4 Northwestern Elevated R3'., Chicago, 111.

3 Minneapolis General Electric Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

3 Louisiana Electric Light & Power Co., New Orleans, La.

3 Syracuse Electric Light & Power Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

4 Peoria General Electric Co., Peoria, 111.

3 Duluth Street Ry. Co. Duluth, Minn.

3 North Chicago Street Ry. Co., Chicago, 111.

3 Fort Wayne & Belle Isle Ry. Co., Detroit, Mich.

3 Omaha Street Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

3 Portland R. R. Co., Portland, Me.

3 Fair Haven & Westville R. R. Co., New Haven, Conn.

3 Central Ry. Co., Peoria, 111.

South Chicago City Ry. Co., Chicago, 111.

Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Seattle Electric Ry. Co., .Seattle, Wash.

Cedar Rapids & Marion City R. R. Co., Cedar Rapids, la.

Shamokin & Mt. Carmel R. R., Shamokin, Pa.

Edison Light & Power Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo General Electric Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

New Omaha, Thomson-Houston Elec. Light Co., Omaha, Neb.

2 Lynn Gas & Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

2 Hartman General Electric Co., Duluth, Minn.

2 Denver Consolidated Electric Co., Denver, Col.

2 El Paso Electric Co., Colorado Springs, Col.

2 American Electric Light Co., Kansas City, Mo.

2 Badger Illuminating Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

2 Badger Electric Co., Racine, Wis.

2 Calumet Gas Co., South Chicago, 111.

2 Wautauga Lighting & Power Co., Johnson City, Tenn.

2 Iron Mountain Electric Light & Power Co., Iron Mountain, Mich.

2 La Crosse Brush Electric Light & Power Co., La Crosse, Wis.

2 Oconomowoc Electric Light Co., Oconomowoc, Wis.

2 Syracuse Street Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

2 Canal & Claiborne R. R. Co., New Orleans, La.

2 Minneapolis vStreet Ry. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

2 Metropolitan Traction Co., New York, N, Y.

2 Cicero & Proviso Street Ry. Co., Chicago, 111.

2 Citizens' Street Ry. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

2 Staten Island Electric Ry. Co., New York, N. Y.

2 Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., New York, N. Y.

2 Houston City Street Ry. Co., Houston, Tex.

2 Jacksonville vStreet Ry. Co.
, Jacksonville, F'la.

2 Orleans R. R. Co., New Orleans, La.

2 Topeka Ry. Co., Topeka, Kan.

2 Superior Rapid Transit Co., West Superior, Wis.

2 Sioux City Street Ry. Co., Sioux City, la.

2 Columbia Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.

2 Anderson Electric Ry. Co., Anderson, Ind.

2 Cleveland & Elyria Electric R. R., Rockport, O.

2 Pennsylvania Traction Co., Lancaster, Pa.

Pueblo City Ry. Co., Pueblo, Col.

Bergen County Traction Co.
,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Youngstown Street Ry. Co., Youngstown, O.

Collin's Park Belt R. R., Atlanta, Ga.

2 Derby Street Ry. Co., Birmingham, Conn.

2 Colorado Springs Electric Ry. Co., Colorado Springs, Col.

2 Syracuse & East Side Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Ottumwa Ry. Electric & Steam Co., Ottumwa, la.

Brockton ,Street Ry. Co., Brockton, Mass.

Los Angeles Ry. Co. , Los Angeles, Cal.

Albany Street Ry. Co., Albany, N. Y.

Kansas City Cable Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Atlantic Coast Electric Ry., Asbury Park, N. J.

Lake Roland Elevated Ry., Baltimore, Md.
Denver City Cable Ry. Co., Denver, Col.

Neversink Electric Ry. Co., Reading, Pa.

I Kansas City & Independence R. T. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
I Homestead Street Ry. Co., Homestead, Pa.

I Menominee Electric Ry. & Power Co., Menominee, Mich.

I Schuylkill ^'alley Traction Co., Norristown, Pa.

Citizens' Rapid Transit Co., Nashville, Tenn.
South Bend & Mishawauka Ry. Co., vSouth Bend, Ind.

Citizens' Electric Street Ry., Light & Power Co., Mansfield, O.

Waukesha Beach Ry. Co., Waukesha, Wis.

Ouincy & Boston Street Ry. Co., Ouincy, Mass.

Ottawa Electric Street Ry. Co., Ottawa, 111.

West Bay City Street Ry. Co., West Bay City, Mich.

I La Crosse City Ry. Co.
, La Crosse, Wis.

I Mineral Ridge & Niles Electric St. R. R. Co., Mineral Ridge, ( ).

I South Jersey Traction Co., Bridgeport, N. J.
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SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.,
p"..->'»^.-ph... pa^

BUILDERS OF REFINED AUTOMATIC STEAM ENGINES.

VlliW IN I'OWBR IIOrSF, Or THE KLECTRIC TRACTION CO., PHILADELPHIA. FITTED UP EXCLUSIVELY WITH OUR ENGINES.

See our engines in operation at the following Street Railway Power Stations in vSt. Louis :

Lindell Railway Co., two Stations; Union Depot R. R. Co., two Stations; East St. Loui.s Electric Railway Co. ; Missouri Street
Railway Co. ; vS't. Louis & Kirkwood R. R. Co.

WILLIAMS' IMPROVED VERTICAL ENGINES

Are equipped with valve.s and gear capable of any rotative speed at which

the shafts and reciprocating parts may be safely operated, and fiirni.sh

direct and free passage for the steam and exhaust. We are free, therefore,

to adopt speeds best suited to any particular .service.

WM. TOD & CO., Builders,

Youngstown, Ohio.
S&

5»'<i <iV^
ED. F. WILLIAMS, Engineer,

CRAVEN SUPPLY CO., Sales Agents,

39 Cortlandt St., New York.

ROBT. WSTHERILL & CO.,
Office and Works, Chester, Pa.

Eleetrie and Cable Railway Power Machinery.

Corliss

Engines.

Berry

Boilers.
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WESTON ENGINE CO.,
General Onire nnd Workn :

r»AijNTii:r> post, in. y.

WESTON

MANUFACTURERS OV

AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED ENGINES.

For Electrin Light and Railway Stations.

DIRECT CONNECTED ENGINES OF ALL SIZES.

REPRESENTATIVES
JULIAN SCHOLL & CO 126 Liberty St., New York City.
REYNOLDS LALOK CO 41 N. 7tli St., Philadelphia. Pa.
SCKANTON SUPPLY * MACHINERY CO Scrantoh, Pa.
THOS. K. CAREY & BROS. CO 36 Light St., Baltimore. Md.
MITCHELL, LEWIS & STAVER CO Seattle, Wash.

Manufacturers of the

BALL AUTOHATIC CUT=OFF ENGINES.

Chicago Office, 1 526 Monadnock; Building.

J. H. Houghton, 201 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
Crook, Horner & Co., 301 No. Howard St.. Baltimore. Md.
F. R. Dravo & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburgh, Pa.
F. F. Vater &Co., Lumber Exchange. Minneapolis, Minn.
Creamery Package Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
L. M. Rumsey Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.

t

i

t

t

99THE NEW "BROWN.
C. H. Brown ^ Co.,

16 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

Exclusive Manufacturers.

Simple, Condensing and Compound,

Heavy Patterns for Electric

—^ Street Railway Work.

Equal to the Best in Economy, Durability and Close Regulation.

BATES-CORLISS I BflTES |II|IGHi|IE GO J

TOX^IEST, 111,1.
HOLE MANUFACTURERS.

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND.
The only L,iberating Valve Gear without Springs

or Hook Block. All joints have Wrist Pin

Bearings.

85

^ ^ AGENCIES. ^ ^
KEATlNtJ IMP. A: MACII. CO., Dallas, Tex.

ENGLISH SUPPLY & ENG. CO., Kansas City, Mo.
SMITH-COURTNE V CO., Richmond, Va.

ROBINSON Sc CARY CO., St. Paul, Minn.
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VERTICAL
Philadelphia Corliss Engines.

Simple, Coiiipoiiml and Triple KxpiiiiNioii. Any Power.

PHILADELPHIA ENGINEERING WORKS, Pliiiadelphia, Pa.

00
For i/ie M't bsfer Srsfei)! of S/cam Heating cur claiiu is

absohiicly simple and specific— ' tis i/iis : JTe limit ourselves

to claiming that alike in its effective operation, and its eco-

nomical installation atnl niaintainence

,

The Webster System of Steam Heating
stands alone—in fact is a class by itself. A feia '•'minntes

devoted to the perusal of our recently issued booklet rvill fully
enlio-htoi you as to the crounds for this claim, ^i^'yi"^

""I'',* - J you a copy ?

WARREN WEBSTER & CO.,
CAMDEN, N. J. NEW YORK, CHICAGO,

39 Cortlandt St. 1504 Monadnock Bldg:.

!@0

STOP I THINK I SAVE IF YOU WILL

The Larger Part of Your Oil Bill.

iril^fJ^nl^anT"'" Automatic Oil Filter

IN THE WORLD.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

READING 'I'l^KMINAI^ MARKET,
Philadelphia, March 26, 1895.

Mr. P. N. Brook.s, Universal Filter Co.
Dkar Sir :—The two (2) Brooks Universal Oil Fil-

tering Tanks purchased from you, after a careful
investigation for two years of the merits of other
filters, I came to the conclusion that the Brooks Im-
proved Filter was the best. After six (6) months'
use of these filters I find that I have saved from 75
to So per cent, of oil. It gives me pleasure to recom-
mend your filter to any parties who are running an
ice or refrigerating or electric light plant.

Yours very trulv,
GliCj. H. iVIcKAY, Superintendent.

THE UNIYERSAL FILTER CO., Ltd.,
Patentee and Sole Owner,

Bourse Bldg., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ANY BOOK
you wish to purchase will be

sent post paid on receipt of

price by the

Street Hailiuay Publishing Go.

Havemeyer Building, New Yorl<.

MAGNESIA Sectional—Coverin§:s,

Ac
For Steam Pipes,

Boilers, Tanks, Etc.

Endorsed by Leading

Engineers and Experts.

''The Great Coal Saver.''

ROBERT A. KEASBEY, 18 TERRACE, BUFFALO
54 WARREN ST., NEW YORK.

If Y/\|l Ol^QlfA to PlIK^klSCO Street Railway Equipment of any kind—
I I V/U 1^^911^ L\/ r UI\^IIC19^ whether track or line material, rolling stock

or power station machinery or supplies—the quickest and cheapest way to get estimates is to write to us and

we will publish the inquiry without charge in our DAILY BULLETIN which is mailed each day to over

300 manufacturers, supply dealers and contractors in all parts of the country. Sample copy mailed upon

application. STREET RAILWAY PUBLISHING CO., Havemeyer Bldg., New York.
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ECONOMY IN STEAM GENERATION.
CHAPTER 2.

SAVED $2,467.35 IN ONE YEAR

!

Report oil Coal used one year prior to the installation of the

BECKMAN SYSTEM, at Hotel Iroquois, IJuflfalo, N.Y.

December i, 1S92, to November 30, 1S93.

232 Tons, r.7>; |;r.25\
jj^j.^ ^^^j g^j.gg,^j,jgg^ 11,072.46

•9 'o--

696.95 " " 2.20
I

15-04 " " 2.25 I Soft Nut Coal,
1759.6 " " 2.30

I

1445.75 ' " 2.40J

9.084.92

^10,157.38

475 r. 24 tons.

Amount of Coal used at same place for year foUoH in;? nhen the

Beckman System was in use, with a 30 h. p. additional load.

December i, 1S93, to November 30, 1S94.

1299.95 Tons, Or. $1.30
j
^^^^ Screenings,

2610.8 1.40 ( 4,

3.02 " " 3.50 Hard Nut,

843-03
"

255-9 "

5012.70 tons.

2.10
I

2.20 )

#5,356.24

Soft Nut, ----- 2,333.69

17.689. 93

"CAW WE DO THE SAME FOR YOU?''

Installations since February, 4500 H. P. Boilers.

BECKMAN SYSTEM AUTOMATIC UNDER-GRATE

FORCED DRAFT REGULATION

KENSINGTON ENGINE WORKS, ltd

704 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Graphite Curve Grease
Is the best Lubricant made.
For curves and tracks, price

in barrel, 3c lb

BADGER MOTOR
GREASE.

Highest grade for

motor bearings.

Cylinder and Dynamo Oils,

--^^—i Diamond Soap Stock.

For cleaning greasy floors.

MANUFACTURED BY

Wadhams Oil & Grease Co.,

Milwaukee, Wi<i.

Compression
Oreatie Cup.
200,000 „ , , ^ ^ ,
in use. Send for Catalogue.

THE IMPROVED

FISHKILL CORLISS ENGINE

High Economy, Close Kcgulailon, Noiseless Operallou.

FISHKILL LANDING MACHINE CO.,
FISIIKIIX-ON-THE-HUDSON, N. Y.

KoBT. .J. Halgin, Pres. W. P. Saob. Vice-Pres. Jas. L. Teller, Sec'y
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THE WORTHINGTON SELF COOLING CONDENSER
Produces 22 to 25 inches Vacuum and requires no
more Water than Ordinarily Fed to the Boilers.

HENRY R. WORTHINGTON, new york

ST. LOUIS
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

CLEVELAND INDIANAPOLIS DETROIT ATLANTA

EVERY VARIETY OF

95-97
/

LIBERTY
• ST-
newyork\mm BOSTON

CHICAGO

PHILA.

LONDON

EDMPound
b high ecomom^^b

Feed pumps.

<o><o ><o ><• ><o><o><o 5.<o><o><o >^«><o><•><o><o><o i<t>i<o i

This is a reduced copy of a very

handsome engraving printed on

heavy cardboard, 14x22 inches.

The original engraving will be

sent to anyone interested on appli-

cation.

Address,

CRANE COMPANY,
Chicago.
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THE DEANE STEAM PUMP CO.
HOLYOKE, MASS,

NEW YORK,
172 Cortlandt Street.

BOSTON,
54 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA,
18 North 7th Street.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHICAQO,
201 Van Biiren Street.

ST. LOUIS,
II North 3d Street.

High Class Street Railway Pumping Macliinery.

DEANE AUTOMATIC RECEIVER AND PUMP. UEANE VERIICAL COINUtNSER.

We have always made a careful studj' of the demands made upon machines for electrical work and as a result are to-day building
the best pump to be found on the market. More Deane Pumps are in daih- and successful operation in a majorit}- of power houses, and
electric light stations in the United States.

DEANE CONDENSERS LEAD.
A condensing apparatus is an important and necessary part of a steam plant. The best engineers recommend the Deane for con-

stant service, reliable under all coTulitions, maintaining a steady vacuum and increasing the powers developed. Owners favor their
adoption owing to the great economy obtained from their use. Twenty per cent or more saved on coal bills will soon pay for the apparatus.

Your inquiries are solicited and we assure you prompt and courteous attention; when writing please give the following data:
Diameter of engine cylinder; length of stroke; nuniberof revolutions perniinute; steam pressure carried in boiler

;
point of stroke at which

steam is cut off; injection water, whether salt or fresh; approximate distance from engine; approximate vertical height from surface to
foot of engine.

Another important auxiliary to a steam plant is an Automatic Receiver and Pump, which returns the water of condensation from
heating coils and cylinder jackets, direct to boilers without loss of heat. If advised size of engine cylinder and steam pressure carried,
or area of heating surface to be drained, full particulars and sizes will be sent you. You can save enough by use of this apparatus a
few months to pay for its installation.
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COAL HANDLING MACHINERY.

™ JOHN A. MEAD MFG. CO, roir;,..v.
-BUILDERS OF-

Machinery for Handling Coal and Similar Material.
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARRISON GONVLYOR MACHINERY, CASE MARINE COAL ELEVATORS
Heath & Smith's Automatic, Cable and Electric Railways

and the Improved McCaslin Conveyors.
GENERAL AGENTS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

AUTOMATIC STEAM COAL SHOVELS, under the Rawson & riorrison, Ladd, Newell & Ladd and Pay Patents.
With Heath & Smith's Improved System of Automatic and C able Railways, Coal can be delivered to

storage bins or pockeis looo or 1500 feet from dock or cars at practically the same cost that it would be qo feet
as It requires but one man to operate the road in either case All of our cars are fitt d with steel spring andhave the Heath Patent Running Gear, which runs as easily and safely on curves of 12 feet radius and over
as on straight track.

( )ur record of sixteen huiidred tons of bituminous coal, taken from vessels, hoisted ,5 feet and delivered
to pockets 500 feet from dock in nine hours, using three of our Standard one-ton sh Jvels and one line of Heath& Smith s Cable Railways has never been equaled by any other coal handlinr olant in existence that costsdouble the amount. Speakmg of steam shovels " there are others." ( >ut of the ^ne hundred and eighty odd
shovel plants of all descriptions now in operation, our shovels cover about 82 per cent, of the whole number

BORDEN & SELLICK CO.,
Exclusive Western Agents for

HARRISON CONVEYOR MACHINERY,
48 & 50 Lake Street. Chicago, III.

Proposals solicited for equipment of plants on a liberal credit basis.

THE "HUNT" SYSTEM OF COAL HANDLING
SII>IPLE EFFICIENT ECONOMICAI,

USING TUE

"Hunt" Noiseless Conveyor.
A complete Bystem of storing and ronTeying coal. ConI la

carried totbe boilers, and the ashes are carried nway by tlie same
machine, at less cost per ton than by any otht r inacb.nery.

We invite correspondence, and will be pleased to lurnish com-
plete plans and estimates lor handling of coal and ashes. Vou ciin>

not allord to install any inclliod of coal handling until yoa have
investlgate«l the "HUNT" system.

C. W. HUNT COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

This conveyor carries the material from the loadlnir point to the storage
bins lu a direction either vertical, Inclined or horizontal, vflihout shock, break-
age or violence.

SEIWD FOR CATALOGUE.

THE LINK-BELT ENGINEERING GO.
NICETOWN, PHILADELPHIA. 49 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

DESIGN AND ERECT

COAL AND ASH HANDLING MACHINERY
FOR INDUSTRIAL PLANTS AND POWER STATIONS.

Recently Equipped in Philadelphia and New York,
PHILADEIiPHIA TRACTION CO.'S ISth ST. POWER HOUSE.

HSI^^^^ PHIL.ADEI.PHIA TRACTION CO.^S 33d ST. POWEK HOUSE.^SK^^ ELECTRIC TRACTION CO.'S BEACH ST. POWER HOCSB.
g^^^ jjY. CO.'S CALLiOWHILL, 8T. POWER B0I7SE.BROADWAY Sc Tlh AVE. RY. CO.'S HOUSTON ST. POWER HOUSl?.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO., Chicago and New Orleans.

''THAT niRTY Rnil ER " shall i keep it clean?
I nn I Um I I DUILCm write the HOPPES MFC. CO., Springfield, 0.

SOME STREET RAILWAYS
USING

HOPPES PURIFIERS.
Linden Railway Co., St. Louis. Mo 3000 H. P
Detroit (Mich ) Citizens' Street Railway Co 3000
Rochester (N. Y.) Railway Co 2000 "
Columbus (O.) Street Railway Co 1000 "
Calumet Electric Street Railway Co.,Burnslde

Crosslne, Ills lOOO "
Louisville (Ky.) Railway Co 1000 "

Terre Haute (Ind.) Electric Railway Co lOOO "

Springfield (O.) Railway Co 300 "
Cincinnati (O.) Railway Co 300 "
Cincinnati (O.) Incline Plane Railway Co 250 "

Bay Clfir (Mich.) Union Railway Co 400 '
Rapid Transit Railway, San Antonio, Tex 260 "

Houston <Tejt.Haty Rauway Co aoo
San Antonio (Tex.) Street Railway Co 2fio
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Is Savins 75 per cent of Your Oil Bills

AN OBJECT TO YOU?
THE McClelland oil purifier

does it and makes your waste oil equal to the

original; thirty days' trial. NOT a filter; water

and heat the only successful method known.
An ornamental storage Reservoir. No clog-

ing; cleaned in 5 minutes.

THE LATEST, SIMPLEST AND BEST.

McClelland liL "purifier co.,

Manhattan Life Buildins,

WKITK FOR CIRCITLAK ANll NI.W PKICI-:

66 Broadway, NEW YORK.

F.

Steam Fitters

Engineers,

Plans and Estimates

Furnished for Steam Fitting Electric

Railway Power House, Electric Light

and all classes of Power Plants

(S)®®®®(i)(iXS)

SPECIALTIES.

Wlli]V[I]«GT0l4, DEIiflttlflHE.

Wrought Iron Trollej* Brackets, vStcel Pipe

Towers and Structures, Copper Pipes and

Bends of all shapes to order. Bent Wrought
Iron Pipes.

(SXSXSXSXS)®®®

We invite plans and specifications^ which
shall have prompt attention.

New "Heavy Duty "—"St. Lioiiis Corliss" lor Street Kailway Power Service.

"HEAVY DUTY"-"ST. LOUIS CORLISS" ENGINES

250 H.P. to 2000 H P.-SIMPLE and COMPOUND CONOENSING.

ST. LOUIS IRON AND MACHINE WORKS,
. . . ST. I^OXJIS, MO. . . .
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Wheeler Condenser Eneineerin^ Co

39 & 41 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS
OF THIv

Wheeler Standard Surface Condenser.

Wheeler Admiralty Surface Condenser.

Wheeler Lighthall Surface Condenser.

Volz Pat. Combined Surface Condenser

and Feed Water Heater.

Wheeler Patent Feed Water Heater.

Edmiston Patent Feed Water Filter.

Barnard's Water Cooling Tower.

WITH AND WITHOUT PUMPS, FOR

Marine and Stationary Engines, Mills, Mines, Ice and Refrigerating

Plants, Electric Light and Power Stations.
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Wheeler Condenseriid Engineering Co
39 & 41 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

SOI.e MAI\UKAt!TlIKKRS OF THE

Barnar

Water Cooling Towers

For Steam Power and

Refrigerating Plants of

any Size

Cooling Towers with either

Surface or Jet Condensers, and

With or Without Pumps.

'^HE apparatus as shown b)- the cut is de-

signed for Steam Plants where a natural

supply of water is not obtainable for condensing ^

purposes, and is particularly intended for large

Power Plants where condensation is equivalent

to an important gain of fuel, or increase of

power. With a limited quantity of water,

which is used over and over again, a vacuum of

not less than 25 inches can be obtained at all

times. The cost of operation is small, and the

efficiency and durability fully guaranteed.

Its use also insures pure water for feeding

boilers, preventing all scale, and, consequently,

greater boiler efficiency; and with the "Wheeler

Feed Water Heater,' and system of utilizing

waste heat from the auxiliaries, the boiler feed

water may be heated to from 180 to 210 degs.

Fah. The apparatus will also cool large vol-

umes of water from any high temperature

down to 70 degs. Fah., irrespective of summer

temperatures.

U GUARANTEED VACUUM p,

NOT LESS THAN 25 INCHES.

~ iNX\\<Ny^\\\U~'> COMBINED AIR* CIRCULATING PUMPS
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BASS FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WORKS,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

MANUKACXURERS OK

IMPROVED CORLISS ENGINES.
Simple, Conipouiul and Condensing.

Also, Boilers, Feed =Water Heaters, &c.

CHILLED CAST IRON CAR WHEELS
and HAMMERED IRON and STEEL AXLES.

Main Office and Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.

New York Office :

39-41 CORTLANDT STREET,
F. RUEL BALDWIN, MANAGER.

Chicago Office :

ROOM 707 THE ROOKERY,

NEW HAVEN

Boiler Works,

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD'S PATENT WATER TUBE
Safety Boiler.

TANKS AND IRON WORK OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION.

NEW HAVEN,
CONN.

Don't stop buying coal—but don't buy so much.
Put some of your capital in a good feed-water heater.

THE COCHRANE HEATER ^
IS A DIVIDEND EARNER,

paying, on its cost loo to 500 per cent
per year, according to the conditions.

Have You a Place for One ?

Harrison Safety Boiler Works^
PHILADELPHIA, PA. rianufacturers of

THE COCHRANE HEATERS.

THE OCHRANE SEPARATORS
THE WHARTON HARRISON SAFETY BOILERS-.
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^ THE ^

Bethlehem Iron Company
PRINCIPAL OFFICE AND WORKS,

South Bethlehem, Penna.

SHAFTING
HEAVY AND HIGH SPEED ENGINES.

New York Office, - 100 Broadway.

PHIUDELPHIA OFFICE, 421 CHESTNUT ST. CHICAGO OFFICE, MARQUETTE BLD6.
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SHULTZ BELTING COMPANY,
M A]STJE^A0TXJJRE:RS OF"

Lace Leather.

Round Solid Belting.

Twisted Round

Belting,

Belt Dressing,

and

Patent

Grooved BeltinR. pLECTRic {Railroad Belts

. . SHULTZ . .

Patent Leather

Pulley Covering.

. . SHULTZ . .

Patent Woven

(Link) Belting,

and

Special

Dynamo Belts.

NEW YORK: A. B. LAURENCE, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA: J. A. GARNETT. Manager.

BOSTON: GEO. J. KELLEY, Manager.

ST. LOUIS,

ScHiEREN's Leather Belting

Is Oak Bark Tanned.

Perforated Electric

Leather Belts

4^
'IS

OUR
SPECIALTY.

Wide 3-ply

Leather Belts

for Railway
Generator Work.

NEW YORK

BROOKLYN

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

TT^NNORies BRISTOL.. TENN.



RaiLS -TIES - JOINTS

FROGS -5WITCHe5
CR055INOS

CABLE SYSTEMS

eLECTRIC UNDERGROUND

SYSTEMS
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European Representative, ROBERT W. BLACKWELL, 39 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S. W.



H E

V* MANUFACTURING CO.
'

How to Bring Depressed Rail Ends to Surface.

The Weber mil joint—a standard joint on

several of the largest steam railroad systems of

the East and one which has been adopted

within the past few years by a number ofprom-

inent street railway companies for girder rail

work— is designed to accomplish, and does in

fact accomplish, two important things.

This statement will doubtless be questioned

by many street railway managers who have

nothing but poor track to show after a series of

more or less promising experiments in joint con-

struction. We propose to show in these pages,

however, first, why this joint ought theoret=

ically to do what we claim for it, and,

Fig'. 1 .—Depressed Rail Ends Before Applying Wel)er Joint.

Fi^. 2.—After Applying- Weber Joint. Fig. 3.—The Weber Joint for <! in. (iirder Rail.

ist. When used with new rails in the

original construction it will keep joints to

surface during the entire life of the rail.

2d. When used to replace weak joints

in old roadbed it will bring depressed rail

ends up to surface and keep them there

until the rails are worn out.

second, that it has done it in actual service,

not once, but many times.

The trouble with most steam and street

railway joints is that they are weaker than the

rail itself and that the rail ends do not have

sufficient support. Angle or channel bars are

used to support the rail ends which are some-
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times laid "supported" on one tie and some-

times "suspended" on two ties. In many cases

the joint-ties are provided with tie plates, which

offer additional support, but they have no con-

nection with the joint structure above. In all

cases some one or more elements of a strong

and perfect joint is lacking.

PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION .

"Now the Weber joint is built upon the

principle that the joint structure must be

stronger than the rails it depressed ends are

It will readily be seen that both the ver=

tical and the lateral strength of this joint

are enormous. The many strong angles and

arches of the channel bars are more than ample

to meet the side thrusts, while the shoe also as-

sists in meeting this force. Lateral strength is

of prime necessity in street railway work where

the wagon traffic is heavy and where cars are

forced around sharp curves. It will also be seen

that there is no attempt made, as in some other

more or less defective rail joints, to make three

hts with one piece of steel—a mechanical ab-

'''^—'—(ii— —0-
o

36 -

Fig-. 4.—The Weber Joint ajid its Component Parts for 1> in. tfirder Eail.

to be avoided. This strength is obtained (a)

by carefully fitting the angle or channel plates

to the head and base respectively; (b) by pro-

viding a heavy rolled steel base support for the

two ends of the rail to rest upon, offering all the

advantages of a tie plate: fc) by rolling this

base with a vertical flange of large sectional area

so as to add enormously to the vertical stiffness

of this base support; and (d) by binding the

entire joint structure firmly together with bolts

in such a way as to permanently prevent the

loosening up of any part, and to do away

with the anvil action which is one or the worst

features of the old time "chair."'

surdity which has caused uncounted disappoint-

ments in the past. Nothing is attempted but

what can be mechanically accomplished,

and the results are shown in practice, as will

presently appear.

COMPONENT PARTS OF THE WEBER
JOINT.

The Weber joint and its component parts

for nine inch girder rail are shown in Fig. 4.

The wood filler is made of selected and well

seasoned Southern pine so that further shrink-

age will not take place. It is also made a
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very little larger than the space it is to fill

and is thereby squeezed into position when

the bolts are drawn up. its principal function

is to keep these bolts tight so that lock wash=
ers become unnecessary, and it has been

found by long experience that it performs this

function perfectly. The wood tiller also per-

forms a second, and highly important function

in absorbing vibrafon— preventing that un-

pleasant metallic rattling which takes place

when joints are made of steel only.

It will be noticed in Fig. 4 that on one side

of the base of the shoe angle are spike holes,

while on the other side are slots. This is the

best possible provision for maintaining gauge

and reducing the creeping to a minimum.
Fig. s shows the Welder joint for a standard

4/^ inch Tee rail used in steam and street rail-

way work, and on the lines of the Manhattan

Elevated Railway Company of New York.

RAISING DEPRESSED RAIL ENDS.

The operation of bringing depressed rail

ends back to surface by the Weber joint is ac-

complished in this way: the old joints are re-

moved and our own channel and angle bars

(which have previously been rolled to exactly fit

the head and base of the rail) are put in position,

together with the shoe angle and wood filler, and

the whole structure is bolted up so as to draw

the fish plates as far into position as possible.

The joints are then left for a few days, wiien it

will be found that the action of the cars in pass-

ing over the joint has "ironed out" the rails

(the joint being stronger than the rails) so that

they have been lifted nearer to surface. The

bolts are then tightened up and the joint left for

another short period until tlie depressed ends

are brought back to a true surface. The chan-

nel bars are then in their hnal place, all the l^olts

are tightened up. the wood filler is squeezed

hrmly and solidly into its position and the joint

is then performing its permanent work.

EXPERIENCE WITH THE WEBER JOINT.

Now this is not only theory but practice.

Flere is an illustration :

in i8gi the Manhattan Flevated Ry. Co.

of New York asked us to apply the Weber

joint to some track mileage on their system

which had then been in service for about nine

years. The head of this rail was somewhat

worn, but still had considerable life. The rail

ends, however, were badly depressed owing to

weakness of the original joints, and the man-

agement of the Manhattan Company found it-

self confronted with the necessity of replac-

ing this track. Its engineers had had, how-

ever, some experience with the Weber joint

and believed that the principles of its construc-

tion were such as to warrant the hope that it

could bring these depressed ends back to sur-

face.

We undertook this work with the hope

of meeting their expectations, which was to

Fig'. 0.—Wel>er Standard Joint on the Manhattan
Elevated Railway Track.

give two years" additional life to the rails, this

period being more than ample to warrant the

purchase of our joints for their old rail. The

undertaking was an absolute and unqualified

success and has led to the adoption of the

Weber joint as standard for all new and

old construction on all the lines of the

Manhattan Railway.

The original track on which this work was

done has been given an added life of not two

but three years and judging from the present

condition of the rail ends these rails are good

for still another period of three or more years,

and. no doubt, until the rail has been thoroughly

worn out from end to end. A portion of this
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track is still in service in the main line, but joints, and the alignment and surface are seen to

is being gradually replaced with a heavier rail be perfect. The photographic test of track is

and as the old rail is taken out of the main exceedingly delicate and severe as may be in-

line it is laid, with the original Weber joints, ferred from Fig. 7, which shows a poor surface

on one of the suburban branches. and alignment. It is needless to say that the

We do not hesitate

to say that the Weber

joint used in old track

will increase its life one-

third, which, in a period

of twelve years, amounts

to an additional life of four

years. The results are

equivalent to a saving of

$200 on every Si ,000 out-

lay, after deducting the

cost of the Weber joint.

This same work of

bringing depressed rails

ends up to surface has also

been accomplished on

many steam and street

Fiji-, fi.—Snlmrbaii Slcain Kailroad Track in lJost<!ii, Laid nilli Weber Joints.

railway systems.

The names of these companies and full infor-

mation about our work on their systems will

be freely given in correspondence or personal

interview.

track shov/n

Weber joints.

in Fig. 7 was not laid with

Fia-. -All Illnstration of Railroad Track Laid with Poor Joints.

In Fig h is shown a piece of railroad track

laid with Weber joints in the suburbs of Bos-

ton, where the traffic is almost continuous.

The pliotograph from which the engraving was

made was taken after two years' service of these

TO STREET RAILWAY MANAGERS.

The Weber Railway joint Manufacturing

Company now has an ex-

perience of seven years in

dealing with track prob-

lems of all kinds, and this

experience can be freely

drawn upon l^y managers

who are desirous of post=

poning a heavy outlay

in track renewals for

from two to five years,

and at the same time of ob-

taining joints which, when
the renewals become im-

perative, can be utilized for

an additional service often

or hfteen years.

We are prepared to

make joints to fit any street railway girder or

Tee rails and at moderate prices. All communi-

cations should be addressed to the Weber Rail-

way Joint Mfg. Co., Cotton Exchange BIdg., New
York, where they will receive prompt attention.
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HI

Joint on T Rail. Section Through'Joint on Girder Rail.

T

A Continuous Rail no Longer a Dream,

HK full(jwiiig lines ha\'e demonstrated by actnal .service that

...STEVER RAIL JOINTS^
Make permanent, smooth surfaces at rail ends and never require attention after

being- properly applied :

Consolidated .Street Railwa}- Co.,

Milwaukee Street Railway Co.,

Metropolitan .Street Railway Co.,

Citizens' Traction Co.,

Canton-Massillon Electric Railway Co.

,

Con.solidated Traction Co.,

Citizens' .Street Railway Co.,

Springfield Street Railway Co.,

Pittsburgh Traction Co.,

Cleveland Electric Railway Co.,

Federal St. & Pleasant \'alley Passenger Railway Co.,

Chicago Cit}- Raihvaj- Co.,

North Chicago Street Railroad Co.,

.Schenectady Railway Co.,

Citizens' Electric Railway Co.,

Buffalo Railway Co.,

Wheeling Railway Co.

,

Louisville Railway Co.,

Belle City Street Ry. Co.,

Georgetown & Tennallytown Railway Co.,

Cincinnati, Newport & Covington .St. Ry. Co.,

Washington & Georgetown .St. Ry. Co.,

Utica Belt Line Street Railway Co.,

Belt Pvlectric Line Co.,

INIontreal Park & Island Railway Co.,

Montreal .Street Railway Co.,

Toledo Electric Street Railway Co.,

pnniira & Horseheads Railwaj' Co.,

West Side Street Railway Co.,

Roclie.ster Street Railway Co.,

Zanesville .Street Railway Co.,

Pennsylvania Traction Co.,

Los Angeles .Street Railway Co.,

San Jose & Santa Clara .Street Railway Co.,

San Antonio Street Railway Co.,

fivansville Street Railway Co.,

Blooniington City Street Railway Co.,

P^rie Electric Motor Co.,

Woronoco .Street Railwa}^ Co.,

Paterson Street Railway Co.,

Wilmington City Railway Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich
Milwaukee, Wis.
New York City.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Canton, O.
Newark, N. J.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Springfield, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cleveland, O.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

.Schenectady, N. Y.
Mansfield, O.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Wheeling, W. Va.
Louisville, K}-.

Racine, Wis.
Washington, D. C.
Cincinnati, O.
Washington, D. C.
Utica, N. Y.
Lexington, Ky.
Montreal, Can.
Montreal, Can.
Toledo, O.
Elmira, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
Zanesville, O.
Lancaster, Pa.

Los Angeles, Cal.

.San Jose, Cal.

San Antonio, Texas.
Evansville, Ind
Bloomington, 111.

Erie, Pa.

Westfield, Mass.
Paterson, N. J.

Wilmington, Del.

Why not adopt and use a Rail Joint that is known to provide a continuous

rail rather than experiment with co.stly devices, or continue the use of an article

thas has never held rail ends without necessitating a continual ex=

pense for repairs.

If this seems good reasoning, allow us to show samples and name prices.

THE STEVER RAIL JOINT CO.,

Canton, Ohio, U. S. A
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Tl' Value {$> of the...

FALK
CAST=WELDED
¥/^¥]^T^ Stands undisputed

JUll 1 1 to=day.

Makes an absolutely continuous rail.

Does away with bonding the track.
Shows 21 per cent, more electrical conductivity than rail

itself.

25 per cent, of cost of Joint saved annually in labor on Joint
alone.

Ts smooth riding and consequently saves Roadbed and Rolling
stock.

The only remedy for old gouged out rail.

Makes bad track good.
Guarantees new construction a long life.

Needs no attention after once put down, because it is one rail.

NOTE COMMENTS OF SOME PROGRESSIVE STREET RAILWAY MEN :

"Your joint is not thrown out of alignment by expansion of

summer's heat, nor is it pulled apart by the contraction of the
winter's cold. Our faith in the virtue of this system of track build-
ing is so great that we will weld all the joints."

vSt. Louis, Mo. Robert McCulloch, Gen. Man.

"Prom mj- own personal experience with the joint put down
throughout the sj^stem of the West Chicago Street Railroad Co., they
are the only device that I have ever found that would hold up the
ends of a light girder rail."

Chicago, Ii.l. Geo. Weston, Engineer.

'

' We are satisfied that the joint as placed by you upon our vari-

ous lines is in every way satisfactory. From tests made we are assured
that no bonding is required at the joint other than the cast-welding
and we therefore unhesitatingly give our faith to the joint and .shall

continue to use same.
Milwaukee, Wis. C. D. Wvm.\n, Gen. Man.

" I approve of welding old rails and there is good money in fol-

lowing this practice; except where the ball of the rail is worn down
too much."
Chicago, III. M. K. BowEN, Supt.

" I believe that the ca.st welding proce.ss has solved the joint

question and the success experienced with it will induce our Com-
pan}- to continue the work of putting in the cast joint."

Minneapolis, Minn. C. G. Goodrich, Vice-Pres.

FALK MANUFACTURING CO.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. Wis.
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street nuiliiaij Junnial

Special Work

Switches, Frogs, Crossings

For Street or Steam Railways.

Through the absorption of the Milwaukee

Trackwork Co. by the

Falk - Manufacturing - Co

WE ARE prepared to
§Pg(^[y\^L WORK ^^^^ Switches,

execute orders for ===^==== Frogs, Crossings,

etc., and their long experience in this hne, as evidenced by numerous

pieces of comphcated work in Milwaukee, Chicago, and other large cities,

is a guarantee of prompt service, durability and exactness.

Write for Estimates. FALK MANUFACTURING CO
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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RAILS m GEORGE H. GAREY, #
I Broadway, New York,

CARS
Equipment and Supplies, ^evv and second-hand, of every description

' used m Ihthe construction and operation of

Steam, Electric, Logging, Mining and Plantation Railroads
^

We carry stock of relaying rails of all weights, and are prepared to purchase such for cash. ^laying rails ot au weignts, ana are prepared to p
^ Before you buy or sell get our quotations.

A VALUABLE BOOK.
STREET RMIL-WKVS;

Their Oonstruction, ODeratioa and Maintenance.

Street Railway Publishing Co., llavemeyer BIdg., New York.

FRANK SAMUEL,

Iron or Steel Rails.

RAILS

Joint Fastenings, Tie Rods, Knees, Bolts,
Hpikes, &c. Curved Rail and Special

Switch and Frog Worl< a
Specialty.

Harrington, Robinson & Co.,

125 MILK ST., BOSTON.

Scrap Material from Street

Railroads a Specialty.

Steel Rails,
COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR LOGGING, MINING,

PLANTATION AND

STREET RAIL AND TRAM ROADS.
LIGHT SECTIONS RAILS AND SPIKES IN STOCK.

Manhattan Building, Fonrth and Walnut Sts.,

P»HIIvADE:IvP»HIA.

LOCOMOTIVES, MOTORS, CARS, ETC.
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

THE STEEL RAIL SUPPLY CO.,

HUMPHREYS & SAYCE, Managers,

loo Oi-oadway, T^E^W YORK.

The Troublesome Question —^
"What Shall we do With Our Joints?"

Successfully solved by users of the

Wheeler Rail Joint
5^

Wedge Partly Driven.

Use the Wheeler Rail Joint

and save expense of Heavy Rails.

Use the Wheeler Rail Joint

and get your money's worth out

of rails now in use.

A malleable iron wedge joint with re-enfoi cing ribs adapted to nse on street rail-

ways. No nuts to loosen, nor bolts to stretch. Clamps base and web of rail firmly,

preventing any letting down and pounding of rail ends ; .saves racking of rolling

stock. Has larger bearing surface on rail and consequently gives more support than
any other joint. Adapted to every style of girder
and T rail manufactured. Made for use either
as a suspended joint, or as a single or double tie

joint with or without chair. The only joint which
has successfully held the Providence Girder
(Longstreet) rail.

Over four years' experience on man\' of the
most important electric and cable railways in

the United States.

Suspended Joint.

A Trial Will Convince You.

Wheeler Rail Joint Company,
Marion, Ind

H. L. Terrell, President.

E. S. Wheeler, Viee-Pres. & Gen'l Mgr.
S. F. Sullivan, See. & Treas.

Chicago Office, 1332 Monadnock Building,

McCarthy & Woodward, Agents
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SPECIAL WORK!
IN GIRDER,

TEE OR

TRAM RAIL

Frogs, Switches,

Crossings, Turnouts,

Etc, Etc.

8|iecinl WorU liiriiiNlied lor West Koxbiir.v &. lioNlindaU- St. It. R., wkirli was built by
the Worcester t'onstriiotinn Co., of Worees* er, Mnss.

The Factor

... of Sati
in good work and fair prices LEADS to large orders;

OURS have DOUBLED in twelve months.

We refer to our worl< wherever put in, and are

prepared to compete for contracts of any size.

Nothing too Large . .

.

. . . for Our Facilities.

Particular attention called to our Tee Rail Work.

COR-RESPOINDElNCIi: 1]N Vl'l^liO.

BARBOUR-STOCKWELL CO.,

Cambridgeport, Mass.
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STEEL CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL FOR ALL PURPOSES.
We make a Specialty of_

Girder Rails, Special Work, Buildings; Bridges

lor STREET RAILWAYS.

The above shows a piece of our SOLID CAST STEEL Special Work. The Frogs, Switches and Mates are steel ca.stings of

Uie l)est. qualit3' of open hearth steel. Note that in a nninher of cases, several ( at A there are five
)
frogs combined in one single piece.

to outlast any other frog on the market.

Our best quality of special work has pieces of very hard steel cast in at point of greatest wear; and this class of work we

GUARANTEE TO OUTLAST ANY OTHER FROG IN THE MARKET.

Rail Mills, Shops and Foundries at STEELTON, PENNA.

Main Office, Qirard Building, Pliiladelphia.

JOHN F. OSTROM, Sales Agent.

New York Office, No. 2 Wall Street.

S. W, BALDWIN, Sales Agent.

Boston Office, No. 8 OHver Street.

CHAS. S. CLARK, Sales Agent.

Baltimore, Md., Equitable Building.

R. C. HOFFMAN & CO., Agents.
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GUARANTEE

SPECIAL WORK.
Insured to Wear as Long as the Abutting Curve Rails,

\I/ \ly \l/ W
'°\

>r. Ti' ^\ ^\

GUARANTEED TO OUTLAST "ANYTHING
IN THE HARKET." ...

Adjustable without disturb

ing the pavement.

The West End Street

Railway Company of Boston,

and the Broadway and /Vletropol=

itan Street Railway Companies of

New York City, are using this Guarantee

Work almost exclusively

\t/ \i/ \i/ M/ \'/ \y
yi\ 7?\ /K /i" "in /T\

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

The Johnson Company,

JOHNSTOWN. PK.
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ALONZO W. PAIGE, President. G. F, STAKKWKATIIKR, Manager. GEORGE LOW, Superinlendent.

PAIGE IRON WORKS, ch.caco.^
K. S. NETHEIICIJT, Ensiiieer.

«"«'«'»J!IL1SPECIAL TRACK WORK

Terminal Switches over Market Street. The Metropolitan West Side Flevated Railroad Company, Chicago.

For Electric and Cable Railways, either Girder or T Rails.

PAIGE IRON WORKS, chicaco.
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WHARTON, Jr., & CO.,
ITS OOll 1 *<> 1 1 V "X^i: I >.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Everything Entering into

the Track Construction

Electric Railways, Cable Railways, Horse Railways,

Including all the latest and most approved appliances and appurtenances.

ALL KINDS OF

STREET RAILS, CURVED RAILS, CROSSINGS,
GIRDER RAILS, RAILWAY CASTINGS, TURNTABLES,
FLAT TRAM RAILS, SWITCHES, TRANSFER TABLES,
SLOT RAILS, FROGS, DERAILING SWITCHES,

WE PARTICULARLY DIRECT ATTENTION TO OUR

PATENTED "INTEGRAL" SPECIAL WORK,
With and without Manganese Steel Inserted at points of maximum wear. This

special work is used by the leading railroads, and by

them considered the best ever made.

Improved Brake Shoes of all Kinds. Gray Iron Castings.

Frog. Switch and Curve Works,

26th St. & Washing^ton Are.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Furnaces, Steel Wori(s and Rolling Mills

North Branch Steel Companj,

Danville, Pa.
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From 3S lb. to 112 lb. per yard and all accessories.

DICK, KERR & CO.
101 Leadenhall St., London, E, C, Ens[land.

The Customs Duty is Nominal Under the New Tariff Law.

PETTINGELL ANDREWS CO.
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,

FRANK X. CICOTT, Manager Railway Department.

72 & 74 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 39 & 41 Cortlandt St., New York.
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WMNTED
SUPPLY of 150,000 tons of Steel Rails,

and other Permanent Way Materials, to

be Manufactured in the Colony of New
South Wales.

Offkrs are hereby invited hy the Government of New South Wales,

and will be received by the Secretary for Public Works m Sydney,

and the Agent-General for New South Wales in London, up to

11.30 o'clock on the 30th day of December, 1896, from persons

willing to contract for the supply of 150,000 tons of steel rails and

the necessary (|uantity of Fish-plates, Fish-l)olts, and Spikes manu-

factured in the Colony of New South Wales, out of iron-ore and

other necessary minerals the natural product of, and with coal, coke,

or other fuel, smelted, gotten, and raised within, the said Colony,

upon the Terms and Conditions which can be seen at the Oifices of

the Minister of Public Works, Sydney (or the Agent-General for

New South Wales, London).

J. H. YOUNG,

Minister for Public Works.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS,
)

Sydney, 30th June, 1896. \
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BETHLEHEM IRON COMPANY,
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR.

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting, Cranks, Rolls,

Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE, lOO BROADWAY.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 421 CHESTNUT STREET.

CHICAGO OFFICE, MARQUETTE BUILDING.

Cambria Steel Rails.

1

Girder Rails, Grooved Rails and High Ts

FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

ADDRESSj

T Rails from 8 to 1 OO pounds per yard.
RAILWAY FASTET^INGS.

CAMBRIA IRON COMPAMY, Philadelphia,

NEW YORK CITY.—W. A. Washburne, 33 Wall Street.
CHICAGO, ILL.—C. J. Ellis, 1^09 Western Union Building.
DETROIT, MICH.—W. F. Jarvl^ & Co . Newberry Bull Ing.
TOLEDO. O.—W. E. C. Coxe. 401 Tlie NasOy.
ST. BAUL, MINN.—Geo. M. Kenyoii, 109 Endlcott Arcade.

SELLING AGENTS :-

1
1
1

CINCINNATI, O —Puchta, Fund .fe Co., S. W. Cor. Elm 8nd Pearl Streets.
ST. LOUIS, Mu.—Ezrah H. Llnley 714 716 N. Second Street.

OMAHA. NKB.—Jo.s. R. Leiimer, 303-30,5 S. Thirteenth Street.
ATLANTA, GA.—P. I. Stone & Co.
PITTSBURG, PA.—n. C. Morrison, 608 Times Building.

New York Switcii and Crossing Co

HOBOKEN, N. J.

Speciml- Track Work
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

'Yy/'e will be pleased to furnish any Railroad Co. with one of our Automatic Electric

Switches on trial. There is no attachment to be put on the cars, nothing to get out

of order. We have had one in use for the past two years. We will contract to turn your

switch for one-half the price it is costing you at present, or we will sell the switch outright,

which will pay for itself the first seven months. Write us about it.
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Testimonials furnished upon application.

No. 91. ONE INCH HIGH. DOUBLE BRACE TIE PLATE,

Applied at any point on the rail, and braces inside and outside of

head of rail. We make them in all styles and sizes,

to raise the rail to any height.

"In regard to your goods, I find they gi\c the very best of

satisfaction. Please hurry up our last order."

OUR No. 76 SINGLE BRACE SOLID BASE RAIL CHAIR.

Acknowledged to be the best Brace Chair on the market.

Especially adapted for light sections of girder rail.

" With an experience of building one or more roads a year for

the past six years, I have never found an3'thing to equal your goods.

They absolutely hold the track where placed, and especially so of

the lighter sections of rails."

These goods will stand severe hammering without fracture.

Will last longer underground than either wrought iron or steel.

Made to fit any heft of rail. Send short section of rail you wish

fitted. Tracks fitted with these goods remain true to gauge.

They are made in all styles and sizes.

Write us in regard to anything you require.

Best of references from those who have used all kinds.

All goods sold by us are fully protected by Patents.

No. 85 DOUBLE BRACE TIE PLATE,

Applied at any point on the rail, and braces inside and outside of

head of rail. We make them with single brace.

Dispenses with the use of Tie rods.

" We have used a great many car loads of your Double Brace

Plates and they give entire satisfaction."

OUR No. 59 JOINT BRIDGE,
for 52 pound Girder Rail.

Thoroughly supports the head and tram
of the Rail. Four years of service has
established the merits of this joint.

"This Company placed your Joint
Bridges under its new track three years
ago, and from that time to the present,
this track has not cost one cent for re-

pairs, and to-day is in as good condition
as the day they were placed under the
track."

Mark Railway Equipment Co. lil^'nticMc"
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THE CLEVELAND FROG ^ CROSSING CO
MANUFACTURERS OP

Electric and Cable Railway Special Work.
Of any size and weight Girder or "T" Rail.

PORTER ROCKING SWITCHES.
Safest and Most Durable Switch Made.

For Turnouts, Branch-ofifs and Derails at Railroad Crossings.

COMBINATION
Steam and Electric Railway Crossings.

Plans and Estimates Furnished on Application.

N. P. BOWI.ER, Pres.

nee, 14 Winter St. ) «i -iir'i
Offlee, 614 Cuyahoga BldK., V n| FVFI AnII 11
seiner Ave. &: N. Y. P. O. K. R.) U".fl.U«llU, U.

General Office, 14 Winter St
Engineer's
Works, Jlesse G. C. I.UCA8, Gen. Mmr.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SPECIAL

WORK,

Frogs, Switches, Curves.

Crossings, Rail Braces, Etc.

THE WEIR FROG CO.,
ClNCINNA-Tf, OHIO.

CONDUIT.
PINE CONDUIT, TREATED WITH DEAD Oil. OF COAIj

TAR, commonly called -TREO-SOTED CONDUIT."
Superior quality and workmanship. Prompt delivery

In any quantity. Estimates furnished. For
full iniormatlon and samples, address

WALWORTH & NEVILLE MFC. COMPANY,
BAY CITY, MICH.New York Ofllces

135 Hudson St.

EVERYTHING IN PRACTICAL

OPERATION.Railway Conduit

Electric Systems.
This Company is prepared to submit estimates of cost and to construct and thoroughly equip either the

LOVE CONDUIT OR IMPROVED BUDA-PESTH SYSTEMS
license roads to operate under such patents and protect against costs of patent litigation. It has in its Engineering

Department the best railway, mechanical atid electrical engineers.

Address all business communications to New York Office. ^

LOVE ELECTRIC TRACTION COMPANY,
No. 1 Broadway, New York.
Old Colony Bldg., Chicago.

GEN. G. M, DODGE, President.

ALBERT G. WHEELER, Vice-Pres and Gen'l Mgr.
G. W, McNULTY, Engineering Director.

Burnham & Duggan
RY. APPL. CO.

T'O Kilby St., - Boston, JMiass.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Adjustable and Flexible Trolley Wire Brackets,

Insulators, Rail Chairs, Transfer Tables, Railway Supplies.
SEND FOR CIRCUI-ARS AND P.VRITCUI,ARS.

(Patented

)
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THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 804-805 Gaff Building, 234 La Salle St., CHICAGO

Yards, GREEN BAY, WIS. CLARE, MICH. WAUKESHA, WIS.

WHRTHPRM QIIPPIV rrtMDANY
WUlilniljnii ourrLl lUlilrAWI,

Cedar Poles and Railway Ties.

Office, Old Colony BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Yards :

PESHTIGO, WIS., FISHER & NATHAN, MICH.

TROLLEY TIES and POLES
J. C. MeNaughton Co.

.*;03 Bourse Building,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE YODNG LOCK NOT COMPANY,
150 Broadway, New York City.

The Young Gravity Lock Nut, Teck Rail Bond,
Trolley Poles and Brackets, Relaying Rails, Bolts, Spikes,

Ties and all Track or Line Supplies and Tools,
Equipment.

CEDAR POLES, RAILWAY TIES.
YARDS:

CHICAGO; MENOMINEE, BAY CITY AND
A L PE N A., MICH.

EDi El AYERy 84 van Buren St., Chicago.

Wrought Iron Bridge Co.,

MANUFACTURERS
OF

.®®(5X5)®(iX?Ks)®(5xS)«<S^^

.®(s)®(SxS)®(s)®®»(SXiXs)(SX^

Ipon Poles

AND

Braekets

FOR

STREET RAILWAYS.

CANTON, OHIO

Metallic Frame ^Work for Cai- Barns,
F*ower Hovxses: aiacl S^iiiiilar

^triTCtiares-

STRUCTURAL WORK FOR STREET RAILWAYS.
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The Patent on Creaghead Flexible Bracket

covers the use of a flexible support in connect

tion with a bracket arm for the support of the
trolley wire and is fundamental. Avoid in =

fringers.

HANY STYLES.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL.

For Single and Double Track.

For Side or Center Poles.

For Wood or iron Poles.

THOUSANDS IN USE.

Creaghead

Flexible Brackets.
(Patented.)

COPPER ALLOY BONDING PINS,

TROLLEY INSULATORS,

EYE BOLTS,

CROSSINGS,

SWITCHES,

ETC.

No. 200.— Straight Line Insulator

THE CREAGHEAD ENGINEERING CO.,
M.ANrPACTURKKS OI'

Complete Overhead Equipment of Electric Railways.

8th Near Plum Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.



BRAKES WHEEIi5 FENDERS —

CRIP5 GEARING SAND BOXES

REGISTERS STOVES ELECTRIC WEATER5

CVRTAIN5 HEADLIGHTS CAR5EAT5
ELECTROLIERS
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CITY
OFFICE,

60T and 608
Bank of
Commerc*
Bailding.

CAR
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Street =Car Wheel Department,

GENERAL
OFFICE

AND

WORKS,
Spring Ave.
and Mo.

Pacifflo Ry.

Chilled Cast Iron

Street Car Wheels

of all kinds and

Sizes, made only of

Best Charcoal Iron,

cast in Contracting

or Plain Chills,

Guaranteed Per-

fectly Round.

ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN RY. CO.

Office of T. F. SNEED, _Geni<. Supt.
St. IvOuis, Sept. 19th, 1896,

RoBT. W. Green, Skc'v,
St. Ivouis Car Wheel Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Sir—Answering your questions regarding the service your wheels have given our road, we have referred to our records and
find the following, which ought to be as satisfactory to you as to ourselves, viz.: Since using electricity as a motive power (1890) we have
had from 300 to 400 of your wheels in daily use and have not had a single cracked or broken wheel in that time. We find the chill is

deep and uniform. Our average mileage for all of the wheels of your make applied to the motors in 1895, was 80,000 miles. Our cars
average from 120 to 170 miles per day and we do not average more than one wheel per month removed for flat spots in the wheel caused
by sliding, showing the chill to be hard as well as uniform. We have wheels of your make still in service that have made over 125,000
miles, and very seldom remove one that has made less than 50,000 miles.

As you know, our cars are large and heavy and we make very fast time and very quick stops with them, and we use nothing but what
we consider the best material in our rolling stock. We are very well pleased with, the results we have received in using your wheels.

Yours truly,

ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN RAILWAY CO.,
T. F. Sneed, Gen'l Supt.
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The Missouri Car & Foundry Co.

A Plain Talk About Wheels.

This Company makes wheels. It has made

wheels for twenty-eiiiht years, originally to go

under steam railroad freight cars built in our

shops— later on, upon orders received from those

who bought these cars and thought olu' wheels

worth using—and later still for street railway

service.

We l^egan making street railway wheels

hve or six years ago. St. Louis had become a

FIG. I.—SECTION OF 385 LB. 33 IN. WHEEL.

great street car building centre and was sending

cars all over the country. These cars had to

have wheels, and the St. Louis car builders

wanted us to furnish them. We did so, just as

we would fill any orders for foundry work, and

thought no more about it.

So it puzzled us a little when orders for

wheels began to come in upon us from street

railway companies all over the land—people we
had never heard of nor sought to reach. We
could hardly understand why they should think

that we were in the street car wheel business.

But pretty soon we found out that our wheels

on St. Louis built street cars had been giving a

service of 40,000, so, 000, ()0,ooo and even 70,000

miles, in places where such records had never

been known before. People were saying,

" Guess we had better have more of those St.

Louis wheels," and were sending in orders.

We began to realize that we could build up a

large street railway wheel business if we chose

FIG. 2.—SECTION OF 300 LB. 30 IN. WHEEL.

to do so. We did'nt know at first whether we
wanted it or not. The conditions were hard to

meet, competition was keen, prices low and,

worse than all else, " a wheel is a wheel " in

the minds of many purchasers.

We are making street railway wheels to-day

—

not for everybody, but for those who are will-

ing to spend one dollar to save five. We build
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an honest wheel and sell it at a fair price—at a

price which will yield us a profit even if a small

one. We will not make a dishonest wheel

under any circumstances, nor will we sell a

wheel below cost. We are not trying to drive

our rivals out of business and we are not suffer-

FIG. 3.—SECTION OF 385 I,B. 33 IN. WHEEI,.

ing from lack of orders in any branch of our

extensive business.

Here are a few specific reasons why our

wheels are worth what we ask for them.

We have studied irons and iron mixtures

for twenty-eight years. We have been obliged

to do it in order to build freight cars, trucks and

railroad wheels that will stand the severe tests im-

posed by railroad managers—who have learned

from long experience how seriously a single con-

signment of poor wheels will swell their operat-

ing expenses, to say nothing of damages from

accidents. That we understand wheel mixtures

pretty thoroughly may be inferred from the fact

that fifteen or twenty of the great railroad sys-

tems of the country are our regular customers

and order of us over 100,000 wheels per annum.

^ Now street railway wlieels require special

care in every step of their manufacture, and the

very best wheels possible to make cannot give

mileage records equal to those usual on steam

railroads. Electric railway service is exception-

ally hard on wheels for well known reasons.

We aim to mix our irons so as to make a

strong, tough and durable wheel with a deep

and well blended chill. We advise weights not

less than 130 to 400 lbs, for ordinary car speeds

and 500 lbs. for rapid interurban work. We
take the greatest pains— first to avoid, and

second, to detect blow holes or defects in cast-

ing of any kind. We advise the heaviest, thick-

est flanges possible to use on any specific road.

We use the best No. 3 and No. 4 Northern

and Southern charcoal irons with a certain per-

centage of "cold blast" iron, which is much more

expensive than hot blast iron, but gives great

toughness to the mixture. The Nos. i and

2 irons frequently used in wheel manufacture

show a soft and open grain and make wheels

that are strong, but have not good wearing qual-

ities. ^

We take great care in selecting our cokes

used in the melting. Poor coke containing sul-

phur is unsuitable, as the iron takes up the sul-

phur.

The iron is poured rapidly and at a very

high temperature and the wheels are left in the

annealing pits for four or five days. Test bars

are made with every wheel so that the depth of

a chill can be ascertained and recorded.

We proportion every part of the wheel so

as to have a large amount of gray iron to carry

the chill and give strength and elasticity to the

wheel.

FIG. 4.—SECTION OF 385 LB. 33 IN. WHEEL.

The wheels are carefully ground, preferably

after mounting on the axles. This mounting is

a service which we will perform in our own

shops if desired, as we consider the proper fit-

ting of wheels upon axles to be a matter of

great importance. The wheels are cast so close-
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ly to a true circle that not more than jV, in.

is ever taken off our wheels in the grinding, and

the amount is usually much less, so that the

chill is not in the least affected by this opera-

tion.

The illustrations given herewith show some

of our wheel sections most commonly ordered.

Fig. I is a 38s lb. 11 in. wheel used by the

Cincinnati, Newport & Covington Railway

Company. It has a 21-2 in. tread and a -^k in.

tlange \l in. wide. The total width of rim,

including flange and tread, is 3/= ins. and it has

a thickness of i :'a ins.

Fig 2 shows a 100 lb. 10 in. electric motor

wheel used in Topeka, Montgomery and else-

where. It has a 2H in. tread, a I'V, in. tlange,

lii in. wide, and the rim is v'4 ins. over all and

\H ins. thick. Note that the white and gray

irons are thoroughly mixed so that there is no

sharp line of demarkation detlning the chill.

Fig. 1 shows a 18s lb. 31 in. wheel made

especially for the Lindell Railway Company of

St. Louis, and one which has given remarkable

service. It has a 2H in. tread and a ^8 in. tlange.

FIG. 6. SECTION OF 560 LB. 36 IN. WHEEL.

TO in. wide. Its rim is V;8 ins. in width and i

ins. in thickness. One of the good points of

this wheel lies in the great foundation strength

of the tlange which can evidently be broken

only with great difficulty.

Fig. 4 is a section of a 38s lb. 33 in. wheel

used by nearly all the street railway companies

of St. Louis. It has a 2 in. tread, ,'V, in. Ilange.

lil in. wide and its rim is 1/b ins. wide and 2 ins.

thick.

Fig. s is a 440 lb. in. wheel used by

the St. Louis & Suburban Railroad Company.

FIG. 5. SECTION OF 44O LB. 33 IN. WHF;EL.

It has a 2]2 in. tread and in. flange, ins.

thick and its rim is 1-4 ins. over all and its

ins. thick. It is a strong wheel for interurban

work.

Fig. 6 is a 560 lb. 36 in. wheel used by the

St. Louis & Kirkwood Railroad Company for its

rapid interurban work. It is perhaps one of the

strongest and most perfect wheels for this char-

acter of service ever turned out. It has a ^Y^ in.

tread, a ''?> in. flange, i % ins. wide and a rim 4-)i

ins. in width and 2 ins. in thickness.

Fig. 7 is a 2"iOlb. 10 in. wheel used on the

cable cars of the Broadway Railroad Company
of St. Louis, and on the trail cars of other lines in

St. Louis. It has a 2 in. tread and a t'V, in. flange,

TTi in. wide, and its rim is ^ ins. over all and \ %
ins. thick.

Fig. 8 is a 22s lb. 24 in. wheel used largely

in St. Louis as the " pony" of maximum traction

trucks. It has a 2H in. tread and a ?h in. flange,

tI in. wide, and its rim is ins. over all and

\Y\ ins. thick.

Fig. Q shows the depth of a chill as indi-

cated by points in our wheels where the drills

refused to make further progress.

Particular attention is called to the well de-

fined chill in all these illustrations, together with

the almost perfect blending of the white and

gray irons. Such sections are not found where
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poor irons are used or where wheels are imper-

fectly made.

A good many street railway companies

seem to like our wheels and our methods of do-

ing business, it will be hard to find

an important city in the West where

our wheels are not used, while we
have been surprised as well as pleased

at receiving original orders and con-

tinued orders from such distant points

as Brooklyn (N. Y.), Atlanta (Ga.),

Chattanooga (Tenn.V Los Angeles

(Cal.), Oakland (Cal. ), Portland (Ore.),

Sacramento (Cal.), Seattle (Wash.),

Salem (Ont.), and others.

Full information about the re-

cords of our wheels may be had

from the principal systems in the

above and in the following cities chosen

almost at random from the list of our customers:

Atchison, Kan.; Aurora, 111.; Centralia, 111.; Cin-

cinnati, O,; Columbus, O.; Dallas, Tex.; Daven-

Memphis, Tenn.; Mobile, Ala.; Montgomery,

Ala ; "Nashville, Tenn.; Pueblo. Colo.; St. Joseph,

Mo.; St. Louis, Mo.; San Antonio, Tex.; Sioux

City, la.; Topeka, Kan.

I'IG. 7.—SECTION OF 230 LB.

30 IN. WHEEL.
FIG. 8.—SECTION OF 225 LB.

24 IN. WHEEL.

FIG. 9.—SECTION OF WHEELS, SHOWING DEPTH OF CHILL.

port, la.; Decatur, 111 ; Denison,Tex.; Des Moines,

la.; Detroit, Mich.; Evansville, Ind.; Galveston,

Tex.; Helena, Mont ; Indianapolis, Ind.; Jackson-

ville, Fla.; Knoxville, Tenn.; Kalamazoo, Mich.;

Lansing, Mich.; Little Rock, Ark.; Louisville, Ky.;

We guarantee our wheels to have an aver-

age life of 40,000 miles under ordinary condi-

tions of service. Those who are keeping records

of service tell us that they frequently make from

so,000 to 7s,000 miles. When
our wheels make less than

40,000 miles it is rarely

because of broken or sharp

flanges, and still more rarely

because the wheel is worn

down to the gray iron, but

usually because of " tlats.'^

Neither we ourselves nor any

one else can make a wheel

which cannot be Hatted.

The diamond is the hardest

substance known, yet it can

be cut by its own powder.

We can make a wheel which

cannot be flatted in any ordi-

nary street railway service,

but it would be a brittle

and, therefore, an extremely

dangerous wheel and one

entirely unsuited to street

railway requirements. We
do make a wheel that with proper treatment

and careful use of sand will not flat in service.

All correspondence addressed to the Mis-

soLui Car & Foundry Company, St. Louis,

Missouri, will have prompt attention.
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CAR WHEELS
FOK ALL. KINDS OF SERVICE.

SPECIAL PATTERNS FOR HEAVY
TRAFFIC AND HIGH SPEED. : : : :

CHICAGO.

GRIFFIN WHEEL

DENVER.

LARGEST CAR WHEEL ::::::::
MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

COUKESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

503 Western Union Building, Chicago, III
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MACHINED CAR WHEELS

Electric Service.

^1 SAFE f AND •*• D\JRABL-E. 1^

Our Machined WHEELS axe guaranteed true to l/6ith of an inch.

Our AXLES are guaranteed true to 3/lOOOths of an inch.

NEW YORK CAR WHEEL WORKS
General Offices and Works,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

New York Shops,

FOR FITTING AND REPAIR WORK,

Cor. West & Bank Sts.

ESTABLISHED 1836.

LoBDELL Car Wheel Co.
WILMIIVG^TOIV, DELAWARE, U. S. A.

The Oldest Car

Wheel Establishment

in the Country.

CAPACITY,

500 WHEELS
PER DAY.

MANUFACTURERS OF CHILLED WHEELS
OP ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTION FOR ELECTRIC, CABLE AND HORSE CARS, Etc.

Sixitable for all kinds of x*a.il{^. Criiarantee*! equal to any others made.
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EgiTM A. WHITNEY & SONS, CAR WHEEL WORKS, ^^^i^.
il l! I f « BVI 1^ S^^^"^' Electric, Cable and Horse Cars

^HILLtl^ Every Kind of Rolling Stock. Street Car
Wheels made since 1857 continuously.

nril3C^^ lA^LJCd O Castings for Railroad and other work, made toO I I llmEa^/ WW I I Em Im^^ specified strength and hardness.

OUIi OMILLEO WHEELS
(i) Are made of the very best wheel irons, used under chemical and physical tests in our own laboratory and

shops and from carefully proportioned patterns. In both these points our experience of nearly fifty years is of

great advantage.

{2) Are cast in " CONTRACTING CHILLS," giving a deep and uniform chilling effect, and making them accurately

round and smooth, so that no grinding is necessary, and the best wearing portion of the tread is thus preserved.

(3) Are THuROUGHLY ANNEALED in furnaccs constructed especially for this purpose.

(4) Are GUARANTEED to Stand the most severe railroad inspections, and against all defects of material or work-

manship, and to give a mileage at leasi equal to any chilled wheel made.

DeWitrs .

Common Sense

Sand Box Leads them all.

It is the only one on the market that can show
a record of three years' steady work, without
costing a cent for repairs. Used on many
roads in this and foreign countries.

SPECIFY THEIR USE IN

ORDERINO CARS

The Central Electric Co., Western Agents, 173-17S Adams Street, Chicago

E. F. deWITT & CO., lansingburgh, n. y

THE

street Railway Shoe.

Friction Equal to Soft
Cast Iron.

Wear Longer.

Will not Lock
the WHEELS.

No more FLAT
Wheels.

Will not CUT or

WEAR
the Wheels.

Cheapest and
Best.

Trial Sets FREE.

We Invite Competition.

A Universal and Standard Shoe

Kinzer Brake Shoes
AND CONNECTIONS.

(Patented.)

One Style Shoe for all Styles or Makes of

Trucks and Brake Beams.

St/

EFFICIENCY,

DURABILITY,

ECONOMY,

SIMPLICITY.

Send us Blue Print of

Heads.

and Connection for all Roads.

Write for Catalogue and information to

THE KINZER & JONES MFG. CO.,
These Shoes and Connections enable making quick,
easy stops without "jerking" or "bucking." lOI to UI Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa., U S. A.
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The Non=Freezin^

^1 Baker Car Heaters

ADAPTED TO STREET CARS.

Small Hot Water Heaters for Cable, Electric

and Horse Cars.

Can bo placed in 3Iotorniairs ll(»oiu, or Underneath Car.

Heatiiiii- Pipes Run Under Seats, or at Base of Seats.

No Seating" Room Tsiken by this System.

Also Smallest and Most Effective vStreet Car Stoves.

WILLIAM C. BAKER,
' Successor to
BAKER HEATER CO. 143 Liberty Street, New Yorii,

16to1,
GOLD OR SILVER,

IN ROLL FORM.

Put up in Boxes containing One to

vSixteen Rolls. Sizes J, x 3 '^f inches.

MONEY SAVED BY GILDING CARS WITH'

^___.^COE'S Gilding Wheel,
' Roll Gold and Aluminum Leaf.

W. H. COE MFC. CO.,
Send for Circular. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE " H. W. J." ELECTRIC CAR HEATER.

Simplicity, Effectiveness, Durability, Economy.

No Coils to Short-Circuit or Break, No Oxidation. Perfect Air Circulation. Easily Controlled and

Regulated by Patented Knife Switcin, Adjustable to Three Different Degrees of Heat.

MOULDED MICA: Trolley Line Insulators, Weather-proof Sockets, Etc.

VULCABESTON : Controller Parts, Field Spools, Bushings, Etc.

PRICES, ETC., ON APPLICATION.

H. W. JOHNS HANUFACTURINQ CO.,

NEW YORK.

87 Maiden Lane, New York.

CHICAGO.
BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA.
LONDON.

VAN DORN AUTOMATIC

Cable and Motor Coupler
For Cable, Electric and Elevated Cars.

Our latent Couplers are machine fllted. The follotvias nre a few of the
roiicis usiii^i; tbU Coupler : Milwaukee Street Railway Co., 500 Cars ; Electric
Traction Co., Philadelphia, 30t» Curs; WaHhinston and Ueorgeiown Uailway,
Washington, 4UO (!ar8 ; City and Suburban Railway Co., Baltimore, 350 Cars;
Italtiuiore City I'aMsenser Railway, Baltimore, 300 Cars; Baltimore Traction Co.,
Kaltimore, 250 Cars, and all new Cars ofMetropolitan Street Railway,Washington.

FITZGERALD-VAN DORN CO.,

""^Se^erai^kanager. 1336 Moiiadnock Bldg., Chicago.
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The Safety

Car Heating
and Lighting Co.,

160 Broadway, New York,

PINTSCH SYSTEM Car and Buoy Lighting.

This company controls in the United States the celebrated

Pintsch System of Car and Buoy Lighting It is economical,

safe, efficient, and approved by railway managers and the Light

House Board of the United States, and has received the highest

awards for excellence at the World's Expositions at Moscow,

Vienna, St. Petersburg, London, Berlin, Paris, Chicago and

Atlanta. 70,000 cars, 3,200 locomotives and 560 buoys are

equipped with this light.

STREET RAILWAY LINES.
This system of Lighting has also been adopted by the

Broadway and Third Avenue Cable Lines of New York ; the

North and West Chicago and the Chicago City Railway Lines

of Chicago ; the Olive Street Railway of St. Louis ; the

Columbus Central Electric Line of Columbus, Ohio ; the

Metropolitan Street Railway of Kansas City and the Denver
Cable Lines of Denver, Colorado. These roads have 2,400

cars equipped with this light.

CAR HEATING by-

Steam Jacket System, Hot Water Circulation.

Return and Regulating Direct Steam System.

Automatic Steam Couplers
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Over 3600 Cars
In the United States and Canada are equipped witli oup

ELECTRIC HEATERS
Some Reasons Why:

1. Our Heater coils are so constructed as to give the largest amount of heating surface and at the same time
prevent short circuiting.

2. Over 50,000 of our heater coils are in use, many of them for over 4 years, and there has never been a recorded
case of failure.

3. Our heat regulating devices, including three and five point switches, enable the operator to regulate very
closely the amount of current consumed by the heaters, and thus run the heaters at a minimum of expense.

MOST OTHER HEATERS ON THE MARKET HAVE PROVEN
FAILURES. THE REMAINDER ARE EXPERIMENTAL.

For Catalogue and further information, address '

CONSOLIDATED CAR-HEATING COMPANY,
208 Western Union B'Idg., Ill RANV N V Coaticook, P. Q.,

Chicago, III.
Mtonill,!!. I. Canada.

American Electric Heating Corporation,
BOSTON -CHICAQO.

Successful car heating consists of uniform distribution of the heat applied. This is accom-
plished in the most complete and simple manner by the American Heaters. Three heats, two circuits and
all heaters in operation throughout their entire length when any are in service. Heaters to suit any

arrangement of car seats. Double break single, or regulating switches as desired. All details bear the

stamp of good engineering.

Send for sample set of heaters. Write for catalogue.

General Offices, Boston, Mass.

New York, Havemeyer Building. Philadelphia, Betz Building-, Mayer & Englund.

Baltimore, H. Lee Clotworthy & Co., 210 N. Charles St. Chicago, Carter H. Fitz-Hugh, UiM Monadnock Building.

Detroit, Michigan Electric Co. Cincinnati.

nOLD^ ELECTRIC HEATERS
Will give nearly twice the results of any other Heater on the

market, or equally as good results at about half the cost.

Send for Circulars and further information...

Gold Street Car Heating; Co.

668 Rookery,

CHICAQO, ILL.

No. 6 Bridge Stores,

NEW YORK CITY.
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McGUIRE MANUFACTURING CO.,
CHIC7XGO, ILL.

The Columbia Ha^azine Cast Iron

Street Car Heater.
(E=^T:E:iTTEID.)

The only PRACTICAL, RELIABLE, ^ ^^^'^^ful Tests last winter show that Electric

S Heating Costs NINE (9) Times as nuch as
ECONOniCAL Heater > stoves. Can you afford it ? : : : : : : :

No need of ciit-

tiiii;' or mutilat-

ing tlie car or

seats.

Supported above

the seat, but not

touching: it.

Cool Exterior,

does not burn the

seat, nor make

passengers in

contact witli it

uncomfortable.

Can be set up

or removed in ten

minutes.

Can be set on

floor of cross-seat

car.

OVER 4,000 IN USE IN ELECTRIC AND CABLE CARS.

Self-feeder, re-

(juiring no atten-

tion from conduc-

tor for 12 liours.

Economic a 1,

costs 10 cents per

day to heat a 20

foot car in cold

weather.

o®o
Handsome ap-

pearance, nicliel

plated frame and

Iiardwood finish.

r>®<^

Cast iron stove

will not burn out,

O®^
Clean, no dirt,

ashes, nor coal,

except tliat carri-

ed in tlie maga-

zine.

M. K. BOWEN,
Superintendent.

Office OF CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY CO.,
2020 STATE STREET.

TESTS ON HEATING CARS, CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.
During last severe winter 76 motor cars with anthracite-coal stoves of maeazine or self-feeding pattern, and 10 motor cars with two types of electric

heaters were operated. Cars 21 feet long, with no vestibule. Back and front doors opened occasionally in actual service. Tests were made for heating cars
to 35° F. above oiitside temperature.

Hard coal delivered to burns cost 5s.35 per ton. Stove consumed 1% pounds per hour.
Coal delivered at power station at $1.40 per ton. Electric heaters consumed 6.2 amperes. Electric Heaters. Hard-Coal Stove.

Estimated interest at 6 per cent. Electric heaters at $50.00 and Stoves at $25.00 0082 .004 1

Estimated depreciation lo per cent Electric heaters, and 20 per cent Stoves 01 37 .01 37
Repairs and care 0020 ,0067
Cost power or fuel consumption 6360 .0803

Total cost per car day of iS hours 6599
M. K. BOWEN. Superintendent.

.1048

New York Office, 1312 Havemeyer Building, 122-132 N. SANGAMON STREET.
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F A ESTEP Pres and Treas. JOHN R. McGINLEV, Vice-Pres. F. S. MARTIN, Supl. of Works.

R. D. NUTTALL CO.,
179 to 189 Grant Ave., Allegheny, Pa.

GE7=SiRS. PINIONS
HND BEMRINGS.

THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
IN THESE LINES.

•^AS GOOD AS NUTTALL'S."

We are the originators of this Bearing Metal.

Both price and metal are giving the utmost satisfaction.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Union Standard Trolley,
Adopted and made standard by Westinghouse and

General Electric Companies

TROLLEY POLES, HARPS AND WHEELS.

BRANCH OFFICES

Mayer & Englund, 1211 Betz Bldg., PhlladelpMa, Pa. , Middle States Sales Dept.

Chas. N. Wood. 180 Summer St., Boston. Mass., New England States Sales Dept.

Standard Ry. Supply Co., Monadnock Blk., cnicago. 111 , N W. States Sales Dept.

A. S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce Bldg.,St. Louis, Mo , S.W. States Sales Dept.

CUas. A. Cavagna, 107 E. FUtU St., Cincinnati, O., Central States Sales Dept.

Edward P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St.. BufTaio, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.

Schmlnke & Newman, New Orleans Sales Department, No. 321 Magazine Street,

New Orleans, La.

Joshua eendy Machine Works, Paclflc Coast Sales Department, No. 38 Fremont

St., San Francisco, Cal.
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NEW PROCESS
RAW-HIDE

The Original ! The Genuine ! The Approved

!

AS STEEL IS TO IRON, SO IS NEW
PROCESS RAW-HIDE TO ALL

OTHER RAW-HIDE.

THE NEW PROCESS RAW -HIDE CO.,
PATKNTEES AND S01>.E IVIANIIFACTrREllS. SypaeusGr N. Y.,U. S. A.

ELECTRIC MOTOR
GEARS
AND

PINIONS

For the General

Electric and
Westinghouse

I
systems only.

I

A. Mertes Mfg. Co.,

ALLEGHENY. PA.

IDERMAGLUTINE
NOISELESS AND EQUAL TO STEEL.

IMPROVKD PROCESS RAWHIDE FOR ELECTRIC STREET CAR
AND niECHANICAl, PURPOSES.

MANDFACTURED ONLY BY

A. GROETZINCER & SONS,
271 RIVE R AVE., ALLEGHENY CITY, PA.

Wearing qualities unsurpassed by any other similar article on the market.
Actual service has demonstrated It superior to steel. Send for catalogue and
price list. All orders will receive prompt attention. Excellent facilities for
the manufacture of this article on a large scale. Give It a trial.

HORSBURGH& SCOTT
CLEVELAND, O.

We still keep a
large slock of...

DOUBLE

REDUCTION

Gears
and

Pinions

Read the following Decision and then

ask if we make Trolleys.
' It is not intended by the above order ( meaning tlie injunction ordti

granted March i8th, 1896) to enjoin the defendants against the sale of

trolley stands, or troUej^ wheels or trolley harps, by way of replacing

such individual parts in car equipments, embodying the patented coml)i-

nations, which may have been previously sold by the complainant to

purchasers, in cases where such parts have been Ijroken, worn out by
use, or are otherwise inefficient, but this permission does not give
authority to reconstruct or rebuild a combination which has been sold

by the complainant."

Wrile to IIS for prices 011 Trolleys, Trolley Wlu'els. Harps, (liears. Pinions, etc.

The SIMONDS MANUFACTURING CO./'"l'"s'«.'"
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CHARLES SCOTT SPRING CO.,

CHARLES SCOTT Pres. and Treas.

CHARLES SCOTT, Jr., Hanager.
Wn. V. KELLEY, 1421 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

CHAS. M. PARKER, 1402 Union Trust BIdg., St. Louis.

NEW MARKET ST.

^> SPRINGS OF MUL DESCRIPTIONS

TROLLEY AND BRUSH HOLDER SPRINGS
are guaranteed to be the best in the market, retaining their tension longer

than springs of any other manufacturer. All sizes kept in stock. We
will gladly send on approval a set of six springs for General

Electric Trolley stands, upon receipt of request.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE VOU OF THE MERIT AND SOPERIORITY OF OUR SPRINGS.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
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AARON FRENCH, Pres. (iKO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOIiLB, Sec. and I rea.s.

J. E. FRENCH, V. Pres. Oen. Manager. P. N. FRENCH, (Jen. Supt.

A. FRENCH SPRING CO.,
^ ' i PITTSBURGH, P7^.

||||^
^

Street, Cable and Motor Car Service

OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

NEW YORK, 88 Boreel Building. ST. LOUIS, 505 Union Trust Building. CHICAGO, 1414 Fisher Building.
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HYATT FLEXI ROLLER BEARINGS
— FOR

—

OA.
A great saving in power is effected by the

use of these bearings and their durability is attested

by years of service.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
450 MARKET STREET,

Newark, N. J.
New York Office, 1306 Havemever BIdg.,

26 Cortlandt St.

Pittsburgh Steel Hollow-Ware Co.,

Office, 43 Federal St., Allegheny, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOR STREET CARS, STEAM ROADS AND
STEAMSHIPS, YACHTS ETC.

SEAMLESS STRUCTURAL CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Rolled Steel Gongs.

Foot Gongs and At-

tachments for

Street R. R.

Cars.

The Most Dura>

ble Gong
Made.

p. O. BOX 216. WORKS, 718 to T32 HANOVER ST.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

TOIVI L. JOHNSON'S

St. Louis Oar Company's
IMPROVED FARE BOX.

I

Patented Oct. 14, 1873.

CHEAPEST AND BEST.

BOX KO. 2.

Fares Cannot be Extriicted or

' xes Robbed without violence.

Iloads Equipped with Boxes on

I ial, and if not satisfactory, re

1 rned without any expense to the

inpaiiy trying them.

Ornamental to any Car.

Special Sizes built to order.

NOTICE.—All piirties are cau-

t )Hed against using fare boxes re-

atly placed on the market which

e direct infringements on our

patents. BOX MO. 8.

REDUCED PRICES. Write for Descriptive Circular and Price List.

ST. LOUIS CAR
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF HORSE, ELECTRIC, CABLE AND ALL OTHER MOTOR GARS.

30a3 TVorth Broadway, St. Loixis, Mo.
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The International ^1-

I Register Company

''Iron Clad" Numeral Register.

^^^^^^^^^^^^

Guaranteed for Five Years.

SAIWPLE SENT ON TRIAL FREE OF CHARGE.
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THE MEAKER
Portable, Stationary and Combination

REGISTERS

Our Registers are in use in All the

Principal Cities.

OUR NEW
PORTABLE.

a^rtLd. rrLOt 1037-

part fig-cLxes,

part d.ots,

ar:Ld_ part

dasln-es a^s

in all 01oc3^

lESeg-isters.

Our New 1894 Stationary. (Cases in Nickel or Bronze.)

Three Figure Trip. Face Protected by One -Fourth Inch BeYel Plate Glass.

The name of the Company Purchasing will he placed on the face of all

Machines ordered unless otherwise directed.

23
FOR REFERENCE, TERMS, ETC., ADDRESS

MEAKER MANUFACTURING GG.

Office and Factory,

rAcsiMn^E OF Fi«rRE8 rsKD
uSI;D by 500 RAILWAY COMPANIES.IN STATIONARY REGISTER.

POSTAL TELECRAPH IN OFFICE.

NORTH CHICAGO, ILL
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Highest Award Atlanta Exposition.

Increase Your Dividends.
Register Your Transfers Separately.

Think it Over Carefully.

DOUBL.B REGISTER INDICATING liAST REGISTRATION.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS ON APPLICATION.
SAMPLES SENT ON TRIAL.

THEP IIIIVEI eon BECISTEI) CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Famous " New Haven " Fare Registers.

SINGLE-DOUBLE- TRIPLE.

NTF^W HA^EN, CONN., U. S. ^

Hi§:hest Award C^^^^i^bian Exposition.
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RAILWAY REGISTER
Manufacturing' Oo.

ALL STYLES OF PORTABLE and STATIONARY REGISTERS.
ALSO FULL LINE OF

BRASS FIXTURES,

LEATHER GOODS, Etc., Etc.

Alarm Ree:isterine; Punch,

Especially adapted for any number

of cash fares, tickets and transfers.

Adopted by the Melbourne Tramway

& Omnibus Co. , of Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, for their entire system.

Thousands of these registers in use in this country and Canada, and have stood the test for years.

No matter what system or different rates of fares you have on your road we can

furnish you with a register that will meet your requirements.

NEW MO NITOR R EGISTER.

Sliowiug the Largest Figures yet In-

troduced on any Register. 1^ MODEL REGISTER

--^ SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO EXPORT ORDERS.
FOR PRICES AND FVIuIj PARTICULARS, ADDRESS,

EDWARD BEADLE, Manager, 1193 Broadway, New York City, N. Y,

Full line of Samples at our Pacific Coast Office, 1630 IVIarket St,, San Francisco, Cal., F, T. HULL, Agent.
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Sterling
' Brakes,
Fenders,
Sand Boxes,

^ Registers.

Sterling Supply & IVIfg. Go.
97 BANK STREET,

New York.
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Air=Brakes that brake !

A valued friend recently wrote to us as follows :

" I have just this morning read jj^our American advertisement in the July Journal and have looked over with
gaping admiration your German advertisement also. I think the first one, on the A. B. & C. Road, is one of the
best you have ever brought out, and is an exceedingly clear and forcible presentation of the point you wish to make. '

'

It's a pleasure to know that our advertisements are read by competent critics. Buyers

read them, also, and our printed pages often result in contracts. We cannot do better than partly

reproduce that page. A good thing will bear repetition. It may be that some who were on their

vacations when the A. B. C. page originally appeared, failed to see it. We trust they will see it

iiozv, and not only see it, but learn the lesson it inculcates, by contracting for the reliable air-

brake that carried off the contract in Ohio. Performance is worth more than gush or "padded" ads.

" An Interesting Chronological Exhibit.

i8g6. The Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Railroad
Company ordered Air-Brakes from a concern which
will be " nameless" here. Ten were put in serv-

ice.
.
(See page 88 of the Street Railway Jour-

nal, February, 1896.

)

Jan. 6. The Standard Air Brake Company asked the
- privilege of putting t^wt- air-brake in service against

the nameless concern's ten, offering in case the

"Standard" failed to do everything claimed for

it, The Standard Air-Brake Companj^ would remove it free of expense and, in addition, pay for any time lost

through detention of car. Fair, was it not ?

fan. T2. Privilege kindly granted and one "Standard" air-brake was ordered "conditionally," with the promise
that a eompetitive test would be made. That was what we were aching for!

Feb. 2j. One " Standard " air-brake was put in service. It was a case of ten against one! Everything was appar-
ently immensely in favor of the nanieless concern. Had the " Standard " broken down or gotten out of order.

The A. B. C. road would have had nothing further to do with " vStandard " air-brakes.

May 2j. End of the three months' trial. During all of this time the "Standard" worked perfectly; neither

required repairs nor did it break down. That tells volumes!
May 28. Order received by The Standard Air-Brake Company from The Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Railroad

Company for equipping all of its new cars, ten in number, with air-brakes. The cut shows the style of cars.

They will make as high as 48 miles an hour. The grade approaching Akron from Cuyahoga Falls is over 13

percent. Naturally the officials don't want any /;//]' about the efficiency of brakes on such grades.

The " nameless " concern advertises they lead " others follow." (Hardly!)
It should be stated that still another air-brake was tried for a time, while ours was being tested against the

" nameless." It came to an untimelj' end. Its remains lie at the car-barn awaiting interment, with " None so poor
as to do it reverence.

'

'

Such, in brief, are Plain Tales from the (Ohio) Hills. We build Air-Brakes to last, and are not ashamed to

look buyers in the face. We know we are the severest critics of our workmanship and materials. Buy " time-tested
"

air-brakes. Don't let yourself be side-tracked through fairy tales. Consult " A Microscopic Parallel " in our new
catalog, ready for gratuitous distribution."

The Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Railroad Company equipped all its new cars (eleven) with
" Standard Air-Brakes only. The management, when they started the road, bought another

type. This, however, was before they had seen the " Standard." If that other type had been a

success, do you suppose the Akron, Bedford & Cleveland management would have refused io buy

more of them?

Why did they buy " Standard" Air-Brakes at a higher price?

They know! So do the motormen! So do we! So can you, if you take the trouble to

investigate] Ocular evidence of daily, successful operation is the best proof!

The Standard Air=Brake Company,
("THE PIONEERS,")

E. J. WESSELS, General Manager. 100 Broadway, New York City.

^ 't^gS^See. our announcements on inside offront cover and on page 11 j.
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CAR EQUIPPED WITH AXLE CONNECTED BRAKE.

(copy.^

THE AKRON, BEDFORD & CLEVELAND RAILROAD CO.,

Akron, O., .September ig, 1S96.

G. E. Pratt, e;su.,

Philadelphia, Penna.

DEAR Sir.—Replying to your inquiry of the 17th inst., we are still using the Hunt Air Brake on eleven of the Jackson & Sharp

cars, eight of which have been in operation about one year. Our service is extremely severe on trucks and brakes as we run at high

speeds and have numerous curves and steep grades. None of the Hunt equipments have been thrown out, although some of the wearing

parts have been replaced.

On a level line like the Cleveland & Elvria with which I am also connected and which has eight cars equipped with the Hunt Brake

very trifling repairs have been necessary and the brakes are apparently still in good condition. Yours very truly,
^ ^ ^ WILL CHRISTY.

NOTE.—We are dealing with an intelligent body of railway managers, and we do not propose to make, neither

will we tolerate vipon the part of any of our employes, any unsavor}- remarks or criticisms upon the apparent

hear.'-ay or manufactured misfortune of our competitors.

^^^^E OFFER to the Railways two styles of Air Brakes. For speed of eight (8) to ten

(lo) miles per hour. ^ Our Axle Connected Brake, which we have recently

improved, for speed of twenty (20) or more miles per hour under any conditions.

Our Independent Motor Brake, Automatic, Perfectly Noiseless in Action,

Reliable, Always Ready, Requiring Little Current, Inexpensive to Operate, Occupying

but Little Room. Indispensable for Safety.

We guarantee our work. Invite closest inspection.

Our Brakes will do all we claim and we stand right back of our claims.

The Hunt Air Brake Company,
Pittsburgh Office, -pv

FERGUSON BLOCK. ^ PITTSBURGH, rA.

Works: New Kensington, Westmoreland Co., Pa.

A. E. HUNT, President. G. E. PRATT, Secretary and General Manager.
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HUNT AIR BRAKE CO.
Olfice, 701 Ferguson Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Works, New Kensington, Pa.

CAPACITY. 175 OUTFITS PER IVIONTH.

Tlie Only Manufacturers of Street Car Air Brakes in the

WORLD having their own works.

EQUIPPED WITH HUNT AIR-BRAKES.

We would earnestly request the street railway managers who contemplate having"

their cars ecjuipped with power brakes to investigate our brakes before deciding what stand-

ard is to be used ; and to this end we would gladly afford to any street railway man who
will make known his desire to inv^estigate, every facility for a practical demonstration of the

workings of the brake upon cars in actual service.

It is our intention to make every equipment operate to tlie entire satisfaction of the

purchaser, andwe stand ready at all times to carry out our guarantees in every particular,

and we would thank our customers to promptly notify us of any failure of the brake to

properly perform its work.

Gr. E. PFtA^TT, S^ect-etsxT-y and Grenei*al IVTanager.

New York Office, Represented by J. C. McGUIRE, Havemeyer Building.
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Christensen's

Improved Air Brake
With Pump
on Axle.

T) ARTlClUvAR attention is called to the enclosed, self-contained constrnction of the puni]), insnring freedom

from damage I)y dnst, perfect lubrication, absolute and unx-arying alignment between pump cylinder and

ax.le, which features guarantee dural)ility and efficiency and are all fully covered hy letters patent, claim five of

Christensen's U. S. Patent No. 534,813, February 26, 1895, reading as follows :

-^-.C,,„ln,lli„gV,-.l

Slrt-c-t Uv. Jourual

Fig. I.—SINGLE CAR EQUIPMENT.

" III ail Jiir pump foi' brakes, a closed casing mounted on and inclosing a part of one of

the axles of the ear, and provided with a pump cylinder at one end of said casing

and forming part thereof, in combination with an eccentric on said axle within

tlie casing, and a pump piston in said cylinder operatively connected with said

eccentric, and all included in the casing and cylinder, a suction valve case and a

discharge valve case on the cylinder, and an air reservoir connecting with the

discharge valve case, all substantially as described."

Which claim is further sustained by the sixth, seventh and eighth clauses of the same patent.

After having spent 5^ears in perfecting this device, both theoretically and practically, we have given the

S5'stem a thorough test of one year in actual and continuous service on several single and double truck cars in

this city—before considering that we were warranted in claiming that we have a device that has merits and will

be of actual l)enefit when adopted.by the Street Railway people of this country.

Fig. 2—MOTOR AND TRAILER CAR EQUIPMENT.

Having thus demonstrated the success of our apparatus and being convinced that in all details fve have
practically arrived at perfection, we now place this brake upon the market, believing that it will be

welcomed by progressive managers as a solution of the vexatious problem of an efficient, economical, dural)le,

labor and life saving system of braking surface cars.

A full description of this Brake appears in the reading paees of this issue.

For further particulars and prices, address

P. O. Box 246.

Seamless Structural

(Skk Next Page.)

Company,

Wis.
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CHRISTENSEN'S
IMPROVED AIR BRAKE

INDEPENDENT
MOTOR SYSTEM.

PATENTS APPIilED FOR.

IniltrpeiKleiil nioioi- CIoiiipreHHor.

Indepeiident Motor Compressor.

Controller Ilnndle.

In placing this system upon the market, oin- claim for favorable consideration

is Ijased upon the following essential features :

SIMPLICITY OF CONSTRUCTION, insuring durability and avoidance of frequent
overhauling and repairs.

PERFECT SYSTEM OF LUBRICATION, reiiuiring attention only once in four months.

NOVEL VALVE ARRANGEMENT, doing away with all springs and small or delicate

parts, and giving full and unobstructed passage for air, through both suction

and discharge. The crank shaft and bearings thereon being exceptionally large,

there is little danger that they will require attention except at wide intervals. Par-

ticular pains have been taken to render all other working parts very easy of access.

The construction is entirely self-contained and compact.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH CONTROLLER.—The controller cuts out the current from the

motor when the maxinuun pressure is reached in the reservoir, and the arrangement
of the controlling valve is such that ui)on releasing the brake the motor-
man can start up the pump by a slight further motion of the handle, or

in case he does not desire or neglects to do so, the controller will auto-

matically restore the current when the pressure in the reservoir is reduced
to the minimum. Thus, providing the motorman uses the further

motion of the handle after each stop, the pump will restore the maxi-
mum pressure before reaching the next station, and all stops will then be
made with the same air pressure and the pump will never run in stations.

The lubrication of the few working parts of this automatic mechan-
ism is thoroughly provided for, and with one supply of oil the parts will

be perfect!}' lubricated for at least four months.
The controlling valve is perfectly balanced and works with uniform

ease, and as the operation of the valves is equivalent to regrinding, the

seat is kept always perfect and there is no po.ssibility of the valve binding
on its seat.

The same idea of perfect lubrication already referred to in the pump
and automatic switch controller is also carried out in the construc-

tion of this valve, as there is a large space which is filled with oil

in sufficient quantity to keep the valve lubricated for a period of

several months.
This system has been in operation on the Metropolitan West Side

Elevated R. R. in Chicago for the past five months. Its operation

sustains all claims made in this and in the article above mentioned.
This construction of pump is at present made in two sizes for

railroad use, but can, of course, be made for any service and of any
capacity and to be run by motor or belt as desired.

See full description in reading pages of this issue.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

SEAMLESS STRUCTURAL GO.,
p. O. Rox 246^Milwaukee. Wis.

Automatic Switch Controller. (See preceding page.)
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Sterling

Safety

Brake.

QUICK AND POSITIVE

ACTION.

The STERLING SAFETY BRAKE has met
with ins ant favor. Its double chain connec-
tion and double sprocket wheel, give quick
and positive action to brake shoe and almost
absolute safety. The gearing between brake
post and sprocket wheel affords great power.

BY

Sterling Supply and Manufacturing Company,

97 BANK STREET, NEW YORK.

MAKERS ALSO OF STERLING FARE REGISTERS, STERLING SAND BOXES, STERLING FENDERS AND DIRECT

HANDLERS OF SNOW SWEEPER RATTAN.
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97 PER CENT, of all persons struck by this Fender have been saved

;

and 99 PER CENT, of those saved were not injured.

Three Thousand of our Fenders and Wheel-Guards are now in service on cars in

the following Cities and Towns:
Jersey City, Bayonne, Newark, East Orange,

Orange, West Orange, Bloomfield, Belleville, Irving-

ton, Elizabeth, Elizabethport, Plainfield, Hoboken,
Passaic, Rutherford, and Paterson, in the State of

New Jersey.

®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

New Brighton, Stapleton and Port Richmond,

Staten Island, N. Y., Richmond, Va., St. Louis, Mo.,

Hartford, West Hartford, Unionville, Farmington,

and Waterbury in Connecticut. Fitchburg, Fall

River and Leominster, Mass., and Washington, D.C.

Some Important features of the Providence fender.

S: THE FENDER IS STRONG AND ELASTIC SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION.

INEXPENSIVE TO REPAIR.

All rigid parts on front of car are covered by a resilient shield, protecting the body when struck,

Can be instantly dropped to the track at the will of the motorman and can be raised again to position

without stopping the car. Can be folded against dashboard, is easily detached from cars and trans-

ferred from one end of car to the other, or transferred from one car to another.

All Fenders and parts interchangeable. Average cost of keeping Fenders in repair, less tJian

forty cejits per montli. Is endorsed by every road that has it in use. Four Separate Equipments fur-

nished, ranging in price from $35.00 to $95,00 per car.

, Send for Catalogue Giving Full Information, to

THE CONSOLIDATED CAR FENDER CO.

181 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.
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Shields' Patent

Automatic Car Fender
Fully guaranteed lo meet all reasonable re<iuirements.

Perfectly Automatic and a Practical Fender.

Made of Spring- vSted, vStroiig and l)ural)Ie. Reasonaljle in Price.

FOR PARTICUr.AKS ADDRl'.SS,

SIIIBLDH I'ATKNT. D. P. SHIELDS, 3202 Pine Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

3- Electric and Railway Supplies
OUR

RATCHET BRAKE HANDLE
I'atfiitcil .\pril Ki, iSy,

4500 in Use

Electric Supplies
Electric Wires

This RATCHET HANDLE is

furnished complete with Steel

Stub End ready for welding

to shaft. All wearing parts

are made of steel to templets

and are interchangeable.

Car Trimmings,

Carbon Brushes,

Motor Bearings,

Trolley Parts,

Gear and Pinion Wheels,

Commutator Bars,

Commutator Mica,

Rheostat Parts,

Sheet Mica and

Mica Cut to Size.

Trolley Wire,

Span Wire,

Feeder Cable,

Guy Wire,

Track Wire,

Rail Bonds,

Special Wires,

Plain and Flexible

for Electric Cars.

ST

Central Union Brass Co.
Manufacturers and Dealers in

REET RAIL-WAY SUPPLIES
ST LOUIS, :v:o.

THE R. WOODMAN MFG. & SUPPLY CO.

«

463 OLIVER ST., BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
MANUFAOTUKKRS OF THB

R. Woodman Celebrated Cast Steel Ticket Punches. T
Almost universall.v used in this country and abroad on Electric Tram and Cable and Steam Roads

tor tne cancelation of transfer and other tickets, where they give perfect satisfaction. We also Mr
manuiacture a full line of Patent Lead Seals, Wires and Patent Sealing Presses used In Sealing Elec-
trie Meters. Freight Cars, Water Works, and for a number of other purposes. Descriptive clrcu-
lars of these goods will be sent on application. Correspondence solicited.

Every <<cnulno Kollpr Iiiih the iiniiie of iiiniiiifnctiirer,
STEWART IIAKT8IIORN, in Mcript on label.

Special rollers for street and steam railway- cars. Brackets
suitable for all cla.sses of fittings. Used all over the
world wherever cars are run.

STEWART HARTSHORN CO.

NKW VOIIK, 48(; «r«a.lway.
>'«'•'«'•''•

CUICAOO, 203 & 20.'» .Jackson St. E. NEWARK, N. J.
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Method of Lowering as far
as desired.

Hartman's
Patent
Improved

Adjustable

Hand

Strap
For Street, Trolley and all

Passenger Railway Cars.

The cut represents an improved form of hand
strap which is adjustable to the height of the

person using it, being so constructed that by
drawing the lever down by means of pendant
attached, the strap can be lowered to any
desired point witliin a distance ofJift'Vti inches.

On releasing pendant the strap is automati-

cally checked, and remains at such point until

let go of, when it returns to its original posi-

tion which is the usual length of the straps

now ill use, and works as an ordinary strap

until pendant is drawn down again.

The strap is of leather, and the frame of metal

and finished in either nickel, bronze or japan.

The frame will last indefinitely, and straps

can readily be replaced at any time by any one.

To put in place, it is only necessary to lap

supporting loop over bar, and fasten to frame,

as shown in cuts. Prices upon application
;

state number wanted If desired will nego-

tiate sale of patent right.

Electrically Operated For use upon
Trolley Roads.

Track Switch,

COMMENDED BY
PRACTICAL RAILWAY MEN.

Motonnan operates with his foot by means of removable push
set in the platform.

It is not nece.ssary to .stop the car to turn the switch.

Construction simple and durable.

Installation requires no change in arrangement of the

trolley wire.

Full particulars upon application.

Will sell patent right, but prefer to join company or take partner

for its manufacture and sale.

HENRY A. HARTMAN 221 6 Locust St.,

Philadelphia

HOT PRESSED STEEL PINONS Patented April 12, 1892,

FOR ALL ELECTRIC SYSTEMS.

Cold

Drauin

Steel

Trolley

Poles.

SHOWING APPROXIMATE SIZE OF BILLET TO PINION.

PINION BILLET BILLET
PINION

GE.800. WESTINGHOUSE N93.

By our process, which consists of taking a block of solid steel and heating it and putting it in suitable dies and subjecting it to a pressure

of over 1,000,000 pounds, we make the finished pinion. No machining of teeth required.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE UNITED STATES PROJECTILE CO., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND LIST OF ROADS USING THEM.
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We Shall Have a

Little Show at St. Louis.

And hope for an opportunity of presenting to

our friends wliat we have for tlie coming season

—improvements, of course (we try not to stand

still for a year). The cable cintain for open

cars, the pinch handle for closed ; these are the

most popLilar. We liave made changes and

modifications in both these styles and believe

you will be interested in what we have to

show. We have also an extensive line of en-

tirely new patterns and colorings in waterproof

material Oakette, besides several patterns which

we have gotten out in terries. We shall be pre-

pared to figiu'e with you for any work you may
have in view, and believe that we can show
you satisfactory prices."

THE E. T. BURROWES CO.

Curtain Makers. Portland, Maine. I

Pantasote
For Car Curtains,

Seat Coverings

and Headlinings.

Car
Curtains.

Is the best material for open or closed car cur-

tains, because it is thoroughly water proof and

does not mildew or fade. Open cars with these

curtains are equally comfortable in rain or sun-

shine. ::.:::::::
Pantasote Mackintosh Duck

has all the desirable qualities of the regular goods for curtain purposes.

Car
Cushions.

Put Pantasote Cushions on your wooden

seats in Open Cars. Some surface roads are

doing this and diverting traffic from the steam

roads to their own by making their cars equally

comfortable. ::::::::

Pantasote i

contains no Rubber or Celluloid

has no unpleasant smell and Is

not inflammable.

Clarence Whitman & Co.,.
39 Leonard St., New York. 237 5th Ave., Chicago.
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1840 ESTABLISHED FIFTY-SIX YEARS 1896.

SMITH «! NEW YORK
350 & 352 Pearl Street, N.Y., U.S.A.

OUR LATEST.
smith: of'new Vohk

8-inch

SEMAPHORE
HEADLIGHT.

No. 96.

ELECTRIC DASH HEADLIGHT.
No. 25.

OIL HEADLIGHT.

C. T. HAM
MFC. CO.

Rochester, N. Y.

10 in. Motor

Head I^ight.

R. R. Lamps

and Lanterns.

Write for Price.

THE CHANGEABLE

Eleetrie Headlight Co.

Cheerfully sends sample
on 30 days' trial.

The only changeable
Electric Headlight on
the market.

(TUiiranteeil to be the Best

The Changeable
Electric Headlight Co.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Eastern Agents, Rodgers, Baldwin & Vickers,
136 Liberty Street, New York.

General Western Agents, Central Elect. Co., i

173 Adams St., Chicago. 111. W

i

REFLECTOR

BOSTON. TVTKSS.

Our Headlights

. . . Light Ahead !

Best possible results because luatlieiiiatically correct.

For either Dash or Vestibule Cars.

Sign Patterns show car routes.

Low Cost. We invite comparisons

CATALOGS SHOW ALL STYLES.
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KRAUSHAAR LAMP
AND REFLECTOR CO

SOLE ;»IANI!F.\CTr Ki;ifS

The St. Louis Electric Headlight.
The best and most practical vStreet Car Headlight on the market.

Can be set at any angle. Throws a bright light i6o feet. Can be used
to light rear platform. No care. Low co.st.

AliSO SOI.E MANUFACTURERS OF THE

KUI NG
,

Lalest Improyed Rachet Brake Handle,i/^ Put. Nov. 1st, I8!)2. r

The Simplest and Stron6:est Handle in Existence. Over 10,000 manu-^ factured annually.

St. Louis Electric Hkadijght.
Pat. June 4tli,

niANIIFACTUREKS OF

Brass and Bronze Car Trimmings and Fixtures of every
Description.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

2510 and 2512 North 9th Street,
ST. LOUIS. MO.

NEAL ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT CO.

(§)

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,
8 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
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T-He Street

^^WALK-OVER" Car seat

Fast Being Adopted by Leading

Street Railways.

No Striker Arms, No Twisting of Back, Simplest,

No Levers, No Lifting in Reversing, Strongest,

No Friction Plates, Cleanest, Neatest, Best.

All kinds of Longitudinal Seating in Rattan, Plush, Elastic Slat, Etc.

THE HflliE & KIIiBUHK PFG. CO., Philadelphia.

3M. jrojB:KG^E:T«c«i±;jV!?»

PATENT AUXILIARY CAR SEAT
Will Rive DOUBLE THE SEATING CAPACITY, can

be placed on any side seating, and acts as spacing arms.
Arms made of steel and the seat of wood.

NI'"LSJ0ERGENSFN.323 Patersonave..W.Hobo^en.N.J.

Steel car steps.
STANWOOD MFG. CO.,

807 & 809 61st STREET,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. CHICAGO.

JOHNSON SZ^ITH,
Jlanufacturers of and Dealers in

ELECTRIC • RAILROAD SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

r Reliable Sand Boxes.
SPECIALTIES : - Collett Ratchet Brake H \ndle3.

[ Troeley Heads, Wheels, &c.

Office and Factory at . All Goods Warranted
EVERETT, MASS. Prices Right.

Clark's Pat Car Strap Handle
Best rionarch Cord. Steel Link Fast=
eners. Brass Rosettes and Screws.

Polished Rose Wood handles.

Dry Dock, East Broadway & Battery
R. R. Co., 605 Grand St.,

New York, June 18, 1896.

The Sanitary Car Strap Handle Co.:
Gentlemen : —We ordered a set of your

" Sanitary" Straps for the new "Universal
Sanitary Street Car" which we have built
and placed in service on our Grand Street
line. We tried them as an experiment and
find them so much superior to the old style
leather strap and they have been so highly
approved by passengers who have used them
on this car that we have ordered them for
use on our new cars recently put on ourCort-
landt Street line. We expect to adopt them
for general use on all our cars and shall or-

der them as we may need them. I do not
hesitate to recommend them as superior to
anj'thing of the kind on the market.

Yours respectfullv,
[Signed] E. T. L'andon, Sec'y.

SANITARY CAR™RAP HANDLE CO.

243 E. 112th Street, New York.

WflPFIEI»D HflTTAJl GOlVIPflliY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Street Railway Car Seats.

Upholstered in any material. Henry Reversible Car Seats a Spe-
cialty. Headquarters for Sweeper Rattan and Rattan

Track Broonis. Largest Importers of

Rattans in the United States.

Principal Office, - Boston, Mass.
Branch Offices, New York, 924 Broadway. Chicago, 144 Wabash Avenue

Write for Catalogues and Estimates.

American

Car Seating,
^^^^^^^^

Rattan & Reed

Sweepers,

Brooms, etc.

and

Reeds.
Mfg Co.,

18 GUERNSEY ST.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for sample.

SAMSON SPOT CORD
Send for

Samples and
Prices.

For Trolley Cord, Bell Cord and Arc Lamp Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - Boston, Mass.

TROLLEY CORD

We make a Special Waterproof TROLLiEY

CORD, now used by the largest

roads in America.

TATE MAIMUFACTURINCCO.
MALDEN, MASS.
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Samn
SamU

SUPERIOR
POINTS.

Has Most Seating Room for Least Space
Used.

Can't Get Out of Order.

Reversible and Tilting,

Clean, Comfortable and Durable.

They are the "THE BEST" whether RE-
VERSIBLE or LONGITUDINAL.

No. 30. No. 20.

NOT BUT

HOW HOW
CHEAP, GOOD.

Over 5000 No. 30
Seats sold in One

10,000 of our
Seats in use in

St. Louis alone.

STREET
CAR
SEATS.

01 ID I ATCCr TILTING SPRING SEAT, REVERSIBLE BACK,W^IA I.M I CO I RATTAN SPRING BACK, OR SPINDLE BACK.

LONGITUDINAL RATTAN SEATING FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Our Reversible Street Car Seats are the same as oar SWTttt^GslSAiUU^^^S ^^sed on Steam Roads the World over.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. PHOTOGRAPHS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

See Display at St. Louis Convention. It's the Biggest— and Best.

Lare:est Car Seat Works Scaillll JumilmiJj) St. Louis
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GEARS
. . . MADE BY .

WESTERN GEAR COMPANY
ARE

ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM BLOW HOLES.

OUR PRICES WILL BE FOUND SATISFACTORY TO EVERYONE, AND WE
SOLICIT INQUIRIES AND ORDERS.

Office, 508 MONTGOMERY BUILDING,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

I Originate, Otiiers Imitate.

base Jack.

Patents on the

Hydraulic Jack.

July 8, 185 1,

Aug. I, 1865,

April 15, 1873,

Feb. 2, 1882,

Jan. 23, 1883,

May 6, 1884,

Nov. 17, 1885.

Nov. 17, 1885,

Jan. 12, 1886,

Sept. 13, 1887,

Sept. J 3, 1887,

July 5, 1892.

When ordering Hydraulic Jacks,

Punches, Roller Tube Expanders,

specify : : : : :

DUDGEON'S
LATEST IMPROVED.

Original inventor, Patentee and Manufacturer of

the Hydraulic Jack, and Controller of

all Patents.

Elevating Hydraulic Crank Pin and Small Wheel Press.

Hydraulic Head Punch.

All correspondence will receive

prompt and careful

attention.

WHEEL PRESSES, and

DIRECT ACTING

STEAM HAMMERS.

RICHARD DUDGEON, 24-26 COLUMBIA STREET,
NEW YORK CITY,



^VERTISEMENf?
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TRUE MERIT WILL WIN !

Almost 400 Railways

Now Use Our Goods.

No. 2.—Shop Saw.

Portable and Power Saws.

Servis

Tie Plates.

Automatic

Feed

Siiop Saws.

Perfection

Oil Purifier.

Q. & C.

Wood Preservins:

Oil.

No. 5.—Portable Rail Saw.

We Want Your Orders!

— — Will Treat You Right!
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND FULL INFORMATION.

Q. & C. COMPANY,
700«7 Ulestepn Union Bldg.,

CHICAGO, - - ILL.

- Npw York Office, 100 Broadway. No. ID.—Frog, Crossing and Beam Saw.
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^^SOMETHING INTERESTING.

A Record Worth Reading

Actual Results Obtained in Service.

Only a few of the many extracts we might

quote from letters received in behalf of the

Q, oi C * "* * * *

Metal Sawing Machines

Extract 1. "We have found the niachme time-saving and doing good work. All cutting of rails for our

new station has been satisfactorily done with this machine."

Extract 2. "We have been using this machine a great deal since received, and I take pleasure in rec-

ommending it for the work it is intended."

Extract 3. "I am just in receipt of your inquiry of the 20th, and in repl}' would say, that the Portable

Sawing Machine mentioned in your letter was purchased by us some time ago, and has given us the best of .satis-

faction in every particular.

"

Extract 4. "I secured this machine some two years ago and have not bought a set of crossings for

renewals since. I usually make card template of the angular joint to be renewed and have it sawed and drilled at

my supply yard or let foreman do it on the ground. I consider this saw the best money saving appliance I have

on my division. The cost shown covers the sawing, drilling, removal of old pieces and replacing of same \\\X.\\

new rails. The average time required to cut, say any angle of 45 degrees, is about 20 minutes."

Extract 5. "From my investigation as to the merits of the machine I long ago became convinced that it

would be a great advantage to have one on each track division."

Extract 6. "I can cheerfully recommend the Bryant Rail saw as being the best machine of its kind that

has ever come under my notice, and next to my wife and family comes the Bryant Saw. This is saying a good

deal, but I mean what I say, and 3-011 are at liberty to use this testimonial over my signature anywhere in the

land. I have had it in use continually for nine months with the exception of intervals of a few days. I can cut

a 70-lb. steel rail in from 12 to 13 minutes, and have made cuts from i< inch upwards. I have had it in constant

use for I )^ days at a time before getting saw sharpened."

Extract 7. "We now have two Rail vSaws on our division, and they are in fair condition. I have found

them to be the best saw in cutting our heavy miter joint rail, and in fact could hardly get along without them."

Extracts. "Enclosed we hand you check for a No. 10 Sawing Machine. The machine is doing our

work very satisfactorily and we are much pleased with it; we keep the saw running almost constantly. Anything

we can say about the machine you can use, and .shall be pleased to show it to an\' prospective purchaser you may
send here.

Extract 9. "We got the first machine of this kind that was made, and this company has bought several

more within the la.st three years and think we .still require a few more, wdiich I will have ordered."

Extract 10. " We shall be pleased indeed to show the machine, and do not think we can recommend it

too highly.
'

'

These are all from practical men, and the originals are kept on file and will be cheer-

fully shown to parties interested.

THE Q. & C. COMPANY, «j«vr*
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Pratt 8c Whitney Co.
n^rtTi^cj>n.i3, coaxrixr., xr. js. -<a..

HAVE PERFECTED THEIR

New Autohatic Weighing Machine
And are now prepared to book orders for same. Some of these machines are especially designed for Weighing and Register-

ing COAL fed to Boilers, or for WEIGHING IN for Storage. They are particularly useful in all Power Stations,

recording the amount of fuel received and consumed. Full particulars will be furnished those interested in this subject.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND S»RICE
) Boston, 47 Pearl Street.

•V New York, 123 Liberty Street,
Chicago, 42-44 So. Clinton St., cor. Washinston St.

BRANCH OFFICES:
Mention this paper.

THE NILES TOOL WORKS CO.,

Manufacture of-

ELECTRIC
MACHINES,

STREET RAILWAY
REPAIRS, Etc.

Write for Catalogue. No. 1. Hydrostatic Press.

^ LATEST TYPES LABOR-
^ SAVING MACHINERY for

WORKS:
iiAiviii^'ro^f. OHIO.

BRANCHES :

New York,

Chicago,

Pittsburgh,

Philadelphia,

Boston.

Please mention this paper when writing.

Alfred Box & Co.

ifj BUILDERS
-OF—

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STANDARD AND SPECIAL CRANES
Of all Descriptions, Double Screw Hoists, etc.

700 Cranes and 30,000 Hoists

-IN USE.-

"ALWAYS READY."
800 to 4,000 Candle Power

from Kerosene Oil .. ..

Especially adapted for NIGHT CONSTRUCTION
and HEAVY METAL HEATING, for which pur-
poses its Portability, Power and Automatic Action
make it invaluable.

10,000 IN USE.

Stfi.:::? 8r:^f° The -wells light-
PERFECTLY vSAFE AND UNAFFECTED BY WEATHER.-

Request Circular from

THE WELLS LIGHT MFG. CO. ""^'sorProp.

49 Washington Street, New York.
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HYDRAULIC WHEEL PRESSES
lUITII HAM) ANI> lti:i,T POWKK.

HYDRAULIC JACKS
'I'o lilt or push Iroia 4 to 150 Ions. Lai't'e Jacks rented

by the day, week or mouth.

All Sizes and Styles of Screw Jacks, Track Jacks,
Traverse Jacks, &c., &c Punches and Shears,

Polishing and Buffing Machinery.

THE WATSON-STILLMAN CO.

204 to 210 East 43d Street, NEW YORK.
SKNO FOR rATAKOOITE

LOCOMOTIVE,
PILLAR,

JIB,

TRAVELING,
CANTILEVER,

ALL TYPES.
STEAM,

ELECTRIC
AND

HAND POWER.

THE BROWN HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINE CO.

NEW YORK,
Haveiiieyer lllilg.

CLEVELAND, O.
PITTS BUKtJ.
Ciirnetiie Uldg.

CIIirAGO,
Dfarqiietle IthljL

Boring and Turning Mills,

Lathes, Turret Machines.

THE BULLARD MACHINE TOOL CO.,

FOR

No. 3}^ New Heavy Double-Cylinder Siirfncer,

with Divided Feed Roll and Pressure
Bars, Slotted Cylinders, etc.

WOOD WORKING
MACHINERY

STREET AND RAILWAY CAR SHOPS.

We aianufactnre tlie larg^eNt line of wood working inaoliinery for street and
railway ear shops, and will be pleased to submit estimates

on single machines or complete equipme"ts. Yonr
correspondence is respectfully solicited.

T. ^^-^ Sz, CO.,
542-562 W. FRONT ST., CINCINNATI, 0.

Hill, Clarke & Co.,
13OSTOTS AIS T> CHICAGO.

Machine Shop Tools,

LATHES, PUNERS, SHAPERS, ETC., ETC.

156 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. 14 S. Canal St., Chicago, 111.
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DO YOU KNOW
The HARRINGTON HOIST is the best made, WEARS BETTER,
SUSTAINS ITS LOAD under all conditions? Send us an order for

one and Try it. GOOD THING
;
you need it. Everything pertain-

ing to hoists made, Overhead Rail, Bridges, Trolleys, Switches, Turn-

tables, the improved method for Handling Engines, Dynamos, Machinery,

Timber, Cases of General Merchandise, etc., etc.

Be Sure you get the Genuine

HARRINGTON HOIST, made only in Philadelphia.

SAVES ITS COST IN A SHORT TIME.
i'T¥fi^\ 1*1' ?1 ^ Manufacture full line of

J I MACHINE AND REPAIR
- ^ SHOP EQUIPMENTS.

Special Machinery, Gear Cutting, Etc.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

EDWIN HARRINGTON, SON & CO., Inc.,

1513 Penna. Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.Mention this Paper.

n 5 2

KTA.TIo isrA.
Mfr's. of PEARSON HUB CAR REPLACING JACK, No. 7 Exchange Place, BOSTON, MASS.

Also showing both positions

the jacks were placed iu to

replace these derailed cars.

Time occupied to replace

first car by two men with

two jacks, 15 minutes.

Time occupied to replace

.second car which was derailed

at a curve, less than 10 min-

utes, by two men with two

jacks. Both cuts show the

only position the jacks were

placed in to replace them.
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CHAS. M. JAKV18, President and CUlef Engineer.

F. L. WILCOX, Treasurer.

ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS,

BOHK K. FIELD, Vice-President.

GEO. H. SAGE, Secretary.

THE BERLIN IRON BRIDGE CO.

AND BUILDERS OF IRON

AND STEEL STRUCTURES.

The above illustration is taken direct from a photograph and shows the interior on the first floor of the Car

House designed and built by us for the Worcester Traction Co. , at Worcester, Mass. The entire frame\\ork of the

building is of steel, the side posts being made of steel, with light brick wall between, and the main supporting members

for the second floor being also made of steel girders supported by colums as shown.

OfiQce and Works: - - East Berlin, Conn.
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GEORGE KISSAI CO,
Successors to CAKLETOX & KISSAM.

Largest STREET CAR ADVERTISING Concern in the World,
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

Postal Telegraph Building,

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO,
PITTSBURGH,
DUI-UTII,
DENVER,

BRANCH
CINCINNATI,
BUFFALO,
SYRACUSE,
.MILWAUKEE,

OFFICES :

MINNEAPOLIS,
ROCHESTER,
NEW ORLEANS,
NEWARK,

ST. PAUL,
COLUMBUS,
BROOKLYN,
ALBANY

HAMILTON, CANADA.

CONTROL THE ADVERTISINa PRIVILEGE IN
1 5 Cars of

30
"

73
'

91
60 "

. ]6
'

44
'

39
'

49
'

16 "

40 '

20 '

50
'

2000 '

'

75
"

1000 " '

35
13

"

47
"

41
"

250
"

52
"

160 "

Soo "

42 "

42
"

175
"

23
"

200 '

'

70
"

6
"

40 "

25
"

50
'•

13
"

20 "

52
"

68 "

4
"

30 "

the Newport Street Railway Co
,
Newport, R. I.

Fort Pitt Traction Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
' Pleasant Valle3' Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Fort Pitt Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
' Pittsburgh Traction Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Suburban Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh & West End Pass. Ry Co

,
Pittsburgh Pa.

Second Avenue Pass. Railway Co. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh & Birniinghani Traction Co., Pittsburgh.
Pa.

McKeesport & Reynoldton Pass. Ry. Co. McKees-
port. Pa.

' Chicago Electric Transit Co
..
Chicago. Ill

North Chicago Elec. Ry. Co., Chicago, 111.

' Cicero & Proviso Railway Co., Chicago, 111.

West Chicago Street Railway, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Passenger Railway Co.
' North Chicago Street Railway, Chicago. 111.

Chicago North Shore vSt. Ry Co., Chicago, 111.

North & East River Railway Co., New York.
Central Crosstown Railway, New York.
Christopher & loth St. Railway Co., New York.

' Brooklyn City & Newtown Ry., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Steinway Railway Co.

.
Long Island City, N. Y.

Mt. Adams & Eden Park Inclined Rv. Co.. Cincin-
nati, O.

' Consolidated Cincinnati Railways, Cincinnati, O.
Mt. Auburn Cable Ry. Co., Cincinnati O.
Cincinnati Inclined Plane Ry. Co., Cincinnati, O.
Rochester Railway Co., Rochester, N. Y.

' Rochester Electric R3' Co
,
Rochester, N, Y.

' New Orleans Traction Co.. New Orleans, La.
Brooklyn,Bath& West End R.R. Co. .Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pelham Park R. R. Co., Bartow, N. Y.

' Rochester & Irondequoit R. R. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
N. F. & Susp. Bridge Ry. Co. . Niagara Falls, N. Y.

' Newark & South Orange Ry Co., Newark, N. J.
' Elizabeth Street Railway Co., Elizabeth, N. J.

Consolidated Traction Co , Elizabeth, N. J.
' Trenton Traction Co

,
Trenton, N. J.

Utica Belt Line Street R. R. Co., Utica, N. Y.
' People's Electric St. Ry. Co., Rochester, Pa.
" Brunswick Traction Co. . New Brunswick, N. J,

10 Cars of the Wa.shington & Tylerdale St. Ry. Co.
,
Washington, Fa.

12 ' " Valley St. Ry. Co., Sharon, Pa.

6 ' " PlainfieldvSt. Ry. Co., Plainfield, N J.

50 ' ' Paterson Railway Co., Paterson, N. J.

3 Passaic & Newark Electric Ry. Co,, Paterson, N. J

450 ' ' BufTalo St and Crosstown St. Ry. Cos.
,
Buffalo, N. Y.

16 " ' Buffalo. Bellevue & Lancaster Ry,, Buffalo, N. Y.

4 " " Buffalo & Willianisville Elec. Ry. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

4 " ' Buffalo, Kenniore & Tonawanda R. R. Co. Buffalo,

N. Y.
10 " " Buffalo & Tonawanda Ry. Co. Tonawanda, N. Y,

6 " ' Buffalo, No. Main St. iS: Tonawanda Ry. Co., Tona-
wanda, N Y.

6 " " Stillwater & Mechanicville St. Rv. Co., Mec'ville,

N. Y
114 ' Albany Railway-, Albany, N. Y.

125 " ' Consolidated Street Railroad Co
,
Columbus, 0.

20 ' ' Hamilton & Lindenwald F<lec. Transit Co., Hamil-
ton, O.

27 " Springfield Railway Co., Springfield, O.

15 ' " Madison City Ry. Co.. Madison, Wis.
220 " " St. Paul City Railway Co,, St. Paul, Minn.
65 " Duluth Street Railway Co,, Duluth, Minn.

400 ' " Minneapolis St. Railway Co. Minneapolis. Minn.
26 " " Superior Rapid Transit Ry. Co., West Superior, Wis.

300 ' " Milwaukee Street Railway Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
20 " ' Citizens' Street Railway Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

43 ' •' Springfield Con.solidated Ry. Co. Springfield, 111.

25 " " Aurora St. Ry. Co., Aurora, 111.

17 ' " West End Street Railway Co., Denver, Col.

182 " " Denver City Cable Ry. Co., Denver Col.

277 ' ' Denver Consolidated Tramway Co.
,
Denver, Col.

60 •' " Hamilton Street Railway Co. Hamilton, Canada.

76
•' Syracuse Street R. R. Co.

,
Syracuse, N. Y.

100 " " Consolidated Street Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
16 ' ' Ossining Electric Ry. Co., Sing Sing, N. Y.
16 ' " Beaver Valley Traction Co. , Beaver Falls, Pa.

14 •' " Flushing & College Point R. R. Co., Flushing, N. Y.
4 " " New Castle Electric St. Ry Co., New Castle, Pa.

5 " " Greensburgh & Hempfield Elec. St. Ry. Co., Greens-
burgh, Pa.

13 " ' Amsterdam St. Ry. Co., Amsterdam, N. Y.

25 " " Newburgh Electric Ry. Co., Newburgh, N. Y.

290 CARS OF THE BROOKLYN UNION ELEVATED R. R. CO., Brooklyn, N. Y.

And has Special Contracts with many other Companies.

References : Presidents of all the above Roads.
This Concern is prepared to negotiate for long time leases with first-class roads in any

part of the United States.
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Our Palace Electric Car. ^ j

(Built by the J. G. Brill Co.,) is a daily epitome of our business—an object lesson

in Street Car Advertising as conducted by us. <^ ^ ^ J- ^

The car is 18 feet body, 26 feet over platforms, and is elsewhere de-

scribed in this issue of the Journal.-J* Many visitors come into our offices daily

to viev/ a sight so novel.*?* We are, and propose to be, in every respect,

always at the head of Street Car Advertising in the world \ ^ ^ .J- .jt-

Street railway officials are cordially invited to call at our offices when

in New York.-> ^^^^^^^.^^^^^^

George Kissam & Co., ^

^ % ^
MAIN FLOOR, POSTAL TELEGRAPH BUILDING,

253 BROADWAY, NEW Y^PK —m
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The ST. DENIS *

Broadway and Eleventh Street^

Opposite Grace Church.c^ NEiA^ VORK.

Single Rooms, $1.00 to $3.00 per day. Double Rooms, $2.00 lo $5.00 per day.

Rooms with bath attached, singly or en suite, from $3.50 upwards.

^"J^HE ST» DENIS has acquired a distinctive popularity alike

with families, tourists and men of business. It occupies a

unique and convenient location, and, to the features of modern hotel

life, adds a tone of old fashioned comfort and a homelike atmosphere

quite its own.

Its restaurant of national reputation offers a cuisine of peculiar

excellence and admirable service at reasonable prices.

WM. TAYLOR & SON.
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ARMSTRONG'S ADJUSTABLE

STOCKS AND DIES
Are superior to any others for

Street Railway Work.

Can be adjusted to the variations in the size of fittings.

Work easier and accomplish the desired results in less time

than solid dies. The ARMSTRONG DIES, being made in

parts, can be more perfectly constructed ; the cutting edges

reached more directly ; the work done with greater precision

and uniformity.

OUR No. 2 STOCK can be fitted with dies for thread-

ing either iron or brass pipe or bolts, and the No. 1 STOCK
either iron pipe or bolts.

THESE GOODS flHE UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED

TO BE THE BEST OH THE JVIAHKET.

FOR HAND OR POWER.

They are manufactured from the highest grade of ma-
terial, and are thoroughly reliable. Outfits of several sizes.

PIPE THREADING AND CUTTING-OFF

MACHINES.

SIZESZONE TO SIX INCHES.

New No. il4 Machine.

Our New No. 1 '< flachine is a

high grade tool and will thread and
cut pipe from one to four inches,

inclusive. It is operated by hand
or power, preferably the latter for

the larger sizes. Weighs, with coun-

tershaft, I, IOC pounds, and is fur-

nished complete with set of right-

hand dies.

Our New No. I flachine, hand
or power, cuts and threads pipe

from one to three inches, inclusive.

Is so designed that when cutting

off pipe the dies are opened for

the pipe to pass through without

being removed from the machine.

Other attractive features. Both ma-
chines furnished with automatic

cut. off.

Send foF Catalogue.
New No. 1 iHachine.

THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.,
139 Centre Street, fleffl York. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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Towei- Lowered and Folded,

THE LEONHARDT REVOLVING TOWER WAGON.

PATENTED FEBllUARY 11>, 1895.

Tliis wagon is entirely different in appearance and
method of operation from any other, and successfully over-

comes every objection to tower wagons.
It is absolutely not top heavy.

It can be raised any desired height up to 24 feet.

It is built on platform gear and can be turned in its

own length.

It stands on the side four feet from the track, permit-

ting the widest cars to pass, while work is being done on
the line.

It is the only wagon that can be safely constructed to

fit any gauge track, and positively not in danger of upset-

ting while being rapidly driven.

It is the only wagon that has no projections whatever
beyond the body or above the seat when folded and lowered
and that can be used for overhead work under low arch-

ways and bridges.

It has proven to be the onlj^ complete and successful

combination wagon made for street railway service, being
fitted with appliances for fire and wrecking purposes, in

addition to everything necessary for emergency and con-

struction work, having ten separate compartments for

Towered Raised, not Turned or Extended,

materials, wire, tools, ladders, hose bridges, block and fall.

It has been demonstrated to be the safest, strongest,

easiest running and onlj' perfectly insulated tower wagon
on the market ; is the best designed and constructed, and
therefore the cheapest ; it is built in three sizes, all of which
are now on exhibition at the American Street Railway
Convention, vSt. Louis, Mo.

LEONHARDT WAGON H'F'Q CO.,
Patentees and Builders,

IVES & HcCLERNAN,
Selling Agents,

412 to 420 E. Saratoga Street,
BALTOIORi:, Ml),

Tower Kaisetl and Tuiwed, not Extended, Tower Partly Extended and Adjusted for Heavy Work.
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WESTINGHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR & CO.

Engineers

steam Engines

Complete Steam Plants

Refrigerating flachinery

Complete Ice Plants

Mechanical Stokers

steam Loops

Complete Electrical Plants

Complete Boiler Plants

Mechanical Draft

Complete Economizer Plants

NEW YORK
26 Cortlandt Si.

BOSTON

53 Slate Si.

PITTSBURG

Westinghouse BIdg.

CHICAGO

171 La Salle Si.
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Large quantities of our Angular Drilling Machines hava
been used for trackwork, viz : for drilling holes through rails

for electric bonded wires, and for binding rods, etc. We find

that a horizontal shaft, as shown in above cut, is more suitable

for the work referred to, than the upright standards furnished
heretofore, and we are now prepared to execute orders for this

new pattern.

Engineers and others familiar with the work the Drill is

intended for, will at a glance see its utility and convenience.
Two sets of gears go with each Drill, making it either speeded
or geared back. It weighs 68 lbs and will carry Drills up to

I inch.

RRICE, $25.00
We carry in stock a full line of Twist Drills with shank

turned to inch to suit hole in the spindle of machine.
A chuck is furnished with each machine which will hold

Drills smaller than i/J inch.

MILLERS FALLS CO., 93 READE STREET, NEW YORK.
^THE-te^

Combination
p",y^^

Blow Torch
[For Gasoline.] Patent npplied for.

NEW AND POWERFUL GENERATOR.
A Combined Brazer, Soldering=Iron Heater and Paint Burner.

u » T - ^ ' " Warranted not to blow out. ^
^ Sample sent anywhere in United ^

^ Handiest Torch made for Over-
^ head work, Soldering or Brazing.

States for $5.00. Send for CatalogueUnequalled for Car Work, Machine „ . „ ^

^ Shop Use, etc. J of other appliances. ^^^
WHITE MFG. CO.

Eastern Office :

115 Baker Ave., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
42 State St., CHICAGO.

EquippiehtofIIiiilwpy&IjPrWobrs.
IKON ANO WOOD WORKINO MA<;HINKRY.

COKLI8N KNGINKH ANM B01L,KK8.
SHAFTING, HANGBK!^, PU1^L,BYS, Ste.

rvr\T^rT^ PT ATT^ Broadway,
0^il.L>'rvw-L Jri-iAUilj, new york.

Agent for J. A. Fay & Egan Co., Builders of Wood Working Machinery.

Wf»r£ 70 U5.

srsirWOU Wdntdny /Wehdi/e/umbtiedRope for/y y I M/m 0/ fhe IdrgeslDrim
inrhe country. /

. . ^ H'Pmannon
IforTrmmsioril "UOMPANY,

orpower ^ 2mMM5!..CHmo,

OVERHEAD
TRAVELING

FOR
POWER HOUSES,
CENTRAL STATIONS

&c., &c. CRANES
Hand Power and Electric.

T. SHRIVER & CO.
333 East 56th St.

EW YORK CITY.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE,
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

^LmNG?oN,'i)EL. THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIAL OF THE WORLD- u dey™^V y.

mCAMEII HBRE CO.

RUN
WITHOUT

OIL

OR GREASE.

GRAPHITE AND BRONZES-
^BUSHINGS ANO BEARINGS.

For Loose and Friction Clutch Pulleys and all kinds
of Machinery. Trolley Bushing's a Specialty

THE QRAPHITE LUBRICATING CO., Bound Brook, N. J.
p. O. Box

£3.
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Scene on the line of the Burlington & Mt. HoUv electric branch of the
Pennsylvania R.R. Cross ties and LINE POLES treated with

Woodiline. Number of poles treated, 778.

THREE TROLLEY POLES, of unUx-aleil timber will ilecay, while
one pole, effectively treated with a good wood preservative will re-

main sound. Setting poles in concrete may preserve them, but a

thorough treatment with WOODILINE will give better results at

one-third tlie cost. Ten feel of the butt of a post of usual size may
be treated, including labor, at a cost of 23 cents, or the entire post

at a cost of 55 cents. No plant is necessary, the preservative being
applieil with a brtish.

Thirteen Years of Use in steam railroad work has established be-

yond (juestion the truth of our claims. Were additional proof
necessary, we might point to the fact that one large Eastern road
alone has used 12,000 gallons of Woodiline within the past eight

months. Send for Catalogue to the

AMERICAN WOOD PRESERVING COMPANY
TENTH AND MARKET STREETS,

'i! Works at Beverly. N. J. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

S. ID^T7"IS cS3 SOIST.
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

CI^OSED FOR TRANSPORTATION.

TOWER WHGONS.
And Construction Wagons of all Descriptions.

FOR ELECTRIC RAILROADS.

MANUFACTURER OF

Uniform Caps.
Slio«v Kooiii I

11 WASHINGTON STREET,
New York.

Ollii-e and Factory 2

136 PLATIJUSII AVENUE,
Brooklyn.

SEIVr> I"OK OATA I^OOT IC.

THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

WROOGHT IRON AND STEEL

TDBULAR POLES,

GEARS AND PINIONS, OVER-

HEAD LINE MATERIAL,

BEARINGS AND BRASSES,

Trolley Hangers

and Wheels

AND REPAIR PARTS FOR

ALL SYSTEMS.

81=83 E. Front 5t., = Cincinnati, O.

Armatures, Transformers and Fields Rewound.

Commutators Made and Refilled for any System.

PIONEER ELECTRIC WORKS,
207 South Canal Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

Bariraiiis in Nov and Second Hand Electrical Machinery.

Fill yoar ouin Gommatators, or

Insist on having- them filled with our special

drawn and finished bars and get the benefit

of our improvements.

THE mmmi CO,, Ubeapolis, lliiiii,

THE KISINGER-ISON CO.
ISuccessors to Stiebkl & Kisincer.]

Manufacturers of

Street Railway Supplies
AND KISINUER'S WIRE CONNECTOR,

466, 468 & 470 Harrison St., CINCINNATI, 0.

KISINGER'S WIRE CONNECTilR.

Most Convenient, Most (tuickly Opernteil anil Strongest Connector Ever Used.
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To Manufacturers -

Street Railway Equipment.

•. *. •. •. The development and very wonderful growth of the

Southern States are making necessary transportation facilities

of the latest type. There is an attendant demand for equip-

ment and supplies of all kinds, and it will be to your ad\'an-

tage to adopt every profitable means for reaching this territory.

The Manufacturers' Record is the best medium you can

employ for covering the South, and we will be glad to have

you give us a trial advertisement.

Manufacturers' Record Publishing Co.,

Rates Quoted on Application. RAITIMOPF MD.

Tribune Building, New York, October, 1896.

Gentlemen :

We are inclined to think that many of the readers of the " Street Railway Journal,'' would be inter-

ested in a paper which covers the whole field of engineering in the United States even more thoroughly than

does " E)iginecring " (of London) cover a similar field in England.

Our weekly, " Engineering News and American Railway Journal," was founded in 1874, and

from a small beginning has steadily grown until we now find means to lay before our readers, in the twenty-

four reading pages, what is the most important not only in civil, but in mechanical and electrical engineer-

ing as well.

Sixteen of these twenty-four pages are devoted to notes on the latest events of technical interest, to

detailed descriptions of engineering works and appliances ( accompanied by carefullj^ prepared illustrations

in which we take much pride j, and to editorial discussion and correspondence relating to current matters of

importance.

The remaining eight pages we call our " Construction News Supplement " and in them we publish

every week man\- hundreds of items giving news of work in contemplation, contracts to be let, the award of

contracts and the prices bid, etc.

Man^' of the dozen or more departments into which our supplement is divided have long been consid-

ered of the greatest value by manufacturers of certain classes of supplies. But of the departments more

recentl}' inaugurated none have had a more satisfactory growth than those devoted to
'

' Street and Electric

Railways," and " Electric Light and Power."

We shall be pleased to send a sample copy of our paper to anyone sufficiently interested to give us

name and address.

Yours truly,

THE ENGINEERING NEWS PUBLISHING CO.

p. S.—We also publish and sell books. Amongst our more recently published works, " A Text Book of Plain Letter-

ing " (which should be in every drafting office), by Prof. H. S. Jacoby of Cornell University, and " Engineering Contracts

and Specifications," by Prof. J. B. Johnson, of Washington University, maybe of interest to you. We also expect to bring
out about the end of the end of the year, "Railway Track and Track Work " by E. E. R. Tratman, A.M., Am. Soc. C. E.

J
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XHE GREATEST OF ftlili ttlEEKIiIES.

The Electrical Review,
TIMES BUILDING, NEW YORK,

is the Electrical Publication that goes EVERY WEEK to the Street Railway

field. If you have not been a Regular Subscriber, give it a six months' trial

this Fall. Subscriptions may be sent in through the Street Railway Journal.

PRICE, THREE DOLLARS PER ANNUM.

Every advertiser who wishes to go before the STREET RAILWAY PUBLIC
EVERY WEEK, should keep an announcement in the ELECTRICAL REVIEW.

Address all communications to

ELECTRICAL REVIEW,
p. 0. BOX 2339, TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.

"ELECTRICITY AND WATER POWER," by Mark A. Replogle, price, |i.oo, is published by the Electrical Review, and

should be in the hands of every electrical and power man in the country who desires lo keep abreast of the times.

THE
Scientific American.

The Most Popular Scientific Paper in the World.
[[|^^^ Established 1845. Weekly, $3,00 a Year, $1.50 Six Months.

This unrivalled periodical is now in its fifty-first year, con-
tinues to maintain its high reputation for excellence, and enjoys
the largest" circulation ever attained by any scieiitific publication.
Every number contains sixteen large pages, beautifully- printed,
elegantly illustrated ; it presents in popular style a descriptive
record of the most novel, interesting and important advances in
Science, Art and Manufactures. It shows the progress of the
world in respect to New Discoveries and Improvements, embracing
Machinery, Mechanical Works, Engineering in all branches,
Chemistry, Metallurgy, Electricitj', Light, Heat, Architecture,
Domestic Economy, Agriculture, Natural History, etc. It abounds
with fresh and interesting subjects for discussion, thought or ex-
periment. It tends to improve the mind

;
encourages to self-

exertion, activity and development ; furnishes hundreds of useful
suggestions for business, and for simple, light and profitable
occupations. It promotes Indu-strj', Progress, Thrift and Intelli-

gence in every community where it circulates. .

should have a place in every Dwelling, Shop, Office, School or
Library. Workmen, Foremen, Engineers, Superintendents, Di-
rectors, Presidents, Officials, Merchants, Farmers, Teachers, Law-
yers, Phy-sicians, Clergymen—People in every walk and profession
in life, will derive satisfaction and benefit from a regular reading
of The Scientific American.

As an instructor for the young it is of peculiar advantage.
TRY IT.—vSubscribe for your.self—it will bring you valuable ideas;
subscribe for your sons—it will make them manly and self-reliant;
subscribe for your workmen—it will please and assist their labor;
subscribe for your friends—it will be likely to give them a prac-
tical lift in life. Terms, fo.oo a year; $1.50 six months. Spca'i/icn
copies free. Remit by Postal Order or Check to the order of

ATENTS!
Messrs. MDNN & CO., in connection

with the publication of the Scientific
A JIERTCAN. continue to examine improve-
ments, and to act as Solicitors of Patents

for inventors.
In this line of business they have had nearlii Fiftii

yinra' erperience, and now have inicqvnhd facilities for
the preparation of I'atent Drawincs. Specifications, and
the prosecution of Applications foi Patents in the
United States, Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs.
Alunn & Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats,
CupyriBbts for Books, Labels, Reissues, Assiennients.
and Reports on Infringements of Patents. All business
intrusted to them is done with special care and prompt-
ness, on very reasonalile terms.

A pamphlet sent free of ehartre on application, con-
tainini; full information about Patents and how to pro-
cure theui; directions concerning Labels. Copyrights,
Designs, Patents Appeals, Reissues, Infringements,
Assignments, Rejected Cases. Hints on the sale of
Patents, etc.

We also send, frre nf clinrrie a Synopsis of H'oreign
Patent Laws, showing the cost and method of securing
Patents in all the principal countries of the world.

MUNN & CO., SotrciTORS OF Patents,

361 Broadway, New York.
BliANCH Offices. - No. e,22 and fi34 F Street, Pacific

Building, near 7th Street, Washington, n. C.

MXJIVrV & CO., PUBLISHERS, 3ei BROADWAY, IV. Y,
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Every Practical Man
Interested in electrical subjects

should read the . . . .
,

American Electrician.
It contains much matter of interest and value

to street railway men, and no engineer or other

intelligent and ambitious employe of a street

railway conipanj^ can afford to be without it.

® ® ®

The American Electrician has for its purpose,

primarily, to supply practical information for practical

men, and also to keep its readers abreast the very

latest developments in the electrical field, both practi-

cal and scientific. That a journal conducted along

these lines supplies a real need in the electrical field

has been shown by an unprecedented growth of the

subscription list. The American Electrician has

now the largest paid subscription list of any electrical

journal in the world, and this list is comprised .almost

exclusively of practical and progressive men in all

departments of electrical work.

® ® ®

A Free Sample Copy
of the AMERICAN ELECTRICIAN, and a copy of our

new Classified Catalogue of Electrical Books, will

be mailed to anyone interested upon application.

(• (• C»

Published Monthly. Subscription, $1.00 Per Year.

(• C» C«

American Electrician Cohpany,

Havemeyer Building, New York.
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COMMUTATOR SPARKING AND CUTTING A THING OF THE PAST.

Gale's Commutator Compound,
Is the only article that will J^nvciit Sparking. Will keep _vour conumUators in goud condition and I'rcvciil Lutliiig

li<()N\vooi>, Mich.
K. McLiiNNAN & Co., Cluc.'igo, ni.:

Dear Sirs :— \ have liad charne of the Twin City
Electric Co., of Ironwood. and the Gogeliic Electric
Co.. of Bessemer, for the last five years, and during
that time, have used almost exclusively, the Com-
mtifator Compound known as "GALR's,"and I can
say that it is by far the best we know anything about.
We have often received samples of other oom])onn^,
and after a trial have been very .glad to go back to
the comi>ound niannfactured by you. Calk's Com-
pound, when properly nse<l, gives the Commutator
a brown, glossy appearance, and does not gum the
brushes Very respect fully yours,

TWIN CITY GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
QOOEBIC ELECTRIC CO.

W. H. Cochran, Superintendent.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUvSHEvS.

A single stick of this Compound will

save you anywhere from five to several

hundred dollars in the increased life

of your commutators.

ENDORSED BY ALL USERS.

Ask your Supply House for "GALE'S"
and take no other.

Or Send to

SofTH Chicago, III.

Messrs. K. McLknnan iK: C >.. Chicago :

Di'ar Sirs

:

— I have l)een using your Commuta-
tor CoMI'ou ii for the jiast four (^j ycars, and have
so far found nothing to equal it. It puts an excellent
gloss on the commutator, and if properly used will
save its cost many times over in f)rushes. I am at
present using it on our thirty wood are dynamos,
with an licclrrniiio/ivc forre as high as six thousand
five hiin<lred (6500) volts, and to the present day
have not seen any other compound that will stanil
this severe test.

Yours truly,

CALUMET OAS COHPANY,

J. A. Radi-'ord, Chief Kngineer.

K. McLENNAN & CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

204 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

NATIONAL AIR BRAKE
The only faultless and perfectly Automatic vSafety Air

Brake equipment in the world for electric and cable cars.

All working parts are inclosed in a dust-proof ca.sing

and operate in a bath of oil : thus surmounting all diffi-

culties heretofore emanating from lack of lubrication.

No grease or oil cups on entire apparatus.

DURABILITY, •

SIMPLICITY, •

EFFECTIVENESS.
ITS FIRST COST ITS ONLY COST.

The NATIONAL AIR BRAKE operates and com-

presses air hy the momentum of the car in coming to a

stop. At all other times, or when po'ver is being drawn

from the trolley to propel the car, the pump remains idle.

Installed on American Car Company's Exhibit at Convention.

NATIONAL AIR BRAKE CO., 15 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

FROST VENEER SEATING CO.
New York, 208 Canal St. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

MAN U F ACTU R E RS

Veneer Head Linings, Car Seats and Backs,

Heavy Veneer Outside Car Roofs,

Heavy Veneer Car Sides and Panels.

BIB FOUR ROUTE

WESTERN and SOUTHERN
POINTS.

Througfh Sleeping? Care from

New York and Boston to Cincinnati, In-

dianapolis and St. Louis

Boston & Albany R. R., New York Central to Buffalo,
L. S. & M. S. Ry. to Cleveland, Big Four Route

to Destination.

ELEGANT CONNECTIONS
with aU Trunk Lines in New York and New
England. Ask for Tickets via BIG FOUR ROUTE.

E. 0. Mccormick, d. b. martin,
Pass. Traffic Manager. Gen'I Pass. & Tkt. Ajft.

BIG FOUR ROUTE, CINCINNATI, O.

Western New York & Pennsylvania

IJ^/VI I .RO/V I > CO.
The Short and Popular Route from Buflalo to Olean, Brndlord

Dunkirk, Mayville, Titusville, IHI City, Pittsburgh, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore, Washington and the South.

THE ONLY I.INE KUNNING .SOLID TRAINS WITH PULL-
MAN BUKFET AND SLEEPING CARS DAILY

BETWEEN BUFFALO. OIL CITY
AND PITTSBURGH.

Gen'I Office, 84 Exchange St., Buflalo, N. Y.

Trains Leave N. Y. C. k H. R. U. R. Depo

R. BELL,
General Superintendent.

J. A. FELLOWS,
General Passenger Agent.
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SPECIAL TRAIN
:E^':E^,c>2>^ i:t:e:tt7" "s^okic

To the St. Louis Convention.
Arrangements have been made for a special Train via New York Central & Hudson River

Railroad and Connections for the accommodation of Delegates and others attending the St. Louis
Convention of the American Street Railv/ay Association. The Convention will open Tuesday,
October 2oth, at ioa.m. The Special Train will leave the Grand Central Station, 42d Street,

"New York, Saturday, October 17th, at i p. m., arriving in St. Louis. Sunday, October i8th, at

6:56 p. M.

Delegates from all points East can connect with the Special at Albany, "N. Y.

SCHEDULE AND ONE-WAY FARES, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1896.

Stations.

BOSTON

ROCHESTER.

One Fare. Berth. Room. Schedule*

..$36.25 $6.50 $34.00 10.30 A. M.
25.25 a 11.42 A. M.
24.25 6.00 23,00 1.14 P. M.
33.90 (( it 2.53 P.

34.35 (( 1.00 P. 31.

33.35 (( 2.43 P.M.
. 33.75 6.50 30.00 4.30 P. M.
33.75 ti ((

31.75 5.00 18.00 6.34 P. M.
33.35 ti (( 8.00 P. M,
30.35 4.00 14.00 9.50 P. M.
19.35 n 10.50 P. M.
17.10 (< «<

iS.OO 3.00 10.00 3 30 A. M.
11.38 A. M.INDIANAPOLIS, Arr

Arrive at ST. LOUIS 6.56 Sunday Evening.

On presentation of certificate at St. Louis, return ticket will be furnished at one-third above rates.

The Special Rate of a Fare and a Third for the round trip has been granted from all Eastern

points. Delegates will ask ticket agent for certificate, which, when properly countersigned at

St. Louis, will entitle the holder to a retinn trip at one-third the regular fare.

The Committee in charge would respectfully urge all who intend to take this Special Train

to apply at once in order that ample accommodations may be provided and proper assignments
made.

Inquiries relating to the reservation of berths, tickets, etc., should be addressed to M, C.

Roach, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 411 Broadway, New York. Delegates from New Eng-
land points apply to J. L. White, Agent, B. & A. R. R., 366 Washington Street, Boston.

H. H. VREELAND, Chairman,

President Metropolitan Street Railway Co.

IAS. H. McGRAW, Havemeyer Building, ^
XI \/ 1 r Committee-New York.

CHARLES W. PRICE, Park Row,
New York.
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^1

Big Four Route

ST. LOUIS.
TO
I

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY
CONVENTION, OCTOBER, 1896

From NEW YORK, BOSTON, BUFFALO,

SOLID VESTIBULED TRAINS Cleveland, CINCINNATI,
UULIU fLUIIUULLU I HflMltf Indianapolis, Washington.

Wagner Sleeping Cars and Elegant Dining Cars.

Unexcelled Equipment.

This is the Route entering St. Louis over the New Merchants
Bridge avoiding the disagreeable Tunnel!

M. E. INGALLS,
President.

C. E. SCHAFF,
General iflannger.

E. o. Mccormick, d. b. martin,
Passenger TrafBc Manager. General Paxsenger and Ticket Agent.

Will Open in St- I-jOUL1s, Oot. 20
The Wabash Railroad

. . IS THE . .

CONVENTIOJ^i LINE
. . FROM . .

TOLEDO,
DETROIT

AND CHICAGO
TO ST. LOUIS.

Waper Butfet and Compartment Sleepers.

PALACE PARLOR CARS,

CAFE-LIBRARY CARS,

Aod FREE RECLINING CHAIR CARS
Are Important Features of the Superb

Equipuient of the

Wabash St. Louis Line.

Sleeping Car Reservations Cheerfully Made in> Advance.

Chicago Ticket Office, 97 Adams Street.
F. A. PALMER, Asst. Gen. Pass. Agt.,

CHICAGO.
C. S. CKANE, Gen. Pass. &: Tkt. Agt.,

ST. LOCI!*.

N. C. KEBRAN, City Pass & T. A.,

CHICAGO.
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Printing

AND

Engraving^^

:
:

This Souvenir Number

Address,

Street Railway Publishing Co.

JOB PRINTING DEPARTHENT,

Havemeyer Building, New York.

I ^

X

Is a fair sample of the class of
|

work which we are prepared to |

turn out, as regards both printing X

and engraving. We have our own |

composing rooms, and are able to |

give prompt and careful attention

to job printing of all kinds. If you

have any circulars, catalogues or

price lists that you wish gotten up

in a neat and attractive style, or

engravings of any kind which you

wish made, we shall be pleased to

furnish estimates for such work

upon application.

:



But I go on forever"

H NO MORE TRUE OF THE BROOK # #
THAN IT IS OF THE BROWNELL # #
ACCELERATOR CAR • SINCE THE IN=

TRODUCTION OF THIS TYPE OF CAR TO
THE PUBLIC IT HAS DEVELOPED AN # #
ENORMOUS AAVOUNT OF "GO" • IT GOES
BECAUSE IT IS BUILT TRUE AND RIGHTS
AND IT WILL CONTINUE TO GO BECAUSE
RIGHT PRINCIPLES AND HONEST METH=
ODS ARE BOUND TO WIN • EXPERIENCE.^
HAS DEMONSTRATED THE ACCELERATOR

#

PLAN TO BE THE SAFEST, THE MOST CON=
VENIENT AND IN EVERY WAY THE BEST'#
OUR CUSTOMERS TESTIFY TO OUR Sk #
HONORABLE DEALING
BROWNELL CAR COMPANY • SAINT
LOUIS • MISSOURI • <# c# <# c# * <#



FOR.
S IXTY-FIVE YEARS

Stephenson C?\rs

HAVE
BEEN BUILT FOR SERVICE IN

EUROPE >AS IA -AFRICA-AUSTRALIA-AND
ALL PARTS OF NORTi! AND SOUTH AMERICA

John Stephenson Co- Limited
New York^

Co/nPLETE Electrjc^ Railway Systea\s
City Suburban and Tnteruflban Service

Third Rail Surface Systea\ for Ste:am Roads
Electric Locomoxiveis up to IOO Tons
Long Distance Power Transmission

for. railroads

General ElectricCompany
SCHENectady- N-Y-^

aaanufacturing undefl
patents granted to

Edison
X^nDepoele- Thomson

Sprague — Brush
elckea\ever^ houston
Rice ^Potter- Knight
Bentleyand others

New Orleans - la-
Nashville -Tenn-I
Chicaco-Ill-
DETROIT-/ilCH'
St- Louis - Mo-
Dallas -Texas-
Helena -Mont-
Denver.-Colo -

San Francisco-Cal-
portland-or.e.

^ERLIN- To/^NTO
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